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Varied Activities

Fill Opening Week
A stag smoker featuring a full length re-

cent movie will be held tonight, Orientation

Committee Co-Chairman Steve Mahle announc-

ed today.

Mahle said "the smoker will be one of the

highlights of the week which has so far found
enthusiasm at its highest possible peak."

Mahle and Don Kempf, Junior Co-Chair-

man, planned Tuesday nights sports program
and the rally labi night.

"The rally was really a fine expression of

Villanova spirit, and we hope it continues,"

Kempf said.

Mystery Show Tomorrow
Tomorrow at 7:30 in the C and F audi-

torium is the "Truth or Consequences" show.
Colorful skits acted and directed by freshmen
orientation offenders will be shown.

The highlight of the evening will be a
traditional Song Fest, featuring old standard
songs, some of the time when Dad went to

Villanova.

No Rock and Roll

"I hope no frosh yell for rock and roll," a
committee member said.

The rally last night attracted practically

all of the campus residents and many day-hops

as well. It gave the students an opportunity to

see the team this year and the coaches doing

the directing.

Tuesday's annual Sport Night in the C and
F auditorium was also well attended. Films of

last year's sports higlights were shown.

^^^ ft::¥<:>::::>>i«:«>:::-<::::::

SSSS

Count Villian IV
ssssssssss ^ii^ii*Wsi&-S

Vlllanova's new maR<>ot Count Villain IV. He Is now in the Norris-
town Zoo awaiting the Wildcats first home game against Furman on
Saturday Sertember 28. He was purchased recently by the Spirit
Conunittee and shipped here from Florida. The ferocious 'Cat weighs
21 pounds and Is anxious to greet all Villanovans, especially the
freshmen. .^

<
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Largest Freshmen
Class Numbers 1300

The largest freshman class in the hist^ory

of Villanova University was admitted Tuesday
as the 115th academic year of the University
officially got under way.

Nearly 1,300 first-year men began a four
day registration period prior to the opening
of classes next Monday.

Upper class engineers registered on Tues-
day afternoon while students in the C and F
department enrolled yesterday. Students in

the division of Arts and Sciences register today.

Classes Monday '

The "Frosh" will continue orientation ac-

tivities tomorrow and spend the weekend pre-

paring for their first university school day,
Monday.

The largest freshman class boosts Villanova
undergraduates to better than 3300 students
for the 1957-58 school year.

In addition, increased application for the

University's Evening Graduate and Saturday
divisions together with the School of Law in-

dicates a new high of nearly 6,000 for an over-

all enrollment.

Friendly Greetings

Arrival Tuesday was filled with mixed
emotions for most of the 1,300 "frosh." Under
the expert hand of the welcoming committee,
known affectionately by all "froah" as O.C.'s,"^

ODerationa went smoothly.

Villanova's newest students will continue
wearing their orientation "regs" until "Muft
Ijuy" if <^ey athletically are victorious against
the spohomores. If the "frosh" lose, they must
w«ar their "regs" still lonjrer.

.A^ mf iiVt-i 'lalf^Mt' "^n III *<ii-[ ffilkiir^^^if*f""j^^_^^\
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Maintain The Tradition
Welcome Freshmen!

We of the VILLANOVAN staff wish to pub-
licly extend a welcome to you from the student v^

body. We are dependent upon you to keep th©;;,

name of Villanova rising. Every upperclass- : ;.

men remembers vividly his orientation days
'

and the questions and problems that confronted
him. If you ask them they will be glad to help
you and certainly disprove the theory that up-
perclassmen are the exalted characters they
are reputed to be.

,

Undoubtedly you have been given all kinds
of advice concerning these four years of college

j^—that they are the best ones of your life and ?
;•

to get all you can out of them, etc. These are '

without a doubt four of the best years of your -

life, if you make them so. If you wholeheart-
edly enter into the spirit of Villanova, (in every
facet) as Student Council Chairman Pat Nichol-
son has invited you. the benefits will be laeting. '

Your decision to choose Villanova is most
'important, indicaliv. of > oitr desire to obtain

a Catholic ednii.'ii-r. iri an atmosphere of

Catholicism. You wi J! have (Chances during these ,

next four years to better yourself spiritually •

that may never again be presented to you. It is ;•

wise to start early and take advantage of these
opportunities.
A successful combining of the spiritual, edu-

.

cational and social advantages offered during
these four years will mould you into Catholic
gentlemen and living examples of our way of
life and a credit to Villanova.

Begin from the start and try to obtain all

you can from these four short years. We know
they will be as rich and as happy for you as
they have been for us.

CALENDAR FOR 1957-58

First Semester
September 10-13—Registration

October 16—Opening Mass, 8:30 — Resi-

dents, 9:30—Day Students

October 3 — Day of Recollection — no
classes ..

November 1 — Feast of All Saints — no
classes

November 9—Mid-Term
November 26—Thanksgiving recess begins

after last class * '
"'

;i^ •
•

December 2—Classes resumed at 8:30 a.m^'

December 18 — Christmas recess begins

after last class

January 6—Classes resumed at 8:30 a.in.

January 20-25—Final Examinations

January 26-29—Annual Retreat—Junioi

and Senior Men /

Second Semester
February 3-5—Registration

February 6—Classes begin at 8:30 a.m.

March 22—Md-Term
Mnrch 30. 31. Aoril 1.2—Annual Retreat—
;^e8hman^Spphomore Men^—All Women
A^it^^c^^aster recess begins after final

Retreat Se?Vice

April 8—Classes resumed at 8:30 a.m.

May 15—Ascension Thursday—no classes

May 28-June 4 — Final Examinations

June 8—^Baccalaureate Mass
June 9—Commencement Ebcercises
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EDITOR'S NOTE
.( The Editor would like to extend his thanks to all the
members of the VILLANOVAN staff, past and present,
uho made this Orientation issue possible.

PAT SAYS:

'Help Build' Villanova

By Boosting YJllanQya!

On behalf of the upper classmen of Villanova University
J want to welcome all of you into our student body. Your
decision to make Villanova your home for the next four
years was certainly a vnse one. You have enrolled in the
most wonderful school in the country. As you will soon
find out, the "spirit of VUlanova'* is outstanding. This
is so because we have a united student body solidly behind
Villanoxxi and ail of its activities. Villanova has high
academic standards, beautiful campus, and a friendly
atmosphere, all combined to give the true Villanovan a
great feeling of pride in his Alma Mater. Members of the
Class of 1961, this is your school. ': \- '';' :^'':^>'^:^:/r}

You are now on the threshold of the most important
years of your life. Whether these years vnll be successful
or not is up to yov^ The most important part of your
college life is your education. Study hard to keep those
marks up. Get into as many extra-curricular activities
as your time permits. Do a good job in everything that
you undertake. Make as many friends as you can because
you unll find that these boys and girls will be the best
friends that you have. Believe me, these next four years
unll fly by, so start now to obtain all that you can from
them.

You are the new blood of this great University. Soon
you will be the leaders. You unll find that the more you
love and support Villanova, the hapjner you will be. This
is your college and it is up to you to help keep it on top.

The motto of our spirit committee is "Help Build Villanova
by Boosting Villanova." // you live by this motto and do
a good job in the other itemji mentioned, you will be a
true Villanovan and a nuin that your Alma Mater wiU
alu>ays hold in high esteem.

If I can ever be of any help, please don't hesitate to
<uk. Good luck and may God bless your college career.

Sincerely

Pat Nicholson, Chairman
Student Council

President's Message
First of all, I would like to extend a most

hearty welcome to our returning upper-class-

men. I sincerely hope that the summer vacation

was a most happy.and profitable one and that

you are prepared to take up the more serious

tasks involved in furthering your academic

careers.

To our incoming Freshmen I would like to

offer a very sj>ecial word of welcome. We arc

extremely proud that you have seen fit to

select Villanova over all the other colleges and

universities available to you. I am certain that

all of your expectations will be fulfilled and

that for most of you the next few years will

be most happy and extremely worthwhile.

To all of our students I would like to offer

, a most serious word of advise. You will find at

Villanova ev^ry opportunity to better your-

selves physically, intellectually and morally.

What use you make of these opportunities de-

pends almost entirely upon yourselves. Your
parents have made and are making great sacri-

fices to make available to you the education

you require in order to make a place for your-

selves in the complex world in which we live.

For your sake and theirs, do not disappoint

them.
May God bless you and keep you and may

Our Mother of Good Counsel watch over you

and guide :*'our stay at our beloved Alma Mater.

Rev. James A. Donneilon, O.S.A.
President

Campus Activities
A man or women entering a university

family of over three thousand can have the

tendency to want "to become lost in the crowd."

An eighteen or nineteen year old fresh-

men, despite ambition and ability, has a diffi-

cult time getting settled in a new enviomment.

Some solve the problem by joining a list

of organizations and societies with no intention

of maintaining a good standing rating in any

of them. These few persons merely gve in their

name in the hope that this will establish his

credit among the upperclassmen.

After all, didn't these poor freshmen hear

that college is "really a big joke."

And then there are some who say "I'll be

too busy this year to get in any activities, may-
be next year." Upperclassmen know that in

most courses the students who have time to

devote to an extracurrcular activity and gain

something tangible from it, are the ones who
succeed in class.

At Villanova University there is a proper

list of activities for every student. No matter

what his major might be, Arts, Enginering, or

Commerce and Finance, intellectual as well as

social growth is available through membership.

It would be ridiculous to assume that every

activity at Villanova University is good.

Some merely have a membership card,

meet once a year, and actually accomplish

nothing. Others are active, growing organiza-

tions that offer something to the joiner. These

are the activities that the freshmen should look

for. ::.-^;-:}'

/ Obviously a prospective engineer should'

look toward the scientific groups. The pre-law

student, the English major, the future accoun-

tant, the biology major, all have their oppor-

tunities.

The organizations joined in the freshman
year help to establish the friedships that exist *>-

all through undergraduate days and often all

through life.

The importance of proper selection is ob-

vious. X>o you want to be in a group that en-

joys through activity or to be in a group that*

carries a black mark a few years from now?

Transportation
The most direct means of transportation

from the University to central Philadelphia
or Main Line communities is the Pennsylvania
Railroad, whose Paoli Local provides half-
hourly service to Broad Street, Suburban and
30the Street Stations, as well <is to Paoli in
the opposite direction. The Philadelphia and
Western Railujay, located across Lancaster
Avenue from the main part of campus, has
quick and frequent service to the 69th.Street
area and to Norristoum. The Red Arrow
busses travelling along Lancaster Pifce also
provide service to Ardmore and to the 69th
Street section.

THE VlLLANOVAIf U;11S7

A Scholar, Athlete and Gentleman
Editor's Note: Thia siary is •

of tte mr^dm writtem fty JBiB

Jcmea tkmt apyi erf m *ke Jmmmry
1, 1966 tsSMe of ike VILLANOVAN,
Thm fmda ikmi wen need for »mt
otory wen tmkem fnmi the Deoetmber
S, 1900 VILLANOVAN from m mrt-

iOe wnUem fry JBo6erf /. Qmmm. it ia
'^piimted hen m order to
.eU fnwkmum wUh ike nem
iiom of Leo Qooireme for whom ike

ia memei, mmd to

pl«y was nsmediately ts^-
ged as a fntare star and a sore bet'to
take over the first string qnarterlnck
slot on the varsity the next falL

bi his. first same for the VOlaiiaivm
froBh, he scored the first touchdami
to be recorded in the new stadhnn, a
toachdofwn iHiich opened the nrmnrm
and the stafiom with a triumph.
Little did Leo tealiae that in the space
of a few short years this field would
be named Goodrean Stadimn.

fStnhldreher, figaicd
tial An-American
a rfiininy Ug^lfia
^picture. It

he

OBthr

rest of the sports
had other and tar
Leo J. Goodrean.

On the fieU

'figgw'gi and
cost him hislifeu

the

far the

Bat
to

to the

gawc ap

ViDanofva University has prodoced
many outstanding men througiioat its

of Catholic education. Among
have been brilliant

esi^ncnt athWrs and

hape one of the finest men ever to
enter ViOaaova, a hnmUe composition
of each of these qualities, never grad-
uated. The man today is a shining
memory to those of the faculty wiio
have been at ViDaaova since 1990,

to the piesent iwiA»«g> a—^^
a simide name on a tarnished

plaqaeL This man, to whom the VIL-
LANOVAN is respectfully dedicated,
is Leo (loodreau, a aeholar. an athlete,
and moat of all, a

To most of the studento at Villar

Bo&rean is merely a name
that dBfwratfs the stadium and aj^

in the VIUJkNOVAN
Imt he is fisr more than that.

In 1927 the Villanova Stadium
oected and drdicated. The entire VH-

dent body attended ^h»
ly. <hie of these studento was

who was destined to die
on that field within one short year.
The stoty of Leo Goodrean m in re-
ality inqpiratioa, an inquratioa to aD

Although he was the finest football
player that Villanova had seen in
quite some time, this was not his best
sport. Despite his skill as a -quarter-
back, Leo showed as much if not more
proficiency as a catcher on the base-
ball teana. His coach. Charles A.
licGeehan. preActed that he easily
had a major league career before him
if he wanted it. He was truly a great
athlete.

U», deeply engaged hi athletics.
nevertheleaB had an abundance of
time for aodal activity. He was in-
strumental in conducting the fresh-
man dance in the spnng of 192&
Under his leadership and determina-
tion the dance t*"*-*— the moat suc-
cessful in the history of the class. In
appreciation for his fine effort, the
class elected him to the position of
Secretary shortly before the scholas-
tic year

'

One eaify Septesdier

varsity against the frosh
scHmmage held in
ViDanova's.

'to

varsity. As the ball wm mnn-
ped to a hatffaack, Leo;,

Leo was an All-New Rwe^^'yf inter-
srholastic quarterback in hig^ school

mune on the
He joined the

of fircshBsen footbaU players
to his hard. Cast ^l^n and

He was also instrumental in re-
viviag Villanova's fraternities which
were practically non-existent Ifeet-
iags were seUom held and little was
sccomplished when they were. He re-
vived the Epsilon Phi lliet^ Pater-
nity into one of the moat active social
dubs on the campna. In order to re-
nt^ in the campus picture the trata
were foreed to rejuvenate and the
sdiool spirit fiourished as it never had
before. Leo had solidly proven frh«t a
lack of spirit had no place on the
Villanova campna

Despite this unusually heavy sdied-
le, Leo maintained a ^»»nlastic aver-
age which placed him in the upper
half of his dasa His coach, Harry

bolted farwaid
leading the
line charged.
up. It was Leo Goodreaa's bst pbiy.
When the players niT*iii^ Leo

lying quite still, face down on
turf. As he atoi^ came to,
was contorted with pain. A
tried to help the stricken player to
his feet and he shrieked with
His back had been brataQy
He was given no chance of

by the
He

bnt his flinit was haid|y

he
fused to
hearing all

ilglitisg far his
far his lifeL

upL

foothan

No

nied. He
day he would be
•Tine-up.- But
himsrif, for he
pate in a far
upt*"

When it

not goiag to pun
talk of POB^MHI^
achednle, but Leo

JACK WALSH MHN SANHXS

WeU, SinceYa Asked Me...'
During the ezcitment and

of ifgistration the ViDa-
bj the

thesiaeaf the

what made the
upon them

in their fint few hours at Vaia-

•«.•
laige aiae of the

fraefy hgr the nosh, are a
that the spirit

to u^.

White Batsl^ both
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One of several hundred decorated cars that formed a seven-mile long motor-

cade enroute to Florida State football game last fall awaits jaunt down Broad

Street to Municipal Stadium.

There are few week-ends that do not offer a frat party, class dance

or group picnic. Here the members of the Class of '58 enjoy one of) the

social highlights of the year—the Junior Prom.

:.- i.'.,-
.•>:

This is the big day that Wildcat •political enthusiasts have
waited for all year—ELECTION DAY! Long and intensive

campaigns are culminated and class officers are chosen.

Weekly laboratory sessions are a "must" on every freshman's schedule

—that is, if HE'S a premed or engineer. What has been taught in: the lecture

and recitation periods materializes in the science labs.

uAlright, 1*11 buy^ ya some candy,'* screams a helpless Vlllanovan at last year's

Christmas party at St. John's Orphanage sponsored annually by the Junior Class.

That*s really Ted Macri, a Villanova cheerleader, In
that wildcat disguise leading a faithful foursome In a barber
shoppe rendition the "Alma Mater" before a campus foot-
ball game.

The Tradition That Is Villanova
Someone passing by the rear

of the Villanova monastery on

a warm afternoon would most
probably find the members of the

Augustinian community seated

on the benches chatting and en-

joying the sun.

These men largely embody the

tradition of Villanova, for, long

before the last wing of Alumni
Hall was built or the present

chapel was constructed, the Au-
gustinian fathers were holding

class on Villanova soil.

Generations of Villanova grad-

uates and teachers have passed

away, yet there are still Augus-
tinians guiding their university

through the problems of an era

of expansion.

Country Estate

Villanova began its long his-

tory by the acquisition of a
country estate known as Belle

Air, the property of a leading

Catholic layman and Revolution-

ary War veteran, John Randolph,
by the Augustinian community
of Philadelphia on October 13,

1841.

The following August, commu-
nity life was established at Vil-

lanova, and a novitiate was
founded in December.
The new monastery was placed

under the patronage of Saint

Thomas of Villanova, a former
Augustinian provincial in Spain,

who had served also as Arch-
bishop of the university city of

Salamanca*
One of these pioneers. Father

Alonso, was the co-founder of
the first university in North
America, that of Mexico City.

Thirteen Begin
In keeping with the Augustin-

ian tradition as educators, the
Fathers were quick to open a
school at Villanova. On Septem-
ber 18, 1843, classes were opened
with thirteen "youths", probably
of grade school, or high-school

age in attendance.

The curriculum, in line with
traditional concepts of "classical

education," consisted of courses

in French, Latin, and the

cla^^sics^

Threatened with imminent
danger of the "Know-Nothing"
riots in Philadelphia, which
threatened to involve all Cath-
olic establishments in the area,

and under-staffed as a result of

the illness of three out of four

faculty members, Villanova

closed its doors February 20,

1845.

First Conunenoemisnt

'

Not daunted by its temporary
set-back, Villanova reopened in

September with twenty-four stu-

dents in attendance. The first

public commencement was
staged July 21, 1847.

Mendel Hall as it ftf^ieared after a lire c»sed It In the twenties. This was the second fire

to gut the biiilding.

A charter from the state of

Pennsylvania empowered the

new college "to grant to grad-

uates or persons on whom such
degrees may be conferred, di-

plomas or certificates as is usual

in colleges or universities."

College Closed

The Severe depression of the

late 1850's, plus a desire to de-

vote more time to ministering to

the parishes assigned them, in-

duced the Augustinian Fathers
at Villanova to close the college

again, in June of 1857, the same
year in which the first seminar-

ian educated at Villanova was
ordained.

Although no lay classes were
taught for the next eight years.

The seminary Went on, producing
twenty-seven clerics by the end
of the period. During the Civil

War, Villanova devoted its facili-

ties to the direct service of the
country by converting them into

a hospital.

In 1866, Villanova College re-

opened its doors to lay students,

with Father Ambrose A. Miller

as President assisted by a fac-

ulty of twelve. The subjects

taught were Greek, Latin, Eng-
lish, mathematics, natural phil-

osophy (physics), bookkeeping,
history, poetry, French, German,
and music.

New Growth
The next step in the growth

of Villanova was the addition of
a west wing to the original class

room structure erected in 1848
to complete the building now
known as Alumni Hall.

The most revered structure on
campus and the focal point of

Villanova life, the college chapel.

Just A Legend Now

The appearance of the college then has changed quite radkal-
.ly since the scene of this photo of 1952 when the freshnsea wvn
housed hi the barracks alongside the driveway between the C and
F buildhie aud Ithan Ave.

next took its place among the

buildings of Old Villanova.

Ground was broken on March
29, 1883, and the cornerstone

was laid on June 3 of the same
year, the feast of the Most Pure
Heart of Mary.

In 1893 Villanova marked its

Golden Anniversary with ninety

students, of average age fifteen

and one-half years, in attend-

ance, fifteen of whom were ec-

clesiastical. Sixteen priests com-
prised the faculty.

*«Fedigan*s Folly"

The Anniversary celebration

past, work began on two gigan-

tic new buildings, the monastery
and "College Hall," under the in-

stigation of the then provincial

Father John J. Fedigan.

So far beyond the needs of the

moment were these two struc-

tures, both completed in 1902
that the project was dubbed
"Fedigan's Folly." The growth
of the Order and the rapid ex-

pansion of the college, however,
soon turned these structures in-

to monuments to Father Fedi-

gan's foresight.

New Additions
Economics, sociology, and ped-

agogy were added to the Arts
curriculum in 1905 in a step

foreshadowing the establishment
of two new schools.

In 1906 and again in 1908 two
more strides were taken into the
technical fields by the establish-

ment of Electrical and Mechan-
ical Engineering departments.

In 1915 the School of Science

opened. Beginning with a one-

year pre-medical progrann, the

school rapidly expanded its cur-

riculum to meet the increasing

demands of the medical schools,

until a four-year course leading
to the degree of B.S. in Biology
was offered.

Call to Colors
With the spread of the First

World War to Include the United
States, Villanova's services were
again to the colors, this time to
train prospective officers. By the
end of the war on November 11,

1918, the regular college stu-

dents in the government-spon-
sored A.ST.C. (Army Students
Training Corps.) had taken their

place.

Once the war had ended and
life had returned to normal civil-

ian patterns, expansion was re-

sumed in earnest. In 1920
courses designed to train Cath-
olic businessmen were added to
the Arts curriculum.

By 1922, interest had reached
such a height that it became
necessary to establish a separate

School of Commerce and Fi-

nance. Father Bartley was ap-

pointed Dean of the new school.

At the same time, Austin Hall

was built to provide more dormi-

tory space for the growing en-

rollment.

Sports Growth
In 1927, in response to the

growing popularity of intercol-

legiate sports, the south side of

the stadium was erected, and the

playing field, track, and stands

transferred from the main quad-
rangle behind the monastery.

Night classes were also begun
in 1928. Expansion was pro-

ceeding at a moderate but steady

pace when a disastrous fire gut-

ted College Hall, thereby requir-

ing the immediate construction

of a classroom and laboratory

building as a replacement.

Mendel Hall' was built with
funds solicited throughout the

province in 1929 to fill the va-

cancy left by the fire.

Building continued with the

completion of Fedigan Hall in

1930, the Commerce and Finance
in 1931, and the Field House in

1932. In 1934, the present mon-
astery was erected to replace a
building leveled in another fire in

1932.

New 'Dorms'

During the years which fol-

lowed, because of the depression
and war, no new buildings were
added to Villanova's physical
plant.

The year 1941 brought the
United States into the conflict

then raging in Europe.

V-12 Program
In recognition of the outstand-

ing tradition of capable admin-
istration leadership, the then
president of Villanova, Father
Stanford, was among those sum-
moned. The "V-12" program
these men formulated, combin-
ing the academic and the mili-

tary lives, occupied nearly all

the daytime teaching facilities

of many of the largest colleges

and universities in the country,
among them Villanova.

The program, and with it a
new era, were inaugurated here
on May 30, 1942, when the naval
conunander of the new V-12 unit

called to present his credentials

to Father Stanford.

With the military in control,

life at Villanova during the war
was completely transformed.
Uniforms were to be seen every-

where ; only a handful of lay stu-

dents remained. All administra-
tive duties were handled by
Navy personnel, and the Fathers
and their lay associates were left

free to concentrate their atten-

tion to teaching.

Many of the priests were
called into active duty as chap-
plains. To those remaining fell

the conduct of government-
sponsored night classes for war
workers wanting to increase

their knowledge and skills.

Return to Normalcy

With the end of the war came
a gradual return to normalcy.

So great was the increase in

enrollment that a new classroom
building (Belle Air Hall) and
four new dormitories (the old

Barracks, since replaced by Sul-

ivan Hall) had to be erected.

Meanwhile the overflow from
the dormitories took up resi-

dence in the Field House, where
blankets strung in clothesline

fashion, partitioned the gym in-

to makeshift rooms.

The return to peacetime also

saw the resumption of Villano-

va's building program. A new
Chemical Engineering Building,

the finest in the country, was
erected. Next to it ros6 G021HI&-
dore John Barry Hall, which
houses the NROTC unit, one of
fifty-two in the country. A new
Library to house the college's

overflowing collection of hooka
was also built.

Last year a new law building
was dedicated. This year it will

be a new dormitory and the new
C and F builduig.

Plans have already been
drawn for additional engineering
buildings. What is the future of
Villanova University?

The history of the University
only allows for one movement
Forward.

Continually Expanding

An old*artist's conoeptioB of tlie Villanova campus at aa
Vanoed-floige.''
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Something Doing Villanova

One of several hundred decorated cars that formed a seven-mile long motor-

cade enroute to Florida State football game last fall awaits jaunt down Broad

Street to Municipal Stadium.

There are few week-ends that do not offer a frat party, class dance

or group picnic. Here the members of the Class of '58 enjoy one: ol) the

social highlights of the year—the Junior Prom.

This is the big day that Wildcat political enthusiasts have
waited for all y-ear—ELECTION DAY! Long and intensive

campaigns are culminated and class officers are chosen.

Weekly laboratory sessions are a "must" on every freshman's schedule

'—that is, if HE'S a premed or engineer. What has been taught in the lecture

and recitation periods materializes in the science labs.

"Alright, I'll buy ya some candy," screams a helpless Villanovan at last year's

Christmas party at St John's Orphanage sponsored annually by the Junior Class.

That's really Ted Macri, a Villanova cheerleader, in

that wildcat disguise leading a faithful foursome in a barber
shoppe rendition the ^'Alma Mater" before a campus foot-
ball game.

THE VILLANOVAN September 12» 1957

The Tradition That Is Villanova
Someone passing by the rear

of the Villanova monastery on

a warm afternoon would most
probably find the members of the

Augustinian community seated

on the benches chatting and en-

joying the sun.

These men largely embody the

tradition of Villanova, for, long

before the last wing of Alumni
Hall was built or the present

chapel was constructed, the Au-
gustinian fathers were holding

class on Villanova gpil.

Generations of Villanova grad-

uates and teachers have passed

away, yet there are still Augus-
tinians guiding their university

through the problems of an era

of expansion.

Country Estate

Villanova began its long his-

tory by the acquisition of a

country estate known as Belle

Air, the property of a leading

Catholic layman and Revolution-

ary War veteran, John Randolph,

by the Augustinian community
of Philadelphia on October 13,

1841.

The following August, commu-
nity life was established at Vil-

lanova, and a novitiate was
founded in December.
The new monastery was placed

under the patronage of Saint

Thomas of Villanova, a former
Augustinian provincial in Spain,

who had served also as Arch-
bishop of the university city of

Salamanca.
One of these pioneers, Father

Alonso, was the co-founder of

the first university in North
America, that of Mexico City.

Thirteen Begin
In keeping with the Augustin-

ian tradition as educators, the

Fathers were quick to open a
school at Villanova. On Septem-
ber 18, 1843, classes were opened
with thirteen "youths", probably
of grade school, or high-school

age in attendance.

The curriculum, in line with

traditional concepts of "classical

education," consisted of courses

in French, Latin, and the

classics.

Threatened with imminent
danger of the "Know-Nothing"
riots in Philadelphia, which
threatened to involve all Cath-

olic establishments in the area,

and under-staffed as a result of

the illness of three out of four

faculty members, Villanova

closed its doors February 20,

1845.

First Conunencement
Not daunted by its temporary

set-back, Villanova reopened in

September with twenty-four stu-

dents in attendance. The first

public commencement was
staged July 21, 1847.

Mendel Hall as it appeared after a fire mzed it in the twenties. This was the second fire

to gut the building.

A charter from the state of

Pennsylvania empowered the

new college "to grant to grad-

uates or persons on whom such

degrees may be conferred, di-

plomas or certificates as is usual

in colleges or universities."

College Closed

The s^evere depression of the

late 1850's, plus a desire to de-

vote more time to ministering to

the parishes assigned them, in-

duced the Augustinian Fathers
at Villanova to close the college

again, in June of 1857, the same
year in which the first seminar-
ian educated at Villanova was
ordained.

Although no lay classes were
taught for the next eight years.

The seminary went on, producing
twenty-seven clerics by the end
of the period. During the Civil

War,,Villanova devoted its facili-

ties to the direct service of the

country by converting them into

a hospital.

In 1865, Villanova College re-

opened its doors to lay students,

with Father Ambrose A. Miller

as President assisted by a fac-

ulty of twelve. The subjects

taught were Greek, Latin, Eng-
lish, mathematics, natural phil-

osophy (physics), bookkeeping,
history, poetry, French, German,
and music.

New Growth
The next step in the growth

of Villanova was the addition of

a west wing to the original class

room structure erected in 1848
to complete the building now
known as Alumni Hall.

The most revered structure on
campus and the focal point of

Villanova life, the college chapel.

Just A Legend Now

The appearance of the college then has changed quite radical-

ly since the scene of this photo of 1952 when the freshmen were

housed hi the barracks alongside the driveway between the C and
F bulldftifr :iud Ithan Ave.

)

next took its place among the

buildings of Old Villanova.

Ground was broken on March
29, 1883, and the cornerstone

was laid on June 3 of the same
year, the feast of the Most Pure
Heart of Mary.

In 1893 Villanova marked its

Golden Anniversary with ninety

students, of average age fifteen

and one-half years, in attend-

ance, fifteen of whom were ec-

clesiastical. Sixteen priests com-
prised the faculty.

"Fedigan's Folly"

The Anniversary celebration

past, work began on two gigan-

tic new buildings, the monastery
and "College Hall," under the in-

stigation of the then provincial

Father John J. Fedigan.

So far beyond the needs of the

moment were these two struc-

tures, both completed in 1902
that the project was dubbed
"Fedigan's Folly." The growth
of the Order and the rapid ex-

pansion of the college, however,

soon turned these structures in-

to monuments to Father Fedi-

gan's foresight.

New Additions
Economics, sociology, and ped-

agogry were added to the Arts
curriculum in 1905 in a step

foreshadowing the establishment
of two new schools.

In 1906 and again in 1908 two
more strides were taken into the

technical fields by the establish-

ment of Electrical and Mechan-
ical Engineering departments.

In 1915 the School of Science

opened. Beginning with a one-

year pre-medical program, the

school rapidly expanded its cur-

riculum to meet the increasing

demands of the medical schools,

until a four-year course leading

to the degree of B.S. in Biology
was offered.

Call to Colors
With the spread of the First

World War to include the United
States, Villanova's services were
again to the colors, this time to

train prospective officers. By the
end of the war on November 11,

1918, the regular college stu-

dents in the government-spon-
sored A.S.T.C. (Army Students
Training Corps.) had taken their

place.

Once the war had ended and
life had returned to normal civil-

ian patterns, expansion was re-

sumed in earnest. In 1920
courses designed to train Cath-
olic businessmen were added to
the Arts curriculum.

By 1922, interest had reached
such a height that it became

! necessary to establish a separate

School of Commerce and Fi-

nance. Father Bartley was ap-

pointed Dean of the new school.

At the same time, Austin Hall

was built to provide more dormi-

tory space for the growing en-

rollment.

Sports Growth
In 1927, in response to the

growing popularity of intercol-

leg^iate sports, the south side of

the stadium was erected, and the

playing field, track, and stands

transferred from the main quad-
rangle behind the monastery.

Night classes were also begfun

in 1928. Expansion was pro-

ceeding at a moderate but steady

pace when a disastrous fire gut-

ted College Hall, thereby requir-

ing the immediate construction

of a classroom and laboratory

building as a replacement.

Mendel Hall was built with

funds solicited throughout the

province in 1929 to fill the va-

cancy left by the fire.

Building continued with the

completion of Fedigan Hall in

1930, the Commerce and Finance
in 1931, and the Field House in

1932. In 1934, the present mon-
astery was erected to replace a

building leveled in another fire in

1932.

New 'Dorms'

During the years which fol-

lowed, because of the depression
and war, no new buildings were
added to Villanova's physical
plant./: •;•'•' •.jV:-";/;^ :.•.-•

The year 1941 brought the
United States into the conflict

then raging in Europe.

V-12 Program
In recognition of the outstand-

ing tradition of capable admin-
istration leadership, the then

president of Villanova, Father
Stanford, was among those sum-
moned. The "V-12" program
these men formulated, combin-
ing the academic and the mili-

tary lives, occupied nearly all

the daytime teaching facilities

of many of the largest colleges

and universities in the country,
among them Villanova.

The program, and with it a
new era, were inaugurated here
on May 30, 1942, when the naval
commander of tiie new V-12 unit

called ta present his credentials

to Father Stanford.

With the military in control,

life at Villanova during the war
was completely transformed.
Uniforms were to be seen every-

where ; only a handful of lay stu-

dents remained. All administra-
tive duties were handled by
Navy personnel, and the Fathers
and their lay associates were left

free to concentrate their atten-

tion to teaching.

Many of the priests were
called into active duty as chap-
plains. To those remaining fell

the conduct of government-
sponsored night classes for war
workers wanting to increase

their knowledge and skills.

Return to Normalcy

With the end of the war came
a gradual return to normalcy.

So great was the increase in

enrollment that a new classroom
building (Belle Air Hall) and
four new dormitories (the old

Barracks, since replaced by Sul-

ivan Hall) had to be erected.

Meanwhile the overflow fronii

the dormitories took up resi-

dence in the Field House, where
blankets strung in clothesline

fashion, partitioned the gym in-

to makeshift rooms.

The return to peacetime also

saw the resumption of Villano-

va's building program. A new
Chemical Engineering Building,

the finest in the country, was
erected, Next to it rose Coniisa-

dore John Barry Hall, which
houses the NROTC unit, one of
fifty-two in the country. A new
Library to house the college's

overflowing collection of books
was also built.

Last year a new law building
was dedicated. This year it will

be a new dormitory and the new
C and F building.

Plans have already been
drawn for additional engineering
buildings. What is the future of
Villanova University?

The history of the University
only allows for one movement.
Forward.

Continually Expanding
'M'>^''^ 'f-m^^'^. V;; '\Ki-^i

An old*artist's conception of the Villanova campus at an ''ad-

vanced -stage."
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Changes Announced

Seven Priests Added
Fathers McKee,

Burke, Coffey

Take New Jobs

Seven priests have been add-

ed to the faculty of Villanova

University, it has been an-

nounced by the Very Rev.

Henry E. Greenlee, Provincial

of the Eastern Augustinian

Province.

The new appointments are the

Revs. David J. Duffy, Henry J.

Erdlen, John P. Griffin, Ber-

nard J. Hubbert, Thomas C.

Kenny, James A. Wenzel, and

Norbcrt W. Whitley.

Also announced was the ap-

pointment of the Rev. John J.

Coffey as Headmaster of Mal-

vern Preparatory School, Mal-

vern, Pa.

Father Coffey had previously

served as Director of the Aug-
ustinian Seminary Guild with

offices on the university campus.

Replaces Veteran
Father Coffey succeeds the

Rev. Francis L. Dennis, who
has been reassigned to St.

REV. JOHN COFFEY, OSA.
Malvern Headmotfer

Augustine's parish in Andover,

Mass., Father Dennis served at

Malvern for more than 20 years.

Other local changes included

the transfer of the Rev. EMward
B. McKee, Assistant to the

President of Villanova Univer-

|sity, to Old St. Augustine's

REV. THOMAS BURKE, OSA.
Engineering Deon

Parish, 4th and Vine Streets,

Philadelphia, as Superior.

Faculty Changes
The Rev. Thomas A. Burke,

and the Rev. John E. Bresnahan

from Villanova University's fac-

ulty have been assigned to Mer-

rimack College, Andover, Massa-

REV. EDWARD McKEE, OSA.
Parish Superior

chusetts. Father Burke held the

position of Registrar at Villa-

nova for the past six years.

Rev. Joseph A. Maher and

Rev. James E. Wame kave been

reassigned from Villanovas Uni-

versity to Monsignor Bonner

High School in Drexel Hill.

Villanova Has

Unique Way
For Absences

150 More Student Lawyers
Expected InNewLaw School

Each year the enrollment of the school has increased and this

year in the new building over 150 student lawyers are expected.

The scholastic work of a law

school is considerable and exact-

ing standards have been set.

Featured alongside of the

scholastic work is considerable

moot-court activity in which the

students are expected to partici-

pate, thereby developing the

faculties of research and exposi-

tion needed for the handling of

actual cases.

The success of this training at

Villanova is illustrated by the

fact that the Villanova moot

court team has made the finals

•for the judicial district for the

last two years, the only two in

which it has competed.

Good Review
Villanova's first Law Review,

prepared by an editorial board

chosen on the basis of scholastic

attainment, appeared two years

ago and met with widespread ac-

claim in legal circles.

It is expected to take its place

among the country's leading

legal periodicals within the next

few years.

Particularly the pride of the

'
• Law School Faculty is the fast-

growing law library, non-exis-

i
tent a few years ago, which is

' already the second largest of

any Catholic law school in the

United States, and is well on its

way toward taking the lead.

This library expansion is the

department of Law Librarian

Arthur C. Pulling, who served

as Law Librarian at the Har-

vard Law Library, the largest in

the nation, for many years, be-

fore coming to Villanova.

Large Library

The new law building has fa-

cilities for the proper storing of

150,000 volumes, which allows

far greater freedom of legal re-

search.

The expansion of the Law
Library is parallel fo that of the

Law School itself, from nothing

four yeaw ago to m poslUon of

preeminence today.

"Attendance at all classes and
laboratory sessions has a direct

effect on the computation of a

student's quality points and
grade point average," said Rev.

Joseph I. Boyle, O.S.A., the

Vice-President for Academic Af-

fairs last year when the new
system was adopted.

The previous "cut system" in

effect for several years was
eliminated last fall, including

the incurrence of a double "cut"

or absence for missed classes or

laboratory sessions on the day
preceding and following school

holidays. ; v

Absence Affects Grade

In contrast to the disregarded

ruling under which one less than

twice the number of weekly

credit hours due to unpardon-

able reasons constituted a fail-

ure in a course, the year-old

method will either improve or

lower a student's grade point

mark since attendance will be

graded according to the number
of unexcused absences the stud-

ent incurs from all his courses.

A student who is never abselil

will receive a grade of A but if

he is absent as many as six

times from any one course or a

combination of courses he will

receive a B. Eleven absences

constitute a grade of C.

The average student carrying

17 to 20 credit hours per week
will be given an absence mark
of D when his total reaches 16.

The number of absences which

deserve the grade of F vanes
according to the number of

credits. For example, a student

with 20 credits will receive a
failing grade for attendance

(ContlniMd on FM« 13)

WVIL members relax in the radio station's modemly equipped

studkM on Oie second floor of Dougherty HaU. The station is oper-

ated entirely by Vilianova stodents.

$25,000 Gift

Helps Finance

C&F Library
A gift of $25,000 has been

made to the Villanova Univer-

sity by Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Rea, of Devon, Pa., in honor

of their late son.

The announcement of the gift

was made during the summer
by the Rev. Francis X. N. Mc-

Guire, O.S.A., Director of the

University's Development Foun-

dation.

The $25,000 gift will be used

to finance a library in the name
of the couple's son, Robert W.
Rea, Jr., Father McGuire said.

Young Rea was killed in an

automobile accident in 1)941.

Housed in C and F
To be known as the "Rea

Meinorial Library,'* it will be

located in Villanova's new Com-
merce and Finance building pres-

ently under construction.

The new structure which will

cost about $1.5 million is ex-

pected to be ready for use

early next year.

In addition to the Commerce
and Finance building a new
dormitory is also nearing the

stages of completion. Located at

the extreme east end of the cam-
pus near the business building,

Sheehan Hall which contains

facilities for nearly 500 stud-

ents, will be ready for use in

September.
Expansion Program

Villanova recently embarked
on a twenty-year expansion

program to increase its over-

taxed facilities. A fund raising

program was inaugurated to

offset the tremendous expense

of such an undertaking.

Mr. John A. Murphy, 1956-

57 Chairman of the Executive

Committee of the School's De-

velopment Program, disclosed

yesterday that a total of $560,-

311 had been received from all

sources during the recently

completed fiscal year.

Murphy joined with Father

McGuire in paying tribute to

these individuals and firms who
had "accepted the heavy re-

sponsibility of aiding in the fi-

nancing of higher education by
contributing to Villanova's fund

drive."

Offered For All
Alongside expansion on the

spheres of buildings and enroll-

ments, Villanova has been wit-

nessing rapid growth in the va-

riety of student activities and

in the myriad of meetings, out-

ings, dances and lecture» apcn-

sored by the various organi-

zations.

Student groups at Villanova,

in addition to the Student Coun-

cil, which is in a class by itself

might be divided into three

groups-—publications, clubs, and

fraternities.

Publications

The publications are generally

among the oldest organizations

on campus and among the most
active. The most obvious, of

course, is the VILLANOVAN,
the weekly newspaper which has

come up with several All-

American awards in the last

few years.

Then there is the BELLE
AIR, the yearbook. Also ap-

pearing at various intervals

during the year are the MEN-
DEIL BULLETIN, organ of the

Science School : LYNX, the cam-
pus literary quarterly ; the BUS-
INESS WHIRL, the youngest

publication on campus and voice

of the Commerce and Finance

School; and the VILLANOVA
ENGINEER, the Engineering

School magazine.

. Members Needed
All of the publications are

anxious to enroll new members
who are willing to put in work
toward making these Villanova

produce even better than they

are now.
Clubs Galore

Then there are the clubs—so

many that it would be pointless

to list them here. It might suf-

fice to say that there is a club

devoted to practically every con-

ceivable purpose, and that the

few vacant fields are fast being

preempted by new organizations.

Indeed, so many organizations

have been formed in the last

few years that the Student
Council has been seriously de-

bating limits on its* membership
from the organizations.

New Societies

Among the new organizations

formed within the past twelve

months are the Literary Club,

open to all undergraduates; the

Semper Fidelia Society for those

interested in the Marine PLC
program; and the Society for
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the Advancement of Manage--

ment.
|

.

Among the most conspicuousj:

of the older clubs are the dra-ij

matic societies, Belle Masque,"' .'

which puts on two plays a year,!

sity's all-male musical-comedy
company, which presents origi-

nal performances and dance

routines.

Another organization very

much in the fore-front of stud-

ent attention is WVIL, the cam-

pus radio station, with its stud-

ios in Dougherty Hall.

Pro Fraternities

The professional engineering

fraternities feature lectures and
outings designed to improve
their members' knowledge of

their particular engineering

fields as well as to proivde oc-

casions for social contacts with

others in the engineering pro-

fession.

Somewhat akin are such clubs

as the Physics, Mathematics and
Chemistry Clubs, which also

feature lectures in the appro-

priate scientific fields.

Beyond this are various other

Villanova Football Prospects High
Intact Backfield, Stalwart

All-Eastern Tackle Luzzi

Boost Wildcat Grid Hopes
Two quarterbacks, one who topped the East in pass completion

percentage last year and another who was boosted as s^ potential

Ail-American even before he stepped out of high school football

ranks, and a sturdy tackle, who is the outstanding player on the

squad and was named to several All-East teams last year, hold the

key to Villanova University's gridiron success for the coming year.

These are the men around

whom Coach Frank Reagan will

be building a unit which will

attempt to improve upon or

equal last year's 5-4 record dur-

ing a nine game 1957 schedule

which will carry the nomadic

Wildcats to do battle in seven

states including an opening con-

test with one of the nation's

powerhouses, highly ranked

Baylor, in faraway Texas, on

Sept. 21.

Backfield is Intact

Villanova grid prospects for

'57 are the brightest the Main
Line school has had since 1952.

Reagan, the former Penn great,

has his first fully integrated

squad as he begins his fourth

year of coaching at the univer-

BILLY MAGEE
The Kid Rides Agoin

sity. He has a contingent of 25

lettermen returning to take a

crack at nine tough opponents,

including five first stringers

from last year.

Only one minor problem faces

Reagan in the backfield, and
that is—who to play ? The start-

ing unit could be considered the

same that finished the season

as starters last year—quarter-

back Billy Magee, halfbacks

Rick Sapienza and Dave Parr
and fullback Jack Devereaux.

Magee — dubbed "Billy the

Kid" by Houston sportswriters

in 1955 for his accurate passing
— is the "Cinderella Kid" of

Villanova football since he came
to the university without a

scholarship and worked his way
up to chief signal-caller by the

middle of his sophomore year.

A little guy (5-9, 170), Magee
ranked 25th in the nation as a
passer last year, and his 55%
topped the eastern ranks last

year in completions.

Magee is backed up by a
young fellow who is considered

one of the best schoolboy play-

ers ever to come out of Phila-

delphia since coach Reagan. Jim
Grazione by name, he led the

team in rushing last year with
a 6.2 average in 21 carries, al-

though hampered by a leg in-

jury most of the season. Like

Magee, he is too gifted with one
of the strongest passing arms
in the game, and could give

"The Kid" a run for the quart-

erback slot.

Speed at Halfback Slots

Sapienza and Parr give the

backfield a good bit of speed to

balance the accurate throwing

of the field generals. Parr spe-

cializes in bucking the line and
finding a quick hole in the op-

ponent's defense, while Sapi-

enza likes to run the ends. They
averaged 4.8 and 4.7 yards a

carry last year for a total of

426 yards.

Devereaux, a "Cinderella Kid"

in his own right, since he came
from fifth string fullback to a

starting position in the second

game last year, was the team's

leading ground gainer, with 398

yards. Dave Intrabartolo, who
sat out last season witii an arm
injury, and sophs Leon Horin

and Reggie Powe, will be look-

ing for a shot at a starting

position.

Reagan has his problems,

however, with the line. Led by
the Wildcats' "All" candidate,

Don Luzzi, 225-lb. senior tackle,

the overall ranks are thin. Three
stalwarts in the center of the

line were lost last year via

graduation.

Luzzi, famous for his fine de-

fensive play, was continually

double-teamed by the opposi-

tion last year, but still account-

ed for many tackles and was a
big factor in enabling the Wild-

cats to finish 1956 as the na-

tion's No. 1 pass defense team.

He, along with veterans Hal
Durgin, Bill Craig and Alex
Szablowski, who are pushing
for the other tackle spot, make
the Main Liners strong in that

position.

The end positions are pretty

well taken care of also, with
four letter winners returning.

Tony Varrechione, considered

the Villanovans' top lineman

DON LUZZI
A Tockle Sholl Leod Them
last year on offense and defense
and massive (6-5, 230-lb.) Gene
O'Pella, who could develop into

one of the nation's top pass re-

ceivers, will probably start at

those positions^

All-American's Son at Guard
Ed Michaels, Jr., the son of

Villanova's first All-American,
switched from tackle to guard
last year, and from all indica-

tions will be a standout per-
former in that spot. Fast, with
plenty of offensive and defen-
sive drive, he will buck up the
center of the line.

Ray Lyons, out last year with
injuries, will battle it out for

the other guard slot with junior
(Continued on Page IM
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Villanova's Football team pictured with team tbey have been waiting for. The Main

Coach Frank Reagan. This strong squad Is Liners open their season In a week against

ready to Improve last years record of five wins the powerful Baylor Bears, at Waco, Texas.

and four losses and give Wildcat followers the

Main Liners Aim For Grid

Greatness On New Outlook
A few years back, in the late

'40's and early '50's, the Main
Liners were riding high on the
football trail, compiling winning
records six out of seven seasons,
against some of the nation's
finest teams. They had, in fact,

only three losing seasons from
1925 until 1952, with a handful
of All-American players tossed

in to put icing on the cake.

But then, just about the time

they jumped from college to

university status, came the de-

pression, and no stockholder in

'29 was ever hit harder than
the Wildcat gridironers.

Era Of The 'Grocery Bowl'
Things got so bad that, back

in 1953, Villanova found itself

with only three games schedul-

ed for the year. The school was
faced with the prospect of giv-

ing up football on the inter-col-

legiate level, as many Catholic

colleges had been doing in re-

cent years. Then came the hir-

ing of one Ambrose (Bud)

Dudley as athletic director.

Dudley's job was to save-foot-

ball at Villanova, and thafN^
did— with a flourish. He com^^

"»leted the schedule for the folr

lowing year within a couple of

months, and then began one of

the wildest promotions in col-

legiate history.

He was a sports writer's

dream come true, ever-present

with a bit of colorful copy; he'

made speeches day in and day
out, boosting Villanova; he in-

itiated the nationally famous
"Grocery Bowls" which involved

selling huge blocks of tickets to

the Acme Super Market chain

—

tickets which were given away
with a $10 purchase of gro-

ceries; he scheduled anybody
and everybody.

And therein lay the one fault

with the Dudley scheme. He sent

several very weak Villanova

elevens traipsing around the

country to take unmerciful beat-

ings at the hands of some of the

nation's powerhouses. The "Gro-

cery Bowl" idea, which once

jammed 100,000 fans into Phila-

delphia's Municipal Stadium to

see Villanova handed a 52-0

drubbing, began to lose its ap-
peal, and the Wildcats travelled

even more.
The Villanovans played only

one or two games at home, and
these could have been better

termed "near home," since they
weren't played on campus, but
in Philadelphia. One Francis X.
Reagan, who took over the Vil-

lanova coaching chores in 1954

4i>^^4»
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FRANK REAGAN
Bock To Compus

and about whom much more will

be said shortly, suffered through
two 1-9 seasons with his no-

madic warriors.

First Winning Year
Finally, last year, working

with a team he had molded over
the past two disasterous sea-

sons, Reagan compiled his first

winning record, 5-4, against top
competition, and boasted a team
that led the nation in pass de-

fense. Two of the nine games
were held on campus, and stu-

dent and alumni spirit reached
an all-time high.

University authorities were
faced with a problem—Villanova

was on the way back to football

greatness, but which way did she
want to go? Finally the decision

was made — the Wildcats were

coming home to stay. More on-

campus games and closer-to-

home scheduling were to be the

order of the day. The school was
still going to seek out top-flight

competition, but she was going
to try and find it in the East.

Reagan Takes Over
With the new athletic policies,

Dudley felt it better to resign

when his contract ended last

January. In his place, school au-

thorities named the aforemen-
tioned Reagan to assume the

dual role of athletic director and
head football coach.

And it is with Frank Reagan
thqit the present day story of

Villanova football must begin,

for he is the key to its success.

Reagan is one of the University

of Pennsylvania's brightest grid

stars, and set a still standing Ivy

League record of 31 points in

one game against Princeton in

his senior year of 1941.

He gained nationwide fame a

year before in a personal duel

with Michigan All - American
Tom Harmon in a game in Phila-

delphia. He played pro ball for

a while with the New York
Giants and Philadelphia Eagles,

and was a coach with this latter

team from 1952 until his coming
to Villanova.

This is the man upon whom
Villanova is counting to lead

them on the final leg of their

long journey home. Already, in

only eight months in the athletic

directorship, Reagan has begun
slowly moving Wildcat football

into the pattern he and univer-

sity oflicials feel it should follow.

icoatlniMd oa Ptur* !•)

NOTICE

Students Interested In ao-|

[quiring positions on the Vllla-I

I
novan Sports Staff may report]

(at S PJL next Monday after-|

noon In tiie VILLANOVAN of-

Ifloe, second floor, I>oaghert]r|

Halt

ta^.
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SPOnSCHATTO

Memories Of '56- '57

It is with, •fhlefps and their achievements that theae pases
eoaeemed. Here-weddy, yearly—are recounted the

of the wearers of ViUanova blue as they face represent-
atires of colleges and universities all over the naton in the various
fidds of athlKift endenvor. Here the super-stars of past and pre-

Arinns, Delanys, FUipslds, Braggs—have written their

in gioty and throughout the pages of ViUanova sports

Lost YMr's Stars

Vletsffy, Spirit Arrive Together
Vbotfaall victory and terrific school siririt came to the nniver<-

mtf Manllaneoosly. Y^th a new and revitalized Spirit Comndttee
leading the way, almost three-fourths of the student body ap-
peared at the campus railroad station to wildly cfaeor a team
that was returning finom a Id^ opening game loss to hi^ily rank-
cdT^xaa A AM.

<. • '
"

«

later came a 13-0 toppling of Dasrtoii as the "Cats
evastating ground attack. Then 1000 students
I Spirit Gommittee-sponsored trip to Boston to

watch the rejuvcBated Main liners crush Boston University, 27-13,

Car its Oord straight. Consecutive losses to Fkirida State and
Boston OoOege aloncd down the ViDanova steamroller, but the
Vaiaiiovans bounced back to rout the CStadel, 46-0, on campus,
bciore a 26-13 loss to a strong Houstcm team.

26#—And A Wlmdag Season
' Then came the final contest of the year, a battle with Iowa

State, on campus. A 264) victcHry gave ViUanova the winning sea-

son it had awaited so long, and final tabolati<His showed that the
Main Liners had led the country in pass defense. The first big
cnrwe on the mad back had been rounded.

Trade news, liowever, had even managed to take its place

mid the glory of a winning football season. ViUanova became the
(»ly achocrf in Amprira to be able to claim three gold »w*^i«y in the
1966 (Hynpics, Mdboume, Australia, ^i^en Rem Delany took thp

1,500 meter run in record time, and Charley Joikins copped two
of the coveted awaids as a member of the vrinning U.S. 1,600

meter relay team and a victory in the 400-meter run.

Now, however, all eyes turned to basketball. The courtmen
of Al Severance were highly regarded in the pre-season poOs, and
great things were expected. Such, unfortunately, was not to be.
The Wildeats looked strong in losing an opennr to Canisins, and
tiiea rolled off three straight victories—iiw»iiMii«g a masterful,
eome-firam-bdiind win over Indiana that brou^t a usually Uase
Z^aleatra crowd to its feet chemng—but the turning point came in
the Holiday Festival in New Torlc's Madison Square Garden.

Smnmer Yietories Cmnidete

VU TrackTille'Giand-iaain'

THE VILLANOVAN

JUMBO ELLIOTT
On Tap Of TIm WotM

If there was a VHIanova un-

deigraduate in the crowd vdien

the talk got araund to the world
of track and field, rhanriw are

he had the floor aD to hisnelL

For the WUdcats had been tae

•"t :-.v^»^

JL
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SPORTS CHATTER

Memories Of '56- '57

It is with athletes and their achievements that these pages
;; arc mainly concerned. Here-weekly, yearly—are recounted the

. exploits of the wearers of Villanova blue as they face represent-

/ atives of colleges and universities all over the naton in the various
:! ',' fields of athletic endeavor. Here the super-stars of past and pre-

' sent—the Arizins, Delanys, Filipskis, Braggs—have written their

;
names in glory and throughout the pages of Villanova sports
histoiy.

; Vietory, Spirit Arrive Togetlwr
FootiwII victory and terrific school spirit came to the univer-

sity simultaneously. With a new and revitalized Spirit Committee
leading the way, almost three-fourths of the student ixKly ap-
peared at the campus railroad station to wildly cheer a team
that was returning from a 19-0 opening game loss to highly rank-
ed Texas A A If. '':..'. '':'.'/.. '.'

Two week? later came a 13-0 toppling of Dayton as the 'Cats
unleashed a devastating ground attack. Then 1000 students
journeyed on a Spirit Conunittee-sponsored trip to Boston to

:
watch the rejuvenated Main Liners crush Boston University, 27-13,

for its third straighL Consecutive losses to Florida State and
Bostoo College slowed down the Villanova steamroller, but the
Villanovans bounced back to rout the Citadel, 46-0, on campus,
before a 26-13 loss to a strong Houston team.

2&0—^And A Winning Season
Then came the final contest of the year, a battle with Iowa

State, on campus. A 26-0 victory gave Villanova the winning sea-

son it had awaited so long, and final tabulations showed that the

Main Liners had led the country in pass defense. The first big

eurve on the road back had been rounded.

Track news, however, had even managed to take its place

mid the glory of a winning football season. Villanova became the
only school in America to be able to claim three gold medals in the
1956 OlymfHcs, Melbourne, Australia, when Ron Delany took the

1,500 meter run in record time, and Charley Jenkins copped two
of the coveted awards as a member of the winning U.S. 1,600

meter relay team and a victory in the 400-meter run.

Now, however, all eyes turned to basketball. The courtmen
of Al Severance were highly regarded in the pre-season polls, and
great things were expected. Such, unfortunately, was not to be.

Tbe Wildcats looked strong in losing an opener to Canisius, and
then rolled off three straight victories—including a masterful,
come-from-behind win over Indiana that brought a usually blase
Palestra crowd to its feet cheering—but the turning point came in
the Holiday Festival in New York's Madison Square Garden.

Byan Scores SO
This topnotch invitational tournament ,over the Christmas

holidays, spelled nothing but trouble for the Main Liners. Despite
a 30-point pa^<Nrmance by soph sensati<m Joe Ryan in the second
game, the lilldcata couldn't win a game. The graduation of Cap-
tain Jim Smith and a leg injury to Ryan slowed the team up even
more in the year, and they ended with a 10-15 record—thq worst
in ten years.

There were bright spots, however. Smith became the sixth
Villanova player to top the 1000-point mark in his varsity career,

reaching 1014 with a 24-point, last-game performance against
Drexd; Ryan averaged almost 12 points a game although ham-
pered by the bad leg; big men Tom Brennan and Jack Kelly
showed flashes of r^l brilliance, and sophs Ken Harrison and
George Emma looked to be future stars. A couple of high-scoring
Geoiges—Rekler and Raveling—down on the froeh squad, |;ave

promise of a better fate this year. ;

N« Task For Mere Mortals

Bat, if basketball was a disappointment, thre was always

track. And the only persons disappointed on the banked oval were

those who entertained any hopes of outclassing the Wildcats in

'57. That, my friends ,was a task not to be undertaken by mortal

September 12, 1957

To attempt to write here, in this short space, the whole story

of the unbelievable accomplishments of the Wildcat trackmen,

meet by meet, is far beyond the meager talents of this writer.

The ^intest ghmmer of their unparalledled brilliance can be found

in one sUtement. however. They became the only collegiate team

ever to win the AAU Indoor Title when the titanic amateur teams

were not gutted by an existing war, and they massacred all com-

petition in the IC4A meet
The Big Foot

Tbe stars? They were all stars, but these were the big four-

Ron Delany, running the mile in his usual style, hanging back in

the safety of the pack untU the hist lap, then "kicking** to victory,

who finished the year undefeated and took an unprecedented

doable victory in the IC4A meet; Charley Jenkins, dominating the

440 races and pacing the mile relay team; Don Bragg, becoming

the first collegian ever to top Bob Richards and consistenUy

dearii^ 15 feet, and PhU Reavis, who finding a high-soaring

buddy in teammate Charley Stead, proved once again his stand-

oat afallitws in the high-jump field, setting several meet records.

They set coach Jim "Jumbo" Elliott on top of the track world.

After that, everything was antidimatic. The team marched

to domiDate the outdoor meets too, and prepare for the long

toffioos tiek to the major outdoor titles also. Meanwhile,

the minor sports, the swimming and golf teams posted

leeonls. while Sr. Hank Miller was named on the AU-

I Rifle Tteam.

fitoaelMU? Unfortunately, coach Aft Mahan's team of the

aw its entira oatfieU and three leading hitters

of Vmanovans, and a "green** squad took It on

~^^^ tfcst /i«^. was 1966^. Now another season is upon

of m, so stick aroand—we tas^e a

Smnmer Victories Gompleto

VU TrackTitle'Graiid^Slam'

THE VILLANOVAN

JUMBO ELUOTT
On Top Of TW Worid

.«ti.'^,l!!»*l<|:

RON DELANY
Soffety In Nvmben

\

MilL lEAVIS
Up and Over

When college students from
all over the oocmtry b^an
trooping back to their homes
last June for a much-needed
rest and old friends got back
together, the oonveisation even-
tually got around to a ocMnpari-

aon of the different schools'

athletic teams.

If there was a Villanova un-

dergraduate in the crowd when
the talk got around to the woiid
of track and field, chances are

he had the flocH' aD to himself.

For the Wildcats had been tne
most spectacfilar thing in adle-
giate ranks during the indoor
seaatm, wr^iptng up both the
AAU and IC4A titles in a plea-

sant package Usr coach Jim
EHliott, and dominating every
meet they mtered.

But the best was yet to come.
E^ren as ViUanovans throus^-
out the country were talking

boastfully of their track team's

brilliance, this aggregation of

super-stars was embarking for

Texas to attempt to ocmiplete a
sweep of track titles unprece-

dented in ooU^giate history.

They did it—with ease.

A Stop in New Twk
Tlie first stop <mx the journey

toward a track "grand-slam*'
had been in New York, cm the
first week-end in June, where
the Wildcats copped their third
major title, the IC4A Outdoor
Championship, with a «m««hiwg
48 points, beating out areh-iival
Manhattan \xy seven ooanters.

The ever-victorioos Ron De-
lany and "surprise pvfonner."
£kl Collymore, paced the VHIa-
novans to the title, as each won
two events.

Delany captured the mUe in

a new meet record of 4H)8.4, and
thai took the half in 1:49.9, as
expected; but Coll3rmore. enter-

ed in the sprints suddenly cm a
hunch by Elliott,

in the it, and reporter, Jessl;

put it into words

"Manhattan couldn't expect
to win if Collymore scored
heavfly in the sprints. He scored
as heavfly as one man eoold.**

Don Bragg (pole-vanlt,) Char-
ley Jenkins (440) and Fhfl Rea-
vis (high jump) also added first

places to the Villanovm score;

while Alex Brerkmridgg, Char-
ley Stead and the mile relay

team oontribated points with
finishes further bock.

The Bte«rt vf AD
So R was that the Wildcats-

after a stc^Mivcr in Hoostoa on
June 8 to star in the amraal
Meet of Champinmi—arrived in

Austin <m June 15 to take the
biggest title of them all. the
NCAA meet rhampinnshqi. And
they did it with only <»e first

place!

AH year long, the Main Liners
had won their meets by piling

up five or more first places to

offset the mulOUide of second
and thirds gained by the oi^wsi-
tion, but they lenased that pro-

ceedure to gain this final meet.

Delany added the first, taking
the mile in 4:06u5, and then
finished second in the half-mile,

than half an boor later,

was second in the pcde

vault, while Rearis, "Jenkins and
CoUyraore tocA thirds and Brec-

kenridge a foorth. The team
totaled 47 points, winning by 15
over CSalifomia.

And that was for all practieal

purposes the end of an era. The
greatest trade team in mllfgiate

htstmy had eompielBd a ipectak-

cular year, one tiiat pKobshly
win never be

everyiMie by taking both the 100
(0:09.7) and 220 (0:21).

(>bUymore was the differoice

Footba 1 1 Prospects H i|

Ex-Villanovans Help Coach

Bob Vincent and senior letter-

man Dick Byrne. Senior letter

winner Vince C^haverini, No. 2
center last year, moves up to

the first string for the upcoming
seascMi, but he is not r^;arded
as a full 60-minute performer.
Tom Fletcher and soph h<^ieful

Ed Tjemkin will add support in

that position.

After the Baylor opener, the

Wildcats will come home for

two weeks in a row to meet
Furman and Florida State, Uien

travel (o Virginia on Oct. 12 to

meet a tough Virginia Tech
eleven. Four successive away
battles, vs. Boston (college, In-

diaiui, Miami (that's that rough
Florida crew, not the Ohio

%M tdL

gang) and Detroit, follow

After a week's rest, the wan- '

derers will dose out the year
at home, against Wichita.

Reagan believes thst the phy-
sical omdition of the team after

the battle with the Bayk>r bruis-

ers wiR decide bow widl the rest

of the year will go. Dcqiite tlw
powM^ul Bears, however, he be-

lieves that "we win at

(Continued fnmi Page 9 j)

duplicate last year*s 5^ record^

if not improve upon iL**

V Ex-Stan Conch
Reagan wiU have four ex-

Villanova gridironers to assist

him in his coaching chorea. The
backfield wiU be under the di-

rection of 1950 grad Joe

Rogers, who starred on the

mighty Wildcat teams after the

Second Worid War. Defensive

tine coach will be Dave DiKlip-

po, who was a star guard on

the 1937 Villanova team that

went undefeated in nine games,

with one tie.

Offensive line mentor and

newest member of the coaching

staff is John Sandusky, who
was a first string tackle for

four years from 1946-1960. The
^oah eleven will he in the cap-

able hands of Ed Mirharia. Vil-

's

fat

are the men and play-

will nske VDIanovm's 1987

foothsD histoffy.

AD
The ViDsnova stars

in the news however. Ma> they
oonqieted throQgfaout Enrope
over the summer. Oillyniore,

Reavis, Bragg and Jenkins won
oonsistentty as they toared the

otmtinent with two U.S. teams,

and Delany took part in three

mile races, winnii^ two and
breaking the foar^ninnte mile

for the secmid time in his career

in the other with 3:5a.2. to

finish second in a world's reoixd

la reeogiutioii of their

vements. Delany. Reavis, Bragg
and CoUsrmore "ve named to

the United States AU-AsMficsn

For trackdom. It was tmly
•The Year of the WOdcats."

New Wildcat

Grid View; A
Return Home

(Continned firom Fi^e 9)

And is it what the Cans want?
Well, Reagan offered a reiiscd
almnni aea9on*s tick^ plan this
,past summer, and pasted the
largest pre-oeaaoa sale of tickets
in school histoiy.

be mHlity
to

to be quite

greet thcsn.

Rrsgan himself
np in sn

a crowd there to

Villanova Athletes tn Action

'iii;ySSiili/i'S/Ai'ii'i^>ii^^ M::Si;Wft%WSfl¥:WffS::S:¥W;:S

Vfllanova's great truck star, Don Bragg, clears the poln
vault bar on Blue-White Day meet last spring. Bragg became
the firjit collegiate vaulter ever to clear 15 ft during his days at
Villanova, and is generally considered one of the top three men at
the event in the country. Unfortunately for the Wildcat team,
BragR graduated last year.

Tom Brennan, 6-0 \'illanova cen^r, gets set to go up for
a shot at the basket in last season's 65-64 loss to Richmond
;'Loiig Tom" racked 14 points and 26 rebounds in the heartbreak-mg defeat.

An Iowa State end tries to elude the gras{» The victory, in the final game of the s<*Bson.

of Wildcat quarterback Billy Magee duri?ig a gave Villanova its first winning season In flirc<^

26-0 Villanova romp in Goodreau Stadium last years,
year, as hard-hitting center Joe Ryan closes in. ; "^i ; < V

•** V *''

Here's a familiar figure about
campus. Intramural Council
President Jim Moran puts hU
all into the students' intramural
program, keeping things moving
at a lively pace.

« /^™*"*' ^'*""*'" member Pete O'Brien throws out the
first ball to open the 1957 Intramural softball seawn aT Inith^
b.tt.r Kd Walsh and an unidentified catcher iLonS^tWH
jUHf „ne of the many Intramural activities open to students.

Backstop Terry Hayes and the umpire glare at each other

r^,l«nf f' A ^'T".^'*
****^" *"•**"» ^ intercede. Hurler Jim
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0-C To Use New Equipment

For Frosh Program Tonight

;.' 'i'

The Opera Classica Society

will open its fourth straight sea-

son otnight in the East Lounge,

Dougherty Hall.

The society .which schedules

classical music, has a program
tonight for freshmen. They will

be the first to hear the new cus-

tom-built sound equipment.

Society moderator Anthony
Angeline said the sound is simi-

ViHanova Retains

Same Cut System
,.

• ntinued from page 8)

after his twenty-third absence.
^ Twenty-two absences rate an

F for 19 credits; 21 absences

for 18 credits; while 18 ab-

sences is one over the maximiinn

required to pass with 13 credit

hours.

Father Boyle in Charge
All reasons for absence must

be reported to the Office of the

Vice-President for Academic Af-

fairs since the instructor will

not keep an absentee record but

act merely as a daily recorder

of absences.

Absentee Explanations

Explanation for sickness must
come from the attending doctor

and be addressed to the Univer-

sity Physician while classes

missed due to selective service

appointments must be explained

in advance by presenting the

government notification letter.

Absence caused by death in the

immediate family must be ex-

plained b3j^^etter from the^

liar to that u.-^od in the movie-*

"Around the World in Eighty

Days."
Tutoring Planned

The Society also announced*

they are offering a service to

freshmen of qualified upper class

tutoring. The purpose of the

tutoring, Mr. Angeline said, is

to acquaint the freshmen with

the beauties of the classical

music.

The Society also will sponsor

a football team in the intra-

mural league this fall.

Last Spring they began an ex-

tensive sports program, the

moderator said, to show that
opera and athletics do mix and

that the well cultured man is

able to understand and apprec-

iate both.

pastor, parent, or guardian.

All reasons for absence, which
do not release the student from
responsibility for missed cla.s^s-

work, must be presented in wri i
•

ing accompanied by the Studcni

Absence Report Form and d
livered in person to Fatht

Boyle's office no later than 4 1'.iit

p.m. of the day a student re-

turns to class after the absence.

Report Forms may be obifjn-

ed at the Dean's Office in C and

F or the Office of the Vice-

President in 104 Mendel Hall.

Four honorary degrees were owordec
lost June OS o record 614 Villonovon:
graduated.

The great traditional songs—Almii ."Mater, March of the Wild-

cats, and \ for Villanova—are featured In the record. _
The collection of memories ciin he pun-hased for $1.95 at the

University Shop upon the oiH-ning ol school.

Offer Varied Activities
(Continued from page 8)

organizations, such as the Inter-

national Relations Society which
features trips to United Nations'
meetings in New York and to
various Embassies and press
conferences in Washington.
There are also an Anstronomy

Club, clubs devoted to the stud-
ies of foreign languages, and to
particular major fields of study.

If a student still can't find a
club devoted to his favorite in-

terest, the procedure is very
simple. All he has to do is find

a few other students interested
in the same thing, locate a fac-
ulty member interestedin being

In Case You 're Still Confused . . .

.

moderator, and see the Dean of

Student Activities about the

proper procedure for founding
a new organization and getting

it cleared by the administration.

FS*atemities

In a somewhat different class

are the fraternities. These are
campus organizations with no
national affiliations, a separate
fraternity being devoted to each
school. Delta Pi Mu serves the

Arts School; Delta Pi Epsilon
unites the Commerce and Fi-

nance students; Phi Kappa Pi

is the Engineering fraternity;

and Lamda Kappa Delta repre-

sents the Science majors.

These are social organizations

i
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OPENING MASS
The Rev. Norbert Whitley,

O.S.A., newly-appointed chap-

lain at Villanova University,

announced today the schedule

of Masses that will officially

open the 1957 Fall semester

on Monday.
Father Whitley revealed

that there will be two Masses,

one at 8:30 a.ni. for on-cam-

pus students and one at 9:30

a.m. for day-hops. Both will

be held In the Field House.

All students, regardless of

religion, must attend the

opening Mases, for several

important anouncements con-

cerning the acedemic year

will be made, said Father

Whitley.

lie also announced that

Sunday Masses for all resi-

dent students would be at 10

a.m. and 12:15 p.m. in the

Commerce and Finance audin

torium.

which sponsor dances. Commun-
ion breakfasts, and numerous
other functions; they also serve

as professional organizations in

that they present speakers in

the fields in which their mem-
bers are majoring to keep the

student apprised of recent de-

velopments in his chosen field.

The Villanovan who shuns the

jactivities is depriving himself

of this major part of his educa-

tion. He is also missing a great

deal of good, old-fashioned

pleasure besides.

The Villanovan who is active

in extra-curriculars, on the oth-

;er hand, is making use of all

the opportunities the University

offers for his development. By
domg so, he is making himself

a better man.

BUILDINGS ON VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
1. (Jhapel

2. St. Thomas Monastery

t. Commodore John Barr.v Hall

.'». Chemical Engineering

0. 1 edigan Hall (Residence)

dennce)

8. Good Counsel Hall (Resi-

dence)

9. St Rite's Hall (Resldi nee)

10. AIutorI Hall (Residence)

11. Library

13. .\u>.tiii Hall (Residence)

14. Classroom Annex
1.1* Dougherty Hall

16. Commerce and Finance

17. Sheehan Hall (Residence)

7.* Mendel Hall Annex (ResI- {^ g^ "^.g Hall (Semlmiry) l*- SulUvan Hall (Residence)

19. New Commerce and Finance 25 Post Office and Penn. R.R.

20. Belle Air Hall
JJ' ?LT'*'*'°h*»

21 Field House ^7. Delurey Hall

II' «I!S«« 28- Mlddleton Hall (infirmary)

2S: ?S;:fr Heating Plant ^' O'Dwyer Hall

24, Law School
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Father Dwyer, Past Dean,
Dead of Heart Atitack at 51

Reverend Edward M. Dwyer, OlS.A., chairman of the de-

partment of philosophy and former dean of the university died

September 10 in Bryn Mawr Hospital as a result of a heart at-

tack suffered earlier in his monastery room. He was 51.

From 1944 until 1956 Father Dwyer served as dean of the

institution. In June, 1956, Father Dwyer was elected first definitor

to the Provincial of the Province
of St. Thomas of Villanova.

Bom March 6, 1906 and a na-

tive of Chestnut Hill, Father
Dwyer received his early educa-

tion at our. Mother of (insola-

tion School. ^ He then* began
his connection with Villanova by
entering Villanova Prep in June
of 1924 where he remained until

1928.

Ordained In Germany
In 1928 Father Dwyer begui

his advance work in theology

and philosophy at the University

of Wuerzburg, Bavaria, Ger-

REV. E. M. DWYER, O.S.A.
Former Deon

many. His seminary training was
also continued there culminating

in his ordination by Bishop Mat-
thias JShrenfried, Biilhop of

Wurzburg.

Following ordination he con-
tinued his courses for a doctor-

ate in philosophy at Wurzburg
and then took graduate courses

(Continued on I^e 6 >

Inter-Fraternity

BaDQpensV.U.

Social Season
This Friday the 1957-58 so-

cial year will be inaugurated

when the second annual Inter-

fraternity Ball makes its appear-

ance in the Villanova Field

Houte.
The affair, sponsored by the

combined efforts of fraternities

LKD, DPE, DPM and PKP, wUl
feature the music of Leo ZoUo
and his band from 9 to 1.

Tickets, at $3.00 per couple,

may be purchased from the var-

ious representatives of the four

participating fraternities.

Marking the first football
weekend of the season, the In-

ter-fraternity Ball will hold the

Friday night spot while the Fur-
man game will highlight Satur-

day's activities.

Preview Weekend
This weekend will provide a

preview of next week's Basca
Homecoming Weekend.

The dance is open to all Villa-

novans and their friends. It is

definitely not a closed affair.

Bill Wescott representative of

PKP and chairman of the ball

has stated that members of the
Class of '61 may attend the
dance stag if they desire. Fresh-
men from several local female
colleges have been invited to get
acquainted with our frosh.

Fisher Heads Committee
' The decorations committee.

under the chairmanship of Jack
Fisher, LKD, will provide a
theme that will be in line with

(Continued on Page 6)

Award, Homecoming Game
Highlight Oct. 5 Weekend

By BILL iCKES

Reve Coffey Will Conduct
Annual One-Day Retreat

so. P.AW.B.R.

The annual one-day retreat

for all Catholic students will be
held on October 3, the chaplain's

office has announced.
Rev. John J. Coffey, O.S.A.,

will conduct the spiritual exer-

cises for all male students in the

field house.

Freshmen and sophomores
will begin the retreat with Mass
at 8 a.m., followed by confer-

ences at 9 and 10:30 o'clock.

Juniors and seniors open their

retreat with Mass at 12:30 with
scheduled conferences at 1:30

and 3 o'clock.

Confessions will be heard at

9:30, 11, 2 and 3:30 o'clock.

Holy Communion will not be

distributed in the field houae.

Fr. Weeks Conducts
Rev. Henry F. Weeks, O.S.A.,

will be the retreat-master for

the women students.

All the spiritual exercises for

the Women's Division will be

conducted in the university

chapel beginning at 8 a.m. with

Mass followed by conferences at

9 and 10:30 a.m.

Confessions will be heard at

9:30 and 11 o'clock for the

women.
Retreat cards for all students

may be picked up in the chap-

lain's office Monday, Sept. 30
and Tuesday, Oct. 1.

First Friday
In addition, the chaplain. Rev.

Norbert Whitley wishes to re-

mind the students that October
4 is the First Friday of the

month. Masses will be said in

the university chapel at 6:45,

7:30, 8 and 12 o'clock. Exposi-
tion of the Blessed Sacrament
will continue throughout the

day.

Bishop Peter Canisilis Van Llerde, OJ^A., Vicar General of Vatican City mad asslstaBt at tMm

Papal Throne, lays the cornerstone of Sheehan Hall at ceremonies held Sept. 16, the openias daj •<

the new school year. Also present at the cornerstone laying were, left to right. Bob Mwlmhy,
representing the student body; Bev. Henry Greenlee, O.S.A., Provincial of the Eastera Ftwiaoe
of the Augustinian Order, and Bev. James Donnellon, president of the univerrity* Blolwp Vaa
Lierde also officiated at the opening Mass for Villanova day-hop students.

' ——— ^

Bishop Opens School Year;

*57Enrollment Sets Record
The new scnooi year

was officially opened Mon-
day, Sept. 16, with a Mass
celebrated by the Rev.
James Donnellon, presi-
dent of the university at 8 a. m.
for resident students, while the
Mass for day-hops was said at

9:30 by Bishop Peter Canisius
Van Lierde, O.S.A., Vicar GSen-

eral of Vatican City and assis-

tant at the Papal Throne.
Following the 9:30 Mass Bis-

hop Van Lierde officially laid the

cornerstone for SSheetian Hall.
'

The new dormitory, located at

the extreme east end of the
campus, houses nearly 500 stu-

dents and was completed about
one month ago.
' The hall is named for the
late Rev. John Sheehan, U.S.A.,

a former provincial of the Aug-
ustinian Order.
This year the university has

reached the peak in enrollment
in its 115th academic history.

The total for full time day stu-

dents is 3,643.

New Faces of 1957
The new faces number 1300,

including undergraduate stu-

dents, transfers and freshmen
law students.

At present there are 1178
students enrolled in the un-
dergraduate freshman class, 790
in the sophomore class, 763 in
the junior class and 695 in the
senior class. St Mary's Hall
numbers 89 new seminarians,
while the freshman class in the
law school consists of 65 stu-
dents.

Bishop Van Lierde, a Belgian

by birth, is one of the most dis-

tinguished members of the Aug-
(Continued on Pigt 6>

The Florida State game on
Oct. 5 will mark the annual
homecoming weekend at Villa-

nova and festivities for the two-
day affair will include the tra-

'ditional Nick Basca award, the

annual queen contest and the

introduction of Count Villan V
to the alumni.

Leo Rudegeair and Jim Ander-
son are the co-chairmen of the

spirit committee contributing to

the Basca Weekend which is al-

so the Senior Weekend.
A meeting was held for the

freshmen halls by Leo Rogers,
chairman of the spirit conunit-

tee, * who explained the

traditional contest and exactly

what was expected of them.

Halls Decorated
All halls must be decorated by

the afternoon of Oct. 4 since the

judging will take place that
evening. The winner will be an-
nounced at the bonflre rally im-
mediately following the judging.

The chairman of the winning
hall will be presented the tra-

ditional plaque by Rev. Dante
Girolami, O.S.A., dean of activi-

ties.

One of the social highlights of
the weekend fete will be the

choosing of the '57 homecoming
queen.

Each person desiring to sub-
mit an entry must do so through
an organization to which he be-

longs. In turn that organization

subh^its the entry to the spirit

committee.

Contest Bales
The rules of the contest are

the following:

1. Each organization holding a
seat on the student council is

entitled to submit one entry.

2. All entries must be portrait

photographs measuring at least

five by seven inches.

3. All entries must be submitted
by Sept. 27. Entries should be
turned in to either Jim Ander-
son or Leo Rudegeair, room 253
Sheehan.
4. T h e following information

must be listed on the back of

each photograph: name, age,

height, weight, color of hair,

color of eyes, occupation (stu-

dent, secretary, etc date's

name, and organization repre-

sented.

5. All entries will be published
in the VILLANOVAN and the
student body will vote for the
top five. These five will be intro-

duced at the Basca award bon-
fire rally. The final vote for the
queen will be taken at booths
set up outside the exit of the
stadium field and also outside
the Basca dance immediately
following the rally.

6. The queen and her court will

be announced during the Basca
dance.

Pictures on Display
The pictures of the entries

will also be on display in Dough-
(Continued on Plage 5)
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Each Student Member
Of One Organization

No student at Villanova University may
ever truthfully claim that he does not belong

to a campus organization even though his name
is not officially inscribed in the roll book of

even the least known of the ever-increasing

number of extra-curricular activities.

Before raising your eyebrows and pre-

paring to prove the falsity of the previous

paragraph, do not hesitate to go directly to

page 41 of the STUDENT HANDBOOK and

read the thirteen words contained in Article

III, Section I of the student council consti-

tution. Those who no longer carry this grey
85-page booklet on their person, which is the

first "text" book a VU frosh encounters, may
be surprised to discover that the said section

of the said article states "all regular students

of the university shaJl be members of the

student council. Regular students rtfers to

those students carried as regular students by
the university registrar."

'•These two sentences dispel any doubtful

belief that only a select few, known as repre-

sentatives in legal terminology, may sit in on
council doings.

It is true that only duly elected ofl^cials

may actually vote at the organization's bi-

weekly meetings stated in the following sen-

tence on the same page of the HANDBOOK;
but why the C. and F auditorium is attended by
these comparatively few Villanovans is inexpli-

cable.

Every other Wednesday evening, including

tonight. Chairman Pat Nicholson opens a stu-

dent council meeting at 6:330 which entertains

approximately 50 onlookers or 1/147 of the
university student counucil.

Important measures affecting every stu-

dent are brought up, hashed out, improved
upon, discussed at length and l^nally either

carried or disregarded. This essential govern-
mental process is accomplished by only a hand-
ful of the student body when every under-
graduate is entitled to participate in these ses-

sions and contribute to the proceedings by
making helpful suggestions.

Although you are not a voting council

student council at work.
a "regular student" of this institution to learn
what your representatives are doing for you
and your classmates, and encourage their con-
tinued interest in bringing better student
government to Villanova by witnessing "your"
Student Council at work.

Letter To The Editor

The editors of the Villanovan welcome letters to

the pcoper. They may be on any subject pertinent to

school affairs. Opinions of feature material and
columns in the paper are welcomed as are criticisms

of the rest of the paper.

Letters should be addressed to the Villanovan,

Villanoia Pa., and they must be signed. Names will

be withheld upon request of the writer.

VILLANOVA ONIVIRSITY, VILLANOVA, PA.
, ^

—

—
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Political Round'up;

Rights Bill Compromise
Meets With Disapproval

By CLEM
The United States of Amer-

ica was founded on and gain-

ed historical recognition for

its fight for civil rights both
universal and individual. The
constitution of this nation be-

came a model for many na-

tions engaged in like fights

for independence because it

gave simply so much to those

who had so little. The Con-
gress that the constitution

created stood as the pinnacle

of all progress that had been
made, for its balance of power
had proved successful.

None of these achievements
could have been made without
the type of political character

that was founded in men such
as Jefferson, Madison, Adams
aod Hainilton.

A question of tremendous
value then is "What has
happened t o political men
of that caliber?" The
answer has been given

during the formulation of the

Civil Rights Bilf.' A salve t6

render to any frictional dis-

agreement with the act has
been applied in the form of

"It's the first legislation in 82
years." The fact of the mat-
ter is that today's law-makers
have become so engulfed in

political "g i v e-and-takers,"

that no longer does there ex-

ist except in too few ins-

tances, men whose convic-

tions are basically moral, un-
prejudiced and Christian, un-
changed by pressure.

• The proof of the pudding is

in the tasting and the unne-
cessarily weak rights bill left

a distinctive bad taste in the

mouths of many.

The opinion of this colum-

nist is that the action of com-

BIRCH

promise involved in the laws

of creation was a sign of

weakness unsound both mor-
ally and politically, especially

morally.

Bar the Color Bar
How can men deem them-

selves able to judge the allow-

ability of rights to human be-

ings made of the same stuff

as themselves with the lone

difference of color standing

between themselves and the

"receivers," of the greatest

civil action in 82 years.

The equality of one man to

mother is a judgement that

from the beginning of time
and we hope until the end of

timt, must remain in the

hands of God Almighty and*
not men whose consciences

have been numbed by a tradi-

tional prejudice divorced from
fundamental rationality.

Nothing Done About Much
It is the violation of this

stand that forces the bill with
jury trial amendment, its sup-
porters and biased dissenters

that provokes suCh an opinion
of disgust. The world waited
and watched, only to be dis-

appointed by a farcical legi-

Islative piece.

From the other side of the
political bull ring the stand
that "something is better
nothing" can only be judged
and evaluated in an element
of time—that same element
that was required after the
Civil War to mend the scars
of that parallel conflict.

Little Man in Little Rock
Tantamount to the lack of

foresight displayed in Con-
gress this summer is the in-

credible bad judgment of Gov-
ernor Orville Faubus of Ark-
ansas in the past three weeks
in the "Little Rock Debacle."
To the cause of segregation

went a concession so great, so
outlandish in scope that the 82
years interim of relative
acteptanc». of the negro,
as an equal was lost. To the
Ku Klux and the Commies, to

the deep haters and the Strom
Thurmonds went the breathe
of recognition towards the
theory of segregation.

Faubus or Faostus
To the government of the

United States tm^ its people

Faubus sold his political soul
(Continued on Pago )

Campus New Look

HitsVILLANOVAN
The new look which has captivated the

campus is also evident in the VILLANOVAN.
In keeping with the policy of giving the stu-

dents a college newspaper worthy of this

school, the editors have introduced more new
features to this year's VILLANOVAN. The

front page of the orientation issue was radical-

ly different. It will be the policy of this year's

staff to give greater space to events which in-

crease the name of Villanova outside the cam-

pus.

Additional regular features bf tlie paper-

will, include a student opinion column, a series

on notable Catholics in public life, more com-
plete coverage of intramurals, a chaplain's

column, alumni news, a column on the social

activities of the neighboring colleges and a

faculty guest column on subjects pertaining to

their fields of interest.

With these additions and the inauguration

of a slightly different deadline policy the edi-

tors hope to give you another AU-American
college paper.

September 28, 1957
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Villanova PLC's Rank High In Nation
Villanova, with 47 students

successfully completing training

in the Platoon Leaders Class,

has become the nation's unof-

ficial leader in enrollment in this

program.
V.U. ated

Villanova, previously cited by

the commandant of the Marine
Corps tor its contributions to

the various Marine officer pro-

grams continues to produce cap-

able men for service in the com-
missioned ranks of the Corps.

Twenty students completed

the senior PLC course, and 27

were successful in the junior

course.

lisa Tops

Villanova students were rank-

ed high in the final standing of

PLC's training program. Among
Villanova's leaders who were
outstanding was Tony Lisa who
ranked 59th out of 1143 in

the school; others very high
were Tom LaCasale, George
^If^mberg, Archie Whyte and Jim
Crawley.

The Platoon Leader Class

training consists of two six-week

summer training periods design-

ed" PLX7s the society familiar-

ment and Che military knowledge
necessary for future commis-
sioned officers.

There are no drills or meet-

ings during the school year but

on campus. The Semper Fidelis

Society welds the students en-

rolled in PLC into a fraternal

oi^gani^ation.

Old Instructs New
In addition to providing social

activities for "Quantico-initiat-

ed" PLC's the society familiar-

izes new members on their duties

at Quantico.

Informal classes and discus-

sions are held on summer train-

ing, and movies of interest are

shown at evening meetings.

Any students seeking further

information on the Platoon
Leaders Class or the Semper
Fidelis Society should contact

Capt. Grace, USMC in CJB or

the officers of the society—^Pres-

ident Jack Goodyiear, Vice-Pres-

ident Bill Westcott, Treasurer
George Riehle or Secretary Bob
Simons.

Law School Prof

Gets Scholarship
Francis E. Holahan, Assist-

ant Professor of Law at Villa-

nova, has been awarded one of

five Kent Fellowships to the

Columbia University School of

Law where he will specialize in

the study of Commercial Law.

The awards, worth $5,000

each are supported by a grant

from the Ford Foundation.

They are named after the late

James Kent, former Chief Judge
for the State of New York and
State Counsellor.

Halahan is a graduate of the

Law School of the University of

Pittsburgh at which he held the

position of editor-in-chief of

the University's Law Review. He
also served for three years with

the Armed Forces in World War
It

Loeal Besidenee

The thirty-one year old law

professor currently resides in

Wa3me with his wife and three

children.

READ
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Members of the Villanova Platoon Leaders

Class recently compiled one of the highest

achievement records in the nation and the

campus class has become the unofficial enroll-

ment leader in the United States. Senior mem-
bers of the Villanova class with their Bfarine

instructors are shown above. Standing, left

to right, are Lt. Darby, Capt. DeLong, Robert

L. Simons, Gerald F. Reczek, Joseph J. Wheeler

and Capt. DeAngelo. Kneeling, John J. Good-
year, WilUam B. DowUng and Theodore Rawley
MI.

Classes Begin,

Bishop Officiates

At Sheehan Hall
(Oontinued from Page I

ustinian Order. Besides the

prominent positions he holds as

Vicar of Vatican City and As-

sistant at the Papal Throne, his

ExceUency was recently Knight-

ed by Queen Juliana of the Neth-

erlands.

More Residents Than Dayhopn

Another striking first in the

annals of this university as an-

nounced by Rev. John Klekotka,

registrar, is the enrollment of a

larger number of resident stu-

dents than da3r-hops.

Villanova is also attracting

students from a wider geogra-

phical area. This yeigr the uni-

versity numbers among its mem-
bers Suqiura Villanova's first re-

presentative from Japan.

Rights Bill Disapproved;

Faubus Seeks False Glory
(Cbntinucd from Psffs S>

for a temporary greatness and

brought a state of total bitter-

ness to the integration of the

colored youth into Central High

School.

The "Preservator of the
Peace" fulfilled his duty they

say in prohibiting a scene of ter-

ror and hate that did not exist

imtil he gave it reason to. The
"Preservator" (a title he had
never given himself until after a
weekend visit of Georgia in

whose vocabulary the word had

long found an evasive paradise

in favor of segregation) protec-

ted his reelection, claimed that

unlike the people of Tennessee

he had helped integrate the

state universities and high

schools and hap-hazardly ration-

alized his position contra ESisen-

hower.
Fanbos vs. Clement

The fact that no violence had
occurred in other areas of test

integration did not by any
means seem to make his Little

Rock violence informants doubt-

ful in their sincerity. Why didn't

he enter the scene at Central

High School himself and why
didn't he evaluate the calm
scene of Clinton, Tennessee this

fall where Frank Clement re-

gardless of personal feeling fol-

lowed the Constitution to which
he swore fealty?

The competance of that con-

troversial statesman of Arkan-
sas is irrelevant as is anything
pertaining to his pre-political

background but the historical

mistake of hi sdecision to have
the National Guard repel Negro
students away from, rights and
education to the taunts of sad-

istically primed teenagers and
"Kaspers," will be recorded
among the scenes of American
infamy.
To paint an historical portrait

of these days in Little Rock to

hang among the things of men
would "be an action to be regret-

ted in time as the Nazi perse-

cution of the Jews, or the Rus-
sian purges of opposition for in

retrospect its meaningfulness is

no less severe.

Faculty members are invited

to participate in the dialogue
Mass which will be held again
this year in the University
Chapel on the first Thursday
of each monthat 10:30 A. M.
for the remainder of the scho-
lastic year.

Bishop Peter CanlHius Vmi IJerde, O.S.A., Vicar General of

VaUeMi City mmd assistant at Um Papnl Throne, Is shown as he
oAcinted at this year's opening day MajM for non-resident stndents.

•

Opera Society

Opens Seaten

With Beetiioven
Opera-Classica will inaugurate

the 1957-58 season by featuring

Beethoven's 5th Symphony on

the new Hi-Fi system tomorrow

at 7:30 p.m. in the east lounge

of Dougherty Hall.

The second concert of the sea-

son will feature two films: "In-

struments of the Orchestra" and

"The Telephone Hour" with
Donald Voorhees conducting the

B ^ 1 1 Telephone Orchestra and
Zino Francescatti, solo violinist.

In connection with the desires

of the members of the club, the

administration has purchased

music appreciation records and

the first of the series will be pre-

sented tomorrow evening.

Membership Requirements
Any student, teacher or ad-

ministrator of the university is

eligible for membership upon the

nomination of one regular mem-
ber of 0-C and this nominee
must also possess a desire to

members for the presentation of

classical music. '

On Oct. 1, Tuesday, at 7:30 p.

m. in the east lounge of Dough-
erty Hall, the club will feature

Renata Tebaldi singing the lead

in Aida and this will prepare for

the opera in Philadelphia on Oct.

11.

HI-FI—Pnrcbased

The university administration

has purchased a high quality
sound S3rstem for the club in itiB

effort to promote classical music
on campus.

In addition the sound system
is also equipped for stereophonic

sound and O-C will have a non-

membership concert early in

October which will feature Tchi-

akovsky's 1812 Overture,

Strauss Polkas, marches, walt-

zes, and Saint Saens Symphony
for Orchestra and Organ all on
stereophonic tapes. The tape
mechanism will be borrowed
from Theodora Cheng who as-

sembled and designed the pres-

ent set.

Rifle Team Wins
Top Navy Trophy

The Villanova Rifle Team un-

der the guidance of Sergeant
Edward Mulcaney has been

awarded the Secretary of Navy
Rifle Trophy in postal tourna-

ment completition with all fifty-

two colleges with an NROTC
unit.

The trophy is an annual one

and is decided upon by the scor-

ing of targets mailed in by the

participating teams. The Na-
tional Rifle Association scored

the targets and declared the

winner.

Villanova managed to edge
out the University of Rochester
for top spot by amassing a score

of 1396 points. The University

of Nebraska copped third place.

Passarella

Fred Passarella paced the

team witha rousing 292, which
was good enough to garner the

individual high score trophy as

well give the team a substantial

boost to first place.

Joe Polizzotto scored a 280,

Walt Gould a 276, Cass Lawler
a 275 and Lou Spevetz a 273.

Fred Passarella, a marine can-
didate in the NROTC, returns
this year to head the Rifle Team
which lends high hopes for the
successful completion of tough
schedule.

Student Thoughts

Shown By Night

Division Survey

frJ^/fci^'i^'*^ ^ reprinted
rrom the fall tssue of the Villa-nova Alumnus through the ctmr.

t^^IS!''^^'' ^' ^^^^9^t, edu
tor of the quarterly publication.

. . . and to all the questions
proposed came similarly encour-
aging answers to a questionnaire
probing the Evening Division
students' understanding of the
value of their college education.
The rewards of higher educa-

tion constitute a multi-faceted
and an endlessly debated sub-
ject. The judgment of students
on this subject, however,, are
all too often neglected.

Judgments Alisunderstood
Sometimes their judgments

are misunderstood, sometimes
their opinions are denied even'

a

hearing. That students' observ-
ations should be regarded as ir-

relevant is strange, for certainly
the college exists for the good
of the student as well as for the
state of learning.

Yet often the student does not
recognize his own good; and
more often he mis-states it. The
failure to recognize the real
values, the true rewards of high-
er education, is itself the re-
sult of many things, not least
in, importance the students' im-
maturity.

Yet years sometimes bririg
maturity, and it is often the case
that older students, such as the
student body of a college eve-
ning division, can speak intelli-
gently and perceptively about
the aims and the achievements
of their college program.
The average age of the Villa-

nova Evening Division student is
28—neariy 10 years older than
the average age of regular col-
lege students—and the average
student has a larger experience
background before entering the
college program.
Anonymous returns from 350

stud^ts—nearly half the stu-
dent body—revealed that in the
students' self-appraisal their en-
ergies ( time, and money are ac-
crumg to them rich rewards in
mtellectual, moral ,and material
gam.

Because the aim of educaUon
IS, m Cardinal Ne^vman's words
•cultivation of the intellect,"
because the university education
gives a man a clear conscious

view of his own opinions and
judgments, a truth in develop-
ing them, an eloquence in ex-
pressing them, and a force, in
urging them," the questionnaire!
sought to find primarily the stu-

'

dents estimate of their intellect-
ual growth measured by New-
man's formularization

«.^^1^?^? ""^ ^^^ 350 students
noted that they were as a result
of the courses far better equip-l
ted to enter a discussions of I

•erious intellectual matters, to'
attend lectures in connection
with community aflfairs, and to
evaluate the problems of human
relationships intelligently.
Also 250 students had enlarg-

ed their personal libraries to a'
considerable extent, and this
group reported that they had
been stimulated to read and ap- . V"- -FP"Jciauon of ^ood
preciate good literature and .^**« •«>*c«. The generj^
that they now had a better un- ?*5^ environment at Villano^
derstanding of subjects in the CUf^^^ *'"<»* 240 meBT^djwomen of the Evening DitilSr

PmgmB

Literary Club Plans Busy
Program, Martinez Reveals

mSJI ^/!^^*^" P'*^^** together wifli the Rev Mb J

grmnted ma andlence with the Pope.
»™«wr ana were

Alumni Association Elects
Joseph O'Donnell President

Honieeoiiiing 6aae
(Continued from Pa^e 1)

tery Hall on Oct. 1 and voting
for the top five contestants will
be held in Dougherty Hall on
Oct. 2.

The queen, a lady-m-waiting
and the attendants will be pre-
sented at the Bases dance and
flowers will be given to the
queen.

During the halftime of the
game, the queen wiU be intro-
duced and presented by Leo
Rogers, chairman of the Spirit
Committee through a guard of
honor, to Pat Nicholson, presi-
dent of the Student Council, who
will present her crown.
Count Vilan V, ViUanova's

wildcat mascot, wiU also be in-
troduced during the halftime to
the alumni.

B.J. Bedard

Moderator

Of Arts Frat

Mr. Bernard J. Bedard, of the

Villanova English Department
was praBented as the new mod-
erator of the Delta Pi Mu Fra-
ternity at the Arts and Sciences
organization's first meeting of
the year last lliursday evening.

Approzhouttely 80 members of I

the fraternity greeted the new
moderator, who succeeds Dr.
John McEnemey, Assistant to
the Dean of Student Affairs
and a member of the Villanova
faculty, who resigned the posi-
tion this year "with reluctance,"
because of the increase in his
academic duties.

"humanities."

Speaking Ability

.fft'l'"^
®**^ *^"^*y to speak

effectively was admitted by 245
students, and 124 students have
smce the beginning of their col-
lege program written one or

^u'r^^ir^'^'"
^^" magazines,

journals, or newspapers. Most
imporatnt of all the gains was
that remarkrd by more than 300
students: college educationmade theu. more respectful ofthe opmions and beliefs of
others.

Villanova is a Christian Uni-
versity interested in thedevlop-

rr/h °^T^^-^
^^°^^ '"^^ insofar

ihattd"""'""'^ ^^ ^-*^-

,

That their education was ach-
ieving that end was attested bythe more than 300 students whohad been motivated to develop
a wi Imgness to accept respon-
ability as a result of toeir
l)roadened understanding of the

them
"^ which confront

f^U ^vT'wT^^^y 275 students
Jelt that they had developed a

^v' ",?^^*"*^ ^^ moralTut
look on life, and an equally large
grojip noted in themselves^
keener appreciaUon of

Officers of the Villanova Al-
[umni Association for the next
two years were recently an-
nounced by officials at the alum-
ni office.

Joseph P. O'Donnell, Class of
'43, will serve as president of the
organization, while Martin L.
Gill, '32, will be executive vice-
president and Edward J. Mich-
aels, '36, will serve as vice-presi-
dent.

Other officers include: the
Rev. Howard J. Richmond, '33,
chaplain; George J. Pequignot,
•51 secretary and the Rev. John
A. Klekotka, O.S.A., '35, director
of alunmi relations.

Initial Gating
The Florida Stote gr i di r o

n

contest set for Oct. 5 wUl be this
year's homecoming day for the
Villanova Alumni aa well as for
the student body.
Lunch wUl be avaUable in the

Dougherty Hall cafeteria for all
alumni beginning at 11 a.m.

AloBuii Honoied
Alumni officials also reported

that Charies S. Witkowski, '31
was recently named mayor of
Jersey Qty, N. J. While at VU-
lanova, he was outetanding both
as a scholar and an athlete

Robert E. O'Brien, '40, has
been elected a vice-president of
the Moore-McCormick Unes, Inc.O Brien received the Bac^ «jlor of
Science degree at Villanova and
upon graduation served four
years in the U. S. Navy.

Mr. Phebui Dies
The death of a Villanova al-

umnus, Mr. Matthew Phelan
was also learned by the univer-

Mr. Phelan, in his mid-80's

rZ' * '?*^*"* °' Waterbury,

for his travels to Ftenway Park
ta Boston as an avid buMball fan

Jun Plersall, Red Sox outfield,
er.

B. J. BEDARO
Fhitemity Moderator

Other business conducted by
the fraternity involved the set-
ting of dues for the forthcom-
ing year, naming committees to
work on Friday's Intra-Fratem-
ity Ball, making arrangements
to enter a team in the intnip
mural footbaU league and nam-
ing a committee to prepare a
float for the Homecoming Game
parade.

At the Literary Club's open-
ing meeting of the semester last
week Program Chairman Tom
Martinez outlined a general pro-
ject of vast scope to which every
niember of the organization may
contribute by doing research,
editing, copy reading, typing,

Th6 proieet, the first under-
taking of this nature ever at-
tempted by the club, would be
spread out over the entire scho-
lastic year and result in the com-
pilation of selected material on
a particular author, genre, or
period in English or American
literature.

At the present time, Martinez
and the officers are accepting
suggestions regarding the topic
of the project from active club
members. "It would be a worth-
while and self-satlafj^ng endea-
vor", said Martinez, "and one
that would be a tangible product
of the Literary Qub."

Schedule AuMNuwed
The announcement of the pio-

Iject
followed a reading of a ten-

tative schedule of activities by
Joe Kinney, club president. Also
planned by Martinez, the first
semester schedule features
literary recordings and a sym-
porium at the regular U-weekly
meetings.

The first regular meeting Is
Wednesday, October 9 and a
pronUnent speaker — probably
from the EngUsh department—
WiU address the group, which
is one of the newest ox^ganiza-
tions on campus.

Kinney Welcomes All
Kinney announced that "any

undergraduate, regardless of his
major field of study, may jcAn
by submitting a criticism of a
book approved by the otGcen
and paying the $2. semester
dues."

English majors may obtafai
niembership cards from secre-
tary Ken Miller merely by pay-
ing the semi-annual dues.

Aettve OrgaulzaiioB
In Its first three months of

operaUon hut spring, the Lit-
erary Club presented two speak-
ers; Rev. Robert M. Smlivan
O.S.A., Dean of Arts and Sci-
ences and Harold
. . ^ -r Gill Reuach-
tern, Dean of Villanova's Law
School—in addition to a group

New Moderator ^^^^.""V^^^^ ^"^^
The new modersfc^ received w^ ,

^ ^""^ «' Slater,

his bachelor's D^ to^ te""*^*" ^. ^* ^^^ ^
* ., .

*^"* m jsng- pnrtment, moderated this discus-
sion.

lish from Notre Dame Univer-
sity, his Master's from Michigan
and became a member of the
Villanova faculty in 1955.
DPM President John Moynl-

han introduced Mr. Bedard and
cmducud the b„,in.sr;;;;;;t2s: ^^i."

•Hie society was also repw
a^ted at a "Hemingway sym-
posium" conducted at Mary-
mount CoUege in New York City
in May and sponsored a

^*«*™an Pfcl Nieholson has
annouMed Oat tike student
coundl will meet tonight at
e:«0 hi room 207 C * F.
bsues to he dlseuued in-*^* iw^wss made on theWW eoustttution, a report from

the senior ear eommlttoe and
•pirit oomndttee pfaMs for the
Mmtef year.
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PLCs Rank High In Nation
Villanova, with 47 students

successfully completing training

in the Platoon Leaders Class,

has become the nation's unof-

fidal leader in enrollment in this

program.
V.U. Cited

Villanova, previously cited by

the commandant of the Marine
Corps for its contributions to

the various Marine officer pro-

grams continues to produce cap-

able men for service in the com-
missioned ranks of the Corps.

Twenty students completed

the senior PLC course, and 27

were successful in thie junior

course. ,

1 Lisa Tops

Villanova students w^re rank-

ed high in the final standing of

PLC's training program. Among
Villanova's leaders who were
outstanding was Tony Lisa who
ranked 59th out of 1143 in

the school ; others very high
were Tom LaCasale, George
Wimberg, Archie Whyte and Jim
Crawley.

The Platoon Leader Class

training consists of two six-week

summer training periods design-

ed" PLCs the society familiar-

ment and fhe military knowledge
necessary for future commis-
sioned officers.

There are no drills or meet-

ings during the school year but

on campus. The Semper Fidelis

Society welds the students en-

rolled in PLC into a fraternal

organization.

Old Instructs New
In addition to providing social

activities for "Quantico-initiat-

ed" PLC's the society familiar-

izes new members on their duties

at Quantico.

Informal cictsses and discus-

sions are held on summer train-

ing, and movies of interest are

shown at evening meetings.

Any students seeking further

information on the Platoon

Leaders Class or the Semper
Fidelis Society should contact

Capt. Grace, USMC in CJB or

the officers of the society—Pres-

ident Jack Goodyear, Vice-Pres-

ident Bill Westcott, Treasurer
George Riehle or Secretary Bob
Simons.

•
*''':''

Law School Prof

Gets Scholarship
Francis E. Holahan, Assist-

ant Professor of Law at Villa-

nova, has been awarded one of

five Kent Fellowships to the

Columbia University School of

Law where he will specialize in

the study of Commercial Law.

The awards, worth $5,000

each are supported by a grant
from the Ford Foundation.

They are named after the late

James Kent, former Chief Judge
for the State of New York and
State Counsellor.

. Halahan is a graduate of the

Law School of the University of

Pittsburgh at which he held the

position of editor-in-chief of

the University's Law Review. He
also served for three years with

the Armed Forces in World War
IL

' ^ Local Residence

The thirty-one year old law

professor currently resides in

Wayne with his wife and three

children.

Members of the Villanova Platoon Leaders

Class recently compiled one of the highest

achievement records in the nation and the

campus class has become the unofficial enroll-

ment leader in the United States. Senior mem-
bers of the Villanova class with their Marine

inf^tructors are shown above. Standing, left

to right, are Lt. Darby, Capt. DeLong, Robert

L. Simons, Gerald F. Reczek, Joseph J. Wheeler

and Capt. DeAngelo. Kneeling, John J. Good-

year, William R. Dowling and Theodore Hawley
m.

READ
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Classes Begin,

Bishop Officiates

At Sheehan Hall
(Continued from Page I

ustinian Order. Besides the

prominent positions he holds as

Vicar of Vatican City and As-

sistant at the Papal Throne, his

Eixcellency was recently Knight-

ed by Queen Juliana of the Neth-

erlands. •;
'; <\/'^

More Residents Than Dayhop^

Another striking first in the

annals of this university as an-

nounced by Rev. John Klekotka,

registrar, is the enrollment of a

larger number of resident stu-

dents than day-hops.

Villanova is also attracting

students from a wider geogra-

phical area. This yejg: the uni-

versity numbers among its mem-
bers Suqiura Villanova's first re-

presentative from Japan.

Rights Bill Disa

Faubus Seeks Falae Glory
(CSontinued from Page 1>

for a temporary greatness and

brought a stete of total bitter-

ness to the integration of the

colored youth into Central High

School.

The "Preservator of the
Peace" fulfilled his duty they

say in prohibiting a scene of ter-

ror and hate that did not exist

until he gave it reason to. The
"Preservator" (a title he had

never given himself until after a

weekend visit of Georgia in

whose vocabulary the word had

long found an evasive paradise

in favor of segregation) protec-

ted his reelection, claimed that

unlike the people of Tennessee

he had helped integrate the

state universities and high

schools and hap-hazardly ration-

alized his position contra Eisen-

hower.
Faubus vs. Clement

The fact that no violence had
occurred in other areas of test

integration did not by any
means seem to make his Little

Rock violence informants doubt-

ful in their sincerity. Why didn't

he enter the scene at Central

High School himself and why
didn't he evaluate the calm
scene of Clinton, Tennessee this

fall where Frank Clement re-

gardless of personal feeling fol-

lowed the Constitution to which
he swore fealty?

The competance of that con-

troversial statesman of Arkan-
sas is irrelevant as is anything
pertaining to his pre-political

background but the historical

mistake of hi sdecision to have
the National Guard repel Negro
students away from, rights and
education to the taunts of sad-

istically primed teenagers and
"Kaspers," will be recorded
among the scenes of American
infamy.

To paint an historical portrait

of these days in Little Rock to

hang among the things of men
would be an action to be regret-

ted in time as the Nazi perse-

cution of the Jews, or the Rus-
sian purges of opposition for in

retrospect its meaningfulness is

no less severe.

Faculty members are invited

to participate in the dialogue
Mass which will be held again
this year in the University
Chapel on the first Thursday
of each monthat 10:30 A. M.
for the remainder of the scho-
lastic year.

Bishop Peter CaniHius Van Lierde, O.S.A., Vicar General of

Vatican City and assistant at the Papal Throne, is shown as he
officiated at this year's opening day Mass for non-resident students.

wSx^-iSSSiS^^S^
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Simpson Hall Seeks 5ih Straight

Having; retired tlie Nick Basca Memorial Trophy after cap-

turing its fourth consecutive championship in the "nicest dec-

orated hall on campus" competition last year, Simpson Hall
will try to extend its streak next weekend.

Every dormitory will put on an exterior display with an
appropriate "Beat Florida State" theme in an offort to dislodge

the perennial titlists. Judging takes place on Friday, Oct 4,

the night before the Wildcats-Seminoles football game at Good-
reau Stadium. Aparade through the campus will precede the
judging. ':,:},

Father Klekotka Named
New Director of Admissions

New Buildings,

Improvements

Now On Campus
The ever-expanding student

body of Villanova University has

necessitated various improve-

ments which were accomplished

during the past summer months.

Sheehan Hall, accommodating

some 500 students, is the most

prominent of these new improve-

ments. The hall was named after

the late Rev. John Sheehan, for-

mer provincial of the Augustin-

ian Order. " -

Another new building nearing

completion and housing Villa-

nova's largest division is the

Commerce and Finance building.

This structure will cost a million

and one half dollars and is ex-

pected to be ready for occupancy

at the beginning of the second

semester.

Stadium Enlarged
The east wing of the Villanova

stadium has been enlarged, seat-

ing approximately 16,000. Plans

for the future include the exten-

sion of the bleachers to form a

horse-shoe arrangement. A new
and larger press box will be used

for coming home games.
A new cafeteria has been

opened on the first floor of Men-
del Hall for the staff of the uni-

versity. It is decorated in pink

and blue tile. ;. :

Another improvement is a ser-

vice bar containing food uten-

sils, butter and dressings, placed

on either side of the resident

cafeteria. A new method of con-

veyors for the dispensing of

trays has also been provided.

Parking Facilities Improved
The faculty and non-resident

students parking lot has been

expanded, increasing the capa-

city by about 300 additional

cars.

Numerous pavements have
been laid at strategic points of

the campus. The most important

of these are situated at the

southwest comer of Dougherty

Hall and at the southeast cor-

ner of the campus in front of

Simpson Hall.

Very Reverend James A. Don-

nellon, O.S.A., university presi-

dent announced last week that

Rev. John A. Klekotka O.S.A.

has been appointed director of

admissions for the university, to

replace Rev. Thomas A. Burke,

O.S.A.

Father Klekotka has been a

member of the faculty for the

past 15 years. During the aca-

demic year 1956-1957, he held

the position of chaplain of the

university.

Father Burke was director of

admissions for six years prior to

his recent transfer to Merrimac
College in Andover, Mass. where

FR. KLEKOTKA
' New Regis<»iir:' '•./.

he will assume the duties of dean

of engineering. Merrimac, like

Villanova, is operated by the

Augustinian Fathers.

A native Philadelphian, Fa-

ther Klekotka received his high

school education at Roman
Catholic, Class of 1931. After

graduating from Villanova's

School of Engineering in 1935,

he entered the Augustinian Or-

der the following year. Ordina-

tion came in 1941 in Washing-

ton, D. C.

Father Klekotka was assigned

to the Villanova faculty in 1942

subsequent to receiving his M.S.

from Catholic University. In

1951 the new admissions direc-

tor was chosen to head the de-

[
partment of electrical engineer-

ing.

DalyAppoints
14-Man Staff

To Yearbook
With the recent completion of

the distribution of last year's

yearbooks, the new staff of the

Belle Air is prepared to begin

work on its new issue.

Editor-in-Chief Jack Daly has

sent out a call for any new

staff members who might wish

to join the group and has ex-

pressed optimism on the pros-

pects of the 1958 edition.

"The book will appear this

year, sometime in May, if every-

thing goes according to schedule.

We worked on the book over the

summer and expect to receive

the tentative dummies from the

publisher before the first of Oc-

tober," Daly said.

Senior Portraits

Senior portraits are well on

their way towards completion

and the photographer is expect-

ed to be here within the next

few weeks to take the remaining

ones. The exact date of his visit

will be announced in next week's

issue of the Villanovan.

14 Man Staff

The editorial staff for the

coming year has been decided

and will consist of fourteen men

:

Under the editor-in-chief Daly

will come the feature editor,

Paul Finan; copy editor, Leo

Rogers; sports editor, Jim Gil-

ligan; activities editor, Dave
Franklin, who will supervise the

activities of four subordinates:

Jack Cranley, representative of

the Commerce and Finance

school; Ray Lopez, who will re-

port what happens in the engi-

neering divsion; Terry LaCorte,

the Arts school representative

and a lone nurse, Kathleen Col-

lins.

The typing editor will be

John Fixl; Al Stoughton will

handle the photography. Circula-

tion editor Joe Timko will dis-

tribute the finished work. Bus-

iness will be handled jointly by

managers Ted Macri and Al Sev-

erance. Frank Bonner will take

i care of the senior section.

Campus Jazz

Band Has 6

New Players
The Villanovans, the school's

popiilnr j:izz band, are back

again this year with many new
faces, but playing the same fine

music which has brought them
such wide acclaim in past years.

Senior Jack Emerick, veteran

of three years with the group

which achieved such great suc-

cess under Bobby Schiller, will

head this year's band.

Along with Emerick on banjo

are senior Jeriy Yantis, trum-

pet; sophomo.'-es Carlo Lo Vec-

chio, clarinet jmd sax; Lou Mar-

tucci, piano; and Jay McAn-
drews who will play drums un-

til the return of Joe Fitzpatrick.

Bass and tuba will be handled

by freshman Dick Morrison.

Tub* Added
The use of a tuba in dixieland

numbers is something new for

the band. According to Emerick,

it produces a deeper bass beat

and tends to give more drive and

bounce to the jazz numbers.

The Villanovans, who play for

dances and parties, will use the

same style as in previous years.

Material, Members Sought

By LYNX for First Edition
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Gillan Named
Papal Knight

By Pope Pius

Captain Martin J. Gillan.

(USN-Ret.), dean of research

and development at Villanova,

was among 25 Catholic laymen
recently named a Papal Knight

by Pope Pius XII.

Cardinal Spellman Host
Gillan was officially desig-

nated a Knight of the Order of

the Holy Sepulcher by His Em-
inence Francis Cardinal Spell-

man in Saint Patrick's Cathedral
on Saturday, Sept. 14.

Selection as a Papal Knight is

MARTIN J. GILLAN
Papal Knight

one of the highest distinctions

possible for a Roman Catholic

lay person.

Cardinal Spellman served as

host at a luncheon at the Wal-
dorf Astoria following the cere-

monies.

Order In High Standing
The Order of the Holy Sepul-

cher was founded by Godfrey of

Bouillon during the First Sepul-

cher in July of the year 1099 and
enjoys the highest standing in

Europe where it has been be-

stowed on royality, nobility,

heads of states and other dis-

tinguished in the service of the

Church, or in the arts, sciences

and literature.
-'-'

Captain Gillan is a graduate

of the Naval Academy and came
to Villanova after his retirement

in 1947.

(Continued from Page 1)

Fr. Edward Dwyer

Dies Suddenly
at the University of Berlin.

Rome Assignment
Returning to the United

States in 1933, Father Dwyer
was reassigned to the Augustin-

ian International College in

Rome as Master of Professed

Clerics. While there, he earned

his S.T.L. at the Angelieum Ins-

titute.

From 1937 until hia appoint-

ment as dean in 1944, Father

Dwyer served as chairman of the

department of philosophy at

Villanova.

Considered to be one of the

most learned men in the Augus-

tinian Order, Father Dwyer is

survived by a brother, James P.

Dwyer of 2431 Hollis Road, Mer-

wood, Pa.

ByKENTMILQ.

Work on the first issue of

the Lynx began with the an-

nouncement of the editors for

the year 1957-58. Frank Delany.

senior Arts, l^st year's editor-in-

chief, will continue in the same

capacity. John Kennedy, senior

Arts, will assume the duties of

layout editor; poetry editor is to

be Gerald LaKarnafeaux, senior

Arts.

The art department will be

under the direction of Alan Gui-

maraes, junior C&F. Arts sen-

iors Ed Karrer and Joe Kinney
are, respectively, copy editor

and publicity editor. For the

second year Ted Macri, senior

Arts, will be business manager;
Leo Rogers, senior Arts, re-'

mains exchange editor. Circula-

tion is in the hands of Gerard
Sullivan, junior Arts; John Cur-

tin, also junior Arts, will be

Student Council representative.

Material Needed
Engineers and members of the

Commerce and Finance division

are especially urged to contri-

bute material to the literary

quarterly. Also needed are vol-

unteers to work on the business,

circulation, art and copy staffs.

All those interested in writing

for the Lynx are urged to see

editor Frank Delany in the Pub-

lications Office, second floor

Dougherty Hall, either today or

tomorrow at 2:30.

All interested in serving on
the magazine staff in any cap-

acity are urged to attend a gen-

eral meeting tomorrow evening

at 7:30«
Freshmen are especially wel-

come.
The Lynx is dedicated to the

fostering of all literary talent on
the campus.

WVIL Offers Best

In News, Sports,

Music for 1957

starting its second year of

operation from its new studios,

Radio Station WVIL is embark-
ing on a new era of broadcast-
ing.

When you tune your radio

dial to 645 k.c. you are tuned to

the best of Villanova. This is

your station—a station which
caters to the listening habits of

the college students.

Whether the student's taste

encompasses the jazz, pop, class-

ical or in-studio productions,

WVIL has a list of programs

for him. From the big band to

the new sounds of progressive

jazz, from the stylistic singer to

the operatic star, WVIL brings

a feast of music before its listen-

ers nightly.

MuhIc and News
Not only does WVIL supply

the listener with the best in

music but it also keeps the stu-

dent informed of all current

events.

Through the direct wire ser-

vice of WVIL, the latest in news
and sports comes into the Villa-

nova dormitories.

Production shows range from
panel shows discussing current

events to a three-hour sp^pta-

cular exemplifying the new
policy of WVIL—to keep the

Villanovan entertained and well-

informed.

y i'»

.

VU 'Engineer'

Wants Frosh

On 1957 Staff
The new editor of the Villa-

nova Engineer, John Filliman, E.

E. '58, announces that work will

begin immediately on the first

issue. All old members and
those members, who signed up
for the Engineer staff last May,
are ksked to watch the bulletin

boards for a notice of the first

meeting.

Frosh Needed
Anyone interested in joining

the Engineer staff, especially

freshmen, should report to John
Filliman in room 225 Sheehan
Hall. The freshmen will be in-

terested to know that the Villa-

nova Engineer is one of the best

college engineering publications

in the country.

Each year, as will be the case

this year, four issues will ap-

pear. The magazine will be pub-
lished in November, January,
March, and May. For the most
part the articles deal with sci-

ence along with such articles as
Meet the Profs and Campus Act-
ivities. All articles are written

by the students.

Meet Deadlines
Gerald Ratchford, the assist-

ant editor, would like to have
the articles for the November is-

sue in his room, 307 Sheehan
Hall, by October 7. The copy
features should be finished by
October 15. If these deadlines

are met, the November issue of

the Engineer will be circulated

before the Thanksgiving holi-

days.

With the aid of more students
writing articles the editors ex-

Officers of the Villanova Student Educational Association
have revealed tliat a varied program of activities is in store for
members this year. Shown above, left to right, are Jim Fox, SEA
secretary; Richard Dressier, president; John Hughes, treasurer,
and Joe Kiilick, membership committee chairman.

Administration Names 56

Lay Professors to Faculty
Some 56 new lay teachers

have been added to the faculty

for the current year as annoimc-
ed by the Rev. Joseph I. Boyle,

vice-president of Academic Af-
fairs.

The names and courses they
will teach are as follows: Karl
J. Biederman, mathematics

;

Miss Anne Elizabeth Braun, nur-

sing; James E. Brown, civil en-
gineering; John A. Burns, Eng-
lish; Edward E. Cahill, sociol-

ogy; Capt. Samuel P. Comly,
electrical engineering; James W.
Cullen, music.

Gerald J. Dolcourt, philoso-

phy; Thomas H. Doyne, chem-

Singers^ Band

Attract 350
• Frosh

istry; Lewis V. Flick, electrical
pect this years Engineer to be|engi n e er i ng. Joseph G.
the largest ever. Last year, the

circulation reached its highest

peak with publications sent to

high schools throughout the
country.

Other Editors
Other new editors of the ViU

lanova Engineer; are David Bor-

cik, associate editor, and Robert
Rosko, managing editor.

ICG To Meet,
Will Discuss
Year's Plans
The Villanova Intercollegiate

Conference on Government will

hold its initial meeting of the
year tomorrow morning at 10;30
in room 204 C&F, according to

Chairman Mike Heaney.

The purpose of the organiza-

tion is to introduce students to

practical government. The
meeting will be an orientation to

new members as well as a wel-
coming to all old members.

Discussions will be held on
prospective plans for the coming
year ; these will include a region-

al conference and a state conven-
tion to be held in Harrisburg.
Moderator of ICG is Dr. Fred

Khouri, professor of political

science.

Moderator
The Rev. Dante GirolaTT/i,

O.S.A., has assumed the posi-

tion of moderator for the Class
of 1958, temporarily.

Fther Girolami takes over the
post vacated as a result of the
recent transfer of the Rev.
Dominic Berra, O.S.A., who act-

ed as moderator for the Class
of '58 last year.

Father Girolami was also mo-
derator of last year's senior

claM.

I h - S e n, industrial administra-
tion: Paul Keever, chemistry;
Ralph Kolinar, civil engineering.
Vincent P. Larkin, philoso-

phy; Andrew P. Lawtoa, mathe-
matics; John P. Lergenmiller,
English; Joseph L. Lucia, Com-
merse & Finance ; Dr. Francis J.

Manno, history; James L. Mar-
shall , electrical engineering

;

John M. Mattesich, accounting;
Thomas Mentzer, history; Paul
J. Mimlitsch, biology; Ahmad
Moufti, economics; William J.

Murphy, meohanical engineer-
ing.

James M. Purcell, English;
Thomas W.. Shea, geography;
Francis R. Smith, mechanical en-

gineering; Richard Spalding,
chemistry; George W. Scott,

physics; Lewis E. Unnewehr,
lecturer, engineering ; Marco
Way biology; Dr. James A.
White, history; James L. Wie-
land, philosophy; John L. Wood-
bury, mathematics; Kenneth T.
Wright, Jr., A. B. Brediken
mechanical engineering; George
Catanese, mechanical engineer-
ing; Dr. Cornelius M. Knebel,
physical chemistry; Louis Lepine
psychology ; Richard L u d w i g ,

mechanical engineering; John T.
McVickor, materials testing.

Thomas M e a n e y, physics

;

George Newton, materials test-
ing; L. J. Reader, chemistry; M.
F. Sirkin, mechanical engineer-
ing; Robert E. Wilkinson, Eng-
lish

; Anthony L. Bartolini, busi-
ness law.

Francis P. Connors, business
law; Charles J. Firth, electrical
engineering; John G. Hall, ac-
counting; Miss Marie Kavanagh,
nursing; Burchard V. Martin,
business law; Edward J. Mc-
Laughlin, business law; Anthony
Picciotti, business law; Robert
Shallow, industrial administra-
tion; Albert L. Yarashus, ac-

counting.

The Villanova Singers and the

university band, both under the
direction of James Cullen, new
instructor of music on campus,
began their 1957-58 season with
an extensive campaign for the
recruiting of freshmen.
The incoming Class of 1961

has 350 members who either

sing or play a musical instru-

ment and of these one-third
turned out for the two organi-
zations.

Officers Aid Turnout
This surprising turnout was

due to the work of Jim Hull, the
student director of the band;
George Hatton, its president

;

and Wilfred Boucher, its secre-

tary-treasurer, while the Singers
were reinforced through the ef-

forts of Ken MacGillivray and
Jim Corey, president and secre-

tary-treasurer respectively.

The university band started
its musical functions by playing
for a pep-rally Wednesday of
Orientation Week with a group
composed mainly of freshmen
with only one previous practice
the night before. ; ;/

Plans Set
Plans for the Singers include

three appearances in less than a
month beginning with the open-
ing Mass for the evening divi-

sion September 26, a Red Mass
for the law school October 7,

and the customary capping cere-

monies for the Nursing Division

October 13.

The director of the two groups
disclosed that he was very
pleased with the three rehears-

als each organization held dur-

ing Orientation Week.

New Consultants
The new consultants in metal-

lurgy are: Dr. Gilbert London,
Dr. Harry Makami, Dr. Samuel
K. Mash, Peter Novak, Dr. Mil-
ton Schwartz, and Dr. Theodore
Slawechi.

The new members of the
library staff include Mrs. Esther
B. Friedrich, Mrs. Charlene C.

Hennessy, Mrs. Carolyn M.
Langford and Mrs. George N.
Quam while the Villanova Law
School has added Florian J. Bar-
tosic and Ernest J. Roberts to
their staff.

James Cullen

Set To Head
Band, Singers
James W. Cullen has been

named new instructor of music
on campus and his present duties

include the directorship of both
the university band and the Vil-

lanova Singers.

Because of the efforts and suc-

cess of the dean of the law
school, Harold Gill Reuschlein,

who guided the Singers for the
past four years, the administra-

tion row feels it should start

this program of music.

Temple Grad
The new director graduated

from Temple in 1951 and re-

ceived his E.D.M. in 1953 from
the same university.

A native of Philadelphia he
has had varied experiences in

choral work as an assistant to
the director of choral activities

at Temple and directing the
men's glee club.

He was also the director of
choral activities and an instruc-

tor in music at Xavier of Louisi-
ana.

Directs Local Schools
Other experience came from

being the associate conductor of
the Reading Philharmonic Orch-
estra and for a time he was the
director of St. Joseph's and La-
Salle High Schools here in the
Philadelphia area.

As part of his activities Mr.
Cullen plans to give credit
courses in music beginning in
February provided there is

enough student participation.

SEA Holds First Meeting;

Education Film Scheduled
The Student Education Association of Villanova will open

its year's activities on Tuesday, October 1 at 7 :30 p.m.

Featured at the meeting will be a brief orientation talk, "The
SEA—Its Purposes and Functions," by the club's moderator. Dr.

George Cressrman of the department of education, and also to

be featured will be a new Edu-
cation Association film on teach-

er training : "Not By Chance."

Dressier to Speak
Treasurer John Hughes will

report on the NEA Centennial

Convention held in Phila., June
30-July 5; President Richard
Dressier will speak on the PSEA
fall Leaders' Conference which
took place on Sept.- 14 at Nesh-
aminy High School, Langhorne,
Pa. and the Second Annual
Work Conference sponsored by
the SEA of Pa. at Allenbury
Lodge, Boiling Springs, Pa.

Jim Fox, secretary, has receiv-

ed a notice of salary increases

for the teacher in the Philadel-

phia diocesan school system
which he will announce at the
meeting on Oct. 1.

Varied Program
Program chairman John

O'Donnell has announced plans
for a varied series of programs
which will serve the needs and
interests of those students in-

terested in teaching.

In conjunction with the
monthly meetings, there will be

:

speakers from the state profes-
sional organization and from
the state and local board of
education; current motion pic-

tures concerning the teaching
profession; joint meetings with
local colleges which are engag-
ed in teacher education; a pro-
posed student-faculty panel dis-

cussion and field trips. Plans
for social activities are now un-
der consideration.

Interest High
Joseph Kulick, chairman of

the membership committee, has
announced that applications for
membership are now available
and those interested in joining
may contact him or leave their
name and address in the educa-
tion office, room 140, Mendel
Hall. Kulick urged that all those
who are interested in some
form of teaching, attend these
meetings because they are the
ones who will benefit.

READ

THE VILLANOVAN
Utl

Bishop Van lierde, O^A., Vicar General of Vatiean City
and assistant at tiie Papal Throne, eelebrated the Holy Sacri-
ioe of the Mass at the Field House to open the school year.
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Delany 'Deranges' The Irish

Villanova Edged By Baylor, 7-0
[ with Victory Over Ibbotson

Main Liners Lose Opener,

Miss Upsetting Texan Unit

On Two Fumbles; Luzzi Hurt
Villanova's upset-minded Wildcats came within inches of

wiping out all the deep thought of the nation's Pre-season foot-

ball forecasters in last Saturday's opener against Baylor, m Waco,

Texas, but two fumbles and a disastrous off-sides penalty com-— bined to crush their hopes

Stadium Enlargement Plans

2 Campi

IWs Is part o( the mob that jammed the Pennsylvania Railroad statton last week to giv«

the ^<»t football team a rousing send^iT for Saturdays battle with Baylor In Waco, Texas,

^^rred » iTtrstudent spirit, the Main Uners. three touchdown underdogs. Just missed up-

setting the Bears, lost 7-0.

itramural Touch' Football Leagues

egin Today; G)unca Announces Plans

With the records set last year

as a goal to be matched if not

surpassed, the intramural coun-

cil of the university today m-

augurated the 1957-58 program

of "within-the-walls" athletics.

Four "touch" football leagues

initiate action today, and the

prospects are that there will be

at least as many teams partici-

j/pating, (52), as there were a

year ago. ; 7 /

. The four operating leagues

play their schedules at 10:30

; a.m., and 12:30, 4:30, and 5:30

pm., respectively. Mendel Field

and Austin Field will be used

concurrently. >:: ; v

Devils Champs In 'M
At the conclusion of the sch-

edules of each league a round-

robin tournament will take place

among the champions of the

respective leagues. Last year the

Delurey Devils copped the uni-

versity diadem.

Plans for the entire year,

which have been formulated by

the Intramural Council, were an-

nounced by Jim Corey, council

president, who voiced hope and

expectation that the intramural

program will continue to play a

vital part in the campus life of

residents and day-hops alike.

Stressing the point that with

the vast expansion in the enroll-

ment of the university, the task

of co-ordinating the on-campus

athletic program has become in-

' creasingly difficult Corey said

that the organization can use all

the help it can find, and would

appreciate hearing from inter-

ested Villanovans.

Father Dunne Is Moderator

The entire intramural struc-

ture is headed by the Rev. John

R. Dunne. O.S.A.. the faculty

»^ moderator. Father Dunne's chief

aide-de-camp Is Ed Geisz, the

council's executive secretary

and the VUlanova swimmings

coach.

Over-all policy fomulated by

Father Dunne and Mr. Geias is

carried through to completion

by student members of the

council. Such prbolema as team

schedules, officials schedules

and participants equipment are

the lot of the intramurml coim-

By Tom Goldscftmicff

cilors.

Present plans call for at least

25 members for the council.

Corey would like more under-

classmen to fill out a group now
composed of Jim Klein, Pete

Frosh Win
D-Day for the Class of 1961

came to Villanova University

Monday, when the frosh re-

corded the first yearling vic-

tory in the annual MUFF Day
activities in three years.

The freshmen took the mea-

flure of their sophomore tor-

mentors, 105-90, by plUng up a

large backlog of pohits in the

track and field events to offset

their 2-0 loss in the traditional

"touch" football finale.

Overall, the frosh were the

more consistent performers for

the afternoon activities, and

that spelled the margin of their

victory.

O'Brien, Al Stoughton, Bob For-

tier, Bill Vincent, Don Phillips,

Don McCoy, Harry Georges,

Rick Steibert, and Lee Christian-

son.

Calls For 40 Refs

Those on the council do much

of the officiating themselves, but

at least another 40 men would

ensure that no one group shoul-

der the bulk of the work. Corey

would be glad to see the men

who feel they can fill the bill.

At a briefing yesterday, the

present officials and the captains

of the teams in the football lea-

gues receive an explanation of

the intramural football rules.

To avoid time-wasting argu-

ments over the interpretation of

rules which often crop up, the

council has issued a directive to

the effect that protests of non-

judgment decisions will be al-

lowed. The protest must be sub-

mitted in writing to the council

as soon as possible after the

contest is completed. ,

Frosh Get Big CkaBoe

"Muff Day", a prominent part

of the intramural scheme, took

place on Monday, and the results

will be in the ViUanovan next

week. This annual affair affords

the freshmen the opportunity to

dispose of their "regs", provided

the can overcome the sopho-

mores in various contests, in-

cluding touch football, tug of

war, football for distance, egg

football throw for distance, egg

toss, wheelbarrow race.

There is a possibility that a

horseshoe league will be formed,

if there is enough interest

shown. Tentatively the league

would begin operations in early

October.
Chances are that the basket-

ball leagues won't start until

after the Christmas vacation

but that is subject to change

and action might begin as early

as the first week in December.

One day during the basketball

season will be set aside for a

foul-shooting contest.

Ten Basketball Circuits

There were ten court leagues

in 1956-57, spaced at various

times, with most of the games

being played in Alumni Gym, al-

though at time the field house

was used.

Single days will be set aside

for wrestling championships, a

swimming meet, a golf match

and a track and field meet.

The Softball leagues will get

rolling in early March by which

time it is also possible that a

volley ball league might be

found feasible.

The Red Cross life saving

courses and the Icarn-to-swim

classes are also an integral part

of the intramural schedule.

Senior Gets Award
Each year an Outstanding

Athletic Award is presented to

the senior who has been active

for four years, and who has

shown the highest quality of

leadership and sportsmaiiship.

Bill Hatrick garnered the award

in 1957.

The approxiate participation

in all intramural activities for

1956-57 was 3700. Council presi-

dent Corey sees no reason why
this mark should not be topped.

Certainly intramurals act as a

wonderful safety valve for the

students of the university. The

council promises full devotion to

its aim of working to provide a

program which will more than

serve its purpose.

^ US Games

Next on Schedule

For Reagan's Unit
On two successive Saturdays

Villanova will be invaded by

two leading southern elevens.

This Saturday afternoon

Coach Homer Hobb's Purple

Hurricanes of Furman will meet

the charges of Frank Reagan in

the recently renovated Villanova

Stadium.
The Furman squad is built

around senior halfback and

team captain Jerry Penland.

Penland was one of the top

runners in the Southern Con-

ference a year ago and should

prove even better this season.

Other standouts on the team

include fullback Jimmy Grant

and junior center Buddy Walton.

The latter was a real mainstay

in the middle of the line last

year.
See .500 Season

The flanks should be held

down by Ray Siminski and Dick

Pfeifer with Woody Stewart,

Mack Edwards, and Tom Avery

pressing them for their start-

ing positions.

Ronnie Brown, Virgil Gam-

brell. Gene Head, Hint on

Davis, and two year lettermen

George Harrison and Nick

Tzouvelekas are fighting it out

for other starting jobs.

After years of punishment on

the gridiron, the Hurricane is

starting to rage again and

Coach Hobb's squad is looking

forward to a .500 season.

The following Saturday after-

noon Tom Nugent's Florida

State eleven will journey to

Goodreau Stadium to play the

Main Liners in the second home

game of the season.

A year ago the Seminoles de-

feated the 'Cats at Municipal

Stadium 20-13. State used its

multiple offense, which includes

Tom Nugent's famous "I" for-

mation, to hand the Wildcats

their second of four losses.

Changes Positions

This year State's offense will

be directed by 5'11", 180-lb.

Bobby Wren, a halfback a year

ago, who has been moved to the

quarterback slot by Nugent be-

cause of his all-around ability.

The leading linesman of the

team is 6'2", 195-lb. end, Ron

Schonburgcr. Because of his

ability at the flank position

State considers him to be an Ail-

American candidate. Schonbur-

gcr has been i n the starting

lineup for the Seminoles for the

past two years.

To assist Wren in the back-

field State will have 5'11", 195-lb.

Eddie Johnson and 5'9", 190-lb.

Stan Dobosz. Both of these men

are hard running, powerful

backs.

This group of veterans should

be the nucleus behind the Semi-

nole squad and with the help of

last year's lettermen and fresh-

men, they should prove them-

selves to be one of the top

southern independents.

Highly ranked Baylor eked

out a 7-0 victory, but the see-

saw battle was close enough to

at least shake the composure of

gridiron masterminds through-

out the country.

The Wildcats had said all

along that they could beat the

mighty Bears, and were rated

the Texas eleven's toughest op-

ening opponent in 18 years even

while they were listed as two

to three touchdown underdogs.

Outnumbered—Not Outclassed

Playing in the face of 90 de-

gree-plus temperatures, the out-

numbered (34 men in uniform to

Baylor's 60) Main Liners were

on the threshold of the Bear's

goal line twice, but never man-

aged to break into the touch-

down column.

The end came late in the third

quarter. Line-slamming fullback

Jack Devereaux lost hold of the

ball on his own 27 yard line,

and Baylor recovered. Even

then, despite their extensive

bench strength, it took the

Bears eight plays to make the

27 yards, and only with the help

of a five yard off-sides penalty

against the battling Wildcats.

The penalty gave Baylor a

first down on the five, and back

Dick Clark slammed into the

valiant Wildcat line three times

before he scored from the one. A
Villanova off-sides nullified the

missed first attempt for the ex-

tra point, and the second try

was good.

Actually, Frank Reagan's no-

mads had been pretty much the

whole show up to that point.

They pushed their vaunted op-

ponents all over the field, to the

dismay of 21,000 onlookers, and

didn't allow the Bears to cross

into Villanova territory until

midway through the second

quarter.

68-yd. March
The Main Liners set the Bears

back on their "paws" with a

startling power-attack right at

the start, marching 68 yards

with the opening kick-off, only

to be stopped on the three yard

line when halfback Davey Parr

fumbled. Villanova forced the

harassed Texans to kick, and a

44-yard run-back by Bill Halli-

gan put them on the 20. They

were forced back to the 27, and

then an interception of a Jim

Grazione pass ended the threat.

Villanova posed two other

scoring threats in the second

half, one that resulted from a

mid-field interception by Billy

Magee and carried the Wildcats

to the three again, where Dev-

ereaux missed a first down by

inches.

All-American tackle candidate

Don Luzzi paced the Main Lin-

ers' defense in the first half, but

was injured during a Baylor
drive that opened the second.

The extent of the star lineman's

injuries is unknown at this writ-

ing.

The Wildcats also showed no

inclination to give up their na-

tion-leading pass defense. The

Bears were able to gain only 19

yards in the air, completing

three tosses out of 13 attempts.

This altered photograph shows the sections of seats which
are currently being installed in Goodreau Stadium. The dotted
line portrays the former location of the goal posts and outlines

the seat additions. The white outline on the field shows the new
location of the playing field. The increased seating capacity
will be appreciated by Villanova followers at the three home
games on the Wildcat schedule this fall. Besides the Home-
coming Game against Florida State on Oct 5, Frank Reagan's
forces will oppose Furman on Sept. 28 and close the campaign
against Wichita on Nov. 23. A new and larger press box (not
shown) is already completed.

Cross-Country Unit Opens
Season on Oct. 12 Against

St. Joe's, GeorgetownTeams
On October 12, the Villanova

University harriers will journey

to Washington, D. C. to open
their 1957 cross-country season
against St. Joseph's and George-
town.
Last year the Wildcats defeat-

ed the Hawks and Hoyas, as

Ron Delany, John Kopil and
Alex Breckenridge placed one,

two, three for the charges of
coach Jim "Jumbo" Elliott.

However, Kopil and Brecken-
ridge, along with Al Peterson
and George Browne, have been
lost through graduation. The
former two placed seventh and
eighth respectively in the IC4A
Meet last season.

The leading returnees from
last season are 1,500 -meter
Olympic Champion Delany and
middle-distance ace Vic De Maio.
Delany only ran in a few dual
meets last year because of his

extensive training program for

the Olympic Mile.

Rahn Candidate
Other candidates for the

squad include junior Bill Rahn

and sophs Bob Godesky and
Jonas Swenson. Rahn will be

making his first appearance as

a runner since his accident in

Madison Square Garden during
last year's indoor track season.

Dual meets this year include

LaSalle on October 16 and Seton
Hall on October 30. Villanova

easily defeated these two squads
a year ago. The harriers will

end their season on November
18 with, the IC4A Meet at Van
Courtland Park, N. Y.

In this IC4A, Meet, the Wild-

cats will be attempting to win
their fifth major track cham-
pionship of 1957.

Earlier this year the Villa-

nova track team won the AAU
indoor and the NCAA outdoor
titles and both the indoor and
outdoor IC4A championships
during the regular track and
field season

If Coach Elliott's harriers can
win the cross country title, Villa-

nova will be the first school in

history to make a clean sweep
of the IC4A championships.

Geisz Announces Changes
In Intramural Facilities
In conjunction with last Wed-

nesday's Intramural council
meeting. Director of Intramurala
Ed Geisz has announced
changes in the set-up of facili-

ties.

The Intramural office has
moved from room 102 Alunmi
Hall, to room 109. The former
room will be the headquarters of

varsity basketball coach Al
Severance.

Intramural indoor activity will

no longer be held in Alumni
Gym, it will now utilize the

facilities in the Field house; in-

cluding the three cross-court

basketball baskets, bowling al-

leys, wrestling room and swim-
ming pool.

Request Officials

Geisz also reiterated Council

President Jim Corey's request

for more football officials, and
asked those interested to see

him in the intramural office.

There are five touch football

fields in use; two on Austin
Field, two on Mendel Field and
one behind Sullivan Hall.

The following i a reprinted

from the DUBLIN EVENING
PRESS of July 30. It recounts

Ron Delany's victory over world

mile record-holder Derek Ibbot-

son on the Dublin grass track

just two weeks after he ran sec»

ond to the Englishman in a rec-

ord setting race. Sportswriter

Mick Dunn gives an Irishman's

view of seeing the Dublin Flash

win one of the most important

races of his career.

Today there are 25,000 sedate

and very sensible Irishmen, wo-

men and children, calm and com-

posed, and busily tending their

day's toil. But, for one memor-
able moment in Lansdowne Road
last night, there were 25,000

raving lunatics ... deranged,

distracted and dancing with hys-

terical delight and excitement.

And they were not one bit

ashamed of it as they hoarsely,

madly acclaimed their own Ron-

nie Delany winning the "Santry

Mile."

Who could blame them? Cer-

tainly not I. For I, too, was just

as mad, just as crazy as any of

them as we watched the 22-year

old Olympic champion streak

the tapes two priceless yards

ahead of the world record hold-

er, Derek Ibbotson, in an unfor-

gettable mile to regain the unof-

ficial championship title which
he lost at White City a fortnight

ago. It was a night to remember
... a memory to cherish and
treasure. Or as dapper Billy

Morton described it: "The
greatest race I've ever seen."

And there, crossing the track

when it was all over, was Ron-

nie's father, his face flushed with

paternal pride. But not one bit

prouder than the mad throng of

spectators packed into stands

and terraces.

For this was something they

had so ardently longed to see

. . . Ireland first; the best of the

rest behind.

Thrilling, Superb
It happened before of course.

But it had happened so very far

away on distant shores ... in

Melbourne at the gathering of

the greatest athletes when the

lean, lanky figure in the green
signet showed his heels to the

pick of them all. And it hap-
pened at Compton, California,

where young Delany joined the

elite of middle distance runners

by crashing the four-minute bar-

rier.

Last evening, the conquering
was home . . . back among his

own people . . . running for Ire-

land, repeating the wondrous
form we read and heard about.

And he was every inch a champ-
ion. It was as a champion Ron-
nie ran this race; perfectly wor-
ked-out, beautifully timed and
without any sign of show of

panic. Just the calih assurance
of one who has conquered the

best and knows he can do it

again.

Perfect Timing
Of the fabulous White City

mile Ronnie said he should have
stayed closer to Ibbotson. That
was his mistake. He wasn't re-

peating it last night. He was
neatly tucked in behind the 25-

year-old Yorkshire electrical en-

gineer in the middle of the field

as Paul Toomey and Harry Tho-
mas, the Clonliffe pair, in turn,

made the early running.

The first quarter was clocked

at 58 seconds and when Peter

Clark, of Thames Valley Ter-

riers,- now leading the field, went

SPORTS CHATTER

Spirit Spurs Wildcats
By frank Fhmhg

Working under the reins of Student Council President Pat
Nicholson and Chairman Leo Rogers, the Villanova University
Spirit Committee is probably the largest and most active organi-

zation of its kind in the United States.

The Spirit Committee, which in the past few years has
grown from obscurity to its present stature of over 200 active

members, has as its basic purpose—"building Villanova by boost-

ing Villanova." As chairman Rogers words it, "the Spirit Com-
mittee hopes to make Villanova's name athletically and extra-

curHcularly known in every part of the country."

The Cinderella Story

The Spirit Committee has already helped build the spirit of
Villanova during past years. Last year's record is alone a story
which could be likened to that of Cinderella. The committee held
rallies, bon-fires, and in general made V.U. the most spirited in-

stitution of its kind in the U.S.

It boosted spirit to a point where well over a thousand students

arose early one rainy morning to welcome a defeated team back
from Texas. The true spirit of Villanova was further exemplified

when over three hundred Villanovans made a mid-night trip to

Philadelphia's International Airport after the year's first victory,

while 600 more pajama clad rooters waited until 3 o'clock in the
morning for their conquering heroes to return to campus.

The committee's greatest accomplishment was the sponsor-
ship of a student trip which sent over 1000 Villanovans on a 300
mile, trek to Boston to cheer their Wildcats to victory.

Already this year the committee is in full swing. They have
sponsored a freshman rally and a very successful send off for

the charges of coach Frank Reagan.

The committee already has formulated most of its plans for

the coming year and put many of these into operation.

Old Tradition Restored

They restored one of the campus's oldest traditions when they

purchased a school mascot. The Villanova University Wildcat,

Count Villan, is presently housed in the Norristown Zoo, and
will be presented to the student body for the first time Saturday
at the Furman game.

Plans have been formulated for the first home game this

weekend. The weekend will start immediately before the Inter-

Fraternity Ball with a giant rally. The next day the frosh will have
float parade, with .various groups of freshman working under,

their white hat advisors competing for awards for the best floats

in the parade. The committee also plans to inaugurate a card sec-

tion at this game with the freshman serving as custodians of the

cards. If this section is succesful, it will be continued and en-

larged for the Florida State and Wichita with possibilities for the

same at the Boston College game.

To Boston Again

Plans are still being formulated for a student trip to the

Boston College game. Rogers hopes to have 3400 students in Bos-

ton that weekend and is sure that over 3000 Villanovans will make
the trip. Arrangements are now being made to charter a special

Villanova train for the trip.

The spirit committee can help instill spirit in Villanova, but

every student must do his part in order for this group of students

to be successful. Committee head Rogers summed up this point

when he said; "Villanova University can be, has the capacity to

be, and actually is now, for the size of its student body, the most
spirited College or University in the country. This spirit however

is not the duty of one, two, or even 200 members of the Spirit

Committee, but it is the duty of every person who has the privi-

lege to call himself a ViUanovan."

:hrough the half mile spot in

2:2, Delany was still there, close

)n Ibbotson's heels in a handy
hird place.

He stayed comfortably there,

running smoothly and easily just

raiting, like a tiger menacingly
hreatingly following his prey

ooised and ready for the "kill."

The third lap was a slow one.

'Too slow," said Ibbotson after-

/ards. "If we had done the

hree-quarters in 3:3, or 3:2, it

night have been different." In-

itead the watches clocked it at

1:7.

Faster . . . Faster

On that lap Ibbotson even
houted at front running Clark

.'or a faster speed. Three times

le appealed, but Peter could not

lo it. "And that," said Ronnie,
'was where they played into my
lands. I felt quite happy when
C made my effort."

What an effort! That famous
kick" came after Ibbotson. 200
lundred yards from home, he at-

empted a last, desperate spurt.

ut he could not shake off De-
any. And, as they turned the
last bend into straight Derek

must have felt Ronnie's breath
on the back of his neck.

For a moment they were
shoulder to shoulder hip to hip.

And then . . . Oh, the joy . . . the
supreme ecstacy of it . . . HE
WAS PASSING THE ENG-
LISHMAN; SCORCHING UP
THE LAST 20 YARDS. A per-

fect sportsman Ibbotson, we
talked to him as a St. John am-
bulance man attended his scrat-

ched leg, torn by Peter Clark's

flying spikes.

But no excuses from this

world record-breaker, just tho
honest admission that "it's in

the last 200 yards that Ronnie
has the speed."

It was the 200-yard strip of
track that sent us Irish wild.

This was revenge for White
City.

You yourself, Ronnie, said of
that White City mUe: "I shaU
dream about it for years." Per^
haps you will. But, if we who
were at Lansdowne Road dream
about a mile, it will moatly be

of the one you ran at Lanadowne

Road last night
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Law and Graduate Exams
Announced For This Year

(^

*
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The Law School Admission

Test and the Graduate Record

Examinations will be adminis*

tered four times during 1957-58.

These tests are required of ap-

plicants to a number of leading

law and graduate schools and
they will be given at different

centers throughout the United

States.

Law Admission Tent
The Law School Admission

Test will be held on the morn-
ings of November 9, 1957, Febru-

ary is, April 19» and August 2,

1958. A candidate must make
separate application for admis-

sion to each law school of his

choice and should inquire of each

whether it wishes him to take

the test and when. Since many
schools select their freshmen
classes in the spring proceding

their entrance, candidates for

admission to next year's classes

are advised ordinarily to take

either the November or the

February test, if possible.

The test, prepared and admin-

istered by Educational Testing

.Service, features objective ques-

tions measuring verbal aptitudes

and reasoning ability rather

than acquired information. Sam-
ple questions and information

regarding registration for and
administration of the test are

given in a Bulletin of Informa-

tion.
Bulletin Available

The Bulletin (in which an ap-

plication for the test is inserted)

should be obtained four to six

weeks in advance of the desired

testing date from Law School^

Admission Test, Educational
Testing Service, 20 Nassau
Street, Princeton, New Jersey.

Complete applications must be
received at least two weeks be-
fore the desired testing date to
allow ETS time to complete the
necessary testing arrangements
for each candidate.

The Graduate Record Exam-
inations, required of applicants

for admission to a number of

graduate schools, will be admin-

istered at examination centers

throughout the country four

times in the coming year. Edu-
cational Testing Service has an-

nounced. During 1956-57 more
than 12,000 students took the

GRE in partial fulfillment of ad-

mission requirements of gradu-

ate schools which prescribed it.

This fall candidates may take

the GRE on Saturday, November
16. In 1958, the dates are Janu-

\ry 18, April 26 and July 12.

BTTS advises each applicant to

nquire of the graduate school

of his choice which of the ex-

aminations he should take and
on which dates. Applicants for

graduate school fellowships

should ordinarily take the desig-

nated examinations in the fall

administration.

GRE Tests Twofold
The GRE tests offered in these

nationwide programs include a

test of general scholastic ability

and and advance level tests of

achievement in sixteen different

subject matter fields. According

to ETS, candidates are permit-

ted to take the Aptitude Test
and/or one of the Advanced
Tests.

A Bulletin of Information, (in

which an application is inserted)

provides details of registration

and administration as well as

sample questions, and may be

obtained from college advisers

or directly from Educational
Testing Service, 20 Nassau
Street, Princeton, New Jersey,

or P.O. Box 27896, Los Angeles
27, California. A completed ap-

plication must reach the ETS of-

fice at least fifteen days before

the date of the administration

for which the candidate is apply-

ing.

Student Council Views
By PAT NICHOLSON. SC Pn$id9iif

Great universities are the work of great men. Villanova

certainly has seen a great many such individuals. Universities

very often receive their reputations from the field of sport.

Usually in this case a great deal of the tradition and spirit

of the school is centered around the contributions of one man.
It is he who has given the school that big something for

which to be forever proud.

The life of Knute Rockne has always been the backbone
of the spirit at Notre Dame University. In this respect as
in all else, Villanova takes a back seat to no one. As Notre
Dame has its Rockne, Villanova has its Elliot. "Jumbo"
Elliot has given this university a team and a record that will

live forever in the hearts of Villanovans and in the annuals
of sports history.

Villanovans will never forget the track team of 1956-1957
which proved itself to be the greatest collegiate track team
of all time. Nor will we ever forget their- wonderful coach,

the dean of American track coaches, Jim Elliot. There could
be no finer way to begin the student council column for this

year than to offer our most sincere congratulations and best
wishes to "Jumbo" and his excellent assistant coach Jim Tup-
peny.

'"

Last week's send-off and yesterday's welcome home
surely shows that the spirit committee is in for a banner year.

With over two hundred active members, every activity-and

there will be many—should be an outstanding success. Leo

Rogers, the general chairman of the committee, and Bruce

Irving, the rally chairman, have been working day and night

to get the ball rolling. From the looks of things it is going

to roll right over Furman. Congratulations to Bill Christy

on the first issue of the Wildcat's Roar.

All organizations are reminded that Friday is the last

.day to submit their entry for Villanovn's Homecoming Queen

contest. There will be a very important meeting of the stu-

dent council tonight.

Remember: "Help Build Vll'mova by boosting Villa-

nova"

Placement

Office Plans

BusyVear
The Placement Office, located

in Room No. 114 Mendel Hall,

reports that beginning Septem-
ber 23rd, it will register Seniors

for interviews with recruiters in

the Spring of 1958. The registra-

tion process consists of filling

out a card giving details such
as name, age, campUs address
and degree to be obtained upon
graduation. The Senior is then
given two duplicate forms, call-

ed resumes, which are to be com-
pleted at the student's leisure.

Two photographs, (2 inches by
3 inches) are to be clipped to

the resumes. These are to be
returned to the Placement office

by November 8th.

An information sheet about
the placement service and an-

other explaining Retails of the
proper procedure m making out
your resume will be supplied at
the time of registration. Office

hours are from 9:00 a.m. to
12:00 noon and from 1:00 p.m.
to 5:00 p.m.

567 Job Offers
Last year, over 150 corpora-

tions and government divisions
held 2309 interviews, which re-

sulted in 567 job offers, 145 of
which were accepted. The total
enrollment with the Placement
office in 1957 was 364. Of this
total 88 went into military ser-
vice or graduate school, leaving
276 available for industrial jobs.

Present indications are that
over 170 firms will visit Villa-
nova in the Spring of 1958.

In later articles, the problem
of the non-technical major and
his job will be discussed.

ine Views

Race Problems

In The South
#

The use of the President's

Committee on Government Con-

tracts for "a possible economic

front breakthrough on race

problems" is advocated in a

leading editorial in the October

issue of The Sign, national

Catholic magazine.

"The aim," says the editorial,

"would be the economic upgrad-

ing of the Negro," particularly

in the South." "At present," the

magazine points out," he is

largely confined to farming and

service ocupations. Ror various

reasons these accentuate his

position of dependence and in-

feriority.

"Better jobs with better in-

come would mean opportunities

for improvements in housing,

education and medical care. They
would bring Negroes from rural

areas into the cities where vot-

ing and educational rights are

more likely to be respected.

Economic independence can be

an important first step toward
other forms of independence."

Government Contracts

"Why is this approach feas-

ible, whereas others present

great difficulties?" the editorial

asks. "Plants with large govern-

ment contracts,' it asserts, "are

usually national corporations.

Membeni of the Opera Clsssica Society listen with club

moderator, Mi*. Anthoay AngeHiie, (left front) to chudmi
musle during year's first meeting last week.

(Continued from Page 1)

fraternity life at Villanova.
Handling the publicity for the

dance are Mike Rafferty and
Norm Peer both of DPM.

Until last year's appearance
in January, the Inter-fraternity
Ball had not been observed on
the Villanova campus since early
in 1947.

The fraternity affair was then
a major part of the school so-
cial calendar.

OTonnor Greets

Allto BetaGamma
The new officers of the Beta

Gamma Debating Society are

Bob O'Connor, senior political-

science major ; vice-president

Jack Serafin ; treasurer Oz Scog-

na; corresponding secretary Jim

Corey; and recording secretary

Frank Cunningham.
Any freshmen or sophomores

who think they might be inter-

ested in debating are invited to

attend the society's meetings

held every Thursday at 10:30

a.m. in room 206 C and F.

'r

''WHY, HE WAS IN HERE

ONLY YESTERDAY''

That's how it happens—quick— like that! In com-
munities all over America, people "who were here

only yesterday" are gone forever— killed in highway
traffic accidents.

Help PrvvMit Traffic INaths

FIRST— Drive safely and courteously. Observe speed

limits and warning-signs. Where traffic laws are obeyed,

deaths go DOWN!
SECOND— Insist on strict enforcement of all traffic laws.

Where traffic laws are strictly enfoi^Md, deaths go DOWN!

WHERE TRAFFIC LAWS ARE
OBEYED- DEATHS GO DOWN;

Support Your Local Safoty Or^nization

e The Advtrtisini CovikII
/f ^^

Tht National Safely Council Q. / ?\j

y.-i/h' «l»!ir
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Fathers Coffey and Weeks
Open Day of Recollection
Rev. "John J. Coffey, O.S.A.,

will be in charge of the spiritual

exercises for all male students

in the field house tomorrow.
Underclassmen, freshmen and

sophomores, open their Day of

Recollection with the Holy Sac-

rifice of the Mass at 8 a.m. and
will then attend conferences at

9 and 10:30 o'clock.

Mass for juniors and seniors

will begin at 12:30 followed by
conferences at 1:30 and 3 o'

clock.

Confessions will be heard at

9:30, 11, 2 and 3:30 o'clock. This
year, however, Holy Commimion

REV. JOHN COFFEY. 0.$.A.

Coducts Malt Rotroaf

will not be distributed at either
Mass in the field house.

The retreat for the female
students will be conducted by
Rev. Henry F. Weeks, CS^A.., in

the university chapel commen-
cing at 8 a.m. with Mass and
followed by conferences at 9

and 10:30.

Confession for the Women's
Division will be ^ heard in the

chapel at 9:30 and 11 o'clock.

Once again the chaplain, Rev.
Norbert Whitley, O.S.A., wishes
to remind the students that Fri-

day of this week is the First

Friday of the month and Masses
will be said in the chapel at

6:45, 7:30, 8 and 12 noon. Ex-
position of the Most Blessed
Sacrament will continue

throughout the day.

LawForum Set

To Begin Today;

Kupferman Talks
By KEN MILIMH

Dean Harold Gill Reuschlein

today announced the 1957-58

program of the Forum of the

School of Law.
Having as its aim the bringing

before the student body of the

School of Law outstanding

figures of the legal world dis-

cussing important legal issues,

the 1957-58 Forum will offer the

following program at Garey
Hall:

October 2: Theodore R. Kup-
ferman who was president of the

Federal^ Bar Association of New
York, New Jersey and Connec-

ticut, and is at present vice presi-

dent and general counsel of

Cinerama Productions Corp.

Law in Movies
His wide experience in the mo-

tion picture industry, including

Warner Brothers and others,

afford him ample background to

speak with authority on the topic

"The Lawyer in the Entertain-

ment Industry."

November 7 : Catherine Drink-

B o w e n, noted American

Bonfire, Rally Friday Night

To Set Off Basca Weekend;
Alumni Meet Queen atGame

603 On Dean's List

Far Spring Term
Thirteen students gained the

perfect 4.0 academic average
during the spring semester last

year as some 603 Villanovans
were named to the dean's list.

Obtaining the straight A
marks were Seniors Robert
Beahan, William Eckenrode,
John French, Thomas Higgins,

Oliver Ludwig, James McHale
and James B. O'Donnell.
Also Juniors Anthony Silves-

tri, Ralph Udicious and Gerald
Y a n t i s ; Sophomore Edward
Ward, and Freshmen Kenneth
Kraemer and Michael Mastran-
gelo.

The list, which Included 193
seniors, 149 Junlort, 140 sopho-
mores and 121 freahmen, follows
below in class order:

(Continued on Page 6) i

er

writer, will speak on the topic "A
Biographer Looks at the Law."

Books of Miss Bowen include

such familiar works as Yankee

from OlympttSf John AdUvma and

the American Revolution, Be
loved Friend, and The Lion and
the Throne,

December 4: The Honorable

W. Wilson White, AssisUnt

Attorney General of the nited

States will speak on "The Jencks

Case and FBI File Security,"

Javits Speaks <"

Feburary 5: The Honorable

Jacob K. Javits, United States

Senator from New York/will pre-

sent a lecture, "The Civil Rights
Act"
March 5: James Jackson Kil-

Patrick, editor of The Richmond
News Leader, will represent the

doctrine of States Rights in his

talk, "The Sovereign State."

The series was organized by
Professor William B. Ball direc-

tor of the forum.

Chaploin's Survey
The Rev. Norbert Whitley,

O.S.A., university chaplain,

announced to the student

body last Sunday that a Mass
attendance survey will begin

next week in connection with
the building of a new univer-

sity chapel.

According to the chaplain,

all resident students will be
given cards on which they will

be asked to cite such facts

facts as whether they attend
Sunday Mass in the chapel or
in the Commerce and Finance
Building and the time they
attend.

Jim Anderson, left, and Leo Rudegeair, co-chairmen of

the Basca Award competition, look over the plaque which.

will be awarded tiiis Friday night to the t>est-decorated hali.

Basca Dance, Krechmer Jazz
Sponsored by Senior Class
The senior class will highlight

the Homecoming Weekend with

its first major social venture of

the year when it sponsors the

Nick Basca Memorial Dance this

Friday night in the field house
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

The dance will be given in

honor of a Villanova star foot-

ball player and World War II

hero, Nick Basca.
The proceeds of the memorial

dance will be donated to the
University Seminarian Scholar-
ship Fund which will entitle an
Augustinian seminarian to a col-

lege education at Villanova.

Dance Begun Last Year
The dance and its purpose

was initiated by the Class of
1958 last year to bring to Villa-

nova an affair that is expected
to become an annual tradition.

Tickets are now on sale in

Dougherty Hall and may also

be purchased from members of

the ticket committee, under

John Lyons and Bill Lesko at

$2.00 per couple.

The affair, which will feature

Al Raymond and his Music
Makers, will be gayly decorated
by Charlie Boyle and Ed Ryan
and their decoration committee.

The theme will be in line with
the homecoming weekend and
the Nick Basca Award.

Sprenger Chairman
Tom Sprenger is the chairman

for the affair while Bob Kirch-
ner will head the chores of the
refreshment staff.

The publicity committee head-
ed by Dick Colucci and Frank
Bonner have directed the adver-
tising campaign for the class

function.

Paul Finan, chairman of the
senior weekend, has stated that

the class will leave Saturday
night social affairs open to the
various groups anticipating their

own priviite gatherings.

Climaxing the weekend, the

Class of 1958 will again take
over the field house floor with a
jazz concert on Sunday after-

TOM SPRENGER
Basca Dance Cliairmon

noon at 2 p.m. • .; •;

Kreclmier For Jazz
Highlighting the jam session

is the prominant Philadelphia
night club Dixieland jazz band
under the direction of Billy

Krechmer.
This combo which plays night-

ly at Krechmer's on Ramstead
Street in Philadelphia features
such outstanding names as Tom-
my Simms on the trumpet, Mike
Jefferson at the piano, Frank
Root on the drums, Elwood Mc-
Adams on the trombone and
Billy Krechmer on the clarinet.

Admission is $1.00 per person
and the tickets are now on sale
in Doughtery Hall and from all

members of the ticket commit-
tee.

Bermudas or Kliakis
Those attending may dress in-

formally in either Bermudas or
khakis so that they may com-
fortably reminisce to the bands
popular style of Dixieland.

By MIKE MANCUSO
This weekend, the Villanova

campus will observe two social

flings in one-when the Nick Bas-
ca Award and Homecoming
Weekend are co-ordinated to

provide the Alumni with an
eventful outlook of their school's

enthusiastic spirit.

Sponsored by the Spirit Com-
mittee, the activities of the

weekend will be ushered in by
the annual Nick Basca Award,
pep rally and bonfire Friday
night.

Leo Rudegeair and Jim Ander-
son, co-chairmen of the Basca
competition and homecoming
queen contest, stated that the

pre-game celebration will ex-

press the ultimate in Villanova

spirit.

Campus Parade
The marching band and the

ever-present pep rally fire engine

Will lead the throng of Wildcat
supporters as they march around
the campus to observe the dorms
dressed elaborately in their Bas-
ca wardrobes.

At the end of the campus tour,

the parade will continue to the
rearofGoodreau Stadium,
where a gigantic bonfire will fea-

ture the rally program.
The decorations will be judged

by a committee of mystery per-

sonalities to be announced later

by Leo Rogers, chairman of the
Spirit CoDunittee.

Bases for Judging
The judging will be based up-

on theme, craftmanship and ori-

ginality. The winning dorm will

be entitled to hold the Basca
Plaque for one year.

The judges will select, in their

opinion, the most practical ^s-
play during the parade and the
winner will be announced after-

wards at the bonfire.

The chairman of the winning
hall will be awarded the plaque
during the halftime of Satur-

day's Florida State game by the
Rev. Dante Girolami, O.S.A.,

Dean of Student Activities.

Simpson Victorious

Simpson Hall, winner of the
Basca Award for the last four
years, has retired the original

trophy. Simpson Hall will have
tremendous competitidn this
year, due to the unlimited spirit

that' the Villanova campus now
enjoys.

The award is named for Mich-
ael Martin (Nick) Basca, a pop-
ular high scoring half back on
Villanova's team in t he late

1930's. who was killed in the
South Pacific during World War
n.

Introduction of Finalists

Another highlight of the even-
ing will be the introduction of
the five finalists of the home-
coming queen contest at the bon-
fire rally.

The finalists, who will be
(Continued on Pagit 7)
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2:45 A.M. Griping Never Helps

CLOSE THAT DARN LIGHT!!

Around The Notion!

No college student is without a gripe

of some sort. In American institutions,

the most common is probably cafeteria

food; in Hungary, it turned out to be

something bigger. But these types of

criticism tend to be directed at a com-

mon good.

However, there is another type—the

type we're aiming our attack at—the

bitter, illogical, unhealthy abuse of

everything the university and its more
creative students undertake in an at-

tempt to improve its standing, both

scholastically and socially.

Perhaps the mpst pathetic aspect of

the perpetual "gripe" is his or her abil-

ity to complain, yet remain completely

inert when the chance comes for the

individual to help and improve the very

society or organization he or she is

verbally undermining.

It's costing someone a respectable

amount of money to send each student

to Villanova. It seems strange that if

there is as much worng with the school

and its operation as one would tend to

believe after an hour or so in the "crie

shoppe" that anyone should spend

money to com« here. It would be so

much easier for those concerned to

save their money and complain for

nothing.

It would also be just for many of

these individuals to request a return of

their activities fee. A * quick check

would show that there are some people

on campus so oblivious to the brighter

side that they haven't bothered to pick

up their yearbooks. Undoubtedly con-

vinced that it wouldn't be worth the

effort. As far as joining any particular

Give Me A PHIL . . . . , Philosophy, Rah! Rah!
(ACP) - Someone is always ready

to talk about school spirit or the lack

of same. On that subject, Jerry Rus-

som recently included this commen-
tary in his column in the Long Beach
State College Forty-Niner:

"One of my more intellectual

friends brought up a point the other

day that stimulates some serious

thinking. He asked why the spirit

of a college or university must always

be connected with its sports prograrh.

"Citing a definite lack of pride in

intellectual conquests, he added that

he would like to put on a pair of

Bermudas, stand in the middle of the

campus, and lead a few yells for the

Philosophy department.
Athletic Overemphasis

"He's right too. All over the Uni-

ted States, with the possible exception

of a few schools which are solely ac-

ademic, the value and standing of an
institution is based on its "spirit" and

its football team.

"Here at Long Beach State we have

heard so much about the lack of spirit

on the part of the students that it is

beginning to leave a bad taste in the

mouth. Why should a person have to

sit in the bleachers and yell his lungs

out to prove that he is loyal to his

college ?

'Spirit* Important Too
"I am not advocating the overthrow

of football or of the time-honored

"spirit." This type of loyalty is just

as vital to the school as intellectual

spirit. It is especially important to a

certain type of student. I do feel,

however, that we should realize that

Long Beach State has many students

to whom this rah-rah bit is not essen-

tial.

"We shouldn't worry too much if

our crowds at football games are not

the biggest or our yells the loudest.

Perhaps we already possess in mature
intellect what we are seemingly miss-

ing in the boola-boola department.

Collegiate Success

(ACP) - Why do some students
"succeed" scholastically in c o 1 1 e g e

while others fail? Lehigh Universi-

ty's BROWN AND WHITE asked that

question and got a variety of answers

from readers.

Among factors contributing to suc-

Letters To The Editor

Student Criticizes Government
The main issue involved in Arkat^

SOS today is not integration and seg-

regation but the realm of poyoer

vohicih is to he delegated to the state

as against the realm of power which
is to he delegated to the federal

government.

It is my unrestricted opinion that

the federal government has overstep-

ped its power to a point where it is a
threat to our democraOo system. I

Witt he one of the first to admit that

the President has the power to dis-

perse troops to any area where there

is a revolt against the constitution

and laws of thvt naticrn. Hut there

must hr a sufficient cause; a real

threat

in the Arkansas incidoit I sec onlif

one school out of many, se-ven stu-

dents out of mUlions and u very small

aroup of irresponsihJr anri irmiiftnol

citizens. This does not seem to me to

be a sufficient cause for what is to

be sacrificed.

The action of President Eisenhower
may and probttbly witt set a precen-

dent which wUl jeopardize the rights

of the individual state. If the federtd
government is going to step in on
every little violation for the sake of
political gain for those who take the

action, then we «w citizens must de-

mand that the implied powers of the

president be no longer implied but

written into the constitution and lim-

ited, athermse democracy will become
an unufted word in the dictionary.

Let me add that I am very much in

favor of integration and very much
opposed to scijration. But to be ethi-

cal about this matter I would like to

sap that "the end doesn*t justify the
mean.'-" • ptanciff lionnef

cess and failure: good high school

training, conducive study atmos-

phere, "a good beginning," too much

time spent on hobbies, "luck," lack of

genuine interest and dull instructors.

Spelling Course

(ACP) - The University of Connect-

icut DAILY CAMPUS urges a new
compulsory c o u r s e—spelling—and

some reasons why.
There are a number of compulsory

courses, some that serve their purpose

and some that don't, but there is one

that should definitely be offered to

students if we are to end a problem

that pfagues a large percentage of the

student body. We speak of a course

in elementary spelling, and the prob-

lems in spelling today.

A frequent reference made today

when discussing the educational train-

ing of American students concerns

the prevalence of poor spelling among
high school and college graduates.

And judging from our own observa-

tions and remarks made by instruc-

tors at the University, students here

rank with the best when it comes to

mispelling words . . .

Poor training i n the elementary

school may be at fault, but it is not

altogether to blame . . .

Words Ignored

The whole problem can be summed
up in one sentence: words are an

inexhaustible supply of knowledge,

but the average student of today

seems to be too exhausted to bother

with them.
A business executive said recently

that jobs have been lost on the

grounds of a letter injected with mis-

spelled words, while employers frown
on work that contains illegible writ-

ing ..

.

A large number of professors sub-

tract valuable points from examina-
tions at this University because of

poor spelling . . .

Whether lack of training or a lack

of intellectual curiosity be the reasons

for poor st)elling, the final blame can

be placed on the shoulders of the in-

dividual ... At any rate, with the

increaning dinsatisfaction arising fron;

misspelling today, i^erhaps good 8})el-

ling will once nion.' assunif its inipurl-

ancc in the three Rm.

organization aside from the S.A.P.A., these

flowers of our campus have gone so far as to

convince themselves that there isn't anything

they can do.

Those who attended the 12:15 Mass in the

Commerce and Finance Auditorium last Sun-

day heard an excellent sermon concerning

our obligation to God in exploiting whatever

personal talents we may have. It was also

said that if we are unsure of our (Jod-given

gifts, we have a duty to find them, so that

His work will not be wasted. Rather than

criticize, why not develope an interest and,

enhance it with whatever work our spare

time allows?

The reward from developing our talents is

far greater than a sour tapte in the mouth
and premature wrinkles. So, to the do-nothing,

to the incessant complainer, we can only say—

•

this is your university; only as good as you
make it ,on1y as bad as you make it.

Devotion To Mary
With the advent of the month of the Holy

Rosary has come the proposal on a new in-

itiation on the Villanova campus—that of a

pledge by members of the student body to of-

fer outward tribute to the Mother of God.

The "Marian Pledge," which has as its

purpose the promotion of greater devotion to

the Blessed Virgin, is being endorsed whole-

heartedly by such campus groups as the VIL-

LANOVAN staff and the Spirit Committee.

It is a personal promise to Mary and is

in no way binding under pain of sin. The

pledge is an easy one to fulfill in that it con*

sists merely of stopping for a brief visit at

the shrine of Our Lady of Good Counsel near,

the center of campus and reciting three Hail
Marys.

A text of this new Marian Pledge follows:

"I (student name) pledge to love and

honor the Virgin Mother, Lady of Good Coun-

sel, the guardian and protectress of all Vil-

lanovans, this month by kneeling daily be-

fore her campus shrine and by reciting at

least three Hail Marys in honor of her and

her Divine Son in thanksgiving for all past

graces and blessings and in petition for con-

tinued help in the future."

Although the pledge has been set for the

month of October, it is hoped that the student

body will resume the practice also in May

—

the month of Mary.

As students of a Catholic university, this

small tribute is the least we can do to show

our love and devotion to the mother of Al-

mighty God.
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CAMPUS CAMERA

BILL PATTON

By ALBERT M. LAWLfR

This week's quention Ih: "Do you approve of the Presi-

dent's use of federal troops in Arkansas to enforce the fed-

eral court order?"

Bill Patten. Senior Education
Major—"I am positive that no

true American citizen wants to

see the federal troops in action

in this crisis. I am whole heart-

edly in agreement with the Pres-

ident's decision, my only regret

being his tardiness in making
his decision. In my opinion, the

President should have made the

decision to bring in federal
troops weeks ago. It is now up
to the people of the South not

to revert to the jungle law when
the federal troops are removed."

Thomas R. Peretti, Sophomore
Political Science Major—"It is

most unfortunate that federal

force was necessary. The U. S.

is a government of law of men;
therefore when certain indivi-

duals or groups led by profes-

sional agitators and hate-mong-
ers seek to achieve their ends
through mob violence, the fed-

eral government can and must
step in to protect the interests

of all citizens and preserve law
and order; otherwise, there is

hopless anarchy.

I believe the action was just-

ified in view of the circumstan-

ces and the danger of establish-

ing any dangerous precedents."
Vic Ludmerer, Junior Com-

merce and Finance—"The Ar-

kansas problem is not simply a

question of school integration

alone. Enforcement of a federal

legislation is the main principle

now.
The answer does not lie how-

ever, in their views or ours,- but

in what is right for mankind-^r-as

Fathers Donnellon, McShea Enjoy
European Tour, Visit With Pope Pius

TOM PERETTI

' VIC LUDMEREK
#

God intended things to be.

Around the world in eighty

days! A shorter time period

and a less extensive tour af-

forded the Very Rev. James A.

Donnellon O.S.A. , president of

the university, and Rev. John J.

. McShea, O.S.A., assistant profes-

sor of English, a rather reward-

ing vacation this past summer.
Copenhagen, Rome, Geneva,

Hamburg, Madrid, Paris, London
and, of course, Dublin were the

stopping points of Villanova's

summer ambassadors to Europe.

Staying at the various Augus-
tinian houses in the . different

countries meant little trouble

with the language of the respec-

tive nations, yet Fr. Donnellon
mentioned that there was a defi-

nite language barrier which
made conversation difficult. This
he said was true everywhere ex-

cept in Paris where the people

at least have some knowledge of

English, and this he attributed

to the number of American sol-

diers that had been stationed

there after the second world
war.
Sees Track Members Compete
The highlights of the trip were

many including seeing the mem-
bers of the track team compete
in meets held in Europe this

summer. They saw Ron Delany
and also visited his family when
they reached the Emerald Isle.

Don Bragg and Charley Jenkins
were some of the other stand-

outs of last year's team that

competed in Europe and were
seen by Fathers Donnellon and
McShea.

Father Donnellon related that

the biggest highlight was the

audience with Pope Pius XII. At

By TOM MARTINEZ
Rome they were received by
Bishop Van Lierde who recently
said our opening Mass and dedi-

cated S h e e h a n Hall, the new
dormitory. The bishop is the
Vicar General of Vatican City
and Assistant at the Papal
Throne and he showed them the
Vatican, treating them in grand
style.

Pope Pius was vei^y interested
in Catholic education and he was
also aware of the problems that
occur in Catholic schools in the
United States. They found him
very gracious as well as interes-

ted in the various problems of
education itself.

Education in Europe still re-

tains its high standards but
some new advances have been
added especially in Spain, re-

ported Father Donnellon. There
the women are now being admit-
ted into the universities with
little difficulty whereas the rest
of the countries keep their re-

strictions on female students.

Progress In Spoin
As far as the nation of Spain

is concerned Father Donnellon
stated that it has progressed
more than any other country
economically and educationally.

In keeping with their Catholic
culture they are also very reli-

gious, a fact he also found true
of Italy. France which is in be-

tween these two countries geo-
graphically stiUholdstoits
lackidaisacal and flambuoyant
doctrines of religion.

Germany was found to be
greatly rehabilitated with hardly
a trace of the past war. Al-

though they did not get into the
Russian sector they saw enough
of Germany to note the progress
that has occured in the last
12 years.

Europe Reconstructed
The rest of Europe has also

rehabilitated itself to a great ex-
tent and the people have a great
respect for the United States
and its populace.

One thing that stood out in

father's mind wiis the fact that
the people and their finances are
not distributed in three classes
It seems that one is either very
rich or very poor. This unbal-
ance could hurt the economic r€-

construction of the European
countries as well as the indivi-

dual working man.

New SocialColumn
KERIPFING OUT by junior

Don Kempf is this week's new
column to the VILLANO-
VAN'S feature pages.
The column rehites interest-

ing bits of news about various
students as heard and seen by
Kempf, noost commonly recog-

nized as Student Council Vioe-

Chairman. The column may he
found on page four.

George Bfatouk, an under-
graduate of Sjrrian descent,
takes over POLITICAL
ROUND-UP this week and
comments on the Mid-East sit-

uation.

Matouk*8 column may also be
found on page four, which con-
tains old favorite Norm Peer
peering at the golng-on around
the Main Line Institution.

Notable Catholics In Public Life:
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By PRANK DELANY, feofiire Editor

William Brennan: Active Man In High Court
S«co«d of a Sariat

Just a little over a year ago
President Eisenhower appointed
William Joseph Brennan of New-
ark, New Jersey, Catholic and
Democrat, to the seat on the

bench of the Supreme Court of

the United States vacated by the

resignation of Justice Sherman
Minton, thus restoring the tra-

dition of latter-day American
politics that at least one mem-
ber of the Supreme Court should
be a member of the Roman Ca-
tholic faith.

This appointment proved a
happy one all around. It is to

be assumed that Justice Bren-
nan was gratified by the appoint-

ment. The President's liberaUty

in the appointment of a Catho-
lic and a Democrat was not lost

o n 1 h e electorate. And the
American people gained a jurist

of proven ability and integrity.

Civil Uberties
Justice Brennan arrived on

the national scene in his flowing

robes of justice just in time to

take part in those decisions of

the Supreme Court this summer
which aroused even greater

storm than the court's 1954 de-

cision dooming school segrega-

tion, and brought forth mure
than its quota of soul-searching

editorials on the increasingly

dominant role the Supreme
Court is playing in American
politics.

These decisions on the Wat-
kins, Service and other cases

had the following re.«;ults: they

serious-'ly limited the investiga-

tive pouer of Congress by de-

termining that a congressional

committee must have a specific

purpose in mind when question-

ing a witness ; they rendered the

Smith Act practically useless as

an instrument against the Com-
munist party in the United
States by declaring that the

overthrow of the government as

an abstract principle without an
actual effort to organize such an
attempt was not unlawful; and
they declared it unlawful for the

State Department to fire employ-
ees on the findings of a congres-

sional committee. . >.

Joyful Elements
Many present and ex-commu-

nists or fellow-travelers are ex-

convictions and many people are

sincerely convinced that the

paramount result of these deci-

sions is to give aid and comfort

to the subversive elements of

our country.

This puts those who wrote
these decisions on the legal and
moral spot. And Justice Bren-

nan was with the majority in

each of these decisions, casting

his lot with the 'liberals' of the

court.

Back in New Jersey, on the

bench of the Superior and then
the State Supreme Court, Bren-
nan was found to fit neatly into

neither the conservative nor li-

beral category but rather won
the respect and admiration of

his colleagues for his sharp ques-
tions and clearly written, mod-
ornto opinions.

The C'f n^fifntional <iuarantees

'It wouici b(. rush Lher« fore to

assume that Justice Brennan
turned suddenly into a danger-
ous radical in the warm political

climate of Washington. Rather
his decision (and that of the

other justices of the majority)
was based on his conception of

the greater good. The decisions

were for the most part based

JUDGE IRENNAN
Supreme Court Catholic

on the court's interpretation of
the first amendment and their

desire to adhere strictly to con-

stitutional guarantees of indivi-

dual civil liberties. It is logical

to suppose that to Justice Bren-
nan any incidental comfort to the

enemies of the American life

must be disregarded for the
i 're-

servation of the f^ill fiowir of

the Arxi'.ncun uay c-f life :•(»

worth preserving. A curtailment

of individual freedom to combat
those who would do away with
individual freedom would cer-

tainly seem contradictory.

Justice Brennan wrote his

opinions then as he saw them
right, despite natural prejudices

he might be expected to have
on the matters at hand. This is

the most that any servant of the
nation could be expected to do.

Brennan should certainly have
disproved any notions of dog-
matic rigidity in the thinking of

Catholics that might have been
held by some.

Brennan On Obscenity
Just a short time later Jus-

tice Brennan joined the court

conservatives to deal a
blow for decency in uphblding
convictions of dealers in obscene
material. Stating that "Sex has
indisputably been a subject of
absorbing interest to mankind
through the ages," Brennan
went on to write for the ma-
jority that "obscenity is utterly
without redeeming social impor-
tance," and thus "not within the
area of constitutionally protec-
ted speech or press." "Obecen-
ity," he defined as that whose
"dominant appeal is to prurient
interests."

It was now the liberals' turn
to yelp with "censorship" as
their battle cry. But Brennan
calls them as he sees them.
A Second-Generation American
Such stern intellectu.il integ-

rit> is to Ih.' expected from the
5on of pn Irish-bom immigrant

who raised himself from a com-
mon laborer to Newark's Direc-

tor of Public Safety. Brennan
himself delivered milk and made
change for trolley riders as a
boy.

Brennan got his degree from
Harvard Law School which he
attended on a scholarship after

graduating cum lande from the
University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School. His subsequent
law practice was interrupted by
a stint in the army in World
War II. In the army he rose

to Chief of Civilian Personnel
of Army Ordnance.

Republicans Benefit Brennan

Oddly enough, staunch Demo-
crat Brennan has always had the
Republicans to thank for his ju-

dicial career. Republican Gov-
ernor Alfred Driscoll of New
Jersey appointed him to the Su-
perior Court in 1949 and to the
State Supreme Court in 1952
where he quietly built up the
stature that won him the Su-
preme Court appointment last

year.

A family man, Brennan has
been married for 29 years
and is the proud fathSr of Wil-
liam J. Ill, Hugh L. and Nancy
Brennan. As Brennan is still a

comparatively young man (51),

it is to be expected that he will

be around for many years yet

to help shape the future of

American 1 a w nccording t o a

conscience fornu d during, a

fruitful Catholi'j life.
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Political Round-Up

Russia and Israel: Mid-East Turmoil
Editors tfote: GeOrge Fuad

Matouk is of Syrian desent and
has many relatives living in

Syria, jyrominent members of

Syria's professional life and
leaders in the'^ Christian Com-
muniiy.
Someone asks about Syria.

What is the first answer that

4:omes to mind? "It has very

nearly become a Communist
satellite." Beyond this fact,

which we will later see is not

true, most of us know little or

nothing about this Middle East

IM*odigal.

To understand Syria we must
start with the ethnology of

Greater Syria which for cen-

turies comprised a large portion

of Asia Minor and the Arabian
peninsula—including the present

independent nations of Syria,

Lebanon, Jordan, Israel and

Iraq. Damascus, the oldest in-

habited city, was the capital of

this Syria which was the cultural

center of the world before civil-

ization came to Western Europe.

It was only after Islam con-

quered Damascus that it was
able to spread all over North
Africa to Spain and upward
to Vienna in the north.

The Christian Minority
Greater Syria, except Lebanon,

was almost 100% converted to

Islam. Only a very small minor-

ity, less than 5%, either remain-

ed Christian or Jewish and were

only tolerated by the majority

who called then "infidel."

Christians lived with the Mos-

lems until World War I when
Turkish domination ended.

The first World War changed

the political picture in this area.

Greater Syria was liberated

from the Turks. The territory

was split between England and
France, each taking its share of

protectorate.

At this time other small na-

tions were receiving their inde-

pendence. England and France

reduced these highly civilized

people to a colonial status. The
seeds of mistrust of the West
were sown.

,
,//„.; .,•,.:,}.-,

The policy of Pranice, which

occupied after World War I, was
one of discrimination based

upon keeping the difference be-

tween classes and hatred be-

tween the various religions.

This lack of harmony
prevented any nationalist move-
ment or economic progress.

Government By Clique

In the dozen years since Syria

received her independece, mod-
em agricultural methoda and
new independence have brighten-

ed economic conditions. Modem
civil rghts have elevated the

masses to a new social position.

Independence did not bring

complete freedom to Syria and
the rest of the Arab world.

Before the protectorate ended

•Wlfft HOHkl fffi

••At the retum en masse of that ask you for a small "loan" to

institution known as the "college cover the next round,

girl." Some of our more eager *»At the book store which is out

Frosh are getting callouses on of all textbooks except archeo-

their hands carrying these lovely logy 101 and that is not offered

ladies' baggage from her jam- here. The book manufacturers

med car to her hallowed door- have not changed their text-

step with only a slight charge, books for a week now, so watch

It is easy to tell one of these out, that thirty-five dollar set

"college girls" from any other of books you just bought may
type because they are disguised be obsolete by next month,

in sun glasses, sunburn and af- »«At the new terms that are

fected accent. But the main floating around such as "Miami
thing is they are here in the safari" and an old but very real

area and are a powerful force one called the "Boston trip."

not to be handled lightly. These two subjects are being

••At the upperclassmen gather- planned like full-gcale military

ed in tlie local pubs exchanging invasions. Boston is still reeling

stories on the "fabulous" jobs from last year's attack and hope

^. . , , , , . ^u 18 high that this years attack
they held^own durmg the sum- ^^„ f ^„^„ ,««,.« /««,«i..f«J *^ o may be even more complete.
mer. They talk about their three- -.At the Massachusetts militia

figured salaries and then quietly being readied.

By GEORGE MATOUK
England saw to it that the state

of Israel was established in

Palestine.

This brought to the Arab land

one million refugees from East-

em Europe with a different cul-

ture and language who through
force, bribes and threats caused
one million Arabs to leave their

homes and become refuges.

H.ms,L.Salle

Senior, Elected

NFCCS President
In elections for National Offi-

cers held on August 31, 1957 at

the Fourteenth National Con-

gress at the Hotel Roosevelt in

New York City, Joseph R. Har-
ris, Vice-President of the Phila-

delphia Region was entrusted

with the greatest office of the

Federation—the National Presi-

dency.
Joe, who has been active in the

Federation ever since his matri

culation at LaSalle in 1954 is a

Senior and a government major.

He hopes to attend graduate

school for the study of law upon
his graduation next June.

Mr. Dave Leahey of St. John's

University made the nomination

speech for Joe and Angelo Ran-
dazzo, Senior Delegate at La-
Salle College gave the seconding

speech.

In his acceptance speech, Joe

pledged his whole-hearted effort

to do all that he could on behelf

of the federation to strengthen

it and enable it to function more
ably and actively as an arm of

the Lay Apostolate.

Also at the 14th National Con-
gress, Chestnut Hill College was
granted the seat for the National

Committee on Mission Study for

the year 1957-58. Miss Ann Rus
nack, '58, former campus CURA
chairman at Chestnut Hill, will

serve as chairman of the com
mittee.

The largest turnout- ever —
ninety-nine student government
presidents from Catholic Col-

leges and Universities in the

United States also met at the

Hotel Roosevelt and the week-
end preceding the Congress —
August 23-25. •

"it was certainly felt that each
delegate would go back to his

campus with a better under-
standing of NFCCS and just ex-

lactly what it could do for the

campus.
. :»

Because England, France and
later the United States, who
sponsored Israel and approved

its extension beyond the original

boundaries, are Christian na-

tions, the Arab l^oslem has put

the blame on Christianity. The
Christians in Syria are looked

upon with disdain. Their future

is very precarious. A poll today

will show that 90% of all

Christians, even the most suc-

cessful professional and busi-

ness men, would like to emigrate.

Israel has flourished and pro-

gressed with millions of dollars

from private and government
funds in the U.S. The govern-

ment of Israel proclaims that

they want to bring two million

more Jews from Eastern Europe
to their crowded nation. Syria

fears this expansion program.

She thinks that two million

Arabs of Syria will be dislodged

and become refugees while two
million Jews will take their

place.

Only the U.S. can put a stop to

this plan of Israel for all the

necessary money .comes from
here. However it is most unlikely

that the U.S. will do anything
about this for her present

foreign policy leaves her hands
tied. Therefore the only solution

we have is to consider Syria as a
very dangerous spot in the Biid-

dle East because of the leftist

tendency of her government and

her friendship with the Russians.

But if we look at the causes of

this situation objectively and im-

partially, we will realize that it

is the result of the western pol-

icy in this area. The Syrian peo-

ple have never been Communist;
the Moslem religious principles

are incompatible with the Com-
munist idea of life and govern-

ment.

Between Israel^ Islam
The complete ignorance of the

nationalist aspirations of the

Arab peoples (we often call mis-

guided patriotic nationalists.

Communists), the unfair policies

followed by oil companies and
above all the creation of the

state of Israel in the heart of

the Arab World and its obvious
help and support by the U.S., all

have contributed to create a feel-

ing of frustration and injustice

among the Arabs. As a result

they have decided not to look to

the West for economic or mili-

tary support whenever they can

get it elsewhere.

Soviet Russia, who has no

commitments in this area, offer-

ed her assistance. By this

masterful bit of foreign policy

Russia has indeed gained in-

fluence in Syria. It does not by

any means indicate that Syria is

Communist, but only that at the

present the Syrian would rather

be a friend of Russia than a

refugee from Israel.

KeMpfiNg Out
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I walked into the VILLANO- Rudhart, called the roll and then
VAN office the other day and a queried, "Is there anyone whose
rotund figure from the comer by name I did not call ?"

the name of Frank Delany mum- a voice came from the back
bled to me, "Kempf, I want five of the room answering that his
hundred words of campus chat- name was not called. When the
ter and goings on in the Phila- professor asked the student's
delphia area." name he answered "Shea." The

"Frank," I said, "get lost!" doctor then noted that he had
However I suddenly remembered called the name of Shea,
that Frank had been an inspira-

..gut," said the student, now
tion for me on my summer cruise ^,^^3^ ^ confused as the pro-
and felt that perhaps I owed this ^^33^^ regarding his true iden-
to his tremendous influence on
my life. And so, Frank, here
they are, my first "words" in

a case which I choose to call

"Rumblings from the tomb."

'December Bride*

Joe Kinney, senior English
^Touche"major, received an interesting ^^^^' loucne.

challenge this past week. It

seems Joe, who is getting mar-
ried in December, has a term pa-

tity, "you called the name Wil-

liam Shea and my name is Ed-
ward Shea."

"Oh," remarked Dr. Rudhart,
"there are two Sheas!"

"That's correct," echoed the

Scandinavian Trip Offers American
Youths Seminar, Studies For $900
Last week 55 American stu-

1 Seminars pays apj)ioxiniately is t u d e n t s comprehensive pro-

Steeltoun Revisited

For all those who feel the

need of a good adventure series
per due on the day he returns to read, Bob Powers, senior En-

gineer, has been chosen to servefrom his honeymoon. By the
way, odds are 3 to 1 that he
won't have the assignment com-
pleted—interested parties con-

tact John Snader.

Highbrow Specials

as campus delegate for "Treas-

ure Chest" comic books. Bob
says it won't be long until the

entire campus is thrilling again

to tales of Chuck White. Will
dents met outside Copenhagen toj 75% of the actual cost of board,

room and tuition for a year in

Scandinavia. The balance is'

made up by subsidies from the:

respective Scandinavian govern-

ments. Therefore, the student's,

fee for living and learning - in

Scandinavia for one academic

evaluate their first community
stay of one month in Danish and
Swedish non • English - speaking
families. As one student said, "I

did not know one could learn so

much about American by living

in a Swedish community." An-
other commented, "I wish myi year is only |900.
friends back home could hear
me talk with the Danes in their

own language, and this after

only one month!'*

These graduate and under-

graduate American students,

from 45 different colleges and
universities and 28 different

states, are members of the 1957-

58 Scandinavian Seminars.

Each student accepted to the

Forty per cent of the seminar
students are spending their year

in the seminar's "Junior-Year-

grams in a Scandinavian Ian- There will be an interesting Chuck win his girl back from
guage. literature and culture, lecture tomorrow afternoon at the school bully? Will he prove
with individual study opportun- 4:30 in the auditorium of Haver- to team bad sport that you have
ities in adult educaUon,. art, ford College on "Academic Free- to be a goofi guy to win ball

crafts and design, agriculture, dom as it affects the small Lib- games? Will St. John's win the
physical education, history, and cral Arts College." state basketball title? Will it

the social sciences. Loretta Cianfrogna, presi- snow in Alaska this winter?
A. R. Nielsen, the Seminar's dent of Holy Family College's ^nd what about the social life.

Director, points out that the fine Arts Club invites all those j^^^ jj^^ j^jg ^ )Mink roll will
principal value of the seminar interested in modem schulpture j^ needed to keep up with the
program lies in its experimental to attend a symposium on the games and parties and proms?
approach to person - centered, subject at Holy Family College Things move from fast to faster

Abroad" program. Another 40% liberal-arts education in an in- this Sunday afternoon.

are college graduates in the

seminar's graduate program.
The rest are teachers, professors

and people with an interest in

education.

Broad Education
The seminars offer to all their

this weekend. Basca Award,
temational setting. Cherchez 1m 8hea Bonfire rally, the dance, the par-
T h e Scandinvian Seminar's Classes resumed (as was ex- ^^g ^^ ^^g^ imporUnt the

New York office at 127 E. 73rd I'ected) with the usual cries of, ^haiice to get out and see the
Street, New York 21 N.Y. is

IJ^'^^J^^}'^, ""^l\l^LTr Wildcats take revenge for three
now receiving applications for hit the books. One particular »

the academic year 1958-59. history course got off on a hum- years on a single afternoon—and

orous note. The Professor, Dr. in our own stadium.
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Belle Masque to Present

Shaw Production "St. Joan'*
The Belle Masque Dramatic

Society has begun practice on
its first production of the 1957
school year—the presentation of

Bernard Shaw's Saint Joan. Ths
play will be presented in the field

house on Nov. 13 through 17,

inclusive, under the direction of

Richard Duprey.
Saint Joan will be uniquely

presented in the arena style, or

what is commonly called "in the

round." The stage is placed in

the middle of an open space

with seats arranged circularly

around it.

Returns For Lead
Claire Sigerson, who had a

leading role in last year's pro-

d u c t i o n of The Skin of Our
Teeth, will appear in the major
role, that of Saint Joan. Also
appearing in the other two ma-
jor roles will be Norm Peer, por-

traying the Dauphin, and Rich-

ard Dressier, who will portray

the Bishop of Beauvais.

The stage manager for Saint

Joan is Frank Cunningham. Ei-

leen Grayson is acting as assis-

tant stage manager.
The following persons in order

of their appearance also appear
in the play.

Robert de Baudricourt, Frank
Cunningham ; Steward, Tom
Flynn; Joan, Claire Sigerson;

Bertrand de Poulengy, Charles

Maier; La Tremouille, John S g-

erson; Archbishop, David Mc-
Dermott; Court Page, Robert
Mullen; Gilles de Rais (Blue-

beard), Jack Kelly; La Hire, Ed
McCarthy; The Dauphin, Norm
Peer; Duchess de la Tremouille,

Dorothy Hoffman; First Court
Lady, Eileen Grayson; Second
Court Lady, Mary McCollura

;

Dunois, Mike Klesius; Page to

Dunois, William Friend; War-

By BILL fCKES

rick, Ronald Anderson; Chap-
lain, Owen Kline ; Bishop of

Beauvais, Richard Dressier

;

Warrick's Page, John Williams;

JIM GILLIGAN
Mtttiii9 ChcrirmaR

D'Estivet, Jim Gilligan; Inquis-

tor, Clem Birch; De Courcelles,

John Cannon; Brother Martin,

John Welsh; Torturer, Charles
Maier; First Assessor, John
Dagney; Second Assessor, Rob-
ert Berdow; Understudy to

Joan, Elaine Cake.

Audience Takes Part

A critique forum will be pre-

sented after the first night show,
when the faculty members may
give their opinions concerning
the performances of the actors.

The audience in general will be
invited to participate in this dis-

cussion.

A part of the trial scene will

be performed on the weekend
before the opening in the field

house at Immaculata College for
the National Catholic Theater
Conference.

Belle Masque will also offer

three student-directed one-act
plays this year. The plays will

be: "The Parade at the Devil's
Bridge," by Henri Gheon; "The
Sausage Maker's Interlude," also
by Henri Gheon, and "The Man
Who Died Because He Wore
Gloves," by Henri Brochet.

All three men are contempo-
rary French playwrights. These
plays will be shown for mem-
bers of the faculty and students
only. They will also be perform-
ed "in the round*"

Flay By Student
Early in the second semester,

a play written by a student of
Villanova will be shown. This
play will also be directed by
Richard Duprey.

Belle Masque is going to
award prizes to the best actor,

the best actress and the best
supporting actor at the end of
the year. These prizes will cor-

respond to the cinema's Oscar or
TV's Emmy. The best member
of the business staff will also re-

ceive one, along with the best
crewman and the outstanding
Belle Masque man or woman of
the entire year.

The acting-meeting chairman
for Belle Masque is Jim Gilligan.

George Becht is treasurer. Ellen
Chambers is secretary and the
student council representative is

Jerry McGrath. Belle Masque
moderator is the Rev. William
Farrell, O.S.A.

Wilder Replies
Belle Masque received a letter

from Thornton Wilder, thanking
them for presenting his play,

"The Skin of Our Teeth," last

year.

Signaling the arrival of Villanova's mascot, Count iTlllan V»
the Wildcat cheerleaders lip tiieir hats at last Saturday's Furman
game In the university stadium. The "Count" made his Initial ap-
pearance befor^ the student body last weeli and he'll be present
at this week's Florida State contest also.

• a

Reverend Norbeii; Whitley
Assumes Chaplain Position

The Reverend Norbert Whitley, O.S.A., has been assigned as

the new chaplain of Villanova replacing Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A., who has assumed the post of admissions director.

Born and educated in Phila-

delphia the new chaplain enter-

ed the Augustinian Order in Sep-

tember 1932 and made his pro-

fession Sept. 11 the following

year.

He graduated from St. Mary's

Hall at Villanova in June 1937

and in October of the same
year entered the Augustinian

International College of St.

Monica in Rome.
Ordained In 1940

From there Fr. Whitley went
to Gregorian University for his

theological studies and was

Literary Club
Plans Broaden
Dr. Edward McGrath, English

professor, will address the Li-

terary Club next Wednesday
night at 8 o'clock.

His topic will be contempor-

ary non-English literature.

The appearance of Dr. Mo-
Grath marks the opening of the

regular bi-weekly meetings of

the club which feature several

prominent speakers, group dis-

cussions and literary recordings

in the first semester. A sympos-

ium on campus is also planned.

Research Project

Tom Martinez, program chair-

man, may be contacted in 157

Sheehan Hall by any member
interested in doing reseach,

editing, or typing, for the year

long project. All material for

this project must be turned over

to the program chairman before

the close of the first semester.

The second semester will be

devoted chiefly to editing, com-

piling and typing all the mater-
ial.

A copy of the completed pro-

ject will be given to the library

as well as every member of the

^^^^* Membership Cards
Junior and senior Ehiglish

majors may obtain membership
cards by paying the |2 sennester

dues although non-EJnglish ma-
jora must sabmit a book criti-

cism to one of the ofBcers.

President Joe Kinney stated

that eventually some meetings

and all activities of the organi-

zation will be open only to paid

club members.

S, C. Makes HistoricalMove,

Outlines Senior Privilege
The first female student ever

to gain representation on the

Villanova Student Council sym-

bolically sat isolated from every-

one else in the room at last

Wednesday's meeting.

Miss Barbara Warner, Class

of '59, sat just in back of the

council proper and a few rows
in front of a group of 15 inter-

ested Nursing Division class-

mates.

Miss Warner was chosen by
her classmates to represent the

division in an election held a

week earlier. The nursing posi-

tion was created this summer by
an addition to the council con-

stitution by the university -ad-

ministration.

No Floor Battle

The expected floor conflict on
the legality of Miss Warner's

appearance on the council did

not take place.

Instead, Chairman Pat Nichol-

son explained to the assemblage

how the nursing representative

gained her seat over the summer
when school authorities decided

that the nurses, as a separate

division, were entitled to repre-

sentation.

He explained that under the

newly proposed system, the

nurses would elect their own
representative each year, but
could no longer vote for any of
the male representatives.

Miss Warner was not formally

inducted into the council at the

meeting, but Nicholson said that

"We hope to (officially) welcome
her to the council at our next
meeting."

The Rev. Dante Girolami, O.

S.A., moderator of the organi-

zation, opened the meeting with

a prayer and welcomed council

members to the first meeting of

the school year.

Nicholson followed with infor-

mation on the plans to reorgan-
ize the council constitution. The
new constitution, which will be

presented in part at the next
meeting, will divide the organi-

zation into a senate and con-

gress in an attempt to facilitate

faster and more efficient action

on proposals.

Car Problem Aired

The council also announced

the initiation of a small library

of books on parliamentary pro-

cedure, heard a report from
senior delegate Paul Yurchak on
the reorganization of the cam-

pus delegation of the National

Federation of Catholic College

Students and gave its approval

to an extensive and well-prepar-

ed report on resident senior car

privileges from Jerry DeGroft

and Martin Dohany.

Several other motions dealing

with student affairs were passed

for approval by the administra-

tion.

Juniors Set Plans

To Help Day-Hop,

Resident Relations
The Class of 1959 under the

direction of Vic Ludmerer, its

president, has announced plans

for the improvement of relations

between day-hop and resident

students.

Two steps in connection with
these ideas were announced by
the class newly appointed steer-

ing committee.

It has instituted a Student
Relations Board headed by Ben
Hynes and composed of the fol-

lowing men: (a) three persons
who had expressed in their let-

ters for entrance to the steering

committee a desire to unify the

day-hops and residents (b)

elected day-hop representatives

of both the sophomore and
junior classes; this group will

work toward solving the prob-

lems of day-hop—resident rela-

tions.

Inquiry Board

The second phase of this plan

pertains to the three elected day-
hop representatives of the class

who will have office hours during

the student activities period on
all Thursdays of the school year
in room 201 Commerce and Fi-

nance Building with the only ex-

ceptions being those Thursdays
in which junior class meetings
will be held.

This group will answer any in-

quiries of students concerning

student council actions and per-

taining to the various night ac-

tivities on campus.

The junior class steering com-
mittee was selected in a decided-

ly new manner this year. All

elected representatives of the

class turned in names of persons

interested who had contacted

them, and also names of persons

they considered qualified for the

committee.

A total number of 94 names
was submitted to Ludmerer and
Vice-President Matt Brennan.

Letters Sent Ont

During the summer letters

were sent to each person asking
why they desired membership
on the committee and the ex-
tent of their past experiences
which might be useful to the

REV. NORBERT WHITLEY
N«w Choplain

ordained May 25, 1940, returning,

to the United States before com-
pleting his studies.

He finished his theological

work receiving his S.T.L. from
Catholic University in June 1941.

Assigned to Augustinian Col-

lege in Washington D.C., fur-

thered his studies in theology at

Catholic University while re-

ma i n i n g as a teacher to the

former school from 1943 until

1957.

Master of Clerics

In 1943 he was submaster of

clerics professed and in 1945
he became master of clerics pro-

fessed until this year when he
was named as the new chaplain

of the university.

Aside from his varied duties

as chaplain, Fr. Whitley is also

a member of the faculty, teach-

ing religion to the undergrad-
uates.

Junior class.

From the answers received an
extensive card catald^e was
made categorically listing under
20 separate headings the activi-

ties of each man.
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Belle Masque to Present

\y;

Syria, Russia and Israel: Mid-East Turmoil J Shaw Production "St. Joan*'
Editors Note: George Fuad

Matouk is of Syrian desent and
h<ia many relatives lir^ny in

Syria, prominent members of

Syria's professional life and
leaders in the' Christian Com-
munity.
Someone asks about Syria.

What is the first answer that

comes to mind? "It has very

nearly become a Communist
aateUite." Beyond this fact,

which we will later see is not

true, most of us know little or

nothing about this Middle East
prodigal.

To understand Syria wte must
start with the ethnology of

Greater Syria which for cen-

turies comprised a large portion

of Asia Minor and the Arabian
peninsula—including the present

independent nations of Syria,

Lebanon, Jordan, Israel and

Iraq. Damascus, the oldest in-

habited city, was the capital of

this Syria which was the cultural

center of the world before civil-

ization came to Western Europe.

It was only after Islam con-

quered Damascus that it was
able to spread all over North
Africa to Spain and upward
to Vienna in the north.

The ChriHtimn Maority
Greater Syria, except Lebanon,

was almost 100% converted to

Islam. Only a very small minor-
ity, less than 5%, either remain-

ed Christian or Jewish and were

only tolerated by the majority

who called then "infidel."

Christians lived with the Mos-

lems until World War I when
Turkish domination ended.

The first World War changed

the political picture in this area.

Greater Syria was liberated

from the Turks. The territory

was split between England and
France, each taking its share of

protectorate.
»

At this time other small na-

tions were receiving their inde-

pendence. England and France

reduced these highly civilized

people to a colonial status. The
seeds of mistrust of the West
were sown.
The policy of France, which

occupied after World War I, was
one of discrimination

upon keeping the difference be-

tween classes and hatred be-

tween the various religions.

This lack of harmony
prevented any nationalist move-
ment or economic progress.

Government By Cliqae

In the dozen years since Syria

received her independece, mod-
em agricultural methods and
new independence have brighten-

ed economic conditions. Modem
civil rghts have elevated the

masses to a new social position.

Independence did not bring

complete freedom to Syria and
the rest of the Arab world.

Before the protectorate ended

By GEORGE MATOUK I
Because England, France and

England saw to it that the sUte '^ter the United States, who
sponsored Israel and approved

its extension beyond the original

boundaries, are Christian na-

tions, the Arab Moslem has put

the blame on Christianity. The
Christians in Syria are looked

upon with disdain. Their future

is very precarious. A poll today

will show that 90% of all

Christians, even the most suc-

cessful professional and busi-

ness men, would like to emigrate.

Israel has flourished and pro-

gressed with millions of dollars

from private and government
funds in the U.S. The govern-

ment of Israel proclaims that

they want to bring two million

more Jews from Eastern Europe
to their crowded nation. Syria

fears this expansion program.

She thinks that two million

Arabs of Syria will be dislodged

and become refugees while two
million Jews will take their

place.

Only the U.S. can put a stop to

this plan of Israel for all the

necessary money .comes from
here. However it is most unlikely

that the U.S. will do anything
about this for her present

foreign policy leaves her hands
tied. Therefore the only solution

we have is to consider Sjrria as a
very dangerous spot in the Mid-
dle E^ast because of the leftist

tendency of her government and

'*
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••At the return en masse of that ask you for a small "loan" to

institution known as the "college cover the next round,

girl." Some of our more eager "At the book store which is out

Frosh are getting callouses on of all textbooks except archeo-

their hands carrying these lovely logy 101 and that is not offered

ladies' baggage from her jam- here. The book manufacturers

med car to her hallowed door- have not changed their text-

step with only a slight charge, books for a week now, so watch

It is easy to tell one of these out, that thirty-five dollar set

"college girls" from any other of books you just bought may
type because they are disguised be obsolete by next month,

in sun glasses, sunburn and af- ^^At the new terms that are

fected accent. But the main floating around such as "Miami
thing is they are here in the safari" and an old but very real

area and are a powerful force one called the "Boston trip."

of Israel was established in

Palestine.

This brought to the Arab land

one million refugees from East-

era EXirope with a different cul-

ture and language who through
force, bribes and threats caused
one million Arabs to leave their

homes and become refuges.

Harris, USalle

Senior^ Elected

NFCCS President
In elections for National Offi-

cers held on August 31, 1957 at

based \
tbe Fourteenth National Con-
gress at the Hotel Roosevelt in

New York City, Joseph R. Har-
ris, Vice-President of the Phila-

delphia Region was entrusted

with the greatest office of the

Federation—the National Presi-

dency.

Joe, who has been active in the

Federation ever since his matri-

culation at LaSalle in 1954 is a
Senior and a government major.

He hopes to attend graduate
school for the study of law upon
his graduation next June.

Mr. Dave Leahey of St. John's

University made the nomination
speech for Joe and Angelo Ran-
dazzo. Senior Delegate at La-
Salle College gave the seconding

speech.

In his acceptance speech, Joe

pledged his whole-hearted effort

to do all that he could on behelf

of the federation to strengthen

it and enable it to function more
ably and actively as an arm of

the Lay Apostolate.

Also at the 14th National Con-
gress, Chestnut Hill College was
grantied the seat for the National

Committee on Mission Study for

the year 1957-58. Miss Ann Rus-
nack, '58, former campus CURA
chairman at Chestnut Hill, will

se'rve as chairman of the com-
mittee.

The largest turnout- ever

ninety-nine student government
presidents from Catholic Col

leges and Universities in the

United States also met at the

Hotel Roosevelt and the week-
end preceding the Congress —

her friendship with the Russians.

But if we look at the causes of

this situation objectively and im-

partially, we will realize that it

is the result of the western pol-

icy in this area. The Syrian peo-

ple have never been Communist;
the Moslem religious principles

are incompatible with the Com-
munist idea of life and govern-

ment.

Between Israel, Islam
The complete ignorance of the

nationalist aspirations of the

Arab peoples (we often call mis-

guided patriotic nationalists.

Communists), the unfair policies

followed by oil companies and
above all the creation of the

state of Israel in the heart of

the Arab World and its obvious
help and support by the U.S., all

have contributed to create a feel-

ing of frustration and injustice

among the Arabs. As a result

they have decided not to look to

the West for economic or mili-

tary support whenever they can
get it elsewhere.

Soviet Russia, who has no
commitments in this area, offer-

ed her assistance. By this

masterful bit of foreign policy

Russia has indeed gained in-

fluence in Syria. It does not by
any means indicate that Syria is

Communist, but only that at the

present the Syrian would rather

be a friend of Russia than a
refugee from Israel.

KeMpFiNg Out

not to be handled lightly. These two subjects are being

••At the upperclassmen gather- planned like full-scale military I
August 23-25.

ed in the local pubs exchanging invasions. Boston is still reeling
" ^^ ^va« certainly felt that each

stories on the "fabulous" jobs from last year's attack and hope

^. . ,, , , . ^. 18 high that this years attack
they held .down during the sum- ^„„ P ^„^„ ^^^^ o^«,„i^f«•' ° may be even more complete.

------------i—i——————— By DON fUEUn

I walked into the VILLANO- Rudhart, called the roll and then
VAN office the other day and a queried, "Is there anyone whose
rotund figure from the comer by name I did not call ?"

the name of Frank Delany mum- a voice came from the back
bled to me, "Kempf, I want five of the room answering that his
hundred words of campus chat- name was not called. When the
ter and goings on in the Phila- professor asked the student's
delphia area." name he answered "Shea." The

"Frank," I said, "get lost!" doctor then noted that he had
However I suddenly remembered called the name of Shea,
that Frank had been an inspira- .^^^„ ^^^ ^^^ 3^^^^^^ ^^^
tion for me on my summer cruise ^,^^3^ ^ confused as the pro-
and felt that perhaps I owed this ^^^^^^ regarding his true iden-
to his tremendous mAuence on ^j^y ..^^^ ^^^g^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ji.
my life. And so, Frank here ^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ jg g^.
they are, my first "words" in

^f^^^ Shea."

delegate would go back to hia

campus with a better under

a case which I choose to call

"Rumblings from the tomb."

'December Bride* •

Joe Kinney, senior English
^Touche"

* j: « xTin/^i-io J i
m a j o r , received an interesting

*'***°°» *vmv,»ic.

standing of NFCCS and just ex-|^^^,J_^;
t m c ». o « f «,.«!, u

"Oh," remarked Dr. Rudhart,
"there are two Sheas!"

"That's correct," echoed the

challenge this past week.
mer. They talk about their three- ..At the Massachusetts militia '^ctly what it could do for the

^^^^^ j^^ ^^^ \^ getting mar
figured salaries and then quietly being readied. campus.

ried in December, has a term pa-

Steeltomi Revisited

For all those who feel the

need of a good adventure series
per due on the day he returns to read. Bob Powers, senior En-
from his honeymoon. By the gineer, has been chosen to serve
way, odds are 3 to 1 that he as campus delegate for "Treas-
won't have the assignment com- ure Chest" comic books. Bob
pleted—interested parties con- says it won't be long until the
tact John Snader. entire campus is thrilling again

Last week 55 American stu-
1 Seminars pays apj)ioximately is t u d e n t s comprehensive pro- Highbrow Specials to tales of Chuck White. Will

dents met outside Copenhagen to] 75% of the actual cost of board, grams in a Scandinavian Ian- There will be an interesting Chuck win his girl back from

Scandinavian Trip Offers American
Youths Seminar, Studies For $900

evaluate their first community^ room and tuition for a year in

stay of one month in Danish and Scandinavia. The balance is'

Swedish non • English - speaking
families. As one student said, "I

did not know one could learn so

much about American by living

in a Swedish community." An-
other commented, "I wish my year is only $900.

friends back home could hear

me talk with the Danes in their

own language, and this after

only one month!"
These graduate and under-

graduate American students,

from 45 different colleges and

universities and 28 different

states, are members of the 1957-

58 Scandinavian Seminars.

Each student accepted to the

made up by subsidies from the;

respective Scandinavian govern-

ments. Therefore, the student's,

fee for living and learning' in

Scandinavia for one academic

Forty per cent of the seminar
students are spending their year

in the seminar's "Junior-Year-

Abroad" program. Another 40%
are college graduates in the

seminar's graduate program.
The rest are teachers, professors

and people with an interest in

education.

Broad Education
The seminars offer to all their

guage, literature and culture, lecture tomorrow afternoon at the school bully? Will he prove
with individual study opportun- 4

:30 in the auditorium of Haver- to team bad sport that you have
itics in adult educaUon, art, ford College on "Academic Free- to be a gooji guy to win ball

crafts and design, agriculture, dom as it affects the small Lib- games? Will St. John's win the
physical education, history, and cral Arts College." »tate basketball title? Will it

the social sciences. Loretta Cianfrogna, prcsi- snow in Alaska this winter?
A. R. Nielsen, the Seminar's dent of Holy Family College's ^nd what about the social life.

Director, points out that the fine Arts Club Invites all those j^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ j^^j^ ^u ^jj
principal value of the seminar interested in modem schulpture j^ needed to keep up with the
program lies in iU experimental to attend a symposium on the games and parties and proms?
approach to person - centered, subject at Holy Family College xhings move from fast to faster
liberal-arts education in an in- this Sunday afternoon. ^^ weekend. Basca Award
teraational setting. Cherchez Ia Shea Bonfire rally, the dance, the par^
The Scandinvian Seminar's Classes resumed (as was ex- ^^^ ^^j ^^^^ important the

New York office at 127 E. 73rd pected) with the usual cries of. chance to get out and see the

^r^^L^Zt^f^ ll^'^^r^^' r^f?K *"<«»*. U.e revenue for three

the academic year 1958-59. history course got off on a hum- V^^^ ^^ a smgle afternoon—and

orous note. The Professor, Dr. in our own stadium.

The Belle Masque Dramatic
Society has begun practice on
its first production of the 1957

school year—the presentation of

Bernard Shaw's Saint Joan. Th3
play will be presented in the field

house on Nov. 13 through 17y

inclusive, under the direction of

Richard Duprpy.
Saint Joan will be uniquely

presented in the arena style, or

what is commonly called "in the

round." The stage is placed in

the middle of an open space

with seats arranged circularly

around it.

Returns For Lead
Claire Sigerson, who had a

leading role in last year's pro-

d u c t i o n of The ShAn of Our
Teeth, will appear in the major

role, that of Saint Joan. Also

appearing in the other two ma-
jor roles will be Norm Peer, por-

traying the Dauphin, and Rich-

ard Dressier, who will portray

the Bishop of Beauvais.

The stage manager for Saint

Joan is Frank Cunningham. Ei-

leen Grayson is acting as assis-

tant stage manager.
The following persons in order

of their appearance also appear

in the play.

Robert de Baudricourt, Frank
Cunningham ; Steward, Tom
Flynn; Joan, Claire Sigerson;

Bertrand de Poulengy, Charles

Maier; La Tremouille, John S g-

erson; Archbishop, David Mc-
Dermott; Court Page, Robert

Mullen; Gilles de Rais (Blue-

beard), Jack Kelly; La Hire, Ed
McCarthy; The Dauphin, Norm
Peer; Duchess de la Tremouille,

Dorothy Hoffman; First Court

Lady, Eileen Grayson; Second

Court Lady, Mary McCollura

;

Dunois, Mike Klesius; Page to

Dunois, William Friend ; War-

By Bill fCKES

rick, Ronald Anderson; Chap-
lain, Owen Kline ; Bishop of

Beauvais, Richard Dressier

;

Warrick's Page, John Williams;

JIM GILLIGAN
Mt«fiii9 Chofrmon

D'Estivet, Jim Gilligan; Inquis-

tor, Clem Birch; De C^urcelles,

John Cannon; Brother Martin,

John Welsh; Torturer, Charles
Maier; First Assessor, John
Dagney; Second Assessor, Rob-
ert Berdow; Understudy to

Joan, Elaine Cake.

Audience Takes Fart

A critique forum will be pre-

sented after the first night show,
when the faculty members may
give their opinions concerning
the performances of the actors.

The audience in general will be
invited to participate in this dis-

cussion.

A part of the trial scene will

be performed on the weekend
before the opening in the field

house at Immaculata College for

the National Catholic Theater
Conference.

Belle Masque will also offer

three student-directed one-act
plays this year. The plays will

be: "The Parade at the Devil's

Bridge," by Henri Gheon; "The
Sausage Maker's Interlude," also

by Henri Gheon, and "The Man
Who Died Because He Wore
Gloves," by Henri Brochet.

All three men are contempo-
rary French playwrights. These
plays will be shown for mem-
bers of the faculty and students
only. They will also be perform-
ed "in the round."

Play By Student
Ekirly in the second semester,

a play written by a student of
Villanova will be shown. This
play will also be directed by
Richard Duprey.

Belle Masque is going to
award prizes to the best actor,

the best actress and the best
supporting actor at the end of
the year. These prizes will cor-

respond to the cinema's Oscar or
TV's Emmy. The best member
of the business staff will also re-

ceive one, along with the best
crewman and the outstanding
Belle Masque man or woman of
the entire year.

The acting-meeting chairman
for Belle Masque is Jim Gilligan.

Greorge Becht is treasurer. Ellen
Chambers is secretary and the
student council representative is

Jerry McGrath. Belle Masque
moderator is the Rev. William
Farrell, O.S.A.

Wilder Replies
Belle Masque received a letter

from Thornton Wilder, thanking
them for presenting his play,

"The Skin of Our Teeth," last

year.

Signaling the arrival of Vilbtnova's mascot. Count VHIan V»
the Wildcat cheerleaders tip tiielr hats at last Saturday's Furmaa
game in the university stadium. The "Count" made his initial ap-
pearance beforflj the student body last week and he'll be present
at this week's Florida State contest also.

Reverend Norbert Whitley
Assumes Chaplain Position

The Reverend Norbert Whitley, O.S.A., has been assigned as

the new chaplain of Villanova replacing Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A., who has assumed the post of admissions director.

Born and educated in Phila-

delphia the new chaplain enter-

ed the Augustinian Order in Sep-

tember 1932 and made his pro-

fession Sept. 11 the following

year.

He graduated from St. Mary's

Hall at Villanova in June 1937

and in October of the same
year entered the Augustinian

International College of St.

Monica in Rome.
Ordained in 1940

From there Fr. Whitley went
to Gregorian University for his

theological studies and was

Literary Club
Plans Broaden
Dr. Edward McGrath, English

professor, will address the Li-

terary Club next Wednesday
night at 8 o'clock.

His topic will be contempor-

ary non-English literature.

The appearance of Dr. Mc-
Grath marks the opening of the

regular bi-weekly meetings of

the club which feature several

prominent speakers, group dis-

cussions and literary recordings

in the first semester. A sympos-

ium on campus is also planned.

Research Project

Tom Martinez, program chair-

man, may be contacted in 157

Sheehan Hall by any member
interested in doing reseach,

editing, or typing, for the year

long project. All material for

this project must be turned over

to the program chairman before

the close of the first semester.

The second semester will be

devoted chiefly to editing, com-

piling and typing all the mater-

ial.

A copy of the completed pro-

ject will be given to the library

as well as every member of the

^^^^' Membership Cards
Junior and senior EInglish

majors may obtain membership
cards by paying the $2 semester

dues although non-English ma-
jors must submit a book criti-

cism to one of the oiBcers.

President Joe Kinney sUted

that eventually some meetings

and all activities of the organi-

zation will be open only to paid

club members.

5. C. Makes HistoricalMove,

Outlines Senior Privilege
The first female student ever

to gain representation on the

Villanova Student Council sym-

bolically sat isolated from every-

one else in the room at last

Wednesday's meeting.

Miss Barbara Warner, Class

of '59, sat just in back of the

council proper and a few rows
in front of a group of 15 inter-

ested Nursing Division class-

mates.

Miss Warner was chosen by
her classmates to represent the

division in an election held a

week earlier. The nursing posi-

tion was created this summer by
an addition to the council con-

stitution by the university .ad-

ministration.

No Floor Battle

The expected floor conflict on
the legality of Miss Warner's

appearance on the council did

not take place.

Instead, Chairman Pat Nichol-

son explained to the assemblage
how the nursing representative

gained her seat over the summer
when school authorities decided

that the nurses, as a separate

division, were entitled to repre-

sentation.

He explafaied that under the

newly proposed system, the

nurses would elect their own
representative each year, but
could no longer vote for any of

the male representatives.

Miss Warner was not formally

inducted into the council at the

meeting, but Nicholson said that

"We hope to (officially) welcome
her to the council at our next
meeting."

The Rev. Dante Girolami, O.

S.A., moderator of the organi-

zation, opened the meeting with

a prayer and welcomed council

members to the first meeting of

the school year.

Nicholson followed with infor-

mation on the plans to reorgan-

ize the council constitution. The
new constitution, which will be

presented in part at the next

meeting, will divide the organi-

zation into a senate and con-

gress in an attempt to facilitate

faster and more efficient action

on proposals.

Car Problem Aired

The council also announced

the initiation of a small library

of books on parliamentary pro-

cedure, heard a report from

senior delegate Paul Yurchak on

the reorganization of the cam-

pus delegation of the National

Federation of Catholic College

Students and gave its approval

to an extensive and well-prepar-

ed report on resident senior car

privileges from Jerry DeGroft

and Martin Dohany.

Several other notions dealing

with student affairs were passed

for approval by the administra-

tion.

Juniors Set Plans

To Help Day-Hop,

Resident Relations
The Class of 1959 under the

direction of Vic Ludmerer, its

president, has announced plans

for the improvement of relations

between day-hop and resident

students.

Two steps in connection with

these ideas were announced by
the class newly appointed steer-

ing committee.

It has instituted a Student

Relations Board headed by Ben
Hynes and composed of the fol-

lowing men: (a) three persons

who had expressed in their let-

ters for entrance to the steering

committee a desire to unify the

day-hops and residents (b)

elected day-hop representatives

of both the sophomore and
junior classes; this group will

work toward solving the prob-

lems of day-hop—resident rela-

tions.

Inquiry Board

The second phase of this plan

pertains to the three elected day-

hop representatives of the class

who will have office hours during

the student activities period on
all Thursdays of the school year

in room 201 Commerce and Fi-

nance Building with the only ex-

ceptions being those Thursdays
in which junior class meetings

will be held.

This group will answer any in-

quiries of students concerning

student council actions and per-

taining to the various night ac-

tivities on campus.

The junior class steering com-
mittee was selected in a decided-

ly new manner this year. All

elected representatives of the

class turned in names of persons

interested who had contacted

them, and also names of persons

they considered qualified for the

committee.

A total number of 94 names
was submitted to Ludmerer and
Vice-President Matt Brennan.

Letters Seat Oirt

During the summer letters

were sent to each person asking
why they desired membership
on the committee and the ex-
tent of their past experiences
which might be useful to the

REV. NORBERT WHITLEY
New Chopiain

ordained May 25, 1940, returning,

to the United States before com-
pleting his studies.

He finished his theological

work receiving his S.T.L. from
Catholic University in June 1941.

Assigned to Augustinian Col-

lege in Washington D.C., fur-

thered his studies in theology at

Catholic University while re-

m a i n i n g as a teacher to the

former school from 1943 until

1957.

Master of Clerics

In 1943 he was submaster of

clerics professed and in 1945
he became master of clerics pro-

fessed until this year when he
was named as the new chaplain

of the university.

Aside from his varied duties

as chaplain, Fr. Whitley is also

a member of the faculty, teach-

ing religion to the undergrad-
uates.

Junior class.

From the answers received an
extensive card catald^e was
made categorically listing under
i20 separate headings the activi-

ties of each man.

1
I'
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603 Named To Spring Dean's List; 13 Gain Perfect Mark
(Continued from Pa^e

SENIORS
1)

ME.

.,!'•
-

Acri, John Albert, PL
Adomczyk, Henry R., FIN.
Atkins, Robert J., ART. . ..

Axt, Horry S., ACC
Bortolini, Daniel J., PHIL. .

Barton, Williom E., CE. .

.

Beahan, Robert P., ACC. .

Bellanca, Leonord C, CE. .

Bianowicz^ Cosimir J., ART
Bilotta, Ferdinand F.,

Borcik, David E., EE.

Bowers, Paul R., EE
Boyle, Edword M., CE. . .

.

Boyle, Jofin Joseph, PHI. .

Brosher, Bert V., CHE. . . .

Bresan^ Vincent P., CHE. .

Breslin, Hugh F., HIS, . .

.

Brown, John Sheppard, MKT
Brown, William J., ENG. .

Busse, Frederick A., ART. .

Byorek, Edward A., EDU. .

Calobrose, Leo J., FIN,
Colloghan, Gerald J„ ART.
Corson, Leslie J., PHI. ..

Cosciato, Anthony C, EE. .

Cotonese, George A.. ME. , .

Chaboy, John L., EE. .....
Chambers, Ellen C, NUR. .

Chessock, Leo F., ME
Cinorre, Albert C. ACC. .

Clarkson, Pool R. ENG
Collins, Dovid, CE
Costello, Frederick A., ME. .

Cromie, Louise J., NUR. . . .

Curran, Beatrice Ann, NUR.
Curvan, Jomes J., FIN. ...
Daly, Helen W., NUR. . ,

.

Dovies, William N., ME. ...
Dellarciprete, Joseph, ACC. .

De Sontis Daniel J., CE. . . .

Deviney, Stephen J., ACC. . .

Devlin, Donald P., PL.

Dodd, Edward Lewis, HIS. . . .

Donohue, Robert John, HIS.
Duffy, Robert S,, ACC. . . .

Dunlop, William J., ACC. .

D. Zurilla, Donald E., ENG,
Eckenrodo, William J., ACC.
Emig, Leo G., ACC
Ernst, Edward H
Essig, John R.,

Falabeila, Rocco
Folin, Robert A
Farley, Charles

James

»•» •. • • • • .

.

• « • .., • t

. . . .

.

. . . .

.

• f «'••• .

3.67
3.00
3.83
3.28
3.33
3.38
4.00
3.29
3.06
3.05
3.14
3.57
3.76
3.39
3.32

. 3.53
3.56
3.67
3.56
3.M
3.53
3,73
3,18
3.17
3.14
3.94
3.58
3.43
3.12
3,22
306
3,08
3,90
3,54
3.19
3.44
3.06
3.00
3.17
3,43
3.39
3.13
3,35
3,30
3,17
3.06
3,60

Farnan,
Forrell,

Fotkin,
Feeney

ME
CHE
W., EE
, ART
T., MKT. ,

Joseph, ACC.
William, EDU.
Harry W., EE, ,

, James E., MKT.
Feist, William L
Fredericks, Robert J., CHM.
French, John L., PL. ...
Fritsky, Stephen J,, PSC.
Gallogher, Patrick R., EE. .

Gorraty, Marie T,, NUR,
Giusti, Joseph P,, ENG, ,

Gormley, Paul J„ PHI,
Green, Richard F., SOC, .

Hoddock, Hector L,. ME.
Holey, Williom J,, FIN.
Hall, Horold G., ACC. .

Holl, John G,. ACC, ...
Halt, Gerald B,, ME. . , ,

Hamburger, Williom C. PSC,
Hargett,, Isaac R,, BIO. , . .

Hayes, Matth«w J,, ACC. .

Heigh, Richard R,, ACC. .

Heller, Robert P., EDU, . .

Hickey, Thomas M,, MKT, .

Higgins, Thomos W., CHE.
Hirsch, Jomes V,, EE
Hoffmon, Stonford, SOC. .

Hooker, Thomos B,, EE. , . .

Hulbert, Motthew J., ACC.
Husted, John M., EE
Jocob, John K,, CHE
Jones, Arthur L., FIN. . .

.

Kone, Leo P., EE
Konefield, Marvin. BIO. . .

.

Keeler, Chorles C,, ACC. .

Keffer, Joseph H., BIO. . .

,

Kelly, Austin T„ EE
Kelly, Robert F., PL
Kennedy, John M., MKT, . .

.

Kennedy, Robert J„ ART. .

Kenr>ey, John B,, ART, . .

.

Kertscher, Robert C„ BIO. .

Kirwin, Lawrence E,. FIN. .

Kooil, J'^hn J„ MKT
Kuhns, Poul J„ ACC
La Croix, John R,, MKT, .

Longon, William J,, ME. , .

.

Lee, Gerold L., ART
Lesniczok, Irene D., NUR.
Limo, Robert F,, ART. . .

.

Litchert, George F., ACC. .

Lonick, Raymond C, EE. , , .

Ludwig Oliver G., III. CHM.
Mocotee, Lawrence J., BIO.
Modoro, Richard J., HIS. .

Mohan, Arthur K., ACC, .

Molhome. David R., MKT, .

Martin, Ernest J., ACC, . , ,

McColl, Edward Leo, ACC,
McCarthy, Edward P,

James T.,

Joseph
Williom
Joseph

• *•*•••
« • • .*' • t

• •*•»• 1

• «••••••'

McCarthy,
McClellon,
McCloud,
McCullen,
McGee, John P
McGowon, Joseph
McHole, Jomes J

McLouqhlin William P„ PL. . ,

McMerty, Edward A„ EE, . .

McNicholos, John P„ PSC. , ,

Meenohon, William J., EE. . ,

Miholik, Jomes J., EE
Minissole, Anthonv, BIO . ,

Mizgerd, Joseph B., BIO; , .

Mogovero. Theodore G., SOC.
Moron, Gerard F., ME

Richard H., EE
Jomes E., EDU, ..

Jomes A., HIS

Moyer
Mulholl
Mullen,
Murphy. John F., CE
Mustard John E., ACC,
Nosh, Charles F., ME. .

Noton, John Edward, CE.
Nolan, Williom J., EOU.,
Nowok, Joseph C^ ACC.
Nvhort Peter G., tOU. . . .

Oherholzer, Dovid )., ME.
O'Donneli, James B,, PL.
O'DonneN, Jomes F„ ME.
O'Leory, John R.. ENG .

Pomell. Arnold W,, CHE,
Posquello, Robert J,, MKT.
Postore, Anoelo L,, PHY,
Plunkett, Alton B, ART.
Ouirvi, Jf>hn T., PSC. . .

.

Ouinn, Richord J., CE. ,

Quinn, Vincent W,, ACC.
Rosier, Thomo» )., EE.
Repin. Robert V,, CHE. ,

Roonsky, Jomes P., EDU.
Rozmon, John J.. ME. .

Ryon, John G., EE
Viccoro, Bernofl ).. BIO,
Sontoro, KeiHietli H,, ME.
Srhoffer. ttrhrrf J. HIS.

Schttr.. Knrl G„ ME. ,,.

Schmidt, William A., ME.
Schuster Jomet J. CE. .

Sepon, Conrod M„ EDU.
0>rorxi Robert M„ HIS, .

Show, Th«mo« J, RIO, ,

Sheo, Jomes R, PHY, ..

«;hnft, J«hn J., EDU. .

Slovin, Frank J, ME , ..

Sotok, Robert E,, CHE. .

4,00
3.43
3.65
3.47
3.10
3.05
3,17
3,06
3.06
3.08
3,17

MKT 3,22
3.76
4.00
3.68
3.95
3,00
3.33
3,22
3,35
3,25
3,17
3,29
3.00
3.75
3,05
3.41

3,39
3,06
3,25
3.67
4,00
3,95
3.25
3.05
3,00
3.90
3,06
3,15
3,81
3.06
3.00
3,59
3,24
3,06
3,89
3,37
3,43
3,18
3,61
3.20

.3.67
3.67
3,25
3,06
3,38
3.57
3,39
3,10
4.00
3.62
3.86
3,06
3.67
322
3.44
3.63
3.00
335
3.00
3.00
3.53
3.00
4.00
3.28
3.33
3.48
3.19
3.19
3 18
388
3,17
309
3.24
3.29
3.28
3,67
3.11
3.00
3,10
3.41
333
3,55
3,10
4.00
3,18
3.00
3,16
3,20
3,30
3.63
3.22
3,00

EDU.
PL, ,

G., ME. .

J„ PS, .

T., SOC. .

ART, , . .

P„ ART. ,

ACC,

• t.e .« •

50
19
11
24
15

3.00
324
3,06
3.S7
3.74
3.00
3.14
3.18
3 89
3.nA
3 95
3,56
3 IS
3,42

.• • ft t t « •

• • • • e • •

*> •' '.e «' • • •

Stoudt, Worren E.. CHE.
Stouffer, Richard F,, EE.

Stroyton, Robert G., ENG,
Vttlivon, Vincent E,, CHE,
Svkes, Leroy I,, BIO
Threston, Joseph T., ME,
Tomezsko, Edward J,, CHM.
Trovio, Rocco J., ME, . .

Tremblay, Gerold A„ EDU.
Unfreed, Russell P,, PHY,
Uphoff, William J., ACC. .

.

Vodino, Nicholos D^ PSC.

Von Osten, Dovid S., MKT
Vorollo, Joseph A., BIO.

Verno, William A., MKT.
Woldron, James E., EE. , ,

Wholen, Henry F., CHM,
White, Gerold A. CHE. , . , . .

Wiesenbough, Robert D., BIO,
Williams, Richorc^ C, ACC, .

Wind, William )., MKT
Wise, Arthur R., EE
Zegler, Chester J., CE.
Zengulis, Robert M,, BIO, , ,

.

JUNIORS
Bonnon, Charles J,, BIO, . . .

Bornocky, Guy S,, EE, ... . f.,

Becker, Irwin, BIO, . . ,

Bettwy, Theodore S., EE, ..j/... .>'.

Binet, George D., MKT, .«'.•.«>;>
Bizzano, Joseph D,, CHE
Brouner, Joseph W., CHE, .,,,...
Brennon, William T., EE
Collon, Morgoret M., NUR
Copelli, John P.. BIO »..

.

Coscorino, Alfred C, lA.

Cosey, John J,, EE
Costoldi, Frances C, NUR
Ceforotti, Michael D., BIO

»•,'>•••'

f
.

'» . •••

3,11
3,19
3,06
3.44
3,00
3.12
3.24
3.94
3.89
3,15
3,00
3,47
3,11
3.53
3.11
3.00
3.10
3.00
3.65
3.67
3.00
3.00
3.00
3,18

3.00
3,52
3.55
3.76
3.00
3.18
3.45
3.76
3.14
3.81
3.67
3.38
3.29
3.38

EE.

Celio, Joseph A„ MAT 3.211

Christmonn, George E,, ME,
Coffey, John J., PL
Colitz, Joseph J., MKT, .,,
Coppo, Poul L., EE
Croft, John J„ PL.
Curti, Dino L, EE, , . .

D'Ambrisi, Anthony S.,

DeGroft, Walter J., FIN. . , .

Deloney, Thomas J., CHE, .

Delony, Froncis X., ENG. .

DiGiocomo, Joseph J,, EE, ,

DiMortino, Attilio J.. lA, ,

Diorio, Michael J,, BIO. ...
Pohoney, Martin J., BIO, .

D'Orozio, Albert J„ ME, .

Dougherty, Gerold A,, ACC, ,

Doyle, Edward P., EE, . , .

Dressier, Richard M,, EDU,
Duffy, John P., EE
Ellis, Dovid J,, EE
Esling, Poul, EE
Fobio, Dominic D,, EE, , . ,

Ferreri, Michoel G., CE, , , ,

Fleck, Charles N„ ART, , . ,

Fogorty, Eugene P., EE. ,

Fofmer, Jomes V,, ART, , , ,

Forchetti, John A,, BIO, ,

Fortin, Frederick T., ENG. .

Fox, Jomes Aloysius, EDU,
Gonnon, Thomas J,, ACC, ,

Gionnomore, Ronald J,, EE,
Glockin, Gerold F., ART, ,

Goodyeor, John L,, ART. .

Greto, Albert J,, SOC. . . ,

Grey, Froncis J,, ACC. . , ,

Hoir>es, Joseph R,, lA
Hamburger, Richard J,, BIO.
Hordir>g, Jomes D,, EDU, . .

.

Hotton, George A, lA, , , ,

Jomes J,, EE
Roger B.. EE. .....

Richord A,, EE. .«.
John P,, ART. .....
Normon W„ EE.

John J,, HIS
Edmund L,, ENG, .

Keegoh, Joseph M., PHI. . .

,

Kelly, Francis X., EE, ...
Kinney, Joseph A., ENG. .

Kirchner, Robert A., Che. .

Koestler, Donald J., CHE.
Komon, Joseph J,

Lomorre, Clement
Lomnoers, Brion
Lomprecht, Jchn
Longley, Neol A,,

Heorn,
Hogon,
Horn,
Hosey,
Huddy,
Hunt,
Korrer,

ART,
D,. ENG.
H., ME.
H., EE.
EDU. ..

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

Loughlin, Paul F,, ENG, . , .

LowrerKe, Williom J. EE. ,

Lenr^ert, Fronk B., BiO, . . .

'.eonoro, Joseph Francis ART
Lesko. Williom E„ FIN, .

Lignelli, Gregory J,, BIO. ,

Lipski, Leonard J., CE. ,,,
Luebbe, Raymond C, ME. .

I uhowy, Gabriel J,, EE. ..»
Mocri, Anthony J., BIO. ..-.'

Moginnis, Williom J., EE. . .

;

Mohoney, Robert W,, lA, , .

,

Moloney, Kenneth R., MKT. ,

Morley, Donold R., lA, , .

,

Martinez, Arturo, CE
Morzen, Chorles P., EDU. ,

Mosoloitis, Putinos V., CE,
McAllister, Neil F., EE
McConnell Howell A., HIS. .

McDevitt Bernard J„ EE, , ,

McDonnell Michael T., lA.
McGuckin Joseph M., ME. , ,

McGuire Thomas J., IA
McHugh Joseph J., MKT. , .

McNoney, James Lloyd, CE,
McNeill William G. Jr., EE.
McWillioms Robert P., PSC,
Miller Kenneth A., ENG. . .

Minicozzi William P., BIO,
Moses Melvin L., BIO
Moynihon, John J., ART. , ,

Norton, Joseph A., ACC. . ,

Dates, William B. }r., ART.
O'Leory, Jchn Timothy, ENG.
Overbeck, Joon Anne, NUR.
Pozoon Dolores V., NUR. . ,

Pfoff, Donold J,, FIN
Pijonowski, Leo v, CHM 3.16
Pinto, Louis J. Jr., ME 3.86
Pittelli, Joseph J.. BIO 3.S7

Por>gia, VirKent John. CE.
Roichle. Louis A., SOC, . , .

P.. ACC.
J„ ME. .

J., EE, .

lA. ,.,
ART, ,

EE. , , .

Jr., PL.

3.50
3.50
3.00
3.33
3.06
3.50
3.62
3.5S
3.23
3,00
3.33
3.71
3.29
3.05
3.14
3.33
3,00
3.18
3,00
3.14
3.38
3.00
3.63
3.14
3.24
3.05
3.29
3.42
3.70
3,00
3.05
3.48
3.60
3.38
3.50
3.40
3.76
3,10
3.36
3,00
3,62
3,09
3,70
3,24
3,11
3.05
3.60
3,29
3.37
3.23
3,73
3.55
3.11
3.14
3.10
3.65
3,90
3.52
00
05
17
57
05
19

3.52
3.24
3.10
3.33
3.22
3.48
3,79
3.62
3.11
3.57
3.55
3.05
3.06
3.86
3.22
3.86
3.«4
3.00
3.35
3.05
3.19
3 40
3.29
3.28
3.00
3.00
345
3.48
3.28

Roikowski, Robert
Rotchford. Gerald
Resinski, Lawrence
Retocco, Daniel A,,
Rooche, Martin J,,

Roberts, Carl J, Jr.,

Roland, John Harry
.••••<

3.95
3,29
383
3.05
3.74
3.50
3.30
3:46
3.11
3.45
3,57
3.00
3,32
3.28

Rosenblatt, Stanley A„ BIO.
Rosko, Robert W,. EE. ,

Rudegeoir, Leo C, Jr., EE
Ryon, Jomes T,, CE, , , ,

'c-tt Paul Joseph. ACC
Silvettri, Anthony J., CHM 4.00
Simon. Frank L„ FIN 3.00
Solarski, John E, Jr„ PHY 3,81
Snoder, John K. EOU
Solomon, Jock L,, BIO
Squier, John R., FIN
Storet, Walter F„ CE
Stein, Joel, BIO,
Sxablowski, Aleitarwler, ACC. .

.

Tocconelli, Henry J,, ART, . .

.

Togliaferri, Paul V„ ART
Timlin, Thoma* F., EE.

PHY
BIO
ME
CE
ACC
lA

ACC,

Udkiouf, Rolph
Venezio, Horry
Ventura. Melvtn
Woldraff, Frank
Wolheim. Joeeph
Wholen, Thomos
Yonrvacone, John Anthony,
Yontis, Gerald C, EE. , . .

Yorkey Vernon A., ME . .

.

Yurchok.Poul N., PHI.' . ,

.

J..

I:
C.
A,.

J..

3.10
3.60
3,00
3.T?
3.6S
3,61
3,70
3,10
3.14
4,00
3.00
3,72
3,63
3.33
3,62
3,26
4.00
3.11
3,10

arV.

•*• • • 'e I

• • • « b •

Zidowsky, Rooer W., EE
Zimmerman, Alfred, ACC

SOPHOMORES
Andrew, Ronald E., ACC
Angeli, Rudolph E., BIO
Anthony, Richard Joe

Axt, Michael P., FIN, .,

Bocher, Charles F., EE, .

Baker, Robert F., PHY.
Bousher, Regina M„ NUR
Baxter, Robert F., MAT.
Bednor, Richord R., ACC,
Bloir, Richard E., lA. . , ,

Bloemker, James E,. ACC,
Bogon, John H., BIO,
R-yle, G«rold P., ME, , , ,

Brady, Thomas E,, lA, ,

Breslin, Thomas J., ME, ,

Breuf ker, Horry L, ME. ,

Buckley, Paul A., ART, ,

Campbell, Patrick C, PL, , ,

.

Cannon, John J., ART
Corr, Jchn G. Jr., IA, ,

Cossidy, Paul E., PL
Chordc, John J., ACC
Christy, William IV, ART, , .

.

Citeroni, Joseph C. EE. ', ,, ,;.

Clerk, James R,, CHE. ..... i

Collovo, Nicholas D., BIO. . . ,

Colombo, omes L., BIO
Conowoy, Joseph T.. ART. . . .

Connolly, Franklin E., ART. ,

Connor, Raymond F. Jr., CHE
C'-oley. Gerold L. EE
Costo, Noel N., BIO.
C'-won, Mory K., NUR
Crouse, William W., CHE. , ,

.

Cunningham, Frank R. ART,
DeGrovc, Donold R,, EE, ...
Dilks, Robert C, lA.

DiRocco, Joseph E,, SOC. , .

,

Dougherty, Dennis J., EDU. ,

Evans, Stephen, FIN
Farley, Edward P., EE
Fields, John S„ ART. , , .

Fink, Leo T,, lA
Fitzmourice, John P,, EE, . , .

^-rkin Th-mas S., ART. , , .

•^oln Louis Joseph, EE
Galella, Nicholas A., ACC
Gallagher, James
Govnord, Thomas
rhilrodi Rosalino
Girod, Denis E
Goldschmidt, Thomos C,
Grubb, Horold R„ EE. , , .

H'^vword. Th'-mos M.. ACC
Holden, Robert W., EE. ...
Hone, John M,, ACC,
Hull, Jomes C, ACC.
Hynes. Beniomin F. ART. .

Jomes, John E., ART
Jones, Robert L., BIO
Joyce, Richard J., ACC, . .

,

Kochmorick, John A,, BIO,
Kollfelz, Charles P., EE. , , ,

Keiohtley, Gerold E., ART,
Kelly, C. Edword J., CHE. ,

.

Kelly, William G., ACC
Kelly, Williom J. Jr., EE. . .

Kelty. Joseph Potrick, BIO.
Knepley, Joseph E., EE
Krockeier, Joseph J,, CHE. ,

,

Locovoro, Jules A., BIO, . .

Lovollo, Jomes J,, BIO
Lavish, Edword Chorles, ACC
Leory, Edword V,, ART
Leemhuis, Roger P, ART,
Lindroth, John G, BIO. , ,

,

Morgolf, Clement K,, EE, .

Morley, Jomes A. Jr., lA.

. . f .'

F. X.. ACC.
P., CHM. . ,

M. NUR. ..

MKT
ART

'•' ;• *
'
' .f * '

3.00
3.63

3.10
3.31
3.S6
328
3.05
3.14
3.62
3.50
3.17
3.67
3.55
3.19
327
3.28
3.68
329
3.00
3.78
3,60
3.50
3.06
3.61
3.43
3 00
3.62
3.68
3.26
3.S6
3.11
3.81

3.16
3.00
3.39
3.4.1

3.00
3.61
3,44
3.05
3.33
3.24
3.78
3.00
3.29
.^ 1

«

3.95
3.17
3.33
342
3.00
3.50
3,76
3.62
3.40
3.14
3,83
3.14
3.41
3.17
3.16
3,67
3.53
3.52
3.10
3.38
3.28
3.00
3.21
3.28
3.14
3,25
3,13
3.61
3.00
3,56
3.00
3.29
3.83

McArdle, Sean A. CHM 3.05
McCorthy, Henry J, EE.
McCloin, Chorles D,, ACC, . ,

MrCu'l'^ugh, Jomes J,. EE, .

McGroth, Joseph G., lA.
McHole, Jomes, J., lA
McNeils, Donold C, BIO, ,

.

AAerkert. Robert J„ EE
Miller, Fronk J., ACC
Mullen, Anthony P., ACC, .

Mullen, J'-hn J,, PL
Murphy, Thomas E., ART, .

,

Mussio, John A,, BIO
Natole, Dovid J„ PL
Norpel, Joseph W„ EE
Novitsky, Clement M,, MKT,
O'Brien, Peter J,, PL
O'Donneli, John F,, EDLt . ,

Pocheco, Francisco J,, FIN,

. •' • • .«

•

3.00
3.83
3 71

3.33
3.33
3.05
3.62
3.11
3.22
3,24
3.11
3,37
3,33
3.00
3.11
3,00
3,85
3,50

Pointer, William D„ MKT 3.22
Popiernik, Donald G., ACC. .

Posceri, Ralph Edward, CHE,
Sondor, BIO
Peter M., lA
William F., BIO. . , .

Anthony D,, BIO. , , ,

Raymond J., ART, ,

Poskin,
Philbin,
Phillips,

Purcell,
Quoglio,

%.t «.. t • •'
I

Recker, Peter E., FIN
Regan, John Thomas, CHE.
Riccio, Jomes P., lA
Rice, Joseph S, P., ME
Roberts, Froncis J,, ART, . ,

Rocco, Jomes J,, BIO
R.0OP, Dovid E,, EE
Sopono Joseph H. EDU • • •

Schneider Joseph D., EE, ...
Scogno, Oscar T,, ACC, . .

.

Shea, William J„ ART
Sheppord, Albert W.. EE, ,,

Slevin, Edword D„ PL
Snow, Williom J. ACC, , .,
Torc^nelli Joseph T, ACC,
Tockos, Gory F.. FIN. . . , .

Toormina John F,, MKT. , ,

Thomas Clayton H., ART. , ,

Tomkiewicz, John J.. lA. . ,

Utsch, Edword A., ACC, . .

Wagner, Richord J. EE.
Wagner, Robert J., EE. .

.

Word, Edward L„ lA
Warner, Borboro J., NUR,
Washington, William J.. ART.
Wossmer, John W.. ACC, , .

.

Waters, Horry F., ART
Whelon, Jomes W. EE
White John I.. MKT
Wilhelm, Franklin J„ ACC. . .

Wozniok, Edward G.. BIO, , . .

Yonnul, Edward T., CE
Zeoser. Edword H., lA
Zicorelli. Joseoh M., ART, , , ,

Zygmont, Anthony J., EE, , .

FRESHMAN
Ar>diorio, William J,, EGR, . .

Avioli, Jomes P., CF
Borron, Williom R,, EGR, . .

.

Beohn, Thomos J,, PHY. . .

.

8isir>g, Jomes A., ART
Blatzczyk, Gerord C, EOU. .

Bogon, Jomet O., EGR
Brian, David A., BIO. .,

Brown, Donold J,, CF
Bulotewicz, Frank S., CF. , , .

Bums, James F,, EGR
Byrne, Williom, EGR
Camp. Joseph S,, EGR
Carroll, Charles V„ CF
Cortello, John P„ EGR
Cayo. JoMph F., SOC
Chopley, Joseoh P., PHY
Chritter>sen, Georoe L.. EGR,
Coppola. Joseph A,, EOU. . .

.

Costello, Jomet M, CF
Cottolnick. John J,, EGR. . . ,

Coyle, Williom F., CH
Doqrwy, John J,, ART
Dlller, John C, ART
Dillon, Edmond V., CF
Oorgon, William A., CF. ...

• • •:.• •

• :•
' • • ^ f * <

• •' « • k'. e •
*'

'

3.33
3,14
78
00
00
45
26
28
10
50
27

3.26
3.00
3,43
3.60
3.28
3.61
3.12
3.33
3.89
3.61
3 "
3.00
3.10
3.47
3.29
3.67
3.19
3.86
4.00
3.00
3 06
3.06
3.33
3.33
3.33
3.33
3.26
3.05
3.10
3.26
3,24

3,27
3.06
3.41
3,44
3.06
3,24
.05
,24
,11

.58
3.45
3,00
3,89
3.74
3,14
3.

3.

,3,36
3.00
3,53
364
3,64
3.29
3.45
3.37
3.00

3.

3,

3,

3.

• • e t^
***•' e •_ •

f * * * .' *

Dorsey, Joseph C, CF, .

.

Duggon, Froncis J., CF. . .

Dzubok, Basil J., PHY. . ,

Ellison, Charles R„ EGR.
Fessler, Walter John, CF. .

Fitzpotrick, Joseph J., CF.
Font, James J., CF ;

Furey, Robert F,, SOC. ,

Golindo Alex Romiro, EGR.
Golm, William J., EGR. . .

Gerstner, Rirhord T., EGR
Closer, Barry L., BIO. . .

Gores, Robert E., EGR. ,

.

Hall,Robert A., EGR. ,,....
Hinkle, John L., EGR
Hoffman, Th-mas A BIO . .

Hollingcr, Geroldine M., NUR,
Houser, John J., CHM
Kontro, Roymond A,, CHM, ,

Keller, Irvin B., BIO
Kennedy, John D., CF, .....
Kierney, Carl E., BIO
Kroemer, Kenr^eth R., ART. . ,

Kuhn, Paul T., EGR
Kulak, Edward K,, SOC
Lomon, Joseph C, EGR
Lauzon, Joseph H,, EGR. , . .

Lehrman, Richard J., ART. .

Lemkin. Edword, CF
Limo. John B., BIO
LoCasole, Thomas M,, EGR. . .

Loggi Daniel G., EDU
Longhi, Dominick A,, CF. ...
Mocoluso, John A., EGR. . . .

MocDermott. Dovid R.. SOC, ,

Mahle, Walter S., EGR.
Morinok. Michoel J.. EGR. v.*
Morz, Donold C, EGR.
Mostrongelo, Michoel J., BIO,
Mourer, J'^hn M., ART
McCormock, Jam«»s F.. CF. .

McCue, Mothew F., ART. . , .

**<-Lrn» f?»or"<» F.. FGR.
McLaughlin, Morqoret, NUR.
Mediotore, Ronald S., EGR. .

M-rik'ingos J'-m'-s P.. PHV. .

Messner Frederick A., EGR,
Miller, Herbert N., CF
Minkiewicz, Vincent J., PHY.
Muenrh, Paul E.. EGR
NoDolitono NifhoJos L.. SOC.
O'Brien, Thomas A., CF.
O'Horo, Thomas H., EGR
O'K^ne, Thomas R A'?T. . , ,

,

Postore. Goetono, ART
Pearl, Oscor J. CF
Perry, Froncis M., EGR
Pollock. Sheldon L., CF.
Pultorok. Joseph John, SOC. . .

Rodomiski. Thomas E., CF. . .

Rofferty, Raymond R, Jr., ART
Rolls Jomes P.. SOC , , .

Ropain, Donald A,, BIO
"•uth Lnwr-n'-*. A. SO<" . , . ,

Somongo, Nicholas A., CF, , . .

Schanr>e, Joseph F., EGR, ....
Schmidt, John F., CHM
^chutiert. J'>seph F. FRR. ,.,,
Schwartz, Froncis T., CF, .. .*
«cott. Edwin W., CF
Siegfeldt, Horry J., EGR. ....
Sponn, Williom R,, SOC
Spetzer, Joseph P., EGR.
Stemmy, Thomos J,, CF
Sugint, Bernice A„ NUR
•^ullivon, John J. EGR
Sullivon, Robert N,, CF
Surgent. Richord E,, ART. . . .

.

Veet, Woyne, B, II. CF, ..<;
Tedeschi, John M„ BIO. , , , . .

.

Tenoglio, Nicholas C. BIO, . .

Trogesser, Leo J,, CF
Troy, Thomas M,, ART. .....
Usher. Mary J„ NUR. ......
Von Hook, Poul E., PHY
Vosil, Agnes A. M., NUR. . .

.

Vincent, Williom H,, ART. . ,

Vitole, Nicholos C, EGR, . .

.

Votto, Allen V,, CF
Wolsh. Do*'id H "^GR, , ...

.

WiHe, Fred J,. EGR, . .

Williams, John D., EDU
W-lf. Thomas M. ART.
VounQ, Leo J,, EGR, . .

Ziegler, Doniel J., SOC.

,•
•'*

. • •

. . .

*••»

**.*.* '

'•
)f

•'•
'

P • • » •

3.11
3.11
3.22
3.09
3.26
3.37
3.11
3.06
3.00
3.50
3.59
3.58
3.28
3.36
3,14
3.90
3.20
3.17
3.22
3.06
3.68
3.05
4.00
3.00
3.06
3.14
3.41
3.61
3.12
3.00
3.59
3.11
3.11
3.50
3.35
329
3.55
3.05
4.00
3.20
3.05
3.00
•^ "
325
3.00

3.77
3.05
3.83
3.05
3.20
3.58
3.06
.1.7

"^

3.00
3.11
3.41
3.26
3.35
3.39
3.10
3,06
3.29
:\ m
3.05
3,77
3,06
1.0

3.89
3.26
3.27
3.35
3.68
3.11
3.05
3.33
3,42
3.24
3,29
3,05
3,86
3.11
3.27
3.05
3.19
3.50
3.16
3,23
3.37
» in

3.57
3.12
3.70
3.57
3.00

BelleAirSets
Picture Dates
Yearbook pictures for the jun-

ior and sophomore classes will

be taken tomorrow following the

retreat conferences of these

classes. Freshman pictures were

taken during the orientation per-

iod.

Jack Daly, senior lA major
and editor of the BELLE AIRE
has stated that senior portraits,

which have been being taken

for the past three days are pro-

gressing well and should be com-

pleted soon.

Daly asked that those seniors

that have not as yet returned

proofs of their pictures taken

in the spring do so at once.

HiHtory Forms
Senior history forms, under

the direction of Frank Bonner,

have been distributed this week
in religion classes and their

prompt completion is requested.

They are to be collected in

the religion class following the

one at which they were given

out.

Information to be included in

the forms is: Name, home ad-

dress, and organizations, frater-

nities, societies, committees, pub-

lications. Also the number of

years in each group are to be

mentioned.

Forms will be available in the

BELLE AIRE office on the

second floor of Dougherty Hall

for those that do not receive

them in class.

Jim Anderson
Is Sanctuary

Society Head
Officers of the Sanctuary Soc-

iety for this year assumed their

positions Sept. 23 as the organi-

zation held its initial meeting of

the season.

The 1957-58 officers are Jim

Anderson, president; Guy Bar-

nocky, vice-president, and Ralph

Udicious, secretary.

Serving schedules for Masses

were set up for the coming year

and hours of adoration on First

Fridays appointed. -

Also discussed was a plan

whereby a uniform method of

serving Mass by students will be

enacted.

Classes in serving Mass .will

he initiated in the near future

following evening chapel services

and all students may take part.

The society decided to con-

duct a drive for cancelled

stamps of all kinds which will be

given to the Augustinian semin-

arians of Villanova.

Jack Garrity is in charge of

the drive which got under way
today. Garrity stated that con-

tainers for the stamps will be

nlaced in each hall on campus
and said he hoped that all stu-

dents take part in the drive.

Band, Singers

Opeh Seasbh;

Cullen Directs
The Villanova singers and the

university marching band for-

mally opened their musical year

this past week with the glee club

singing the opening Mass for the

evening division. Saturday the

band played at the Furman
game.
Both the singers and the band

are being directed by James W.
Cullen, the university's new in-

KEN MacGILLlVRAY
Singers' President .

structor of music.

Busy Future
Future plans of the group in-

clude a Red Mass for the law
school on Oct. 10, the capping

ceremonies for the sophomore
nurses, Oct. 13, and a possible

Military Mass early in Novem-
ber.

The Red Mass will be a votive

Mass to the Holy Ghost, used

for the opening of law courts

throughout the nation. It will

be sung here as a formal open-

ing of the law school.

Band Spectacle

The Furman game Saturday
was the scene of the unveiling

of new formations for the band
which included the forming of

a cage with revolving wheels as

the band played "The March of

the Wildcats." a cross for the

"Alma Mater" and an F for

Furman.

HOMECOMING QUEEN CONTESTANTS

HELEN DOUGHERTY
ASCE

GRfTA GONZALEZ
ASftdE

MARY ANNE HOGAN
Pre-Law Society

MARGARET ANN JENNINGS
Villonovo Engineer

LINETTA MILLER
Marching Band

JUDY ORAVETZ
PM Kappa Pi

BARBARA PATRIZI
Spanisli Club

JILL SAVAGE VAL SCHOFF
Sanctnary Society

PATRICIA WALSH
DPM

WVIL Appoints New Heads;
Ce Smith Named Moderator

Charles Smith, professor of

the Villanova English Depart-
ment, has been appointed facul-

ty director of WVIL, it has been
announced.

Mr. Smith received his A.B.
from LaSalle in 1953 and pro-

ceded then to take graduate
courses on the master's level at
the University of Pennsylvania,
where he served as assistant in-

structor in English from 1953-

to 54. Currently he is completing
his thesis for his doctorate from
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland.

• Mr. Smith has had consider-

able stage and radio experience

at both the amateur and pro-
fessional levels.

Smith Formerly at WPTZ-TV
During his undergraduate

days, he wrote and participated

in productions for the radfo

clubs of various colleges. He
gained further experience work-
ing with several radio and tele-

vision stations in the Philadel-

phia area, including WPTZ-TV
now known as WRCV-TV.
While in Ireland he appeared

with several professional theater
groups and broadcasted with
Radio Eireann. Educational
Television in America was one
of his better known projects.

NIclioIs Station Hanager
Henry Nichols, a senior E^du-

cational major from Niagara
Falls, N.Y., has been appointed
station manager for the 1957-58
season. This is Hank's fourth
year with the organization. In
his iirst two years he served as
a disc jockey, while during hia

junior year he held the position

of music director. Nichols is at-

tending Villanova on a baseball

scholarship.

Other Appointments

The new program director,

Paul Finan. is in charge of the

quality of the programs trans-

mitted over the air as well as
the program schedules and the
broadcasting of commercials.
The finances of the radio sta-

tion are handled by Ronald Cu-
sack, business manager, while
the maintenance and repair of

MR. CHARLES SMITH
WVIL Moderator

all transmitting equipment and
the supervising and scheduling
of operating engineers are han-
dled by chief technical engineer,

Sam Fletrofitta and chief opera-
ting engineer, Richard Phelps
respectively.

Gary Mara, production mana-
ger, is in charge of all in-studio

productions with William Wash-
ington, music director, taking
charge of music played on
WVIL.

Corey Chief Annoiuioer
The news and sports directors

are William Hearn and Tom
Calabresse. The chief librarians
are William Hearn and George
Bielitz and the chief announcer
is James Corey.
The public relations director

is Robert Rafano whose duties
include developing public rela-

tions off-campus, and publicizing

the station both on and oft cam-
pus.

LYNX Seeks
To Add Men
To 1957 Staff
LYNX Editor-in-Chief Frank

Delany is hopeful that any stu-

dent interested in writing for

Villanova's literary magazine
contact him in the Publications

Office on any Wednesday or

Thursday at 2:30 p.m.

Delany also stated that Art
Editor Alan Guimares and Pub-
licity Editor Joe Kinney are en-

deavoring to add to their staffs

and may also be contacted in

the Publications Office at the

above time.

A business meeting will be

held on Friday afternoon at

2:30 in the LYNX office at which
all editors and their respective

staffs are urged to attend.

Bonfire To Set Off
Rally Homecoming

(Continued from Page 1)

chosen by student votes today,
will be presented again at the
Nick Basca Memorial Dance to

be held by the Class of '58 im-
mediately following the rally
Friday night.

The newly-chosen queen, lady-
in-waiting and three attendants
will be presented with floral

bouquets during the intermis-
sion.

On Saturday, the long-awaited
Villanova-Florida SUte Home-
coming .game will commence at

1:30 p.m.

The introduction of Count

Villan V will be made to the

alumni and friends with a stu-

dent' parade around the track

prior to the game.

The Spirit Committee has also

planned entertaining half-time

festivities.

Patent Xaw Seminar Here
Attracts Nation's Big Firms
More than 25 of the largest

industrial organizations in the
Delaware Valley were represen-
ted at the opening of a Patent
Law Seminar sponsored by the
Villanova University School of

Law on Monday night.

Some of the most outstanding
patent lawyers in the United
States discussed pertinent prob-
lems confronting lawyers in

their field with special stress

placed on issues arising from the
1952 Patent Act.

Weekly Seminars

Seminars will be held weekly
until December 2nd in Garey
Hall, Villanova's new law build-

ing. Sessions will be held from
8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Arvid E. Lyden, manager of

patents from the Pennsalt
Chemicals Co., and Edwin L.

Reynolds, chief technical advis-
or. United States Court of Cus-
toms and Patent Appeals, dis-

cussed the Standard of Inven-
tion in the first session Monday
night.

Large Firms Attend

Among those companies par-
ticipating were General Electric,

Radio Corporation of America
(David Sarnoff Research Center,
Princeton), Philco Corporation,
Alan Wood Steel Company,
Bethlehem Steel Company,
American Viscose Company,
Leeds, Northrup Company, E. I.

du Pont de Nemours A Com-
pany, Smith, Kline and French,
Armstrong Cork Company, Rem-
ington Rand Univac, Franklin
Institute;

DeLaval Steam Turbine Com-
pany, Pennaalt Chemicals Cor-
poration, Rohm A Haas Com-
pany, Hercules Powder Com-
pany, Houdry Process Corpora-

tion, Scott Paper Company, In

temational Resistance Company
Frankford Arsenal, Sun Oil

Company, U.S. Naval Air D^vel
opment Center, Johnsville, Pa.

Office of the Patent Counsel
Phila. Naval Shipyard, Atlas

Powder Co., Burroughs Corp.

and some 10 law firms.

Father Paul Healy

Dies at Age of 69
The Rev. Paul Francis Healy,

O.S.A., former prior of the mon-
astery at Villanova, died Tues-
day, Sept. 24, in the Bryn Mawr
Hospital. He was 69.

Father Healy was born in

Philadelphia and entered the no-
vitate at Villanova in 1908. He
was ordained in Chicago in 1914,
and served in Colorado, Massa-
chusetts and at St. Nicholas
Church in Atlantic City.

The Divine Office was chanted
on Thursday at 5 p.m. in the
Villanova chapel and the Re-
quiem Mass was offered on Fri-

day at 11 a.m. Father Healy was
buried in the monastery ceme-
tery.

Mano9«r Wcmt^d
The freshnan football team

plays Its irst game Friday
against the plebes of Army.
Mamiger Riehard Fkolk has
announced that a position b
open as maaager of the team
for anyone interested. Any
student desiring the Job
should eoaiact Faolk any
afternoon in the ield hoose.

GOODREAU STADIUM
FRIDAY AT 3:30 P.M.
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SAM Begins Membership

Drive; Plans Dance, Trips
Sidney Ferguson: Say Slimo,

who is Sam?
Gordon Hathaway: Don't you

know, PopN? It's the Society for

the Advancement of Manage-
ment.

Sidney Ferguson: Okay, put
me down for a fin. v
Gordon: No stupid, Ws a club;

like all the students belong to.

Sidney: Quit bugging me
Slimo. • # •
Per Sidney's benefit and any

others who are interested, SAM
is the Villanova student chapter
of the nationally recognized pro-

fessional organizations of mana-
gement in industry. It is dedica-

ted to the promotion and ad-

vancement of the art and science

of management.
Open to All

Presently, it is composed
mostly of Industrial Administra-
tion majors. However, it is open
to all students, regardless of
their academic major, who are
interested in widening their

knowledge and outlook about the
actual practice of good manage-

ment in industry.

The society arranges for the

students to take an active part

in the senior chapter's dinner
meetings, seminars, lectures and
conferences.

The Philadelphia senior chap-

ter is located at the "Poor
Richard Club" in center city

Philadelphia.

Dinner Dance Planned
Plans were laid at the first

business meeting for a dinner
dance to be held at the Cones-
toga Mill on Oct. 26. By popular

demand arrangements have been
made for a student tour of the

Schmidts Bros. Brewery. A defi-

nite date will be set at the next
meeting.

Anyone who is interested in

joining the organization may ob-
tain applications from any of the
ofilcers or from Dr. Klein's of-

fice.

The officers are Tom Whelan,
president; Ed Yeaser, vice-presi-

dent; Bob Kilks, treasurer, and
Keren Devery, secretary.

STUDENT COUNCIL VIEWS
By FAT NICHOLSON

The Student Council of Villanova Univer-
sity hopes this year to greatly improve its

handling of all student problems and student
—administration suggestions and programs. In

order to do this we will have to change the

present structure of the council. Work has
already started in this direction as the Ways
and Means Committee under Tom Whelan and
assisted by Don Kempf is preparing a new con-

stitution for council approval. In order to

greatly improve the effectiveness of the coun-
cil, more will be needed than a new consti-

tution. The Student Council needs the active
support of the entire student body. It

will be the purpose of this column to keep you,

the student body, informed of the main pro-

posals before the council, the decision made
on them, and the action taken by the Stud-
ent-Administration Committee.

New Committee
At the last meeting of the Student Council

a new committee was formed to assist the

administration in the management of Dough-
erty Hall and to handle any small problems
which are brought to the attention of the

council. Under the chairmanship of the Coun-
cil Treasurer, Bob Murphy, this Student Union
Committee will meet frequently with the ad-

ministration to promote cooperation in the

handling of problems involving Dougherty Hall

and to facilitate the rectifying or acting upon

of problems or ideas which do not have to be

discussed on the council floor. The student

body is urged to actively support the reccom-

mendations of \his committee for they will be

in the best interests of Villanova University.

As* the result of a proposal by Tom Hoff-

man, sophomore representative, the blazers of

the Class of 1960 and following classes will

be selected by the class itself, instead of by

the Dean of Student Activities. The selection

of blazers will be made in a manner very sim-

ilar to the present method involving the selec-

tion of junior rings. The sophomore class pres-

ident will name a comntiittee of five students

who will handle all bids and decide from which

company the desired blazer will be purchased.

Congratulations

Congratulations are in order to Don Kempf,

Steve Mahle and all the members of the Orien-

tation Committee for the fine job that was done

this year. Considering their rapid change from
confused high school graduates to spirited Vil-

lanovans, it must be agreed that Father Burke
certainly left us with one of the finest Freshmen
classes in the country. It is up to each and
every member to help make Villanova truly

proud of the Class of 1961.
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..Today's most exciting dgarette!

The campus favorite that gives you
•'Live Modem" flavor. . . plus the pure

white Miracle Tip. Draws easier...

tastes richer . . . smokes cleaner.

'otis The freshest new taste in

Q

smoking. . .with soothing Menthol mist

and easy-drawing pure white filter.

On campus they're saying: *'0'flavor,

O'freshness, Oasis!"

WtUfHM The big brand for big

noen who like their pleasure big! For

full-flavored $ati§faction . . . it's

Chesterfield . . .the dgarette that always

where the fun is.

Yet, the BMOC go for

LMOCI How about you?

7 LMAtTV • MVkMS TOMACCO ••. OX CI PACKS fUVGITIGHT BOX KINO 4 liGULAR
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Grazes Passing, Running
Lead VillanovaTo20-0Win
In Campus Football Opener
Seminoles

Battle 'Cats

On Campus
lA't>-

S -wr^^^^^^fff
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Wildcat quarterback Jim Grazione pushes off a Furman tack-
,
tucks flie ball under his arm and heads up Held io last Satur-

ty 8 game wjich the 'Cats won 20-0. Rick Sapiena (24) and
al Durgin (77) are shown coming to the aid of Orazlone.

SPORTS CHATTER

An Athletic Rebirth
= By FRANK PiekllNQ

Florida State University, led
by their flashy quarterback,
Bobby Renn, will invade Good-
reau Stadium on Saturday, Oc-
tober 5, for the annual Home-
coming Game.
The tilt; Villanova's third of

the year, figures to be one of
the stiffest tests facing the
Wildcats this season. Since the
series began in 1954, the Gar-
net and (Sold have swept to vic-
tory in all three games.
The Seminoles finished their

'56 season with a 5-4-1 log, in-
cluding triumphs over North
Carolina St., Mississippi South-
em, and a tie against powerful
Wake Forest.

Nugent Baffles Foes
Head C^ach Tom Nugent has

directed the Seminoles to a 42-
35-3 record in his four years at
the helm, and during that time,
has consistently baffled all op

For the past several years Villanova University has been gal-
ntly fighting its way out of a great depression, an athleUc de-
ession. This fight has been a long, hard, sometimes discour-
jng one, but finally, this year, the fight seems to be over. ^^ consistently baffled all op-
\B appears to be the year of Villanova's renaissance—its great Ponents with his "double quar-
iletic rebirth. terback". anH "fv,^«,^**-« w..^
Already Villanova is the holder of just about every major

ck title which a college team could possibly win. Against

"l.^riS?, ^ ^^''^^ ^ ^^^'^ °^"' ^*»« charges of coach Jim
1?* T^. . " ^^ ®®**^" brought home both the indoor and
tdoor IC4A titles, along with the NCAA championship, to take
p triple crown of college trackdom.

Performed Impossible ^....w v^
Thte same group of athletes was the one which performed the «^ars Ltn

possible when it outscored the New York Athletic Club, New M^ose for many long runs.

terback", and "typewritter hud-
dle" innovations.

Villanovans who attended the
FSU game at Municipal Stadium
last year, when the southerners
won 20-13, will undoubtedly re-
member Nugent's "I" formation
which continually sprung State
stars Lee Corso and Vic Prinzi

ByJACKCURTIN
An outstanding running and passing attack by quarterback

iZe/Ta''"T'^
Villanova's Wildcats to a tougher-than ex

Stadium
"""^ °''''

^^ ^"''"*'' ^^"^ ^^^"'^^y *" Goodreau

It was the home opener for the Main Liners in the newlv-renovated (4,C00 added seats, better sanitary f.ciHt es ulTra-modern press box) stadium, and a crowd of over 10.000 personsthe largest in recent years, was on hand for the shut-iut conquest
I Grazione, who, along with
starting signal caller Billy
Magee, gives the Villanova
eleven one of the strongest one-
two punches in the nation, play-
ed a part in all three Wildcat
touchdowns, and had them on
the verge of another in the
game's closing minutes when
Coach Reagan withdrew him
from play because of a slight leg
injury.

Only several fumbles kept the
Wildcats from rolling up an even
more impressive score over their
out-classed foes.

The first quarter went score-
less, as the Purple Hurricanes'
were surprisingly strong against
the powerful WildcaU. The home
eleven took the opening kick-oflf

all the way back to the Furman
23 in six plays—featuring Ma-
gee's 37-yard pass to Tony Var-
rechione on the first play from
scrimmage—but "the Kid's"
second pass of the day was inter-
cepted on the two, ending the
threat.

Furman pushed inside the
Villanova 20 late in the period,
but outstanding line play, espec-

iL!J ''S^''^
*"^ '"°** ""^ ^« nation's other mammoth, star

lidded amateur track clubs to win the national AAU indoor
impionship.

Out of this same group of men three made the trip to Mel-
irne last winter to compete in the Olympic Games. Ron Delany
larley Jenkins and Phil Reavis carried the name of Villanova
[international fame when between them they won three Olympic
la medals. •' *^

Jenkins took first place in the 400 meter run and later ran on

HvL iii^'l?'"^
^^^ ™^^^'' '"^'^y ^^*'"- Delany, running for his

tive Ireland, won the 1,500 meter race winning this. "Olympic"arley Jenkins and Phil Reavis carried the name of Villanova

ITk T*ii°"*!
^^""^ '^^^'^ ^^^y ^^^ ^^"^^^ Olympic gold medals.

I the ladder to athletic predominance.
-^ t' « " mi,a^ia.

Cirid Team Ranked High
For the first time since the days of Gene Filipski, Villanova

In?. ^^*? ^^*"? '^^'''^ "^^^ ^^ '•*"'^«*^ ^»th any team in thejntry. This year s team has proved its potential might in the

L^r! ^^r WM ^'J^
^^^°"- A*^»^^"8:h on the short side of ascore the Wildcats showed they were a team to be reckoned

Ih in the opening game with Baylor. In holding the team which
let previously undefeated Tennessee in the Sugar Bowl thetn which grid expert Herman Hickman picked as the top teamhe country, to a mere seven points and by actually outplayingbe same famous Bears from Texas, the Main Liners gave
fcation of a season of greatness.
For the first time since the golden era of 1952 Villanova

IzT Do"^ vn.'^'^
AU-American football player in D^n

! v.. K
»«,

Villanova's huge, hard-hitting tackle who won
ke for himself in Texas by taming Baylor's All-American ca^"
kte, Chariie Bradshaw. Luzzi is but one of the players who

itrvWon?"'/*'" '^"'r'''*
^' ^"^ ^^^^^^'^ as%ne"f theitry s top ten teams at the close of the season.

Severance Alms For Top
Court: coach Al Severance is expected to turn out a team
:h could he a contender for the city championship this winter

^r„''
':;^"'''

r*':'^'^^ l^^*"'*^ °" '"^^ jumors who gllned
Brience during last year's disastrous season. Seniors Jack
y and Tom Brennan will be two of the area's best ballplayer

I Ryan who last yf^r averaged more than 12 points a game
bite a leg injury will be the mainstay of the Wildcats attack
ISwimming ihould be another of Villanova's championship

record. The tonk team will be strengthened by many sooho-
Bs moving up from last year's outstanding freshman team
IThis year can be the year that Villanova becomes the sports
tal of the country.

THIS IS TlIK YEAR OF VILLANOVA'S
ATHLETIC RENAISSANCE

Corso has graduated, and
Prinri is out for the season with
a crippling injury, but the visi-
tors will bring back their two
fine quarterbacks, Bobby Renn.
and Ted Rodrique, along with
two of the best ends in the
South, Ron Schomburger, and
Bob Nellums, who led FSU in
individual scoring last season.

Line Strong
Perhaps the strongest link in

the Stater's machine is their
great line, particulariy when it

18 operating on the defense.
Schomburger is an inspirational
leader whose aggresive defensive
play matches his glue-fingered

Frosh Open
Season With
Army Friday
The freshman football team

opens its three-game schedule
on Friday when it journeys
to West Point to face the Army
plebes.

Coach Ed Michaels Sr. is
carrying a small, but talented,
squad which will endeavor to
give the Main Liners their second
straight win over the cadets.

Last year. Army was one of
two teams to fall before Villa-
nova's freshmen. They lost one
game, to Navy.

Navy appears again on the
schedule this year, in a game to
be played on Saturday, Oct 12, at
Annapolis.

Bullia Prep is the third oppon-
ent, coming on Oct. 26, at Wash-
ington, D. C.

Coach Michaels has his team
working hard, although the fact I ""iJ

o^^w^'^ding "ne play, espec

that there are only 24 play^ ij"^ V**^ f hard-hitting Ed
interferes with Jirl^Zrt^^^^^^
times. Villanova started moving

(ConCteMd on Page S2)

receiving.

Tackles Bill Musselman and
George Boyer both have plenty
of heft and are extremely mobile
for big men. The FSU storting
line averages 201 pounds and
w i 1

1 p o s e Don Luzzi and com-
pany quite a problem.

In the backfield. the souther-
ners have no outstanding ball
carrier of Corso's caliber, but
can boast a pair of great clutch
passers in Renn and Rodrique.
Renn, a converted halfback, led
State in ground-gaining last
year with a 5.6 average.

f^^^?^ 5^*^' ^'*** quarterback, has to do tome fancyfootwork to br«ak away from this Fumuui lineman as anoiA^potential tackier moves in from behind. An unidentified VU bm
takes out one Furman pkiyer while "Pud- Nagic (TZ) comes run-nJng to the rescue.

early m the second period, run-
ning a Furman punt back 33
yards behind excellent blocking
by Mike DeLucia and Jack Dev-
ereaux. The Main Liners drove
77 yards in nine plays, until
Graz's two yard run around end
and Rick Sapienza's kick gave
them a 7-0 halftime lead.

The local unit tallied again
when the second half was slight-
ly more than three minutes old,
when Grazione hit Varrechione
with a 38 yard toss. The swift
end outraced two defenders to
nab the ball and score.

The final tally came In the
fourth period, when Graz threw
another perfect pass, this one
hitting Sapienza, 35 yards away
on the Furman five. Rick faked
the lone Hurricane defender and
raced across.

Kick-off ace Dick Keyser made
the extra point to complete the
scoring.

zin all, the Villanovans pounded
out 20 first downs, 304 yards
rushing and 129 yards passing.
Grazione, the former South
Catholic stor, led the ground-
gaming departments, garnering
91 yards rushing and completing
three out of eight passes for
another 90.

Sapienza was also especially
impressive in the backfield, gain-
ing 46 yards with his usual dis-
play of broken-field running. In-
jured Dave Parr was the second
leading groundgainer, with 48
yards, while his speedy sub-
Btitute, soph John Daniels, also
dazzled the Furman defenders.

The only disappointment of the
game was the Furman pass
attack, which cracked the strong
Main Line defense for 91 yards
on nine completions.

'/F
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Mighty Luzzi Tamed Baylor

'White Monster/ Proved He
Belongs Among Grid Greats

By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
After the recent Villanova-

Baylor game a Waco, Texa«,

sportswriter asked Wildcat tac-

kle Don Luzzi, "What tiie heck

did you do to my 'White Mons-
ter'?"

: The "White Monster" of whom
he spoke was Charlie Bradshaw,
6'6", 240 pound tackle whose
platinum-blond hair and uncouth
manners when in the near prox-

imtiy of rival ball carriers

prompted his nickname.

As a junior last. year Brad-

shaw terrorized the backfields

of every team in the powerful
Southwest Conference. Baylor's

tub-thumper had him pegged as

a sure fire All-American.

Ran Bradshaw's Side

That was before Luzzi met
him and handled him with such

complete success that the Wild-

cats ran to his side of the line

throughout the game.
One Texas sportswriter said

that Luzzi "wrote his name all

over Bradshaw's back." Earl

Golding of the Waco Tribune-

Herald quotes Bradshaw as say-

ing that he was the "tiredest

man on the field."

Has Met Best

To those who have seen Don
play since he was a sophomore
in 1955, the job he did on Brad-

sha' . came as no surprise. With
rare exception, Don has faced

the biggest and best tackles in

the country and has shown tha'

he belongs in their class and in

many cases far above them.

It is true that Luzzi, a power-

fully-built six-footer weighing

225, is mentioned on several pre-

season All-East squads. Yet we
feel he doesn't receive near the

acclaim he deserves.

Luzzi himself is not concerned

by the lack of attention in the

past from the sportswriters who
choose the "All" teams.

Pays Ratings No Mind
He places these selections in

the same category as the weekly
ratings of teams which are con-

ducted by both the Associated

Press and the United Press.

"Sure these things, national

rankings and all-star selections,

are a lot of fun and give a guy
or team a real thrill, but the

satisfaction of pounding the

player across from you or of

playing good, solid football is

far greater.

"For example, I don't think

I've ever gotten as big a charge

out of football as when we beat

Boston University last year

(27-13). Knowing that I had ing, and delay of the game.

Football League

Rules Announced

By 'Mural Council
With the opening of VillanDva

University's intramural "touch"
football league, the Intramural
Department has released the

following rules:

No varsity athlete will be per-

mitted to play on a team and
each team will have nine men in

their starting lineup, five players
on the line and four in the back-
Aeld.

Forfeit If La4«
All games will start on the

half hour and if a team does
not show up within ten minutes,
the team present will receive a
victory by forfeit.

A game will last 40 minutes—20 minutes per half. There will

be a five minute rest period be-

tween halves.

A touchdown is six points and
the extra point is one.

In case of a tie game, the
team with the most first downs
shall be declared the winner.
The field will be divided up in-

to four zones and when the of-

fensive team enters a new zone
they receive a first down.

Reasons For Penalties
Teams will be penalized five

yards for backfield illegally in

motion, offsides, defensive hold

done my part in the team's ef

fort meant an awful lot to me."
Michaels Was Tough

Luzzi claims that Lou Mich-

aels, the big Kentucky tackle

whom he faced when both he

and Michaels were sophomores,

is the best lineman he has ever

played against.

However, Luzzi says that

Florida State, who visits the

Main Liners' stadium on Satur-

day afternoon, put him through
the roughest 60 minutes he's yet

undergone, as Villanova lost, 20-

13, at the local Municipal Sta-

dium last year.

"Boy, did I stink in that one.

It wasn't that any one of their

linemen was so good, but by
using the "I" formation they

generated a lot of power. Main-

ly they ran off tackle, with the

end and tackle double-teaming

and two backs leading the ball

carrier through the hole."

State Due for Jolt

Don promises that the Semin-
oles won't have such an easy
time running through the Villa-

nova line as they did last time.

Don't be too shocked if the co-

captain of the 'Cats leads the

way in keeping the vow.
Like the majority of his team-

mates, Luzzi heartily backs the

move to bring football back to

the campus. He thinks it should

have been done long ago,

"When a team has to travel to

the ends of the map to play, it

is a sad situation. Players want
and need fan appreciation and
backing. This isn't possible when
most of the games are played

away from home.
Trips Rough On Training

"It always takes a few days
to get the kinks out of your
body after a long trip. That
makes it awfully hard to stay
in shape."

But all that is in Villanova's

future. For now, Luzzi is more
concerned with Florida State

and the other teams on this

year's card. ? ^^.t^
He has a number of appoint- i|^^f|

ments to deflate publicity-puffed

tackles. Most likely he'll write

his name on the backs of more
players like Charlie Bradshaw,
even if the press box occupants
can't quite make out the signa-

ture.

while downfield blocking, cross
body blocking, offensive holding,
clipping, personal fouls and un-
sportsmanlike conduct are fif-

teen yard penalties. The latter

penalty includes disputing the
ref's calls.

Those having complaints con-
cerning interpretation of the
rules may file their complaint
with Jim Corey or Ed Geisz
after the game has been com-
pleted.

New Equipment Rule
A new rule concerning the

equipment for games has been
added by the department this

year. Teams must pick up a
bag which has ball and a
whistle in it.

The winning team will return
the bag of equipment to the in-

tramural oflice in room 109,
Alumni Hall and post the score
on the official football board.
The Intramural Department

will do its best to supply an of-

ficial for each game. If an of-

ficial does not arrive for the
start of a game, each team must
supply an official.

Anyone interested in officiat-

ing may see Jim Corey or Ed
Geisz in the intramural office.

Freshmen are especially invited

to become refs.
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Parr's

'Dead'

Fumble Appears

Ball As Seen On
Movies of Baylor Game
Baylor kicked off, the ball

spiralled high into the air and
then settled into the waiting
arms of Villanova halfback Rick
Sapienza. and hundreds of Villa-

nova voices rent the air with
their cheers as he took off on a
20-yard runback.

What was this, an unpubliciz-

ed student trip across the coun-
try to the wilds of Texas ? Had
the Spirit Committee done the
impossible once again?
Not quite, but pretty close.

Figuring that Villanova couldn't

go to Texas, Leo Rogers and his

henchmen brought Texas to Vil-

lanova.

Only On Film
The occasion was the showing

of films of the Wildcats' football

opener at Waco, Texas, in the
Commerce and Finance auditor-

ium. Villanova students literally

hung from the rafters as a sar-

dine-tight crowd viewed the
game that almost became one of
the year's top upsets.

The story of the 7-0 loss is by
now quite well known to anyone
who was interested, but seeing
the entire battle in full, this re-

porter was pleasantly surprised
by the over-all defensive and of-

fensive power shown from start
to finish by Frank Reagan's
Main Liners.

This was not a case of a good
big school being surprised by an
upset-minded little school; it

was a case of two equally-
matched teams battling back
and forth, until one got the
breaks.

And the breaks, in case you're
interested, were just a little lar-

ger than those reported in the
nations' press.

A Fumble—Or Not?
Davy Parr's fumble on the

two yard line, which cost the
Wildcats their chance to score
on an opening 68 yard drive,

was not a fumble at all as it ap-
peared on film.

As viewed by the motion pic-

ture camera, Parr hit the ground
before he lost control of the pig-

skin, thereby making the loose

oval a "dead" ball.

This is not by way of sour
grapes. Things like these are a
part of the game, but just sup-
pose—

•

Villanova's line came in for a
multitude of praise after the
contest, and well they deserve it.

It was hard to pick out the in-

dividual performers on the fast-

moving film (except for perhaps

Don Luzzi and Baylor's Charlej

Bradshaw, for our eyes werj

drawn to this much-heralds
conflict), but it was obvious thai

the supposedly - mighty Beal
front wall had more than mel
its match.

Baylor coach Sam Boyd pai^

the Main Line muscle guys thei

biggest compliment, when
said that Villanova shoved hi

team around so much early ij

the game that "we were gettii

goal post splinters in the seat

our pants."

A Baylor player said that tl

Bear team had been confident

^

could topple the Wildcats wil

ease, had been warned that thi

was not the case and that "final

ly Villanova beat it into oi

heads."

Backlleld Terrific

However, while it was virtui

ly impossible to keep an accural
eye on the line play, spectatoi

were treated to a comple^
showing of the backfield in

tion.

There was Rick Sapienza, pi

ting on some brilliant spurts
broken-field running that le]

the Bears flatfooted, or else Ja(

Devereaux, smashing his wi
through the supposedly sol]

Baylor line.

Or a hole would open in tl

Baylor ranks and Davey Paj
would dart through so fast tl

it looked like someone hi

speeded up the camera. And h(

about Dave Intrabartolo, wt
made such a perfect handoff

a punt receiyal to Bill Halligt

that the Texans didn't even
him?

Best In Nation
Quarterbacks Billy Magee

Jim Grazione proved concl

sively that coach Reagan w|
not kidding when he called th<

"the best one-two punch in t^

east." That, coach, is the

one-two punch in the nation.

One particular scene
stand out in our mind, provi^

the tremendous power of

Villanova unit.

Jim Grazione went back
pass and stood there looking f|

a receiver for a full ten seconc

and not a Baylor player coi

get through the Wildcat line

threaten him.

Finally he threw, and a
feet pass went out over Bayl|
heads and settled into the an
of waiting end Tom Heron.
Maybe, just maybe, the bett

team didn't win.
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Student Concerts Offered

By Philadelphia Orchestra
Opera-Classica Music Society

strongly urges all students of

Villanova to make good use of

the Philadelphia Orchestra Stu-

dent Concerts offering Philadel-

phia Grand and Metropolitan

Opera and Royal Ballet high

lights of the season. All acti-

tles are held in the American
Academy of Music in center city.

There are four student con-

certs this season: Oct. 30, Dec.

16, Jan. 28 and Apr. 8. Season

tickets are available for only six

doUak-s. Subscription blanks can

be obtained from Mr. Anthony
L. P. Angeline, moderator of the

Oper-Classica Music Society.

Future Events
The recently reorganized

Philadelphia Grand Opera Com-
pany has engaged the services

of the young Anita Cerquetti

who will sing Bellini's "Norma"
on Oct. 31. On Nov. 22, Masse-

net's "Werther" will be given

with Giuseppe Campora and
Licia Albanese and on Jan. 29,

Donizetti's comic opera "L'Elisir

D'Amore" with Cesare Valetti.

As for the Metropolitan

Opera series in Philadelphia,

both Tchiakovsky's Eugene One-

gin and Barber's Vanessa will

be sung in English. The spot-

light will be focused on Renata
Tebaldi on Dec. 17 when she

sings Violetta in Verdi's "La
Traviata." A new production of

Puccini's "Madam Butterfly"

with Antonietta Stella will also

be featured.

^Operatic Recital

Eileen Farrell will give an
operatic recital of Italian,

French and German arias on
March 6, 1958. She is singing

with the Chicago Lyric Opera
Company this year.

The Royal Ballet returns to

Philadelphia during the week of

Oct. 14. A special feature of this

series will be a production of

the complete "Swan Lake" on
Saturday, Oct. 19.

Student Education

Association Plans

Forum Discussions
The Student Education As-

sociation of Villanova Univer-

sity has annoimced its potential

programs for the 1957-1958
scholastic year.

John O'Donnell, chairman of

the program committee, announ-
ced this week the various events

which his committee has plan-

ned. For the month of Novem-
ber, there will be a discussion of

the "Professional Ethics of Edu-
cation" and also a demonstration
of audio-visual aids by the

Timex Corporation.

In December, "Graduate Study
in Education" and "Possibilities

of Receiving Graduate Aid" will

be discussed on a professional

level.

Further programs which may
also be presented will be: "Op-
portunities in Education
throughout the World" in which
the following sub-topics are in-

cluded: "State Department
Work in Foreign Lands;" "U.S.

Army Educational Division" and
"Educational Opportunities in

States Other than Peiinsyl-

vania."

In conclusion, a combined pro-

gram of the SEA chapters of

Immaculata, Rosemont and Vil-

lanova is being arranged.

WHAT IS THIS
JOYCE KIELY MILE?

Senior O'Connor

Heads Debaters;

Team Has 11 Men
Beta Gamma Debating Society

will debate throughout this year
the union shop, the topic being
"Resolved: that the requirement
of membership in a labor organi-

zation as a condition of employ-
ment should be illegal."

President Bob O'Connor has
asked all students interested in

debating to attend the society's

regular meeting every Thursday

at 10;30 a.m. in 104 Commerce
and Finance.

The society participated in de-

bates among colleges in the

area. ^

Among this year's varsity de-

baters are O'Connor, Jack Ser-

ifin, Jim Corey, Oz Scogna,

Frank Cunningham, Bert Gratz,

Leo Burke, Dan Costa, Ron An-
derson, Jim Murray and Sal Di-

Blasia.

Last year Beta Gamma under
its coach, Mr. Richard McDon-
ough of the Villanova Speech
Department, won 60 of its 80
intercollegiate debates.

PUBlicIy Speaking

Frpsh Open Season
(Continued from Paf« 9) !

The quarterback position, a
problem in the early practices,

has been filled by Tim Cleary,

whose brother, Vince, is a full-

back on the varsity.

This is the second year that

Michaels has coached the fresh-

men. Formerly, he held down the

job of varsity line coach.

Michaels, a 1936 graduate who
was Villanova's first Ail-Ameri-

can and played guard in profes-

sional football for almost ten

years,

iy BOB & MIKE

Being that the paper comes out a week after this column

meets its deadline, a more or less belated slap-on-the-back goes

to the Shark's squad and their fine job against the Baylor eleven.

As it was narrated by senior quarterback, Bill Magee, the game
was hard fought but it seemed to be verbally brief to me. It

is to my knowledge that Mr. Pierce of the Finance Dept. couldn't

get any pertinent information from Tony Vairrichione concern-

ing his part in the contest.

A brief look at the social calendar with the football week-
ends past and to come. The past weekend was a success. And
with the Fla. St. game knocking at Goodreau's front door, the

team and students will be resitng comfortably for a pre-game
and pre-weekend strengthening, respectfully of course.

Chow Froblems

The chow-line seems to fulfill all the predicted notions in

the time and space areas. I suppose it is a little late to enlighten

you alert residents but these turnstyles are a kickback from a
blendereiia workshop. The jprinciple being: shrinkage of tne
stomach by excessive pounding.

A glance at the first Belle Masque reading of their show in

mid-November. A really fine cast to do the play considered too
deep for college men and women. A bit dramatic but a mani-
festmg of potential. Director Dupree smiled apeasingly upon
completion but I'm sure he had a pang at heart.

Take Heed Fresh

As long as we are touching on the different organizations

around campus, let me appeal to Freddie Frosh. Move yourself

to join some or as many as you can of the campus organizations.

They need you and you can use the experience.

The new bright color in the Commerce and Finance
building will give the boys something to entertain themselve-

with tor a couple of months . . . Dan Kelly is featuring a
resounding shape-up in the employee department . . . John Bau-
man reports a sharp sales increase in pencils (one at a time),

erasers, sheets of paper and blotters ...

... A report, acknowledging a change of heart in the
NROTC wouId->be fly boys seems to have upset the proverbial

apple cart. Five years seems to wash away the glamor of the'

air ship, as it is a minimum service time period . .

.

My Apologies
Excuse this column for its fickleness today but there was r

tremendous amount of, shall we say, residue.

Mentally exhausted after an extreme amount of work in

finishing this column renders useless for the rest of the week's
classes. There is a feeling among friends of mine who feel

there is a natural or continual exhaustion of my mental faculties.

suFEH-wiNsrcnx

tBDDOffnotfS presents Yadihe Sioux liiceto Come Home to
ABontanoeof
me Old West

) i
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VU Student Body Prepares

MarchOn Boston NextWeek
Preparations are now well un-

der way for the first student

trip of the forthcoming sports

calendar year—the Boston trip,

sponsored by the Spirit Commit-
tee.

Co-chairman of student trips,

Jed Dioguardi and Mike Man-
cuso, are now emphasizing that

round-trip train tickets to the

Villanova-Boston College game,
Oct. 19, are on sale at the spe-

cial booth outside Dougherty
Hall every day from 9:30 a.m.'

to 4:30 p.m.

John Fixl and Mike Axt, tic-

ket co-chairmen of all Spirit

Committee functions, are in

charge of the ticket sales for the

train and the game.
The train and game tickets

will be sold in the following

manner. Anyone planning on
joining the vast train excursion

must make a $15 deposit before

4:30 p.m. this Friday to insure

a seat on the train, "rhis deposit

will cover the maximum cost of

the trip.

Low Rates Set

The chairmen of the trip

stress that no set price is made
mainly due to the fact that the

more reservations made, the

lower the rate will be. The final

cost will not exceed the deposit

if the minimum number of pass-

engers is obtained.<k

Tickets for the game may be
purchased separately at a cost

of $2.50. This ticket will guar-
antee the bearer a seat in the

Villanova 50-yard line student
section at Boston College's new
Alumni Stadium.

Any information that is not
clear may be found out at the

student trip information and
(Continued on Page 8)

Sophomore Class President Vic Mahle (L) and Sophomore
Cotillion Chairman John Mulcahy (R), examine the plans for

the coming sophomore class dance.

Committee Chairmen Named
For Soph Cotillion, Nov. 22

By JACK
The chairman and committee

heads for the annual Sophomore
Cotillion, to be held this year

on Nov. 22, were announced last

week by Steve Mahle, president

of the Class of 1960.

John Mulcahy, industrial ad-

ministration major in the Com-
merce and Finance Division, has
been named chairman of the af-

fair and will be in charge of

arrangements for the weekend

on which the Villanova football

MCYNOLO* TOSACCO CO., WINkTON>SALIM, N. C

NEXT WEEK : CUSTER SLEPT HERB-A SCALP TINGUN0 (c(/rmATOl/r/)mWD?Mk!

Fr. Welsh To
Seventeen second year nurses

from Villanova's Nursing Divi-

sion will receive their caps next

Sunday at the fourth annual

nurses' capping ceremonies in

the university chapel at 4 p.m.

The Very Rev. Henry Green-

lee, O.S.A., Provincial of the

Augustinian Order, will preside

at the exercise and will present

the caps to the nurses, it was
revealed by Sister Mary Alma,
head of the Villanova Nursing
Division.

The Rev. Robert Welsh, O.S.A.,

secretary to the provincial, will

give the sermon, while the Villa-

nova Singers will provide back-
ground inisic.

Receiving Caps
Those receiving caps include:

Jacquelyn M. Beattie, Constance
M, Bracken, Mary F. Corcoran,
Mary L. Creedon, Miriam B.

Crossman, Mary E. Halphen,
Geraldine M. HoUinger, Mary B.

Kelly, Suzanne B. LaRose,
Maureen M. McDade, Margaret

onSunday;
Give Sermon
M. McLaughlin, Dolores M.
McMulIin, Loretta Sabo, Bernice
A. Sugint, Mary K. Usher, Mary
G. Weathers and Marlene M.
Ward.

The traditional reception of

caps ends the nurses' pre-clinical

period, a probationary period

equivalent to that taken by the

religious.

Symbolic Cap
The cap symbolizes three

things—the circle resembles a

host; the point on top resembles
the miter of a bishop, since St.

Augustine was a bishop, and the

bringing together of the cap in

the back of the head forms a

V for Villanova. It is the only

cap in the United States which
has a symbolic nature behind it.

The nurses will proceed into

the chapel carrying a lighted

candle which signifies a burning
for future knowledge and it also

stands for a heart burning with
love for Christ in the nurses'

duties of caring for the sick.

SEBAFIN

squad meets Wichita in the final

game of the season.

Committees Announced
Committees and chairmen for

the events are as follows : Decor-

ations—Ron Dobies and John
Holus; Tickets—Paul Iffland

and Ray Rafferty; Publicity

—

Bob McCauley; Patrons—Bill

Smith and Dave Hayes ; Refresh-
ments—Jim Donohue.

Mahle also stated that a meet-

ing will be held tomorrow in

conjunction with the dance at

which time the various com-
mittees will be set. up. He added
that all members of the sopho-

more class interested in serving

on any committee be present.

Lists of these committee mem-
bers will be posted on the class

bulletin board in Dougherty
Hall immediately following the
meeting.

Ideas Welcome
Mulcahy said that any sugges-

tions concerning improvements
of the the dance are welcome and
that he and Mahle are interested

in new ideas for this year's fete.

Mulcahy said that arrange-
ments for the dance have not

yet been fully completed, but
that the orchestra will be an-
nounced in the near future.

Tickets for the Boston trip

went on sale early Monday
morning. Mike Horowitz, a
sophomore, was the first to
purchase his railroad ducats.
Mike Mancuso, trip cliair-

man, said that the sales con-
tinued yesterday. 0\'er 25 tic-

kets have been sold, he said.

Last chance to buy tickets will

be next Tuesday. By ttien. *'we

will have sold 1200/* Mancuso
continued.

Villanova Publications Meet

Saturday Expected To Draw
5,000 High School Students

ByKENkllLLEB

An estimated 5,000 high school students from
eastern United States are expected to attend the day-
long exercises of the Tenth Annual School Publica-
tions Conference sponsored by the Villanova yearbook
staff this Saturday on campus.

Approximately 150 high

Sr. Forms Late,

Pictures Missing,

Editor Announces
Jack Daly, Belle Air Editor-

in-Chief, announced this week
that one hundred seniors have
not yet had their yearbook pic-

tures taken.

Daly also announced that the

senior history forms are due by
the end of this week. Unless they
are given to the Elditor or Sen-

ior Section Editor, Francis Bon-
ner, it will be impossible to

publish them in the 1958 edition

of the yearbook, Daly said.

The yearbook photographer,
Carl Wolfe, was on campus for

the last time last week. Seniors

who have not had their pictures

taken were advised by Daly to

arrange the picture date with
the photographer at his studk> in

center city Philadelphia,

^ame Omitted
Daly said unless pictures are

taken and history forms turned
in the senior's name will be mis-
sing from the graduating list.

Bonner announced- that early

next week there will be a list of
names posted on the bulletin

board in Dougherty Hall. Bonner
urged all seniors to check the
board.

"There may have been slip-

ups along the line, and pictures

or history forms lost," Bonner
said. "By checking the list sen-

iors can make sure that their

pictures will be included," he
continued.

Missing Last Year
Last year a few of the

tures were missing from
yearbook. Eklitor Dick Schleic-

her said it was unfortunate that
pictures had to be deleted, but
deadlines imposed on the staff

makes waiting for pictures im-
possible.

Daly said the staff has been
spending much time on the lay-

out and captions for the year-
book and he hopes to submit
an original proof to the printer
soon.

schools from six states wiU sit

in on lectures and t^e part in

the many planned actWities with
a view\oi obtaining aid in their

work On yearbooks, newspapers,
and other publications.

The day will tiegin with a mes-
age at 9 ajn. from the Very Rev.

James A. DcHmeUon, O.SA.,
President of Villanova. LAter in

the day, the student editors,

artiats, and writers wiU hear an

FR. DANIEL FALVEY
IMreeting CMrferenee

address by Most Rev. John
Wright, Bishop of Worcester.

pic-

the

J.

Bishop Wright has been
awarded honorary degrees from
Boston CoU^e, Holy Cross, Loy-
ola, MerrJmac, Fordham, St.

Francis Xavier (Nova Scotia)

and St. John's of Brooklyn.
Included among the varied po-

sitions he has held are: profes-

sor at St. John's Seminary, Bos-
ton, Mass., from 1939-44, Secre-

tary to the Archbishop of Boston
1943, Episcopal Director of the

Lay Retreat Movement in the
U. S., Papal Chamberlain, and
Domestic Prelate.

Bishop Wright has been deco-

rated Commander of the Knights
of the Holy Sepulchre; he re-

ceived the Chevalier L^on
from France and he is a Fellow
of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences.

(Continued on Page S)
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It is an upside down Seminole after VillaBova gets fiaitihrd

with Urn hi this Basca Award. The dispfaij vf ShdlvaB Hall,

htre pictured ,vnn named the winner by a team of prominent
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Sftident Concerts Offered

By Philadelphia Orchestra
\ Opera-Classica Music Society

strongly urges all students of

Villanova to make good use of

the Philadelphia Orchestra Stu-

;;/..,: dent Concerts offering Philadel-

phia Grand and Metropolitan

: a' Opera and Royal Ballet high

^ T Jights of the season. All acti-

ties are held in the American
Academy of Music in center city.

There are four student con-

certs this season: Oct. 30, Dec,

16, Jan. 28 and Apr. 8. Season

tickets are available for only six

dollars. Subscription blanks can

be obtained from Mr. Anthony
L. P. Angeline, moderator of the

Oper-Classica Music Society.

Future Events

The recently reorganized

Philadelphia Grand Opera Com-
pany has engaged the services

of the young Anita Cerquetti

who will sing Bellini's ''Norma"

on Oct. 31. On Nov. 22, Masse-

net's "Werther" will be given

with Giuseppe Campora and

Licia Albanese and on Jan. 29,

Donizetti's comic opera "L'Elisir

D'Amore" with Cesare Valetti.

As for the Metropolitan

Opera series in Philadelphia,

; both Tchiakovsky's Eugene One-

,; gin and Barber's Vanessa will

be sung in English. The spot-

light will be focused on Renata
Tebaldi on Dec. 17 when she

sings Violetta in Verdi's "La
Traviata." A new production of

Puccini's "Madam Butterfly"

with Antonietta Stella will also

be featured.

Operatic Recital '

'

'>-[:: Eileen Farrell will give an

operatic recital o f Italian,

.; French and German arias on

March 6, 1958. She is singing

with the Chicago Lyric Opera
. Company this year.

The Royal Ballet returns to

Philadelphia during the week of

Oct. 14. A special feature of this

series will be a production of

the complete "Swan Lake" on
Saturday, Oct. 19.

Student Education

Association Plans

Forum Discussions
The Student Education As-

sociation of Villanova Univer-

sity has announced its potential

programs for the 1957-1958
scholastic year.

John O'Donnell, chairman of

the program committee, announ-
ced this week the various events

which his committee has plan-

ned. For the month of Novem-
ber, there will be a discussion of

the "Professional Ethics of Edu-
cation" and al.so a demonstration
of audio-visual aids by the

Timex Corporation.

In December, "Graduate Study
in Education" and "Possibilities

of Receiving Graduate Aid" will

be discussed on a professional

level.

Further programs which may
also be presented will be: "Op-
portunities in Education
throughout the World" in which

the following sub-topics are in-

cluded : "State Department
Work in Foreign Lands;" "U.S.

Army Educational Division" and
"Educational Opportunities in

States Other than Pennsyl-

vania."

In conclusion, a combined pro-

gram of the SEA chapters of

Immaculata, Rosemont and Vil-

lanova is being arranged.

Senior O'Connor

Heads Debaters;

Team Has 11 Men
Beta Gamma Debating Society

will debate throughout this year
the union shop, the topic being
"Resolved: that the requirement
of membership in a labor organi-

zation as a condition of employ-
ment should be illegal."

President Bob O'Connor has
asked all students interested in

debating to attend the society's

Regular meeting every Thursday

at 10;30 a.m. in 104 Commerce
and Finance.

The society participated in de-

bates among colleges in the

area.

Among this year's varsity de-

baters are O'Connor, Jack Ser-

ifin, Jim Corey, Oz Scogna,

Frank Cunningham, Bert Gratz,

Leo Burke, Dan Costa, Ron An-
derson, Jim Murray and Sal Di-

Blasia.

Last year Beta Gamma under
its coach, Mr. Richard McDon-
ough of the Villanova Speech
Department, won 60 of its 80
intercollegiate debates.

PUBlidy Speaking

WHAT IS THIS
JOYCE KIELY MILE?

Frosh Open Season
(Continued from Page 9)

'

The quarterback position, a

problem in the early practices,

has been filled by Tim Cleary,

whose brother, Vince, is a full-

back on the varsity.

This is the second year that

Michaels has coached the fresh-

men. Formerly, he held down the

job of varsity line coach.

Michaels, a 1936 graduate who
was Villanova's first All-Ameri-

can and played guard in profes-

sional football for almost ten

ye^rs. -
I

. ., _ , ^.,
. By BOB 6 MIK£

""~

Being tiiat the paper comes out a week after this column

meets its deadline, a more or less belated slap-on-thc-back goes

to the Shark's squad and their fine job againi^t the Baylor eleven.

As it was narrated by senior quarterback. Bill Magee, the game
was hard fought but it seemed to be Verbally brief to me. It

is to my knowledge that Mr. Pierce of the Finance Dept. couldn't

get any pertinent information from Tony Vairrichione concern-

ing his part in the contest.

A brief look at the social calendar with the football week-

ends past and to come. The past weekend was a success. And
with the Fla. St. game knocking at Goodreau's front door, the

team and students will be resitng co^nfortably for a pre-game
and pre-weekend strengthening, respectfully of course.

Chow Problems

The chow-line seems to fulfill all the predicted notions in

the time and space areas. I suppose it is a little late to enlighten

you alert residents but these turnstyles are a kickback from a
^slendereiia workshop. The principle being: shrinkage of tne

stomach by excessive pounding.
A glance at the first Belle Masque reading of their show in

mid-November. A really fine cast to do the play considered too

deep for college men and women. A bit dramatic but a mani-
festing of potential. Director Dupree smiled apeasingly upon
completion but I'm sure he had a pang at heart.

Take Heed Frosh

As long as we are touching on the different organizations

around campus, let me appeal to Freddie Frosh. Move yourself

to join some or as many as you can of the campus organizations.

They need you and you can use the experience.
: . . :

The new bright color in the Commerce and Finance
building will give the boys something to entertain themselve
with lor a couple of months . . . Dan Kelly is featuring a
resounding shape-up in the employee department . . . John Bau-
man reports a sharp sales increase in pencils (one at a time),

erasers, sheets of paper and blotters ...

... A report, acknowledging a change of heart in the

NROTC would-'be fly boys seems to have upset the proverbial

apple cart. Five years seems to wash away the glamor of the

air ship, as it is a minimum service time period . . .

My Apologies

Excuse this column for its fickleness today but there was r

tremendous amount of, shall we say, residue.

Mentally exhausted after an extreme amount of work in

finishing this column renders useless for the rest of the week's
classes. There is a feeling among friends of mine who feel

there is a natural or continual exhaustion of my mental faculties.

SUPER-WINSTON

PRODUCTIONS presents ISni'dbe Sioux Hiceto Cknne Home to
ABOTTvancecf
the Old West
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VU Student Body Prepares

MarchOn Boston NextWeek
Preparations are now well un-

der way for the first student

trip of the forthcoming sports

calendar year—the Boston trip,

sponsored by the Spirit Commit-
tee.

Co-chairman of student trips,

Jed Dioguardi and Mike Man-
CU.S0, are now emphasizing that

round-trip train tickets to the

Villanova-Boston College game,
Oct. 19, are on sale at the spe-

cial booth outside Dougherty
Hall every day from 9:30 a.m.'

to 4:30 p.m.

John Fix! and Mike Axt, tic-

ket co-chairmen of all Spirit

Committee functions, are in

charge of the ticket sales for the

train and the game.
The train and game tickets

will be sold in the following

manner. Anyone planning on
joining the vast train excursion

must make a $15 deposit before

4 :30 p.m. this Friday to insure

a seat on the train. This deposit

will cover the maximum cost of

the trip. '/:'' '••>'
l'-.'v''/

^•^%
;

Low Kates Set
The chairmen of the trip

.stress thai no set price is made
mainly due to the fact that the

rnoie reservations made, the

lower the rate will be. The final

cost will not exceed the deposit

if the n.inimum number of pass-

engers is obtained.*

Tickets for the game may be
purchased separately at a cost

of $2.50. This ticket will guar-
antee the bearer a seat in the

Villanova 50-yard line student
section at Boston College's new
Alumni Stadium.

Any information that is not

clear may be found out at the

student trip information and
(Continued on Page 8)
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Cotillion Chairman
>s .-.^ *. ' '/

Sophomore Class President Vic Mahle (L) and Sophomore
Cotillion Chairman John Mukahy (R), examine the plans for

the coming sophomore class dance.

Committee Chairrtien Named
For Soph Cotillion, Nov. 22

By JACK
The chairman and committee

heads for the annual Sophomore
Cotillion, to be held this year

on Nov. 22, were announced last

week by Steve Mahle, president

of the Class of 1960.

John Mulcahy, industrial ad-

ministration major in the Com-
merce and Finance Division, has
been named chairman of the af-

fair and will be in charge of

arrangements for the weekend

on which the Villanova football

Nurses GetCaps onSunday;
Fr, Welsh To Give Sermon

H. J. REYNOUDSTOBACCO 1.0 , W t N '.TON OAL CM . N C

NEXT WEEK : CUSTER SLEPT HERB-A SCALP TINGUNS (cUTTHATOUT/)Umd?mk\

Seventeen second year nurses
from Villanova's Nursing Divi-

sion will receive their caps next

Sunday at the fourth annual

nurses' capping ceremcnies in

the university chapel at 4 p.m.

The Very Rev. Henry Green-

lee, O.S.A., Provincial of the

Augustinian Order, will preside

at the exercise and will present

the caps to the nurses, it was
revealed by Sister Mary Alma,
head of the Villanova Nu.sing
Division.

The Rev. Robert Welsh. O.S.A.,

secretary to the provincial, will

give the sermon, while the Villa-

nova Singers will provide back-
ground misic.

Receiving Caps
Those receiving cips inchlde:

Jacquelyn M. Beattie, Constance
M. Bracken, Mary F. Corcoran,
Mary L. Creedon, Miriam B.

Crossman, Mary E. Halphen,

Geraldine M. HoHinger, Mary B.

Kelly, Suzanne B. LaRose,

Maureen M. McDade, Margaret

M. McLaughlin, Dolores M.
McMullin, Loretta Sabo, Bernice
A. Sugint, Mary K. Usher, Mary
G. Weathers and Marlene M.
Ward.

The traditional reception of

caps ends the nurses' pre-clinical

period, a probationary period

equivalent to that taken by the

religicus. -

Symbolic Cap
The cap symbolizes three

things the circle resembles a

host; the point on top resembles
the miter of a bishop, since St.

Augustine was a bishop, and the

bringing together of the cap in

the back of the head forms a

V for Villanova. It is the only

cap in the United States which
has a symbolic natui'e behind it.

The nurses will proceed into

the chapel carrying a lighted

candle which signifies a burning
for future knowledge and it al.so

stands for a heart burning with
love for Christ in the nurses'

duties of caring for the sick.

SERAflH

I squad meets Wichita in the final

game of the season.

Committees Announced
Committees and chairmen for

the events are as follows : Decor-

ations—Ron Dobies and John
Holus ; Tickets—Paul Iffland

and Ray Raiferty; Publicity

—

Bob McCauley ; Patrons—Bill

Smith and Dave Hayes ; Refresh-

ments—Jim Donohue.

Mahle also stated that a meet
ing will be held tomorrow in

conjunction with the dance at

which time the various com-
mittees will be set up. He added
that all members of the sopho-

more class interested in serving

on any committee be present.

Lists of these committee mem-
bers will be posted on the class

bulletin board in Dougherty
Hall immediately following the

meeting. ;'••
'

'"' '".;:; "•.

Ideas Welcome
Mulcahy said that any sugges-

tions concerning improvements
of the the danee are welcome and
that he and Mahle are interested

in new ideas for this year's fete.

Mulcahy said that arrange-
ments for the danee have not

yet been fully completed, but
that the orchestra will be an-
nounced in the near future.

Tickets for the Boston trip

went on sale early Monday
morning. Mike Horowitz, a
sophomore, was the first to

purchase his railroad ducats.
Mike Mancuso, trip chair-

man, said that the sales con-
tinued yesterday. Over 25 tic-

kets have been sold, he said.

I.Ast chance to buy tickets will

be next Tuesday. By then, "we
will have sold 1200/' Mancuso
continued.

Villanova Publications Meet

Saturday Expected To Draw
5,000 High School Students

By KiN MILLER

An estimated 5,000 high school students from
eastern United States are expected to attend the day-
long exercises of the Tenth Annual School Publica-
tions Conference sponsored by the Villanova yearbook
staff this Saturday on campus.

Approximately 15 high

Sr. Forms Late,

Pictures Missing,

Editor Announces
Jacic Daly, Belle Air Editor-

in-Chief, announced this weelc

that one hundred seniors have
not yet had their,yc^book pic-

tures taken. .)''.'[ ..^:'":.'''^-:.:

Daly also announced that the

senior history forms are due by
the end of this week. Unless they
are given to the Editor or Sen-

ior Section Editor, Francis Bon-
ner, it will be impossible to

publish them in the 1958 edition

of the yearbook, Daly said.

The yearbook photographer.

Carl Wolfe, was on campus for

the last time last week. Seniors

who have not had their pictures

taken were advised by Daly to

arrange the picture date with

the photographer at his studio in

center city Philadelphia.

Name Omitted
Daly said unless pictures are

taken and history forms turned
in the senior's name will be mis-

sing from the graduating list.

Bonner announced that early

next week there will be a list of

names posted on the bulletin

board in Dougherty Hall. Bonner
urged all seniors to check the
board.

"There may have been slip-

ups along the line, and pictures

or history forms lost," Bonner
said. "By checking the list sen
iors can make sure that their

pictures will be included," he
continued.

Missing Last Year
Last year a few of the pic-

tures were missing from the
yearbook. Editor Dick Schleic-

her said it was unfortunate that
pictures had to be deleted, but
deadlines imposed on the staff

makes waiting for pictures im-
possible.

Daly said the staff has been
spending much time on the lay-

out and captions for the year-
book and he hopes to submit
an original proof to the printer
soon.

schools from six states will sit

in on lectures and take part in

the many planned actVities with
a view of obtaining a.vl in their

work on yearbooks, newspapers,
and other publications.

The day will tf^n with a mes-
age at 9 a.m. from the Very Rev.

James A. Donnellon, O.S.A.,

President of Villanova. Later in

the day. the student editors,

artists, and writers will hear an

FR. DANIEL FALVEY
Directing Conference

address by Most Rev. John J.

Wright, Bishop of Worcester.

Distinguished Speaker
Bishop Wright has been

awarded honorary degrees from
Boston College, Holy Cross, Loy-
ola, Merrimac. Fordham. St.

Francis Xavier (Nova Scotia)

and St. John's of Brooklyn.
Included among the varied po-

sitions he has held are: profes-

sor at St. John's Seminary, Bos-
ton, Mass., from 1939-44, Secre-

tary to the Archbishop of Boston
1943, Episcopal Director of the

Lay Retreat Movement in the
U. S., Papal Chamberlain, and
Domestic Prelate.

Bishop Wright has been deco-

rated Commander of the Knights
of the Holy Sepulchre; he re-

ceived the ChevaUer Legion
from France and he is a Fellow
of the American Academy of
Arts and Sciences.

(Continued on Page 8)

Basca Award Winner

It is an upside down Seminole after Villanova gets finished
with him in this Basca Award. The duplay of Sulli^iui Hall,

here pictured .was named the winner by a team of prominent
judges. Sullivan thus gained the first leg on the Basca trophy.
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Order, Composition, Color Seen

As Aesthetic Standards In Art
One of the typical arguments

brought forth by the lay mind concern-

ing the "unrealistic" style of modern

art is whether or not the painter truly

has talent. Very often because the

painting is expressive to the point of

distortion, the public cries out "fraud"

and will not allow themselves to be

taken in by any artist hoax. Of course,

in the so-called 'arty' circles to raise

such a question would be intellectual

suicide since, here the sincerity and

talent of the modern painter is ac-

cepted without question.

It is the individual merits of a paint-

ing that are scrutinized, not the princi-

ple behind the painting. It is unfor-

tunate that the great mass of people

continues to misunderstands the mis-

trust the aims of modern painting.

Aesthetic Standards

There are centain elements within a

painting that must be present if it is

to be successful. These are not merely

momentary standards, but are aesthe-

tic principles. No mater how individual-

ly expressive the painting, these prin-

ciples, in essence, will be adhered to.

A painting must have unity. It must

have all parts woring together as a

whole .Each line of color in a painting

relates to all the other lines in a cer-

tain way. They do not exist in the

painting for their own merit as much
as for relating to all the others ele-

ments of line and color.

Order Necessary

Further, a painting must have com-

position, for the mind demands order.

It cannot be a hodge-podge of color, for

color's sake alone. Every line must fit

in a work to help the organization as

a whole.

In a good painting there is a con-

stant motion that controls the eye so

that no one area interferes with the

pictures's being "read"—almost as is

the page of a book.

A painting is really a combination

of coirs arranged in practical form,

harmoniously.

GERALD LAKARNAFEAUX

Anyone who may have been sceptical

about the change in Villanova football

policy with this ascendance of Frank
Reagan to the position of Athletic Di-

rector last year should take a look at

the past two weekends on the Main
Line campus before forming a deflnite

opinion.

Just about ten days ago, a stubborn

Furman team battled the once-beaten

Wildcats, before 10.000 loyal Blue and
White followers. The previous week's

heartbreaking setback to a highly-re-

garded Baylor eleven had aroused the

hopes of every ViUanovan and alumnus
and an intense anxiety to "see the

team in person' 'increased ticket sales

and stirred up local curiosity in the

Goodreau opener.

By the time me featured game of

the year rolled around last Saturday,

Goodreau Stadium had been sold out,

including the additional 4,000 seats

that were constructed during the past

summer. It was the Homecoming Game.
Alumni from all classes returned to

their Alma Mater to see if the 1957

Wildcats were the team the sports'

pages were reporting them to be.

Leo Rogers and his Spirit Committee

gave the Alumni a treat "off the field"

by the card section exhibition, the sel-

ection of a Homecoming Queen and the

introduction of Ck>unt Villan V.

A Villanova victory would complete

the afternoon and send the Alunmi
back home happy. Well, as you know
by now, the team didn't disappoint

them. As a matter of fact, everyone is

still talking about the hard tackling

of the linemen, the 61-yard touchdown
pass from Grazione to Sapienza early

in the game and the fine running of

Devereaux and Sapienza.

There was a strange feeling among
the largest crowd ever to witness a
football game in the university stadium
that the present "return to the cam-
pus" policy of Mr. Reagan would meet
with speedy approval by every Villa-

nova rooter.

Rr. Reagan had done his part last

Saturday afternoon by exhibiting a
well-coached, spirited squad of ball-

players and the fans responded by
turning out in large numbers to "see
that team in action."

Everybody was glad to see Villanova

football on the Villanova campus again
and if Saturday's game was typical of
future Reagan teams everybody will be
glad to see plenty of it in years to come.

Transportation

The most direct means of
transportation from the C/ntver-

sity to central Philadelphia or
Main Line communities is the
Pennsylvania Railroad, whose
PaoU Local provides half-hourly
service to Broad Street t Subur"
ban and 30th Street Stations, as
toett as to Paoii in the opposite
direction. The Philadelphia and
Western Railtoay, located across
Lancaster Avenue from the main
part of campus, has quick and
frequent service to the Wth
Street area and to Norristown.
The Red Arrow busses travelling

along Lancaster Pike also pro-

vide service to Ardmore and to
^9th Street section.

To

Ike's ^Arkansas Policy' Lauded
Frdndis Bonner contends in his letter

that the Federal government over"

to implement the interpretation of the

Constitution, instead of turning the

stepped its authority in sending Federal nine students away, and if the city and

troops to Arkansas, because there state police around Little Rock had been

was "no real threat, or sufficient able to control the mx>b, then, Federal

cause." We stated that only nine stud- troops would not have been needed,

ents, one school, and a very small group Federal troops are there enforcing

of "irrational" people were involved. Federal Rights, only because the No-

For this, the Federal government need tional Guard of Arkansas refused to

not have stepped in on powers dele- and city and state police failed to do

gated to the states. their duty. States' rights vnll return to

I answer that the Federal troops were Arkansas when they are willing and

used in the state of Arkansas only be-

cause the state of Arkansas itself did

not use its state's rights to combat or

solve the sittmtion.

If they had used the National Guard

The Facuity Speaks; \-C':'!]'>'-'-;Er,..:..-

The British Outlook Since Suez
,i;

By FRANCIS COOHLAN Hhfory fnsfruefor

The Suez crisis of 1956 brought into

sharp focus British relations with the

United States. At that time the British

themselves were sharply divided on the

question; many believed that to under-

take such an action without United
States support was to invite disaster

and many felt that the action was al-

together unethical.

Those who supported Eden's under-
taking were highly critical of the
United States' role in the affair, on the
belief that.it was to the United States'

own interest to give strong support to

its most important ally. These people

were also strongly disappointed by
Eden's failure to push the expedition

to its logical conclusion.

This summer I had a first-hand op-

portunity to discuss the Suez affair

with all classes of Britishers and I

found that interest in the matter has
declined considerably.

The majority of those consulted be-

lieved that the alliance with the United
States would be maintained at all costs.

Therefore they were willing to concede

that the leadership of the United

States must be followed wherever pos-

sible.

However the spirit of criticism was
not dead. The belief was still prevalent

that the United States leadership had
become so weak that the evolution of

a joint foreign policy was almost im-

possible. It was also stated that the
United States has increased the danger
of communist penetration of the
middle east through its failure to take
a strong line over the nationalization

of the Suez Canal. Current events in

Syria were believed to substantiate

this point of view.

The importance of Middle East oil

to the European economy and, in the
future, to that of the United States
must in the long run outweigh coiv-

sideration of conciliating Arab nation-
alism and reconciling it to the West.
If both Arab friendship and the safety
of the oil supply can be fostered, well
and good, but if not, then security

must come first. So ran the current

trend of British public opinion.

Suez has had two major effects on

the British nation. First: it has caused

a major acceleration of the develop-

ment of atomic power as an alternative

to Middle East oil, and second: it has
sparked a growing interest in the

movement toward European unity.

The possibility in European unity of

erecting a third major power bloc,

between the Soviet Union and the

United States, is welcomed by those

critical of American foreign policy, and
by those who feel that Britain's final

destiny as an industrial power can only
be worked out in a free trade Europe.
Certain parts of the economy would suf-

fer but these would be more than offset

by the stimulus to production in the

aircraft, automobile, atomic and elec-

trical industries.

Generally, during the summer
months, the British were content to

enjoy their vacations and the results

of unprecedented prosperity. There-
fore the degree of interest in the Mid-
dle East countries hais waned to a
negligible point as people busy them-
selves with the material side of life.

Certainly, in my opinion, it will not
seriously affect the next political cam-

paign.

able to carry out Federal provisions

by themselves vnth the means that they

have.

JOHN HUNT
Senior Political Science Major.

The editors of the ViUanovan wel-

come letters to the paper. They may
be on any subject pertinent to school

affairs. Opinions of feature material

and columns in the paper are wel-

comed as are criticisms of the rest of

the paper.

Letters should be addressed to the

ViUanovan, Villanova Pa., and they
must be signed. Names will be with-

held upon request of the writer.
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By TOM MARTINEZ

The entire Villanova NROTC eontlngent at Little Creek, minus two latecomers, pose outside of

Rockwell Hall In their brand new dress whites during a lull In a dance sponsored by the Amprib-

lous base to niake the introduction of the 800 midshipmen to the belles of the Norfolk is an official

VU Midshipmen See Texas,

Virginia On Suftitfier Tour
Each summer finds a number

of Villanova students who sea-

son their education with the

military, and are thereby known
as midshipmen of Villanova's

NROTC unit, heading to the

sunny southland for six weeks
training in the principles of am-
phibious warfare at Little Creek,

Va. and naval aviation at Corpus
Christi, Texas.

For this period of training the

midshipmen carry the identity of

Villanova with them and garner

credit' for the name of the uni-

versity in every field from ap-

titude for the naval service to

volleyball.

Ist Stop Little Creek
Besides all this, the avaition-

amphibious cruise is fun. Upon
their arrival at the United
States Naval Amphibious in

Little Creek, Va., the Villanova

middies settled down to rather

austere comfort with their sea-

bags and sundry equipment,
twelve men to a quonset hut.

The following day, utilities,

ponchos, helmets and packs

were issued and it came full

home that for the next three

weeks the middies were to lead

willy-nilly a life as closely re-

sembling that of the marine
"snuffy" as circumstances would
allow, and like it. And like it

they did.

During the next three weeks,

there was a constant round of

excellent classroom demonstra-
tions featuring visual aids that

any educator would envy, and
usually an explosion of sorts

about midway through each lec-

ture to alert those with a high

degree of resistance to class-

room indoctrination.

Approximately half the time

though was devoted to practical

work to the ends of acquiring

such varied skills as negotiating

cargo nets as a means of em-
barking upon and debarking
from troopships, handling small

amphibious landing craft in ap-

proaching troop ships and beach-
ing, troop leadership and the

art of passing barbed wire im-

pediments without ventilating

either clothing or personnel.

Who Goes Up Comes Down
The first pass down the cargo

nets was a dry run affair with

two ambulances conveniently

placed nearby as a morale factor,

but everyone found it was about

only one-fourth as high as it

looked.

The rest of a busy day was
spent marching to chow, clean-

ing huts, marching, organized
athletics, marching, water sur-

vival, marching, touring am-
phibious ships and marching.

Some battle-weary? Vlllanovans play the role outside of

quonHet hut Q-l.Sl, home for three weeks to our middles along

with HlNter hutn Q-130 and Q-132 at^U.S. Naval Amphlbloim

Base. Little Creek, Va.

Middies watch a full-scale am-
phibious landing from simula-

ted A-bombs to the landing of

the troops at Camp Pendleton,

Va.
Diverslve Tactics

If this athletic regimer design-

ed to unkink classroom fagged

muscles began to pall, there

were always the rewarding di-

versions of barracks life horse-

play, the latest western epic at

the base movie, the excellent

base athletic facilities and the

refreshments, liquid and other-

wise of the base's Officers Club.

The general concensus of opinion

was that every self-respecting

community should have an of-

ficer club accessible to midship-

men. ;
'•.'•.'"•,'.•••••; 'V-':':

At the end of this ashore

phase of amphibious training

the middies were integrated with

veteran marine landing forces

embarked upon ships and pro-

ceeded to assault the beaches of

Camp Pendleton, just a few
miles south of Virginia Beach,

scene of earlier midshipmen as-

sault waves.

This is Texas!
Following the landing exer-

cises, the middies were airlifted

to Corpus Christi Naval Air
Station in Texas for three more
weeks less rigorous but none the

less rewarding familiarization

with naval aviation.

Middies were given a three-

hour hop in a seaplane and an
hour hop in a jet trainer. Filling

in the time gap was a complete
program of comprehensive class-

room instruction and athlet-

ics. All were given the opportun-

ity to quality as first-class

swimmers. And of course there

was marching.
Home The Warriors

August 22nd came at last

bringing with it a mass exodus

Since 1948 the Puerto Rican
has come into a wide range of

controversy, so much so that

a musical - comedy - drama is

about to appear under Broad-
way lights with the provocative

title, "West Side Story".

The total number of Puerto
Ricans living in the United
States as of December 31, 1956
was 736,000 and of this num-
ber 577,000 were living in New
York City. The problem arises

as to whether these people can
adjust themselves to a new way
of life and how can they live

in an already overpopulated
city.

There has been much criti-

cism of these people living on
relief but the facts show that 94

or 95 out of every 100 New
York - Puerto Ricans support*

themselves while the others who
are forced to go on relief try

to find work as soon as possible.

This stands to reason because
the sum given them would never
be enough o pay their bills

which in many cases are ri-

diculously high due to the at-

titude of unscrupulous land-

I

lords .

Some of their apartments
have three rooms with the bar-

est of necessities and have a

$125 monthly rent attached to

them. The tenants will move
their entire fanyly into the

place, pay the rent, live in a de-
' praved state and yet feel that

they are existing like kings.

' Why then does a yearly aver-

age of 50,000 come to the United

States? Since the end of the

Korean conflict, industry, busi-

' iiess and therefore jobs have

been plentiful. More money can

be earned weekly here then can

)je earned in two weeks in Puer-

to Rico.

This is not to say that condi-

tions are poor in their native

land. It just means that stand-

ards and the economy are dif-

ferent. In 1948 "Operation Boot-

strap ' got under way which
shoVt^s today the addition of 450,

new factories employing 37,000,

workers and paying an average*

of $46 per week. As of 1956 the*

average family income was $2,-

400 per year whereas the aver-

age yearly income of 1940 was
$660 which shows a 227.6% in-|

crease.
{

What is the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico doing to alleviate

^portunities for both the skilkid

and unskilled workingman and

woman. The factories them-

selves train their help and there-

fore provide for a semi-trade

education in a^wing, plastics,

precision instruments and variea

other trades.

Housing before 1948 was a

problem but now many housing

projects or orgaiC^ations as

they are called are being con-

structed to give this new so-

ciety decent places to live. The
biggest project is the "Llorens

Torres Caserio" which consists

of numerous apartment houses,

schools, parks, gqocery and sup-

ply stores. Occupants live in

fouif-room apartments with mod-
ern bathrooms, new stoves, re-

frigerators and up to date con-

veniences.

Rent for these vertiable "pal-

aces" (we must keep in mind
that the tenants belong to the

poor or peasant class and they

have been accustomed to living

in complete slum environments)
range from four to twenty dol-

lars per month according to the

salary made by the family.

Children are educated, food-

«tuffs are bought and all the

comforts of a small town can
be had in these organizations

so that the living and social

standard of these people is be-

ing constantly improved. But
not until all plans have mater-
ialized, the peasant class has
been adequately housed and un
employment figures have bee:

.lowered to a minimum percent

age, will the population of Puer-

to Rico be stable Mioueh to low-

er migration rates to a vaca-

'tioning few.

Until this happy day for Puer-

to Rico arrives, we can continue

to expect a heavy influx of the

islanders to this country and it

is to be hoped that the new-
comers will match the achieve-

ments of those already here who
have made their mark in almost
every walk of American life.

Noted Puerto Ricans include

motion picture stars Jose Ferr-

er, Rita Moreno and Juano Her-
nandez. Vic Power and Jim Ri-

vera have made the big time in

baseball while Graciela Rivera

ib an opera star. This is only a.

partial list of Puerto Ricans

who have become leaders here.

social as well as economic dis- in Puerto Rico and abroad and
J ii j_i in mi .— A

order on the island? The intro

duction of new industry, plants

'and factories provide job op-

: .rji]»,*planeand bus, and Vil-

lanova's thiry-five had now re-

turned back to school for a

slightly less stimulating way of

life. All you need do is note the

deep Texas tan, the renewed
vigor and the general absence of

they are powerful reasons why
we should not sell Puerto Rico

and its people short. V :

former paunch to deduce that
the active life was agreeable.
The middies brought back a

wealth of newly-acquired pro-
fessional information and left

behind a warm glow for the
University of Villanova.

Obviously, there was a lot of

play along with a lot of work
during the Little Creek train-

ing' period as midshipmen Bill

Lyttle, Al Mehldau, Joe Schnei-

der, Jim Corey and Dick Fowler
gather around their favorite

sign.
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Order, Composition, Color Seen

As i^esi!ieti(5 Standards In Art
One of the typical arguments

brought forth by the lay mind concern-

ing the "unrealistic" style of modern

art is whether or not the painter truly

has talent. Very often because the

painting is expressive to the point of

distortion, the public cries out "fraud"

and will not allow themselves to be

taken in by any artist hoax. Of course,

in the so-called 'arty' circles to raise

such a question would be intellectual

suicide since, here the sincerity and

talent of the modern painter is ac-

cepted without question.

It is the individual merits of a paint-

ing that are scrutinized, not the princi-

ple behind the painting. It is unfor-

tunate that the great mass of people

continues to misunderstands the mis-

trust the aims of modern painting.

Aesthetic Standards

There are centain elements within a

painting that must be present if it is

to be successful. These are not merely

momentary standards, but are aesthe-

'tic principles. No mater how individual-

ly expressive the painting, these prin-

ciples, in essence, will be adhered to.

A painting must have unity. It must

have all parts woring together as a

whole .Each line of color in a painting

relates to all the other lines in a cer-

tain way. They do not exist in the

painting for their own merit as much
as for relating to all the others ele-

ments of line and color.

Order Necessary
:

.

Further, a painting must have com-

position, for the mind demands order.

It cannot be a hodge-podge of color, for

color's sake alone. Every line must fit

in a work to help the organization as

a whole.

In a good painting there is a con-

stant motion that controls the eye so

that no one area interferes with the

pictures's being "read"—almost as is

the page of a book.

A painting is really a combination

of coirs arranged in practical form,

harmoniously.

GERALD LAKARNAFEAUX

The Faculty Speaks;

The British

Campus Game Pleased Everyone
Anyone who may have been sceptical

about the change in Villanova football

policy with the ascendance of Frank
Reagan to the position of Athletic Di-

rector last year should take a look at

the past two weekends on the Main
Line campus before forming a definite

opinion.

Just about ten days ago, a stubborn

Furman team battled the once-beaten

Wildcats, before 10,000 loyal Blue and
White followers. The previous week's

heartbreaking setback to a highly-re-

garded Baylor eleven had aroused the

hopes of every Villanovan and alumnus
and an intense anxiety to "see the

team in person' 'increased ticket sales

and stirred up local curiosity in the

Goodreau opener.

. By the time Aie featured game of

the year railed around last Saturday,

Goodreau Stadium had been sold out,

including the additional 4,000 seats

that were constructed during the past

summer. It was the Homecoming Game.
Alumni from all classes returned to

their Alma Mater to see if the 1957

Wildcats were the team the sports'

pages were reporting them to be.

L*eo Rogers and his Spirit Committee
gave the Alumni a treat "off the field"

by the card section exhibition, the sel-

ection of a Homecoming Queen and the

introduction of Count Villan V.

A Villanova victory would complete

the afternoon and send the Alumni
back home happy. Well, as you know
by now, the team didn't disappoint

them. As a matter of fact, everyone is

still talking about the hard tackling

of the linemen, the 61-yard touchdown
pass from Grazione to Sapienza early

in the game and the fine running of

Devereaux and Sapienza.

There was a strange feeling among
the largest crowd ever to witness a

football game in the university stadium
that the present "return to the cam-
pus" policy of Mr. Reagan would meet
with speedy approval by every Villa-

nova rooter.

Rr. Reagan had done his part last

Saturday afternoon by exhibiting a

well-coached, spirited squad of ball-

players and the fans responded by
turning out in large numbers to "see

that team in action."

Everybody was glad to see Villanova
football on the Villanova campus again
and if Saturday's game was typical of

future Reagan teams everybody will be

glad to see plenty of it in years to come.

Transportation

The most direct means of
tranaportation from the Univer-
sity to central Philadelphia or
Main Line communities is the
Pennsylvania Railroad, whose
Paoli Local provides half-hourly
service to Broad Street % Subur-
ban and 30th Street Stations, as
weU as to Paoli in the opposite
direction. The Philadelphia and
Western Railtoayt located across
Lancaster Avenue from the main
part of campus, has quick and
frequent service to the Qdth
Street area and to Norristoum.
The Red Arrow busses travelling

along Lancaster Pike also pro-

vide service to Ardmore and to

Qdth Street section.

Letters To Editor

Ike's 'Arkansas Policy' Lauded
Francis Bonner contends in his letter

that the Federal government over-

stepped its authority in sending Federal

troops to Arkansas, because there

was "no real threat, or sufficient

cause." We stated that only nine stud-

ents, one school, and a very small group

of "irrational" people were involved.

For this, the Federal government need

not have stepped in on powers delC"

gated to the states.

I answer that the Federal troops were

used in the state of Arkansas only be-

cause the state of Arkansas itself did

not use its state's rights to combat or

solve the situiation.

If they had used the National Guard

>.••?'/' •'.

Ouitobk Since Suez
By FRANCIS COGHLAN Hisfory Insfrueior

The Suez crisis of 1956 brought into

sharp focus British relations with the

United States. At that time the British

themselves were sharply divided on the

question ; many believed that to under-

take such an action without United
States support was to invite disaster

and many felt that the action was al-

together unethical.

Those who supported Eden's under-

taking were highly critical of the

United States' role in the affair, on the

belief that.it was to the United States'

own interest to give strong support to

its most important ally. These people

were also strongly disappointed by
Eden's failure to push the expedition

to its logical conclusion.

This summer I had a first-hand op-

portunity to discuss the Suez affair

with all classes of Britishers and I

found that interest in the matter has
declined considerably.

The majority of those consulted be-

lieved that the alliance with the United
States would be maintained at all costs.

Therefore they were willing to concede

that the leadership of the United

States must be followed wherever pos-

sible, . V ... ,: .; ,..•
.••. .•:,. ;

:,••• ^
; .•|V;:,.;

However the spirit of criticism was
not dead. The belief was still prevalent

that the United States leadership had
become so weak that the evolution of

a joint foreign policy was almost im-

possible. It was also stated that the

United States has increased the danger
of communist penetration of the

middle east through its failure to take

a strong line over the nationalization

of the Suez Canal. Current events in

Syria were believed to substantiate

this point of view.

The importance of Middle East oil

to the European economy and, in the

future, to that of the United States

must in the long run outweigh coiv

sideration of conciliating Arab nation-

alism and reconciling it to the West.
If both Arab friendship and the safety

of the oil supply can be fostered, well

and good, but if not, then security

must come first. So ran the current

trend of British public opinion.

Suez has had two major effects on

the British nation. First: it has caused

a major acceleration of the develop-

ment of atomic power as an alternative

to Middle East oil, and second: it has
sparked a growing interest in the

movement toward European unity.

The possibility in European unity of

erecting a third major power bloc,

between the Soviet Union and the

United States, is welcomed by those
critical of American foreign policy, and
by those who feel that Britain's final

destiny as an industrial power can only
be worked out in a free trade Europe.
Certain parts of the economy would suf-

fer but these would be more than offset

by the stimulus to production in the

aircraft, automobile, atomic and elec-

trical industries.

Generally, during the summer
months, the British were content to

enjoy their vacations and the results

of unprecedented prosperity. There-
fore the degree of interest in the Mid-
dle East countries has waned to a
negligible point as people busy them-
selves with the material side of life.

Certainly, in my opinion, it will not
seriously affect the next political cam-

paign.

to implement the interpretation of the

Constitution, instead of turning the

nine students avxiy, and if the city and

state police around Little Rock had been

able to control the mob, then, Federal

troops would not have been needed.

Federal troops are there enforcing

Federal Rights, only because the Na-

tional Guard of Arkansas refused to

and city and state police failed to do

their duty. States' rights will return to

Arkansas when they are willing and
able to carry out Federal provisions

by themselves with the means that they

have. '

JOHN HUNT
Senior Political Science Major.

The editors of the Villanovan wel-

come letters to the paper. They may
be on any subject pertinent to school

affairs. Opinions of feature material

and columns in the paper are wel-

comed as are criticisms of the rest of

the paper.

Letters should be addressed to the

Villanovan, Villanova Pa., and they
must be signed. Names will be with-

held upon request of the writer.
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PUERTO RICANPROBLEM SwS

By TOM MARTINEZ

The entire Villanova NROTC contingent at Little Creek, minus two latecomers, pose outside of

Rockwell Hall In their brand new dress whites during a lull in a dance sponsored by the Amprib-

ious base to make the introduction of the 800 midshipmen to the belles of the Norfolk Is an official

VU Midshipmen See Texas,

Virginia On Summer Tour
Each summer finds a number

of Villanova students who sea-

son their education with the

military, and are thereby known
as midshipmen of Villanova's

NROTC unit, heading to the

sunny southland for six weeks
training in the principles of am-
phibious warfare at Little Creek,

Va. and naval aviation at Corpus
Christi, Texas.

For this period of training the

midshipmen carry the identity of

Villanova with them and garner

credit' for the nams of the uni-

versity in every field from ap-

titude fQr the naval service to

volleyball.

1st Stop Little Creek
Besides all this, the avaition-

amphibious cruise is fun. Upon
their arrival at the United
States Naval Amphibious in

Little Creek, Va., the Villanova

middies settled down to rather

austere comfort with their sea-

bags and sundry equipment,
twelve men to a quonset hut.

The following day, utilities,

ponchos, helmets and packs

were issued and it came full

home that for the next three

weeks the middies were to lead

willy-nilly a life as closely re-

sembling that of the marine
"snuffy" as circumstances would
allow, and like it. And lik^ it

they did. •':;'';;•• ^'..^.I'i/ .:;..

During the next three weeks,

there was a constant round of

excellent classroom demonstra-

tions featuring visual aids that

any educator would envy, and
usually an explosion of sorts

about midway through each lec-

ture to alert those with a high

degree of resistance to class-

room indoctrination.

Approximately half the time

though was devoted to practical

work to the ends of acquiring

such varied skills as negotiating

cargo nets as a means of em-
barking upon and debarking
from troopships, handling small

amphibious landing craft in ap-

proaching troop ships and beach-

ing, troop leadership and the

art of passing barbed wire im-

pediments without ventilating

either clothing or personnel.

Who Goes Up Comes Down
The first pass down the cargo

nets was a dry run affair with

two ambulances conveniently

placed nearby as a morale factor,

but everyone found it was about

only one-fpurth as high as it

looked. ' •.
"

'

-'X' ;
"
"•'.-••';'• \ -
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The rest of a busy day was
spent marching to chow, clean-

ing huts, marching, organized

athletics, marching, water sur-

vival, marching, touring am-
phibious ships and marching.

Sonit' battle-weary? Villanovans play the role outside of

quonset hut Q-T'^l, home for threi' weeks to our middies alon^

with sister liiils ({-180 and Q-133 at ^ U.S. Naval Amphibloun

Base, Little ( rtM-k, Va.

Middies watch a full-scale am-
phibious landing from simula-

ted A-bombs to the landing of

the troops at Camp Pendleton,

Va.
Diversivc Tactics

If this athletic regimer design-

ed to unkink classroom fagged

muscles began to pall, there

were always the rewarding di-

versions of barracks life horse-

play, the latest western epic at

the base movie, the excellent

base athletic facilities and the

refreshments, liquid and other-

wise of the base's Officers Club.

The general concensus of opinion

was that every self-respecting

community should have an of-

ficer club accessible to midship-

men.

At the end of this ashore

phase of amphibious training

the middies were integrated with

veteran marine landing forces

embarked upon ships and pro-

ceeded to assault the beaches of

Camp Pendleton, just a few
miles south of Virginia Beach,
scene of earlier midshipmen as-

sault waves.

This is Texas!
Following the landing exer-

cises, the middies were airlifted

to Corpus Christi Naval Air

Station in Texas for three more
weeks less rigorous but none the

less rewarding familiarization

with naval aviation.

Middies were given a three-

hour hop in a seaplane and an
hour hop in a jet trainer. Filling

in the time gap was a complete
program of comprehensive class-

room instruction and athlet-

ics. All were given the opportun-

ity to quality as first-class

swimmers. And of course there

was marching.
Home The Warriors

August 22nd came at last

bringing with it a mass exodus

Since 1948 the Puerto Rican
has come into a wide range of

controversy, so much so that

a musical - comedy - drama is

about to appear under Broad-
way lights with the provocative

title, "West Side Story".

The total number of Puerto
Ricans living in the United
States as of December 31, 1956
was 736,000 and of this num-
ber 577,000 were living in New
York City. The problem arises

i as to whfether these people can
adjust themselves to a new way
of life and how can they live

in an already overpopulated
city.

There has been much criti-

cism of these people living on
relief but the facts show that 94

or 95 out of every 100 New
York - Puerto Ricans support
'themselves while the others who
are forced to go on relief try

to find work as soon as possible.

This stands to reason because

the sum given them would never

,be enough o pay their bills

'Which in many cases are ri-

diculously high due to the at-

titude of unscrupulous land-

lords .

Some of their apartments
have three rooms with the bar-

est of necessities and have a

$125 monthly rent attached to

them. The tenants wJU move
their entire family into the

place, pay the rent, live in a de-

praved state and yet feel that

they are existing like kings.

Why then does a yearly aver-

age of 50,000 come to the United

States? Since the end of the

Korean conflict, industry, busi-

ness and therefore jobs have

been plentiful. More money can

be earned weekly here then can

^e earned in two weeks in Puer-

to Rico.

This is not to say that condi-

tions are poor in their native

land. It just means that stand-

;
ards and the economy are dif-

j
ferent. In 1948 "Operation Boot-

strap ' got under way which
shoV\rs today the addition of 450

new factories employing 37,000

workers and paying an average

of $46 per week. As of 1956 the

average family income was $2,-

400 per year whereas the aver-

i
age yearly income of 1940 was

i $660 which shows a 227.6% in-t

crease. , .,

What lis the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico doing to alleviate

social as well as economic dis-

order on the island? The intro-

duction of new industry, plants

'and factories provide job op-

•portunities for both the skilled

and unskilled workingman and

woman. The factories them-

selves train their help and there-

fore provide for a semi-trade

education in sewing, plastics,

precision instruments and varied

other trades.

Housing before 1948 was a

problem but now many housing

projects or organ Rations as

they are called are being con-

structed to give this new so-

ciety decent places to live. The
biggest project is the "Llorens

Torres Caserio" which consists

of numerous apartment houses,

schools, parks, grocery and sup-

ply stores. Occupants live in

four-room apartments with mod-
ern bathrooms, new stoves, re-

frigerators and up to date con-

veniences.

Rent for these vertiable "pal-

aces" (we must keep in mind
that the tenants belong to the

poor or peasant class and they

have been accustomed to living

in complete slum environments)

range from four to twenty dol-

lars per month according to the

salary made by the family.

Children are educated, food-

stuffs are bought and all the

comforts of a small town can
be had in these organizations

so that the living and social

standard of these people is be-

ing constantly improved. But
not until all plans have mater-
ialized, the peasant class has
been adequately housed and un
employment figures have bee

lowered to a minimum percent

age, will the population of Puer-

to Rico be. stable wiouch to low-

er migration rates to a vaca-

'tioning few.

Until this happy day for Puer-

to Rico arrives, we can continue

to expect a heavy influx of the

islanders to this country and it

is to be hoped that the new-
comers will match the achieve-

ments of those already here who
have made their mark in almost
every walk of American life.

Noted Puerto Ricans include

motion picture stars Jose Ferr-

er, Rita Moreno and Juano Her-

nandez. Vic Power and Jim Ri-

vera have made the big time in

baseball while Graciela Rivera

i)3 an opera star. This is only a.

partial list of Puerto Ricans

who have become leaders here,

in Puerto Rico and abroad and

they are powerful reasons why
we should not sell Puerto Rico

and its people short. ..;

.
-/.fiji.'planeand bus, and Vil-

larVovMS thiry-five had now re-

turned back to school for a

>lij;;htly less stimulating way of

iiie. All you need do is note the

deep Texas tan, the renewed
vigor and the general absence of

former paunch to deduce that
the active life was agreeable. .

The middies brought back ii

wealth of newly-acquired pro-
fessional information and left

behind a warm glow for the
University of Villanova.

Obviously, there was a lot of

play along ^vith a lot of work
during ihe Little Creek train-

ing period as midshipmen Bill

Lyttio, A I Mehldau, Joe Schnei-

der, Jim Corey and Dick Fowler
gather around their favorite

sign.
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Tips For Footloose Villanovans
If you are among the lete moneyed

classes— too impoverished to afford
extensive and expensive football week-
ends—it's worth your while to investi-

gate^date opportunities in Philadelphia.

The old complaint that 'there's nothing
to do in Philly' just isn't true.

. The Philadelphia playgoer has a bet-

ter than even chance to see a future

Broadway hit before Broadway ia

aware of it. Presently in town is Mer-
man Wouk's .new comedy, "Nature's
Way," starrii^ Orson Bean and Betsy
voQ Furstenburg—a farce and satire

on success in New York. Terence Rat-
tigan's drama, "Separate Tables,'^ is

really two small plays closely inter-

woven—"Table Seven' and Table by
the Window'—concerning the lives of

several different characters resident

in an English resort hoteL Eric Port-

man and Geraldine Page have received

critical plaudits for their performances.

9y JONN 0. KfNNEOr—fecfvf^ idHw

yOfauMvan Ron Delany Stars
Lowell Thomas Rides Again in the

fourth Cinerama venture, "Search for

Paradise." In the picture are recorded
the further adventures of Mr. Thomas,
this time in the high Himalayas, Nepal,
etc., etc. The Trans-Lux features

"Melbourne Rendezvous," the only

complete and official films of the 1956
Olympics, in Beautiful Technicolor,

starring Ron Delany.
A powerful indictment against war

is "The Last Bridge," at the 'World'

with the new German star, Maria Schell.

The scene is the World War 11 occupa-
tion of Yugoslavia; Miss Schell is a
German nurse caught between the des-

peration of both sides.

'Aaite Ekberg Meets Mickey Spilbuie

For those whose taste or intelligence

isn't very high, a double feature at

the Goldman is recommended. Mickey
Spillane's manly gut-buster, Mike Ham?
n|er, comes once more to the screen

in an adaptation of that memorable
novel, "My Gun is Quick." The other

half of that bill is devoted to an

Anita Ekberg epic, complete with

hubby Anthony Steele.

The Bala Theatre, near City Line

Avenue, is inaugurating a new 'art'

film policy. The first 'art' film features

the lustrous Sophia Loren in "Scandal

in Sorrento."

The film better known as Howard
Hughes' Folly, "Jet Pilot," ten years

old and out-dated, is packing 'em in

at the Stanley. Critics have judged
the plot and a practically juvenile John
Wayne as the chief curiosities of the

picture. Janet Leigh as a Russian lady

spy brings the house down.

DAVE lELCHER JOHN D. KENNEDY JOHN HUNT DON KEMPF

Arkansas Episode Reverberates Around World
;/ ly JOHN HUNT

Tlie unfoninate occurences in Little

Rock have brought forth literally mil-

lions of words in newspapers the worid

over. Actually, no words are necessary

to explain the baqc human problem.

The mute but eloquent pictures of

Elizabeth Ekdcford turned away from

Central High School by armed soldiers,

jeered by faces twisted with hate are

equal to any number. of words written.

This harvest of hate is grist for the

Communist propaganda mills.

*«Hypoeitey!*'

''Hypocrisy!" shriek the Red head-

lines. The American preashers of the

brotherhood of man find that message

flung back in their faces. What can

they answer?
Friends of America are dismayed;

non-communist but anti-American fac-

tions gleefully dredge up the American

disgrace. In Asia the new race-con-

scious nations follow the headlines,

watching the American treatment of

jion-white race.

The prestige of the United States

abroad has, prehaps, never been so low.

It is difficult, if not impossible, *to find

an effective answer. The circumstances

may be explained; Europe and Asia

may be asked if their racial minorities

flave always been well-treated.

Our setting forth former German
treatment of Jews and French feelings

toward Algerians—^just to name two
instances — does not extenuate our-

selves but just spreads the tar brush

of intolerance further. Everyone is not

spotless, but we seemed to have repre-

sented ourselves as so.

Perhaps when the furore has died

down a bit, when heads are a trifle

cooler, our explanations and answers

may be listened to with the reasonable-

ness they deserve.

Possible American Propaganda
The situation in Arkansas — as

through the entire South—represents

the efforts of an ignorant, strongly-

united minority to oppress still another
minority. It must be made clear that

the ideas of these militant segrega-

tionists are repugnant to the great

majority of the American people, that

the same American people view with

the same horror as the rest of the

world the actions of the misguided

Southerners.

The rapid movement of the Federal

government to put an end to the im-

passe 'in Arkansas may be shown
abroad as the determination of the

American people to end the oustanding

injustice. Although force of the courts

im'plemented by the military is now
necessary, eventually education of the

people will produce the true traditions

of American democracy.

Only time will soften the harsh ef-

fects of the Arkansas incident abroad.

Only time and American determination

will insure that such a thing will never

happen again.

Off The Bottom of the Deck
The game of bridge is often con-

sidered by men of college age to be

an extremely dull pastime that should

be restricted to unmarried women who
have at some time in their lives reach-

ed the age of sixty.
If these young men would take the

trouble to Hnd out about the game
:
they would have to admit that it is by

'': far the most interesting and challeng-
' ing card game ever formulated.

Intellectuals (nasty word!) have
sanctified the ganne for years for its

quality of restricting the element of
chance as much as possible and giv-
ing full vent to the mental efforts of
the individual player.

Mea Best Plajers
For this reason, men make the best

players. I mean no damaging reflec-

tions on the mentality of the fair sex
but it seems that women would usually
rather talk than concentrate.
The basic (essentials of bridge are

relatively simple. The complications
come in the practkal applications of
these elements.
The game of course can only be play-

ed with four persons. The direct ob-

ject of playing is to aocumlate as many
trieks as possible with the potential

that your hand offers. This "trick"

i^ystem is similar to that used in hearts

By DAVE BELCHER ,

or pinochle. If you don't know these

games, see me personally or take up

chess.

The game is played by partners, and

a great part of the game depends on

the ability of the partners to judge

and anticipate the other moves and

the strength of his hand. More about

this later.

When the hand is first dealt, the

players bid to arrive at the number
of tricks which they feel that they

can take between them. This bid is a

contract which they must make or be

penalized.

The Blind Partners

The partners work through a compli-

cated system of bidding to arrive at

a contract that will give them the most
number of tricks, and thus the great-

est number of points. They try to come
as close as possible to the exact limit

of the strength of their combined

hands, Neither sees the other's hand,

though.

In bidding for the number of tricks

the partners also name trump. Trump
is a suit of which any card will take

precedence over any card of another

suit to win the trick. The partners will

try to name their longest suit as trump.

If spades are trump, then a two of

spades will take an ace of hearts for

instance. Under certain unusual con-

ditions a hand may be bid and played

with no trump.

Obviously with fifty-two cards and
four players, there are thirteen tricks

to a hand, all the cards being dealt

out evenly. When one pair of partners

have successfully set their contract,

they must take six tricks (called the

book) plus the number of tricks they

have bid. For example, if they bid

three-heart, then they must take nine

tricks and hearts will be trump suit.

The partners who failed to reach a con-

tract will try to prevent the other two
from making their bid.

The bidding (over fifty-percent of

the game) is competitive. When one

player bids, another must bid higher

in number of tricks and trump suit or-

der to top the first bid. The trump suit

order from bottom to top is clubs, dia-

monds, hearts and spades. No trump
tops any of these in the bidding proc-

ess. The dealer starts the bidding. A
player may decline to bid and pass.

A bid becomes a contract when
three players in a row pass after it.

The playing of the hand now begins.

This will be taken up in next week's

column.

Jazz fiends will be happy to note

that the Red Hill Inn in near-by New
Jersey has a 'name' jazz policy. Re-

cently at this spot Lionel Hampton
was featured. Pep's, on Broad Street

—

at South — is anothe mecca for the
jazzically-inclined.

For dancing—if anyone is not ex-

hausted by the strenuous campus so-

cials—St. Alice's Social Center in

Stonehurst (near 69th Street) holds

Sunday evening dances with a 'name'

bands frequently featured. High school

kids are notable at this dance by their,

absence. '
> -

.

If any socially-inclined Villanovan

with a quarter or so in his jeans can-

not find any place to go after the

above lengthy enumeration, he is

strongly advised to contact this writer

or the nearest physician.

MEIN KEMPF
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As the Sullivan Hall Tennis Associa-

tion's matches move into their third

week, all eyes are beginning to focus

on the little Italian with the big serve.

Seventh seeded Frank Cavalier, given

little hope in a tournament filled with
such stars as Jack Chirtin and J. P.

Moran, has proven that there's still

room for the little man in the world
of big-time tennis.

When we consider that Frank is go-

ing into these matches without the use

of his slide rule and .T-square, it makes
the feats accomplished by the junior

engineer all the more astounding.

Which reminds me of the story of

the drunk who was sitting in the bar

when a friend came up and suggested

that they throw a party in the drunks
room. "Fine," said the drunk, "about

what time should we have it."

"Oh," said his friend, "about eight-

ish."

A few minutes later another friend

appeared on the scene and made a
similar proposal. And when the drunk
inquired as to what time the party

should be held his second friend ans-

wered, "About nine-ish."

The drunk guzzled down a final

drink, stood up on the bar stool, and
inquired, "Anyone for tenish?"

It's About The Weekend

The Villanovan won't Hnd too much
to look for this weekend on the home
campus. Rosemont, however, is holding

their annual Fall carnival this weekend.
Rosemont's "Country Fair" will begin

early Saturday and will continue

throughout the afternoon and evening. ,.

Feature of the day will include rides

and amusements for children, refresh-

ments, and a square dance in the eve-

ning for adults.

The March on Blacksburg

Villanovans seeking entertainment a
little farther from home, vfill find the

homecoming weekend at Virginia Tech
to be very enjoyable. The V.P.I, cam-
pus is a short seven hour drive by car

and eleven hours by train. Rumor has
it that a good number of Villanovans

are making the trip in order to get into

condition for the following week's trip

to Boston.

Even now, as I gaze out the window,
I can see a tall dark-haired figure with

a finance book under one arm, walking
back and forth behind the new C^F
building practicing on a violin. And as

I look into this morning's paper I find

that there will be a performance of the

first Italian orchestra in the United
States in 37 years at the Academy of

Music tonight. Could there be a con-

nection between these two seemingly

innocent observations? Who knows?

'A., * »«^f^ <^ , L ^ ^ < -»;

Student Council Announces
New Committee Chairmen
At the Student Ck>uncii meet-

ing on Sept. 24, Chairman Pat
Nicholson announced the chair-

man-heads for the various stand-
ing, committes for the 1957-58
class year. The chairman-
heads, in turn, named the mem-
bers of their committees.

The chairman-heads and the
committee-members are as fol-

lows:

Elections Committee — Paul
Laughlin, chairnvan; Jack Fisher,
Clem Birch, Joe Kinney and
Terry McHugh; Spirit Commit-
tee — Leo Rogers, chairman;
Don Kempf, representative on
the Student Council: Student
Administration Committee—'Pat

Nicholson, Don Kempf, Lou
Pinto, Bob Murphy, Bob Mulcahy
and Clem Birch.

Commltteo Chairman
Other committe's are: Fra-

ternities and Societies Commit-
tee—J o e Murphy, chairman

;

Dick Hamberger, Art Green-
wood, Joe Roman and John Sul-
livan

; Ways and Means Conunit-
tee—Tom Whalen, chairman

;

Dave Ogle, Don Frank, Bill Wes-
cott and Tom Moakley.

By BILL fCfCES

The remaining committees
are: Social Affairs Committee

—

Leo Rudegeair, chairman ; Frank

PAT NICHOLSON
Announces Chairmen

Waggoner, Bob Powers, Jack
Pilliman and Tom Hoffman: Ac-
tivities Committee—Norm Peer
and Jim Anderson, co-chairmen;
Jack Serafin. Others will be
added to this committee later.

Motions and Amendments
Numerous motions and amend-

ments were offered of which a
majority were carried.

The most important being:

1. The adoption of the rep3rt
of the Senior Car Committee.

2. All officers of the Student
Council will be included in the re-

viewing of complimentary tickets

to all social affairs of Villanova
University.

3. That all blazers given to

underclassmen be worn only at

band functions.

4. A blazer committee to de-

termine which concern will re-

ceive the contract for supplying
blazers this year.

5. That the minutes of the
Student Council meetings be
posted on main bulletin boards
and on main hall bulletin boards

and not only on the Student

Council bulletin bodrds.

A motion that the Student

Council recommend, to the

administration the establishment

of a Confraternity of Christian

Doctrine on Villanova campus
was referred to a special com-

mittee headed by Paul Yurchak.

w\*Digest
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Competition For Graduate
Study Abroad Closes Nov. 1

Competition for Fulbright and
Buenos Aires Convention schol-
arships for graduate study
abroad for 1958-59 will close No-
vember 1, it was announced by
Kenneth Holland, president of
the Institute of International
Education.

Fulbright awards for pre-
doctoral study and research in
Europe, Latin America and Asia
cover transportation, tuition,

books and maintenance for one
academic year. The Buenos
Aires Convention scholarships
provide transportation from the
U. S. government and mainte-
nance from the government of
the host country.

Requirements Listed
Eligibility requirements for

these foreign study fellowships
are United States citizenship, a
college degree or its equivalent
by the time the award will be
used, knowledge of the language
of the country of application
sufficient to carry on the pro-

Dr. Powers Heads
Visual Aid Panel

As part of Schoolmen's Week,
Dr. Eugene Powers, Dean of the
Villanova Evening Division, will

preside as chairman of a panel
discussion on "Teaching with
Visual Aids" at the University
of Pennsylvania.
The program will take place

on Oct. 10 at 1:30 in Penn's
Huston Hall Auditorium.

Panelists

The members of the panel are
Doctors Richard Weagley of
West Chester State Teachers
College; Gerald M. Torkelson,
Pennsylvania State University;
Blair F. Daniels, Temple Univer-
sity; Eugene Oxhanble, Pennsyl-
vania State University and
Roland Johnston, Drexel Insti-

tute of Technology.
Doctor Powers is President of

the Pennsylvania Audio Visual

posed study, and good health.
Preference is given to applicants
not more than 35 years of age.

Countries where U. S. gradu-
ate students may study under
the Fulbright Act are Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Burma, Chile,
Denmark, Finland, France, Ger-
many, Greece, India, Israel,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, the
Philippines and the United
Kingdom.

Five Asian Countries

In the Asian countries—Bur-
ma, India, Japan and the Philip-
pines, as well as in Greece, only
a limited number of grants is

available, and mature graduate
candidates are preferred.

Further information about
these awards and application

blanks are available in the of-

fices of Fulbright advisers on
college and university campuses.

MassXapping
Top Singers'

Weekly Dates
The Red Mass tomorrow and

the nurses capping ceremonies
this Sunday mark the two per-

formances this week by the Villa-

nova Singers.

A program consisting of Val-
erius* "Prayer of Thanksgiving,"
Kimberger's "Tantum Ergo"
and Palestrina's "O Bone Jesu"
will be sung at the ceremonies
for the nurses.

Rehearsals Set

James CuUen, new music in-

structor, announced that rehear-
sals would be held for the sing-
ers every Tuesday and-Thursday
from 6 until 7 p.m. He stated
further that one section would
practice from 7 until 8 p.m. on
alternate Tuesdays.
The university band pUyed

befol^ the homecoming game
last Saturday while the NROTC
unit marched.

One of the innovations which
make up the new WVIL is a
unique array of in-studio pro-
ductions. These productions,
under the direction of Gary
Mara, all originate in the studios
of the campus station.

From a three-hour spectacular
to an extraordinary 15-minute
interview can be dialed at 645
k.c.

The foremost production of
WVIL is the sensational "Di-
gest." This entertaming, fast-
moving show includes music,
news, sports, reviews, previews
and interviews.

This three-hour presentation
can be heard from 8 to 11 o'clock
every Sunday night
The entire show is co-ordin-

ated by a host of announcers.
One of the recent program

additions to the station, "I Like
That Tune," heard each Monday
evening from 7 to 7:30 o'clock
now informs the campus listen-

ers what a panel of Villanova
students considers the best
record release of the week.

RMies vs. Gats.
Another interesting program

containing this year is the quiz
show "I Doubt It," presented on
Monday nights from 8:30 to 9
o'clock.

This production is a weekly
bout between Rosemont and Vil-
lanova students which seeks to
find who the most observing
newspaper readers are. Even
though a panelist hasn't kept
up with the daily news, he or
she has the right to "bluff" an
answer—a fact that makes the
program all the more interesting.

Subjects of current interest
are given personal viewpoints by
both the faculty and student
body of Villanova on "Inter-
view," from 8:15 to 8:30 p.m.
every Thursday. This weekly
show , can prove to be a most
talked-about incident

Keep up on Polities

"Focus on Government" pre-
sents an interesting half-hour of
discussion on political affairs
and their affect upon college
students each Thursday night
from 7:30 to 8 o'clock.

For the social "bug" of VU,
"Wildcat Safari," Thursday
from 8:30 to 9 p.m., presents a
complete schedule of social af-
fairs for the coming weekend.
It is a detailed report of all

activities at Villanova ^d all

nearby colleges.

^Share ofAmerica'

Contest Sponsored

ByRazorCompany
Some lucky Villanova student

may get to be a^'Wall Street
Wizard" before the semester is

over.

All it takes is an entry blank
for Remington Rand's "Share of
America" contest, in which the
winner gets stocks of his or her
choice equal in value to a share
of every conunonr stock on the
New York Stock Exchange.
Remington Rand will pay all

brokerage fees. In addition to
the first prize, there are 504
other stock prizes.

Doable Year Money
If the winner has purchased

a Remington Electric Shaver
during the contest period, from
September 30 until December 1,

all prizes double. First prize then
becomes equivalent to two
shares of every common stock
on the Elxchange.
Entry blanks are at any Rem-

ington sales counter and will
also be found in advertisements
in Life, Look, Saturday Evening
Post, Parade and in newspaper
supplements and comics.

Worth Millions

If Remington Rand had held
this contest 20 years ago, when
it turned out the first of its

20,000,000 shavers, financial au-
thorities estimate that the $156,-
000 of prize money could have
purchased stocks that would
have a value today in the mil-
lions.

Opera Classica

Win Feature 1812

Overture, Strauss
Opera Classica will conduct a

three-part program at tomor-
row night's meeting which will
introduce the members to the
new stereophonic sound setup
that the club has recently ac-
quired.

The program will consist of
Tchiakovsky's 1812 Overture,
the overture from the operetta
"Waldmesiter," "Joy of Living"
"Waltz Lagoon," a waltz from
the operetta "A Night in Ven-
ice," "At Home" Waltz, "Spark-
ling Blood" Polka, "Kiss"
Waltz, "Explosions" Polka and
the intermezzo from the operet-
ta "1001 Nights," aU by Johanh
Strauss.

The third part of the program
will be Symphony No. 3 in C
minor, op. 73 by Saint-Saens.
Opera Classica will make its

first cultural trip of the season
this Friday when it will see a
Philadelphia Grand Opera Com-
pany production of Giuseppe
Verdi's "Aida" at the Academy
of Music.
The cast includes Herva Nel-

li, Kurt Baum, Neil Rankin and
Giorgio Tezzi.

Tickets are still available at
two dollars each and the opera
will begin at 8:30 p.m.

ine rennsyivania Auaio visual ,. ,
^illanova's newly organized student flash card section spells out a big "V" for victory dnriar

Association for Teacher Educa- It ^^l^'^l " Homecoming contest with Florida State University. A Spirit Committee projeeft.

Uon "•* ^'^ section Is the only one of ito kind in the East.

Band Vacancies
Vacancies are open In the
University Band. Anyone with
musical experience should con-
tact James Cnllen In the music
room located in the basement
of tihe Commerce and Flnaiiee
Boildiag oa aojr weekday af-

J.'
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Homecoming Weekend- An Affair To Remember

'.!»*.

Admiring visitors examine Simpson Hallos presentation for

the Basca Award. Simpson Hal! came in third in the contest to

have their four-year victory streak broken.

Students and their dates gather around the huge iionfire

prior to the Basca Award Dance Friday night. Firemen from the

Wayne Volunteer Company were on hand to control the blaze,

which chairman T. Walker Lloyd called "one of the greatest

in V.U. history." .;
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Senior Class President Clem Birch announces the Home-
coming Weekend Queen. Her highness Jill Savage and escort

Al Holfelder look on. In the background are the attendents and

their dates.

m

It was everything from Champagne Music to Rock 'N Roll,

at the dance Friday night as Al Raymond's band played to a
large turnout. The proceeds of the annual event go to a fund

to support aa /lagustiiiian aeminarbui for a year.

Hup-two-three-four Is the beat as the crack Navy Drill

Team paraden on Goodreau Stadium field during halftime of

the Vilbtnova-Florida State contest The drill team members

were among entertainers during the annual homecoming game.

,ifc^i±^i; :..r:_ijL- -I-..-, .^ti.
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T'nT Offers $100 Savings

Bond to Student Playwright
The Turf and Tinsel Club is

offering a $100 savings bond to

any Villanova student who can
submit a play that will be accep-

table for the Club's Spring Pro-

duction.

The original prize was $25, as

was announced in last year's

VILLANOVAN, but has been
upped to $100 this year. The idea

was new, formulated by this

year's president, Gerry Go-
brigHt, . beup- ning "-d un

bright, to create a greater stud-

ent interest in the organization.

Last year a student, Bob
Schiller, wrote a show called

"The Man in the Grey Flannel

Toga." The glorious farce turned
out to be perhaps the most suc-

cessful production in the history

of the organization.

This was the first time that

a student had undertaken the

task of writing the show. Go-
bright and the officers of the

club feel that this would be a
fine beginning for a tradition of

drawing the show from the tal-

ent of the student body.

Belongs to Students

In the past, outside associates

of the club have written the

script and have been very suc-

cessful in doing so. The fact re-

mains, however, that the club

does belong to members of the

undergraduate student body and
they should have complete con-

trol of the entire production.

The club realizes that the

writing of a musical comedy is

a tremendous undertaking. How-
ever, it is also realized that the

talent is here. That is the pur-

pose of the $100 added incentive.

With this financial boost, it is

often amazing how much talent

can be found.

There are of course certain

stipulations on the awarding of

the afore mentioned sum. The
show must first be examined by
the reviewing committee before

the actual spring production;

also only entrees of undergrad-
uate students will be considered.

Rules to be Announced

A meeting will be held for

those interested in the near fu-

ture and further recommenda-
tions will be made in reference

t o particular requirements for
the script. Anyone are inter-

ested should contact Dave Bel-

cher at Midway 9-13.82 before

Monday,';, '^. '' '' • vV^' ' ''''^

Debating Society

Receives Select

Tournament Bids
Beta Gamma Debating Society

has received invitations to sever-

al prominent tournaments,
among which is the Rochester
International Tournament to be
held on Nov. 8 and 9 at Roches-
ter University> New York.

TOWN and COUNTRY
RESTAURANT
Suburban Square

Ardmore

OPEN FOR LUNCH,
COCKTAILS AND
DINNER DAILY

DANCING FRIDAY
ond

SATURDAY AFTER
9:00 p. ni»

Ml 2-2211

BOB O'CONNOR
Beta Gamma President

President Bob O'Connor has
announced that new members
are welcomed before Oct. 10, the
day ending the society's mem-
bership campaign. The meeting
on Oct. 10 will be held in 104
C and F at 10:30 a.m.

The program for novices in-

cludes assignment to a varsity
member who will act as an in-

structor to initiate new members
into the processes of college de-
bating.

Actual speaking technique3
will be developed in each novice
by the moderator, Richard Mc-
Donnough, of the University's

Speech Department.

SchoolofLaw
To Celebrate

Special Mass
A Red Mass will be celebrated

Oct. 10 at 10 :30 a.m. in the uni-

versity chapel with the Very
Reverend James A. Donnellon
O.S.A., as celebrant, Rev. Robert
P. Russell, O.S.A., as deacon and
Rev. Robert J. Welsh, O.S.A., as
the sub-deacon.

The Villanova Singers will sing

the Jan Mul Missa Impromptu
under the direction of Mr. Cullen

;

Dr. Harold Gill Reuschlein, the
dean of the law school will play
the organ.

Medieval Custom
This Mass comes from mediev-

al France and England and it

was celebrated as an invocation
for the protection of the Holy
Ghost to those in the law pro-
fession.

Today this Mass is celebrated
in England and France on Sep-
tember 29, the feast of St.

Michael while in the United
States the official celebration

occurred on October 1 which is

the opening of the Supreme
Court.

The name Red Mass is used
because of the fact that red
vestments are worn by the cele-

brants.

Students Among Invited

Under-graduates, members of

the law school, lawyer members
of the Board of Trustees of the
University and members of the
Board of Consultors of the Law
School are invited to attend. Fr.

R,,obert Reagan O.S.A., will

preach the sermon. I

IRC Reveals

Officers For
Coming Year
The Industrial Relations Club

recently announced the new of-

ficers for the coming year.

Attilio DiMartino was elected

president, while the other of-

ficers include: Matt Brennan,
vice-president; Bud Peterson,

secretary; Joe Rafferty, treasur-

er; Franlc Cernos, publicity di-

rector and Al Cascarina, student

council representative.

Speakers from both industry

and labor are tentatively plan-

ned. Films will also be shown
dealing with interesting aspects

of production and worker satis-

faction.
'

This year the club is introduc-

ing the "incident process'" me-
thod. This method involves mem-
ber participation in resolving

actual industrial relation prob-

lems met with in industry.

New members are invited to

join the club, DiMartino said.

Dialogue Mass
Rev. Norbert W. Whitley,

O.S.A., Chaplain of the univers-

ity, lias announced that the
faculty Dialogue Mass for the

month of October has been
transferred from Oct. 8 to Oct.

17, due to the Day of Recollec-

tion for the student body of
Villanova.

AreaAlumniRepresentatives

Guests At Villanova Campus

I

*!

The Villanova Alumni Association recently entertained

alumni representatives from two area universities at a guest

luncheon on campus. Shown above, left to right, seated. Rev.

John A. Klekotka, O.S.A., Director of Villanova Alumni Rela-

tions, discus.ses future plans with Leonard C. Dill, University

of Pennsylvania Alumni Secretary. Looking on are Raymond
Burkley, Temple University Alumni Executive Director; George

J. Pequignot, Secretary of Villanova Alumni Association, and
Thomas Flatley, Fund Director at Temple.

Alumni representatives from
two Philadelphia area universi-
ties were the guests of Villa-
nova at a luncheon-meeting re-
cently.

Following the luncheon the
group held a discussion on var-
ious aspects of alumni activities

and organization. Such matters
as fund-raising campaigns and
reunions, were given close study.

Father Klekotka and Pequig-
not took their guests on an ex-

tensive tour of the Villanova
campus, particularly stressing

the newer facilities.

..* •< • •>:

How to be top

1^^ your class

What's a 'top man?' He's usually at top form
in key situations.

In bull sessions he knows what he's talking

about. His views are backed by more fact

and less bull.

On dates he's a master of lively conversa-

tion. His talk is spiced with behind-the-scenes

tid-bits on current affairs and personalities.

He has timely appeal.

'" c^Q" he has perspective. He knows more
about the world today, and how it relates to

the past and future.

How come all this poise and know-how? He
reads The New York Times every day. Do
you? It's much more interesting, and he is,

too. Are you?

You can be. Keep up with The Times. Read
more about books, sports, theatre, TV, world
and national affairs. See your Times campus
representative today — for delivery to your
door every day.

(NAME OF CAMPUS REP)

1"

k
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Homecoming Weekend - An Affair To Remember
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Admiring visitors examine Simpson Hall's presentation for

the Basca Award. Simpson Hall came in third in the contest to

have their four-year victory streak broken.

Students and their dates gather around the huge bonfire

prior to the Basca Award Dance Friday night. Firemen from the

Wayne Volunteer Company were on hand to control the blaze,

which chairman T. Walker Lloyd called "one of the greatest

in V.U. history."

•! •. ^

•IvS-i'i'i'i'i'i-i'S

Senior Class President Clem Birch announces the Home-

coming Weekend Queen. Her highness Jill Savage and escort

Al Holfelder look on. In the background are the attendents and

their dates. •'..'•-•';...•.•. •.^.:^•';.• :••;•• v -._>

It was everything from Champ-igne Music to Rock 'N Roll,

at the dance Friday night as Al Raymond's band played to a

large turnout. The proceeds of the annual event go to a fund

to support an Augustinian seminarian for a year.

Hup-two-three-four is the beat as the crack Navy Drill

Team parades on (Joodreau Stadium field during halftime of

the Villanova-Florlda State contest The drill team members

were among entertainers during the annual homecoming game.

; I- '
•' I.'.

.

TnT Offers $100 Savings

Bond to Student Playwright
The Turf and Tinsel Club is

offering a $100 savings bond to

any Villanova student who can

submit a play that will be accep-

table for the Club's Spring Pro-

duction.

The original prize was $25, as

was announced in last year's

VILLANOVAN, but has been

upped to $100 this year. The idea

wab new, formulated by this

year's president. Gerry Go-

brigHt, . beup- ning *'-d un
bright, to cref^te a greater stud-

ent interest in the organization.

Last year a student. Bob
Schiller, wrote a show called

•The Man in the Grey Flannel

Toga.'' The glorious farce turned

out to be perhaps the most suc-

cessful production in the history

of the organization.

This was the first time that

a student had undertaken the

task of writing the show. Go-

bright and the officers of the

club feel that this would be a

fine beginning for a tradition of

drawing the show from the tal-

ent of the student body.

Belongs to Students

In the past, outside associates

of the club have written the

script and have been very suc-

cessful in doing so. The fact re-

mains, however, that the club

does belong to members of the

undergraduate student body and

they should have complete con-

trol of the entire production.

The club realizes that the

writing of a musical comedy is

a tremendous undertaking. How-
ever, ijt is also realized that the

talent is here. That is the pur-

pose of the $100 added incentive.

With this financial boost, it is

often amazing how much talent

can be found.

There are of course certain

stipulations on the awarding of

the afore mentioned sum. The
show must first be examined by

the reviewing committee before

the actual spring production;

also only entrees of undergrad-

uate students will be considered.

Rules to be Announced

A meeting will be held for

those interested in the near fu-

ture and further recommenda-
tions will be made in reference

t o particular requirements for
the script. Anyone are inter-

ested should contact Dave Bel-

cher at -Midway 9-1182 before

Monday.

-»—V"

V/ V

TOWN and COUNTRY

RESTAURANT
Suburban Square

Ardmore

OPEN FOR LUNCH.
COCKTAILS AND
DINNER DAILY

DANCING FRIDAY
and

SATURDAY AFTER
9:00 p. m.

Ml 2-2211

Debating Society

Receives Select

Tournament Bids
Beta Gamma Debating Society

has received invitations to sever-

al prominent tournaments,,

among which is the Rochester
International Tournament to be

held on Nov. 8 and 9 at Roches-

ter University, New York.

BOB O'CONNOR
Beta Gamma President

President Bob O'Connor has
announced that new members
are welcomed before Oct. 10, the

day ending the society's mem-
bership campaign. The meeting
on Oct. 10 will be held in 104

C and F at 10:30 a.m.

The program for novices in-

cludes assignment to a varsity

member who will act as an in-

structor to initiate new members
into the processes of college de-

bating. •
' ••.

'•' -^"•••> '.'•/.•.;

Actual speaking techniques
will be developed in each novice

by the moderator, Richard Mc-
Donnough, of the University's

Speech Department.

SchoolofLaiv

To Celebrate

Special Mass
A Red Mass will be celebrated

Oct. 10 at 10:30 a.m. in the uni-

versity chapel with the Very
Reverend James A. Donnellon
O.S.A., as celebrant, Rev. Robert
P. Russell, O.S.A., as deacon and
Rev. Robert J. Welsh, O.S.A., as

the sub-deacon.

The Villanova Singers will sing

the Jan Mul Missa Impromptu
under the direction ol Mr. CuUen;
Dr. Harold Gill Reuschlein, the

doan of the law school will play

the organ:.. •••. :.;"'*''.;^';.'.---'.^, ;•';*.' ',

Medieval Custom
This Mass comes from mediev-

al France and England and it

was celebrated as an invocation
for the protection of the Holy
Ghost to those in the law pro-

fession.

Today this Mass is celebrated

in England and France on Sep-

tember 29, the feast of St.

Michael while in the United
States the official celebration

occurred on October 1 which is

the opening of the Supreme
Court.

The name Red Mass is used

because of the fact that red

vestments are worn by the cele-

brants.

Students Among Invited

Under-graduates, members of

the law school, lawyer members
of the Board of Trustees of the
University and members of the

Board of Consultors of the Law
School are invited to attend. Fr.

R^o b e r t Reagan O.S.A., will

preach the sermon.

IRC Reveals

Officers For
Coming Year
The Industrial Relations Club

recently announced the new of-

ficers for the coming year.

Attilio DiMartino was elected

president, while the other of-

ficers include: Matt Brennan,
vice-president; Bud Peterson,

secretary; Joe Rafferty, treasur-

er; Frank Cefrnos, publicity di-

rector and Al Ca.scarina, student

council representative.

Speakers from both industry

and labor are tentatively pan-
ned. Films will also be shown
dealing with interesting aspects

of production and worker satis-

faction.

This year the club is introduc-

ing the "incident process'" me-

thod. This method involves mem-
ber participation in resolving

actual industrial relation prob-

lems met with in industry.

New members are invited to

join the club, DiMartino said.

AreaAlurnniRepresentatives

Guests At Villanova Campus

Dialogue Mass
Rev. Norbert W. Whitley,

O.S.A., Chaplain of the univers-

ity, has announced that the

faculty Dialogue Mass for the

month of October has been

transferred from Oct. 3 to Oct.

17, due to the Day of Recollec-

tion for the student body of

Villanova.

BEATV.P.U

The Villanova Alumni Association recently entertained

alumni representatives from two area universities at a guest

luncheon on campus. Shown above, left to right, seated. Rev.

John A. Klekotka, O.S.A., Director of Villanova Alumni Rela-

tions, discusses future plans with Leonard C. Dill, University

of Pennsylvania Alumni Secretary. Looking on are Raymond
Burkley, Temple University Alumni Executive Director; George

J. Pequignot, Secretary of Villanova Alumni Association, and

Thomas Flatley, Fund Director at Temple.

Alumni representatives from
two Philadelphia area universi-
ties were the guests of Villa-
nova at a luncheon-meeting re-

cently.

Following the luncheon the
group held a discussion on var-
ious aspects of alumni activities

and organization. Such matters
as fund-raising campaigns and
reunions, were given close study.

Father Klekotka and Pequig-

not took their guests on an ex-

tensive tour of the Villanova

campus, particularly stressing

the newer facilities.

How to be top

in your class

What's a 'top man?' He's usually at top form
in key situations.

In bull sessions he knows what he's talking

about. His views are backed by more fact

and less bull.

On dates he's a master of lively conversa-

tion. His talk is spiced with behind-the-scenes

tid-bits on current affairs and personalities.

He has timely appeal.

In class he has perspective. He knows more
about the world today, and how it relates to

the past and future.

How come all this poise and know-how? He
reads The New York Times every day. Do
you? It's much more interesting, and he is,

too. Are you?

You can be. Keep up with The Times. Read
more about books, sports, theatre, TV, world
and national affairs. See your Times campus
representative today -for delivery to your
door every day.

(NAME OF CAMPUS REP)
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Press G>nference Expects

5,000 High School Students
(Continued from Page 1)

The Bishop has to his credit

two well-known books, The Pope

and the War and National Patri-

otism in Papal Teaching, and

other works on Catholic social

teaching.

Fr. Falvey Director

Rev. Daniel Falvey, O.S.A., Li-

brarian at Villanova and Direc-

tor of the C o n f e r e n c e , has
arranged a spei^Cl program in

observance of the tenth anniver-

sary of the meeting.

Among the speakers and
others who will give demonstra-

tions are John J. Liney, cartoon-

ist of the comic strip Henry, and

Patricia Carbine, a member of

the editorial staff of Look Mag-

azine.

Students will also be address-

ed by Leonard McAdams, fea-

ture writer of the Philadelphia

Inquirer; Don Rose, editorial

writer of the Philadelphia Bulle-

tin; William T. Cooke, yearbook

publisher and Frank Martinez,

Philadelphia public relations

consultant.

PronDdnent Past Speakers

Past speakers of prominence

include such names as the late

Rev. James M. Gillis, who was

a noted lecturer throughout the

United States from 1910-22; was

editor of The Catholic World,

1922-48; was a member of the

America , a speaker on the Ca-

tholic Hour for the National

Broadcasting System and an au-

thor of several books, the last

of which was So Near la God,

pi^blished in 1953.

Another speaker has been Pat-

rick F. Scanlon, managing editor

of the Tablet, ex-president of the

Catholic Press Assoc i-

ation. Knight of Constantinian

Order of St. George, and recipi-

ent of honorary degrees from St.

Francis College, Brooklyn, Villa-

nova College, Fordham, Canisius

College, St. Joseph's College, St.

John's University and Manhat-
tan College.

Also addressing the confer-

ence has been Richard Reid, no-

ted staff editorial writer for the

Augusta (Ga.) Chronicle, news

editor and columnist for the Au-

gusta Herald, editor of The Bulle

tin, and executive secretary of

The Catholic News of Georgia,

the latter of which he has held

since 1940.

Besides these positions he was

also admitted to th^' Georgia

Bar Association in 1929, was vis-

iting lecturer at North Dakota
University, 1937-40, director of

the George A. Pflaum Publishing

Co. and president of the Catho-

lic Press Association from 1932

to 1934.

The Rev. James G. Keller, for-

mer managing editor of The

Field Afar and author of many
books, some of which are You
Can Change the World, Just for

Today, Three Minutes A Day,

and Stop Look and Live was
main speaker several years ago.

The Rev. Anthony Ostenheim-

er, editor-in-chief of the Catho

lie Standard and Times, official

newspaper for the Philadelphia

archdiocese, addressed the con-

ference in 1954.

Dance to Follow
A dance will follow the confer-

ence sessions and the day will

close with outdoor religious cer-

emonies.
Pennsylvania, Delaware, New

Jersey, New York, Maryland,
Virginia, and the District of Co-

lumbia will be represented.

Schools from the Philadelphia

•area which will be represented in-

elude Nazareth Academy, St.

Maria Goretti H. S., West Phila.

Catholic Girls' H. S., Little

Flower Catholic H. S. for Girls,

St Hubert's Catholic H. S. for

Girls, Archbishop Ryan Memori-

al Institute, St. Mary's Academy,
Cecilian Academy, Ravenhill,

Academy of the Assumption,

Academy of Notre Dame, St. Ba-

sil Academy, Bishop Neumann
High School, John W. Hailahan

Catholic Girls' H. S., St. Leo-

nard's Academy, West Phila.

Catholic H. S. for Boys', Mount
Saint Joseph's Academy, Bishop
Egan H. S., Levittown. ,

GAME BROADCAST
This Saturday's football

game with Virginia Tech in

Blacksburg, Va., will be
broadcast over the radio on
station WDRF, Chester, 1590

on the dial, under the spon-

sorship of the Murray Appli-

ance Co., Paoli.

Bill Murray, owner of the
local firm, is a 1933 graduate
of Villanova, who was noted
for his school spirit. Another
member of the alumni, Manny
Flick, class of '34, made ar-

rangements for the broadcast.

Dr. Michael Craemer, D.D.S., of 6311 Overbrook Avenue,

gets a final briefing about East Pakistan from Mother M.
Benedict, M.D. Dr. Craemer sailed this week for the East, where

he will set up a Dental Department in Holy Family Hospital

conducted by the Medical Mission Sisters.

Instruments

To J^id Safety

Considered
Dr. Lawrence R. Hafstad,

General Motors vice president

in charge of research, told

the Institute of Traffic EJngineers

that entirely new automobile in-

struments to help control the

"chronic violator fringe" of

drivers are among the possible

results if teams of "competent

amateur and other researchers

are turned loose on traffic prob-

lems. ,' '

He emphasized that such
"driver monitor" instrumjents

were cited "not necessarily as
re c o m|me nd a tio|ns , but
as examples of the kind of un-

conventional ideas which are
likely to emerge if more of a
m i X e d-team or operations re-

search approach is introduced

into the traffic problem area."

Among hypothetical examples of

"driver monitors," he men-
tioned :

1. A magnetic tape to record

the speeds at which a car had
been driven just prior to an ac-

cident.

2. A device to relay from
roadside radar installations, now
used to detect speeders, a warn-
ing to the driver that he was
speeding.

3. A system to duplicate road-

side traffic signals inside the car,

"where they would speak with
considerably enhanced author-

ity."

4. A system which would not

merely signal the driver, but
would control the operation of

his vehicle.

Operations Research
To cope with all phases of the

traffic problem. Dr. Hafstad pro-

posed use of the "systems en-

gineering approach, with its

companion technique of opera-

tions research." This approach,

he said, is "widely used and
highly developed in the commun-
ications industry, in the aircraft

industry, and in the missile bus-

iness."

In these and other fields. Dr.

Hafstad said, standard practice

is to use a "mixed team" with

"a generous infusion of 'out-

siders'."

Such research teams should be

permitted to explore "the novel

and interesting as well as the

obviously practical. Dr. Hafstad
said. He explained that no re-

search man expects anything im-

practical to be introduced . .; .
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The Rev. Kenry F. Weeks, O.S.A., addresses the woman's

I
division in the university chapel daring last Thursday's annual

Day of Recollection. Father Weeks, who is moderator of the

class of 1959, served as retreat master for the female students.

Boston Trip
(Continued from Page 1)

sales booth outsi/ie the student

union building.

Leave Midnight
Those going on the Villanova

train excursion will board the

train at the 30th St. Station in

Philadelphia at 11:45 p.m. Fri-

day, Oct. 18 and arrive at Back
Bay Station in Beantown early

Saturday morning.
Back Bay Station is within

walking distance of the hotels

in the vicinity of Villanova's

Boston headquarters.

Late Departure
The trains will not depart

from Boston until 3 p.m., Sun-

day afternoon, thus giving the

Villanovans plenty of time to

attend Mass, rest up and eat be-

fore the journey homeward.
The committee has already ac-

cepted numenous reservations,

but hopes that many more stu-

dents will take advantage of

this opportunity to make this

first Villanova excursion of the

1957-58 school year.

Rifle Team Gains Varsity

Status, Abemethy Captain
Villanova has a new varsity

sport this year, the Villanova
iJniversity rifle team. Although
this team has c&lled itself var-
sity in the past and in the last

few lears has distributed varsity

letters, thiSls the first year that

Listen, Don't

Talk; Show
Intelligence
Wheii you attend a class lec-

ture are you a good listener?

The average person is only a
"half listener." Even when he
tries, he retains only about 50
percent of what he hears right

after he hears it.

But. there are advantages in

being a good listener say Dr.
Ralph G. Nichols and Leonard
A. Stevens of the University of

Minnesota in an October Read-
er's Digest article, "Are You
Listening?

"Concentration is more than
half the battle," they say. "A
good listener fights distraction.

He will close a door . . . move
closer to the person talking . . .

interrupt only when it is neces-

sary to clear up a point."

Courteous Action

"One of the reasons for pay-
ing close attention ... is simply
that it is courteous to do so.

But there is a selfish reason

too . . . the way you listen has
a great deal of control over the

way people talk to you. Intelli-

gent listening on your part helps

the speaker . . . gives you in-

formation that you may need.

How you listen has a direct

bearing on what you learn."

Listen and Speak

Becoming a good listener, the

authors say, also makes you
a better, more interesting speak-
er yourself. »

is is ofllcially and completely

classified by tl^e university as a

recognized varsity sport with all

the consideration which that

status implies.

Guiding the team for this im-

portant year is Jim Abemethy, a

senior engineering student who
dayhops from Havertown. Jim re-

places Hank Miller as team cap-

tain.

A strong team is returning

this year to back Abemethy up.

Seniors on the team are Fred

Passarella, J. Strom MacCurley
and Frank Moser. Passarella

made several impressive show-

ings last year as the captain of

the naval unit rifle team. Juniors

are Chris Kloss and Pete Carini.

Sophomores are Lou Spevetz and

Frank Murtha.

The last two came up this

year from the freshman team
which has proven invaluable as

a proving gronud for new talent.

Several of this year's frosh,

among them Charlie Russel,

already look like excellent pros-»

pects for future varsity status.

The team opens up the season

away, on Nov. 16 with Western

Maryland. Other dates set so far

include matches with Lehigh,

St. John's and Penn State. The

team will also compete in the

United State Coast Guard tour-

nament.
Hank Miller is a major' loss for

the team, but there is high

hopes that Abemethy, Passa-

rella or Kloss will be able to fill

the gap adequately during the

course of the season. , . ; . :

Team captain Abernethy, in an

optimistic vein, predicts a suc-

cessful but a very rough season

for his sharpshooters. He says

the keenest competition will

come from St . John's.

Anyone with previous experi-

ence who would now like to try

out for the team is welcome to

see Sgt. Molchany in the Navy
building marine ofllce.

Marine Officers On Campus
Seeking Recruits This Week
A team of Marine procure-

ment officers is at present ap-

pearing i n Dougherty and
Garey Halls and will be avail-

able through Friday to answer
any questions concerning the
present U. S. Marine Corps pro-
gram.
Complete processing facilities

have been set up this year and
enable students to take mental
and physical examinations on
the Villanova campus.

Captains DeAngelo and De-
Long and Lt. Darby, officers af-

filiated MHth the Villanova Ma-
rine program, will be on hand
to answer any questions con-
cerning the Platoon Leaders
Class, Officers Candidate Class
for seniors and Aviation Officer

Candidate Course.

At present the Marine Corps
is the only military service re-

quiring only two years active

duty after flight school.

Cats Win Homecoming Came
Devereawc Paced Wildcats
Beat Florida State, 21-7

A pile-driving package of muscle and determination named
Jack Devereaux led the Villanova Wildcats to a revengeful 21-7
victory over Florida State before a homecoming crowd of 13,000
in Goodreau Stadium last Saturday.

The hard hitting fullback carried the ball 20 times and gained
82 yards to pace the Mainliners to their first victory over the
FSy Seminoles in four tries.

Outstanding performances by
backs Jim Grazione and Rick
Sapienza and linemen Don Luzzi,
Ed 'Michaels and Gene O'Pella
were slightly overshadowed by
Devereaux's demonstration of
line-plunging determination.

Slow at First
The contest was similar to the

Furman contest of a week earlier

in that the Wildcats couldn't
seem to get moving until the
first quarter had almost run out.

WTien they did start rolling,

however, they were not to be de-
nied.

Fine defensive play by Luzzi
and Devereaux stenmied the
Seminoles' threats in the early
by Michaels on the Villanova 38
minutes, and a fumble recovery
started the Mainliners toward
their first score.

With Devereaux, Grazione and
John Daniels doing most of the
carrying, the Wildcats moved to
the Florida two in 14 plays,
where Daniels dove over for the
touchdown. Sapienza's kick
made it 7-0.

Pass for TD
The second touchdown came

late in the same period, when
Villanova took the ball on its

own 22 yard line. The home unit
mov^ to the 39, then Grazione
unleashed a 36 yard pass to Sap-
ienza, who outraced two defend-
ers, gathered it in on the Florida
25 and went the rest of the way
unmolested for the 61 yard scor-

ing play. His kick made it 14-0

at the half.

The Seminoles completed a 14
yard^ pass to tally mid-way
throughe the third period, but
the Villanova unit came right

back with the following kick-off

to put the game on ice.

Mike Delucia recovered an on-

sides kick on the Villanova 45,

and 12 plays later, Devereaux
bucked across for the score, set-

ting up the most unusual play
of the game.

Placement the Hard Way
Sapienza went back to try his

third placement, but a poorly
: passed ball got past Grazione.
Rick picked up the pigskin, re-

treated to the 25, then unleashed
a perfect pass to bill Halligan
in the end zone for the extra
point.

Only Florida seriously threat-

ened for the remainder of the
game, but the Seminoles were
unable to score after gaining a
first down on the Villanova five

yard line. A pass interception

in the end zone by Vince Chaver-
ini ended the Florida threat.

Statistics-wise, the Villanova
eleven pounded out 185 yards
rushing and 90 passing, while

holding its foes to 158 and 37,

respectivelly. Sapienza (32) and
Grazione (31) were behind Dev-
ereaux in the ground-gaining de-

partment, while Grazione comp-
leted four of eight tosses for the

passing yardage.

The Wildcats' attempt to hold

onto the top-ranking pass de-

fense in the nation of last year

received a boost in the win, as

they allowed the Floridian quar-

terbacks to complete only four

15 tosses, to move slightly ahead

of their pace for 1956.

Homecoming-
Is

Sure Sweet
A spirited Sullivan Hall group

finally took the annual Basca
Award trophy from four-yiear

defending champion Simpson
Hall to open the 1957 Villanova
Homecoming festivities, and,
taking its cue from this, an
equally-spirited Wildcat football

team came up with another long
awaited event—a Victory over
Florida State, its first in four
tries.

The Mainliners forgot all their

"Christian gentleman" training
in scalping the Seminoles too, as
they pounded the hapless Sou-
therners Xrom one end of Good-
reau Stadium to fJie other.
A large body of FSU alumnus

migrated north to be a part of
the largest crowd of fans ever
to witness a contest in Good
reau Stadium (13,000), but
about the only thing they had
to cheer about was the weather,
which was the best in these

parts in several weeks.
Jill Savage was crowned Villa-

nova's second annual Homecom-
ing Queen at halftime, and, not
to be outdone, the Florida unit
brought along a beauty of their
own. The Citrus Queen of 1957
travelled with the Seminole fans,
and took part in oheerleadlng
duties for both sides. She pranc-
ed around with the Villanova
group for the first half, but had
to try and stir up some interest
among the downcast Floridians
in the second. She should of quit
while she was ahead.

Florida's Governor, LeRoy
Collins, was scheduled to attend
the game, but was called home
to an important meeting. By the
time the game was over, the
FSU team probably wished it

had gone with him.
The visitor's attack was weak-

ened a little by the loss of ace
quarterback Bobby Wren, but it

is doubtful that even this much
heralded back could have "Wren
t" the massive Wildcat line for
maoh .more .yardage .than .his
three standins.

Florida didn't use its vaunted
"I" formation very often, prob-
ably figuring that the Mainliners
were prepared to put a rather
emphatic dot on it. However, it

was used during the only scor-
ing play the Southerners could
muster.

All in all, it was an enjoyable
weekend for both sides. Villa-
nova had its victory, and Florida
—well, its followers felt right at
home. Vendors were selling or
ange drinks in the stands.
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Rick Sapienza Stand-In Performer Makes Good
Everett, Massachusetts and Villa-

nova have a mutual feeling of affection

that is of long standing. Art Raimo,

former Wildcat coach, is an Everett

native. Ralph Pasquarieo, one of the

greatest fullbacks in the school's hist-

ory, a 1951 grad who later put in four

years of service with Chicago Cardinals,

came from the same town.

Now Senior Rick Sapienza, as shifty

a halfback and oass-receiver as you'll

find in the Eaflfc^ keeping up the Ever-

ett tradition, The 5-11, 181 lb. scat-

back has played a vital part in the two

wins the 'Cats have chalked up to date,

just as he did in the 7-0 loss to Baylor.

Touchdown Pass

Just before the first half ended In

Saturday's gahie iwith Florida State,

with Villanova leading by seven, Sap-

ienza broke down the sideline and

caught a pass from Jim Grazione on

Florida State's 25 and romped the rest

of the way to score. In all the play

covered 61 yards.

Sapienza later caught a 12-yard pass

from Grazione on the second play of a

'65-yard drive which netted the Wild-

cats their third TD in the third quarter.

The touchdown pass Sapienza caught

was typical of the many he's latched

onto since his sophomore year. Only

a week before. Rick had caught a 35-

yarder for a score against Furman.

Last year Sapienza was the leading

pass-catcher on the squad, despite the

presence of such fine ends as Van In-

jain. Gene O'Pella and Tony Varrechi-

one. He snared 10 heaves for 195 yards

and two touchdowns.

As a ball carrier, Rick is the team's

outstanding outside runner. In the Bay-

lor game, with Dave Parr out of action

in the second half, he and Jack Dever-

eaux combined to move the ball time

and time again through the Bears' line.

Sparkled Saturday

Considering the few number of times

he handled the ball. Rick sparkled on

Saturday. In seven attempts, he gained

By TOM GOLOSCHMIDT

/*'

34 yards.

Rick does most of the punting for

the Wildcats. Only an average kicker

a year ago, he has worked daily to im-

prove. So far this year, his kicks have

averaged 36 yards, but the beauty of

his work has been his ability to put the

ball where he wants it Long returns

of his kicks are a rarity.

Despite the fact that Sapienza must

be considered one of the solid men on

the squad, he had quite a struggle

making it. As a soph he showed a

world of promise but an awful tendency

to be fooled on defense.

Suprise Performer

A regular at the start of that soph

year, he gradually lost favor because

of his erratic defensive work. Even

last year. Rick wasn't counted on by

the coaching staff to aid the cause. But

when Dave Intrabartolo broke his wrist

before the season got underway, and

John Bauer, Dave Parr and John Fer-

roulo were hobbled by brief injuries,

Rick was used almost as a desperate

measure
Sapienza surprised everyone, prob-

ably even himself. He was the runner

and pass-grabber he always seemed on

the verge of becoming. But most of

all, he proved no liability in the de-

fensive secondary.

Troublesome Combination

Villanova was the nation's leading

pass-defending team last year, and Rick

played no small part. He placed second

behind Ferroulo in interceptions with

two, and first in runbacks with 95

yards, including a TD against Hous-

ton. T * *

the early part of his season. Jp fact,

opponents are learning that when the

name Sapienza and the word "pass'

are associated, the result means trouble

On offsense. Rick's a favorite target in

a tight spot, and on defense, he's a

hard man to shake.

Frosh Gridders Lose, 33-12,

To West Point In Opener
Coach Ed Michaels' Freshmeii

football team took a trip up the

Hudson River to West Point last

Friday, but they weren't given a

very cordial reception, as the

Army Plebes used force of num-

bers to overpower them, 33-12.

The Plebes ran 5 teams in and

out of the game to wear down

the game, but thin, Wildkittens.

A pair of New Englanders prov-

ed terters to visitors, scoring

four of the five touchdowns.

John Eielson, Haverhill, Mass.,

accounted for three of the TDs,

on runs of 3, 12 and 37 yards-

Roger Z a i 1 s k a s, Waterbury,

Conn., returned a punt 60 yards

for a score. The fifth touchdown

cam' on a run of 34 yards with a

recovered fumble. Lineman Pat

Fruehan was responsible.

Sore On Passes

The Wildkittens* sixpointers

both came on passes, one of 25

yards from Tim Cleary to Walt

Sroka in the second quarter, and

the other of eight yards from

Cleary to Jim Boyle in the third

period.

Despite the defeat. Coach

Michaels found much to praise

in his club. He said that first-

team for first-team, Villanova

matched the Plebes. But the

never-ending swarm of sub-

stitutes gradually wore down the

Mainliners. Michaels has only

about 25 payers on his ro'bter.

Michaels believes, however,

that there are a number of boys

on the team who will help the

varsity next year. Particularly m

lest Wt F^Mttff
6A0Ar AfAV 0f PhaifmAi.^

the line, there is solid strength

to be found.

At one end slot, Michaels has

Boyle, 6-1, 195, from Bishop Neu-

man in Philadelphia, which has

furnished Jim Grazione, Joe Nar-

do, Jim Tobin and Walt Posa-

dowski to the present varsity

squad. The other spot is held

by Conrad Bonelli, 6-0, 185

from Central Catholic in North

Andover, Mass. Frank Pacello is

another wing man.
, ^

Another Luzxl

Tackle Joe Luzzi, 5-10, 202, is

one of three squad members who

have brothers on the varsity.

The New Haven, Conn, resident

starts along with Larry Sopko,

5-9, 200, from St. Charles Prep

in Columbus, Ohio. Pete Villa,

6-0, 215, of Bishop Neuman, and

Bob Bergal, 6-0, 230, from Mt.

Carmel, Pa., are two fine tackles

who give the team good depth

at that position.

There are four guards fighting

it out for the first-string spots.

Pat Forbes, 5-8, 165, from Coal

Township, Pa. showed plenty in

the Army game. The others are

John Evers, 6-0, 190, Catholic

Central in Green Island, N.Y., a

relative of the Evers of double-

play fame with the Chicago Cubs,

Jerry Wenclawiak. 5-9, 185, from

North Catholic's Philadelphia

city titlists, and Frank DiMaio.

More Brothers

Alex DeLucia, whose brother

Mike plays guard for the Wild-

cats, is center for the freshmen.

He hails from Syracuse, N.Y. The
(CoBtlniMd wi FMra tt>
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A Villanova undergraduate gets ready to impersonate var-

sity quarterback Jim Grazione in intramural action on Mendel

Field last week. That onrushing defender is out to Imitate an-

other Wildcat gridiron tradition—an outstanding pass defense.

SPORTS CHATTER

What Abner Hath Wrought
By JACK CURIIN

This promises to be one of the most exciting years of Vil-

lanova's sports history in quite a while, but drawing ourselves

away from Wildcat gridiron antics, frantically spirited students

and the like, we'd like to pause here and note one of the saddest,

to our mind, occurences in the history of modem baseball.

By this time the World Series is almost finished and the 1957
baseball season is closing. And with it goes the New York Giants.

There, my friends, is the crux of our lament. Of course, there's

also the case of Walter O'Malley's to-be-or-not-be Brooklyn
Dodgers, but that won't be considered here, since we don't much
care jvhat happens to the decaying Flatbush dynasty. This writer

is a Giants fan. New York brand, that is, not San Francisco.

They Came To See

On Sunday, Sept. 29, 1957, 10,000 fans cried as the Pittsburgh

Pirates defeated the Giants, 9-1, in the Polo Grounds. They
weren't just a group of poor losers; they were a band of loyal

Giant fans who had come to watch the closing of a baseball era.

To paraphrase—they came to see.

This was it, the end for the Polo Grounds, one of the oldest

and most famous diamonds in the history of Abner Doubleday's

creation. The end for the quaint home of John McGraw's fabulous

world champions of the '20's and 30's; for the stadium that wit-

nessed the "Miracle of Coogan's Bluff" and Bobby Thompson's
historic homer; for the home park of super-stars the likes of

Christy Mathewson, Carl Hubbell, Mel Ott and Willie Mays; the

park where almost anybody could hit a home run down the foul

line and very few could come near the center field barrier. Yes,

the greats of the past and present roamed these pastures. But no
more.

Unmeasurable Loss
Now, the best of the nation's sportswriters (who are certainly

more talented than this columnist) have written their epitaths on

the Giant tomb in long, sentimental passages, but enough can
never be said concerning what may be the greatest loss suffered

in Manhattan since the American Indian gave up his claim to the

island for $24 worth of pretty beads. In the future, no Leo
Durocher will stand'and scream invectives at the world in general

and baseball umpires in particular. No Willie Mays will play

stickball with happy youngsters in the streets of Harlem. It is

a loss for New York, and baseball, that cannot be measured in

words.
Certainly we don't mean to deny our supposedly "national"

pastime to the West Coast, for it certainly deserves representation

in the professional ranks. It could be that the passage of the

Giants may mark the beginning of a whole new concept of the

baseball world. Perhaps we have seen the beginning of an age when
the sport will truly be representative of America. However, not

discounting the changing of the Braves, Orioles and Athletics fran-

chises, which started the trend; they just didn't seem to matter

as much.
Aside from the Dodgers, who seem more and more reluctant

to follow through with the western move that owner O'Malley
suggested in the first place, probably no team in baseball is bound
in such tradition as the Giants. And, their legend has been built on

a history of great baseball, not zany players and zanier fans.

Abner's Idea

It all resolves down to the question of whether base-

ball is a sport or business; a question that has been debated back

and forth on the nation's sports pages with no apparent answer.

Perhaps the answer lies with the renowned Mr. Doubleday, who
started the whole thing. We like to believe that he meant it as

a sport only.

Horace Stoneham and his team are leaving. To them, we of-

fer the best of luck and riches in the promised land. However, we
can't believe it will work out that way.

What Abner hath wrought, no one should tear asunder.

Navy Unit Upsets DPMTeam
On Early Score In 'Murals

By PRANK FLEMING
With six leagues in operation

the current Villanova intramural
football season got off to a fine

start, complete with several sur-

prising upsets.

What may perhaps turn out
to be one of the biggest upsets
of the intramural season was
recorded in the first day of play
when a highly touted Delta Pi
Mu team was downed by a
strong Bra.vo Company team
8-0.

70-Yard Pass
A 70-yard pass from Hank

Nichols to Ralph Reynolds in the
opening play from scrimmage
accounted for the navy team's
first score.

A safety on the last pUy of
the hard-fought game gave the
future ensign's their other score.

Instrumental in the win for
Bravo Company were Nichols,
Dave Borcik and Bob Fleming.
Outstanding for D.P.M.

Pre-season favorites to win
the league championship, were
linemen Al Dombrowski and
Mike Kletius, and back. Norm
Peer.

The game is presently under
protest, pending a decision by
council.

Barons Win
The Opera-Classica team,

playing under the name of the
Music Lovers, was shown that
opera and athletics don't mix as
they were trounced by the
Barons, 12-0.

Last year's runner-up for the

league championship, the Jungle
Bunnies, also fell to defeat in

the opening week of the season
as they were downed by Joe's

Jet's, 7-6, in one of the hardest

fought ganies to be seen on the

Villanova Campus in years.

In the Austin 2:30 League, a
strong Eastwingers team, com-
posed of residents of second floor

of Sullivan Hall, downed the Ter-
rors, 13-0. Outstanding for the
East Wingers were Rick Steiber,

who caught one of the touch-
down passes. Bill Lydle and Jack
Reagan.
In a game which ended in a

nothing to nothing tie at the end
of regulation play the Leasers
were declared victor over the
Kent Men five first downs to one.

In the 5:30 Mendel Field lea-

gue, the Mice downed Cumming's
Plebs by outscoring the Frosh
aggregation, 12-0.

Ciowns Win Two
Emmanond A.C. scored but

one T.D. to down the Rat Rack,
6-0, in 5:30 Austin league play.

In the same circuit. Dingus A.C.
defeated the Villans while the

Aces outscored the Trotters, 19-

0.

In the morning league, the
Clowns won two games, shutting

out the Screw Drivers and Un-
dicided A.C. by impressive 13-0

and 19-0 scores.

In another intramural game
Bayshores A.C. downed I.K.E.

by 42 points in a free scoring 62
to 20 game.

V.U. Cross Co'try

Opens Season

With Dual Meet
The cross country team opens

its four-meet schedule on Satur-

day, facing Georgetown and St.

Joseph's in a triangular meet at

Washington, D.C.

Ron Delany, Olympic 1500
meter champion, is expected to

pace the harriers this year,

after concentrating on training

for the Olym^cs a year ago.

Another reliable for Coach Jim
Elliott's outfit will be Vic Di-

Maio, former New Jersey half

mile titlist and now a Junior at

Villanova.

Rahn iteturns

Bill Rahn, out of competition

since his freak accident in Madi-
son Square Garden during last

year's indoor track season, also

is on the squad, as are Bob

Godesky and Jonas Swenson.

As a freshmen last year, Gode-
sky won the 1000-yard Novice

race in the Philadelphia Inquirer

indoor meet at Convention Hall.

After the meet in Washington,

the runners are to meet LaSalle

next Wednesday and Seton Hall

on October 30. The season will

end with the IC4A meet Novem-

ber 18.

Another Championship

In this IC4A meet, the Wild-

cats will try to annex their fifth

major track championship of

1957.

'tl

Great catch . . . University Glen Shirt

in exclusive new Arrow Cambridge Cloth

Your favorite button-down, the Arrow G/^«,

is now styled in traditional collegiate fashion.

It's offered in feather-soft Arrow Cam-
bridge Cloth—a new partner in popularity

to the classic Oxford. Collar buttons down,

front and center back. Full length box-pleat

in back. In solids, checks and pencil-stripes.

"Sanforized" labeled. From $5.00. Tie

$2.50.

ARROW
Shirts and Ties
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It is an upside down Seminole' after Villanova gets finished

with him in this Basca Award. The dsplay of Sullvan Hail,

here pictured ,was named the uinner by a team of prominent

Judges. Sullivan thus gained the first leg on the Basca trophy.

Frosh Lose Opening Game,

Star Back Not Playing
(Cont. from Pg. 11)

5-11, 190 lineman attended

Christian Brothers. Another

center is Terry Curley.

Tim Cleary, brother of Vince,

third-string fullback on the

varsity, holds down the quarter-

back assignment, although he

normally is a halfback. The 6-0,

180 lb. back, went to Gonzaga,

Washington, DC. Tony Intrieri,

5-8, 170, from Memorial, West

New York, and Charles Brocky,

5-11, 175^ from St. Chester, Pa.,

are other quarterbacks.

backs.

The starting halfbacks arc

Sroka, 5-9, 165, another mem-
ber of North Catholic's champ-

ionship team, and Don Liven-

good, 5-10, 190, from Lincoln

High in Phila. Bill Dempsey,

5-11, 175, from Malvern Prep,
j

John Fahey and Tony Nastri are

also halfbacks.
Paczkoskie Not Playing

Tom Hopkins, 5-11, 190, one of

LaSalle High's standouts when

it won the Phila. city title two

years ago, is the number one

fullback. Bill Lahnstein, 5' 11",

195, from Shamokin, Pa. Catholic

is not far behind.

Vince "Billy" Paczkoskie,

among the most sought-after

football players in Pennsylania

when he graduated from Coal

Township High last June, is en-

rolled in the Class of 1961, but

he isn't participating in football

this fall. The pre-med student

had a knee operation during ths

summer. It is expected that he

will be able to take part in

spring practice, however.

Deadline For

LYNX Issue

Is October 23
The time is near at hand for

the first publication deadline for

the fall, 1957, issue of the
LYNX, Villanova's literary pub-
lication. Oct. 23 is the last day
for the regular submission of
material. Poems, short stories,

essays, two act plays and sket-

ches are all sought by the
LYNX. Anyone with an inclina-

tion towards writing is urged to

try his hand and contribute.

Those who have not yet fin-

ished a work may obtain an ex-

tension of the deadline if the
work seems acceptable for pub-
lication on the basis of what is

already written.

Satiric Photo Essay
Because of the favorable re-

sponse to the photo essay in last

year's fall issue, work has be-

gun on a new one to appear in

the next issue. In a lighter vein

this time, the theme of the

photo essay will be a satire in

pictures on the activities of the

'collegiate' set.

Several other features are be-

ing planned to add variety to

the magazine, among them an-

other "Conversation" with a
notable personality.

A new cover will be featured,

a departure from the geometric
design style. The art work of

Alan Guimaraes is expected to

be a decided asset.

. ,iTwo Positions Open
Applications for the two va-

cant editorial positions of Ex-
change and Circulation are be-

ing considered by the modera-
tors and the two appointees will

T)e announced next week.

LC Picks Project Tropic,

Hears Dr. McGrath Tonight

Model Railway To

Be Dedicated At

Famous Institute

One of the largest and most
complete model railroad systems
in America will be dedicated

and placed into operation in the

Railroad Room of the Franklin

Institute at ceremonies on Octo-

l)er 28, it has been announced.

Featuring 1,000 feet of track,

* nearly 400 locomotives and pas-

senger, freight and special pur-

pose cars, more than 100 signals,

140 switches and crossovers, 250

buildings, 37 bridges and 20 tun-

nels, the exhibit is sponsored

jointly by the Pennsaylvania and
Reading railroads.

It was constructed by the In-

stitute in cooperation with the

Association of Eastern Model
Railroad Manufacturers.

Tribute To Ben
Spokesmen for the two rail-

roads said that the model will be

officially called the "Pennread-

ing Railroad," and will use as

its nickname "The Poor Richard

Line" in tribute to Benjamin

Franklin, one of Philadelphia's

most famous citizens, after

whom the Institute is named.

Both companies have headquar-

ters here.

The announcement said that

the exhibit is designed especially

to interest young people of the

Eastern coastal states who visit

the Institute and "will encour-

age understanding of the dra-

matic and important place of the

railroads in the American econ-

omy."

j The first speaker on the Liter-

' ary Club's agenda for the sem-

ester. Dr. Edward McGrath, will

address the organization tonight

in one of the Seminar rooms on

the first floor of the Library.

Several other prominent

speakers are presently being

contacted by Program Chirman

Tom Martinez to appear at

DR. McGRATH
Lit. CiMb Speaker

meetings later in the semester.

Project Topic
Martinez commented that ma-

jority opinion of the club ex-

pressed an interest in adopting
"the American theater since

World War II" as the year-long
project and that this would be
he topic of this year's project.

Several club members have
already contacted the program
chairman and volunteered to do
research on one or two particu-

lar playwrights to be used as
material for the project.

The Literary Club officers are

:

Joe Kinney, president; Leo
Rogers, vice-president; Ken Mil-

ler, secretary ; and Dave Belcher,

treasurer.

<i

HAVE A REAL CIGARETTE

HAVEA

. •''

Sure are lots of fads and

fancy stuff to smoke these

days. Look 'em over —
then settle down with Camel,

a real cigarette. The exclu-

sive Camel blend of costly

tobaccos has never been

equalled for rich flavor

and easygoing mildness.

Today, more people smoke

Camels'than any other

cigarette.

- So good and mild . .

.

the finest taste in smoicing!

R. i. H«>)nol<li TtilMfro Vtmpuny. WlnMon-HaleM, M. V.
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Hungry 'Cats Eye Win Column
As Villanova Moves On »!• ston

Train Lea^res Friday Night;
Reservation Deadline Today

"Beat Boston !" will be the cry this weekend as
1500 spirited Villanovans descend on that once quiet
town to get underway the largest mass student move-
ment the school has ever witnessed.

Be Satisfied

With Beating

Boston Col.
' For the past few weeks the
good word around campus has
been "Beat Boston'' but we won-
der how many students mean
this to be "Beat Boston Col-
lege's football team" or just
plain "Beat Boston."

In about 60 hours the train
will be pulling out of 30th Street
Station—a train loaded with one
of the most spirited bunch of
college students in the United
States. That train will

The Spirit Committee, which
has been preparing for this ex-
cursion for months, has consid-
ered every possible aspect to
malce the exodus a tremendous
success.

Co-Chairman of student trips,
Jed Dioguardi and Mike Man-
cuso, believe that the Boston
movement will present to the

Boston Awaits ViUanova Invasion
His name was Billy Bean-

town. I found him sitting dis-

contentedly beneath a flagpole
bearing a huge golden eagle on
the Boston College campus in
Boston, Mass.
Me? I'm a reporter. My job?

Find out the story on the much
rumored attack on Boston by
aggressive forces this coming
weekend.
"Pardon me," I began, think-

ing he looked like a likely pros-
pect, *'I wonder if you could tell

me . .
."

"Eeyow!" He took one look
at me, leaped up and flung him-
self behind the bench upon
which he had been sitting with a
scream. Finally he peered out
from behind his barricade and,
taking a closer look, rose sheep-
ishly to his feet.

"I'm sorry," he said nervous-
ly, "It's just that I thought that
. . . that . .

."

"What? What?" I queried,
sensing a story.

"It's just that your dark blue
coat—it looked like a Villanova
blazer.*^

Be Calm, Boy!
And here it was that I found

my story. It took a while to
^alm down my informant, for
ie had been sorely shaken by his

.niatake, ))ut finally h« began

By JACK CURTIN
Sports Editor

to talk, looking nervously
around from time to time.

"I'm a student here at Boston
College," he started, blushing,
"and we have this football team,
see, (His voice quavered on the
word "team," and he seemed
somewhat doubtful) and this
weekend we have to play Villa-
nova. Ooohh!"

"Holy smokes," I said, scrib-
bling on my notepad with one
hand, while supporting Billy,

whose knees were shaking ra

ly, "you'd think it would give
you B.C. students some incentive
to really cheer and outshout
those Villanova fans."

"You don't understand, you
don't understand," he cried.

They bring everybody, all 3000
of them. And we can't outcheer
them, we can't even try. You
know how Milwaukee was after
the Braves won the World Series,
well, Boston is worse, much
worse, when Villanova comes to
town.

"I was here last year, when
they came to play Boston Uni-

"Boston Limited" and as many
Villanovans as possible will be
on it Those who can't get seats
will go up by car; it doesn't mat-
t®' —just so everyone gets to
Boston so we can watcli the
'Cats drub B.C. and have a real
ball over the weekend.

The whole idea of the trip and
the Boston weekend is to get up
there and show the members of
our team that we're behind
them. We want to prove to the
B.C. student body that what
papers and magazines have been
saying about the unbelievable
amount of enthusiasm of Villa-
nova is one hundred per cent
true. We want to show the city
of Boston what kind of school
spirit we have! And we'll do
just that, too!

Villanova's on top now.
There's no getting around the
fact that weVe hit the "big
time.

' We've hit it athletically,
academically and religiously. To
hit it is one thing, though—to
stay up there is another.

This year we've got the best
gridiron squad we've had in a
long time—we've also got the
largest student body we've ever

sometime
"It's not just that," he re-

plied, "we expect to lose to
them. I mean, we beat the Mar-
ines (Quantico) two weeks ago,
but we certainly don't expect to
take those Wildcats. After all,

we know our limitations.
"But -they're not only bring-

ing their team with them.
they're taking the whole blimed
student body along."

It's Like Milwaukee
"Well, that sounds like a re-

markable display of student
spirit." I answered, thoughtful-

the one this week. It also means
that there are a lot more of us
to be criticixod if something goes
wrong on one of these away
trip.s. But it won't be "John
Smith" who'll draw the criticism

ther emphatically, with" the Cr' R it' 7 u ll'^'^lf '

^"*"^''-

nfhpr "it r>on'f kJ fv,of M j ti^^^'^ ^•^- ^®'^ '»^e the visiting

couldn t come to see us.

"But this year, it's on Satur-
day, and they're coming—all of
them—coming to our stadium!"

Here Comes One
By now, Billy was sobbmg -it'll be Villanova University

pitifully, and I was about to Our team can go up to Ss-try to comfort him, when he
|
ton and win 60-0. and there'llsuddenly peered down the path be some people who won't for-behmd us. gasped and dived get it for a long time—parti-
cularly B.C. fans. But then
there's always a guy In the
crowd like "Jack the Joker" who
isn't satisfied with the football
game—instead he has to have a

(Continue^ on Pkgi'5)

back behind the bench where I
had first found him.
Turning around, not without

some trepidation. I found my-
self facing a tall youth in blue

(Continued on P«g« Hi

public the ultimate in college
spirit by the way a school of
3,400 students can back a team
that is playing a game over 300
miles away.

Last Lap
Final preparations for the spe-

cial student train are near com-
pleUon. The students who are
going via train by this time
should have picked up their tick*

be the ets.

The train tickets may be pur-
chased at a cost of $15 plus the
additional minimum costs no la-
ter than today at the special
ticket and information booth
across from Dougherty Hall.

Ticket Sale Ends
Tickets for the game will not

be sold here for the remainder of
the week. Last-minute purchas-
ers who wish to get a ticket to
the game will have to obtain it
as soon as they get into Boston
to insure themselves of a seat
near the Villanova section.
Those going on the Villanova

train excursion will board the
train at 30th St. StaUon in Phila-
delphia this Friday at 11:45 p.m.
The train will arrive at Back
Bay Station in Beantown at ap-
proximately 7:40 a.m. Saturday.
Back Bay Station is within

walking distance of the hotels in
the vicinity of Villanova's Bos-
ton headquarters.
The trains will depart from

Boston at 3 p.m. Sunday and
arrive back in Philadelphia about
9:30 p.m.
For those students planning to

travel by car, maps will be out-
lined to provide the best possible
route to the big town.
The Spirit Committee suggests

that the students driving up dec-
orate their cars with banners to
let the various town populations
on the way to Boston know the
spirit possessed by Villanova's
students.

Circulars including all the nec-
essary information for the week-
end will be distributed around
the campus.

Students are urged by the trip
chairmen to stay away from
team headquarters at the Ken-
more Hotel until the gigantic
pep rally, scheduled by the Spirit
Committee, beginning at 12 noon
Saturday.

• i
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Proper Flag ^alute -^^^^
Ai citisens of the United States and leaders

of toraorrow it is imperative that we exhibit our

loyalty with respect to the flag. Whether from

laziness or ignorance, the conduct of some

of the students, especially on Tuesday afternoon

when the national ensign is lowered in front of

Commodore John Barry Hall, it is to be deplored.

For those of you who are ignorant of the correct

courtesies, we will briefly state them here and ap-

peal to your patriotism to put them into practice.

If you have occasion to salute the flag while in

civilian clothes, you remove your hat with your

right hand and hold it over your chest with your

hand over your heart. If you are not wearing a

hat, then place your right hand over your heart.

Women also salute in the same manner if they are

in civilian dress.

During the playing of The Star-Spangled Ban-

ner, everyone stands at attention facing the band.

At colors (the ceremonial hoisting and lowering of

the flag at 0800 and sunset) the national ensign

is faced.

Demonstrate these simple courtesies and show

you are the leaders of toraorrow.

CAMPUS CAMERA
lY AL LAWLER

CLARK

HelpThe Missions:Save Stamps
•'Don't Throw Away Those Stamps." Perhaps

you have seen posters with these words printed on

them and have taken their appeal lightly. "What

good is this one little stamp?" you might ask. To

you maybe it is nothing more than a federal require-

ment for postal services. But to us is means much

more. This s one source of aiding our foreign

^nv mission. By collecting and saving stamps for us

i^you can share in this missionary zeal.

««»*^^V Many years ago the stamp department was

Nli^^rganized in St. Mary's Hall. Its chief aim was to

'help our Augustinian missions in all parts of the

world. Our stamp contributors were then few and,

consequently, the organization remained in its in-

fant stage for many years. Since 1952, when Fa-

ther Purcell, O.S.A. was sent to Japan to establish

a mission school and parish, the stomp department

has endeavored to assist this project through the

Bale of an increased number of stamps.

How do we derive profit from stomps? Con-

' trary to popular belief, we do not process and ex-

; tract dye from stamps. Rather, we Indirectly sell
".'.'

k'-'

them to stamp collectors all over the United States.

Briefly, this is how our department operates. When
stamps are sent to us, we prepare a "good mix"

which is a combination of all kinds of stamps, com-

memoratives, three-centers, foreign, etc. Then thev

are sealed in bags of ten and twenty-five pounds.

Once every two weeks our buyer picks up the

stomps and sells them to his customers.

The response to our appeals over the last few

years has been encouraging. But still we cannot

content ourselves with stopping here. We need

more stamps if we wish our work to continue. This

can be realized by only your unselfish cooperation.

This is how you can help us. Every time you re-

ceive a letter, tear off the stamp, leaving enough

paper around it for a small border, and save it for

us. If you have parente, a brother, or a sister work-

ing in business oflices, ask them to join us in our

stamp drive. Your efforts will not go unrewarded.

Next time you are tempted to throw away that

stomp, think of us and our mission in Japan.

—Walter Vogel, O.S.A,

Th> Faculty Sp»alcsl

Student Volunteers Sought For A Scientific

Experiment At Research And Development
t^ ^ - ^ > »4-^iiMi# ani4 If noo^nfivA ions are

"^/f::^.

.?:>

The question for this week is: "What is your

reaction to Sputnik, the Russian moon?"

Red Clark, Sr. marketing major—At first, my
reaction was that of fear. That is, if Russia, is

striving so hard to beat us in any phase of science

and she developed a moon that transmits informa-

tion from outer space, her technology should be

farther advanced than ours.

After reading a few

articles about the United

States Government re-

actions on this step in

science by Russia, I be-

came passive. It seems

that the U.S. is devolop-

ing an orbital which will

reveal much more infor-

mation than the Russian

satelite and will be more
beneficial to us in the

long run.

I now feel that the

Russians by their impatience have put themselves

at a disadvantage by wasting time on a much less

useful moon for the sake of propaganda.

Phil Fahey, frosh engineer—Russia's latest ad-

vance in the scientific world has put the U.S. and
her allies in a pitiful

situation. For now, the

U.S.S.R's power is not

spead throughout only

Europe and Asia but

extends to the very edge

of space.

If Russia does succeed

in landing on the moon
before we do, all resorc-

there will be lost to

The blame cannot be

placed on the govern-

ment, but it is more the

government's move to secure for her people and

those of her allies a security against Russias' latest

threat.
"*

Bob Phillips, Sr. electrical engineer — "The

launching of the earth satelite can be token as an

index of the progress

that Russia has made in

her I.C.M.B. program.

The satellite, itself, may
not present any danger

to our security, but the

possibility that Russia

is outotripping us in

ballistic missies is some-

thing to think about.

Our missle program
should be taken out of

the hands of the Navy
and Air Force and turn-

ed over to a commission similiar to the one that

handled the atomic bomb program so successfully

during World War II

FAHEY

PHILLIPS

Dick Miele, Jr. I.

For many centuries, man has

talked about ionized air, but un-

til TOcently he did not know it.

'Almost every civilization has at-

tributed some of man's emotion-

al up» and downs to the weather,
- and in our own time ponderous

and scholarly books have at-

tempted to show the relation-

ships between certain aspecto of

elimate and trends in the devel-

opment of civilization.

Only recently, less than one

hundred years, have the stUdenU

of climate realized that the air

contains electrically charged

particles called ions. These scien-

tisto are not exactly sure about

the nature of air ions, but they

have counted the presences of

two types of air ion—the posi-

tive and the negative ion. Posi-

tive ions abound on those grey-

blue, drizzly days when low pres-

sure areas are bringing north-

eiiierly storms. Negative ions

are more numerous Just after a

thvader ttom. sad durins those

days when high pressure areas

prevaiL

TiM Crime Bale te Ewepe
In some European countries,

murder, eeidde, end other bm-
talities are known to be more
flvqiieBt when the wind blows

fhmi a oertain quarter, and

theiie.irtads have bew Idwttfl^

iy DR. F. C. J. McGURK
Psychology Instructor ; /

recently, as bearers of large

quantities of positive air ions.

Certain areas of the world have

become known as health-giving

spas, and these areas have been

identified as areas of high neg-

. ative ionization.

In this way, the theory evolv-

^ ed that negative air ions are

; beneficial to man, and positive

air ions are harmful. Negative

ions make man feel better; posi-

tive ions make him feel badly.

Preliminary Research

Last May. a group of VU stu-

dente helped to investigate this

theory. Working on a pilot study

sponsored by the Research and

Development Division of the uni-

versity, these studcnto helped to

show that, when they worked

in an environment of positive

ions, they felt uncoordinated,

lethargic, and inefficient -^ gen-

erally unpleasant. When they

worked in negative ions, they

felt quite different; they said

pleasant things about their

work, they felt efficient, and

were generally more relaxed. Al-

though these findings were ten-

totive, they gave rise to other

ideas about air ions.

If positive ions are accom-

itxffuM I b¥i MBlieMMi-l^eltaf* • i •

and if negative ions are accom-

panied by pleasant feelings, how

much effect will these two types

of ion have on the enjoyment of

some artistic endeavor which is

largely an emotional experience?

In conjunction with Philco,

Research & Development is pre-

sently sponsoring an experiment

to investigate the effects of air

ions on music appreciation. An
experimentol room has been set

up in Galberry Hall so that

subjects may listen to the highly

varied programs of two FM sto-

tions—WFLN and WQXR. No
tosk will be required of the sub-

jecto except that they read or

study during the hour that they

are subjects for the experiment.

At the end of the hour, each sub-

ject will fill out an evaluation

form. Those students who wish

may spend more than an hour.

Payment, But Net Mosey
Since this is a university-

sponsored study, no funds are

available for ^^aying the subjetos.
' There will be payment hi otiier

terms for those who participato

—pleasant music, a quiet {xlace

to study, and partidpiatioa in a

relatively imknown Md tif re-

search. There is, hicidentally,

absolutely no danger hivolved.

If you are interested, indicate

MIELI

"I guess that I wasn't the

only one that was sur-

prised to hear of such

a tremendous scientific

feat. Those Russian sci-

entisto aren't sleeping

any, or I hope not to the

extent where "Sputnik"

will come down in this

area. I sincerely hope

that this incident will

not bring more hostili-

ties between our two
countries.
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New Council

Constitution

Discussed
Many suggestions, no formal

motions and much discussion of

the proposed new constitution

prolonged last week's Student
Council meeting to a now-aver-
aged four hour length.

The ten-page work, excluding
forthcoming by-laws, which is to

guide the workings of student
government at Villanova, was

: introduced by its co-author Don
Kempf, vice-chairman of the

Council.

The greater part of the meet-
ing was spent in reading of the

constitution article by article

and section by section. Discus-

sion of the various parts was al-

lowed by Kempf, who chairman-
ned this part o fthe meeting, but,

on his suggestion ,no formal
motions or amendments were
made.
The propsed plan contains

many radical diversions from
the present system. Thier exis-

tence was justified by Kempf on
the grounds that the progress of

the Council requires many such
changes. Among the points
which differ greatly from the
present system are:

The new student council would
be a bi-cameral legislature, con-
sisting of a student Senate, and
a student Congress. The former
would consist of the officers of
the entire council, the class

presidents, and eight members
of the council divided by years
to be elected by the council at

the beginning of each year. The
Senate is to control all proposals
submitted to the council, handle
all council funds and have a
limited veto power on Council
legislation, pending appeal on
the Congress floor.

The Congress would consist of
all the members of the council,

and would act on recomenda-
tions of the Senate

New Voting System
The election of members to

the Council would be altered, if

the new system is adopted, so
that only members of the same
year, division or school would
elect those who are to represent
them. The provision leaves the

election of representatives of the
freshman and sophomores class-

:.'es intact.

Under the new code, two full

• vote members would be added
to the Council and the corres-

ponding half-vote members
:.' would be dropped. The senior
:' class alumni representative and
the representative delegate of

the National Federation of

Catholic College Students would
be promoted to full vote status.

An intricate system of com-
mittees would come into being

if the new plan is passed. Added
to the present standing commit-
tees and temporary special ones
would be: the Student-Faculty
committee, the Council Cabinet
committee and an NFCCS com-
mission. Explanation of these

committees and their functions

and worth was held ofT until the

unveiling the by-laws, which are.

to be submitted for vote "soon."

Many other questions on parts

of the constitution were met
with this same answer.

On6 of the advantages cited

in favor of the new bi-cameral

system by its authors and ad-

herents is that it will speed up
the process of issuing and acting

on legistlation on the Council.

Following the meeting, many of

the members were overheard

saying that this would be a

long-awaited improvement.

PAff«3

Perspective: TheWHY of Education
An educatioii to me is synon-

ynious with opportunity. I feel

that an education will provide

me with the opportunity to

choose my field, my employer
and even the locale of my em-
ployment upon graduation.

My education will offer the op-

portunity for a higher starting

wage scale as compared to the

average non-college trained indi-

vidual.

I believe that along with this

higher starting wage scale, I'll

have the opportunity for ad-
vancement that is not dependent
upon the old men up above dying
off and therefore providing the
chance for the whole organiza-
tion to move up a notch but ad-
vancement that is contingent up-
on my own personal ability and
initiative.

In order for any man to be
successful, whether he educated
or not, he must be able to get
along with people. I feel that
along these lines, an education
will provide me with the neces-
sary character development to

help me get along with people.

Villanova Potpurri

Here at Villanova we have a
good cross-section of the people

that a graduate is likely to come
in contact with. My association

with this cross-section will pro-

vide me with the insight and
tolerance to work with any type
of man. It will provide me with
the ability to sit down and dis-

cuss a job or any problem with
anyone I have contact with no
matter what his education or
views happen to be.

Contact with this cross-section

will give me the ability by the
time I graduate to properly con-
vey my thoughts and opinions to
others no matter what their sta-

tion in life may be.

Religious Training Applauded

It has been my experience here
at Villanova to discover that

there is something else for all of

us to gain. We not only gain
important development along the

academic and character lines but
we also are developed by the re-

ligious education we receive.

Personally I htfve gained much
as far as religion and faith are
concerned just from the fact

that I was exposed to religious

teaching.

Business Ethics

Aside from personal gain from
religious instruction, we receive

concepts of moral integrity in

business dealings. Sometime af-

ter graduation a certain percent-

age of us will find ourselves no
longer an employee but an em-
ployer.

We should learn from our reli-

gious education just how to deal
with our employees as far as
pay and extra benefits are con-
cerned and just what our ouli-

gations are as an employer.

Ultimate End Important

A person entering college

iShould have some goal in sight.

Without a goal, none of us can
succeed. The graduate must be
thoroughly trained in his chosen
field first. This training should
be proportionate to the goal we
have set for ourselves, but in

addition we should also desire a
mature, intelligent attitude
towards our dealings with others
backed up by a firm religious

training. If a person is upon
graduation only an academically
educated individual and not a
better man in the character and
moral sense than when he en-
tered, he has not, in my opinion,
received an education.

MIKE MANUCU80
Senior C and F

Why did you take liberal arts?
What in the world does it pre-
pare you for? Every liberal arts

major has heard these questions
countless times. I will attempt
to answer them by answering
two other, more important ques-
tions. What do I want from an
education? What do I expect an
education to do for me?
There is an ever -increasing

trend today towards the 'utility'

education, i.e., an education
directed to the preparation of
an individual for a particular
profession, e.g., accounting, civil

engineering. As a result, the
liberal education has been edged
out in many colleges and univer-
sities as impractical. What use
they say are philosophy, history,

languages and the like? It all

boils down to a question of
values.

History, philosophy, etc., all

collectively go to make up the
discriminating thinker, or at
least should. The discriminating
thinker is the man who, by run-
ning the gamut of the efforts

of man from algebra to art has
learned to absorb, analyze and
evalute ideas, which, '

.: all,

are the motivating foiv behind
the use of all the other ^ 'acti-

cal" fields of knowledge.

The Weil-Rounded IndividuMl

A person specifically educa-
ted in one narrow field of study
runs the risk of being unable to

understand and/or appreciate
facets of life unrelated to his

particular subject and thus
limits his development as a
well-rounded personality which
should be the natural goal of
anyone with the capacity to
learn.

Professional training is just
that: training, not education. It

channels the intellect but does
not necessarily cultivate it. A
man who has learned to use his

mind in the evaluation of ideas
can always acquire necessary
professional training as he
needs it but a technical or

Political Roundup;

Proposed Restrictive Legislation On
Organized Labor Criticized As Unfair

BY FRANCIS BONNER
Because of the Senate Investigations on la-

bor in the last few months, there has been
much controversy about the corruption in or-

ganized labor. From these investigations many
,

senators and congressmen believe that they :•

should initiate a move to pass legislation which
would place stringent controls on all labor or-
ganizations. I contend that there are already
too many restrictions forced on labor by acts
such as the Taft-Hartley Act.

For example, the Taft-Hartley Act requires
all labor ui^ion officials to sign non-communist
affidavits and if they fail to comply, they then
forfeit their right to use the National Labor Re-
lations Board in elections and grievances. This
may sound all well and good, but many labor
leaders, especially John L. Lewis, feel that it

goes against the old American axiom that all

men are created equal.

One-Way Loyalty Oathn
If labor leaders are forced to sign such

affidavits and the industrialists are not, then
the government is pointing its finger at the
working class and telling them that they can-
not be trusted but management can. This is

a definite attempt to make labor second-rate
citizens.

The Taft-Hartley Act also calls for unions
to open their financial records to be examined.
This section of the act could very well destroy
organized labor. If a union is forced to open
its books at a time when it is striking against
a large industry and it is noted that the union
funds are at ebb, this industry could then use
this information, to which it has no right, for
the destruction of the organiaatien whieh rep-

resents its men. With this type of legislation,
I feel that the Federal Government had already
gone too far with its restrictions on labor. ; 1

' Corruption Not Limited

I will be the first to admit that there ,are
abuses in some labor unions. But, I ask the
severe critics of labor one question : "can they
cite for me one human institution in the
annals of history which has been free from cor-
ruption?" Statistics show there are more in-

dustrialists and bankers in

penitentiaries for embezzle-
ment of money belonging
to small stock holders, than
there are union laborers.

If there is corruption in

priva;te industries, the Fed-
eral Government would not
think of interferring. They
would allow the industry
involved to clean its own
house. So let it be with la-

bor.

Let's look at the facts.

The Senate Labor Investi-
gations Committee has already probed into
most of the two-hundred labor unions. And
they have found corruption in only a minority
of unions. I make a plea to these senators and
congressmen who wish to burden labor organ-
izations like the United Mine Workers of Am-
erica and most of the affiliated unions of the
A. F. L. and C. I. O. with harsh restrictions to
cease future legislation which would impair
the indepeodeoee of free labor organisationa.

specific education does not of it-

self prepare a man to take a
position of directive leadership
in his society at the intellectual

level, which is where all the
activity of any society begins.

A Record of Man's Knowledge

On a more personal level the
value of philosophy, history,
literature lies in the fact that
they are the record of the ideas,

activities, hopes and aspirations
6f mankind throughout the ages.
Man is God's greatest creature
ahd the understanding of man
is the greatest achievement we
can attain.

Science derives its first prin-
ciples and its truth value from
philosophy and it is only with a
thorough knowledge of the hu-
manities that we can most ef-

fectively apply scientific know-
ledge for the betterment of man-
kind. A reflection on the evils

in our society caused by a mis-
use of our technological skills

makes this clear. It is our know-
ledge of the humanities that
gives purpose to the mundane
activities of life and tells us
how best to seek the full, happy
life, the earthly goal of each
man.

Unsuspected Vistas

And besides all this, the study
of literature, art, music and their
companions open new and un-
suspected vistas of enjoyment
for those who learn to love them
which can never be accurately
or adequately described to those
who do not share in the know*
ledge of these things.

Perhaps to those who will

measure the results of their ed-
ucation in terms of tangible
material success, liberal arts
might seem a luxury that can-
not be afforded. A thorough
study of the economics of Amer-
ican life today does not bear
this out but even if it were true,
it is a luxury which each of us
should strive to our utmost to
possess.

Cardinal Newman's IdeA

But perhaps Cardinal New-
man can express more clearly
than I what it is I expect from
my university. "A university
training is the great ordinary
means to a great but ordinary
end; it aims at raising the intel-

lectual tone of society, at culti-

vating the public mind, at pur-
ifying the national taste, at sup-
plying true principles for popu-
lar enthusiasm and fixed aims
for popular aspiration, at giving
enlargement and sobriety to the
ideas o fthe age, at facilitating

the exercise of political power
and refining the intercourse of
private life. It is the educatioa
which gives a man a clear con-
scious view of his own opinions
and judgements, a truth in de-
veloping them, an eloquence in
expressing them and force in
urging them."

I can only say Amen.

FRED FORTIN
Senior Arts

BONNfR
j'l .. k

CasadMto AppoiiM

'

'TimM' Rtprtstntallvt
TheNew York Timta has

announced that Joe Casadon-
te, Box 788, Sheehan Hall,
has been appointed campus
representative.

Casadonte will handle all
subscriptions tor the news-
paper on the campip.^

•:^«"'
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For Epicureans Only...
y JOHN D. KENNEDY

N«turt Edifor

'On the tread-mill of entertainment this week, we
ask—are movies better than ever?

;. Looking over current attractions at downtown
movies and with soon-to-be-released pictures in mind,

every other cinematographic exhibition seems to star

the luscious Sophia Loren. From Italian films through

to an adaption of Eugene O'Neill's "Desire Under the

Elms," Signorina Loren may be seen

in the efforts of almost every cinema-
producing country.

On the subject of movie queens, I

notice that that perennial 'girl,' Joan
Fontaine is once more playing her
sweet young self in "Until They Sail,"

a tale of World War II New Zealand.

Co-starring is Piper Laurie, Girl Star-

let. The story itself originated in James
Michener's "Return to Paradise."

JOHN D. KENNEDY

Classics Jon

A local theater in the vicinity of 40th
and Market has exhumed—presumably
by. popular .demand—one .of .Holly-

wood's more elderly hams, Joan Craw-
ford, in two of her most notably dram,"

atic hits, ^'Mildred Pierce" and "Au-
tumn Leaves."

Cracking The Books
Quickly glancing over the titles list-

ed in the neighborhood movie guide, it

is not particularly surprising that peo-
ple are being driven back—past tele-

vision—to the radio and even to read-
ing. Eye-catching among these titles

are "Hot Rod Rumble," "Prehistoric
Women," "Taza, Son of Cochise" and
"Shoot-out at Medicine Bend"—Just to

name a few. './. ^;vv ;..;-.:,

An example of movie advertising
psychology may be noted in the chang-
ing of the tepid, treacly June Allyson-
Rossano Brazzi romance, "Interlude,"
to the more piquant "Forbidden Inter-

lude."

At The I^layhouse

On the legitimate stage—why 'legit-

imate?'—two new ventures have ar-

rived for try-outs. "Fair Game" is "a
New Comedy" featuring Sam Levene.
Anne Baxter is presently appearing in

"The Square Root of Wonderful," which
interesting title is listed as "A Love
Story." The play is directed by Jose
Quintero whose direction of O'Neill's

"Long Day's Journey Into Night" rous-

ed such favorable comment on Broad-
way. '•''.':"••

For Anglophiles
British motion pictures of the better

kind now showing locally include "Bro-
thers in Law" an hilarious comedy
about an amazingly inept lawyer. For
suspense and painstaking detail of po-
lice work, "The Third Key" with Jack
Hawkins is unbeatable. The Spanish
Costa Brava and Dirk Bogarde are the
chief attractions in the tender story
by A. J. Cronin, "The Spanish Garden-
er." For those whose taste or curios-

ity runs in that direction, the Wayne
Avenue Playhouse has a double feature
of two Russian films.

The Rosie Razz-Ma-Tazz
Closer to home, Rosieland is spons-

oring a jazz concert—of which you'll

be seeing and hearing so much—in the
not-too'-distant future. Farther away,
but still of interest, is Holy Family
College's mixer—the Fall Frolic—tak-
ing place this Friday night.

. . . Making Music . ..

ByALSHEPPARD
This month is the tenth anniversary of what we

know today as the long-playing record. Since this mo-
mentous occasion the recording industry has boomed
with the sale of these discs of entertainment black

gold. Here are a few selections to round out or bring

up to date your LP collection.

In the realm of the classics, the best release of the
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month is Charles Munch conducting the

Boston Symphony Orchestra in the
Symphony No. 1 by Brahms for RCA
Victor. Not the best Symphony No. 1

on records but one of the conductor's
best jobs. Only in the final movement
does he falter when tempo changes tike
the place of well-prepared climax.

The tops on Columbia records for the
month is Zino Francescatti performing
Lale's "Symphonic Espangnole" and
Vieustemp's "Concerto No. 4 in D Min-
or." Any shortcomings of the soloist

are more than made up for by the ac-

companiment of Mitroupolous and the
New York Symphony and the Philadel-

phia Symphony orchestra under Norm-
andy.

Grieg's "Peer Gynt" on Angel rec-

ordings is worthy of mention. Sir Tho-
mas Beecham, the London Philhar-
monic and the soloist Use Hollweg
render the music compelling and their

expression is finesse itself. Beecham
has the continental touch rarely found
in American conductors.

For opera lovers. Angel records has
two of the best. Victoria de los Angel-
es makes her debut on the Angel label

singing Helisondc in Debussy's mas-
terpiece "Pellas and Helisonde." Bell-

ini's "La Somnambula" is also offered
casting the dynamic and controversial
Maria Callas in the title roles. She
does a good job considering her limited
range.

Notable Catholics in Public Life:

Turning to Jazz
Someday you too will wake up and

realize the only female singer is Ella

Fitzgerald. Don't bother with the Mod-
ern Jazz Quartet on the Atlantic label.

Too many solos and a lack of unified

swing due to a minimum of scoring.

Carmen McRae's recording for Deo-

cOt "After Glow" is very dim. She

makes it a work of personality rather

than one of genuine talent.

Best jazz work of the month is Lion-
el Hamphon's Big Four on Verve. In-

formal stuff this, including warm-ups
where Hampton, Rick Peterson and

Brown show a unique feel for melody

at slow tempos. Included is another

version of his beautiful "Midnight

Sun."

GIckI to see that "Chances Are" (J.

Mathis) ia number one on the popular

scoreboard. Larry Flick is among the

many anxiously awaiting a new release

from Elvis.

Getting off the track for a moment,
watch for Frank Loesser's new musi-

cal entitled "The Music Man" which

opens here in Philadelphia late this fall.

If it compares with his earlier succes-

ses, "Guys and Dolls" and "The Most
Happy Fella", it should be a smash hit.

Don't miss it.

By FRANK DELANY
Feoture Editor

e Meany: ^Rerum Novanim' vs. Racketeering
Largely due to the unsavory publicity

on the activities of a minority of labor
leaders emanating from the current
congressional probe in Washington D.
C, organized labor is fast becoming the
national ogre in the eyes of many
thoughtful Americans, thus taking the
uncomfortable stare of the reformers
from more time-honored institutions

such as big business.

In the current crush of fashionable
disparagement, one might fail to notice

that the colossus of American union-
ism, the combined American Federation
of Labor and Congress of Industrial
Organizations, is headed by a practic-

ing Roman Catholic, namely one George
Meany, who has worked tirelessly

throughout his long union career to

organize his workers along basic Cath-
olic labor principles. (For those who
prefer a more colorful radicalism in

their labor leaders, Walter Reuther is

offered as vice-president of the A. F. of
L.-C. L O.).

Irish George Meany was born in Har-
lem, one of the more colorful sub-me-
tropolises of New York City, N. Y. in

1894, the son of Mike and Annie Meany.
George moved north though and was
raised in the Bronx.

Early Introduction To Unions

Liberalizing a standard New York
City education was the steady flow of

union ofllcials and rank and file to the
Meany home. Mike Meany was presi-

dent of his plumbers local and local

Democratic party district captain in the

days before being a member of the
working class was considered an unfair

advantage in the battle for public opin-

ion.

George followed his father's foot-

steps into the plumbers local union un-

troubled by serious trouble with man-
a«:ement which may be one explanation

for Meany's moderate attitude towards

business.

Third of

Love on Strike

Meany found the love of his life in

pretty Eugenia McMahon and married
her in 1919 following a courtship that
sounds as if it were out of the "Pajama
Game." Meany walked with Eugenia
in the picket lines when, as an em-
broidery machine operator, she went pn
strike. - ":':''.'. .y '/:'.

About this stage of his career, Meany ;

became a highly successful lobbyist in

the state legislature of New York gain-

ing experience in the field of labor-gov-
ernment relations.

Meany vs. WPA
Meany soon had a chance to show

his experience when he locked horns
with F.D.R.'s powerful Works Progress
Administration and successfully won
from the W.P.A. union wages for its

workers. -'••"

GEORGE MEANY
Lobor's Top Mon

o Series

After heading the New Vork state

federation of labor since 1934, Meany
went on to the national scene in 1940
as secretary-treasurer of the A. F. of L.

Before leaving New York though, he
organized a 90,000 man labor parade
for the edification of the New Yorkers.
The parade was an eloquent testimony

, to his and labor's power.
Top Man In Labor

The powerful figure of Phil Green
subdued Meany for a while but when
the former died in 1952, Meany suc-

ceeded to his position as president of

the A. F. of L. from which position he
worked tirelessly and successfully to

achieve his greatest ambition, the union
of the A. F. of L. and the C. I. O. into

one labor giant. It was no surprise

that George Meany became the first

president of this labor giant and today
is the most powerful man in organized
labor.

The opinions and attitudes of this

man who guides the destiny of union-
ism are naturally of the utmost import-
ance to Americans. A cursory examin-
ation shows that Meany is very close

to "Rerum Novarum" and a long way
from "Das Capital."

Conservative Union Man
Basically Meany wants a larger

share in the national income for the
working man achieved by the princi-

ples of collective bargaining within the
framework of the American free enter-

prise system in which he has deep faith

as he also believes in the rights of man-
agement. This smacks of Marxism to

only the most neanderthal of Ameri-
can conservatives.

"Free trade unionism cannot exist

where there is a dictator in control,"

Meany has declared and he replied to

a British Labor Party member's query
on the abstention of American labor

from politics "When collective bargain-

ing yields as little for us as it does for

you, we may have to form a political

party."

Meany Ducks Red Front
Meany refused to join the World Fed-

eration of Trade Unions in 1945 be-

cause it admitted the Russians. This
action was despite the advice of such
diverse elements as Henry Wallace and
"Commonweal" magazine. Meany was
proved right though when the W.F.T.U.
proved a Red front. However, Meany
was one of the founding fathers of the

staunchly anti-Communist Internation-

al Confederation of Trade Unions in

1949.....:..,. :':'-ii,/-' '...

John L. Lewis, one of the more pug-
nacious of the labor leaders, met de-

feat at Meany's hands in the 1947 A.
F. of L. when he fought for an anti-

loyalty oath motion. Said Meany: "I

am prepared to sign a non-communist
afiidavit. I am prepared to sign an affi-

davit that I was never a comrade to the

comrades." Ouch

!

Taft-Hartley Resented Bitterly

Despite this, Meany launched a mil-

lion-dollar campaign to fight the Taft-

Hartley law, loyalty oath and all, as an
unfair and undeserved imposition on
the integrity and ability for effective,

independent action of unions.

In between these bursts of frantic ac-

tivity, Meany has found time to raise

three lovely daughters and lead an ex-

emplary family life with his children

and Eugenia, who, needless to say, no
longer walks in picket lines.

Meany has fought disunion and rack-

eteering throughout his career. There
seems to be only one thing left to do
to assure his reputation for all time
and it is a Job that challenges even a
George Meany. This is to clean up the
Teamsters before they bring down the

vast majority of honest, constructive

unions crashing down around them.
Memny can probably do it

Opera Classica Boasts 103
Members;To Meet Tonight
Charles J. Fritz, president of

Opera Classica, announced that
the Society will meet at 7:30
tonight in the east lounge of

Dougherty Hall and also that
the total membership in 0-C is

now 103. Although approxi-
mately 807o of the members
have had no formal training in

classical music, club enthusiasm
is high. Active membership is

defined as attendance at two
meetings per month and work-
ing on one of the numerous
committees.. ». -
Anthony L. I^. Angeline, OC

moderator, stated that last

week's stereophonic sound con-

cert broke all attendahce—123
were thrilled at not only the

sound reproduction but the fine

music of Tschaikowsky, Strauss,

Jr., and Saint Saens.

"Swan Lake" Tonight
This evening, the complete

"Swan Lake" on London full

frequency range records will

feature Anatole Fistoulari and

Two New Editors

Added toLYNX

First Deadl^e Near
Two recently vacated editorial

positions on the Lynx staff have

been filled according to the lit-

erary publication's Editor-in-

chief Frank Delany.

Senior Political Science major

Jack Garrity replaces Gerry Sul-

livan as Circulation Manager and
junior English major Bill

Christy takes over the position

of Exchange Editor.

Leo Rogers resigned from this

oflftce because of his time-con-

suming duties as Senior Class

Vice-President and Spirit Com-
mittee Chairman.
SuUivan relinquished his posi-

tion because of press of studies.

Oct 23 Deadline

Delany also announced that

the deadline of October 23 for

the < first edition will be strictly

enforced. No material will be

accepted ofter that date.

At the present time the edi-

torial staff and the moderators,

Dr. John Phillipson and Mr.
James Mitchell, are reviewing

the material that has already

been submitted.

Material Still Needed
Students interested in writing

for the Lynx or joining the edi-

torial, business, publicity, circu-

lation or art staffs should sign

up with the respective editors

the London Symphony. On 0-C's
super high-fidelity system, max-
imum enjoyment is assured. Pro-
gram notes will enable all those

in attendance to follow the four

acts of this masterpiece. The
program will last one hour and
twenty-three minutes.

The complete "Swan Lake"
can be seen on Saturday after-

noon and evening in Philadel-

phia when it will be performed

by the Royal Ballet (formerly

Sadler's Wells).

Color TV Added
In order to vary its programs

as much as possible, Opera Clas-

sica will enter the color tele-

vision field on Sunday December
8. Poulenc's "Dialogues of the

Carmelites" will be performed
by the NBC Opera Company in

English and m color.

The program will be followed

by a buffet luncheon. At 7 p.m.,

0-C will feature the complete

Nutcracker Ballet Suite on
stereophonic tape.

Membership is still open to

anyone who is interested in

learning classical music. Inter-

ested persons should contact

Clement Novitsky, secretary, or

any member of 0-C.

NROTC Staff

Contacts Area
High Schools
Villanova's NROTC unit staff

of officers have begun the fall

program of familiarizing local

high school students with the

NROTC contract and . regular

program here at Villanova.

Twenty-three area high
schools have been contacted for

the program which consists of

one of the officers speaking to

the seniors about the program,
a question and answer period

and the distribution of booklets

and application forms. Com-
mander Burge, USN, Executive
Officer of Villanova's unit is in

charge of the program.
Catholic Schools Contacted
Catholic Schools scheduled in-

clude Roman Catholic, St. Jame's
(Chester), Monsignor Bonner,

LaSalle, St. Catherine's, and
North Catholic.

At half-time of the Villanova-

V.P.I. game, an interview with

Commander Burge and Captain

Grace, USMC, NROTC marine

instructor was broadcast to fur-

ther acquaint the public with

this important sector of the

campus population.

Boston or Bust!

British Study
Aid Offered
U.S. Students
United States college students

can now apply for next year's

Marshall Scholarship awards
enabling them to study at a

British university for two years.

Applications must be in by Oct.

31 of this year.

The Marshall Scholarship
plan was started in 1953 as a

token of appreciation for Mar-
shall Aid to Britain.

Twelve scholarships are
awarded every year, to any
American student of either sex,

married or single, but they must
be under 28 on or before Oct. 1,

1958 and must have graduated
from an American university.

Each award is worth $1,540

a year, passage being paid to

and from the United Kingdom,
while married men receive an
extra allowance.

Successful candidates are

chosen for their character as

well as for their scholastic at-

tainments.

Four U. S. Regions
There are four Regional Com-

mittees—the Eastern Commit-
tee in New York, the Southern
Committee in New Orleans, the

Middle Western Conunittee in

Chicago and the Pacific Commit-
tee in San Francisco. These com-
mittees consider the applications

first and would-be winners
should apply to the British

consul-general in the previously

mentioned cities.

Each Regional Committee in-

cludes four distinguished Ameri-

cans and a consul-general

in educational or public life who
selects six names from the appli-

cations and foirwards them to the

British Embassy in Washington.
Lord Coleraine Selects

At the Embassy the names
are re-examined by a seven-

member Advisory Council head-

ed by the British Ambassador,
twelve names of which are

selected — three from each

region—and sent to the United
Kingdom for review and ap-

proval by a commission of lead-

ing British educators and busi-

nessmen set up to administer the

Trust with Lord Coleraine as

chairman of the Commission.
Names of the winners are an-

nounced in Washington each

April for the following October.

So far the 48 Americans who
have taken their final degree ex-

aminations have been successful

and many have done exception-

ally well.

A Joyous Sunday

Villanova's sophomore nurses pose with the Rev. Henry
Greenlee, O.S.A., Provincial of the Eastern Province of the
Augustinian Order, (left) and University President, Rev. James
Donnellon, Q.S.A., after the young ladies received their caps
in a ceremony in the Chapel last Sunday.

Ed CurraU, WVIL Sports

Director, Guest on WDRF
Law School
'Open House'
This P.M.

An eager quintet wait at the spdclal ticket booth set up
outside the Classroom Anex building In order to be assured of
seats for Saturday's game with Boston College In Boston.
Several hundred Villanovans purchased tickets, thereby guaran-
teeing a reserve train which departs from 30th St Station at
midnight on Friday.

Boston Trip
(Continued from Pa^e 1)

piece of one of the hieachen, a
shovelful of dirt from the middle
of the playing field and maybe
even a street light from outside
the stadium.

Now this is tile thing that
most people will remnnber for

the longest time. What the foot-

ball team did will be secondary.
The trip will have done twice as
much harm as good.
On the other hand if "Jack"

can be satisfied with leaving
Boston to the Bostonlsv*, then
our spirit has served a dual pur-

pose—It's helped our team win
and it's helped Villanova climb

a little higher on the "Big Time"
ladder.

Optometriat: "Can you read the
firth line from the top?"
Patient: "Sure JRSLKV. I can't

pronounce It so sood. but 1 think
)ie was riffht tackle at Notre Dame a
few year* aso."

The School of Law will hold
an "open house" at 1:30 p.m
today for students in the third
or fourth year of college who are
considering the legal profession.
Law school Dean Harold Gill

Reuschlein said the purpose of
the program is to introduce the
student to the practice of law
and the educational require-
ments of the profession.

A highlight of the tour will

be attendance at a first year
class in criminal Itw. After the
class period the instructor will

review the material covered.
Moot Court Contest

The final elimination round to
select Villanova's representa-
tives in the interscholastic com-
petition of appelate court argu-
ments will be held after the
criminal law class.

At the Moot Court meeting,
the visitors will hear final argu-
ments conserning a hypothetical
case.

A complete and frank view of
careers in the legal career will

be given by practitioners of the
profession at the beginning of

the meeting at 1:30 p.m.

The meeting will be the first

of three such scheduled events
during the scholastic year.

F.B.I. Files

On Wednesday, Deceml)er 4,

the U.S. Deputy Attorney Gen-
eral W. Wilson White will dis-

cuss the availability of the F.B.I,

files to the defendent in a crim-
inal cas.

Also at the December meeting,
a panel of administrators, teach-
ers and students will discuss the
study of law. They will consider
the demands of the legal profes-

sion and the benifits of legal

education.

Undergraduate students may
also participate in a first year
class in Torts. Mimeographed
materials relating to the area
under investigation will be dist-

ributed. These must be request-

ed and obtained before December
1st.

Spring Meeting
The Spring meeting will be

held on Friday, April 11 1958.

The relationship of undergradu-
ate fields of study to the study
of law will be considered.

At a trial moot court guests

Another first for WVIL this

year was the guest appearance
of WVIL's sports director on
Station WDRF, Chester, Pa.
Ed Currall, sports director for

WVIL, was the guest of Matt
Zabitka on his show "Sports
Page of the Air" last Thursday
night, from 4 :30 to 6.

Ed Currall is a junior English
major from Elizabeth, New Jer-

sey. Last year he served as a
sports announcer and this year
he was promoted to sports di-

rector for WVIL.
Gridiron Discussed

Football at Villanova was one
of the important points of the
interview. With one loss and two
wins already, what the remain-
ing season holds for the Wild-
cats received a great deal of dis-

cussion. Boston College and
Miami who defeated Baylor 13-6,

were considered the hardest
games left this season.

Track, basketball and baseball
were given pre-season discus-

sions by Ed Currall and Matt
Zabitka.

Spirit Recognized
The spirit of Villanova, a point

of discussion at Villanova and
other universities, received much
notation, particularly the stu-

dent trip to Boston.

WDRF, 1590 kc. is the Chester
radio station broadcasting all

the football games of Villanova
away. Broadcasting of these
games is done by Cy Swingley.
The Chester station is owned

by a Villanova alumnus — E.

Flick, Class of 1934.

may witness a hypothetical case
being carried on a third year
class in practice.

A law librarian will condlct a
guided tour of the library to con-
clude the meeting. He will dis-

cuss the composition, necessity
and use of the Garey Hall li-

brary.

Dean Reuschlein said the pro-
gram is so prepared that under-
graduates in the third and
fourth years of college may beni-

fit. "The study of law is a seri-

ous one and entrance into it

must be highly considered," the
Dean continued.

All meetings will be held at
the law school, Garey Hall.

Alumnus Directs
Bill Brown, '57, now studying

tor his Master's degree in

theater at Tufts University,
Medford Mass, will direct Henri
Gheon's "Parade at Devil's
Bridge," at the Tufts Arena
Theater on November 11th.

^,vi
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Members of the Mariceting Club ||;Btber on the front steps'

of the Commerce and Finance Building last week to discuss
current problems in the marketing field .

St.Bernadene Debaters Gains 30 New Men
Underrated,

States Writer

ics Called To Join

Lay Apostolate Of CCP
The <3onfratemity of Christian Doctrine will soon call upon

Catholics to help in the work it is doing which consists of giving
religious instruction to all the laity ranging from babyhood
through adult life.

Kinney
Literary

Plans Proj

Says
Club
ect

Following a discussion of con-

temporary literature by Dr. Mc-
Grath at last week's Literary

Club meeting, President Joe Kin-

ney announced that considerable

prog^ress had been made on the

organization's year-long project.

Kinney explained that several

members had already volunteer-

ed to do research on a particular

playwright of the post-World

War n period.

Christmas l>eadlliie

He emphasized the importance
of completing the research be-

fore the Christmas holidays in

order that the second semester
may be devoted exclusively to

editing and typing the copy.

Copies of the finished project

will be given to every paid club

member. A copy will also be
placed in the Library for general

perusal.

Meeting Next Wednesday
Kinney concluded by declaring

that Secretary Ken Miller will

present a paper on the poetry of
T. S. Eliot at next Wednesday
night's meeting prior to a group
discussion of the poet.

The meeting will be held in

Seminar 3 in the basement of the
Library at 8 o'clock.

The Literary Club president
then advised "those planning to

attend the meeting to acquaint
themselves with Eliot's poetry so
that they will better understand
the comments that will be offer-

ed and be adequately prepared
to enter into the discussion".

Pope Pius Xn has said that

the CCD is "a choice field of

Catholic Action," explaining

just exactly what the CCD is.

Worid-Wide Scope
The scope of the confraternity

is world-wide, but on the parish

level ; yet it has been canonically

instituted by Pope Pius X.
All the laity of high school

age and older, under the direc-

tion of the hierarchy, are eligible

to become a member and their

help is required because the

number of priests and sisters

cannot suffice for the amount of

work needed in this field.

Help from All

Everyone can find in the CCD
an opportunity to help either as
a teacher which is the most urg-

ent need or as a helper in any
of the other divisions of the
CCD.
The part of the Catholic pub-

lic is to learn all they can about
the CCD so that when their pas-

tors call they will be able to take

their place in the field where
they can give the most help.

SAM Sets Dinner
Dance For Oct. 26
The Society for the Advance-

ment of Management is holding
its first annual dinner dance on
Oct. 26 at the Conestoga Mill.

This dance is being held to

give the sophomores in the so-

ciety an opportunity to become
acquainted with the upperclass-

men. It is the society's Hrst so-

cial event of the season.

The cost of the tickets is four
dollars per person. This price

will cover the turkey dinner and
dancing until midnight
The music will be provided by

Lou Dennison. A limited num-
ber of tickets are on sale and
may be purchased from the of-

ficers of SAM or from Dr. Wal-
ter Klein, faculty moderator.

Dress will be informal.

Spanish Club
Meets, Sets

Committees'
The Spanish Club will hold its

first business meeting of the

year tomorrow night at 7:30 in

room 206 Commerce and Finance

Building.

Chief item on the agenda is

the formulation of committees

for the annual Spanish Night,

which this year will take place

on Dec. 6. The program for the

affair includes an original play

put on by the members, songs,

and the appearance of Spanish

dignitaries.

The club plans to increase its

activities during the present ac-

ademic year, and President Paul

Tagliaferri has outlined the
program. After Spanish Night,

there will be a Dinner-Dance, a
Communion breakfast and a ser-

ies of intercollegiate activities.

The Communion breakfast will

be in memory of the late Rev.
Lorenzo Lozano, O.S.A., former
faculty moderator, who died last

year.

Tagliaferri and the other offi-

cers have voiced a desire that

the membership will increase. In

order for the added activities to

be a success, this is a necessity.

The business meetings are

held bi-monthly. Monthly social

meetings are highlighted by
movies, guest speakers and re-

freshments.

Choosing Bernadette of

Lourdes as "My Favorite Saint,"

Frances Parkinson Keyes, fam-
ous Catholic writer, declares in

an article in the October issue

of "The Sign," national Cath-
olic magazine, that "there are

great gaps" in the saint's story

"which I should like to fill in."

"While the story of Lourdes
as a place and the miracles that

have occurred and still occur
there are frequently chosen sub-

jects and objects of great vener-

ation," Mrs. Keyes asserts, "Ber-

nadette Soubirous herself has
emerged less clearly as aii indi-

vidual."

"Since she was the personifi-

cation of humility," the author
continues, "she probably would
have been the first to be glad

of this."

"But to those of us who desire

or need to get close to her" Mrs.
Keyes says, "it is profitable to

achieve a more personal view-

point than we can secure merely
by visualizing Lourdes as a place

of pilgrimage and a shrine of

healing; we should know what
sort of human being could create

the one and reveal the other."

Early PastonJ Life

"Very few writers," the au-

thor points out, "have mentioned
the fact that Bernadette spent

much of her early life, not in

the little dark cachot of Lourdes
but in the healthful pastures

surrounding the nearby village.

"Another fact which seems to

be little stressed is that Berna-
dette was by no means an ignor-

ant or one whose early life stan-

dards of propriety, kindliness

and piety played no special part.

The third fact which seems to

me underemphasized is that the

last twelve years of her short

life were spent in the Mother
house at Nevers, first as a

novice and then as a nun, and
that she is entombed there —
not buried, but encased in a

glass coffin, where her incor-

ruptible body, clad in the habit

of her order, may be viewed by
anyone who wishes to visit this

shrine."

Followed a Little Way
"Except for her visions in the

grotto," Mrs. Keyes concludes,

"Bernadette's life and death

were unmarked by the spectacu-

lar or the supernatural. Like

Therese of Lisieux, she followed

a Little Way — a way which is

not too hard for most of us to

understand and emulate, at least

in some measure."

Thirty novice members have
been added to Beta Gamma De-
bating Society, according to Bob
O'Connor, society president.

The new members will have
their initial tournament when
they compete in the University
of Delaware tournament to be
held Nov. 23.

The novice group is also sched-
uled for a debate with Rutgers
Extension School, Camden, N.J.,

in the latter part of November.
The two above meets, coupled

with intra-society debates and
tournaments with Immaculata
College and Temple University,

will furnish the new members
vtnth adequate experience for

varsity competition.

Beta Gamma holds its practice

sessions each Monday evening at
6:30 in room 104 Commerce and
Finance Building.

7th Fellowship Program
Announced By Academy
The National Academy of

Sciences-National Research
Council will again assist the Na-
tonal Science Foundation in its

seventh fellowship program
which has just been announced
by the Foundation.
The NSF plans to award ap-

proximately 8^ graduate and
85 regular polttdoctoril

t
fellow-

ships for scientific study during
the 1958-1059 academic year.

These fellowships, open to citi-

zens of the Ui)iited tatesS, are
awarded solely on the basis of

ability.

Various Fields

They are offered in the mathe-
matical, physical medical and
biological fields, in engeering,
anlhropolgy, psychology (except
clinical) and geography; and in

certain interdisciplinary field

and field of convergence between
the natural and social sciences.

Graduate fellowships are

available to those who are work-
ing toward the masters or doc-
toral ; degrees in the first, inter-

mediate or terminal year of

graduate study. College seniors

who except to receive a bacca
laureate degree during the 1957
1958 academic year are also eli

gible to apply.

Exam Necessary
All applicants for graduate

( predoctoral ) awards will be
resuired to take an examination
designed to test scientific apti-

tude and kchievement
This examination, administer-

ed by the E^ducational Testing
Service,' Will be given on Jan-
uary 18, 1958 at designated
centers 'throughuot the United
States aija certain foreign coun-
tries.

Annual Stipends
The annual stipends for grad-

uate Fellows are as follows:

$1600 for the first year; $1800
for the intermediate year; and
$2000 folr the terminal year.

The annual stipend for postdoc-
toral Fellows is $3800.
Further information and

application materials may be
secured from the Fellowship
Ofiice, National Academy of

Science-National Research Coun-
cil, 2101 Constitution Avenue,
N. W., Washington 25, D.C.

The deadline for the receipt of

applications for regular postdoc-
toral fellowships is December
23, 1957 and for graduate fellow-

ships, Jauary 3, 1958.

Clark Heads DPM
Pledge Masters
Delta Pi Epsilon President

Larry Masotti announced at last

Monday night's business meet-

ing that Junior Pete Clark will

act as head pledge master for

the fraternity's new pledges.

Twenty eight other pledge

masters will be under the direc-

tion of Clark.

A tentative date of Nov. 16

was set as the date for the

fraternity's annual dinner dance.

Details of the affair were dis-

cussed and the site and price

of tickets will be announced at

a later date.

The fraternity also made plans

for a Communion breakfast but

no date was set.

READ
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Mj:Ru)k&Mi:l/\%i$[)alls

"In re this matter of Good Taste/' said

Mr. Funk to his secretary, "take a definition/'

"Taste: sensations . . . ezdted . . . by the . .

.

action of the gustatory nerves . .
."

"And add this/' put in Mr. WagnaUs. "Taste:
the faculty of . . . appreciating the
beautiful . .

."

"That," said Mr. Funk, "wraps it up. Mr.
Wagnalls, will you join me in a Coca-Cola?"

"So good in taste . .

."

"And ... in such good taste!"
g,Q,^ Qp ^qq^ j^gjj

loNWd und«r ouNiority of Tha Coco-Colo Conipony by

Pliilod«lpliia Coco-Colo ottiins Co.

6^s^^('^}

Villanova Hospitality

STUDENT COUNCIL VIEWS
By FAT NICHOLSON

One of the Several thousand high school girls who attended
the Villanova Press Conference last Saturday receives a couple
of souvenirs from two obliging underclassmen. The all-day
affair featured lectures, panel discussions and a dance in th^
Field House. Benediction in the Chapel concluded the day.

I t ;

PlacementInstituteReveals
World Wide Award Guide

To answer the npeds of educators, The Advancement and
Placement Institute announces publication of its first Annual
World Wide Award Directory.

In just three days one of the greatest
student trips in Eastern football history will

be a reality. No one needs to be told that it

is the mass movement of the Villanova student
body to Boston for our second annual student
trip. Our goal, in Boston will be to settle some
old scores by pinning a crushing defeat on
Boston College.

There is, however, another very important
goal which we should
strive to attain this

weekend. We must
create a favorable im-
pression toward Villa-

nova. As the task of
beating Boston Col-

lege will be a team
eifort, so too will be
the duty of upholding
the reputation of Vil-

lanova. The team con-

sists of each and
every member of the
student body who fol-

lows the 'Cats to Boston this weekend.

All that is necessary is that every student
act at all times in a manner appropriate to
the Villanova man that he represents. We hope
that everyone has a safe (be careful on the
roads) and wonderful weekend in "Bean Town"

PAT NICHOLSON
SC Choirmon

and that we come back from this trip with
two victories; one over Boston College and
one over the critics who hold that Villanova
men aren't mature, responsible individuals.

Certainly we couldn't mention the Boston
Trip without congratulating the Spirit Com-
mittee under Leo Rogers and Bruce Irving for
the terrific job that they have done so far
this year. The fact that Florida State Uni-
versity sent its cheerleading staff here to ob-
serve our Homecoming Weekend is a clear indi-

cation of the high ei^teem that other schools
have for our Spirit Committee. Trip Co-Chair-
men Mike Mancuso and Jed Dioguardi have
done a great job making all the'arrangements
for the invasion of Boston.

As was clearly shown at our last home
game, the spirit of the student body has a
great effect upon the team and consequently
upon the outcome of our games. The student
body is strongly urged to continue this fine
spirit during the next four away games. It
is difficult for the team to play away, but if

we show them that their fellow students really

appreciate their efforts for victory, it will help
provide that something extra that is character-

istic of champions.

"Help build Villanova by boosting Villa-

nova."

This new directory has been
prepared as an aid for American
teachers, administrators, scien-

tists and social scientists who
wish subsidization ot their con-
tinued education, to obtain
their master's or doctorate de-
grees, or to do post-doctorate or
independent research.

The award guide includes in-

formation about the field of
study, the duration of the
awards, the amount of stipends,
the number available, where the
awards are tenable, the specific

conditions and to whom and
when to apply.

Over 350 universities and
foundations in 45 states and 30
foreign countries have cooper-
ated by submitting information
^bout their awards, which range
amount from $150 to $10,000.

Wide Coverage

The directory covers a very
mde geographical range from
research in the Arctic to study
in Ceylon.

It includes new types of edu-
cational programs, such as edu-
cational internships, graduate
scholarships and fellowships.

r The directory includes awards
in the arts, business, education,
child development, English,
health and physical education,
home economics, industrial arts,

the languages, library science,
mathematics, psychology, recre-
ation, the field of special edu-
cation, speech, social casework
and groupwork, vocational edu-
cation as well as the various
fields of teacher education and
the sciences.

First of Kind
The Graduate Award Direc-

tory will be the first guide de-
voted entirely to advanced
graduate opportunities available
to educators of the United
States. It fills a specific need for
an up-to-date central reference
source of graduate awards.

This directory is tlie result of
several years of research by
the staff of the Advancement
and Placement Institute, a non-
commercial professional infor-

mation and advisory service for
the field of education since 1952.

Copies may be examined at
graduate schools, university

placement or deans offices, pub-
lic or college libraries or may
be ordered from the institute at

Box 99E, Greenpoint Station,

Brooklyn 22, New York for $2 a

copy.

ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

Bright promise of pleasure
w \s

On their way from manufacturer to store to you, metal parts stay bright thanks to a thin coating

that prevents rust. You cant see it. You scarcely feel it. But these petroleum-based products of

Esso Research are also helping roller skates to stay bright, knives and razor blades to stay

keen. Often in such unusual Avays, ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil. f^tl^^g^
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Future Plans

To Be Aired

At ICG Meet
The Inter-Collegiate Confer-

ence on Government will meet
tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. in room
204 Commerce and Finance
Building.

The meeting, according to

President Snike, will include dis-

cussions of the field trips.

The various committees will

also give their first reports of

the progress made on their pros-

pective plans. ,•
,

•

'

*

.Also to be discussed at the

meeting are the tentative' plans

of the regional convention in

regard to locations and dates,

which will be determined in a
few weeks, s- v.

The Villanova chapter is a
member of the southeast region
comprising Temple, Drexel, Hav-
erford, Rosemont, Immaculata,
Bryn Mawr, Penn, West Chester,

P.M.C. and Swarthmore.
Speaker and joint meetings

are also being formulated to be

put to the floor for the member's
views.

Moderator, Dr. Frederick
Kouri, also has several conrununi-

cations which he wants to dis-

cuss with club members.

Scholarships

Are Offered
By Mexicans
American students will have a

chance to study in Mexico dur-
ing the academic year beginning
March 1, 1958, on the Mexican
Government Scholarship Pro-
gram.
Kenneth Holland, President of

the Institute of International

Education, announced that com-
petition for these awards will

close November 1.

Preference in granting these

awards is given to graduate
students who will receive 1,250
pesos monthly and tuition at

the National University.

Junior and senior year college

students are eligible for under-
graduate scholarships covering

1,185 pesos a month for main-
tenance plus tuition.

Travel to Mexico and inciden-

tal expenses must be supplied

by the grantee.

Eligibility requirements for

these foreign study fellowships

are U.S. citizenship, knowledge
of Spanish, a good academic
record if the candidate is not a
recent graduate and good health.

Preference is given to candi-

dates under 35 who are single

or who do not plan to take their

families with them.
Special fields of interest for

graduate students at the Na-
tional University are architec-

ture, including research com-
bined with an assignment with
a leading architect, Indian and
physical anthropology, ethnolo-

gy and archeology, Mexica^n his-

tory painting museography, bio-

logical sciences, tropical inedi-

cine and cardiology.

Candidates for the M.D. de-

gree may receive special train-

ing at the National Institute of

Cardiology or the Institute of

Tropical Medicine.

Undergraduates will be par-

ticularly interested in classes in

language, literature, philosophy,

Mexican history, archeology and
physical anthropology.

Applications may be obtained

from the Inter-American De-

partment, Institute of Interna-

tional Education, 1 East 67th

Street, New York, New York.

Finance Society

Hears O'Conner
At its first meeting of the year

last Thursday, the Finance So-

ciety had as its speaker, John
O'Conner, graduate of the War-
ton School and of Georgetown
University.

O'Conner is an independent

securities broker with offices in

Reynolds and Company.

He spoke about the brokerage
Hnsiness in general, types of

securities orders and career pos-

sibilities in this field.
*

President Walt DeGroft told

members about future activities

of the society such as other
speakers from various fields of

business, field trips to brokerage
houses, banks, other financial in-

stitutions and a banquet some-
time during the semester.

Choplain's Notice
The Rev. Norbert Whitley,

O.S.A., university Chaplain, has
announced that next Sunday,
Oct. 20, no Masses will be of-

fered in the Commerce and Fi-

nance Auditorium.

^Whirl' Editor

Starts Work
On New Issue
The BUSINESS WHIRL, Com-

merce and Finance Division pub-

lication, has begun work on the

first of its semi-annual editions.

Newly instituted this year is a

committee consisting of several

students from each of the divi-

sions in the business school, the

purpose being to create competi-

tive interest among the depart-

ments and to broaden the scope

of the magazine/
Anyone in the Commerce and

Finance Division is eligible to

submit an article. Those wishing
to be assigned an article can con-

tact Tony Lisa, Article Editor, in

room 151 Sheehan Hall.

Openings on the staff may be
applied for by speaking to Bud
Peterson, E d i t o r-in-Chief in

room 226 Sheehan Hall.

Cash prizes will be awarded
by the Marketing Club to mem-
bers who submit their copy
through that club and judged by
the BUSINESS WHIRL as the

top three entries.

Twenty Seniors Eligible

For Catholic Honors Group
Twenty Seniors in the Division

of Arts and Sciences are eligible

for nomination in the National
Catholic College Honors Society,

Delta Epsilon Sigma.
Rev. Robert M. Sullivan, O.S.

A., Dean of Arts and Sciences
announced last week that the 20
students have completed six sem-
esters at Villanova with a cumu-
lative average of 3.00 or better

and have no failures on record.

Those nominated are:
John Oapelll. Michaol Gefaratti.
Francis D e 1 a n e y, Charles Flock,
John Forchetti. John Goodyear,
Uichard. Hamburger, Joseph Keegan,
John D. Kennedy, Joseph Kinney,
ory Litfnelii, Anthony M'acri, John
Paul Loughlln, Gerald LeMole. Greg-
Moynihan, Joseph PIteili, Martin
Itoacho. Anthony Sllvestri, John
Solarski, Ralph Udlclous.

Father Sullivan said final nom-
inations will be made after the
Christmas vacation. Selection of
final nominees will be made after

candidates have satisfactorily

"fulfilled and survived an assign-

ment designated by the Delta
Epsilon Sigma Faculty Commit-
tee."

B«at Boston!

Six Nursing Grads

Granted Licenses
Six graduates of the School of

Nursing of Villanova have suc-

s e s s f u 1 1 y completed require-

ments for registration in Penn-
sylvania.

The six, graduates last June,
were notified receijtly that they
were qualified to use the initials,

R.N.
They are Dolores Cofield, Bea-

trice Curran, Helen Daly, Cecelia
I>eMuro, Sister M. Theolinda
Moore, OSF., and Rita Shigo.

Until the graduates were noti-
fied of completing of require-
ments successfully, they were
unable to practice in the state.

"The students were far above
the norm set by Pennsylvania
for the granting of licenses to
practice nursing," according to
Sister Mary Alma, C.R.S.M.,
head of the Villanova Nursing
Division.

Live Modern! Here's News. • •

US. Patent Awarded To

Them Miracle Tip

Your assurance of

the Southland's finest tobaccos

Every package of LaM's ever
manufactured has carried this
promise: "A blend of premium
quality tobaccos including special

aromatic types."

You get the patented Miracle Tip
. . . pure white inside, pure white
outside as a filter should be for

cleaner, better smoking. The pat-
ent on the Miracle Tip protects
L&M's exclusive filtering process.

L&M smokes cleaner, draws
easier, tastes richer.

I Live Modern... Smoke L*M!

I

I

I

I

I

I

BUY 'EM BY THE BOX OR PACK
Crush-Proof Box (Costs no more)

Handy Packs (King and Reg.)

Jack Lumsden, All-Atnerican

Swimming Star, Appointed
To Intramural Department
Ed Geisz, Director of Intra-

wiurals, has announced the ap-
pointment of Jack Lumsden as
assistant intramural director at
Villanova University.

Lumsden was gradual«d trom
Northeast Catholic high scliool
in 1938, just one year after
l«>ank Kegan. He took his under-
graduate education at La Salle
College, completing his course of
study in 1949.

Outstanding Swimmer
The new assistant director of

intramurals has compiled an im-
pressive swimming record in the
course of his high school and
college days. He has held every
record and championship in the
Middle Atlantic A.A.U. district

from the 50 yard to the 880
' yard freestyle race.

He held the junior national
220 yard freestyle in 1937; the
senior national 100 yard free-

style championship in 1944; was
!
senior national champion and a

I member of the four man team
which became team champions
in 1944; won the eastern col-

legiate championship in 1947,
,was a member of the Ail-Ameri-
can intercollegiate swimming
team 1947-48, and remained
undefeated in the 50-yard free-

style championship race for
eight consecutive years.

Among the clubs he competed
for can be named the German-
town Y.M.C.A., the Broadwood
A.C., the North Branch Y.M.
C.A., the Philadelphia Turners,
the Penn Athletic Club, the
Brighton-Drake Swimming Club,

and the Keystone Aquatic Club.

Coaching Experience
His coaching experience in-

cludes positions at St. Thomas
More high school, Malvern Pre-
paratory, assistant coach at
La Salle College, swimming
coach and intramural director

at St. Joseph's College, coach
at Philadelphia Cricket Club,
Athletic Director for the U. S.

Coast Guard the fourth Naval
District and a membership in

Philadelphia Swimming Direc-

tors Society.

Lumsden is also a recognized
A.A.U. and intercollegiate ref-

I

eree and starter.

With the addition of Lumsden
to the Intrumural department,
the program for the year will

also be expanded to meet the
needs of the participants.

The Intramural department
has obtained the use of the main
gymnasium, the bowling alleys

and the swimming pool, all of
which are located in the Field

! House.
i Newly added this year will be
jthe organization of novice swim-
Iming classes. A basketball and
bowling league will also be
formed. Finally, track events,

•including cross-country running,

'have been planned.

Villanova Beaten By Virginia

As Gobblers Pull 21-14 Upset

Count Villan V
Says:

Beat Boston!

Tankee' Wildcats

Prove V.U. Spirit

At V,RL Contest
I

A handful 6f Villanova
"Yankees" proved to some 17,-

000 V.P.L "Rebels" last Satur-
day that win lose or draw, "Vil-

lanova University has shown de
South de greatest amount of

good sportsmanship and spirit

it's evah seen."

For nearly two hours as their

team battled tirelessly against
a highly-keyed-up V.P.I, eleven,

some 30 Villanova students who
made the trip to Blacksberg

Before last Saturday's game Virginia Tech's coach warned
his tem that Villanova was quite possibilly the surprise team pf
the country. As it turned out V.P.I, was the surprise team on
the Wildcat schedule, as the Gobblers squeezed oua a 21-14 win
over the charges of Frank Reagan.

It just wasn't V.U.'s day as they hit the Tech team at it's

peak. The Gobblers were in top physical conlition for their first

home game and were inspired to
new heights by a 14,000 person
Homecoming cr6wd,.

The Wildcats were in, poor
physical condition when they hit

Blacksburg, although they kept
this a secret until shortly before

the kick off. Many of Frank
Reagan's prodogies were victims

of the flu last week. Among
those affected and not fully re*

covered from the clinches of the
virus were four of the Wildcat's
best performers.

Flu Victims
Co-captain and Ail-American

candidate Don Luzzi was so bad-
ly infected with the flu he miss-
ed the entire week of prepara-

in Liners Meet
Eagles Saturday

BY BILL VINCENT
This week the Wildcat eleven,

along with more than 2,000
Villanova students, will journey
to Chestnut Hill, Mass., to en-
counter the Eagles of Boston
College.

They will be out to avenge the

7-6 loss that the Eagles pinned

on them a year ago.

Over 13,000 people were on

hand to see the Cats miss a last

minute field goal that would

have reversed the outcome of

that game.
^,. '*. • • ' ./

Won Last Three

KeoUnff 'M'lt*' Sr»y tt'i<i without a
Hre, a man telephoned a friend at
hiee In the morninp.
"Hope 1 haven't disturbed you," he

aid airily.
"Oh, no." srrowled the friend, "it's

).K. I had to K'ct up to answer the
ilione anyway."

^ '.\re you home«lok?" the camp
eader a«ked a little kHI who waH
way from home for the flrnt time.
"No," sobbed the child. "I'm here

Ick."

. A ualeH clerk 'ffavc up hi« job and

t
lined the police force. Some niuntha
iter a friend asked him how he
Mved beintf a policeman. "Well,"
'eplied the rookie, "the pay and
<«>ur8 are better, but what 1 like

no8t Im that the customer is always
vroHif."

Boston College, after taking
a 46-6 drubbing from Navy in

its opener, has bounced back to
win its last three games. The
Eagles defeated Florida State,

the always powerful Quantico
Marines and the University of
Dayton.
This season. Coach Mike

Holovak, a former Eagle full-

back, can boast of 23 returning
lettermen. This group forms the
nucleus of the squad, but
sophomores will be filling out
the weaker positions as the
season progresses.

However, gone from last

year's team which won five and
dropped four, are top New Eng-
land quarterback Billy Donlan,
hard driving fullback Bernie
Teliszewski and ends Frank
Gallagher and Dick Reagon.

Ends Strong
The Bee Cees still have four

lettermen returning at ends in-

cluding 19 year old junior John
Flanagan. Flanagan, although a
top pass receiver, is a good de-
fensive end and spends much of
his time in opponents, backfields.

Senior Alex Kulevich holds down
the ojther flank. Backing uiJ this

9l9i7 LMOSrr ft.MYBM TOBACCO CO.

pair are letterman Jim Cotter
and sophs Don Tosi and Clem
Kacergis.

Two brothers, Leon and Steve
Bennett, head the list of tackles.

Both have seen a lot of action,

but Leon, a 6 5—240 pound
giant, won a starting berth last

year as a sophomore. However,
he will have his hands full for

the afternoon because he is play-
ing oppsite the Main Liners' All-

American candidate, Don Luzzi.

The guards are being capably
handled by lettermen Ed De
Graw and Tom Meehan, while
promising soph Harry Ball and
Junior letterman George Larkin
are preforming their duties at

the center slot quite well.

Junior Quarterback

The Boston College backfield
is headed by junior quarterback
Don Allard. Allard, a fine run-
ner and ball handler, is a top
passer and an adept punter. In
the first four games of this

season Allard's passing and all

around play as a T-quarterback
have been phenominal. Three
weeks ago he literally beat
Florida State single handed
through his great passing and
running.

The remaining members of

Boston College's starting back-
field include Alan Miller, the
squads' leading ground gainer a
year ago; Tom Joe Sullivan,

this year's team captain, and
hard-driving Don Seagar at full-

back. Other top backs include
Billy Alves, Jim Colclough, Bob
Murphy, Larry Plenty, and John
Connelly.

With a good group of exper-
ienced lettermen backed up by
fast improvhig sophomores, the
Eagles should prove to be one
of the Wildcats' toughest op-
ponents of the year^

could be heard in the midst of T^''^ P*"^^^^^®' ^^^^^ «^*^^^"S ball

players who saw action in the
infirmary last week and were
greatly slowed by the results of
their bout with the virus in

Saturday's contest included half-

backs Rick Sapienza and Johnie
Daniels and guard Eddie Mich-
aels.

This was the picture as the
two teams took the field. Villa-

nova slowed by a flu epidemic
facing a strong spirited VPI
Team which was determined to

give its alumni a homecoming
victory.

With only 56 seconds played in

the game, while the Wildcats
were still getting the feel of

their opponents from south of
the Mason-Dixon Line, Tech
Quarterback Jimmy Lugar kept,

the ball on a third and two
situation and went 58 yards for

a touchdown. The conversion
was good and the Gooblers led
7-0.

the 14,000 Tech rooters.

They cheered when their team
was up—they shouted encour-

agement even louder when their

team was down and when the

final gun sounded and they
knew their team had lost the

contest on the field, they did

what was commended as "the

greatest display of sportsman-
ship de South has evah witnes-

sed."

A Round of Applause
They stood up and let go with

three rousing cheers for the

V.P.I, team and than sang sol-

emnly the Villanova Alma Mater.

Hundreds of people leaving the

field turned and watched the

group—then clapped when the

singing was completed.

Almost immediately throngs
of V.P.I, rooters poured down
upon the Villanova men—some
reaching for handshakes, some
patting the VU men on the back,

but all marveling at the show
of spirit "these Yankees had
given their team."

"Y'all are de greatest bunch
of sports Ah've evah seen in

mah life," shouted one V.P.I,

alumnus as he jumped back and
forth trying to shake the hand
of every Villanova man.

Good Conduct Lauded
One Southern lady who had

been sitting in front of the VU
contingent during the game
faced the group and made^this
statement

:

"You boys have centainly con-

ducted yourselves well — we're
proud to have you here and we
want you to come back."

A college reporter for the
V.P.I, paper ran up to the group
and began interviewing the Vil-

lanovans. . -.. .
, ., :: :

"Where'd y'all get that much
spirit?" he asked. It's unbelieve-

able they, way you kept up de
whole game."

A Moment of Silence

Only once during the contest
was there silence among the
Villanovans—that was when Co-
Captain Don Luzzi was carried
from the field atfer sustaining
an injury early in the fourth
quarter. The group then led the
hdige ovatio ngiven the Wildcat
star for his outstanding play.

This was yet another point
upon which the Southern fans
commented, one man saying that
"it was the silence of your group
which brought a hush over the
entire stadium."

(ConUnucd on Pftc« 11)

Scored in Second
It was the second period of

play before V.U. could score. The
Wildcat's 63 yard touch down

I

march began when Gene O'Pella
recovered a fumble of Tech's
sensational sophomore standout
Alger Pugh on the Villanova 37
yard line.

After moving the ball to the
Virginian's 33 the Villanova at-

tack was further advanced by a
sensational 22 yard run by
senior halfback Davey Parr,
who has seen only limited ac-

tion this season due to a leg

injury.

From the 11 Parr and Jack
Deveraux moved the ball to a
first down on the one. With
pheAonminal blocking help from
Luzzi and Jack Deveraux, Parr
evened the count by driving
through the left side for the
score. Rick Sapienza kicked a
jlacement for the point after
touchdown.

Fumbles Help
Tech scored again in the third

period on a pass play from Cor-
bin Bailey to Barry Frazee. Re- * ^
covering a fumble in the end
zone, alert guard Eddie Micheals
teamed wtih extra point kicker
Spienza to again tie the score
in the fourth quarter.
The Gobblers stopped a Wild-

cat attack minutes later by in-
tercepting a pass on their own *
five yard line and countered to
march 9& yards for the final
score o fthe game.
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Jack Devereaux — A Devastating Guy
iY TOM GOLDSCHMIDT

Two Saturdays ago, during the Villa-

nova-Florida State game, Pat Hogan,
the Seminoles' Publicity Director, kept
up a continuous wail of agony. Press-
box occupants would have hit him on
the head with a typewriter if they
hadn't been more engrossed in watch-
ing what was happening down on the

field.

Hogan was also peering, through
face-covering fingers, at the destruc-

tion one of the Wildcat backs was in-

flicting on the Florida State line. Jack
Devereaux a 6-2, 190 lb. fullback with
a devastating capacity for piercing a
defensive line, was practicing his spe-

cialty at the expense of the men from
the Southland.

,
"Why doesn't someone stop that big

horse," said Hogan, "he's murdering
us."

Took Def«nder8 Along
Jack bulled his way to 82 net yards

in 20 carries, time and again pounding
out the yardage necessary for a first

down, on third-and-three situations. On
most occasions he dragged along would-
be defenders who thought that an arm-
tackle would be sufficient to bring him
down.
The majority of the times Devereaux

ran the ball, he was running either the
Wildcats' favorite "scissors" play up
the middle or the ride series handoff
between tackle and end. The "scissors"
maneuver involves cross blocking on
the part of the guards.
For his efforts, Devereaux was desig-

nated "Back-of-the-Week" by the
Philadelphia Daily News.

The honor pointed up the rapid ad-
vances made by the senior fullback
since his freshman year at Villanova.
No more than a squad-man at the be-
ginning of last season, he has pro-
gressed to the extent that Coach Frank
Reagan now says he is "invaluable."

*Solid Man*
"It's gratifying the way Jack comes

through for us when vital yardage is

needed," is the way Reagan puts it.

"He is my solid man."
While at Camden Catholic High, in

New Jersey, Jack was an all-around
athlete, playing as much basketball as
he did football. His basketball coach,
John McCarthy, who also was his foot-
ball backfield coach, says that Jack
could have been a star in basketball if

he had chosen to make that his major

.<=?^k
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NFCCS Delegate
UnderSC Control
The N.F.C.C.S. is supposedly your

means of representation as students of

a Catholic college. The whole student

body should have a hand in selecting

the campus representative to the Na-

tional Federation of Catholic College

Students."

The Villanova delegate should be

elected by the Student Council, and he

should have the support of the Council

and its President. As it now stands,

your campus is repicbcijtcd by the chief

otMcer of the N.F.C.C.S. "club/' which

theoretically includes every ViHanovan

as a "club" mem])er!

There is no good reason for this; the

N.F.C.C 3. was never meant to be a

club If the reputation of the N.F.C.C.S.

is bad on this campus, ic is due to your

failure to see to it that you get full

representation and full service from

Villanova's delegate to the N.F.C.C.S.

There is a motion before the Student

Council to put Villanova's N.F.C.C.S.

delegate under the control of the Coun-

cil. You can gain proper national rep-

resentation by seeing to it that this

motion passes. Tell your Student Coun-

cil representative the way you want

him to vote.

I3ean Reuschlein

vCriH Garey Hall
Although the dedication of Villa-

ova's own law school last spring had

been the dream of Dean Harold Gill

Reuschlein ever since he came to the

Main Line, the realization of this dream

,

did not eliminate his enthusiasm about

encouraging young men and women to

matriculate at Garey Hall.

The latest display of such enthusiasm

is the program he set up recently by

which undergraduates aspiring to the

law profession may spend three full

days in the building located at Spring

Mill and County Line Roads.

The purpose of this program, of

course, is to acquaint those attending

with the classroom procedure, legal

courses, qualities of a student lawyer

and the opportunities of a law school

graduate.

Last Wednesday's opening session

conducted by Professor Collins was

"both enlightening and interesting" and

the next two meetings—December 4

and April 11—should be just as suc-

cessful.

CAMPUS CAMERA
By AL LAWLEk

•r 'a¥:W!W:%%%-»:W:-:-A¥>>:¥: •!. / .'•<•'••

The question this week Is: Do you feel that

sea power is important for national defense and
that it will play an important part in future

military action?
%>

% f

Dave Borclk, 5th year Naval Eng.—Through-
out history sea power
has been the salvation

of many a nation. From
age to age, sea power
has made revelutionary

changes. None of these

changes however can
compare with the advan-

ces being made today

since a great deal of a
modem navy's power

exists under the surface instead of on it.

The end of the sea as a power has definitely

not come but instead sea power is on the verge

of its newest and greatest test, revplutionary

cnange.

Tom O'Hara, SophomoreC&F — I feel that

there is a definite future

in sea power. Because

our population is con-

stantly growing. No na-

tion, even one which has

a vast supply of natural

resources, can afford to

be anything less than
one of the world's
strongest sea powers.

The fact that a navy is

a material line of supply and a mobile base of

operations should prove to any one that sea power

should be the deciding factor in any future war.

Jim Merlkangas, Soph Physics—Sea power is

more important than it

ever was before. All of
our land bases are po-

tential targets for Rus-
sian missies. Sea based
forces and only sea
based forces are defen-

sible now. They would
be the only means of
massive retaliation in

the event of attack.

Every land fortress is

vulnerable to attack. Our only defense is manu-
verability).

\ %
i

"<:•

National Catbolic

Youth Week Begins

Next Monday; Harris
The week of October 28 -November

3, 1957 offers us a splendid opportunity

to join with our fellow Catholics

throout America in the seventh annual

observance of National Catholic Youth
Week.

In a world beset with spiritual im-

poverishment and intellectual rebellion,

we as Catholic college students have an

important role to play. It is our re-

sponsibility to seek for ourselves and

others "healthier' holier and happier"

lives.

Opportunity for AH
The entire campus community is of-

fered an opportunity to gain spiritual

and intellectual formation through co-

operative effort. We ar^ sure that you
will taHe advantage of this rare oppor-

tunity to offer your minds hearts to

the glory of God.

We call on each and every campus
in the Federation to mark the observ-

ance of Catholic Youth Week. May
we call your utmost attention to the

third observance of National Catholic

Youth Commlnion Sunday.

Christ The King

We are proud that the National Fed-

eration of Catholic College Students is

a constituent member of the National

Council of Catholic Youth ; and thereby

we can join our fellow Catholic youth
throughout the nation in the reception

of Holy Communion on the Feast of

Christ the King, in honor of the Immac-
ulate Heart of Mary, the Patroness of

Catholic young people.

It is our hope that each and every
member of the Federation will make his

or her personal contribution toward the

greater development of Catholic youth
in America, and sincerely observe Na-
tional Catholic Youth Week.

Joseph R. Harris
National President—NFCCS
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The Fqcuify Says; t

Sound &
The feature editors of the VILLA-

NOVAN have requested me to write an
article suggesting some of the classics

that might appeal to students unable

to take the traditional Survey of Eng-
lish Literature, a course which is of-

fered at many colleges in the United

States in the sophomore year.

When first approached by these ed-

itors, I replied that I thought (and

still think) that faculty members, as

a matter of policy, should not contrib-

ute to a student publication, for a num-
ber of reasons, not the least of which

is that the VILLANOVAN, belonging

as it does to the student body, should

endeavor to encourage student efforts

in journalistic writing. Moreover, what
could a professor of English, so ad-

vanced in years as to appear almost

'antique' to a sophomore, and sequest-

ered in the ivory tower of Academe,
have to say about classics that would
be original and appealing?

Sophomore 'Cla»sicft'

In spite of my brave intentions to

adhere rigidly to my policy of not writ-

ing for a student publication, I gradu-

ally relented under the persuasive

pressure of these young men.

Signifying Nothing
By CHARLES BERNARDIN

Chairman, English Deparfmenf
The following represent some of the

'classics' one is apt to encounter from
time to time in the traditional sopho-

more survey course on many campuses
throughout the nation:

Lycidas was all wet.

LycicUts:

"Lycidas is a school chum of king

George who has drowned in the sea.

Lycidas feels very badly about the

whole thing."

On Spenser's Prothalamion:

"(by John) Dunn: The Palmathian
(The wedding of two beautiful girls

on the river and how he compared them
to two beautiful doves floating."

On poetic diction:

"Poetic diction is the conglamoration

of versical devices."

Prose is Verse?
On prose:

"Prose is blank verse."

On Naturalism

:

"Naturalism was in the air under
Warner as early as 1880 but refusing

to perch."

On the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle:

The Anglo-Saxon Chronical was the

first English newspaper."
Dr. Sam the Man

On Johnson:
"Johnson was a great critic and

writer and neo-classicist who believed

in the superiority of rhyme over

poetry."

On Jane Austen:
"Lord David Cecil said that Jane

Austen was her father's Zeitgeist."

On Allegory:

"Stemming from Jewish poetry, it is

the technique of beginning an inde-

pendent clause with a subordinate con-

junction."

Sandburg the Romantic
Random definitions:

"The metrical romance is a long, fan-

ciful story. An example would be Carl

Sandburg's "Chicago". The metrical

tale is a shorter, less fanciful story that

is very much like the metrical romance.

An example would be Beowulf. The
epic deals with heroes and heroines and
is short."

The following "classics," fortunately,

do not impede the progress of the

greater majority, who end their sopho-

more literary careers, "trailing clouda

of glory."

\
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Malcontent Vents Spleen On Chemistry
By JACK CURTIN

I don't like chemistry very much.
In fact, it is very posible that there

is no one person on this campus, or

even on the face of the earth, who
dislikes the subject as much as I do
—unless it is my laboratory professor.

Besides, he tries to give the impression
he enjoys it.

Anyway, when I get to talking to

one of these fanatics who not only likes

the blasted subject but even insists

upon majoring in it, I get somewhat de-

pressed. It is pretty discouraging for a
person of my mental makeup and deep
sensitivity, especially since I am bur-

dened with an inborn faith in humanity,

to come face to face with such living

proof of man's lack of integrity.

For Lower Life

It would seem to me that chemistry

is something to be delved into by the

lower forms of life, and sort of non-

chalantly ignored by thinking human
beings. Somehow, mankind seems
above such a trivial and boring thing.

It Was Hate Not 'Ego'

There are certain persons who would
tell you that chemistry is important to

our eveiyday life and that my numer-
ous and frightening attacks (I have

Political Round'Up;

sent many a chemistry major running
off, screaming) upon it are prompted
by my injured ego, said ego being in-

jured by my inability to pass the

course. This is not true. I hated chem-
istry even while I was in the process

of not passing it.

It wasn't that I didn't try either.

Many's the night I spent lying awake
attempting to solve a particularly ridi-

culous problem in my head. This was
an excellent sleep inducer, but caused

many nightmares. I remember one in

particular in which I was held captive

by a leering mad scientist who. was
about to place me in equilibrium. Whe-
ther this is bad or good I don't know.

Equilibrium . . . Egai}!

Equilibrium is a word my instructors

use with deep affection, but to my ears

it has a terrifying sound. Anyway, I

began screaming rather loudly and
awakened my roommate who was
studying at his desk. This made things

rather unpleasant in our room for a

while.

Another thing that used to bother

me was the laboratory periods. It

wasn't enough that I attended four

classroom lectures a week which were
definitely non-stimulating; I had to

spend one afternoon a week in the lab,

making a practical application of what
I had learned. Applying what I had
learned did not require three hours a
week—as a matter of fact, some weeks
it wouldn't have required my getting

out of bed.

Omnipresent Test Tubes

Still, I was forced to attend these

laboratory sessions. As I said before,

I am a sensitive being, and anyone who
has ever faced row upon row of gleam-
ing test tubes and malicious looking

acid bottles can appreciate the nervous
state I was in at the end of three hours.

It wasn't too bad, however. I had an
agreement with the youth next to me
(a fanatic) whereby he would perform
all my experiments and I would pay
him reasonably generous sums of

money. This removed much of my men-
tal anguish and also most of my social

life.

For a while I acted as sort of an
errand boy, running back and forth
to the stockroom for the necessary im-
plements for the various experiments,
but after I stumbled and broke a large
and rather expensive beaker, I was
more or less delegated to the role of

'watchful observer.

RoyalRole InA Democratic World
By FRANK DELANY
FEATURE EDITOR

With the very
probable exception

of the Irish World
and Gaelic Ameri-
can, one of the
more self-consci-

ously Irish-Ameri-

c a n newspapers,

one can hardly
pick up a n e w s -

paper or magazine
these days without

DELANY ^ reading a raptur-

ous account of the visit of Her Majesty
Queen Elizabeth II to her Canadial

subjects and her American great and
good friends.

On the other hand articles in the

current issues of Look and the Satur-

day Evening Post deal largely with the

recent large volume of criticism of the

Queen and the monarchy from Lord
Altrincham to Malcom Muggeridge,
former editor of Punch and author of

current Post diatribe entitled "Does
England Really Need a Queen?"

What is Queen's Function?
All this volume of print and words

from panegyric to peevishness raises

one question. Just who is the queen
and what function does she have out-

side of laying cornerstones etc? Press

accounts seem to dwell on such fascina-

ting subjects as whether the Queen's

wine-colored suit was claret or port but

one suspects there must be something

more to royalty than this.

First of all, Elizabeth has a monop-
oly on royal titles. She is the queen

of the United Kingdom (England and
all that sort of thing),

Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, Ceylon and Ghana, (Kwame
Ankrumah and all that sort of thing).

She is not Queen of Ireland. This is

a dubious victory though since there

are probable more Irish in England
than in Eire with people leaving Eire

all the time.

Most Important Title

However, the most important title

of the queen is the Head of the Com-
monwealth of Nations, an ephemeral

organization containing the previously

mentioned kingdoms plus the republics

of India and Pakistan and the newly

formed kingdom of Malaya. Elizabeth

is the sole tangible bond holding this

vast land and population mass toge-

ther.

This union of nations held together

by moral rather than physical bonds
for their mutual benefit (economic and
cultural) is an example for the world

which must somehow find a working
formula-for a partnership of its many
nations without force if peace is to

prevail. The average American is un-

impressed with an empire wherein all

cooperation is strictly voluntary but
the Kaiser was the first one to say
that the British empire wouldn't stick

together when the chips were down.

Chief Royal Criticism

One of the chief criticisms of the

Queen is that she does not realize and
exploit her position as Head of the

Commonwealth to the best of her abil-

ity. Critics suggest that the court
should be representative of the entire

Commonwealth and that Elizabeth as a
multiple queen use her influence to

reconcile the viewpoints of the Com-
monwealth nations and advise the var-

ious prime ministers accordingly in-

stead of reacting primarily as the queen
of England. ^k ': -y.i'i-ifO;.']-',

England herself today has taken a

back seat in the Commonwealth to give

impetus to the community of nations

viewpoint. From the line taken in her

speaches in Canada, it would seem.the

queen is becoming more Commonwealth
minded.

English Queen Primarily

For some time to come, though, the

queen will remain primarily the Queen

of England. And as such, her position

may be taken as representative of the

six other constitutional monarchies re-

maining in Europe and as indicative

of the place, if any, of roalty in the

present and future western world of

democracy.
The first rule of constitutional mon-

archy is that the sovereign reigns but

does not rule. This provides difliculty

for those who cannot concieve of an
authority that they cannot measure in

terms of effective power. Actually, for

the queen to exercise the power in-

herent in her position would be an
indication of one thing ; that democracy
in England had failed.

European Daiference

All governments in Western Europe
have followed the parliamentary sys-

tem of government as opposed to our
system of checks and balances (which
in such cases as a Democratic congress
vs. a Republican president practically

checks and balances our right out of

any worthwhile legislation).

Now since the real head of govern-
ment (as opposed to head of state), the

prime minister is a purely political

transient figure, all nations have seen
the need for someone to have emer-
gency power, call ministries to power
and provide a rock of permanence upon
which to base the legality of laws and
government and focal point for cere-

mony and patriotism. In the republics,

this has usually resulted in a colorless,

influenceless president.

The Queen and other members of the Koyal Family wave to the crowds

after the annual ceremony of trooping the Color on the Horse Ciuards Parade.

In her trlcome hat the Queen has the plume and diamond badge of the Irish

Guards, whose 1st Battalion trooped their color.

I was fairly watchful too, until one
day when 1 suddenly realized what a
beautiful view I had from my vantage
point near the window. (The number
of trucks that pass by our campus on a
given afternoon is amazing.)

Still another thing that bothers me
about the average chemist is his adora-
tion of a man who can come up with a
long mathematical equation that no one
else can understand. I don't want to

take anjrthing away from Dr. Einstein,

but I came up with several such mathe-
matical mazes on my test papers and
all I ever got for them were large red
question niarks and' a failing grade.

This obvious discrimination made me
none too happy.

Drastic Action Needed
All in all, this supposedly revered

science made a mental and physical
wreck out of me and ruined my morale
Having recovered, although I'll never
be the person I used to be, I am pre-
paring a fatal blow for this ogre.

I have drawn up a long petition

asking our university oflicials to drop
the course and anyone connected with
it. I hope to have the whole school
rally 'round and support it. As a matter
of fact, the- whole chemistry repeat
section already has.

9UEEN ELIZABETH
Touring States

The most successful of the Western
democracies have been the monarchies
(Scandinavia, the Low Countries, Eng-
land and Greece) where the monarchs
owing to the inherent nature of their

position have been able to provide the
stability and focal point for loyalty

that is necessary in a head of state in

a parliamentary system.
Prime ministers come and go but the

monarch remains and the longer he
remains the more weight his or her
voice carries in the councils of state.

Strict State Secret

For the monarch must be informed of
everything and her opinions must be
listened to, if not acted upon. Any in-

fluence of the monarch on government
policy is a strict state secret until the
death of the monarch.

In Elizabeth's case, she is criticized

for surrounding herself with stuffy and
numerous countesses, earls etc. to the
point where she has not sufficient con-
tact with the realities of present day
England to render a constructive in-

fluence. Much of this criticism is un-
fair, much true. Some changes should
be made.

A Living Symbol
But in general it is fair to say of

Elizabeth and her fellow constitutional

monarchs that they are just what they
ought to lie: a living symbol of their

country, its greatness and its virtues,

a sufiScient occasion for the ceremonial
which is inherent in the nature of man,
a fitting principal of the permanency
of the state and the law, a constructive,

constant and disinterested influence on
the government and the repository of
ultimate (emergency) sovereignty.

And then there is always King Saud.
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Perspective: Pro and Con Coeducation
;^;^ ,c,\; By ^^ CURRALL a boom as we are often led to hair, blue eyes, is admiring and present time, perhaps, the same

'

Coeducation
believe. Trying to combine two dresses well she is a welcome process may be- going on, only

Coeducation is a subject which ^^V®^® °^ education into one, a addition to any school. Too not so obviously, on the female

is certain to cause much contro-
^^^ favorable environment for many fear that the typical girl college campus. Coeducation

versy and argument whenever ^^^^y* ^^ °*^®^ ^^®^ which will be very unattractive in ap- would be bringing this activity

a discussion of it arises Points
^^^® ^^^^ pointed out show that pearance, intellectually superior to conscious attention. ^__^

are bound to be brought out
c o e d u c a t i o n is not all it is and extremely un-admiring. Exclusively for MevT"

which are both pro and con.
^^^"Sht to be. Others are apprehensive that, Some of the men so vigorously

taking advantage of male de- opposed to coeducation regard
By J» D, MARTUCCI ference to the weaker (?) sex, the campus as a male preserve

There are several arguments
against coeducation, and it is

with these arguments that we
deal. •'••/<•:'•'

'. i''^ -

;. . A major drawback of coeduca-

tion is the loss of academic free

Coeducation is, inevitably, an the girls will in a short time to be jealously guarded from fe-

explosive topic wherever bull- take over the place and run it to male contamination. An exclu-

sessions gather—either here at suit themselves. This is a de- sive club with a certain esprit

Villanova or on other all-male cidedly unrealistic view of cur- de corps is to be maintained. To

dom In many courses such as
c^'^Puses. Misogynists—if this rent boy-girl relationships. Chiv- some observers this may smack

bioloEV or English literature
^® ^^® word—seem to feel that airy has become discriminating, of discrimination in a time of

courses, it is necessary to bring ^^^^ ^he appearance of womeri

up in class certain instances ^'^ ^^'"P"^ all standards, aca- ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^

which tend to embarrass stud-
f;';^;;^^^^^^.^,^^^^'

^^^^ ^'"^^ ^^^^
other objections to coeducation

Intellectual Inferiors

Actually all these and many

reaction against discrimination.

ents and teachers alike. Men and -^ "othmgness

women are not on the same level ,^^'; ^^J^
immediately seem

^^ ^^ ^^^^

and therefore must be taught in
^^at all the sober, hard-working

^^^^^^ f,^^
different ways. The abolition of

students would drop their books

coeducation in a case such as
to set out m whole-hearted pur-

this would be a benefit to stud-
«"^t f '?!^\?'!'°"' ^"^^^'fl

ents and teachers alike. Without ^'^^ ^^ '^ ^^^^ ^^^^ses could

are based in fact on an outmoded
concept of the opposite sex,

our Victorian

past. With this view we tend

Whether it is admitted or not,

women—on campus—are here to

stay. Their role and relative im-
portance may or may not in-

crease. The proper way in deal-

ing with them is to swallow
whatever prejudice that exists

to look on girls as our intellec- , . * j -^u ji.f-.,j.r-i and to accept coeds with as good
tual inferiors, inchned to frivol- „ ui

ity and definitely to be kept in

ace. This is

a grace as possible

It must be remembered thatcoeducation the teacher would be ll^tf'^^^^^ place. This is wishful ,. .,. , , . „
able to express himself more ^n^hibition would be the order of

thinking and if many girls we !;l!!,''l'!:;li^f..^r°"^
academwally

fully and more clearly, and the ® ^ "" " '"

ed them into this image. Things
are definitely changing.

Coeducation will, itself, be
part of bur education. It will

ciA^ «^-<. help destroy the mutual illusions «Uo..t«q,.
some «ide certain science courses con- ^^ ^^e sexes about one another

''^^'''^^''

student would be able to ask The first opinion would, no

questions which give a better doubt, be valid if the said hard-

understanding of the course, working students had never seen

These are questions which he » woman before or had just re-

might hesitate to ask in a mixed turned from an Antarctic expedi-

class. These questions would tion. The latter opinion is wish-

lead to a fuller education and a ^^1 thinking: few classes out

better understanding of

subjects: an understanding tain any kind of naaterial that ^ mighTsay ddusionT) Illd en-
which might otherwise be lost, would be so affected.

^^^^^^^ ^ ^/^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^
Some education, therefore, is Nice Appearance Needed lating relationship between the
lost because of coeducation. .> The unspoken crux of the mat- sexes which will be of mutual
Men and women living on the ter is really the kind of girl benefit to both and make for a

same campus may actually cause appearing at a coeducational more realistic future life both
a poor environment for study, school. If she has honey-blonde in and out of marriage. At the
As ridiculous as this may seem,

further investigation shows the

possibility. A male student .is

less likely to go out at night to

see a girl if she is a good dis-

tance away than if she were
readily available. Granted, a
person may go out whenever he
wishes, the fact that there are

know do fit this description, it ^^ ^°"^"y ^^""^ survived and

is because our current mascu- ^"^^^^^ prospered after the ap

line-dominated society has mold-
pearance of knee socks on cam-
pus. The hard core must submit
with resignation to what is in-

evitable and remorseless; the
core may melt with the appear-
ance of, perhaps, one particular

The Student Council will

hold a special meeting tonight
to consider eight articles of
the proposed revised student
constitution. The meeting will

be held in room 207 C and F at
6:30 p.m.

Villanova's Cuban Counterpart Thrives
On the Outskirts of Havana Since 1946

By JACK MeKENZIE
The early morning rush is on

no girls living on campus not and autos fill the roads leading

withstanding, but he is less like- to the large metropolis. In the

ly to go out as often and neglect opposite direction come students

his studies if there are no girls deserting the noisy and crowded
on campus. '',:.. '^. '..:::,: /^.•.-i^^ city for the quiet beauty of su-

Related to this is the subject Durban Villanova. Resident' stu-

of raids on women's dormitories ^®"ts make their way to classes

which often occur in coeduca- passing new buildings under con-

tional colleges. Everyone knows ftruction. Does this sound famil-

that male colleges are always i*^' ^t might, but the city is

seeking some means of excite- Havana and the school is the

ment. If the temptation of this University of Saint Thomas of

kind of excitement were removed Villanova, our younger sister

less trouble would be caused and, school to the south.

consequently, incidents such as

this would not occur to give un-
favorable publicity to an insti-

tution of higher learning.

Founded 1946 xhe seal of the University of Saint Thomas of Villanova,
This Augustinian institution ©ur Cuban counterpart, is here shown flanked, on the left, by

was a university from its found- the university library and, at right, the campus chapel.
mg in 1946 and pre-dated us a the School of Business Adminis- as their mascot the Bulldog.

• Let's Trade Students
Having a foreign counterpart

is fairly rare among universities

yet very little has been said here
at Villanova concerning our sis-

ter school with whom we share
much in common. Indeed,

of Architecture were

With girls on campus also university by seven years al- tration the School of Arts andmany rules must be enforced thmicrh wo or*. i(\a -iroQ*.o r.i/i«t.
'•'^'*"°"' '-"^ ocnooi or Arts, ana

which would not be necessarv i^°"S:h we are 104 years older, the School of Economics. When
"therwire Cer^^^^^^^^ areas of eLTsr^raU O S^ t: or'o'viL'a

'^^^ '"^^'^"^^ ^"^"^^^ '^^'^ ^

campus may be ruled off-limits l^ ^TSl^o'Jic' itrninT^^^^^^
'^'°°^ °^ '^"^^'^^^""^ ^"' ^

after certain hours which would tholic Cuba. It is the only priv
not have to be ruled so were it ^te university in that nation. F3.nan«innnot for the presence of female „,

i n phi i^-xpansion

students. Certain actions and non^Lriv nf PhnTlinhf^ !1=
^^^''^^ students were gradu- here is an excellent opportunity

modes of dress must be enforced Jt"^"! Z, ij^^^^^^^^^^
ated in the first class including for the establishment of a stu-present tor tne blessing of the were graduated in 1953; the stu- dent exchange oroeram onechapel cornerstone in 1944. Hpnf k^Hx/ ia «r^w «„rr,K«..o^ i« J. t. ^^^"f"^®

program, one
^ dent body is now numbered in which would be uniquely Villa-

School
added.

so

which, although very gentle

manly, are not really a neces-

sity. Some may argue that coed-
^n^^'',^^";!^'?,!^^^^

the thousands. Not unlike our „ovan in every aspect,
ucation, theref^fre, makes a gen- fnafl p^n^i^ ^^

°'^" Villanova, this Latin coun- The U.S. carries on more trade
tleman. However, if a person is Jt j;^!, y'l f^^^^ terpart is expanding greatly. Its with Cuba than either England
not a gentleman by the time he *^^ ^^^'^ ^^^" ^^^ corner- buildings are modern, Spanish or France; certainly we have
reaches college age, he does not »tone for the new library and re- in design but retain much Old common interests. The nearness
belong in college. cently returned to help celebrate World charm with rounded arch- of Havana, less than an hour
Coeducation is especially un- the university's tenth anniver- cs and shaded patios. from Miami, makes transporta-

favorable on campuses where the sary. From its founding, Santo To- tion much less a question than
male students greatly outnum-

Elitht Schools
^^^ ^^® published a year book, the current, popular but expens-

ber the female. In this case the n • w u a • u •
^*"*""®^'»» ^"d the student ive European exchange prog-

girls are very often ignored, even ""g^nally chartered with six p^p^j. jg ^,^||g^j Quibu. There are rams. St. Thomas also has a
unwanted, and consequently re- academic schools, two more have also other specialized student summer school which might be
ceive little attention socially. If been added. They are: The publications. Although the uni- used with, or in lieu of a full-

the male and female colleges School Philosophy and Letters, versity is about half coed, a com- year program. The various de-
were separated, the boys would ^he School of Education, The prehensive sports program is op-

tails would have to be outlined
pay more attention to the girls ^ u i * t j o •

, c • ^- • T ^ • u , xu f,
by the administrations involved

of neighboring colleges for so-
^^^^^^ °^ ^^^ ^"^ Social Sci- erative including basketball,

^ut there is definitely much that
cial activities. ences—with degrees in Public, touch football, baseball and even could be gained by such a pro-
Thus coeducation is not such Consular and Diplomatic Law, squash. The school teams have gram.

Fashionable

Flu the Rage
Jn the U.S.

Sharing chief billing in the

newspapers this past week, to-

gether with Queen Elizabeth, is

that ambiguous pest, the Asian
flu. Everyone you know seems
to be either coming down with
it or slowly convalescing. One
of the chief attractions in con-

contracting the 'bug' are the
numerous and interesting rem-
edies offered by the infirmary.
One freshman was noticed car-

ryin gfour different kinds of
pills, a bottle of purple cough
medicine, and tw obottles of
drops for, respectively, eyes
and nose.

Those Holdouts
Those people— as yet— im-

muned to the invisible plague
are being rather looked down
upon as being either disgus-
tingly healthy or having no
sensibility. Their remarks on
the subject appear to be lack-
ing even elementary humor ; in-

evitably after much boasting
they are laid low by the dread
malady. Moans and sneezes
justly replace the flip phrases.

Another angle to this over-
weening problem is the sus-
picions of many faculty mem-
bers. A rumor hath it that the
Villanova Press in Galberry
Hall is printing four different
doctor's heads on vast orders
of notepaper. A reliable source
has announced that rates are
quite reasonable.

The Remedy
One or two of the local pubs

have seized the chance to post
signs annoimcing "Asian Flu
Shots—30c, 35c, 40c, 50c."
One of the more non-germ

pests is the person who insists
that you can't know that you
have Asian flu. After all, he
points out — kindly, it takes
two weeks to complete tests
for the flu and by that time
you're over it. Nothing could
be more disheartening than to
be told—whil,> hovering this
side of death's door—th-.t one
does not have the prevailing
and fashionable malady. An-
other explanation might be
that you are the possessor of a
more exclusive, rarer disease
than that affecting the com--,;;:

monalty.

The Ranks of the College
Student

Only the more important
sections of the community
seem to have been inoculated,
such as factory workers, police
and firelnen and hospital staffs.

According to this ranking, th«
genus college student is pretty
low on the scale, next—perhaps—to migratory farm workers
and wetbacks.

If you haven't contracted
this year's epidemic disease,
don't be down-hearted by this
lack on you rpart. Chin up, you
may catch the very next thing
going around.

Editors note. The VILLANO-
VAN apoligizes to senior C and
F student Mike Mancusco and
junior engineer Frank Lane for
the mistake in the installment:

"Perspective: the WHY of Edu-
cation" which appeared on page
3 of last week's issue. Mancus-
co's commentary was misplaced
at the publisher's and Lane's
article was printed with Mancus-
co's name credited to it.
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Why walk when you can ride? These Villanovans com-
mandeered a gasoline truck to take their part in the gigantic

Villanova rally and send-off for the football team in Kenmore
Square. The spirited display held up traffic in Boston for blocks

and necessitated city police detouring cars around the square

for half an hour.

FatherBoyleAttendsAnnual
Catholic Educational Meet

Former Villanova

Nun Dies Trying

To Rescue Child
Sister Thomas Aquinas, a

member of the order of Sisters

of the Blessed Sacrament, wms
drowned last Thursday as she

attempted to save the life of one

of her girl pupils in Clevehind.

Sister Thomas Acqiiinns. a

native of South Philadelpliiji

graduated from Villanova Uni-

versity in 1956 with a B.S. in

Education degree.

She attended summer classes

here before graduating. One of

her classmates during the sum-
mer sessions was Miss Mary J.

Tranchitella, secretary to the Di-

rector of Public Information, Eu-
gene Ruane.

Helpful To Others

Miss Tranchitella remembers
Sister Acquinas as "always
cheerful, smiling, yet serious

about her scholastic work. She
always maintained excellent av-

erages and was willing to help

her classmates.

"In the child psychology class,

especially, I remember Sister

Acquinas. She obviously loved

children and enjoyed teaching

them," Miss Tranchitella contin-

ued.

The nun was the former Ann
Ficca, daughter, of Mr. and Mrs.

Giacomo Ficca, of 1524 Taser st.

The gkirl victom was Anita

Black, 10, of Cleveland.

In Order 20 Years
Sister Thomas, a member of

the sisters of the Blessed Sacra-

ment for Indians and Colored

People for the last 20 yeai-s had
been a teacher at Our Lady of

the Blessed Sacrament School in

the Ohio city for nine years.

Yesterday she was on an out-

ing with the pupils at a park in

Benleyville, a suburb. The girl

slipped four feet down an em-
bankment into the water. Sister

Thomas ])lunged in after her and
reached the child, but both were
borne away by the strong cur-

rent.

Her father, a retired Reading
Co. employe, said Sister Thomas
was n good swimmer and ex-

j)!essed the belief she was weigh-

ed down by her nun's habit.

Attended St. Rita\

Her father said she attended

St. Rita's School and was gradu-

ated from South Philadelphia

High School for Girls at the age

of 16.

The Rev. Joseph I. Boyle,

O.S.A., Vice-President of Aca-
demic Affairs for Villanova and
President of the Catholic Edu-
cational Association of Pennsyl-

vania, recently returned from
the 37th annual convention of

the C.E.A.P., held this year at

Marywood College, Scranton, Pa.

The convention, which con-

vened on Oct. 16 and closed on
the 18th, had for its general

theme "An Evaluation of the

Potential Resources of Catholic

Education in the State of Penn-
sylvania."

The organization and coordin-

ation of the convention was un-

der the direction of the local

chairman, Rt. Rev. Msgr. John
Maher, Superintendent of Dio-

cesan Schools of Scranton and

REV. JOSEPH BOYLE
At Educational Meet

Rev. Thomas F. Reidy, O.S.F.S.,

Editor of the C.E.A.P. Bulletin,

Philadelphia.

Covered in the meetings were
topics dealing with the problems
involved in elementary, second-

ary, college and university edu-

cation. The discussions and lec-

tures included also seminary,

special and adult education prob-

lems of interest.

A total of approximately 25

separate sessions were offered

besides exhibits numbering more
than 60.

Accounting
Society Holds
First Meeting
The Accounting Society held

its first meeting of the year Oct.

10, at which time, Mr. George
Chorba, moderator, announced
that he would be assisted in this

post by Mr. Alvin Clay.

The new officers, elected last

year, were also introduced. They
are: Al Jacobs, President, Fran
Gray, Vice-president, Frank Mil-

ler, Secretary and Al Zimmer-
man Treaslrer.

The meeting, conducted by
Gray, in the absence of Al
Jacobs, was primarily an organ-
izational one during which com-
mittee chairmen were appointed.
Also representatives to the so-

ciety were nominated from the
sophomore class.

Chairmen Named
The banquet committee chair-

man is Lou Minotti and the pub-
licity committee co-c h a i r m e n
named were Gerry Dougherty
and Frank Guarranacia. The
latter two will also publish a
society newspaper which will

contain information of interest

to all accounting majors.

Field Trips

The society's educational
phase will consist mainly of

field trips and conferences. These
will familiarize the members
with important accounting pro-

cedures and manufacturing pro-

cesses, through observation, lec-

ture and discussion, Jacobs said.

Entertainment will be provid-

ed by activities such as the an-
nual accounting banquet, private

dances and other functions to

be decided at a later date.

LC Picks New Moderator,

Discusses Eliot Tonight

Villanovans Play
At Rosemont
The Social Committee of Rose-

mont College is presenting a jazz

concert, "Jazz In The Rose
Bowl/' to be held this Sunday
from 2 to 5 o'clock at Rosemont.
The new Villanovans will be fea-

tured. Admission is one dollar

per person.

WVIL Music
Staff Begins
New Policies
Like most other university

and commercial radio stations,

WVIL has recently announced
that less emphasis will be placed

on rock 'n* roll music this year.

Last year's rock 'n' roll was a
major component in the popular
music field but this year the rec-

ord companies are "cutting" less

rock 'n roll records and because
of this lack, WVIL will present

more of the standard popular
type of music.

The music department of the

campus station will bring the

best of popular music to its

listening audience. ;•

Summer Work
William Washington, station

music director, with his staff,

has been working since June of

the past summer to organize the

present music department.

One of the functions of the

music department is to acquire
record contracts from the lead-

ing record companies of the

country. Some of these major
companies under contract at

present are: Decca, R.C.A. Vic-

tor, Capitol, Mercury, Dot, Rou-
lette, A.B.C., Paramount, Colum-
bia, Atlantic, London, Verb, and
Liberty.

The records are purchased for

a reduced rate through a radio

promotion contract.

All music shows are scheduled

one week in advance by specific

members of the department.
Eugene Brochu, junior English

major, is responsible for the

scheduling of all "light music"
shows, particularily "Campus
Serenade" which at present can

be heard every evening 6 to 6:30.

Mr Raymond S. Burns, Eng-
lish Instructor, has replaced Mr.
Joseph Ratigan as moderator of
the Ltierary Club, according to

club president Joe Kinney.
Mr. Ratigan, also in the Eng-

lish Department, relinquished

the position because of person-
al reasons.

Eliot's 'Quartets'

The new moderator will direct

a discussion of the "Four Quar-
tets" of T. S. Eliot tonight after

club Secretary Ken Miller pre-

sents a brief biography and per-

sonal criticism ot the modern
poet. ^
The meeting is open to all

students and will be held in Sem-
inar 3 in the basement of the
library at 8 o'clock.

Those planning to attend to-

night's meeting are urged to re-

view the "Quartets" in order to

be better prepared to enter into

the discussion.

Project Progress
Program Chairman Tom Mar-

tinez reminds all club members
who intend to contribute to the

project by doing research should

contact him in 157 Sheehan be-

fore picking an American play-

wright of the post-World War
II period.

Martinez stated that George
S. Kaufman, Norman Krasma,
Maxwell Anderson, John Van
Druten and Anita Loos are
among some 15 plajrwrights who
have not been picked by a club

member.
Library References

Those doing research might
be helped by the Best Plays ser-

ies by editors John Chapman and
Louis Kronenberger and Theatre
Book of the Year by George Jean
Nathan. Both series may be
found on the fourth stack level

of the library under the general
call number: PN 2266.

Membership

Regarding membership, Pres-
ident Kinney stated that the
same requirements for joining
apply now as at the beginning
of the semester. English majors
may join and i-eceive a member-
ship card for the $2. semester
dues.

RING FITTINGS
Ring chairman Don McNeils

announces that junior rings are
almost completed but will re-
quire a final fitting. Tomorrow,
Thursday, will be the only day
rings will be fitted prior to de-
livery.

Fittings will take place in
the Viljanovan oflSce, second
floor Doughert>' Hall, from 9
a.m. to B:.30 p.m. Juniors who
wish prompt delivery must
have this final fitting, McNeils
added.

Marketing Club
'

To Hold Hayride;

Dinner Dance Set
At the last meeting of the

Villanova Collegiate Chapter of
the American Marketing Associ-
ation (Marketing Club) the ac-

tivities for the year were out-
lined.

Arrangemehts have been made
for a hayride at the Bishop Hal-
low Farms this Friday. In addi-

tion plans have been completed
for the dinner dance on Nov. 9.

The club will participate in in-

tramural football program, play-

ing under the name of the Ter-
rors.

Magazine Contest
It was further announced that

by cooperating with the BUSI-
NESS WHIRL, the Commerce
and Finance magazine, a con-
test has been initiated whereby
members may submit manu-
scripts which, if accepted by the

magazine, will be judged and
awarded cash prizes for the
three most valuable entries.

The aims of the organization^
this year include a greater em-
phasis on the activities of the
marketing student and his con-
tribution to the school. A more
active participation between the
club and the downtown Ameri-
can Marketing Association chap-
ter, along with a regular group
of speakers, ^hould round out
the club's activities for this

semester.

150 Members
The club now lists over 150

members but the membership
drive is not completed. Prospec-
tive members are urged to at-

tend one of the regular 10:30
Thursday morning meetings, or
contact one of the following of-

ficers: Joe McHugh, President;
Dick Poll, Vice-President; Jim
Speitel, Program Chairman; Bill

Bonner, Treasurer; Frank Pen-
sion, Secretary; or Archie
Whyte, Student Council Repre-
sentative.

*
• Vf<i^fi

• w ?M

7th Catholic Youth
Week Observed
The Rev. Norbert Whitley,

O.S.A., Villanova Chaplain, has
announced that the Seventh An-
nual Catholic Youth Week will

be observed next week-Oct. 27
through Nov. 3.

This Sunday marks the feast
of Christ the King and is also
National Youth Communion Sun-
day. Father Whitley asks as
many Villanovans as possible to

receive Holy Communion on that
day.

TOWN andCOUNTRY
RESTAURANT
Suburban Square

Ardmore

OPEN FOR LUNCH.
COCKTAILS AND
DINNER DAILY

DANCING FRIDAY

SATURDAY AFTER
9:00 p. m.

Ml 2-2211

Indiana Sendoff - 6:30 Thur.
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Rain, Mud During Bostoiji Weekend Fail To Halt

Mass Invasion pf Saturated VU Student Body;

Unique ^Snake Dance^ St6ps Traffic For Blocks

«, «•.«

'•»i-

There's a rather apprehensive look on the face of Coach
Frank Reagan as he prepares to board the bus that carried tiie

team to Boston College's Alumni Field, as if he had a premoni-
tion that defeat was in store for his squad.

ThuHC students turned their back on the Hotel Kenmore for just a few seconds to obligingly
pose for the VILLANOVAN photographers, as they a\\'aited the football team's exit from the
hotel.

:}.y '

'

Mod was the order of the day, and this Villanova Wildcat
finds out the hard way. He got a face full of mud, but managed to

dpwnaii Eagle who almost made away with a Billy Magee pass.

Photos by AL STOUGHTON

and SAM PETROFITTA

Jim Hull leads the marching band in a rendition of the vic-

tory song at Alumni Field during half-time activities. The
musical Villanovajns marched around the stands to the cheer-
ing of their fellow students during the 20 minute break.

Here's a view Of the Jam-packed Villanova stands during the rainy battle on Alumni Field.

Protected by umbrellas, cardboard cartons, newspapers and what-have-you, the spirited .travel-

lers maintained a booming crescendo of noise throughout the game.

This hapless cab dri\-er found himself in the midst of the spirited Villanova rally in Ken<
BM>re Square on Saturday morning. C*mon now, fellows, you can*t take that home as a souvenir.

Not all the drama of the ball game took place on the field. Big dene OTella (84) and center
Vince Cheverini (53), two of the Wildcats' stars In the loss, pause for a well-deserved rest Be-
hind O'Pella, Villanova's Ail-American tackle candidate, Don Luzzi, watches the game anxiously,
wishing he could be in there playing.

They may not have ridden In style, but the»e Villanova juniors had an unusual trip to Boston
to say the least. Clad in i straw cowboy hats marked with a big blue "V**, they made the 300 mile
tri^ In a rented truck. The above picture shows them parking behind the team bus In Kenmore
Square, preparing to depart for the stadium. /
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Rain, Mud Pudng Boston Weekend Fail To Halt

Mass Invasion of Saturated VU Student

Unique ^Snake Dance^ Stops Traffic For Blocks

There's a rather apprehensive look on the face of Coach
Frank Reagan as he prepares to board the bus that carried the
team to Bo.*fton College's Alumni Field, as if he had a premoni-
tion that defeat was in store for his squad.
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Mud was the order of the day, and this Villanova Wildcat
finds out the hard way. He got a face full of mud, but managed to

down an Eagle who almost made away with a Billy Magee pass.

Those students turned their back on the Hotel Kenmore for just a few seconds to obligingly
pose for the VILLANOVAN photographers, as they awaited the football team's exit from the
hotel.

Photos by AL STOUGHTON

ond SAM PETROFITTA

Jim Hull leads the marching band in a rendition of the vie*

tory song at Alumni Field during half-time activities. The
musical Villanovans marched around the stands to the cheer-
ing of their fellow students during the 20 minute break.

Here's a view of the jam-packed Villanova stands during the rainy battle on Alumni Field.

Protected by umbrellas, cardboard cartons, newspapers and what-have-you, the spirited travel-

lers maintained a booming crescendo of noise th roughout the game.
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This hapless cab driver found himself in the midst of the spirited Villanova rally in Ken-
more Square on Saturday morning. C'mon now, fellows, you can't take that home as a souvenir.
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Not all the drama of the ball game took place on the field. Big (Jenc O'Pella (84) and center
Vince Cheverini (53), two of the Wildcats' stars in the loss, pause for a well-deserved rest. Be-
hind O'Pella, Villanova 's AU-American tackle candidate, Don Liizzi, watches the game anxiously,
wishing he could be in there playing.

They may not have ridden in style, but thes e Villanova juniors had an unusual trip to Boston
to say the least. (Jiad in straw cowboy hats mar ked with a big blue "V", they made the 300 mile
trip in a rented truck. The above picture shows them parking behind the team bus in Kenmore
Square, preparing to depart for the stadium.
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LYNX Copy Must
Be In By Today
For First Edition
Today is the last day that ma-

terial will be accepted for the

first edition of the LYNX.
Editor Frank Delany will ac-

cept short stories, poems,
sketched, two-act plays and es-

says in the Publications Office

at 2;30 this afternoon before

the regular staff meeting.

Staff meetings are held every

Wednesday and Friday after-

noon at 2:30 in the Publications

Office.

"Material already handed in to

the editors which does not ap-

pear in the upcoming first edi-

tion," said Delany, "will be con-

sidered for our next issue.

Therefore, do not allow today's

deadline be a cause for the temp-
orary cessation of student writ-

ing on campus."

U. S. Foreign Service Exam
Offered to Students Dec. 9

The Department of State has announced that the annual

Foreign Service Examination will be given on Dec. 9, 1957, in

approximately 65 centers

throughout the United States.

This examination is open to all

who meet the age and citizen-

ship requirements.

A number of the successful

Foreign Service candidates will

take up duties at one of the 275
American Knibaasie.s, Legations,

and Consulates around the

world. At these posts, which
range in size from the large mis-

sions such as Paris and London
to the one-man posts such as

Perth, Australia, the new officer

may expect to do a variety of

tasks, including administrative

work, political, economic, com-

mercial and labor reporting, con-

sular duties, and assisting and
protecting Americans and Uni-

ted States property abroad.

Other new officers will be as-

signed to the Department's
headquarters in Washing-

ton, wliere they will engage in

research or other substantive

work, or in many administrative

tasks which are essential to the

day-to-day conduct of our for-

eign aftairs.

Officers Visit Campus
To explain fully these oppor-

tunities in the Foreign Service

which await the qualified young
men and women of the United
States, Foreign Service officers

will visit a number of colleges

and universities this fall.

In order to make known the

diversified needs of the Depart-

ment of State and Foreign Serv-

ice, the^e officers will talk not

only with promising students o*

history, political science and in-

ternational relations, but also

with those who are specializing

in economics, foreign languages,

and business and public admin-
istration.

Written, Oral Exams
Those successful in the one-

day written examination, which
tests the candidate's facility in

English expression, general abil-

ity and background, as well as

his proficiency in a modern for-

eign language, will subsequently

be given an oral examination by
panels which will meet in region-

al centers throughout the United
States. ..

.•••.;..'.; ••..•'

Those candidates who pass the

oral test will then be given a
physical examination and a se-

curity investigation. Upon com-
pletion of these phases the cand-

idate will be nominated by the

President as a Foreign Service

officer of Class 8, Vice Consul
and Secretary in the Diplomatic
Service.

To be eligible to take the ex-

amination, candidates must be
at least 20 years of age and
under 31, as of Oct. 28, 1957
and must also be American citi-

zens of at le&at 9 years' standing.

Although a candidate's spouse
need not be a citizen on the date

of the examinations, citizenship

must have been obtained prior

to the date of the officer's ap-

pointment.

Good Salaries

Starting salaries for success-

ful candidates range from $4750

to $5350 per year depending

upon the age, experience, and
family status of the individual.

In addition, insurance, medical,

educational and retirement bene-

fits are granted, as well as an-

nual and sick leaves.

Application forms may be ob-

tained by writing to the Board

of Examiners for the Foreign

Service, Department of State,

Washington, 25, D.C.

Pick

of the

campus. ..

The new Arrow Trtmway

combines comfort and good

looks. The madras fabric comes

in newsmaking miniature

plaids and stripes. Collar buttons

down, in front and at center

back rind there is a box pleat in

back of shirt. Shirt shown $5.95.

Square crew neck sweater in

100% wool. $10.00. C/Mtf«,

Peabody (sf Co., Inc,

ARROW
CASUAL WEAR

first in fashion

• :':'! •.
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'He gets a lot to like-^filter, flavor^ flip-top box/' The works.

A filter that means business. An easy draw that's all

flavor. And the flip-top box that ends crushed cigarettes.

(MAM M tlCHMONO. VMOMIA. PROM A rRIZID RfOff)

Boston Edges 'Cats 12-9, In Muddy Battle
SPORTS CHATTER

Glory In Defeat
By JACK CURTIN

Boston is a fairly pleasant little town, but Boston in a pouring
rain is not quite so nice and Boston in the rain when your foot-

ball team loses cannot really be classified as the place in the world.
The thoughts of the thousand-plus Villanovans who wended their

weary way home from the Wildcat's fifth game of the season
last weekend probably han along these lines, because no matter
how much fun you have, it's mighty nice to win.

But there is glory even in defeat, and we'd lige to take note
here of a couple of guys wh6 sloshed through the rain-soaked

, Boston College Field last Saturday in mud-stained Villanova Con-
tumes and who didn't get too much notice in the newspapers be-

cause they don't talk about j-ou when you lose, but who deserve

a lot more credit than they got.

They were a couple of fellows named Luzzi and O'Pella.

'* An Outstanding Pair
This is not meant to discredit the play of Ed Michaels, who

may have played one of the finest games of his career; or Vince
Cheverini, who blocked the kick that gave Villanova a safety in

the final seconds of the game; or Bill Craig, who led a valiant
Wildcat goal line stand in the closing minutes of the first half,

or any of the other gladiators in white and blue, but, to these
eyes, the enormous end the mighty tackle were outstanding.

From the stands, it seemed as though big Gene O'Pella was
in on every play. As huge as he is, "Gine" is the easiest man
on the field to identify in any game, but he made it even easier

in Boston. Just follow the ball and there he was—storming
through the Eagle line to make a key tackle, receiving a pass,

blocking for the backfield. Still suffering from a shoulder injury

sustained in the Virginia Tech game, O'Pellfi was one of the finest

ballplayers on the field.

The big story however, was that of a guy who only played

for part of the' first half; and while *he was a teriffic performer,

the outstanding thing about his efforts was that he was even

on the field in the first place.

Even On Crutches
When Don Luzzi, the Main Liners' All-American tackle can-

didate, was severely injured in the Tech battle and Hospitalized,

doctors said he'd be lucky to make the Boston trip, let alone play.

Luzzi told the Philadelphia newspapers that he'd be there and
ready to play—and he was, for as one student put it, "Luz would
play if he had to do itoncrutches."

The burly Wildcat was hampered by his injury, and you
could almost feel the pain in the stands as he slowly rose from
the ground after each play., but hewas still a solid rock in the

defensive line. For his display of pure courage, Luzzi received

two tributes—one a roaring recognition from the stands when his

injury finally forced him to leave the game, and the other from
a B.C. player.

; ;, v ... but They Conquered
; An Eagle lineman told one of the Villanova student mana-
gers that "he (Luzi) is the best tackle I've ever played against.

We read in the paper that he's hurt so we figured we could run

right over him, but he still held us.z He's really something."

And these are just a couple of the stories to come out of

Boston this past weekend. There are hundreds more, and some

of them are probably every bit as interesting ; but when you think

about it, you can tell the whole story in a few words, with a

slight assist from a fellow napied Julius Caesar—
We came, we saw, but unfortunately, they conquered.

Villanova quarterback Jim Grazione is about to be thrown
for a loss as he goes baclt to attempt a pass on muddy Alumni
Field in Boston during Saturday's 12-9 loss to the Beantown
Eagles.

McNamor Wins Intramural

CrossCountryMeet In 9:3 8.4

THROUGH THE MUD

On Monday, Oct. 14, at 4:30
the annual intra-mural cross

country track meet was held.

The two and a half mile course
covered the perimeter of the
campus.

Richard McNamar, a frosh
was not pressed at any time,

winning 9:38.4. Taking an early

lead McNamar led the pack
throughout the entire race.

Tie For Second
At the half-way mark Mc-

Namar opened his lead to a
quarter of a mile and finished

the same distance ahead of the
pack. He was followed by the
double combination of George
Emma and Ken Harrison who
crossed the finish line in a per-

fect tie for second.

The first ten men to finish

were: Richard McNamar, (tie)

George Emma and Ken Harri-
son, Bob Goudlock, Dom Falini,

John Constanzo, Bill Cianfrani,

George Raveling, George Reider,
Norm Huddy and Tom Brennan.
On the same day the first an-

nual intra-mural swimming meet
was held. The meet consisted of

both swimming and diving

events.

Swim Meet
Among the contestants John

McCarthy, Frank Dunn and Bill

Cassin stood out notably. Mc-
Carthy proved himself to bf
quite proficent at both swimming
and diving.

The events were 50-yard free-

style: Frank Dunn (26.0), Bill

Cassin, Harvey; 50 yard back-

stroke: McCarthy (37.5), Moar-
iaty Hogan; Diving: McCarthy
(21 points), (tie) Sutton, Har-
Vey; 75 yard medley: Dunn,
Bourne, Moariaty ; 50 yard
breaststroke : Dunn, McCarthy,
Sutton; 50 yard butterfly: Har-
vey, Moariaty, McCarthy; 100
yard freestyle: Cassin, Bourne,
Keathing; 200 yard medley re-

lay: Class of "61" (McCarthy,
Dunn, Bourne, Cassin) ; 200-yard

freestyle: D.P.M. (Rinkac, Rum-
barger. Shea, Rodney).

Intramural Council

Lists Appointments

-»«»

Fulll>acl< Jacli Devereaux, almost obscured by an Eagles

end, dartm in to intercept one of Don Allard's bullet passes and

halt another B.C. threat. Devereaux intercepted another pas»

later In the game.

Intramural Council Director
Ed Geisz has made several new
appointments among his student
staff. In addition to the selec-

tion of junior Jim Corey as De-
partment President, Mr. Geisz
has delegated to Pete O'Brien,
junior C&F, the office of Com-
missioner of Sports.

Also appointed was a publicity

committee consisting of Don
Phillips, Bob Fortier, Bruce Mc-
Cready, and Frank Bonner. The
general office staff of the Council
will be Bill Vincent, Don Phillips,

and Bruce McCready. The Coun-
cil meets every Thursday after-

noon at 4:30 in the Intramural
Office in Alumni Hall.

Committe President Jim
Corey announced that this year's
swimming meet, held on the 10th
of October, had several innova-
tions. Among these were two
relay contests between different

campus organizations: the 200
yard relay freestyle, and the 150
yard relay consisting of 50 yds.

The Council is also contem-
plating a lifesaving instruction
program for the nurses to be
held some week-day morning
from 9:00-11:00 in the morning.
Furthermore, on the tentative
list is a Spring volley ball league.

The Council is attempting to lo-

cate feasible court space for this

event.

Another new project being dis-

cussed is the lending of sports
equipment to prefect of the var-
ious dorms which the students
may take out when they so de-
sire.

Tryouts for the Villanova
University Swimming Team
will be held tommorow in the

University Pool. These tryouts

will be held from 9:30 A.M. to

6:00 P.M. for the convenience

of anyone who wishes to try

out.

By FRANK FLEMING
Despite driving rain which

threatened postponement of the

contest, 12,000 people-including
more than 1,700 Villanqyans
who made a 300 mile trip to

Beantown to cheer "their Wild-
cate" watched Boston College
squeeze out a 12-9 victory over
the charges of Frank Reagan in

BXIJ.'s new Alumni Stadium.
Still licking their wounds sus-

tained as results of battles with)

Virginia Tech and the flu, the

Wildcats did not look like the

same team that only a month be-

fore received national recogni-

tion by holding a powerful Bay-
lor team to a seven point victory

and out-playing these demons of

the southwest in everything but
the score.

Several Hurt
Captain and All-American

candidate, Don Luzzi, was still

recovering from a badly bruised

leg which hospitalized him early
last week and played only part
of the game. Guards Eddie Mich-
aels and Mike DeLucia along-
with big Gene O'Pella were all

still nursing injuries sustained

in the Virginia Tech tilt. Several
other Wildcat stalwarts had
been on the disabled list all last

week due to the effects of the
flu, among them stellar fullback
Jack Deveraux who was confined
to bed with the virus until game
time Saturday.

' B.C. Scores Early
It was a weak Villanova team

on which the Eagles scored in

the opening minutes of the game.
Villanova had received the open-
ing kickoff, but on the second
play from scrimmage Davey
Parr's fumble was caught by
B.C. tackle Leon Bennett who
arried it 22 yards to the V.U.
eight yard line. Four plays later

Boston's All-Amerian Candidate,
Don Allard, completed a 20-yard
touchdown pass to Jim Colcough.
Being on the short side of a

6-0 score so early in the ball

game did not weaken the spirits

of the already physically weak
Villanova team. Jim Grazione,
the former South Catholic star
who has paced the Wildcats' of-
fense all season, returned Bos-
ton Colleges kickoff 76 yards
for a six-pionter.

Rick Sapienza's point after
touchdown attempt was good
and, still with only several
minutes of the first period gone
by, Villanova took the lead 7-6.

Michaels Recovers

Despite opportunities, the
score remained the same as both
teams retired to the dressing
rooms at half time. Neither team
had been able to capitalize on
the many opportunities afforded

them since the initial scoring
plays.

Villanova's Eddie Michaels
had recovered two fumbles for
the Wildcats, but neither of
these breaks could be turned in-

to scoring plays. B.C. also failed

to take advantage of several

changes. One came in the last

seconds of the first half when a
touchdown was called back on
the Eagles, both teams being
off-sides on the play.

Taking the third period kick-

off the Eagles moved the ball 67
yards in ten plays to score their

second touchdown of the con-
test. Alan Miller scored for Bos-
ton on a two yard plunge. Again
B.C.'s extra point attempt was
no good, but the Eagles led 12-7.

Villanova managed to get into

Boston territory once in both the
third and fourth periods.
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Magee, Grazione Took Varied Paths to Glory
PIGSKIN BALLET

The football careers of Bill

Magee and Jim Grazione, despite

their intertwining, offer a mark-
ed contrast. Forming a quarter-

back twosome that has been call-

ed the East's finest, the pair

are examples of the disparate

individuals that comprise a col-

lege football team.

Magee should be a source of

inspiration to high school ath-

letes who fail to attract hordes

of college scouts with scholar-

^ips-in-hand who are at the

doorsteps of hundreds of school-

boys every year.

Billy never had to make a

choice of schools when gradua-

tion time came at LaSalle High
in Philadelphia. There was no
bidding for services on the part

of various colleges.

Best In League
' ^ Magee had been a better than
fair quarterback for the Little

Explorers of LaSalle. Truth to

tell, some said he was the best

passer in the Catholic League.

But, he had no size. And sad
though it may be, size is a prime
requisite for a college gridder.

Quarterbacks are especially

expected to be rangy, so that

they can spot their receivers

over the heads of the linemen

blocking in front of them. Ma-
gee stood just 5-9 and, although
he was rather stockily built at

165 lbs., he did not present an
imposing sight under center.

Footing his own bill, Magee
enrolled at Villanova four years
ago. Ostensibility, an education

was the lone thought in his

mind. But, Bill sincerely be-

lieved that he could play college

football and he set out to prove
his point.

In that class which entered
Villanova in the fall of 1954,

there were two quarterbacks
who came to the Main Line with

outstanding credentials. Tim Et-
ter had been outstanding for

Hammond liigh in Munster, In-

diana. Art DeStephano won All-

State honors as a touchdown-
throwing quarterback at New-
ton High in Massachusetts.

But in the long run, Magee
proved the best of the lot. :-

Best of Lot
Not at first, of course, but

eventually the day came when
Magee even proved better than
more experienced quarterbacks
who were throwing the football

for Villanova when Billy was
only a senior at LaSalle.

Before half the season was
over in Magee's sophomore year,

he had jumped ahead, not only
of his fellow sophs, but also

game-tried John Ferroulo, John
Lammers and Ronnie Gorton,

Although Villanova's grid for-

tunes had yet to c|imb out of

the depths, Magee was impress-

ive in losing causes. When the

Wildcats rode to the Southwest
to meet Houston, he first drew
real attention.

Against a line which refused

to budge so that the Wildcats

could get their running game
operating, Billy early decided to

stick to chucking. He threw
long, he threw short. Houston
sportswriter dubbed him "Billy

the Kid" for his exploits.

Last year Magee really ma-
tured, as tUe confidence he ac-

quired playing regularly made
him a better passer, and above
all, a better play caller.

His field generalship led the
Wildcats to their first winning
season in four, 5-4 against top-

notch competetion.

On a percentage basis, Magee
was the best passer in the East
last year, completing 47 of 86

for 648 yards. That latter figure

placed him fifth in the East in

passing yardage.

Graz Was Different

Jim Grazione, the other half

of Villanova's quarterback brig-

ade, and the one currently de-

servedly drawing the headlines
for his outstanding play, came
to the university under vastly
different circumstances than did
Magee.

Grazione was one of the finest

high-school athletes in this coun-
try. In his senior year 'at South-
east Catholic High in Philadel-

phia, he received mention on the
All-American Scholastic squads
for both football and basketball.

Offeres from schools in every
sector of the U.S. poured into

the Grazione house. It took a
bookkeeping job to handle the
various scholarships applica-

tions.

Ultimately, Graz chose Villa-

nova. Neither he nor the uni-

versity are sorry that Jim made
that decision.

Tse freshmen team which Jim
quarterbacked in 1955 was the
best in the school's history, and
was the best of a large and tal-

ented group of future Wildcats.
Tall yet solid at 6-2, 190, Graz-

ione looked the part of the ac-
complished quarterback, and he
was.

In these days of limited sub-
stitution, a team must have two
units to win. Jim perfectly fit

into the picture as a soph last

year. Magee had charge of the
first unit, and Jim the second.

A Good Ball-Carrier

Whereas, with his lack of size,

Magee seldom runs with the ball,

Grazione is as good a ball-car-

rier as he is a passer. He has
that just-right combination of
speed, agility and open-field
sense to run the option plays
and roll-outs with rare success.

Grazione ran the ball 21
times in 1956, gaining 130 yards,
for a 6.2 average.

Off his fine work in the open-
ing-game loss to Baylor, Graz-
ione was switched to the first

unit when the Wildcats played
Furman a week later. Since then,
he has been nothing short of
sensational.

Grazione was responsible for
all the touchdowns in the 20-0
win over Furman. He hit Rick
Sapienza and Tony Varrechione
with TD passes of 35 and 38
yards, respectively, and scored
himself from the two to climax
a 77-yard drive which he had
sparked with his accurate throw-
ing and speed running. .

- ?

Against Florida State, Graz
continued his steller play. The
twinkler that day was a 61-yard
bulls-eye to Spaienza for a score.
Jim waited until Rick had inched
behind the defender before the
threw, leading him perfectly.

Reagan Has Both
Grazione gave the Wildcats a

temporary lead in the BC game
on aturSday with a 76-yard
kick-off return, the first of his
college career.

Last week's NCAA statistics

showed Grazione in eighth-place
in total offense in the nation,

466 yards on 76 plays.

All the while, Magee continues

to handle the QB duties for the
second unit. The situation is a
fortunate one for Villanova.

Most teams feel lucky if they
have one top-calibre field-gener-

al on whom to call. The Wild-
cats have two, and Coach Frank
Reagan considers himself right

fortunate that he has both the
player no-one wanted and the
one they all sought.
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WIU^CATS
TWO VERSATILE
QUART€;R6(NCtCS
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Revenge-Seeking Wildcats

Play Indiana Away Saturday
This Saturday the much tra-

velled Villanova Wildcats, who
will be making their fourth away
appearance of the season, will

encounter the Fighting Hoosiers
of Indiana.

Frank Reagan's squad will be
out to avenge the 14-7 defeat
they received from the Hoosiers
two years ago. That game fea-

tured fine defensive play as both
teams made several goal line

stands.

The injury-ridden Cats are

also seeking their third victory

of the season while the Hoosiers
are still looking for win num-
ber one. However, Indina has
lost to Michigan State, Notre
Dame, Iowa and Ohio taSte, all

nationally ranked powerhouses.
Coach Suspended

To go along with their mur-
dersome schedule, Indina has
suffered heavily through last

June's graduation exercises and
through the suspension of new
head coach Phil Dickens by the
Big Ten for illegal recruiting.

The installation of a new offense
and a lack of experienced man-
power are making things diffi-

cult for Bob Hicks, who has
taken over as head coach dur-
ing Dickens' one-year suspen-
sion.

This year Hicks has been
building his team around sopho-
mores and returning lettermen.

However, 20 of last years 38 let^

termen have graduated.
The biggest losses from last

year's team are Chick Cichwski,
one of the Conferences' best
passers; center Joe Tmstutz,
fullback Bob Fee, tackle Bob
Sobczak, and Brad Bomba, the
Big Ten's leading pass receiver
last year.

Although Bomba is not back
this year, the end position is

one of the strongest on the
squad. The left flank is being
filled by experienced Norm
Craft, two year letterman Del-

nor Gales, and Big Ten high and
low hurdles champion Willie

May. Soph Bob Corrigan and
service returnee Tony Aloiso
are the two to pright ends.

Experienced Tackle
Mike Rabold, the Hoosiers'

most experienced lineman, is

their top tackle. Ray Slampyak
and Sam Congie, both of whom
suffered from injuries most of
last year, are the two other re-

turning lettermen at tackle. The
other leading tackles are Sopho-
mores Bob DiMarco and Wayne
Brusewitz.

Although there are four re-

turning lettermen at the guard
position, it is still wide open.
Lettermen Don Howell and "Tom
Cousineau along with soph Elvin
Caldwell have been seeing most
of the action on the left side.

However, Don Noone and Joe
Moore, two reserves who never
got off the bench last year, are
battling it out for the starting
job.

Top man at center this year is

John Razmic. He also didn't get
into a single game in 1956 but
has been seein ga lot of action
this year. In back of him are Joe
DeFillippo, Ray Plain, and soph
Fred Unger.

BackfleM Key
The key to Indiana's success

the rest of this year lies in its

backfield. Their backs must fur-

ther undergo the big change
from T-football to Dickens'
famous Side Saddle-T, which is

really a modified Single Wing.

Wildcat Harriers

Lose to LaSalle

In Second Meet
Cach Jim Tupenny*s cross-

country team dropped their sec-

ond straight meet to a powerful
LaSalle team by an 18-37 score

on the losers course, last Wed-
nesday, October 16.

LaSalle, now 2-1 for the year,

garnered the first four places

with Earl Jefferson finishing in

front with a time of 27:31. Close-

ly behind him were teammates
Jim Sumner, Tommy Lynaugh,
and Ed McCabe.

Villanova, minus the services

of Olympian Ron Delany, could-

n't manage to stay with the La-
Salle barriers. Delany, who has
been ill with the flu, was unable
to run after spending three days
in a Philadelphia hospital.

Another key man who has
been injured is Jimmy Black-
burn, who broke his arm prior

to the start of the season. Black-
bum, also runs on the regular
track team for Coach Jim "Jum-
bo" Elliott, and is expected to

be completely recuperated by
the time track season arrives.

The Wildcats Bob Godesky
was their first man to cross the
finish line. Godesky kept a
steady pace throughout the run
to cop a fifth place.

The Villanova harriers have
two major meets to look for-
ward to; on October 30, they
tangle with Seton Hall in the
home stadium. The "Oratage-
men" are expected to be strong.
Then eighteen days later the
Wildcats travel to New York
City for the IC4A Cross-country
Championships. By that time it

is hoped that the full team will
be in to phealth.
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Fullback Jack Devereaux, almost obscured by an Eaglcv
end, darts in to Intercept one of Don Allard's bullet passes and
halt another B.C. threat. Devereaux Intercepted another pass
later in the game.

Teams Near Halfway Mark
In Intramural Competition

1
As the Mendel football league

approaches the half-way mark
I

in the season, the Mendel Maul-
/ ers seem to be proving their su-

j. . periority over the other teams in
the league. At the present time
they are the only team which
remains undefeated. However,
very ejtciting games, drawing

I

both ire and blood, were shown
f to all interested spectators. The

latter half of the season will

J show not only the winning team
I but a lot more competitive foot-

I

ball, both defensively and off-
' ensively.

j

Some of the most recent
scores show the Mendel Maulers
downing the Austin Devil-Dogs

) 15-0, and then squeezing out a

I

victory over the previously un-
beaten Clowns by a score of 6-0.

This game, between two unbeat-
en teams, showed more tense,
action-packed play than any
other game in the Intramurals
so far. Prior to this game, the
Clowns defeated Tripodi in a
close one, 14-6. This was the
first team to score against the
Clowns powerful defense.

In other exciting games re-

cently, Joe's Jets shut out the
Malcolms by a score of 14-0. The
Hawks defeated Jizz A.C. on first

downs by a count of 3-1. In this
game, neither team was able to
crack through the other's line
for a tally.

RING FITTINGS
Ring Chairman Don McNeills

announces that junior rings are
almost completed but will re-
quire a final fitting. Tomorrow,
Thursday, will be the only day
rings will be fitted prior to de-
livery.

Delivery of rings Is scheduled
for shortly before Thanksgiv-
ing. The Ring Committee be-
lieve that this year's ring
morks an Improvement over
last year's design.

lEAT INDIANA!

I

With the Mendel Maulers un-
defeated and hoping to finish

that way, some very good action
is expected in upcoming games.
The East Wingers, strong con-

tenders for intramural honors
took over undisputed possession
of first place in the 2:30 Division
of the Austin league while the
Rat Pack with a 3-1 record leads
the A Division of the 5:30 lea-

gue. The Aces in the B Division
pace their division with a 3-0
slate.

The East Wingers from second
floor Sullivan Hall appear to be
the favorites in the 2:30 section.
With quarterback Mike Lombar-
do, Bob Best and Roy Mathias,
"The Wingers" have rolled over
all opposition to date. Their
latest victim was the previously
undefeated Barons. Outstanding
linemen for the Wingers have
been Pete Steiber and Hank
Frendo at ends and Jack Reagan,
Jim Risceo and Skip Hanshaw.
The East Wingers have a 3-0
slate.

The Barons with a 2-1 record
and Mr. Angeline's Music Lovers
who finally won a game by for-
feit follow the "Wingers", with
a 1-2 record. The Terrors, 0-2,
are in last place. The new sched-
ule for this league will be posted
on Monday. All teams in the
league will follow the new sched-
ule.

In the A division of the 5:30
league, the Rat Pack with a 3-1
record are in first place followed
by Emanon A C, 1-1, and three
teams with 1-2 records; Dingus
A.C, the Villans, and the Blue
Raiders. The Austin Cats, 0-1-1,
are in last place. The Rat Pack
defeated the Blue Raiders 7-0
however, the Raiders rebounded
to defeat Dingus A C by the
same score.

In B division, the Aces 3-0
show the way with the Delurey
Devils 1-0 close behind. The
Aces defeated the 69er's 26-0
while Kell's Angels swamped
the the Mendeliers 15-0.

Following the Aces in B divi-

sion the 69ers, Kell's Angels and
the Trotters.

Fr. Doimellon Joins Presidents' Drive
For Pyblic Aid to Higher Education

(Cont. From P. 1)

higher education should be the
concern of every responsible
^jitizen. It is for this reason that
we are endeavoring to implement
locally the advertising campaign
now being conducted nationally
by the Advertising Council and
sponsoried by the Council for
Financial Aid to Education.

Enrollments To Double
"Colleges and universities in

the United States now enroll an
average of three out of ten
college-age youth. The propor-
tion is rising with the increase in
our college-age population and
enrollments are expected to
double by 1967.

"Locally—as well as nationally—the situation is critical. Our
cal and professional school face
colleges, universities, technologi-
serious problems of oxertaxed
facilities, shortage of teachers
and inadequate salary scales. In-
creased financial support from all

sources must be forthcoming.
Without this, it will be impos-
sible to maintain the quality of
higher education, characteristic
of local institutions, let alone
make any provision for expan-
sion.

Advertising Council
'We are confident that wider

public knowledge of the financial
plight of our colleges and uni-
versities will insure the support
they need. The Advertising Coun-
cil's campaign in behalf of higher
education is making a major con-
tribution to the creation of a
better understanding of this
situation.

"We welcome the cooperation
of business, industry, and the
information media in this im-
portant public service undertak-
ing."

College Presidents Agree
Joining in the statement were

the following presidents:
Dr. Raymon M. Kistler, Beaver
College; Dr. Katherine E. Mc-
Bride, Bryn Mawr College ; Sister
Catharine Frances, Chestnut Hill
College; Dr. James Creese,
Drexel Institute of Technology;
Dr. Gilbert L. Guffin, Eastern
Baptist College; Mr. Watson Ma-
lone, in, Hahnemann Medical
College and Hospital; Dr. Hugh
Borton, Haverford College.

Sister Mary of Lourdes, Imma-
culata College; Vice-Admiral
James L. Kauffman, U.S.N, ret.,

Jefferson Medical College of,
Philadelphia; Brother E. Stanis-
laus, F.S.C., LaSalle College; Ma-
jor General Edward E. MacMor-
land, U.S.A., ret., Pennsylvania
Military College; Dr. Bertrand

W. Hayward, Philadelphia Tex-
tile Institute.

Mother Mary Aidan, Rosemont
College; Very Reverend J.
Joseph Bluett, S.J., St. Joseph's
College; Dr. Courtney C. Smith,
Swarthmore College; Dr. Robert
L. Johnson, Temple University;
Dr. Gaylord P. Hamwell, Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania; Dr. Nor-
man E. McClure, Ursinus Col-
lege; Very Reverend James A.
Donnellon, O.IS.A., Villanova Uni-
versity and Dr. Marion Fay,
dean. Woman's Medical College
of Pennsylvania.

<OMtton«d from Rmp* *>

Villanova
Loses Third
Villanova's other score came

with seconds left in the game.
Vince Chaverini broke through
the line and blocked a Boston
punt which rolled into and out of
the Eagles end zone for an auto-
matic safety and two points for
Villanova. Had a Villanova ball-

player fallen on the ball in the
end zone, it would have been a
Wildcat touchdown, but no play-
er was around the ball before it

went out-of-bounds and was de-

clared dead.

Come in now for a peek
at the '58 Chevrolet!

Just ask your Chevrolet dealer to

show you the booklet containing
advance information about the '58

Chevrolet.

You can expect the 1958 Chevrolet
to be new all over. Lines will sweep
rakish ly longer, lower and wider.

There wilJ be a completely new V8
engine-radicaliy different in design.

There will be Full Coil suspension
and, for the first time in Chevrolet's

field, incredibly smooth air ride.

Chevrolet will introduce two new
luxury models of outstanding styld*

and distinction.

YouTl learn more at your Chevrolet
dealer's. And you can see about an
early delivery that will make you a
'58 Chevrolet-Flrster!

CIUMWIH

'58 Chevrolet, Thursday, October 31

You can place your order now at Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer's

JttR'iii^-'if.
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*Opera Classica' To Hear
Marie CallasThis Evening
Opera Classica will feature

Bellini's ''Norma" v/ith Maria
Callas this evening, at 7:30, in

the East Lounge of Dougherty
Hall.

Marie Callas makes her first

appearance of the season on the

Angel recording of "Norma."
The members of Opera'Olassica

saw Callas in this role in Phila-

delphia last year.

ANTHONY ANGELINE
O.C. Moderator

The opera's story in brief is

that Norma is the high priestess

of the Druid Temple of Esus lo-

cated in Gaul in the First Cen-

tury B.C. during the Roman
occupation.

She is secretly married to Pol-

lione, the Roman proconsul, thus
violating her sacred vows. Pol-

lione tires of Norma and falls

in love with Adalgisa begging
the latter to return with him to

Rome.

Norma finds out and decides

to kill him, their two children

and destroy herself on a funeral

pyre. She doesn't go through

with her plan.

Instead she urges her people

to fight relentlessly against the

Romans. She backs down on this

and confesses to her people that

she has desecrated her vows and

must be sacrificed. Norma re-

peates her love to P o 1 1 i o n e

who is so moved that he joins

her in death on the funeral pyre.

Nursing Dean at State Meet
Sister Mary Alma, Dean of

the Villanova Nursing Division

and Miss Harriet Murphy, an in-

structor in public health, attend-

ed a meeting this week called

by Dr. Berwyn F. Mattison, Sec-

retary of Health for the State

of Pennsylvania.

Dr. Mattison's purpose for

this meeting was to discuss the

nursing programs of the various

universities and colleges which
prepare nurses for beginning ro-

sitions in public health nursing.

Field and Clai^is Work
The public health program of

Villanova requires that the stu-

dent nurses of the basic degree

program and the graduate

nurses of the general program
take courses in several public

health subjects and do field work
in the public health area before

graduating. This experience pre-

pares the students for beginning

positions in public health, in ad-

dition to giving them a broad
background applicable to other

fields of nursing.

Among those present at the

meeting were the Deans of Nurs-

ing of Duquesne, Mt. Mercy, Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania and
Villa Marie.

SEA to Send
Two to Area
Convention
Richard Dressier, President of

the Student Education Associa-
tion announced that John
Hughes, Treasurer, and Jim Fox,
Secretary, will attend the annual
convention of the Southeastern
District of the P.S.E.A. on Sat-

turday, Nov. 2, at Ridley Town-
ship Senior High School.

All members of the S.E A.
chapter of Villanova are invited

to attend the business sessions.

Round Table Held

On Oct. 16, the executive com-
mittee of the Student Education
Association of Villanova Univer-
sity held a round-table discus-

sion of future organizational af-

fairs.

It was stated that the publish-

ing of a monthly news letter

covering the various routine

committee reports would elimi-

nate the time-consuming reports

during the monthly meetings.

Executive policy concerning
the constitution and procedure
of adding amendments was dis-

cussed by the committee.

Amendments Discussed

This brought about a discus-

sion of three proposed amend-
ments which will be presented at

the general assembly at the next
general business meeting on
Nov. 5. The amendments are

(1.) Authorization for expendi-

tures (2.) Permanency of the

membership committee (3.)

Compulsory attendance of the

membership committee.

Joseph Kulick, Chairman of

the membership committee, also

announced that membership is

still available and that anyone
interested in joining the S.E.A.

may contact him.

Student Council Views
By PAT NICHOLSON

With the one of the finest weekends of our college life

memory, the Student Council is faced with a very serious
decision. Last year it was the general consensus that the
Student Council was not organized or functioning as well as
possible. Consequently early in September of this year a com-
mittee was formed by the Student Council ti investigate our
present constitution and by-laws and to make recommenda-
tions concerning their revision.

After a study of a great many other school's

•Student Government Constitutions, it was de-

cided that many changes were advisable to

assist in the continued growth of a success-

ful and active Student Government Program
at Villanova University. Two weeks ago the
committee presented its proposed new consti-

tution to the Council. Tonight, a large part of

the proposed constitution will be voted upon.
Undoubtedly the most discussed Article of

the Constitution will be the powers and Duties
of the Student Council. Proposed Sections 2

and 5 will make the Student Council the student governing
body of all undergraduate students of Villanova University

. . . and Consequently all organizations recognized by the Dean
of Student Activities will be subject to this Constitution and
to all University Administration approved rullings of the Stu-
dent Council. An Amendment to be proposed tonight will im-
power the Student Council to take disciplinary action against
any organization which violates this Constitution or the Council
rulings.

The new constitution proposes a different method of elec-

ting Junior and Senior Class division representatives. Instead

of being elected by the entrre class as in the past, they will

be elected only by the class members in their particular divi-

sion. The proposed constitution reclassifies all committees and
calls for the introduction of new Student-Faculty Committee
which will discuss all problems of an academic or educational

nature.

The biggest innovation of a bi-cameral legislative system.

It provides for a separation of power between the Student
Senate, a group of 15 elerted students, and the Student Con-
gress, the composition of which is almost the same as our
present Student Council.

The proposed by-laws are very extensive in nature and
are designed to greatly assist in the administration of this

Constitution and all Council rulings and recommendations, in

the growth of student government and student leadership

programs, and in the continued development of Student-Ad-
ministration, Student-Faculty, and Student-Alumni cooperation

for the best interests of Villanova University,

,.,".: A-' A new idea in smoking . .

.

your
wm

•:*»:>.
ItiMlriMit l( J III .uiiiliU Totmrni <'iiiii|>itii>

• menthol fresh

• rich tobacco taste

• most modern filter

Refreshing! Yes, the smoke of a Salem is as refreshing to your taste as a dew-

sparkled Spring morning is to you! Now get the rich tol)acro taste you love, with

a new surprise softness and easy comfort. Through Salem's pure-white modern

filler flows the freshest taste in cigarettes. You take a puff . . . it's Springtime!

Smoke refreshed . . . Smoke Salem
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Richard Maltby Orchestra
Named for 'Belle Air Ball*

Dr. Yves Simon, center, of the University of Cliicago, chats
with Mr. Charles Bniderle, left, moderator of the Villanova Forum
and Rev. Robert Russell, O.S.A., chairman of the Villanova Phllo^
sophy Department, prior to delivering his address to the Forum
last Thursday evening.

Belle Masque's 'Saint Joan'
Set to Open On Nov. 13

By JOE WHEELER
News Editor

Belle Masque Dramatic Society
players entered into the final

week of rehearsal today in pre-
paration for the Wednesday,
Nov. 13, opening of George Ber-
nard Shaw's Saint Joan.
The show, set to begin at 8:30

in the field house, will have a
five-night stand, running from
Nov. 13 through 17.

The three principal characters
in this production of Saint Joan
are Claire Sigerson, who played
Mrs. Antrobus in The Skin of
Our Teeth, as the peasant girl

made saint, Joan, Norm Peer,
who had minor parts in the past,
as the weak willed Dauphin and
Dick Dressier as Joan's arch
enemy, the Bishop of Beauvais.

Court of Chinoo

Shaw first introduces lis to
Joan as a foul smelling farm
girl who forces her way from a
remote military garrison into
the decadent Court of Chinon.
She does this with a mixture
of peasant shrewdness and nat-
ural holiness.

.toan burst upon the strife-rid-

den court of Charles VII like the
proverbial bombshell. The Dau-
phin, a rather foppish character,
attempts to hide his identity but
to no avail. Once again she for-
ces a man to go against his will

and in the process Joan fashions
a backbone for the Dauphin. She
is put in charge of his raggle-
taggle troops and in subsequent
scenes molds them into an in-

spired and somewhat purified
army.

After a string of victories she
brings the inspired young Char-
les to the altar of Rheims where
he is transformed by the tradi-
tional processes into a king in
both name and reality.

Joan A Symbol
As tradition has recorded and

Shaw interpreted, Joan's many
enemies are at work planning to
destroy the girl who has become
a symbol of the rising French
Nationalism. By treachery they
bring Joan before a Bishops
Court on a charge of heresy.
Despite her wit and innocence
she is found guilty and the well
known fate conferred. As an in-

teresting note the court was la-

ter proved to be completely out
of its jurisdiction in handing
down its verdict.

This play deals with one of the
most tragic injustices of human
history, but Shaw's dialogue
gives it a warm humor and a
certain believable air of reality.

Audience Critiques
On Wednesday, opening night,

as a critique of the play and per-
formers the cast will appear af-
ter the final curtain and with
the director, discuss .with the
audience the flaws, foibles and
the dramatic aspects of the pro-
duction. This is to enable the
faculty and cast to discuss the
work together to the obvious
educational benefit from such a

(Continued on Page 4)

Two Professors,

Lecturers, Named
To Law Faculty
Villanova University last week

announced the addition of two
full-time and two special lec-

turers to the faculty of .the
School of Law. All four instruc-
tors have already begun their
duties.

Ernest Roberts, of Bryn
Mawr, and Florian Bartosic, of
St. Davids, have been named
Associate Professors in Law.
William R. Klaus, of Devon,

and Thomas Devine, of Drexel
Hill, have been appointed Law
Lecturers.

Northeastern Grad
Mr. Roberts is a graduate of

Northeastern University and re-

ceived his bachelor of law degree
from the Boston College School
of Law in 1954.
Mr. Bartosic received his law

degree from the College of Wil-
liam and Mary in 1956. He re-
ceived a Master of Laws degree
from Yale University Law
School in 1957 and taught last
year at the school.

Local Law Firm
Mr. Klaus, a member of a

Philadelphia legal firm, will
serve as a lecturer in commer-
cial law.

Mr. Devine, a graduate of
Villanova, and the University of
Pennsylvania School of Law,
also associated with a local legal
firm, will teach federal jurisdic-
tion.

Annual Senior Prom, Dinner
Dance Set for Feb. 14, 15

Juniors Set
Plans For '57
Orphans' Fete

A & S Assembly
Rev. Robert Sullivan O.S.A.,

Dean of Arts and Sciences, has
announced that there will be
an assembly of all teachers and
students in the division of Arts
and Sciences Wednesday, Nov.
6 at 4:30 p.m. in th^ C&F audi-
torium. .,;>

The matter of the assembly
will consist of an illustrated
talk by Dr. Chester R. Long-
well, on the subject of
"Geology in Liberal Educa-
tion."

Sophs Name Bond

Gresh to Play for Cotillion

Vic Ludmerer, president of
the Class of 1959, has named the
chairmen of the Orphans' Weelc-
end, and annual activity of the
junior class, to be held this year
the weekend of Dec. 15.

Overall chairman of the week-
end will be Matt Brennan, vice-
president^ of the class. He has
scheduled* the usual events to in-
clude: the Charity Ball, on Fri-
day night; the orphans' outing
Saturday and a party at the
orphanage the following Mon-
day.

For Johnnies

All activities are for the bene-
fit of the boys of the St. John's
Orphanage and, with the excep-
tion of the party, are open to all

Villanovans.

Arrangements for the Charity
Ball will be under the chairman-
ship of Al Dumbrowski, junior
lA major, who has stated that
he will announce his committee
soon. The theme is to b^ Christ-
mas, but its treatment will re-
main secret until the night of the
dance.

The collection of contributions
for the partj^ and the purchase
of gifts will be under Co-Chair-
men Gene O'Pella and Gene Paja.
They will visit all religion
classes prior to the weekend to
make the collections.

Tots Get Full Day
The outing on Saturday, high-

point of the weekend for both
the students and the Johnnies,
will be handled by Brennan. The
day's activities will includes: a
visit to Santa Claus at a Phila-
delphia department store, lunch
at a downtown restaurant and a
movie in the afternoon. Con-
tacts have been made with vari-
ous stores, but none has been
chosen as yet, the decision pend-
ing on which store can best ac-
commodate the large group ex-
pected.

By CLEM BIRCH

Richard Maltby and his or-
chestra, a 16-piece musical out-
fit that is recognized as one of
the top bands in the country,
have been signed by the Class of
1958 for the Senior Prom, "The
Belle Air Ball," to be held on
Feb. 14.

Maltby's unit is known for its

fine style of danceable music,
and. was considered perfect by
the senioVs in light of the "type
of promenade they are planning.

FUED LEISENTRITT
Prom Co-Chairman

Fred Leisentritt and Dave
Ogle, who have been appointed
co-chairmen of the affair, state
"that the general theme of the
Ball will not be disclosed until
the week before the great up-
per class weekend."

Completely New Idea
They also state that the

"dance itself will be changed
from the basic idea of the Villa-

nova Prom" and will be so com-
pletely different that its effect

will alter the conception of every
Prom following it.

For the seniors, the following
night, Feb. 15, will be taken up
by the unforgettable Senior Din-
ner-Dance.

Charlie Gresh and his Phila-
delphia society band has been
named by the Class of '60 to
play for the annual Sophomore
Cotillion on Nov. 22, according
to John Mulcahy, Chairman of
the dance.
The Gresh aggregation played

last year for the Class of '58 at
the annual Junior Dinner Dance
and is noted as one of the top
groups in the Philadelphia area.

Themo Revealed
Co-Chairmen of Decorations

Ron Dobies and John Halas have
stated that the theme of the

dance will be "Persian Nights,"
and that work on the decora-
tions is now underway.

Tickets for sophomores will
go on sale next week, according
to Ray Rafferty and Paul Iff-

land, Co-Cairmen of Tickets.
Open ticket sales will begin the
following week.

Tickets $2.50
The price of all tickets is $2.50

per couple.

The dance will be held as in

past years at the field house and
the hours will be from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m.

YOUTH WEEK MASS
A Solemn Votive Mass of

the Most Holy £ucharist as a
part of National Catholic
Youth Week will be celebrated
tomorrow morning at 10:30 in
the university chapel.
The celebrant will be Rev.

James Wenzel, O.S.A., while
Rev. Harry Erdlen, O.S.A., will
serve as Deacon and Rev.
David Duffy, O.S.A., as Sub-
Deacon.
Rev. George McLaughlin,

O.S.A., will speak at the Mass
and the student body is asked
to attend.

Gresh Returns
Chairman Joe D'Aquila has re-

vealed to the VILLANOVAN
that Charlie Gresh (last year's
band) has once more been signed
to blend with the Benjamin
Franklin Hotel.

Gene Fogarty, who has been
appointed chairman of the entire
weekend, states that plans are
being made to accommodate
seniors and their dates with a
closed Mass on Sunday, Feb. 16.

According to Fogarty, as ar-
rangements appear now, the
weekend will be perhaps the best
that Villanova has ever seen.

This weekend will mark the
final fling for the Class of 1958
in its undergraduate days at Vil-

lanova.

.

Hint: The Belle Air Ball
dated for Valentine's Day.

18
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Youth Display Faith

The week of October 27 - November 3 has

been proclaimed Catholic Youth Week at Villa-

nova. Villanovans are asked to pray for divine

help in their problems as students, as Catholics

and as citizens about to take their places in the

world.

A certain week has been set aside so that

we may all join our prayers as the Villanova

community of students beseeching heaven in

concert.

The National Federation of Catholic College

Students, as a constituent member of the

National Council of Catholic Youth, has under-

taken the task of promoting the spiritual exer-

. cises commemorating the seventh annual ob-

ervance of N.C.Y.W.

Here ,at Villanova we were privileged to

have been selected as the host to students from

nine educational institutions in the area who
made a public profession of faith by partici-

pating in a "living rosary," last night in Men-

del field.

There has always been much talk among
students about the quality of the administra-

tion's efforts to help us attain our collegiate

goals. This week, being a students' week, we
might well ask ourselves about our particular

contributions to the commond good. Students

are sometimes selfish and self-seeking in their

relations with their fellow students and with

the school. This week presents an opportunity

to work in the contrary direction : we are call-

ed to join in prayer that we may better fulfill

our lives as students.

Catholic Youth Week is a time for concern

for our common aims as students, a time for

serious looking ahead, a time for unselfish

judgements. It is a time for prayer.

-"^»' •^ *

Time For Reflection
In the past six weeks Messrs. Nicholson,,

Kempf and Whalen have been drafting a new
more concrete and efficient body of laws for a

stronger Student Council. Its value cannot

be decided upon by this paper or by impulsive

reaction of the student body, for its true value

will be in its actual operation.

But there is one deciding factor — that of

mature delineating thought on the constitution

on the part of the individual Villanovan. The

time has arrived when we all must realize that

we are part of the fastest growing universities

in the East, one which will undoubtedly be in

time of the greatest in the country.

With this thought in mind we must scan

with care that base which will detemine how
great this university will be.

At this time we ask you, the student body,

to judge with adequate justice the Student

Senate and Student Congress powers and or-

ganization, thereby helping the men that you

have chosen as your leaders to make Villanova

a mature institution for you while you are here

and for all future Villanovans.

A vote of confidence is graciously extended

to the Student Council for its foresight and its

loyalty to the students and the administration.
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**Believe mc, gentlemen, there's going to be disclplinei in my

classes . . . one way or another."

Political Round-up:

Recent Foreign Policy

Considered Historically
In the past few weeks with

the developments in the mid-

dle-east between Turkey and

Syria and the launching of

Sputnik, I began to scrutinize

our foreign policy of the past

few years and attempted to

answer the question, "\yhere

did we
come from
and where
are we
going?"
When

this nation

was in the

e m b r y -

onic stage,

the leaders

o f t h e
BONNER newly con-

ceived state stood up in defi-

ance of the great British Em-
pire and against overwhelming

odds they won. When it reach-

ed the stage of a vigorous

youth, it again stood up

against Britain and won. Dur-

ing this stage one of our great-

est presidents put forth the

famous Monroe Doctrine and

thfi nation was sworn to de-

fend its principles.

But when we reached the

.teenage stage, the powerful

German army under the leader-

ship of the Kaiser was on the

march in Europe. Then the

German military machine rose

once again. The Communists

attempted to subjugate a small

freedom loving country and

our strong leaders took steps

to stop them. We went to the

aid of the freedom loving

peoples of the world and vic-

tory was ours once again.

But then what happened to

our aid of the freedom loving

peoples of the world we the

defenders of freedom? B'or

the first time in our glorious

history we had backed down
and gained a peace without

honor. In gaining this type of

peace, we lost much of the

faith which was placed in us

by the free nations of which

we were the leaders and de-

fenders.

We then took issue with In-

dia over Kashmere and de-

fended the stand of Pakistan.

But when India sent troops in-

to Kashmere our state depart-

ment did not even issue a state-

ment. This lost for us much

prestige among the members

of the Southeast Asia Pact. Our

Secretary of State then advised

the English Prime Minister to

hav^ England relinquish her

rights to the Suez Canal before

the time of their lease was
up. They did so with the un-

derstanding that we would pro-

pose to the U.N. international

control. Mr. Dulles warned the

Dictator Nassar not to move

in. When Egypt took violent

steps to gain control of the

Canal, Britain tried to stop him

and our government came to

the assistance of Nassar, thus,

we strained relationships with

our most trusted ally.

Russian propaganda began

to seep into the near East,

and for the first time Russia

was able to gain allies in the

Mediterranean. We then lost

the friendship of the new state

of Israel because of our ship-

ment of arms to Egypt. Oh,

but our propaganda machine

was still in operation in Eur-

ope. Radio Free Europe was
instrumental in getting the

Hungarians to revolt against

the Communist government

with a promise to aid

them. But when the freedom

fighters did take this drastic

step and gained control of the

Hungarian government for five

days our State department did

not recognize them as the true

government of Hungary. We
Wave left the Russians beat

us to outer space and by so

doing we have lost more pres-

tige.

We still have time to regain

the love, adoration and respect

of all the freedom loving peo-

ples of the world. It is now the

time to take a stand and not

backtrack. Let us once again

take up the torch of liberty and

carry it throughout the world

so that we will not enter into

our manhood a depleted power-

less nation.

PUBIicly Speaking
By MIKE KLiSIUS

I think it can be generally understood that

our wildcat's ferociousness is somewhat lim-

ited. However, Count Villan V is a fine looking

beast and a member of the Felidae family. His

well groomed coat of fur is the greatest ex-

ample of the loving care, of

which he is the recipient.

His cool, calm and collected

attitude is merely a sheep-

skin on the wolf. The deep-

ness of color, the clearness

and sharpness of the

count's eyes are a quality

possessed only by a Florida

bred animal..

I noted at my last encoun-
KLESIUS ter with the cat, that he

contained his non-domestic beastliness very

neatly. When Florida State played ball here

a few weeks ago, my parents and I were able

to observe the count's fierce pacing, up and

down, up and down, in his cage. His unsettled

movements seemed to agitate the fourteen

thousand fans.

As the count's beady black eyes surveyed

the crowd, each and every person felt a chill

run in their blood. "Suppose it broke out". An
actual fright covered the stadium. Count Vil-

lan was. in some people's minds, stalking his

prey . . . 14,000 football fans. Waiting, simply

waiting for the opportune moment.

As the flimsy house of captivity was wheel-

ed around Villanova Stadium, I was moved to

compassion and felt it my duty to help my
parents to safety. Another look at the Count

confirmed my anxiety—saliva running unres-

trained from his mouth, steel set eyes, every

muscle poised for the mental signal to break.

I especially noticed the fur ruffled between

his head and back as he was braced for action

in his corner. Men began to take position be-

tween the women and children. The stadium

was showing the first signs of panic.

The Count began to move, he teetered, and

a hush fell over the crowd. Count Villan V
slid forward on his chin in a state of uncon-

sciousness, he was fast asleep. We sat back in

an exhaustive relief. There went the Count,

looking as lifeless as a dead fish. The attend-

ants quickly hurried the cage to a more remote

area. At the beginning of this column I noted

the Count's limited viciousness and ferocious-

ness of which we all may agree. It's not the

material, it's the thought behind it.

Many thanks to President Pat and his in-

tention but don't release it from bondage . . .

I'm sure it would live life in a state of pure

inactivity.

Pet Peeve ... Kentucky blue grass and

gravel.

Worth Voting for
One of the saddest yet truthful commen-

taries on modern American life is that the

people are forgetting how to think and act as

conscientious citizens. • -. ;;,'.^ '.b -:,'
, : Every November, theoretically, a neW set 6t

officials of government is elected. The national

elections every four years and the minor elec-

tions every year add up to a system of govern-

ment that was established by and for the

people.

But the percentages show that of the over

one hundred million eligible voters, rarely even

in a national election year, does the amount

of voters exceed sixty percent.

How then, can the electorate cry out when

a poor slate of officials is elected if the elec-

torate itself is too busy to walk to the comer

and pull a lever or put a mark with a crayon

on a piece of paper.

Next Tuesday is election day. Most or tne

contests are of a minor nature. There are a

few gubernatorial contests, but mainly the day

will be one dedicated to the election of munici-

pal governments.

The usual apathy will run high and the

news commentators will drone monotonously

that the rain or the cold or the heat or some-

thing else kept the voters home.

In the 18th century, people fought to be-

come citizens of a free United States. In the

19th century, citizens fought to preserve a

free United States. In the 20th century, wars

have been waged repeatedly to protect the

right of that freedom.

It is now a question of whether or not free-

dom is worth walking to the corner polling

plfice to protect.
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Novel Stage Arrangement Existentialism: Definition and Origin
To he Featured in ^St. Joan ^

ByBILLPRBIND

If you are one of > the many ficial at times,

people who will flock to the field With theater-in-the-round. the

house Nov. 13 to 17, \ou are in actor has unlimited mobility be-

for a twofold treat. Not only cause any way he turns he is

will you see the Belle Masque's facing the audience,

production of Shaw's St. Joan The whole idea of the theater-

but you will also see it perform- in-the-round can be summed up
ed for the first time in Villanova in the words of Mr. Richard Du-
history in a technique called prey, director of this year's

"theater-in-the-round," a system show; "We're taking the play

where the stage is\ completely out of the hole-in-the-wall where
encircled by the audience. it normally hides and giving it

Theater-in-the-round, which back to the audience who have
is also called arena theater and come to be amused, thrilled and
central staging, is not a new idea taken out of their own every

in dramatics. In fact it is prob- day experiences."

ably as old as dramatics itself, Practical Campus Application

beginning in prehistoric times In addition to these advant-

when, around the campfire at ages, the Belle Masque had ano-

night, a young cave man told ther very good reason for the

his tribe of his struggle with a use of this type of stage. Due
dinosaur. to the fact that Villanova has

Actors Surrounded no real theater on the campus.
The main idea of the theater the field house must be used and

in the round is to have its ac- and the acoustics there are such

tors surrounded by the audience, that the actors cannot be heard

There are many reasons for this, in many parts of the room. But
one of which is that the audience with theater-in-the-round the

is closer to the stage, thus ere- rows will only extend four deep,

ating a greater degree of com- seating about 430 people who

By OR. RAYMOND PIERZCHALSKI
Aitisfant Frof9$sor> JRhllotophy

Man is a composite, a para- rather denies God as The Exist- pily-dressed
doxical composite, and even ent.

more than that, an enigma, be-

cause he is an unique synthesis
of the soulish and bodily, of
spirit and matter, of existence

and essence, a synthesis which
readily lends itself to paradoxi-
cal and enigmatic expressions
about man. Philosophers are
wont to dwell on enigmas and
take special delight in paradoxi-
cal notions—such countless ref-

erences to finite and infinite, to
the temporal and eternal ele-

ments in man, that man must die

to live.

Hegel and Kierkegaard
However, when Hegel tried to

philosophize about man in terms
of essence, or rather absolute
essence, other philosophers ask-
ed the master, "What about ex-
istence?" One of these others
was Soren Kierkegaard, a Dan

DR. RAYMOND PIERZCHALSKI
Truly enough then. Kierkeg-

use

yet

Bohemians who
crowd the cafes of the Quarter.

The group conducting 'Operation
Mothball' claims the unshaven
contingent in blue jeans and
sandals are not true Existen-
tialists, but fakers."

Much confusion dwells under
the same aegis. The greatest
difficulty created by loose inter-

pretation of the term today is

the fact that Existentialism in-

cludes within its scope systems
that admit the reality of God,
as well as those which exclude
Him. Since Kierkegaard never

defined the term precisely, he
left the gate wide open, so to

speak, for all who treated of

Existence to be called Existen-

tialist. Inadvertently, or else

with malicious intent, a Godless
philosophy of Existence is an
injustice to Kierkegaard, who
certainly was a God-fearing man
who dedicated his life to the

"How to become a

aard was the first to use the
term repeatedly, and yet he

ish philosopher, although he pre- never defined it precisely, never
ferred to be called a poet, who gave it a detailed comprehen- proposition,
was educated under Hegelian sion. "Although modern Exist- Christian",
principles which he knew very ential philosophy largely derives The Father of Existentialism
well, and yet he, too, wanted to from the thought of Kierkeg- Kierkegaard as Father of Ex-
know about existence. Natur- aard, he himself never precisely istentialism is hardly the pro-

munlcation between the actors will all be close enough to hear aliy then, if Hegel's philosophy defined the term. But he stated ^enitor of all species of Exist-

and the audience. The people in every word of the play. was an Essentialism, Kierkeg- what Existence implied for him." entialism. This fatherhood is a
the audience can better see the Theater-in-the-round although aard's became Existentialism. (Edited by Donald Attwater, pronouncement of history which
faces and gestures of the ac- not new historically is becoming But at this very outset we "Modern Christian Revolution- Kierkegaard must not have an-

tors and thereby come to enjoy increasingly popular in profes- want to point out that the word arles" p. 21). Similarly, anyone ticipated, even though he was
the play more. sional, university and civic thea- "Existentialism" does not hold who expresses his views on Ex- suspicious that posterity would

Advantages in Staging ters throughout the country, any one specific comprehension istence and dwells at length on hold a place for his works.
Another advantage of theater- Such major theatrical companies or denotation, although, strict- the subject is an Existentialist, Nevertheless, had his foresight

in-the-round is that it is more as "Theater 57" in Dallas. "Fred ^Y speaking, one might try to regardless of divergence of his been clearer, he probably would
life-like than the ordinary pros- I. Miller Theater" in Milwaukee, defend the position that it ought tenets from those of Kierkeg- have specified the meaning of

cenium stage (referred to as a and "The Circle in the Square to have a proper comprehension, aard or anyone else. Existentialism, so as to tie only
picture-frame stage). On a reg- Theater" in New York have been and therefore, a proper meaning War of The Existentialists similar philosophical thoughts
ular stage actors have limited specializing in this dynamic form and reference. In any case, con- It was not too surprising, nor and tenets to his toga, but to

freedom because they have to of staging for a number of years, temporary emphasis on the word entirely humorous, then, to read leave no loose strings free for

"play to the audience" and due So, if you wish to be well-en- "Existentialism" is new, even an Associated Press bulletin dissimilar trends. He certainly

to this fact, some of their ges- tertained, do not miss the Belle though the philosophical study when it reported, "Warring fac- would have been careful to dis-

tures and steps seem very arti- Masque's production of St. Joan. ^^ existence is as old as history, tions of the Existentialists inherit a Godless philosophy
"Existentialism, the philosophi- clashed in Paris' Latin Quarter from any claim of kinship to his
cal discovery of existence, is no- in what one group called 'Opera- own refiections, because he vo-
thing new. The history of phil- tion Mothball'. The aggressive ciferously denounced Godless-
osophy is full of it."Plight of

In Fight

Church
Against

Critical

Soviets
The ten-year-old strug-

gle between Communist
dictatorship and Catholic

Church "has reached the

'limiting-point' foreseen by
Lenin," according to an ar-

ticle in the November issue

of The Sign, national Cath-

olic magazine, published

here today. "Communism,
and Christianity are stand- ;:

ing alone face to face, in-,

single combat," it says. ••

Written by Albert Gai-

ter, pseudonym for a wri-

ter whose real identity had
to be hidden for fear of re-

prisals to his relatives still

living behind the Iron Cur-

tain, the article sums up
the results of the ten-year

struggle against religion in

these words: "In no coun-

try behind the Iron Curtain

does there exist a single in-

dependent ecclesiastical or-

ganization. Everything is

directed and controlled by
the States."

The article was adapted
from "The Red Book of the

Persecuted Church," writ-

ten by Gaiter under the di-

rection of the Commission
for the Persecuted Church
of the International Catho-
lic Organizations. It is

published in the U. S. by
the Newman Press.

No Legal Right
Gaiter declares : "In

those churches which Com-
munists have allowed to re-

main open, there is still

quite satisfactory church

attendance. People may
still profess their faith by
going to church. Yet it

must be admitted that the

Christian community no
longer has the legal right

to live publicly according

to its faith. Ecclesiastical

organization has either

, been undermined or abol-

ished. The Church has
been excluded from all ac-

" tivities which do not per-

tain strictly to worship."

Gaiter points out that

the degree of persecution

varies from country to

country depending on the

number of Catholics, their

degree of organization, the

intensity of Christian life

in the country, and the ser-

iousness of the impact on
world opinion.

Cautious Approach
Thus, he indicates perse-

cution has been most seri-

ous in countries like Rus-
sia and Red China where
Catholics were a minority

and where the impact on
world opinion was not

great. In other countries

like Hungary, Poland, and
East Germany, the perse-

cution has followed a more
cautious approach.

He also asserts the Com-
munists "look upon Chris-

tianity ... as the greatest

obstacle to the establish-

ment and consolidation of
their atheistic dictator-

ship" and "the idenUty of

operation."

(Gustave
E. Miller, "Existence and Exis-
tentialism" in The Personalist
Vol. 34, No. 1, Jan. 1954, p. 26)

The Origin of The Term
Kierkegaard, however, is ac-

knowledged as the first poet of
recent times to speak of Exis-
tentialism. He is the harbinger
and initiator of the term, even
though the word has assumed or
suffered diverse denotations
since his own use in the early
19th century. As Jacques Mari-
tain states, "as to vocabulary,
it is commonly known that it is

chiefly owing to the influence of

Kierkegaard that the word Ex-
istential has become part of cur-

rent speech, particularly in Ger-
many." ("Existence and The Ex-
istent"—p. 2)

"Ism" implies a system, an
organized body of truths, and
therefore any system of philoso-
phy which dwells at length on
existence may be called Exist-
entialism. More specifically, how-
ever, an Existentialism is a sys-
tem of philosophy that announ-
ces the primacy of Existence, as
against a system which may hold
to the primacy of essence. And
so it is that the word, "Existen-
tialism," has various notes in its

comprehension with reference to

different philosophers.

For instance, "Thomism may be
called an intellectual Existen-
tial system, since the primacy of
existence is held as an intellec-

tual capture, just as Kierkeg-
aard's philosophy is identified as
an ethical Existence system, be-

cause the emphasis is on the
practical exercise of existence in

Christianity, and Jean Paul Sar-

tre's may be described as Athe-
istic Existentialism because he
denies the existence of God, or

forces were neatly-groomed ness of his day, and even vehe-
youths who rode through the mently inveighed against the
district in taxis, pelting moth- shallow acceptance of man's
balls and spraying with disin- God-relationship by his contemp-
fectant the long-haired, slop- oraries.

MEIN KEMPF
^ By DON KBMPF

A timely announcement from the university proclaiming
a four-day weekend has provided Villanovans with the needed
excuse for doing their trick-or-treating at home this Halloween.
Most of the Wildcats have already decided which costumes they
will take to this season.

^
Al Sheppard and Gerry Givnish have chosen to go around

together dressed in old fashioned swim suits.
It seems the pair did quite a bit of swimming
in the pond to the rear of the Boston College
football field while on a student trip to that
area in the past. Frank Delany has decided to
wear his traditional armadillo costume again
this year. Jack Curtin will wear that of a mush-
room.

Commuters Dave Belcher, Norm Peer and
sMike Klesius are going to make the rounds as

KEMPF three monsters; Peer will be disguised as
Frankenstein, Belcher as Dracula, and Klesius as Belcher.

You Are Invited
For all those who live in the Philadelphia area, John

Snader, senior education major, is holding a house party at
hts home m Cltfton Heights. The party will feature bobbing
for apples, taffy-chewing contests, and a weight lifting con-
test (John Kennedy has volunteered his services as the weight).
All those who are interested are asked to contact Joan Beech-
wood.

I notice that one of the less significant girls' colleges in
the area published their student newspaper. (Or was it their
year book?

. . . It's hard to tell, they appear with about tl^
same frequency.) It seems that this same home of the stereo-
typed bridge player sponsored a jazz concert last weekend.
The refreshments were good ... so were the Villanovans.

I also noticed that their school play will be in the near
future. It should be very good considering the large number
of "role-players" residing on the premises.

The Ides of November
A good date to keep in the back of your mind is the

fifteenth of November, which is the date of Immaculata'a
next mixer. If it turns out as well aa the last one, it should
be a must on the social calender.
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Literary Club Recognized
By National Honor Society
It was disclosed this week that

the Literary Club has received

acknowledgment of being ac-

cepted into Lambda Iota Tau as

the Alpha Psi chapter, an hon-

orary organization for those

members who could qualify for

membership.
The next regular meeting of

the club will be held Nov. 6 in

Seminar 3 of the library where
a member of the English depart-

ment of Villanova will speak on

some form of literature.
' Joe Kinney, president of the

club, urges that all members
contact him or any of the other

officers concerning the play-

wright they wish to study for

the club project.

Letters have been sent to

some of the neighboring col-

One Thousand

Wilson Fellows

To Be Named
. More than 1,000 June 1958

graduates have the opportunity

V of obtaining a Woodrow Wilson

Fellowship amounting to ap-

proximately $1400 plus tuition

expenses.

The V^oodrow Wilson Fellow-

ships are awarded only upon
: nomination by members of the

academic profession. The ac-

ceptance of the award does not

entail any obligation to enter

the teaching profession, but the

Foundation does ask that the

: Fellow seriously consider the

possibilities the career affords.*

Graduate School

The grants, usually $1,400
• plus an amount to cover tuition,

is applicable to any graduate

school in the United States and
Canada with the consent of the

National Committee.
Villanova's nominees should

be sent to the Regional Chair-

man Professor Richard Ludwig
contacted at the Humanities
Office, Firestone Library, Prince-

ton University, Princeton, N.J.

Nominations should be sent as

soon as possible, but in no case

later than Nov. 9.

Final Selection

Having been notified of his

nomination, the nominee should

forward the requested informa-
tion no later than Dec. 7.

Should the interview with the

Regional Committee prove fav-

orable, the nominee's name is

sent to the National Committee
for final selection. Selected can-

didates will be notified about

the end of Feb. 1958 and will be

assisted in gaining admission to

graduate school. The announce-
ment of the Fellowship awards
will be made by the National

leges requesthig ' them to par-

ticipate in a symposium on "Art

and Morality" to be held No-
vember 20.

Other schools will be asked to

be present at this discussion

and it will also be open to stu-

dents of the university as well

as to faculty members.
Paul Yurchak, senior philoso-

phy major, will moderate the

panel while Frank Delany, sen-

ior English major, will be the

representative of the literary

club and Villanova.

All members are urged to sub-

mit their dues by the Nov. 6

meeting and after that date only

members holding membership
cards will be allowed to attend

the meetings, or any other func-

tions of the club.

Any one who wishes to join

should see either Joe Kinney,

Leo Rogers, Ken Miller, Dave
Belcher, Tom Martinez or Mr.

Raymond Burns, the moderator
of the club.

English majors may become
members by paying the semester
dues and others must submit a
criticism of a recent book they
have read plus the initial fees.

PresidentDohaney

AppointsNewLKD

Committee Heads
Marty Dohaney, president of

Lambda Kappa Delta, recently

initiated several committees and
named committee heads to aid

in the administration of the fra-

ternity.

Irv Becker as chairman of the

dinner dance committee disclosed

that tentative plans are under
consideration to hold the func-

tion at some nearby country
club.

Dinner Dance
Other members of the dinner

dance committee include Jack
Quigley, Irv Keller and Joe Pit-

elli. ,;.
>,:•:;>'. :

Dave Brian, Tom McKenna
and Jack Fisher have completed
arrangements for a new fratern-

ity pin. The contract for the

pins, expected to be delivered

sometime between Thanksgiving
and Christmas, has been signed.

Greg Lignelli has been ap-

pointed pledge master, and the

initiation period will be an-

nounced at a later date.
Sports Committee

Bill Phillips and Connie Mc-
Ginnis have been appointed so-

cial chairmen. Ed McLaughlin,
Frank Murtha and Charlie Ban-
non are in charge of the sports

committee for the fraternity,

while Tony Esposito has been

IRS Attends

UN Assembly
On First Trip
Members of the International

Relations Society, together with
their moderator. Dr. Fritz Nova,
traveled to the United Nations
in New York last Wednesday on
the society's initial trip of the
school year.

The group left Philadelphia
by train at 8 a.m. and arrived

at the UN in time for the morn-
ing program of meetings at
10:30.

Group Splits

Half of the IRS members at-

tended the session of the First

Committee which was meeting
on the problem of disarmament.
Among the topics discussed were
regulation, limitation and balan-

ced reduction of all armed forces

and all armaments; discontinu-

ance under international control

of tests of atomic and hydrogen
weapons, and effects of atom ra-

diation.

The other half of the group
attended a meeting of the Fourth
Committee which dealt with in-

formation from Non-Self Gov-
erning Territories. Delegates
from various countries discussed
economic conditions of such ter-

ritories, as well as various edu-
cational and training programs.

Discuss Disarmament
The IRS group ate lunch at

the UN following its attend-

ance at the morning sessions and
then met in one of the UN's con-

ference rooms with a native of
Belgium who is an expert on the
subject of disarmament and a
member of the UN Disarmament
Commission. This period con-

sisted of a lecture followed by
questions from the IRS members.

Meet Nov. 5
President Pete O'Kane an-

nounced that the second month-
ly meeting of IRS will be held
Tuesday, Nov. 5. He also stated
that a speaker will address the

society at this meeting.
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Group

chosen to take care of new beer

Director about April 1, 1958. 'mug orders.

Singers Schedule
Coming Concert
The Villanova Singers will

sing Jan Mul's Missa Impromptu
for the Military Mass celebrated
for the N.R.O.T.C. unit Nov. 6.

Preparations are being made
for the first formal concert to

be given by the singers in De-
cember at the annual faculty

dinnerrv ; J':.:'; V'-'

Along with these preparations
the singers are getting ready for
the Choral Festival which will be
held at St. Joseph's College
sometime in the second semes-
ter.,':':/!;.- .; :./.

The band and the singers are
under the direction of Herbert
Fiss.

Thomas Kelly, a 1952 Villanova graduate, shows a Villanova
group around Sun Oil Company's new research and development
laboratories at the Marcus Hook (Pa.) Refimery. Visiting the
new $2y2 million research facilities are, left to right, Richard
Stewart, Manhasset, L. I., Denis Forrest, Media, Pa., and Dr. Hs|u
Yuen, associate professor of chemical engineering. The building

was formally opened during Oil Progress Week, Oct. 14-19.

Opera-ClassiM to Attend

First Concert, Grand Opera
Tonight at 8 o'clock members of Opera-Classica will attend

the first Philadelphia Orchestra Student Concert of the season

which will feature Wagner's
overture to the "Flying Dutch-
man," Mozart's Symphonia Con-
certante, Delibes Pas de Deux
from "Sylvia," Mendelssohn's

Symphony No. 3 and Vivaldi's

Concerto in C.

Tickets can be obtained for

$1.25 and the departure time is

7:00 from room G-2, Commerce
and Finance Hall.

The next day will see the

members attend the second Phil-

adelphia Grand Opera and their

presentation of Norma which
will feature Anita Cerquetti in

the lead role.

The second annual music dis-

play of the Society is in the Uni-
versity Library featuring dis-

plays of Renata Tebaldi and
Maria Callas who record for
London and Angel records res-

pectively.

This year's program guide is

available by contacting any
member of Opera-Classica and
it contains the program for all

Dougherty Hall concerts as well

as classical concerts to be given

Dean Reuschlein

To Address

On ^Man and Law'
Dr. Harold Gill Reuschlein,

Dean of the Villanova School

of Law, will be one of the

speakers at a discussion meet-

ing of "Man and His Law" at

4:30 p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 10.

Reuschlein's speech will follow

a Festival Service that will hear
Oliver Gasch, Esq., United

States Attorney, District of Col-

umbia speak at Christ Church,
Second Street, above Market.
This service opens the Church

and Freedom Celebration which
will be held in Philadelphia
Nov. 10 through 13 under the

joint sponsorship of The Depart-
ment of Christian Citizenship of

the National Council of the Pro-
testant Episcopal Church, the
Department of Christian Social

Philosophy Dept.
Chairman Named

Pictured above is the Council of War scene from the Belle

Masque presentation of (i. B. Shaw's Saint Joan in the Field

House, Nov. 13-17. Claire Sigerson is in the foreground of the
photo, while those in back, from left to right, are Mike Klesius,

Ed McCarthey, Norm Peer and Jack Kelly.

Belle Masque's
St. Joan Opens

(Continued from Page 1)

critical approach.
Belle Masque director, Mr.

Richard Duprey, hopes to initi-

ate the critique as a part of all

future Belle Masque productions.

Critics have said that this play
is possibly Shaw's greatest work-
Joan is one of the few characters
for whom Shaw had any true
respect.

In this production, the epi-

logue that Shaw wrote attemp-
ting to prove Joan a Protestant,
has been dropped in order to
present the more important and
dramatic body of the play in its

entirety.

Relations of the Diocese of Penn
sylvania, and Christ Church in

_
at the Academy of Music.

Philadelphia. •

-^

'

The theme of the celebration,

which is "What Can the Church
and Churchmen Do to Further
Freedom?" will be developed at

the Festival Service, at a series

of five panel discussions on im-
portant phases of freedom, to be
held in the Christ Church Neigh-
borhood House and through an
elaborate Freedom Exhibit re-

viewing the dearly-won freedoms
we enjoy, not as a completed
achievement but as a continuing

challenge to all citizens.

Dr. H. B. Sturdlvant, chair-

man of the Biology depart-

ment at Western Maryland Col-

lege, visited Villanova's cam-
pus Monday, Oct. 21, with in-

formation concerning the pos-

sibility of founding a chapter
of the national biology society

here. The national organiza-

tion functions under the name
of BETA BETA BETA.

Express Sympathy

The administration, the fac-

ulty, the student body and the

staff of the VILLANOVAN
wish to express their sympathy
to Mr. Mareo Way, Assistant
Professor In the Biology depart-
ment, at the recent death of his

father, Mr. William Way.

Rev. ' Robert Russell, O.S.A.,

has been appointed chairman of
the Philosophy department, suc-

ceeding the late Rev. Edward
Dwyer, O.S.A.

Father Russell, who has been
in residence at St. Mary's Hall

as Professor of Philosophy for

some time, received his Ph.D.

from the Gregorian University

in Rome in 1938, and then did

graduate study at Luval Uni-

versity, Quebec, and the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania.

The subject of his thesis was
"Natural Law in the Philosophy

of Thomas Hobbes."

In addition to his academic

duties, he is an editor and con-

tributor to a project, "Fathers of

the Church," a work consisting,

at present, of 35 vol-
umes, and is Secretary for the

Catholic Committee for Intellec-

tual and Cultural Affairs.

BEAT
MIAMI

Marine Society Announces
Final Dinner Dance Plans

Mim

TOWN andCOUNTRY
RESTAURANT
Suburban Squore

Ardmore

OPEN FOR LUNCH.
COCKTAILS AND
DINNER DAILY

DANCING FRIDAY
and

SATURDAY AFTER
9:00 p. m.

Ml 2-2211

Social Chairman George Riehe
has announced completion of the
arrangements for the Nov. 9
dinner dance of the Sem-
per Fidelis Society celebrating
the one-hundred eighty-second
birthday of the founding of the
Marine Corps by an act of the
Continental Congress, Nov. lOlh,
1775.

Villanova's Semper Fidelis So-
ciety will be host to all the
college Marines of the Philadel-
phia area on this evening. Chair-
men George Wimberg and Bill
Ganz have invited students en-
rolled in Marine officer programs
at Penn., Drexel, West Chester,
Temple, La Salle, and St. Jos-
eph's; thus making it possible
for P.L.C.'s and N.R.O.T.C. op-
tion students to renew friend-
ships made during summer train-
ing.

Rieho said that Lt. Col. Ar-
thur A. Poindexler, U.S.M.C,
Deputy Director of the Fourth
Marine Reserve and Recruitment
District, will be the guest speak-
er for the celebration.

The Society will hear the
music of Tommy Scott and his
Tartans.

Scott and his group are not
well known on campus but their
music is similar to that of Char-
lie Gresch and his orchestra
which already enjoys wide pop-
ularity. Gresch played at the

SEA to near
Halsey Speak
Next Month
The Student Education Asso-

ciation of Villanova University
will hold its second monthly
meeting on Tuesday, Nov. 5.

Featured will be Mr. Howard
Halsey, president of the South-
e as tern Convention District,
Pennsylvania State Education
Association, who will speak on:
"The Work Of the Local Branch
and the Convention District in
the P.S.E.A."

Richard Dressier, president of
the Villanova chapter an-
nounced that Charles Marzen, a
senior, has been named as chair-
man of the nominating commit-
tee.

William McFadden has been
named social chairman for this
semester.

The room for the meeting will
be announced on the various bul-
letin boards throughout the cam-
pus.

Junior Class dinner dance
last spring.

One of the highlights of the
evening will be the traditional
cake-cutting ceremony, replete
with military pomp. The cake
cut with a saber is first offered
to the guest of honor, or to the
oldest and youngest Marines
present.

The site of the festivities will
be Kostic's Restaurant at 69th
Street and Marshall Road.

Riehle said the dinner dance is

open to not only members of the
Semper Fidelis Society, but also
to interested students and Ma-
rine veterans. Reservations for
the affair must be made before
Wednesday, Nov. 6th.

Tickets may be procured in
Barry Hall, or from any of the
officers of the society. Jack
Goodyear, Archie Whyte, John
Neal, Jim Crowley, or George
Wimberg at eight dollars per
couple. Attire for the event will
be informal, but those possess-
ing dress uniforms are requested
to wear them, Goodyear said.

Night School SC
Names Chairmen
The Evening Divisions Student

Council reconvened for the new
semester last week and the ma-
jor order of business was the
organization of committees and
the ^naming of their chairmen.

The Executive Committee, un-
der the direction of Joseph Grey-
son, consists of Mary Ann Din-
ella, William Gross, J. Allen
Huntsman, Robert Morrison,
William O'Shea and JoAnn
Smith.

Dorothy Boyle heads the
Christmas Party Committee. She
will be assisted by Mary Lou
Delaney, Florence DeLess, Mary
Ann Dinelli, William O'Shea,
Anne G. Smith. JoAnn Smith
and Toni Tuccori.

Publicity Committee Chairman
Rosemary Boyle will have Jane
Connelly, Harriet Houlihan, Jo-
Ann Smith and Toni Tuccori.
The Spring Dance Committee,

under the direction of Jane Con-
nelly, is composed of Rosemary
Boyle, Harriet Houlihan, J. Al-
len Huntsman, Rita Ann lanno-
cone, James B. Lawler, Robert
Morrison, William O'Shea and
Harold Staats.

NewVillanova Alumni Qubs
Open in California, Delaware
—

' I .
.
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Dean Powers
Attends A-V
Convention
Dr. Eugene Powers, Dean of

the Evening Division, took part
in the conf;erence held last
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
by the Audio-Visual Instruction
Directors of the Pennsylvania
Audio-Visual Association for
Teacher Education in York, Pa.

Dr. Powers, President of the

Audio-Visual Association, served

as chairman of the committee
which evaluated conference find-

ings on Saturday.

The conference opened with a
tour of Gettysburg Battlefield,

20 miles from York, then
moved to that city for discussion

meeting's and visits to the public

school system and the adult
education system.

f

Villanova Alumni Clubs are
steadily becoming more active
and popular as new clubs have
been formed in California and
Wilmington, Del.

The Lawrence, Mass.
Alumni Club held a dinner-dance
at the Andover Country Club af-
ter the Boston College football
game and this affair featured a
buffet supper that was attended
by 200 persens including Rev.
Vincent McQuade, O.S.A. , Presi-
dent of Merrimac College and
Mr. George Pequinot, Alumni Di-
rector of Villanova.

The Detroit Club will hold a
dinner-dance at the Grosse-Point
Yacht Club after the Detroit
game.

The Chicago Alumni Club held
a reception for recent Villanova
graduates at the LaSalle Hotel
in Chicago on Oct. 24, 1957.

Villanovans in the Miami,
Florida area will gather for a
cocktail party Friday night be-
fore the football game Nov. 1.

READ
THE VILLANOVAN
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EngineersI . . . looking for a job

*at lets you Wu^ UcJ^ ?
TF you're a "take charge guy" ... the kind of man who can workX with a team but one who can "run with the ball", too, then the
Pennsylvania electrical utilities are looking for you.
Right now, one of the greatest challenges in industry is to be

found in the electric utility field. It is the electric industry upon
which the future expansion and prosperity of our country depends
... It IS the electric industry which has more than doubled its ca-
pacity in the past ten years, and will double again in the next ten.

If you are looking for a job offering a pioneering challenge with
a dynamic future ... a job that's limited only by your own capa-
bilities, then talk to your placement counselor or to the personnel
director of one of Pennsylvania's electric power companies; or
write to Pennsylvania Electric Association, State Street Build-
ing, Harrisburg, Pa., telling them where you would like to live
and work!

i

m

Ml

^m^L >*«"nsylvania Electric Association
INKKNDENT COMPANffiS PROVIOMG POWER FOR KNNSYIVANM'S PROGRESS

. L.,J^Mll
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Swim Season Outlook Good
As Many Veterans Return

Heading the large number of

returning swimmers are sen-

iors Lou Schoener, who captain-

ed last year's highly successful

team and is expected to carry

the brunt of the Cats strength

in the distance events, the 220

and 440, and Lou Pinto, who is

one of two returning butter-fly-

ers and is a consistent placer

;in competition.

Juniors make up the mass of

this year's team including two

transfer students, Joe Mason,

from Pitt, who showed astound-

'"•.*

Intramurals Add

Hexathon Contest

1 To Fall Schedule

Ed Geisz, Director of the In-

tramural Council, announced the

inception of a ten event "hexa-

thon", for the participation of

all undergraduates, exclusive of

varsity athletes, to determine

the most outstanding intra-

.; mural athlete at Villanova.

The hexathon, similar in the-

ory to the Olympic decathlon, is

to be held some time in Novem-
ber, and will extend from Mon-
day through Thursday of the

week specified by the Depart-

ment. The entire program will

be administered on a point sys-

tem, and every event will be pre-

rated to adjust differences in

the competitors' respective abil-

ities. ;/.'.':.'••'/:.;:':.,

'

' Rifle Competition Included
The initial competition, Geisz

declared, is to be a timed iftile

run, consisting of four laps

C around the track in Goodreau
Stadium. Succeeding events in-

clude a 200 yard freestyle swim,
a riflery contest, rope climbing,

basketball foul shooting, and
punting for distance. A baseball

and football throw for distance,

a "chinning" competition, and a
broad jump contest will also be

. included. •

''.'•'•
•

;:';.,?'','• .;,?';'

All events will proceed on
schedule rain or shine.

Geisz also stated that Novem-
ber would see the beginning of

the chess, checkers and bridge

tournaments to be staged in

Dougherty Hall. All undergrads
may secure chess equipment
from any of the Dougherty Hall

guards and begin practicing for

the tournament later in the

month. This program, Geisz said,

is designed to be a winter-long

affair and should provide much
indoor activity for all students.

ing foi*fi In tiie sprints, the 50

and 100; along with Wyn Wil-

son, who attended Lehigh ai>d

was one of that school's top men.

Bob Pinto, a boy who sur-

prised everyone last year with

his consistent improvement, is

expected to give Mason hia stiff-

est competition. Ken MacGilli-

vray, John Rumbarger, Nelson

Baker and Joe Lynch also show-

ed a great deal of improvement

in their freestyle specialties.

Jim Gregory and John Flynn

have the orthodox breaststroke

tied down between them. Greg-

ory just missed a berth on the

Philadelphia Area A.A.U. team

which competed in the National

A.A.U. Championships last
spring and he is generally re-

garded as one of the top ortho-

dox men in the east; while

Flynh, a New York City boy, has

shown in the past that he has

the raw materials to develop into

an excellent othodox man.

Larry Palacio, a former but-

terfly ace from St. Joe's Prep

of Philadelphia, will probably

compete in the 200 Butterfly,

and the 400 Medley Relay, in

which he starred last year.

Jerry Cechony, junior engi-

neer, is the only returning back-

stroker on the team and will

take over for Don Couig, who
departed last year from the Vil-

lanova campus.

Another departed who will

definitely be missed is Dennis

Rinkacs, a fifth year naval stu-

dent unable to compete this

year due to the NCAA ruling

concerning five year students,

who was one of the top sprinters

on the early. V.U. teams.

Frank Keefe, of East Haven,

Connecticut and Gene Hewitt,

from nearby Ardmore, impressed

coaches Geisz and Lumsden in

the backstroke.

Two sophomore freestylers

who have made the jump from
freshmen to varsity competition

are Bruce McCreedy from Long
Island, N.Y.. who excels in the

220 and 440; and Bill Lyons, a

sprinter from Bellmawr, N.J.

Diving berths on the squad

are being contested among four

men, senior Mike Raflferty, jun-

ior Jim Corey and junior Bill

Gilhool, who have a slight edge

over Steve Carton, a sophomore

up from last year's powerful

freshmen array.

Practice started Monday for

the 1957-58 season which sees

the swimming team facing

Army, West Chester and Prince-

ton before Christmas.

Villanova Loses Fourth; Hoosiers

Upset Floundering Xats, 14-7

Action like this is evident in the weekly intramural touch

football contests that are played on Mendal and Austin Fields.

Hundreds of Villanova undergraduates participate In the fierce-

ly contested leagues.

Hurricane Under The Guise
Of Miami U. Faces Gridders

A pair of sophomore hopefuls prepare to dive into the Villa-

nova swimming pool during a practice session earlier this week.
Practice began Monday for the 1957-58 season.

Flu Slows Action

In Football Loops

During Past Week

That old bug from out Asia

way caused havoc in the intra-

mural football leagues last week.

The Mendel Football League

has entered the second half of

its season and it seems that the

flu will have an outstanding

effect on the seasons final

standings.

Only two games were actually

played this week and as exciting

as they were, they can not over-

shadow the fact that six teams

won their games by forfeit.

The most important forfeit

was the Clowns bowing out of

their scheduled game with Tri-

podi. This was the Clowns sec-

ond defeat and it paved the way
for the Mendel Maulers to in-

crease the strength of their

grasp on first place.

They are undefeated and were

the only team to defeat the

Clowns before Tripodi sat back

and chalked up a victory.

"^ Well Played Game
In one of the games played,

Bravo Company just edged
Charlie Company by a score of

8-6. This game was exceptionally

well played.

The score was tied 6-6 after

each team had scored and missed

the point after touchdown. It

was a heartbreaking moment
for Charlie Compay when their

quarterback was caught in their

own. end zone trying to throw
a long pass. It was a safety, two
points and a victory for the

hard hitting Bravo Company
team.

The other game between Joe's

Jets and Charlie Company ended
with no touchdowns being scor-

ed. Charlie Company lost another

tough - one however when they

were one shy of first downs, 4-3.

Juggled Standings

The games which were for-

feited juggled the standings

somewhat. The following results

(Continued on Page 7)
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Lull the Hurricane! That'll

be the cry of Coach Frank Rea-
gan's charges this coming week-
end as they journey to the Or-

ange Bowl to play the Golden
Hurricane of Miami University.

Although the Miami Hurricane
has been beaten twice this year,

the squad of Coach Andy Gust-

afson still must be considered

a powerhouse.
Thirteen Returnees

Thirteen of 30 lettermen have
returned from a team that was
rated sixth nationally last year.

However, gone from last year is

Miami's Ail-American fullback

Don Bosseler.

Last season Miami ranked
number one in the country in

total defense, but Coach Gust-
afson wants this year's team to

better last year's 300 yards per
game that they piled up offens-

ively against their opponents. In

doing this he is building a power-
ful offensive line, centered

around AU-American candidate

Vester Newcomb and a well-

rounded backfield, led by team
captain John Varone.
The main problem for Miami

this year is their lack of exper-
ienced personnel in the line, es-

pecially at the end slot. The top

ends this year are letterman Phil

Geatz, juniors Doug Hilder-

brant and Bill Poole, and prom-
ising sophomores Walt Corey
and Jon Mirolovich. Mirolovich

was All City, All Conference, All

State, and AH American at Arch-
bishop Curley High School in Mi-

ami. Tackles Strong

The tackle positions are better

off than the flanks as lettermen

Gary Greaves and Charles Dia-

mond return. Both of these men
are juniors and have already

drawn the attention of pro

scouts through their outstanding

line play. John Burdsall and

ling team, are alternating with

Frank Nodoline, are alternating

with two great prospects up

from last season's veterans.

This year's Miami team has

only four seniors and the coach-

es are depending heavily on the

27 sophomores and 18 juniors to

bring their squad to national ac-

claim once again.

By FRANK FLEMING

Perhaps Indiana is the door-

mat of the Big Ten football-wise,

but they still are a Big Ten team.

This was one fact Villanova Uni-

versity gridmen learned, much
to, their chargin, Jast Saturday

as they fell prey to the pre-

viously winless Hoosiers, 14-7.

In the scoring vein, the game
was an exact duplicate of the

Wildcats' trip to Bloomington

two years ago when a poorer

Villanova team lost to a better

Indiana team by the same score.

Opening TD
The Wildcats of Frank Reagan

seemed to take complete charge

of proceedings in the opening

minutes of Saturday's contest,

when they drove 66 yards for a

touchdown the second time they

got the ball.

High point of this early touch-

down drive was a 47 yard pass

play from Jim Grazione to Gene

O'Pella. The 6-5, 230 pound end

carried the ball for 21 yards

after catching the pass, warding

off would-be tacklers with the

finesse of an Ail-American back.

Jack Devereaux moved the

ball from the five yard line to

score the Cats only touchdown,

while Rick Sapenza kicked the

point after touchdown.

On the next series of downs

Indiana drove to the Villanova

three where the chargers of

Frank Reagan held them and

took possession of the ball. Two
plays later Davey Parr's fumble

gave the Hoosiers four plays to

move the ball four yards for a

touchdown.
Perhaps this was the break

which changed the spirit of the

winless eleven, for the Hoosiers

suddenly came to life. The same

players who earlier in the week

were ready to quit their football

team, were inspired to un-

known heights by this small

stroke of luck. Norm Makin went

the distance for the Hoosiers on

the next play.

Won In Third Period

In the third period Indiana

moved the ball 30 yards— de-

spite two 15 yard penalties—to

score the tie-breaking and win-

ning touchdown. Faced with a

third and 23 situation, Indiana's

brilliant quarterback. Tommy
McDonald, completed a pass

which gave the Big Ten team a

first down on the Villanova

seven.

Ken Hubbart scored for the

Hoosiers on a one yard plunge on

fourth down. Quarterback Mc-

Donald made his second extra

point kick of the day, and the

score read 14-7.

Early in the first period two

Wildcats touched a Indiana fum-

ble before a Hoosier recovered it

in his own end zone for a harm-
less touchback. Had one of them
recovered it, it would have in all

likelihood resulted in a Villa-

nova touchdown.

Almost—Not Enough

Villanova 's other scoring op-

portunity came at the end of an
84 yard drive as the clock ran

out. In a desperation attack in

the closing minutes of the game
Davey Parr moved the ball 30

yards and was on the receiving

end of Billy Magee's ten yard
pass as he sparked the Cats
final attack of the game. This

drive was ended as Devereaux
went 23 yards before being stop-

ped on the one on the last play

of the game..

Steady Ed Michaels Gives
\ ^"^"""'"^l^^tf

'''^^

Villanova Line Efficiency
By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT

|

Villanova's grid fortunes have
not been very happy of late. The '

early-season hopes have floun-

dered on a sea of injuries, flu

cases and disapiwintments.
While at the start of the year
the Wildcats lost a game to a
highly-rated team, Baylor, th?y
now are falling victims to such
nonenities as Virginia Tech and
Indiana.

Amidst the heart-breaking set-

backs, there has been a lineman
who continues to perform as he
did at the beginning of the year.
Alike in victory and defeat, he
has maintained the same level of
efficiency at his guard position.

Always That Way

That's the way it has always
been with Eddie Michaels, Jr.

The calibre of his play surprises
neither his coaches nor his fans.

His steadiness has probably
cost him headlines on many oc-
casions. Fans and sportswriters
alike are more impressed by a
sensational single play than they
are by continual steady work.
The workman-like job which

Ed does and that which a num-
ber of other Wildcat linemen do,
are only worthj' of note because
of the repetition on play after
play, game after game. In Ed's
case it can be added, season after
season.

The depenability of Michaels*
performances on the field . is

matched by the tenor of his per-
sonality off it. For a former
scholastic All-American tackle,
he shows a surprising lack of
appreciation for his own talents.

ICHAEIS

have been recorded in the Intra-

mural Office even though no
game was actually played. Joes
Jets over the Bno Aires, the
Jungle Bunnies over A Company,
Jizz over the Losers, the Play-
boys over Cummings Plebes, the
Screwdrivers over the Austin
Devil Dogs and as mentioned

before, Tripodi over the Clowns.
With the influenza just about

over, the league is expected to
get started full-force again and
all the teams are out to win
the championship which the
Mendel Maulers have not yet
sown away.

Scholar Too

Ed refreshingly mixes his
football with his preparation for
a career. He is in the school of
Arts and Science and will grad-
uate A.B. Future plans lean
toward law.

Ed's dad is coach of the fresh-
men and was the varsity line

coach when his son was a sopho-
more. Has this ever led to any
strained feelings between Ed and
his teammates?

"Never!" is the unanimous
answer of everyone concerned.
Michaels, Sr. insists that Ed was

never treated any differently

from any other member of the

team. From the first time that

Ed reported to varsity practice

in his soph year, he had to earn
hi^ promotions.

Coach Reagan asserts that the
situation could have been very
troublesome under most circum-
stances, but Ed is "too solid a
boy to let pettiness intrude. I

wish I had 40 more like him.
It would be a pleasure to coach
such' a group."

Of course, when Ed's father
is mentioned, there are the usual

comparisons made. The Old
Man is a Villanova institution.

It's About Dad . . .

In 1935 he became the first

All-American football player in

the history of the Main Line
school. Before and after the war,
he was playing or coaching in

professional football right up

until 1951. In the NFL, he saw
service with the Chicago Bears,

the Washington Redskins and
the Philadelphia Eagles. He also

spent two years with Ottawa in

the Canadian League.

Except for one year Michaels,

Sr., has coached at Villanova

continuously since 1951.

But as soon as you meet and
talk to the two Michaels, you
realize that the father has
chosen his professions and the

son will choose his. There is no
doubt but that the choice will

be different.

Ed Michaels, Jr. will never be
known as a great football player.

But give a team a squad of

players such as he and it can't

help but win.

Any organization so composed,
even outside the realm of sports,

will be a successful one.

V No bind, no sag,

no wonder they're

'SO popular!

Arrow shorts give you comfort

in any position. The new

contour seat provides total

freedom of action, prevents

sagging and binding. Choose

' the boxer type with all-a»-ound

elastic, or the snap front model

with elastic at sides. Solid

colors, stripes, miniature plaids,

checks and novelty designs.

$1.50. Arrow Tee Shirt, with

special non-sag neckband, $1 .25.

Clucttf Pcabody (^ Conifany^ Inc,

ARROW
first in fashion

SHUTS • TIES
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{By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "^nd,

'^Barefoot Boy with Cheek:*)

SCIENCE MADE SIMPLE: No. 1

Though this column is intended to be a source of inno-

cent merriment for all sexes and not to concern itself with

weighty matters, I have asked my Sponsors, the makers

of Marlboro, whether I might not, from time to time,

use this space for a short lesson in science. "Makers," I

said to them, "might I not, from time to time, use this

space for a short lesson in science?"

They agreed with many a kindly smile, the makers of

Marlboro, for they are the most agreeable of men. Their

benevolence is due in no small measure to the cigarettes

they smoke, for Marlboro is a cigarette to soothe the most
savage of breasts. I refer not only to the flavor which, afj

everyone knows, is a delight to the palate, but also t6

the Marlboro container. Here is no fiendishly contrived

device to fray the fingernails and rasp the nerves; her^,

instead, is a flip-top box that opens like a charm, and
inside you find a handy red tap)e to lift out the cigarette

with ease and dispatch. Add to all this the best filter ever

made, and you can see that you get a lot to like.

Let us begin our series of science lessons with chemis-

try. It is fitting that chemistry should be the first, for it

is the oldest of sciences, having been discovered by Ben-
jamin Franklin in 468 B.C. when an apple fell on his head

while he was shooting the breeze with Pythagoras one

day outside the Acropolis. (The reason they were outside

the Acropolis and not inside was that Pythagoras had been
thrown out for drawing right triangles all over the walls.)

^.
"^'^ur^min 'mi-i\my(,.iiie.btee2e. m-fitm'^^^--
They had several meetings outside the Acropolis, but

> finally Franklin said, "Look, Pythagoras, this is nothing

against you, see, but I'm no youngster anymore and if

1 keep laying around on this wet grass with you, I'm

liable to get the breakbone fever. I'm going inside."

Pythagoras, friendless now, moped around Athens for

awhile, then drifted off to Monaco where he married a

girl named Harriet Sigafoos and went into the chuck-a-

luck business. (He would certainly be forgotten today had
not Shakespeare written "You Know Me, Al.")

'

But I digress. We were beginning a discussion of chemis-

try, and the best way to begin is with fundamentals.

Chemicals are divided into elements. There are four: air,

earth, fire, and water. Any number of delightful combina-

tions can be made from these elements, such as firewater,

dacron, and chef's salad.

Chemicals can be further divided into the classes of

explosive and non-explosive. A wise chemist always
touches a match to his chemicals before he begins an

experiment.

A variety of vessels of different sizes and shapes are

used in a chemistry lab. There are tubes, vials, beakere,

flasks, pipettes, and retorts. A retort is also a snappy come-
back, such as "Oh, yeah?" and "So's your Uncle Oscar."

I have now told you the most important aspects of

chemistry, but there are many more— far too many to

cover in the space remaining here. However, I am sure

there is a fine chemistry lab on your very own campus.
Why don't you go up some afternoon and poke around?

Make a fun day out of it. Bring ukeleles. Wear humorous
hats. Toast frankfiui^ns on the Bunsen burners. Be gay.

Be merry. Be loose . ^ . For chemistry is your friend

!

® Mm ShulmMi, 1M7

7/i# maker§ of Marlboro, who brirtg you thU column regu'
Utrly, are tobacconUtt, rtot 9elmr»tM§, But. here'B an equa-
tion we do know: Marlboro plue you equate plemeure.

•f:

Wtt±'^ ir.:.' tti^er, ,

^
'.
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Student Council Views
By PAT NICHOLSON

"What's wrong with the Student Council?" This is the type

of question heard all too frequently by members of the Student

Council. It was the opinion of the committee our present system

created too many problems. The size of the council made full

discussion of important proposals practically impossible. The

council spent too much time on relatively small proposals and

small points which were ultimately approved or disapproved by

practically a unanimous vote. This type of discussion often tend-

ed to create a lackadaisical attitude among many of the repre-

sehtitives.

Often very little thought was given to motions prior to meet-

ings and as the rcpresentitlves did not know what new business

I was to be discussed, no preparation was made In this field thus

long meetings often resulted in very little being accomplished.

For this reason the committee has recommended some definite

changes in our operational system. An intense investigation,

highlighted by many personal conferences during the summer at

the 10th annual Convention of the National Student Associations,

helped the committee to decide upon its recomni^n<ted:changes.

.

/^ The proposed bi-cameral system would be composeoYf the

Student Congress, whose membership would p4 similiar to our

present Student Council, and the Student Senate, which woi|ld be

composed of fifteen elected members. The Student Congress

would be the final governing body of the Student Council, m^ain-

• taining at all times the ultimate authority. All activities of any

organization recognized by the Dean of Student Activities and

proposals pertaining thereto will be subject to the approval of

the Student Congress. All recommendations to the Student-Ad-

ministration Committee and/or the Student-Faculty Committee

must be approved by the Student Congress. Consequently the

final decisions of all major proposals will be made by the Stu-

; dent Congress.
^ ^ * *:

The Student Senate will perform four Important functions.

It will consider all major proposals and then send each proposal

on to the congress with a recommendation based on the known

facts. In the case of minor proposals (those not under the direct

jurisdiction of the Congress) the senate would be empowered to

take immediate action if in unanimous agreement on the motion.

This would primarily deal with small problems as for exam-

pie some of the suggestions concerning Dougerty Hall. The two

most important functions of the Student Senate would be its

right to make final decisions concerning Student Council funds

and to take disciplinary action against any organization which

violates the constitution, the by-laws, or any university approved

rulings of the Student Council. The size of the Senate makes it

far better suited to carry out these functions as the large size of

congress would make the efficient handling of these matters im-

possible. However, in both of the latter functions aH student

recommendations would come from a standing committee of the

Student Congress.

Arts Majors
Fail to Sign

For Interview
The Villanova Placement Office

has announced that at present,

relatively few Liberal Arts ma-

jors have registered for recruit-

ment in the spring.

A number of firms have ex-

pressed a desire to interview

these Arts majors for manager-

ial training programs and for

non-technical sales.

Mr. George Harris, of the De-

partment of Education, is also

interested in having senior Edu-

cation majors register with the

Placement Office so that a com-

plete list of seniors will be avail-

able to principals interested in

employing teachers.

890 Register

Currently, over 390 seniors

have registered. Registrations

will remain open until Nov. 8

and a senior cannot receive an

interview unless he has previous-

ly registered.

In order to enable seniors to

fill in their summaries properly

for recruitment, the following

range of salaries is indicated, to-

gether with the median and rep-

resents the actual offers made
to last year's graduates.

Salaries Listed

The salaries for the engi-

neers ranges from $380.00 to

$560.00 per month, with a med-

ian of $452.00. For the Com-
merce and Finance majors, the

range was $300.00 to $480.00 per

month, with a median of $380.00.

The returns from Arts majors

were too scattered to furnish in-

formation for a range of salaries,

but in general, they would be

about the same as Commerce

{and Finance majors.

I, > HtitTnia IMOtMtlt. c».'l>ant IH> 1»l (•M'CaU <

OfTwo Minds
On the one hand, you have Thirsty G. Smith.

Good taste to him means zest and zip in a

beverage, sparkle and lift and all like that . . •

On the other hand, T. Gourmet Smythe

perceives good taste as the right, fit and proper

refreshment for a Discriminating Coterie.

So? . . . Have it both ways! Coca-Cola

... so good hi taste, hi such good taste.

Et vous?

*

6(^'^^/a

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Botried und«r authority of Th» Coca-Cola Company by

Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

EEEK / THERE'S A THING ONi

THAT SHIP WITH 26 ARMS,

AND ITDOESNY like me/

""who's

WAITING TO

.COUNT ARMS ./^

^ FIIJU.l.lLl m i l 1 11 I I 1

1

y»fTWT»wm m '

j^ Iltm J 1 I'lT
^

TOANK5-WINST0N
TASTES good!

LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD/

!"?TWi^;i!!??!I7PWv?I'?W!5^|^

WINSTON- AMERICA'S

BEST-SELLING. BEST-TASTING

FILTER '

cigarette/

"^OCTOPUS BY COURTESY OF THE MUSEUM OF UNNATURAL HISTORV

R. J. BEYNOLOS TOBACCO CO..

WINSTON-SALEM. N.C.

Belle Masquers *St. Joan^to Open This Evening
Sigerson, Peer Star in Shawns Classic Drama
"No eggs! No eg^s! Thousand thund-

ers, man, what do you mean by no
eggs!"

These are the opening lines, spoken
by the somewhat-flustered Captain Rob-
ert de Baudricourt, in tonight's Belle

Masque initial prduoction of George
Bernard Shaw's 'Saint Joan.' The play,

commonly considered by most critics to

be Shaw's finest, begins at 8:30 p.m. in

the field house and will be presented to-

night and for the next four evenings,

under the direction of Richard Duprey.

Actor Bill Freind , portrays
Captain Robert de Baudricourt in the

presentation. Stage managers for the

show are Elaine Coke and Eileen

Grayson. Eileen appears in theiShow
in a minor role as well.

By BILL

Claire Sigerson, senior at Rosemont
College who was seen as Mrs. Antrobus
last year in Oscar Wilde's "The Skin of

Our Teeth," is appearing in the lead
role of the courageous, but betrayed,

peasant girl. Elaine Cake, who comes
from Philadelphia and is a secretary at

the University of Pennsylvania, is the
understudy to Joan.

Dressier Portrays Bishop
In the second major role appears

Norm Peer as the superdlious and
weak-willed Dauphin, who abandons
Joan in her hours of tribulations. Peer
hails from Orange, New Jersey, and is

a senior liistory major. Richard Dres-
sier, senior Education major, portrays
the third major character in the play.

ICKES

the Bishop of Beauvais, Joan's arch
enemy.

Long-Winded Inquisitor

Another of the leading players is

Clem Birch, senior Political Science

major from Haverford, who appears as

the Inquisitor. The Inquisitor enters

fairly late in the play, but is an import-

ant figure in the trial scene. The In-

quisitor has probably the longest single

speech in the entire history of English
Drama. It encompasses some one-hund-
red lines and. takes about eight to ten
minutes to act out and to recite.

Mike Klesius, senior Social Science
major from Alexandria, Va., plays Du-
nois and John Sigerson, a sophomore
Commerce ^nd Finance student, plays

La Tremouille. Both are soldier-com-

panions to Joan. Warrick, an English-
man who is against the church officials

and also against Joan, is portrayed by
Ronald Anderson.

In the play 'Saint Joan/ Shaw tries to
justify Joan's appearance as a Protes-
tant in the epilogue, but in this pro-
duction, the epilogue is dropped in

order to present the more important
and dramatic body of the play itself.

Another feature which will be unique
for the Belle Masue Society is the ar-

rangement of the stage into the theater-

in-the-round. The theater-in-the-round

style almost commands the members
of the audience to associate themselves
with a particular character merely by
understanding of the fflay.

mm
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SC Assents To Constitution Change;

Military Mass In Chapel Saturday

Two HousesNROTC Unit

To Inaugurate

NewTradition
This Saturday Villanova's

NROTC unit will make campus
history and initiate a new tradi-

tion when it is the focal point of

a Military Mass in the university

chapel at 11 a.m.

The military color will be com-
bined with the ceremonial splen-

dor of a solemn high mass. The
midshipman battalion, under the

command of midshipman Wil-

liam Scott, will march to the

chapel where it will be met on

the chapel steps by the celebrant

and • attendants who will bless

the colors. The United States,

papal, NROTC and Marine Corps
colors will be blessed.

Blessing of Colors
• The battalion will then follow

the celebrant into the church and
the colors displayed in the sanc-

tuary. At the beginning of the

canon of the Mass, an honor
guard drawn from the champion-

ship NROTC drill team will take

places across the front of the

church facing the altar and will

come to present arms at the el-

evation of the sacred host and
precious blood.

At the end of the Mass, the

national anthem followed by
"Holy God We Praise Thy
Name" will be sung before the

priest leaves the sanctuary.

The general intention of the

Mass is to invoke God's blessing

on the efforts of our midshipmen
as future naval officers.

The Very Rev. James A. Don-
nellon, university president, will

celebrate the Mass assisted by

the Rev. John J. Daly as deacon

and the Rev. Michael J. O'Don-

nell as sub-deacon, both former

navy chaplains.

Master of Ceremonies

Master of Ceremonies will be

WILLIAM SCOTT
Battalion Commander

the Rev. J. L. LaMonde, O.S.A.,

an instructor at Monsignor Bon-
ner High School and also a for-

mer navy chaplain. Midshipmen
members of the Sanctuary So-

ciety will perform the other min-
or offices of the Mass.
Harold G. Reuschlein, Dean of

the university law school, and
the Villanova Singers will pro-

vide the music for the mass.
The Rev. Ralph J. Handran,

O.S.A., Commander in United
States Naval Reserve, will

preach the sermon. Guests in

the Sanctuary will include the

Revs. J. Conte, V. Casey and J.

Heffeman, United States navy
chaplains in the Philadelphia

area.

Brealifast In Dougherty Hall

Following the mass and com-
munion there will be a break-

fast for the battallion in the day-
student cafeteria in Dougherty
Hall. Captain Donnelly will

speak at the breakfast on the

theme of moral leadership which
is the underlying theme of the

entire affair.

The student body, faculty, and
parishioners of Villanova are

cordially invited to the mass al-

though warned that space will

be limited.

Featured In

Innovations
Villanova's Student Council

has been divided into a bicarm-
eral legislature and will now "be

able to function more efficiently

and decisively for the betterment
of Villanova," according to its

president, Pat Nicholson.

The innovation came with the

partial adoption of the Council's

new constitution at last week's
meeting and will go into effect

as soon as a few minor points

of the constitution and its by-

laws are submitted and ap-

proved. The change should come
"before the Christpias vacation,"

according to Nicholson.

Council^s Senate, Congress
The new body to be set up

will consist of a Student Senate
and a Congress. The former is

to be selected from the members
of the Council and will include:

the four Student Council officers,

the three class presidents, four
seniors, two juniors and two so-

phomores, all of whom will have
equal power in senate decisions.

The senate will have the judi-

ciary power and the final deci-

sion in financial matters. The
Student Senate will send recr

ommendations to the Congress
on all important legislative mat-
ters. This will allow for greater
investigation and discussion on
all matters and permit more out-

of-meeting deliberation by the
Congress. The new method is

designed to speed the work of
the Council, as the senate can in-

vestigate and present the argu-
ments of all motions before they
come to a vote before the Cong-
ress.

The Student Congress will con-
sist of all the members of the
Council including those acting on

(Continued on Page 8)

The above scene, from George Bernard Shaw's "Saint
Joan" which is being presented by the Belle Masque Society

in the Villanova Field House tonight through Sunday, took
place at the area college drama festival at Immaculata College

last Sunday. Claire Sigerson, who portrays Joan, is held by
Jack Daly (left) and Owen Klein before a tribunal of Dick
Dressier and Clem Birch.

Cotilliqn Tickets
Sale Announced
For All Students
Tickets for the annual Sopho-

more Cotillion to be held at the
field house on Nov, 22 are now
on sale to the entire Villanova
student body, it was annimnced
by co-chairmen Paul Iffland and
Ray Rafterty.

The first week of sales . was
confined strictly to sophomores.

A member or the sophomore
class purchases one of the first

tickets from Soph Cotillion Tick-

et Op-Chairmen, Paul Iffland,

(center) and Ray Rafferty

(right).

The tickets will continue to

be sold until the number of tic-

kets is exhausted.

Music By Gresh
The Cotillion this year will

feature the society band of Char-

lie Gresh. The Gresh aggrega-

tion played at last year's Junior

Dinner Dance and was well re-

ceived by those in attendance.

"Persian Nighte" will be the

theme of the dance, and Co-

Chairmen Ron Dobies and John
Halas have announced that this

year's decorations will be among
the best that have been seen on
the Villanova campus.

Ticket Sales Good
Steve Mahle, president of the

sophomore class and John Mul-

cahy, chairman of the Cotillion

stated that ticket sales so far

have been good, but more sup-

port could be used. They es-

pecially urged that members of

the class of '60 support to the

fullest this first class function.

Dancing will commence at 9

p.m. and will end at 1 o'cloek. A
program expressing the theme
will be given as a remembrance.

k' 'y^-'j.. -_* - -"
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Radical Changes

Necessary Step
The recent action of the Student Council

adopting a bi-cameral system of legislature

seems at this time to be a step in the right di-

rection. Its worth cannot yet be determined;

only the test of use can show whether imitation

of the system practiced in colleges throughout

the country will prove beneficial to Villanova.

Individual circumstances must be considered

and in the final analysis the use of this system

will depend on the studente of Villanova them-

selves. Some change was obviously necessary.

The meetings of the Council during the past

two years have become more and more prolong-

ed, stretched out by the endless discussions of

trivial matters. At first inspection, the cause of

these wastes of time would appear to *)e ^t^f

physical bulk of that body. Villanova s Student

Council is proportionally one of the largest in

the country. If this is the case, the new con-

stitution should cure the situation. There is a

possibility, however, that the cause lies with the

body's members, not with its size. Bodies of

much larger bulk have been handled efficiently

through parliamentary procedure.

The problem of size will be corrected by the

new plan, if it is properly carried out. The

means of operation will be contained in the

forthcoming by-laws which are to be contained

the practical application of the princiule of

"government for the many by the few" contain-

ed in the constitution. The by-laws and the con-

stitution itself have been prepared ty a com-

mittee of the Council, headed by Don Kempf

and Bob Whelan. These men deserve consider-

able credit for the work they have done for the

betterment of the Council and Villanova. Their

work, and that of the Council is not over yet.

The coming laws are the most important part of

the system and deserve not only the considera-

tion of the Council, but of every student in the

school The decision to lesson some powers of

the council at large and to invest increased

power in a smaller body has already been made.

The by-laws will determine the practical work-

ings of the Council. Every student should take

part in this decision, for it will effect them

through their representatives. The present con-

Sfon states 'that all students of Villanova

are members of the Student Council, that this is

an opportunity for these members to assert

their power, and to approve or disapprove this

final action of the Council as it now exists. Take

this chance to teke part in the future of Vil-

lanova.

i LETTERS TO EDITOR
The editors of the VILLANOVAN

welcome letters to the paper. They may
be on any subject pertinent to school

affairs. Opinions of feature material

and columns in the paper are welcomed

as are criticiams of the rest of Uie !

;

paper. ,

Letters should be addressed to the

VILLANOVAN, Villanova Pa., and

they must be signed. Names will be

withheld upon request of the writer.

Robert E. Mulcohy Editor-in-Chief

Joseph A. Kinney, Jr Atfoelofe Editor

Lowrence M. O'Rourke, Jr. Monoging Editor

Francis X. Delony
,

John D. Kennedy . .Iv. . Feoture Editors

Edmund Korrer

Joseph J. Wheeler . . . m^. « • • News Editors

Francis C. Flemiiig. Jr.

John Certiii ^». Sports Editors

John H. Fixt Jr.

Kenneth A. Miller Copy Editors

Alon Stoughton .;.... . . Photography Editor

John R. Mulcohy Morgue Editor

Michoel Moncuso Exchange Editor

John F. Gorrity CireuioHon Manager

Foul Terruso Business Monogcr

Rev. Louis A. Rongione, O.S.A.
Faculty Moderotor
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I DIDN'T WANT TO GO
TO CLASS TODAY. ANYWAY!

SENATOR ANSWERS
The following letter was sent recently from Senator John

Kennedy of Massachusetts to Mr. Eugene Ruane, Public Re-

lations Director for Villanova, in expression of gratitude for

the "Notable Catholics in Public Life" article which appeared

in the Sept. 25 edition of the VILLANOVAN.

Dear Mr. Ruane:
The article in the Villanovan entitled "Notable Catholics in

Public Life" and your accompanying letter have been brought

to my attention.

This is just a line to tell all of you at Villanova how much

I appreciatethe thoughtfulness that prompted your campus

publication to devote an article to my career and I sincerely

hope that I will continue to merit your confidence and ap-

proval.

Again, my sincere thanks and with kind regards, I am
Sincerely yours,

John F. Kennedy

PUB licly Speaking . .

.

'0y MIKB KLESIUS'

The quarter is over and it is

time for reflection. A emitter

look at your nasty self. The

actual hobnobbing is over as the

social light dims somewhat until

the spring. However, there is no,

reason to run around looking

for a big fat state of apathy. In

the past the cold weather of

winter has been a dampener for

organized social affairs.! certain-

ly don't intend to establish stan-

ards around this main line edu-

cation factory—be brave and

forge ahead—the annual Soph

Cotillion appears to be and they

have picked a good weekend be-

cause I really believe the Senior

football club members have a

victory left in them. Not sure,

but there is some talk of a win.

Let's reverse the calander

—

two weekends with great games

(two wins) and plenty of excite-

ment. The Boston trip, and of

course great picnics. This next

quarter will be long in days but

short in "seeming" time. So

broken up and then mid-year

exams. Even the Court will find

this winter a bit chilly. Offical

weather reports abnormal
amounts of snow and cold weath-

er.

Sheehan Halls' room floors

will be nice and warm, that is

if you get up and rub'em down
with a wool cloth. There ought

to be some nice draughts be-

tween Sullivan and Sheehan

Halls— down the airstrip and

wham into the new C and F
building. And of course the age

old spot—cla^ in a soking wet

seveat suit standing on the left

comer of the campus chapel in

a stiff twenty-five mile an hour,

ten degree wind.

Oh yes—winter is a blessed

season in Villanova, Penna.

Those snow covered walls in the

picture boys are nothing more

than a five inch layer of slush.

How about the colds that grab

hold about January 10th and are

still around on March 15th. We
all revel with the short hitch

back to school from downtown.

Ears, nose and general face

area v»^th those devastated

cracks and big, ugly red spots.

Writing off on this tangent

moves me to thought of the

standard, Villanovan slipping

and slidding around campus on

the ice. That point when the feet

assume, a split second higher

position than the head.

Usually this situation exhibits

and creates unusual circum-

stances and brings the publics

eye upon you. Avoid, if possible

condition but by all means laugh

at anyone it the condition. So

as we are on the brink of**#*

LETTER TO TH£ EDITOR

See Here - Arts

!

4

To the editor: n * ia
There ajfpeared on page 3 of your Oct, lb

isstu! an article about the purpose of liberal arts

wHtten by a Mr. Fred Fortin. I feel that Mr.

Fortin miacanstrued some important aspect and

purpose of technical education in his article. I

vxmld like to disagree with him on a few of

these. ,

He mentions that aperson who has hoa

what he refers to as a specialized education

"runs the risk of being unable to understand

and aWTedaie facets of life unrelated to hxs

particular subject." He further implxen that

this "limits his devel(ypment as a wett-rounded

personality." These ideas inspire questions:

Does Mr. Fortin" understand and appreciate

facets of'life to his particular subject" when he

implies that" "accounting, civil engineering

are inferior to the liberal artsf Are the only

"discriminating thinkers" liberal arts menf Are

they the only ones who are able "absorb, anr

alvze and evaluated' ideas? Does professional

training "channel the intellect" but "not neces-

sarily cultivate %t"f

The reader should respect that Mr. Fortin

in his enthusiasm for the arts has neglected

the merits of other purmits. He forgets m his

discussion of specialization that one can just

as easily specialize in liberal arts a% he could

in technology. Mr. Fortin fails to differentiate

between education and schooling; he assumes

that the technology student knows technolgy

from college and therefore knows nothing else.

The achievement of intellectual matlHty does

- not reduce the mechinized procedure of four

years of coUege equcUling one educated man;

certainly much is to be learned outside of col-

lege f Does it seem plausable that an active sci-

entific mind should ever want to cease learn-

ingT Should this same mind content itself with

knowledge of one field and one field onlyf It

seems that Mr. Fortin does not know under-

stand his so-ccMed practically educated man.

He mentions that interdependence of the hu-

manities and science in the application of sci-

entific knowledge; then as an example of this

he suggests "a reflection of the evils of our

society caused by the misuse of our technical

akms." As though physical evU was not the re-

sult of moral evil and technology not intrin-

sically good!
^' * A *h^

Mr. Fortin has grossly underestimated the

technically educated man. He seems to think

that libertl education is a panacea for the nunds

of our day. He assumes an attitude that litera-

ture, art and wmsic are unknown to one possess-

ed of a liberal education {Is it not true that a

great artist is not a great specialist T) He tries

to vrove the value of liberal education by at-

tacking technology and then showing lib^l

education to be superior to his distortion if it.

Even assuming that his presentation of tech-

nology is correct, is a liberal aducatitm good

because it is better than a pitful inad^iuacyT

The toriter is to be commended for his support

of liberal education^-certainly a liberal edu-

cation is a worthwhile thing—but not for his

method of attacking technology.

Perhaps this misunderstanding fo Mr.for-

tin's indicates the need of a similar article on

the "WHY" of technical education. It is my

sincere hope that I have been able to clarify

some obstured points in the essay.

Yours truly,
.\<. •;'•;>.. p. p. AUard :-:•• v^,

'V Day Student

Class of '60 Ch. E.

THAT TI.MK Or VKAK

by MH JooM

Ncm iH Uw Uinr of year

Xk'hn a xtudent beftliiH to look.

%%'illi many » »»Ki» «^ »*«••

loto Mh empty pocketbook.

Hr Heen wllh Rreal al«""

And Hllh Kfcater Uenpiiii.

That this thin little ^-aiilt

IH MO terribly, terribly Imre.

He writi^ » letter home.

And awkH for a lltle douKb.

But In the nnrret rrply

The anH%ver l» alwa.vn no.
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Optnions Clash Chemistry Major Makes

As VillanOVanS Speak Out defense of His Science

At last our vast reading public

has awakened and some have
even been moved to write letters

expressing their objection with
vary degrees of passion to views
previously presented in this pap-
er. The VILLANOVAN views
this joy since one must read an
article through to completion be-

fore taking exception to it and
if we have not pleased everyone
we mu9t have interested at

least a vocal few.

. Jack Curtin's article "A Mal-
content ,Vents his Spleen" has
roused the most campus ire. The
opposition have found an eloqu-

ent spokesman in the person of
Anthony Silvestri, an honor
student majoring in chemistry.
Mr. Silvestri questions the in-

tegrity and/or capabifity of the
author for writing the offensive

article and the newspaper for
publishing it. Mr. Curtin rebuts
with a defense of humor and a
plea for a less literal interpre-

tation of the written word.

By FRANK DELANY
Ftoturt Editor

P. F. Allard, a Chemical En-
gineering major, finds fault with
an article by Fred Fortin on the
WHY of a Liberal Arts educa-
tion. Mr. Fortin feels sufficiently

secure to refer Mr. Allard to

a re-reading of the article.

All this verbiage is a healthy
sign. Villanovans do think and
are capable of carrying on in-

telligent (if sometimes heated)
discussion of topics on which
there is healthy controversy.
The ability to analyze, form and
present ideas should be the mark
of any college student. So we
invite you to keep up the letters.

Object all you want (we don't
mind flattering letters either).

Gather your courage and pen in

hand and let us know what YOU
think. Take issue with our ill-

ustrious writers and rebut their
rebuttals. Let us hear from the
grass roots of Villanova.

If this keeps up we might even
hear from the faculty!

But please gentlemen! keep
your sense of humor. An ancient
Hindu classic says that three
things are certain in this life;

God, man and laughter. We can-
hot completely know God here
on earth, we cannot do much
about changing man and so we
must do what we car with laugh-
ter.

Informative and Inspiring

Villanova's law dean pointed
out that the comolexity, size and
wealth of our culture has created

a demand for a larger number of

tiigii calibre peopie in the field

of law but, Reuschlein continued,

"it appears that the aims and
methods of the law profession

are less understood by possible

candidates than those of any
other profession. It is our hope
that this program will provide
the information and inspiration

heretofore lacking in the law
field."
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Curtin Delves Into Nature

Of Humor in Self-Defense

m^m

Dear Editors
In the October 23, 1&57 issue

6f the VILLANOVAN, I had the

unpleasant experience of reading
an article about our Chemistry
Department. In my most chari-

table moments, I try to imagine
it as an attempt at humor. How-
ever, I cannot help but think of
it as being in extremely poor
taste, far below the level of an
adult college student and the
official publication of an aca-
demic institute.

The article present^s a direct
slur upon the faculty members
of the Chemistry Department.
It is upon the reputation of these
particular gentlemen that the
future of many graduates, par-
ticularly chemistry majors, de-
pends. By allowing such a po-
tentially detrimental feature to
be printed, the Villanovan has
failed, as the representative of
the entire University, in its duty
to a particular segment of the
student body.

Although the staff has seen
fit to waste one-tfyird of a page
in detracting from the esteem of
the Chemistry Department, have
they ever thought of giving an
equivalent amount of space to a
feature describing its many var-
ied activities? I daresay this
would benefit the University a
great deal more.

In regard to the context of the
article, it amazes me that a ma-

ture person icould seek to pub-
licize the fact, tfiat as a resultof
his own negligence, he failed a
required course. Judging from
his own description the author
was waiting for his laboratory
instructor to pour the knowledge
of chemistry into his brain with
a funnel.

Although this chemical mis-
anthrope feels that chemistry is

"something to be delved into by
the lower forms of life," this

thought is not held by aU men.
If he ever tooK the time to read,
even in a cursory manner, the
umtings of the Supreme Pon-
tiffs, he would come upon the
statement "Second only to the
contemplation of Ood Himself
is the contemplation of His
works."

As far as the importance of
chemistry is concerned, perhaps
no other group in recent years
has done more to feed the hun-
gry, give drink to the thirsty,
harbor the harborless and clothe
the naked than have chemists.
By whose work is it possible for
an ever shrinking world to sup-
port an ever increasing popula-
tion f

The amount of damage which
you have done to chemistry and
Villanova remains to be seen.
Fairness demands a retraction.

Sincerely,

Anthony Silvestri

Someone Say Conventions

Are Dull? Editors Say 'No'
I, a stranger and afraid. In

a world I never made.
A. E. Houseman
The above lines by a great

Anglo-American poet are printed

here not only for their beauty,

but also because, if they are

taken in relationship to the pro-

blem of modern humor, they may
be considered strangely prophe-

tic.

If Mr. Silvestri has ever, be-

tween his considerations of tech-

nical works and the writings of

the Supreme Pontiffs, given any
attention to current newspapers
and magazines, he will have
found that most of the great

modem humorists have fallen

out of favor with that great

medium, television, and have
been replaced with the safer

and more easily understood form
of entertainment known as the
western.

The reasons for the decline

and fall of the American comed-
ian have been expounded in the

various literary publications to

be found on the public news-
stands. It seems that Jerry
Lewis' "Melvin" character of-

fends all the people named Mel-

vin ; that Jackie Gleason's Ralph
Kramden," of "Honeymooners"
fame, offends bus drivers; that

the characterization of a bumbl-
ing, near-sighted fool by a come-
dian offends all near-sighted per-

sons, bumbling or not.

The very essence of all humor
—except for the childish and un-
amusing slapstick variety—i s

satire, i. e., it depends on the
dramatization of those charac-

teristics within mankind, or a
particular segment thereof,
which, when exaggerated, make
him ridiculous. However, modern
man seems to have become such
a pompous individual, that the

contemporary humorist is left

to draw his sources of the comic
from himself, the enemy or

something that is presently in

By JACK CURTIN

disfavor. Either that, or retire

to the relative obscurity of the

nightclub circuit.

The Narrowing Field For Humor
And this basic problem of hu-

moi', that of fighting against an
ever-growing and ridiculous sy-

stem of taboos, is the same one
faced in a consideration of the

discussed piece about chemistry
(not the Villanova CJhemistry

Department, we might note

here). Admittedly, had such an
essay been written in an attempt
to discredit the whole field of

chemistry, had it been a serious

attack on the study of this sci-

ence, it would have been "below
the level of an adult college

student." Conversly anyone who
could have taken the afore men-
tioned article seriously, has at-

tained a level of pomposity
heretofore thought impossible

—

or is a fool.

Granted, the reading of said

article may have been an "un-
peasant experience," but that is

due to writing defects of the

author, not to the fact that it

is a slur on the Villanova Chem-
istry Department. The piece was
intended to present—satirically

—the despair of the non-techni-

cal mind when it comes into

contact with a purely technical

field. Anyone who can construe

it as destrojnng the reputations

of the faculty of Villanova is

letting his emotions run rampant
over his common sense.

Even if, in some way, the ar-

ticle did cast aspersions upon
these gentlemen, it is difficult

to conceive of its effects on the

future of that "particular seg-

ment" of the university student
body to which the author of the
letter referred . Unless, of
course, after reading the essay,

this group lost respect for its

own aims. And certainly, no in-

terviewer is going to pull out an

old copy of the VILLANOVAN
and confront a student with it

when said student is applying
for a job.

No Attack On Chemistry
No, the article cannot be con-

sidered as serious, and Mr. Sil-

vestri is advised to re-read it

—

this time sensibly—for it's made
ridiculous by some of the state-

ments contained within it. If we
are to be deadly serious, certain-

ly it is not right to consider

chemistry as an utter wastf of

time, below the level of man-
kind. Obviously, it has perform-
ed all the wondrous tnsks that

Mr. Silvestri has outlined. (Al-

though we must note his emo-
tional paragraph sounds like it

belongs on the base of the Statue
of Liberty rather than on these

unhallowed pages.) ?,

Cartoonist Walt Kelly, creat-

or or the famous "Pogo" strip,

seems to have summed up the

beliefs of this writer in his in-

troduction to a collection of his

satirical strips. He said:

"Thank goodness, we have be-

come a hugely comic race, the

fit toil of cartoonists and similar

busybodies who, even as they
stand apart and declaim, real-

ize with a sad and wonderful joy
that we are all in it together.

Huddled and cuddled as if we
worked for a large ad agency
and were running a test proof
of the slogan for the pudding,
we may acheive our end, we may
even escape it. But the ride to-

gether is good for a moment or
two of beauty and a number of
laughs."

It is maintained here that any-
thing that has become too large

to be laughed at has become
dangerous—a diseased, tsrranni-

cal thing. And, as the man said

long ago, laughter is the best

medicine.

Unfortunately, like any medi-
cine, it is useless if one refuses

to recognize the disease.

By JOSEPH A. KINNEY
Associate Editor

Combine a trio of fun-loving
Villanovans with almost a thou-
sand collegians from every sec-

tion of the nation, mix well

(academically and socially) and
serve to a receptive metropolitan
American city. The result is apt
to be an exciting reacction.

Last Thursday through Sat-

urday, Messrs. Robert E. Mul-
cahy III, Lawrence M. O'Rourke,
Ji., and yours truly possessed
all the above ingredients at the
annual Associated Collegiate

Press Convention in New York
City and did not disappoint the
scientific mind.
Oddly enough, the three mem-

bers of the editorial hierarchy
of the VILLANOVAN did bene-
fit journalisticly fi-om the lec-

tures and panel discussions in

the New Yorker Hotel.

Noted Journalists Speaks
The experience of hearing

columnist Hal Boyle; Max "Rally
Round the Flag, Boys" Shulman;
and Allen Keller, feature writer
of the World Telegram and Sun
(to mention a few) was excit-

ing enough but exshanging
ideas with fellow journalists of
our own age level was even
more exciting, especially if the
atmosphere was less formal than
the average lecture room.

Failing to accomplish the pur-
pose of the "get acquained"
dance on the first night, we wan-
dered along the "Great White
Way."

Our First Friends
Disappointed in our attempt

to obtain tickets for a running
show, including Jack Paar's "To-
night" program, we joined a
couple of newly-acquired friends
from Muhlenberg's weekly at
Jack Dempsey's "house" where
I picked up my firstsouvenir—

a

pair of official IBC boxing
gtoves that looked as if they
had attended their diminutive

appearance through the magic
of a tribe of head-shrinkers.

Besides witnessing a deluge
that submerged half of Manhat-
tan and halted subway traffic

for lO'/x hours, our first night in

thebig city was spent trying to

catch up on our studies.

Where's Shakespeare!
Conferences from 9 to 5 on

Friday demanded a nocturnal
social outlet. We cheerfully ac-

cepted a local college editor's

invitation to a party on the ho-
tel's twenty-first floor. When we
arrived, shortly before we left,

the altitude wasn't the only
thing that was high.

"I do not teach Shakespeare
but direct my class to appreciate
the master", explained a fair

complected, dark haired gentle-
man who looked as if he had
just reached the voting age dur-
ing the first Eisenhower-Steven-
sno Campaign.
We later discovered that the

deliberate speaking individual
was really teaching ("directing
as he said) the man whose poe-
try he was praising an^l we left

him in the midst of a group of
wide-eyed Elizabethan neophyt-
es.

Back To Philly

Concluding conferences, high-
lighted by. a free luncheon fea-
turing a naddress by Tom Hamil-
ton of the New York Times took
up mostr of our time on Saturday
before we rushed through Macy's
for several family gifts on our
way to the train station.

Almost all f tohe hour and
forty minutes back to hilPly was
filled with sporadic remarks,
about the memorable weekend
such as "What do you thing of
(Max) Shulman encuoraging the
overthrow of the "mariarchy"'
and "how about all the praise
heaped on our paper by that
journalism prof.

Yes, It surely was an unforget-
ablo trip!
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Record Industries Hit Selling Pecik

Beethoven's Symphony No. 3

Tops In Record Production
The fall finds the recording

industry at a peak in production.

Many of their offerings, I feel

sure, would enhance any hi-fi

collection. I would like to discuss

a few of these new releases with

you and offer some personal

ideas for your observation;

Tops in the classical field is

the Epic recording of Beethoven

Symphony No. 8 with the Cleve-

land Symphony Orchestra con-

ducted by George Szell. There

is so much that is truly exemp-

lary about this performance that

it is regretable that the recom-

mendation can be only a par-

tial one. Szell draws a compre-

hensive blueprint of virtually

every subtlety the score contains

and the orchestra executes it

faultlessly. However, as an emo-

tional communication, this

"Eroica" is a rather confined,

unconvincing statement of the

turmoil and exaltation in this

score.

London offers Liszt: Concer-

tos Nos. 1 and 2 ON THE LON-
DON LABEL with the London
Philharmonic with Julius Kat-

chen, piano. Two highly credi-

table accomplishments for Kat-

chen, especially the second, les-

ser played of the two works, to

which he gives a good deal of

stylistic distinction as well as

continuity.

Rudolph Firkusny Vetums for

Capitol to do Czech Polkas bnd

Dances by Sntetana. The quality

of these pieces is variable, some

of them hardly providing the

matter for a pianist of Firkk-

usny's resources without stint,

and they include freshness of

feeling, rhythmic zest and spe-

cial knowledge of the idiom.

Another well done recording

is the Angel disc of Chopin Etud-

es (Op. 25). and Trois Nouvelles

By AL SHBFFARD

Etudes with Claudio Arrau, pia-

no.

A Statement On Maria Callas

Before turning to the l>etter

releases of opera I would like to

clarify a statement I made in

my previous column concerning

Maria Callas. It is acknowledged

by the better music critics that

Miss Callas wobbles and Is some-

times weak and unsure of her

notes. This to me is a limitation

^therefore, my reference to her

limited range. This, however,

does not in my estimation de-

tract from her greatness as an
opera singer.

A wonderful new Angel re-

cording of Puccini's La Boheme
has been released featuring Cal-

las as Mimi, Anna Moffo as

Musetta, diStefano as Rodolfo

and Penerai as Marcello—con-

ducted by Antonio Votto. Here

Miss Callas creates an unseen

character by sheer musical intel-

ligence. Because of her believ-

ing in Mimi tentative, Mimi in

love, Mimi's sad and Mimi drink

—and because she sings with

deep musicality (which includes

a true musician's sense of the

musical line and the musical

phrase) she makes Mimi a real

person.

Roberta, Roberta And Rigoletto

RCA Victor has released an

All "Star" Rigoletto, with Rober-

ta Peters, Jussi Bjoerling, Rob-

ert Merrill and the company of

the Rome Opera. Those who are

primarily interested in the Rigo-

letto of Verdi will find of it here

in full flower than they might

have anticipated.

Turning to jazz—Duke Elling-

ton's Such Sweet Thunder (Col-

umbia) is, according to the fever-

ish label copy, a "major Work."

The album contains disarmingly

expert monologues by such strol

ling players as Clark Terry,

Sonny Hodges, and Harry Car-

ney.

Young modernists pay tribute

to Bird Parker when they play a

Memorial Concert Dedicated to

the Music of Charlie Parker

(Signal)—recorded at the "Five

Spot" in New York. A good job.

On The Esoteric Side

Nfew on Esoteric, The Harlem
Jazz Scene 1941, with Charley

Christian and Dizzy Gillespie.

These are unique recordings of

musicians jamming after hours

for their own pleasure and en-

lightenment.

A final note—Art Blakey's

Jazz Messengers Play Lemer and

Lowe on Vik. The gimmick of

"show tunes" hardly interferes

with the characteristic pushing

swing of this group.

Watch for Elvis Presley's

"Jailhouse Rock" from his new
movie. Whether we like it or not,

it will inevitably hit the top.

These crazy kids!
'

Coming Features
Kinney revealed that he has

been working on the project in

secret for weeks and will be able

to present an article that is both

informative and entertaining.

Coming soon in Villanovan will

be a feature story on how the

campus newspaper is prepared

for publication. Associate Editor

Joe Kinney has; announced.

Also appearing will be features

on campus activities and articles

spotlighting interesting students.
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Political Round'up;

U. S. Senators Indicted

For Insincerity of Vote
By JOHN HUNT

During this past August, just ulation is only on the average

after the Civil Rights fight in of a few hundred in each of these

Congress, there appeared two ar- states, and where politicians do

tides in the Evening Bulletin. not have to worry about a "ne-

I will treat of the latter ar- gro vote."

tide first, an article by syndica- The other article was by the

ted columnist Stewart Alsop on Bulletin Washington Bureau, on

August 21. This article was August 12. It was a report on a

written about two weeks after 101 million dollar appropriation

the Civil Rights Bill was passed, to Pennsylvania, in order to

Alsop gave sta- build a reservoir on the ground

tistics compiled of a Seneca Indian Reservation,

by political sta- It is significant to note that this

tisticians to was the first measure passed by
prove his point. Congress after the Civil Rights

P e n n s y 1 - Bill. It was passed under pres-

vania had 385, sure from Mayor Lawrence of

000 negro votes, Pittsburgh and Pittsburgh in-

6% of the elec- dustrialists. The reservoir would

torate of that give more water to the industri-

state, Illinois had 350,000, 7.5% alists of Pittsburgh,

of the electorate of Illinois, and The Bill had the backing of

New York had 450,000 negro both Senators Martin Republi-

votes, or 6.5% of New York's can) and Clark (Democrat), two
electorate. While the percentage senators who strongly fought

is small, examples can be given for a Civil Rights Bill. Yet this

to show how decisive it can be: gin that Clark and Martin sup-

One : In 1954 Governor Harri- ported would flood the reserva-

man polled 79% of the negro tion of the Seneca Indians, ruin

vote of New York, or roughly their land, and make them

close to 200,000 votes. Harriman homeless.

only won the election by 15,000 Clark answered that it was a
votes. Hence, had the negroes problem of the "greatest good
shifted, Iver. would now be the for the greatest number." He
New York Governor. further stated that while the

Two: In 1956 Senator Clark Reservoir would drive the Indi-

of Pennsylvania polled 76% of ans from their land; it would
negro votes—those who voted— also create a large recreational

roughly 150,000 votes. Clark area. Those Indians who choose
only won the election by 18,000 to remain may make some mon-
votes. Again, a parallel can be ey from this,

dravm between him and Cover-
^^ eoncludhig, we might say

nor Harnman.
^j^^^ ^^ ^^^ articles, compared

Clark of Pennsylvania and ^^^ ^o the other, point to the
Douglas of Illinois were two of

j^^j^ ^f gincerity among many
the very few Democrats vehe- members of our senate. Yet,
mently supportmg the Civil

^j^^^^ another minority, who are
Rights Bill. The other Demo-

^^^j,^ American than both whites
crats were from the South nat-

^^ ^^^ j.^^^^
urally opposed to the Bill, and

^eets "in the wav" a 163
from the Northwest, in such P**^®^' 8^®^ m me way

,
a ao^

states as Wyoming, Montana, year-old treaty is junked and

Idaho, etc., where the negro pop- they are simply told to get out..

CflmPUS LIFE

BY cftSifoon

Main Purpose of Education

Is Development of Abilities
Thie ihain purpose of a college

education is learning. It is the

duty . of any person who says

that he is a college student to

attain that number one collegi-

ate attribute of learning—whe-

ther it be intehtional or uninten-

tional.

By intentional, I mean any
knowledge grasped by the stud-

ent purposely for the sake of

learning. Unintentional learning,

whether it be academically or so-

cially, provides the student with

an education that he acquires

through his college career via

such things as habits, bull ses-

sions or plain old informal chats

with his accounting professor.

Kducation and Youth Today
Any youth today should

By MIKE MANCUSO
C ond F Senior

the histories of the past which
contributed to making it what
it is today.

It places in him an education

which develops him personally

by what he acquires from the

learnings of men before him and
scholars of his time.

I want a college education be-

cause it is a life necessity, neces-

sary to induce in me qualities

that will be benefiicial to live a
free and meaningful life.

It is easy to ramble on and oh
about what an education will

do for a person but it is quite

hard to be serious andl say what
an education will do for me. I

may easily say what I expect of

an education but its final influ-

ence on me is up to what 1 grasp

and hold in my college life.

GoiUs and Achievements

What goals one now expects

to attain in life and what he fin-

ally achieves in life are two dis-

tinct concepts. With high ideals

*'WlMf Sd }fmm mpecf, fffc« tmmm co«f7**

Purpose of Education?

In general, the purpose of ed-

ucation is to make man a man.

I have found it hard to clearly

say what an education means
to someone merely because each

man is unique and my ideas

would not hold to someone else. - ,,,».,,,.
But with a free will of my own in "lind and a faithful and hope-

j --., I do believe that I should be able ^ul attitude, the goals can and

want an education merely for ^ gjy^ an authentic interpreto- will be acquired in that period

the sake of learning how to de-
^lQJ^ ^f ^^y j ^ant an education. ©' ^^ one believes one can

velop his abilities and interests ^^ ^ ^^^ education
achieve no more,

into a framework that will help
^^^^^ ^ ,.j^ ^j^^^ ^^ „^,t wit- The fulfillment of the attrib-

him fulfill his ambiUons.
nessed in my family before my ute of learning hi college wiU

Many people may then say generation—a life that will have provide a person with an unique

that they know what their am- ^^ y^ witnessed by almost every attitude of life. With this in

bitions in life are and do not yo^th in my generation and be- n^*^* ^« purpose of a college

have to go to college to develop yond. education will be achieved,

their abilities. In a sense, this
,j,^ ^^ ^ college education Sincerity in learning leads to

may be true but let us remember
^eans a necessity to anyone who knowledge; shicerity ta accep-

that everything hi this world ^^ ^^^^ thought of his future, ting knowledge foUows from ac-

"ttV^^hiT^lt^rllSL- a nece^lty that is needed to ful- ceptlng that God-given gift-^-

Standing of the world today and flU one's vocation hi life. ucatlon.

. .^vr55^,iiriiiiJ»fitew»-Kr
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Mid East Observer Speaks
To IRS of Red Threat

The International Relations Society had its regular monthly
meeting on Nov. 5. The Society was privileged to have Dr Keith
Wheelock, a professor at the University of Pennsylvania and for-

mer press observer reporting from the Middle East.

Dr. Wheelock spoke on theon
Mid-Eastern peoples and their

problems. Some of the points

that were included were the Syr-

ian "Conspiracy."—the ideas

that motivated Syria and Turkey
to take the action they did.

Arab Nationalism Discussed
He also discussed Arab Na-

tionalism and interjected a few
opinions on "Friend" Dulles

tactics in the Mid-East.

Also discussed, was the U.S.I.

A., which in the Speaker's opin-

ion was doing a very poor job

in appealing to the Arab nation

by printing articles of democracy
vs. communism, while the Rus-
sians are taking advantage of

current situations for propagan-
da.

In line with the above state-

ment, it was pointed out that the

Arabs are an impressionistic and
emotional people. In the scien-

tific field, as an example of how
impressionistic the people are,

the Soviet launching of the sat-

ellite brought to front this head-
line in an Egyptian paper, "Rus-
sia can now destroy the U.S."

Plans For Conventions
There was a business meeting

previous to the speakers meet-
ing, and President Peter O'Kane
mentioned the prospective plans

for future meetings.

Reports were heard from the

different committees and a re-

port was made on the prospec-

tive convention's plans that will

be held at the University of

Pennsylvania on Feb. 7 and 8,

1958.

o-c
Will

Society
Feature

Luzerne County
Villanova Club
Plans Fall Dance
The Villanova Club of Luzerne

County, Pa. will hold a dance at

the Coral Room of the Hotel

Redington in Wilkes-Barre on
Saturday, Nov. 30.

All undergraduates from Lu-
zerne County are invited to be

present at the affair.

Anyone who desires further

information can obtain it by con-

tacting William B. Cleary, 57

Church St., Plymouth, Pa.

<•
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Murtha Voted
President Of
French Club

Frank Murtha, sophomore
Liberal Art^ student, has been
elected president of the French
Club in elections held at the
most recent meeting of the club.

The remaining two offices in

the French Club also went to

sophomores. John Tedeschi, pre-

medical student was named vice-

president and "Skip" Tunnell,

Arts, took the secretary-treas-

urer post.

After his election, Murtha out-
lined the projects which will com-
prise the program of the club
for the year. These include read-
ings and discussion of selected

French literary works, essays
and criticisms by individual club
members, correspondence with
French students in Europe, and
commemoration of the 200th an-
niversary of the coming of La-
Fayette to America.

President Murtha also added
that membership in the club is

still open to all undergraduates
of Villanova.

Puccini Opera
By L P. STAVINSKY_

Opera-Classica Music Society
will feature Puccini's La Boheme
tonight at 7 :30 p.m. in the east
lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Members of Opera Classica
made four cultural trips during
the past two weeks. On Oct. 30,
it attended the first Philadel-
phia Orchestra student concert
which began with a dull selection
by Mozart— Symphonia Con-
oertante. Equally as dull was the
Vivaldi Concerto In C for piccolo.

Mr. Ormandy should take more
care in the preparation of his

program—he is dealing with col-

lege and secondary school stu-
dents not masters of classical

music. The ballet portion of the
program with Maria Tallchief
and Andre Eglevsky was ex-
cellent.

On Oct. 31, Opera-Classica
saw and heard Bellini's Norma
with the new sensational so-

prano Anita Oerquetti whose
portrayal of the Druid priestess

made operatic history. Nell Ran-
kin was an excellent Aldagisa.

The male cast was mediocre to
say the least.

Appealing Opera

On Nov. 5, O-C attended the

opening of the Met season in

Philadelphia with the new pro-

duction of Tchiakovsky's Eugene
Onsgin sung in English. Luclne
.\mara, Richard Tucker, and
Giorgio Tozzi were the outstand-

ing members of the cast. The
music was in many instances ap-

pealing. Many could not under-

stand the opera even in English.

In the future, let's have it in

Russian.

And finally, on Nov. 7 O-C saw
Gluck's Paris and Helen per-

^formed by the American Opera
Society with a stellar cast in-

cluding David Poleri, Laurel

Hurley, Phyliss Curtin, and of

course, Anita Cerquetti.

Dissertation Required

William A. Barry, Jr. a junior
accounting major will deliver a
10-minute lecture on (jiacomo
Puccini this evening before we
feature the London recording of
La Boheme. Everyone in the so-
ciety is required to deliver a
paper on a composer or ccmposi-
tion in order to retain member-
ship.

Despite the best efforts of our
Society to find the proper pre-
scription for the social malady
of ignorance and prejudice,
many individuals still think they
have to know the foreign lan-

guage to appreciate opera. La
Boheme . should appeal even to
the most' opera-ignorant person.
A carefully prepared Italian-

English liberetto will assure the
listener of a complete under-
standing of the opera.

''Down To Earth*' Opara
Puccini's Li^ Boheme is cer-

tainly his most down to earth
opera. In it you'll follow the joys
and sorrows of Rtlmi sung by
R?nata Tebaldi and Rodolfo
sung by diacinto Prandelli. The

arias are designed to shed light

on the character of the' princi-

pals.

Philadelphia and other offi-

cials of Philadelphia area col-

leges attended a luncheon at the

Barclay Hotel recently to discuss

Nation Advertising Council's

campaign for higher education.

This unusal photo was taken
during the luncheon.

Those attending include:

Front Row (left to right) Dr.

Raymon M. Kistler, president,

Beaver College; Dr. Robert L.

Johnson, president. Temple Uni-
versity; Very Reverend James
A. Donnellon, O. S. A., president,

Villanova University; Dr. James
Greese, president, Drexel In-

stitute of Technology; Sister

Mary of Lourdes, president, Im-
maculata College; Sister Cather-
ine Frances, president, Chestnut

Hill College; Dr. Katharine E.
McBride, president, Bryn Mawr
College; Mother Mary Aldan,
president, Rosemont College,

and Very Reverend J. Joseph
Bluett, S. J., president, St.

Joseph's College.

Rear Row (left to right) Don-
ald C. Rubel, vice-president of
Woman's Medical College of
Pennsylvania; Dr. Gilbert L.

Guffin, president. Eastern Bap-
tist College ; Dr. Charles S. Cam-
eron, Dean, Hahnemann Medi-
cal College and Hospital; Per-
cival E. Foerderer, Chairman
of the Board of Trustees, Jef-

ferson Medical College of Phila-

delphia; Brother E. Stanislaus,

F. S. C. , president, LaSalle Col-
lege; Dr. Hugh Borton, presi-

] th^^^JJ^g";-

dent, Haverford College; Dr.
Gaylord P. Hamwell, president.

University of Pennsylvania; Dr.
Courtney C. Smith, president,

Swarthmore College; Dr. Bert-
trand W. Hayward, president,

Philadelphia Textile Institute;

Dr. Norman E. McClure, presi-

dent, Urslnus College, and Major
General EMward E. MacMorland,
U. S. A., fet., president, Penn-
sylvania Military College.

Note-Mr. Rubel represented the
Woman's Medical College of-

Pennsylvania in the absence of
Dr. Marion Fay, dean of the
college; Mr. Foerderer repre-
sented Jefferson Medical College
of Philadelphia in the absence
of Vice-Admiral James L. Kauff-
man, U. S. N., ret., president of

I.C.G. Meets,

Convention
Plans Aired
President Mike Heaney an-

nounced that the Inter-Collegiate

Conference on Government will

meet tomorrow, Nov. 14, in room
204 C and F.

At this meeting, the commit-
tees that will be in force at the
Regional and State Convention
will be discussed.

The Convention dates have
been set as follows : the Region-
al Convention will be held March
8, 1958, the site still to be de-
cided

; the State Convention will

be held in Harrisburg on April
17-19.

Also on the agenda is an in-

formal introduction and parlia-
mentary procedure. Rules of
order will be distributed and
discussion will follow.

President Heaney also an-
nounced that the club will be
addressed by John Sullivan, who
will speak on the Political In-
ternship that the Citizenship
Clearing House offers to selec-
tive students.

Career Guidance Program
PlannedByLaw School
A unique career guidance pro-

gram designed for college jun-
iors and seniors interested in the
study of law has been inaugurat-
ed by Villanova University's

School of Law, it was announced
this week by Dean Harold Gill

Reuschlein.

A series of meetings, open to

colleges and universities in East-
tern United States, will be held
throughout the winter at Villa-

nova's School of Law under the
direction of Professor Donald M.
Collins of the Law School staff.

"Three basic phases will be
discussed during the orientation
meetings," Reuschlein said. The
first will take up "Methods of
Fundamental Legal Education";
this will be followed by discus-
sions on the "Curricular and
Extra-Curricular Activities in

the Law School Directly Related
to the Practice" and "Methods
and Objectives of the Practice
Itself."

Orient Law Aspirants
Participants in the program

will sit in actual law classes and
will be given aid by the instruct-

ors before and after the classes

to orient them as to what is tak-

ing place. The program is rec-

ommended not only for prospec-

tive law school students, but
for those in related fields as
well.

Reuschlein described the ori-

entation meetings as "an op-

portunity for men and women
who have an interest in pursu-
ing law or a related profession

to see of what the profession

consists and how the education-

al preparation for the practice

of the profession is accomplish-
ed."

Villanova Astronomy Club
Records and Sees Sputnik
Since Sputnik's launching, the

Villanova Astronomy Club has
kept active. Visual sightings and
a tape recording were made of
the artificial satellite recently
circling the earth.

Besides members who have
3een Sputnik, the club's modera-
tor. Rev. Edward Jenkins,
O.S.A., has made a visual obser-
vation of the satellite's rocket.

Obstsrved for 20 Seconds
On Tuesday, Oct. 22, the roc-

ket was seen traveling from the
Southeast to the Northeast
skies approximately 30 degrees
above the horizon. Fr. Jenkins
observed it at '6:53 E.D.T. and
commented that it was brighter

I than the stars, travelling very

fast and disappearing within 20
seconds in the Northeast.
A seven minute tape recording

has also been made from Sput-
nik's radio signals. Astronomy
club president, Jim McCook, had
the newly founded Radio club's
help in making the recording.
Father <lenkins Explains Sputnik
The recording was made on

Oct. 10 at 10:49 p.m. under the
direction of Jim Lawless, presi-
dent of the Radio club.

A slow motion playback of the
tape at the following Astronomy
club meetings revealed a possi-
ble code in the signals. A talk
3n Sputnik by Rev. Edward Jen-
kms O.S.A. also highlighted the
meeting.

IRCWiU Hear
Spillane On
Labor Unions
John Spillane, of the United

Auto Workers, will address the
Industrial Relations Club tomor-
row morning at 10:30 in 204
Commerce and Finance.

Spillane has chosen for his

topic "Labor Unions and Time
and Motion Studies." He will

touch on Labor's attitude and
reaction to the use of the time
and motion studies by manage*
ment.

Spillane has been with the
U.A.W. for over twenty years
and has been instrumental In or-

ganizing a large number of in-

dustrial plants.

The meeting and lecture are
open to the entire university and
the officers of the club cordially

invite non-members to attend.

PHOTOS WANTED
Anyone possessing pictureir

of the Joyce Kieiy Mile is ask-
ed to submit them to Leo
Rogers as soon as poetsible in
room 822 Sheehan Mall. They
will be returned to the owners.

u
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Dr. Chester R. Loiigvvell right, noted geologist and Honor-

ary Profesfior affiliated with Villanova and of the Yale Univer-

sity Geology Department, value of geology In the liberal edu-

cation with Rev. Robert M. Sullivan, O. S. A., Dean of Arts and

Science and Dr. John T. C. Yen, Professor of Geology at Villa-

nova, prior to his addre** to Arts and Science students last

Wedneday.

VU 'Engineerrin 25th Year;

e Issue Planned
> J

Arid

Bran

Inspects

IS U.

; . In celebration of it's 5th anniversity, the VILLANOVA EN-
GINEER will issue next week the first of the annual four maga-
zines. The issue will be the largest ever published by the organ-
ization. It will have over 50 pages, including seven technical
articles and the usual joke page.

..-.,. ,,..^ ^

. ....' ... ., ,i_ ... _.
r Nuclear Reactor Featured

'Gerald Ratchford, editor of

the publication, has written an
article for the publication on at-

omic reactor discussing that

once nuclear power has been
harnessed, its advantages are

numerous. Five different types

of reactors are discussed: (1)

the pressurized water reactor,

(2) the boiling water reactor,

(3) the sodium reactor, (4) the

fast breeder, and (5) the homo-
genious reactor.

An article entitled "Tacan"
will be presented by John Filli-

man. Tacan is an air navigation
aid which provides distance mea-
suring and bearing service for

military aircraft.

History of Radent Heat
"Radient Heat" is an article

enlarged upon by Charles Brown.
It tells of heat radiation from
ancient times up to modem
times, with special emphasis on
the importance of infra-red in

the generation of heat.

Other contributors are: Neil
McAllister, "Airborne Fire Con-
trol", Gerald McGowan, "Ap-
plications of Gas Turbines" ; Wil-
liam MacGinnis, "High Power
Traveling Wave Tubes"; and al-

so Vern Yorkey. ^ V >

Rev. Edward Jenkins, O.S.A.,

Mr. William DriscoU and Dr.

John McClain returned Nov. 1

from an inspection of the facili-

ties of the science building at

Brandeis University. They are
presently preparing a report for

the Board of Trustees on the

prospect of erecting a new sci-

ence building at some later date.

Rev. Robert Sullivan,- O.S.A.,

Dean of the Arts and Sciences

division, was chief speaker Nov.
6 at Monsignor Bonner High
School. The title of his address

was "The Necessity of Catholic

Education."

The Philadelphia chapter of
the American Catholic Sociolog-
ical Society held its monthly
meeting -in the university library

last Saturday at 2 o'clock.

Mr. Hugh Brooks, instructor

in the Sociology department, de-

livered a paper entitled "An Em-
pirical Study of the Relation-

ships of Catholic Practice and
Occupatiqnal Mobility to Fertil-

ity."

Walter Zenner is president of

the chapter and professor of so-

ciology at Chestnut Hill College,

while Mr. Brooks is vice-presi-

dent and Sr. Consuelo Maria

serves as secretary to the or-

ganization.

FacultyWives
Hear Dr. Yen
The November meeting of the

Villanova Faculty Wives Club

will be held tomorrow evening

in the Naval Science Building.

The guest lecturer will be Dr.

John T. C. Yen, Professor of

Geology at Villanova.

Dr. Yen will speak on the com-
parison of universities in the

United States with those in other

countries.

Placement Head
Speaks to lA
John A. Moritz, Villanova's

Placement Director, spoke to the
Industrial Administration Or-
ganization last Thursday.

Moritz colinselled the members
of the student organization on
the positions available to the In-

dustrial Administration majors
after graduation.
He also gave the group advice

as to the correct method of tak-
ing part in interviews so as to

give the interviewer a good im-
pression.

Optometrist: "Can you read th«
fifth Une from the top?" •

Patient: "Sure JRSLKV. I can't
pronounce It ao cood, but I think
he waa riyh't tackle at Notre Dame a
few year* aso."

Development
Fund Board
Hosts Dance
The Board of Directors of the

Villanova University Develop-

ment Foundation will serve as

hosts at a huge dinner dance to

be held at the Sheraton Hotel

on Monday evening, November
25th, honoring those who have
made contributions to the foun-

dation since its inception three

years ago.

Under the direction of John
A. Murphy, of Reynolds & Co.,

chairman of the University's

twenty-dne million dollar fund
drive, the formal dinner will be

held in the hotel's lavish ball-

room and will be attended by
nearly 300.

Successful Campaign
Villanova's twenty year canri-

paign began in 1^53. The cam-
paign was undertaken to defray

the cost of a tremendous build-

ing program which has seen the

institution more than double in

lize and enrollment.

The Rev. Francis X. N. Mc-
3uire, O.S.A., former President

3f the Main Line School, is di-

rector of the Development and
Fund raising effort. Murphy is

chairman of the Foundation's

Board of Directors and is being

assisted by Edwin K. Daly, Pres-

dent of Horn and Hardardt's and
William A. Kelly, President of

the First Pennsylvania Co., both

of whom served as previous

chairmen of the drive.

Plaque for Donors
The University's newest struc-

ture, the Commerce and Finance

Building, not yet complete, will

contain a plaque at its entrance

commemorating campaign don-

ors. Costing one and a half mil-

lion dollars, the Commerce and
Finance Building will be ready

for occupancy for the spring se-

mester.

Literary Society

Plans Symposium,

Drama Study
The Literary Club will sponsor

a symposium next Wednesday,
November 20, at 7:30 p.m. in

Seminar 3 of the university

library. .^^i^ r,; ;

The topic for this panel dis-

cussion will be "Art and Moral-

ity" which will feature members
of the area schools with faul

Yurchak, senior philosophy maj-
or from Villanova as moderator
and Frank Delany, senior Eng-
lish major, representing Villa-

nova.

All members of the university

as well as faculty members are

welcome to attend the sympos-
ium.

(ienerai Project Discussed

Last week a business meeting

was held and final plans were
discussed concerning the general

project of the club and the ac-

ceptance of qualified members
of the organization into the Na-
tional Honorary Literary Socie-

ty.

The project which is to be con-

cluded in the spring will encom-
oass American playwrights since

the war and all members will

contribute to the work by either

writing or doing copy work on

It.

Requirements set

Requirements were set down
by Joe Kinney, president of the

Literary Club, on entrance into

Lambda Iota Tau which includes

the attainment of a B average in

literature and at least a C av-

erage in overall grades.

Fr. Regan to Speak
At Camden Mass
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Reverend Robert E. Regan,
O.S.A., chairman of Villanova

Religion Department and lectur-

er in legal ethics in the Law
School, will deliver the address

at the fourth annual Red Mass
of the Diocese of Camden, New
Jersey, at 12 noon, Sunday, Nov.

24.

The European-born ceremony,

which traditionally marks the

opening of the court sessions,

will be held in the Cathedral of

the Immaculate Conception in

Camden.
Bishop Justin J. McCarthy of

the Camden Diocese will be the

celebrant of the Mass.
Justice Brennan To Attend
Federal Judge Thomas M.

Madden, general chairman, has
announced that United States

Supreme Court Justice William

J. Brennan heads an extensive

list of jurists and attorneys who
have been invited to attend. Jus-

tice Brennan was present at last

year's Mass.
The Red Mass is a legal and

judicial tradition. It was so

named because of the color of

the vestments worn by the

priests who celebrated the Mass.

It was first instituted in the

13th Century and seems to have
sprung up spontaneously in Eng-
land, France and Italy.

Red Mass A Tradition

The opening of the court ses-

sions was the usual time for the

celebration of this Mass. It was
related to the traditions and
processes of the courts then pre-

V3,iling. Its Ynain purpose was
that of callingf upon God, the

Holy Ghost, the Third Person
of the Blessed Trinity, to grant
light and inspiration to the law-

yer in pleading, and to the judge

in adjudicating during the com-
ing court term.

Since its rebirth iii the Cam-
den Diocese, the celebration of

the Red Mass has grown in size

and in prominence each year.

This has been reflected in the

committee's ability to obtain

positive response from noted jur-

ists and lawyers who have been
invited to the Mass.
Last year the Red Mass was

a part of the Diamond Jubilee

of the Camden County Bar As-
sociation.

^'Design Patent'\ Subjects

Of PLA Monthly Meeting

PowersRe-elected
PAVATE President

Dr. Eugene P. Powers, Dean
of the Evening Division, was re-

elected President of the Penn-

sylvania Audio-Visual Associa-

tion for Teacher Education

(PAVATE) at the group's fall

meeting at the Hotel York-
towne, York, Pennsylvania, held

October 24th, 25th and 26th. Dr.

Powers thus becomes the second

man in the history of the organ-

ization to be re-elected to the

top post.

PAVATE represents all of the

teacher training institutions in

Pennsylvania and is currently

engaged in the preparation of

a State Bulletin for Audio-Visual

Instruction.

In addition, this organization

is preparing a procedure for sur-

veying the quality of Audio-Vis-

ual Instruction in secondary and
elementary schools.

At the invitation of Harold
Gill Reuschlein, Dean of the Vil-

lanova Law School, the Phila-

delphia Patent Law Association

held its monthly meeting at Gar-
ey Hall last Monday.
The program was devoted to

Design Patents," which in part
constituted the re-enactment of

the now renowned case of Palm-
er vs. Loudens, previously arg-

ued before the Federal Court of

Appeals in Philadelphia in Dec.
1955.

The case involved an action

for infringement of a patent for
chocolate animals, and the argu-
ments of the counsel ranged the
field from the "flash of genius"
test for invention to the history

of the German candy-making in-

dustry. Guest speakers for the
evening were the two attorneys
who argued the case, Henry N.
Paul, Jr., and Kennard N. Ware.

Additional guests included C.

Willard Hayes, of New York*
City, President of the American
Patent Law Association.

Miss Catherine Drinker Boyen, above, noted American auth-

oress and Bryn Mawr resident, was guest speaker at last week's

session of the Villanova University Law Forum. Miss Bowen's

works Include "Yankee from Olympus," "John Adams and the

American Revolution," "Beloved Friend" and "The Lion and the

Thorone." Shown above, left to right, are Joseph T. Doyle, Jo-

seph H. Smith and Harold Gill Reuschlein, Dean of the Villanova

School of Law.

McGraw-Hill Changes Plan

For Recruiting Arts Majors

WVIL Releases

Year's Schedule
MONDAY

6 :00- 6 :30 Campus Serenade
6:30- 7:00 Jazz Before Seven
7 :00- 7 :30 I Like That Tune
7:30- 8:00 Chuck Charde Show
8:00- 8:15 News
8:15- 8:30 Cuban Notions
8:30- 9:00 I Doubt It

9:00-10:00 WVIL Waxworks
10:00-10:15 Sports
10 :15-11 :00 Opera Classica

TUESDAY
6:00- 6:30 Campus Serenade
6 :30- 7 :00 Jazz Before Seven
7 :00- 7 :30 Roseriiont College

7 :30- 8 :00 Band Box
8:00- 8:15 News
8:15- 8:30 Polka Parade
8:30- 9:00 Jim and Mike
9:00- 10:00 WVIL Waxworks

10:00-10:15 Sports
10:15-11:00 Concert Workshop

WEDNESDAY
6:00- 6:30
6:30- 7:00
7:00- 7:30

7:30- 8:00
8:00- 8:15
8:15- 8:30
8:30- 9:00

9:00-10:00
10:00-10:15

10:15-11:00

Campus Serenade
Jazz Before Seven
Contrasts V.U.
Nurses'

Paris Star Time
News
Interview

Do You Know
Music
WVIL Waxworks
Sports

Concert Workshop

THURSDAY
6:00- 6:30
6:30- 7:00
7:00- 7:30
7:30- 8:00

8:00-

8:15-

8:15
8:30

8:30- 9:00
9:00-10:00

10:00-10:15
10:15-11:00

Campus Serenade
Jazz Before Seven
Immaculata College

Focus On Govern-
ment
News
Country Western
Time
Wildcat Safari

WVIL Waxworks
Sports

Concert Workshop

FRIDAY
6:00- 6:30 Campus Serenade
6 :30- 7 :00 Jazz Before Seven
7:00- 8:00 Washington

Corners
8:00- 8:15 News
8:15-10:00 WVIL Waxworks

10:00-10:15 Sports
10:15-11:00 Concert Workshop

SUNDAY
:
6:00- 7:00 Sunday Stomp
7:00- 7:30 Paris Star Time
7:30- 8:00 Rebel Patrol
8:00-11:00 Digest

TOWN andCOUNTRY
RESTAURANT
Suburban Square

Ardmort

OPEN FOR LUNCH.
COCKTAILS AND
DINNER DAILY

DANCING FRIDAY
and

SATURDAY AFTER
9:00 p. m*

1112-2211

The Placement Office an-

nounced today that all Liberal

Arts majors who were interested

in having interviews with the

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. will

have to change their plans.

The company will be unable to

send representatives to the cam-
pus for interviews as had been
originally announced.

In lieu of the former plans,

McGraw-Hill employment lit-

erature will be sent to the Place-

ment Office,

Those students who decide

that they are interested in Mc-
Graw-Hill may send an auto-

biographical letter to Peter J.

Davies, 330 W. 42nd St., New
York 36, N. Y.

These letters will be read for

their content and excellence of

expression. Candidates will be

selected for interviews in New
York.
McGraw-Hill also has posi-

tions open for students other

than those in the Arts school.

Further information mav be ob-

tained by consulting John A.

Moritz, Placement Director.

Scott Paper Co.

Addresses SAM
Richard Miller, Personnel Di-

rector of Scott Paper Company,
was the guest speaker at the

last meeting of the Society for

the Advancement of Manage-
ment.

Miller outlined the rise of the

Scott Co., which started in Phil-

adelphia under the management
of two brothers and later moved
to nearby Chester. Today Scott

is one of the world's leading

paper products manufacturers.
Miller, speaking on manpower

recruitment on the college level,

said that many companies will

hire college graduates even
though they are eligible for the

draft.

The hiring is with the provi-

sion that the recruitees will have
time to serve at least three

months' service with the com-
pany before they are tabbed for

military service.

Scott Paper makes a special

effort to keep in touch with
their personnel while they are

in the service. They are assured

of the same job or a comparable
one upon their return to civilian

life.

Mulcahy, O'Rourke, Kinney
Attend ACP Convention
Three VILLANOVAN editors

represented the paper last week
at the annual Associated Col-
legiate Press Conference in New
York.

Attending the thi^ee day affair

were Editor-in-Chief Bob Mul-
cahy, Associate Editor Joe Kin-
ney, and Managing Editor Larry
O'Rourke.
Eight special conferences were

held as well as three major
addresses by Hal Boyle, feature
writer for the Associated Press;
Max Shulman, nationally famous
humorist, and Tom Hamilton,
United Nations reporter for the
New York Times.

• i ^•, ;
'

CThallenged Editors
Hamilton called upon the 850

editors present to "reawaken in
the college youth the America
the feelings of freedom and in-

terest in government prevalent
in academic circles in the last
century."

Speaking at the luncheon on
Saturday Hamilton described his
position in behind the scenes
reporting at the UN. He said,
"Here you see history being
made and to fail to catch the

spirit is to deny individual ima-
gination."

Convention Opening

The convention opened Thurs-
day morning with registration

and informal gatherings. Official

opening was that night.

Conferences and discussion

periods were held Friday and
Saturday a,nd the conference

ended Saturday night.

Accounting} Paper
To Be Published !

.*'*

The first edition of the Ac-
counting Society Paper will be
distributed at the next Society
meeting, Frank Guarnaccia and
Gerald Dougherty, co-editors of
the paper, announced.
The Fifteenth Annual Ac-

counting Forum sponsroed by
the Philadelphia Chapter, of the
Pennsylvania Institute of Certi-
fied Public Accountants will be
held today at the University of
Pennsylvania.

•"('I

'He gets a lot to like- filter, flavor, flip-top box/'The works.

A filter that means business. An easy draw that's all

flavor.And the flip-top box that ends crushed cigarettes.

(MAM M IICNMOND, VMOMM. MOM A

'«/

^OPULAM PILTCR Plaice
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Professor O'Toole Speaks

To University Faculties
The second meeting of the

school year of the Villanova

Chapter of the American As-

Bociation of University Profes-

sors will be held tonight at 8

p.m. in the Reading Room of

Commodore John Barry Hall, it

was announced by Dr. Bernard

L. Bonniwell, Chapter Secretary.

Professor Thomas J. O'Toole,

Assistant Dean at the Villanova

Law School, will speak on the

topic: "Legal Aspects of Cen-

sorship of Motion Pictures and

Books.

The Villanova Chapter also

invites all of the faculty mem-
bers to attend the first social

of the year. The dance, under

the direction of co-chairmen W.
J. Barnhurst and C. G. Heinin-

ger, will be held at 9 p.m. on
Saturday, Nov. 16 in the Reading

Room of John Barry Hall. The

dress will be informal and re-

freshments will be served.

Student Council

Change Approved
(Continued from Page 1)

the Senate and will be the final

voting power in all matters ex-

cluding finance. : , ,v

Nurses Get F*ull Vote
Other innovations of the new

constitution include the addition

of a voting member from the

nursing division to the council.

Last week's acceptance of this

clause marked the first official

recognition of the provision call-

ing for such a seat ad^ed to the

original constitution over the

summer. The new delegi te is to

be elected by the members of

the junior and senior classes in

the nursing division and she will

cast one full vote. The fresh-

man and sophomore nurses will

continue to vote only for their

respective class representative,

for if they were to vote in the

nurses' election, they would be

receiving double representation.

Election and Voting Changes
Another change was rendered

to the system of electing repre-

sentatives. The present system

allows students of all schools to

vote for all their class represent-

atives. Under the change, they

will vote only for those men who
are to represent their school,

that is, the engineering students

will elect only the engineering

representative and so on.

Two half-votes presently seat-

ed on the Council were changed

to full votes at the meeting. The

alumni representative will in the

future cast a full vote, as will

the senior delegate of the Na-

tional Federation of Catholic

College Students. The first will

be elected as formerly in the

class elections, but the latter's

selection has not as yet been de-

cided on and will be provided for

in the forthcoming by-laws.

The elevation of the NFCCS
delegate to full vote status

caused some controversy and

discussion, but its adherents con-

tended that the delegate, who
represented the entire school at

national conventions, should be

more than the leading member
of a campus club. Accordingly,

the NFCCS is to be disbanded

as a club and will assume the

status of a standing president's

committee, as the Spirit Com-
mittee is, with its casting a full

vote in the council.

, By the tenents of the approved

changes, the Council will also

have increased power over stud-

ent organizations, which will

consist of council supervision of

all activities of those organiza-

tions recognized by the Dean of

Student Activities.

Panel Discussion

Held At Lankenau
Miss Harriet Murphy, an in-

structress in Public Health Nurs-

ing, was chairman of a recent

panel discussion which was held

at the Lankenau Hospital Audi-

torium on Oct. 30. The topic

of the discussion was "Tran-

quilizing Drugs and Care of the

Mentally III."

Some of the points included

on the program were the facts

that patients are being dis-

charged quite rapidly, and, for

the first time, the census in the

State Hospitals for the mentally

ill is dropping.

The affair was sponsored by

the Public Health Section of the

Pennsylvania Nurses' Associa-

tion. It was attended by a psy-

chiatrist, social workers and

other Public Health instructors.

Introducing—
the Arrow

Car Coat

Here's a wonderful coat for

outdoor activity. It's windproof,

water repellent, finger-tip in

length—looks and feels great.

Yours in two models; choice of

lightweight patterned lining

or quilted lining and detachable

hood for colder weather.

•'Arrow Car Coats from $19.95.

Other jackets from $12.95.

Arrow Crew neck sweater

just %\{iM.Ctuetty

Peabody ^ Comfany, Inc.

ARROW
CASUAL WEAR

first in fashion

l^llAT MUST A
«IOB OFFER TO
INTEREST YOU

« CHOiicE OF LOCATION?

So often, the college graduate is con-

fronted with the problem of liking the job

which is offered but not the location in which
• he must live. If this is your problem, you
"•

should consider the Pennsylvania electric

;f power companies. With them, you can choose

" almost any location in beautiful and prosperous
• Pennsylvania. Here you will find the oppor-

tunity to fulfill your working, living and

recreational desires.

• * A FUTURE?

The Pennsylvania electric utility com-

panies have doubled their output during the

past ten years, and will a^ain double it during

the next ten. Moreover theirs is a product upon

which our nation is dependent for its growth

and security. Where else can you find so

bright a future?.:, ''''^.:-\-.'/:^ ;•:-'• ".'•^•^

.A VARIETY OF INTERESTS?

The Pennsylvania electrJc power com-

panies can oflTer you a job in Power Plant

Engineering, Field Engineering, Commumty
Development, System Planning, Transmission

and Distribution Engineering, and many
others. It is one of the few industries in which

you can find the field which interests you most.

Talk to your placement counselor or to the

personnel director of one of Pennsylvania's

electric power companies. Or, write to

Pennsylvania Electric Association, State Street

BuUding, Harrisburg, Pa., stating where you

would like to live and work.

Pennsylvaiiia Electric Association

23 INDEPENDENT COMPANIES PROVIDING POWER FOR PENNSYLVANIA'S PROGRESS

Detroit/Miami Topple Villanova
Perhaps the 1957 motto of

the Villanova football team
should have been—"Walk big,

but carry a soft stick."

Accoladed before and after

every game as an excellent team,
capable of crushing any of their

opponents, the Mainliners seem
to do every thing but score as
they move along their path of
frustration.

The Wildcats closed out their

on-the-road season last Saturday
with a 16-7 loss to Detroit that
assured them of not winning a
game away from home this year.

A 13-7 defea: by Miami Uni-
versity a week earlier had bur-
dened the Villanovans with a
losing season.

Loss of Trophy

The Detroit loss, fifth straight
and sixth of the season, forced
the 'Cats to give up possession of
the Cyril J. Burke trophy, sym-
bol of supremacy in this oldest

(25 years) of all Vilanova grid-

iron rivaries, and snapped their

streak of somewhat dubious dis-

tinction that they had not lost a
game this year by more than a

touchdown.

Playing a typical "almost, but

not quite enough" game, the

Mainliners threatened often to

score, and, at the start of the

game, looked as though they
might run all over the Titans.

However, several potential scor-

ing drives died out in Detroit ter-

ritory, three of them inside the

20.

Leon Horin, substituting at

fullback for Jack DeVereaux,
who had a charleyhorse, seemed
to have the Wildcats on the

move in the initial moments of

play, driving 44 yards on three

carries through the Titan line

the first time Villanova got the

ball. This drive, however, died

on the Detroit 21 on an incom-
pleted Billy Magee pass.

Dump Graz For Safety

The Mainliners did all the

moving in the first period, but
their foes took over in the sec-

ond frame. Jim Grazione started

to direct the Villanova offense

on its own 11, but was dumped
back on the four trying to pass,

and then trapped again on the

By JACK CURTIN

next p'ay, this time in his own
end zone, for a safety and two
points tor Detroit.

The Titans added a touchdown
—after a 40 yard drive that gave
them a firct down on the four

—

before the half ended to give

them a 9-0 lead at the mid-way
break.

Grazione went into' the end
zone for Villanova in. the third

period on an eight yard rollout

play, but this score was nullified

by a backfie!d-in-motion penalty
and the 'Cats bogged down on
the six.

Villanova went 57 yards in

eight plays early in the final

quarter to close the gap to 9-7,

when Grazione, who had sparked
the drive with his running, hit

Tony Varrechione with a short
pass, and the senior end scamp-
ered 15 yards for the TD. Dick
Keyser added the point after

touchdown.

Gamo On Ice

However, with less than six

minutes left, the Titans unleash-

ed a 50 yard touchdown pass

play to put the game on ice.

Villanova's chances of winning

the game, rated as a toss-up by

the pre-game experts, were in-

jured by the absence of Rick

Sapienza (due to an injured leg)

and the necessarily sparce usage
oi' Devereaux.

The Mainliners lost the ball

on fumbles only once during the
Detroit game, but the Miami de-
feat was a repeat of'the season
long mishaps that cost the Wild-
cats at least four of their six

losses.

Behind At Half

Behind 6-0 at the half, the
Wildcats battled back to a 7-6

lead in the third period and
seemed to be on their way to a
tidy upset. A fumble on their

own 35 at the close of that
frame, however, left them open
to Miami's second touchdown
and a 13-6 defeat.

It was during Miami's drive to
this score—in 11 plays against
a fighting Villanova line—that

Sapienza suffered the leg injury

thai kept him out of the Detroit

battle.

The Hurricane's first TD came

on an 80 yard run midway
through the first period.
Sapienza punted to the Miami

20, and on the first play from

scrimmage, Joe Plevel went all

the way for the tally.

57 Yd. Drive

Villanova scored in the third

period, going 57 yards in 13

plays. Davey Parr went over

from the one for the touchdown

and Sapienza converted to give

the Mainliners the lead.

Magee, who completed nine

out of 14 passes, and Devereaux,

who gained 52 yards, were out-

standing in the Villanova back-
field, while the line played its

usual excellent game, with Gene
O'Pella and Don Luzzi being
particularly outstanding.

A relatively unimportant home
game with one victorious Wich-
ita a week from this Saturday
will close out the 1957 season.

Bob Gouldlocli, sophomore basketeer, drives in for a shot daring a Villanova court practice
session in Alumni Hall Gym last Monday. Ge orge RaveUng is getting ready to go up and try
to stop ^e shot, as George Emma looks on. HI g Tom Brennan is partially obscured by Gould-
loch in the background.

Varsity Court Team Rounds
Into SH^pe During Practice
After some fifteen days of

practice, the Villanova basket-
ball team is beginning to take
shape.

The team this year consists

of three seniors, including Tom
Brennan, Jack Kelly and Bill

Brennan. Juniors are Joe Ryan,
Ken Harrison, Ralph) Kowalkow-
ski, George Emma and Malt
Brennan, Tom's brother. Round-
ing out the well-balanced team
are four eager sophomores, John
Scott, George Raveling, George
Rieder and Bob Goudloch.

Five Look Hot
Half-way through the prac-

tice season, Tom Brennan, Bill

Brennan, Harrison, Ryan and
Scott have showed the skill, of-

fensively and defensively, to de-

serve starting berths. They are

being closely pressed by Emma
and Raveling.

When Ryan has a good game
he is unstoppable. His 30 points

against St. John's last year point

out this fact.

The Wildcats should have

tremendous board strength this

By Tom Murphy

year with big John Scott taking
3ome of the pressure off last

years big man, Tom Brennan.
Harrison, a real hustling ball

flayer, doesn't slouch y^n re-

')ounds either and he will give

'he big boys a good fight under
he boards.

Coach Alex Severance is tre-

mendously pleased with his team
o far. He feels that the use of

Mumni gym for all bagket»^all

sessions has had c terrific ef-

fect on the spirit of the team.
With no practices interrupted

like they have been in the past

few years more training is had
by the basketballers and valu-

able coaching knowledge is drill-

ed into their heads.

No Distractions

"They (the team) are not sub-

ject to the distraction so evident

in the field house for the past

two or three years," he said.

"Good lights, daUy availability

of a floor, non-interference of

spectators, quiet and general all-

around conditions themselves

make it easier for coaching and
practicing." The players have
worked better under these con-

ditions and it should show in

their play.

Severance also said, "person-
nel can be given individual at-

tention and they are not sub-
ject to the detractors so evident
'ast year."

Open at Home
The court schedule this year

starts on Dec. 3, with a home
"rame against the Philadelphia
Textile School. Such teams as

Duke, North Carolina State,

Canisius, Niagara, West Virgin-

'a, LaSalle, Duquesne, Seton
Hall, St. Joe's, St. Bonaventure,
Temple, Muhlenbere and St.

Francis cross the Wildcats' path
and show the power of the op-

position they will be up against

this year.

Last year the team was very
erratic. They lost what should

have been easy games, upset

some top-notch clubs and fin-

ished with a losing record. From
the looks of things, it will be a

different story this year.

Delany Back h Actioiiy

Wildcat Harriers Gain

Split In Latest Meets
By BILL VINCENT

Having split their last two
meets, Villanova's cross country

team is preparing for the IC4A
Championship which is less than
a- week away. This meet will be
held on November 18 at at Van
Courtland Park, New York, and
it will feature some of the best

college distance runners in the

country.

The Wildcat harriers easily de-

feated Seton Hall by a 15-40

score after dropping a tough one
to highly regarded St. Johns of
Brooklyn. Ron Delany, Villa-

nova's Champ, &nished first in

both of these meets. Previously
Delany had been kept out of
action by an attack of Asiatic

Flu which hospitalized him for

a couple of days. However, this

didn't seem to bother Ronnie as
he easily defeated the best his

opponents had to offer.

Followed Delany
Following De'.arty across the

finish line in the Seton Hall meet
were soph Bob Godesky, Terry
McHugh, Jonas Swenson and.Vic
DeMaio, All of these men did
well against St. John's but they
couldn't overcome the exper-
ience and depth of the Redmen.

In earlier meets of the year
the Main Line harriers—minus
Delany—dropped an 18-37 deci-

sion to LaSalle and were third in

triangular meet with St. Joe's
and Georgetown.

Outstanding for the Wildcats
in these meets were Bob Godesky
and Vic DeMaio. Godesky won
the 1000 Yard Novice race in the
Inquirer Games a year ago while
DeMaio has been one of the
Wildcat's leading middle distance
men.
Although Villanova's great

middle distance and distance
star Ron Delany will graduate
this June, the future of the Wild-
cats cross country team is a
bright one. To go along with
such veterans as De Maio, Ck>de-

sky, Swenson and Tinney, the

Mainliners have a fine group of

freshmen harriers. They include

Nick D'Angelis, Gene Rogers,

Hank Neill, Lance Huglemeyer,
George Montey and Tim Mc-
Namar.
McNamar, who comes from

Tulsa, Oklahoma, is undefeated
in freshmen competition. Two
days after easily winning the
intramural cross country meet,

he won the La Salle meet, cover-

ing the special three mile fresh-

men course in 18 minutes, 39
seconds. Following him across

the finish line were Wildcat frosh

RON DELANY
Back In Action

harriers Lance Huglemeyer and
Hank Neill.

Two weeks later McNamar
literally ran away with the Seton
Hall freshmen as he covered the
course in 18 minutes, 36 seconds.

Hank Neill and Gene Rogers
placed fourth and fifth respec-
tively for the Main Liner's fresh-

men squad.

Fresh Never Ran Before
McNamar, who will be the

freshman's squad leading con-
tender for the Frosh IC4A
Championships, never ran in a
cross country meet until he came
to Villanova from Cascia Hall,
which is an Augustinian High
School in Tulsa.
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Varrechione, O'Pella Offer

Wildcats Top PlayAt Ends
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One of the positions that every

football coach must solidly set

to spark both his offensive and
defensive alignments is the

flanker spot at the ends of the

line. The men that fill these

critical posts must be fast,

elusive, aggressive athletes;

they must be able to snare bullet

passes . thrown at blinding speed

and the long, arching throws

vhich gain so much yardage in

\ touchdown drive. They must
oe hard-nosed competitors who
•an crash through the enemy
ine to break up plays before

hey can come to fruition. And,

bove all else, they must be men
vho can inspire the team by

heir determination and desire

to play the game.

Villanova is fortunate to have

a pair of ends who "play the

game" and play it well. Their

names are Tony Varrechione and
Gene O'Pella. They both have

")layed the game to the hilt for

the last two seasons, through

last year's successes and this

year's failures. And they play

as hard this season in disap-

pointment as they did when the

squad was winning. Coach Frank
Reagan knows that no other

pair of ends could have given

him any more than did Tony
and Gene.

An Outstanding Pair

As you watch them play, it

becomes evident that they have

played the game before. Varre-

chione, a muscular six-footer,

goes about his job without flam-

boyance, making the key tackles,

snatching passes, all in such a

routine manner that one could

underestimate his consistently

fine performances. O'Pella, a

mountain of a man at 6'5'' and

230 lbs., stands head and

shoulders over everyone on the

,;S>;"§*..

'.•,•.•.v.^'.^s•.•l

0y ^^AHfk CUNNINGHAM

field, and his headlong line

plunges and sterling offensive

play command the instant atten-

tion of the crowd. Big "Gino" is

mighty hard to overlook.

The paths which lead the two
men to Villanova were diverse

ones. Tony was a two-year All-

State selection at West Warwick
H.S. in Rhode Island, and help-

ed guide his team to their class

championships in those two sea-

sons. Gene played no high school

ball at St. John's of Philadelphia,

but, while in the Army in Ger-

many, put in two years of service

competition, and both years won
All-Service designation at end.

O'Pella met Coach Frank Rea-

gan at a banquet after he prot

out of the Army, and was offer-

ed a scholarship. Villanova got

him over bids from Notre Dame
and Illinois.

First Chances in *56

Varrechione got his first vars-

ity chance last year and once he

got in the starting lineup no one

was able to replace him. He nab-

bed seven passes for 89 yds.,

demonstrated superb blocking

ability, and made himself the

most consistently valuable line-

man on the club. Big O'Pella es-

tablished himself last year, too,

but in his sophomore year. Gene
caught eight passes for 150 yds.,

and was unstoppable on short

throws right over the line, where
he could bring his tremendous

strength to advantage in pick-

ing up vital yardage.

And so the Wildcats were set

at the ends for the '57 campaign.

Senior Varrechione got off to a

great start in the home opener

against Furman, grabbing two

37 yd. passes, one for a T.D.

His blazing speed carried him

I
past a Florida State defenseman

for a 49 yd. pass play. Present-

ly, Tony ranks in the top ten

in the East in pass receiving with

12 grabs for 187 yds. and one

touchdown. - Coach Joe Rogers
calls Tony "the most under-

rated, consistent player on the

team." Quite an accolade to re-

ceive two seasons in a row!

Most Improved Flayer

O'Pella, meanwhile, was com-
plementing his teammate's per-

formance with illustrious ones of

his own. Gene, after a fair start,

begain playing inspired football

n the V.P.I, game at Blacksburg,

Va. He started a scoring drive of

33 yds. by alertly recovering a
fumble. Although he hurt his

shoulder later in the game. Gene
came back the next week against

Boston College and gave a mag-
nificent display of defensive end

play on a rainsoaked, muddy
field which was not conducive

to effective tackling. Following

a fine offensive show at Indiana,

Gene played his best all-around

game at Miami, putting on such

an exhibition that rival coach

Andy Gustafson remarked

:

"O'Pella is as good as any end
I've ever seen play in the Orange
Bowl" during my seven years as

Head Coach." Needless to say,

the coaches regard Gene as the

most improved player on the

team this season.

Both Tony and Gene are at a

loss to explain the Wildcat's

poor record this year, though
they both insist that the club

has as much desire as it did

against Baylor seven weeks ago.

What ever the season's outcome,

however, one thing is certain:

the two guys on the ends of the

line will never stop hustling for

Villanova, they will never stop

playing the game.

SPORTS CHATTER

Ve Ue Traveling Sickness
By FRANK FLEMING

"Have tux, will travel" is a saying which has grown in popu-

larity around the Vilanova campus during the current football

campaign. But to the members of the Wildcat grid squad this

statement is not a joke, for when it is reworded to read "have

football uniform, will travel" it is the summation of the 1957

Villanova football story. Playing one of the hardest schedules

in their history, the 'Cats of Frank Reagan also have the honor-or

more likely, the misfortune^—of being the most traveled team in

the U.S. ,

'

Playing six of their nine games on the road this season, the

Wildcats have traveled over 8,000 miles to and from these con-

tests. The travelers started their season off by journeying to

Waco, Texas, where they outplayed but were beaten by the Bay-

lor Bears. The 'Cats came home to play on two consective week-

ends in Goodreau Stadium. Coach Reagan and the boys began a

disastorous five game road stand. On consecutive weekends, the

Cats traveled to Virginia, Massachuetts, Indiana, Florida and
Michigan—returning home only long enough to have their uni-

forms cleaned for their next trip.

Without A Cbevy
To most people, this seems like a fine way to see the U. S. A.

without buying a Chevrolet, but a football team's purpose is not to

see the U. S. A., it is to win games. And extensive travelilig far

from helps them meet this purpose. Many gridiron authorities be-

lieve that traveling more than anything else can injure a football

team. Looking at Villanova, it would seem that these men are

right, for in their two encounters at home the Wildcats played like

one of the best teams in the country, but on the road there is just

one little unknown thing missing which keeps them from winning

ball games. It could be a form of travel sickness.

Traveling does definitely hurt a ball club in many respects.

A traveling ball club has less practice time than the home team.

Travel time cuts practice time and thereby the visiting team is at

disadvantage. Any person who travels frequently, for any reason,

after spending a relatively sleepless inght on a train or plane? The

will tell you how tiring traveling is. How can any player be his best

answer is simple they can't. But a ballplayer on a traveling club

must. How can a football player who is a victim of air sickness

play his best game while recovering from his last battle with the

clouds? He can't, but again he must if his team is to win. Is a

noisy hotel the place to rest for a game? No, but the members of

a traveling ball club must do so.

Away From Friends

Physical disadvantages are not the only ones which a travel-

ing ball club face. Many ballplayers are married or engaged, while

almost all the others have girl friends. Traveling takes the ball

players away from these people to whom they want to be close.

This is a definite demoralizing factor which hits every traveling

ball club. As one Villanova player put it "The only time I see my
girl is when she is saying goodbye before a trip or welcoming me

back after one."

To most the students at Villanova the ballplayers are vir-

tually unknown. They are the guys who fill the vacant seats in

class during the middle of the week.

A Definite Discdurage'

Yes, traveling does hurt a ball club in more ways than one.

It has a definite physical effect on a team in that no team is at

its best after traveling half way around the country to play a

game. A traveling team is also a demoralized team. It hurts a team

to walk onthe field and know that up in the packed stands every

person is against you. How can a team be expected to beat some of

the best teams in the country with all these factors against them,

and do it for five straight weeks?

Had Villanova played its last five games at home instead of

on the road, more than likely the Wildcat's record would now stand

at seven and one rather than two and six, for Villanova was not

beaten by its opponent this season but by The Wildcats' own brand

of traveling sickness.

Joe Soancerella, quarterback and captain of Joe's Jets, carrieH

the bail through the line in last weelc's game with the Baronii on
'Mendel Field. The JetA, one of the favored teamn for the campus
title, won the contest to keef their undefeated record Intact.

I

Five Teams Seem Headed For Play-Offs

As Intramural Season Draws To Close
By PAUL BUCKLEY

With the Intermural football

final just around the comer, the

mad dash for places in the Aus-
tin and Mendel leagues has be-

come very intense.

Semi-final games will begin on
Tuesday, November 19. It looks

as if the semi-finals will feature

Joe's Jets, the East Wingers, the

Mendel Maulers, the Delurey
Devils and the Aces. All are un-

defeated with the Maulers show-
ing a 6-0 retord, the East Wing-
ers and the Jets both 5-0 and
thelDelurey Devils and the Aces
at 4-0.

D.P.M. Upset
Last week the previously un-

defeated D.P.M. team was dump-
ed by the Jungle Bunnies by a
6-0 score.

Four games were played last

week in the 10:30 Mendel
League. The Mendel Maulers
picked up two important vic-

tories in this action. The Maul-
ers beat the Clowns, 6-0, and
won by forfeit from the Screw-
drivers. With this forfeit, the

Screwdrivers are out of the

league. In the two other games,
the Hops, who are six and two
on the year, defeated the Clowns
and the Srewdrivers.

In the A Division at 4:30 on

Mendel field the East Wingers
kept their slate clean with a

win over Jizz A.C. on first

downs.
In the B league, the Jungle

Bunnies upset the powerful

D.P.M. team, 6-0, while Bravo
Company knocked off Charlie

Company, 12-0.

Only two games were played

in the Austin league last week.
The Delurey Devils won by for-

feit over the Mendeliers and the

Aces clobbered the Trotters by

a score of 26-0.

Joe's Jets Idle

Undefeated Joe's Jets were
idle this week, but with the up-

set of D.P.M., they moved into

the top spot in their division.

Outstanding players for the

Jets so far this year have been
Don Cashman and Bill Glennon
at ends. Gene Duffy and Bob
Draghi at tackles, with an able

backfield consisting of Joe Scan-

carella, Frank Connolly, Terry
Johnson and Jack Mulhall.

Close behind the five unde-

feated teams are the Barons,

4-1, the Rat Pack, 4-1, and the

Hop?, who are 6-1. Any of

these teams could end up the

intramural champion.
Hexathlon Begun

ll^egrinning last Monday, No-
vember 11, the intramural office

unveilled a new sport to de-

termine the all-around athlete

at Villanova. This new test of

athletic prowess is the Hexath-
lon, consisting of six phases of

athletics. Each phase will con-

sist of several events to be held

over a six-day period.

The first phase consisted of

three track events; the 60

yard dash, the 440, and the

broad jump. Following Track,

there was swimming which con-

sisted of the 25-yard sprint, the

50-yard sprint and a middle dis-

tance of 100 yards. Today, the

third day of competition, there

will be punting for distance,

passing for distance and a place

kick for accuracy.

There will also be riflery, bas-

ketball and gym. The events will

be based on a point system with

the all-around athlete being the

man who has accumulated the

highest number of points at

the end of the sixth day.

Nurses* Program
Another new intramural fea-

ture is the initiation of an ac-

Seven Gome Statistics

RESULTS
VILLANOVA
VILLANOVA 20
VILLANOVA 21

VILLANOVA 14

VILLANOVA 9

VILLANOVA 7

VILLANOVA 7

VILLANOVA 7

TO DATE
BAYLOR 7

FURMAN
FLORIDA STATE 7
VIRGINIA TECH 21
BOSTON COLLEGE 12

INDIANA 14
MIAMI 13

DETROIT 16

GAMES TO PLAY
Nov, 23 Wichita at Villanova

TEAM STATISTICS
v.u.
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STUDENT COUNCIL VIEWS
By PAT NICHOLSON

<lack Emerick and the Villanovans'' are sho\«ii an they led

Wildcat rooters around campus last Thursday evening prior to

the team's trip to Detroit for last Saturday's game.

Theater Celebrity Speaks

To Friends of yiJ Library

'tr---

Eddie Dowling, well known
theatrical personality, was the

chief speaker Sunday, November
10 as the Friends of the Villa-

nova University Library held

their fall meeting in the campus
library at 2 :00 p.m.

Under the direction of the

Rev. Daniel Falvey, O.S.A.,

school librarian, the group was
organized some years ago to

foster the growth and- develop-

ment of the institution's 145>-

000 volume library. John C.

Kelly, New York City advertis-

ing executive is Chairman of the

Friends of the Library.

Constructed in 1949 with the

aid of funds raised by the

Friends of the Library, the

building is open to neighbors

of the University and others re-

siding in the Villanova area as

well as serving as the center

of learning for more than 5,000

students. ^;, .,,;,w .;../ ^/^.•...;-...

Very Rev. James A. Donnel-
lon, O.S.A., Villanova President,

gave an address of welcome and
Dowling, one of the best loVed

theatrical people, talked on the

"Modern Theater." Very Rev.

Henry E. Greenlee, O.S.A.,

chairman of the University's

Board of Trustees presided.

One week ago tonight the Student Council

of Villanova University made one of the most
important forward steps in its history. The
approval of a new Constitution based on the

proposals of a constitutional committee head-

ed by Tom Whelan and Don Kempf was neces-

sary in the development of our Student Coun-
cil to correspond with the present popularly

accepted concept of student government in

American colleges and universities. The new
constitutional system as such will not go into

effect until its corresponding by-laws have been

approved by the council and the present ten--

itive approval of the administration is made
final. It is hoped that the new system will

go into effect prior to the Christmas vacation.

Just what is the present Student Govern-

ment concept in American colleges and univer-

sities? In 1806 Thomas Jefferson sent a letter

to the University of Virginia urging their con-

tinuation of a fine student government program.

He said "The student government by giving

authority and responsibility to students great-

ly aids in their development into outstanding

citizens." Unfortunately very few schools fol-

lowed the example of the University of Vir-

ginia. It wasn't for the most part until after

World War II that student government pro-

grams actually became of a worthwhile nature.

Since that time however, their development
has been very rapid. Their great importance
to the American college student has been rec-

ognized throughout the country. This summer
in a letter to the 10th annual convention of

the National Student Association of the United
States the President of the United States,

Dwight D. Eisenhower, stated that student gov-

ernments are not only greatly beneficial to the

colleges and universities, but what is more im-

portant, they train the students of today to

be the leaders of tomorrow.

It has been generally recognized that to

be worthwhile, Student Councils must be given

a great deal of student responsibility. Rather
than being only an advisory group, the Stud-
ent Council, composed of duly elected represen-

tatives on the entire student body, should be

the actual governing body of all undergraduate
students. The opportunity to make important

decisions and to assume definite responsibil-

ities is a necessity in the development of cap-

able student leaders. This is certainly a very

important function of the educational system.

Student government as well as Student Ad-
visory Council, rather than the latter alone,

is a short, but accurate way, of stating the

student government concept prevailent in most
colleges and universities.

Villanova has long realized the Value of

student responsibility. In the Villanova hand-
book it is stated that "a considerable portion of

the government devolves upon the students,

who are expected to prepare for the future by
assuming responsibility for their opinions and
actions in university relations. However, un-
der the old con.stitution the Student Council

was no more tlian an advisory group to the

administration. All decisipns regarding the
student body and organizations within the

student body were nothing more than recom-
mendations. Under the new constitution de-

cisions of such a nature will be subject to

review by the administration. If they are found
not to be in opposition with the better interests

oi' Villanova University, then such rulings will

automatically become laws or enactments
whichever the case may be. In all matters deal-

ing with university policy or initiation of new
programs or other matters of such a nature,
the Student Council will continue to act in an
advisory capacity. However the new system
is designed to greatly facilitate the presenta-
tion, investigation, discussion, and decision on
such matters.

The new constitution is constructed that
all campus organizations will be dealing in

many ways with the Student Council. As it

will be the student leaders of the various organ-
izations who are working with the council, the
number of students profiting from the oppor-
tunity to assume definite responsibility for
their decisions and activities shall be sizably
increased.

There are many other advantages which
should result from the new system of the
Student Council. The most important advan-
tages will be discussed in this column next week.
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MONKey • • . By Leo Rogtrs

First Things First
Who*, of us does not feel the hair on the back of his neck

bristle when he sees reading "Merry Xmas?" Yes, even at this early

date. It would seem that the modern business world cannot even af-

ford to allot to the typically American holiday of Thanksgiving its

proper due for all their interest in boosting the Christmas (spirit?).

Nc, not precisely spirit, but more exactly sales.

Perhaps this is an antiquated opinion, but the fact remains that

the season has lost most of its true significance for much of the
public. The woman-in-the-store is more concerned with whether
rich old Uncle Freddy will realize that the sweater for his toy
bulldog is not genuine cashmire, but just run-of-the-mill orlon and
only cost $2.50 to boot. A real bargain, at any rate good enough for

the mangy mutt—the canine that is.

*
i What happened to the spirit of Tiny Tim ? We're not advocating

that everyone should be sent into raptures over the thrill of having
plum pudding for the family feast. (No offense to Messrs. R&R.
Their plum pudding in the glass jar is scrumptious, especially when
more liberally doused with rum filled vanilla sauce). We are, how-
ever, wondering if the average American family is not losing a

great deal in being bullied into conformity with the commercialized

notion of Christmas.

It has already been mentioned above that this short airing of

a point of view may seem slightly anticipatory, but the current

gripe, viz. "Xmas" in particular and all that goes with it can be

seen rearing its ugly head in the decor of the commercial establish-

ments in any and all vicinities. The brine in the wound will become
even moreirritating the closer we approach December 25, culminat-

ing in the departmental heads of stores clapping their hand with

glee over the last minute ringing of the cash registers.

Commercialisation has resulted in such heart warming iittle

oddities as "Happy Birthday To My Mother-in-law's Brother", and
"We were sorry to hear your dog was ill.' Ridiculous as these may
seem they should strike a familiar note.

It is here that we come back to our first point. With a little

less of the "X" in the holidays and a little more of Christ in the
holydays, the problem of commercialization and its kindred faults
will be more than half solved.

Campus Comera

New Student Cdiihcil Constitution

Praised for Bi-Cameral Provisions
'ByALLAWLOR'

The new constitution is de-

signed to give a stronger and
more workable foundation to the

Student Council. The major re-

vision is the introduction of a
bi-cameral system. The Council

will now consist of a Student
Congress, whose membership
will be the same as the mem-
bership in the Student Council
now and a Student Senate com-
posed of fifteen

members elected

from the stu-

dent body.

I think that

this system is

the solid found-
ation upon whi-
ch a more effici-

ent governing OIAMARINO
body than we have had in the
past can be built. Each body has
definite powers. The Student
be voted upon in the Senate and
financial and judicial matters.
All major proposals will first

be voted upon in the senate and
then sent to the Congress.

1.

^m^

MenofScienceAlwaysNeedHumanities
:VA-:-if:Vi

By MR. GEORGE HARRIS
Chairman, Education Dept.
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The advent of earth satellites is an-

other dramatic reminder of the fantas-

tic age in which we live. We have been
assured that it is but the forerunner
of even more spectacular achievements
in man's conquest of outer space and in

a general acceleration of scientific and
technolical advancement. Such an
ev6nt only tends to emphasize the im-

portance of having a well educated cit-

izenry to cope with the realities of to-

day's kaleidoscopic changes.

Since the announcement of the la-

unching of "Sputnik" we have read in

our daily papers statements by national

leaders expressing shock and amaze-
ment over the possibility that we have
fallen behind Russia in the field of

science. It is difficult to understand
why this should come as a shock to our

national leaders.

Certainly we should expect them to

be familiar with the problems of edu-

cation in our country. Our possible sec-

ond place in this field of science has
been caused not by problems that apply
to all facets of education. "Sputnik"
has rendered us a real service by em-
phasizing the problems in a specific

field, let us hope that an attempt will

be made to solve the problems in all

phases of education and not just in the
one phase that have been given national

attention.

We are all familiar with the sugges-

tions that have been made in the past

few weeks to produce more and better

scientists. Uudoubtedly tremendous

amounts of money will be provided for

buildings, scholarships, research and
equipment in the field of science. In

such a situation it is possible that we
may lose our perspective. We need a

careful study of our entire system of
education from first grade through our
universities that will result in an im-
proved quality of education, we need a
reassessment of our attitude toward
teachers so that the status and com-
pensation of teachers will be improved.
We need the school buildings and equip-

ment that are necessary for the edu-

cation of the youth of our country.

It may be that as a result of the

challenge created by the launching of

"Sputnik" American colleges and uni-

versities will take upon themselves the

important and necessary function of

our technological institutes in training

technicians. To do this would result in

a neglect of the broad objectives of our
colleges and universities in the training

of true men of science. The true sci-

entist needs not only technological

training but also needs training in the
humanities. It is one thing to unlock
secrets of the universe-it is something
else to harness these new discoveries
for the good of mankind. It is here
that the scientist needs training in the
humanities. He finds in literature, in

philosophy, and in history, the wisdom
that he needs. The sciences and the hu-
manities are not opposites but serve to

complement each other.

The launching of "Sputnik" can serve
as a blessing to us if it helps to point

out the need for a thorough reapprai-

sal of our entire system of education.

I am of the

opinion that
with the new
constitution in

effect Villanova
will realize a
true governing
body with defin-

^1^^, ite powers and

^^Hjl duties and ef-

I^IIIJIJIIfective opera-
tion.

TOM MOAKLEY
Soph Engineer

In order to assure the student
body of a better form of govern-
ment, it has been deemed ne-
cessary that the present con-
stitution and by-laws be revised.

In my opinion, this is a defin-

ite step toward advancement for
our future Villanovans; for the
bicameral legislature, which is to
be used, is the most beneficiary
factor in promoting democratic
forms of government.

BETTY GIAMARINO
Fresh Nurse

The proposed constitution of
the Student Council is a step in
the right direction towards a
stronger student government at
Villanova University. The bi-

cameral government proposed
will facilitate the introduction of
only important proposals to the

Letters To Editor
The editors of the VILLANO-

VAN welcome letters to the
paper. They may be on any sub-
ject pertinent to school affairs.

Opions of feature material and
columns in the paper are wel-
comed as are criticisms of the
rest of the paper.

DE GROFT

Student Congress as all propos-
als must first be discussed by
the Student Senate.

This will also hasten and make
more efficient the actual meet-

ing of the Student Congress. The
creation of a Student Faculty
Committee and Academic Affairs

Committee as standing commit-
tees of the Co-
uncil will en-

hance student-

faculty relation-

ships and pro-

vide a means by
which any aca-

demic problems
that arise may
be ironed out ef-

ficiently and sa-

tisfactorily.

If passed, the proposed con-
situation should place the Stud-
ent Council in its proper prospec-

tive as a revered and strong
student government.

W. J. DeGROFT
Senior C and F

In. instituting this new consti-

tution the Student Council has
eliminated the main obstacle
that had faced its dealings in the
past the lack of efficiency. With
the large council here at Villa-

nova, a bi-cameral type of ar-

rangement with a delegation of
come the many problems that
authorities was needed to over-
are presented at each meeting.
The full advantage of this move
will be completely realized in

later years as the council as-

sumes greater responsibility in a
larger university.

JACK SERAFIN "
-^

Junior History ^ v
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There'sMoreTo ItThanYouThink!
By JOE KINNEY Associate Editor

Wednesdays at Villanova are just
like any other day with one outstanding
exception—the VILLANOVAN is dis-

tributed throughout the university.

Dougherty Hall is filled with stu-
dents walking hurriedly through the
main corridor, standing in the resident
chow line or huddled around a table
in the day hop cafeteria—all preoccu-
pied with what the VILLANOVAN has
to say to them.

After the ordinary reader has scan-
ned the front page, skipped the inside

news and feature sections and glanced
at the goings-on of Villanova's athletic

teams before either stuffing the tabloid

between a stack of books or throwing
it away, seldom does he realize that
the newspaper staff has already begun
working on the following edition.

Go Get Him!
The preceding couple of days have

been filled with reporters running
around the campus (and sometimes far
from Lancaster Pike) tracking down
some student, faculty member or out-

sider who is said to possess "good
copy" for the next edition.

The result off all this running around

Editor Bob Mulcahy (riglit) posts
a staff notice on the VILLANOVAN
bulletin board on the second floor of
Dougherty Hail as News Editor Ed
Karrer looks on.

is written and typed, before 6 p.m. on
Wednesday (at least, that's the dead-
line the editors established at the be-
ginning of the school year and reiter-

ated at a special meeting just last

week). About that time the Publica-
tions Office in Dougherty Hall (on the
second floor if you're interested in join-

ing the staff) is visited by the more am-

;

bitious members of the student organ
for the purpose of rewriting, typing,
writing headlines and even dashing off

a story on the latest recording session
sponsored by the Oper-Classica Society,

which some negligent reporter failed

to produce.

Ready For Action
Don't ever think the Villanovan office

at this time is a quiet, orderly, smoky
room with a silence broken only by
the clickety-click of three or four type-
writers. Far from it! A stranger from
the radio station down the hall who
might accidentally enter the "writing"
office would probably find the center
table surrounded by six or seven sup-
posed journalistic geniuses moulding a
possible page one story out of loose

bits of information succeeded by others
who type these loose bits into that page
one story.

In one comer is Larry O'Rourke,
managing editor, whose main task is

layout of the inside news pages but
who may be judged to be scribbling

lines and penciling boxes on what is

professionally recognized as a "dummy
sheet". I do approximately the same
damage to the editorial and feature

pages, after discussing the content of
the material to take up the space on
these pages with Feature Co-editors,

Frank Delany and John Kennedy.
The latter two gentlemen, producers

of a score of interesting and controvers-
ial articles over the past couple of
years, usually contribute at least on6
feature per week as well as writing
the headlines and making sure that
"their" pages are well-stocked with ap-
propriate pictures.

Traubleo Already
In the early part of the evening News

Editors Ed Karrer and Joe Wheeler
are extraordinarily optimistic about the
possibility of submitting some truly
"All-American" stories but by 9 o'clock,
after failing to receive even the slight-
est notice from several of the bigger
campus activities, in addition to having
been disappointed by their best report-
er's neglect to go see "soand so about
that big dance in the Field House," the
ambitious duo are almost ready to
throw up their hands, leave the office,

and forget about "next week's VILLA-
NOVAN". If perseverance is a virtue,
then Ed and Joe must be virtuous.
Jack Curtin and Frank Fleming when

he can make it) are the isolationists
of the group. They usually pick the
far corner of the room as a base of
Sports Operations. Jack and Frank are
the Sports Editors, although the for-
mer is more widely known to those of
our readers whose main interest is
criticising the feature material of the
paper or chemistry.

v; Error Committee
' Still later, after the majority of the
stories to be used have been written,
John Fixl and his Copy Editor side-
kick Ken Miller, a new appointee two
weeks ago, begin their arduous job of
digging for grammatical errors, sep-
arating each story into paragraphs and
sometimes, retyping an inadequate ar-
ticle.

Our friend from the radio station, if
he has the time and the curiosity to
stay with us, could distinquish an
editor from a regular staff member by
noticing the facial expression, vocal
tone and general actions of the inhabi-
tants of the room. Editors have a
worried, pessimistic expression; shout
at the failure of one of their reporters
to "Produce"

; and occasionally may
be discovered dashing from another
editor to the copy desk and back again
over some disputed point.

Most Worried Fella
In the midst of all this confusion is

Bob Mulcahy, the Chief, who has the
most worried expression of any of the
editors, doesn't shout unless absolutely
necessary and wears out almost as
much shoe leather as he does walking
to classes all week.
Hours later, after headlines have

been written for every story, the copy
is assembled, stuffed into an envelope

Managing Editor Larry O'Rourke
explains how to set a story to linotypj
operator Leon Feirman at Long Pub-
lishing Co. Associate Editor Joe Kin-
ney watches the process.

and sent to the printer in Philly via
a VILLANOVAN stall editor.

News that develops on Thursday goes
through the same process as the night
before, although on a much smaller
scale.

Gimmo A Big Smile!
As the writing segment of the paper

slackens, the photography department
picks up. The stars of Campus Camera
as well as every other print appearing
in the following week's edition are pho-
tographed (or should be) on Thursday
and Friday. If not, the shutter-snap-
pers don't get too much studying done
over the weekend.

Since the staff photographers develop
their own "shots" in the dark room
on the second floor of Good Counsel
Hall, pictures taken as late as Monday
afternoon may sometimes be found in
the paper two days later.

Not every department of the VILLA-
NAVAN is faced with a rigid deadline,
however. Paul Terruso handles the
advertising; John Mulcahy, Bob's
younger brother, keeps the "photo mor-
que" up to date; and Jack Garrity man-
ages the largest part of the staff, the
Circulation Department.

Sunday Proofreading
Although the trio might not suf-

fer from "deadline ulcers', they have
consistently completed their allotted
assignments week after week, even
enough the major part of their duties
go unnoticed by the VILLANOVAN
readers.

It's been a long time since Editor
Mulcahy and News Editor Karrer have
spent Sunday evening at home or even
off-campus. The pair, with the assist-
ance of the copy editors, have a lot to
do before every school week com-
mences, since the "page proofs" are
returned by the printer over the week-
end. '

Every page is checked and re-check-

It » WediHMday night in the VILLANOVAN office aad staff members (left
to right) Larry O'Rourke, Bill Christy, Ed Karrer. John Kennedy. John Fixl, Leo
Elvia, BiU Iclies. Franlc Delany. Ken Miller and Jaolc Curtin.

Platemaker Art
Martin describes *»>« VILLANOVAN
how negative JT.^^"*,*^

P*?^,***

plates are made of ORourke and Kin-

every page before ^^^'

ed for typographical errors, grammati-
cal and spelling mistakes. Pictures that
were taken in the past few days are
assembled and reserved for various po-
sitions on every page. Last-minute
stories are written, typed and copy-
read in order that almost every "hole"
in the paper is filled.

To Tho Printer Again -;
Just before my first class on Monday

morning, Ed Karrer hands me a pres-
ent, a proofread VILLANOVAN, a
mess of pictures and more likely than
not, two or three late stories to go back
again to the printer.

Trying to drive to Long Publishing
Co. on Cherry St. near Broad and back
to the campus again for my next class
in less than two hours is hard enough
but when there's city traffic to contend
with, then the race to Philly and the
return is even more exciting.
After a relaxing "afternoonful" of

classes succeeded by an editorial meet-
ing at 4:30 to plan the following issue,
the top three editors are usually joined
by Karrer, Curtin and Bill Christy on
their trip to the printer for an ordin-
arily interesting, although tedious, eve-
ning. It's "make-up" night.

A Long Night Ahead
As Ed Karrer proofreads, Curtin is

busy pasting in sports stories that de-
veloped over the weekend while Mul-
cahy and O'Rourke mull over the news
pages. I have my hands full with the
feature section so I always pick out a
bright and comfortable "paste-up" desk
for my nocturnal companion.
Each page is proofed again, up-to-

the-minute editorials are written, pic-
tures are inserted on each page with
corresponding "cutlines* under each
photo and ads are pasted in. After
every "hole" has been filled and all cor-
rections made, the paper is "put to
bed" with a prayer that everything
comes out alright.

This may sound like a "one-two-
three" routine but it's not. Probably,
a truer statement than Monday is
"paste-up" night would be Monday
night and a major portion of early
Tuesday morning is "paste-up" time.

Since the VILLANOVAN uses the
offset process, each page must be pho-
tographed befor being "run off" on the
press.

Tuesdays are editorial holidays at
Villanova. As the reporters start the
cycle again, the editors catch up on
studies and lost sleep in preparation
for Wednesday night and the beginning
of another "newspaper'' week.

After today's ediUon. the VILLA-
NOVAN will not appear until Dec. 11
due to the Thanksgiving holidays. By
that time the staff will be so restless
from having nothing to do for almost
three weeks that the lone December
issue should be a journalistic master-
piece.
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An Outsider Gives Inside Story On The BMOC
I suppose all of us

have, at one time
or another, dream-
ed of becoming
members of that
legendary breed,
the Big Man On
Campus. I guess I

have. There is

something thrilling

l/-^ in the idea of being
looked up to
around campus,
and I suppose it

givei^ one a certain romantic air that

fascinates the ,female members of the

collegiate set. However, I have decided

that a life of fame isn't for me. I just

wasn't made to be a leader of men.

One thing I guess I lack is i^elf-

confidence. There is a definite need for

the typical B.M.O.C. to feel that he is

somewhat infallible. Unfortunately, I

am rather prone to making mistakes.
Why, I have been known to bet against
the Yankees, Notre Dame and Pres-
ident Eisenhower, and do it all with-

in one week. Mistakes in judgment
such as these are not acceptable in

the character of a campus leader.

Just A Big, Simple Boy
Possibly my biggest disadvantage is

By JACK CUkTlN

my shyness. I am quick to follow the

lead at a party, rally or other such
function, and have even been known
to come up with some pretty good ideas

of my own; but it is quite impossible

for me to jump to my feet and ex-

citedly explain some plan of mine. The
sight of all those anxious and expec-
tant faces reduces me to a quivering
mass, unable to speak coherently
(although, at times, this seems to be
an admirable trait in the campus lead-

er) . Usually I just mumble my sugges-
tion in a plaintive tone and am quite

overjoyed should anyone find it to his

liking.

Another thing that bothers me about
the B.M.O.C. is his relationships with
the aforementioned female collegiate

group. He usually conforms to one of

two patterns: either he is a rather

footloose individual who has a differ-

ent date every weekend, or is madly
in love with one particular young lady.

My own lack of faith in what I have to

offer eliminates the second possibility

and womanhood's lack of faith in the
same eliminates the first. Obviously, I

am handicapped in every way.
The Price Of Greatness

However, I don't want to give the

Political Round-up

Democrats Are Heady With
Success In Recent Election

BY FRANCIS
On Nov. 5, the voters of Pennsyl-

vania, New Jersey, Virginia and Ken-
tucky went to the polls to decide which
political party wfts going to direct the

course of government in their states

and cities for the next four years.

When the Qount was taken it was quite

evident that they had placed their

trust in the Democratic Party.

What result will this election have
on the national scene? Many political

observers feel that the result of this

election acted as a weather vane which
indicated a strong Democratic trend

for the national elections of '58 and '60.

Democrats Win Negro Vote
They have come to this conclusion,

first, because President Eisenhower
gave strong support to the Republican

candidates in all

these states. He
stated that a Rep-
ublican victory
would be the shot

in the arm his ad-

ministration need-

ed. Secondly, it

showed that the

Republican appeal
to the Northern
Negro was re-

jected, to the ex-

tent that the Re-
publican Party lost

ground among negro voters.

The administration has indicated in

the last week that it is considering

calling in former President Harry S.

Truman and his Secretary of State

Dean Acheson to discuss the nation's

critical problems. The White House has
also announced that it has asked the

leading Democrat Adlai Stevenson for

advice on N.A.T.O.
Belatedly Bipartisan

Many observers feel that this is an
attempt by the Republicans to show
that their policies are bipartisan. Thus
they could not be held entirely respons-

ible for THEIR failures when 1960 rolls

around.
Many other observers feel that the

administration has finally come to the

,
realization that the American people
want a co-operative effort between
both political parties where the secur-

ity of the nation is concerned. This was
indicated by the results of last week's
election.

The Scoreboard

Now let us look at the break down |

ONNIR

BONNER
state by state. The Democratic party
captured six cities from the Republic-

ans. They carried Lancaster for the

first time since 1933 and Pottsville

for the first time since it became a
city 47 years ago.

They retained Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh and Scranton by huge major-
ities and lost no offices throughout
the state to the Republicans. It has
also been reported that Republican
leaders are warring over candidates
for the Governorship and the United
States Senate. Because of this and in

view of the recent Democratic victories

it looks mighty good for the Democrats.

Senatorial Hopeful

New York—With Robert Wagner's
landslide victory by over 800,000 votes,

he has put himself in a position to

capture the Democratic nomination for

United States Senate. His party's tre-

mendous victories in heavily Republic-

an upstate N. Y. indicates that he will

be elected. :.•
..:-' .:.'''-.-;,..

New Jersey—Governor Meyner's tre-

mendous victory in which he carried in

with him a democratic Assembly for

the first time in 20 years places him
in contention for the Democratic nomin-

ation for President in 1960. But this

writer feels that Senator John Kennedy
still holds a commanding lead.

All This and Segregation Too
Virginia—The victories of the seg-

regationists in Virginia places Senator

Byrd as the leader of the Southern
element of the Democratic party. It is

conceivable that he and his friends will

form a third party in 1960. But even
if this should happen, I feel that the

result will be the same as in 1948.

The Democrats are singing "Happy
Days are Hore Again."

Feature Stiff Meeting
All columist and feature writers

muHt attend a meeting of tlie VIL-
LANOViliN feature staff today at

4:30 p.m. in the Publications Office

on the Hecond floor of Dougherty
Hall to consider the content of ma-
terial for the remaining editions this

semester. Ideas for new columns,

another tterien and more interesting

featurefl nuty be submitted at this

time. Any undergraduate interested

in joining this department is urged

to attend today's meeting.

impression that I don't admire those
who have succeeded in becoming a
part of this select group. They are

very happy it seems—although a few
have confided in me during a weak
moment that theirs is not an easy life.

And, once you really begin to think

about it, this is very understandable.

The Big Man On Campus must dedi-

cate himself to the general public since

it is to them that he owes his existence.

While you or I may shuffle from class

unshaven and shabbily dressed, the

B.M.O.C. must be bright and cheery,
walk briskly and present a shining,

clean-shaven countenance for the in-

spection of all. And he must be im-
peccably dressed in the latest collegiate

style, lest he dissappomt that small
contingent of students who have chos-
en him for their own special ideal.

Laundry bills alone are a terrific burden
on the campus idol.

Blessed Are The Over-Informed
The campus leader must also be well

informed. It is his duty, his supreme
obligation to always know the story
behind the story so that he may en-

lighten those less fortunate individuals

who have become confused by the dis-

torted facts emanating from official

sources. He must have an inside

knowledge of all campus affairs and
be able to give an opinion on them.
This often necessitates his being awake
far into the night, running about cam-
pus to confer with other B.M.O.C.'s
behind locked doors. Naturally, his

health is none too good. And most
of all, the B.M.O.C. must discover a
cause. Whether he moves toward it

or not, the campus leader must -have
some objective which he claims is his.

And, with the ever increasing number
of B.M.O.C.s, it is very hard for the
struggling newcomer tp find an un-
championed cause to claim for his own.

With only these few examples, we
can see the strain upon these mem-
bers of the higher echelon. I feel that

it is about time we common students

gave these men some sort of recogni-

tion for their work. I hereby propose

that varsity letters, similar to those

awarded our athletes, be given at the

end of the year to the B.M.O.C.'s who
fulfill adequately all the requirements

of their position. After all, a four

minute mile is nothing compared to a

cross campus run at three in the morn-

ing.

Mein Kempf

.
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Of Men, Maids
The Team and

By DON
The sudden increase in the sale of

tuxedoes along the Mainline during the

past week would indicate that there

might be some sort of prom in the

ofRng for many Villanovans. The. fact

is that there are three: Chestnut Hill,

Immaculata and that other girl's

school (the name of which escapes me
for the moment) have all scheduled

proms on what should prove to be a
rather eventful weekend.

The former two will hold their

dances on Friday evening, while that

other school has scheduled theirs for

Saturday—perhaps through fear of

competition with the others. Well Vil-

lanovans, look over the field, sit back,
relax, wait for those phone calls and
then take your pick.

Cotillion Spotlight

Villanovans will also find quite a bit

of activity on the home campus this

weekend. Friday evening the Class of

1960 will sponsor its first dance, the

Sophomore Cotillion. It will be Inter-

esting to see if

John Mulcahy and
his hard working
group of assistants

can match the job

turned in last year.

Plans so far
promise an enjoy-

able evening; one
enthused s o p h o-

more said that the

entire Belle Mas-

q u e production

might be used

again this week—as the centerpiece.

lies, Lies, Lies I

Another question of great interest,

especially among the sophomores,
about the coming weekend concerns

a certain Irish Vice-President of the

Class of 1960 (whose name we will

not mention). Word is out that he

does not have a date yet for. the class

function ... in fact according to a
certain rumor being spread, he has

never had a date in his life.

Saturday afternoon Villanova's trav-

el-worn football team returns home
for the season's last engagement. A
victory over Wichita would at least

provide the distinction of having won
all of this year's home games. To many
observers the ftnal gun will sound a
sad note, for it will mark the last

appearance of Don Luzzi in his famil-

, Social Events,

A Little Spleen
iar number 71 on the Villanova grid
iron.

Kempf Vents Spleen On Curtin
The current rash of articles in which

various members of our automated non-
conformist society creep from beneath
their rocks waving pens which they
clearly perceive to be mightier than
swords in order to "vent spleen" or
refute or defend or counter-refute or
counter-defend or whathaveyou on this

and that and any old thing is an
example of a modern man in a modem
world striving onward fever onward to

create a new and a louder sound and
fury signifying a great deal but doing

nothing.

Rosemont College of the Main Line
will hold another jazz concert this Sun-
day afternoon; and, if it is anything
like the last one, it should prove to be

quite enjoyable.

m^mm
mm
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Pseudo-Gothic
I wandered through the maze,

I stumbled in the darlc—-

I smelled the blood of dying men

I heard the rattling bones of

death

Then came the cry of dying
light-^

The drowned in sulphurous
clouds of doom.

I stepped upon a lifeless friend

His eyes were eyes that inward
turned

His Jaw was in a ghastly set

His hair was frosty white and
thinned

A chilly cold seemed to my rear

A grating chill flashed my spine.

I turned to meet my pending

I;:

:l

He smiled and said "You've pass-

ed your English Ut"

— JoIm S«adtr

Judge Reimel Competition
Ends Tonight; $100 Award

Tonight at 8:15, the final moot court argument in the Judge
Reimel Award Competition will be held in the courtroom at Vil-

lanova University School of Law.
~

j
The facts of the case are based

IlltllAfC KYIliaitt ' ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ famous Girard Col-
JUlUUIOLiApialll iiege litigation. The winning
¥i ri - rM| w\ •

I
team will be the recipients of the

ff nSlt V/lASS KlDf I
^^e hundred dollar award which

•* the Hon. Theodore L. Reimel,

^^A^inC ^A I nAfftI 'judge of Common Pleas CourtiUCOUd lU I UCllI ! No 5^ Philadelphia County, each

The Junior Class recently con- year donates to the best moot
ducted a unique survey on cam- -ourt team,

pus, the purpose of which was to xhree Judges On Bench
discover what its members con-

sidered the significance of the Hearmg the argument and

traditional class ring to be. ' J^dgmg the contestants will be

A cross section of the replies

follows:

Bill Grant, P re-Law—"In

Cast and Director Garner

Credit For ^Joan' Success

years to come my ring will repre-

sent a symbol of the happiest
years of my life. I will take
great pride in answering a stran-

gers question—"Villanova!"
Bill Somerville—Engineering—"It represents the wonderful

experiences I have enjoyed here
at Villanova and the people that
I'll look upon as friends for the
rest of my life. The ring on my
finger is a reality of the mem-
ories in my heart."

Francisco J. Pacheco, C&F

—

"My class ring is more than
just a piece of gold and stone.

It symbolizes everything that
has come to be part of my life.

It will serve as a reminder, for
the rest of my life, of what I am
and what I am to be."

Dick Kerr, C&F—"My class

ring will serve as a reminder of
my struggles toward a degree,

my accomplishments and the
good times I had here at VU. It

is something I will always be
proud to wear and I will try to
live up to the standards it re-

presents."

Jim Corey, Arts—"To me, our
class ring means the prospective
culmination of four years of un-
dergraduate study at Villanova
—those four years marked with
a pleasurable association of
classmates—the class of 1959."

Joe Rice, EIngineering—"Our
class ring is to our person as
the chapel is to our campus. It

is Villanova."

Ken Corman, Arts—"Since my
ring will be with me all my
life, it will serve as a constant
reflection of the good times, my
friends and everything else that
is Villanova."

Ed Stroud, Engineering—"My
class ring symbolizes a feeling
of belonging to Villanova and to
the class of '59—a certain intan-

to do what public trustees could
not do.

Alternatively counsel for the
new board of trustees will argue
that no matter how much such
discrimination may offend priv-
ate conscience, it was and is the
right of a person to endow a

gible quality that will remain private institution for the bene-
as part of me, throughout my en- 1

fit of any group he chooses, re-

tire life." Igardless of race or religion.

' a distinguished group of justices.

In addition to Judge Reimel, the

bench will be made up of the

Hon. Thomas M. Madden, Judge
of the Federal District Court for

the district of New Jersey and
the Hon. John V. Diggins, Judge
of the Court of Common Pleas,

Delaware County.

The two teams that will take
part in the competition will be
selected through a series of elim-

ination rounds. The entire stud-

ent body of the school is divided

into eight law clubs, each of

which enter one three-man team.

Girarjt College Case

The facts of the case involve
two Negro youths (petitioners)

who applied for admission to

Girard College, a school support-
ed by a private fund for the
benefit of "poor, male white or-

phans." After considerable lit-

igation the Supreme Court of
the United States ruled that the
school could not continue to dis-

criminate against the petitioners

since the board of trustees in

charge of the school was made
in part of city officials. On re-

consideration of the case, how-
ever, the Orphan's Court for the
County of Philadelphia substi-
tuted a new board of trustees,

composed of private citizens, and
this board reaffirmed the exclu-
sion of the petitioners.

Tonight it will be assumed
that the argument is being made
before the Supreme Court of

Highlight from recent Belle
first appearance before Dauphin,

Masque production of Shaw's ,,,,„^ ^^^ ^^,„, ^^^^„ j^^er In
Saint Joan. Joan, adroitly played ^he production. Pictured from
by Claire Sigerson, makes her

I

It is unfortunate that this

show must be reviewed on open-

ing night. This is never the rule

in the professional field as al-

most every play that reaches
Broadway has had at least two
weeks tryout in Philadelphia or
Boston. This gives the cast a
chance to grow in their parts and
develop a certain stage pres-

ence.

At the opening the most glar-

ing mistakes were found in the

first night nervousness of the

cast. Even till the fifth scene

there was a small degree of rag-

gedness. The pace of the show
was alternately fast and then
lagging. This may be attributed

to the fact that this was the

first time the majority of the

cast, if not all, had performed
in the arena theater.

There was a comparatively
small house on opening night,

and it may be said that it was
Pennsylvania, and petitioners a rather cold and aloof audience
will be contending that, in ef-

1 it wasn't till the third scene

By JOE WHBBLEk
Drama Critic

a strong dramatic development.

This weakling is the cause of all

the problems. He is weak where
Joan is strong and this basic

weakness finally turns him aga-

inst her. Peer did quite well.

He milked the part for all that

it was worth but to his credit

he didn't over play it as he so

easily could have.

Dave McDermott had the difi-

cult part as the snobbish and
high handed Archbishop of Rhe-
ims a master diplomat that

could foresee the potential of

allowing this girl to lead the

armies of France.

Future Star

The Pompus Robert De Baudi-

court was played by Bill Friend

Mr. Friend at times evidenced

some obvious signs of nervous-

ness but in spite of this he gave
a very good performance. This

young man has a good future

feet, the Orphan's Court could that they warmed up, despite
''' ^^^[^ ^,T^ ^""^ ,^^ '^ ^^

not substitute private trustees this there were a few very strong
'^"'^ ""^ """

Display In library, preHented by the Opera ClasHlca Music
Society, showing ablumA of record to be played at future O. C.
Ncssions. Mr. Anthony L. P. Angellne, club moderator, invited
all students to attend the weekly gatheringH in the lounge on
the firt floor of Dougherty Hall.

performances given in the first

two scenes.

Sigerson Stars

Claire Sigerson was excellent

as the maid og Orleans, giving

£m interpretation of the part

that should have pleased even
Shaw, who was very rarely

pleased by interpretations other

than his own. Miss Sigerson in

the early scenes was a little

weak in her development of Joan
but in scene three on the bank
of the Loire River she finally be-

comes Joan, up till then she was
only a shell, a shadow that at

times showed potential. This we
could see in scene two in her
conference with the Dauphin
whom I shall say more of later.

Miss Sigerson reaches true

greatness in the trial scene, very
little can be said except that one
could feel that this giri was ac-

tually what she claimed to be
and you developed a strong dis-

like for the members of the
court. You are left with the feel-

ing that this Joan, a determined
child of 17 who commanded an
amazing amount of force and vi-

tality, was really a saint.

In the second lead Norm Peer
was outstanding as the weak wil-

led vacillating Dauphin. This
part could be interpreted as the
comic relief, but despite the hu-
mor of the character there was

one actor that we pick for you
to watch in the future Belle Mas-
que productions.

Mike Klesius was strong in

the role of Dunois, Bastard of

Orleans, the French General.

The most striking thing about

Mr. Klesius is his powerful voice,

an attribute that he took advan-

tage of to a good effect.

The Earl of Warwick, Ronald
Anderson, cut quite a striking

figure while on stage. Mr. Ander-
son is also gifted with an ex-

ceptional voice. His role was
that of the political interest in

Joan's Burning. This was a part

that if interpreted too liberally

could have caused the play to

degenerate into a fiasco, but
fortunately the part was treated

with respect and taste.

An unusual character, but
typical of Shaw, was Chaplain
De Stogumber. A character that

is a symbol of British Nation-
alism, a nationalism that was
very extreme. In this challang-

ing role was Owen Klein who
after a slight falter at the onset
did quite well.

Stuffy Bishop
Dick Dressier turned in a ex-

cellent performance as the Bis-
hop of Beauvais, Peter Cauchon.
Cauchon is the rationalist who
wants to bum Joan as a heretic
but he must justify his action.

This is in direct opposition to

Stogumber who wanted her

left to right are cast members:
Ed McCarthy, Dottie Hogman,
Norm Peer, Mary Collura, Claire
Sigerson and Dave McDermott.

burned because she insulted the

honor of the English. Dressier

as the bishop was properly su-

perior and dignified to suit the

needs of the part.

It would be unfair to omit
the fine performances of Jim
Gilligan and John Walsh in the

trial scene. One the demanding
prosecutor the other the plead-

ing monk who wanted to save
Joan, two extremes that com-
plimented each other and added
strength to the scene.

Inquisitor Birch
One of the better perform-

ances of the night was contri-

buted by Clem Birch as the In-

quisitor. This part is demanding
on any actor as it has what
might be the longest single

speech in English drama, a
speech that runs close to 10 min-
utes in duration and which can
easily become boring in the
hands of an inadequate actor.

Mr.Birch never once came close

to being dull.

At this point I feel slightly

guilty in not commenting in de-

tail on the pertormances of Tom
Flynn, Charles Maier, John Sig-

erson, Ed McCarthy, John Can-
non and the rest of the cast all

of which gave admirable per-

formances, but space restricts

me.
The critique held after the

pertormance on Wednesday
night was considered by the cast

very helpful although some of

the comments seemed to be ra-

ther petty in the eyes of this

reporter.

Field House Echo Chaml>er
Again the one problem that

confronted Belle Masque was
acoustics. When an actor at-

tempted to project he came in
the danger of yelling or not
being heard. This is one thing
that always mars the Masque
productions and for that matter
anything else of similar nature
that is attempted in the Field

House. The audience should take
this into consideration when they
attend functions in that echo
chamber.

Mr. Richard Duprey, masque
director has developed some fine

young actors and good work can

be expected from them in the

future.

I would conclude by saving.

Belle Masque has another hit

to add to its already long list

of successes. And St. Joan can

be classified with the best.

}
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An Outsider Gives Inside Story On The BMOC

CURTIN

I suppose all of us
liave, at one time
or another, dream-
ed of becoming
members of that

legendary breed,
the Big Man On
Campus. I guess I

have. There is

something thrilling

in the idea of being

looked up to
around campus,
and I suppose it

gives one a certain romantic air that

fascinates the female member^ of the

collegiate set. However, I have decided

that a life of fame isn't- for me. I just

wasn't made to he a leader of men.

One thing I guess I lack is self-

confidence. There is a definite need for

the typical B.M.O.C. to feel that he is

somewhat infallible. Unfortunately, I

am rather prone to making mistakes.

Why, I have been known to bet against

the Yankees, Notre Dame and Pres-

ident Eisenhower, and do it all with-

in one week. Mistakes in judgment
such as these are not acceptable in

the character of a campus leader.

JiiHt A Big, Simple Boy
Possibly my biggest disadvantage is

By JACK CURTIN

my shyness. I am quick to follow the

lead at a party, rally or other such
function, and have even been known
to come up with some pretty good ideas

of my own; but it is quite impossible

for me to jump to my feet and ex-

citedly explain some plan of mine. The
sight of all those anxious and expec-

tant faces reduces me to a quivering

mass, unable to speak coherently

(although, at times, this seems to be

an admirable trait in the campus lead-

er). Usually I just mumble my sugges-

tion in a plaintive tone and am quite
"

overjoyed should anyone find it to his

liking.

Another thing that bothers me about

the B.M.O.C. is his relationships with

the aforementioned female collegiate

group. He usually conforms to one of

two patterns: either he is a rather

footloose individual who has a differ-

ent date every weekend, or is madly
in love with one particular young lady.

My own lack of faith in what I have to

offer eliminates the second possibility

and womanhood's lack of faith in the

same eliminates the first. Obviously, I

am handicapped in every way.
The Price Of Greatness

However, I don't want to give the

Political Round-up

Democrats Are Heady With
Success In Recent

BY FRANCIS
On Nov. 5, the voters of Pennsyl-

vania, New Jersey, Virginia and Ken-
tucky went to the polls to decide which
political party was going to direct the

course of government in their states

and cities for the next four years.

When the qount was taken it was quite

evident that they had placed their

trust in the Democratic Party.

What result will this election have

on the national scene? Many political

observers feel that the result of this

election acted as a weather vane which

indicated a strong Democratic trend

for the national elections of '58 and '60.

Democrats Win Negro Vote
They have come to this conclusion,

first, because President Eisenhower
gave strong support to the Republican

candidates in all

these states. He
stated that a Rep-
ublican victory
would be the shot

in the arm his ad-

ministration need-

ed. Secondly, it

showed that the

Ilepublican appeal

to the Northern
Negro was re-

jected, to the ex-

tent that the Re-

publican Party lost

ground among negro voters.

The administration has indicated in

the last week that it is considering

calling in former President Harry S.

Truman and his Secretary of State

Dean Acheson to discuss the nation's

critical problems. The White House has
also announced that it has asked the

leading Democrat Adlai Stevenson for

advice on N.A.T.O.
Belatedly Bipartisan

Many observers feel that this is an

attempt by the Republicans to show
that their policies are bipartisan. Thus
they could not be held entirely respons-

ible for THEIR failures when 1960 rolls

around.
Many other observers feel that the

administration has finally come to the

realization that the American people
want a co-operative effort between
both political parties where the secur-

ity of the nation is concerned. This was
indicated by the results of last week's

election.

The Scoreboard

Now let us look at the break down

BONNER

BONNER
state by state. The Democratic party

captured six cities from the Republic-

ans. They carried Lancaster for the

first time since 1933 and Pottsville

for the first time since it became a

city 47 years ago.

They retained Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh and Scranton by huge major-

ities and lost no offices throughout

the state to the Republicans. It has
also been reported that Republican

leaders are warring over candidates

for the Governorship and the United

States Senate. Because of this and in

view of the recent Democratic victories

it looks mighty good for the Democrats.

Senatorial Hopeful

New York—With Robert Wagrner*s

landslide victory by over 800,000 votes,

he has put himself in a position to

capture the Democratic nomination for

United States Senate. His party's tre-

mendous victories in heavily Republic-

an upstate N. Y. indicates that he will

be elected.

New Jersey—Governor Meyner's tre-

mendous victory in which he carried in

with him a democratic Assembly for

the first time in 20 years places him
in contention for the Democratic nomin-

ation for President in 1960. But this

writer feels that Senator John Kennedy
still holds a commanding lead.

All This and Segregation Too
Virginia—The victories of the seg-

regationists in Virginia places Senator

Byrd as the leader of the Southern

element of the Democratic party. It is

conceivable that he and his friends will

form a third party in 1960. But even

if this should happen, I feel that the

result will be the same as in 1948.

The Democrats are singing "Happy
Days are II.Te Again."

Feature Staff Meeting
All qolumist and feature writers

must attend a meeting of the VIL-
LANOVAN feature staff today at

4:30 p.m in the Publications Office

on the second floor of Dougherty
Hall to consider the content of ma-
terial for the remaining editions this

semester. Ideas for new columns,

another series and more interesting

features may be submitted at this

time. Any undergraduate interested

In joining this department is urged

to attend today's meeting.

impression that I don't admire those

who have succeeded in becoming a
part of this select group. They are

very happy it seems- although a few
have confided in me during a weak
moment that theirs is not an easy life.

And, once you really begin to think

about it, this is very understandable.

The Big Man On Campus must dedi-

cate himself to the general public since

it is to them that he owes his existence.

While you or I may shuffle from class

unshaven and shabbily dressed, the

B.M.O.C. must be bright and cheery,

walk briskly and present a shining,

clean-shaven countenance for the in-

spection of all. And he must be im-
peccably dressed in the latest collegiate

style, lest he dissappoint that small

contingent of students who have chos-

en him for their own special ideal.

Laundry bills alone are a terrific burden
on the campus idol.

Blessed Are The Over-Informed
The campus leader must also be well

informed. It is his duty, his supreme
obligation to always know the story

behind the story so that he may en-

lighten those less fortunate individuals

who have become confused by the dis-

torted facts emanating from official

sources. He must have an inside

knowledge of all campus affairs and
be able to give an opinion on them.
This often necessitates his being awake
ffir into the night, running about cam-
pus to confer with other B.M.O.C.'s

behind locked doors. Naturally, his

health is none too good. And most
of all, the B.M.O.C. must discover a
cause. Whether he moves toward it

or not, the campus leader must have
some objective which he claims is his.

And, with the ever increasing number
of B.M.O.C. s, it is very hard for the

struggling newcomer to find ah un-

championed cause to claim for his own.

With only these few examples, we
can see the strain upon these mem-
bers of the higher echelon. I feel that

it is about time we common students

gave these men some sort of Recogni-

tion for their work. I hereby propose

that varsity letters, similar to those

awarded our athletes, be given at the

end of the year to the B.M.O.C.'s who
fulfill adequately all the requirements

of their position. After all, a four

minute mile is nothing compared to a

cross campus run at three in the morn-

ing.

Mein Kempf

.
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Of Men, Maids
The Team and

By DON
The sudden increase in the sale of

tuxedoes along the Mainline during the

past week would indicate that there

might be some sort of prom in the

offing for many Villanovans. The. fact

is that there are three: Chestnut Hill,

Immaculata and that other girl's

school (the name of which escapes me
for the moment) have all scheduled

proms on what should prove to be a

rather eventful weekend.

The former two will hold their

dances on Friday evening, while that

other school has scheduled theirs for

Saturday—perhaps through fear of

competition with the others. Well Vil-

lanovans, look over the field, sit back,

relax, wait for those phone calls and
then take your pick.

Cotillion Spotlight

Villanovans will also find quite a bit

of activity on the home campus this

weekend. Friday evening the Class of

1960 will sponsor its first dance, the

Sophomore Cotillion. It will be inter-

esting to see if

John Mulcahy and
his hard working
group of assistants

can match the job

turned in last year.

Plans so far
promise an enjoy-

able evening ; one
enthused s o p h o-

more said that the

entire Belle Mas-

q u e production

might be used

again this week—as the centerpiece.

Lie^ Lies, Lies!

Another question of great interest,

especially among the sophomores,

about the coming weekend concerns

a certain Irish Vice-President of the

Class of 1960 (whose name we will

not mention). Word is out that he

does not have a date yet for. the class

function ... in fact according to a

certain rumor being spread, he has

never had a date in his life.

Saturday afternoon Villanova's trav-

el-worn football team returns home
for the season's last engagement. A
victory over Wichita would at least

provide the distinction of having won
all of this year's home games. To many
observers the final gun will sound a

sad note, for it will mark the last

appearance of Don Luzzi in his famil-

, Social Events,

A Little Spleen
KEMPF ^
iar number 71 on the Villanova grid

iron.

Kempf Vents Spleen On Curtin
The current rash of articles in which

various members of our automated non-
conformist society creep from beneath
their rocks waving pens which they
clearly perceive to be mightier than
swords in order to "vent spieen" or

refute or defend or counter-refute or

counter-defend or whathaveyou on this

and that and any old thing is an

example of a modern man in a modern
world striving onward fever onward to

create a new and a louder sound and
fury signifying a great deal but doing

nothing.

Rosemont College of the Main Line

will hold another jazz concert this Sun-

day afternoon; and, if it is anything

like the last one, it should prove to be

quite enjoyable.

DOrriiY
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Pseudo'Gothic
I wandered through the maze, ,

I stumhled in the dark

—

I smelted the hlood of dying men

I heard the rattling bones of

death

Then came the cry of dying

lights

The drowned in sulphurous

clouds of doom.

I stepped upon a lifeless friend

His eyes were eyes that Inward
turned

His jaw was In a ghastly set

His hair was frosty white and
thinned

A chilly cold seemed to my rear

A grating chill flashed my spine.

I turned to meet my pending
death--

He smiled and said "You've pas»-

ed your English lit."

«- Joliii Saodtr

Judge Reimel Competition
Ends Tonight; $100 Award

Tonight at 8:15, the final moot court argument in the Judge
Reimel Award Competition will be held in the courtroom at Vil-
lanova University School of Law.

I

The facts of the case are based
upon the now famous Girard Col-

lege litigation. The winning
team will be the recipients of the
)ne hundred dollar award which
the Hon. Theodore L. Reimel,
Judge of Common Pleas Court
No. 5, Philadelphia County, each
year donates to the best moot
jourt team.

Three Judges On Bench

Hearing the argument and
judging the contestants will be
a distinguished group of justices.

In addition to Judge Reimel, the
bench will be made up of the
Hon. Thomas M. Madden, Judge
of the Federal District Court for
the district of New Jersey and
the Hon. John V. Diggins, Judge
of the Court of Common Pleas,

Delaware County.

The two teams that will take
part in the competition will be
selected through a series of elim-
ination rounds. The entire stud-
ent body of the school is divided
into eight law clubs, each of
which enter one three-man team.

Girard College Ca.se

Cast and Director Garner

Credit For *Joan^ Success

What Class Ring

Means toThem
The Junior Class recently con-

ducted a unique survey on cam-
pus, the purpose of which was to
discover what its members con-?

sidered the significance of the
traditional class ring to be.

A cross Section of the replies
follows:

Bill Grant, P re-Law—"In
years to come my ring will repre-
sent a symbol of the happiest
yenrs of my life. I will take
great pride in answering a stran-
geis question—"Villanova!"

Hill Somerville—Engineering
—"It represents the wonderful
ex[>eriences I have enjoyed here
at Villanova and the people that
111 look upon as friends for the
rest of my life. The ring on my
finger is a reality of the mem-
ories in my heart."

Franci.sco J. Pachcco. C&-F -

"My class ring is more than
just a piece of gold and stone.

[I symbolizes everything that
has come to be part of my life.

It will serve as a reminder, for
the rest of my life, of what I am
and what I am to be."

Dick Kerr, C&F—"My class

ring will serve as a reminder of
my struggles toward a degree,
my accomplishments and the
good times I had here at VU. It

is something I will always be
proud to wear and I will try to
live up to the standards it re-

presents."

Jim Corey, Arts —"To me, our
class ring means the prospective
culmination of four years of un-
dergraduate study at Villanova
—those four years marked with
a pleasurable association of
classmates—the class of 1959,"

Joe Rice, Engineering—"Our
class ring is to our person as
the chapel is to our campus. It

is Villanova."

Ken Corman, Arts—"Since my
ring will be with me all my
life, it will serve as a constant
reflection of the good times, my
friends and everything else that
is Villanova."

Ed Stroud, Engineering—"My
class ring symbolizes a feeling
of belonging to Villanova and to
the class of '59—a certain intan-
gible quality that will remain
as part of me, throughout iny en-
tire life.'* '

,

V "

The facts of the case involve
two Negro youths (petitioners)
who applied for admission to
Girard College, a school support-
ed by a private fund for the
benefit of "poor, male white or-
phans." After considerable lit-

igation the Supreme Court of
the United States ruled that the
school could not continue to dis-

criminate against the petitioners
since the board of trustees in
charge of the school was made
in part of city officials. On re-
consideration of the case, how-
ever, the Orphan's Court for the
County of Philadelphia substi-
tuted a new board of trustees,
composed of private citizens, and
this board reaffirmed the exclu-
sion of the petitioners.

Tonight it will be assumed
that the argument is being made
before the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, and petitioners
will be contending that, in ef-
fect, the Orphan's Court could
not substitute private trustees
to do what public trustees could
not do.

, . . ,

Alternatively counsel for' the
new board of trustees will argue
that no matter how much such

! discrimination may offend priv-
!
ate conscience, it was and is the
right of a person to endow a
private institution for the bene-
fit of any group he chooses, re-
igardless of race or religion.

Highlight from recent Belle
Masque production of Shaw's
Saint Joan. Joan, adroitly played
by Claire Sigerson, makes her

It is unfortunate that this

show must be reviewed on open-
ing night. This is never the rule

in the professional field as al-

most every play that reaches
Broadway has had at least two
weeks tryout in Philadelphia or

Boston. This gives the cast a
chance to grow in their parts and
develop a certain stage pres-

ence.

At the opening the most glar-

ing mistakes were found in the

first night nervousness of the
cast. Even till the fifth scene
there was a small degree of rag-
gedness. The pace of the show
was alternately fast and then
lagging. This may be attributed

to the fact that this was the
first time the majority of the
cast, if not all, had performed
in the arena theater.

There was a comparatively
small house on opening night,

and it may be said that it was
a rather cold and aloof audience.
It wasn't till the third scene
that they warmed up, despite
this there were a few very strong
performances given in the first

two scenes.

„ ^ left to right are cast members:
first appearance before Dauphin, j^j McCarthy. Dottie Ilogman,
whom she will crown later in x„rni Peer, Mary Collura, Claire
the production. Pictured from sigerson and Dave McDermott.

By JOE WHEELER
Drama Critic

Sigerson Stars
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Display in library, pn'sented by the Opera Classica Music
Society, showing abluHLs of record to be played at future O. C.
sessions. Mr. Anthony L. V. Angeline, club moderator, invited
all students to attend the weekly gatheringK in the lounge on
the firt floor of Dougherty Hall.

I

Claire Sigerson was excellent

j

as the maid og Orleans, giving

I

an interpretation of the part
that should have pleased even

i Shaw, who was very rarely

pleased by interpretations other
than his own. Miss Sigerson in

the early scenes was a little

weak in her development of Joan
but in scene three on the bank
of the Loire River she finally be-

comes Joan, up till then she was
only a shell, a shadow that at

times showed potential. This we
could see in scene two in her
conference with the Dauphin
whom I shall say more of later.

Miss Sigerson reaches true
greatness in the trial scene, very
little can be said except that one
could feel that this girl was ac-

tually what she claimed to be
and you developed a strong dis-

like for the members of the
court. You are left with the feel-

ing that this Joan, a determined
child of 17 who commanded an
amazing amount of force and vi-

tality, was really a saint.

In the second lead Norm Peer
was outstanding as the weak wil-

led vacillating Dauphin. This
part could be interpreted as the
comic relief, but despite the hu-
mor of the character there was

a strong dramatic development.
This weakling is the cause of all

the problems. He is weak where
Joan is strong and this basic

weakness finally turns him aga-
inst her. Peer did quite well.

He milked the part for all that

it was worth but to his credit

he didn't over play it as he so
easily could have.

Dave McDermott had the difi-

cult part as the snobbi.sh and
i
high handed Archbishop of Rhe-
ims a master diplomat that

I could foresee the potential of

allowing this girl to lead the

armies of France.

Future Star

The Pompus Robert De Baudi-
court was played by Bill Friend
Mr. Friend at times evidenced
some obvious signs of nervous-

ness but in spite of this he gave
a very good performance. This

young man has a good future

in Belle Masque and he is the

one a{;tor that we pick for you
to watch in the future Belle Mas-
que productions.

Mike Klesius was strong in

the role of Dunois, Bastard of

Orleans, the French General.

The most striking thing about
Mr. Klesius is his powerful voice,

an attribute that he took advan-
tage of to a good effect.

The Earl of Warwick, Ronald
Anderson, cut quite a striking

figure while on stage. Mr. Ander-
son is also gifted with an ex-

ceptional voice. His role was
that of the political interest in

Joan's Burning. This was a part

that if interpreted too liberally

could have caused the play to

degenerate into a fiasco, but
fortunately the part was treated
with respect and taste.

An unusual character, but
typical of Shaw, was Chaplain
De Stogumber. A character that
is a symbol of British Nation-
alism, a nationalism that was
very extreme. In this challang-
ing role was Owen Klein who
after a slight falter at the onset
did quite well.

Stuffy Bishop
Dick Dressier turned in a ex-

cellent performance as the Bis-
hop of Beauvais, Peter Cauchon.
Cauchon is the rationalist who
wants to burn Joan as a heretic
but he must justify his action.
This is in direct opposition to
Stogumber who wanted her

burned because she insulted the

honor of the English. Dressier

as the bishop was properly su-

perior and dignified to suit the

needs of the part.

It would be unfair to omit
the fine performances of Jim
Gilligan and John Walsh in the

trial scene. One the demanding
prosecutor the other the plead-

ing monk who wanted to save
Joan, two extremes that com-
plimented each other and added
strength to the scene.

Inquisitor Birch
One of the better perform-

ances of the night was contri-

buted by Clem Birch as the In-

quisitor. This part is demanding
on any actor as it has what
might be the longest single

speech in English drama, a
speech that runs close to 10 min-
utes in duration and which can
easily become boring in the
hands of an inadequate actor.

Mr.Birch never once came close

to being dull.

At this point I feel slightly

guilty in not commenting in de-

tail on the performances of Tom
Flynn, Charles Maier, John Sig-

erson, Ed McCarthy, John Can-
non and the rest of the cast all

of which gave admirable per-

formances, but space restricts

me.

The critique held after the
performance on Wednesday
night was considered by the cast
very helpful although some of
the comments seemed to be ra-

ther petty in the eyes of this

reporter.

Field House Echo Chamber
Again the one problem that

confronted Belle Masque was
acoustics. When an actor at-

tempted to project he came in

the danger of yelling or not
being heard. This is one thing
that always mars the Masque
productions and for that matter
anything else of similar nature
that is attempted in the Field
House. The audience should take
this into consideration when they
attend functions in that echo
chamber.

Mr. Richard Duprey, masque
director has developed some fine

young actors and good work can

be expected from them in the

future.

I would conclude by saving,

Belle Masque has another hit

to add to its already long list

of successes. And St. Joan can

be classified with the best.
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More than SOO Mid»hipmen attended the first annual Military
Mass last Saturday in the University Chapel.

First Appearance Dec. 17

Villanova Singers Begin
Work On Concert Season
The Villanova Singers, after

successfully completing several

liturgical commitments in the be-

ginning of the semester, are

starting work on their concert

season which will begin with the

Annual Faculty Banquet, Dec.

17.

Immediately following the con-

cert, volunteer members of the

organization will carol at the

neighboring girls colleges.

At the last rehearsal Ken Mac-
Gillivray, president of the Sing-

ers, announced a tentative sche-

dule of forthcoming concerts in-

cluding appearances at Rose-
mont and Immaculata Colleges

and Notre Dame of Villanova
High School.

The biggest and most import-
ant showing for the singers is

in the second semester when the
Choral Festival will be held at

St. Joseph's College, March 1.

First Foreign Adventure
This will be the third annual

grouping of the area glee clubs,

the first two having been held
in the Villanova field house.
The only other such festival

is held annually in the spring
in the Mid-west with the glee

clubs of the Big Ten schools par-

ticipating.

Each choral organization will

appear for ten to 15 minutes
singing a few of its best songs
and at the end all the glee clubs
will perform en masse, singing
two songs arranged for both
male and female voices.

Some of the repertoire for the
Faculty Banquet will include a
Bach Chorale, "Break Forth! O
Beauteous Heavenly Light" ; Sig-

mond Romberg's "Stouthearted
Men"; some Christmas carols,

"Lo! How a Rose," "Silent

Father Krupa
Assigned

To Japan
The Pwev. George Krupu,

O.S.A., formerly of Villanova
and moderator of the Belle Mas-
que Dramatic Society has been
assigned to the Augustinian mis-
sions in Japan. At present he is

on the last leg of his journey
to that country. In a letter to
his brother, Jake Krupa, Father
Krupa disclosed the details of
his itinerary.

Father Krupa stated that his

Lynx Meets First Deadline

Due For Campus Sale Dec.
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NSA Inquiry

Slated For

Next Month
The National Security Agency

has announced that the Profes-

sional Qualification Test will be

given on this campus Saturday
Dec. 7.

The announcement indicated

that students with majors in

English, languages, economics,

political science, history, geogra-

phy, international relations, for-

eign affairs, journalism and
other similar areas of study are

needed for appointments to per-

manent National Security

Agency positions in the Wash-
ington D.C. area.

Advancement in this field is

assured by training programs,
work with experts in various

fields, tuition subsidies for study

in local institutions and N.S.A.

fellowship plan for full time

study with full salary and tui-

tion paid.

In addition to the degree re-

quirements, the N.S.A. demands
ingenuity and flexibility in start-

ing and pursuing research pro-

jects, purposeful, creative curi-

osity and a broad comprehension

of world affairs.

Further information and ad-

mission to the examination may
be obtained from the Placement
Office or by writing to the Edu-
cation Testing Service, 20 Nas-
sau St., Princeton, New Jersey.

HERBERT FISS

Directing Singers

Night," "Willie Bring Your Lit-

tle Drum", and "Aura Lee".

Singing Deans
Harold Gill Reuschein, Dean of

the Law School, will sing the

first verse of the Alma Mater
while Rev. Robert M. Sullivan,

O. S. A., Dean of Arts and Sci-

ences, will do a solo of "O Holy
Night" and other Chirstmas
carols. ;..: . yV

the singers this year are forming
In place of the old Mainliners,

an octet which will do specialty

numbers in a barbershop har-
mony style.

As of now there are nine boys
in the group which include top
tenors Tom McCahn and Jim O'-

Leary; second tenors Paul Mul-
ler and Bill Henry (the only
seniors of the group) ; baritones

Pat Grossi and Jim Corey and
basses Frank Connelly, Dave O'-

Conner and Charlie Carroll.

Interesting Repertoire

A few of the songs they are
working on are: "Kentucky
Babe," "Mood Indigo" and "The
Whiffenpoof Song" which will

be part of their offering at the
banquet.

They will also sing some
Christmas songs that will in-

clude a special arrangement of
"God Rest Ye Merry Gentle-
men."
This year Mr. Herbert Fiss is

directing the singers who in past
years were led by Dean Reu-
schlein.

stay in Rome was "the most
pleasant and moat interesting"
part of the whole trip. While
there he visited many churches
and historical places both
Home and in the vicinity.

Among the religious sites
whi(ih he visited were the four
great basilicas of St. Peter's
St. John Laeran Library, St.
Paul's Outside the Walls, St.
Mary Major, and the Vatican
Library and Museum. The histor-
ical sites which he visited were,
the Roman Forum, the Baths of
Caricalla, the arch of Constan-
tine, and the Colosseum.

Mass At Crypt
Father Krupa's visit was high-

lighted by seeing the Holy Pon-
tiff and receiving his blessing.
Father Krupa was both fortu-
nate and generous in offering a
Mass for all Villanovans in the
Crypt of St. Peter's
On the first part of his jour-

ney Father Krupa stayed for
approximately a week in London
with the Irish Augustinians. He
expressed delight in seeing and
visiting the cathedrals, abbeys
and government buildings of
London. He said however that
his memories of Rome make it
diflicult to describe London.

Visits London
Nevertheless, Father Krupa

did enjoy London and visited
among other places the London
Tower, Parliament and Westmin-
ster Cathedral.

Opera Classica

Attendance Up;

Party Planned

VU Concert Band

Prepares Plans;

H. Fiss to Direct
The university band concluded

its marching season with the
Wichita game Saturday and
they are now beginning extensive
work for its concert season
in the second semester.
Under the direction of Herb-

ert Fiss, the band is trying to
get organized for a full concert
program which will include some
of the best known concert works.

In the past the band took
trips as far as Trenton, Reading
and Wilmington as well as ap-
pearing in Philadelphia.

Band Officers

The oflScers of the band are:
George Hatton, president ; Butch
Boucher, secretary; Dave Bor-
cik, student council representa-
tive; Paul Hessler, librarian

and Jim Hull, student director.

Anyone interested in joining
the concert band for the forth-

coming season and especially

those who can play the flute,

bass clarinet, French horn, E
flat horn, and baritone sax as
well as those who are adapt in

the playing of the bassoon, oboe,

piccolo, alto clarinet and bass
sax should see either Hatton in

room 214 Sheehan or Hull in

room 52 Sheehan.
If these men cannot be found

in their rooms, interested should
go to a rehearsal which is held

at 6 p.m. every Thursday

Opera Classica will feature

the second in the Music Appre-

ciation Series records this even-

ing, Anthony P. Angeline, club

moderator, has announced.

Before giving the performance

of the Mendelssohn Violin Con-

certo, an analysis will be given

of the three movements.

Opera Classica gets between
five and seven new members each

week and Charles J. Fritz, pres-

ident, fears that larger accom-
odations will be needed by next
semester.

Attendance Pleasing

Turnouts at weekly concerts

whether they be symphonic or
operatic have been extremely
large.

On Dec. 2 the London record-
ing of Richard Strauss's Der-
Rosenkavalier (The Knight of
the Rose) will be heard in prep-
aration for the Metropolitan
Opera production on Dec. 3 in
Philadelphia.

In view of the requests for an-
other stereophonic concert, O-C
will schedule one on Sunday,
Dec. 8 at 7 p.m. in the east
lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Tape Recording Planned
The complete Tchiakovsky

"Nutcracker Ballet Suite" on
sonatape will be featured and
a party will follow the concert.

Dues for the stereophonic and
Christmas party will be one dol-
lar and this meeting will be open
to non-members.

A 38 page Program Guide list-

ing all classical music activities
on campus as well as at the
Academy of Music was released
on Nov. 20 and it also includes
a complete listing of all operatic
programs for the year on Radio
Station WVIL.

O-C Has Tickets
After an absence of almost

two years from Philadelphia,
Renata Tebaldi will sing Vio-
letta in "La Traviata" in a Met-
ropolitan production.

Although tickets at the Acad-
emy are all sold out, O-C is ac-
cepting orders for a limited
amount of tickets which it owns.
Only Section A amphitheatre
seats are available at three dol-
lars.

The first issue of the LYNX,
Villanova's literary magazine,

for this academic year goes to

press tomorrow. The issue will

reappear on campus for sale on
Dec. 12.

Since this publication date is

two months in advance of last

year's publication date, it raises

the possibility of a third issue,

thus making the LYNX truly a
quarterly. This however is en-

tirely contingent upon the flow

of material from the student

body. The response so far in

temis of submitted material has
been very gratifying according

to Frank Delany, editor-in-chief.

The final steps in the preparaw
tion of the issue will be accomp-
lished by the LYNX staff which
will meet in the publications of-

fice of Dougherty Hall at 7:30
this evening. All interested are
invited to pitch in and help.

All those interested in writing
are reminded of the deadline for
the second issue which is Jan.
18. Delany suggests that the
Christmas vacation is a good
time to get something written.

Pamphlets Sold

On Vital Topics
Religious pamphlets on a var-

iety of subjects interesting to a
Catholic college student are now
available on campus.

The pamphlets may be ob-

tained on the first floor of

Dougherty Hall, the first and
second floors of Mendel Hall, in

the Nurse's lounge and on the
first floor of the Commerce and
Finance Building.
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WHO'S WHO

CHARLES J. BANNON
527 Cynwyd Circle, Cynwyd, Pa,

Malvern Prep
Bachelor of Science in Bioiogy

CLEMENT F. BIRCH. JR.
403 Loncoster 4ve., Hoverford, Pa,

Wetf PhlladelphI Cothofic
Hgh Scliooi

Bocfieior of 4rfs In History

JOHN CAPELLI
720 Bellevue Ave., Hammonfon, N, J,

Malvern Preparatory
Bachelor of Science in Biology

JOSEPH A. D'AQUILA
27 7 Lofoyeffe Ave,, Oreland, Pa,

Bachelor of Elecfrical Engineering

s
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LOUIS J. PINTO
3817 School Lone. Drml Hill. Pa.

West PMIa, CothoKe Hiph
Bachelor of Mechanical Bnginearing

LEO J. ROGERS
ST Sanhtcan Driy; Trenfon 8. N. J.

Trenfon Catholic High School
Bocfcelor of Arfs in English

LEO C. RUDEGEAIR
425 S. Lincoln SK Palmyra, Pa,
Lobanon Catholic High School

Bachelor of Electrical Engineering

ALEX. J. SZABLOWSKI
677 Carsonia Ave,, Reading, Pa,

Reading Central Catholic High

Bachelor of Science in

Economics and Accounting

RALPH C. UDICIOUS
547 N. 16th St. Allentown, Pa,

Allentown Central Catholic
High School

Bachelor of Science in Physics

THOMAS J. WHALEN
Creek Itood, Drexel Hill, Pa,

West Philadelphia Catholic
High School

Bachelor of Science in Economics

GERALD C. YANTIS
355 North St„ McSherrystown, Pa,

Delone Catholic
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering

PAUL YURCHAK
Pftllodelpfclo

Central Catholic High School
Wheeling. W. Vo.

Bocfcelor of >lrfs in Philosophy

Who's Who They've Dofii
BANNON, Charles J.—Lambda Kap-
pa Delta 1,2,3; Vice-President 4;

WVIL 3; Sanctuary Society 3,4; Soph
Cotillion Committee 2; Mother's Day
Committee 3; Dinner-Dance Commit-
tee 4; Interfraternity Ball Committee
4; Spirit Committee 3^4; Intramurals

1,2,3,4.

BIRCH, Clement F.—Class President

4; Steering Committee 3,4; Student
Council 4; Student-Administration
Committee 4; Delta Pi Mu 2,3,4;

Lynx 1,4, Publicity Manager 2, Copy
Editor 3; Villanovon 1,3,4, Feature
Editor 2; Belle Air 3,4; Belle Masque
1,4; Opero-Classica 4; Astronomy
Club 3,4; International Relations

Society 1,2,3; Vice-President
4; Spirit Committee 3,4; French

Club 1; Ring Committee 2; Dinner

Dance Chairmen 3; Decorations

Committee 2,3; Orientation Commit-

,tee 2,4; Soph-Frosh Hop Committee

2; Soph Cotillion Committee 2.

CAPELLI, John — Lambda Kappa

Delta 1,2,3,4; Mendel Bulletin 2,3,4;

Sanctuary Society 2,3,4; French Club

I 2 Astronomy Club 4; Intramurals

i;3;4.

D'AQUILA, Joseph A.—Turf and Tin-

sel 1,2; Villonovo Singers 1; Secre-

tary 2; Vice President 3; Moinliners
Quartet 1,2,3; Phi Koppo Pi 1,2,3,4;

AIEE-IRE 2,3,4; Junior Dinner; Vice-

Chairman, Senior Dinner
.
Dance,

Chairman; Steering Committee 4.

DEGROFT, WalterJ—NROTC; Quar-
terdeck Society 4; Delta Pi Epsilon 3,

4; Student Council 4; Steering Com-
mittee 4; Finance Society 3, President

4; Orientation Committee 4; Soph
Cotillion Committee 2; Mother's Doy
Committee 3; Father's Day Chairman
4; Class Ticket Committee 3; Intra-

murals 1,2.

DELANY, Francis X—Delta Pi Mu
1,2,3,4; Villanovon, Copy Editor 1,

News Editor 2, Feature Editor 3,4;

Lynx 1, Copy Editor 2, Editor-in-

Chief 3,4; WVIL 4; International Re-

lations Society 2; Belle Masque 1.

DELANY, Ronald M.—Class Treasur-

er 3; Steering Committee 3; Spirit

Committee 3,4; Turf and Tinsel 3,

4; Track and Cross Country 1,2,3,4;

Mother's Day Committee 3; Opera-
Clossico 1,2.

DIMARTINO, Attllio J—Industrial

Relations Club 1,2 President 3,4;

Society for Advancement of Mon-
agement 3,4; Business Whirl 2,3,4.

DRESSLER, Richard M.—Belle Mas-
que 3,4; Villonovo Singers 3,4; Stu-

dent Education Association 3; Presi-

dent 4,

FISHER, John J.—Class Secretary 4;

Steering Committee 4; Lambda Kap-
pa Delta 2, Treasurer 3, Student
Council Representative 4; Sanctuary
Society 3,4; WVIL, 2,3,4; Spanish
Club 1; Inter-Fraternity Boll Co-
Choirmon 4; Orientation Committee
2,4; Soph Cotillion Committee 2;

Pittsburgh Area Club 3,4; Intra-

murals 1,2,3,4.

FOGARTY, Eugene P. — Company
Commander 4; Quarterdeck So-

ciety 4; Steering Committee 3,4; Stud-
ent Council 1,2; AIEE-IRE 3,4; Prom
Committee Co-Choirmon 3; Senior
Weekend Chairman 4; Orientation
Committee 2; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.

HAMBURGER, Richard J.—Student
Council 2,3,4; Lambda Kappa Delta

1,2,3,4; Mendel Bulletin 3,4, Editor-

in-Chief 4; Belle Air 3; Orientation

Committee 2,3,4; Soph Cotillion

Committee 2; Intramurals 2,3,4.

KARRER, Edmund L.—Steering Com-
clttee 4; Phi Kappa PI 1,2; Villa-

noyon. Copy Editor 3; News Editor 4;

Lynx 3; Copy Editor 4; Belle Air 4;
Villanovo Singers 2,3; Belle Masque
3; Turf and Tinsel 3; Literary Club
3.4; American Chemical Society 2;

International Relations Society 4;

Spirit Committee 3,4; Class Decora-
tions Committee 3; Pittsburgh Area
Club 3; Intrmurols 1,2,3,4.

KELLY, John D.—Class Secretary 3;
Steering Committee 3,4; NFCCS 3,4;
Delta Pi Epsilon 2,3, Vice President
4; Sanctuary Society 2,3,4; Turf and
Tinsel 2,3,4; Marketing Club 3,4;
Varsity Basketball 2,3,4; Varsity
Baseball 2,3,4; Varsity Club 2,3,4.

kiNNEY, Joseph A.—Steering Com-
mittee 4; Student Council, Elections
Committee 4; Villanovon 1,2, News-
Editor 3, Associate Editor 4; Lynx 3,
Publicity-Editor 4; Belle Masque 3;
Literary Club President 3,4; Spanish
Club 1, Vice-President 2; Orientation
Committee 4; Orphans' Committee 3;
Class Ticket Committee 3,4.

LAUGHLIN, Paul F.—Class Presi-
dent 2; Steering Committee 3,4; Stu-
dent Council 2,3,4; Choirmon Elec-
tions Committee 4; Delta Pi Mu 2,3;
Vlllonovan 2; Villanovo Singers 1,2'

3, Vice President 4; Intercolleaiote

Initiation Ends Tomorrow
Night for 30 LKD Pledges
Greg Lignelli, pledgemastvr of

Lambda Kappa Delta, has an-

nounced that the initiation per-

iod for aspiring members of the

fraternity will terminate tomor-

row night. Approximately 30

pledges are expected to be ac-

cepted into the fraternity.

Richard Hamburger, chairman
of the annual Communion Break-

fast, revealed that the affair whs
a commendable success. Approx-
imately 60 members attended the

breakfast last Sunday at t^iouf-

fier's Restaurant, folh)wJng the

nine o'clock Mass in the univers-

Fadier Sullivan

To Nominate

Danforth Fellows
The Rev. James A. Donnellon,

O.S.A., President of Villanova
has named the Rev. Robert M.
Sullivan, O.S.A., Dean of Arts
and Science, Liason Otficer to

nominate candidates for the 1958
Danforth Foundation fcllow-
ship.s.

The Danfortli Foundation, an
educational foundation located in

St. Louis, Mo., invites applica-

tions for the seventh class

(1958) of Danforth Graduate
Fellows from senior college men
and recent graduates who are
preparing for a career of college
teaching, and who are planning
to enter graduate school in Sep-
tember, 1958.

The Foundation welcomes ap-
plicants from the areas of Nat-
ural and Biological Sciences,
Social Sciences, Humanities and
all fields of specialization found
in undergraduate college.

Flimncial Grants
The maximum annual grant

for single Fellows is $1400 plus
tuition and fees charged to all

graduate students; for married
Fellows, $2400 plus tuition and
fees charged to all graduate stu-
dents with an additional stipend
of $350 for children. Students
with or without financial need
are invited to applj'.

A Danforth Fellow is allowed
to carry other scholarship ap-
pointments, such as Rhodes, Ful-
bright, Woodrow Wilson, Mar-
.shall. etc., concurrently with his
Danforth Fellowship, and appli-
cants for these appointments
are invited to apply at the same
time for a Danforth Fellowship.

; .
If a man receives the Danforth

appointment, together with a
Rhodes Scholarship, Fulbright
Fellowship, or Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship, he becomes a Dan-
forth Fellow without stipend, un-
til these other relationships are
completed.

All Danforth Fellows will par-
ticipate in the annual Danforth
Foundation Conference
on Teaching, to be held at Camp
Miniwanca in Michigan next
September.

Qualifications Listed
The qualifications of the can-

didates as listed in the announce-
ment from the Foundation are:
men of outstanding academic
ability, personality congenial to
the ^classroom, integrity and
character, including serious in-

quiry within the Christian tra-

dition.

All applications, including the

recommendations, must be com-
pleted by Jan. 31, 1958. Any
student wishing further informa-
tion should get in touch with our
Father Sullivan.

ity chapel.

The Rev. Charles Kropp,
O.S.A., was guest speaker. Other
honored guests included the fac-
ulty members of the Biology De-
partment.

Another problem solved dur-
ing the past month was the se-
lection of a new fraternity pin
by the entire membership. Dave
Brian, chairman of the Pin Com-
mittee, has announced that or-
ders have already been taken

Spanish Club
The Spanish Club will continue

plans for the annual Spanish
Night at its regular meeting to-
morrow morning at 10:30 in
208 Commerce and Finance
Building.

Spanish Night will be held
this year on Dec. 6 in the Com-
merce and Finance Auditorium.! on

VU Literary Club
Holds Symposium

(Continued from Pa^e 1)

Paddy Chayefsky, William Inge,

Henry Miller, Herman Wouk and
Tennessee Williams.

All members are to partici-

pate in this project in one form
or another. Since there are ap-

proximately 23 authors to be

written about it is urged that

each member choose one of the

above mentioned men and write

a five or more page paper on the

man chosen.

To facilitate research, those

working on an author may refer

to the Best Plays series edited

by John Chapman and Louis
Kronenberger, and The Theatre
Book of the Year by George Jean
Nathan; these can be found un-
der the general call number: PN
2266.

The next meeting will be held
Monday, Dec. 2, in the library

with Dr. Robert S. O'Shea, of the
Philosophy department speaking

Aesthetics in Literature.

Beta Gamma officers assemble to formulate plans for debating
season .Happy smiles indicate success at Brown University where
Bob O'Connor, Frank Cunnin^^ham, Oz Scogna and Bert Gratz
were highly successful, bringing back an 8-2 record.

Pictured (left to right) are officers: Oz Scogna, treasurer;
Jack Serafin, Vice-president; Bob O'Connor, president; Jim Corey,
corresponding secretary; and Frank Cunningham, recording sec-
retary.

g^?'W«?^5K?5!>:

Impola Spo't Coype-fnew luxury in the Bel Air Series,

.ywwW.'.̂ WWry»!yyffCTM.;jw;»;w.v.y:.....^,

8e/ Air 2-Ooor Sedan -long, low and loaded W'th Ufa.

Biscayna 4-Door

beojty v>ith Body

'58 CHEVR0LET...B166EST. BOLDEST

MOVE ANY CAR EVER MADE

!

Big and netc in nlyie. Boldly ntnc in

power. Brilliantly new in ride. Merer

be/ore ha» there been »ueh a beautiful

way to he thrifty an the '58 Chevrolet!

To see what's new this year, feast your eyes

on Chevrolet!

Ihere's airy new style. That's written all

over Chevrolet. It's nine inches longer! Much

lower, wider. There's brilliant new perform-

ance to go with the beauty. The big 250-h.p.

lurbo-l hrust V8 engine is so new it even

looks different. Feels different, too.

TTiere are two new rides: Full Coil sus-

pension and your optional choice at extra

cost of u real air ride, first time in the field.

There's an even smoother Powerglide, the

one and only Turboglide, and fuel injection

among the supx:rb extra-cost options. There

is a new X-type frame, a bigger windshield,

a new foot-operated parking brake. And two

new super models—the new Bel Air Impala

Sport Coupe and Convertible. See your

Chevrolet dealer. ^Optional at extra cost.

58!
( III \ KOIJ I

fotwAfo moM ftfvr

Oniy Jruiti-hiacti Chnrolrt f/^^iAri M»play thUJamouB troimmark 7CHEVROLET^ Sve Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer
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Who's Who Histories Show

Accomplishments of Seniors
(Contjnuad from Pog* lO)

Confet ce on Government 3,4; Lit-

erary Ctub 3,4; Spanish Club 1; Var-
sity Football 1,2,3,4; Varsity Club 3,

4; Orphans' Committee Chairman
3; Pittsburgh Club 3,4.

LESKO, William E.—Society for the
Advancement of Management 3,4;
Villanovon 4; Business Whirl 3,4;
Intercollegiate Conference on Gov-
ernment 1,2,4, President 3; Interna-
tional Relations Society 2,3,4; Delta
Pi Epsilon 2,3,4; Qpera-Classica 2,

3,4; Industrial Relations Club 2,4;
Finance Society 3, Vice-President 4;

Soph Cotillion Committee; Co-Chair-
man Class Ticket Committee, 4; An-
thracite Club 4; Intramurals 1,2.

•

LIGNELLI, Gregory J.—S t e e r i n g
Committee 3,4; Lambda Kappa Del-
ta 1,2,3,4; Sanctuary Society 2,3,4;
WVIL 3; Spirit Committee 4; Ring
Committee 3; Soph Cotillion Com-
mittee, Orphans' Party Committee
3; AAother's Day Committee 3; Inter-

fraternity Boll Committee 4; Intra-

murals 1,2,3,4. ^ M

MAHONEY, Robert W.~ NRTOC;
Quarterdeck Society 4; Society for

the Advancement of Management
3,4; Industrial Relations Club 2,3,4;
Business Whirl 2,3; Spirit Committee
3,4; Steering Committee 4; Mqther's"
Day Committee 3; Soph Cotillion

Committee; Sanctuary Society 2,3;
NFCCS 4; Prom Committee 4.

MOYNIHAN, John J.—NROTQ 1,2,

3,4; Quarterdeck Society 4; Delta Pi

Mu 1,2,3, President 4; Lynx 3,4; In-

ternational Relations Society 3,4;
Intramurals 1,2,3,4. y v . ,-.

Bracken, McMullen
Represents Nurses
Miss Connie Bracken and

Miss Dolores McMullen represen-
ted the Nursing Division of Vil-
lanova University last month at
the Catholic College Day exhi-
bit. This affair was the fifth

one sponsored by the Interna-
tional Federation of Catholic
Alumnae.

;
The purpose of Catholic Col-

:
lege Day, which was held at the
West Philadelphia Catholic
Girls* High School, was to
answer the questions of prospec-
tive college students who are in-
terested in the various college
programs and who are seeking
a college to meet their specific
needs.

VU Chess Club

To Be Foundeci

An organizational meeting of
the Chess club will be held in

104 AC at 10 :30 tomorrow morn-
ing.

All those interested are urged
to attend. If, however, interes-
ted parties are unavailable at
that time, they should leave
their names with Dr. O'Shea in

the Philsophy office in Mendel
Hall as soon as possible.

The purpose of the club will
be recreational, with a possibility
of procuring a room on campus
lor the meetings.

Tentative plans include compe-
tition only among the students
of Villanova, but arrangements
for matches with other colleges
could easily be arranged if it

were so desired.

BEAT WICHITA!

MULCAHY, Robert E.—Quarterdeck
Society 4; Class President 3; Steering
Committee 3,4; Student Administra-
tion Committee 4; Student Council
3,4; Delta Pi Mu 1,2,3,4; Villanovan
1,2, Sports Editor 3, Editor-in-Chief

4; Sanctuary Society 3,4; Spirit Com-
mittee 3; Orientation Committee 2,3,

4; Chairman Frosh-Soph Hop 2; Tick-
et Chairman Soph Cotillion; Fresh-
man Basketball Manager 1; Intra-

murals 1.

NICHOLSON, J. Patrick—Drill Team
1,2; Pershing Rifles 1,2; Quarterdeck
Society 1,2,4, Vice-President 3; Stu-
dent Council Vice-President 3, Pres-
ident 4; NFCCS; Student-Administra-

'

tion Committee 3,4; Steering Com-
mittee 3,4; Delta Pi Epsilon 2,3,4;
Spirit Committee 2,4, Chairman 3;
Sanctuary Society 1,2,4, Vice-Presi-
dent 3; Society for the Advancement
of Management 2,4; WVIL 1,2,4,
Sports Director 3; Turf and Tinsel 2;
Industrial Relations Club 1,2,3,4;
Soph Cotillion Committee 2; Ring
Committee 2; Mother's Day Co-
Chairman 3; Orientation Committee
2,4, Co-Choirman 3; Orphan's Out-
ing Committee 3; Intramurals 1,2,3,
4.

Live Modern! Here's News...

O'CONNOR, Priscilla C—Pi Theta
Chi 1,2,3, President 4; Belle Air 3;
Turf and Tinsel 1,2; Belle Masque
1,2,3; Opera-Classica 4; Prom Com-
mittee 3,4-.

OGLE. David H.—Steering Commit-
tee 4; Student Council 4; Pi Epsilon

2,3,4; Turf and Tinsel 3,4; Finance
Society 3,4; Beta Gamma Dsbotirg
Society 1; Spirit Committee 3; Belle

Air Boll Co-Chairman 4; Orientation
Committee 4. _
PINTO, Louis J.—Steering Commit-
tee 3,4; Student Council 3, Secretary
4; ASME 2,3,4; Orphans' Committee
3; Prom Committee 3; Swimming
Team 1,2,3,4.

ROGERS, Leo J.—Class Vice-Presi-
dent 4; Steering Committee 3,4;
Delta Pi Mu 1,2,3 Executive Commit-
tee 4; Villanovon 1,2,3,4; Belle Air
3 Copy Editor 4; Lynx Exchange Ed-
itor 3,4; WVIL 3; Spirit Committee
3, Chairman 4; French Club 1,2;
Orientation Committee 2; Soph
Cotillion Decorations Co-Chairman
2; Class Publicity Committee Chair-
man 3; Ring Committee Chairman 3;
Soph-Frosh Hop Comittee 2; Qrphans
Committee 3. ^

RUDEGEAIR, Leo C—NROTC; 1,2,

3, Commander 4; Drill Team 1,2,3,4;
Quarterdeck Society 4; Pershing Rif-
les 1,2,3,4; Steering Committee 3,4;
Student Council 1,2,3,4; Phi Kappa
Pi 1,2, Secretary 3, President 4; AIEE
2,3,4; Sonctuary Society 1,2,3,4;

Belle Masque 3; Spirit Committee
3,4; Homecoming Week Chairman
4; Charity Ball Committee Chairman
3; Orientation Committee 2,3,4; Mo-
ther's Day Committee 3, Prom Com-
3; Shamokinoki Donee Committee
3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.

SZABLOWSKI, Alexander J. — Ac-
counting Society 4; Football 1,2,3,4.

UDICIOUS, Ralph—Sanctuary Soci-

ety 1,2,3,4; Physics Club 1,2,3,4;
Spirit Committee 4.

WHALEN, Thomas J. — Steering

Committee 3,4; Student Coucil 4;

Marching Band 1,2,3,4; Business
Whirl 1,2,3,4; Industrial Relations
Club 2,3,4; Society for Advancement
of Management 2, President 3,4;
Mother's Day Committee 3.

YANTIS, Gerald C.—Steering Com-
mittee 4: Phi Kappa Pi 2 3.4; AIEE-
IRE 2,3 Chairman, 4; NFCCS 4; Con-
cert Band 1,2,3.4; Marching Band
1,2,4; Secretary-Treasurer 3.

YURCHAK, Paul—NFCCS 3,4; In-
tercollegiate Conference on Govern-
ment 3; Philosophy Club 4, Secretary
3. .,;„...

DRIVE CAREFULLY!

US. Pdterrt Awarded To

Miracle Tip

..OnlyL^M has It!

TheD

"This is it! Pure wliite
I

;i
I

inside pure wliite outside i

I
for cleaner, better ^ | ; >

smoking!"
I>i

Your assurance of

the Southland's finest tobaccos

Every package of L&M's ever
manufactured has carried this

promise: "A blend of premium
quality cigarette tobaccos including

special aromatic types."

Get full exciting flavor

plus the patented Miracle Tip

You get with each L&M cigarette

the full exciting flavor of the
Southland's finest tobaccos.

You got the patented Miracle Tip
. . . pure white inside, pure white

outside as a filter should be for

cleaner, better smoking. The pat-

ent on the Miracle Tip protects

L&M's exclusive filtering process.

L&M smokes cleaner, draws
easier, tastes richer.

I
Live Modern... Smol(e L*M!

I

I

i

1
I

I

il

i

I

I

I

I

.V&vX'//ir^ % / ^ >i

BUY 'EM BY THE BOX OR PACK
Crush-Proof Box (Costs no more)

Handy Packs (King and Reg.)
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ei9)7 Ugcett at Mybu Tobacco i

The above five Villanova students, along with Student Council

President Pat Nicholson, were the contestants in the Intramural

Hexethlon contest held last week. In the front row are Link Hal-

lowell, Intramural Director Ed Geisz and Don Falini. In back are

Ken Gerg, Frank Keefe and Don Sekits. The winner of the contest

will be announced! n the next issue of the VILLANOVAN.

Jets, Devils, Maulers Seem
Teams to Watch for Title

In Intramural Final Play
eyTOM

There've been a lot of exciting

games played in the Intramural

Leagues recently and most of

the teams are beginning to real-

ize that they don't have the skill

required to make the finals.

Teams play great football in

one game but when they play one

of the top teams in their next,

they always fall below par. At

the present time, the Delurey

Devils, a senior team, Mendel

Maulers, a freshman team, or

Joe's Jets, a junior group, ap-

pear to be headed for a clash

in the championship game of

Nov. 26. They are the only teams

which remain unbeaten.

PUyboys Whip Eastwingers

In recent games, the Playboys

whipped the Eastwingers 13-0 in

a well-played game. The Trotters

were given a solid trouncing by

the Aces 26-0 and then the Aces

lost their first game of the year

to the undefeated Delurey De-

vils by a score 6-0.

Delta Pi Mu just edged Bravo

Company, in a replay of a pro-

tested game, by a score of 4-3

on first downs. Both lines held

both teams scoreless in this fine

defensive game.

Maulers Are Hot
The Hops downed the Clowns

14-0 only to come back and lose

to the powerful, undefeated Men-

del Maulers by a score of 21-7. A
superbly executed ninety yard
pass-play from Phil Sheets to

Chet Buttonow broke this game
wide open.

The Maulers then whipped the

Clowns for the third straight

time. The difference in this game

was large as the Clowns lost

21-0. The Mendel Mauler's star

end Buttonow did all the scoring

in both these games as he caught

six touchdown passes from the

Mauler's Sheets.

An All-Amerleanr

Buttonow has scored the Maul-

ers last seven touchdowns with

electrifying catches and bursts

of speed. He has thrown terror

into all teams and is regarded

by some, as the All-American

end of the intramural leagues.

Villanova Returns Home to Meet

Wichita in Season's Finale Saturday

MUkFHY

I

The feeling around the league

lis that the Delurey Devils will

meet the Mendel Maulers in the

championship game. However, a

few upsets could change the en-

tire picture.

Clowns Pick Maulers

The Clowns, who have lost to

the Maulers three times, should

have the best "book' on the

Maulers. Quarterback and cap-

tain of the Clowns, Rich Parrin,

said, "they're the best team

we've played so far. They have

a great passing team and if they

play the Devils for the champ-

ionship, their passing offense

will tell the story. All the teams

we've played believe the Mendel

Maulers will represent us in the

the championship game. We
haven't given up hope but we
realize how great a team they

are."

Captain of the Mendel Maul-

ers Phil Sheets said, "we haven't

lost a game and we don't expect

too. We expect to make the

championship game and we
don't care who we play. We hear

that it should be the Delurey

Devils but it makes no differ-

ence to us.

Watch The Jets

So the football intramurals

are drawing to an end. Semi-fin-

als begin on the 19th and unless

there are some tremendous up-

sets, we should be seeing the

Mendel Maulers and the Delurey

Devils battling it out on the

championship game of Nov, 26.

If these are the two finalists, it

will pit an aggressive freshmen

team against an experienced sen-

ior team with the big prize up for

grabs.

But remember the Jets. Joe

Scancarella, captain and quarter-

back, warned the other teams

"we're going all the way. This is

the best team in the league and

we're going to prove it."

So bet your money and take

your choice. It should be inter-

esting.

By PAUL BUCKLEY

After five weeks of touring

the country, the Wildcats will

return to Villanova Stadium on

November 23 to meet the Wheat-
shockers of Wichita in the sea-

son's finale.

The travel weary Cats will

meet a team who have won one

game while dropping six to such

teams as Arizona State, Cincin-

nati, Oklahoma 3tate, Detroit,

Hardin-Simmons and Dayton.

Their one win was over Drake by
a score of 14 to 7.

Wichita has a new coach this

year in the person of Woody
Woodward who, after spending

three years at Southern Method-
ist, has returned to his native

state. Last year, the Shockers

posted a record of four wins and
six defeats in finishing near the

bottom in the Missouri Valley

standings.

Has 19 Lettermen

Of the candidates who greeted

Woodward in the spring, 19 were
lettermen. Fourteen men were
lost through graduation. Wood-
ward has built this year's team
around his senior tri-captains,

Harry Horton, Bruce Bierig and
Ray Vogl.

Horton, who stands 6-3 and
tips the scales at 212 pounds, is

a rugged defensive end, and a

team leader. Bierig, a guard,

stands at an even six feet and
weighs 195. He is an experienced

aggressive guard. Ray Vogl is

a stubby back of considerable

all-around ability.

In addition to these three es-

tablished players, the Shockers

are graced with two promising

sophomores. One is sensational

end, Curtis McClinton, and the

other is Ted Dean, Radnor High
boy. Ted is a huge (6-3, 215)

fast moving half back who has

been hampered by scholastic dif-

ficulties.

Other sophmores who have
looked good for Wichita are full-

backs Jerry Brooks and Terry
Hansley.

Uses T Offense

To direct the T, Woodward can

call on a pair of Bobs, Liles and
Sherman. Opposite Vogl and
Dean who will alternate at right

half, will be left half backs Gay-
lord Bellamy and Larry Simkins.

The Wheatshockers line is

spearheaded by two fine ends.

The left flank has senior Harry
Horton with soph Mc Clinton at

the other end of the line.

Jack Deeter and Don Seazy are

solid tackles. Bruce Bierig, Wic-

hita's most experienced lineman

is their top guard. Joining Bie-

rig, at guard will be Lee Beatty.

Both are hard-charging lineman.

T\^e center position will be filled

by Bill Badger.

Key Factor

The ability of the quarterbacks

to use the many variations de-

vised by Woodward will be a key

factor when Wichita meets the

Wildcats. The quarterback must

make full pivots to the left and

right. The halfbacks and the

ends are often split or flanked.

Evolving from these variations

are many intricate pass patterns.

The Wichita team, though it

has faired poorly this year, is

dominated by sophomores and

juniors, who are capable of hold-

ing their own against good op-

position.

SPORTS CHATTER

A Dual Tribute
0y JACK CUKTIN

"(Frank) Reagan in his four Villanova years h^ts won nine

and lost 28. Yet no columnists have attacked hia competence, no

one has hung hvm in effigy, no student journalists have bellowed

for his departure."
Sandy Grady,
PHILADELPHIA
DAILY NEWS,
Nov. 12

The Villanova football situation this year is such that it

should be only natural for the student body to look for a scape-

goat. This was supposedly (and still is in this writer's mind)

the best football teanj Villanova has had in many years. Yet

with only one game remaining for the season, it is the far-from-

proud possessor of a 2-6 record and did not win a game away

from home. Still, excepting a few widely scattered cases, no dis-

gruntled finger has been pointed at head coach Francis X.

Reagan. Rather than attack Reagan, the students have been

sympathetic with him, realizing the frustrating experience the

1957 schedule has been.

This is a tribute to both the coach and the Villanova student

body. Certainly the Villanova student attitude is much more

commendable than the rather unmature and frantic outbursts

of other schools which are currently engaged in the same sort

of football doldrums. But most of all, it is a firm recognition

of Reagan's coaching talents—an assertation of Villanova's faith

in his abilities in the face of discouraging conditions.

A Bright Spot

Of course, there is no way to salvage the 1957 season. What-

ever the reason—and far be it from the writer to try and figure it

out—Villanova has fallen flat on its face. The Wildcats are a

better team than the record shows, but that doesn't matter. Only

records count. However, despite the loss of, to quote Reagan,

"75% of our experienced ballplayers," the prospects for next

year look brighter, if not from a winnhig viewpoint.

Reagan, in his dual role of Athletic Director and coach is

the father of the Villanova "back-to-campua" movement. His

influence has already been felt this year in that there will have,

been three games played in Goodreau Stadium (the largest num-

ber in quite a while), and that the basketball team will play sev-

eral games in the Field House. To sUy within the reahn of

football, we will admit that three games is not a highly ex-

citable number, but there is reason to suspect that the 1958

schedule, when it is revealed, will finally bring football back

to the Main Line.

One Will Affect Other

In an interview with this writer last summer, Reagan stated

that he would like to see the Wildcats play four or five games

at home next year. He reiterated the same belief in the above

quoted column by Sandy Grady. Since Reagan the football coach

and Reagan the athletic director are one and the same person,

and since this (1958) will be the first year that our schedule

will be in charge of the same, it is highly probable that the desire

of one personality will have a profound effect on the other. And

football on campus, win or lose, is preferable to football hundreds

of miles away.
Until the schedule is announced, of course, this can only

be a supposition. But we have reason to believe that such an an-

nouncement will be a pleasant surprise to everyone, for Villa-

nova's schedule has been a major problem for the past few years.

Aside from the travel difficulties, the Mainliners have had trouble

scheduling games in their class. Also, and this is probably the

most important consideration of the whole problem, they have

not built up a traditional rivalry. There are, of course, the Detroit

battles, but there the distance between the two schools makes a

truly spirited rivalry impossible. And college football without

a rivalry is lacking one of the basic higredients necessary to

campus life. '-:

-^
:> .

So, football will probably return to the campus m force.

Better times are in the offing.

SUtveral members of the ViUanova University track and cross

country team work out in Villanova Stadium last week in prepara-

tion for the IC4A Meet In New York Monday afternoon.
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Three Unsung Linemen Deserve Great Praise
,r.;.-. SS-.-Vs • ' -.^ ^.'•r ,
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Craig
INCC Mike

PeLucia
How do you start to write a

feature story on members of a
losing football team? How can
another addition be made to the

already over-full lineup of pro-

files, when the team is burdened
with the dreary faculty of losing

games?
After this one and that one

has received his proper due of

praise, the assumption would
seem to be that but for a few
outstanding individuals, there

can't be much to say for a team
which has lost six ball games,
five of them consecutively.

Well, gentlemen, we will have
to dismiss from our minds the

notion that the 1957 edition of

the Villflnova Wildcats is a nor-

mal team.

This was (I use *was' purpose-

ly, since a victory on Saturday
would not take the dreary pallor

from the team's record) a team
which could have faced Michigan
State and Muhlenberg on con-

secutive weekends and lost both
• games by 13-7, or some such
:' teasing and frustrating score.

Not A Poor Club
Why the Wildcats have not

lived up to the expectations of

the coaches and the fans, I won't

venture to guess. But I don't

think that they can be dismissed

as a poor club.

The Villanova line can be
matched against any other seven

men in the country. Coach Frank
Reagan, among others, sub-

scribes to this declaration.

After the exploits of stsUwarts

such as Don Luzzi, Ed Michaels,

Tony Varrechione and Gene O'-

Pella have been duly chronicled,

the story of the Villanova line

has not received its proper ac-

claim.

The remaining three linemen

have upheld their end, although

hi lOU GOLD5CHMID7
the Philadelphia press and, I

must admit, the VILLANOVAN
have not given them publicity.

Would Be Raved About
On a team with less line talent

than the Wildcats, Vince Chaver-
ini, Bill Craig and Mike DeLucia
would be drawing rave notices.

The biggest surprise among
the three has been Chaverini.

Vince, a senior, had never start-

ed a game until the Cats faced

Baylor in the season's opener.

For two years he had been un-

derstudy to Joe Ryan.

Chaverini had always been

highly thought of. He had fair

size (6-1,195) and hit very hard

on defense. He had no trouble

with T-snaps, nor with the long

pass from center for punts and
extra points. ^ '

;

But Vince was more prone to

injury than the usual football

player of his size. Even playing

just part-time, behind Ryan, he

came up with injuries in both his

sophomore and junior years

which kept him out of action for

days at a time.

This season Chaverini has not

suffered any mishaps and he has

consistently turned in solid per-

formances. Whereas the coach-

ing staff naturally had some

qualms about depending on

Vince before the season started,

they have disappeared in the

face of his steady play.

Almost A Hero
Chaverini almost was the hero

up in Boston against BC, when
he blocked a kick in the last

few seconds of action with the

Cats only trailing by five points.

The ball bounded off Vince's

chest and out of the Boston Col-

lege end zone before he or any
other Villanova player could

hop on it. All the Cats got out

of the effort was a safety.

The PHILADELPHIA DAILY
NEWS bestowed its Lineman-
of-the-week award on Chaverini

for his defensive work in that

game.
Bill Craig and Mike DeLucia,

as the only juniors on the inter-

ior line, must be accorded places

of importance in the 1958 plans

of Coach Reagan.
Line coach John Sandusky

says that the two will form a
solid base from which to build

the new line. "Nobody's made
much commotion about them all

year, but they must be classed

with the senior members of the

lines," said the former All-Pro

tackle.

Don't Compare With Luzzi

"You really can't make com-
parisons between Craig and Don
Luzzi, as some people have tried

to do. They are different types

of players. Billy has that real

good pursuit and maneuverabil-

ity which often makes up for an

initial mistake. Don might be a

little stronger. Let's just leave

it at this—both are first-rate

tackles."

As for DeLucia, Sandusky
feels that he has the speed to be

an outstanding linebacker when
the Cats are in an odd defense,

and enough power to make up
for his comparative lack of size

when he shifts into the line

in an even alignment.

DeLucia will continue to play

guard next year, although he

was a center in high school and
actually prefers that position.

One of the reasons that he is

not being moved back to center

to replace the departing Cha-

verini is that his brother Alex,

a member of the freshmen team,

will be one of the candidates for

center.

Ron DelanySecond
In IC4A Contest

Ron Delanr- \ lijanova's Oly-ji Novice Run at the Inquirer Meet
mpic 1,000 meter champion, fin

ished second in the IC4A cross

country championship meet on
Monday on the hilly five mile

Van Courtlandt Park course in

New York.

Crawford Kennedy, a Michi-

gan State sophomore, led the

Spartan team to the collegiate

title as he raced U ictory in

24:14.8 minutes to best Delany

by 50 yards.

Delany staved off a last min-

ute rush by Peter Close, of St.

John's, to take the second posi-

tion. The pair ran shoulder to

shoulder to the finish to finish

75 yards ahead of the fourth

place contestant.

It was Delany's first defeat

a year ago as a freshman. De
Maio was a middle distance man
on last year's track team, which
swept all the major track titles.

Then Ron Came Back
Upon Delany's return the Vil-

lanova harriers defeated Seton
Hall and dropped a tough one
to strong St. John's of Brooklyn.

However, Delany was still in his

old form as he finished first in

both meets. By his victory aga-
inst St. John's, he defeated Pete

Close and Lionel Stevens, two of

the top cross country runners in

the country. ^^ '

In the Seton Hall meet, Delany
led four other Villanova men
across the finish line as the Main
Liners swept the first five places

of the meet. Following Delany
across the line were Bob Gode-of the 1957 cross country sea-

son, as he had been victorious 8>7, Terry McHugh, Jonas
in his only two other outings

this year.

Going into the 1C4A meet, the

cross country team had posted

a record of one win and three

losses in meet competition.

The team was hampered at the

beginning of the season by the

illness of Olympic Champion,
Ron Delany, who was suffering

from the Asiatic flu.

Meanwhile his teammates were
defeated by Georgetown and St.

Joe's in a triangular meet and
suffered a loss at the hands of

La Salle. Top men for the Wild-

cats in these meets were sopho-

mores Bob Godesky and junior

letterman Vic De Maio.

Godesky won the 1,000 Yard

Swenson, and Vic DeMaio.

All of the men mentioned along

with Bill Tinney and freshman
Tim McNamar participated in

the IC4A Meet in New York.

Undefeated Frosh

McNamar is undefeated this

year in freshman dual meet com-
petition. He led all freshman
across the finish line in the frosh

meets with La Salle and Seton

Hall and is definitely a bright

prospect for next year's varsity

squad.

However, sophs Bob Godesky,
Jonas Swenson, and Bill Tinney,

along with junior Vic De Maio
will be the nucleus of next year'g

team.
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Shooters Win First Match

Ed Geis/, Villanova swimming coach, squats at the edge of

the Field House pool last Saturday morning during practice

session to talk to a group of his Wildcat mer-men. Jim CjSregory

stands apart in the lefthand corner, while the other swimmers
are Bob Pinto, Wynn Wilson, Frank Keefe, John Flynn, Joe Mason '

^^^i^^iiii:$i^^l^M& and Luke Pape.

Schoener, Pinto To Captain
Swimmers For 57-58 Season
Seniors Lou Schoener and Lou

Pinto were elected co-captains
of the swimming team for the
1957-58 season last Monday.
Coach Ed Geisz remarked that
the team could have made no
better choice for cd-captains. He
also expressed the hope thkt the
team would follow the example
set by those two fine competi-
tors.

It was the secodn time Schoe-
ner, an English major, has re-

ceived this honor. Lou was cap-
tain of last year's team. A stand-
out breast stroker while in high
school, Schoener was successful-
ly converted to a middle distance
swimmer by coach Geisz in his
sophomore year. He became one
of the area's better swimmers at
this distance last year. He lost

only two races at 220 yards and
two in the quarter mile as a
junior. This year Schoener has
set his eye on the school 220
yard mark of 2:150.0 set in 1940.
The other co-captain, Lou

Pinto, is less known than Schoe-
ner, but only because of his ver-
satility. Like Schoener, Pinto
was a star breast stroker in high
school. Only those who are close
to swimming can appreciate the
contribution of Pinto to the
team. For the past two years his

breast stroking efforts have been
obsured by the great Don Couig.
But this year, with Couig gradu-
ated, Pinto will have to shoulder
much of the burden formerly
carried by that man.
Both men expressed their

gratitude for being elected and
promised to fulfill their respon-
sibilities to the best of their abil-

ity.

With two such capable men
for captains, the swimming team
is looking frwoard to their best
season since the sport was re-

vived in 1952. This year the team
faces the best opposition in the
East. Thse include V.M.L, the
Southeastern Conference champ-
ions; LaSalle College, the Middle
Atlantic Intercollegiate champ-
ions; West Chester State Teach-
ers College, the Pennsylvania
Teachers College Conference
champions; and Army, always a
top independent. Coach Ed Geisz,

however, feels confident that the
team can better last year's 11-1

recrod.

He bases this conviction on
several reasons, not the least of
which are the untried sopho-
mores Frank Keefe, Bruce Mac
Criddes, and Bill Lyons. Gei*-'

believes • that Feefe will become
the districts outstanding back-
stroker while MacGriddes will

team with Schoener in the 220
and 440 races. Lyons will be used
chiefly on relays. Another reason
Geisz gives for his belief is the
fact that never before has the
team been so deep in 400 sprint-
ers.

With transfer students Joe
Mason and Wynn Wilson eligible

this year, Geisz can count on at
least two places in each of the
eprints. Besides these two he has
Bob Pinto, Bob MacMillen, Ken
MacGillivray and John Rumbar-
ger to draw on for the relays.
When Geisz, a breaststroker

in college, talks about his three
breaststrokers, Lou Pinto, Larry
Palacio, and Jim Gregory, a con-
tentd smile crosses his face for
he feels that no other coach in

the area can match the power of
this trio. He considers Palacio
capable of becoming an Ail-
American in the Butterfly and
the same of "Bull" Gregory in
the orthodox breaststroke. John
Flynn is another very good orth-
odox man.
To team with Keefe in the

backstroke Geisz has either
mammouth 242 pound Gerry
Cechony or sophomore Gene
Hewitt. Cechony is another cap-
able of greatness while Hewitt
is a good man for a relay.
Only when diving is mentioned

does coach Geisz wince in pain.
Perennally weak in this event,
Geisz is basing his hopes on no
less than four men, only one of
whom ,has varsity experience.
Steve Carton and Mike Rafferty
seem to have the edge on Bill
Gilhool and Mike O'Boyle. Gil-
hool never dove before last year,
but has rapidly improved since
then and could gain a berth if

either of the former slip. O'Boyle
is not without experience. He
was one of the area's top scolas-
tic divers while attending St.
Jospeh's Prep, but two years of
inactivity are showing and could
hoi dhim back.

Pistol Team
Defeats U.W.

Jn_First Start
Villanova .s newest v a r s i t y j

sport, the pistol team began its

season auspiciously on Oct. 19

with a 1301 to 1296 win over the

University of Wisconsin. The
previous week, team captain Bill

Scott swept 12 events in indi-

vidual.

Upcoming Matches
The team's regular season be-

gins on Feb. 4 when the MIT
team travels to Villanova. Fol-

lowing MIT here will be the Na-
val Academy. Then the team
goes away on Feb. 22 for a
match \vith the West Pointers.

Other teams to be fired against

are Penn State, New York State

Maritime College, Pennsylvania

Military academy, the Merchant
Marine Academy and the Coast

Guard Academy.
Pistol matches will be fired

against Miami University, the

University of Oklahoma and the

Air Force Acadey,

The team also fires in the Del-

aware Valley Pistol League
which is a professional organ-

ization.

Team Members
On the team are J. D'Arcy, E.

Byrne, W. Wescott, P. Lang, N.

Huddy, A. Martinez, J. Whalley

and R. Gillespie.

The team last year compiled

a seven-two record and came in

second in the Secretary of Navy
Match.
The team draws its members

from the National Rifle Associa-

tion basic pistol course given in

the beginning of the school year.

Captain J. J. Grace, USMC, is

the team moderator.

NEW OLD JOKES

Comrade Rudolph wos .walking d'-wn the
streets Moscow wtien it suddenly begon
precipitating.

"Wife," said Rudolph to his spose. "\Vi
reining."

"No, . Rudolph," she corrected, "Is
snowing."

"Roining."
. "Snowing."

"Silence, womon," roared Rudy. "You
know Rudolph the Red knows ram, dear."

On Saturday, Nov. 2, Villan-

ova's NROTC rifle team took
first place in a triangular match
with Penn NROTC and St. Jo-

seph's with a score of 1341, an
ample margin over Penn's 1290

Frosh Charlie Russell, this

year's find, was high man with
a 279. Lou Spevetz was second
with a 274. Jon Rietske had a
268, Bill Hearn a 263 and Joe
Pollizatto a 257.

Last Wednesday the team'

eked out a win over Pennsyl-

vani Military Academy 1357 to

1356. Penn's NROTC was left be-

hind with a 1304.

The match with PMC was un-

decided until the last man came
off the firing line.

Each man on the team out-

did himself for the occasion and
Charles Russel again led the
pack with a 280. Heavn had a
276, Rietske a 269, Spevetz a
268 and Pollizatto a264.

V^ MK^halman

{By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,

"Barefoot Boy with Cheek")

HOW TO STUDY
The makers of Marlboro Cigarettes have bought this

space so I can bring a message of importance to American
undergraduates each week. There is no more important
message I can bring you than this: College can be beauti-
ful. Don't louse it up with studying.

That was my mistake. At first, cowed by college,

I studied so much that I turned into a dreary, blinking
creature, subject to dry mouth and night sweats. This
dismal condition prevailed until I learned the real mean-
ing of college. And what is that? I'll tell you what: to

prepare you to face the realities of the world. And what
do you need to face the realities of the world? I'll tell you
what: poise. And how do you get poise? I'll tell you how:
not by sticking your nose in a book, you may be sure

!

Relax ! Live ! Enjoy ! . . . That's how you get poise.

Of course you have to study, but be poised about it.

Don't be like some drones who spend every single night
buried in a book.. They are not learning poise; what's
more, they are playing hob with their posture.

The truly poised student knows better than to make
the whole semester hideous with studying. He knows that
the night before an exam is plenty of time to study.

Yes, I've heard people condemn cramming. But who
are these people? They are the electric light and power
interests, that's who! They want you to sit up late and
study every night so you will use more electricity and
enrich their bulging coffers.

Don't be taken in by their insidious propaganda!
Cramming is clearly the only sensible way to study. But
beware! Even cramming can be overdone. When you
cram, be sure you are good and relaxed. Before you start,

eat a hearty dinner. Then get a date and go out and eat
another hearty dinner. Then go park some place and light

up a Marlboro. Enjoy the peaceful pleasure it affords.

Don't go home till you're properly relaxed.

''^'^^^'^^'^tmZiOt/^l^/e. #•

Once at home, stay relaxed. Do not, however, fall

asleep. This is too relaxed. To insure wakefulness, choose
a chair that is not too comfortable. For example, take
a chair with nails pointing up through the seat.

Place several packs of Marlboros within easy reach.

Good, mild tobacco helps you relax, and that's what
Marlboro is—good, mild tobacco. But Marlboro is more
than just good, mild tobacco; it is also cigarette paper
to keep the good, mild tobacco from spilling all over the
place. And a filter. And a flip-top box. And a red tape
to lift the cigarettes easily ... It is, in short, a lot to like.

Now you've got the uncomfortable chair and the
Marlboros. Now you need light. Use the lit end of your
Marlboro. Do not enrich the light and power interests.

Read your textbook in a slow, relaxed manner. Do
not underline; it reduces the resale value of the book.
Always keepyour books in prime resale condition. You
never know when you'll need getaway money.

As you read you will no doubt come across many
things you don't understand. But don't panic. Relax.
Play some Fats Domino. Remove a callus. Go out and
catch some night crawlers.

Relax! Live! Enjoy! Remember—any number of
people have bachelor's degrees, but precious few have poise

!

e 1M7, Mm 8k«laM
It doeen't take anw cramming to learn that the Hneet Hiter
cigarette on the market today i» Marlboro, whoee makere
take pleaeure in bringing you this column regularly.

\r
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Student Council Views
$Y PAT NICHOLSON

The process of adopting a new Constitutional form of gov-
ernment especially one that involves a new concept of student
government is a long and difficult task. Work began in preparing
for this change in the middle of last semester. Now that the Con-
stitution has, for the most part, been approved by the Council
and tenitively approved by the Administration, we have turned our
attention to the drafting of the By-Laws of this Constitution. We
have found this to be a tedious, but very important undertaking.
Tonight the Council will begin its discussion of the By-Laws.
We will deal primarily with the powers, duties, and membership
of the various committies of the Student Council. The proposed
By-Laws grant the committies a great deal more responsibility

than they have ever possessed in the past.

It is hoped that the final draft of the Consti-
tution and By-Laws will be approved "in toto"

by the Council at a special meeting of December
5th. It this is the case then the Student Council
will hold a special type of meeting on December
11th. At that meeting the new Constitution and
By-Laws will be explained in detail to all mod-
erators, student leaders, and all other interested

members of the student body. It is planned that
the members of the Student Senate will be elect-

^ ed at this meeting. If everything runs according
NICHOLSON to schedule then the first meetings under the

new Constitution will then go into full effect at the beginning of
the 2nd semester.

As a result of the new Constitution two very important chang-
es have been made. The National Federation of Catholic College
Students has ceased to be an organization as such. Every student
at Villanova is a member of NFCCS. Therefore it is now a commis-
sion of the Student Council and it will function actively through
the Student Council. The NFCCS will operate in a manner similar
to the Spirit Committee, however its activities will be greatly dif-

ferent. All students are members of the Spirit Committee, but an
especially interested group prepare its undertakings. The programs
of NFCCS will be handled by those students who are particularly

interested in this field. As work in NFCCS is certainly one of the
best ways of developing leadership and responsibility, the number
of interested students should be large.

A Student-Faculty Committee is the other greatly desired ad-

dition of the new Constitution. This committee will be composed
of the Vice-President of Academic Affairs or his representative,

selected member^ of the faculty, and three selected members of the

Student Council. This committee will discuss and attempt to act

upon all problems or suggestions of an academic or educational

nature. This committee was established because it was felt that

the academic development of Villanova University as it is with
Villanova's development in all other fields.

Radio Station

Broadcasting

Chiefs Meet
WVIL Staff Heads met Mon-

day night, Nov. 11, in the radio

station to discuss change in the

broadcasting schedule, plans for

the tenth anniversary and a sta-

tion hook-up to Sheehan Hall.

Mr. Charles Smith, faculty di-

rector, attended the meeting

which was conducted by Henry

Nichols, station manager.

Poll Conducted

A poll, under the direction of

Joe Marozzi, was conducted by

the Public Relations Department

to affirm the necessity of a

schedule change.

Robert Rafano, public rela-

tions director, proposed that

one of the special events for

the tenth anniversary of WVIL
should be the inspection of the

station by Villanova students,

faculty and administration and
students of other colleges.

Seminar Trip

A report was given by Ronald
Cusack, business manager, con-

cerning his trip to the Second
Annual Seminar of the Broad-
casters' Promotion Association
in Chicago. Cusack also an-

nounced the addition of two new
sponsors. .; ,.; ,

. ./

;

Chief technical engineer, Sam
Pietrofitta, stated that Sheehan
Hall would soon be able to re-

ceive WVIL and that corrections

would be made to improve re-

ception in other dorms.

Another plan discussed was
the possible commefcial broad-
casting of FM to the Mainline
area.
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Tale ofTwo Cities!

Among Western Hemisphere cities

with the largest per capita enjoyment of

Coca-Cola are, interestingly enough, sunny
New Orleans and chilly Montreal. When we say,

"Thirst Knows No Season," we've said

fi cheerful mouthful.

So don't take any lame excuses about its

not being hot enough for Coca-Cola. Forget

the temperature and drink up!

6Wt^^}

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE' t

BofHed under authority of Th* Gxo-Cola G>mpany by

Philadelphia Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

Test your
personality power

/AlreiidirLthehariiiS
]

I "Worth, two inth.e'biJSli! /
•iimmiimmm

1. Do you chase butterflies In preference to

other creatures of Nature?

2. Do you believe that making money is evil?

VIS NO

CHIIZl

3. Do you think Italian movie actresses are over-rated?

(Women not expected to answer this question.)

4. Do you buy only the things you can afford?

5. Do you think there's anything as important as

taste In a cigarette?

nDCD
CD CD

6. Do you feel that security is more desirable than challenge?.

7. Do you refer to a half-full glass as "half-empty"?

8. Do you think fads and fancy stuff can ever take the place

of mildness and flavor in a cigarette?

CUIIZI
imiizi
CZDIZH

nuczi
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If you answered "No" to all questions, you ob-

viously smoke Camels—a real cigarette. Only 6 or

7 "No" answers mean you better get onto Camels

fast. Fewer than 6 "No's" and it really doesn't

matter what you smoke. Anything's good enough!

But if you want a real smoke, make it Camels.

Only Camel's exclusive blend of costly tobaccos

tastes so rich, smokes so good and mild. No won-
der more people today smoke Camels than any
other cigarette. How about you?

Have a real cigarette- have aCamel

M. J. RavMid* Tatacco Coafwiir. WlMtMi-flalMB. N. C.

WIN $25 CASHl
Dream up your own
questions for future

"Personality Power"
quizzes. We'll pay $25
for each question used

in this college ad cam-

paign. Send questions

with name, address,

college and class to:

Camel Quiz, Box 1935,

Grand Central Station,

New York 17, N. Y.

I

Christmas Message
The spirit of the first Christmas is simple in

every respect. It is marked by the presence of peo-
ple who were unaffected and good. The Mother of
God and her Manly, just spouse were first to adore
the Babe. Then came the poor, earnest, nameless
shepherds. Only later were the generous and
fervent Magi to bring the tokens of their personal
respect and the reverence of the outside world. And
till of them, genuine people of good will, were bless-

ed by an abundance of the peace which the angels
had proclaimed.

The most sincere message I can offer to all

Villanova men and women is the hope that the same
beneficial peace icill descend upon them on this

happiest of all days. Such wiU be my prayer for
all Villanovans in the three Masses I celebrate on
Christmas Day.

The angels announced the birth of Our Lord
loith great rejoicing because they knew well what
it signified. They—and the shepherds and the Magi—recognized the Infant as the Man-God promised
centuries before. They meant intentsely the words
they uttered: "Glory to God in the highest.'* May
all Villanovans echo that prayer and find God's
kindest graces in reward.

A thoroughly holy and joyful Christmas to

each of you, to your parents, and to all the dear
ones of your family circles.

RBV. JAMES A. DONNELLON, O.8.A.

PRESIDENT

.^^''m^-^'^'^^^^lf^:!*^^^^^^

I. M. Levitt, Astronomer,

To Address Forum Tonight
should be both enlightening and
entertaining," a member of the

Forum committee declared.

Tonight, Levitt will explore

the many hazards that face man

The man who one year ago

warned the United States of the

rapid advances that the Soviet

Union was making in the field

of space travel will be the speak-

er tonight at the Villanova For-

um.
He is Dr. I. M. Levitt, nation-

ally known astronomer and dir-

ector of the Fels Planetarium of

the Franklin Institute in Phila-

delphia.

Levitt will adress the forum
in the Commerce and Finance

auditorium, at 8 p.m. Mr. Charles

Bruderle, Forum Chairman, has
announced.

Dr. Levitt warned in an ad-

dress last year that the Soviet

Union was taking the lead in

the race for the conquest of

outer space..

He urged the U. S. to launch

a man-made device into space

before Russia does so "with its

possible tremendous psychologi- . , . ,, . ^ , i. ,

cal repercussion throughout the '" ^/« ^^^"^^^^ ^° undertake m

DR. I. M. LEVITT
Noted Astronomer

terplanetary travel, as well as

the tremendous advances al-
entire world."

Renowned Inventor , , , , , , , .

Levitt is also world renowned ready made by foward looking

as an inventor including among scientists toward the goal. His
announced topic will be "Jour-

ney Into Space."
his recent inventions the Hamil-

ton Space Clock, which he de-

veloped to aid in charting jour-

neys into space.

The world's first inter-plane-

tary timepiece, it is designed to

show the comparative passage of

time-by the day, hour, month
and year—on earth and on plan-

ets in outer space.

"To all space explorers, the The Senior Class is in the pro
clock would be a matter of life cess of soliciting patrons for its

or death," explains Dr. Levitt. Belle Air Ball on February 14,

"For instance, they would need and also entries for the first an-
it to time departures from earth nual Belle Air Ball queen.

Seniors Seek 1500

Patrons for Prom;

Queen Contest On

email
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Charity Ball Friday Night Initiates

Orphans Weekend; Outing Saturday

Highlighted by Visit to Santa Claus

MATT BRENNAN
Weekend Chairman

Saturday will be Dad's Day
for many students of Villanova,

when the Junior Class sponsors
*he annual orphans' outing for

the boys of St. John's Orpha-
nage at 49th and Wyalusing
Sts., in Philadelphia.

Although the event is under
the auspices of the Junior Class,

all students including co-eds and
law students are urged to par-

ticipate in this undertaking.
Chairman of this affair and

the whole weekend. Matt Bren-
nan, has announced the follow-

ing schedule for the day's pro-

ceedings : For those studen's who
do not have cars, buses will de-

part from Villanova at Doug-
herty Hall bound for the orpha-
nage at 8:40 A.M.

En Route to Lit's

These will arrive at approx-
imately 9:15. Other Villanovans
are asked to be there as close to

that time as possible. From
here, students and their "John-
ny" will proceed to Lit Brothers'
Department Store in Philadel-

phia at 8th and Market Sts.

Parking will be provided for
those in cars at 7th and Filbert

Streets.

At 10 all will assemble in the

employees' cafeteria where milk
and cookies will be served to

the orphans. A trip to see

Santa after a tour of the toy
department will follow. The
upper floor of the Horn and
Hardart's Restauran* at 1508
Market Sts. has been reserved
for the group, who are asked to

arrive in shifts: A-L at 12:15
and M-Z at 12:45.

To See Movie
The travelers will reassemble

at the New 69th Stree' Theater
at 69th and Market Sts. where
the "Johnnies" and their "Dads"
will view a comedy movie and
a cartoon festival, courtesy of

the managemen*.
The contingent will return to

the orphanage between 5 and 6 plans include a discussion on the
that evening. The sisters at the qualifications for law school and
orphanage have

, asked that attendance at a class of torts,

when buying gif*s ifor the boys, > Mimeographed copies of the ma-
Villanovans remain under a terial to be studied in class will

three dollar limit and refrain also be distributed.

Tonight'sLaw

Forum Hears

Wilson White
W. Wilson White, Assistant

United States Attorney General,

will address the Villanova Uni-

versity Law School Forum to-

night at 8 o'clock in the law
school.

A native Philadelphisoi, White
was appointed by President Ei-

senhower recently to head the
newly-formed Civil Rights Div-

ision of the Justice Department.
White will discuss the topic,

"The Jencks Case and the F. B. I

file Security."

Law School Program
The second session of the law

school program designed to in-

struct college students In the
requirements and studies of a
law school will be held this after-

noon.

The program originally sche-
duled for last week was post-

poned because of snow. Program

in order to reach destined spots

on another planet during day-
light hours and at a suitable

season."

Second F^rum Speaker
The second speaker of the cur-

rent Forum program. Dr. Lev-

Patrons are being sold by
Leisentritt and Dave Ogle, Ball

Chairmen and members of the
steering committee as well as
the class oflicers.

Goal Set At 1500
Leisentritt asks that all under-

from providing the prospective
Lone Rangers with cap pistols.

They further request under no
circumctance should gifts be
bought for the children's pa-

rents.

itt follows Dr. Yves Simon, of classmen and especially seniors

the Department of Philosophy
of the University of Chicago.

Mr. Bruderle announced that

plans are now being made to

invite another Forum speaker,

probably in February.
"Dr. Levitt is a distinguish-

ed scientist and his talk here

buy patrons as soon as possible.

The cost of one dollar pays for

one line which can be purchased
either individually or by two stu-

dents. "The success of the Ball

depends on the number of pa-

trons sold," said Ogle, "and the
goal has been set at 1500."

ROSEMONT CHOIR
HERE TOMORROW
Rev. Norbert Whitley, O. S. A., leader who had been convicted

This discussion will be in the
form of a panel and will consid-
er the demands of the legal pro-
fession and the benefits of legel

education.

Discussed By White
The Jencks case, decided by

the United States Supreme
Court last spring, concerned the
right to a new trail of a labor

University Chaplin, has announ- of filing a false non-Communist
ced that tomorrow evening the affidavit where his request to
choir from Rosemont College will examine reports of two govem-
be present on campus to sing ment witnesses had been denied
at the chapel exercise. There in the trial in which he was con-
will be Solemn Benediction and
a selection of Christmas carols.

The Chaplin wishes to an-

victed.

James Jackson Kilpatrick, Ed-
itor of The Richmond NewH

nounce further that th«Te will.j^^er, will be speaker at the
be no chapel excercises Dec. 17 iMnrch forum.

By BILL CHRISTY

Santa Claus will be com-
ing to town at Villanova
this Friday when the
Junior Class will sponsor
the first event of the an-
nual Orphan's weekend,
the Charity Ball, to be held
in the Field House from 9
to 1.

Chairman of the weekend Matt
Brennan has placed the dance
under the direction of Al Dom-
browski who has announced that
Lou Denison has been signed to

provide the music for the in-

formal affair.

The Christmas theme will be
carried over into the decorations
which are under the chairman-
ship of Ed Knepley. Tickets,

which have been on sale since

Dec. 2, are priced at $1.50 a
couple and may be purchased in

the Pie Shoppe in Dougherty
Hall or at the field house door
Friday night.

Proceeds for Orphanage
Co-chairman of tickets, Jack

Frazer and Hary Georges, urge
that all Villanova students pur-
chase tickets, even if they do
not intend to attend the dance,
as the proceeds will go towards
the party given for the orphans
Monday and for the betterment
of the orphanage.

Party on Monday
The dance will be followed

Saturday by the annual orphans'
outing and the weekend will be
topped off Monday with the
party at the orphanage. Con-
tributions made this week in
religion classes and in Dougherty
Hall will govern the success of
this affair, so co-chairman of
the event. Gene Paja and Gene
O'Pella, have asked that all be
generous.

The party will feature a meet-
ing of Santa (Gino) by each of
the "Johnnies" as well as gifts,

dinner and games. A group of
juniors and football players will
conduct the party.

Autumn LYNX

Due Tomorrow

Frank Delany, editor-in-
chief, has announced that the
Lynx, Villanova's literary

quarterly will be distributed
on campus tomorrow.

Tills semester's issue ulll

contain nmny new features
and promises to be one of the
best In the liistory of the
magazine.

Jack Garrity, Circulation
manager, has announced that
the quarterly will he sold
from various prominent places
on campus.
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That Holiday Spirit
It is the earnest hope of the staff of the

members of the Villanovan that everyone con-

'f nected with the university will experi-

;: ence a holy, happy and safe holiday.
^v;^;; We believe it is well to remem-
: ber at this time the words of the Greater Doxol-

ogy, "Peace on earth to men of good will." As
thinking men we should all realize that the wel-

y fare of the world situation is such that the neces-
r sity of good will with proper action is the only

keynote to a lasting peace.

: Perhaps it is only during such a holiday
season that we fully appreciate the advantage
of our being a free peoples. It is not sounding a
sour note when we ask you to remember those
millions of othrs in a dis-similiar situation. Such
a recollection should only serve to make more
piT^ious our heritage.

:
V In this, the season of noble thoughts and
noble actions, it is in keeping that whispered
prayers of thanksgiving for our gifts, accom-
panied by prayers for those freedom impoverish-
ed countries, should be on our lips and in our
minds.

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY
NEW YEAR. May we all return safely.

PUBIicly Speaking

Roland AmusesTV Viewers
$Y MIKE KLBSWS

i

WVIL: Ten Years On The Air
It was "open house" for Radio StaUon WVIL's tenth an-

niversary on Monday as students and distinguished guests in-

spected the studio equipment and facilities on the second floor

of Dougherty Hall. .; ,.

During the past decade, the station has seen three "homes",

the most elaborate of which is the present location valued at

$25,000.

However, not only the facilities of WVIL have shown mark-
ed improvement since 1947 but the caliber of broadcasting has
proportionately kept pace with the physical development.

; ,
From only a couple of hours a day on the air, WVIL's sch-

edule now broadcasts morning and night featuring a variety of

programs including the latest news, weather and sports.

Quiz programs, interviews and disk jockey shows are con-

ducted in the same manner as the programs at any local radio

station. In addition several football games have been aierd during

the past throughout the campus in order that the Villanova

students could follow their favorite team "on he road". During

he present basketball campaign, WVIL, under the direction of

Station Manager Henry Nichols will relay a number of Palestra

games back to the Main Line.

The station is still nt stagnant in its progress. Due to the

interest shown in the Sunday night hree-hour inerview show and
Paul Finan's Wildcat Safari on Thursdays, WVIL will present

Conversation, another informal-type program on which Lynx
Editor Frank Delany will discuss timely topics with notable stu-

dents, in the near future.

The VILLANOVAN is proud of the progress of its neighbor

on the second floor of Dougherty Hall and wishes the entire radio

staff continued success.

To my understanding, there is

a certain late television show
receiving a great deal of atten-

tion. Roland (Roe-lun) seems
to have worked wonders on the
campus residents. His sadistic

and crude methods of displaying

horror have won the hearts of
every possible viewer between
the hours of eleven-thirty and
one o'clock. Roland at the be-

ginning of his "Shock Theatre?"

was the butt of every rude re-

mark that the viewing audience
could muster together. But
since then, this pitiful looking
creature has become a rather
fashionable laughing point.

Pouring red liquids back and
forth, rattling chains, slamming
doors, and most of all lingering

over odd shapes under clean
white sheets have set a new pace
for the exclusive individuals

owning television sets. It should
be also noted that these exclu-

sive individuals harboring TV's
are finding it almost impossible

to view their own sets due to

the sudden throngs of friends

now invading their own rooms.
We must admit that at times the
technicalities of settings are
most realistic in the changeover
from movie to Roland's cham-
bers.

Vociferous Reaction In Dorms
The rabble-rousing following

these horror pictures is of tower-
ing magnitude. The different

verbal utterences seem to amuse
the students and* disturb the

higher echelons of the dormi-
tories. I presume each and every
Monday and Tuesday night will

be the scene of this wholesale
exuberance.

Shock Theatre has set a new
trend and standard in the dorms.
I'm so happy that there is some
thing to look forward to as
campus residents. In Sheehan

The Collegiote Whirl'

:

Hall there are two of the most
wonderful people who have in-

vested in a machine which they
call a Philco console. The tall

black haired fellow seems to be-

lieve he has been the recipient

of a bargain. I certainly don't
mean to discourage this individu-

al but it is to my understanding
the whole thing was purchased
simply in order to view "Roe-
lun" and the exorbitant price

of one hundred and sixty dollars

is going a bit too far. However,
if obtained — God speed to
them and the second floor.

Is The End In Sight
Shock theatre brings so many

viewers before the magic eye
that certain rooms are voided

of all furniture and martial law

is enforced due to the mob rule

which has to be suppressed. How
long can the producers and di-

rectors of this new TV innova-

tion, keep the different horror

movies going? There must be

a bottom to their shock movie

barrel. If they should run out

niaybe coach Reagan could fur-

nish some of his horror films.

I am most impressed with the

manifestation of interest in

Roland and do hope it continues.

And may he become the idol of

all the little tots between four

and eight years of age. "Good-

night whatever you are"
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Recently, THE LAFAYETTE
covered the official opening of

the scalping season at Lafayette

College when an innocent Lehigh
frosh became the first victim at

hands of the revenge seekers

from Easton.

At the close of the freshman
football game, which found Le-

high Victorious by 24-7, some of

the Lafayette undergraduates

took the loss much harder than
most of the students.

These "men/' sporting an un-

escorted Engineer, quickly con-

ceived a capture plan that was
almost impossible for the bevtil-

dered Lehigh freshman to es-

cape.

Panting and breathless, he was
dragged into the "cutting room"
and shortly afterward the shiny

headed youth was then released

to the greener pastures of the

Lehigh campus. Though minus
a few hairs, he had made many
new "friends" and left with a
promise of future visits.

(P.S. Villanova extends Its

heartiest congratulations to

those spirited Weavers from
Philadelphia Textile who hon-
ored our campus the night be-

fore our victory last week.

PAPER PANIC!
In the last issue of the VIL-

By M\KE MANCUSO
Exchange Editor

LANOVAN, Associate Editor
Joe Kinney attempted to expose
to our readers the trials and
tribulations of putting our col-

lege paper out on time almost
every Wednesday of the school
year.

Publishing a paper is no pic-

nic. If we print jokes, people

say we are silly; if we don't,

they say we are too serious.

If we stick close to the office

all day we ought to be out hunt-

ing interesting things to print;

if we go out and try to hustle,

we ought to be on the job in the

office.

If we don't accept contribu-

tions we don't appreciate genius

;

and if we do print them, the

paper is filled with junk.

If we edit the other fellow's

story we are too critical; if we
don't we are asleep. If we clip

things from other papers, we're
too lazy to write them; if we
don't we're stuck with our own
stuff. Some will say we swiped
this article, and we did . . .

from THE MISSISSIPPI COL-
LEGLAN.

WE WANT TO DANCE
This Friday night, the Junior

Class ushers in the Charity Ball

in the field house on OUR cam-
pus. Much to the dismay of

Wake Forrest students, holding

a dance on campus is a privilege

offered to college students.

The Utest issue of Wake For-
est College's student publication,

OLD GOLD AND BLACK,
blanketed its front page with
several stories and photos ex-
plaining the student demonstra-
tions against the Baptist State
Convention's dancing ban.

A group of some 300 students
from Wake Forest and nearby
Salem College gathered at a
shopping center parking lot

dressed in various kinds of garb
with one purpose in mind "to

engage in the 'un-Baptist' prac-

tice of dancing."

When it appeared that there

would be a lack of music, col-

legiate ingenuity came to the

rescue. Someone connected a
batter y-powered loudspeaker

system to a car radio and saved

the party.

"That Old-Time Religion" re-

placed "Wake Up Little Susie"

as the theme song of Wake For-

est's snack bar choir.

&m
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W:'- Happy Birthday, WVIL! •>:•:

This week marks the tenth

birthday of WVIL, the radio

voice of Villanova University.

From its humble beginnings

—

the campus equivalent of the

log cabin—to its present prom-
inence, WVIL has grown and
expanded with the university.

Villanova's venture into the

field of college broadcasting be-

gan in the opening weeks of

Nov., 1947; the original idea

extended back to 1945.
Students from the engineer-

ing division with the a8.si8tance

of the electrical engineering,

chemical engineering and phy-
sics departments—with some
parts furnished by these de-

partments—co m p 1 e te d the

radio transmitter. The cost of
the embryonic station was
$150; this may be contrasted

with the present evaluation of

WVIL at approximately $25,
000.

From O'Dwyer To Austin
On Nov. 12 experimental

broadcasts began to emanate
from the confines of the third

floor of O'Dwyer Hall. Two
major problems confronted the
pioneens in O'Dwyer at this

point: final approval of the
Federal Communications Com-
misKion for broadcasting, and
some place from which to

broadcast.

FCC approval secured, WVIL
set up its facilities in an un-
ventilated linen closet in the
recesses of Austin Hall. The
first moderator was the Rev.

Ralph Handran, O.S.A., under

whose benevolent guidance the

station was formally opened on
Tuesday, Dec. 9. The opening
wordF on this historic occasion
were spoken by the Rev. Ed-
ward Grimes, O.S.A.: "This is

the Radio Voice of Villanova
College.'

The Early Plans
The "Radio Voice of Villa-

MAKING MUSIC: <^

Bf JOHN KENNEDY
F*ofiir« Edifor

nova College" at this time;

hoped to broadcast away bas-

ketball games and contented it-

self for the time being with a

three-hour programming, 8-11

p.m., later extended an hour.

Two hours of this were taken
by one show called "Music to

Study By." WVIL also covered

late world and campus news.

Tom Sullivan was the first

station manager; Brian McLer-
non, chief announcer. Others
connected with the ihitial ef-

forts include John Kane, Matt
Kearny, Bob Resnick and Joe
O'Brian. Thirty students staff-

ed the young station.

On March 2, morning broad-
casts were initiated, 7:30-9.

"Morning Mix Up" consisted of

music, news and time checks.

WVIL'S Next Home
By 1949 student support and

enthusiasm had led to WVIL's
removal from Austin Hall to

quarters in a small temporary
building next to the Classroom
Annex—the Old Pie Shoppe

—

which has since been demol-
ished. Sharing WVIL's new
home was the campus barber
shop. A marked improvement,
the station now occupied two
small broadcast studios and a
control room. Programming
now assumed more of a vari-

ety: quiz shows, student talent,

dramas.

1950 was marked chiefly by
an increasing number of 'live'

shows; in 1951, the Rev. Louis
Rongione, who was succeeded

last year by Mr. Charles Smith
of the English department, as-

sumed the duties of moderator.
A complete redesign and recon-

struction of the transmitter

was accomplished in 1952 un-
der the direction of Henry Wu
and other electrical engineers.

WVIL Turns Pro
The following year, 1955,

marked important changes in

the administration of the radio

station. The entire staff was
re-organized into departments
comparable to those of a pro-

fessional station ; commercial
advertising was instituted for

the first time. Broadcasts were
increased from sixteen to

thirty-five hours a week. Also,

WVIL successfully negotiated

for promotion records from the

larger distributors.

The New
Dougherty Hall Location
WVIL 'came home' last year

to its specially-constructed stu-

dios on the second floor of the

new student union building,

Dougherty Hall. There were
several other changes of the

American Tobacco Co; and the

Villanova nurse made her ap-

pearance on the scene. The
girl's became indispensable as
record librarians.

Ten Years Later
The 10 anniversary of WVIL

was marked by completion of

the radio hook-up to the new
dorm, Sheehan Hall; overall

campus reception was im-
proved. An extra hour of even-

ing broadcasting has been
added ; also, Sunday nights now
find the station in operation.

Under consideration at present

is the possibility of Saturday
morning programming.

WVIL, as the radio voice of

Villanova University, has come
a long and deserved way in

ten years from a staff of thirty

and $150-worth of equipment
situated in a linen closet.

Now with a membership ex-

ceeding one hundred and facil-

ities estimated at $25,000,

WVIL seems a complete reali-

zation of that ten-year-old

dream of its early pioneers.

Records Make Good Christmas Gifts
Christmas-and the time to give

gifts. I thought we might look

at a few recordings that would
be appropriate as presents for

loved—ones and friends.

One of the favorites for

Christmas giving is Tchaikow-

Bky's "Nut Cracker Suite" high-
lighted with the "Dance of Sugar
Plum Fairies" appealing parti-

cularly to the children. Numer-
ous artists have recorded this

suite in captivating style but one
of the best to my mind is Eu-
gene Ormandy conducting the

Philadelphia Orchestra on the

Columbia label.

For the big buy you might con-

sider the recently released RCA

Victor recording of the five Bee-
thoven Concertos. Here are per-

haps the best and perhaps most
talked about piano works of all

time in one wonderful album;
five records in all. Furthermore,
they offer the one and only Ru-
benstein, the greatest interpre-

tor of Beethoven's piano mastery
alive today. His educated and
masterful expression is a flaw-
less tribute to both his own mus-
icianship and the composer's
artistry. A good buy.

Presented "Verdi''

I remember how my uncle's

eyes lit up last Christmas when
his son presented him with the

RCA Victor recording of the

Verdi masterpiece "Aida" done
in its entirety. If a person is an
Opera lover this is highly recom-
mended as an appropriate gift.

I should like to put a plug in

here for my favorite recording

artists. They are nine French-
men who call themselves "Les
Compagnions de la Chanson".
They have three records on the

market one on Columbia and two
on Angel Records. On a fourth

a Capital recording they combine
their talents with Annie Condy,
the typical cafe-type singer. Here
to me is the apex in group sing-

ing.

By AL SHEfPARD

MONKey Business
tz±

^
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FOUGHTCHA! [ CAUGHTCHA! WATCHCHA!

The Villanova led by senior Jack Emerick lead a group of

enthusiastic students through the campu at one of this fall's

football rallies. The popular Dixieland dance band are a wel-

comed sight at Main Line affairs.

Like Dixieland Jazz?

Our Villanovans Will

Give You A Real Treat
By TOM MARTINEZ

New Orleans. Basin Street, with a "dixie" outfit there is

The strains of the blues, the no question of his ability as he

beat of "dixie". This can be is a member of the University

heard through the instruments Concert and Marching Band as

of a group of students known well as having played for an
to the campus as the Villano- American Legion band in high

vans. school and the first years here

These boys are the heirs, head- at Villanova.

ed by senior Jack Emerick, of Carlo Lo Vecchio is another

last year's popular jazz band versatile musician who plays

that came into the musical lime- both clarinet and saxaphone.

light under the leadership and Carlo, only a sophomore, comes

trumpeting of Bob Schiller. ^^om Sayre, Pennsylvania and is

Remembered along with Bob- *? education major who has

by are the inimitable trombon- P^^y*? f^*" ^^^^^^^ ^^nd^ '"^ ^^^

ist Pat Briody, Mike Guida on ^^"J!^^ ^^^* **?^ }}^^
™°«^

clarinet, Jim McCarthy finger- °f
the other boys m the combo

ing the keys. Jack GUfillan on P^»y« ^^'^ ^^^ university band,

drums, and of course Jack Em- Two More Sophs

erick strumming both guitar The loss of Jim McCarthy

and banjo. brought on the talents of an-

Dixieland Continued ^^^^l
sophomore Lou Martucci.

This year's complement was HeJiaa played the piano for

instituted by Jack so as to con- 2"'^« ? ^^»i«,
"^^

^^^f f
^^^^l

tinue jazz on the campus in the
Park, Long Island product was

tradition of good old Ume New ^^l Pjf'^^^f
f^^^^^^ ^^^''^ Turf

^ , ,,j, , , , ,, and Tinsel production.
Orleans "dixieland. ^ sophomore from Summit.
The"new Villanovans have

j^ew Jersey, and a biology ma-
kept the same instruments and

j^^, Jay McAndrews is the drum-
have added a tuba m the per- ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ j^.^ ^^ j.

son of Dick Morrison. All the ^„^^ j^ excellent as he has play-
banjoing will be done by Jack ^^ j^ ^^^ ^ands while in high
who hails from Boonton, New ^^^^^ o„^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^%
Jersey and being a pre-law ma- record on the Savoy label and
jor he intends going to law ^^^^^ ^^ ^^j^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ j

.

school as well as continuing his
^he drums for nine years.'

music, something he just can- _, . . /
not seem to get away from. ^ . ^^ f''<?'* *" 9^"*^^.

:;. Two freshmen from Pennsyl-
Experienced Yantis vania make up the rest of the

Taking the place of Schiller group. Dick Morrison of Wayne
on trumpet this year is Jerry a»d a math major in the arts

Yantis, a senior electrical en- school plays the tuba and when
gineer from McSherrystown, called for he strums the string

Pennsylvania. Although this is bass with equal zeal. Al Massey
the fij*st time Jerry has played ^ the new trombone artist who

had his experience with bands
in his high school area.

One of the big things to come
In the future will be the NFCCS
variety show which will have
its first presentation at Immacu-
lata on March 9.

Not Much Brass
Since Jack has a great regard

for the Firehouse Five Plus Two
and Turk Murphy's band his

boys do some of their "dixie"

numbers such as "When You
Wore a Tulip" and "I Love My
Baby". In some degrees they
have broken with the style of
last year's Villanovans in that
they do not use music and go
more for improvision and not so
much brass. All the boys take
a solo break and it keeps them
in the spirit of things as they
knock out their notes.

• • • By Leo Rogers
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The Nature And Results Of Income Tax Differentials
The typical college freshman who

is studying the subject of public finance

in hlB principles of economics course has
a preconceived notion that the Federal
tax system is so steeply progressive
that the burden of the tax rests on the
upper income groups. He probably feela
that this is justified in that one should
pay taxes according to his ability to
pay. If our inquiring freshman wants
further proof, he may consult Section
1 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code
which prescribes a rate schedule start-

ing at 20% with low exemptions mov-
ing to ^0% at $16,000, and 75% at

$50,000, and finally to 91% at $200,000.
In fact, gross income in Section 61a

is defined as "alJ income from whatever
source derived." At this point the
freshman may be a bit puzzled for the
wealthy are still able to live in man-
sions, send their children to private
schools, enjoy many luxuries, accumu-
late capital investment as well as siz-

able bank accounts. Business firms are
still able to expand capital and equip-
ment. Our highly paid executives still

continue to work at their jobs. Appar-
ently, therefore, there are ways of "get-

ting around" the apparent steep rates.

- Aid To Novices
; !, At the Tax Institute Symposium,
many thought-provoking papers were
presented by reputable economists and
tax lawyers. The theme "Income Tax
Differentials" will assist the novice in

fiscal economics to understand the var-
ious methods used by the upper income
groups to minimize their tax burden.
No attempt is made to give an exhaus-
tive treatment to such a complex sub-
ject. Here it is possible to point out
only a few of the major avenues open
for tax avoidance.

1. A popular method is the con-
version of ordinary income into a capi-

tal gain. A capital gain or loss is a
change in the value of certain types of
property. Since gains are currently
more dominant than losses, attention
is focused on the former. Under the
present tax laws, one-half of the long
term (assets held over 6 months) gain

By ANTHONY L. f. ANGEUNE
A»$*f, Professor—MiPiiefory and fIteol EcoAomlet

is tax free and the other half is sub-
ject to a maximum tax of 25%. With
a top marginal rate of 91%, this

amounts to a preferential treatment to

the high-income recipient who has
every incentive to convert ordinary in-

come into capital gains.

Not Limited
It has been argued that Congress

should increase the capital gain rate

and reduce the top rates on ordinary
income in order to eliminate this pref-

erence and insure tax equity. A few
economists would also tax "unrealized"
capital gains on the grounds that
wealth does not always have to take
the form but may be represented by
an increase in economic power.

Capital gains are supposedly looked
upon as a form of "unexpected" or
"surprise" income and this is one of

the reasons they are singled out for

special tax treatment. It is hard to

imagine the tax collector asking the

taxpayer, "I say Ludwig, were you sur-

prised that your General Motor stocks

went up $55 per share?" Certain stud-

ies have been made indicating that in-

vestors buy capital assets for capital

appreciation rather than a steady flow
of income in the form of interest or

dividends.

Congressmen Usually Benefit

It is doubted that Congress will take
any strong action to close the door to

tax avoidance via capital gains. Con-
gress represents essentially investor in-

terests. It should be added that the
vast majority of Congressmen own
shares of stocks in leading corporations

and interests in other capital assets

and are themselves benefitting from
the preferential capital gains tax rate.

2. Interest on state and municipal
obligations is exempt from the federal

tax. This favors the middle and upper
income groups who own the major por-

tion of these securities. It is suggested
that the interest be subject to tax-

ation and that the federal subsidies

Too Much Liberal Arts

Education?Opinions Vary
Minneapolis—ACP—Initial re-

sults of a national poll of stu-
dent opinion indicate that col-

lege students are quite evenly
split on the question of weather
or not enough emphasis is put
on a libera:l arts education in to-
day's universities.

Associated Collegiate Press
obtained that information from
answers to the following ques-
tion, which was asked of a rep-
resentative group of students in
United States colleges and uni-
versities :

"NOT LONG AGO A MIDWEST
EDUCATOR SAID HE FEELS
THAT NOT ENOUGH EMPHA.
SIS IS BEING PLACED ON A
LIBERAL ARTS EDUCATION
TODAY. DO YOU AGREE
WITH THIS STATEMENT, OR
DO YOU DISAGREE WITH IT?
WHYr
The tabulated results of the

answers

:

Men Women Total
Agree 47% 41%- 45%
Disagree ... 41% 49% 44%
Undecided .. 12% 10% 11%
A larger number of college

men feel that liberal arts is not
receiving enough emphasis in to-
day's schools, but the majority
of college women disagree. The
basicpoint on which the issue re-
volves seems to be that of specia-
lization. Persons supporting the
view that not enough emphasis
is placed on a liberal arts edu-
cation tend to believe that there
is too much specialization, while

those who disagreed with the
statementtended to feel more em-
phasis should be placed on spec-
ialization.

^oo Specialized'

"Over - specialization has rob-
bed the United States of a think-
ing public" was the view of a
Colorado State College (Greeley,
Colo.) sophomore and a Univer-
sity of Kentucky (Lexington,
Ky.) sophomore coed agreed by
'sa3dng "We are becoming too
specialized in this country. We
need to have more emphasis on
general education in order that
we mak develope a number of
lines." n

Is Arts The Answer?'
In answer to the poll question,

a Biola College (Los Angeles,
Calif.) senior who disagreed with
the statement asked a question
of his own: "Is liberal arts nec-
essarily the answer to our edu-
cational problem ? In our culture
today there is veryl ittle need
for a 'jack of all trades, master
of none.'

"

"Liberal arts education is

good, but if people did not excel
and specialize, there would be a
few adfancements" is the opinion
of a sophomore coed at Tyler
Junior College (Tyler, Texas)
and a Wajme Statee University
(Detroit, Mich.) freshman coed
supported her disagreement with
the statement by commenting,
"There should be more emphasis-
on science as such, because more
scientists are needed."

of states and localities be increased. But
this would raise the issue of extending
federal control over the states and lo-

calities. "He who accepts money also

accepts control!"

Interest Accumulations
3. Interest accumulations allocated

to life insurance policies are not taxed.

It has been suggested that the interest

be taxed and some sort of witholding
plan be adopted.

4 Increase of the use of deferred
compensation plans for highly compen-
sated executives and those in the "en-
tertainment" field and non-taxable
fringe benefits are two more ways of
avoiding the high income tax rates.

Here we come to that hard-working
executive who must be compensated
very highly or he simply will refuse to

work hard. Now if you pay our "vital"

executive a high salary, you'll subject

the poor devil to a high marginal tax
rate. The unfortunate creature will

complain that his incentive is going to

be dulled. The employer (also a highly

paid executive) comes to his rescue.

They enter into various agreements
such as spreading the large, yearly in-

come over a decade or more in order ,

to keep him in a lower income bracket.

Lump-Sum Payment
Some plans involve payment even

after retirement! This is the familiar

lump-sum pension pa3rments which is

taxed as a capital gain as are stock

option compensations. In the field of

television, where the "rage" may last

only five years until a "double rage"

replaces him, $200,000 yearly salary

may be spread over two or more dec-

ades thus placing the income recipient

in the lower income tax bracket.

Then there are those ever increasing

fringe benefits which go untaxed such
as travel and entertainment expenses,

the use of a company Rolls-Royce or

cabin cruiser. More and more employ-
ers are using fringe benefits as added
compensation for their "indispensible"

executives. It is high time that fringe

benefits came within the scope of in-

come tax. Income need not ta.ke the

form of money in all instances.

Between 50 and 91%
In my opinion, executive incentive

and the ability to work is not very
much curtailed by the existence of high
tax rates. The prestige is sufilcient

enough to keep him at his job. And
Hollywood stars enjoy signing auto-

graphs and being kept constantly be-

fore the public's attention.

You have some idea now that an
individual's income theoretically could

be subject to a 91% marginal rate,

but that by using the various tax
avoidance tools mentioned above, the

effective rate may be only 50%. \], /> [

Our freshman has also been well

indoctrinated with the idea that invest-

ment plays an important part in a dy-
namic economy. Investment as used
in economics donates the acquisition

of capital goods (buildings, equipment,
inventories) rather than the purchase
of stocks and bonds. He has been told

that high taxes have discouraged in-

vestment in that they "eat away" pro-

fits. Consequently, lower tax rates

would insure adequate venture capitaL

Stockholders
On the contrary, the existence of

high income tax rates with tax differ-

entials can be a factor causing an in-

crease in the rate of capital formation.
Corporations will not necessarily pay
out all of their profits to their stock-

holders. If they did the bulk of the
dividend income recipients would have
to pay high marginal rates (even after

exempt and credit allowances).

This is especially true of family held
corporations. Instead the corporation
will retain as large a portion of its in-

come undistributed and plow them back
into the business. This has been a fac-

tor causing the rise in the Value of
securities (thus giving rise to capital

gains which are taxed at a low rate).

In addition, the vast amount of re-

tained earnings has made it unneces-

sary for many firms to float stocks for

capital expansion. The high tax rates

have encouraged our enterpreneurs to

place more of their funds into capital

assets where the prospect of capital

gains is most attractive.

Conclusions

It should be evident to the reader

by now that the differentials prevalent'

in the Federal income tax system favor

investors and discriminate against con-

sumers. Where the Federal government
is in need of a greater amount of reve-

nue to meet rising expenditures, it

seems that all that is necessary is a
broadening of the tax base.

In other words, we should include

many items which are now excluded
as taxable income and also eliminate

preferential treatment for certain types
of incomes. It is unecessary to increase

present tax rates. If anything, we can
reduce them and come out with larger

revenue provided that the tax base is

broadened.
Furthermore, Congress is wrong in

expanding its preferential treatment to

various pressure groups who have sud-
denly realized that other pressure
groups have been receiving favorable
tax treatment. The differentials thus
existing today provide a vast amount
of employment to tax accountants and
tax lawyers who are engaged in the
happy past time of tax minimization.

Mein Kempf

;

Take An
Orphan Out!
0y DON KEMPF

It's cold out and jingle-bells are
jingling; it's almost time to lock the
door on the schoolhouse and with one
last heave of a well-packed snow ball

move home for the holidays.

Along with the happiness that
Christmas cheer means and the change
that occurs as all people become once
again "good guys", unselfish and real,

Christmas brings with it a few tears.

Christmas, while meaningful to all men,
has always been (and I should hope,
always will be) a time for children.

And for the college student who has
just progressed from that stage where
he "can't wait to grow up" to the
point where he now looks with a more
sober eye towards that world with
which he will soon have to contend,
Christmas serves as a reminder of
those carefree pressureless, and always
happy days into which he may not re-

treat.

What, No Cap Gun, Mom!
As the collesre student rides home

for the holidays with the knowledge
that his present this year will be
clothes, or books or some other, oh, so
practical gift, he cannot help feel that
he would be willing to trade it all for

a Range Rider cap gun, or maybe a
Captain Video space helmet.

The next best thing to being a little

kid at Christmas time is watching one
and sharing with him those experiences
which cannot be relived.

That 'Good* Feeling
Any sophomore, junior or senior

who has gone on the St. John's Or-
phan's Outing in the past will agree on
this matter. On Saturday evening when
you crawl back into the dorm, some-
how manage to push the door open and
fall into the sack, YOU'RE TIRED . . .

tired, with fallen arches and a sore
throat and a few bruises—but you're
happy; and as you doze off to sleep

your eyes become clouded as you real-

ize that it will be a year before you
can go through it all again.

The Junior Class at Immaculata Col-

lege will hold its annual Christmas
play on Thursday and Sunday evenings
at 8 p.m. Admission will be free to the
play, "The King's Jongleur,'* which
features the traditional yuletide theme.
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bea, of Devon, look on an architects
drawing of the new Commerce and Finance building during a
dinner last week honoring contributors to the Villanova Devel-
opment Foundation. A library in the new building will be named
for the couple's son, the late Robert W. Bea, Jr.

Two-PartProgramFeatured
By Villanova Spanish Club

Villanova's Spanish Club eel
ebrated its annual Spanish Night
last Friday evening in the Com-
merce and Finance Auditorium
with a literary-musical program
staged before a large audience
which included a number of dis-
tinguished guests.
Among those present were the

Spanish Consul in Philadelphia,
Dr. Teodomiro de Aguilar as
well as several consuls repre-
senting such Latin American
countries as Ecuador, Mexico,
Panama, Venezuela and Colum-
bia.

The annual "Noche Espanola"
was inaugurated by the late
Rev. Lorenzo Lozano, O.S.A.
The moderator of the Spanish

Club, Professor Vito J. DiVin-
cenzo, presiding over the activi-
ties of the Spanish Night pro-
gram, acknowledged the cooper-
ation of Father Policarpo Oroz,
O.S.A. and Father Pedro Lerga,
O.S.A., both from Spain, cur-
rently studying at Villanova.

He also thanked the co-chair-
men, William Lyons and Michael
Dougherty, and their committee
members for their assistance.

Two-Part Program
The Spanish Night Program

was divided into two parts. The
first, the musical part, included
popular Spanish songs of past
and present sung by members
of the Spanish Club, followed
by a tenor solo entitled "Maria,
Mater Gratiae," sung by Father
Oroz. He was accompanied on
the piano by Father Lerga.
Two piano solos followed. The

first was entitled "Danza Quin-

C & F Group Hears
2 Insurance Men
Harry M. League and Emory

Morrison, of Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner and Beane, last
night addressed students major-
ing in Marketing, Finance, In-
dustrial Administration and' Ec-
onomics in the Commerce and
Finance Auditorium in connec-
tion with a meeting sponsored
by the Villanova Marketing De-
partment.

The talk was accompanied by
a motion picture which dealt
with hedging and commodity
marketing and showed how
grain markets operate and how
business men protect their in-

terests by hedging.

Faculty members also attend*^
•d the meethig.

Pre-Law Curricula

DisGussed, Schools

View Total Ficture
'y JOHN PIXL

Mr. Malcolm D. Talbott, a
member of the Committee on
Pre-Legal Education of the
Association of American Law
Schools, talked to Villanovans
interested in law, last Monday
in the Vilinova Library.
He discussed the areas and

objectives to be considered in
choosing your pre-legal educa-
tion. These are listed under
three general topics : comprehen-
sion and expression in words;
critical understanding of the hu-
man institutions and values
with which the law deals; and
creative power in thinking.

Select with Dl^retion
After explaining the above,

he announced that these objec-
tives have no identification with
any specilized cources offered
to university undergraduates. He
stated that before deciding upon
our curriculum, we should dis-
cuss the problem with upper-
classmen and graduates who
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Math Department Sponsors
Lectures by R. D. Schafer

Father Boyle

Speaker At

Convocation
By KEN MILLER

Recently, Rev. Joseph I.

Boyle, O. S. A., Vice-President
of Academic Affairs for Villa-
nova University and a member
of the Advisory Board of Holy
Family College, Torresdale, Phi-
ladelphia, delivered the main
address at the First Annual
Honors Convocation at the lat-

ter institution.

In his speech Father said:
"There is in higher education
a twofold situation: on the
one hand colleges are presented
with the possibility of educating
man liberally and broadly to
live happily and profitably in

ta," by Granados, played by ^1??^^ ^"^ T^ ^^^« ^^^^^^le

student Narciso okndara. The ""^TT ^u
°^^''' ««^°°*^ly' ^^^-

suit teachers and advisors a-
bout the best curriculum for

student Narciso Gandara. The
second was entitled "La Mala-
guena" by Lecuona, played by
the president of the Villanova
Singers, Kenneth MacGillivray.
Then, a poem entitled "Salve Oh
Tierra Americana" was recited
by Alfredo Sobalvarro, of Guate-
mala, and "Granada" was inter-
preted on the accordion by John
J. Cerrone, Freshman Arts stu-
dent.

After some final words by Dr.
Aguilar, there was a brief inter-
mission at which time refres-
ments were served to all the
guests.

One-Act Comedy
The second part of this liter-

ary-musical program consisted
of a one-act comedy entitled
"The Mother-in-Law's Gift." The
cast included seven students,
representing Spain or Latin
America: three young ladies
from neighboring Rosemont Col-
lege, Diana Rivera, Maricarmen
Matanzo, and Beatriz Quelque-
jeu and four men from Villa-
nova, Arturo Martinez, Domingo
Diaz, Sobalvarro and Joree
Vails.

vtaoBiiicu anu graauaies wno "'^ "a,i^pi*jr aim piuxiiaDiy m
have taken the cources pre-M^*^® world as it is. While on
viftiioK, o«^ «.«.. u ,. _,^, the other hand, they can train

him to earn a living in* a career

pre-legal study; and third,
choose a field that is most in-
teresting to you.

Mr. Talbott also made men-
tion of the things to consider
in selecting a law school. To
be considered are your financial
status, ratio of teachers to
number of students at given
university, a well or poorly
equipped library (since this is
basically the most important
need of a student preparing for

with special knowledge which
carries high responsibility."

Liberal, Technical Explained
Father Boyle went on to say

that "Liberal education is called
cultural and scholarly while
porfessional education is called
vocational and practical. In the
first instance the learning pro-
cess is accomplished by de
veloping and maturing the stu-
dent i. e. in the second by the
acquisition of technical compe-
tence."

In summation Father Boyleuv.<^u vj. a, atuuenL preparing lor * ouiimi«,wuii r uuier coyie
law)

; and flexible programs, ®*^^. ^^^^ "Reports and demands
e.g. seminars, which may pro
vide an opportunity for specia-
lization in the selection of
cources.

Basis for Entrance
In the selection of their pros-

pective student body, Mr. Tal-
bott claims that most law school
consider first of all the scholas-
tic achievement of the applicant.
Secondly, the Law Entrance 8x-
anlination given by the Educa-
tional Testing Service in Prince-
ton is acknowledged highly;
thirdly, interviews and partici-
pation in a variety of extra-
curricular activities.

In concluding, Mr! Talbott
stated that lawyers must be
equipped not only to recognize
problems but also to solve the
same

coming into colleges today in-
dicate that a search is being
made for people who, beyond
the minimum professional re-
quirements, can be counted upon
also to bring to their tasks
imagination, human understand-
ing, a sense of adventure, in-
tegrity and devotion.

Join the .Two
Thus it is that one of our

primary neds, a need which
educators must keep in mind,
is to join liberal and profession-
al education or at least to see)
to it that the latter is deeply
penetrated by the former."

Tonight and tomorrow night,
Villanova University's Depart-
ment of Mathematics will spon-
sor a series of lectures by Rich-
ard D. Schafer who will speak
on "Linear Algebra" and "What
Is Lie Algebra?"

These topics will be of inter-
est to those on both the gradu-
ate and undergraduate levels.
Members of the area colleges
and universities will attend at
the personal invitation of the
Mathematics Department of Vil-
lanova. In addition to these
guests, men from various local
industrial firms and research lab-
oratories will be present.

Professor Schafer
In 1954 Professor Schafer was

elected Associate Secretary
(Eastern Section) of the Amer-
ican Mathematical Society. He
is a member of the Mathematical
Association of America, for
which he is currently a visiting
lecturer and the chairman of
its Coftimittee on Slaught Mem-
orial Papers. He is a member
of the Committee on Regional
Development of the Division of
Mathematics of the National Re-
search Council. He is also a
a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
Sigma Xi and the American As-
sociation of University Profes-
sors.

Dr. Schafer received his Ph.D.
in mathematics from the Univer-
sity of Chicago where he con-
centrated in the field of algebra.
He has spent two years in study
and research as a member of
the Institute for Advanced
Study. Since 1953, Dr. Schafer
has been professor of mathema-
tics and head of the department
at the University of Connecticut.

All Invited
The lectures are to be held

Dec. 11 and 12 at 8 p.m. in the
faculty lounge, Dougherty Hall.
Through the courtesy of the
mathematics department, the
Mathematics Club wishes to ex-
tend a cordial invitation to all
Villanovans.

Those seeking further infor-
mation may contact Mr. Emil
Amelotti, chairman of the math-
ematics department in his office
at the Annex building.

1952 Graduate
Receives Award

i..M*'2"I*" •' **• Vlllaaova Spanish Club DiVlnoenzo, looks on as two ynest oerform^r.

uSZL .^ *"" *• presentatloB of m from VUlanovm dab members after tt^Mf!Utermry-miiaical program on the VU eaanpaa. fomuuiee.
«««"ocr. aner tne per^

Above, club moderator, Professor Vlto J.

Duke University medical stu-
dent and Villanova graduate
Kari Agre of Great Neck, N. Y.,
has been named one of three
$1,000 first place winners in the
1957 Schering Award competi-
tion, it was announced recently.
A third-year student in the

Duke School of Medicine, Agre
won the top award for his essay
on "Recent Advances in the Bio-
chenucal Aspects and Treatment
of Mental Disease."

Similar awards for essays on
two other subjects were madem the annual contest, open to
medical students throughout the
nation. The compeUtion is
sponsored by the Schering Corp-
oration, pharmaceutical firm in
Bloomfield, N. J., to encourage
development of interest and skillm the use of medical literature
resources.

Agre a graduate of Great
Neck High School, received the

iflf; ^^T^ ''' Biology in
lyoj. Before enrolling at Duke,
he studied at Hahnemann Medi-
cal College hi Philadelphia,
where he received both the M.S.
and Ph.D. degrees in phamm-
cology.
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Pictured facing tlio audience are members of the panel par-

ticipating in the Literary Club's Symposium on "Art and Mora-

lity." The panel ie representative of four of the area colleges.

Holy Family, St. Josephs, ViUanova and LaSalle with Paul

YurchaU*^ VJT J^f-nlor aiiiug as moderatod.

JMM'

Graduate School .to Offer
Rubber Technology Course
Recognizing the need of indus-

trial concerns for rapid techno-

logical development, Villanova

ITniversit}', in conjunction with
the Philadelphia Rubber Group,
will again offer a course that

provides a means for bringing

scientific developments in chem-
istry to bear upon the technol-

ogy of the rubber industry.

In the Spring semester a

course in Basic Rubber Technol-

ogy will again be included in

the expanding graduate program
of courses taught in the late

afternoon and evening on the

Main Line campus.
The offering is designed to

present to those students who
show an aptitude for successful

Students Join

With Faculty

LibraryGroup
A sliidert library committee to

work in conjunction with the

faculty library committee for

piomotion of the Villanova lib-

rary on campus has recently

been initiated, according to the

Rev. Daniel Falvey, O. S. A.,

University Librarian.

Roger Leemhuis, Junior Arts
major, has been named chair-

man while Bernice Sugint, Jun-
ior Nursing student, has been

named secretary.

Other members include: Ron-
ald Anderson. Joseph Bawdun-
iaic, Attilio DiMartino, James
Fox, Edward Kelly, William
Lawrence, Howell McConnell,

John O'Leary and Edward Ward.
Faculty Members

; Members of the faculty com-
mittee include Father Falvey, the

Reverends John A. Klelcotka,

O. S. A. and Henry Weeks,
O. S. A., Messrs. Charles P.

Bruderle, Frederick M. Burgess,

George H. Chorba, William G.
Driscoll, Jerome J. Fischer,

George A. Harris, Roland J.

Houde, Joseph T. Jonas, Bohdan
P. Procko and Miss Margaret
Dougherty.
Committee meetings are held

on the second Thursday of each

month. The first meeting was
held in October.

5,000 Books Per Year
Present plans call for an ad-

dition of some 5,000 books to

the library each year. The lib-

rary now holds approximately

120,000 books.

The committee reported that

7,000 books were lent out by the

library during October.

advanced work a program of

study that will acquaint them
with the fundamentals essential

for advance in the rubber in-

dustry.

Part of the graduate program
in Chemical Engineering — a

vital, burgeoning field of study
in every phase — the new course

in rubber technology will be con-

ducted under conditions especial-

ly favorable for the student who
seeks to enlarge his professional

capacity.

Class Limited

The class will be limited to

20 students, and not more than
five auditors will be permitted to

attend; thus a maximum of

student participation will be pos-

sible.

The course will be conducted

by Mr. Aaron L. Back, formerly
the chief chemist with Amer-
ican Foam and Rubber Corpor-

ation. Mr. Back, who has served

various industries in the Phila-

delphia area and elsewhere as

a rubber chemist, holds a B.

S. in Chemical Engineering from
the University of Pennsylvania,

and has done graduate work in

Chemical Engineering at the

University of Louisville and at

Villanova. ':V.;-'

A specialist in the field of

Rubber Technology, he has pub-

lished several works and ab-

stracts in this field and is a

member of the American Chem-
ican Society's Rubber Division.

Course Outline . .;

The course will be concerned
with the following briefly out-

lined facets of the subject:

A thorough treatment of the

compounding, processing and
testing in natural rubbers, syn-

thetic rubbers, reclaimed rubber

and latex; the underlying phy-

sico-chemical principles as well

as the practical technology of

such subjects as vulcanization,

reinforcement, plasticizing and
extending, processing and testing

equipment, and a brief review

of the chemistry, structure and
properties of elastomers.

This course in Basic Rubber
Technology will be given on Mon-
day evening from 7:40 to 9:30.

The first session will be held on
Feb. 10, 1958 in room 201 of the

Chemical Engineering Building;

registration for the course must
be completed on Feb. 3, 4, or 5.

Two graduate credits will be

attained by those who success-

fully complete the course. A
tuition charge of $46 will be

made for both those who seek

graduate credit and those who
audit the classes.

Singers Perform

Tuesday Evening

At Faculty Dinner
This coming Tuesday, Dec. 17,

the Villanova Singers Will be
featured on the entertainment
program of the annual faculty

banquet to be held in the field

house.

Mr. Herbert Fiss will direct

the singers in their repertoire

which will include such Christ-

mas carols as : "Lo ! How a Rose
Ere Blooming,' "Silent Night"
and "Willie, Take Your Fife and
Drum"; some secular songs:
"Aura Lee," "Stout-Hearted
Men" and "The Winter Song";
and some religious music such
as "My Chosen King" and
"Break Forth, O Beauteous
Heavenly Light."

One unusual presentation will

be the singing of the "Gloria"
from Jan Mul's " Missa Im-
promptu" which will be the first

time the organization has used
music from a Meiss for a formal
concert.

Octet Debuts

Another attraction will be
the debut of the newly formed
Octet for the family. The Octet
will sing "Kentucky Babe" and
"It Came Upon the Midnight
Clear."

This group consists of two
tenors: Tom McCahn and Jim
O'Leary ; two second tenors : Bill

Henry and Paul Muller ; two bar-
itones: Jim Corey and Tom
Martinez; and two basses:

Frank Connelly and Charlie Car-
roll.

Deans To Sing

Rev. Robert M. Sullivan,

O.S.A., will sing the traditional

"O Holy Night" and Dr. Harold
Gill Reuschlein, Dean of the Law
School, will solo on the first

verse of the "Alma Mater."
Last night the Singers de-

livered their first formal con-
cert by appearing at Inmiaculata
College.

After the banquet the group
will carol at Rosemont College
and after the holidays they will

begin working for their coming
concert season, which will see
them performing at Chestnut

Hill, Holy Family, Rosemont and
other schools, as well as at the

Choral Festival March 1 at St.

Joseph's College.

Class of '59 Receive Rings

Improved Designs Featured

Ninth Annual
NFCCS Tours

For Students
The Ninth Annual Student

Travel Program of the National
Federation of Catholic College

Students has been in progress

for several weeks. The NFCCS
works in conjunction with the

Catholic Youth Travel Office, No.
1 Thomas Circle, Washington,
D.C., which handles all of the
travel arrangements for the Fed-
eration tours to Europe during
the summer and the Bermuda
trip during Easter vacation.

Four European tours are
offered in the regular 1958 sum-
mer program; these tours range
in price from $695 to $1051. In
addition, A Lourdes Centenary
Deluxe Tour of Europe is being
offered for $1473.

Two Study Weeks
Another new feature is the

two weeks of university study,

which is included in the itinerary

of Tour C.

The tours are all operated on
an all-inclusive rate arrange-
ment. The regular tours travel

trans-Atlantic in tourist class,

on Holland-America, Sitmar,

Arosa, Greek, and Europe-Can-
ada ships. A comprehensive rec-

reational, social, and cultural

ship-calendar, specially designed

for college and university tastes,

is provided on these student sail-

ings.

Chaplain On Tours
All tips and sightseeing fees

in Europe, pullman deluxe motor
coach travel, and the services of

an experienced English-speaking
European guide are all included

in the initial fee. Each tour is

accompanied by an American
priest-chaplain.

Countries to be visited on the
1958 European tours are: Ire-

land, England, Holland, Ger-
many, Switzerland, Austria,

Italy, Spain, France, Belgium,
and PortjLigal.

For further information contact:
Miss Loretta Gallagher,

NFCCS Travel Administrator.
2104 Richmond Road, Toledo 7,

Ohio.

The members of the Class of

'59 received their class rings

prior to the Thanksgiving holi-

days. Although basically the

same design as in previous years,

the rings do have some minor
although distinctive changes.

Chief among these is that all

letters and numerals in the ring

are more clear and deep.

Seal Enhirged
Two changes involve the uni-

versity seal and the school's

name. The seal was enlarged and
made more prominent and the

scheol name was placed in a bet-

ter position to conform to the

curvature of the ring.

Another added feature,. not so
visible but highly important, is

that the rim of the ring is rein-

forced. .; ,j : .

'

The chairirtan of the ring com-
mittee, Don McNeils, announced
that those juniors who have ad-
justments or corrections to be
made should contact any mem-
ber of the committee after the
Christmas holidays.

Ring Committee
The committee consists of Mc-

Neils, Frank Cavalier, Bill

Christman, Chuck Fritz, Jim
Klein, T. Walker Lloyd and Vic
Ludmerer.
After several preliminary

meetings subsequent to the for-

mation of the committee last

May, the group interviewed rep-
resentatives from firms who
were interested in obtaining the
school's contract. Dieges and
Clust, represented by George A.
Packer, was eventually chosen.

Law Student Lima's

Poem Anthologized
Recently, Dennis Hartman,

Secretary of the National Poetry
Association, informed the admin-
istration of Villanova University
that Robert F. Lima, Jr., was
honored by having one of his

poems, "Vanity," accepted for

publication in the Annual An-
thology of College Poetry.
Bob was a member of the

Class of '57 at Villanova and is

at present enrolled as a first

year student in the Villanova
School of Law.
The anthology is a compila-

tion of the finest poetry written
by the college men and women of
America

Trouble-free

weekender—

this wash 'n' wear

Arrow
Off for the weekend? Here's

a shirt that combines rare good

looks with amazing handiness

—the Arrow Glen in wash 'n'

wear Dacron* and cotton.

Collar stays are stitched in,

permanently and invisibly.

They just won't get lost. See,

too, our Drake button-down

model. Your choice, in white

or solid colors, just $7.95.

All silk tie $2.50.

Cluett, Peabody 6? Co., Inc.

ARROW
first in fashion

SHIin • TIIS

*Dupont'$ polyester fiber .

WVIL Marks First Decade
:^:-'y:':'<;>':>"*^*;X'';>x->r-;'>>>;-:Ay
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Cutting the cake and thus celebrating the tenth anniver-
sary of WVIL is Henry Nichols, station manager. Next to
Nichols stands Mr. Charles Smith, moderator of WVIL and
a member of the English Department Ouest of honor during
the night's ceremonies was Mr. Pat Stanton, (R) from station
WJMJ in Philadelphia. Looking on are Robert Rafano, publicity
director, (L) and Paul Finan, program director.

Important to the smooth /unctioning of any organization
are the men behind the machines who operate the equipment
vital to service. Here in the secret room of the WVIL engineers
the celebrants examine the broadcasting transmitter.

Here the guest and the hosts
dine in Dougherty Hall prior to
the celebration ceremonies Mon-
day night

lO^"
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And liere the always active engineers are shown installing
WVIL wires to Sheehan Hall. Left to right are Dick Phelps,
Sam Pietrolitta and Al LaWler.

M

Ever watchful for the latMt news are the men from WJMJ
and the men from WVIL. Here they examine the latest ''bulle-
tins" and '«95's'* over the teletype machine.

-^^a^
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Semper Fidelis Steps Up
Campus Activities Program
The Semper Fidelis Society

has launched a program design-

ed to make Villanova students

more aware of the Marine Corps
at Villanova, society President

Jack Goodyear has announced.

"We have recently held a most
successful dinner dance and par-

ty and now want to fulfill the

stated purpose of the club, that

of "fostering better understand-
ing of the Corps," Goodyear con-

tinued.

The program is designed to

bring to the students a little of

the feeling and color of the Mar-
ine Corps, its history, traditions

START

YOUR
HOUOAY

THE

SMART

Tkn^lbylifoin

mam low fi/res

mm cares/

GROUP ECONOMY FARES*
save you and two or more of

your friends 25% on round-trip

coach tickets. (^Except for local

,' trips that originate and termi-
" note between New York and
Washington and points east of

Lancaster* PaJ

COUCH PARTY FARES
save each person in your group
of 25 or more 28% of regular

round-trip fare.

[

Spmciai for Married Studentt {

Use The Family Fare Plan—
wives ride one way free

1_J

"A

WONDERFUL FUN
FOR EVERYONE

Hove o "party" while you
travell Enjoy fine food...
delightful refreshments...
happy talk. Avoid worry about
traffic congestion, highway
hazards, and weottier conditions.

Ask yowr local ticket er travel

•tent NOW ebewt these areat
iiie«ey-««vint plant.

EASTERN
lAILROADS

and its missions.

Newspaper articles, movies,

bulletin announcements and in-

formative lectures will all be

used to accomplish the goal. All

members of the university are in-

vited to attend any of the af-

fairs, Goodyear announced.

Library Display Set
A. library display, prepared bv

society member. Bill Ganz, will

soon be revealed.

The society will hold its

monthly meeting tomorrow in

Commodore John Barry Hall at

10:30 a. m. Goodyear has in-

vited all members of the univer-

sity to attend the meeting.

Discussed will be representa-

tion of Villanova's chapter at

the scheduled meeting of PLC's
from the Philadelphia area after

the Christmas holidays.

Mugs, Pins Considered
Social Chairman George Rhiele

has announced that plans con-

cerning the ordering of beer
mugs and pins will be considered.

Treasurer Jim Crawley has an-
nounced that dues will also be
collected.

mrry i

AIEE Hears
'Saucer' Talk
By Dr. Winn
Dr. Hugh Winn, of the Gen-

eral Electric Company, spoke to

the Villandva student branch of

the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers, Dec. 3, on the

theme of "Flying Saucers—Fact

or Fancy."
Dr. Winn is a native of St.

Louis, Mo. and obtained his

Bachelor of Science degree in

Chemical Engineering from
Michigan College of Mining and
Technology in 1940, his Master
of Science, 1940, and his Ph. D.

in 1948 from Case Institute of

Technology.
The speaker's professional po-

sitions include Research Engin-
eer for Dow Chemical Company,
Assistant Professor in Chemical
Engineering at Case Institute

of Technology, and group leader

for Firestone Tire and Rubber
Company and is now manager
of Structures Design Engineer-

ing in the Missile and Ordnance
Systems Department.

Dr. Winn is presently serving

as a consultant to Frankford
Arsenal and held consultant-

ships in the Glenn L. Martin
Company and Ohio Chemical
Company. His speech was ar-

ranged through Community Re-

lations, Missile and Ordnance
Systems Department of the Gen-
eral Electric Co.

Opera'Classica To Hear
La Traviata Tomorrow

By IGOR 2.

At its final offering of the

year, the Opera Classica Music

Society will hear the LONDON
recording of Giuseppe Verdi's

"La Traviata" (The Lost One)
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the

East Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

This is in preparation for the

Metropolitan Opera production

of that work in Tuesday, Dec.

17 at the Academy in Philadel-'

phia.

The LONDON cast includes

Renata Tebaldi as Violetta Val-

ery, Gianni Poggi as Alfredo

and Aldo Protti as Germont.
Francesco Molinari-Pradelli con-

ducts the Orchestra and Chorus
of the Academy of St. Cecilia,

Rome.
Free Libretto

Again, as in the past, a free

libretto will be supplied for all

new-comers free-of-charge.

The second student concert of

the Philadelphia Orchestra will

be given on Monday, Dec. 16,

at 8 p.m. at the Acsidemy. The
Orchestra under the baton of

Eugene Ormandy will play

Grofe's "Grand Canyon Suite;"

Puccini's "Sola, Perduata, Ab-
bandinata" from "Manon Les-

caut;" and Gounod's "Jewel
Song" from "Faust." Anna
Marie Cisale will sing the latter

two numbers. The audience will I

S7RA}/INSKI

be asked to join in the singing

of Christmas carols. Tickets

may be secured from William

E. Lesko.

At the Met's "La Traviata"

the next evening, there will be

a change in the announced cast

Renata Tebaldi, originally sched

uled, lost her mother just re

cently and the leading Met sop

rano will be on her way to Italj

at the time of the performance.

Opera Classica communicated its

deep sympathy to It^iss Tebaldi.

Sub For Miss Tebaldi

Victoria De Los Angeles or

Maria Callas will substitute for

Miss Tebaldi. However, as an-

nounced, Daniele Barioni will

sing Alfredo aiid Robert Merrill

will sing Germont.

On Dec. 19 at 8:15 p.m. the

Philadelphia Grand Opera Com-
pany will present Verdi's "Rig-

oletto." Eva Likova sings Gilda,

Eugene Conley portrays the

Duke and Cornell MacNeill sings

the title role. Giuseppe Bambo-
schek will conduct. Tickets for

students at $1 apiece are avail-

able from Anthony L. P. Angel-
ine, Society moderator.

Many of the senior members
of the Society have voiced de-

sire that membership be limited

to 50.

,''•' i

Th« Be/ Air 4-Ooor Stdan-brimming with hold new beoulyf

Come try the quickest combinution on the road!

CHEVY'S TURBO THRUST V8

Ihe 8e' Air Impulu Sputl Coup<-

~onf of two now super spvrl modrhl

There's never been an engine-drive com-

bination like this one!

Chevrolet's Turbo-Thrust V8* introduces

a radical new slant on engine efficiency with

the combustion chambers located in the

block rather than in the head, lurboglide'^

—the other half of the team—is the only

triple-turbine automatic drive in Chevy's

field. It takes you from a standstill through

cruising in a single sweep of motion. Har-

ness these triple turbines to a 250-h.p.

Turbo-Thrust V8-or the 280-h.p. Super

Turbo-Thrust*-and you step out instantly

in any speed range. Nothing else on the road

goes into action so quickly, so smoothly.

Your Chevrolet dealer has the combination!
^Optional at exira cost.

'58!
( /ffi i{(nri

OrnhfrmmMmi
< Hf VROLET /i See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

Schoener Wins Two, Sets

Mark, SwimmersWin,54-32
Co-captain Lou Schoener

Bwept the 220 and 440-yard free-

style races and then came back
to star in a record breaking
440-yard relay race last Satur-
day to pace the Villanova swim-
ming team to a 54-32 victory
over VJif .1. in the opening meet
of the season in the Field House
pool.

Schoener's performance fas
highlighted by his 5:22.5 clock-

ing in the 440 distance, which
broke a 17-year old Villanova
record by 2.2 seconds.

With the two individual ef-

forts behind him, Schoener sup-
plied the spark that allowed the
Wildcats to close out the after-

noon with a win, bringing the
Villanovans from behind in the
third lap of the freestyle relay
and giving anchorman Joe Ma-
son a lead he never relinquished.

A Pair of Pintos
Bob Pinto and brother Lou

(Villanova's other co-captain)
swam the first legs of the race,

Cats Trounce Gettysburg,

75-61, As Harrison, Scott

Combine For 38 Markers
By JACK CURTIN

Kenny Harrison scored 21 points to lead the Villanova bas-

ketball team to a 75-61 victoryover Gettysburg in the second

7 game of the season on the field

house court Monday night.

Newoomer Bill Brennan goes up for a shot I n last week's
and the 3:48.7 timing wiped out opening game with Philadelphia Textile, while top scorer Ken
another school record that had
stood for 17 years.

The Main Liners took seven
of the ten events, being beaten
in the 50 and 100-yard free style

events and the 200-yard butter-

fly.

V.M.I, co-captain John Cun-
ningham took the free style

races, with Mason and Bob Pin-
to finishing second and third in

each. The Virginia school,

which has been the Southern
Conference champion for the
past four years, got its other
first in the person of Ken Erdle.
Larry Palacio took second for
Villanova when fellow Wildcat
Jim Gregory was disqualified.

Palacio Wins
Palacio returned three events

later to capture the 220-orthodox
breast stroke in 2:41.8, with
Gregory finishing second.
Sophomore Frank Keefe eas-

ily took the 200-yard backstroke
for the Villanovans, and Gerry
Cechony contributed a third
place finish. Keefe's winning
time was 2:20.5.

Keefe also contributed to an-
other Wildcat win, teaming with
Gregory, Palacio and Lou Pinto
to capture the 400-yard medley
relay in 4:23.8.

Frosh Are Beaten
Another soph, Steve Carton,

was impressive in taking the
diving competition with 62.85
points.

Harrison (iMckground) and Jfohn Scott (52) cliarge in for tiie

relwund.
I H ™ ! I H I !». I II I.I

Michaels Most Valuable,

Others Feted at Banquet
By TOM GOLOSCHMfDT

Ed Michaels, Jr. received the

national Alumni Association

award as Villanova's "most val-

uable player" at the 36th an-

nual football banquet of the Vil-

lanova Club of Philadelphia, held

last Monday night at the Penn-

Sherwood Hotel.

Michaels, stellar guard for

Frank Reagan's Wildcats for the

past three years and son of Vil-

anova's first All American play-

er, was given the award by
Joseph F. O'Donnell, '43.

There were four other pre-

sentations made at the affair, as

over 500 people gathered in the

Sherwood's Ballroom to put the

finishing touches on the 1957

football season.

Keynote Speech
Very Rev. James A. Donnel-

lon, O. S. A., president of the

university, sounded the key-note

for the evening when he stated

that the Wildcats "even in de-

feat, gained the admiration of

all their opponents."
Both Father Donnellon and

Athletic Director and Coach

At the bang of the starter's gun, swimmers John Ram-
barger (L) and Loa Schoener will dive into the water and sprint

to anotlier victory for Villanova. Last weeli Sdioener establish-

ed a new record as the 'Cats defeated VMI in the field house

J*®**' VILLANOVAN picfurt by Al Stoughton.

Frank Reagan reiterated a

statement which Reagan had

previously made to the Phila-

delphia press, to the effect that

Villanova's football future must

be marked by schedules in which

the number of home games
comes near matching the num-
ber of away games.
Reagan, citing the effects that

travel has on the conditioning

of ball players, said that the

fact that the three wins the

Wildcats copped were all play-

ed on the home grounds served

to point this up.

Tony Named Consistant

Tony Varrechione, a regular

like Michaels for three years,

received the Cyril J. Burke
Award from backfield coach Joe

Rogers as the team's "most con-

sistant performer."

Co-captains Don Luzzi, tackle,

and Bill Magee, quarterback,

were presented the Martin J. Mc
Laughlin Memorial Award, an-

nually given to the team's cap-

tain or co-captains. Line coach

John Sandusky presented the

I award.
Track Coach Jim (Jumbo)

Elliott was the recipient of the

Alumni's "Loyalty A w a r d."

Three of his athletes represented

Villanova at the Ol3rmpic Games
in Australia in 1956.

Father McKee Honored
Rev. Edward B. McKee, O. S.

A., athletic moderator for 12

years, was given an engraved
cigarette lighter in recognition

of the high regard in which he

is held by alumni, faculty, ath-

letes and coaches alike. Father
McKee Is now prior of St. Aug-
sutine's Church, mother church
of the Augustinian order in the

United States.

Sixteen graduating seniors

received trophies from Reagan.
They were. Dave Parr, Jack De-
vereaux. Paul Laughlin. Varrec-

hione, Art De Stephano, Rick
Sapienza, Michaels, Dick Byrne,
Tim Etter, Bill Halligan, Ray
Lyons, Vince Chaverini, Alex
Szablowski, Pete Blackwood,
Magee and Luzzi.

Playboys Capture

Football Title

In Intramurals
In a series of hard fought

games, the upstart Playboys
emerged as the intramural foot-

ball champions.

The road to the championship
was long and hard for the Play-
boys. In their first encounter
with the highly-touted East Win-
gers the Playboys were beaten
in first downs by 3 to 1.

Back From Defeat

It looked as if the champion-
ship would have to wait for an-
other year. But the Playboys
were allowed a rematch with the
Wingers as the result of a pro-

test lodged against ^e forma-

tions used by the Wingers. This

time the Playboys won by a 6-2

score.

With this victory under their'

belts, the Playboys knocked off
D. P. M. 7 to 0, while the favor-
ite, the Delurey Devils, beat Joe's

Jets by 6 to 0. In the big game,
it was the Playboys versus the
Devils.

In a game played on a mud-
dy field, on an intercepted pass
and a 40-yd. run by Joe Her-
zog for the only score of the

game, the Playboys became the
champions. Solid line play by
John Lamprecht, a vital inter-

ception by Butch Lemole on the
two yard line and a lot of hustle

on the part of the whole team
highlighted the game.

Many Heroes

The Delurey passing attack
was stifled by the constant pres-

sure applied by the ends Amie
Hess and Bob Hewson. Guard
Roger ODwyer and also Bob Ep-
ifano, Chuck Roellig, Ed Batta
and of course Joe Murphy who
quarterbacked the Playboys
to the title shared the limelight.

A word of praise should be
given to the Delurey Devils who
fought well in defeat. Men like

Greg Lignelli, Dick Montgomery,
Buzzy Barron, Mo Mo Mc Laugh-
lin and Frenchie Stark did a
bang up job for the Devils who
were last year's champs.

Harrison hit in 9 out of 19

shots from the floor and added

three more from the foul line to

•record his pace setting total.

. Sophomore John Scott 6-8 re-

cruit from Frankfort High by
way of North Carolina State

tabbed 17 points and pulled down
14 rebounds to aid Villanova's

effort.

A pair of Brennans were next

in the scoring column with 15

and 11 points respectively. Tom
also grabbed 10 rebounds to take

second in that department.

A strong height advantage

gave Villanova an early lead

with which they withstood a
strong Gettysburg drive in the

middle of the second half.

The Wildcats defensive play

was still weak and will need im-

provement for the tough upcom-
ing opponents.

Little John Huggard scored
28 points and amazed a packed
field house crowd with almost
unbelievable passes as he spur-
red the Villanova freshman
court team to a 106-55 victory
over Gettysburg frosh Monday
night.

In the season's opener six

days earlier, hot-shooting Ken
Harrison poured 23 points
through the nets to pace the
Wildcats to an 84-63 trouncing
of Philadelphia Textile that ran
Villanova's Field House streak
to 76 in a row.

Harrison, who gave an indi-

cation of his scoring potential
in the waning games last year,
hit from all over the court, elec-
trifying the overflow crowd
twice with long set shots off
the standard Severance weave.
The New York junior also

pulled down 11 rebounds, to tie

co-captain Jack Kelly for second
in that department.

Top man off the boards for
the Wildcats was 6-8 soph John
Scott, who gathered in .9 re-
bounds. Scott, tagged as an im-
portant cog in the 1957 Villanova
court picture, made his debut
even more impressive by scoring
15 points before he left the game
with six minutes to play.

Kelly Scores 15 *
'^'

Kelly also tabbed 15 counters,

(Continued on Pago 11)

Davey Parr is off and running for the goal iine in the seeond
period of the Wildcats' 24-6 victory over Wichita to close the
1957 gridiron season. Ricic Saplensa (14) gets set to biocli oae of
Put's porsoers.

' i
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Dave Parr—A Grand Finale
^^:>'-\r'rr--:'

I. ,• ' •

It has always been a strange

paradox of sport that some of its

roost talented participants never

seem to reach the pinnacle of

achievement attained by athletes

of far less potential; that some
of them have even their fine ex-

hibitions tarnished by one mis-

play at a critical moment which
ultimately loses the game.

Yet it is ad much a paradox
that these same men will some-
times wait until their final hour,

the last game of their careers,

before they are able to fulfill

their expectations, to thoroughly

vindicate themselves by one

great performance which makes
the mediocrity of too many of

the others have no meaning.

Parr Comes Back
Davey Parr vindicated himself

with the best game of his col-

legiate career two Saturdays ago
against Wichita. In his last ef-

fort for Villanova, the fleet half-

back almost singlehandedly lead

the Wildcats to victory, and in

doing so, came of age athleti-

cally. Three times he raced

around and through hordes of

opposing Kansans to score.

Just as Parr had been, by hif

fumbles at crucial points, res-

ponsible for some of the frustrat-

ing losses on the road, against

Wichita he sparked his team by
his rapier thrusts through the

line.

All season long the Baltimore

speedster had caused the coaches
many sleepless nights because of

the costly fumbles. The pattern

began in Waco, Texas in the

first tilt of the season. Pitted

against a rugged Baylor eleven,

Villanova controlled the ball for

almost the whole first period,

and finally battered down to the

three yard Ijne.

By PRANK CUNNINGHAM

Fumgle Proves Costly

Billy Magee handed off to

Parr,who swept around his right

end and over the goal—but not

before he lost control of the ball.

It cost the 'Cats a score and at
least a possible tie. But even

worse, it foreshadowed things to

come.,,. -....' .;.
. r/.-.: ,.'...;

Cats
Over 6,000 fans braved the

cold, snowy weather, keeping

warm by cherring and other

means, to watch the football

team finish its schedule on Nov.
23 by bouncing Wichita, 24-6.

The victory, the third of the

year for the Wildcats as against

six defeats, also came in the

third on-campus game.
Dave Parr, Leon Horin, Gene

O'Pella and Don Luzzi sparkled

in the triumph. Parr sped for

three teedees, two on bursts off

right tackle for 28 and 53 yards

and the third on an 81-yard

punt return.

O'Pella was named to the
weekly All-East team for his
sturdy blocking, particularly on
Parr's 53-yard jaunt as he made
two key blocks, and his powerful
defensive play.

Four more times during the

season, Parr was Involved in

fumbles when it hurt the team
most, and three of those times

the opposition scored as a result

of gaining the ball. It got so ser-

ious that Parr began spending
more and more time on the

bench, for football coaches have,

over the years, developed a con-

certed antipathy toward half-

backs with "fumblitis".

The coaches realized that they
had a fast, elusive, and extrem-

ely talented ballcarrier riding the

bench, but they couldn't afford

to use Parr extensively lest an-

other fumble cost the team a vic-

tory.

Returns To Line-Vp

But after five straight loses,

Dave was inserted in the
starting line-up against Wichita.

Near the end of the quarter, Vil-

lanova started a long march
downfield. With the ball on the

Wichita 28, Parr slashed through

right tackle and went all the way
to paydirt.

In the second period, Wichita

tried a quick-kicking strategy

to force the Wildcats deep into

their own territory. A booming
punt nestled snugly in Parr's

arms on his 19 yd. line, and then

6,200 fans witnessed a piece of

broken field running that they

won't see again for quite a while.

Parr ran through the entire Kan-
sas team, following his interfer-

ence beautifully, and going 81

yards for the score.

Early in the second half, Ma-
gee handed off to Parr again and
Dave duplicated his first long

run of the day, scampering 53

yards for his third TD. When it

was all over Parr had gained 133

yards on 11 carries for an aver-

age of 12 yards per rush.

Davey Parr's last game was a

great one, but not merely be-

cause of his brilliant running.

He had picked up a losing team
and made it run the way it

should have run all season. He
had realised the great potential

that everyone knew he poss-

essed.

Paul LaughIin:Top

Student, Athlete

xu.

By BILL

Did you ever hear of a foot-

ba,ll player holding a 3.9 average

during the season? Well Villan-

ova's team can boast of such a

case in the person of Paul Lau-
ghlin. This year Laughlin played

in all nine varsity games, in-

cluding six away contests, and
when marks came out at mid-

terin Paul's average was 3.9.

However, this wasn't any-

thing new for Paul. He was an
outstanding athlete and student

at Dormont High School in Dor-
mont, Pa.

High School All-Star

Outside of being an honor stu-

dent, he played football at)d bas-

ketball. He was selected on the

Western Pennsylvania All-Star

Football team and also was a

starting end for Allegheny Cou-
nty in the Junior Chamber of

Congress All-Star Game.

As a result of his great ath-

letic and scholastic achievements

at Dormont, Paul received scho-

larship offers to 20 colleges, but

chose Villanova. ahead of such

schools as Yale, Penn State, Pitt,

West Virginia and V. M. I.

Paul entered Villanova in the

fall of 1954 with a full football

scholarship. In his freshman
year he played yearling football

and at the end of the year he

was elected president of the

sophomore class. With these

activities and others, he still

managed to get an accumalative

average of 3.9 for his first year.

Debut on T. V.

His job as president gave
him the double duty of be

ing Co-Chairman of Freshman
Orientation and playing varsity

football. He made his varsity de-

but in the nationally televised

Villanova—Boston College game
of 1955.

j
At the end of his sophomore

year, Paul was elected to a two
year term on the Student Coun-
cil. He has been an active mem-
ber of the Council and has
served on various committees.
This year he was appointed

chairmen of the Election Com-
mitttee.

VINCENT

Last year he and star tackle

Don Luzzi were co-chairman of

the Annual Orphans' Outing and

was an important part in mak-
ing a number of kids happy.

English Major
Paul, an English major, has

been in Delta Pi Mu, the arts'

fraternity, for four years, and
also has had time to serve on

his class's steering committee for

two years, and be an active

member of the Villanova Sing-

ers, of which he is vice president.

PAUL LAUGHLIN
Student gnd Athlete

During the past two summers
he has done investigation work
for the law firm of James P.

Mc Ardle, a top Western Penn-
sylvania firm.

A couple of months ago Lau-
ghlin placed in the top 4% of

those who took the Princeton

Law School Entrance Exam. At
the present time Laughlin's fu-

ture plans include law school at

Villanova.

Recently Paul was one of the

32 Villanova Seniors chosen to

represent Villanova in the annual
"Who's Who Among Studente

in American Universities and
Colleges."

Paul Laughlin is the type of

guy universities dream about

student, athlete and gentleman.

Dom Falini, Sophomore DPM
Contestant,Wins Hexathon;
Named Top 'Mural Athlete

By PAUL BUCKLEY

With the completion of the

first annual Hexathon, the soph-

omore D. P. M. candidate Dom
Falini proved himself to be the

best all-round athlete at Villan-

ova.

By totaling 405 points in the

six events, Falini won over Link

Hallowell who had 372 pointa

and Pat Nicholson with 367.

Valuable Points

Falini picked up valuable

points in the 300-yard run, rif-

lery and gymnastics. Nicholson

and Hallowell managed to stay

close to Falini by rolling up large

scores in the football pass and
punt for distance.

The Hexathon was conceived
by the intramural department to

provide for the students an op-

portunity to show their athletic

prowess. As a guide for the point

system, Mr. Geisz turned to the

table of efficiency as found in

the Marine Corps Manual.
Point System

The point system for the

track, gymnastics and riflery

were taken from the manual,

while the scoring for the other

events, basketball, football, and
swimming were derived from the

basic system of the manual.

DOM PALINI

iMt Of Tb« Lot

HE VILLANOVAN
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Student Council Views

Key To The Future
By FAT NICHOLSON

November 23, 1957 is a day

which will live forever in my
memory. On this cold, windy

day a football game was sched-

uled in Goodreau Stadium. Pre-

game interest certainly didn't

appear to be very high. Villa-

nova had just returned home
after losing five straight games

by heartbreakingly close scores.

Wichita, certainly not a tradi-

tionaf opponent, had done no

better. At one o'clock the sta-

dium was practically empty.
However, at kickoff time, 1:30

the stadium was far from empty.
Students, alumni and friends of

Villanova poured into the stands.

The Wildcats were back home
and the Spirit of Villanova was
there to greet them. The stu-

dent body of

i
Villanova was
proving once

i and for all

that the Spirit

of Villanova was
certainly some-

I

thing that would
never be sur
pressed by de-

Ifeat or by any-
thing else.

It would have
been very diffi-

cult to blame the students if

they had let down. The team
had played only two previous
games at home, had played and
lost five straight games on the
road, had played only a few
opponents where real rivalry

exists, and had lost its games
by the most exasperating ways
and margins. Yet the student
body knew that each and every
member of the team was play-

mCHOLSON

ing the game of football in the

very best way that he knew

how. Our victory that day was

an exciting one — thanks to a

greatly over-critisized Davey

Parr. However, my greatest

memory of that game will al-

ways be of the more than 2500

Villanovans wlio braved the

wind and the , cold to show the

Cats that, more than ever, they

were solidly behind them. This

demonstration of loyalty gave

me the greatest feeling of pride

that I have ever felt for Villa-

nova.

Moreover, the turnout of loyal

alumni along with the students,

is a clear indication that Villa-

nova is now on the right road

to athletic success. The Spirit

of the Villanova student body
has been called the "Best in

the East" and rightly so. A
combination of this spirit both

within the student body and
within the alumni is the key to

our future athletic success. May-
be now we have found that

key.

Tonight the Student Council

will formally adopt its new Con-
stitution and By-Laws and will

elect the members of the newly
created Student Senate. It is

hoped that final administration

approval will take place imme-
diately after Christmas. The
meeting of the Student Congress
on Jan. 15 will b6 held for the

purpose of explaining the new
system to all moderators, stu-

dent leaders, and other interested

students. The new system will

go into effect at the begining of

the second Semester.

LC to Present

English Film

'Richard IF
The next important function

the Literary Club will present
to the students and faculty of

Villanova will be the English
motion picture version of Shake-
speare's "Richard II" which
stars Maurice Evans and Sarah
Churchill.

This two-hour film will not be
open to the public outside the
campus but the organization in-

vites and welcomes all interested

parties of the university to iat-

tend the production on Monday
January 13 in the Commerce
and Finance auditorium at 7:30
p.m.

Joe Kinney, president of the
club, stated that no admission

or donation would be charged.

Popular Film Presented

The last time the club attemp-
ted this type of program they
presented "Dr. Jeckyl and Mr.
Hyde" which drew an audience

of 70 in 215 Mendel.
Recorded folk music and bal-

lads will be played and discus-

sed at the next bi-weekly meet-
ing, Monday, Dec. 16 in Seminar
3 of the Library.

This program is designed to

acquaint the members with the
literature and style as well as
the audible appreciation of the
ballad in its musical form.

Attendance Poor
At present participation in the

activities of the club has been
small and the officers strongly
urge that all members attend
the functions since the organi-
zation was founded for all and
not for a select few.

All those interested in the
proposed project should contact
Tom Martinez in room 157 Shee-
han not later than Dec. 18

"CO«l" l> • aiaitfCMO T»OI-MM« CO*TIII««< IHI THC COOCOl* COOMIK

What Mates Ibp Corn Ibp?
topping corn contains water. When the water gets hot enough,

the kernel explodes. Result: popcorn.

We're not passing this information along as a public

service. Actually we're up to the same old game.

You see, popcorn makes most people thirsty.

Fortunately, when most people get thirsty

they hanker for the good taste of Coca-Cola.

Wouldn't you like some popcorn right now?

C'mon now, wouldn't you?

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Botll«d und*r owNiorily of Th* Coca-Cola Company by

Pkil«d«lplila Coca-Col« ••ffliag Co.

(imeMBeR-WNsmNcmesiMBimnkcicANo<»usH/w»FB(ncl ^ R. J. MCVNOLDS TOIACCO CO..

WINSTON-SALEM. N.C.

'Satchmo' Armstrong Comes Here Feb- 9

Prom+Dinner Dance ^'S8er$ ' Social Fling

One Month
Until Awaited
Senior Affair
Senior Weekend, just a

nwnth away, will provide

the members of the Class

; of 1958 with the biggest

. social spree of their col-

lege years.

On Friday night, February

14, the mid-winter social week

L end wUl begin with the annual

Belle Air Ball in the Field

House from 9 'til 1.

On Saturday, at 6:30 P. M.,

the dinner-dance will be held

at the Ben Franklin Hotel, 9th

and Chestnut Sta., in Philadel-

phia.

Co-chairmen of the ball,

Fred Leisentritt, and Dave

Ogle, and chairman of the

dinner-dance, Joe D'Aquila,

have said that with the support

and backing the class has

shown in its four years, there

will be no doubt of a tremen-

dous turnout for both func-

tions.

Tickets on Sale

Tickets for the prom are now
; : ; on sale daily in the dayhop

cafeteria in Dougherty Hall.

They cost six dollars.

Reservations for the dinner-

dance may be made from 9:30

A.M. to 4:30 P.M. in the

VILLANOVAN office on the

second floor of Dougherty Hall.

To make reservations, five

names are required for one

table. The cost will be $55 per

table or $11 a couple.

"The setting of this year's

Belle Air Ball will undoubtedly

be the most brilliant and

glittering extravaganza ever

produced for a prom," states

Jed Dioguardi, chairman of

decorations.

Elaborate Decorations

Reproducing an elaborate

Parisian ballroom, the decora-

tions and theme will transform

the field House as never before.

The musical rhythyms of

Richard Maltby and his orches-

tra will be echoed throughout

the Field House "ballroom"

from their unique bandstand

atop the west balcony, while

the stage will be converted into

a garden cafe^r V'

Highlighting the Belle Air

Ball, which is open to all Villa-

novans, will be the crowning

of the prom queen and her

court. This year the Senior

^,;> Prom queen is being chosen by

(Continued on Page 5)
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Rev. Joseph W. Kemme, O.S.A., Vice-President in charge

of Student AffairsCleftiand Pat Nicholson, President of the Stu-

dent Council, watdh with smiles as Very Rev. James A. Donnel-

lon, President, signs the new Student Council Constitution. It

will go into effect at the beginning of next semester and will

remain fai effect until May, 1959. After review with an eye

toward possible revisions at that time, the Constitution will be-

come the official basic law of the Council.

Rev. John Seary Conducts

Annual Retreat Jan. 26-29

Soph Blazers

Delivered Today
Blazers for the Class of 1960

were distributed today from

11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the

athletic training table room in

Dougherty Hall, according to

Tom Hoffman, chairman of the

Blazer Committee.

Hoffman said that the blazers

must be paid for upon receipt

and that the cost is $30.95.

Some 530 students—an in-

crease of 150%—have ordered

the coats this year. The blazers

are being made by Robert Rol-

lins Inc. of New York.

The Very Rev. John L. Sea-

ry, O. S. A., Provincial of the

Midwest Province of Our
Mother of Good Counsel, will

conduct the annual three-day

Dr. T. C. Yen
To Head New
GeologyDept.
A Department of Geology has

been established at Villanova,

and is scheduled to become part

of the University's full-time

undergraduate prog -am next

Fall, the Very Rev. James A.

Donnellon, O.S.A., University

President has announced.

At the same time Father

Donnellon announced the ap-

pointment of Dr. John T. C.

Yen, prominent research geo-

logist as head of the new de-

partment.
Associated for many years

with the United States Geolo-

gical Survey, Dr. Yen is the

author of many publications on

geology.
Study of Earth

A study of the science of the

earth and its history. The new
curriculum will become part of

the University's division of

Arts and Science.

The four year program will

lead to the degree of Bachelor

of Science in Geology.

Villanova hopes to train men
to serve in the mining and

(Continued on Page 4)

Junior-Senior retreat scheduled

to open Sunday evening, Jan.

26, it was announced by the

Rev. Norbert Whitley, O. S. A.,

University Chaplain.

Opening exercises begin at

JO with a conference and
Benediction, followed by con-

fessions. All exercises will be

held in the university field

house.

Mass and Holy Communion
on Monday and Tuesday will be

Juniors Hold

First Annual

Ring Dance
The Junior Class will hold

the first Ring Dance in the his-

tory of Villanova on February

7 in the Field House, it was
announced this week by dance

chairman Gerry Hepburn.

Paul Judge and his Orches-

tra, well-known for their per-

formances at Sunset Beach
Ballroom in Almonesson (N.J.),

will provide music for the in-

formal affair, which replaces

the traditional Blazer Ball. The
switch in names was made be-

cause the blazers are now usual-

ly purchased during sophomore
year.

Help Needed

Matt Mazza, chairman of the

decoration committee, has not

released the details surrounding

the central theme which will

naturally feature the ring it-

self. Matt has made a special

plea to dayhops to assist him
on his committee during Re-

treat and mid-year vacation

time. This is the dayhop's op-

portunity to cooperate in making
the first Ring Dance an over-

whelming success.

Tickets At $2.

Tickets have been on sale

since Monday. They can be ob-

tained at a price of $2.00 per

couple from chairmen of pub-

licity and ticket sales Bob Kral-

linger (127 Sullivan) and Bob
Wagner and from the members
of their committees.

The photograph of the ring

that appears on the posters and
tickets was taken on the ever-

present camera of Al Stoughton.

The impressive ticket can be
used as a souvenir of the dance.

Field House
To Be Site

Of Jazz Fest
''Satchmo" is coming to

Villanova!
Sunday, February 9,ttie

Villanova field hous^ will

rock to the Dixieland and
jazz of Louis Armstrong
and his All-Stars, when
the Augustinian Seminary
Guild will sponsor a jazz

concert from 2 to 5.

The band will feature the same
men that have spread the fame
of jazz throughout the world

while on tour and who appeared

in the motk>n picture, "High So-

ciety."

Satch will head the cast on
the trumpet, with support on
the clarinet by Ekhnond Hall

—

Trummy Young on the trombone.

The rhythm will be supplied by

FATHER JOHN SEARY O.S.A-

Retreat Master

held at 7 a.m. for resident stu-

dents and at 8 a.m. for all

others. Conferences will be

held at 9:30 a.m., 11 a.m. and

2 p.m. on Monday and Tuesday

for all students.

Religious Articles

Religious articles will be

blessed following the final con-

ference on each of these days.

Monday and Tuesday's Holy

(Continued on Pa^e 8)

Yearbook Needs

Informal Pictures
The Belle Air Yearbook is in

need of informal shots of Villa-

nova social events such as pic-

nics, parties etc. for publication

in the yearbook, according to

activities editor Dave Franklin.

Shots of last year's Turf and
Tinsel show are also needed,

as none were taken by the year-

book staff at the time of the

production.

Anyone who has pictures of

these types is asked to drop

them off in the yearbook office

on the second floor of Dougherty

Hall at his earliest convenience.

Franklin said.

Section Finished

The first sections of the book

have been sent to the publisher

(Continued on Pnge 12)

. . . LOUIS
Fiald Ho«s« Parformar

Barrett Deems on drums, Billy

Kyle at the piano, and Squire

Gersh on bass. The last of the

"red hot mammas," Vehna Mid-

dleton will add to the afternoon's

program with a few vocal se-

lections.

::'jtd tc iLe spuAlaneous 'ij^-

ture of the music that will be

played, no program of tunes can

be published, but it is pretty

certain that everyone's Dixie-

land favorites will be included.

Tickets On Sale

Tickets for the event are on
sale now in two varieties, re-

served and general admission.

The former are priced at $2.50

and are available at the Augus-
tinian Seminary Guild Office

only.

General admission tickets will

also be available at the office

and in the University Shop in

Dougherty Hall.

The Guild's Office is located

in the basement of St. Rita's

Hall, the building between Aus-

tin Hall and the University

Chapel.
No Squares Here

The concert will be held in

the center of the Field House.

Reserved seats will be at floor

level on all four sides; general

admission in the balcony above.

The Rev. John Coffey O.S.A.,

head of the Augustinian Semin-

ary Guild is in charge of the af-

fair, the proceeds of which will

go to the education of men
studying for the Augustinian

seminary. The cost of smtliwK
one swninsrisn throogh school

is estimated at $1,000.

,w.

*
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'Cats Find Solace

in Narrow Defeats
: • "To the victor goes the spoiU," is an ad-
age proved false by Villanova's basketball
team. Deprived of victories in the last seconds
in the North Carolina State, West Virginia,
and LaSalle contests, Villanova certainly reap-
ed more than the share of the spoils of an or-

dinary loser. True they did not win, but it is

, also true they proved themselves champions
in other respects.

They were underdogs in all three games,
they lost to State in the last 17 seconds after

having taken the lead only 14 seconds earlier.

Fifteen point underdogs in the West Virginia

game, the 'Cats fought from the opening
whistle only to see the game slip out of their

hands in the confusion of the final minutes.

Against LaSalle it took an 18-point defi-

cit with only twelve and a half minutes to go
to get them rolling.

This is of course all history, but it Is

written here as sufficient proof for us that the

entire squad led by three seniors, Captain Tom
Brennan, Jack Kelly and Bill Brennan, together

with Coach Al Severance, indeed deserved and
should receive the plaudits of the student

body. The men showed they are not quitters;

in fact, they rate no team out of their class.

For the past two years we have been

plagued by a dearth of basketball success in

the really big games.
Now that is not the case.

No longer do we beat the patsies and
flounder against the nationally-ranked teams.

Like the teams of the Paul Arizin era, the

'Cats now win and lose with honors. If they

continue to play as they have, it is the Vil-

lanovan's feeling that victories are sure to

come more often than defeats. ; ',Vvf

Spiritual Thought
V No, there is no mistake on the first semes-
ter schedule, men! January 26-29 are actually
the four days of this year's retreat for aU
male juniors and seniors of the university.

Reversing last year's schedule when the
lowerclassmen attended the retreat in the win-
ter and the upperclassmeh utilized the first

half of Holy Week for its retreat sessions, the
January dates will provide those making the
religious highlight of the scolastic season with
a wonderful opportunity to thank Almighty
God for the blessings received during the past
year as well as asking his Divine protection

for the new year.

By that time, final examinations with all

its accompanying headaches and "cramming"
will have been concluded so that every Catho-
lic junior and senior will be able to enter into

the spirit of the retreat free of academic
worry. Half of the retreatants will never par-

take of the spiritual benefits derived from,
making a Villanova retreat again.

With these thoiights in mind, juniors and

seniors, we should endeavor to make the 1958

Retreat the best one we ever made at Villa-

nova.
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PUB iicly Speaking4 iiy MIRE KLESIVS

Help! It's That
Exams Plague
Holidays gone and exams are

making the student somewhat un-

easy—these two elements give rise

to a state of utter depression. At
this point there seems to be noth-

ing to look forward to except

maybe the termination of another

semester of school. Everybody is a

little grouchy (especially the

profs), a little scared and just

plain grouchy over grouchiness.

The prof, he can make it a bit:

rough these next two days along

with his high-handedness of the

pa«t week and a half. All this

talk of working before the fina'

—

can it be true? It usually is, much
to our chagrin. Needless to say,

however,—don't give in—don't

study! Why change after a com-

plete semester of lethargy? Stand

firm, hold in a true Wildcat fash-

ion. Remember, he who studies can

only pass courses. And, for-*

bid, you wouldn't want anything

like that to disgrace your now un-

TimiB of Year Again .

Lethargic Student Body
blemished record of ultimate

failure.

There is a story of a boy who
came to this institution of higher

learning and actually studied for

four years and graduated on

schedule—didn't drop one course.

It was even believed that this

student could have passed any
course the university might havo
prescribed for him. The sky was
the limit. All knowledge was at**,

tainable for the bright prospect.

Nothing was insurmountable. Upon
graduation he acquired a job as a

zoo keeper—was happy until the

new mammal addition ca'me. Ester

and Lester, the brown bears, would
not eat their spinach—our child

prodigy died of ulcers. The moral
of the story is the motto of the

mediocre—it's great to be normal.

There is tremendous security in

numbers. Don't be an individual

around here—your life's span may
be and can he abruptly interrupted.

Meet breakdowns occur around

here as the result of a financial

problem—such as my roommate
and I experience at the end of

every month. So there it is—^bc

an everyday run-of-the-mill guy;

be a vegetable, or maybe even an
animal. Whatever you do, don't

think for yourself. The word that

should take the place of the

"think" sign in your room should

be COMPLY. At any rate, a new
semester will soon be here and
brand new courses to fool around

with for another semester. No
need to worry—you'll forget

everything you might have learn-

ed by April. Like the person whose
brain psychological surgeons re-

moved every six months and wash-
ed with "Lestoil." It was proved

beyond a shadow of a doubt that

"Lestoil" washed away more gray
matter than any other washday
soap.

Pet Peeve . . Still road games.
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America's Jazz Ambassador
An earnest, deadly serious i

college student pulled out his

pencil and looked Louis D&niel

Satchmo Armstrong straight

in his saucer-like eyes.

"Mr. Armstrong," said the

young man who was gathering

material for a ponderous trea-

tise on new art forms, "what

do you think of folk music?

Satchmo's enormous, rubbery

mouth stretched into a big

smile.

"Folk music," said Armstrong

with characteristic gentleness,

"Why, Daddy, I don't know no

other kind of music but folk

music—I ain't never heard a

boss sing a song."

The reply was typical of the

65-year-old American Negro

whose lyrical trumpet has

carried him from a reform

school in New Orleans to a

familiar friendship with Euro-

pean royalty.

New Orleans Natbre

Bom in a back allerin New
Orleans on a sultry Fourth of

July night in 1900, Louis Arm-

strong has become a legend in

his lifetime and in Europe and

other parts of the world, a

happy ambassador of the

United States.

What does the State Dept.—
which has spent millions of

dollars in an effort to sell the

American way of life to

foreigners—think of Armstrong

as an unofficial envoy?

"He's very, very useful,"

said a spokesman of the U. S.

Ehnbassy in London, "and he's

most helpful."

For a diplomat that's tanta-

mount to saying in jazz lan-

guage—"the cat's terrific."

Everybody Like 'Satch'

Why do people of various

colors, creedk and nationalities

pay to listen to the relatively

simple music as played by

Satchmo?
"WeU," said Louis, "it's

happy music and as long as

H
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75th Anniversary Edition
Of Villanbva Engineer Due

THE VILLANOVAN January 16, 1958

vnJi^^irS?^?xfcSlJ^ anniversary of the VILLA-
?.2I^ v^^^^^i???^".^ celebrated with its n^t
issife which will be the largest in its history. Pub-
lishecl in honor of the anniversary, the magazine will
be distributed during the week of examinations.
• in tliia issue are unusual art '

Music Man Seen Right Prescription
For Scarcity Of Young Theater - Goers
Walter Kerr, the trenchant I By RILL OALLAGHEK ^-^ *- *- '-' ' ' • *

icles pertaining to the history
,

of the Engineer. Separate art-
icles by James Clark and James
Maher explain the predecessor

./ of the Engineer, which was en-
UUed "The Owl" and was pub-
lished by Phi Kappa Pi, the
En^neering fraternity.
in 1933, it became indepen-

dent of PKP and the name was
changed to the VILLANOVA
ENGINEER.

First Edition Honored

An article from the first En-
gineer will be reprinted in the
coming issue and its readers will
see that its policy remains much
the same. In the article "Meet
the Profs," Father Vrana will
be one of the teachers featured.
He has been the moderator of
the Engineer since its beginning
in 1933.

Along with these features,
technical articles will be included
in this issue. .,,. .:,';

V Articles Outlined

One of these articles is en-
tiUed "Cromby Generating Sta-
tion" by John Pilicicki. The op-
eration of this modern power
plant is explained, along with
the construction of the plant.
Important facts such as the cen-
tralized control room and the
type of fuel are noted. This
plant supplies electricity to Phil-
adelphia area homes making the
article of topical interest.

Peter Thornton supplied an
article entiUed "Saturable Co-
Reactors." The purpose of Uiis
article is to acquaint the reader
with the basic types of satur-
able co-reactors, their construc-
tion and emplo}rment as mag-
netic amplifiers in modem mili-
tary and industrial electronic
equipment. Diagrams accom-
pany to aid the reader in under-
standing the arUcIe.

Another report is "Jato" by
Paul M. Terruso. "Jato" is con-
cerned wiUi the launching of
rockets, missies and manned
aircraft carriers, taking the place
of the catapult. "Jato" is ac-
tuaUy an external boost for take-
off. Again diagrams are sup-
P"^- Other Articles
The other articles and their

authors are as follows: "Fund-
amentals of Digitol Computers"
by Dino Curti, "Semi-Conductor
Theory" by Robert Merkert,
QuanUtative Measurement of

Rainfall by Radar" by Vincent
Pongia, "Where's Your Place in
Industry" by George Bednor and
Low Pressure Heat Exchange"
by Jim Hyer.

^^
Kinney Announces
Project Extension
Joe Kinney, President of the

literary Club, has announced
that the deadline for material
for the project, "American Dra-
ma Since World War H," has
been extended from Jan. 15 to
Feb. 15.

Kinney said that the extensionWM alloted to provide time over
tha Inter-aemester vacation for
fhMhlng the individual projects
nad alto to eaconnce more ttu-
4aBts to participate.

Dr. T. C Yen
(Continued from Page 1)

petroleum industry, government
service, and in the field of re-
search and teaching thi-ough
its geology department, Father
Donnellon said.

•. .. .. •.., . -..,

Among the course likely to
be offered in the new curricu-
lum are Introductory and Phy-
sical Geology, Paleontology, and
General Stratigraphy.

Laboratory Material

Specimens and publications
are now being gathered from
all over the world for laborato-
ry work and general study in
the new field by Dr. Yen.

Villanova's new geology head
studied at the University of
Berlin, the University of Lou-
vain, Belgium, and the Univer-
sity of Glasgow. He has been
associated with research pro-
jecU in Philadelphia, Albany,
Chicago, San Francisco and
New Haven, Conn.

Walter Kerr, the trenchant
drama critic of the New York
Herald Tribune, in his often wit-
ty and always perceptive book,
PleceK At Eight, says: ••'

i(,

no new generation is coming
into the theater.

"Passionate playgoing always
begins high up under the roof.
The kid who is on allowance, the
student who has had to skip
two lunches to scrape up the
cash, and what Variety calls
"the hand-holding young couples
on lean budgets," all see their
first shows from these dizzy,
dusty and usually overheated
heights.

Youth is A.W.O.L.
"... We have young actors,

actresses, directors, and writers.
What we don't seem to have
along Broadway is young play-
goers, and at any minute now
we'd better busy ourselves try-
ing to find out what the A.W.O.L.
crowd might cotton to."

Obviously Mr. Kerr is quite
alarmed at the scarcity of

that has stimulated ticket buy-
ing in this, and, in fact, every
other age group.

The production is 'The Music
Man."

"Music Man" seen as Cure-all

Meredith Wilson is responsi-
ble for it; he has performed the
herculean task of composing
not only the book but also the
music and lyrics.

He, and many, others, \vill be
greatly surprised if "The Music
Man" does not administer the
necessary medicine to the thea-
ter ailment M. Kerr diagnosed.
If the show does not offer the
cure, I am afraid that the Amer-
ican theater is more ill than
supposed and might be headed
for permanent disability.

•Hick' Story

The story, briefly, concerns
a travelling salesman who hops
off a train at River City, Iowa,
in the 1900's, and hoodwinks a
sleepy town into buying its

fnTpir 'f^''^"^K'.^^u°'^
^^"^ y^^'^S^^^^'-^ brass musical in-

h.i -.Z^^"^'
^"^ ^'^ book struments and costumes for abeen written a year or so later proposed band.

I^VJ "P""^ °^ 1957, he un- He sets the quaint town ondoubtedly would have alotted its ear and sweeps the^o.^some space to a recent musical librarian, who is ^se to hi^comedy, not musical drama, off her feet. Caught i^ the end'

he is brought to trial and
freed, repents, stays, and mar-
ries the girl.

The story sounds merely or-

dinary for a musical comedy,
but it is the way in which it

is presented that brought
unanimous praise from New
York's seven critics from the
daily newspapers. Such as this
was heaped upon the show:
"solid hit, "thump and razzle-
dazzle," "genial cartoon of
Americana— rooted in whole-
some and comic tradition."

'...Splendid Time'

Our friend Mr. Kerr had this
to report: "The beat is catch-
ing: the audience was applaud-
ing m rhythm as last night's
curtain came down. I think
you'll have a splendid time."
That it will keep youngsters
fiocking to its matinees, is un-
deniable.

I saw the show in its Phila-
delphia engagement. It seemed
to weave a web of enjoy-
ment around the audience di-
rectly with the opening scene,
hold it taut through both acts,
and have it broken at the final
curtain by a brisk wind of
audience reaction: more whoop-
ing and stomping of approval
I have never heard.

New Irpala Sporl Coutitt Ch-vv< »fc- «-< ;i

Chevrolet says new in the nicest wamf

TIIIO-rNMST n
It in iIm- mo^t a.lvaii.-..,l V8 .».-v«|i.,„„eBl
uf tin- year: Hu.liiMy t»«-»v nith tbe
romlNi«ti.tn ttMiii|M*r« IinmIoiI in tli« hltfk
iiMtcad of un ro|>. IMiwri IMO h.|i,!
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AS ANOTHER CHOICE THERE Is"

powerglide
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

OjitioHat nt extra eoxt.

••••••
, ••••••••••»

APPRAISALS

JTURBOGLmE:! "^^LL COIL
The only triple-turbine automatic
drive m the low-price field and
Chevrolet has it! None smoother
than this extra-cost option.

• i .
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Three of the couples at the recent dinner-dance of the Pi
Theta Chi Nurses Sorority meet for a little chat with Rev. Louis
A. Rongione, O.S.A., Dean of the Graduate and Part-time Divi-

sion. They are (left to right) Virginia Mulherin, secretary of
the sorority, and her date; Pat Hunt, chairman of the dance, and
Bob Van Dine of Villanova; and Pat O'Connor, president of the
sorority, and her date.

Senior Prom
(Continued from Page 1)

the well-known television per-

sonality, Roland.

The entertainment for the
dinner-dance will be provided
by Charlie Gresh and his so-

ciety band.

The meal, a full-course Tur-
key Dinner, will begin about
6:30 P.M.
Gene Fogarty, Chairman of

the Senior Weekend, states

that Sunday's activities are
still tentative; however, he an-
ticipates a program that will

interest all seniors and their

dates for the day.

Aiding the head chairman of

the dinner-dance are:

George Fraunqes, Vice-Chair-

man of the affair; Jack Witt
designing the prc^ram; Pat
O'Conner handling the floral

arrangements; Mike Mancuso,
in charge of photography;
Bill Fallon, supervising the de-

corations; John Kusma and Ted
Betley working on favors; Dino
Curti, arranging the dinner
menu; Jim Marrone, working
on the band; Chuck Bannon,
in charge of special arrange-
ments.

GET SET FOR

SENIOR

COMPLETE

TUXEDO

OUTFIT

: MIKE MANCUSO

VILLANOViUI OFHOE

OR CALL:

FL 2-73(5

Nursing Div.

Receiveis Full

Accredidation
Full accreditation has been

granted to the Basic Nursing
phase of Villanova University's

Nursing Division it has been an-

nounced by the Very Rev. James
A. Donnellon, O.S.A., University

President.

Organized in 1953 with the ap-

proval of the various State

Boards of Nurses Examiners,
Villanova's Nursing Program
has now achieved the highest

possible recognition with its ap-

proval by the Board of Review
of the National League for

Nursing Accreditation.

Four Year Program
The baccalaureate nursing

program at Villanova is a four

academic year program with one
summer session. Students arc

awarded the Bachelor of Sci-

ence Degree in Nursing at

graduation.

The University's basic nurs-

ing program was established in

September of 1953 and is under
the direction of Sister M.
Alma, C.R.S.M.

Villanova graduated its first

class of basic nurses last June.

Instructed Elected

Mrs. M. Feigenberg, an in-

structor in Nutrition, and Miss
Constance O'Brien, an instruc-

tor in pediatric nursing, were
elected to the Committee of the

Department of Baccalaureate

and Higher Degree Programs
of the Pennsylvania League for

Nursing.
Mrs. Feigenberg, who was ap-

pointed as a non-nurse member,
and Miss O'Brien will serve for

a two year term.

This election occured at the

recent convention of the Penn-
sylvania League for Nursing on
November 18, 1957.

Who's Sinking?
Cynthia Gooding

Folk Singer

Saturday, February 1, 1958,

8:30 p. m.

University Museum Auditorium
34th & Spruce Sts., Phila.

Admission: $1.50

American Youth Hostels

1520 Race St., Phila. 2, Pa.

Ri 6-9926

GOING WEST? There's one thing you can't

go without. Wash-and-wear chaps? Shock-

resistant Stetson? Foam-rubber saddle?

Nope, nope and nope. What you need is

plenty of Luckies! (Figured we'd say that,

didn't you?) Luckies, you see, mark you

as a man who really knows his brands.

Have 'em handy, and you'll be considered

a Shrewd Dude! Dubious distinction, may-

be—but you've still got the cigarette

that's light as they come! Luckies are

made of naturally light, wonderfully good-

tasting tobacco, toasted to taste even

better. Try 'em right now!

Gaunt Haunt

STUDENTS! MAKE ^25
Do you like to shirk work? Here's some easy
money—start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for

eveiy Stickler we print—and for hundreds
more that never get used. Sticklers are

simple riddles with two-word rhyming
answers. Both words must have the same

number of syllables. (Don't do
drawings.) Send your Sticklers
with your name, address, college
and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

CIGARETTES

WHAT 1$ A A-FOOT RAIMT?

JACK THOENi. Rare Hare
IOWA STATC TCACNIIIS COLL.

WHAT IS A SEASICK MONARCH?

LION THIKOLL.

U. or ARIZONA

Green Queen

WHAT IS A CANDY TESTER?

^1^
JOSIfH COLUCCI.

MICNIOAN STATI

Fudge Judge

WHAT IS A HAPPY HYPOTHESIS?

34pnu

DONALD COLIMAN.

UCLA.

S.

Cheery Theory

WHAT IS A PENNY-PINCHER'S EYE SHADE?

RICHARD VAN WACCNCN
MUHLCNRIRC

Miaer Vi$or

LIGHT UP A
fA. T.Co I

SMOKE -LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
Froduct tf Jm €.mfutCtian X^utmo-fSnû at^ — tM^ueto- is our miidU namt

':fMfi^ .i-.'i. -/.***-._-,
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•. i.. FRANCES CAMMAROTTA
A senior Music Education

mojor, from Immoculota
College, Fronces is 5' with
brown hoir ond brown eyes
ond the dote of Leo J. Sovio,

on Electrical I. Engineering
major.

LORETTA GALLAGHER
Pretty 5'5" Loretto, 21

years old, a senior at Mary
Manse College, Toledo,

Ohio, is the date of Pot
Nicholson. She has brown
hair ond blue eyes.

JO KINNEY
Joe Kinney's bride of less

thon three weeks is o secre-
tory in the Mort9oge Deport-

ment at the lenaficiol Sov-
in§ Fund Sociotir (Phila.K

SAm k— brown Itair, §rean

9y$, itaiMis 5'2" ond is 22
ycon old todoy.

A.y

• ;.' •'! .*

* / ^

BETTY DE BOW
Betty, o school teacher

from Wayne, N. J. is 5'4",

126 pounds, 23 years old*

with blue eyes. Henry D.

Haymon, is on Arts mojor,
the lucky escort.

EILEEN GALL0N1
This pert 5'2", eyes of

blue miss, a clerk typist at

the Phoenix Iron and Steel

Co., is the date of Eugene
Fogorty, Electrical Engineer.

She hails from Phoenixville,

Pa., and is 20 yetfrs old wi^h

brown hair.

January 16, 1958 January 16, 1958 THE VILLANOVAN
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NANCY McCREARY
Blond Nancy is the dote of

Som Guido, o Psychology
major. She is 20 years old,

5'6" ond has blue eyes.

Noncy is m secretory from
Gknside, N. J.

Roland Leaves lllorror Chamber;

Enters World Of |*'eminine Beauty

To Select Senior Prom Queen
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ANNE SQUIER
Housewife and mother,

Anne will attend the Belle
Air Boll with her husband,
John R. Squier, Finonce mo-
|^« Alo^0. wi(^ mOv i^rotty

•^"•o* M^: N^p . POO oyos,
brown lioir ond iilMdt 5*3".

Anno it 24 yoors old ond
weighs 125 pounds.

Roland

Herewith are presented the pictures of
the first group of entrants in the contest to

select the Queen of the Belle Air Ball—the
Senior Prom. They are among the many
seniors' dates who will be nppraiscd by the
macabre host of WCAU-TY'S "Shock Thea-
ter," Roland.

It is hoped that his recent exploits in the

world of fiends and monsters have not chill-

ed his appreciation of the charms of youth-
ful females.

Entries are still being accepted by the

Queen Contest chairmen, Archie Whyte and
Bob Dowling. All entries must contain the

following information : complete name, address,

occupation, height, weight, age, color of hair

and eyes of the entrant, together with the

complete name, address and major course of

study of her date.

i?ii)%:»::»:

^1

^

^ .^\

LYNN TILTON

Lynn Tilton, o student

nurse at St. Vincent's Hos-

pitol, hails from Lake Mo-

howk, N. J., and is the dote

of CliMbby McCorthy^ on

Afts mojor. Sfco H S'2' ,

with block hoIr ond brown

cytt.

DOROTHY DEVENCENZO
Escorrcd by Bill McNeill,

Elcctricol Engineer, this
lovcty lody resides in Conos-
froto, N. Y. where she is em-
ployed OS o dental ossisfant.

Dorothy, o bruncMc, is 22
ycors old, 130 pounds, ond
hos brown eyes.

ROSEMARY C. FLOOD
This 5'5", brown hair, and

hazel eyed senior at Rose-
mont College comes from
Philodelphio ond is to be
escorted by George D. Froun-
ces, a Civil Engineering
major.

JANE GIDDINGS
Pretty 5'6" Jane Giddings

o sophomore from Mory-
mount College, is the dote
of Ed McCarthy, o senior

Morkcting major. Vitol '^sto-

tistics for June ore: age

—

19, weight— 122, hair and
eyes—brown.

LYNHANWAY
Lyn is a Russian major at

Emmonuol College, Boston.
She has brown hair and
eyes. This 5'2" miss is the
dote of Fred Leisentritt, o
Psychology major.

ROSE TONER
Rose, o Secretary for the

United Engineers and Con-
tractors, is the dote of Jock
Goodyear, on Arts major.
5'3" wiHI^ Moo^ fyot ond oih
bvm h^ ItiH^ tomM from
r IlilOwOWWO*

KATHRYN XAVIER
Green eyed and brown

haired Kothy from Yonkers,
N. Y. is the dote of Jim Mc-
Carthy, o Morketing mojor.

SKo li « tox onolytt for

Homo Ufo IntHffonco Co. ^

M

.!f\
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STUDENTS - TEEN AGERS YOUNG MEN - WOMEN
Fabulous 45 RPM record offer: All

'^^,'°'f'''"J'"^'?Z%^^^^^^^
hit recordir,gs cor, be yours now of o 'a=J'°" °*

••^fjl

'

Du 'na this member-
HOLLYWOOD RECORD CLUB new ^^"I'bersh p dr,ve. Dur ng tws me

ship drive in order to ocquoint you «'**^
°"' l«\°"'h\*rdes 8 in oil for the

(4) currently populor hit records of your cho ce, eight sides ^°' '" " j,,

ow-low price of only $1 ,00 plus 1 5c to cover the cos. °/
P°;[°^°"f^^°Z^^^

You must be completely sotisfied with your
'^<'°'f^-^\"°\\'^%l;^^^ cote-

ond your $1.00 will be refunded. Below is o list of ten
^ %<^'*7;*^^^^

g^ries from which to choose your first four (4) records. Eoch category

sist of four records.

( ) ROCK-N-ROLL

A night of Christmas carolUng on a main street ©' '*WI»-

delphla was one of the highlights of ^^eVIlUnova Singers ho^^^^

pprfornuinces. Under the direction of President Ken JJ^>W™y'
above, the group sang against a backdrop of the Nativ^ ^ne
which was sponsored) by the local chapter of the National Cystic

Fibrosis Research Foundation. ^^^

Professor Charles Bruderle

Elected to Honor Society
' ^ -Charles F. Bruderle. 222 Sagamore Road. BrookUne, Professor

of History at Villanova University, was among several promment

New York University Alumni wmmmmmimmm

) POPULAR

) RYTHM&BIUE

) HpNKY TONK

) LATIN AMERICAN

) A TRIBUTE TO TOMMY DORSET

) COUNTRY & WESTERN •

) SQUARE DANCE (WITH CALL)

) THE TALKING BIBLE (ST. MATTHEWS)

( ) FAMILY HYMNS

fPLEASE ADD $1.00 PLUS POSTAGE FOR EACH ADDITIONAL FOUR

RECORDS REQUESTED). Moil to:

RECORDS

6625 DELMAR BLVD.

UNIVERSITY CITY 5. MO.

(

(

(

I

(

(

(

elected last week to NYU S

Chapter of Phi Betta Kappa,

National Honor Society.

A member of the Villanova

Faculty for nearly twelve years,

Professor Bruderle was honored

with Dr. George Schwartz, noted

Manhattan Heart Specialist and

Dr. Louis H. Muschel of Walter

Reed Hospital, and others dur-

ing ceremonies marking WYS's

100th anniversary.

Professor Bruderle was grad-

uated from the New York insti-

tuition in 1941 and did graduate

work there and at the University

of London before receiving his

Masters Degree at Georgetown

University in 1948.

In addition to his teaching

schedule, Professor Bryderle

serves as assistant to the Dean

of Villanova's Graduate Division.

He is married and is the father

of six children.

There's A Bright Future In

The ^ectric Power Industry for YOU!
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Philadelphia SAM
Plans Conference
On Feb. 7 the Philadelphia

senior chapter of the Society for

the Advancement of Manage-

ment will hold its annual con-

ference at the Sheraton Hotel.

The theme will be "Today's

Challenges . . . Management's

Answers." The all day meeting

will have many authoritive

speakers and seminar leaders.

Tickets at five dollars a per-

son will cover dinner and cock-

tails afteryards. SAM members

can sign up for the conferenco

with any of the officers.

The National headquarters of

SAM recently announced that the

Villanova chapter had received

its second award for a 50% in-

crease in membership.

•. ^

Retreat
(Continued from Pafi^e 1)

Hour will be at 3:15 p.m.

The Blessed Sacrament will

be exposed after the Holy Hour

on Tuesday until the beginning

of Mass Wednesday morning.

Closing Wednesday
The retreat will close Wed-

nesday morning, Jan. 29 with

Mass before the Blessed Sacra-

ment starting at 9 a.m., a

general Communion of all stu-

dents making the retreat,

Benediction, renewal of Baptis-

mal vows and the Papal Bless-

ing.

rpHE electric power industry is unique because the product it

i manufactures is indispensable to the growth and prosperity

of our nation and its people. Everywhere you look, lights are

burning, machinery and equipment is running, all because of

electricity. And this great need for electricity is constanUy

growing -in fact, will be doubled in the next ten years.

The Pennsylvania electric power companies are preparing to

supply the additional power which will be needed in the coming

years, but they need qualified young men to help them NOW^

Young engineers schooled in thermodynamics, electronics and

fundamental engineering, are needed to advance the art of power

generation, distribution utilization, system plannmg and area

development. This wide range of interests plus a solid, promising

future is waiting for the men who can qualify.

Plan now to talk to your placement counselor or to the

personnel director of one of Pennsylvania's electric power com-

panies Or, write to Pennsylvania Electric Association, State

Street Building, Harrisburg, Pa., stating where you would like

to live and work.

C ., 'f

\

tC^I.
Pennsylvania Electric Association

LaSaile Tops Cats In Triple

Overtime-WestVirqiniaiWins

West Virginia's Bob Smith seems amazed that stellar cener
Tom Brennan was able to get off this behind-the-backboard
sliot Ken Harrison and Mountaineer Joedy Gardner wait for
the rebound that never came—the goal was good.

SPORTS CHATTER

Confusion In The Palestra
' iy JACK CURTIN

Yes, West Virginia, there is a Santa Claus.

In fact, there are two of them, but in the off-season they make
a little extra money on the side, refereeing basketball games.
They operate under the names of Johnny Stevens and Dan Smed-
dy, and in case anyone hasn't caught on yet, these are the two
gentlemen who were responsible for the Villanova-West Virginia
fiasco in the Palestra last week.

Now this isn't sour grapes. There is a chance that West
Virginia might still have won the January eighth thriller without
the aid of the pair in striped shirts. The point is—so might havo
Villanova. As a matter of fact, it's highly improbable that they
wouldn't have. However, thanks to Messrs. Stevens and Smeddy,
the Wildcats didn't stand a chance.

Disputed Ruling
: •- :

'

The situation under discussion, of course, is the much dis-

puted five-second out-of-bounds rule invoked by Smeddy with 18
seconds to play in the game and the Main Liners leading, 75-74,

The tiny gray-haired official ruled that Wildcat captain Tarn Bren-
nan had taken too long to throw the ball into play under the visi-

tor's basket, and gave possession of the ball to the Mountaineers
who went on to score a 76-75 win with two seconds to go and
retain their undefeated record.

However, fellow-ref Stevens had just called for a stopping of

the clock because the ball had been rolling on the floor out-of-

bounds. In other words, the ball wasn't in Brennan's possession
for the full five seconds. From the press table, it looked as

though he had it for two seconds at the most. Still, the officials

did nothing, West Virginia took the ball, scored and remained the

top team in the nation.

Following the game, the pair rationalized their blunder on
a technicality, quoting the rule of the National Basketball Com-
mittee (no. 7 section 6) th{\,t "the throw in starts when the ball

is at the disposal of a player entitled to the throw-in" and
claiming that the ball was at Brennan's disposal. The funny
thing, though, is that Stevens must not have thought so at the

time. He was quoted in three Philadelphia newspapers as saying

that he "wasn't going to let the game end with a loose ball on the

floor'\ because that was "an old trick" used by "a lot of clubs,

especially in the East, to run out the time."

More Than A Bad Call

Had Villanova lost the game because of a bad call or a foul,

there would be no reason for a complaint. Bad calls are to be

expected in any ball game—Stevens and Smeddy proved that with

several outlandish decisions on both sides earlier—but this was a
case of officials depriving a team of possession at a crucial

moment in a crucial ball game. It was—to use an expression

Stevens should be familiar with in his role of American League
baseball umpire—a classic example of "Chocking up" under pres-

Mre.
(Continued on Pmgt 11)

Almost unbelievable extra

period heroics on the part of

substitutes Ken Harrison and
George Emma, plus a scorching
regulation time 29 point per-

formance by captain Tom Bren-
nan, were not enough last

Saturday night as ViH;ainova

bowed to LaSalle in its City

Series opener, Hl-105, in an
exciting triple overtime contest.

The heartbreaking defeat

came on the heels of another
one three days earlier, when a
much-disputed technicality gave
Al Severance's Main Liners a

last second 76-75 loss at the

hands of West Virginia, and
robbed the Wildcats of their

near upset of the nation's num-
ber one team.
Both games—probably the

most exciting the Palestra will

see for quite a while—were
stupendous team efforts on the

part of the Villanovans, and
with only a little luck, they
might have won both.

'Cats Roar Back
To take last things first,

the LaSalle battle was a bril-

liant exhibition in courage, as

the Wildcats came back from
an 18 point deficit midway
through the second half to tie

the regulation game on Harri-

son's long set shot with 55 se-

conds left.

Tom Brennan—who received

one of the longest standing

ovations ever heard in the Pa-
lestra when he left on fouLs

with 3:05 to go in the game--
led the drive from 63-45, set-

ting the stage for Harrison's

clutch basket.

Ken kept hitting in the first

overtime, but it took a driving

lay-up by Emma in the last se-

cond to net Villanova an 89-89

tie. The sniping of this junior

duo gave the Main Liners a
five point lead in the next five

minute segment, but LaSalle

came back in the last 38 se-

conds to knot the score.

Harrison went out on fouls

in that period, however, and
when Jack Kelly and John
Scott departed the same way
in the third, the LaSalle bench
strength proved too much for

the Wildcats.

Kelly outstanding

Kelly, who, along with Bren-

nan, has become one of the

city's top performers in his

last year, was second in scoring

with 19, while leading the re-

bounding parade with 15 to

(Continued on Page 10)

Jack Kelly beams ia aatkiiiatkNi of <me of the two ield
goals he canned agaiut West Vti^giida. Jerry Wes* (left) mmd
Lloyd Sharrar, tlM star center whom Kelly out rebooaded in

the game, guard Jack dosely.

Swimmers Return To Action

Against Penn, Seeking 4th
By BILL VfMC£lfT On Saturday the Gate jour-

neyed to Easton, Pa., to defeat
easily Lafayette 53-33.

Before the trip the Cats had
no trouble defeating West Ches-
ter as Joe Mason and Larry
Palado led the Mainliners with
double victories. Mason took
the 50 and 100 yard freestylcr.

while Palado worn the 200 yard
butterfly and the 200 yard
breaststroke.

Schoeaer Thrills Crowd
Lou Schoener also provided

the crowd with some thrills

when he won the 220 yard
VlUanova nn its Field jfreestyle and just missed

Villanova^ undefeated swim-
ming team sought its fourth

victory of the season wfaoi it

met the University <rf Pennsyl-

vania yesterday in the Field

House pool.

Just before the Christmas
vacation the Wildcat tankmen
conquered top-notch West Chea-
ter 52-34 and tied tough Prince-
ton 43-43 in a meet at Prince-
ton.

House basketball victory
streak to 79 Tuesday ma^t
with an 84-61 wis over Mll-
ersyille State T. C. Gewge
Emma and Jack Kelly led

the Wildcat attack with 18
and 17 points, respectively.

Tom Brennan palled down
16 rebounds as he ctrntfaued

the tremendous play wWek
has marked his recent per-
formances.

In Uie preliminary, Jim
Huggard's 26 points tod the
Frosh to a 94-63 triumph
over the MiUersville Jr. Var-
sity. Tom Samuelewicx scor-

ed 17 points. .;; ;;

Joe Ryan lays oae «p In a losinc
as John Seott (loft) and Jack Kelly fighi tmr

23 INDEPENDENT COMPAMES PROVIDING POWER FOR POMSYLVANIAS PROGRESS

taking the 440 yard freestyle.

Other Wildcat tankmen placing

in the meet included Frank
Keefe, second in the back-
stroke; Bob Pinto, second in

the 50 yard freestyle; Jim Gre-
gory, second in the 200 yard
butterfly and third in the 200
yard breaststroke; and Steve Ca-
rin. third in the diving.

However, the big difference

in the meet were the Villanova
victories in the relays. Frank
Keefe, Jim Gregory, Larry Pa-
lacio and Lou Pmto teamed
up to win the 400 yard medley
relay, while Pinto teamed up
with brother Bob, Joe Mason
and Lou Schoener to easily de-

feat their West Chester foe.

Princeton Meet
In the Princeton meet the

Cats just missed beating a
very deep Tiger squad. Joe
Mason again led the Mainliners

with victories in the 50 and 100
yard freestyle. Steve Cartin

won the diving and Lou Schoe-
ner topped his Princeton rivals

in the 220 yard freestyle. Other
point scorers for Ed Geisz's

tankmen were Frank Keefe,

Larry Palado, Jim Gr^ory
and Lou Pinto.

Against Lafayette, Joe Ma-
son took the 50 and 100 ynrd
freestyle events to help his

team capture their third victo-

ry oi the season. Others instru-

mental in the win were Larry
Palado, uriio copped a first in

the 200 yard breastatnriEe and
a second in the 200 bntterfty;

Frank Keefe, vurtor in the 200
yard bacfcatroke; Stciv« Cartin,

winner of the 3-meter divins
event; and team c6-captaiw Lou
Pinto, who swan on both vic-

toriooi Wildcat rehiy teama^
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Boston Meet Opens Track Season;

'Cats Hope to Repeat '57 Record
The sport season that saw

Villanova win the greatest ath-

letic acclaim in its history last

year officially opens for the

Main Liners on Saturday night.

The sport is, of course, track,

and the Wildcats kick off the

1958 session in Boston at the

Knights of Columbus meet this

weekend. : -,' y'i.k: ''.[

' Last year, coach Jim **Jumbo''

Elliott's speedsters won inter-

national recognition with a tal-

ent-packed display that earned

them four national titles—the

indoof and outdoor IC4A champ-
ionships, the indoor AAU honors

and the NCAA top position.

Olympic Participants

Adding frosting to the Wild-

cats' victory cake were the ap-

pearance of Ron Delany, Charley

Jenkins and Phil Reavis in the

1956 Olympic Games, held in

Melbourne, Australia. Jenkins

won two gold medals for the

United States, while Delany took

one for his native Ireland.

Jenkins, along with pole-

vaulter Don Bragg, distance men
John Kopil and Alex Brecken-

ridge and relayers Al Peterson

and Gene Maliff, has been lost

• to the '58 version of the Wild-

cats via graduation.

Elliott and assistant coach

Jim Tuppeny still have the nu'

cleus of another outstanding unit

this year, however, and will

probably be one of the top par-

ticipants in the collegiate ranks,

although it will be difficult to

duplicate last year's rating as

"the greatest collegiate track

team of all time."

Delany Top List

Heading the list of returnees

will be Delany, one of history's

top milers and Olympic 1,500

meter champion. The Dublin

youth who sparked the indoor

IC4A win last season wfth an
unprecedented double victory in

the 1,000 meter and two-mile

runs, will be attempting to com-

plete his third undefeated sea-

son in the indoor mile.

Reavis, the tiny (5' 9") high

jumper who consistently out

classes taller opposition, is also

looked to for another banner

year. He and teammate Chalrey

Stead were steady winners last

year, generally finishing one-two

in collegiate competition. Stead,

who doubles as a relayer, will

also be back ^vith the Main
Liners. •

Surprise Performer

Another veteran of whom big

things are expected is junior

sprinter Ed Collymore. A mid-

dle-distance man until the out-

door IC4A's last spring, Colly-

' more turned out to be the

surprise of the track world,

taking both the 100 and 220 in

that meet, and going on to sev-

eral other victories.

George Sydnor, the "hard
luck" man of the squad, will

return for his third year in the

sprint division. The Bryn Mawr
youth was also a sensation in

his sophomore year, beating

Duke's fabulous Dave Sime in

three out of four meetings, but

was hampered last season by a

leg injury sustained the pre-

vious spring.

Hurdler Bob Holup and mid-

dle-distance man Vic DiMaio will

also be back from the fabled '57

unit, while sophomores John

Buckley, Bob Godesky and Ron

Brady.

Liberatore, Haggard Lead

Frosh To 81-60 Victory

THE VILLANOVAN

John Scott, soph surprise of Al Severance's 'Gats, hooks

in a ileld goal over the oui-stretclied arms of Niagara's Ail-

American center, Alex "Boo" Ellis.

Intramural HoQp Leagues
Back In Action; Corey Asks
Co-operation From Teams

By PAUL BUCKLEY

A long layoff during the holi-

days, a snowfall and the advent
of final examinations—but intra-

mural basketball goes on. The
second half of the league began
with the return of school.

As it stands now, six teams
have established themselves as

strong contenders for league

honors, with the 6:30 and 7:30

leagues supplying most of the

really strong teams.
Charlie Company, a good

Navy team, the Alumni Animals,

and the East Wingers are un-

beaten in the 6:30 league play

while the playboys, who are cur-

rently the intramural football

champions, the Duffers and the

Gazelles have spotless records

in the 7:30 division.

Play-Off the Same
It is probable that the intra-

mural championship will be held

in the same manner as the foot-

ball championship, with the

best teams from each league

meeting in a round-robin series.

This type of playoff was quite

successful in the football league.

To date, there have been
many problems confronting the

intramural council such as the

lack of referees at games and
the conflicts with other school

activities held in the field house.

As it stands now, all the games
will be played on the field house
floor. Pete O' Brien, who has
worked so diligently on the

schedule problem, has obtained a
fairly accurate schedule of the

other activities so as to avoid

any further conflicts.

Jim Corey, president of the

Intramural Council, asked that

all teams provide a referee. It

should be noted that the roster

has allowed for ten men on a
team. "Surely the team can
provide at least one man to ref-

eree its game," said Corey.

Should Provide Scorekeeper

It should be noted that each
team should try to provide a
scorekeeper for the games. If

this is impossible, the captain

of that team has the respon-

sibility to post the score of the

game as quickly as possible.

Scores should be posted on the

schedule in the pool. Failure to

do this within a reasonable a-

mount of time will result in a
forfeit for the teams involved.

In case of inclement weather,

the teams should check at the

pool to see if games will be play-

ed. It is probable that the morn-
ing and early afternoon leagues

will continue as scheduled re-

gardless of the weather unless

the school closes down.

Besides the resumption of

basketball, the chess, checker,

and bridge toumments are again
open with about fifty partici-

pants in each toumment. Dr.

James F. O'Brien, of the Uni-

versity Philosophy Dept. has
volunteered his help in directing

the chess tournament. Ed Geisz

also has announced a foul shoot-

ing contest open to all students

and to be held on January 16.

Students may enter the contest

by signing up on the 16th. It

will run all day.

Refs Blunder

Hands 'Cats

Narrow Loss
<OonUnu«4 from Pitf* ^>

Tom's 13. Others in double

figures were Emma (17), Har-

rison (15), Scott (13) and Bill

Brennan (10). Joe Ryan had

ten assists.

Missed foul shots told the

story of the game, as Villa-

nova outshot the Explorers

from the floor, but missed 21

chances at the free throw line.

The West Virginia contest

also featured an astounding

comeback, but this one was on

the part of the undefeated

Mountaineers, who roared back

from 14 points down in the last

eight minutes behind their

great sophomore star, Jerry

West, who netted 37 points.

Still, it was only a referee's

decision that enabled the sou-

thern pnit to deprive the Wild-

cats of national headlines, when
one ofllcial took the ball from

Villanova in the last 17 seconds

for not putting it into play

fast enough, desipte time out

calls by the other ref and Tom
Brennan. The decision, which

allowed West Virginia to score

the winning bksket in the last

two seconds, initiated a city-

wide dispute. (See Sports Chat-

ter.)

Brennan Paces Defense

Villanova took a ten point

lead at halftime over the na-

tionally ranked Mountaineers

when Scott scored a long jump
at the buzzer. The Wildcats

defense, paced by Tom Bren-

nan's amazing abilities around

the basket, baffled the supposed-

ly unstoppable Virginians,

Ryan topped the offensive

ranks with 18 points, while

Scott added 14. Kelly was again

tremendous off the boards with

16 rebounds, while scoring 11

points. Harrison and Bill Bren-

nan had ten counters, and Tom
Brennan backed up his defens-

ive work with 13 rebounds and

six tallies.

The Main Liners played five

other contests since the last

issue of the Vlllanovan, win-

ning two and losing three,

mostly because of an injury to

6' 8" soph Scott. The Wildcats

took the measure of Loyola and

Canisius, while losing to Duke,

North Carolina State (by one

point, 57-56) and Niagara.

The freshman basketball

squad, led by the sniping of

Bob Liberatore and Jimmy
Huggard, rolled to an 81-60

romp over the Junior Explor-

ers of LaSalle College at the

losers' court last Thursday
evening.

LaSalle Frosh, last season's

hottest fledgling outfit in these

parts, could do nothing to stem

the tide as the 6' 2" Liberatore,

former Bristol High flash, split

the cords for 23 points, and
his back-court aide, Huggard,

pitched to 15, besides playing

his usual sparkling floor game.

Villanova experienced some
early troubles, as LaSalle held

them nearly even throughout

the first quarter, due largely

to the antics of a 6' 4" bruiser,

Mel Herdelein, who stormed the

nets often and early en route

to his team's high total of 23

points.

Cats Gain Boards
Herdelein, ferocious off each

backboard, encountered more
opposition than he expected

from the Mainliner's Tom
Samuelewicz and Dave Sever-

ance after the first 10 minutes.

Once these two, both 6' 3" and
the Frosh's tallest participants,

began to hold their own against

Herdelein, coach Al Severance's

.quintet was off to the races.

By the end of the half, Villa-

nova led by a hefty 10-point

margin, as Jim Kenney joined

Liberatore and Huggard in their

scoring antics.

Wildcats Fast Break
The game became a picnic

early in the second half as the

locals displayed their fast-

breaking potential at its best,

with little Kenney and Huggard
being fed off the boards by
Samuelewicz and Dick Kaminski.

Belie Air
(Continued from Pat« 1)

and delivery date has been ten-

tatively set for the first week
of May.

Jack Daly, senior C & F,

editor of the Belle Air, stated

that it was the first time in

four years that this initlcd dead-

line has been met
The sections completed include

the seniors, faculty, football and
underclass. Final deadline has

been set for February 14*; y
Daly wishes to remind law

school seniors that they must
return final proofs to the Carl

Wolf Studios as soon as pofsibic,

if they are to be put in the book.

Tom Breimaii wheels and
Johastaa, as Joe Byan (right)

hfan In tho Niagara game.

deals from the pivot a
and George Emma eat mrMUii

11
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• • • frown the notebook
by Tom Goldschmidt

Here we were, beating the teaan the experts call the nation's
best. Somehow, though, it seemed a fantasy. Number one, num-
ber one, kept flashing through our mind. We're not this good,
I know we're not But one can't argue with a 14-point lead this

late in the game. Then we fluttered down to earth.

The statement, made by Sandy Grady, that we certainly are
not a great team, came to mind. What was happening now show-
ed that all too plainly. With Bill Brennan banished, Joe Ryan
was the only man who could handle the ball well under pressure.

Even Joe found the relentless guarding of the Mountaineers too

much to overcome at times.

But, defeat or no, the team provided us with one of the
most thrilling evenings in recent years. No one on catopus should
dismiss them Just because their edges show a little rough at

times. Let's forget "class" and concentrate on results alone.

Last Wednesday's heart-stopper reminded press row ohser-

vers of the Mountaineer-Wildoat hctttle of two years ago. What
happened in that one might point the difference between Fred
Schfius* team then and now. They came into Philly with a very
good record, a top-ten ranking <0nd the fabulous "Hot Rod"
Hundley.

Aided by a spectacular performance on the part of Bob
Powers, the 'Cats outplayed the visitors throughout the evening,

onty to become sloppy in the final few minutes. With ViUanova
holding a one-point lead ta the closing seconds, Hundley was
fouled.

He stepped to the line for a pmr of tosses. Turning to the

stands and then to his oum bench, he assured everyone that he
\ had the situation well in hand. After he blew the first shot, he
repeated his performance. After he duplicated the miss, he
covered his face with his hands. Wesi Virginia v?as beaten.

* * » »
The New York Times, which prides itself on the accuracy

of its reporting, hobbled one a couple of weeks ago. In preview-
ing the impending indoor track season, one of the Times staffers
said that Don Bragg and Charlie Jenkins would return to lead
Jim Elliot's championship team.

If he only knew how Jumbo wishes that the stellar pair
really were still competing for Villanova!

# # # #
Contrary to what News Editor MlKarrer has long main-

tained, there must be no communication between the state of
West Virginia and the outside loorld.

Temple was toying with Penn State in the opening minutes
of their game. As usual, Guy Rodgers was astounding the mul-
titude with his fast-break antics. At each new stunner, the man
next to us, a cohort of the W. Va. broadooieter, raised his eye-
brows an inch higher.

Finally, he turned to his associate and queried, "Who is
that son-of-a-gunf*

'Cats Meet
Mt. St. Mary's
On Saturday
Following Tuesday's contest

with Millersville State Teachers
College, early season conqueror
of LaSalle, Villanova's Wildcats
can look forward to a three day
rest before meeting Mt. St.

Mary's Saturday night in the
Field House.
The Mount,which defeated the

Main Liners in a Palestra battle
last year, is rebuilding this sea-
son, following the graduation of
star performer Jackie Sullivan,

the school's all-time high scorer.

With Sullivan pacing the way,
the Maryland unit won its

conference title last year.

It is a tall squad, featuring a
rough, aggressive brand of ball,

making up its lack of experience
in hustle.

Duquesne Next
The Saturday following exam

week, it's back to the Palestra
for Al Severance's quintet,

where they face the ever danger-
ous Duquesne.
Dudey Moore's aggregation

also has lost an important cog

SPORTS CHATTER

Confusion In The Palestra
By JACK CUBTIN

COBatlnacd fram Pti^s •)

Of the two, Stevens was more to blame. Snteddy just proved
what many observers had suspected all along—he didn't know
what wa« going on. His companion, however, knew the call was
wrong and didn't have the courage to stop the game and reverse
the decision. There is, of course, such a thing as backing up a
fellow official. By his silence, Stevens robbed the Villanova players
of their greatest moment of glory, and basketball of some of its

integrity.

He alone, by the way, was left to face the protestations of an
irate Al Severance, his stunned players and one highly incensed
Philadelphia sportswriter. Smeddy was hustled out of the Pales-
tra by three policemen immediately following the game.

One wonders how he ever got in in the first place.

in its court machine with the
graduation of Dave Ricketts last

spring. The Iron Dukes are not
the strong contenders of previ-

ous years, but still pose a sub-
stantial threat.

Pirates in February
' Seton Hall invades the Pales-
tra on February 5 to battle the
Wildcats. An on-and-off unit this

year, the Pirates have been get-
ting their best performances
from 6' 9' center Tom Cross,
and little men Jack Rowley and

Don Roberts.
Five days later, Villanova

takes its last road trip of the
year, journeying to upstate
Pennsylvania to meet the Uni-
versity of Scranton^

Mr. and Mrs. Art Mahan have
announced the birth of their
eighth child. Art, Villanova base-
ball coach, and his wife, are
now the proud parents of four
l)oys and four girls.

// you're obtaining a degree in

m Electrical Engineering
Engineering Physics
Chemical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Mathematics
Physics
Physical Chemistry

there's a PERMANENT CAREER
and UNLIMITED FUTURE
awaiting you at

^.pua

.>

PHiLCOl ?<c

Ben Geraghty, '36, was recently named minor league base-
ball manager-of-the-year by the Sporting News. He piloted the
Wichita Braves to the championship of the AAA American Asso-
ciation in his first year at the helm. Wichita is affiliated with
the Milwaukee Braves.

* « »
Jack Devereaux, we hear, is in great demand as an after-

dinner speaker as a result of a recent appearance at the foot-
ball banquet held by his high school. Coach Reagan gave the
chief speech, but it is reported that Dev stole the show from
"X" hmds down. Jack's business manager, Don McComb of the
Class of '56, advises us that any organization which would like

to acquire his services should contact him at once. The schedule
is quite full for the near future, but there are still a few choice
MeBftemaining in Maiy.

i I t

If you want to do troatlvo work on
Television, Rodio, Communications Equip-
ment, Microwave Systems, Multiplex
Equipment ...

If you'ro intmrotiod In thoorotlcal and
experimental work in Solid State, Electron
Optics, Acoustics, Applied Akithemotics,
Transistors and other Semi-Conductor
devices . . .

If you prmfor to apply your ertrtlvo
talontt to the development and design
of Refrigerators, Air Conditioners, Ranges,
Home Laundry and other Household
Appliances . . .

If you'ro Intriguod by iho challongo
and complexity of the engineering prob-
lems in Guided Missiles, High Speed Data
Processing, Bombing and Fire Control Sys-
tems, infrared Devices and Underwater
Ordnance . . .

If you want to launth your profo9-
sional caroor in Systems Engineering,
Automatic Machinery, Mechanized Equip-
ment, Instrumentation and Controls . . .

If you'd liko tho cfconce to work with
and gain inspiration from a distinguished

corps of scientists and engineers pioneer-
ing in new products, new techniques, new
processes for the security, well-being and
progress of the American public, American
industry and the Armed Forces . . .

If you'd Ilko to match your wItt against
truly worthwhile assignments and hove
confidence in your ability to take on in-

creased responsibility and earn promo-
tions on merit . . .

If you want to partldpato in the accom-
plishments and rewards of a continually
expanding professional staff with endless
opportunities for personal advancement
and growth ...

If you want to chock your plans for tho
futuro against the ground-floor opportu-
nities now existing in our Research and
Engineering laboratories in the Philadel-
phia or San Francisco areas . . .

If you want to loam more about the
advantages of working with Phiico, the
generous tuition refund plan, and other
aids to your personal and professional
development and growth ...

thon . .

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE NOW
and ottabllth an Intorvlow with

PHILCO REPRESENTATIVES

l*e»»e«e*»««e*»teee*««**
FEB. 14, 1958

'a •••••••••t»«*«a«»^*««a
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SC Views:.

Constitution Considered
Br f4T MfCHOLSON

Now that Ihe much talked about Constitution of the Student
Council of Villanova has been passed and approved, it wou'd
appear time lo say a word or two about those men who made this
systim {lossiblc. We certainly owe a vote of thanks to the Uni-
versity Administration. Their help in the framing of the Con-
stitution and By-LaiA-s was certainly very beneficial. We know
Uiat their assistance and cooperation will greatly aid in the
effective and efficient carrying out of the functions of the
Student Counci] according; to the new system of student govern-
ment.

I sincerely thank the voting members of the Student
Council who by their long and patient efforts have played the
major roll in the establishment of the new form o^ student
government. .'•i-;'.''. .•v,. \^-'-^':.r-: .:['• '•:.':.. T:>-\,. .-'•/.• :>';:''•;"

Advanlnges of'Neir'CoMlttafioB'
During the past semester three big questions have fre-

quently been asked concerning the Student Council and its

efforts concerning the adoption of a new system. Here is our
answer to these questions.

V ,. The new form of student government offers three major
contributions.

(1). It establishes the Student Council as the actual student
governing body of all undergraduate students.

(2) It grants a great deal of responsibility to the mem-
bers of the CouncU and its various committees.

(3). It establishes a method of student government which
., should facilitate the efficient and effective handing o'

all student problems, suggestions, programs, and ac

tivities by a productive well-organized Student Council.

Why has the Student Council taken so long in adopting this con-

stitution, and why has so little else been accomplished during
this period?

The adopting of a new and almost entirely different form of

student government is always a long and tedious process. Wc
wanted to set up a system that would definitely work. Because
of the large amount of investigation, discussion, and debating

necessary in order to have the constititution ready for next semes-

ter, the members of the Student Council were asked to withhold

proposals which could wait until February.
What will the Student Council accomplish in the future?

I seriously believe that the Student Council of Villanova can and
will become an extremely effective organization. It depends
almost entirely on the initiative and work of its members, and on

cooperation that it receives from each and every mem-ber of the

student body. At the beginning of next semester the officers of

the Council are submitting a 24-point program to the Student

Council for consideration and action.

WVIL Schedule
Station publicity director Bob

Rttfano recently released, the re-

vised schedule, featuring Saturday
Moi'ning Aircasta and an expand-
ed program /or the rest of the
week.

Monday

.%i:ui-

ut:co-

Ntir.-
st:M»-

llh<N>-
lOilo

(i:(N)

(t::to

7t«N»

N:l.'»

s t:tO

IOs«M)
lOsITi
lliUO

'|Viii|>«»

lllMMll><t\
.liixK llrfur** XtM'rii

l.iifky ^Irikn ><*MN
4 uity «*rMiiiiiittN

I l.ikt' 'I'liiil Tiiiif
< '«Mi<*«*rt \\ urk>«lM*ii

lOiHMire

Tuesday

Ui«N»- Oi:iO KootiiKhl I'atoritrN
ttt:M)- 7i(M) Jiixx llffore SicvcH

St«N»- Nils .\r\vM
MI.1- .s>:(0 CiirrilK'nii llydiniM
Ht'Mt- »i<N» C'hiifk Chiinlr'H AnjIiiiu
UilN>-IOi<H> (oiifert W urkMhup
10rtN>-IOil5 MiiurlM
lUilS-lliOO lOneore

, Wednesday
5HN>-
r>i:to-

eir«»-
7i<M»-
KtWt-
»|I5-
ht:M>-
tfiU0-lOt<»0
10t«N>-10>l.%
iVtlS-lliUO

T>t:w

«<:m>
7t<NI
HKHt
siir>
Ht:io
I>t0»

^ I' IVuriteM
'r«>iii|iu

Br>ii .Mtmr Collrite
Jnkk Urfure Meveit
\> iixwurkw

liitrr«im'
Do Vuii KiiMw >liiNicf
Cwnt'ert >\ urkMhoy
S|i«»rtM

Thursday

' .1

Greg lignelli and Tom Beyle have their hand^ full shepherd-

ing a pair of junior*«ized Buffalo Bills at the Orphans Outing

before the holidays.

SrtMI-
5i:to-
«HN)-
6t:t4>-

7llM»-
NHN»-
NtlS-
Nt:to-

10HM>-
10115-

Ttt'Mt

«:no
et.'to
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HHM)
Hil5
Si.'tO

BiOO
10i<N»
lOtl.'t

lliUO

lniniii«Miliitu
Teiii|M»
Fo«*iiN Uii <<uvrriinient
JusK Ilef«ire Seven
\VnxM'ork«
NeM'M

«X: ^VeNtern
Sariiri
WurkNliop

<'<>iiii(ry
Wildftit
i'oiieert
SportM
I'liii'ore

Friday
OHNI- Oi:UI
«t:U»- 7i4H>
7HI0- M<N>
NHNI- Sil5
M:15- Oi<K)
Bi4M)-10i(N)
10HH»-10iir>
10tl5-lli(H>

>liiMie Scru|»l»ook
JiiKZ Before Se\en
\\ iixvvorki*
IXewM
\\ uxworkM
Concert WorkMhop
SportH
lOneore

Saturday
l»i<N»-10t<N> (ii.ni.)

10tOW-i::t<N) (H.iu.) Blue Itowm

The 7«loniin|!p

After Show

Sunday
eHN>- 7rtN> Siiiiiluy Stomp
7HNU 7t:tO Itehel I'litrol
7i:h»- 8km» i'tirlM »tnr Time
Nt<N»- Nil5 KrwH
Ntt5- f»ttN> DiiceMt
10HM»-10iir> SportM
lOilS-lliWO DigreMt

Fr. Donnellon Receives

BooksAtAwardsLuncheon
The Very Rev. James A. Don-

nellon, President of Villanova
University and Dr. Gaylord P.

Hamwell, President of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, ad-
dressed the University Awards
Luncheon, on January 13th. The
meeting was held under the
auspices of the Philadelphia
Chapter of the American Jewish
Committee

The occasion was the awardiiij;:

of a collection of human rela-

tions books. Father Donnellon
spoke about major human rela-

tions concerns and the needs

and ways in which the major
religions can cooperate in tlio

promotion and furthering of

human relations

This Awards Luncheon to

four local universities will mark
the beginning of a project dur-

ing the next few years by which
Philadelphia institutions of

higher learning will be awarded
human relations libraries

Opera Meeting
The next monthly meeting of

the Opera Classical Music So-
ciety will be held Feb. 13 at
7:30 p.m., the Jan. meeting
having been canceled.

At this meeting Leoncavallo's
"I Pagliacci" will be offered on
the London recording featuring

Mario Del Monaco, Clara Petrel-

la and Afro Poli. A free libret-

to will also be provided.

'-Wf'.WU-iM

FRESEHTS!
rriMyrii

R. J. RCTNOLOS TOIACCO CO.,

WINSTON-SALCM.N.C.

Cats Face Arch-Rival St. Joe's Tonight
S— Po9« •
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Student Senate Initiated;
Sr. Car Decision Thursday

The official administrational stand -on t^ie proposed senior
car program is expected to be given the student body tomorrow
evening.

That was the word from Pat Nicholson, student council presi-
dent, at the first meeting of Villanova's student senate last
Monday evening.

~"~~
I

The history-making

14 Freshmen
Vie For Two
Council Seats
Fourteen Freshmen have been

nominated for two seats on the
Student Council at stake in the
class elections on Feb. 19th.

Names and qualifications of
the 14, eight residenes and six
day-hops, have been submitted
to the Dean of Men for final ap-
proval. The final list of candi-
dates is expected to be an-
nounced soon.

Paul Laughlin, chairman of
the elections committee for the - ^ -

Student Council, has announced ^^^ ^^ approved Belle Mas
fViaf nnnt^^Ai„^ 4-^ 4-U^ ..^^^...4.1.. nilp'fl nnnoaT>in<r in a /^Koma foa
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session
opened at 7:41 P.M. with a
prayer by Nicholson. It marked
the culmination of a full se-

mester's work on the part of the
council to establish a new and
more workable system of gov-
ernment for the university

student 'body.

Decision Yesterday
The president announced to

the student senators that he
would get the final decision on
the plan to allow automobiles
to resident seniors from the Rev.
Joseph Kemme, O.S.A., dean of
student activities, yesterday, and
reveal it to the student body at
the opening meeting of the stud-
ent congress Thursday.
Among other things, the sen-

AwaitFridayNight
g ofSocial Weekend;

Maltby, GreshBands toPlay
Belle Air Ball
Dinner Dance,
Mass Are Set

that according to the recently
approved Constitution one resi-

dent and one day-hop represent-
ative will be elected.

Trends Indicated

Freshmen are awaiting the
campaign and outcome of the
election because results usually
indicate certain trends and
strengths influential in the gen-
eral Student Council election in

May.

Serving with Laughlin on the
elections commiteee are Jack
Fisher, Clem Birch, Joe Kinney
and John Lyons.

The conmiittee recently an-
nounced the procedure rules
governing the election and cam-
paign.

Detaifs instructions have been
given concerning the size, lo-

cation and distribution of post-
ers and handbills. The use of

' (Continued on Page 4)

que's appearing in a drama fes

tival sponsored by the Collegiate

Council of Greater Philadelphia
and a football parents' day,
while tabling motions dealing
with awards to cheerleaders and
spirit committee chairmen and a
student leader program.

Congress Swayed
All senate motions are de-

pendent upon approval of the
congress, however. But, as
Nicholson pointed out, most of
the decisions will be made by
tbe senate as "the congress will

be swayed by the senate."

There are 15 members of the
senate: the four council offi-

cers; three class presidents;
seniors Paul Laughlin, Joe
Murphy, Dick Hamburger, Tom
Whalen; juniors Gerry Hep-
bum, Bill Murray, and sophs
Tom Moakley and Tom Hoff-
man.

Peering at the gigantic class ring that decorated the
Ring Dance sponsored by the junior class are Gerry Hep-
burn, Ring Dance Chairman, and his lovely escort

^ Building
This Seme

The new $1,500,000 Com-
merce and Finance Building
will be ready for full occupan-
cy on March 1, it was an-
nounced at the opening of
second semester by Rev. Jo-
seph C. Bartley, O. S. A., Dean
of the C. & F. School.
At present the building is

only in limited use.

Located at the extreme East
end of the campus on Ithan
Avenue, the new structure
contains 32 classrooms, varying
in size from 30 to 90 seats,
and two huge lecture halls.

Constructed of field stone
and limestone, th'e Commerce
and Finance Building will also
house extensive dining facili-

Haroid Gill Reuschlein, left. Dean of the Villanova
Law School, and Honorable ^hn Biggs, Chief Jadge of the
U.S. Court, Circuit 8, look on as Senator Jacob davits
(Rep. N.Y.) eigns the register at the opening of the Villa-
nova Law Forum's Spring Session.

eies, a large financial library
and a unique laboratory for
the study and use of the latest
business machines.

Arts Gets Old Building
The "old" Commerce and

Finance Building has been
turned over to the Arts and
Science Division for use by the
latter. It has been renamed
Vasey Hall in memory of a
former Augustinian Provincial,
the Rev. Nicholas J. Vasey.

While the C. & F. School
prepared to move all its offices
and classrooms to the new
building, and while the Arts
and Science Division prepared
to take over the vacated build-
ing, the campus catch-all,

(Continued on Page 4)

Bob Mulcahy
Names New
Staff Editors
Robert E. Mulcahy III, VIL-

LANOVAN Editor-in-Chief, has
announced several editorial ap-
pointments to become effective
immediately.

John J. Curtin, junior English
major, assumes the post of As-
sociate Editor which was left
vacant by the recent resignation
of Joseph Kinney.

Thomas Goldschmidt, junior
English major, replaces Jack

By ED KARRER
News Editor

The Belle Air Ball! ... The
Senior Dinner-Dance ... a Mass
for seniors and their dates!

Around these three events,
scheduled for this Friday, Sat-
urday and Sunday respectively,
will be centered Senior Weekend
for the Class of 1958, according
to Gene Fogarty, chairman for
the weekend.

The university field house
converted into a giant "Parisian
ballroom," will be the scene of
this Friday evening's Belle Air
Ball from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. as
Richard Maltby and his orches-
tra join with the Villanova stu-
dent body in getting the week-
end underway.

Charlie Gresh and his Phila-
delphia society band will provide
the music for Saturday night's
Senior Dinner-Dance set to be-
gin at 6:30 at the Ben Franklin

DICK MALTBY
Plays at Senior Prom

Hotel, 9th and Chestnut Sts.,
Philadelphia.

The Mass for seniors and
their dates will be held at
12 P.M. Sunday in the university
chapel.

Friday Night Surprises

gineering student", has been L^T^"* ^"'X".*®^*!^^*^
^'"*"°''"

?!-!_ -:?^°^«^-P^er editor
|^ ^^^ ^rsJl^^:J^ll^^^^l
new and unique method of dec

Curtin as Sports Editor. John
Fixl, senior English major, fills

a newly created post of Associ-
ate News Editor.

William Ickes, senior English
major, is to aid Kenneth Miller
as Co-Copy Editor.

Al Lawler, a sophomoore en

j^^jit^^^

to assist Al Stougheon in that
line. Lawler has been with the
photography staff since his en-
trance at Villanova last year.

Mulcahy also pleaded for new
blood which will be needed in
the near future to replace the
senior members dominating the
editorial steff, who will bow out
of their positions after Easter.

.^^^f^

orating, and the crowning of the
queen for the weekend.
The Maltby Orchestra will be

centered in the west balcony of
the field house and a large dou-
ble staircase will lead from the
dance floor to a position in front
of the orchestra, according to

(Continued on Page 4)
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Catholic Education

But Pagan Minds - Why?
-^ We stopped at a local luncheonette the other

day in search of a copy of Commonweal maga-

zine. There wasn't any on the rack. There weren't

any magazines at all on the rack. Instead it was

covered with gift wrapping paper.

When questioned, the owner explained. For

the past few years he had been unable to place

his order with the distributor just as he wanted

it. In order to get certain magazines, whether

poflular or literary, he had to agree to take

large numbers of other magazines.

The other magazines were mostly porno-

graphic in nature. Even the best of them were

not fit to go into anyone's home. "Pure slop,"

the store-owner called them.

He took the filthy magazines and put them

away as soon as they arrived. He knew that he

would not want his children reading them, and

he knew most other parents felt the same.

What surprised him was that he got dozens

of requests for the trash he had kept off the

rack—abnost all of them from college students

and adults. But still he did not sell them.

There.still was a problem, however. He had

to make a living. It wasn't that he minded losing

business by not selling the smutty literature.

That, he was willing to overlook.

But every magazine that he was sent he was

charged for immediately. Since he bought them

on concession, he could get his money back by

sending the magazines back. This was not as

easy as it sounds. The money he had due him was

often as much as three monttis late.

By this means the distributor tried to apply

pressure so that the store-owner would sell the

magazines. After a while things got worse.

Decent magazines which he ordered were never

delivered. Customers became disgusted and

bought elsewhere.

So the store-owner stopped getting maga-

zines altogether.

Most business men are not like the store-

owner. Whether or not they approve of the con-

tents, they are welling to handle anything which

the public will buy.

That is why it is so important that we, the

educated reading public, do everything in our

power to support the efforts of the Catholic

Church to stamp out indecent literature.

This is Catholic Press Month. It is a good

time to wake up to the vital function served by

Catholic newspapers and periodicals — to pre-

sent to readers, Catholic or not, the CathoUc

viewpoint on vital questions.

If more Catholic students supplemented

their classroom reading with Catholic literature

instead of junk, there would be fewer men with

Catholic educations but pagan minds.

Robart E. Mulcohy .....n. ;.../. /.^Wi*or-«n;CWef

Lawranca M. O'Rourfca. Jr Managiag Ed tor

Jolm J. CartlB iVw . . Assaclata Editor

Jekn D. Kaaaady Fw*""-* "»•"
Edmaad Korrar

... rj-..

Josaph J. Whaalar • ^ Nawt Editor

John H. Hxl. Jr Atsoclata Naws Ed tor

Thomot C. Goldschmidt Sports Editor

Kaaaatk A. Miliars...
Li'

1'
^""^i ^^112

Aioii Stoaqhtoa Photography Ed tor

Jahn R. Muieohy ,^?''^"*S1*
Michoal Moaaso ^»«''""?? "'**^

John F. Gorrlty Clrculotlon Monaqar

Pout TarrufO • • • • iu*!"*** Managar

Rav. Louis A. Rongiona. O.S.A Faculty Modarator

Th»« ^Mf to ^•4t*t»4 *o one of tk* «••»» »••• who ovor ontorod VIMonovo,

Schol.,, AH.!.!.. 0.«tl.«.«-^^^
OOOOMAO

lR«*ffo4 M •••••^ «••« "••••» •• *^ VIM«iior« fort Offko. Doc. 27, lf2t.
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Letters

SCHEDULE
CONSIDERED

CAMPUS CAMERA

:. ft' I,

'•'/'.

Dear Sir:

I hope you will print this

letter.

It concerns the football sched-

tde recently released by the

Athletic Director, Frank Reagan.

I consider the football schedvUe

for the coming year a sound one,

ivith one exception. On that ex-

ception, I ask—Why did we have

to schedule Quantico Marines as

the final game of the season?

Quantico, as a team, is com-

posed of former college and in-

dependent ball players. They

have far more experience in the

ways of football than do the

college team^.

Most of Quantico's games dur-

ing the season are mth other

service teams, hey thus play

a different brand of football.

Starting with West Chester

STC, and continuing through

Army and Boston College, the

schedule is a credit to the

Athletic Department. May I ask

Mr. Reagan to tell us, through

the VUlanovan, why this Quln-

tico team was scheduled. The

reason is probably a valid one.

I feel, though, that the students

have the right to know.

An Interested Freshman

(Name withheld on request)

if ALBBRT M. LAWiMR

This Week's Ques-

tion is: Why would

you like to be the

first person to go to

the moon??

Amie Vandervalk, Se-

nior pre-law—First I

would like to say that

it would be exciting to

be the first one ever

to. land on the moon.
Secondly, I have always

heard of moonmen in

those science fiction

thrillers, but what
about the moon WO-
MEN?? If there are

any, I would like to be
the first to say, 'Take

me to your chief/

John Sullivan, So-
phomore Engineer— "I

would jump at the

chance to go to the

moon, because I could

live a hermit's life

there without being

plagued by women. I

would no longer be in

fear of being kissed by
some girl."

Roger Zidowsky, Se-

nior Engineer— "Just

recently I read in the

news that Jane Mans-
field will be one of the

first scheduled passen-

gers, and since I have
a rather extensive

knowledge of the geo-

graphy of the moon, I

thought it to be con-

siderate if I were there

to show her around."

Varsity Academics Are Dramatized By
Scholastic Bench Warmer In Pep Rally

By JACK CURTIN
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

SCENE—C o 1 1 e g e dormitory type

room with campus type objects in ob-

vious view.

DRAMATIS PERSONAE— Two burly

'youths. OSCAR, lying on a campus type

bed, is clothed in a sweatshirt and

! khakis. RED, his companion, stands in

the center of the floor, clad in a bathrobe.

RED—C'mon, Osc, let's go. We got only

a few minutes to get ready for the big

rally tonight.

OSCAR—Aw, I ain't goin'. Those guys

don't need me. v ; .."j ' '
; l"

RED—Sure they do. You heard what

the Dean said at last week's rally. It's

our spirit which drives. them guys on to

new and greater accomplishments. That,

and the fact that their strength is as

the strength of ten because their hearts

,; is pure. We owe it to those guys to

I support them, because they're fighting

their hearts out for us.

OSCAR—Maybe, but I'm tired after

practice all day. I meah a buy has to

get some rest.

RED—Look, football only lasts a few

months. You can get your rest after the

season. Those poor guys have to sweat

it all year long, and they deserve our

support. Now, let's go.

OSCAR (rising)—Oh, all right.

THE CURTAIN FALLS
SCENE II—-College quadrangle type

scene, with multi-college type people

milling about. Crowd cheers "RAH,

RAH, GIVE 'EM AN A! GIVE 'EM AN
A!" OSCAR and RED can be seen at the

edge of the crowd, strainine: to see inside

the great circle. A CHEERLEADER
suddenly appears on a soapbox in the

center. He is waving a mesraphone and

screaming at the top of his lungs.

CHEERLEADER—-Athletes! You are

gathered here tonight to pay tribute

to these students (points to group of

bespectacled youths gathered in the

background. They all clutch an armfull

of books to their respective breasts

rather desperately) who are in the class-

room day in and day out fighting their

hearts out to gain knowledge and further

the namtie of our university by their

scholastic accomplishments. They are

all fighting for us, and we owe them all

our support. I :: -
: V^"

CROWD—Rah! Rah!
CHE3ERLEADER—Furthermore, they
now need our backing more than ever.

We haven't been doing so good lately—

the laat couple of tests the school slipped

below a B average—so now we gotta

show these guys we're behind them so

they can go out there and really roll up

an impressive score. We're goin' all the

way, guys—4.0 or bust!

CROWD— (Wildly enthusiastic Rah!

Rah! Point six to go for four point 0!

Give 'em an A—Give 'em aai A!

RED (off to the side, happily waving a

diploma)*—Yippee! ^his is great. Go,

guys, go. Hey, Osc, aren't you glad we

came?
OSCAR—Yeah, boy. Look at those

guys, they're really impressed. You

know something, though?
RED—What,
OSCAR—Sometimes I wish they would

have something like this for us athletes

too.

RED—Don't be silly. After all, aca-

demics are the important part of college.

CROWD—Get those grades! Get those

gr'^des! Go, guys, go!

THE CURTAIN FALLS (finally)

i

Former Wildcat Catcher

Joins Better Ball Club
By TOM <50LDSCHMIDT

r

Terry Hayes stands ready to apply the

lumber to a pitch during one of Villano-

va's games last spring. Terry batted .402 »
year ago as a junior.

TeiTy Hayes, star catcher for Art

Mahan's baseball team last year, is

the latest in a long line of former Vil-

lanova athletes who decided to join

the Order of St. Augustine.

He joins dozens who attended Vil-

lanova as lay students and an even
greater nimiber who played for the

Wildcats in varsity competition while

they were in the seminary.

Until 1916, boys studying for the

priesehood could play on the same
teams as the other students. As a re-

sult, quite a large number of the best

players in every sport were seminarians
Like so many who proceeded him,

Hayes was far from just ordinary
baseball material.

Power Slugger
Last year Terry led the team with

a .402 batting average. A left-handed

power swinger with tremendous wrists,

he beat a steady tattoo on the Imck
of the football stands with his hard-
hit liners.

But good as he was for Villanova,
he probably was better in summer
sandlot ball. His play drew the scouts
in droves to see him compete for the
Collier Construction Company team in

the Lakewood (Ohio) A League.
One of the pitchers whom Hayes

caught, the best one on the team, and
himself a major league prospect of

note, was Jack Kelly, one o' Villa-

nova's best all-around athletes.

Terry led Collier's in hitting with

a .442 mark during the past summer,
his second on the team. He also came
in second in runs-batted-in. ' i;

!':
: ^ .

>

420—foot Homer : j\ ^^ - v:^'

The Collier club plays its games
in Madison Park, in Lakewood, a

suburb of Cleveland. During the sea-

son, Hayes twice negotiated a fence

which stands 420 feet from home
plate. No one had been able to du
that during the previous ten years.

But such performances were
nothing new for Hayes. He comes
from a family of athletes, and has
excelled all the way from grade school

through college.

His father, CSeorge, played minor
league baseball for a number of years

—never, however, reaching the majors,

his goal all along. Dad wanted to be

sure that his sons, if he had any,

would make it in the big time.

He had five chances to see his

hopes come true. Four still remain.

One of Terry's brothers is a fresh-

man at VillanoVa. That would be Mike.

Then there's Brian, Tim end Dennis.

All are Catchers

All of them are catchers, a rare

commodity, as any baseball fan

knows. Mike intends to go out for

The Villanova team next year. Brian

plays for Ohio University after trans-

ferring from Hiram (Ohio) College,

where he hit .385 laat year.

Terry is shown in the Augustlniaa*s

white NovitUte haUt That's Mike, his

brother, a freshman at Villanova, next to

him.

Tim is 15 and a sophomore at St
Ignatius High in Cleveland, where
Terry, Brian and Mike went. He is,

according to Mike, the best ball player

in the lot. Tim plays for his eighth-grade

team.

While at St. Ignatius, Terry was
named All-Scholastic and All-Catholic

for the Cleveland district in his last

two years. In his senior year, he was
chosen All-Ohio, quite a feat consider-

ing the high caliber of competition

that exists in the Buckeye state.

He also found time to participate

in football and basketball—in fact,

he was All-Catholic in the latter senior

year.

He and Kelly Foes
One of Terry's opponents in both

baseball and basketball was Kelly,

who played for St. Edward's. The ri-

valry between St. Edward's and St.

Ignatius was, and still is, quite in-

tense.

Mike swears that neither Terry nor

Ke41y knew the other was coming to

Villanova until school opened freshman
year, At first, Mike admits, Terry was
sort of disappointed at seeing his old

rival going to the same school. But that

soon ended, and the two became close

friends and teammates.
Terry was only a part-time

quarterback for the high school team
—but he still drew offers from many
schools, including Miami (Fla.). The
other quairterback was a fella by the

name of Tom Forrestal. Seems he

played a little ball for Navy recently.

Terry didn't listen too seriously

to the football offers, not to the pro-

baseball ones either (from the Phillies, :.

Detroit, and Cleveland.) He had his !

mind set on going to college. Oh the i
seminary too? Brother Mike says, ,<

i

"No, not yet."

Father Burke Was Friend
Here at Villanova, Terry's best

friend on the faculty, and his advisor

as well, was Rev. "Thomas A. Burke,

O.S.A., then Registrar of the Univer-

sity.

Hays is now at Good C!ounsel Novi-

tiate in New Hamburg, New York,

where he will spend approxin^tely one

year learning about the Augustinians,

being tested to see if he has what it

takes to be an Order priest, learning of

his duties and privileges as an Augustin-

ian, and preparing himself to take his

temporary vows.

After Good Counsel, he will return

to Villanova for a period of time during

which he will complete his study of

Philosophy, begun here as a lay student.

After that, it's on to Washington and

eventually his Solemn vows.

By then, Terry will be hitting the

ball on the nose for a pretty dam good

ball clul>—one which plays the game ac-

cording to the rules of St. Augustine. ^

First of A STtes:

Armed Forces Here to Stay

-Learn to Live With Them
By FRANK DELANY
FMtun Editor

Editor's note: TMa ia a first, of a aeries on our military service

obligations and related programs presented by the VILLANQVAN as a
public service through the cooperation of Captain John Q. Orace, USMC,
marine instructor unth the Villanova NROTC urUt. Any questions raised

by the articles may be referred to Captain Grace in Barry Hall,

The first fact of life to be faced by college students of today is

the obligation for military sentence. The armed forces are here to stay
and it behooves each of us to learn best how to live with, them. That ia

the purpose of this series of articles. We will first go into the nature of

the draft and each individual's military obligations under law. In sub-

sequent abides we will delve into the programs offered by the several

armed forces by which a young man may meet his obligations by means
other than the draft.

An overall picture of the armed forces might be helpful to see the

situation in its proper perspective. The total number of men in service

is expected to level off as of June 30 at roughly two and one-half million

men with nine hundred thousand in the army, eight hundred thousand in

the air force, six hundred and forty five thousand in the navy, one

hundred and eighty thousand in the marine corps and eighty thousand in

the coast guard.

The Present Situation

At present those within the age bracket of 22-23 are being drafted.

In August of 1967, the draft quotai was 11,000 men. In Sept. it dropped

off to eight thousand and for the rest of 1967 levelled off at seven

thousand men per month. But the 1958 outlook is not so bright for

those who would hope to escape the draft. The quota for Jan. and Feb.

has risen to ten thousand men and it is expected to continue to rise

hitting a possible maocimum of fifteen thousand men per month.

This rise in the draft quota despite an overall reduction in the

total number of men in the armed forces is explained by the fact that

many now in service will be released and the emphasis will be placed on
securing a high quality of drafted personnel, mental and physical. This

obviously means that single young college graduates will be prime

candidates for the local draft boards around the country, which are, of

course, final authority in selective service matters in their respective

localities. A wife and child, dependent parent or some such might
lower either your proirity or your category.

Another consideration for the college graduate is the deterent

value to an employer of imminent military service for the prospective

employee.

The Universal Militairy Training and Service Act of 1951, the

Armed Forces Reserve Act of of 1952 and the Reserve Force Act of

1955 have set up and define our present military set up.

Military Obligation and Military Service

Military obligation under the law falls into two categories: a( six

year obligation and an eight year obligation. Most people fall into the

six year Category. An exception are those in the National Guard or

any program of six months or less active duty. Those with a six year
obligation spend two, three, or more years in active duty.

Military service under the law falls into three categories: E(?^tive,

ready reserve and stand by reserve. The ready reserve are those who
may or may not have had some training time >but, most important, are

those who may be inmiediately called to active duty in time of emergency
by a command of the president Without an act of Congress. One million

men may thus be called up. Any number above one million requires an
act of Congress. Those in the stand by reserve are subject to their local

draft boards in the matter of being transferred to active duty follow-

ing an act of Congress.

In The Re^dy Reserve Program

Under the ready reserve, one may be in active or inactive reserve.

In the active reserve one may be a member of an organized reserve unit

which might be called up to active duty as a unit or might be unaffiliated

with any particular unit but possess some special ability and be called

to active duty individually for periods of time ranging from thirty dajys

on.

Inactive reservists are those who do not train due to the phsrsical

absence of a training unit or some such reason or have no special ability

or value for which to be called individually.

Bfilitary ObUgatioB and Reserve Duty

Those with a six year obligation are eligible for transfer to the

stand by reserve when active duty and deary reserve time equals five

years. Those with zta. eight year obligation are eligible for transfer to

six years.

Among the attractions of the ready reserve are pay and promotions

the stand by reserve when active duty and ready reserve time equals

for time spent in training.

With this knowledge as an incentive toward taking a hand ia

guiding one's own future with the armed forces, we will next week delve

into the various programs offered by the army for completion of the

obligation for military service.

%i

i
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Proud recipients of Villanovft beer mugs are liouls

t ' Armstrong, Thelma Middleton, and Billy Kyle. Louis and

; his All-Stars each received the above gifts as a remem-
V brance of their visit to Villanova. Peering on tLe celebri-

ties are I>on Keropf, chairman of the Jazz concert, and
^ Rev. John J. Coffey, head of the Augustinian Seminary
'1 GuUd.
^;?;,.

.

'

;
-.. ...
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Dr. McGurlc Contributes
To Geophysical Year Study

A program concerning man in his physical environment will

be the subject of the research project slated for Philadelphia in

connection with the Ixitefiiational Geophysical Year, it was recent-

ly announced. ' -^ ' '- '

' Dr. Frank C. J. McGurk of

the Villanova Psychology De-
partment, in connection with
the study, will furnish figures

from schools and industries on

factors such as absenteeism,

tardiness, alertness and beha-
vior, and also will serve as

staff psychologist and statis-

tician.

The 18-month project is a
study of the effects of climatic

factors on human health and
behavior.

:, Designated as the Interna-

tional Biometeorological Study
in recognition of its far-reach-

ing aspects, the study will uti-

lize identical medical and me-
teorological data collected in

Holland and West Germany
concurrently with the local

|)roject.

Comparison of the collected

evidence should reveal some of

the bearing climate has on
such things as types of illness,

accidents, suicides, homicides

and other crimes.

In addition to Villanova's

participation, contributing units

are composed of members from
the University of Pennsylvania
Graduate School of Medicine
and Graduate Hospital, the

Philco Corporation, the Drexel
Institute of Technology and
the Office of the Medical Ex-
aminer.

3rd Annual Choral

Festival March 1

The Villanova Singers, di-

rected by Herbert Fiss, are now
in practice for the forthcoming

Choral Festival on March 1 at

St. Joseph's College.

At present eight colleges, in-

cluding St. Joseph's, Temple,

LaSaille, St. Peter's of Jersey

City, Rosemont, Immaculata,

Chestnut Hill and Villanova, will

participate in the festival.

The festival was begun

through the efforts of Harold

Gill Reuschlein, Dean of the

Law School, during the years

that he was director or the

choral group.

The songs to be presented by

the Villanova Singers are "O

Shenandoah," "On the Road to

Mandalay" and "Going' Home.."

Memorial Mass

For Fr. Lozano

Thursday Mom.
There will be a Memorial

Mass for Rev. Lorenzo Lozano,

O.S.A., former: moderator of

the Spanish Club, tomorrow

(Thursday) morning at 10:30

in the Chapel, it was announc-

ed yesterday by club president

Paul Tagliaferri.

Father Lozano was one of

the most beloved men on the

faculty before his death in

December, 1956.

Tagliaferri said that the

Mass would take the place of

the regular meeting of the

Spanish Club.

The club will hold its nor-

mal meting next Thursday

morning at 10:30 in 208 Vasey

Hall.,.. ._....,,.,•,.•.... /;< ^.v-.-,/.".

The next targe function on
the schedule of the club is the

Dinner-Dance to be held April

26 at the Conestoga Mill.

Frosh Elect
(Continued from Pa^e 1)

loudspeaking equipment is re-

sericted to election day and then
only between classes.

Expenses Limited

Campaign expenses are lim-

ited to $50 per candidate and
$100 per party. Election ex-

penses must be itemized and
submitted to the Student Coun-

cil prior to eleceion.

A section of the committee re-

port states that any infraction

of the rules will be punished by
the elections committee. Last
year, signs and posters of can-

didates were torn down by the

conmiittee when violations oc-

cured.

Returns of last year's election

indicated that more than three-

fourths if the eligible freshmen
voted.

Student Council President Pat
Nicholson recently called on the

Class of 1961 "to demonstrate

it's acceptance of Villanova life

by actively and conscienciously

electing qualified candidates."

Belle Air Ball

Held Here Fri.
(Continued from Page 1)

co-chairmen of the ball Fred
Leisentritt and Dave Ogle, and
chairman of decorations, Jed
Dioguardi.

Faculty Chooses Queen

Queen contest Co-Chairmen
Archie Whyte and Bob Dowling
have revealed that the queen
and her court will be chosen
from the five finalists, pictured

on page seven, by a committee
of five faculty members at a
small Closed party for the final-'

ists, their escorts, and members
of the ball committee, prior to

the dance in the central lounge

of Dougherty Hall.

Jack Cranley, in charge of

favors for the ball, has stated

that this year's favor will be

a special "roly-poly" high ball

glass, but added that they will

be distributed on a first-come,

first serve basis.

Free refreshments will be

served from two main positions

of the dance floor, and it was
also revealed that an enlarged

coat room will be made available

for the affair.

Mike Mancuso chairman of

the patron drive, said that he
would like to congratulate the

freshman class for its excellent

response in the purchasing of

patron tickets for the ball.

Turkey On Saturday

Dinner-dance Chairman Joe

D'Aquila and his committee

have made final arrangements

for the full-course turkey din-

ner and evening dancing Satur-

day. Tickets for the affair can

be purchased by seniors in the

VILLANOVAN oflice on the

second floor Dougherty Hall

through Friday from 9:30 a.m.

to 2 p.m.

Tickets for Friday night's

dance can be obtained in the Pie

Shoppe through Friday at the

same hours and also at the door

Friday night.

IRS Presents

Khouri Talk
Associate Professor Fred J.

Khouri, of the History De-

partment, addressed the Inter-

national Relations Society at

ite meeting last night. Khouri

is moderator of the organiza-

tion.

Society president Pete O'-

Kane and three other members
also gave the group a report

on their experiences at the

annual convention of the Penn-
sylvania Association of Inter-

national Relations Clubs, held

last Friday and Saturday at

the University of Pennsylvania

Those who accompanied
O'Kane as representatives

from Villanova's I.R.S. were
Bill Lesko and Clint Shin.

The chief topic of discus-

sion at the convention was the

problems which the United

States faces in formulating

its foreign policy.

O'Kane announced that the

society would take its annual
field trip again this year. On
March 5, the members will

travel to Washington, D.C.,

primarily to visit the State

Department.
The trip is open to members

and non-members alike. Those
who are not in the society but
who want to go along are ad-

vised to contact O'Kane as
soon as possible.

'What Do You Mean $7.50?'

-SC Aids Thrifty Buyers
When the prices of new

books were posted by the Uni-
versity book store last week,
there were assorted reactions.

Most, however, were not favor-
able.

Some Villanovans banded to-

gether to force holding com-
panies to invest in the pur-
chase of one book.

Some made mad dashes to
the nearest library to see if

the prescribed books were to

be had.
Others made inquiries as to

the importance the teacher
put on the text.

Many of the latter looked
forward to an esi)ecially busy
notetaklng semester.

SG Steps In
But for a large pare of the

student body, the Student
Council came up with a pro-
gram which fit the bill quite
nicely.

The Council instituted a
used book service to facilitate

easier transfer of books from
one owner to another. Whereas
the sale of used books had
flourished on campus in the
past, never before had such a

New C&F Building

Ready by March
(Continued from Page 1)

Belle Air Hall, continued to

house classes.

It was not readily ascertain-

able when the projected aban-
donment of Belle Air would
come about.

The building has seen meri-
torious service during the past
few years as Villanova has
expanded. It alone can claim
to have served the University
in two different locations on
campus.

notes with some kind of sys-

tem before..

Classified Ust
Whelan and Ogle put a clas-

sified list of every course being
taught this semester on the
bulletin board opposite the
temporary book store in Doug-
herty Hall's larger lounge.

Anyone who had a book
which he no longer needed or
which financial problems forc-

ed him to dispose of, could
write his name, address and
phone number under the course
for which the book was used.
Those in search of books

simply looked through the list.

If he found a seller, he was
abel to contact him

Statue Given
To School Library
A Statue of "Our Lady of

Lourdes" has been given to the

Library in honor of the Centen-

nial of the apparition at Lourdes

on February 11.

Miss Emily Maloney of Water-
bury, Connecticut, donated the

statue, which was hand-carved at

Lourdes, in memory of her
brother Benjamin, who gradu-
aited from Villanova in 1039.

Benjamin was the first Villa-

novan killed in the Second World
War in which he served as an
Air Force pilot.

The Literary Club will meet
Monday night in Seminar 8 of
the Villanova University U«
brary.

All Freshman candidates for
Student Council will meet at
10:30 a.rau tomorrow In the
Student Council office.

INTERViiWS fon

Sales Management
Training Program

•

Sales Training Program
•

Home Office
Administrative Openings

Our Sales MuriugcriuMit Truinitig IVogram is designed to

develop men to head «»iir sales offices thronghoiit the

country and for future sales management openings at our

Home Office. It starts with a four-njonth school at Hartford

and another eight months are spent as a field service

representative hefore moving into a period of sales work.

Attractive opportunities are also available to men who
wish to start directly in well-paid sales W(»rk (which may
also lea<l to management) and in a limitefl number of

Home Office jobs.

The Coimectieut Mutual is a 1 12-year-oId company with

500,000 policyhoIder-memi)ers and over three billion dollars

of life insurance in force. Aggressive expansion plans pro-

vide unusual opportunities for a limited nimiber of men
accepted each year.

Arrange with the placement oflice for an interview with:

JOHN C. KNIPP, C.L.U. •

AND
NORRIS MAFFETT, C.L.U.

The (Donnect£cu^^j\\jiiii€il
LIFE II^URAJ^CB COMPAACy HARTFOUP

\

i

AHENTION STUDENTS!

THE VILLANOVAN NEEDS

NEWS
WRITERS

INTE

t •!. >

THEN REPORT TO VILLANOVAN

OFFICE—Second FIcNir Dougherty

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13th

(10:30 A. M.)
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Part of the enthusiastic throng attending the first annual Ring Dance sponsored by (he

f- Junior class. Interest is focused on the gigantic symbolic ring that arose from the, mid-

dle of the field house floor.

Engineering - Science Day

Belle Masque Starts Work
On Taming Of The Shrew'

Sponsored
February

By BILL McNeill
The Villanova engineering stu-

dents and the Chemistry Club
will sponsor an Engineering-

Science Day on Saturday, Feb.

22, as a fitting climax to Na-
tional Engineering Week. The
purpose of this event is to in-

terest high school students in

engineering and science as car-

eers.

One hundred and twenty high
schools within a 50 mile radius

have been invited, and 1000 stu-

dents are expected to attend.

The students will be taken on a
guided tour through the engin-

eering and chemistry labs where
demonstrations of projects will

be shown. Demon.3trations in-

clude concrete testing, test ot

an automobile engine, telemeter-

ing and stress on solids due to

fluid flow. Each demonstration
will be explained thoroughly.

There will also be exhibits of
equipment and examples of the

opportunities available in engin-
eering and science. Among these

are an explanation of the differ-

GEORGEAUTH
Heads Science Day

ence between chemical engineer-

ing and chemistry, and a bill-

board displaying the various

fields of endeavors in the engin-

eering and chemistry.

Panel Discussion Follows
Immediately following the

guided tour, the groups will be
taken to a large classroom for

SEA Will Hold Elections;

O'Donnell One of Nominees

New Summer Jobs

Listing Available
To answer the needs of teach-

ers, college students and pro-

fessors. The Advancement and
Placement Institute announces
publication of their completely

new and expanded 1958 World-

Wide SUMMER PLACEMENT
DIRECTORY.
The new Directory gives de-

Bcriptions of the type of work
available, salary ranges, names
and addresses of employers re-

questing summer employees
which include government posi-

tions, steamship needs, dude
ranches, travel tour agencies

\nd many others.

Copiee may be examined at

any Placement or Deans'

OfBces, Libraries, School Super-

intendents' Offices or may be

ordered from the Institute at

Box 99G, Greenpoint Station,

Brooklyn 22, N. Y. for |2.00 a

copy.

The Villanova Chapter of the

Student Education Association

will hold its second annual elec-

tion of officers tomorrow. Vot-
ing will be limited to members
of S.E.A. and will take place

during the entire day in the m^'
ucation Office, Room 140, Men-
del Hall. Ballots will be distrib-

uted to all holding membership
in the S.E.A.

The nominees for election are

:

John O'Donnell, junior, who has
been nominated for president;

Peter Longworth, sophomore,
and Bob Piccone, freshman, for

vice-president ; John Cronin, jun-
ior, and Peter Longworth for

secretary; and Dennis Dougher-
ty, junior and Bob Piccone for
treasurer.

Dick Dressier, outgoing presi-

dent, is now student teaching

physics at Malvern Preparatory

School in Malvern. Other out-

going officers are Joe Sappone,

vice-president; James Fox, sec-

retary; and John Hughes, treas-

urer.

a question and answer session.

A panel of five members, one

from each branch of the Engin-
eering School and one chemistry

|«{fnajor, will have questions di-

rected to them from the high

school students.

Mr. George H. Auth, head of

the Mechanical Engineering De-
partment, is chairman of the

event running from 10 a.m. to

5 p.m. Villanova's technical so-

cieties are the student groups
sponsoring the event and include

the AIEE-IRE; ASME; ASCE;
AIChE ; American Chemistry So-

ciety and the Radio Club.

. Students Plan Program
^ach of the technical socie-

ties has a representative on the

Engineering-Science Day Com-
mittee which plans the program
and determines the work to be

accomplished. The students are

:

Neil McAllister, AIEE-IRE,
Radio Club, Joe Petony, ASME;
C. Gallagher, ASCE; Vince Sul-

livan and Dick McEntee, AIChE,
and Tony Silvestri, ACS.

Any student interested in vol-

unteering for work on the En-

gineering-Science Day Conunit-

tee should see one of the stu-

dents mentioned above or any

student listed on the Engineer-

ing-Science Day posters.

Leoncavallo's

iPagliacci' is

Presented by 0-C
Opera Classica will open the

second semester with Ruggiero
Leoncavallo's opera "I Pagli-

acci" tomorrow evening at 7:30

in the East Lounge of Dougher-
ty Hall. The chorus and orches-

tra of L'Accademia di Santa Ce-

cilia is conducted by Alberte

Erede.

The opera is in two acts and
lasts approximately one and a
half hours. A free Italian-Eng-

lish libretto vnll be available to

all participants.

Opera Classica is making its

first trip to New York City on

March 8 to see Verdi's "Othello"

at the Metropolitan Opera House.

The prices of the tickets range

from |2 to $5.

Belle Masque, Villanova's
dramatic society, began rehear-
sals last week for its next pro-
duction, "The Taming of the
Shrew," a comedy by William
Shakespeare.

Director Richard A. Dupre'y,

of the English Department,
after scoring a more than mo-
derate success with his stag-
ing of Bernard Shaw's "Saint
Joan" last November, antici-

Philatelist

Paul Terruso

Holds Display
Paul Terruso, senior Mechan-

ical Engineer and philatelist,

has placed his valuable collec-

tion of Papal stamps on display
in the main foyer of the Villa-

nova Library.

The stamps, dating back to

1929 when they were first re-

leased, depict various Popes,

Saints, Basillicas and dogmas of

the Church. Of the total 309
stamps issued by Vatican City

thus far, Paul has accumulated
approximately 240. The first 55
are considered rare and are val-

ued at about 350 dollars.

Terruso started the collection

while still in high school, but
was unable to obtain many of
the stamps pre-dating 1933. The
present status of near-comple-

tion was achieved last year.

In addition to his work as a
philatelist, Paul has been a mem-
ber of the VILLANOVAN staff

for the past four years, serving

this year as the Business Man-
ager, and also has been a con-

sistent contributor to the engin-

eering publication.

NFCCS Regional
Committee Meets
The Human Relations Com-

mittee of the National Federa-
tion of College Students will

hold a regional meeting on Feb.
23 in LaSalle Auditorium.
Mrs. Anna M. McGarry, Su-

pervisor of Community Relations
for the Philadelphia Commission
on Human Relations, will pro-

vide the keynote address.

pates even greater things from
the new production.

The show will be presented

in the field House from March
20 through 23.

Ted Glinka and Paul Floyd,

members Qf Belle Masque's
stage crew, will personally su-

pervise the construction of an
Elizabethan stage for the play.

Birch Will Star
Those who saw "Saint Joan"

will reciail that the stage crew
built a circular stage for it,

so that for the first time in

the history of Belle Masque a
play was staged "in the
round."
Clem Birch, President of

the Senior Class, will essay
the role of Petruchio, in "Ta-
ming of the Shrew." Birch
gets the leading male part
after his superb performance
as the Inquisitor in "Saint
Joan."

Just as was the case with
"Saint Joan," when Claire Si-

gerson played Joan, Villanova
will again turn to Rosemont
College for the female lead.

This time it goes to Linda
Lynch, a sophomore. Miss
Lynch will portray Katherine
tlie shrew.

Others in the cast are ju-
nior Owen Klein, as Hortensio,
Elaine Cake, a secretary at
the University of Pennsylvania
Medical School, as Bianca, se-

nior John Welsh, as Lucentio,
and freshman Tom Flynn, as
Tranio.

George H. Noake
Directs 'Bus Stop
George Heger Noake, current

director of the Turfand Tinsel
Club at Villanova, is also direc-

ting the Philadelphia Civic
Theatre's production "Bus Stop"
staged at the organization's

playhouse, 4441 Main St., Man-
ayunk.

It will be played this weekend
and next on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday evenings beginning
at 8:30

Mr. Noake is a summer stock
veteran, having worked with the

Gateway Playhouse at Somers
Point, N. J.
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Brothers DeniH Luke, left, and David John, former Villa-

nova Commerce and Finance School students, pronounced first

vows as ChriHtian Brothers on Feb. 2 at the Brothers* Ammen-
dale Novitiate, Beltsville, Md. They will study at LaSalle
College. Brother D. Lake (David B. Maher, of Havertown and
EUzabeth, N. J.) and Brother John (John J. McGarvey, Jr., of
Havertown) both graduated from West Philadelphia Catholic
High School in June, 1955 and entered Villanova the following
September.

•
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ROSEMARIE BURKE

One Will Reign As Belle

Of The Ball - Friday Night
These are the five finalists that have been selected

by television personality Roland and his eerie little

friend, Igor, to complete in the final round for this
year's title of Senior Weekend Queen.

The local television twosome judged the ladies by
the pictures and statistics submitted to the co-chair-
men of the contest by their escorts.

The finalists will in turn be chosen in the order
of queen and her four ladies^in-walting at a private
party to be held in their honor in the central lounge of
Dougherty Hall prior to the Belle Air Ball.

Faculty Members €hoo.«ie Queen
A committee of five faculty members will have the

difficult task of making the final selections at this time.

The five lucky ladies who were fortunate to with-
stand the preliminary judging of the two witty inhab-
itants of television's horror chamber are: Rosemarie
Burke, Marianne Fitzgerald, Jane Jewett, Wendy Van-
derwerff and Pat Yablonski.

Rosemarie Burke, an 18-year-old sophomore from
Immaculata College, will be escorted by Lou Raichle,
a social science major who hails from Staten Island.
Rosemarie is a blond, blue-eyed, Philadelphian, 5' 4"

tall a}nd weighs a slight 110 pounds.

Another finalist representing Immaculata College

is pretty 18-year old freshman Marianne Fitzgerald.

The blond, hazel-eyed Marianne will be the date of

John Klein, a commerce and finance marketing major.

Frank Kelly, an electrical engineer, will escort

the lovely Jane Jowett, from Philadelphia. Miss Jowett
is a 17-year old beauty with blue eyes, and is current-

ly president of her senior class at Girls' High in

Philadelphia.
'/ V Rosemont Entry

Rosemont's entry in this year's contest is blond-
haired, blue-eyed Wendy Vaaderwerff, who was sub-
mitted by Arnie Vandervalk, pre-law major from the

commerce and finance school. Wendy, a pert junior, is

a 20-year-old Southerner coming from Danville, Vir-

ginia.

Don Poremsky, electrical engineering, is the lucky
escort of Pat Yablonski, a chic secretary for a plumb-
ing company. She is blonde-haired with green eyes
and resides in Wilmington, Delaware.

JANE JOWETT

MARIANNE FITZQERALD

:y<

•J

'.'K

WENDY VANDERWERFF PAT YAiLONSKI
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Part of the enthusiastic throng attending the first annual Ring Dance sponsored by the

junior class. Interest is focused on the gigantic symbolic ring that arose from thenuid'

die of the field house floor. -^ ^^ .:i:^-

Engineering -

Sponsored By Villanbva

Students On
By BILL McNeill

The Villanova engineering stu-

dents and the Chemistry Club
will sponsor an Engineering-

Science Day on Saturday, Feb.

22, as a fitting climax to Na-
tional Engineering Week. The
purpose of this event is to in-

terest high school students in

engineering and science as car-

eers.

One hundred and twenty high

schools within a 50 mile radius

have been invited, and 1000 stu-

dents are expected to attend.

The students will be taken on a
guided tour through the engin-

eering and chemistry labs where
demonstrations of projects will

be shown. Demonstrations in-

clude concrete testing, test ot

an automobile engine, telemeter-

ing and stress on solids due to

fluid flow. Each demonstration
will be explained thoroughly.

There will also be exhibits of

equipment aind examples of the

opj)ortumties available in engin-

eering and science. Among these

Hie an explanation of the differ-

• •..V .«.<^

s"-^ -^j- s

GEORGE AUTH
Heads Science Day

ence between chemical engineer-

ing and chemistry, and a bill-

board displaying the various

fields of endeavors in the engin-

eering and chemistry.

Panel Discussion Follows
Immediately following the

guided tour, the groups will be

taken to a large classroom for

SEA Will Hold Elections;

O'Donnell One of Nominees

;..•. 'V-

New Summer Jobs

Listing Available
To answer the needs of teach-

ers, college students and pro-

fessors, The Advancement and
Placement Institute announces
publication of their completely

new and expanded 1958 World-

Wide SUMMER PLACEMENT
DIRECTORY. '

The new Directory gives de-

scriptions of the type rf work
available, salary ranges, names
and addresses of employers re-

questing summer employees
which include government posi-

tions, steamship needs, dude
ranches, travel tour agencies

\nd many others.

Copies may be examined at

any Placement or Deans'

Offices, Libraries, School Super-

intendents' Offices or may be

ordered from the Institute at

Box 99G, Greenpoint Station,

Brooklyn 22, N. Y. for $2.00 a

copy.

The Villanova Chapter of the

Student Education Association

will hold its second annual elec-

tion of officers tomorrow. Vot-

ing will be limited to members
of S.E.A. and will take place

during the entire day in the E(J-
ucation Office, Room 140, Men-
del Hall. Ballots will be distrib-

uted to all holding membership
in the S.E.A.

The nominees for election are

:

John O'Donnell, junior, who has
been nominated for president;

Peter Longworth. sophomore,
and Bob Piccone, freshman, for

vice-president; John Cronin, jun-

ior, and Peter Longworth for

secretary; and Dennis Dougher-
ty, junior and Bob Piccone for

treasurer.

Dick Dressier, outgoing presi-

dent, is now student teaching

physics at Malvern Preparatory

School in Malvern. Other out-

going officers are Joe Sappone,

vice-president; James Fox, sec-

retary; and John Hughes, treas-

urer.

a question and answer session.

A panel of five members, one

from each branch of the Engin-

eering School and one chemistry

hiajor, will have questions di-

rected to them from the high

school students.

Mr. George H. Auth, head of

the Mechanical Engineering De-

partment, is chairman of the

event running from 10 a.m. to

5 p.m. Villanova's technical so-

cieties are the student groups

sponsoring the event and include

the AIEE-IRE; ASME; ASCE;
AIChE ; American Chemistry So-

ciety and the Radio Club.

Students Plan Program
ijach of the technical socie-

ties has a representative on the

Engineering-Science Day Com-
mittee which plans the program
and determines the work to be

accomplished. The students are

:

Neil McAllister, AIEE-IRE,
Radio Club, Joe Petony, ASME

;

C. Gallagher, ASCE; Vince Sul-

livan and Dick McEntee, AIChE,
and Tony Silvestri, ACS.

Any student interested in vol-

unteering for work on the En-

gineering-Science Day. Commit-

tee should see one of the stu-

dents mentioned above or any

student listed on the Engineer-

ing-Science Day posters.

Leoncavallo^s

i Pagliacci' is

Presented by 0-C
Opera Classica will open the

second semester with Ruggiero
Leoncavallo's opera "I Pagli-

acci" tomorrow evening at 7:30

in the East Lounge of Dougher-
ty Hall. The chorus and orches-

tra of L'Accademia di Santa Ce-

cilia is conducted by Alberte

Erede. • V
The opera is in two acts and

lasts approximately one and a
half hours. A free Italian-Eng-

Ijeh libretto will be available to

all participants.

Opera Classica is making its

first trip to New York City on

March 8 to see Verdi's "Othello"

at the Metropolitan Opera House.

The prices of the tickets range

from $2 to $5.

Belle Masque Starts Work
On Taming Of The Shrew'

Belle Masque, Villanova's

dramatic society, began rehear-

sals last week for its next pro-

duction, "The Taming of the
Shrew," a comedy by William
Shakespeare.

Director Richard A, Duprey,
of the English Department,
after scoring a more than mo-
derate success with his stag-

ing of Bernard Shaw's "Saint
Joan" last November, antici-

Philatelist

Paul Terruso

Holds Display
Paul Terruso, senior Mechan-

ical Engineer and philatelist,

has placed his valuable collec-

tion of Papal stamps on display
in the main foyer of the Villa-

nova Library.

The stamps, dating back to

1929 when they were first re-

leased, depict various Popes,

Saints, Basillicas and dogmas of

the Church. Of the total 309
stamps issued by Vatican City

thus far, Paul has accumulated

approximately 240. The first 55
are considered rare and are val-

ued at about 350 dollars.

Terruso started the collection

while still in high school, but
was unable to obtain many of
the stamps pre-dating 1933. The
present status of near-comple-

tion was achieved last year.

In addition to his work as a
philatelist, Paul has been a mem-
ber of the VILLANOVAN staff

for the past four years, serving

this year as the Business Man-
ager, and also ha» been a con-

sistent contributor to the engin-

eering publication.

NFCCS Regional
Committee Meets
The Human Relations Com-

mittee of the National Federa-
tion of College Students will

hold a regional meeting on Feb.
23 in LaSalle Auditorium.
Mrs. Anna M, McGarry, Su-

pervisor of Community Relations

for the Philadelphia Commission
on Human Relations, will pro-

vide the keynote address.

pates even greater things from
the new production.

The show will be presented

in the field House from March
20 through 23.

Ted Glinka and Paul Floyd,

members of Belle Masque's
stage crew, will personally su-

pervise the construction of an
Elizabethan stage for the play.

Birch Hill Star

Those who saw "Saint Joan"
will recall that the stage crew
built a circular stage for it,

so that for the first time in

the history of Belle Masque a
play was staged "in the
round."
Clem Birch, President of

the Senior Class, will essay
the role of Petruchio, in "Ta-
ming of the Shrew." Birch
gets the leading male part
after his superb performance
as the Inquisitor in "Saint
Joan."

Just as was the case with
"Saint Joan," when Claire Si-

gerson played Joan, Villanova
will again turn to Rosemont
College for the female lead.

This time it goes to Linda
Lynch, a sophomore. Miss
Lynch will portray Katherine
the shrew.

Others in the cast are ju-

nior Owen Klein, as Hortensio,
Elaine Cake, a secretary at
the University of Pennsylvania
Medical School, as Bianca, se-

nior John Welsh, as Lucentio,
and freshman Tom Flynn, as
Tranio.

George H. Noake
Directs 'Bus Stop
George Heger Noake, current

director of the Turfand Tinsel
Club at Villanova, is also direc-

ting the Philadelphia Civic

Theatre's production "Bus Stop"
staged at the organization's

playhouse, 4441 Main St., Man-
ayunk.

It will be played this weekend
and next on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday evenings beginning

at 8:30
Mr. Noake is a summer stock

veteran, having worked with the

Gateway Playhouse at Somers
Point, N. J.
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BrotherH Denis Luke, left, and David John, former Villa-

nova Commerce and Finance School students, pronounced first

vows as Christian Brothers on Feb. 2 at the Brothers' Ammen-
dale Novitiate, Belts\ille, Md. They will study at I^aSalle

College. Brother D. Luke (David B. Maher. of llavertown and
ElizalM'th, N. J.) and Brother John (John J. Mc(Jar\ey, Jr., of
Havertown) both graduated from West Philadelphia Catholic
High School in June, 1955 and entered Villanova the following
September.

One Reign As Belle

Of The Ball Night
wrf'-'^'^Mv^

I

<.,-.

ROSEMARIE BURKE

•^•^v-.
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JANE JOWETT

These are the five finali.sts that have been selected
by television personality Roland and his eerie little

friend, Igor, to complete in the final round for this
year's title of Senior Weekend Queen.

The local television twosame judged the ladies by
the pictures and statistics submitted to the co-chair-
men pf the contest by their escorts. '

The finalists will in tUm be chosen' in the order
of qijeen and her four ladies-in-wafting at a private
party to be held in their honor in the central lounge of
Dougherty Hall prior to the Belle Air Ball.

Faculty Members Choose Queen
A committee of five faculty members will have the

difficult task of making the final selections at this time.

The five lucky ladies who were fortunate to with-
stand the preliminary judging of the two witty inhab-
itants of television's horror chamber are: Rosemarie
Burke, Marianne Fitzgerald, Jane Jewett, Wendy Van-
derwerff and Pat Yablonski. ; '.

,.

Rosemarie Burke, an 18-year-6ld sophomore from
Immaculata College, will be escorted by Lou Raichle,
a social science major who hails from Staten Island.
Rosemarie is a blond, blue-eyed, Philadelphian, 5' 4"

tall aind weighs a slight 110 pounds.

Another finalist representing Immaculata College

is pretty 18-year old freshman Marianne Fitzgerald.

The blond, hazel-eyed Marianne will be the date of

John Klein, a commerce and finance marketing major.

Frank Kelly, an electrical engineer, will escort

the lovely Jane Jowett, from Philadelphia. Miss Jowett

i.s a 17-year old beauty with blue eyes, and is current-

ly pre.sident of her senior class at Girls' High in

Philadelphia.
Rosemont Entry

Rosemont's entry in this year's contest is blond-
haired, blue-eyed Wendy Vanderwerff, who was sub-

mitted by Arnie Vandervalk, pre-law major from the

commerce and finance school. Wendy, a pert junior, is

a 20-year-oId Southerner coming from Danville, Vir-

ginia. .

','-'
;;;,.

Don Poremsky, electrical engineering, is the lucky
escort of Pat Yablonski, a chic secretary for a plumb-
ing company. She is blonde-haired with green eyes

and resides in Wilmington, Delaware.

WENDY VANDERWERFF

.. ^:fmMl
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MARIANNE FITZGERALD

::WAi«S?

PAT YABLONSKI
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VillanOYG Meets Hawks Tonight [ Delany Leads Track Team
Y c 11 r^ 17YTO • tity Senes Double Bill at Pale

Laballe DropsVU bwimmerS a SeO-out; Temple Faces Expl

rmgrn^

From Ranks Of Undefeated
Vilianova's swimming team

caught LaSalle in a vengeful
mood on Saturday afternoon,

and the visiting Exporers
promtply dumped the Wildcats

from the ranks of the unde-
feated with 'a 49-37 victory at

the Field House pool before a
near-capacity crowd.
West Chester had broken

LaSalle's 39-meet victory

skein a week before Saturday's
meet.

The win for LaSalle came
after Villanova had won four
and tied two. For a little

while it looked like the 'Cats

might maintain their unbeaten
status.

In fact, entering the final

event, the 400 freestyle relay,

they still had a chance to win.

LaSalle led by a 42-37 margin
at the time, and a triumph
would have meant seven points

and the meet.

Lose Final Relay

But Lou Schoener was un-
able to build up any kind of

lead on the Explorer's weak-
man in the relay, John Brolly,

in the lead-off position, and
after that Joe Lavin, Frank
Kohler and Jim Sheehan suc-

cessively widened the gap
against Lou Pinto, Bob Pinto
and Joe Mason.
The failure of Schoener to

match his earlier performances
hurt very much. He appeared
to be giving Villanova one-

two in the 100 freestyle by
taking second behind Mason,
but he tired and Kohler over-

took him by an arm's length.

Mason looked very good in

winning the 100 easily in 55.3

and taking a second behind
Sheehan in the 50 freestyle.

Another good performance
was turned in by Steve Car-
tin, lithe sophomore, who scor-

ed a niinor upset by winning
the diving. He edged LaSalle's

Mitch Sukalski, 67.4 to 66.22.

Sheehan Breaks Mark
The only other individual

winner for the Wildcats was
Larry Palacio, who took the

200 orthodox broakstroke in

2:42.0. Palacio also came in

second to LaSalle's Sheehan
in the 200 butterfly. Sheehan
broke the Villanova pool re

cord, knocking a full five se-

conds off the 2:29.6 set by
another LaSalle swimmer,
George Haggerty, in 1954.

The only other Villanova

win came in the day's opening
event, the 400 yard medley re-

l«iy. Frank Keefe opened up a
15-foot lead to start things off.

Then Jim Gregory, Palacio and
Bob Pinto stretched it to more
than the length of the pool.

Besides Sheehan, LaSalle

had another double winner in

Lavin, who took both the 220

and 440 freestyle. But the

man who was probaUy the big-

gest thorn in Vilianova's side

was Pete Walheim.
Walheim took seeond in the

220 freestyle, overcoming Wynn
Wilso, who led him a good part

of the way, then won the 200

backstroke and returned imme-
diately to take second in the 440

freestyle, again catching a
Villanova man, Bruce McCreedy,

nmr the end.

'Cat Frosh

Five Triumph
Over LaSalle
The freshman basketball

team increased its winning
streak to eight victories over

two City-Series rivals last week
as the squad returned to action

after the semester break.

A highly-rated St. Joseph's

club fell at its own court, 88-55,

and LaSalle became the Wild-
Kittens' eight victim, 74-61, be-

fore a large audience at the
Field House.
Coach Al Severance's hustlers

continued to play fashly, faat-

break basketball while beating
teams which had great height
advantages.

15 Point Streak

The St. Joseph's game was
close for most of the first half,

but as the period closed Tom
Samuelewicz and Bqb Liberatore
began to control the backboards,
and the Main Liners ran off a
string of 15 points to leave the
Hawklets in their wake.
Jimmy Huggard, continuing

his sparkling play, led the scor-

ing with 23 points. The 5-8

playmaker, and independent lea-

gue standout for the past few
years before enrolling at Villa-

nova, teamed with Jim Kenny,
former star at North Catholic,

in working the fire-house type
offense which has been the hit

of the campus.
Liberatore, a great scorer in

his high school days at Bristol

(Pa.), finished second in scor-

ing with 17 points. Kenny and
Dick Kaminski (St. Aloysius,

Jersey City, N.J.) each hit for

13.

Kaminski Leads Way
It was Kaminski who lead the

way in the LaSalle game. The
stockily-built 6-2 forward, show-
ed good driving ability in post-

ing 19 points.

Kaminski, whose high school

team won the New Jersey Class
B Parochial championship in

1956 when he was a junior,

played his beat ball of the year.

He had a litte trouble in the

early games keeping pace with
the fast-break antics of

Huggard and Kenny, but he
has gradually caught the tempo.

Ten of Kaminski's points
came in succession halfway
through the second half, as he
personally thwarted a slight

LaSalle bid to overcome a Vil-

lanova lead which at one point

reached 22 points.

Four In Double Figures

As has been the case in most
of the freshman games, four
players hit double figures. Aside
from Kaminski, the others
were Huggard (18), Liberatore

(16), and Kenny (12).

Mel Herdelein, who scored 23
points for the LaSalle Frosh in

a losing effort against the Wild-
kittens earlier in the year, in-

creased his scoring production

to 33. He gave the winners
quite a bit of trouble off the

boards, making good use of his

6-4 height

Joe Ryan comes hurdling past Seton HaH's Tom
Cross, k)ft, Paul Sczech and Phil Samuels, with a drag
lay-up to score two of his 28 points against the Pirates.

Wildcats Top Seton Hall

As Brennan, Ryan Star;

Raveling Surprise Ace
Tom Brennan and Joe Ryan

have been the outstanding mem-
bers of Vilianova's basketball

unit thus far this year, and
when both get hot on the same
night, it's something to watch.
That was the story last Wed-

nesday night, as the Wildcats
downed a sub-par Seton Hall
quintet, 72-64, with a ten-point

rally late in the second half of

a dull contest.

Al Severance's Main Liners
looked like they would com-
pletely humiliate the visiting times from the free-throw line,

Pirates in the first half, hold- paced the attack with 17 points,

ing them to nine points in the Kelly, continuing a hot streak

first ten minutes, while build- 1 that has made him one of Sev-

ing up a 16-point edge. How- erance's stalwarts, was right

ever, early in the second frame, on Tom's heels with 16.

the New Jerseyites found their

shooting eye.

Scott Comes In
C:k>ach Honey Ruasell's unit

hit nine of its first 11 shots in, playing a sparkling floor game,
that segment to jump to a five

point lead, but at that point.

Severance inserted 6' 8" soph
John Scott into the fray, and
the tide changed.

Scott played seven minutes
and averaged a point and re-

bound a minute, to leave Vil-

lanova with a ten point bulge
when he returned to his seat.

Brennan and Ryan were the
mainstays of the Main Line at-

tack, however. Team captain
Brennan, one of the ateadiest

players in Philadelphia, bucket-
ed 17 points and pulled down
16 rebounds. Ryan was top

scorer for the victors, with 22

tallies, and handed off six as-

sists.

Unheralded soph George

Palestra

lorers

b Second Game of City Spectacular
Tonight's the night—an all City Series doubleheader—is on

tap at the Palestra before a sell-out crowd, making one of the
biggest basketball attractions in these parts in quite a while.

But that's not the most attractive feature of this evening's
court endeavors in the eyes of Al Severance's Main Line quintet
and its student ,following.

Tonight—at 7:30 p.m., east-

em standard time—Villanova
faces its arch-emeny, the Hawks
of St. Joseph's

If things go as they should,
this could be the night Villa-

novans have been waiting for
since the fourth game of the
1955-56 court season. Because,
on the basis of past perform-
ances and the individual talent
available to opposing coaches
Al Severance and Jack Ramsay,
Villanova should take the City
Line unit tonight.

Eliminate St Joe's

A Wildcat victory would vir-

tually eliminate St. Joe's slim
chances in this third CHty Ser-
ies competition, while evening
Villfmova's record at 1-1. It

would also offer some measure
of revenge for two defeats at
the hands of the hustling
Hawks since the initiation of
the all-Philadelphia series.

Back in those days, however,
St. Joe's was one of the power-
houses in the East, while Vil-

lanova was in the process of
rebuilding. Now, things are a
little more even, and the Main
Liners have the upper hand.

Loses Regulars

The city five lost its entire

starting five via graduation
last Spring, and it will be a
yoimg bunch of Hawks which
face Tom Brennan et al. tonight.

And one of those youngsters
will be the man Vilianova's
crack defense will have to stop
if the Wildcats are to have an
easy time with their foes.

Sharp-shooting Bob McNeill
has been a soph sensation for
Ramsay's off-and-on quintet,

and posisesses the second high-
est point-per-game average
among the Philadelphia courts-
ters.

McNeill uses a long jump
shot for his scoring efforts, and
is one of the leading contenders
for "soph of the year" in a
contest filled with aspirants,
among them Vilianova's John .

Scott.

Depend On Soph

Ramsay will be depending
on another soph to battle Bren-
nan and Jack Kelly for re-

bounds. He's 6' 9" Bob Clarke,
who so far has not come up to

expectations.

Joe Spratt, Jim Gallo. Al
Cooke and John Hoffacker will

also see action for the Hawks.
Temple will meet LaSalle in

the second game of the double-
header. The Explorers will have
to win to keep alive their hopes
of taking city honors.

Oppose Bonnies

On Saturday night, the Wild-
cats face the Bonnies of St.

Bonaventure in the second game
at the Palestra. The upstate
New Yorkers have the same
team back that finished third in
the National Invitation Tourna-
ment last March with the ex-
ception of Brendan McCann
now with the New York Nicker-
bockers. —JACK CURTIN

To Garden For NYAC Meet

Raveling also came in for his

share of the limelight. Playing

the longest period of his var-

sity career (he was the first

Wildcat substitution), Raveling
scored ten points, pulled down
nine rebounds and had two as-

sists.

Ten days earlier, the Wild-

cats breezed by a scrappy Du-
quesne unit in the Palestra, 69-

58, as their senior members
starred.

Tom Brennan, scoring 11

Bill Brennan, putting on a
spurt in the closing moments,
tallied 14 points, and was the

Main Liners' defensive ace,

Despite stellars performances
by Seniors Jack Kelly and Tom
Brennan, the Villanova court-

men dropped their sixth gMue
of the season at the hands of

Scranton UiUversi^, 79-7S,

Monday night.

Kelly scored 19 points while

Brennan put In 15 and pulled

down 20 rebounds In tiie losing

effort.

Villanova led from llie floor

by seven field goals but they
were outstripped of the free
throw line as Scranton sank 29
of S9 free tosses. The 'Cats
pUty again tonight when they
meet St. Joseph's College in

their second City Series encoun-

ter in the Palestra.

Look Out! It might be a fallen Sputnik! Tom Bren-
nan seems only slif^tly more anxious than the Mt. Saint
Mary's players to touch the ball.

Grid Card Lists 5AtHome;
West Chester,ArmyReturn

By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
Vilianova's football schedule,

vacillating between the big-time
and the not-so-big in recent
years, seems to combine the
two in its 1958 version, belated-
ly announced by Athletic Direc-
tor Frank Reagan last week.

But in general the schedule re-

flects two policies of the Ath-
letic Department—one voiced

publicly amd the other im-
plicit in the nine-game card.

As Reagan had predicted when
he took over the reins from
Ambrose (Bud) Dudley last

year, the schedule shows that

Villanova is out to return foot-

ball to the campus.
Five gam^ are listed for

Goodreau Staddum for 1958, and
the same number will be play-

ed in 1959 and 1960.

Top Teams Gone
But what Reagan and other

high officials have never said,

is that the days of competing
against the top powers in the

country are finished. That isj-margin in the series, but most
precisely what has happened.

Names such as 'Baylor, Texas
A. & M., Mississippi, and
Georgia, all of which have ap-

peared on Wildcat schedules in

recent years, are no longer on

the card.

By the same token, there

does not appear to be a move-

ment toward de-emphasization.

What has occurred could more
accurately be called a re-eval-

uation.

For the past several years,

Villanova has had indifferent

success against schools which

give out many more scholar-

ships than Villanova does. Ap-
parently the Athletic Depart-

ment has decided to play only

those schools which have a like-

attitude toward football.

West Chester On Card

Probably the biggest surprise

on the schedule is the game
with West Chester State

Teachers College. At first

glance, it would appear that the

Teachers are a miss-match. But

they have consistently been

near the top of the small-col-

lege competition in the East-

em area.

Under their astute coach,

Glenn Killinger, the Teachers

were unbeaten a year ago.

Their followers have long main-
tained that they can play the
bigger schools on an equal
basis.

Strange as it may seem, the
Wildcats will be attempting to

even up the series with West
Chester when the teams meet
in September. Three games
have been plaiyed between the

schools in the past, the last

coming in 1933. West Chester
has won two of them.

It is expected that the West
Chester-Villanova rivalry will

blossom into a wonderful gate
attraction. The Teachers have
a very large group of fans,

particularly in the Chester and
Delaware County areas.

Hudson River Excursion
Army, a fixture on the Vil-

lanova cards during the post-

war era, makes a welcome re-

turn. The Wildcats travel to

West Point on Nov. 15. The
Cadets have a whopping 14-2

of the victories came during

war-time conditions—hordes of

athletes at West Point, and a

bunch of 4-Fers at Villanova.

There is already talk on

campus of making a huge stu-

dent trip—similar to the Boston

treks of recent years—to West
Point next year. The proximity

of the Hudson River campus to

Villanova would enable more
students to attend the game.

Aside from West Chester and
Army, two traditional rivals

are on the schedule. Detroit,

which has not traveled East
since the days when the Wild-

cats played in the then Shibe

Park, will come to the Main
Line on Oct. 11. The series

stands at 14-8-2, with Villanova

on top.

Boston College, which holds

an 11-9 edge over the Wildcats,

will play host again on Oct 4,

as it has for the past few
years.

The complete schedule:

Sept. 20, West Chester, at Vil-

lanova; 27 OPEN; Oct. 4, Bos-
ton College, away, 11 Detroit,

at Villanova; 18, Wake Forest,

at Villanova; 26 Richmond, at

Jumbo Jim Elliott's track and
field whizzes head for Madison
Square Garden and the New
York Athletic Club's indoor meet
on Saturday night with outstand-
ing performances to show for

the year's first four board ex-

travaganzas.

Elliott's tiara of superstars
and steady dependables does not
contain quite so many sparklers

as a year ago, but those that

remain are glistening more
brightly than ever.

Leading the way is Ron De-
lany, who won his 19th con-
secutive indoor mile by taking
the Wanamaker Mile in last

Saturday's Millrose Games in

the season's best time, 4:04.6,

just one second off the indoor
record held by Gunnar Nielson.

New Mark Soon?
Observers are looking for De-

lany to break Nielson's mark
any time now. It might come in

the N.Y.A.C. meet on Saturday.
The competition necessary for

Ronnie to do the trick is stead-
ily improving.

Delany's times for the year's

first three meets were: Boston
K of C—4 :05.7 ; Inquirer—4 :08.1

(New meet. Convention Hall and
MAAAU indoor record. Old one
held by former Wildcat Fred
Dwyer, 4:09.7, in 1953); Boston
A.A.—4:05.3

Phil Returns

Phil Reavis, pint-sized high
jumper, stayed out of the first

two meets because of a pulled

groin muscle. When he returned

he started slowly, tying at six

feet, seven and three-quarters

inches in Boston, and tying

again at six eight in the Mill-

rose Games.

Phil can be expected to jump
higher as he gradually rounds
into better shape after the in-

jury. His jumping buddy, CJhar-

lie Stead, has concentrated on
running with the mile relay

team thus far.

The relay team, George Syd-
nor, Stead, Vic DiMaio and Ed
Collymore, have won only once,

in the Inquirer meet (retiring a
trophy). At Millrose, Manhat-
ten won out in the very good
time of3:18.6. Collymore is the

only man returning from last

year's first-string squad.

Collymore, looking in tremen-

dous shape, has not won in the

short indoor sprints series, but
he did tie the world's record
for the 60, 6.1, in one of the
semi-finals at Millrose. He
shares the record with 23
others.

The long-gaited junior is

more at home in the longer

dashes—100, 220—and even the

quarter mile. He seems ready
to take on anyone at those dis-

tances. When outdoor season

comes around, he'll be tough to

beat.

Godesky Victory

Bob Godesky, only a sopho-

more, won the 1000 handicap
at Millrose in 2:14.4. He ran
with a 15-yard handicap.

The freshman group has
looked quite good. Trm Mac-
Namara won the Inquirer 1000
Novice run. The Frosh mile re-

lay team won in Philadelphia

Phila. Alumni

Honors Track

Team Thurs.
Tomorrow night (Thursday)

the Villanova Club of PhUadel-
phia will honor the school's

track team with a dinner at the

Penn Sherwood Hotel. The af-

fair will start at 7:30 p.m.

This is the third consecutive

year that the local Alumni or-

ganization has seen fit to pay
homage to the Wildcat thinclads.

The dinner will honor, not
only the 1958 track team, but
also the members of last year's

team, which won the champion-
ship of the NCAA outdoor, IC4A
indoor and outdoor, and AAU
indoor meets.

Jumbo Jim Elliott, track
coach, 1957 Alumni Loyalty
Award winner, and United
States Track Coach of the Year,
is also due for his share of the
honors.

The principal speaker will be
the Honorable James C. Healey,

member of the House of Repre-
sentatives from New York.
Congressman Healey is a Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania gradu-
ate and a former world record
holder as a runner.

Besides the members of the
Philadelphia Alumni Club, many
persons prominent in track or
at least interested in it will at-

tend the dinner.

IC4A TICKETS

NOW ON SALE
Tickets for the IC4A Indoor

Track Championships at Madi-
son Square Garden In New
York on Saturday night, March
1, are now on sale in the tick-

et office In Field House.
Vilianova's track team won

the title .a year ago en route
to an unprecedented sweep of
most of the United States
ti«ck laurels. More than 800
students took pari in a trip

sponsored by the Spirit Com-
mittee to the Garden to view
the victory.

It is expected that at le^t
that number will accompany
the 1958 version of the Wild-
cats to New York to root them
on In their defense of the
crown.

"Start today. Widen your
world. Wake up to the times
. . . The New York Timet—

.

colorful, clear, eomplete.^'^

For delivery phone Joe
Cosodonte. LA 5-9033.

Ron Delany was named
"Sportsman of the Year" for

the Philadelphia area by the
Motorboat and Sportsmen's
Club. He received a plaque from
the organization at a ceremony
in Philadelphia's City Hall on
Monday.

FOR RING DANCE

PICTURES

SEE AL STOUGHTON

VILLANOVAN OFFICE

TONY BKNNITT—CXCLUSIVK COLUMBIA RBeORDINO ARTiaT

T\meUpVWthTony
Get your exclusive TONY BENNETT
autographed edition of hits. This remarkable

record features songs like "Rags to

Riches," "Cold. Cold Heart," "Come Next

Spring," "Because of You". .. six big

hits in total! And it's all yours for only

25^ ($1.29 value). Just pick up the coupon

6a^fc7a

Villanova; Nov. 1, Wichita,

away; 8, DaytoSi;v away, 15, in 3:33.1. Running were Joe

Army, away; 22, Quikntico Mar- i Mannion, Jim McGrath, Georgr

8, at Villanova. / I Rogers and Nick DiAngelis.
[

at the store where you buy Coca-Cola.
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

comtOMT !••• TMC e«e«-eoLi> oonmn*.

BofH«d und«r authority of Th« Coco-Cola Compony by

THi PHILADfLPHIA COCA COLA IOTTLIN9 CO.

* '" T
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New Proposals Presented
By FAT NICHOLSON'

;^,:x V, It is my sincre belief that the first semester of the 1957-1958

session of the Student Council has been a fruitful one. We have

established a system which with the cooperation of each and
every member of the Council should prove successful. Now we
must majke every effort to bear some of the fruits of the new
system and our earlier efforts.

Therefore I am making the following recommendations to

the Student Council. I sincerely believe that each recommenda-
tion is in the best interests of Villanova University and its student

body. Whether or not such programs and recommendations

are successfully undertaken or whether they are undertaken at

all. will depend on the work and cooperation of the Student
' Council, the student body which it represents, the Faculty, and the

Administrasti»n of Villanova University,, ,.;',^''. .

I recommed that: ... •• , ••^..-%' .i^-::V .•:v\,^;Vvv-.

1. An Area Club program be established for the undergraduate

students at Villanova.

2. The Student Council and/or the Administration publish a

Student Register listing the campus and home a.d4r^<3 of

.every member of the student body. ..../«

3. The Student Council sponsor a one day leadership school for

. ;the purpose of better familiarizing potential and present

; student leaders with the goals, advantages, and problems of

student government.
' 4. The Student Council recommend to the Administration that

an active Honorary BYaternity open to students exceling in

both marks and extra-curricular activities be established at

-Villanova.'.;:/' :<'" S^'?^.- .\r'.:''-r'<:

5. Villanova University becorme atti active member of the United

States National Student Association.

6. A new financial program permitting greater student respon-

sibility be set up within the Student Council.

^ 7. The Student Council review past laws, enactments, or recom-

:
'

; mendations in order to see to it that all those that were
approved are in effect or are put in effect as soon as possible.

8. The Student Council recommend to the Administration that

every year a home football game be designated "Parents' Day."

9. Class Steering Committees be granted a greater measure of

control over the use of class treasuries.

10. The Villanova Letterman's Club be organized on both the

student and the alunmi level.

11. The Student Activities Committee of the Student Council be

given permission to publish a Student Activities Handbook
and to establish a Freshman Interview Program.

12. The Student Council submit a workable program to the Admin-
istration which will provide for an increase in the availability

- 'of the athletic facilities of the field house to the student body.
.') 13. The Student Council in cooperation with the Administraton

initiate an intense "clean up" drive in Dougherty Hall.

The Student Council recommend to the Administration that

Villanova increase the number of minor sports in which we
complete on an intercollegiate level.

The Student Council encourage and assist student organiza«-

tions in presenting lectures and programs of an educational

nature which will be of benefit to the general student body.

16. The Student Council recommend to the Administration and to

the Director of Athletics that a Student-Alumni Ticket Com-
mittee be established to assist in the sale of season football

tickets and to encourage the increased support of alumni,

parents, and friends of Villanova.

17. The Student Council recommend to the Administration that

definite requirements for cheerleading awards be established

and that the outstanding members of the Spirit Committee

also receive similar awards.

18. The Student Council recammend to the Administration that

the Student body be represented on the Atnhletic Advisory

Board.

19. The Student Council recommend to the Administration that

every possible effort be made by both the Administration and

the Student Council to bring about the establishment of a

council of the Knights of Columbus at Villanova.

20. The Student Council make every effort to assist the National

Federation of Catholic College Student Commission in bring-

ing about a large increase in its activities at Villanova.

21. The Student Council recommend to the Administration that

due recognition for outstanding scholastic achievement be

given at graduation.

22. The Outstanding Senior Athlete Award presented each spring

, to Villanova's most outstanding senior athlete as decided by
''/; the,vote of the student body be named by the Student Council

as the "Father Edward McKee Award" in tribute to the many
years of untiring effort and devoting that Father McKee has

given to Villanova University.

23. Tlie Student Council recommed to the Administration that

every effort be made to allow Juniors and Seniors to register

in the sections of their required courses that would best

enable them to register for their most desired electives.

24. The Student Council recammend to the Administration that

Classroom Annex be converted into a Recreation Hall at the

end of this semester if the completion of the new Commerce
and Finance building will provide sufficient classroom space.

For the most part the above recommendations aire simply

outlines of the proposals which will be presented to the Student

Council and then, if passed, to the Administration. The Student

Council needs the help and cooperation of each and every member
of the student body. If this is received, I am certain that a great

deal will be accomplished.

14.

15.

HILL'S CLOTHES OF 5130 MARKET ST,

PHILE.—HAS PURCHASED THE ENTIRE
STOCK OF ONE OF AMERICA'S LARGEST
AND FINEST MAKERS OF

QUALITY IVY CLOTHES!

THIS MANUFACTURER HAS

lOST HIS LEASE!
ThisTremendous Stock

YOU SAVE UP TO 60%
JUST LOOK AT THESE PRICES!

$55 IVY SUITS • •» ¥.*;.• ••.#

$65 IVY SUITS • • • .•"''• • • •

$32

$37

$35 IVY SPORT COATS $19

$42 IVY SPORT COATS $21

$55 IVY TOPCOATS $28

$75 IVY SUITS • • • t « • $41

$45 IVY SPORT COATS $24

$16.50 IVY Wool

SLACKS $8JiO

$19.50 IVY SLACKS $10.70

$25.00 IVY SLACKS $13.70

$5J)0 Oxford Button

Down SHIRTS $3.70

$35.00 Hooded All Wool

"LODEN COAT" $17J0

j,;¥„.„
tM-'J

''k•'^'.•'.\•y.vy.'y.•y/•

mM^

HILL
CLOTHES

7'fl'!fFIK<^'7f!'!'i'.<^<''M<-wy.\-7!f!/K^fWR^f^^

5130 MARKET STREET
(Phone GRanite 2<6370)

OPEN MON.—WED.
FRI. & SAT. 'TIL 9 P.M.

Seniors Apply For Cars Today
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Ludmerer, Junior President,

Gives Up Powers To Veep
Vic Ludmerer, president of

the Class of '59, announced at

a recent Steering Committee
meeting that, after appointing

chairmen for coming events, he
had delegated presidential au-
thority to Vice President Matt
Brennan.
Brennan is to assume all re-

sponsibilities for arrangements
pertaining to these events until

such time as Ludmerer feels able

to resume his duties as class

president.

This is the first time that a
class president has delegated

complete authority to his vice

president.

Academic Pressure
Ludmerer stated that academ-

ic pressure was the reason for

thia unusual move. "The pres-

sure of my presidency during

the previous semester has re-

sulted in severe academic repri-

mands.
"I feel that this move at the

present time is a healthy one
for the class because now more
time can be devoted to Junior

Week preparation by those who
are better able to devote the

necessary time," Ludmerer con-

tinued.

Brennan Assumes Power
Brennan now assumes the

power to make all necessary de-

cisions for the successful pur-
sual of class interests as well as
the power to call Steering Com-
mittee meetings when he deems
necessary.

University Offers Drama
Program In Grad School

Villanova University will ini-

tiate a full-time graduate pro-

gram in theater, leading to a
Master of Arts degree, this

summer, under the direction of

Richard A. Duprey, of the Eng-
lish Department.

The program, which will run
throughout the entire year, will

make Villanova one of approx-

Job Interview

Season Open
For Seniors
Interview season for the

seniors, which opened with a
two-hour Career Conference in

the auditorium of Vasey Hall last

Thursday, will continue through
April 30.

Between 400 and 500 seniors

attended the Career Conference.

They heard speeches and a panel

discussion on "The Interview."

George J. Chorba, Assistant

Professor of Accounting at Villa-

nova, was chairman of the dis-

cussion. The panelists were Gleh-

don L. Andrews, Division Super-

intendent of ProQtpr and Gamble
Co.; Michael A. Mooney, sales

representative of Allds-Qialmers

Manufacturing Co. ; and William

J. Diamond, tax manager, Arthur
Andersen & Company.

Interviews In Dougherly
Placement Director John A.

Moritz has announced that all

interviews will take place in the

athlete's traindng-table room on
the second floor of Dougherty
Hall, across from the radio sta-

tion.

Seniors must sign time sched-

ules at the Placement Office, 114
Mendel Hall, one week before

each firm has scheduled its inter-

(Cpntlnued on Page 10)

InLately six Catholic colleges

and universities offering a Mas-
ter's degree in drama.
Temple is the only other

school in the area which offers

such a program.

Fifteen Courses
The graduate plan offers 15

courses, specializing in direc-

tion, stage design and special

programs such as play-writing.

RICHARD A. DUPRfY
Dnuna ArtsiHesd

acting and theater history.

Duprey revealed that the pro-

gram would begin this June,

and be available to both lay and
religious students.

He said 'that the division

would eventually utilize two
full time fax:ulty members and
part-time instructors warranted
by the enrollment. At this mom-
ent, Duprey is the only faculty

member connected with the pro-
gram.

Unique Feature
Duprey also pointed out that

the school would have one uni-
(Continued on Page 7)

Bloodmoblle
Visits Campus
On March 4,

5

The Bloodmobile is coming to

the Villanova campus on March
4 and 6.

This yea!" the drive is under
the direction of the Spirit Com-
mittee Chairman Leo Rogers.

Students may make arrange-
ments to donate a pint of blood
tomorrow and Friday, the 20tli

and 21st of February in Doug*
herty Hall. The director of the

Wayne Red Cross, Mrs. E. Smith,
has promised that a number of

pretty young girls will be on
hand to sign up donors.

Students under 21 years of

age must have written permis-
sion from their parents. The
Red Cross will send permission
slips home to parents, and stu-

dents are requested to remind
their parents to return this

slip signed imimediately.

V.U. Is Top Donor
Villanova, until last year, was

one of the top donors to the

Wayne Cross Bloodmobile. In

past years Villanova has given

from 350 to 400 pints of blood.

Last year, however, Villanovans

donated a disappointing 107
pints.

Rogers announced that this

year the quota is 500 pints of
blood. He explained that this is

an entirely reasonable quota,

since it is only 17% of the total

undergraduate enrollment.

If Villanova has a good show-
ing, all Villanova students and
their families are guaranteed
free blood whenever they shall

need it in the future, wherever
they shall need it.

K'dadquarters at Aumni Gym
The Bloodmobile will set up

quarters in Alumni Gym on Wed-
nesday and Thursday, March 4th

and 5th. Blood donors will be

given doughnuts, juice, milk, etc.

after donating. *

Rogers stressed that all per-

sons connected with Villanova
and who are in good health,

priests, lay teachers and stu-

dents, are urged to sign up on
Thursday and Friday. Rogers
added that "although you may
think the Red Cross dosen't need
your blood, the sick and injured

do, so let's all sign up and make
one concerted Villanova effort

to g6 over the top this year."

More information concerning

the Bloodmobile drive will be

published on the bulletin boards
and in next week's issue of the

VILLANOVAN.

Fat Nicfiolson, chainnan of the student oonncil, and Jerry
DeGroft, a member of the student congress, smile happily up3n
receiving tiie news that the Senior car program which they pro-
posed and worlced upon hut semester was accepted by the Uni-
versity administnOioii.

T-

Administration OK's Car
Plan; Register Next Week

By ED KARRER
N«wi Editor

Application for registration of automobiles by
senior resident students will be held today, tomorrow
and Friday in the Student Council office from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m., it has been announced by the Rev.
Joseph Kemme, O.S.A., Vice-President of Student Af-
fairs, and the Student-Administration Conunittee.

Frosh Elect

TwoMembers
To SC Todpv

ASHES DISTRIBUTED
Ashes wiU be distributed

today at 4 p.m. in tlie clMpel
and Ods evening after chapel
exercises, Bkv. Norbert
Whitiez,;. O. S. A., Univefiity
Chapfaun has announeed.

More than one thousand fresh-

•men are expected to go to the

polls today in their first college

election to decide two seats in

the Student Congress.

The polls opened at 10:30
a.m. and will close at 3:30 p.m.
Thirteen freshmen—seven res-

idents and six day hops,—^are

isted on the ballot. They re-

ceived final approval last Wed-
nesday from the Rev. Dante L.
Girolami, O.S.A., Dean of Stu-
dent Activities.

''' •,'. ',.'
'.

'',

.

Nominees Ueited
Those nominated are:

Residents: Frank Dunn, John
Fitzgerald, Ralph Asooli, Lewis
Paperd, David Doyle, Nicholas
Cassetta and Josephe Ciccone.

Day-hops : Thomas Chambers,
Louis Retacco, Joseph Shaw,
James Lynch, Charles Borcky
and Edward McCarthy.
Dunn, Casella, Ciccone, Cham-

bers, Retacco, and McCarthy are
members of the Arts school.

Fitzgerald, Paperd, Doyle, Shaw,
Lynch, and Borcky, are C and
F students. Ascoli is the lone
engineer.

The 13 were approved by the
administration last week after
their names had been submitted
by Paul Laughlin, chainnan of
the elections conunittee of the
Student Council.

Spirited Campaign
The election campaign has

been brief, but highly ^>irited.

Various charges and claims have
been circulating among the
freshmen .the last three days.

On the results of the election,*

many students are expected to

make plans for the general elec-

tions in May.

Today's application date was
disclosed at a meeting of the
Student-Administration Commit-
tee last Thursday following the

administration's approval of a
program submitted through the
Student Council whereby senior
resident students in good stand-
ing with the university in aca-
demic average, disciplinary sta-
tus and chapel attendance will
"be permitted the ownership and
operation of automobiles.
Those seniors applying for

auto permits, if they are approv-
ed by the administration, will
then return for registration ten-
tatively at the same hours next
Wednesday, Thursday or Friday
at which .time they will register
for an ownership permit and an
operator's permit.

Program Is Experimental
Acceptance of the car pro-

gram by the university admin-
istration on an EXPERIMEN-
TAL basis was revealed last
Thursday night at a meeting oi
the Student Congress by Pat
Nicholson, chairman of the Stu-
dent Council.

The plan will be operated on
this experimental basis for the
remainder of the 1957-58 school
year. It will then be re-evalua-
ted in May by the administration
at which time its future will be
decided.

Rules of Program
Rules governing elegibility

and regulation of senior cars are
ias follows:

1 Only resident seniors in good
standing will be eligible for
this privilege.

A. A 2.00 cumulative aver-
age with no failures^the
previous semester inr

eluding attendance.
B. Satisfactory chapel rec-

ord.

C. Maintainance of a good
diciplinary record.

2.. Written permission from par-
ent or guardian.

3. Written permission from
property owner giving per-
mission to park the car on
•liis property, as parking on

i

/i;-.::'ie'^- •A *•-
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A Matter Of Pride

We suppose that every college newspaper
editor, when stuck for an editorial, pulls out tnat
old bromide, college spirit, and pounds out a few
hundred words of deathless — but repetitive —
prose. Maybe that's the case this week, but we
think we have something to say.

There's' been a lot of discussion about Villar

nova's' spirit lately, and the major question seems
to be—^w'hat exactly is the story regarding student
enthusiasm at the university? How can the same
student body that almost tears the roof off the
Palestra during a basketball game show up only
75-men strong for a Field House rally?

Well, we think we might have the answer —
or at least part of it. -}' -

' It all lies in the conception of spirit. To us,

spirit is more than cheering the university's ath-
letic teams. It is something much deeper than
that, involving all facets of collegiate life. It takes
in not only athletics, but also academics, extra-
curriculars, spiritual life and all the other varied
patrts that go to make up the Villanova whole.

So, we're a little afraid-^raid tihat we at
Villanova have missed the boat somewhat; that
our spirit is a false one.

It's easy enough to cheer and applaud during
an athletic contest, to try to outdo a rival group
across the floor, or to impress those around you.
The trouble is, we suspect that Villanova's spirit
is just that, a competitive thing, rather than a
manifestation of a mudi deeper, inner feeling.

We're not going to try and fix the blame any-
place, because we feel that everyone is a little at
fault, from the Administration and faculty right
down to the students, coaches and athletes. All five
groups must necessarily be concerned if univer-
sity spirit is ever to extend beneath the surface
level.

Because that's what Villanova spirit is — a
surface thing. And that's not enough.

Spirit is dependent on many things: tradition,
co-operation, mutual respect and admiration, to
name a few. But, most of \ we think that it is a
matter of pride.

Until such time as everyone connected with
the university can feel justifiably proud to belong
to the Villanova family, can firmly believe that
everything possible is being done to solve the
problems of the university in the manner most
satisfactory to all concerned, there can be no real
spirit.

If the day is to come when this real spirit will
prevail on the campus, everyone of us must
assume part of the responsibility. It's going to
mean a lot of work and sacrifice, but that doesn't
really matter.

It's something worth working for.

LENT; Your Decision
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We're not going to say too much
about Lent beginning todav, because,
as Catholic students, all oi us should
have a clear idea of the responsibili-

ties and advantages of this holy sea-
son by this time.

The thing we'd like to point out,
though, is that, attending a Catholic
university, we have every opportunity
to make the six week period between
Ash Wednesday and Easter the time
of spiritual and mental "house-clean-
iny" that it should be. Mass and Holy
Communion are at the access of every
student, and the chapel is always close
at hand for daily visits. There is no-

thing to hinder any consciencious ef-

fort to live a devout Lenten season.
Which places the responsibility

squarely on the individual.

Each one of us must deciide for our-
selves whether or not we are going to
fulfill our religious obligation. Cer-
tainly any sacrifices we have to make
are nothing in comparison to the much
greater One which we are honoring.
And the spiritual benefits to be gained
far outweigh personal inconveniences'
to the individual.

There's a lot to be gained during
Lent. It's up to us to get the most we
can out of it

Villanova's Rudhart—Amateur Artist and Critic

Senior Cars: A Challenge
The recently passed senior car

program is a feather in the cap of the

student council, a blessing to the resi-

(Jent student body and a step forward
in relations between the University

Administration and the student body.

The new privilege, aside from
giving the senior class a much deserv-

ed superiority over the underclasses,

also creates an incentive for every
student to remain in good disciplinary

and academic standing, in order to

hold the right to o perate a car during
his senior year.

The only thing that remains now
is to make the system work. It goes
into effect this semester on an experi-

mental basis, being operated by the

council. There is no doubt here that

it wiir fulfill its obligations. The rest

is up to the students. Only they can
prove that the privilege is rightfully

theirs.

Probably the largest responsibil-

ity lies with the senior class. They are

serving as "guinea pigs" for classes

yet to come. If they choose to abuse
the system, they can deprive future
classes of this hard-earned privilege

for years to come.
The underclassmen could destroy

the new program too, by borrowing
senior cars or by trying to sneak one
of their own into the program.

On the other hand, the student
body could cooperate with the admin-
istration and council to initiate a
workable and constructive program
that will be a credit to all concerned.

We have enough faith in the

Villanova student body to believe that

the latter will be the case. There is

nothing to be gained by opposition to

this, the greatest student benefit in

several years.

Blizzard Of *58' WasA Corker On Campus,

It Stopped Everybody But The Maids!
Snow and icy weather may

not be able to stop the
United States Post Office, but
they sure can raise havoc
with Villanova University.

The "Blizzard of '58"

brought all classes in both
the undergraduate and part-

time divisions of the univer-

sity to a complete halt Mon-
day and Tuesday.

Actually, everything came
to a stop on Monday as Phi-

ladelphia proved once again
that any snowfall above
three inches is too much to

cope with. The university

didn't even put up a real

fight until Monday after-,

noon when they pulled out
the snowplows and attempt-
ed to clear off some of the
school grounds.
The plows promptly got

stuck. School was cancelled

for Tuesday.
Those Hardy Seniors

The real heroes—or vic-

tims—of the saga of wind
and snow were the seniors.

About 850 hardy souls out
of the 900 who paid braved
the height of the storm to
attend the Senior Dinner
Dance, according to Presi-

dent Clem Birch.

One settlor at least didn t

make it, however. He arrived
to pick iHP^his date at Ghes-
nut Hill around seven, but
never reached the door. Just
as he^.was helping his colle-

giate lovely on with her

coat, one of the CHC nuns
announced that all permis-

sions were Cancelled for the

evening. They ended up be-

ing the best-dressed couple

at the Hill's dance.

An Engineer's Desire

Perhaps he wasn't as bad
off as a couple of under-
classmen we heard about,
though. One particular fel-

low had a date down in

Washington this weekend.
An engineer, he couldn't
bear the thought of misaing
any classes, so he set out
for campus Sunday. Our he-
ro pulled in at 8 o'clock the
next morning, after 18 hours
travel, and ran to his room.
Fortunately, someone caught
him in the hall, books under
his arm, and sent him happi-
ly to bed with the good
news.

Another fellow — day-hop
variety—didn't know a thing
about classes being cancelled,

just figured that he wasii^t

coming in on those roads,
and slept until noon Monday.
He was, of course, relieved

to find that he wasn't miss-
ing anything upon awaken-
ing, but claimed that it took
some of the fun out of loll-

ing around the house.

Tom Brennan and Jack
Kelly, leaving the Palestra
with their dates after the
lacing by St. Bonaventure's.

found thsit they couldn't get
any transportation back to

the Dinner Dance. Finally,

they had to prevail on their

opponents for help, getting a
ride _on the Bonnies' team
bus to 30th St. station, along'

with several fans who
couldn't get their cars out of
the parking lot.

Money—What Money f
In a more serious vein,

one junior luckily escaped
critical injury when he fell

on the ice while skating at
Immaculata Saturday after-

noon. He did, however, lose

his memory of the last

three days and had to be
taken to the infirmary.

When he awoke Sunday, he
remembered everything—ex-

cept Saturday! A couple of

his friends are trying to tell

him that they lent him mo-
ney that afternoon, but he's

kind of doubtful.

There were all sorts of
stories floating about the

campus green, some of them
too unbelieveable to be any-
thing but true. One 3'outh

in Sullivan gave a little cre-

dit where credit was due
after hearing all the adven-
tures of his comrades.

"Well, the snow messed up
all of you guys, and stopped

the day-hops and faculty

from getting in—but, by
^osh, the maids still made
it!"

There'f nothing like dedi-

cation.

By PRANK DYNAN

Displays of art in the VUlanova

Library are not ordinarily reason

for surprise. However, the gothic
cathedral sketches, and the drawings

of the linguistic symbols of several

ancient languages on display after

the Christmas recess did produce

some raised eyebrows for they were

done by an Assistant Professor of

History at Villanova, Dr. Alexander

Rudhart.

Dr. Rudhart, as many of his stu-

dents know, was bom in Vienna,

Austria, emigrating to the United

States in 1953. He never had formal

art training; his artistic talent is the

result of his keen observation dur-

ing his extensive travels in Europe,

an inherent skill, and an eye for

beauty, proportion and color.

He has been doing drawings and

sketches for many years. They are

mainly of architecture, which he finds

particularly facinating, although he

has occasionally sketched portraits.

Recently, he has taken an active in-

terest in sculpture. .. .

Thanks Committee ; ;! y.

The display in the library was rel-

atively small, it is true, but Dr. Rud-

hart is sincerely appreciative to Rev.

Daniel Falvey O.S.A. and Jerome

Fisher, head of the exhibition com-

mittee for the opportunity of exhibit-

ing his art work.

The display consisted of pen and

brush sketches of European cathe-

drals, which, Dr. Rudhart believes,

reflect the true aesthetic beauty of

Gothic architecture. In addition there

were excerpts from Sanscrit and
Arabic texts, the Mede and Assyrian

alphabets, and the two hundred and

fourteen Chinese radicals.

Surprisingly, he is not concerned

with these ancient languages linguis-

tically but artistically. It is his opin-

ion that these" symbols have a unique

decorative and ornamental beauty.

With the library showing as a mod-

est beginning. Dr. Rudhart hopes

eventually to display his work more
extensively.

Partial to Architecture

Dr. Rudhart's artistic tastes are

varied, but the facet of art which

he considers moat interesting is ar-

chitecture, particularly the G o t h i c,

which to him is the most aesthetic.

He saw much Gothic archit«cture

in his. European travels, and he waa

faacinated by it's unique combina-

tion of proportion, functional design

and aesthetic beauty, which often

makes the Gothic cathedral the ar-

chitectural jewel of a European city.

Every one of its basic architectural

elements, for example the pointed

arch and the flying buttress, serves

ii technical purpose without sacrific-

ing, its aesthetic appeal.

Rudhart hastens to add, however,

.that modern architecture is in no
way deficient.

Wright Leads Trend
Frank Lloyd Wright and Saarinen

of the United States, Oscar Niemeyer

of Brazil, and LeCorbusier of France

are tlje artistic geniuses Rudhart

considers most responsible for the

trend toward modem architecture.

Their creations, though often rad-

i c a 1 , are nevertheless functional.

Niemeyer and LeCorbusier are best

known for their radical abandonment

of symmetry and rectangular pat-

tems.
Just as he considers modern ar-

chitecture worthwhile, so too Dr.

Rudhart praises modem art. He
warns, however, that modern art

must not be confused with what is

mistakenly called abstract "art."

Rudhart insists that abstract "art"

does not seem to be art at all, for it

does not meet the requirements which
he has established. (1.) It must show
above average technical skill, and
(2.) it must appeal to the aesthetic

senses.

No Technical Skill

It is his belief that most so-called

abstract "art" requires little or no
technical skill.

He theorizes that the development

of abstraction in art in the late nine-

teenth century was influenced by the

impact of photography.

Some artists broke away from an
analytical reproduction of reality,

which the camera could equal, to in-

ject feeling and emotion into their

creations. They wished to put on

canvas sometlling with no relation to

the shapes and forms of reality and

to try to pjortray the emotional ex-

perience of the artist.

"As long as that is the artist's

tme purpose and ambition," Rudhart

said, "such abstract works can be

labeled geni'une, but unfortunately a

great number of amateurs, not able

to accomplish even simple reproduc-

tion, will pass as abstract artists

and will sell their product to a gul-

lible public which takes the judgment

of the critic without question.

Real or Fake?
"Therefore it is difficult to draw

the line between those who genuinely

strive for new art forms, and those

who are a hoax."

Using the work of the German ab-

stractionist, Klee, as an example of

sincere abstraction. Dr. Rudhart adds

that "if these abstract creations are

an accurate reflection of the artist's

emotional and mental condition, then

certainly he was emotionally and
mentally a very sick man."

Not only does genuine abstract art

mirror the soul of the artist but on

a more general plane, culture reflects

the age in which it is created.

Thus Rudhart thinks that abstract

art "in general reflects the insecurity

of our time; the confused, the torn,

and the nervous features of abstract

art are a true portrayal of our cen-

tury."

Unlike some Europeans who dis-

play a certain cultural conceit. Dr.-

Rudhart is reassuring about the state

of American culture. In upholding

it, he says: i.
;::':' ^

No Cultural Deficiency

"Although present day culture de-

velopments are usually the outgrowth

of the cultural achievement of former
centuries, many Europeans, as well

as many Americans, often make the

mistake of confusing cultural tradi

tion with present day actual cultural

accomplishments.
"Although there is evidently a

great deal of cultural heritage in

Europe, this* in itself does not in-

dicate a cultural superiority of Eu-
rope over America. In fact, in the
present day, the opposite may be true

in some respects."

He insists that An(ierica holds its

own in all art forms, which will come
as a surprise to many Americans
who have developed a cultural in-

feriority complex.
Jazz, he emphasizes, is a wonder-

ful art form which more than adequ-
ately expresses the nation's active,

innovating character.

Beginning only with observation
and undeveloped native skill, Dr.
Rudhart has spent a great deal of
time ih successfully achieving a
measure of perfection. Both in his
ideas >and in his creations, he dis-

plays hn above average knowledge
and understanding of art.

'Shook' By Attendanoo?

Well, So Is Everybody
By BILL CHRISTY

Relax, men; that mysterious missive that

you receive with your report card does not mean
that Villanova has initiated unlimited cuts.

Also, for those ffew students who attend

classes regularly, it does not mean that you

will lose those extra quality points the new
system has afforded you.

Since report cards came out two weeks ago,

there hiave een a numbber of campu& rumors

concerning "that letter" and just what it was
trying to say. As usual, all the rumors are

wrong. The clear, concise letter included with

every student's report can be easily interpreted

after three hours contemplation, so the necessity

ot this article is questionable. But for those of

you who do not have time for this method and

do not want to fight the throngs that have

accepted the invitation for a private explana-

tion included with the letter, here is the inside

storv I

"Ibby" Was Confused

It seems that "Ibby," Villanova's favorite

electronic brain was just as confused as every-

one else when the new attendance system was
introduced at the beginning of the Fall semester

last year. He mistakenly interpreted the plan

to mean that attendance grades included the

earning of two credits toward graduation. (The

author of the current university catalogue is

suffering under the same misconception, so don't

look there for an explanation.)

Ibby's mistake led him to incorrectly add two
academic credits per semester to each student's

"credits earned" total. His misconception was
only strenghthened by the complete confusion

of the student body and most of the faculty as

to just what attendance was worth and it was
not until this semester that the mistake was
recognized and corrected.

Because of the delay in correction etch stu-,

dent had, up to this semester, four extra credits.

Attendance does not earn credits toward grad

nation, but it is given a value of two. This value

is used in the compilation of the quality point

average, but it is not added to the credits needed

for graduation. The change made this semester

consisted only in the correction of this mistake,

not a change in the system.

So it becomes eminently clear, (whatever

that means) that attendance affects only the

student's quality point average. It can be aided

if he achieves a high grade, (a rather rare phe*

nomenon prevalant in the engineering school)

or lowered if his mark is lower than his schol-

astic average. (This writer's particular prob-

lem.)
What*d He Say :•;:•;.::.:.-

The effect of .this announcement oh the stu-

dent body has not yet been recorded, it has
consisted thus far in puzzled questions among
themselves or a dazed look of apathy. There
are a few, however, who have been to the re-

corder for the promised private interview (aver-

age length—two hours). These can be seen
roaming the campus wearing a look of self-satis-

fied superiority and carrying slide rules for use

in their explanttions to less fortunate students.

The seniors among these are not quite self

satisfied, though and it is rumored that a de-

mand is rising for an eight credit course in

anything to be given for those depending on
attendance credits to be graduated.

For those who have found this explanation
insufficient or more confusing than the original

letter, there are a number of courses open—the

invitation for an explanation tt the recorder's

office is still open. (Rumor has been aired and
the lines are going down fast.) Or one can
attend all his classes and hope for the best

(considered by some a fate worse than death.)

The most popular route still remains—one
can ignore attendance completely and try to con-

vince his parents that the quality point average
dosen't mean anything.

THE FACTS
ON SINATRA!

!
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One of a Series:-

Military Obligation:

Ways of Fulfillment

By FRANK DELANY
Feature Editor

This week we will explore the various ways of meet-

ing the military service obligation as regards the United
States Army.

All dri^tees of course will wind up in the army for two
years active duty, two years in the ready reserve and a
final two years in the standby reserve .to fill out the six-

year obligation. The tour of duty will be served normally as

a private and the draftee will merely take his chances as

regards the type of duty, which will depend on the needs

of the service. The chances of a draftee for obtaining a coni-

. mission will be taken up later.

One might choose to enlist in the army before being

drafted. Enlistments are for three, four, five or six years

of active duty. The great advantage in enistilng in the

army is that the enlistee has his choice of field and area

of duty and the various army schools. Of course a six-

year enlistee has the best chance of getting exactly what he
wants. , V

Duty In The National Guard
Another choice might be to enlist in the National

Guard or an army reserve unit. The army reserve enlist-

ment has three advantages. Unlike a regular enlistment the
active duty period is only two years through a reserve or-

ganization. In addition, active duty may be deferred for one
hundred and twenty days after enlistment and the recruit

has his choice of duty from three broad categories.

The National Guard, being a state institution, varies

from state to state. In Pennsylvania, it means an initial six

months of active duty training and an entire obligation of
eight years.

Many college seniors look forward fuzzily to getting a
commission without too much trouble due to their college

education. But the situation in .the army as regards the
availability of conmiissions is not reassuring. The vast maj-
ority of the army officers come from the service academies
or the army ROTO program. The army is currently find-

ing even this source capable of providing more than it

needs, v.
"'::' '/"'

rr.^^'''.:

The Hazards Of OC5S
The small remainder of army officers cottie from the

army Officers' Candidate Svhool. Etatry into OCS is highly

selective. All army inductees, from whatever source, are
given tests. Those who pass these teats with a sufficiently

high score are eligible to take the test for OCS. And those
who pass this test with a sufficiently high score are then
eligible for OCS. Whether and when they are called depends
on the needs of the army. In the meantime, the inductee is

a private.

Further information or an elaboration of any of the
programs sketched here can be obtained by calling the army
recruiting headquarters at HO-2-8785 or at LO-7-3556. Those
interested in army nursing should contact Captain Winni-
fred Craig, Army Nurse Corps, at the latter number.

The parent National Guard, twenty-eighth infantry
division, unit in the area is at Broad and Wharton streets

in Philadelphia and the number is HO-7-1807.

Initiation of Grad School
MarksVillanova'sAdvance

By JOHN KENNEDY
Feature Editor

Villanova's academic grow-
th has recently been proved
more than equal to its phys-
ical expansion. The initiation

of a new, part-time Graduate
School — the first Catnolic

graduate school in this area
—marks another advance in

Villanova's attempts to meet
the increasing and specializ-

ed demands on its facilities.

Enrollment Figures Cited

According to the Rev.
Louis A. Rongione, O.S.A.,

dean of the Graduate Divi-

sion, there are currently 255
students enrolled in the pro-

gram. During the summer
this number will rise to ap-

proximately 450. June, 1957
saw .the awarding of the mas-
ter's degree to twenty-four
candidates.

The areas in which gradu-
ate work is offered bears

ready witness* to this latter

fact. Applied Statistics and
Statistical Quality Control

are offered under the direc-

tion of Mr. Emil Amelotti;

Biology, by Dr. John A.

McClain. Amon^ the other

areas in which the graduate
student may labor, together
with various department
chairmen are: Chemical En-
gineering, Dr. Robert E.

White ; Classical Languages,
Dr. John I. McEnemy; Educ-
ation, Mr. George Harris;

English, Dr. Charles W. Ber-
nardin.

Also: History, Dr. Harold
F. Hartman; Library Science,

the Rev. Daniel P. Falvey;
Mathematics, Mr. Emil Amel-
otti; Philosophy, the Rev.
Robert P. Russell, O.S.A.;

Religion, the Rev. Robert E.
Regan; Romance Languages,
Mr. Wilson L. Frescoln.

Enter Theatre Arts

The scope of the Graduate
School has widened still more
with the recent announce-
ment of a graduate program
in theatre leading to the de-

gree of .the Master of Arts.

Under the direction of Mr.
Richard Duprey, this newest
field on the graduate level

has not yet been organized
into a full fledged depart-

ment. t>

What ME Cheat?
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By FRANK
Smacking his lips in anticipation, John

Honest anxiously turns to the first page of
his exam. Careful attention for the whole
semester, reams of diligently taken notes,

plus long hours of concentrated study are
about to pay off in a near ace. He glances
quickly down the page and then a look of pan-
ic sweeps across his face. "What's this stuff?
I must be in the wrong class or something."
A moment later he comes to the realization
that the questions deal with a section that
for one one reason or another just didn't hap-
pen to be covered by his instructor. "Oh well,
that's the breaks."

On the next sheet he finds a number of
intricately detailed queries. Faintly the words
of Professor Snowjob echo in his brain.

"Don't worry about this chapter, boys, it's

not important."

On the final page comes the clincher, ah
essay question. "Using his exact words, state
what so-and-so had to say about such-and
such." Vaguely he wonders why, out of the
two hundred odd so-and-sos that said such-
and-such about something or another, he
should be expected .to remember this one.

Abandon Ship!
Gradually John begins to feel the impact.

Ten hours of slavery and sweat immediately
preceeding the exam have gone for nought.
His ship is sinking fast.

Puzzling over his perplexity John's eyes
wander around the room. His gaze happens
to fall upon Bob Alwayscheat, whose gaze
is falling upon Rich Sneakanswer, whose
gaze is falling upon Jim Greatpony, whose
gaze is falling upon the thin slip of paper
neatly concealed under his arm. Weakly he
begins to rationalize. "Isn't your mark sup-
posed to be a fair evaluation of your know-
ledge of the subject as taught by your in-

structor? Clearly this test is a poor, if not
a completely unjust attempt to discover this.

Why this isn't an exam; it's a conspiracy
against the soul of a Christian gentleman."
Surely there must be some way to neutralize
at least partly this vagrant assault upon
the student's rights. The simplicity of the
solution suddenly becomes overpoweringly ob-
vious. CHEAT.

Viewing this situation in such a light,

the student might even consider himself a

Mccormick
crusader for fair play, an idealist endeavor-

ing in some small way to right the scales of

justice that have been stacked against him.

Two wrongs don't make a right, of course,

but sometimes they sure seem to help.

Needless to say the school takes a dim
view of such self-styled heroics. You might

even say they emphatically discourage it.

Six months on the outside looking in is the

penalty for apprehension and conviction.

Everybody's Problem

Seriously, this is a problem which faces

all of us, almost every day. The evils inherent

in cheating are obvious to everyone. It is

just another form of stealing and lying, and,

if a large grant or honor is affected, it could

become mortally sinful. An uncomfortable
fact revealed by a cursory survey here at Vil-

lanova is that nearly all students regard
cheating as sinful, many students do it, and
nearly all students think that everyone else

does it to some extent. This is a pretty sad
reflection upon the moral tone of a university
dedicated to deals of truth and honor.

A saving factor to their credit, however,
was that all professed an intense dislike for
cheating and said they did it "only to sur-
vive." B^irthermore, most of them expressed
a definite preference for the "honor system"
providing the teachers would make a distinct
effort to be scrupulously fair in their tests.

Could this be the answer?

Re-Adjustment of Values

The honor system, however, can be a
rather complex afCair with many facets as
to just what does and does not constitute

cheating. Also, its adoption by a school is es-

pecially difficult because the students must
adjust themselves to a complete reversal of
many of their notions about honesty. Not un-
til a vast majority of them are prepared to

co-operate fully could such a program work
effectively.

The question is, could Villanova-nstudents,
faculty, and administration—accomplish the
change to the honor sjratem. The only alter-

native is continued existence under the pre-

sent policy with its obvious injustices to

everyone.

*Blue Denim* — Like Oil and Water
By BILL GALLAGHER

When a person sees a tryout play in

Philadelphia (Boston, New Haven, or Wash-
ington) he can expect to see only a rough
representation of the one that will open on
Broadway. There are occasional productions
(this season's "West Side Story") that re-

quire little revision. "Blue Denim" a new play
being staged and supervised by Joshua Logan,
and which is running at the Locust in Phila-
delphia through this week, could not be cate-

gorized as such, for there are many flaws to

be corrected both in theme and writing.

The plot deals with the lack of father-

son communication and the complications that
arise when the son attempts to find his own
way out of serious difficult. This difficulty

stems from the son's rash romance with his
pretty fifteen year old neighbor who is the
only one that tries to understand him. "I
want to be something special," he tells her.
Something special he almost becomes—a father
—but an illegal operation is performed; and,
if that isn't enough, it is paid for a check
that the son has his pal forge in his father's
name.

Drama, Comedy Don't Mix
The play falls under the category of

drama but judging from the number of gusty
laughs that greeted it on its Monday night,
February 10, debut at the Locust, one could
justly say the authors have presented it in a
comic manner that is not in good taste. In

their attempt to present this theme in a light-

er vein, the authors appear, at times, to have
displayed an inappropriate approach. Much of

the second act writing needs to be drawn into

focus; as it stands, like oil and water, the

drama
^»
and comedy do not mix. This leads to

a feeling of iii^Qngruity, which is quite dis-

cernible. J

In seeking to update a familiar problem

play, authors James Herlihy and William
Noble exaggerate incidents in an attempt to

make them appear fresh. In the first act they
have made a cartoon of two sixteen year old

boys who sneak a bottle of beer and smoke
cigarettes they have concealed in their socks.

While the boys have some hilariously ftmny
lines, the scene is blown out of porportion.

Later, the adolescent's older sister cornea
home from a date with a black eye, and the
incidents and dialogue that follow are like-

wise exaggerated.

Baseball and Forgery
Also, the authors in .their attempt to

portray the Bartleys as an average American
family, do not sufficiently prepare the audi-

ence for the shocking events that follow. One
moment the father is talking of the Detroit

Tigers, the next he is violent about the forged

check.

As the father, Chester Morris is perfect

Burt Berckerhoff as the son and Wayne Ber-

linger as his sidekick, show enough ability to

rate them as promising new talents. However,
Carol Lynley as the young girl is not com-
pletely convincing, especially when she has to

show sudden emotional changes (lamenting

for a lost -dog or describing her father who
cries when he sees her wearing lipstick).

The setting by Peter Larkin is extraor-

dinary and Mr. Logan's direction appears to

be all it should. If the authors can make nec-

essary script revisions, "Blue Denim" could

become an interesting drama. As it stands

it doesn't know where to stop laughing and
begin crying.

Nine Named to Honorary

Arts and Scienfee Society

The Very Rev. Henry B. Greenlee O.S.A. (loft), Provin-

cial of tiie Eastern Province congratulates Rev. Joseidk I.

Boyle O.S.A., on his anointment as Executive Director of the

Augustlnian Educational Association.

Father J. Boyle Appointed

Education Assn. Director

This year's s e 1 e c t io n s for

Beta Chi, Villanova's chapter

of Delta Epsilon Sigma, Nation-

al C^atholic Honorary Arts and
Sciences Society, were announc-

ed Monday by Reverand Robert

M. Sullivan O.S.A., Dean of the

Arts and Science Department.

Nine seniors out of an original

group of twenty were included

by the Faculty Selections Com-
xnittee.

The students were

:

John Capelli

(Pre-Medicine)

John Goodyear
(Greneral Arts)

Richard Hamburger
(Pre-Medicine)

Joseph Keegan
(Philosophy)

Joseiih Kinney
(English)

The Rev. Joseph I. Boyle,

O.S.A., University Vice Presi-

dent for Academic Affairs, has

been appointed Executive Di-

rector of the newly formed

Augustinian Educational Asso-

ciation.

Father Boyle is a past pre-

sident of the Catholic Educa-

tion Association of Pennsylva-

nia.

All secondary schools, col-

leges, seminaries and universi-

ties conducted by the religious

order of St. Augustine in the

United States and Cuba as-

sumed membership this week
in the association. It was es-

tablished to increase efficiency

in the educational activities of

the Augustinian teaching pro-

gram and to encourage the

promotion of scholarship and
research.

The new association includes

institutions from ten states

and Cuba.
National Headquarters

Villanova, one of the largest

institutions conducted by the

Augustinians will serve as na-

tional headquarters.

One of the oldest religious

teaching orders in the Catholic

Church, Augustinians have been

active in the field of education

in this country for nearly one

hundred fifty years.

They trace their lineage to

St. Augustine's Academy, open

ed in Philadelphia in 1811

Increased Interest

Noting the increased interest

in education, Father Boyle said

that, "The association hopes to

study ways to join more closely

the education work on the high

school and college levels, to in-

tegrate courses of study at

both levels and to insure the

best possible liberal and scien-

tific development of the gifted

as well as the average stu-

dent."

Monsignor Bonner High

School, Upper Darby, Pa.; Au-

gustinian Academy, Staten Is-

land, N.Y.; Carroll High School,

Washington, D.C.; Mendel High

School, Chicago; Austin High

School, Detroit; Cascia Hall Pre-

paratory School, Tulsa, Okla.;

St. Patrick's High School, San
Diego, Cal.; and Merrimac Col-

lege, Andover, Mass. are among
the twenty institutions enrolled

as members.

To Decide Policy

A board of Giovemors head-

ec' by the Very Rev. Henry E.

Greenlee, O.S.A., Provincial of

the Easteren Province of the

Augustinian Order and Rev.

John Seary, O.S.A., Provincial

of the Midwest Province, will

decide policy for the new or-

ganization.

The association will be divided

into four sections with a di-

rector for Higher Eklucation and

a Director of Secondary Educa-

tios in each division.

The Group's first meeting will

be held during the month of

April.

Accounting
Society Sets

Next Meeting
Fran Grey, vice president of

the Accounting society, has an-

nounced that the organization's

next monthly meeting will be

held next Thursday.

Grey, elected vice president

of the society in elections held

last Spring, is the presiding

officer in the absence of presi-

dent Al Jacobs. Jacobs, a senor

accounting major, has failed to

attend the majority of the

meetings.
Accountant Due

A representative from a public

accounting firm will discuss

various problems connected with

the field, at the next meeting,

Grey announced.
Nominations for new officers

will be made during the second

meeting in April, and results

are to be announced at the

society's annual dinner-dance,

planned for April 12.

Social Affair

Lou Minotti, dinner-dance

chairman, has disclosed that the

social affair will be at the Falcon

House in Delaware Ck)unty. The

tickets are priced at $10.

Minotti emphasized that reser-

vations should be made soon be-

cause of various difficulties con-

nected with the planning of such

a large affair.

Gregory Ugaeini
(Pre-MedidiM)

Martin RoMhe
(General Arts)

AntiuHiy Silvestri

(Chemiatry)

John Sokndd
(Physics)

Last October the original
twenty names were proposed.

The requirements for considera-

tion were that the senior have

an accumulative average of 3.00

and no flunks -during his six

previous semesters at >^Ilanova.

Written Critteism

Each student was required to

submit a criticism of "Frontiers

in American CathoUdBm" by

the Rev. Walter J. Ong, SJ. for

review by the Faculty Sekction

Ck>mmittee. -

The purpose of the society is

to honor, by national recogni-

tion, those Arts students who
have distinguished themselves

by their academic achievements.

The chosen students are re-

minded that a fee of $16 must

be into Father Sullivan's office

by February 28th in order that

they be enrolled in the Society

and receive Grold Keys signify-

ing the honcMT.

Faculty Commtttee

The Selection (>>mmitte was

composed of the following facul-

ty members: Father Sullivan,

Rev. Joseph E. Boyle, O.S.A.,

Vice President of Academic Af-

fairs; Rev. Edward' Jenkins,

O.S.A., Professor of Chemistry;

Rev. John McShea, O.S.A., Aa-

sooiate Professor of English:

also Dr. John McClain, Chair-

man of the Biology Department;

Dr. John McEnemy, Assistant

to the Vice President of Aca-

demic Affairs; and Eugene

Ruane, Director of Public In-

formation.

All Villanova students have

received an invitation to hear a

Holy Name Field Mass Sunday,

May 18, at Scott High School

Football Field in Coatesville Pa.

Scott Field is located on

Route 30, Lancaster Pike ap-

proximately 40 mhiutes drive

west of Villanova.

Gamma
Season

Beta Gamma Debating Soci-

ety has completed the most

successful semester of its hist-

ory. Under the direction of Mr.

Richard McDonough, member

of the Speech Department, the

society compiled a record of 52

wins and 19 lossto.

Included among the various

activities and tournaments were

the registering of a s e n d
place at the Brown University

Invitational Tournament, and a

first place at the Swarthmore
Invitational. The Brown Tour-

nament saw the Villanova team

compile an 8-2 record. Debaters

for this tournament included

Bob O' Conner, Frank Chmning-

ham, Oz Scogna, and Burt

Gratz. At Swathmore, Beta

Ganuna's team was undefeated

in six debates.

Toronto Hosted

An international touch was
added to the program of the

society when in the early part

of December, Villanova played

host to the University of Tor-

O'Kane Slates

IRS Yearly Trip

Peter J. O'Kane, president of

the International Relations So-

ciety, has announced that plans

are nearly completed for the

organization's annual trip to

Washington.
Society Moderator, Dr. FrtU

Nova, Associate Professor of

History, said that a tour of the

State Department and a lecture

by a Foreign Service Depart-

ment officer will be the main

features of the tour.

O'Kane also announced that

Clint Chin, a sophomore mem-

ber of the IRS, has recently

been elected vice president of

the Pa. Association of Interna-

tional Relations Club.

onto. Approximately 100

spectators were in attendance

at this debate which saw Jack

Serafln and Jim Ck)rey very ad-

equately represent the Villa-

nova squad.

Novice members of the soci-

ety engaged In the bulk of act-

ivity during the semester. The

main activity of the novices,

under Vice President Jack Sera-

fln, was the Temple circuit.

Novice Post 11-5 Alark

In this competition, novice

members debated eight local

schools and finished second in

the overall standmgs of the cir-

cuit. Three other novice tour-

naments were also held. Three

includhig the N.F.C.C.S. tour-

nament where an 11-5 mark
was posted.

President Bob O'Conner an-

nounced that the coming sem-

ester would include tournaments

at City College of New York,

Hofstra College, Kings College,

and .the West Point Elemlna-

tion Tournament which is a
national event.

New Debaters Invited

O'Conner emphasized that

any persons who are interest-

ed la joining the society would

be assured of gaining debating

experience on the intercoUigate

level. Meetings of the society

are held each Thurs. morning

at 10:30 in room 104 Vasey
Hall.

VUlMova students keep tfane to ttie dreamr mwi« <rf Blefcatd Maltty

the Belle Air BaU which was held last Friday evenli« in tl^jneld HMsr

tauMvatlon al VttlMMyv* la ibai Maitby and hie hand were plMsd tai Ike

ISSSTl^ It The lu«.tk« wa. Ike l-W

T n'T Pushes Drive

For New Members
Turf 'n' Tinsel Is pushing a

drive to acquire new members
among the underclassmen, as

the society prepares for its

annual all-male cast mt^cal to

be presented April 23 through

27.

Publicity chairman Frank
Bonner also announced that the

sale of patrons and ads for the

program will start this week.
President Gerry Golbrlght

has appointed Tom ColUna
chairman of the busineM ooan-

mittee; John Lyons ticket

chairman; Jbe TImko, adver-

tlsiBg diahuMUL
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Military Obligation:

Ways of Fulfillment

Wh ME
By FRANK DEU^NY r -r

_.. Feature Editor
This week we will explore the various ways of meet-

ing the military service obligation as regards the United
States Army: ..•,;• ,; y-.'A[yy' _.., :.'::-i.

All draftees of course will wind up in the army for two
years active duty, two years in the ready reserve and a
final two years in the standby reserve to fill out the six-
year obligation. The tour of duty will be served normally as-
a private and the draftee will merely take his chances as
regards the type of duty, which will depend on the needs
of the service. The chances of a draftee for obtaining a com-
mission will be taken up later.

One might choose to enlist in the army before being
drafted. Enlistments are for three, four, five or six years
pf active duty. The great advantage in enistilng in the
army is that the enlistee has his' choice of field and area
of duty and the various army schools. Of course a six-
year enlistee has tne best chance of getting exactly what he
wants.

Duty In The National Guard ^> ;'; - r"

Another choice might be to enlist in the National
Guard or an army reserve unit. The army reserve enlist-
ment has three advantages. Unlike a regular enlistment the
active duty period is only two years through a reserve or-
ganization. In addition, active duty may be deferred for one
hundred and twenty days after enlistment and the recruit
has his choice of duty from three broad categories. .

The National Guard, being a state insUtution, varies
from state to state. In Pennsylvania, it means an initial six
months of active duty training and an entire Obligation of
eight years. •. ^; •'.•:.;.: : '''":':"'--.::..:''"":::.'..':

Many college seniors look forward fuzzily to getting a
commission without too much trouble due to their college
education. But the situation in the army as regards the
availability of commissions is not reassuring. The vast maj-
ority of the army officers come from the service academies
or the army ROTC program. The army is currently find-
ing even this source capable of providing more than it
needs.

The Hazards Of DCS
The small remainder of army officers come from the

army Officers' Candidate Svhool. Ehtry into OCS is highly
selective. All army inductees, from whatever source, are
given teste. Those who pass these teste with a sufficiently
high score are eligible to take the test for OCS. And those
who pass this test with a sufficiently high score are then
eligible for OCS. Whether and when they are called depends
on the needs of the army. In the meantime, the inductee is
a private.

Further information or an elaboration of any of the
programs sketched here can be obtained by calling the army
recruiting headquarters at HO-2-8785 or at LO-7-3556. Those
interested in army nursing should contact Captein Winni-
fred Craig, Army Nurse Corps, at the latter number. ..:•

The parent National Guard, twenty-eighth infantry
division, unit in the area is at Broad and Wharton streete
in Philadelphia and the number is HO-7-1807.

f ' ;.„;,• "'/ '.

'
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Initiation of Grad School
MarksVillanova'sAdvance

By FRANK
Smacking his lips in anticipation, John

Honest anxiously turns to the first page of
his exam. Careful attention for the whole
semester, reams of diligently taken notes,
plus long hours of concentrated study are
about to pay off in a near ace. He glances
quickly down the page and then a look of pan-
ic sweeps across his face. "What's this stuff?
I must be in the wrong class or something"A moment later he comes to the realization
that the questions deal with a section that
for one one reason or another just didn't hap-
pen to be covered by his instructor. "Oh well
that's the breaks."

'

On the next sheet he finds a number of
intricately detailed queries. Faintly the words
of P r o f e s s o r Snowjob echo in his brain.
"Don't worry ^bout this chapter, boys it's
not important."

,,.:'.,; On the final page comes the clincher, an
essay question. "Using his exact words, state
what so-and-so had to say about such-and

'

such." Vaguely he wonders why, out of the
two hundred odd so-and-sos that said such-
and-such about something or another, he
should be expected to remember this one.

'i'y.^:: Abandon Ship!
Gradually John begins to feel the impact.

Ten hours of slavery and sweat immediately
preceeding the exam have gone for nought.
His ship is sinking fast.

Puzzling over his perplexity John's eyes
wander around the room. His gaze happens
to fall upon Bob Alwayscheat, whose gaze
is falling upon Rich Sneakanswer, whose
gaze is falling upon Jim Greatpony, whose
gaze is falling upon the thin slip of paper
neatly concealed under his arm. Weakly he
begins to rationalize. "Isn't your mark sup-
posed to be a fair evaluation of your know-
ledge of the subject as taught by your in-
structor? Cleariy this test is a poor, if not
a completely unjust attempt to discover thisWhy this isn't an exam; it's a conspiracy
against the soul of a Christian gentleman."
Surely there must be some way to neutralize
at least partly this vagrant assault upon
the student's righte. The simplicity of the
solution suddenly becomes overpowerinelv ob-
vious. CHEAT. By u

Viewing this situation in such a light,
the student might even consider himself a

Mccormick
crusader for fair play, an idealist endeavor-
ing in some small way to right the scales of
justice that have been stacked against him.
Two wrongs don't make a right, of course,
but sometimes they sure seem to help.

Needless to say the school takes a dim
view of such self-styled heroics. You might
even say they emphatically discourage it.

Six months on the outside looking in is the
penalty for apprehension and conviction.

Everybody's Problem
Seriously, this is a problem which faces

all of us alfnost every day. The evils inherent
in cheating are obvious to everyone! It is
just another form of stealing and lying, and,
if a large grant or honor is affected, it could
become mortally sinful. An uncomfortable
fact revealed by a cursory survey here at Vil-
lanova is that nearly all students regard
cheating as sinful, many studente do it, and
nearly all students think that everyone else
does it to some extent. This is a pretty sad
reflection upon the moral tone of a university
dedicated to deals of truth and honor.

A saving factor to .their credit, however,
was that all professed an intense dislike for
cheating and said they did it "only to sur-
vive." Furthermore, most of them expressed
a definite preference for the "honor system"
providing the teachers would make a distinct
effort to be scrupulously fair in their tests.
Could this be the answer?

Re-odjustment of Values
The honor system, however, can be a

rather complex affair with many facets as
to just what does and does not constitute
cheating. Also, ite adoption by a school is es-
pecially difficult because the students must
adjust themselves to a complete reversal of
many of their notions about honesty. Not un-
til a vast majority of them are prepared to
co-operate fully could such a program work
effectively.

The queation is, could Villanova—students
faculty, and administration—accomplish the
change to the honor system. The only alter-
native is continued existence under the pre-
sent policy with ite obvious i n j u s t i c e s to
everyone.

^Blue Denim 1

Like Oil and Water
By BILL GALLAGHER

By JOHN
Feature

Villanova's academic grow-
th has recently been proved
more than equal to its phys-
ical expansion. The initiation
of a new, part-time Graduate
School — tho first Catnolic
graduate school in this area—marks anoth«-r advance in
Villanova's attempts to meet
the increa.sing and specializ-
ed demands on ite facilities.

Knrollment Figures Cited

According to the Rev.
Louis A. Rongionc. O.S.A.,

..dean of the Graduate Divi-
sion, there are currently 255
students enrolled in tlie pro-
gram. During the summer
this number will rise to ap-

;,
proximately 450. June, 1957

; Baw the awarding of the mas-
.
ter's degree to twenty-four

: candidates.

The areas in which gradu-
ate work is offered bears
ready witness' to this latter
fact. Applied Statistics and
Statistical Quality Control
are offered under the direc-
tion of Mr. Emil Amelotti;
Biology, by Dr. John A.
McClain. Among the otiicr

KENNEDY
Editor

areas in which the graduate
student may labor, together
with various department
chairmen are: Chemical En-
gineering. Dr. Robert E.
White

; Classical Languages,
Dr. John I. McEnerny; Educ-
ation, Mr. George Harris;
English, Dr. Charles W. Ber-
nardin.

Also: History, Dr. Harold
F. Hartman; Library Science,
the Rev. Daniel P. Falvey;
Mathematics, Mr. Emil Amel-
otti; Philosophy, the Rev.
Robert P. Russell, O.S.A.;
Religion, the Rev. Robert E.
Regan; Romance Languages,
Mr. Wilson L. Frescoln.

Enter Theatre Arts
The scope of the Graduate

School has widened still more
with the recent announce-
ment of a graduate program
in theatre leading to the de-
gree of the Master of Arte.
Under the direction of Mr.
Richard Duprey, this newest
field on the graduate level
has not yet been organized
iM< a full fledged depart-

When a person sees a tryout play in
Philadelphia (Boston, New Haven, or Wash-
ington) he can expect to see only a rough
representation of the one that will open on
Broadway. There are occasional productions
(this season's "West Side Story") that re-
quire little revision. "Blue Denim" a new play
being staged and supervised by Joshua Logan,
and which is running at the Locust in Phila-
delphia through this week, could not be cate-
gorized as such, for there are many flaws to
be corrected both in theme and writing.

The plot deals with the lack of father-
son communication and the complications that ;; wise exacfferated
arise when the son att<»mnte tr, fir,^ ui^ .

'

•

.

'

as^iatcu.

play, authors James Herlihy and William
Noble exaggerate incidente in an attempt to
make them appear freah. In the first act they
have made a cartoon of two sixteen year old
boys who sneak a bottle of beer and smoke
cigarettes they have concealed in their socks.
While the boys have some hilariously funny
lines, the scene is blown out of porportion.
Later, the adolescent's older sister comes
home from a date with a black eye, and the
incidents and dialogue that follow are like-

arise when the son attempts to find his own -

way out of serious difficult. This difficulty

;

stems from the son's rash romance with his
pretty fifteen year old neighbor who is the •

only one that tries to understand him. "I
want to be something special," he tells her.
Something special he almost becomes -a father
—but an illegal operation is performed; and.
If that isn't enough, it is paid for a check
that the son has his pal forge in his fathers
name.

Drama. Comedy Don't Mix
The play falls under the category of

drama but judging from the number of gusty
laughs that greeted it on its Monday night
February 10. debut at the Locust, one could
justly say the authors have presented it in a
comic manner that is not in good taste. In
their attempt to present this theme in a light-
er vein, the authors appear, at times, to have
displayed an inappropriate approach. Much of
the second act writing needs to be drawn into
focus; as it stands, like oil and water, the
drama and comedy do not mix. This leads to
a feeling of incongruity, which is quite dis-
cernible.

In seeking to update a familiar problem

Baseball and Forgery
•: Also, the authors in .their attempt to

;;
portray the Bartleys as an average American
family, do not sufficiently prepare the audi-
ence for the shocking events that follow. One
moment the father is talking of the Detroit
Tigers, the next he is violent about the forged
check.

As the father, Chester Morris is perfect,
Burt Berckerhoff as the son and Wayne Ber-
linger as his sidekick, show enough ability to
rate them as promising new talents. However,
Carol Lynley as the young giri is not com-
pletely convincing, especially when she has to
show sudden emotional changes (lamenting
for a lost dog or describing her father who
cries when he sees her wearing lipstick). ,

The setting by Peter Larkin is extraor-
dinary and Mr. Logan's direction appears to
be all it should. If the authors can make nec-
essary script revisions, "Blue Denim" could
become an interesting drama. As it stends
it doesn't know where to stop laughing and
begin crying.
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Nine Named to Honorary
Arts and Science Society

The Very Rev. Henry E. Greenlee O.S.A. (left). Provin-
cial of the Eastern Province congratulates Rev. Joseph I.

Boyle O.S.A., on his appointment as Executive Director of the
Augu.stinian Educational Association.

Father J. Boyle Appointed
Education Assn. Director
The Rev. Joseph I. Boyle,

O.S.A. , University Vice Presi-

dent for Academic Affairs, has
been appointed Executive Di-

rector of the newly formed
Augustinian Educational Asso-
ciation.

Father Boyle is a past pre-

sident of the Catholic Educa-
tion Association of Pennsylva-

nia.

All secondary schools, col-

leges, seminaries and universi-

ties conducted by the religious

order of St. Augustine in the
United States and Cuba as-
sumed membership this week
in the association. It was es-

tablished to increase efficiency

in the educational activities of
the Augustinian teaching pro-
gram and to encourage the
promotion of scholarship and
research.

The new association includes

institutions from ten states

and Cuba.
National Headquarters

Villanova, one of the largest

institutions conducted by the
Augustinians will serve as na-
tional headquarters.

One of the oldest religious

teaching orders in the Catholic

Church, Augustinians have been
active in the field of education

in this country for nearly one
hundred fifty years.

They trace their lineage to

St. Augu.stine's Academy, open
cd in Philadelphia in 1811

Increased Interest

Noting the increased interest

in education, Father Boyle said

that, "The association hopes to

study ways to join more closely

the education work on the high

O'Kane Slates

IRS Yearly Trip

Peter J. O'Kane, president of

the International Relations So-

ciety, has announced that plans

are nearly completed for the

organization's annual trip to

Washington.
Society Moderator, Dr. Fritz

Nova, Associate Professor of

History, said that a tour of the

State Department and a lecture

by a Foreign Service Depart-

ment officer will be the main

features of the tour.

O'Kane also announced that

Clint Chin, a sophomore ' mem-
ber of the IRS. has recently

been elected vice president of

the Pa. Association of Interna-

tional Relations Club.

This year's select ions for
Beta Qii, Villanova's chapter
of Delta Epsilon Sigma, Nation-
al Catholic Honorary Arts and
Sciences Society, were announc-
ed Monday by Reverand Robert
M. Sullivan O.S.A., Dean of the
Arts and Science Department.

Nine seniors out of an original

group of twenty were included
by the Faculty Selections Com-
mittee.

The students were:
John Capelli

(Pre-Medicine)
John Goodyear

(General Arts)
Richard Hamburger

(Pre-Medicine)

Joseph Keegan
(Philosophy)

Joseph Kinney
(English)

Accounting
Society Sets

Next Meeting
Fran Grey, vice president of

the Accounting society, has an-

nounced that the organization's

next monthly meeting will be

held next Thursday.

Grey, elected vice president

of the society in elections held

last Spring, is the presiding:

officer in the absence of presi-

dent Al Jacobs. Jacobs, a sen or

accounting major, has failed to

attend the majority of the

meetings.

Accountant Due
A representative from a public

the twenty institutions enrolled
]

accounting firm will discuss

various problems connected with

the field, at the next meeting,

school and college levels, to in-

tegrate courses of study at

both levels and to insure the

best possible liberal and scien-

tific development of the gifted

as well as the average stu-

dent."

Monsignor Bonner High
School, Upper Darby, Pa.; Au-
gustinian Academy, Staten Is-

land, N.Y.: Carroll High School,

Washington, D.C. ; Mendel High
School, Chicago; Austin High
School, Detroit ; Cascia Hall Pre-

paratory School, Tulsa, Okla.;

St. Patrick's High School, San
Diego, Cal.; and Merrimac Col-

lege, Andover, Mass. are among

as members.

To Decide Policy

A board of Governors head-
ec' by the Very Rev. Henry E.

Greenlee, O.S.A., Provincial of

the Easteren Province of the
Augustinian Order and Rev.
John Seary, O.S.A., Provincial
of the Midwest Province, will

decide policy for the new or-

ganization.

The as.sociation will be divided
into four sections with a di-

rector for Higher Education and
a Director of Secondary Educa-
tios in each division.

The Group's first meeting will

be held during the month of

April.

Gregory lignellU

(Pre-Medicine)

Martin Roache
(General Arts)

Anthony Silvestri

(C!liemi8try)

John Solarski

(Physics)

Last October the original
twenty names were proposed.

The requirements for considera-

tion were that the senior have
an accumulative average of 3.00

and no flunks during his six

previous semesters at Villanova.

Written Criticism

Each student was required to

submit a criticism of "Frontiers

in American Catholicism'* by
the Rev. Walter J. Ong, S.J. for

review by the Faculty Selection

Committee.
The purpose of the society is

to honor, by national recogni-

tion, those Arts students who
have distinguished themselves

by their academic achievements.
The chosen students are re-

minded that a fee of $16 must
be into Father Sullivan's office

by February 28th in order that

they be enrolled in the Society

and receive (Sold Keys signify-

ing the honor.

Faculty Conunittee

The Selection Committe was
composed of the following facul-

ty members: Father Sullivan,

Rev. Joseph E. Boyle, O.S.A.,

Vice President of Academic Af-
fairs; Rev. Edward Jenkins,

O.S.A., Professor of Chemistry;
Rev. John McShea, O.S.A., As-
sociate Professor of English

:

also Dr. John McClain, Chair-

man of the Biology Department

;

Dr. John McEnerny, Assistant

to the Vice President of Aca-
demic Affairs; ,and Eugene
Ruane, Director of Public In-

formation.

All Villanova students have
received an invitation to hear a
Holy Name Field Mass Sunday,
May 18, at Scott High School
Football Field in Coatesville Pa.

Scott Field is located on
Route 30, Lancaster Pike ap-

proximately 40 minutes drive

west of Villanova.

Beta Gamma Records 52
Victories In Past Season

Grey announced.
Nominations for new officers

will be made during the second

meeting in April, and resu.ts

are to be announced at the

society's annual d.nner-dance,

planned for April 12.

Social Affair

Lou Minotti. dinner-dance

chairman, has disclosed that the

social affair will be at the Falcon

House in Delaware County. The
tickets are priced at $10.

Minotti emphasized that reser-

vations should be made soon be-

cause of various difficulties con-

nected with the planning of such

a large affair.

Beta Gamma Debating Soci-

ety has completed the most
successful semester of its hist-

ory. Under the direction of Mr.
Richard McDonough, member
of the Speech Department, the

society compiled a record of 52
wins and 19 losses.

Included among the various

activities and tournaments were
the registering of a s e nd
place at the Brown University
Invitational Tournament, and a
first place at the Swarthmore
Invitational. The Bro^^'n Tour-
nament saw the Villanova team
compile an 8-2 record. Debaters
for this tournament included
Bob O' Conner, Frank Cunning-
ham, Oz S c o g n a, and Burt
Gratz. At Swathmore, Beta
Gamma's team was undefeated
in six debates.

, Toronto Hosted

Ah international .touch was
added to the program of the

society when in the early part
of December, Villanova plaiyed

host to the University of Tor-

Villanova ntudents keep time to the dreamy music of Rfehard Maltby and his band at
the Belle Air Ball which was held last Friday evening in the Field Honse. The dnnee featured mn
innovation at Villanova in that Maltby and his band were placed la the baleoay mmd on a since
extending from it. The function was the Initial activity in tlie traditional Senior wpek-cnd.

onto. Approximately 100

spectators were in attendance

at this debate which saw Jack
Serafin and Jim Corey very ad-

equately represent the Villa-

nova squad.

Novice members of the soci-

ety engaged in the bulk of act-

ivity during the semester. The
main activity of the novices,

under Vice President Jack Sera-

fin, was the Temple circuit.

Novice Post 11-5 Mark
In this competition, novice

members debated eight local

schools and finished second in

the overall standings of the cir-

cuit. Three other novice tour-

naments were also held. Three
including the N.F.C.C.S. tour-

nament where an 11-5 mark
was posted.

President Bob O'Conner an-
nounced that the coming sem-
ester would include tournaments
at City College of New York,
Hofstra College, Kings College,

and .the West Point Elemina-
tion Tournament which is a
national event, vrv . . >. i= ; •;. vv

;

New Debaters invited

O'Conner emphasized that
any persons who are interest-

ed in joining the society would
be assured of gaining debating
experience on the intercoUigate
level. Meetings of the society

are held each Thurs. morning
at 10:30 in room 104 Vasey
Hall.

T'nT Pushes Drive
For New Members
Turf 'n' Tinsel is pushing a

drive to acquire new members
among the underclassmen, as
the society prepares for its

annual all-male cast musical to
be prestented April 23 through
27.

Publicity chairman Frank
Bonner also announced that the
sale of patrons and ads for the
program will start this week.
President Gerry Golbright

has appointed Tom Colluoa
chairman of the business com-
mittee; John Lyons ticket
chairman; Joe Timko, adver-
tising chairman.
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Jane Jowett, queen of the Belle Air BaU, pose with
her date, electrical engineer Frank Kelly.

The lovely queen and her court ac
cept flowers at intermission time dur-
ing the prom.

Poor Clem! Clem
Birch, president of the
Class of '68, watches
pathetically as class-
mate John Muller talks
with his date during the
Belle Air Ball. Clem,
who sprained his ankle
the previous Sunday,
had to limp through the
weekend.

Richard Maltby and his
band phiy from the sta^e
erected in the balcony at the
Belle Air BaU.

Test yo
personality
V;:

:^ /!A ang-acfc -traomau]

1. Do you think automation will ever take the place of
a pretty secretary?

2. Do you read science fiction comic books to keep up with
your science professors' views pn the space age?

3. Do you think marriage should necessarily void any
of the rights granted by the Constitution?.™

., _,

4. Do you think any other cigarette has ever matched
Camel's exclusive blend of costly tobaccos?....,...... „

5. Do you think good manners in a man are old-fashioned?
(For coeds only!)

6. Do you think rockets will ever outdo Hollywood
in launching "heavenly bodies"? „.... _

7. Do you think of Monroe only as the 5th President
of the United States? \:

:" :
.^.

.:-. -.. „.......„

<

8. Do you prefer Bach to Rock?

l(. J. Uo'iiiilili. Tiiliai't'o CiHiiimiiy

\VliutiMi-8ilciii, N. C.

If you answered "No" to all questions, you obvi-

ously smoke Camels — a real cigarette. Only 6 or

7 "No" answers mean you better get on to Camels
fast. Fewer than 6 "No's" and it really doesn't

matter what you smoke. Anything's good enough!

But if you want to enjoy smoking as never before,

switch to Camels. Nothing else-tastes so rich,

smokes so mild. Today more people smoke Camels
than any other cigarette. The best tobacco makes
the best smoke. Try Camels and you'll agree!

Have a real cigarette- have a CpdlTIGl
«^^«

Mete D. Skow (seated) Recorder of the University Is
offered a refreshing drink by Jane Pterce, her Secretary, wUle
she contemplates whetlier or not "VIo Villanova" really sot
an "N" in attendance. ^ V v

KINNEY'S KAPERS.

Sr& Descend from Clouds,

RealizeHoneymoon'sOver
.By JOI KINNEY

The honeymoon is over! At least, for a large majority of

the Senior Class. After descending from the "clouds" early last

Sunday morning with the completion of that "big weekend,"

Villanova's oldest sons reaUzed that they were now standing at

. the crossroads of their college career.

The fun \ms over and now their work was cut out for

them. Monday on the second floor of Dougherty Hall was the

final blow. Interviews, conducted by the Placement Office, were

already underway and, with graduation less than four months
iience, a group of well-dressed seniors were taking advantage

of the urgency of the situation.

With the disastrous stream of ttnemployment mounting

throughout the country, these "leaders of the future^' were well

aware of their obligation to get a job, any kind of a job, just

as long as it void a miminum of $8,000 per and included all

the usual "extras^* «ttcfc as 30 days annwA leave, retirement at

45and other enticing fringe benefits.

One senior, who was more interested in mentally prepar-

ing himself for his interview than observing the presence of

yours truly, nervously jerked his tie, straightened his shirt col-

lar and swallowed hardly several times within the few minutes

that I remained in the hallway.

Although I don't pretend to be a mindreader, it didn't toke

me long to estimate the nature of his thoughts ..... "I really

need this job . . . pays good dough . . . close to home . . . new
office . . . great chance for advancement . . . and even more
dough . . . might even be a manager or, who knows, maybe even
a >ioe-president some day . . . and then I'd make all kinds of

dough ... I wonder what that guy in there's like .... I got
good enough grades so why should I worry? . . . haven't been
in too many extra-curricular activities, though . . . but maybe
he won't care . . . wliat good will they do anyway at his com-
pany . . . hope he's not the kind of guy who likes a BMOC . . .

I got a lot^ good references . . . couldn't get a much better

reference than the Head of the Department himself . . . although
some guys probably asked the Dean . . . gee, if I could see what

; kind of a guy he was • » • . uh, uh here he comes, I

;.
think." ,;: ;, .;.;;, v:'- '-.;.:;. ^:v•

^-i, ;;>,;... .-::,.v v
^ . Wr'-- -...a

Just about this time, a rniddte-aged^ fair comptected man
wearing an ordinary blue suit, matching tie, and starched white
shirt opened the door upon which our anxious friend had been

. peering for the past ten "minutes.

After shaking the hand of a senior who has his anxiety
., relieved by conversing with the interviewer and exchanging

i
goodbyes, the "mysterious" gentleman turned to the hopeful

- tie-jerker and told him he would be glad to talk with h'"?
. . .

after lunch! ;:::>:

Graduate Drama School Planned
(Contin^ied from Page 4)

que feature, that dealing with

play direction. Any graduate
students specializing in this
field will be expected to direct

lat least one full length play, in

some high school, junior col-

lege or community theater
group in the area.

Normal class work for a de

gree under the Villanova sys-

tem will run for two semesters

and a summer. However, stu-

dents can work for a degree
under the standard four or five

summer semester plan.

Directe Belle Masque
Duprey has headed the Belle

Masque Dramatic Society at

Villanova tUice becoming a | nova.

member of the faculty in the

fall semester of 1956. He has

directed three of the society's

plays to date, and is presently

working on a fourth, "The
Taming of the Shrew," to be

presented ^is spring.

His last production, George
Bernard Shaw's "Saint Joan,"

given last fall, was a marked
innovation in theater preseta-

tions by the university, being

acted "in the round."

Further information on the

new graduate division can be

gotten by contacting the Rev.
Louis A. Rongione O.S.A., Dean
of the graduate school, Villa-

For perfect fit . • •

famous ARROW

Mitoga® tailoring

Exclusive Mitoga® tailoring is

made to order for a young

man's "build". Has plenty of

room for action. Yet fits trimly

because it tapers to follow your

contours from collar to cuflF to

waist. This Glen is a fine

example. At your Arrow re-

tailer's, $5.00. Cluett, Pea-

body (^ Co., Inc.

jiRROW^^^^ fi«» '" fathlon

^i-^a^^

To err is human

.

to erase, divine with

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper |S

Try it ! Just the flick of a pencil-eraser

and your typing errors are gone! It's

like magic! The special surface of

Corrasahle Bond era^s without a trace.

Your first typing eflfort is the finished

copy when Corrasahle puts things

right. This fine quality bond gives a

handsome appearance to all your work.

Saves time and money, too!

Erasable CorrSsable is available in all the weights you might
require—light, medium and heavy weights. In conveniant 100-
shaat packets and 500-shaat ream boxes. A Berkshire Type-
writer Paper, backed by the famous Eaton name.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton

EATON PAPEK CORPORATION ^^rf^ PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

:ri:

t *-X-W^i.X , t^
' >iiLL--.«L..L'v
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Lucky Strike

WVIJi News
WVIL'b i^ewB programB have

in recent years been supplied

with information through fa-

cilities of the United Press.

The popular campus radio

station used a United Pi^ess

teletype supplied by the Col-

lege Radio Corporation through
the sponsorship of the Axnerican

Tobacco Company, the manufac-
turers of Lucky Strike cigaret-

tes.

Lucky Strike Spansor
In return for the use of this

machine WVIL broadcasts news
and sports with Lucky Strikes

as sponsor. The Lucky Strike

news is heard from 8 to 8:15

p. m. and the Lucky Strike

sports from 10 to 10:15 p. m.
Sunday through Fridays.

The Eastern Circuit of the

United Press supplies all infor-

mation to the teletype machine.

The teletype is in use six hours
a day for six days a week pre-

senting the latest in national,

foreign, and local news. Up to

the minute sports results,

weather forecasts, stock, ex-

change reports and even var-

ious almanac features are also

supplied.

This teletype was first ac-

quired by WVIL in November
of 1955. Lucky Strike has spon-
sored the news and sports
since then. The written and re-

corded commercials that are
aired during the news and
sports presentatkMis are com-
posed by the American Tobaeqo
Company and sent to WVIL
quaterly.

Sponsors

Broadcasts

Each summer the teletype is

reoonditioiied and overhaiiled so
that at all times there will be
complete coverage d the news.
Through the CoUege Radio

Corporatkm and Lucky Strike
dgarettes WVIL ia able to
bring to the campus the latest

and moat complete in current
and human events.

Vets Club Elects

Officers Thursday
Election of offioen will high-

light the meeting of the Vet-
eran's Club tomorrow morning at

10:30 ajn. The room in which the

meeting will be held is posted
on the bulletin board.

Nominations were held last

week with Jay McKay acting as

temporary chairman.

Also on the agenda to be dis-

cussed tomorrow are the ratifica-

tion of the constitution and plans

for the forthcoming party.

''Start to4ay.

IViden yoir
worid. Wake up

to the times . .

.

The New York

Times - eobrffiil,

dear, comiilete."

Fordelivery
phone Joe Casa-

doiite, Lk 5-9031

Frendi Gab Lists

ScM3al Activities
Agnes Clinton, Skip Tunnell,

^d John Tedeschi have been

named to the new social affairs

committee of the French Club.

The committee has already

lined up several speakers for

the rest of the semester, and
has made arrangements with
various colleges in the local

area to hold special French
projects and social get-to-

gethera.

One of the last activities

held by last semester's social

affaire committee was a trip

to Rosemont College for the
showing of the motion picture,

"Diary of a Country Priest."

Cuniiis Appointed

Delegate by SAM
Bob Cunius, junior Industrial

Administration major, was ap-
pointed to represent the Socie-

ty for the Advancement of

Management in the Student
Congress last week, it was an-
nounced by Publicity Director;
Ed Ward.

The society also initiated a
membership drive last Monday,
which will lajBt until next Wed-
nesday. Application forms may
be obtained from any of .the of

•

ficera of the organization or in

the Industrial Administration

office.

On February 13, the society

held a joint meeting with the

Industrial Relations Club, dur-

ing which a 50-minute General

Motors film, "Strange Inter-

view," was shown.

!»4r.

Jack Daly, editor of tlw Belle Air yearbook, works late Into

fhe night In an effort to meet the staffs flnalpubllshing dead-
line.
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2STH-CINTURY SPACISHIPSt They may

have wall-to-wall gravity, wide-acreen radar

and puie-soented oscygen. But one thing's

sure—they'll be loaded with Luddes! After

all, whaton earth (or off) tastes better than

a Lucky? So when man makes his splash

in the Big Dipper, Luckies will be a Sieliar

Seller! (It's universal knowledge that you

can't beat fine, light, good-tasting tobacco

that's toasted to taste even better.) But

don't put off till the 25th century what

you can do today. Try Luckies right now!

WHAT S A CROOKED CAMtlMC lOAT?

Mm MOWN.
U. or OHCINNATI

GypSlup

STUDENTS! MAKE $25
Do you like to shirk work?

Here's some easy money—start
Stickling! We'll pay $26 for

every Stickler we print—and

for hundreds more that never

get used. Sticklers are simple

riddles with two-word rhyming

answers. Both words must have

the same number of syllables.

(Don't do drawings.) Send your

Sticklers with your name, ad-

dress, college and class to

Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A,

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

WNAT B A MAN WHO NXES

TRAmC SIGNALS?

7*-\ ',

^^
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The Rev. Liouis A. Rongione, O.S.A. dlscuMes the recent
expansion in the graduate courses offered at Villanova with
George Harris, Chairman of the Education Department; and
Martin i. Gillen, Head of the Research and Revelopment Pro-
|;ram. -:• •'-••'•

i',/ .,
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Opera Classica Features

Grand Canyon Suite Tonite
The Opera Classica Music

Society will feature the "Grand
Canyon Suite" in stereophonic

sound at 7:30 p.m. in the East

Lounge of Dougherty Hall to-

night.

The program includes Offen-

bach's "Gaite Parisienne" with

Authur Fielder conducting the

Boston Pops Orchestra and
Verdi's "Aida" (Triumphal
March and Ballet Music), Kete-

Iby's "In a Persian Market,"

Interview Season
ns for SeniorsOpei

(Oontlnued from Pa^re 1)

view.

The lists will remain open until

the quotas for each firm have

been filled. Signatures will be

taken only between 10 a.m. and
12 noon, and between 1 p.m. and
5 pju.

Junior Can Sign
Juniors will be allowed to sign

certa&n of the time schedules,

but only on the day hefore the

firm is due to arrive on campus
and then only if the quotas are

not filled.

"In a Chinese Temple," "Bank
Holiday,, and Liszt's "Mephisto

Waltz."
Doors Open

The doors will open at 7:00

p.m. and close at 7:35 p.m. The
two previous sterophonic con-

certs were sell outs. Non-mem-
bers will be admitted upon the

pajrment of 20 cents dues. Free

programs notes are available.

Opera Classica is scheduling

a field trip to the Metropolitan

Opera House in New York on
Saturday, March 8, 1958 at

2:00 p.m.

Tickets On Sale

Verdi's "Othello" with Marie

Del Monaco. Leonard Warren.
and Antonietta Stella will be

.presented. Tickets sell for $2.00

to $8.00. All those interested

should contact either Charles

Fritz, Clement Novitsky or Wil-

liam Bennett before Feb. 21.

The University Administra-
tion was recently presented with

a blond mahogany record stor-

age cabinet. Housed in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall, the

cabinet will accomodate the So-

ciety's collection of classical

records.

Chem Professors

Markham, Doyne

Present Papers
The second Delaware Valley

r^ional chemistry association

meeting was held in the Shera-
ton Hotel on Feb. 5, 1958.

Two members of the Villa-

n o V a Chemistry Department
presented papers: Dr. James J.

Markham presented a paper to

the Chemistry Education div-

ision on his experiences'in
teaching analytical chemistry
in a unified manner employ-
ing modern techniques.

Paper Presented
Dr. Thomas H. Doyne pre-

sented a paper to the Physical
Inorganic Chemistry Division.

The topic was: "What causes
certain protein to act as catal-

ysts and others not." He pre-

sented the results of his re-

search at Villanova University.

The purpose of the meeting
was to acquaint people in In-

dus tries and in universities

with the work each was doing.

Faculty Attending
Faculty members attending

were Dr. .Markham, Dr. Doyne,
Dr. George N. Quam, Mr. Wil-
liam J. Bamhurst, and Dr. Clar-
ence G. Heininger. Students
were Joe Clark, Shibe Park
Ryanowski, Jim Purcell and
Tony Silvestri.

The Chemical Society propos-

ed field trips to Burrough's
Research Center in Bryn Mawr,
Brookhaven on Long Island,

and D u p o«n t in Wilmington.
They have already visited the

American Viscose in Marcus
Hook, Pa.

Redesigned LKD
Frat Pins Arrive
After a considerable delay,

the new fraternity pins for

Lamba Kappa Delta arrived

last week.
The pins have been re-de-

signed for this year. They are

in the form of a triangle, black

with gold border. On then are

the Greek letters and Caducus.

ENGINEERS, CLASS OF '58

KEARFOTT
Is Interviewing on your Campus

MARCH 3, 1958

for Assistant Project Engineer positions, open to you upon
graduation. The work is in the development of precisioa

instruments and controls— in both systems and components.

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMKNT NOW WITN YOUR -
.

COLLKOI FLACKMENT OFPICI.

These opportunities are right in line with the increaaing

importance to the young engineer joining a company with
' a record of steady growth and a reputation for the hifh

calibre of engineering it puts into its products.

TO FIND OUT IN DCTAIL WHAT NIARFOTT OPFIRS YOU INl

Prefettienol training • Aid for groducrte ttudy

Freie<t retpenslbility from inception to prediKtien

Opportwnitief for odvoncomont

Stability, growth and rosowrcos

Uborol salary and bonof it polkiot • Living odviwitagei

...RK SURE TO MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW
WITN YOUR PLACEMENT DIRECTOR. OR WRITC TO I

Rabart J. lyorf • Tachnlcal MocooMiit Swporvlsar

littl—arlwf Pfisimal Offffica

COMPANY, INC

I

••"•tic Am»|||i.^

IMS Maia Avaast, CIIHm. N. J

Sorority Accepts Pledges

'^ry

Sixteen new members were
initiated into Pi Theta Chi so-
rority at activities held on Feb-
ruary 13.

The pledges, all sponsored by
big sisters, included: Mary
Chapman, Joan Flood, Joan Con-
nelly, Joyce Collins, Marty Da-
vies, Betty Giamarino, Aggie

Lietz, Ginny Dassori, Mary Col-

lura, Marypat O'Neil, Betsy
White, Kathy Schultze, Eileen
Greyson, Pat Scanio, Mary Ann
Valenza, and Alice Burlington.
The committee in charge of

initiation was comprised of Ger-
rie Hollinger, Connie Bracken,
Gale Weathers, Mimi Crosson
and Mary Beth Halphen.

with

MocSMnan

(By the Author of "RaUy Round the Flag, Boyer and
**Barefoot Boy xoith CheOc:')

THE PLEDGE YOU SAVE
MAY BE YOUR OWN

Today's column is directed at those young female undergradu-

ates who have recently [hedged sororities and are worried, poor

lambs, that they won't make good. Following is a list of simple

instructions which, if faithfully observed, will positively guaran-

tee that you will be a mad success as a sorority girl.

First, let us take up the matter of housemothers. The house-

mother is your friend, your guide, your mentor. You must treat

her with respect. When you wish to speak to her, address her as

"Mother Sigafoos" or "Ma'am." In no circumstances must you

say, "Hey, fat lady."

Second, let us discuss laundry. Never hang your wash on the

front porch of the sorority house. This is unsightly and shows

a want of breeding. Use the Chapter Room.

Third, meals. Always remember that planning and preparing

meals for a houseful of healthy girls is no simple task. Your cook

goes to a great deal of trouble to make your menu varied and

nourishing. The least you can do is show your appreciation.

Don't just devour your food; praise it. Exclaim with delight,

"What delicious pork jowls!" or "What a yummy soupbone!"

or "What scrumptious fish heads!" or "What clear water!"

Fourth, clothing. Never forget that your appearance reflects

not justi)n,yourself but on the whole house. It was well enough

bef<ne:you joined a sorority to lounge around campus in your

old middy blouse and gym bloomers, but now you must take

great pains to dress in a manner which excites admiring com-

ments from all who observe you. A few years ago, for example,

there was a Chi Omega named Camille Ataturk at the Univer-

sity of Iowa who brought gobs of glory to all her sorors.

C^mlleWOH i^^ if^^i^i^'^i m^^-'- :,<

Camille hit on the ingenious notion of suiting her garb to

the class she was attending. For instance, to English Lit she

wore a buskin and jerkin. To German she wore lederhosen and

carried a stein of pilsener. To Econ she wore 120Vard8 of ticker

tape. Her shiningest hour came one day when she dressed as a

white mouse for Psych Lab. Not only her Chi Omega sisters,

but the entire student body went into deep mourning when she

was killed by the janitor's cat.

Finally, let us take up the most important topic of all. I

refer, of course, to dating.

As we have seen, the way you dress reflects on your sorority,

but the men you date reflect even more. Be absolutely certain

that your date is an acceptable fellow. Don't beat about the

bush; ask him point-blank, "Are you an acceptable fellow?"

Unless he replies, "Yeah, hey," send him packing.

But don't just take his word that he is acceptable. Inspect

him closely. Are his fingernails clean? Is his black leather jacket

freshly oiled? Is his ukulele in tune? Does he carry public

liability insurance? And, most significant of all, does he smoke
Marlboros?

If he's a Marlboro man, you know he's a lot of man. You
know he has taste and discernment, wit and wisdom, character

and sapience, decency and warmth, presence and poise, talent

and grit, filter and flavor. You will be proud of him, your sorority

will be proud of him, the makers of Mariboro will be proud of

him, and I will be paid for this colunm. e im«. mubiiuimui

• * •

Th9 mak0r» of Mmrlhoro with to einnounet thmt Mr,
Shubnan heu boen pmid for thtt column and will eonttnua
to ba paid for hrin§in§ gou hit homely pMloaophy throu§h'
out tha aehool waetr.
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Administration Approves Senior Cars;
Application for Registration Now Open

ATTENTION
All Sophs who did not pick

up their blazers, can do so by
sending the amount of $30.95
to:

Robert Rollins Blazers, Inc.

832 Broadway
New York, New York

Junior Year
in

New York
An ynusual onm-yar
co//«0* program

5— your d^an

or wriio

for broefcwr* fot

Dtanr.H.McClotfcty

WMlilNitM Sfvart

Ctlltf*

Ntw Vark Unhrtrtity

NtwYorkS. M.Y.

(ContiniK'd from I'ago 1)

campus would be allowed on
weekends only. Exceptions
may be made by the Vice-

President of Student Affairs.

4. Registration of cars with the
Student Council;
A. A $5 registration fee

will be charged to offset

administrative costs and
and to obtain a sticker
and permit which would
evidence a senior's qual-
ifications for this privil-

ege.

B. Car registration must be
presented to the Student
Council to prove owner-
ship. :; , ,

C. Seniors who are eligible

for this privilege, but do
not own their own cars,
may obtain a permit to
operate a duly register-

ed car. No registration
fee will be charged for
such a permit. They
must apply and register
at the same time as
those who own cars.

D. Any underclassman or
senior not having a per-
mit and caught operat-
ing a duly registered car
will be subject to disci-

plinary action by the
Dean of Men, and the
registrant of the car will

• ... i. lose his senior privilege.

5. All additional rulea adopted
by the Student Council and
the Administration must be
adhered to for the maintain-
ance of this privilege.

SC Handles Program
The program will be handled

by a permanent Student Coun-
cil committee in the following
manner:
1. The Student Council will sub-

mit a list of senior applicants
to the Vice President of Aca-
demics Affairs, Dean of Men,
and Chaplin. Any student, to
be accepted, must be in good
standing with all those offi-

cers.

2. The $5 registration fee will
be collected from by the com-
mittee in return for the per-
mit and sticker. Part of the
registration fee will be used
to pay for the stickers, which
must be shown at all times,
and other administrative
costs. The rest of the fee
will be turned over to the
Vice President of Financial
Affairs to pay for student use

of the parking lot for week-
ends.

The Student Council will

check license numbers on reg-
istration cards gainst the
license number on the car,

and will issue the permit and
sticker with the licenae num-
ber printed on them.
All files will be in the pos-
session of the Dean of Stu-
dent Activities and will be
opened only to the Special
Student Council Committee.

5. Registration will be open four^
times a year (at the begin-
ning of each quarter).

6. A list of seniors having per-

mission and the license num-
ber of thedr cars will be sub-

mitted to the Vice President
of Student Affars, Dean of
Men, The Dean of Student
Activities, and the Captain of
the Villanova Security Force.

7. On weekends all senior cars
will be parked in a specifically

designated area—from the
west side of the parking area
for faculty to the east end of

the new blacktop area, and
from Lancaster pike as far
back as they desire.

8. Any student found parking
permanently in an unauthor-
ized location or on campus
parking lots on week days

will lose his privilege.

DeGroft, Nicholson Make Plans
The plans for the car program

were worked out by Nicholson
and Walt DeGroft, who sub-

mitted it to the Student Council
early last semester where it was
passed and presented to the ad-
ministration early in November
for investigation.

During the Investigation into

the program, some 15 of the top
Catholic colleges n the country
were contacted by the Student
Council a^nd the administration
to find out how these schools had
met the car problem.
Nicholson strongly emphas-

ized that the car privilege must
not be abused if it is to succeed
in the future. He said that the
Student Council is administering
the program for the most part
in order to relieve ajny burden
that might have fallen on the
administration. He added that
the administration feels that if

the students are willing to obey
the rules of the program, it

should be a successful move.
Nicholson stated that the

acceptance of the car program
"shows that the administration
is more than willing to work
with the student body through
the Student Council if the Stu-
dent Council does an effective

Semper Fidelis Announces
Spring Semester Schedule
Spring semester activities of

the Semper Fidelis have been
announced by Jack Goodyear,
club president. Scheduled for the
members of the PLC program
from this region; the continua-
tion of the society's orientation
program; and the celebrating of
a Communion-Mass and Break-
fast. :

-'

The meeting of the Philadel-
phila area Marines will take
place on Wednesday, March 5,
at the Ofllicers Club of the Phila-
delphia Navy Yard. The students
attending will enjoy a buffet din-
ner after a general discussion of
common interests and problems.
Within the month all PLC's will

receive cards supplying pertinent
information and asking if they
will attend.

Plans Display

To "foster a better understand-
ing of the Marine Corps Villa-
nova," the Society plans to con-
tinue its informative displays on
campus. Bill G a n z, junior
Marketing major, has completed
an exhibit which is now on dis-

play in the University Library.

The Communion breakfast is
tentatively scheduled • for early
May and it is hoped that all

members will plan on attending
this most important function.

job in presenting proposals to
the administration and if the
Student Council is willing to
work to ese that these proposals
are carried out ecectively."

^^

He added that the move
"should act as a stimulus to
members of the student body-
particularly Student Council
members—to initiate new pro-
grams and to work every possible
way with the administration for
programs which will add to the
name of Villanova."

Monthly Meeting

The monthly meeting of the
society will be held next Thurs-
day, February 20 at 10:30 a.m.
in the Commodore John Barry
Hall Library.

All members, both new and
old, are reminded that the an-
nual dues are now payable.
Society membership cards will be
available for all members who
pay their $1.00 dues at the meet-
ing or who ha^re paid them in

the past.

GIVE
BLOOD

Air- Condifioning-femperatures mode fo order-
for all-weafher comforf. Get a demonstration!

a

{

Impah Sporl Co«pe wilh BodybyfUher. Evory window of every Chevrolet h Safely Plate Glau.

A BEAUTIFULLY MOVING THINGI '68 CHEVROLET
It brings you a RADICAL NEW vs.* a new Full Coil

^

suspension, a new Safety^Girder frame -more new things than any car
ever offered before. Don't put off driving this one!

Chevy was built to put a zest into driving
that hasn't been there before. You sense
this the instant you feel the silken

response of an engine like the new Turbo-
Thrust V8. It's an extra-cost option that
gives you extra-quick action the second

your foot flicks the gas pedal. Chevy's
new Full Coil suspension is standard. Or,
for the last word in comfort, you can even
have a real air ride, optional at extra cost.
Sec your Chevrolet dealer for good-as-gold
buys right now! *Optional at txtra cost.

Onlv frrnnekiatd Chnrnltt d»aUr»

( IIIMiOl I I

ditplan IkU famoma Iradmark

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealerfor quick appraisal-prompt delivery!i|j^
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~ An overflowing solution tank caused four VILLANOVAN
photographers to assume the role of "swabbies" in the cam-

pus darkroom last Sunday. Pictured from left to right are

Sam Pietrofltia, Al Stoughton, Al Lawtor and Tom Pflclfer.

t..'j

Delta Pi Mu Commences

Five'Week Pledge Period
Delta Pi Mu, the Liberal Arts fraternity, will begin a five-

week pledging period today, it was announced earlier this week

by fraternity President John

Moynihan.

Moynihan said that the fra-

ternity Executive Council had

named juniors Al Dombrowski

and Joe Sayers co-pledge-mas-

ters. Sophomore Harry Rowe
will act as underclass assistant

pledge-master.

Dombrowski, secretary of the

fraternity, held Rowe 's post

^^ast year.-^;.- /.';; vV'v-^' •.-•: -v':,^;

Pledging Today '

; f

The pledging period wilMast

from today until March 28, and

will consist of indoctrination of

the new members into the fra-

ternity and a trial period be-

fore they become active mem-
bers.

In regard to the regulations

of the university, there will be

no physical hazing of the pled-

ges. Rather, the training period

will consist of several meetings

where the new members will

get to know one another, and

be integrated into D.P.M. and

one week when they will be,

according to Moynihan, delegat-

ed tp their 'Big Brothers,' who
will '* serve as personal advisors

and assign them varioits duties."

18 Year Olds
Req'd by Law
To Register

All students who arc citizens

of the United States are remind-

ed that they are required by law

to register for the draft within

five days after they reach their

18th birthday.

Day students who commute to

Villanova should report to their

local Selective Service board for

registraton.

Resident students living away

from home can register with

Local Board No. 107 in Bryn

Mawr. The Board is located in

the War Memorial Building, 9

South Bryn Mawr Avenue.

Bryn Mawr Board

Out of town students who
register with the Bryn Mawr
board will not be assigned to

that board.

Instead the Bryn Mawr beard

will notify the student's local

board at home that the student

has registered. The latter board

will then handle the rest of the

details.

Villanova Defends AAU Diadem

MV M nCFQT CUAVF ^ -P"* Flaherty
Ifl I ULUwLw I WllflWL 1956 Indianapolis Sptedway Winner

"My closest shave was at Indianapolis in 1953," says

Pat Flaherty, 1«56 Indianapolis winnef. "The track

temperature that day hit 125* and the exhaust fumes
hung right down on the speedway. I was going into the

north turn at 130 mph when the fumes got me. I

blacked out, hit the outside concrete fence, and
skidded along for 120 feet. The car was demolished,

my helmet was torn off, my safety belt broke -hut I

didn't break a single bone!"

For YOUR Cles* Skav«-with a razor, not a racing car-
try new Colgate Instant Shave. Whai a way to shave I

It's the quickest, easiest way ever, no matter what razor

you use. Smooth, too ! Shaves your whiskers, saves your

skin. A great shave buy for the toygh-beard guy

!

Colgate Instant Shave

AD ANSWERED
More than 20 students ans-

wered the VILLANOVAN ad

for new members which appear-

ed in last week's paper, Eklitor-

in-Chief Bob Mulcahy has an-

nounced.
Mulcahy added, however, that

some positions are still open

so that any students interested

in writing are invited to visit

the VILLANOVAN office on the

second floor of Dougherty Hall,

any time after 4 P.M. today.

COLUMBIA-SOUTHERN
CHEMICAL CORPORATION

INTEVVIEW DATE: FEBRUARY 26

Opportunities available in seven

plants: New Martinsville, W. Va.,

Barberton, O., Lake Clxjrles, Lo.,

Corpus Christi, Tex., Jersey City,

N. J., Barlett, Calif., and Beouhor-

nois, Quek>cc, Conoda.

Producers of heavy industrial

chemicals: soda osh, chlorine,

caustic sodo. anhydrous ammcnia,

titanium tetrachloride, ond other

chlorinated products.

Reseorch, development, produc-

tion, design or>d mointenonce

opportunities open for men in

these categories:

BS MS, PhD Chemists; BS & MS
Ch^m. Engrs.; BS CE's; BO ME's;

BS EE's; BS Indus. Engrs.; BS In-

strument Engrs.; and PhD Physi-

cisfs.

Y..88, that's right. Thanks to this amazing

A-C Network Calculator, Pennsylvania

Electric Association Engineers can actually

plan power networks, complete with generat-

ing stations, power lines, homes, and factories,

for future development and know in advance

what problems will be created and how to

solve them.

And, this almost '*human" electronic mar-

vel is only one of a number of modem

electromc devices that frequent the every day

life of engineers engaged in today's fascinat-

ing electric power industry.

As an engineer about to begin your career,

you simply won't find a better field than the

electric power industry . . . particularly with

a Pennsylvania electric company. Nowhere

else will you find newer advances in equip-

ment or methods -nowhere else will you find

a greater opportunity to help build America's

future -and nowhere else will you find a

wider range of interests, one of which is sure

to be the one you're looking for.

If you feel you can qualify to join an

organization that's rapidly expanding; that

offers a young man opportunities for advance-

ment; that is extremely well known and

respected, then talk to your placement coun-

selor. Or, write to Pennsylvania Electric

AsBOciation, State Street Building, Harris-

burg, Pa., telling them where you would like

to live and work.

Villanova's chances of de-

fending its National AAU in-

door track and field title are
rated no more than an even bet,

as the Wildcats return to New
York for the first two champion-
ship meets in the Garden.
Some experts believe that

coach Jumbo Jim Elliott no
longer has enough individual

stars who can score first-place

points to make up for the great-

er depth of the other favorites

—

Manhatten and the New York
Athletic Club. Others are will-

ing to go along with the M^^
Liners.

Looking at the major races

and field events, the anticipated

three-way battle shapes up like

this:

Sprints—George Sydnor, back
in shape for the short bursts

again, and Ed Collymore, rough
if he gets a good start, give' the

'Cats more strength here than
any other team has. Manhatten
has only dark-horse Brian
Brent. N Y A C ' s entry,

Jim Warner, is not considered

top-flight. Biggest challenge to

.the 'Cats will come from Dave
Sime, Ira Murchison, Bob Brown
and Ken Kave, all of whose
teams stand little chance of

winning.
High Hurdles—Only Villano-

va, among top three teams, has
a really good hurdler—Bob Hol-

up. But Bob will have his hands
full against a Winston-Salem
trio led by record-holder &lias

Gilbert, and Georgetown's Al
Hoddinott, second to Gilbert in

the NYAC meet.
600-yard—Charley Jenkins,

still in school although his elig-

ibility is up, is favored here.

He's won four straight races

this year. But Manhatten's Tom
Murphy is good enough to take

second. He has run the 600 in

1:07 indors.

1000-Yard The 'Cats and
NYAC have no one outstanding
here, unless miler George King
of the latter decides to run it.

He won the race in Philadelphia.

Manhatten's Joe Soprano could

take second behind Dave Scur-

lock, of North Carolina, the

favorite. 'Cats Vic DiMaio and
Bob Ck>desky could earn points

if they rise above previous per-

formances.
Mile—The big one. Ronnie

(Continued on Pagel5>

'Cats Face Penn,
Owls In City Play

Tom Brennan (50) sets up a post so that Jack Kelly (right),

who is about to receive a pass, ean drive against St. Bonaventure
defense.

Hawks, Boa/lies Stun Xats
By BILL VINCENT

Blown leads and extra-period

or last-second losses ten the

hard luck story of Villanova

basketball too often .this sea-

son. Hardly a week has passed
by without Coach Al Severance's

squad being victimized by these

plagues.

Last week it came in the

form of Bobby McNeill and
his St. Joe Hawks from down
on City Line. McNeill and his

cohorts battled back from a
17 point deficit to nip the Cats,

86-82 in an overtime thriller

which kept 9200 fans on the

edge of their seats throughout.

The game looked pretty much
all Villanova through the first

half and the early part of se-

cond. With Jack Kelly, high
man for the evening with 28,

hitting quite frequently and
with 19-and 15-point performers
Joe Ryan and Tom Brennan
scoring consistently, the Main
liners held a comfortable 45-33

halftime advantage and 64-54

lead with only 8:32 remaining
in .the contest.

However, 27-point performer
McNeill and sub Joe Reilly led

a St. Joe rally which placed

them two points ahead with
less than a minute to play. But
Joe Ryan connected with a
stab at the half minute mark
to tie the contest at 72, and!

cause the game to go into an
extra period. In the overtime
the Hawks, again led by Mc-
Neill, added 14 to the Cats' 10
to win their second city series

contest.

To add to the Wednesday
night misery the Brown In-

dians of St. Bonaventure jour-

neyed to the Palestra in a
snow storm Saturday night to

trim the Cats, 80-66.

The Bonnies profited by
an off night for the Main Oners
to cop their eleventh straight

victory of the season.

The game went back and
forth in the beginning with the
Wildcats holding a slight edge.

But, with 8 minutes remaining
in the first half, the Bonnies'
pressing defense and fast break
tactics began to work and they
pulled from ties at 19-19 and
23-23 to a 35-27 halftime ad
vantage.

The Bonnies, led by Mike
Cavaliere and John Ck>nnors, re

sumed their first half doings
and boosted their lead to 40-27.

At this point the Cats put on
a rally to pull up to a 43-37

deficit. However, from this

point on, it was all Bonnies.-

High men for villanova were
Jack Kelly with 18, Joe Ryan
with 17, and Tom Brennan with

15.

Swimmers Nip PMC, 43-40
Villanova's swimmers eked

out a 43-40 decision over a
strong Pennsylvania Military

College squad at the Chester
Y.M.C.A. pool last Friday. The
win, coupled with a forfeit by
Seton Hall on Saturday (due to

the lack of manpower) hikes

the Cats' record to an impres-

sive 6-2-2 mark.
Wildcat depth proved too

much for P.M.C. as the Main
Liners collected four first place

winners and also two out of the

first three placements in five

of the events. Villanova also

took top honors in the 400-

Medley Relay with Bob Pinto,

Grene Hewitt, Bill Lyons and
Frank Keefe swimming their

respective events.

Moson Wins

Joe Mason and Lou Schoener

finished first and second, re-

spectively, in the 50-yard free-

style. In the diving event,

Wildcats' Steve Carton and
Bill Gilhool also provided a
one-two finish.

The 100 -yard freestyle saw

By FRED GREISIGER

LARRY PALACIO
Jim Gregory defeat P.M.C.'b

Jack Duckloe. Villanova's John

Rumbarger was third in this

event.

Villanova's Gene Hewitt and
Lou Pinto finished behind
powerful Larry Barbour of
P.M.C. in the 440 yard free-

style. Barbour, along with Jer-

ry Bijur, who won the 200 yard
butterfly, were the Cadets'
mainstays.

The victory over P.M.C. pull-

ed the Cats out from their two
meet losing skein at the hands
of LaSalle and Army.
Last Wednesday the Wild-

cats traveled to West Point,
only to succumb to a strong
Army squad as the Black
Knights of the Hudson downed
the Cats in a 55-31 decision.

Wildcat Larry Palacio took
top honors in the 220 yard
butterfly event in 2:32.2. The
400 -Medley Relay was copped
by Villanova's quartet of Pala-

cio, Keefe, Jim Gregory, and
Lou Pinto in 4:19.

Army D«ep

The win was the fourth
straight for the Cadet aggrega-
tion. Army's tremendous depth
proved to be too much for the
Main Liners as substantiated
by the fact that seven different

Cadets won seven event's.

Yet, although the sco^e does'

not indicate it, the m^t was
very close. Many of the events
were decided by quite close
margins.

VMI Added
To Grid Card
-Six at Home

Villanova's athletic director
and football coach, Frank Rea-
gan, has added one more game
to the 1958 grid schedule—mak-
ing a total of ten—it was learn-

ed by the VILLANOVAN yes-

terday.

Virginia Military Institute is

the team signed as an addition

to the nine-game schedule an-

nounced by Reagan only last

week.

The game fills the open date in

the original card—September
27.

Another At Home
What is most significant about

the game is that it will be play-

ed right on campus at (Soodreau
Stadium—the sixth to be so
listed for '58.

The Wildcats now have a real-

ly attractive card by which a
local following can be attracted

to the recently enlarged stadium.

The home games are with
West Chester State Teachers
College (Sept. 20); VMI (Sept.

27); Detroit (Oct. 11); Wake
Forest (Oct. 18); Richmond
(Oct. 25) ; and Quantico Marines
(Nov. 22).

Unbeaten Last Year

Virginia Military Institute had
an undefeated team last year.

For the past several seasons,

the school has been in the up-
per bracket of the Southern
Conference.

Head coach at the Institute is

a former Villanova great, John
McKenna, the recipient of a
Villanova Alumni award just

last year.

McKenna played center for

the Wildcats in 1937 and 1938.

He was coach at Malvern Prep

after graduation. Then he re-

turned to his alma mater for

an assistant's position, staying

here for a few years.

By FRANK CUNNINGHAM
With two losses to show for a

pair of overtime battles in City
Series play, Villanova's basket-
ball team tackles aggressive
Penn tonight and the peerless

Temple Owls on Saturday at
the Palestra.

Al Severance's quihtet now.

stands mired in last place in the

intra-city league, as a result of

two overtime defeats by LaSalle

and St. Joseph's.

To escape sole occupancy of

the cellar the locals must win at

least one of the Palestra tilts.

As an added incentive, the

'Cats will be aiming to post the

500th victory in the school's his-

tory. From the 1920-21 season
until now, Villanova has won
498 games.
The Quakers have declined

from their halcyon days of early

season, when they won their first

five games.
But they've perked up recently

with the emergence of soph Jack
^xenmeyer as a dependable
clutch performer, and the inspir-

ed play of George Schmidt, who
is shooting with far greater effect

than a year ago.

Owls Ranked
At the biginning of the sea-

son, many exptrts rated Villa-

nova as the only team in the

East with a chance to beat Harry
Litwack's perrenially superb
Temple tea/m. But the Owls have
been better than expected; en-

joying national ranking in both
the UP and AP top ten listings.

Paced by the incomparable
Guy Rodgers, Temple has com-
piled Oie nation's longest win-
ning streak with victories over
all the other City Series rivals.

By beating LaSalle last week,
the Owls assured themselves of

at least a tie for the champion-
ship, an honor which they shared
last campaign with the Hawks
and~ the Explorers.

If the Wildcats have any hopes
of making a game out of the

Temple clash, then they would
do well to play as the Owls play,

in a cohesive and sensible man-
ner, emphasizing team play at all

times.

Joe Ryan flips In a hook shot against close guarding of

two St Bonaventure players. John Scott (52) attempts to screen

for Ryan.

flRNSYlVANIA'S PR06IESS

f m1:- * r .1.: v,^ ' rJitfifi^tfc
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Steady Tom Gives Wildcats

Strong Defensive Service
Tom Brennan leaped into the

air, twisted and slammed one
of his opponent's shots away
from the basket to stop a scor-

ing threat.

v; Then he raced down the

court, stationed himself in the

pivot position, took a pass

from a teammate, spun to his

left and snapped a hook shot

into the bqjeket.
, .,

A minute later, back on the

opponents* end of the court,

Brennan went high to pull

down a rebound and whip a

pass to backcourt ace, Joe

Ryan, ,-: ;..//.-.. •;.;;

V Which game was this ? Any
game—because that's the story

of Tom Brennan, the ,'steady"

ball player on what may be

the nation's most erratic bas-

ketball unit. .. : vj
.

t-
,_.

A Forgotten Art
This has been the big (6' 7")

team captain's year, the year
he blossomed into stardom.
And he has achieved that

stardom in an almost for-

gotten facet of the game. It

13 not for his excellent point

production or rebounding
(he's in double figures in

both departments on any
given night) that Brennan is

noted; it is for his defensive

work.
There had always been a

trace of greatness in the tall

boy from Long Island, back
when he was a reserve ball

player in his sophomore and
junior years, but it is pro-

bable that few expected the

heights he would reach in

his final year.

At the beginning of the

season, it looked as if Bren-

nan's talents were going to

go unnoticed. Ken Harrison

and John Scott started off

on a scoring rampage, Joe

Ryan began to look like a
renovated edition of his old

self and Jack Kelly combined
hustle and desire to start

drawing headlines.

Nobody Noticed

Meanwhile, Tom Brennan
went quietly about his job,

and since he wasn't scoring

with any great proficiency,

nobody really noticed all the

other things—the rebounding,

passing, guarding.

Then came the Niagara
game, and Tommy performed

such a masterful defensive

job on Ail-American candi-

date "Boo" Ellis, that even

the wire services made men-
tion of it. Fans began to

TOM BRENNAN

think back to the spectacular

Wildcat victory over Indiana

a year earlier, and remember
how Brennan held the great

Archie Dees to only eight

points. And they began to

watch the Villanova center

a little more closely.

Tom gave them something

to watch. That last little re-

quirement to complete his

picture as a masterful court

star, the scoring punch, final-

ly came through.

LaSalle <jiame Tops
After pulling down 13 re-

bounds and outplaying Lloyd
Sharrer in the now classic

West Virginia debacle, Bren-

nan came into his own during

the LaSalle game. He had
29 points when he fouled out

with a few minutes left to

play. _ ,,;.- :;.';..;..

He received a standing Pa-

lestra ovation when he left

the court, and, two days

later, was named "Player-of-

the-Week" in the Philadel-

phia area by the sportswri-

ters, a distinction not usual-

given to a player whose team

Unbeaten FroshFacePenn
t • Unbeaten in eight straight

games this season, the Villa-

nova freshman basketball

squad hopes to lengthen its

streak with three more victor-

ies this week.

Tonight the Wildkittens will

take on the University of Penn-

sylvania's frosh team on the

latter'g court. Villanovans will

get a chance to see the same

two teams in action when they

meet in a return engagement

here next Tuesday.

In between, on Saturday, the

frosh travel to Drexel Institute

in Philly in ex[tectatioiifl of an-

other win.

The top man for Penn so far

this season has been six fopt,

four inch, Bob MIkvy, brothsr

of the all-time Temple great,

Bill IClkvy. Mlkvy was an all

state selection from Palmer-

town High last season, and re-

cently led the Red and Blue to

a win over Temple with 26

points.

Pacing the Villanova team as

usual will be Jim Huggard, Bob
Liberatore, Dick Kaminski, and

Jim Kenny. With this sparkling

array of talent to work with,

varsity coach Al Severance has

developed one of the best year-

ling teams that this area has

seen for some time.

Lacking pre-eminence only in

height, the frosh have pushed
themselves to the limit and
gained a reputation for being

a spirited, hustling ball club. ,

A perfect slate for the sea-

son, which now appears alto-

gether possible, would be a just

reward for their efforts.

has just lost^ two ganies.

Now Brennan is considered

the best defensive player in

the area and the steadying

influence on Villanova's baff-

ling court squad.

February 19, 19S8

Teams Prime for

Cats^ - Pemi

Intra - M Game
The standings in the basket-

ball intramural leagues have

gradually been stabilized, as for

the most part one or two teams

in each league have begun

dominating the others.

Most of these teams are look-

forward to the playoffs next

month. The team which suc-

ceeds in winning the round-

robin will face the intramural

champion of the University of

Pennsylvania in the annual
Penn-Villanova intramural ge^me

at the Palestra.
'".'"'''•''/'/'.

.;<: r . Lead League
The Northerners, whom many

consider the outstanding team
in the entire intramural set-up,

lead in the 7:30 league. They
are the beat bet to go all the

way and face Penn.

The J.B.'s are up on top in

the 3:30 loop, while a fresh-

man group, the Half-Year Men,
are number one in the 10:30

league.

The Alumni Animals are the

kingpins of the 6:30 cricuit,

but they only have a small

lead over the Ea&twingers.
First Place Tie

In the 4:30 league, the Gyros
and Delta Pi Mu are deadlock-

ed for first place. The same
situation exists in the 7:30 lea-

gue's Division B, with the Ga-
zelles and the Ranch Hands.
Every one of the league lead-

ers, whether it shares the lead

or holds it alone, is undefeat-

ed. Th^ won't be the case for

long v^ere ties exist, because

the ^o-leaders meet during the
next two weeks.

^
, .^

SPORTS CHATTER:
THE VILLANOVAN

IC4A Tickets On Sale
By TOM C^OLDSCHMIDT:

TRACK SHORTS. ..The Spirit Committee has already

begun selling tickets to the IC4A Indoor Championships at

the Garden, March 1. . . Members will be in Dougherty Hall

with the ducats. . . Last year over 800 went up to New York
to see the Wildcats cop the national collegiate crown. . . New
York track fans, most of whom know nothing at all about

the sport, gave Ron Delany the usual razzberries when the

time of his winning mile in the NYAC meet was announced.

. . . Someone suggested that New York fans stay home each

Saturday night—then a radio announcer could read the

times of the various races to them. . . If a record was ap-

proached or broken, they Could cheer. . . If not, they could

sit on their fannies and boo. .

.

A gentlenuin sitting behind us at the NYAC meet cheer-

ed for Delany in a back-handed sort of way. . . When Ron
took the baton from Vic DiMaio in the mile relay, with Vil-

lanova far to the rear in fourth place, he yielled, "C'mon, ya
bum, catch those creeps." . . . Apparently those who know
track best appreciate Delany more than the casual fan. . .

.

He was the only winner whom every other performer and
judge took time to personally congratulate. . . Elias Gilbert,

the Winston-Salem hurdler, was so blase about winning, he
left his Gold Medal lying on the floor. . . Someone found it

later. . . Parry O'Brien was the center of attraction for a
small group of athletes for most of the night—the other
shot putters. . . They were hoping some of his talent would
rub off on them. . . When will Manhatten's talent run out?. .

.

Certainly not for a few years, at least. . . Its freshmen mile
relay team beat the varsity's time on Saturday. . . Won by
half a lap in 3:20.9...

Sincere apologies to swimming co-captain Lou Schoener,
one of the finest, who got a lousy deal from this inefficient,

uninformed expert(?) last week. . . Grood show coming up on
Saturday. . . National Catholic Interscholastic Swimming
Championships will be held in the Field House pool, start-

ing at 10:00 a.m. .. Villanova hosted the event for years un-
til it was discontinued because of the Second World "War. . .

.

When things started up again in 1954, the school agreed to

have it here. . . The swimming team, almost finished its re-

gular schedule, prepares now for the Eastern championships,
March 13 through 15 at Annapolis

Don Luzzi and Tony Varrechione will travel to Canada
in July to try out with the Calvary Stampeders. . . The two
were committed to that team before the NFL meeting in

January. . . That's why neither was drafted by a U. S. club. .

.

Calgary is coached by former Wildcat line coach Otis Doug-
las. . . That probably explains Don's and Tony's going up
there. . . Luz played in the Senior Bowl game in Mobile, Ala.

in January. . . We hear that some of the football players are
miffed over having to play West Chester. . . One back claims
he'll go all the way on the opening kick-off against those
"softies.". . . WARNING: They're in for a big surprise. .

.

Eddie Michaels, Jr., the only 'Cat to be claimed by the

NFL, intends to give the pros a whirl. . . The Washington
Redskins grabbed him. . . As he is quick to point out, the

chances of a rookie making the big-time are rather slim. . .

.

But he'll give it all he's got. . . He's not received a contract

from Washington as yet. . . He'll probably go to graduate
school in any event. . . We asked Dan Smeddy how he likes

living in West .Virginia. . . The official came back with, "Fine.

My wife is thrilled with her new fur coat, too.". . . IRONIC
MAGAZINE has named the Villanova court five the "Clutch
Team of the Century.". .

.

Well Organized Former Prep Stars,

"The Northerners;' Setting Early P
Choice To Capture Intramural Crown

ttu BAIII BII^I^B »w

Paff« 15

By PAUL BUCKLEY
How often in an intramural

sports program does one find
a well-organized team. Usual-
ly a team comes to a game with
barely enough men to play.
Most clubs have no plays, just
five indiyiduals who want to
shoot.

The Northerners, here at
Villanova in the 7.30 league,
are organized, however—and
they do have plays. They are
organized to such an extent
that in addition to ten men who
come to every game, they have
a coach and a manager.
The Northerners are domin-

ated by residents from the
first floor of Sullivan Hall.
They have passed the cent-

ury mark in scoring quite of-
ten. In doing so, the team has
put its speed and height to
cood advantage.

Counolly Coaches
Directing the fortunes of

this powerhouse is their coach,
Frank Connolly, a veteran in
intra-mural play.

George Mitchell, Jim Tobin,
Rocco Barbieri, Hal Bauaer and
Joe Scancarella comprise the
starting lineup.

In Mitchell, .the Northerner«
have a six-four rebounder who
hails from Chaminade High in
Long Island. Mitch is captain
of the team.
Jim Tobin is the big man on

the team. At six-five, Tobin
works from the pivot. Jim was
an All-Catholic football end
from Philadelphia's Southeast
Catholic and the center on the
school's championship basket-
ball team.

Barbieri All-County

From Passiac Valley High
and Carteret Prep comes six-
three Rocco Barbieri. At Pas-
saic Valley, Barbieri was
to the All-County basketball
•team.

Hal Bauser, a six-foot bash
from St. Francis in Brooklyn
is probably the best shot on
the team. His jump shot from
around .the foul circle has ruin-
ed most of the Northerners'
opposition.

The fifth and smallest man
on the team is Joe Scancarella.
Joe, known in New Jersey cir-
cles as a former Clifton High
great, is only five-nine. From
his guard spot, he acts as play-
maker for the team. He is a
hard driver and has a good
setshot.

n All-Passaic

He was named to the all-

Passaic V a 1 1 ey Conference
team while attending Clifton.

Front-court reserves are
Vince Carelli and hustling
Andy Johnson. Carelli is a
product of Southeast Catholic,
while Johnson went to Great
Neck High in Long Island, N.
Y. Bemie Dean, AllCity center
from John Carrol High in
Washington, and Duke Good-
wyn help out along with Jack
Dillon, a track and cross-coun-
try man from La Salle in New
York.

Finally, there is the manager
and sometimes water-boy, Kev
in Johnson, from New York.

PistolTeam GoesToArmy
The University pistol team i team are civiUan students, con-oumeys to the United States trarv to th« ^oi^r.f.A .^i«i

"

Captains and Coaches of Villanova and Navy pistol teamspose after a match at Annapolis of February 8. The matoh waswon by the Naval Academy. Pictured from left to right areNavy captains. Midshipman First Class Silas Daugherty andMidshipman First Class Paul PolskI; Navy. coaches Major E. Y.Holt Jr. and Major Claierbuc; VUlanova coach Captain J JGrace; and Vilh^nova captains Jim D'Arcy and Bill Scott
*

AAU Diadem
(Continoed from Page IS)

Delany should taxe tirdt, win-
ning his 21st straight indoor
mile. Here's where NYAC can
grab a pile of points, however,
with Jim Beatty and King pos-
sibly two and three. Oregon's
Jim Grelle, Hungary's Istvan
Rozsavolgyi, and Yugoslavia's
Velisa Mugosa will push. Delany
beat Rozsavolgi in 4:10 last
week. Mugosa looked sharp in
winning the two-mile.

Three-mile—Only NYAC has
anything in this race. Its Peter
McArdle, from Ireland, won't
beat John Macy, from Houston,
but he can score.

High Jump-Only Villanova,
among Big Three, will place
here. Phil Reavis, slowly round-
ing into top form, has not been
beaten this year, also has not
won—all Ues thus far. If Char-
ley Stead, who missed at 6-5 in
his first jumping of the year
last week, can get up the 6-7
height, the 'Cats will be in
great shape.

Pole Vault — Ex-Villanovan
Don Bragg and Occidental's Bob
Gutowski will be one-two, but
all three teams seen in conten-
tion for the title are weak in
^.he vault. If 'Cat soph Ron
Brady just might hit 14-feet—
and help Villanova to a couple
of points.

Shot Put—Parry O'Brien, of
course, should have no trouble.
But Manhatten could pick up a
second or a third. The Jaspers'
Joe Marchiony was third last
week. V -

Broad Jump—Greg Bell, Uic
26-footer from Indiana, stands
above the rest of the pack. It
is not known if NYAC or Man-
hatten has any strength here or
not. John Buckley, only a soph,
could endeaip himself to Jim El-
liott by pushing Bell. He has
the ability.

Relays (mile, two-mile, and
sprint madley)—Manahtten has
awesome depth for these races

The University pistol team
journeys to the United States
Military Academy at West Point
on Saturday for its third inter-
collegiate shoulder match of the
year.

Both of the earlier matches
were lost, to MIT and to the
United States Naval Academy.
Although the pistol team has

competed on the intercollegiate
level for several years, this is
the first year that the Universi-
ty has recognized pistol as a
varsity sport whose members
are eligible for minor varsity
letters.

The trip to West Point came
about as a result of the Army's
challenging Villanova to a
match. There is a chance that
Princeton will also take part in
the match.

Army, Navy Tops
Army and Navy are consider-

ed the top college pistol teams
in the country. They naturally
have more time and facilities
with which to develop their
shooters than does the normal
school.

Despite the two losses, the
pistol team is still rated high,
only a notch or two below .the
service academies.
Most of the members of the

team are civilian students, con-
trary to the accepted opinion.
All the facilities used belong to
the NROTC.
The outstanding shooters dur-

ing the early matches have been
senior Bill Scott (captain of the
team) and junior Jim D'Arcy.
D'Arcy also serves as the team
manager.

Scott posted a 279 score in the
MIT match, the highest for a
Villanovan in the school's hist-
ory. The score can be judged
by comparing it with those
normally turned m by the Army
and Navy shooters—270 or
there-abouts.

D'Arcy had a 269 score in the
MIT match, one of his best to-,

tals in three years of shooting
here at Villanova.

Scott came in second last
year in the Secretary of Navy
Match, open to all NROTC unit
members. It is a postal meet
in which the playens shoot on
their home ranges and mail the
results in.

In March there will be a Na-
tional Rifle Assoc, course on
campus. Part of the course will
be in pistol shooting. It will
serve as a "try-out" camp for
those who intend to get on the
team next year.

Sydnor Sprinting Again

Soph John Scott seems to be clutching the ball In amaiol
ment while Bill (25) and Tom (45) Brennan entreat him to
shoot. Even the official is abashed.

Any Freshman or Sopho-
more Interested In becoming
a Baseball nuumger 'can eon-
tact Mr. Charles Faman In
the basement of the Held
House.

-» --- —~». .^jruuv,* ^viiic back strong, andOn paper, its mile team should Collymore break from blocks
win. NYAC is also strong in the
mile, with ex-Villanovans John
Furiinger and Al Peterson on
the squad. If George King an-
chors NYAC's two-mile team, it

won't be beaten. The Jaspers
are a goo^ bet to cop second.
Villanova probably won't enter

George Sydnor made no
headlines for his work in Sat-
urday's New York AthleUc
Club Indoor Games, but off
wnat he showed, the Wildcats'
cnances of repeatmg as AAU
and IC4A champs received a
much-needed boost.

Sydnor was fourth in the 60-
yara sprmt, losing to Duke's
i-»ave tiime—not particularly
sensational accordmg to the
standards Jumbo Jim Elliott's
men nave led us to expect.

But the fourth was like a
first on any other occassion.
*or George had been a huge
question-mark in the short-dis-
cance races for almost a year,
with a long series of chariey-
norses keeping him from op-
eratmg at nis old efliciency.

Sydnor said before the race
that he did not expect .to win
the^st time out.

"Just so long as the legs
hold up, I'll be happy," said
the former Haverford (Pa.) all-
around athlete.

"It will be a week or so be-
fore I get used to the shorter
races, "aydnor went on to say.
He has been running the lead-
position on the mile relay team.
Chief reason for this is that
there is less danger of muscle
pulls in the longer distance.

"There's much less strain
and pressure, for one thing,"
said Sydnor. "Also, the
stretched-out stride is a lot

smoother."

But it is the stride whch
Sydnor will have trouble with
for a few more days, at least.

the two-mile. The sprint medley
is anyone's race. It could de-
cide the AAU champion.

Villanova's chances, in gener-
al—Loaded with ifs. Should
Sydnor come

"After having it opened way
up, it's kinds tough to shorten
it all at once," he said. "But
if everything goes okay, I
should be ready to give them
all a battle in .the team title
meets."

That is good news to Villa-
nova fans who remember the
great sprinting Sydnor did in
his sophomore year and then
again last year before he be-
gan having muscle miseries.
Twice a year ago he stepped
into the Sime-(Ira) Murchison
duels to upset the experts and
win.

For a while Saturday night.
It looked like Sydnor's bad
luck had come back to haunt
him. After teking second in
his heat, tying Sime for sec-
ond in one of the semi-finals,
and grabbing a fourth in the
final, GJeorge returned in the
evening's last event to run
lead-oflf in the mile relay again.
He took the lead and lost

It three different times, but
tired in the last 50 yards of
his 440. Just as he handed the

stick to Vic DiMaio, he keeled
over on his stomach.
Charley Stead ran over from

the high-jump area and lifted
Sydnor up in his arms, carry-
ing hun away from the boards.
In a few mmutes, George was
up and around, apparently in
good shape.

The collapse seemed to be
more from exhaustion than
from a recurrence of the oid
injury. AH things being equal,
Sydnor will be in the sprmts
come this Saturday and the
week after.

Asked in which meet he had
first pulled a muscle, Sydnor
said it didn't happen in a meet,
but in practice.

"I usually run a lap fast and
then jog one. But (Charley)
Jenkins asked me to go along
with him that day. He was
really pushing—ran off ten
straight fast ones. That did
it—she ripped."
Now Sydnor hopes that the

ripping days are over. So does
Elliott. But he'd better keep
Jenkins away from him.

fast, the sprints could help the
'Cats. Stead, Buckley^ Brady,
and Holup probably hold the key
to victory. Elliott wiljl iiave to
do a juggling act for iXie relays.
Collymore, Sydhor, S^ad and
Delany will toioat likely do dou-
ble-duty. ' T

^t
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Belle Air Meets Deadline;

Delivery Expected In May
The final printer's deadline for the BELLE AIR, Villanova's

yearbook, was met last Thursday, it was revealed today by Editor
Jack Daly. Delivery of the annual to the student body is expec-
ted to be around May 14.

Material Delivered

The material delivered to the
printer's last week made up ap-
proximately two-thirds of the
yearbook and included the ac-

tivities feature and sports sec-

tions. One-third of the material

was delivered just prior to the
Christmas vacation.

Daly said that the only in-

complete sections are those deal-

ing with the senior weekend,
track and basketball, and that
these were held out to assure
complete coverage.

Summer Planning
Daly stated that he believed

the main factor responsible for

JACK DALY
Belle Air Editor

the successful meeting of the

deadline was the summer plan-

ning which went into the book.

The annual was outlined dur-

ing a number of editorial staff

meetings held at the Daly
home in Perth Amboy, N. J.

(Continued on Page 9)

'Revolutions'

Topic Planned

By Hartman
A series of lectures by facul-

ty members considering three
major revolutions has been an-
nounced by the Department of

History and Political Science.

""The lectures will- be given on
the 12th, 19th and 26th of

March, according to Dr. Harold
Hartman , chairman of the de-

partment. ^'-

CKarles P. Bruderle, Asso-
ciate Professor, will speak on
"The Revolt of Nobility and the

Beginning of the French Revo-
lution" on March 12th.

Russian Revolution
The next week. Assistant

Professor Bohdan P. Procko
will consider "The Russian Re-
volution of 1917 and the Na-
tional Problem."
On March 26th, Associate

Professor Alexander Rudhart
will lecture on "German Social-

ism and the Revolution of No-
vember, 1918."

According to Dr. Hartman
the lectures are intended to

"encourage and stimulate an
historical interest on the parts

of students and faculty.

Historical Importance
"The 1958 series stresses the

historical importance of the im-
pact of revolutionary activity

upon the progressive develop-

ment of contemporary civiliza-

(Continued on Pa«:e •>

Three freshmen prepare to deposit their ballots in the box
while Sheldon Pollock, Clem Birch, and Jerry McGrath, acts as

elections judges during the Frosh Congress voting Tuesday.

Frank Bonner stands behind Birch and supervises the procedure.

Juniors Announce Jr.Week
Heads; Murphy, Schneider
In Charge Of Activities

By RAYMOND J. QUAGLIA gnd FRANK J. DYNAN
of fhe V/llanevan SfofF

^
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Reuschlein

Lectures At
Area Colleges
Harold Gill Reuschlein, Dean,

of the Villanova Law School, is

engaged in a program visiting

some twenty-four colleges
throughout this area, lecturing

to various pre-law clubs and
counselling with pre-law stu-

dents.

In recent weeks he has dellver-

;^ed the inaugural lecture in the

Francis J. Myers Memorial Lec-

ture series ait Saint Joseph's Col-

, lege, and has also lectured to

. the Social Science Forum at

: Siena College, to the Saint

Thomas More Pre-Law Society
." I at Holy Cross College, and to the

Pre-Law Club at Loyola College,

Baltimore.

Other Colleges
In addition to these lecture I

i;; appearances, he has met inform-'
ally with pre-law students at

Franklin & Marshall College, Ur-
sinus College, Gettysburg Col-

lege, Fairfield University, Mer-
rimack College, Manhattan Col-

, .lege, Muhlenberg College, Gan-
non College, Saint Bonaventure
and Lehigh University.

During the next month Dean
Reuschlein will speak at King's

College, Penn State, Wilkes-

Barre College, Mount Saint

Mary's College, Saint Peter's

College, Jersey City, Saint'

Francis College (Brooklyn),

Saint Francis College (Loretto),

Saint Vincent's College, Univer-

sity of Scranton, and the Uni-

versity of Delaware.

Famed Case
Some implications of Penn-

sylvania's famed Girard College

case were discussed in a talk

given by Professor John G.

Stephenson, of the School of

Law, before the Gloucester

(N.J.) County Medical Associa-

tion on February 20.

V Professor Stephenson, a

specialist in the law of property,

has been particularly interested

in the law of charitable and
nonprofit organizations.

His talk, entitled "Who Will

Educate Our Doctors To Run
Our Hospitals?", concerned the

fact that the Girard College case

"calls into question many hit-

herto accepted principles of law
upon which the existence of our
charitable foundations depend."

Through a long line of pagan Japanese children walk Cardinal Frings, of Cologne, Ger-
many; Bishop Paul Yamaguchi, of Nagasaki, and Fathers Robinson and Purcell of the mis-
sion. Proceeds from the Shamokinaki dance on March 7th will go to the education of tlie

poor Japanese pagan children.

Chestnut Hill

To Present Show
This Friday night the amateur

thesbians of Chestnut Hill Col-

lege will present an original

musical comedy, the proceeds of

which will go to the college in

the form of a bond.
An open invitation has been

extended to all Villanovans to

attend "Bond Night," as the

event is called. The production
is entitled "Old Poison and New
Ivy" and is based on the troubles

and entertainments of the aver-

age college student.

The presentation will be for

one night only and a donation

of seventy-five cents per per-

son will be collected at the

door. Proceeds from this annual
event are presented to the

college through their student

council for use in the school's

proposed building and develop-

ment fund.

Curtain time will be 8:30.

The Literary Club will meet
Monday night at 7 o'clock in

Seminar 3 in the basement of
the library.

Because of lack of interest in

the contemplated project, Pre-
sident Joe Kinney has decided
to drop the project in favor of
next week's discussion.

O'Donnell Elected President

Of Student Education Assn.
The Student Eklucation Association of Villanova held elec-

tions of officers for the academic year 1958-1959 on February 13.

Elections chairman Charles
Marzen has just announced the

results of .the voting, after tab-

ulating the votes of both the

regular students and of those

who have already begun prac-

tice teaching.

The new officers are: Presi-

dent : John O'Donnell, Vice-Pres-

ident: Thomas Devine, Secre-

tary: John J. Cronin and Treas-
urer: Dennis Dougherty.

All are members of the Ed-
ucation Department, although
the Student Education Associa-

tion is open to every Villanova
student.

At the time of the elections,

the then President, Richard
Dressier, issued an invitation to

all the Education majors and
any others who are interested

in teaching, to join SEA.
Dressier emphasized the point

that the association has far few-
er sophomores and freshmen
than it would like.

He said that all interested stu-

dents are requested to make in-

quiries at the Education Depart-
ment's office in Mendel Hall.

Clean-Up Campaign Starts;

Target Today: Pie Shoppe
The student council's Dough-

erty Hall "clean-up" campaign
will get under way today.
The purpose of the drive,

which is co-sponsored by the
Spirit Committee, will be to

clean-up the day-hop cafeteria

and soda fountain.

The Student Union and Spec-
ial Problems Committee of the
student council will head the
campaign.

Sore Spot
Bob Murphy, treasurer of the

council and head of the com-
mittee, pointed out that the con-

dition of the upstairs cafeteria

has long been a sore spot with
students and administration

alike.

"If any outsiders—either pro-

spective students or employees

—should walk into Dougherty
during the noon rush hour, they

would be shocked by its condi-

tion," said Murphy.
"Certainly any student who

has any pride in his school

should be willing to cooperate

m this drive. After all, it's for

his benefit."'
^' '•:^;• <-;•;;; "'V'^^f''/.

Poster Campaign
• Posters will be placed

ihroughout the trouble spot, ac-

cording to Murphy, to try to ap-
peal to the students to put their

'rubbish into the provided trash
receptacles.

Besides the posters, the com-
mittee will also make use of the
public address system to bring
the importance of this drive to

the attention of the students.

The campaign will run for one
week.

'Ham' Radio Club
Begin Meetings
Villanova's Radio Club, hav-

.ing completed a successful first

1semester, resumed activities last
night in its club room in the
basement of Mendel Hall.

Code classes, begun last sem-
ester, will be continued and it

is expected that new members
will have no trouble in follow-
ing the procedure.

2 Six-Week
ReadingPlans
Being Held

By JERRY McGRATH
A Reading Improvement Pro-

gram, under the direction of Dr.

Stanley P. Weiasman, is now
being offered in the library to

all undergraduate students in-

terested in improving their read-

ing ability.

The course runs for six weeks
and is given twice a semester.

Specially designed machines are

used to measure the students

reading speed and comprehen-
sion.

The whole program is under
the direction of Mr. Edward
Murray, Guidance Director, who
pointed out that the program
is open to all students of the

University, regardless of year

or division.

He also said, "There is a fee

of $25 charged for participation

in the program. All those desir-

ing further information should

contact me in room 132 Mendal
Hall."

Session Underlay
Although the first session is

already underway, registrations

are now being accepted for the

second session, which will com-
mence immediately following the

Easter recess.

There are four groups in each
session, with two groups meet-
ing on Monday and Wednesday,
the other two every Tuesday and
Thursday.
Two phases of the program

are particularly stressed by Dr.

Weissman: reading speed and
reading comprehension. Individ-

ual student problems, however,
can be catered to because of the

smallness of each class.

Twice Tested
Each student is tested at the

beginning and the end of the
six weeks period in order to

measure his starting ability and
hs subsequent development.

Mr. Murray pointed out that

all students upon matriculating
at Villanova are given speed
and comprehension tests in read-

ing. Any student, whether he

be interested in the Reading Im-
provement Program or not, may
procure his score from the guid-
ance office.

READ • :

THE VILLANOVAN
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GivenStudent

Council Seat
The joint student branch of

the American Institute of Elec-

trical Engineers and the Insti-

tute of Radio Engineers has

been granted a seat on the Stu-

dent Council.

Admission to the Council was

finally approved after the

branch presented a copy of its

new constitution for examina-

tion.

One of the main features of

the new constitution is the for-

mation of an executive com-

mittee to aid the branch's

officers in their administrative

duties.

Chief credit for drafting the

new constitution goes to junior

Bob Merkert.
Nominations Monday

President Jerry Yantis has

announced that nominations for

next year's officers will take

place at the branch's meeting

on Monday at 11:30 a.m.

The editors of the branch's

magazine, "The Circuit," seniors

Dave Dubbels, Dick Horn, Bill

Maginnis, and Bob Wilkinson,

have invited anyone interested

in publication to contact them

at once. They stressed that un-

derclassmen are needed in par-

ticular.

Last week the branch took a

field trip to the Franklin In-

stitute. Included in the itinera-

ry were visits to the Univac

computer and a network analy-

zer. James McGinn, formerly

of Villanova's mathematics de-

partment, served as guide.

There are trips slated for

the future to a local translator

plant and to the Philco labora-

tories at Spring City, Pa. The

site of the regular senior field

trip has not yet been decided.

Summer Work
Yantis told the VILLANO-

VAN that the juniors in the

branch have been actively en-

gaged in a project designed to

aid them in finding summer po-

sitions in the engineering field.

Over 150 companies through-

out the country were contacted

earlier in the year. Each was
asked to supply information re-

garding the types of work
available for the junior electri-

cal engineers, possible salaries,

and the dates for filing applica-

tions.

All the information which

the firms sent back to the

(Continued on Pa^re 12)
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Annual Choral Festival

At St. Joseph's Saturday

JiiH Corey, left, and Jack Serafin, of Beta Gamma, accept
thcThird place trophy from Father John Bennagia, S. J., at the
nc'iit (lebaiiiig tourney at King's College, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

V.U. Debaters Place Third

In Invitational Tournament

Four Villanovans set an example for the rest of the oampua
for Lent They are sating stamps to be used by the mlHsions for

fund raising. All students have been asked to cooperate In this

endeavor as an added sacrifices for the pre-Easter season.

The debating society initiated

its second semester with a very
successful showing at the
King's College Invitational
Tournament in Wilkes Barre.
From the nineteen teams

which participated, the Villa-
nova contingent placed third
with seven victories and one
defeat.

Both Jim Corey and Jack
Serafin debated the affirmative
side of this year's topic and
succeeded in defeating Syra-
cuse, Lehigh, St. John's and
Johns Hopkins, thus remaining
undefeated in competition.

Debating the negative were
Leo Burke and Oz Scogna who
defeated teams representing
Rosemont, Temple and City
College of New York.

Penn State Victors

Loss of the tournament came
at the hands of Penn State,
the eventual winners, when the
negative team proved unsuc-
cessful against the arguments
of state.

The first trophy of the yeai
was awarded to the debaters
by the President of King's Col-
lege at the ceremony which
followed the event.

For recognition as the fourth
best speaker in the tournament
Jim Corey was honored at the
ceremony. <, . .

Room For New Members
President Bob O'Connor em-

phasized that the society is in-

viting all students who may be
interested in debating to come
to the weekly meetings which
are held every Thursday mor-
ning at 10:30 in 104 Vasey
Hall.

New members are assured of
gaining debating experience on
the intercollegiate level in the
coming semester when definite
plans concerning future novice
events have been completed,
O'Connor said.

Richard M. Mcponough of
the Speech Department and
coach of the Beta Gamma So-
ciety announced the names of
the men newly appointed to
the varsity who had been qua-
lified because of their activity
and skill in the various debat-
ing events.

Included in the new varsity
were: John Cummings, Joseph
Remy, Joseph McCullough. Leo
Burke, Dominick Costa, James
Murray, Greg Dean, Thomas
PfeifPer, Francis Murtha, Ro-

nald Tenaro and Hugh Logan.

Opera Classica

Hears 'Otello'

This Evening
The Opera Cla.ssica Music So-

ciety will hold a special program
this evening at. 7 :30 when it will
play the LONDON recording of
Verdi's OTELLO featuring
MARIO DEL MONACO in the
title role. REINATA TEBALDI
will sing Desdemona.
The Society will journey to

New York City's Metropolitan
Opera House on Saturday,
March 8 to see Verdi's OTELLO
with MARIO DEL MONACO,
ANTONIETTA STELLA, ANA
LEONARD WARREN in the
leading roles. The trip is open
to non-members so long as the
supply of tickets last.

The Society will also see the
Philadelphia Grand Opera Com-
pany presentation of Verdi's LA
FORZA DEL DESTINO on Fri-
day, Feb. 28 at 8:15 p.m. at the
Academy of Music. Student
tickets may be secured at $1.00..

To Hear Wagner
Opera Classica will also meet

on Monday, March 3 at 7:30 p.m.
in the east lounge to hear Wag-
ner's TRISTAN und IS OLDE
with Kirsten Flagstad.
The Metropolitan Opera will

perform the Wagnerian work
the following evening in Phila.
Tickets are sold out.

The third annual Philadelphia
area college Choral Festival
will be held March 1 at St. Jos-
eph's College in Alumni Memor-
ial Hall, 54th St. and City Line
Ave.

Tickets are now on sale and
will be throughout this week;
they can be obtained from any
member of the Villanova Sing-
ers or at the door Saturday
night. ,

The musical festivities will

begin at 8 o'clock with a dance
to follow at 10:30. In addition
to Villanova five other schools
will be represented including St.

Joseph's, Immacula.ta, St.

Peter's of Jersey City, Rosemont
and Temple.

Three Solo Numbers
Each school will perform for

15 minutes, singing three songs
from its repertoire. The climax
of the evening will be the two
joint numbers, "This is my
Country" and "Glory" which
will be sung by a representative
number from each school.

The three songs to be render-
ed by the Villanova Singers will

be "Going' Home," "Cindy" and
"O Shenandoah."
This function was started

three years ago by Robert Ford
of the Class of 1956, who was
then the president of the Sing-

ers, and by Dr. Harold Gill
Reuschlein who was their direc-
tor.

"Big Ten" Also Has Festival

The only other section of the
country that has this type of

HERBERT FISS
Directing Singtrt

choral gathering is the "Big
Ten," which holds it during the
sptingtime.

In the past two years the fes-

tival in this area has grown with
grand success, as last year an
estimated 1400 attended the
choralers recital at the Villa-

nova field house.

The prime motive for holding
the festival at St. Joseph's this

year is to rotate the yearly pre-
sentations to the Various schools
that participate and to give peo-
ple in the different areas a
chance to attend this singular
event.

Fiss To Direct

Herbert Fiss is the present di-
rector of the Villanova Singers
and he will have the pecuHar
honor of appearing at three dif-
ferent times during the concert,
since he is also the director of
the St. Joseph and Rosemont
choral organizations.

Junior Week Queen Contest

Opens; March 26 Deadline
(b) name of the girl, her
age and height, color of her

eyes and hair, school or oc-

cupation, home or school ad-
dress and telephone number.
(4) The deadline for submis-
sion of a picture is March 26.

DR. HAROLD HARTMAN
Slates Lecture Series

Frank Cavalier, newly ap-

pointed chairman for the 1958
Junior Week Queen contest, has
announced that the competition
is now officially open.
Photographs may be submit-

ted in either room 327 Sullivan
Hall or in the student council

office on the second floor of

Dougherty Hall.

Cavalier revealed that a
queen, her lady-in-waiting and
a three-girl court would be
chosen.

Freebees For Winner
The queen and her escort will

be awarded free tickets to every
Junior Week function they at-

tend, the lady-in-waiting will

get a free ticket to the Junior
Prom and the girls in the court
will receive floral bouquets.

The five finalists will be
chosen from the entries by a
judge, who is to be announced
at a later date. Cavalier stated
that he would be a television

personality, "noted for his eye
for beauty."
The queen and her court will

be chosen • on the day of the
Prom by a committee of faculty
members.

The Rules

Pictures of the cohtestants
will appear in the VILLANO-
VAN in the weeks preceding
Junior Week, and the finalists
will be pictured in the paper's
Junior Week edition.

Rules for entering the con-
test will be as follows:

(1) Only members of the
Class of 1959 may submit en-
tries.

(2) The minimum si^e for a
date's picture will be five by
seven inches.

(3) The information listed on
the back of the photo must
include

—

(a) name of the Villanova
student, his division and maj-
or, school or home address

Masque Show
Plans in Danger
Plahs for the Belle Masque

presentation of "Taming of the
Shrew," appeared In serious
jeopardy last week when only
four students showed up at the
field house to assist in the con-
struction of a needed special
stage.

The play is scheduled to run
from March 20 to 23, Director
Richard A. Duprey, of the
English Department, has % an-
nounced.

Paul Floyd, Bill Kohl, Mike
Cercio and John White were the
only students that attended last
week's special planning session.
"We need interested students

very badly," Floyd said. "If we
don't get them soon, the show
will be in danger."

'Revolutions'

New Geological

Society to Meet
The newly formed Geological

Society of Villanova will hold
its monthly meeting today.

Dr. John T. C. Yen, Chairman
of the Geology department and
club moderator, will speak on
the subject, "Tre Origin and
Formation of Petroleum".
Robert Bonner was elected

President of the society at last
Hynes was elected Vice Preai
dent.

(Oonttnukl from Pace 1)

tion," Hartman said.

The three revolutionary move-
ments to be considered, in
France, Russia, and Germany,
are of particular significance tc
the present era of power poli-
tics," Hartman continued.
The lectures will be held at

8:00 P.M. in the seminar rooms
on the first floor of the library.

Chairman at the meetings
will be respectively, The Rev.
Joseph I. Boyle, O.S.A. Vice-
President for Academic Affairs,
The Rev. Robert M. Sullivan,
O.S.A. Dean of Arts and Science,'
and Chairman of the Depart-

.*«iint. Or. Harold Hartman

'W.
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A senior listens last weeK while a representative from an
interviewing firm explains his company's policies. The PIao^
ment Office under director John Moritz, has arranged a com-
plete series of interviews for seniors.
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I Call On Mr. Sinatra

.,' \ <

^.'':.

We were sitting around the VILLA-
NOVAN office contemplating our next

big assignment, thinking it would be

nice if we could interview some per-

sonaltiy, like all the prominent pub-

lications. Something a la Pete Mar-

tin's series in the Saturday Evening

Post.

One of our editors must have been

reading our collective minds for he

announced we were to do a column

on Frank Sinatra.

"Frank Sinatra." we almost yelled.

"You mean the skinny, baldheaded

character that sings and acts." We
couldn't believe it, the same one who
won an Academy Award . . . dates

glamorous women . . . makes pictures

with Der Single and Satchmo . . .

wears a trenchcoat and tries to sell

cigarettes on T.V. ... the man who
was at the top in the '40's and at the

bottom in the early ^50's ... the one

whose unbelievable photo was in a
local newspaper two weekis^ago . . .

the one whose vocalizing keeps people

up "In the Wee Small Hours," this

By TOM McKENNA

writer among them. We were dubi-

ous, but we could dream.
Boy! An Exclwrive

This exclusive interview could be-

come a reality, all one of us had to

do was a call a certain number and
ask for Sinatra. I grabbed the num-
ber and dashed for the phone.

"Hello, I'd like to speak to Frank
Sinatra."

"My name's Sinatra, go ahead."

This didn't sound like Sinatra, but

I continued, "How did you come to

choose Frank Sinatra for a name?
"It was my father's."

"I see. I suppose quite a bit has
happened to you since you left home."

"I never left home." .

• "But you must have left your
hometown of Hoboken.

"I can't even spell the word."

"What is your impression of all the

glamorous women you've known?"
"You mean my sister?" Sinatra

asked.

. . "No, Princess Grace, Sophia Loren,

and, of course, Ava."
"Just say I don't know them, but

Grace and Ava don't impress me. but

as for Sophia ..."

I

'How does it feel to have so many
hits?" (I started whistling "All the

Way,")
"I haven't had any hits since last

summer."
"But you've made some records

since last summer—they were hits*"
"

"Records?" Sinatra asked. "Whaf-
you talking about? I meant baseball

hits."

"I didn't know you also played base-

ball."

"Occasionally."

"You know you sound different over

the phone, at least not like you do

on records or T.V."

"This is the way I always sound,

besides only my father has been on
T.V.," on the "Name's the Same."

"Look, are you sure you're name's
Frank Sinatra?" I asked.

"Of course I'm sure. People are

always bugging me about it."

"Do you get many requests for

autographs?"
"Just on checks."

"What are your plans for the im-

mediate future?"
"Nat much, just do some home-

work."
"Homework?" I asked. (I could

only think of one kind of homework
Frank Sinatra might do.)

"Sure those' professors at Villanova

are murder."
"You mean you go to college?" I

asked, stunned.

"Sure, what did you think I did?"

"I thought you were a singer."

"No, no, I'm a Freshman Engineer
out there."

"Sorry, this must be a wrong num-
ber."

When last seen, the editors were
retreating out the door with Bell's

invention trailing after them.
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*.ie w V 1 L. sportscastjng crew pauses a WVIL sports director, look over the fltns while IS

moment at halftime during the Villanova-Penn am Petrofitta, the radio engineer intently checks

game at the Palestra. From left to right Hank N transmission,

ichols, WVIL station manager, and Ed Currall.

Radio Sportscasters Go 'Big Time'

With Top Palestra Court Broadcasts
Ordinarily it would be pre-

sumptuous to compare Villa-

nova's small campus radio sta-

tion, WVIL, with a major com-
mercial station, but in broad-

casting basketball from the

Palestra, WVIL encounters the

same problems, and uses essen-

tially the same procedure as a

large commercial station.

For the WVIL sports staff,

work towards the broadcasts

must begin before the basket-

ball season itself. The first-and

probably easiest-step is secur-

ing permission to broadcast

from University of Pennsylva-

nia officials. They issue passes

to the broadcasting crew, as-

sign the spot in the press box
they will use, and the line

through which they will beam
the program.

Thru Teleph»>ne Line

Since the games are to be

heard only on campus, they

are transmitted over a tele-

phone line to the campus sta-

tion in Dougherty Hall. In pre-

vious years the telephone com-
pany had to be asked for a
line before each season, but

this year a permanent line was
installed between the Palestra

and Villanova. For the use of

this line, WVIL pays a lump
pre-season fee, plus an addi-

tional amall fee per game.

To help pay the costs of the

broadcast, a member of the ra-

dio staff ia given the difficult

task of locating appropriate

By FRANK DYNAN
sponsors. Certain companies,

of course, are not acceptable to

the station, and others exclude

themselves because their pro-

duct or service is of no use to

college students.

The real work begins about

an hour before each broad-

cast game. The crew allows

that much time to set up
the equipment: a portable

transmitter, two microphones
and a set of earphones.

After hooking up the trans-

mitter, someone calls the

phone company to test the

telephone line. Next the mi-

crophones are connected and
tested, and finally WVIL is

called to check transmission. A
few adjustments are generally

necessary so that the noise of

the crowd will not interfere

with the program; the ex-

pressions of nearby spectators

are not always fit for broad-

cast.

Color Man
The campus station goes on

the air 15 minutes before game
time with a two minute gen-

eral introduction. At 13 min-

utes the broadcast is switched

to Ed Currall at the Palestra.

Ed is the broadcasting crew's

color and ad man. Besides

plugging the sponsor, he des-

cribes, with a competent and

personal touch, the scene his

listeners are unable to see.

As the game gets underway,

Hank Nichols, the WVIL sta-

tion manager, handles the

play-by-play. Surprisingly pro-

fessional, Hank's account of

the action is characterized by
an all-encompassing eye and
an interesting line of chatter.

Ed Currall returns at the

half. Leaving time for a com-
mercial, he gives a recap of

the action, spiced with person-

al commentary. If the temper

of nearby fans appear favor-

able, Ed tunes in their com-

ments for what seems a novel

—and potential explosive—ap-

proach, giving his listeners a

more diversified view of the

game. '<'' '
•

Like Donald Duck?
Although necessarily in the

background, Sam Petrofitta

should not go unnoticed, for

without h i m the broadcast

might reach Villanova sound-

ing like Donald Duck with lar-

yngitis. He sets up the equip-

ment and monitors the broad-

cast, making any technical ad-

justments necessary.

If the pre-game publicity is

successful, these basketball

broadcasts mean time out from

studies for many resident stu-

dents. While they could prob-

ably hear the game on a com-
mercial station, they would

not share in the excitement

and the spirit which comes

only ^rom partisan—Villanov-

an—sportscasters.
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SOCIAL

INVADER
By JOHN KENNEDY

"Well, he's male," she con-

ceded, "I guess he'll do." She
nodded, blew cigarette smoke
down into my face. I had met
the chief requirement for ad-

mission to any dance at St.

Trinian's College For Young
Ladies.

My freshman friend, breath-

ing heavily through her ade-

noids, clutched my arm gn^te-
fully and propelled me onto
the darkened dance floor. As I

adjusted to the dimness I saw
a seemingly vast number of

misshapen female forms. No
other men were present.

"It's so nice to see poor
little Perdita with a boy. All

the other girls feel encouraged
by something like this."

The guardian of the gate

arrived in a cloud of smoke.
"Don't mob him, girls. Give
him air; you'll all get a chance
at him."

I was bom to safety. Perdita

was apologetic. "They haven't

seen a boy in a long time.

You're awfully brave; most
boys don't come back a second
time"'

We danced for a while; va-

rious friends cut in on Perdita

and tread rhythmically and
heavily on my toes.

A Real Punch
I felt popular but menaced,

fearing for my innocence, as
the girls pressed closer. The

• punch tasted of lemon juice

and V-8 juice.

"Bill," said my heavy-breath-

ing little date, "I want you to

meet my roommate, Florabelle

Chervenka. She has a wonder-
ful personality. And she's very
intelligent, very intellectual."

My heart dropped to my toes.

"Let me interduce you to
some of my friends," said Per-

dita, proudly. "This is Bnune-
nne and that's Christabel and
here's Zsa Zsa."

Just Like a Sister

Emmeline and Christabel
both resembled their names:
unlovely giggling refugees from
some faraway kennel.

I was clearly not destined for

Perdita; she was merely try-

ing to bring a ray qt sunshine

into the gray little life of her

friend.

SINATRA?

An extremely trim blonde

in red crossed the

floor slowly picking her way
through the fog.

Freud was Right

"Bill, this is Florabelle." I

looked up to see the extremely

trim features of the extremely

trim blonde

"Hi," she said, softly.

"Now I want you two to get

better acquainted," said Perdi-

ta. "Gee, there are five boys

over at the door. See ya."

"Well, Florabelle," I said

cheerfully, "Would you like to

dance?"
"Yes," said Florabelle, smil-

ing a little.

Coming Next
Another innovation of the

VILLANOVAN will appear in

next week's issue in the form

of an activities column, the

purpose of whi(^ is to in-

form students of all meetings,

sp3rts events, and social ac-

tivities for the week to fol

iow.

The VILLANOVAN staff

iiill do its best to obtain as

complete a list of these events

as possible but asks that any
organization desiring to an-

nounce a meeting for the

week, make a note of it in-

cluding organization, day,

time and place, and leave it

on the bulletin board in the

publications office on the sec-

ond floor of Dougherty Hail.

Cooperation on the part of

organization ofllcers and
members in this matter will

assure all students of proper

information conoerning cam-
pus activities.
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BOOK REVIEW

'An American Tragedy'
By JOE GIORDANO

The majority of men—

I

refrain from the word stu-

dents—on our campus are
in the Commerce and Finance
and Engineering divisions. I

refer to this only because I

am convinced that because
of it, this review will be
little read. Perhaps, a few
straying stragglers, who got
mixed up in the shuffle, will

glance at it and become in-

spired .to read the book. But,
as Author Theodore Dreiser,

I'm a pessimist.

"An American Tragedy"
,
is a very great and porten-
tious novel. Not written in

powerful word structure, as
Thomas Wolfe's "Look Home-
ward Angel," nor written in

overwhelming prosaic poetry,
(if such a term exists),

nevertheless it remains a
continuously powerful story.

A story illustrating Dreiser's
fundamentally naturalistic in-

terpretation of life, whereby
the human being is seen as
in permanent conflict with
the forces indifferent to his

aspirations and independent
of his control.

Ill-Directed Efforts

Clyde Griffiths, whose pas-

sionate but ill-directed efforts

to improve his lot in life

lead him to an impasse from
which he attempts to escape
by the drowning of Roberta

Third of a Series

Alden, a poor girl witn
whom he has become in-

volved, is the major prota-

gonist. Clyde's wealthy uncle,

Samuel Griffiths, , who be-

friends him, and Sondra
Finchley, the object of his

fervid social ambitions, like-

wise more or less unwitting

ly contribute to his eventual

downfall. A large portion of

the narrative is devoted to

Griffith's trial, which results

in his conviction and execu-

tion.

An Age of Depression

The reader, I'm convinced,
must do a lot to thoroughly
enjoy "An American Trage-
dy." He must overlook .Drei-
ser's crude method of cliche-

ridden writing and his lack
of finesse. He must eliminate
his prejudices and convic-
tions against the author's
naturalistic determinism, and

rather look on him with sym-
pathy, realizing that Dreiser

wrote in an age of some de-
pression, when industry seem-
ed to be conquering all and
man was being considered only
as a materialisic being.

"An American Tragedy"
can only be compared with
the great achievements in

contemporary fiction. It was
the greatest novel of the gen-
eration.

Air Force Programs Listed
By FRANK DELANY

This week we win examine the possibilities of fulfilling

our military obligations in the United States Air Force. If is's

the Air Force you want have to choose it yourself as no draft
ees are taken by this branch of our armed forces

If you see an enlistment as a stepping stone to a comr
mission throught Officer's Candidate School keep in mind that

it will first take one year's active duty and then a sufficient

score in a battery of tests to make the grade.

From the Academy
The Air Force plans to get about 500 or 600 officers a

year from it's own academy. It currently makes up this com-
plement by canidates from other services academies. The Air
Force ROTC program turns out many more officers. Flyers
have a committment of five years active duty including flight

training. Non-flyers serve a three-year hitch. OCS turns out
ground officer's only.

Aviation cadet programs are available for those college

people who would like a commission. A minimum of two years
college is for all practical purposes mandatory currently. This
program encompasses twelve to fourteen months training a^
pilot or navigator followed by what remains of a five-year
active duty period.

The Air Force Reserve and the Air National Guard offer
commissions only to professional j)eqple, e.g. chaplains, doctors,
ibtc. However the Air Force reserve and the Air National Guard
offer alternatives for serving in a non-commissioned status.

Six months active duty and five and one half years ready
reserve with a total eight-year obligation comprise the Air
Force Reserve program. The first month active duty is spent
in basic training while the remaining five months are spent
in technical training in a field determined by your choice and
the needs of the service. The ready reserve period of duty
waA explained in our initial article.

ICeserve Program
The Air National Guard has eight year obligation pro-

gram similar to that of the Air Force Reserve. However only
four months of active duty are spent concurrently and these
all in basic training with the remaider of six years spent in
the ready reserve. The equivalent of two months techncal
training will be given at the home base during the period
following the four months basic. It tekea eighteen months in
the guard before you are eligible for a commission in the
Guard in other than a profession capacity.

Registered Nurses may obtain commissions in the Air
Force with a committment for two years active duty.

Those interested in regular Air Force programs should
call Air Force recruiting headquaters in the Schuykill Arsenal
at HO-2-8747. This office handles all recruiting and officer
programs for the regular Air Force.

The Air Force Reserve is locally at the Air Force base
in Newcastle Delaware and may be reached at East 8-4161.

Those interested in the Air National Guard may obtain
information from Guard headquaters in the International air-
port at Saratoga 7-1400.

S. C VIEWS:

Responsibility For Sr. Car
Program Rests On Students

ty PAT NICHOLSON
The approval on an experimental basis

of the Student Council's Senior Car Program
means a great deal more than allowing de-

serving Seniors to enjoy the car privilege.

The deci3iou whether this program is to be of

a permaheut nature now rests with the mem-
bers of the Class of 1958. Whether or not

this Senior privilege becomes a Villanova

tradition by being permanently approved by
the Adminstration depends on how satisfac-

torily the program turns out to be. This of

course i.s solely dependent on how the Stu-

dent Council administers the program and on
how the Seniors use the program. The ball is

now in our hands. It is up to us to carry it.

Any abuse will undoubtedly keep future Villa-

nova Seniofs from enjoying this privilege.

Willing to Co-operate
Besfdcs placing the responsibility for Ihe

success of this program squarely in the hands
of the students themselves, the Administra-
tion actions certainly should convince every
"doubting Thomas" that the Administration is

more than willing to cooperate with the Stu-

dent Council in every possible way.
Every proposal presented to the Adminis-

tration and every action of student govern-

ment taken by the Student Council must be
for the best interests of Villanova University.

Sometimes certain proposals such as a few of
the 24 points presented in this column two
weeks ago are completely impracticable due
to existing circumstances which the author of
the proposal and the Student Council are com-
pletely unaware of. These circumstances con-
cerning the various proposals are brought to
light and discussed at meetings of the Stu-
dent-Administration Committee. I have been
a member of the Student-Administration Com-
mittee for two years and never once has the

Administrajtion not given a good reason for any
action.

Villanova Needs Help
I promise you, the student body, that

every effort will continue to be made both by
the Administration and by the Student Coun-
cil to cooperate in initiating and developing
activities and programs in the best interest of
Villanova Unive^ity. Bear in mind however,
that many proposals require a great deal of
time and work before they can be accomplish-
ed, Villanova heeds our help and our patience.

This is the least that we can give our alma
mater for all that it has given us.

The case of the typing paper

that erased without a trace or,

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
lit 1 Typewriter Riper

It*s a cinch to "rub out" typing errors

and leave no "clues", when you use

Eaton's Corrasable Bond Paper.

Never smears, never smudges— be-

cause Corrasable's like-magic surface. .

.

erases without a trace! (A flick of the

wrist and a pencil eraser puts things

right!) This fine quality bond paper

gives a handsome appearance to all

your work. It*s a perfect crime not to

use it

!
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The New Look
We're trying something radically different this

week.
In fact, this marks the first significant change

in the VILLANOVAN in over ten years. It was ail

brought about in an effort to give you, the Villa-

nova student body, the kind of newspaper you want.

Understand, we don't claim to have reached

that level yet, but we do feel we've made a step in

the right direction.

We got the idea right after we saw the spirited

turnout in answer to our advertisement for new
staff members two weeks ago. If a change was

to come, we felt that this was the time, while we had

the momemtum gained from all this new blood.

The result is what you see today— the VILLA-
NOVAN in an entirely new format.

:
:, Taking a little informal poll of the student

body, we found that they wanted two things out of

their newspaper: more emphasis on news and more

opinionated and humorous columns.

So we've moved most of the news up to the

front of the paper, and moved our editorial pages

back toward the middle where they are located m
most standard journals.

. On the opposite page, you see the results of bur

attempt to bring more opinion into the VILLA-
NOVAN. Our ideas aren't complete yet, but we're

going to try to initiate regular feature columns,

such as were in effect a year ago.

Taking advantage of our tabloid size, we've

moved the sports section back a page to liven up

our final sheet.

; V Finally, our advertisements have been centered,

for the most part, in the central segment of the

paper, creating a miniature classified section.

Of course, the most important question in re-

gard to the "new" VILLANOVAN must be answer-

ed by you, the student body. We want to know how
you like our ideas. And we want some suggestions

on what else we can do to improve the paper in your

eyes.

So we're asking you to let us know what you

think of the changes, either by personally contact-

ing one of the editors or by dropping us a letter.

We aini to please. It's up to you to set up a tar-

Cohgratuiations to the latest members of the

student council. You signify the first entrance of

the Class of '61 into student government at Villa-

nova. :;:>:-:..-:••;.... ' ;- -^, /..• a v

But now that all the electioneering is over,

you'll find that you have a big job ahead of you.

Until the May elections, you will serve as the

sole representatives of your class. You will be

their voice in the most important organization on

campus..' •;,,

You have been greatly honored by your class-

mates. Now it's your turn to show that they were
justified.

,,

'/'':''' /'-'^::''-:/y^'.^
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Uttvrs To Editor
Dear Editor:

This is jtist a note to ask:

What has happened to the

comedy, feature and satire in

your paper? I have read several

issues from cover to cover only

to find . . .no hunwr. Why? Last

yeaar^s "Padded Cell" was very

funny, hut it has ceased and—
nothing has taken its place. The
American sense of humor hasn't

changed. I hope your paper will

soon answer the call and thu^

perform a civic duty: inform—
and entertain. Thank you very

much. I hope you don't mind re-

ceiving letters like this. It is not

meoMt to be detramental i I hope

that is spelled rite), hut you

know what I mean.

Sincerely yours,

Judith Kaplin

The Turret

Notre Dame, Moylan

P.S. I don't mean to spread

gossipt hut several people have

said the same thing. And as some

famous person, said, *'a word to

the vnse is sufficient."

P.P.S. Please excuse the writ-

ing hut I am left-handed and

I hroke my leg.

ED. NOTE: I understand

about the handwriting. Had
a broken leg once myself.

MUSICAL VIEWS:

The Unsilent Men
From the hallowed ivy halls of Princeton

to the picture catalogue of twentieth century

America, Life magazine, come the annoymous
essays of seven characters in search of a

way of life.

Since millions of Americans will take these

precocious Princetonian ramblings as repre-

sentative of the thoughts of all American col-

lege students, all college students have a le-

gitimate interest in the variety and quality

of the views and aspirations expressed and

the impression they tend to give to the vast

and unanalytical reading public.

It is our fervent hope that the ideas ex-

pressed by the Princeton seven as regards

life, its meaning and its ends, are not typical

of all college students, or even a majority

of them, and it is our certain knowledge that

these views are not representative of Villa-

nova men. ;.

,

To begin with let' us first take sampling

of Princetonian erudition before analyzing the

essays more carefully.

Writer number one says: "In life the

thing I value most is happiness, which to me
is roughly material comfort."

Number two comes up with : "I feel frank-

ly that no hurdle is too high for me."

But number three has a snappy answer:

"What I have to do is find a girl who is com-

patible and either doesn't want children or,

better still, is unable to have them."

Number four has (or had) a complex:

"I was an overly sincere, overly nice kid." One
gets the impression he has gotten over it.

. -' On a plane more befitting his education

number five says: "I want my contribution to

life to be a living testimonial that individual

freedom is compatible with the welfare and
progress of society." He also says though, "I

do not want an ordered life, regularity or

their concomitant responsibilities."

The sixth writer is someone Princeton or

any institution could be pnoud of: "I desire

a life which will leave behind it some per-

manent and positive result in surrounding

lives."

The last writer is the group philosopher.

He writes of his generation and what makes
it tick instead of himself. His essay gives us

some more insight into the other six. He says:

"The characteristic fear of our generation is

our horror of finding ourselves ludicrous"

and "A.Federal Reserve system of the imagina-

tion is with us to protect us from our parents'

glorious flop."

This is, we hope, a fair sampling of the

LIFE article. In these quotes we find idealism,

some half-baked philosophy and much that is

downright sophomoric.
When one reads the essays closely,

though, one carries away an overall impres-

sion of crass materialism, idealism removed
from reality and some mixed-up free wheeling

philsosophy, especially when it comes to God.

Number one is a prime example on all

three points. His life's ambition is make man-

kind just one iota more comfortable. He wants
something out of life which he can consider

as evidence that he is better than average,

an "Ego booster."

On God he says, "When I look at the

world around me I find it difficult to con-

ceive of an omnipotent, all-good, father-like

deity. Such a deity wouldn't permit the pain

and suffering that exists." This point of view

is neither profound or original but the rally-

ing cry of all pseudo-atheists who are satis-

fied with the premise without the bother of

subjecting it to metaphysical speculation.

These people can neither be true believers or

true non-believers. They have merely chosen

sides according to the lines drawn by others.

Number two would seem to belie the con-

tention of number seven that this is the age

of self-criticism. It would seem to be the age

of self-satisfaction.

Number three reads like a psychiatric

case, evidencing a frightening amorality, bla-

tantly proclaiming that the end justifies the

means and the end is his own personal wel-

fare..^,.-;- •-.. -^;,;,

Number four just needs to grow up. Un-

fortunately he seems to think he already has.

Five is merely determined to conforpi so-

ciety to him rather than vice-versa and num-
ber six is refreshingly sensible, refreshingly

dedicated, and surprisingly unselfish.

Several characteristics seem to stand out

about this thinking. These young men
are enamored with the idea of ideas. They no

longer search for truth, they grab it out of

the air. They think such and such, and that

is enough, for they are intelligent men.

For their own personal ambitions, they

say mobilize a contradiction peculiar to all

strata of American life, a satisfaction with

and desire for a system in which some might

fail while they might succeed coupled with a

gnawing desire for security come what may.

If a man might be divided into parts,

physical, mental and spiritual, it might be

said that these men have their share of

the first two but not the latter.

For they are intelligent, even when being

absurd. And such self-confidence must be

taken at least as a modicum of good health,—

•

but there is nothing spiritual, no desire to

give of themselves, no love, no desire to im-

prove mankind no awareness of the good life

for goodness' sake, no conception of truth or

goodness themselves, for after all these are

God and God seems to have been, if not re-

jected, ignored.

It would seem that when new and untrod

paths of knowledge are opening all around us

that these men have all the answers. Their

problems arise from trying to relate these ans-

wers to themselves. They do not as yet ques-

tion their answers.
These remarks do not apply to essayist

number six who can only be admired and res-

pected for what he says nor do they apply to

number seven for he has not revealed himself.

Noises Under The Guise of Music
As Music Director of WVIL, I find

it not only a duty, but also a responsibi-

lity to state my views regarding a cer-

tain phenomenon called 'rock and roll'.

There are those at the school, who,
due either to a mental deficiency or a

lack of proper instruction, have failed to

free themselves of the adolescent bonds
which were prominent during their high

school years.

One of, the outstanding favorites of

every teen passing through his formative

years, is a worship of the absurd, and the

ridiculous. Phychologists tell us that, it is

an expression which results from the

young individual being exposed to a

greater degree of freedom.

Leather Jacket Army
We have seen the mass displays of

the leather-jacketed army, the motor-

cycle bandits and the 'cats' with the peg-

ed-pants.

Along with these oddities arose a

form of music aptly called 'rock and roll'.

No doubt, 'rock and roll' was used as an
apology rather than a definition for these

By BILL WASHINGTON
noises which travel under the guise of

music.

Music is meant to express ideas and
emotions through the elements of rhythm,

melody, harmony and color. (Anyone who
disagrees with this definition is asked to

consult the nearest dictionary for his sa-

tisfaction.)

One Element Anyway
'Rock and Roll', if we may use that

disagreeable title again, after a careful

appraisal, ha.s only one element which

enters into the definition—and that is

rhythm.
To return again to the logical form,

we must define rhythm, with the aid of

the American College Dictionary, as a

"movement or procedure with uniform

recurrence of a beat, accent, or the like."

This low outgrowth of music has rhythm
and a great deal of it. In fact, 'rock and
roll' has nothing else but rhythm, and it

is this unintricate and boring beat which

sells it.

On One Leg
I must admit that with this we find

m
wXv

A Little Guy Pictures

A Brave New World m
ByRAYQUAGLIA

I used to want to be an Indian when I was a kid, but
since that Pontiac's raid was put down by that "Mad" An-
thony Wayne fellow I've decided there isn't much of a fu-

ture along that line. Anyway I don't think that scalping and
killing would have done me much' good socially.

The cowboy business has its advantages but the work
isn't steady enough for a guy with ambition. Even the best

of them, Cheyenne and Paladin and fellows like that, are
always out looking for work. Even if I could take the un-
employment, there's always that unwritten law that you
can't fall in love with any of the girls you meet on the job.

I don't think I could take that, especially if I meet one like

Cheyenne met last Tuesday night, her being blonde and all.

Just a Little 'Whoosh'
Of course I could be a jungle guide and have the natives

call me "great white leader" or Ramar or some other na-

tive word for boss, and have them bring me precious furs

and beautiful native girls. In fact at one time, I went so far

as to collect a bunch of trinkets and old cigarette lighters

to give them as gifts. But even good guys like Tim Kelly

and Tubo Smith always have some malcontent native with
a blowgun taking shots at them from behind a tree. Those
blowguns are murder! A little whooosh that you can't even
hear and you're a goner. Besides, I don't think I'd sleep

well with all those birds screaming in the trees, and those

witch doctors trying to incite the natives against me and
all.

Perry and Me
Anyway, I'm not big and rough looking enough to get

along at jobs of this sort. I figure I'll study hard while I'm
here, and go to Law school and get a flashy oflfice like Perry
Mason. I'll hire one of my old buddies who isn't doing so
hot, give him three hundred a week to be my runner and get
a real sharp secretary like that Delia Street. She can have
my coffee ready when I get to the office in the afternoon,
and come with me on cases that aren't so dangerous. Her
and all my women clients will think I'm great stuff, but I'll

pretend not to notice whea they make a play for me and
all.

Who was that guy who said "we are such stuff as
dreams are made of?"

•' • .
**

THE CLASS OF '58 WOULD LIKE TO EX-
PRESS ITS THANKS TO REV. DANTE L.

GIVOLQMI, CLASS MODERATOR, TO JAKE
KRUPA WHOSE HELP IN DECORATIONS
FOR THE PROM WAS ENDISPENSIBLE; TO
FATHER WHITLEY, WHO MADE POSSIBLE
THE SPECUL MASS IN THE FIELD HOUSE;
TO ALL THOSE FACULTY MEMBERS WHO
WERE KIND ENOUGH TO JUDGE THE
QUEEN dONTEST AND TO EVERYONE —
ADiMINISTRATION, FACULTY AND UNDER-
CLASSMEN — WHO HELPED IN ANYWAY
TO MAKE THE SENIOR WEEKEND THE
SOCIAL SUCCESS THAT IT WAS.

QUAGLIA
f V '^^,

KDINEDY

DYNAN

WASHINGTON

'rock and roll' standing on its own, but
with only one leg. Every form of music
demands well-trained artists for its in-

terpretation, and when we approach the

'rock and roll' field, it is apparent that

this regulation has been cast aside and
totally ignored. It takes very little musi-

cianship to produce a record destined to

become a hit with the juvenile set. An
unbiased survey of the so-oalled 'hits'

will testify to that.

In short, music fans, 'rock and roll'

is a cheap form of rhythm which is dis-

cordant to the ear of every person that

enjoys music. If after this analysis you
still see fit to pursue its mass influence,'

that is. your mistake.

By now all the fans of this detrimen-

tal force must have contracted serious

cases of high blood pressure, and we
shall end our little tete-a-tete to prevent

any serious injuries.

I must emphasize that these views

are mine and mine alone, and in no way
infiuence the' station's policy, which has

always been to cater to its listeners.

POLITICAL

ROUND-UP
By FRANK BONNER

Last week I attended a con-

ference of the Nation Wide
Committee on Import-Export
Policy. This group is made up
of representatives of industry
and labor. The mairj problem
facing the assembly was the ef-

fect of foreign imports on the

economy of American industry.

The principle conclusion which
was reached at the end of the

meeting was that the impact

y of a various importing of goods
from other free nations of the

world has hurt our economy.
We can attribute part of our
wholesale unemployment direct-

ly to unfair competition from
import goods. Many of these

shipments from abroad are pro-

duced in factories which were
built by American dollarsi

We Can't Compete
These American-built foreign

factories are equipped with the
most modern machinery avail-

able. The employees of these
foreign industries are well train-

ed because of our technical ad-
vice—yet the wages paid are
far below tho.se paid in this

country. For example, in Japan,
wages are one-sixth of those
in the United States; Switzer-
land, one-quarter; France, one-

third, and Germany, one-half.

Thus how could expect Ameri-
can industry to compete against
such odds?

>

This committee has asked
president time and time agaih^

to put certain items on a quota
system, since a very high tariff

would only tend to cut a nation
like Grermany out of the Ameri-
can market, but it would not
affect Japan because of her low
wage scale. To these pleas the
administration has done nothing
except turn a deaf ear.

Hard-Hit Industries

The industries hard-hit be-

cause of this situation are the
linen industry, coal industry,

optical industry, percision in-

strument industry, mushroom
industry and many others. If

the President continues to ig-

nore the cries of these industr-
ies, unemployment is going to
rise.

Secondly, the manufacturers
and labor leaders concluded that

the president has entirely too

much power in making trade
* agreements without the consent

of the Congress.

Floridia

Academics

Criticized
Gainsville, Fla.-(I.P.)- The

grading system of the Univer-
sity of Florida's general educa-
tion C-courses has been termed
"anti-intellectual and educa-
tionally blighting" in a final re-

port by outside consultants.
The 61-page report was com-

piled by a seven man committee
composed of outstanding edu-
cators in the field of geiieral

education.

Findings by the report sug-
gest no radical changes in the
present system, but many
practices for improvements are
made. Typical of the issues hit

by the report are the counsel-
ing, rigidity in the courses and
neglcuted areas of study in ad-
dition to the criticism of the
grading system.

Professors are afraid to take
the initiative in the presenta-
tion of their material since the
student body is so "exam con-
scious," the report states. The
faculty should determine at
least fifty per cent of the indi

vidual's grade, reports the com-
mittee.

This should be based on class
room performance in tests and
discussion. Only in this way
will a student respect the tea-
cher since he holds at least a
part of his grade, the commnt-
tee adds.

The report continues, "With
]
all the eloquence we can master
for the qualitative art of teach-
ing, we urge that the instruc-
tor's rating count as an inde-
pendent judgment of the stu-
dent's participation in the con-
tribution to one part of the in-

tellectual life of a university."

The rigidity of subject mat-
ter was hit, especially in the
case of C-6, Biological Science.

. The report points out that
there is too much emphasis on
the facts in the course and not
enough on knowledge. It has
the reputation of being a mere
memorization course.
The area of "human relation-

ships" is apparently neglected
'for the most part by the gene-
ral education program at the
University. The committee feels

that C-41, practical logic, does
not incorporate enough of this
field into its course. A separate
course, C-71, was thought ad-
visable so as to cover this field

adequately.

Next Week
In an effort to provide this

paper's readers with the type
of material that they desire,

the editors wish to announce
the return, at great expense
and through much effort, of
two of the VILLANOVAN'S
favorite columns.
Starting with the next is-

sue, the "Padded Cell" and
"Strictly Opinion" will return
as regular features.

The "Cell," which proved
to be one of the paper's most
popular columns last year will

be back under the co-author-

ship of Juniors Bob Bergin
and (jerry Givnish. Bergin,

a newcomer to the field of
journalism, will fill the va-

cancy left by former co-au-

thor Harry Waters. Givnish
will retain his former posi-

ton—that of typist.

"Strictly Opinion" will be
penned by author newcomer,
Bob Pinto, recently turned
Junior English major.
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Evening school students are conducted on a tour of the navy
department facilities in r;ommodore John Barry Hall last week.

t!' ':

Employment
Open at

Opportunities

Arsenal
Applications are being sought

from qualified scientists and en-

gineers for employment at the
Redstone Arsenal and Army Bal-

listic Missile Agency at Hunts-
ville, Alabama, the U.S. Civil

Service Commission has an-

nounced.
Redstone is the control center

of all activities in the Army't
guided missile and rocket weap-
ons fields. Employment in these

positions provides opportunity to

serve with top scientists, engi-

neers, and military technicians

in vital and challenging work
essential to the national defense.

Immediate Need

.. There is an immediate and
urgent need for chemists, engi-

neers, electronic scientists, math-
ematicians, metallugists, and
physicists for filling positions

with salaries ranging from
$4,480 to $12,690 a year.

Information about the require-

'ments to be met is given in civil

service announcement No. 5-35-1

(58) which may be obtained from
many, post offices throughout the

country or from the U.S. Civil

Service Commission, Washington
25, D.C.

Applications for these posi-

tions will be accepted until

further notice and must be filed

with the Board of U.S. Civil Serv-

ice Examiners, Redstone Ar-
senal, Huntsville, Alabama.

Faculty Wives
Meet; Discuss

Foreign Lands
A panel discussion on the life

and customs of foreign nations
highlighted the most r e c e n 1

meeting of the Faculty Wives
Club of Villanova.

The panel, moderated by Mrs.
Tobias Hahn, wife of the As-
sociate Professor of English,
consisted of Villanova students
who have been residents of
countries other than the United
States.

They were: Fernando Galatas,

Spain ; John White, Mexico

;

Arturo Martinez, Colombia; Pu-

tinas Masalatis, Lithuania; Man-

uel Muchacho, Venezuela; Dom-
ingo Diaz, Panama; and Bob

Lima, Cuba.

The main topics covered were

:

home construction and usages,

food varieties and habits of eat-

ing, social customs such as ideas

on dating, marriage, dress and

amusements, and the changing

conditions in each of these coun-

tries.

KINNEY'S KAPERS

Snow Causes Rush
By JOE KINNEY

After a brief vacation early. la<st week, thanks id one of the
worst blizzards to hit these parts since the twenties, the library

has reported that more "V-men" have visited its lonely stacks,

in the past three days than Aiiy three-day period in recent

years, regardless of exam time.

Either the majority of "V-men" have taken a more serious

attitude towards its studies or the library is the warmest build-

ing on campus.
Speaking of warm sports on campus, have you visited the

basement of Mendel lately.
^ ^

. . * ifr * « *

Just before the Christmas holidays WVIL squeezed a new
program into its tight schedule with the hope of adding more
variety to its broadcasting program. The name of the program vms
conversation and the campus ^'Mike Wallace" was to be senior
English major Frank Delany. The only difference between the
local show and its NBC counterpart was that the fortner featured
two guests on its weekly Monday night spot at 8.

As the weeks rolled by, the show gained in popularity as host
Delany discussed several controversial topics with his controversial
guests, one of whom was usually enrolled in one of the area's local
women's colleges.

Next Monday, the 15-minute "Interview" will hash out
"academic freedom" and the verbal combatants will be Villanova's
Don Kemp and Doris Tursi of St. Joe's Evening Division. If you've
never heard the show, do so; I'm sure you'll enjoy it.

That informative article on attendacce last week by Bill

Christy has senior English Major John Williams moaning. He
was planning to build up eough credits in Attendance 100 so
that he would graduate \%ith two majors. Tough luck, John!

Don*t lust stand there

STICKLE! MAKE ^25

Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming

answers. Both words must have the same number of

syllables. (No drawings, please!)

We'll shell out $25 for all we use—
and for hundreds that never see ^^-—

^

,

aiwiivtiiy

print. So send stacks of 'em with ^^"""^ i..i?/S!!ftSR;v

your name, address, college and
class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box
67A, Mount Vernon, New York.

Reference Science

Book Available
With the emphasis on science

and the need for the orienta-

tion of the layman to the mys-
teries of science, the D. Van
Nostrand Company has provid-

ed a new Scientific Reader for

the "average man" as well as
scientific man.

This new encyclopedia in-

cludes over 2,000,000 words,
100,000 definitions, 14,000 ar-

ticles and 1,400 illustrations in

its 1,800 pages.

The encyclopedia is a compa-
nion to any standard reference

shelf. Its major subject areas
include : aeronautics, astrono-

my, botany, chemical engineer-

ing, civil engineering, electrical

engineering.

The price set for the book is

thirty dollars. The book can be

obtained by writing to the D.

Van Nofttrand Company, Inc.,

Princeton, N. J.

WHAT IS AN UNHAPPY BIRD?

MARJORri OSTERWISE.

PITT

Sobbin' Robin

WHAT IS A MAN WHO DOESN'T

PAY FOR PARKING?

WILLIAM SUP.

C.C.H.Y.

Meter Cheater

WHAT ARE STADIUM SEATS

FOR PROFESSORS?

Teachers'

JOHN EICHLIN6. Bleockert

NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA STATE

NEAT FEAT? Nol Slick Trick? A thousand times ho!

When a magician makes a pack of Luckies vanish, it's

a plain case of Tragic Magic! Connoisseurs claim there's

one approved way to make Luckies disappear. That's to

smoke (Yum!) every last one of 'em! That way, you

get the wonderful taste of Luckies' fine tobacco . . .

light, good-tasting tobacco that's toasted to taste even

better. So, Ladeez-ann-Gennlemen, observe a pack of

Luckies closely. Then carefully remove one (1) cigarette

and light up. Presto! You're puffing on the best-tasting

cigarette you ever smoked!

WHAT IS AN ODO-SHAPED EYEGIASS?

MARjoRiE ENEoicT. Cofiical Monocle
MT. NOLVOKf

WHAT IS A iOKlNG MONKEY?
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"Hey, buddy, vote for my candidate," was a familiar line
Tuesday at the Frosh elections. Here two campaigners chatter
outside Alumni Hall and plan strategy on ho how to bring out
their voters.

Literary Club Prepares
Reorganization Program

Engineering Open House
Rescheduled

!

The JCngineering and Sci-

ence open house sponsored
by the various technical so-

cieties on campus originally

scheduled for Sat. Feb. 22
Mohch 22nd. Some 1000 high
school students from 120 high
schools in the eastern Fenna.
area were invited to the open
house.

Shamokinaki

Dance
COMING MARCH 7th

.••/•'••.

Joe Kinney, president of the

Literary Club, announced that

elections for next year would
take place the week school re-

sumes after the Easter vacation,

: Nominations for the offices of

president, vice-president, secre-

tary, treasurer, and a possible

student council representative

would be made at the March 10

meeting.

The present office of program
chairman has been reconsidered

and those duties will be given to

the president whose job it will

be to organize and set plans for

meetings and activities of the

organization.

Movies To Be Shown

Future plans of the club in-

clude tlie showing of a movie of

literary as well as visual merit

in May and before that in April,

.the tentative plans of sponsor-

ing an art show on campus.
Anyone interested in joining

the club should contact any of

its present officiers so that they

may become eligible for election.

Sophomore and Junior English

majorjs should join the club for

without them the activity will

become a nonentity, Kinney said..

ENGINEERS, CLASS OF '58

KEARFOTT
Js Interviewing on your Campus

MARCH 3, 1958

for Aaaistant Project Engineer positions, open to you upon
graduation. The work is in the development of preciaioa

instruments and controls— in both systems and components.

MANK YOUR APPOIimiKNT NOW WITN YOUR
COLLCaK PIACIMINT OPPICL

These opportunities are right in line with the increasing

importance to the young engineer joining a company with

• record of steady growth and a reputation for the high

calibre of engineering it puts into its products.

TO PINO OUT IN DKTAIL WNAT NIARPOTT OPPmS YOU IN I

frefettlenol troining • AM fer graduate shKly

Prelect retpendbilily from inception to production

Opportunillo* for odvancomonl

Stability, growth and rotowrcos

liberal salary and benefit policiot • Living advantages

...•K sum TO MAKI YOUR API^OlNTMKNT NOW
Wrm YOUR PLACEMKNT OIRKCTOR. OR WRITC TOi

Robart J. SpoH • Tochnlcal Plac«m««t iwparvisor

Infltaoarliifi Psrsewai Offica

COMPJiNV, INC.

I

••••tlo A«»Ufi«r

1M0 IWa kmm, CMftM, N. J.

A SutaMtary of C«n«r*l Pf«ct«Mn Cqu«pm«nl Cerpotalten

«f:S2^

•W^^T^^^-^^ ^T^w^^""^^^^^w»»^wi I ( I iiimin> "P" 'w*^^T^«m'n^m ^WWWWT^tt"

fHMcnom PBBSENIS
•i^^AAA^Ml^

ADAPTED FROM THEl^OVei

Itie One That

MATES, D/e THATNEWCRUSH-PKOOFBOX ^
R. J. RCTNOLOf TOIACCO CO..

WINSTON*S«LCM.N.C.

4iiLk^

ELECTIONS
rContlnuefl from Page 1)

ballot.

Liaughlin worked all day
Tuesday while campaigning
went on outside the pools at

Alumni Hall.

Helping him with the tabula-

tions were Clem Birch, Senior

Class president; Frank Bonner,
senior political science major;
Jerry McGrath, junior indus-

trial administration student

;

John Lyons, senior majoring in

political science, and Sheldon
Pollock, sophomore C and F
student.

Belle Masque Member
Newly elected represen.tative

Lynch is a resident of Ply-

mouth Meeting, Pa. A veteran,

he graduated from West Catho-
lic High, Phila., in 1954.

He is a member of the Belle

Masque Dramatic Society and
was a participant in a recent

presentation of the one-act-play

"The Man Who Died Because
He Knew Too Much."

Dunn, who hails from Brook-
lyn, N. Y., is a January, 1957
graduate of St. John's Prep
School.

He was vice president of St.
John's Student Council, as well
as being a record breaking
swimmer and a member of the
tennis team.

Statement Issued
Both Lynch and Dunn issued

a statement Tuesday thanking
the members of the class of
1961 "who have placed their
confidence in us by voting our
way,"

Observors of recent class
elections termed the campaign
"only slightly spirited, and
very quiet."

Few of the usual signs and
handbills were displayed on
campus. Only two loudspeakers
were in operation during the
voting period and these were
kept at a low pitch.

Sophomores Express Varied
inionsonOld,NewBlazersOp

After evaluating the Robert
Rollins' blazer, the Sophomore
Blazer Committee, under Tom
Hoffman, SC representative, de-
cided to abandon the Rogers
Poet coat of previous years and
allow the Class of '60 to be the
first to experiment with the
Rollins' Company. The committee
believed the Rollins' product to

possess distinct virtues which
the Peet blazer lacked.

The following are the feelings
of some of the class:

John Williams—Education: "1

feet that the blazer is a fine piec3

of workmanship. It fits well,

looks good, and promises to wear
well and long." With the major-
ity of his fellow classmen he feels

that the small defects are over-

shadowed by the merits of the

final product.

Several men wished that the

buttons were as firmly attached
as the lint. Lost buttons is a

common complaint, and replace-

ment of lost buttons is another.

Ron Mediatore, M.E., claims thai

buttons "pop off without oui

notice." He tried to replace his

by applying directly to the

factory where he learned that

such buttons are sold only in

wholesale lots. He suggests that

the committee make them avail-

able in Dougherty Hall. ;
^

„;

7 Jim Bomgan, ChE., who has
worn his older brother's Rogers
Poet blazer, claims, "Jack's

worsted blazer has more body
than my flannel one, and it still

looks good after two years."

The new blazer came in for a

great deal of praise. Chuck Ward,
Arts, believes it will wear well

over a long period of time. "The

chief p/Jvantage," he contends,

lies in the fact that it will resist

creasing and will retain it shape

longer than the Peet blazer. It

might be an annoyance to keep

brushing it off, but it's cheapti

than having it re-shaped."

The general consensus was

summarized by Tom Hoffman:

"Robert Rollins has delivered a

good blazer. The tailoring and

the little extras make it some-

what superior to others, and,

although there are problems, the

company has promised complete

cooperation in solving them. Wo
have a blazer that will wear well

for the next two and a half

years."

New Drill Time
Announced By
Dave Borcik

The newly-appointed midship-

man commander of Villanova's

NROTC battalion, David Borcik,

senior Electrical Electrical En-
gineer from Poland, Ohio, has
inaugurated a new policy design-

ed to carry the unit smoothly

and successfully through the

spring semester to the Admiral's

review on May 20.

Weekly meetings on various

levels will be held during the

remainder of the indoor drill

periods to April 18.

These will acquaint the mid-

shipmen with the various forma-

tions, etc., to be employed in

the outdoor drill periods and the

spring review.

On alternate weeks, Borcik

will brief the first class midship-

men and on the other weeks
this information will be passed

on to other midshipmen through

company meetings.

Executive Officer ~ William
Scott, Personnel Oflficer — Jules
Olita, Supply Officer — George
Francis, Operations Officer —
George Christmann.

SOOBooksDonatedtoLibrary
The Villanova University

library recently received a col-

lection of 300 books and also
many periodicals on fancy figure

skating.

The books were donated by
the late Frank Goodwin, prom-
inent internationally known
figure skating judge.

Mr. Goodwin started at Villa-

nova in 1912 and graduated in

1917. While in college, he played

baseball and football. For 18

years, he taught in the public

school system in Philadelphia.

An active member of the
•Philadelphia Figure Skating Club
and Humane Society of Ardmore,
he was also chief accountant for

the U.S..Skating Association and
honorary vice-president of the
Quaker City. Skating Club.

• LOOK Into the engineering opportunities open
in rural electrification and telephony

ASK your Placement Office for pamphlets telling what the
Rural Electrification Administration offers for a challenging
career with all advantages of Federal Civil Service

SIGN UP for a personal interview with the Mf4 Recruiting
Representative who will be at your Placement
Office

MARCH 3, 1958

ESSO RESEARCH works wondersi with oil

haces and leathers and dozens of things

Ski boots lace easier and faster, stay comfortably tight. They do so because the rawhide leather has been

made more pliant with a special treatment perfected by Esso Research. The leather in the skiers boots,

the wool in his socks-even the lacquer on his skis-were also made better with the help ^^ ' ^^
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Jack Garrity, circulation manager of tlie VILLANOVAN and
chairman of the Villanova pamphlet committee, restocks Dough-
erty Hall's pamphlet rack with a number of new readings for

Lent.

DPM Get 92 Pledges;

Paddles Given Tonight
Delta Pi Mu, the liberal arts

fraternity, had 92 applicants for

membership at the opening of

the 1958 pledging period last

week, it was announced by co-

pledgemaster Al Dombrowski.
Each pledge had to submit a

photograph of himself for the
fraternity's files and pay three

dollars initiation fee to begin

the five week orientation period.

For the first four weeks of

the pledging period the novices
will be under the guidance of

Dombrowski and co-pledgemas-
ter Joe Sayers. Sophomore Har-
ry Rowe will assist the two jun-

ior fraternity members.

Get 'Big Brothers'

During the fifth week, the

pledges will be assigned to their

"big brothers," junior and sen-

ior members of DPM who will

serve in an advisory capacity

and also delegate certain "du-
ties" to the newcomers.
For identification purposes,

the pledges will have to wear
"regs" during .this last week.
Dombrowski said that the na-

ture of the "regs" could not be
revealed as of yet.

Each pledge will be required

to make a fraternity paddle for

his "big brother.,' The "raw"
paddles will be given out at a

meeting tonight at 7:30 in 201

Vasey Hall.

Six Guided Tours

Now Available

To Soviet Union
A series of student and

teacher tours have been ar-

ranged to Russia in coopera-
tion with Intourist, the USSR
government travel agency.
Each of the tours will be

conducted by an American col-

;
lege instructor and will cover

: highlights of Europe, the Brus-
sels' World's Fair as well as

l the historic cities of the So-

viet Union.

;;:;.. Meet Counterparts

Members of the tours will

have opportunities to meet
their Russian student/teacher

counterparts, to see the educa-

tional facilitie's, and to learn

itom personal observation the

every-day life and ambitions of

the Soviet student.

The tour programs are eco-

nomically priced and arranged
only for students and teachers.

Students who have been out

of college for two years or less

are eligible to join as well as

students presently enrolled in

college or senior high school.

Six (jroups
The six scheduled conducted

groups are privately organized

and information may be ob-

tained from authorized travel

agents or from the sponsoring

agent, the Maupin ^Associates

of Lawrence, Kansas, one of

the few Intourist contractual

representatives in the United
States.

Star Gazers Hear

Pels Inst. Head

Swathmore Forum
Plans Lectures

The fourth lecture in the 1958
Cooper Foundation Series will

be held on Sunday evening at

8:15 p.m. in the FYiend's Meet-
ing House on the Swarthmore
College campus.

Dr. Gordon W. Allport, Pro-
fessor of Psychology, Harvard
University, will speak on "Adap-
ting the College Program to

Meet the Needs of Individual

Students."

The lecture is part of a scries

entitled "Goals and Philosophy

.'of Higher Education."

I

Robert W. Neathery, Direct

or of Museum Education and
a lecturer in the world famous

. Fels Planetarium of the Frank-
in Institute, was guest speaker
at the February 11th meeting

I

of the Astronomy Club.

Speaking on "Satellites Up
to Date," Neathery's talk con-

rsidered the history of rockets,

their development today, rocket

fuels, and the state of scientific

intellectual capacity in the U.S.

today.

A sound newsreel of the

launching of a Jupiter-C roc-

ket was shown. Color projec

tion slides demonstrating the

principle of satellite vehicles

were also exhibited.

Neathery, who has been as-

sociated with the Fels Plane-

terium since 1942, was intro-

duced by the Rev. Edward Jen-

kins, O.S.A., the club Moderator.

NFCCS Announces

Writing Contest
The N.F.C.C.S. has announc-

ed a writing contest to be held

in conjunction with interracial

week, March 23-29.

The contest will consist of

essays, short stories, and poet-

ry, with any theme involving

interracial justice or conflict.

All essays must be from 350

to 1250 words in length. The
short stories should be from
1250 words to 5500 words in

length.

There is no specific length

demanded for the poems sub-

mitted.

Further information can be

obtained from the notices on
the bulletin boards in the VIL-
LANOVAN oflice, second floor

Dougherty Hall.

AIEE-IRE Given Seat
(Continued from Vsnjo X)

branch has been correlated and
mimeographed. Copies of it

will be distributed to the ju-

niors this week.

Those who do not receive

copies can do so by stopping at

344 Sullivan Hall.

Response to the inquiries

wa3 greater than the branch
anticipated. Over 70 per cent

of the firms contacted replied.

Varied Openings
Opportunities vary from pow-

er and telephone companies,
and research firms, to the air-

craft industry, chemical firms

and electronic laboratories.

Two of the firms are paying
exceptionally well for summer
employment. E. I. DuPont de
Nemours and Company, Wil-
mington, Dela., will pay $450

per month. Sandia Corporation,

New Mexico, will pay $390 per

month.
Most of the power companies

wages range between $300 and
$335 per month. Some of the

other firms will pay more,

however.
Yantis reminds all juniors

that they should send in their

applications as soon as possible,

since most firms begin actual

selection of summer help at the

end of March.
Earlier this month, t]ie

branch held its second annual
Alumni Night. Panel speakers
on the topic "Careers in Elec-

trical Engineering" were Don-
ald Best, Herman Driscoll,

John Dougherty, and Joseph
Kolcashick.

Because engineemigh ^pmfessim at GM
-we offeryou a career- not a job

ONE REASON engineering standards at

General Motors are so high is that GM
recognizes engineering as a profession. And
the men who engineer the many different

products made by General Motors are

respected for the profession they practice.

That is why, when you are invited to join

General Motors as an engineer, you don't

simply take a job—you start a career.-, . >,.;

It is a career that is rewarding both profes-

sionally and financially—starting on your first

4ay of association with General Motors at any

one of its 35 divisions and 126 plants in 70

cities and 19 states.

During your early days at GM, for example,

you work with a senior engineer who guides

your career along professional lines.

You are also actively encouraged to pursue

your education towards an advanced degree.

For we at General Motors recognize that, in

doing so, you will become more valuable to

us and the engineering profession.

You are given the opportunity to obtain pro-

fessional recognition through participation

in engineering society forums, presentation

of technical papers, winning of patents and

other recognition of your accomplishments.

And you are also encouraged to take an active

role in your community's affairs—because a

truly professional man is a good citizen as

well as a good engineer.

All this is for a reason—and a good one.

Many of the men who will fill the key posi-

tions at GM in the future are the young engi-

neers joining GM today. This is not theory,

it is fact. For 14 of our 33 Vice-Presidents are

engineers, 23 of our 42 Division General Man*

agers are engineers, too.

Today we are looking for young engineers-

such as you—who may fill these positions

tomorrow. The rewards — both professional

and financial—are substantial. If you feel you

have the ability, write us. It could be the most

important letter of your life.

June graduates!

A General Motors Representative wUl

be on hand to answer questions about

job opportunities with GM.

MARCH 6th & 7th

GM poahlons now available in th«ie fields:

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING • CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

CERAMIC ENGINEERING • MATHEMATICS

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY

General Motors Corporation
Penonnel Staff, Detroit 2, Miehifu

X-.- J^r •:5&a&5.*,^

During this holy season of Lent, students have many oppor-

tuntities to attend the sacrifice of the Mass. Masses are offered

every day in the University Cliapel at BAS P.M., 7.30 P.M., 8 P.M.,

and 12 noon.

Student Council Members
To Affend NFCCS Confab
Villanova Student Council

members have been invited to

the meeting of the Regional
Council of the National Federa-
tion of Catholic College Stu-

dents to be held Sunday March
2 at 12:30 at St. Joseph's Col-

lege.

At this meeting members are

invited to discuss the prospects

of the coming NFCCS state

convention which will be con-

ducted March 21,22 and 23 at

Pittsburgh.

The theme of the convention

will be "The Function and Re-
sponsibility of the Catholic

College atudent." Three aspects

of this theme will be discussed:

social, personal (which will in-

clude spiritual) and intelectual.

Intellectual Viilanovans
Villanova has been invited to

send one or two men to speak
and lead discussion on the in-

tellectual aspect. Delegates
from Villanova and elsewhere
will also discuss NFCCS aims,
the quality of its service to

student governments and its

possible future development.

SC To Attend
The student council plans at

this time to send an official

delegation to the conferences on
Student government.

This Sunday night, following

the regional meeting at St. Jo-,

seph's College, many of the

Villanova delegates will attend
the fourth annual series on ''You

and Marriage," to be sponsored
by the Family Life Committee
of the NFCCS.
The series is being conducted

at LaSalle College on four Sun-
days. One was held last Sunday
and the concluding three will be
sponsored in the next three
weeks in the Student Lounge at

LaSalle located in the Library.
-"—'-^— I I. ^

Pre-Law Society

To Hear Students
The Pre-Law Club held busi-

ness meeting at 10:30 this
morning, it was announced by
Donald Frank, society presi-
dent.

In March, two students from
the Villanova School of Law
will address the club. A field

trip to a federal court session
in Philadelphia has also been The "filter fiower" of eel-
planned,

lulofle acetate (modem ef-
Frank also announced that fective filter material) in

the club's yearly functions will just one Marlboro Selec-
close with a picnic in May. trate Filter.

Junior Week
(Continued from Page 1)

position to see "certain people's"

accomplishments. "Those who
have ahown their ability are

those who were accepted for

chairmanship".
Since his election, Ludmer^r

said he "has chosen men for

committee chairmen who are

characterized by their ability to

work > together . The success

of the Ring Dance and the

the Charity Ball, show specific

instances of .this combination of

experience and teamwork."

Help Still Needed
Much work is still to be done

on Junior Week committees. "All

students who are interested

should contact the various de-

partment chairmen," the class

president added.

When asked the function of

the Steering Committee, Lud-
merer said, that they acted as
an advisory board and represen-

ted the opinions of the entire jl

campus.
He pointed out that Arts,

Commerce and Finance, Engin-
eering and Nursing are "fairljl

represented in the committee,
and in this way a true cross sec-

tion of opinion can be obtained."

MY CLOSEST SHAVE &^«,£'^«'-''

"My cloMtt shave w&i durinf the first try at a speed
record in the fantastic Douglas Skyrocket," says Jest
Pilot Bill Bridgeman, author of The Lonely Sky. "A
speciid B-29 draped me like a bomb at 30,000 feet . .

.

I turned on my rockets and climbed to 40,600 . . .when
suddenly all power failed. Rocket power, cabin pres-
sure, heat— everything went-and the window frosted
over so I couldn't see. Finally I got the radio going on an
emergency battery . . . and a pilot in a chase
plane talked me down to a blind landing t'

Par YOM* C\— fhavas-at any altitude-try new Colgate
Instant Shave. Ifs the quickest, ea$ie$t way to shave
aver, no matter what razor you use. Smooth, toot Shaves
your whiskers, saves your skin. A great shave buy for
the tough-beard guy I

Colgate Instarit Shave
U§Hn f rif •xclfln* Ce/fof* SporHr—l with Ml Sfvrn, Mutual

iftwmrk w««May mornliifff. Clftk yavr paptr tw Mom aiNf $taHom.

Where there's a Man

.

there's a Marlboro 4.:-

M'\

.
• .f

The cigarette detigned for men that women like.

A long white ash means
good tobacco and a mild
smoke.

Mild-burning Marlboro combines a prized

recipe (created in Richmond, Virginia)

of the world's great tobaccos with a

cellulose acetate filter of consistent

dependability. You get big friendly flavor

with all the mildness a man could aak for.

Marlboro
VOU aCT A LOT TO LIKE-FILTCR • FLAVOR • FLIP-TOP BOX

i)

^1
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VU Five MeetsW. & L. Sat,

St Francis at FH Tuesday
By FRANK CUNNINGHAM

Al Severance's busy bas-

keteers will engage the Gener-

als of Washington & Lee Uni-

versity on Saturday night at

the Palestra^ and, on Tuesday
will host St. Francis College,

of Loretto, Pa. in the Field

House. '*•':
'V The Wildcats well remember
the prowess of the Washington
& Lee outfit, which extended

the locals into overtime last

year before bowing, 70-69, in a

Palestra tilt. ;•-•''
\; The Southerners, coached by

Lou Miller, are led by their

prolific pointmaker, Dom Flora,

who has pumped in 1676 points

in his three previous varsity

campaigns, and is well on his

way to setting an all time

W&L career scoring record.

Three Are 6-4

Abetting Flora will be a tall

trio, all exceeding 6'4", consis-

ting of Frank Hoss, Gene Gi-

rard, and Dave Nichols. All

can leap and score well from
inside.

The Washingtonians have
lost their only two previous
contests with the Main Liners,

but this year have the shooting
* touch and rebounding power to

give the 'Cats quite a scrap.

Their main weak spot ap-

peara to be a leaky defense.

which Tom Brennan and Com-
pany will do their best to pe-
netrate.

Frankies Are Tall
St. Francis comes to the

Field House with one of the
tallest teams in the country,
its starting lineup averaging
over 6-4.

Leading the Frankies is a
6-7 center, Jim McClellan, whom
many experts have likened to
St. ' Francis' all time great,
Maurice Stokes, who rates se-

cond only to Bill Russell in

rebounding in the National
Basketball Association. '

McClellan averaged close to

20 points and 17 rebounds per
game last year as a junior.

,*'•'• '•
*-, .-,

John Scott lays up a shot against Penn last week. Jackie

FoUman (15) and Dick Czenszitz (5) don't try to defend.

Villanova Freshman Make
Bid For Perfect Season
Villanova's high flying fresh-

man basketball squad takes on
the Temple Frosh in the Field

House next Tuesday in the final

game of what could be the best

season in Villanova's history.

Last Wednesday the Kittens

kept their unbeaten streak in-

tact by outlasting a determined
Pennsylvania team, 65-62. The
following game with Drexel was
canceled, however, due to a mix-
up in scheduling, and hence
Villanova's bid for a perfect sea-

son rests on the outcome of the

coming bout with Temple.

The Temple team started out

the season with wins over St
Joe's, Penn State, and Brown
Prep, but fell to their current

4-4 record by losing to Penn,

St. Joe's and twice to La Salle.

Recently their cause has been
hampered by the absence of star
Norm Ginsburg, who ha.s been
suffering from an injured leg.

Ginsburg, ex-All-Public choice
from Olney High Philly, was top

scorer for Temple in the early

season, but it is not known if

he will be ready for action by
next Tuesday's game.

The Owl's other top perform-

ers have been Bernie Ivens, Sto-

JIM HUGGARD
Frosh High Scorer

die Watts, and George Palmer.
Although they lack height. Pal-

mer is their tallest man at 6'-

2", co-coaches Barry Goldstein

and Skip Wilson have developed

a speedy, sharp-shooting team,

attributes which, are character-

istic of basketball at Temple.

'Cats Thump
Penn, Lose

To Temple
'There were more grey hairs

for basketball Coach Al Seve-

rance both in victory and de-

feat this week as the Wildcats

continued the erratic play that

has been typical of them all

year.

Wednesday night, against a

physically strong Pennsylvania

club, the 'Cats played outstand-

ing ball in the first half and
ran up a 44-21 lead by inter-

mission.

However, .they showed a
sharp reversal of form in the

second half as the Quakers
raced to within 11 points of the

bewildered Wildcats, prompting
thoughts of "Oh no! Not
again!" ;• y
At this point the Villanovans

regained enough poise to take

control and post a relatively

easy 73-61 victory.

Scott High Scorer

John Scott, playing one of

his better games of the season,

was high man for the 'Cats

with 19, and was closely fol-

lowed by captain Tom Brennan,

with 17. Both men were large

contributors to the Wildcats

54-38 domination of the boards

which spelled victory.

Saturday, playing without the

services of Tom and Matt Bren-

nan due to their father's un-

fortunate death on Friday, the

'Cats ran into a tourney-bound

Temple team that was just too

much to handle, and lost by
73-58.

The Owls jumped off to a

quick 16-2 lead in the first se-

ven minutes, and played the

rest of the game in a fashion

befitting a nationally ranked

team that had won 19 consecu-

tive games.
Guy Rodgers, the confident

Temple Ail-American, led the

Owls with an effortless 27-point

performance.
Kelly 'Shining Light

Jack Kelly's consistent hustl-

ing efforts were rewairded with

26 points, as he was a shining

light amid much darkness.

From the floor, the foul line,

and off the boards, Kelly was
the whole show for Villanova.

His 12 for 12 performance

from the foul line set a new
Palestra record.

The 'CaU did degister 89%
in their foul shooting, but

could gather only 17 field goals,

as they constantly found diffi-

culty getting away a good shot

—as is indica^d by their 20%
average from * tl^e floor.

Steve Cartin is caught at the peak of his jack-kinfe dive in
the Temple meet. The official in the background doesn't seem
very interested.

^ .

Swimmers Host Hoyas

In Finale On Saturday
After resoundingly beating an

outmanned Temple squad, 55-19,

last Wednesday, the swimming
team winds up its regular sched-

ule by facing Georgetown in the

Field House pool on Saturday
afternoon at 2:00 p.m.

Coach Ed Geisz's team will be

attempting to chalk up victory

number eight against the Hoyas
from Washington, D. C. VU's
record now stands at 7-2-2.

Beyond the Georgetown meet,

the swimmers have a date to go
to the United States Naval
Academy at Annapolis for the

Eastern championships, which
run March 13 through 15, ,.

Owls No Sweat
Temple never gave the Wild-

cats much cause for concern
last Wednesday. The Owli^only
have seven men on their squad,
thus forcing them into entering

only one man in each event. In

fact, they made no attempt to

compete in the 200-yard butter-

fly] so the event was not held.

Aside from the workout the
Villanova swimmers got, the
meet afforded Geisz the oppor-
tunity to experiment with some
of his younger men and to

allow some swimmers to com-
pete in events other than their

normal ones.

In that regard, the meet
proved successful. Two of the

individual winners were sopho-
mores, while one of these plus

another sophomore were part of

winning relay teams.

Soph Victors

Steve Cartin, a soph, was top

man in the diving competition.

Junior Bill Gilhool took second.

Soph Gene Hewitt took first

place in the 200-yard back-
stroke. Junior Jerry Cechony
was second.

Another Soph, Joe* Harvey
won the 200-yard breastatroke.

Hewitt swam on the quartet

which copped the 400-yard med-
ley relay, while yet another
second-year man. Bill Lyons,
swam the third leg on the vic-

torious 400-yard freestyle re-

lay team.
By far the most noteworthy

performance in the meet was
that of Joe Mlason, junior tran-

sfer from the University of

Pittsburgh. Mason was clocked

in :54.9 for the 100-yard free-

style, his best time for the
event this year. :

'

Ruinbarger Triumphs
John Rumbarger won the 50-

yard freestyle. He was follow-

ed by Cartin, in the sprints for

the first time.

JOE MASON
The winning 400-yard med-

ley relay team was composed
of Larry Palacio, Win Wilson,

Frank Keefe and Hewitt.

Palacio returned to team up
with Bruce McCreedy, Jim Gre-
gory, and Lyons in copping the

400-yard freestyle relay.

Bob Pinto took second in the

220-yard freestyle, while his

brother, Lou, finished in the
same position in the 440-yard
freestyle. The same Temple
man beat both of them—Ed
Hall, the meet's lone double
winner.

^Cats Dethroned in AAU;
Collymore, Delany Victors
Villanova's track team, ob-

viously not going all-out to de-
fend its National AAU indoor
championship, still managed to

create quite a stir last Satur-
day night in Madison Square
Garden.
Ed Collymore, more at home

in the longer 100 and 220
where his long stride comes in

handy, had the best indoor
night of his cal'eer in beating
Ira Murchison in the 60-yard
sprint.

Ron Delany ran the second

fastest indoor mile of his young
career—four minutes, 3.7 se-
conds—and only missed tying
the world's indoor record by
one-tenth of a second.
George Sydnor, gradually

getting back into the swing of
things, ran a strong third to
Collymore in the 60 final. Syd-
nor only returned to the sprints
a week previous, after sticking

to the mile relay team because
of pulled thigh muscles.

Reavis Didn't Win
Phil Reavis, experiencing his

ED COLLYMORE

SPORTS CHATTER:

PHIL REAVIS

All-Catholic All-American
:By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT:

It's all-star team time again. . . We got a letter from Ed

Adams, Sports Editor of the Xavier University News the other

day. . . He wants to know our choices for an All-Catholic All-

American team. . . At first, we figured it would be simple. . . But

somehow, the Catholic colleges got hold of a lot of the betiter

basketball talent in the land. . . If someone cares to check, he'll

find that two or three of the top prospecte for All-American

honors who play for non-Catholic schools are themselves Ca-

tholic. . . But according to the rules for Adams' "Dream Team,"

these are not eligible. .

.

^

Anyway, here's our team: Gene Brown (San Francisco),

Elgin Baylor (Seattle), Alex (Boo) Ellis (Niagara), Tom Haw-

Ivins (Notre Dame), and Jim Smith (Steubenville). . .
The lat-

ter is our surprise pick. . . Watch for him to make it big with,

the pros. . . We could have picked another club almost as strong

. . . There's no doubt about it—at least in basketball, the Ca-

tholic teams have a greater percentage of top-ranked teams

than the non-Catholic ones. . . As of Sunday, the first six clubs

picked for the NIT, plus Manhatten and Notre Dame in the

NCAA tourney, are all Catholic. .

.

We're not going to send Adams our own choices— In-

stead, we're opening the balloting to the student body. .
.
Pick

five players regardless of the position they play. . . There will be

an envelope on the board in the VILLANOVAN office in Dough-

erty. . . Put your ballots in it before 4:30 Friday. . .

The usual Villanova basketball cries of "wait 'til next

year" are once again the buzz. . . Now they say Jimmy Huggard,

Jim Kenny, John Driscoll, Bob Libersatore et al. will save Wild-

cat basketball. . . That's what we heard in 1956 about Joe Ryan,

Kenny Harrison, George Emma and that the rest of that year's

freshman team. . . Last year it was "we're waiting for Scottie"

. . . Next year never seems to come. . . Don't get us wrong. .

.

We're hoping just like everyone else. . . Perhaps with Ryan,

Harrison and Emma then mature seniors, Scott and Raveling

and maybe even Rieder poised juniors, and the new bunch ap-

plying height in the person of Driscoll and spark via Huggard,

things will jell. . . But note the PERHAPS. .

.

Doffs of tlie cap to: Jack Kelly, for returning in the greatest

two weeks of basketball the Palestra has seen in years. .

.

Coach Al Severance, for holding up well in the face of repeat-

ed Wildcat inanities in the Penn fray. . . Bill Scott, captain of

the pistol team, who continues to rate with the best in the

land. . . George Sydnor, a game, great guy, who continued his

climb back in the AAU track meet. ..Phil Reavis, for his

Sports Illustrated cover and story. . . Swimmer John Rumbar-

ger, who triumphed spectacularly in the Temple meet. . . So far

Jon Konrads has not ans\^ered the challenge. . . Ed Geisz, for

turning in another wonderful season without scholarships. . .

Jim Elliott, Jim Tuppeny and Frank Reagan, for getting the

outdoor IC4A championships for Groodreau Stadium in May. .

.

Baseball Coach Art Mahan has issued a call for all battery-

men to report for action today. . . That appeal is especially to

sophomores, now eligible for varsity competition. . . Freshmen

are to come out too. . . Seven or eight will be carried with the

varsity for experience sake. . . Tickets for the indoor IC4A's

are still on sale at a buck a throw in Dougherty. . . Best buy of

the century. . . It was good for the morale to see the Inquirer

run the story on Don Luzzi's and Tony Varrechione's going to

Canada AFTER it ran in the VILLANOVAN

first non-winning or non-tying

night this year, had to .settle

for a share of second place be-

hind Herman Wyatt of .the

Santa^ Clara Youth Center.

Title Team Depleted
Coach Jumbo Elliott, with

his sight set on this week's
IC4A meet, felt that the Wild
carts didn't ha,ve much chance
of repeating as National AAU
champs, since Jenkins, Bragg,
Alex Breckenridge, John Kopil,

Al Paterson, Gene Maliff, John
Furlinger and George Browne
were all missing from the title

team of a year ago.

Rather than go all out and
have Delany run a double, and
have a few of the others

double-up for the mile relay

and sprint medley, Elliott de-

cided to concentrate on the

IC4A.
As Assistant Coach Jim Tup-

peny said last week, "Since

we're not very deep, it's better

if we keep our aim rather low.

We could shoot the works on
the AAU by working the boys
very hard for the two reaysl,

but we'd still have a rough
time beating the clubs.

Pressed by Hungarian
Delany was pushed to his

near-record time by Hungarian
Istvan Rozsavolgyi, outdoor re-

cord-holder in the 1000, 1500,
and 2000 meters.

The Hungarian took a lead
of 10 yards with only two laps
left in the race, but Delany
flamed the final two, winning
quite easily by 15 yards. Ron's
time for the last quarter-mile
was a fabulous 56.4.

Delany's best previous in-

door time was 4:30.8. He post
it at the Chicago Daily News
meet last year.

Collymore's performance was
a slight surprise for one rea-
son—the week before in the
NYAC meet, he had not even
made the final. His meet record
tying 6.2 probably would have
been enough to beat or tie

Dave Sime, who was forced to

drop out of the final.

Hurdler Bob Holup, broad-
jumper John Buckley, and high-
jumper Charley Stead were all

shut out in their events.

Fame Folhws AMetk
Career ef Jatk Kelly

By TERRY ROCHELLE
Given: an outstanding bas-

ketball career in college and a
phenomenal high school athletic

record in Ohio. The conclusion:
any Villanovan must draw is

that it is Jack Kelly, currently
starring for Wildcat courtmen.
The 26 point, 15-rebound per-

formance of Jack against Tem-
ple last week is just another in

the scrapbook of this tall 6'3"

Ohian. Beginning in his days at

St. E d w a r d ' s High School in

Lakewood Ohio, fame has fol-

lowed hia accomplishments.
Developed under the guiding

hand of his coach Jim Connors,
Jack became the highsest scol*er

in Northeastern Ohio history as
well as leading the team in the
rebounding and playmaking de-

partment.
'Ker Hot in Tourney

In three state tournament
games in his senior year "Kel"
scored 128 and was chosen to

play in the North-South Sigh
School game at Murray, Ken-
tucky. In his college career he
has faced two of the players
that participated in that game,
All-American canidates Archie
Dees of Indiana and Bobby Har-
ris of Duke.
During the Duke game this

year, "Kel" stole the ball from
Harris and drove down the court
for an easy two points. Thia
certainly didn't make him feel

at all bad either!

Beseiged by offers from more
than 40 colleges. Jack chose Vil-

lanova following a trip down
here, in the spring of his senior
year. Instrumental in his deci-

sion was William 'Peep' Shee-
han, who last year received the
Motst Loyal Alumnus award.

While at Villanova his accom-
plishment, while not spectacular,

have been outstanding and vari-,

ed.

Established As Soph
Five times during his fresh-

man year he scored over 30
points. Sophomore year saw
him breaking into the starting

varsity lineup and establishing

himself on the court scene.

This year he is averaging
about 14 points per game and
has been playing brilliantly. Two
weeks ago he was named to the
ECAC All East team as he scor-

ed 65 points in three games, in-

cluding 28 against St. Joseph's.

One of his proudest perfor-
mances^as his 16 rebound ef-

fort against West Virginia this

year.

While his hardwood exploits

are best known to Villanova stu-

dents, there are other sides to
.the life of Jack.

Diamond Star Also
One is the baseball player

good enough to receive scholar-

ship offers to college and to be
carefully watched by big league
scouts. In fact he expects to

sign a contract upon graduation.
In contrast to Jack the ath-

lete is Jack the student. Three
semesters of his college life he
has made the Dean's list and
ranks high in the Marketing
section of the Commerce and Fi-

nance School.

JACK KELLY
Active in extra-carricular ac-

tivities, he has served as secre-

tary of his claas in his Junior
year, Vice President of Delta Pi

Epsiion fraternity, on the class

steering committee for two
years, on the Sactuary Society

and was honored this fall by be-

ing selected for membership in

Who's Who in American colleges

and Universities.

The third and most import-

ant of. Jack's interests Ls Miss

I^athie McKenna, his high school

sweetheart, to whom he is en-

gaged. A November wedding is

in the offing.

Mighty handy!

that's the ARROW

wash 'n' wear Glen

Save time—anytime—with this

Dacron* and cotton Wash 'n*

Wear. Just wash, hang up to dry

and wear. You'll look smart all

the time in the Glen*s Mitoga®-

tailored lines. They give you

that trim, tapered look, collar to

waist to cuff. Just $6.95. Cluett,

Peabody (sf Co., Inc.

^Dufont'i fl,0tUr fUrt

ARROW
—first in fashion

^'='*''-^-' .fll^A.'l
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Wildcats Dropp»d AAU

But There's Still The iC4A's
Villanova's track team, having

seen its National Amateur
Athletic Union crown snatched
from its one-year possession
lost week, will return to Madi-
son Square Garden Saturday
night to defend the IC4A
championship.

,

V The Wildcats will attempt to

duplicate last year's spectac-

ular effort—winning the na-

tional collegiate title with the
smallest team in the history of
the meet.

Coach Jumbo Jim Elliott

quite frankly does not expect
to see it happen.

Lo6t Plenty
He points to the loss of 600-

yard victor Charley Jenkins, to
that of pole vault winner Don
Bragg, and especially to that
of five unheralded team mem-
bers whose valuable points

earned through winning .the

mile relay and taking seconds,

thirds and fourths in other
events, were so big a part of
theWildcats' 46-point total.

^Tonn Furlinger, Gene ISeMS,
and Al Peterson are gone from
the mile relay squad which took
first-place.

V John Kopil, second to Burr
Grim in the mile, has departed.
Alex Breckenridge, third to

Ron Delany in the two-mile, is

back on the Main Line—but
strictly as a visitor to local

friends. He too has graduated.
Maybe Not Enougti

Elliott will attempt to do a
juggling act with .the good-
quality, poor-quantity team he
has this year. The Wildca,t8

quite possibly will have a tre-

mendous night. But it still

might not be enough to win.
The reasons? Two of them:

Manhatten and Notre Dame.
Manhatten won the IC4A

title every year from 1951
through 1956, was belted by the
Wildcats last year, and now is

oovetiously eying it anew. The
Jaspers have the strength and
depth to reign again.

Notre Dame has entered the
IC4A meet in full force for the
first time. The Irish could beat
both Villanova and Manhatten,
and take the championship out
to the Midwest.

Manhatten Lineup
Here, in brief, is what Man-

hatten has to offer:

Tom Murphy, almost a sure
shot winner in the 600. He ran
a solid second to Jenkins last

week in the AAU. It appears
that no collegian can touch him.

JIM fLLIOTT
Joe Soprano, who has waged

a duel wit^ North Caroline's

Dave Scurlock for the 1000-

yard races all winter. Scurlock,

like a number of good runners,

will remain at home for the I
more modest, but the Irish

Atlantic Coast Conference in-

Ron DeUny goes into the first turn of the 1,000 yard run at the IC4A track meet last winter. Delany took a

first place fai the race, then came back to win an unprecented double by taking ttie two 'mile race. Clqae on the heels of Ron is

Ike Matza of NYU.

door championships. Soprano ^^^ Foreman—best time 6.3),

has the best time (thus far
this year) of all these who will

compete—2 : 13.3.

Gene Martin, who hajs the
best 1958 time in the two-mile—9:27—now that Pete Close,

of St. John's, has decided to
move down to the mile.

Henry White, whose 6-4 high-
jumping has him tied for third

among college athletes.

Joe Marchiony, who is pro-

bably on top among Eastern
college shot putters (best this

winter :64-feet, 101/4 inches).

Mile relay team, conqueror of
Villanova twice on the boards
so far, loser once (in the In-

quh«r meet). Best time:
3:18.6.

Two-mile relay team, which
has the best time again: 7:36.1.

Irish Strong
Notre Dame's challenge is

have possible winners in the 60

60 hurdles (Steve Goonbod
7.4), 1000 (Dale Vanderburg—
has done 1:51 in the 880).

Also, Lee Comello (4.14) in

the mile, Ed Monnelly (9.28)

and Mike Haverty (9.36) in the
two mile, Ed Sanforan (6-4) in

the high jump, and Jack Coty
(23-feet, 6 inches) in the broad
jump, all figure to earn points.

What Villanova will have
going for it, of course, is the

fact that Ron Delany will at-

tempt another tremendous
double, running the 1000 and
the two-mile, both of which he
won last year, in what AAU
official Dan Ferris called "the

greatest exhibition of running"
he had ever seen.

Still Not Certain

Most people think that Dela-

ny can repeat his two wins.

But that in itself won't ensure

a Villanova victory.

Wildcat strength could lie in

the sprint, where Eddie Colly-

more won last week in the

AAU, with George Sydnor
.third.

Phil Reavia can be expected

to bounce back for a win in

the high jump, but Ed King of

Ck)rnell has done 6-8V2 this

year in a dual meet and pull

an upset. Charley Stead, were
he to regain his knack of a
year ago, could conceivably

jump as well as Reavis. He
tied Phil in the IC4A's last

year.

Ilolttp in Hurdles
Bob Holup was fourth last

year in the high hurdles, but
he might find the competition

a mite improved. Jack Van Deu-
san will also enter here.

John Buckley was a distinct

disappointment last week in the

broad jump. He fouled in all

three tries. With best effort,

this soph could push the top
men in .the event. Kent Lydic,

once a pole vaulter, will try

broadjumping.
Ron Brady, another soph

pole vaulter, so far has not

lived up to his high-school

clippings. If he's ever going to

come, Villanova fans hope it's

this week. He'll be joined in the
vault by Norm Cyprus.

For the mile, Elliott plans to

run soph Bob Godesky, ordina-

rily a 1000 man. Vic Di Maio
will run with Delany in the

1000.

As of right now. Jumbo
won't enter a mile relay team,
the thought being that with
the large number of heats and
semi-finals, it would be difficult

rounding up a fresh squad.

Any Freshman or Sopho-

more Interested la beoomlng
jpk Baseball maaacer oaa eon-

ta^ Mr. Charles Famaa In

the basemeat of the Field

mi

, 'i.''^tifi.jir^.7«ii"' <^s^ -Jir
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Bloodmobile Comes Today,

Villanova Quota 500 Pints

Soviet Expert
Talks Monday
inVasey Hall

Dr. Holland Hunter, Associate
Professor of Economics at Hav-
erford college, will speak on
"Management Problems in So-

viet Industry" here in the Vasey
Hall auditorium Monday evening
at 7:30 p.m.

Dr. Hunter was invited as

guest speaker by the Villanova

branch of Society For The Ad-
vancement of Management, and
is one of the foremost authori-

ties on Russian economic affairs

in the United States.

He was graduated from Hav-
erford College in 1943 and re-

DR. HOLLAND HUNTER
Soviet Expert to Speak

ceived his Masters and Ph.t). at

Harvard University, graduating

with his doctorate degree in Eco-
nomics in 1949.

At Harvard^- •:•••; /',.•.•'

Dr. Hunter was a teaching

fellow at Harvard from 1946
until 1948.

He has written numerous ar-

ticles about various phases of

Soviet Economy and his special

interest is in the Soviet trans-

portation system.

Two of his articles which have
recently appeared in profession-

al journals are "The Planning of

Investments in the Soviet Un-
ion", and "Soviet Railroads

Since 1940."

Writes Book
Dr. Hunter is currently com-

pleting a book which also con-

cerns Soviet transportation pol-

icies.

Besides his literary endeavors,

he is an active member of the

American Economic Association

and a Democratic Party Com-
mitteeman.
He served with the U.S. For-

eign Economics Administration

in India, and has done service

for the U. S. Office of Price Ad-
ministration.

Dr. Hunter and his wife,

Helen Taft Hunter, niece of the

former President of the United

States, spent last summer visit-

ing in Russia.

Today and tomorrow, the an-

nual Villanova Blood Drive will

present the opportunity to all

Villanovans to donate blood on
campus.
The Red Gross Bloodmobile

will set up its temporary quar-

ters in Alumni Gym from 9:30

a.m. until 3:30 p.m. on both

days.

Until last year, Villanova was
one of the top donors to the

Wayne district Bloodmobile with
average donations of 350 to 400
pints of blood.

Quota Raised
This year's quota has been

raised to 500 pints of blood. Leo
Rogers, chairman of the Spirit

Committee and director of this

year's annual drive, has stated

that this is a reasonable quota,

since it is only 17% of the total

undergraduate enrollment.

Among the advantages gained
by Villanovans donating blood

is a plan whereby any member
of the donor's family in need of

a transfusion within the next
year, is guaranteed all the blood
necessary from the Red Cross
at no cost.

Also free juices, coffee, and
donuts will be provided to the

donor after donating his blood.

350 Sign
As of last Thursday, 350 stu-

dents, priests and lay teachers

had signed up for appointments.
Anyone who did not previously

register is also welcome to do-

nate.

Students under the age of 21,

however, are required to have
signed permission slips from
their parents in order to donate.

If anyone should miss their

assigned time, they may drop
in at anytime, but to keep the

program moving smoothly, all

are urged to try to conform to

the schedule.

Regular Meal
The donor is requested to eat

a regular meal at least four or

more hours prior to the giving
of blood. They should also try
to avoid eating fats, fried foods
and eggs during the four hour
period.

Eight weeks must lapse before
the donor may donate blood
again.

Law School
Forum Hears
Kilpatrick
James Jackson Kilpatrick, ed-

itor of the RICHMOND NEWS
LEADER and leading States
Rights spokesman, will address

the Forum of the School of Law
of Villanova at 8:30 the even-

ing of Wednesday, March 5.

His topic will be "The Soverign

States
J'

Mr. Kilpatrick was born in

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, in

1920. He was educated in the

public schools of Oklahoma City,

and was graduated from the

University of Missouri, with the

degree of Bachelor of Journal-

ism, in March of 1941.

He came directly to THE
RICHMOND NEWS LEADER
as a general reporter. Following

several years covering State and
Federal courts and offices, he
was assigned to The NEWS
LEADER'S Capitol staff. There
he covered the General Assem-
bly, the Governor's office, and
State political news.

Becomes Editor
Mr. Kilpatrick became associ-

ate editor of the NEWS LEAD-
ER on January 1, 1949, under
the late Dr. Douglas Southall

Freeman, and on Dr. Freeman's
retirement the following June,
succeeded him in the editor's

chair.

In 1953, Mr. Kilpatrick was
honored by the University of

Missouri for distinguished ser-

vice in journalism, as the re-

sult of a two-year editorial

Bob Murphy and Joe Schneider are planning tliis year'e

Junior Week. Murphy and Schneider were recently named c<^-

ohairmen of the entire week, In charge of the coordination of

the many activities to come the last week of April.

Field House Scene
Of Shamokinaki

^

Mission Dance Fri.
The sixth annual JShamoklnaki Mission Dance,

for the benefit of the Au^stinian mission in Ni^a-
saki, Japan, will be held Friday evening in the field

house.

Pequignot Urges
'57 Registration
Mr. George Pequignot, Alum-

ni Director at Villanova, has
announced that many seniors

failed to register with the Alum-
ni Office on Registration Day.
He urges all those who did

not sign up at that time to stop

in the Alumni Office in Mendel
Hall and do so.

There are several reasons for

this registration of seniors.

Upon graduation in June they
will become members of the

Alumni organization and this

group must be kept as strong
and close as possible.

By signing up now they will

be notified of all functions of

the group, such as the big re-

union in June and the Home-
coming in the Fall.

JAMES J. KILPATRICK
to Address Forum

campaign for the release from
prison of a Negro life-termer

who had l)een mistakenly con-

victed of murder. In 1956, he
won the annual award of Sigma
Delta Chi, honorary journalism

fraternity, for distinguished ed-

itorial writing, the result of a

campaign in support of the con-

stitutional doctrine of interposi-

tion. Mr. Kilpatrick served in

1955-1956 as chairman of the

National Conference of Editor-

ial Writers.

Authors Books
He is the author of "The Sov-

erign States," published by the

Henry Regnery Company in A-
pril of 1957, and co-editor with

Louis D. Rubin, Jr. of "The
Lasting South," published by

(Contlmied on Page *!>

Intramural Dept.

ToSponsor Return

of Amateur Night
Amateur Night, for years one

of the most entertaining and
successful affairs held on cam-
pus, but of late eliminated from
the annual social schedule, will

make a re-appearance jBometime
'within the next two months.
*Not since 1943 has Villanova

held a show in which individual

amateur performers among the
student body took part.

Supervision of the affair will

be under the direction of the
Intramural Department, just as

it was in the years before.

Date Not Set
Intramural head Ed Geisz, di-

rector of the Amateur Night and
one of five members of the af-

fair's committee, said yesterday
that the actual date will be an-
nounced shortly, v ;

'

Others on the committee are
Rev. John R. Dunne, O.S.A.,

moderator of the Intramural De-
partment; Rev. Michael O'Don-
nell, O.S.A., chairman; John
Lumsden, assistant director;
and Jim Corey, president of the

Intramural Council.

Corey has already been chosen
master of ceremonies.
Any type of entertainment act

can be in the show, beginning
with singers, dancers, comedi-
ans, musicians, groups of sing-
ers, dramatic groups, and ex-
tending through trick acts, ear-
wigglers, gymnasts, acrobats
and jugglers.

Fill Out Entry Blank
Anyone who wants to enter

must fill out an entry blank and
turn it into the Intramural Of-
Ice, 109 Alumni Director Geisz
recommends that entries be re-

turned as soon as possible, so
that the program can be plan-
ned.

The VILLANOVAN has
agreed to support the Intramur-
al Department in the show, and
is publishing the entry blank

(Continued on Page T)

Campus favorite Lou Denison
and his band will provide the
music for the 9 P.M. to 1 Aid.
affair.

Tickets are now available at

the Pie Shoppe between 11:30
A.M. and 1:30 P.M. They are

priced at $1.50 per couple.
- The Rev. Michael J. O' Don-
nell, O.S.A., moderator of the

dance, announced last week that

the decorations would be in an
oriental theme.

FR. MICHAEL J. O'DONNELL
Shamokinaki Heiul

"The members of the various
committees have been working
hard," Fr. O* Donnell said,

"and their plans will surely in
an enjoyable evening."

Jake Krupa, long time decor-
ation expert on campus, and
recently returned from to Vil-

lanova after an illness, will be
in charge of the decorations.

John "Whitey" Lyons, a sen-
ior Political Science major, will

serve as the student program
chairman for the dance. Lyons
has been active this year in

many campus organizations.

Signs Posted
Bruce Sturm has been named

publicity chairman of the dance.
He has recently been posting
signed on campus and in local

shops publicizing the event.

Tickets co-chairmen for the
annual affair are Richard Horn
and David Dubbels. Tickets were
on sale during the early part
of the week at $1 a couple, but
today, "the price was. as tradi-
tion dictatM, raised to $1.50 a
couple," the co-chairmen Mid.

I v#'

;
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Officers of the newly formed Veterans* Club of Villanova pose after their election. They

are» from left: Dick Walsh, treasurer; John Rowe, corresponding secretary; Jim Long,

president; Jim McKay, recording secretary.

Dr.McEnemy
To Address

Literary Club
The next meeting of the Lit-

erary Club will be held March
10 in seminar three of the Li-

brary at 7 p.m. with Dr. John
I. McEnerney, Assistant to the
vict-President for Academic Af-
fairs, speaking on "The Greek
Concept of Tragedy." , ;

'

... Symposium Planned
A symposium is being projec-

ted for March 24 but as of now
its subject has not been dis-

closed. Plans are being made to
invite a panel consisting of one
member from four of the area

JOSEPH KINNEY
Literary Club President

schools who did not take part

in the last symposium held in

November.
Nominations for administerial

posts in the organization will be
held sometime at the end of
March and elections to the va-

cated offices will take place after

Easter, the new officers taking
over at the end of that month.

To Sponser Art Show
In conjunction with Opera-

Classica, the Literary Club will

be a co-sponsor of an art show
sometime after the Easter vaca-
tion.

Anyone who does any type of

art work and wishes to enter

his works in the show should
contact either Joe Kinney, Tom
Martinez, Jerry LaKarnefeau of

the club, Raymond Burns, mod-
erator of the club and a member
of the English department, Dr.

Robert S. O'Shea of the philoso-

phy department, or Mr. Anthony

L. Angeline of the Department

of Finance in the Commerce and

Finance School.

Belle Masque Ticket Sale

Begins Today in Cafeteria
Rev. William Farrell, O.S.A., moderator of the Belle Masque

Dramma Society has announced that tickets for the Spring pro-

duction of Shakespeare's "The Taming of The Shrew" will go

on sale tomorrow. v." *

The play will be pre^rited on March 20 through 23 in the

Villanova Field House. The tickets will be sold in the Day Hop
Cafeteria between the hours of 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Prices will

be $1.00 for students and $1.50 general admission.

"^ Reserve Seats
~

Father Farrell announced,

also, that ticket sales will once

again be under the direction of

Jerry McGrath who will be as-

sisted by Bob Brennan. McGrath
atated that in keeping with the

society's policy, all seats for the

show will be sold on a reserve

basis.

McGrath stressed that in the

past, many students have mis-

interpreted the prices and to

whom they apply. "All stu-

dents", McGrath said, "are

charged $1.00 for every ticket

they purchase, whether the tick-

ets be for a date, friend or mem-
ber of their family. Also stu-

dents from other schools may
purchase tickets at the student

rate.

The seating capacity for each

show will be limited to 604, thus

necessitating the reserve seat

plans. The society feels that

since many people, in the past,

have complained about the

crowded conditions that are pre-

valent on Fridays and Saturday

nights that it is in the best in-

terest of the audience to limit

the seating capacity, all to in-

sure the theater-goer an enjoy-

able evening.
, ; > ^'

^

Post Show Criticlfim

Belle Masque invites all to

participate in the criticism that

will follow the Thursday even-

ing performance. The audience,

as in the Fall, will be invited to

remain for the criticism with Mr.

Richard Duprey, the director,

and the cast. Duprey stated

that "last semester many facul-

ty members and guests were
present but there was a notice-

able lack of student participa-

tion". He added that "this

would afford the student a won-
derful opportunity to throw a

few bricks or bouquets in the

direction of Belle Masque, as

they see fit."

The society hopes that the

reserve seat plan will be an ad-

ded incentive to the student to

purrhase his tickets early. Seats

will be i on a first come first

served c*. iis.

LXD, Arranges:

Dinner Dance
Lambda Kappa Delta Fratern-

ity will hold their annual din

ner-dance on . April 26.

The affair will be held at the

Falcon House Restaurant on

West Chester Pike in Manoa.

Last year, there was a large

turnout.

President Martin Dohaney ex-

pects an equal turnout this year.

Among those present will be the

head of the Biology department.

Dr. McClain, and his assistants,

Mr. DeCaro and Dr. Lowrey, and

their wives.

The favors will be miniture

beer mugs inscribed with the

name of the fraternity. The din-

ner-dance will be semi-formal in

dress and probably last from 7

until 1. The band to be employed

has not yet been disclosed.

Ling Howe, distant cousin of!

Citing Chow, says it is wisely

written tliat the trouble with

opportunity is that it comes
disguised as hard work.

TnTs ^ Who s Foo" in April,

Collins Business Manager
By TOM MARTINEZ

The Turf and Tinsel organiza-
tion is in the midst of prepar-
ations for their forthcoming
spring production "Who's Foo,"
a satire on the fictitious char-
acter, Dr. F"u Manchu, as crea-

ted by Sax Rhomer.

Chinatown in New York at
the turn of the century will be
the setting for this musical
comedy that has a3 its main
plot the famous Tong Wars of;

that period.

George Pequignot and Bob
Whalen wrote the book and
music respectively. They can be
remembered for their fine past
efforts which include "Barbara
of Seville," "Jessica James,"
"Robin Hood Wink" and many

VU Marketing

Club Awards

Senior Prize
The Marketing Club, one of

the largest organizations on
campus held a business meeting
on Thursday February 20th
Club President Joe McHugh pre-
sented a motion that the club
vote to award $25 to next year's
outstanding senior. The award
is to be based on scholastic a-

chievement, extra-curricular ac-

tivities and contribution to the
general welfare and advance-
ment of the club.

Business Meeting

Last Thursday, final action

was taken on current old busi-

ness that had been carried on
the minutes for the past few
meetings. The meeting was con-

ducted by club president Mc-
Hugh and Vice-president Dick
Poll.

A field trip was taken to Al-

len Wood Steel Company in

Norristown recently and the

members heard a talk by a com-
pany advertising executive.

Placement Office

Later in February the club

was instructed in the operations
of the Placement Office by Di-

rector John A. Moritz.

In the social vein the Mark-
eting Club held their annual
Dinner Dance on February 22
at the Manoa Falcon House.
President McHugh said that

nearly 70% of the membership
attended

others.

*Toga' Last Year
Last years' success, "The Man

in the Gray Flannel Toga," was
the first time that the produc-
tion was put in the hands of

an undergraduate.

This innovation was commend-
able as Bobby Shiller of the
class of 1957 wrote an . excel-

lent book and music.

The choreography for this

year's show will be done by
George N o a k e whose talents

have been put to good use 'in

past productions as well as in

amateur shows in the Philadel-

phia area. »

Gerry Gobright, president of
Turf and Tinsel, announced that
Tom Collins, senior marketing
major from Lynbrook, Long Is-

land, has been appointed busi-

ness manager for this year.

Help Wanted
One of the great difficulties

that has arisen so far this year

is the lack of help for the busi-

ness staftThis includes advertis-

ing and publicity.

Since all of the members of

these staffs graduated last year

a large void has been noticed.

Both Gobright and Collins
urge that anyone interested

should contact them or any
members soon.

Dependable underclassmen, es-

pecially those in the Commerce
and Finance School, should ap-

ply for the business staff since

it would be an opportunity for

them to gain valuable experience

and practice of what they learn

in class," Gobright said.

Casting for the production

which will appear Wednesday
night April 23 and continue

until April 26 is in its final

stages with the dancing chorus

being one of the last selectionjs.

READ
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NFCCS Congress
To Meet in Pitt
The second annual Pennsyl-

vania State NFCCS Congress
will be held in Pittsburgh on
March 21 to 23.

Three regions of the NFCCS
will attend: Pittsburgh, Scran-

ton and Philadelphia. Villanova,

with five votes, will be the

largest school taking part.

Villanova will supply two
speakers on the intellectual

aspect of the general theme of

the Congress: "The Function

and Responsibility of the Catho-

lic College Student."

This school will also send sev-

eral observers and alternate dele-

gates. Any student interested in

attending the Congress is asked
to leave his name, address and
phone number in the NFCCS
mailbox in the Student Counci
office before the end of this

week. >

Just what have you done while yon were In c<rilege?

George Benet, senior C&F Is questioned by J. Robert Morris

of the Otles Service Oil Company as part of the senior inter-

views that have lieen going on at Villanova during the past

few weeks.

Jazz Profit told

By Father Coffey
The Augustinian Seminary

Guild, under the direction of

Rev. Father J. J. Coffey, O.S.A.

hiaa announced that the recent

Jazz Concert yielded a profit

of $3,500.

The money will enable three

future Augustinian Father to

go to school for one year apiece.

The amount of money necessary

to educate each seminarian is

about a thousand dollars a year.

Father Coffey announced that

he was quite pleased with the

concert and said he wished to

thank all those who helped with
the affair.

S. C. Creates Information
Group from Frosh Members

Dr. Campanella

By FRANK DYNAN
Jim Lynch and Frank Dunn,

the newly elected freshman Stu-

dent Congress representatives

were welcomed to the Student
Congress at last Wednesday
night's meeting.

Before going into the busi-

ness of the meeting Pat Nichol-
son read a letter from NFCCS
stressing its role in aiding Cath-
olic colleges with their problems.
The purpose of NFCCS as ex-

plained in the letter Sa to re-

quest the opinions of its member
colleges on problems it brings

to light, and advise the various

colleges on their problems from
the information it has gathered.

In relation to NFCCS, Nichol-

son's' proposal that the Student
Council augment NFCCS funds
in order to send six delegates to

the NFCCS State Congress in

Pittsburgh was later carried.

Don Kempf, handling the

sportsmanship award for the

Collegiate Council of Greater
Philadelphia announced that un-

officially Villanova has dropped
to last place in the contest. The
final standings will be decided

after the St. Joe's-La Salle

game. Defending Villanova spir-

it, Pat Nicholson, claimed that

"spirit at Villanova is extreme-
ly high". "When the studerite

stop criticising Al Severence, he
said, when they stop asking why
the team doesn't win, then they

will have no spirit". He con-

ceded however that Villanova

must have victories to keep up
the spirit. He added that he is

going to send a letter to Frank
Reagan congratulating him for

bringing bigtime football back
to Villanova.

Society Recognized
The committee reports con-

tained an announcement by Bob
Murphy, that the clean-up cam-
paign in the day-hop cafeteria

began February 27th. Pat Nich-

olson urged that the students

should "do what a man of twen-

ty-one should do instead of
throwing slop around". In ad-

dition it was reported that the

Semper Fidelis Society has been
recognized by the Fraternities

and Societies Committee retro-

active to February, 1957.

In order to train the two new
freshman members, Pat Nichol-

son announced the formation of

a Public Information Committee.

It will be made up solely of two
new members whose duties are

to assist the secretary in record-

ing, the Congress, minutes and
to make available to the student

body all announcements from
the various local colleges.

Three proposals by Nicholson

were carried at the meeting.

They were that a committee be

formed to investigate the ad-
vantages of Villanova's joining

the United States National Stu-

dent Association; that a com-
mittee be formed to investigate

the establishment o fa Council

of the Knights of Columbus on
campus; and the previously

mentioned proposal to augment
the funds of NFCCS.

It was decided that Jerry Mc-
Grath 's proposal, that a student

who flunked a course will not be

required to repeat that course

under the same instructor un-

less waivered by the student,

be reworded and sent to the

Academic Acairs Committee for
consideration.

Unanimously recommended
for passage by the Student Con-
gress were proposals by Tom
Whalen, that the 1958 under-

gradnates wear the colored hood
instead of the colored tassel;

(Continued on Page 8)

Honored by Assn.

Of Psychologists
The Pennsylvania Association

of Psycologists has honored Dr.

Thomas C. Campanella by elec-

ting him as a fellow in their

highly esteemed association.

Dr. Campanella is a member
of the Education Department
here at Villanova.

The recognition which he is

being given is because of his

work in' connection with' the
Child Guidance Clinic of the

Catholic Charities of the Arq.h-

diocese.

Dr. Campanella's numerous
writings in many professional

journals have undoubdedly aided for publication.

the field of Psycology.

book which deals with the field

of the psycology of education.

Copy Needed
For Planned

LYNX Edition
Preparations are now well

under way for the second is-

sue of the LYNX. The editors

expect to be able to announce
a definite date of publication
within a week.

Tentative publication date is

sometime near the end of this
month.

The big question mark as
always with the LYNX is the
problem of material. Ail are
urged by editor Frank Delany
to submit any material as soon
as possible.

Anything is acceptable from
poems to a one-act play. Five
dollars is offered for any son-
net which is deemed acceptable

Tomorrow's LYNX meeting
He has also written a text «vill make the final decisions

'You and Marriage'

Series at LaSalle

"You and Marriage" a lecture

and discussion series sponsored
by NFCCS, has start ed at

LsSalle College Library. It is

slated to run over a period of

and plans regarding the second
issue.

Articles accepted so far for

publication include an essay
and sketch by Robert Pinto, a

humorous "Charlie Brown"
sketch by Frank Murtha and a

review on the "Ramayana."
Also featured ^11 be a ser-

ies of sketches and an article

on Philadelphia's "Jungle," and
another in the popular "Con-
versation" series.

All interested parties havethree weeks.
The first lecture, held laat P^^ invited to attend the meet

Saturday was entitled; "Prose "^g at 2:30 or 3:30 in the Pub-

or Poetry?" lications, Office, second floor

The athers will be: "A Many -^o^S^^erty Hall.

Splendored Thing," this Satru-
day, and "Magic Moments," Mar.
16. All lectures begin at 7:30
P.M. .vv:v-;

Support

Shamokinaki

Congress Grants Powers
To Societies Committee
The Fra.temities and Societies

Committee has been granted
new powers in addition to the
necessary old powers it has been
exercising. The committee is

headed by chairman Joe Mur-
phy. Five members of the Stu-
dent Congress will comprise the
committee with no more than
three members being from the
same class and no more than
two members being from the
same division.

The duties assigned to the
committee are as follows:

(1) To establish rules governing
the recognition of all organ-
izations by the council and
the right of such groups to

representation in the coun-
cil.

(2) To keep accurate records of
the organizations reorgan-
ized.

(3) To act as intermediary be-
tween the Student Council
and all groups not represen-
ted in the council.

(4) To give advice and assist-

ance where possible to all

organizations.

(5) To recommend disciplinary

action to be taken by the
Student Senate against any
organization which violates

the Constitution, By-laws or
any University approved
ruling of the Student Coun-
cil.

(6) To receive and investigate
petitions by organizations
for either a seat on the Stu-
dent Council or for recog-
nition as an official campus
organization or for both.

New Powers
Sections five and six are new

powers delegated to the com-
mittee. Concerning the petitions

mentioned above, the require-
ments are as follows:
For recognition as an official

campus organization, the peti-

tioning group must file with the
Fraternities and Societies the
following: ; :;r.

(1) A statement of purposes.

(2) A copy of its constitution.

(3) A list of officers and their

addresses.

(4) A list of members.
(5) The contemplated faculty

advisor.

The group also must have two
consecutive semesters of activi-

ties previous to its petition, and
after consideration by the Com-
mittee, approval by the Dean
of Student Activities whose de-

cision will be final.

Two Thirds Vote
Concerning the disciplinary

action taken by the Student Sen-
ate at the committees recom-
mendation, an organization is

ejected by a two-thirds vote of
the Senate. Such disciplinary
action is taken by the Council
against any official campus or-

ganization when the organiza-
tion performs any activity de-

trimental to the University or
fails to comply with the Cons-
titution and By-laws or any
rules and regulations passed by
the Student Council and ap-
proved by the administration..

.

OtVaHisations rejected by tlie^

coundi may seek re-admiiMi6n
no sooner than April fifteenth

(Continued on Pa^e 9)

Dancers at last year's Sliamoldnald seem to Im having a
wonderful time. The eneire proceeds of the dance, wliich will

be held in the Villanova Field House Friday night, will go to*

the Augustinian missionaries in Japan. The music for the event
will hf) supplied by Lou Denison and his orchestra.

Gerry Hepburn Appointed

Jr. Week Prom Chairman
Through Junior Week co-chairmen Bob Murphy and Jde

Schneider, Junior Class President Vic Ludmerer has announced
the appointment of Gerry Hepburn as Prom chairman.

At the same time, Murphy and Schneider revealed that Din-

ner-Dance chairman Oz Scogna has been able to secure the brand-

new Sheraton Hotel in Philadelphia for that affair.

The Sheraton is one of the most modern hotels in the coun-

try, having been completed just last year. The Dinner-Dance
will be the first college affair ever held there.

Hepburn is the junior day-hop engineering representative on
the Student Council. He is also

]in the NROTC program.
His appointment marks the

ifirst time that one man has ever

Ihandled two of the largest func-

tions in Junior Year—he was
also chairman of the Ring
Dance.

It was because of the fine job

Hepburn did on the Ring Dance
that Ludmerer was prompted to

jgive him the new assignment.
Hepburn, a graduate of La-

Salle High in Philadelphia, is

Bartol Research

Lab Is Visited

By Physics Chib
The Physics club recently

went on a field trip to the Bartol
Research Laboratory of the
Franklin Institute.

They took particular interest

in the high voltage particle ac-

celerator which is capable of

producing 10,000,000 volts and
in the various detecting devices

which are used in the study of

particle bombardment.
Hear Dr. Swann

After the tour the group had
the pleasure of speaking with

Dr. W. F. G. Swann, who has
been the director of the Bartol

Institute since 1929.

Also, in a joint meeting with
the Chemical Society, the Phy-
sics club on last Wednesday
evening, was given an enlight-

ening lecture on the implications,

of Aristotelian Metaphjrsics in

Modern science.

Gives Lecture
The lecture was given by Dr.

James O'Brien of the Villanova
Philosophy department.

Law Student Hall

Speaks to Club
There will be a special meet-

ing of the Pre-Law Society at

7:30 p.m. in room 204 Vassey
Hall on Wednesday March 5.

The speaker will be Mr. John
Hall, a first year Law School
student who graduated from
Villanova University last year.

Hall will speak on the obliga-

tions and activities of a first

Law student and all interested

students are invited to attend
the lecture.

Engineering Frat

Asks for Pledges
Phi Kappa Pi announced that

its first meeting for prospective
members will be held in room
201 Vaasey Hall at 7:30 p.m. on
March 6.

^

All who wish to become mem-
bers of the fraternity must at-

tend this meeting, for rules con-
cerning pledging and initiation

will be discussed.

GERRY HEPBURN
Junior Weeic Chairman

also a member of the junior

class steering committee, and
of the academic affairs commit-
tee of the Student Council.

He has been a member of Phi
Kappa Pi, the Engineering fra-

ternity, for three years. He is

the secretary of the Villanova

chapter of Civil Engineers, and
is now & member of the Geology
Club.

Hepburn has already chosen
tlie chairmen of the various com-
mittees for tlie Prom, 16 men
in all, but the official announce-
ment won't come until next
week.

DPM Dinner Dance

Planned For April
Delta Pi Mu, Arts and Science

Division fraternity, will hold its

annual dinner-dance on Saturday
night, April 19. at the Falcon
House in Havertown beginning
at 7 o'clock, it was announced by
President John Moynihan.
Music for the affair will be

provided by Lou Dennison and
his orchestra.

Tickets may be purchased from
Pete Palmer, chairman of the
dinner-dance or from Mojmihan.
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Omcers of the newly formed Veterans' Club of Viilanova pose after their election. They

are, from left: Dirk Wal^h, treasurer; John Rowe, corresponding secretary; Jim Long,

president; Jim McKay, recording secretary.

Dr.McEnernyl^^^ Masque Ticket Sale

To Address ^^S^^^s Today in Cafeteria

Club
The next meeting of the Lit-

erary Club will be held March
10 in seminar three of the Li-

brary at 7 p.m. with Dr. John
L McEnerney, Assistant to the
vict-Presidcnt for Academic Af-
fairs, speaking on "The Grcelc
Concept of Tragedy."

Symposium Planned
A symposium is being projec-

ted for March 24 but as of now
its subject has not been dis-

closed. Plans are being made to

invite a panel consisting of one
member from four of the area

JOSEPH KINNEY
Literary Club President

schools who did not take part

in the last symposium held in

November.
Nominations for administerial

posts in the organization will be
held sometime at the end of

March and elections to the va-

cated offices will take place after

Easter, the new officers taking

over at the end of that month.
To Sponser Art Show

In conjunction with Opera-
' Classica, the Literary Club will

b^ a co-sponsor of an art show
sometime after the Easter vaca-

tion.

Anyone who does any type of

art work and wishes to enter

his works in the show should
contact either Joe Kinney, Tom
Martinez. Jerry LaKarnefeau of

the club. Raymond Burns, mod-
erator of the club and a member
of the English department, Dr.

Robert S. O'Shea of the philoso-

phy department, or Mr. Anthony

L. Angeline of the Department

of Finance in the Commerce and

Finance School.

Rev. William Farrell, O.S.A., moderator of the Belle Masque
Dramma Society has announced that tickets for the Spring pro-

duction of Shakespeare's "The Taming of The Shrew" will go

on sale tomorrow.
The play will be presented on March 20 through 23 in the

Viilanova Field House. The tickets will be sold in the Day Hop
Cafeteria between the hours of 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Prices will

be $1.00 for students and $1.50 general admission.

Reserve Seats

Father Farrell announced,

also, that ticket sales will once

again be under the direction of

Jerry McGrath who will be as-

sisted by Bob Brennan. McGrath
s.tated that in keeping with the

society's policy, all seats for the

show will be sold on a reserve

basis.
.-.-x-' '/'

McGrath stressed that in the

past, many students have mis-

interpreted the prices and to

whom they apply. "All stu-

dents", McGrath said, "are

charged $1.00 for every ticket

they purchase, whether the tick-

ets be for a date, friend or mem-
ber of their family. Also stu-

dents from other schools may
purchase tickets at the student

rate.

The seating capacity for each

show will be limited to 604, thus

necessitating the reserve seat

plans. The society feels that

since many people, in the past,

have complained about the

crowded conditions that are pre-

valent on Fridays and Saturday*

nights that it is in the best in-

terest of the audience to limit

the seating capacity, all to in-

sure the theater-goer an enjoy-

able evening.

Post Show Criticism

Belle Masque invites all to

participate in the criticism that

will follow the Thursday even-

ing performance. The audience,

as in the Fall, will be invited to

remain for the criticism with Mr.

Richard Duprey, the director,

and the cast. Duprey stated

that "last semester many facul-

ty members and guests were
present but there was a notice-

able lack of student participa-

tion". He added that "this

would afford the .student a won-
derful opportunity to throw a

few bricks or bouquets in the

direction of Belle Masque, as

tiuy see fit."

The society hopes that the

reserve seat plan will be an ad-

ded incentive to the student to

purr-hase his tickets early. Seats

will b( 1 on a first come first

served i^. .is.

LKD, Arranges.

Dinner Dance
Lambda Kappa Delta Fratern-

ity will hold their annual din

ner-dancc on . April 26.

The affair will be held at the

Falcon House Restaurant on

West Chester Pike in Manoa.

Last year, there was a large

turnout.

President Martin Dohaney ex-

pects an equal turnout this year.

Among those present will be the

head of the Biology department.

Dr. McClain, and his assistants,

Mr. DeCaro and Dr. Lowrey, and

their wives.

The favors will be miniturc

beer mugs inscribed with the

name of the fraternity. The din-

ner-dance will be semi-formal in

dress and probably last from 7

until 1. The band to be employed

has not yet been disclosed.

Ling Howe, distant cousin of

Ching Chow, says It Is wisely

written that the trouble with

opportunity Is that It comes
disguised as hard work.

Tn'Ts ''Who's Foo' in April

Collins Business Manager
By TOM MARTINEZ

The Turf and Tinsel organiza-
tion is in the midst of i)repar-

ations for their forthcoming
spring i)rodu(tion "Who's Foo,"

a satire on the fictitious char-
acter, Dr. Fu Manchu, as crea-

ted by Sax lUiomer.

Chinatown in New York at

the turn of the century' will be
the setting for this musical
comedy that has as its main
plot the famous Tong Wars of
that period.

George Pequignot and Bob
Whalen wrote the book and
nvusic respectively. They can be
remembered for their fine past
efforts which include "Barbara
of Seville," "Jessica James,"
"Robin Hood Wink" and many

VU Marketing

Club Awards

Senior Prize
The Marketing Club, one of

the largest organizations on
campus held a business meeting
on Thursday February 20th
Club President Joe McHugh pre-
sented a motion that the club
vote to award $25 to next year's
outstanding senior. The award
is to be based on scholastic a-

chievement, extra-curricular ac-

tivities and contribution to the
general welfare and advance-
ment of the club.

Business Meeting

Last Thursday, final action

was taken on current old busi-

ness that had been carried on
'he minutes for the past few
meetings. The meeting was con-
ducted by club president Mc-
Hugh and Vice-president Dick
Poli.

A field trip was taken to Al-

len Wood Steel Company in

Norristown recently and the

members heard a talk by a com-
pany advertising executive.

Placement Office

Later in February the club

was instructed in the operations
of the Placement Office by Di-

rector John A. Moritz,

In the social vein the Mark-
eting Club held their annual
Dinner Dance on February 22
at the Manoa Falcon House.
President McHugh said that

nearly 70'/ of the membership
attended

others.

•Toga' Last Year
Last years' success, "The Man

in the Gray Flannel Toga," was
the first time that the produc-
tion was put in the hands of

an undcrgraiiuatc.

This innovation was commend-
able as Bobby Shiller of the

class of 1957 wrote an . excel-

lent book and music.

The ciiorcpgraphy for this

yc'ar's show will be done by
George N 6 a k e whose talents

have been put to good use in

past productions as well as in

amateur shows in the Philadel-

phia area.

Gerry Gobright, president of

Turf and Tinsel, announced that

Tom Collins, .senior marketing
major from Lyn brook. Long Is-

land, has been appointed busi-

ness manager for this year.

• V Help Wanted
One of the great difficulties

that has arisen so far this year

is the lack of help for the busi-

ness staff-This includes advertis-

ing and publicity.

Since all of the members of

these staffs graduated last year

a large void has been noticed.

Both Gobright and Collins
urge that anyone interested

should contact them or any
members soon.

Dependable underclassmen, es-

pecially those in the Commerce
and Finance School, should ap-

ply for the business staff since

it would be an opportunity for

them to gain valuable experience

and practice of what they learn

in class." Gobright said.

Casting for the production

which will appear Wednesday
night April 23 and continue

until April 26 is in its final

stages with the dancing chorus
being one of the last selections.
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Just what have you done while you were in college?

Cieorge Benet, senior C&F is questioned by J. Robert Morris
of the ntles Service Oil Company as part of the senior inter-

views that liave been going on at Viilanova during the past

few weeks.

NFCCS Congress
To Meet in Pitt
The second annual Pennsyl-

vania State NFCCS Congress
will be held in Pittsburgh on
March 21 to 23.

Three regions of the NFCCS
will attend: Pittsburgh, Scran-

ton and Philadelphia. Viilanova,

with five votes, will be the

largest school taking part.

Viilanova will supply two
speakers on the intellectual

aspect of the general theme of

the Congress: "The Function

and Responsibility of the Catho-

lic College Student."

This school will also send sev-

eral observers and alternate dele-

gates. Any student interested in

attending the Congress is asked

to leave his name, address and
phone number in the NFCCS
mailbox in the Student Counci
office before the end of this

week. .

Jazz Profit Told

By Father Coffey
The Augustinian Seminary

Guild, under the direction of

Rev. Father J. J. Coffey, O.S.A.

has announced that the recent

Jazz Concert yielded a profit

of $3,500.

The money will enable three

future Augustinian Father to

go to school for one year apiece.

The amount of money necessary

to educate ea«'h seminarian is

about a thousand dollars a year.

Father Coffey announced that

he was quite pleased with the

concert and said he wished to

thank all those who helped with
the affair.
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S. C. Creates Information
Group from Frosh Members

By FRANK DYNAN
Jim Lynch and Frank Dunn,

the newly elected freshman Stu-

dent Congress representatives

were welcomed to the Student
Congress at last Wednesday
night's meeting.

Before going into the busi-

ness of the meeting Pat Nichol-
son read a letter from NFCCS
stressing its role in aiding Cath-
olic colleges with their problems.
The purpose of NFCCS as ex-

plained in th6 letter is to re-

quest the opinions of its member
colleges on problems it brings

to light, and advise the various

colleges on their problems from
the information it has gathered.

In relation to NFCCS, Nichol-

son's proposal that the Student
Council augment NFCCS funds
in order to send six delegates to

the NFCCS State Congress in

Pittsburgh was later carried.

Don Kempf, handling the

sportsmanship award for the

Collegiate Council of Greater
Philadelphia announced that un-

officially Viilanova has dropped
to last place in the contest. The
final standings will be decided

after the St. Joe's-La Salle

game. Defending Viilanova spir-

it, Pat Nicholson, claimed that

"spirit at Viilanova is extreme-

ly high". "When the students

stop criticising Al Severence, he
said, when they stop asking why
the team doesn't win, then they

will have no spirit". He con-

ceded however that Viilanova

must have victories to keep up
the spirit. He added that he is

going to send a letter to Frank
Reagan congratulating him for

bringing bigtime football back
to Viilanova.

Society Recognized
The committee reports con-

tained an announcement by Bob
Murphy, that the clean-up cam-
paign in the day-hop cafeteria

began February 27th. Pat Nich-

olson urged that the students

should "do what a man of twen-

ty-one should do instead of

throwing slop around". In ad-

dition it was reported that the

Semper Fidelis Society has been
recognized by the Fraternities

and Societies Committee retro-

active to February, 1957.

In order to train the two new
freshman members, Pat Nichol-

son announced the formation of

a Public Information Committee.

It will be made up solely of two
new members whose duties are

to assist the secretary in record-

ing, the Congress, minutes and
to make available to the student

body all announcements from
the various local colleges.

Three proposals by Nicholson

were carried at the meeting.

They were that a committee be

formed to investigate the ad-
vantages of Villanova's joining

the United States National Stu-

dent Association; that a com-
mittee be formed to investigate

the establishment o fa Council

of the Knights of Columbus on
campus; and the previously

mentioned proposal to augment
the funds of NFCCS.

It was decided that Jerry Mc-
Grath's proposal, that a student

who flunked a course will not be

required to repeat that course

under the same instructor un-

less waivered by the student,

be reworded and sent to the

Academic Acairs Committee for
consideration.

Unanimously recommended
for passage by the Student Con-
gress were proposals by Tom
Whalen, that the 1958 under-

graduates wear the colored hood
instead of the colored tassel;

(Continued on Page 8)
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Dr. Campanella

Honored by Assn.

Of Psychologists
The Penn.sylvania Association

of Psycologists has honored Dr.

Thomas C. Campanella by elec-

ting him as a fellow in their

highly Esteemed association.

Dr. Campanella is a member
of the Education Department
here at Viilanova.

The recognition which he is

being given is because of his

work in connection with the
Child Guidance Clinic of the

Catholic Charities of the Arch-
diocese.

Dr. Campanella's numerous
writings in many professional

journals have undoubdedly aided
the field of Psycology.

He has also written a text

book which deals with the field

of the psycology of education.

'You and Marriage'

Series at LaSalle

"You and Marriage" a lecture

and discussion series sponsored
by NFCCS, has s t a r t ed at

LsSalle College Library. It is

slated to run over a period of

Copy Needed
For Planned

LYNX Edition
Preparations are now well

under way for the second is-

sue of the LYNX. The editors

expect to be able to announce
a definite date of publication
within a week.

Tentative publication date is

sometime near the end of this
month.

The big question mark as
always with the LYNX is the
problem of material. All are
urged by editor Frank Delany
to submit any material as soon
as possible.

Anything is acceptable from
poems to a one-act play. Five
dollars is offered for any son-
net which is deemed acceptable
for publication.

Tomorrow's LYNX meeting
will make the final decisions

and plans regarding the second
issue.

Articles accepted so far for

publication include an essay
and sketch by Robert Pinto, a

humorous "Charlie Brown"
sketch by Frank Murtha and a
review on the "Ramayana."

Also featured will be a ser-

ies of sketches and an article

on Philadelphia's "Jungle," and
another in the popular "Con-
versation" series.

All interested parties havethree weeks.
The first lecture, held last ^^^^ invited to attend the meet-

Saturday was entitled; "Prose ^"S at 2:30 or 3:30 in the Pub-

or Poetry?" lications. Office, second floor

The others will be: "A Many '^<^"S^^^^*y K^^^-

Splendored Thing," this Satru-
day, and "Magic Moments," Mar.
16. All lectures begin at 7:30
P.M.

Support

Shamokinaki

Congress Grants Powers
To Societies Committee
The Fraternities and Societies

Committee has been granted
new powers in addition to the
necessary old powers it has been
exercising. The committee is

headed by chairman Joe Mur-
phy. Five members of the Stu-
dent Congress will comprise the
committee with no more than
three members being from the
same class and no more than
two members being from the
same division.

;

The duties assigned to the
committee are as follows:

(1) To establish rules governing
the recognition of all organ-
izations by the council and
the right of such groups to

representation in the coun-
cil.

(2) To keep accurate records of
the organizations reorgan-
ized.

(3) To act as intermediary be-

tween the Student Council
and all groups not represen-
ted in the council.

(4) To give advice and assist-

ance where pos.sible to all

organizations.

(5) To recommend disciplinary

action to be taken by the
Student Senate against any
organization which violates

the Constitution, By-laws or
any University approved
ruling of the Student Coun-
cil.

(6) To receive and investigate
petitions by organizations
for either a seat on the Stu-
dent Council or for recog-
nition as an official campus
organization or for both.

New Powers
Sections five and six are new

powers delegated to the com
mittee. Concerning the petitions

mentioned above, the require-
ments are as follows: -

For recognition as an official

campus organization, the peti-

tioning group must file with the
Fraternities and Societies the
following

:

(1) A statement of purposes.

(2) A copy of its constitution.

(3) A list of officers and their

addresses.

(4) A list of members.
(5) The contemplated faculty

advisor.

The group also must have two
consecutive semesters of activi-

ties previous to its petition, and
after consideration by the Com-
mittee, approval by the Dean
of Student Activities whose de-
cision will be final.

Two Thirds Vote
Concerning the disciplinary

action taken by the Student Sen-
ate at the committees recom-
mendation, an organization is

ejected by a two-thirds vote of
the Senate. Such disciplinary
action is taken by the Council
against any ofllicial campus or-

ganization when the organiza-
tion performs any activity de-
trimental to the University or
fails to comply with the Cons-
titution and By-laws or any
rules and regulations passed by
the Student Council and ap-
proved by the administration.

Organizations rejected by the
council may seek re-admission
no sooner than April fifteenth

(Continued on Page 9)

Dancers at last year's Shamokinaki seem to be having a
wonderful time. The eneire proceeds of the dance, which will

be held In the Viilanova Field House Friday night, wfll go to
the Augustinian missionaries In Japan. The music for the event
will be supplied by Lou Deni<«on and his orchestra.

Gerry Hepburn Appointed

Jr. Week Prom Chairman
Through Junior Week co-chairmen Bob Murphy and Joe

Schneider, Junior Class President Vic Ludmerer has announced
the appointment of Gerry Hepburn as Prom chairman.

At the same time, Murphy and Schneider revealed that Din-

ner-Dance chairman Oz Scogna has been able to secure the brand-

new Sheraton Hotel in Philadelphia for that affair.

The Sheraton is one of the most modern hotels in the coun-

try, having been completed just last year. The Dinner-Dance
will be the first college affair ever held there.

Hepburn is the junior day-hop engineering representative on
the Student Council. He is also

:in the NROTC program.
His appointment marks the

ifirst time that one man has ever

]handled two of the largest func-

tions in Junior Year—he was
also chairman of the Ring
Dance.

It was because of the fine job

Hepburn did on the Ring Dance
that Ludmerer was prompted to

.give him the new assignment.

Hepburn, a graduate of La-

Salle High in Philadelphia, is

Bartol Research

Lab Is Visited

By Physics Club
The Physics club recently

went on a field trip to the Bartol

Research Laboratory of the
Franklin Institute.

They took particular interest

in the high voltage particle ac-

celerator which is capable of

producing 10,000,000 volts and
in the various detecting devices

which are used in the study of

particle bombardment.
Hear Dr. Swann

After the tour the group had
the pleasure of speaking with

Dr. W. F. G. Swann, who has

been the director of the Bartol

Institute since 1929.

Also, in a joint meeting with
the Chemical Society, the Phy-
sics club on last Wednesday
evening, was given an enlight-

ening lecture on the implications,

of Aristotelian Metaphysics in

Modern science.

(lives Lecture
The lecture was given by Dr.

James O'Brien of the Viilanova
Philosophy department.. :..;

Law Student Hall

Speaks to Club
There will be a special meet-

ing of the Pre-Law Society at

7:30 p.m. in room 204 Vassey
Hall on Wednesday March 5.

The speaker will be Mr. John
Hall, a first year Law School
student who graduated from
Viilanova University last year.

Hall will speak on the obliga-

tions and activities of a first

Law student and all interested

students are invited to attend
the lecture.

<SERRY HEPBURN
Junior Week Chairman

also a member of the junior

class steering committee, and
of the academic affairs commit-
tee of the Student Council.

He has been a member of Phi
Kappa Pi, the Engineering fra-

ternity, for three years. He is

the secretary of the Viilanova
chapter of Civil Engineers, and
is now a member of the Geology
Club.

Hepburn has already chosen
the chairmen of the various corrt-

mittees for the Prom, 16 men
in all, but the official announce-
ment won't come until next
week.

Engineering Frat

Asks for Pledges
Phi Kappa Pi announced that

its first meeting for prospective
members will be held in room
201 Vassey Hall at 7:30 p.m. on
March 6.

All who wish to become mem-
bers of the fraternity must at-

tend this meeting, for rules con-
cerning pledging and initiation

will be discussed.

DPM Dinner Dance

Planned For April
Delta Pi Mu, Arts and Science

Division fraternity, will hold its

annual dinner-dance on Saturday
night, April 19. at the Falcon
House in Havertown beginning
at 7 o'clock, it was announced by
President John Moynihan.
Music for the affair will be

provided by Lou Dennison and
his orchestra.

Tickets may be purchased from
Pete Palmer, chairman of the

dinner-dance or from Moynihan.
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Operation Clean-Up
We're sorry to say that we're disappointed in

the Villanova student body.

Last week the Student Council initiated a "clean-

up" campaign in the day-hop cafeteria and soda
fountain in conjunction with the administration in

an effort to improve the appearance of Dougherty
Hall.

But Villanovans—residents and day-hops alike

-^don't seem to care. At least, their actions certain-

ly don't indicate any real interest in improving
their facilities.

Granted, a clean-up effort would mean a little

ttiore work on the part of the students, but we feel

tiiat any self-respecting college students would be

ashamed to eat in the cafeteria in its present con-

dition.

We can see the point of view of the students in

that they feel that, since they feel that since they

are paymg tne same prices as tney would to eat la

a puDhc restaurant, tney are entitled to the same
privileges. In other words, they think that someone

should De paid to clear their tables.

Also, because of the crowded conditions in the

cafeteria, they don't feel that it's their duty to clean

up after they have eaten.

However, because of the existing situation in

Dougherty HaJl, this reasoning cannot be accepted

as valid.

The fact is, there are not enough attendants in

the c^eteria to handle the perpetual stream of cus-

tomers. As for the space problem, it is one that

Villanova has had to combat in all phases during

the past few years. It will be alleviated in a few
weeks with the opening of the new Commerce and
Finance building, while will contain a new day-hop

cafeteria.

So, the Villanova student body will have to co-

operate if Dougherty Hall is to be cleaned up.

The campaign, scheduled to last for one week,
has been extended for another seven-day period,

both because of the attitude of the students and a
snag in the original plans for the campaign.

As a result, the Villanova students will have
another chance to aid in the improvement of their

facilities, they will have a second opportunity to
prove that they are gentlemen.

We hope they finally take advantage of it.
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LEO QOOOtEAU

A WALK IN THE MUD

Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor:
We the undersigned would

like to take exception to the
so called book review by Joe
Giordano, entitled "An Ame-
rican Tragedy."
The first paragraph which

excludes The Commerce and
Finance and Engineering di-

visions from the category of

students has no place in a
(legitimate) literary analy-

sis. Mr. Giordano's highly

opinionated views would be

more appropriate in a column
entitled "Bigots Incorporated.'

Furthermore, traditionally

the Arts and Sciences major
is educated to become a
gentleman, but obviously there

are some deficiencies in the

author's education.

This is not meant to deny
the author .the right to his

opinion, only to point out his

abuse of literary licence. He
should have shown the same
objectivity in his opening pa-

ragraph as he showed in the

review of the book.

Signed
Robert J. Cunius
John A. Bamie
Thomas E. Brady
Edward Wardr.

..;;

ED Note: We would like to

point out that opinions ex-

pressed by our columnists are

not necessarily those of the

VILLANOVAN. Mr. Giordano,

however, still a glutton for

punishment^ reported that he

"was glad to see that same
C and F students read his

book review." He added that

he vxis "very • surprised.'*

Pat Nicholson, chairman of
the student council has an-
nounced that Saint Patrick's
day, March 17, has been pro-
claimeil the annual student
council holiday. The council is

given this privilege by the ad-
ministration. Nicholson said he
hopes everyone has a fine time
and returns from New York
safely.

ASSOCIATID COLUeiATI PtISS

Dear Editor,

Just a few lines to you
concerning your Sports Edi-
tor's Column February 27,

when he made the statement
"Now they say Jimmy Hug-
gard, Jim Kenny, John Dris-

coll. Bob Liberatore et al.

will SAVE basketball."

What I'd like to know is

since when Wildcat basketball

need saving? For Mr. Gold-
schmidt's information last

year was Villanova's first

losing season since the war
years and it probably will

also be the last for quite a
while.

It might have been for all

concerned if he had said,

"Huggard, Kenny, Driscoll,

Liberatore, et al. will make
a fair team a great one."

Sincerely,

Bill Vincent

Dear Editor:

I was most pleased to see that
at long last someone at this uni-
versity has spoken out publicly
against 'rock and roll'. Bill

Washington's article was re-
freshing to say the least.

Mr. Washington has hit the
nail right on the head when he
states that "it is a cheap form
of rhythm which is discordant to
the ear of every person that
enjoys music.

'Rock and Roll' certainly has
no place on a college campus
where one is supposedly in pur-
suit of knowledge and a training
of the mind to cope with the
problems of later life. It does
appeal to the high school set
but they are young and easily
led by the 'gang'. While a col-
lege student is supposed to be
an intellectual being who can
independently weigh the facts
and decide, for himself, just
what is good and bad in the way
of music.

In conclusion I would like to
say that if Mr. Washington dis-
likes 'rock and roll' as much as
I, and many other students do,
why not revert to last year's
policy at WVIL and limit such
junk to just one hour a week
airing.

I am sure such a move would
be appreciated by many Villa-
nova 'students'.

Sincerely yours,
Jerry McGrath

Dear Editor,

I am glad to see the VIL-
LANOVAN coming back to
life. I can truly say I

thoroughly enjoyed your last
issue, some thing which
neither myself nor my friends
have been able to say for
quite a while.

I wish to congratulate you
and your staff especially for
returning humor to the paper.
I am sure the next issue,
which will again feature the
"Padded Cell," will be even
more enjoyable than the pre-
sent one.

We read your paper every
week, and these few lines are
just to prove to you that
your innovations are being
appreciated.

Sincerely,

A high school student

Dear Editor:
Athletics should play an im-

portant part in the leisure time
of all of us. Since varsity com-
petition here at Villanova is
only available to a gifted few,
the majority of us have to re-
ly on the schools system of
intramural athletics. After
witnessing this system, and I
use the word loosely, for three
years, it is at best irritating to
see how it runs.

Pick up the school's hand-
book and look at the intra-
mural program for 1957-1958.
There is a little paragraph
which says "A comprehensive
program of intramural sports
is carried out during the year
under competent guidance.
Every encouragement possible
is given to every student to
take part in athletics." How
competent is this guidance?
What can we, as students, do
about improving the inada-
quate facilities which have
been provided for us? These
are the questions which we
should ask ourselves. Lets see
if a few changes can't be made!

Junior I. A.
Bob Best
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The Little Guy
RAY QUAGLIA

I don't want anybody to think I'm pre-

tending to know a lot about committees and
all, because I've only been on one in my whole
life.

I was in the fifth grade and the nun ap-

pointed me and two other guys to stay after

school and shut the windows with those big

long brown poles they had. You know the

ones. Well anyway, that's the only committee I know any-

thing about and other committees can't be like this one, be-

cause it was really in bad shape. Me and this other kid were
smaller thsln this guy Charlie, so he didn't shut one window
all year. I didn't mind the extra work, but he u&ed to go over

t6 the convent and tell the sister the job was done and get
all the credit, and the other nuns would smile at him and
everything.

Shades of J. D. Salinger

I ddin't get on any committee in high school either, but

I'm not blaniing anybody. I was one of those guys that hid

books in the candy store across from the school and used
to ride to class in the front of the bus with a newspaper, so

all the girls would think I was a big executive or some-
thing. I think this one priest who used to like me wanted me
to be on his committee of something or other, but he never

asked me because one day he caught me sneaking a smoke
oh the back stairs, that being against the rules and all.

Who's Salinger?

Well anyway, when I came out here I thought I was
really ripe for a whole bunch of committees. I bought a lot

of striped ties and sport jackets with three buttons, and
lounged around the pie-shop acting like an intellectual. I fig-

ured someone was bound to discover me, but nobody did. You
can't blame them though, because there was a whole crew
of guys like me and quite a few of us made out all right,

getting elected and all.

Semper Mediocritas

One thing bothers me. There is this real smart fellow

I know who never gets elected to anything. He's a worker
and all that, but I guess he doesn't have the right clothes

to go with the job.

I feel sorry for this guy, but not for myself. Because I

figure when I'm a big lawyer everybody will want me on
some kind of committee, me being flashy with lots of money
and everything.

Strictly Opinion:

t^s Tweed
By BOB PINTO

We can stop criticizing ourselves and feel-

[ing inferior. Villanova has arrived. It is still

i
uncertain where it has come from, and why,
but the fact remains, it is here. Of course we
haven't all noticed it yet but then they say
that only a few recognized it at Princeton and

Harvard in the first few years.

And what signifies the arrival of Villanova? It is tweed.

But not just in the sense of a few fellows wearing tweed jack-

ets. It is in the very air. The tweed I mean.

Vivm le Revolution

A small beginning to be sure, but it will steamroll. First

a few beards, then thin volumns of Indexed French philoso-

phers clutched under aeathetic arms, and abolishment of the

cut system so that in the best intellectual tradition we can
attend lectures on individualism and participate in revolu-

tions. We will not be here to see it all, but we have seen the

beginning. Or maybe we haven't. Maybe the tweed in the air

is just a result of indescriminate crate opening in the campua
shop—maybe it comes on the wind from Haverford.

Floating Tweed
But when a ray of sunlight slants to the floor, look for

the thin dark strands floating by in the light, or just after

two boys brush shoulders in the pie shop, watch for it land-

ing on a clear sheet of paper. But most often (is this just

in my mind?) look for them floating on the top of your glass

of milk. When you find one, put it in your wallet. When yoiir

star is declining, you can show it to your grandchildren—or
maybe they won't be so grand.

You can say you remember when Villanova had a sports

program, and when if anyone had said that Villanova would
one day be the the intellectual capital of the East, they would
have been refused a seat in the student cheering section. This

is what your strand of tweed will mean to you. And if you
get one long enough now, before the collecting starta, you
can use it for a page marker in your comic book as I have.

?
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POLITICAL

ROUND-UP
By FRANK BONKER

One of the bitterest political

battles ever to develop in the
history of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania came out in the
wash last week when both the

Republican and Democratic pol-

iticians began to maneuver for

positions.

On the Democratic side of the

ledger sheet, the gubernatorial
campaign is developing into the
most vicious primary fights

since 1940. Governoi* Leader
and his good government boys
have urQted with the political

bosses. Lawrence, Lawler and
Green in showing theiir teeth in

their opposition to the spoils

system philosophy and lieuten-

ant governor Roy Furman.

Leader, a few months ago
stimulated interest in the can-
didacy of Mayor Richardson Dil-

worth of Philadelphia. This mov-
ed failed mainly because Phila-

delphia city chairman William
Green expressed his distaste for

Dilworth. G r e e n 's opposition

stems from Dilworth's stand
against Victor Blanc, Philadel-

pnia's District Attorney in last

year's general election.

Second Choice

The governor's second choice

as his successor is Attorney
General Thomas McBride of

Philadelphia. McBride seems to

be the best qualified for the

post but ma|iy of the party wigs
are opposing him. However,
this writer feels that McBride
is the front runner because of

the strong support he is receiv-

ing from government and labor.

Mayor David Lawerence of
Pittsburgh is leading the drive

for Knox but this push seems
to have run our of gas because
of the labor leaders unfavorable
attitude towards Knox. Other
strong contenders for the nom-
ination are Mayor David Hock
of Allentown, State Adjudant
General Biddle, Allegheny Coun-
ty Coroner McClellan, and Sec-

retary of the Highways, Smith
of Pniladelphia. Whoever receiv-

es the organization's endorse-
ment can look forward to a
grinding primary campaign
trom Roy Furman.

Now taking a look at the Re-
publican tally sheet, we see
that ex-presidential disarma-
ment advisor and carpetbagger
from Minnesota, Harold E. Stas-
sen has already begun his cam-
paign for the Republican nomi-
nation for governor, but is nm-
ning into stiff opposition from
all quarters of the Pennsylvania
Republican organization.

More Candidates

Chairman Bloom has indicat-

ed that he is leaning toward
Robert Woodside, from the
Western part of the state. Wil-
bur Hamilton, Philadelphia Re-
publican big-chief, has not yet
committed himself. Ex-lieuten-

ant governor Livengood has ex-
pressed a strong desire to be-

come the chief executive of
Pennsylvania.

There seems to be a fight

brewing between state senator
James Van Zandt of Youngs-
town and Congressman Hugh
Scott of Philadelphia to see
which one will oppose Governor
George Leader in his bid for the
United States Senate post.

Comments On Feature Columns

The Padded Cell

Bret Maverick- 'They're
great! I cut oat the page every
week and tent it to brother
Bart"

Thurmond Bradley- "These
happenings are not actual f^t,
but . . . they eould happen."
Helen Tren^ Since I*in o"^r

thiiiy-flve, they're tiie

things tiiat interest me.'

'<Woofl Wooft"

only

— By «RRY
A quick review of American advertising

is enough to convince any reasonable bloke that
the medium is overstepping itself. There is

'? no telling where recent trends will lead unless
we put our faith in statistics which are as yet
unpublished.

This chap will be bloody well fed up when
colleges and universities start peddling their wares on the
open market through the magic of advertising. However, being
01 a practical and pecuniary nature, I should like to submit
the rough outline for a bloominn' film short advertising Villa-

nova—quickly asserting royalty rights, patents and immunity
to expulsion. -

All This in Sazzaphranic Sound
The film opens with an aerial view of Sun Valley, IdaJio

with the legend, This is ViilanOva University. The camera dum-
mies in on a group of seven or eight hundred chorines frolic-

ing about the swimming pool with several of the students,
played by Rock Hudson, Bruce Bennett, Tab Hunter, Charles
Starkweather, and Ferdinand de Lesseps. Pat Boone and Anna
Magnani (who is wearing a Rosemont beanie) appear from
amid this bevy of beauties, swinging arm in arm and singing
"V for Villanova." The caption, TYPICAL SOCIAL ACTIVIT-
IES, serves to shed sufficient light on this scene leaving earthy
details for more down to earth people (a pun).

In rich golden tones, Harry Wisenhimer, the narrator,
tells horrible lies with the aid of trick photography. With the
obvious error of presenting Mendel Hall as a twenty-three
story Frank Lloyd Wright monster, Villanova is recreated
with maximum verisimilitude.

Wisenhimer, whose excitement reaches fever pitch, has
to be carried off, kicking and squealing, as the Wittnauer
Choraliers, dressed in blazers and gaudy red ties, sing the
Alma Mater.

Good Old Capitalist

The last scene shows several leading industrialists who
swear on a stack of comic books that their corporations are
staffed entirely with Villanova graduates. This last feature
of course is optional due to the prodigious sum involved in

making bribes.

As the film ends, Count Villain V appears through a hole
in a wall, like MGM's lion, and, with his left hind paw in a
tub of scalding water, growls savagely.

S.C. Views;

Cojumittee Set-Up Shown
By PAT NICHOLSON

A great deal has been said in this colunm
and in other parts of the VILLANOVAN con-
cerning the legistative system of the Student
Council—namely the division of power between
the Student Senate and the Student Congress.

iW?^- JHP However, very little has been said con-
cemhig the new administrative process of the Council.

The main administrative arm of the Student Council is

the Student Cabinet. The Vice Chairman of the Council is

the Chairman of the Cabinet. Besides the other officers it

consists of the Chairman of every standing committee of the
Student Council. These are the: Spirit Committee, NFCCS
Commission, Student Activities Committee, Election Commit-
tee, Academic Affairs Committee, Ways and Means Commit-
tee, Social Affairs Committee, Fraternities and Societies Com-
mittee and the Student Union and Special Problems Committee.

Investigates Reports
The Cabinet investigates and discusses all reports to the

Senate or Congress, all activities of the various committees,
and all suggestions or problems of an administrative nature.

Student government committees at Villanova are divided
into four groups. They are Presidential Standing—Permanent
committees which are open to the entire student body for
membership. The Spirit Committee is the most outstanding
example. Congressional Standing Permanent committees such
as the Elections Committee in which membership is restricted
to Congress members only.

Presidential Special—Committees estabUshed by either the
Student Body President or by the Student Congress, open to
all members of the Student Body, and designed to achieve a
specific purpose. Congressional Special—Committees similar
to Presidential Special but only open to Congress members.

Important Committees
The two most important committees are the Student-Fac-

ulty and Student-Administration Committees. The Student-Fac-
ulty Committee, composed of the Vice-President of Academic
Affairs, two faculty members, and four students, attempts to
bring about student, faculty, and administration cooperation
and assistance in matters of an educational or academic nature.
The Student-Administration Committee, composed of the Vice-
President of Student Affairs, the Dean of Student Activities
and four students, strives for student-administration coopera-
tion in every other possible way.

We have already seen that the new administrative sys-
tem witihin the Council itself, although a definite improvement,
will not be able to cope with the expected increases in the
Student Council's activities. We hope to have a more efficient
and effective system worked out by May. We will certainly
welcome any suggestiona.
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Beethoven Is The Coolest,

R' and R' Is So Unaesthetic
VillanoYQ Cynic s Corner

>' i'vis-

By JOHN D. KENNEDY
ond

DENIS A. CARDONE
A vociferous segment of the neophyte, popular man-about-

campus has demanded an end campus Don, has recently be-

te the VILLANOVAN's stu- gun a hi-fi collection. For
dent opinion poll on such en- spiritual refreshment and re-

thralling topics as space travel, laxation Don listens to that

i. e., the moon, and closely re- rock and roll station, WIBG.
lated subjects of universal in-

terest. This aggressive minor- Yats Domino—One Vote
ity (doubtless) must be serv- ^ jgUo^ listener to WIBG
ed, so here is Kultur; to every ^ freshman nurse Joyce Col-
one else, our apologies.

jj^g^ ^^o likes to dance to the
r "Music hath charm to Soothe ..^.^j ^^3^.. .^usic of Fats Dom-
the savage beast"—according j^^ ^^^^ j^^ry Lee Lewis. Mov-
to one of our more often-quot- j„g ^ ^^^ higher on the scale,

ed poets. There being numer- j^y^^ ^jgQ enjoys Johnny
ous kinds of music, or non- lathis and Perry Como.
music (it depends on your be- Joe ii'itzpatncK. iunior Art«j

ing either fan or foe), the Another progressive fan is

soothing charms of music are Joe Fitzpatrick, junior Arts,

similarly varied. Musical tastes who specifies Jerry Mulligan,

oi men-about-campus—also the Jo Jones, Julie London, and

female contingent—are scrut- June Christie as favorites. Joe

iniztd in this week's VILILA- also expresses a fondness for

NOVAN poll. Dixieland, especially Stan Rub-

Beethoven is the favorite of in. A rarity among most col-

sophomore C&F'er Anthony legiates, he dislikes Frank
Provenano. According to Mr. Sinatra.

P.. "music expresses every
president of the Villanova

need, ev e r y desire nian can
j^^^ ^ „

have." To prove this, he indi-
j^ ^AF, naturally enough

cates that he also digs voodoo

music and bongo drums, com-
prefers jazz. Why? "It

,. ^ ., .. • . swings!" In this area Red Hill
mentmg that these are primi- j^^ ^^ jjarry's nod; in New
tive." "It moves me, he de-

York it's the Village.
Clares. Provenzano regards

music as an outlet or escape. Aggie Leitz, frosh nurse.
If freshman nurse Ginny and Bill Tinney, soph C&F,

Daasori thinks of music as an are bath jazz aficionados but
escape it is only to the world in a lesserway than some of
of Broadway musicals, whose, the others mentioned. Les El-
music she much enjoys. "Kis- gart and 'the big band sound— 4.M ^« J ..^y Pair Lady" are voted tons alsnmet" and
rank foremost among these,

according to Ginny. Generally

she likes popular music and
regards herself as a non-ex-

An Individualist, His Views
Jerry Glackin, senior Arts,

is a real non-conformish. He
tremist, non-faddist in musical likes popular music, minus

taste. This encompasses a wide rock and roll ; he does not col-

range, as Ginny expresses an lect records because "good
appreciation of music frqm popular stopped coming out."

"Beethoven to Brubeck."
And - From Education

Hal Durgin, senior Educa-
tion major, believes that "mus-
ic is a reflection of the times,

of modern ideas and thinking."

Fa.ts Domino ranks as top man
on Hal's popularity poll and
"At the Hop" as top current

record. While rock and roll is

"real peppy" Hal also has a

The rich man's Lawrence Welk,

Mantovani, is a prime favorite

of Jerry's for listening.

"There are no good record sta-

tions," says Jerry; but to end

on a happy note, he did like

Richard Maltby and Charlie

Gresh.

In summation it would seem

that conformity ia once more

the rule in collegiate muscial
predilection for the^ softer and taste. Jazz is the current

•thing'; a sneaking admiration

of rock and roll is almost a-

pologized for. Classical music

is gaining adherents, which

should make Mr. Angeline a

little happier. Next week, the

VILLANOVAN will once again

bring you another earth-shak-

ing.

'Member Sue, me and you a-

orite record "Oh, Julie?' Tom, walkin' bearfoot in the dew? .

also a sophomore from C&F, • . Your blond hair glistnln'

favors small combos and in- through all that dirt, and your

dicates a preference for WIBG old green potato sack skirt? . . .

and Sunnybrook. Yon w pretty looking and all

According to Betty Giam- ...and me so big and strong

marino, freshman nurses, pro- »»d tall?. ..The way we'd kiss

rgessive jazz is "going to be *" **>« rustlln' hay and go frog

even better than rock and h«ntln* at the break of day?...

roll." Roger O' Dwyer, senior ' 'member how happy you was
E. E., is also a progressive fan. that time, when I got caught

for my first crime . . . The vn^y

McCoy Views Jazs you smiled when your maw
Don McCoy, hi-fl owner and fro^iMsd. that day I kicked your

sophomore Arts-man, says he dog In town. They were the

is developing a "taste for mod- days! ... We were young and

ern jazz and pursues it to its g»y! • • . Now your old and

Jair at the Red Hill Inn and scroungy and your hair's like

even to Birdland. An eager hay.

slower strains of David Whit-
field, Mario Lanza and Frank
Sinatra.

Hi-fi owner Dick Howard,
sophomore C&F'er, has re-

cently risen to the ranks of

the classical music fans with
the initial purchase of Tchai-

kovsky's "1812 Overture."

What made him move up from
Glenn Miller and Stan Kenton?
"I started looking into the

background of different re-

cords." Dick believes he will

receive a "liberal education"
from the classics.

At some distance from the

classics is Tom Bradley's fav-

By FRANK
Why did Owen Kline drop the beard bit

lately? Get the seven week itch? . . .inciden-

tally, beards have been the major fad of this

year, if a weak one. Beards are fint for cov-

ering weak chins among many other things

The Latest Queen Conteht
With only a few months to go in her fow

year reign as^ "Queen of the Pie Shoppe,"
many are wondering who will or can take Joan
Beechweed*s place. Fear not. Eileen Grayson
has been in apprenticeship for some weeks
now and hOrS been taking notts with rapt
avidity. She should make an admirable re-

placement.

For an excellent monthly diet of fiction

try buying the Atlantic monthly. It gives a
highly intelligent report of world events each
month, presents a few well-known writer's of
short stories and essays along with some who
only deserve to be well known. In addition to

all this it is a goodguide for one in the market
for books.

Silver's Other Mare
Doctor Alexander Rudhart defends the

In fa^t Hollywood has managed to do over the

We have given tux) original art forms to the

world, the soap opera and the horse opera.

If fact Hollywood has managed to do over the
middle ages in the light of the horse opera so

that you can't tell Richaryd the Lidhhearted

DELANY
from Cheyenne. It's true about American cuh
ture though. One professor has even refer-

red to Villanova as the "Heidellberg of Amer-
ica.'*

Isn't it amazing how the Republicans man-
age to preserve Herbert Hoover to trot him
out at their convention every few years. He's
still for econo^my too. Even use tht speeches.

The Lost Art of ''Conversation"

For more irreverence^ tune into WVIL on
Monday evening at 8:15 for "Conversation,"

a program which attempts to bring you the

actual, spontaneous, unrehearsed and un-

fortunately unpopular opinions of . college

men and women on interesting topics. Some
have been offended by this show^ It is not in-

tended to be sensational. It is heard strictly

within the limits of Villanova and it is impossi-

ble to know what people will say in advance^
All guests are relatively intellig€n,t people des-

pite any evidence to the contrary.

Whoops! "Conversation" has just been
cancelled. A Marine show will take its place

by popular demand. Spontaneous opinion will

return to the cellars.

OMr congratulations to the Student Coun-
cil for their proposed new interview system
with a mind to fitting the right student with
the right extracurricular activity.

Touch system or hunt-and-peck--

Results are perfect with

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
:^|^'0:-vl;:>;^^'- Typewriter Paper ,,.^.;;|

Whatever your typing talents, you can turn

out neat, clean-looking work the first time,

with Eaton's Corrasable Bojid Paper. Reason

why: Corrasable has a special surface— it

erases without a trace. Just the flick of an

ordinary pencil eraser and typographical

errors disappear. No smears, no smudges.

Saves time, temper and money!
Corrasabl« is availabl* in tavaral waights— from onionskin

to haavy bond. In handy 100-sha«t packets and 500-sheet

ream boxes. A fine quality paper for all your typed assign-

ments. Only Eaton makes erasable Corrasable.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
A Berkshire Typewriter Peper

EATON PAPER CORPORATION PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Bob Holup and two unidentified opponents cross the seo*

ond hurdle in the 60-yard high hurdle flnal. Bob finished strong
to take third place.

Long Elected President

Of Veterans* Organization
The Veterans' Club held its

first official election on Thurs-.

day of last week. Jim Long, a
junior lA major, was elected
President and Bernie McGee as-
sumed the duties of Vice Pres-
ident.

Elected as treasurer of the
club was Dick Walsh, who has
been in this capacity unofficially

since the club's conception.
Filling the positions of Re-

cording and Corresponding Sec-
retaries are Jay McKay and
John Rowe, respectively. Both
men are Freshmen in the Com-
merce and Finance School.
The new president thanked

Joe Shaw, Tony Murry and Ed
Germain for the fine job they
had done as members of the og-
ganization committee. He then
made several recommendations
which would benefit the club in
the future.

Long also announced that reg-
ular meetings will be held bi-

weekly during the student ac-
tivities period in Vasey Hall.
Now that the club is firmly es-

tablished, the ofiUcers expressed
their desire that all non-member
veterans would attend the next
meeting, which will be held
March 13.

WVIL Scores
Success With
Hit Disc Show
WVIL has come up with a

late evening show called "En-
core" which has proved to be
very successful.. The installa-

tion of this program is the an-

swer to the programming diffi-

culties encountered by the staff

last year.

The program is centered
around the idea of continuous
music. Gene Brochu, the announ-
cer, interrupts the music only
once during the forty-five min-
ute period of broadcasting, and
then only to ocer to his audience
the names of the pieces that
have been played.

This type of music when Join-
ed with Brochu's suave mono)'
tone results in an atmosphere
for easy studying or for just
plain relaxation.

The show, a Dalva Production,

is programmed by the announ-
cer Gene Brochu.
Another Dalva Production

WVIL's new Sunday Matinee
heard from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m.

MY CLOSEST SHAVE ^.Sst± Conrad

"My closest shave was in Mexico when I was 18," says
Bamaby Conrad, author of the best selling books Mata-
dor and Gates of Fear. "I went to a bullfight, thought
it looked easy, and jumped into the ring with a fighting

bull. It charged . . . and if it hadn't been for the quick
work of the professionals, I'd have been a goner. Later
I went to Spain and really studied the dangerous art,

but I never had a closer call than when I

thought la fiesta brava' was easy I

"

for YOUII Close Shaves, try new Colgate Instant Shave.
It's the quickest, ea$ie$t way ever. Your razor glides as
smoothly as a matador^s cape. Shaves your whiskers,
saves your skin. A great shave buy for the tough-beard

-r'

guy I

Colgate Instant Shave
SiporfWMf MfM IW Stani, iNwfv«f

yew puptr for Hmm tm

Youll be Sittin on top oTthe worid when you change to]jM

Amateur Night
(Continued from Page 1)

in this issue for easy .clipping;
* The Amateur Night committee

will review .the application of

each act.

Awards of some sort will be
given to the five best acts or
individual performers of the
evening.

JuHt Ciood-Timc

Geisz said that he and the rest
of the committee do not expect
the talent to be of professional

caliber. The show is thought of

as a care-free good time. Belle

Masque and Turf and Tinsel ful-

fill the need for more formal
entertainment, he said.

AMATEUR NIGHT
ENTRY BLANK

NAME
CAMPUS ADDRESS
or (if day-hop)

HOME ADDRESS

TYPE OF ACT

)- ^::'y-

yj

'.
> '.' ' -

Light into that
Only UM gives you

this filter fact-the ..^^
patent number on

every pack
your guarantee of a more effec-

LiveMxiern flavor
W I L*r M s

itOOITT t MVIItS TOflACCO CO

tive filter on today's L*M. The
patented Miracle Tip is pure
white inside, pure white outside.

L*M smol;es cleaner. Tastes

best. So Live Modern - change
to L'^M today!

Free up . . . freshen up your taste

!

Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L*M. Get the flavor,Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L*M. Get the flavor,

the full rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette tobaccos.

4
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Ron Brady earns a valuable two points for the Wildcats

in the I04A meet, by vaulting 18-4—good enough for fourth

Phu?c.
:

.

'• '
- 'i

Fourth of g Series;

Navy Program Considered
This week we come close to home in our armed forces

series by taking under consideration the United States Navy.

Once again we will start with the enlisted personnel pro-

gram. Four and six year enlistments are offered with a simi-

lar deal to that offered by the other services. There is a

minority enlistment by which someone age 17 might enlist

and serve to his twenty-first birthday.

There is no six month program offered by the Navy but
''

a two year tour of active duty is available through a Naval

Reserve unit with a three year hitch in the ready reserve.

Officer programs are of primary interest to most of us

£it Villanova and the Navy seems to have one tailored to al-

most every need.

Qf course the largest portion of naval officers comes

from Annapolis which turns out 800 officers yearly and from

the NROTC units which through their regular and contract

programs turn out men with four and two years committ-

ments respectively.

Officers Candidates

For a non-NROTC college graduate the Navy Officer

Candidate Corps offers a fine opportunity for a commission.

';. Sixteen weeks are spent in training as a seaman apprentice

at Newport, Rhode Island. Then successful candidates re-

ceive commissions as line or limited duty officers. There are

; no restrictions as to marriage in this program.

..those who have been admitted to the bar may be directly

commissioned as legal specialists.

OOC people interested in aviation spend four months at

Pensacola, Florida following which they are commissioned

and go into fourteen months flight training.

Flight OCC'ers candidates serve five years active duty

after being commissioned all other OCC'ers serve three years

active duty, two in the ready reserve. .. .

^

ROC Program
A counterpart to the Marine Corps PLC program is the

Navy's Reserve Officer Corps. College students not in the

NROTC may work towards a commission on this program

which consists of two eight week summers courses at New-

port, Rhode Island. A commission follows upon graduation.

Like the NROTC, this program involves academic considera-

tions which should be Investigated by those interested. The

commissions offered by this program are in the Naval Re-

serve and involve three years active duty. This program is

definitely limited though, as to the number of candidates it

can accept.

For those who don't quite make it through college for

some reason or another may find a home in the Navcad pro-

gram which accepts candidates with two years of college. This

involves sixteen weeks preflight, fourteen months flight train-

ing and then four years active duty. Commission comes with

the wings. .:.",:

• Nurse Corps v,;.,;;,;./
•.-'':;;••;..; ?-.(;:-o,,:.

Graduate nurses might be interested in the Navy Nurse

Corps which offers them a commission after six weeks in-

doctrination course. Rates offered vary with age and experi-

ence. _
The Navy's blood sister service, the United States Coast

Guard has opportunities for the college graduate also. Coast

Guard OCC involves sixteen weeks as a seaman apprentice

at New London, Conn. For this program either a college de-

gree or three J^ars college plus one year active duty is neces-

sary.

Freshman are reminded that they may still join the

NROTC as sophomores.

For information on Navy enlisted program call RI-6-7800,

for the Coast Guard call WA-3-2400. For Navy officers pro-

grams or NROTC information see Commander Burge, USN
in Commodore John Barry Hall.

Law School Forum
(Continued from Page 1)

the Henry Regnery Company in

October. 1957.

Married to the former Marie

Pietri, he is the father of three

ons.
Mr. Kilpatrick belongs to the

Virginia Historical Society, Vir-

ginia Ornithological Society,
Twentieth Precinct Literary,

Philosophical, Forensic and In-

side Straight dbciety (president,

1956-1958).

Sonata Cycle Set

For 3 Concerts

A cycle of three sonata pro-

grams by the distinguished vio-

linist Toshiya Eto, on each of

which the three immortal "B's"

of music—Bach, Beethoven and
Brahms—will be represented by
one major work apiece, will be

presented on Wednesday even-

ings, March 12th, April 16th and
May 7th, at the Central Library

of The Free Library of Phila-

delphia.

Mr. Eto, who, since his Amer-
ican debut at Carnegie Hall in

1951, has been writing interna-

tional musical headlines as the

first Japanese instrumentalist

admitted to the front rank of

the world's great violin virtuosi,

is a resident of Philadelphia.
,

Admission will be ^ree

Student Council
(Continued from Page 3)

and an idea to benefit the fresh-

men, by Tom Hoffman. Hoffman
proposed that the Student Ac-
tivities Committee conduct a
voluntary Freshman interview

program to assist the Freshman
class in choosing activities.

In the preadjournment an-

nouncements, the Society of the

Advacement of Management re-

ported that Dr. Holland Hunter,

an authority on the USSR, will

give a lecture on the night of

March 10th. The subject of the

lecture has been tentatively an-

nounced as USSR Management
vs. US Maagement.

The Alumni Representative
reported that plans for a grad-
uate drama study are underway.
In additiin the Alumni Associa-
tion has proposed a Most Valu-

able Player Award for track and

baseball; and a motion picture

to popularize the University.

They have definitely decided to

sponsor a swimming trophy and
to try to send alumni through-

out the country to high schools

in their area's to interest stu-

dents in Villanova.

Space Travel Talk

At AAUP Meeting
A meeting of the Villanova

University Chapter of the AAUP
was held last Friday in the

Reading Room of Commodore
John Barry Hall. *

The topic was 'Space Travel' .-

'The guest speaker for the eve-

ning was the Rev. Charles Schae-

flein, president of the Ritten-

house Astronqmical Society.

Father Schaeflein is also a
member of the Science Faculty,

Raman Catholic High School.

Because engmeera^is SLpw^ssm at GM
-we (^eryou a career-not a job

i

ONE REASON engineering standards at

General Motors are so high is that GM
recognizes engineering as a profession. And

die' men who engineer the many different

products made by General Motors are

respected for the profession they practice.

That is why, when you are invited to join

General Motors as an engineer, you don*t

::timpiy take a job—you start a career.

It is a career that is rewarding both profes-

sionally and financially—starting on your first

4ay of association with General Motors at any

one of its 35 divisions and 126 plants in 70

cities and 19 states.

During your early days at GM, for example,

you work with a senior engineer who guides

your career along professional lines.

You are also actively encouraged to pursue

your education towards an advanced degree.

For we at General Motors recognize tluit, in

doing so, you will become more valuable to

us and the engineering profession.

You are given the opportunity to obtain pro-

fessional recognition through participation

in engineering society forums, presentation

of technical papers, winning of patents and

other recognition of your accomplislunents.

And you are also encouraged to take an active

role in your community's affairs—l>ecause a

truly professional man is a good dtisen as

well as a good engineer.

All this ia for a reason—and a good one.

Many of the men who will fill the key posi-

tions at GM in the future are the young engi-

neers joining GM today. This is not theory,

it is fact For 14 of our 33 Vice-Presidents are

engineers, 23 ofour 42 Division General Man.-
* agers are engineers, too. --'•

Today we are looking for young engineers-

such as you—who may fill these positions

tomorrow. The rewards— both professional

and financial—are substantial If you feel you

have the ability, write us. It could be the most

important letter of your life.

V

June graduates!

A General Motors Representative tvitt

be on hand to answer questions aboiU

job opportunities with GM.

BIARCH 6th ft 7th

GM posidoiM BOW available in these fiekbt

MECHANICAL ENCmCERINC • ELECTRICAL ENCINEERINC

INDUSTRIAL ENCOfEERINC • METALLURGICAL ENGINEEltiNC

AERONAUTICAL ENCINEERINC • CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

CERAMIC ENGINEERING • MATHEMATICS

INDUSTRUL DESIGN • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY

General Motors Corporation
PotwwmI Suf, Iktrait 1. MieUfu

Villanova Singers Concert

March 1 1 atGwynedd Mercy
The first appearance of the Villanova Singers following the

Choral Festival of March 1 will be a concert March 11 at
Gwyned Mercy Junior College.

Twenty
Receive
Priveleg

One
Car

Twenty-one of 33 senior resi

dent students who applied for

permission to own and operate
automobiles under a new univer-
sity car ruling, have been ac-
cepted by the administration, it

was announced last week by Pat
Nicholson, chairman of the Stu-
dent Council.

Registration for ownership
and operator permits, which be
gan last week, ends today.

Registration procedures were
conducted by a six-man commit-
tee consisting of four juniors
and two sophomores. Juniors
were Bill Murray, Ralph Vec
chio, Jerry McGrath and Jim Mc-
Elhenny. Sophomores were Tom
Holfmjin and Tom Moakley.

Nicholson stated that the non-
senior committee was chosen in

order to train and familiarize

these students with registration

proceedings. Since the program
is on an experimental basis for

one semester, it was felt that the

junior -members of the commit-
tee would do an especially con
scientious job in pointing out
the effect that abuses to the

privilege by the registrants

would have on the program in

the future.

Ken MacGillivray, president
of the Singers, announced that

the concert season will get un-
der way with this appearance.
A heavy schedule in April

includes concerts at Chestnut
Hill, Rosemont, Notre Dame
Academy as well as the musical
renditions for the junior class

Mother's Day.

Varied Repertoire
A varied repertoire has been

formed by their director, Her-
bert Fias, the songs being those
that appeal to the ear as well

as pieces that bring out definite

quality of tonal superiority.

The numbers include such fav-

orites as "The Winter Song,"
"Goin* Home," "Cindy," "Stout-
Hearted Men," "Aura Lee," "O
Shenandoah," and novelties such
as "The Old Songs" and "Every
Day is Ladies Day."

Aside from his presidential

duties MacGillivray is also the
accompanist and solo pianist

Support

Shamokinaki

Societies Committee
(C9ntinued from Page '3y

of the following year. It is con-
sidered that this is a most de-

serving penalty.

Grants Seat
As a result of the committees

approval for recommendation,,
the council granted an official

seat to the following: AIEE-
IRE, S.A.M., the Marketing
Club, the Accounting Society,

the Finance Society and the
Pershing Rifles. The committee
has recognized the Semper Fi-

delis Society as having had offi-

cial campus organizational sta-

tus as early as .the February
1957 semester.

THE VILLANOVAN

Tonite Opera
Club Hears
Miss Farrell
The Opera Classica Society

will journey tonight to Phila-
delphia for an operatic recital

by Eileen Farrell.

According to club moderator,
Anthony L. P. Angeline, the
group believes she is the lead-
ing American bom soprano.

It is the opinion of the club
that Miss Farrell's vocal rich-

ness has gone unnoticed too long
and that too much attention has
been focused on that "creature''
who has more "temper" than
voice.

A copy of the arias to be sung
by Miss Farrell is posted on the
Opera Classica bulletin board in
Vasey Hall.

Week's Events
Earlier in the week, the soci-

ety listened to the third and
fourth acts of Verdi's Otello and
Wagner's Tristan and Isolde.

On Tuesday, part of the so-

ciety travelled to Philadelphia
to see the Metropolitan Opera
production of Wagner's Tristan
Und Isolde featuring Ramon
Vinay and Margaret Harshaw
in the title roles.

The remainder of the society
went to Bryn Mawr College for
a concert featuring the Mulliard
String Quartet.

New York Trip
The climax of this active week

will be a trip to New York for

a matinee performance of Otello.

The opera will feature Mario Del
Monaco as Otello, Victoria de
los Angeles singing Desdemona
and Leonard Warren who will

portray Jago.

Tickets for the opera have
been sold out. However, stand-
ing room is available.

faff 9

Recordings of the Villanova University Alma Mater aad
School Songs are available In the University book stote in
Dougherty Hall. . ,

Spanish Club Convenes
To Plan Dinner-Dance

Pa.-Del. Chapter
Of AICLE Meets
The Sixth Annual Meeting of

the "Experience In Industry"
Series sponsored ly the Phila-

delphia-Wilmington Section of
the American Institute of Chem-
ical Engineers and the Univers-
ity of Pennsylvania will be held
on April 8, 1958, at the Museum
Auditorium, 33rd and Spruce
Streets, according to C. H. Col-
lier, General Chairman for the
meeting.

The broad topic this year will

be 'Scale-Up in Practice." The
F. C. Zeisberg Memorial Awards
for excellence in report writing
will be presented during the
luncheon to be held at Houston
Hall.

Information may be obtained
at the science offices.

Paul Tagliafari, president . of

the Spanish Club, has announced
that the next meeting of the club

will be held tomorrow at 10.30
P. M. in Vasey Hall. Because of

the importance of this meeting,
all members who can do so are
strongly urged to attend.

The main topic to be discussed
at this meeting will be the club's

annual Dinner-Dance.

This year the dance will be
held on April 26th. At the meet-
ing on Thursday, committees will

be formed to begin actual physi-

cal arrangements.

President Tagliafari and Mr.
Di Vincenzo, moderator of the

club wish to express their ap-

preciation to all members who
attended the memorial mass in

honor of the late moderator of

the club, Father Lorenzo Lo-

zano, O.S.A.

A new idea in smokinglr

SdlGin refreshes your taste
CRIATEO lY R.J. RIYNOLOS TOIACCO CO.. WINSTON'tALCM.N. C.

•>tv/ •: ^

* menthol fresh
*rlch tobacco taste

* modern filter, too

Perfect Spring days are all too few . . . but you can always enjoy a Salem Cigarette

. . . and a Salem refreshes your taste just as Spring refreshes you. Yes, the freshest

taste in cigarettes flows through Salem*s pure white filter. Rich tobacco taste

with a new surprise softness. That^s Salem . . . You'll love *em I

Smoke Salem,, , Smoke Refreshed
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^Bomber' Brennan: Electrical Eng.
ii _ t

Basketball Player and Comedian

•.»

Bill Brennan (nicknamed "the
6ombcr"i not because of his

shooting, but because in earlier

days, he had a rotund figure)

made his debut to Villanova

basketball late in his college

career.

Brennan waited until this, his

senior year, to go out for the

team. ,-v.

Bill spent the first three years

at Villanova compiling a 3.02

average in the electrical engin-

eering department.

Even though Bill has been

hampered by inexperience, he

has done a very commendable
job on the Villanova five. His
best performance so far was
against Duquesne when he got

.the "hot hand" and poured

fourteen points through the net.

*Used Them All'

After Bill had performed this

sharp shooting, a student who
didn't see the display asked what
shot be used and Bomber re-

plied, "Oh, I have a variety of

shots, and I use them all."

Bill, who played his high

school ball under the many-
splendored mentor, Jimooiy Usil-

ton, at West Catholic, does a

pretty fair job on defense.

ByJOEFITZPATRICK

He points out that he held

Guy Rodgers to eleven shots

from the floor. "Only trouble

was." says big, likeable Bill, "he
made ten of them."
Brennan is unlike some of

Villanova's controversial basket-

ball players in the fact that he

has not yet made Sandy Grady's

Daily News black list. It takes

more than Grady's flack to bring

this "bomber" down.
Keeps Team Smiling

Brennan's humor, couple^ with

the much publicized humor of

his coach, who it has been said

satirically commended Bill and
teammate Joe Ryan on their fine

shooting in the Temple game
keeps the Villanova team smiling

when things aren't going so well.

In the game with St. Joseph's,

BiU played beauUful ball. His

jump shot was checking and his

passing was great, but late in

the game, he experienced a

"famine" on the foul line.

The day after the game, he

was seen in Dougherty Hall

waiting for a job interview. A
student asked him who was go-

ing to interview him.

Bill, in his unassuming man-

ner, replied, "Eddie Gottlieb; he
wants me to help Senesky with
the Warriors' foul shooting."

Bad Passes
On another occasion, against

Penn, Bill had passing difficulty

He threw more passes into the

stands than he did to his team-
mates.

A friend told Brennan he had
been to see the game. Bill came
back with, "I didn't see you there

—else I'd have thrown you a

pass."

This 6'3" resident of Highland
Park, Pa., might make with the

jokes, but* past performance
shows that he diligently attempts
to improve.

After missing the fouls in the

St. Joe game, he went right to

work and in the two following

games, his foul shooting was
perfect.

Big Improvement
As far as his passing goes, all

that one need do is point out the

Temple game in which Mr.
Severance gave Bill the task of

running the club from the out-

side. Bill's passes were perfect

Bill Brennan graduates in

June, and when he leaves,

Villanova will lose not only a
great competitor on the court

and a fine student, but a fellow

with a keen sense of humor. Bill

said that the firm that hires him
as an electrical engineer will get

a "big shock".

Two lull's 1^ Wet 'Cats

March 5, 1958

Co-Captains Lou Schoener

Lou Pinto led the 1957-58 VU-
: lanova swinuning team through

one of its most impressive sea-

sons.

The schedule included Army,
LaSalle, West Chester. UMI.
Lafayette and others, with the

final record being 8-2-2.

To say that both Lou's were
valuable to the squad would be

a narrow view. Their import-

ance was beyond wliat t)iey ac-

tually did in the meets.

Coach Ed Geisz stated "they

are two of the finest gentle-

men and finest competitors that

ever swam here.

Showed Way
"They were part of the group

that helped put our team up on

top. Their leadership and ex-

ample showed the rest of the

team how it could be done."

# Schoenor was captain of the

St. Joseph's Prep team in his

senior year. He is in Political

Science courses here, and feels

that he may enter Law School

next year.

But this summer he will go

back to Ocean City for his fifth

year on the beach patrol.

F'or the last three years he

has been South Jersey half-mile

Fuimming champ, winning over

all swimmers from the other

beach patrols.

AAU Meets
To stay in shape after the

season Lou swims for Sylvan
Pools in Amateur Athletic Un-
ion meets.

In the first meet of the sea-

son, against Vlfl, Scboenor
broke the long standtav record

'^ set by Dr. Bill Hooper. The time
was 5:22.5 for 440 yards.

Used in almost every freestyle

race at one time or another,

Lou is also part of the four-

some which set Villanova re-

cords for the medley and free-

style relays.

Just as any athlete who par-

ticipates in an unheralded sport,

Schoener has strong tmcwk^otm.
"You don't get snythins «a»-

I
iy COLLIN CLOUT

ily in swimming. You have to

work hard. "It prepares you for

other difficulties you will en-

counter."

"It's a sport that doesn't

lend itself to big-headed athlet-

es, lliere is always someone bet-

ter than yourself.

"As for the team, t never
met a better bunch of guys who
were more closely knit."

Both Schoenor and Pinto
came to Villanova as breast
strokers and similarly they
switched to freestyle to B\rX the
needs of the team.

Made Switch
Pinto was hampered at the

beginning of the season because
he had just made the switch to

freestyle.

But by mid-season he was one

of the best sprinters on the

team, and he swam on the free-

style relay team that set the

Villanova record.

At West Catholic, Pinto was
captain of the swimming team.

Besides being co-captain of

the Villanova team, Lou is also

the Secretary of the Student
Council, and an outstanding me-
chanical engineer.

His future plans tentatively

are to work for Scott Paper
Company which last year gave
him a grant for his scholastic

achievements.

He does not plan to continue,

competitive swimming after he
graduates.

Geisz and his swimming team
will also miss both Schoener and
Pinto next year but because of

their efforts the team will con-

tinue to be successful.

Swimmers Win

To End Season
The swimming team closed its

season with a 71-15 romp over
vsiting Georgetown before a
capacity crowd on Saturday, as
three seniors participated in

their last meet for Villanova.

Co-captains Lou Schoener and
Lou Pinto, and John Flynn were
the three 1958 graduates.

Schoener and Fljmn came
throug with victories to wind up
their careers—Schoener. two of

them.
Lou, back in stride after ill-

ness had sidelined him for the

past few weeks, won the 22z-

yard and 40-yard freestyle

races. Flynn triumphed in the

200-yard orthodox breast-stroke.

The Wildcats won every event,

including both relays, the 400

medley (Frank Keefe, Jim Greg-

ory, Bob Pinto and Win Wilson)

and the 400 freestyle (Lou Pin-

to, Schoener, John Rumbarger,
and Gene Hewitt).

The other Villanova winners
were Joe Mason, twice—in the

50-yard and 100-yard freestyle;

Gregory, in the 200-yard but-

terfly; Keefe, in the 200-yard

backstroke; and Steve Cartin,

in the diving.

Others who earned points for

the Wildcats were : Joe Harvey,

second in the 220 freestyle ; Lou
Pinto, second in the 50 and third

in the 100; Bill Gilhool, second

in the diving; Jerry Cechony,

third in the 200 backstroke;

Bruce McCready, second in the

440 freestyle; and Gregory, sec-

ond in the 200 breaststroke.

FkO BMivisdevs tiM bnr at ^M en roat« to an eventual •-
M% mmii lint plaee in tke IC4A*s.

Baseball Starts

Baseball Coach Art Mahan
has again renewed his call for

pitchers and catchers, who are
to report to the Field House
for practice as soon as possible.

Regular practice for everyone
will begin shortly.

Ek|uipment manager Charles
Farnan also saya that there
are still openings for freshmen
and sophomores who wish to be
baseball managers.

Intramurals

Now Normal
After Storm

By PAUL BUCKLEY
The blizzard of '58 plus the

fact the varsity basketball team
has had to use the f^eld House
floor has caused a temporary
delay in the Intrajnural Basket-
ball League. In order to get in

all the scheduled games, the sea-

son might have to be extended.

The Half-Year Men, an all

freshmen aggregation, leads the
10:30 league with a 4-0 mark.
In the 12:30 league, the Gunners,
who last weeK routed the lA
Bombers by a 77 to 39 count,

lead their divisfbn with a 4-0

slate. The J. B's., a sophomore
group in the 3:30 league, have
encounteVed little opposition.

Action in the 4:30 league has
come to a temporary halt. The
number of games left for the var-

sity to play his necessitated its

use of the Field House floor.

The Swabbies, the Eastwing-
ers, and the Peanutas lead their

respective divisions of the 6:30
league. All have 4-0 records. In

recent action, the Alumni Ani-
mals dumped Disneyland A. C,
42-36. The Swabbies downed the

Chinagang by a 49-36 count,

while the Peanuta laced SAPBD,
/3-37.

In 7:30 League A, Ouden's

Duds dumped the previously un-

defeated Playboys, thus moving

the VW's into the top shot. In

League B, two teams are un-

defeated with both showing 4-0

records—the Gazelle and the

Ranch Hands. The Northerners,

with a 4-0 slate are the front

runners in League C.

Frosh Beat
Penn, 72-59
The freshman basketball team

kept its record clean with a
72-59 victory over the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania frosh last

Wednesday, for its eleventh in

a row.

Previously, the Wildcats had
beaten Penn by a Q5.62 score
at the Palestra. , ^ ...

The Main Liners only held a
32-30 lead at halfUme, but led
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BOB LIBERATORE
by Bob Liberatore, who poured
15 points through the neta in

the second half, they widened
the gap steadily after the inter-

mission.

Liberatore paced the winners
with 22 points overall, while
fast-improving Dick Kaminski
followed closely with 21. Jim
Huggard had 12.

John Cardasis led Penn in

scoring with 22 points. Bob
MJkvy, 6-5 brother of the for-

mer Temple great, was limited

to just Ave counters. It waa
only the second time in 13 con-
tests that he failed to hit dou-
ble figures.

No, That's Hot The Latest Dean's list

-It's Just The Gazelles Intramural Rve
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As the playoffs of the intra-

mural basketball league draw
near, the Northeners, pre-season
favorites to cop the crown, have
encountered a stumbling block
on their march to the title in a
group calling themselves the

Gazelles.

At first glance, the roster of

By KURT BECKER
the Gazelles could be mistaken
for a Dean's list, but a closer

look would tell you that they are
also a mighty good group of ball-

players.

Here is just a quick glance at

the players and their back-

grounds :

Members of the Gazelles, strong contenders for the Intra^

mural basketball title, pose for a team picture. Left to right,

bottom row: Pat Nicholson, Terry McHugh and Jim McElhenny.
Top row, same order: Dick Montgomery, Paul Laughlln, Dick
Sur and Jay Husted. Missing from the picture is Tim Etter.

=SPORTS CHATTER

Delany Limp-So Are Fans
=By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT:

Past performances should have taught us otherwise, but
we were a non-believer for 18 laps of the IC4A two-mile . . . How
could Delany possibly pass all .those runners? ... So help us,

we half expected Ron to just stop short, sit down on the boards,
and fall fast asleep . . . He's got to be tired, we said . . .He
can't be tired, we said ... He was tired—but he still won ... He
was limp . . . And so were we . . . We'll take that anyday over
a 4-minute miler who runs a half-lap ahead of the opposition . . .

A Manhattan rooter offered to pay for plane tickets for Ron
back to Ireland.

Phli Reavis looked like he has finally shaken his pulled groin
miseries for good . . His third try for a new IC4A record, with
the audience hushed and a couple of hundred participants stand-
ing in a circle around him like silent cheer-leaders, was a narrow
miss . . . Phil and Charley Stead are two of a kind—and two won-
derful ones . . . Between jumps, they were all over the Garden
. . . Congratulating Delany the first time . . . Supporting Ron the
next . . . Running over to console Oeorge Sydnor after Syd got
beat . . . Extending the glad hand to Norm Cyprus for his clear-

ing 13 . . . Picking up the freshman medley runner who fell twice.
When will John Buckley start scoring for Villanova in the

broad-jump? ... He did 23-1 at St. James in Chester (Pa.) . . .

Lai3t year, as a freshman, he took third in the AAU . . . But in
the AAU this year, he fouled on the first two jumps and only
managed 21-8 after that . . . He was obviously worried about
fouling ... He came down the runway with a good stride, then
fearing he would go over the line, he hopped and skipped—and
didn't qualify . . . His points would have made things a lot easier.

V Vic DiMiaio has reason to be miged ... He won his heat
in the 1000 with no trolble—except that he didn't qualify for the
final . . . With no one pushing him, he was unable to come in with
a time low enough to place in the top six .., ^. He might have
grabbed a fourth or fifth in the final.

The voting for the All-Catholic All-American was rather
light, but it leaned toward the local players . . . Bob NcNeil of
St. Joseph's, polled the most votes . . . Jack Kelly, of the Wild-
cats, also made a first-team berth. . . . The others were Tom
Hawkins, of Notre Dame; Elgin Baylor, of Seattle; and Alex
"Boo" Ellis, of Niagara. ...

Villanova might have had enough guns to beat Manhattan
in the IC4A's, but the Jaspers outlasted our rifle team on Sat-
urday, 1375-1364. ... The loss dropped the Wildcate' record
to three wins and two losses . . . Chris Kloss had the highest
score for the 'Cats—276. ... The team still has matches with
Penn State, St. John's and Georgetown remaining on its sched-
ule. . . . Then comes the National Rifle Association collegiate
sectional championship at Annapolis on March 29. . . . Others
on the team, besides Kloss, include Captain Jim Abemathy,
Frank Murtha, Lou Spevetz, Herb Lettau, and Joe Polissotto. . . .

Most people on campus think that the rifle and pistol
teams are strictly NROTC outfits On the contrary, both
are intercollegiate sports, open to anyone who is an undergradu-
ate. . . . The rifle team has been recognized by the University
for several years. . . . Tlie pist(> ream . official sanction just
this year. . . . Both clubs hoi-. lining sessions and "try-outs"
later in the Spring. . . . Cap!... J. J. Grace, U.S M.C. coach-
es the pistol team . . . Sergeant K. J. Molcan' T'> M.C. '''>ich-
es the rifle team. . . . Both < ^

Barry Hall.

Captain and strong rcbounder
Paul Laughlin, a senior, heads
the list. Paul's scholastic achieve-
ments are well known to every
Villanovan. Besides being handy
with the books, Paul was an end
on the Wildcat football team
this year.

All-State in Football
While in high school in Der-

mont. Pa., Paul was center on his

school's basketball team as Well
as an all-state selection in foot-

ball.

Center and spearhead of the
Gazelle attack is 6' 3" Jay
Husted. Jay is a fifth-year elec-

trical engineer who is also handy
with the books—so handy in fact

that he ranks number one in his

class and carries a 3.9 cumula-
tive average around with him.

He hails from St. Joe Prep
and Yeadon, and is well known
around the area as a standout
performer in the Main Line Lea-
gue, which features many ex-

college stars. It goes without say-
ing that he was also a star high
school basketballer.

Pat Athlete Too
Next we come to senior Pat

Nicholson, the president of the
Student Body and a consistent
performer in the classroom as
well.

What is not so well known
about Pat is that he was also

quite a high school ballplayer,

being a starter for Toledo Cen-
tral Catholic for two years. Pat
is an excellent defensive player,

and features a deadly outside
jump shot.

Teaming up with Pat on the
fast break is cross-country
letterman Terry McHugh. Terry
is another fifth-year man who is

mighty sharp acholastically. He
hails from Valley High in Bloom-
field,where he was a track and
cross-country star.

Etter Was QB
Another slick ball-handler is

Tim Etter, a senior quarterback
on the football team who was
good enough to make all the road
trips, though overshadowed by
Bily Magee and Jim Grazione.
Tim hails from Hammond, Indi-
ana, where he was an all-state

quarterback.

Rounding out the squad are
three juniors : Dick Montgomery,
Dick Sur, and Jim McElhenny.
Montgomery was a star ath-

lete at West Catholic High and
has made quite a name for him-
self in intramurals here at Villa-

nova. He adds broad strength
and a good jump shot to the
Gazelle attack.

Sur, a chemical engineer,
has helped out on the boards. He
features a good jump shot and a
tough drive.

In Main line Loop
McElhenny is a teammate of

Husted's in the Main Line
League, both playing for Main
Line Construction, currently in

second place in that league. His
best shot is a deadly outside
jumper.

These eight men form a team
that will be hard to stop in the
playoffs. They combine height,
speed, and shooting ability to
match any in the league.
An added note, and what

probably makes this eeam even
more outstanding is that every
member is not only academically
high, but they are also all here
on scholarship for their achieve-
ments.

Students, athletes, gentlemen
—and a gPOii bet to go all the
way t' • * fv and in any com-

tition tnai may follow.

Intramurals Add Bowling
In keeping with the announced

intention of expanding its pro-
gram, the Intramural Depart-
ment has started a pair of bowl-
ing leagues.

The entire set-up is under the
direction of juniors Charlie
Spinner and Gene Paja, both Fi-

nance majors.

Sixteen teams have been split

into two leagues, one playing
on Wednesday afternoons and

the other on Thursdays. Both
use the Rosemont Sports Cen-
ter, whose management has ar-

ranged special rates.

It is the intention of the VIL-
LANOVAN to carry the results

every week, starting with the
next issue.

Entries are still being accept-
ed by Spinner and Paja. There
is a possibilty that more lea-

gues will be formed.

si-

4
m

QaCnipis Msfifaohan

{ByOi€AuOutrof"RattyRoundth$na0,Bo^**and,
"Bar^oot Ba^ with Chtek,'^

SCIENCE MADE SIMPLE: NO. 2

Though this column is intended solely as a vehicle for well-

tempered drollery, the makers of Marlboro have agreed to let

me use this space from time to time for a short lesson in science.

They are the most decent and obUging of men, the makers of

Mariboro, as anyone can tell from sampling their product. Only
from bounteous hearts could come such a lot to like—such filter,

such flavor, such flip-top box. The filter works ; the flavor pleases

;

the box protects. Who can resist such a winning combination?
Surely not I.

irieJiciiieC^ kJiliff

Today let us take up the 'science of medicine, which was in-

vented in 1066 by a Greek named Hippocrates. He soon gathered
around him a group of devoted disciples whom he called

"doctors." The reason he called them "doctors" was that they
spent all their time sitting around the dock and shooting the
breese. In truth, there was little dse for them to do beo&use
disease was not invented until 1477.

After tiuit, doctors became very busy, but it must be admitted
that their knowledge of medicine was lamentably meagre. They
knew only one treatment—a change of climate. For example,
a French doctor would send all his patients to Switzeriand.

A Swiss doctor, on the other hand, would send all his patients

to France. By 1789 the entire population of France was living

in Switaerland, and vice versa. This later became known as the
Black Tom Explosion.

Not until 1924 did medicine, as we know it, come into being.

In* that year in the little Bavarian village of Pago-Pago an
elderly physician named Winko Sigafoos discovered the hot
water bottle. He was, of course, burned as a witch, but his son
Lydia, disguised as a linotype, made his way to America where
he invented the Mayo Brothers.

Medicine, as it is tadght at your very own college, can be
divided roughly into two classifications, iliere is internal medi-
cine, which is the treatment of interns, and external medicine,
which is the treatment of extems.

Diseases also fall into two broad oat^ories—chronic and
acute. Chronic disease is, of course, inflanunation of the chron,

which can be mighty painful, believe you me ! Last summer my
cousin Haskell was stricken with a chron attack while he was
out picking up tinfoil, and it was months before the wretched
boy could straighten up. In fact, even after he was cured,
Haskell continued to walk around bent over double. This went
on for several years before Dr. CaUgari, the lovable old country
practitioner who treats Haskell, discovered that Haskell had
his trousers buttoned to his vest

Two years ago Haskell had Addison's disease. (Addison, curi-

ously enough, had Haskell's.) Poor Haskell catches everything
that comes along. Lovable old Dr. Caligari onoe said to hun,
"Son, I guess you are what they call a natural,bom catcher."

"The joke is on you. Doc," replied Haskell. "I am a third

basemen." He thereupon fell into such a fit of giggUng that the
doctor had to put him under sedation, where he is to this day.

But I digress. We were discussing medicine. I have now told

you all I can; the rest is up to you. Go over to your med school
and poke around. Bring popcorn and watch an operation. X-^ay
each other. Contribute to the bone bank . . . And remember,
medicine oanrbe fun I •!••, mmi

Th9 makmn at Mmrlboro ei^mntt— bring gou tUtwr, Hmor,
ntp-ti^ box, and ON CAMPUS WITH MAX 8HULMAN
throughout thm mhooi

i
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^Bomber* Brennan: Electrical Eng.

Basketball Player and Comedian
Bill Brcnnan (nicknamed "the

Bomber'*! not because of his

shooting, but because in earlier

days, he had a rotund figure)

made his debut to Villanova

basketball late in his college

career.
''''

/.-;: ':r-'"'^''[:". ';-.•':>'

Brennan waited until this, his

senior year, to go out for the

team.

Bill spent the first three years

at Villanoya compiling a 3.02

average in the electrical engin-

eering department.

Even though Bill has , been

hampered by inexperience, he

has done a very commendable
job on the Villanova five. His

best performance so far was
against Duquesne when he got

the "hot hand" and poured

fourteen points through the net.

'Used Them All'

After Bill had performed this

sharp shooting, a student who
didn't see the display asked what
shot be used and Bomber re-

plied, "Oh, I have a variety of

shots, and I use them all."

Bill, who played his high

school ball under the many-
splendored mentor, Jimmy Usil-

ton, at West Catholic, does a

pretty fair job on defense.

ByJOEFITZPATRICK

He points out that he held

Guy Rodgers to eleven shots

from the floor. "Only trouble

was," says big, likeable Bill, "he
made ten of them."
Brennan is unlike some of

Villanova's controversial basket-

ball players in the fact that he
has not yet made Sandy Grady's

Daily News black list. It takes

more than Grady's flack to bring

this "bomber" down.
Keeps Team Smiling '

Brennan's humor, coupled with

the much publicized humor of

his coach, who it has been said

satirically commended Bill and
teammate Joe Ryan on their fine

shooting in the Temple game
keeps the Villanova team smiling

when things aren't going so well.

In the game with St. Joseph's,

Bill played beautiful ball. His

jump shot was checking and his

passing was great, but late in

the game, he experienced a

"famine" on the foul line.

The day after the game, he

was seen in Dougherty Hall

waiting for a job interview. A
student asked him who was go-

ing to interview him.

Bill, in his unassuming .man-

ner, replied, "Eddie Gottlieb; he
wants me to help Scnesky with

the Warriors' foul shooting."

Bad Passes
,;;

On another occasion, against

Penn, Bill had passing difficulty.

He threw more passes into the

stands than he did to his team-
mates. '

. ,

A friend told Brennan he had
been to see the game. Bill came
back with, "I didn't see you there

—else I'd have thrown you a

pass."

This 6'3" resident of Highland
Park, Pa., might make with the

jokes, but' past performance
shows that he diligently attempts
to improve.

After missing the fouls in the

St. Joe game, he went right to

work and in the two following

games, his foul shooting was
perfect.

Big Improvement
As far as his passing goes, all

that one need do is point out the

Temple game in which Mr.
Severance gave Bill the task of

running the club from the out-

side. Bill's passes were perfect.

Bill Brennan graduates in

June, and when he leaves.

Villanova will lose not only a

great competitor on the court

and a fine student, but a fellow

with a keen sense of humor. Bill

said that the firm that hires him
as an electrical engineer will get

a "big shock".

BILL BRENNAN

Two Lou s Led Wet 'Cats

-, '' ^

/' ;,'•,:

Co-Captains Lou Schoener

Lou Pinto led the 1957-58 Vil-

lanova swimming team through

one of its most impressive sea-

sons.v" .'.: „vv;'..:': -..'r, ''./,:'.

The schedule included Army,
LaSalle, West Chester, U M I,

Lafayette and others, with the

final record being 8-2-2.

To say that both Lou's were

valuable to the squad would be

a narrow view. Their import-

ance was beyond what they ac-

tually did in the meets.

Coach Ed Geisz stated "they

are two of the finest gentle-

men and finest competitors that

ever swam here.

Showed Way
"They were part of the group

that helped put our team up on

top. Their leadership and ex-

ample showed the rest of the

team how it could be done."

Sohoenor was captain of the

St, Joseph's Prep team in his

.•senior year. He is in Political

Science courses here, and feels

that he may enter Law School

next year.

But this summer he will go

back to Ocean City for his fifth

>car on the beach patrol.

For the last three years he

hi.s been South Jersey half-mile

Fwin-irning champ, winning over

all .swimmers from the other

1 each ifatrols. \ .

^' ..v

AAU MeeH
T6 fttfiy in shai)e after the

f cretin Lou swims for Sylvan

I'cols in Amateur Athletic Un-
'jkiri meets.

. In the first meet of the sea-'

Ron, against VMI. Schoenor

broke the long standiBC record

\sct by Dr. Bill Hooper. The time

Wfs 5:22.5 for 440 yards.

l'.«ed in almost every freestyle

race at one time or another,

Lou is also part of the four-

some which set Villanova re-

cords for the medley and free-

style relays.

Just as any athlete who par-

ticipates in an unheralded Aport,

Schoener has strong convictions.

"You don'* get anything «a»- i

By COLLIN CLOUT
ily in swimming. You have to

work hard. "It prepares you for

other difficulties you will en-

counter."

"It's a sport that doesn't

lend itself to big-headed athlet-

es. Irhere is always someone bet-

ter than yourself.

"As for the team, I never
met a better bunch of guys who
were more closely knit."

Both Schoenor and Pinto
came to Villanova as breast
strokers and similarly they

switched to freestyle to su'.t the

needs of the team.
Made Switch

Pinto was hampered at the

beginning of the season because
he had just made the switch to

freestyle.

But by mid-season he was one

of the best sprinters on the

team, and he swam on the free-

style relay team that set the

Villanova record.

At. West Catholic, Pinto was
captain of the swimming team.
Besides being co-captain of

the Villanova team, Lou is also

the Secretary of the Student
Council, and an outstanding me-
chanical engineer.

His future plans tentatively

are to work for Scott, Paper
Company which last year gave
him a grant for his scholastic

achievements.

He does not plan to continue,

competitive swimming after he
graduates.

Geisz and his swimming team
will also miss both Schoener and
Pinto next year but because of

their efforts the team will con-

tinue to be successful.

Swimmers Win

To End Season
The swimming team closed its

season with a 71-15 romp over
vsiting Georgetown before a
capacity crowd on Saturday, as

three seniors participated in

their last meet for Villanova.

Co-captains Lou Schoener and
Lou Pinto, and John Flynn were
the three 1958 graduates.

Schoener and Flynn came
throug with victories to Wind up
their careers—Schoener, two of

them.
Lou, back in stride after ill-

ness had sidelined him for the

past few weeks, won the 22z-

yard and 40-yard freestyle

races. Flynn triumphed in the

200-yard orthodox breast-stroke.

The Wildcats won every event,

including both relays, the 400

medley (Frank Keefe, Jim Greg-

ory, Bob Pinto and Win Wilson)

and the 400 freestyle (Lou Pin-

to, Schoener, John Rumbarger,
and Gene Hewitt), wf;: ':v •:

The other Villanova winners

were Joe Mason, twice—in the

50-yard and 100-yard freestyle;

Gregory, in the 200-yard but-

terliy; Keefe, in the 200-yard

backstroke; and Steve Cartin,

in the diving.

Others who earned points for

the Wildcats were: Joe Harvey,

second in the 220 freestyle; Lou
Pinto, second in the 50 and third

in the 100; Bill Gilhool, second

in the diving; Jerry Cechony,

third in the 200 backstroke;

Bruce McCready, second in the

440 freestyle; and Gregory, sec-

ond Jn the 200 breaststroke.

Phil Beavis clears the bar at 6-4 en route to an eventual 6-
A% and first place in the IG4A's.

Baseball Starts

Baseball Coach Art Mahan
has again renewed his call for

pitchers and catchers, who are
to report to the Field House
for practice as soon as possible.

Regular practice for everyone
will begin shortly.

Equipment manager Charles
Farnan also says that there
are still openings for freshmen
and sophomores who wish to be
baseball managers.

Intramurals

Now Normal
After Storm

iy PAUL BUCKLEY
The blizzard of '58 plus the

fact the varsity basketball team
has had to use the Field House
floor has caused a temporary
delay in the Intrajnural Basket-

ball League. In order to get in

all the scheduled games, the sea-

son might have to be extended.

The Half-Ycar Men, an all

freshmen aggregation, leads the

10:30 league with a 4-0 mark.
In the 12:30 league, the Gunners,

who last weeK routed the lA
Bombers by a 77 to 39, count,

lead their divjsibn with a 4-0

slate. The J. B's., a sophomore
group in the 3:30 league, have
encounteVed little opposition.

Action in the 4:30 league has
come to a temporary halt. The
number of games left for the var-

sity to play his necessitated its

use of the Field House floor.

The Swabbies, the Eastwing-
ers, and the Peanutas lead their

respective divisions of the 6:30
league. All have 4-0 records. In

recent action, the Alumni Ani-
mals dumped Disneyland A. C,
42-36. The Swabbies downed the

Chinagang by a 49-36 count,

while the Peanuts laced SAPBD,
^3-37.

In 7:30 League A, Ouden's

Duds dumped the previously un-

defeated Playboys, thus moving

the VW's into the top shot. In

League B, two teams are un-

defeated with both showing 4-0

records—the Gazelle and the

Ranch Hands. The Northerners,

with a 4-0 slate are the front

runners in League C.

Frosh Beat
Penn, 72-59
The freshman basketball team

kept its record clean with a
72-59 victory over the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania frosh last

Wednesday, for its eleventh in

a row.

Previously, the Wildcats had
beaten Penn by a ^5-62 score
at the Palestra.

The Main Liners only held a
32-30 lead at halftime, but led
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BOB LIEERATORE
by Bob Liberatore, who poured
15 points through the nets in

the second half, they widened
the gap steadily after the inter-

mission.

Liberatore pvced the winners
with 22 p o i n i. s overall, while

fast-improving Dick Kaminski
followed closeiy with 21. Jim
Huggard had 12.

John Cardasis led Penn in

scoring with 22 points. Bob
Mlkvy, 6-5 brother of the for-

mer Temple great, was limited

to just five counters. It was
only the second time in 13 con-

tests that he failed to hit dou-
ble figures.

i
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No, That's Not The Lafest Deans list

-Its Just The Gazelles Intramural Five
By KURT BECKER

As the playoffs of the intra-

1

mural basketball league draw;,,, r^ „ ,, , . ,

nrnr. the Northencr.s, pre-season
^'^^

^^'f^'''', T'^^ be mistaken

favorites to cop the crown, have f?'. t^n"/",. ' .v,"\ f.

'''''''

..« , ., .. . look would tell you that tiny are
also a mighty good group of ball-

encountereU a stumbling block
on their march to the title in a
grout* calling themselves the

Gazelles.

At first glance, the roster of

players

Here is just a quick glance at

the players and their back-
grounds:

Members of the Gazelles, strong contenders for the intra^'

mural basketball title, pose for a team picture. Left to right,

bottom row: Pat Nicholson, Terry McHugh and Jim McElhenny.
Top row, same order: Dick Montgomery, Paul Laughlin, Dick
Sur and Jay Rusted. Missing from the picture is Tim Etter.

SPORTS CHATTER:

Delany Limp-So Are Fans
=By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT:

Past performances should have taught us otherwise, but
we were a non-believer for 18 laps of the IC4A two-mile . . . How
could Delany possibly pass all those runners? ... So help us,

we half expected Ron to just stop short, sit down on the boards,
and fall fast asleep . . . He's got to be tired, we said . . .He
can't be tired, we said ... He was tired—but he still won ... He
was limp . . . And so were we . . . We'll take that anyday over
a 4-minute miler who runs a half-lap ahead of the opposition . . .

A Manhattan rooter offered to pay for plane tickets for Ron
back to Ireland.

Phil Reavis looked like he has finally shaken his pulled groin
miseries for good . . His third try for a new IC4A record, with
the audience hushed and a couple of hundred participants stand-
ing in a circle around him like silent cheer-leaders, was a narrow
miss . . . Phil and Charley Stead are two of a kind—and two won-
derful ones . . . Between jumps, they were all over the Garden
. . . Congratulating Delany the first time . . . Supporting Ron the
next . . . Running over to console George Sydnor after Syd got
beat . . . Extending the glad hand to Norm Cyprus for his clear-

ing 13 . . . Picking up the freshman medley runner who fell twice.
When will John Buckley start scoring for Villanova in the

broad-jump? ... He did 23-1 at St. James in Chester (Pa.) . . .

Lai3t year, as a freshman, he took third in the AAU . . . But in

the AAU this year, he fouled on the first two jumps and only
managed 21-8 after that ... He was obviously worried about
fouling ... He came down the runway with a good stride, then
fearing he would go over the line, he hopped and skipped—and
didn't qualify . . . His points would have made things a lot easier.

Vic DiMaio has reason to be miged ... He won his heat
in the 1000 with no trolble^except that he didn't qualify for the
final . . . With no one pushing him, he was unable to come in with
a time low enough to place in the top six . . . He might have
grabbed a fourth or fifth in the final.

The voting for the All-Catholic All-American was rather
light, but it leaned toward the local players . . . Bob NcNeil of
St. Joseph's, polled the most votes . . . Jack Kelly, of the Wild-
cats, also made a first-team berth. , v . The others were Tom
Hawkins, of Notre Dame; Elgin Baylor, of Seattle; and Alex
"Boo" Ellis, of Niagara. . . .

Villanova might have had enough guns to beat Manhattan
in the IC4A's, but the Jaspers outlasted our rifle team on Sat-
urday, 1375-1364. .^:.,.; The loss dropped the Wildcats' record
to three wins and two losses . . . Chris Kloss had the highest
score for the^ 'Cats—276. . . . The team still has matches with
Penn State, St. John's and Georgetown remaining on its sched-
ule. . . . Then comes the National Rifle Association collegiate
sectional championship at Annapolis on March 29. . . . Others
on the team, besides Kloss, include Captain Jim Abernathy,
Frank Murtha, Lou Spevet/, Herb Lettau, and Joe Polissotto. . . .

Most people on campus think that the rifle and pistol
teams are strictly NROTC outfits On the contrary, both
are intercollegiate sjiorts, open to anyone who is an undergradu-
ate.

. . . The rifle team has been reco^^m'Tod by the University
for several years. . . T'e pi.m cnn, , fficial nction just
this year. , . . Both clubs ho' inir.g .so.ssions an<i **try-outs"
later in the Spring. . . . Cai..; J. .j. <irace. U >• "I.e. coach-
es the pistol team . . . Sergeant ^ J. ^folea*- f < ^^C. • ch-
es the rifle team. . . . Both
Barry Hall.

I Captain and strong rcboundor
Paul Laughlin, a senior, heads
the list. Paul's scholastic achieve-
ments are well known to every

i

:

Villanovan. Besides being handy
with tile books, Paul was an end
|on the Wildcat football team
this year.

All-State in Football
While in high school in Der-

mont. Pa., Paul was center on his

school's basketball team as well
as an all-state selection in foot-

ball. •

Center and spearhead of the
Gazelle attack is 6' 3'-' Jay
Hustcd. Jay is a fifth-year elec-

trical engineer \vho is also handy
with the books—so handy in fact

that he ranks number one in his

class and carries a 3.9 cumula-
tive average around with him.

He hails from St. Joe Prep
and Yeadon, and is well known
around the area as a standout
perfoi'mcr in the Main Line Lea-
gue, which features many ex-
college stars. It goes without say-
ing that he was also a star high
school baskctballer.

Pat Athlete Too
Next we come to senior Pat

Nicholson, the president of the
Student Body and a consistent
performer in the classroom as
well.

What is not so well known
about Pat is that he was also

quite a high school ballplayer,

being a starter for Toledo Cen-
tral Catholic for two years. Pat
is an excellent defensive player,

and features a deadly outside
jump shot.

Teaming up with Pat on the
fast break is cross-country
letterman Terry McHugh. Terry
is another fifth-year man who is

mighty sharp scholastically. He
hails from Valley High in Bloom-
field,where he was a track and
cross-country star.

Etter Was QB
Another slick ball-handler is

Tim Etter, a senior quarterback
on the football team who was
good enough to make all the road
trips, though overshadowed by
Bily Magee and Jim Grazione.
Tim hails from Hammond, Indi-
ana, where he was an all-state

quarterback.

Rounding out the squad are
three juniors: Dick Montgomery,
Dick Sur, and Jim McElhenny.
Montgomery was a star ath-

lete at West Catholic High and
has made quite a name for him-
self in intramurals here at Villa-

nova. He adds broad strength
and a good jump shot tq the
Gazelle attack.

Sur, a chemical engineer,
has helped out on the boards. He
features a good jump shot and a
tough drive.

In Main Line Loop
McElhenny is a teammate of

Husted's in the Main Line
League, both playing for Main
Line Construction, currently in

second place in that league. His
best shot is a deadly outside
jumper. • •

These eight men form a team
that will be hard to stop in the
playoffs. They combine height,
speed, and shooting ability to
match any in the league.
An added note, and what

probably makes this eeam even
more outstanding is that every
member is not only academically
high, but they are also all here
on scholarship for their achieve-
ments.

Students, athletes, gentlemen
—and a rr' >

: bot to go all the
^\«iy ' and in any com-

'ition liiau may follow.

Intramurals Add Bowling
In keeping with the announced

intention of expanding its pro-
gram, the Intramural Depart-
ment has started a pair of bowl-
ing leagues.

The entire .set-up is under the
direc'ion of juniors Charlie
Spinner and Gene Paja, both Fi-

nance majors.

Sixteen teams have been split

into two leagues, one playing
on Wednesday afternoons and

the other on Thursdays. Both
u.se the Rosemont Sports Cen-
ter, whose management has ar-

ranged special rates.

It is the intention of the VIL-
LANOVAN to carry the results

every week, starting with the
next i.ssue.

Entries are still being accept-
ed by Spinner and Paja. There
is a possibilty that more lea-

gues will be formed.

OnCn^os with

MocSfaobian

{By the Author of "RaUyRound the Flag, Boy! "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

SCIENCE MADE SIMPLE: NO. 2

Though this column is intended solely as a vehicle for well-

tempered drollery, the makers of Marlboro have agreed to let

me use this space from time to tune for a short lesson in science.

They are the most decent and obliging of men, the makers of
Marlboro, as anyone can tell from sampling their product. Only
from bounteous hearts could come such a lot to like—such filter,

such flavor, such flip-top box. The filter works ; the flavor pleases

;

the box protects. Who can resist such a winning combination?
Surely not I.

:f^%<)^a^^

Wedime^^ k/diff

Today let us take up the science of medicine, which was in-

vented in 1066 by a Greek named Hippocrates. He soon gathered
around him a group of devoted disciples whom he called

"doctors." The reason he called them "doctors" was that they
spent all their time sitting around the dock and shooting the
breeze. In truth, there was little else for them to do because
disease was not invented until 1477.

After that, doctors became very busy, but it must be admitted
that their knowledge of medicine was lamentably meagre. They
knew only one treatment—a change of climate. For example,
a French doctor would send all his patients to Switzerland.

A Swiss doctor, on the other hand, would send all his patients

to France. By 1789 the entire population of France was living

in Switzerland, and vice versa. This later became known as the

.

Black Tom Explosion.

Not until 1924 did medicine, as we know it, come into being.

In that year in the little Bavarian village of Pago-Pago an
elderly physician named Winko Sigafoos discovered the hot
water bottle. He was, of course, burned as a witch, but his son
Lydia, disguised as a linotype, made his way to Ameiica where
he invented the Mayo Brothers. ; ':

'":•••:; " ^

Medicine, as it is taught at your very own college, can be
divided roughly into two classifications. There is internal medi-
cine, which is the treatment of interns, and external medicine,
which is the treatment of extems. ,. ,, , . , .

,

Diseases also fall mU) two broatd categories—chronic and
acute. Chronic disease i.s, of course, inflammation of the chron,

which can be mighty painful, believe you me! Last summer my
cousin Haskell was stricken with a chron attack while he was
out picking up tinfoil, and it was months before the wretched
boy could straighten up. In fact, even after he was cured,
Haskell continued to walk around bent over double. This went
on for several years before Dr. Caligari, the lovable old country
practitioner who treats Haskell, discovered that Haskell had
his trousers buttoned to his vest.

Two years ago Haskell had Addison's disease. (Addison, curi-

ously enough, had Hu-skell's.) Poor Haskell catches everything
that comes along. Lovable old Dr. Caligari once said to him,
"Son, I guess you are what they call a natural, born catcher."

"The joke is on you, Doc," replied Haskell. "I am a third

basemen." He thereupon fell into such a fit of giggling that the
doctor had to put him under sedation, where he is to this day.

But I digress. We were discussing medicine. I have now told

you all I can; the rest is up to you. Go over to your med school
and poke around. Bring popcorn and watch an operation. X-ray
each other. Contribute to the bone bank . . . And remember,
medicine can-be fun 1 o i^, „•« BbuimM

* • •

The makere of Marlboro eigarettee bring you Rlter, flavor,
nip-top box, arul OS CAMPUS WITH MAX SHULMAN
throughout the echool year.
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Dtlany, Collymor« and Reavis Ar« Gr«ot, But
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Unsung Win IC4A's For Villanova
ly TOM GOLDSCHMIDT

Sports Editor
Norm Cyprus, Ron Brady,

Bob Holup, Charley Stead, Phil
Reavis, Ed CoUymore and Ron
Delany—these are the seven
men who thrilled a Madison
Square Garden crowd and etched
their names in the sports annals
of Villanova Saturday night by
defending the IC4A title against
the awesome depth of Manhat-
ten College.

These seven combined for 29
1/3 points. The Jaspers had 27.

For those who witnessed the
meet, that total was much
more satisfying than the 46
points the Wildcats tabbed last

year in winning the IC4A's for

the first time.

A year ago, everything went
as planned—the greatest college

track team of all time romped
convincingly. But the 1958 crew
had to overcome bad luck all the

way to eventually win.

Unsung Come Through
The seven names are not list-

ed in the order they are for no
particular reason—S a t u r d a y
was the day for the unheralded
to shine.

Cyprus, sophomore pole vault-

er, is no Don Bragg. There are

days he has trouble clearing the

rather earth-bound height of 12-

6.

But on Saturday Cyprus
hit his peak in competition—13-

feet—to earn one-third of a
point for a share of fifth place.

Brady, the other soph vaulter,

missed twice at 13-feet, made
that height on the third try,

then vaulted 13-4 for fourth
place and two vital points.

Cyprus' and Brady's points

might still not have been enough
had it not been for the perform-
ances of Holup and Stead.

Holup Surprises
Holup, running under the

handicap of a slight muscle
"twinge," took a three-point

third in the 60-yard high hurd-
les. Coach Jim Elliott and the
dopesters had him figured for

fifth or, at best, fourth.

Stead had only been high-

Jumping for two weeks prior to

the IC4A's, and his best jump
this year was 6-3. But a super-
lative second-place effort in the

evening's last event—clearing

6-5—sewed • up the Wildcat
victory.''.-

•;-•'••'•;•
•^;

^'"

What Cyprus, Brady, Holup

Chorley Comes Through!

Clwrley Stead clears 6-5, to take second place in the IC4A's,

earning three points in the Wildcatn' 29 1/9-27 victory over

Manliattan. Vlllanovan Fhoto By Sam Pietrofitta

and Stead did, made up for some
disappointments which could

have cost Villanova the meet.
George Sydnor, figured for

one-two-three in the 60-yard
sprint, came in third in a ques-

tionable decision in one of the

semi—finals, then lost to Rhode
Island's Fred Lakeway in a run-

off to get into the final when he
had to run without any rest per-

iod.

Don't Qualify
Four others failed to qualify

for finals: Vic DiMao, in the

1000; Bob Godesky, in the mile;

and John Buckley and Kent Ly-
dic, both in the broad jump.

It's a strange night when
three such performers as Ron
Delany, Phil Reavis and Ed Col-

lymore, all turning in spectacu
lar jobs, are relegated to the
depths of a story.

The three of them were tre

mendous—as usual.

Collymore followed up his Na
tional AAU victory with another
60-yard win, pulling away from
Mel Barnwell, of Pitt, as he hit

the tape in 6.2.

Reavis easily beat the high-

jumpers, going over Q-S'-^A, and
almost clearing the bar when it

was set one inch higher, which
would have established a new
IC4A standard.

Tougher 'Double'

Delany was forced to run a

much more difficult "double"

than he had last year. It's a

measure of Ron's greatness that

one can compare his "doubles.

They're unprecedented — but

Delany is an unprecedented

runner.

After negotiating the 1000 in

2:12.7 to qualify during the

afternoon, Delany had to run
2:12.8 to beat Manhatten's Joe

Soprano in the final of the

event—two seconds faster than

last year.

Then, obviously tired from the

two lOOO's and the effects of a

lingering cold, Ron had to pass

12 runners in the last two laps

of the two-mile, then outsprint

the Jaspers' Gene Martin to win

in 9:17.6

'Cats To Encounter

Mules, Explorers
By FRANK

Coach Al Severance's Wild-

cats go against Muhlenburg to-

night at the Palestra, as the

1958 season draws to a close.

On Saturday, the 'Cats will

wind things up with a return

engagement against LaSalle at

the same place.

Muhlenburg's stubborn Mules
are one of the top independent

teams in the East, though this

year they boast a below par 11-9

record.

Headed by Clint Jeffries, last

year voted the outstanding vis-

iting player at the Palestra, Bir-

ney Crum's outfit averages bet-

ter than 6'5", with soph Rich
Sekunda the all-around second
banana to Jeffries.

In their only other appear-

ance at the Palestra this sea-

son, the Allentowners dropped
a decision to Tem^le^^

_J!Lnotliicr C!bance
Lately, the ICules have cop-

ped easy triuntps against Al-

bright and Wagner, with Jeff-

ries pitching in 31 points in the

earlier tilt.

By virtue of LaSalle's loss to

St. Joseph's last week, the Wild-
cats will get another chance at

the Explorers, who defeated

CUNNINGHAM
them 111-105 in a thrilling tri-

ple overtime session in -regular

City competition.

LaSalle's defeat at the hands

of the Hawks l^ft them in a

three-way tie, with the locals

and Penn for the cellar of the

intra-city league.

The Palestra rules stipulate

that any ties between clubs

(Penn excepted) are to be play-

ed off unofficially in the sea-

son's final doubleheader.

City Twin Bill

So on Saturday, LaSalle and
the Main Liners will meet in

one game, with Temple and St.

Joe's one-two in the City, con-

testing in the other game.
Jim Pollard's unpredictable

Explorers, who now own a 13-9

log, should be one of the na-

tion's top clubs.

But with Tommy Garberina

never really regaining his spark

of last year, the club has lack-

ed the catalyst it needed to get

the sophomores "up" for every
game.
Pollard has alternated be-

tween an almost all-senior club

and a sophomore one. When the

Explorers hit the right combin-
ation, they are rough to handle.

Ron Delany thews the strain of running a "double,** as he, crosses the flniidi line ahead of

.ManhattaifK Gene Blartin in the two mile. Ron also won the 1000.

Vlllanovan Fhoto By AI StouKii.ton

£d Collymore is about to break the tape in the finals of

the IC4A 60-yard. Mel Barnwell (right) took second and Ira

I>avis (center) was fourth...
* Villanovan Photo By Al Stoushton

Tats Cop Two Easy Wins
In a week dominated by track

enthusiasm, the basket.ecrs of

Coach Al Severance moved \n

two easy triumphs over Bran-

deis University and Washington
and Lee.

Tuesday night, Brandcis be-

came the 'Cats' 81st consecu-

tive Field House victim. 77-65.

A quick opening spurt in the

first ten minutes brought a 27-

J4 lead that proved too much
for the Judges to overcome.

Jack Kelly and John Scott

had a total of 41 points as the

Wildcats notched their 500lh

win since 1920-21, the first var-

sity season in the court sport.

Saturday, at the Palestra, a

71-46 victory was accomplished

over Washington and Lee ra-

the easily in a relatively dull

game before a small turnout.

The southerners did register

an early 15-5 lead, but the

'Cats moved to a 21-21 dead-

lock, and from there on romp-
ed.

Kelly, playing up to the cali-

ber of his performances in the

last three weeks, paced the

team in scoring and rebounding,

with 22 points and 13 retrieves.

Jack dropped in 10 of 17 floor

attempts.

George Emma, a productive

sixth man, had 17 points, many
of which came on long, picture-

perfect set shots.

Graduate Chemistry Study

Announced For September
Plans have been made

by Villanova*s Depart-
ment of Chemistry to

start a program of grad-
uate study in September
of 1958, it has been re-

vealed by Dr. George N.
Quam, head of the Villa-

nova Department of
Chemistry.
The program is the most re-

cently announced addition to the

overall graduate program which
the University has been expand-
ing in recent months.

The senior teaching staff will

be enlarged to properly handle
this day-time program. The
most recent addition is Dr. Ken-
neth O' DriscoU from Prince-
ton, who will join the staff in

September.

Announces New Program
Plans are underway to extend

the department space into the
remainder of the east wing of

Mendel Hall. Five research pro-

jects now in progress will be
continued, and added space will

be needed for graduate student

research.

A full-time graduate student
should complete the require-

ments for the M. S. degree in

a year and one summer school
session.

Requirements For Eligibility

A candidate is eligible for
graduate work in chemistry at

Villanova if he or she has a
bachelor's degree and has been
certified by a chemistry de-
partment approved by the
Committee on Professional
Training of the American Che-
mical Society, or if he or she
has a bachelor's degree and
presents credit's for one year
each in (a) general chemistry,
(b) analytical chemistry, (c)

organic chemistry, (d) physi-
(Continued on Page 8)

'Church-State'

Forum Set For

Law School
"Sectarian Freedom in a

Democratic Society" will be the

subject of the Villanova Law
School's Institute on Church
and State second annual confer-

ence on March 21st and 22nd.

The anounecement was made
yesterday by Thomas J. O'Toole,

Institute Director.

A rapid rise in the number
and variety of legal issues affect-

ing church and state delations

ocasioned the founding of the
unique institute more than two
years ago.

Last year the conference ex-

amined the "Juridical Status of

Churches."

Two Primary Topics
Two important aspects of Sec-

tarian Freedom will be analyzed
by the Forum this year. "Pri-

vate Trust and the Public Law",
and "Private School and the
Public Law" are the primary
topics.

They will be discussed respec-
tively by Ellas Clark, Professor
of Law, Yale Law School and
Rev. William J. Kenealy, S. J.,

Professor of Law at Loyola Uni-
versity, New Orleans.

O'Toole, Assistant Dean of
Villanova's School of Law, has
called the topics most timely.

"Both involve areas in which
the law is changing or depelop-
ing and many of the cases in-

volving racial segregation in

both trust and school adminis-
tration pose issues which may
have a significant impact on Sec-
tarian Freedom, he said.

Conference Purpose
"The purpose of the confer-

ence", O'Toole continued, "will

be to shed light on these issues,

on available solutions and the
principles and policies involved."

Clark will open the Institute
on Friday afternoon with his
discussion on the Private Trust.
A group of distinguished attor-

neys will comment on the pres-

entation which will be given in

the Moot Court Room of the
million dollar law building.

Thomas M. Cooley, II, Dean
of the University of Pittsburgh
Law School will lead the com-
ment following Father Ken-
ealy's discussion of the Private

School and the Public Law on
• (Continued on Page 2

)
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^The Taming of The Shrew'
Coniif^g to VU Field House

0y PAUL BUCKLEY *

Belle Masque Drama Society will present its second major production of

the year—Shakespeare's "Taming of the Shrew"—next week Thursday through
Sunday, Mar 20-23, at the university field house beginning at 8:30 p.m^

The Shakespearean comedy marks another first in the realm of Belle

Masque's production originality in that it will be presented on the Elizabethan

type stage.

Other firsts in the history of the society have been the introduction of a
theater-in-the-round for the pro-

L I NDA LYNCH CLEM BIRCH

Hold Leads In Belle Masque Show

BruderleToSpeakOnFrench

RevolutionAtHistoryForam

James Jackson Kilpatriek (center) Editor of the Richmond
News-Leader and prominent author, is shown discussing the
subject of states rights with Villanova Law Dean, Harold Gill

Rcuschleln (left) and law student George Ford, Jr., prior to
Kllpatrick's apr 3arance at the Law School Forum last Wednes-
day night. An outstanding journalist, Kilpatriek is the author
of a book, The Sovereign States, a defense of states rightn.

571 on Dean's
List for Fa
Nine with 4.0
Eight students gained the

perfect 4.0 academic average
during the fall semester as
some 571 Vilianovans were
ncumed to the dean's list.

Obtaining the straight A
marks were Juniors Thomas
Gaynard, Thomas Goldschmidt,
Charles McClain, Sandor Paskin,

Edward Utsch and Edward
Ward. > ;

Also Sopnomore Michael
Mastrangelo and Freshmen
Joseph Remy and Joseph gtrat-
man. /'.-; ^;;',^^•' •... •;•;

The list which included 195
seniors, 170 juniors, 95 sopho-
mores and 111 freshmen, fol-

lows below in class order:
FRESHMEN

Adinolfi, Allen A., CF 3.00
Arriviello, Anthony J., CF. *....,,, 3.26
Borbush, Salvotore M., CF. .,3.05
Bathgote, Lawrence, II, CF 3.05
Beehler, David C, PHY. 3.06
Boundas, Thecxlore A., ART. ,....., 3.82
BrechI, John L., EGR. .....,-..;;, 3.67
Brown, James P., PHY , » . ; 3.62
Buggy, Walter T., I A. .......... 3.00
Campbell, Stephen T., EGR 3.24
Copobianco, James J., CF. ........ 3.37
Carlin, Gerald E., CF. ..*...»... 3.24
Carolon, Francis P., EGR. ..;..,.. 3.26
Cavanna, Anthony J., EGR 3.10
Cerrone, John J., BIO 3.10
Clark, Joseph R., CF 3.1

1

Clemens, Richord W., PHY 3.19
Cement, Michel A., EGR 3.67
Cohan, Bernard J., EGR 3.14
Collins, Joyce M., NUR 3.55
Corley, James M., CF 3.58
Crawford, Paul E.^ EGR 3. 19
Daly, John B., CF 3.32
D'Ambrosio, Felix J., CF. ...ri...... 3.37
Damico, Posquale C., BIO. .. . . .I. . . 3.00
DeAngelis, Nicholor. J., EGR. 3.43
Delaney, Richard A., CF 3.21
Dioco, Joseph F., BIO. ,;^,,,, .... 3.83
Diaco, Nicholas ., BIO. .•.'. 3.83
Dillon, Thomas J., EGR 3.67
DiMoscio, Solvatore T., CF 3.53
Dodsworth, Armand W., CF 3. 1

1

Donahue, Michael D., AOT 3.53
(Continued on Pag^e 6)

The first lecture in the annual
series presented by the Depart-
ment of History and Political

Science will be given tonight at
8 :00 in the library seminar rooms
by Charles P. Bruderle, Asso-
cia.te Profe&sor of History.

"The Revolt of the Nobility:

Beginning of the French Revolu-
tion" will be the topic for this

evening.

According to Bruderle, the
lecture will be "an attempt to

show that the imediate causes
of the French Revolution are to
be sought in the reactionary
aspirations of the Fenchi Aris-

tocracy rather than in the econo-

mic grievances of the peasant or
the political discontentment of
the Middle Class."

Here 12 Years
Bruderle came to Villanova in

1946. He received his A.B. from
New York University and his

M.A. from Georgetown Univer-
sity.

He was a member of Phi Beta
Kappa while at New York Uni-
versity. Bruderle received the
Carnegie Scholarship to the Lon-
don School of Economics and
Political Science at London Uni-
versity.

He has pursued graduate
studies further at the University
of Pennsylvania.

Father Boyle Chairman
At Villanova Bruderle is chiefly

concerned with the Modem
European History Course. He
also teaches a course in the
French Revolution at the Grad-
uate School.

Rev. Joseph I. Boyle, O.S.A.,

Vice-President for Academic
Affairs wil be the chairman of
tonight's lecture.

duction of Shaw's "St. Joan,"

held laat semester, and a full

sized replica of a ship for Mel-

ville's "Billy Budd," presented

last year.

On April 18, Belle Masque
will travel to New Rochelle, N.
Y. to present "The Taming of
the Shrew." Also planned for
the society is a limited tour of
Eastern colleges.

In the role of Petruchio, the
male lead, is Clem Birch who
will be remembered by those
who saw "St. Joan" for his por-

trayal of the Inquisitor. In that
play, Birch delivered a eight min-
ute speech; the longest speech
written in English drama. His
performance in "St. Joan" aided
him in gaining the lead in "The
Taming of the Shrew."

In the female lead, Belle Mas-
que presents a newcomer to

Villanova audiences, Linda
Lynch, a Rosemont sophomore.
Linda, who has been a capable
performer in Rosemont produc-
tions' will present to the audi-
ence the fiery shrew, Katherine.

Elaine Cake who imderstudied
Claire Sigerson in "St. Joan" will

be seen in the demanding role

of Bianca, the younger sister of
Katherine. This will be her sec-

ond appearance with Belle Mas-
que.

Cast as Hortensio, a suitor
for the hand of Bianca, is Owen
Klein, a veteran of four Belle
Masque productions, Klein was
last seen as the chaplain, De
Stogumber in "St. Joan."
will portray the other two suit-

ors, Gremio and Lucentio.
Welsh, a senior pre-med, has
been in three productions for
Belle Masque while Cannon has
been in two. Cannon, a junior
English major, has had parts
in the Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
tial and in Billy Budd.

Baptista, the harrassed father
of Katherine and Bianca will

be played by Dick Dressier who
had a supporting role in St.

Joan as the Bishop of Beauvais.
Joining Dressier in another sup-
porting role is Allan Willig who
will portray Grumio. As Gru-
mio, Willig, will be counted on
to supply much of the comedy
in the play'. Willig brings to
Belle Masque an impressive list

of previous performances in
both high school and summer
stock.

Immaculata sophomores Dor-
othy Hoffman and Annette
Shaeffer come to Belle Masque
for the first time. Miss Shaef-
fer will understudy Linda Lynch
while Miss Hoffman will portray
the widow in the play and also
understudy Elaine Cake.

(Continued on Page 8)
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Delany, Collymore and Reavis Are Greof, But
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Unsutt§ Win IC4A's For Villanova
ly TOM GOLDSCHMIDT

Sports Editor
Norm Cyprus, Ron Brady,

Bob Holup, Charley Stead, Phil
Reavis, Ed CoUymore and Ron
Delany—these are the seven
men who thrilled a Madison
Square Garden crowd and etched
their names in the sports annals
of Villanova Saturday night by
defending the IC4A title againat
the awesome depth of Manhat-
ten College. •

These seven combined for 29
13 points. The Jaspers had 27.

For those who witnessed the
meet, that total was rhuch
more satisfying than the 46
points the Wildcats tabbed last

year in winning the IC4A's for

the first time.

A year ago, everything went
as planned—the greatest college

track team of all time romped
convincingly. But the 1958 crew
had to overcome bad luck all the

way to eventually win.

Unsung Come Through
The seven names are not list-

ed in the order they are for no
particular reason—S a t u r d a y
was the day for the unheralded
to shine. :,';;;"' '''" :'''•'

Cyprus, sophomore pole vault-

er, is no Don Bragg. There are

days he has trouble clearing the

rather earth-bound height of 12-

6.

But on Saturday Cyprus
hit his peak in competition—13-

feet—to earn one-third of a
point for a share of fifth place.

Brady, the other soph vaulter,

missed twice at 13-feet, made
that height on the third try,

then vaulted 13-4 for fourth
place and two vital points.

Cyprus' and Brady's points

might still not have been enough
had it not been for the perform-
ances of Holup and Stead.

IIolup Surprise^i

Holup, running under the
handicap of a slight muscle
"twinge," took a three-point

third in the 60-yard high hurd-
les. Coach Jim Elliott and the
dopesters had him figured for

fifth or, at best, fourth.

Stead had only been high-

jumping for two weeks prior to

the IC4A's, and his best jump
this year was 6-3. But a super-
lative second-place effort in the

evening's last event—clearing
6-5 —sewed up the Wildcat
victory.

What Cyprus, Brady, Holup

Charley Comes Through!

Charley Stead clears 6-5, to take second place in the IC4A*s,

earning three points in the Wildcats' 29 1/3^27 victory over

Manhattan. Villanovan rhoto By Sam IMetrotitta

and Stead did, made up for some
disappointments which could

have cost Villanova the meet.

George Sydnor, figured for

one-two-three in the 60-yard
sprint, came in third in a ques-

tionable decision in one of the

semi-finals, then lost to Rhode
Island's Fred Lakeway in a run-

off to get into the final when he
had to run without any rest per-

iod..

Don*t Qualify

Four others failed to qualify

for finals: Vic DiMao, in the

1000; Bob Godesky, in the mile;

and John Buckley and Kent Ly-
dic, both in the broad jump.

It's a strange night when
three such performers as Ron
Delany, Phil Reavis and Ed Col-

lymore, all turning in spectacu-

lar jobs, are relegated to the

depths of a story.

The three of them were tre-

mendous—as usual.

Collymore followed up his Na-
tional AAU victory with another
60-yard win, pulling away from
Mel Barnwell, of Pitt, as he hit

the tape in 6.2.

Reavis easily beat the high-

jumpers, going over 6-8^*4, and
almost clearing the bar when it

was set one inch higher, which
would have established a new
IC4A standard.

Tougher 'Double'

Delany was forced to run a

much more difficult "double"

than he had last year. It's a

measure of Ron's greatness that

one can compare his "doubles."

They're unprecedented — but

Delany is an unprecedented
runner.

After negotiating the 1000 in

2:12.7 to qualify during the

afternoon, Delany had to run
2:12.8 to beat Manhatten's Joe

Soprano in the final of the

event—two seconds faster than

last year. ' ;..;. '.-.; -. :;.:•:.'

^

Then, obviously tired from the

two lOOO's and the effects of a

lingering cold, Ron had to pass

12 runners in the last two laps

of the two-mile, then outsprint

the Jaspers' Gene Martin to win
in 9:17.6

'Cats To Encounter

Mules, Explorers
By FRANK

Coach Al Severance's Wild-

cats go against Muhlenburg to-

night at the Palestra, as the

1958 season draws to a close.

On Saturday, the 'Cats will

wind things up with a return

engagement against LaSalle at

the same place.

Muhlenburg's stubborn ^tules

are one of the top independent

teams in the Ea.st, though this

year they boast a below par 11-9

record.

Headed by Clint Jeffries, last

year voted the outstanding vis-

iting player at the Palestra, Bir-

ney Crum's outfit averages bet-

ter than 6*5", with soph Rich
Sekunda the all-around second
banana to Jeffries.

In their only other appear-

ance at the Palestra this sea-

son, the Allentowners dropped
a decision to Temple,

Anotlier (3»ance

Lately, the Mules have cop-

1

ped easy triunips against Al-

bright and Wagner, with Jeff-

ries pitching in 31 points in the

earlier tilt.

By virtue of LaSalles's loss to

St. Joseph's last week, the Wild-
cats will get another chance at

the Explorers, who defeated

CUNNINGHAM
them 111-105 in a thrilling tri-

ple overtime session in regular

City competition.

LaSalle's defeat at the hands

of the Hawks Iqft them in a

three-way tie with the locals

and Penn for the cellar of the

intra-city league.

The Palestra rules stipulate

that any ties between clubs

(Penn excepted) are to be play-

ed off unofficially in the sea-

son's final doubleheader.

City Tvdn Bill

So oh Saturday, LaSalle and
the Main Liners will meet in

one game, with Temple and St.

Joe's one-two in the City, con-

testing in the other game.
Jim Pollard's unpredictable

Explorers, who now own a 13-9

log, should be one of the na-

tion's top clubs.

But with Tommy Garberina
never really- regaining his spark

of last year, the club has lack-

ed the catalyst it needed to get

the sophomores "up" for every

game.
Pollard has alternated be-

tween an almost all-senior club

and a sophomore one. When the

Explorers hit the right combin-
ation, they are rough to handle.

Ron Delany shows the strain of running a "double," as he crosses the finish line ahead of

.Manhattan's Gene Martin in the two mile. Ron also won the 1000.

Villunovan I'hoto Uy A I SloUKlilon

Ed Collymore is about to break the tape in the finals of

ttic IC4A 60-yard. Mel Barnwell (right) took second and Ira

Davis (center) was fourth.
• ,' ,.',•,

.
:"..^ :•'':'' '" ' ''•;' '.'

;• Villunovun Photo By Al Stoutvhton

'Cats Cop Two Easy Wins
In a week dominated by track

enthusiasm, the baskc^ecrs of

Coach Al Severance moved !•'

two easy triumphs over Dran-

deis University and Wa3hinp,lon

and Lee.

Tuesday night, Brandcis be-

came the 'Cats' 81st con.sccu-

tive Field House victim. 77-fi5.

A quick opening spurt in the

first ten minutes brought a 27-

J4 lead that proved *.oo much
for the Judges to overcome.

Jack Kelly and John Scott

had a total of 41 points a.s the

Wildcats notched their 5001 li

win since 1920-21, the fir.^t var-

sity season in the court sport.

Saturday, at the Palestra, a

71-46 victory was accompli.shod

over Washington and Lee ra-

the easily in a relatively diill

game before a small turnout.

The southerners did register

an early 15-5 lead, but the

'Cats moved to a 21-21 dead-

lock, and from there on romp-

ed.

Kelly, playing up to the cali-

ber of his performances in the

last three weeks, paced the

team in scoring and rebounding,

with 22 points and 13 retrieves.

Jack dropped in 10 of 17 floor

attempts.

George Emma, a productive

sixth man, had 17 points, many
of which came on long, picture-

perfect set shots.

Graduate Chemistry Study

Announced For September
Plans have been made

by Villanova*s Depart-
ment of Chemistry to

start a program of grad-
uate study in September
of 11^58, it has been re-

vealed by Dr. George N.
Quam, head of the Villa-

nova Department of

Chemistry.
The program is the most re-

cently announced addition to the

overall graduate program which
the University has been expand-
ing in recent months.

The senior teaching staff will

be enlarged to properly handle
this day-time program. The
most recent addition is Dr. Ken-
neth O' Driscoll from Prince-
ton, who will join the staff in

September. y

DR. G. N. pU
Announces New Program
Plans are underway to extend

the department space into the
remainder of the east wing of

Mendel Hall. Five research pro-

jects now in progress will be

continued, and added space will

be needed for graduate student

research.

A full-time graduate student
should complete the require-

ments for the M. S. degree in

a year and one summer school

session.

Kequlrements For Eligibility

A candidate is eligible for
graduate work in chemistry at

Villanova if he or she has a
bachelor's degree and has been
certified by a chemistry de-

partment approved by the
Committee on Professional
Training of the American Che-
mical Society, or if he or she
has a bachelor's degree and
presents credit's for one year
each in (a) general chemistry,
(b) analytical chemistry, (c)

organic chemistry, (d) physi-
(Continued on Page 8)

'Church-State'

Forum Set For

Law School
"Sectarian Freedom in a

Democratic Society" will be the

subject of the Villanova Law
School's Institute on Church
and State .second annual confer-

ence on March 21st and 22nd.

The anounecement was made
yesterday by Thomas J. Q'Toole,

Institute Director.

A rapid rise in the number
and variety of legal issues affect-

ing church and s^ate delations

ocasioned the founding of the
unique institute more than two
years ago.

Last year the conference ex-

amined the "Juridical Status of

Churches."

Two Primary Topics
Two important aspects of Sec-

tarian Freedom will be analyzed
by the Forum this year. "Pri-

vate Trust and the Public Law",
and "Private School and the
Public Law" are the primary
topics. '

'

'

They will be discussed respec-
tively by Elias Clark, Professor
of Law, Yale Law School and
Rev. William J. Kenealy, S. J.,

Professor of Law at Loyola Uni-
versity, New Orleans.

O'Toole, Assistant Dean of
Villanova's School of Law, has
called the topics most timely.

"Both involve areas in which
the law is changing or depelop-
ing and many of the cases in-

volving racial segregation in

both trust and school adminis-
tration pose issues which may
have a significant impact on Sec-
tarian Freedom, he said.

Conference Purpose
"The purpose of the confer-

ence", O'Toole continued, "will

be to shed light on these issues,

on available solutions and the
principles and policies involved."

Clark will open the Institute

on Friday afternoon with his

discussion on the Private Trust.
A group of distinguished attor-

neys will comment on the pres-
entation which will be given in

the Moot Court Room of the
million dollar law building.

Thomas M. Cooley, II, Dean
of the University of Pittsburgh
Law School will lead the com-
ment following Father Ken-
ealy's discussion of the Private

School and the Public Law on
(Continued on Page 2 )
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^The Taming of The Shrew'
Coming to VU Field House

• By PAUL BUCKLEY

fielle Masque Drama Society will present its second major production of

the year—Shakespeare's 'Taming of the Shrew"—next week Thursday through

Sunday, Mar 20-23, at the university field house beginning at 8:30 p.m.

The Shakespearean comedy marks another first in the realm of Belle

Masque's production originality in that it will be presented on the Elizabethan

type stage.

Other firsts in the history of the society have been the introduction of a
theater-in-the-round for the pro-

LINDALYNCH CLEM BIRCH

Hold Leeds In Belle Masque Show

BruderleToSpeakOnFrench
RevolutionAtHistoryForum

571 on Dean's
List for Fall;

Nine with 4.0
Eight students gained the

perfect 4.0 academic average
during the fall semester as
some 571 Villanovans were
na/med to the dean's list.

Obtaining the straight A
marks were Juniors Thomas
Gaynard, Thomas Goldschmidt,
Charles McClain, Sandor Paskin,

Edward Utsch and Edward
Ward.
Also Sopnomore Michael

Mastrangelo and Freshmen
Joseph Remy and Joseph Strat-

man. ,/, , •;•,

The list which iriciuded 195
seniors, 170 juniors, 95 sopho-
mores and 111 freshmen, fol-

lows below in class order:
FRESHMEN

Adinolfi, Allen A., CF. .

Arnviello, Anthony J., CF.

James Jackson Kilpatriek (center) Editor of the Richmond
Neus-Leader and prominent author, in shown discussing the
subject of states rights with Mllanova Law Dean, Harold (lill

Hcuschk'in (left) and law student (ioorge Ford, Jr., prior to
Kilpatrick's apf- >arance at the I-aw School Forum last Wednes-
day night. An outstanding journalist. Kilpatrick is tiie author
of a book, The Hovercujn States, a defense of states rightsi.

« .••« ••• .^

«

* •• *•• .•.,•, <

'

•".*:*'.,•

Borbush, Salvatore M., CF. ;

Bathgate, Lawrence, II, CF.
Beohlcr, David C, PHY. .,

Boundos, Theodore A , ART.
Brechf, John L., EGR.
Brown, James P., PHY.
Buggy, Walter T., lA.
Campbell, Stephen T., EGR.
Capobionco, James J., CF.
Carlln, Gerald E., CF. .

Carolon, Francis P., EGR. .,.....,,
Cavanna, Anthony J., EGR. ......
Cerronc, John J., BIO
Clark, Joseph R., CF.
Clemens, Richard W., PHY; •...•'.'.•;

.

Cement, Michel A., EGR. .<,,vs».
Cohan, Bernard J., EGR. . ./;*.'....

Collins, Joyce M., NUR. . . .'."r:.'.;,

Corley, James M., CF. v ,',;..... *.

Crawford Paul E EGR. •/,:•••.•"..'.
.

Daly, John B., CF. . . ..;... .....
D'Ambrcsio, Felix J., CF. ,.,,.....
Damico, Pcsquolc C., BIO. ,;v ....

DcAngelis, Nicholc J., EGR. .,'.'....

Delaney, Richord A, CF. ...;;...
Diaco, Josep>h F, BIO ........
Diaco, Nicholas , BIO
Dillon, Thomas J, EGR
DiMascio, Salvatore T, CF. i, .it,
Dodsworth, Armand W., CF.'. ,.;. ,

Donohiie. Michael D., AOT
(Continued on Page 6)

3.00
3 26
3.05
3.05
3 06
3.82
3.67
3.62
3.00
3.24
3.37
3.24
326
3 10
3.10
3.11
3.19
3.67
3.14
3.55
3.58
3.19
3.32
3 37
300
343
321
383
383
367
353
3.11
3.53

The first lecture in the annual
series presented by the Depart-
ment of History and Political

Science will be given tonight at

8;00 in the library seminar rooms
by Charles P. Bruderle, Asso-
ciate ProfcF.sor of History.

"The Revolt of the Nobility:

Beginning of the French Revolu-
tion" will be the topic for this

evening.

According to Bruderle, the
lecture will be "an attempt to

show that the imediate causes
of the French Revolution are to

be sought in the reactionary
aspirations of the Fench Aris-

tocracy rather than in the econo-

mic grievances of the peasant or
the political discontentment of

the Middle Class."

Here 12 Years
Bruderle came to Villanova in

1946. He received his A.B. from
New York University and his

M.A. from Georgetown Univer-
sity. • •

He was a member of Phi Beta
Kappa while at New York Uni-
versity. Bruderle received the

Carnegie Scholarship to the Lon-
don School of Economics and
Political Science at London Uni-
versity.

He has pursued graduate
studies further at the University

of Pennsylvania.
• Father Boyle Chairman

At Villanova Bruderle is chiefly

concerned with the Modern
European History Course. He
also teaches a course in the

French Revolution at the Grad-
uate School.

Rev. Joseph I. Boyle, O.S.A.,

Vice-President for Academic '

Affairs wil be the chairman of

tonight's lecture. 1

duction of Shaw's "St. Joan,"

held last semester, and a full

sized replica of a ship for Mel-

ville's "Billy Budd," presented

last year.

On April 18, Belle Masque
will travel to New Rochelle, N.
Y. to present "The Taming of

the Shrew." Also planned for

the society is a limited tour of
Eastern colleges. ;.;•'•':

In the role of Petnichlo; the
male lead, is Clem Birch who
will be remembered by those
who saw "St. Joan" for his por-

trayal of the Inquisitor. In that
play, Birch delivered a eight min-
ute speech; the longest speech
written in English drama. His
performance in "St. Joan" aided
him in gaining the lead in "The
Taming of the Shrew.",

,

In the female lead, Belle Mas-
que presents a newcomer to

Villanova audiences, Linda
Lynch, a Rosemont sophomore.
Linda, who has been a capable
performer in Rosemont produc-
tions' will present to the audi-

ence the fiery shrew, Katherine.

Elaine Cake who understudied
Claire Sigerson in "St. Joan" will

be seen in the demanding role

of Bianca, the younger sister of
Katherine. This will be her sec-

ond appearance with Belle Mas-
que. ''.^'••^- '/:''''[;}.'"'

Cast as Hortensio, a suitor
for the hand of Bianca, is Owen
Klein, a veteran of four Belle

Masque productions, Klein was
last seen as the chaplain, De
Stogumber in "St Joan/' ;

"^: ^

will portray the other two suit-

ors, Gremio and Lucentio.

Welsh, a senior pre-med, has
been in three productions for

Belle Masque while Cannon has
been in two. Cannon, a junior

English major, has had parts
in the Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
tial and in Billy Budd.

Baptista, the harrassed father
of Katherine and Bianca will

be played by Dick Dressier who
had a supporting role in St.

Joan as the Bishop of Beauvais.
Joining Dressier in another sup-
porting role is Allan Willig who
will portray Grumio. As Gru-
mio, Willig, will be counted on
to supply much of the comedy
in the play! Willig brings to

Belle Masque an impressive list

of previous performances in

both high school and summer
stock.

Immaculata sophomores Dor-
othy Hoffman and Annette
Shaeffer come to Belle Masque
for the first time. Miss Shaef-
fer will understudy Linda Lynch
while Miss Hoffman will portray
the widow in the play and also
understudy Elaine Cake.

(Continued on Page 3)
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Buddy Williams Band Signs

To Play for Junior Prom;

Rubin 'Five' Also Listed
By JAY BORFF

Buddy Williams and his orchestra, one of the lead-

ing dance bands in the country, have been signed to

play at the Junior Prom during Junior Week, it was
revealed by Prom chairman Gerry Hepburn yester-

day.
At the same time, Hepburn also told the VILLA-

NOVAN tha he had signed Stan Rubin and his Ti-

gertown Five to play during the intermissions.

Williams, during his career, has been aranger
for such bands as those of Tommy and Jimmey Dor-
sey, Glenn Miller, Les Brown, Count Basic, and

Paul Whiteman.

Midshipmen Prep

For Commissioiis

And Graduation
Commissioning and gradua-

tion are uppermost on the

minds of Villanova's midship-
men these days. Preparing for

this twin event will occupy
much of their spare and Navy
time in the coming months.
On his own, each midship-

man is responsible for com-
pletely outfitting himself as an
officer with everything from
sword to collar devices. The
midshipmen will graduate in

their dress white uniforms.

First class midshipmen have
already had one lecture on the

question of Navy benefits and
commercial insurance. Next
Tuesday they will hear a lec-

ture on a Naval officer's re-

sponsibility, legal and moral,

towards .the health and wel-

fare of his men.
On March 25 a Navy chaplain

will lecture the entire Villano-

va NROTC unit on the moral

responsibilities of junior Naval
officers.

Through April the midship-

men to be commissioned will

have a personal interview on
their 'future naval career with

Captain Neil R. Curtin, USN,
Commanding Officer of the Vil-

lanova NROTC unit.

Hbeiiester Meeting
The Rochester Area Club will

hold a meeting at 7:30 tonight

in the East Lounge of Dougher-

ty Hall.

In a Billboard poll a few
years ago, Williams was listed

among the top five band lead-

ers and arrangers in the coun-
try.

Played at Cotillion

Rubin and his jazz combo
will be remembered for their

playing at last year's Sopho-
more Cotillion.

At the same time that the
two bands were announced, Hep-
bum gave a list of all the chair-
men of the various committees
for the Prom.
The biggest assignment—that

of decorations chairman—has
been given to Matt Mazza day
hop engineer. It will be his re-

sponsibilty to put into actuality

the main theme chosen for the
Prom by Hepburn and his aides.

Working under Mazza will

be Joe DePalma, resident arts
man, in charge of the floral

arrangements; Pete Thorton,
resident engineer, in charge of
ceiling and overhead arrange-

ment; Al Lepore, resident C.

& F., who will handle lobby
arrangements; Jim Sloat, resi-

dent C. & F., chairman of the
art work committee; and Art
Greenwood, day hop C. & F.,

and T. Walker Lloyd, day hop
Arts man, co-chairman of the

stage furnishings committee.

More Chairmen
Bob Baker, day hop C. & F.,

and Ed Zeaser, day hop C. &
F., will handle refreshments.
Mike Axt, resident C. & F., will

be in charge of ticket sales.

Bob Wagner, day hop engineer,

and Bob Krallanger, resident

engineer, will take care of

posters and publicity.

Frank Cavalier, resident en-

gineer, will handle the Queen
Contest. The first pictures of

the entrants will appear in the

VILLANOVAN in two weeks.

Coffee and doughnuts are a welcome refreshment for
these Villanovans who donated blood to the Red Cross last

week. The bloodmobile visited the campus last Thursday and
Friday to receive the donations of the university.

Diamond State Club:

Underclassmen Choosing

Rooms For Next Semester
Freshmen, Sophomores and

Junior students are picking for

the rooms that they will occu-

py next year in the Student
council oflSce, Dougherty Hall,

between the hours 10:30 and
3 each day.

The picking started on Tues-

day of this week and will con-

tinue through Wednesday and
Thursday.
Those students who draw the

lowest number in their respec-

tive class will receive first

choice of the rooms available.

Matriculation cards will be

necessary when a selection is

made, and it is not necessary
for a student to know who his

roommate will be before draw-
ing.

Juniors will receive first

choice on Tuesday of next
week in the Dean of Men's
office in Mendel Hall.

Sophomores will follow on
Wednesday and Freshmen will

receive their room numbers on
Thursday.

NFCCS Variety

Show at St, Joe's
The NFCCS will present the

second performance of the

fourth-annual Variety Show at

St. Joseph's College on March
23.

The NFCCS's opening per-

formance was held last Sunday
evening at Immaculata College.

The Variety Show features

the Villanovans and the Murphy
Sisters from Immaculata, plus

a long cast of college talent.

Some of the participants include

the I.e. Chorus Line, Carol

Chapla, the "T" Tones, Sissy

DiMarino, and the Continentals.

The Villanovans provide the

background music for all of the

performances and also present

a "skit" in the show. Mike Kles-

ius is the master of ceremonies
for the Variety Show.
The following two perform-

ances will be held at LaSalle

College on April 18 and at Villa-

nova University on April 19.

All performances begin at 8:30

and the donation is one dollar.

The third lecture and discus-

sion session in the NFCCS ser-

ies on marriage will be given on

Saturday night at 7:30 in the

LaSalle College library.

The group of Villanovan's pictured above are witnessing the fire in Belle Air Hall on

Monday of this week. Fortunately, the damage was sUglit and Villanova's classic struc-

ture wliich has withstood moving, reconditton ing, two foot swows, and winds and rain, adds

fire to its Ust of subdued would-be conquers.

V. U. Engineer

Due Next Week
rne March issue of the Vil-

lanova Engineer will be circu-

lated next week, it was recent-

ly announced.
This issue will mark the re-

vival of a policy carried out

in past years in that an article

written by a non-engineering

student will appear.

Ed Karrer, Senior English

major, is the author of this is-

sues article entitled "An Es-

say", which deals with the so-

sial-minded American college

student who seeks to acquire a

college education, but not at

the expense of outside activi-

ties.

Law School
(Continued from Page 1)

Saturday.
Dinner On Friday

On Friday evening. Institute

participants and those attending

sessions will attend a dinner in

Garey Hall.

Villanova's Institute of

Church and State is intended as

a major part of its Law School's

contribution to the legal devel-

opment of the community and
nation.

March 12, 1957

Dean Powers
Attends Meet
In Chicago

Dr. Eugene P. Powers, Dean
of the Evening Division of Vil-

lanova University, attended the

Sixth Annual Leadership Con-

ference for University Adult
Educators which was held in

Chicago last week, March 5, 6,

and 7.

The conference was the lat-

est in a series sponsored joint-,

ly by the Center for the Study
of Liberal Education for. A-
dults, the National Urban Ed-
ucational Association, and the

Association of University Even-
ing Colleges, these three being

the foremost groups in the ad-

vancement of adult education

in the country.

20 Deans, Directors Attend
Dean Powers, a member of

the AUEC, joined approximate-

ly 20 other deans and directors

of adult education programs in

American universities Who were
selected by the Center to dis-

cuss problems and methods in

encouraging adult education.

The Leadership Conference

was a gathering of off icals
whose special concern is the

promotion of this extraodinar-

ily vital and significant area in

education.

The participants in the meet-
ing, all of them prominent in

the field of higher education for

adults, continued the efforts of

the preceding five annual con-

ferences to define the purposes

and establish the means of

sound adult education in the
university.

Investigate Role

In their endeavors to in-

crease the effectiveness of the

evening college. Dean Powers
and his collegues at the Lead-
ership Conference investigated

the role of administrators of

institutionis of higher learning

in furthering the educational

progress of adults.

Chem, Physics

Clubs Hear

Dr. J. F. O'Brien
Dr. James O'Brien, member

of the Villanova Philosophy
Department delivered a lecture

on "The Implications of Aris-

totelian Metaphysics in Modern
Science" to the members of the

Physics and Chemistry Clubs in

the Physics laboratory last Wed*

"

nesday.

The lecturer's background
prepared him for such a phil-

osophical - scientific discourse.

Dr. O'Brien received his Bach-
elor of Science in Aeronautical
Engineering and Master of Sci-

ence in Physics from Notre
Dame University, and his Doc-
tor of Philosophy degree from
the Catholic University of

America.
Several important points were

brought to the fore in the

course of the talk including : the

fundamental similarity of the

positions of Aristotle and Ein-

stein on the questions of space,

time, motion and place.

Dr. O'Brien pointed out that

while Einstein refers to the rel-

ativity of space and time, Aris-

totle chose to affirm their ac-

cidental nature. Further refer-

ence was made to the position

adopted by Max Bom which sub-

stantially supports the Aristo-

telian-Tho^stic outlook on the

physical world.

Refreshments were served im-
mediately following the meeting.
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WVIL Inaugrates Policy
Of Saturday Broadcasts

Another first for WVIL this year is Saturday broadcast-
ing. On Saturday, Jan. 10, the station expanded its air time
to seven days a week.
Larry Seaver and Pete Phil-

bin, two junior I. A. students,
begin the day with the Morning
After show from 9 a.m. The
show is programmed with the
idea of "lets wake up the cam-
pus."

The boys are funny and live-

ly with a laugh a minute and
any tune with a different and
unusual sound might be heard
at this hour.
From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. WVIL

presents the Blue Room. The
programming of this show is

left entirely in the hands of
the radio listeners.

All songs played at the Blue
Room are by request. The sta-
tion receives anyone's call and
immediately sets its librarian
to the task of hunting out the
record.

Besides offering four hours
of entertainment, the program
teaches WVIL just what the
student might like to hear dur-
ing the weekly shows.

Also heard on the new Sa-
turday schedule is a complete
coverage of the news and wea-

B. M. Features

New Staging
(Continued from Pa^^e 1)

\vill poctray the other two suit-

ors, Gremio and Lucentio.
Welsh, a senior pre-med, has
been in three productions for
Belle Masque while Cannon has
been in two. Cannon, a junior

English major, has had parts
in the Caine Mutiny Court Mar-
tial and in Billy Budd.

Baptista, the harrassed father
of Katherine and Bianca will

be played by Dick Dressier who
had a supporting role in St.

Joan as the Bishop of Beauvais.
Joining Dressier in another sup-
porting role is Allan Willig who
will portray Grumio. As Gru-
mio, Willig, will be counted on
to supply much of the comedy
in the play. Willig brings to

Belle Masque an impressive list

of previous performances in

both high school and summer
stock

ther and the daily reading of immaculata sophomores Dor-
the menu.

I
NFCCS Sponsors

The Philadelphia Area Na-
tional Federation of Catholic
College Students is holding a
poetry and short story contest,
and the organization has invited
Villanova students to enter their
work in the competition.

Deadline for all material is

April 1. Any manuscripts with
post-marks later than that will
not be eligrible.

First prize in both the poetry
category and the short story
category will be publication in
"The Ave Maria," a national
Catholic weekly magazine.

Results will be announced be-
fore the end of this semester.
Two copies of each manuscript

must be submitted. They must
be typewritten.

A person may submit as many
entries as he or she wishes. En-
tries should be sent to Literary
Commission, NFCCS, St. Jos-
eph's College, Philadelphia 31,
Pa. The writer's namne and ad-
dress and the name of his col-

lege must be included with his
entry.

othy Hoffman and Annette
Shaeffer come to Belle Masque
for the first time. Miss Shaef-

fer will understudy Linda Lynch
while Miss Hoffman will portray
the widow in the play and also

understudy Elaine Cake.
Other members of the cast are

Tom Flyn, Frank Thornton,
Jack Daly, Mike Keating, Bob
Sanders, Frank Fagella and An-
thony Provenzano.
To insure that the audience

receives the full richness of
Shakespeare's lines, a sounding
board will be used in an attempt
to aid the accoustics in the field

house.
Tom Kimmel, president of the

society, has pointed out that
many of the minor characters
have considerable talent. "It

would be wise to note these per-

formers," said Kimmel, "they
are Belle Masque's future."

The Villanova Field House served as the scene of the annual Shamokinaki dance. The
proceeds of the affair are used to assist those foreign-missions u n d e r the auspices of the Au-
gustlan Order. Music was provided by Lou Denlson and his band pictured in the background.
Decorations were oriental in style, as noted In the Japanese pagoda.
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Kilpatrick — College Editor

Has ^ResDonsibile' Freedom

NRA Pistol Course

The National Rifle Associa-
tion's Small Arms School pistol

course which started Monday,
will run until Friday.

The Woman's rifle course

will start next Tuesday and
will run for four days.

Pictured after his lecture "Implications

physics on Modern Science" Is Dr. James O'Brien of the Phil-

osophy Department. With him Jack SolarskI, president of the
Physics Club,

"The editor of a college news-
paper has freedom of speech,"

James J. Kilpatrick said in an
exclusive interview with the

VILLANOVAN, "but it is a
responsible freedom.
"The editor is responsible to

the administration," he stated,

"in the same fashion that the

editor of a conunercial news-
paper is responsible to his pub-
lisher."

Kilpratrick, editor of the

RICHMOND (Virginia) NEWS
LEADER, pointed out that

while the editor of a college

paper will leave, the school

will remain, and therefore the

editor has no right to print

anything derogatory to the
school's reputation.

Spoke at Forum
Kilpatrick gave his views on

college censorship after his ad-
dress before the Villanova Law
School Forum last Wednesday
night.

Kilpatrick attended the Uni-
versity of Missouri and was
editor of the school's news-
paper while there.

Kilpatrick, who claims the
distinction of being the "only
live Whig," spoke to the Fo-
rum on the topic "the Sovereign
States."

The United States Supreme
Court, functioning as a "super
legislature" is steadily snuffing

out the powers of the States
of the American Union, he
charged.

States' Power Lessened
"The states have delegated

only four powers to Congress
since 1788," he said, "yet the
powers of the Federal Govern-
ment have become much great-
er, and the powers of the
states much weaker through
the shaping of the constitution
by the Supreme Court.
"Judges take powers for the

Federal Government out of
thin air despite Constitutional
wording."
He referred his listeners to

the last paragraph of the De-
claration of Independence, and
to the Articles of Confedera-
tion as proof of the states' un-
willingness to surrender their

powers to a central govern-
ment.
The states' desire for sove-

reignty was exemplified, Kil-

By FRANK DYNAN
Patrick believes, by their long
debate over ratification of the
Constitution.

Opposes Supreme Court
While Kilpatrick took excep-

tion in toto to the Supreme
Court's broadening of Federal
power at the expense of the
states, he was especially con-
cerned with the Supreme
Court's segregation decision.

This he believes, is contrary
to the provisions of the Tenth
Anunendment.

Calling himself a "Tenth
Anmiendment Southerner," Kil-

patrick said, "The Tenth
Amendment is the key which
unlocks the Constitution in

State-Federal relations."

The Tenth Amendment re-

serves to the state all powers
not delegated to the Federal
Government.

Kilpatrick pointed out that
"the power to maintain racially
separate schools is reserved to
the State." Therefore, "the
Fourteenth Amendment was
not intended to apply to public
schools." ; ,

No Abridgement of Rights
The Fourteenth Amehdtment

says, in part, that "no state

shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privi-

leges of citizens of the United
States. . .

"

"The Supreme Court deci-

sions in school segregation
cases have caused anguish in

the South," Kilpatrick said. He
believes that the Court is en-
croaching on the sovereignty
of States.

He cited specifically the
Court's decision on the Brown
V. The Board of Education
Case.

Equal—^No Integration

Noting the North's hypocra-
cy, Kilpatrick called attention
to the decision of a New York
court which stated that the

Fourteenth Amendment pro-

vides for equal school facilities,

not integration.

Asked from the flloor if he
is a supporter of segregation,

Kilpatrick answered "Yes."

He expressed no desire to go
into sociology but he said that

"some reasons for segregation
in the South are its modes,
customs and traditions."

The Book of Hells, a famous Irish manuscript, Is pre-
sented to the Very Reverend James A. Donnellon, OSA, the
University president, by Mrs. Dominick DeFeo of Bala Cyn-
wood. The treasured publication, which has been In Mrs De
Feo*8 family for many years, will be added to the Villanova
Library.
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Take Up The Sword
The Holy Father last week can-

celled nlanned ceremonies which were
to be held in commemoration of his

82nd birthday and the 19th anniver-

sai-y of his accession to the Papacy.

The Pope acted in protest to the

anti-clericalism which has manifested
itself in Italy in the form of the "ver-

dict of guilty" rendered against the

Bishop of Prato. The Bishop had de-

clarea two members of his See to be

public sinners when they were mar-
ried in a civil ceremony while at the

same time refusing to be wed in a

church ceremony.

The people in turn took the Bishop

to court and successfully sued him for

libel. Italians have protested the deci-

sion and the Bishop intends to appeal

the case.

The tidal wave of anti-clerical-

ism has flood the streets of Italy and
it has also shed its dirty water in the

IJnited States. Glenn Archer, execu-

tive director of the group known as

the "Protestants and other Americans
for the Separation of Church and
State", praised the decision of the

Italian Court while offering assist-

ance to any American Catholic who
wishes to sue his Bishop on the same
grounds.

The policy of the "Protestant and
other Amercians for the Separation

of Church and State" does not seem
coherent. On one hand they would de-

prive Catholics of bus fare for school

children because this might lead to

the Church's entering governmental
affairs.

But on the other hand, they would
not hesitate to have the government
interfere in a purely ecclesiastical af-

fair—the censure oi church member.

It remains, however, that Amer-
ican Catholics are content to sit back

in their chair of security and fail to

lift a hand against the people that

would see the very foundations of the

Catholic faith shaken, j
. ;

The purpose of this editoral is

certainly not to preach but it would

seem that Catholic students, who re-

act violently on occasion over minor

things, might "take up the sword" and

make a concerted effort in defense of

their religion.
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For our final article in this series on

military obligation we come to the

United SUtos Marine Corps.

Regular enlistments are for three or

four years of active duty with two or

one years ready reserve and one year

standby reserve. Most enUstees go to

the Fleet Marine Force hi such fields

as infantry, artillery, tanks, aviation,

etc. The FMF is spread all over the

world from the Near East to Okinawa-

Other duty possibilities for the enlis-

tee include administration, supply secu-

rity and eea duty. Applicants can sign

a contract upon enlistment providing

that upon the successful completion of

boot camp the recruit will be given duty

in the aviation field. About thirty-five

percent of marine corps personnel are

connected in some manned with the avi-

ation program.

Two-year Enlistments

Two year enliistments are available

through the Marine Corps Reserve. Avi-

ation duty is assured by joining up with

a marine aviation reserve unit. Those
between eighteen and a half and twen-

ty-two years old are eligible for a six-

month active duty reserve enlistment

with five and one-half years ready re-

serve and two years standby reserve.

The Marine Corps obtain its officers

from more sources than any other ser-

vice branch. The Corps gets about ten

percent of the Naval Academy midship-

men and about sixteen percent of .the

NROTC graduating class.

PLC's Prevalent

By far the largest amount of Corps
officers come from the Platoon Lead-
ers Class. The remainder are obtained

by means of the Officer Candidate

Corps and the Aviation Officer Candi-

date Corps.

Naval Academy and NROTC midship-

men have the option of choosing the
Marine Corps for their .tour of duty.

This option is cdso available to the
Navcads, the Naval Air Cadets, the

navy aviation program which requires

only two years college.

All college students up to and includ-

ing the junior year are eligible for the
Platoon Leaders Corps. This involves
only two six-week summer training per-
iods or one twelve-week summer train-

ing period. There is no interference with
the normal school routine and candi-

dates are required to maintain a C aver-
age. Of course the degree must be ob-
tained for the commission.

CCS Opportimity ^^ :; >^

Candidates for the Officers Candidate

Corps or its aviation equivalent must
be college graduates and complete a ten-

week summer training course at Quan-

tico. If a candidate should fail to com-

plete his training he serves two years

active duty as an enlisted man-

Upon commission the AOC candidate

goes to Pensacola for fourteen to eigh-

teen months flight training. PLC avia-

tion candidates also go to Pensacola im-

mediately following their commission.

Officers from the Academy or the

NROTC must complete the nine months

basic school required of all ground of-

ficers prior to flight trainhig.

All commissions require three years

active duty. Aviation programs require

two years active duty after flight train-

ing.

If any information is desired on any

of these programs, see Captain John J.

Grace, USMC in Commodore John Barry

Hall. Marine officers will be on campus

in Dougherty Hall for one week com-

mencing March 24, for those interested

in implementing an interest in the

Corps.

Letters

To The Editor
Dear Editor,

The VILLANOVAN's new
policy, that of varied and con-

iroversal opinion along with
more campus humor, has giv-

en life to a previously very
dead newspaper.

There seems to be one
trouble, though. It is hard to

distinguish the opinions from
the humor. For example, is

Ray Quaglia expressing the
opinions that all committees
smell, he will be a lawyer
when he grows up, and nuns
are the beist educators or is

his column trying to supply
more varied and controver-
sal campus humor. Its all

very confusing.

The column, titled the
"Padded Cell" is another one
which has troubled me great
ly. I know this column
doesn't deal with opinions
but I fail to see how it pos-
sibly deals with humor. The
phrasings, adjectives, and
general style of writing used
by "Gerry" are exactly the
same as those used by "Mad
Magazine. And I know "Gerry"
doesn't write for Mad. Such
adjectives as "Sazzaphranic
Sound" have been used be-

fore and will be used again,

but please no more in the

VILLANOVAN. Three cheers
for "Kempfing Out".

Sincerely,

Anthony P. Mullen
Junior
Accounting
Major

ED. NOTE: Better check
your back copies, son, the

title ''Kempfing Out** was
changed to "Mein Kempf" in

October. The column wUl re-

turn in future issues, how-
ever.

"The Little Guy** and
"Padded CeU" are humor co-

lumns, honest—Ray and Ger-

ry told u« so. Gerry added
that he'd love to write for

"Mad/* but they never asked
him. Come to think of it,

neither did we.

licly Speoking Ry RIU CHRISTY

: , .: ::>

Dear Editor (the word is used
liberally)

;

Who's kiding who? I mean,
let's get serious. Letters to

the editor are nice to have and
all that but just how naive do
you think the readers of the

VILLANOVAN are?
To be more specific: your

letter of March 5 issue prais-

ing the newspaper's recent ef-

fort to gain a little of that

much needed intangible, "read-

ability," and signed "a high
school senior," was apparently
or perhaps I should say, ob-

viously—nothing but the rath-

er poorly concealed work of a
staff member.

It would strike this observer

as somewhat paradoxical that a

letter of such questionable

journalistic taste is used as an
instrument to sing the praises

of the new, and supposedly fine,

journalistic features.

If we must sing our own
praises—if we don't toot our

own horn, who will—let us do

so openly.

Sincerely,

(Nam^ Witheld By Request)

ED. NOTE: That's the kind

of open criticism we like-

short, sweet and anonymous.

i'

PUB
Nostalgia For Te Olde Pie Shoppe'
With the resurection of the

Villanovan's two most popular
columns, "The Padded Cell"

and "Strictly Opinion," I

thought it might be nice to

bring back a column that no
one much cared about, just to

ofTsct the shock of it all.

So when the editors approach-
ed me and so graciously asked
that I compose a regular entry
(after two months pleading

and bringing them coffee at

the printers'), I decided to

steal the former title, "Public-

ly Speaking."
For a time I considered using

another defunct title, "Bill-

board," but after a cursory
glance at the condition of the

billboards around campus,
cluttered with interesting bits

of information, I decided that
this wouldn't be quite signifi-

CEint of this column,—This

column will feature very little

information, useful or other-

wise.

To wit:

The impending opening of

the new C&F building in its

full capacity has brought quite

a bit of speculation as to what
affect this newest expansion
will have on the campus in ge-

neral. Some have suggested the

return of the Classroom Annex

to its state of former glory as
the Olde Pie Shoppe.

Days of Yore
The suggestion is, of course,

impractical but it does con-

jure up visions of the splendor

of yore. Juniors and Seniors

only will remember those days
of glory. Not the period of the

reign of the nickel in the hal-

lowed hall, but the times before

the innovation of labyrinthlan

partitions and over-active steam
heaters.

It used to be that one could

wait for his burnt hamburger
or well-lubricated cheese in a
friendly spirit of contact com-
petition of a mob scene. These
were the days before the regi-

mented lines and the chrome-
plated turnstile that keep
eager customers to a close-knit'

rank and file. The old- system
added a measure of chance to

the lunch hour—you could never
tell if you'd get' anything to

eat within the allotted hour.

Mississippi Gamblers
The outstanding feature of

the old regime was pinochle.

The north side of the building

was reserved for fountain-type

booths which were constantly

filled with three or four avid

card players and at least six

spectators. Such goings-on

PADDED CELL:

EMSORE Booms To Greatness

There is—though the fact is

denied—a satanic little group on
this campus known as EMSORE
—Early Morning Society Of
Rocket Engineers. Only after
many weeks of careful search
did I stumble across the group
accidentally.

It was shortly after midnight,
and the dorm was quiet: no
sound save my room-mate fran-

tically rebuilding his motorcycle
in time for the spring thaw. The
room was cluttered so I was do-

ing my skiing in the hall, prac-

ticing for the 50 meter jump.
There were three of them squat-
ting on the floor. I tried going
high, but my left ski caught a

rib. Well, I was sore, breaking
a ski like that, after it had hard-
ly been used. (The hall is gen-

erally too crowded for the 50
meter.) I stumbled back to the

group and bent down for a bet-

ter look. Just then one of the
chaps raised his head and yelled

"BOOM!"
"BOOM," I returned in as

friendly a manner as I could

muster at that hour, "BOOM."
Then the whole scene was ob-

scured by smoke. This set me
to wonder at the friendliness of

their intentions. The smoke
cleared, and a rather ragged
head stared at me from the floor.

"BOOM!" I said. He hit me.
The next few moments were

rather hazy, and the soot from
the stove pipe was ruining the
monogram on my pajamas.
There wasn't much room inside

the pipe, but finally one of them
said "No, I wouldn't do, and that

they would have to keep using

dogs, like the Russians. It was
then I learned that this was
EMSORE headquarters. Com-
l)osed of dedicated Villanovans,

this group was putting every-

thing (gunpowder, match-heads,

three mice, one counselor) into

the current effort to conquer

space. The society is in the hands

of the Anthropology majors, and
includes a few frustrated En-

Ry BOB

glish majors, and a foreign look-

ing chap, who stood with his

face pressed against the wall
and kept mumbling, "So dis iz

Amereka." An exchange stu-

dent, invited into the EMSORE
inner circle. "Quite all right,"

I was assured, "They think he
went down with the Doria."

"Boom!" I yelled in greeting.

He smashed his head against

the wall.

I was led over to a bunk. They
pointed to a mound under a
blanket I took to be someone's
room-mate. It wasn't. There
were pipes (stove pipe, water
pipe, wind pipe), a can of

black powder, a dead mouse*
and a crumpled fruit cake.

Gad, I thought, what happened
to his room-mate? I poked the

mouse. (I didn't think the
mouse was his room-mate; I

like the feel of dead mice.)

This, they explained, was the
rocket material. No, not the
mouse—^^the pipe and the pow-
der. "Yes, you can have him."
I put the mouse into my pocket.

Privilege Yet?

Then they showed me the
latest rocket—a length of

stove pipe stuffed with 73
cases of match heads. The
launching crew was already
cutting through floors three

stories up. They would break
through the roof in a matter
of minutes. Would I hold the

match to light it, they asked?
As a new member it would be
a privilege etc., I told them.
They crowded against the wall.

"Light it!" they yelled. "Hell

No!" I said and ran.

Safely locked in my own
room, I took the mouse from
my pocket and held him by the

Uil. "BOOM!" I said. He didn't

move. I stuffed him through
the hole and into the cylinder
of my roomie's motorcycle.

"BOOM!" I said when I thought
how surprised my roomie would
be after the spring thaw.

would hardly be fitting in the

sophisticated atmosphere of the

modern cafeteria, but in the

dimly-lit, slightly dusty sur-

roundings of the Pie Shoppe of

old it added the spirit of a Mis-

sissippi gambling boat.

The abolishment of this par-

ticular feature has had its good

and bad effects. Attendance at

class has increased considerably,

(although the attendance mark-
ing system may be to blame for

this change) The new blue laws

have, however, wrought a hard-

ship in another quarter. To this

date Tour former students have
found it necessary to leftve the

school due to the resultant loss

of income and throe others have

suspended all social activities

for the same reason.

'Ten-Hat!
There were other advantages

hi tiie pre-juke box ear. You
could eat an entire meal with-

out having to jump to attention

once at the blaring airwaves,

"Attention Villanovans!" The
service at the counter wasn't

any better than at present, but

the coffee has an aromatic rus-

ty-pipe flavor that is missing in

the new facilities. Lounging ar-

rangements were not half so

elaborate as those now avail-

able, but it was sometimes pos-

sible to find an empty booth

and take a small nap without

the disturbance of the long blue

arm of the law.

Conversation, the lost art,

florished in those days. There
was always someone to talk to,

and more surprising, you could

hear yourself think without the
dulcet tones of "Bandstand"
softly obliterating all other
sound. Of course, this was be-

fore the founding of the Villa-

nova chapter of the Mickey
Mouse club and it was still pos-

sible to strike up a conversation

without interrupting "Maverick"

or "Cheyenne."
There are a few about cam-

pus who would return to the

ankle-deep coffee on the floor,

the conversation, and the pi-

nochle. For the rest they must
content themselves with the

new noon-time sports of bounc-

ing on foam rubber and break-

ing plastic spoons.

Wsf^mm
by •.;.-: .••^•.

SHELL E. KEAT$ y:

How often dear one do you
think of me those love*

ly nights in a coconut tree . . .

the time you saved me from a
natives spear .... hunting
for roaches when the morn-
ings were clear the
way you'd smooth my hairy
head picking out lice that you
knew were dead do
you remember dear?
Oh! I was so TRUE

but now I'm just an-
other ape in the New York
Zoo.

THE LITTLE GUY:-

No Rowing Toam? What Is This?
RAY QUAGLIA

I just saw this kid again yesterday when I was walking

down by Mendel Hall. He didn't have time to dodge me so

he smiled and said hello. He really thinks Im a grade "A"
creep and in a way I can't blame him too much,

I have to laugh, though, when I think of how I met this

fellow. We were both out here for the first time and we
were really "gung-ho." Me and my pal from high school

were yelling "Bear Meat" all over the place, singing songs,

and really getting in good with those guys with the white

hats.

Well anyway they herded us all into the stadium, with

our beanies and bow ties and rolled-up -pants. We really

looked like a bunch of clowns, but me and my buddie thought

this was great stuff, being in college and all.

'These guys kept yelling about all the sports we have

out here, and they finally asked us if we had any questions.

Well a few guys asked about some silly stuff, so I figured I'd

shake everybody up and play a bit of a role.

I asked this guy real suave like, if we had a rowing

team. He got all flustered and said no, but if enough fellows

were interested perhaps he could arrange it. Well did I act

dissapointed ! I got that look on my face like I was all bro-

ken up, and sort of sulked. This really cracked my buddie

up, he was giggling like mad and trying to hide it at the

same time. He was really getting a big kick out of me.

That's when I met this kid I'-m talking about. He came
barrelling up to me all out of breath, trying to run and Lot

miss any "Bear Meats" at the same time. He started pop-

ping questions all over the place.

How many guys do we need for the team and he's got

nine guys that are really good and how many guys can I get.

Stuff like that. Well I shot the breeze with him for awhile,

stopping now and then for a "Bear Meat," because the kid

was all enthused and thought I was a wheel or something.

Well anyway he finally asked me what school I'd rowed

for and I said I didn't row for a school. He looked a little

puzzled and said "private club huh?" I said no-I didn't row

for a private club either and started trying to sneak away.

He was really confused now, so he said sort of mad like

"well, where did you row then?" I told him I'd done quite a

bit of crabbing. "CRABBING", he yelled. "Crabbing", I said

real soft and sincere like. He just walked away sort of mum-
bling to himself.

I guess he generalized about me and mistrusts every-

body out here since then, because the kid still doesn't talk

much and we still don't have a rowing team that I know of.

.•AW.V.'.V-V.

01 PINTO

QUAGLIA

What Are You Going To Be? - Why?
By BOB PINTO

"What are you going to be?" No ques-

tion strikes more terror in the heart of a
liberal arts man. He will try to give a dig-

nified answer, lauding knowledge per se and
handing out a lot of jazz about knowing the

best that man has thought, but inside,

you've got him scared. I know. It happens
to me all of the time.

When I was a senior in high school, my
counsellor told me that all of the persons
going into engineering and business in col-

lege were already as educated as they could be. They didn't

need any more general schooling, but I was still a slob; I

needed a liberal education. So you see the fallacy? Every-
one thinks an arts man should be smart but it's just the op-
posite. He needs the course to catch up with everyone else.

He is just expanding his high school education.

Psalm of Life

When he graduates from the arts course, he will have
only a lot of knowledge about things that everyone and any-
one could easily learn if they didn't think it was a waste of
time. He can't set up a system of accounting or find the op-

timum mixture of two fuels or do any of those things which
are really so important in a life that is measured by a bank
book and justified by production.

If everyone in history had taken liberal arts, we
wouldn't have television, cars, automation and industry,

rockets and warheads, and all of the fabulous things that
make everyone so happy today. (Only a fool would question
the ability of these things to make us happy—they made
the late Mr. Robert Young of the N. Y. Central happy!)

Philosophy From Modern Magazines
So the arts man will go on in this world being a parasite,

adding no new weapon or means of production, blanch-
ing inside when asked to justify his existence in society,

and doing nothing but thinking and learning about life.

(Which is unnecessary because the modem women's jour-
nals tell us all about life without our even having to crease
our cerebrum.)

If "What are you going to be?" is the important ques-
tion for a college man—with underiones of "How much
money?" and "What social prestige?", then liberal arts is a
waste of time. But if the important question could some-
times be phrased "How are you going to be?" then we will

have to keep some of the outdated subjects and bullthrow-
ing courses that we teach now, so that we will have a few
students around to answer that question if it should ever
happen to come up.

i
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571 Villanovans Named to Fall Dean's List; Nine Gain 4.0 Mark
(Continued from Pago 1)

Dow, Robert F., Jr. CF
DuRocher, Joseph W., CF
Duryea, Albert J., CF .,*...
Echelmeicr, Joseph D., EGR. .,^,.»',
Engleboch, Robert G., EGR.
Fink, Robert L., EGR
Fitzpatrick, Michael F„ CF.
Fogoroli, Richard P., EGR.
Foley Frederick M., BIO. ,

Forlano, Richard P., BIO. »

Goldberg, Robert J., BIO.
Gormley, Richard O., MAT.
Greyscn, Eileen M., NUR.
Hagosky, John S., CF. ..,,.,.,,».
Hafey, Frederick W.. CF. ^ . . i',., ',\,.

Joczun, Victor S., CF » •.

Judson, John P., PHY.
Kaplan, Albert A., BIO
KeOy, Edward J., CF. .

Kennedy, Thomas R., ART
Kennerson, John F., ART.
Kraus, Bernhard J., EGR. ,

Leisey, William E., CF.
Leitz, Agnes M., NUR.
Lieblein, William H., EGR. .

Livengood, Donald J., MAT.
Lowell, Thomas G., SOC. . .

Lynch, Dennis J., v BIO. ....
LyrKh, Thomas J., CF
Moct-leal, Barry J., CF. ....
Manion, Joseph J., CF
Morchione, Joseph R,, CF. .

Martin, Robert V., CF
McCloskey, Marshall A., EGR.
McCormick, Francis E., PHY.
McDonnell, John V., ART.

Ill ART. .

,
CF

SOC. ...,
C, SOCi
E^R. ....

, CF. ....
EGR.

. t'i : ' » '•

* f . • •" .^ • ,1

«» ^'^ •«

3
3.

3
3.

3.

3.

3.

3.
3.

3

McGill James H.,

McKay, Froncis J.

Medio, Mario J.,

Morrison, Richard
Morrissey, Paul F.

Myer, Gregory P.

Norris, Clinton J.,

O'Brien, Gerald J., EGR. . .

O'Reilly, Timothy P., ART.
O'Rourke, Gerard J., EGR. .

Ortaldo, Joseph F., EGR. . .

Palsir, James W., CF
Pappono, William H., EGR.
Pfeiffer, Thomas J.. ART. .

Phipps, John J., EDU. ....
Piccone, Robert J., ART. ..
Presley, Charles R., CF. . .

.

Reilly, Thomas J., CF
Remy, Joseph A. CHM. . .

Retacco, Louis F., ART. . .

Rodgers, Eugene, CHM. . .

.

Rugel, Anthony G., CF. . . .

Russokov, Alan D., BIO. . .

Samulewicz, Thomas F., CF.
Sarxlers, John A., CF
Schalk, John E., CF. .....
Schwartz, Francis T., EGR.
Sekits, Donald F.,

Steeb, Robert C,
Stenicky, Andrew
Stratman, Joseph
Sugiura, Masakozu, CF
Susnjara, Gary M., ART. ,

Terrazzini, Joseph A., EDU.
Toman, John J., ART. ...
Touey, William J., CF
Weaver, Charles L., MAT. . .

.

Wesley, John M., ART
Wickershom, Richard J., ART.
Wills, Barry, BIO
Wilson, John F., PHY. . . ....
Zeccardi, Joseph A., BIO. ...

SOPHOMORE
Andiorio, Willoim J., EE. ....
Barron, William R., CHE. ...
Beahn, Thomas J., PHY
Bollmann, Charles A., BIO. .

.

Bonk, Stanley P., ME.
Brian, Dovid A., BIO.
Brown, Donald J., lA
Bulatewtcz, Frank S., ACC. . .

Burns, James F., EE. ......,,
Byrne, William, CE. ........
Camp, Joseph S. CHE. ......
Carroll, Charles v., ACC
Carroll, Joseph F., ACC
Carton, Stephen C., PL
Chapley, Joseph P., PHY

. . ... *

.....

.< . . .: ,.

• . • . •

EGR.
BIO. ...
L., CF.
T., ART.

•* • • •

• « • • • f

76
t8
61
32
»0
62
53
86
14
00

3.29
3 71
3.85
3.22
3.11
3.00
3.28
3.81
3.37
75
42
67
37

3.45
3.29
3.00
3.07
3.81
3.26
3.26
3.05
3.26
3.16
3.52
3.43
3.37
3.26
3.26
3.11
3.00
3.05
3.68
3.05
3.10
3.00
3.10
3.81
3.05
3.35
3.44
3.44
3.58
3.05
3.14
4.00
3.21
3.33
3.21
3.26
3.53
3.16
3.11
3.20
3.29
3.19
3.00
4.00
3.00
3.11
3.30
3.53
3.05
3.39
68
58
05
33
19

..... 3.05

.;.

.

3.24
. 3.58

... . 3.12

..... 3.00

..... 3.29

..... 3.06

.... 3.67
3.77

... . 3.16

..... 3.50

..... 3.83
3.11

. . ..'. 3.00
3.00

Christensen, (aeorge L., CE 3.41
Costello, James M., CE
Costoln'ick John J., CHE. ,

Cottrell, James L., ACC.
Coylc, William F., ACC. . ,

Devine, John P., EE
Donohue, John J., ART. . ,

Dorgan, William A., lA. . ,

Dorsey, Joseph C, ACC. ,

Drislone, Cornelius J., ME. .

Ellison, Charles R., EE. . ,

Ferraro, Robert A., MKT.
Ferroni, Richard C, PL. . ,

Galm, William J., ME. . ,

Gerstner Richard T., CHE.
Glaser, Barry L., BIO. . . ,

Godwin, Robers A.^ ACC.
Hall, Robert A., E^
Hinkle, John L., EE
Hoffman, Thomas A., BIO
Idell, Peter P., PHY
Jackson, Robert J., ACC.
Kearney, James P., MKT.
Kelly, James D., ME
Kennedy, John D^ lA.
Kenney, Walter F. Jr.,

Kierney, Carl E., BIO.
Kraemer, Kenneth R.,
Lauzon, Joseph H., CE
Lenskold, Richard K

ME.

"art!

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

EE.
Lettau, (Herbert G., ART
Lima John B., BIO
Loggi, Doniel G., EDU
Macoluso, John A., EE.
Mocklin, Francis A., ART. . .

,

Moher, John F., CHE
Mahle, Walter S., CHE. .....
Marinak, Michael J., CHE. ...
Mastrangelo, Michael J., ....
Mottei, Robert D., ACC
McCarthy, Donald J., ACC. . . .

McDonough, James T., SOC. .

McGrath, Joseph H., PL. . ..\
McLane, George F., EE. .....;
McLomghlin, Margaret, NUR. .

McNichol, John F., lA
Merikangas, James R., PHY. .

Messner, Frederick A., EE. ...
Minkiewicz, Vincent J., PHY. .

Mirabile, Anthony T., PL
Murtha. Frank F.. ART
O'Kone, Thorrws R., ART ....
O'Rourke, Matthew J., ACC. ,

Peorl, Oscar J., PL
Perry, Francis M., ME
Pultorak, Joseph John SOC.
Redgatc, Michael C, IA
Ruth, Lawrence A., SOC.
Somongo, Nicholas A., ACC. .

Schanrw, Joseph F EE
Schmidt, John F. CHM
Schwartz, John J., EE
Scott, Edwin W., ACC
Scott, Roger W., ACC 3
Siegfeldt, Harry J., ME.
Spetzer, Joseph P., EE
Sturm, Joseph B., ART
*ugint, Bernice A., NUR. .

Swenson, Jonon. W., FIN. . ,

Tedesci, John M., BIO, . . . i

Tertoglio, Nicholas C. BIO. /
Troy, Thomas M., ART
Usher Mary J., NUR
Von Allen, Rodger. lA
Word. Marlene M., NUR, .

Wiele, Fred J., EE i.

.

Wihoms John D.. EDU. . .

.

Willig, Alon 8 , EDU

* • ..# j"* ff

3.28
3.52
3.11
3.78
3.36
3.00
3.48
3.33
3.05
3.32
3.11
3.00
367
3.43
3.44
3.50
3.64
3.18
3.90
3.24

61
28
00
50
28
82

3.86
3.32
3.00
3.11
3.73
3.00
3.36
3.00
3.10
3,10
3.71
4.00
3.11
3.06
3.35
3.06
3.45
3.00
333
300
3.45
3 53
3.00
3.40
3 44
361
3.17
324
3.17
3.17
339
3.06
3 73
3.05
3.05
3.67
00
29
55
42
43
72
20
88
50
24
17
19
74
00
42

Wnlf, Thomas M., ART. . . ,

Young, Leo J, F^
JUNIOR

Anthony, Richard >os., ART
Avery, Douglas Paul, ME. ,

Avil, Howard J. Jr., EE.

Axt, Michael P., FIN.
Bacher, Chorles F., EE.

Baker, Robert F., PHY. ...... v....
Bausher, Regino M., NUR. ..,,.,..
Baxter, Robert F. MAT. . . ...v,, . .

.

Bednar, Richard R., MKT. .,.'..\.
Bell, John J., ART. ...........
Oergin, Robert C, ENG.
Best, John R., lA
Bindas, Paul T., CE. . . .

Boyle, Gerald P., ME. . . .

Brady, Joseph A. EE. ...
Rrady, Thomas E., lA.

Brer.non, Matthew F., lA.

Breslin, Thomas J., ME. .....»,..,;»

Gallon, AAargoret M., NUR. ./i,;,..
Car pbell, Patrick C, PL. ,.,'.,'(i..

Corr, John G. Jr., lA. ....;.'. .'..i
Connon, John J., PSC.
Coiey, William Francis, ME
Co'tsel, Lawrence E., EE. .........
Cossidy, Paul E., PL. ...,,,:..,,.
Castaldi, Fronces C, NUR. ... ...i
Charde, John J., ACC
Christy, William IV, ENG. ..,'..,..
Clark, James R., CHc. . . . ...;/.'..

Coccagna, Edmund G., EE. ,....'.,
Collins, Kathleen M., NUR. .......
Collova, Nicholas D., BIO. .......
Conaway Joseph T., HIS. .......
Connor, Raymond F. Jr., CHE,
Cooke, Joseph W., CE. ...... ..,'

Cooley, Gerald L., ME. .........
Corey, James W., POL. .......;..
Comely, James F., ACC. .,,....
Costa, Noel N., BlO. ..,;.......
Cunius, Robert J. lA. .........
Cunningham, Frank R., PSC. .....
Curtin. John Joseph. ENG. .... .i,
D'Arcy, James A., EE. . .........
Dean, Gregory J., HIS
De Grave, Donald R., EE
Devery, Kieran M. Jr., lA. .

Dilks, Robert C, lA
DiRocco, Joseph E., POL. .........
Dougherty, Dennis J., EDU
Drisioll, Joseph A., ME ,

.

Duffy, Eugene P., ART. .........
Evans, Stephen, FIN
Forley, Edward P., EE
Fasono, Matthew D., EE
Ferris, Constonce, NUR. .........
Fields, John S., HIS. . ..
Fink, Leo T., IA ,..,
Fitzmourice, John P., EE. .......
Fitzpatrick, Charles W., ART
Forkin, Thomas S., ENG
Gale, Louis Joseph, EE
Gallagher, James F. X., ACC. .....
Gaynord, Thomas P., PHY
Ghilardi, Rosalina M., NUR
Givnish, Gerard D., HIS
Glennon, William T., ART. ,...,,
Goldschmidt, Thomas C, ENG
Gooley, Donald E., HIS
Gorman, Joseph S. Jr., EDU. ....»,
Grubb, Harold R., EE
Hargadon, Joseph M. Jr., ME. ..... ,

Hepburn, Raymond G., (,E .........
Hilbert, Ralph W., ME
Hixson, William Wren, ME
Holden, Robert W EE
Hone, John M., ACC

,

Hull, James C., ACC. ......
Hynes, Benjamin F., HIS.'

,

Johnson, Terence L., ME
Jones, Robert L., BIO
Kachmarick, John A., BIO. ......
Kallfelz, Charles P., EE. .....,.,
Kavanagh, James J., PL . . ,

Kelley, John D., HIS
Kelly, C. Edward J., CHE
Kelly, William J. Jr., EE
Kelty, Joseph Patrick, BIO.
Kerber, Charles L., ACC.
Kimball, Warren F., PHI. . .

;

Knepley, Joseph E., EE '.

Krockeier, Joseph J., CHE. ...
Krallinger, Robert E., EE. ...
Lavish, Edward Charles, ACC.
Leary, Edward V. HIS
Leemhuis. Roger P., HIS. . . .

Lepore, Alfred Anthony, PL. .

Lindroth, John G., BIO
Lucking, Joseph H., CHE. . . .

Lukens, Kathryn A., NUR. . , .

Lytle, William J., CE
Malonoski Joseph F., lA. ...
Margolt, Clement K., EE
Morley, James A Jr., lA. ...
Matouk, George F CHE. . . .

Mazza, Matthew P., CE. . .

.

McArdle, Sean A.. CHM. . . .

McConn, William E., ART. ...
McCarthy, Henry J., EE. ..
McLlain, Charles D., ACC. ...
McCullough, James J., EE. .

McDevi**, Charles F., CHM. .

McElhenny, James P., ART." .

McGrclh, Joseph G., lA. ...
McHale, James J., lA
McKenna, Thomas A., Eng. . .

,

McSheo, Michael James, CE. .

Merkeirt. Robert J. EE
Miller, Frank J., ACC
Miller, James J., SS
Mingione, Joseph A., EE. , .

.

Moron, John P., CE
Murotori, Ernest Jr , PL. . . .

Murphy, Robert A., EE
Mussio, John A., BIO. ......
Notale, David J, PL. .......
O'Brien, Peter J., PL
O'Donnell, John F., EDU. .....
Pacheco, Francisco J., FIN. ...
Papiernik, Donald G., ACC. .

Poskin, Sondor, BIO. .......
Pcolieski, John J., lA. .,,..
Pepe, Anna Elizabeth, NUR. .

Pepe, Michael J., PSC
Phelps, Richard F., ME. .....
Phillips, William F., BIO. . .

.

Pinto, Robert L., ART
Purcell, Anthony D., BIO.

Suaglia, Raymond J., ENG. ...
ecker, Peter E., FIN.

Redding, Martin
Redpoth, Robert
Reynolds, Ralph
Riccio, James P.

Rico, Joseph S.

Roop, David E.

3.58
3.36

3
3.

3.

3
3

57
.25
.10
.39
.48

3.05
3.24
3.50
3.00
3.17
3.29
3.11
3.10
3.25
.17
.11

.28

.73

.00

.83
3.28
3.55
3.65
3.00
3.17
3.64
3.11
3.09
3.41
3.10
3.10

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

50
19
23
24
05
57
00
TO

3.00
3.24
3.00
3.70
3.28
3.00
3.11
3.61
3.44
3.16
3.60
3.06
3.39
3.05
3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

I •'..••• •

CE. .

, FIN.
R , CE. .

lA. ...
P., ME.

. EE
Soponc, Joseph R., EDU.
Schneider, Joseph D., EE
Shea, Edword A., ART. .,,
Sheppard, Albert W., EE. . .

,

Simpson, Joseph J. Jr.. CE.
Smorgiossi, Paul R., ME. .

Somerville, William P., ME.
Swineford Herbert T., SOC.
Tackos, Gory F., FIN. . . .

Tacrmina, John F., MKT. .

Thomas, Clayton H., ART. .

Thomas, Robert E., I A. ...
Tomkiewicz, John J., IA. .

Utsch, Edward A., ACC. . .

.

Volitski, William F., EE. . .,

Vasturia, Joseph W., CE. .

Wagner, Richard J., EE. . .

.

Wagner, Robert J., EE. ...
Word, Edward L., lA
Whelon, James W., EE. ...
Woodword, James M., ME. .

YonnjI, Edward T., CE. ...
Zcoser, Edward H., lA. . . .

Zetusky, Edward J. Jr PL.
Zicorelli, Joseph M., ART. .

Zygmont, Anttwny J., EE. .

10
.05
.76
10
.55
.39
.25
.60
.06

4.00
3.19
3.06
3.05
4.00
.3.33
3.16
3.45
3.35
3.45
3.60
3.45
3.35
3.94
3.57
3.24
3.00
3.60
3.60
3.55
3.06
3.17
3.55
3.30
3.65
3.00
3.47
3.65
3.18
3.85
3.14
3.00
3.43
3.22
3.00
3.05
3.41
3.37
3.00
3.00
3.52
3.05
3.00
3.00
3.00
.3.15
4.00
3.30
3.41
3.38
3.17
3.57
3.00
3.00
3.70
3 44
3.17
3.40
3.23
3.11
3.12
.3.44
3.17
3.33
3.70
3.83
3.11
4.00
3.28
3.00
3.55
3.00
3.75
3.14
3.37
.00
17
.05
17

327
3.28
3 50

3.

3.

3
3

' . . if> . ...

3.
•3.

3.

3.

3
3.

3.

3.

.60

.60

.29

.22
25
.38
.05
.35

3.22
3.11
3.11
3.55
3.28
3.29
4.00
355
3.14
330
3.74
4.00
90
35
14
19
22
33

3.25

SENIOR
Armstrong, Robert, ART. . .

Bornocky, Guy S^ EE. ...
Becker, Irwin, BIO
nell, Lucille H., NUR. . .

Bettwy, Theodoie S., EE. .

Binet, George 0. Jr., MKT.
Bonner, Robert F. Jr., CE.
Brouner, Joseph W., CHE.
Brennon, William T., EE. .

Brogan, Frank P., HI5. , i,

,

Buckley, Mory T., NUR. .

.

Callan, Potrick J., FIN. .,
Capelli, John P., BIO
Casey, John J., EE
Cefarotti, Michoel D., BIO.
Celia, Joseph A., MAT. . .

Charlier, Peter W., EDU. .

Christmann, George E., ME.
Ciardi, Albert A., PL
Clark, Joseph E., CHM. . .

Coffey, John J., PL. . . . .

Colitz, Joseph J., MKT
Connor, Gene A., lA.
Craft, John J., PL
Crcmic, Louise J., NUR. .

Curley, Rithard J., ART. .,

Curti, Dino L., EE
Cusma, Jf-hn T. ACC. ....
Czous, Walter T., CHE. . . .

D'Ambrisi, Anthony S., EE.
Domiani, Ronald D., EDU.
Decker, John T., CE
Deegan, Francis C, lA. . .

DeGroft, Walter J., FIN. . . ,

Delarwy, Thomas J., CHE.
DiMartino, Attilio J., lA. . ,

DiPasqualc, Nancy F., NUR
Dondero, Marilyn T., NUR.
Donohoe, Francis J. Jr., EE
Douahertv Gerald A., ACC.
Dressier, Richard M., EDU. ,

Eamunds, Drucilla M., NUR
Ellis, David J., EE
Ellis, Joseph F., II, ACC. ,

Ercole, Robert C, ACC. . .

Erier, Arlene A., NUR. . .

Etter, Timothy P., lA. . . ,

Fabio, Diminic D., EE. . . .

,

Fozio, John B., MKT ,

Ferreri, Michael G., CE. ..
Finer, Paul A. ENG
Fisher, John J., SCI. ..,.,
Fleck, Charles N., ART. .

.

Flood, Michael K., SOC. .

.

.
• •

*••.

.« • '4

* "*. '

•*t I,

,

*' •' •

• • •

.«; • i

'••it I

« • •

*• • •

*' * f '

. • ,• •

• ». • • ?..•*• •• '

• ft •' • •

• » <

• • I t'.v <

3.63
3.38
3.83
3.29
3.14
3.67
3 26
3.10
3.14
S.O.'^

3.29
3.17
3.84
3.44
3.63
3.37
3.10
3.78
3.17
3.12
3.44
3.11
3.22
3.22
3.53
3.11
3.52
3.00
3.25
3 24
3.24
3.10
3.22
3.70
3.45
3.33
3.05
3.40
3.05
3.61
3.75
3.40
3.29
3.50
3.28
3.00
3.11
3.14
.00
.25
.16
.05
.33

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.24

ACC.
., ACC
CE.

k
T., NUR.
F., ART.
L., ART.

. ACC. ..-.

ACC

• '• 'i,t \t I

Folmcr, James V., ART. .

Ford, Michael J., ART. . ,

Fortin, Frederick T., ENG
Fox, Jomes A., EDU.
Fronheiser, James J.,

Gallagher, Anthony J

Gallagher, Connell J.,

Gollogher, Potri '

Garroty, Marie
Glockin, Gerald
Goodyear, John
Grey, Francis J

.

Guarnaccia, Froncir. J
,

Haines, Joseph R., IA
Hamburger, Richird J., BIO
Harding, Jame:. D., EDU. .

Hatton, George A., lA. ...
Hayman, Henry D., ART. . .

Heoney, Michael E., FIN. . .

Henry, F. Williom, ART. .

Herbs;-, Joseph A.. CHE. .

Herzog, Joseph A., CE. .

Hogon, Roger B., EE. . .

Hommel, Jome?^^ J., ART.
Hopkins, Charles H.. ART
Hosey, John F., ART. . .

Hunt, John J. Jr., HIS. ., .v^ . . . ..Vi
Husted, John M., EE. v " "

Jones, John P., PSC. <

.

Kane, Leo P., EE. ....
Keegan, Joseph M.. PHI
Kelleher, Michael J.,

Kelly, Francis X., EE.
Kinney, Joseph A., ENG. ...... ..
Kirchner, Robert A. Jr.. CHE. . . .

.

Koestlef, Donald J.. CHE. ....'.*..

i

Kolen, Joseph S., MKT ....;..,
Komon, Joserh J., ART. .i.. ,ii..
Kopczynski. Thomof. L., SOC. .....
Lomarre Clement D., ENG
Lam^irecht, John H., EE. .......
Langley, Neal A., EDU. . . . . . ... .

.

Laughim, Pmil F., ENG.. ........
Lawrence, William J., EE. .......
Lennert. Frank B., BIO. .........
Lesko, William E., FIN
Lesniczok, Irene D., NUR. ...*,,,
Lignelli, Gregory J., BIO. . . . . . .

^.'

Lisa, Austin A., lA .....,..;
Lipski, le-^nord J., CE. .........

.

LoBue, Ttiomas J., CHE. <,i;,, ..

Luhowy, Gabriel J.. EE. ...•.;•.,'.<...

Lyons, John C, PSC '. .... .

.

Lyons, Raymond T., ACC. ........
Macri, Anthony J., BIO. ........

«^

«

«,.*••• .• .•

•; • • • > • ^'^ «

. * t • '< .tV'4 «

.. *.*•. Jt %'% .. t

3.33
3.07
3.17
3.36
3.11
3.33
3.75
3.62
3.53
3.33
.3.83
3.83
3.00
3.35
3.64
3.32
3.43
3.24
3.61
3.44
3.10
3.00
3.67
3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

CE.

.00

.20

.50

.26

.76
3.17
3.62
3.39
3.00
3.10
3.63
3.05
3.95
3.05
3.50
3.00
3.1^
3.24
.47
.74
.10
.05
.83
.38
.26
.06

3.35
3.05
3.14
3.17
3.50
3.53

• •*••«•

« • • ,« «

Mignogno,
Mikolojews
Miller, Dori
Miller, John

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

Magann, Francis W., ACC.
Mohoney, Robert W., lA. .

Monnella, Alfred S., ACC.
Marley, Donald R., tA. .

.

Martin, William A., BIO. .

Martinez, Arturo, CE. . .

,'

Martinez, Thomas \., Eng. ........
Marzen, Charles P., EDU . . . .

Masoloitis, Putinas, V., CE .

Masotti, Lawrence J., ACC
McAllister, Neil F., EE.
McBryon, Don J., CHE
McCabc, Kathleen M., NUR
MuConnell, Howell A., HIS
McCurley, WM. S. IlL BIO. ....>..
McDonnell, Michael T., lA. .. ;i..
McGuckin, Jcseph M., ME. .........
McHugh, Joseph J., MKT
McNaney, James Lloyd, CE. >.,.*,

.

McWilliams, Robert P., PSC. / . . .
.'.-

osalie C, NUR
ard E., ART
NUR.

W., CE
Miller, Kenneth A., ENG. .*.,>...
Minicozzi, William P., BIO. •.,..,

,

Minotti, Louis S. Jr^ ACC. ..,.,;,.
Morris-, Constance 6., NUR, ......
Mos^s, Melvin L., BIO.
Moynihan, John J., ART.
Muller, John B., FIN.
Muller, Paul M., lA. .

Neol, John A., MKT. .

Norton, Joseph A., ACC.
O'Connor, Lawrence J. ...

O'Connor, Pricilla C, NUR
O'Leory, John Timothy, ENG.
Overbeck, Joan Anne, NUR. .

Patton, William L., EDU. . .

.

Peterson, Owen J., lA. .....
Pfoff, rionald J., FIN. .....
Pietroni, Andrew G., ACC. . .

.

Piianowski, Leo S., CHM.
Pinto, Louis J. Jr., ME. ,

Pittelli, Joseph J. BIO. .

Plavran, Marian T., NUR
Ponqia. Vincent John, CE
Powers, David C, PL
Princz, Bela S., CE :

Przybylski, Joseph P., ART
Quigtey, John F., BIO. .........
Raichle, Louis A., SOC. ..........
Raikowski, Robert P., ACC.

(Continued on Page 10)
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The case of the typing paper

that erased without a trace— or,

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
V SM Typewriter I^per

It's a cinch to "rub out" typing errors

and leave no "clues", when you use

Eaton's Corrasable Bond Paper.

Never smears, never smudges— be-

cause Corrasable's like-magic surface...

erases without a trace! (A flick of the

wrist and a pencil eraser puts things

right!) This fine quality bond paper

gives a handsome appearance to all

your work. It's a perfect crime not to

use it

!

3.38
3.62
3.00
3.67
3.10
3.80
3.55
3.25
3.25
3.17
3.86
3.00
3.29
3.16
3.38
3.44
3.33
3.50
3.95
3.52
3.40
3.20
3.86
3.10
3.55
3.79
3.33
3.40
3.22
3.52
3.38
3.22
3.33
3.11
3.00
3.43
3.74
3.00
3.10
3.17
3.22
3.17
3.50
3.76
3.63
3.10
3.9.S

3.11
3.10
3.10
3.00
3.33
3.67

Erasable Corrasable is available in all the weights you might require—from

onionskin to heavy bond. In convenient 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet

ream boxes. A Berkshire Typewriter Paper, backed by the famous Eaton name.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton

EATON PAPER CORPORATION P I T T S F 1 1: L I) , MASSACHUSETTS

WHAT'S A SHOTGUN SHELL FOR BIRDS?

Members of the Somper Fidelis Gltib are seen at the show-
ing of a mo\ie on the nomenclature and operation of the M-1
rifle last Thursday in the basement of Commodore John Barry
Hall.

Finance Society To Visit

New York City March 23
A rejircHentative of Merrill

Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith
will speak to the Finance Socie-

ty tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. in

101 Vasey Hall.

The Financt Society will travel

to New York City on March 26

to see the American Stock Ex-
chcange. Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, Morgan and Stan-

ley, Hornblower and Weeks,
First Boston Company, and pos-

sibly the new York Stock Ex-

change.
Because of space limitations,

only the first 45 students to pay
for the trip will be allowed to

go-

The purpose of the field trip,

and of the society itself, is to

offer some practical experience

in the field of finance through

the medium of speakers from
the business and finance world.

Also, visits to brokerage

houses and other establishments

connected with the money mar-
ket will help familiarize the stu-

dents planning a career in fi-

nance.
Previous activities include

speakers from Reynolds and Co.

of Philadelphia, and the Federal

Reserve Bank of Philadelphia.

Mr. Lawrence Kirwan, a Vil-

lanova graduate of the Class of

'57, who is now in the brokerage
business, was also a guest speak-

er.

Singers' Concert

Set for March 23
The Villanova Singers in line

with their heavy spring sched-

ule will give their next concert

March 23 at Notre Dame Acade-
my.

This appearance comes after

performances at Mother Cabrini

College, Holy Family College

and an exceptionally good per-

formance at the Choral Festival

held two weeks ago at St. Jos-

eph's College.

Both the director, Herbert
Fiss, and the president of the

organization. Ken MacGillivray,

expressed their approval of the
result.i shown so far, stating

that the future of the singers

looks to be favorably bright.

In order to remain in the po-

sition they have attained this

year students who have singing

ability and are willing to put in

the time needed for weekly re

hearsals should see the officers

or come to a practice session any
Tuesday night at 6 o'clock.

Semper Fi Group

Holds Instructions
The Semper Fidelis Society

will hold the second meeting of

its current series of instruction

for new officer candidates tomor-
row morning.

The instructions are given by
George Reikle, Bill Ganz and
George Wimberg. The meeting
will be held in Barry Hall at

10:30.

Last week Semper Fidelis So-

ciety held a meeting at which
movies were shown. The movies
portrayed the life of a typical

Marine Corps Second Lieuten-

ant.

The society is also making
plans for a Communion Break-
fast which will be held on April

13. The Mass will be in the

chapel and breakfast will be
seri^ed in the resident dining

hall. Reservations can be made
with Captain Grace in the Ma-
rine office in Commodore Barry
Hall. The price is $2.50 per tic-

ket.

The above announcements
were made by Jack Goodyear,
senior Arts major, who is pres-

ident of Semper Fidelis Society
this year.

Four British Schools Offer
Students Summer Programs
Four' British University sum-

mer schools to be held this year
afford American students the
opportunity to study history,

literature, philosophy, music and
art.

The University of Birming-
ham will give a course in

"Shakespeare and Elizabethan
Drama" from July 7 to Aug. 16
at Stratford-on-Avon. There
will also be a seminar on Eliza-

bethan music.

The University of London's
course will be on "Literature,

Art and Social Change in Eng-
land. H89-1870." It will run
from July 7 to Aug. 15.

The University of Oxford will

offer "Literature, Politics and
the Arts in Seventeenth-Century-

England" from July 7 to Aug.
15.

The Scottish Universities will

give "The European Inheritance-

History, Literature and Philos-

ophy" from June 30 to Aug. 8
at the University of Edinburgh.

More information can be ob-
tained from The Institute of In-

ternational Education, 1 East
6tth Street, New York 21, or

from British Information ' Ser«

vices, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20.

M

I

OUR SYMPATHY

In behalf of the student
body, the Villanovan extends
its condolences to the Rev.
Joseph I. Boyle and the Rev.
Francis X. Boyle on the
deatli last Sunday of their

mother, Mrs. Agnes H.
Boyle.

Found: One Diamond Ring.

Loser Please Con-
tact Evening Divi-

sion to Reclaim
Same.

READ
THE VILLANOVAN

(see (»A«A6«A/"'
''^T y

- V.

/

*<*
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ROBERT iivtsQui,. Partridge Cartridge
BOSTON COLL. '

,••'. >, •,•

WHAT'S A HAUGHTY HERON?

^^ ~^-^

ROSEMARY ORZINOWSKI.
NIAGARA U

Vain Crane

^Uk^y^A^'

BOO-BOOS are a clown's best friend. The clown in

question has a penchant for shining his shoes with

molasses, arguing with elephants and diving into wet
sponges. But he makes no mistake when it comes to

choosing a cigarette. He picks the one that tastes best.

He puts his money on the only one that's all fine, light,

good-tasting tobacco, toasted to taste even better. He
selects (The suspense is unbearable.) Lucky Strike! All

of which makes him a Brainy Zany! Quit clowning your-

self—get Luckies right now!

WHAT IS A PUZ2LE FAD?

PIRRY MARTIN. JR

RICE

WHAT DOES A COLD FISH GET?

'"'"" '"iiiM'"i'iM.iiim

MARSOT PHILIPPS.

HUMBOLDT STATI COLL
Gill ChiU

STUDENTS! MAKE $25 '^
Do you like to shirk work? Here's some <'«,«<.v money
—start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler

we print—and for hundreds more that

never get used. Sticklers are simple
riddles with two-word rhyming
answers. Both words must have the

same number of syllables. (Don't do
drawings.) Send your Sticklers with

your name, address, college and class

to Happy-Joe-Lucky. Box 67A, Mt.
Vernon. N. Y.

»V

WHAT IS HOG HISTORY?
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Graduate School Includes

Chemistry In September/58
in;j'"'i

Outside Jobs

Lower Marks,

•/ 'i

Chicago, I11..(I.P.) Outside
employment has a definite effect

on college students' grades.

Students working more than
12 hours a week have some-
what lower grades than those

working fewer hours or not at

all, it was revealed in a sur--

vey conducted at Illinois Insti-

tute of Technology.

Thirty-five per cent of these

students were employed from
four to 40 hours a week, or an
average of 15 hours. The pro-

portion of working students
among seniors was 50 per cent,

slightly higher than the 30 per

cent figure for employed un-

derclassmen.

V
; ; Lig^ht Load

A light class load—11 to 15

hours—was carried by one-

fourth of all students who did

not work and by 34 per cent

of students who did. Half of

the students who are not em-
ployed and 60 per cent of em-
ployed students carried a me-
dium class load of 16 to 18

hours. Only six per cent of

the employed students and 25
per cent of the others carried

a heavy class load of 19 to 21

hours.

Does a student have to be

extra intelligent to work his

way through college?

According to the survey,

students working more than 20

hours each week had signifi-

cantly higher scores on col-

(Continued on Page 10)

(Continued from Page 1)

cal chemistry, (e) an advanced
course in chemistry, and has
passed courses in mathematics
through integral caculus and a
year course in college physics.

Deficiencies in any of the

above may be corrected by
taking courses at Villanova.

This necessity will extend the

time required for qualifying

for the M.S. degree.

Thesis Required
A candidate for the degree,

M.S. in Chemistry, must com-
plete 30 hours of graduate
work acceptable to the Dean
of the Graduate Division and
the Department of Chemistry.
A thesis based on research is

required and may carry credit

for six of these hours.

The major subject may be
selected from: analytical, inor-

ganic, organic, organic-biologi-

cal, and physical. Courses in

biology, physics, geology, and
mathematics may be recom-
mended as supporting supple-
mentary training as part of
the required 30 hours.
Reading knowledge of Ger-

man will be required of all

candidates.

Scholarship Aid
A limited number of assis-

tantships and fellowships are
available to qualified candi-

dates. Graduate assiatantships
requiring up to 12 hours of
teaching service per week car-

ry a stipend of $1600 for ten
months with exemption from
tuition and fees.

Inquiries regarding the gra-

duate program assistantships

and fellowships may be direct-

ed to Dr. G. N. Quam, Head
of Chemistry Department, Vil-

lanova University, Villanova,

Pa.

m Belle Masque Opens March 20,
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Hughes announces campus interviews

for Electrical Engineers

and Physicists receiving B,S.,

M.S., or Ph.D, degrees.

Consult your pUicement office now

for an appointment.

HUGHES

RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURINO

Hughes Aircraft Company • Culver City, Loe AngeUe.

El Segundo and FuUerton, Califtyrnia

and Tucaon, Arizona

m

7M£N£WCRUSH-PROOFBOXi$A R€AL OiSCOVCRY, 700f ^ R. J. RCYNOLDS TOIACCO CO..

WINSTON-SAIIM.N.C.

Paff^e

Attending the St. Francis Villanova basketball game held
last week in the field house were these members of the Diamond
State Club from Wilmington, Del., a branch of the Villanova
University Alumni Association.

Opera Classica to Limit

Membership in September
Opera Classica Music Society

has announced the proposed lim-

itation of its membership effec-

tive September, 1958. Only 50
student members will be admit-
ted into the society. ,

Printed applications will be
available April 1, 1958. All ap-
plicants will be interviewed by
the Director and the officers.

Successful applicants will not
be notified until May 1, 1958.

Puccini's Tosca will be heard
tonight when Opera Classica

meets in the Ea&t Lounge of

Dougherty Hall at 7 :30. Contro-
versial, callous Maria Callas will

appear in the title role.

Callas, who is known more for

her temper than her voice, will

be accompanied by the voices of

Giuseppe DlStefano as Cavara-
dessi and Tito Gobbi as Baron
Scarpia. Tullio Serafin conducts.

Fibn Trips Set

Film trips of the Metropolitan
Opera production of the opera
Tosca will be shown in addition

to reading the Italian-English

libretto and listening to the rec-

ordings. The film stars Callas

with Giuseppe Campora and
George London.
Tosca will also be offered Fri-

day night by the Philadelphia

Grand Opera at the Academy of

Music at 8:15. Licia Albanese
will assume the title role ably

assisted by Richard Cassily as

Cavaradessi and Cosare Bardelli

as Scarpia. Giuseppe Rambos-
check will conduct. Student tic-

kets are available at $1.75 in the

family circle and $1 in the am-
phitheater. Contact Mr. Angel-

ine, Ext. 310 or 383.

Society Marks 5th Year
Opera Classica will mark its

fifth anniversary in October and
plans are in the making to en-

gage 18 meml)ers of the Phila-

delphia Orchestra who will pre-

sent a concert of classical music.

In addition, plans are in prog-

ress to engage one tenor and
one soprano for a night of op-

eratic arias.

Outstanding opera stars and
conductors will be invited to

join the celebration.

Star Performers!

the ARROW pin-tab

and tabber

They're the smoothest shirts

anywhere. And both are yours

in a barrel cufF as well as French

and Link Cujff*, British stripes,

miniature checks, solid colors.

Thank exclusiveArrow Mitoga*
tailoring for their subtly trim

lines, collar to waist to cuff.

"Sanforized**-labeIed. From
$4.00 and up. Cluett, Peabody,

(^ Co., Inc.

ARROW first in fashion

*Treds-metk

Botany "500" ARROW SHIRTS SOLD BY McGragor Sporttweor

SPRITZLER'S "ZVJS::""
16 W. Lancost«r Ave, Ardmorc , Po. 'Aft«r-tix" Tuxcdet for Sol* or Root

JOB FACTS FROM DU PONT ^B
THINGS FOf^ llFTTfR LIVING

1HROUGH CHf/M/Srt'r

LIBERAL EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PROGRAM AT DU PONT

INCLUDES INSURANCE, SAVINGS AND STOCK PLANS

WHAT'S YOUR LINE?

DU PONT NEEDS ALL

KINDS OF ENGINEERS

! PERSONALIZED

I TRAINING

THESES
TYPED

MU 8-6685

DuPont has always needed chem-
ists and chemical engineers, and
still does. But today, there*s critical

need for engineers in almost every

; other field— civil, mechanical, elec-

trical, instrumental and industrial

.engineering, to name a few. ,.;

Expansion is the major reason.

In 1957, for example, sales at

.DuPont were nearly two billion

.dollars. Four new plants were being
built. New research programs were
being launched. New products were
moving into the production and
marketing stages. Engineers and
scientists of all kinds work in 75
Du Pont plants and 98 laboratories

in 26 states. All of this tends to

broaden opportunities for the young
scientist and engineer at DuPont.

If you're interested in finding

full scope for your ability, and this

includes a great many special fields,

Du Pont offers you plenty of oppor-

tunity to move ahead.

SEND FOR INFORMATION BOOKLET

ON JOB OPPORTUNITIES AT DUPONT
Booklets on job* at Dn Pont are yonn
for the asking. Subjects covered in-

clude t mechanical, civil, metallurgical,

chemical, electrical, instrumentation
and industrial engineers; atomic en-
ergy, technical sales, business adminis-
tration, research and development.
Name the subject that interests yon in

a letter to DuPont, 2494-F Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Del.

by

C. M. Forbes

DuPont

Representative

When you join Du Pont as a
scientist or engineer, you're

given an actual project assign-

ment almost at once and begin

to learn your job by doing it.

Thafs tfie essence of our train-

ing philosophy at Du Pont,::'

Our objective is to give you
responsibility at the outset and
qualify you quickly for more,
because the more we grow, the

more we need trained leaders.

Although there is no one
training program at DuPont
(each of our many depart-
ments runs its own), all have
several basic features in com-
mon. All are personcdized—
tailored to the new man's back-
ground and interests. All in-

volve close supervision on an
informal, day-to-day basis.

And all permit periodic evalu-

ation of the new man.

This flexible system helps

the new man to move ahead
according to his abilities. He
gets to know Du Pont and his

job quickly. He gets a head-
start on future responsibility.

You probably have questions

about this program and how
you'd fit into it. VU be glad to

try to answer them when I visit

your campus. Why not sign

up for a Du Pont interview at

your placement office now?

I 1

Means More Security,

Greater Real Income

To Young Graduates

Du Pont believes that the employee
builds his own job security by the

way he does his work, by his contri-

butions to the progress of the Com-
pany and by his readiness to accept

responsibility.

But Du Pont meets the employee
more than halfway with a program
of benefits designed to help him as

he advances. v
,

Your employee benefits go to work
the day you joip the Company. They
grow and build equity for you as the

years go by. Vacations, life insurance,

group hospital and surgical coverage,

accident and health insurance, pen-
sion and bonus plans are all part of

the program.

Let's look at a special example, the

Thrift Plan. You become eligible for

it after one year with the Company.
For each dollar you invest in U. S.

Savings Bonds, the Company contrib-

utes twenty-five cents toward the pur-

chase of Du Pont common stock in

your name. Roughly 65 per cent of

the Company's 90,000 employees are
now participating in the plan.

When you*re deciding on a career,

security is only one consideration.

But it's an important one to you and
your family. At Du Pont, security is

a bright part of the future awaiting
the college graduate.

More than 700 of the some 1100
degree-granting colleges and universi-

ties in the U. S. are represented at

Du Pont. Of these 700, more than half
are the smaller liberal arts coUei^es.
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•THE ENGINEER'S CORNER:

New Column Feature For

Engineers Will Present

Science Students^ Nev^s
:, ; The idea of having a column

! aimed at catching the attention

.
of the engineering students, in

addition to providing a place
V where all important engineer-

ing news could be channeled,

came about as a result of an
informal talk last week between
news co-editors Ed Karrer and
Joe Wheeler, and the author.

• Our purpose is to bring to

. notice some of the newer dis-

: I V coveries and advances made in

.
-. this field, and also to act as a

V. central point into which all

. news, notices, activities, per-
' talning to the engineering school

' could be brought and made
known. Quite often important
meetings and activities are mis-

sed solely because of lack of

! publicity.

Lose A Slide Rule?

Anyone wishing an announce-
ment made in this column
whether it be the time and
place of a meeting or a "Lost

i-. Slide Rule" distress signal, need
only leave a note in room 344

Sullivan Hall by the Wednesday
proceeding the week that it is

to appear.

Recently unveiled at the Air
Power Panorama of the Air

' Force in Washington D.C., was
the new and more powerful
brother of the famed Vulcan

gun.

The new 30 millimeter ver-

I
> sion of the "Getling gun" (the

name given last year to the 20-

millimeter Vulcan because of

,
; its similarity in operation to

the orginal "Catling gun" in-

Survey
(Continued from Pag« 8>

lege entrance examinations
than those who worked less or
not at £lll. However, students
working fewer than 20 hours
per week have slightly lower
intelligence test scores than
non-working students.

Students working more than
12 hours a week spent an ave-
rage of 20 hours a week in

study, while those working less

than 12 hours or not working
at all spent an average of 28
hours a week in study.

Dean's List
(Continued from Page 6)

Reilly, William J. P., ACC 3.17
Resinski, Lawrence J., EE 3.74
Retacco, Daniel A., IA 3.56
Ricci, Anthony J., CE. ...<'.;<,.. 3.05
Roache, Martin J., ART. ........ 3.10
Roberts, Carl J. J., EE 3.62
Roland, John Harry Jr., PL 3.39
Rosenblatt, Stonley A., BIO 3.50
Sceizo, Joseph Jr., BIO 3.42
Scott, Paul Joseph, ACC 3.17
Shuhler, Albert J., ACC 3.17
Sickelton, Francis L., MAT . 3.67
Silvestri, Anthony J., CHM 3.86
Snader, John H., EDU ,..,.»• 3.26
Solarski, John E. Jr., PHY. ./..,... 3.86
Solonr>on, Jack L., SOC 3.44
."Songster, Charles E. SOC. . , 3.1)
Squier, John R., FIN 3.22
Storet, Walter F., CE. ..,,,.>.•;.'-•• 380
Stein, Jcel, BIO ...'...>>... 3.12
Stoinski, Henry R., ART. ..... . . . . . 3.05
Szoblowski, Alexander ACC 3.94
Szatny, Joseph D., CHE 3.10
Toglio/crri, Paul V., ART 3.33
Thompson, Thomas C, CE. ........ 3.20
Thornt-n, Robert J. ACC. ..,.:.»... 3.22
TursI, Rose T., NUR. . 3.40
Odicious, Ralph J, PHY 3.71

Ventura, Melvin C, ME 3.33
Waldrotf, Frank G., CE 3.85
Wolheim, Joseph A., ACC 3.50

Wall Froser M, CHE 3.10

Woters, William C, ACC 3.29

Wholen, Henry F. Jr CHM 3.14

Wholen, Thomo^ 1., lA 3.78

Womard, Angelo M. NUR 3.40

Woodoll, Jomes H J' -ACC 3.06

Yonnacone, John A^ ACC 3.ZZ

Zimmermon, Alfr«d, ACC 3.33

vented by Richard Jordan Gat-

ling in 1862) is capable of giv-

ing moderi\ high-speed jet air-

craft three times the striking

power of the -earlier 20-milli-

meter vermn.
Although firing shells only

50 per cent larger than the ear-

lier model, the new gun inflicts

far more damage, in additltion

to having a higher rate of fire.

The new gun, designated the
Vulcan T/S12, weighs the same
as its predecessor, which is cur-

rently being used on the Air
Force's supersonic F-104A Star-

fighter but in overall
length is eight inches shorter.

Modern Computers Used
Development in 10 months by

the General Electric armament
engineers of the Missile and Or-

dnance Systems at Burlington,

Vermont, for the U.S. Air Force

under a U.S. Army contract,

was made possible .through the

use of modern computing means,

such as digital and analoy com-'

putations.

Within 10 days after the first

unit was put on test, the gun
(met Army Ordnance specifia-

tions.

Many In Professor Greyson's
Material Testing Lab and Dr.
Borowik's class know, the test-

ing of materials will never be-

come routine so long as new
materials are being developed
and older ones are being im*

proved.

Hot Stuff
This is particularly true in the

case of alloys designed for op-
erating temperatures between
1200 and 1250 degrees F. The
problem of finding delicate in-

struments to measure physical
properties of alloys at such
temperatures arises, and in many
cases, the building of the in-

strument very often entails

more work than the develop-
ment of the alloy.

Important properties that
must be considered are the

variation in the modulus of

elasticity at elevated tempera-
tures and the degree of surface

incurred by heat cycling.

To meet this difficulty, the

engineers of Westinghouse Ma-
terials Engineering Department
adapted a standard optical
gauge used for measuring

strains at room temperature for

use at high temperatures.

By silver brazing a 1/8 by
5/16 inch strip of 30-mil thick

platinum to the Refractaloy

knife edge blocks of the gauge,

a bright and reflective surface

can be maintained even at 1250

degrees F, making possible the

detection of changes in length

as small as 20 millionths of an
inch.

Freshmen and sophomores
are reminded that the Vlllanova

Engineer is looking for new
blood to help fill vacancies that

will be created when the sen-

iors leave In June. Gaining ex-

perience by working on the last

two Issues will guarantee a con-

tinued excellence In the publica-

tion In the forthcoming years.

Anyone Interested may join the

staff, provided he Is willing to

work, by contacting editor John
FlUiman, or any member of the

staff.

By BOB MERKERT
PKP Bowling

Phi Kap's bowling league,

with Bill ''Poppy" McNeill, is

again in high gear. The league

is comprised of eight teaims, with

a ten week schedule planned.

One poiat will be awarded to

the winner of each game, with
a bonus of one point going to

the team with total pins for the

match. . . . The standings and
results will be carried on the

sports pages every week. . . .

The privilege of becoming a
brother of Phi Kappi PI frater-

nity has been opened to all In-

terested freshman. If you want
to become better acquidnted
with the rest of the engineer-

ing students, In addition to hav-

ing a lot of fun, don't miss this

chance to pledge for the frat.

Remember, it takes a well-

rounded person to become a
successful engineer. The social

life of a student is also an im-

portant aspect In his training

for the professional world. . .

Radio Club Moves
The Amateur Radio Club has

moved the date and time of its

meetings to 8:00 P.M. on Wed-
nesday in order to allow more
who are interested a chance to

join. Don't be mislead by the

title of the club; it doesn't con-

fine itself to radio alone. That
fundamentals of electronics, use

of testing instruments, explana-

tions, demonstrations, and pro-

ject-building are in the future

plans, has been indicated by co-

chairman Pete Thornton and
Jim Lawless.

For those who have not heard,

the Engineering Day, scheduled

for February 22, was postponed
because of the snow until March
/6A» ...

Hall, Smith Speak
To Pre-Law Society
A meeting of the Pre-Law So-

ciety was held on Wednesday
night March 5. The speakers
were Mr. John Hall and Mr.
Peter Smith, two first year Vil-

lanova Law Students.

Mr. Smith, a Liberal Arts
graduate, spoke of the obstacles

that the first year Law Student
can expect to meet. He put his

main emphasis on the necessity

of working constantly.

• • •

Acc'ting

Meets Tomorrow
The accounting society will

hdid it's bi-weekly meeting,
tommorrow morning at 10:30,

in'the^201 V.H. The purpose of

the meeting will be the nomina-
tion of officers for the coming
year.

Since the society has recently

been given a seat in the stu-

dent council, the officers elect-

ed will be responsible to the

council for the function and ac-

tivities of the society.

Mr. George J. Chorba, society

moderator, has stressed to the

society the seriousness on nom-
inations.

Disfincfive, unusual gifts for your family,

your best girl—or that special date!

RADNOR HOUSE
MAIN LINE'S MOST UNUSUAL STORE

Just north of Radnor station P.R.R.

—nearest store to Vlllanova!

ftiCinVQfi
{By the Author of "RaUy Round the Flag, Boys! "and,

"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE
The first thought that comes into our minds upon entering

college is, of course, marriage. But how many of us go about
seeking mates, as I like to call them, in a truly scientific manner?
Not many, you may be sure.

So let us today make a scientific survey of the two principal

causes of marriage— personality need and propinquity.

Personality need means that we choose mates because they

possess certain qualities that complete and fulfill our own per-

sonalities. Take, for example, the case of Alanson Duck.

As a freshman Alanson made a fine scholastic record, played

varsity scrabble, and was president of his class. One would
think that Alanson was a totally fulfilled man. But he was not.

There was something lacking in his life, something vague and
indefinable that was needed to make his personality complete.

Then one day Alanson discovered what it was. As he was
walking out of his class in Flemish pottery, a fetching coed

named Grace Ek offered him a handsome red and white pack
and said, "Marlboro?"

"Yes!" he cried, for all at once he knew what he had been

needing to round out his personality— the hearty fulfillment of

Marlboro Cigarettes, the soul-repairing mildness of their fine

tobacco, the easy draw of their unparaUeled filter, the ease and
convenience of their crushproof flip-top box. "Yes, I will take a
Marlboro!" cried Abnson. "And I will also take you to wife

if you will have me!"

"La!" she exclaimed, throwing her apron over her face. But
after a while she removed it and they were married. Today
they live happily in Baffin Land where Alanson is with an
otter-glazing firm and Grace is a bookie.

Propinquity, the second principal cause of marriage, simply

means closeness. Put a boy and a girl close together for a sus-

tained period of time and their proximity will certainly ripen

into love and their love into marriage. A perfect example is

the case of Fafnir Sigafoos.

While a freshman at Louisiana State University, Fafnir was
required to crawl through the Big Inch pipeline as part of his

fraternity initiation. He entered the pipe at Baton Rouge and,

alone and joyless, he proceeded to crawl north.

As he passed Lafayette, Indiana, he wu« agreeably surprised

to be joined by a comely girl named Mary Alice Isinglass, a

Purdue freshman, who, (xldly enough, had to crawl through

the Big Inch as part of her sorority initiation.

MtezfSiy- te3(kJ-tkHermt^Ja'-fiic/m<r^i^.^i£^^

Chatting amiably as they crawled through Ohio, Pennsyl-

vania, and New York State, Fafnir and Mary Alice discovered

they had much in common— like a mutual affection for licorice,

bobsledding, and the nonsense verse of Arnold Toynhee. When
they reached the Vennont Iwrder they were going steady, and
when they emerged from the pipe at B(K)thhay Harbor, Maine,
they were engaged.

After a good hot bath they were married and today they live

in Klamath Falls, Oregon, where Fafnir is in the weights and
measures departnjcnt and Mary Alice is in the r(K)fing game.
They have three children, all named Xornjan. «-; ium m.i shuinMn.

* • *

Propinquity is sure to mean love when you put yourself
close to a pack of Marlboros. made for your pleasure by the
sponsors of this column.

'Hands, Gyros Xould Surprise'

By KURT BECKER

Two teams loom as dark
horses in the intramural play-

off competition as the season

nears its finish. The Ranch
Hands in the 7:30 league and the

Gyros in the 4:30 league have
completed their respective sea-

sons undefeated and could pull

a few surprises in the finals.

The Ranch Hands are a group
of resident engineers who are

also mighty handy with a bas-

ketball.

Big man in the Ranchers* at-

tack is 6'3" Bobby Powers from
Brooklyn, a good board man and
possessor of a deadly outside

jump shot.

Rebounding Help
Bob has plenty of help under

the boards in Bill Lytle, Dan
Gallagher, and Ed Knepley, all

of whom stand 6 foot plus. Ly-
tle, former York Catholic ace,

is also a strong offensive man
from the pivot.

This bounding quartet is

backed up by the sharp ball-

handling duo of Bob Murphy
and Butch Reynolds.

Bob hails from Lawrence

Mass. and is captain of the

team. A 5* 11" hustler, he fea-

tures a teriffic jump and a strong

drive, and teams with Reynolds

to form a great fast break com-

bination.
Best Scorer

Butch Reynolds, a 5' 10"

jumping jack from St. James

in Chester, is top scorer in the

Ranch Hand attack. He has pour-

ed in most of his points with

long, lea/ping one banders, but

also has a mighty good drive.

Rounding out the squad are

BillScott,AceSharpShooter,
Ranked One of Nation's Best

By JOE FITZPATRICK

The Raunch Hands are pictured from left: Dan Gallagher,

Ed Knepley, Ralph Reynolds. Bob Merkert, Bob Murphy and

Bill Lytic. Anyone wishing to see a picture of the Gyros, the

other featured teaa), may contact the Sports Editor. Their pi&^

ture was taken, but a sudden lapse of memory caused them to

forget to include their names.

backcourt men George Matouk
and Bob Merkert. The former,

known to his friends as "Mon-
ty," gets up suprisingly well for

his size, and has a fine driving

one-hander. The latter's forte

ia ball handling, but has a good
outside shot too.

Thus far the Gyros have little

competition in the 4:30 league,

and could cause quite a surprise

in the playoffs.

Bradley Is Ace
The team has been led by the

sensational shooting of West Ca-
tholic High grad Joe Bradley.

Joe has been pumping them in

at a thirty-point-per-game clip.

His sets and jumps from all over
the court have worn down all

opposition to date.

BasketfaaH
(Continued from Page 12)

ing ability, as he hit eight of

nine shots in sparking the

'Cats to close the gap to 62-58

with 3:25 to go.

Then a full court press put

on by the 'Cats was effectively

broken by the Explorers as

they ultimately triumphed,
75-64.

The 'Cat's cause was hindered

by the seven per cent field goal

effectiveness of Kelly and Tom
Brennan, and the fact that

Ryan could get off but one
shot in the last four minutes.

Kelly Gets Trophy
After the game, Jack Kelly

was awarded the Food Fair

trophy given annually to a Big
Five player for outstanding

qualities of scholarship, sports-

manship, and leadership.

Bowling
(Qantinued from Page 12)

the three top bowlers. Also,

the school of the winning bow-
ler will receive a trophy to be

kept in its possession until

next year's competition. If the

.<

^ winning bowler comes from the

same school for three consecu-

tive years, the school gets per-

manent possession of the tro-

phy.
Trophies For Finalists

All finalist and semi-finalists

will also receive trophies, as

will the bowler who rolls the

best single game.
The qualifying round will

be held on Saturday, April 26;

Sunday, April 27; and Satur-

day, May 3. Semi-finals will be

held right after the last games

of the qualifying round on

May 3. The finals will be the

next day, May 5.

There is an entry fee of

$6.00 for each participant.

Frosh Finish

Undefeated,

Beat Temple
By LANCE COLONNA

The frosh basketball team
finished its finest season in Vil-

lanova's history by trampling

Temple, 101-68, for its twelfth

straight victory, last Tuesday
in the Field House.
Temple threatened only dur-

ing the first 10 minutes of the

game. At that point the score

was 18-17 in Villanova's favor.

Suddenly the Wildkittens start-

ed playing the razzle-dazzle type

of basketball that has been their

trademark all season long.

Sparked by the brilliant shoot-

ing of Bob Liberatore and the

nifty playmaking of Jim Hug-
gard, the speedy freshmen left

the bewildered Temple squad in

their wake. Vlllanova lead
at halftime was 43-28.

Rolled up Score

The second half was a com-

plete romp for the Wildkittens.

When the score reached 80-49

with 8 minutes left, the Field

House crowd started cheering

for the Little 'Cats to reach

the one hundred mark. With 5

minutes remaining the score was
85-56.

With 15 seconds left and the

score 99-66, Jim Huggard took

a shot and missed but Bob Lib-

eratore grabbed the rebound and

scored to put the frosh over

the 100 mark for the second

time this season.

The team scored a fantastic

58 points in the second half.

As they left the court they re-

ceived a rousing and deserved

ovation from the Field House
gathering.

Biggest surprise to date has
been Dick Gillespie, another

West man who has scored at

a 20-point rate to date.

McNlchol Pivot Man

6'3" Dick is helped out under

the boardiS by Hank McCarthy
John McNichol, and high jump-
ing Jim McNaney. This trio can
do a pretty fair job on offense

too, in particular McNichol, who
is a terrific man to have in the
pivot.

Rounding out the Gyro squad

are Tom Boyle, jump shooting
Joe Colin, and Lefty Cona. Coach
and sometime player is senior

engineer Gene Fogarty, who is

mighty high on the Gyro
chances in the playoffs.

Ifitramurals
(Continued from Page 12)

in the 4:30 league.

In the 6:30 league, the Ron-
rico Kids, Terry's Terrors, the

Irish Dukes, the Boppers, and
the Delurey Devils have not re-

ported. In division B of the

same league, the East Wingers,

the Smajll Five, Jizz AC, the

Runabouts and the Dunks have
incomplete records, while in the

C division, the 69'ers, Kiersak

Raiders, Aces, SABD and the

Out of Its have not posted their

scores.

More Delinquents

In the three divisions of the

7:30 league the Little 5, Fur-

riers, Vagartens, Robinson's

Loosers, Jolly Trotters, Globe
Men, the Sensations, Vill. AC,
Saints, Baskethangers, Gazelles,

PSWW'S, the Keyholes, Play-

makers, Kort Kings, GLOV All-

Stars, the Duffers, and LKD
show incomplete records.

In action during the past
week, the Ranch Hands down-
ed Vlllanova AC 81-36. The
Gyros ran over Bravo Co. 81-

45, while the Alumni Animals
upended the previously unde-
f e a t e d Swabbies by a 48-46

count.

The intramural department
has announced that the softball

league will begin in the first

week in April. Entries will be
accepted during the last week in

March.

Liberatore High
Liberatore led the Vlllanova

scoring with 25 points. Others
in double figures were Jim Hug-
gard with 16 points, Don Mc-
Ginley with 14, and Jim Ken-
ny with 14.

The top scorers for Temple
were Stoddie Watts with 20,

Norm Ginsberg with 19, and
Bemie Tvens with 16.

Popular rock n' roll singer

Jerry Lee Lewis would find it

necessary to change the word-
ing of his hit from, 'There's a

whole lot of shakin' goin' on,"

to "There's a whole lot of

shootin* goin' on," if he wanted

to describe senior Bill Scott.

Scott fills the basement of

John Barry Hall with a large

quantity of lead, and most of

this lead finds a resting place

in that portion of the target

known as the "bull's eye."

Bill is the captain of the pis-

tol team, the leading man on the

squad and one of the best col-

legiate shooters in the country.

Enginering Student

Bill is an electrical engineer,

and is interested in niicrowave

communication. He is a mem-
ber of Phi Kappa Pi fraternity

and the Quarterdeck Society.

Scott, a fifth-year NROTC
student, became interested in

shooting when he took the Na-
tional Rifle Association basic
course as a freshman. His inter-

eat changed from rifles to pis-

tols in freshman year, and ever

since, he has been using the

smaller piece.

In his sophomore year, Bill

received the Most Valuable
Player Award for shooting and
performing the duties of man-
ager of the pistol team.

Arranges Matches
The manager, by the way, is

an indispensible part of a pistol

team, because he not only ar-

ranges the matches, but he also

takes charge of the actual con-

duct of the matches.
Since his sophomore year,

Bill's achievement^ on the range
have been many. Last October
he took part in the matching
at Holmesburg, Pa., and in the

expert class, Bill won edl sev-

enteen matches.
He also holdls the all-time high

for a Vlllanova shooter in a
shoulder match on our range.

He scored a 275 out of a pos-

sible 300.

Face-to-Face Combat
A shoulder match, by the

way, is one in which both teams
compete on the same range at

the same time.

The alternate type of match
wotild be the postal match. In

the postal match, each team
shoots on its oWn range and
the results are mailed to the
opposition.

Along with his fine indoor
shooting, Bill holds the all-time

high for outdoor shooting also.

His outdoor score was a nifty

297 out of 300.

Come the summer months,
Bill is like the mailman who
takes a hike on his vacation. Bill

shoots for the Frankford Re-
volver Club and the Philadel-

phia Rifle Club.

Better Than Champ
Bill has fired scores in pistol

matches that are higher than
those fired in last year's Na-
tional Intercollegiate Individual

Championships. He has shot 291
as compared to the 289 fired

in the championship.
Bill also placed second in the

matches held for all NROTC
students in the United States.

Fifty-two schools participated.

Bill is presently teaching his

girl, Eleanor Walsh, a graduate
of Gwynedd Mercy College the
art of shooting, and he states

quite proudly that she is pret-

ty good. Some guys just don't

know when to let well enough
alone.

BILL SCOTT
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Track Team Shows
Wares To Midwest

Another Basketball Season

Fades Away; Kelly Honored

y

• ^ ' By BILL VINCfeNT
After winning his 22nd

straight mile run in the New
Yorlt Knights of Columbus
Games this past Saturday, Ron
Delany. along with the rest of
the Villanova IC4A Champion-
ship track team will move west-
ward to compete in the Chica-
go Daily News Relays .this

Friday evening.

A year ago Delany and his

teammates dazzled 16,000 Chi-

cagoans by sweeping to four
individual championships and
by setting a world indoor re-

cord in the mile relay.

The fleet footed Irishman
set a meet record by running
the mile in 4:03.8, which was
only two tenths of a second off

Gunner NeiLsons world indoor

record.

More Winners

Charlie Jenkins easily copped

the Daily News 600 yard run

in 1:11.6; Don Bragg topped

Olympic champ Bob Richards

in the pole vault with a 15'3"

jump; and Phil Reavis leaped

6'9Vi" to register a V.U. victo-

ry in the high jump.

The fabulous foursome of

Gene MalifP, Al Peterson, Ed
Collymore and Jenkins blazed

to a 3:16 mile relay victory,

setting a world indoor record

for an eleven lap track and

also breaking the national col-

legiate indoor record.

However, many of these

Wildcat greats will be missing

when the Wildcats return to

the Windy City thia year to

.try to excede their magnificent

performances of last year-

; V ,
Three Champs

As a warmup to their 1958

ifnidwestem debut Jumbo fcl-

liott's runners swept to three

individual cliampionships in the

New York K. of C. games last

Saturday evening in Madison
Square Garden.
Leading the Wildcat aggre-

gation was George Sydnor, the

never-say-die, comeback kid.

Sydnor, after losing out in the

IC4A 60 on a disputed decision,

came back .to win the same
event in the K. of C. Games
last week.
Right behind Sydnor was

Pitt's Mel Barnwell, who came
on strong at the end; Ira Da-
vis of La Salle, and AAU and
IC4A champion Ed Collymore.

Delany Steals Show
But once again the invincible

Ron Delany stole the show
from all. This time it was not

only because he won the race,

but that he was forced to run
somewhat of an obstacle course

to do it.

On the next to last lap De-
lany just missed tripping over

Burr Grim, who got his spikes

caught in the boards. Delany
and his competitors were also

confused when the starter's

gun failed to go off to signal

the last lap. Ron's time was
4:08.4.

Keavis Ties Again

The other Wildcat winner
was Phil Reavis, who leaped
6'8" to tie George Dennis of
the Philadelphia Shanahan Ca-
tholic Club for top honors in

the high jump.
The other Wildcat to place

in the meet was Bob Holup,
who took a fourth behind
Hayes Jones, Elias Gilbert, and
IC4A champ Al Hoddinott of
Georgetown.

Jack Kelly receives the Big Five trophy for a representative of the Food Fair Stores at
scholarship, leadership and sportsmanship from tiie Palestra Saturday night.

Court Finals to Begin

I

By PAUL BUCKLEY

The regular season of the in-

tramural basketball league, due
to end last week, has been ex-

tended until tomorrow to give

the 3:30 and 4:30 leagues a
chance to play more games.
The intramural council an-

nounced that a tentative list of

teams eligible to play in .the

finals will be posted at the pool

on Thursday.
It is the responsibility of the

teams to check the list. If a
team feels that it should be in

the playoffs, a representative of

that team mui3t check in at the

pool no later than Saturday.

On Saturday a final list of

teams for the playoffs will be
posted. After Saturday, no

team will be accepted.

Finished Before April

The council hopes to have the

intramural championship decid-

ed by the end of March. One
loss in tournament play will

eliminate a team from the play-

offs. It should be noted that

not only undefeated teams will

be accepted for the finals, but

any team with a good record

in league play. ,; ,
. :;

In the initial games of the

tournament, the teams must
supply their own referees. The
council will supply referees and
timekeepers for the quarter-

final games as well as for the

final rounds.

The council reports that a
number of teams have failed to

report the scores of their gam-
es. Some of these teams are

undefeated and if they wish to

be included in the finals, they

must bring their records to the

pool.

No Records
The following teams have not

posted their records:

10:30 league—The Hops, I-R
Society, the Intellectuals, and
the Wangwards; In the 12:30
league, the Holly Men, SR.
Civils and the C. C. Collegians;

the JB's, the Kertek Raiders,

the Clowns and the Terrors in

the 3:30 league; and the Gyros,

Alpha Co., and the Austin Cats
(Continued on Page 11)

Bowlers Vie

For Trophies
The eighth annual Eastern In-

tercollegiate Individual Match
Bowling Championship Games
will be held, as it has for the

past seven years, at the Bowl-
mor Recreation Center in New
.York, April 26 through May 4.

The championships are host-

ed by the 21-member Eastern
Intercollegiate Bowling Confer-
ence.

As a result of the competi-
tion, the 1958 Champion Inter-

collegiate Bowler of the East-
em Half of the United States

will be crowned.
The Conference has pointed

out that bowlers can enter the

competition as individuals,

even if their school has no
bowling team.

150 Last Year
Last year the tournament

attracted about 150 students
from thirty-three colleges.

Any Villanova student who
wants to enter should contact

Tom McPherson in Sullivan Hall.

There will be statuettes for

(Continued on Page 11)

By RODGER VAN ALLEN
Villanova court fans were

this week treated to three

close, exciting ballgames in

which the fine all out effort of

the Wildcats was not properly

told by a mere addition of one

game to the win column and
.two games to the loss column.

The three games closed Vil-

lanova's thirty-sixth basketball

season, the final record reading
12-11.

Last Tuesday night, St. Fran-
cis of Loretto, Pa. successfully

invaded our field house, and in

gaining their nineteenth victo-

ry in twenty-three games,
snapped the Cat's eighty-one

game victory streak that had
been going since December 6,

1947.

The Wildcats had a ten point

spread 19-9 on the powerful
Frankies midway through the

first half, but a rather large

William Torsch, at 6-9 and 235
pounds, led his upstate mates
as they then proceeded to out-

score the Cats, 16-2, in assum-
ing a 25-21 lead. The 'Cats,

however, came back to take a
29-28 lead at half-Ume.

Emma Higli

In the second half, the lead

switched hands several times
with the NIT bound Frankies
taking over 60-57 and control-

ing the game for the remain-
ing five minutes and the 70-64

triumph.
George Emma was high for

the 'Cats with 20 points as he
once again exhibited his fine

set shot ability.

"Strings are made to be bro-

ken", said Coach Al Severance

after the ballgame. "This was
one of the biggest, toughest

teams I've seen. We scared *em

and could have won if we'd

gotten the lead that last three

minutes."
Frankie coach Doc Hutchlns

coimmented, "I'm glad to get

out of this one."

Beat Mules
On Wednesday night, before

the smallest Palestra crowd
since the Big Five started play-

ing there three years ago, the

Cats triumphed over a deter-

mined Muhlenberg team, 81-73.

The 'Cats were early leaders

against the Mules, but fell be-

hind at halftime 37-33. A surge

at the outset of the second

half gave the Wildcats a 46-39

advantage, but the Mules came
back to take the lead 53-52.

In the close action which

followed, George Raveling do-

minated the boards and gained

many of his 19 rebounds in

those deciding moments, as

Kelly, Emma, Harrison and

Ryan contributed the scoring

puncli. Kelly was high for the

Cats with 22, as he hit 10 of

19 field goal attempts.

In sharp contrast to the small

crowd of Wednesday night was
the City Series throng of

9638 who saw the 'Cats, in

their final ballgame, fight game-

ly before- succumbing at the

hands of La Salle, 75-64.

Lead Clianges

The lead changed hands six

times in the first half with

the 'Cats at one time enjoying

a 27-21 margin, only to fall

behind at intermission 31-28.

In the opening minutes of

the second half the Explorers

moved to a 37-38 advantage.

At this point, Joe Ryan enter-

ed the game and displayed

some phenomenal outside shoot-

(Continued on Page 11)
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No School Today Three of the four class

days lost because of the

storm this semester will be

made up after Easter holi-

days, Rev. Joseph I. Boyle,

O.S.A., has announced.
On Saturday April 19, the

regular Friday class schedule

will be held. On Saturday,

April 26 the regular Monday
class schedule will prevail

and on Ascension Thursday,
May 14, the regular Thurs-

day classes will take place.

Mass, Banquet, Theatricals

Planned for Mother's Day
Opener of Junior Week

Another 15-inch snouMtorm In enough to chase two resident

students home. The blixzard gave an extra two-day vacation to

all Villanova students.

Rev. John Seary Conducts
Retreat for Underclasses
The Very Rev. John L. Seary,

O.S.A., Provincial of the Mid-
west Province of Our Mother
of Good Counsel, who conduct-
ed the Junior-Senior retreat
this year, will return to Villa-
nova next week to give the
Freshman-Sophomore retreat.

The retreat will last three
days, starting Sunday, it was
announced today by Rev. Nor-
bert Whitley, O.S.A., Univer-
sity Chaplain.

Opening exercises will begin
at 7;30 with a conference and

FATHER JOHN S€ARY O.S.A.

Rctrtot Masfsr

Benediction, followed immedi-
ately by cofessions. All exercises

arc scheduled for the Field

House.
Times Listed

Mass and Holy Communion on
Monday and Tuesday will be

held at 7 a.m. for residents stu-

dents and at 8 a.m. for all

others. ^ , . .

Conferences arc sched-

uled on these days at 9:30 a.m.,

2 p.m. with a Holy Hour to be|

held at 3:15 in the afternoon.

Night prayers Will be held

at 7:45 p.m. for the resident

students on Monday night. Ex-

position of the Blessed Sacra-

ment will continue from 3:15

(Continued on Pagcl^

Council Sets

Nominations,

Election Due
The elections committee of

the Student Council, under the
chairmanship of senior Paul
Laughlin, has announced the

dates for nominations and elec-

tion of class officers and Stud-
ent Council representatives.

Nominations for all oilices

will be hold in Vasey Hall

April 17.

All names of nominees will be

submitted to the University Ad-
ministration for approval. To
hold a class office a student

must have clearance of the

Dean of Men, the Chaplain and
the Dean of Academic Affairs.

Robert Pinto

Named Editor

Of BeUe Air
Robert Pinto, junior English

major, has been appointed editor

of the Belle Air, Villanova's year
book, for trie next year, i£ has
been announced by Jack Daly,

outgoing editor.

Pinto has had previous ex-

perience with Villanova publica-

tions, holding the position of

opinion columnist for the VIL-
LANOVAN.
Some time after the Eaater

holidays, Pinto will make a call

for anyone who might be inter-

ested in working on the year
book.

Tentatively, the first assign-

ment for the new staff will be

handling the portraits for next

year's seniors. They will prob-

ftbly be taken in the middle of

April.

Pinto, in issuing a post-ap-

pointment statement, said, "I

hope I can do as fine a job as

Daly.

Election Rules

Elections will be conducted

by the Council committee Tues-

day, May 6. Rules for election

and campaigning will be pub-

lished at a later date.

Student Council elections for

the officers of the Student Sen-

ate and Congress will follow

nominations to be conducted
the day after class elections.

These elections will be at nn-

Sheraton Hotel

Site of Junior

Dinner-Dance
For the first time, a Villa-

nova dinner dance will have a
theme.
Chairman Oz Scogna, releas-

ing information on the Class of

1959*8 dinner dance to the

VILLANOVAN, reported that

the addition of a central theme
-^"Moonlight Serenade"—^will

be an innovation at Villanova
^in functions of this type.

Scogna and his committee
also released other pertinent

information regarding the din-

ner dance, to be held at the"

Sheraton Ballroom on May 3.

The itinerary and chairmen
for Mother's Day traditional

opener to Junior Week activi-

ties, were announced to the

VILLANOVAN by Mother's Day
Co-Chairmen Ken MacGillivray

and Don Kempf yesterday.

The Villanova—Temple base-

ball game of April 28, originally

scheduled as an away game, has
been changed to a home game.
That is the day on which Moth^
er's Day will be held.

Besides adding another inter-

esting campus event to the

Mother's Day program, the move
will make it possible for Juniors
on the baseball squad ' to have
their mothers down for the day.

Both From Chicago
MacGillivray and Kempf, both

history majors from suburban
Chicago, were chosen to act as
Mother's Day Co-Chairmen by
president Vic Ludmerer.

MacGillivray has been Class
President and Kempf was Vice-

Chairman of the Student Coun-
cil.

MacGillivray said that the day
will begin with a Mass sung at

11 :00 at our Lady of Good Coun-
sel Shrine. Celebrant will be
class moderator. The Rev. Hen-
ry Weeks, O.S.A.

Planting of the Class Tree
will take place immediately af-

ter the Mass. At 12:30 there
will be a luncheon for the jun-
iors and their mothers in the
resident dining hall.

Field House Show
Besides the varsity baseball

game, the afternoon will feature
entertainment in the Field
House, including skits of the
NFCCS Variety show and the
Turf 'n' Tinsel Show.
The winner of the Diaper Dan

Contest will be announced at

4:00, after the juniors and their

mothers have looked over the
entries.

The day will be concluded with
Benediction at 5 :00 at the Shrine
and a banquet in the Field House
at 6:30.

As an added feature, for early
arriving mothers, the final per-
formance of this year's Turf 'n'

Tinsel Show has been scheduled
for Sunday night, April 27.

Ticket sales, under the direc-

tion of Jim Hull and Gary Mara,
will begin on Tuesday, April 8,

and continue through Friday,
April 25.

The cost of Mother's Day will
(Continued on Page 12)

Junior Queen
ContestCloses

Tues., April 8
The "Junior Queen Contest"

enters its final stages as the

April 8ith deadline draws near.

Queen Contest Chairman.

Frank Cavalier, has urged all

juniors to submit their entries

as soon as possible to room 327

Sulllvani or to the Student Coun-

cil offic^B in Dougherty Hall.

In addition to the Queen, a

lady-in-waiting and a three-

membef court will be chosen.

Named In Villaoovan

The Queen and her court will

be announced in the Junior

Week issue of the VILLA-
NOVAN. The official crowning
of the Queen will be made on
the night of the Junior Prome-
nade, Friday, May 2.

Judging the contesit this year

will be Bob Cunmiings, well

known Hollywood star and
television personality.

Rules and information con-

cerning the contest are are fol-

lows:

1. Only members of the Class of

1959 may submit entries.

2. The minimum size for a date's,

picture will be five by seven
inches.

Information Needed
3. The information listed on the

back of the photo must
include

—

(a) name of the Villanova

student, his division and
major, school or home
address,

(b) name of the girl, her
age, height, and weight,

color of hair and eyes,

school or occupation,

home or school address,

and telephone number.

4. The deadline for submission
of a picture is April 8.

Do We Have Plans!

Paul Judge and his band, who
made an appearance at ' Villa-

nova earlier this year at the.

Class Ring Dance, will supply

other joint meeting of the Con- ' the music for the affair, which

gross and Senate May 12. will last from 6 p.m. to 1 a.m.

a t '4. J f-> • Tickets, priced at $11.50 per
Spirited Campaign ,

.,,*^
, nru^ ^ '* ' couple, will go on sale on Thurs-

Last year s class elections fol-
^j^^^, ^^^il 17, in table groups

lowed a spirited campaign that of four, five and six couples,
resulted in a heavy turnout at information In Villanovan
the polls. The overall percentage information regarding the sale
of those elections was 72 per-

cent.

The present Junior class was

of tickets will appear in the

VILLANOVAN of April 10.

Scogna, a day-hop accounting
the best represented with a major, was appointed to the
total of 78 per cent, with the

i dinner dance chairmanship by
present sophomore class behind class President Vic Ludmerer
with 72 per cent. The seniors last spring. Ho is also a member
polled 68 per cent of the total

^
of the' Class Steering Com-

in the class. I mittce and the Debating Society.

Cliairmen of Mothers* Day eventii for Junior Week, Ken
MaeGiliivray and Don Kempf, take a break from their plan-

ning to pofte for the VILLANOVAN camera. The event will be

the first of JuiUor Week, to be held April 28 to May 4.

."•«^;|
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Amateur Nile

Planned For

Junior Week
Amateur Night, slated to

make a reappearance in tlie Vil-

lanova social calendar after an
absence of 15 years, has been
scheduled for Wednesday of Jun-

ior Week, it was announced by
Junior Week Co-chairmen Bob
Murphy and Joq Schneider.

The affair, which had been

tentatively listed for some time

in the next two months, has

been added to Junior Week "af-

ter Joe and I negotiated with the

Intramural Department," said

Murphy.
The Junior Class will award

$25 to the act chosen as the

evening's best, while additional

cash prizes will be given to the

runners-up. •

The Intramural Department
actually has charge of running

the show. Ed Geisz will be di-

rector, and Jack Lumsden will

be his assistant.

After Amateur Night was an-

nounced in the VILLANOVAN
a few weeks ago, there was an

immediate stir of interest on the

part of prospective performers.

Murphy and Schneider, real-

izing that up to that time noth-

ing had been scheduled for Wed-
nesday night, contracted the In-

tramural Department, and were

fortunate in being able to se-

cure the show.

Aside from Geisz and Lums-
den, there are three other mem-
bers of the Amateur Night Com-
mittee, which will supervise the

show and pass upon the acts

to be presented. They are Rev.

John R. Donne, O.S.A., modera-

tor of the Intramural Depart-

ment; Rev. Michael O'Donnell,

O.S.A., chairman; and Jim

Corey, president of the Intra-

mural Council. Corey will act

as master of ceremonies.

All those who want to take

part in the show are asked to

fill out entry blanks and turn

them into the Intramural Office,

109 Alumni. An entry blank was
printed in the March 5 edition

of the VILLANOVAN. If ad-

ditional blanks are needed they

can be secured from the office.

Any type of entertainment act

can be in the show. Director

Geisz has emphasized that the

show is not in any way to be

considered open only to polished

performers.
"We're out to have a good

time and to see that everyone

else has one too," is the way
Geisz put it.

Geisz expects that singers,

dancers, comedians, groups of

singers, musicians, dramatic

groups, gymnasts, acrobats, jug-

glers, and ear-wigglers will take

part in the show.

Lit. Club Meets --

Nominations Held
The Literary Club will hold

a symposium a tits first meet-

ing after the Easter holidays.

Club President Joe Kinney has

announced.
At its last meeting the club

held nominations for its four

offices. Nominated for president

were Bill Christy, Jack Curtin

and Tom Goldschmidt.

For Vice president Tom Mc-

Kenna and Joe Fitzpatrick were

nominated and for treasurer

Ray Quaglia, Larry O'Rourke

and Bill Gallagher received nom-
inations.

Paul Buckley and Frank Dy-

nan were put up for secretary.

Elections will be held during

April sometime after Easter.

Opera-Classica,

Club Plan Joint

Literary

Art Show
Opera-Cla3sica Society and

the Literary Club have an-

nounced joint sponsorship of a
student Art show, tentatively

slated to be held the third week
of April.

The exhibit will be set up in

the Library and will remain

there for viewing for at least

one week.
A committee composed of Lit-

erary Club members has already

begun accepting entries from
artists and would-be artists on

campus. All work must be sub-

mitted at least one week from
the date of the show

More Info Later

Further information as to the

exact date, the location in the

Library, and the place where

the art work is to be submitted

Another taming from last weekend's Belle Masque production of "The Taming of the Shrew."

Frank Thortan holds Tony Provenzano in a full nelson, while left to right, Tom Flynn, Clem Birch,

Lynda Lynch (looking very tame), Dick Dressier and Mike Keating look on.

Dr. W.Klein
Awarded Ford

Fellowship
Dr. Walter H. KJein, Associ-

ate Professor of Economics and
Industrial Administration, and
Chairman of the Industrial Ad-
ministration Department, has
been awarded a Ford Founda-
tion Fellowship to Yale Univers-
ity.

Dr. Klein will be one of ten
participants in a facultyresearch
seminar dealing with the role

of the government in the econ-
omy.

The seminar, running eight

weeks this summer, will be con-

ducted by Professor Charles E.

Lindblom of Yale.

Seminar Survey

The seminar will open with a
survey of the most important
literature in the field, followed

by several weeks of writing on
a research topic; discussion of

the problems brought to light

by the research work of the par-

ticipants will be considered.

Several of the specific topics

considered during the seminar
will be: politico—economic pro-

cesses, the budgetary process,

the role of government in alter-

native economic systems and
theories of planning and policy

making.
: v ,

A standout when discussions

turn to theories of planning and
policy making, he has written

an article called "The Role of

Economic Theory" for the RE-
VIEW OF SOCIAL ECONOMY.

In addition, his doctorate dis-

sertation was a close study in

the application of economic

theory in policy making.

Phd. At Pittsburgh

Klein received his BS in Busi-

ness administration and his MA
and PhD in economies from the

University of Pittsburgh. He has

also studied at Washington and
Jefferson College, Penn State,

and Carnegie Institute of Tech-

nology.

He came to Villanova in 1952

and is the organizer of the In-

dustrial Administration Depart-

ment, teaching both in the un-

dergraduate and graduate divi-

sions at Villanova.

"My concern is bridging the

so-called gap between theoretical

economic concepts and their

practical applications in business

and economic policy making,"

the fellowship winner said.

Student Congress

Proposes Parent's

Day;KofCOK'ed
The Villanova Student Con-

gress has announced that it has

recommended to the administra-

tion the inauguration of a

•'Parents' Day".
Specifically, the p r o p o s a 1

called for "a special program
paying tribute to the parents of

all Villanova students to be ar-

ranged for a home football

game".
It is felt that such a program

would appeal to the parents of

Villanova students, and would

be beneficial to the Universit}'.

The suggested program is

much simpler than those pre-

viously offered. A home football

gsdhe will be designated as

"Parents' Day". Special tribute

will be made to the parents of

the students and the football

squad in the program. During

the half the parents will be ex-

tended a welcome by the Presi-

dent of Villanova or some other

University dignitary, followed

by a special show by the Villa-

nova Marching Band.

The arrangements will be

handled by the Athletic Depart-

ment.

It has alsoo been announced

by the Student Congress that

the on-campus chapter of the

Knight of Columbus has been

p.pproved. The Administration

has concurred with the approval.

will all be announced shortly by
way of bulletin board posters

and leaflets.

The two sponsoring organiza-

tions, througn their faculty mod-
erators, Assi3tant Professor of

Finance Anthony L. Angeline
(Opera-Classica) and English
Instructor Raymond S. Burns
(Literary Club), have revealed

that first-and second-place rib-

bons will be awarded in each of

several divisions, at a special

Literary Club meeting the week
of the show.

All Types of Art
The divisions will be accord-

ing to mediums of expression,

and will include oil painting,

water colorings, charcoal, pen
and ink sketchings, sculpture,

and any other type of art which
students submit.

The judging will be done by
artists and art instructors in the

local universities.

All the paintings and sketches

must be framed for hanging,

although no wires should be at-

tached to the frames. The com-
mittee emphasized that the

frames need not be elaborate,

since presentable frames can be

bought or constructed quite

cheaply.

Father's Day
Plans Move
Ahead Fast

Vince Caracio and Jerry De-

Groft,* co-chairmen of Father's

Day, have announced that "plans

are in rapid progress for the af-

fair" to be held on Saturday,

May 10.

Assistant Chairmen have been

appointed for Father's Day : Joe

Herzog and John Fixl, Banquet
Co-Chairmen; Ray Lyons,

Luncheon; John Cuama and
Dick Squier, Flowers and Fur-

nishings; Bob Mahoney, Invita-

tions; Bob Lampert and Bill

Henry, Programs; Tony Lisa,

Entertainment; Ralph Udicious,

Religious Affairs; and Pat
Nicholson, Miscellaneous.

Program

A tentative schedule of events

has been prepared beginning

with Mass at 11 a.m. followed by
a luncheon at 12:30. The enter-

tainment in the afternoon con-

sists of a baseball game featur-

ing the Wildcatst against Seton

Hall at 2 p.m. and also films of

the Olympics at 3. Ctosing the

day will be a banquet catered by
Smyth who served at Mother's

Day last year.

It was announced that invita-

tions will be sent out this week
so that each senior can talk to

his Father while they are at

home for the Easter vacation.

Jerry expressed hope for suc-

cess and expects 700 fathers

and sons to attend.

Belle Air Editors - New and Old

'Research' Lecture

Heard byAAUP
"Operations Research" was

the topic of an address by Dr.

A. M. Chung of Drexel Institute

to .the Villanova University

Chapter of the American Asso-

ciation of University Professors

last Thursday in the reading

room of the Commodore John
Barry Hall.

Dr. Chung of the Depiartment

of Economics of Drexel devoted

attention in his lecture to the

nature of operations research,

and the contribution of the phy-

sical and social sciences to op-

erations research.

He also commented on the in-

fluence of operations research

in the military and economic

areas. A discussion period fol-

lowed the formal presentation.

ROBERT PINTO, day-hop
20 year o}d English major
from DreXel Hill, graduate
of West Catholic High School

in Philadelphia. A valuable

member of the varsity swim-
ming team, Bob is also a
member of the D.P.M. Fra-

ternity and a columnist for

theVillanovan. An avid read-

er and serious student, he
was recently appointed 58-59

editor of the Belle Aire Year-
book.

JACK DALY, resident, 21

year old senior Industrial Ad-
ministration major from
Perth Amboy N.J., active in

Turf N' Tinsel, Belle Masque
and during his junior year
the track team. Jack, retir*

ing as Belle Aire editor in

chief, had the satisfaction of

seeing the yearbook complet-

ed on deadline. A Dixieland

jazz fan, he also has inter-

ests in Chestnut Hill College.

Deans Name Candidates For

Graduation Day Speaker

The site of this year's Junior Dinner Dance, the climax of

Junior Week, will be the Ballroom of the Sheraton Hotel in

Philadelphia. The event is nclicduled for M[ay 3.

Radio Station

Slates 'Diary

OfAnneFrank'
On April 9, from 7:30-8:00,

WVIL presents an adaptation of
the Pulitzer Prize winning
drama, THE DIARY OF ANNE
FRANK.
The play was written by

Francis Goodrich and Albert
Hackett and has enjoyed con-
tinual theatrical success to the
present day.

This presentation is Rose-

mont College's winner in its an-

nual interclass play competi-

tion. The half hour adaptation

was written by Gay Anger for

the Junior class entry. ,

Not All Originals

In that competition the play

was performed by an all-female

cast. In this production only the

female parts will be played by

the originals.

The theme demonstrates the

personal conflicts of seven
people, each trying to lead a

normal life in an Amsttrdam
attic. These peopole constitute

two Jewish families, the Franks

and the Van Danns.

Their subjugation to this en-

vironment has been for one year

and a half' and they now are

living through the last threat

of Nazi terror, the year 1944.

Tension Mounts

Miep, an office worker, sup-

plies contact with the outside

world during the duration. The

arguments are trivial, the per-

sonalities pressed, and the air

static.

The cast for the drama is:

Anne Maria Judge

Miep Sissie Dimarino

Mrs. Frank Joan Marano

Mrs. Van Dann .... Jane Dagit

Mr. Frank Paul Finan
Mr. Van Dann Jim Corey

Peter Jerry Pajek

Narrator Gene Brochu

This WVIL presentation is

being produced by Bill Heam
who is assisted by Tom Valenti.

The deans of the Arts, Com-
merce and Finance and Engin-
eering schools have made their

nominations for speaker at

commencement exercises for the

Class of 1958 to be held in June.

Rev. Joseph Bartley, O.S.A.,

dean of C&F, named five out-

standing seniors; Rev. Robert
M. Sullivan, dean of Arts and
Sciences, named four, and Stan-

ley Morehouse, dean of Engin-
eering, named three.

The nominees were:

COMMERCE AND FINANCE
Walter DeGroft

Finance, Detroit, Mich.
Francis Grey

Accounting, Yeadon, Pa.
George Ilatton

lA, Rochester, N.Y.
John Roland

Pre-Law, Upper Darby, Pa.
ARTS AND SCIENCES
John Capelli

Biology, Hammonton, N.J.
John Goodyear

General Arts, Phila., Pa.
Joseph Kinney

English, Phila., Pa.
Anthony Silvestri

Chemistry Glassboro, N.J.

ENGINEERING
William Wescott
Civil, Pittsburgh, Pa,

Joseph Panas ' " o; v .

•,

Mechanical, Phila., Pa. ,

Gerald Yantis
Elec, McSherrytown, Pa.

"The dog-catcher back In my
hometown knew he was a dog-
catcher, but he didnH know what
he was supposed to catch 'em
at."—Herb Shriner.

SAM Nominations:

Conference Set
The Society for the Advance-

ment of Management will hold
its nominations for officers to-

day at 10:30, in 207 V.H. All

members are urged to attend.

Arrangements have been made
for a plant tour of the Fairless

steel works. Only fifty members
can be accomodated and first

consideration will be given to

seniors.

The annual student S.A.M.
Conference will be held at the
University of Pennsylvania on
April 12. The theme will be
"Management Problems in Un-
ions". Speakers will be promi-
nent union officials.

Belle Masque Scores Dramatic Triumph
In Shakespears' 'Taming of the Shrew''

by
JOE WHEELER
Newt Editor

With the hot breath of the

English Department on my ex-

tended neck, I would like to

3tate what I hope are fair and
critical opinions on the recent

Belle Masque production of

William Shakespeare's "The
TuMMPg of the Shrew".

Bi l^r•c proceeding any further

it would be wise to mention one
small fact; the show was a

most enjoyable experience, or in

the words of a friend of mine,

"a great show." It is a shame
that the inclement weather kept
so many people away. The audi-

ence on Saturday night was
apallingly small but still much
larger than the two previous

nights.

In the male lead Clem Birch
was excellent; he dominated
every scene in which he ap-

peared. The most notable aspect

of his performance was his

stage presence and his satanic

laughter; he stole the show.

A Shrill Shrew
As Kate, the "shrew", Linda

Lynch gave an adequate but
shrill performance. Miss Lynch,
I feel, went to extremes in her
interpretation. Admittedly she
was effective at times, but the

transition from shrew to doting

and most obedient wife could

have better been accomplished

had the degree of "shrewish-

ness" been tempered ever so

slightly in the middle scenes, so

that, when the actual taming is

achieved, it would be more be-

lievable. Shakespeare, of course,

does not give the actress por-

traying Kate much of an oppor-

tunity to show this change, but

it could still have been accom-
plished. I don't know if it was
Miss Lunch's interpretation of

the part or the directors, but

I feel that Kate was unbeliev-

able.

Owen Klein as Hortensio the

rejected suitor of the younger
sister Bianca, played his part

with gusto and feeling. I believe

that Mr. Klein gave his best per-

formance for Belle Masque in

this play.

As one of Hortensio's rivals

and also a fruitless suitor in the

quest for Bianca's hand was
John Cannon asGremio. He gave
a surprisingly good interpreta-

tion of Gremio as a palsied old

man.
Bianca, the object of the

chase, portrayed by Elaine Cake,
wsjs won by Lucencio, played

with believable fervor by John
Welch. Miss Cake was technical-

ly adequate, but at times I re-

ceived the impression that she
was a ponfused Bianca. If that

was the effect sought, then she
succeeded, if not, she was weak
in the part. At this time I.can
only wonder.

WllUg Scores

To continue oommenting on
the various actors would take an
entire page, but in conscience I

must mention Allen Willig. Mr.
Willig was cast as the comic re-

lief ; in a comedy a most demand-
ing, role. Demanding because of

the chance of his becoming ludi-

crous. Belle Masque has a sea-

soned performer in Mr. Willig

and would do well to take advan-
(Continued on ** Page 1t>
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To err is human... to erase, divine with

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Riper

Try it ! Just the flick of a pencil-eraser

and your typing errors are gone! It's

like magic! The special surface of

Corrasable Bond erases without a trace.

Your first typing effort is the finished

copy when Corrasable puts things

right. This fine quality bond gives a

handsome appearance to all your work.

Saves time and money, too!

Erasabis Corrfsabl« is availabi* in all tha waights you might

raquira—light, medium and haavy waights. In oonvaniant 100-

thaat packats and 500-shaat raam boxat. A Barkshira Typ*>

writar Paper, backed by tha famous Eaton nam«.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Mada only by Eaton

EATON PAPER CORPORATION z^rfN^ PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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It's ThatTime

of Year Again

The publication of this issue of the

VILLANOVAN marks the end of the

tenure of this year's ediorial staff.

Following the Easter vacation, next
year's editors will take over the oper-

ation of this—the student news-
paper.

Cutting out the VILLANOVAN re-

quires many long hours willingly

volunteered by its members. While
the average student can and probabLv

does realize the work done and the

responsibility shared by the editors,

there are many indispensibl e tasks

performed behind the scenes, that

escape the average reader.

It is this hidden effort that makes
publication possible. Of such a nature

are the Circulation, Photography and
Business Management departments

who never receive the recogiriition and
reward bestowed on the editors.

Four years of work on the paper
have been rewarding in gaining a
•greater perspective of college life.

The newspaper as an activity creates

a unity within its members because of

the close co-operation and constant

deadUiies that are always falling due.

'
' In appreciation the editor would
publicly like to take this opportunity
to thank all the members of this year's

staff, Public Relations Director Eu-
gene Ruane and moderator the Rev.
Louis A. Rongione, O.S.A. for their

cooperation and work.

Especially we thank the seniors who
have contributed in any way during
the past year. Particular recognition is

extended to seniors Joseph Kinney,
Frank Delany, John Kennedy, Ed
Karrer, Joe Wheeler, John Fixl, Bill

Ickes, Ken Miller, Tom Martinez, Joe
Kulick, Mike Mancuso. Mike Klesius,

Norm Peer, Jack Garrity, and Paul
Terruso, for the valuable part which
they played.

To next year's staff we wish all the
success possible.

Robert E. Mulcahy Editor-in-Chief

Lawrence M. O'Rourke . . Monaging Editor

John J. Curtin Associate Editor

Francis X. Delany
John D Kennedy Feature Editors

Edmund Karrar
Joseph J. Wheeler News Editors

John H. Fixl. Jr. . . Associated News Editor

Thomas C. Goldscihmidt .... Sports Editor

William H. Ickes

Kenneth A. Miller Copy Editors

Alan Stoughton
Albert M. Lawler .... Photography Editors

Fronitlln P. Connelly Art Editor

John R. Mulcohy . .... ..... Morgue Editor

Michael Manuso >.«•<;. . Exchange Editor

John F. Garrity Circulation Manager
Paul Terruso Business Manager
Rev. Louis A. Rongione, O.S.A. . . . Faculty

Moderator
TWf Popar it dadicoUd to on* of th* finott mon wh9 wf
tntortd Vlllonovo. Scholar, AthloN, G«iitl«m«i»—

, . v^

LEO GOOOREAU
Bntorod •• Mcond clou moHor ot tN« VilUnovo Pott Offteo.
Doc. 27, IMi. Undor Hi« Act of March 3, 1i7».Mombor of Astoclotod Collofiato Protc. Momb«r of CotholioProM AMociotlon, Catholic Collofo Prott Attoctatlon.
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Are You Called?

March has been proclaimed vocations

month by Holy Mother Ohurch.

At one time in life the thought of becom-
ing a priest has entered every boys mind. Re-
gardless of what vocation each one of us thinks

he has, careful thinking and much prayer must
go into the choosing of a state in life.

With the closing of Lent and the arrival

of Blaster all of us should lift our minds and
hearts to God in prayer to obtain the necea-

sary grace to conform our life's work to God's ''s;--

will. There are many religious vocations that ^
come a little later in life^ Has God chosen you?

Through Snow • • •

No, Friday is not the new publication day
for the VILLANOVAN. If you are astonished
to see the paper today Just think about the
plight of the editors last week when the snow
caused a cessation of regular operations during
the week.

Starting last Friday night this issue was
bom. ' A few editors and one staff member
gathered in Dougherty Hall and started the
wheels rolling. What you see today is the

regular VILLANOVAN
—

"two days later than
usual.

Mein Kempf

By DON KEMPF

Dear Boss,

After reading the intelligent and inspir-

ing letter which appeared in your last issue

—penned by some sort of an Anthony P. Mul-

len, I have decided to accept your offer of a

pay boost. Spring is here and there seems to

be a multitude of things upon which one may
muse. Besides, I have plenty of time for col-

umn writing these days.

I have decided to reject your generous

offer, however, to promote me to a "Co-As-

sistant Associate Managing Editor." After

talking it over with several readers of the

VILLANOVAN—I was amazed to discover that

there are several—I decided that it would be

nice if the newspaper had at. least one person

in the organization with the title of "Staff

Member." Then too, if the masthead were to

get much bigger, there wouldn't be a great

deal of space left in which respective editors

could do their editing . . . would there?

"-<'•/

A Rose Is a Rose

Junior Week is just around the corner.

Boss, and that provides us with plenty of ma-
terial. The prom should really be beautiful.

Why even now, Frank Cavalier, John Moran,
and Joe Perozziello and I are busy making
those flowers which will be here, there and
everywhere in the decorations.

From what I can find out— in between
making phone calls, trying to get a date for

the prom—the Dinner Dance, under the direc-

tion of Oz Scogna, should be quite an affair.

This in itself is amazing, considering the
amount of time Oz has to put in thinking up
jokes, spirited speeches or what-have-you to
deliver at Junior Class meetings.

A Lynx is a Quarterly

I was sitting in my room the other day,
Boss, reading last year's three copies of the
literary quarterly—somehow this fails to add
up—when I heard some screaming rock-and-
roll music over W V I L. When someone an-

nounced that it was the Frank Thornton show,
"Tempo," heard every Thursday at 5:30, I

turned the radio off and decided that I would
eat dinner at 5:30 every Thursday.

Yes sir, Boss, Spring is here. You can feel

it in the air. J. J. Sullivan is already strolling

about the campus in his "Victory Garden"
trousers. Ken MacGillivray is struggling to
improve his tennis game. T. Walker Lloyd and
Luke Pape can be seen in the Pie Shoppe talk-

ing over rowing plans for the current crew
season.

Yes sir, Boss, Spring is in the air.

Strictly Opinion
By BOB PINTO

Having received several helpful notes (tied to rocks

thrown through my windshield) advising a column written

for everyone's benefit, this week we offer a serious outline

of the proper method to follow when being interviewed.

These tricks were suggested by the disgusted interviewers

themselves, and are sure-fire to get you a high paying posi-

tion well above your recession year worth.

First of all, never arrive until five or ten minutes after

the designated time. This will add an air of respectability

to you and put your interviewer on the defensive. Mutter
something about having a deuce of a time parking your
jaguar or hating to rush your meals. He will be impressed
by your apparent success and your busy schedule. By all

means call your interviewer by his first name or at least

by his initials so that your interview will get off on a per-

sonal note.

However any other planning such as looking up the
background of the company or preparing questions will kill

the spontaneity of the whole thing and prevent the real you
from coming through. Bring no writing materials. He will

impressed by the confidence you show in your memory. This
will serve a twofold purpose for those who haven't yet learn-

ed to write.

Poor—But Eager
The essentials of neatness and cleanliness scarcely need

be mentioned. But don't over do it either. They can spot a
phony a mile away. If your hands happen to be grimy at
the time or you need a shave, don't clean up. Show him that
you are a man of action who is not afraid of a little hard
work. And to suggest that you are the poor but eager lad

so sickeningly popular in most circles, wear sneakers—but
making sure that they are well shined. Having a hole in the
bottom is effective in letting him know that you play hard
too.

Don't be friendly. Let him know that you are no kid

and that you have a serious side. If you are nervous say
something to relieve the tension like, "Boy am I nervous."
He will respect your frankness. Puns are the best stimulus
for a lagging conversation (say you had thought about loaf-

ing in a bread factory), and a few saucy jokes will be a
subtle way of indicating that all of your .time wasn't spent
in the library. Don't be afraid to display the disgust you
have for several of your teachers. A man lacking discrimin-
ating taste is no good to anyone and your interviewer is

aware of this.

Last Ditch Attack

If the interviewer somehow implies that you do not quite
fill the job requirements, a last ditch tantrum may convince
him of your sincerity and swing his final decision in your
favor. Furniture and glass fixtures should be the object of
your tantrum, however, and not the interviewer himself. Nat-
urally these tips need not be strictly adhered to. Just re-

member that in general your best guide is to rely on your
native craftiness and hyprocrisy.

March is Vocation Month

Call to Priesth • I«If From God
Is Not of Our Own Choosing
EDITOR'S NOTE:
Holy Mother Church has pro-

claimed March v ocationa
vuynth. We wish to thank

the 'members of the Auymtinian

Vocation Seminar in Washing*

ton f<yr the material herewith

presented.

A vocation to the priesthood

is a free gift from God. No
one can ever say that he has

eai-ned it or tliat it was due

to him. Considering many of

the persons who have gone

away to study for the priest-

hood, many times otie is led

to exclaim, "He's got his

nerve ! of all the people in the

world he is the last one I'd

consider to have a vocation!"

Well, that is just the core of

the whole mystery : he did not

do the choosing. "You have

not chosen Me, but I have

chosen you", says Christ.

The night of the Last Sup-

per, the night before he died,

Christ celebrated the first

Mass. He instituted the Sacra-

ment of Holy Orders when He
told the Apostles, His first

priests, "Do this in commem-
oration of Me." Since then

He has repeated this com-

mand to those chosen souls

who have heeded the Divine

Invitation, "CJome, follow me."

This invitation of Christ is

not restricted by position, by
wealth, or by education. It

has been given to souls for

the -last nineteen cemturies

and will continue to be given

as long as the world lasts. But

because man has free will, be-

cause he has a mind of his

own, Christ does no morgthim

plant in the heart the seed of

a vocation. The acceptance

of the inviUtion, the coopera-

tion with the "grace depends

on the individual.

It's up^ to . him. to_ appreciate

the life of a' priest, his duties,

the years of preparation, and

the purpose of such a wonder-

ful vocation. In this way one

may measure his idea with the

leality and discover if this

call, this leaning towaitl the

priestly life is really and truly

a call from God.

Possibly you feel attracted

to the priestly life, happily in

your love of God a*id your de-

sire to serve Him perhaps you

wish for that closer Union

with (Christ who told his first

priests, "I will now call, you

tiiends." If so, do something

aijout it; do it today. .Do it

now.

This priest is illustrating

—that of teaching young men
one phase of a Augustlnlan's life

the Catholic way of life.

Augustinians Meet Church's

NeedsWith MissionaryWork
Unlike most religious Or-

ders, the Augustinians are not

devoted, to any specific tjrpe

of work, but were founded to

meet the needs of the Church,

whatever they might be. Late

in the eighteenth century, the

Augustinians came to the

United States from Ireland to

do missionary work. These

missions later became par-

ishes, and as a result, the

Order has at the present time

about thirty-eight parishes.

The Augustinian parish,

however, is not like an ordi-

nary parish. In addition to the

regular parochial duties of the

parish, the Fathers maintain

the traditional Augustinian
devotions and retain their

common life.

Another field of labor in

which we are engaged is the

preaching of missions, re-

treats and novends. The
Fathers of the Augustinian

Mission Band lead a life of.

constant preaching, long hours

in the confessional and con-

tinuous traveling. These self-

*^-

Ainong thoKes enjoying a spare moment in a good old

fashioned bull session— seminary style— is father Thomas
Kenny, O.S.A., now perfect of the third floor in Sullivan

Hall.

sacrificing priests reside at var-

ious centrally located houses,

and after preaching for sev-

eral weeks, return to their

community for a breathing

spell or to prepare new ser-

mons.

It was nQt long after their

arrival in America that the

Fathers entered the educa-

tional field. The Augustinians
were among the first to open
high schools, academies and
colleges where the Catholic

youth of our young nation

could not only be taught the

usual subjects, but also be

given solid training in the

teaching of their Faith.

At present the Order main-
tains high schools and colleges

of various types from coast to

coast. In an effort to keep
abreast of the times and real-

ize more fully the wide scf|>e

of Catholic education, the

Fathers introduced technical

training in their schools, a
unique feat for religious

teachers.

This move was hailed in

educational circles as the be-

ginning of a new trend in

Catholic education. Besides

the regular schools, there are

seminaries. The training of

futureAugustinian priests and
brothers is a task not taken

Kghtly by the Order.

Such is the variety of work
done by the American Augus-
tinians. God alone knows what
the future labors of the Order
will be. But we as Augustin-

ians know, however, that

whatever may be the needs of

the Church, we will ever be

ready to lend our efforts for

the cause of Christ.

ST. M.ARY'S II.^LL, m the middle of the campus, Is th«^ center

of seminarian activities at Vlllanova. It houses the chapel, class-

rooms, dining room and living quarters for the aspiring priests.

Augustinian Describes

Rewarding Seminary Life

Visitor. Is that another dorm?
Sophomore. Oh, no. That's the Angel Factory.

Vis. "Angel Factory"? What in thfi world is that?

Soph. "Angel Factory" is a nickname we use for the semi-

nary. The real name of the building is St. Mary's Hall, and the

students living there are studying to be priests in the Augustinian

Order.

Vis. What do they do in there

all day? How do they prepare

for the priesthood? what is

seminary life like, anyway?

To rescue our sophomore from
this barrage of questions, and

to satisfy our inquisitive visitor

and others who may be curious

or interested (or both) ttie fol-

lowing is offered as a bird's-eye

view of seminary life in the Or-

der of St. Augustine.

Seminary Defined

First of all, what is a semi-

nary? Many of us. thmk of a

seminary as a training school for

priests, just like West Point and

Annapolis are training schools

for military officers. Actually a

seminary is much more than

this, as the words "priest" and

"seminary" indicate.

A priest is an alter Christus,

another Christ. The word semi-

nary comes from i\^ Latin

semlnarlus which means planta-

tion or nursery. Combine the two

and you have a place where the

seeds of Christ are planted. A
seminary, then, is a place for

growth in union with Christ.

Suppose Christ were to say to

you, "Come follow me", and

acting under this divine grace,

you decided to follow Christ as

an Augustinian priest. This

briefly and generally is what
you would do:

Begin With Retreat

After all the preliminaries are

taken care of, you will make a

ten-day retreat, at the end of

which you will be invested in

the white habit of the Augus-
tinian novice. For a year and a

d^y you will live in our hidden

and homelike novitiate on the

banks of the Hudson River.

This happy year is something

like an extended retreat, pre-

dominately a life of prayer.

There will be a few classes in-

structing you in such matters

as the spiritual life, the consti-

tutions of tlic Order and the Li-

turgy of the Church. Farm work
and sports will provide a guar-

antee for bodily health.

The joys of community life,

the wealth that comes from po-

verty, and the charity that is

wedded to chastity—all these

you will experience for the first

time. After the year has fled by

—and fly it will—you will make
a profession of the simple vows
of poverty, chastity and obe-

dience.

Then you will come to the

"Angel Factory", St. Mary's

Hall, Villanova. The prayer life

of the novitiate will continue,

but the farmer will become a

philosopher. Under the guidance

of learned and competent profes-

sors you will become acquainted

with such great minds as our

Holy Father St. Augus^ and

St. Thomas of Acquine. A solid

foundation in Scholastic philoso-

phy is the best preparation for

theology.

Degree Conferred

On completion of your studies

lie holds Qod in liis lumds.

you will receive a B. A. degree

in philosophy. Then you will

transfer to A\^ustlnlan College

in Washington, D. C, for a four

year course in theology. This

will be a crowning point in your

studies and hi your spiritual

training, because you will con-

centrate on God Himself, and,

God willing, you will be ordained

to the holy priesthood.

As you look back you wiU
realize that these are much more
than three separate buildings,

or training houses, more even
than three homes. They are
phases of growth in the likeness

of Christ. The seedling planted

in the nursery of the novitiate

has blossomed into a flower of

"spiritual beauty, giving forth

the good odor of Christ" (Bule
of St. Augustine).

Ml
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The Catcher On the Aisle

ies to Salinger
During the first intermission

of "Say Darling," the play
about how a musical comedy is

put together, which is continu-
ing through this, it's final try-
out week at the Shubert Theatre
in Philadelphia, I caught a
glimpse of an old friend of the
family.

Marjorie Eveningstar wajs

spreading a great deal of glam-
or (she thought) on the other
side of UiQ lobby. Since she
wasn't a particularly dear friend
of mine, I sort of looked the
other way, hoping she hadn't
seen me.
Marj was the type that gush-

ed all over you when she saw
you. She tried to be sophisticat-

ed and all but she didn't fool

me. I knew she waa a phony,
even if she was a debutante.

At her coming-out party,
there was so much whiskey that
you'd think her father was in

the liquor business instead of
flower seeds (he was really nuts
about portulacas) and old Marj
was acting it up all over the
place.

I Was Caught
Standing there smoking in the

crowded lobby, I was developing

a headache. Then Marj saw me
and waved for me to come over.

I don't know why I went over
but I did.

After I elbowed by way
through the people and got a
closer look at her (she was sort

of draped around this marble
column), I started to feel sick.

She just stood there puffing

smoke in this girl's face, show-
ing off her long mink and ex-

pensive jewelry. In my book,
she was still a phony.

Her mink coat was getting

into everyone's path (probably
to attract attention) and she
let her cigarette ashes fall on
a man's tuxedo. She was the

sloppiest debutante that I ever
knew^

"Holden, Dahling!"
I couldn't go back now. That's

me. Holden Caulfield. "Dahl-
ing." Half the lobby turned
around on that one, boy. She
could be extremely loud when
she wanted. No fooling.

Plenty of Fur
She stood there smirking at

us. I was beginning to get quite

sick. I really hate girls who
stand smiling at a lobby full of
people. I really mean it's

enough to make anybody sick.

"Hi," I sort of whispered. I

was playing it casual.

"How mahvellous to see you,

Holden."
Strictly a phony.
"How are you enjoying the

show?" I asked. I had to talk

about something.
"I just adore it, dahling", she

whooped, "but it doesn't have
any hohses in it", v . :;- <

; None-Too-Bright : . V
For a girl in her twentiei,

Marj doesn't know too much
about shows, about their not
having horses in them and all,

unless it is a special occasion
like a circus show or something
with Ethel Merman in it. I

guess old Marj was pretty horse-
minded because she was always
bringing them into her conver-
sations.

"No, I joked, "but it has a
lot of people in it."

"But they're so common dahl-

ing."

That girl was a very percep-

tive snob.

"What do you think of David

Wayne's portrayal of the strug-

By BILL GALLAGHER
gling playwright?"

"Uttely funny"

"And Vivian Blaine and John-
ny Desmond?"

"Delectable."

V 'Quick, A Drink'
if I ever needed a double

scotch, it was then. But before
I recuperated, she continued:

"Jerome Cowan is the suav-

I've heard a lot of phony
words but that one stopped me.
If there's one word I hate, it's

suavest. '.:'• ;"^.. ic--'

That made me stop and think
maybe old Marj hadn't even
been paying attention to the
show. I bet she sat there smil-

ing at the people around her,

even up at the actors.

Finally I lied, "I have to go
now." Then she did a silly thing.

She shouted, "It's been dihvine."

Everybody was looking and I

tripped over that coat again. I

just sort o f waved at the people
and Marj didn't disappoint them.
She flashed that smile of hers.

Maybe She Was Right
After the last curtain, I start-

ed thinking Marj might have
been paying attention after all.

David Wayne was hilarious. In

fact, the entire cast was fine^

The scenery and costumes, the

dancing and musical interludes

were above average.

In adapting his book of the

same title, Richard Bissell in-

jected much humor into the

script concerning his troubles

in adapting his novel, 7V2 cents,

into .the smash musical "Pajama
Game.'*

Complicated? Not really.
However, the fun seems to di-

minish slightly each time Mr.
Bissell milks another product
from his original. Nevertheless,
what I want to know is, why do
sloppy, horse-conscious debu-
tantes smile at a lobby full of

people ?

Editor's Note

—

We sent eritic

Bill Gallagher out to bring back
a view of the current back-stage
musical "Say, Darling". Instead

of his usual load of constructive

criticism, Mr. Gallagher con-

tributed this gem. Soon, we
trust, Mr. Gallagher will return
to earth.

' 111 —-.
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"If at first you don't succeed,
that makes you just about aver-
age."—Warren Hull.

HI-FI AMPLiriER KITS

Rated Finest Hi-Fi Amplifier Do-lt-

Yourself Kit Available Only 3 Hrs.

Bulding Time 60 Watts Output.

DYNA-KIT
MARK III

$79,95
Flexible High Quality Control Unit

—

Unmeasurable Distortion—Easy to

Build.

PRE-AMP

$34.95

COMPLETE LINE:
AMPLIFIER$^, RECORD
CHANGERS, SPEAKERS.

HI-FI FIDELITY HOUSE
167 W. LANCASTER AVE.

WAYNE, PENNA.

MU 8-4136
SPECML—Hi-Fi Recording Tape

1200 FT. $1.89

OPEN DAILY 9-6
FRI. 9-9

Air Conditioning-femperafuros made fo order—

(or all-weather comforf Gef a demonsfratiorti

OCEAN TO OCEAN ACROSS SOUTH

AMERICA-AND BACK-IN 41 HOURS!

CHEVY'S NEW V8 LEVELS

THE HIGHEST, HARDEST
HIGHWAY OVER THE ANDESI

To prove the durability of Chev-
rolet's radical new Turbo-Thrust

V8,* the tremendous flexibility of

the new Turboglide transmission.*

the incredible smoothness of Full

Coil suspension, we tackled the most

challenging transcontinental road in

the world — the 1,000-mile General
San Martin Highway. To make it

harder, the Automobile Club of ^v- >;>

Argentina sealed the hood shut at['''^-'

Buenos Aires — no chance to add

oil or water or adjust carburetors
for high altitude,

So the run began — across the

blazing Argentine pampas, into the

ramparts of the forbidding Andes.

Up and up the road climbed, almost

2^ miles in the sky! Drivers
gasped for oxygen at 12,572 feet —
but the Turbo-Thrust V8 never
slackened its torrent of power, the

Full Coil springs smothered every
bump, the Turboglide transmission ^V

made play of grades up to 30

percent. Then a plunge to the '
.'

>

Pacific at Valparaiso, Chile, a

quick turn-around and back again*

Time for the round trip: 41 hours
14 minutes — and the engine was

never turned off!
*Extra-coKt option.

( III \li(H I I

Yoiill get the best buy on the best seller!

mJBjŜ KEEP YOUR HEAOIIGHTS AIMED RIGHT

.'V'.

The surefooted Chevrolet purrs post a road sign that soys "danger"-
ond aheod lies the toughest port of the perilous Andean climbl

"-•-"* * •••^•••••»fvaA««***«*4k* « • • • - -"--••••^•vM^^**«r,**4ii<»A«M«»^w«*«*«fi*»*#*«

FOffWAffO
See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal—prompt delivery!^] «om
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LP Records,

And Contests
Just as the LP records re-

placed the old, fast, fragile and
noisy shellac records, the new
stereo disc is about to make its

bid to replace the LP.

The new stereo discs, which
should start to go into produc-
tion by midsummer, can be play-

ed non stereophonically on con-

ventional LP players. This will

eliminate the necessity of com-
panies putting out two separate

versions of every recording, one
stereo, one conventional single

channel.

In the case of stereo tape, a
recording is made , with two
mick'ophones, or sets of micro-

phones, spaced some distance

apart. The twin products, usual-

ly recorded on the two bands of

a dual-tract tape, are kept sep-

arate, for separate reproduction

later through two amplifiers

and two speakers, spaced more
or less as were the microphones,

the idea being to give in the

living room reproduction which
incorporates the subtle differ-

ence that the right and left ears

would have heard had they been

in the concert hall.

Earlier conraiercial stereo

discs had twin bands of grooves

and required a twin pickup car-

tridge to play them. The new
type records have the two
"channels" of sound engraved

in the same groove and are

worked by the same stylus.

'This motion is not purely lateral

but partly horizontal as well.

The stereo cartridge of which

it is part has not one but two

sensitive elements, set at right

angles to each other, which

translates its movements into

electric impulses. It is thus pos-

sible to separate the "right ear"

signal from the "left ear** and

feed tv}o amplifiers and loud-

speakers.

An old style pickup, however,

can play the new stereo records

as if they were of the ordinary,

laterally-modulated kind. It will

pick up a blend of the two
channels. Being played in this

fashion, the new records will

; differ from the best of the pres-

ent type only in a slightly low-

ered level of volume and a slight

proportional rise in surface

noise.

To make them yield stereo

sound, all that is necessary is

a stereo cartridge, a second

amplifier, and a second speaker

—or a whole new phonograph,

incorporating dual-channel
sound reproduction, and of

course, the most important Item,

the backbone of the system

—

N.F.C.C.S. Variety

Show Due in April
The N.F.C.C.S. Variety show

will be held on April 18, at La
Salle College and on April 19,

at Villanova University.

The four participating colleges

are Immaculata College, St. Jos-

eph College, LaSalle College and
Villanova University. The par-

ticipants of the show are stu-

dents of these schools.

Featured in the show will be:

The Villanovans, the Murphy
sisters, the "T" Tones, the Con-

tinentals, the LC. chorus line,

Carol Chapla and Sissy DiMar-

ino. The M.C. will be Mike Kle-

sius.

Tickets are priced at $1.00

and may be purchased in the

Pie Shoppe or from any one on

.the ticket committee.

Engineer's Corner

PKP Pledges, Elections

Make An Engineer Happy
ly BOB MERKERT

money.
P.K.P. Meeting

All Phi Kappa Pi pledges are

reminded that there will be an
important meeting tonight at

7:30 in room 207 Vasey Hall.

At this time dues, initiation fees,

and dinner dance ticket money
must he paid. Members of the

frat will be given "little broth-

ers" on Thursday, April 10th at

8:00 p.m. in Vassey Hall audi-

torium.

Start rounding up those old

shoes that need to be polished.

I'm sure the "brothers" won't
mind doing a "few" worthwhile
chores in the ensuing week. As
usual, the u^eek will be topped

off by the annu^al dinner dance.

This year it vnll be at Kuglers,
in Philadelphia. Date—A pril
19th.

A word of praise should be
given to pledgemasters Joe Dris-
coll and Joe Krackler for the

fine job that they have done
this year with the pledges.

Thanks should also be ex-

tended to Professor Auth, Neil
McAllister, Joe Panis, Bill Mc-
Neill, and all the other people
who worked so hard to mike
"Engineering Day" a success.

Freshman Majors
Freshmen are reminded that

they must sign up In the dean's
office. Room 120 Mendel, to se-

le<it their major.
We're glad to hear that iiatt

Mazza "and crew, after doing
such a great job on the Ring
Dance, has taken on the task
of Junior Prom decorations.

A.I.E.E.—LR.E. elections will

be held today from 10 :30

through 2:30 down in the Dy-
namo Lab. Only juniors and
sophomores who come with their

local member cards will be per-

mitted to vote. At a recent

meeting, it was decided that

seniors would not be eligible to

vote.

Paper Contest
AU are invited to attend the

A.I.E.E,—I.R.E. branch paper

The PennKylvania State Board for the selection of R3gular
NROTC Midshipmen sits in a meeting held (ast week. Villanova
Is well represented on the board v^lilch consists of (from left)

Key. John A. Klekotka, O.S.A., Director of Admissions at the
University; Captain Neale R. Curtin, Commander of the Villa-

nova NROTC Unit, and Edwin F. Russell, publisher of the Pa-
triot-News of Ilarrisburg, Pa.

contest on the night of April
Ibth in room 215 Mendel. One
of the four speakers will be se-

lected to represent Villanova in
the regional contest. As usual,
refreshments vHll be served af-
ter the meeting.

Congratulations to the recent-
ly elected officers <.f the
A.S.M.E. They are: Jim Wood-

ward, Chairman; Joe Driscoll,

Vice-Chairman ; Bill Hixson,
Treasurer; and Bruce Irving,

Secretary.

John Filliman reminds that
anyone who intends to submit
an article for publication in the
May issue of the ENGINEER
should have the aiticle com-
pleted by April 15.

BON VOYAGE presents? You might give a
substantial checking account in the Left

Bank of Paris. A deck of cards for playing

London Bridge. Or walking shoes in which

to Rome Italy. Better yet, give Luckies—
and make your present a Partin* Carton!

A Lucky, after all, is the best-tasting ciga-

rette an5rwhere. In Paris you hear, "Un
Luckee? C'est merveilleux !

" (That's

French!) Roughly translated, it means: it's

all fine, light, good-tasting tobacco, toasted

to taste even better. (That's advertising!)

Just light up a Lucky and see for yourself!

(Now, that's smart!)

Stuck for dough?

START *|g
STICKUNGI MAKE $25
We'll pay $26 for every Stickler we
print—and for hundreda more that
never get uaed! So start Stickling

—

they're soeasy you can thinkofdozens
in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers.
Both words must have the same num-
ber of syllables. (Don't do drawings.)
Send 'em all with your
name, address, college ^ ~|

and class to Happy-
Joe-Lucky, Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N, Y.

WHAT IS A lONG-OISTANCe
WAIKINC CHAMPION?

WALTIR LIVLANO.
WILLIAM AND MARV

Pace Ace

WHAT IS A MODEST MISTAKE? 1
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KATHLEEN BARRY
Class Treasurer Bill Hixson is

the happy escort of lovely Kath-
leen Barry, an Immaculata
junior. Kathleen is 5'4" and has
brown hair and eyes.

•#
>? r
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MARIAN LICKI

History major, Joe Conaway, will

escort 18-year old Marion Licki to

the Junior Prom. Morion, a senior

at Wilmington High School, stands
5' 5", with light brown hair and
blue eyes.

BETSY RICHARDSON
Industrial Administration stud-

ent Bob Thomas will take Rose-

mont junior Betsy Richardson to

the Prom. A tiny five feet tall,

Betsy is 20 years old and has

brown hair and green eyes.
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WiU One Of These Re%n During Junior Week?

DOTTY BLITZ
Seventeen-year old Dotty Blitz,

o senior at Conestogo High
School is the Queen entry of

Tony Amendola, a student in the

'Industrial Administrations school.

She has green eyes and brown
hair.

=s

BARBARA KAGER
Barbara Koger, on 18-year old

freshman at Newton College in

Massachusetts, will come to the

Prom with Don Brown, a market-
ing major. She has blond hair

and green eyes.

^'f

KATHY SANNER
Kathy Sanner, on 18-year old

freshman from new Rochelle Col-

lege, is the Prom Queen entry

of mechanical engineer Bill Con-
foy. Kathy has blond hair and
blue eyes.

LUCILLE CARUSO ...

A freshman at Trenton $tdte

Teachers College, Lucille Ca»-

uso, will be the Prom dote of

accounting major Terry Rothe-

mick. A brunette, Lucille stands
5'4" and has blue eyes.

-^M^'^ ^

\
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NIJOLIE MACKONIS
Chem engineer Walt Svekia

will escort 18-year old Nijole

Mockonis to the Junior Prom.
A senior at St. Mario Goretti

High in Philadelphia, Nijole is

5'4" toll, with brown hair and
blue eyes.

BETTY SHANLEY ^^
Mechanical engineer Joe DriT-

coll will escort Betty Shonley, of
Rumson, N.J., to the Prom.
Betty, who attended Newton
College of the Sacred Heart,
Boston, will begin teaching in

September.

BARBARA C/|PPOLA
Junior English major Bill

Christy will take blond Barbara
Coppola to hear the music of
Buddy Williams cf the 1958
Junior Prom. A senior at Gwyn-
edd Mercy Junior College, Bar-
bara is 5'2" and hoi brown eyes.

jSSSiiiSSiSSxiiSJiJAfeSix

MARJORIE MULVEHILL
Blue eyed and brown haired

Morjorie Mulvehill Is the Prom
date of Larry Waterhouse, Arts

major. A secretor/ in North
Tarrytown, N.Y., th^pert beauty

stands 5'4".
>;?.'^t

SUE STITCH
Rosemont sop h jjlm ore Sue

Stitch will attend i*
Mechanical Engineer
ving. Bruce, co-chair

Spirit Committee,
thing to cheer about
year old beauty with •azel eyes.

s.:'j'^p^::.A^: r^t^-4^f.2fe

Prom with
Bruce Ir-

an of the
s some-
this 21-

JANE CONNOLLY
Arts major Bill Clisham has

entered Margaret Jane Connolly
in the Queen contest. A Phila-
delphia girl, Margaret attends
Holy Family College and has
brown hair and green eyes.

BUNNY NOONAN
Basketball star Joe Ryan is the

lucky escort of lovely Bunny
Noonan, 18-year old student at
the Philadelphia School of Of-
fice Training. Bunny, who lives

in Gladwyne, has blue eyes and
blond hair.

CAROL SUTCLIFFE

Rosemont College freshman Carol

Sutcliffe will attend the Prom with

History major Ed Bell. Carol, a resi-

dent of Upper Darby, stands 5'4"

and has blue eyes and brown hair.

GAIL GREFFE
Gail Greffe, a senior at Boon-

ton Hiah in Boonton, NJ., hails

from Lake Hiawatha in that
state. Marketing major Dick
Bednor will escort the flaxen-
haired beauty to the Prom.

LUCILLE POLITANSKI
Social Studies major Skip

Hondschur will take 19-year old

Lucille Politonski to the Prom.
A junior supervisor in the Bell-

port, N.Y., telephone co., Lucille

has brown hair and blue eyes.

;^^'^ =
'^'

<^i.
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CLAIRE TONER

Claire Toner, 20-year old secre-

tary will be escorted to the Prom by
Frank Dynon, a General Arts major
Villanovan staffer. Claire stands
5'4" and has blue eyes and blonde
hair.

Pa«e 9

DOROTHY ANN HAYES
Blue eyed and blond Dorothy

Ann Hayes is the entrant of
junior English major Tom Mc-
Kenno. The 18-year-old beauty
resides in Jersey City, and is a
student at the Berkeley Secre-
tarial School.

MARY LOUISE REILLY
Mary Louise Re illy, a 20-year

old junior at Immaculata, will

be pre-low major Al Lepore's
date for the Prom. The home
economics student from Fall

River, Mass., stands 5'5" and has
blond hair and blue eyes.

GLORIA YOUGHT
Gloria Vought, the date of An-

thony P. Mullen, on accounting
major, is 19 years jsid and has
brown hair and green eyes. She is

a bookkeeper for the f^lrst Penn-
sylvania Banking and Trust Co.

. AZ.--\i:^.^2£.\^j^^ ^J&i^
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Radio Club Constructs Model Satellite

Fully Equipped; Summer Launching Due
The Radio Club has announced

that they have successfully

completed their first major pro-

ject—the construction of a mod-
el of the Vanguard's baby satel-

lite.

The project, planned mainly
by junior Jim Lawless, was one
of the major demonstrations on
the Engineering Day program.

Modeled after the Vanguard's
baby sphere, it consists of a 4
inch plastic sphere, weighing
less than a pound and contain-

ing the necessary equipment for

the transmission of radio sig-

nals.
: ,. Telemetering System

Co-chairman Pete Thornton
stated that this was made pos-

sible by means of a telemetering

system.

The heart of the system is a
thermister—a small, tempera-
ture sensitive resistor. Four
mercury batteries connected in

series to give 41/2 volts, assures
the sphere of approximately 200
hours of operation.

The satellite also contains an
oscillator and transmitter to

send radio waves containing the

coded information. As the temp-
erature varies the resistance

also varieR.

Frequency Changer

This changes the frequency

of the broadcasted signal being

received. This signal is then fed

into a non-linear amplifier, then
into a meter calibrated in temp-
erature.

Lawless said that it was hoped
that the satellite would be put
aloft in a balloon this summer
to record temperature pressure
and height.

Wireless Mikes
Although a new organization,

it has its own room where there

is an experimental lab and short
wave radio station have been
setup. At the present time, wire-,

less mikes are being construc-

ted.

For the newcomer, elementary
projects, such as transistorized

receivers and practice code os-

cillators, will be undertaken.

Besides the building of the
model satellite, the club has con-

ducted many other projects this

year. Of particular mention is

the series of lectures given by
the moderator Mr. Joseph Hicks,

entitled "Computer Logic". The
tracing of the first "Sputnik"
helped to fill out .the first semes-
ter activities.

Anyone Can Join

ITiornton went on to state

that the aims of the club are
not only to help those interested

in obtaining their amateur
license, but also to give the

members a chance to become
familiar with electronic circuits

by supplying them with the

equipment and providing an op-

portunity for individual re-

search.

The club, Thornton stressed,

is not exclusively for engineer-

ing students. Anyone desiring

to learn radio and electronics

is invited to join, by contacting

either Jim Lawless 6r Pete

Thornton in rooms 127 or 230
Sullivan Hall.

Alumni Reunion Planned

Kuczo Honored at Dinner

Psychology Grad
List Available
A complete list of colleges and

universities offering graduate

work in psychology, together

with all information necessary

for making out applications, can

be obtained from the Psychology

Ofiice, 138 Mendel, it was an-

nounced recently by Assistant

Professor Lester N. Rechenwald,

chairman of the department.

The information includes whe-

ther or not Miller Analogies

Test and Graduate Record Ex-

amination results are required

for entrance; what undergrad-

uate courses are required; the

financial aids (in the form of

scholarships, fellowships, and

assistantships available ; and

other pertinent data.

A new format for the annual

Alumni Reunion scheduled for

June 6, 7, 8, has been announced

by the Alumni Oflice.

The committee set up at last

year's reunion to revitilize the

affair has reported that the

highlights of the three day event

will include a jamboree in the

Field House on Friday night, a

memorial Mass at the grotto, a

class luncheon, and the annual

alumni banquet to be held on

Saturday night.

In other news released by the

Alumni Office it was stated the

1340 alumni contributed a total

of $27,583 to the Alumni Foun-

dation in 1957.

The- Philadelphia Club will

hold its annual spring dinner-

dance on April 19 at the Con-

estoga Mill. Cocktails will be

served at 6 P.M., dinner at 7:15

P.M. and dancing will begin at

9 P.M.

Also, a testimonial dinner was
held in Stamford, Conn, for

Paul J. Kuczo, '28 on December

9, 1957. The occasion was Paul's

retirement from active coaching

to become head of the Athletic

Department of the city of Stam-

ford. While at Villanova he wajs

an outstanding quarterback. The

main speaker was Frank Rea-

gan.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

APPLICATION MUST BE RENDERED

AS OF

APRIL 3. 1958

TO BE SUBJECT TO OUR EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT

AS STATED IN OUR PREVIOUS ANNOUNCEMENT.

THE COLLEGE SURVEY
BOX 625, Charlottesville, Vq.
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THE MAN FROM ALLIED

HAS FACTS YOU NEED

Thinking hard about what's ahead after

graduation? You pro)>al>ly have some idea

about industries, companies, jobs . . . futures.

But you need facts.

Check that date below*~- the Allied inter-

viewer wilt be here soon, ready to do some

straight talking about your future. It's

WQ^h a half-hour to look Into a company

that has a dozen research laboratories,

iiyfett 100 plants, and a nation-wide network

of sales offices, it's worth learning about

the room to grow at a company that makes

more than 3,000 products ... chemicals,

plastics, fibers, and new ones every year.

What kinds of jobs? Which locations?

Which products? What sort of future?

For the facts you need,

SIGN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW

ALLIED CHEMICAL, 61 BROADWAY

NEW YORK 6, N.Y.

Hied

hemical
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Missar

Fidelis

Speaker At Semper
Annual Breakfast

'^^

t .

Lieutenant Colonel Joseph C. Missar, U.S.M.C, a 1938 grad-
uate of Villanova, will be thq guest speaker at the annual Com-
munion Breakfast of the Semper
Fidelia Society, on Sunday,
April 13th.

Missar was one of Villanova's

outstanding athletes in his un-
dergraduate days. He earned
three varsity letters in football,

and during his senior year was
a star on an undefeated squad.

The Communion Mass will be

offered in the University Chapel
at 9 a.m. breakfast will then be

served by caterers in the day-

hpp cafeteria.

Reservations Available

,
Reservations can be made by

purchasing tickets from Cap-
tain John Grace, U.S.M.C. socie-

ty moderator. Tickets are priced

at $2.50. They must be obtain-

ed before April 9th*

Breakfast chairman Mr.
George Rhiele has encouraged
all members to make reserva-

tions as soon as possible. "This

is an extrwnely important func-

tion of our society," Rhiele said.

After graduation from Villa-

nova, Missar entered the Marine
Corps. Quantido at that time

played many of the top teams
of the nation.

As a Marine officer, Missar
has seen action during World
War II and the Korean conflict.

He established an excellent war
record in Korea and after the

end of the conflict was trans-

ferred to Marine headquarters

in Washington, D.C.

Training Methods
He has remained at the Ma-

rine headquarters and is now
working on the development of

training methods for the Ma-
rines.

The society held a business

meeting this morning at 10:30

in the Commodore John Barry

lounge. President Jack Good-

year announced that nomina-

tions for next year's officers

were held as well as nominations

of Student Council representa-

tive.

Many Activities

For Mother's Day
(Continued from Page 1)

bo $8.50. Besides the features

mentioned, the cost will cover

favors and corsages for the

mothers.
More Chairmen

The Diaper Dan Contest will

be run by Frank Connolly and
Duke G o o d w y n this year.

Favors arc under the direction

of Mike Marra and Ed Condon
w'^h John Murray and Jim Mc-
Elhenny handling the programs.

John Rumbarger and Ray
Quaglia will make arrangements

for the entertainment.

Tony Rossi was appointed to

handle all special arrangements
with Jerry McGrath in charge

of publicity and Mike Axt keep-

ing the books.

The luncheon will be under the

direction of Chuck Fritz and Bill

McCann, and the evening ban-

quet will be directed by Ray Lo-

pez and Paul Hessler.

Great buy!

the trim-fitting

ARROW Glen

It's the shirt with the stand-

out choice in collars— the

regular, button-down, or per-

manent stay Arrow Glen.

Exclusive Mitoga® tailoring

carries through the trim, tap-

ered look from collar to waist

to cufF. "Sanforized" broad-

..' cloth or oxford in stripes,

checks, solids. $4.00 up.

Cluett, Peabody 6f Co., Inc.

ARROW
—first in fashion

Botany '^500" ARROW SHIRTS SOLD BY

SPRITZLER'S
16 W. LaiKOtNr Av«., Ardmvr*

Page 13
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McGrefor Sporttwcor

Fomeat BroiNfs

for Mon

"Aftwtix" THxt^M for S«l« or Jttnf

ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

l^ew toys that play for keeps— because of oil

Labor Management

Lecture Series Due
The third lecture in St. Jos-

eph College's Annual Proscen-

ium Lecture Series on Labor
and Management Look Ahead,
will be held on March 27, at

8:15 p.m. in the college audi-

torium.

Mr. ILirry W. riaiiiury, co-

ordinator ol radio and T.V., for

the AB'L-CIO, will deliver the

lecture. All arc invited to at-

tend.

Previous speakers Ikivc been:

Mr. Edward Maher, Vice Presi-

dent of Public Relations for the

National Association of Manu-
facturers, and The Honorable
John J. Giliiooley, Assistant

i^e'Tetary of Labor for the Igni-

ted States Department of Labor.

'Industrial psychology major
wanted for consultation. Fee
basis. Businessman requires

assistance in evaluating psy-

chological tests for adminis-
trative and executive per-

sonnel. Replies to P.O. Box
336. Camden 1, N.J., will

be handled in extreme con-
fidence."

THESES
TYPED

mU 8-6685

ir

.
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Why do some toys last longer nowadays? Certainly children havent changed. What has changed

is the material many toys are made of—a plastic that's tougher, more flexible and color-fixed

because the color is part of the plastic. Esso Research developed from oil

an essential material from which this new plastic is made. In products for

your children, and your car, ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil. (Csso)
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Kardas Rock Collection

To Be Exhibited at Library
The University Library will

feature an exhibit on "marina
molluska" commonly called aea
shells, beginning April 7th, and
continuing until April 22nd.
Sigmund J. Kardas, Jr., a stu-

dent of Biology, and a day-hop
freshman from Mayfair, will

present the shells and fossils,

plans to enter the field of Pale-

onthology.

Summers In Wildwood
He explains that he has had

an extreme interest - in shells

ever since he first saw one as a
child back in Wildwood, N. J.,

where he still lives during the
summer.
The exhibit will represent

specimens ranging from the
South Jersey coast to Japan to

the Phillipines. He has agree-
ments with various museums in-

cluding the Academy of Natural
Sciences in Philadelphia, and
that of the University of Cali-

fornia.

Kardas also trades with col-

lectors, in order to improve his

Collection. Presently he is

awaiting the return of one of
his collections from Florida.

Two Display Cases
Two cases will be used to dis-

BELLE MASQUE
(Continued from Page 8)

tage of that fact. Oh yes, Mr.
Willig was "very' funny.
Willig was "very* funny.

In major supporting roles
were Tom Flynn as Tranio, Dick
Dressier as Baptista, and Frank
Fagella as an amusing Bion-
dello.

As in my last attempt at
sounding like a critic, I find I

have very little space and many
more cast memibers, all of whom
deserve recognition for their
long hours of work that resulted
in an excellent production. Those
members of the cast were Frank
Thornton, Bill Fried, Mike Keat-
ing, Ron Anderson, Jack Daly,
Bob Sanders, Tony Provenaano
and the lone girl i a supporting
part. Dotty Hoffman.

I should salute, at this point,

the ^ valiant effort made by
Belle Masque to reduce the ac-

custical problems it confronted
in the cavern in which it per-
forms, the Field House. A
sounding board was placed be-
hind the Elizabethian style

stage to reduce the dampening
effect of the curtains. This was
an effective move but not
enough, for the voices were still

muffled. This was a most re-

gretable situation, especia'ly
with Shakespearean English,
which to the average theater
goer is not every day English.
The most enjoyable part of

the show was Act 4, Scene 1, a
really very funny scene. Every-
one enjbyed himself, audience
and actor alike. One thing that
should be mentioned; in any
comedy the actor should play
his audience and take advantage
of the time allowed by the
laughter. After all, timing is tho
essence of good comedy. If the

timing is off, much of the rap-
port between the audience and
actor is lost. At times some of

the principles forgot this fact

and many of the effects sought
Were lost.

I would like to congratulate
Mr. Richard Duprey, director of

Belle Masque shows, on his sue*

cess with Shakespeare and wish
him luck in his future dramatic
attempts on both the graduate
and undergraduate levels.

play the exhibit. The shelves of
the first case will include rep-

representative species of Coni^
dae, Cypriadae. and Pecten.

Kardas said "Pecten is the

shell of the common eatable

scallop. Among the many shells

in the exhibit, will be included

a model of the rarest shell in the

world—Conus gloria maris."

He pointed out that the origin-

al shell sold for $1200. Litera-

ture pertaining to the subject

of Conchology will occupy the

entire second case concluding

the "marine molluska" exhibit.

IRS Nominates 11

For Four Offices
At the last meeting of the

International Relations Society,
nominations were held for next
year's officers.

Nominated for president were
juniors Robert Rafano and John
P. Kelley, and sophomore John
Schalk. Those listed for vice-

president were juniors Joseph
Monahan and James Miller, and
sophomore Clinton Chin.

Junior Richard Faulk, sopho-
more John Hagosky, and fresh-

man W.,H. McClure have been
nominated for the post of sec-

retary-treasurer. Junior John
Fields and sophomore Peter
Lersch have been nominated for

the seat on the Student Council

Rev. John Seary Conducts Retreat
(Ck>ntinued from Page 1)

p.m. Tuesday until the beginning
on Wednesday morning.

It will be remembered that
Nocturnal Adoration has be-

come a tradition on the last

night of the retreat. ^

General Communion
The closing exercises of. the

retreat will -begin with Mass at

9 a.m. Wednesday and will in-

clude the annual general Com-

munion of the students, Bene-
diction, renewal of Baptismal
Vow and the Papal Blessing.

Rev. Phillip R. Foley, O.S.A.,
will conduct the Retreat for the
Nurses in the Chapel, following
the same schedule.

Father Foley is in charge of
vocations in the midwest and
is stationed at St. Monica's no-
vitiate a Cconomowoc, Wiscon-
sin.

HERE'S THE OPPORTUNITY

AND THE CHALLENGE OF

ASSIGNMENTS fN . . .

GUIDED MISSILE

ELECTRONICS

^i>;-

ON-CAMPttS

INTERVIEWS

FRIDAY,

APRIL 18

Co// your
~

Pfocwnonf Offie^r

for an

oppomffnonfi

Bendix YORK needs

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

NImdmakd Eag! • Pbysldtls

Here it your chance to prove your ability,

doing imporiani work on missile fuzing,

guidance, packaging -and related test

equipment. We have the openings that

offer you the opportunity to move ahead
rapidly in your profession. At Bendix York,
you benefit from the advantages of a sitiall

company atmosphere in a growing division

of one of the nation's largest engineering

and manufacturing corporations. Also,

you'll ei\joy the "good life^' in our beautiful

suburban community. Good salaries, all

employee benefits.

&>

m

m

AVIATION CORPORATION

Yotfc Divisioii
YcxK Penna. York 47-2611

'X'-

Where there's a Man

.

there's a Marlboro

The cifiantte denigneH for men that women like.

A long white ash means
good tobacco and a mild
smoke.

The "filter flower" of cel-

lulose acetate (modem ef-

fective filter material) in

just one Marlboro Selec-

trate Filter.

Mild-burning Marlboro combines a prized

recipe (created in Richmond, Virginia)

of the world's great tobaccos with a

cellulose acetate filter of consistent

dependability. You get big friendly flavor

with all the mildness a man could ask for.

Marlboro
Stur^im toi ot all

VOU OCT A LOT TO LIKE-FILTER • FLAVOR • FLIP-TOP BOX ZhJi^^"^"'"

5V
.

/iC
-s- -Tiriaffpv^fr*fr
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SPORTS CHATTER:

It's All Turse's Trotters
ly TOM •OLDSCHMIPT

»'.;;„•

Turse's Trotters are having themselve quite a year in intra-
mural play. ... On Wednesday, they beat the Jolly Trotters for
the basketball title. ... In the Fall, they won the football crown.
.... The Red Cross Life Saving Course will start April9 and
continue for six weeks. . . . Those interested in getting certifica-

ior are advised to contact £d Geisz or Jack Lumsden. . . . Swim-
ming lessons are still being given by the Intramural Department.
. , , They will run until ApriJ 4. , . .

Baseball TeamWill Open
Season On April 3-Maybe

Page 18

t '..,-•

There is a strong movement afoot to ask the University

administration to increase the number of minor sports in the

school. . . \. In the Bud Dudley era there was a request for a
rowing team. . . . It was rumored that one of the prominent,

boat clubs was wfilling to allow Villanova to use its facilities at

practically no charge. . . . But nothing ever came of the offer.

. . . Now, there is renewed interest in crew on the Main Line.

... It has nothing to do with The Little (iiuy*s column the

other week—honest. ...
Equally as strong as the enthusiasm for a rowing team is

that for tennis and wrestling squads. . . . Sad to say, the Catholic
schools of the United States are woefully weak in minor sports.

... It is only natural that this would be so, since Catholic
schools do not have endowments to withstand the hugh deficit

incurred by a rea'ly complete sports program. . . .

Last month, the writer got a letter from the captain of the
Georgetown swimming team. ... He said that his sport gets
practically no recognition from the school. . . . The team does
not even have a coach of its own, instead has to get some help
from the coach at another Washington school. . . . Fortunately,
swimming has grown in importance here since it was reinstS-

tuted at Villanova. . . And golf, pistol and rifle are treated
about as they are in other schools. . . . But, a^ one student
points out, "This is a Main Line school. Tennis and rowing cer-
tainly belong here." ... We agree—in theory. . . . There might
be unsurmountable obstacles, but it's worth examining. . . .

The pistol and rifle teams have closed up shop for the year.
. . The pistolers were on the low side of a 2-5 record. . . . The

rifle team had a winning log—four wins and three losses. . . .

Final pistol averages were Bill Scott, 260, Jim D'Arcy, 254, Ed
Byrne, 252, Ai-t Martinez, 244, Joe Bizzano 240, Paul Lang, 232,
BUI Wescott, 221, John Gillespie, 216, Norm Haddy, 216, BUI
Pfoser, 205, John Kathman, 205. . . . Rifle averages were Jim
Abemathy, 178, Chris Kloss, 275, Lou Spevetz, 274, Frank Mar-
tha, 273, Bill Heam, 260, and Jon Rietzke, 260, . . . Sergeant
Molcany's rifle team gose to Annapolis for the sectional play-offs
tommorrow. ; * *

Anyone interested in the Eastern Intercollegiate Bowling
Championship in New York at the end of April should get in
touch with Tom McPherson In 109 Sullivan. . . . Players enter
as individuals, not as members of a team. . . .

We sat with LaSalle High coach "Obie'* O'Brien the other
night when he was looking over some prospects for LaSalle
College. ... He is known as one of the best scouts in the
country. . . . Asked what he though of the Big Five race next
year, O'Brien said that he picked them this way: Villanova, St.

Joseph's LaSalle, Penn and Temple. . . . "There will be a big
gap between the first two teams and the last three," said
O'Brien. . . . "Actually, LaSalle, Penn and Temple will be about
even. . . . but they won't be able to touch the two suburban
schools."... -:;•''••V

Why did he pick Villanova to finish on top? . . "More
good players than anyone in the city," is the way that O'Brien
put it. . . . "There are plenty back, and plenty coming up from
the freshmen" . . . O'Brien probably knows the Philadelphia
teams as well as anyone. . . : He scouts for various visiting
teams . . . And he know the Philly high school leagues inside
out. . . . Since moat of the local teams depend on home-grown
talent, he has seen some players for as many as six seasons.

Apparently Coach Al Severance agrees that Wildcats for-
tunes are due to improve. . . . Although the schedule is just
about set for next year, he is busy lining up top-rated foes for
'59-'60

Jim Smith, theWildcats' basketball captain laat year held a
similar position for the Quantico Marines during the past season.

. . . Apparently Jim hasn't changed much. . . . The Marine news-
paper says of him: "Aside from being one of the most likeable

persons that you will meet in a long while, (Jim) is a driving,

hard ball player with plenty of heart and the will to win." . . .

That's the way we remember him too. . . .

The Villanova Club of South Jersey will hold its eighth an-

nual banquet in honor of the basketball team on April 17 at

Kenny's Restaurant in Camden. ... It will be a big night for

awards. . . . The General Alumni Association Most Valuable

Player Award, the Michael Saxe Memorial Plaque, the Villanova

Club of South Jersey Award and the Alunmi Loyalty Award will

be presented. ... All the lettermen will be given gold basket-

balls. . . .

Despite having only an average season. Wildcat basketball

players have made out all right in the trophy category. . . .

Jack Kelly got the Food Fair Cnp for sportsmanship, leadership

and scholarship a few weeks ago. . . . Then he got an award

for being the unsung member of the team from the Philadelphia

sportawriters. . . . Laat night, Tom Brennaa got a sportsman-

ship trophy from the basketball officials (Yes, even including

Dan Smeddy. . . . Tom also made the All-City team. . 4 .

The Villanova baseball team
opens its 1958 campaign against
the Dartmouth Indians on
April 3.

A number of problems lie

between now and opening day.
Coach Art Mahan will need a
large bottle of aspirins.

For example, recent snow-
storms have made outdoor
practice impassible and he has
been unable to rfk^ke the final

cutt

Field House Drills

The team has been forced to
practice in the field house and
with about a week remaining
to opening day, these conditions
are anything but ideal. V

Dartmouth, in contrast to

Villanova, will be well groomed,
having played three games
with North Carolina.

If this isn't enough to give

Mahan a big headache, let him
consider the cpnd'tion of Villa-

nova's diamond. This week, it

was covered with six inches of

snow and when this melts
there might well be the same
depth of mud.

Still Optimistic
Even in the face of these

adversities the coach has
optimistic outlook when
comes to talking about this

season.

He is particularly happy with
the pitching prospects. What
was a dull mound last year
might well be a bright spot on
the field this year. Seniors
Jack Kelly and Joe Michell are
joined on the staff by Sopho-
mores Bob Kropinicki, Hal Bau-
ser, and Lee Parry.

an
it

Carton, Keefe,

Mason Perform

In Easterns
Villanova was represented at

the 18th annual Eastern Inter-

collegiate Swimming League
championships by sophomores
Steve Carton and Frank Keefe,

and junior Joe Mason. The
event was held last week at the

United States Naval Academy.
Only six swimmers qualified

for the finals in each event.

None of the Villanovans was
among the qualifiers, but the

three came through with some
of their own finest performances.

Carton scored over 80 points

in the one meter diving compe-
tition. Mason swam the 50-yard

freestyle in 24 seconds and the

100-yard freestyle in 55 seconds.

His own personal low for the 100

this year was 54.9. Keefe swam
the 100-yard backstroke in

1:04.6 and the 200-yard back-
stroke in 2:26.

The 36 competing teams in-

cluded swimmers from Austral-

ia, Hawaii, and England, some
of them listed among the best

swimmers in the world.

Coach Ed Geisz said after the

meet that he as pleased with the

performances of his swimmers,
and that he envisions another
very fine team next year, with
Mason, Keefe and Carton sup-

plying the nucleus.

Team applications will be ac-
cepted by the Intra-maral Coun-
cil for the Intra-mural Softball

league op to April 11, after

that no other application will

be considered. Lesque competi-
tion will begin on April 14 at
the Field House alleys.

lyJOEFITZPAnuCK
The catching spot, left va-

cant because star receiver Ter-
ry Hayes entered the seminary,*

also gives the coach cause for

jubilation. Behind the plate are
three returnees, Hank Nichols,

Bob Cipriano, and Jerry Reczek
—all of whom are seniors.

Emma On First

In the infield. Junior George
Emma is at first base, juniors

hot battle. Senior Larry Mas-
sotti has his hands full hold-

ing off Fred Anthony, Ray
Lenzi and Ed Moran.

In the outfield, seniors Joe
Kolen, Rick Sapienza and John
Neal vie for the right field

spot. Soph Bob Vincent is a
sure bet in center and Soph
Paul Borian looks good in

left.

ART MAHAN
with Hank Ferendo and Skip

Handschur close at his heels.

Up the middle, soph Bobby
Klenck will play second base

and senior John Donatucci

leaves little to be desired at

short.

At third base there is a very

1958 Baseball Schedule
Apr. 3 Dartmouth Home
Apr. 5 Vermont Home
Apr. 8 Temple Phila., Pa.
Apr. 10 Penn Phila., Pa.
Apr. 12 Seton

Hall .... .South Orange, N.J.
Apr. 14 West Chester . . .Home
Apr. 16

Princeton Princeton, N.J.
Apr. 19 Scranton Home
Apr. 21
Delaware Newark, Del.

Apr. 23 Penn State Home
Apr. 25 Lafayette Home
Apr. 26 La Salle Phila., Pa.
Apr. 28 Temple Home
Apr. 29
Fordham . . . .New York, N.Y.

Apr. 30 P.M.C.;»>). Chester, Pa.
May 2
Army West Point, N.Y.

May 3 La Salle

(Blue-White Day) . . . .Home
May 5 Drexel .Home
May 6 Rutgers Home
May 10 Seton Hall Home
May 12 St. Joe's Phila., Pa.
May 14 Navy . . Annapolis, Md.
May 17

Georgetown Wash., D.C.
May 19 St. Joe's Home
May 20 Penn .Home

Itwas sad...
when that great ship went down and the

last thing to leave the sinking ship wlu

a bottle of Coca-Cola. That's because all

hands stuck to Coke to the end. Now there's

popularity! That's the kind of loyalty

the sparkling lift, the good taste of Coke

engenders. Man the lifeboats, have a Coke!

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

6Wt///

Botri«d uml«r outhority of Th« Coca-Cola Company by

Philadtlphio Coco-Cola Co.

i
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Turse's Trotters Capture

Intramural Title, 35-30
By PAUL BUCKLEY

Two teams with similar
names and undefeated records
clashed for the intramural
basketball championships yes-
terday.

Turse's Troters beat the Jolly

Trotter's 35-30, to fulfill captain
Joe Murphy's boast that his

club would go all the way.
Turse's ' Trotters and the

Jolly Trotters have fought

their way to the finals by
registering decisive wins in the

last two weeks of playoff com-
petition.

During the first week of the

playoffs, eighteen teams were
in the running for the title.

Several of the games played

in that week were very close,

with the big game featuring

two teams from the 6:30 lea-

gue, in this encounter. Turse's

Trotters downed the highly

rated Gazelles by a 38-34 count.

Peanuts Romp
The Jolly Trotters were also

engaged in a heated contest

with the previously undefeated

Dudens Duds, but the final

score showed the Trotters on
top by five, 30-25.

In other games during the

week the pre-season favorite,

the Northerners, . managed to

keep their hopes alive with a

44-26 drubbing of the Assets.

The Gyros knocked off D P M
52-46 while the half year men,

a freshman quintet, downed
the Pirates, 40-28.

The Peanuts ran up the high-

est score in the playoffs thus

far, in clobbering the Kanga-
roos 99-25. The Small Five

racked up 86 points in down-

ing the Swabbies, 86-24.

Northerners Win Again
The Alumni Animals stayed

in contention by defeating the

Gunners, 52-36, while the

Raunch Hands won by forfeit

from the Baskethangers.
Going into the second week

of play, there were eleven
teams fighting for the title.

Turse's Trotters drew a bye
for the second week action.

The Northerners opened the

action by edging the Gyros,
44-41^ The Jolly Trotters jarr-

ed the previously unbeaten
Raunch Hands by a 58-24 count,

while the Small Five defeated

Fore$t Rangers

Lead Inlramural

Bowling League
Without a man among the top

five individual scoring leaders,
the Forest Rangers have utilized

a steady team performance to
take a slight lead in the intra-

mural bowling league.

The individual scoring leader
at the end of the second round
is senior Jack Gallagher with a
161.1 average. Junior footballer

Gene Paja closely follows with
an even 161 average.

The standings of the six teams
in the league are:

L.

2
3
4

4
5
6

the Peanuts 45-37. This game's
score was much below those

rolled up by these two squads
the previous week.

Two Trottsrs in Final

In other contests, the Duf-
fers ^sily defeated the Fur-

riers, 45-20 while the Half-

Year Men crushed the Alumni
Animals, 50-27.

In the remaining two rounds
of elimination, the favored

Northerners found themselves
on the wrong end of the score

with the Jolly Trotters winning
by 55-49. The Small Five halt-

ed the campaign of the fresh-

men five by upending the Half
Year Men and Turse's Trotters

advanced by defeating the

Duffers.

In the semi-finals game the

Jolly Trotters eliminated the

Small Five and will meet
Turse's Trotters for the intra-

mural title.

Phi Kappo Pi

Daly Sure on Ron
Continued from page 16)

He's training all the time, while
myself and most of the others
are training and racing both.

All Want Greatness
"We all want to be the great-

est there is, but I think that the
best runner is the one who
trainjB hardest. Right now, El-
liott is working harder than any
of us.

"But, if I'm in condition on
June 6, either he is the great-

est, or I'll have beaten him. But

that won't necessarily mean
anything, because there are a
lot of other guys who might
beat me—like Derek Ibbotson,
for example.

"There'a no way of really set-

ting up a world champion in

the mile, the sport is too wide
spread. If I beat Elliott, they'll

be saying I'm the greatest there

is, yet in my own heart I won't
think so."
Maybe ha won't but a lot of

other people already do.

1. Forest Rangers
2. Holy Rollers

3. Los Garbles
4. Mainliners
5. Northerners
6. Chokers

W.
6
5
4
4
3
2

BOWLER
W. Czaus .

R. HJIbert .

C. Semon
S. Petrokubi
L. Rudegeair
L. Kelly . .

.

F. Scott . .

.

W. Hixson .

J. Sakmyster
S. Startt . .

J. Cooley
P. Be:k ...
R. Merkert
R. Mortell .

W. McNeill
J. Maher
P. Hessler

. • •'« tf '

• • f « ,a • '<

TP.
929
1372
900
427
427
853
704
1255
837
416
398
1187
395
26L
59

772
1146

TEAM STAHDIN6S
W.

Choms 8
Pinsplitters 8
Little Wildcats 5
H'^rny Seven 7
59'ers 5
Furriers 3-

Tenpin Terrors 4
Hurricanes .... n

L.

4
3
5
7
5
8*

8

AVfc.
155.0
152.7
140
142.3
142.3
142.2
140.8
139.5
139.5
138.7
132.7
132.0
131.7

J_30.5
128.7
128.7
127.3

AVE.
525
489
485
533
501
533
500
420
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Ron Delany Breaks Record In Chicago Meet
.; /f! The scene is Madison Square

Garden; the attraction is any
indoor track meet in the past

three years; the event is the

mile run and a thin, daric haired

young man is blazing around the

v. final lap of the mile with his

competitors falling farther and
'}.'<. farther back. The crowd is

, cheering and yelling for him as

he crosses the finish line a good
twenty yards ahead of his near-

est pursuer.

About a minute after the race

one hears the announcer shout,

"The winner-Ron Delany of Vil-

lanova-Tirtae 4:05.8 Suddenly
- the cheers turn to boos. Why?

.4 Of course, Delany once again
'\ ran to win the race, not to set

' a world record, which seems to

be the only thing New York
track fans are interested in.

This has been going on for

almost three years now, but

things have changed somewhat
since the last meet in the Gar-

den. For the great Delany
moved away from New York
and two weeks ago he, along

with four of his teammates,

headed into the Midwest for the

Chicago Daily News Relays.

Hot Final 440
Something new was added in

Chicago, for DeJany's competi-

tors, namely Phil Coleman and
Burr Grim, pushed the Irish-

man to a 3:05 three quarters of

a mile. Then just as he prom-
ised he'd do, if pushed earlier in

the race, Ron ran a brilliant

final quarter-mile to surpass

Phil Reavis thought that he had set a new world's indoor rec-

ord in the high jump at the Chicago Daily New£| Track Meet two
weeks ago. But the officials discovered a ^-inch sag in the bar.

Still, Phil hit his best height of the year—G'lO^'V
,

— jiin**m*i

Most likely this unidentified runner was wishing that he had a tape to breast as he hit the

finish line. But two laps still rcnmined —and Ron Delany (there in last place) went on to break

indoor mile record.

Gunnar Neilson's world indoor

record as he won his 24th

straight mile on the boards in

4:03.4

Following Delany's superb ex-

hibition another Villanovan,

Phil Reavis, thrilled 10,000

Windy City fans by leaping to

an incredible e'lOy^" to win the

high jump.
Nevertheless, even a fabulous

jump of 6'10 14" can be a dis-

appointment to an athlete. For
Phil Reavis thought he had
cleared 6'11", another new world
indoor record. The judges did

also until they officially meas-
ured the height, only to find a

'J4" sag in the bar.

Almost Won
In the 60-yard dash, Ed Col-

lymore placed second behind

Western Michigan's Ira Murch-

ison. Collymore, after a poor
start, came on strong and just

missed nabbing the fleet-footed

Murchison at the tape.

A week later, Delany, along
with four other Wildcats and
also some former Villanovans,

proved to be a good bit of the

show at the Cleveland Knights
of Columbus Games.
Delany had things pretty

much his own way in the mile

as he completely outclassed his

competitors, winning by over
fifteen yards in 4:12.7.

Phil Reavis, along with Ernie
Haisley t>f Illinois, cleared 6'8"

to tie for top honors in the high
jump.

Two Ex-Wildcats
Two former Villanovans,

Charley Jenkins and Joe Gaff-

ney, finished one-two in the 600-

yard run. Jenkins won the

event in 1:11.7 to cop the race

for the second straight year.

Gaffney, now running for the

U. S. Army, also has won it

twice.

Ex-Main Liner Don Bragg
finished second to Occidental's

Bob Gutowski in the pole vault.

Gutowski cleared 15'4" to es-

tablish a new meet record, a
half inch better than Bob Rich-

ard's mark of last year. Bragg,
*'who is now jumping for the

Shanahan Catholic Club, clear-

ed 15'.

Others to place in the meet
were Ed Collymore, fourth in

the 50-yard dash; Bob Holup,
fourth in the 50-yard high hurd-
les and Villanova-grad Alex
Breckenridge, who finished
third in the two-mile run.

He Wanted Some Pictures

^

KindaCoclcy' Daly Sure Ron Would Do If
By JACK CURTIN

A telephone rang in the Chi-

cago Daily News' offices one
Thursday two weeks ago, and
a reporter picked it up, little

realizing that he was about to

hear the voice of a prophet.

It was a long distance call

from Philadelphia. The speaker
was Jack Daly, editor of the
1958 Belle Air yearbook.

"I want some pictures of De-
lany breaking the record," he
said.

"What?" queried the amazed
': reporter.

"I want some pictures of
Ron Delany breaking the in-

door mile record. He's going to

do it tomorrow night at the
Daily News relays."

Who's Cocky?
The reporter laughed, told

Daly he was "kinda cocky,"
and sent his photographers to

cover the meet. He told them
to try and get a couple of good
shots of the mile.

He was rewarded with a pair

of photographic classics—prints

of the fabulous Irishman bet-

tering the world's indoor re-

cord by two-tenths of a second,

in 4.03.4.

Daly's tip? Just a quiet re-

ply from Delany when asked
if he would try for the record
at Chicago.

"Well, it's mighty fine track,"
quoth he.

And that it was.
In an interview on campus

days later, Delany gave the
VILLANOVAN his views of
the race, amid philosophical
comments on life, America,
Ireland and even Roscmont
College.

Agreed on Chicago
"I knew I could break the re-

cord. Aside from my own con-
fidence , I had it drummed into
me by sportswriters and Mr.
Elliott. (Villanova coach Jim
"Jumbo" Elliott). So, before
the season, I had a talk with
Jumbo, and we agreed that the
best place to go for it would
be Chicago.

"However, we also agreefl
that if I ever got a chance, 1

would go for it in New York,
and I would have had it that
night (the indoor AAU cham-
pionships when he ran 4:30.7))
if I knew I was near it.

"Anyway, I knew that Chi-
cago was my last chance, but
I tried not to think of it—

I

don't like to think of, records

—

and Jumbo never pushed me
to go for it, which was a re-

lief. :..;.,
,,:;:;,•;;.•.

_;
.. .;,;, c.,:

"Then, in the race, things

worked just right. The pace

was ideal, and when I heard
the three-quarters time, 3:05, I

made a dash for it, and got it."

Delany gave his views on
other track subjects, such as
his timing ("I don't have a

good sense of timing. I'm de-

finitely a back runner, I like to

come from behind."), before

discussing what may be one of

the greatest miles of all time,

his planned meeting with Aus-
tralian wonder-boy Herb Elliott

at the Compton Relays in Cal-

ifornia on June 6.

2:5G is 'Fantastic'
He was asked what he

thought of a comment by Elli-

ott's coach, Percy Cerutty,
that " we will see how much
kick Delany has left at the fi-

nish after he hits the three-
quarter mark in 2:56."

"I feel," said the Dubliner
"and you can quote me, that if

Elliott runs the three-quarters
in 2:56, he'll end up flat on his

face. It's fantastic, I don't think
it's possible to hit the distance

in that time and then go on to
a good mile.

"However, Elliott is a remark-
able young man, and he does an
amazing amount of training (El-
liott is reported to run 25 miles
a day in practice) and if he can
do it, and pull the time down to

3:56, I'll be the first to con-
gratulate him."

The Main Line ace did feel

that there was a good possi-

bility that track fans would be

treated to a record-breaking

race, because of the calibre of

the runners and the usually ideal

conditions at Compton.
He said that it could turn out

to be a tactical race, but that he
would refer "a show-down, one
where we both run like mad and
see who's the best."

OtherK Could Win
Delany also pointed out that

the other entrants in the mile,

l)rincipally Roger Moens of Bel-

gium, could upset the two favor-

ites and walk off with the

honors.

Villanova's favorite Irishman
said that he would not change
his strategy for the race, but
"try to beat him with the kick.

That's my kind of race, and l'

Ron Delany

feel that I am in charge that

way and can decide when to

make my move."
Delany said that he did not

fear Elliott. "I don't worry
about my opponents. I respect

all of them, but feel that, in

condition, I can beat any of

them.
"Of course, I'm pointing to

beat Elliott, but he's going into

this race with an advantage.

(Continued on page 15J
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off NdbKMka. will
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aemUe in other discussion

groups considering the bi-camer-

al system, executive and admin-

istration organisation, duties

and powers of standing com-
mittees, and student council's

role in interooll^iate affairs.

Student, faculty and admin-
istration relations, and the re-

lationship of organizations to

the stodrat council will also be

Nominations
For Offices
Tomorrow
The Student Council, through

Paul Laughlin, Chainnan of the

Elections Committee, announced
yesterday that mmiinations for

Class Officers and Student Coun-

cil Representatives will be held

next Thursday.
The nominations will take

place during the Student Ac-

tivities period, at 10:30 A.M.

in Vasey Hall. The classroom

assignments are as follows:

Juniors Room 204
Sophomores Room 207
Freshmen Room 206

lAUgfalin expressed the hope

that the nominations will attract

a large underclass turn-out in

order to assure that the nomina-

tions will represent a true cross-

section of the class.

Screening Required
LAucrhlin further announced

that all those who are n<Hninated

'viU be screened by the Dean of

Men, the oflfice of Academic
Affairs, and the Chaplin's offic3.

Beside the Qaas Officers the

Juniors and Sophomores will

also nominate a resident and
day-hop rei»esentative for each

of the three divisions.

Wilbur de Paris Group
Signed For Jr. Week Jazz

The popular Wilbur de Paris jaa band has been signed

for a special Junior Week jazz concert. "The famous New York

group will play for Juniors and their dates on Tuesday night

of the big week," Bob Merfcert. concert chairman, told the

TlaAs at a meeting last week. The group recenUy completed a

three , month State Department sponsored tour of Africa.

Wilbur heads the group on
trombone, with brother Sidney

de Paris on trumpet and Omer
Simeon on clarinet. Wilbur Kirk
doubles on drums and harmon-

Groaps Will Keporft

The various groups will then

submit renorts to the general as-

sembly. There will then be dis-

cussimis and oonunents firom the

floor.

The meeting will end after

Nlcholaon's closing remarks.

The FYeshmen will nominate
for just <we additimial resident

and day-hop representative.

The Electimi Committee mem-
bers are, beside Lau^Uin, Jack

Fisher, Clem Birch, Joe Kinney,

and J<riin Lyons.

600 Junior Dinner Dance
Tickets On Sale Tomorrow;
Held In Sfieraton Hotel
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More than 600 tickets for the
fiimwal Junior Dinner-Dance wiU
go on sale at 9:30 tomorrow
morning in the Student Activi-

ties (rffioe in Doughertv HaU.
Tickets are priced at $11.50 a

couple, John FischetU, ticket

chairman, announced last week.

The sale will continue tomor-

row until 4:30 PJL On Friday,

tickets wiU be availaUe from
10:30 to 4:30 PJL

Diaaer At 6:90 PJC
The Dinner-Dance will be held

Saturday night, May 2nd, in the

Sheraton Hotel in Philadelphia.

Dinner wiU begin at 6:30 PJL
Dandng to the music of Paul

Judge's band will follow.

Only entire tables nuiy be pur-

chased tomorrow and Friday

npcm payment of the entire pur-

chase price. Available tables sit

four, five and six couples. Most
tables are set to acoonmiodate

five couples.

After Friday, individual tic-

kets can be purchased. FSschetti

was unable last week to tell the

VILLANOVAN where and when
individual tickets may be avail-

able.

7M Janian EBgiUe
There are over 750 Juniors

eligible to attend the affa'r,

Flsehetti explained. "We fear

thoi«h that some will be left out

to get tfekets,** a

member of the dinner-dance

committee said.

•Therefore, we strongly urge

that tickets be purchased in

groups or tables tomorrow and
Friday. Another thing, that

way you can be assured of sit-

ting at the table with buddies,"

he continued.

In other recent Junior week
pkinning, Mike Axt, ticket chair-

man f<Nr the Junior Prom, an-

nounced that tickets will contin-

ue to be sold in the Pie Shoppe
for the event.

Eariy Kespoase Poor
Prom tickets went on sale last

Monday. Eariy response was
poor, it was reported to the VIL-
LANOVAN. Ticketo for the

prom are priced at $6 a couple.

Don Kempf and Ken MacGil-

livray, co-chairmen for Mother* <*

Day, opening event of Junior

Week, anounoed that the Pro-

gram Cmnmittee has made ar-

rangements for special programs
with a special cover.

Program Committee co-chair-

men are Jnhn Murray and Jim
McElhenny. Tickets are on sale

in the Pie Shoppe and through-

out the halls. They are priced

at $8.50 a couple.

Entertainment 00 - chairmen

Ray QuagUa and John Rumbar-
ger sahl that their plans are con-

tintring smoolhly ss czpecied.

ica.

In addition, Skep Shephard
strums the banjo, Henry Tur-
ner is on baas, with Sonny
White on the piano.

Besides E'.riking up a hot
'bone', de Pans acts as emcee,
combining his humor with the

music that has become such a
favorite of Villanovans vdio

have stopped into Jimmy Ryan's
when visiting New York.

Afriean Tear
The de Paiia tour of Africa

began March 1, 1057 in Accra,
Ghana, where he was invited to

participate in the Gold Coast
independence Celebration.

This was followed with per-

formances in Nigeria, the Bel-

gian Congo, Kenya, Libya, Tu-
nisia, and Ethiopia, with a
grand finale tour of the U. S.

Air Force bases in Morocco.

dOy SbmII Ftert

But this is <mly a smaU part

of the fabuloi» career of ¥^bur
de Paris that has spanned over

a half century.

It was in 1907 that he first

began his career, spending much
of the early part in New Orieans

where he played with such

bands as Louis AnnstrcMig and
Jelly Roll Morton.

During the twenties is was
Philadelphia where he organised

his first band, the Cotton Pick-

ers.
(Continued on Pace 12)

K. of C. Campus

Unit Forming,

•Meets Toniglit
The Knights of Columbus will

institute a new council of the

organisation at Villanova.

An organisational meeting

will be held tonight at 7:30 in

the Vaaey Hall auditorium.

The announcemoit of the es-

tablishment of the council was
made last week by Frank Dela-

ny* diaimian of a Student
Congress committee handling

the establishment of the coun-

ciL

iBvttalioB Issued.

Delany has issued an invita-

tion to all Catholic men on
faculty and students,

invitatkm has been
to all members and

fmrmer members of the K. of C.

Ddaay explained that the

meamng and purposes of the

oooncil will be esphiined at the

meeting. Therefixe it is most
important that all interested

in befjosring members of the

campus,
A

organisatioii attend.

The fonas and purposes of a
campua eoondl will be ex-

pUiinrd

Edward a Delahnnty, Esq.
State Advocate; Charles S.

Shillingford, State Warden, and
John J. MacGrory, District

Deputy, will address the meet-
ing.

The insnranee representative
(ConUaved on F^e 10)

Who wn dbaei the

VILLANOVAN far next year

year. Ftan left fta rlgkft^arB LarrylT
Jaek Cartia,

date Editor.

paiky of the

far the

Bdttar hi Chief;

-ifeij:^::
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Belle Masque Takes 'Shrew'
To New Rochelle On Sat.

Horace Greeley advised A\\
young men to travel weat. Well,
the Belle Masque Dramatic So-
ciety isn't exactly traveling
west but they are Journeying far
off the Villanova reservation.

. This weekend the Society will
present its production of "The
Taming of the Shrew," by Wil-
liam Shakespeare, on the camp-
us of the College of ^ew Ro-
chelle, in Westchester County,
New York.

This will be the arst time in
the history of the society that
it wiU appear outside the Phila-
delphia area.

, ^ .

''•; Approximately twenty-five
Villanovans will make the trek
north to New Rochelle for the
weekend. The troup will be com-
posed of cast, stage crew, and
make-up personnel. A bus and
truck van will be used to trans-
port students, costumes, stage,
and scenery.

WiU Take Own St»ge
The new collapsible stage

which was designed and built
by Ted Klinka, stage crew chief,

' / will be used at New Rochelle.
';^ Klinka eystimated that with a
j' crew of about seven the stage

.. can be assembled and ready for
use in less than four hours.
Arrangements for the appear-

ance were made by George
Becht, Secretary and Treasurer
of the Society, through Mother
Margret Crowley O.S.U., di-

rectress of the Props and Paints
Society at New Rochelle.

Belle Masque will present two
.shows on the campus in Chid-

;•: wick Hall on Friday and Satur-
day evenings.

V^ / All Villanovans In the New
- York area have been Invited by

the College of New Rochelle to
attend the performance.

Old Home Week
Lynda Lynch, who plays the

:. female lead, Katherina, in the
sho^, will be returning to some-
what familiar territory. Both
her mother and her older sister,
Barbara, are graduates of New
Rochelle.

The College of New Rochelle
Is a Catholic Women's Liberal
Arts college. It has a total en-
rollment of about 600 students
and is conducted by the Order
of Saint Ursula. It has long
been noted as one of the out-
standing women's colleges in
America.
Reverand William Farrell,

O.S.A., Moderator of the Belle
Masque Dramatic Society, ex-
pressed the hope that this is the
beginning of a long and cordial
relationship between Belle Mas-
que and New Rochelle.

O-Q LiK Club-Sponsored
Art Show Starts Monday;
Applications Close Today
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Bob Plnto» /junior EngUsh major recenUy named editor of
the BELLE AIR yearbook for 1950, talks over some of the
problems for Itie coming year with veteran steff members Al
Stooghton (left) and Bill Christy. Pinto wUI aonounoe editorial
appointments in tlie near future.

Banmiller Addresses Law
Forum (n Closing Program
The Villanova Law School ' penal codes, he bellevea, but

Forum closed its current pro- contemporary concepts are In-
gram last Wednesday night with creaslngly concerned with .the
a speech by William J. Banmil-
ler, Warden of the Eastern State
Penitentiary.

Warden Banmiller's topic was
"The Lawyer's Responsibility to
the Offender."

substance rather that the of-
fense; condemning the sin ra-
ther than the sinner."

"Present changing conditions
and the inability of the Indivi-

dual to adjust to them is re-

To qualify him for such a talk,
«P<>n«*We for the increases in

Banmiller has been associated
crime," Banmiller said, and con-

tj.1. ^1.. «<.-^. . 1 .... .. I fleaUAnMv criminal lanf an/4 a/wttal
oanmiiier nas oeen associated! '

——"...w «..«,«,»« ^^/m-

with the State penal InstituUons '

«?»»«»^^ly criminal law and social
.1..^.. inoii —J 1— — J —^.- sciences must and are becoming

more interested in the welfare

State Department
Lists Job Openings

Personnel officers from the
United States Department of
State announced that positions
for stenographers, secretaries,
and communications clerks are
available In the Foreign Service
with beginning salaries rang-
ing from 3390, to $3800.

Applicants must be between
21 and 36 years of age, single
with no dependents, in excellent
health and American citizens

for at least five years. Three
years of office experience are
required.

Typists. 28 years of age, who
can type 40 woirda a minute and
ctenographen who can take

iiiorthaad at 80, will be inter-

viewed for positions in the De-

partment of State headquarters

since 1934 and has read exten
sively such experts on law as
Blaclcstone, Bentham and Judge
John Biggs.

Banmiller briefly traced crime
and punlshmnt from the days of
the Old Teatament and noted
the changes wrought in punish-
ment since the New Testament.

Desire for Vengeance

It is derogatory of our pre-

sent society that the desire for

of the people.

Lawyer's Duty
Banmiller happily noted this

tendency toward true justice be-
ing done and he urged lawyers
to do their part. It is the duty
of lawyers he said to see that
poor and Indigent offenders be
given prompt and adequate
counsel and that this counsel do
all in its power to see justice

vengeance still permeates our
j
properly administered

Belle Masque
Joins City

Drama Fete
The Collegiate Conference of

Greater Philadelphia will pre-
sent its First Annual Drama
Festival next Wednesday even-
ing at the La Salle College Audi-
torium. •

,

The same schools which com-
prise the Big Five, LaSalle,
Pennsylvania, St. Joseph's, Tem-
ple, and Villanova, will each pre-
sent a one act play.
The evening's festivities will

start at eight o'clock. Tickets
will be available at the dc^.
Admission will be only one dol-
lar.

No Competition—Jwtt Culture
Each school will be represent-

ed by its dramatic society. There
Mrill be no competition since the
purpose of the festival is to cre-
ate cultural activity among the
Big Five to match the City Ser-
ies sports competition.

Villanova, wnich will be rep-
resented by the Belle Masque
Dramatic Society, will offer "The
Parade at the Devil's Bridge"
by Henri Gleon. The production
will be directed by Richard
Dressier, a Senior Education
major.
La Salle's Masque Society will

present a student-written play,
"Helena's Husband". St. Jos-
eph's group will perform one act
of "Juno and the Paycock" by
Sean O'Casey. Pennsylvania and
Temple as of this writing have
not announced their productions.

Set Up Last Week
Final arrangements were

made this past weekend at the
regular monthly C.C.G.P. meet-
ing held at Temple University.
All on-campus advertising is be-
ing handled by the respective
dramatic societies, while the off-
campus advertising is being
handled by the C.C.G.P. Council.

It is hoped by the Council that
this is only the first' in a num-
ber of cultural endeavors which
will bring the student bodies of
the Big Five schools into closer
contact.

^^^'LP*"*^ eophomore ehem major, hits the books late into the night, because he knows •- "- "— "«»
'*^"

J?-?Ii •**^ • the day he has eireied on the caieadar ansi exams. He better cheek v"^"« candidates present the
?j™ twwifh. because rumor has It that Aaals have beea moved agahi, a regidar second se- !>•«* they would deliver.

The student Art Show spon-
sored by Opera-Classica Society
and the Literary Club will go
on exhibit in the Library for
one week starting next Monday.

All late entries for the show
will be accepted today by As-
sistant Professor of Finance,
Anthony L. P. Angeline, mode-
rator of b-C, in the Commerce
and Finance Building. Oil and
water paintings, sketches, char-
coals, sculptures, or any other
forms of art are eligible.

Of the works already sub-
mitted, Angeline has said the
majority "look professional."
He said that he and Raymond
Bums, English Inatructor and
moderator of the Literary Club,
have been quite surprised by
the large number of entries
they already have.

Judges Chosen
The Art Show Committee has

asked James S. Ryan, Profes-
sor of Art at Villanova; Wal-
lace Peters, a Philadelphia
artist and also a teacher at
the University of Pennsylvania;
and Dr. Alexander Rudhart,
Assistant Professor of History,
amateur artist and critic (as
staffer Frank Dynan's story
showed a few weeks ago), to
judge the art. The judging will
take place this weekend.

First and second-place rib-
bons will be awarded In each
type of art.

Joe Kinney, chairman of the
Art Show Committee, said
that he and his co-workers are
"extremely pleased by the re-
cepUon the Art Show has had
on campus.

Kinney Says
"I hope that the interest

shown by artists will be match-
ed by interest on the part of
the other students."

The Literary Club members
who are on the Art Show Com-
mittee, besides Kinney, are
Tom Martinez, Paul Buckley,
Tom McKenna and Tom Gold-
schmidt.

Those Opera-Classica mem-
bers who are on the Committee
are: Chuck Fritz, Bill Bennett,
Clem Novitzky, Mike Wesley,
George Bielitz, Bill Heam, Bill
Murray, Bob Wagner, Joe Di-
Rocco, Emmett Paradlne, Nor-
ciso Gendara, Bob Healey,
George Matouk, Don McNeils,
John Mussio, Andy Sheehy, and
Vince Shields.

Finalists Named
For Grad Speaking
The six finalists of the nomi-

nees for the student commence-
ment speaker were announced
by Rev. Joseph W. Kemme,
O.S.A., Vice-President of Stu-
dent Affairs.

The list of final nominees in-
cludes; Walter DeGroft, Fl-
nance major from Detroit;
Joseph Kinney, English major
from Philadelphia; Joseph Pa-
nas. Mechanical Engineer from
Philadelphia; John Rowland,
Pre-Law student from Upper
Darby; Anthony SUvestri, Che-
mistry major from New Jersey,
and William Wescott, Civil En-
gineer from Pittsburgh.

Final decision as to the com-
mencement speaker will be
made on April 22nd, when the
various candidates present the

•

«• «
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I sbouUl they be ehosea.

Jim Lawless, junior electrical engineering student, "poses

with the model earth satellite which the Radio Club has con-

structed. Lawless, was chairman of the project.

'Parents* Day' Receives OK;
Slated For Home Grid Tilt

Rev. Joseph W. Kemme,
O.S.A., Vice-President for Stu-

dent Affairs, has approved a

"Parents' Day" for next semes-

ter, to be held the day of a home
football game, it was announced
today by the Student-Adminis-
tration Committee.
The Villanova Marching Band

will present a special half-time

show as part of the proceeding.

In the football program there

will be tributes to the parents

of the general student body and,

more particularly, the parents

of the football players.

Welcome By Frerident

At half-time the University

President or another member of

the administration will make a

welcoming address.

Before the football season the

atihleCic departm^enC will <aend

out applications for tickets to

the parents of all undergraduate
students. There will not be a

special seating section, however.

The actual date for the affair

will be announced at a later date.

It is expected to take place

rather early in the football

season.

Approved By Student Congress
A proposal favoring "Parents'

Day" was submitted to the Ad-
ministration in February, after

the plan had been unanimously
approved by the Student Con-

gress.

In his presentation of the

"Parents' Day" plan to the Stu-

dent-Administration Committee,
Student Council Chairman Pat
Nicholson had this to say:

"We, the members of the Stu-

dent Council, as sons and
daughters know how much such

a day would mean to our par-

ents, and as Villanovans, we
think we know how much such

a day would mean to Villanova."

Reagan Favors It

Frank Reagan, when informed

of the approval of "Parents'

Day," said that the athletic de-

partment is heartily in favor of

the idea. He anticipates no un-

due trouble in handling the ar-

rangements.
The report to the Student-Ad-

ministration Committee listed

what it thought the advantage

of "Parents' Day" would be to

the parents themselves:

"This would make "Mothers'

Day" and "Fathers' Day" more
enjoyable to our parents because

they would be able to renew
friendships made on "Parents'

Day.
More VisitH To Campu«i

"It would create the incentive

for our parents to pay more
visits to Villanova before the

student's junior and senior

years.

"It would pay homage to both

parents of students, thus en-

abling them to attend the affair

together."

As to its benefits to the Uni-

versity, the report had this to

say:

"It would aid considerably in

developing a greater feeling of

friendship between our parents

and Villanova University.

Annual Tribute

"It would provide an annual

way for .the students and for

Villanova to pay tribute to those

who have made our presence

here possible.

"It would help to promote a

much greater parental interest

in our football team and in thf

growth and development of

Villanova."

'Antigone'

At Rosemont
Thurs., Friday

"Antigone", an adaptation by
French playright Jean Anouihl

of The SofJiocles' classic Greek
play will be presented in the

Rosemont College gymnasium
tomorrow and Friday nights.

The play features Barbara
Burke, a pre-med at Rosemont,
in the lead of Antigone.

Joseph Boni, a psychology
major from St. Joseph's, co-

stars in the role of Creon, King
of Thebes.

The Greek chorus will be

portrayed by Carole Miceli,

Carole is a sophomore History
major at Rosemont.

Debbie Trainer, a junior edu-

cation major will be seen as

Ismane, the sister of Antigone.

SulUvan Plays Haemon
Villanovan Gerry Sullivan is

the romantic lead. He plays Hae-
mon, the suitor of Antigone.

Gerry is a general arts stu-

dent and has been seen in the

Belle Masque production "The
Skin of Our Teeth" and in the

Rosemont production of "The
Heiress".

Other Villanovans in the cast

are Jack Dillon, Junior English

major, Larry Seaver, Junior I.A.

and Bill McCann, Junior general

arts student. All three are seen

as guards in the play.

Written As Protest

The play was written by An-
ouihl as a protest against the

German's treatment of the
French during World War II.

In the play, Antigone symboli-

zes France. Creon represents

Grermany.

Antigone refuses .to accept the

material gifts proffered by
Creon. When applied to the

Anouihl adapation, this repre-

sents Germany's attempt to buy
the French population.

Even Germans Cheer
The play was so cleverly writ-

ten by Anouihl that even the

German officers who viewed the

play applauded it.

The play which is being staged
jointly by the Belle Masque Soc-

iety and the Jest and Gesture
Society of Rosemont is directed

by Cele Sullivan.

Admission to the performance
is $1. Tickets may be purchased
at the door.

New Editor G*ts Pointers
JSSwiiSiSSiSi^Si:

Boh Merhert, aew Edltor4B-Chief of the Vinaaova EN-
GINEER, Is shoiWB how to arrange advertiseBMBts hy gradw^
tlag Buslaess Maaager Dave Dabbels left and this year's
naflng editor, Bob Bosko.

Car Registration Closes

Fri., Results To Be Posted

Applications

For O.C. Club
Close Friday

Students desiring admission
into the Opera Classics Music
Society must file applications

before this Friday, it was an-
nounced Monday by Mr.
Anthony L. P. Angeline, society

moderator.

"The society is interested in

quality not quantity. Thus only
50 members will be admitted
next year," the moderator said.

Many Requests

In order to interest non-resi-

dent students and to satisfy

their many requests for day-time
concerts, we will initiate a new
plan tomorrow," Angeline said.

There will be a special hearing
at 10:30 A.M., in the east stu-

dent lounge, of Tchaikovsky's

1812 Overture. Armando Ali-

bertl will conduct the Vienna
State Opera rendition of "In a
Persian Market" "Bank Holi-

day," and "In a Chinese Temple
Garden.''
The "Triumphal March" and

"Ballet Music from "Aida" will

be presented.

l^ogram Tonight
There will also be a regular

program tonight featuring the
"Merry Widow Suite' with the
Vienna State Opera chorus and
orchestra.

Recordings of Eugene Or-
mandy's rendition of "A Mid-
sumrmer Night's Dream" will

also be heard. Ormandy conducts
the world famous Philadelphia

Orchestra.

Grad Successes
Are Announced
By Alumni Office
The Alumni Office announced

that several alumni of Villanova

have received important posi-

tions in their chosen careers.

James C. Montgomery of the

cass of 1039 has recently been
appointed president of the Tex-
tron Metals Company of Girard,

Ohio. Since his graduation,

Montgomery has been in the field

of industrial engineering and
management.

Pathology Chairman

Dr. Joseph E. Imbriglia of

the class of 1934 has recently

been appointed professor and
chairman of the department of

pathology at Hahnemann Medi-
cal College and Hospital of

Philadelphia.

Prior to joining the staff at

Hahnemann, Imbriglia . was an
assistant professor of pathology

at the University of Pennsyl-

vania.

The Rev. Howard J. Garrity

of the class of 1931 was ordained

to the priesthood on March 19,

1958 at San Orego. California.

Other App<rfntments

^\m McKelvey, '32 has been
named superintendent of the

Pennsylvania Power and Light
Company's Martins Creek plant.

Frank Pimpinella, '40, has

been appointed Corporation

Counsel for the city of Stan-

ford, Conn.

Vlnnie Carlslmp, '44, has
accepted the position of football

coach and athletic director at

Our Udy of the VaUey High
School, Orange, Pa.

Registration of eligible can-

didates for senior car privileges

will end Friday, Pat Nicholson,,

chairman of the Student Council

announced Monday.
Registratk>n was held today

in Dougherty Hall from 11:30

to 1:30 and will be held at the

same time tomorrow and Friday.

Subject Approval

The applications will be ap-

proved by the University Chap-
lain, the Dean of Men, and the

Dean of Student Affairs. The
results will be posted on the

general bulletin board in Doug-
herty Hall.

GIRRY DEGKOFT
Hsipsd WMi Car Plon

The plan for the car program
were worked out by Nicholson

and Walt DeGroft who submitted

it to the Student Council last

semester where It was passed

and presented to the administra^

tion for investigation.

15 Schools Contscted

During the investigation into

the program, some 15 of the

top Catholic colleges in the

country were contacted by the

Student Council to find how
these schools met the car prob-

lem.

Nicholson emphasised that

the car privileges must not be

abused. The Student Council is

sidministering the program for

the most part to relieve any
burden that might befall the ad-

ministration.

Nicholson stated that the

acceptance of the program
shows that the administration

is willing to work with the stu-

dent body through the Student

Council if the Student Council

does an efiTective job in present-

ing proposals to the administra-

tion.

Lit. Club To Hold
Talk On Salinger
The Literary Club will hold a

symposium on J. D. Salinger to-

morrow at 7 :30 In seminar room
three of the library.

Joseph Kinney, president of

the Literary Club, announced
that a number of area colleges

have been Invited, including

Rosemont and Immaculta.

Representing Villanova on .the

panel will be Jack Curtin, Junior

English major and managing ed-

itor of the VILLANOVAN.
Frank Delany, who was a mem-
ber of the November symposium
on "Art and Morality", wUl be
chairman of this week's panel.

Kinney urged all who are in-

terested to attend the sympos-
ium.

Elections for next year's of-

fkcora were held last Tuesday.
The new offleers will take over
their duties after the art show
which wlU be held the WMk of

April 21.
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The K. ofC and Catholic Action
The Student Cound], recent author of a pro-

gressive new Constitution, has added another ac-
complishment to its list

With the announcement this week of the pro-
posed formation of a council of the Knights of Col-
umbus on campus, they have pledged an all out
effort to increase Catholic Action among Villanova
students.

The sevens-six year old Knights of Columbus
is an organization composed mainly of Catholic lay-
men dedicated to fostering of religious activity
among the laity oi the Church. It engages in chari-
table and social activities as well as positive pro-
grams of Catholic Action. A council on campu^ will

be able to adjust its activities to the interest of the
students and faculty.

It is incumboit on sdl students and faculty
members interested in Catholic Action to conscien-
tioiiisly consider membership in the organization.

Any Catholics who fail to take all available
opportunities to share in the spread of the Faith
do both themselves and their Church a grave in-

justke. All thinking Catholics here at Villanova
then will find it necessary to attend the meeting
tonight

Failuie to do so might some day bring regrets.

AHme for R&-A|ipraisal
> ^ The Augustinian Elducational Association,
which held its first meeting last week during the
National Catholic Educational Convention,' consid-
ered as a theme the vital problem of ''Educating the
Priest-Teacher."

The Rev. Jose^A L Bc^le, O.S.A., Vice Presi-
dent of Academic Affairs at Villanova, was chair-
man of the sessions which delegates from through-
out the United States and Cuba attended. The
Very Rev. Henry E. Greenlee, O.Sj\., and the Very
Rev. John Seanr, OJSA^ Augustinian Provincials
in the United States, presided.

The meetings were devoted to a re-appridsal of
the educational objectives in the priest-t e a c h e r
training in the Augustinian seminaries. According
to Father Bo^e the shortage of priest-teachers is

alarming. One of the purposes of the organization
is ;to "re-appraise its approach" to this problem.

The Association was formed last February to
consider Augustinian education throughout the Or-
der. Last week's meetings were evidence of the
earnestness of the group to effect improvement
wherever needed.

April li^ltli
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' Roving Reporters Pull 'The Night School Caper

f
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Dean Speaks Out On Education ||
Harold Gill Reuschlein, Dean of the School of

Law, told the National Catholic Educational Con-
vention last week that "Many students who grad-
uate from colleges today can't even read or write
the English language."

The Dean, speaking at the closing session of
the convention, also declared that education in the
classroom should be inferior to that of the home,
thus pointing out the supreme obligation parents
have for the education of their children.

To answer the question of why Johnny can't
read, Reuschlein suggested the failure of parents
to set a proper example of reading habits. He
blamed television in part for the decline.

He advocated fewer students being admitted
to college, and the establishment of higher academic
standards. /•

• ^.-..-y^--^' '..:-.-:.i:,.:

It was refreshing to hear Dean Reuschlein
speak out candidly about the existing problems.
Let's hope educators take the suggestions of the
Dean and of the entire convention seriously.

Jota J. Carfin

M. O'Romrfcc. Jr.

Erfieor-M-CliM

C. GoMscMMf
Anociof* Editor

Letters To
The Editor

To tiie Editor:

In a recent iasoe of your
paper, there appeared an ar-
Ucle oonoeming the amateur
night's activitiea. Among the
acta mentioned that would be
eligible for application to ap-
pear in the festivitiea was a
t3rpe of entertainment describ-
ed as "earwiggling."

Since we are one of the few
original earwiggler teams now
active, we considered this an
opportunity to enter as well
as to bring publicity to this
long inactive profession.

Quite enthusiastic about the
entire matter, we attempted
to procure a suitable entry
blank. But much to our cha-
grin, we found that no one
knew where to obtain this
blank. In desperation we went
to the Intramural office and
found that the news article in
your paper was in error.
The fact is, editor, there was

no place for ear wigglers in
the amateur njgfat's program.

Sir, you can imagine our feel-
ings upon hearing this: we
were quite ready to seek out
the writer of this article and
thrash him for «mgitig our un-
necessary tragic disappoint-
ment.

In the future, we would ap-
preciate it if the VILLANO-
VAN would confine itself to
printing confirmed facts. It
could be that the earwiggling
was inserted to make the arti-
cle humorous. If so, please
separate the humor from the
news articles.

There is room for humor in
a college paper, but certainly
not in the news section.

John M. H—

e

To The Editor:
Much has been said against

those reqmnsible for plan-
ning Junior Week. To a cer-
tain extent I agree that some
of the arrangemmts could
have been better.

But on the other hand I
believe that the Junior Week
chairmen did a good job.
They were working under
many limitations of which the
maJMity of Junion were un-
were. Let's not be too criti-

cal until we know the entire

atory.

WITH THE EDITOR

Staff Wishes Mulcahy Llick

Vilhinova reporter. Bay Qnagi», bavins »

view with Phyllis Marchion, wiio is a third grade

St Donoto's school in Phito. PhyiMa is a student in

education

the

didn't

Robert El Mnlcaliy, m, can
regulariy, and study eonsistently. He
last week when he "^nplptTii his full

of the VILLANOVAN.
Winding up a year of fi^tii.

tors, Mulcahy, at a special staff meeting,
torship of the paper to a new staff.

••We've had a good year, aooomplidied
us has gained a lot of satisfaction,'' Mnkahy told the '^^
erana. ••Ton new feUows now are getting m veal chance Id do
stmiething for both your univernty and yuuiaelL"

Then Bob shook handa and alowty left tlie pffliTiialiiiM
oifioe. With him went the weU wiahcs and anecve gntttada «C
his friends, those who eontrilmted so much the pant year.

The honor and the praiae coming to tiw VILLANOVAN^
belongs to Bob. He deserves all tho r^nrfailrB. 1

who constantly accepted complete reqpoMilnlity.
So as he returns to normal livii^, we ww^iw if

Ihnes he might thing of us, fn^ti'mmm^ the paper. We
of think he won't be able to forget oar was!
ahall we forget him.

Thanka, Bobu

it it it
In the excitement of releasing the stoty last

get a chance to congratulate new Belle Air ^
junior Bob Pinto. Ditto and thanka alto to retired edttor
Jack Daly. Daly, who fimshed the yeaifaook on ffc^iifV with
few mnjor difficulties, qient the vacatiaB leaUai^ cither in Flo-
rida or under a bright sun lamp. That waa after the book fc»^

been submitted to the publisher.

. „ * • *
Ace Reporter Frank Dynan wmmI^*

when he attended a cloaed session of the Jnniar
committee. Joe Fitzpatrick, of the sports _

to cover the baseball team so badly that he drove all the way
from Ocean City to South Orange on Satnrday to aee the Seion
Hall game. It was rained out.

Our Little Guy Columnist Ray Qnaglia >h hjs iA»M#'fc-

photographer Al Lawler toured the Evenii^ Diviaian last
Wednesday evening. Both gentlemen reported that the atnoa-
phere of the night school was one of pteaaant deteniined
informality. Their fine txpuri of the nigfat achool appears on
page 5. '.:-::."<' -y^ :\.> :;:.. •/.•>;:•;;,

• • it
In the Spring a young man's fancy quickly tnnv to

thoughts of . . . Softball. Student Counci] chairama Pat NwAtA-
son is loosening his pitching arm rea4y for inansMrahle ii«ftL^
with the underclassmen. Junior Jack Ctartin im getting hia
tennis trunks out of mothballa. Junior EdBcatioM ^igor J**!!
Hughes has not yet resumed leading the hoya tm. »«i«^ hikea
into Br3m Mawr between dssaes.

-^ w. ^ * * *Fk«nkly, we're rather pleased with the ptugma Janior
Class <^lcers luwe made thoa far in their prepantiaiv for
lunior Week. Cbss president Vic IiahiMHi sail
that ••this could be the finest Junior Wedk cw.'
plans for both the prom and dinnepdanee wcte in
"The only thing needed now ia shwirwta to boy the tidkets.*'
another daas ofllcer said.

it it it
College students interested ior the ia{id advances in the

medical field were delighted last week to read h>*» Dr. Noah
D. Fkbricant, a Chicago car and *H»^^t ^ppq
that whiakey is good for the «nmin«fi ooU. Of coane it
be used during the cariy stages of the cold
doses to be truly effective. It was i .
have already mailed oopiea of the doctn^a fcpost to the
firmary.—^L. M. O'R.

*\l^

<

..
A Uroup of nic^t students gatfcer hi Mendel han ta awail

the beginning of tneir next claas. As SMst of tlMni have

pleted an eight hour day at tlMlr regalar jobs, the few

ents of relaxation are especially

•^t*

-, r*

\i

The Kev. Joseph Boms, itAik^

anoe while dictating notes to hia daa

tion. Night cbumes, such as thK vary ia leaglh,

one and a half hrs.

It was about 8 o'ckick in

ithe evoiing when Al Lawler

and I left the VILLANOVAN
'office and started the long

tiek to Ifendel Hall. Al smoked
silently, his precious camera

clutched tightly in his right

hand, wliile I whistled a few

bars from "the Witch Doctor"

and wondered if my ball pcnnt

would last out the evening.

We entered Mendel at exact-

ly 8:04 pjn. Al threw away
his dgarette and said in a well

modulated voice, •'ready?'*

"Ready, Al." I answered, pray-

ing that my ball point wouldn't

let me down.
We split up to scan the oc-

cupied classrooms for likely

looking prospects. I started at

one end of the first floor snd

Al at the other. Before I had

time to write a ••night school"

caption at the top of a page

in my yellow notebook, I saw

Al give me a signal from down
the halL

Behind the Green Bask
I hurried down the corridor

and saw two students, one

Tnni«» and the other female,

sitting in a daasroom closely

examining a large book with

a green cover.

Al and I entered, introduced

ourselves, and I started ssk-

ing questions. The male turn-

ed out to be a dayhop who
had a flat tire, and was wait-

ing for a friend to give a

ride home., •.•';

The female's name was
yllis. Phyllis Marchioli; she

Lad dark hair and brown eyes-

asked her what she did dur-

_ the day and she said that

{she taught third grade. I ask-

her if she enjoyed teach-

_ and she said that she did.

(Al and I were both glad.)

|a1 took her picture and I ask-

ed her what courses she was
taking here at Villanova. She

said that she was an element-

ary education student. We
talked a while longer and at

8:14 left her to the perusal

of her book with the green

cover.

But Soft!

At about 8:16 p.m. we enter-

ed Fr. Bums' class snd took

a picture of the group. I be-

gan worrying about my ball

point again, and Al told me
to put it on a radiator to soft-

en it up. While it was soft-

ening. Al smoked a cigarette

and I back to get my coat

which I had left in Fr. Bums
class. The class laughed.

At 8:20 PM. Al took a pic-

ture of a. group of students

who were lounging in the cor-

ridor. I interviewed a nurse

named Mary Ellen Hennessy
{She was taking two courses,

'hysics and Religion, and was
udying for her B.S. in nurs-

I asked her what she did

th her spare time and
bought that she would consid

r the remark at least slightly

umorous. Instead, she told

e that she liked to skate and
t she was interested in Clas-

cal music Al told me that

had to go back to the

hotography room for moi

Um. I excused myself
nt along with Al.

After we got the film,

decided to take a walk
to the Annex classroom

ing. Al talked about pi

graphy and I amoked a cigar-

ette and liatened.

AGaodGi
last In A.C we took a picture

of ProC AmeOotti's graduate

by lAYIIOND J. QUAMJA
o/ Ike ViBmmanmm StmJJ

daaa in applied statistics.

(They were a good group but
we didn't have enough room
for the picture.) Al aaid he
waa thirs^ so we went into

the Pie Shoppe Al had a coke

and I had eoffee.

At about 9:10 PJt we re-

turned to Mendel HaU for more
inctnrea. We sat and waited
fw the last daas to finish, so
that we could get a group pic^,

ture of them coming through
the door a. Al said that it

would be a ^ood shot and I

agreed with AL
I then interviewed Mr. John

Francka of Broomall. Pa. He
waa in the aoooqnting pro-

gram, and had three eooraea

a week. I n^^^ him where he
worked during the day and he
told me that he was employed

at the Frank Nelaon Co.,

which is a textile firm. I aak-

ed him if he waa maiiied and
he said that he waa and that

he had three children. Al waa
nowhere in sight and I began
to wonder aiiere he had gone.

Mr. Francka told me that

thia was hia fifth year aa a

'\^llanova night school studenL

When I asked him if he found
it difficult to both work and
go to achool, he said that it

waa difficult but it was also

very worthwhile. I said good*

night to Mr. Francks, thanked
him for his cooperation, and
went looking for Al.

I found Al talking to two
women whom he wanted me
to interview. One woman was
Mra. Charlotte Harris, a R.N.

at the Abington Memorial

Ho^utal, and the other was
Mary Lou Delaney who was
also employed there.

Al and I decided to take a
picture of. them getting into

their car. Mrs. Harris told us

that she had two children and
that she was sttending night

classes in order to obtain her

B.S. in nursing. Al took the

picture of them getting into

their car and we both waved
goodby.
At 9:56 FM we walked back

to the VILLANOVAN office.

Al was a bit tired so he only

came in for a minute and then

went back to his room. I took

off my jacket, threw away my
ball point pen. sat at a type-

writer and fell fast asleep.

i
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Mein Kempf
By DON KEMPF

What is Freedom? Webeter calls it "exemption from
necessity, in choice and action."

A group of student leaders which I have observed this

past summer at the University of Michigan carried it a^ little

further and stated that "Freedom is not thought of as a pri-

vilege, not as a concession that any authority . . . may proper-

ly grant or deny, qualify, or regulate according to its interests

or its discretion."

Freedom of the Press
Journalists talk about a special tsrpe of freedom—free-

dom of the press. Pressmen state that censors "qualify or
regulate according to their interests or discretion" the con-

tents and editorial policies of newspapers over which they
have influence. Thus if we subcribe to what has gone above
we would agree that freedom does not exist in such cases.

The fiy;t that freedom does not exist in these cases is not,

.a priori, evil. ,Often private educational institutions—especial-
ly those with religious affiliations, whether Catholic or other-
wise, are dedicated by their nature and in their aims and pur-
poses to certain principles, truths, and standards. And to com-
ply with these ideals, those who ad*e entrusted with this tfiiik

are completely justified in applying this "censorship." (Cen-
sorship then need not be thought of as an evil word.)

Individual Restriction
When an individual becomes a part of any private institu-

tion—educational or not—thus dedicated to stated principles,

he willingly places certain restrictions upon his freedom for
as long as he is a part of that institution. He does this be-
cause of gains he hopes to make in becoming a part of such
a group (strenghthening of his religious convictions, etc.).

However, those concerned with operations of a Pnms under
such conditions must always be alert and on guard to see
that this good and important "censorship" is not perverted so
that it changes its nature from what Webster calls the( power
"to examine written or printed matter ... in order to forbid
publication, if objectionable," to a positive force which could
attempt to misrepresent a "controlled j^i^m' as a "free press."

For while a controlled preba and a free press are both es-
sentially "good""~they are not the same.

;:'^ A Matter sf Degree
Under a controlled press the question becomes—How

much? Control is a vague word, and where to draw the line is

a complex and difficult problem and both editors and censors
must work towards the best solution.

They must evaluate and re-evaluate, and when they are
through, they must begin again with a fresh and open mind,
for, while it is better to .turn on the light then to curse the
darkness, Lt is only when the light fails to be turned on that
one realises how dark it really is.

i'
' The Little Guy

ty RAY QUAGUA
^ • 1 was walking down by the new OfcF building the other
day, just sort of strolling aimlessly, wondering when the trees
would be getting green and the flounder woqld; be coming back
into Bamaget Bay, when I got hit by this crasy idea.

Not that I don't often get crazy ideas, like writing letters
to s6me woman's club to stop the persecution of that little

blue man who the girl in the song is always pushing off the
roof and all, but this one was even crazier than usual.

I Enjoy Me
I guess when I get crazy ideas, I get more of a kick

out of them then anybody in the world, because I really
cracked up and started laughing all over the place. I hiad to
cover my face and straighten up a little though when these
two guys who are pretty big on committees were looking at
me kind of weird like.

Well anyway, this idea of' mine was really something. I
figured that I'd get myself one of thosei big army tents they
sell in the surplus store, and real smart looking pair of com-
bat boots with a leather jacket with a white silk scarf around
my neck and go off somewhere and fight in a real rip-roaring

^ revolution. I'd write poems like old Lotxi Byron use to do.

Where's Little Johnf
I kept on thinking' that it wouldn't be long before I took

over a whole country, and then I'd take care of the poor
people like some modem Robin Hood. I figured that they'd
run my memoirs in some big magazine, and all the guys out
here would be running around telling everybody how they
Imew me when I was here and a nobody.

Well I was really enjoying myself, and I started slapping
my knee and all, when I saw this real intellectaal kid I know
coming down the walk on my right I didn't think he saw me
giggling like Pwas, so ifeal quick fike I got r«al aolenm. and
started kwking like old Rodin's thinker.

I Thtek, Aerefore
The kid asked me how I was and what I was doing down

here all alone (sinoe Fm usually in the pie shoppe looking
intellMtua]). Well I sort of screwed up ny face like you do
when you're really thhUdng hard, aad told hfan that I was
meditating on the deficiencies in Descarte's theory of methodic
doubt. I told him I'd walk with him for a while and discuss
it more fully.

I etarted lighting my pipe and was thinking of the lousy
taate I would have in my mouth when I got finished smoking
it As I waa lighting It, the kid turned toward me real serious

like and said, "that's what's wrong with most of the studenU
of today, they never do^ any profoundthinking like you or L"
How true, "How true." I aaid looUag abatimctly over

hia ahoulder.

Political

Round-Up
By JOHN P. KELLEY

With the presidential nomin-
ating conventions only two
summers away, experienced
candidates and inexperienced
prognosticators are already
preparing for the hard rua.

With President Eisenhower
handicapped by the no-third
term amendment and the
G.O.P. bearing the brunt poli-

tically of recession and rapid
Soviet advance, Joe Democra-
tic is already smiling—broadly.

Let's look at some of the po-
tential Democraac caaaia«tt.ea

toi tne Presidency.

Most prominent nationally

is Senator John Kennedy,, oi

Massacnusetts, Boo Meyaer,
progressive New Jersey govei-
noi-, has also been treqaentiy

considered.

In the Eastern states area,

Philadelphia 8 own Joe CiarK
certainly deserves considera-

tion.

Senator Clark will be 59
years oid when tne presidential

eiecuons come around. He is

a man of political maturity
having engaged in a bitter

hgnt lor many years with his

pal, Dick Duwortn, to over-

tnrow the 70 years of corrupt
government in the city.

Clark succeeded in his fight

for good government in ltfo(

and nas served in the office o^
City Controller, Mayor and
now Senator represenung tne
Keystone State.

Clark is the possessor of the

two major qualifications that
will be reqwred of the Demo-
cratic aspirant in 1960.

First of all he comes from
a powerful, populous state and
he is a poweriul man in tni3

powerful state as was demon-
strated when he won his senate

seat while .the Republicans
were sweeping the country na-

^tionally.

Recently, Victor H. Moore,
a Philadelphia councilman, was
approved by the Democrats as
tneir candidate for Lieutenant
Governor in the forthcoming
state wide election. Clark,

since he had to be in Washing-
ton at the .time of the selection,

gave Dilworth his proxy vote

to cast. Dilworth then voted

for Moore, contributing both

his vote and Clark's. Tne sen-

ator, hearing of this, then re-

fused to concur, because Clark,

while Mayor had had various
conflicts with Moore.

The Democrats immediately

rescinded their approval and
gave the nod to Judge John
Morgan Davis of Philadelphia,

thus dem<mstrating political

power of Joe Clark.

The characteristic, seeming-

ly lacking in Clark, which the

others mentioned possess, is

national prominence.

It is safe to sUte that if he
does become nationally known
within the next two years and
at the same time renoains com-

patible with the remainder of

the party, he will be a man to

be reckoned with by present

and future Democrats.

In 1960 approxhnately 100

years will have passed since

James Buchanan, the only

President ever selected from

Pennsylvania, left the White

House. Perhaps \n this same

year the populace of Pennsyl-

vania, Repablicans and Demo-

crats alike, will rejoice with

the electidi of their favorite

Clark.

Strictly Opinion
iy lOI PINTO

ilo wa* sitting in a dim comer of the lounge, alone nat-

urally. Approaching him I felt uneasy. He was the first in-

dividualist I would converse with. Caution was the word.

"Hi ya! How ya dein'?," I said, just ss all my college bud-

dies would have said. "I hate to disturb you but the paper

got a hot tip that you are an individualist and they sent me
to get a story." He pushed his bowl of hashish toward me
but not knowing what it was I refused. "Could you tell me
just what you are trying to accomplish being an individual-

ist?" I asked? His voice came softly through his beard, "most
assuredly." "I wish to establish the fact that one can flafint

the stupid patterns of conformity set up by our society and
still be a successful and acceptable person."

He Crushed the Crush-Proof

"Could you explain that a little more?'' I asked. He
reached across the table and pulled a popularly known
"crush-proof" cigarette box from my pocket. He crushed it and
grinned. He leaned closer. "You know what else?," he hissed^

He was taking me into his confidence. "I brush after every
meal." "But that's impossible, "I protested," everyone knows
that you can't brush after every meal." "And those who can't

must use the toothpaste that keeps you safe all day because
way back here you brushed, or at least they have to chew
gum."

He ignored my objections, however, and continued. "Also
I don't think that all new things are good or that everything
should be fun." He was an iconoclastic madman, (that's an
erotic image breaker I think. ) I realized that he/ wasi literally

crawling with little rebellious traits and now I tried to find

them before he had the advantage of throwing them in my
unsuspecting face. I noticed his clothes. "I see that you have

a belt in the front of your pants instead of the back," I

said, "that's a very clever way of protesting against our col-

legiate conformity. I'll have to give you credit for that, yes,

air " - .»*»• '<'• •'••

___
The DIreettbn's What Counts

He seemed upset by this and said, "Well I . . . uh . . .

no, you see I guess I just put my pants on backwards this

morning." So ho was human and had weakhesses after all. I

pursued. "And are you wearing a striped tie just like every-

one else?" I thought I had him. "Look a little closer,'* he

said. "The stripes don't go from the right shoulder toward

the left hip, but from left to right."

Impossible I thought.

He had regained his composure during this parry and

now he attacked. "You're just like all the rest,"* he said, "You

say hi ya or how ya doin, you wear button down collars and

a light tan raincoat, you like picnics, you order a hamburger

and (I coke all the time because you have no imagination, you

hate rock 'n roll and the disk jockeys but haven't the spine

to stop listening. You make me sick."

He turned away and began to read his copy of Life. He
didn't even look at the pictures, he just read the copy.

Smedley

ARE YOU SURE ^
YOU ^DONT NEED A
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man's DEODORANT?y

fhmmmn Spray Deodorant for AAen keeps

on woridng all day long—worfcbig to pre-

vonl odor, workkig to check penpirotion.

For fhit non-ttop profecfion, get MennenI
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S. C. Views
iy PAT NICHOLSON

Tomorrow at 10:30 the un-

derclassmen of Villanova Uni-

versity will Uke the first ma-

jor step in determining their

student leaders for the next

yosr. One might now ask,

"juit how important are these

class and student council nom-

inattons?" The answer is sim-

ple. If you are interested in

having outstanding class func-

tions next year, then good men

must be nominated for the

class offices. If you are Inter-

ested In having an active ef-

fective student council and in

having Villanova represented

in intercollegiate affairs by sin-

cere capable leaders, then good

men must be nominated for the

student council positions.

Able Leaders

The student council will only

be as effective as ite leaders.

This holds true for every or-

ganization on campus. Thus,

it is absolutely necessary that

the men nominated tomorrow

must be willing workers who

are sincerely interested In do-

ing the very best possible job.

One of the biggest problems

in newly elected leaders of the

student council or any other

organization on campus has

always been that the leaders

(invariably) come into the po-

sitions with litUe understand-

ing of their responsibilities. In

addition the student council

has often been forced to place

authority in men who have

very little understanding of the

operations of the council.

S. C. Initiating Reform

This year the student coim-

cU is initiating a one day lead-

ership program which we hope

will help to solve this problem.

The program is designed to

give next year's student lesders

a better idea of their role, and

the role of student government

on a college campus. In addi-

tion it will attempt to give the

students attending a clear pic-

ture of the operations and or-

ganization of the Student

Council at Villanova. I strong-

ly recommend that all students

who hope to hold office in any

organization, or intend to run

for a seat on the Student Con-

gress, attend this leadership

class. It would show that a

candidate has little interest if

he misses this opportunity, to

find out about the problems

and opportunities of student

leadership and student govern-

PybllclY Sptoking
ti c I I L

New Idea For A Progressive Prom: The Sack Look
'^^'^

By tia CHRISTY

Prom .eaaon is here again. But thta year It approaches

In the (ace of K>me scathing criticism. There are a few de-

termtaed men on campus who are setting out to revolution-

i7A the flowers and formal bit.

mile^" conservatives are beginning to worry over

such detaiUi as name bands, finances, and how to tolk that

5?rl into breaking her other date, these men are planning to

buck the syatem.

You may have seen them about or even heard their ar-

gumenU. Everyone knows that proms bring money Problems

l^d our heroes are against money. Also the social overtones

of a prom's importence have made a prom bid to a girl tan-

tamount to a marriage proposal-a rather humed snipping

of the free social life. Enemies of the present system have

devised their answer—the progressive prom.

Dovm With Capitalistic

Expense Is a major complaint but can be reduced to al-

most nil with a bit of judicious cutting. Most proms feature a

big band, or at least two small ones. Such frlvilous expendi-

Ure rai«s the cost of tickets over 25c making it prohihiUve

to all but capitalists. The more practical way is the inatalU-

tion of four hi-fi sound systems—one in each comer of the

dance floor. In this way cost is reduced and particular

tastes are catered to (each machine will be playing one of

the four music types- opera, dixieland, swing and rockn

roll.), and besides, there'U be continuous music.

Formal dress is anotiier needless waste. Everyone knows

that tiie average college student abhors looking we" and

prefers tiie more relaxed attire of sweater, bermuda shorts

and tennis shoes. The answer is the informal formal: Men

wear black ties and women W«»»J»««»»7^*j;?";^^^^
is at Uie individual's discretion. Bermudas wiU of course, oe

most accepteble but dungarees will «««»• ^^
These changes in ctothes have caused tiie «n<««»*«^

element to advocate anotiier innovation: Since fr^^^V^J
a major comphdnt and picnics are tiie most W"**'^"*^
colle^te entertainment, they suggest tiiat proms move out.

doors to a meadow.
-Who Needs PrellniBaries

One of Uie greatest attractions of proms, as they aw.

is the parties tiiat «^^^^yJf^^ ."^^'.^^^^L^^^
groups of close friends who adjourn from tiie crowded danw

floor to tiie relative seclusion of a nearby
P«JJf^P^^^^^^

The new system would provide tiiis gay »PW*ji^^"V^
botiier of tiie preliminaries. Before tiie prom, groops would

S^ aii^ed^to a hired haU (maximum crbwd five couplejO

wheiTSey would meet in tiieir bermudas and bhwk ti«i for

Tn enjoyable after-prom party of hi-fi and refreshments.

W course, because pn>m night is such «i ^Portant

event in tiie life of an tt«^d«'Kn^«»^^ ^!,'^^llTi,*!^
assured of a good time. A, sure way of d^ tWs ^to c^
fully pick tiie four otiier couples with whom he '^ -P^
tSfevening. Our college friendships sre »<«tly ti««-tent^

made up of people met while in coUege tiien never seen again.

S^ c^'t be st^ tiiese ties will last so he should r^ to

home-town friends for tiite Ws big night For those who Uve

in less populated areas where five couples cannot be found,

they should spend tiie evening witii tiiehr clo«*t W«;^
tiie family .... That's tiie new system and it may be right.

I'll take the old method. See you at the party afterward.

WHAT » A wo OOCTOW

WILLIAH WHIR.
LA SALLI COLLIM

SqueaUr Htakr

WHAn AN OMTACll IN A

ctoss-couNniY uAce

OAVID MAZIALI.
ROWN

Harrier Barrier

IN THE TWENTIES, up-to-date coUege

gals wore raccoon coats, danced the

Charleston and smoked Luckies.

What's the rage on campus today?

Raccoon coats. The Charleston. And

Luckies! The conclusions are obvious.

1. Luckies were tops for taste in the

Twentiesand still are. 2.Smartsmokers

knew it and still do. So any gal who

takes Luckies to a Roaring 20's party

is a Dapper Flapper! And by George,

the boy friend who sports *em, too, is

a Couth Youth! Prediction: In the

1980's, raccoon coats, the Charleston

and light, good-tasting tobacco will

still be in style!

ment.

adveitisement

American companies abroad

pay high salaries plus living

allowances and free transporta-

tion. Choose a career with traivel

and adventure in Europe, South

America, Africa, Asia. New
booklet listo American compan-

ies and Government agencies

employing college graduates in

admUiistrative, technical and

professional positions. Also

hotel, newspaper, radio, travel,

personal business leads from

on-the-spot research, plus geo-

graphical listing of construction

projects
-'' employing engineers,

teachers, personnel and public

relations representatives, etc.

Send $1.00 to Hill International

PubUcaUons. Dept. 66, PO. Box

229, Lrfng Wand City 1. N .Y

WHAT IS A FlAT.IOnOMED CANOE? WHAT IS A lOXING AMNA?

DWAMD JAY.

U. or CHICAtO

- Daft Craft ROIIIIT UDNin.
TALI

Fi^ Site

STUDENTS! MAKE $25

DoTou like to shirk work? Here's some easy money

-start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for eveir Sttcklerwe

print-and for hundreds more that never get used.

Sticklers are simple riddles with

two-word rhyming answers. Both

words must have the same num-
ber of syllables. (Don't do draw-

ings.) Send your Sticklers with

your name, address, college and

class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box
67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

WHAT AM A COMIWAN'S WMTIRS7 WHAT Ate tUMW TIBS MAOf OP?

LIONAMO UtIN.

U. or MIMOUKI

Laugh Staff DAVID MtNLIV.

M. or fORTLANB

Linger Timber

WHAT AH IMfOUTf CHtlDRfK?

1

•HALO roRT.

U. or MINNMOTA

Rude Brood

......x...:.:.v.:....::::::.X.:.x.-.v.-.w:.:^=.x.:,;^^

LIGHT UP A Uaht SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCKY!

r#4. r. c«.

FndMd^<%
tsomr
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Will One Of These Reigh During Junior Week?
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Immaculata BOfhomare Ifaii^a
Adeliza will altend the Prom with
Chuck Roellisr, and electrical en-
gineer. Nineteen-year old Marilyn
has brown hair and eyes.

Marilyn

Lovely Marilyn Ann ^'fH", a
senior at Harcmn, wiU be the Jun-
ior Prom Date of Terry Flynn, a
marlEeting mi^or. Mariljm stands
5*4", and has brown hair and eyes.

Joan Marie McHugh is a junior

at Marywood College. Joan's es-

cort will be Ed Stroud, an electri-

cal engineer, and has brown hair

and blue eyes.

Gvfl cagnmering student, Mike
McShea wiU eseort Nancy BrH-
fingfaam, A sc^hooMune at West
Chester State Teachers college.

Nan^ is 19-yearB old and has
bine qrea.

Pat KaqpiasU
A secretaiy for Bethlehem

Steel, Pat Karpinski, will come to
the Prom with engineer Bob Hen-
nessey. She is 5'2r' tall, and has
brown hair and greoi eyes.

Hugo BemtsBon is bringing
Carol Meany to hear Buddy Wil-
liams and his band at the Prom.
A Bell Telephone secretaiy, Carol
is 20 years old
hair and eyes.

Jeanne Conway is an 18-yr. old
student at Notre Dame DeNemur
High school. She will be accompa-
nied 1^ Paul Molnar, an account-
ing major. Jeanne is yZ" tall and
has brown eyes.

Sally Keaay
William '^Charley" Mortell. dvil

engineering, will escort 19-year
old Chestnut Hill student Sally
Kenny to the Field House affair.

Sally has brown hair and blue
eyes. .,

, . :-y .•'»:^.-'\:'. '•^•,' ^ •::".*}.

Marge CKKeefe

Marge O'Keefe is 5'3'' Ull and
weighs 110 lbs. She is a student
at the St Agnes School of Nurs-
ing and will be escorted by Greg
Dean. Marge has blonde hair and
grey eyes.

Kafhy Cunningham
Kathy Cunningham is 5^2^' tall

and has blonde hair and blue eyes.

She will be ajccompanied by Jo-
seph Cacciola, an E.E. student
Kathy is 20 years old and is a
private secretary.

linda Kinnelman
Arts major Eddie Tapper hajs

something to cheer about in this

lovely Lower Merion High cheer
leader, Linda Kinnelman. Linda
stands 5'2y2", and has blond hair
and blue eyes.

Alice Pfeufer

Alice T. Pfeufer is an asst. Lab.
tech. at the Andrew Kaul Memo-
rial Hospital in Pa. She will be
accompanied by Joe Lynch, a che-
mical engineering student. Alice
is 57'' and has brown hair.

Loolse Dagit
Louise Dagit, a freshman at

Roeemont college, is being escort-
ed by Ed. Coccagna, an electrical
engineering student. She is 5'3"
tall and has blonde hair.

Martha Lonergaa

Martha Lonergan is a business
representative for a N.Y. Televi-

Juon Co. She will be escorted by
^.<:*asketball and Baseball Star
George Emma. Martha is 57"
tall JEUid has brown hair.

Sarah Beiher
(

' Sarah Jane Reiher, 17-year old

student who lives in Long Island,

N.Y., will be accompanying Paul
Lang, an English major. Sarah
^ S'i'' and has brown eyes.

Harriet Deoaa
Harriet Deona is a secrotary

for the Beneficial Finance Corp.
She is 5'5" taU. has blonde hair
and weighs 130 lbs. Harriet wUl
be escorted by Harry Tappen, an
accounting major.

Elizabeth Looby
Elizabeth Looby will be escort-

ed by Joseph Vasturia, who is a
Civil engineering student. Eliza-
beth is a junior at the University
of Penna., and has brown hair
and brown eyes.

Loretta BimkuH
A Divine Redeemer Academy

student, Loretta Rimkus, is 5'6"

tall and has brown hair and blue

eyes. She will be escorted by Paul
Beck, a mech. engineer.

Madeline Hergerty

Madeline Hergerty is a 57" bru-
nette and is being escorted by
Kenneth Vincent, a junior math
major. Madeline has blue eyes
and lives in Greenwich, Conn.

Patricia Mathewson
E. E. student Stephen Beither

will escort Patricia Mathewson
who attends Caldwell College, N.
J. Patricia is 5'4" tall, weighs
117 lbs and has blonde hair and
green eyes.

Frannie Tryson

Frannie Tryson, an 18-year old
student at the Misericordia School
of Nursing, will be the Prom date
of Villanovan photography editor
Al Stoughton. She has brown hair
and green eyes.

feNsabeth Jaaes

Elizabeth Ann Jones will be es-

corted by Jack Mclntyre, a gene-

ral arts man. She is a freshman
at Rosemont college. Elizabeth is

5'5" tall, weighs 110 lbs. and has
brown eyes.

Valerie Maxwell

Valerie Maxwell is a 5'5" blonde
from Marymount college in New
York. She will accompany Joe
Nugent, a finance major, and has
blonde hair and brown eyes.

Rita Youngerman
Arts major Joe Zicarelli will

escort Rita Youngerman, a 20-
year old secretary for American
Telephone and Telegraph, to the
Prom. Rita has brown hair and
hazel eyes.

ft
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Engineer Celebrates 25th

Anniversary; Growth Seen
The Vlllanova KNGINEER

hai grown linoe iU inoeption in

1033 from a smaU bulletin of a

few pagea to a large magasinc

well respected in engineering

cirdei. The purpose of thia ar-

ticle ia twofold, to give the EN-
GINEER and its staff proper

credit on this anniversary and

to explain to the student what

the ENGINEER is and how it

operates.

The Vlllanova ENGINEER is

published by the engineering

students of Vlllanova four times

a year (November-January-
March-May). The articles which
appear in the magazine are writ-

ten by the engineering students.

Rev. Vrana, O.S.A. has been the

moderator of the BNGINNER
for its 25 years of existence.

John FilUman, E.E. '58 is the

present editor of the publication.

Dave Borcik E.E. '58 is the as-

sociate editor; Bob Rosco, E.E.
'58 is the managing editor; Jer-

ry Ratchford, M.E. '58 is the

assistant editor. These men as-

sist the Eklitor in his various

capacities.

Copy Editor Bill Christman,

E.E. '59 has charge of the typ-

ing staff and proof readers. Bus-

iness Manager Dave Dubbels,

E.E. '58, takes care of the ad-

vertising and publicity.

Source of Articles

Just how do the articles come
about? Usually engineers write

articles about their past em-
ployment or topics they are in-

terested in or subjects they have
done some research on. The
authors also provide slcetches

and photographs in the form of

glossy prints in conjunction with

their articles. Under the guid-

ance of one of the editors the

author primes his article for

. publication.

The editor next goes to work
and selects the main article

after all of the articles have
been submitted and this article

is usually the subject of the cov-

er for the issue. Then the art

editors, under the guidance of

Ed Poska, E.E. '58, decide on
the cover, either in .the form of

a photograph or some elaborate

sketch. In the meantime the

copy editor has his staff proof-

read the articles once they are

submitted.

At this time the auxiliary ar-

ticles such as Horizons (a look

into new engineering features),

Campus Activities, Meet the

Profs and the most popular Joke
Section are turned in by the re-

spective staff writers. After all

the articles are subject to in-

tense copy reading they are giv-

en to .the printer for the original

printing, or what are called the

galleys.

While the editors are busily

preparing the articles, the busi-

ness manager is getting together

the ads for the coming issue.

Ajb is the case with many maga-
zines the staff counts on the ads
to defray the cost of printing

the magazine. Littel-Murray-

Bamhill is the advertising agent

and provides the ENGINEER
with all of its ads. This agency

is the usual agent for the publi-

cations of engineering schools

throughout the country. As the

ads are submitted the respective

companies choose the approxi-

mate position of their ads in the

magiriiw.

X>uring the period the articles

ly GERALD J. RATCHPORD
are in the hands of the printer,

the editors decide upon the

length of the issue and leave

room for the ads on their ap-

propriate pages. Once the gal-

leys are received and checked,

the big job of the staff begins,

that of the layout. <

Under the leadership of the

Layout Editor "Spike" Dinneen,
E.E. '59, the layout of every ar-

ticle and picture begins. The
pictures for the respective arti-

cles come from the printer crop-

ped (cut down) to their desired

size. The layout usually lasts

for a week and runs to the early

hours of the morning. Layout is

simply combhiing the articles

and their pictures along with

the sketches, and placing this

print on the respective pages of

the issue. The trick is putting

the print on the desired amount
of pages.

Now the layout is done and
the printer gets the okay to

print up the final galleys. One
week later these galleys are in

.the hands of the editor, and he
makes a final check for errors

or omissions, and finally gives

his seal of approval to the is-

sue. This is the signal to the

printer to provide approximately
two thousand copies of the mag-
azine after all the bugs are cor-

rected.

At this point Circulation Man-
ager Dick Horn, E.E. '59 takes

over and distributes .the maga-
zine with the help of his large

staff. First of all the issue is

given to all the engineering stu-

dents: Then copies are sent out

to the advertising agent and ad-

vertisers, and also mailed out to

the companies who recruit on
campus.

Under a new policy the maga-
zine is sent out to the high

schools which have provided

Vlllanova with its engineering

students: Copies are also sent

to the list of subscribers.

K. of C. Meeting Tonight
(Continued from Page D

for the area, Ralph Gross, will

explain that function of the

order to the students and fa-

culty.

Literature concerning the

order will be distributed.

Copies of the constitution and
by-laws will also be available.

All those interested in join-

ing the K. of C. will be able to

complete their initiation before

the end of the Spring semester.

Transfer Membership
All those over 17 yearp are

eligible. Underclassmen and
seniors alike have been urged

to join. Seniors may transfer

their membership after gradua-

tion .to* the council nearest

their home.

Delany explained that the

formation of the council on
campus is not "a particularly

novel idea." Such councils

exist already on the campuses
of Notre Dame, Fordham, Xa-
vier. Holy Cross and Scranton.

Pat Nicholson, chairman of

the Student Congress, and De-
lany will canvas students and
faculty for prospective mem-
bers. They will also assist the

members in the organizational

activities.

Three Degreea

Initiation into the order con-

sists of taking of three de-

grees, Delany explained. These

degrees will be admhidstered by

a degree team auppUed by the

K. of C. headquarters. DtgntB

will be completed before the

end of May.

It is expected that the first

grand knight here will be a fa-

culty member because of the

permanency of the position. All

other ofBoes will be filled by

members of the student body.

•J'".,.

Election Ads
Any students who intend to

run for any class office in

May and wish to advertise in

tibe VILLANOVAN must con-

tact Business Manager Saul

Borgese before April 30th. Caa-

didates who wish to include

pictures with the ads must
submit photos.
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Youll be Sittin on top ofthe worid vvhen you change toIjM
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Light into that
Only L<M gives you

this filter foct-

the potent number

on every pock . .

.

. . . your guorontee of

more effective filter

on todoy's L<M.

mttrrmmu

,*> U««tTT 4 MTIIW ToaAcae CO.

Jfc .. khmd ,7ff MJ .A>/. -yu: jf.mM//

LiveMxIern flavor

Best tastin*smoke you^llever find

!

Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an I>M. Get the flavor, the

full rich taste ofthe Southland's finest cigarette tobaccos. The patented
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter

should be for cleaner, better smoking. £iMNLMiii>TTaMvMiiT«»Afi<oco.
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Gov«l ChongM Hands

John MoyniliM, retiring president of the Delta BT Ma ff»>

temity, turns the gsvel over to Al DombrowskH tiie president
elect. Dombrowski and the other new olfioers were elected at a
meeting hwt week.

Dombrowski Elected Proxy
Of DPM Frat; Ball Veep

Al Dombrowski, Industrial

Administrations major, was elec-

ted president of the Delta Pi Ifu
fraternity at the annual elec-

tions meeting last Thursday
night.

Dombrowski, who succeeded
Arts major John Moynihan to

the position, has been active in

class affairs, being chairman of
the Charity Ball last semester
and a defeated candidate for the
class presidency last year.

Sophomore Arts student Guy
Ball will be the new president's

right-hand man, following jun-

ior Jack Curtin in the vice-pres-

idency. Ball was a member of
the fraternity Executive Ck>uncil

this year.

Rummy Eandles Money
John Rumbarger, a history

major, will take over the post
of Treasurer. Rumbarger, who
was also on the Executive Coun-
cil this year, succeeds Tom Mc-
Pherson in the post.

The new Recording Secretary
of the fraternity will be junior
English major Joe Fitzpatrick.

The post was held this year by
.'ex-student council veep Don
Kempf. -:

-^

Sophomore Tom Labreque as-

sumes the duties of the Corres-
ponding Secretary, the post va-
cated by Dombrowski. An ex-
engineer, Labreque is a contract
NROTC student.

: Political Science major Jim
Quigley will represent the fra-

ternity on the student coundf.
Quigley succeeds senior Norm
Peer in his position.

Annoaaees Dinner Danoe
In Executive Council elections,

the juniors elected Don Gooley
and Vince Bifferato, the sopho-

mores named Tom McAvoy and
Herb Lettau and the frosh chose
BobDeUsa.

In other fraternity business,

retiring president Moynihan an-

nounced plans for the DPM din-

ner dance to be held this Sat>

urday evening at the Falcon

House on West Chester Pike.

He also officially welcomed all

the new members into the fra^

temity, and urged them "to sup-

port your otQcers in every way

possible.''

The new members were induc-

ted into the organization at the

dose of the pledging period prior

to the Easter bolidays.

Personnel Expert
To Address SAM

t)r. Thomas J. Luck, an
authority on Personnel Rela-
tions, spoke at the regular meet-
ing of the Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management on
Monday, April 14th.

Dr. Luck baa served as a con-

sultant to the Du Pont Company
and was a member of the

Governor of Florida's "Little

Hoover Commission" in 194^50.
He has wide experience in both
industry and educational circles.

Among his numerous works in

the Held of Personnel Relations

is "Personnel Audit and Apprai-
sal" which is currently being

used as a text In the Industrial

Administration department

Rafano Elected

President of LR.S.
The International Relations

Society elected next year's

officers at its last monthly
meeting for 1957-1958.

Elected to office were Robert
Rofano, President; Clint Chin
Vice President; John Hogosky,
Secretary-Treasurer; and John
Fields, Student Council Repre-
sentative.

During the meeting Clem
Birch announced the details of

the social planned for Wednes-
day, April 16. The social will

be held at the Embers in Nar-
berth.

Hl-n AMPLWIER KITS

DYNA-KIT
MARK III

$79.95

• Rated Finest Hi-fi Amplifier Do-It-
Yourself Kit Available

• Oily 3 Hrs. Buildino Time
• 60 Watts Output
• PerformarKe CarKiot Be Exceeded ot
Any Price

• Flexible High Quolity Control Unit
• Unmeosurable Distortion
• Easy to Build

• Hum Levels At Minimum
• Printed Circuit Board For Easy

Construction

PRE-AMP

$34.95

COMPLETE LINE:
AMPLIFIERS, RECORD
CHANGERS. SPEAKERS.

HIGH FIDELITY HOUSE
167 W. LAHaSTER AYL

WAYNE, PENNA.
OPEN DAILY f 9-6

FRI. 9-9

MUn«y M1S«
If N« AMWtr Con

ILglii «-af09

SPECML—Hi-Fi RMordingTope

1200 FT. $1.89

Air Conditioning—temperatures mode to order—for all-weather comfort. Get a demonstration I

All Senlora who hsve boI yet

been me—wd for eape and
gowBS ara to repfnrt to Father

Bojrie't ofltoe or to Stodent Ac-

tlvtfeo ofltoe la DouglMr^ Hall

aa loOB ae poMribia.

cr

Precision roadability was vital on this wild trail

!

CHEVY TAMES
THE TOUGHEST

TRANSCONTINENTAL

HIGHWAY!

Atlantic to Pacific and back, across

the towering Andes, in 41 hours.

Grade Retarder gave extra braking on corkscrew descents.

With hood sealed shut by the Automobile Club of Argentina,

a *58 Chevrolet station wagon hustled from Buenos Aires to

Valparaiso, Chile, and hack over the highest transcondnental

road in the world! Twice it rocketed two miles high in the

sky—and not one drop of'6il or water was added, nor was
the mighty Turbo-Thrust V8 ever shut off! Here was an
all-out test of Chevy's new engine, of the Turboglide trans-

mission, Jumbo-Drum brakes, Full Coil suspension and Ball-

Race steering—triumphant proof of all the advances that

have made Chevrolet great in *58!

You'U get the bent 6ity on the beM eelUrl

(III \ HOI 1

1

Don't mitB your ChevroUt iUaUr'a

APML SALES SPECTACULAR!

:x.

Seeyour local authorized Chevrolet dealerforquick appraisal—prompt delivery! §& fOtWMO
MOM
nnr

^ J ^ . . • <

^te .h: -'.LsMStiSSHi
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De Paris Group Signed

For Jr. Week Jazz 0>iicert
(Continued from Page 1)

:, ;•.,•"•
.^'v':---,".*'
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In the thirties it was New
York where he played with the

bands of Leroy Smith, Noble
Sissle, Benny Carter, Jelly Roll

Morton, T6ddy Hill, and the

Mills Blue Rhythm Band. Then
several years were spent with

the 'Duke'—Duke Ellington.

Again Wilbur organized his

own group, playing in New York
and Boston theaters and clubs,

including the famous Ck>tton

Club and Earl Carroll's Theater

Club.

With his present group he has

played at the famed London
Palladium and the Moulin

Rouge and Cafe L«es Ambas-

WILBER dc Paris

At Jazz Concert

sadeurs in Paris, becoming as
great a favorite in Europe as

in America.

Long Two Weeks
Originally engaged in 1951 for

a two week engagement at JIM-
MY RYAN'S, he has since tum-

'

.that into the longest two weeks
on record. It is here that so
many Villanovans have become
acquainted with his music.

Wilbur still finds time though
to give concerts at many of the
colleges, also at Boston's Sym-
phony Hall, and the Stratford

Music Festival in Stratford, On-
tario, where he was the Arst
jazz artist to participate in the

event.

In addition, he is on the

Board of Trustees of the Lenox
School of Jazz, in Massachu-
setts, the only institution dedi-

cated specifically to the formal
study of jazz.

Broadway Production
On Broadway, de Paris has

worked in the Lunt-Fontaine
The Pirate, and provided the in-

cidental mood music for George
Kaufman's "The Small Hours."

Television appearances includ-

ed the Ford 50th Anniversary
Program with Mary Martin and
Ethel Merman, the Jackie Glea-

son Show, and Look Up And
Live with the Rev. A. L. Ker-
shaw of $64,000 Question fame.

He will also be seen in the

near future on NBC's new edu-

cational jazz program, The Sub-

ject Is Jazz.

Dollar Admissioii

With this behind him, Wilbur

will be bringing some of the

most enjoyable and most lieten-

able music ever to come to Villa-

nova.
Tickets for the concert will

begin next week. Admission will

be $1.00 and will be available

in the Pie Shoppe in Dougherty

Hall.

The band will be situated on

the stage to allow all Jthoae who
attend to be able to see the mu-
sicians at all times.

Physics Club
Hears Talk
Jack Solarski, president of the

Physics Club, has announced

that requirements were being

fulfilled to create a student sec-

tion of the American Institute

of Physics.

This is the first organization

of this tjrpe to which member-
ship has been made available to

the physics majors.

Along with the other business

treated at the meeting, nom-
inations were made for club offi

ces.. Three juniors were nom-
inated for presidency, three

sophomores for vice-presidency,

and three freshmen for secre-

tary.

EUections are scheduled for

the next meeting of the club.

After the topics of business

were finished, Tom Gaynard,
junior ph3rsics major, delivered

a talk on particle accelerators.

A few weeks ago the club

visited the huge Van De Graf
generator at Bartol Laboratories.

Villanova Named
Testing Center
For Law School
Villanova has been designated

as a testing center for the na-

tionwide administration of the

Law School Admissions Test, it

has been announced by Dean
Harold Gill Reuschlein of the

Law SchooL

The test will be administered

in Garey Hall, the new law
school building, on Saturday,

April 19, 1958.

Both the Villanova law school

and most other law schools re-

quire this test of their appli-

cants. Prospective applicants

should consult the law school of

their choice as to whether they

are required to take the exa-

mination.

The next test will be a^inis-
tered in August, 1958. Candi-

dates must file .their completed

applications with the Education-

al Testing Service, 20 Nassau
Street, Princeton, N.J., at least

ten days before the date of the

exam.

Application forms and infor-

mation bulletins may be procur-

ed at the office of the registrar

of the school of law.

In the State of Washington,
there's a town named George.

Engineer To
Meet Thurs.
Anyone wishing to join the

staff of the VILLANOVA EN-
GINEER should attend the

meeting to be held tomorrow
during the activities period at

304 Mendel Hall.

The new editor, Bob Merkert

said that he is anxious to name

freshmen and sophomores to the

staff. "These students", said

Merkert, "will be the ones to, car-

ry on the publicatibn in the

future."

"There are many interesting

openings on the staff, particul-

arly in layout, copy, staff writ-

ing, and art," said Merkert Ap-

plioations will be handed out at

the meeting.

Anyone who wishes to join the

staff, but cannot attend the

meeting, may contact Jerry

Ratchford, 307 Sheehan Hall for

an application.

Jazz Fraternity

Sponsors Contest
The National Jazz Fraternity

is sponsoring a contest open

to all instrumental college jazz

groups of not more than seven

instru'mentalists.

Any group, professional or

non-professional may enter the

contest by requesting applica-

tions from the fraternity and

submitting taped recordings with

pertinent information by May
16, 1958.

Those interested in the con-

test should write to the National

Jazz Fraternity, 40 East 40
Street, New York 16, N.Y.

Sell Tickets
Anyone Interested in helping

to Hell and collect tickets, set

up chairs, serve refreshments,

and collect tickets for the Jun-
ior Jazz Concert is asked to

sign up on the Dougherty Hall

bulletin board opposite the

loungeH.

JUSTIOOK
SAVE

SNAPPY CORONET
52 DODGE

Black & Cream. Radio ft Heater
Gyromatic

Make Offer LA-5-9714

....... ^...«x?<::SWS!

PROM TIMe...

Renting your formal

is easy on

the allowance

No need to make a
big outlay for a big date!
Renting formal wear it eaay,

it** convenient! Tux. dinner jacket-^
whatever you need is

"dcaner-freah", prcwed
to perfection, and fitted aa though

it were made just for you!

Camp«s CiMmcr ^

Three Grads Commissioned
Three graduates of Villanova

received the commission of aec'^

ond lieutenant upon completion

of a 34 week courae at the Mar-
ine Schools, Quantico, Va. A
fourth Villanovan was commis-
sioned a Navy ensign at Pen-

sacola, Fla.

Those conunissioned as sec-

ond lieutenants were Walter D.

Gould, Eklward H. Ernst, and
Arthur R. Odabash. Michael J.

DePerto was commissioned en-

sign in the United States Navy.

QaCaiqw nidi

MtShmn
>^:y {BwUitAvllmti''R0a9lUmiidlk0Fki§,B<rt9!**ond,

THE POSTMAN COMETH
I have recently reodved several letters from readers which

have been so intoesting, so piquant, aojene $au quai, that I

fed I must share them with all of you. Tlie letters and my
replies follow:

SIR:

Majrbe you can help me. I came up to college eight yean
ago. On my very fint day I got into a bridge game in the

student union. I am still in the same bridge game. Ihavenev^
gone to daas, cracked a book, or paid any tuition. All I do

is play bridge.

To explain my long ahsoioe and keep the money coming

from home, I toM a harmless little lie. I said I was in medical

school. This made Dad (my father) terribly proud. It also

enaUed me to keep playing Mdge. We were both vary hi^^iy.

But all good things must come to an end. Mine ended when

1 came home for Christmas vacation. I arrived to find that

Sster (ray sister) was in the hospital with an ingrown spleen.

Dr. Norbert ^gafooe, tiie eminent ingrown spleen surgeon, was

scheduled to operate, but unfortunately he was run over by

a hot-food cart on the way to the scrubbing room.

"Oh, never mind," chuckled Dad (my father). "Hariow (me)

will fix Sister (my sister)."

Well sir, what could I do? If I UAd the truth I would make a

laughinfj^stock out of Dad (my faUier) who had been bragging

about me all over town. Also I would get yanked out of school

which would be a dirty shame just when I am lieginning to

und«»tand the weak dub bid.

There was nothing for it but to braaen it out. I got Sister

(my sister) apart all rig^t, but I must confess mysdf oompletdy

at a loss as to how to put her back tofgether again. Can you

suggest anything? They're getting (Hetty suriy around here.

'^': .:'.''.
\-::'i>-''' Sincerdy,

Hariow Protein

i;. Dear Hariow:

Indeed I do have the solution for you—tiie

,•' solution that has never failed me when things

'dose in: Light up a Mariboro! Knots untie as

C ;: >you puff that fine rich tobacco. Shade becomes

i light as that grand flavor comes fredy and friend-

lily through that splendid filter. Who can stay

glum when Marilioro gives you such a lot to like?

Not I. Not you. Not nobody.

SIR:

Just off the campus where I go to school there is a lake

called Lake Widgiwagan. Thirty years ago when my father was

an undergraduate here he went fishing one day in Lake Widgi-

wagan and dropped his Deke pin in the water. He dived for

days but never found it.

Just yesterday— thirty years later, mark you!— I went fish-

ing in Widgiwagan. I caught a four-pound bass. I took the

fish home, cut it open, and what do you think I found inside?

You guessed it! Two tickets to the Dempsey-flrpo fight.

Villanovan Editors Change

Sincerdy,

Willis Wayde

m l«M Mas Mk^a

^. Wl ^.^^^'LmAjJ. art ^t'i^'-tm^ ..^..JB'^i
^Tj? - j_ -t"« '*.« _r.*w_j» - ^ .

«'

Thia eotumn la brought to fou fty thm mmken of Mmrlboro
Clfmnttn wtto MM§§tai thmt if gour mmii hma recentlw been
bleamd with aomm moneg from home, inveet it in the ciga-

rette with the km§ white mah—Mmrlboro, oi courae t

tSi^^^^ln^jfit^

^Kobeit E. Mnlcahy, m, rtv
Ured editor of the VILLANO-
VAN, is a Senior History Ma-
jor. A leaideiit. Jus home is
«t 86 Stewart road. Short
HUls, N. J. He graduated
tntm JUnibnm High SchooL

D^pifOg liis four years at
Vil|«||0ni, Bob was active in

^^ affsin and elected pres-
Weot of the Junior ClasB. He
i> an active member of the
Student Qrandl and a mem-
ber of the Student-Adminis-
tration Gommittee. Bom with
a love of pontics. Bob num-
bers among his family's
Meads many New Jersey

Bob's younger brother.
John, is at present a sopho-
more in the C and F schooL
An NROrC midshipman.

Bob will serve with the Navy
afto* graduation this June.

Lawrence M. 0*Rourke. Jr..
newly appointed editor of the
VILLANOVAN, is a Junior
fingliah major. A day-hop.
he lives at 5663 Springfield
ave., in Philadelphia. He
graduated from St. Thomas
More Catholic Boys High
SchooL

jynring his first three years
at ViUanova in addition to
work on the paper, Larry has
been associated wi^ the Belle
Masque Society, the Shamok-
inaki Dance and the Ring
dance, domg publicity work.
He Is a member of the Liter-
ary Qub.
A staff member of the

PHILADELPHIA EVENING
BULLETIN. Larry hopes to
continue in the newspaper
field after graduatN>n and a
hitch" in the service. He also
pbms to attend grad schooL

Lynx Meets Tomorrow,
Editorial Posts Discussed
The LTNX wiU hold a meet-

ing at 10:30 AM tomorrow in
102 Vasey Hall to form a stsff
for 1968-1960, Mr MitcheU and
Dr. Fhillipon, faculty modera-
tors, have annonuced.
Since the majority of the

present staff are seniors, the
i^« hMwming staff wiU be almost
fwmpletely new to the maga-

2:30 PM in the LTNX office to
complete plans for the spring

The LTNX is the campus
magasfaie wluch publishes twice
yeariy the best from student
litenuy efforts. This year it has
been under the guidanoe of E!d-
itor-inChief Frank Delany, sen-
ior English major.

Foaitions to Fill

The noajor position to be fill-

ed is that of Editor-in-Chief.
Other editorial positions include
Magasine Editor, Poetry Editor,
CJopy Editor, Art Editor, Ex-
diange Editor and managers
for publicity, business and dr-
cnlation . Staff members are also
needed for art, copy, pubicity
and circulation.

Mr. James Mitchell and Dr.
'John Fhillipeon of the English
Department will be on hand at
Tlinnday's meeting to describe
the duties and functions of each
open position. Af^lications
forma will be distributed on
wiiicfa interested students may

>indicate the position they would
like to filL All nndeigraduates
are eligible for consideration.

Any s indent who misses
hnrsday'a meeting may secure

'an application 1^ contacting
_flithcr moderatiM' aa soon as

staff will be enounc-
ed as nooo as official confirma-
tioa is neelved.
There win be a feeting of all

LTNX editon thia Thursday ai

The spring issue will appear
in several weeks. There was to
have been a third issue which
would have been published in
March but because of a lack of
publishable fiction, it had to be
abandoned. Although the poetry
and essays have been up to
standards, the editors still have
not received enough satisfact-
ory fiction.

IJiged W Sabniit
Students vidio are interested

in writing are urged to submit
their work for consideration.
While it will not be in time for
the next issue, it can be held,
if acceptable, for future issues.

Mr. Mitchell, who teaches the
course in the short story judges

i

the merits of all fiction receiv-
ed by the magazine while Dr.
Phillipson who teaches, the A^re
of Neo-Classicism, determines
what poetry meets the stand-
ards of the LTNX. Their stand-
ards are somewhat exacting but
this policy has resulted in a
quality magazme in the past.

NFCCS Tour Open
Reservations are still being

accepted for this summer's
European tours and Mexico
Tour, offered to Catholic col-

lege students and recent gra-
duates through the Travel Pro-
gram of the National Federa-
tion of Catholic College Stu-
dents.

Information concerning all

European tours can be obtained
from Mr. John J. Plungy,
Catholic Touth Travel Office.

No. 1 Thofas Circle. N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Soph Arts Tests

Held On May 5
AU sophomores ' in the Divi-

sion of Arts and Sciences will

take sophomore tests cm dates
to be assigned during the week
of May 6th, the Rev. Robeil
M. Sullivan, OJS.A.. dean of
the school, has announced.
The teste wiU be the Stan-

dard Teste of Educatk>nal Pro-

Paf« IS

Jr. Pictures To Be Taken
Senior Portraite for next I »«..-. _^..

They are of 70 minutes dura-
tion for Social Studies, Educ»-
tion. Science (Biology, Physio-.
Chemistry) and Mathematics.
A. B. Studente will be tested

in college level reading in the
same STEP series.

Senior Portraite for next
year's Belle Air yearbook will
be teken starting Monday, May
5th, it was announced eyster-
day by editor-in-chief Bob
Pinto.

Pinto told the class that un-
less the pictures of the Junior
Class members are finished by
Wednesday May 14th, it will be
impossible to include the late
pictures in the book.
"No pictures will be teken

next Fall," Pinto announced-
Members of the yearbook

will be available in the Pie
Shop or the Belle AJr office on
the second floor of Dougherty
Hall starting next week.

They will set appointment
times so that long waiting for
the photographer can be eluni-
nated.

According to Pinto, *lt only
takes five minutes to have a
picture taken. We need com-
p ete cooperation from the
class if we are to have a good
book."

*

Dr. Benedict A. Paparella,
Assistant Professor of Philoso-
phy at Villanova, was guest
speaker on March 16 at a ccrni-

munion breakfast held in Lake-
wood, N.J., by the Ocean County
Chapter of the Trenton Diocesah
Council of Catholic Nurses.

Double-ploy!

wear the

ARRQW

Bi-Wdy Sport

open or closed

Either way, it's smart strategy. The
Bi-Wa/s exclusive Arafold collar

looks as good as it feels (has stays to
keep it trim and neat). Perfect, too,

when worn with a tic. And the cool

open-weave fabric is yours in a smart
stripe or basket weave. Long or short
sleeves. From $4.00. Cluett, Peabody& Co., Inc.

ARROW
Cosuol Wear

:'^;.

m

"•wnr^so^r ARROW SHIRTS SOLO RY

1« W.
SPRITZLER'S "TTJ-"*
A««., .N.

lor Hmm
AfWidx~ T«m4w

•••"'
.»M.4^..........•••••••a
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April 22; 1^5g 1

GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT
WILL INTERVIEW SENIORS

majoring in aeronautical, meqhanical, electri-

cal, civil and industrial engineering, and in

physics and mathematics.

Contact your Placement Bureau.

GBUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERIRfi CORPORATION
SETNfACE • LONG ISUND - NEW YORK

Air Superiority Fighters. Anti-Suhmarine Aircraft.
Jet Trainers. Air Transports. Nuclear Research.

%\

-^.c J __
:LL:i^-^X
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'Cat Golf Season Opens

Friday With Temple Match
Intramural Softball Starts
The intramural softball sea-

son will open today with games
scheduled for each of the four

fields available for play. All

games originally slated for yes-

terday will be played today be-

cause of the intramural depart-

men't inability to line the fields

due to wet grounds.

A complete list of the teams
which have signed up to com-
pete in the various league was
not available when the newspa-
per went to press. It will appear
next week.

y PAUL iPCKLEY

On other intramural fronts

:

The Red Cross life-saving

course is still in operation in

the pool. To date, over 100 stu-

dents have signed up for the les-

sons. The course is necessary

for all who exirect to have life

guard jobs during the summer
vacation.

Junior Week Water Show
Junior Week activities slated

thus far include a water show
on Mother's Day, April 28 (fea-

turing clown diving, a water-bal-

let by the nurses and exhibitions

by members of the swimming
team) and a track meet the fol-

lowing day.

In the week precceding Jun-

ior Week, a foul shooting con-

test is isteld for Alunmi Gym.
It will run for one entire day,

and entrants can sign up at the

gym at any time.

In a few weeks, the tennis and
horseshoe tournaments will get

underway. Golf will follow

shortly thereafter.

Golf Captain Frank Krose prepares to lay

ball at a pre-«»son workout Watching Ws form are (teft to

right) Jay Gibney, Reggie Zurinskas, and Nick AqulHno.

ing 72-73—145. Zurinskas, a

By RODOn VAN ALLEN

The golf team, coached by

"Jumbo" Jim Elliot, will open

its season on Friday when it

travels to play Temple. The

'^eam has a schedule of 11

Matches, only three of which

will be played at the Wildcats*

home course, Aronomink Golf

Club.

Frank Kruse, a powerfully

built senior pre-law major who
was elected captain at the end

of last year, Is one of four re-

turning lettermen. A mainstay

on the team since his sophomore

year, Kruse has all the qualifi-

cations to lead this year's team

to an impressive record.

Of the three remaining letter-

men. Jay Gibney Is the only

other senior. Gibney, a Com-
merce and Finance student. Is

also a two-year veteran of the

team and will be heavily counted

upon to continue his past per-

formances.
Twins Are Joined

The juniors returning are

Nick Acqulllno and Ron Zurins-

kas. Aqulllno posted the low

quallfylnsf score last fall, shoot-

good competitor, turned In many
fine scores last year. This year,

he'll be joined by twin-brother

Reggie, who was ineligible last

year after transferring from

Mount St. Mary's College, where

he was an outstanding golfer.

Due to the bad weather in re-

cent weeks, playoffs to determ-

ine the make-up of the remain-

der of the team are still under-

way. "In any event," says cap-

tain Kruse, "We think we'll have

a top-notch team. We expect to

better last year's record (9 and
3)."

The team plays 9-point match-

es, with each of the six members
playing for an Individual point

and each foursome playing for

a best-ball point. Under this

system, the players still have

something to compete for even

though they may have lost their

individual matches.

After the Temple match on

Friday, the team will again hit

the road on Saturday, this time

journeying to Scranton Univers-

ity. Next Wednesday another

away match is slated with usual-

ly top-flight Penn State.

:'»-i'-\v»; •, -.

HERE'S THE OPPORTUNITY

AND THE CHALLENGE OF

ASSIGNMENTS IN . <« ^/,

ON-CAMPUS

INTBrVIIWS

Friday

April 18
CoVyour

for an

GUIDED MISSILE

ELECTRONICS

Bendix YORK needs

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

NUdNMlcolEqb • PbyiMtU

Here is your chance to prove your ability

doing important work on missile Tuzing,

guidance, packaging and related test

equipment. We have the openings that

offer you the opportunity to move ahead

rapidly in your profession. At Bendix York,

you benefit from the advantages of a small

company atmosphere in a growing division

of one of the nation's largest engineering

and manufacturing corporations. Also,

you'll enjoy the "good life" in our beautiful

suburban community. Good salaries, all

employee bcnefltt.

AVIATION CORPORAHON

ViDifc DivkiOA
"Yo^f^ ^anoa> VoHc 47-21611

Mr. James Elliott

Is Conducting

Interviews

For Track Athletes

With Experience

* l^

Limited Number

of Excellent Positions

Available

Location: Vlllanova Stadium

Trotters Win On last-Gasp Efforf
ly JIM McELHENNY

Nobody figured beforehand

,
that they rated with the better

teams in the recent intramural
basketball tournament, but Tur-
ses Trotters, making, as they
said, a "last-gasp attempt at an
intramural title," managed to

outlast the Jolly Totters for the

championship just prior to the

Easter vacation.

While other clubs received all

the publicity, the Joe Murphy-
captioned outfit rolled through
an unbeaten season in virtual

obscurity. But they had the
guns to go all the way when it

counted.

This five has been playing as
a unit for the past three years,

and in that time has compiled
the enviable record of twenty
five wins and only two losses.

The defeats came in the 1956
quarterfinal round and the 1^57
semifinal round.

Still Dark HofNe
This year the Turses coasted

through the regular season with
eight straight wins, but remain-
ed in a dark hore position while
other teams were top seeded.
This underdog role worked to

their advantage though, as they
upended the tournament favored
Gazelles in the opening round
of the playoffs by a 38-34 count.
In this game, the Trotters jump-
ed out to a 15-4 bulge, catching
the Gazelles off guard with a
pressing man to man defense,
and then saw it melt before a
second half surge by the latter.

The game was nip and tuck
the rest of the way with neither
team able to gain a substantial
lead. The tide turned when the
Turses' alert ball-hawking gave
them a commanding lead with
only two minutes remaining, and

a good freeze held the Gazelles
at bay the rest of the way.

Easy Victory
The Turses* second playoff

game was a romp over the Roy-
als by a 91-30 score. Seven play-
ers hit double figures, and all 11
men entered the scoring column.

After these early successes,
the Trotters drew a bye in the
third round.

The quarter final round saw
the Turses Trotters take on and
defeat the highly touted Duf-
fers. . It proved to be a game
for about 15 minutes, but then
the Trotters surged out and
made a runaway of it. Very in-

strumental in this win was Lar-
ry Masotti's accurate long
range bombing.

All-Star Lineup
Key men in the scoring and

rebound colums were Bill Bodo,
former LaSalle High star, and
big Steve Petrokubi, who haila
from St. Gabriel's High in Hazel-
ton. Joe Murphy, former St.

Joe Prep ballplayer, Charlie Se-
mon from Augustinian Academy
on Staten Island, Arnie Vander-
valk, of Great Neck L. I. High,
and Paul McGrath of West Cath-
olic all made important contri-
butions to the win.

The Trotters moved into the
semi finals and downed the
Small Five, a team which aver-
aged 6'3, by an 11-point spread,
the final reading 39-28. It was
simply a case of a good, well
balanced squad outlaying a good
but bigger team which didn't
have the overall finesse of the
winner.

Toufph Final Game
The championship game prov-

ed to be the toughest game for
the Turses, as they ran into an
inspired Jolly Trotter quintet.
The Jolly Trotters reached the

m

Turse's Trotters, the intramural basketball titllsts, pose for a team picture. First row,

(left to rlg^t) are Vic Baron, Joe Murphy, and Arnle Vandervalk. Second row, Bill Patton,
Dan Ko»tlcl{, and Paul McGrath. Third row, Bob Phillips, Charlie Semon, Steve Petrokubi, and
Jack O'Malley. Missing were Bill Bodo, Larry Masotti, Ziggy Zidowski and Joe Mason.

which eventually spelled their senior team three years to cop
defeat. In the remaining five a title, but Turses Trotters feel

minutes they out-rebounded out- it was worth the wait,
shot, and outhustled the sur-

final round by virtue of upset
wins over the Ranch Hands and
the heavily favored Northern-
ers.

Turses Trotters had a one-
point lead at halftime. but the
Jolly Trotters opened up in the
early minutes of the second half,
and maintained about a 5 point
lead for the bulk of the period,
the Jolly boys had a six point
lead and things were looking
dark for the Turses.
At this point the Turses show-

ed their championship mettle.
They switched into a pressing
man-to-man defense and forced
the Jolly Trotters into erors

prised opposition.

Team Triumph
The final ledger read Turses

Trotters 33 and the Jolly Trot-
ters 28 in what represented a
great team triumph for captain
Joe Murphy's boys.

Mention should be given of
the other boys who were indis-

pensible to the Trotter cause.
Jack O'Malley, and Vic Baron
all of whom hail from Hazelton

;

and Joe Mason from Pittsburgh.
It took the predominantly-

It was erroneously reported
in the VILLANOVAN two
weeks ago that besides win-
ning the intramural basket-
ball title, the Turses Trotters
had also won the football

championship.
The actual winner in foot-

ball was the Playboys team.
Possible source of the error
lies in the fact that senior

Joe Murphy captained both

I
teams.

A new idea in smoking . .

.

Sdlcrn refreshes your taste

CreaUd by R. J. lUynoIdi TobMW Conpcny

menthol fresh

• rich tobacco taste

•<)<te:«>inost modem filter

Smoking was never like this before! Salem refreshes your taste just as a glorious

Spring morning refreshes you. To rich tobacco taste, Salem adds a surprise softness

that gives smoking new ease and comfort. Yes, through Salem's pure-white, modem
filter flows the freshest taste in cigarettes. Smoke refreshed . . . smoke Salem!

i Take a Puff::. Ifs Springtime
i-'v^^v^
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He Wants More Like Codesky
Y IILL VINCfNT

•
'..'

*'

'

'

It*s an old adage of sports

that "them that has, gits." Don't
you ever believe it.

Item: The Villanova track

team has ridden the crest of

collegiate success for the past
three years. The 1957 club was
called the "greatest college team
in the history of the United
States. , -'•v?::;: .^^

' •

But today Coach "Jumbo"
Jhn Elliott has asked the VIL-
LANOVAN to insert an adver-

tisement pleading foil all Vil-

lanova student who have any
experience in the feild events to

report to hif at the track.

He's OB the Prowl
In short, "Jumbo" is hard up

for athletes. He's found that the
usual source—scholarships—has
started to dry up.

Right about now someone will

object. "What about Delany,
CoUymore, Reavis, Stead, Holup
and the rest of them?

Sure, they're great But there

aren't enough of them. Not
that E31iott expects to have
dozens of stars. But he does
not have the depth he would like

not have the depth he would
like. When the Wildcats take
part in dual meets this year,

they won't have much to offer

in the discus, javelin and shot
put.

,
-. MeOntaij Oat ^:;;7 v •;;

Jim IfcGroarty, expected to

help out considerably in the
weight events, was barred for

a year by the National Collegei-

ate Athletic Association.

Elliott will be quite fortunate
if his search is as successful as
<Mie he o(»ducted last year. At

that tife he found himself with
a shortage of freshman runners.

He went to see the intramural

cross-country championship and
came away with Bob Godesky.
The name Godeeky might not

have brought many knowing
nods before last weekend. The
muscular young man made the

squad a year ago, but did not

creat any great stir.

He seemed to develop a great

liking for Philadelphia, how-
ever, even though he hails from
Rockaway Beach, Long Island.

He won the 1000-yard novice

race in the Inquire Qames last

year, and then came back to

cop the 1000-yard handicap in

the same meet this year.

But at the Quantico Relays
last weekent, Godesky showed
that he could help the under-

manned Wildcats in a big way
in the next three years.

He ran the three-quarters of

a mile in the distance medley
in the very good time of 3:07.

What was more^uoportant was
that he made up a deficit that

The weather was wet and dreary at the Qpnuitleo Belays last week, bat tiM ffaees ef Vn-
lanovaa's winning distance medley team shooe brightly. From left. Vie DUIaio, Bob Godesky,

Ed CoUymore and Bon Delany.

reached 75 yards at one jone-

ture.

Ron Delany took the faaton

from Godesky and eased to a
4:17.3 mile to give ViUaiiova

the distance medley title for the

second time in the two-year Ua-
tory of the Qaantico Relayo.

The Wildcats' tune of 10:10.7

broke their time of two yean
ago and set then> np as the dab
to beat in that event through-
out the Spring seaacm.

Ed CoUymore sped to a 47.4

quarter mUe in the aeomd leg

of the distant medley, a won-
derful time if one considers the

rainy conditions.

Seeond in Mle
The WUdcat mUe relay team,

using the men mdio wiU
the same positions in this

end's Queen'-Iona Relays, took
second to Ohio State. The quar-

tet of Charley Stead, Geotge
9ydnor, Delany and CoUymore
did the distance in 3:10J. the
Buckeyes' time was 3:15.3.

Vic DiMaio, Stead. Jim Black-

bum and Godesky, aU under-
rlaasmen, looked very good in

taking third in the sprint med-
ley, just five yards behind
Michigan and three yards back
of li'atih'^tfJ»ti

Again it was Godesky odio

was the sparkler. This time he
banged out the final half ndle

in 1:54, making up a large gap
and almost giving Villanova

another trophy.

In the individual events, Phil

Reavis tied for top honon with

George Dennis in the high

jump, both dcnng 6-4, and Bob
Holup took fifth in the 120-

yard high hurdles.

Errors Plague Mahan Nine
y JOE piTZPATRicn ; ;

If the Villanova pitching staff

decides to go on strike m the

near future, it wouldn't be a

surprise to anyone.
With the season still young

(only three games played) it

kwks Uke the WUdcat baseball
team is doomed to follow the
eaxmple of their football and
twakethall predecessors—costly

mistakes at the wrong time.

And the pitching staff has
been suffering the brunt of the
Villanovans' fatal miscue, es-

peciaUy in the last two con-
tests, both 4-3 squeakers lost

in the last inning.

Of course, it wasn't that way
at the beginning, but let's save
the best for last, v^: f, -

.'

Loss to Teachers
The latest loss came Monday

afternoon in the home opener
behind Goodreau Stadium, when
the Main Liners were toppled
by West Chester State Teach-
ers after taking an early lead.

Villanova put together all

four of its hits and three Ram
errors to score three in the
third frame and take a 3-2 lead

(West Caiester's Butch Shock-
ley unloaded a terrific two run
homer in the second), but a
three base wild throw by catch-

er Hank Nichols in the ninth

gave the visitors two runs and
the win.

Soph Hurlera
Soph Bob Kropiewnicki took

the loss, relieving classmate

Bob Bauser (who had ai^m

trouble) early in the

Those late innings blues also
told the story at Penn last
Thuiaday.
Two unearned runs in the

eighth dealt staff stalwart Jack
Kelly a 4-3 loss, as ViUanova
feU completely apart with six
errors.

Kelly gave up only three hits
while his teanmiates were blast-
ing out nine. Hank Nichols
drove in two Wildcat run with
a pair of hits, and shortstop
Jack Donatucci also hit safely
twice.

Perfect in Field
But perfect field play was the

order of the day in the sea-
son's opener, as the Main Lin-
ers downed Temple, 6-3.

Kropiewnicki took credit for
the mound work, tossing steady
eight hit ball at the Owls, while
Donatucci, Larry Masotti and
Bob Anthony were collecting

|

two hits apiece.

A game with Seton Hall last
Saturday was cancelled.

The Wildcats meet Princeton
away today. If they hope to
chalk up a win, the defense will
have to tighten up.

Either that or the pitchers
had better not let anybody even
touch the ball.
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Juniors Announce Muff

Day in Week's Festivities

yJAYKMtFF
Junior Week Muff Day will be

held on Wednesday afternoon,

April SO, it was announced this

week by co-chairman Jim Klein

and BiU Hixson. This is the

first year that a Junior Week
sports day of such proportioiis

has lieen held at Villanova.

Just as in the r^^ular fresh-

men-sophomore Mu£F Day in

October, such events as idiocl

barrow races, lOO-yard dashes,

tug-of-war, relays, and many
others will be held.

Teams are to be formed ac-

cording to different wings and
floors in the dormitories and also

from various groups of dayhops.

Anyone interested in forming a
team can get entry forms from
Klein or Hixson in 313 Sullivan.

Blue-White Off

,Wcat Chester
abrbe

DietrichJb 4 10 9 AnUMiayJb
SutcUff^ 3 Vlncaalxf
WeiidlandJb 4 2 9 Eounajb
ShockleyJf
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BeiUMttjf
Doutachjb
C«acrer«.ao
Mrero^f
Pord.»
McPh'ooa^
a4(achtaukjr

4 12 3 p«Mtac^.w
3 9 9 MaoottUb
3 10 NlchoU.e
2 1 Koteaji
2 110 SapteaoaJf
2 00 Bauaar^
2000
1991
1909
9999

VUlaaova
abr ho
4110
4090
41 10
3010
4090
3091
3090
3111
0090
3990

Tatala
a-Wi

Woat

32 4 S 4 Totali M 3 4 2
tar McPboraoa ta Tib.

91 19999 9 2-4
99399999 9-3

The Athletic Department has
announced cancellation of its

plans to hold the 6th Annual
Blue-White Day which was
scheduled for Saturday, May 3
of Junior Week.
Frank Reagan. Director of

Athletics, stated that a conflict

in dates has eliminated a track

mc^et scheduled with Penn State.

Because of the time element it

has not been posible to secure

a representative substitute.

Reagan stated that *'a sports

comival such as Blue-White Day
would be lacking the feature at-

traction without the appearance

of our outstanding track team.
Therefore, rather than trying to

stage an event with the 'star*

attraction missing, it has been
deemed advisable to fon?o it for

this year. We are looking for-

ward to resuming Blue-White
Dav in 1S»9.'*

With the IC4A. Track and
Field Outdoor Championships
listed fcHT our Stadium on Fridav
and Saturday. May 30 and 31.

Villanova students and fans will

be afforded the opportunity of
seeing the track team under
most favorable (x>nditions.

The completed fomu
submitted to the

pnor to 2:30 p.m. the

the games.

must be

day of

Scoring will be as faSkmmz
first place—five points; seooiid

place—three points; and thkd
place—^t¥ro points. A omnmittee
will compile the team totals and
announce the winner of Muff
Day.
The races and field evmts will

open the Muff Day program at
2:30 p.m. At ZiOO there wiU be
a Softball game between the jun-
iors and some members of the
faculty. At 4:00 there will be
another softball game
the juniorB and a team oi
ion.
Anyone iidio would like to

play on either of the two junior
teams should make that fact

known to Klein or Hixson.
rmoMy No

An unidentified

quoted as saying the better |^y-
seniors. As he said. "We can
era would be needed to face the
throw almost anymie against the
faculty and still win easUy."
A fatnilty member who shall

be nameless took issue with the
Utter sUtement 'They'U be
surprised,'* he said. "From what
I've seen, most of the juniors
will find their obesity getting in

the way of any attempts at ath-

letics.**

He said it, but immediately
his eyes fell to his

ing abdomen. He

:

Junior Week Opens Sunday Night
The Class of 1959 Mill enter "the

finest week of their college days" this

Sunday when the NFCCS Variety Show
opens events of the 20th annual Junior
Week.

"All arrangements have finally

been made, decorations are almost com-
pleted and Juniors are storing up
sleep before the big show," Bob Mur-
phy and Joe Schneider, co-chairmen of
the week, told the class last Thursday.

"We predict that this can be for
all Juniors the finest week of their col-

lege diiys," the co-chairmen said.

Sunday Opener
The NFCCS show, opening event

this Sunday, will begin at 7:30 p.m. in
the Field House. Early arriving mothers
as well as Juniors and their dates will
attend the affair.

Talent from Villanova as well as
several other area colleges will be re-
presented.

Mother's Day, traditionally the
most attended Junior Week function,
will begin Monday with an 11 a.m.

Mass. Class moderator, the Rev. Henry
Weeks, O.S.A., will be the celebrant.

Planting of the class tree, lunch-
eon, entertainment and a tour of the
campus will follow the Mass. There
will be an afternoon baseball game be-
ween Villanova and Temple, at the
stadium.

Conte^it Judging
Judging of the Diaper Dan contest

pictures and a banquet in the Field
House at 6:30 will conclude the day's
events.

Classes will be suspended on
Mother's Day for all Juniors.

Wilbur de Paris and his popular
jazz band will entertain Juniors and
their dates at 7 :30 p.m. Tuesday in
the Field House. Tickets for the infor-
mal affair are priced at $1 a person.

Girls, from Rosemont and Imma-
culata colleges are also expected to at-
tend.

Amateur activity, athletic and
theatrical, will be the order of Wed-
nesday's events.

A track meet among Juniors, a
Softball game between Juniors and
faculty members and another soft-
ball game pitting Juniors against Se-
niors will be Wednesday afternoon
highlights.

Muff Schedule
Track will begin at 2:30, the fa-

culty affair will start at 3 and the inter-
class game will be at 4.

Amateur Night will return to the
campus for the first time in 15 years
Wednesday night at 8. The Inti-amural
Department-sponsored affair was an
annual event for several years until
cancelled abruptly in 1943.

There will be no Junior Week ac-
tivity on Thursday.

Ancient Rome will be the theme
for the Friday night Junior Prom. The
Buddy Williams and the Stan Rubin
bands will provide the music.

Over 400 Juniors and their dates
are expected to attend the traditional
formal dance which begins at 9 a.m.
Roman columns, thousands of artificial

flowers and a Roman chariot center-
piece will be the unique decorations.

Queen Crowned
The Queen of Junior Week will be

crowned at 10:30. She will receive a
dozen roses and a trophy. Over 110
pictures have been submitted to the
queen contest.

The Saturday night dinner-dance
will begin at the Sheraton Hotel in
Philadelphia at 6:30. Plans for accomo-
dating over 600 Juniors and their dates
have been made.

The Paul Judge band will provide
the dancing music for what- may be
the largest dinner-dance in the history
of the University.

Junior Week activities for the
Class of 1959 will end on Sunday, May
3rd, with a 10:30 Mass offered by
Father Weeks.

TickeU for all the week's events
have been on sale now for ten days.
Most of the tables for the dinner-dance
were sold soon after the opening of
the sale last Thursday.
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Class Candidates To Speak
Before Voters Next Thurs.

All candidates for the presidency of a class or for the Stu-
dent Council may speak in their own behalf at special class meet-

In^on
° ^ ^^^^ Thursday, May 1, during the activities period-

ic :30 a.m., It was announced today by Elections Chairman Paul
Laughlin.

Nominations for the various oflSces were held last week, and
the list of those named can be found elsewhere on this page
Elections will take place Wednesday, May 7.
Class meeting places will be |

— —
as follows:

Juniors—207 Vasey Hall.
Auditorium.

Sophomores"— Vasey Hall
Auditorium.

^ Freshmen—201 Vasey Hall.
""
Candidates for the ofliice of

president will be allowed to
speak for three minutes. Those
running for Student Council

PAUL UkUGHUN
to speak for twoseats are

minutes.

Chairman Laughlin expressed
the hope that all underclass-
men will take time to attend
these very important meetings.
As he said, "It is very seldom
in a school election that the
voters know each and every
candidate.

"At the same time, these
meetings will enable the candi-
dates to speak to large groups
of students. In the past all

campaigning has been address-
ed to a few persons at a time."

Johnson, USA
Veep, Addresses

Council Thurs.
Willard Johnson, Educational

Affairs Vice-President of the
United States National Student
Association, will speak here to-
morrow night at the Student
Congress meeting, it was an-
nounced by Pat Nicholson, Vil-
lanova's Student Body Presi-
dent. .;.•- •^•.•;>. \:

vJohnston will speak to the
Congress on the advantages and
benefits to be gained if the Stu- I

dent Council were to gain mem-
bership in the USNSA, a move
which the Council is presently
considering.

A former student body presi-
dent of the University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles, 21 year old
Johnson was a senior honors
student in political sciences. In
addition to receiving numerous
awards for student government,
Johnston founded the Pasadena
Youth Council—serving as its
first president, and initiated
UCLA's "Project Africa."

Nicholson said that he expec-
ted the speech to clearly explain
the "hows and whats" of the

USNSA and felt that it would
help the Congress members de-

cide whether or not they feel

that Villanova should seek mem-
bership.

Both* Nicholson and Don
Kempf were sent by last year's

conference as observers.

Sports Highlight

Of Fathers' Day
Festivities, May 10

Sports activity, including the traditional Oldtimers* basket-
ball game, will highlight the annual Father's Day fete, May
10th.

In the past such V.U. greats as Bobby Schaefer, Paul Ari—
zin, Larry Hennessy, Jimmy

The chow line for the Junior Dinner Dance started early-
three weeks in advance, as the juniors mobbed the office in
Dougherty Hall where tickets were sold last week.

Curtin, Scogna, Hixson i
Sr. Presidency Nomihie#
Three juniors, represen- ^e^Phian, served on the class

ting each of the three Un-
steering Committee this year

dereradiiatP H i v i q i n n c
*"^ ^^^ chairman of arrange-aergraauate a l V l S l O n S, ^ents for the dinner-dance. Hewere nominated for the is a member of the Accounting

presidency of the Senior Society and the Beta Gamma
Class at a noisy session
last week.
Those nominated for the

class presidency were John J.

Curtin, English major; Oscar
Scogna, Accounting major, and
William Hixson, Mechanical
Engineering student.

Curtin, a 20-year-old resident
student from Kennett Square,
Pa., has been active in class
affairs during the past three
years, serving as chairman of
the the Sophomore Cotillion,
member of the Ring Committee,
member of the Orientation Com-
mittee for two years and co-
publicity chairman of the Cha-
rity Ball.

Scogna, a 20-year-old Phila-

Debating Society.

Muff Day Co-chairman
Hixson, a 20-year-old resident

from Washington, D. C, has
served as class treasurer for
two years. He is co-chairman
of the Muff Day planned for
Junior Week and a member of
the Orientation Committee
during his sophomore year.
More than 250 Juniors at-

tended the nominations in Va-
sey Hall. Chairman of the Stu-
dent Council Elections Commit-
tee, Paul Laughlin, received
the nominations from the loud,
but orderly, audience.
Joseph Schneider, Electrical

Engineer from Erie, Pa., and
Eugene Paja, a C and F stu-
' (Continued on Page 8)

Smith, and Jack Devine have
appeared in the game.
According to co-c h a i r m e n

Vince Caracio and Walt DeGroft
this is the First time the game
has been held on Father's Day.
The game is usually scheduled
for Blue-White Day.
The Father's Day committee

has announced that the days ac-
tivities will begin at 11 o'clock
when Mass will be celebrated at
the outdoor shrine.

Luncheon will be served after
Mass. Ray Lyons, chairman of
the luncheon committee, said
last week that tentative plans
indicate that the luncheon will
be served in the cafeteria of
the new C and F building.
The afternoon entertainment

will get underway at 2 o'clock
when the Villanova baseball
team will play host to the Seton
Hall nine from South Orange.
N. J. ^.. •„

At 3 o'clock the fathers aiid
their sons will see films of the
Villanova track triumphs in the
1956 Olympic Games.

Films will show Ron Delany
winning the 1500 meters ; Char-
ley Jenkins leading the United
States team to victory in the
1600 meter relay, and Phil Rea-
vis representing the United
States in the high jump.
A banquet will be held in

the Field House. The dinner
will be catered by Smyth Ca-
tering Company which served
at the Mother's Day banquet
last year.

Letters of invitation have
been sent to all fathers of se-
niors. Any senior whose father
was overiooked is asked to see
Bob Mahoney in room 245,
Sheehan Hall.

Bill Lesko, chairman of the
ticket committee, has announc-
ed that tickets are now on sale
in the Day Hop cafeteria. The
sale will continue unUl Thurs-
day, May 8th.
The price of the tickets is

$6 50. This includes all of the
day's activities.

Co-chairman DeGroft express-
ed hope for a successful aifair.
He said he expects 700 fathers
and sons to attend.
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Navy Social Fling:

Intermission at last weekend's Navy Dinner Dance finds
this group lilding an ice bucket under the table. The midship-
men are: from left, Leo Kane, George Bedinar, Jay Heusted,
Pat Gsllagtier and Dftve Borcik.

ViUanovan Editors Named,
O^Rourke In Top Position

By BOB MULCAHY
Bx-Edifor In Chief

Lawrence M. O'Rourke, Jr.,

EInglish major from PhilaxJel

phia, has been named the ne^
Editor-in-Chief of the VILLA-
NOVAN, effective immediately,

it was announced last week by
the Rev. Louis A. Rongione,

O.S.A., moderator.

He succeeds Robert E. Mul-

cahy, senior ffittory major,

who held the position of editor

for one year.

O'Rourke became a membei-

of the VILLANOVAN staff ir

his sophomore year, and served

as Managing Editor during

1957-58.

Two other junior English

majors were named to the top

editorial posts of the news-

paper.

Curtin, Groldschmidt Assist

Jack- Curtin, who served as

Sports Editor and Associate

Editor the past year, will take

over the Managing Editor spot,

vacated by O'Rourke. Curtin

is a veteran 'member of the

staff, having joined in his

freshman year. / ; .

Tom Goldschmidt, another
member who joined in his

sophomore year, will assume
the duties of Associate Editor,

a position held this year by
Curtin and Joe Kinney. Gold-

schmidt served a semester as

Sports Editor. *

Father Rongione, and Mulca-

hy, also released the new edito-

rial staff which will assist the

head trio in the publication of

the newspaper.

Other named included Bill

Christy and Ray Quaglia, Fea-

ture Editors; Frank Dynan,
News EJditor; Paul Buckley,

Campus News Editor; Joe Fitz-

patrick. Sports Editor; Jack
Serafin, Frank Cunningham and
Bill Christman, Copy Editors;

Rodger Van Allen and Bill Vin-

cent, Assistant Sports Editors;

Al Stoughton and Al Lawler,

Photography Editors; Frank
Connolly, Art Editor; Harry
Bniecker, Circulation Manager,
and Sal Borgese, Business Ma-
nager.

Christy and Quaglia are

both English majors and re-

place Frank Delany and John

Kennedy in their positions.

Quaglia, a humor columnist for

the paper, is a relative new-

comer, while Christy is a vete-

ran staff member.
Buckley was a member of

the sports staff this year, while

Dynan, a memb» of the news
and feature staffs, will handle

the front page stories. Ed Kar-
rer and Joe Wheeler held these

posts previously.

Fitzpatrick, Van Allen and
Vincent were on the sports

staff this year also. The former

is another junior English ma-
jor and the others are sopho-

mores.

Christman, Cunningham and
Seraftn were all reporters this

past year. They will replace

John Fixl, Bill Ickes and Ken
Miller.

Ail Veterans

The Photography and Art

editors are all familiar with

their positions, having helc

them this year. The first two
are engineers and Connolly ik

an English major.

Brucker, a pre-medical stu

dent, is assuming an importan'

post, formerly held by Jack

Garrity, while Borgese workec

as the assistant of Paul Terru-

so during the past year.

V. U. Law School

To kold Ihstihjte

An Institute on Church-State
problems sponsored by the

School of Law, postponed last

month because of weather con-

ditions, will be held this Friday
and Saturday, it was announc-
ed last week by Thomas J.

O'Toole, Director of the Insti-

tute and Assistant Dean of the

law school.

Devoted this year to a study

of the subject "Sectarian Free-

dom in a Democratic Society,"

the Institute was established

more than two years ago as a
result of a rapid rise in the

number and variety of legal is-

sues affecting Church State re-

lations.

Presentation of a lii.rary

dealing with Church Stato
issues will be pre8«)nted to the
School of Law during activities

Friday by Philadelphia Judge
Theodore L. Aeimel.

The library considis of a
growing collection of texts,

periodicals and writi.tg.4 on the
subject and will be housed in

the Church State quarters in

the law building.

Student Congress Votes On
Nicholson's Proposal To
Amend Council Constitution

Amateur Night Committee
Asks Performers To Sign

For Show Held On April 30
Washington
Takes WVIL
Top Position
William J. Washington, junior

Engli^'i major from Morris-

town, iN.j., WIS named .cation

manager of WVIL at a special

meeting last week.

The 20-year old Washington
was WVIL Music Director

during the past year. He joined

the staff as a freshman and
has served as both an engineer

and announcer for the campus
radio station.

Washington succeeds Henry
Nichols as Station Manager.

Mar^ Program Director

Gary N. Mara, 20-year junior

from Newington, Conn., has
been named Program Director.

Mara, who was Production Ma-
nager this year, also joined

the staff as a freshman.
Robert Rafano, junior Politi-

cal Science student, has been
renamed as Public Relations

Director. Rafano has been re-

sponsible this year for most
of the publicity the station has
received.

Washington also announced
other department heads who
will direct operations of WVIL
next year. '**-!

Those named include Michael
Kavcak Chief Announcer;
James Hull, Business M nager;

Eugene Brochu, Music Director;

James Corey, Traffic Manager
and Personnel Director; John
Obeilise, News and Sports Di-

rector, and William Heam, Li-

brarian.

CurraU Production Manager
Edward CurraU, junior Eng-

lish major, has been named
Production Manager to succeed
Mara. '

Two others named will di-

rect the technical end of the

broadcasting.

They are Richard Phe.ps.

Studio Engineer, and Sam
Pietrofitta, ( hief Technical En-
gineer.

Accounting Award
Given Szablowski

Alex Szablowski, senior Ac-

counting major, has received an

award from the Accounting So-

ciety for academic achievement

among senior members.
Szablowski has received

straight A grades in each ac-

counting course he has taken.

He was active in the Account-

ing Society for three years and
was also a member of the Villa-

nova football team.

A resident, his home is at 611

Carsonia Ave., Pennside, Read-

ing, Pa. He graduate from Read-

ing Central Catholic High School

wnere he played football, bask-

etball, and baseball.

He won an athletic scholar-

ship to Villanova for his activi-

ties in football. He hopes to

work in the field of public ac-

counting after graduation.

The Amateur Night Commit-
tee has put out a last-minute

call for prospective performers
for its show on Wednesday
night, April 30.

Amateur Night has not been
held on the Villanova campus
since 1943. This will be the
first time that the show will

take place during Junior Week.
Junior Week co-chairmen

Bob Murphy and Joe Schneider
have annoimced that the first-

place winner will get a $25
prize. The next two finishers

will also get cash prizes.

Go to 109 Alumni
Anyone who is interested in

taking part in the show but
who has not filled out an entry
form can do so by coming to

the Intramural Office, 109
Alumni.
One of the earliest entries

came from Ron Delany, Villa-

nova's outstanding track star.

The senior C. and F. major
sings (Irish songs, naturally).
Among the first batch of'en-

trants the committee received
were those of freshmen Ed
Quinn, an engineer, who sings
popular songs; Ken MacGilliv-
ray, junior history major, who
is a pianist; Paul Hessler, ju-

nior mechanical engineer, who
leads a German Village Band.

More Talent
Also, Bill Lyons, sophomore

Arts major, who sings, tells

jokes and dances; junior Andy
Johnson, C. and F., who does
impersonations, and Bemie
Dean, junior C. and F. major,
who plays the steel guitar.

Jim Corey, president of the
Intramural Council, reiterated a

statement he made when the
Amateur Night talent show
w&s first announced: "We are
.lot looking for professional

performers. This show is strict-

y for fun. I hope that some
guys who just want to clown
around in front of an audience
will sign up."

There will be no charge for
admission to the show.

The Student Congress will

vote tomorrow night on a pro-

posal to amend the newly-adopt-
ed constitution and by-laws of
the Student Council which has
been recommended by the Pres-
ident of the Villanova student
oody> Pat Nicholson.
The two major changes would

create three executive vice-pres-

idents and institute a Religious
Affairs Committee.'
The three executive vice-pres-

idents would aid the officers
of the Student Council with
some of the administrative dut-
ies which they must assume.
They would correlate the work
done by the officers.

Lessen President's Burden
As Nicholson pointed out to

the VILLANOVAN, "in a way
this will lessen the burden of
work which the President of
the student body must necessar-
ily assume as the constitution
now reads."

The three executive vice-pres-
idents are to be appointed by
the president of the student
body (most likely at the start
of the academic year). Their
term of office will run until the
election of a new student body
president.

The executive vice-presidents

may be removed if their work
proves unsatisfactory.

Juniors or Seniors
The three new officers must

be juniors or seniors during
their term of office. They may
be members of the Student
Council, but that is not a pre-
requisite.

They will become part of the
student Cabinet along with the
Student Council officers and all

standing committee chairmen.
Another change will put the
senior delegate of the National
Federation of Catholic College
Students on the Cabinet.
The three executive vice-pres-

idents will be called: student
government vice-president; stu-

dent affairs vice-president and
educational affairs vice-presi-

dent.

The new Student Affairs

Committee, if approved by the

Student Congress, would have
as its primary aim the foster-

ing and development of student*

religious organizations and pro-

grams.

aek Goodyear, senior Arts major and president of tlie

Marine Semper fidelis Society is congratolaled by Lieutenant
Colonel John Missar U.S.M.C. on tiie fine tumoat at the or-

ganisation's annual communion breakfast

i^s^jstii^^lti^jx S .m- '_'rr^ake-ntl^fJ ^ S!*^
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K of C Meets Again Tonite

200 At Initial Meeting
By FRANK DYNAN

N«ws Edlfor

Plans for the organization

of a campus council of tht

Knights of Columbus were pre

pared last Wednesday night at

a meeting of more than 20C

students and faculty members.
Applications for membership

were distributed and the aims,

purposes and advantages of

joining were explained. The ap-

pUcation forms are now being

processed.

At the meeting were Mr.

Frank Bain, a member of the

Supreme Council of Hartford,

Connecticut, who spoke on the

general aims and ideals of the

organization, and Mr. Joseph

Wyatt, a Grand Knight of the

Upper Darby Council,, who
talked on the activities of indi-

vidual councils.

Other Speakers
Edward C. Delahunty, Esq.,

State Advocate; Charles S.

Shillingford. State Warden;
and John J. MacGrory, Dis-

trict Deputy, also addressed

the meeting.

Together these speakers gave

a very comprehensive view of

the Knights of (>>lumbu8 in

its social, charitable, civic and
religious activities.

Another meeting ha^^ been

called for tonight at 7:30 PM
in the Vasey Hall auditorium.

A K. of C. insurance agent

will attend this meeting to ex-

plain the insurance policy which
all prospective members under
26 must take out. In addition,

future plans will be discussed,

especially those concerning the

election of officers and the con-

ferring of the three degrees of

initiation.

The offices to be filled will be
Council Grand Knighit, Deputy
Council Grand Knight, Finan-

cial Secretary, two
^
Wardens

and various program I chairmen.

Three Degrees
It is planned that the three

degrees will be conferred and
the officers electa before the

end of the present school year.

For those who missed last

Wednesday's meeting, applica-

tions are still being accepted.

Curtin Elected

Pres. of Lit. Club
John J. Curtin, junior Eng-

lish major and Managing Edi-

tor of the VILLANOVAN, was
installed as president of the

Literary Club at a special meet-
ing last week.

Curtin, 20-year-old resident,

succeeds senior English major
Joseph A. Kinney to the presi-

dency.
Three other English majors

also assumed posts in the or-

ganization.

Thomas A. McKenna follow-

ed Leo Rogers as vice-presi-

dent; Paul A. Buckley replaced

Kenneth Miller as secretary,

and Lawrence M. O'Rourke suc-

ceeded David Belcher as trea-

surer.

All new and old officers ex-

cept Belcher were members of

the VILLANOVAN staff last

year. O'Rourke is now paper
Editor-in-Chief and Buckley is

Campus News Editor.

Curtin, in addition to the du-

ties of a presiding officer, has
announced he will act as pro-

gram chairman next year. Tom
Martinez, senior English major,

handled that important post

this year.

Those interested should see

either the Reverend Norbert
Whitley O.S.A., University

Chaplain, or Frank Delany, to-

day if possible. All those who
join now will be charter mem-
bers.

In response to a request

from Father Whitley, a number
of faculty members attendied

and applied for membership.

T'nTToPrcsenfWho'sFoo'
May 14 to 17; Peer, Klesius

Gilligan Hold Lead Roles

Law School Gets $13,000,
Used For Research Project
The School of Law has re-

ceived a gift of $13,000 to en-

able it to undertake a study of
the law relating to subdivision,

building, zoning and other mat-

Enjoying an afternlinner parfmit at fhe Villanova Alomnae
Dinner are: from left, Miss Margaret Gallan, Nursing Senior;

Rev. Joseph Bums, O.S.A., Education department and Rev.
Loois A. Rongione, Dean of tlie Graduate Division and Moder»»
tor of the VILLANOVAN. _______^_^__

Class Nominations Held
(Continued

dent from Detroit, Mich., were
nonunated for class vice-presi-
dency at the same meeting.
A smaller, less noisy crowd

of 175 turned out for the
sophomore nominations. Three
men were nominated for the
important post of Junior Class
president.

They were John Mulcahy and
Sheldon Pollack, both Com-
merce and Finance students
and Raymond Rafferty, a stu-

dent in the General Arts divi-

sion. i

ViUanovan Editor
Mulcahy, a 19-year-old resi-

dent from Short Hills, N.J., was
chairman of the Sophomore
Cotillion and Morgue Editor on
the VILLANOVAN.

Pollack, a 19-year-old resi-

dent who- lives in New York
state, was a member of the Ori-
entation Committee and quite
active in class affairs.

Rafferty, a 19-year-old Phila-
delpian and graduate of St. Jo-
seph's Prep School, was elected
to serve on the Student Coun-
cil as day-hop representative
last year.

Nominated for Junior Class
Vice-Presidency were Joseph
Durocher, an Industrial Admin-
istrations student from Pense-
cola, Fla., and Ronald Dobies,
an engineering student from
Toledo, Ohio.

Frestmien Nominations
John "Whitey" Lyons, senior

Political Science major, was
presiding officer as more than
150 freshmen turned out for
nominations for Sophomore
Class officers.

Nominated for the Presidency
were Thomas McHale, Com-
merce and Finance; Robert De-
Lisa, General Arts; FeUx Petril-

lo. Commerce and Finance;
Louis Retacco, General Arts;
Elwood McCarthy. General

from Page 1)

Arts ; Robert Sealia, Commerce
and Finance, and Kevin Flynn,
General Arts.

There were no freshman en-
gineering students nominated
for class presidency.
An engineering major, Amin

Khoury, was nominated for class
Vice-President.

Also named were David Doyle,
Jay McKay, and Richard Keane,
all Commerce and Finance.

Others Nominated
More than 50 other students

throughout the three classes

were nominated for other class

offices.

Listed fbr ISenior Class of-

ficers were:
SECRETARY — Ronald An-

derson, T. Walker Lloyd, Mat-
thew Mazza, Edward Knepley,

Joseph Schneider and John
Taormina.
TRi!iA.saRER—Michael Axt,

William Snow, Gerard Kerwin
and James Hull.

ALUMNI REPRESENTA-
TIVE — John P. Moran, John
Taormina, Lawrence Palacio
and Robert Wagner.
RESIDENT ARTS—Joseph Ma-
son, Thomas McPherson and
Thomas Goldschmidt.
DAY-HOP ARTS — John P.

Kejley and John Rumbarger.
RESIDENT C and F—Fran-

cisco Pancheo, Jay Freeman,
Edward Utsch and John Taor-
mina.

L>AY-HOP C and F — John
O'Malley. James McHale, Frank
Miller, John Hone and William
Gilhool.

RESIDENT ENGINEERING
—Burce Irving, Joseph DriscoU,
Louis Mafaro, Joseph Krackel-
er and Richard Phelps.

DAY -HOP ENGINEERING
—John P. Moran, Robert Wag-
ner and Frank Lamprecht
Other nominations for Jun

lor Class offices included:

ters relating to the suburban
home building industry.

The sum was raised by the
Communities Research Insti-

tute formed by members pf the
Home Builders Association of
Philadelphia and suburbs.

It was presented by Mr. Wal-
lace E. Arters, President oi

the Association at the grpup't.

annual dinner last Wednesday
night.

The gift was accepted by the

Rev. Francis X. N. McGuire,
O.S.A., Director of Villanova's

Development Foundation.
Sound Growtti

Members of the association,

believing that sound community
growth requires not only plan-

ning and regulation but a sound
and responsible building indus-

try as well, conceived the pro-

ject.

They conduct independent
and objective research in areas
where there appears to be a
conffict of interests between the

home building industry and
other local groups.

They formed, for this pur-

pose, the Communities Research
Institute and have received con-

tributions from their members
as well as from allied supply
and financing concerns.

Project Co-or^nators
Alfred D. Montieth, Wayne

Pa., and Frank J. Smith, Jr.

of Willow Grove are co-ordina-

tors of the project. Mr. Bamet
Lieberman, Commissioner of

Licenses and Inspections, City

of Philadelphia and Joseph Shi-

ger of Jenkintown, former
President of the Home Builders
Association also took an active

part in the project.

Funds Being Sought
According to Dr. Harold Gill

Reuschlein, Dean of Villanova's

School of Law, conduct of the

project is assured for one year
but funds are already being
sought by the Communities Re-
search Institute to continue
the work beyond that tune.

The research project will be
under the direction of Profes-
sor John G. Stephenson, m,
of the law school faculty.

TREASURER — Ronald Mr-
gray, George Fay and Gregory

Kempton.
SECRETARY — Thomas Pe-

retti and John Heffernan.

RESIDENT ARTS — Thomas
Labrecque and Thomas Hoff-

man. DAY-HOP ARTS—William
Vincent and Charles Meir.

RESIDENT C and F — John
Howard Silcox and Robert God-
DriscoU. DAY-HOP C and F—
win.

RESIDENT ENGINEERING—^Thomas Moakley and Freder-
ick Wiele. DAY-HOP ENGINE-
ERING — William Henry and
Thomas LoCasale.

Oth*»»"s nominated for Sopho-
more Class officers were:
SERETARY—Paul O'Rourke.

James Rhodes, Paul McGinni?
and Joseph Lowry. TREIASUR-
ER—Michael Keating, John Ob-
erlies, Joseph Shaw and Wil-
liam Platco.

RESIDENT REPRESENTA-
TIVE>—John Dress and John
O'Connell. DAY-HOP REPRE-
SENTATIVE — Charles Sim-
monds, Thomas Chambers, Wil-
liam Murphy and Thomas Flynn.

The Turf and Tinsel produc-
tion of 1958 will burlesque the
typical Hollywood detective

inovie of 1930 in its annual pro*-

duction, May 14tn to Kiu in

tne lileld House.
The production will be a slap-

stick parody on J^ii Mancnu, lue
acuonai cnaracter of &iax Kon-

The author, Villanova Alum-
ni Director Mr. George Pequjg-
not, uses San Francisco's China-
town as the scene of nis story.

Basically, the plot centers
around two slow witted detec-
Uves who try to stop a Tong
doctor with mystical powers, a
girl evangelist and the ever-
present vamp.

Norm Peer, and Mike Klesius
wUl play Hyde and Sheek, the
detectives. Dr. Fu, the mys-
.tical doctor, will be played by
Jim GilUgan while Dave Belch-
er wiU play the assistant, Ah
Heuie.

Susan Oglethorpe, the girl
evangelist, and Thrush, the
vamp, will be portrayed by
Gerry Tadds and John Ken-
nedy, respectively. Paul Laugh-
iin will be the chief of police.

Rounding out the cast are
are Don Kempf as Grace, Jerry
Gobright as Millie, Joe Lynch
as Elsie, and Jim Lynch as Yap.

Bill Yong will be Yee I'ong,

Tom Kopczynski will be Ring
Aling, Gerry Cordarell plays
How Cum and Mike Rafferty
plays Hu Shee.

Joe Costa and Bullions are
cast as One Eye and the lamp
lighter, in that order.

Directing the play is Miss
Betty Green. Faced with the dif-

ficult task of making the pro-
duction perfect. Miss Green be-
lieves "that this year's T' n T
production will be as enjoyable
and as entertaining as past pro-
ductions."

Concerning the difficulties

faced by Miss Green, Mr. Po>
quignot said that "the China-
town motif adds certain prob-
lems to the production; mainly
in the use of dialect.^

Lunch Schedule

For Mother s Day
Lunch for all resident stu-

dents, except those escorting

their mothers to the Junior
Week luncheon, will be served
in the new C and F cafeteria

net Monday.
^

Students will enter by way
of the locker room entrance
and will leave by way of the
far entrance (North).

all students should observe
these regulations:

1. Students will eat in three
sittings. The first sitting will

be from 11:20 to 12:00. AU
students desiring to eat at this
sitting must be in the cafeteria
and seated by 11:40.

2. The second sitting will be
from 12:20 to 1:00. All stu-
dents desiring to eat at this

sitting must be in the cafeteria

and seated by 12:40.

3. The third sitting will be
from 1:20 to 2:00. All students
desiring to eat at this sitting

must be in the cafeteria and
seated by 1:30.

TlMre are a limited vm-
iwr 9t opanings for tenors
and basses in tlM VUlaaovA
Singers for tke ooming ji
A«ditlons win be
every Tasadaj between 6
tmd % o'elMk at Vassy HaU.
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THEY DONT CARE
The disappointing turnout at Student Council

nominations Last week is keen demonstration of the
apathy among many of the students.

An overflow crowd in the Pie Shoppe when
something of class importance is being enacted
just across the road, is a sure sign of diunterest

We do not favor a small group of students
ffuiding the destiny of any campus organization.
Many of the activities when laid on tlie shoulders
of a few take too much time. The eventual result
can be lower grades.

V* ' When a eroup is or^:anized, though, and each
;v - member is willing to put m an appropriate and well

r spent period of time, success is assured. Some of
s . those nominated in last week's session might not be

,; proper candiates for student oiHSce.

If some of the ineffective are dected however
. and a class event fails, those in the Fie Shoppe sip-

; ping their coffee can have no complamt Theyil
i need an excuse, though. And sipping coffee in the

^ Pie Shoppe is not a valid one.

, SOMEBODY ELSKS MONEY
J

< The ol^ective of any system of education is
^ the development of a thinking responsible student

The responsibility which most acquire at Villa-

;
: nova is not. merely a (^product of education but

I;> in truth a result of it

V: 4 * Some undergraduates, however, feel that ac-

ceptance of anv form of reroonsibilty need not
come during college days. It will come, uiey ration-

alize, when it is time to receive the diploma and
; ; v**meet the world."

This is merely an introduction to something
t which should not remain unsaid.

The recently opened two-million dollar Com-
; merce and Finance building has already seen ex-

amples of childish and unnecessary destruction.

^^ Names have been carved in desks, lighted cigaret-

;
> tes have burned the floor, and coat hangers have
' been needlessly broken.

Those few who refuse to accept the responsi-
bility of maintaining a fine building do not even
ment our words. They deserve only our pity.

^ LIVE WHILE YOU LIVE
Sunday afternoons in the Si)ringtime are not

• usually spent studying. Some drive to nearby re-

sorts, others lose a little Winter tightjiess by exer-

cise. Others ruin their posture and their eyes
resting on the living room oouch watching the ball

game.
Not that we have anything against any of these

activities, but we do have a suggestion. Philadel-

phia is a wonderful city. It is full of museums,
parks and national shrines. Many suburban

Eeople as well as even Philadelphians themselves
ave never taken the time to visit Independence

Hall or the Art Museum.
So our suggestion is to get out next Sunday,

unless we have a monsoon so typical this time of
year, and visit some local spot of interest

We can't insure a good time. This is left to the
individual. But if millions have been there and re-

turned a little more cultured, the site must be worth
examing.
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Letters To
The Editor

JAZZ ANNOYING
TO CONCIRT PAN

To the Editor:

While I am a Junior and
think myself loyal to the

class, the question arises in-

stantly of why we had to

have a jazz band during the
Junior Week festivities.

It seems to me, and I think

myself a rather normal in-

dividual, that there is little

place for jazz on a modem
university campus. We are

here primarily to learn beaut-

iful things. Certainly I don't

consider jazz beautiful.

Of course, many of the

readers of the paper think

that jazz is better than ^K^at

they term "lon£: hair music."
I feel though that in the in-

terests of better enjoyment
of Junior Week Luch a con-

cert could h;ive been sched-

uled. I shall talk to friends

among the Sophomore Class

and urge them to avoid in-

viting a jazz group to cam-
pus next year.

George P. O'Connor

SUNIATHERS NOT ^

FOR BASERALL, iv

To the Editor:

' I was in attendance at the

Villanova - Scranton baseball

game last Saturday. As I

walked from the entrance

next to the Field House,
across the track and over to

the baseball diamond, I was
struck by the large number
of students sun bathing in

the stadium.

I ask you, editor, and I

ask all the members of the

student body, why didn't

those sunbathers have
enough loyalty to walk fifty

feet or so and watch the ball

game. Are they too lazy or
just don't they give a darn?

Really, I don't expect the
attendance to be any better

next week, but this is just to

protest the miserable demon-
stration given by the sun-
bathing students.

lolly

WITH THE EDITOR

Integrity On Trial
We're concerned over the recent hearings of the Sen-

ate subcommittee investigating corruption in labor unions.
Under the chairmanship of Senator John McClellan CD-
Ark.), this committee has been responsible during the
past two years for the great change in outlook towards
unions and leaders.

The committee has most recently been questioning
members of the Philadelphia Teamstera local 107. Chief
Counsel for the committee, Robert Kennedy, has chang-
ed the officers of the local union with misuse of teamsters'
funds.

When the officers appeared before the membership
in Philadelphia last Sunday, they were greeted with a
petition signed by members and wives of members stat-
ing complete confidence in the leaders.

The petition explained that since the present lead-
el's came into office members have always had "food on
their table, shelter over their heads, and a little to put
aside."

Under the previous group of leaders, the petition
stated, jobs were scarce and the necessitites of life were
not always available.

We can thus see why many members of tocal 107
carried the leaders on their shoulders Sunday and cheer-
ed them with nothing short of fervor. Despite this loyal-
ty, however, and the proven ability of the union leaders
to produce better conditions, this question arises:

If the Senate subcommittee is able to substantiate
its charges—Does this end, i.e., better living conditions,
justify the means, i.e., chiseling leaders? The members
will have to answer this question. It could be one of empty
stomachs versus a clear conscience.—L. M. O'R.

FACULTY RIADr
FOR *%W 6AME

To the Editor:

This is just a note to your
Mr. Jay Borff who last week
in his Muff Day article had
a statement attributed to a
faculty member concerning
the upcoming Junior-Faculty
Softball game.
The faculty member ap-

peared unsure of victory. I
can speak for the entire team
that we will battle every inch
of the way and attahi suc-
cess.

A Faculty Blember

EXFLANATION ASKID
ON CURK COLUMN

To the Editor:

Your political writer, Mr.
John P. Kelley, last week in
a column called Political
Roundup, said that Senator
Clark's renege on a proxy
vote given hi charge of Mr.

Dilworth demonstrated the
"political power of Joe
Clark."

Mr. Kelley declined to com-
ment on wether or not
Senator Clark was justified
in the withdrawl of his proxy.
Certainly if he had faith
enough hi Mr. Dilworth to
give him the vote originally,

wasn't it a breach of trust
to suddenly withdraw the
vote.

Kelley states that the vote
was withdrawn because Clark
while Mayor had various con-
flicts with Moore. Few read-
ers know anything about
these conflicts. As a resident
of Philadelphia, I am hiter-

ested in what is taking place
hi the city.

As Mr. Kelley states, Clark
is being considered for the
Presidency. Should we not

then hear more about him?

yp

s

What Is A College Girl?*—A Novice Answers
Between the childishness

of high school and the dignity

of marriage, we find a sturdy

creature called the college

girl. College girls come in as-

sorted weights, heights, swea-

ters and sneakers, but all

college girls have the same
creed: to spend every second

of every minute of every

weekend engaged in social ac-

tivities.

College girls are found

everywhere—talking to, dan-

cing with, seeking out, ignor-

ing, following, holding hands

with or running from boys.

Schoolmates rib them, admi-

nistrators punish them, alum-

ni envy them, high school

Womanhood in o >^ Cost

Students idoUae them, teach-

ers criticize them, college

boys adore them, adults tole-

rate them and parenU worry

about them. A college girl is

excitement in lipstick. Adven-

ture in bermudas. Pride in

an evening gown and the

Best of Ypung Womanhood
in a polo coat.

Cherchex La Cigarettes

When she won't give you

a tumble, a college girl is

dull, stuck-up, conceited, un-

friendly and lacks personality.

Just when you finally think

you've begun to impress her,

she has to go home, sees a

friend she must talk to, meets

an old boyfriend, has to go

buy cigarettes, asks you who
that boy is across the room

or completely changes the

subject.

A college girl is a compo-

Qite-Hshe has a taste for

champagne, an intellect for

the theatre, a deshre for ex-

travagant parties and a pas-

sion for weekend trips. But,

more often than not, she is

just as happy at a neighbor-

, hood movie. To her date,

she has the grace of a bal-

let dancer, the intelligence of

a professor, the beauty of a

movie star, the personality of

a politician and the charm of

a princess.

Good Ol' Grandma
To a rejected suitor, she

has, for all practical purpo-

ses, the personality of a

hound dog, just enough in-

Strictly Opinion

We Have It Rough-Almost
—By BOB PINTO

It's hard to believe now. that someday you will have a

hard time remembering Villanova distinctly. Your life will

be mostly behind you and the sharp outlines of your memo-

ries will be smoothed, even obliterated by time. You will be

the old man on the block who can remember back as far as

the Second World War. You will describe to the youngsters

an age glorified by memory.

"Why I can remember when a college degree was some-

thing that you strove for." You will speak slowly now. and

the youngsters will watch your beard move as you telk.

"Uke it is now, every gyro operator and structu-

ral originator has one. But they're still just hacks and

ditchdiggers to me. And school was school then, you 11 say

looking sternly into young eyes. "It was a system that could

make a man. Twenty hours of classes a week, a week mind

you and I had to drive one of those automobiles that you ve

seen for forty-five mhiutes in the morning to get to school

then back in the afternoon, and never driving over fifty

miles an hour." They will smile at this revelation of your

primitive beginnngs.
Blood and Guts Football

"We didn't have it soft like you kids. And it showed in

tha sports. We had men of real skill and strength. Now take

this four dimensional air foam game of football you play.

Why that's kid stuff. We used to just line up on a field and

go at it. There was a lot of blood and injuries and once in a

while a death. Four or five touchdowns made a high scoring

game, not like now with the lively plasto that they use.

All the sports were hard and tough. They produced the kind

of men that you can't find anymore."

"But how come most of the records are better now?" one

of them will ask. not really wanUng to destroy what you

have said, but just to stimulate your ramblhigs. The answer

will be perfectly obvious. "Well, the conditions and the

training are the reason. These fellas nowadays do nothing

but practice, then when they start to tire, they just hop in

a vibro, take some nutrio pills, and they can stert right in

again. We had to wait for our strength to return naturally,

and after a tough meet or game, that could take a day or

more.
Yon Couldn't TMce It

The records may be a little betUr now. but the men
aren't. If any of you had to go back seventy-five years, you'd

be able to take it for about a week and then you would just

fold up; because you're not tough. You've lost the real mean-

ing of meeting nature hand to hand. In a way I feel very

sorry fou you."

You will tell them over and over hi many ways that your

era was the best That now life is soft and has tost ito aest

That your age was better than their's. And the unbelievable

part is that they will believe you.

By JACK CURTIN
MoMflaf ffdlfor

telligence to stay alive, the

charm of a truck driver, no

personality whatsoever, only

the slightest conception of

how to dance correctly and

is as attractive to him as his

own grandmother.

To her parents, a college

girl is someone who never

studies enough, dates the

strangest boys and is not as

serious, far-sighted or intel-

ligent as they Were in their

yester-year. She is their bur-

den of joy, and never seems

to fully appreciate what they

have done for her.

A college girl likes Ivy

The Grace of o Bolltt Deecor

Report

From India
"Excuse me Sir Winthrop,

how was tiger hunting to-

day?" "Fine," Sir Winthrop

said, removing a well-killed

tiger from his right shoulder

and throwing it upon the

ground. "Very good, in fact."

He looked down at me through

large green eyes and smiled

broadly. "Who are you?" he

said. I told him and he laugh-

ed loud, picked me up and
sat me on his shoulder. I

pulled his ear, and mussed
his hair. He liked me.

We walked back to his

tent and he sat me on a

broad wooden table next to

his freshly poured cup of

tea. "Tea?." he said. "Yes
thank you." I 'answered.

"You know. I never thought

you existed." he said. "You
do exist, don't you?" "I

mean," he stuttered, "you

are here and sitting in my
tent?" I smiled excitedly,

"yes. yes. I'm really here."

I liked him too.

Rough Nite In Bread

I slept in the bread box In

the kitchen tent that evening.

Apparently Sir Winthrop
didn't have a regular bed

for me. I ran to meet him
the next morning as soon as

he left his tent.

Who's Blue

The sight of me shocked

him. and he blhiked his eyes

unbelievhigly. He tried to

avoid me but I kept pulling

at his trousers. He tried to,

kick me. I cried. "You're

blue," he screamed, "Your
UtUe and blue."

"Last night was enough,

I thought I was dreaming."

"But I wuv you, I wuv you
to bite," I said. He shot me
with his tiger gun.

WUV AND KISSES,
RAMAR

League schools, trips on week-

ends, proms, dates with cars,

filter-tipped cigarettes, foot-

ball games, big men on cam-

pus, souvenirs, scarves from
boy's colleges, behig pinned,

knee socks and the quiet

satisfaction which comes from
telling her friends about an
enjoyable date. She is not

much for studying, stoying

in on weekends, blind dates,

boys who jilt her friends,

parental admonitions or wear-

ing the same outfit very often.

Waif11 Next Year
'No one else looks forward

so much to the end of the

school year and then can't

wait to get back. Nobody can

generate so much excitement

before an important dance,

radiate such hope in a fra-

ternity pin or be so forlorn

alone in her room on a Satur-

day night. Nobody else, can

get so much pleasure from a

simple phone call or speak
with such wisdom on a
crowded dance floor. No other

mind could have crammed
into it the appropriate re-

mark for every oecasion, the

location of everythhig hi her

purse, every dance step con-

ceivable, things she must or

mustn't do when with a par-

ticular date and still remem-
ber the exact time she is

due back home.
A college girl is a wonder-

ful creature—you can criti-

cize her, but you can't ignore

her. You can say you think

she's a phony, but you can't

sUy away from her. You can

put her out of your life, but

you can't put her out of

your mind. Might as well ad^

mit it—be you college boy,

parent or teacher—she is a
part of your world, a symbol

of the unknown future.

She is an unthrhig, deter-

mined kid dohig her best to

get the most of these happy
and informative years. And,
when you're low and discour-

aged, and feeling hijured be-

cause someone has d<me some-

thing to hurt you. she can

make you feel fine again in

a flash with just two softly

spoken words—"You*re won^
derful."

vr

. -if- I I -u.

Ym Cm't Sm, Away (nui H«

S. C. Vi*ws

A Final Thank You
—- By FAT NICHOLSON

This may sound a bit strange, but I'm sorry to say that

it appears that my days and my columns at VUhmova are fast

coming to an end. Before the end of the year I hopc^ to write

?wo more colummi for the VH^LANOVAN. One will be an

evaluation of the Student Council this year and ite prospecte

^^^
My last^olumn I hope will be devoted to my favorite top-

ic. The Sphrit of Villanova.
.. . ^v u u

Therefore. I want to teke this opportunity to thank pub-

lically those members of the student body who have given so

generously theh- time and effort to assist the student gov-

ernment of Villanova University.

This list naturally begins with the other officers of «ie

Student CouncU. Eton Kempf. Lou Pinto, and Bob Muiyhy.

They have contributed greaUy to the Student CouncU both

here at Villanova and in our relaUons with other colleges and

universities. .. ^. . . ._

Besides the officers of the council, many other studente

have been extremely active. The standing committee chair^

men Joe Murphy. Paul Laughlhi. Leo Rudegeahr. Tom Wha^en.

Gerry Degroft. and again Bob Murphy have all done their

share
Leo Rogers and Bruce Irving, Spirit Committee chairmen,

certainly guided their group through an outetanding year.

Paul Yurchak, our NFCCS Senior Delegate, has greatly in-

creased VUlanova's prestige in the National Federation of

Catholic College Students. In addition he placed the NFCCS
Commission hi ite proper perspective on the Villanova campus.

Chuck Santangelo, our NFCCS Junior Delegate has done a

good job with th^ NFCCS Travel Program.

A large number of underclassmen have been extremely

active on the Student Council or ill student government work.

Juniors Jerry McGrath, BUI Murray, and Jerry Hepburn,

Sophomores Tom Hoffman. John Mulcahy, and Tom Moakley.

and Freshmen Jim Lynch and Frank Dunn have been excep-

.tionally active members. This underclass participation is very

important as it provides good experienced leaders for the

future. ^ -. ^ -
Worthy of special mention is the work of Gerry DeGroft,

BUI Murray, and Ralph Vecchio on senior cars, Jerry McGrMh
on area clubs. Frank Delany on the Knighte of Columbiit»'

Tom Whalen and Dave Ogle on the used book service, Don
Kempf. Tom Hoffman, and Tom Moakley on the constitutloii

and on hitercoUegiate affairs, and Clem Bhrch and Bob Mul-

cahy for their advice and assistance.

Again I want to sincerely thank these and all the other

members of the Student CouncU for thehr wonderful efforti

this year.

On May 7. 1968 many of the members of next year's Stu*

dent CouncU wiU be selected. I urge you to elect men who
you know wiU do a good Job. The sincerity and ability of nest

year's oonndl mcmbera will have a graat effect o« the fntun
of student government hers at Villanova.
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WHICH OF THESE WILL REIGN AS JUNIOR QUEEN?
''*»

'

'

'.v,.,..'-

Which one of fffiM

lovely I o d i e t 'will be
crowned queen of Junior

Week? An ontwer to this

quetHon becomes more
ond more difficult ot
eoch doy odds new
beoutiet to the ever*

growing list.

•: <,• ,,•.,..••..• ...- ''^,:-,,/ r ': '
'

'

Fortunotely, the judg-
ing of the contest is in

the bonds of the ex-
perienced Bob Cummings,
who will norrow down
the field to five finolists.

'.'.•'
• V' •.• '...' '.'•.

":
...' .. ''•.•.':•

After Bob submits his

list of finalists, o ponel

of foculty members will

decide who will reign

Queen. One thing we ore

sure of, the choice will be

o difficult one.
LOVIS ADAM

Lovis, a private secretary for a
local real estate firm, will be es-

corted to the Junior Week festivities

by Industrial Administration major
Bob Cunius. Lovia has blond hair
and stands five feet five inches.

MARTY DAVIS
Marty, a freshman student nurse

here at Villanova, will be escorted

to the Junior Prom by Pre-Medical

student Rudy Angeh. Eighteen-year-

old Marty stands five feet three

inches and has blue eyes.

FRANCES DeLUCA
Frances, a salesgirl way down in

Orlando, Fla., will be the Junior
Week date of Thomas Derlinga. Five
feet four inches Frances weighs
115 pounds and has brown hair and
hazel eyes.

HILDA KRUSE
Hilda, a Sophomore at Marymount

College, Terrytown, N.Y., will be the

Junior Week date of History major

I John P. Kelley. Blond haired, brown

[jeyed Hilda stands five feet four

inches.

PAT KUZMA
Pat, a senior at Notre Dame High

School, Moylan, Pa., will be seen at

Junior Week festivities with Jun-
ior Ekiglish major Larry O'Rourke.
Pat has brown hair and blue eyes.

DOLORES BAKER
Dolores, a student at West Chest-

er State Teachers College will be

taken to Junior Week festivities by
Accounting major Walt Einhom.
Dolores has brunette hair and blue

eyes.

JUDY BERMAN
Judy, a private medical secre-

tary, will be escorted to the Junior

Week events by Political Science

major, Andrew Napoli. Judy has
auburn hair and brown eyes.

LOUISE BOR|tELLI
Louise, a student

Agnes Hospital in Ph adelphia, will

be the Junior Week late of Math
major Bill Glennon. L >uise five feet

and has brown hair a id blue eyes.

nurse at St.

COKIE CALDERON
Cokie, a cute iRve feet six inch

senior from Rosemont College, will

be escorted to Junior Week activi-

.ties by Junior English major Wil-

liam Washington.

GINNY CARNEY
Ginny, a five feet two inch blond

with blue eyes, is the Junior Week
date of Arts major John Cahill.

Ginny is a secretary at the Upjohn
Chemical Company.

MARY CHAPMAN
Mary, a student here at Villanova,

will be the Junior Week date of
Marketing major Andrew Lohr.
Mary stands five feet four inches
and has brown hair and brown eyes.

MARGARET DONEGAN
Margaret, a resident of Philadel-

phia and a secretary at a local firm,
will be escorted to the Junior Week
activities by Accounting major John
Hone. Marge has brown hair.

MARY ANN DROS
Mary Ann, a blond five feet six

inch tall sophomore at Mount Saint

Agnes College, Maryland, is the
Junior Week date of Finance major
Pete Carini.

JULIANA FAZiKERLY
Juliana, a freshman jfrom Newton

College of the Sacrec| Heart, New-
ton, Mass., will be tb^^unior Week
date of Electrical Engineer Jerry
Kerwin. She has brcivrn hair and
brown eyes.

ELIZABETH GILMARTIN
Elizabeth will be escorted to Jun-

ior Week festivities by Pete Bat-

taglin, a Marketing student. Eliza-

beth, a secretary for the New York
State Telephone Co., has black hair

and blue eyes.

WINNIE HARTZELL
Winnie, who will be escorted to

Junior Week activities by civil en-
gineer George Sekula, is a five feet
five inch tall secretary from Nar-
beth. Pa. She has brown hair with
eyes to match. , .,

MARY THERESA HIGGINS
Mary Theresa, a brown hair, blue

eyed secretary, will be escorted to
Junior Week festivities by Indust-
rial Administration major Thomas
Brady.

.' *..s^-aX *-^<

^"^Ai^'Hw.

SHARON UROSE
Sharon, a senior at Notre Dame

High School, Moylan, Pa. will be
the Junior Week date of civil en-

gineer Ralph Reynolds. She is five

feet two inches tall and has brown
hair and blue eyes.

ri'^.-.

SUE LoROSE
Sue, a student nurse here at Vil-

lanova, will be the Junior Week date
of General ArU student Jim Mc-
Elhenny. Sue sUnds an even five
feet toll and has brown hair and
green eyes.

MICKI LONSt*N
Micki, a secretory to% the Union

Carbide Co., will be the kmior Week
date of Marketing svdent John
Taormina. Micki stonci five feet

two inches and has blo{.^ hair and

hazel eyes.

'<j^

BARBARA ANN MATZUGA
Barbara Ann, a pretty burnette

with brown eyes from Brooklyn Col-

lege, will be the Junior Week dato

of Arto major and thespian Jerry

Sullivan.

MARY McCANNEY
Mary, an accounting clerk with

bnmette hair and brown eyes, will

be the Junior Week date of Junior
Electrical Engineering student John
Finley.

ANNE McDWYER
Anne, a secretory at the Bankers

Trust Co., New York, will be the
Junior Week date of General Arts
major Joe Sutton. Twenty-one-yer
old Anne has brown hair and bh
eyes.

MARY CONLIN
Mary, a five feet one inch tall

medical secretary, is the Junior
Week date of Accounting major
Harry Devlin.

MARIE ANNETTE KRAUSS
Marie Annette, a hostess for

T.W.A. is the five feet six inch tall

date of C & F'er Jerome Menne.
Marie has brown hair and blue eyes.

SHARON McLACHLAN
Sharon, a student at Endicott

College in Massachusetts, will be
escorted to the Junior Prom by Eng-
lish student Eugene Brochu. Shar-
on has brown hair and blue eyes.

\'^

\t . -I
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•^^i^'> V* ONE MAY BE JUNIOR QUEEN

BIABGIA MOLONEY

Marcia, a sophomore at Mary-

mount College, Terrytown, N.Y., will

be eacorted to the Junior Prom by

History student Tom McPherson.

Nineteen-year-old Marcia has light

brown hair and blue eyes.

SUSAN ORR V

Susan, a legal secretary, will be

escorted to the festivities of Jun-

ion Week by Marketing major Phil-

ip Dunn. Susan stands five feet

four inches and has brown hair.

MARGARET STASIK

Margaret, a resident of Wilkc*-

Barre Penna., wUl be the Junior

Week 'data of Hlatory major Jack

OArafin. The Ave feet two Inch sec-

JJury has brown hair and blue eyes.

CAROL MOORB

Carol, a Junior at Millersville

State Teachers College, will be es-

corted to the Junior Prom by Elect-

rical Engineering student Bob Kral-

linger. Carol has brown hair and

blue eyes.

MARIE PENNARTZ

Marie, a secretary at Drexel In-

stitute of Technology in Philadel-

phia, will be the Junior Week date

of Electrical Elngineering student

Clem Margolf . Marie has brown hair

and brown eyes.

RUNNY TORRAS

Bunny, a Freshman at the Col-

lege of New RocheUe, N.Y.. will be

taken to the Junior Prom by In-

dustrial Administration major Larry

Seaver. Bunny has black hair and

blue green eyes.

ANNE O'BRIEN

Anne, a sophomore at the College

of New Rochelle, N.Y., wUl be the

Junior Prom date of Marketing maj-

or Charles Managhan. Anne is five

feet five inches tall and has brown

hair.

THERESA CATHERINE ROWLEY

Theresa, a Junior at Chestnut Hill

College, will be the Junior Week
date of Gerald Cechony, an Electri-

cal Engineering student. Theresa

has light brown hair.

ANN TUSHIM

Chestnut HiU College Freshman
Ann will be escorted to the Junior

Prom by Marketlnt major Paul Rit^

ter. A resident of Philadelphia. Ann
stands five feet and has blond hair

and blue eyes.

MAUREEN O'CONNOR

Maureen, a Student Nurse at Vil-

lanova, will be the Junior Week date

of Pre-Law major John O'Connell.

She is five feet seven inches tall

and is a brunette with brown eyes.
'

CAROL SIMMONS
Carol, a freshman from Rosemont

College, will attend Junior Week
festivities with Electrical Engineer

Barry Donahue. She is five feet,

eight inches tall and has chestnut

hair and hazel eyes.

NORMA YICKERS

Norma, a secretary for a iocaX

clothing iDOttceni. wiU be escorted

to the Junior Prom by Commeroe

and Finance atudent Richard Mor-

rissey. Norma is five feet two inch-

es and has brown hmir.

i
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School NROTC Unit Drills,

Prepares For Spring Revieiw
With the advent of spring,

Villanova's midshipmen are once

more to be seen on the Mend<>l

Field parade grounds on Tues-

day afternoons from 2:30 to

4:30.
^

The immediate object of the

Tuesday drill sessions is pre-

paration for the annual spring

Admiral's review which will take

place in the Villanova Stadium
on Tuesday, May 20.

Awards Given
Rear Admiral Ephriam R.

McOlean, Jr., USN, Command-
ant Fourth Naval District will

review the Villanova midship-
man battallion. Awards will be

presented to several midship-
men at this time The review
will be proceeded by an open
house in Commodore John Barry
Hall.

Company competition ended
on Tuesday, April 15. Bravo
Company won the battallion

colors this year. The announce-
ment of the color company took
place at the annual midshipman
formal ball last Friday evening.

Awards were presented to the

officers of the winning com-
pany by Captain Neil R. Curt-

in, USN, Professor of Naval
Science and commanding officer

of the Villanova NROTC unit.

William Gates, senior engineer-

ing student was the midshipman
commander of the winning com-
pany.

Decided on Points

The winner of the company
competition was decided on the

basis of points awarded for ex-

cellence in drill, intramural
sport, physical fitness competi-
tion and miscellaneous things

such as the Red Cross blood

drive in which the NROTC,
representing approximately one-

tenth of the total enrollment,

contributed approximately one-

third of the blood donated.

The NROTC battallion annual
spring formal ball was held last

Friday evening at the Club Del

Rio in Manoa, Pa. The ball was
dedicated to the senior midship-

men and was co-chairmaned by
senior midshipmen John Mo}mi-

han and John Craft under the

direction of the midshipmen rec-

reation committee.

O-C Final Concerts
Tonite;. Tomorrow
The final program of the cur-

rent Opera-Classica season will

be given tonight and tomorrow

in the east lounge of Dougher-

ty Hall.

Tonight the program will fea-

ture two stereophonic sound

tapes: Tchaikovsky: Violin Con-

certo with Jascha Heifitz and

Beethoven's Piano Concerto No.

4 with Rubenstein.

A day-hop concert will be

given tomorrow at 10:30. Saint-

Saens Symphony No. 3 will be

featured.

The deadline for application

for admission into the society

has been extended to April 30.

Completed applications should

be submitted to room 317, C
and F building.

Charles Fritz, president of the

Opera-Classica Society, was the

guest of Rudolf Serkin, famed

pianist at a tea given by the

Philadelphia Orchestra last

week.

New Graduate Science Program To Open
A new program, especially

designed for high school science

and mathematic teachers, will

be inaugurated by the Gradu-
ate Division of Villanova Uni-

versity this summer.
Courses will be offered on a

graduate level in the following

areas—biology, chemistry,
mathematics and physics.

The successful completion of

30 credit hours, plus the pass-

ing of a comprehensive examin-
ation, will lead to a Master's
degree in the teaching of sci-

ence. No thesis nor language
examination will be required.

Five Summer or Less
The entire program can be

completed in five summers or
in a shorter time if courses are

taken also during the fall and
spring terms.

Since the program is design-

ed to serve especially those who
are required to teach two or

more of the sciences, candidates

for the M.T.S., may divide the

total 30 credit hours among
two or more areas most suit-

able to the background and
needs of the individual.

Interesting Presentation

Stressed

All courses are designed to

impart those concepts of fun-

damental principle and modem
developments in science which
are of particular significance

to the high school teacher and
to demonstrate how this mater-
ial may be presented in a man-
ner calculated to evoke student

interest and response.

Many Benefits

These courses will give high

school science teachers the bene-

fits of coming together in a
university environment for their

mutual help.

The teachers will increase

their knowledge, deepen their

understanding and enliven their

interest in the subjects ' they
are teaching.

The available teachhkg aids

and laboratory techniques will

be presented to the teachers.

The teachers will have the op-
portunity to make important

contacts which can furnish il-

lustrative materials for their

pwn use.

The program coordinator will

be the Reverend J. Bernard Hul-

bert, O.S.A., of the physics de-

partment.

Semper Fidelis

Elections Thurs.
The Semper Fidelis Society

has rescheduled its election of

officers for tomorrow president,

Jack Goodyear announced.

Running for president are

James Crowley a^J Bill Gan^.

both C and F juniors. Bruce
Irving, engineering and Paul Mc-
Clatchey, also, C and F both jun-

iors, have been nominated for

the vice presiden's post.

Others Nominated
Other nominees include Tho-

mas LoCasale and Francia

Xavier for secretary; Richard
Delaney and Paul Molnar for

treasurer; and Jay Freeman,
William Lovett and James
Phair for corresponding secre-

tary.

Rounding out the slate are

William Ganz, Paul Molnar and
WUliam Lyttle, who wiU vie

for the job of student council

representative.

HAVE CAR CAN DANCI
WILL lUY FLOWIRS
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Phi Kappa Pi Frat Elects

Driscoll To Presidency
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Joseph Driscoll, junior Mech-
anical Engineer, was elected

president of Phi Kappa Pi fra-

ternity at a special meeting last

week.
Driscoll succeeded Leo Rude-

gair as president. He was the
former treasurer of the frater-

nity and a member of the class

steering committee.
George Fraunces, a five year

Electrical Engineering student,

was named vice-president.
,

William Christman. Mechani-
cal Engineer, is the new secre-

tary. He succeeds Joseph Krack-
eler.

:

'
.

•;:

.'

-
;;' ':..• "•

,• > ^v' :'u3 ;.••

William Smith was named
treasurer of the fraternity suc-

ceeding Joseph Driscoll. Smith
is a Mechanical Engineer.

John Dineen will represent

PKP on the student council.

Dineen is a junior Electrical En-
gineer.

Corey To Head
Debating Society
James W. Corey Jr., President

of the Intramural Council, was
elected President of the Beta
Gamma Debating Society, at a
special meeting last week.

Corey, who succeeded Robert
O'Connor, is a junior social

science student. He has been ac-

tive in the society for the past

two years.

Corey is also chief announc-

er for WVIL and an officer in

the Villanova Singers.

Junior Arts student John R.

Serafin will remain vice-presi-

dent. He has been with Beta
Gamma for two years. Serafin

is a staff member of the VIL-
L A NOVAN and a regular

NROTC student.

Frank R. Cunningham, junior

Political Science major, was
named corresponding secretary.

Cunningham is currently a mem-
ber of the class steering com-
mittee.

Oscar Scogna, junior C&F
student and chairman of the

Junior Dinner Dance will act as

recording secretary. Sophomore
Dominic Costa was elected trea-

surer of the society. '

Merkert Elected

To Head AIEE-IRE
Robert Merkert, E d i t o n-in-

Chief of the VILLANOVA EN-
GINEER, was elected president
of the AIEE-IRE at a special
meeting last week.
James McCullough was named

vice-chairman while Frank Mc-
Bnde was named AIEE secre-
tary.

Robert Wagner will hold the
position of secretary of IRE.
Wagner is a member of the
Junior Class steering commit-
tee.

Joseph Mingione was named
treasurer and William Christ-
man, associate editor of the
VILLANOVA ENGINEER, was
named Student Council repre-
sentative.

The annual drive for" stu-

dent membership in the Aug-
ustinlan Seminary Guild i%iil

take place this week, chair-

man Jack Garrlty anaounced
Monday. All proceeds will help

provide for the education of

one seminarian.

THESES
TYPED

JMU 8-6685

Carmosky Heads

Physics Club
John Carmosky, junior Phy-

sics major, was elected presi-

dent of the Physics Club at a
special meeting last week. Car-
mosky succeeded John Solarski.

Carmosky was formerly vice-

president of the club. He is^a
regular NROTC student. ^

Succeeding Carmoskv/Bs vice-

president is sophomore James
Brazel, also a PhysicV major.
Brazel will represent the club
on the student council.

Albert Casella, a freshman,
assumed the duties of treasur-
er.

Happy newsl

The ARROW

University Glen

This brand-new shirt style com-

bines your favorite features: but-

ton at rear of collar, box pleat

in back and Mitoga®-tapcred fit.

(See illustration.) In stripes,

checks, solids, $5.00 and up.

Cluettj Peabody 6f Co., Inc,

The Student Council Elec-

tion Committee has announced
thftt nominations for office in

tlie freslmuui class will l>e ro-

opened tomorrow at 10:30 in

rm. 208 Vasey Hall, since so
many froah missed the first

nominations iMORUse of a Com-
merce and Finance" sc h o o I

meeting.

It was also announced tliat,

in the Sophomore CfaMs, where
only one man is presently list-

ed for the resident C and F
coondl post, anyone can l>e

nominated by approaching the

Elections Committee op to 48
iiotifw w\ct to the '•Section.

ARROW-
—first in fashion

otany **S0O^ AtftOW SNItTS SOLO

SPRITZLER'
A««.,

S fmUm
liW.

MEN OF AMERICA

ON SEA DUTY

White spray pounding!
Wind a-blowing free I

Keen eyes look

For danger on the seal

With the ships on patrol,

YouMI find a man
Stops to take big pleasure

When and where he can...

A

Nothing satisfies lil<e the

BIG CLEAN TASTE OF TOP-TOBACCO

y^

Holds Two Villanova Records:

Holup Got Few Headlines, But He Will Be Missed
At graduation this year Villa-

nova's track team will lose many
top athletes, among them such

atars as Ron Delany, Phil Rea-

vis—men whose names have

been in the limelight constantly.

But on the other hand, less

noticed athletes will also gradu-

ate, men who also have helped

to make Villanova a winning

team.

One of these unsung heroes

is hurdler Bob Holup.

. Bob, now a 22-year-old senior,

came to Villanova from Perth

Amboy (N. J.) High School,

where he ranked with the best

track athletes in the state.

Record But No Victory

In ^he National High School

Indoor Meet, Bob hurdled his

way to a tremendous 7.3 sixty,

three-tenths of a second under
the old record, only to come in

second to the very great Milt

Campbell.

Also in high school. Bob ran
a 14.1 in the 120 high hurdles,

which at the time set a national

scholastic record.

Although not his specialty,

he broad jumped an impressive
22-11 !•> in high school, which
acquired the national champion-
ship for him.

Holup is one of the few ath-

letes ever to have scored in three
consecutive IC4A meets. This
year his three points for third

place meant the difference as
Villanova narrowly edged Man-
hatten to repeat as champion.

Wants A First

Bob has picked up points for

second, third, and fourth place

finishes in the past, but he as-

pires to gain the coveted five

points for first place in the up
and, coming outdoor IC4A's

Relays
(Continued from Page 12)

possibly the toughest mile re-

lay field in the history of tiie

Penn Relays. Included in the

field are Ohio State, anchored
by the great all around track

star Glenn Davis, IC4A cham-
pion Pittsburgh, Manhatten,
Morgan State, S. M. U. and
Abilene Christian.

Besides competing in the all-

important relay championships
Villanova track stars will seek
individual honors in a number
of other events. Top Wildcat
candidates for individual cham-
pionships are Bob Holup in the
120-yard high hurdles and Phil

Reavis in the high jump.
Reavis, Holup Win

These two men, along with
the sprint medley relay team,
won top honors at last Satur-
day's Queens-Iona Relays held
at Randall's Island, New York.
Reavis jumped 6-1^2 to easily

cop the high jump, while Holup
covered the 120 high hurdles
in 14.9.

The sprint medley team, com-
posed of Collymore, Blackburn,
Stead and Delany, held off a
strong Manhatten team which
battled the Wildcats all the
way.
The mile relay team of Syd-

nor, Stead, Deiany and Colly-

more managed to place only
third behind Manhatten and
Morgan State, whUe the Villa-

nova freshmen mile relay team
placed fourth oehind Manliat-

ten, Yale and Morgan State.

Other Placers

Other Wildcats placing in

the meet include Ron Brady
and Norm Cyprus, who vaulted
12-6 and 12 to place third and
fourth respectively in the pole

I

By FRED GREISIGER

which will be held at Villanova

Stadium.

Bob holds the all-time Villa-

nova records for the 120 high-

and 220 low-hurdles.

While he has broad jumped
in dual meets in college in the

paat, he has never really taken

that event seriously.

This year, however. Bob is

planning a revision.

Will Work At Broad Jump
Along with his hurdling he

plans some intensive practice in

the broad Jump.

When asked about his favorite

meet, his unequivocal answer is,

"The Penn Relays.", . .,

Bob will compete In the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania's fam-
ous extravaganza for the last

time in a Villanova uniform on

Friday and Saturday.

Of course his studies occupy
most of his time (He's a market-
ing major in the C&F school),

but Holup finds time to partici-

pate in the Opera Classica So-

ciety and the Varsity Club.

He's A Poet
When asked about his hobby

Bob smiled. "Don't laugh, I en-

joy writing and reading poetry."

He also likes to listen to hi-fi

with • a preference for musical
comedies.

Bob is an unusual C & Fer in

that he took a number of Arts
electives—m o s 1 1 y philosophy
courses.

Dave Intrabortolo, Bob's
roommate and most avid follow-

er, seemed to know more about
Bob's accomplishments than did

Bob.

He's Impeccable
When asked if his buddy had

Reagan
(Continued from Page 12)

Also Paul Tomczyk has been
moved from end to halfback to
fortify that position.

Quarterback J i m Grazionc
seems to be performing up to

early expectations but Reagan
moved Frank Ficca from half

in order to add depth to the
quarterback position.

Should Grazione's shoulder
miseries return he could be
shifted to halfback where he

spends some time every day
working out. In that case Ed
Roehre, little used until now,

might fill Grab's shoes.

Paczkoskie Question Mark
At fullback Reagan has three

dependables—juniors Gene Paja
and Joe Nardo, and soph Leon
Horin. Untested freshman flash

Vince Paczkoskie is still a ques-

tion mark. He was re-injured

slightly last week.

On the whole the most grati-

fying aspect of the spring seems

to be the team morale.

Led by O'Pella, the squad
seems to be eager and ready

to take on all ten 1958 oppen-

ents, six of which will be en-

countered at Villanova's Good-

reau stadii'm.

This attitude of course might

make for the increase on th?

win side of the ledger that

Coach Reagan has predicted.

vault, and John Buckley and
Kent Lydic who were fourth

and fifth respectively in the

broad jump.
In the overall team score of

the Queens-Iona Meet, Villano-

va placed third with 25 'A

points behind Manhatten with

45 and Yale 36V2-

any idiosyncrasies, Dave re-

sponded that he had one—that

of being fastidious, almost to a
fault. This cleanliness is obvious

upon entering Bob's room in

Sullivan Hall.

During his summer vacation

Bob works for a construction

company. After work he relax-

es by sailing on nearby waters.

Bob looks to the future with

optomistic anticipation. He
plans to continue his track en-

deavors after graduation either

with a club or with the armed
forces.

He would like to try for a

commission in the Coast Guard,
after which he hopes to acquire

a salesman's position.

Golfers Open
With 2 Wins

Last week the "NTillanova golf

team opened its 1958 season

with two victories in as many
dasrs.

In the opening match against

Temple Friday, senior Joe

Lewis led the way with a three

over par 74 on the Oak Ter-

race Club in Ambler, Pa.

With scoring based on the

Middle Atlantic College rules

(One point for each nine and
one point for the match)

Lewis, Reggie Zurinskas and

Jay Gibney scored three each.

Team captain Frank Knise
scored two points and Ron
Zurinskas and Nick Aquilino

one point a piece.

Saturday, the team traveled

to Scranton University where
Nick Aquilino was low man
with an 8 on the Fox Hills

(Pittstown. Pa.) course which

was not in the best of condition.

In the 91/2 to8y2 Villanova

triumph Bill Mawn and Jim
Gay joined AquiUno in scoring

three points while Jim Gibney

provided the winning margin
scoring a very important Vg

point.

Today the golf team meets
highly rated University of

Pennsylvania and the nation's

number two team last year,

Penn State University in a
tri-team match. The match
will be held on the Plymouth
Valley Country Club in Norris-

town.

BOB HOLUP

Ryan To Captain 'Cat Five;

Coach Optimistic Af Fete
fy TOM GOLDSCHMfOT

Basketball coach Al Sever-

ance is fed up with playing .500

ball or there-abouts. He believes

that Villano^"^ is ready to step

into post-sc?' in tournment play.

The greying, veteran coach

told 300 persons at the eighth

annual basketball banquet of

the Villanova Club of South Jer-

sey last Thursday that ho fore-

sees "big things for Villanova

Life-Saving Drills

Held By Red Cross
More than 100 students are

expected to take part in the

third session of the annual Red
Cross life saving course tonight

at 6:30 in the field house pool.

Swimming coach £ki Geisz,

who heads the program with as-

sistant coach Jack Lumsden,
said he was "very pleased with

the huge and definitely unexpec-

ted turnout."

"No more entrants can be ac-

cepted now," Geisz announced.

Instructing in the course are

Council O'Donnell and James
O Leary. They are being assist-

ed by Louis Desfasses, John
O'Connell and Frank Keefe.

The Red Cross program is of-

fered by the university to any
of those who wish to earn a

certificate for life saving, Geisz

explained.

These certificates are needed
by those who intend to take
summer jobs as life guards or
swimming coaches.
The entire course is scheduled

to nm six weeks on Wednesday
evenings from 6:30 to 9:30.

Sunny Skies, Fans

Favor Intramurals
Bands of Intramural Softball

activities, encouraged by sunny
skies and noisy bands of admir-
ers, swung into full schedule

last week.
The Zorches combined strong;

pitching and sharp bitting as

they overpowered the Jokers,

23-3, in the 5.30 Mendel League.
Joe Fitzpatrick, star of the

Saracens in the same league,

received a fracture of a bone
of the wrist, when he was in-

volved in fi first base collision.

His team topped Terry's Ter-

rors, 16-7.5, m K lively battle.

Murphy's Dukes completely

overpowered Ray's Dukes, 20-1,

in the 5.30 Sullivan League.

Other Scores
9.:iU >len<l«l I.eiiKU«

MiiraiidtMH lU; C^aMtro'n Hel»el8 U
SiiiipHon Hrhniookn IB; Fubar W

a.:M» MuHlviin liVKKue
MattlicwH Jok<>i-8 30; Weaselo 12
.Sociul KoyR Iti; .Silky Sulllvans 12
l»,'oi"8 A.C. 8; .Spaerhetti Benders 5

SmIO AiiNti i.««vue
I.imIko Boy8 10; Ranch Hnndn 1

YcjuiiK LlonM 12; ClownM 11
t'Io\vn« 21; r^Him'n A.C 11

n.no AuNtln l<raicMe
Joly Trolt«^r« 12; Easlvvinirerii 2
lOinanonM 5; Diidfl 2
Went Side Animals 24;

Hlue Raldn-n G

4.:MI NlmpMon l<«nKue
Midfiri'<>< 9; Kejftapppra 1

10.:M >l«ndel li^nytuc
(^lfril1 NaiJH 14; Diamonds 4

8\veat Sox 8:
Sophomore SliiRrgers 7

•IJMI Meail*! I.«aini«
.^'Mintfl 13; Uncklnfc Hirds R

W. Company fi; Slammem
Saints 12; lOngineers 6

]3.nA Auntln I<«aKnc
O.A.r.'s 11; Twelve Anjf.y Men \

in basketball next year and for

years to come."
That statement and the an-

nouncement that Joe Ryan, jun-

ior guard from St. Joseph's.

Prep in Philadelphia, will capt-

ain next year's Wildcat five,

were the big news items of the

affair.

Praises Seniors

Before telling the gathering
his thoughts on future pros-

pects, Severance paid tribute to

three graduating seniors—Tom
Brennan, Jack Kelly and Bill

Brennan.
Tom, who was given the

Alumni Award for being chosen
most valuable player, received

the highest praise from Sever-

ance for his high-caliber cen-

ter play against some of the

finest pivotmen in the country.

**He suffered under many handi-
caps," Severance said, citing the

death of Tom's father, "but he
was wonderful."

Severance paid tribute to the
moral-buildiny attributes of Kel-

ly, and the importance to the

club of Bill Brennan, playing
college basketball for the first

time.

'We'll Be Real Good*

"With greater scoring punch
from Ryan, improved play by
the rest of the returnees, and
the added spark of the fresh-

men coming up, we're going to

be real good," said Severance.

He termed the present fresh-

men "vicious^ not giving any
quarter, nor asking any. They'll

fight and claw. It's going to be
a lot of fun to see the compet-
ition between the upperclassmen
and the freshmen.

"It will make us a winning
team."
Bob McNeill of St. Joseph's

and Guy Rodgers of Temple
shared the Michael Saxe Mem-
orial Award for the city's best
player. Jerry Agnes, '38 receiv-

ed the man-of-the-year award
for loyalty to the school. James
Learning, Sr. '10 got another
award for loyalty.
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Cats Use Pitching To Win
By JOE FITZPATRICK

The big story of the 1958 Vil-

lanova baseball team has been

pitching. And who's to say that

Jack Kehy has not been the big

teature ?

The senior southpaw register-

ed his third sparkling peri'orm-

ahce of the year Monday when
he struck out 14 and allowed

only four hits as the Wildcats

jolted previously unbeaten Dela-

ware i>-4 on the Blue Hen cam-
pus. ,,:V '•;;;.•; ...^/•r..^.>,v\-i' ';y^

V Kelly had chalked up a 6-0,

4-hit, 18-strikeout effort against

Princeton on Wednesday, in his

VUlanovB
ab r he

AnthonyJb
Vincent.cf
Emma.lb
Donatucci,M
MasottiJb
Nlchols,c
BorianJf
Monehanjrf
KcUey.p

30
3 1

30
30

1

3

00
1

00
30
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00
00

Z>«lawar» '''
'

abrhc
Elia,cf
Watson .lb
Bryer,lf
Smith.2b
Walteff.p
Walsh jTf

Frantz.aa
Alcer>c
Wallsjb

100
110
11 1

000
00 1;

00
200 l!

3 110
3011

Totals 30 S 9 Totals 27 4 4 4
VlUanova 2 1110 0-5
Oelawar* 10 12 0-4

Scranton
abr h
40
30
40
30

Cesare,sa
ShoppleJf
C«ucclA:f
Aten.lb
Meckwoodj'f 2
OprendlckJb 3
Alumni,2b
Sohn8.2b
Genovese<o
a-Kean
Flanacaii^
b-Saunders
Jlones,p

2
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VlUanova
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1 Anthony^
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B«rian.lf

1 Emma.lb
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NichoIs.c

2 Kolenj-f

OMonahan.rf
1 Vincent.cf
Krop'nicIO,

1
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4220
3 110
1 000
40 10
3 1

30 10
00 00
4 120
2 110
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4 110
P4020

Totals 27 2 f Totals 32 7 U 1

a-Struck out for Qeriovese in 8th.
b-Struck out for Flanacan in 8th.

Scranton 00000000 0—0
Villanova 13000 021 x-7

VlUanova
ab rh

Anthon>'.2b
Vincent ,i.f

Emma.lb
Donatucci.as
Ma.tottiJb
NlchoU,(
Borianlf
Monahail.rf
Kelly.p

3000
50O0

Vrinceton
ab

4 1

40
4 1
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\ 1

3 1
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Cri8P0.2b
Casto.3l)
a^JasperJb
Murray.ss
Frost ,is

Morris.lf
Ippolito.lb
Hnrcrf
Thrasher.rf
b'ovcione.c
Raymond.cf
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Burns.p
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b-Klrn.p
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20
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0.0
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00
00
1
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1

1
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Totals 33(8 2 Totals 32041
a-Jasper struck out for Casto.
t>-Klrn struck out for Dounflas in 9th.

VUlanova — 12 3 0-6
Princeton — 00000000 0-0

first outing, Jack lost to Penn
though he gave up only three

hits and whiffed 11.

Kelly Imitated -

Sophomore Bob Kropiewnicki

kept pace with Kelly by besting

Scranton 7-0 on Saturday in the

'Cats only other action last

week. It was Krop's second win

of the year against one defeat.

As Kelly was blazing 'em by
.the Delaware hitters his Villa

-

nova mates were backing him
with a nine-hit attack which

indued three hits by catcher

Hank Nichols and a 330-foot

home run by left fielder Paul
Borian. Borian's blow proved

The margin of victory.

Delaware had run up a streak

of ten straight victories prior

to Monday's defeat. Some ob-

servers had rated the Blue Hens

the best team in the Middle

Atlantic District.

Delaware's Gene Walton and
Jim Bryer hit homers off Kelly,

the first round-trippers Jack
has given up this year.

Nichols ahd Borian also pro-

vided the scoring punch in the

game with Princeton. While Kel-

ly fanned the Tigers Nichols

and Borian were collecting two

hits each and driving in three

of VilJanova's six runs.

Krop Keeps Royals Cool

Kropiewnicki was as hot as

the weather on Saturday, but he

kept the visitors from Scran-

ton cool by whii)ping the ball

right by them. The sensational

right hander struck out 11 Roy-
als, allowing only two hits.

Behind Kro?)iewnicki's fine

pitching the Villanovans tied in-

to Scranton ace Jim Flanagan
with an 11-hit attack.

Sophofore Fred Anthony and
and senior Nichols joined pitch-

er Kropiewnicki in collecting

two hits each.

NichoU on Hitting Spree
Nichols has hit safely in 5

out of 6 games and he is the
proud posses.sor of a .454 bat-

ting average.

The charges of Coach Art
Mahan will endeavor to prolong
their three game victory skein
when they meet a very good
Penn State University team
Wednesday on the home dia-

mond. Lafayette will follow the
Nittany Lions in on Friday.

Arm Blurs-So Did The Ball

Reagan Mast Solve Ih'
At the end of last season Vil-

lanova football coach Frank
Reagan predicted that his Main
Liners would win more games
next year.

There are many "ifs," how-
ever, between the dismal 3 won
6 lost record of the past season
and an improvement in 1958.

The Wildcats are currently

involved in their 20-day spring

drills. They are hoping that

some of those "its" will become
certainties within the next week
or so.

Reagan Experiments
The line has been left some-

what thin—particularly in the

guard and tackle slots. Coach
Reagan has been forced to ex-

periment witli position changes
in order to fill the spots vacat-

ed by Don Luzzi and Eddie
Michaels, Jr.

Sophomore Joe Fitzpatrick,

who saw limited service at

guard in the 1957 campaign,
has been moved to tackle as

has beefy (218-pounds) junior

end Jim Tobin.

Soph center Ed Lemkin has
temporarily been shifted to

guard and might win a starting

berth. His staying there depends
upon the improvement shown by
the rest of the centers—Tom
Fletcher and Jim Palmer, both
juniors, and freshman Alex De-
Lucia.

O'Pella, Craig, DeLucia Back
Of course there will be some

stalwart performers holding
down accustomed spots.

Gene O'Pella is back at the

end position which he played so

well last year. Gene will be join-

ed at end by soph returnee Paul
Heron and f r o s h Tom Boyle,

among others.

Mike DeLucia and Bill Craig
return at guard and tackle re-

spectively. Sohps Pud Nagle,
Frank Cappeletti, Jim Osborne
and Dick Keyser will add inter-

ior depth, as will a large crop

of freshmen led by Larry Sopko
and Joe Luzzi.

Backfield Promising
Reagan is very pleased with

the backs. Halfbacks Dave In-

trabartolo and John Daniels

have both looked good in early

workouts, as has Jim Ward.
(Continued on Page 11)
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Bob Kropiewnicki whips his blazing fast ball plate-ward In

a two-hit performance aganst Scranton on Saturday. .,ho burly
Sophomore won his second game of < the year in shutting out the
Royals, 7 0. He struck out 12.

Wildcat Track Team Seeks

Penn Relay Victory Record
^y BILL VINCENT

Those murmurs of "Come Eleven !" emitting from
the stadium this week are not a 'floating crap game.
That's the Villanova track team hoping to set an un-
precedented record of eleven major relay crowns ii^

four years at the Penn Relay Carnival.
The team has garnered eight laurels in three years, tiaking

the medley distance for two years in a row and the sprint medo
ley and mile relay three years running.
Due to their performances in

the Quantico and Queens-Iona

Relays, the Wildcats appear to

be in good shape for the sprint

and distance medley relays.

Ron Will Anchor ;•
;

Both of these Wildcat teams

John Daniels takes a handoff from Junior quarterback Ed
Roehre in spring drIilH. Sophomore Daniels is in line for a
starting halfback position, where he saw some action a year

ago.

Guard- turned-tackle Joe Fitxpatrick actH as a dummy as
one of his teammatejt practices his blocking technique under
the watchful eye of his coach John Sandusky.

seem to be strong, mainly due
to the fact that they will be
anchored by Olympic champion
Ron Delany. Delany will run
the final mile in Friday's fea-.

ture distance medley and will

return Saturday to run the
anchor half mile in the sprint

medley.
Proceeding Delany in the

di&tance medley will be Vic De
Maio, Ed Collymore and Bob
Godesky, while Collymore, Jim
Blackburn and Charlie Stead
will run the other ehree legs
in the sprint medley.
However, the bigest problem

confronting the Wildcats track-
men this year is the mile re-

Tickets for the Penn Relays,

to be held at the University of

Pennsylvania's Franklin Field

Friday and Saturday, are now
on sale in the Field House tic-

ket office. The price is 65c a
ticket.

lay. Missing from this year's
team is Charlie Jenkins, who
anchored Villanova to three
straight Carnival Mile Reluy
Championships.

Depends on Colly
Therefore Coach Elliott must

rely on IC4A sprint champion
Ed Collymore to fill Jenkins'
shoes on the anchor leg, while
Delany, Stead and Sydnor run
the other three quarters.
To make things more diffi-

cult Elliott's charges will face
(Continued on Page 11)
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At Last!
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One year ago, we were saying how
great it would be. Six months ago,
we though it would be all messed
up. One month ago, we moaned
"Where's the date and the money?' >\-

One week ago we stood in line for

tickets. Yesterday, it started.

Junior Week, 1958. Junior Week
for the Class of 1959 has arrived. ,

After months of preparation, in-
'

eluding the selection end rejection

of innumerable bands, the manu-
facture of 20,000 flowers, estimated
conservatively, and the problems at-

tached getting hotel reservations for

Mom and date, we made it.

It all started lost May when the
,

class swept Vic Ludmerer and his

list of candidates into office. Lud-
merer, an organizer, immediately
solicited the aid of other sophomores,
mainly Electrical Engineers. Almost
immediately began Junior Week
preparations.

During the summer a few deter-
mined and serious-minded students
made frequent trips to Philadelphia
hotels and New York booking ogents
in an effort to at least solve a few
of the many where-to-dine and who-
to-pay problems.

Early in September, Ludmerer an-
nounced his complete steering com-
mittee. From these, the president an-
nounced, would be drawn most of
the actual chairmen of the events.

A special planning committee was
set up to coordinate all activity.

Week by week in the Fall, the
VILLANOVAN published one or

more "Day Chairmen." Many class

members thought they were the only
ones not named to a high admini-
strative position.

The monthly class meetings were
always lively affairs, with frequent
disturbances resulting from charged
autocratic tendencies of some chair-

men. But everybody emerged from
the Vasey Hall (then C and F) audi-
torium smiling, sometimes sadly, but
broadly.

Lost January, Ludmerer onnounc-
;

,

ed that "plans were nearing com- ;
^

pletlon." Lost February Ludmerer an- ,

nounced that "plans were nearing
completion." Last March Ludmerer
announced that "plans were nearing
completion."
Two weeks ago Ludmerer grinned

OS he wrote a Junior Week schedule
on the blackboard. Plans were com-
pleted.

Let's enjoy it.

President's Message
Dear Junior:

Junior Week is finally here. It has

been the goal toward which we have

been striving for the past three

years. I am certain that before this

week is over, each and every one of

us will hove a tremendous store of

memories
The question arises, who is the ul-

timate cause of a successful Junior

Week? The President Is merely an
organizer. His degree of success is

determined by the efficiency of his

chairmen. The chdirmen are the

keystones for all social functions.

The chairmen, however, could never

hope to fulfill their missions with-

out the backing of dependable class

workers. Therefore the ultimate suc-

cess of Junior Week is due to team-
work . . . teamwork of the chairman
and his team—the workers of the

class. It is to these men that I am
very grateful.

I have been extremely proud to
serve as your president for the past
year. I feel that I have greatly bene-
fitted from this experience. For I am
much richer from getting to know,
just a little better, some of the great
people that fortunately ore mem-
bers of our class.

I hope that Junior Week will be
nothing short of fabulous for every-

one.
Very sincerely yours,

Vic Ludmerer

Festivities Planned For Mother's Day Celebration

Today, Mother, Is YOUR day at

Villanova.

We welcome you to our campus
home away from home for this 24th
annual Mother's Day celebration.

On this, the traditional opening of

our long awaited Junior Week, we
join together at the Sacrifice of the

Moss at 1 1 A.M. The Mass, cele-

brated by class moderator. Father
Henry Weeks, is planned to be held

at Our Lady of Good Counsel outdoor
grotto.

In the event of rain, we shall move
indoors to the University Chapel
University President, Father James
Donnellon, will preach the sermon.

Immediately after the Moss, Don
Kempf and Ken MacGilllvray, co-

chairmen of today's events, and their

mothers, will plant our class tree in

front of the Chapel.
The blue spruce class tree was pre-

sented to the class by Mr. John
Gozo, Sr., father of a Junior in the
Commerce and Finance school. Mr.

BY LARRY O'ROURKE

Gozo, who fives in Long Island, Is In
the landscaping business.

Following the tree planting, we
shall enjoy a luncheon in the resi-

dent dining room in Dougherty Hall.

A chicken saute meal will be served
cafeteria style.

At 1.30 in the Field House Pool,

the Villanova undergrduate nurses
will present a watercade. Under the
guidance of the intramural depart-
ment, this event promises to be one
of the day's highlights.

In the Field House a half hour
later, Juniors will present entertain-
ment, both amateur and professional,

that Is sure to be both nostalgic and
amusing.

For baseball fans, and what Jun-
ior's mother Isn't after listening to

the blasts from the television ail

summer, Villanova will meet <3|

strong Temple nine.

The diamond Wildcats, currently
sporting a winning record, always
provide interesting never - soy - die

action.

"Where'd that picture come
from.?" more than one Junior will OsK
at 4 P.M. when the Diaper Don
photos go on disploy in the Dougher-^
ty Hall lounges.

Benediction of the Blessed Sera-
ment will be said by Father Weeks
in the grotto at 5 this afternoon.
A catered dinner will be served to

Juniors and their Mothers In the
Field House at 6.30. The roast beef
dinner will be served by Snnylh
Caterers, a local firm.

More than 550 Juniors purchased
tickets last week for the Mother's Day
events. Because of the large size of
the class and the great demand for
tickets, the sole hod to be closed last
Thursday.

By the time the banquet Is over
tonight, mother, we shall certainly
soy, "We're glod we bought our
tickets on time. We had a wonderful
time. Thanks, mom,"

Special Junior Week Edition ^ttbuHNHUI
The cover of the 1959 Jun-

ior Week issue is the result of

some hard work on the port

;
of Feature Editor Bill Christy
and Photographer Editor Al
Lowler. Lawler come up with

• the general idea, and Christy

worked many long hours pre-

paring the final copy. The
VILLANOVAN Editorol Staff

feels the whole cover effect is

symbolic of the Junior Week
festivities.

The insets, or small elipticol

shots, signify all the major
events of the week, while the

background photo of the cam-
pus chapel denotes the spirit

that is Villanova. The class
flog on the bottom of the page
signifies the 1959 stomp of

opprovol on the whole affair.

Junior Week is under way!

- The editor wouW like to thank all

those who have helped with this

special Junior Week issue of the
VILLANOVAN. In particular, he
would like to extend his gratitude to
Bill Christy, Frank Connolly, Tom
Goidschmidt, Jack Curtin, Frank
Dynan, Ray Quoglio, Paul Buckley,
Joe Fitzpotrick, Jock Kelley, Don
Kempf, (aerry McGroth, John Hone,
Doug McClotchy, Tom AAcKenno,
Jock Serofin, Bill Gallagher, Bill

Christmon, Joe Perozziello, Sam Pie-

trofltto, Frank Cunningham, Bill

Washington, Bill Walsh, Frank
Fleming and Joy Borff.

Special thanks also go to sopho-
more Al Lawler, who is responsible
for most of the photographic work
seen on these pages.

Edlt«r.iii-Chi«f . . Lowr«nc« M. 0'Roiirk«, Jr.

Monofing Editor John J. Curfin
Atsod«t« Editor . . . Thomas C. Geldtchiiiidi
Foofuro Editor*

Williom B. Christy
Raymond J. Quoglio

Nowi Editor Fronk J. Dynon
Compos Nowi Editor Paul A. Buckloy
Copy Editors Williom Christmon

Frank Cuaniflhom
John Sorafin

Sports Editor »..,;..«. Josaph L. Fltspotrlck

Art Editor Frank Connolly
Assistont Sports Editors .... Rogor Van Allon

William Vincont
Photo Editors Alon Stoughton

Alborf Lowlor
Somuol Piotrofitto

CirculoMon Monogor Horry Brouckor
Businoss Monogor Solvotora Borgoso

Faculty Modsrotor
Rov. Louis A, Rongiono, O.S.A.

Entorod as socond cioss mottor ot tho
Villonovo Post Offko, Doc. 7, 1928. Undor
tho Act of Morch I, 1S7f.

This papor is dsdicaNd ta ono of tho finosi

mon wha ovor ontorod Villonova, Scholor,
AlhlOtOf QOntiONM^^^
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Proudly We Welcome Our Best Girls'

Today is one of those days which
will live with the Class of 1959 for
a long time. Perhaps, when planning
for Junior Week, a class thinks of
it OS a purely social function, but as
the festivities approach, it becomes
more and more apparent that your
"best girl" won't be here for the
Prom and Dinner Dance—she'll be
here today.

Mother's Day is the initial event of
Junior Week and rightly so. We
start off this week of celebration
with our mother, just as, many years
ago, we began our life under her
loving core and guidance.

Yes, Mom, this is a week which
honors the entire Junior Class, but
today the glory is all yours. And it's

glory well deserved.
We owe on awful lot to you, more

than we owe any other living per-
son. Your love, sacrifice and help
hove been among the most importont
forces in our lives. You hove been
with us in our happiest moments
and, when we needed you most, dur-
ing tho^e times when things seemed
dorkesf. •

You heard us speak our first word.
Mom, and were there holding our

BY JACK CURTIN
hand when we took our first steps.

And during those first years, it was
you who fed us and dressed us and
played with us.

You cried with us during our first

haircuts, and watched us go off 'to

school that first day with a slight

twinge of sorrow —:- your little boy
was growing up.

We relied on you pretty much in

those days. Mom. We still do. You
got us up fbr school and helped us
with our homework and cleaned us
up after our schoolyard fights. And
you were the proudest person in the
world the day we were graduated into
high school. '

Outwardly, we suppose we drifted
a little bit away from you in the next
few years, as all youngsters do
when they reach their early teens,
but underneath, you were still the
greatest person in the world as for
OS we were concerned. And when we
needed help, you where always there,
just as you nod been all our lives.

You watched us go out on our first

dote, and, in many coses, taught us
how to behave there. You cheered us

in plays, football, basketball and
baseball gomes and any other thing
we attempted. You met us at the
door, waiting for our reports.
You were a nervous wreck when

we first got our driving licenses and
sat waiting for us late into the night
after our proms. Then come gradu-
ation and college.

It's been almost three years now.
Mom, since we've come into this nevy
worl^, where we are taking fhe final
steps on our rood toward manhood.
We haven't much time left at Villa-
nova.

So, todoy we'd like to show one
of the nicest persons we know every-
thing there is to see at one of the
nicest places we know.

Relax and enjoy yourself. Mom.
Meet our classmates and friends,
get a good look at the world we live
in. We wont you to get to know them
OS we hove.
And when its all over, and we walk

away from the Villanova campus,
tired and happy, we'll be going to
many different places. Some of us
to the place where we live, others
to hotels and boarding houses.

But to all of u$, it will be going
home. Because Mom will be with us.

S'V"!§S^iSS'^$SSiS^i>vV-S'V.v^^^^^^^^^^

Co-Chairmen

Ken MacGillivray

and

Don Kempf

With Their

Mothers

Ludmerer Credits Steering Committee

By JACK SERAFIN

Junior Week marks the culmina-
tion of the work and effort of one of
the least known and yet one of the
most important groups in the Junior
Class—the Junior Class Steering
Committee.

This committee served through-
out the year as the main guiding
force in the successful formulation
and completion of all Junior events.
Through this group. Junior Class
President Vic Ludmerer was mode
aware of the class' desires.

The committee Itself is composed
of 44 members, Thirty of these men
were selected at U^e beginning oip

the school year while the remaining
14 ore members of the executive
committee of the class. The execu-
tive committee of the Junior Class is

mode up of all Juniors who were
elected to office either this year or
in the previous year.

By the integration of these two
groups into one body whose purpose
was to plon all Junior activities, the

group was able to attain a closer class
unity and thereby more successful
schedule of doss activities.

Under the leadership of Ludmerer,
the group took suggestions from the
members of the Junior class as a
whole, and to these added their own
ideas. hAen were assigned to investi-
gate the possibilities of each of the
suggestions, and the merits and de-
merits of each was discussed in the
meetings.
A Steering Committee meeting

preceded
.
each class meeting held

during the year. In addition to these,
there were many special meetings
called during each semester becousa
of the many ideas and plans that
were presented by members of the
class.

Representation on this organiza-
tion was equally divided t^tween
resident and doy-nop Junior students,
thus assuring that all elements with-
in the class were well provided with
the means of presenting their varied
opinions concerning any of the octiv-
ities that might be held.
When asked by this reporter what

his opinion of this year's steering com-
mittee was, Ludmerer stated.
"Through their constant offering of
ideas and opinions, and their gener-
ous giving of time, the members of
this committee hove formed the key-
stone of the class policys."
Members of the committee were:
Clayton Thomas, Tom McPherson,

Buddy Corlin, Bill Heorn, Joe Drls-
coll, Lou Kubinac, Jim Hull, Don
Brown, George Motouk, John Fis-
chetti,

Tony Rossi, Bill McCann, Frank
Cavalier, John Moron, Frank Cun-
ningham, Morcio Morlow, John P.
Kelly, Dick Deasy,
Oz Scoano. Bob Woqner. John

Rumborger, Ben Hynes, T. Walker
Lloyd, Zock CienkowskI, Ed Knepley,
Jock Lone, Bruce Irving,

Joe Krockler, Vic Ludmerer. Matt
Brennon, Ken MocGilliroy Bill

Hlxson, Jerry Hepburn, Bob Murphy,
Don Kempf, Jim McElhenny, Bill

Murray,
Art Greenwood, Bill Christy, Pat

Kelty, Al Sheppord, Frank Fleming,
Pete Leemhuis.

Tired Blood?

BY JAY BORFF

Do you feel rundown? Does slight
exercise tie your muscles in knots?
Are you winded after running to
your. 8.30? Are you overweight? Are
you Junior? If so, there's on event
for you in this year's Junior Week
Muff Day on Wednesday afternoon.

Unlike lost year, the events hove
been designed like those at a Fourth
of July picnic. They're meant to be
fun and no athletic prowess is

needed.
For serious trackmen there will oe

a 100-yard dash and a cross country
race, but the majority of the events
will be lough getters. Among these
will be on egg race, wheel barrow
race, sock race, and a chicken
fight. Somewhere between the ser-
ious and the fun, there will be push-
ups, a tug-o-wor and weight man's
relay.

Two events have been designed
especially for the obese and the
brawny. The weight man's relay will

be run by four men, two over 200
pounds and two over 180 oounds.
Men 210 pounds and over ore
eligible for the Darryl Stearns
Memorial race. This quick reducer
will be 100 yards.

Residents hove been making up
teams from Juniors in the same wing
or on the some floor of dorms. The
day-hop entrants, eager to prove
the value of home cooked meals,
hove mode up teams from onvsng
their non-resident friends.

Anyone wanting to enter con
apply up until 12.30 P.M., Wednes-
day at room 313 Sullivan. No prizes
will be given but scores will be kept
to decide, the Muff Day winner.

The activities will beain at 2 40
P.M. on Austin Field. Co-chairmen
Bill Hixson and Jim Klein hove
decreed that the uniform of the day
will be Bermudas. At 3 o'clock the
Juniors will toy with the faculty' in a
Softball gome. The seniors ore ex-
pected to succumb little less easilym the gome with the Juniors at 4

XA/ .^® ^^'^ '^ ^^^ biggest Junior
Week sports day ever staged the
co-chairmen urged both contestants
and spectators to turn out. It should
be hilarious.



This Is Villanova

The Class 6f 1959

Thru Three Stages

And You Are There

As freshmen we were bodgered, bothered end
b u I II i e d by everything from whitehott to finol
exoms. We mode it through both, but is wos o toss-

up OS to which wos worse.

You arrive at Villanova in '55, a
little worried, shyly confident and
very confused. Almost immediately you
ore assaulted by a horde of scream-
ing rrKidmen known as "whitehats."

They range in actual size from mam-
moth Tom Brennan to diminutive Ted
Macri, but to you they all look ten
feet tall and possessed with the idea

that we have all been raised on a
steady diet of beormeot!—complete
with the exclamation point. You learn

the Alma Mater and meet a few
friends. And you have your start to-

wards the Villanova spirit.

The social season starts early, as
it always does at Villanova, this year
with the Owl Hop. You are introduced
to a form of mob hysteria in a crowd-
ed gym known as the Villanova dance.
Picnics, mixers ond bull sessions take
up most of your time for the next few
months. A rarely-seen football team
compiles an unimpressive 1-9 record,

but you know that things will get bet-

ter when your freshman team, headed
by Jim Grazione, gets to the varsity

level. You sign up for 67% of the ac-

tivities offered on campus, then quick-
ly drop them upon introduction to the
most unpleasant of Villanova tradi-

tions—exams.
You make it through this ordeal

somehow and relax in the old Pie

Shoppe over a pinochle deck compar-
ing scars with your new-found friends

and making resolutions for your sec-

ond semester.

After mid-semester vacation the
pinochle and the resolutions both dis-

solve as we attempt to rival the AFL-
CIO with our own Student Union
Building. You miss the cords but you
have foam-rubber seats and plastic

spoons as consolations.

The basketball team is compiling on
unimpressive record but again you
find consolation in your class and the

record-breaking frosh team under Joe
Ryan. You're a part of Villanova now
but there are a few things that you
don't quite understand—just a few,

though.
Freshman elections ore here and

you find that your class is not only

the largest in the school, but the nois-

est. Don Kempf ond Al Sheppord ore

given the honor of upholding our hon-

or on the Student C o u n c i I—but

—

What's all this fuss about nurses

—

you like girls.

This affection finds an obstacle In

its path as a local institution conducts

a purge on social drinkers. You aban-

don the local chapter of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union and find

that trips to more distant sources of

championship are bothersome, but
worthwhile.

It's March or\d o prompt payment

to Rogers Peet Company makes you

a reol Villonovon. The acquisition of

a blazer tronsforms a seeking novice

We arrived as sophomores ond debonoir men
of the world. Rounds of donees, picnics, ond parties

coupled with the owe-inspiring responsibility of be-

ing whitehots mode us reolixe our growth.

BY BILL CHRISTY

Sociol spheres enlorged in junior yeor, os we
poid our regulor visit to o neighboring v i 1 1 a g e

—

Boston, 300 miles away. We come in tnickloods to
help the troffic problem.

into a debonair man of the world. In

your newly acquired role of playboy,
you casually wait until the lost min-
ute to get a dote for the Soph-Frosh
dance—and are introduced in desper-
ation to the enigma of the college man
—a blind date.

Before you have time to plan the
Spring round of picnics another elec-

tion is upon yDu--=1tTt5 time for all the
class officers! Tl^ iMLies of the heat-

ed campaign resdf^ themselves and
although yqu're not quite sure if you
ore voting for class officers or a new
type auto engine, you select Ken Moc-
Gillivray and^ his V-6 ticket (or most
of it) to/lepd your class In its sopho-
more year. In a cloud of all-night

cramming for exams and under the

dire threat of Saturday classes next
semester, you pack up for an intel-

lectual summer vocation.

During the summer you read three

books and return to campus educated
and tanned. The relief of seeing Belle

Air moved to ovoid Saturday classes

is short-lived as you take over the

other end of orientation and find

yourself wish ino there were a way to

do away with Monday classes.

A new spirit has come to Villanova
and Pat Nicholson has discovered a
very powerful set of vocal chords. The
spirit shows well In the class above us
OS they expand the Bosco Awards
night into a weekend featuring a bon-
fire rally, memorial dance, a round

of parties and an Eddie Condon jazz
concert.

There still aren't * quite enough
home gomes to suit you, so you join
a thousand other Vlflonovons on a
trek to the town of bans and beans
for your own version of a Boston Tea
Party (with a lot more party and a lot

less tea.) The results of the game as
well as the trip were happy os Villa-
nova trounced Boston University, 27-
13. ::'!.

You return just in time for the first

officol social function of the class of
'59—the Sophomore Cotillion. The
"Night in (a rather crowded) Won-
derland" is followed up by Saturday's
Florida State Game. This is your first

weekend with a cor permission, so you
take port in the spectocu'or motor-
cade before the gome. The team takes
one right on the "I" but you're final-

ly able to bid a rK)t-too-fond farewell
to Municipal Stadium as a home field.

The football season ends on a hap-
py note OS the Wildcats attain their
first winning season in four years.
You finally find time to moke a visit

to campus and notice that it's in the
condition of a giant sandbox, with
two buildings in construction at the
same time. You find it encouraging to

see that the University is making as
much progress as you ore.

You ore a post-master at cramming
for exams by now, so you don't hove
much trouble with them and con de-

Our times ot Viiionovo hove't alwoys been perfect, but we leaned how
to en|oy victory. We'll alwoys remember the "V" that stands for^oth Vii-

lofiovo ond victory.

vote your time to following winter
sports. Basketball turns out a bit de-
pressing but you have the consolation
of knowing that yours is the best col-

lege track team in the world.—^They
would hove token third place in the
Olympics earlier in the year if they
had entered as a country. Ron and the
boys hod token the AAU champion-
ship, so a week later you join in an-
other moss movement of Villonovans
to the IC4A's championship in New
York. They take this one too and you
spend quite a while letting New York
know that Villanova is in town.

Your stay at home is rather short-

lived tor in a few weeks it's time for

o return engagement in New York

—

this time for St. Patty's Day. The
wearing of the green is extended to

your complexison, as you spend the
next week rcuperoting, but soon things
return to normal.
The monsoon season comes with its

doily mud baths, but finally Spring
breaks through and elections ore
again upon you. They ore still noisy,

with promises coming fast and furi-

ous, but your attitude has changed.
You now take a serious view of class

management. So, Instead of an auto
engine you select on explosive—and
TNT candidate Viv Ludmerer is chos-
en class president.

Before the year's end you hove or-

dered your class ring and without con-
sciously realizing it—^you have be-
come a port of Villanova.
The events of this year are too re-

cent to recount. You have a few
jumbled memories that all seen to run
together in retrospect. When you re-

turned after a hurried summer, you
realized that you ore o Junior now
and it's time you starting studying.
You sow Sheehon Hall open to house
another 400 residents, you hod an-
other great Bosco weekend, and a
second rather wet, Boston trip that
had equally wet results.

In the present semester, you've
been subjected to snow and Saturday
classes but you've gained the happy
prospect of senior cars and had your
Ring Dance weekend. Another new
building has come to campus—for

the Commerce and Finance school.
You've seen Villanova grow.

But you know too that this growth
isn't confined to buildings and enroll-

ment. With the start of Junior Week—your biggest social event in college—^you've begun to realize another
growth—in yourself. You may know
only a few isolated facts but have
gained some realization of what you
don't know. You've learned to meet
people and you've become friends with
many of them. You and your class-
mates have grown together, from Vil-
lanova freshmen to Villanova men.
You've learned the spirit of Villanova—and your port of It.
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Vic Ludmerer - President

Vic, one of the nnany who de-

scended to Villanova from the Long
Island area, has none the less made
quite o reputation for himself.

He Is a resident, member of the

school of C and F and also a Marine
NROTC student, through which he
expects to receive his commission. At
the completion of his tour of duty,

Vic hopes to resume studies either

toward a CPA license or graduate law.

The popular Junior Class Presi-

dent has distinguished himself in

many octlvities. Lost year he was
Class Vice President, ticket chairman
for the Belle Masque Society, publici-

ty chairman for the Spirit Committee,
and o member of Pershing Rifles,

DPE fraternity, and Alpha Psi Omega,
honorary dramatics fraternity.
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Bill Hixson - Class Treasurer
Bill is one of the "Southerners"

of the school, from Washington D.C.,

where he attended Archbishop John
Carroll High School.

He is 20 years old, a resident

Mechanical Engineering student, in-

terested primarily in the field of Ther-
modynamics, in which he intends to

specialize.

His main hobby is studying cars,

not through their performance, but
through their construction, and so

he spends much of his spare time in

the grease pits tinkering or analyzing

the current Detroit creations.
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Matt Brennan - Vice President

Matt is the man who has brought
experience tp Villanova. He is twen-

ty-five-years-old. He served a four

year hitch in the Navy after his gra-

duation from high school in Mineolo,

L. I., the some school attended by
class president Vic Ludmerer.

In the Navy, Matt spent most of

his time in the Mediterranean sea

area, for many the serviceman's

dream, but at the some time gained

the common sense that has earned
the respect of his classmates. The
Navy recognized this and so by the

time of his discharge, he had attain-

ed the rank of first class Petty Offi-

cer.

For relaxation Matt sometimes
ploys the piano, at which he is quite

proficient.

iiiHi^Billl^

Ken MacGiilivroy - Secretary
Ken, a representative from Chi-

cago, Illinois is a 20-year-old stu-

dent in the Arts school. With his

background and the training he has
received here in the NROTC, he
hopes to become a frogman after

graduation.
Piano playing, singing and com-

position of poetry ore some of his ta-
lents, also some of his relaxations.

Along with these, however, ac-
cording to Don Kempf, his roommate,
ore some radical idiosyncrocies, ex-
emplified by his purchase of half

dollar notebooks for every course.

>.;



Tired? -NoWonder, LookWhatYouGoThrough
A Day In The Life Of

A Typical Yilianovan

BY AL LAWLER
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You btgin your day by gottlng up
•xtro-oarly to allow time to eot a bi^

breakfast and arrivt at your ten-

thirty in plenty of time to.

Sitting In the Pie Slioppe. comparing, over

a cup of coffee, the relotive merltf of Roman-
tic and Neo-clossic poetry.

* • t •

Get a front row seat so you can take
comprehensive notes. There's nothing
like a clear, full set of notes to leave

you time for

"
,

*.• '• .1
*

• •';• '
. • « ..•
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Looking for a breather in your rigorous

schedule, you sneak into chow without a tie,

but there's always someone to enforce Uni-

verslty regulations. ____^____
f->(«o«*»»Xi

.1

YoH get together in somebody's room with a buncti of guys

to refute Jean-Paul Sartre's modern existentlolism.

The bull session over, you get
coffee to pep you uo for some late

studying, but even the machines are
against you. You nudge it a little

ana* > . . •

•

,;
.'

Spend the rest of the night studying

to keep well ahead of your prof..

Projected Villanovan Steeped In Nostalgia

YEARS PASS BUT THEY REMAIN THE SAME

SHEP

OWEN

BY DON KEMPF

The year is 1984 and I'm sitting

in nny office reading a book of the

same name by George Orwell. I put
the book down and am about to plan
the party platform for the next world
election^ when the phone rings.

"Hello, Don, this is T. Walker Lloyd.

I just called to tell you that I won't
be able to pick you up for the twenty-
fifth re-union tonight. My helicopter
broke down!"
"Yeah, sure T," I said as he hung up.

Somehow it figured—good old depend-
able T.-—and my mind wandering
back to my college days.

I arrived at the reunion a little late.

As I walked through the door a short

man with thick glasses comes towards
me. I don't recognize him until he
speaks, "Hi, Don. Got a cigarette?"

He's John Rumborger.
I see another guy who's bold as a

billiard, but he's got a slide-rule in

one hand and a bottle of hair grower,
in the other, and he shouts, "Hey Don,
its me, Frank Cavalier."
As I'm trying to cross the room some

six and a half foot monster I remem-
ber as "Gino" is catching a football

thrown by some other guy called
"Graz".

"Boy, what a pass!" I soys, when
this scholarly looking gentleman with
a library book under one arm inter-

rupts, "I read in this book that a pass
necessitotes the complete overturn of

the upper shoulder blade, Donald.
That was obviously a lateral." I rec-

ognize this to be the Doctor Lemhuis
whom I'd read so much about lately

in the newspapers.
I'm headed across the room to chat

with a bearded fellow wearing on olive

branch and a toga and quoting Shake-
speare, who is obviously Owen Kline,

when I'm distracted by a ioud clamor
to my right. I turn and see two rather
faf figures in a heated discussion. One

has red Hair and the other has no hair
at all.

"McGrath," says the red-head, who
by his "line" is easily recognizable as

Frank Fleming, "t he Pres said the other

day that . .
." "Now just a minute,

Frank, according to Cardinal . .
."

Yeah, it's them all right.

I see a guy with gurly bjond hair,
greying at the temples. "Hi, Shep—or.

should I say Admiral Sheppard---4iow
goes it?" "Well, kid," he soys, "I

ain't married yet—but I've been in

love 4,327 times since we graduated."
At this point it becomes impossible

to talk to anyyone because of some-
body playing "Mologuania" on the
piano in the corner. I walk to the
corner and see that the regular piano
player is bound and gagged and that
the guy now playing has "MacGilliv-
roy, K.A." stenciled on his T shirt.

I am about to say hello when some
curvacious blonde—at once perceiv-
able OS movie star Moonsheen Mar-
lowe—grabs the mike to announce
that the new president of the Alumni
Association is the Nobel Prize winner
for poetry, Roy Quoglia, with Bill

Christy losing by two votes, as usual.

There are others too, 800 in all. I

may not recognize them all, but I

remember them.
We'd seen a lot together: the parties

and the picnics with their laughs; and
the campaigns and elections with their

fights. And it was fun—because for

the whole four years it was happening,

we were together.

I remember our Junior Week; the

anticipation, the excitement, and the

morning after.

As I look around the room and think

about it all, I wonder why I'm here. I

knew they'd be the some. I guess it's

because they're called "1959 " and I'm

a part of them.
"Hey, Don."
"Yea."
"Got another cigarette?"

GRAZ
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Bob Cummings, On and Off Stage

:

On- Don Juan, Off-Father of Five

0OB CIJM9IIMG8

BY RAY OUAGLIA
When most of us picture Bob Cum-

mings, we picture the flashing Don
Jaun of television who weekly por-

trays an unottached, well-doted fash-

ion photographer. We picture him sur-

land.

He remained in England for twenty-

nine days, and adopted a suprisingly

authentic British accent as well as the

British stage name of Blade Stanhope
Conway. He hod a picture token in a

new suit and sent It, together with a

April 11, 1958

Mr. Pranele N. Cavalier
P. 0. Box Ip.

Vlllanova, Pennaylvanln

rounded by beautiful feminine charm-
i^^^g^^ ^q |yjg^ York managers and pro- »•"• Mr. Cavalier:

ers and forever in the midst of on un
folding dramatic episode.

The Charles Clarence Robert Orvile

Cummings of real life, however, is

much different than the Bob Cum-
mings of television

of his time su

children, and In the company of his

beautiful wife, the former screen ac-

tress, Mary Elliott.

Bob started his dramatic career at

the American Academy of Dramatic
Arts in New York City. Because of

ducers, as a herald of his planned trip

to America. When he acted his first

dramatic role In John Galsworthy's
ploy "The Roof," he played not as

. Bob Cummings, but as Blade Stanhope
iion. He spends most Conwoy, the youngest actor, author,
rrounded^by his ^ five ^nanoger, and director-producer In

England.
When British actors and British

ploys began to fall from favor. Bob
once again displayed his versatility

and daring. A good-looking native

born Texan was needed for a starring
financial difficulties, he was forced, ^oig opposite Margaret Sullivan
after only six months of dramatic - — - -

training, to discontinue his dramatic
endeavors

All of His spore time during these

months was spent in calling on the-

atrical managers and agents, in the

hope of gaining a port in one of the ^
Broadway ploys The Broadway plays

j^j^iiTr WeeTjudge fltsBob^cJmmin^s',
at this time, however, were mostly "'" j » -

English plays employing English actors.

Boo Cummings therefore, exerting his

well-k n o w n television personality,

pawned his belongings and borrowed

enough money to purchase a round

trip steerage ticket on a boat to Eng-

in

"So Red The Rose." Bob Cummings
was the good-looking native born Tex-
an chosen for the portrayal, (Bob was
born in Joplin, Missouri) and he has
been a favorite with movie audiences
ever since.

Just as our description of a perfect

As per your Instructions I have selaoted the five
finalists for your Queen Contest. I am listing them
alphabe 11 cally as fo 11 ows

:

Nanoy Brlttlngham
Mlckl Lonsaln
Bunny Noonan
Nanoy Stein
Ann Tuahln

This has been a most pleasant, however Just about
the most difficult task I have ever had. Honestly, I
have never seen so many really beautiful girls. There
are at least four or five others whom I would like to
have Included as riinners-up) however, slnoe you needed
five only I had to dlsolpllno myself*

Again, this has been a pleasure and an honor. Please
extend my beat wishes to the students and facility at Villa
nova, and to yourself and your staff.

Gordiai:

so our description of a perfect success-

ful personality fits him equally as wdl.

With oil of his professional responsi-

bilities, his valuable time was given

freely to a job well-done. We Villo-

novons thank him sincerely.

fe;^^5^?5^^^
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Dinner Donee At Sheraton

BMOC Shows GuUible Date How He Did It
- BY FRANK DYNAN

"Oh Axil, its beautiful. It's actually-

gorgeous," exclaimed Solly Sot ex-

citedly. She hunched her shoulders as
tremor ran through her and she tight-

ened her two handed grip on the arm
of Axil Grostete, handsome and deb-
onair VillanovG junior. "Everything's

so modern and so ... I don't know
, ; . fabulous". • v/ •

Axil gazed slowfy around the Grand
Ballroom of the Sheraton Hotel with-

out emotion. "Yeah, it's pretty nice,"

he agreed. "We thought it would be
the nicest place we could find for our
dinner dance."
"Oh, It's perfect. Aren't you ex-

cited. Axil?"
"A little," he allowed grudgingly,

*'but I'm kind of used to this sort of
thing."

;
... :/-,'. :..,;..•....'' ^::::^ y.. '..; r].^

**You're so lucky," Sally sold ser-

iously, "I've never been anywhere like

this."

"You haven't?" Axil asked in sur-

prise. "Well, don't worry, I'll show you
what you've missed." Solly tightened
her grip some rriore and smiled grate-
fully. Both went silent for several min-
utes, OS Solly drank in the splendor
surrounding her.

"Dinner's not *til six-thirty or sev-

en," Axil said with a bored expres-
sion. "What do you wont to do until

then? How 'bout on oppertif?"
"A what?—opoirteef?" ^^ vi':

;.

"A cocktail," Axil explained con-!;
descending ly.

"Oh!—could we?"
"This is the main bar," Axil said,.

OS he and Solly walked up to the long
bar along the rear wall of the Ball-

room. "It's all right, but later I'll

show you the two portable bars on the

balcony."

"What would you like?" he asked,
OS the bartender approached them.
After Solly hesitated for several mo-
ments. Axil turned to the bartender. .,'

"Give the lady a champagne cocktail
and I'll hove a martini—very dry".

After receiving their drinks, they
^;

resumed their silent inspection of the
'

Ballroom. ... -; ;';.'v:.-''.- .-:>/'

"Dinner should be very good."
"What are they having?" asked

Sally.

"Let me think . . . there's Fresh
Fruit of Florida . . . that's the appe-
tizer . . . then Soup du Jour . .

."

"What's dujour soup?"
Axil frowned and continued: "Top

Sirloin of Beef, Delmonico potatoes,
string beans au beurre . . . that means
with butter," he added with o trace of

sarcasm" . . . "and Sheraton ice cream
with melba sauce."-

"Sounds fabulous," said Solly.

"I wasn't really satisfied with it

but they wouldn't listen to me," he
said as he downed his martini in a
single gulp. "I thought up some real-

ly tremendous plans but they didn't
always agree."
"Were you the one who planned

this?" burst out Sally in surprise.

"Well, I didn't help officially, I

mean, you know as o chairman or

anything." "Axil admitted modestly,"
but I was sort of on advisor. I talked
to Oz Scogna and Mike Axt and John-
ny Fischetti and them and gave them
a lot of ideas.

I don't tell everybody, but the Sher-

aton Hotel was my idea," he added
confidentially. "You know the Villo-

novo Junior Class is the first college

doss ever to have on affair hree?"

And did you get Paul Judge's Bond

for them?," she asked, impressed.
"Not actually," he answered, "Greg

Dean took core of that. You might
soy I helped everybody . . . advised

them. Mocio Marlowe, Harry Devlin,

Bill McConn, George Bielitz, all of

them. They sort of asked me for ad-

vice. How 'bout another drink, we've

got time."
Axil ordered two more of the same.

"It's really big, don't you think, and
everything's so fabulous," Sally gush-

ed, after Axil had gulped his second

verv dry martini.

V They silently watched as the ball-

room began to fill up.

"Axil, what's the bond like? What
are thev going to ploy?"

"Oh, they're so good, Sal," said Axil
"The theme's going to be "Moonlight
Serenade" . . . They'll ploy an hour
and o half of numbers with moon in

their title. Come on, let's find our
table."
They left the bar and walked along

among the tables. "You know, I'm

glad I helped Oz and them. I think
everything's going to turn out pretty

_nlce."^: >•'
. V .

Solly smiled and tightened her grip.

Axil stopped. , -

"I can't find our table, Sol." He
stood looking around with a confused
expression on hi^ face.

, "Do you know these fellows walking
over? Maybe they con help us," Solly

said.

"No, I don't know them but I'll ask
//

anyway.
The two fellows in question op-,

proached them. "My name's Oz Scog-
na," said one, "and this Is Johnny
Fischetti. You look confused, con we
help?"

PAUL JUDGE
Dinner-Dance Bondleoder

;'

i

OZ SCOGNA
Dinner-Donee Chairman

iiii

Week Chairmen Greet Moms
Dear Mom,
This is it. Yep, after three

years of looking forward to

its arrival, it's finally here . . .

this is Junior Week! It's fitting

that you should be here with

us at this point of our college

careers, for after this week,
things won't quite be the same
for any of us. Mom. By the

time we realize that Junior

Week is over, we'll hove be-

come seniors. "Senior" is on
impressive and o distinguished

sounding word—but it's also a
sod word. It implies the end of

our undergraduate days enter-

ing the service, facing the

business world and saying
goodbye, for what could be
the lost time, to something
which we have grown to love

very much in the post three

years—that thing we're al-

ways writing home about, "The
Guys."
We've been in the educational
system for some fifteen years
now. Mom, and we couldn't
have mode It without you.
Somehow you made Dick and-
Jane, mother and father and
Spot seem a lot easier and a
lot more fun bock in first

grade, you were always there
with your loving words of help
and encouragement. Maybe
we're busy now with technical

knowledge a little beyond your
ken, but we still look to you
for advice and counsel, and
we always will.

You made us what we ore.

Mom. You were always there

. . . that time when wt» were
in third grade and the fifth

grader pushed us in the mud,"
that time the eighth grade
donee come around, and we
didn't know how to dance;
The time we hod the big

donee and you loaned us ten

bucks to get us through the
weekend. Yeah, Mom, we
could always count on you.

We'll be seniors soon and
then college graduates, but,

I guess, we'll always be your
loving children, who will look

to you for guidance so long

as you shall be spared to us.

Welcome to Villonovo's Jun-
ior Week, and God bless you.

Bob Murphy ond.
Joe Schneider
Choirmen of JiHiior Week

Wilbur de Paris and kit combo whip up a Jan storm. From left to right ore Wilbur do Paris, the verso-

tile trombonist. Aubrey Shepherd on baRJo. Wilber Kirk beating the skins. Omer Simeon blowing the licorice

stick. Henry Turner (partially obscured) on ke bast violin. Sonny Wkite seated at the Ivories ond Sid de Ports

on trumpet. All will be seen at tbe Field House on Tnesdoy.

A

Innovations Featured
At 1959 Junior Prom;
Williams' Band Plays

Ston Rubin ond his Tigertown Five really get oround. They'll ploy
intermission jazz at the Junior Prom, Fridoy night. Two years ogo the
combo wos enploning for Monoco to toke port in the festivities celebroting
the wedding of Grace Kelly ond Prince Ronier III.

Mott Mozzo, decorations choirmon
his Roman choriot by Bill Mulvey ond Bob Wogner, while Jim Lowlese
(bockgraund) ond Dick Phelps "Crown" him Emperor of the Romon stote.

BY FRANK DYNAN
Even the most seasoned prom-goer

will find this year's Junior Prom full

of surprising innovations.

Prom Chairman Jerry Hepburn and
his clever decorations committee un-

der Motto Mozzo, hove designed the

layout, embodying a Roman Holiday

theme, to pleasantly startle everyone.

With the bandstand off to the side

I
of the dance floor, the stage will be

used to produce a striking three de-

mensionol effect which should Immed-
iately attract attention.

In the center of the dance floor will

be a Roman chariot from which will

radiate golden rods. Lights with hued
filters will shine on these to create o

brilliant aura of color. The novelty

does not end here. Refreshments will

be served from lion-shaped fountains

which will hove punch flowing from

their mouths.
The decorations committee, rarely

honored, but without which the Prom
would be a flat, colorless affair, will be

paid a special tribute in the lobby.

There will be pictures of the decora-

tions In various stages of progress,

ond all who worked on them will re-

ceive notice.

Another feature of the 1958 Junior

Prom will be continuous music. Buddy
Williams and his bond, playing before

a floral backdrop, will supply the nor-

mal output of music.

Stan Rubin and his Tigertown Five,

whom many will remember from the

Sophomore Cotillion, will liven up the

intermissions. Williams and his group
ore known for their smooth, donceoble
music. They ore not new to Villanova;

e?DoYou LikeYour Jazz Dixie Styl

HearWilbur de ParisTuesday Night
All you ever get to do at most

Steering Committee meetings is raise

your hand when someone asks "oil

in favor," or listen to announcements
about things you already know. But
at one a few months ago, I was
awakened from my state of semi-
consciousness adopted for such oc-

casions at the mention of a subject

very close to my heart—-the Junior

Week Jazz Concert.

I'm real Dixieland fan and was
a bit concerned that our progressive

doss might hove decided for o pro-

gressive jazz group—like Dove (I'll

master chopsticks yet) Brubeck—

I

was relieved to find this was not the

cose.
Bob Merkert, the man who's

president or editor of almost every-

thing, had been appointed to com-
mandeer the event. This news I re-

ceived with rather mixed emotions,

as I didn't know Bob from any other

Junior Electrical Engineer. I found
that my doubts were unfounded. His

first announcement was that we
would hove o Dixieland bond— I was
happy. His second statement was
that it would be Wilbur de Paris

—

I was ecstatic.

Everything I hod heard about de
Paris' doings at Jimmy Ryons in New
York was the highest of praise. But

I had never seen him personally. To
make up for this deficit and since

the next weekend was St. Patty's

Day anyway, I thought I'd look into

him d little further.

As a matter of course, on every

trip to New York, I make my first

stop at the Village. There's o place

down there called Nick's that fea-

tures a pretty good group—the Man-
hattan Jazz Bond—so I stopped in.

I was standing at the bar (there's

/io minimum there) wearing a small

BY BILL CHRISTY
hole in the floor with my toe, when
I got into a conversation with a gen-

tleman «at my right. He liked Dixie,

I liked Dixie—we talked Dixie. He
was somewhat of on authority on
the subject, a member in good stand-

ing of the 3.00 a.m. crowd that tours

the spots up that way.

He congratulated me on my taste

In music, telling me I was listening

to the second best Dixieland band
in the town. I asked the natural
question and was reminded of my
reason for the trip—a visit to Ryan's

and the de Paris group.
Ryan's is a rather low-ceilinged,

corridor-shaped spot, but the acous-
tics are good even if the drinks
aren't. De^Poris is greot^o real show-

Jois Concorf Chairmon

man. As he owns half of Ryan's (he's

now engaged in the longest two
week run in history— he was sign-

ed for a two week stint three years
ago), Wilbur doesn't ploy very long

sets, giving the customers time to

buy enough liquid refreshment. I

nursed my first beer during the break
and looked over the program pro-

vided for the nori-buying, reading
clientelle.

The line-up features seven pieces
with Wilbur himself playing the
'bone.' The group is sort of o family
affair, as Sidney de Paris, o brother,

handles the trumpet. Clarinet is cov-

ered by Omer Simeon and Henry
Turner strums the boss violin. The
essence of good Dixie—the banjo

—

is handled by Shep Shepherd, and
Sonny White and Wilbur Kirk take
care of the piano and drums, respec-
tively and respectfully.

The rest of the write-up was the
usual build-up. It said that de Paris

was the best thing that ever happen-
ed to music, that he hod played for

everyone from the King of Africa
to snowbound eskimoes. Imagine my
chagrin when I found most of it to

be true. He's one of the two top
value trombonists in the country, has
toured extensively, and has played
with such people as Louis Armstrong
and Duke Ellington.

So now de Paris is coming to Villa-

nova (by the way, I did leave Ryan's
—eventually.) and I've hod my tic-

ket for three weeks— I paid a week
before they were printed. I've been
down here at the Field House for

three days, waiting to insure myself
of a good seat. The concert starts

tomorrow night at 7 and goes until

9.30—short, but will be sweet. Don't
miss it—and If you do come, bring
me Q sandwich.

they were a big success at the 1955
Junior Prom. Rubin's combo will

moke big hit with those who prefer

a faster tempo occasionally.

The crowning of the Prom Queen
will take place about 10:30. She will

be picked from among the five

finalists chosen by TV star and noted
judge of beauty. Bob Cummings. Four
faculty members will act as judges.

To remind the Queen of her
triumph in later years, she will be
presented with a gold statuette along
with a bouquet of beautiful roses.

GERRY HEPBURN
Heoded Prom Committee

Roses will also be given to her maid
of honor. The three ladies in waiting
will be awarded corsages. The pic-

tures of the finalists appear in today's
issue of the VILLANOVAN.

Since innovation is the recurring
characteristic of many of the Prom
arrangements, it is only natural the
favors should also be different. They
will probably be distributed as the
girls leave, to prevent them from be-
ing misplaced. What they ore will

be a well kept secret until Friday
night.

Several outsiders must be given
credit for their indispensable help
with the Prom decorations. Joe De-
Polmo, chairman in charge of flowers,

received the help of his family in mak-
ing the floral trimmings. Help with
the flowers was also given by an order
of nuns in Wayne.
Matt Mozzo has received much

professional advice from James
Waters, a decorator who has worked
on the Miss America Pageant.
Waters also donated some of the
decor.

Pre-Prom arrangements indicate on
affair which will be thoroughly en-
joyed and long remembered. From
the standpoint of music, novel decor
ond favors, the Junior Prom of the
Class of '59 promises to rank among
the best ever staged at Villanova.

JIM KLEIN
Muff Doy Co-Choirmon



Efforts Of Chairmen Resulted

In An Unforgettable Junior Week
BY FRANK FLEMING

To most Juniors this week is but the
biggest social fling of their college
years, but to the men comprising the
vorlous Junior Week committees it is

the result of many months of planning
and hard work. On the shoulders of
these men rested the responsibility
of turning a school week into an un-
forgetable week-long "blast."

I he men rriost responsible for the
success or failure of the week ore Jun-
ior Week co-chairmen, Bob Murphy
and Joe Schneider. They were In

charge of overall planning and co-
ordination for the entire week. Both
Schneider and Murphy ore resident
engineers. Murphy also holds the of-
fice of treasurer in the University's
student government.

In charge of today's Mother's Day
program ore Ken MocGillivory and
Don Kempf. Both are History majors.
MacGillivory, who hails from Evanston,
III., was president of his class during
sophomore year and is currently pres-
ident of the Villonovo Singers. Kempf,

grams for Mother's Day were prepared
by Jim McElhenney and John Murray.
Ray Quaglio and John Rumbarger ar-

ranged the day's entertainment. In

charge of the Aquacade were Marge
Bonner and Jim Corey.

Planning Wednesday's Muff doy is

Bill Hixon while Jim Cbrey is working
with the Intramural Department as co-
ordinator of the Amotuer night ac-
tivities. Arrangements for the Wilbur
DeParis jazz concert were made by
Bob Merkert.
C and F student Oz Scogna is chair-

man of Saturday night's Dinner Dance.
Working with Scogna on the dinner
dance arrangements were Mike Axt
and John Fischetti, co-ticket chair-
men. George Bielitz prepared the pro-
grams for the affair while Bill McCann
selected the menu and floral arrange-
ments. Arranging for music and pho-
tographs was Greg Dean. Hotel ar-
rangements and publicity was the re-

sponsibility of Harry Devlin. Marcia
Marlowe contrived the theme for the
dance.

CjWWfeVw^KW+K::

iOB MURPHY JOE SCHNEIDER
Junior Week Co-Chqirmen

who has been a member of the Stu-

dent Council since freshman year,

served as vice-president of that organ-
ization this year. : ;?; t

'

Working on the Mother's Day com-
mittee ore Chuck Fritz and Bill Mc-
Cann in charge of the luncheon.
Handling the banquet ore Ray Lopez
and Paul Hessler. Publicity man for

the day is Gerry McGroth. Ticket
soles were handled by Jim Hull and
Gory Mara while Tony Rossi took care
of special arrangements.

Mike Morro and Ed Condon ore In

charge of the favors with Frbnk Con-
nolly and Duke Goodwyn olrgonizing

the p>opular Diaper Don contest. Pro-

Gerry Hepburn was the harassed
chairman of the Junior Prom. Matt
Mozzo prepared decorations while
Frank Cavalier planned the Junior
Queen Contest. Lou KubirKik led the
patron drive with George Bielitz set-
ting up the program.
John Fischetti and Mike Axt were

ticket co-chairmen, Ed Zeoser and Bob
Baker planned the list of refreshments."
We're sorry if we missed any men

who helped to prepare for this fine
Junior Week. We want to thank,
though, all those who hove contribu-
ted in any way. They worked to moke
this week one of the most memorable
in our lives.

Class Moderator ^^^
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Father Weeks Gives His Guidance^

Shows Path To Class Success
BY RAY QUAGLIA

The success of Our Junior Class
may be measured in many ways; the
high academic standing of the group
as a whole, the scope and fruitful-

ness^of our social activities, and the
numerous honors brought to the
University by the actions, both in

sports and in scholastics, of the in-

divid'^al students.

If it were necessary to give rea-

sons for this success, to list the inter-

acting principles which moke up the
class oif '59, we would place at the
head of this list, along with excel-
lent student leadership and a tre-

mendous amount of spirit within the
class OS a whole, the outstanding
guiding effors of our class moder-
ator, the Rev. Henry F. Weeks, O.S.A.

Fr. Weeks groduotecT from Villa-

nova's seminary with the class of

1 942. He • then proceeded to the
Catholic University of America in

Washington, D.C., where he received
his masters degree In Mothematics.
This was followed by further gradu-
ate work in the same field at the
University of Pennsylvania.
Between the years 1946 and 1951

Fr. Weeks served as a member of

the Villanova faculty, teaching both
Mathematics and Religion. He was
then called upon to serve as a mem-
ber of the Augustinion Mission Banc
touring the East coast while they

w6re conducting a series of retreat;

and missions. ; j

Since Fr. Weeks returned^"to Villa-

nova, he has been kept very busy
by his various duties. He teaches
both Freshman and Senior Religion

courses, besides acting, as chaplain
at Rosemont Colege and serving

as prefect of Dwyer Hall. Lost year,

he was moderator of our sophomore
class and was noted for the par-

ticularly active |Xirt which he took
in student activities, a port which i:

only surpassed by that which he
played, and continues to play« in our
present Junior year. ''':\i:.

:..':'' :'--:':y

The difference whlchf a moderotoi
such OS Father Weeks rnokes to c

class, any class, is impossible to pul
into words. It is the difference be-

tween a college career spent in en-

joyment, and one spent in the hope-
less bungling of class affairs. It is

o large port of the difference between
success and failure.

I,

"

Qpldschmidt, Marley, Wagner Tops Scholastically

BY JOHN HONE
Seven hundred and sixty seven re-

nxiin from the class of more than
1,100 that matriculated at Villanova

in September of 1955.
Of the present Juniors, 359 ore

in the Commerce and Finance school,

with 32 percent enrolled in Market-
ing. The various divisions of Arts
and Sciences hove a total for 216
Juniors with the General Arts pro-

gram comprising 95 students. The
School of Engineering, with four

majors, enrolls *192 Juniors. The
Electrical Engineering major has 99
of the Junior engineers.

The three Juniors with the high-

est cumulative grade point overage,

in each school, are Thomas C. Gold-

schmidt—L i b e r a I Arts; James A.

Morley—Commerce and Finance,

and Robert J. Wagner—Engineering.

Goldschmidt, posessor of the high-

est cumulative overage of all Jun-
iors, is an English major from Glou-

cester, N.J. A graduate of Glouces-

ter High School, he was class vale-

dictorian there. As a student at Vil-

lanova, he has attained the Dean's
List every semester and scored a

perfect mark of 4.0 twice. He is

the Associate Editor of the VILLA-
NOVON and a member of the Lit-

erary Club. With on eye towards the

field of journalism, Tom hopes to

ottend graduate school.

Morley, on Industrial Adminstro-

tion major, lives in Glenside, Pa.,

and is a graduate of LoSolle High

School. He spent two years in the

Armed Forces before entering Vil-

lanova in 1 955. He has been named
to the Dean's List every semester

An Electrical Engineering major,
Wagner lives In Northeast Philadel-

phia at 1459 Higbee Street. He
graduated first in his class from Lo-
Solle High School. An active joiner of

extra-curricular activities, ne is a

member of Phi Koppa Pi, A I E E-

I R E, and is on the circulation staff

of the VILLANOVA ENGINEER. In

addition he has been on the Ring

Dance Committee and is now a mem-
ber of the Junior Prom and Junior

Class Steering Committees.

The top students in each school

listed alphabetically ore:

In Commerce and Finance: Patrick

C. Campbell—Pre-Low, John M.
Hone—-Accounting, James A. Mar-

ley— I n d u s t r i a I Administration,
Charles D. McCloin—Accounting,
Francesco J. Pocheco—Finance, John
T. Toormino—Marketing, Edward A.
Utsch—Accounting, and Edward L.

Word—Industrial Administration.
In Engineering; Thomas J. Beslin—Mechanical Engineering, James R.

Clark—Chemical Engineering Louis
J. Gale Electrical, Raymond J. Hep-
burn—Civil Engineering, Robert J.

Merkert — Electrical Enigeneering,
and Robert J. Wagner also Electricol

Engineering.
In the Arts and Sciences: Robert

F. Baxter—^Mathematics, John S.

Fields—History, Thomas Gdynord—
Physics, Thomas C. Goldschmidt

—

>

English, John J. O'Donnell—Educa-
tion, and Clayton Thonnas—General
Arts.

E'l

I-

Don't Laugh, OneG>uld Be You

^')k

PETE PHILBIN: "The Think-

er" courtesy of Mr. Rodin?.

No! Pete Philbih courtesy of

Mrs. Philbin.

CHRIS HOLDEN: "No need to

shove, fella, I was just leav-

ing."

JIM HULL: "Who left that
window open? I feel a ter-

rific draft from some-
where.

"
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It's been over a month rK>w since the
letters first went out—or maybe you're
a Junior and haven't heard about
them. You remember that day that
a member of the Av^other's Day Com-
mittee came around and asked for

the addresses of those planning to go
to the Mom's Day activities; well,

that's when it began.
Those addresses were used to send

out the letters for this year's "Diaper
Don" Contest. And since then the
moms have cooperated as the plot

thickened.
The moms answered Diaper Dan

Chairmen, Duke Goodwyn and Frank
Connolly, by sending in over 400 pic-

tures of their "prides and joys". The
pictures were closely guarded by the
committee, being chuckled over only
in the darkest of the night.
Today the whole story* will be

brought to light at 4:00 when the
final "Baby of the Year" and his dia-
per clothed court ore chosen in Dough-
erty Hall.

Prizes will be awarded to the moth-
ers of the Chomp and his partners in

the ploy-pen. Judging will be based
on originality and . . . well, just look
at these samples.

%^i!mt'
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JACK SERAFIN: "No Sweat,
if I take this short - cut
through the woods, Til beat
Little Red Riding Hood to

her grandmother's house.
i/

'•'»>.
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JOHN RUMBARGER: Boy/he
Channel was. rough today."

SX'i-i'X'X'i'^i'M'X'X':':':*;

Bi L L CHRISTMAN: "H e y,

; Mac! Yea, you Stengel,
how' re you fixed for a short-

stop?", „ _ .

:¥:::::x::>:vS

JIM DOMINIC: "I'm all right.

Mom, just give me back the

church-key."

MIKE MCCARTHY: "Pardon
me, mister, but do you hove
hove a napkin I could bor-

row?
'

MATT MAZZA: "It's the lat-

est stiye. Mo. The guys coll

it 'Ivy League'." ;;

f?"

JIM KEATING: "Sheriff, I'm
callin' your bluff."



Juniors 'Almost Indispensable' To 'Cat Sports
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CHARLEY STEAD
In practically every intercollegiate

sport participated in at Villanova,

members of the Class or 1959 play a
vital, almost indispensable part.

In track and field, for example,
there is Ed Collymore, certainly one
of the world's 'finest sprinters. Ed
hold the national AAU and IC4A in-

door. 60-yard titles and the outdoor
IC4A 100 and 220-yard diadems. He
anchors Villanova's crack mile relay

team, as well.

Charley Stead has been a member
of the mile relay team, for two years.

Between quarter-mile stints, Charley

finds time to do some mighty fine

high-jumping. He tied for first place

in the IC4A indoor meet as a sopho-

more, then come back td take second

place this year. Jack Van Dusen is a
hurdler.

Vic DiMaio, at his best outdoors,

runs the half-mile on the distance

medley team and the quarter-mile on
the mile relay squad.
The football team boasted of no

less than 14 juniors, the most note-

worthy of whom were Gene O' Pel la

and Jim Grazione. Gene's bruising

play from his end position has set

him up as a future professional

choice. Jim assumed the number one
quarterback position last year after

sharing it with Bill Magee the year
before.

Two other juniors are rated among
the stick-outs on the football team-

guard Mike DeLucia and tackle Bill

Craig. Other third-year men on the

squad include ends Gerry Billings and
Jim Tobin, tackles Paul Morra and
Bob Vincent, centers Tom Fletcher

and Jim Palmer, quarterback Ed
Roehre, halfback Tom McPherson, and
fullbacks Joe Nardo and Gene Poja.

Next year's basketball team will

have three members of the Class of
1959 on it, led by captain Joe Ryan,
hustling guard who at times is one
of the best scorers in the Philadelphia
area. Joining him will be George
Emma, possessor of a wonderful long
set shot, 'springy-legged Ken Harri-
sonjond toll Matt Brennon.

Baseball coach Art Mdhan has six

juniors on his squad, chief among
whom is Emma, starting first-base-

man. Frank Hanschur is another first-

baseman. Bob Vincent starts in the
outfield, while Joe Michell and Ralph
Kowolkowski are on the pitching staff.

Ray Lenzi subs in both the infield and
outfield.

Juniors on the swimming team in-

cluded Lorry Palacio, Jim Gregory,
Joe hAason, Bob Pinto, Bill Gilhool,

John RumSarger and Jerry Cechony.
The golf squad includes juniors

Nick Aquilino, Roger Gaire, and
twin brothers Reggie and Ronnie
Zurinskas. Representing the Junior
Class on the pistol team ore Jim
D'Arcy and Paul Lang, while the
rifle team includes Chris Kloss and
Bill Hearn.

EPCOLLYMORE

MIKE DeLUCIA

TOM Mcpherson fllM^^P^H
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Murphy New Council Head
Oscar T. Scogna, Shed-

don Pollock and Robert
DeLisa assumed seats on
the Student Council Mon-
day night following their

elections last Wednesday
as class presidents.

Scogna, Junior Accounting
major, defeated English major
John J. Curtin and Electrical

Engineering student William
Hixson for the Senior Class

post.

The vote:

Oscar ScognS'—199
John J. Curtin->143
William Hixson—131
More that 60% of the Juniors

turned out on the cold, rain

swept election day.

Pollock, Sophomore Account-
ing major, topped Industrial

Administration major John Mul-
cahy and Greneral Arts student

Raymond Rafferty in the Jun-

ior Class Presidency race..

The vote:

Sheldon Pollock—256
Raymond Rafferty—192
John Mulchay—112
DeLisa, Freshman Arts stu-

dent, topped four other candi-

dates in the contest for Sopho-
more Class President.

The vote:

Robert DeLisa—328
Felix Petrillo-^288

Thomas McHale—87
Kevin Flynn—

9

Elwood McCarthy—

9

A total of 716 Freshmen, the
(Continued on Page 6)

'Who's Foo' Here Tomftt

Turf 'n'Tmsel
iOW

Opens Tonite
yHUUVmiAN

Members of flie dmneing eboriB of the Taif
ciety practice (or tonight's opening of the eamttf WWs Fo*.

John Calpin To Be Given
Award At Villanovan Fete

LaSalle To Give

Honor Degree

To Fr, Donnellon
The Ver> Reverend James

A. Donnellon O.S.A., University
President, will receive an hono-

rary Doctor of Laws degree

from La Salle College on May
22, it has been announced.
Father Donnellon will receive

his degree, conferred for out-

standihg service in the field of

education, at LaSalle's Foun-
der's Day activities.

Founder's Day is the feast

day of St. John Baptist de La-
Salle, the founder of the Chris-

tian Brothers, who teach at

LaSalle.

The day's ceremonies will in-

clude a Mass at 4 p.m., to be

celebrated by Augustinians

from Villanova. The sermon at

the Mass will be delivered by
Father Donnellon.

At 5:30 p.m. there will be a

convocation at which he will be

given his degree.

It has also been announced
Fr. Donnellon will receive an-

other honorary degree from
Merrimac College on May 31.

John C. Calpin, political

writer for the Philadelphia
EVENING BULLETIN, has been
named the winner of this year's
St. Augustine Award.

Announcement of Calpin*s
selection as the third winner of
the award was made by The Rev.
Louis A. Rongione. O.S.A., Dean
of the Graduate Division and
moderator of the VILLANO-
VAN.

JOHN C. CALPIN
Awards Winner

Presentation of the award will

talce place at a dinner for the
staflf members of the publication
on this Friday evening, at
the Drake Hotel. The Very Rev.
James A. Donnellon, O.S.A.,
President of Villanova, and

other school officials will be
among the 200 attending.

The award named for St.

Augustine, patron saint of print-
ers, is given for distinction in

the broad field of journalism was
first presented to James T. Quirk,
publisher of TV Guide Magazine.
John Facenda, prominent tele-

vision commentator, was last

year's winner.,, ,:•
^^
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The selection of Mr. Calpin
has given added lustre to our
award," Father Rongione said.

'IHis success is the result of a
kc^en combination of professional

excellence, deep sincerity and
moral courage, all quietly but
effectively applied. His career
might serve as a wimderful ex-
ample to young pec^e entering
the journalism field.'*

Calpin, a native of Mount Cu*'
mel. Pa., has been associated I

with The BULLEmN for more
than thirty years. He was edu-
cated at Germantown High
School and Tonple University.

He joined the paper's staff in

1925 as a district reporter.

Calpin progressed to the posi-

tion of assistant city editor in

1931 and served in that capacity
unUI 1947. Daring this time, he
earned a reputation as an astute
student of politics and business.

He served as Philadeliriiia ctM^

respondent for BUSINESS
WBEK Magazine from 1944 to

1946 and wrote for NATIQN*S
BUSINESS in 1947. He la recog-
nized as a national anthorlty in

his field.

if PAUL iUCKLET

Robart A. Mun^hy, junior Electrkal Engineering
student^ was inaugurated Student Body Prudent at
a joint meeting of the Student Council Monday night.

Muri^y, a 20-year-old resi-

dent from Lawrence, MssSm
was unopposed for the office.

He was nominated Thursday
ni|^t by former senior Qass
Pkeaident Clem Birch.

kSophy succeeded P^t Nichol-
son as undergraduate president.

He pledged '^ try to foUow in
the fine traditloa and example
set up by Nieholaon."
At Villanova, he is a member

of the Sfririt Committee, AJEEi-
HUB, and was treasurer of the
Student Council the past year.

Murphy, who is attending
Villanova on a Navy scholar-

ship, was valedictorian of his

Central Catfaoilic High School
graduating class, and recipient

of the scholastic excellence
medaL

Heffmaa Veep
Thomas Hofl^nan, recently re-

deoted Liberal Arts resident

representative from the Class
of 1960, was elected vice-chair-

man of the ooondl daring the
same meeting.

Hofftaian has been extremely
active in the council in the past

(Continued on P)»s« 6)

Gunpos 'Phone

Service To Be

Restored Soon

Who's Foo?
That's been the qoesticm

around campus for the past
three weeks, and it will be an-
swered timigfat when the annu-
al Turf and Tinsel musical omn-
edy prodactkm opens in the
Field House at 8:30 tonight.

"Who's Foo.** an original all-

male show writtm fay Aii^mni

Director Geoige Pequignot, will

run throngfa Saturday night, and
stars Mike Kleains and Norm
Peer as Hyde and Siieek, a detec-
tive team.

GUii^sa la F<sa

Jim Gilligan wiU play Dr. ¥Vm,
wlule Mike Rafferty and Bob
DiOcs will portray rival tong
leaders in the take-off on the'

slap-stick detective movies of the
1930's, wiiich uses Sax Bohmer's
fictional creation. Vu Manchn, as
its victim.

Major female parts will be
handled by Gary Tnekas and
John Kem»edy, and Don Lnszi
plays a supportiag role as a
Pblice sergeant
Dave Bekher. Paul T^wglilin,

Don Kempf and Geny Gobrigfat
alao hcrid important parts in the
production.

Mwie Ity Whaim
San Frandaoo's Caiinatiown is

the scene of the story, in which
two detectives try to atop a Tong
War. The music was written and
arranged by Robert Whalen, the
university's Athletic Secretary,
who was instrumental in oigjanis-

ing and supporting TV T.
The play is under the direction

of Miss Betty C^een, and trite

charactera and aituationa typical
of Hollywood movies are bur^
lesqued throogfaoat.

Tickets are piieed at $1 for
students and ilJSO for general
admission, and are on sale in the
Fie Shoppe and at the door.

The Bell Telei^hone Company
has decided to restore campui
tel^rfione service to normal,
fcrilowing n^iotiations with re-

presentatives of the Student
ConndL

Continuation oi the service,

however, is dependant upon the
premier conduct of the student
body.

The Council, in conjunction

with the telei^Mne company,
has re-affirmed its faith in the
students of the university, and
has announced its belief that

they will conduct themselves in

a respwisible manner in the
future.

The Student Congress passed

a resolution last Monday night
condemning the impropo* use
oi telephones on campus.
The resolution provides for

the puUic condemnation of
those students, believed to be a
minority, who are responsible

for damaging Villanova's dor-

mitory telephones.

Student Body President Pat
J^ncholaon stated that credit for
the resolution belongs to Bob
Mulcahy, chairman of the com-
mittee which dealt with the

teiespbatke situation on campus,
and Tom Hoffman, who assisted

Mnloahy in his discussions with
the Bdl oompsAy.
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Pictured are scenes from last Wednegday'g student body elections in Alumni Hall.

Frank Dynan, General Arts
Junior, has been appointed
editor-in-chief of the 1958-'59
LYNX, it was announced last
week by Mr. James Mitchell and
Dr. John S. Phi^ip0on, faculty
moderators. -^

.
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Dynan, a 20-year-old day-hop
from Philadelphia, and News
Editor of the VILLANOVAN,
succeeds Frank Delany, who has
served as editor-in-chief for the
last two years.

poetry by John finader, and
short gtories by John Kennedy
and Frank Murtha. Essays by
Bob Pinto, Bill Christy and
Frank Dynan will also be in-
cluded as well as other contri-
butions of fiction and poetry.

No Pbtns

The new editor-in-chief has
no definite plans for next
year's issues at this early stage,

but he has announced that he
"would like all interested stud-
ents to make use of their spare
time this summer to write, and
then to submit, their contribu-
tions early next semester."
Dynan emphasized that no

one should be afraid to write
because they fear a lack of
ability.

FRANK J. DYNAN
New LYNX Editor

Junior English major Bill
Christy will succeed John Ken-
nedy as layout-managing editor.
Christy another 20-year-old
Philadelphia day-hop, has served
as exchange editor on the
1957-'58 LYNX and is presently
feature editor of the VILLA-
NOVAN.

Oilier Editors

The remaining members of
the editorial staff will be James
Tague, Poetry editor; J. Michael
Wesley, copy editor; Frank
Connolly, art editor; Paul Buck-
ley, publicity editor; Clayton
Thomas, circulation manager;
and Benjamin Hynes, exchange
editor.

Peter Allard, Thomas Sweeney
and Gerard Givnish will work
with Frank Connolly as art staff
assistants.

Retiring editor-in-chief Frank
Delany has announced that the
Spring issue of the LYNX will

go on sale Thursday in Dough-
erty HaJI.

Between the three-color cover

will be featured articles that in-

clude an essay on conditions in

Philadelphia called the Jungle

by John McCoy and Joe Wheeler,

A,Owen Klein

Elected Belle

Masque Head
A. Owen Klein, junior English

major, was unanimously picked
as president of the Belle Masque
Dramatic Society at the Annual
elections meeting last week.

Klein, a 21 year old student
from Stockbridge, Mass., has
been active for three years in
Belle Masque as an actor and
member of the business staff.

He has also worked on the
Bedle Air Yearbook and is the
Associate Editor for the 1959
edition.

Klein succeeds Thomas Kiim-
mel, a senior Science major from
New Jersey. Harry Georges, a
20 year old C&F student, who
was elected treasurer succeeds
George Becht. Georges has been
a member of the stage crew.
For the secretary position,

Francis Flagella, a sophomore
arts major was elected. Flagella
has had acting experience dur-
ing the past year.
Gerald McGrath was re-elect-

ed to his position as Student
Council Representative. He haa
held this position for the past
year and has conducted ticket
sales for the organization.
The positions were announced

last week by Father William
Farrell, O.S.A., and Richard L.
Duprey, director.

Phila. Mayor
Calls for Help
From Citizens
Mayor Richardson Dilworth,

declared last week that the ci-

tizens of Philadelphia have con-
tributed to city crime "because
of their disinterest and lack of
community spirit."

The Mayor spoke at a press
conference in Philadelphia's City
Hall. Representing the VILLA-
NOVAN were Editor-in-Chief
Larry O'Rourke, News Editor
Frank Dynan and Feature Edi-
tor Ray Quaglia.
"We are faced with the prob-

lem of assimilating migrants
from the South into city life.

Citizen cooperation, not always
forthcoming, is necessary to
avoid problems in this work,"
the Mayor continued.
Dilworth explained that citi-

zens of all ages, including^ col-
lege students, can share in the
responsibility of good govern-
ment. "Too many people let the
other guy do it," the Mayor
said.

The press conference was one
of a series arranged by the May-
or's office and the administra-
tion reporters covering City
Hall.

Kenneth A. MacGillivray

Re-Elected Singers Head
Mendel Bulletin

On Sale Tomorrow
The final edition of the MEN-

DEL, BULLETIN will be on sale
tomorrow, Richard J. Hambur-
ger, Editor-in-Chief of the maga-
zine, announced last week.
The edition will contain ten

articles covering the varied
aspects of the fields of biology,
chemistry and physics.

Hamburger stated that the
edition will mainly contain
points of interest to pre-medical
students.

Original articles have been
submitted by John Capelli,

Bhioch Houser, and also Joseph
Clark, Leo Jijanowski, Anthony
Silvestri and Henry Whalen.

Recorder M. Skow
At Convention
Meta D. Skow, University Re-

corder, represented Villanova at
the meeting last month of the
American Association of Colleg-
iate Registrars and Admissions
Officers.

.t- J •';.•;

The meeting was held in Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. Topics discussed

Kenneth A. MacGillivray,
junior History major, was re-
elected president of the Villa-
nova Singers at a meeting last
week.

MacGillivray was the organi-
zation's head the past two
semesters, being the first junior
to hold that position in several
years.

Frank Connolly, junior Eng-
lish major and art editor of
both the VILLANOVAN and the
LYNX, was elected to the vice-
presidency of the Singers, suc-
ceeding Paul Laughlin.
James Corey, junior Political

Science major, was re-elected
secretary -Jreasurer. Corey's
election, like MacGiliivray's, was
unanimous and uncontested.
The post of librarian went to

junior John Carmosky, recently
elected president of the Physics
Club.

Sophomore Charley Carroll
was named Student Council
representative.

The highest reward for u "fu *
^***^- ^^^^^^ discussed

man's toil is not what he gets ^ /^."^ registrars included the
for it. but what he becomes P*^**'®"* of college admissions

^y^^' .. -JohnRuskin. ^^Jjf^^^*

^^^^^^^^Hy of an adequate

Breucker, Kerwin
Circulation Chiefs
Gerard J. Kerwin, junior

Electrical Engineering student,
has been named co-circulation
manager of the VILLANOVAN,
it was announced Monday by
Editor-in-Chief Larry O'Rourke.

Kerwin, a resident student
who lives in New York City, will
assist Harry L. Breucker, junior
Mechanical Engineering stud-
ent, in the circulation depart-
ment.
A member of the ASME,

Breucker has been a staff mem-
ber of the VILLANOVAN
since 1956. Kerwin, a member
of the AIEIE-IRE and the en-
gineering fraternity. Phi Kappa
Pi, has been associated with
the paper for two years.

Members of the Knights of Columbus gather but week
following the installation Into the first degres of more than
150 Villanova students. The candidates will tak^ third de-
gress and thus become full members of the K. of C. this
Sunday.

Lecture Here
The Reverend Paul Henry

S. J., Professor of Theology at
the Institut Cathloique of Paris,
will lecture at Villanova on Wed-
nesday, July 16, 1958.

The lecture and seminar will

be open to all summer students.

The exact time and place will be
announced at a later date.

!:

Fr. Francis Boyle Named
C and F Assistant Dean

Rev. Francis X. Boyle, O.S.A., has assumed the position of

Assistant Dean of the Commerce and Finance School, following

his appointment last week by the Very Rev. James A. Donnellon

O.S.A. University President.

Father Boyle, a professor of

Business Administration, will

serve as the assistant to Rev.

Joseph C. Bartley O.S.A. who
has been the Dean of Commerce
and Finance for 30 years.

The office of Assistant Dean
was created to relieve some of

the stress created by the tre-

, mendous expanjsion of thej^ini-

versity's largest school.

A native Philadelphian, Fa-
ther Boyle began teaching at

REV. FRANCIS BOYLE
Assistant Dean

Villanova in 1940 and has been

the head of the infirmary since

1943.

He attended Villanova and

Catholic University and received

his masters degree from Oxford

University in 1940. He later did

graduate work at the University

of Pennsylvania.

Copper-Nickel Alloys

Alloys of copper and nickel are

among the earliest alloys Of any

sort known to man.

POETRY PRINTED
Two Seniors, Gerald La Kam-

afeaux, an English major, and
John Snader, an Education ma-
jor, have recently had their

poems accepted for "Superna-
culum," a National Catholic col-

lection printed at St. Francis

College in Brooklyn.
LaKamafeux's poem is en-

titled: "Impressions and Sensa-

tions of the first winter's day in

latt; fall."

Math Club
Names Baxter
Robert F. Baxter Jr., junior

Mathematics major, was elected

president of the Math Club, at
the last monthly meeting.
The twenty-year-old resident

of Chester, Pa. has been active

in the club for three years and
is a member of an intramural
bowling team.
He succeeds Joseph Celia as

president. Celia, also a Math
major, turned over the presiden-

cy to Baxter at a meeting last

week.

Also elected to office in the
club were junior Kenneth Gor-
man, secretary and Sophomores
Gerald Moore, vice-president

and Paul Teufer, treasurer.

The Club went on a field trip

to the Franklin Institute, April
24th.

At the Institute, they saw the

Remington Rand UNIVAC. Mr.
Charles Moench of the universi-

ty Math department and a mem-
ber of the institute's staff ar-

ranged the trip.

Ten Rejected After
O-C Applications
Final applications for the

Opera Classica Music Society
must be submitted before Fri-

day, it was announced yesterday
by Anthony L. P. Angeline, club

moderator.

"So far, only 32 students have
applied for admission into the
Society. Of these 22 have been
accepted," Angeline said.

The Society, which will cele-

bi*ate its fifth anniversary next
year, has already prepared a
schedule of next season's events.

Live recitals, trips to concerts,

and regular listening sessions
have been planned:

«

The Rev. Joseph W. Paquette,
O.S.A., will direct Opera Cassica
concerts this summer.

The Concert Workshop of the
Society will broadcast the new-
ly releaised recording of Gior-
dano's Andrea Chenier tonight

at 9 over WVIL. The club mod-
erator will narrate the program.

Students and faculty membern gather at a tea sponsored by
the Literary Club and the Opera Clasnlca Society after the flrsi

annual Villanova Art Show, two weeks ago.

Notre Dame President

To Speak At Graduation
^-/i"

The Rev. Joseph C. Bartley O.S.A., Dean of Commerce and
Finance, and students, attend a banquet with members of the

American Cooperative Enterprise System Society. After the

banquet the group held a diNcussionr in the auditorium of Va-
sey Hall on current business problems.

Navy To Present Awards
At Spring Review Tuesday
The annual presentation of

awards will highlight the open
house and spring review of Vil-

lanova's NROTC battallion 9ext
Tuesday.
Rear Admiral Epharim Mc-

Lean, Conmian^fjit Fourth Na-
val District will present a gold
sword to Midshipmen 1/c David
E. B o r c i Ic, for attaining top
standing in his Naval Science

class for four years.

Midshipmen Eugene Fogart,
1/c; Alan Mehldau, 2/c; Fred-
erick Wiele, 3/c and Thomas
Dillion, Jr. 4/c will Y)e recipients

of a plaque from the Navy Lea-
gue of Philadelphia for attain-

ing the highest standing in their

respective classes.

Leadership Award
The Valley Forge Chapter Re-

serve Officers' Association will

present a medal to Midshipman
William Scott, 1/c foi; display-

ing excellence in leadership and
aptitude.

A subscription to the United
States Naval Institue Proceed-
ings will be awarded to Mid-
shipmen 1/c F o g a r t y and
George Christmann as the out-

standing senior regular and con-

tract midshipman respectively.

Midshipman George> Hatton,
1/c, has won a subscription to

the Marine Corps Gazette and
a certificate of merit from the
Marine Corps Aasociation as
outstanding senior Marine Can-
didate.

Borcik, will also be presented
with a medal and a certificate

Marley Elected

President of SAM
James Marley, Junior Indus-

trial Administration student,

was elected to the presidency

of the Society for the Advance-
ment of Management last Thurs-
day.

Marley succeeds Thomas
Whalen as the president of the

society. Others elected at the

time were John Barrone—Sec-

retary; Kieran Devery—Treas-

urer ; Robert Cunius—Student
Council Representative, and Jo-

seph Marozzi—Public Relations

Director.

of merit by the Armed Forces
Communications and Electron-
ics Association.

The Convair Company will

present a certificate and a min-
iature airplane to the outstand-
ing student entering flight train-

ing Midshipman John Moynihan,
1/c.

Weapons Award
A suitably engraved wrist-

watch will be awarded to Mid-
shipman Frederick Wiele, 3/c,

for excelling in the course of
Naval Weapons.
Midshipman William Lieblein

will receive a personal radio as
the midshipman in the fresh-

man class displaying the great-

est understanding of the influ-

ence of seapower.
A personal radio will be pre-

sented to Midshipman Joseph
Durocher, 3/c for excelling in

the electronics phase of the Na-
val Weapons course.

Outotanding Junior
The Naval Reserve Composite

Company of Villanova will pre-

sent a brief case to the out-

standing junior midshipman,
Ralph Reynolds.

Tuesday's proceedings will get

underway with an open house
and demonstration of Naval
Weapons in action in Commo-
dore John Barry Hall from 2
to 3 p.m. '^ '^

At 3:15 p.m. a helicopter will

land on Austin Field with Ad-
miral McLean and the Com-
manding Officer of the Naval
Air Station at Willow Grove,
Pa. This will signal the start of

the battallion.

ICG Attends 23rd
Annual Convention
The Villanova Chapter of the

Intercollegiate Conference on
Government participated in the

twenty-third annual state con-

vention in Harrisburg on April

17. Forty-eight colleges and
universities in the state attend^.
The Villanova delegation was

led by Chairman, Michael Hea-
ney. The delegation had the

most proposala passed by the

General Assembly of the mock
National Congress.

The Rev. Theodore M. Hes-
burgh, President of Notre Dame
University will deliver the com-
mencement address at Villa-

nova's 115th graduation exercise

June 2nd.

Father Hesburgh will also re-

ceive an Honorary Degree at

the exercitles along with three

other distinguished citizens.

Villanova will also bestow
Doctorates on the Honorable
John C. Ball, of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court; Louis S. Wes-
cott, Pittsburgh, Pa., contractw,

and John A. Murphy, Philadel-

phia broker.

Holds Major Posts

Nearly 650 degrees in courses

will be conferred at the exer-

cises.

Father Hesburgh will receive

REV. THEODORE HESBURGH
Graduation Speaker

the Honorary Degree of Doctor

of Science. He has been presi-

dent of Notre Dame since 1952

when he was appointed at the

age of 35.

In addition, he holds several

major posts hi the world educa-

tion, science and public affairs.

Justice Bell was appointed to

the Pennsylvania High Court in

1950 and served a year as

Governor of Pennsylvania. He
will be awarded the Honorary

Degree of Doctor of Laws.
Own Contracting Firm

Mr. Wescott will be awarded

the Honorary Degree of Doctor

of Science. He is a 1925 graduate

of Villanova University and la

the owner of the Louis S. Wes-

cott Contracting Firm m Pitts-

burgh.
The Honorary Degree of Doc-

tor of Science in E>x)nomics will

be conferred upon Mr. Murphy
who gave considerable time and

service to Villanova last year as

chairman of its fund drive. Mr.

Murphy is a partner in Reynolds

and Company, brokers in Phila

delphia.

Commencement exercises will

be held in the University Field

House at 11 :00 A.M.

Seniors may now pick up

tickets for graduation at the

University Shop. There is a limit

of Ave tickets per student.

Engraved graduation an-

nouncements are also available

at 10c apiece. There is no limit

on the number of announce-

ments.

Dc Marco G«ts Aword
Mark A. DeMarco, a 1952

graduate of Villanova, has been

named the winner of the second

prize of $50 dollars in the

Nathan Burkan Memorial Com-
petition for 1957 at Dickinson

School of Law.'

J,V, v, »•
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Undergraduate Accoinplisliinait
Pat Nidiolsoiiy load and dyuMBue^ tuned the

gavel of Student B<m^ President over to Bob Mur«
phy, soft and dynamic, Monday n^t

Nicholson, the staunch ViDanova rooter from
Cleveland, has only a few days left at Villanova.
They will probably be the quietest during Patfs last

four years.

He will be thinldng of the great physical and
social growth of the school since 1951 New bufld-

ings, student trips, ageneral ^irit of progress^ have
punctuated Nicholson's time here.

His contribution to ViDanova was in the fidd
of student government He was the spearhead be-
hind the reorganization of the ooundL He fought
for the senior car program and Uie return of
Fathers' Day to campus.

Pat provided effective council lAaA>rBiiip dur-
ing the past year. His enthusiasm and detennina-
tion to have only the best said of Villanova wero
expressions of Pafs' desire and sincerity. His
graduation next month will leave a big gap.

Murphy has already siiown indications he will

be able to £11 it Whether conversing in the Pie
Shoppe or dorms or presiding over tiie Goundl, Bob
has demonstrated leadercAiip ability.

He has spent the past year in preparation for
the role of Student Council presiding officer. His
uncontested nomination gives proof to the justness
of the admiration held for him fay all Counol mem-
bera.

Murphy follows a fighter into office. He fol-

lows a man willing to sacrifice for the university.

He has to live up a migfity tradition. We think he
• can do it -v;^; :::,. v^

;

,;:^'
;.; vv

;

^

;:'/;
:r^^-:.^ :.^ Spend a Dollar ''^^vv.y^I;.;''''''"^

Philadelphia's Mayor Dilworth called on college

students last week to aid in the fig^t against juve-
nile delinquency.

The hard fighting Mayor Uamed mudi of the
modem teenage trouble on citizens who are unwill-

ing to take the time or the reqK>nsibility for help-

ing wayward children. Those who sit bade and sug-
gest whipping posts and other tortures for juvenile

offenders are merely adding harshness to an already
overjoaded pile of grievances.

Dilworth suggested that coD^e students look
around their own neighboriiood for the underprivi-
leged and neglected. They are the ones most likely

to fall into trouble. s - 1 <

College stodents can talk to these and perhaps
set some sort of positive example. Certainly the
swearing, bragging youth at the playground v^o
ignores childron standing by when he enumerates
his catalogue of sins is a prime cause in the delin-

quency proUem. Too often children admire the kind
of college students better never seen.

Saturday afternoon baseball games are a splen-

did excuse to round up kid brother and the neigh-

boring boy and take them out for an afternoon's

fun. Tiy it some day. It certainly won't hurt

Editor-lB-Cliief fawn^ct M. CnUnftr, Jr.

Managing Bditor Jaka J. Ctartln

AMOcfaite Editor TkaHW GL €i9Mmt^mt§M, Jr.

News Editor ^m* '•

Nc
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tirt Sparta Editor

LettereToThe Editor

ALASKAN PROiLEM
INTEREST LAGS

To tiie Editor:

Inasmuch as my ancestors
came from the territory of
Alaska, I have been interested

reoenUy in the discussions

over admission of Alaska in-

.. to the Uniim.
Many of my classmates

have shown not even the
slimiest interest in the mat-
ter. I am sorry to see this,

f(Mr unless ooli^^ students
think about the problems of
their country now, they never
wilL College is the time for
the molding of minds and
cqiiniona.

I realise that the school
newspaper cannot come out
and c^paign for the admission
or rejection of Alaska. The
paper can however awaken
the students to an apprecia-

tion of the problem.
William K. Pasky

JUNIOR EVENTS
^ RUN SMOOTHLY
To the Editors:

Cbngratulatkms on your
fine Junior Week paper. I

would like to use the VILLA-
NOVAN to express public

thanks to a wonderful group
of class officers who planned
the week's affairs.

Most events, under the
smooth handling of class

president Vic Lndmerer, turn-

ed out well. The large size

of the class, surprisingly

enough, did not militate

against real enjoyment. This
jrear's class proved that even
six or seven hundred couples
can have a successful dinner
dance and prom.

Robert S. I^obs

ENEMY OF JAZZ
STILL AG'IN IT

To the Editor:
I attended the jaxs concert

during Junior Week after
hearing a defense of jazz
from my friends. I write
again to teU you that now
that I have sat throu|^ two
hours of jazz, seen students
clap hands and cheer wildly,

I atiU do not like jazz.

I have hopes that many
•tadentB will take to heart
my advee: stay away from

It is oormptiBg.

Springtime Refrain
"Hey, roomie, Let's go to a picnic."

"No, sorry, only twelve more days."
"Only twelve more days till what?"
"Till exams, friend, and professors have a hor-

rible habit of asking the wrong questions. Like
stuff I don't know."

"Oh, Vm not gonna worry about it until next
weekend. Plenty of time to cram. I got it made.
Most of my exams come later in the week. So, no
sweat"

That's what happened last year. This June,
of the two, only one is graduating.
v.. ''•

We're Both Honored
We're happy this week to announce that John C. Cal-

pin, noted political columnist for the Philadelphia Even-
ing Bulletin, will be the recipient of the third annual St.
Augustine Award.

Tho VILLANOVAN presents this award annually to
a person of honesty and integrity in the communications
field.

It is not easy to be a political writer, especially on
the municipal level. There are pressures from all candi-
dates and parties, each one insisting on seeing their names
in type. It requires a man of endless patience and dedi-
cation to maintain noimality during some trying election
periods.

Such a man is John Calpin. WeVe known him and
watched him work now for several years. Even on hectic
election nights does John keep his cofposure. He is a
tine newspapeiman.

That's why we're pi*oud to have John C. Calpin as our
St. Augustine Award winnei'.—L. M. O'R.

* * *
Congratulations to:

Candidates Oz Scogna, Sheldon Pollock and Bob DeLisa
who made it over the top in the class officers last week.

Frank Dynan, recently named LYNX Editor, who
promises great things for next year.

No

Sfricfly Opinion.

Ars Gratia Villanova
By iOB MMTO

The graduating Benlors will go forth into this br»ve new
atomic world with a smattering of culture because of it.

They will be able to hold their heads high now for having
scMin it. What ia itt That is what many asked when they saw
it; it was the art show.

The art show was announced as the first annual, and we
hope that what is implied by that is carried through. The
amazing thing about this cultural touch is that it had many
contributors, and that a lot of students (out of the number
who know where the library is) have taken notice and com-
mented ov( the show. There has been a good deal of criticism

about the places given to certain works. The judges have
been called quadrupeds of several orders by frustrated Van
Gogh-s, but good or bad, understand or not, the art show has
given us a little class.

Catholidi schools are usually wide open for criticism on
the culture angle. The claim is that our religion is restric-

tive and that this is manifest in our artistic development.
With each new form through which our students can ex-

press themselves, we are raising the potential of the school.

It should be noticed that not one of the pictures had a reli-

gious theme. This is a clear sign that the show was not under
tho persuasion of the faculty, as an objector might claim.

Shades of DmH
The abstracts caused the most comment of all the pic-

tures. There is a feeling among the viewers that they could
have done just as well by having an epileptic fit in a paint
factory. This is likc| sayng you are as good as Mickey Mantle
because you can catch line drives. If you have no idea of

what to look for, then your subjective criticism of a work as
bad, when knowing judges have called it good, only reflects

the sparsity of your knowledge.
To ask the worth of this type art, is to ask what good

are different colored clothes, or the varied styles of cars.

The worlii is in variety. We have a tendency to practicality

and usefulness, but we also have a liking for the individualis-

tic, for the unusual. And art is a unique interpretation which
a sensitive person gives to an ordinary object, sometimes
making it different than the way in which toe see it.

Art is also an opportunity for some to create something
completely new, only, slightly related to reality. They feel

that to create something new, with beauty and balance, is

one of the highest skills of man.
Our art show may not have been this exactly, but it

was good for the artists as a vehicle of expression. If we
give it a chance, it may prove good for us.

Twilight Shadows Gather As Nicholson

Bids Farewell To Beloved Alma Mater

It's over. Four wonderful

years at the greatest univer-

sity in the world—at least to

my mind—are over. And there

is nothing we can do to bring

them back again.

Even those chronic com-
plainers among us will have to

admit that it has been a good
four years, full of the laught-

er and tears that go to make
such wonderful memories at

those alumni reunions 25 years

hence.

. Yes, we have gotten an edu-

cation at Villanova— it has
made better men of us, and
we can't help feeling that we
have helped to make it a lit-

tle better place too. We have
both advanced in all phases

—

spiritual,* academic, social and
physical (at least, we both ex-

panded).
A Few Griped

Oh, the Class of 1958 griped

in typical college fashion, but

Retches
What care I for other loves

for other beauty?

All I ever dreamed, I find in

you Your silken hair

Oh so black the happiness of

a million nights glow through

.... your eyes. . . . beautiful

eyes So full of love and
mystery Whoa, girl. . . .

Steady now I'd love to

take you in of course

but after all, you're only a

horae.

\
Shore Life Among The Cabana Crowd:
Blacks, Slacks Stretch Shorts Allowed

Within a few weeks a mass
exodus to that wonderland
known as the shore will take

place. The object of this sum-
mer sojourn, which occurs

mostly on weekends will be

to get a tan and make an
impression on those two leg-

ged creatures who romp
around the beach playing

hard to get. As boys will be
boys and girls will be girls

—the boys will do some cha-

sing and the girls will con-

tiue to romp.

There is one sad thing that

may effect the boys interest

in girls (if that is possible),

and that is the advent of

that dreaded chemise into

giri's beachwear. Don't let it

scare you, men, the girl is

still inside that bathing suit,

she's just trying not to show
too much proof.

Chemise Sacks *em

We have an idea that Villa-

nova men will end the sum-
mer longing for the good old

days when girls were stacked

instead of sacked.

The sack, bag, chemise, or

whatever you call it may be

the big thing in female fa-

shion, but nothing like it ap-

pears in men's fashions. The
news in that field is waah
and wear, lightness and color,

witb an emphasis on all

three.

Everything is wash *n wear,

including some shoos. Suits,

slacks, jackets, and shirts

all can be dropped into a

maikine at night and be ready

to wear in the morning.

By TOM McKENNA
Black is Back

Color abounds in every
item of summer, ^wear this

year, vivid ones and pastels,

but an old standard is again
making its appearance on the
scene—black. Many suggest
that black or gray Bermuda
shorts be worn with the new
wash 'n wear dinner jackets

as a summer formal. If no-
thing else, it will increase

comment.

Besides the new pastels in

dinner jackets, sport coats
are also colorful along with
accompanying slacks. The
jackets will be available in

stripes, checks, and solids.

The most popular shades in

the slacks should be' tan,

olive, and charcoal, but such
shockers as vivid reds and
Kelly green will be in evi-

dence.

There is ono combination
of the above two that may
become a uniform this sum-
mer. The blazer that was so
popular in the '20's and 'SO's

is to be combined with light

weight white slacks, so may-
be fashions are going back-
wards altogether.

No Shori-Shorts

We doubt seriously that
any males will be wearing
the chemise on the beach, un-
less they arc "very individu-

alistic." The bathing suit for
the man wU be a bit longer,

some coming down to the mid-
calf. Cabana sets in Hawaiian

prints will be seen on the

more cavalier types, but the

majority will continue to fa-

vor the Terry cloth pull overs
with piping matching the
short track shorts.

There are some sets that
will feature the deep "V"
cardigan sweater effect. Small
checks and regimental stripes

will remain the most popular
designs with Indian madras
prints winning the second
place in popularity.

There are some more items
that could be added, but let's

not all be conformists, show
some initiative and individu-

ality in how you dress this

summer and don't forget the

accessories. ,'':'' "'''' ''•'•'/• '''•''"

Retches
Spring is here! Not far off

lies summer .... stinking,

sweaty summer .... Our sea-

son dear .... The long drives

to the shore .... breathing in

the noxious odons of a bus
or truck .... you and I to-

gether Oh the joy !

the wonderful times !....!
remember dear, that last day
at the beach frolicking

among the waves you,
laughing as I dragged you
further and furthur into the
water .... Oh the way you
laughed

!

a funny gurgl-
ing sound as you bit my
hand 1 laughed back
and shook you lovingly ....

I was having such fun ....

but you turned blue and
squashy in a while .... you
were so frail and now
I'm alone, so alone .... in
jaiL

By PAT NICHOLSON
%C PrttMMH

in the end we cooperated with

the Administration, and they

helped us in every possible way
to make things a little better

all around.

In all, we've seen a lot of

things happen in our short
stay at Villanova. The matter
closest to my heart has, of

course, always been the spirit

of the student body, and we
can say we did something
about that, all right.

The Class of 1958 read the

now infamous article in the

SATURDAY EVENING POST

and went out and proved that

it was all wrong. We leave Vil-

lanova with the reputation of

having one of the most spirit-

ed student bodies in the East.

Reputation to Maintain
T(i those classes which fol-

low us, I leave one word of

advice. The Villanova reputa-

tion established in Boston, New

York and Philadelphia must
be maintained here on the

Main Line.

Yes, the future spirit of Vil-

lanova is up to you underclass-

men. By working together with

the Administration, faculty

and the alumni, you can build

a greater Villanova.

As for the Class of '58, we
are leaving Villanova with

mixed emotions. We are look-

ing forward to the future, con-

fident that the education we
received here will enable us to

face most of the problems that

lie ahead.

The Memories
However, we all are going

to miss the games, rallies and

social activities; and many of

us will even miss the lectures,

and that special girl (or girls)

from Rosemont, Immaculata
and Chesnut Hill.

I am confident that we, the

Class of 1958, will do our part

in the alumni. It is up to you
to do your part here at Villa-

nova.
When the last big game is

over.

And when the last roll

call is heard.
When the oldest pedagogue
Has had his final word
We (the Class of '58) shall

come to Alma Mater
In our dreams again,
With a prayer for

Villanova,

And a sweet amen.

Publicly Speoking

Just Wait Vil Next Year
'"-'"-/'

By BILL CHRISTY

This year's elections are over. At least I think they are,

although one fellow handed me a collection ofi seventeen

cards tnis morning as I entered the Pie Shoppe.

The election period was considerably shortened this

time, presumably to save wear and tear on the elections com-
mittee and our paper-littered campus green. CJampaigning
used to last ten days, then it was reduced to a week. This

year it went down to three days. I understand that next year
elections will be held five minutes after nominations, so that

none will have any idea who they are voting for.

•'Aside from the shortened period for campaigns, there

were a number of other innovations this year. One sophomore
figured out a way to beat the system entirely. He entered

the polls five times dressed as a maintenance man to avoid

a deluge of campaign literature, and voted for every man on
the ballot. He didn't help anyone win, but he didn't lose any
friends either.

Pi R Squared Over ...

A classmate of this esteemed gentleman went about it a

different way. It seems that if you take the total number of

letters in the titles of all the positions, subtract the number
of candidates running, then count to that letter in the alpha-

bet and vote for every man whose name begins with that let-

ter, you can't help but get the best man for the job.

Of course, the voters aren't very far ahead of the cam-
paigners in the new idea field. One party carried the scheme
of putting useful information on cards to its natural conclu-

son. Besides the names and positions of the thirteen men
runnng on tho ticket, they included: the telephone numbers
at all the local girls colleges, Villanova's sports schedules up
to and including 1984, the batting averages of every man
playing in the major leagues and selected winners at the

fourth race at Hieleah for August 13. Very few of these

cards were distributed, however, due to their prohibititive

size—14x15 feet.

Third Party Treat
A new faction made its debut during the campaigning

—

the Free Thinkers^ They have demanded equal time and
space now that the elections are over. They held their first

disorganization meeting two weeks before the elections. At
nominations they sat actively silent, in hopes that no one
would be nominated.

During the actiyity of campaigns, they set up an agre»>

slye secret ser>Hce ^ii>itidi started a whisper eattpalgn designed

at keeping everyone away from the polls.

Next year, think a bit, then vote.

'.V7
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V. U. Engineer

Due Exam Week,

Merkert Says
The final edition of the VIL-

LANOVA ENGINEEIR will be

distributed during the week of

exams, it was announced last

week by editor, Robert V.

Merkert.
The issue will feature seven

articles deysigned to interest the

engineering-minded reader.

The article "Design and Appli-

(.cation of a Constant Force

Spring", was written by Rich-

ard A. Stotler and Paul M. Ter-

ruso. The spring designed will

be applied to the retraction of

a Venetian blind from its ex-

tended position.

••Introduction to Magnetic

Amplifiers" written by John T.

Keane and Ronald G. Gianna-

more explains how the magnetic

amplifier came into use and why
it should be of special interest

to Electrical Engineers.

This paper captured the local

AIEE prize and was presented

\ by its authors at the Pennsyl-

vania State College in the East-
' em prize paper competition.

Michael Kelly and Marc La
Varn have written an article

entitled "Video Tape Record-

ing." The background, present

status and possibilities of video

tape are enlarged upon.

1 New Council Head

Micki Lonsain, lovely date of John Taormlna, is crowned queen of the Junior Week Prom.

Surrounding Micki are members of her court
^

25tli Annual Merit Awards
Given to 265 VU Students

iContinued from "P&ge 1)

year, having been elected for

the first time early in the sec-

ond semeeter of his freshman

year.

He succeeds Donald Kempf, a

three-year council veteran, in

his position.

Two newcomers to the coun-

cil assumed the two other

major council offices, as junior

Bob Wagner and soph Fred

Wiele captured the secretary

and treasurer posts.

Wagner, a day-hop engineer-

ing representative, succeeds
senior 'Lou Pinto as secretary,

while Wiele, a sophomore en-

gineer, holds Murphy's former

position.

Senate Elections

All three of these elections

were also uncontested.

In Student Senate elections

held the same evening, junior

Bill Murray, Gerry Hepburn,

Gerry McGrath and Joseph

Mason were named to office,

along with sophomores Bill Vin-

cent and Bill Henry and fresh-

men Frank Dunn and Bill Lynch.

The three class presidents and

the council officers will serve

on the senate with the eight

new electees.

Two hundred and sixty-

five students have been

given Merit Awards for

the 1957-58 academic year,

it was announced today by

Rev. Dante L. Girolami,

O.S.A., Dean of Student

Activities. This is the

twenty-fifth year the

awards have been made.

The award is bestowed an-

nually on studenU who are

worthy of merit because of their

consistent and effecUve cooper-

ation in extra-curricular activ-

ities and who Ukewise enjoy

good scholastic standing.

In all, 367 awards were con-

ferred to students participating

in 45 activities. Four men man-

aged to win four awards apiece:

Jim Corey, Jack Garrity, Leo

Rogers and Leo Rudegeair.

Those on the Merit Award

list may obtain their certificates

in the Student Council Office on

the second floor of Dougherty

Hall. •:•-;...:;.• ::;.^;^':

The complete list:

Three VU Grads
Make Solo Flights

Three Villanova graduates,

who entered the armed services

following graduation, have made

first solo flights at Pensacola

Fla.

They are: Kenneth R. Yenni,

of Beaver, Pa. ; Gerald A. White,

of Staten Island, N. Y.; and

Francis X. Branon, of Cranford,

N. J. They are continuing their

basic flight training at Pensa-

cola, Fla.

Navy Ensign John E. Ward,

of Upper Darby Pa., has recent-

ly been commissioned at Pensa-

cola, following sixteen weeks of

pre-flight training. He is now

stationed at Saufley Field Naval

Auxiliary Air Station, under-

going primary flight training.

Jom« Abernothy ??>•J."?:^, ^i"^)'
«rtn 12\ Howard Avil, Micnoel axt, UJ-

Roberf Boker, Guy Boll, Chorles Bon-

noS, Guy S. Bornocky. Victor Boron J«^n

A. boror^, Peter oect^r U), J^^^
Becht. (i), WllhorTj Benr^tt Clement

Birch, (b), Jam«s Birle, Chorles A. Boii-

mon, Mor'oaret M. Bonner, Cta}''** E- Bcr-

cik Solvotore F. Borgese, Thomos 6.

Brody Jomes P. Broxel, Thomos J. Bren-

S^n? Horry L Breuker, Poul Buckley, Leo,

Burke Jr.. John Burns.

Momi^et M. Collan. Jo^" ,Ca"Pf"' .^"I
cent Caracio. Lawrence Corlin. (3), John

M Cormosky', A.fred Coscormo Alexon-

der J Cosella, Fronk Cemos, John Chorde.

S)roe Christensen, William Chnstmon

U^°Albert Caroi. Williom Chnsty. 2,

Joseph E. Clork, Agnes P. Cltntpn, 2 ,

F?lderick P Coffey, John J. Coffey, (2),

Ko'SHeen Collins tdm""^
S^^^CoJ'T")'

lin Connollv 2), Jomes W. Corey, (4),

Ken.i^ Sman!' (2), Noel Costo Jornes

P. Crowley, Jr., Vincent Cuccuzzello, (2),

Robert J. Cunius, John J. Curttn, IJ).

J^ph DAquilo, W.Miom Dov.es, Greg-

ory Oeon, Walter J. DeGroft, (3), Fran-

cs^ X. Deloney. (2), Thomos ^^'^°'
Kternon M. Devery, Jr. Horry Devl.n

Robert C Dilks, Attiho DiMart.no, Jchn

Dinneen, Joseph D.oguordi, (3), Ronold

Dobies, Jomes M. Donohue, Gerold A
Dougherty, Robert H. Dowl.ng Richard

M. Dressier, Joseph A. Driscoll George

Drumheller. David A. Dubbels, (3). Joseph

"oovid J. Ferrens. John J. Fillimon, Poul

A Finon (3), John J. Fischer, (2), John

F.schetti,' John F.xl Jr., (2) C^nn.s Flan-

agon, chorles Fleck, John J. Flynii. John

Forchetti, Eugene Fogorty, 'o"'** ,'^>^°'*'

Donald Fronk, George Frounces. (2), Chor-

les J. Fritz, John C. Fullem.

W.lliom H. Gonz John F %'*>>
^.f.li

Gerold Gibbons, Robert Gibbs, (2), Gerold

Glockin, Leonard GGobnght, Thomos
Goldschmidt, John L. Goodyeor. (2), Fran-

cis Grey, Eileen Greyson. Francs Guorn-

"'Rkhord J. Hamburger, Theodore Hoy-

word, Michoel E. Heoney William W
Heorn, John V. Hcffernon. (2). Alexander

Hmm/us Gerald Hepburn, (2), Joseph

hS&'poJi L. Hessler, (2), wm,am Hix^

on, (5. Thomos Hoffmon (2). R'chorjl

H<irn Norr«on W. Huddy Jomes C. Hull,

Patricio N. Hunt, Benjomin F. Hyrws.

Bruce Irving.

Edmund Korrer, (2), Jock D. Kelly, (2),

Lawrence J. Keliy, Jonn D. Kenrway, Lhu*-

les L. Kerber, Gerord Kerwin, J^oseph Kirv

,iey Jr., (3), A. Owen Klein, (2), Joseph

J. komon, Joseph Krockeler, Rooert Kroi-

''"??ancis Lampre.ht, Albert Lowler (2),

Horry Leitner, Robert V. Lento, William

Lesko, (3), Gregory Lignelli, (2), John

cindroth, I. Walker Lloyd, Thomas J.

LoBue, (2), Romon Lopez, Poul Loughlin,

(2), Peter H. Lucos, Roymond Lyons, (2).

Kenneth MocGillivroy, (2), Ronald Mo-
groy Walter S. Mohle, Rooert Mohoney,
Micn'oel Moncusco, (2), Gary N. Moro,

Oona\d R. Marley, Morcio Morlow, Thomas
Mortinez, Richord Marvel, Lawrence Mos-

^tti. Borboro A. Moy, Jomes Moyer, Mot-

thew Mozzo. [2). Williom McConn, Rob-

ert McCouly. George P. McCook, Mot-

thew F. McCue, Bernard J. McGee, Joseph

G. McGroth. (2), Jomes J. McHole, Thomos
McKeruio, Edword J. McLoughIm, Jomes F.

McNamoro, William McNeil, Donald Mc-

Neils, Thomos McPherson, Robert J. Merk-

ert, 3). Fronk J. Miller, Kenneth Miller,

(2). Tnomos Mookley, (2), R"c>^rd C'

Morrison, John Moynihon, Johri R. Mul-

cohy, (2^ Robert E. Mulcohy, (3), Joseph

Murphy, feobert Murphy. (2). William Mur-

roy, Frank F. Murtho. ^.. . . ,~v
Johr» A. Neol, Patrick Nicholson, (2),

Joseph Norpel, Cltnf>ent M Novitsky.

John Oberlies, Gerald O'Brien, Pricilla

C O'Connor, Robert L. O'Connor, John F.

O'Dcnnell, David Ogle, (2), Lowrence

O'Rourke. „ _.

Joseph Ponas, Normon Pe•^
,
""»';"«»»

Peretti. Owen J. Peterson, Donold Pfoft,

(2), Richard G. Phelps, (2). ^
So'vatore

Pietrofitto, (3), Louis Pinto, (2), Sheldon

L. Pollork, (3), Edword Poska.

John F. Quigley. . . „ ,^ » «
Robert Rofono. Joseph A. f^p^^f %^°y-

mond Rofferty. Gerald Rotchford, (3) Ed-

ward Reese, Donold Reilly, Jon T. R'f»«e,
Richord J. Rigney, Jomes Rocco, (2). Leo

Rogers. (4), DovKJ Roop, Donald Ropoin,

Leo C. Rudegeair, Jr., (4), John Rumbor-

Chorles Sontongelo, Joseph R. Sopone,

Joseph ichneider, Oscor T. Scogno, John

R. Serofin, Vincent Shea, Andrew Sheehy,

Jr., Anthony J. Silvestri, (2), Willioni B.

Smith, (2). Frederick E. Smohnski, John

Solorski, (2), Alon Stoughton, (2 J. Bruce

Sturm, Bernice Suoint, John Sul ivon, W.
Josepn iuttorv Alexonder Szoblowski.

Hinry J. focconelli. Paul V Toglio-

ferri, John M. Tedeschi, (2), Cloyton H.

Thcmos, Joseph TImko, (2).

Rolph J. Udlcious.
, ^ , ^^ .. ^.,

Thomas Volent, Ralph J. Vecchio, Wil-

liam Vincent, (2).

Robert Wogner, Fronk Wogcner, Joseph

Wolheim, Edword L. Wad, Borboro J.

Worner, Williom J. Washington, John

Welsh, Joy D. Wendt, William F Wescptt,

(2) Henry F. Wholen, Thomos J. Wholerv,

(3)', Jomes W. Whelon, Archibald J.

Whyte, Jr., Fred J. Wiele, George Wim-
berg, (2), Richard L. Wines, Fronk J.

Wuncferlich.
Paul Yurchok. . .. -. j u
Wlodlmir Zorotschenzeff, Edward H.

Zeoser, (2), Ronald S. Zurinskas, Anthony
Zygmont.

Paris Trip Prize

For Campus Artist

One Villanova cartoonist may
win a seven day vacation in

Paris in the annual "Campus
Cartoonist of the Year Contest"

this month.

La Karnafeaux,

Schubert Win

Show Prizes
The first annual Art Show,

co-aponsored by the Opera

Classica Music Society and the

Literary Club, was held last

Sunday, May 4, in the East

Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Anthony Angeline and Char-

les Fritz, director and presi-

dent of Opera Classica, and

Raymond Burns and Joseph

Kinney, director and president

of the Literary Club, called the

show "a tremendous success, be-

cause of the large number and

excellent quality of the works

received."

Oil Division Winner

Winner of the oil division was
Gerald La Karnafeaux, senior

English major, with his entry

"Mosaic", second prize going to

Thomas Sweeney a sophomore

social studies major for the

Wharf."

Frank Kramer and Joseph

Schubert were awarded honor-

able mention for "Autumn
Leaves" and "Stuttgart."

In the Water Coior Division,

Joseph Schubert received first

prize for "Elfreth Alley/'

Connolly Second

Junior English majors Frank

Connohy and Robert Draghi

were given second prize and hon-

orable mention respectively, for

"Marcote Village, Switzerland"

and "Something."

Debaters to Form

Research Staff

Ganz Elected

Marine Group
President

Bill Ganz has be«n elected

president of the Semper Fide-

lis Society, it has been an-

nounced by Don Kempf, pubh-

city chairman for the society.

The vice presidency will be

filled by Bruce Irving, while

Paul Molnar will be student

council representative, Tom Lo-

Casale will be secretary and

Bob Delany will be treasurer.

The other winner in the April

27 elections was Bill Lovett,

corresponding secretary. George

Riehle was appointed ai* social

chairman.
It was also announced that

for the first time the outstand-

ing P.L.C. senior will be pre-

sented with an award for his

proficiency. It is hoped that

this will become an annual

affair.

This year Major General P.

J. Nolan (retd) will present

the award to Jack Goodyear,

the retiring president of Sem-

per Fi. The presentation will

take place later in the month

in the offices of the Director of

the 4th MCRRD.
Captain J. J. Grace U.S.M.C.

moderator of the society, has

disclosed that in view of this

year's enrollments in P.L.C,

there are some^ 40 students

eligible for membership in

Semper Fi. These students are

urged to look into the require-

ments for joining.

i

The cartoonist must prepare

a drawing suiteble for a greeting

card of any description. Entry

blanks are obtainable from

local greeting card stores.

Applications and cartoons

must be mailed before June 1 to

Box Cards, Inc., 526 N. La
Clenega blvd., Los Angelas, 48,

Calif.

James Corey, president of the

Beta Gamma Debating Society,

has announced that a research

staff will be formed next year

to aid the debaters.

The staff will be composed of

students, who do not desire to

debate, but who do have an in-

terest in debating and will de-

vote a few hours a week to the

gathering of new evidence.

A writing staff will also be

formed to aid in securing such

evidence and in the copying and

cataloguing.

These innovations are expec-

ted to aid the debating society

in next year's competition; Cor-

ey said.

Elected Presidents
(Continued from Pa^ 1)

largest voting class, turned out

in the spirited election.

Others elected to Senior Class

office included ^Eugene Paga,

Vice President; Matthew Mazza,

Secretary and Michael Axy,

Treasurer.

Senior Representatives elect-

ed were Joseph Mason, Resident

Ante; John P. Kelley, Day-Hop
Arts; Bruce Irving, Resident

Engineering; Robert Wagner,

Day- Hop Eingineering; Resi-

dent C and F, Francisco
Pancheo, and Day-Hop C and

F, James McHale.

John Taormina was selected

Alumni Representative.

Others elected to Junior Class

offices included Ronald Dobies,

Vice President; George Fay,

Treasurer, and John Heffeman,

Secretary.

Junior Representatives elect-

ed were Thomas Hoffman, Resi-

dent Arts; William Vincent,

Day-Hop Arts; Frederick Wiele,

Resident Engineering; William

Henry, Resident Enghie^ring;

1

John Driscoll, Resident C and

F, and Robert Godwin, Day-

Hop C and F.

Elected as next year's Sohpo-

more Class officers were Rob-

ert Scalia, Vice President; Jam-

es Rhodes, Secretary, and Jo-

seph Shaw, Treasurer.

Chet Buttonow was selected *

as representative to the Stu-

dent Council for the resident

students while Thomas Cham-
bers will represent day-hops.

A Corrtction

It was erroneously reported in

last issue of the VILLANOVAN
that in the elections for Phi

Kappa Pi, William Christman,

had been elected secretary and

William Smith elected treasurer.

William Smith, Mechanical

Engineer, was elected secmtary

and Lee Christensen. ayfl En-

gineer, was elected treasiiuer.

Football player Gene Paja models the new varsity blazer thai

athletes are to be given the first time they earn a varsity letter.

His financee. Rose Marie Altopiedi^ secretary to the Vice-Presi-

dent for Student Affairs, admires Gene's blazer.

Grace Speaks At Banquet
Captain J. J. Grace, U.S.M.C.,

was guest speaker at the annual
rifle-pistol team banquet which
was held at the Elk's Club in

Norristown two weeks aeo.
Varsity pistol letters were

awarded for the first time. Recip-
ients of the awards were
William Scott, James D'Arcy,
Eidward Byrne, Joseph Bizzano
and Arturo Martinez.

James Abernathy, Chris Kloss,

Frank Murtha, Louis Spevetz
and William Heam received rifle

team letters.

The National Rifle Associa-
tion club award went to Frank
Murtha for rifle and William
Scott for pistol.

EMward F. Hogan received the
award for the most outstanding
freshmen member of the rifle

team.

Junior Paul R. Lang received

the most valuable player award.
Paul merited the award because
of the time and eifort expended
on the team's behalf.

Senior Engineer Jamea G.

Abernathy received the Villa-

nova Rifle-Pistol Club Award.
The award is given to any pis-

tol-shooter who exceeds the 285
mafk. Jim earned the award by

Golfers Split 6 Decisions,

Draw Accolades From Penn
ty ROMIR VAN ALLIN

The enthusiastic members of

the Villanova golf team have
compiled a season's record of

three wins and three loses.

In recent matches the Villa-

novans have defeated St. Jo-

seph's, 5-2, while losing to two
formidable opponents, Penn and
Penn State.

On April 23rd, the Villanova

team suffered its first two de-

feats of the season in a tri

team match against Penn and
Penn State.

Lose to Penn
The Wildcat golfers were de-

feated 5-2 by the highly rated

University of Pennsylvania
team. In this match, sopho-

more C&Fer, Marty Connelly

won his match but Jay Gibney,

Frank Kruse, and Joe Lewis

ran into trouble.

Senior Gibney lost one up at

the 19th hole and team cap-

tain Kruse lost one up at the

22nd hole.

Joe Lewis posted a very re-

spectable 75 in a losing cause

to Don Norberry's 70. Norber-

ry has a 70.6 average, making

him the best college golfer in

the east.

Against the scholarship-laden

team of Penn State (the na-

tion's number two team last

year) the Villanovans could do

little. Marty Connelly lost one

up and this was the closest the

Wildcats came to victory in the

7-0 whitewashing.
Villanova Praised

Penn coach Bob Hayes, who

is prepping his team for the

Inter-Collegiate Championships

at Yale on May 15th said, "Vil-

lanova is the best team we

have faced beside Penn State".

This is high praise indeed, for

Penn State, with an 8-0 record,

is probably the best tean> in

the East.

Last week's bad weather

kept the team idle, but with

most of the tough opponents

out of the way, captain Frank

Kruse and the other members

of the team are looking for-

ward to winning all of their re-

maining matches.

Two days later the Villano-

vans met and defeated Saint

Joe's 12-6 in a match played at

the Cedarbrook Country Club.

Junior Nick Aquilino was low

man with a two over par 74.

Aquilino, Reggie Zurinskas, and

Roger Gaire contributed nine of

the Cats twelve points.

Frank Kruse, Joe Lewis, and

Bill Mawn scored the remainder

of the Villanova points.

Rematch with Penn
On May 1st the Villanova

Golf team played a return match

with Pennsylvania at the Ply-

mouth Valley Country Club.

Penn won 5-2 in a match that

was much closer than the score

would indicate.

Joe Lewis lost to Don Nor-

berry, who posted a 39-32-71 on

the par 72 course and Jay Gib-

ney and Frank Kruse also lost.

Marty Connelly and Ronnie

Zurinskas won and Nick Aqui-

lino and Reggie Zurinskas ap-

peared to have good clianceo to

win.

At this point, it seemed as

if a 4-3 upset win for Villanova

was very possible but Aquilino

lost one up on the 18th and Reg-

gie Zurinskas lost one up on the

19th.

Villanova is, incidently, the

only local team to have defeat-

ed Penn in the last twenty years,

havingf turned the trick four

years ago.

shooting a 285 out of the possible]

300 in a nfatch with the Ford-
ham team.
A corresponding prize for the

member of the pistol team ex-

ceeding the 270 mark was pre-

sented to Junior James D'Arcy,
who shot a 273 against the
Holmesburg Pistol Club.

The captains of Villanova's

rifle and pistol teams were also

announced.
D'Arcy will lead the pistol

tea^ while junior classmate

Chris Kloss will captain the rifle

team.
Junior William Heam was

named captain of next year's

rifle team.

ViUanova's Bill Scott broke
the national pistol-shooting rec-

ord recently when he scored 292
points out of a possible 300 to

win the National Rifle Associa-

tion's individual competition.

One hundred and twenty-four
entrants from the military aca-

dendes and colleges throughout
the country took part in the mail-

in type nuttch.

Senior Scott's point total was
five higher than the old record
of 287. :y- .:- .\.^..y

ChitcherHank Nichols belts out a single in a losing cause agiOnst Labile lasil^day at flie

Wildcats* home grounds.

Rain Dampens Intramural Softball
By TOM MUHPHY

The Major Leagues are afraid

that the record for postponed

games because of rain will be

set this year. The Intramural

Leagues of Villanova are plagu-

ed with the same trduble.

Relatively few games have

been played this month because

of the inclement weather and it

has caused many games to be

rescheduled at seven in the even-

ings

In the only game played in

the 5:30 Mendel League this

month the Fubar nine beat the

Jokers 11-6.

In the 5:30 Sullivan League

the Jokers beat the Spaghetti

Benders 9-8 while loshig to the.

SMky Sullivans 14-13.

The unbeaten Young Lions

8h\it out the Playboys 10-0 in

the only game played in the 5 :30

Austin League.

The Young Lions of playing

mentor Joseph Scancarella were
led to victory by the fine pitch-

ing and hitting of Don "Pudgy"
Gooley.

The Alumni Animals were
romped in losing their first
?;ame. The Jolly Trotter turned

he trick posting 15-3 tally. In

the only other game played in

the 4:30 Austin League the

Jolly Trotters lost their first

game to the Trumps, 9-8.

In early season play in the

5:30 Mendel Leag^ue: Moby's
Maruders 8, Zorches 5. The Fu-
bar Nine beat Terry's Terrors

by a score of 23 to 19 in a tor-

rid slugfest. Simpson Schmooks
13, Saracens 12. Mobys Maraud-
ers won their second game by
a score of 15-10, this time beat-

ing the thrice beaten Jokers.

The Silky Sullivans beat the

Spaghetti Benders by a score of

9-7 in the only game played in

the 5 :30 Sullivan League.

In the 5:30 Austin League:

The Lodge Boys beat Delta Pi

Mu 11-6 before an audience of

close to a thousand Villanovans

overrunning Austin Field. Pat

Nicholson won his second game
with, a one hitter, ovetoome by

sloppy fielding.

Jim McNaney struck the big

blow for the Lodge Boys, a

three run round tripper to the

side of Dougherty Hall. The
Young Lions shut out the

Clowns 5-0 while 2k)rros Ter-

rors whipped Lana's A.C. 18-12.

In the 4:30 Austin League:

The Jolly Trotters trounced the

Duds 17-1. The Emanons shut

out the Eastwingers 3-0. Chet

Buttonow's diving catch with

two out in the last inning sav-

ed Gerry Carlin's hard earned

victory as the West Alumni
Animals beat the Trumps 4-3.

In the 2:30 Mendel League:

The Losers squeezed out an 18-

17 victory over the Mu Mesons.
One run was enough for the
Trojans as they shut out the
Progresso Players.

In the 10:30 Mendel League:
The Sophomore Sluggers down-
ed the Rocking Birds 7-1 only
to be tieatbn by the Coffin Nails
13-5.

Scores in the 4:30 Mendel
League read Slammens 12 Dia-
monds 6; Rocking Birds 3, En-
gineers 2; Slammers 12, Gators
3 ; Saints 3, W Company 2. The
W. Czaus beat Nine Angry Men
17-8 in the only game played in

the 12:30 Austin League.

.nis«:h

Varsity Bhzers
The Vice-President for Student

Affairs, Rev. Joseph W. Kenune,
O..S.A., has announced that

begining next year a new system
of athletic awards will be inau-

gurated.

The new system, brought
about by a student council re-

quest that athletes be permitted

to wear letters and sweaters on
campus, will provide blazers for

varsity lettermen in their sopho-
more year.

In the Junior year the conven-
tional letters and sweaters will

be awarded.
Seniors will receive the cus-

tomary blankets which are im-
printed with the letter "V."

Father Kenune said that be-

cause the new system will not
go into effect until next year
the letter winners this year will

be given the award of their

choice.

N
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Three Dual Track Meets
Prep Wildcats For IC4A's
V ; BY IIU VINCDfT

A scant two weeks and two

tough dual meets stand between

rthe Vlllanova track team and

the IC4A outdoor championships

to be held right here on the

home campus Friday and Satur-

day, May 30 and 31.

The Wildcats face Quantico

tomorrow and Saint Joe's next

Thursday, both at home. A
week from Saturday they tra-

vel to LaSalle to meet the Ex-
plorers. .

Three former Villariova ath-

letes will perform with Quan-

tico. Miler John Kopil, two-miler

Alex Breckinridge and field

event man Ron Cherubini.
1 these four events alone

Tickets for the IC4A champ>.

ionships to be held in the Vll-

lanova Stadium, May 30 and

31, are now on sale In the Field

House ticket office.

Student tickets are $.75 for

each of the two days—the

heats and preliminaries on Fri-

day the 30th, and the finals

on Saturday the 31st. All stu-

dent tickets are for the South
stands, the press box side of

the stadium.

Additional tickets may be

obtained for Friday at $1.25

apiece. Tickets for Saturday's

finals are $2.50 for the North
stands, where most of the fin-

ish lines will be situated, and,

$1.25 for the South stands.

How-
Cherubini played tackle for theieVer, the Mainliners took first

'Cat football team for three

years.

; , ; Nipped Cadets
T fie Wildcats squeezed

through with a one point vic-

tory in a triangular meet with

Army and Syracuse at West

Ron Delany, leaves for his

native Ireland Friday to com-
pete against some of the best

milers in the world, including

world record holder Derek Ib-

botson, in a major race on

Monday, as the Irish dedicate

a new track and field stadium.

Delany ulll return to the

Main Line campus immediately

after the race.

Point last Saturday afternoon.

They out-scored the Cadets 82

to 81 while Syracuse managed
to score only ten points.

The meet only proved what
many observers had said about

the V i 11 a n o V a track team

:

they're unbeatable in the run-

ning and jumping events but

when it comes to the weights

the 'Cats lose out considerably.

The Cadets swept the javelin,

jUace in eight of the nine run
•ning events and the other three

field events to clinch the vic-

tory.

Three Win Two Each
Standouts in the meet for

Villanova were Bob Holup,
George Sydnor and Ron Delany,

each of whom won two events.

Tolup won the 120 high hurdles

in 14.4 and the 220 lows in 23.9.

Sydnor captured the 220 in 21.6

and the 440 in a speedy 48.2.

Delany easily took first place

in the mile in 4:18.3 and then

came back to take the 880 in

the track record time of 1:52.1.

Delany and Sydnor also ran

legs on the victorious Wildcat

mile relay team.

Ed Oollymore, IC4A sprint

king, tuned up for the IC4A
Championships by winning the

100 in 9.9 and taking second to

Sydnor in the 220. Collymore

also ran the anchor on the Wild-

cat mile relay team.

Revis Sets Meet Mark
Another defending IC4A

champion, Phil Reavis, gave

track fans a preview of what to

expect in the IC4A's and other
discus, shot put and hammer _

throw, compiling 44 points inj coming big meets by winning

the high" jump in a meet record

leap of 67". Right behind

Reavis was teammate Charie

Stead. Stead also placed second

in the 440 and the 220 yard low

hurdles.

Other victors for the Wildcats

included John Buckley in the

broad jump with a 23'1" jump
and Norm Cyprus, and Ron
Brady, who tied for top honors

in the pole vaut, with a 13' leap.

Sophomores Jim Blackburn

and Bob Godesky also gathered

points for the 'Cats. Blackburn

finished second behind Colly-

more in the 100 and placed

third in the 220. Godesky fin-

ished a few yards in back of

Delany in the mile.

Six Deserve Praise

Although the Villanova vic-

tory over Army this past week-

end deserves much praise be-

cause of the great team effort

involved, a few feeks ago six

Villanova trackmen completed

one of the most difficult tasks

in Penn Relay history.

Vic De Maio. Ed Collymore,

Bob Godesky. Ron Delany,

George Sydnor and Charley

Stead were responsible for three

American relay championships,

thus making Villanova the first

team to win three champion-

ships three years in a row at

the Penn Relay Carnival.

Delany ran the anchor mile

in the distance medley and the

final half mile in the sprint

medley. He also ran a leg of the

victorious mile relay team.

Collymore ran three quarter-

miles on the three championship

relay teams, climaxing the day

with 46 second flat anchor leg

in the mile relay.

Stead and Sydnor each ran

220 stints in the sprint medley

and came back to run the open-

ing two legs in the mile relay,

De Maio ran the opening half

mile in the distance medley,

while Godesky ran the three

quarter mile leg

440

Ed Collymore takes the baton from Ron Delany at the

start of the last lap in the mile relay of the Penn Relays* traU-

ng Morgai\ State's Bob McMurray by almost ten yards.

^

Baseball Team Drops Two;

Hop0s%rNCAA Bid Dim
^^m VT'11 ..— •_ 4a«. V>ifa eon. A *>*vi«r

y JOi RnaPATMCK

The Villanova baseball team

has travelled the smooth road

through most of the season but

lately the path has become a

rocky one.

The 'Cats had won seven gam-

es in a row before losing two

out of the last three to two

local clubs, Saint Joseph's and

LaSalle.

Tne Monday loss to Saint Jo-

seph's (7-4) dimmed Villanova

hopes for an N.C.A.A. bid.

Joe Michell suffered his first

defeat of the season at the

hands of the Hawks. Joe had

previously won two.

The game had only one bright

spot as far as the Cats are con-

cerned, that being Bob Vincent's

solo home run, in the sixth in-

ning.

Kelly Entalners Fathers

Before a capacity Father's

Day crowd last Saturday the

Villanovans bounced back from

a Friday loss to LaSalle by

downing Seton Hall 4-1.

Senior ace Jack Kelly sent the

Pirates rowing back to Jersey

with only two hits and Kelly's

Villanova mates collected 10 hits

to give the Villanova mainstay

his fifth victory of the cam-

paign.

Of Villanova's ten hits sen

ior Joe Kolen, and sophomores

Bob Vincent and Paul Borian

collected two each.

Soph Bob Kropiewnicki bore

the brunt of the loss to LaSalle.

The Explorers scored five runs

on five hits as they put an end

to Villanova's seven game win

streak 5-2.

'Cats Win Seven Straight

Before the loss to LaSalle the

four most recent Wildcat vic-

tories were chalked up against

LaSalle, Lafayette, P.M.C., and

lllaMTAb
Anthony.2b

Vlnc«nt,cf
Emma.lb
Donatv'l.sf
MetottUb
NlchoU.c
Borian.lf
Monahan>rf
MlelMl«
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rh«
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1

1
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Army,
Joe Michell won his first game

of the season by downing La

Salle for Villanova's fifth vic-

tory of the season. Joe allowed

only four hits and struck out

nine in the 4-2 triumph.

Catcher Hank Nichols was the

batting hero. Hank collected two

hits, one of which was a big

two run homer in the seventh

inning.

The sixth victory came easy
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ab r h
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Colly hits the tape well ahead of the rest of the field to

.give the Wildcats their fourth consecutive mile relay title and

their eleventh championship overall in the last four years at the

Rehiys. Ed turned in a blistering 46.0 quarter to win by nearly

15 yards over Morgan's McMurray, who is not in the picture.

hits and behind Joe the Villa-

novans were raising tho roof.

The Wildcats scored 14 runs
on 13 hits, the hitting stars

were many.
George Emma led the way

with three hits in six trips and
Bob Vincent, Larry Masotti, and
Paul Borian collected two hits

cacli.

Michell to the Rescue
The Army win was victory

numl)er four for Jack Kelly but
Jack received some great relief

from Joe Michell who came on
in the eighth inning.

Eddie Monahan led the way
witli two hits and Joe Kolen
tied the game with a pinch sin-

gle in the seventh.

Villanova's next two games
are with Navy and Georgetown
both are away games. The next
home game will be with Saint
Joseph's on May 19th.

The Hawks will be followed

in by Penn on May 20th for the
season's Tinale.

as the Wildcats routed highly

rated Lafayette 10-5.

The Lafeyette victory was the

third win of the year for Bob
Kropiewnicki. In gaining his vic-

tory Kropiewnicki gave up only

two runs but he needed help in

the eighth from Jack Kelly.

Villanova gained its seventh

and eighth wins from two ser-

vice schools, P.M.C. and Army.
P.M.C. was the first of the

service schools to fall and they

fell hard. Joe Michell was the

winning hurler and he allowed

the Chesterites one run on six

Election of the outstanding

senior athlete Diill take phtce

next Wednesday in Dougherty

Hall from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

All students In the university

are eligible to vote.

The coaiAes have nominated

three athletes in each sport

The nominees must be approv-

ed by members of the iiniver-

sity's administration.
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215 in Class of '58 to Graduate

Mr. William T. Cooke (right), Philadelphia Yearbook Publisher,

discusses year book lay out and design with Sister Jerome, O.S.F.,

(left), Winston Salem, N. C. and Sister Loretta, O.S.F. of Fort

Meyers, Florida, during the 11th annual workshop of Catholic School

Publications in the library on July 7th and 8th. Sisters received

information on yearbook planning, design and staff organization.

WORKSHOP PROVES TOP NECESSITY

OF GOOD UP-TO-DATE SCHOOL LIBRARY
By Sr. Rose Philippine, S.S.J.

Villanova's Library Workshop offered a golden opportunity

for teachers to be ahead of the times. "The day of the recom-
mended elementary library is past," states the Reverend Dan-
iel P. Falvey, O.S.A., Villanova's

librarian.

"The time is fast approaching
when elementary libraries will be
required by evaluating committees,

ff and we must be prepared," he says.

An upswing of interest in libraries

has resulted in the Library Worlc-

shop which was held at Villanova

on Saturday, July 261 h, A cordial

welcome was extended to all the

summer students and to all teachers

and librarians, on or off campus.
Important Questions

^^ Books are the tools of our pro-

fession, and as teachers, we have an
obligation to know more about
them than their contents. What are

the library standards? How wide,

how deep, should shelving be? What
represents a good basic collection?

What steps should be taken to es-

tablish a library? Every teacher
should have the answer to these

questions.

If you are, (and who isn't?) build-

ing a new school, or new addition,

be articulate about the library be-

fore the blue prints are made. Be
Informed about standards and in-

stallations.

Villanova initiated the Press Con-
ference and the Publications Work-
shop. Both projects are vitalizing

forces, with enrollment and en-
thusiasm mounting each year.

The launching of the Library
Workshop is another Villanova
"Explorer", not designed to startle

the space men, but to spark every
teacher with intense vigor.

DEDICATTOX CEREMONIES

Immediately following the

graduation exercises, the Aca-

demic Procession will proceed to

the New Commerce and Fiance

Building for the dedication of

the latest structure on tlie Vil-

lanova campus.

Conference Hears

Discussion About
School Publishing
To acquaint advisers with latest

methods in the production of school

publications and to furnish aids for

the inexperienced advisers, Villa-

nova University sponsored the Elev-

enth Annual Workshop of Cath-
olic School Publications July 7 and
8.

Its scope including newspapers,
magazines, and yearbooks, the pro-

gram provided for the learning of

new ideas as well as for the discus-

sion of tried and proved ideas by
scheduling clinics, lectures, and dis-

cussions.

Among qualified representatives

of school publications and the pub-

lic press directing the various ac-

tivities were Mr. William T. Cooke
of the Cooke Publishing Company.
Sr. M. Franceline, S.S.J., M.A. of

Cecil ian Academy, Sr. M. Trinita,

I.H.M., M.A. of John Hallahan High
School, and Mr. John Ursprung, Jr.

Subjects Discussed

Subjects treated were instruction

in the use Of type faces and print-

ers' measurements, copy fitting, for-

mat, layout, headlines, news pic-

tures, and staff organization for the

newspaper department.

Yearbook topics listed planning
the book, the dummy, modern
trends in copy, photographs, func-

tional art, and staff organization.

Individual criticisms and evalu-

ations of their respective publica-

tions were extended to advisers

seeking such aid. Among the fea-

tures of the program meriting high
attendance was the demonstration
of art techniques most suited to

school publications by Sr. M. Trin-
ita. I.H.M.

Science Training

To Be Offered

Fall of '58

Three significant announcements
were made last month by the Very
Rev. James A. Donnellon, O.S.A.,

University President, indicating Vil-

lanova's tremendous progress and
eminent reputation in the field of

science education.

It was announced early in June
that the National Science Founda-
tion in Washington had selected

Villanova among 85 outstanding
colleges and universities in the

country to participate in a teaching
program designed to provide spe-

cial training for high school science

and mathematics teachers.

Part of an overall plan to in-

crease the tempo of science educa-
tion in our nation, the program is

supported by federal grants. Vil-

lanova will offer its special train-

ing in the field of biological sci-

ence.

It will accept some twenty-five

applicants from a radius of 50
miles.

Training Hours
Training will be given outside

school hours so that teachers may
attend while serving full time in

their own schools. About 30 meet-
ings of the Teacher Training In-

stitute will be held beginning with
the opening of school in September.
The University also disclosed

plans this month for the construc-
tion of a new multi-million dollar

science building to keep pace with
its reputation in the science field.

Announcement of the plans was
made by Father Donnellon during
a dinner marking the closing of the

University's 1957-58 fund drive in

Dougherty Hall, June 30th.

Plans Not Complete

Plans for the new structure,

which will make the sixth new unit

since 1954, are not yet complete
but construction will begin in the

near future, Father Donnellon said.

A faculty committee is presently

working on structural requirements
for the different departments.

It was also announced that the

National Science Foundation has
awarded Villanova a grant of $15,-

000 for a basic research in chem-
istry. The project will be conducted
by the University's Department of

Research and Development and will

be supervised by chemistry profes-
sor, Thomas H. Doyne.

.

THREE HONORARY DEGREES AWARDED

AT SUMMER SESSION GRADUATION
i

BY SR. EDMUND MARIE, O.S.F.

More than 215 students will graduate from the

Villanova University Summer School on Saturday,
August 2, 1958.

For the first time in the history of the Summer
School, there will be an Academic Procession which
will form at Vasey Hall and proceed to the Field

House.
Lay students will wear caps and

gowns and Religious will carry
hoods over their arms.Morris Urges Nuns

To Warn Pupils

Of Red Menance
By Sr. M. Rosalima, C.S.F.

"There is a force successful and
ascendant in the world today . . . Its

object to destroy everything that

Vlllanova stands for everything that

you In your vocation stand for . .
."

asserted Judge Robert Morris In an
address to a Villanova Summer
Scool audience last Monday, In Vas-
ey Hall.

An expression of earnest convic-

tion, supplanting his quiet smile of

greeting, the prominent lawyer, and
former counsel for the United States

Senate's International Security
Committee proceeded to emphasize
the actuality of the Communist
menace to western civilization, the

importance of recognizing its degree
and proximity, and necessity of re-

sisting it.

Noting how deficient the Soviets

were just 12 years ago and how
rapid their advance pointed out that

er, Judge Morris pointed out that

there were many factors assuring

the .success of that advance to which
the U.S., as a nation, Is guilty of

contributing.

Twelve Years Ago

"Twelve years ago," pointed out
the Judge, "we had a powerful
army; we had the foremo.st Navy;
we alone had the atom bomb.

"The U.S.S.R. was weak and con-

fined to a relatively small geograph-
ical area. Industrially, scientifically,

technologically, economically, they
were practically bankrupt." In the

past 12 years they have made in-

roads and advances that have gained

them territory encompassing a
third of the earth's surface.

Continued on page 6

HONORED GUESTS
Presiding at the Commencement

Exercises will be the Very Rev,
Henry E. Greenlee, O.S.A. Provin-
cial of the St. Thomas Vlllanova
Province.

Honorary degrees of Doctor of
Laws will be conferred by the Very
Rev. James A. Donnellon, O.SJ^
President of the University.

The recipients of the degrees will

be Joseph Mullray, attorney, build-
er and an alumnus of Vlllanova
and The Rev. Joseph Bluett, S.J.,

President of St. Joseph College.

Walter Alesnandroni

Graduation Speakeir

The Graduation address will be de«
livered by Walter Alessandroni,
Chancellor of the Philadelphia Bar
Association and an alumnus of Vil-

lanova. who will also receive an
honorary degree.

Continued on page 6

Double Enjoyment—Be Sure You're Among the Audience

Exercise Your Imagination in the Modern Fashion
BY SR. MICHAEL BERNARD, O.P.

Summer school! Villanova-
And co-curricular activities!

Numerous opportunities are
offered the Sisters to develop
their varied talents.

Good Entertainment

Foremost among these are the
experiences afforded to those In-

terested in theatre work, either
before or behind the scenes.

Under the enterprising direction
of Mr. Richard DuPrey, head of
the new Graduate School of The-
atre Arts, the summer theatrical
group is staging two plays for our
enjoyment!

First of all, will be presented a
short curtain-raiser, sans curtain,

"Parade At the Devil's Bridge," by
Henri Gheon. This fanciful play
has all the characteristics of good
entertainment: it is brief, light,

and thoroughly appealing to the
Imagination.

The main feature will be an im-
pressive presentation of the alle-

gorical morality play, "Everyman",
edited by Esther W. Bates. Anyone
who Is familiar with the theme of

this play realzes that i( is a must
on their summer schocj agenda.
The performances ^iu take place

the last week of July. The bulletin

board will list the exact time and
place.

Cast: "Parade at the Devil's

Bridge"
Property Man

Sr. Mary Immaculate, O.P.
Devil Allen Willig

Fisherwoman Sara McCartan
Cat Connie DriscoU
Father Kado John Carey

Cast: "Everyman"
Messenger_Sr. Helen Lucy, S.U.S.C
Adonal Allen Willig

Death Sr. M. Alma, O.P.

Everyman Sr. Rose Anita, CP,
Fellowship

Sr. M. Irene Joseph, R.S.&L
Cousin

Sr. Stephen Dolores, S.UJ9.(X

Kindred .Sr. M. Regina, AA P.PJSk

Continued on pag§ 8
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Faculty, Students Mourn
Villanova Senior's Death
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Edward Michael Kelly, 22, of Scarsdale, New
York, who had planned to attend Summer School

and graduate in August, died in New Rochelle Hos-
pital on July 5 of leukemia.

Mike, as he was called by his classmates, was
the son of Mr. & Mrs. John C. Kelly of Scarsdale.

Mr. Kelly, a prominent New York advertising ex-

ecutive, is a member of Villanova's Board of Trus-

tees. Another son, James E., is a sophomore.
Very Rev. James A. Donnellon, O.S.A., Univer-

sity President, said the Solemn High Requiem Mass
in St. Pius X Church, Scarsdale,

Cardinal Presides

His Eminence, Francis Cardinal Spellman, pre-

sided. Father Donnellon was assisted by the Rev.
Daniel Falvey, O.S.A., and Rev. George McLaugh-
lin, O.S.A.

News of Mike's passing was met with heavy
sadness at Villanova. With his quiet good humor
he had made many friends here.

A graduate of Cardinal Farley Military Acad-"

emy, Mike entered Villanova in 1954. He had
earned loyalty, leadership and diligence honors at".
Farley and those attributes were always obvious

as he progressed on to his senior year at Villanova.

Active on Campus
He was active in intramurals. Turf and Tinsel

and was a member of the Marketing Club. But
most of all Mike was a regular guy, nothing special,

wanting only to be liked and respected by those

around him. The sorrow which greeted his death

is testimony to the esteem in which he was held.

It is fitting that his attributes of leadership,

loyalty and diligence were publicly recognized and
we have the knowledge that his gentle, pleasant

nature was rewarded at Villanova with affection

and popularity.

But Mike had a tremendous measure of still

another quality of which it took his death to re-

mind us. He had the courage of a hundred men.
So while Mike Kelly would have preferred to •;

be rememoered as Just a regular guy, he never ;;

will. His name will be recalled with reverence 'S.

and respect. He came to Villanova as a boy and
left a brave man. .

"
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READING MAKETH A FULL MAN
*Twas the feast of John the Baptist

When a voice from the wilderness cried,

"This course in Colonial Church History

Should be every true American's pride,

So a reading list

I now submit;
To the library

Each of you shall flit

And request the tomes prescribed."

••John Tracy Ellis", we were advised,

Is dependable, tried, and true,
^ John Gilmary Shea, though heavy at times,

Is sublime from the historian's view." , ; i; •

Then Catholic names ..,..;
Like ardent flames

—

:

.-. is. ; .«.?.•

Barry, Moylan,
Duffy, Ryan, McLaine.
In mountain-size listings up grew.

A fair contribution from Kirlin was gleaned
Quotations from Peter Gilday,

We Dorrowed some thoughts from Kennedy's,
book,

Scanned pages of Sister Augustin Ray.
Now with learning

We tussle.

From Riley

And Russell

As the calendar ticks off the days.

"Anathema be upon book reports,

Let the libraries grow from your pen.

Don't bury your talents; your genius unfold."

We heard daily some time after ten.

"Annotate,
Paraphrase,
Exegite,

Intro-gaze

Let the world know that writing's your yen.'*

For God and Souls
7 have no thought for great, vast

halls

Wherein heavy tomes are read,
,

Be mine the stright, the simple
walls

Within which little feet are led

To walk with faith, Life's rugged
ways . . .

Where God may enter in, always!

These walls I build must hold a
fire

Sacred, ardent, Font of Life

To fill each soul with firm desire

To walk with Christ through joy
or strife!

O! may our children rise to bless

The walls I build for happiness!

This, my dream,^at long last is

true!

This sacred trust, I share with you!

—Sr, Mary Colette, OSF

New Conveniences

in Cafeteria Makes

for Better Service
BY SR. ROSE ANITA, O.P.

"Eat, drink, and be merry!" Could
this be the motto of mealtime here
at Villanova?
Come along any day to Dougherty

Hall, give your number to the guard
at the entrance to the cafeteria, and
you are on your way to a* very
pleasant experience. As you walk
(or run?) down the long blue and
white tile ramp, look to your left.

Through the glass casement you
will view the beautiful Villanova
University Cafeteria.

What more pleasant atmosphere
at meals, with soft music, air-con-

ditioning and cheerful surround-
ings. The predominant color theme
of blue and yellow aid the cheerful-

ness so outstanding in this par-
ticular dining-hall.

New Additions

Several new additions have been
installed this year, including the
turn stile at the end of the counters,

and the new counter where sugar,

butter, creeun, silverware and nap-
kins are found?
And, of course, there were many

exclamations on Monday, June 23rd
when we saw the "tray conveyor"
for the first time. At the end of each
meal it is a source of fascination to

w^tch the trays slide over the rol-

lers into the dish-washing room.
,And of course, during each meal

what heart has not thrilled when
the strains of the Alma Mater song
comes through the loud speaker?
We have even seen some sisters in

the graduating class weep tears of

sorrow? Truly loyal daughters of
Villanova are they.

y Loyal Helpers

The ladies and gentlemen behind
the counter do their work "above
and beyond the call of duty", to

make all of us at Summer School
feel welcome here.

A perfect example of this was the
bulTet supper we had on Sunday
evening, July 6th. It would be very
difficult for any restaurant to match
the culinary display so artistically

arranged.
Many hours of hard work were

spent by our gracious friends in the
cafeteria to prepare all the delicious

and enticing trays.

The meals at Villanova are pala-
table and prepared with utmost
diligence. We fully appreciate the
efforts of the people who make our
mealtime so enjoyable. God bless

them for their efforts because they
add to the unsurpassed graciousness
which is part of the true spirit of
Villanova University.

* V

•Tm sorry, gentKemen, bat as yet Villanova has no Graduate Program
hi Egyptology."

Wake Up and Listen! 'Tis

Time To Act^A Call to

Mission-minded Readers!
BY SISTER MARY ROSARH, O.S.F.

"Go ya .therefore teach all na-
tions, baptizing them in the name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of
the Holy Ghost." Thus Christ com-
manded the first missionaries, a
little group of men trained in his
ideas and ways. He expected great
things from these chosen ones, the
Twelve Apostles.

So Christ set up His Church and
gave it His orders. It was from the
beginning a Marching Church.
These first missionaries were not
to wait until all the people in and
around Jerusalem were converted
before they should leave for other
countries.

They were to begin at once and
set out to the ends of the earth
teaching the Words, the Life and
the Death of Christ. So the Church
has continued her work until the

August Fifteenth

Assumpta est Maria in coelun!

Lo! the portals opened wide!
And Christ, the living Saviour
Was there, by Mary's side!

Sweet, tender words were spoken
(And all heaven listened in)

But none could e'er betoken
The depth of love wherein
He cried: "Madonna mia!"

Yet again: 'Madonna mia!"

—Sr. Mary Colette, OSF

Sister Mary Rosarii, O.S.F.

present day making Christians

—

other Christs—of all men, in spite

of persecution.

Harvest Is Great
It Is a slogan, "Be a Missionary

and see the world." To a certain

extent this is true; but to see the
world as the missionary sees it, fills

one's heart with sorrow as the
words of Christ echo down the cen-
turies: "The harvest indeed is great,

but the laborers are few."

To whom does the blame go ? Are
we religious teachers partly to be
blamed ? How many of us are really

mission-minded—that is, with heart,

head, and hands? If not, then how
can we train our pupils to be so?
Why is Communism advancing?
The Communistic teachers are, as
it were, saturated in their philo-

sophy and they surely strive to im-
part it!

Personally, I think we teachers
do not inculcate sufficiently in the
hearts of our pupils an interest and
love for the foreign missions. As a
result, those children grow up indif-

ferent, and even if they are blessed
with a religious vocation, they are
inclined to leave mis8ionar> work
to someone else.

It is for some, too much of a

sacrifice to leave home, country.

and loved ones, no doubt. What is

lacking in the world today is thej

spirit of sacrifice. How many of our
pupils spend around $.50 daily at

the local luncheonette and must be
coaxed to sacrifice $.10 weekly to

feed a hungry child? Poor hungry
children—happy to get a bowl of

rice even without trimmings!

Irish School Days
When Ij, look back to my school

days at the Mercy Convent, Cork,
Ireland, I can vi.sualize the enthusi-

asm with which the Sisters encour-
aged us, and as it were, invigorated

the God-given capacity to work and
make little sacrifices for the spread
of God's Kingdom. Even in the first

grade we were encouraged to buy a
"black baby," and we bought many.
The seeds of interest planted in

childhood, nurtured by prayer and
little sacrifices, help the future mis-
sionary (who may be among our
pupils) to get courage and strength
to leave all and armored, as it were,
with the Breastplate of St. Patrick,

the great Missionary, to go to

foreign lands, seeking to bring
Christ to all men and all men to
Christ.

It is not difficult to stir up a feel-

ing of sympathy from the depths of
a child's heart when he hears stories

of the missions or sees depicted In
missionary magazines the sad
plight of so many wretched and
diseased children growing up un-*

loved.

I have seen them In Egypt begf«

ging for food, snatching a little

sleep on a dirty pavement, and ac-
tually scavenging for an existence;

Poor children! Our well-cared for
children readily understand that
to be hungry, cold, or sick, and—
worst of all—neglected, hurts just
as much in Asia or Africa as it

does in America, the land of milk
and honey where so much is wasted!

Spiritual Aspect
The spiritual aspect of the pic-

ture must be stressed in our class-

rooms. Our pupils will realize their
part as members of the Mystical
Body of Christ. Because of His Hu-
man Nature, He saw every man as
a brother. Following His example,
we must love all mankind.
Here we have an opportunity oC

trying to wipe out some of the race
discrimination that exists in our
own United States against tha
colored.

When Christ said, "Suffer the
little children to come unto Me,
for theirs is the Kingdom of
Heaven," was He thinking of the
color of their skin, or of the beauty
of their souls?
Th«? hardships of the mission-fields

should be .stressed to the children,

e.g.. difficulty of language, climate,
food, clothing. To these, the mis-
sionaries can accustom themselves,
for, by the grace of God, miasion-

Continued on page 3

Council Solves

LockiNit, Plans

Sunmier Show
BY SISTER MARY LOIJIS, O.8.F.
The Student Council is not for

disciplinary purposes nor is it a
recent Summer School innovation.
When Father Boyle's office housed
the sisters, Father had a repre-
sentative group to act as an advis-

ory board to better the conditions
for sister residents. When the Dean
of Women's office came into exis-

tence, it also assumed this respon-
sibility.

, As Miss Boyle explained, it Is dif-

ficult to know exactly what the sis-

ters prefer and hardly probable
that they would complain to her,

therefore, it is up to the council to
keep ears and eyes open.
Through the members of the

Board, such suggestions as supply-
ing more benches near Sheehan
and Sullivan Halls have been
brought to the attention of our
solicitious Dean of women. The
Installation of washers has been
a big problem which as yet has
not been remedied due to circum-
stances beyond Miss Boyle's con-
trol. Obviously, such anxious con-
cern for our welfare supplies us
with every convenience conceivable.
The present members, selected

at random, possess a master key
for the salvation of all the sisters

on their respective floors. Are you
locked out? Consult Sr. Mary Mad-
elon, R.S.M.; SLster Mary Arthur,
O.P.; Sr. M. Basil, S.B.S.; Sr. Rose
Philippine, S.S.J. ; Sr. M. Liguori,

C.S.F.N.; Sr. M. Caroline Jo.seph,

O.S.F. who will be glad to help
you out.

Our chairman, Sr. Mary Arthur,
feels, from the results of the ques-
tionnaire distributed, that we would
all prefer our party to be held on
July 25, from seven to ten. Accord-
ing to the same questionnaire.
Father Burns and the .seminarians
have been voted our most popular
type of entertainment with a unan-
imous agreement that the refresh-

• ments be "the same". So, here's

to seeing you all at our Summer-
School Highlight. Bring your danc-
ing slippers and appetites.

This We Will Remember
Alarm cloqks going ting-a-ling

Hours before sane birdies sing!

Scurrying fast to bent the line

And not wait "hours" just to dine!
The easy way and, yes, how soon
We learned the Alma Mater tune!

The endless line that used to form
For treats and ice xohen it loas

warm!
, Oral talks, and tests, and papers—

.,/ Whimsical, fanciful, professor-
capers

—Sr. M. kosdtima, C.S.F.N.

Vatican Collection

Worth a Million
I •

To Paul Terruso
The Chinese proverb: "One pic-

ture is worth ten thousand words"
takes on new meaning when you
see Paul Terruso's Vatican .stamo

collection on display in the library.

Paul, a 1958 Villanova graduate,
arranged a tasteful setting for his

collection that would do credit to

a show case artist. Wood frames
of various sizes surround uniform
black velvet matting, and serve to

enhance the rich and variegated
colors of the stamps.
A typed explanation interprets

each set.

Paul's interest in stamps began
early, and narrowed down to a
Trieste collection when that gov-
ernment was unstable. Sets pur-
chased at that time lor a quarter
became valuable quickly by rea.son

of the frequent turnover in govern-
ment.

Paul's favorite stamp agency
moved to Italy, and it was then
that he decided to concentrate his

collection on Vatican City. No other
government has such cosmopolitan
interests, such religious appeal.

If you are concerned with archi-

tecture, see the .set depicting famous
facades; if the Swiss Guards engage
your attention, a concentrated
cour.se of their history is before
you in colorful miniature.

Life's History-Call Number PZ4-A378Mi

Displayed on Campus to All Book Lovers
By Sr. Rose Philippine, S.S.J.

"I thought I'd never get "out of

that Preparations Room! There's
something awfully public about this

New Books shelf, isn't there? Re-
minds me of a painter's auction.

Well, I'm not worried, really. I

expect to go out much faster than

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TECH-
NOLOGY IN THE 18TH CENTURY.
Well, no, I'm not vain; it's just that
almost everyone reads fiction, es-

pecially if it's about a well-known
character like Michelangelo.

/ wish you could see my jacket.

When you go out, look for it on the

bulletin board right inside the door.

It's that striking gray and red one,

marked "MICHELANGELO THE
FLORENTINE, A NOVEL BY SID-
NEY ALEXANDER."
Who asked for me? who dkint!

The Art Department for one,

thought I'd be useful as background
material; the library staff felt the

need for some really good fiction,

and a complimentary write-up in

THE CRITIC tied it up.

FIrat, I had to be improved by
Fatlier Falveir for moral content,

A unique course In the 9ilijbe and Old Teft(aJK¥»HA ia h«te« tei«ht thig Munnier by the Rev. Howard A.
Grelis, O.S.A. Here Father Grelis discusses Hi^ec^ «^*h (tofit to tight) Mother Mary Rebecca, S.H.CJ.,
Sister Mary Raymond, C.S.F.N., and Sister Rose fhUMpJAe. aaO. FaJbher dreUs has taugbt English,
Greek, theology, psychology and canon law during his 42 years at ViUaJOova.

Father Grelis' New Course

Very Technical, But Interesting

by Sr. M. Rosalima
Among newly organized and the more-than-slightly re-vamped

courses included in various curricula, the Religion department boasts
two, a Survey of Some Recent Interpretations of the Old Testament and
Metaphysics of the Mass, both taught by Rev. Howard A. Grelis, O.S.A.

,

A.M.
Available to a deliberately limited control group during summer

courses, the survey of the Old Testament will be open to general attend-
ance beginning with the fall .semester.

To review and clarify problems traditionally associated with Old
Testament interpretation. Father Grelis draws on .studies made by con-
temporary Catholic Biblical scholars.

These, encouraged by recent Papal prpnouncements and aided by
modern .scientific discoveries, have published new and helpful insights,

the major portion of them within the past live years.

In a recent interview, the smiling, smile-seeking priest evaluated the

particular merits of this course for both the religiou.s and the lay stu-

dent.

"Every Catholic should be well informed about the greatest book in

the world, the Bible. He should endeavor to learn its message not merely
for cultural value as world literature," he insisted, "but chiefly as a
spiritual mes.sage for the nourishment of the soul.

"The teacher, in addition to personal value such a study holds for

her, should be prepared to give a reasonable exposition of Old Testament
accounts to the two chief types of pupils she encounter.s." he continued,
"the docile, all-accepting ones and the questioning skeptics."

Anticipating the fall term when another of the courses he teaches.

Metaphysics of the Ma.ss, will be offered on a graduate level for the first

time. Father GrelLs described the change as one that has deepened cour.se

content and incorporated some of the latest literature on the subject.

"Besides a more profound study of Mediator Dei," Father planned,
"we will also incorporate the monumental works of Rev. Maurice de la

Taille, S.J., and that of Rev. Eugene Mazuresj, S.J. u hich has brought
the former to a fitting completeness.

A familiar figure on the campus. Father Grelis has spent the past

42 years of his teaching career at Villanova. Initially an instructor in

classics and religion, Father's pro£^ram..has included canon law, English,

Greek, Latin, logic, moral theology, and p.sychology in varied assign-

ments.

Besides teaching as a Villanova faculty member. Father has in-

structed Augustinian novices and Junior Clergy, nurses at Misericordia
Hospital, novices in local institutions including those of the Holy Child
novitiate and the Immaculate Heart novitiate of West Chester where he
still teaches.

"My greatest boast," concludes Father Grelis, "is the fact that I

consider my.self one of the fir.st pioneers in the field of Christo-centric

religion. It was my pet postulate back in 1920."price, and suitability, then I went to

Miss Kuhn, Father's secretary, for

the nrquisition slip. Next, a acquiNi-

tion slip was sent to Mendel Busi-

ness Office, and I was officially

ordered.

When I arrived at the library, I

passed from hand to hand, getting

my invoice checked, the business

entry made, and then I was ready
for cataloging.' The Library of Con-
gress cards had been ordered in ad-
vance, so my call number, PZ 4-

A378Mi was lettered in white ink,

the pocket and cards were made, and
here I am.

Come to think of it, the whole
course is somewhat similar to the

procedure necessary for an ambas-
sador-to-be. He has to be recom-
mended, tested for suitability, and

would you like to continue
the simile yourself? There's a rov-

ing eye I'd like to catch! O boy, this

is much more fun than being pri-

vately owned!
You move in such cosmopolitan

circles!

Theatre Arts Group
Continued from page 1

Goods _Sr. James Alberta, S.U.S.C.

Good Deeds

Sr. M. Lorettine, C.S.B

Knowledge -Sr. M. Laetitia, C.S.B.

Five Wits —Sr. M. Pacelli, C.S.B.

Beauty Sr. M. Dolores, C.P.S.

Strength

Sr. M. Constantine, C.S.B.

Discretion __Cr. Jean Marie, R.S.M,

Angel -Sr. M. Rosamund, S.S.C.M.

Confes.sion _-Sr. M. Eugenia, R.S.M.

Stage Managers

Sr. Florence Patricia, S.N.D.,

Sr. M. Lo0itine, C.S.B.

Crew Chief

Sr. M. .John Heiene, O.P.

MISSION—Continued from page 2

aries possess self-sacrificing hearts.

However, the wants of the Mis-
sions are many and varied.

Churches, church-supplies, vest-

ments, schools, hospitals, etc. etc.

are needed. Alas! How many mil-
lions of dollars spent on cigarettes

by teenagers go up in smoke each
year while so many missionary
priests offer the Holy Sacrifice of

the Mass in palmleaf chapefs top-

ped with the Cross of Christ?
Need For Prayer

Above all else, we must imprint
in the minds of our children the
need of prayer for the Missionary;
this is the greatest aid. Let us re-

member the words of St. Paul:
"Therefore, neither he that planteth
is anything, nor he Uiat watereth,
but God that giveth the increase."

So with St. Paul, the great Mis-
sionary, let us pray unceasingly the

Lord of the Harvest that He .send

laborers into Hi« harvest.

Villanova To

Add Courses

in New Policy

September, 1958, will see tlae in-

auguration of a graduate degree
program in the Department of Phil-
osophy. This is in line with aa
over-all amplification policy in the
Graduate School.

Most recently added is the Master
in Secondaiy School Science pro-
gram which was begun to aid sec-

ondary s(!hool science and math
teachers who are required to teacA
two or more of the sciences.

Courses may be selected in biol-

ogy, chemistr:v, mathematics and
physics. Successful completion of
30 credit hours, plus the passinjf

of a comprehensive examination
will lead to a Master's degree in

secondary school science. No thesis

or language examination will k)e

required.

Five Summera
The entire program, like many

of Villanova's Graduate programs,
can be completed in five summers,
or in a shorter time if courses are
taken also during the Fall and
Spii'ing terms.

A Graduate Program in Theatre
is open to those students who hold
a bachelor's degree from a re{)ut-

able college and who can fulfill

Villanova's admi.ssion requirements.
Twenty-four course hours plus a

thesis lead to a Master's degree in

Theatre Arts, A special summer
workshop for Religious offers

courses in religious drama, advanced
play direction, stage lighting and
design, and a seminar for .special

problems.

(vontact Dean
Beginning with the school year

1958-59 Villanova will also offer p.

program of graduate work in Civil

Engineering. For further informa-
tion about any of these new pro-
grams, contact the Dean of the
Graduate l^chool, Villanova Univer-
sity, Villanova, Pa.

Villanova continues the dozen
Graduate Programs that have been
in effect with such popularity
among students, especially from the
religious congregations.

These include Master of Arts
Programs in Classics, Education,
English, French, History, Modern
Languages, and Religion; and tl*e

Master of Science Programs in
Biology, Chemical Engineering,
Chemistry, Library Science, Math-
ematics, and Statistical Quality
Control.

Four Villanova Alumni
To Lecture on Campus

By Sr. Rose Philippine, S.S.J.

Four Villanova alumni will lec-

ture on campus this summer.
John H. White, '50, will talk at

the Library Workshop to be held
here July 26. John is now on the
staff of Random Hou.se, prominent
New York publishing house.

Three former Villanovans will

lecture to a class in Library Science,
History of Books and Printing.

Eugene McLaughlin, '5.3, has rirst

hand experience in the printing
business. Gene works for his father,

who distributes supplies to binders
of t)ooks. Mr, McLaughlin's main
office is in Philadelphia.

Michael Quinn, '54, is on the staff

of Quinn and Bodin of Rahway,
New Jersey. This company is one
of the leading manufacturers of

books in the East. Mike will show a
sound movie on book production.

Recently, this picture was shown on
television.

Harvey Satenstein, '43, president

of Book Craftsmen Associates, hite

originated a unique plan, knowa as

"SAS" (.seasonally adjusted schedu-
ling). By employing the si^ven

month off-sea.son facilities of a
major manufacturer of yearbooks,

and setting up a range of standard
specifications, Harvey's company is

now turning out short -run technical

and .scholarly book.s. They might
not otherwi.se be produced at all,

or would be produced at consider-

ably higher prices.
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Villanova University Salutes
Summer School Class of 1958

Philosophy Department to

Welcome Dr. Gallaqher

<.-,

..*»•'

1. »'-

^
' I.

BACHELOR OF ARTS
fiiiter Maria Franresca Basile, CR.S.M.

Merion. Pennsylvania
eitter Genevieve Mary Brill, C.R.S.M.

Merion Pennsylvania
Slater Joan Mary Buckley, CR.S.M.

Sprincfield, Pennsylvania
ftoUier Ancilla Canci. M.S.C.

: ,. ' , v,. . /, .

Radnor. Pennsylvania :,.'''

Slater M. Janfies Cecilia Coffey, O.P. '/ .•;;:>
Paasaic, New Jersey

Sister MariJi Spiritius C^ury. CR.S.M.
Merion, Pennsylvania

Slater Marie Andrew Desmond, O.S.F. .

Glen Riddle, Pennsvlvania
Siater Rita Mary DeVenuto, CR.S.M.

Merion, Pennsylvaniar
Slater Mary Janice Dionne, O.P.

Laurel Springs, New Jeraey
Siater Mary Andrew Donnelly, CR.S.M.

Merion, Pennsylvania
John Joseph Fisher

PittsburKh, Pennsylvania
Siater Marie Francis Gallaeher. O.S.F.

Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania
Edward Lizut .''t.''"'', !•

Clifton Heights, Pennsylvania
.

,'
i

Slater Kathleen Mary Long, CR.S.M. „ -.

Merion, Pennsylvania
Maary Marhafer. O.F.M., ConT. .%

Schenectady, New York >

Wtlliam A. Martin
Pittftburgh Pennsylvania

Sister Teresa Mary MrGhee, CR.S.M.
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania

Siater Mary William Miller, O.S.F.
Glen Riddle. Pennsylvania ''

Sister M. Alice Francis O'Connor, O.S.F.
Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania

Siater Helen Lucy Sampson, S.U.S.C
Mt. Ephraim, New Jersey ' '

Sister Mary Kathleen Scannell, CR.S.M. .

Springfield, Pennsylvania
Sister Mary Ellen Small, CR.S.M. <

.

; .'

Merion. Pennsylvania ' /.•
.

Sister Mary Immaculate Stapleton, CR.S.M.
Merion, Pennsylvania

Herbert T. Swineford ',
;

;

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ";"'!

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN NURSING,

.

Sarah Kerr
Levittown, Pennsylvania

Ema Mary Pankiewicz
Norristown, Pennsylvania

Lawrence J. Welding
Glenolden, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary John Louise Stoll, O.S.F.
Philadelphia Pennsylvania

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE ?

..;-r.
•

IN EDUCATION r.;'

^Ms-Sister Rosaria Abbamonte, M.S.C.
Radnor, Pennsylvania

Sister M. Thomas Irene Barlow, O.S.F.
Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania

;,

Joan W. Beechwood ',•''','•.:' ^
Chester Springs, Pennsylvania '

.

Sister Catherine Marie Brady, CR.S.M..' •'''

Merion, Pennsylvania '

h*
Sister Mary Fintan Brady, S.B.S. ;' '

;

Comwells Heights. Pennsylvania " .v

Sister M. Dulreline Cieslukowska, C.S.B. ,

'

Reading, Pennsylvania •;.
Sister Mary Marjoleen Czech, C.S.B.

Reading, Pennsylvania
Sister Marian Francis Connolly, O.S,F.

Glen Kiddle, Pennsylvania
;

•

Sister Mary Augustine Criscuolo, O.P.
Camden, New Jersey

Sister M. Catherine Laboure Croghan, S.B.S.
Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Wanda Czachor, C.S.B.
Reading, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Daniel Donnellan, O.S.F.
Chester, Pennsvhania

Sister M. Basil Doyle. S.B.S.
Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania

Robert P. Durkin
Belmar, New Jersey

Sister M. Floretta Dziengelewska, C.S.B.
Reading, Pennsylvania

Sister M. Agnes Bernadette Elwood, O.S.F.
Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Gertruda Feindt, LH.M.
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Celcus Fenneli. S.B.S.
Cornwells Heiffhts. Penn»yl\ania

Sister Dorothea Flanagan. O.P.
Newburgh, New York

Sister Mary Aquinas Fogarty, S.H.C.J.
Melrose, Massachusetts

Sister M. Arnes Loretta Ford, CR.S.M.
Merion. Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Anthony Frainier, S.B.S.

SUMMER ALMA
MATER (To that very

familiar tune)
When the Summer Sisters gather

Out upon the caynpiis green,

When the habits and the veils

Come dealing on the scene,

Loyal nuns of Villanova,

Sing a hymn of praise

To our dear old Alma Mater
And our college days.

Villanova, Villanova,

Wheyi we leave your sheltering

walls.

We shall leave an echo in

Both Sheehan and Sullivan Halls,

We will leave an echo ringing

In the silent night

While our memories are singing

Of the Blue and White.

When the last exam is over

And the last phone call is heard

When the Comprehensive markers

Give their final word—
We shall come to Alma Mater
In our dreams again

With a prayer for Villanova

And a sweet amen.
—Anonymous

1

• I

.

'

"Don't be alarmed, Doctor, we just

we joined the
thought we'd drop in and tell you
Rifle Team!" ,

Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania
;, Sister M. Milburga Geiger. O.S.F.

Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania
;., Sister Mary Michele Gradzinski, C.S.B.

Sister Loretta Marie Hauck, O.S.F.
'^ Reading, Pennsyh ania

Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania
Sister M. Kathleen Joseph Heinle, O'.S.F.

\; Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania
; Sister M. St. Leonard Jerolymark, O.S.F.

Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania
Sister M. Floretta Joseph Joubert, O.S.F.

Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania
Mother Mary Eileen Kearns, S.H.CJ.

New York, New York
Sister Alma Marie Kelly, O.P.

Newburgh, New York
Sister M. Margaret Cecelia Kelly, CR.S.M.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Sister Mary Sylvester Kinslow, O.P.

Scarsdale, New York
Sister M. Raymond Kobierowska, CS.F.N.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Sister M. Pachomia Kucaba, C.S.B.

Reading. Pennsylvania
Sister M. Julia Ladzinski, C.S.B.

Reading, Pennsylvania
Sister Mary Clare Lambert, O.P.

Passaic, New Jersey
Sister M. Teresa Martin Lane, S.B.S.

Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania
Sister Mary Carmel Lynch, O.P.

Newburgh, New York
Sister Mary Grace MacDonnell, O.S.F.

Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania
Mother Frances Marino, M.S.C.

Radnor, Pennsylvania
Sister Louis Mary McCarthy, S.H.CJ.

Sharon Hill, Pennsylvania
Sister Mary Joseph McLaughlin, CR.S.M.

Merion, Pennsylvania
Sister M. Angelicia Mieczkowska, C.S.B.

Reading. Pennsylvania
^Sister M. Lillian Francis Miller, O.S.F.

Glen Riddle. P(>nnsvlvania
Mother Maria Trinitas Miller, S.H.CJ.

New York, New York
Sister Miriam Thomas O'Leary, O.P.

Patcrson, New Jersey
Sister Mary Amadeus O'Sullivan, S.B.S.

Cornwells Heights. Pennsylvania
Sister Marie Paluszek, C.S.B.

Reading Pennsylvania
Mother William Mary Pedrick, S.H.CJ. ;"

;,.

Summit. New Jersey •'', ,,,']

Sister M- Malvine Pogorzelski, C.S.B* *''••;. '.-'"'

Reading, Pennsylvania .,''"'!..

Sister M. Humilia Przyborowska, CS.F.N.. .•''

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
,

.'.':.

Sister Mary Evcljn Rogralski, C.S.B. ''-. ;"'•.;.
Reading, Pennsyhania

Sister Alice Joseph Kobe. O.S.F. . •,

Glen Riddle, Pennsylvania
Sister Raymond Therese.Rohe. O.S.F.

Glen Riddle, Pennsyhania
Mother Mary Kieran Rush S.H.CJ. '

Philadelphia, Pennsvlvania
Sister M. Kdward Sieniawska, CS.F.N.

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
Sister M. Dolorata Staihno, C.S.B. ;

Reading. Pennsylvania
. ./.

Sister M, John Damian Subach, O.S.F.
(Jlen Riddle, Pennsylvania

Joseph J. Wheeler
Philadelphia, Pennsvlvania

Sister Mary Gerard White, O.P.
Newburgh, New York

Sister M. Ignatius Zoccola, O.SS.T. /
Bristol, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Terenita Zondlo, C.S.B.
Reading, Pennsylvania , .

BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
Thomas Gerard Brogan

Wayne. Pennsylvania
Normand E. Cloutier

Chester, Pennsylvania
John Paul Crawford

Wayne, Pennsylvania
David A. Dubbcis

Mount Kisco, New York
William Ignatius Fallon

Havertown, Pennsylvania
Ricardo Adolfo de la Guardia

New York, New York
David Carl Koury

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
Lawrence Michael Mann

Rosemont, Pennsylvania
Robert Joseph Phillips

Flushing, N>w York
Thomas Patrick Scanlon, Jr.

Whitestone, New York
Francis Cornelius Spellane Jr.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN SOCIAL STUDIES
John Albert Cleary ^

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ECONOMICS
Ernest R. Baron

Stamford, Connecticut
PeUr G. Blackwood

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

Leo Joseph Francis Coacher
Philadelphia. Pennsylvania

Kevin Duff
Peabody, Massachusetts

William M. Dunn
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania

Thomas A. Eschmann
Garden City, L.I., New York

John T. Ferffuson
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

'

Thomas F. Higgins
Havertown, Pennsylvania

Robert Thomas Holup
Perth Amboy, New Jersey

Charles L. Jenkins
Cambridge, Massachusetts

John F. Kurdziel
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

A. Anthony Lepore
Brooklyn, New York

Francis W. Magann
Camden. New Jersey

Francis P. McHugh
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Frank Moser
Malvern, Pennsylvania

LeRo^ E. Peters
Croydon, Pennsylvania

Edward D. Reinecker
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

John A. Severance
Berwyn, Pennsylvania

Richard G.^Sim
Phoenix ville, Pennsylvania

Michael D. Sullivan, Jr.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Ermete Anthony Tiberini
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

John Tomkiewicz
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

MASTER OF ARTS
Sister M. Agatha Barbera, O.S.S.T.

Bristol. Pennsylvania
Sister Gabriel Black, S.N.D.

Moylan, Pennsylvania
Joseph Charles Blon

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
Sister M. Adrienni Boland, O.P.

Iselin, New Jersey
Brother Gilbert Matthew Buckley, F.S.C.

Orange, New Jersey
Carl Adam Campono\a

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Sister Mary Arthur Comeay, O.P.

Larchmont, New York
Sister Margaret Thomasine Costello, O.P.

Mt. Vernon, New York
Sister Miriam Kathleen Coyle, I.H..\I.

Yeadon, Pennsylvania
Mother Marie St. Paul deSeze, R.A.

Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
Sister Mary Sheila Desmond, S.C.H.

D<irche*(ter, Massachusetts
Sister Marie Stephen Dever, LH.M. r./U-

West (Chester, Pennsylvania ••;.'

Ednard J. Dixey, O.S.A. ':.'-"
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania

John .loseph Doman, Jr. '•>."'<.'
''

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ' ^

Sister Mary Jeremiah Domozych, C.S.S.F.
Lodi. New Jersey

Rev. Bernard J. Dunleavy, O.S.A.'- . ;V-l'.

Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania .' .

Rev. Fr. Henry J. Engan, O.S.A.
Bronx, New York

Sister Josefita Maria Esler, LH.M.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania '

Sister Mary Hegina Filipovic, Ad.PP.S.
Columbia, "Pennsylvania

Sister M. St. Bernadette Finley, I.H.M.
Chester, Pennsylvania

Rev. Francis J. Fittipaldi, O.S.A.
Washington, D.('.

Sister Mary Regina Flanagan. O.S.B.
Erie, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Jeanne D'Arch Foley, R.S.M.
Red Bank, New Jersey

Sister Vincent Foley, D.C
Petersburg, Virginia

Sister Marguerite Thrrese Foran, S.N.D.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Hyacinth Foster, O.P.
Gloucester. New Jersey

Sister M. Robertine Fox, I.H.M.
Washington North Carolina

Mother Mary Peter Froelicher, S.H.CJ.
Philadelphia. Pennsvlxania

Sister M. Willemyn Gambrill. I.H.M.
Williamsport, Pennsylvania

James Francis Garrity
I'pper Darby, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Alberta (;illen, CR.S.M.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Sister Anne Martina Grittin, S.N.D.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Sister Miriam Carmel Harding, I.H.M.
Philadflphia, Pennsyhania

Siater Ellen Claire Hare, S.N.D.
Moylan Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Cornelia Hlckey, R.S.M.
Gloversville, New York

Siater Mary Ansclm Holup. O.S.B.M.
Philadelphia, Pennsyhania

Sister M. Amadrus Horan. O.P.
Pleasant\ille, New York

Sister Mary Cecilia Jaroby, S.N.D.
Moylan. Pennsylvania

Sister M. Madelexa Kelleher. I.H.M.
Pittston, Pennsylvania

Rev. Gerald Hempen. O.Praem
Philadelphia. Pennsvlxania

Sister M. Ann Virginia Kenny. O.P.

Paterson, New Jersey
Sister Bernadette Mary Lafferty, I.H.M.

West Chester, Pennsylvania
Sister Regina de Lourdes LeCompte, I.H.M.

West Chester, Pennsylvania
Sister Saint Mary Assumpta MacCormac, CN.D.

Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Sister M. Pauline Maher, O.S.B.

St. Mary's, Pennsylvania
Sister Alma Rosarii Mallon, S.S.J.

Bayonne. New Jersey
Sister dePauI Marrin, D.C. '

Syracuse, New York
Siater M. St. Ignatius Martin. I.H.Mk

Allentown, Pennsylvania
Rev. James J.^McCloskey, O.S.A.

Chicaro, Iliihois *

Sister Joseph Marie McFarland, S.S.J.
Watertown, New York

Rev. Brother G. Benilde McNally, F.S.C
Phoenixville, Pennsylvania

Mother John Mary McShain, S.H.CJ.
Rosemont. Pennsylvania '

Rev. John H. Melton, 0,S.A.
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania

Sister M. Nadine Moran. I.H.M.
Scranton, Pennsylvania

Sister Marie Francis Muirhead, O.P.
Cornwall-on-Hudson, New York

Sister M. Deotllla Murray. I.H.M.
Monroe, Michigan

Sister M. Laura Nolan. R.S.M.
Camden, New Jersey

George F. O'Brien, O.Praem
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Irene O'Connor, CR.S.M.
Merion, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Lucilla O'Connor, S.S.J.
Wildwood^ New Jersey

Sister Mary Julia O'Donnell, CR.S.M.
Merion, Pennsylvania

Reverendum Jacobum Reilly
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Rev. Brother Edmund Leo Sailor, F.S.C
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

James P. Sanzare
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Sister Ann Mary Schaden, I.H.M.
Detroit, Michigan

Sister Mary Silverius Songster, CR.S.M.
Merion, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Helen Smith, S.S.J.
Wildwood, New Jersey

Sister M. Pacelli Staskiel, C.S.B.
Reading, Pennsylvania

Regina P. Stretch
West Chester, Pennsylvania

Mother Mary Baptists Sullivan, S.H.CJ.
Melrose, Massachusetts

Sister M. Anastasia Tencza, O.SS.T.
Bristol, Pennsylvania

Sister Mary Gabriel Thornton, R.S.M.
Atlantic City, New Jersey

Rocco C Tocci
Newtown Square, Pennsylvania
Rev. Peter Toscani, O.S.A.

East Vineland, New Jersey
Sister Mary Innocent Wescott, O.P.

Durham, North Carolina
Francis M. Wright

Ardmore, Pennsylvania

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Master of Science in Applied Statistics and

Statistical Quality Control

Robert G. Sohmer
Berwyn, Pennsylvania

Master of Science in Biology
Dolly Frances Davis

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Rev. Daniel DeDominicis. C.S.S.P.

Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania
Sister M. Grace Catharine Herron, S.S.J.

Vineland, New Jersey
Sister Mary Fidelis Keller, Ad.PP. S.

Columbia, Pennsylvania
Sister Mary Marcia Seidenhurg, R.S.M.

Camden, New Jersey

Master of Chemical Engineering
Donald Richard Klein

Rosemont, Pennsylvania
Thomas J. Malinoski

Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania

Master of Science in Library Science
Rev. Harry A. Cassel, O.S.A.

Drexel Hill. Pennsylvania
Sister William of Mary Marks, S.N.J.M.

Albany. New York
Sister Mary Julia O'Donnell, CR.S.M.

Merion, Pennsylvania
Mother Marguerite Seymour, R.S.C.J.

Rochester, New York
Sifter Theresa Marie Shannon, CR.S.M.

Merion, Pennsylvania
Sister M. Rose Philippine Smith, S.S.J.

Winston-Salem, North Carolina >

Rev. Henry V. Spielmann, O.S.A.
Tulsa. Oklahoma

Mother Mary Gertrude Starrs, R.S.C.J.
Albany, New York

To Our Lady,
Refuge of Sinners

Come, Lady,
Forth from the storm-swclUn

clouds.
' '

In the mire of night

We are sunken, weeping.

Rise, Star

Rise, O Morning Star

More terrible than army
In battle array.

How can we mention
The name of the Lamb
In our slaughterous swampland?

Sin has fallen on us
Like the weary rain.

Rise, Star

That the sun appear.

In the mire of night

We are sunken, weeping.
~^r. Mary Loretta, S.B.S.

Appendicitis Strikes Nun;

WasSunfmerStudentHere
Rushed to the Fitzgerald-Mercy

Hospital for emergency surgery, Sr.

Mary Killlan, R.S.M., hospitalized

since July 8 and taken off the criti-

cal list- July 12, is pronounced re-

covering slowly.

Sr. Killian, superior at St. Franr
cis Convent, Harrisburg, and prin-

cipal and teacher in the school

there, suffered a ruptured appen-
dix with complications.

Summoned to the aid of Sr.

Killian by Sr. M. Cyrilla, R.S.M.,

a companion in studies, was Dean
of Women, Miss M. Dorothy Boyle.

Miss Boyle, who is also a registered

nurse, immediately summoned an
ambulance.

An English major, Sr. Killian has
been devoting the summer session

to concentrated work on her mas-
ter's thesis. She also attended the

Milton course taught 1^ Dr. John
S. Phillipson.

Nun GraduQte Drowns
In Cleveland Accident

Sr. M. Thomas Aquinas, of the

Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament
for Indians and Colored People,

died last October 16 attempting to

rescue her fourth grade pupil, Anita
Black, from drowning. '

Sister, who graduated from Vil-

lanova during the Summer of 1956

vith a B.S. in education, plunged
into the Chagrin River, just outside

of Cleveland.

Her attempted rescue was unsuc-
cessful. Both she and the little ten-

year old girl were drowned.

Sister attended St. Rita's School
and was a graduate of South Phila-

delphia High School for Girls. She
had taught at Our Lady of the

Blessed Sacrament School in Cleve-

land for nine years. Sister was
voted one of Cleveland's Ten Out-
standing Citizens for 1957.

During her last summer on the

Villanova campus, Sr. Thomas
Aquinas attended classes in child

psychology and philosophy.

Shadows
Racing nimbly to and fro

In endless tag among bright leaves,

Elusive, .skipping, wayward waifs,

From noonday glare welcome
reprieves.

You cross my path and then recede
In motion graceful, agile, swift;

You trace a multi-linear sketch

Then soundlessly lose it in shift.

Echo of the Borgias
A bookworm there was ambitious
and wise

Who thrived on knowledge, what-
ever its guise. .

'; , ,;

He'd breakfast on Choflicer and
diyie on Milton;

He'd sup on Beowulf; Voltaire

couldn't wilt him.

He grew and he prospered without
any care.

Whatever his taste, the author was
there.

One day through an error both

foolish and fatal

He bethought to explore a fourth

level stack table.

There what a wonderou^ sight

met his eye!

Typewritten papers stacked up
pretty high.

He nibbled but could^i't determine

the taste;

Then nibbled some more at a

speedier pace.

He gorged himself thoroughly,

quite unaware
He'd had much too much of poison-

ous fare.

And before he cotuld utter an ex-
pert's decision.

He fell, put to death by rank
Composition.

—Sr. M. Rosalima, CJS.FJV.

By SB. M. JOHN HELENE, O.P.

The Department of Philosophy
will welcome Doctor Donald Gal-
lagher, one of the country's fore-

most educational philosophers, to

its faculty in September.
Doctor Gallagher, a United States

Fulbright scholar at the University

of Louvain, Belgium, in 1952 and
1953, will be assistant to The Rev-
erend Robert Russell, O.S.A., chair-

man of the philosophy department.
A native of Union City, New

Jersey, Doctor Gallagher is a grad-
uate of Saint Louis University, Mis-
souri. He received his Ph.D. from
Marquette University.

Taught 'at Marquette
Dr. Gallagher is a specialist in

contemporary European philosophy
and has taught philosophy and psy-
chology at Marquette for many
years.

Dr. Gallagher lectured at the
University of Cologne, Germany, in

1953. He has delivered over two
hundred lectures for the Marquette
Faculty Speakers' Bureau.
Some three hundred contributions

of his feature articles, book reviews,
etc., have appeared, in the "Saint
Louis Catholic Weekly Newspaper"
of which he has been the associate
editor for four years.

Well Known Lecturer
Mrs. Gallagher is also a well

known lecturer. Like her husband,
she claims Marquette as her alma
mater. Her talks cover the subjects

on Christian marriage and family
life.

The Gallaghers have two chil-

dren: Paul, 14, and Maria Noel, who
was born in Louvain on Christmas
Day, 1952.

Growing Pains

We used to live in Fedigan,
Have class across the way;
We ate our meals in Mendel,
And went next door to pray.

And now I wear bifocals,

I'm forty, fat, and fair,

I view with apprehension
A walk from here to there.

My first class is in C and F,

My .second, Mendel Hall,

My third is in the Library,

(If I get there at all!)

O bless^i be the good old days
Of building.*? in a cluster!

When strength for once around
the block

Was all we had to muster.

. . . Sr. Rose Philippine, S.S.J.

Honest John Murphy

V.U..Police Chief

Valuable Friend
BY SR. CLARE BERNADETTE,

O.8.F.

Who is always wearing a pleasant

smile? Who is always there when
you need him? Who will find any-
thing you lose? Who plays every-

one's favorite records? Who?
Captain John Murphy organized

the Villanova Security Force Sep-

tember 13, 1955, under the direction

of Rev John Curran, O.S.A. The very
same man who helps anyone in Sum-
mer School at any time is on duty
during the winter session. One can
ask any student and find that the
boys have as much respect for him
as the sisters.

Behind the pleasant smile is the

story of a noble and courageous
man who is at the saime time loathe

to speak of his achievements. Ap-
pointed patrolman in Philadelphia,

July 27, 1928, he advanced through
the ranks to Inspector of Detectives.

Twenty-six years later found him
Captain of Detectives.

During those twenty-six years

Captain John Murphy established a

reputation as Honest John Murphy.
Due to his efforts in combating vice

as a member of the Vice Squad, he
was assigned Commissioner of that

vital branch of the police.

" Due to his achievements, he was
selected ais candidate for councilman
at large in Philadelphia. His election

returns record a defeat for Captain
Murphy, but for us at Villanova it

was surely a Victory in which Divine
Providence cast the ballot in our
favor.

/Working and cooperating with
Captain Murphy on the Villanova
Force are fourteen men who adhere
to a rigid schedule making it pos-

sible to have at least two officers

on campus at all times.

Twelve of the present members
are former policemen from Phila-

delphia. The thirteenth man form-
erly worked for the government;
the remaining member was a detec-

tive in a private agency.
The duties of the Villanova Police

should serve to raise even higher in

our estimation these men who serve
us so willingly.

The duties are:

1. the protection of life and prop-
erty.

2. the enforcement of rules and reg-

ulations of the university.

3. the checking of all buildings in

respect to fire equipment.
4. public relations with civil au-

thorities; pertaining to public

safety and the welfare of the

Continned on page 6

Simpson Hall Accommodations

Another V.U. Campus Tirst'
By Sr. M. Rosalima, CS.F.N.

Simpson Hall, resounding with
the tap of dressy "heels" and the
clack of the more casual "flatties"

for the first time in its some 25
years or so of its existence, houses
13 resident lay women. Of these,

seven are in the School of Nursing
and five are in the field of educa-
tion.

In the process of almost unceas-
ing evolutionary changes affecting

all facets of its development, Vil-

lanova University notes the accom-
modation of lay women residents

anoth'fer "first" on its list of sum-
mer school surprises.

Since the organization of the
School of Nursing in 1953, women
residents had been housed at the

St. Francis House of Studies, Bryn
Mawr, Pa., and in recommended
and supervised iocal homes.

Other Students

Since September, 1956, the St.

Francis Hou.se of Studies has been
used exclusively for the out of

town women students. With a
major representation in nursing,

women residents have also included

law and education students.

This summer, however, with all

the Sisters hou.sed in Sheehan and

Sullivan Halls, and with all other
residence halls except Mendel left

vacant, the administration has pro-
vided for campus residence.

Directly responsible to Miss M.
Dorothy Boyle, R.N., M.S., Dean of

Women, the students, as residents,

are under the supervision of Sr. M.
Inez, CS.F.N. and Sr. M. Pelagia.
CS.F.N., acting housemothers dur-
ing summer courses.

First Female Dean
Miss Boyle, the first woman to

assume a dean's office at Villanova,

has been with the university for

five years. Initially a teacher in the
School of Nursing, Miss Boyle, in

addition to her office as dean,
teaches in the Education depart-
ment.

Geographical distribution of wom-
en residents includes eight from
outlying areas in Pennsylvania: the

Misses Martha Davis, Frances De-
Masi, Agnes Leitz, Mahoney.
Elizabeth McGarrity, Mary Ann
O'Brien, Peggy Patelis, and Sally

Staudenmeier; tliree from New Jer-

sey: the Misses Alice Burlington.

Betty Gianimarino, and Mary Pat
O'Neill; and two from New York:
the Misses Angela Colasanto and
Marilyn McGahan.

Snorkel Campus Pointers %

By a 1958 Summer Diarist
'^\

By SB. MARY IMMACUIJITE, O.P.

JUNE 28rd. In the heat of the day I arrived on Campus neatly packed
among the voluminous belongings of my owner. I was really parc^d
irom the long journey, and was soon to be put to the most mechanltal
of work without so much as an extra drop of my favorite ink. '"''

Filling out one form is bad enough when you're thirsty for a drop of

washable blue, but filling out one right after the other—without time
to even put your cap on—is too much to ask of even as good a Snorkel
as I! Oh well, I shouldn't complain, IBM has done much to make our
working hours shorter.

I ran into one real snag that day: Every time I thought I was finished,

my owner met one friend after another and stopped writing to talk. I

have to admit I rather enjoyed it, for renewing summer friends is one
of the joys of summer school, so my owner says. -

• • •

BY EVENING, I felt as if my day's complaints were Wholly un-
justified. I enjoyed a rest while everyone around me hustled and
bustled to get rooms in order before the homework piled up.

Can you imagine my surprise when I found myself established in

beautiful Sheehan Hall! You should have heard the Oh's and Ah's of

my owner and friends as they examined every nook and cranny. Why
do you know someone even took trunks up on the elevator? I'll probabl.v

get a real workout when they write this to their missions.

• • •

BUSINESS started booming for me when everyone signed meal
tickets; I was loaned out to every Sister Thomas, Richard and Harold.

I just have to tell you this! A few of my owner's friends got off to a
good start . . . they locked* their keys in their rooms and had to search

for a master key, while others looked for the magic touch to get their

keys to work. '

• • •
ESTERBROOK told me a few were locked out 'til morning once and

had to seek refuge on the top of double deckers. Glad I didn't belong to

them; I'm not much for climbing.

• • •

.

JUNE 24th, Tuesday, I was up bright and early, but I had been pre-

pared for the fray by a long cool drink the night before. It surely braced

me for that race between the new C «fe F and Mendel.
That shoe leather express really gets one places! It takes me from

cafeteria (I could almost weep ink drops^ I'm so happy to hear the
Alma Mater played at meals) to Chapel. (That's one place you can cap-

ture the unity, binding one community to another, whether in black or
purple habits).

There's no dearth of activity on campus, be it for thesplans or mer-
maids. I'm glad my owner doesn't favor riflery; I might end up with a

broken point. Tho' I've beard from my friend Parker that those who do
meet at the range make a marvelous team.

• • •

THE NEW BUILDINGS here must be in competition with the Brus-

sel's World Fair; not a convenience has been omitted even tho' it

rattles my inner tube when the horn blows at change of class in C & F.

Nostalgia creeps over me when I pa.ss Vasey Hall, and I find myself

calling it C & F. from force of habit. Many a paper I wrote in there!

• .
.
•' •

"TIME MARCHES ON" and the best of pens must succumb to the

task of homework assignments. Conditions are so conducive to study

that it doesn't seem to take too long. Although I must admit I have
quite a time curling my tip around some of those foreign phrases.

July 4th may be a national holiday for some, but not for us pens;

we do double time then. I remember filling in a form about a Party.

Now that's really fun! I'm looking forward to that as another example
of the inimitable Villanova Spirit. You know, I think my owner's friends

are getting in tune for it, for every so often I listen in on a .song fest,

harmony and all.

I'm off for Dougherty Hall now! One day I saw my owner and friend

race trays! Imagine what a ride J'd get on one of those trays an they
zoom down the tray ramp.

When the Villanovan comes out I'll get news from the rest of my
pen pals.

Scripto, the Shaeffer

SR. MARY IMMACULATE, O.P.
I I

" 'ir^ •"—.—'

- • " — —

2,116 Summer Students—An All-time

High for Villanova University

By Sr. Mary Louis, O.S.F.

The enrollment of students here at Villanova this summer
has reached a new high of 2,116 students.

This is 102 more than last summer. On campus are 145r),

while 186 travel to the Hallahan center and still another 474
attend the various Villanova Extension centers.
There are 582 graduate students,

187 of whom are men, the remain-
ing 395, women.

Academic List

In the Graduate School the field

of Education has an enrollment of

158. There are 62 students in Math-
ematics, and 21 in Biology. The His-

tory department can boast of 90

students with 72 English scholars

running a close third.

There are 65 future librarians, 2'J

Latin scholars, 21 budding scien-

tists and 8 philosophers. The social

sciences graduate students total 10.

The Religion and Modern Language
graduate department each total 19

students. There are two Chemical
Engineers working on their theses

with 20" special graduate students.

The theatre, a recently organized

department of the Graduate Divi-

sion, can boast of 10 students.

Many Ordem
The 488 resident students are sub-

divided into priests from vai'ioug

dioceses and religious communities,
brothers and lay students.

Among the sisters who reside on
campus are numerous branches of
Sisters of Saint Basil, Benedict,
Ble.s.sed Sacrament, Casmir, Char-
ity, Dominic, Divine Compa.ssion,

Divine Pro\ idence, Felicians. Fran-
cis, Grey Nuns of the Sacred Heart,
Holy Family of Nazareth, Holy
Names of Jesus and Mary, St. Jos-

eph, Mercy, Most Holy Trinity,

Notre Dame, Precious Blood, Pres-

entation, Little Sister Servants of

Immaculate Conception, Sister Ser-
vants of the Immaculate Heart of
Mary, and perliaps a few others.

The sisters lead in enrollment
with a total of 1275 students. There
are 522 men and 202 women total-

ing 724 lay students. Some 82
priests, 34 brothers and one rabbi
prevent the campus from being an
all-female religious cast.

4
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J. G. Boardman

Named to Head

Fund Campaign
Mr. 3. Griffith Boardman, Phila-

delphia insurance executive, has

been named chairmtm of Villanova

University's 1958-59 fund drive.

Boardman succeeds Mr. John A.

Muirphy, Philadelphia broker, as

fund chairman. Murphy directed

the 1957-58 phase of the twenty
year canapaign which was begun in

1954.

Villanova is seeking to raise

twenty-one million dollars to offset

a trejEnexklous building program
which has seen its 'campus nearly

triple in size. .:.,..-,..'

.,,: Formal Dinner ; :|

A member of the insurance firm

of Boardman-Hamilton & Co., Vil-

lanova's new fund chairman as-

sumed office during a formal dinner

on the Main Line campus, June
30th, marking the completion of

this year's quest for funds.

Members of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Board of Lay Trustees
of the Development Foundation and
Villanova's regular Board of Trust-
ees attended. v 'i f;

.

A former State Secretary of Rev-
enue, Boardman becomes the fourth

campaign chairman.
Previous directors of the fund

drive were Mr. Edwin K. Daly,
president of the Horn and Hardart
Baking Co., Mr. William F. Kelly,

president of the First Pennsylvania
Banking Trust Co., and Mr. 'James
A. Farley, New York business man,
who recently announced his can-
didacy for the United States Senate.

Philadelphia Native

A native of Philadelphia, Mr.
Boardman was director of the
Philadelphia Housing Administra-
tion in 1935 and 1936 prior to his

appointment as Secretary of Rev-
enue. In 1945 he served as Regional
Director of the War Production
Board.
In assuming the post of fund

chairman he also becomes chairman
of the Executive Committee whose
members include: Mr. Alfred Lau-
pheimer, president of General Pub-
lic Warehouse Co., Mr. Samuel
Cooke, president of the Penn Fruit
Co., Mr. Clarence Tolan, retired

businessman, Mr; Albert Nesbitt,

president of John Nesbitt, Inc.,

Father McGuire and two former
Chairmen, Mr. Kelly and Mr. Daly.

Florian Bartosic,

Law School Prof,

New Labor Monitor
The Court-appointed Board of

Monitors of the International
Brotherhood of Teamsters has an-
nounced the appointment of Pro-
fessor Florian J. Bartosic, of the
Villanova University School of Law,
as Executive Assistant to the Board.
Professoi: Bartosic will be charged

with the responsibility of drafting

a model -constitution for Teamster
Locals. He will also supervise the
conduct of elections and will .serve

as chief hearing officer for the
Board.

Bartosic will be on leave of ab-
sence from his post as Associate
Professor of Law at Villanova Uni-
versity Law School.

. Before coming to Villanova he
taught at the Law Schools of Yale
University and the College of Wil-
liam and Mary. His specialty is

Labor Law. He has also served as

an attorney in the Office of the
General Counsel of the National
lAhor Relations Board.

Lyric

The words that love can say

Are three—
Yotv Al«MM, Eternity.

Yet love etn sing in wordless

Ecstacy—
Listen with me.

—Sr. Mary Loretta, S3.S.

Storm Warning
The Furies ride tonight,

I heard them plotting —
In the thunder,

»

They make a sorcery oj light-^

They shriek

And split the sky asunder.

~^Sr. Mary Loretta, S.B.S.

Nuns Prepare for

Scholastic Wars
With Rifle Drills

Under the congenial guidance of

Dan Spada and his able assistant,

"Tex" Coursey, some of the Sisters

on the Campus are preparing for

what may turn out to be a revolu-

tionary method of school discipline.

These Sistiers have become mem-
k)ers of the Villanova Rifle and Pis-

tol Glub.

After completing a National Rifle

Association basic course which con-

sisted of a lecture on various safety

precautions and proper position for

firing, the students were ready for

the command:
Ready on the right?

Ready on the left ?

All ready on the firing line.

CJOMMENCE FIRING!
This, you see, is a course where

the assignments are anticipated

with "scholastic joy."

If you were to wander Into the

Naval Science building some after-

noon, you would, no doubt, see six

eager members of this club.

No, these are not their "summer
whites"; all these Sisters happen to

be Dominicans—four from Cald-

well: Sr. Rita Francis, Sr. Ann
Francis, Sr. Alice Matthew, Sr. Mar-
garet Ellen, and two from New-
burg, Sr. Adrienne and Sr. Ann
Arthur. Sometimes they are joined

by Sisters from other Communities,
such as, Sr. Regina, Sr. Jane Francis

and Sr. Stella. Pat and Grace Cur-

ran, two eager young ladies who are

most anxious to hit that bull's eye,

are also on hand.

The "Dean's List" for the rifle

course consists of three Sisters so

far: Sr. Regina with a 94, Sr. Alice

Matthew with a 91 and "90 and Sr.

Adrienne with a 90. Most of the

other Sisters are close and will

probably reach the magic number
before the end of the course.

Thanks to the National Rifle As-

sociation Instructors who have
given so unstintingly of their time

and patience, the members of this

summer's Rifle Club .seem to be well

on the way toward firing those

shots into that 'Big Ten" for that

coveted Perfect Score of 100.

GRADUATION
"^""

Continued from page 1

The Rev. Louis A. Rongione,
O.S.A. Dean of Graduate and Part-

time Division will present the can-
didates for degrees.

The Very Rev. James A. Donnel-
lon, O.S.A. will confer M.A., M.S.,

B.A. and B.S. degrees on students

who have completed their graduate
and undergraduate work.

V. U. POLICE
Continued from page 5

students.

5. the controlling of motor vehicle

traffic on campus and all other
property belonging to Villanova

University.

6. the supervision of students in

Dougherty Hall—pertaining to

residence; eating in the cafeteria

—day students; eating in the

snack bar.

7. the safeguarding and delivery of

money.
8. the supervising and detailing of

members of all aport events;
working in conjunction with
local police.

Captain Murphy, in his humility,

would not have us aware of that

list of imposing duties. However, we
ail know well that there are many
things not on this list that he does
for each of us.

AD MULTOS ANNOS . . . Captain
Murphy and Squad

Sumniei: School provides a wonderfiU oppoFtunity for a famMy get
together for the Rev. Louis A. Qpngione, O.H.A., and his two slsteiv,

Sister Marie Christine, O.S.F., and Sister Mary Louis, O.&F. (ttigiit).

Father Rongione is Dean of the Sunomer Session. Sister Marie ClKMtoe
is a newcomer but Sister Mary Louis has been attending Sunamev Ses-
sions tor the past three years.

Fears Red Menace
Hands plunged deep into his coat

pockets, he observed that for the
last several years, the free world
has stood by while one country af-

ter another moved over from this

side of the orbit to the Soviet orbit;

for the last .six months, it has
watched" a heretofore unequalled
acceleration of technological ad-
vance which has included the pro-
jection of three sputniks, each suc-

cessively greater in size.

Soviets Ahead
"We have .strained; we have

struggled; we have tried to emulate
what they have done"; stated the
Judge, "but as of today, the Soviets

are way ahead of us in the tremen-
dous undertaking."

To emphasize the vital impor-
tance of this particular phase of the

struggle, Judge Morris recalled the
Senate .subcommittee's warning that

power over the future world would
belong to the force that conquered
outer space.

"He who dominates outer space
will also dominate here below," he
said.

U.S. contribution to Soviet ad-
vance has been made in various

ways. In the post-World War II

period, it not only gave Russia time
to reorganize and revitalize her
forces, but, through the foreign aid

program, contributed in a far more
significant way.

Naive Trust
In almost naive trust, scientific

data of tremendous importance, ac-

quired by the U.S. upon entering

Germany, was turned over to the

Soviets—a fact that astounded Sov-
iet scientists in no small measure,
later evidence revealed.

In foreign policy. Communists
were able to throw over the Chi-

nese National Government and gain

Red China—a move which U.S. Far
East policy at that time greatly

aided.

Washington has refused to face

the issue squarely—the message of

Judge Morris advanced—and has

not acted on many leads that were
revealed not only by all external

evidence, but through actual testi-

mony.
"Every step they take, every

course they pursue is calculated to

realize the aspiration of world-con-

quest expressed in the last line of

the Communist anthem," main-
tained the Judge. "We make con-

cessions which serve only to feed

their aggressive spirits."

Contribution to Soviet

There is another thoroughly in-

advertent contribution the free

world makes to Soviet success. This

is the meeting, more especially the

fraternizing, with Communists in

the Summit talks. Countless pic-

tures of social gaiety have been a

great propaganda instrument, sup-

pressing any hope that Comraunist-
oppre$.sed countries might entertain

In regard to the western world.

Another grave propaganda device
for the Soviets has been the magni-
fying of the incidents connected
with racial integration in the U.S.

While Soviets have capitalized on
every such contribution to their

field of psychological warfare, they
have experienced almost no retalia-

tion - whatsoever in this respect.

Little Rock incidents have made
the U.S. appear a biggoted country
in Soviet satellite areas, but the ac-
tual immensity of Soviet atrocity in

Red China, where 15 million Chi-
nese have been exterminated by
Communists ("only" 8,00 according
to Red China), is little publicized

in the free world.

Nationalists Vital

The Chine.se National Govern-
ment, lof:ated in Formosa, is of vital

importance to the present situation.

It provides a Chinese bulwark
against communist-Chinese aggres-
sion. Should the issue result in ac-

tive combat, the free world has in

the Formosa line-up not only well-

trained, fi'ont-line troops, but also

a Chinese army facing a Chinese
adversary.

No conceivable Communist prop-
aganda move can possible construe

that situation in the same manner
that combat of white man against

yellow might be construed.

Yet this vital issue of preserving

the legitimate Formo.san govern-
ment is the next at stake. Recog-
nition of Red China as a power in

the U.N. assembly is a move pro-

posed by Communist-dictated
agents, and supported by those

Americans who argue for "free"

elections on Formosa.
"You have a voice; you can un-

derstand the problem. It may not

be essentially .spiritual, but it en-

dangers the framework of your lives

which makes provision for your way
of life. • A^

Appeal to Teachers

"You are the molders of our com-
ing generation," concluded Judge
Morris in a direct appeal to the au-

dience comprised chiefly of teach-

ers on all levels of education.

"If you can instill in the rising

generation an understanding of the

menace and add to that a spirit of

resistance, you have accomplished

a great deal.

"If you look at the way the world
is going, we have at stake more
than, our lives, our fortunes, and
our honor. We have at stake the

loss of liberty, freedom—freedom of

religion for our generation and
countless generations to come."

Judge Morris, the father of three,

native of Jersey City, has spent 17

years investigating Communism in

the United States. Of the opinion

that action against Communism is

neither sufficient nor urgent
enougix, he is author of the recently

released No Wonder We Are Los-

ing.

HurlyBuriy Life

'Just Routine' '

For Summer Frosh

,

A Villanova freslwnan comes up
to the plate with two stsikes against

her when she tries to express that

"awEful," with em|)hasis on the E,

first week feeling. Her time has
been too limited to absorb the nu-
merous advantages Uiat await her, -

Her introduction to those monsters
better known as bunk-beds finds her
only once recovered from a double

brain concussion. The latter is a
blessing in disguise. Now, she has
proof of possessing at least one req-

uisite—a brain.

Seeing-eye dog needed . . .

The feelhigs of our music lovers

sense nothing personal when Cap-
tain Murphy begins those unforget*

able mealtime tunes with Sleepy-

time Oal as we grope our way to

breakfast. More helpful than either

the gliding music or sliding ramp
is the amused twinkle which lights "

up the eyes of our friendly Checker
when a little freshman confusedly

confesses, "143 I THINK." Intui-

tively our brilliant Checker crosses

out 341. And this from a Mathe-
matics Major!! Oh well, we can al-

ways box the number. Or haven't
you l)een educated in this profes-

'

sion?

Weil Roufided Education . . .

For many years Villanova has
aptly supplied any and every type
course to fit the individual need of

each student. No effort has ever
been considered too great to meet
each student's need. Although this

"'

is a universal opinion of all who
have ever dealt with our Alma Ma-
ter, what many don't know is how

,

well rounded a Sister's education
here really is. This summer's .stu-

dents shall be an indispensible asset

in preparing for those oncoming
Jubilees upon returning to their re-

spective missions. Mr. Specia, is

there a patent on the new look you
gave the watermelon? Perhaps you
might even lend us your cheerfully

cooperative crew. Not that Sisters j»

on KP aren't cooperative. We aver-

age three frustrated cooks to each
pancake. • '

Cooperation or Conspiracy . . .

Be it conspiracy or cooperation,

there is no limit to the correlation

of subjects among Profes.sors. When
Professor Emilotti promises to help

you bridge that gap (all right,

chasm) that's causing a mathemati-
cal inertia, it does not stop there.

Just take tho.se constants and vari- ,

ables right into your Epistemology
class. Equally cooperative, this ver-

satile Professor will permit you to

use them to refute the theory of

Relativism. I'm sure you will agree,

having two such professors is like

hitting a homer with all bases
loaded. '''.''^''^

:
•'^: ^'' '•'-:... -

And now we are one ...
Sit out on the campus for only a

half hour and you already have that

certainty that even the insects have '

that feeling of oneness we humans
so love about Villanova. Such a
wholesome atmosphere is so hard to

define . . . but then, is it? It is as -^

obvious as it is sincere that each
and every one of our dearly loved

Augustinian Fathers endeavor to

have happiness permeate the at-

mosphere. A minutes stay and you
feel if you are happy you belong.

And so, a summer school student at

Villanova is happy to say she be-

longs to this One big happy family

which can not help radiate the true

joy felt by everyone who lives here.

Sr. Marie Christine, OSF

LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKB
Editor-in-Chief

JOHN C. CURTIJM
ll«nasins Editor

THOMAS C. OOLDSCHMIDT
Awociate Bditor

PAVL A. BUCKLEY
CsMpui M««a Editor
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Villanova

Proudly Dedicates

Its New

Commerce and Finance Building
%

Saturday, August 2nd

Rev. Joseph C. Hartley, O.S.A.

Dean of Villanova's School

of Commerce & Finance for

84 years.
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Seniors Change Weekend Date To April 10, 11

'u

VOL. 34--N0. 1 VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY, VILLANOVA, PA. October 1, 1958

NAACP Counsel At Forum Tonite
Marshall To
Talk On Civil

Rights Topic

DinnerDance,

Prom Moved
From Nov.

By JOHN J. CURTIN
Of The Villanfyvan Staff

Senior President Oz
Scogna will announce the

moving of the class week-
end from November to

April during the initial

meeting of the Class of

1959 on Oct 9, it was
learned today.

Scogna told the VILLANOV-
AN that he has requested and
received permission from the

Administration to move the

Belle Air Ball and senior din-

ner Dance from the Nov. 21

weekend chosen last year to

April 10 and 11.

BeasoBs Givea

Scc^n^ gave five reasons for

the change:

1) Conflicting dates with sur-

rounding colleges, such as Rose-

mont and Chestnut Hill, which

It's not a lynching, but the crowd \h screaming for bloocl

—

Keydet blood. The sceno is the spirited rally held on campus last

Thursday night in prer':itration for the Villanova-VMI grame.
Frosh provide a big boost for rally.

Students To Attend Mass
For Grid Team Saturday

The entire student body will attend Mass and receive Holy
Communion for the football team at 8 a.m. on Saturday in the

University chapel. I

OZ SCOGNA
AnBooBces Prmn Change

also have proms listed for the

November weekend.
2) The requests of a number

of students in the class.

3) The probability ot a m<M%
efficiently run weekend with
more time to woiic cm arrange-
ments.

4) A wider selection or prom-
inent bands will be available to

the class in April.

5) The probability of better

weather conditions.

The announcement by Scogna,

an accounting major, to this

newspaper put an end to the

various rumors that were build-

ing up on campus.
Scogna admitted that one of

the nivora, concerning a split-

ing ci the weekend, did have
some basis. He said that he had
considered the posmbility of

holdi]« the Belle Air BaU in

Novenber and moving the Din-

Bob Merkert, chairman of the

Religious Affairs Committee
created by the Student Council

worked out with athletic direc-

tor and football coach Frank
Reagan the plans for what they

hope becomes a tradition before

every home football game.
When the plan goes into ef-

fect Saturday, the football team
will be playing away at Boston.

Merkert hopes however that stu-

dents will still join with the

team at Mass.
The football squad will play

Detroit at home next week. Then
the team and student body can
actually assist at 8:30 a.m.

Mass.
For the non-resident students

the cafeteria will be kept opened
Merkert said.

The players, themselves, have
always attended Mass and re-

ceived Holy Communion prior to

the games.
Merkert said today that stu-

dents who are interested in foot-

ball games can join the com-
mittee at its first meeting on
Thursday at 7:15 p.m. in the

Vasey Hall auditorium.

Since it is standing presiden-

tial committee, it is open to all

members of the student body.

Some of the other activities

which might be included in the

committee's program include the

reinstitution of devotions in

front of the shrine of Our Lady
of Good Counsel, speakers on re-

ligious topics, pre-Cana and
similar instructional discussions.

One Hundred
Register By
Car Deadline

Application for senior car

privileges has been closed and
will not reopen until November,
Bill Murray, senior Finance ma-
jor, who is handling the program
for the Student Council, said

today.

Those seniors who failed to

apply for the privilege during

class registration or last week
can do so in November. Appli-

cation is done quarterly—in

September, November, January
and April.

Approximately 100 members
of the Class of 1959 have thus
far taken vantage of the newly-

won right to ask the Adminis-
tration for permission to keep

a car in the campus area.

Names Approved
The names of those who were

approved by the Dean of Men,
Rev. George J. McLaughlin,
O.S.A.; the vice-president of

Academic Affairs, Rev. Joseph
I. Boyle, O.S.A.; and the Chap-
lain, Rev. Norbert W. Whitley,

O.S.A., were posted on the bull-

etin boards this morning.
Permits to keep a car parked

at any local garage will be is-

sued to the approved applicants

if they come to the Student Ac-— tivities Office between 11:30
and pamphlet selecUon and dis- ^.m. and 1:30 p.m. today, Thurs-
tributioiL ' (ConUnued on Pei|re 6)

Father Kelly

Gives Retreat

On Thursday
Rev. Francis X. Kelly, O.S.A.,

of Archbishop Carroll High

School, Washington, D.C., will

conduct Villanova's annual Day
of Recollection tomorrow.

Because of the school's in-

creased enrollment, and the size

limitations of the Field House,

resident students will meet in

the morning, and day-hops in

the afternoon, Rev. Norbert W.
Whitley, O.S.A., Chaplain, an-
nounced.

The women students will have
separate exercises in the Uni-
versity Chapel during the morn-
ing.

Rev. Robert Welsh, secretary
to the provincial, will conduct
the retreat for women.
The morning schedule for the

women and the residents is to
begin with Mass and an open-
ing talk at 8 a.m., followed by
conferences at 9 and 11.

The day-hop exercises will be-
gin at 12:30 p.m. with Mass and
a talk. Conferences will be held
at 2 and 3:30.

Women and resident students
will be able to go to confession
at 10 a.m., and again at 11:30;
confessions for day-hops will be
heard at 2:30 and 4 p.m.

It is expected that a large
part of the student body will

receive Holy Communion on
First Friday. Masses will be
held in the University Chapel at
6, 6:45, 7:30, and 8 a.m. and 12
noon.

Exposition of the Most Bless-
ed Sacrament will continue from
6:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Friday.

By LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKE
Of The VilUmovan Staff

Thurgood Marshall, Nergo
leader in the fight for school

intergration in the South, will

speak tonight at the opening
session of the annual Villanova
Law Forum.

Marshall, special counsel for

the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,

has long vigorously promoted
the cause of Negro rights.

He will discuss "The Struggle
for CivU Rights—1958" at the
Moot Court Room in Garey Hall
at 8.30 p.m. Law Professor Wil-

liam B. Ball, director of the

series, announced yesterday that
some seats were still available.

Highly Qualified

"No person in the nation is

more qualified to discuss the
civil rights issue than Mar-
shall," according to Harold Gill

Reuschlein, Dean of the Law
School.

Marshall, who is 51, was
graduated from Lincoln Univer-
sity and Howard University
Law School, in 1933. He was
soon admitted to practice at the
Maryland bar and in 1939 re-

ceived admittance to present
appeals to the U. S. Supreme
Court.

A strong exponent for the
rights and dignity of his own
race, Marshall entered the fight
for Negro equality in 1934 when
he was named NAACP counsel
in Baltimore.

Citizenship Fight
Soon recognized as an excel-

lent attorney and argumentar-
ian, he was appointed special
counsel in active charge of legal

cases to secure and protect full
(Continued on Page 6)

Four Candidates To Vie
For Soph Treasurer Post
Dick Schneider, Roger Allen,

Martin Reddington and Niel
Vaughey are the candidates in

an election for Treasurer of the
Class of 1961 to be held this

Friday between 10:30a.m. and
2:30 p.m. in the Alumni Hall
Gyn^^_^^^

The fmir c^andidates were
nominated at a special class

meeting called by Sophomore
President Bob DeLisa last

Thursday evening and conduct-
ed by Student Council Elections
Committee chairman John P.
Kelley.

The special election was
necessitated when Joe Shaw,
elected to the position of Trea-
surer last May, did not return
to school this semester. Class
Secretary Jim Rhodes has hand-

led the treasurer's duties in the
first few weeks of school.

Schneider is an engineering
student, while the other three
candidates are from the Com-
merce and Finance school. A
fifth candidate, John Oberlies,
engineering, withdrew his name
from contention following the
meeting.

The class also heard DeLisa
announce the appointment of
Mike Kuckelman and Bob Queen
as co-chairmen of the Sopho-
more Cotillion, to be held Oct.
24. Kuckelman is a C and F
student, while Queen is studying
engineering. v .' •- '

.

Class Vice-President Bob Sca-
lia was named chairman of the
MUFF Day acUviUes to be held
Oct 14.
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Pinto Names
Staff Editors

For Belle Air
Bob Pinto, Editor-in-Chief of

the 1959 Belle Air, has an-

nounced that Owen Klein, Al
Stoughton and Bill Christy
have been chosen Associate Ed-
itor, Managing Editor, and Fea-

ture Editor, respectively, of the
'59 Yearbook.

Klein, a senior English major
and president of Belle Masque,
will work closely with Pinto in

over-seeing the progress of the

yearbok.
Stoughton, a senior engineer,

and photography editor of the

Villanovan, will plan the layout,

while Christy, another English
major and managing editor of

the Lynx, will be in charge of

the various features.

Also named to the editorial

staff were Larry Palacio and Ed
Shea, Senior Section Editors;

Frank Connolly, Art Editor;

Jack Curtin and Tom Gold-
schmidt, Co-Sports Editors; and
Sam Pietrofitta, Photo Editor.

Editors of the various divi-

sions of the University will be

Tom McKenna, Arts ; Joe Krack-
eler. Engineering; Gerry Mc-
Grath, Commerce and Finance;
Eileen Grayson, Nursing; and
Al Lawler, Navy. Tom Forkin
will be Typing Editor.

Pinto also announced that

senior picture retakes have been
scheduled for Oct. 9 and 10.

Junior pictures will be taken on
Oct. 2; sophomore pictures are

set for Oct. 16.

OMobar 1, 1958 THE VILLANOVAN
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"This is the way \Vh gonna look", says Bill Christy, feature editor of the Belle Air Yearbook.
Looking over his shoulder are: (I. to r.) Bob Pinto, editor in chief; Al Stoughton, managing edi-

tor; Owen Klein, associate editor, and Jack Solari, of Cooke Publishing Co.

Murtho Plans French
Club Reorganization

The French Club will hold a
reorganization meeting Thurs-
day morning at 10:30 in Room
101 Classroom Annex.
Frank Murtha, club president,

announced that all s t u d e n t s,

regardless of their backgrounds
in French, may become mem-
bers.

As in the past, the calendar of

activities will include speakers
and French language records.

It is also expected that the
French creative art contest, suc-

cessful last year in its inaugural,

will be repeated.

Biological Tests

Planned for Here
Villanova has been selected as

a teacher-training institute by

the National Science Founda-

tion for the Biological Sciences,

it was announced last week by

the Very Rev. James A. Don-
nellon, O.S.A., University Pres-

ident.

The in-service institute will be
conducted as part of Villanova's

Graduate and Part-Time Divi-

sions. A Bachelor of Science

degree and at least eight credits

in general biology and general
chemistry are required.

Training will be given outside

regular school hours so that

teachers may attend while serv-

ing full time in their own
schools. About 30 meetings are

planned for the Institute during
the 1958-59 academic year.

The program, supported by
federal grants, is intended pri-

marily for high school science

and mathematics teachers. It

will cover some 85 colleges and
universities in the United States.

Dates For Law School

Admission Test Released
The educational Testing Serv-

ice has announced that more
than 50 law schools throughout
the country now require or rec-

ommend applicants to take the.,Jto take either the November or

law school admissions test.

The test will be administered

on November 8, February 21,

Bill Washington, station manager, confers with Sam Pietrofit-

ta. chief encine«r, about the operation of equipment in the studios

of WVIL. in preparation for the Villanova-VMI game. The

station began fall broadcasts last Monday. .% '

Belle Masque
Readies Play

For Nov. 5
Richard L. Duprey, head of

the graduate department of

Theater Arts and director of

Belle Masque Dramatic Society,

feels he may have another hit

on his hands, after hearing the

first reading of "Tiger at the

Gates".

Belle Masque scored well last

year with Bernard Shaw's "St.

Joan" and Shakespeare's "Tam-
ing of the Shrew," and it looks

like Jean Giraudoux's classic in-

dictment of war will rival those

two in success.

Performances are scheduled
for the Field House starting

Nov. 5 and nmning through
Nov. 8.

Poetic Diction

Christopher Fry, noted for his

plays in poetic diction, has made
the translation from the French.

Owen Klein and Barbara
Chambers head the cast, as Hec-
tor and Andromache, respective-

ly. Klein is president of Belle

Masque.
Other importants roles are to

be played by Bill Friend, Alen
Willig, Ray Kantra, Lynda
Lynch, Barbara Ann Burke, Di-

anne Viti and Mary Shaffer.

Others In Cast
In the cast, too are Connie

Donohue, Link Hallowell, Tom
Flynn, Margaret Brown, Mike
Keating, Martin Reddington,
Peter Allard, James Lynch,
Tony Provensano, John Dagney,
Roger Mullen, John Cannon,
John McGarry and Frank
Thornton. '^ ."••; ' " -'.

Richard Cavanaugh, member
of the faculty in the Graduate
Department of Theater Arts,

wlil assist Duprey with the di

rection.

April 18, and August 1, for

those wishing to enter law
school next fall. But scholar-

ship applicants have been urged

February tests.

For the convenience of appli-

cants, examination centers have
been set up throughout the

country, including one here at

Villanova.

The service said interested

students should first inquire at

the law school of their choice

whether it requires the exam
and the suggested date.

Application must be made to

the Educational Testing Service

at least two weeks before the

test date and must be accompan-
ied by the $10 fee.

The 1958-59 National Program
for Graduate School Selection

has also been announced by
E.T.S. The graduate record ex-

amination is required by many
of the country's graduate and
professional schools.

This test will be given on
Nov. 15, Jan. 17, April 25, and
July 11. It is a two-section test.

The aptitude and advanced sec-

tions may be taken together or

on separate days.

Necessary Time
Registration must be made to

the Education Testing Service

at least 15 days before the test.

Information concerning either

of the Law School Admission
Test or the Graduate Record
Examination may be obtained
from Father Sullivan's office or

by writing to the Educational
Testing Service 20 Nassau
Street, Princeton, New Jersey.

Capt. Higgins

New Naval

Science Prof.
Captain John W. Higgins, Jr.,

USN, has been named Com-
mandant of Midshipmen and
Professor of Naval Science at

Villanova.

He is one of five new officers

who were appointed by the Na-
val Department to replace those
transferred from the school's

NROTC unit tb other assign-]^

ments." v. „';/•- :"''-'!-,.t-'\.v-':> :
-.r:-

''-

Higgins, who comes to Villa-

nova from a position as Com-
mander of a destroyer division

in the Atlantic, replaces C«ip-

tain Neal R. Curtin, USN, who
has retired with the rank of

Rear Admiral.

Curtin had been Command-
ant of Midshipmen at Villanova
for the past three years.

The other changes involved:

Major John J. Rooney, USMC,
a graduate of Ohio University,

who replaces Captain John
Grace, USMC, as Marine Officer

instructor. Grace has been
transferred to Fort Benning,

Lt. Martin \ GUlan, 111,

USN, who takes over the navi-

gation instructor's assignment
from Lt Cdr. George J. Rehe»
USN. .:,. :.v^-

Lt. Robert J. Zemaitis, USN,
who becomes orientation in-

structor in place of Lt. (jg)
Eldon E. Park, USNR.

Lt. (jg) Donald C. Paulson,
USNR, who takes over as en-
gineering instructor from Lt,

Richard N. Peterson, USN.
Captain Higgins, a resident of

Somerville, Mass., has, since

World War 11, served as an in-

structor at the U. S. Naval
Academy, and completed a tour
of duty in the Western Pacific.

He was also a special assistant
for Congressional liason to the
Chief of Naval personnel.

Singers To Appear
at Law Mass
The Villanova Singers, aug-

mented in numbers by the

freshmen who recently passed
their auditions, begin what pres-

ident Ken MacGillivray calls a

"busy first-semester schedule"
by singing the Red Mass for the
Law School on October 8.

Herbert Fiss, director of the
singers, who holds the same
duties with the St. Joseph's Col-

lege and Rosemont College glee

clubs, announced that the Sing-

ers will also appear at the cap-

Moritz Announces
Placement Plans

Registration for senior inter-

views is now underway, John
B. Moritz, placement director,

has announced.

Any senior desiring inter-

views with the recruiters in the

spring of 1959 should fill out a

card at the Placement Office

giving details and degree to be

obtained upon graduation, Mor-
itz said.

The senior will then submit
two duplicate forms with two
wallet-size photographs. All in-

formation must be returned to

the Placement Office by Nov-
ember 14.

An information sheet about
the Placement p^rvice and an-
other explaining v^etails of the
proper procedure is available at

the office. Office hours are
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon and from
1 to 5 p.m.

Last year, more than 140
corporations and government
divisions held 2367 student in-

terviews, which resulted in 375
job offers, 140 of which were
accepted.

ping ceremony for the nurses on
October 12.

They will also take part in the
entertainment on Parent's Day,
October 18, when Villanova's
football team plays Wake For-
est. Following that, there will

be the Military Mass on Novem-
ber 22.

New Philosophy Chairman

Among Faculty Additions

*>\

'

.T.<"^

Some 27 new members, in-

cluding two priests and an as-

sistant chairman of the philo-

sophy department, have been

added to the University's 1958

faculty.

Three Augustinians have been

transferred to Monsignor Bon-

ner High School. Replacing them
are Rev. Benjamin Kieman,
O.S.A., an instructor in History;

and Rev. Edward Nolan O.S.A.,

a religious instructor. Rev.

David Duffy O.S.A., Rev. Harry
Erdlen O.S.A., and Rev. Thomas
C. Kenny O.S.A. are the trans-

ferred priests.

., Dr. Donald A. Gallagher has

been appointed associate profes-

sor and assistant chairman of

the Philosophy Department.

The lay additions to the facu-

lty include: Dr. George Alapatt,

Five Appomted to

Developm't Board
Five outstanding Philadelphia

citizens have accepted appoint-

ments to the Board of Directors

of Villanova's Development
Foundation, it was announced

recently by the Rev. Francis X.

N. McGuire, O.S.A., director of

the University fund raising or-

ganization.

George Friedland, vice-chair-

amn of the board of directors

orFood Fair stores; J. Beresin,

Prelident of Berlo Vending Cor-

poration; G. E. Burens, Vice-

President of General Electric

Corp. R. G. Rincliffe, president

of Philadelphia Electric Co., and^

L. G. L. Thomas, president of

C. H. Wheeler, Manufacturing

Co., are the new directors.

The five were formerly mem-
bers of the University's advisory

board of lay trustees, but will

now assist in directing the ac-

tivities of the foundation.

J. Griffith Boardman, Phila-

delphia insurance executive, is

General Chairman of this year's

phase of the fund di^iye.

Villanova began a twenty

year fund raising campaign
four years ago and is seeking

to raise twenty-one million dol-

lars.

Many of the Philadelphia

area's prominent business, in-

dustrial and professional lead-

ers have been aiding the Uni-

versity in its quest for funds.

instructor. Political Science

;

Mr. Ralph A. Bellas, instructor,

English; Mr. Conal Bsrme, as-

sociate professor, Finance; Miss
Catherine Connolly, instructor.

Nursing; Mr. Gerald De Wit, in-

structor, Psychology; Dr. Leo
Fittabile, assistant professor,

English ; and Mr. Donald A. Gal-

lagher, associate professor and
assistant chairman. Philosophy.

Also Mr. Ronald J. Gianna-
more, instructor. Electrical En-
gineering; Lt. Martin J. Gillan,

m, assistant professor. Naval
Science; Capt. John W. Higgins,

professor. Naval Science; Mr.
Ventkatarama Krishnan, assist-

ant professor, Electrical Engine-
ering; Mr. Victor S. Krupitsch,

instructor, Modem Languages;
Miss Mary E. McBride, instruc-

tor. Public Health; Mr. Eidward
E. Myers, instructor, Electrical

Engineering.

Also, Admiral S: H. Nevins,
Jr., instructor. Political Science;

Mr. Kenneth F. O'Driscoll, as-

sistant professor. Chemistry;
Lt.jg. Donald Pualson, assistant

professor. Naval Scienpe; Mr.
Joseph Privite, instructor Bi-

ology; and Mr. Lucien Roy, as^

sistant professor, Mathematics.

Also, Mr. James Schuster, in-

structor. Civil Engineering

;

Miss Anne Shields, instructor.

Nursing; Mr. J. Robert Snyder,

associate professor. Chemical
Engineering; Mr. Joseph Venu-
to, assistant professor, Geology;
Mr. Yao Nan Yu, visiting pro-

fessor, Electrical Engineering;

Lt. Robert J. Zemaitis, assistant

professor, Naval Science.

Washington Reveals

Full WVIL Schedule
Radio station WVIL began its

11th year of broadcasting on

the campus with a full evening

of programs last Monday.

Bill Washington, station man-

ager, slated most of the popular

programs of last year, and an-

nounced that other innovations

will be made soon.

Other student executives are

Jim Corey, personnel director;

Jim Hull, business director;

Gary Mara, program director;

Sam Pietrofitta, chief engineer;

Bill Heam, traffic manager; and
Dick Phelps, studio engineer.

» *

Midshipman William Lovett tests his conmiand presence on

a freshman NROTC student "Pull yer gut in**, he snarls In the

best tradition of the DI, %i the frosh are Introduced to Navy drill.

Administration Deflates

Council On NSA Entrance

Building Rules

Topic of Law

School Meetings
The School of Law will con-

duct a aeries of "town hall"

meetings, tentatively set to be-

gin November 15.

These meetings are being

planned in connection with the

Law School's research project

on zoning and building regula-

tions for the Home Builders As-

sociation of Philadelphia.

The Law School undertook a

two-year study of building and
zoning regulations for the btdld-

ers last spring under a $13,000

grant.

first Meeting

The first of the "town hall"

meetings will be devoted to the

highly controversial "one acre

zoning" case recently decided

by the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court, involving Bilbar Con-
struction Co. and Eastown
Township.

Law school Dean Harold Gill

Reuschlein also announced the

appointment of Professor Wil-

liam B. Ball, of the law faculty,

as director of the research pro-

ject, succeeding Professor J(^n
Stephenson, who will continue

as an advisor.

D. Barry Gibbons, Media at-

torney, will serve as a research

associate.

Zoning Roles

Villanova's project represents

the first comprehensive survey
to be made of fall zoning and
building rules and regulations in

more than 200 townships and
boroughs in Delaware, Mont-
gomery, Chester and Bucks
Counties.

"We think that the results of

the study may also prove of val-

ue to other areas in the nation

experiencing similar population

growth," Reuschlein said.

"As an aid to local govern-

ment officials, municipal plan-

ners, the home building industry

and community residents, the

project will publish comparative
studies of such rules and regu-

lations, in addition to formulat-

ing resolutions to legal problems
in areas of difficulty created by
existing law."

Student Tax, NSA
Discussion Topics

AtWorkshop Here
An organizational meeting for

all students interested in work-

ing for the Student Government
Commission of the Philadelphia

region National Federation of

Catholic College Students will

be held next Thursday, Oct. 9,

at 10.30 a.m. in the Student

Council office.

The commission will run
workshops to discuss student

elections, student tax, the Na-
tional Student Association, and
freshmen orientation.

The purpose of the workshops

is to bring together the members

of student government and

those hiterested in It, from all

the schools in this region, to in-

troduce new ideas and programs,

McGarth said.

By JOHN J. CURTIN
Of TKe ViOanovan Biaff

The Administration has turned down a Student

Council motion that Villanova join the National Stu-

dent Association.
Council Chairman Bob

Murphy made this announce-
ment at the opening meeting of

Jerry McGrath, Tom Moak-
ley and BiU Bfiuray wiU be
the three student Exeentive
Vice-Presidents of the 1958-

58 Student ConneiL
Under the tri-viee-presi-

dency system set op by tiie

new eouncll oonstttntioii,

Chalnnan Bob Murf^ an-

nooneed at the initial meet-

ing of the oouncil tfils year
that he had appointed Mo-
Giatli, a senior Indostrial

Adminls1»tion major, to

liead the Student Government
committee; Moakley, a Jun-
ior Electrical Engineer, to

head the Student Affairs

committee, and Murray, a
senior Finance major, to head
the EdncatiouAl Affairs com-
mittee.

Other appointments by
Mnrfrtiy included: President-

ial Standing Conmiittees

Spirit, Bruce Irving; Student
Activities, BUI Chrlstman;
Religious Affairs, Bob Bler-

kert.

Congressional Standing
Committees—Ways and
Means, Jim Corey; Elections,

Jack Kelley; Fraternities and
Societies, Joe Mason; Social

Affairs, Bill Hixson; Acad-
emic Affairs, Gerry H^bnm;
Student Union and Special

Affairs, Fred Welle and Jim
McElhenny.

Junior Qiuck Santangelo
was elected NFCCS senior

delegate and Moakley was
named Junior delegate In an
election last May.
Besides Murphy, other

council officers are Tom
Hoffman, vice-chalmian; Bob
Wagner, secretary, and
Welle, treasurer.

the 1958-59 student governing

organization on September 16.

Murphy said that the Admin-
istration did not feel that the

NSA—considered by some as

the "voice of the American stu-

dents" throughout the world

—

had enough to offer Villanova to

warrant joining the organisa-

tion.

He also said that the Admin-
istration pointed out that some
of the NSA policy resolutions

are contrary to Church teach-

ings.

However, Murphy added that

he had reason to believe that if

the council were to prepare a
report weighing the advantages
and disadvantages of joining the
organization, similar to that pre-

sented with the senior car pro-

gram last year, the adminstra-
tion might be favorable to an-
other application.

High Attendance

The council chairman also

commended the council members
on their better than 80 per-cent

attendance at the initial meet-
ing and gave them a short lec-

ture on their duties and obliga-

tions for the coming year.

"Student government is a two-
way street," he admonished, "It

is a privilege granted by the
Administration, not a right, and
is up to the members here to see
that they carry out thehr duty
toward the Administration as
well as towards the students."

Vice-chairman Tom Hoffman
addressed the council concern-
ing orientation plans and Sec-
retary Bob Wagner revealed
plans for the first annual Par-
ents' Day, October 18 when the
football team meets Wake For-
est.

A second meeting—^this one
running three and one half
hours—^was held on September
23, during which the council
presented some of its programs
for the coming year.

Motions Reviewed

Among the motions reviewed
were ones concerning a new fi-

nancial program, possible
lengthening of library hours,

the first issue of th^ ViUanova the publication of a student di-
Engineer is October 10, it was rectory (subject to a poll of the

'Engineer' Lists

Staff Openings
The deadline for material for

announced this week by editor

Bob Merkert.

The Engineer, moderated by
the Rev. John J. Vrana, O.S.A.,

is in its 25th year of publica-

tion. This year there are open-

ings for underclassmen, particu-

larly in the art field.

Merkert asked anyone inter-

ested in art to apply at room
344 Sullivan Hall. Other posi-

tions are available in proofread-

ing, writing, typing, circulation,

layout, and photography.

In this t year's magazine one
of the four schools of engineer-

ing will be featured in each
issue to help freshman decide
upon the particular fields.

The Engineer will also treat
the various phases of work that
may be entered after gradua-
tion.

Merkert said all copy should
be given to Bill Chrlstman, 334
Sullivan Hall, John Dinneen,
310 Sullivan Hall, Joe Lauaon,
352 SulUvan Hall or to the En-
gineer office.

student body), the possibility

of outdoor graduation and the
establishment of a placement
conmiittee to assist senior class
president Oscar Scogna in a pro-
gram to attempt improvement of
the senior interview program.
The council also passed a res-

olution concerning student abuse
of the telephones in resident
dormitories and established a
plan whereby, in a roll call vote,
the way a member votes will be
listed next to his name.
Murphy also announced that

the Intramural Council has
taken over the Basca Weekend
ceremonies and urged all camp-
us organizations to select their

Homecoming Queen contestants
by October 7.

He also said that there will be
a competition among the organ-
izations for the best float in a
half-time parade during the De-
troit game that weekend. A ci-

tation will be given the winning
oivanlzation.

Murphy appointed sophomore
Jim Lynch to assist Wagner hn
his Mcretarial duties.

tJst^ J'^SZT'a
~
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A New Library Policy
We heard a lot of comments among the Villa-

nova student body about the new "closed stack"

policy of the school library. ^^ - ; ;^

yv It seems quite a few don't approve of not allow-

ihg students into the stacks to look fo the books
they want. They say that the new program has
lessened the convenience of the library, and that

they won't be able to work as well under the new
system.

Well, we agree with them that it's easier to do
research when browsing is possible. Browsing also

helps the students gain a better knowledge of the
basic books in each particular field.

However, it's nobody's fault but their own
that the stacks are now closed.

The thing is, Villanova has found out that it

isn't economically sound to run a library with open
stacks. Why? Because of students who baye no
regard for school property.

^

When the library had the open stack system,
we lost thousands of dollars a year in, stolen books.
Last year, trying to find an answer, the library still

allowed students in the stacks, but they had a guard
posted at the door to make sure that every book
taken from the library was checked out

So, while it may be hard on the students. Villa-

nova's stacks will be closed this year, just as they
are in many college and university libraries. It's

a shame that it has tQ happen in a Catholic uni-

, versity. '

;•.,-':..;;'>' '^•'' ''''-

There's nobody to blame but the students.

^^^^^ H^ Long Will It Last?
Once again it's a new year at Villanova, and

once more there are telephones in all the dormitor-

ies. We wonder how long it will stay that way.
It seems that every year it starts off the same

way—all phones are in working order and there are

no problems.
But then the "wise guys" go to work with their

hooks and other gimmicks, and soon the phones
are out of order. /Gid there's no getting them fixed,

not under the new poltey of the Bell Telephone
Company. They decided last year that they would
not repair any phones put out of order by student

tampering.
They put all the phones back in order over the

summer at the request of Student Council, which
has passed a resolution condemning student break-

age of the phones, for they know that telephones
that are out of order thisj^ear will stay that way.

And, aside from the moral consideration of the
problem—^for it is the same as stealing when you
cheat the company of its money on a call—there's

always the inconvenience to others to be considered.
Many times a student in one of the dorms has

to be reached immediately, either by his family or
some associate. With no telephones working, often
they can't get in touch with him. And all because
somebody wanted to save a few cents.

We hope it will be different this year.

'That Little High School Bunch'
Last week, after the West Chester game, the

West Chester Daily Local News had this to say:
"We lost the football game but we sure had

the better band." - ^ - ;

For a band that three years ago was called

"the greatest little marching band in the East" by
telecaster Red Grange after the Game-of-the-week
against Boston College, the Villanova Marching
Band is a pretty sad outfit today.

Paul Hessler, secretai-y of the band, says that
there is good spirit among those who are now mem-
bers, but "the rest of the school acts like it doesn't
know the band exists, or just doesn't care.

"Herbert Fiss, our director, has done a won-
derful job," says Hessler, "and he deserves better
support. New equipment is needed, repairs are
needed, but I'm certain the Administration will not
agree to spend more money unless the students

show by greater participation they are really in-

terested."

There are still four home football games left

to erase the painful memory of what one fan re-

ferred to as "that little high school bunch."

/

J

^

With The Editor:

Today, as freshmen cele-

brate their second week on
campus, and upperdassmen
purchase the last of their

semester's texts, "affairs

academic' at Villanova ap-

proach what we call nor-

malcy.
Of course, the bewildered

Frost, who have been hu-

miliated and scorned, will

find any charge in atmo-
sphere welcome! "

As autumn replaces In- ':

dian Summer and the ;

brown leaves flutter aim- 1

lessly to campus paths,

paces and intellects
quicken. Rallies and dances
are replaced by lectures and
that bane of the collesrian-

term papers.
November brings its mid-

term exams and a trio home
to thte tradititonal Thanks-
giving dinner, while De-
cember school days are
made doubly hard by sleep-

less nights spent in earn-
ing holiday money.
Recovery from New

Year's eve partities is rapid
by necessity as profs and
stude cram the last few
hundred pages making
ready for final exams.

February, March, and
April are synonymous at
Villanova with prom pre-
paratitons, snowball fights,
and Palestra.

As spring khaki replaces
flannel, the tennis racquets
and golf bags come out of

hiding — the time when
seniors gaze about sadly,

and juniors celebrate their

biggest of all weeks.
.^id as the year ck>8e8,

the general opinion is,

"Bfay exams are never as
tough as January's. They
just never seem to end."

This is all in a round-
about way of welcome
back. Life at Villanova is

all too short. Freshmen
soon become seniors. Don't
waste the years. There are
are too few of them. ...

:•;••;•'- '^-"•'--L. M. CyR.'

That Time of Year

Now is the time of year

When a student begins to look.

With many a sigh of woe.

Into his empty pocketbooli.

He sees fHth great alarm

And with greater despair.

That this thin UtUe vault

la so terribly, terribly bare.

He writes a letter home.

And asks for a litUe dough. "^
;•

But in the sweet reply

The answer is always no.
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RECE2NTLY returned from a summer among the

international set pictured above. Bob Brothers, a

Villanova senior, has decided to take up his pen for

a look at Villanova's campus life. Bob will be familiar

to upperclassmen an one of the leaders of the back

to Methusala beard movement of last year. His will

be one of the columns featured in the new Villanovan

policy of different and varied humor- columns in the

coming year. The title of this column, "File 13,"

stems from Bob's experiences in the Army. During

his stay with that organization. Bob penned quite a
few literary masterpieces for his camp newspaper,

most of which landed in "File 13,'* the army term for

wastebasket.

BY popular requests, made mostly by himself,

Ray Quaglia returns again this year OK. He had been

camped at the door of the Villanovan office since July

23, with a pile of 47 columns in his hand, so we didn't

have the heart to refuse him publication. The fact

that he now holds the position of feature editor has

nothing to do with his reapperanoe. Due also to pop-

ular request, "PUBUcly Speaking," by BiU Christy,
will not appear, for at least as long as we can hold

him off.

MEIEN Kempf and your Kempf, Don Kempf will

be back as can be seen from the bit oA nostalgia that

appears at the rights ._ J

BUT the feature pages of this year's Villanovan

(and in the future, they will be plural) will not be

all comedy and opinion. There will be articles both

serious and series, designed to interest all Villano-

vans, from freshman to senior.

AMONG those planned are personality features

of prominent figures, political analyses, and for the

seven intellectuals on campus, we may include a few
book and drama reviews.

THERE is much more planned, but this hole is

almost filled anyway. That will be the Villanovan fea-

ture section for this year. We hope you like it. If

you don't, tell us. We probably won't listen, but it

will be nice to hear from you.

—THE FEATURE EDITORS

The Little Guy Meets

A Dirty Shoed Beatnik
By RAY QUAGLIA

LMO GOOIMUBAU

I was strolling bown behind
the library the other day, trying

to find the shiny new stone that

I lost last year, when I saw this

fellow crushing ant hills with
dirty sneaker of his left foot.

He was giggling madly and
clapping his hands as one by
one he finished off the strag-

glers who were scurrying fran*

tically in all directions.

I waited till he was finished

and asked him what he was
doing.

He liked me and tweeked my
cheek as he said, "Op Sa, Dad-
dio, Op Sa." I looked at him

strangly and asked him what
"Op Sa" meant, but he didn't

answer. He just bent over and
began putting the crushed ants
into a white business envelope.

"Are you one of the local

beatniks ?" I asked. "Op Sa,

daddio," he answered. "Are you
really beat, and drink a lot of

coffee and all ?" I asked. "Op
Sa daddio," he replied. Are you
really an intellectual ?" He just

looked strangely into my eyes
and all of a sudden I knew that

he was. I fell to my knees and
began to help him fill the en-

velope with crushed ants.

Mein Kempf

The ''Good OM Days"

Are Almst Over
By DON KEMPF.

"Who do you have for Eng-
lish?"

Dollars for"Fifty

books!"

"Well, if I switch my Ethics
with History, then my »ewg»iT»»

can move to Tuesday and Fll
be out by noon on Fridays.**

It's September sgain and the
Main Line adds about 3500
Villanovans to its roster. As
usual freshmen are wearing
•*regs," sopho-
mores are de-

m a n d i n g
early blazers,

juniors are
thinking of
junior week,
and seniors

are walking
around try-
ing to look
rather sage
and unim-
pressed
by every-
thing.

Kah!

It seems strange to be a
senior and I'm not sure I like

it. Gone are the confusion,

boldness, and carefreeness

which respectively signify the

first three years. Reality is

only nine months away, and
the awareness of this fact

seems to bring about an inner

change in the senior. He is

anxious but, at the same time,

he is hesitant. And the new
privileges he has acquired with

his seniority only reminds him
of this transitory period he is

experiencing in which he must
prepare both to leave one way
of life and enter another.

Yes, the senior is b^^inning

to reaUze that "The Good Old
Days" will become a very real

part of his vocabulary in ail

too short a time.

As always the campus has
an air of the new and the

familiar. To the freshman all

is new and for the upperdass-
man there are new couraes

teachers, and living quarters.

But such familiar scenes as the

Chapel spires, the pie shoppe,

Rosemont's "T" House, and
an ex-roomie are good to see

again.

t! Bak!

And so another year of col-

lege life begins, already

memories are being

y TWO
The summer months are over

and the day is here. \lUanovm,
and to eleven hundred of us a
whole new world opens. Our
first iniptesaion of V.U. was one
size. We were impressed bgr Hie
spaciousness of the campos, fay

the size of the student bodty, and
by the lepgth of the line of
frosh waiting to be ''neg-ister-

ed".

As we were first taken on a
guided tour of the campus,
many thoo^ts ran throngh our
mind. Will we be acoeplbed as
true Vmanorans? WHl we ever
gain that fwHrgiafe air which

to belong to nppeidaai-
ezednsively? Ave the

nurses the only girls around
here? What kind of a gaj will

my roomie be ? What is Kelly's?

That night we had our fint
group activity, a meeting witii

the white hats and a ati^endous
movie in "WHOSEASOOPE"
and — "WHATASOUND*. We
watched the exciting action as
the skipper of the Nautilus
made a oourageoos but vnin at-

tempt to overcome his speecp

diCficnlUy. ''Oscars" are award-

ed to great motion pictures;

this one is slated for the Navy's

As the first week progreased
many of the

of Villanova. These
eanying the upper-

's bags, and reciting

sdiool songs and cheers upon a
white hat's requesL

We found that Orientation

had at ' least prepared us for

jobs as pmters or sing-

TUa was the lighter side of

Orientation Week, the most
lasting in^reasion we received

was that of the school spirit

dmpiajtd by the white hats in

particular and the upperdass-
men in geaenL We feel that

some of that spirit has nibbed
off on us and that now is the
time for a word of thanks to

those white hats whose voices

inteipreted for us the meaning
of ViHsnova.

ff

Ricia

Anyone Know Richie?

-y lot MOTHEtS

quiet.

Ridiie left lor big V.U.

of good win from his

B,

tears firam his famfly

He arrived here, a
would have never

of diffemtly if he didnt have a habit of writing

of Us kttas, and if he hadnt made fiiends with
in rifling wast^aper baa-

How anny of yon know a thon-

Tbhi _
Dear Mom, Dnd and Faauif,

Bitijfthing is swcB at VnfauMira and Fve been studying
very hard. Oaases mn fton 8:30 mtfl 4:30 each day, and Tm
loaded down with hi—nial ewtrj cwming. This hardly leaves

me nmch time to go to any dances or football games, but I

reaUae that my pnipone in being hcfe is to study not to play.

Of an the n«ht spots in PhibwiHphia I haven't been in one of
them, and with only about 100 giris on campus and 4,000 men,
you can see that I dont date nmch.

I live witii a very nice bunch of guys in the dorm, and
they're very he^fnl in deidoping my studies. They sU come

nice fanrilJBS, and on Saturday night, we usually go
to a concert or ^y chess in the donn. Of course it's very
(fifficult to go to many concerts when you don't have much
money, but I reafiae that one nnist sacrifice for the sake of

Richie

thinking of sending me some
It costs ten cents to cash

have nmch money.

PS. Jost in yon
it in

diecks on campus, and I

TWhisbnd4y:
Hi Ho Jacfccrino,

How's the boy? Let me tdl you, this FhiUy is ono crazy
town. I haven't been to bed before 4:00 o'clock any morning
since I got here, and Tm really having a faaU. The courses are
a breexe, and onoe I get this siti'ndanffp system figured out,m have most of my time to myself. I was slated to live in

one of the dnms when I first got here, but I took one look
at the rules and regulations and headed for the door. Fve
moved into a private apartment off campus with a bar next
door where they don't ask questions about anything.

Of all the night aqpots in Fhilly I haven't beoi in one of
them. Of course it just opened Saturday nii^t, but give me
time. Tve met some real weird iatellectuala, and have developed
quite a taste for the crazy snacks at the Enotne Rocmi and the
Glided Cage. The only thing that's been retarding my progress
is money. But I expect the old man to come through with a
new hundlo ray aoon. ^

Dick

To his girifriend;

My dearest Jane,

Villanova is a very loadly place without you. The studies
are very diflicult, and each nl^t I walk the streets alone wiah-
ing that you were at my side. They say that this is a very
beautiful campus but when yon are alone nothing is beautiful.

I love you with every breath I breathej with every beat
of my heart, a heart that would be broken without you. Oh
wiiat I wouldn't give to be in New Toric now. But don't
worry, FU be Innne soon and m have so snich to teU you.

Paddiea of Purple Fmmkm,

S
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Electrical Engineers Top
Spring Dean's List With 4.0

Five Electrical Engineers
topped the list of 14 students

who attained a perfect average
for the second semester of last

year.

Seniors Patrick R. Gallagher
and Niel F. McAllister and jun-

iors Louis J. Gale, Robert J.

Wagner and Harold R. Grubb
were the 4.0 electrical engineers.

Also included in the elite

group of 4.0's were Kathleen
M. McCabe and Doris I. Miller,

senior nurses; accounting sen-

iors. Joseph A. Walheim and
John M. Wesley; and Gerald A.

Dougherty; freshman Joseph F.

Diaco and junior Sandor Peskin,

biology; education junior John
F. O'Donnell; and physic senior

John E. Solarski.

Following are the students

who made the Dean's List with

avietrages of 3.0 or above:
Adinolfi,

..•.*•

• •..'..«••

Allen A., CF., FR
Andiario, William J., EE. SO
Andrew, Ronald E., ACC. SR., . .

.

Anrthony, Richard J., ART., Jr., .

.

Armond, Joseph W,, CF., FR., . .

.

Armstrong, Robert PHI^ SR^
Arriviello, Anifiony J., tF., FR., .

,

Audet, Louis E., BIO.. SO
Avery, Douglas P., ME., JR., . . .

.

Avil, Howard J. JR., Ek., JR., . . .

Bacher, Charles F^ EE., JR„
Bogshaw, Robert T., CF.. FR^, . .

.

Bandmiller, James D^ BIO., SO., .

BarrKicky. Guy S., EE., SR.,
Barone, John A., IA., JR^
Borone, Robert J., CF., FR., . . .

.

Barry, James B., MKT., SR., . . .

.

Bathgate, Lawrence, II CF., FR.,
Bausher, RagirKi M., NUR., JR., .

Baxter, Robert F.. MAT.. JR., . .

.

Beahn, Thomas J., PHY., SO., .

.

Becher, Peter G., CF^ FR.,
Becker, Irwin, BIO., bR.,

Bell Lucille H., NUR., SR.,
Bergin, Robert C, ENG., JR., . . .

.

Berntsson, Hugo O^ CE„ JR., . . .

.

Bettwy, Theodore 5., EE., SR., . . .

Beutler, Robert L., PL., SR., ....
Bianchini, Michael P., CF., FR., .

Biggins, John P., PL., JR
Bindas, Paul T^ CE., JR. .

Binet, George D. JR., MKT
Birle, Jomes R., ME., SR.
Bishop, John F., CF., FR
Bizzano, Joseph D. JR., CHE., 4N.
Blair, Richard E., lA., JR
Boettger, William C, CF^ FR. . .

Bohn, Robert H. ART., FR
Bohny, Robert W., MKT., SO. ...
Bollmann, Charles A., BIO., SO. .

Bonner, Margaret M„ NUR., JR. . .

Borcik, David E., EE., SR
Boundas, Theodore A. ART., FR.
Boyle, Gerald P., ME.,' JR
Boyle, James E., CF., FR
Brassell, Joseph D.. ACC, SR. .

.

Brazel, James P., PHY., SO
Brecht, John L., EGR., FR
Brennon, Frank R., SOC.. SO.

SR.

3.58
3.14
3.14
3.50
3.53
3.22
3.05
3.39
3.86
3.24
3.71
3.00
3.00
3.29
3.05
3.11
3.06
3.53
3.91
3.62
3.71
3.00
3.56
3.14
3.11
3.50
3.76
3.10
3.00
3.00
3.26
3.50
3.70
3.05
3.10
3.28
3.11
3.10
3.33
3.42
3.16
3.00
3.82
3.45
3.00
3.22
3.00
3.36
3.21

Brennon' William i., EE.,' SR. ..... . 3!58
Breslin, Thomas J., ME.. 3N.
Brown, Donald J., lA^ 50. ...
Brown, Thomas M., CF., FR. .

Bubb, Bernard J., ART., FR. .

Buckfey. Mary T., NUR^ SR. .

Buggy, Walter T., CF., FR. ...
Bufatewicz, Frank S^ ACC, SO,
Burns, James F., EE., SO. . .

.

Buser, Earl F., EGR., FR
Byrne, William, CE., SO
Comp, Joseph S., CHE., SO. .

.

Campbell, John T., EE., SO. .

Campbell, Patrick C, PL., JR.
Campbell, Stephen T. EGR., FR
Cannon, John J., PSC., JR. .

.

Capelli, John P., BIO., SR. ...
Capobianco, James J., CF., FR.
Cappelleitt, Frank P., MKT., SO,
Carloan, Francis P., CF., FR. .

Carr, John G. JR., lA., JR
Carroll, Charles V., ACC, SO 3.83
Carroll, Joseph F., ACC, SO 3.28
Carsello, John P., EE., SO 3.10
Carton, Stephen C^ PL., SO. . .

Cascarina, Alfred C., lA., SR. .

Casey, John J., EE., SR
Casey, William F., ME., JR. . .

Coshman, Donald W., MKT., SR.
Cassidy, Paul E., PL., JR
Costoldi, Frances C, NUR., JR.
Cavalier, FrarKis N., CE., 3N. .

Covonno, Anthony J., EGR., FR.
Ceforotti, Michael D., BIO., SR. ,

Cello, Joseph A., MAT., SR
Cerrone, John J., BIO., FR,
Cetrone, Domenic C, EE., JR.
Chopley, Joseph P. PHY., SO.
Chorde, John J., ACC, JR. ...
Charlier, Peter W., EDU., SR. .

Cheddar, Alexander, EE., JR. .

Christensen, George L.. CE., SO,
Christy, William, IV, ENG., JR.
Ciordi, Albert A., PL., SR. ...
Citeroni, Joseph C^ EE., JR. . .

,

Clark, James R., CHE., JR. ...
Clark, Joseph E., CHM., SR. .

Clark, Joseph R., CF., FR. ...
Clarke, James F., lA., SR. ...
Clemens, Richard W., PHY., FR.
Clement, Michel A., EGR., FR.
Coccogno, Edmund G.. EE., JR.
Coffey, John J., PL., SR
Coleman, Robert J., PSC, JR.

* • • • • .<

3.86
3.06
3.26
3.25
3.14
3.33
3.83
3.48
3.27
3.11
3.43
3.00
3.28
3.05
3.75
3.81
3.21
3.00
3.37
3.33

3.61
3.17
3.48
3.82
3.44
3.00
3.35
3.09
3.18
3.94
3.05
3.33
3.57
3.44
3.00
3.10
3.73
3.36
3.42
3.28
3.52
3.32
3.10
'3.53

3.33
3.19
3.10
3.38
3.50
3.22

Crawford, Paul E., EGR., FR
Crouse, Williom W., CHE., JR
Cummings, John W., ART., FR
Cunningham, Janet M., NUR., FR. .

Curley, Richard J., ART., SR
Curti, Dino L., EE., SR
Jagney, John J., ART^ SO
Daly, John B., CF., FR ,,.
O'Ambrisi, Anthony S., EE., SR. ....
J'Ambrosio, Felix J., CF., FR
Damiani, Ronald D. EDU^ SR
Jomico, Pasquale, BlO., FR
J'Arcy, James A., EE., JR
Dore, Lamont G., EGR., FR
Davies, William N., ME., SR
DeAngelis, Nicholas J., EGR., FR. .

.

Decker, John T., CE.. SR
Deegon, FrarKi« C, lA., SR
DeGrave, Donald R., EE. ,JR.

DeGroft, Walter J., FIN., SR.
Delaney, Richard A., CF. FR.
Oelaney, Thomas J., CHE.. SR.
Oelany, Francis X., ENG., 5R. .

Desiderio. Louis J., MKT., JR.
Devery, Kieran M J., lA., JR.
Devine, John P., EE., SO.
Devlin, Harry F„ ACC, JR
Diaco, Joseph F., BIO., FR
Diaco, Nicholos V., BIO., FR. ...
Dillon, Thomas J., EGR., FR. ...
OiMartino, Attilio J., lA., SR. .

.

DiMascio, Solvotora J.. CF., FR. .

Diorio, Dominic A., BlO^ FR. .

DiPletranonio, M. J., MKT.. SR. .

DiRocco, Joseph E., POL., JR. ...
Dodge, James J., EDU^ SR
Dodge, Russell P., ART. SO. . .

.

Dominic, Jarrws V., ME., JR. .

Donahue, Michael D.. ART., FR.
Dondero, Marilyn T., NUR^ SR. .

Donohoe, FrorKis J. JR^ cE., SR.
Dooley, James J., CF., FR
Doran, Thomas J., CF., FR
Dorgan, John D., EGR., FR
Dorgan, William A., lA., SO. . .

.

Dorsey, Joseph C, ACC, SO. . .

.

Dougherty, Dennis J., EDU„ JR. .

Dougherty, Gerald A., ACC, SR.
Dow, Robert F. JR., CF., FR. ...
Drees, John M., CF., FR
Dressier, Richard M., EDU., SR. .

Driscoll, Joseph A., ME JR. ...
Drislone^ Cornelius J., ME., SO. .

Duffy, Edward J., EGR., FR
Duggan, Francis J., IA.. SO
Du Rocher, Joseph W„ CF., FR .

.

Duryea, Albert J., CF., FR
Echelmeier, Joseph D., EGR., FR .

Ellis, David J.^ EE., SR
Ellis, Joseph F II., ACC SR
Ellison, Charles R., EE., SO
Emerle, Edward K., EGR., FR . .

.

Ercole, Robert C. ACC, SR
Erier, Arlene A., NUR., SR
Esling, Paul Jr., EE., SR
Fabio, Dominic D., EE., SR
Farley, Edward P., EE., JR
Feiler, Robert J., SOC, SO
Ferraro, Robert A., MKT., SO . .

Ferreri, Michael G., CE., SR
Ferris, Constance, NUR., JR ...
Ferroni, Richard C, PL., SO ... .

Fields, John S., HIS., JR
Fink, Leo T., lA., JR
Fitzmourice, John P., EE., JR . . .

Fitzpotrick, Charles W., ART., JR
Fiztpatrick, Joseph L.. ENG., JR
Fitzpotrick, Michael FC, FR , .

.

Fleck, Charles N., ART., SR
Cogaroli, Richard P., EGR., FR .

Foley, Frederick M., BIO, FR
Folmer, James V., ART., SR . .

Forlono, Richard P., BIO^ FR . .

Forrest, Denis E., CHE., SR . . . .

,

Fortin, Frederick T., ENG., SR . .

,

Fox, James Aloysius EDU., SR . .

.

Frounces, George D. CE., 4N . .

.

Freeman, Jay A., PL., JR
Fronheiser, James J., ACC SR .

Galatos, Fernando, EGR., FR ....
Gale, Louis Joseph., EE. JR
Gallogher, Connell J., CE., SR . .

.

Gallagher, James F. X., ACC, JR.
Gallagher, John J., EDU., SO . .

.

Gallagher, Patrick R. J.. EE., SR .

Gclm, Williom J., ME., SO
Galvin, Martin G., ART., SR ....... _

Gannon, Thomas J., ACC, SR 328
Gorczynski, John S., EE., JR 300
Gorrido, Ricardo J., EGR^ FR 300
Garrity, John F^ PSC, SR 300
Gasper, Frank T., EE., JR 318
Goughon, Rosemary C^ NUR., SR . . . 370

' • e « .• • • •

3.36
3.10
3.00
3.28
3.00
3.96
3.00
3.11
3.57
3.05
3.13
3.00
.3.33
3.64
3.74
3.73
3.19
3.06
3.33
3.55
3.11
3.05
3.05
3.22
3.00
3.14
3.00
4.00
3.78
3.76
3.83
3.53
3.00
3.33
3.67
3.29
3.21
3.41
3.74
3.44
3.14
3.11
3.11
3.36
3.38
3.44
3.10
4.00
3.11
3.14
3.22
3.64
3.41
30*!

300
309
306
348
333
322
343
323
306
314
338
357
329
300
339
300
320
333
367
314
324
306
305

367
382
338
371
319
311
322
3)3
333
325
333
327
400
313
356
314
400
345
360

Judson, John P PHY., FR ....'.;
Kochmarick, John A.. BIO.. JR .

Kallfelz, Charles P.. EE., JR
Kane, Leo P., EE., bR
Korrer, Edmund L., ENG.. SR
Koszupski, Joseph W^ E^R., FR .

Kathmon, John C, CE., SR. ...
Kay, James R., ACC. bO
Kearney, James P., MKT., SO. .

.

Keegon, Joseph M., PHI., SR. .

Keightley, Gerald E., ENG., JR.
Kalieher, Michael J., CE., SR. .

Kelley, John P., PSC, JR. ...
Kelly, C Edward J., CHE.. JR. .

Kelly, Daniel J., ACC, SO. . .

.

Kelly, Edward J., CF., FR
Kelly, Joseph M., ART., FR. ...
Kelly, Michael J., EE., SR. ...
Kelly, William J. Jr., EE., JR. .

Kelty, Joseph Patrick, BIO., JR.
Kennedy, John D., ENG.. SR. .

Kennedy, John D., IA.. bO.

FR.
SO.

Gaynard, Thomas P., f^HY., JR
Gerbasi, Nicholas J., ACC, JR .

Gerstner, Richard T., CHE., SO .

Ghilordi, Rosolino M., NUR., JR .

Gibson, Douglas A., SOC, SR . .

Gillespie, Richard L., CE., SR . .

.

Glackin, Gerald F., ART., SR . .

Glaser, Barry L., BIO., SO
Glervion, Joseph G., PL^ JR ...
Godwin, Robert A., ACC., SO . .

Goldschmidt, Thomas C„ ENG., JR
Goodyear. John L., ART., SR . . .

Gooley, Donald E., HIS., JR
Gores, Robert E., CE., SO
Gorman, Joseph S. Jr. EDU., JR .

Gormley, Richard O., MAT., FR . ,

Grace, Edward J., CF., FR
Grant, William L., MKT., JR . .

,

Gregg, Richard H., FIN., SR
Grey, Francis J., ACC, SR
Greyson, Eileen M., NUR., FR . .

,

Grubb. Harold R., EE., JR
Guornoccio, Francis J., ACC, SR .

Hair>es, Joseph R., lA., SR
Hojduk, Fred A.. PHY.,^ SO
Haley. Frederick W., CF., FR . .

Hall, Robert A., EE., SO
Homburger, Joseph C, EGR., FR
Hamburger, Richard J.. BIO., SR
Harley, Raymond J., lA., SO . . . .

Harley, Thomas J., EE., SO
lA., SR 376— — 356

322

Collins, Kathleen N<., NUR., JR.'!!!! 3^52
Collova, Nicholas D., BIO., JR.
Colombo, James L^ BIO^ JR.
Conaway, Joseph T., HIS., JR.

Confoy, William D., ME., JR.
Conlin. Joseoh R. ART., FR. .

Conrtelly, John J., ART., FR. .

Connolly, Franklin E.. ENG., JR.

C-Joke, Joseph W., CE., JR. ..

Coolev, Gerald L., EE 3N. ...

CordeM, Richard W., CHM., FR.

3.81
3.19
3.33
3.05
3.15
3.21
3.21
3.42
3.00
3.00

Corey, Jomes W., POL., )H '.'.
3! 17

Coii«y, Jomes M.. CF., FR.

Cotto, Noel N., BIO., JR. . .

.

Coetello, Jomes M., ACC, Sa
Cottrell, Jom« L., ACC., '^O.

Coylm. Williom F., ACC, jO.

Cr«ft, Joh« J., PL^,»i.- •

Cfolo, John C , MKT SO .

.

Cromer, Joeaph H., SOC, FR.

337
3.52
3.57
3.67
367
356
3.06
3.50

Hottoh, George A^
Hoymon, Henry D., ART., SR
Heoney, Michael E., FIN., SR .

Heorn, James J., EE., 4N ....
Hennessey Robert F., ME., JR .

Henry, F. Williom. ART^ SR .

Hepburn, Raymond G., cE., 3N
Herbst, Joseph A., CHE., SR .

Hilbert, Ralph W., ME., JR
Hinkle, John L., EE., SO
Hoffman, Thomas A., SCI., SO
Hogon, Roger B., EE., SR ....
Holden, Robert W., EE., JR ..

Hone, John M., ACC, JR
Hopkins, Charles H., ART.,
Horn, RIchord A., EE„ 4N
Hosey, John F., ART., SR
Huddy, Normon W. Jr., EE.

Hull, James C, ACC. JR
Hunt, John J. Jr., Hl5., SR
Hunt, Patricio M., NUR., JR ..

Hurley, Joseph V., CF. FR ...
Husted, John M., EE., SR
Ickes, Williom H., ENG., SR . .

.

Interdoooti, Robert V„ MKT., JR
Jackson, Robert J., ACC. SO . .

.

Jomes., John E., SCI., JR
Jones, John P., PSC, SR
Jones, Robert L., BIO., JR

380
300
319
343
333
314
322
344
300
361
379
372
367
318
345
338
317
306
300
378
335
400
339
300
311
305
367
332
375
350
314

Kennedy, Thomos ft.. XfeTj^ FR. ,

Kennerson, John F., ART., FR. . .

.

Kennedy, Wolter F. Jr., ME., SO.
Kierney, Carl E., BIO., SO
Kimboll, Worren F., ART., SR. .

Kinney, Joseph A., ENG., SR. .

Kirchner, Robert A. Jr^ CHE., 4N.
Kirk, Vincent L., MAT.. FR.
Kitto, Albert J., SOC, bO
Klein, Elear>or R^, NUR., JR. .

,

Kncpley, Joseph E., EE., 3N
Koestlcr, Donald J., CHE.. SR. .

,

Komon, Joseph J., ART., bR
Kopczynski, Thomas L., SOC, SR.
Krockeler, Joseph J., CHE^ JR.,
Kraemer, Kenrwth R., ART., SO.
Krollinqer, Robert E., EE., JR. .

,

Krous, Bernhord J., EGR., FR
Kulik, Edward J., ENGR.. FR. ...
Kunz, Marie Louise, NUR.. SR. .

.

Lamorre, Clement D., ENG., SR.
Lampert. Robert E., MKT.. SR. .

.

Lomprecnt, FrorKis J., CE., JR.
Laughlin, Paul F.. ENG., SR
Louzon, Joseph H., CE., SO
Lawrence, Williom J., EE., SR. .

.

Leory Edword V., HIS.,
Leemnuis, Roger P., HIS., JR. . . .

Leisey, Williom E., CF., FR. . .

.

Leitz, Agnes M., NUR., FR
Lennert, Frank B., BIO., SR
Lesko, William E., FIN., SR. . .

.

LeVom, Marc F., EE. SR
Lieblein, William H. EGR., R
Lignelli, Gregory J., BIO., SR. .

.

Lima, John B., BIO., SO
Linnehon, John M., MKT., SR. . . .

.

Lipski, Leonard J., CE., SR
Little, Jomes P., lA., SO.
Livengood, Donald J., MAT.,
Lo Cosole, Thomos M., EE.,

Loggi, Daniel G., EDU., SO. ...

Longhi, Dominick A., lA., SO. .

Lowell, Thomas Gerard, SOC. FR.
Lukens, Kothryn A„ NUR., JR. .

Lulo, John F., ME., SR
Lunny, Robert M., EE., 3N. . .

.

Lynch, Dennis J., BIO., FR. ...
Lynch, Thomas F., ART., FR. . .

.

Lynch, Thomas J., CF., FR. . .

.

Lytle, William J., CE;, 3N. ...

Mocoluso, John A., Et., SO. . .

.

Mocri, Anthony J., BIO., SR. ...
Mogroy, Ronald F., PL., SO. ...

Moher, John F., CHE., SO
Mohle, Walter S., EE., SO. ...

Mohoney, Robert W., lA., SR.
Monnello, Alfred S., ACC,
Morchione, Joseph R., CF.,

Margolf, Clement K., EE.,

Morinak, Michael J., CHE.,
Marley, Donald R., lA., SR
Morley, James A. Jr., lA., JR
Morlow, Morcio A., NUR., JR. .

.

Martinez, Arturo, CE., SR
Morzen, Charles P., EDU., SR. . .

Mosoloitis, Putinos V., CE. SR. .

Mostrangelo, Michael J., BIO., SO.
Matouk, George F., CHE., 3N. .

.

Mattel, Robert D., ACC, SO. ..

May, Barbara A., NUR., JR. . .

Mayer, James Francis, MKT., JR.
Mozza, Mothew F., CE., JR
McAllister. Niel F., EE., SR
McAteer, Henry Jomes, ART., FR.
McAteer, John J. Jr., CF^ FR. .

.

McBryan Don J., CHE., SR
McCobe, Kathleen M., NUR., SR.
McCorthy, Donald J., ACC, SO.
McCloin, Charles D., ACC, JR.
McClotchey, Paul F., PL., JR. . .

McClotchy, Michael D., SOC, JR.
McCloskey, Marshall A., EGR., FR.
McConnell. Howell A., HIS., SR. ..

McCormock, James F., lA., SO. .

.

McCreedy, Bruce R., FIN., SO. .

.

McCullough, James J., EE., JR. .

.

McDevitt, Charles F., CE. JR. .

.

McDonald, John J., EE., SR
McDonnell, John v., ART., FR. .

.

McDonough, James T., ART., SO.
McElhenny, James P., ART., JR. .

McGettingon, Jomes R., ACC., SO.
McGill, James H. Ill, ART., FR.
McGinley, George D., EDU., FR. .

.

McGinnis, Cornelius W., ART., JR.
McGuckin, Joseph M., ME., SR. .

.

McHole, Jan'>es J., lA., JR
McHole, Thomas E., CF., FR
McKoy, Francis J., CF., FR.

SR.
FR.
JR.
SO.

. 317

. 369

. 333

. 338

. 300

. 300
. 3.14
. 3.00
. 3.56
. 3.39
. 3.45
. 3.29
. 3.52
. 3.73
. 3.06
. 3.26
. 3.10
. 3.43
. 3.29
. 3.33
. 3.00
. 3.89
. 3.53
. 3.00
. 3.00
. 3.42
, 3.55
, 3.78
, 3.24
. 3.33
. 3.11
, 3.40
3.71
3.63
3.71
3.22
3.55
3.67
3.71
3.91
3.26
3.00
3.67
3.00
3.16
3.67
3.45
3.17
3.29
3.56
3.42
3.15
3.00
3.67
3.38
3.90
3.38
3.58
3.33
3.05
3.10
3.61
3.10
3.30
3.00
3.36
3.35
3.15
3.38
3.81
3.10
3.00
3.30
3.33
3.63
3.22
3.10
3.00
3.50
3.11
3.42
3.00
3.19
3.44
3.62
3.04
3.76
3.25
3.19
3.86
3.14
3.39
3.26
3.00
3.05
4.00
3.82
3.16
3.00
4.00
3.17
3.94
3.44
3.18
3.73
3.45
3.43
3.00
3.81
3.63
3.05
3.40
3.47
3.43
3.06
3.45
3.00
3.00
3.95
3.57
3.26
3.26

Prom
(Continued from Page 1)

ner Dance to April, but decided
that it would be better to keep
the weekend intact.

The class president also re-^

vealed that he had appointed
Harry Devlin, another Account-
ing major, as Dinner Dance
chairman, and Greg Dean, Arts
major, as co-chairman of the
prom. Another prom chairman
will be named later.

Hixson Basca Head
The only other appointment

revealed by Scogna was Bill

Hixson, mechanical engineering

student, as chairman of the

Basca Memorial Dance, to be

Friday night of Homecoming
Weekend, Oct. 10.

Cars
(Continued from Page 1)

day or Friday with the follow-

ing:

A note of approval from the

student's parents;

A note from the garage

owner;
A $5 registration fee for car

rights for the entire year.

Weekend Permission

Murray said that the Admin-
istration has given permission

for the approved cars to be

parked in the university park-

ing lot over weekends.

Seniors without cars, who
who might have occasion to

drive registered cars belonging

to other persons, may obtain-

permission through the normal
application channels. No fee or

notes are necessary.

Neol, John A., MKT., SR. .,

Norris, Clinton J., EGR., FR.
Ootes, Williom B. JR., ART.,
O'Brien, Gerold J., EGR.. FR.
O'Brien, Peter J., PL.. JR. .

,

O'Connell, John M., EGR., FR

SR.

3.43
3.45
3.39
3.41
3.11
3.09

Conrwr,' Priscilla 6., NUll., SR. 1.'. 3J7
O'Connor, Robert L., PSC, SR.
J uonneli, John F., EDU., JR.
Ogle, David H., FIN., SR
O Kane, Thomas R., ART., SO.
onto, Julius A., Eti., 4N.
O'Neill, William F., MKT., SR.
O'Rourke, Gerald J., EGR., FR.

3.32
4.UU
3.22
3.39
3.52
3.00
3.05
3.61
3.35
3.27
3.57
3.21
3.50
3.17
3.17
3.23
4.00
3.11

SR

4N

352
314
306
337
305
323
343
343
367
371
394
324
300
339
310
386
333
330
332
352
306
313
378
311
305
329

McKenno, Thomas A^ eKiG., JR.' '...'. 3^42
McLorw, George F., EE., SO
McLaughlin, Margaret, NUR^ SO.
McMonogle, Corr»elius, CF^ FR. . .

McNomar, Richard T., ART., FR. .

McNortey, James L^ CE^ SR
McNoney, Thomos P., ART., FR. . .

McNichol, John F., lA., SO
McPeok, Joseph J., CF., FR
Medio, Mario J„ CHM., FR
Mehlduo, Alan P., ME^ 3N
Merkert, Robert J., EE. JR
Messner, Frederick A., EE„ SO. . .

Meyers, Edward F., EE., SR
Michaud, Roger A., MKT., SR. . .

Miedzius, Christopher, EE. JR. . .

MIgnogna, Rosalie C, NUR., SR.
Mikoloiewski, Edward E., ART., SR.
Miller, Doris I., NUR., SR
MIMer, Frank J., ACC, JR
Miller, Kenneth A., ENG., SR. ...
Millo, Kenneth W., EGR^ FR
Mingione, Joseph A., EE., JR. . . .

MInkiewicz, Vincent J., PHY., SO.
Minotti, Louis S. JR., ACC, SR. .

Mirobile, Anthony T., PL., SO. . .

Moron, John P., CE^ 3N
Morhauser, Edward G., BIO.. FR.
Morris, ConstarKe G., NUR., SR. . .

Morris, Dorxild, lA., SR
Morrissey, Paul F.. EGR., FR
Moses, Melvin L., BIO^ SR
Moyninon, John J., ART., SR
Mullen, Anthony P., ACC, JR. . .

Muratori, Err>est, JR., PL^ JR. . . ,

Murphy, LawrerKe J., MKT., SR. ,

Murtha, Frank F., ART. SO
Muuio, John A., BIO., JR
Myer, Gregory P., CF., FR
Notaie, David J^ PL., JR.

3.43
3.05
3.05
3.00
3.62
3.20
3.38
3.05
3.50
3.00
3.29
3.57
3.43
3.00
3.10
3.44
3.10
4.00
3.50
3.28
3.18
3.57
3.38
3.06
3.22
3.35
3.33
3.33
3.00
3.55
3.44
3.22
3.39
3.86
3.39
3.55
3.30
3.42
3.33

O'Rourke, Matthew J., Acfc, SO.
O'Rourke, Paul J., ART., FR. ...
Ortoldo, Joseph F., EGR., FR. ...
Pocheco, FrorKisco J., FIN., JR.
Palsir, James W., CF., FR
Ponos, Joseph, ME., SR
Popiernik, Donald G., ACC, JR. .

Poppono, William H., EGR., FR. .

Posceri, Ralph E., CHE., JR.
Poskin, Sondor. 610^ JR.
Potton, William L., EDU^ SR.
Pedisich, John A., CF., FR. ...
Peleckis, Anthony J. ME., JR. .

.

Pepe, Michael J., PSC, JR
Perry, FrorKis M., ME., SO
Pfoff, Donald J., FIN., SR
Phelon, James A^ EDU.. JR
Phelps, Richard P., ME., JR
Philbin, Peter M., IA., JR
Phillips, John D., ME., JR
Phipps, John J., EDU.. FR
Piccone, Robert J^ ART^ FR. ...
Pietrini, Andrew G., ACC, SR. .

.

Pijonowski, Leo S., CHM., SR. ...
Pinto, Louis J. JR^ ME., SR
Pinto, Robert L., ENG., JR
Pittelli, Joseph J., BIO., SR
Pollock, Sheldon L., ACC, SO. ..
Pongio, VirKent J., CE., SR
Powers, David C, PL^ SR
Presley, Charles R., CF^ FR
Przedziol, Jomes A., ACC, SO. .

.

Pugh, William H., SOC. SR
Pultorok, Joseph J., SOC, SO. .

.

Purcell, Anthony D., BIO., JR. ...
Pyle, Ronald W., ME., SR
Quoglio, Raymond J., ENG., JR. .

Quigley, Jomes J., MKT., SR. .

.

Quinn, William E., MKT., SR
Rodomski, Thomas E., PL.. SO. .

.

Rofferty, Michael G. JR.. ENG., SR.
Rafferty, Raymond R. JR. ART., SO,
Roichle, Louis A., SOC, SR
Roikowski, Robert P., ACC, SR. .

.

Rotchford, Gerald J., ME., SR. ..
Recker, Peter E., FIN., JR
Redding, Martin J., CE., JR
Redpoth, Robert J., FIN., JR. ...
Regan, John T., CHE., JR .;

Reilly, Charles P., MAT., JR. ...,
Remy, Joseph A., CHM., FR ,

Resinski, Lawrence J., EE., SR. ...
Retocco, Daniel A., lA., SR
Retacco, Louis F., ART., FR

,

Reynolds, Ralph R., CE., 3N
Riccio, James P., lA., JR
Rice, Joseph S. P., ME., JR
Richardson, Peter D., CF., FR. . .

,

Rooche, Martin J., ART^ SR
Roberts, Carl J. Jr., EE., SR
Rodgers. Eugene, CHM.. FR
Rolond, John H. JR., PL., SR
Rolls, Jomes P., EDU., SO
Rombout, Paul W., CE., SR. .

Roop, David E., EE., JR. ...
Ropain, Donald A., BIO., SO. . . .

Rosenblatt, Stanley A., BIO., SR,
Rossi, Edmund M., ACC., SR. ...
Rough, Robert A., CF., FR
Rugel, Anthony G., CF., FR
Russokov, Alan D.. BIO., FR, ...
Somongo, Nicholas A., ACC, SO,
Somulewlcz, TVjomos F., CF., FR.
Sonds. Milton J., BIO., SO
Sopone, Joseph R., EDU., JR. ...
Sceizo, Joseph, JR., BIO., SR 3.84

> •' • •' e • 'e

3.27
3.55
3.18
3.22
3.55
3.00
3.50
3.00
3.47
3.25
3.06
3.40
3.70
3.14
3.13
3.72
3.90
3.39
3.21
3.22
3.61
3.17
3.45
3.00
3.33
3.28
3.00
3.19
3.10
3.11
3.11
3.28
3.05
3.67
3.58
3.06
3.23
3.05
3.89
3.50
3.33
3.20
3.35
3.44
3.55
3.11
3.24
3.62
.3.28
3.33
3.24
3.00
3.57
3.21
3.00
3.11
3.11
3.11
3.47
3.11
3.68
3.33
3.45

3.00
3.11
3.21
3.68
3.30
3.40
3.11
3.12
3.06
3.21
3.36
3.05
3.05
3.41

... ^.,.„ -w 3.75
NUR., SR 3.00

- 3.68

Tomborlane, Roger W., BIO., FR.
raormino, John F., MKT., JR. .

redeschi, John M., BIO., SO. ..

Tenoglio, Nicholos C, BIO., SO.
Terrozzini. Joseph A., EDU., FR.
Thomos. Cloyton H., ART., JR. .

Itiomos, Robert E., lA^ JR. . .

.

Tighe, Michael C. ART., FR. . .

Tinsley, Jomes D., ACC, SR. . .

.

Toman, John J., ART., FR
Tomkiewicz, John J.. lA., JR. . .

.

Tou^y, William J., CF., FR
Townsend, Robert J.. ME., SR. .

Travis, FrarKis R., ME., JR
Troy. Thomas M., ART., SO.
Tursi, Rose T
Udicious, Ralph J., PHY., SR
Usher, Mary J., NUR., SO
Utsch, Edward
Volenti, Thomos

„ NUR^ SO 3.05 wt
A., ACC, JR 3.78 K
3s A.. ART., FR 3.18 I
m F., EE., JR 3.62 I
., CF., FR 3.21 w

Volitski, William
Volvo, John G..

Von. Allen R., IA.. SO 3.33
Vosturio, Joseph W., CE., JR 3.00
Venezio. Harry D., BIO., SR 3.50
Ventura, Melvin C, ME., 4N. 3.32
Verrecchio, Michoel J., EGR., FR. . . 3.05
Wogner. Richard J., EE., JR. 3.62
Wogher, Robert J^ EE„ JR. 4.00
Woldraff, Frank G., EE., SR. 3.67
Wolheim, Joseph A., ACC, SR 4.00
Wall, Froscr M., CHE., SR 3.11
Walsh, David H., EE., SO 3.00
Ward, Edword L., IA„ JR 3.71
Word, Thomas P., ACC, JR 3.18
Worner, Barbara J., NUR., JR 3.65
Waters, William C, ACC, SR 3.09
Weaver, Chorles L., MAT.. FR 3.89
Weinert, Jomes J., CHE., 50 3.00
Wesley, John M., ART., FR 4.00
Wholen, Edward M., CF., FR 3.17
Wholen, Henry F. JR., CHM., SR. . . 3.84
Wholen, Thomas J., IA., SR 3.39
Whelon, iomes W., EE., JR 3.38
Wickershom, Richard J., ART.. FR. . . 3.37
Wiele. Fred J., EE., SO 3.39
Wilcenski, Edward M., CF., FR 3.05
Wilhelm, Franklin J., ACC, JR 3.28
Williams, John P., ENG., SR 3.44

/

Scholk, John t.. CF., FR.
Schaller, Edward J., EGR., FR. .

Schonne, Joseph F., EE.. SO. . .

,

Schneider, Joseph D., EE., 3N. ,

Schrier, Robert J., EGR., FR. . .

.

Schubert, Joseph F., EE., SO. . . ,

Schwortz, Froncis T.. EGR., FR.
Schwartz, John J., EE., SO ,

Scott, Edwin W., ACC. SO.
Scott. Paul J., ACC, SR
Seeger, William R. MKT., SR. . ,

Seller, Jomes C, PHY., FR. . .

,

Sekits. Donald F., EGR., FR. ...
Shonohon, Joseph P., CF., FR. . .

.

Shea, Edward A.. ART., JR. . .

.

Sheopord, Albert W., EE. 3N. . .

.

Sickelton, Francis L.. MAT.. SR.
Siegfeldt, Han-y J., ME.. SO.

3.17
3.50
3.95
3.71
3.33
3.71
3.76
3.33
3.28
3.33
3.43
3.06
3.18
3.37
3.47
3.29
3.00
3.32

Notoli,' Dennis, ^10., "sO.
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

i.26

Silvestri, Anthony J., CHM., SR 3.95
Simpson, Joseph J. JR., CE., JR. .

Skrockl, John G., ART.. SR. ...
Slottery, Thomos F., MKT., SO. .

Smith, Peter C, CF., FR
Snyder, George G., BIO.. SO. ...
Solarski, John E. JR. PHY., SR.
Solomon, Jack L., BIO., SR
Spetzer, Joseph P., EE., SO. . .

.

«quier, John R., FIN., SR
St. Leger. Thereso M., NUR., SR.
Storet, Walter F.. CE., SR
«:teeb, Rohert C, BIO.. FR
Stemmy, Thomos J., ACC, SO. .

«;tenicky. Andrew L., CF., FR. ...
Stotler Richard A., ME., SR. ...
"touqh, Horace Z.. EE.. SO
^tratmon, Joseph T.. ART., FR. .

^turm, Joseph B., ART.. SO. ...
Sugint, Bernice A., NUR., SO. . .

Swank. Thomas F. X. CHM., JR.
Sweeney, John C, PL., SR. . .

.

Sweoson. Jonos W., FIN., so. ...
Srohlowski, AlexorvJ^r. ACC, SR.
STotny, Joseoh O.. CHE. SR. ...
Tofconelll Henry J.. A9T., SR. .

Taoliaferri. Poul V., ART., SR. .

Talarcio, Posquole J., PL., SO. .

,

3.05
3.22
3.33
3.67
3.17
4.00
3.24
3.76
3.11
3.63
3.71
3.14
3.33
3.11
3.00
3.33
3.58
3.37
3.05
3.05
3.06
3.61
3.83
3.00
3.48
3.48
3.28

Wines, Richord L., ACC, SO 3.05
Wolf, Thomas M., ART., SO 3.37
Woodward, Jomes M., ME., JR 3.45
Yonnocone, John A., ACC, SR. . . . 3.44

Yannul, Edward T., CE., JR 3.63

Yontis, Gerold C, EE., SR 3.52
Yorkey, Vernon A., ME., SR. ..... 3.00
Yurchok, Poul N., PHI., SR 3.06
Zorotschenzeff, Wlodim, ART., FR. . 3.18
Zeccordl, Joseph A., BIO., FR 3.00
Zetusky, Edward J. JR.. PL., JR 3.1

1

Zicorelli, Joseph M., ART., JR 3.09
Zimmerman, Alfred, ACC, SR 3.33

Zygmont. Anthony J., EE., JR 3.43

Marshall To
Talk On Civil

Rights Topic
(Continued from Page 1)

citizenship rights for Negroes in

1938. ..'.;.

Victorious Decisions

He has received successful

decisions from the Supreme
Court including:

The right of Negro to vote in

the South, the right to travel

freely in interstate transporta-

tion without state or local "Jim
Crow" statues, and the estab-

lishment of the principle that

covenants restricting use, rent,

or sale of property to Negroes
were not enforceable.

Nationwide Acclaim
He is a member of the Na-

tional Bar Association and the

New York County Lawyers' As-
sociation. Among his numerous
awards and citations are the
National Newspaper Publisher
Association's "Russrum award"
in 1049 and the Bar Associa-
tion's award in 1948.

First of Series

Tonight's lecture will be the

first in the series of six that
will be presented this school

year. Other lectures are planned

for the first Wednesday of

November, December, February,

March and April.

'

r

V

Colly Likes His Fun

Russians Work Too Hard
By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
The Russian system of train-

ing athletes worlcs for the Rus-
sians but the United States
would be foolish to adopt it for

American athletes.

So says Ed Collymore, Vill-

anova's "splendid sprinter," who
was a member of the U. S. track
team which competed against

^the Soviet Union during a three

-week trip to Europe this sum-
mer.

"The Russian people all work
for the government, so it is

only natural that the athletes

would be state-supported," said

the stocky native of New Eng-
land.

"Athletes over there don't

hold regular jobs, and most of
them do not go to college," he
said. "Mostly they just train

and compete in meets.

Wouldn't Work Here
"They don't seem to mind me

regimentation at all, but I know
their method would never work
here.

"Americans enjoy living, they
like to go to parties and go on
vacations, for example. There
is no room for these things in

the Russian scheme of things.

"Sports are just a way of

making a living for the Rus-
sians, like working in a factory.

The Russians don't seem to get
the kick out of sports that we

ED COLLYMORE

do, because they are always
worrying about winning—after

all, they have to eat."

Does that mean if Russian
athletes don't keep their per-

formances up to snuff, they'll

be "purged" from the team ?

Shot Putter 'Liquidated'

"Oh, sure," said Collymore,
"when that Russian girl who
threw the shot put lost to the

American girl, she was dropped
right away.

"Every time a Russian com-
petes, he has a thought in the

back of his mind that next week
he may be oiling a machine in

an aifplane factory."

But, certainly the Soviet

Union has turned out some won-
derful athletes by this method,
a man said to Collymore.

"Yes, that's true. In fact, the

the Russian distance runners
runners are the finest in the

world precisely because of the
system—they work around the
clock, running, running and run-
ning some more.

Athletes Should have Fun
"That's not for me, I'll tell

you, and the other American
athletes agree with me. Sports
are supposed to be fun."

Colly will be back having fun
in his Villanova white and blues
when the indoor track season
rolls nigh. And a lot of Wildcat
fans will have their share of fun
because of him.

Eddie won the 200 meters in

Russia, took second in the 100
and ran on the victorious 440-

yard relay team, after opening
the summer with two of the fin-

est performances by any athlete

in the world.

He ran the 220 yards in 20.3

in Compton, Calif., for the fast-

est time in a straightaway race

by anyone all year.

Then be broke the NCAA re-

cord for the 220 around one turn
by being clocked in 20.7 in Ber-
kley, Calif.

Some fun ,huh ?

Deep Freshman Grid Team
Opens With Army Friday
Bolstered by more depth than

it's had for years, the Villanova

freshman football team opens a

three-game schedule on Friday,

traveling to West Point, N.Y., to

take on Army.
Other games are with West

Chester jayvees on Oct. 17, at

home, with Bullis Prep on Oct.

24, away.

Two disabling injuriei^ / have
put starters on the sidelines for

the game with the Black
Knights, but Coach Ed Michaels,

Sr. still has a mammoth line

and a fast backfield to piit on
the field. ' *

If the Wildkittens have abil-

ity to match their size—and
Michaels believes they do—they
stand a good chance of making
up for the thrashing Army in-

flicted on a game but thin 1957
Villanova eleven.

Heavy Linemen

The starting line will average
211 pounds, and the overall

average of the nineteen linemen

on the squad is even larger

—

214 pounds.

The two starters who are out
are left tackle Jerry DeBalso,
6-1, 235, Canastota, N.Y. who
broke his ankle in practice last

Thursday and will sit out the

season, and left guard Dick
Mink, 6-0, 210, MeKeesport, Pa.,

who has a sprained ankle. Mink

Radio station WRCV, with
Jim Bonner at the micro-

phone, will broadcast the

Boston College game on Sat-

urday after the World Series

game Is completed.

Bonner, who Is doing the

play-by-play on all 'Cat gam-
es this year, will tape the
broadoast, then play it back
for Villanova fans.

is a cousin of Vince Chaverini,

starting center last year.

Starting ends will be Ron
Meyers, 6-4, 215, Union City,

N.J., and Charley Friel, 6-0,

207, Narberth, Pa. The other

ends are Russ Frantz, 6-3, 190,

Pottsville, Pa., and Frank Syl-

vester, 5-11, 195, Syracuse, N.J.

Jim Osborne's Brother
At the tackle sports, Tom

Kepner, 6-3, 225, Camden N.J.,

and Orazio Nastase, 6-2, 225,

Snow Shoe, Pa., hold forth.

They're backed up by John Os-
borne, 6-2, 215, Philadelphia,

brother of varsity first-string

guard Jim, who has been held

back by a leg injury, and Tom
Griffin, 6-1, 203, White Plains,

N.Y.
Sam Gruneisen, 6-1, 195, who

hails from Louisville, Kentucky,
the home town of one of Vill-

anova's finest fullbacks. Bob
Haner (Class of 1954), and
Dick Ross, 6-1, 220, Summit,
N.J. whose father played for

Villanova in 1934, are out front

for the number one guard posi-

tions.

Other guards who have shown
well are Bill Borden, 5-10, 220,

Jersey City, N.J., Jim Gianelli,

6-1 215, Allentown, Pa., Bob
Haas, 6-1, 215, Rock Castle, Va.
and Jack Weed, 61, 210, Cleve-

land.

Another Brzenk
The top center at this junc-

ture is Frank Brzenk, 6-1, 195,

Jersey City, whose cousin, Stan,

played tackle for the Wildcats
in 1954. Pushing him is Ed
Scholes 6-2, 250, Camden.
Nick Lang one, 5-9, 165,

Union City, is currently running
first string at quarterback. Tom
O'Rourke, 5-10, 160, Oradell,

N.J., has been switched from
halfl>ack to quarterback.

There are four halfbaclca of

equal ability—Ed Bohan, 5-9,

170, Chicago; Mike Pettine, 6-0,

165, Conshohocken, Pa.; Ken
McNeill, 5-10, 170, Union City,

and Nick Russo, 5-10, 175, At-
lantic City, N.J. Dave O'Donnell,

6-0, 175, Havertown, Pa., is an-
other halfback.

Bill Ryan, 6-0, 190, North
Wales, Pa., and is running ahead
of Mike Ennis, 5-9, 180, Eliza-

beth, N.J., at fullback.

Senior football manager
Dick Faulk has requested
that all students who want
to be managers should report
to Charley Famem in the
basement of the Field House
sometime this week, r v:

Three managers are needed
—a junior, sophomore and a
freshman.

SPORTS CHATTER:

A Laugh From Dr. Glenn
:By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT:

WEST CHESTER COACH Dr. Glenn Killinger, gave us a
laugh when he said his school cannot compete against schools
the size of Villanova year after year., because the Teachers
"don't give any scholarships." No, they don't give "scholar-
ships, per se, but they don't have to. Any reject from another
school, who lives within the state of Pennsylvania, can do or
die for dear old West Chester for a tuition fee not more than
100 dollars^ thanks to poor taxpayers like you and I.

THE OUTDOOR IC4A track championships won't be held
at Villanova next spring. They will return to familiar Randall's
Island irt New York. Last year, as the Wildcat thinclads won
their second straight title, more people looked on here on the
Main Line than have shown up in 20 years. Besides that,

the IC4A 1,000 coffers were enriched considerably. But, run-
ning a big operation like that is mighty expensive. Frank Rea-
gan, Jim Elliott, et al did not press the issue this year, waiting
for the glad hand to be extended by the IC4A moguls after they
see the bare seats and empty till at Randall's.

FIVE VILLANOVA STUDENTS have been signed by ma-
jor league organizations since last semester. Lefthanded pitch-
er Jack Kelly got a bonus from Pittsburgh, turned in an 8-2

record in the Class B Northwest League, and worked out with
the parent club the past few weeks. Righthander Bob Krop-
iewnicki was handed a reported $40,000 by Cincinnati, also
pitched in the Northwest League, and moved up to Seattle in
the AAA Coast loop at the tag end of the season, winning two
games.

JOHN DONATUCCI, senior shortstop was picked up by
Detroit and played B ball. Hank Nichols went to Cincinnati,
for whose pennant-winning Geneva, N. Y. team in the Class
D Pony League he caught. Larry Fidalgo, a freshman who
had never donned a Villanova uniform, was inked by the
Pirates just before school opened, obtaining a bonus of more
than $40,000.

FIDALGO AND KROPIEWNICKI'S signings riled us up.
Both had their college careers ahead of them. We can't blame
the boys for taking the money, since it is certain that a price-
restricting bonus rule will be passed by the major leagues this
winter. But an NCCAA survey showed last week that less
than 5% of the college players signed ever make the majors.
Instead of wasting money, ruining educations, hurting feelings,
canceling scholarships and stirring veteran major leaguers to
jealousy, why don't the pro teams work along with the colleges?

MANY CAMPUS wonderboys have to start out in Clasi>

D, further from the majors than the Phillies are from first
place. Why not leave them in school, set up summer college
leagues in every state, and establish 10-game schedules in the
Fall to complement the rain-curtailed slates in the Spring?
The player caliber would be better—an aid to the major
leagues. And after four years in improved competition, the
wheat would be gleaned from the chaff. "Marginal players"
would ,not be signed, as they are today. More important
prospects and non-prospects would have an education to fall
back on.

JOE FITZPATRICK, who has
taken leave of absence as VILL-
ANOVAN Sports Editor.

The Holy Roller8,1957 champions in the Intramural Bowling
League, will attempt to make it two Utles in a row when the lea-
gue opens at the Bryn Mawr Sports Center in November. Return-
ing squad members, pictured above; are (front row, left to right)
Irv White, Bpb Byrwa, Bill Gorden, and (back row, left to right)
Matt Hteks, Dick O'Shea, Kieran Devey and CharUe Spinner.

The VILLANOVAN
is looking for more staff
members. Interested ?
If so, contact Jack Cur-
tin (326 Sullivan) or
Tom Goldschmi(it (316
Sullivan).

V, .
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Wildcote Play qf osfoa CoBggt SafwJay

Will Reagan's Umbrella Still Leak?

U

By JACK CUKTIN
Rain is what's worrying

Frank Reagan this week — a
rain of Don Allard paaMS tlisi

could lead Boston CMkge to

victory ii^en the Villanova
WUdcats visit the EagkaT Ataon-

ni Field Saturday.

And if that rain starts. sD
Reagan has for pvoteetkni ni a
mighty leaky ''umhrdla.'' der

fense.

The Main Liners, who topped

the country in the pass defenBe

department two years ago and

were still among the leaders last

season, have found that things

are different this time out.

feet the Liners

' >>

FRANK REAGAH
r

^ r

still woefully

And Allard, the Eagles' field

general, is one of the nation's

top IWI1 f If he has a hot

aftemoon, BC could hand the

Wadeatn a defeat for the fourth

year in a row. Last seasq^ they

pounded out a 12-9 victory m
almpst a foot of rain and mud.

However, there's a possibUity

tiiat Allard might not take the

field against VillaBova. The
Eagles' ace, who was fourth in

the East in total offense last

fayw», injured his 1^ in the

first half of Boston's loss to

Syracuse Saturday, and had to

sit out the rest of the game..

And the Eagles aren't the

same team without Allard on
the field. They hdd a 14-0 lead

at the halfway mark, but fell

24-14 in the second half as the

Orange started to move.

But, Alfatfd in the line-up or

Ooikge is stffl con-

of the top teams in

this year, and aeeond>

Bin

(/
.;.'•

if:-

It-

1/

when he took over in the second

half of the Syracuse loaa.

Which leaves Reagan with

plenty to worry about. Not only

does he have to tightwi up his

but he has to re-

leg injuries to quarter-

iwcK ^nn GraaiaBe and aopho-

^more i»r'****** BiDy Pacxkosk^

ie. While neither injury was too

aerkNW, both players could be

doubtful quantities this week.

But there are still some bright

spots OB the ViDanova horiaon.

I

JIM GRAZIONE

I^^ QMirtily?

They were poor in that field

in the season's opener agaiast

West Chester two weeks ago.

In Saturday's 3^-6 defeat at the

hands of Virginia lOBtary In-

stitute, they were wone.

Defense Wismii

Via completed liz of 11 ton-

see in hundlisting the WUdcats,

j»Mi most of the tinw there

w^'t n defender near the re-

eeiver. While the Keydets re-

fastsnd
' '" "

1) The fme diowing of third-

quartnrback Ed Roefare,

uriio tocdi over the team in the

second period ctf the VMI k»s
vrtien C^anone was injured and

handled the directing job almost

the remainder of the game.

Roehre, who had never before

throw a pass in varsty com-

petitioB, completed six of 17

against VMI, and did an excel-

lent job running the ball and
the team.

2) The outstanding offensive

performance byjunior halfback

Frank Ficca, who carried the

baD 13 times and picked up 63

yards to top Villanova in that

3) The successful introduc-

tkm of the powerful **Tr

tkm into the team offi

play gave the 'CaU the

offfense thejr*-

}»mA ia years ,even thou^i

litttfa-g thai with

Tom Heron and VHTs Sam Homer leap unsuoessfttUy for a pass thrown Iqr Kaydet

they ran only the basic T* play,

in which the last msn in the

finemp behind the qusrterback

carries the hnlL Should Resgan

add more plays off the T\ the

Msin Liners could poses strong

acoring threaL

4) The fact that ViDanova,

for the first time in quite s

while, didnt fumble the ball at

an and was pensHsed only once,

thst for an off-sides violstion

late in the game.
A fifth point,still

the poMihility thst

atring quarterback Wayne Kaut-

ter, who injured his srm before

the wasnn stsrted, msy be

ready for Boston action. Kauttr«

eould give the XSata n mnch-

, for they were

in that department

Saturday.

Jim Graxione, Wildcat quarterback, struggles to get ftee from *^^
J^"*

one of whom has been blocked by Dave Intrabartolo. Gnuione picked up 10 yards

mg the drive whkjh netted the first touchdown of the game.

defenders,

roUontdur-

'Cflts Win OpewT

VMI ToOs Villanovo, 33-6
iy tOD0ER VAN ALLEN

[

The ViOanova football team

lost, 33-6, to a speedy, efficient

Virginia Military dub last Sat-

urday, after opening the season

with a 28-14 victory over West
Caiester State Teachers College.

Against the Teachers, the

'Cats ran a few basic plajrs and

a single pass pattern, realizing

that Boston College and VMI
scouts were on hand.

However, against the Keydete,

Frank Reagan unveiled a bag of

tricks which featured a smooth-

operating "I" formation. Work-
ing from thia and the more
familiar "T", the Wildcats backs

out-gained their opponents, 243

ynrdB to 127 on the ground, and

had 22 first downs to 11 for the

Keydets.

But it was a day of frustra-

tion for 6800 Villanova fans, as

three Wlkkata drives stalled on,

the eight, four and nine yard

lines* and the pass def

•

stalwart for two years, showed

the effect of graduation, r:'

The 'Cats scored first on a

78-yard. 17-play drive of almost

all "I" plays, which was capped

by a nine-yard touchdown pass

from Jim Grazione to co-captain

Gene O'Pella.

The lead lasted just 13 sec-

onds, however, ss Pete Johnson,

a 9.9 100-yard sprinter, grabbed

the ensuing kickoff on his three

and raced it all the way back

for a TD. Sam Homer ran

around end for two extra points.

The flashiest scoring play of

the day occurred u^en Art
Brandriff grabbed a pass in the

fait, sidestepped two WUdcats,

and cut back through 33 yarda

of Ucklers for a TD. Other

VMI scores came on a 30-yard

toss from Bill Nabraaka.

Other VMI aoores came on a
30-yard toss from Bin Nabraaka

to Cart Kasko; a seven-yard

run by Homer, and a 10-yard

burst by Johnson.

It was a day for second-string

quarterbacks. Nelnraska was

everything VMI coach John Mc-
Kenna, a Villanova graduate

and former assistant coach,

could have aaked for, and sen-

ior Ed Roehre was the surprise

of the day for Vl^dcat fans as

he cleveriy engineered several

long, though abortive, marches.

Frank FIcca, a 170-pound jun-

ior halfback who aaw very lit-

tle action last year, carried 13

times, mostly ss back man in

the "I", for 63 yarda.

Jim Grasione and Bill Pacsk-

ookie were both hurt in the sec-

ond quarter. Gras retnjuried a
thigh mnacle originally hurt ia

pmetiee. PacskoaUe banged his

"good" knee. Both should be hi

good shape for the Bostoa Gol-

i.
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Dance, Game Feature Homecoming Fete

Moritz Talks

To Seniors

On Thursday
By JOHN J. CURTIN

of the Vilhnevan Staff
John A. Moritz, Villanova's

placement director, will an-
nounce several changes in the
placement system to the Class
of 1959 at the first Senior class
meeting tomorrow.

Moritz will address the class

at 10:30 tomorrow morning in

the Vasey Hall auditorium.

Bd 25easer, Industrial Admin-
istrations major, head of a
special class committee on
placement, announced today that
Moritz will explain in detail

changes instituted as a result

of student complaints brought
to him by the class committee
last May.

Zeaser, vice-president of the
Society for the Advancement of
Management, was appointed to

form the committee by class

president Oz Scogna following

last spring's elections.

Suggested Changes
The committee — Ed Shea,

Jack Fields and Jack Kelley.

Arts ; Bob Cunius, Commerce and
Finance, and Joe Cooke, En-
gineering — suggested several
changes in the program to

Moritz shortly after their ap-

pointment.

The chairman told the VILLA-
NOVAN that Moritz has made
some changes, but that 'I don't

Practicing for next Sunday's ceremonies in ihe University
Cliapel are Marian White capping Angels Colasanti both sopho-

more nurses. Caps will lie l>estowed by the Very Rev. Fatlier

Henry Greenlee O.S.A., Provincial of the Eastern Provinoe at 4
p.m.

Soph Nurses To Get Caps
In Chapel Cererribny Sunday

Data on job offers to last

year's seniors was released by
the Placement Office today.

Director John A. Moritz re-

vealed that engineers ranged
from $400 to $577 a month
with a median of $455, while

Commerce and Finance stu-

dents ranged between $350
and $480 with a median of

$390.

Moritz said that returns

from the Arts majors werr
too scattered to furnish a
range of salaries, but that,

in general, "they would be
about the same as the Com-
merce and Finance scale."

know if they were a result of

our report."

Zeaser also stated that "it ns

most important that seniors be-

come familiar with the place-

ment system now, as those who
had the most trouble last year

were those who let it go until

the last minute."

Literature in Library
The conrmittee has also ar-

ranged with the library for liter-

ature from the various interiew-

ing companies to be placed iii

the reference room. i

"More members are needed on

the committee," Zeaser . added,

"for we are going to coniinue to

help the Placement Bureau with

the Senior program and will

also serve as guides for the

Interviewers when they come to

campus."

This Sunday, caps will be bes-

towed on the sophomore Villa-

nova nurses by the Very Rev.

Father Henry Greenlee, O.SA.,
Provincial of the Eastern Prov-

ince.

The Rev. Charles McFadden,
O.S.A. of the Philosophy depart-

ment will be the speaker at the

Vaughey Elected

Soph Treasurer
Neil Vaughey, Commerce and

Finance Major has been named
Treasurer of the sophomore
class in a special election held

last Friday.

Of the 203 sophomores who
voted, Vaughey polled 110 votes

to 65 for Richard Schneider and
28 for Roger Allen.

Vaughey takes the place of

Joseph Shaw, who was chosen
last spring in the regular* elec-

tion, but did not return to

school.

As Treasurer of the sopho-
more class, Vaughey will be rcr

sponsible for the accumulation

of funds for the junior year.

With Bob DeLisa, president of

the class, Vaughey will help to

formulate the plans for the year.

The special election was con-

ducted with a minumum of pub-
licity. There was a marked ab-

sence of posters and signs that

have characterized the elections

of the past.

John P. Kelly, chairman of the

Student Council Elections Com-
mittee, supervised the election

procedure.

ceremony in the University

Chapel at 4 p.m.

Students will be presented to

Father Greenlee by Sister Mary
Alma, CM., Dean of the Nurs-
ing School.

During the ceremony, lighted

candles signifying the continu-

ance of the Christian ideal in

nursing will be presented to the

students by the dean of nursing.

The nurses will recite a pledge

composed by Father Klekotka.

The pledge is based on the Hip-

poctatic Oath taken by doctors.

The pledge reflects the accept-

ance of the will of God by the

nurses.

The nurse promises to apply

herself diligently to the pursuit

of nursing ideals tCad to imitate

Mary in charity, purity, devo-

tion, and loyalty.

The girls to be capped are:

Angela Colasanto, Joyce Col-

lins, Mary Collura, Joan Con-

nolly, Martha Davis, Joan Flood,

Betty Ginunarino, Eileen Gray-

son, Agnes Leitz. Marilyn Mc-
Gahan, Mary O'Neill, Mary
Scanio, Kathryn Schultz, Mary
Ann Valenza, Mary White.

The caps, which will be pre-

sented to the students by Mrs.

J. Novack and Miss Shields of

the Nursing Division, resemble
a sacred host. This symbolizes

the life vital to each person who
aspires to happiness as an angel

of mercy.
The caps carry the colors of

the Blessed Virgin Mary—^white

and blue.

By FRANK J. DYNAN
of fh9 yillanovan Sfoff

The first "weekend" of the Villanova social sea-

son will begin Friday with the traditional Nick Bas-
ca Memorial Award and Dance, followed by the

Homecoming football game on Saturday against De-
troit.

Hixson Chairmqn:

Paul Judge
Will Play At
Basca Dance
By THOMAS A. McKENNA
The Nick Basca Memorial

Dance will open the Homecom-
ing Weekend on Friday night
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., it was
announced today by Bill Hix-
son, chairman for the sponsor-
ing senior class.

The dance is held annually in

honor of the former Villanova
star football player and World
War n hero, Nick Basca.

Tickets for the dance are now
on sale in Dougherty Hall and
may also be purchased from
members of the ticket commit-
tee which is under the co-chair-

manship of Lou Kubinac and
Hap Georges, both senior Fi-

nance majors.

To Scholarship Fund
The proceeds of the dance

will be donated to the Univers-

ity Seminary Scholarship Fund
which will entitle an Augustin-

ian Seminarian to a college ed-

ucation at Villanova.

The dance will be highlighted

by the announcement of the

Homecoming Queen. The queen
(Continued on Page 3)

Acclaimed by Spirit Conmiit-

tee chairman Bruce Irving, as

the "chance to show the Alum-
ni true Villanova spirit," it will

include all the activities which
have become popular in recent
years.

The agenda Friday night will

begin with the judging of the
hall decorations, this year to be

Students will l>e able to

vote for their choice for Villa-

n ova's 1958 Homecoming
Queen tomorrow between 10
a.nL and 3 p.m. in Dougherty
Hall.

Five finalists will be chosen
by this voting, and the queen
will be selected at the Nick
Basca Memorial Dance..

done by the Intramural depart-
ment.

Donated by Alumnus
The history of hall decora-

tions at Villanova dates back to
the beginning of the Wildcat-
Temple series and continues up-

to the present day. The award,
donated each year by alunmus
William Connolly, was named
the Nick Basca Memorial Award
after World War H in honor of
the Villanova football player
who lost his life in that war.

It is planned that the march-
ing band and the fire engine,
which has become an institu-

tion at Villanova rallies, will

lead the judges and costumed
students on their inspection of
campus dorms.

After the award everyone will

return to the rear of Villanova
(Continued on Page 2)

The Bev. Norbert W. Whitley O.S.A., University Chaplafai,.

pauses during Blasa while Rev. Francis X. Kelly O.SJL deUvera
m sermon to male students in the Field House. Maas opened ibt^

spiritual exercises of the morning and afternoon seaalona on last
Thursday's Day of Recollection.
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Scholastic Journalists Attend Press Conference

h^

Richard Tucker and James Mason of Beading Central Catholic
High School watch Belle Air editor Bob Pinto use his hypnotic
method on yearbook discussion group.

John Liney, cartoonist of the "Henry" comic strip, shows his famous character
to Lynne Waldron, Melrose Academy, Rose Uttal, Mater Misericordiae Academy
and Carol Chassar, Central Catholic High School.

'
'

Executive Committee Out,
'Not Practicar: Scogna

ByJOHNJ.CURTIN
of tb9 yiilanovan Sfaff

'Hhe Executive Committee of

the Class of 1959 has been dis-

continued by p r e a i d e n t Oz
Scogna.

The committee established by
the officers of the class in

sophomore year Was deemed
"not practical" by Scogna, who
said that it "was dropped be-

cause it, along with the Steering

Committee, gave us too large a

body to work with.

"In fact, it defeated the pur-

pose of the Steering Committee."
Scogna added that the com-

mittee, which pxx)vided for all

past and present class officers

to be members of a special presi-

dential advisory board, had
grown "out of proportion" to the

size of the class.

Woody's Contract

Nixed by Switch
Senior class president Oz

Scogna admits he is glad he
was able to move the class

weekend from November to

April, but says that it wiped
out a lot of work.

Especially in the band de-

partment.
"I'd rather the class chose

the band than just the offi-

cers and chairmen,*' says
Scogna, "so I'm glad we have
this added time, but the

change sure did away with
time and effort on the part

of co-chairman Greg Dean."
Dean was busy all summer

considering bands such as the
Dorsey, McKinley, Brown,
James and Heath aggrega-
gations, and even had a con-

tract from Woody Herman at

his home at the time of the

change.

"While any of those bands
would probably have pleased

the cbMs," said Scogna, "now
we can be sure tliat we're go-

ing after bands the class

wants by putting it up to a
vote. The other way, we
didn't have time to do that."

A co-chairman of the prom
to work with Dean will be
named in the near future.

Scogna revealed that a man
is under consideratton, but
dM Bot release his aame.

The class constitution provides

that the president may discon-

tinue the committee at his dis-

cretion. Ken MacGillivray was
president when the group was
originally formed, and it was
continued last year under the

regime of Vic Ludmerer.
Meeting Tomorrow

Scogna also reported that he
would give a complete report on
all matters to date at the class

meeting tomorrow, as well as a
preview of what is planned for

the future.

The senior class president an-

nounced a 30-man Steering Com-
mittee last week, which, with the
17 class officers, gives the clasci

a 47-man directing body.

Scogna said that the commit-
tee was picked by him in con-

junction with the other officers,

with six main points being con-

sidered : dependability, integrity,

individualism, affability, exper-

ience, leadership and class pop-

uarity.

AU47Usted
The committee is as follows:

Joe Driscoll, Ben Hynes, Joe
Krackeler, Bill McCann, Bob
Krallinger, Bill Hixson, Joe
Cooke, Greg Dean, Jack Curtin,

John Fishetti, Harry Devlin,

George Hare, Lou Desiderio.

Tom Brady, Mike McShea,
Jim Hull, Gary Mara, Ray Lopez,

Frank Lamprecht, Frank Miller,

Lou Kubinac, Jim Corey, Walker
Lloyd, Bob M e r k e r t, Joe
Schneider, Tony Rossi, Fred
Feld, Bill Gilhool, Larry Carlin,

The other class officers, aside

from Scogna, are Gene Paja,

vice-president; Mike Axt, treas-

urer; Matt Mazza, secretary,

and council representatives John
Taoramino, Jim McElhenny, Joe

Mason, Jack Kelley, Don Kempf

,

Art Greenwood, Bill Murray.

Fran Pacheco, Jim McHale, Bob
Wagner, Bob Murray, Bruce
Irving and Gerry Hepburn.

SAM First Meeting
To Discuss Agenda
The Society for the Advance-

ment of Management will con-
duct its first meeting of the
year tomorrow at 10;30 a.m. in

Room 214 C&F.

The officers of SAM will dis-

cuss the agenda for the coming
year, including student confer-

ence-

Co-Eds Needed

To Assist On

LYNX Staff
The Lynx, campus literary

magazine, will hold a meeting

today at 3.30 in the student pub-

lications office.

Editor-in-chief Frank Dynan
said the meeting will introduce

the staff members who could

not attend last week's session.

Applications from underclass-

men will be received and plans

for publication will be revealed.

"All editors and managers
are expected to attend this

meeting, as assignments will be

given out," Dynan said.

Freshmen and underclassmen
are also invited to attend. Open-
ings are still available for any-

one interested in association

with the magazine," Dynan con-

tinued.

Positions Available

Dynan announced that the

copy, publicity and circulation

staff will need aid in particular.

Discussing major problems of

the Lynx, Dynan listed two;

student apathy and lack of suf-

ficient usable contributions.

"Too many students either

don't know the Lynx exists, or

don't care," Dynan said. 1.- %

"In need of correction are

certain common misconceptions

about the Lynx", Dynan con-

tinued, "notably that it is strict-

ly an Arts magazine. There is

something in each issue of the

Lynx appealing to all segments
of the campus."

All Sections

On that subject, Dynan called

for students from all sections of

the undergraduate schools to at-

tend the meeting.

He noted that "there are, sur-

prisingly enough, opportunities

for members of the fair sex on
the Lynx staff.

"We have as yet to receive

literary contributions from the

young ladies, but nevertheless

recognize that they have talents

useful to the magazine.

"The girls hftve an excellent

opportunity awaiting them in

taking an active role in a strong
student activity," Dynan con-

tinued, "and only their appear-

ance at the meeting will be in-

dicative of their willingness to

work."

Council Defeats Revised
Room Selection Proposal

By PAUL A. BUCKLEY
Of Tft« V/l/onovon Sfalf

A proposed change in the
method by which resident stu-

dents select their rooms was
defeated following a heated de-

bate during last Wednesday's
Student Council meeting.

The motion by senior Com-
merce and Finance resident rep-

resentative Bill Murray, provid-

ing a plan whereby students

would pick rooms in the order

of their cumulative averages
rather than by selecting num-
bers as in the past, was downed
in a close vote.

Murray was supported in the
lengthy debate by Francesco
Pacheco and Pete O'Brien,

while Jim Corey, Don Kempf
and Bob Merkert formed the

bulk of the opposition.

Homecoming
(Continued from Page 1)

Stadium, where a giant bonfire
rally in preparation for the De-
troit game will be held before
the dance.

Queen ^ctures Displayed
Pictures of the finalists of the

Homecoming Queen contest will

be on display at the dance in the
lobby of the Field House. Stu-
dents and their dates will vote
for the queen as they arrive.

The winner will be announced
at the dance but her coronation
will wait till the half-time cere-

monies of the football game on
Saturday.

A float parade through the
stadium before the game will in-

agurate Saturday's festivities.

The floats will be designed and
entered by various campus or-

ganizations.

The NROTC drill team will

introduce the half-time ceremon-
ies, which will feature the
crowning of the homecoming
queen.

Teochers May Submit
Poetry Manuscripts

Teachers and librarians are
invited to submit poetry manu-
scripts for consideration for
possible inclusion in the Annual
National Teachers Anthology.
The closing date for the sub-

mission of manuscripts is Jan.
1.

Murray claimed that the pro-

posed system would supply in-

centive to students to work for

better grades, and said that it

would help to build up Villa-

nova's academic standards. He
pointed out that Georgetown and
Notre Dame use the system.

*No Hypocrisy*

Corey replied that the job of

the council is to reflect student

views, and that they would be
"hj^pocritical" in approaching
the Administration virith such a
proposal without student back-
ing.

The motion was defeated in a
voice vote.

The only other debate of the
evening came on a proposal by
junior class president Sheldon
Pollock requesting the moving
of the Ring Dance to the No-
vember weekend recently va-
cated by the senior class.

That set off Kempf and Corey
again, this time on a discussion

of parliamentary procedure.

Eventually things were
straightened out, and a propos-
al by Kempf that Pollock and
the Social Affairs committee of
the council get together on a dis-

cussion of the move was passed,
Hoffman Proposes

Other motions passed included
two by vice-chairman Tom Hoff-
man. One provided for a Stu-
dent Government Week on cam-
pus, and the other for the con-
tinuation of the Freshman In-
terview program started this
year. Hoffman also presented a
constitutional amendment which
would change the membership
of the Student Senate, to be
voted upon at the next meeting.

Other important motions in-

cluded two by council chairman
Bob Murphy. One provided for
the appointment of a commit-
tee to prepare a detailed report
on the advisability of joining
the National Student Associa-
tion, and the other re-establish-
ed the council suggestion box
in Dougherty Hall.

Murphy also gave a detailed
report on his trip to the Nation-
al Federation of Catholic Col-
lege Students' convention thif
summer.

The meeting Usted three and
one-half hours.

.f.i

t
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Student Urged To Purchase

Parents' Day Grid Tickets
students wishing to sit with their family at the Parents'

Day football game should arrange this during the week of Octo-

ber 13-17, Bob Wagner, parents'
O'Shea New Opera
Society Moderator
Opera-Classica Society will

present its second evening of
music for this semester tomor-
row at 7:30 in the east lounge
of Dougherty Hall.

The program includes Berlioz'

"Symphony Fantastique'' and
two of Bach's "Brandenburg
Concerti."

Refreshnients will be served
after the music program.

President Chuck Fritz, senior
Finance major, has extended an
invitation to all who would like

to become members, and also to

those who just like to listen to
good music.

The other officers are Bill

Bennett, junior electrical engin-
eer, vice-president; Clem Novit-
sky, senior C&F, secretary, and
Andy Sheehy, senior C&F, treas-
urer.

Dr. Robert O'Shea, of the
Philosophy Department, is mod-
erator, replacing Anthony An-
geline, who has left the univers-
ity.

Five Members Return
To Villanovan Band
The Villanovans, campus

dance band, have Ave men re-

turning from the group of six

which played at dances and
parties last year.

A year ago the group played

for the Charity Ball, the Mark-
eting Club Dinner-Dance, the

Nurses' Dinner-Dance and it was
chosen to represent Villanova

at a benefit show for Valley

Forge Hospital.

The five returning members
are Carlo LoVecchio, clarinet

and the tenor saxophone; Lou
Martucci, pianist; Jay McAn-
drews, drummer; Dick Morrison,

bass fiddle and tuba, and Al

day committee chairman an-

nounced last week.
"Much confusion and incon-

venience can be eliminated if

the students purchase their par-

ents' tickets at the same time

as their own rather than having

parents send their money to the

athletic office", said Wagner.
"With this in mind, the ath-

letic office will hold all money
received from parents without

sending out tickets," Wagner
announced .

Any student who suspects

that his parents have already

sent their money should make
this known when he makes his

own reservation so that his par-

ents may be seated with him,"

he added.
Tickets for parents, friends

and relatives are $3. Student

tickets are free, as usual.

Basca
(Continued from Page 1)

contest is being handled by the

Spirit Committee.
Students will vote for the five

finalists in the day-hop cafeter-

ia. At the dance, students will

vote for the Queen and her

court as they enter.

Judge To Pkty

Music will be provided by Paul

Judge and his orchestra. Last

year he provided the music for

the Ring Dance and the junior

Dinner Dance. Tickets for the

affairs are priced at $2.50 per

couple.

Hixson announced that Joe

Krackeler, senior chemical en-

gineer, will handle the refresh-

ments, while Ed Knepley, an
electrical engineering senior and
Dick Kerr, industrial adminis-

tration major, designed the dec-

orations.

The theme of the dance

—

which will pertain to footballMassey, trombone.
Auditions are presently being I will be kept secret until Friday

held for a trumpet player. |
evening. ^^^

Howard Lanin Society Band
Signed For Soph Cotillion
Howard Lanin, whose society

dance band has played in most
of the better ballrooms in the

Country, has been signed to play

at the Sophomore Cotillion on
Friday, Oct. 24.

Bob Queen and Mike Kuckel-

man, co-chairmen of the dance,

inked the Lanin band last week.

; Lanin, whose brother, Lester,

also directs a dance band, play-

ed at Rosemont College last

spring. ::;;: 'h.- .v',;
, rr;':,y

Bob DeLisa, president of the

sophomore class, announced at

the class meeting last week that

the Villanovans, the campus

jazz combo, will play during in-

termissions.

KUCKELMAN QUEEN

'Good People' of Both Races
Vital, Says NAACP Couilsel

What doth it profit a man if he gain the whole worhl . . .
T"

seems to be the meaning of tliis gesture by Rev. Francis X. Kelly

O.S.A. delivers a sermon to male students in the Field House.

Fr. Kelly conducted this year's Day of Recollection for Villa-

nova's male students in the Field House hist Thursday.

Remaining Senior Pictures

Taken Thursday and Friday
Senior pictures for those per-

sons who missed the photogra-

pher in the spring will be taken

Thursday and Friday Oct. 9 and

10 hi the faculty lounge.

This will be absolutely the

last chance to assure the ap-

pearance of seniors' pictures in

the 1959 Belle Air.

Jim Hull Named
Bat. Commander

Senior Accounting major Jim

Hull will be the Battalion Com-
mander for the Villanova unit

of the Naval Reserve Officers

Training Corps program for the

1958-59 school year.

Hull will head a battalion

staff that includes four engine-

ers and a political science major.

All are senior8*^;^V:>. :;:;AvV<-'.>,

Executive Officer will be

electrical engineer Joe Schneid-

er, Operations Officer will be

civil engineer Bill Lytle, Supply

Officer will be electrical engine-

er Ed Knepley, Adjutant will

be political science major Jim

Corey, and Chief Petty Officer

will be mechanical engineer Tom
Breslin.

Company officers will be Ken
MacGillivray, History major-
Alpha CO. ; Gerry Hepburn, civil

engineer—Bravo co. ; John Mur-
ray, Arts major—Charlie co.

Chemistry major Bill Lovett

will head the drill team.

Sophomore Blaiers

Next Week
Sophomores will be fitted for

their blazers on October 15 and
16.

The fitting will take place on
the second floor of Dougherty
Hall. A ten dollar deposit must
be paid at the time of fitting.

Three styles of blazers will be

offered this year—the Ivy, the

moderate Ivy, and the two-but-,

ton.

Also, those dissatisfied with
their first proofs may have their

pictures retaken at this time.

No appointments will be nec-

cesary at this sitting. Students
should come up to the second
floor of Dougherty Hall at their

earliest possible chance on the

stated days. The photographer
will be there from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. except for a short lunch
period.

There is no obligation to the

studio other than a fee of one
dollar to pay for the picture

which will go into the yearbook.

Lennox Guest

AtK Of C
Breakfast
Father Liidwig, O.S.A., Coun-

cil, the school's Knights of Col-

umbus council, will hold the first

function, in its history on Sun-
day when the members attend
a Communion Breakfast.
The council, organized on

campus last spring, will hear 9
o'clock Mass in the St. Thomas
of Villanova chapel, and then
drive down Lancaster Pike to

Stouflfer's Restaurant.

Sheriff William Lennox of
Philadelphia County will be the
main speaker. Guests vnU in-

clude Joseph McGraurey, past
district deputy, who helped set
up the Villanova council, and
William Gallagher, present dis-

trict deputy.

Dr. Eugene Powers, Dean of
the night school and Grand
Knight of the Father Ludwig
Council, will preside, while Dep-
uty Grand Knight Larry Carlin,
senior engineer, will be master
of ceremonies.

Tickets, at $2.50 apiece, are
being sold by Andy Sheehy (224
Sheehan). Dr. Powers (first

floor Vasey) and by all members
of the executive council. They
are only on sale through today.

ly LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKE
Of The ViOanovan Staff

Thurgood Marshall last week

told the opening session of the

third • annual Villanova Law
Forum that the problem of in-

tegration could only be settled

by the "good people" of the

South.

Marshall, special counsel for

the National Association for the

Advancement of Colored People,

left the solution of race prob-

lems up to "the good people,

both white and Negro".

Some 450 persons, including

students of law, judges, and

members of the NAACP crowd-

ed their way into the freshman
classroom of the law school for

the radio broadcast message.

Marshall was greeted at both

the end of the speech and end
of the following questioning

period by long applause.

Recent Action
The chief counsel outlined the

recent court action involving the

NACCP. He clearly explained

the struggle for integration in

Central High School in Little

Rock.
Blaming the Little Rock situ-

ation on "a political preying on
the prejudices of the people,"

Man^all accused Arkansas Gov-
ernor Faubus of "ruining the

education of both races of stu-

dents at the school.

"It is now impossible for the
children of Little Rock to re-

ceive college accredation," Mar-
shall said.

"It is obvious," he continued,

"that Faubus is truly hurting
the youth of the state of both

THURGOOD MARSHALL
NAACP Counsel

races who might want to con-
tinued their education."

Other Occurrences r ••>

Marshall pointed out that
similiar circumstances were oc-

curring in Virginia and West
Virginia.

"The cry of the segregation-
ists is that violence will erupt
if integration is forced," the
NAACP counsel continued, "but
this is not the case.

"Violence only occured in

Little Rock after Faubus called

in troops," he added.
Praising the recent Supreme

Court decision ordering immedi-
ate integration, Marshall ex-

plained that "even one minute
of delay now would be unconsti-
tutional,"

Trained Lau'yers
The Supreme Court decision

was won by trained lawyers, he
added, and the major part of
the solution to the bigotry is

now "up to the people.

"The good people of the
South, both white and Negro,
must champion the cause for
racial equality. They must now
realize that integration is not

(Continued on Page 8)
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*New Dear For Band
"We want to put a band on the field that the

students and Alumni can be proud of—but we need

help to do it"
-

Those are the words of Ed Boucher, president

of the Villanova Marching Band. Our editorial last

week kicked off a drive for more membership in

the band, one that upped the membership from 29

to somewhere around 40,

That's a start, but, as Boucher says, more help

is needed.
It's coming from at least one quarter. The Ad-

' ministration, realizing that with the return-to-cam-

pus football movement an impressive band is sorely

needed, has begun a drive of its own to improve

Villanova's less-than-enviable position.

For one thing, the Rev. Henry R. Syvinski,

O.S.A., has been appointed moderator of the or-

ganization, to assist faculty director Herbert Fiss

in its management.
For another, the Administration has arranged

with the student leaders of the band to have them
submit a list of suggested improvements in the

present set-up.
'

^ ' They will suggest such things as new uniforms,

new instruments, and methods to get new mem-
bers interested—^and keep them interested—in the

band.

In fact, it is even hoped that, within the next

few years, the band will have pre-school practice to

prepare for the early home football games.

> /' Thus, it can be seen that the Administration

and and the present band members are doing their

part in the movement to improve the band.

That other bit of help that is so desparately

needed must come from the rest of the student

body, especially those who can play musical instru-

ments. The band, just like our athletic teams, is

always on public exhibition, so it too deserves the

spirited acclaim of all stuaents, but it is musicians

that are needed most
Boucher and students director Jim Hull have

worked out several new formations and maneuvers

for the band, but they still don't have enough mem-
bers to carry out all of them.

With Homecoming this weekend, and the first

Parents' Day the following one, two more home
games and a proposed Army trip after that, the

Villanova band still has four or five appearances

at least on tap.

With men like Boucher and Hull directing

them, and with the full support of the Administra-

tion, you can be sure that the band will be there to

represent Villanova. ^
But, with the support of about 20 more mem-

bers, they could go right back up to the top where
they were three years ago—the best little marching
band in the East
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LEO OOODRBAV

Is It Wishful Thinking?

Letters
To the Editor

To The Editor:

As Catholics, we are supposed
to believe in the power of pray-
er, the joining of our minds with
the Divine Mind of God. Yet
there are some Catholics who ap-
parently do not believe in pray-
er. It is disheartening and high-
ly annoying to see people leav-

ing church while the priest is

still saying the Last Gospel.

Since when have Villanovans
refused to stay for the prayers
at the end of Mass ?

Knowing the danger of Com-
munism to our way of life how
can anyone refuise to stay for
the prayers at the end of Mass ?

To emphasize the importance
and necessity for prayers to

convert Russia, did not the
Blessed Virgin Mary appear at

Fatima and ask such prayers ?

These questions should be
answered by that minority of
Villanovans who were in such
a rush to leave the residents
Mass on our Day of Recollection
last week.

The universal Church needs
the active support of all her
children, including those Villa-

novans who are truly good
Catholics. Such should be every
one at Villanova.

James Corey

The Moat Rev. Francia J. Mc-
Sorley, O.M.I., a native of
Philadelphia, toaa conaecrated
Vicar Apoatoiic of Jolo Philip-
pine lalanda, and TittUar Biahop
of Sozuaa in PcUeatine today at
the Cathedral of 88. Peter and
Paul, 20th and the Parkway.

Biahop^lect McSorley, who ia

44, ia a member of the Religioua
Congregation of the Ohlatea of
Mary Immaculate. Before hia

elevation of the Epiacopacy by
Pope Piua XII laat July 24, he
aerved aa Vicar Apoatolic of
ZulUj alao in the Philipinea',

With The Editor:

Digging through the weekly mail bag we uncovered
a letter and clipping from a Villanova grad of '56 who has
made good in the fourth estate.

Coincidentially, the clipping by the grad, Jack Edding-
er, was from his pews story in the Bethlehem, Pa. Globe-
Times about of all persons—a '54 graduate, now a law stu-
dent, who this past summer hitchhiked across the coun-
try.

Francis A. Cunning, 26, of Bethlehem, was the law
student who traveled 3,600 miles by the cheapest form of
transportation possible—his thumb.

Let's let Eddinger tell it;

Cunning dressed in old army fatigue clothing, boots,
a dilapidated canvas hat and and carrying a field pack fitted
with a horse-shoe roll and sleeping bag, set out from Beth-
lehem on June 16. He received his first ride from West
Bethlehem entrance of the Lehigh Valley Thruway, where
he took the first position at hand, "which wasn't the best
because the passing automobiles were going 60 mph.'

He made it to Harrisburg without difficulty and from
there got a ride on the Pa. 'Turnpike to Cleveland.

He spent the night sleeping in the back yard of a cafe
after getting the owner's permission. To add to the misery
of his blistered feet, it rained that night. "Well, if nothing
else, it proved that my sleeping bag didn't leak. I was som©.
what worried about it,' he said.

In Chicago, he stayed at the home of an Army buddy.
In Milwaukee he stayed at the home of another friend
where he set up his immediate base of operations, for his
visits to the city's museums, galleries and impressive struc-
tures.

Arriving at his destination in Minneapolis at 2 a.m.,
he v/as unable to awaken his friends, and fearing his be-
ing devoured by a large hound, he crawled into his sleep-
ing bag, zipped it over his head, and slept on the enclosed
porch. He greeted his friend in the morning from a pile of
rumpled khaki.

He rode to Sacramento with a graduate-student friend,
stopping off at the Black Hills National Park in South Da-
kota. On the journey westward his friend slept in motels
but Cunning would hear of no such softness, sleeping in
roadside fields.

"It was rough," he said, "but it's economical'
The trip from South Dakota through Wyoming to

Utah's salt flats lived up to all expectations of temperature.
They drove on to Sacramento where he spent three

weeks at a friend's home. They arrived in San FVandsco
on July 27, 82 days from Bethlemhem.

Asked whether he would attempt it again, Cunning
replied, "No, traveling like this fits the old Irishman's com-
ment on maiTiage, Tou don't know what true happiness is
until you've married, then it's too late." h, m. cyR.
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Season Starts Slow, but:

'Goldilocks' Brightens

Philly's Theatre Scene
By BILL GALLAGHERSo far, the

theatre season . . ^, ,

in Philadelphia ^^^^^
^^^!^J^^^

has been a dis^

GALLAGHER

appointing one.

Of the first four

shows (one
musical, two
dramas and a
comedy), only

one had entertaining qualities.

The musical "Goldilocks" stood

far above the other three plays.

"A Swim in the Sea", the sea-

son's first drama, seemed an ex-

ercise in hysteria, blessed only

by sensitive performance and
an interesting central idea.

The second act of "A Hatful
of Fire" bordered on soap opera
so wearisome it would put house-

wives to an early nap. "Once
More, with Feeling" is billed as

a comedy. It is amazing the li-

berties they can take in adver-

Dandy Dancing
For the second consecutive

year, the first musical of the

season featured memorable dan-

cing. Agnes DeMille's contribu-

tion to "Goldilocks" is a major
one. Her ballets and jazz steps

show taste, inventiveness and
spirit. If Walter and Jean Kerr's

script could show the same qual-

ities throughout, the show
would be a great one.

Unfortunately, the slim plot

slows down time and again. This

is a pity, for there are very
hilarious moments: a silent film-

determined to produce the first

epic. His plans become thwarted
by an acid blonde that he has
put under contract and by a
yearling brunette who wishes
she had.

Blonde Wants Out
The blonde wants to quit

showbusiness to marry a mil-

lionaire. Their subsequent bat-

tles form the bulk of the plot.

As every theatre goer knows,
Walter Kerr is a guiding light

that shines brightly as drama
critic for the New York Herald
Tribune.

As co-author and director of
"Goldilocks", his task is to cut
some twenty minutes from the

9UAGLIA

A Little Guy Having Fun
Bags HimselfA Hungry Hun

By RAY QUAGLIA
I was sitting home one day after school

closed for the summer, trying to figure out

whether I would wear a black Homburg or a

grey one when I got to be a big lawyer, when
all of a sudden I got hit by this real nostalgic

mood.
I ran upstairs, grapped my crummy, stink-

ing old pipe, put on an old wrinkled shirt and

a filthy pair of tennis shoes, mussed my hair,

picked up my beat copy of the "Rubaiyat of

Omar Kayyam," and headed for the Pie Shop.

I sat there for about an hour, looking real intellectual, as

if I was contemplating some great theory or something, when
I noticed these three guys and three girls looking at me kind

of weird like. I kept reading the old tentmaker half aloud, and
when I was leaving, I stopped at the door and gave one of my
mysterious backward glances. Boy did I really crack them up!

One girl looked like she was about to do a two-and-a-half gain-

er into her coffy container. They thought that I was really great

stuff, being a dirty looking intellectual and all.

Well anyway, I was on my way to the library to stand

around outside for a while, when I saw this kid standing next

to A. C. playing with a paper bag.

Attila Balls the Bag

Was he having fun! He was giggling like mad and balling

that old bag up and throwing it here there and everywhere. I

watched him for a while, smoking my pipe and smiling sagely,

when all of a sudden, he grabbed the bag, ripped it up, spit on
it, and stalked away like he was old Attila going off to chop
up a few rival Huns. \-

Well anyway, he sat down against the building and start-

' ed growling like a bear or something. I walked up to him and
asked what was wrong and he said that he felt fat. I sat

next to him on the grass and told him that he wasn't so very
fat, because he was a pretty big guy and it didn't show much.

He smiled and said, "Do you think so?" But before I

could answer his expression changed again and he told me that

he was fat, and that he would always be fat, because he ate

too much.
I Love Veal Cutlets

He wriggled around in front of me and yelled, "do you
know what ?" "No," I said softly, "What ?' "I have a friend

who's an intellectual see," he said, "and this kid is only half
as big as me and looks like death warmed over." He looked
away for a second and then grabbed my already wrinkled shirt

and began yelling, "He's starving for the sake of knowledge
when I had eight veal cutlets for supper last night! Eight
stinking, lousy veal cutlets while my intellectual buddy starves

!

Me, who watches Wyatt Earp, and Zorro, who even bought a
comic book two weeks ago, I eat eight veal cutlets and my
buddy starves!" As he yelled, he accented each syllable by
banging my head against the siding of the building.

I tried to calm him down and told him that he was fortun-
ate to have had eight veal cutlets and asked him why he didn't
ask his friend to have dinner with him. He looked at me with
an agonizing look, stood up while still staring into my eyes,
and as he backed slowly away from me he said, "That's just it.

I wouldn't share those eight veal cutlets with anyone, not any-
one in the world. He could starve and I'd still eat eight veal
cutlets." He hung his head, put his hands in his pockets and
dissappeared behind the building.

I wanted to follow the kid and be his friend, but my pipe
had gone out and besides, I waa already playing with his paper
bag.

making sequence, sarcastically plodding scenario and to be
funny repartee and a final scene ^ore definite in his direction,
that is a panic. ^t times, Barry Sullivan, the
The tale concerns a confidence male lead, seemed most unsure

man-type movie producer in of himself (Don Ameche re-

days of the nickelodeons who is placed Sullivan in Boston).
Elaine Stritch and Pat Stan-

ley do well in their portrayals
of un-cooperative star and too
cooperative fledgling. Miss Stan-
ley stopped the show on several

occasions as she sang and
danced the big production num-
ber "Pussyfoot" and when she
began the second act with the
comic ballet, "Lady in Waiting".
Her performance will electrify

Broadway.
Leroy Anderson's pleasant

score is masterfully conducted
by Lehman Engel. The settings

and costuming by Peter Larkin
and Castillo respectively are
both effective and magnificent.
Their contributions repeatedly
brought deserved applause. The
last scene, wherein the producer
fulfills his dream of an Egyp-
tian spectacle, drew bravos from
the audience.

Politolk

Support of Faubus
Shows Irrationality

By JOHN P. KELLEY
The average American in

these perilous times is poorly
informed with regard to the af-

fairs of his country, state, and
municipality. If approached and
asked who the Secretary of the
Treasury is, he will proably re-

ply with the answer — Who
cares ? — or something similar.

Often public opinion in a free
state is controlled by emotion
rather than reason. Attitudes
concerning the racial question
vindicate this point. The con-
cepts of integration and segra-
tion have a multitude of pro-
ponents. Morality and law telle

us that integration is a right,

while emotion causes many in

the South to feel that segrega-
tion is the proper pratice.

'Awful Faubus*
Southern newspapers and of-

ficials, such as Orvai Faubus,
concentrate on the emotions of
their followers rather than their
rationality. These people in turn
influence their neighbors and
generate irrational opinion and
action. The result of this is ca-
tastrophic—breeding hate of the
United States throughout the
world.

We, as Villanova students,
should take the time to analyze
both domestic and international
affiars. By doing so, we edu-
cate ourselves and carry out our
duty as good Americans. It is

we who are supposed to be part
of the intelligentia of public
opinion.

File 13

Culture Corner
—iy BOB BROTHERS

Last week's lesson in letter-writing may have given some
readers the impression that Villanovans are not interested in
the finer things in life—that they have no culture. To prove
that this is not the case, we have compiled a simple quiz for
the average student. Join us in a:

* Photoquiz *

1. The detail of this

carving indicates it is:
(a) Renaissance
(b) Flemish Gothic
(c) Grant's

(d) V. U. Book Store

2. Stars from "South
Pacific" are singing:

(a) Hey Bird Dog
(b) Hail Villanova
(c) Winston tastes good
(d) You're a Litterbug

^-^

=^

3. The animal pictured
above is:

(a) Vicuna
(b) Donald Duck
(c) Count Villan V
(d) Strictly nowhere

4. Instrument played by
Villanovan bandman is:

(a) Glockenspiel

(b) Showing dirty finger-

nails

(c) Too noisy
(d) Upside down

5. Dug up by archiolo-
gists in Egypt is this:

(a) Wizard of Oz
(b) VMI effigy
(c) Statue of Liberty
(d) WIBG's Mr. Happy

6. Headgear worn by
this resident student is:

(a) The Empire Look
(b) Frosh regs

(c) Hula Hoop
(d) Dirty

m

7. This happy co-ed is

preparing for:
(a) Bacteriology class

(b) A stack pass
(c) Belle Air photo
(d) Rush week

8. Subject for this mod-
ern painting is:

(a) Egg in cafeteria
(b) DPM fraternity pin
(c) Second Punic War
(d) Morning after
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> • '',.. 95% of Russian People Oppose the Soviet System

# V ^i'.'^^

"We must realize that the So- men in his voice as D. Krupitsch
Viet government does not repre- related that the majority of
sent the will of the Russian Russians in Germany after the
people," said Dr. Victor Krup- war were forced to return to
itsch, a native-bom Russian, in their home country. He was one
a recent interview with a mem- of the fortunate few who were
ber of the Villanovan staff.

"95% of the people are op-

posed to the soviet system of
government, but under the new
system of Kruschev's regime and
its heavy pressure, they can do

allowed to enter the United
Sates.

Dr. Krupitsch is sure that the

U. S. could come to some peace-

ful settlement with Russia, if

it could bypass the state and

By Don McCoy dent. If he falls a course, he * Russian Studies A Most

said. "We must be prepared to repeate the course." Remarking upon the ability

deal with a bivalue country; the Dr. Krupitsch continued by of American students to grasp

Soviet Russia that would domi- saying, "The Russian school the Russian language, nesam,

nate the entire world, and the week is six days, approximately „^y previous students at ine

people's old Russia, tiie country six hours a day, with the em- University of Michigan corres-

phasis being placed on practical P^"?«^ ^*^ ™®
J"

Russian, and

^.,K^^„fo „,ui«K o^ «»«>.* {« o« with few misUkes. Russian is

^\

that they love so well."

86 Hour School Week
When asked to comment on

the Russian school system. Dr.

Krupitsch said, "In the Russian
middle school (high school),

subjects which are taught in an ,....,. , xi. i

objective manner. Two hours of not difficult; people see tiie a -

tiie school week is alloted for P^^bet is different and immedi-

compulsory military training ately conclude that the language

and youth of 12 years of age is hard to master.

*^®»2.?^^*Il^ ^^ ^®^^ themselves." deal directly with the Russian there is a very rigid static pro- spend some time in government
'The Russian people are the people,

real victims of Communism—
not the free world."

Dr. Krupitsch, who is among
the newly appointed faculty

members of Villanova, was born
and educated to the high school

level in Central Russia. During
the second World War, he fled

to Germany because of a wave
of political unrest which relocat-

ed his entire home town and
sent his father to a Siberian

slave camp.
Low Level Talk

He remained in Germany
along with thousands of other

Russians until the war was end-

ed. There was an obvious hint

of pity for his fellow country-

gram. The student has no choice

"Above all, we must have of courses and there is no ad-

faith in the Russian people," he vancement of an unqualified stu-

sponsored calisthenics classes
with an eye to the military.

"Every able bodied person
must spend at least two years
in the Red army, and there are
no qualified college R.O.T.C.'s;

rather the officer candidates go
to special government institu-

tions."

Stress Liberal Arts
When asked if he felt that the

Russian schools were superior

to our own in the scientific

fields, and whether enough
stress was placed on scientific

education in this country, Dr.

Krupitsch said; "Stress must
not only be placed upon science,

but upon spiritual needs also.

Scientists with no spiritual
training are not fully compe-
tent ; they become more machine
than man."

"Your country needs more
emphasis on the Liberal Arts

—

on the nature of man. The spirit-

ual interest must be made just

as attractive as the scientific

Dr. Krupitsch, as he emphas-
izes the necessity of a spiritual

goal in modern science.

^4»

Dr. Victor Krupitsch, now teaching Russian at Villanova, he-

He also advocates increased
interest. The knowledge that our emphasis on the study of the
scientific achievement lies in economic and social history of

ing interviewed by Don McCoy. At left Dr. Krupitsch ponders knowing more about God and Russian and its literature, as

the problems of his Russian countrymen. his works will give our scientists well as the Russian language.
an advantage unattainable by Dr. Krupitsch feels that a large

Th^ Cruel ^yorld Crushes

The Idealist's Illusions
College Is a funny thing/ It's here where a pimply faced kid

is made ready for the world. It's here where myths are shattered

and the boy forms a cocoon of disbelief until he can face reality

as a man.

those under an atheistic form
of government."

Dr. Krupitsch received his

Ph.D from the University of

Doomed ToThlrst? ^r"rMJM/,^„*wl^VniTn'';sity of Michigan before commg

Is Our Campus

part of the inadequecy of our

dealing with Russia has resulted

ed from lack of knowledge in

these fields.

"Communism as conceived in

Russia today is a new thing;

By SHELL E. KEATS

As I passed Mendel Hall on
the way to my last class, I

heard a profane outburst com-
ing from the Hall's Bubble

I met a guy in a bar this summer. We started to talk about room. My natural curiosity made

college. He was on the G. I. bill and was at a neighboring college

whose symbol is a big bird. College was a step down for him.

He had been in the World War II; Iwo Jima in fact.

Were You A Flag Guy ?
;

"Hey that must have been something," I said.

"Yeh!" he turned to his glass and said no more.

"There isn't a chance that you are one of the guys on the

flag. You know, those guys who raised the flag like John Wayne,
and all ?"

"No, but I was there. I watched."
"From a bunker ?"

"No, I just stood and watched."
'You had guts."

"No, I was carrying the flashbulbs."

"Yeh but you could have been shot."

"No the area was clear."

"Yeh but . . .

"

"Listen you dumb punk, can't you get it straight? It was a
posed picture. There was nobody around. It took a half hour to

get it right."

•"You liar!" I yelled. ...,:; :^: :::-:'. :\'-'-(:s:'^ ,."-^

"Well then tell me this. Since when does it take five guys
to put up a skinny little pole ?"

"It could have been heavy."

Sniff, Muddy Posers!
"It was hollow aluminum so they wouldn't get tired posing.

.We threw mud on them five minutes to make 'em look just right.

!: Came up good on panchromatic *3."

"Yeh but how about their faces,—you don't pose that."

"We asked the commander for five of his most haggard look-

ing men." X/':^ ::'''.'

"Well, maybe that picture was posed, but there must have
been a real flag planting in combat. That's traditional."

"Actually, one of the captains did have a flag, one of those

25c ones. He stuck it in the ground after the battle was over."

I had had enough. I was older and wiser already. I finished

my drink and started to leave. He yelled at me as I left, "guess
what else ?" I didn't want to hear, but what could I do. "Eisen-

hower kicks his balls out of sand traps!" "You bar scum!" I

yelled back through tears.

So here I am now, clutching my shattered naivite to my sob-

me investigate the cause of the
picturesque cursing. I entered
and found a workman stymied
in his efforts to repair the milk
machine. With him was a repair-

man from the telephone com-
pany.

I asked the cause of the
trouble and received the reply,

"Some damn kid tried to beat
the thing again."

"Does this happen often?" J
asked. ,.'.'

The Bugs Use Slugs
"It doesn't happen much, but

we get more calls to come here
than anjrwhere else. Most of the
calls are because someone tam-
pered with the machine or tried

to use a slug."

By this time the machine was
working again, but not before
an expensive part had been re-

placed,—a part ruined by some-
one trying to use a slug. I then
noticed a heavy padlock in ad-
dition to the lock contained in

the machine. I asked jokingly,

"Are locks like this used as
standard equipment?"

No! A Robbin' Robin
He seriously replied, "No, the

lock was put on since the ma-
chine was robbed."

"Was the thing robbed by
someone here?"

He turned away laughingly
saying, "No-one knows who hit

it, but the school paid us back."

to the Villanova faculty. Besides history cannot cope with it

Russian, English and Slovac, he When a new disease becomes

is also proficient in the Greek prevalent you must study it in-

and German languages. tensely in order to combat it."

Campus Cans Classics

*Cause Fencing Failed
by Don Kempf

"One need be neither an adept tennis player nor skilled in

the art of fencing in order to be a member of the Opera-Class-

ica Society." •y.'. '•;?•;'.: 'j :;':•
'-.-r

''"' '''''/:-:: '' ' .^".- •• v... •".,>'"?.

As this startling and ifateful announcement was being

whispered through the halls of the numerous campus buildings

—spreading like wildfire from Villanovan to Villanovan; a tall,

lean figure, clad in an overcoat with upturned collar and wear-

ing a concealing hat, stepped out of the darkness of his base-

ment office and into the light—never again to return. And the

door swung closed on the darkness.

Strange as it may seem, that very same night a few stu-

dents who had gathered together* for discussion in a dimly lit

room in Sullivan Hall, were bemoaning the fact that the "fenc-

ing and tennis playing" clause was being dropped by the Opera-
Classica Society.

Foil Is Foiled

They were not members of the Society—nay, they were
not even prospective members. And yet these few bemoaned
the passing of "the clause;" for even as the orders for foils and
racquets were being cancelled, they could read the handwriting
on the walls.

For these were the anti-intellectuals, the conformists—or so
they fashioned themselves (but perhaps they were not)—and

they took this simple statement as a prophecy of things to come.
Victory, they felt, was theirs. Why, they did not know. But they
knew that victory was now a matter of time alone. And they
were sad in their victory.

The Name's the Same, But . . .

Oh, there were Opera-Classica posters on the bulletin
boards this year—but they were not the same. They may have
looked the same: but they were not.

In spite of the "circumstances hampering our first con-
cert," the facts remain that less than fifteen members were
present.

All is doomed and there is no hope—save in the flickering

..

As I moved on toward class

ihattered naivite to my sob- I realized that the repairman light burning in the eyes of a distent figure carrying^ a copy
bing breast. I keep looking from my window down to Goodreau had used "kids" to describe of Plato's Dialogues under one arm and an Iroquois Indian War
Stadium and wondering if that was really West Chester we beat, some of students here. I guess Chant recording in the other.

I have been poisoned. he was right. —Perhaps this light is enough.
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Literary Club To Meet
In Library Thursday Night

Physics Institute

Meets on Tliursdoy
The Villanova chapter of the

American Institute of Physics,

formerly the Physics Club, will

hold its initial meeting of the

new semester on Thursday morn-

ing at 10:30 in the Physics Lab

(405 Mendel).

The purpose of this meeting

will be to welcome new members
and to discuss the plans for the

coming year.

Events of past years have in-

cluded field trips to near-by in-

dustries, guest speakers and

telks by participating members.

Teclinicol Positions

Open in Government
The U. S. Civil Service Com-

mission has recently announced

the availability of several tech-

nological positions in various

federal agencies in Washington,

D. C, and throughout the

United States, as well as some
overseas areas.

Applications for these posi-

tions will be accepted imtil fur-

ther notice and must be filed

with the U. S. Civil Service

Commission, Washington 25,

D. C. Application forms may
be obtained from the Commis-

sion's Washington office.

Persons appointed to these

positions, which have a salary

range from $4,980 to $12,770 a

year, will administrate or super-

vise the performance of work of

an applied technological nature.

The Villanova Literary Club

will hold its initial meeting of

the year in the Library, semin-

ar two, Thursday night at 7

o'clock.

President Jack Curtin an-

nounced that the meeting will be

a short business gathering to

take account of the membership
and to formulate plans for the

coming year.

He added that all members,
new and old, are welcome to

attend the meeting.

The Literary Club was form-

ed two years ago by a group of

English majors as a sounding

board for the intellectual ideas

among the student body in the

fields of literature and drama.

The organization hears promin-

ent speakers, conducts group

discussions and runs sympo-

siums in conjuction with other

colleges in the area.

The other officers of the club

are Tom McKenna, vice-presi-

dent; Paul Buckley, secretary,

and Larry O'Rourke, treasurer.

All the officers are senior Eng-

lish majors.

Raymond Bums, of the Eng-

lish department, is moderator.

Hi-Fi IMusic Sliow
The 1958 Philadelphia High

Fidelty Music Show will be held

at the Benjamin Franklin Hotel,

Friday through Sunday, under

the sponsorship of the Institute

of High Fidelity Manufacturers.

Belle Masque Practice

What apears to be pre-exam cramming or an English seminar, is really the cast of Belle

Masque's next presentation, *'Tlger at the Gates' ' by Christopher Fry, reading their lines. Schedul-

ed for the Field House from Nov. 5 through No v. 8, the play is under the direction of Richard L.

Duprey, head of the graduate department of Theatre Arts.

Foreign Students Get
English Course

A course devoted exclusively

to foreign students has been in-

troduced by the English De-

partment.

To be taught by Dr. Leo Fit-

tsrbile, assistant professor of

English, it is designed to im-

prove the foreign student's

knowledge of the English lan-

guage.

Department listsNew Coiirses
Villanova this year has in-

, augurated three new courses in

ithe Philosophy department cur-

riculum.
For the first time in the Uni-

versity's history it will be possi-

ble to obtain a master's degree

in Philosophy. A graduate

school in philosophy was inaug-

urated during the summer and
will continue during the regular

school year.

Rev. Father Robert P. Rubs-
,ell, O.S.A., department head»

also announced three new
courses in the undergraduate
school.

They are the Life and Writ-

ings of St. Thomas Acquinas,

Modem Philosophy, and The

Writings of Aristotie.

THEY SAID IT COULDNT BE DONE - BUT TODAYS L^M GIVES YOU-

.»*««»«

Four field goals in one game

by a man who'd never kicked

one before! Bobby Conrad

himself said, "I never kicked

a field goal in high school or

college. In fact, I never even

tried." But the amazing Texas

A&M back broke two All Star

records by booting four three-

pointers, including one for 44

yards, as the 1958 college

stars upset the Detroit Lions,

35 to 19. Conrad is now a

Chicago Cardinal.

DON'T SEHIE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHERI
Change to L*M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better

taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's UM combines these two essentials

of modern smoking enjoyment -less tars and more taste-in one great cigarette.
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Light into that Live Modern flavor!
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New C & F Library To Open Next Semester

Mrs. Miriam Milligan Appointed Head
The new library on the third

floor of the new Commerce and

Finance building will be opened

by next semester the Rev. Jo-

seph Bartley, Dean of the C.

and F. school announced recent-

ly.

The highly technical library,

open to C. and F. majors only,

will have seating capacity for

over fifty students.

Mrs. Miriam Milligan, form-

erly of the University of Penn-

sylvania and the Philadelphia

Art Alliance, has been named
head librarian.

She will be assisted by the

library Committee, composed of

C. and F. faculty, in the opera-

tion of the faciUties.

The basement of the new
school houses a self-service

cafeteria with menus offering

the student anything from beef

stew to ice cream, all dispensed
from modem vending machines.
A restful atmosphere is offer-

ed the student whether he is

eating, studying, or listening to

Beethoven's sixth symphony
that emanates from the juke
box.

On the ground floor is found
the 2500 lockers that are avail-

able to C. and F. day-hop stu-

dents. Classroom sizes vary
from the huge lecture halls seat-
ing over 150 to the small dis-

cussion rooms with a capacity
of 30.

These features will offer the
students the most adequate fa-
cilities conducive to scholarship
found on the East Coast, Father
Hartley said.

BASCA CHARITY DANCE

FRIDAr NICNT

FIELD HOUSE

TICKETS ON SALE

INPIESHOPPE

Planned to alleviate the crowded conditions in the Dougherty
Hall cafeteria, the new Commerce and Finance Building cafeteria

lias recently opened. It features self service macliines and a Juke
box.

Eng. Profs

Edit Lit.

Anthology
Two aasociate professors of

the Villanova English depart-
ment have recently edited an
anthology of world literature.

"Rendezvous, A Prose Read-
er," edited by the Rev. John J.

McShea, O.S.A. and Prof. Joseph
W. Ratigan has been included in

this year's English curriculum.
It is the first book ever to be
produced by members of the
English department.
Meant to be an introduction

to literature, its contents range
from essays on people, places
and events to articles on art,

and representative short stories.

Some 80 percent of the litera-

ture, which is ageless and
countryless, has never before
been anthologized. None of the
art work has ever appeared be-
fore in a volume of this kind.

"We, the editors, have tried

to collect prose units wtkkii are
readable, informative and perti-

nent to literature study," Rati-

gan said. "I believe that the
book is a pleasant mixture of
literature and art."

Tom Peretti Aids

NFCCS Committee
Tom Peretti, junior political

science major, has been appoint-
ed as vice-chairman of the
NFCX:S Philadelphia Regional
Student Government Commission
it was announced by Jerry Mc-
Grath, chairman of the commis-
sion.

McGrath further stated that
on Thursday there would be a
meeting of all those interested

in working on the ccrmmission at
10:30 in the Student Activities

room, the second floor of Doug-
herty HalU

Last Sunday, at the regional

council held at Gwynedd Mercy
Junior College, a tentative pro-
gram for the commission was
released.

Marshall
(Continued from Page 8)

only a responsibility but a mor-
al duty," Marshall said.

During a question and answer
period following the address,

Marshall called the "residential

segregation of the North" one

of the NAACP's major concerns.

"The same people who de-

nounce segregation in the South

refuse to practice integration in

their own neighborhoods," he
continued.

"But the recent law passed in

New York state will prove a
strong weapon against residen-

tial segregation," he added.

Forbids Discrimination
•

Marshall referred to the re-

cent state bill which forbade
sale or rental of public or pri-

vate property because of race.

A similar bill has been in-

troducted in City Council in

Philadelphia by Councilman
Marshall Shepherd.

The NAACP lawyer told one
law student that contray to

charges made by some Southern
attorneys, the 14th amendment
was validly ratified by the ne-

cessary number of states.

"I can aasure you," Marshall
added, "that NAACP lawyers
have carefully studied all the
aspects of the case."

First Speaker

The chief counsel was the
first speaker in a series of six

to be given this year at the law
forum.

Law Dean Harold Gill Reu-
schlein said the series is design-

ed primarily for the benefit of
law school students, but the
general public is generally in-

vited to attend.

The series was planned this

year by William, B. BaU» of the
law school faculty.

Richard Avil

To Moderate

AIEE-IRE
John B. Clothier, chairman of

the Electrical Engineering de-

partment, has resigned as mod-

erator of AIEE-IRE.

Clothier was succeeded as

moderator by Richard D. Avil.

professor of Electrical Engine-

ering.

Several other AIEE-IRE an-

nouncements were made at a

meeting last week.

John Dougherty, of the Phila-

delphia Electric Co., will adress

the membership tonight at 7.30

in room 215 Mendel Hall on "Di-

rect Current Transmissions".

National Frat

Chairman Bob Merkert an-

nounced that it "seems likely

that the national electrical en-

gineering frat. Eta Kappa Mu,
will have a chapter on campus
next year".

Merkert also listed three

other chairmen to aid in AIEE-
IRE planning.

Ed Coccogna is to organize
field trips, John Avil will ar-

range for evening speakers
while Jim McCuUough will head
the recently formed athletic lea-

gues.

Field Trip

A field trip has been planned
to Cromley power station and
Plymouth Meeting substation of
the Philadelphia Electric Co.
on October 16. There are 60 tic-

kets available and they will be
issued first to seniors, Merkert
said.

The society's bi-weekly paper.
The Circuit, came out with the
first edition recently. Eiditors

are Charlie Kallfely, Ted Leddy
and Jim Fitzsimmons.

•"••••••••••
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Are you as smart

asyourfether?

Chances are, if Dad lives near one
of our shops, he has a Roger Kent
charge account . . . our new
Kentonian Shop makes it very
important for you to have one, too.

The next time you get around to
writing home for money, why not
suggest the advisability of opening: a
Roger Kent charge account
of your own.

PARENrS DAY

OCTOBER 18tli

S

Kentonian Sporteoats^.-$32,50
Kentonian Suits f^^^

EagerI^nt
1 SOS WALNUT STRfflT

OriN WEDNISPAY UNTIL f P.

FOOTBALL
TICKETS -ON SALE MONDAY

$3 - PARENTS, RELATI VES, FRIENDS

STUDENT TICKETS - FREE WITH

MATRICUUTION CARD

See the VWUtats Beat WiAe Feresti
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In Delta Pi Epnilon's imaginary frat houHe at the Inter-Frat
Ball, Reggie Zuringka.s pours his date, Mary O'Neill, a mug sized
shot You can tell the whisky Isn't real by the unconcered look
on Mary's face. Irv White an4 date Pat Link look on happily.

Phi Kappa Pi Receives 50 %
Of Inter-Frat Bail Profits
Phi Kappa Pi, the engineering

fraternity, received more than
50 per cent of the profits from
the Inter-Fraternity Ball, Gen-
eral Chairman Jack Curtin an-
nounced today.

Curtin, representing the Arts
and Sciences' Liberal Arts fra-

ternity, reported that PKP sold

220 of the 405 tickets sold by
four fraternities, and that over

$600 in profit would be turned
over to the fraternity under the

percentage system set up early

in September.
Delta Pi Epsilon, Commerce

and Finance fraternity, was sec-

ond in ticket sales; while DPM
and Lamibda Kappa Delta, the

pre^medical organization, follow-

ed in order.

The dance was held Sept, 26,

with almost 500 couples in

attendance. Al Raymond and his

orchestra supplied the music.

Aside from Curtin, other chair-

men were Irv Keller, LKD

—

decorations; Ron Zurinskas,

DPE:—tickets and publicity, and

John Dinneen, PKP—special

plans.

Stacks Stay

Closed Says

Fr. Falveyff *

The Rev. Daniel Falvey,
O.S.A., Villanovan librarian,

confirmed last week that the
library stacks will be closed

permanently.
Closing the stacks, which has

been under consideration for

three years, is the result of the

abuse of library privileges by a

minority of the students, Falvey
said.

"I am convinced the ideal way
of running an educational li-

brary is to have open stacks,"

Father Falvey continued. "It is

better not only for the faculty

and students, but also for the

library staff, however, experi-

ence has proven that a small

percentage of selfish students

make this impractical.

The Librarian agreed that the

new system prevents browsing

but on the other hand, serious

students will benefit in the long

run.

"Students who have long
overdue hooka may deposit

them in the slot circulation

desk," he added. "No questions
will be asked and a credit will

be made at the business office

if one is due."

Chicago, I11.-(I.P.) Outside
employment has a definite effect

on college students' grades.
Students working more than

1? hours a week have some-
what lower grades than those
working fewer hours or not at
all, it was revealed in a sur-
vey conducted at Illinois Insti-

tute of Technology.

Poetry Group
Wants Scripts
The National Poetry Associa-

tion has announced its annual
competition for senior and junior

college students.

The closing date for the sub-

mission of manuscripts is Nov.
5.

Any student is eligible to sub-

mit his verse. There is no Umita-
tion as to form or theme. Shorter
works are preferred by the board
of judges, because of space
limitations.

Each poem must be typed or
printed on a separate sheet, and
must bear the name and home
address of the student, as well as

the name of the college attended.

There are no fees or charges

for the acceptance or submission

of verse. All work is judged on
merit alone.

Manuscripts should be sent to

the National Poetry Association,

3210 Selby Avenue, Los Angeles

34, California.

GEORGE'S LUIICHEONETTE
130 GARRET AVENUE

Rosemont, Po.

Phone Lawrence 5-9233

Hoagies - Piiza Pies - Platters - Sandwiclies

Speefof Rofes for Parties

t

ASK US ABOUT YOUR CAMPUS CLOTHES!
Villanova student representatives for famous

All students who are citizens

of the United States are remind-
ed that they arc required by law
to register for the draft within

five dbys after they reach their

18th birthday.

Day students who commute to

Villanova should report to their

local Selective Service board for

registraton.

Hoverford store.

We are on cam-
pus daily orKl in

Jacob Reed's
every Saturday.

See us for all

your clothing
needs.

V

P«ft Allard '60 John Maokim '61

MkjoafJ^udi t^ma

393 W. Lancotter Ave. Haverford {n%if!t to Post Office)

HESTERFIELD
^\'••i•^.'^^^^'••w^T^^^^^^'^^.•^^^f>^.^'•'f* W< SV^ ^ V '• ^\ '•\'

J

NEW CAREERS FO
MEN OF AMERICA:

U.S. AIR FORCE

"A proud profession In the

Age of Space" offers

special rewards to men
who meet the standards of

the U.S. Air Force. Wanted:
men of ability to keep our

country strong.

CHESTERFIELD travels

around the world with the

Air Force Men of America.

Nothing satisfies like the

BIG CLEAN TASTE OF TOP-TOBACCO
REGULAR KING

H<t <t.-^-^ J^-iX^trr ^u:.:.-
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Scientists Say, 'Lie Down
And Think Imaginatively'

Senior PLC's Bob Redpath (1) and Joe Mason (r) seem to be in the custody or representa-

tives of tlie Philadelphia Officer Selection Office prior to being led to the brig at Qiiantico. Red-
path and Mason spent twelve weeks at Quantioo^ this summer to obtain a USMG commission
through the Platoon Leaders Class. Having successfully completed the course, both will be com- ^^^E^' Stand up, and thinking

Scientists probing the mys-
teries of the human brain at

various colleges and universities

have come up with some surpris*

ing new conclusions, reports the

October Reader's Digest.

Among the findings were the

facts that it is as easy to think
hard as not to think at all. The
scientists also discovered that

the individual thinks more
imaginatively when lying down
and more forcefully when stand-

ing.

Most startling was the fact

that how much you talk to your-

self is probably the most accu-
rate measure of your intelli-

gence.

Dr. Hugo Beigel of Long
Island University tested subjects
in different postures. He dis-

covered thinking is more com-
placent lying down. Associations
are freer, ideas have wider

missioned this June ftt graduation.

Platoon L»ad»rs Program;

Marine Corps
la ppugh^rty

; Marine Corps personnel en-
gaged in officer selection are
seeking candidates for the
Marine Corps' P.L.C. program
in Dougherty Hall through Fri-

day. -
,.••:

'":•-;..J-.
\..'.-' '-',':-'.

':.:.

P.L.C.—Platoon Leaders Class
—is a program designed by the
Marine Corps exclusively for

freshmen, sophomores, ^d jun-

iors in college, enabling them to

secure a commission in ground
or aviation without interfering

with studies.

No drills or military science

classes are required during the
school year; all training is com-

' pleted during the summer
months. v >

Freshmen and sophomores
take their training in two six-

week periods at Quantico, Va.,

while juniors must complete
their training in one twelve-week
stretch.

Study History

At Quantico the student is

instructed in military history,

customs of the services, small

unit tactics, care and use of the

Ml rifle and leadership.

In keeping with the Corps' tra-

dition of building men, an im-

portant part of the sumrmer is

physical training, including
marches into the field where
combat exercises are held.

Upon successful completion of

the 12 weeks training, and grad-
uation from college, the grad-

uates will be commissioned as

second lieutenants and must
serve three years active duty
and three years active reserve.

While in training, candidates

may choose aviation provided

they meet the requirements. If

aviation is chosen, the new offi-

cer will be sent to Pensacola,

Fla,. for flight school. If ground
duty is requested, they will at-

tend Basic School at Quantico.

*C* Average Needed
To be eligible for P.L.C. stu-

dents must be U.S. citizens be-

tween the ages of 17 and 26, in

sound physical and mental

health, a member of an accredit-

ed college or university, and not

majoring in medicine, dentistry,

veterinary medicine, pharmacy,

music, art, or theology. In addi-

tion he must maintain a "C"

Avenc« in school.

Officers Seek
Hall Interview

Candidates
Series

The oflicer selection teams
will answer any question and fill

in details of the program. Cur-
rent members of P.L.C. are wel-

come to discuss their problems
with them.

Civil Service Co.
Schedules Exam
The Civil Service Commission

has begun accepting applications
for its Federal Service Entrance
Examination to be held on No-
venober 15.

The Exam, which is adminis-
tered to junior, senior and grad-
uate students, is conducted in

order to obtain college caliber

students for top government
jobs. ''-', :''' j.}^^'

Salaries of these employees
have been raised, and a can-

didate who is accepted may earn
from $4,040 to $5,985 a year.

Exceptionally qualified persons
are desired, and a bonus will be

paid for them.
Approximately 5,000 appli-

cants are accepted annually. Ad-
ditional test dates are scheduled

monthly through May, 1959, the

tests to be given at over 1,000

places throughout the country.

Additional information may
be obtained from the Villanova

placement office or by writing

the U.S. Civil Service Commis-
sion, Washington, D.C.

Dr. McClain Announce
Biology Lecture Series

Dr. John A. McClain, head of

the Biology Department has an-

nounced a series of lectures

given in conjunction with a the

National Science Foundation In-

Service Course in Biology.

Dr. L. V. HeilJbrum,- Professor
of Zoology at the University of

Pennsylvania, distinguished phy-
siologist, teacher, and lecturer,

spoke at the first of these lec-

tures last Saturday.

Modem stainless steel com-
mutor trains are now operating

on the Pennsylvania Railroad's

Main Line to Paoli. The cars,

designed and built by the Budd
Co. of Philadelphia, are being

considered by the PRR to re-

place the Qlder cars now in regu-

lar service.

Indians Beat

U. S. Gyrenes

To Quantico
Centuries ago, Powhatan

Indians in Virginia settled at

a river landing they called

Quantico, meaning "by the

long stream."
During the Revolution, this

secluded settlement on the

broad Potomac River s;rved

as a port for our "Potomac
Navy," which raised havoc
with enemy coastal opera-

tions.

In 1917, the Commandant
of the Marine Corps chose

the site as a training area,

established a permanent post

there the following year.

Today, this historic town
is the location of the United

States Marine Corps Schools,

where all future Marine ofii-

cers receive their training.

Each summer, thousands
of U. S. college men are se-

lected to go to Quantico, as

candidates in the Marine offi-

cer training program known
as the Platoon Leaders Class.

Training during the two
summer sessions of six weeks
each is exacting and rugged.

PLC (as they are called)

learn the rudiments of lead-

ership, gain proficiency in the

science of military tactics,

marksmanship and amphib-
ious operations.

Quantico is a vast proving
ground for leadership, where
officers are made, trained

—

and tested.

becomes energetic ; decisions

come faster.

A University of Massachu-
setts psychology professor sug-

gests that the extent of our "con-

versations" with ourselves may
determine how intelligent we
are. Verbal cues are common-
place, he says though they may
not be audible. How much we
use those cues influence the ex-

tent of our learning and the

ix>wer of our reasoning.

Ever feel tense while study-

ing? You should, says a Lehigh'

University psychologist. He
found that during concen-

trated mental effort, tensions

flow over the muscular system
in waves.
That should come as no sur-

prise to anyone who's ever

crammed for examinations.

Dr. Cressman

Attends SEA
Conference
"A devoted teacher receives

double pay—he not only receives

his salary but also the satisfac-

tion and pride of a job well

done."

This was the key-point of a
speech given by Doctor Fred W.
Bryan, at the third annual
AUenberry Work Conference for

the Student Education Associa-

tion of Pennsylvania at Boiling

Springs on Sept. 27.

Dr. George R. Cressman, mod-
erator, and John F. O'Donnell,

president of the Villanova Chap-
ter and vice-president of the

Southeastern District, were dele-

gates at the Conference.

"Our teaching positions are

being filled but we have a crying

need for devoted master teachers.

The road to becoming a good
teacher, traveler alone, is diffi-

cult. But with the help of good
teachers and a strong profes-

sional organization, the way can

be made interesting and success-

ful," advised Dr. Bryan.

The meetings were sponsored

by the SEIAP-PFTA Committee
of the Pennsylvania State Edu-
cation Association and were de<

signed to make student programs
in SEAP chapters more effective

and functional.

The brain of the average hu-

man male weights 1,400 grams,
or 49.3 ounces, according to the

Armed Forces Institute of Pa-
thology. The average female

brain weights 125 grams less.

Chemistry Dept.
Will Hold Seminars
The Chemistry Department

will conduct a series of seminars

beginning on Oct. 15 and con-

tinuing on each succeding Wed-
nesday.

The programs will feature sev-

eral speakers of renown from the
field of chemistry.

Dr. George N. Quam, head of

the department, urges all inter-

ested students to attend. ' .

SemperFidelisSociety

Holds Meeting Thurs.
A re-organization meeting of

the campus Semper Fidelis So-
ciety will be held 10:30 A.M.

tomorrow, at Barry Hall.

Proposed topics of discussion

include the annual dinner-dance

to be held early in November,

and the Quantico-Villanova game

in which campus Marines may
help in welcoming the Leather-

necks.

Mary Butler, of Shannandoah Catholic High accepts for Ann
Carol Burke, who now attends the University of Pennsylvania,
the Freedom Foundation's award for an essay on "The Ajnerlcan
Way of life," from John Stiles at the Press Conference. Sister
Margaret Miriam looks on.

/

t
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Junior President Pollock

Lists Steering Committee

i». '
r '-,

The junior class officers, pres-

ident Sheldon Pollock, vice-pres-

ident Ron Dobies, secretary

Jack Heffernan, and treasurer

George Fay have announced a
93-member steering committee,
selected from more than 180 ap-

plicants.

The complete list:

Vincent Annarella, Nick An-
tonini, Bill Barron, Pete Becher,

Bob Bohny, Frank Boes, Con-
nie Braken, Tom Calabrese,

Howard Carlock, Charlie Car-
roll, Clinton Chin, G. Lee Christ-

ensen, Stan Ciesielske, Ed Con-
way, Bill Coyle, Mary Lou Cre-

don, Vincent Cucuzzella, Tom
Derr, Lou Desfosses, Mike Dif-

fly.

Angelo DiMarco, Ron Dobies,

John Driscoll, Niel Drislane, Joe
Durocher, Bill Dusseau, George
Fay, Don Federico, John Fisher,

Bill Galm, Bill Gaza, Dick Ged-
dis, Tony Godwin, Dave Hayes,
Jack Heffernan, Bill Henry, Eu-
gene Hewitt, Gilbert Hirsher,
Tom Hoffman, Irven Keller.

Larry Kelly, Jack King, Ken
Kreamer, Paul Kuhn, Frank
Laevey, Sue L>aRose, Joe Lau-
zon, Tom Lebreque, Ron Ma-
gray, Steve Mahle, Larry
Maucher, Dan McAteer, Don
McCoy, Tom McCoy, Jim Mc-
Gettigan, John McGinley, Don
McKenzie, Jim McPhillips, John
Merges, Tom Moakley.

John Mulcahy, John Myrtetus,
Connell O'Donnell, Tom O'Hara,
Tom O'Kane, Tom Perretti,

Frank Perry, Pete Piseco, Ray
Rafferty, Vic Richel, Ed Ride-

out, Jon Rietske, Dick Ryan,
Mick Samango, Chuck Santan-
gelo, Bob Sarra, John Schalk,

Ed Scott, Harry Seigfelt, V. Tim
Shea.
Howard Silcox, Fred Smalin-

ski, Dan Spada, John Sullivan,

John Tedeschi, Bill Vencent,

John Wallin, Dick Walsh, Mar-
lene Ward, Charlie Wetter, John
Whalen, Fred Wiele, Willie

Williams, Dick Wines.

Nursing Division

Receives $15,000
Villanova's School of Nursing

has been awarded a grant of
$15,000 for the inclusion of a
course in mental health in the
Nursing program. \ ; ^

This was announced recently
by Sister Mary Alma, CM., head
of the Nursing Division. The
grant is primarily a teaching
grant to enable collegiate

schools of nursing to include
courses in phychiatry in the
study program.

It is believed that through
such a teaching program the
student will better understand
the emotional aspects of health
and illness.

The grant will be used for the
employment of a mental health
consultant and other lecturers

needed to enrich the program in

mental health.

Belle Masque Has
Major Cast Change
Belle Masque moved into it3

second week of rehearsal today
"TigeP at the Gates" by an-

nouncing a major cast change.

Barbara Burke of Immaculata
College, has succeeded Peggy
Brown, of Rosemont College in

the role of Andromache.
Before the change. Miss

Brown was assistant stage
manager and understudy*

The society also announced
thiit it has added an additional

day of playing time. It will run
now till November 9.

Alphabet For Blind

Has Only Six Dots
The famous alphabet of the

blind, designed by Louis Braille,

is composed of only six dots,

reports October's Reader's Di-

gest.

The many different symbols,

63 in all, are formed from differ-

ent combinations of these. Ap-
plications of this to modem liv-

ing include Braille labels on can-

ned good and a Braille cookbook.

The world's largest publishing

house for the sightless is the

American Printing House for

the Blind in Lexington, Ken-
tucky.

READ
THE VILLANOVAN

Stamp Campaign
Aids Seminarians
A term-long drive on campus

to collect used postage stamps
for the seminarians has been
announced by Bill Hixson, pres-

ident of the Sanctuary Society.

He appointed Joe Cacciola,

chairman of the drive.

In previous years the collec-

tion of stamps has netted

amounts in the thousands of
dollars, providing tuition money
for seminarians in need.

Cacciola said that if possible

boxes would be placed on every
floor, in every hall, on campus.
It is requested that students
tear the cancelled stamps from
their letters and drop them in

the boxes. Foreign and high de-

nomination stamps are especial-

ly valuable.

Muff Day
October 15frh

Red Mass of Holy Spirit

Opens Law School Year
On Monday the School of Law

marked the opening of the new
academic year with the celebra-

tion of the traditional votive

Mass of the Holy Spirit.

It is known as the Red Mass
from the fact that red vestments
are worn by the celebrant and
ministers and also because the
English judges attended in their

scarlet robes.

The date selected marked the
opening of the new term of the
Supreme Court of the United
States.

The Celebrant was the Very
Reverend James A. Donnellon,
O.S.A., University President.

The Deacon was Rev. Robert E.
Regan, O.S.A., chairman of the
Department of Religion, and
lecturer in Ethics in the law
school.

The Subdeacon was Rev. Rob-

ert P. Russell, O.S.A., chairman
of the Department of Philoso-

phy. The preacher was Rev.
Thomas J. Welsh, J.C.D., a mem-
ber of the Metropolitan Tribun-
al, Archdiocese of Philadelphia.

The music for the Mass waa
sung by the Villanova Singer^
under the direction of Herbert
Fiss. Law Dean Harold Gill

Reuschlein was at the organ.
Members of th^ bench and bar

and the public were in attend-
ance.

Pedestrian Deaths

Nineteen per cent of all pe-
destrian deaths in rural areas
involved persons walking in the
roadway, according to the
American Automobile Associa-
tion.

GET SATISFVING FLAVOR • • •

No flat filtered-out"flavor!

No dry ''smoked-out'^taste!

See how
Pall Malls

greater length

of fine tobaccos
filters the smoke
and makes it

mild —but does not

filter out that

satis'l^ing

flavor!

POR PL.AVOR AND IVIII.DrgH86, F=INB TOBACCO FILTERS BB8T

I

You get greoter length of the Q Pall Mall's greoter length Q Filters it over, under, around and
finest toboccos money con buy SL filters the smoke ngtyrgjjy O through Rail Mall's fine toboccos!

OutStandingr and they ai-e Mild !
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VILLANOVA NURSES AT VALLEY FORGE HOSPITAL

October 8, 1958

The LYNX, Villanova's literary magazine, needs
contributions from student writers. If you hkve writ-
ten any essays, short stories, or poetry please submit
them to Frank Dynan or Bill Christy in the student
publications office, or to the faculty moderators in
the English office. All undergraduate students are
eligible.

..hi I K • ^l"f
"«^» N"''*^^' now studying at Valley Forge Hospital. Gathered around a

^Jr„i"R T^ r*"^
to comimre marginal nites: (1 to r) Ellen Stewart, Mary Esther S^r^nRegma Bausher, Joanne Zaremba, Rosalie Ghilardi, Susan Simmons and eirbara May

Research, Novice Groups
Inaugurated By Debaters
"The key words this year are

expansion and improvement, ex-
pansion of the societies program
and improvement of the pro-

gram", says James Corey, pres-
ident of Beta Gamma Debating
Society.

At the society's initial meet-
ing this year, Corey welcomed
the new additions to the society

and outlined the program for
the year.

Featured in the "new" Beta
Gamma were the formation of
a research committee headed by
Joseph Remy, sophomore chem-
istry major, and a novice com-
mittee under the co-chairman-
ship of Leo Burke, senior I. A.
jnajor and Thomas Pfieffer, jun-
ior chemistry major. •; -v ;.;

New Officers

Corey introduced the officers

for the year. John Serafin, sen-
ior History major, will serve as
vice-president, Oz Scogna, sen-
ior Accounting major, recording

JoeKrackeler

Named Chairman

In Phi Kappa Pi

secretary; Frank Cunningham,
senior Political Science major,
corresponding secretary, and
Dom Costa, junior Arts, treas-
urer.

It was announced by Corey at
the meeting that the society has
received a bid to the Johns
Hopkins debate tournament.

This tournament features
teams from many prominent
Eastern colleges.

Last year, Beta Gamma post-
ed a record of 63 wins and 27
losses in intercollegiate compe-
tition. In tournament competi-
tion, the society received a first

place verdict at Swarthmore, a
second place at Brown and a
third place at Kings College.

First Trophy
The Kings tournament mark-

ed the society's first trophy in
competition.

There are still a few positions
available on the research com-
mittee, Corey said. Applicants
will be interviewed at a meeting
tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. at 104
Vaaey Hall.

Security Agency
Lists Dec. Tests
The National Security Agen-

cy, a part of the intelligence
system of the Federal Govern-
ment, has scheduled a Profes-
sional Qualification Test to be
given at 78 schools on Dec. 6.

The test has been especially
constructed to supplement other
available information of pros-
pective candidates.

The National Security Agency
can utilize majors from many
diverse fields. Any native-born
citizen of the United States who
is a holder of, or at least a can-
didate for, a bachelor's degree is

eligible to take the test.

Interested students should
complete applications and send
them to the Educational Test-
ing Service, Princeton, N. J.

Further information and appli-
cations may be obtained from
the Placement Office.

ee
"COKC" n A •(•ItTINCD THAOC-HAKK. COrTKiaNT l»M TMI COCA-COIA COMMNV.

Joe Krackeler, senior Chemi-
can Engineering major, has
been named head of the execu-
tive committee of the Phi Kap-
pa Pi Fraternity.

Joe Driscoll, senior Mechanic-
al Engineering major, who is the
newly elected president of the
frat, made the announcement.

Other officers of the frat are
Committeemen Jim Woodward,
Ed Condon, Joe Corcoran, Bill

Christman, and Leo Rudegaire.
The junior members of the

committee are Paul Kuhn, Jim
Foley, Mike Marinak, and Vince
Cuczella.

Sophomores on the board are
Paul Crawford, John Oberlies,
Dick Fiorelli, and Brian Scully.
John Dinneen has drawn up

plans for a float in the home-
coming parade before the De-
triot game Kackeler announced
The 1958-59 officers are pres-

ident Joe DriacoU, vice-president
George Fraunces, secretary Bill

Smith, treasurer Lee Christen-
Bon, sergeant at arms Stan Cie-
ielflki, and student council rep-
resentative John Dinneen.

Seven VU Nurses
At Valley Forge
Seven Villanova senior nurses

now studying at the Valley
Forge Hospital in Phoenixville,
Pa., are the first such group
from a nursing school which has
been allowed the use of the hos-
pital's modern facilities.

The girls are using the special
clinics, the occupational and
physiotherapy departments and
others which are included in the
curriculum of the Senior Medi-
cal-Surgical Seminar.
During the summer, the girls,

along with similar groups from
Georgetown University and
Washington Missionary College,
received training in tuberculosis
training at Glenn Dale, Md.,
Hospital.

The hospital, run under the
auspices of the District of Col-
umbia, reserves its program for
the collegiate basic degree
schools.

Ellen Stewart, Regina Baush-
er, Susan Simmons, Rosalie
Ghilardi, Joanne Zaremba, Bar-
bara May and Mary Esther
Screen were the Villanova
nurses.

The Villanova Health Service
urges all students to get their

complete set of polio shots. The
shots can be gotten at any time
in the infirmary for $1.

Degastibus
non est disputandum"—and, quite

literally, there's no question about it—
when it comes to taste, Coca-Cola wins

hands down. In Latin, Greek or Sanskrit,

"Have a Coke" means the same thing-

it's an invitation to the most refreshing

pause of your life. Shall we?
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of The Coco -Colo Comoony by
THE PHILADELPHIA COCO-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

^t^(^^^'

You're always ready

^.::;^,[^or o date...

; '?; thanks to Arrow

Wash and Wear

Your timing is as neat as your ap-
pearance when the shirt is a new
Arrow Wash and Wear. No wait-

ing for the laundry. Just suds-
drip-dry—and you're ready to go!

Economical, too . . . your allow-

ance goes further.

Carefully tailored by Arrow of

100% cotton oxford and broad-
cloth. Choice of collar styles in

whites, stripes, checks, solids. $4.00

up. Underwear by Arrow, too.

Cluett, Peabody » Co., Inc.

first in fashion

» •

.
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Unknown
Listed In

Graduate Funds
New Directory

Complete information on how
to obtain graduate study funds,

ranging from $200 up to $10,000,

is now available in the second
volume of the WORLD-WIDE
GRADUATE AWARD DIRECT-
ORY.
Over 250 universities and

foundations from almost every
State, and over 100 foreign uni-

versities have sent information

Freshmen Get
Chance To
Lose "Regs

»

Wiulf Day—the day when the

frosh presently undergoing the

rigors of orientation get their

chance to get rid of the "Regs"
—will be held next Wednesday,
Oct. 15, instead of Tuesday, as

announced previously. The
events will begin at 3:30.

If the freshmen defeat the

sophomores in the athletic

events scheduled, they will no
longer have to wear their

"Regs". If the frosh lose to the

sophs, they must wear the bean-

ies, et al for a certain period

thereafter.

The athletic events scheduled

are a tug of war, egg toss, hula
hoop, push ball, foul shooting,

horseshoes, three legged racing,

football pass and punt, standing
broad jump, golf drive, 220 yard
dash, 100 yard dash, and a
touch football game.

All sophomores except the

varsity athletes are eligible to

compete. Those interested

should see Bob Scalia, Room 32,

Sullivan Hall.

The word "Muff" stands for

"Move up forward freshmen."
The day of athletics has tradi-

tionally marked the finish of

the freshmen's initiation into

the university.

Wm Offers Best

In News, Sports
Through the direct wire ser-

vice of WVIL, the latest in news
and sports comes into the Villa-

nova dormitories.

Production shows range from
^ . panel shows discussing current
';

;
events to a three-hour sp^cta-
cular exemplifying the new
policy of WVILr—to keep the
Villanovan entertained and well-

\; informed.

Whether the student's taste

encompasses the jazz, pop, class-

ical or in-studio productions,

WVIL has a list of programs
for him. From the big band to

the new sounds of progressive

jazz, from the stylistic singer to

the operatic star, WVIL brings

a feast of music before its listen-

ers nightly.

When you tune your radio

dial to 645 k.c. you are tuned to

the best of Villanova.

Rfehard Dyer-BMmrt
Folk Singer

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18,

8:30 P.M.

UnivoroHy MuBeuni

34 A Spruc« Sta., Philo. Po.

AdmiMion $1.75
Sponsored by the

American Youth Hostels

1520 Mm Vk,. Pliil*. 2 Fa.
Ri «-9f24

Mail orders filled. Please er>close

stamped, self-address envelope.

to be included in this new vol-

ume.

Among the awards are many
that have gone begging in for-

mer years because qualified ap-

plicants didn't know about them.
This guide to graduate study
awards is published annually by
The Advancement and Place-

ment Institute to provide the

needed communication link be-

tween administrators of assist-

ance programs and potential

candidates.

Current information about
the fellowships, assistantships,

scholarhips, loans, prizes, and
self-help programs includes can-

didates' pre-requisites, place of

application and descriptions of

the study programs.

Copies of both volumes of the

WORLD - WIDE GRADUATE
AWARD DIRECTORY may be
ordered from the Institute, Box
99H, Greenpoint Station, Brook-
lyn 22, N. Y. The price is $3.00

for each volume or $5.00 for the

two volumes.

Evening Division

Has New Courses
A substantially enlarged cur-

riculum will be offered by Even-
ing Division this year in ob-

servance of its 30th year of

classes.

New courses in Philosophy of

Education, Engineering Materi-
als, Salesmanship, Machine De-
sign, Education Tests and Meas-
urements, advanced courses in

Insurance, and a course in Rus-
sian Language will be offered, it

was announced by Dr. Eugene P.

Powers, dean of the evening
program.

,

Eleven new members have
been added to the faculty of the
Evening Division. The new pro-

fessors and their courses are:

Victor Krupitsch, Russian; Al-
bert Yarashus, accounting ; Mar-
co Way, biology; J. C. Marshall,
electrical engineering ; Peter
Nowack, chemical engineering;

Daniel Murphy, insurance; and
Joseph Lucia, finance.

Also Captain Karl Biederman,
mathematics; Virginia L. Mul-
herin, nursing; Raymond Cum-
mings, history; and Irving A.
Miller, marketing.

Thurgood MarduUl, special council for the N. A. A. C. P.

delivers his address at the opening session of the annual Villa-

nova Law School Forum in Garey Hall. Marshall called on the
"good people of the South to aid in the fight for integration."

1
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SPORTS CHATTER:

Anything Can Happen
===== Bf JACK CURTIN ===

Of Th0 VWamovan Staff

The thing that makes Villanova's athletic teams so

interesting is their unpredictability. In the short period

of time that we have been thriving on a steady diet of

Wildcat performances, we have always been amazed at

the Main Liners' complete reversals of foi-m at various

points during the season.

Take last year's football team for example. On paper,

they were gi-eat. Before every game, they were acclaimed
as a top-notch unit, capable of crushing any of their op-

ponents. During the game, more often than not, they

pushed their opposition all over the field. After the game,
their foes generally called them "one of the best teams
we ever played against." No doubt about it, they were
one of the finest grid teams that ViHanova lias ever been
able to field in many a yeai\

^

And yet they lost with such consistency that it is a

tribute to coach Frank Reagan's excellent physical con-

dition that he didn't emerge from the season as only a

shattered remnant of what he once was.

Or how about the basketball team of last year? The
same hoopsters that were deprived of an upset over the

top team in the nation. West Virginia, by the wrongest
call that any referee has made in the histoiy of sport,

could finish in a last-place tie in the city. A tie with a

mediocre University of Pennsylvania team which, man for

man, didn't belong on the same court with them.

Even the track team, which reached a level over the
past two years that no other collegiate unit will approach
for quite a while, always had its dark moments. The Mil-
rose Games in particular always seemed to spell disaster
for the Wildcats, whether in the person of a mile relayer
who fell flat on his face and dropped the Main Liners
right out of the race or in Don Bragg, one of the greatest
collegiate pole-vaulters of all time, missing three consecu-
tive times at IS'G". Only the fabulous Ron Delany was
able to escape that jinx.

Or there was last season's baseball team, which stall-

ed out like a house afire, then stumbled through a pro-

longed losing streak to eke its way into the NCAA finals.

And what happened? Despite a masterful pitching per-

formance by Bob Kropiewnicki, the Wildcats lost in the
first round—on a passed ball in the ninth inning!

Now a new year is under way, and heaven only knows
what's in store for the Wildcats this time out. That's why
last Saturday's upset over Boston College came as no real
surprise to the upperclassmen. Nor did the trouncing by
Virginia Military Institute two weeks ago. They wei-e
startling perhaps, but not surprising—not on your life. You
can't be surprised when you've learned never to expect the
probable.;^ '

'^ '::. '^-i. \: -r' :'''./' '^-

So we've got a bit of advice for the incoming frosh.
Take pride in your athletic teams. Cheer them. Defend
them against attacks. But don't bet on them. This is
Villanova, where anything can happen.

And it will.

NOTE TO ALL YANKEE FANS—In case you
haven't noticed, fellows, if the Yanks lose their year's
World Series—and they will—it will mark the third time
In four years that the supposedly invincible Bombers have
gone down for the count against the National League's
best. Without anyone's really having noticed, Casy Sten-
gel's paid warriors have let the covete(l "best team in base-
ball' title shp right through their money-soiled fingers.

In fact, if you really take a close, impartial look at the
state of things, you sort of get the impression that the
almighty ones aren't really so much after all. Man for man,
they are nothing like the rampaging Yanks of old.

In case you haven't noticed, the boys from the big

city have hardly been the dominating team in this series.

Instead, they seem to be a little unsure of themselves, a
little bit like mere mortals.

It could be all over for the Yanks this afternoon, and,

if not, they're almost sure to come to the end of the line

tomorrow. But don't feel bad, fellows, after all, it's for the
good of baseball.

And, the glorious ones did manage to salvage some-
thing from this series. They finally beat Lew Burdette.

Trouble is, even the Philhes can do that.

Plcufe^ ajf ilie Week:

CfUZIOME

':-:'C^
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QeN&iHL KE^UY Pot
ON A SMoW UP IN
New eNQLIIND LAST

SATUROIVY.agAZtHfteJ

POR ONE SOO^ Am UrnI

i=^oA TWO /noRe to
Smash Ooston coll.
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Freshmen Rally, Down Arnly
The will to win plus a great

overall team effort were dis-

played by the Villanova fresh-

man football team as it came
from behind to gain a 16-16 tie

with the Army plebes at West
Point on Friday.

Army racked up an early 16-

lead over coach Eddie Mic-

haels* squad, but the Wildkit-

tens refused to wilt.

In the first period the Cadets
scored on 3-yard plunge by
quarterback Dennis Bennett.

Shortly after Bennett's score,

halfback Jimmy Houchins tal-

lied on another short run.

Fight Back
Not satisfied with their 14-

point margin, the Army frosh

Henry Impartial

To PAT Ruling

Discovered! one man in foot

ball who has an impartial atti-

tude toward the two-point con-

versions rule. It doesn't bother

him, Jim Henry told diners at the

Maxwell Club's first weekly
luncheon at the Warwick. Henry,

LaSalle College athletic director,

also is a leading grid official.

"The officials still only have

to do their jobs, whether a team

kicks, nms< or passes,*' Henry

pointed out. "The pressure is on

the coaches.'*

Henry said a more disturbing

new rule for officials is that

which requires them to check in

every player at the start of each
half as well as all subs, because
"it takes some of the officials'

attention awav from the actual

game.'*
Weekly citations were present-

ed to backs Walter Acuff, Hav^
erford School, and Ralpft Tribo*

letti. Northeast.

Army Is Leader

In Lambert Poll

Army, which won its first tw(

[1958 football games in impres-j

|sive fashion, today led the first

weekly balloting for the Lambei

Trophy, emblematic of Eastex

[major college supremacy.

The Cadets, who last won the

[trophy in 1953, received 9.

fpoints in the first voting b)

[coaches, sportswr iters ai

i
broadcasters.

Pittsburgh, which swept it

! first three starts, was secondl

I

with 9.0 points. Navy was third!

; with. 7.2; Holy Cross fourth withj

tBA and Syracuse fifth with 4.4.

Senior football manager
Dick Faulk has requested
that all students who want
to be managers should report
to Charley Farnem in the
basement of the Field House
sometime tills week.
Three managers are needed

—« Junior, sophomore and a
freshman.

added two more points on a
safety late in the first period.

The Wildkittens waited until

the final period before they

came surging back.

Quarterback Tom O'Rourke,

only recently switched from
halfback, started the uprising

when he hit end Ron Meyers
with a 35 yard pass for the first

Villanova score.

The second touchdown came
on a six-yard run by Bob Ca-
pone, a powerful runner.

O'Rourke threw to end Frank
Sylvester for the first two-point

conversion, while Capone plung-

ed for the second.

Coach Impressed
The fine line play of Orazio

Nastase and Dick Ross, helped

the undermanned Wildcats to

counteract the Army depth.

Coach Michaels was pleased

with tight play of his team.

There were individual standouts,

but the coach was impressed by
the manner in which the team
team worked as a unit.

The next freshman game will

be with West Chester's jayvees

on Oct. 17 at home.
The young Rams will be fol-

lowed by an always strong Bul-

lis Prep eleven. The Bullis game
will be played on Oct. 24 in

Maryland.

GEORGE GOBEL: "Lovi
usually blooms at night . . . but

the bloom usually goes to seed

when the fellow and the girl

get a good look at each other

in the daylight."

New Troiiiin9 Method:

Swimmers Are Landlubbers

The swimming team started

drills last week, but as of this

writing not a man has touched

the water. It might be a month

before any swimming is done.

It's all part of a new training

method installed this year by

coaches Ed Geisz and Jack

Lumsden.

They have the swimmers en-

gaged in strenuous calisthenics

designed to toughen, strengthen

and lengthen muscles, especially

in the chest and abdomen.

The idea behind it is that the

swimming season is so long

—

six and a half months—that

there always has occurred a

natural letdown near the end of

the journey.

Won't Tire Out
The calisthenics will assure

greater stamina and cut down

on fatigue.

In theory, strengthening the

chest and abdomen muscles will

keep the swimmer "higher up

in the water", thus cutting down
on water friction and increasing

speed.

"Body building" pre-season

training is the brainchild of Bob
Kiputh, renowned coach of the

Yale swimming teams, who
first put it into operation 25

years ago.

The success of the Yale

teams is proof enough of the

system's merit. At least Geisz

and Lumsden think so, for they

wrote to Kiputh during the sum-

mer, requesting particulars.

The Watei^—Finally!
After approximately four

weeks of "body buUding," the

swimmers will hit the water for

distance swimming to build uo

endurance, after which they'll

turn to stroke analysis, starts

end turns, and wind sprints.

One point about the new sys-

tem that Geisz and Lumsden es-

pecially like is that it eliminates

staleness from too much time in.

the water.
"By the time we've completed

the calisthenic period, the boys

will be hungry for the water,"

said Geisz.
___^

Long Lake
Lake Superior extends for

a length nf S50 miles

Ties Required
Railroads in tlie U. S. usfe

about -130 million rail ties

every year, enou^ to build

43,000 miles of track.

Studies Force Joe Mason
To Sidelines for Semester
Joe Mason, who as a junior

last year was the outstanding

sprinter on the swimming team,

has informed swimming coach

Ed Geisz that "academic reas-

ons" will prevent him from com-
pleting this semester.

Swimming has always re-

ceived the best part of my time,"

said Mason, "and with gradua-

tion coming up next June, I feel

that I must devote more time

to my studies.

"Then, too, there are financial

obligations which I assumed this

past summer and which will en-

VU Runners

Open Slate

At St. Joe's
With the youngest team he's

had in years. Coach Jim Tup-

peny sends his cross country

squad against St. Joseph's Col-

lege at the Hawks' course on
Friday, in the first of five meets
for the season.

Only one senior is listed

among the runners—^Vic DiMaio
Jersey City, N. J., who has been

chosen captain. There are two
juniors—Bob Godesky, Long Is-

land, and Bill Tinney, Phoenix-

ville, Pa.

Sophomores are Tim McNam-
ar, Tulsa, Okla.; Lance Hugel-

meyer. Long Island; Hank Neil,

Morristown, N. J. ; Gene Rogers,

Morristown, and Nick DeAngel-

is, Upper Darby, Pa.

After the St. Joseph's meet,

the rest of the schedule reads:

Oct. 25—St. John's, home; Nov.
4—Temple, home; Nov. 11—La-

Salle, away; Nov. 17—IC4A
championships at van Courtland

Park in New York.

tail part time work this sem-

ester," said Mason.
Mason became one of the most

valuable members of the swim-
ming team last year after one-

season layoff cauJ3ed by his

transferring from the Univers-

ity of Pittsburgh at the end of

his freshman year.

Mason told the VILLANO-
VAN that he might do some ex-

tra collegiate swimming on oc-

casion, but that regular partici-

pation in school meets was com-
pletely out.

Joe is taking a general arts

JOE MA$pN
curriculum and will receive his

commission in the Marine Corps

upon graduation. He took PLC
training at Quantico this sum-

mer.

The VILLANOVAN
is looking for more staff

members. Interested ?

If so, contact Jack Cur-
tin (326 Sullivan) or
Tom Goldschmidt (316
Sullivan).

Do You Think for Yourself? (
THIS TEST

WILL TELL YOU ! */

Do you often dislike doing favors for

others, even though you tell yourself

you enjoy it?

Do you refuse to worry about things

you can't do anything about?

Would you be completely at ease if

you found yourself suddenly in the

spotlight at a social gathering?

Would you vote for establishing an

international language other

than English?

D-D

YKS

YBS

D-D

D-D

YKSD-D

Can you compete with another person

without feeling hostile?
YK8n-n

Do you ever say things you don't

believe, just to start a discussion?
YES

When you're very hungry, do you like ^^^
to try out strange foods?

D-^D

D-D

Do you enjoy being called upon as an y^^^
umpire to settle disputes? D-D

TheMan Who Thinks forHimself.

Knows.,.
ONLY VICEROY HAS A
THINKING MAN'S FILTER...

A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

Now answer this one: Do you really think about

the filter cigarette you choose? YES N0^_
If your answer is "Yes". . . well, you're the kind

of person who ihink^ for himself. You can be

depended on to use judgment in everything you do.

The fact is, men and women who really think for

themselves usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?

Best in the world. They know for a fact that

only VICEROY— no other cigarette— has o

thinking man's filUr and a smoking man's taste.

•if you have answered yb§ to s of
these questions, you are a person
WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF!
•IMS,rawA WUIIMMM ToMMO Ooa*.
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Wildcats, Detroit Eye Burke Trophy
The Cyril J. Burke trophy Is

on the line this Saturday after-

noon when the Titans of Detroit

visit Villanova Stadium to bat-

tle the WildcaU in the 1958
Homecoming game.

Detroit, Villanova's tradition-

al and oldest rival, will hit the

Main line with a team described

in thje nation's press as "vastly

: improved," and with a 26-13 vic-

tory over Quantico Marines last

Friday evening under its belt.

Coach Wally Fromhart will

run his team out of the stand-

ard wing T formation in an ef-

fort to retain possession of the

Burke trophy, dedicated to the

;. memory of a Villanova alumnus.

v! The Titans took hold of the

cup last year, topping the Wild-

; cats, 16-9, at home, on their way
to a 6-3 season.

Another Winning Season?
Two years ago, the Main Lin-

ers picked up an 8-7 victory

over their rivals, ushering in the

only victorious Villanova grid

season in the past fiive years.

That was the first victory in a

5-4 season, -i-

But if coach Frank Reagan
• hopes that he will come up with

another win this year to key-

note a second victory season,

he'll have a job on his hands.

The Main Liners' pass defense,

which went from poor to great

between the VMI and Boston

College games, will have its

hands full with quarterback

Lou Faoro, who completed 48%
of his tosses last year, and the

.; thin Wildcat line will have to

stop the rushing of mercurial

halfback Billy Russell.

;< But Reagan has one advan-

, tage he didn't have a week ago
.; —he knows the secret of his

•team. They play better when
they're hurtin'.

Orsz' Best Showing
v Quarterback Jim Grazione,

burdened by a sore shoulder

and a pulled leg muscle, but on
the greatest performance of his

career against BC Saturday.

So did halfback Dave Intra-

bartolo, who picked up 98 yards

off Villanova's new I formation

to lead all players in that de-

partment.
And speedy halfback John

Daniels played a big part in

bolstering the pass defense.

While Grazione was undoubted'
ly the star of the game and
knocked down the extra-point

pass that would have tied the

game, Daniels was all over the

field, and many observers felt

that he was the difference in

the VMI and BC games.
Another bright light was the

performance of fullback Gene
Paga, who filled in so well for

the injured Leon Horin that he
kept sophomore Billy Paczkosk-

ie on the bench.

Can Use Rah Rah
And, if nothing else works,

Reagan can depend on a pep
talk, which, according to the

Philadelphia press, played an
important part in last Satur-

day's win.

According to one story, Rea-
gan's halftime citing of the

froflh team's startling 16-16 tie

with Army last Friday played

a big part in the 'Cats vigorous
showing in the second half.

Another told of Grazione's
being incited to his shining per-

formance by the words of a
friend, who told him that he
had never lived up the greatness

expected of him.

Whatever way he does it, Rea-
gan wants this one. It would
be mighty nice to have that tro-

phy back.

End Tom Heron leaps for a Jim Grazione pass which Halls John Daniels bats away a pass intended for Boston College
high over h«s head, as a Boston College defender guards him halfback Jim Conclough. Daniels was a power on defense in the
closely, dene O Pella (84) moves in, but he, too, cannot reach Wildcats' upset 21-19 victory over the Eagles at Boston last Sat-
the pass. urday.

f

Cats Upset Odds, Beat BC 21-19
By RODGER VAN ALLEN
Senior quarterback Jim Gra-

zione justified four years of talk
by expectant Villanova fans as
he led the underdog Wildcats to
a brilliant 21-19 upset win over
a determined Boston College
team last Saturday.
Graz has only shown us

spurts of his great ability. How-
ever, Saturday, in the role of a
doubtful starter, he gave the
crowd of 12,000 a game long ex-
hibition of his talents.

He scored two touchdowns,
one on a 53 yard run, and pas-
sed for another. He ran around
ends for the game deciding two
points conversion, and on de-
fense, knocked down BC's at-

tempted two-point conversion,
and intercepted two passes at

Editors Evaluate

Top 20 Grid Tilts
Art Editor Frank Connolly

and Aaaociate Editor Tom Gold-
schmidt begin this week to pick

the unnnera of the top 20 foot-

ball games around the country,

excluding the Villanova game.
The home team is listed on the

right. The teams picked to toin

are printed in capital letters.

Army—NOTBE DAME
Pittsbursli—MICHIOAN STATE
NAVY—MichlgM
OHIO 8TATE—lUlnols
BajrlorwDUKE
TENNESSEE--«eorfi« Tech
AUBURN—Kmtucky
So. Cttrolliui—No. CAROLINA
Tens—OKLAHOMA
Oreffoiv—SOUTHERN CAUF.
IOWA—IndlaiM
Dftrtmouth—BROWN
PRINCETON—Penn
Cornell—SYRACUSE
CIJEMSON—VanderbUt
Purdue—WINOON8IN
So. METHODIST—MlMOttri
TEXAS CHRISTIAN—

Texas Teoh
TeXM A M M—MARYLAND
MISSISSIPPI—Tttbuie

key points in the game.
Playing without the servicea

of three starters, the win by the
short handed Cats made them
2-1 on the year. On the other
hand, the defeat was the second
of the year for BC, who last

week lost 24-14 to powerful
Syracuse, after opening the sea-
son with a 48-8 romp of Scran-
ton.

Penalty Harts
Boston College scored the

lone TD of the first quarter on
a 64 yard drive that was aided
by a VU pass interference pen-
alty which gave the home team
the ball on the one. Jim Con-
clough carried it over for the
Eagles, but the conversion at-

tempt failed.

Don Allard, the ace-New
England quarterback, a hero of
the last two of the three
straight BC victories over the
Wildcats, watched the game
with a cast on his injured knee.

Bill Brown, Allard's sub who
himself went into the game the
15th leading passer in the coun-
try, found it difficult to pene-
trate the Cats strenghtened
pass defense. He completed only
6 of 23 attempts, and had four
passes intercepted.

Graz grabbed one of these in

the second period and returned
it to the BC twenty-three. A 15
yard penalty slowed the Cats*

scoring movement, but a pass
to Gene O'Pella at the 10, and
the big fellow's rugged 9 yard
run with the grab set up the
single yard sneak by Graz for

the score.

Never Lost Lead
Larry Sopko, a sophomore

guard, kicked the point, making
it 7-6. Having now secured the

lead, the Cats did not give it up
the rest of the way.
Gene Paja, senior fullback

who took over when Billy Pacz-

koskie was shaken up, intercept-

ed a third period BC pass and
returned it 31 yards to the Vill-

anova 39.

Here, workhorse Dave Intra-
bartolo, who gained 98 yards in
21 carries, broke away for 14
yards, and three plays later,

Graz and speedy John Daniels
combined for a 44 yard touch-
down pass play. Graz went
around end for two points and
the Cats led 15-6.

Long Keep Play
BC made it 15-13 on a fourth

period TD drive, but three plays
after the kickoff, Graz faked,
rolled out and ran 53 yards for

a touchdown without an Eagle
laying a hand on him. :'

Another BC score made it

21-19, but Graz broke up the
pass for conversion, and that

was the end of the scoring.

The press chose Graz and O'

Pella the outstanding back and
lineman of the game respective-

ly.

Also outstanding in the team's
first road victory since it beat
Boston University two years
•ago were Intrabartolo, Daniels,
Paja, the out-weighed Villanova
line and, really, the whole ball

club.

Baskefball Managers
Any sophomores or fresh-

men interested in beooming
basketball managers shoold

contact Charley Farnam in

the locker room of the field

house or Vince Bifferato in

289 SulUvan.

Current Grid Statistics
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Football Game, Open House

bf Parents' Day
This Saturday is Parents'

Day, offering the parents of

Villanova students a double at-

traction—open house on cam-
pus and the football game with
Wake Forest.

The day is being sponsored
jointly by the University Stu-
dent Council and the Athletic
Department.

' In addition to the game Sat-
urday afternoon, the activities

for the day include open house
on campus beginning at 10:30
A.M., and a concert by the Uni-
versity Band in front of Dough-
erty Hall at 11:30 A.M.
To be of service to those who

may care to eat on campus, both
the Dougherty Hall cafeteria

and the C&F snack bar will be
open.'^;:;;:/.••r• /-.•':

,;^; •

The game half-time activities

will include an address by the
Rev. James A. D o n n e 1 1 o n,

O.S.A., President of the Univer-
sity, and an address by Robert
Murphy, President of the Stu-
dent Body.

Following the addresses of
welcome, the Villanova March-
ing Band and the N.R.O.T.C.
Drill Team will present a spec-
ial half-time show honoring the
parents.

Francis X. Reagan, athletic

director and head football coach,

hopes to have the fathers of the
players wearing their sons'

numbers seated on the field di-

rectly behind the bench.
• Since this is the first Parents'

Day at Villanova, the scope of
activities for future Parents'

Day will be determined by the

success of this year's day.

Junior Class President

Lists Committee Heads
Sheldon Pollock, junior class

president, announced the chair-

men for several of the major

Law School

WiU Choose

*Moot* Team
The Villanova Law School's

national moot court team will

be selected tomorrow night in

the court room at Garey Hall at

8:30 in the final round of a

series of moot court arguments.
A team of sophomore stu-

dents will face seniors Edward
J. Carney, Leon A. Mankowski
and Gerald Stockman in a hypo-
thetical case involving the

United States government
versus a corporation which
broke a federal statute.

The sophomore team will be

made up of the winners of Mon-
day's initial round in the com-
petition. The two teams that

night were Willian B. Colsey III,

John J. Guilfoyle, Edward J.

O'Malley and Patrick M. Ryan
vs. Henry C. Lucas, David H.

Moscowitz, Peter G. Nyhart and
Robert G. Sur.

The best advocates deter-

mined tomorrow night will

represent the law school in the

regional interschool arguments
in Philadelphia in November.

Should they win there, the

Villanova team will go into the

national rounds in New York,

Admiring a plaque given to the Father Lu Iwig, O.S.A., Council for enrolling the most new
members in the Knights of Columbus insurance p!an, are (left to right) Buddy Carlin, deputy Grand
Knight of the Villanova Council; Frank Haas, who was instrumental in starting a council here;
Dr. Eugene Powers, Grand Knight; and Sherrif Lennox of Philadelrhia. They met at the Knights*
Communion Breakfast last Sunday.

A Cornell University profes-

sor tells a story aimed at en-

couraging writers who have

trouble getting their material

published.

Professor Morris Bishop says

two works by Petel- van Dugre-

Rebel Theme
Planned For

Soph Dance
Bob Queen and Mike Kuckel-

man, co-chairmen of the Sopho-
more Cotillion, have announced
that the theme of the dance,

which will highlight the sopho-

more social season, will be "A
Southern Plantation."

The decorations under the

supervision of Roger Allen, Bob
Bohn, and Andy Stenicky, call

for converting the Field House
into a replica of a southern

plantation.

Friday, October 24, has been

set as the date for the dance,

which will run from 9 'til 1 p.m.

Howard Lanin and his society

dance band will be featured with

the Villanovans playing the in-

termissions.

The charge for admission will

be $3 per couple. Free refresh-

ments will be served during the

evening. Dress is informal.

Remaining chairmen for the

event include : Joan Flood, Mary
Chapman, and Eileen Greyson,

programs; Paul O'Rouke and
Tom Chambers, Refreshments;

Dave Benon, tickets; Dan Walsh
and Bob Brogan, band; and
Bob Scalia and Tom Donohue,

publicity.

Retreat System Revamp
Allows Them on Weekends

Venezuelan Here
On Scholarship

Francisco Pacheco, a senior

in business administration, and
native of Venezuela, is attend-

ing school this year under the

scholarship program of the

Creole Foundation.

He is one of 64 Venezuelan

students sponsored at U.S. col-

leges by either the Creole Foun-
fln, a Swiss-French poet of the

15th century, were published for « , « ,

the first time recenUy as part dation or the Creole Petroleum

of a student'! theal*, I
Corporation.

Rev. Norbert Whitley, O.S.A.,

University Chaplain, has issued

a statement of clarification of
the regulations concerning the
annual retreat for seniors and
juniors.

The new policy was originally

announced at the time of regis-

tration, but some confusion still

exists in students' minds.
"The basic rule calls for all

seniors and juniors to make the
retreat at Villanova at the close

of the first semester, that is,

from Sunday, January 25 to

Wednesday, January, 28," said

Father Whitley. '/> ^n;'

"However, those who wish
may substitute a weekend re-

treat at any approved Laymen's
Retreat House, but certain con-

ditions must be fulfilled before-

hand," said Father Whitley.
The conditions are:

(1) The retreat must be made
some weekend prior to the
regular retreat, that is, not later

than the weekend of January

Biology Seminar
Starts Thursday
The Villanova Department of

Biology will attend a National
Science Foundation seminar on
Thursday at the University of
Pennsylvania. The seminar will

be held in room 10 of the zoo-

logical laboratory building at

4:00 p.m.

Guest speaker will be Profes-

sor Tadao Todo of the faculty of

Medicine at Kyushu University,

Japan. The subject of his lec-

ture will be "The Electromi-

croscopy of Ultrathin Sections

of Mycrobacteria."

All interested biology^students
are urged to attend.

16 to 18.

(2) Notice must be given to

the Chaplain's Ofiice of the earl-

ier retreat. The C h a p 1 a i n's

Office of the

Office will then write to the

retreat house to get official con-

firmation of the fact.

Those who plan to make the

retreat over a weekend prior to

the regularly - scheduled one
have been advised by Father
Whitley to make arrangements
early.

Anyone wishing a list of the

Laymen's Retreat Houses can
obtain one at the Chaplain's

Office. This list is not exclusive,

however, and any approved re-

treat house may be used, yhe
usual donation is $15 for the

weekend.

Sophomores and freslimen will

make their retreat in second

semester.

Pre-Law Society
Meets on Thursday
The Pre-Law Society will

meet on Thursday at 10 :30 a.m.

in room 201 Commerce and Fi-

nance Building.

Procedure necessary for en-

trance to Law School will be

discussed by Richard Ruane,
moderator of the Pre-Law So-

ciety.

New members are invited to

attend.

Alumni Club Meeting
The Diamond State Club, Vil-

lanova's Alumni society in Mary-
land, held a meeting last Thurs-
day night in Baltimore. Art

Donavan, defensive tackle for

the Baltimore Colts, was guest

speaker.

functions of the class at the

first class Steering Committee
meeting last week.

The 93-man committee—larg-

est in the history of Villanova

—heard Pollack make the fol-

lowing appointments:

(1) John Driscoll, Industrial

Administration major and Ray
Rafferty, Liberal Arts, co-chair-

men of the dinner dance, to be

held May 2.

(2) Dan Spada, Marketing,

and Maucher, Electrical Engine-

ering, co-chairmen of the prom,

to be held May 1.

Mother's Day Heads
(3) Bill Galm, Mechanical

Engineering, and John Wallin,

Marketing, co-chairmen of

Mother's Day, to be held April

27.

. (4) Class vice-president Ron
Dobies, chairman of the Charity

Ball and Orphan's Outing.

The Ball is listed for Dec. 5;

the outing, originally scheduled

for Dec. 13 and 15, is still tenta-

tive due to a mix-up concern-

ing that date.

Pollock also announced that

Con O'Donnell, political science

major, was in charge of the

class float in Saturday's Home-
coming parade.

More Appointments
Several committees to handle

class affaira were also announc-
ed by the president.

Among them are a general

entertainment committee to

handle all music for class func-

tions, a publicity committee and
a ticket conmiittee.

Vic Manfredi, Pre-Law, and
Carlo Lavechio, Arts, will

chairman the first committee,

while the chairmanships of the

other two will vary with each
event.

Francis Boes will act as pub-
lic relations director for the

class.

No Junior Week Head
Pollock told the gathering

that there would be no over-all

chairman of Junior Week this

year
would
the different functions."

Ring committee chairman
John Mulcahy, appointed by
Pollock last year, announced
that juniors could order their

rings on Nov. 20, 21 and 25. He
announced that there would be
no second fitting of rings this

year as in the past. > ;; ;,:

The steering committee unan-
imously selected the Broadwood
Hotel as the site of the dinner
dance.

"because I feel that it

create confusion as to

Rosemont Junior

In Masque Lead
Margie Brown, Rosemont jun-

ior, will replace Barbara Ann
Chambers of Immaculata as An-
dromache, female lead in "Tiger

at the Gates," the current Belle

Masque production now being

readied for presentation.

Also announced was that Jim
Lynch would switch from the

role of Busirus to Abneos, John
McGarry once again taking the

role of Busirus.

Belle Masque's impressive

publicity display, the large

growling tiger now in front of

Dougherty Hall, was construct-

ed by the stage crew to bring

attention to the play, which will

run from Wednesday, November
5 througlv Sunday, November 9.

Director Richard Duprey, Di-

rector of the Theater Arts Grad-

uate has expressed satisfaction

with progress so far.
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Placement Director Moritz
Warns Seniors to Prepare
John A. Moritz, university

placement director, told the sen-

iors last week that they "should

begin preparations for job inter-

views at once."

The director said at a class

meeting that there is a library

of information in the placement
office, and that other material

has been put in the library's

reading room by Ed Zeaser,

chairman of the placement com-
mittee.

He advised the seniors to ob-

tain forms as soon as possible.

When filled out, the forms will

contain all pertinent facts, to-

gether with pictures and three

recommendations from faculty

members.
After the student checks over

the list of 140 corporations who
will visit the campus next

spring, and decides the firms in

which he is interested, Moritz

will send a copy of his form to

each of them.
A week before each firm is to

come here, those who originally

signed up for that firm will go
to the placement office to ob-

tain a time for an interview.

On December 7, the placement
office will hold its annual Career
Forum. Starting at 10 a.m.,

three speakers will talk on the

preparations for an interview,

what the student should expect

from the recruiter, and what the

recruiter expects from the stu-

dent.

Reading Program
Now Available
A six-week Reading Improve-

ment Course is now being given

by the English Department.

The course is considered to be

highly beneficial to anyone in-

terested in improving their read-

ing habits.

The course will be repeated

during December and January.

Anyone interested in enrolling

for the course can apply at the

Guidance Office, room 51, Men-
del Hall between 9 a.m. and
noon, and 1 and 5 p.m.

All books and materials are

included in the fee of $25. All

students are eligible to apply

for the course.

LKD Initiatm Planned

John A. Moritz, Villanovans Placement Director, warns the

seniors at a class meeting last week to start thinking of their

post-college plans. ^^

Smoker, Athletic Program
Planned by Campus K of C

said, and initiation proceedings

will follow.

The other officers of the

council were introduced at the

meeting. They are:

Irvin Keller, junior Arts,

Chancellor; Matt Brennan, sen-

ior lA, Warden; John Castanzo,

senior C and F, Fred Wiele, jun-

ior Engineering, and John Dris-

coll, junior C and F, trustees,

and Herb Lettau, Inside Guard.

Other Officers

Three faculty members hold

other positions in the coimcil.

They are The Rev. Norbert

Whitley, O.S.A., University

Chaplain, also council Chaplin;

Dr. Robert O'Shea, Philosophy

department. Treasurer, and

John Mattesich, Economics de-

partment, Financial Secretary.

Other officers are Joseph Sut-

ton, senior Arts major, Record-

ing Secretary, and Tom Moak-
ley, junior Arts, committee

chairman.

The Father Ludwig, O.S.A.,

Council, Villanova chapter of

the Knights of Columbus, will

hold an on campus smoker soon,

it was announced recently by
Grand Knight Dr. Eugene Pow-
ers.

Powers, dean of the night

school, said the smoker will help

to bring together council mem-
bers on campus and serve as

an introduction for applicants

to council activities.

The dean also announced the

formation of a recreation pro-

gram for council members in-

cluding athletic participation in

the three major sports.

At a meeting of an estimated

75 council members in Vasey
Hall auditorium two weeks ago,

it was established that the cam-

pus K of C members would

form athletic groups apart from

the intramural leagues.

Initiation Soon
A call for new members will

be issued soon. Deputy Grand
Knight Larry Carlin, senior In-

dustrial Administration major.

Three candidates for membership In Lambda Kapp* Delta,

the pre-med fraternity, exhibit the hula hoops they have to use

In their Initiation. From left to right, they are deorge Hurley,

Sam Sarbello and George Wernert—or as they are known around

the frat, rurity, body and flavor.

McKennato Speak

To Literary Club

On Fitzgerald

The Literary Club will hold

a seminar discussion of a paper

on F. Scott Fitzgerald prepared

by vice-president Tom McKenna
at its next meeting on Oct. 23,

president Jack Curtin announced

last week.
The paper, titled "Mrs. Parker

Comes At Noon," deals with the

autobiographical elements in the

author's writings.

The first meeting, attended by

what the president called the

"nucleus of the organization,"

saw the club arrive at several

decisions, such as the running

of a literary contest said the in-

auguration o fa policy of con-

centrating on modem authors.

Details of these and other

plans will be announced within

the next week.
Curtin also pointed out that,

unlike the past two years, the

club will be open to the mem-
bers of all divisions/ and not

restricted to English majors.

Lambda Kappa Delta, the

campus pre-med fraternity, held

initiations of new members last

week.
Adopting a new policy of

combined reception and orienta-

tion, incoming freshmen met
with the chairman of the Bi-

ology department. Dr. John H.

McClain.
Announced as officers for

1958-50 were: senior James J.

Rocco, president; junior David

Brian, vice-president; ^wpho-

more Dominic Diorio, secretary;

sophomore Robert Steeb, trea-

surer; and junior Irving Keller,

Student Council representative.

{By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boyz! "and,

"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.'*)

SAIL ON, SAIL om
I suppose October 12 is just another day to you. You get up in

the ordinary way and do all the ordinary things you ordinarily

do. You have your breakfast, you walk your ocelot, you go to

classes, you write home for money, you burn the dean in effigy,

you watch Disneyland, and you go to bed. And do you give one

little thought to the fact that October 12 is Columbus Day?
No, you do not.

Nobody thinks about Columbus these days. Let us, there-

fore, pause for a moment and retell his ever-glorious, endlessly

.stirring saga.

id/^'**.

efe€

Christopher Columbus was born in Genoa on August 25, 1451.

His father, Ralph T. Columbus, was in the three-minute auto

wash game. His mother, Eleanor (Swifty) Columbus, was a

sprinter. Christopher was an only child, except for his four

brothers and eight sisters. With his father busy all day at the

auto wash and his mother constantly away at track meets,

young Columbus was left pretty much to his own devices.

However, the lad did not sulk or brood. He was an avid reader

and spent all his waking hours innnersed in a book. Unfor-

tunately, there was only one book in Genoa at the time—
Care of the Horee by Aristotle—and after several years of reading

Care of the Horee, Columbus grew restless. So when rumor

reached him that there was another book in Barcelona, off he

ran as fast as his fat little legs would carry him.

The rumor, alas, proved false. The only book in Barcelona

was Cuidar un CabaUo by Aristotle, which proved to be nothing

more than a Spanish translation of Care of the Horse.

Bitterly disappointed, Columbus began to dream of going to

India where, according to legend, there were thousands of books.

But the only way to go to India was on horseback, and after so

many years of reading Care of the Horse, Columbus never wanted

to clap eyes on a horse again. Then a new thought struck him

:

perhaps it was possible to get to India by sea!

Fired with his revolutionary new idea, Columbus raced to

the court of Ferdinand and Isabella on his little fat legs (Co-

lumbus was plagued with little fat legs all his life) and pleaded

his case with such fervor that the rulers were persuaded.

On October 12, 1492, Columbus set foot on the New World.

The following year he returned to Spain with a cargo of wonders

never before seen in Europe—spices and metals and plants and
flowers and—most wondrous of all—tobacco! Oh, what a sensa-

tion tobacco caused in Europe ! The filter had long since been

invented (by Aristotle, curiously enough) but nobody knew
what to do with it. Now Columbus, the Great Discoverer, made
still another great discovery: he took a filter, put tobacco in

front of it, and invented the world's first filter cigarette

!

Through the centuries filters have been steadily improved
and so has tobacco, until today we have achieved the ultimate

in the filter cigarette— Mariboro, of course! Oh, what a piece

of work is Marlboro ! Great tobacco, great filter, great smoke

!

And so, good friends, when next you enjoy a fine Marlboro
Cigarette, give a thought to the plucky Genoese, Christopher

Columbus, whose vision and perseverance made the whole lovely

thing possible.

O IWM Mu SbuloiMi

Arul thank Columbue too for Philip Morria Cigarette; for

thoee who want the beet in nan-filter amoking. Philip Morria
Joina Marlboro in bringing you theae columru throughout
the eehool year.
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SUPREME COURT HONEStV
Two Supreme Court decisions on racial discrim-

ination earned front page headimes the other day.

Arkansas' favorite son, Governor Orval A,
Faubus lost another chance to further stall intergra-

tion in Little Rock High School when the Supreme
Court refused to review an injunction against use of
troops in the integration fight.

rhe ruling continues the order issued last year
which halted i^'aubus' use of National Guardsmen to

deprive Negro children the right to attend school.

Another important decision of the high court
involved the Philadelphia Girard Collage case. The
Supreme Court for the second time refused to listen

to new argument on the order to ban admission to

tWiP Negro boys wishing to enter the college.

This ruling meant that the court was upholding
the decision of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
which established that it was legal for the private

directors of the college to carry out normal school

operations.

In the latter order, then the Supreme Court act-

ed to prevent integration while they continued to

outlaw illegal means of enforcing segration in the
Faubus appeal.

The decisions proved for those who have doubt-
ed the honesty of the court that cases are being tried

on legal merits. Court decisions are not being render-

ed on the basis of pre-judged "feelings" of the mem-
bers, as some have charged.

in the past few years the court has declined a
great deal in popularity. Various attempts have been
made to limit the power of the court

The courage and honest convictions of the nine

men in black must accept the challenge to preserve

the rights of all men and the Constitution that guar-
antees those rights.

FREE STUDY AVAILABLE
Seniors interested in continuing their education

via the scholarship method are urged to look at the
inside news pages of the VILLANOVAN this week.

We have printed stories almost inviting eligible

students to apply for Fulbright and Marshall schol-
arships.

Each year hundreds of opportunities for
further study go begging because students simply
don't apply. Here are chances for some to study with
others footing the bills.

THE POPE OF PEACE IN AN ERA OF WAR
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X A Saint
(Continued from Page 1)

more than had been created by any other Pope in
the long history of the Church.

The priests, teachers and students of Villanova
University mourn—in union with Catholics and
non-Catholfcs alike throughout the world—^the

passing of the greatest representative the Catholic
Church could have had in the ever-changing world
of today.

But the Church merely lost a man; God has
gained a saint.
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Letters

To The Editor
To The Editor:

During the past few weekends
those attending the Villanova
home games and parking in the
University parking lots have
been charged fees by an organ-
ization that is obviously oper-
ating under a concession grant-
ed by the school administration.
While there is nothing wrong
in this procedure I don't think
that it is the best possible means
of gaining the additional reve-
nue.

If the parking operations were
handled by a group of students
either under the supervision of
the school or student council
there would be a larger margin
of profit than under this pres-
ent system. There are many
uses to which this excess money
could be put. Since Villanova
is not fortunate enough to have
a large endowment fund it

hasn't been possible for them
to offer a large amount of schol-

arships in the past.

The establishment of a Stu-
dent Aid Fund with the profits

from the parking lots in order
to aid qualified students would
seem to alleviate this situation
to some extent.

J. A. Corcoran

4

FormerVillanovan Mourned
A) letter from a secretary to the late Pope Pius XII

has been received by John C. Kelly of Scarsdale, N. Y.,
expressing the Holy Father's regret at the death of Kelly's
son, Edward, a former Villanova student.

Edward Michael Kelly, known as Mike on campus
was a senior planning to attend summer school and grad-
uate in August, when he died of leukemia last July in New

Rochelle Hospital. He entered Villanova in 1954 after
paduating from Cardinal Farley Military Academy. While
here he was active in Turf and Tinsel, intramurals and the
Marketing Club.

Kelly's father is a prominent New York advertising
executive and a member of Villanova's Board of Trustees.
He numbers among his close friends the Very Rev. James
A. Donnellon, O.S.A., University president.

Father Donnellon celebrated Mike's Solemn High
Requiem Mass in St. Pius X Church, Scarsdale. Assisting
at the Mass were Rev. Daniel Falvey, O.S.A. Villanova
librarian, and Rev. George McLaughlin, Dean of men,
O.S.A. His Eminence, Francis Cardinal Spelhnan presided.

SIGKETERIA 01 STATO

Dl SUA SANTITA Vatican City, July 51, 1958

Letters Welcomed
The editor^ of the VILLA-

NOVAN, welcome letters on
current topics expressing stu-

dent views. All letters must be
signed, but names may be

withheld at the request of the

sender. All printed letters are

subject to editing for space.

VILLANOVAN corre-
spondence may be deposited in

box 139 in the mail room in

Mendel Hall.

Dear llr. Kelly, * .

•<

The Holy Father has given me the revered charge of

sending you this acknowledgaent for your letter of July 9th,

whereby you informed Him of the death of your aon Sdward

Hichaal.

Hia Holineaa bida • extend to you and to your wife

and family the expreaaion of Hia paternal oondolence, and,

with the renewed aaauranca of Hit prayera, He lovingly

Imparta Hia paternal Apoatolic Blesaing to you and to all

your dear onea as a pledge of heavenly eonaolation and comfort

in your bereavement.

.7ith the renewed asauranee of ay high eateem and

cordial regard, I renain.

Yours sincerely' In Chriat,

Bishop Peter Canlsius Van Lierde O.S.A., Papal Sacristan who has
charge of preparations for the cornation of the next Pope, visited Villa"

nova in September, 1957. Here the Bishop dedicates the cornerstone ot

Sfaeelian Hall while the Very Rev. Henry E. Greenlee, chairman of the

Board of Trustees, the Very Rev. James A. Donnellon, University Presi-'

dent, and student representative Roliert E. Mulcahy, HI, look on.

The late Pope Pins XH and Father Donnellon confer here during

the University President's visit to Rome in 1957. Father Donnellon and
the Rev. John J. McShea, O.S.A., of the English department, toured

Europe in celebration of their 25tih anniversary in the priesthood. The
priests were granted a special audience with the Pope.

Augustinian At

Pope*s Bedside
Bishop Peter Canisius Van Lierde,

a member of the Order of St.

Augustine, was at the side of Pope
Pius XII right up to the late Pontiff's

death, and he said the first Requiem
Mass for the Holy Father.

The Bishop, a visitor to Villanova

last year, holds the positions of Vc-

ar General of Vatican City, Assist-

ant at the Papal Throne and Papal
Sacristan.

The position of Papal Sacristan

has been held by an Augustinian for

more than 700 years, a privilege ex-

tended by the Holy Father for dis-

tinguished work. Bishop Van Lierde
took office five years ago, and will

serve until his death.

Bishop Van Lierde, the highest ec-

clesiastic figure in Vatican City's

government, has charge of all litur-

gical ceremonies held at the Vatican
including the impending coronation

of a new Pope.
He is also protector of the rehcs

of the saints and the treasury of

Sacred Vessels and Vestm*»nts. a col-

lection whose value has defied esti-

mation.
His Excellancy, a native of the

Netherlands, was raised to Knicrht-

hood by Queen Juliana of that nation.

Solemn Ceremonies Surround

Selection of Next Pontiff

Ur. John C. K«ll7

24*7 Park Av«nu«

W>w York 17. H.T.

A curious collection of man-made
things is involved in the selection of
a new "Holy Father" for the Roman
CathoHc Church.
A small black stovepipe . . . bricks

and boards . . . slips of white paper
. . . and wads of wet straw.
Man-made things, all . . . but each

with a special significance in one of
religion's most important ceremonies

:

The solemn election of a new Pope.
Only bare necessities are taken

into the resplendent Sistine Chapel
inside the Apostolic Palace. But the
55 Cardinals who gather there repre-
sent the Church hierarchy.

Smoke Signals
By ages-old tradition, the progress

of the balloting of the Sacred Col-

lege of Cardinals will be announced
to the world in thin wisps of smoke
from a small black stovepipe pro-
truding from the roof of the Sistine
Chapel.

If the smoke that curls up period-

ically is black, it will mean that none
of the Cardinals has received the re-

quired two-thirds, plus one, vote

—

and another ballot must be taken.

A puff of white smoke will inform
the world that the Sacred College
has elected a new supreme sovereign
to guide the lives of Catholics every-
where.
The smoke is produced by burning

wet straw with paper ballots that
have been cast or burning the bal-

lots alone. Wet straw is dropped into

a small stove inside the chapel to
produce the black smoke that means
no Pontiff has been chosen. White
s m k e—signifying an election

—

comes from burning the paper alone.

Time Limit
The Apostolic Constitution pro-

vides that the selection of the Holy
Father shall be a highly secret affair.

And it must be done within 18 days

after the death of a Pope. Fifteen
days, plus an optional three days,
are permitted for the arrival in Rome
of Cardinals not present at the time
of the Pope's death.

Just prior to the convening of the
conclave, the cardinals gather in St.

Peter's Basilica and attend the Mass
of the Holy Gospel.

Then, in solemn procession, they
enter the outside conclave of the
Apostolic Palace and retire to their
assigned rooms. The following morn-
ing they enter the ancient Sistine
Chapel, which then is sealed off from
the outside conclave.
The Cardinals will be sealed in the

chapel with bricks and boards. There
are small iron beds, kneeling stools

and simple chairs in a few rooms of
the walled-off area. .,.;-,

Solemn Oath '

"

Mass is celebrated and the Cardin-
als repeat the "Veni Creater Spirit-

us." They renew a solemn oath to
elect as Pope the Cardinal whom they
deem to be most worthy, and to
guard the secrecy of the conclave.
Three Cardinals are appointed to

supervise the counting. Each Cardin-
al is given a ballot.

Their ballots filled in, the Cardin-
als one by one walk to .the altar on
which a large golden chalice has been
placed.

Holding his ballot high, between
thumb and forefinger, each kneels
before the altar in prayer. He then
rises and pronounces the following
oath in Latin:

Christ Is Witness
"I call as witness Christ the Lord,

who will one day judge me, that I

select him whom, according to God.
I deem most worthy to be elected."

After one of the 55 Cardinals has
won by the necessary two-thirds
margin of votes, his fellow church-

men will gather around and the dean
of the Cardinal-Deacons will ask in

Latin

:

"Do you accept your election to

Supreme Pontiff, which has just been
Canonically concluded?"
A single word then from the lips

of the chosen one . . . "Accepto (Lat-
in for 'I accept')

."

PRAY FOR • • •

THE POPE OF PEACE

Noon Mass for Pius

During Mourning
The noon-day Mass celebrated

daily in the University Chai)el, is

being offered for His Holiness Pope
Pius XII during the nine day official

mourning.
The Office for the Dead was re-

cited in St. Mary's Hall last Thurs-
day evening by the Professed Clerics.

They attended a Solemn Requiem
Mass for His Holiness on the follow-
ing morning.
On Sunday evening, the Fathers

of the Monastery recited the Office
of the Dead and on Monday morning
the Administration and members of
the student body attended a Solemn
Requiem Mass with Absolution.

In lieu of the usual night prayers
said in the Chapel and attended by
the resident students, it is planned
that Holy Mass will be said for the
repose of the soul of the deceased
Pontiff on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday evenings.

Ministers at Monday's Mass were:
the Very Rev. Henry E. Greenlee,
O.S.A., Provincial of the Eastern Au-
gustinian Province, Celebrant; The
Very Rev. James M. Hurley, O.S.A.,
Prior to the VJManova Monastery,
Deacon; the Rev. Charles F. Kropp,
O.S.A., Sub-prior of the Villanova
Monastery, Sub Deacon; and the
Rev. Norbert W. Whitley, O.S.A.,
University Chaplain, Master of Cere-
monies.

Professed Clerics of St. Biary's
Hall acted as minor ministfoiand
sang in the chior.

f'
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PUBIicly Speaking

Midwinter's Summer Dreams
By BILL CHRISTY
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CHRISTY

The twilight shadows are gathering earlier

every day and the campus green is giving every

indication that the summer is over—except in

the Pie Shoppe. Despite the passing of the

World Series and the return of the head cold

commercials on television, summer lives in the

world of monogrammed sugar and plastic spoons
—^at least in conversation.

Most of the "war stories" of summer va-

cations seem to get more preposterous every

year, but many remain the same. The men that

joined the Navy stoutly maintain that they did get to see the

world. Of course, in some cases the world consists of a small

oil port in Texas, but at least it's travel. The Philadelphia

draft-dodgers are still expounding the delights of Ocean City

and Wildwood.
A new vacation spot became popular this year. It's a quiet,

scenic town in Virginia, where quite a few Villanovans spent a
leisurely six weeks. I understand it's a Spanish-type town

\ complete with siestas and a facinating night life. It has a

: Spanish-sounding name too—Quantico.

Arts Men Fend for Themselves
The best talei^ of adventure stem from the students' varied

summer employment. Of course, most of Villanova's engineers

were snapped up on the day of final exams to work their seven

hour week at four figure salaries, so little has been heard from
that quarter. The Commerce and Finance majors spent their time

in the cold cruel business world amassing vast hoards of money,

80 it's up to the less specialized Arts men to provide the tales of

colorful experience. ^.'{',: -''''
:::C:--.i,

; . Two that we know were able to land very lucrative jobs

as camp counselors in Vermont. Both returned with beautiful

mocassins, eighteen lanyards each, and many money pouches.

They are now trying to convince Mainline shopkeepers that

wampum is money.
The government took on quite a few of our boys as postmen

'this summer and according to one of them it's the easiest job

he ever had. In the morning they give you a bag of letters

and all you have to do is put new stamps on them and deposit

five letters in each mailbox you see as you tour the city.

Small Fella Finds His Niche
One of the smaller members of the literary fraternity took

employment with a local department store. His education in

liberal fields prepared him for an integral role in the shoe depart-

ment. Besides, he was the only applicant small enough to fit in

the spaces they use for the shoe boxes.;; .

Some of the summer jobs led to unusual Fall occurrences.

The members of one day-hop car pool are complaining that their

driver, who drove a cab all summer, won't move his car unless,

they bring along an alarm clock that ticks like a meter.

,« '^ -v. ^V Journeys In Journalism

An English major, of a journalistic bent, spent the summer
lauding the talents of a local football team for the West Chester

Daily Local News. He still hasn't recovered from the shock of

having to write up the West Chester-Villanova game for the

VILLANOVAN. „
.

:
:['::'/- ^:-%-'

There are a lot more of these tales. Spend some time in the

Pie Shoppe and you're sure to hear some good ones. Speaking

of good ones, did I tell you what I did this summer? I got this

job as a . .

.

Shows of Strange World
Promise Broadway Success
By LARRY O'ROURKE
A bit of mild but old fashion-

ed lampoonery appeared on the
Broadway stage Monday, as

veteran comedy writer Howard
Teichmann's 'The Girls in 509"

made its New York bow.
The rapid moving show, fea-

turing a unique setting, and oc-

casional satirically funny lines,

just finished a two week stand
at the Walnut St. Theatre in

Philadelphia.

Making good use of the dig-

nity of Peggy Wood and the im-

pishness of.Imogene Coca, the

show lampoons politics, especial-

ly Republican, politicians of

of both parties, newspaper
technique's, and social workers.

.Dirty College Gang!
The story deals with a mid-

dle age spinster and her neice

who go into exile for 25 years

in a New York Hotel after the

Democratic victory in 1932. The
girls flee the "New Deal," they

say, because they fear their

thousands of shares of General
Motors stock, patents on cello-

phane and nylon and large bank
accounts, will be useless when
the "college professors" of

Franklin Delano Roosevelt take

over the nation's economy.
The girls hide-a-way is dis-

covered by a reporter for a New
York tabloid. His story interests

a worthless mid-west journalism
professor who sets out to get
the "scoop" for the New York
Times. His misadventures with
Miss Coca provide the setting

for the fliopant dialogue.

Fhllly Cracks Again
The play might not be ac-

cepted by New York critics who

IMOGENE AND FRIEND
(Se9 O'Rourke)

• •*»•••••••••

Hot Tip On Attire iMfoni

AYoung Country Squire
By GLEN PLAID

There I was casually strolling across Campus, minding my
own business and wondering where my next Martini was coming

from, when out of my right orb I perceived a furtive looking

character following me. I immediately knew .who it was. I

slowly retreated as this extremely short person with all the

press stickers glued on his clothes menacingly approached. It

was that nitwit who writes the "Little Guy" column for the

Villanovan, He carefully reached out and fingered the narrow

lapel of my exquisitely tailored Hopsack Tweed sportcoat, with

the slanted pockets and tapered sleeves. I told him to take his

grimy mits from the fine textured material, and his eyes turned

sick and glassy as he fell to his knees pleading for another

touch. It was then that I had my chance.

I hastily dragged this miserable sobbing individual to a

standing position. We agreed that if I was given column space

in the Villanovan I would condescend, and let him touch my
elegant attire. I waited until admiration of it was not enough

and when he needed a touch ... to shorten a long story, I

bribed the "Little Guy".
Finally, I have arrived. En Esquire, your utterly modish

fashion expert. In the coming issues, I shall guide you along the

road to good grooming in the heckling and haughty manner that

is customarily my advice and you will become the well dressed

gentleman, or at least a sophisticated delinquent.

In order not to burden your adolescent minds on first acqaint-

ance, I shall deliver my introductory discourse on the- subject of

collar buttons.

At all expense, avoid purchasing what I consider a hairy

collar button. Included in this category are square or oblong

collar buttons, colored or glazed collar buttons, and felt or fur

collar buttons. Choose rather, one formed of brass, silver or-

gold, round in form and small in size. Most important, choose one

that will fit the collar hole. I leave you now to mull over an

elementary but weighty problem.

FRANCE NUYEN

(See GoUogher)
could object to having their
names carelessly bandered
about the one-set stage.

But for usually somber Phila-

delphia, the show was fairly

well received. Broadway jokes
directed at Republican tradi-

tionalism and conservatism
were appreciated by the audi-

ence.

The lampoonery, so needed,
but yet so little used in this

modern, over-sensitive world,
and the gaiety of the two girls,

more than makesup for the
literary deficiencies in the
script- "The Girls in 509" will

outlast the current theatre sea-

son in New York despite the
critics.

By BILL GALLAGHER

Based on the best-selling nov-

el by Richard Mason, "The
World of Suzie Wong" will be

a best-selling play. One has the

feeling that regardless of cen-

sure by the New York critics,

this Joshua Logan production

will run for many, many
months. Suzie, expertly por-

trayed by France Nuyen, is

quite enchanting, a delicate and
unconventional heroine. Her
world, however, is sordid and de-

viod of subtlety ; Mr. Logan has
aimed low, and hit the target

squarely.

Degraded World

Filled with drunken sailors

"on the town", destructive mon-
soons, filthy shacks that crum-
ble into a pile of nothing, leav-

ing the dead strewn under them,
this world has forced Suzie to

work in a brothel. Here she

meets, and falls in love with, a
struggling young artist who re-

fuses to have anything to do
with her until she stops "work-
ing". The tender scenes evolv-

ing from this conflict of ideas

and the eventual compromises
that ensue, are the finest things
this play has to offer, along
with the performance of Miss
Nuyen and Jo Mielziner's spen-
dororous settings.

Sales Sky High

Having the largest advance
sale of any drama to ever open
on Broadway, "Suzie' will have
no trouble drawing customers.
Pardon the pun, but that's the
trouble with her: she's too com-
mericial.

SUMMER JOBS

I (See Christy)

SUBTLJE SOPHISTICATION

TSeePlokl)

WHO CARES?

(See Kempf)

^Horn Rims^ Harasses

An Anti- Intellectual
By DON KEMPF

As I was walking down to "Old C and F" the other day,

paging through the latest copy of Photoplay magazine, a fellow

with horn-rimmed glasses stopped me and asked a question.

"Who is the Secretary of the Treasury?" he demanded.
"Who cares?" I replied. . -; :; ^

'^

Wliat's A Polltalk?

"Just as I suspected," he shouted, "just like all the rest of the

—You'll pardon the expression
—'Average Americans.' We intel-

lectuals know who the secretary of the Treasury is in these

perilous times. Why, we intellectuals keep well informed on all

the affairs of this Country, State, and even this Municipality."

"Who cares?" I again inquired, still expecting an ahiswer.

"Who cares! Who cares! Do you realize that often public

opinion in a free state in controlled by emotion rather than
reason."

Come The Revolution . . .

At this point I wondered how he wished to have this problem
solved. We could eliminate the free state, I thought. And while
I pondered this—and also the thought of eliminating emotions

—

he continued his lecture.

On and on he went—morality, integration, newspapers, Fau-
bus—all these terms I heard as I continued my thoughts. And
then I began to smile.

"What are you smiling about?" he said in an angry tone.
"You should take time to analyze both domestic and international
affairs. Why, you are supposed to be part of the intelligentia of
public opinion." And then he turned and walked away.—^his horn-
rimmed glasses rather steamed.

A Happy Non-Intellectual

I watched him as he faded into the distance, and I thought
about many things. I thought about the intellectuals; and I was
happy not to be one of them. I thought about why I had smiled.
I didn't know why. But I had smiled, and I was glad that I had,
and somehow it didn't seem to matter why.

I thought about the Secretary of the Treasury—^I still didn't
know who he was. And then I remembered that the horn-rimmed
fellow had never answered my question.

"Who cares?"

File 13

Need Money, Buddy?
By BOB BROTHERS

Some have depth, but;

BROTHERS

It is not so difKcult to meet expenses these

days. In fact, you meet them everywhere. The
best things in life are free, but only scholarship

students get through Villanova that way. The
rest of us have to cash war bonds, get a job,

write home, or depend on the GI bill for income.

Two years ago my parents got a new gar-

bage disposal unit and my summers have been
spent in removing the neighbors' garbage
for a small fee. I was greatly affected by the re-

cession since people were eating everything. The
secret of survival has been the magic word: improvise. Here
are a few tested tips on how to make your money last longer

and go further.

1. Carry around a lot of $2 bills. Sooner or later a cashier
will mistake one for a $5 bill, and you'll be $3 ahead every time
this happens.

2. Date Rosemont girls. They always have cookies and
other goodies in their social rooms. Fill your pockets.

3. Never order soup in the cafeteria. Simply ask Mary for

a cup of hot water for your ulcer. Then pour in bottled ketchup,

stir well—Voila! You have wonderful tomato soup for nothing.

Dried Fish Gives Light

4. After a wedding in the Chapel sweep up rice. Get there

before the birds.

5. Pencils are taboo. There are only two sharpeners on
campus. Pens used to be available at the Post Office but now
if you steal one of those 15-cent ballpoints, you can be fined

$500 and put into the clink for three years. Sorry, can't help

you on this one.

6. Cigarettes are expensive. Smoke a pipe. Fifteen cents

worth of tobacco will last a week. And you will get so frus-

trated trying to keep it lit that you will give up smoking alto-

gether. Extra tip: coeds prefer a man who smokes "Mixture
79". It smells like money.

7. High prices a problem on those weekends in town? Save
money at the theatre with our helpful economy hint: Sneak in.

8. Need a desk lamp? Did you know that a fish called the
eulachon is so oily that, if it is dried and a wick is stuck to it,

it will burn like a candle. You could probably to the same thing
with a whale, but your roommate might complain.

9. You'll need books. Go "halfies" with a night school stu-

dent and share them.

What, Another Richie?

10. If the girl friend back home wants something with a
Villanova monogram, send her lumps of sugar or a couple of
tea bags.

^

11. Large sinks in Mendel Hall labs are perfect for doing
laundry. You can make extra cash by doing it for everyone in

your dorm.
12. Be a WIBG tipster, "Tell the World,''' or guess the identi-

fication of "Mr Happy".
13. If you have drained your parents of resources you might

try other members of the fcimily. . . .

Dear Li'l Brother:
My, you certainly are good with the Hula-Hoop. Sure wish

that I could do as many twirls as you, but I'm getting older. I

have a BIRTHDAY next week. Mother tells me you made a lot

of money selling newspapers during the strike last summer. How
is your electric train ? Don't forget who gave it to you

Incidentally readers, we would cordially welcome your green
stamps, soap coupons, cereal boxtops, popsicle wrappers, Raleigh
coupons and CARE packages.

White Elephant Wanes
As The Donkey Grows Fat

By J. P. KELLEY
Many gridiron classics will be witnessed this fall as in pre-

vious years. The greatest clash of all however, will not be a

football game, but the state-federal election held throughout

most of the country. On election day the people will decide on

the records of their state governments and those of the Con-

gressional and Executive branches in Washington. From all

indications it appears that they will decide in favor of the

Democratic Party, thus electing more Democratic Governors,

Senators, and Congressmen.
The Republican Party is on the defensive nationally. Our

people are very much concerned with these issues of the re-

cession, foreign policy, defense, and corruption.

Let's consider two of these issues.

The Recession
In April, 1957 Vice President Nixon told the U. S. chamber

of Commerce that the American economy had reached a record

high. This prosperity however had a false basis as many of

us now realize who sought employment this past summer. Hence,

because of the recession, the G.O.P. is forced to do without the

prosperity campaign which brought great gains in 1956.

Foreign Policy

In August 1955 John Foster Dulles said that "one of the first

things I did as Secretary of State was to get to the Middle East
... At that time the Suez was a center of controversy and po-

tential strife. Now, as a result of patient effort, in .a spirit of

conciliation^ the problem of the Suez has been successfully re-

solved." ^
(Qontinued on Page 14)

French Students Lack
Breadth in Arts Studies

EDITORS NOTE—rfti» is the

first in a series of three articles

by a Villanova student who has
recently returned from a years

stay in France. The articles

toill treat various phases of

French life, and toill be based

on an insight gained from trav-

eling throughout Europe, and
from studying at the Universi-

ties of Montpellier and Grenoble.

The French universities are

state run and state supported.

The administration concerns it-

self with nothing other than the

quality of the lectures which
are given, and the school au-

thorities do not concern them-
selves in the least with the pri-

vate lives of the students. In

France the student stands alone

against the system.
There is no one appointed to

handle student difficulties, nor
is there anyone to help the for-

eign students choose their cours-

es or aid them in the complex
registration. The school busi-

ness office admits anyone to the

courses who has passed the re-

quired examinations and can
pay the seven dollars registra-

tion fee. There is no tuition.

Study Hall Cafes
It has been estimated that

seventy-five percent of the stu-

dents who enter the Sorbonne,
the University of Paris, fail to

complete their courses. This is

due to the fact that students

cannot find decent places in

which to live so they often have

By JIM GILLESPIE

to study in cafes.

Also the students are not re-

quired to attend class and often

are allowed to purchase a copy
of the notes from the professor.

The few who succeed in passing

the series of examinations in

their field are tq be congratu-
lated for their self-control and
persistance.

I do not consider the French
system of liberal education

equal to its American counter-

part. According to the stand-

ards of Villanova, the Bachelor

of Arts curriculum is designed

to give a broad education in the

Humanities and so equip a stu-

dent that he may appreciate the

fundementals of Western Chris-

tian culture.

On the university level the

French have nothing similar to

our curriculum. When the stu-

dent enters the university he
specializes in one field of the

arts and sciences such as Amer-
ican Literature. The more in-

tensely he studies in this field

the more certificates he receives,

but there is no degree similar

to BA.
Who's Treasurer ?

I found students who were
learned in such fields as Ameri-
can literature, but whose opin-

ions in fields of philosophy, po-

litics, and economics were very
immature.

Of course before entering a
university, the French student

must spend about four or five

years at a lycee, where he re-

ceives a general education in

history, languages, and science.

But I do not feel that the nor-

mal student is mature enough
at the age of seventeen to com-
plete his liberal education as
the French educators do. One

good point of this system, how-
ever, is that students in such
university divisions as engineer-

ing have had at least a decent
background in the liberal sub-
jects.

The school year is divided

into three semesters. The first

semester, called the Vacation
Courses, begins September first.

The entire university does not
open at this time, only the di-

visions which take care of for-

eign students who want to learn

the language and the divisions

which give re-examinations to

students who have failed their

course in the spring.

The winter semester, which
begins the normal school year,

starts November first and ends
February twenty-eighth. The
spring semester begins March
first and ends about June four-

teenth. The students have two
weeks off for Easter and two
weeks off for Christmas.

Willing Professors

The professors were good lec-

turers, and were often noted
authorities in their field. Lec-

tures were formal in nature and
were not supplemented by any
required text, but rather by out-

side related readings. Students

could not volunteer questions

since there was only one lecture

a week for each course. If the

student's question had not been

answered during the course of

the lecture, and if he really was
interested, he found the profes-

sor only to willing to answer
them after class. The amount of

information derived from these

lectures, together with the num-
ber of outside readings expect-

ed, made the courses as good
as any I have ever had, and in

some instances quite superior.

GILLESPIE
($99 French Students>

MONOGRAMMED SUGAR
(Sm Bob BroHicrs)

DEEP STUDIES
(S«f Allord)

Little Soviet Girlskys

Pummel Cindy^s Pumpkin
By PETER ALLARD

I have just purchased a birthday present for a four-year-old

and destructively inclined godson of mine. The present, for two
reasons, was a book: First, a book will not frustrate his as will

an unbreakable toy. And secondly, it may remain whole long

enough to give him his first contact with printed words.

This book is an anthology of nursery rhymes, and, ,while

leafing through it, I recalled an article I had read on "The Won-
der of Soviet Education." Regretfully, I must admit that there

is httle in American nursery rhymes that will inspire four-year-

olds to great scientific feats. Most of them go something like this

:

What are little girls made of?

Sugar and spice

And everything nice

That's what little girls are made of.

Left Wing Til Twelve
This sort of blatantly distorted fact would be intolerable in

a Soviet nursery rhyme. Theirs, I imagine, are more truthful and
relevent to scientific facts

:

What are little girlskys made of?
Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen,

And unsaturated anion acid groups
That is what little girlskys are made of

By the Glorious People's Republic.
This is not the only inconsistency in our nursery rhymes

which suggests that they are subversively promulgated. Inno-
cent children are still reading anti-labor fairy tales like Cinderella,

in which a left-^ng fairy godmother forces six mice to pull a
pumpkin coach in a clear violation of the local teamster's union
contract. And there's that pro-vivisection blurb about a cow
who is forced by scientists to jump over the moon only to be
carefully barbecued upon re-entering the atmosphere. I could
go on.

The problem of education has roots which go deeper than
the schools. Children are barely able to walk before they are the
object of subtle and insidious propaganda. I think we should
start by abolishing nursery rhymes. Then "Little Golden Books",
and then grades one through five.

Shall we get started?

It
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The Color of A Homecoming Day
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The junior class's float, featuring a model of the university chapel, parades The band, revitaHzed somewhat since its previous appearance at the VBH
before the stands during the haf*ttme show. game prepares to taice the field for its part in the homecoming festivities.
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British Government Offers

Marshall Graduate Awards

Dr. John O'Connor, Class of '83; Dr. Albert Romano, Class of '3d; Rev. James Donnellon,
O.S.A., President of the university; and Rev. Daniel Falvey O.S.A., head of the library, pose be-
fore a new plaque in the Vlllanova Room of the library, which has been donated by a sronp of
alumni in memory of Rev. Edward Dwyer, O.S.A., and Rev. Richard McNally, O.S.A.t who passed
away last year.

Labor Leader Scorns Corrupt Unions,
Says Unions Exist for Worker Welfare

': BY GEORGE MEANY
PresKtent, AFL-CIO

Sp*cioi To Th« VILLANOVAN

During the past year, cor-

ruption has been an almost daily

newspaper headline. There have
been stories of corruption in

the labor movement and in gov-
ernmental office.

We in the labor movement
have been shamed, all of us, by
the crookedness that has been
exposed. We are proud on the

other hand, that the investiga-

tions have proven that the great

majority of the trade union
movement has been honest, up-

right and true to the heritage

of our founders.

This however, is as it should
be. The nation and workers es-

pecially have a right to expect
labor leaders to be honest men.

: / Now, I think, is the time to

examine why some trade union
leaders have used their positions

as a means to acquire wealth
and power. Primarily, it seems
to me, it is because we have al-

lowed the loose morals of the
business world to infiltrate the
ranks of labor.

Primary Purpose
THE primary purpose of es-

tablishing and conducting a bus-
iness enterprise under our free

economy is the acquisition of
money. But the trade union
movement is not a business. It

is an idealistically conceived un-
dertaking designed and dedicat-

ed to the interest and welfare
of people—all people.

As such, it must be motivated
and activated by ethics and
principles of a higher moral
quality than those that ordinar-
ily prevail in business.

I believe the labor movement
must be true to the basic philo-

sophy for human betterment
. that guided our great founding
fathers, like Samuel Gompers
and those associated with him.

The philosophy is very sim-
ple; it is that the American
worker is entitled to a fair share
of the wealth that he helps to

produce under our American
free economy. And the instru-

mentality by which he seeks to

secure his fair share is the trade

union movement.
Purpose of Union

THE purpose of the trade
union isn't to build up the pres-

tige of one individual, to put
him in public office, or to add
to his wealth. The purpose of

the union is to advance Uie wel-

fare of the worker and his fam-
ily.

When, however, corruption is

discovered in trade unions, we
must do everything in our power
to clean up these situations. You
can't serve the workers with
corrupt leadership.

I don't care how successful a
union is in building up condi-

tions; if its internal structure

is rotten, sonner or later the

workers are going to suffer by
the loss of those conditions or
by its failure to advance further.

Our nation is dedicated to

freedom and justice to all men
under God. A lot of our prob-

lems could be solved if we look-

ed to our Creator for inspira-

tion and guidance and brought
our religious beliefs more and
more into our daily lives. In the

world struggle between the

slave way and the free way, I

am sure God is on our side.

All He asks of us is that we
allow Him to help us.

PREPARED AND DISTRIBUTED AT PAUL-
1ST FATHERS' HOUSE OF STUDIES.

Plaque Dedicated
To Honor Priests

Rev. James Donnellon, O.S.A.,

University President, and Dr.
Robert O'Connor, an alumnus,
on Saturday unveiled a plaque
dedicated to the memory of the

Rev. Richard McNally, O.S.A.,

and the Rev. Edward Dwyer,
O.S.A., both of whom died last

year.

The ceremony took place be

fore a gathering of friends and
alumni of the university in the
Villanova Room of the library.

O'Connor is the instigator of

a movement which has raised

money to purchase philosophy
books for the library in honor
of the two deceased priests.

Robert Rafano, senior Politi-

cal Science major, who is presi-

dent of the International Rela-
tions Society announced that
the Society would celebrate

United Nations Day, October 24,

with the planting of a tree on
campus to commemorate the

thirteenth anniversary of the
inception of the international

body.

The British Government is

calling for applications for its

1959 Marshall Scholarship
Awards. Students are being urg-

ed to get their applications in

before October 31, when the
lists close.

Requirements for these two-
year study grants, twelve of
which are awarded each year,

are liberal. Any American stu-

dent (including inhabitants of

Hawaii and Puerto Rico) of

either sex, married or single,

may apply—provided he or she
has earned a first degree at a
recognized university, and is

under the age of 26 on October
1.

Attention is given both to

character and scholastic ability,

in the judging.

Four Committees
This is done in the first in-

stance by one of four regional
committees, on each of which
four Americans, distinguished in

public life or education, sit

under the chairmanship of the
local British Consul-General.

Applications are sifted—then
the names of finalists are for-

warded to the British Embassy
in Washington, and then to Lon-
don where a final review is

made by a commission of lead-

ing British educators and busi-

nessmen headed by Lord Coler-
aine.

Winners are announced the
following April.

Each award is worth around
$1,400 a year, for two (and oc-

casionally three) years, plus
tuition at a United Kingdom
university, if possible, of the ap-

plicant's choice. This is estimat-
ed to be sufficient for student
life in Britain. Passage to and
from the United Kingdom is

paid. Married men get an extra
allowance.

Applications Needed
Applications should be made

to the British Consul-General in

one of the following cities:

Chicago (Mid-Western Region),
New York (Eastern Region),
New Orleans (Southern Re-
gion), San Francisco (Pacific

Region).

All Marshall Scholars to date
have done exceptionally well in

their Bristish finals. An alumni
association is in process of being
formed and this is expected to

have 100 percent membership.
The Marshall Scholarship

Scheme was begun in 1953. It

is intended to express Britain's

gratitude for Marshall Aid.

NFCCS Sponsors

Christmas Tours
Villanova students interested

in traveling to Florida over the

Christmas holi^lays are eligible

for the budget-priced tours

sponsored by the National Fed-
eration of Catholic College Stu-
dents.

The tour to Fort Lauderdale
includes round trip air trans-

portation from New York, ac-

commodations for six nights at

an attractive bea,ph hotel, and a
sightseeing tour by boat
through the New River Water-
ways and the Everglades Jun-
gle.

In addition to the Florida
trip, the NFCCS also sponsors
trips to Bermuda, Mexico,
Puerto Rico, Haiti and Jamaica.
The Bermuda trip, which is

a recent favorite, includes tra-

vel, hotel accomodations and a
full day excursion to many plac-

es of interest.

The price of the Florida Spec-

ial is $182.50, and the Bermuda
tour is $189.50. Both trips last

for seven days.

Other tours sponsored by the
NFCCS visit points of interest

in England, Ireland, Holland,
Belgium, Germany, France and
Italy.

Anyone interested in further
information concerning these
tours should contact Tom Moak-
ley, junior delegate of N.F.C.C.S.

Rfehard Dyar-Bamiel
Folic Singtr

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18,

8:30 P.M.

University Nussuin
34 A Sprue* Stt., Philo. Po.

Admiition $1.75
Sponsored by the

Am«ricon Yourh Hostels

1520 Race St., Pfiilo. 2 Pa.
Ri 6-9926

Moil orders filled. Please erKlose
stamped, self-address envelope.

'<^-^%

Soph Pictures

Taken Thurs.

Sophomore class pictures for
the Belle Air yearbook will be
taken tomorrow from 10.30 a.m.

to 1.30 p.m. at the shrine next
to St. Mary's Hall.

Belle Air editor Bob Pinto has

requested all members of the

Class of '61 tP cooperate so that

the sophomore section of the

yearbook will be complete.

Atomic Physics

Course on NBC-TV
"Continental Classroom," a

two semester college level course
in atomic age physics began
last week and can be viewed
on Channel 3 Monday through
Friday from 6:30 to 7 a.m.

Presented by NBC-TV, the

classes are conducted by Dr.

Harvey E. White, professor of

physics at the University of

California at Berkley, and con-
sultant to the Atomic Energy
Commission.

For the first time in the his-

tory of television, a full year
course in any field of education

has been offered on a nation-

wide network. Dr. "White believ-

es it to be an important and
great experiment in this atomic
age.

:^^r^

How to take

5- Iv w the chill

out of a fall night

by Arrow...

This man has discovered the se-

cret of being perfectly dressed
even at a sport rally: he insists on
the Arrow Jabel. He is wearing a
strikingly handsome Arrow
sweater vest of a wondrously soft

and warm 100% lambswool. $7.95.

His perfectly fitting University

Foulard shirt also bears the proud
Arrow label. $5.00 up.

Cluett, Peabody » Co., Inc.

first in fashion

Pat Scanio straightens the nursing cap on the head of Joyce
Collins as Mary Chapman enjoys a good laugh following the cap-

ping ceremonies for the Class of 1960 in the University Chapel
last Sunday.

Muff Day - Frosh

Fight to Lose Regs
Today's the day when the

freshmen get a chance to lose

their "regs" and end their rig-

orous orientation.

Muff Day athletic competition

will begin on Mendel Field at

3:30 p.m., with the sophomores
opposing the freshmen .

The word "Muff" stands for

"Move up forward freshmen."

The day has traditionally mark-
ed the finish of the freshmen's

initiation into the university.

If the freshmen defeat the

sophomores in the athletic

events scheduled, they will no

longer have to wear their

"Regs". If the frosh lose to the

sophs, they must wear the bean-

ies, et al for a certain period

thereafter.

The athletic events scheduled

are a tug of war, egg toss, hula

hoop, push ball, foul shooting,

horseshoes, three legged racing,

football pass and punt, standing

broad jump, golf drive, 220 yard

dash, 100 yard dash, and a

touch football game.

Fulbright Requests Musi-

Be Sent In By Tonight
Requests for application

forms for 000 Fulbright Scholar-

ships for graduate study abroad
must be post-marked by tonight,

it has been announced by the

Institute of International Educa-
tion. ^ -

cans international travel expen-

ses in most cases and partial or

complete tuition and mainten-

ance for study in 39 foreign

countries during 1959-60.

The Fulbright awards for

study and research in Europe,
Latin America, and the Asia-

Pacific area cover international

travel, tuition, books, and main-
tenance for one academic year.

General eligibility require-

ments for the awards are U.S.

citizenship, a bachelor's degree
or its equivalent before depar-

ture, language ability sufficient

to carry on the proposed study,

and good health.

A good academic record and
demonstrated capacity for inde-

pendent study are also neces-

sary. Prefrence is given to ap-
plicants under 35 years of age.

Countries where U.S. students

may study under the Fulbright

Programs are Argentina, Au-
stralia, Austria, Belgium, Bra-

zil, Burma, Chile, the Republic

of China, Denmark, Ecuador,
Finland, France, Germany,
Greeece, Iceland, India, Israel,

Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the

Netherlands, New Zealand, Nor-
way, Peru, the Philippines, Tur-

key, and the United Kingdom.

Persons interested in these

awards may write to the' Insti-

tute of International Education

or to any of the Institute's re-

gional offices for "U.S. Govern-

ment Grants," a brochure ex-

plaining the Fulbright Program.

A complete list of institute

regional offices is posted in the

Villanovan office.

Students now enrolled in col-

leges or universities should con-

sult with their campus Ful-

bright advisors for further

information and application

forms.

Sky Divers

Flying High
It used to be that college stu-

dents were satisfied with swal-
lowing goldfish but lately the
trend in 15 colleges in the East
and the Southwest has been to-

ward sky diving.

The procedure for sky diving

as outlined by The Daily Cardi-
nal, campus newspaper of the
University of Wisconsin is this:

the diver jumps from a light

plane at 7,000 feet and must fall

parallel to the ground for ten
seconds.

At this point, falling at 120
miles an hour, he performs a
figure eight within twelve sec-

onds. This done, he must wait
another eight seconds before
opening his parachute and then
must land within a circular zone
marked on the ground.

Points are subtracted for im-
properly executed maneuvers.
Sky diving has become so

popular in the U.S. that last

year this country was repre-

sented in an international com-
petition, placing sixth among
ten entries.

Sky divers at Wisconsin must
be 21 years old since they must
sign a release of liability, and
must undergo a rigorous pre-
jump training.

GET SATISFYING FLAVOR...

No flat 'filtered-out''flavor

!

No dry ""smoked-but ""taste!

PereHI Elected
NFCCS Treasurer
Tom Peretti, junior Political

Science major, was elected re-

gional treasurer of the National
Federation of Catholic College
Students at the regional meet-
ing held at Gwynedd-Mercy
Junior College last week.
He was nominated by Bob

Murphy, Villanova Student
Council president, and was sec-

onded by Tina Buckland of
Gwynedd-Mercy.
Wendell Young, St. Joseph's

College senior delegate of the
NFCCS ran against Peretti.

The VILLANOVAN extends
deepest sympathy to tlie fam-
ily of Am Sloat, formerly of

the Class of 1968, who died

last week after a long Illness.

See how
Pbll Mall's

greater length

of fine tobaccos
filters the smoke
and mokes it

mild —but does not

fxWer out that

sofisfying

flavor!

iVbu get greoter length of the rt Poll Mall's greoter length Q Filters it over under around and
finest tobaccos money con buy * filters the smoke noturolly O through Roll Moll's fine toboccos!

Outstanding, and they areMild !
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Rice Inst. Prof. Examines Own
Profession in B66k on Academic Life
Many years ago Dorothy Say-

ers commented that there is

only one way to make love, but

a thousand ways to commit a
murder.

Professor George Williams in

his new and critical commentary
on highter education in Amer-
ica, "Some of my Best Friends

are Professors," warns that

there is only one way to be a

good professor, but there are at

least seven ways to be a very

bad one.

Concerned with the failures

and failings in the American
university today, and convinced

that these stem from the inep-

titude, timidity and inadequacy

of too many professors. Dr.

William of The Rice Institute,

Texas, describes, in solemn cen-

sure and concern for America's

youngsters, these seven types

of the "bad professor."

Various Types
' "Worthy of first mention be-

cause he may be a very good
man while being a very bad
professor, is the plain stupid

professor. .

Essays on Profs

May Bring Cash
As a method of uncovering

undergraduate opinions on
the views held by the author

of "Some of My Best Friends

Are Professors", the publish-

ers are sponsoring a contest

open to all upper classmen

(freshmen, though welcome
to read this book, are ineligi-

ble because of their insuffi-

cient time experience in col-

lege), inviting an appraisal.

There will be a prize of

$500 given for the best essay.

All manuscripts to be no few-

er than 3000 words and no
more than 10,000 words.

Manuscripts are to be re-

ceived in the publishers of-

fice by February 1, 1959. The
prize-w inner will be an-

nounced on March 15, 1959.

Write for entry blanks to

Professors Contest, Abelard-

Schuman Limited, 404 Fourth

Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.

"The ways to be stupid are

multiple. The stupid professor

may be merely ignorant ... or

He may not know when he is

boring people, or when he is an-

tagonizing them, or when he is

amusing them at his own ex-

pense, or when he is talking over
their heads, or when he is in-

sulting their intelligence.

"Or he may be too stupid to

adapt himself to special condi-

tions or to elicit the best from
the personalities in his classes.

"Or It may manifest itself as

an intellectual lethargy : he does

not want to bother to learn any-

thing new, or to revamp his old

ideas to make them consistent

with current reality.

"Mostly," Professor Williams

says, "the stupid professor is a
rule-follower, because rule-fol-

lowing simplifies life for him."

The Smug Ones
The second bad professor is

the smug professor—the one

who is convinced that he is

most clever and most knowing

and has proven to himself that

he is a pretty smart fellow.

He must be a pretty smart

fellow after all to have got

where he is. Daily association

with his immature students fur-

ther convinces him. He is eager

to assist his student; that is,

the ones who agree with him
and admire him.

Fortunately less common is

the third type of bad professor,

the arrogant one. He is never
arrogant to those above, but
always arrogant to his students,

as well as to faculty members
who are his inferiors.

He is rude and has forgotten
what Emerson knew: that the
secret of education lies in re-

specting the pupil.

Nose in Books
"A much more common, and

much less obnoxious, type is the
fourth professor, the one who
just does not care about people.

He likes science and scholar-

ship, books, and libraries; he
likes learning, and he may even
enjoy talking about what he
knows.
"But he has no real human

warmth, friendliness, empathy,
or understanding of the person-

alities and points of view of his

students or of his colleagues.

"Just the opposite of this type
of professor is the one (usually

young) who tries to 'pal around'
with his students, be their com-
panion and their equal.

"A product of early solitude

and social rejection, he now
overcompensates by trying to

make his students like him, not
respect him—make them value

his friendship, not what he can
teach them."

He's Complacent
The sixth of Dr. Williams'

"bad" professors is the worldly
and cultured gentleman type

who is loved by the trustees,

the president of the university,

the heads of departments and
the wealthy people of the town
for his disarming frankness and
urbanity.

His complacency assures all

concerned that everything \A

well with the university. "He
scoffs gently at convention, yet

cooperates perfectly with every
convention that really matters
on campus. . . . An excellent

man for lulling and suppressing

self-analysis and self-criticism."

The final type of professor
whom Dr. Williams excoriates

"is the one who, working within
the new vision of education as
the output of an adminstrative
'team' and referring to his im-
mediate superior as 'the chief,'

teaches in a supremely business-

like way."
"To this professor-turned-ex-

ecutive, the students are so

many items to be processed, so

many completed jobs to be turn-

ed out according to schedule."

Students are Digits

"This professor loses sight of
the student as a human being
—a separate personality whose
uniqueness goes unrecognized in

the pursuit of administrative ef-

ficiency and teamwork.

"The opposite characteris-

tics," says Dr. Williams, "will

provide a clue to at least 7 qual-

ities possessed by the "good
professor!"

But an insight into the bad
professor is not simply an occa-

sion for guffaws, but rather

does it give America a chance
to re-evaluate its system of

higher education ... to better

sustain this nation's own future

place in the world.

And if Dr. Williams is severe

on some of the professorial typ-

es in his book, he reminds us

all, in his title, that "Some of

my Best Friends are Profes

sors."

"com" II * lonTiwcD TiiAec-Moitic. coptmoMT P i*f tmk coo-col* eoM>«MV.

Elementary;
my dear Watson! From the happy look

on your physiog, from the cheerful lift

you seem to be enjoying, I deduce
you are imbibing Coca-Cola. No mystery
about why Coke is the world's favorite

. . . such taste, such sparkle! Yes, my
favorite case is always a case of Coke!

{^^S^^('i//

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottl«d un<f*r oufhortfy of Th« Coco*Celo Compony

Lend your room-mate
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the money. .

.

After all» you will wear the

sport jacket he selects at our

new Kentonian Shop as much
as he will ! What's more, the

fact that he shops at Roger Kent
proves that he knows how to

get the most for YOUR money.

i

:

Kentonian Sportcoats ,.,$32.50

Kentonian Suits ^^..^......^55.

8 BDgerKeQt
1S0S WALNUT STREET

OPEN WEDNESDAY UNTIL 9 P.M.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

MOTOR LODGE

King of Prussia, Pa.

MANAGED BY EX-VILLANOVAN

JIM McNAMARA
Class of '47

• 68 LUXURIOUS UNITS • EACH WITH
PRIVATE BATH

• ROOM-OPERATED TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

• FREE 21" TELEVISION
• RESTAURANT & TWO COCKTAIL LOUNGES
ADJACENT

^ ONLY FOUR MILES FROM VILLANOVA
• SWIMMING POOL AND KIDDIES' WADING

POOL

• MOST REASONABLE RATES IN THIS AftEA

.'/*'

;'\" •? 'r' ' / .'*
.

At the Valley Foi^e exit

of the Penntylvonia turn-

pike go one-half mil*

pott the toll gate to

Route 202 NORTH.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR FAMILY AND

FRIENDS OF
VILLANOVANS

FOR RESERVATIONS • • 9

WRITE: HOWARD JOHNSON'S
MOTOR LODGE
King of Prassia. Pa.

PHONE: BRoadway 9-5500

Sophomore Nurses Capped
Fr. McFadden Gives Talk

Fifteen sophomore nurses

were capped by Very Rev. Henry

Greenlee, O.S.A., Provincial in

the university chapel on Sunday

afternoon.

The fourth capping class in

the history of the new Nursing
School heard the Rev. Charles

McFadden, O.S.A., of the Phil-

osophy Department, deliver the

main address.

The girls marched in proces-

sion carrying lighted candles

which signified the continuance

Mulcahy Readies
'60 Ring Delivery
John Mulcahy, chairman of

the Ring Committee, has an-

nounced that arrangements
have been made with George
Packer, representative of Dieges

and Clust Co., for delivery of

the rings for the class of 1960

on November 20, 21 and 25.

Some 490 rings were ordered

by the class. This is the largest

single purchase ever made b>

a Villanova class.

Packer said that it will be

impossible to take any orders

at the time of the delivery. All

new orders will be taken a short

time later.

Mulchay said that the balance

of the payment will be due at

the time of the delivery.

In addition to John Mulcahy
the committee includes Tom Lo-

Cosale, Tom McCoy, Bill Bar-

ron, Peter Longworth, Dennis
Cardone, and Tom Moakley.

of the Christian ideal in nursing.

Sister Mary Alma, CM., Dean
of the Nursing School, present-

ed the girls to Father Greenlee,

who in turn put the caps—^which

are shaped like sacred hosts,

and are white and blue, the col-

oi's of the Blessed Virgin Mary
—on their heads.

The nurses recited a pledge
composed by Rev. John Kiekot-

ka, 0,S.A., Dean of Admissions,
based on the Hippocratic Oath
taken by doctors. The pledge

reflects the acceptance of the

will of God by the nurses.

The girls who were capped
are:

Angela Colasanto, Joyce Col-

lins, Mary Coollura, Joan Con-
nolly, Martha Davis, Joan Flood,

Betty Gimmarino, Eileen Gray-
son, Agnes Leitz, Marilyn Mc-
Gahan, Mary O'Neill, Mary
Scanio, Kathryn Schultz, Mary
Ann Valenza, Mary White.

Us Paul Hit In '53

Five years ago the most pop-

ular song across the U. S. was
the Les Paul-Mary Ford record-

ing of "Vaya Con Dios." Other
big disc hits at this time in 1953

were the Ames Brothers singing

"You, You, You," "Crying In

The Chapel," "Oh," "Dragnet,"

and "Ebb Tide."

Dramatic soprano Eileen Far-
rell has signed with Columbia
Records and will record "Me-
dea," the Greek classic of Euri-

pides. Miss Farrell has sung
this work in concert form to

constant acclaim.

Mathematics
Dept. Slates

New Courses
A new look in the Mathema-

tics Department is evident this

year with the inauguration of

three new courses, a newly de-

veloped student seminar, and a

change in the math curriculum

of all science majors.

The three new courses offered

are selected topics in engineer-

ing mathematics—linear alge-

bra, introduction to linear pro-

gramming and the theory of

games.
The science majors this year

'vill plunge head on into analy-

tical geometry instead of the

heretofore customary algebra

and trigonometry brush up.

The student math seminar
will be conducted by the only

new member of the department
this year, Lucian Roy, who
comes to us from California

Tech.

The purpose of the seminar

is examplary of the Math De-

partment's aim to "stream line"

its courses.

Emil Amelotti, Math Depart-

ment head has said that the

seminar will be open to all jun-

ior and senior Math majors and
that a graduate exam will be

administered at its conclusion.

College Poetry Society

Prepares For Anthology

A Lot in a Llttl«

A new vehicle developed for

the Army weighs only 900

pounds, yet can carry payloads

up to 1,000 pounds, reports Pro-

duct Engineering, McGraw-Hill
publication.

'Sign' Claims

Illiterate

Generation
Citing "the possibility that

we are perilously close to pro-

ducing a culturally illiterate

generation," a Mid-West pub-

lishing executive declares in an
article in the October issue of

The Sign, national Catholic

magazine, that parents can help

"salvage readers from this gen-

eration while there is still time."

Dan Herr, president of the

Thomas More Association, Chi-

cago, asserts, "a sickening pro-

portion of the reading that is

done is concentrated on rubbish

"A recent survey," Herr not-

es, "revealed only 17 per cent

of Americans are now reading

books—all kinds of books—com-

pared to 29 per cent in 1937, or

to 20 per cent only six years

ago.

"We are shocked," Herr con-

tinues, "to discover that large

numbers of our children are

troubled with the technical as-

pects of reading."

"Sooner or later," The Sign

article says, "the reading prob-

lem runs smack up against the

21-inch screen—a relatively new

factor over which they (the

schools) have no control—tele-

vision.
n

The American College Poetry
Society recently announced that

it is preparing for publication

this winter an anthology of

outstanding poetry composed by
American and Canadian univer-

sity students.

The society stated that all

students wishing to contribute

original poetry snould send it

to: Alan C. Fox, Executive Sec-

retary of The American Col-

lege Poetry Society, Box 24463,

Los Angles 24, California.

Contributions must be the

original work of the student who
will retain literary rights to the

material.

All entrants should submit
their name, address, and school,

and must have their entries

postmarked by midnight, De-
cember 1, to be considered. Deci-

sions of society judges are final.

Poetry may deal with any
subject. Entries rejected cannot
be acknowledged, nor can the

society compensate the students

for the poetry published.

Dylan Thomas Drama
At Hedgerow Theatre
"Under Milk Wood" will be

staged at the Hedgerow Theatre

in Moylan, tomorrow.

Future shows will include an
evening of readings from "One
Day More" by Joseph Conrad,

"Medea" by Jean Anouilh and
"Purgatory" by William B.

Yeats on October 23, 24, 25, and
"The Moon in the Yellow River"
by Dennis Johnson.

THEY COULDNT BE DONE - BU

Puff

by

puff

A hundred points in a

basketball game by one
player! They said it

couldn't be done. But in

1953, 6'9" Clarence (Bevo)

Francis, of Ohio's tiny

Rio Grande College, re-

wrote the record books

with his phenomenal
scoring feats, including a

116-point spree in a single

game. Bevo's season to-

tal: 1,954 points.

DON^T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!

Change to IfM and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better

taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's UM combines these two essentials

of modem smoking enjoyment -less tars and more taste-in one great cigarette.
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Frosh Meet
West Chester

The freshman football team
tries for its first victory when
it meets the West Chester State
Teachers College jayvee team
at the Villanova stadium on Fri-

day afternoon.

Coach Ed Michaels' gang tied

a strong Army team, 16-16,

two weeks ago at West Point.

(They didn't beat the Cadets,
as a misguided headline-writer
said in last week's VIULANO-
VAN.) -^^ V....;

*
:;:;..,.r -:;.:'.•• 'O;-;

Halfback Ed Bohan and full-

back Bill Ryan, who played well

against Army although neither

scored, drew praise from Mich-
aels for their fine work.

Michaels also said that Orazio
Nastase, a tackle who domin-
ated line play at West Point, and
guard Dick Ross, both of whom
received injuries, would be in

good shape for West Chester.

Villanovan' Picks

Football Winners
.
In their first week of football

iHcka, Art Editor Frank Con-
nolly a/nd Asaociaie Editor Tom
Croldachnmdt guessed right on
14 of 20 games, for a percentage
of .700.

Those who played the VILLA-
; NOVAN form chart were re-

paid in full in Navy*a victory
;, over Michigan. As to Notre
! Dame, Oklahoma and U.8.C., the

. experts plead "the crazy bounces
the football takes.*'

This week's choices follow,
with the home team on the
right, and the expected win/ner
printed in capital letters.

HOLY CBOSS—Dartmouth
West Vlrirliila~.PITT8BVRGH
AVBURHr—Georgia Tech
KBNTUCKY—L.S.U.
Tulane—NAVY
Maryland—NO. CAROLINA
Iowa—WISCONSIN
MICHIGAN 8TATB—Purdue
Duke—NOTRE DAME
IlllBola—MINNESOTA
MICHIGAN—NorthwcRtem
RICE—So. MethodlMt

•
, T.C.U.—Texaa A*M
CALIFORNIA—So. Cnllf.

;
PRNN STATB~-Boaton U.
Nebraska—SYRACUSE
Vanderbllt—FLORIDA

: Indiana—OHIO STATE
Drown—PENN
Virginia—^/kRMY

Fat Donkey
(Continued from Page 7)

Almost a year later Nasser
nationalized the Suez Canal and
finally on October 30, 1956 war
broke out as Britain, France,

and Israel invaded Egypt. The
Middle East is still a hotbed as

illustrated by the recent Leban>
on crisis.

The Republicans must make
a goal-line stand with a weak
team. Unless they amass great
strength within the next few
weeks, they will be crushed*

RifleTeam Still

Seeks Candidates
The Villanova Varsity Rifle

Team is still accepting new can-

didates. Sgt. Molcany, U.S.M.C.,

is the coach of the team.
A nine-match schedule has

been, arranged

:

Nov. 1 Pennsylvania College

(Home)
Dec. 3 LaSalle (Home)
Dec. 12 Drexel (Home)
Jan. 10 Western liiaryland

Feb. 14 Lehigh (Away)
Feb. 21 United States Coast

Guard Tournament
Feb. 28 Georgetown (Away)
Mar. 6 Manhatten (Away)
Mar. 7 St. John's (Away)
Fordham, John Hopkins, and

Pennsylvania State University

are also expected to be added

to the schedule at a later date.

Sports.Chatterr

Note ToYankee Fans No. 2
By JACKCURTIN

A banquet of crow is in no way suitable to the human
appetite, but there come times in the life of all of us who
would put our opinions on public view in the newspaper
when we must eat and digest our own words. Such is the

case with this writer, following last week's over-zealous

prediction that the Milwaukee Braves would cop the World
Series title.

Obviously, Casey Stengel's minions blasted that much-
regretted essay just as hard as Bill Skowron belted the
three-run homer that gave the Yanks still another champ-
ionship. The American League champs came off the floor

after what appeared to be a knockout punch and ran the
boys from Bushville right off the field.

However, it must be admitted, even by the most faith-

ful of the Yankee following, that these were not the
Yankees of old. They put on one of the greatest "under-
pressure" performances in the history of baseball, and
reclaimed the coveted "best in the game" title, but they
were not the awe-inspiring aggregation of years past.

Despite the much-heralded home run blasts of the big
city boys, they did it with pitching, not with hitting.

And even with the masterful performances of Messrs.
Turley, Duren and Larsen, the Yanks couldn't have made
their baseball history without the help of the Braves.
The National League champs almost rolled over and play-
ed dead in the final game, and weren't much better in

contest number six. Warren Spahn and Lew Burdette
turned in excellent jobs on the mound, but nobody wins
ball games without hitting. And the Braves didn't hit.

This isn't meant to take anything away from the

Yanks—they played like champions and fully deserve their

title. They were indeed the best team in the series. The
thing is, though, they should never have got a chance to

prove it. When a team holds a 3-1 lead in a best-of-seven
series, it is only logical to assume that they will be able

to take the clinching victory in one of their next three
tries. In effect, the Yankees didn't win the World Series.

The Braves lost it.

But all this discussion is purely academic. The Yanks
won, and there's no getting away from it. And even
though we feel that it would have been better for baseball

' had things gone the other way, we will admit that, in the
long run, maybe we should be happy that the Yanks came
out on top.

When you think about it, it would be almost un-Amer-
ican to go against the Yanks. They are a perfect example
of the democratic system of free entei'prise at work.
With an abundance of money, judicious planning and
sheer brute force, the Yanks have built a dynasty that
has reigned supreme—with a few minor set4)acks—for
several years. To deny the Yanks their championship
would be turning our back on our own country.

Actually, Skowron's homer wao the biggest blow
struck for capitalism in the last decade.

So, our apologies, fellows, and as much as we hate to
admit it, we'll have to. The Yankees are the best team -in

baseball.

At least until next year.

.
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Job facts from Du Pont
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Dli PONT PLANTS AND LABORATORIES

IN 26 STATES OFFER VARIED JOB LOCATIONS

TO TECHNICAL STUDENTS

BENEFIT PROGRAM

MEANS ADDED INCOME

by C. M. Forbes

Du Pont personnel representative

Don't forget the "extras" of an em-
ployee benefit program when you com-
pare the job offers and salaries of
different companies. At Du Pont, these

extras mean added income that doesn't

always meet the eye. They include

life insurance, group hospitalization

and surgical coverage, accident and
health insurance, pension plan and
paid vacation.

In addition, the Company sponsors

a thrift plan. After two years of serv-

ice, for every dollar you invest in

U. S. Savings Bonds the Company sets

aside 25 cents for the purchase of

common stock in your name. Roughly,
60,000 of our employees are now par-

ticipating in this plan.

If you have specific questions on
DuPont benefits, just send them to

me. I'll be happy to try to answer
them. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.

(Inc.), Room 12421 Nemours Build-

ing, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

EXPANSION PROGRAM

OPENS UP MANY NEW

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

The location of your first assignment
with DuPont depends on your quali-

fications and on the openings in your
field, but every effort is made to match
the job and the location with your
preference. The chances for a success-

ful match are good.

Today there are men and women
carving out careers with DuPont at

more than 75 plants and nearly 100
laboratories spread throughout 26
states. I^st year the Company spent

$220 million for new plants and for

increased capacities at existing instal-

lations. This year new plants have
already been put into operation in

Virginia and Michigan. Six more
are under construction. Others are

planned for the near future.

Most DuPont units, it is true, are

located east of the Mississippi. Com-
pany headquarters, for example, along

with many labs and plants, are located

in and around Wilmington, Delaware,
which is a pleasant residential area
within easy reach of Washington,
Philadelphia and New \brk. But there

are also plants and laboratories in

California, Iowa, Kansas and Texas,

and plants in Colorado, Missouri and
Washington.

Wherever you're assigned, you'll be
proud of the DuPont Company both
on and off the job. You'll find the

I)eople you work with friendly, stimu-
lating, and active in the life of the

community.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

MOVIE AVAILABLE

FOR A.S.M.E. MEETINGS

There's a great demand for mechan-
ical engineers at DuPont In fact, the
ratio of mechanical to chemical en-
gineers is just under 1:2. Whether
your chosen field is research, develop-
ment, plant engineering, production
supervision or sales engineering, you'll

find a good future at Du Pont

If you would like to learn in detail

what mechanical engineers do in the
chemical industry, arrange to see the

Du Pont film. Mechanical Engineering
at Du Pont. It is available at no cost
for A.S.M.E. chapter meetings, fra-

ternity house and dormitory showings.
.

Write to Room 12421 Nemours Build-

ing, E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
(Inc.), Wilmington 98, Delaware.

SEND FOR

INFORMATION BOOKLET

Informational booklets about Du Pont are
yours for the asking. Subjects include:
mechanical, civil, metallurgical, chemi-
cal, electrical and industrial engineers
at DuPont; technical sales, research
and development. Just name the subject
that interests you and send your name
and school address to E. I. du Pont de

'

Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Room 12421
Nemours Building, Wilmington 98,
Delaware.
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Gridders Getting Big Play

When It's Needed' - Craig

f^UU.6ACK
. QETRoir WANTCe

By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
"We're getting that big play

when it's most needed," says

Bill Craig of the 3-1 record fash-

ioned by the football team thus

far.

"We probably had a better

team last year, but something

always seemed to happen and
we lost game after game in

which we outplayed the other

club."

Craig, the 225-pound tackle

who was forced to the sidelines

before the season even started

with torn ligaments of the knee,

said after the Detroit game that

"a brand new feeling is running

through the team."

"It wasn't very much solace

to be called 'the nations best

losing team' last year," said the
Akron, Ohio native. "We kept
upsetting the dope and staying

close to top-ranked teams, but
one play would wreck us and
we'd lose by a touchdown.

"The Detroit and Boston Col-

lege games of the past two
weeks were ones that we would
hav« lost a year ago," continued

Craig. "But we intercepted or

knocked down passes just when
it counted and it meant two vic-

tories.

"That blocked kick by Tom
Heron against Detroit was typi-

cal. A play like that lifts a team
and inspires it to play up to its

potential.'*

im. if if. If 3$. tm. if

The crowd of approximately

8,000 for the Homecoming game
was very disappointing, especial-

ly in the light of the winning
record of the Wildcats and the

upset victory over Boston Col-

lege the week before.

Certainly the students sup-

ported the game fully—^just

about every matriculation-ccu'd

ticket was used. But the alum-
ni did not turn out as they
should for a Homecoming day.
I won't venture to guess where
the blame lies, but something
must be done if the new on-
campus policy is to be a success.

Villanova does not have to

draw heavily from the local and
Philadelphia public in order to
fill the stadium. Students, dates
and alumni should fill a stadium
our size every week.

Marquette, Detroit and Day-
ton, all Catholic schools whose
football teams have been no
more successful than ours in re-

cent years, sold thousands of
season tickets to alunml before
their seasons even started.

Villanova, we unofficially heard,
sold just 1000.

What is needed is an organ-
ization within the Alumni Asso-
ciation to push the ticket sales.

Every student, player and
coach has nothing but good
words to say for having games
at home. There is better spirit,

more interest in the team. Now,
it's up to the alumni to do their
part.

if if if if if if if if if

No announcement yet of a
football schedule for next year,
but we've heard that Rutgers,
Miami of Ohio, Xavier and Vir^
ginhi Tech are additions. Boston
College might come here for the
first time in years. Navy is on
the doclcet for 1960.

Bosk^fboll Managers
Any sophomores or fresh-

men interested in becoming
bMlKetbaU managers should

contact Cliarley Famam in

the locker room of the field

house or Vlnoe Bifferato in

289 Sollivan.

Do \hu Think for Yourself? ("'"^'^fSS^oSPiT')

Can you honestly say you never imitate ^^^ I 1 ^^ I I

the manner of an executive or leader L_J ' 1

you admire?

Aje you entirely confident that you
would not get "lost" if you worked
for a large firm?

When driving or walking for some
distance, do you like taking short

cuts rather than a longer route you
^ "know will get you where you're going?

In going to the movies, do you consult

the reviews first rather than just

take "pot luck"?

YESD'^^D

Y..Q NOQ

YKSD-D

Do you enjoy adapting yourself to
new conditions?

Do you always look at the directions

before using a complicated
new appliance?

Have you ever thought seriously of

spending a long period alone somewhere
. . . writing, painting or getting some
major independent task done?

When faced with a long, detailed job,

do you try hard to find a simpler way
of doing it before getting started?

vas^ NOD

YKS

YES

D-D

n-n

YESD-D
/.J^' yf

TheMan WhoJhinks

forHimself Knows,..
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER . . .

A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I

Before you light your next cigarette, ask yourself this:

Have you really thought which filter cigarette is hesi

for you?

If you have . . . chances are you're a VICEROY smoker.

The fact is, men and women who think for them-
selves usually smoke VICEROY. Their reasons? Best in

the world. They know for a fact that only VICEROY—
no other cigarette—has a thinking man*s filler and a
smoking man's taste.

*IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED YES TO 6 OF THESE
QUESTIONS, YOU ARE A PERSON WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF!
• 1 ASS. Brown * WllllamwNi TWmcm Corp.

^»J no i.'ij«l A 4*;

Familiar

pack or

crush-

proof

box.
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Wake Forest Here Saturday;

Deacons Threaten Wildcats' Streak
You wouldn't think a pack of

Deacons would really be much
of a worry to Villanova football

coach Frank Reagan.

After all, his Wildcats have
won three of their first four

grid contests, and have a two-

game win streak—both upsets

—

going for them.

Not only that, but Reagan has
his best offensive team of his

Main Line career, featuring a

hard-charging backfield that

runs out of the new—and pow-
erful

—
"I" formation under the

direction of the East's total of-

fense leader, quarterback Jim
Grazione.

And his "umbrella" pass de-

fense, which looked woefully

weak in the team's only loss

—

to VMI, has blossomed into a

highly effective unit, comparable

to the nation-leading one of two
season's ago.

No Worries?
All in all, it would appear that

Reagan would be sitting on top

of the heap, without a worry in

the world.

But this particular bunch of

Deacons happens to be the Wake
Forest football team, and
they're intent on throwing a

stumbling block in Reagan's

path toward his second winning

season as a collegiate coach.

The Wake Forest club,, also

winner of three of its first four

contests, moves into Villanova

Stadium Saturday afternoon to

meet the Main Liners in the fea-

ture attraction of Villanova'a

first annual Parents' Day.

Head coach Paul J. Amen,
who posted only a 2-15-3 record

in his first three seasons at the

helm of the Deacon unit, now
has the Atlantic Coast Confer-

ence leaders at his fingertips.

Have 3-1 Record

The Deacons' three victories

have been over Maryland, Vir-

ginia Tech and North Carolina

State, th6 latter by a 13-7 score

last Saturday. The loss came
against Florida State, 27-24, in

Florida.

The high-flying Deacons—who
were winless in ten games last

season—pose a double threat at

quarterback, in the persons of

senior Charley Carpenter and
soph Norm Snead.

Carpenter, who was the sec-

ond leading passer in the ACC
two years ago, and missed last

season because of a back injury,

is the top field general again

this time out, and Snead has
been a capable replacement.

Both had a part in last Sat-

urday's victory: Snead running
eight yards for the first TD,
and Carpenter being on the

throwing end of a 69-yard pass

play that netted the Deacons the

win.

Fullback Is Threat
Another offensive threat for

the southerners is junior full-

back Neil MacLean, a six-foot,

195-pound rusher who picked up
542 yards last year, to be the

second leading ground-gainer in

the conference.

And, if the Deacons aren't

enough to worry about, Rea-
gan's position isn't as sound as
it appears at first glance.

For, while the Main Liners

have been playing excellent

football and have displayed a
team unity that has drawn
raves from the coached, Reagan
still has the standard Villanova
problem—depth.

Numerically, the Wildcats are

in desperate straits, and any
more injuries could make their

position disasterous.

Last Saturday, for example,
the Main Liners had almost an
"iron man" backfield, with Graz-

ione, Dave Intrabartolo and
John Daniels playing most of

the 60 minutes. Wayne Kautter
making his first appearance at

quarterback, and Frank Ficca,

at halfback, only put in brief

appearances. And fullback du-

ties were shared only by Billy

Paczkoskie and Gene Paja.

Two Sophs Sparkle

Very few linemen were used,

also, although two shining

lights were discovered in that

department.

Sophs Larry Sopko and Joe

Luzzi both turned in commend-
able performances at the guard

positions, and both made key
plays in the game.

Sopko kicked the extra point

following Grazione's touchdown
pass, and Luzzi recovered the

punt attempt blocked by end
Tom Heron.

Thin in ranks or not, the

Wildcats want this victory. If

they can take it, it'll mark the

first time in six years that Villa-

nova has won four of its first

five contests.

Cats Tough in Clutch,

Whitewash Detroit, 7-0
By RODGER VAN ALLEN

Villanova has the Cyril Burke
trophy back—and a football
"team" besides.

The emphasis is on the word
"team," because it was a ster-

ling display of teamwork that
netted the Main Liners a 7-0

victory over Detriot in the
Homecoming battle in Villanova
Stadium last Saturday.
Not to mention a brilliant in-

dividual performance by quart-
erback Jim Grazione, who con-
tinued to make his strong bid

for some sort of post-season
honors.

Grazione, the East's total of-

fense leader prior to the game,
picked up 131 yards—91 rush-
ing and 40 in the air—to lead
the Wildcat attack against the
Titans. That gave him a total

of 459 yards-gained in four
^games.- '''::'::'.V,.:^ : :":^ :-':

Only Two Completions
The Wildcat field general only

completed two of eight tosses
for his passing yardage Satur-
day, but both came in the 74-

yard Villanova drive for the
winning score late in the first

period of play.

A 32-yard toss to roommate
Dave Intrabartolo put the Main
Liners deep in Titan territory,

and then a 15-yard penalty
against the visitors moved them
to the nine.

Two plays later, Grazione
dropped an eight-yard touch-
down pass into the arms of Gene
O'Pella in the end zone to put
Villanova in the lead for good.
Soph Larry Sopko added the
extra point.

Earlier in the game, Grazione
had completed another pass into
the end zone—hitting speedy
halfback John Daniels—but it

was called back when referee
Albic Booth ruled that the South
Philadelphian had been past the
line of scrimmage when he
threw.

Roll-out Yardage
But it was in the running

game that Grazione really ex-

celled, as he constantly picked
up large chunks of yardage on
his patented roll-out play off
Villanovaa powerful "I" forma-
tion.

Nor was he any slouch de-
fensively, breaking up several
Titan plays. His most important
performance in that phase of
the game came with less than

a minute to play, when he in-

tercepted a long heave by De-
troit quarterback Lou Faoro
deep in Villanova territory to

break up the Titans' last scor-

ing threat.
Despite the individual brilli-

ance of the former South
Catholic High star, it was the

overall team play of the Wild-
cats that drew pleased rave
from the crowd of 7,965.

Full-time Players
In the backfield, Intrabartolo,

Daniels, Gene Paja and Billy

Paczkoskie were constant offen-

sive and defensive threats, and
they did it without much rest.

Wayne Kautter and Frank Fic-

ca were the only substitues, and
then only briefly.

And the line, although pushed
hard by the rugged Titan for-

ward wall, held constantly in

the clutch. The top perform-
ances came from Tom Fletcher,

who recovered a fumble; Tom
Heron, who blocked a punt; Joe
Luzzi, who recovered it, and
Sopko.

Best of all, however, was O'-

Pella, who won the outstanding
lineman award for the second
week running, just as Grazione
did in the backfield.

Jim Grazione and Detroit's Jack Vance a ppear to be involved in a wrestling bout over a
loo^e football, but actually both fell after Jim knocked down a pass thrown to Vance. Dave In-

trabartolo moves in to lend assistance.

St. Joesph's College Team
Down Wildcat Harriers

, By TOM
Villanova's cross - country

team went down to defeat at

the hands of St. Joseph's College

last Friday in a dual meet held

at Cobb's Creek, Upper Darby.
The final score read 17-44.

Coach Jim Tuppeny's men ran

a good race for four miles, but
seemed to have set too fast a
pace for themselves to finish

strong.

The race covered a distance

of five and a fraction miles, and
the Wildcat pace-setters lost

ground in the last grueling mile.

Benny Lynch of St. Joseph's

was first to finish, as Hawk run-

ners took seven of the first ten

places in the field of twenty-one.

Lynch was timed in 25 minutes,

29 seconds.

Villanova place men were Tim
McNamar, fifth. 26 minutes, 38

seconds; Bob Godesky, sixth, 26

minutes, 43 seconds and Vic De-

Maio, tenth with a time of 27

MURPHY
minutes and 49 seconds.

Tuppeny was very pleased

with sophomore McNamar, say-

ing, "He was really good. I

didn't think he'd do as well."

The cross-country coach says he
expects McNamar to be a good
man in the two-mile run for the

track team.

"Bob Godesky ran a good
race, but I expect he Will run
.shorter distances this year,"
Tuppeny said.

Current Grid Statistics

Football Satire
A satire on big-time football

coaches written by Gerald Hol-
land in the October 13th issue
of Sports Illustrated presents
.1 picture of the Coach which
be revealing to fans* who are
familiar only with the idealized,

character-building type of foot-
ball mentor.
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This is just one of tlie many posters being used to promote
National Catiiolic Youth Weeic, which starts on Sunday. Its

theme is the role of Catholic youth in tills age of space research.

New Masque Faces Abound
In Tiger At The Gates'

i.V

Belle llasque's November 5
' through 9 show, "Tiger at the

: Gates/' will bring to the Villa-

; nova stage many new faces this

; fall, drawn from both the Villa-

V nova campus and surrounding
women's colleges.

In some cases these neophytes
to Belle Masque will carry a
heavy load and, in fact, will be
starting at the top. To date,

rehearsals have shown that all

the new talent is ready to be-

come an integral part of the

future shows as well.

In the role of Ulsrsses there

is Ray Kantre, a junior chemis-
try major from Eklison, New
Jersey. Ray, equipped with a
fine speaking voice and sturdy

.build needed for the part, has
in the past done most of his

work in the musical line.

A former member of the Villa-

nova Singers, he also did sever-

al musicals while in high school.

Needless to say, the job of

straight dramatic role is some-
thing new for him, but, despite

his intense interest in music, he
states dramatics will take an
important place in his future

plans.

Was Understudy

Margie Brown, as Andro-
mache, has found a home with

Belle Masque also. Margie, a

junior art major at neighboring

Rosemont College was called up
from heur understudy position to

fiill the female lead a few short

weeks ago.

; The Brooklyn girl, a member
of Jest and Gesture at Rose-

mont, has made just one previ-

ous major stage appearance, the

Rosemont Features

'Chines' on Sunday
The Villanovans and the

Georgetown Chimes will be the

featured attractions at a Jazz

Concert and Mixer at Rosemont
College this Sunday afternoon.

The Villanovans will supply

the music for the affair, listed

for the T-House from 2 to 5 in

the afternoon, and the Chimes,

famous singing group from

Georgetown University, will put

on a performance about halfway

through the concert.

Admission price for the mixer

is |1 per person.

lead in the "Heiress" at Rose-
mont last fall. She also won the

"Best Actress" award for the
class plays at Rosemont in her
freshman year.

' Margie worked this summer
as a page girl at R.C.A. and met
many of the stars of T.V. and
radio. Her comment on this was
"I only hope some of that talent

rubbed off."

Link H a 1 1 o w e 1 1, another
Brooklsnoite, plays Priam. Link,

a junior social studies major,

is new tto the stage. In high
school he turned his efforts to-

wards sports, but has recently

decided to show a reversal of
form and try the stage.

Business Worker
Link's only other experience

with theatrics has been work on

The Harvard University Grad-

uate School of Arts and Sci-

the famous Breeze Pohit Surfkenw^es is presently accepting ap-

Club follies, in his home town
where he handled business af-

fairs .

Another Rosemont girl, Bar-
bara Ann Burke, a junior pre-

med from Havertown, will be
seen in the role of Cassandra.
Barbara also a member of Jest

and Gestures, and played the

lead role of "Antigone" in Rose-
mont's spring production last

year. The twenty-year-old bru-

nette directed tiie sophomore
class play for Rosemont's class

night last spring.

John Dagney plays the Top-
man. John is a vet, who did

work last year at Harcum Jun-
ior College in "The Diary of

Ann Frank."

From Immaciilata, Belle Mas-
que has secured Mary Schaffer

and Diane Viti. Mary's previous

experience was in a six month
drama program at Catholic Uni-
versity. Diane, a sophomore,
worked in high school musicals.

Girl Beginner

Other Villanovans who are
new to our stage are Peter Al-

lard, junior electrical engineer,

who will play Busirus. Jim
Lynch, a recruit from Turf and
Tinsel, who will fill the role of

Abneos; and John McGarry,
sophomore C & F student.

Also in the cast is Consuelo
Margarita Donahue, Villanova's

lone girl engineer who transfer-

ed from Trinity College where
she was very active in the

drama grouy.

Is Fellow In

Wilson Plan
Ralph C. Udicious, a 1958

Villanova graduate, has entered
the Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology to do graduate work in

physics under the Woodrow Wil-

son Fellowship plan.

Udicious is one of 1,000 pros-

pective college teachers in this

country and Canada enrolled in

graduate school under the plan.

Another 1,000 fellowships will

be offered this year. Nomina-
tions for Woodrow Wilson Fel-

lowships for next year must be
made by a faculty member be-

fore October 31. . .

"

Applications Available
Villanova students interested

can see Rev. Robert M. Sullivan,

O.S.A., Dean of Arts and Sci-

ences, or write directly to the
Woodrow Wilson National Fel-

lowship Foundation, Box 642,

Princeton, N.J.

Recognizing the need for col-

lege teachers, the Ford Foun-
dation recently gave the fellow-

ship group $25 million to aid

outstanding hrst-year graduate
students.

Beginning next year each fel-

lowship will carry a living al-

lowance of $1,500 for single stu-

dents with increments for de-

pendents, and will pay the full

cost of tuition and fees.

Udicious' Background
As an undergraduate, Udic-

ious majored in physics. He was
a member of the Spirit Commit-
tee, Physics Club, Sanctuary

Society, and the National Col-

legiate Who's Who.
He was an assistant instruc-

tor in the Villanova physics lab

and worked in the Structural

Dynamics Group of the Boeing

Airplane Co., in Seattle, Wash.

R.C Udicious Expert Speaks Tomorrow

At Accounting Society

Harvard Offers

Graduate Help

plications for the more than 300

scholarships and non-teaching

fellowships which it makes
available.

Applications must be filled at

the University by February 1,

1959.

The Division of Engineering

and Applied Physics offers five

feUowships worth $2,700—
they're called the Gordon Mc-
Kay Prize Fellowships. There
are also other scholarships

available at somewhat lower

figure.

From nine to fifteen Harvard
Foundation Prize Fellowships of

$2,700 each will be awarded in

the natural sciences, the social

sciences and the humanities.

Ten four-year Graduate Na-
tional Fellowships, which in-

volve teaching, are being offered

—with stipends of $2,700 for

the first two years and $4,000

for the next two.

Application forms may be ob-

tained by writing the Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences, 24

Quincy Street, Cambridge 38,

Mass.

Nick«l Aliiminum-Bronzo

The development of Ni-Bral
high tensile nickel aluminum-
bronze is attracting the attention of

all the leading shipyards and ship

operators in the United States and
Europe. This alloy, which has ex-

cellent mechanical properties along

with high resistance to corrosion

and erosion, is being used for ship

propellers, rudders, shafts, reduc-

tion gears, valvM and pump parts.

A local public accountant will

address the Accounting Society

tomorrow morning at 10.30 in

room 209 of the new Commerce
and Finance building.

The accountant, William D.
Carpenter, a manager with the

firm of Arthur Anderson and
Co., will also present a film cal-

led, "Budgeting, Forecast^

ing and Responsibility in Ac-
counting."

George Chorba, moderator of

the society and a member of the

Accounting Department, said

that Carpenter will answer
(Questions concerning the public

accounting field.

Government
Tests Listed

By Moritz
Seniors in Liberal Arts and

Commerce and Finance have
been reminded of two tests giv-

nn by the government to Fed-
eral job applicants, in an an-
nouncement released by Place-

ment Director John A. Moritz.

The Federal Service Entrance
examination will be given Nov-
ember 15, Jaunary 10, February
14 and later dates in March,
April and May.

A descriptive booklet and ap-
plication form 5000 AB can be
obtained from the Placement
Office. The booklet lists career

positions in more than twenty
fields.

The National Security
Agency's Professional Qualifica-

tion Test for 1958-59 will be
given here on campus on De-
cember 6. No other test is sched-

uled until late in 1959.

Only those who pass this test

are eligible for interviews which
will be held in Dougherty Hall
on February 19 and 20 of 1959.

Registration for the test clos-

es on November 29 of this year.

The N.S.A. bulletin of informa-
tion man can be obtained in the
Placement Office.

Moritz also said that the Ca-
reer Conference will be held on
December 4 instead of Decem-
ber 7, as was originally announc-
ed in the VILLANOVAN.

At the society's last meeting,

Chorba introduced the new of-

ficers. They are Gerald Gibbons,

president; Anthony Mullin, vice

president; Thomas O'Brien, eec-

retary, and Edward Scott, trea-

surer.

Gibbons revealed that plana

had been made for additional

speakers, smokers, field trips

and other activities more related

to the accounting field.

"We want accounting students

to be able to distinguish be-

tween the various tsrpes of ac-

counting work so that they will

have the necessary information

to determine the branch of ac-

counting they will follow," Gib-

bons said.

Woman Teaching

Philosophy Here
For the first time in VUla-

nova's history, a woman, Mrs.

Idella Gallagher has been in-

cluded to the University's de-

partment of Philosophy.

Mrs. Gallagher, the wife of

Dr. Donald Gallagher, assistant

chairman of the Philosophy de-

partment, teaches Logic and

Ethics in the College of Nurs-

ing.

Before coming to Villanova,

Mrs. Gallagher Uught philo-

sophy at Marquette University,

1943 through 1955, and at Al-

vemo College, Milwaukee, 1955
through 1958.

She received her Bachelor of
Philosophy degree at Marquette

in 1942, then studied at New
York University, St. Louis Uni-

versity, and Webster College.

She aUio attended the following

schools in Europe: Louvahi,
Sorbonne, and Cambridge.

Fr. Bortl«y Attends
MAACBA MMtin9
Villanova University was rep-

resented by the Rev. Joseph
Hartley, O.S.A. Dean of Com-
merce and Finance, at the
Eighth Annual Meeting of the
Middle Atlantic Association of
Colleges of Business Adminis-
tration held last week at the
Stacy-Trent Hotel. Trenton, N.J.

Thirty-seven Deans and rep-v
resentatives of area Business
Colleges attended the meeting.
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Sophomores, Freshmen Battle

for Muff Day Title

^'llt ««V

> MUtmiAi^, w^M'isO^'^ff' f- i f*,$tiKhiimv»^A

Freshnuin Richie Haines appears to be catching 40 winks during Muff
Day. Actually, he is simply bracing himself to withstand the power of half
a dozen sophomores. Haines' frosh mates have been Jolted backward.

^:m¥.* i^>/'j:: ^'^'^>,i.

A group of victorious freslimen are sent sprawling after they win a
tug-of-war against the sophomores on Muff Day. The sophs defeated the

frosh overall, however, causing the first year men to wear their 'regs' for

an additional week.

Dr. Mclnerney Has Forms
For Danforth Fellowships

A portion of the more than 4,000 parents who attended Par-
ents' Day, sit and listen to the Concert Band, who are being
directed by Herbert Fiss.

Students interested in being
granted a Danforth Graduate
Fellowship should see Dr. John
Mclnerney, assistant to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs,

as soon as possible in Mendal
Hall.

Nominations for these schol-
arships must be received by No-
vemi)er 1.

Appointment is given to ap-
proximately 100 men preparing
for college teaching who, at the
time of applying, have had no
graduate study.

Every accredited college in

the U.S.A. is invited to nominate
annually, through the liason of-

ficer, for the appointment as
Danforth Fellow, two or not to

exceed three men, less than thir-

ty years ago.

Selection Method
Selection is made on the basis

of outstanding acadeniic ability,

personality congenial to the
classroom, and integrity and
character, including serious in-

quiry within the Christian tra-

dition. ^

The applicant must be pre-

paring to teach in an academic
discipline common to the under-
graduate college. Men in the
natural and biological sciences

and in the social sciences are
encouraged to ayply.

The Danforth Fellow is free

to use his fellowship at any ac-

credited university in the U.S.

Concurrent with this appoint-

ment, he may carry other na-

tional fellowships such as the

Rhodes Scholarship, the Wood-
row Wilson Fellowship, the Ful-

bright Award.

The appointment Is for one
year, with expectation of annu-
al renewal through the years of

graduate study, if the graduate
record is distinguished and the
relationship proves mutually
harmonious.

Need Counts
The Danforth Foundation of-

fers financial assistance to its

fellows according to individual

need, limiting the annual maxi-
mum grant to $1,400 plus tuition

and fees required of all gradu-
ate students, for the single man

;

and $1,900 plus tuition and fees

required of all graduate stu-

dents, for the married man, with
an additional stipend of $350 for

each child.

The address of The Danforth
Foundation is 835 South Eighth
Street, St. Louis 2, Missouri.

McKama Speaks

On Fitzgerald

To Literary Club
A report on the autobiograph-

ical elements in the works of

F. Scott Fitzgerald will be pre-

sented to the Literary Club to-

morrow afternoon by vice-pres-

ident Tom McKenna, a senior.

McKenna's paper — "Mrs.

Parker Comes At Noon"—^will

be heard and discussed by the

(?lub at 3:30 in the VILLANOV-
AN office on the second floor

of Dougherty Hall.

President Jack Curtin an-

nounced that the afternoon ses-

sion was part of a new policy

of the club to make it easier

for day students to attend the

meetings, or "at least those

meetings at which no outside

speakers are present."

He added that any faculty or

interested student members are

invited to attend the reading of

the paper and the seminar dis-

cussion that will follow.

"Three Priests,** a novel by

Joseph Dever, has been chosen as

the November selection of the

Catholic Digest Book Qub.

Lynx Writing

Contest Has
Cash Prize
Ten dollars and the possibility

of publication in a national mag-
azine awaits the winner of the
writing contest recently an-
nounced by Frank Dynan, editor

in chief of the Lynx.
The contest is open to all un-

dergraduate students at Villa-

nova and the scope of eligible

writing includes the short story,

poem, essay and article.

The prize of ten dollars will

be given to the writed of the

best literary creation no matter
what it be. However, only the

best short story or article will

be sent to Mary Yost Associates,

the New York literary agent

with whom arrangements have
been made, because they alone

are in great demand by national

magazines.
Although an entry may not

win the cash award, it will still

receive serious oonsideratk>n for

publication in the Lynx, Dynan
said.

All entries must be received

by Wednesday, November 13. If

at all possible, they should be

typewritten and double spaced.

If hand written they must be

legible.

"Aside from the cash award,"
Dynan said, "I believe that this

contest provides a rare oppor-

tunity to 'the student who has

ever dresmied of selling his work
to a national magazine."
Dynan aUo announced that

there would be a general meet-

ing of the Lynx staff today at

3:30 in 101 Classroom Annex.
All editors. Managers an and
their staffs 'are expected to at-

tend.

George Christenson Earns

Scott Paper Scholarship
George L. Christensen, a jun-

ior civil engineering student
from Bethesda, Md., was award-
ed the Scott Paper Foundation
Scholarship for 1958-59.

The award, based on scholar-
ship, extra-curricular activity,

and character, amounts to

$1,000 a year for an engineering
student's last two years. The
recipient is chosen by a com-

mittee consisting of faculty and
student roprosentatives.

Here at Villanova, George is

treasurer of Phi Kappa Pi and
the ASCE. He is also a member
of the Sanctuary Society, Jun-

ior Class Steering Committee,

Villanova Engineer, and partic-

pates in intra-mural football,

basket, and baseball.

• Movie producer, at the end
of a story conference: "Thanks,
boys, and if any of you find your-
selves in disagreement with the sug-
gestions I have made, will you please
signify by saying, *I resign*?**

Catholic Digest—November

Rev. John Klekotka, O.S.A., Dean of Admissions, congratu-
lates George Christenson, junior engineer, on his being awarded
the Scott Paper Co. Scholarship for his last two yean In school.
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We Are Now Intellectuals
"Today's college student is a new and different

species of more mature abilities and serious pur-

pose, but he is often hobbled by obsolete college

programs/' ^^^^^^^'
, . '^

V That's what Loren.B. Pope had to say m last

Thursday's NEW YORK TIMES, reporting the

conclusions of a study commission on the college

student conducted by the American Council on Ed-

ucation. V ->'•' ^v:''-'^ -''.:.•/;.'•: ;-v^,. , . .

"Joe College is no more," the commission re-

ported, his place has been taken by a much abler

and individualistic seeker after independence rath-

er than conformity. The "new" college man is no

longer impressed with the BMOC role, he often has

outside ties sucri aS a job, wife, etc. which are more

important than his ^campus life. Even interest in

athletics has decreased.

The commission even goes so far at to recom- i:

mend doing away with "artificial" practices such

as grades and credit requirements for graduation

and the four year span of study.

It seems that tfie modern student wants more
opportunity for information study. He is seeking

useful and practical information, and thus many
college programs are now obsolete. Or so the com-i
mission says.

Well, the commission interviewed students all;'

over the country, and we guess they know what
th^re talking about, but we haven't seen much

.
evidence of the change.

The way we see it, "Joe College' will always
be with us. Even if he is an intellectual on the side.

yillahova's Parking Problem
In a letter to the VILLANOVAN last week, an

imdergraduate wondered why the Student Council
could not take over the operation of the parking lot

durinc: the football season.

The money derived from the fees would be di-

vided between the athletic department of the uni-

versity and the Student Council. At present, the re-

ceiots aresolit between the Athletic Department
and concessionaries than run the parking system.

Athletic Director Frank Reagan told the VIL-
LANOVAN he had no objection to the plan pro-
posed by the undergraduate. '

"But you must realize that the Athletic De-
partment has its buderet just as every other campus
QToup. If the council proposes a fair plan, we wfll
be glad to consider it." Reagan said.

Parking on the lots for the Wake Forest game
•Saturday was in a state of comolete confusion. In
an effort to makemore money, the parking employ-
ees packed cars into driveways and exits.

The employees, for the most part, left after the
first quarter, leavincr the post-crame exodus to the
responsibility of local police.

Villanova suffers m the lone run as resolutions
are vigorously made by the paying public to stay
home next Saturday. "Keep the customers who
drive cars happy" was a modern proverb learned
too late by a few major-league baseball owners.

The move is now up to the student council. It

is the opportune time to plan for next year's prob-
lems—before they happen.

Is Joe College Really Dead?
October 22, 19S8
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Letters to the Editor:

Commander PraisesVillanovaNROTCMen
To The Editor:

No one doubts the axiom
"Action speak louder than
words." It is very heartening
to receive letters like the fol-

lowing commendation given to

our students who spent their

training period this summer at
the United States Naval Am-
phibious Base in Little Creek,

Virginia. The letter was ad-
dressed to the Father Presi-

dent and read as follows:

Very Reverend amd
Dear Father:

This brief note is for the

purpose of commending
your young men from Vil-

lanova for their fine exam^
pie and religious spirit.

They have been the leaders

not only in their navy sub-

jects during the Summet
training, but especially in

religious practice. The ma'
jority of them assisted at
Uaas daily, and their ex-

ample influenced young
men from other Colleges to

participate in the relig-

ou^ opportunities offered by
the Navy to its emJbryo of'

ficera.

Fraternally in JXP
Brian D. Mahedy, C.P.

CDR, CHC, U8NR.
In view of this, the power

of good example on the part
of Villanovans of good-will

could do much to clear up the
many complaints reaching the
Chaplain's Office concerning

the cursing, vulgarity and un-
clean speech used by some of

the Student body. It is the

duty of the students of the

University to try to keep the

good name of Villanova un-
blemished to do their part in

providing a good example to

others of good clean speech.

Rev. Norbert Whitley, O.S.A.
Chaplain

To the Editor:

There is one place on our
campus where the Colors of
the United States of America
are flying each day. At 8 a.m.
and 4:15 p.m., these Colors are
respectively raised and lower-
ed, and is seems that the only
ones who pay strict respect

to this ceremony are the Naval
ROTC students.

For one onlooking Mendel
Field and its environs in the
morning and afternoon, one
would think there weren't
many Americans on campus
due to the fact that students
persist in horseplay, unneces-
sary conversation, or just car-

rying on nonchalantly while the
few respecting students pay
what little tribute they can.

That flag is a symbol of
America, its upholdings and
principles and it came about
through the loss of much
blood in revolutionary days.
Let's pay it the respect it is

due. We are American stu-

dents, yet we get very little

chance to show some patrio-

tism. Let's take one minute
of the day and pay tribute to

Old Glory. You some day may
have to give your life for it.

Others have!

D. R. Anderson

To The Editor:

Most students at Villanova
seem to have complaints about
the conditions on campus.
Many of these man have excel-

lent ideas on possible improve-
ments for the school.

Nevertheless, they do not
take any constructive action to
see that the situations are
remedied or that their ideas
are used.

One of the purposes of the
Student Council, ss quoted

from the preamble of its con-
stitution, is "to better provide
for the welfare of the student
body and the development of
ViUanova."

' To do this the council has
to know what the students
want.

If you have any gripes or
ideas, jot them down on a piece
of paper and drop them in the
suggestion box under the Stu-
dent Council bulletin board in
Dougherty Hall.

Fred Wiele
Student Council Treasurer

To The Editor:

An answer to "Who Cares"
Who cares, Mr. Kempf ? We

of Villanova who are sane.
JohnP. KeUey

To th% Editor:

Mr. John P. Kelley in his
article "White Elephant Wanes
As The Donkey Grows Fat"
(Villanovan, 10/15.P.7) has at-
tacked the present administra-
tion's policies and predicted a
landslide Democratic vote in
November. I feel that Mr. Kel-
ley has done the students a
disservice when he states four
reasons why the Republican
Party is on the defensive na-
tionally and then only consid-
ers two of his points.

However, if the ommissioiifl
were not your fault, Mr. Kel-
ley, I recommend very strong-
ly that you have a few words
with your Editor and straight-
en that boy out

A registered Democrat
Jerry McGrath

Letters Welcomed
The editorf of the VILLA-

NOVAN, welcome letters on
current topics expressing stu-

dent views.
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Foreign Student Says "No Different World"
and no previous practical ex-

perience in the English langu-

age, John speaks exceptionally

clear, distinct, and unaccented
English. He believes, though,

that the English class for for-

eign students introduced this

year was direly needed by many.

What's So Funny
Both then and now the hard-

est things for John to compre-
hend are the English language
and American humor, in that

order. He experienced the latter

, during his first week on cam-
pus as students persisted at

throwing dirty laundry into his

room. He recalls the incident

with a smile now, but you can
imagine his bewilderment at the

time.

We asked John for his im-

pression of Americans before he
came here and after a year of

residence. He told us he knew
little of American ways before

he arrived here, but that he,

along with the rest of Japan,

was shocked at the Little Rock
case. "I find though," he told

us, "That the American people

on the whole are both receptive

and likeable." He now also

shares the American fun-loving

nature.

Of the American student,

John states that he is much
more industrious than his Jap-

anese counterpart. However, he
observes with personal displea-

sure the conformity within our
collegiate ranks. "All the stu-

dents wear the same clothes

(Ivy League), and have the

same cars," he states. John tells

us that the older Japanese tend

to think of us as materialists.

The younger set—they want to

visit the states. From what they

see in American movies, our

country is the greatest!

Masakazo Suguira is the first

and only Japanese student thus
far to grace the Villanova cam-
pus. The story of John's final

arrival at V. U. (John is his

adopted Christian name) is both
an interesting and provocative

one.

To get the whole story we
must return to Japan in the
year 1948, when John was ten

years old. He was a Buddhist
as were his parents and ances-

tors of the last 300 years. A
friend of his introduced him to

a Catholic priest and a firm

friendship began to grow. He
began to receive religious in-

struction and finally, at the ap-

proval of his parents, embraced
Catholicism. Later on, John
brought his three younger
brothers and sister into the
Church. In 1949 Mr. and Mrs.
Suguira adopted the Faith.

The significance of the con-

version of the Suguira family
is not evident until one realizes

that ahnost all of Japan is Budd-
hist. For a Japanese to be con-
verted to Catholicism is as radi-

cal at a son of Erin embracing
Confucianism.

Chose Villanova

During his high school days,

John expressed a desire to fur-

ther his education in America.
So his father, who is president

of the Konca Camera Co., set

out personally to find for John
a "Giood Catholic American col-

lege" which he could attend. A
friend recommended Villanova.

Mr. Suguira investigated, liked

what he found out, and entered

John in our Commerce and Fi-

nance division.

John arrived on U. S. soil for

the first time in September of

last year. For one who has only

a year in the states behind him,

Olen Plaid Speoks;

Sports Outfit Suggested

For Collegiate Casuals
ly LARRY PALACIO

Today I actually considered resigning my column space to

someone possessing Jesser talents than I. Ha! You say that is

impossible. You say that the VILLANOVAN would collapse with-

out my superbly directed genius. My friends, I am included to agree

with you, but I had a most disrupting experience today. I was
soliciting opinions from a group of exquisitely dressed females

at a nearby campus on the subject of clothing habits of the

Villanova male.

Ugh!

The opinions expressed could not be printed here, they be-

ing so derisive. I was further shocked when these mocking
utterances were even illustrated. There, calmly smoking a cig-

^arette and smiling like a contented feline was a most disgusting

sight. Light green, summer weight slacks; rumpled, baggy, navy-

blue blazer, shiny nylon, tan sport shirt and something resembling

a shoe lace substituting for a tie comprised this individual's outfit.

Change your ways sirs, or you will be the laughing stock

of the entire college scene. In desperation I offer a suitable

sport outfit for you to present yourselves in. First selection:

a sport coat of better grade Harris tweed, no thin stripes, please,

and no excessive shoulder padding. Rather, a wide stripe, a
check weave or a solid herring bone in soft shades of light

brown tan or employ a bolder color scheme using a hunter or

lively olive green.

What? No Belt In Back?

Second selection: slacks of gabardine, worsted wool or the

heavier dacron blends. Surprise, no belt in back and no cuffs,

retaining the tapered tailoring perhaps with even a slinuner leg

than last year. Here we can use a dark charcoal grey, a brown
and black or a flat olive green. Match the coat and slacks with I

a tan or red sport shirt, plain colors and foulard or paisley prints

wiU all fit suitably.

Forsake the button down for a straight short collar either

open or closed. For the more daring. I suggest a flat red oxford,

shirt collar left open with a green foulard ascot enhancing the

neck. Finish this outfit off with a pair of soft grained Italian

loafers in oxford red or dark brown.
You may utilize a part or all of this scheme but most import-

ant, mind your color shades. As a rule of thumb, always look to

nature's autumn color displays for advice. The complete outfit

may, by careful selection and alert buying, be assembled for the
modest sum of fifty dollars.

By BILL S^fERS

Speaking of movies, John in-

forms us the American pictures

are far more popular than those

made in Japan. They prefer our
love stories; with Grace Kelly

and Rock Hudson topping the

-Politolk.

In Defense Of

The Committeeman
By J. P. KELLEY'

The winners of this year's

state-federal election will owe
a debt of gratitude to the Com-
"mitteemen and women of their

party. These division workers
are the elected officials who are

closest to their constituents and
thus, the major factor in the
'grass-roots' advancement of the
electoral process.

Their primary duty is to get
voters registered and make sure
they vote on Election Day. Sub-
sidiary but important tasks in-

clude protecting the public

against violations of the Elec-

tion's Code and arranging for
polling places and election offi-

cials.

The question is often asked

—

"What motivates a Committee-
man"? It is certainly not for
financial reasons since he re-

ceives no pay tot services rend-
ered. The money he does re-

ceive on Election Day is usually
not enough to take care of his

expenses; hence he often sac-
rices his own resources to bene-
fit the people he represents.

Primarily the motivations are
threefold—the party worker
acts to further good govern-
ment, for prestige, and for his
political advancement. Many
high officials in public life were
and still are party Committee-
men.

Social Work
Conunittee personnel are so*

cial workers. They constantly
urge community improvements
in housing, sanitation, street
lighting, and traffic guides. They
are often instrumental in gain-
ing the repair and repaving of
streets, better transportation,

libraries, and parking facilities

for their districts.

(Continued on PftgeQ) ;, v

NOT LIKE THIS

(SMPakielo)

iia SPENDER

fSss Ksmpf)

star list. Japanese television has
been Americanized to an extent
with "Superman" topping the

popularity polls.

John is quite talented, play-

ing proficiently the piano, flutej

and ukelale. He likes both jazz

and classical music, but leans

more toward the former, with
Dave Brubeck and Eddie Con-
don being his favorite artists.

He has no time for "rock and
roll."

MASAKAZO SUGUIRA

But the "great American by-
product" has left its mark in

Japan, as "rock and roll" has
taken the islands by storm. And
as it is in this country it is

looked down on by older folks.

Judo Expert
John, Ike most Japanese, is

an avid sports enthusiast. He
plays golf, likes motorcycling,

and is a 5th class Judo expert,

a position attained only through
vigorous competition. He is also

quite a baseball fan, Japan's

number one sport.

We changed the subject and
asked John about boy-girl re-

lations in Japan. He told us
that they are radically different

from ours. Before a boy can
date a girl in Japan, he must
be formally introduced to her;
then the couple must be taken
for a "night on the town" by
the girl's parents. After this

initiation, he may then ask the
girl for a date. Those who date
regularly are not favored. John
likes our dating customs, and
thinks American girls are pretv
tier than those at homo.

Relations between boys, them-
selves, are quite different from
ours. Before fellows may speak
to each other, they must be
formally introduced, and they
must initially address each other

by theit last names.
No Kimonos

John may have cleared up
many misconceptions when he
told us that his people live much
the same as we do. They do not

walk around in Kimonos, the
native dress, nor are a god3
percentage of the people starv-

ing, as many believe. He states

that only about 1% of the

people can be considered as
starving. Most have cars and

'

television just as we do. The
only difference being, as John
puts it, "only we do not worry
about money as Americans do."

We were discussing one of

Japan's greatest problems

—

juvenile delinquency—^when we
hit upon another delicate sub-

ject. He was telling me how
most delinquency was caused by
war orphans, when I asked him
just how his countrymen feel

about the last war. He told us

that there was no anti-Ameri-

(Continued on Pa^e 7 >

Mein Kempf-

Two-Penny Comic Opera
iy DON KEMPF'

The sun was shhiing the other day. I had two pennies and

was wondering what to do. I decided I would walk down to Mrs.

Tracy's corner store and buy two jaw-breakers.

When I got to the corner—Mrs. Tracy's comer—I barely

recognized it. The wooden face of the building, the small windows

that always had jars of different kinds of candies, the awning

that rolled down in the morning and up at night—the one we
ran and jumped and tried to touch—all were gone. Now there

was a window that ran the entire face of the store and in the

center a neon light flashed "National Drug Store" on and off in

a bright red color.

I went into the store. Florescent lights were shining every-

where and I walked up to one of the men in the white linen uid-

forms and asked where Mrs. Tracy was.

He told me that she had passed away and that National

Chain-Drugs now ran the store. "Have thirty seven stores in the

city now," he proudly stated.

Yes, We Have No Jawbreakers

I asked him for two jaw-breakers. He scratched his head and
asked me what jaw-breakers were; and when I had told him, he

said that the store didn't carry those any more. They didn't

carry long pretzels, malt balls, fake wax teeth, Kits, long sheets

of paper with candy dots on them, or those wax bottles with

orange syrup in them either.

"But we do have these candy bars for a nickel,*' he said

as he led me to a fancy display of candy bars. They were on
fancy racks, all wrapped up in shiny paper, sealed tight by a
big machine, and probably very nutritious. But they didn't look

like they would be much fun, so I thanked the man and went out

through one of the large glass doors.

Also Among the Misshig
As I walked down the street I though about other absentees.

I though about empty lots and how much fun they used to be,

and how they were being filled by useless buildings. I though
about tree forts—where everyone talked in a whisper in case
enemy spies were around; about building scooters out of orange
crates and roller skates.

And then I came to a group of young boys. They were wear-
ing eye masks, black hats and capes, and were flashhig swords.
The word ZORRO was written across the back of their capes.

When I asked them what ZORRO was they just looked at me
and began to laugh.

As I ran down the street away from them, watching them
with my Tom Mix, over-the-shoulder, viewer ring, I saw that they
were all laughing and pointing at me.

And one of them was eating one of those nickel candy ban.
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The Main Line

-By BOB BROTHERS

Does your sweetie ever accuse you of using a line ? She ex-

pects compliments about her hair, eyes, and smile, but not in

exactly the same words of her last boy friend. So, why not
shake her up a little. Speak to her in the words of your chosen
profession. . v., >;•;

' MATH MAJOR: "How do I love thee, let me count the ways.

The exact number is doubled and then multiplied by itself and
the square root of the product is the original number with the

integers reversed. I see our relationship as a pair of intersecting

circles. Perfection is to be reached when the area of the two
outer crescents, added together, is exactly equal to that of the

leaf shaped piece in the middle."

ENGLISH MAJOR: "Do not dissipate your competence by hebe-

tudinous prodigality lest you subsequently lament an exiguous
inadequancy. Everything that coruscates with effulgence is not
ipso facto aurous. One should hyperesthetically exercise macro-
graphy upon that situs which one will eventually tenant if one
propels oneself into troposphere" (What he said: Waste not,

want not. All that glitters is not gold. Look before you leap.)

GIlN. AR^: "You will forgive me, my dear Yvonne, if I state

quite frankly and openly that you seem to me to be in every
way the visible personification of absolute perfection. Your fig-

ure should be cast in marble and placed on a high pedestal so

that all the world may gaze upon the beauty which you alone
possess.

FRENCH (First Semester): "Ma jolie cherie Maureen: Je suis

tres in love with you. Pour moi vous are the only femme in the
monde. Votre face, votre pieds, votre figure and the votre rest

of you are the most beautiful in the monde. I cannot mange, I

cannot dorme, I cannot work—par ce que—I am always thinking
of vous. Je suis your forever and ever. Until demanche when I

ouvre la porte in your house Je love you madly."

PSYCH MAJOR: "I am dejected, I am depressed, I am in love.
Bemice, you are my symbolic stimuli of contentment. The fun-
damental organization which retermines the unique nature of
your interactions with yourself and your environment is so vi-

brant.

BIOLOGY MAJOR: "My heart is a permeable membrane to your
charms. I am thigmotropic to your lips and geotropic to your
smile. Let this relationship never reach the telophase stage but
instead by symbiotic. You are the nucleus. I am your cytoplasm."

O&Fer: "Despite the intensification of my research activities
there have been substantial reductions in my operating expenses.
As evidenced by a growing volume of invoices and as a tempor-
ary measure in order to increase my working capital I have de-
cided to reduce sociality this year. This will lesson my dependency
on the whims of paternal appropriations. While it is true that
your synthetic discoveries may in the future affect my status,
I feel that I'm fully prepared and equipped to face these prob-
lems realistically and with confidence as to the outcome. I have
undertaken a long-range program to diversify my operations and
broaden my resources. Although I expect 1959 to be a more com-
petitive year than 1958 I am looking forward with the expecta-
tion of satisfactory results and your continued friendship."

PHYSICS MAJOR: "You radiate 200 pi lambert and my mag-
netic susceptibility in your field is minu3 zero. I see you, Kathy,
as the most beautiful conglomeration of ellipses, parabolas, and
sine waves in perfect symmentry. Running your hands through
my hair has generated some 3 x 10 statcoulombs and the accel-
eration of my heartbeat has increased to 9.23 thumps per second.
Stop! You've made a molten mass of my National Honor Society
pin."

PHILOSOPHY MAJOR: "I need you like Matter needs Form.
Our love is like the union of Essence and Existence. Since we
met this has been a sortie and there shall be no dichotomy. Must
I make syllogisms to prove my love ? (Tarzan love Jane. Me boy,
you girl. I love you.) This comprehension is proof of a Neces-
sary Proposition."

JOURNAUSM MAJOR: "You are amiable, affecUonate, beauti-
ful, benign, chaste, charming, dutiful, dignified, elegant, easy,
faithful, fond, good, graceful, handsome, healthy, intelligent, in-
dustrious, just, kind, lively, liberal, modest, merciful, neat, not-
able, obedient, obliging, pretty, pleasing, righteous, valiant,
well-formed, young, zealous."

HEADUNE WRITER: "Flareup Looms, Special Session Order-
ed, Challenges Tested, Blaat Nixed, Appeal Rejected, Sharp Re-
buke, Revamp Due, Ultimatum Reached, Pact Near, Merge OK'd,
Big Two Treaty Seen."

LAW STUDENT: "Clause ^) of subsecUon (a) of section 34,
section 35 and subseciidn <«) of section 36, act of October 16,
1958 (P. L.—Personal Letter—2i), known as thfe I'm Just An
Ordinary Man is amended to read: Section 34. I've grown ac-
cuBtomed io your face."

If none ot the above are effective you might try this: "You
miss you you popya Shoobey doobey wah. Oopey doogey doody
Shoombee doozy boop. You miM you Shoobey Oookie tooley shoop

and doobie oobie doody misses you too."

£/. N. Challenge To Arabs
Causes Mid-East Strife

Since 1948 the Mid-East has
been a constant series of com-
plex problems. In that year the

United Nations, with the en-

couragement of the United
States and Great Britian, par-

titioned parts of territories into

the state of Isreal. The Arabs,

including Egyptians Syrians,

Jordanese, Saudi Arabians, and
others resented this, and we now

NEED A NEW LINE?
(See Brothers)

THE ARAI QtfESTIOH

(See Corey)

Congress Page
Finds Relief

At Villanova

How would you like to serve

as a Congressional Page? Can
you imagine yourself walking
aroimd during House and Sen-

ate sessions, rubbing elbows

with our nations top leaders?

If you can't picture yourself

in this position, picture Terry
Scanlon, a sophomore C and F
student here at Villanova, who
has had first hand experience in

this capacity. ; ;'

Up Before The Birds

Terry graduated from the

Congressional Page school in

Washington D.C. The school is

situated on the third floor of

the Library of Congress build-

ing,:-and has an average enroll-

meiit of eighty House and Sen-

ate pages.

Because of the Congressional

sessions which demand the

pages' presence, the classes are

held in the early morning from
6:30 to 10:30 a.m. With this

tight schedule, only major pre-

paratory courses can be taught.

Terry served as house Docu-
mentarian during the eighty-

fourth and part of the eighty-

fifth Congresses. As Documen-
tarian, he handled all of the

daily legislation of the House,

and signaled for recesses and
adjournments.

Shorter Than Short
Asked about the hours, Terry

says, "The working hours are

long and tedious. In the Senate,

sessions may and do last till

early morning, and the pages
must be present at all times.

However (Terry breathed a
sigh of relief), the House ses-

sions rarely last that long."

By JIM COREY
have to face the results of their

most bitter moments, the defeat
of the Arab Armies by the Is-

rael Army. To the average Arab,
this meant, in addition to the

loss of territory, the loss of
prestige. The honor of the Arab
people had been challenged.

Since 1949, most of the events
occuring in the Mid-East can be
linked to this challange.

The Arabs have answered by
their partial acceptance of Nas-
sarism, the result of the decay
of the Egyptian Dynasty. Is

Nassar better than the previous
government of Egypt ? Any
answer must be qualified.

Being a democratic country,
the United States was favorable
to the betterment of government
and although this is an open
question, I personally feel that
Nassar's government is better
than that of King Farouk.

Farouk or Nassar ?

Opposed to the stagnant, in-

flexible government of King
Farouk, Nassar presents a very
dynamic, energetic government
which now is rising in the eyes
of the governments of the Arab
world and most especally in the
eyes of the Far Eastern coun-
tries.

Thus, from the standpoint of
better government Nassar is an
improvement. But what of our
foreign policy and most im-
portant, Egypt's criticism of the
United States. Daily we are
critized, occasionally in quite
strong terms, by Radio Cairo
and even Radio Damascus.
The papers of Egypt, being
under government censorship,
never cease to print the charges
of American imperialism, and
Zionism. Since Radio Cairo, et

al are all controlled by the gov-
ernment, this would seem to in-

dicate the opinions and feelings

of the Nassar government.

Obviously foreign relations

with the weak government of
Farouk would be compartively
easy. But now we face a revival

of Pan-Arabism, a less mana-
gable regime. So in this regard
the change of government was
bad.

Confused Crises

,

>

More details should be invest-

igated such as the hundreds of
thousands of Arab refugees,

Israel's attack on Egypt and
the United States' renig on their

promise to assist the building of

the Aswan Dam. But all of these

can be traced to the 1948 deci-

sion by the United Nations. The
entire strength of Nassarism is

based on the fact that the Arab
has been challenged.

What can the United States

do to relieve the tension in the

Mid-East ? First, it is my opin-

ion that if ever faced with the

absolute choice of either Egypt
or Isreal, Egypt must be the

choice. As Nassarism involves

most of the Arab countries, and
these Arab countries have over
75 percent of the known oil re-

serve, SAC bases, and control

the Suez, what has Isreal to of-

fer? You may say opposition

to Communism, but Nassar has
outlawed the Communist Party
in both Egypt and Syria.

Some say we have a moral
obligation to help Isreal, since

we were more or less respon-

sible for her creation, but we
may more properly say that we
have no moral responsibility to

continue a bad decision.

Thus, the only plausible rea-

son that we should continue to
support Isreal is that she exsists

as an entity, to destroy her as
a country by allowing rampant
Arabianism would be morally
wrong. What we must do is use
our pressure to correct a bad
decision.

A Soultion

Some suggested pressures
would be: 1) induce Isreal to
support and eventually settle
the Arab refugees. 2) encourage
a meeting of conciliation and
mediation between the heads of
the governments of Isreal and
Egypt. 3) if possible, to Umit
our arms supply to Isreal, but
more preferabley to the whole
Arab block of Nassar. This
would relieve the necessity for
continuing arms expansion, since
both nations would be started on
the path of peace.

The challange of Arab nation-
alism is before us. We can con-
tinue our present policy of pro-
moting resistance and perhaps
even use military force, or we
can also try to understand Arab
Nationalism and work with the
Arabs to channel their nation- •

alism in constructive lines. We
must make a choice: continued
unrest in the Mid-East or the •

possibility of working with the
Arabs. The latter seems the
niore probable course.

ASK us ABOUT YOUR CAMPUS CLOTHES!
Viiianovo student representotives for famous

Haverford store.

We are on cam-
pus daily ar>d in

Jacob Reed's
every Saturday.

See us for ail

your clothing
needs.
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Chanting Bandstanders

Bugs on 7^cket Racket^
PETE aIlard

Join the Teahouse Troops:

Want To BeA Commando?
By SHELL E. KEATS

Attention Freshmen, are you the University. The best Corn-

interested in joining that dedi- mando is usually the upperclass-

cated band of Villanovans who men and with good reason, for

each year fill the Rosemont-Tea- the intricacies of this type of

house to overflowing? Yes, the combat are best learned through
same ones seen every weekend experience, but there are open-
with happy smiles on their faces, ings for frosh.

that type of smile which ac- Men of Many Purposes
companies thoughts of a nice Despite their many failings,

looking date. Then you are in- the Commando reserves a high
terested in becoming a Teahouse place in the hearts of the Rosies.

Commando, so take heed. He is a teacher, preacher, coun-
' The Teahouse Commando is sellor, big brother, playmate,
a special breed. He has to be, and a fourth for bridge to the __ . .

for the requirements are dis- feminine population of our close occur in those areas where it is you can blame the rainy sum- marily of guttural sounds, and
--._,^-.:«- A ^ ^ . -«,.-.,-_ mi._ *....._- -. .,.- ._,-...__o . .— «_«j-<....^ ^gj. on the Bandstand chants. "Yeah!" or "Naw!", although

Few of us who
survived 19 5 7

have forgotten

that otherwise

bright Monday
afternoon when
"Bandstand*' be-

came "Ameri-
can B a-n d -

stand." Even
now, months

after the great event, repercus

post at the T.V. station. It is

also true that many letters post-

marked Georgia, Alabama etc.,

Perhaps you will be content were written to ask Dick Clark

counting the teeth in Dick if he's sure that the North did

Clark's "American Boy" smile, win the Civil war.

as he giggles with a dazed look- Bandstand is principally a cul-

ing blonde who has celebrated tural force; a bandstand fan is

three coast-to-coast birthdays in a bug on culture in much the

as many weeks, or simply trying same manner as a moth on a

to tell the girls from the boys, grey flannel suit.

If you would rather be cyn- White Mui Kick Indian

sions of one kind or another ical than complacently content, His vocabulary consists pri-

criminating. A Commando must affiliation. The future of the
be able to tell the truth with Commando is guaranteed (Villa-

more than the usual amount of nova is the only school within
color. He must be able to keep six and a half minutes walking
the eyes of the freshmen feminin- time).
ity wide open, while extracting For those who fear competf-
at least the average amount of tion, put your minds at ease;

Oh's and Ah's. there's room for another hero.

A good knowledge of "Bridge" Holes are continuously appear-
is another prime requirement. A ing in the Conunando ranks be-

good knowledge consisting of cause of those who fall in action

televised. American Bandstand
is Philadelphia's first significant Never watched the show before, some of the more literate ones

contribution to network televi- you will enjoy the total effect ; are able to pronounce name and

Bion, and It certainly has pro- that of a bankrupt zoo at feed- school after two or three tries

voked interest in tiie city of ing time. and a sharp kick from Dick

Indian Want Firewater! 'Clarke

Looking back to the first na- When asked what they want

tional airing of the program, it out of life, most bandstanders

is interesting to recall some of will answer either an echo mike,

the action which was taken that enough Black Angus cattle to

week; The National Council of start in the jacket racket, or a

Brotherly love.

Bandstand has everything, it's

fun to count emcee Dick Clark's

yessir's, all-rightee's, or here-

we-go's, and one is filled with

new confidence in the U.N. af .

being able to sit there looking to such things as graduation, ter watching the regular parti- Churches declared Philadelphia rich husband or wife. This last

intelligent while he is being and the more merciful "collegi- cipants get their distemper shots a missionary territory, and the answer shows that there is still

beaten. No true Commando can ate marriage", better known as from World Health Organiza- East India Company hastily es- a slight flicker of hope.

tablished a trading

393 W. Loncatltr Av«. Hcv«rffoid (iMxf to PosT Office)

claim ignorance of this brain

taxing game; although there are

times when it could save face.

Year 'Round Snow
Finally, the' Commando must

be able to cover the plain green
of the Rosemont campus with
shiny deceptive stuff called

"snow". That same intangible

something that soothes the
homesick heart of freshman
Rosemont by providing a hero
to replace the mother and father

that were left at home.
The guiding philosophy of the

Commando is "first come, first

to see what Rosemont has to

offer". The keen mind of this

Villanova specialist uses the ex-

isting tactical procedures to
great advantage; and when
these fail, he brings about new
innovations.

Beware of Upperclassmen.
Tactical procedures such as:

the use of old acquaintances. to
make new ones, and the use of
new ones to make newer ones;
by passing upperclassmen (wo-
men in this case) because their

knowledge of Commando tactics

has been known to cause em-
barassment to the wary con-
querer; and finally, following
the philosophy of the famous
old southern tactician General
Forest by getting there firstest

with the mostest in the way of
offers to picnics, dances, and
other college yummy yummies.
The Commando must be the

most socially aggressive of the
Villanova students. He has been
accused by many of taking a
course in Social Engineering,
but actually this course is only
a minor. His major can be any
of the other courses offered by

Foreign
(Continued from Page 5)

can feeling, and most are con-
tent to forget the whole disas-
trous event. Only the older min-
ority holds a grudge of any
kind.

We asked about the future of
the Suguira family and himself
in particular. He said that he
awaits the arrival of his cousin
who will take graduate courses
at the University of Pennsylvan-
ia next year. His brother, a
talented artist, would like to
study in France.

As for John, himself, he has
found happiness at Villanova.
The students are very friendly,

and he is doing well with his
studies. In his words: "I'm
happy here, but like you Amer-
icans say, 'there's no place like

home'."

'pinnmg tions teams. company

ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

From oil comes a new way to go steady

Steadiness is the rule since the lurch left gear shifting in modem buses. Now, power is transmitted smoothly and

quietly from motor to wheels with the help of fluids. Esso Research developed a better fluid that~from dead stop

to cruising speed— gives you a smoother, more comfortable ride. Whether you re in a bus, or in ^^^^"^^^
your own car, you travel better because ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil. | CSSO I

'

TNIt IS ONE OP A SERIES OF ESSO RESEAICN MESSASES APPEARMO RESOLARLY III NEWSPAPERS TNROUOHOUT THE AREA SERVED RV ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY

^ .11.14. „. I jLift
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World Seen Fortunate

win UN's Existence
The world today is very for-

tunate in the existence of an
organization such as the United

Nations. This cosmopolitan

body primarily endeavors- to

eliminate and settle in a peace-

ful' manner any crises that may
arise between nations.

In retrospect, we can see that

the world has never been at

peace. The very ambitious poli-

tical figureheads are always
striving to materialize their as-

pirations at the expense of other

nations.

The foregoing statement

arouses in the reader's mind the

question—Are the efforts of the

U.N. futile? Its endeavors are

idealistic, but its ventures are

by no means unavailing. It is

true that the world will never

be free of those very ambitious

few, but the existence of an in-

ternational organization — the

United Nations — provides a

constructive channel through

which each member nation has

a moral obligation to direct his

actions.

Charter Members

Thirteen years ago, on Octo-

ber 24, the United Nations was
formed when a majority of its

original member countries rati-

fied its charter. During the first

year of its existence the United

Nations had fifty-one members.
Today, the U.N. has eighty-

one members. In 1946 four new
members were admitted, two
members in 1947, one new mem-

By CLINTON P. CHIN

ber in each of the years 1948,

1949 and 1950, sixteen new
members in 1955, four new mem-
bers in 1956 and two new mem-

Eisenhower Proclaims

United Nations Day
"Firm support of the United

Nations has always been a
fundamental element of our

foreign policy"—so states
President Eisenhower's procla-

mation of UN Day, 1958.

Democratic administrations,

too, have both in word and

deed affirmed the principle of

working through the United

Nations. For mayimnm effect-

iveness the UN needs the un-

derstanding and bacldng of all

our citizens.

UN Day, celebrated each

year on October 24, annivers-

ary of the founding of the

United Nations, is designed to

promote a better grasp by the

American people of the prob-

lems, aims and accomplish-

ments of the United Nations.

This year, after pointing to

the Icey role of the United Na-

tions in America's foreign pol-

icy, UN Day heralds the day-

by-day work of the 19 United

Nations Specialized and other

international agencies which

strive to prevent war by at-

tacking its causes; hunger,

disease, ignorance, oppression.

bers in 1957. The majority of

these new memlsers are Asian
and African countries that have
advanced from colonial status

to independence in the last 13
years.

Other new members may be
admitted as more of the former
colonial areas qualify, or if such
divided countries as Germany,
Korea and Vietnam are united

or, finally, if Red China ever

reforms sufficiently to win an
adequate number of votes to get

a seat.

The principle organs of the

U.N. are the General Assembly,
which seats all member nations

of the U.N. A two-thirds ma-
jority vote—fifty four of the

eighty-one members—is re-

quired to pass a resolution.

Assembly Duties

Any questions or matters
within the scope of the Charter
or. relating to the powers and
functions of the other organs
of the United Nations are dealt

with within the General Assem-
bly. It has the power to make
recommendations to the mem-
bers of the U.N. or to the Se-

curity Council on these ques-

tions.

There is one exception to this

power to recommend: it is in,

connection with a dispute or sit-

uation which is being dealt with

by the Security Council—unless

the General Assembly is asked

to do so by the Council, or fails

to exercise its primary responsi^

. ;-i^t»»-mu- J,i:,--'.»jm.- . ,i»«»-i •<•• •'
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bility to maintain intematonal
peace and securty.

On the reconunendation of the

Security Council, the General
Assembly admits new members
to te United Nations. It de-

termines the U.N.'8 budget and
te conhtribution of each mem-
ber toward expenses.

The General Assembly,

through a special committee,

studies and analyses information

on the economic, social and ed-

ucational conditions in the Non-

Self Governing Territories, This

information is submitted annual-

ly by the member states which
administer the territories.

Eleven Members
The Security Council consists

consists of eleven members. Five

are permanen t— National-

ist China, France, Great Britain,

United States and the USSR;
six are non-permanent members
and are elected for two year

terms to represent Western Eur-
(Continued on Pa^B^e 10)

SAID - BUT TODAYS L^M GIVES YOU-

They said it couldn't be done . . . until the

Wright Brothers flew this plane for 59 sec-

onds in 1909. Today flying is so much a part

of modern life that 40 American colleges

offer regular flying courses, many of them

for degree credit. ;

'"'-'''

Puff

by

puff

•:."? :
, ,.•

. f :

DON'T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER I

Change to L^M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better

taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's L*M combines these two essentials

of modem smoking enjoyment -less tars and more taste-in one great cigarette.

'4

Light into that Live MmIwh fiavorl
,

C19S8 LiGOBTT M Myim Tomacoo Ca

Cornell Students

Five Engineering

Capture
Awards

Five engineering undergradu-
ates at Ck)meU University re-

ceived all of the top awards this

year in the annual mechanical
and structural welded design
competition sponsored by The
James F. Lincoln Arc Welding
Foundation of Cleveland, Ohio.

This is the first time in the
eleven year history of the com-
petition that students in one en-
gineering school have made a
clean sweep of the three top
awards.
The Lincoln Foundation

makes 46 awards each year rec-

ognizing the engineering ability

of college undergraduates in the
field of welded design. Awards
are made for both mechanical
and structural designs which
make a significant use of arc
welding for improvement and
lower costs.

The Foundation also awards
scholarship funds to the schools
in which students were enrolled
when making their designs.
Top award of $1250 went to

Richard Jarvis of Baltimore, Md.
for his design of a triangular
shaped foot bridge. John Jenner
and E. R. McLean of LeRoy,
N. Y., and Philadelphia, respec-
tively shared the $1000 Second

Varsity Riflers Giv^
Morksmen's Course
Four members of the varsity

rifle team last week gave a
course in rifle marksmanship to
special classes of interested stu-
dents.

The team members, Daniel
Speda, Lou Spevetz, Frank Mur-
tha, and Chris Kloss, who are
all members of the National
Rifle Association, conducted the
courses in the Navy building.

Sergeant John Mulcany, coach
of the rifle team and director
of the course, said that the
course was planned to give stu-
dents a proficiency in the use of
small arms.

Politalk
(Continued from Page 6)

' Late at night the Committee-
Inan might be aroused and asked
CO get a copy of a charge for

someone jailed for a minor vio-

lation. He finds jobs for those

out of work, aids the aged, and
idvises those in need of compen-
sation or relief. In emergencies
or when trouble strikes his fel-

low-man the Committeeman is

at hand to assist.

Every two years elections are

held for this office. Any quali-

fied person who wishes to rim
for Committeeman may do so

by filing a nominating petition

containing the signatures of at

least ten members of the party
he wishes to represent who re-

side within his division.

An Honest Job
A very small minority of these

party workers are corrupt How-
ever this group is large enough
to give the public a false impres-
sion that Committeemen are
fixers and grafters. It is the
citizen's responsibility to know
the character and integrity of

his Committeeman. The better

the Conunitteeman the better

the party and thus—good gov-
ernment*
There are over six thousand

party workers in Philadelphia
,

representing both parties. Dur-
ing this campaign you should
hear much from them. Recipro-
cate with your cooperation.

Award for the mechanical de-

sign of an automatic welding

machine.

Gordon Kraus and Robert
Spicher designed a display ar-

boretum which received the $500
Third Award. Honoring these

awards, Cornell received $1750
in scholarship funds to be ad-

ministered by the Mechanical
and Civil Engineering Depart-
ments.

The 1958-59 Rules booklet for

the current competition is now
available from The James F.

Lincoln Arc Welding Founda-
tion, Cleveland 17, Ohio. Under-

graduates in all branches of en-

gineering are eUgible to partici-

pate.

MEDICO Teaches Spirituality

(

Recently I returned to Asia.

Under the sponsorship of our
organization, MEDICO, five
other teams returned with me.
We plan to establish small field

hospitals along the Red Chinese
borders. The teams consist of
men and women of the medical
profession who are taking their

talents and self-sacrifice to the
"least of His." The teams also

carry the prayers and financial

support of millions of Ameri-
cans who make up the real

"heart" of our mission ... we
are the hands.

THROUGH PRESS, TV, and
the lecture platform, America

By THOMAS A. DOOLEY. M. D
Noted Catholic Author

Sp^cM fo Th9 yiLLANOyAN
what we do. But perhaps you I ideas and organizations on our
would Uke to know why we do
it.

We have often been told by
our religious and government
leaders that the struggle be-

tween the Communist and the
Free World is basically a battle

to win the minds and hearts of
men.

No Force Used
THIS IS TRUE, but it does

not mean that we are helping
distressed peoples in order to

establish American dynalsties in

Asia, or to create "little Amer-
icas." Proud as we are of our
free American way of Ufe, our

has lately heard much about |
objective is not to force our

foreign friends. What, then, are
we trying to "seU"?

My answer is simple. We are
trying to convince our frieds,

half a world away, of the etern-

al spiritual principles which

underlie those forms.

THE MOST BASIC principle

of America is that there is a

brotherhood of man. There is

a oneness of man. And from

this there flows the truth that

each man is important as an
individual. Hence the concept

of equality before the law and
(Contiftued on Page 18)

Now • . .all America sees the one thafs truly new!

Like all *59 Chevies, the Impala Sport Sedan has Safety Plate Glass all around.

It's shaped to the new American taste. It bringsyou more spaciousness and comfort with a new
Body by Fisher. It has a new kind of finish. New bigger brakes. Vast new areas of visibility.

New Hi-Thrift 6. It's new right down to the tires! ^

Chevy's all new for the second
straight year ! Here with a fresh
Slimline design that brings en-
tirely new poise and proportion
to automobile styling. Inside the
new and roomier Body by Fisher
you'll find truly tasteful elegance.
And you'll have clear seeing from
every seat. The new Vista-Pano-
ramic windshield curves over-
head—windows are bigger, too.

When you take the wheel, you
find Chevy's newness goes down
deep. A new steering ratio makes
handling easier than ever. New
suspension engineering gives
you a smoother, more stable
ride. There's a new Hi-Thrift
6 that goes and goes on a gallon
of gas. Vim-packed VS's. New
and bigger brakes. Even tougher,
safer Tyrex cord tires.

There's still more ! A new finish

that keeps its shine without wax?
ing or polishing for up to three
years. Impressive new Impala
models. Wonderful new wagons
- including one with a rear-fac-

ing rear seat. And, with all that's
new, you'll find those fine Chev-
rolet virtues of economy and
practicality. Stop in now and see
the '59 Chevrolet.

AU NEW ALL OVER AGAIN

!

see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal-early delivery!

. Z^^-i^t ^ ^
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Junior Class Dinner-Dance

To Be Held In Broadwood

.:;x.

.y. :•'*

This year's Junior Week will

wind up at the Main Ballroom

of the Broadwood Hotel- in

Philadelphia. Ray Rafferty and
John DriscoU, Junior Dinner-

Dance Chairmen, have announc-

ed that the affair will be held

on May 2nd.

The site was selected after

consideration of 29 possible lo-

cations at the initial meeting of

the Junior Class Steering Com-

A United Nations
(Oontinued from Pa«e 8)

ope, Eastern Europe, the Arab
states, the Far East and Latin

America—three for one year

and three the next
The veto power within the se-

curity council was created as a

safeguard to world peace. How-
ever, this veto has been abused

by the Soviet Union, considering

the number of times they have

exercised this power.

It can be seen from its mem-
berships and functions, the influ-

ence and necessity for the

United Nations. The challenge

which these tasks present to

students and teachers is empha-

sized in the following message

from the Secretary General-
Dag Hammarskjold

:

Know Community
". . . For a student of today,

they constitute the very climate

in which he is bom. It is neces-

sary for him to know the com-

munity in which he is maturing;

for as a citizen he will receive

stability from it and in turn

Will be required to serve it, for

the common good.

In particular a student should

f&nd the United Nations an ex-

hilarating study, for such an
organization is founded on the

noblest dreams and the highest

aspirations of man to which
youth can bring purity, vitality

and courage.

His teacher will welcome the

mission too. For in lending his

own enthusiasm to the princi-

ples and the purposes of the

United Nations, he will but find

a new opportunity for giving

his student will to peace, faith

in justice and pride in toler-

ance."

Let us all, with sincere indi-

vidual efforts, contribute to in-

ternational peace and stability.

United we must stand.

Teachers and librarians arc

invited to submit poetry manu-
scripts for consideration for

possible inclusion in the Annual
National Teachers Anthology.

The closing date for the sub-

mission of manuscripts is Jan.

1.

Reception Listed
students and faculty mem-

bers from foreign countries

have been invited to a recep-

tion in the Commercial Hfuse-

um on United Nations Day,
October 24.

Extending the invitation

were the City of Philadelphia,

the Board of Trade and Con-
ventions, the World Council

of Philadelphia, and the Inter-

national House of Philadelphia

In conjunction with the City's

observance of United Nations
Day.
To run from 8 to 10 p.m. the

reception will include enter-

tainment, an international ex-

Uirit and refresimients from
tiM Benelux countrlesk

Interested persons can se-

cure additionnl Infonnation

and an faivltatioB from the of-

Hoe of the Vioe President for

AcadMiUe AffUrk

mittee held recently.

The Steering Conunittee felt

that the Broadwood provided
the l)est facilities available in

the area. It boasts one of the

largest ballrooms nearby, ade-
quate to seat easily all who will

attend.

Due to its size it will unneces-
sary to rearrange the tables for
the after-dinner dancing.

The Broadwood, located in the

heart of the city, is easily ac-

cessable from Villanova or any
part of the Philadelphia area.

Since the hotel maintains its own
parldng garage, the Juniors will

meet no parking problem.

Inmiediately after the an-

nouncement of the location and
date of the Dinner Dance, the
Chairmen appointed sub-diair-

men, who will assist at the

dance and dinner arrangements.

Bob McCauly, a C&F major
will direct the Ticket Procure-

ment and Sales Conunittee,

while the Standing Entertain-

ment Conunittee, headed by
Vic Manfred and Carlo LoVec-
cio, will contract the band for

the occasion. Nick Samango will

chair special Arrangements.

Arrow cotton

Wash-and-Wears

earn their way

through college

Why spend date money sending

shirts home? Just wash and drip-

.dry these Arrow cotton wash-and-
wears and you're ready to go.

Only Arrow offers so wide a

range : your favorite styles of col-

,, lars and cuffs in oxford and broad-
V cloth, in white, solids and patterns.

And every shirt features ex-

clusive Arrow Mitoga®-tailoring.

$4.00 up.

Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.

first In fashion

n^^^'^tTi' •r*#rA**' xsssaasssi^ssT^

A MC-^'Muvij^

tetany "^SOO^ ARROW SHIRTS SOLD BY McGregor Sporftweor

SPRITZLER'S
16 W. LancMtar Av«., Ardi »f:

Fomost irostff

lor Mes

Top Length, Top Value, Top-Tobacco Filter Action's?

Nothing satisfies like CHESTERFIELD KING
O Ll00«tt & Mytrs Tobacco Co.
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Requiem Mass Celebrated

For Vincent F. Langton
Requiem Mass for Vincent F.

Langton, who was killed in an
auto accident last week, was cel-
ebrated Saturday in New York
City.

Langton, who was 22 and a
senior in the Commerce and Fi-
nance school, died in Bryn Mawr
Hospital early Friday of injuries

VINCENT P. LANGTON
KUIed in Crash

received when he was thrown
from the auto at Ithan ave. and
County Line rd.

Langton was hurled from the

car, driven by Philip Dunn, 22,

a C and F student from Long
Island, after it skidded and
crashed into a utility pole.

Dunn was treated and detain-

ed at the hospital for leg injur-

ies.

Others in the car who suffered

contusions and abrasions, are
Salvatore Spiezio, sophomore C
and F; George W. Abrashinsky,
Philip K. Mebus, and Andrew
Lohr, all seniors in C and F.

Platinum Jat Ralgnitar

Engrine flameout, a problem en-

countered by jet aircraft, mi^ be
eliminated by a simple automatic

reignniter tube that is smaller than

a cifirarette and has no electrical

connections or moving parts. The
tube, which is made of a platinum-

rhodium alloy that has high heat
retentivity and acts as a catalyst

for fuel combustion, is kept at a
high temperature in the engine's

combustion chamber. Following the

flameout, the catalsrtic action and
retained heat of' the tube enable

it to restart the engine automatical-

Religious Books

Now On Racks
Religious pamphlets on a var

iety of subjects interesting to a
Catholic college student are now
available on campus.
The topics include questions

most asked non-Catholics and
what Catholics should know
about their religion. Various re-

ligions and vocations are also
discussed.

The Chaplain's Office is open
to suggestions in regards to par-
ticular pamphlets and topics de-
sired. The pamphlets come from
such Catholic publishers as the
Paulists and the Ligerians.

The pamphlets are very reas-
onable in price, ranging from
three cents to 25 cents. There
are money slots on all pamphlet
racks in which to place the mon-
ey. The pamphlets may be ob-
tained on the first floor of
Dougherty Hall, t)ie first and
second floors of Mendel Hall, in
the Nurse's lounge and on the
first floor of the Commerce and
Finance Building.

T^chnicol Positions

Opon in Govornmtnt
The U. S. CivU Service Com-

mission has recently announced
the availability of several tech-

nological positions in various
federal agencies in Washington,
D. C, and throughout the
United States, as well as some
overseas areas.

Applications for these posi-

tions will be accepted until fur-

ther notice and must be filed

with the U. 9. avU Service

Commission, Washington 25,

D. C. Application forms may
be obtained from the Commis-
sion's Washington ofiUce.

Persons appointed to these
positions, which have a salary
range from |4,080 to $12,770 a
year, will admiioistrate or super-
vise the performance of work of
an applied technological nature.

Stainless Tobkwara

Tableware made of nickel-con-

taining stainless steel is resistant

to heat and staining and will re

tain its polished finish with only
normal washing.

Cinema Prof

Tells of Stars

(ACP)—University of South-
ern California assistant profes-
sor of cinema Dr. Richard D.
MacCann gave some impressions
of Hollywood personalities 'he
has known.

In a speech report in the
DAILY TROJAN, Dr. MacCann
told about interviewing the
stars for his weekly column on
Hollywood.

*'I found" he said, "that most
of the cliches one hears about
Hollywood simply don't apply."
A few actors live exciting livea

and are erratic in their work,
but the majority are fine people,

he said.

His easiest interview? "With
Rhubard the'cat. I simply had to

stand there and look."

Janies Dean and Marilyn Mon-
roe were surprises toliim. "Dean
was intelligent and extremely
concerned about juvenile prob-
lems." Miss Monroe impressed
him as a "sweet, troubled girl"
who does her best -to live up to
her "role, both publicly and on
the set."

Matt Brennan leaps to snare a pass for Jazz AC against
Athlete's Feet team in an intramural game last week.

tlM

What a head Startforyour careerI

WIN YOUR SHARE OF
^160,000.00 IN STOCKS

AND BONDS

Nothing to buy to win. Just tell us why you think

a Remington Electric Shaver is an ideal gift.

H«ra is your cbonca to win up to $30,000 in stocks and bonds ... a share in America'^

prosperous future. There are a total of 408 big prizes . . . $160,000 worth.

WIN I WIN I Prizes doubled—if you buy a Remington shaver between Oct. 13 and Nov. 26

and show on the entry blank the warranty number and dealer's name and address.

1 St Prix*

2nd Prls«

3rd Prix*

4-8th Prix*

N*xf 400

STOCKS OK
lONDS WORTH

$2S,0d0

$15,000

$ 5,000

$ 1,000

(WITH
•ONUS)

$50,000

$30,000

$10,000

$ 2,000

$ 100*
! $ 200*

EASY I R*CMi obewf R«mingten's great

exclusive advantages— then tells us in 2)

words or less, why you think a Remington
Electric Shaver is an ideal gift!

0«f your •ntry blank todcnri At any
Drug, Department, Jewelry, Appliance
store, or Remington Service Center.

*ln U. S. Sovlnfli Bonds at moturlly volu*.

Cont.tt i« wbjtcl to f.d«ral. ttot. <md local rcouloiloni.

Buy a Remington
- doublo your prize

Rvmington Refl«ctr{c*

• Only shaver with Roller G>mbs
• Largest live shaving area of

any electric shaver

• Man-sized head has 6 diamond-

honed cutters

• Shaves both heavy beard and
Hidden Beard: whisker bases

below ordinary shaving level

• Gives fastest shave known
• Works on AC or DC («0V)
• America's most popular shaver

RemingtonAuto-Hom«Roll«ctric* vV

• Every feature of Remington .';
:

RoUectric plus . .

.

• Dual-volt convenience! It goes
.

where you go — homes, planes,
;;

.

boats, hotels, motels and trains

• Works from a cars lighter-'

receptacle as well as any AC
or DC wall socket

• Available in 12 and 110 volt

or 6 and 110 volt combinations.

No switch or extra cord needed!

.

R«mingten Princ«ts

Designed especially for women
Petite—yet has 4 times as much
shaving area as any other ladies'

shaving implement
Only ladies' beauty shaver with

Guard Comb protection!

No "wrong side" to make you
switch sides for legs or under-

arms, as with "1-way" shavers

So safe it can't chafe! You can

use a deodorant immediately.

PRODUaS OP MVISiON OP SPfRRY RAND CORPORATION. BRIDGIPORT. CONN.
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Torch bearer John Bumbarger lights the Olympic standard to

signal the start of the annual Joyce Kiely Mile.

Neurotics Numerous;
Psychologist Suggests

Acceptance of Them
Between 20 and 30 per cent of

U8 are neurotic.

That's the estimate given by a

psycho-therapist in the November
Catholic Digest. ; ; V

Albert Ellis writes that while

almost everyone has some neurotic

traits, up to 30 per cent of the

population "sooner or later get

into difficulty of their own mak-
ing."

His formula for getting along

necessitates a realization that the

neurotic's undesirable trdits are,

after all, his problem.

Bumble-Puppy

League Pushed
(ACP)—In addition to putting

out the DAILY CAMPUS, jour-
nalists at the University of Con-
necticut are busy helping organ-
ize a Centrifugal Bumble-puppy
league. From a small beginning
at Uconn's New Haven hall, the
Bumble-puppy idea is spreading
over eastern schools.

Mark Hawthorne, DAILY
CAMPUS managing editor, re-

ported first on the league in his

"Shoes, S)iips and Sealing Wax"
c61umn. He explains, "The idea

came from Aldous Huxley's
novel BRAVE NEW WORLD."

Hawthorne even used a pic-

ture of an • Official Centrifugal
Bumble-puppy Machine, which is

used in the game. Powered by
solar energy, it is nine feet tall,

shiny and has a base with eight
holes in it through which the
ball, called a "round," is thrown
by the spinning centrifugal disk.

Above all, says Hawthorne, a
team must keep its CBP ma-
chine qfainy. He invites inquiries

about orgianizing teams at other
schools.

Knights of Columbus

Application Blank

Namm •••••tta*«oaM«attMMtt

Campus Address •••••••#••••••••••••••••••••••Haa««a^M«a««««M••••••avt^

^099m^m r% %Waa ^»99 «•••«•••««••••••••••••••••••••

Age •••••f»*afl••#••••••••«•••••!••••••»•••#••••••••••••«•••••••••••••••••••••••••• I••••••

Dfvision «•••••••••••••••*••#MBt«ai

PaHadium Nomad for Plonatoid

Palladium, one of the precious
metals of the platinum group, was
discovered by the English scientist

William Hyde Wollaston in 1803.
He named the new element palladi-

um after the planetoid Pallas,

which had just then been discovered.

Magneto Aid "Hi-Fi"

Quality speakers for "Hi-Fi" sys-

tems employ magnets made of an
alloy of aluminum, nickel, cobalt

and ironr. These magnets, by assur-
ing a permanent magnetic field of

high strength and uniformity, per-

mit the true reproduction of sound.

,H0USH:
*><>••'""*•

Muff
(Continued from Page 1) . •

favor going into the grid con-
test.

That meant that they could

get rid of their regs if they
could top the upper-classmen.
The soph won the contest, 9-7,

sparked by the play of transfer
student Jack Rafferty, but temp-
os were raging, and the game
had to be called because of
fighting which, according to the
Intramural Council, who was
conducting the activities, "two
minutes remaining."
The frosh, however, claimed

'

that there were six minutes left
to play, and that they could
have won the game if it were
allowed to continue.

Up In Smoke
Events kept building up, and

that evening, at the very mo-
ment that DeLiza was speak-
ing to the council concerning
the extension of the reg-wearing
period, the frosh took to burn-
ing their regs in front of their
dormitories.

Some of them even approach-
the VILLANOVAN and radio
station WVIL to present their
side of the story.

Before things got out of hand,
however, DeLisa and white hat
John Obe.rlies, who had contact-

ed the Intramural Council to

make sure of the disqualifica-

tion of Coffin, began a three-

hour excursion through the
frosh dorms, explaining the sit-

uation.

And the frosh, described by
DeLisa as "one of the most spir-

ited classes ever to enter Villa-

nova," complied. Regs were
were back on the next morning.

enousH: -P^-f

"

THiNKLidH: cHmmmmm
immmi^^*'^^^^'^
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ENGLISH: hatchery for baby skunks

ENQUSH: false hair-do

for teen-age girls

THtNKUSHt PMOHYTAIL

ENGLISH: man who smokes
two different brands of cigarettes

"THINKLISH TRANSLATION: Obvi-

ously, this poor fellow hasn't heard

about Luckies. Why? Elementary.

Any man who smokes the genuine

article wouldn't touch another
brand with a ten-foot cigarette

holder. With Luckies, you get the

honest taste of fine tobacco. Why
settle for less? (The man in ques-

tion is a Cigamiat. Don't let this

happen to you!)

SPEAK THINKLISHI Put In a good word and MAKE $25!

Here's the easiest way yet to make money! Just put two
words together to form a new one. Example: alob+lobstepB
SLOBSTER. (English trans: sheUfish with bad manners.)
We'll pay $25 each for the hundreds of Thinklish words
judged best—and we'll feature many in our college ads. Send
your Thinklish words (with translations) to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your name, address,
college or university, and class.

9 4. r. e*.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

Alan WlUig, who plays Demokos in Belle Masque's forth-

coming pf'oduction of Giraudoux' 'Tiger at the Gates," looks as
if he's'preparkig to break up the clinch practiced by Lynda Lynch
(who pkiys Helen) and Bill Friend (Paris).

Fund for Republic Scores

Military Service Method
The present system of com-

pulsory military service for all

eligible males in the United

States is discriminatory, inade-

quate and unnecessary.

This conclusion is reached in

a report by Washington attor-

ney John Graham, recently pub-

lished by the Fund for the Re-
public in a pamphlet titled:

"The Universal MiUtary Obliga-

Uon."
The survey analyzes the 6()

methods by which a young man
may fulfill his military obliga-

tion. These include active duty
and reserve training or combin-

ation of both.

Describing the numerous ways
men obtain deferments and ex-

emptions, the pamphlet asserts

that "when their total impact

is to- excuse more than half of

all men in the eligible age group

from any form of military ser-

vice, the whole becomes more
than the sum of its parts.".

Moreover, the report sujgf-

gests, the onset of nuclear and
technological warfare will call

for highly-trained, experienced

specialists, rather than massive

combat forces.

The author concludes that the

United States is not exacting a
universal military obligation,

that we do not need to exact

one and that "the proper ques-

tion for free men is not whether
conscription can be administered

equitably, but whether it need

exist at all.

Free copies of "The Universal

Military Obligation" may be ob-

tained by writing to the Fund
for the Republic, 60 E. 42nd
Street, New York 17, New York.

• In an antique shop in Penn-
sylvania I spotted a pair of early

American portraits. I questioned the

proprietor about them.

"Them's ancestors," he told me.
"Whose ancestors?" I asked.

"Anyone who has a mind to have
'em," he explained.

Catholic Digest—November

Medico
(Continued from Page 9)

the right of all men to life, liber-

ty and the pursuit of happiness.

To have a brother in our fel-

low man automatically implies

that we have a common father

—as indeed we do—Almighty
God. God is the source of our
life, our law, our liberty, and
our happiness. My years in

Asia have proven to me that the

Brotherhood of Man exists as

certainly as does the Father-

hood of God. It is He Who
commanded, "You shall love

your neighbor as yourself."
'''' Evidence In Deed

IT IS the compelling urgency
of this command that makes the

bodily works of mercy necessary

if we are to fulfill our beliefs.

If we are only to blather and
bleat these words, we are shal-

low. We must give evidence in

deed, what we profess as our
creed. And though the demands
are sometimes great, the re-

wards from (jrod are far greater.

So as doctors and nurses we
will continue to minister to the

physical miseries of our less

fortunate brothers. As private

ambassadors, on a personal mis-

sion, the teams of MEDICO will

practice our profession, and,

utilizing the majestic power of

kindness and truth, we shall try

to show others the God-fearing,

virtuous side of our national

heritage. As a doctor I shall

personally try to keep as my
highest motive for such activity

these words of a wise and holy

physician of souls: "And if I

distribute all my goods to feed

the poor, and if I deliver my
body to be burned, yet do not
have the love of God and man,
it profits me nothing."

<yw" i» • fWTtfwomoiMi. eo»i»nnt O iHt twc com qgU wvirtm

Mana, Lomprecht
Atttnd Convention

Senor civil engineers Matt
Mazza and Frank Lamprecht
represented the Villanova chap-

ter of the American Society of

Civil Engineers at the society's

106th annual convention in New
York last week.

Mazza, Villanova chapter

president, and Lamprecht, chap-

ter vice president, attended a
session that considered the rea-

son and methods of a profes-

sional attitude towards civil en-

gineering.

Safe Deposit
John always did take things too

seriously . . . like that habit of locking

his Coke up in a safe! Sure everybody
likes Coca-Cola . . . sure there's

nothing more welcome than the good
taste of Coca-Cola. But really—

a safe just for Coke! Incidentally—

know the combination, anyone?

6'i^('c7a

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

BoHl«d und«r owlhorify of Th* Coco-Cola Compony by

THI PNILAMLPHIA COCA COLA lOTTLINO Ca

Nurses Study In Trainee Program
Villanova's nursing division

will participate in the profes-

sibnai nurse trainee program
sponsored by the U. S. Surgeon
General.

The participation entitles the
nursing division to two grants
that will enable a qualified can-

didate to continue study for one

year on a full-time basis.

The candidates must be, or
have been recently employed in

administrative, teaching, or su-v

pervisory positions in nursing
and gave indication they are

able to qualify in academic
standing for later graduate
study.

OftC^mias
nvh

MotSfaopsn

{By the Author of *'RattyRound the Flag, Boytl *^and,

"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE DRESS PARADE

In all my years of observing coed fashions—and I have been

arrested many times— I have never seen such verve, such dash,

such Je ne sate quoi as can be found in this year's styles I

I am particularly enchanted by the new "baby waist" dresses

which so many of you girls are favoring this season. How
demure you all look in your "baby waists" 1 How sweet! How
innocent! How colorful when your housemother lifts you up
and burpe you after dinner!

Another trend that leaves me limp with rapture is the over^

sized handbag. Goodbye to dinky little purses that hold nothing

at all! Hurrah for today's sensibly sized bag with plenty of

room for your makeup, your pens and pencils, your shelter

half, your Slinky toy, your MG, and your Mariboros.

Did I say Mariboros? Certainly I said Mariboros. What giri

can consider herself in the van. in the swim, and in the know,

if she doesn't smoke Mariboros? What man, for that matter.

Do you want a filter that is truly new, genuinely advanced,

but at the same time, does not rob you of the full flavor of

first-rate tobacco? Then get Marlboro. Also get matches because

the pleasure you derive from a Marlboro is necessarily limited

if unUt.

To return to coed fashions, let us now discuss footwear. The
popular flat shoe was introduced several years ago when it

became obvious that girls were growing taller than boys. For

a while the flat shoes kept the sexes in a state of uneasy balance,

but today they will no longer serve. Now, even in flats, girls

are towering over their dates, for the feminine growth mte has

continued to rise with disturbing speed. In fact, it is now
thought possible that we will see fifteen-foot girls in our lifetime.

But science is working on the problem, and I feel sure

American know-how will find an answer. Meanwhile, a tem-

porary measure is available—the reverse wedgie.

The reverse wedgie is simply a wedgie turned around. This

tilts a girl backward at a 45 degree angle and cuts as much as

three feet off her height. It is, of course, impossible to walk in

this position unless you have support, so your date will have to

keep his arm around your waist at all times. This will tire him
out in fairly short order; therefore you must constantly give

him encouragement. Keep looking up at him and batting your

lashes and repeating in awed tones, "How strong you are.

Shorty!"

ofth^

Next we turn to hair styling. The hair-do this year is definitely

the cloche-coif. One sees very few crew cuts or Irene Castle
bobs, and the new Mohican cut seems not to have caught on
at all. In fact, I saw only one girl with a Mohican -Rhodelle
H. Sigafoos, a sophomore of Bennington. Her classmates laughed
and laughed at her, but it was Rhodelle who had the last laugh,
for one night a dark, handsome stranger leaped from behind a
birch and linked his arm in Rhodelle's and said, "I am UnoM,
the last of the Mohicans—but I need not be the last, dear lady,,

if you will but be my wife." Today they are happily married
and run a candied-apple stand near Macon, Ga., and have thiee
Uttle Mohicans named Patti, Maxine, and Laveme.

(DivMiifunM

Congratulattoru to Mr, arid Mr: Uncae artd to all ofifou who
have diecooered the pleaeuree of Marlboro arul Mtrlbon^e
eteter cigarette, rton-nitir Philip Morrie, Itoth rrmdg by the
eponeore of thie column.

name

rrmdm I
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Bill Vincent Is about to send John Quinn (left) and Gus
Susnjara off flying (???) in the Kiely race. Seconds Jack Daniels

(left) and Herb Lettay, handUng Quinn and Sasnjara, respective-

ly, lend encouragement to their stalwarts.

Al Serverance Depending

On Inexperienced Sophs
By LANCE COLONNA

Ask Al Severance, whose bas-

ketball team started practice

'last week, what the prospects

are, and you get no answer.

The situation is clouded with

too many "ifs" to make a pre-

diction. He simply doesn't know
yet.

The loss of five lettermen pre-

sents Al with a tremendous re-

building job. Tom Brennan (6-

7), Jack Kelly (6-3), and Bill

Brennan (6-3) graduated. John
Scott (6-8) left school, and Ken
Harrison (6-3) will not be avail-

' able until his grades improve.

Only seniors Joe Ryan, George
Enrnia and Ralph Kowalkowski,
and junior George Raveling have
had varsity experience.

There are nine sophomores
eager to displace those veterans

:

Jim Huggard, Bob Liberatore,

John Driscoll, Tom Samuelwicz,
Dick Kaminski, Dave Severance,

Don McGinley and Don Winters.

All those sophs, except Driscoll,

played on last year's undefeated
frosh team.

Severance emphasizes that the

"jobs are all open." Right now
nobody is assured of a place on
the squad. The next month or

so will determine that.

Al calls his team a "hungry"
outfit. They want to get into

a post-season tournament They
are faster, smarter—and most
important of all—they have a
greater drive than last year's

team. But spirit can carry a
team only so far.

As Severance puts it, "A soph
stepping into big time basketball

is the same thing as a baseball

player going from a class D
league to the major leagues. He

might have the spirit and de-

termination but experience can
not be sold down the river."

^UI Fast Break
Severance plans to take ad-

vantage of his club's speed by
employing the fast break when-
ever possible. But if Driscoll

(6-8), and Raveling (6-6) don't

get their share of the rebounds,
the fast break will be unsuccess-

ful.

One of the main faults of last

year's team appears to be solved.

With Huggard and Kenny con-

trolling the ball, Villanova will

not blow many ten-point leads.

Those boys will battle you every
inch of the way and when the

pressure is applied they won't
throw the ball away.
Perhaps the player who can

help the team the most is Joe
Ryan. If he comes through and
finally reaches his potential,

Villanova can go a long, long,

way. He should be the team's

leading point producer. He
scores when he shoots but for

some unexplainable reason he
doesn't shoot often enough.

<Ifs' Hold Key
It all boils down to several

"ifs"—if Driscoll gets his share
of rebounds, if Joe Ryan gets

over his reluctance to shoot, if

Greorge Emma can maintain his

hometimes-fabulous set shooting

with any degree of consistancy,

if speed and spirit can make up
for inexperience, then Villanova

will have some fun.

Despite all the "ifs" in the

picture, one thing is certain

—

this is going to be the fighting-

est, speediest, most spirited bas-

ketball team that Villanova fans

have seen in many a year.

Tract Event of Yeor:

Quinn Romps In Kiely Mile
Tiny John Quinn literally ran

circles around massive Gus
Susnjara to win the third an-

nual Joyce Kiely Memorial Mile

last Thursday afternoon before

a crowd of almost 200 baffled

spectators in Villanova Stadium.

Quinn completed four laps

around Villanova 's cinder track

in 9:53 (including time for the

only "pit stop" in the history

of the sport). ,

Susnjara, game but mismatch-

ed, completed approximately

three and one-quarter laps in

about 10:30.

The whole affair, sponsored
by Delta Pi Mu, the Liberal Arts
fraternity, was a gala extrava-

ganza of color, music and laugh-

ter for the assembled crowd.

Bearded Torch Bearer

The Villanovans, campus jazz

Joyd^ Kiely
Does Exist

There actually is a Joyce Kie-

ly, and she's well on her way to

becoming a Villanova legend.

The now traditional Kiely
Mile was begun by the Class of

1958 on homecoming weekend,
1956.

It all started something like

this:

It seems that both Dave Bel-

cher and Jed Dioguardi had
dates with Miss Kiely, asking
her to go to homecoming, and
they decided to resolve their

difilculties in a race.

Both selected representatives

—Ollie Finan for Belcher and
Chubby McCarthy for Dioguardi
for the race.

Finan bested McCarthy in a
still undetermined time, and
Belcher won the date.

Last year, to perpetuate the

event, the class ran the race on
Homecoming Weekend, with the

same participants. That time
out, McCarthy, fresh from six

weeks training with the PLC's
at Quantico, ran Finan into the

ground.

Since most of the participants

in the festivities had been mem-
bers of Delta Pi Mu, the fratern-

ity took over the planning and
esecution of the race this year.

It was originally planned for

Homecoming again, but compli-

cations forced it to be held a
week later. ;

'

As for Miss Kiely, while she
wasn't here for Homecoming,
she's still a part of the Villa-

nova scene. Junior Harry Rowe
will escort her to the Cotillion

weekend.

Richmond Primes For Upset Victory
(Continued from Page 16)

up. But Bart ran it off and stay-

ed in the game.
Intrabartolo's 105-yard per-

formance put him among the

nation's rushing leaders. Then,
too, he edded 51 yards on four
pass receptions.

Jim Grazione, his running bot-

tled somewhat by Wake Forest's

defensive tactics, turned to an
aerial game and parleyed short

passes into a nine-for-eighteen

and 96-yard day. He also play-

ed practically Uie entire game.
Short Passes

The adoption of the short

3rassing game was the biggest

•ingle switch in the Wildcat of-

tenae since the introduction of

the 'T*.

The 'Cats worked hard on the

wing pass in the flat all week,

figuring that Wake Forest would
exert great pressure on Grazi-

one. At least four time^, Jim
surprised by looping the ball out
to a backfield man swinging
wide.

Mike DeLucia, whom many
fans consider the equal of any
of the great guards in Villanova
history, was his usual tough
self last week.

Although itommy Heron and
Gene O'Pella were defensive de-

mons at their terminal spots, it

was DeLucia who, time after

time, was at the bottom of the

pile.

Contain MacLean

Mike, along with Larry Sopko,
Furm Nagle and Paul Morra,
was responsible for holding Neil

MacLean, the Southern Confer-

ence's leading rusher, to a net

of 26 yards.

Mike and his mates hope they
do as well with Davis and Mar-
inkov this Saturday. They also

hope that the pass defense does
the same three-interceptions-

per-game job on Landis and
Gagliano that it has done on
the five previous opponents.

If the hopes become actuali-

ties, the 'Cats will have their

best record at this point since

1952.

Beginning with the Rich-

mond game tliis Saturday,

and continuing through the

remaining home games, stu-

dents will he required to show
their matriculation cards at

the gate in addition to buying
tickets in advance.

ly JACK CURTIN

band, started things off with a
tour around campus in their

"new and highly individualistic"

marching formation, and then
John Rumbarger, clad only in a
sheet and his beard, carried Vil-

lanova's version of the Olympic
torch to a make-shift podium in

the center of the football field

to herald the star of he race.

Sophomore class president

Bob DeLisa served as master of

ceremonies, introducing Quinn
("running for the Irish-Ameri-
can Club") and Susnjara ("run-

ning for the Italian American
Club") to the crowd.

Quinn was handled by Jack
Daniels and Co., and Susnjara
received the capable manage-
ment of Herb Letteau Inc.

Brief Interlude

Starter Bill Vincent raised his

gun, fired, and the race was on.

Quinn led at the half-way mark,
as both runners stopped for a
rest. When they got started

again, it was the litle guy all

he way.
Susnjara took a short-cut

across the football field mid-way

through the third lap and man-
aged to get a short rest, but

couldn't muster enough to wipe

out Quinn's finishing kick.

The winner was presented

with a cup signifying his sup-

remacy, and was doubly reward-

ed with a big kiss from "Joyce."

(Actually DPM-er Con O'Don-
nell in disguise—sort of.)

Tom Labrecque was in charge

of the affair for DPM.

Villan
(CoriliniUMl from l'ap:«> Ifi)'

a tough third or fourth down
and short yardage situation

-

came about.

Joe Nardo, who played full-

back behind Grene Paja, pro-

vided some needed yardage, in-

cluding a first down, when the

Wildcats were fighting to con-

trol the ball and run out the

clock in the closing stages.

Platinum Crucibles

The optical industry uses cruci-

bles and other equipment made of

platinum for handling special types

of {glasses which are extremely
corrosive to other materials.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

MOTOR LODGE

King of Prussia, Pa.

MANAGED BY EX-VILLANOVAN

JIM McNAMARA
Clos$of'47

i 68 LUXURIOUS UNITS • EACH WITH
PRIVATE BATH

• ROOM-OPERATED TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

• FREE 21" TELEVISION
• RESTAURANT & TWO COCKTAIL LOUNGES
ADJACENT

• ONLY FOUR MILES FROM VILLANOVA
• SWIMMINQ POOL AND KIDDIES' WADING

POOL :.^^^^;;;^,.:.....:

• MOST REASONABLE RATES IN THIS AREA

At the Volley Forge exit

of Hie Penntylvonio turn-«

pike go one«holf mile

pott the toll gote to

Route 202 NORTH.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR FAMILY AND

FRIENDS OF
VILLANOVANS

FOR RESERVATIONS

October 22, 1958 THE VILLANOVAN

• •

WRITE: HOWARD JOHNSON'S
MOTOR LODGE
King of Prussia. Po.

PHONE: BRoodway 9-5500

Frosh Beat West Chester,
Play Bullis Prep Friday

By JOE FITZPATRICK
The freshman football team,

which won its second straight
game by dumping West Chester
State Teachers College junior
varsity last week by a 26-13
score, will seek to continue its

Villanovan Picks
Art Editor Frank ContioZIy

and Associate Editor Tom
Goldachmidt have filed a pro-
teat with Big Ten Commiaaion-
er Tug Wilaon, aaking him to

investigate "irreguiaritiea" in
hia conference.

The experta, who pick 20 top
games each week for the VIL^
LANOVAN, were rudely
ahocked at the reavita of four
out of five Big Ten gamea
picked last week.

In a week when twelve
choicea were good, aix bad and
tvx) gamea ended in tiea, the
experta properly tabbed Rice'a
upset of 8.M.U.
Overall, the pair have aelect-

ed 26 toinners in 40 games,
with two tiea figured in. That*a
a percentage of .648.

Thia week'a picka, achieved
by meana of dart-throvHng and
coin-flipping, f ollow. Home
teama are liated on the right,
and expected, (nay, hoped for)
winnera are printed in capital
lettera

Syraenne—PENAT 8TATBNAVY—Penn
Knnaaa St—OKLAHOMA
IVo. Car. St.—DUKB
AimY—PIttvbursh
MICHIGAN ST.—llliaola
Mnryrland—^AUBVIiN
FlorLdn—L.8.U.
NorthweMtern—IOWA
M'nke Foreat—NO. CAROLINA
l*urduc—NOTKH DAMIC
WlaconNln—OHIO 8TATB
Boatvn U.—HOLY CROSS
TexuN—RICE3
Miami—BOSTON COLLBGB
«a. Tech—S.M.V.
OREGON—California
Florida St.—^TKNNUSSEB
PRINCKTON—Cornell
MISSISSIPPI—Arkanaaa

winning ways when it travels to

Silver Springs, Md., to meet Bul-
lis Prep on Friday.

The frosh fought back to

break a 13-13 tie at halftime
at West Chester, leading Coach
Ed Michaels to call his team "a
second-half club," in as much
as it rallied earlier in the sea-

son to tie Army, after being shut
out, 16-0. in the first half.

Michaels' Wildkittens virtual-

ly swept the Teachers off their
feet at the start, scoring twice
without virtue of a play from
scrimmage.

Dave O'Donnell returned the
opening kickoff 103 yards. Then,
after West Chester failed to gain
in three plays, Nick Russo re-

turned a punt 59 yards for the
second TD. Nick Langone, quar-
terback, booted one of two ex-
tra point attempts successfully
to give the Villanovans a 13-0
edge.

Taking advantage of some
weaknesses in 'the Wildkitten
pass defense. West Chester
stormed back to score two
touchdowns and an extra point
to deadlock the score.

But, in the second half the
Villanova defense stiffened, and
Russo broke the tie by return-
ing his second punt of the day
for a TD—this one covering 54
yards.

Bob Capone added the fourth
touchdown on a three-yard
plunge. Ed Bohan scored the
second extra point on a run with
a recovered fumble. The game
was played under rules which
allowed only one point no mat-
ter how the conversion was
made.

Guards Sam Gruneisen and
Dick Ross were outstanding on
defense for the winners.

FaffttlB

P/a^ a{ the Week:

'j^^.f-

6AU.e«(«gRytMC HAS

ALL V£Aa. ASAIMST

Me HAP A <MJ£AT
0AV,Pi<:KieiC'4lP loFMt'-' IMC ^ftOUUf>*

Do You Think for Yourself? (.

.< ,

OUT
Do you believe you could fool a lie-

detector machine if you put
your mind to it?

Do you believe society should adopt
new ideas at the expense of

old traditions?

YKSD-D

YKSD-D
',:'!•• i':'^'

) . . .

.

Are you completely at ease when
people watch you at work?

YesD-n

Do you judge your parents as
you do other people?

YKSD-D

Do your emotions ever lead you to do
something that seems unreasonable,
even to yourself?

Do you try to plan ahead rather than
make snap judgment decisions?

If your roommate suddenly inherited a
million dollars, are you sure your
relationship would remain the same?

Can you honestly say you pay more
attention to political issues than to
the personalities of the candidates?

YKSD-D

v.«QnoD

YKS^ I NOD

YKSD-D

TheMan Who Thinks forHimself

knows...
ONLY VICEROY HAS A
THINKING MAN'S FILTER...
A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
One more question: Do you think about the filter

cigarette you choose or just smoke any brand?
If you're the kind of person who thinks for himself
. . . you use judgment in your choice of
cigarettes, as in everything else.

Men and women who think for themselves usually
smoke VICEROY. Their reasons? Best in the world.
They know the difference between fact and fancy.
They know that only VICEROY has a
thinking man's filter and a smoking man's taste.

•if you have ANSWERED YB8 TO B OF THESE
QUESTIONS, YOU ARE A PERSON WHO THINKS FOR HIMSELF!
•luaa. Brown * WIUIamwHi T«ili«e«a Corp.

Familiar

paok or

crdth-

.proof

box.
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Richmond Readies
Rejuvenated Team
To Surprise Cats

By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT

A bunch of Spiders from the

Southl^d, just recently return-

ed from a seige of docility, has

its striking force poised and
ready to pounce on an unsus-

pecting Wildcat clan on Satur-

day.

All of which means that the

University of Richmond, which

; lost its first four games of the

; year, finally exploded last week
in blasting George Washington,
26-6, and comes to VilLanova

Stadium primed to pull an upset

and bring the local three-game
victory skein to a halt.

After playing fired-up ball for

three weeks against Boston Col-

lege, Deroit and Wake Forest,

Ck>ach Reagan's minions are due

Don't be surprised if the

;; Richmond football players back
off from grits, fried chicken

and mint Juleps.

Many of them are Yankees
through and through.
Mneteen of the squad of 47

live north of the Mason-Dixon
line, and one player who lives

south of the mark—Hiuarter^
back Gerry Landis—-comes
from Cuml>erland, Md., where
he mostly played against teams

' from central Pennsylvania.

End Carmen Cavalli and
; tackle Bob Buffmaa live in

, : Philadelpliia. In all, there are

eight Pennsylvanians, five New
Jerseyftes, four from New
York and two from Maaaaehn-
setts. ^^v.;/. v.-v, ^.;••.,•.r/;

for a letdown. But they'll prove

their real worth if they can
stay "up" against the Spiders.

Should the Wildcats down the

visitors from Virginia, they'll be
the proud possessors of a 5-1

record when they take to the

airways and rails for a three-

game series of games away from
the friendly confines of the ^ain

'Line. :

Quarterljacks Improve

Richmond has what it takes
to make that assignment a
tough one. For four games it

had quarterback troubles, but
suddenly that spot has "firmed

. up."

Senior Gerry Landis and jun-

ior Frank Gagliano are sharing
the man-under-center role in

,
Coach Ed Merrick's T formation.

Landis likes to run occasionally,

is a fine defensive player, and
is a top-notch short passer.

Against George Washington,
Landis threw a screen pass to

halfback Bob Dunnington, and
^ the latter sped 68 yards for a
"touchdown. That's a favorite
maneuver for Landis. '

Gagliano, not having Landis'
speed, rarely runs. But he's a
superlative long passer. He had
a 51-yard completion against
Geoi^ge Washington.

Speed and Power
Running-wise, the Spiders

will throw the speed of Mickey
Marinkov and the power of Bud-
dy Davis at the 'Cats. Marin-
kov, fast and shifty at 5-7 and
170 pounds, likes to take pitch-

outs and run wide. He's also a
punt and kickoff return expert.

Davis is being boomed for

Southern Conference honors. At
200 pounds, he's a powerful run-

ner and blocker. He's averaged

ov^r 36 jrardt a punt in a three-

year career.

Villanova will not be wanting
for standouts to match these

Spiders. At one time or an-

other in the past three weeks,

every one of the Wildcats has

played superlative ball.

Dave Intrabartolo shone like

the lights of Coney Island, not

far from his home town, as he
personally led the home forces

to their upset of Southern Con-
ference leader Wake Forest.

Heavy Duty
Bart played close to 60 min-

utes for the third straight game,
even though he took a physical

beating from the aggressive

Deacons. He caught a knee to

the head on his touchdown blast

of two yards, but left the field

for scant minutes.

Later, while making a vital

first down on the drive which
led to Dick Keyser's decisive

field goal, a leg muscle p
field goal, a leg muscle cramped

(Continued on Page 14)

Intrabartolo's Greatest Day
•

<

Dave IntralMtrtolo gallops for seven of th3 105 yards he gained rushing against Wake For-

est, as guard Larry Sopko applies a block to the Deacons' John Nidzit.

Wildcat Win Even Stirred

Villan From His Lethargy
By ROGER VAN ALLEN

The 'Cats have done it. By
upsetting powerful Wake Forest,

9-7 last Saturday, the charges

of Frank Reagan grabbed their

fourth victory, gained national

recognition and caused a com-
motion on campus that even
reached the den of the usually

calm Count Villan V, the team
mascot.
A Parents' Day crowd of near-

ly 12,000 sat in on the fun.

A first-period touchdown by
Dave Intrabartolo and a third-

period field goal by Dick Keyser

were too much for the Deacons.

The 'Cats held the visitors on

their first drive.

From there, at the Wake For-

rest 42, the Wildcats drove the

distance in 12 plays. Intrabar-

tolo ate up a good share of th%

yardage, and he carried the mail

the final two yards. Larry Sop-

ko's attempt for the extra point

went far astray.

Drive Boys Down
In the third period, the Wild-

cats drove 63 yards to the Wake
Forest seven yard line, only to

have the advance stall at that

point.

Three passes by Jim Grazione

went incomplete, although it ap-

peared that one of them had
been caught by Gene O'Pella for

a touchdown. However, just as

big Gene grabbed the pass deep

in the end zone, he had it batted

out of his hands by a trio of

Deacon defenders.

Thinclads Meet
St. John's Friday
The cross country team faces

it toughest opponent of the sea-

son on Friday, running against
St. John's here at 4 p.m.

In its first meet two weeks
ago. Coach Jim Tuppeny's squad

was defeated by St. Joseph's Col-

lege.

Captain Viv DiMaio, the only
senior on the team, will get albe

support from Junior Bob God-
esky and sophomore Tim Mc-
Namar.

Strong-minded person : one
who doesn't NO his own mind.

Keyser, big junior tackle who
has been relegated to a second-

string assignment, by a trouble-

some hip and the improvement
in Furm Nagle's play, came on
the scene on fourth down and
booted the field goal which even-

tually proved the margin of vic-

tory.

Three minutes later, the Dea-
cons had seven points, as they
drove 58 yards on eight plays.

Charley Carpenter, senior quar-
terback who had just replaced

Norm Snead, nationally ranked
passer, sparked the march with
three completed heaves, inclu-

ding the touchdown toss to half-

back Jim Dalrymple—a 28-yard
play. MacLean added the extra
point.

Had Norman Squirmin
Snead had a rough time in the

first half. The soph gained just

seven yards on the ground, and
three of the first four passes he
threw were gobbled up by Wild-*

cat defenders.

Intrabartolo's 25 carries broke
a Villanova record set by Gene
Filipski in 1953 against Ford-

ham.
For his effort, Dave garnered

105 yards on the ground, giving

his 351 for five games. He also

caught four passes good for 51
yards, and intercepted a pass.

With the Deacon defense
primed to stop Grazione's much-
publicized roll-outs and runs af-

ter fake passes, Jim threw more
than he has previously this year,

completing nine-of-eighteen for

96 yards.

Pont Aids 'Cats

What was just as important
was the way Jim punted, par-

ticularly in the fourth quarter,

when he boomed a 71-yarder

after the Deacons appeared to

be moving in for a possible sec-

ond touchdown.
It is only natural that Intra-

bartolo and Grazione would re-

ceive headlines after their fine

play, but it is not stretching a
point to say that this was an-

other "team" victory.

The line outcharged the Wake
Forest forward brigade, contain-

ing the running game whenever
(Continued on Pag« H>

Bart stretches to snare a pass from Jim Grazione, one of four
he caught in the game. Buster Ledford (24) and another Deacon
play Dave closely—but not closely enough.

Current Grid Statistics
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Belle Masque Ticket Sales

Start Monday In Dougherty
Tickets for the Belle Masque

production "Tiger at the Gates,"

to be presented November 5

through 9, will go on sale next
Monday in the Pie Shoppe.

Prices for tickets are $1.50

for the general public and $1
for students. Seats for all per-

formances will be reserved.

"Tiger at the Gates," which
was written by Jean Giraudoux
in 1935, and translated from the

To:ustine

Be Honored

The Rev. Paul Henry S. J.,

,:
Professor of Theology at the In-

stitute Catholique Pe Paris, will

deliver the initial lecture in a
series of lectures to be given an-

nually at Villanova in honor of

St. Augustine, the Very Rev.

James A. Donnellon O.S.Am an-

nounced last week. :
.'

; v :

r

The general theme of the ser-

ies will be "St. Augustine and
the Augustinian tradition." The
lecture will be held in April of

next year and will continue each
succeeding year. It will feature
eminent American and European
Scholars.

Dr. Donald Gallagher, vice

chairman of the philosophy de-

partment, said yesterday that
the St. Augustine theme is

"practically inexhaustable."
The idea for the series stems

from the success of the same
type format concerning the writ-

ings of St. Thomas Aquinas
which is held in numerous col-

leges throughout the country,"
Gallagher said.

Father Henry, who is current-
ly a visiting professor at Duke
University, is well qualified as
the first lecturer in the series.

He is an outstanding authority
in the field of St. Augustine and
Neo-Platonic studies.

The committee for the new St.

Augustine series consists of the
following: Rev. Robert Russell,
O.S.A., chairman of the Philoso-
phy Department; Dr. Gallagher;
Rev. Thomas Gilligan, O.S.A.,

Professor of Modern Languages •

Charles Bruderle, Associate Pro-
fessor of History and Assistant
to the Dean of the Graduate and
Part-time Division; and Dr. Ro-
land Houde, Associate Professor
of Philosophy.

French by Christopher Fry is

considered one of the most
thoughtful and easily the most
amusing of all anti-war plays.

The play, directed by Richard
M. Duprey, theatre instructor at
Villanova, should provide an ac-

tion-filled comedy punctuated by
moments of rare intellectual in-

sight.

Also A Designer
Duprey also designed the sets

for the show. Assisting him in

the design and construction of
the sets are Paul Floyd, George
Becht, Ted Glinka and Bill Kohl.

Assuming the lead role of
Hector will be Owen Klein, who
is in his fourth season as a mem-
ber of Belle Masque. Klein is

serving as president of the or-

ganization this year.

The pivotal role of Helen of
Troy will be held by Linda
Lynch of Rosemont, who played
Katherine in Belle Masque's
Taming of the Shrew.

Hector's allies in the fight

against war include his wife,

Andromache, played by Margi
Brown of Rosemont, and Hecu-
ba, the mother of Hertor who is

|

played by Mary Shaffer.

No Wallflower She
Cassandra, the sister of Hec-

tor will be acted by Barbara Ann
Burke. In this instance, Cas-
sandra is not the wan, fortune-

telling woman of history, but a
clever, wise-cracking commenta-
tor on the action.

Alan Willig as Demokos, the
villainous poet, adds intrigue

and comedy to the play. Last
year, Willig held the part of

Grumio in "The Taming of the
Shrew."

"Tiger at the Gates" is Belle

Masque's first production of a
play by Giraudoux. He is gen-
erally acknowledged as one of
this century's greatest play-
wrights.

Old Southern Friends

Two sophomores and their dates do it up big at the Soph
C otillion last week. From left, Janet Nalley and escort Mike
Hayes, and Jan Conway and escort Mike Kuckleman dance in
front of the southern plantation decor which covered the Field
House.

Fr. McLaughlin Celebrant

At NFCCS Regional Mass

Teachers and librarians are
invited to submit poetry manu-
scripts for consideration for

possible inclusion in the Annual
National Teachers Anthology.
The closing date for the sub-

mission of manuscripts is Jan.

The Philadelphia region of the

National Federation of Catholic

College Students will hold its

annual Intercollegiate Commun-
ion Breakfast on Sunday, No-
vember 9, here at Villanova.

The guest speaker will be Dr.

George Alapatt, of the Political

Science department.
The Mass will be at 11 a.m.

in St. Mary's Chapel, St. Mary's
Hall, and will be celebrated by
the Rev. George J. McLaughlin,
O.S.A., Regional moderator of

the NFCCS. The Communion
Breakfast will be held at 12

noon in the Commerce and Fi-

nance Cafeteria.

Meeting After Breakfast
There will be a Regional

Council Meeting in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall fol-

lowing the Breakfast. The var-

ious commission programs will

be considered at this meeting
and an election will be held to

fill the vacant post of Cura Ad-

ministration.

Dr. Alapatt, a native of South
India, has a law degree from the

University of Madras and a Ph.

D. from St. Louis University.

He served on the Bar Associa-

tion of Kerala, a state in India,

was elected a State Senator of

Kerala, and knows many Indian

political leaders.

Dr. Alapatt was on the advis-

ary board of Foreign Students

under the auspices of the N.S.A.,

and he will probably say some-
thing about the problems en-

countered by foreign students

in his country.

Ticlcets Are $2
Tickets are $2 and may be

purchased from Chuck Santan-
gelo, senior delegate; Tom
Moakley, junior delegate, and
Tom Peretti, regional treasurer

of the NFCCS, who is in charge
of the arrangements.
The tickets will be on sale un-

til next Tuesday, November 4.

G. P. Schmidt

To Address

Law Forum
The second session of the an-

nual Villanova Law Forum will

be held next Wednesday at 8.30

p.m. in the Moot Court Room
of Garey Hall.

Godfrey P. Schmidt, national-

ly known attorney and Catholic

layman, will speak. Schmidt, as

one of the court-appointed moni-

tors of the Teamsters Union, has
recently been at the center of

a series of legal actions involv-

ing Teamster President James
R. Hoffa.

At the inaugural session of

the forum early this month
Thurgood Marshall, Negro lead-

er in the fight for school inter-

gration in the South, was the

speaker.

Marshall has been special

counsel for the National Associ-

ation for the Advancement of

Colored People and has vigor-

ously promoted the cause of

Negro rights.

In his discussion of the

"Struggle for Civil Rights —
1958" Marshall maintained that

the problem of integration

could be settled only by the

"good people" of the South, both
White and Negro.

This forum series was plan-

ned by William B. Bell, of the

law school faculty, and is de-

signed to be of assistance to

the law school students although

the public is generally invited

to attend.

W. C. Teachers At
SEA Discussion

Students from West Chester
State Teachers College and Vil-

lanova will attend ^an exchange
meeting of the Student Educa-
tion Association next Tuesday
at 4.00 p.m. in room 209 C and
F.

John O'Donnell, vice-president
of the SEA southestern district

of Pennsylvania and president
of the Villanova chapter, said
that the meeting would be con-
ducted by the West Chester
representatives and would con-
cerning teaching problems.

O'Donnell attended a conven-
tion of the SEA at Ursinus
College on October 20, when a
constitution for the organiza-
tion was drawn up.

The SEA is currently con-
ducting a membership drive
under chairmanshipof Joe
Sapone. The campaign is design-

ed to attract freshman to the
organization.

Record Story

In Engineer

Says Merkert
Bob Merkert, editor of the

Villanova Engineer, has an-
nounced the acceptance of two
articles for the November issue

of the magazine.
James Sammis, junior electri-

cal engineer, has submitted his
article entitled "Records—^How
They Are Made".
Although a very common and

vastly enlarged item, very few
people know exactly how a re-

cord is made. In the article

Sammis discusses the various
processes and techniques that
are used in the manufacture of
a record. •. ,;.- \:,!V-; "?;.••

Larry Cassel, senior electrical

engineer, shows how telemeter-
ing is used in connection with
satellites and guided missiles in
his article entitled "Telemeter-
ing."

Merkert stated that more
members are needed on the
staff, especially for typing. At
the same time, a request was
made for articles for future is-

sues.

"Many students have the abil-
ity to write well," said Merkert,
"but for some reason do not get
around to writing an article."

The articles being published
are mainly for the benefit of
the students, and therefore, need
not be so technical as to be in-
comprehensible. A well-written,
enlightening article is sought by
the editor.

Kev. Daniel Falvey, O.S.A., head of the library, accepts a iirw volume given in obser^'ance

of United Nations Week by the International Relations Society. <loe Monahan, Unitf d Nations
Week chairman; Dr. Fritz Nova, moderator, and Bob Rafano, presitlent, ropreHent the society. The
book, edited by P. W. Buck and M. R. Travis, is "Contr61<of Foreign RclatlonM in Modern Nations."

A Cornell University profes-
sor tells a story aimed at en-
couraging writers who have
trouble getting their material
published. Prot M. Bishop sajrs

two works by PeteV van Dugre-
fin, a Swiss-French poet of the
15th century, were published for
the first time recently

«

I

Augustinian Prior General,

Former V.U. Prof, Dead
Tht Most Rev. Engelbert

Eberhard, Prior General of the

Augustinian Order and former
member of the Villanova fac-

ulty, died last week in Wurz-
berg, Germany, after a long

illness. He was 65.

Father Bberhard taught Ger-

man, Greek, and Latin at Villa-

nova from 1025 to 1929. He
received an Honorary Doctorate
in 1956 during Villanova's
graduation exercises.

Father Eberhard, who was in

charge of 5,000 Augustinians
succeeded the late Most Rev.
Joseph A. Hickey, former presi-

dent of Villanova and the only

American Prior General of the

Order.

Bom in Rhumspringe, Ger-
many, Father Eberhard was
graduated as a classical philol-

ogian from the University of

Wurzburg, and was ordained to

the priesthood in 1918.

Known for his administrative

abilities. Father Eberhard serv-

ed as provincial of the German
province of the Order, with
headquarters in Wurzburg, from
1929 to 1953, with the exception

of two three-year terms. In 1953

he was elected Prior General of

the International Order, with

headquarters in Rome, and serv-

ed for a six year term.

He is one of the few non-

Italian Generals of the Order.

He is survived by a brother.

Otto, of Murseberg, East Ger-

many.

Navy To Hold Donee
At Penn Sherwood
The annual fall NROTC Dance

will be held Friday night at the

Penn Sherwood Hotel ballroom,

with dancing from 9 to 1.

The theme of the affair will

be "Welcome Aboard Freshmen"
with the dance highlight the

crowning of the Drill Team
Color Girl.

Music for the dance will be

supplied by the George Som-
mers Band.
The dance which is open to

only NROTC personnel will be

semi-formal without flowers.

Science Academy

Announces Exam

For Grad Awards
The National Academy of

Sciences has announced that

graduate fellowships are avail-

able to those who are working
toward the masters' or doctoral

degrees in the first, intermed-
iate or terminal year of gradu-
ate study.

College seniors who expect to

receive a baccalaureate degree
during the 1958-1959 academic
year are also eligible to apply.

All applicants for graduate
awards will be required to take
an examination designed to test

scientific aptitude and achieve-

ment.

This examination, administer-

ed by the Educational Testing
Service, will be given on January
19, 1959 at designated centers

throughout the United States.

Further information and ap-

plication materials may be ob-

tained from the Fellowship
Office, National Academy of

Sciences - National Research
Council, 2101 Constitution Ave.,

N. W., Washington 25, D. C.

The deadline for the receipt

of applications for regular post

doctoral fellowships is Decem-
ber 22, and for graduate fellow-

ships, January 5.

Jos. Mingione
Lectures on
Stereo-phonic

Joseph Mingione, treasurer of

the AIEE-IRE, was student
speaker at the group's meeting

last Monday.
Mingione brought to the meet-

ing an entire stereo-phonic re-

production system along with

stereo-tapes and the new stereo-

discs to aid in the discussion.

Ed Coccogna, field trip chair-

man, announced that plans are

underway for visits to the

American Telegraph Laboratory
in Wasme and to International

Business Machine Co. in Phila-

delphia.

In the inter-section football

league, the U's defeated the

Jaybee's by a score of 12-0 as

Jim McCollough and Dom Cet-

rone scored. In other action the

Longjohns took the Mask's 7-0.

McCullough, vice-chairman of

the organization and head of

the football league, announced
that each junior ahd senior
electrical engineering section'
had formed a team and would
play a six game schedule. The
winner of the junior class divi-

sion will play the senior class

winner for the league title.

Bob Merkert, chairman, has
recommended that all members
pay their national dues by No-
vember 10 if the local chapter

is to benefit from the rebute

plan.

Local membership dues of

pne dollar per year should also

be paid as soon as possible, Mer-
kert said.

Coach Reagan

Will Speak To

K ofC Group
Athletic director and head

football . coach Frank Reagan
will be guest speaker next Mon-
day night at the monthly meet-
ing of the Father Ludwig,
O.S.A. Council, campus chapter

of the Knights of Columbus.
Reagan will discuss the first

seven games of the football sea-

son and reveal some of the 'Cats

secret weapons planned for the

Army game.
Grand Knight Eugene Powers,

Dean of the Evening Division^

said the meeting will begin at

7:30 p.m. in Vasey Hall auditor-

ium.

Films of the Wildcats upset

victory over Boston College

earlier this month will be shown.
Powers said that various com-

mittee chairman would be ex-

pected to give complete reports

at this meeting, called primarily

to discuss council business.

The Dean also said that the

K. of C. is still accepting ap-

plication for membership from
students and faculty. Initiation

would be held soon, he said.

The meeting is open only to

members of the K. of C.

Lynx Raises

Prize to $15
Reappraisal of the writing

contest announced last week has

caused Frank Dynan, editor in

chief of the Lynx, to increase

the prize money from ten to fif-

teen dollars.

"In view of the relatively

short time that the contest will

run," Dynan said, "we have de-

cided on a bigger prize to in-

crease incentive." The deadline

for all entries has been an-

nounced as November 13.

"In the statement that the
best article or short story will

be sent to a New York literary

agent, the term article has crea-

ted some confusion," Dynan
added. "Here used, article re-

fers to an essay on a topic of
general interest to the great ma-
jority of magazine readers. Lit-

erary criticisms and essays deal-

ing with other subjects of re-

stricted interest, such as art, do
not fit this definition."

As usual the Lynx staff will

meet this afternoon at 3:30. All
editors must attend.

Students Can Vote

"When you cfti think of yes-

terday without a regret and of

tomorrow without a fear, you

are on the road to success."

—

Highways of Happiness.

Villanova students who reside

in New England or the Middle

Atlantic state, and are register-

ed to vote in their home state,

can vote by absentee ballot ex-

cept those from Connecticut,

Delaware, New Hampshire,
Pennsylvania and Rhode Island.

By state the rules concerning

absentee voting are as follows:

students from Massachusetts

must write their city or town
clerk ; from New Jersey, the

county clerk; from New York,

the Coimty Board of Elections;

and from Vermont, the town
clerk.

Massachusetts and New Jer-

sey require ballots returned by
November 4; ballots for New
York and Vermont must be re-

turned by October 21.

Students from states not

mentioned can find out their

states voting regulations by

consulting the bulletin board in

the Student Publications Office.

Do ybu Think for Yourself?
TO KNOWMORE ABOUT
YOURSELF --ANSyS/ER
THESE QUESTIONS!*

^Xi"-

Do you try to keep from getting

angry because you feel that emotion
% can interfere with your judgment?

I Do you like to *'show your stuff"

I when you know you are really good
' at something?

Can you honestly say you like to be
entirely independent of others in

most things you do?

In the morning, do you carefully

choose a tie, matching jacket, etc.,

instead of grabbing the first thing

you see in the closet?

YKS

YKS

D-D

n-D

y..Q NoQ

y«Q NoQ

When you are criticized do you
stop to analyze the criticism

before retorting?

Do you sometimes go to a public

event, such as a football game,
even if you have to go alone?

In a discussion, do you like to go
on record early with a definite

viewpoint of your own?

Are you able to stay cheerful

even when you are alone for a
considerable time?

D'^'D

D-D

YKSD-oD

y«QNo[j|

Do you ignore extravagant

claims and think for yourself

when making your choice of

filter cigarette?

y..Q NoQ

The fact is, men and women who think for

themselves usually smoke VICEROY. Their

reason? Best in the world. They know only j

VICEROY has a thinking man*8 fiUer and a

smoking man's taste.

*If you have answered Yes to 6 of the above

qaestioiiB . . . well, you do think for yourself!
• IVM. Brawn * Wllllamaon TebMTO Corp.

Familiar

pack or .

crush-

proof

box.

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER ... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE! f^l

-.^' L.i'^cJi
dt'^ .^>.^LnL
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Murphy Scores Rally
We had something to say this week about the stu-

dent pep rally held prior to the Richmond game last week,

but student body president Bob Murphy came to us with

a letter that states our point as well as we could. Since

Murphy's position gives more force to what must be said,

we're reprinting it here in the form of an editorial.

"Last Thursday night, we all witnessed one of the

worst instances of mis-guided enthusiasm for a rally that

this campus has ever seen. The blame cannot be laid

squarely on any single person or group of people.

"The Spirit Committee must take the largest share

because of poor planning and publicity, of course. And the

student body turned out in only fair numbers. As far

as I can see, there is no reason on earth why 1000 men
cannot turn out for each and every rally. This is only

80 percent of the student body and 65 percent of the res-

ident student body.
"Perhaps the students didn't hear of the rally. If

this is true, then the Spirit Committee is at fault. How-
ever, I rather think that most of the students—mostly
underclassmen, unfortunately—were just too lazy to spend
half an hour in support of the team. The student body
was then to blame also.

"The Spirit Committee and the students weren't to-

tally to blame, since that most important part of all foot-

ball rallies, the football team, found it impossible to come
at the proper time.

"One of the bright spots in an otherwise dismal even-

ing was the band. This much-maligned group, perhaps
the most spirited one on campus, was there, and did its

best to lend support.
"I was determined at the very beginning of the year

to write every infrequently in the VILLANOVAN, and
then not on spirit. It seems now that some sort of cen-

sure is needed, however. You really can't find fault with
any members of the student body who were present, but
it would seem that a few individuals would rather con-
duct a raid on Rosemont, or obstmct traffic, or act like

hoodlums in general, than participate in a tribute to a
team that has brought victory to Villanova. For those
people, words shouldn't even be wasted.

"All in all, I feel that an appeal is in order. When-
ever and wherever the next rally might be, I hope that
everyone will find time to cooperate and participate. Up-;

perclassmen still retain the stigma of a national maga-
zine's blast at Villanova spirit in their minds, and they
should want to prove it wrong.

"However, they are not the ones at fault. Spirit is

dependent* upon the freshmen and sophomores. The po-
tential is always there. Now we must develop it."

Loan Plan Explored
David L. Lawrence, mayor of Pittsburgh and Demo-

cratic candidate for Governor of Pennsylvania, last week
urged a_new program for higher education.

Speaking at Temple University in one of a series of

campaign speeches, Lawrence said that "Pennsylvania

must advance and improve the opportunities it provides

for higher education for its young people."

He called for an increase in the assistance to state-

supported universities, the development of a program of

scholarship loans, and the establishment of a system of

junior colleges.

The suggestion presupposes that modem students
need loans to get additional education. We think that
young men with initative and ability, willing to work in

spare time rather than lounge in the Pie Shoppe can really

"work their way through college."

We agree the plan deserves a further hearing. But
we think the money could be better used in improving
academic conditions in elementary and high school educar-

tion.

Then, students with real college potential would find
themselves better prepared to meet what Should be the
great demands of college study. Only those willing to sac-

rifice for education deserve, one anyway.
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LEO OOODREAU

Letters

To The Editor
To The Editor:

The time has come again for

the annual united community
fund-raising drive. These land-

marks of togetherness are

known variously as United
Funds or Community Chests,

which latter includes "Red
Feather" Agencies. Although I

have not always been success-

ful in escaping the war parties

in the past, this year I have
resolved not don the red bon-

net of the true member of the

tribe. The council fires will

bum without my faggot this

year—Manitou has councilled

me that the medicine of the
group is not good.
Why this recalcitrance ? I

suppose that there are others

who do not shell out for the
Organization, and I suppose
that the motives are almost as
varied as the number of Res-
istors. One might be misan-
thropic, or simply stingy. One
might be distrustful of an
agency under a red insignia.

One might be at odds with the
neighborhood arm-twister. One
might have already given .

largely to one's own private

charity. One might even be op-

posed to professional welfare,

although this seems a nasty
thing to say. I merely list it to

fill out my catalog, for who

L«tt«rs W«lcom«d
The editor^ of the VILLA-

NOVAN, welcome letters on
current topics expressing stu-

dent views. All letters must be
signed, but names may be

withheld at the request of the

sender. All printed letters are

subj^t to editing for space.

VILLANOVAN corre-
spondence may be deposited in

box 139 in the mail room in

Mendel HaU.

could deny that the profession-

als really do good? And who
would? Although I don't sup-

pose that I have anywhere
near exhausted the possibili-

ties, I will close the list with
one last suppose: one might
object to the very principle of

the thing.

Now by this I don't mean
that one is uncharitable. The
opposite may be true. What
is meant is that there may be
some who dislike the idea of

groupy works of mercy. I

might be all in favor of the

Friends of the Golden Slipper

Camp, for example, but per-

haps I prefer to let them know
in person. It seems to me that

these united drives are an un-
dermining force in a society of

free individuals. Is it good to

pile all one's social and chari-

table responsibility into one
heap and then shovel? Is scat-

tershot love of our fellow man
sound—or even sane? Is the
glow of civic pride a substitute

for the heart-felt response to

a man in need? Somehow I

think that the answer is "No".
The principle I object to is

this: it is ao much better to

give collectively: one check for

all those wonderful groups. It

is, no doubt, more expedient to

act this way, and for those who
not otherwise give I suppose

that it is as good an occasion

as any. But who, pray tell,

ever said that one ought to be

expedient when dealing with

absolutes? For if charity is not

an absolute then it is hypoc-

risy. I was brought up to be-

lieve that charity was essenti-

ally love, and that love must
have an object. This year, and

for a long time, I hope, I will

forego the opportunity to ex-

press my love through a com-
mittee. To those who are not

personally involved in their

expressions of love I bequeath

my. feather. Take it to bed with

yoif^-and may it give you a

warm feeling around the heart.

Paul Ynrchak

Sloat's Parents
Thank Students
Jim Sloat, a member of the

class of 1959, recently lost a
gallant fight to cancer. This

letter is from Jim*8 parents.

We wish to express out
deep gratitude to the men of

ViUanova for their many kind

and thoughtful deeds ctt the

time of the death of our he-

loved son, Jim Sloat.

Our sincere appreciation

for the perpetual membership
in the AtCguatinian Seminary
'GuHd given by Villanova Stu-

dents, for the Chaiice given
• by Delta Pi Epsilon Frater-

nity in his memory, for the

memberships in the Francis-

can Mission Association, and
for the many Masses and
prayers offered, ^i-- v ^•; v

Our heartfelt thanks to

those who came to Washing-
ton to pay respect. These

memories of Villanova wiU
live in our hearts with other

memories of our loved one,

Mr. and Bfrs. J. J. SLOAT
101 West Stewart Stract

Wasfilngten, New Jcraay

Cardinal Roncalli

Elected Pope

The Conclave of Cardinals

elected Angelo Cardinal Ron-

calli, Patriarch of Venice, to

the position of Supreme Ruler

of the Church. The decision

was made by ballot, midday,

Tuesday October 28th.

Cardinal Roncalli will reign

as Pope John 23rd.
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Miss Mischief Night?

ALLARD

By PETE ALLARD

Hallowe'en is coming friends, but it

won't be the real thing. It used to be, back

in the days of the Eve of All Hollows

that goblins, witches, ghouls, poltergeists,

and appiliates of Disembodied Spirits, Inc.,

would come up from the underworld and
scare the pantaloons off any mortal foolish

enough to be out and around.

Gradually, as this superstition became
unfashionable, it was superseded by a type

of youthful nuisancing called "mischief."

And, not too long ago, a wonderful institution called "Mis-

chief Night" became firmly established as a part of Amer-
icana. .

The whole spirit of "Mischief Night" represents a way
of thinking which has disappeared; noble sports such as

poaching, and holidays like the old-style unsafe Fourth of

July have all been banned by a network of stifling, ubiqui-

tous laws.

Cops Foiled by Cunning
Dangerous and illegal these things may be, but they

contributed to the development of traditional American
qualities such as craftiness, cunning, resourcefulness and
quickness of the mind.

The timing of "Mischief Night" illustrates this native

brand of cleverness: "The cops look for us on the Slst.

It's dangerous for us on the Slst, and besides, the old man
won't let me out of the house. Why don't we steal Clancy's

gate on the 30th!" This was simple, effective, and appro-
priate logic.

Now, we have that harassed and unimaginative breed
of youth called the juvenile delinquent. We also have
much of this crisis-oriented nation thinking in terms of
juvenile delinquency and applying the term loosely to kids
who are neither delinquent nor very juvenile.

Hang In A Gang
Do-gooders, parents who are easily led, and little old

ladies who have lots of cats will all support anything that
will "keep our boys and girls off the streets," because it

will help "combat juvenile delinquency."
Previously intelligent communities are devising all

kinds of "Teen Behavior Codes", and any group of more
than three boys standing on a corner is a gang. What a
stale, insipid way to live

!

Back when our grandfathers went out to overturn
Brown's outhouse, the thing was done with enthusiasm
and gusto. They would wait for a dark night, and they
wouldn't give the caper away in white T-shirts and jang-
ling cycle jackets. Neither would they come roaring up
to Brown's in a car unsullied by mufflers.

Catty Saloon Busters

And, a reflection of the mood of the day, they weren't
too surprised if they tripped over a wire Brown has
stretched in front of a convenient mud puddle. There was
always that healthy atmosphere of give-and-take, and
most important, no one was stupid enough to get caught.

Do-gooders were few and far between. Parents hit
first and asked questions later, and little old ladies who
had lots of cats would sharpen their axes and go out
gleefully every Wednesday night to bust up saloons. Boys
were clever enough not to go steady and to dress innocent-
ly in things like knickers; activities close to the juvenile
delinquency of today, they wisely cloaked in anonymity.

In the days when the Ten Commandments handily cov-
ered youthful misdemeanors, kids were smart enough to ;

stay away from corners where they could be seen. They
maintained less obvious places like clubhouses, caves, and
shacks.

Oh For An Outhouse

!

All of this is no more. Many people have become
more sophisticated, more sensitive; less secure, and less
hke that crazy, colorful bunch who built this country.

Politalk:

Critics Corner:

Canine Caper Overplayed;
Sorry Season Seen So Far

By WOLCOTT BROOKS
It would seem that the idea

of the American male at-

tempting to break away from
society's present day stangle-

hold has been overdone.

However, Albert Belch and
William H. Wright think in

the negative about this, and
have written a comedy in

. three acts, "The Man in the
Dog Suit," which opens to-

morrow night on Broadway.
The play is the story of a

bank teller, played by Hume
Cronyn, attempting to escape
the rut into which he has
fallen, and his wife's resign-

ation to his methods. The
wife is played by Mrs. Cron-
yn, better known as Jessica

Tandy.
I Want my Dogsult

Oliver Walling, after wear-
ing a dog suit to a masquer-
ade ball, sees it as a vehicle

of serving himself from his

redundant life. His reserved
in-laws, who own the bank
for which he works, are

shocked. They demand he
choose between a desk at the

bank and his beloved dog
suit. He ultimately forsakes
the bank, keeps his dog suit,

and heads for the woods of

Oregon, to survey the growth
of the tree—a job which he
reluctantly left nine years be-

fore.

How he reaches this deci-

sion forms the basis for the
comedy. It is bright in spots,

especially the second act,

which has Mr. and Mrs. Wal-
ling discussing their marital
difficulties from the most
popular viewpoint. However,
overall the timing and pacing
are off and tightening of the
script is needed.

The Suit's A Bird Dog
The play suffers from the

over playing of the dog suit

itself. A practical joke or any
other type is a one time item
and cannot be reused, but
that is what is done. The
humor involving the costume
is forced, even at the start
and becomes more evident as
the play progresses. The dog
suit, which the authors must
have decided would be an as-

set, is in fact, a distinct lia-

bility. It is like an albatross
around the "neck of the
play."

The supporting characters
are plentiful, and type cast.

Clinton Stundberg, the peren-

MAN OR DOG?
(See Brooks)

BETTER STAY HOME
(See Gollogher)

nial undergraduate, plays
Walling's brother-in-law as
expected and it is a part he
has done many times before.

Ernie Sneaks In
Carmen Matthews, who is

billed as a co-star, is inebri-

ated throughout the evening
and unless this is her natural

state, there is no reason for

her existence on stage except,

to quote from Hemingway:
"She gives the impression that

she has been through it all

before and is just bored by
the whole situation." The
plausibility of the plot suffers

from the improbability of the
main character, Oliver Wall-
ing.

The public will, most likely,

support the venture and make
a hit. out of it. But we are
wondering if advance sales

on Broadway are based on
the Cronyn-Tandy label.

When the play opens in

New York tomorrow it will

be Mischief Night and Hume
Cronyn will be dressed for

the occasion. The rest will be
standing around trying to
look as if they belong.

Editor's Note: Wolcott
Brooks is really Tom McKen-
na.

Leader's Pardons Board Pardonable

The Republican Party in

Pennsylvania is attacking
Democratic Governor Lead-
er's Pardons Board in a des-

perate attempt to win an elec-

tion. Here is the truth about
the Pardons Board in Penn-
sylvania.

The Pardons Board is com-
posed of the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor, Attorney General, Sec-

retary of the Commonwealth,
and Secretary of Internal Af-
fairs. Those convicted of a
crime and whose sentence is

for one year or more are eli-

gible to appear before the

board.

The board studies the peti-

tioner's background, and that
of his sponsor before deciding
to take action. They then
consider data received from
the Judge, Warden, District

Attorney and lawyer. After
a thorough study they vote
and if a majority are in favor
of the petitioner they recom-
mend that he be paroled by
the Governor.

Tough Pardons Board
The G.O.P. charges that

Leader releases too many
criminals. It is fact that in

the first three years of his

administration 555 commuta-
tions were granted, but it is

also fact that his Republican

By J. P. KELLEY

predecessor Gov. Fine, grant-
ed 1,028 commutations in the

same period of time. Repub-
lican Governor Duff granted
611 commutations in his three
years of fewest pardons.

The Leader administration

commuted sentences for one
prisoner out of forty. Duffs
average was one out of twen-
ty-two and Fine's one out of
thirty-three. It is easily seen
by these statistics that Lead-
er's Pardons Board is much
tougher than those of his Re-
publican predecessors.

Republicans claim that

those pardoned by Leader re-

vert to their old tactics of
crime. Statistics show that

92 percent of these people are
leading constructive lives.

Statistics also prove that the
longer a person serves in pris-

on the harder it will be to re-

construct his life when he
gets out. Thus those who
serve out their sentences are
most likely to commit crime
again than parolees. Of mur-
derers released only one per-

cent commit another crime.

Crime Rate Lower
Due to the administrations

of Governor Leader, Mayor
Lawrence of Pittsburgh, and

By BILL GALLAGHER
We've had "Auntie Mame,"

"GoldUocks," "Susie Wong,"
and "The Giris in 509" here
in Philadelphia so far this

season. Add to this roster of

supposedly classy females,

the comedies "Once More,
With Feeling," Make a Mil-

lion," "The Man in the Dog
Suit," and "Marriage-Go-
Round;" add, also, the dra-
mas "A Swim in the Sea,"

"Handful of Fire," and "Com-
es A Day." Eleven shown

—

ten of them tryouts, one a
mediocre tourer—and nothing
resembling a truly memorable
production among them.

Is it only poor Philadel-

phia that is suffering from a
bad case of "early season
blues," or is the condition a
general one ? Boston, New
Haven, Washington, Atlantic

City, etc. have not been much
better off.

Boston has seen the one
outstanding drama of the
year, Eugene O'Neill's "A
Touch of the Poet". Atlantic

City, under its new assured-

profit subscription plan, will

get what appears to be a hit

drama from the pen of John
("Look Back in Anger") Os-
borne, titled "Epitaph for
George Dillion."

Bad All Over
The scarcity of works of

quality is, then, not strictly

confined to the city of

Brotherly Love. New York
can right now boast of the

above-mentioned "A Touch of

the Poet" as its only early

success.

What is the outlook for the

coming months ? It is almost
certain that as soon as it

gets these half-funny, half-

bright comedies out of its

system, the season will im-

prove. How much, no one is

quite sure.

Clouded Crystal Ball

Scheduled to play Phila-.

delphia in November and Dec-
ember are these promising
dramas: Pirandello's "Enri-

co;" John Osborne's "Look
Back in Anger;" S. N. Behr-
man's "The Cold Wind and
the Warm;" 'and Budd Schul-

bergs "The Disenchanted;*^

-

And these musicals: "A Per-

fect Evening," based on Jane
Austen's "Pride and Preju-

dice" and "Dariin' Man,"
based on Sean O'Casey's

"Juno and the Paycock."

Mayor Dilworth of Philadel-

phia, Pennsylvania's crime
rate is far below the national

average. Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh rank 29th and 26-

th respectively out of 34 cities

considered with a population
of 250,000 or more. Pennsyl-
vania is far below the nation-

al average in all categories of
crime covered by the 1967
F.B.I. statistics.

The succeeding Lawrence
administration should be even
better than Leader's in curb-
ing crime since the Pardons
Board will be chaired by a
former judge. John Morgan
Davis of Philadelphia.

Vv
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^Think Big' Says Murphy
(Continued from Page 1)

activities, ways of improving

their meetings or making them
interesting. We want to help

the student put what program
would be increased activity in

the National Federation of Cath-

olic College Students. We're put-

ting a lot of money into that

organization and so far, out-

side of a couple of convention

trips for delegates, have gained

nothing from it. This year we
hope to make good use of what
NFCCS can offer us. This is an
integral part of our program.

Also, we worked with the sen-

ior class to help improve the

placement program, and have
ambitious plans to help effect

closer student-alumni relations.

Something else that we belong

to and have neves gotten much
out of in the past is the Colleg-

iate Council of Greater Phila-

delphia. This year, we're going

into it with the idea of doing

something for the benefit of all

the Philadelphia schools, rather

than just plan for the awarding
of sportsmanship trophies and
things of that nature.

Does this mean that you intend

to ignore the student benefit pro-

grams such as senior cars?

Not at all. When I referred

to those problems aa petty, I

didn't mean that they were be-

low consideration. I just meant
that they shouldn't take up all

our time. Already we have set

up a senior section on the 50-

yard line for all home football

games. To try to alleviate the

crowded conditions in Dougher-

ty Hall, we went to the Admin-
istration and suggested plac-

ing of food machines in the Com-
merce and Finance building

along with the coke and coffee

dispensers, and they were put

in recently. We passed a pro-

posal that made it possible for

sophomores to obtain their

blazers earlier this year, ini-

tiated Parents* Day and have
many, many other programs
along those lines. ; v; :;^''

Yod inentioned the re-vamping
program last year. Do you
think that the new council con-

stitution has improved the work
of the council?

Yes. It has made more people

aware of what the council is

supposed to do, and has made it

possible for individual motions
to be given more attention by
creating the Student Senate and
has given potential "teeth" to

the council. By that I mean that

this year we're having a new
"get tough" policy in their re-

quired monthly reports, they
will be subject to disciplinary

action by the council. If need-

ed, I wouldn't mind seeing the

council cut in half. We may find

that this is the only way we can
get action from our members,
and, if so, it would not only be
a welcome move, it woul4 be a
necessary one.

Do you think that campus or-

ganizations will resent this ''get

tough" policy and/or your pol-

icy of trying to guide them?

Undoubtedly, they're going to

resent the new policy because,

as I said before, the council

doesn't have the prestige it

needs. However, this might be

one way of getting it. As to try-

ing to guide them, I object to

the word "guide." It should be

"help." And nobody should ob-

ject to help.

There have been some com*
plaints from students that the
council members themselves
don't understand their own pol-

icies. What do you have to say
to this?

If this is true, the blame lies

entirely with the individual. He
has every opportunity to have
any doubts in his mind answer-
ed. He can clear them up by
reading the constitution, for one
thing. Or he can talk to the
more-experienced members of
the council.

BOB MURPHY
We Want Help

What exactly do you feel is your
duty—not as a council officer,

but as president of the student
body?

As president, you're a spokes-

man for the whole student body,

so you should try to rememl)er
that responsibility, particularly

when making off-campus con-

tacts. The position calls for you
to be the leader of the student
body, and you should always act
that way.

We've spoken mostly of the
council's relationship with the
students. How about with the
Administration ?

Ycm always have to remember
that student goVeniment is a
privilege granted to you by the
Administration, and, because of
that, you owe it to the Adminis-
tration to do a fair job, and by
fair, I mean not to take the
student's side all the time. You
also represent the Administra-
tion to the students. You owe
it to them to do a mature and
responsible job, and you should
feel that you are capable of do-
ing it.

Since this is Student Govern-
ment Week at Villanova, do you
have anything you would like

to say in regard to the council?

I would like to ask the stu-

dent body to make use of the

council whenever possible, to

suggest ways of improving it if

they feel it needs improvement,
to respect what the council is

trying to do and, in general, to

co-operate with us.

Another View:

French Student Politics

Essential to Universities
By JIM GILLESPIE

FRENCH
STUDENT

The purpose of

student govern-

men in French
Universities is

to organize the

students into
compact, gov-
ernment subsi-

dized communi-
ties.

Through these

communities, the student is pro-

vided with many of the necessi-

ties of life, and some amusement
at a modest price.

In certain instances, when the

student government tries to reg-

ulate activities not pertahiing

directly to their group, they

have been known to resort to

mob violence.

Only Used Pickets

Last year, however, when stu-

dents went on strike from class-

es for a day to protest the poor
university conditions, only

peaceful picket lines were em-
ployed.

Although these organizations

do not deal directly with poli-

tics, conmiunist influence often

stirs the students into riots.

These outbreaks however, can

be attributed as much to the ex-

treme energy of the French stu-

dent, as to the communists agi-

taters who encamp themselves

in the halls of the universities

distributing pamplets.

Some of the accomplishments
of the student organization at

Grenoble University were, black-

listing places where land lords

are unfair in their treatment of

tenants, conducting annual in-

quiries into the living conditions

of the students, and forming

committees to help students find

adequate lodging.

Large Social Season
The student government also

has their own cafeteria at which
meals are served for as low aa

seventeen cents a meal. The
food is plain and very well pre-

pared, and beer or wine is

served free with meals.

Last year, organization mem-
hen participated in a rather

heavy social season of dancing,

skiing expeditions, and geo-

graphical tours to sights of in-

terest in the locality.

There is also a foreign stu-

dent branch incorporated into

the student government organ-
ization which gives cultural as-

sistance by helping the foreign-

er to acquaint himself with the

French language and cultural

background.

Cocktails Take Culture
Thanksgiving, the Franco

American chapter gave an
American turkey dinner for the

French. We, being the richest

chapter, also gave several cock-

tail parties which were more
widely attended than the sem-
inars on American culture which
we also sponsored.

All in all, the French student
organization is an indlspensible

part of French university life.

Only Surviving Four Year Member

Notes Growth of the V.U. Student Council

KEMPF
Vice-President

It was four
years ago that

I first became a
part of Villa-

nova Student
Govern-
ment. There
was no Student
A d m i n i -

stration Com-
mittee, nor
of Student Af-

airs then ; Dick Peer was Chair-

man and Rev. Gfeorge McLaugh-
lin, O.S.A., was moderator. I

was there too—having defeated

a fellow by the name of Robert
A. Murphy and being the young-
est of forty members.
Today I am the only one left

from the Council of four years
ago—and student government
at Villanova has changed great-'

ly in those four years. As the

campus grew, so did we. We're
up to sixty members now, Rev.

Dante Giralomi, O.S.A., is our
moderator, and there are three

vice-presidents instead of one.

To those in it, student govern-
ment is many things; adven-
ture, excitement, honor, strug-

gle, and most important, a
teacher; an instructor in human
nature, for its subject matter is

composed of people. Most of

them we learn to respect, ad-

mire, and imitate, and a few we
unfortunately grow to dislike.

Ideal and the Practical Meet

We learn to fight for what we
think is right and to oppose

what we think is wrong. And

we learn that often there is all

By DON KEMPF

too wide a gap between the ideal

and the practical.

We have our laughs and our
tears, our ambitions and our
heartbreaks, our . . . but let me
tell a few in an autobiography
of my career in student govern-
ment:
By the time I received my

voting status on the S.C., I had
already learned a great deal

about its members. I'd had my
•first fight—over spirit—with a

junior named Jack O'Rourke
and I'd listened to and observed

in awe those who talked nightly

in the various student activities

offices.

The council was divided into

two groups, the radicals and the

conservatives with Dick Peer

and the conservatives in power.

However, I became associated

with the former group, led by
Vice-chairman Jack O'Rourke,

and including outspoken Virgin-

ian Harry Nash and a sandy-

haired fellow who wasn't even

on the council by the name of

Nicholson.

The Bitter With the Sweet

II was at my first offiicial

meeting that we adopted the

room selection presently in use.

Other goals were attained in the

remaining weeks; dining hours
were extended, separate male
and female retreats were estab-

lished, and the buildup of the

Spirit Committee began.

All was not smooth however,

for on March 22, following heat-

ed discussions concerning "pow-^

erless student government," the',

mysterious resignation of . the I the session.

.editor ol the VILLANOVAN,
and the near resignation of the

Council Vice-Chairman, a spe-

cial meeting was called "To dis-

cuss student administration re-

lations."

Over 500 persons attended,

but a tactful handling of the

meeting by Chairman Peer and
Father McLaughlin plus the

hope of a brighter future, eased

tensions and prevented any ser-

ious misunderstandings.

The Rise of the Radicals

In May the fight for control

was won by the radicals as

Jack O'Rourke was elected to

the chairmanship by a single

vote.

But in September the battle

began anew when O'Rourke re-

signed to enter the seminary,

expressing the "best of luck to

all—especially the radicals."

Again a single vote decided the

outcome with soft-spoken radi-

cal Joe Martin being elected

chairman, assisted by Pat Nich-

olson as Vice-chairman.

An eventful year followed.

The student trip was inaugu-

rated and over 1000 students

went to Boston; class bulletin

boards were erected, the $1000

limit on prom bands was lifted;

and Basca weekend was im-

proved .

The office of Student Council

Treasurer was created; the In-

ter-fraternity Ball was initiated

;

and the used book program was

established. Jack Shea and Tom
Curran showed themselves to be

outstanding leaders throughout

The year ended with the no-

table absence of inter-group

struggle as Pat Nicholson and

myself were elected Chairman

and Vice-chairman by unani-

mous vote.

Nicholson began his admin-

istration with a drive and deter-

mination which he maintained

until graduation day, and which

resulted in a long list of achieve-

ments. Idealism gave way to

practicality, compromise and un-

derstanding developed, as stu«.

dent - Administration relations

reached a new high.

Action was the theme as mat-

ters ranging from the Senior

Car Program and Parent's Day
to the sending of flowers or the

buying of a new stapler re-

ceived the same efficient hand-

ling.

A Challenge to the Future

But the greatest accomplish-

ment of the Nicholson saga Was
in the preparing of a new stu-

dent government constitution by

which he hoped even greater

results could be obtained in the

future.

As the year ended, so did an
era in Villanova student gov-

ernment, for as the VILLANO-
VAN pointed out, we returned

to the "soft" approach in the

Chairman Bob Murphy and
Vice-Chairman Tom Hoffman.
And so we begin another

year, and a very important one,

for as Chairman Murphy point-

ed out:

"This is the year that will

make or break student govern-

ment at Villanova."

The Student Council In Action

y i

The final authority of the council rests in the Student Congress. Here

the final decision is given on all motions.

The Academic Affairs Committee, under the chairmanship of senior en-

gineer Gerry Hepburn (right) discusses one of the many student problems

brought to it.

4'>-»'

.1' I

Bob Murphy (right) chairman of the council, rre»ides over all senate

and congress meetings, while secretary Bob Wagner Takes minutes.

ThiM is one of the meetings of the Student Council Cabinet, a group which

directs the activities of the council committees. The council officers ind exeoa-l

tives vk;e-f»resident8 make up this body.

The Student-Administration Committee meetn with the Rev. Dante L. Glr-

olami, O.S.A., and the Rev. Joseph Kemme, O.S.A., for the final decision on a

motion. This group and the Student-Faculty Committee are the final links be-

tuTen the council and the Administration.

•rf.
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Presence ofAtmosphere
Hints Life On Mars

First in a Series

In this attempt to prove

that Mars is the home of life,

the reader must assume that

where are the necessary con-

ditions for life, life will neces-

sarily exist.

No doubt some people find

, this theory difficult to believe

without proof, but let the

reader be assured that this

theory which he is asked to

assume is 'based on sound
scientific thought.

If name dropping will help,

Sir Harold Spencer Jones,

Britain's Astronomer Royal,
is a firm supporter of this

theory. The reader must also

assume, more readily per-

haps, that if life exists on
other worlds, it exists as we
know it, i.e., dependent on
oxygen, carbon dioxide, solar

heat, water, and the other
conditions which govern life

on Earth. .•'..•.
This is due to the fact that

physical laws are constant
throughout the universe. This
is not to say that life on other
worlds has evolved in the
same manner as on Earth (it

very likely has not) but that

Glen Plaid Speaks;

the basic requirements for

life are identical throughout
the universe.

Before answering the ques-

tion. Does life exist on Mars,

the question. Can life exist

on Mars, must first be answer-
ed. In order for a planet to

support life, it must have an
atmosphere. The presence of

polar caps on Mara indirectly

give evidence of an atmos-

phere. During the Maritian

summer that polar caps melt,

naturally giving up some of

their moisture through evap-

. oration.

If there no atmosphere to

hold water vapor captive, it

would have dissipated into

space through the ages, leav-

ing nothing to form the caps

which now exist. More direct

evidence of an atmosphere is

provided by photographs of

Mars taken through colored

filtera.

Photographers using infra-

red light, which has haze cut-

ting properties cleftrly showed
the surface of Mare. Ultra-

violet photographs, on the

other hand, did not show the

/•>:

Some Subtle Suggestions

On How to Suit Yourself
At last you're beginning to catch on. I

met this freshman wno went out and pur-

chased my whole outfit. In fact, he got

five sets alike. Claims he's hard on clothes.

Takes all kinds doesn't it?

Now that some of you are on the right

I

track, we can proceed to a more difficult

problem. I realize some of you never wore

a suit, but the time has come for you to

(make a great step forward.

Watch for Junk
Your first problem is where to shop. My advice is

never to deal with anyone who advertises on radio, such

as Craft Bros., Robert Hall, etc. In these places you'll

find nothing that doesn't look and wear like the $25 you

paid for it. If this is your first experience, try a famous
name establishment, on the level of Wanamaker's or such.

If you're out as an experienced buyer, seek out places

that are small and carry a specialized stock. Anywhere
you spot good clothes and junk side by side, beware unless

you possess a good eye or you know the salesman.

What's Money
When you finally decide on the right place to buy,

make sure the salesmen are well dressed and competent
advisors, and then all you have to do is select the suit, ha!

Start out with a basic idea of what you want in color,

material and tailoring and do not allow yourself to be

swayed far from this.

Be individualistic in your buying and don't sacrifice

details for price. If you look hard and long enough for the

exact item, you will find it, patience being one of your best

guides to good grooming.
I hesitate to dictate another outfit but I will suggest

some color styles and materials from which you can choose.

Not everyone can wear every color; therefore it is wise

to match you skin complexion with that of the material.

Most prominent this fall will be dark browns and
medium greys and a combination of both in sensational

new shades called brownstone. Blues are shelved till later

and greens produce boredom when used for suiting pur-

poses.

Finger the Flannels
Develop a finger touch for judging materials. Deter-

mine both the weight and pressing qualities of the article

before you buy. Worsted flannels along with cheviots and
a new article called hopsock, a speckled, woven wool, com-
promise the front line of fashion this year with hard wear
orlon and dacron blends following closely.

Don't hesitate to have imaginative additions tailored

into your suit, such as sleeve cuffs, high set armholes for

more freedom of movement, horizontally cut peak lapels

or inverted pants pleats if you use pleats at all. The vested

suit is coming back strongly with a shorter suit coat com-
plementing it.

Lastly if my terms confuse you, consult a reliable

tailor.

surface due to a hazy atmos-
phere which scattered the

short ultra-violet waves be-

fore they could return from
the Martian surface.

In addition the ultra-violet

photo of Mars is larger than
the infra-red one because the
infra-red photograph shows
the planet itself while the
ultra-violet photograph shows
the planet surrounded by its

atmosphere shell. The differ-

ences in radii suggest an at-

mosphere some fifty miles

deep. Added to this evidence

the presence of water vapor
and dust clouds seen above
the Martian surface provide

conclusive proof that Mars
possesses an atmosphere^

•
NEXT WEEK — An ana-

lysis of the atmosphere on
Mars to determine whether
or not it contains the neces-

sary lifC'Supporting elements.

•

ANYONE FOR MARS?
(See Dynon)

BOB BROTHERS
(See File 13)

FiU 13

Campus Classifieds

FOR SALE

CAR RADIO, will fit '47 Franr, cheap.
Phone BA 2-3623.

SMALL ELEPHANT TUSK U darning
needles, ostrich egg (hard boiled) and
prized beer cqn collection. Being draft-
ed. It's amazing what accumulates
durind a few years in college, isn't it?

FOX FUR NECKPIECE, eheop. Like new—worn only once. Afraid to try it

again. It snapped a cheese sandwich
right out of may hand.

PORTABLE TV, owned by an old lady
who listened to Lawrence Welk.

HAVE LARGE STOCK of Kefauver but-
tons we will sacrifice. Carload orders
given first priority.—Optimist Button
Co., Phila.

PORTABLE TOLLGATES really pay off!
Just toss one into the bock of your
car and set it up when you come to
a likely spot. A guaranteed money-
maker.

SMART DOG, but is always showing
off. Answers to "Snoopy"—Charlie
Brown.

TYPEWRITER, good condition. Owned
by elderly lady who never typed more
than 30 words a minute.

DICTIONARY, a real bargain. Must
sell. Words ore not in alphabetical
order.

HELP WANTED
CAN YOU WRITE. You can't? Great!
Come to Villanovan office any after-
noon Monday thru Friday and join the
staff. We need untalented workers
to replace those leaving school after
mid-terms.

DIEMAKERS ARE NEEDED. Well, we
might as well tell you right now that
we don't r^eed diemakers—we need
pie makers. But if we said that they'd
put us clear down at the bottom of
the page someplace with Ps and no-
body ever reads that for. How about
some of you pie makers coming by
the officer Sorry about the diemalcers,
but we can only run one business at
a time. —Pie Shoppe

HAVE CINDER in my eye. Would some»
one help to take it out? It hurts. I'm
over in the in the Library Reference
Room.

GENIUS. Must have the name of Bar-
ney Fledermaus. Am flunking math
and need your assistance. Contact
Barney Fledermaus, Alumni Hall.

MAN WANTED. Call Rosemont.

WAITRESSES, must be under five-foot,
for foreign-car driver-in restaurant.

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Car radio for '47 Frazer. No
question asked. Leave in vacant lot

where Belle Aire used to be.

LOST: Block wallet. There was nothir>g
in it and it's pretty shabby, so keep
it.

LOST: I lost my hearing aid the other
night somewhere in the vicinity of
Bryn Mowr. Will the finder please
write me a letter? No, don't bother
to call on the phone— I haven't heard
a thing for three days.

LOST: A kettle drum on corner of
12th & Market. I must have set it

down while waiting for the troffir
lights to change and then just forgot
it. Those lights sure ore a nuisance.
It used to t>e fun to go downtown
to do some sh'^pping and whotrwt,
but it's sure awful now. Don't forget
to keep on eye out for my drum.

LOST: A forpetful, nearsiahted old
ln'^v has lost her glasses. This is the
third time rK>w in less than a week
and we ore getting plenty fed up with
her oryj her ad. If you find the
glasses please step on them.

y 101 IROTHERS

LOST > FOUND
LOST: Elephant on Chestnut Street bus.

Answers to name of Peaches. Can D«
recognized by broken front tooth.

POUND: A short cut from Barry Hall

to Villanova Cleaners. It involves
briefly visiting several chemistry lobs

but tney con be fun somestimes. Boy,
some of those chem majors gre odd.

FOUND: I have found a cat. Send
reward to Box 108.

FOUND: An excellent wrist watch in

Dougherty Hall student lounge, if

it's yours, forget about it because it's

my word against yours.

OPPORTUNITIES
TIRED of no money, second rate jokes
Like to start a new career with a
lifetime of high salaries? When you
find orM please drop us a card telling

how you did it.

SELL ME YOUR BEANS. One bag will

do, if they are of the jumbo variety.
Will trade for one cow. —^Jack
LAST CHANCE to send one dollar to
Box 45. Mt. Vernon. N.Y.

PERSONALS
HOMESICK personable cannibal wishes
to have young, plump, tender female
for dinner. Box 72.

HANDSOME, charming, intelligent,
wealthy witty, pay, young man wishes
to share his gifted nature and bring
OS much sunshine as possible into the
drab lives of American women. Coll
384 for appointment. RefererKes re-*

quired.

GET YOUR MONEYI That's right, get
it! When the 15th of April rolls arounc
don't be giving me the same old song
and dance about why you haven't got
lit. Just get it, that's all! U. S. Dept.
of Internal Revenue.

GIRL with leaky rowtx)at would like
to meet young man with three pounds
of coulkirna compound.

REAL ESTATE
FOR RENT: Apartment ntor campus,
three rooms: bedroom and two closeti.
Cheap.

BEAUTIFUL BUNGALOW: Good work-
shop, plumbing wiring. Nothing over a
year old. This is not for sale but
It's really a honey.

STUDENT ROOM FOR RENT: Private
room on campus. $7 per month. Lo-
cated beneath stands in football sta-
dium. $8 per month with bowling bol.

FOR RENT: Apartment. No regulation,
hours, or neighbors. Parties approved,
complete privacy, close to camous.
SI 250 per month.

BIG OLD HOUSE for sale: With a big
old garage. Located in area with many
other big old buildings. Could be fixed
up but would cost a fortur>e.

SERVICES
PART-TIME iobs open. Good hours,
excellent worfcina conditions, no wag-
es. University Employment Office.

WE TAKE PORTRAITS in your home,
so you'd better watch out if we ever
get in. We'll take every portriat we
can lay our sticky fingers on. Call
Albert Lawler.

^^^^•_
INCREASE your gasoline mile-age up
to 1000% by simply leaving your
car in the garage and taking a bus.
Pennsylvania Transit Auth.

TIRED of TV giveaway shows? Want
to give away your TV We'll find a
taker at a modest fee.

NEVER CHANGE your oil! Why bother'
Your cor won't last forever, anyway,
carry a supply of marshmollows in
the glove compartn^ent and when It
explodes, have a party.

7 '*.'**•
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An Onlooker Ponders

A Weighty Problem
By SHELL E. KEATS

WHO'S ALL WET?
(See Pelocie)

I have often worried about
the grassless paths which
crisscross our campus.
Hedges were grown to Iceep

students off the lawns, but

the individualists keep short-

cutting. Even heavy gauge
barbed wire proved futile.

Now, as a last resort, the
University is depending on
the fence of iron. No doubt
even this extreme will prove

futile, and, somehow, new
methods of keeping our cam-
pus green will be developed.

Cementing all the existing

footpaths would eliminate in-

tramural football and base-

ball. Asking all students to

go barefoot would result in

more barriers being erected,

to keep us from tracking dirt

on the walks.

Tunnels would be too ex-

pensive and give dirty word
writers too much area in

which to practice. Some radi-

cals have suggested tearing

everything down before we
look like a center city Univer-

sity, but of course this is

ridiculous.

Oh well, I guess I'll go

right on worrying.

McGrath NFCCS Chairman,

Lists Commission Schedule
The National Federation of

Catholic College Students stu-

dent government commission for

the Philadelphia region released

its program for the year this

week.
Jerry McGrath, Villanova LA.

major a^d chairman of the com-
mission, announced that the aim
of this year's program is two-

fold: to be of service to the

member school's student govern-

ments and to make them aware
of the fact that N.F.C.C.S. is

only as good as they want it to

be.

The fall semester is concern-

ed with the study of the "Role

of Student Government". The
schools will hold small discus-

sion groups to consider the pur-

pose, structure, program and
function of student government.

McGrath hopes that these top-

Future Teacher
Exams Next Year
The National Teacher Exami-

nations, prepared and adminis-

tered annually by the Educa-
tional Testing Service, will be
given on Saturday, February 7.

Villanova students who intend

to enter the field of teaching
upon graduation must deter-

mine, from the school system
in which they are seeking em-
ployment, whether they are

required to take the test.

During the one day testing

session, a candidate will take
test in professional information,

general culture, english, ex-

pression, and non-verbal rea-

soning; and one or two of 11
optional exams designed to

demonstrate mastery of subject
matter to be taught.

Applications and an informa-
tion booklet can be obtained by
writing the National Teacher
Examinations, Educational Test-

ing Service, 20 Nassau Street,

Princeton, N. J. Completed ap-

plications must be received at

the above address by January

9, 1959.

ics will stimulate the students

and student leaders, to thought

and to action on their ideas.

The commission is planning

a regional workshop on the top-

ic of "The Role of Student Gov-
ernment" at which time the

ideas and suggestions brought
forth in the individual colleges

will be discussed and provide

others with "food for thought".

This workshop will be held

at Villanova on Sunday, Novem-
ber 23rd.

In the second semester the
commission will deal with prob-

lems concerning the training of

leaders, the development of

leadership, N.F.C.C.S., N.S.A.,

and Student Council freshmen
orientation programs.

The workshop for the spring

semester is planned for April.

Discussions at that time will

be aimed at some of the more
specific matters related to stu-

dent government.

Prizes Offered In

Poetry Contest
The Virginia Quarterly is ac-

cepting manuscripts in its

annual Emily Balch Awards
contest. The contest was inau-

gurated for the purpose of fur-

thei^ng American interest in

poetry.

There are three prizes—the

first is $500; the second and
third prizes are $250 each.

In addition to the prize, if the
winning entry is published in

the Quarterly, the editors will

pay to the winner their usual
publishing fee.

Contestants may submit as
many entries as they desire. No
articles that have previously

been published may be entered.

All students and teachers are

eligible.

All manuscripts should be

mailed to the Virginia Quarter-

ly, 1 West Range, Charlottes-

ville, Virginia.

Editor Calls For Race Conference
"A national conference under

the sponsorship of the White
House" between White and
Negro leaders to work for a
solution to segregation-intergra-

tion problems is proposed by a

leader of the Catholic Interracial

movement in an exclusive inter-

view in the November issue of

The Sign, national Catholic

magazine.
Rev. John LaFarge, S. J., a

founder of the Catholic Inter-

racial movement, makes the pro-

posal in response to a question,

"What steps are not being taken
to deal with the segregation-in-

tegration crisis which you would
recommend ?"

"One of the great problems of
the present moment," he an-
swers, "is that the country is

hearing from the extremists.

. . . These extremists have suc-
ceeded in intimidating many
of moderation into silence.

Must Be Heard
"There are many people in

the South today, Negro and
White, who have splendid ideas
about the present situation, but
their voices are not being heard.
I would favor any method by
which their voices can find ut-
terance without danger of in-

timidation, vilification, or re-

reprisals.

"I would favor .a national
conference," Father LaFarge
declares, "under the sponsorship •

of the White House, at which
leaders of both races would be
brought together to speak freely
with each other and to work for
a solution of our present prob-
lems.

"On the local level I would

A billion dollars is a lot of
money. If you had been able
to borrow a billion dollars,

interest free, and had paid it

back at the rate of one thou-
sand dollars per day, with
the last payment made some
time this year, your original

loan would have been made
in the year 783 B. C.

.• : •
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You're ready for the

big entrance.,. .with

Oxford '%

Miniatures

Arrow's newest stripes and checks

put you quietly, but firmly, in the

"best-dressed" spotlight. They're so

crisply and colorfully right with

your Fall clothes.

And this rich, new oxford weave

is also available in wash and wear!

Try an Arrow and you'll discover

why college men buy Arrow 4 to 1

over any other brand. $5.00 up.

Cluett, Peabody • Co., Inc.

^v>A^

^AUROH^ first in fashion
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favor a whole series of such
ccmferences, again under the

sponsorship of the White House,
at which regional leaders would
be brought together for free dia-

logue."

Catholic Teaching

Father LaFarge sums up
Catholic teaching on race:

"(1) Regarding the Natural
Law, we insist that the hiunan
race enjoys a natural unity and

that the rights of the individual

person are universal, regardless

of race distinction.

"(2) The Church teaches that

all members of the Mystical

Body (the Church) are one in

Christ regardless of race. The
doctrine of racism on the other
hand involves a denial of this

unity of the Mystical Body and
cannot be reconciled with Cath-

olic teaching."

i
M\

QnCanifas Mvshahian
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**Barefooi Boy with Chetk.'*)

ANYONE FOR FOOTBALL?

When Pancho Sigafoos, sophomore, pale and sensitive, first saw
Willa Ludowic, freshman, lithe as a hazel wand and rosy as the

dawn, he hemmed not; neither did he haw. "I adore you," he
said without preliminary.

"Thanks, hey," said Willa, flinpng her apron over her face

modestly. "What position do you play?"

"Position?" said Pancho, looking at her askance. (The
askance is a ligament just behind the ear.)

"On the football team," said Willa.

"Football!" sneered Pancho, his young lip curling. "Football

is violence, and violence is the death of the mind. I am not a
football player. I am a poet!"

"So long, buster," said Willa.

"Wait!" cried Pancho, clutching her damask forearm.

She placed a foot on his pelvis and wrenched herself free.

"I only go with football players," she said, and walked, shimmer-
ing, into the gathering dusk.

^m^^ 0̂01^-l
> • » . •

Pancho went to his room and lit a cigarette and pondered his
dread dilemma. What kind of cigarette did Pancho light? Why,
Philip Morris, of corris

!

Philip Morris is always welcome, but never more than when
you are sore beset. When a fellow needs a friend, when the heart
is dull and the blood runs like sorghum, then, then above all,

is the time for the mildness, the serenity, that only Philip Morris
can supply.

Pancho Sigafoos, his broken psyche welded, his fevered brow
cooled, his synapses restored, after smoking a fine Philip Morris,
came to a decision. Though he was a bit small for football (an
even four feet) and somewhat overweight (427 pounds), he tried

out for the team—and tried out with such grit and gumption
that he made it.

Pancho's college opened the season against the Manhattan
School of Mines, always a mettlesome foe, but strengthened
this year by four exchange students from Gibraltar who had been
suckled by she-apes. By the middle of the second quarter the
Miners had wrought such havoc upon Pancho's team that there
was nobody left on the bench but Pancho. And when the
quarterback was sent to the infirmary with his head driven
straight down into his esophagus, the coach had no choice but
to put Pancho in.

Pancho's teammates were not conspicuously cheered as the
little fellow took his place in the huddle.

"Gentleman," said Pancho, "some of you may regard poetry
as sissy stuff, but now in our most trying hour, let us hark to
these words from Paradise Lost: 'All is not lost; the uncon-
querable will and study of revenge, immortal hate, and courage
never to submit or jrield!'

"

So stirred was Pancho's team by this fiery exhortation that
they threw themselves into the fray with utter abandon. As
a consequence, the entire squad was hospitaliied before the half.

The college was forced to drop football. Willa Ludowic, not
having any football players to choose from, took up with Pancho
and soon discovered the beauty of his soul. Today they are seen
everywhere—dancing, holding hands, nuuling, smoking.

Smoking what? Philip Morris, of corris! eituMusb

And for you HIter fanelmr; the makera of PhlUp MorrU gtvi
you a lot to like in the eenaationol Marlbonk—filter, flavor,

pack or box. Marlboro Joine Philip Morrie in bringing you
thie column throughout the echool year.
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Despite Need For Scientific Studies,

Wisdom Is Much More Important
Since the launching of the

Russian satellites, much has
been said about the shocking
lack of scientific education of

American youth. In proposing
solutions for our current edu-
catonal needs, however, we must
not be misled into thinking it

is simply a matter of turning

out greater quantities of scien-

tists and engineers.

The Soviet system puts sci-

..' ence and technology at the basis
.' of its education because its cul-

ture is purely materialistic. It

; falsely sees man as the supreme
architect of the world, and so it

seeks to prove the superiority

; of its system by the spectacle

of scientific achievements.

But our American tradition

of education is inspired by the

Christian vision of man : a crea-

ture of God, the image of God,
the servant of God. This true

vision of man requires us to

establish order within human so-

ciety necessary for free and
peaceful existence. Our prob-

lem, then, is to preserve and
strengthen this tradition and
adapt it to the needs of our
times.

We Need Science

Today we need to strengthen
our schools in the basic scien-

tific disciplines—physics, chem-
in these studies is necessary for

istry, biology. Indeed, excellence

. ,; the survival of our free society,

; for although science alone will

\.
not realize the Divine design for

freedom, justice, and peace in

man's life on earth, this Divine
design will not be achieved un-
der today's conditions without

Students Visit

Gettysburg

OnYear Trip
Two dozen history majors

; toured the battlefields of Gettys-

: burg last week in the senior

:
seminar's annual field trip.

Dr. Harold Hartman, chair-

man of the History department,
organized the trip as an oppor-
tunity for the members to ob-
serve the scenes of events they
are studing in class.

During the trip Hartman gave
short lectures on various phases
of the campaign, including a
brief analysis of the Gettysburg
of 1863, the military campaign
and the end of the invasion. The
history professor though a spec-
ialist in constitutional law, has
a special interest in the Civil

War. His study in the field pro-
vides material for the seminars.
Although taking the group

through some of the most
beautiful land in our country,
the trip was not concerned with
sightseeing; it considered the
conduct of the Gettysburg
campaign influenced by the rain
and the similarities between the
town of 1863 and that of today.
Some of the sites visited were

Oak Hill, Oak Ridge, Cemetery
Ridge, Meade's Headquarters
and Seminary Ridge.

An interesting stop was made
in the afternoon near the ceme-
tery where the group saw a
cyclorama of Pickett's charge.

This is a big attraction to the
tourists as well as being his-

torically informative for the
students.

A chartered bus collected the
members and a few interested

extras at 8 Thursday morning
and returned them at in the

evening.

By THOMAS E. MURRAY
Atomic Energy Committee

§rE:CIAL TO THE VILLANOVAN
the powerful aid of science.

Yet, whatever our need for
science and technology today,
our need of wisdom is still great-
er. Wisdom does not lie at the
end of purely scientific investi-

gation. Wisdom is largely the
fruit of experience, and we shall

not equip our students to live

in such a way as to acquire
wisdom from experience, unless
they are trained in all the modes
of human thought.

Students need literature and
the arts, history and social sci-

ence, philosophy in all its

branches. Above all, they need
the truths of religion, whereby
they come to know the Ultimate
Reality which is God.

Can't Solve Problems
By my experience in the field

of atomic energy, I know that
science has created problems
which it has been unable to

solve. Nuclear physics, for ex-

ample, has harnessed great pow-
er, but it can give us no politi-

cal or moral guidance as to the
right uses of that energy.
How, then, shall our educa-

tion be strengthened so that
both science and wisdom may
flourish? Plans and money are
necessary, but they only create
the opportunities for the stu-
dent. Will the student grasp
these opportunities?

Yes, but only on two con-
ditions : if there is instilled into
American youth a love of excel-
lence in intellectual pursuits as
something good in itself; and
second, if there is inculcated in

our youth a willingness to pay
the price of excellence, viz. hard
work.

Youth tends to reflect the at-

titudes of its parents. A lovs
for intellectual excellence and
a willingness to work are grown
in the home. Parents that cre-
ate such a family atmosphere
are preparing their children to

meet their future responsibility

of putting God's designs into

action.

Prepared and dlatrtbuted at Paul-
iHt Fnthern' HouNe of Studies, Wnsh-
Inirton 17, D. C

NFCCS Announces Summer
European Travel Tours
The National Federation of

Catholic College Students has
announced its program of Euro-
pean Travel for the summer of
1959.

Entering its tenth year of op-
eration with the NFCCS Travel
Program, in conjunction with
the National Newman Club
Federation p r o v i e s low cost
tours to the principal places of
interest in Europe.

Four tours are being offered
this year. They range from
$697 to $1051.

Ample time is allowed
throughout the tour for leisure

activities and shopping, as well
as visiting the chief tourist at-

tractions.

In making the announcement
of the Federation advised all

interested students and gradu-
ates to make their applications

as soon as possible because of
the great demand for the limit-

ed space available.

Inquiries can be made of the

NFCCS-NNCF Travel Program,

1 Thomas Circle, Washington 5,

D.C., or of the local NFCCS
campus travel chairman.

Friday Deadline For
Scliolarsliip Forms
Requests for applications for

the 1959 Marshall Scholarship

Awards must be received by the
British Consul-General in New
York by Friday.

Each award is worth around
$1400 a year, for two years plus
tuition at a United Kingdom
university.

Applications should be ad-
dressed to 99 Park Ave. New
York, N. Y.

Jesuit at Study Circle
The Rev. Narcisco Irala, S.J.,

lecturer and psychologist, will

speak on mental health and hap-

piness through control of the

negative emotions at the St.

Madeline Sophie Study Circle,

at the Convent of the Sacred

Heart, City Line and Haverford

ave., on Sunday afternoon.

ENGLISH: endorsement of
Lucky Strike cigarettes

THINKLISH TRANSLATION: Other

brands of cigarettes bum (with

envy) over the matchless taste of

a Lucky Strike. Lucky's taste is

honest taste—the rich, full taste of

fine tobacco. So any endorsement

of Luckies is bound to be a Tasti-

monial. Mmm!

English:
UNHIP DOO

English:
SCREWBALL BULLY

«€

Thinkfish: SQUAREOALfi

E„«n.h=
eXTRBMELY NARROW C«

Bnglish: SICK REPT«LE .^,
SUWOUSlHfe

mnkn$h: ILLIOATOR

Engli,h:
CROWDED

COLLEGE
GROUNDS

Thlr*^

SPEAK THINKLISHI
Puff in a good word and MAKE $251

Here's the easiest way yet to make money!
Just put two words together to form a new
one. Example: slob + lobster=SLOBSTER.
(English trans: shellfish with bad manners.)
We'll pay $25 each for the hundreds of
Thinklish words judged best—and we'll
feature many in our college ads. Send your
Thinklish words (with translations) to Lucky
Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose
name, address, college or university and class.

Tl*"- "W i)
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CIGARETTES

"***«*' CRM,P„3
C)4- T. Co.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

Product of cXfc %Mm»^4mam> xJowMxeo-Ccryaa^ — f/o^uBBO- is our middle name

Parka clad players suffer doldrums of rain and short Rich-

mend gain, while on the field their teammates experience an added

dose—mud. Some had to shower after the game to clear the mud
from their uniforms before removing them.

State Offers Fellowships

In Grad Political Science
The Pennsylvania State Uni-

versity Graduate School is of-

fering scholarships and fellow-

ships toward the M. A. and
Ph.D degrees in political science

for the year 1959-60, .Specialized

study in Comparative and
American Government, Interna-

tional Relation, and Public Ad-
ministration will be available.

Graduate assistantships are

available for men holding Bach-

elors and Masters degrees in po-

litical science. Assistants must
be enrolled in the graduate
school, and are allowed to

schedule ten credits per semes-

ter. Their duties will consist of

leading discussion groups, grad-

ing papers, and assisting in de-

partmental library research.

Stipends range from $1500-

$1800 for two semesters, de-

pending on the applicant's
qualifications and experience.

Assistants are exempted from
all major fees excepting $41
Health and Welfare fees for

both semesters. Applications for

re-appointment can he filed by
all assistants.

Applications can be made at

the Department of Political Sci-

ence, Sparks Bldg., Pennsylvan-

ia State University, University

Park Pa., and should be return-

ed no later than March 1, 1959.

Information and application

Jazz Band Ball

In November
A huge Ivy Jazz Band Ball,

featuring several of the out-

standing jazz bands in the

country, will be held on Novem-
ber 28 at the Roosevelt Hotel

in New York City.

Continuous music will be fea-

tured from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. The
price of the ticket is $10 per

couple.

The world famous bands of

EMdie Condon, Wilbur de Paris,

Coleman Hawkins, and Stan

Rubin will be among the jazz

combos. College bands from
Yale, Lehigh, Holy Cross and
Williams will perform, alongj,

with vocal group from Prince-

ton, Smith, and Skidmore.

Interested students can con-

tact Thomas W. Lloyd, campus
representative, for information

on tickets and hotel reserva-

tions.

forms may be secured from

:

Chairman American Civilization

Department, Graduate School of

Arts and Sciences University of

Pennsylvania, Phila. 4, Pa. They
must be returned before Feb-
ruary 18, 1959.

WVILContest
Starts Tonite

Station WVIL will kick-off a

new contest tonight in which
campus listeners may win many
orizes just for listening.

The prizes include record

albums, cigarette lighters, cigar-

ettes and pen sets.

Rules of the contest are sim-

ple. Just listen to WVIL and
wait for a phone call from the

station. Those called will be

asked about something which
happened on the station that

evening.

Everyone called who was
listening should win a prize.

Students don't have to write
slogans or submit box-tops, just

listen.

Everyone called during any
particular week will be eligible

for the weekly grand prize which
will be announced each Wednes-
day.

The contest is scheduled to
last for a period of three weeks,
announced Gary Mara, WVIL's
Program Director. He added
that an attempt will be made
to call every resident student
during that time.

Further details on the format
of WVIL's Lucky Listener Con-,
test may be learned by dialing

645 on AM radio.

Masses Planned for
Catholic Youth Week
In conjunction with the eighth

annual observance of National
Catholic Youth Week, evening
Mass is being celebrated for the
entire student body.
The Masses started last night

and will continue tonight and
tomorrow night at the regular
weekly chapel services. A spec-

ial sermon is also being deliver-

ed in observance of Catholic
Youth Week.

Parents* Day
Huge Success
Bob Warner, chairman of the

Parents' Day Committee, has

reported that the first attempt

at an annual Villanova Parents'

Day last week was a hugh suc-

cess.

Three thousand visitors At-

tended the affair, and found

especially interesting the Villa-

nova Jazz Band Concert, and

the address by The V. Rev.

James Donnellon, O.S.A. Uni-

versity President, Wagner said.

Last week the Student Coun-

cil adopted a motion by Wagner
to continue Parents' Day next

year.

Wagner thanked the univer-

sity athletic department for

"their invaluable cooperation to

to make the day a success".

Renaissance
(Continued from Page 1)

liver the paper on the second

topic, "Medieval Antecedents of

Renaissance Humanism." ,;

This presentation will deal

with St. Augustine and his in-

fluence on the tradition of the

fluence on the tradition of Ren-

aissance Humanism.
Robertson's studies into St.

Augustine and into medieval

preaching, a Ifirge number of

which have been published, are

recognized as a definitive contri-

bution to knowledge.

Discussion of Robertson's pa-

per will be led by the Rev. Rob-

ert P. Russell, O.S.A. , chairman

of Villanova's department of

Philosophy.

Renaissance Concert

Late in the afternoon, follow-

ing the readings and discus-

sions, tea will be served in the

lounge. During the tea the Vil-

lanova Singers led by Professor

Herbert Fiss, director of music

at Villanova, will present a short

program of Renaissance madri-

gals and aires, representative of

the best music of the period.

Not only teachers, but anyone
interested in any phase of the

Renaissance, even if it be re-

stricted to Renaissance music,

has been invited to attend.

The Middle Atlantic States

Renaissance Conference is the

annual meeting of one of 20

regional groups which form the

Renaissance Society of America.

The society was organized in

1954 to bring together all the

various studies concerned with

the Renaissance ; philosophy,

literature, history, fine arts, mu-
sic, history of science, in short,

any study dealing with the

transmission of classical knowl-
edge.

Two publications, designed to

forward its aims, "Studies in the

Renaissance," an annual, and
"Renaissance" "News," a quar-
terly, are published by the So-

ciety. Dr. Buford has formerly
served as associate editor of

both magazines.
The local faculty committee

which is responsible for the de-

tails of the meeting, in addition

to Buford are Dean Reuschlein
of the College of Law, profes-

sors Charles Bemardin, Charles
Bruderle, Jerome Fischer, and
Rev. Robert Russell, OSA.

Best White Hat
Frank DeMayo, resident sophr

omore C and F student, was
presented with a Villanova tie

bar and cuff links by Tom Hoff-

man, Sfudent Council vice-chair-

man, at Friday's Sophomore
Cotillion, for his being chosen
outstanding White Hat during
the orientation period.

Council To Hear Proposal
(Continued from Page 1)

resentatives shall be: (1) To in-

form the students from a par-

ticular area of the activities be-

ing held by their Alumni Club;

(2) To encourage the students

of Villanova to join their own
area Alumni Association secre-

tary.

First Areas Chosen
Pequignot has chosen the fol-

lowing areas for initial repre-

sentation :

Pennsylvania — Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh, Harrisburg, Lehigh
Valley, Scranton, Valley Forge,

Levittown, and Luzerne County;
New York—New York City

and Westchester County, Long
Island (Nassau and Suffolk

Counties), Rochester, and Al-

bany;

New Jersey—Essex, Morris,

Union Counties, Hudson Coun-

ty, Atlantic County, South Jer-

sey (except Atlantic County),

and Trenton;
South—Wilmington, Washing-

ton, Baltimore, and Florida;

Connecticut—H a r t f o r d, and
Stamford; Mid-West—Chicago,

and Detroit; New England

—

Boston—Lawrence; West

—

Southern California.

Meeting Monday
Any student from the listed

areas who is interested in ap-

plying for appointment as Stu-

dent Liason Representative or
Assistant Student Liason Repre-
sentative should appear at a
meeting to be held next Monday,
Nov. 3, at 6:30 p.m. in the Vas-
ey Hall Auditorim, McGrath
said.

At that time, questions on the
program will be answered, and
applications will be handed out.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

MOTOR LODGE

King of Prussia, Pa.

MANAGEO BY EX-VILLANOVAN

JIM McNAMARA
Class of *47

• 68 LUXURIOUS UNITS • EACH WITH
PRIVATE BATH

• ROOM^PERATED TEMPERATURE
CONTROL

• FREE 21" TELEVISION
• RESTAURANT ft TWO COCKTAIL LOUNGES
ADJACENT

• ONLY FOUR MILES FROM VILLANOVA
• SWIMMING FOOL AND KIDDIES' WADING

FOOL
• MOST REASONABLE RATES IN THIS AREA

At Hi* Volley Forte exit

of Hie Foflintyhfonie turn-

pike 90 one-holff mile

pott the toll 9ete to

Route 202 NORTH.

HEADQUARTERS
FOR FAMILY ANP

FRIENDS OF
VILLANOVANS

FOR RESERVATIONS
WRITE: HOWARD JOHNSON'S

MOTOR LODGE
King of Prussia, Pa.

fHONE: BRoadway 9-S500

• • •
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Rhodes Grants Available,

Value Increased to $1,875
The value of Rhodes Scholar-

ships to Oxford University has
been increased to 750 pounds
sterling annually — roughly
$1875—the American Secretary

of the Rhodes Scholarships has
announced.

The increase, 150 pounds ster-

ling over the previous value, is

intended to cover all necessary
term-time and vacation expens-
es.

Each year the U. S. sends 32
students from hundreds of ap-
plicants to study at Oxford Uni-
versity for two and sometimes
three years. District committe-
es, composed of former Rhodes
Scholars, select the winning ap-
plicants.

Applicants must be from 18
to 24 years of age and at least

a junior attending an approved
degree-granting American col-

lege or university. Villanova
students can make application
through Dr. John Mclnerney,
assistant to the Vice President
for Academic Affairs. Applica-

tion must be received by the

State Secretary by November 5.

OctolMr 29, 195ft October 29, 19B8 THE VILLANOVAN Paff« 13

Word Ne«ds Writers

On Business Wliirl

The Business Whirl, student

publication of the Commerce

and Finance School, will hold a

meeting tomorrow at 10:30 in

room 106 C and F.

Ed Ward, senior Industrial

Administration major and editor

in chief of the Business Whirl

has issued a call for new mem-
bers, particularly Marketing,

Finance and Pre-Law majors.

Anyone who wants to submit

articles to the magazine should

begin work immediately, Ward
said.

Sympotliy
The VILLANOVAN ex-

tends deepest sympathy to

Connell J. O'Donnell, a jun-

ior from McAdoo, Pa., whose
father, Edmund J. O'Donnell,

died on October 19.

Murtha Names
Club Chairmen
A revision of the program of

the French Club was announced
last week by Frank Murtha,

president of the organi2ation.

The new program calls for an
increase in the club's activities,

both socially and intellectually.

The club will feature French
operas, and French language

and records for the improvement
of the members' vocabulary
and French speaking ability.

Murtha announced the forma-

tion of committees to direct

functions and activities of the'

club.

The chairmen of the commit-

tees are

:

Sports Committee, Matt Mc-

Cue; Charity Drive Committee,

Tim Shea and Chuck BoUman;
Social Conunittee, Don Phillips

and Paul Iffland ; Intra-Club Ac-

tivities, Jerry Barrullo; Inter-

Club Activities, Frank Murtha

and John Tedeschi and Publicity

Committee, Bob Olejniczak.

More Members Needed
On Religious Affairs Comm.
The Religious Affairs Com-

mittee will meet Thursday at
10:30 in room 105-06 Vasey.
Bob Merkert, chairman of the

committee, announced that the
group has got under way suc-

cessfully, but could use more
members.

The arrangements for this

campus' activity, in addition
to the regional activities being
held at Villanova for the Cath-
olic Youth Week are being han-
dled by the Committee.
The selection and distribution

of pamphlets will also be done

Biology Department
To Conduct Seminar

In connection with its seminar
program, the Biology depart-
ment will hold a zoology seminar
at 4:00 today in room 212 of
the zoology laboratory at the
University of Pennsylvania.

Dr. Gilbert Ling, head of the
department of basic research of

the Eastern Pennsylvania Psy-
chiatric Institute will spea^k at
the seminar.

through the members in con-

junction with the Chaplain's of-

fice.

At present, many new pam-
phlets are being reviewed by
the members of the committee
in order to give the students a
more varied and interesting top-

ics.

Any student in the university

who is interested is cordially in-

vited to attend the next meeting.

". . . then one day about
three months ago he came in
and said, 'to hell with the re-
cession' !

"

Bar Association
Holds Annual Ball
The Student Bar Association

of the Villanova School of Law
will present the annual Advo-
cates Ball on Saturday.

The dance will be held at the
Merion Tribute House in Merion.
Dancing will be from 9 p.m. to

1 a.m. with music by B. Napier
and his band. '^

;

,

Matthew Ryan, chairman of
Uie student bar association, has
invited all law school alumni to

the dance. Tickets for the in-

formal affair are priced at $7.50
per couple.

Belle Air Requests
Group Picture Dates
Bob Pinto, senior English

major and editor of the Belle
Air yearbook, has asked all cam-
pus organizations to list a
date for the scheduling of their
group picture.

Dates must be furnished as
soon as possible to insure the
group pictures getting in the
yearbook, Pinto said.

He reminded the seniors that
their history forms are due in
the Belle Air office second floor
Dougherty Hall by November
20.

Grad Discusses Role
of Petroleum Chemist

Robert Fredericks, an Ensign
in the United States Navy will

speak on the aspects of the work
of a petroleum chemist in 204
Mendel Hall tonight at 7:30, at
a meeting of the Chemistry So-

..•;ciety. :':. •••;^'•^•^>

Fredericks, a graduate of Vil-

lanova, was a member of the
National Collegiate "Who's
Who", president of the chemis-
try club and an honor student.

Opera Society Hears
Beethoven and Vivaldi
Opera Classica Music Society's

next concert will be held to-

morrow night in the east lounge
of Dougherty Hall at 7:30 p.m.

The program will include Bee-
thoven's 2nd Symphony and
Vivaldi's "The Seasons".

The society also announced
that Anthony L. P. Angelina,

former moderator of the society

will lecture on Puccini late in

November.

.es, that*s right. Thanks to this amazing
A-C Network Calculator, Pennsylvania
Electric Association Engineers can actually

plan powef" networks, complete with generat-

ing stations, power lines, homes, and factories,

for future development and know in advance
what problems will be created and how to

solve them.

And, this almost *'human" electronic mar-
vel is only one of a number of modern
electronic devices that frequent the every day
life of engineers engaged in today's fascinat-

ing electric power industry.

As an engineer about to begin your career,

you simply won't find a better field than the

electric power industry . . . particularly with

a Pennsylvania electric company. Nowhere
else will you find newer advances in equip-

ment or methods—nowhere else will you find

a greater opportunity to help build America's

future—and nowhere else will you find a

wider range of interests, one of which is sure

to be the one you're looking for.

If you feel you can qualify to join an
organization that's rapidly expanding; that

oifers a young man opportunities for advance-

ment; that is extremely well known and
respected, then talk to your placement coun-

selor. Or, write to Pennsylvania Electric

Association, State Street Building, Harris-

burg, Pa., telling them where you would like

to live and work.

i^ik ^^""sv'^*"""*" Electric Association

2MNDEPIN0ENT COMPANIES PROVIDING POWER FOR PENNSYLVANIA'S PROGRESS

Intramurals
StWl Aantia Lmmpmi
Delurey Devtla. IS: Bt^ Daddies.
The Losers, 14; Sheehan Slayers, U
Rpear Chuckers, 82; Banshees,
Delurey Devils. 2; Sheehan Slayers,

(by forfeit)
The Losers, (W); Spear Chuckers.
(L) no score reported

DifT Daddies, 31; Banshees. 13
SiXA M*Mdel Leaarvei
Junior Flops, 2; Blue Raiders, (by
forfeit)

Peanuts. 6; Vagabonds, 2 (by first
downs)

Peanuts. 2; Blue Raiders. (by for-
feit)

Junior Flops. 2; Puppies, 1 (by first
downs)

Vagabonds. 2; Blue Raiders. (by
forfeit)

Peanuts, 2; Junior Flops. (by for-
feit)

4i3tiO AaMIn Leafmet
Ranch Hands. 18; Alpha Co., 6
Emanons. 19; Whiskey Co.,
Hnla Hoops. 19; The Streaks. 14
Jne'fl Jets, 19; Ranch Hands,

,

PPM, 14; Alpha Co.,
Joe's Jots, 26; Alpha Co..
DPM, 19; Ranch Hands, 7
Emanons. 26; Hula Hoops.
4tnA Men4el Leamie Ifo. It
Simpson Schmooks, 34; Athletes Ft.,

Burn's Bovs. 20; Kent Men,
"C Co.. Whitley Men, L (no score
reported)

Simpson Schmooks, 14; Easy Wing-
*»rs, 2

Jl?!J! AC 84; Athlete's Ft. AC.
Burn's Boys. 2; Whitley Men, (by

forfeit)
.•Simpson SchmookH. IR; Jlz« AC,
Bum's Boys, 4; "C" Co., 1 (by first
flowna)

4<!to Mrndel frename Tfo. 2t
T?r«vo On.. 13; Cain's Crusaders, 6
AuMHn Rebels, 26; Sullivan Rough-

Ramblers, 26; Alumni Noisemakers.
n i

Brnvo Co., 19: Panthers,
>»t«flt«. 7r Cain'fl Crusaders.
A'"»"nl Noisemakers, W; Austin
Rebels, h' .

Rnmblera. W; Sullivan Roughriders,

TN-avo Co.. 6: Misfits,
>".«itln Rfhelg, 18: Ramblers,
Al"mnl Noisemakers. 2; Sullivan
Roughriders. (by forfeit)

Traekmon Hurt
Carl Wagner, promising fresh-

man quarter and half-miler, was
injured last Tuesday

Wagner, who ran for West
Catholic High School last year,

fell on a storm sewer and Bever-

ly cut and wrenched his knee.

He was hospitalized and sur-

gery was performed. . c

Freshmen Lose to Bullis, 15 to 14
•y JOI PITZPATRICK

The weather in Maryland was
sunny and warm last Saturday
but the day was anything but
bright for the Villanova fresh-

men football team.

The Wildkittens of coach Ed
llichaels dropped a squeaker to

a strong BuUis Prep eleven, 15-

14.

The Villanova running game,
led by Bob Capone and Nick
Russo, was strong as was the
line play but the BuUis box end
defense held in the Villanova
receivers making the passing at-

tack ineffective.

Caught Napping

The pass defense of the Villa-

novans also showed signs of per-

iodic weakness and eventually
cost them the game.

With only seven minutes re-

maining in the game the prep-

pers attempted a long pass and
they caught Villanova napping.

The Marylanders made their at-

tempt for the two point conver-

sion and won the game.

BuUis drew first blood, scor-

ing in the first period but Vil-

lanova came fighting back with
a touchdown late in the first

quarter when powerful Bob Ca-
pone cut through the Bullis line

from the three.

The frosh's attempt to go
ahead failed when Capone's
plunge for the two points was
stopped.

Villanova went into the lead
in the final quarter when Kenny
McNeill capped a 60 yard drive

by plunging for a score from
the two. '},•-' \-

One, One» and One

Bob Russo made the score 14-

7 when he drove for the conver-

sion.

The standouts on the line were
captain Sam Gruneisen and Tom
Kepner.
The game ended the Villanova

freshmen season and left them
with a one win, one loss, and
one tie record.

The win was a 26-13 triumph
over West Chester; the tie was
a strong 16-16 showing with
Army plebes.

The progfioaticatora picked
12 correct toinnera in 18
games which came to decisions

last week.
Overall, 38 winners have

been selected in 56 nonmtying

games.
Pool-players who followed

three of the V ill an o v an
choices were repaid handsome-
ly—Ric ovr Texas, Boston Col-

lege over Miami and Southern
Methodist over Georgia Tech.

This week's games follow,

the home team on the right

and the predicted victor in

capitals.

C«lf«t«—ARMY
C«l. bff PmINc—BOSTON COLLEOI
NOTRI DAMC—Mavy
Mwn—raiNCITON
MTT—SvMCWM
DARTMOUTH—Yak
Wfflw PofMf—CLIMSON
6EOV6IA TICK—Dwke
AUBUKN—PImrMa
MISSISSIPPI—lewtolaoa St.

MO. CAROUNA ^Tmimssm
OKLAHOMA—C*lw«4«
WISCONSIN—Mielil««n St.

I<w*—MICHIGAN
OHIO STATI—H<if»»»w<^-»*» _
Air P«fM—OKLAHOMA STATf
ILLINIOS—PsrdiM _ _.
•y|«^.TiXAS CHRISTIAN
S«. Matfcorfbf—TEXAS
C«M«nil*-ORiaON STATE

Nick Russo, fresliman lialfback, is brought down after a long
gain against Bullis Prep. The prep team won, 15-14.

THEV SAID IT COULDM^ BE DONE<^^SOr//^E^fS(

"Couldn't be done." That's what they

told Mr. Bell back in 1876. But where

would three million college students

be without the telephone . . . especially

on a Saturday night? Today you can

make a date, or talk to your folks, from

practically anywhere . . . even from your

PUFFByPUff

T0MY8 L*M

GIVES YDU- tars
hMore taste

DON7 StTTlE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER. CHANGE TO fM AND GET 'EM BOTH.

$Mch an improved filter and more taifel Yes, today's DM combines these two

essentials of modem smoking enjoyment — less tars and more taste in one great

cigarette. ItM's*patented filtering process enables today's IJM to give you, puff by

puff, less tars in the smoke than ever before. And I?M gives you more taste, better taste

than any other cigarette. .«.:: ^...
' i"

^ /

'i .•....

'^

4-

,.3"J

Light into that Live Modern flavor!
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Sports Chottor:

New Team Spirit Seen
By JACKCURTIN

'. •'

When Dick Keyser's placement kick sailed over the cross-

bar to give Villanova a 7-6 lead over Richmond early in the

second period of Saturday's mud-splattered grid contest, quar-

terback Jim Grazione responded with a gleeful leap into the air.

It wasn't a sight noticed by too many of the soaking-wet

crowd of 4000 who watched the Wildcats power to their fourth

straight victory and fifth of the season. Yet it might have

been one of the most significant moves performed by a Villa-

nova football player in several years.

Grazione, whose performances have made him the most-

reknowned of all the Main Liners, is representative of the entire

Wildcat team. And his action was symbolic of the minds and
hearts of all eleven mud-caked figures representing the Univers-

ity against the Spiders.

The joyful exhibition was that of a man glorying in victory,

obviously. Yet it was deeper than that. There was nothing

personal in Grazione's cheer. It wasn't his own achievement

that the quarterback was thrilled by—it was the achievement

of a group of which he was a part.

When Jim Grazione leaped into the air, he was not only

himself, he was every single man in a Villanova uniform. He was
the physical manifestation of a team's achievement.

And that has been the story of Villanova this season.

Already the Wildcats have taken five victories, and they are

assured of having a winning seeuson. If they cop at least one

more tilt, they'll have won more games than any other Frank
Reagan-coached team ever did.

All of these so far were the result of magnificent team effort

effort.

Villanova has been woefully low in regard to manpower.

Injuries have plagued the Main Liners since pre-season prac-

tice. They have been underdogs or no better than even money
three of their last four contests. They've won them all.

And each time the Wildcats have notched another win,, it

has been the result of a co-ordinated ecort by every man on the

field. The linemen, virtually unheralded, have held the opposi-

tion again and again—many of them playing with only a few
moments rest.

The backfield has been tremendous—whether in the person

of Grazione, or Dave Intrabartolo or Billy Paczoskie or John
Daniels or Gene Paja.

Before the season started, there was a lot said about this'

year's Villanova team. Not as good as last year's they said,

but they should win more games. Win more games they already

have, but in doing it, they've disproven the reasoning of the

prophets.

Last year's unit might have contained better players in

some positions, and it might have been deeper in men, but the

1958 edition of the Wildcats is the best team the Main Line has
seen in quite a while.

With the new philosophy of "playing together to win to-

gether," the Wildcats—should they escape last season's "on
the road jinx"—seem likely to pick up two more victories in

the next two weeks over Wichita and Dayton.

That would bring them in to face powerhouse Army with a
7-1 record and a six game win streak. It would be nice to go
into the Army game with that 7-1 log. It would be nicer to
come out of it with an 8-1 mark.

This "team" just might be able to do it.

Spirit Cpminittee

Has Started Sale

of

Trip

Novemlier 15tli

Game Tickets - *5

Bus Tickets - *5

P/a^ ol the Weiek

SILL
f

^ HicM- (fifil^ ON

^^ P^oce&OEO To CRUSH-

Mike DeLucia Is 'Unsung',

But He Always Does Job
iy TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
A player who has been of

prime importance to the foot-

ball team's somewhat surprising
5-1 record to date, has not re-

ceived a "headline" in any news-
paper.

He's Mike DeLucia, the 6-1,

192-pound guard who has been
a two-year regular after playing
considerably as a sophomore.
Mike has been the most con-

sistent lineman, on a game af-

ter game basis, that the Wild-
cats have had all season.

"He's definitely an unsung
type," says his line coach, John
Sandusky, himself one of the
finest linemen that Villanova
ever had.

Gets Job Done
"While you don't notice him

as much as you would a bigger
man or one who plays end, Mike
gets the job done," continued
Sandusky.
Sandusky thought that the

Wake Forest game was the finest

DeLucia had played in his car-

eer. "He blocked crisply, he hit

hard on defense. Mike's effort

was a major factor in holding

(Neil) MacLean to 26 yards."

Bill Paczkoskie had such a
wonderful game against Rich-

mond primarily because DeLu-
cia, the other guards and cen-

ters Tom Fletcher ami Ekl Liem-

kin exercised their trap blocking

to perfection.

Has Good Speed
DeLucia is the perfect type

guard for Villanova's purposes,
Sandusky pointed out. He's got
the necessary speed to lead in-

terference on wide end runs, and
to cover the "hook man" on de-

fense when the opposition pass-
es.

Although he has yet to inter-

cept his first pass this season,
he was the interception leader
of the 'Cats for the previous two
years.

Mike shares the captainship
of the team with Gene O'Pella
and the incapacitated Bill Craig.
He is a natural leader, the type
who is on the practice field

early and hustles at all times.

Transferred from Fordluun
The former star athlete at

Christian Brothers Academy in

Syracuse, N. Y., originally en-

rolled in Fordham, but left that
school when it dropped football.

DeLucia was a center in high
school and for the first two
years of his college career, but
he was switched to a guard at

the start of his junior year.

Wherever he plays, Mike De-
Lucia can be counted on to do a
consistently fine job—he doesn't

know any other way to play.

s "'K'-
'

MIKE DE LUCIA

Radio station WRCV will
broadcast the Villanova
Wichata gaoM from Kansas
at 9 p.m. Saturday. Jim Bon-
ner will handle the play by
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Eight Men
Chosen For

Golf Team
The golf team held qualifying

sessions last week, and eight

men were chosen to represent

the university in a ten-match

spring schedule.

Nick Aquilino, who was the

low qualifier last year and also

posted the team's lowest round

—a two-over-par 74 at Ceder-

brook Country Club—was cho-

sen captain at the end of the

past season.

Jim Elliott, who is head track

coach, also handles the golf

team. Senior Bob Byrwa is the

manager. ^ • <

There are six lettermen on the

squad: Aquilino, Ron Zurins-

kus, and Roger Gaire have two

years experience, while Reggie

Zurinskus, Marty Connelly and
Jim Gay are two-year veterans.

Dave Doyle and Jim Cahill are

new to the squad.

Weather Interfered

Ron Zurinskus, a senior, was
low qualifier with a score of 79.

Par at Valley Forge Country
Club, where the matches were
held, is 71, but rainy, cold wea-

ther hampered play somewhat.

This was the second time in

three years that Ron has been

low qualifier. He had a 151 for

two rounds while earning a place

on the 1957 team.

Cahill, although competing on
the collegiate level for the first

time, is no stranger to competi-

tive golf. During his two years

in the armed services, Jim play-

ed plenty of military golf.

Gaire, a senior chemical en-

gineer, has seen limited action

in the past, but he has always
put on a performance expected

of a college golfer.

Reggie Zurinskus, also a sen-

ior, had a year of varsity play

at Mount St. Mary's College be-

fore transferring to Villanova

after his freshman year. Since

freshmen are eligible in the

M a s o n-Dixon Conference he

took part in that league's tour-

ney and came in second.

Marty Connelly, a junior,

should come into his own this

year. He has shown flashes of

real ability. Last year he de-

feated two of the outstanding

,
golfers in the area when the

Wildcats played Penn.

Jim Gay, another junior, saw
limited duty last year, but he

,: is expected to give the team the

extra depth needed to win the

. close matches.

Sophomore Doyle led Mount
Hermon Prep for three years

before coming to Villanova.

Joe's Jets Eye 20th Intramural Victory
^V^^ ^^^^1^^/ f^^ „;», B«Khv Al Drasrhi

By CARL BARNHURST

Joe's Jets will go after their

20th win in the I n t r a m u r a 1

Football League, when they face

the Whiskey Company on Aus-

tin Field this afternoon at 4:30.

The Jets have rolled up 19

victories in 21 contests over the

past three seasons for their or-

iginator, captain and quarter-

back, Joe Scancarella, the bald-

ing genius from Clifton, N. J.

For the past two seasons, they

have marched through their

league and the play-offs, only

to lose in the semi-finals.

Gained Revenge

Two years ago, the Jungle-

Paczkoskie
(Continued from Page 16)

to the Cat's end zone, but a clip-

ping penalty nullified the score.

The Cats had a similar mis-

fortune in the third period when

John Daniels broke off tackle

for 50 yards to the Richmond

14, where he was caught from

behind. Daniels had, however,

moved too soon in the backfield,

and the back in motion penalty

moved the ball back to the 31.

The four-game win streak is

the first in Coach Frank Rea-

gan's five years with the Cats,

and is the most consecutive vic-

tories since the 1952 team start-

ed with six straight.

**Of course tennis wouldn*t

be the game it is without two

players.**—John Foster Dulles.

bunnies stopped the Jets on a

muddy Austin field, five first

downs to three, to go into the

finals. The Jets got revenge

last season by beating the Jun-

glebunnies twice during the reg-

ular season in two viciously

fought contests.

But, on reaching the semi-fi-

nals, they were once again beat-

en, this time by the defending

champions, the Delurey Devils.

The Devils and Jets fought to

a standstill on first downs, but

the Devils were able to complete

one long pass for a score and

that turned out to be the differ-

ence.

The Devils and the Jungle-

bunnies are the only two teamr

to have scored on Scank's boys

in their twenty one games to

date, the Bunnies having scored

in each of last year's defeats.

Veteran Squad
As for personnel, Joe's Jets

are a veteran ball club. Lining

up behind Scancarella are block-

ing backs "Cowboy" Jack Mul-

hall and Frank Connolly and

slot back Irv White. Mulhall is

also used as a passer and Bill

Boitlein plays the backfield and

defensive end.

Up front, Terry "Farmer"

Johnson is playing his third year

at center with Bobby Al Draghl

and Gene Duffy on either side

and Jim Tague and Packy Glen-

non at the fianks. Dick Len-

skold and Rocco Barbieri are

ready to step into the line, when

needed.

The best team doesn't always

win in Intramural play; you

need the breaks. Joe's Jets feel

they have a solid team and if

they get the breaks, they'll be

tough to beat.

The team is made up entirely

of seniors, so it's their last

chance for the title.

GET SATISFVING • • •

&Stl61

No flat 'filtered-out "flavor!

No dry 'smoked-ouf'taste

!

You can
light

^

either

end!

'^^^P4'

See how
Pall Mall's

famous length

of fine tobacco

travels and

gentles the smoke

—nnokes it mild —
but does not

filter out that

satisfying flavor!

HERCS Wny SMOKE 'VRAVELB6' THROUGH FINE TOBACCO
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CafsTop Richmond, Play at Wichita
Godfrey P. Schmidt To Address Forum Tonight

Pass Defense
To Get Test
On Saturday

ly TOM GOLDSCHMIOT
The football team's pass de-

fense, so stalwart in the four
' games since the VMI fiasco, is

due to receive its most severe
test of the season on Saturday.

That's the word from Bill

Austin, former All-Pro lineman
with the New York Giants and
presently line coach at the Uni-
versity of Wichita, the team the
Wildcats will face this week.

The game will be played at

Wichita, thus marking the first

time the Wildcats have played
away from home since the up-
set victory over Boston College
on October 4.

Frank Reagan, presently em-
broiled in his fifth season as
head coach, has a special'
reason for wanting to beat the

,
Wheatshockers. A victory would
be number six, the most a Rea-
gan-led club ever compiled.

Not In the Clouds
Everyone, Reagan especially,

would like nothing better than
going to West Point to play

^ Army with a record of 7-1 but
Wichita is one of two opponents
who, while not having impres-
sive records, could knock the
Wildcats from their perch on

,
Cloud Nine. Dayton is the other.

Wichita has not won a game
to date, having dropped deci-

sions to undefeated Bowling
Green, Oklahoma State, Hous-
ton, and most recently, Hardin-
Simmons.

But, the Wheatshockers play-
ed highly-regarded Cincinnati to

a tie, after being four-touch-
down underdogs. And the game
with Hardin-Simmons was lost

by only 13-6. Hardin-Simmons,
'\y. whose coach, Sammy Baugh, has

arranged a national schedule,
has the finest team in its history.

All of which means that the
Wildcats should not expect to

'. be handed an easy victory in the

,

land of the sunflowers and wav-

!

Ing grain.

Will Test Villanova
Austin, here on the Main Line

to scout the 'Cats in their mud-
spattered victory over Rich-
mond, said after the game: "I
hope for your sake that your
pass defense is up to snuff.

We're going to give it a real

workout."
Except against VMI, the um-

brella has been more than ade-
quate. Fifteen enemy passes
have been plucked from the air-

ways, six of them by Jim Graz-
ione alone.

Dick Young, a 5-8 junwr who
has been listed among the lead-
ers in total offense all season,
does the bulk of the Wichita
passing.

And a lot of passing that is.

For example, against Houston
two weeks ago he threw 35
aeriels.

Where Did He Go?
The Wheatshockers use a pro-

type offense, referred to by Aus-
tin as the "multiple T." There
is always a man-under-center,
but the other three backs are
spread anywhere over the field.

That Wichita likes to throw
to these flanking backs is point-

ed up by the fact that halfback
Mike Cochran is second in pass
receiving in the Missouri Valley
Conference.

The Wheatshockers are a
youn^ club, dominated by a

I *. ,^^*"Lu**'i^°^''*®
^"""^ goalward looking like a mud-smeared buU-dozer after levelln.r fh«left side of the Richmond line. The touchdown play covered 30 yards.

leveling the

very good crop of sophomores.
There's not a senior in the
starting backfield.

Two players will be no
strangers to the Main Liners.
Halfback Ted Dean is a Radnor
High graduate, while guard Bob
Blackwell lives in Bryn Mawr.

Dean Best Runner
Dean, who played halfback

last year when the 'Cats opened
the series against Wichata by
chalking up a 24-6 victory, has
been switched to fullback. Al-
though he missed two games
because of a dislocated elbow,
he's the top ground-gainer.
One of the sophomores who

has been particularly impres-
sive is center Roland Lakes, a
giant who stands 6-5 and weighs
240 pounds. A former tackle,
the son of a Baptist minister
plays middle guard on defense.
Austin said of Lakes: "He'll

let your centers know they've
been in a ball game."
Tom Fletcher, who played

possibly his finest game against
Richmond, and Ed Lemkin ap-
parenUy will get a real test.

The Wildcats are in pretty
good physical shape to face the
Wheatshockers. Larry Sopko
got a jolt to his right shoulder,
but he should be back in tow
by Saturday.-/. ;;•''''"••"-

^
m'-^-

Reggie Powe brings down Mickey Marinkov of Ri^'.hmoiid at
the line of scrimmage. Jim Osbourne (fi?), Paul Tomczyk and
Dick Keyser move in to give assistance if it is needed.

Crois Country Team Loses
By LANCE COLONNA

GENE PAJA
Has been sidelined by crack-

ed ribs.

Well, they showed up for the
meet. That is about all that
can be said for the Villanova
cross-country team which suc-
cumbed to a very strong St.

John's aggregation in a dual
meet held at Villanova last Fri-

day.

The final score was 16-43. St.

John's actually breezed to vic-

tory, with the first four finish-

ers being Redmen. Peter Close
finished first in the time of 28
minutes and 31 seconds.

The race covered a distance

slightly over five miles, and with
the exception of a half mile over
the Villanova track, the course
followed the neighboring roads.

The first Villanovan to finish

was Bob Godesky, who placed
fifth and was times in 29 min-
utes, 25 seconds. The other
Wildcats who completed the
grueling race were: Tim Mc-
Naraar, seventh, 20 minutes, 44
seconds ; Lance Hugelmeyer,
ninth, 30 minutes, 8 seconds;
Eugene Rogers, tenth, 30 min-
utes, 33 seconds; Vic DeMaio,
twelth, 30 minutes, 48 seconds;
Henry Neill, fourteenth, 31 min-

utes, 22 seconds, and Bill Tin-

ney, fifteenth with a time of 32

minutes and 54 seconds.

Villanova's record now stands

at no victories and two defeats.

Paczkoskie
Stars In Win
Over Spiders

By RODGER VAN ALLEN
The Wildcats splished and

splashed their way to their
fourth consecutive victory of the
season on Saturday, defeating a
heafty Richmond ball club, 13
to 6 before a crowd of 4,000

—

good under the circumstances.

The rain-drenched spectators
saw soph Bill Paczkoskie pow-
er thirty yards for the 'Cats
first score, and then belt a sin-
gle yard for a fourth period
tally following the Spiders' first

quarter touchdown.

Paczkoskie, a superb mudder,
found the dreary downpour to
his liking, as he rumbled
through the oversize Spiders for
150 yards in 18 carries, thus
giving him an individual offen-
sive total 50 yards in excess of
the whole Rebel effort.

The 210-pound full back bar-
relled 13 yards right up the mid-
dle after the 'Cats opened the
second period with the ball on
their 39. He then added 3 more,
and Dave Intrabartolo rambled
for 15 yards to the Spiders 30.

Belly Wopper
Here Paczkoskie smashed off

right tackle, bowled over sev-
eral tacklers at the scrimmage
line, decked another at the 12
with a powerful straightarm,
lunged across the goal line, and
slid gracefully on his belly
through the uprights, and the
'Cats took the lead for the rest
of the game.

An opening quarter intercep-
tion by Richmond fullback Bud-
dy Davis gave the Spiders their
lone score. With seven minutes
gone in the period, he grabbed
Jim Grazione's third down pass
and sped 45 yards down the
sideline for the touchdown.
The Spiders' open field block-

ing on this and all plays was
excellent. Mickey Marinkov, a
"rebel" from Lebanon, Pa., mis-
sed the try for point.

Line Braced
Following this single pass in-

terception TD, the Wildcat de-
fensive line and secondary did
another fine job, and held the
Richmond attack to 100 yards
total. Offensively, they opened ,:

large holes through which the,;
Wildcat backs traveled 251':
yards total.

The Cats' fourth period score
came when they got the ball on
their 42 after one of Richmond's
nine punts. On second down,
Paczkoskie crashed to the Rich-
mond 17. Intrabartolo then rip-
ped off 16 yards and narrowly
missed scoring when he was
driven out of bounds right at
the goal line flag.

Intrabartolo, however, proved
himself a rain or shine perform-
er. The nation's 9th ranked
rusher, he carried 14 times for
85 yards, to move his season's
total to 436 yards in 95 efforts.

The day was unsuited to pass-
ing. Graz threw four, completed
none, and had one intercepted.
Richmond's three quarterbacks
threw six and completed none.

Long Punts Help
Graz and Wayne Kautter got

off several long points that kept
Richmond deep in its territory.
Bob Dunnington, however, grab-
bed one of these points in the
third quarter and raced 78 yajrds

(Continued on Psfs )
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Belle Masque Opens Season Tonite
With Trojan *Tiger At The Gates'
Teamster
UnionMonitor
To Give Talk
By THOMAS E. RADOMSKI

of the Villanovan Staff

Godfrey P. Schmidt, court ap-

pointed member of the Board of

Monitors for the International

Teamsters Union, will speak to-

night at the second session of
the Villanova Law Forum.
A noted New York and Wash-

ington Attorney, he has cam-
paigned vigorously for a union
constitution "with teeth".

Schmidt, 55, a senior partner
in the law firm of Schmidt,
Egan, and Murray, will speak on
"Monitors, Unions and Labor
Democracy" at the moot court

room in Garey Hall at 8:30 p.m.

He represents many corpora-

tions and labor unions and was
counsel to the anti-Hoffa com-
mittee of the uiiion which last

year sought an injunction to

prohibit James Hoffa from tak-

ing office as Teamster union
president.

Fordham Graduate
A graduate of Fordham Uni-

versity in 1925, and Fordham
Law School in 1930, he was ad-

mitted to the bar of the Supreme
Court of the United States in

1953.

Schmidt's wide background
includes being counsel to the

New York State insurance de-

partment. The New York State

banking department, and the

New York State labor depart-

ment between 1930 and 1936.

Appointed by former Presi-

dent Truman, Schmidt served as

a member of the atomic energy
panel from 1950 to 1953. In

January 1958, he was appointed

as Monitor for the teamsters

unioii.

Law Professor

Formerly a lecturer at Ford-
ham University school of social

service, he is now an associate

professor of constitutional law

at Fordham University law
school. !. -^

Appropriately, today marks
the start of hearings in Wash-
ington on the request of the

monitors for more power to deal

with alleged corruption in the

Teamsters Union.

A noted anti-communist,

Schmidt is the founder of Aware,
Inc., an organization dedicated

to the exposition of Communist
activities in the entertainment

and Communications fields. Earl-

ier this year he was the recipi-

ent of the American Legion
Americanish Award.

(Continued on Page 3)

(left) wilii view for Belto Masque's •Tigfir mt the Gatos^.

Two Societies

Are Expelled

By Senate
The Student Senate last week

expelled two campus organiza-
tions and threatened seven
others.

' ' /•:./.. '"::, .^ '^ ^.:v..

The action was a result of
the organizations refusal to sub-
mit a full list of activities and
members to the Fratemities and
Societies Committee.
The expulsion and suspension

proceedings were initiated by
committee chairman, Joe Ifaaon,
senior arts major.
The Senate in a secret ballot

voted to oust DelU Pi IC. Lib-
eral Arts fraternity, headed by
senior C and F student Al Dom-
browski, and the Physics Club.
A move to expell the Ameri-

can Society of Civil Engineers
was defeated by the Senate
when a member said that presi-
dent Matt Mazza, senior engine-
ering student, had made efforts
to have a report submitted.
Mason listed these organiza-

tions as delinquent in submitting
reports:

Turf and Tinsel, Gary Tackas,
president; Finance Society, Wil-
liam Murray, preaklent; Villa-

novan, Larry Oltoorke, editor;

Belle Air, Bob Pinto, editor, and
also the Mariieting Club, and
Intercoll^^te Conference on
Government.

Big Success In New York,

"Tiger" Is Anti-War Play
"Tiger at the Gates" is origin-

ally a French play written in

1935 by Jean Giradoux. How-
ever, translated into EInglish by
Christopher Fry, the British

verse-dramatist, it became a
Broadway hit in 1956.

It was first produced in Paris,

as a warning to the world, which
was then drifting from "the war
to end all wars" to an even
greater conflict. It differs from
most anti-war plays in that Gir-

adoux used wit rather than phil-

oBOfhy to score the stupidity of

Staged at the Plymouth The-
atre in New York in 1955-56,

•Tiger" received the acclaim of
audience and critic alike, and at

the close of the season, it was
awarded the New York Critics'

Circle award as the best foreign

play of the year.

The plot springs from Paris

abduction of Helen, the wife of

the Greek king, Menelaus. Helen
is not unhappy with her captor
but Menelaus takes a dimmer
view of the affair and rallies the

Greeks behind him with the help
of Agamemnon, Ulysses and

Hector, aon of Priam, king of

Troy, devotes himself to a
peaceful solution of the prob-

lem. In this he is aided by his

wife, Andromache, his mother.

Hecuba and his sister, Cassand-
ra. Andromache's support of

Hector is tragic in itself in that

her intuitive sense has convinced

her that the war faction will

succeed despite her husband's
efforts*^,' ;. '''-:.

In the meantime, Helen has
so ingrratiated herself with the

people of Troy that they will

fight a war rather than bring
an end to Paris' extra-marital

bliss. The poet, Demkos, is

mouthpiece for battle

Tiger Arrives

Hector's efforts are to no
avail; the war will be fought
The ifolly of man must have its

price. The Tiger, symbolic of

the impending strife, arrives at

the gates of Troy. "Tiger at the

Gates" stops here; Homer's Dl-

iad finishes the story.

The story is symbolic and bit-

ter, tragic and comical. But the

thoughtful playgoer will temper
his laughs with the knowledge
that he, and everyone, is the

butt of the playwright's humor.

Thia week*8 VILLANOVAN
ia the first ever pubiuKed
during the week of examina-
tiona. The .paper wtU again
he reduced m sise next week
and imy organitntiona desir-

ing pnbtietiff muat aubmit
handcmts before 3 P>im. to-

tnotrow.

Better Stage,

Acoustics,

Mark Play
By fOm J. DYNAN
of the Yillaiioval Staff

'Tiger at the Gates,"

the Belle Masque Dramat-
ic Society's first presenta-

tion of the 1958-59 season,

will open tonight in the
Field House at 8:15. The
show will run through
Sunday night

Tickets for the show are cur-

rently on sale in the Pie Shoppe
at $1.50 for regular admission
and $1.00 for students. Be-
cause of the space taken by
the Shakespearean stage, seat-

ing will be limited to 604 seats,

aU of which are reserved. Due
to the limited capacity, Owen
Klein, president of Belle Mas-
que, has recommended immedi-
ate purchase of tickets.

Mixture of Moods
A condemnation of war by

Jean Giradoux, translated from
the French by Christopher Fry,

"Tiger at the Gates" is a mix-

ture of tragedy and hilarity. It

is, in essence, a study in con-

trast between the gross selfish-

ness of some men and the al-

truism of others.

The scene is Troy, prior to

the Trojan War, and the con-

flict of the play is Hector's at-

tempt to forestall war with
Greece over Paris' abduction of

Helen, the wife of the Greek
king, Menelaus. He is opposed
by the majority of the Trojan
people, who are determined to

have their war.

Elizabethan Stage Used
To overcome the poor acous-

(Continued on Page 3)
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Richmond, Play at Wichita
Godfrey P. Schmidt To Address Forum Tonight

Pass Deferiie

To Get Test
On Saturday

By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
The football team's pass de-

fense, so stalwart in the four
games since the VMI fiasco, is

due to I'eceive its most severe
test of the season on Saturday.

That's the word from Bill

Austin, former All-Pro lineman
with the New York Giants and
presently line coach at the Uni-
versity of Wichita, the team the
Wildcats will face this week.

The game will be played at

Wichita, thus marking the first

time the Wildcats have played
away from home since the up-
set victory over Boston College
on October 4.

Frank Reagan, presently em-
broiled in his fifth season as
head coach, has a special
reason for wanting to beat the
Wheatshockers. A victory would
be number six, the most a Rea-
gan-led club ever compiled.

Not In the Clouds
Everyone, Reagan especially,

would like nothing better than
going to West Point to play
Army with a record of 7-1 but
Wichita is one of two opponents
who, while not having impres-
sive records, could knock the
Wildcats from their perch on
Cloud Nine. Dayton is the other.
Wichita has not won a game

to date, having dropped deci-

sions to undefeated Bowling
Green, Oklahoma State, Hous-
ton, and most recently, Hardin-
Simmons.

But, the Wheatshockers play-
ed highly-regarded Cincinnati to

a tie, after being four-touch-
down underdogs. And the game
with Hardin-Simmons was lost

by only 13-6. Hardin-Simmons,
whose coach, Sammy Baugh, has
arranged a national schedule,
has the finest team in its history.

All of which means that the
Wildcats should not expect to
be handed an easy victory in the
land of the sunflowers and wav-
ing grain.

Will Test Villanova
Austin, here on the Main Line

to scout the 'Cats in their mud-
spattered victory over Rich-
mond, said after the game: "I
hope for your sake that your
pass defense is up to snuff.

We're going to give it a real

workout."
Except against VMI, the um-

brella has been more than ade-
quate. Fifteen enemy passes
have been plucked from the air-

ways, six of them by Jim Graz-
ione alone.

Dick Young, a 5-8 junior who
has been listed among the lead-

ers in total offense all season,
does the bulk of the Wichita
passing. -v.

; , . vt; : *

And a lot of passing that is.

For example, against Houston
two weeks ago he threw 35
aeriels.

Where Did He Go?
The Wheatshockers use a pro-

type offense, referred to by Aus-
tin as the "multiple T." There
is always a man-under-center,
but the other three backs are
spread anywhere over the field.

That Wichita likes to throw
to these flanking backs is point-

ed up by the fact that halfback
Mike Cochran is second in pass

receiving in the Missouri Valley
Conference.

The Wheatshockers are a

young club, dominated by a

Billy Paczkoskie heads goalward looking like a mud-snieared bnll-ilnyMr «««- i i-

left side of the Kichmond line. The touchdown play covered sTyards "^ ^^^

very good crop of sophomores.
There's not a senior in the
starting backfield.

Two players will be no
strangers to the Main Liners.
Halfback Ted Dean is a Radnor
High graduate, while guard Bob
Blackwell lives in Bryn Mawr.

Dean Best Runner
Dean, who played halfback

last year when the 'Cats opened
the series against Wichata by
chalking up a 24-6 victory, has
been switched to fullback. Al-
though he missed two games
because of a dislocated elbow,
he's the top ground-gainer.
One of the sophomores who

has been particularly impres-
sive is center Roland Lakes, a
giant who stands 6-5 and weighs
240 pounds. A former tackle,
the son of a Baptist minister
plays middle guard on defense.
Austin said of Lakes: "He'll

let your centers know they've
been in a ball game."
Tom Fletcher, who played

possibly his finest game against
Richmond, and Ed Lemkin ap-
parently will get a real test.

The Wildcats are in pretty
good physical shape to face the
Wheatshockers. Larry Sopko
got a jolt to his right shoulder,
but he should be back in tow
by Saturday.

Koggie Powe brings down Mickey Marinkov of Richmond at
the line of scrimmage. Jim Osbourne (67), Paul Tomczyk and
Dick Keyser move in to give assistance if it is needed.

Cross Country Team Lo^es
By LANCE COLONNA

Well, they showed up for the

GENE PAJA
lias been sidelined by crack-

ed ribs.

meet. That is about all that

can be said for the Villanova
cross-country team which suc-

cumbed to a very strong St.

John's aggregation in a dual
meet held at Villanova last Fri-

day.

The final score was 16-43. St.

John's actually breezed to vic-

tory, with the first four finish-

ers being Redmen. Peter Close
finished first in the time of 28
minutes and 31 seconds.

The race covered a distance

slightly over five miles, and with

the exception of a half mile over
the Villanova track, the course

followed the neighboring roads.

The first Villanovan to finish

was Bob Godesky, who placed
fifth and was times in 29 min-
utes, 25 seconds. The other
Wildcats who completed the
grueling race were: Tim Mc-
Namar, seventh, 29 minutes, 44
seconds; Lance Hugelmeyer,
ninth, 30 minutes, 8 seconds;
Eugene Rogers, tenth, 30 min-
utes, 33 seconds; Vic DeMaio,
twelth, 30 minutes. 48 seconds;
Henry Neill, fourteenth, 31 min-

utes, 22 seconds, and Bill Tin-

ney, fifteenth with a time of 32

minutes and 54 seconds.

Villanova's record now stands

at no victories and two defeats.

I

i

Paczkoskie ;

Stars In Win
j

Over Spiders j

By RODGER VAN ALLEN f
The Wildcats splished and

splashed their way to their
fourth consecutive victory of the
season on Saturday, defeating a
heafty Richmond ball club, 13
to 6 before a crowd of 4,000

—

good under the circumstances.

The rain-drenched spectators
saw soph Bill Paczkoskie pow-
er thirty yards for the 'Cats
first score, and then belt a sin-
gle yard for a fourth period
tally following the Spiders' first

quarter touchdown.

Paczkoskie, a superb mudder,
found the dreary downpour to
his liking, as he rumbled
through the oversize Spiders for
150 yards in 18 carries, thus
giving him an individual offen-
sive total 50 yards in excess of
the whole Rebel effort.

The 210-pound full back bar-
relled 13 yards right up the mid-
dle after the 'Cats opened the
second period with the ball on
their 39. He then added 3 more,
and Dave Intrabartolo rambled
for 15 yards to the Spiders 30.

Belly Wopper
Here Paczkoskie smashed off

right tackle, bowled over sev-
eral tacklers at the scrimmage
line, decked another at the 12
with a powerful straightarm,
lunged across the goal line, and
slid gracefully on his belly
through the uprights, and the
'Cats took the lead for the rest
of the game.

An opening quarter intercep-
tion by Richmond fullback Bud-
dy Davis gave the Spiders their
lone score. With seven minutes
gone in the period, he grabbed
Jim Grazione's third down pass
and sped 45 yards down the
sideline for the touchdown.
The Spiders' open field block-

ing on this and all plays was
excellent. Mickey Marinkov, a
"rebel" from Lebanon, Pa., mis-
sed the try for point.

Line Braced

Following this single pass in- ;

terception TD, the Wildcat de-
fensive line and secondary did
another fine job, and held the :

Richmond attack to 100 yards
total. Offensively, they opened
large holes through which the
Wildcat backs traveled 251
yards total. . ;-

The Cats' fourth period score
came when they got the ball on
their 42 after one of Richmond's
nine punts. On second down,
Paczkoskie crashed to the Rich-
mond 17. Intrabartolo then rip-
ped off 16 yards and narrowly
missed scoring when he was
driven out of bounds right at
the goal line flag.

Intrabartolo, however, proved
himself a rain or shine perform-
er. The nation's 9th ranked
rusher, he carried 14 times for
85 yards, to move his season's
total to 436 yards in 95 efforts.

The day was unsuited to pass-
ing. Graz threw four, completed
none, and had one intercepted.
Richmond's three quarterbacks
threw six and completed none.

Long Punts Help

Graz and Wayne Kautter got
off several long points that kept
Richmond deep in its territory.

Bob Dunnington, however, grab-
bed one of these points in the
third quarter and raced 78 yards

(Continued on Pa^e )
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Belle Masque Opens Season Tonite
With Trojan *Tiger At The Gates'
Teamster
UnionMonitor
To Give Talk
By THOMAS 1 RADOMSKI

of the Villanovan Staff

Godfrey P. Schmidt, court ap-

pojTited member of the Board of

Monitors for the International

Teamsters Union, will si)eak to-

night at the second session of

the Villanova Law Forum.
A noted New York and Wash-

ington Attorney, he has cam-
paigned vigorously for a union
constitution "with teeth".

Schmidt, 55, a senior partner
in the law firm of Schmidt,
Egan, ond Murray, will speak on
"Monitors, Unions and Labor
Democracy" at the moot court

room in Garey Hall at 8:30 p.m.

He represents many corpora-

tions and labor unions and was
counsel to the anti-Hoffa com-
mittee of the union which last

year sought an injunction to

prohibit James Hoffa from tak-

ing office as Teamster union
president.

Fordham Graduate
A graduate of Fordham Uni-

versity in 1925, and Fordham
Law School in 1930, he was ad-

mitted to the bar of the Supreme
Court of the United States in

1953.

Schmidt's wide background
includes being counsel to the

- New York State insurance de-

;' partment. The New York State

banking department, and the

New York State labor depart-

ment between 1930 and 1936.

Appointed by former Presi-

dent Truman, Schmidt served as

a member of the atomic energy
l>anel from 1950 to 1953. In

January 1958, he was appointed

as Monitor for the teamsters

union.

Law Professor

Formerly a lecturer at Ford-

ham University school of social

service, he is now an associate

professor of constitutional law

at Fordham University law
school.

Appropriately, today marks
the start of hearings in Wath-
ington on the request of the

monitors for more power to deal

with allcgod corniption in tiie

Tcam.sters Union. - ; .

A noted anti communist,
Schmidt is the founder of Aware.
Inc., an organization dedicatod

to the exposition of Communi.st
activities in the entertainment

and communications fields. Earl-

ier this year he was the recipi-

ent of the American Legion
Americanish Award.

(Continued on Page 3)

Owen Klein (left) rehearses with vigor for Belle Mas<|ue's 'Tiger at the Gates'*.

Two Societies

Are Expelled

By Senate
The Student Senate last week

ex|)elled two campus organiza-
tions and threatened seven
others.

The action was a result of
the organizations refusal to sub-
mit a full list of activities and
members to the Fraternities and
Societies Committee.
The expulsion and suspension

proceedings were initiated by
committee chairman, Joe Bfason,
senior arts major.
The Senate in a secret ballot

voted to oust Delta Pi Mi. Lib-
eral Arts fraternity, headed by
senior C and F student Al Dom-
browski, and the Physics Club.
A move to expell the Ameri-

can Society of Civil EIngineers
was defeated by the Senate
when a member said that presi-

dent Matt Mazza, senior engine-
ering student, had made efforts
to have a report submitted.
Mason listed these organiza-

tions as delinquent in submitting
reports:

Turf and Tinsel. Gary Tackas.
president; Finance Society. Wil-
liam Murray, president; Villa-

novan. Larry O'Rourke. editor;

Belle Air, Bob Pinto, editor, and
also the Marketing Club, and
Intercollegiate Conference on
Gk>vemment.

Big Success In New York,

"Tiger" Is Anti-War Play
"Tiger at the Gates" is origin-

ally a French play written in

1935 by Jean Giradoux. How-
ever, translated into English by
Christopher Fry, the British

verse-dramatist, it became a
Broadway hit in 1956.

It was first produced in Paris,

as a warning to the world, which
was then drifting from "the war
to end all wars" to an even
greater conflict- It differs from
most anti-war plays in that Gir-

adoux used wit rather than phil-

osophy to score the stupidity of
man.

Staged at the Plymouth The-
atre in New York in 1955-56,

•Tiger" received the acclaim of
audience and critic alike, and at

the close of the season, it was
awarded the New York Critics'

Circle award as the best foreign

play of the year.

Menelaus Seeks Revenge
The plot springs from Paris

abduction of Helen, the wife of

the Greek king. Menelaus. Helen
is not unhappy with her captor
but Menelaus takes a dimmer
view of the affair and rallies the
Greeks behind him with the help
of Agamemnon, Ulysses and
Ajax.

Hector, son of Priam, king of

Troy, devotes himself to a
peaceful solution of the prob-

lem. In this he is aided by his

wife, Andromache, his mother.

Hecuba and his sister, Cassand-
ra. Andromache's support of

Hector is tragic in itself in that

her intuitive sense has convinced

her that the war faction will

succeed despite her husband's
efforts.-^ "•. '',

.

';:'
•''

'' ''-''

In the meantime, Helen has
so ingratiated herself with the

people of Troy that they will

fight a war rather than bring
an end to Paris' extra-marital

bliss. The poet, Demkos, is

mouthpiece for battle

Hger Arrives

Hector's efforts are to no
avail; the war will be fought.

The folly of man must have its

price. The Tiger, symbolic of

the impending strife, arrives at

the gates of Troy. "Tiger at the

Gates" stops here; Homer's 111-

iad finishes the story.

The story is symbolic and bit-

ter, tragic and comical. But the

thoughtful playgoer will temper
his laughs with the knowledge
that he, and everyone, is the

butt of the playwright's humor.

Thui xveck's VILLANOVAN
is the first ever published
during the week of examina-
tions. The .paper toUl again
be reduced m size next week
and &ny organizations desir-

ing publicity must submit
handouts before 3 p.m. to-

morrow.

Better Stage,

Acoustics,

Mark Play
By FRANK J. DYNAN

'Of Hie Villanovon Staff

"Tiger at the Gates,"

the Belle Masque Dramat-
ic Society's first presenta-

tion of the 1958-59 season,

will open tonight in the

Field House at 8:15. The
show will run through
Sunday night.

Tickets for the show are cur-

rently on sale in the Pie Shoppe
at $1.50 for regular admission
and $1.00 for students. Be-
cause of the space taken by
the Shakespearean stage, seat-

ing will be limited to 604 seats,

all of which are reserved. Due
to the limited capacity, Owen
Klein, president of Belle Mas-
que, has recommended immedi-
ate purchase of tickets.

Mixture of Moods
A condenmation of war by

Jean Giradoux, translated from
the French by Christopher Fry,

"Tiger at the Gates" is a mix-
ture of tragedy and hilarity. It

is, in essence, a study in con-

trast between the gross selfish-

ness of some men and the al-

truism of others.

The scene is Troy, prior to

the Trojan War, and the con-

flict of the play is Hector's at-

tempt to forestall war with

Greece over Paris' abduction of

Helen, the wife of the Greek
king, Menelaus. He is opposed
by the majority of the Trojan
people, who are determined to

have their war.

Elizabethan Stage Used
To overcome the poor acous-

( Continued on Page 3)
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^' Democrats Retain Control
The people of the U.S. have spoken at the

polls.

The outcome was long predicted. Political

prognosticators, detecting a growing criticism of

Republican national policies, predicted a spread of

that criticism to state elections.

In a record turnout yesterday they swept the

Democratic Party to a commanding lead in the

Senate and House of Representatives.

The Democratic Party made a clean sweep in

Philadelphia. David Lawrence was elected Gover-

nor of Pennsylvania.

His running mate, George Leader, Democratic

candidate for senator was upset in a real surprise

by Republican Hugh Scott

The politicking is over now and the candidates

have their chance to live up to campaign promises.

Remember, 1960 is coming, and a new President

The next two years may decide the free world's

future.

Letters To The Editor
To The Editor:

I protest vehemently
against the column, "Leader's
Pardon Board Pardonable,"
which appeared in the Octob-
er 29 issue of the VILLANO-
VAN.

In essence it is a poorly
disguised attempt to white-
wash one of the controver-
sial aspects of the Leader ad-
minstration. Mr. Kelly, with
ordinary political reasoning,

"quotes" statistics without
ever mentioning the source
from whence they came.
There is an old saying that
statistics prove anything you
want them to prove.

Hence the statistics
"prove" that fifty-three
people were attacked on the
streets of Philadelphia in the
first nineteen days of Octo-
ber; they also "prove" that
more than two million citizens

were not assaulted. We are
not concerned with how many
prisoners were released by
previous administrations or

by Leader himself; what
counts is the adverse effects
these criminals have had on
our society.

But you sir, must bear the
brunt of criticism for the pub-
lication of this type of col-

umn. I cannot deny Mr. Kelly
his constitutional right to
speak and write as he pleases.

However, for you to pass

him off on the student body
as a disinterested, informa-
tive political observer is jour-

nalistic crime with no de-

fense.

Mr. Kelly is a Democratic
committeeman from Philadel-

phia County. He has been ac-

tively campaigning for sev-

eral years for the Democratic
party. With this kind back-

ground his opini ons and
attitudes cannot be objective.

Because of the nature of a
university, which draws its

students universally and
teaches them so, the VILLA-
NOVAN has the responsibil-

ity to present the issues from
an objective point of view.

Mr. Kelley recently deplor-

ed the state of apathy which
exists today towards politics.

Both Mr. Kelley and you can-

not expect the student to

develop a mature knowledge
and interest in politics if you
continue your present policy.

It is just the type of dribble

that creats such apathy.

To pound into the intelli-

gent mind illogical and bom-
bastic statements will only

deaden it to political activity.

Even now the all too popular

association of politics with

the fast-talking windbag is

proving detrimental to our

democratic society.

John Rumbarger
(senior Arts)
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To the Ekiitor:

I would like to pay compli-

ment to Mr. John Kelley for

his fine informative article on
the workings of the Demo-
cratic Pardons Board.

This issue has been one of
the hardest hit by the Repub-
licans in their dwindling
campaign and many people

were uninformed of the real

story.

Thanks to Mr. Kelley we
now have concrete facts and
figures which refute the ac-

cusations made by the windy
Republicans against our ef-

ficient Democratic Pardons
Board.
•

. V; ' V Connie McGinnis

Autumnal Abstractions
By BOB BROTHERS

Fifty per cent of a college ed- drag two elephants around our
ucation comes from outside the football field. . . . The Dancing
classroom. Here are some little Cranes of Australia sometimes
notes I have jotted down just step on each other's feet. . . .

listening to conversation in the
Day-Hop Shoppe since the be-

ginning of the semester.

From the Engineers:

If a grasshopper got down on
his knees to propose to his best

girl, he wouldn't be able to hear
her "yes" or "no" because his

ears are in his knees. . . . Hic-
Alaska is not only twice the ^ups may be cured by a pro

To The Editor
Tonight I witnessed a fia-

sco ! Here is the result of giv-

ing immature, short-sighted

incompetents any sort of
authority or responsibility.

I'm speaking in reference to

the selling of the tickets for
the Army game and the en-

suing meeting of the Student
Council where certain indivi-

duals strived to seek redress

for the grievances.

But I don't think everyone
knows of what went on at
the Student Council meeting.

Questions are raised at the
meeting as to who got tickets

beforehand and how many,
the truth to rumors concern-
ing friends of certain influen-

tial people getting unlimited

tickets at their leisure, what
was the pre-sale income from
tickets or even an approxima-
tion of same.

All were answered with a
cryptic, dynamic "I don't

know"! No one knows any-
thing — these people don't

need interest, they need or-

ganization.

E. DUIon

size of Texas but also has an
ice cube larger than Rhode Is-

land. The hunk of ice is the

Malaspina Glacier near Cordova.
... The largest copper deposit

In the world is under the city

of New York (but it's all in

telephone wires) . . . What the

man in the moon needs most is

a wife. Some scientists say the

moon's surface is covered with
dust a foot deep. . . .

The temperature at the cen-

ter of the earth is two to five

times hotter than the surface

longed kiss. ... A surgeon will

sometimes lay 6,000,000,000,000,

000,000,000 eggs. Sturgeon, I

mean. ... A toad can live at an
altitude of 15,000 feet, just in

case you were planning to air-

mail one to a friend. . . . Fur
of the yak, a wild ox of Tibet

in eastern Asia, is .exported to

Western countries to make
Santa Claus beards. . . .

From I Don't Know:
The Illinois Institute of Tech-

nology has a gambling robot. It

of the sun. The temperature of ^^ ^^ electronic computer which

the earth increases about pne *\*® won 5,218 and lost 4,577

degree for every 60 feet of times matching pennies with

depth. Dig down two miles and human beings. It cheats. . . .

it is hot enough to boil an egg. Inflation has hit Africa. The

Don't buy your fiancee a new price of a wife in one tribe has

stove; give her a pick and Kone up to nine goats and six

shovel. ... If you are planning Ja« of beer. . . . Peter Minuit,

to be among the first air pas- ^^o purchased Manhattan from

scngers to the moon, you'd bet- the Indians for $24 and a cask of

ter start hoarding your pennies booze, later was fired by the

now. At six cents a mile, the I^«tch for extravagance. . . .

round trip will cost $28,680, first Here is what happens when
class.

From Biology Students:

It is impossible to sneeze with

your eyes open ... It takes 40

minutes to boil an ostrich's egg

you kiss a pretty girl : The pitui-

tary gland begins secreting like

crazy, the adrenal glands are
stimulated, the blood pressure
rises, some white blood cells

break down, the pulse quickens,
for proper flavor. This explains you breathe faster, the circula-

why Bill Thomas and other tion increases and your heart
hurried Day-Hops from Camden action speeds up. If there is no
rarely have them for breakfast, pretty girl handy, you can get
... A flea is so strong that. If the same results by running
it were as large as you, it could around the campus.

Rosemont Dramatists Will

Present Shaw's 'Pygmalion'
The Jest and Gesture dram-

atic society of Rosemont Col-

lege will present George Bern-
ard Shaw's Pygmalion on No-
vember 16 and 17 in the college

gymnasium at 8 p.m.

The play, from which the

Broadway show My Fair Lady
was adapted, will feature Kath-
leen Came as Eliza, the flower

girl.

Clem Birch, who graduated
from Villanova last year, will

assume the role of Henry Hig-

gins, a wealthy English phone-
tician.

Birch was featured in two
Belle Masque plays lai^t year.

He was se^n in Shaw's Saint

Frosh Aid Program
Started In C&F
The School of Commerce and

Finance has inagurated a fresh-
man counseling service to aid
freshmen with any problems, it

was announced last week by the
Rev. Joseph Bartley, O.S.A.,

Dean of Commerce and Finance.
Interviews will be conducted

by a group of faculty members
under the direction of Father
Bartley, and assistant Dean The
Rev. Francis Boyle, O.S.A.
Under the plan all C and F

freshmen will be interviewed at

least three times a year. By
listening to and advising the stu-

dents the faculty hopes to be-

come familiar with the more
prevalent undergraduate prob-
lems, Father Bartley said.

"Student co-operation with
this counseling service can prove
to be an advantage to the indi-

viduals who seek advice, and to
the class as a whole," the dean
said.

Joan and in Shakespeare's Tam-
ing of the Shrew.

Ron Delany, who is a gradu-

ate student in Theatre at Villa-

nova, will take on the role of

Colonel Pickering.

Jane Dagit, president of the

society, will play the part of

Mrs. Higgins.

Miss Cecile Sullivan will di-

rect the production. She will be

assisted by stage manager,
Suzanne Bruni.

Tickets for the production

can be obtained at the door, or

from any member of the club,

the president said.

Talk

Campus SAM Chapter
To Conduct Talks

The Villanova Chapter of the

Society for the Advancement of

Management has been appointed
by the national chapter to con-

duct the "Student Conference"
on the campus this year.

The conference, an exposition

of collegiate participation in the
principles of management, is

held annually at selected col-

leges throughout the nation.

Appointment was granted by
unanimous approval at a joint-

executive meeting last Thurs-
day.

This will mark the first time
that the Villanova chapter of
S.A.M. has been designated to

sponsor the conference for the
Philadelphia area.

(Continued from P&ge 1)

Among his many activities,

Schmidt is a member of the

American Bar Association, the

Catholic of Cultural and Intel-

lectual Affairs, the Knights of

Malta, and the Guild of Catho-
lic Lawers.

First Speaker
Thurgood Marshall, legal

counsel for the National Associ-
ation for the Advancement of
Colored People opened this

year's series with an address on
October 1.

Law Dean Harold G. Reusch-
lein, announced although the
law forum is intended primarily
for the law school students,

there are a number of seats open
to the public for tonight's ad-
dress.

Avil, Gasper Have
Engineer Articles

Announcement of the accept-

ance of two more articles for

publication in The Villanovan

iiingmeer was made today by
cdiior Bob Mcrkert.

Howard Avil, senior electrical

engineer, will explore the field

ot microwaves in his article.

Frank Gasper, another elec-

trical engineer, will present an
article on Villanova's New Elec-

trical Engineering Curriculum.

With the magazine now on the

press, Merkert said he was
pleased to see that a large num-
ber of underclassmen working

on the magazine.
However, he went on to say

that more interested men could

be used. Graduation will take

away almost the entire editorial

staff.

AEC Offers Nuclear
Science Fellowships

The Atomic Energy Commis-
sion is offering a fellowship pro-

gram for graduate students in

the year 1959-60 In Nuclear Sci-

ence and Engineering .

These fellowships are to be
offered first to intermediate and
terminal year graduate students.

Graduates in chemistry, mathe-
matics, and physics are eligible

for this program which offers

$1800-$2200 for 12 months plus
tuition, fees, and allowances at
a selected university having a
graduate program in Nuclear
Energy.

Applications must be submit-
ted by January 2, 1959, to N.S.E.
Fellowship Office, Oak Ridge In-

stitute of Nuclear Studies, Oak
Ridge, Tennessee.

History Forms Due
For Yearbook
All senior history forms for

the yearbook must be in by No-
vember 13, it was announced by
Robert Pinto, editor of the Belle

Aire.

Pinto also announced that

seniors who have not had their

pictures taken must go to the

Carl Wolf studio if they wish
their picture to appear in the

senior section.

The Wolf studio is located at

20th and Walnut sts., Philadel-

phia.

Tiger
(Continued from Page 1)

tics of the Field House, built

for athletics not theatrics, an
Elizabethan stage, successfully

introduced last year, will again
be used. It will be three-sided

and will extend into the audi-
ence. An expected added ad-
vantage of this stage will be in-

creased actor-audience rapport.

Hector, the play's hero, will

be portrayed by Owen Klein, a
senior English major, who is

making his fifth appearance in

a Belle Masque production.

Those who saw "Taming of the

Shrew" last spring will remem-
ber Klein as Hortensio in that
presentation.

Making her Belle Masque de-

but, Barbara Anne Burke will

be Cassandra. Miss Burke,
studying pre-med at Rosemont,
had th^ title role in her school's

production of "Antigone" last

year.

Appearing in his second role

for Belle Masque is Alan Willig,

who will play Demokos, the Vil-

lain. Willig, a junior in educa-
tion, is acting secretary of Belle

Masque.
Best Actress Award

Margaret Brown will portray
Andromache in addition to being
the assistant stage manager.
She received the "best actress"
award last yeat at Rosemont,
where she is studying art.

Another "Rosie" is Lynda
Lynch. She was chosen to play
Helen on the strength of her
performance in last year's
"Taming of the Shrew." Villa-

nova junior, William Friend will

assume the role of her abduc-
tor, Paris. "Tiger" will be
Friend's third Belle Masque ap-
pearance.

Assuming a lead role in his

first show is Raymond Kantra,
a junior. Kantra will play the
Greek hero, Ulysses. Other
principals in the cast are Mary
Shaffer, an Immaculata sopho-
more, as Hecuba ; Lincoln Hallo-
well as Priam; and Anthony
Provenzano, as Ajax.

Directed by Duprey
The show is under the direc-

tion of Richard Duprey, Villa-

nova theatre instructor and
Belle Masque moderator. He
also designed the sets.

The stage manager will be
John Cannon, senior Political

Science major. Paul Floyd,
George Becht, Ted Glinka and
Bill Kohl will be technical as-

sistants.

ASCE Plans Field

Trip in Maryland

The Villanova chapter of

ASCE has announced a field

trip in November to view the

workings of the Bethlehem Steel

Co., Point, Maryland, plant.

This will be the second field

trip for the chapter. The first

was a journey to Philadelphia's

new incinerator in Roxborough.

Houdle Presents New
Logic Reading Book

Dr. Roland Hondo's newly
published book. Readings in

Logic, is the most recent liter-

ary contribution to the field of

education by a Villanova faculty

member.
The book, which has been in-,

corporated into Villanova's phil-

osophy curriculum, has also been

utilized into the same courses

at New York College in Queens.

"I saw a need for such a
book," Houde explained. "In my
contacts with students, I ob-

served a lack of foundation in

the history of philosophy which
is so important in our courses."

Houde's book contains some
works which previously were in-

accessible.

Topics such as "Apuleius
Treatise on Logic," "Maimonides
Treatise on Logic," and an "In-

troduction to Symbolic Logic"
by Henry Leblanc are incorpor-

ated in the book.

Houde is now working on an-

other book, a metabibliography
on all philosophical bibliograph-

ies.

Miss Martina Kirk is named queen of the drill team at

the annual NROTC dance last week. Looking on are Captain
John W. Higgins, Commandant of Midshipmen at Villanova,

and Midshipman Terrence Connell, drill team commander.

Curral Leads Delurey

Devils In Intramurals
With the Intramural Football

season half over, the most pow<
erful teams are making their

bids to reach the play-offs for
the League championship. In
the 2:30 Austin League the nod
goes to the Delurey Devils.

Captained by senior Ed Cur-
rall and featuring a potent pass-
ing attack, the Devils are in no
way connected with last year's
champions, but instead are made
up of completely different per-
sonnel.

To date the Devils have gone
undefeated, allowing the opposi-
tion only 6 points while scoring
47. The biggest margins of vic-

tory were a 13-0 win over the
Big Daddies and a 28-0 romp
against the Banshees.

Rafferty Stars
Composed completely of play-

ers from Delurey Hall, the
team is high-lighted by the ac-

curate passing and speedy run-
ning of quarterback Jack Raf-
ferty, perhaps the best in the
Intramural League.
Halfback Guy Pratt and ends

Al Muller and Charlie Russell
are three fast receivers with
sticky fingers who are capable
of catching anything that comes
near them.
The Delurey Devils' line, al-

though not the biggest in the

Intramural League, is one of

the best. Charlie Russell and
Al Muller are offensive ends,

with Don Canna and Dick Wines
cominR in on defense.

Ed Currall, who weighs 200,

plays offensive left guard with

Joe Walley handling the defense.

The right guard slot is occupied

by 220 pound Max McGuire, who
also plays defensive line backer,

while Jerry Snopkowski handles

the defensive chores at right

guard.
Goes Both Ways

Kirk Michener, a 210 jiound

center, does a fine job on^botl^

offense and defense.

Also available for play are

Jim Bomes, Pat Burke, and Fred
Pickard.

The defense of the Delurey
Devils plays as important a part

as offense in the quest for the

Intramural League title. An ex-

ample of this fine defense was
shown m the game against the

Banshees, who were not allowed

to complete a pass until 33 min-
utes had elapsed in the game.
With a combined offense and

defense such as this, there is no
reason, discounting injuries and
bad breaks, why the Delurey
Devils should not be prime con-

tenders for the 1958 Intramural
League championship. -

:

rHANK J. DYNAN
LYNX E«tor

Preparations are now well
under way for the flm ia-

me of the LYNX. The editors

sqwct to announce a date sooii^

Beta Ganna Debates

St. Joseph's Twice
The Beta Gamma Debating

Society will inaugurate its sea-
son with a special debate
against St. Joseph's College on
November 10.

The request was made by Mr.
Charles P. Bruderle, of the his-

tory department, for the Holy
Name Society of Annunciation
parish.

The present international top-
ic for debate, resolved: That
the further development of nuc-
lear weapons be prohibited by
international agreement, will be
the subject.

Debating on the negative side
for Villanova will be Frank Cun-
ningham and Jim Corey, senior
arts majors.

Beta Gamma will attend its

first varsity intercollegiate

tournament at St. Joseph^, n
November 15. Cunningham, Cor-
ey, Oz Scogna and Dom Costa
will represent Villanova at this

tournament.

^f.

,

^^i
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Underdog Dayton
Poses Big Threat

To Wildcats Hopes
The way things look now, the

Villanova Wildcats should be

;" .. more fearful of Saturday's con-

^ '
,' test with the Dayton Flyers

p than they were of Detroit or

; Wake Forest—or even mighty

V Army, upcoming in two weeks.

It seems that the Main Liners,

who met Detroit oh even terms

and were underdogs against

"Wake Forest, play better under

those conditions, winning both

,
* as part of a four-game victory

streak.

But when they went into last

Saturday's Wichita game as two

touchdown favorites, the 'Cats

..^were crushed, 21-6.

.And from the record, Villa-
'

jiova should be fovored again

this time out. Dayton has a 2-5

record, with losses to Cincinnat-

: : ti, Bowling Green, Ohio, Xavier

; and, last Saturday, a 26-0

I trouncing at the hands of Holy

Cross.
Toppled Richmond

Victories for the Flyers came
over Louisville and an earlier

yi Villanova opponent, Richmond.

For comparison, the Wildcats

topped Richmond 13-6 while

Dayton edged the Spiders, 13-12.

For another worry, the game
is on the road for the Main
Liners, and their record away
from friendly Villanova Stadium

over the past two years is a
•'•.,- paltry 1-7. ':'::•:- :-\-:yy-'-':^

'

.;, And coach Bud Kerr and his

*;v Flyers should be up for this one,

; for it marks their fifth and final

. : :, home contest. They've split even

^;
•

:;l^ ir^^the first four, and will be out

to close the home season with a

; victory.

Still another problem for head

•coach Frank Reagan is the loss

'( of one of his linemen due to an

injury during the Wichita con-

test. Star guard Mike DeLucia

suffered a dislocated left elbow

in the first half to put him out

of action for the remainder of

the year.

One Captain Left

The injury to DeLucia left

only one of Villanova's tri-cap-

tains—massive end Gene O'Pella

—still in the lineup. Tackle Bill

Craig was injured before the

season started and has not play-

ed all year.

Surprisingly, DeLucia's injury

—along with a lesser one to the

ankle of rugged soph fullback

Billy Paczkoskie, who should be

able to play Saturday—can be

taken as an omen of victory.

Two Rifle Teams
OpenNewSeasons

. The NROTC rifle unit will
•'* open its 1958-59 schedule

against the University of Penn-

sylvania unit at 9 a.m. Saturday

morning on the Villanova

range.

At 1 p.m., the varsity rifle

team will also start its cam-
paign, meeting Penn State on
the same range.

Bill Heam captains the Navy
unit, and team members are:

Lou Spevitz, Ed Hogan, Jon
Rietzke, Charley Russel, John
Gargliano, Dave Walsh and Nat
Coursey.

Chris KIoss is the captain of

the varsity squad, which is made
§1^ of Frank Murtha, Herb Let-

taum, Joe Pollozotto, Bob Nor-

ton, Spevitz, Heam, Hogan,
Russel, and Coursey.

Up to the Wichita game, the

Wildcats were plagued by injur-

ies, going into each game with

one or two key men unable to

play. Yet they managed to com-

pile the four-game victory
streak.

Almost Full Squad

At Wichita, the Main Liners

were in good shape, with only

senior fullback Gene Paja out

of the line-up. They lost.

The Dayton contest will be the

third in the series, which began

in 1955. Dayton took the first

contest, 19-7, but the Wildcats

came back to claim a 13-0 shut-

out victory in 1956.

That second game was one of

three games in which the Villa-

nova defense held the opposition

scoreless while the Main Liners

compiled their only winning sea-

son in the past six years, finish-

ing with a 5-4 record.

Both previous games were
also played at Dayton.

Football Pickers

Miss on 7 Games
We hit on 13 of 20 games this

past Saturday, which brought
our total to 51 winners in 76 de-

cisions. Those 7 losses were the

most suffered in any single week
and lecwes u« mth a percentage

of .671 on the year.

The Big Ten once again gave
u^ trouble, as it has been doing

aU year. We had only one win-

ner in four picks, with Wiscon-
sin obliging over Michigan State.

Our attempts to forecast the

upsets fell short, also.

Well, let's have a look this

week. The home teams in the

right hand column, the winners
in capitals.

DetroH—BOSTON COLLBGE
Cornell—BIIOWX
Sliirylnnd—NAVV
NOTH !•: I>A M K—l»ltt. ,;

MImm. Stntr—ArOUHlV '
CLKMSOIV—<in. Teoh
VANDKUBIi/r—Kcndirkr
nuUt—LOl'ISIAKA STATE
iioUMton—OI.K MISS
l»KIVN ST.—\\>Kt VlrKinla, . v-
ILLINOIS—.lllfhiKnn
IOWA—MlnneMotit
roloriido—M ISSOI' it I

I'liriliic—OHIO STATK
NorthneNtern—WISCONSIN
AHMV—nice
TrxaN A 4i M—SO. KIIOTIIODIST
TKXAS—Bnyior
IM'.L.A.—CAMFOnXIA
Oltli:U. STATI<:—WnMh. Stii<e

Bowlers Meet Nov. 6
There will be an organization-

al meeting of all those interested

in Intra-mural Bowling in room
204, Vasey Hall, at 10:30 a.m.,

on Thursday.
i

The Intra-mural Department
said that all interested parties

who cannot attend mav contact

either Gene Paja (118 Sullivan)

or Matt Hiccks (123 Sheehan).

4'^--^ '

Jit
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Loan Plan Countenances
'Rubber Stamp' Degrees

Our editorial opposing the plans for state and
federal loans to college students drew the ire of a
multitude of VILLANOVAN readers. Two of the
letters we received have been printed to give a
fair sampling of the readers' reaction.

We believe that our views on the matter were
somewhat sketchy in their initial presentation,
space restrictions limiting a fuller explanation.
For what it is worth, we repeat our stand and
emphasize our reasons.

The plan whereby students who can qualify
to enroll at any college in a given state or in the

'entire nation (according to the -agency which
would dispense the funds), has been attacked by

•, some opponents as "creeping socialism" and **the

first step in a plan for Federal intervention in

college education." The VILLANOVAN does NOT
oppose loans for this reason.

V vv ^ We are opposed to the effect the loans will

; f have on the standards of the American colleges,

:i already admittedly sub-par except in rare cases.

The loan plan is just another idea in line with
the thought that every person is entitled to a

j college education. Colleges are too crowded now
:with persons whose only object is to obtain a
degree.

Going to college has now become the thing
to do. A college education ensures that a man
dresses the right way, knows the right people and
is capable of carrying on a conversation on a
variety of subjects, in none of which he has any
depth of knowledge.

America does not need more college students;
it needs better ones. The loan plan will encourage
the marginal student to take advantage of govern-
mental funds to waste four years.

Our country has a crying need for scholarsr—
real scholars. The Catholic Church's needs are no
less acute. But the atmosphere of the "rubber-
stamp" diploma and ever-growing enrollments will
not produce these scholars.

fi If the loan plans were altered so that they
were to be awarded to persons who show real
aptitude for higher education, but who cannot
afford further study, then the VILLANOVAN
would back them to the fullest extent of our
power. :..,,.-^ -,.,.

A plan for government SCHOLARSHIP loans
makes sense; one for loan to the "degree-grab-

.
bers" does not. ,;: . '-,::(> ;vV-'-

Balance, Mr. Noonan?
In one of the various columns that serve for

editorials in the weekly La Salle COLLEGIAN last
Wednesday, we came across a reference to our
editorial of a few weeks back which pointed out
that, while there may be a new intellectual atmos-
phere in American colleges, the traditional "Joe
College" is always with us.

The University of Pennsylvania also contrib^
uted some criticism from columnist John Noonan,
who told the VILLANOVAN that "Villanova has
been getting along for the past five or ten years
with the most pseudo-collegiate atmosphere that
harks back to Merriwell's days at Yale."

Aside from the fact that the quoted sentence
doesn't make sense (when one uses the superlative
degree such as "most," the English language de-
mands it be modified in some way), we think it is

nice for the tiny Philadelphia college to point out
the weaknesses in two of the City's universities.

Mr. Noonan goes on to say that "a good
number of students at La Salle have achieved the
balance so necessary for sensible participation in
Campus life.''

Tsk, tsk. And yet we seem to remember read-

ing—only a few weeks ago—about all the trouble

La Salle was having organizing plans for their

senior yearbook. The COLLEGIAN even made a
chaive of apathy in the ''Balanced" senior class.

Some balance, huh?
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Successful Season
Possibly ^Great'

If Army Succumbs

32 Seniors Gain National Collegiate

CNcOFeIIa I
Who's Who Recognition For 1959^^ ^^^ ^^^ WB ^^ W^ ^^
Thirtv-Tw6 Villanova Btudenta have fiv« ^i^

saw the 'Cats in the rain and
mud against Richmond and Day-
ton and saw them lose to Wich-
ita.

Any chance for a Villanova

victory is dependent upon a

number of factors, primarily the

performances of several key
players.

If Jim Grazione can play as

he has played against Boston
College, Detroit and Wake For-

est; if Dave Intrabartolo, the

first Villanova back to pick up
over 500 yards since the era of

All-America Gene Filipski and
one of the nation's best rushers,

can match his showing against

Wake Forest, and if Billy Pac-
zkoskie can recover from his in-

jury and perform as he did

against Richmond, the Wildcats
could field a backfield to com-
pare with that of the Cadets.

Top Defense Games
Of course, victory would be

largely responsible to the play
of the thin Wildcat line. En-
couraging signs were the per-

formances of end and captain

Gene O'Pella and center Tom
Fletcher against Dayton. Both
of them turned in the best de-

fensive games of their careers
in the 9-6 conquest.

Obviously, there are a lot of
"ifs." And, for all practical pur-
poses, a Villanova victory is not
probable.

However, it's not impossible
either. And should it happen, it

would mark the biggest Wildcat
grid win since 1951—the last

time it happened.

The Dayton victory last Sat-

urday assured Villanova of its

second winning football season

;; in the past three years.

That made the 1958 season a
successful one. This Saturday
afternoon, it could become a
great one.

Of course, it would take a
victory to do it, and victory is

one thing very few people are

predicting for the Main Liners

this time out.

For Frank Reagan and his

; charges have to face one of the

finest teams in the countrj-

-

the Cadets of West Point—Sat-
; urday afternoon at Michie Sta-

'dium. v^:-

Seek Third Win
The contest will mark the

17th in the Villanova-Army ser-

ies. The Cadets have won 14

—

including an 83-0 romp in a

wartime game in 1944—and the

Wildcats have taken two, in-

cluding a 27-7 win in 1951, the

last time the two teams met.
The other Villanova victory

came in 1915 when kick in g
specialist Charles McGuckin, Sr.,

notched a fourth-period field

goal for the winning points.

Army's last victory came in

1948, by a 28-0 score.

The Wildcats have been imder
dogs in every contest with the

powerful Army units, but this

,
year they are given very slight

chance of winning.
Army Undefeated

'.} Army is undefeated so far this

season, with only a 14-14 tie

with mighty Pitt marring their

record. Included in their six

victories are wins over Notre
Dame (14-2) and a thriller over
Rice last Saturday (14-7) in the
last 40 seconds.

In that Rice battle, the Ca-
dets tallied on only two plays
after taking control of the ball

on their own 20 when Rice mis-
sed a field goal.

Quarterback Joe Caldwell tos-

sed a 16-yard pass to the 36,

and then unleashed a 64-yard
toss to halfback Pete Dawkins
in the end zone to win the game.

That's an example of the dcv-
estating power of the Cadets,
who have been stopped from
scoring the first time they got
their hands on the ball only in

the Pitt and Rice games.

Quick Scoring Team
According to coach Earl

Blaik, this is the first year that
the West Pointers are playing
"wide-open football," and their

passing and ininning game, cen-

tered around Caldwell, Dawkins
and 1957 All-Amtrican Bob An- bjh oiennon, junior arts stu- 1 meht ac^ last week, eopho-
derson, has made them one of I ^cnt from V i r g i ni a, took the more arts student Joe Clark de-

ri4£ WiM>CATT CAPTAtH

CAM6 fiCPiiHST DAVToN
LAST S^rui^OAV- VMS
SAVAGE TAcKLlNC
5TQPPE.0 n+e. Fcyc^

•..-«fc-«V»jrt>» «.ii».~

Wildcats Post Sixth Victory

The VILLANOVAN prognos-
ticators last week had only three
wrong picks out of 20 as they
continued their football predica-
tions.

This is the sixth iveek of pre-

dicition. So far the VILLANOV-
AN experts have chosen 64 tcin-

ners loith only 28 losers for a
.695 Oiverage. ....

This week*s choices: • v
Brown ot HARVARD
Bocton U. at BOSTON C.
DARTMOUTH ol Cpm«ll
Holy Cross of FINN STATE
PRINCETON at Yal*
AUBURN at Goorgin
MISSISSIPPI at T«nn«sse«
L.S.U. at Miu. Stota
Alobama at GA. TECH
TULANE ot Vondarbilt
Wisconsin at ILLINOIS
Ohio Stoto at IOWA
PITT at Nobroska
Ho. Carolina at NOTRE DAME
Purduo at NORTHWES^FRN
Missouri at OKLAHOMA
TEXAS ot T.C.U.
S.M.U. at Arkansas
Toxas A and M 0t RICE
Wyominfl at AIR FORCE

The Wildcats took their sixth

victory of the season last week
as they staged a fourth quarter
rally to top the University of
Dayton, 9-6, on the loser's

muddy turf.

Junior halfback Reggie Powe
rolled around right end, the only
solid spot on the rain soaked
field, to score the winning touch-

down with only minutes remain-

ing.

That climaxed an 80 yard
drive after an intentional Flyer

safety had given the Wildcats
their filial points.

A little less than 2,000 fully

saturated fans watched in awe
as both teams, caked with mud,
slipped and slopped their way
through the traditional contest.

..Fifteen Fumbles

Passing was impossible and
handoffs were near suicide as

some 15 fumbles were recorded.

Glennon Wins Hexathoii

the nation's quickest - scoring
teams in the past ten years.

And, of course, the Wildcats
will have to contend with the

Cadets famous .'^nd much-copied
"Lonesome End," Bill Carpen-
ter, ./"•c.

As for Villanovn, they are not

considered a match for the Ca-

dets by the nation's gridiron

prognosticators, despite their 6-

2 record, since it has been gar-

nered against competition infer-

ior to that faced by Army and
because the Wildcats have taken

most of their victories by close

Scores.

Wildcats Called Confusing
Army scout Barney Gill has

termed the Main Liners "con-

fusing," on the basis of the per-

formances he has witnessed. Gill

annual intramural department
hexathon championship last

week. .,.
\,

,:•
.•

Glennon took two first places

in the six individual contests on
the way to the crown.
He won the football toss for

distance with a mighty heave of

50 yards and placed first in the

push up test with 20.

Benson Wins Two
Other winners were freshman

Pat Kennedy, 330 yard run in

33 seconds; freshman Bob Ben-
son, 92 situps in two minutes of

sit ups; Pat Malloy, 52 yard
football punt for distance, and
Benson, 300 yard swim.
Glennon racked up 468 points

in the contest to top Benson
with 449 and Kennedy with 423.

In other intramural depart-

posited 46 foul shots out of 50
attempts to win the foul shoot-
ing contest.

Freshman Joe Pentony was
second with 44 shots and junior

Joe Bumo was third with 35.

Hackett Wins

In the cross country final,

Jerry Hackett, freshman Com-
merce and Finance student,
toured the campus in ten minut-
es 55 seconds.

The usual varsity time for
this distance is just above nine
minutes. Intramural Director Ed
Geisz termed Hackett's time "a
wonderful achievement."

Another frosh. Bill Heinherdt,
scored second in 11.57:5 while
Pat Kennedy was third, just two
seconds later.

By ROD^n VAN ALLIN
On the ninth play of the ball

game, Dave Intrabartolo had
trouble handling Malt Smolik's
punt, and Joe Tache, a 220 lb.

tackle, recovered on the Cats'
36. Two plays later, Smolik pas-
sed to halfback. Bob Cyphers in

the right flat, and the converted
end raced down the sideline to

complete the 33 yard TD play.

Jerry Raiff missed the con-
version, but the 6-0 lead looked
good as five fumbles plagued
the Cats' first half scoring ef-

forts.

The defensive pressure exert-
ed by the Cats helped get them
going in the fourth quarter.
Early in the session, Brendon
O' Leary was nailed at his own
22 on the return of Jim Graz-
ione's punt X"; : ; : v

Automatic Safety

O'Leary gained a yard, lost

five, and on the third down, a
bad pass from center was re-

covered by Smolik on the one
yard line. Smolik then dropped
back as if to punt, but instead
ran out of the end zone for the
automatic safety, giving the
Cats two points.

Dayton kicked off from its

twenty, and Dave Intrabartolo
returned the punt 26 yards to
the 47. Here the offense started
to roll with Leon Horin contrib-
uting 22 yards in 4 carries, and
Graz, Powe and Intrabartolo
moving well too. .

This combination banged out
three first downs, and with a
fourth and two situation on the
Flyers' five, Powe took it around
for the score, and Dick Keyser's
kick made it 9-6.

MUDCAPS:
Dave Intrabartolo gained 39

yards In 12 trips and thus be-
came the first Wildcat bade to
go over SOO yards siaoe Gene
FiUpskI gained more than 800 In

1952. . . . Intrabartolo, who went
into the game eighth in the
country in rushing, now has 517.

. . . The day was even less suit-

ed to Jim Grazione, ranlced num-
ber 14 in total offense. He pidced
up only 10 yards to bring his

total to 723. . . . Billy Paczkos-
kie, ace mudder, didn't make the
Dayton trip, but will available
for the Army trip. . . . Frank
Ficca missed the game because
of an infected foot, but he too
will be around next week. . . .

The Flyers gained but 28 yards,
but this was an improvement
over their 9 yards per game
average against Holy Cross and
Xavier. . . . Gene O'Pella and
Tom Fletcher played oustanding
defensive games. . . . The Cats
are now 6-2 on the year—the
Flyers, 2-6.

Rifiers Defeat
Penn State, Navy
The Villanova varsity rifle

team defeated Penn State, 1,389
to 1,378 last week in a shoot in
John Barry Hall.

High scorer for the Wildcats
was Chris Kloss, who rolled up
282 points. Other Villanova scor-
ers were Lou Spevetz, 281;
Frank Murtha, 379; Bill Heam,
278, and Ed Hogan, 269.

Penn State had dropped a
match to Lehigh and topped
Dickinson before meeting ViUa-
nova.

A second rifle team victory
last week was racked up by the
NROTC outfit.

They topped Navy, 1,362 ta
1,295 in the first match of the
season for each team.

Varsity rifler Spevetz was
high for the Navy with 285. Joe
Russel was second with 274.

Other scorers were John Gar-
gliano. 274; Ed Hogan, 273, and
Sam Nolan, 256.

.'i

Thirty-Tw6 Villanova students have
been named to the annual National Col-

legiate Who's Who.

The honored Villanovans, who repre-

sented each of the four undergraduate
schools, will be pictured in the directory

of outstanding college students publish-
ed each year.

The increasing importance of the en-

gineering student was .reflected in the
Who's Who selection. Some 12 engineers
were picked.

Only eight Arts and Sciences students

were named to Who's Who, the smallest

number in several years.

There were eleven added to the list

from the large Commerce and Finance

tive.

Those named are:

Michael P. Axt, John J. Cannon, John
J. Charde, James W. Corey, Joseph A.
Driscoll III, Francis J. Dynan, John A.
Fischetti, Thomas C. Goldschmidt, Ray-
mond G. Hepburn, William W. Hixon,
James C. Hull, Jr., Benjamin Hynes.

J. Edward Knepley, Joseph J. Kracke-
ler, Robert E. Krallinger, James A.
Marley, Jr., Matthew F. Mazza, James
J. McHale, Robert J. Merkert, Robert J.

Murphy, William E. Murphy, Lawrence
M. O'Rourke, Jr.

Peter O'Brien, Francisco J. Pacheco,
Robert L. Pinto, Robert C. Rafano, Jo-

seph Schneider, Oscar T. Scogna. Alan
M. Stoughton, Edward A. Utsch, Robert
J. Wagner, Barbara Joanne Warner.

.

Although most of the selections were
long predicted by student observers,

there were a few surprises on the list.

Nomination Committees
The honored students were nominated

by a committee of students and faculty

members.
The student conmiittee consisted of

Robert Murphy, student body president,

class president Oscar Scogna and for-

mer presidents Victor Ludmerer and
Kenneth MacGillivray, Lawrence
O'Rourke, editor of the weekly VILLA-
NOVAN and Robert Pinto, BELLE AIR
editor.

Murphy and Scogna collaborated with
an administration board for the final

group.

Representing the administration were
the Rev. Joseph Kemme, O.S.A., vice

president for academic affairs, the Rev.
Dante L. Girolami, O.S.A., dean of stu-

dent affairs, the Rev. George McLaiiglin,

O.S.A., dean of men, the Rev. Norbert
Whitley,. O.S.A., university chaplain, and
the Rev. John Klekotka, O.S.A. director
of admissions.

Various Qualifications

Selections were made on the basis of

academic standing, participation in ex-

tracurricular activities and disciplinary

and chapel records.

"These 32 students represent the best

of the 746 men and women in the class

of 1959 at Villanova," a member of the

final selection committee said.

WHO*S WHO
PICTURES

See Pages 8-11

THANKSGIVING

DANCE FRIDAY

See Page 3
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Juniors Set '59 Orphan's Outing,

Charity Ball Weekend of Dec 5

Student Council Treasurer Bob Wagner casts an affirmative
vote for the Collegiate Council of greater Philadelphia, as Coun-
cil President Bob Murphy counts hands.

Student Council AdoptSv
Constitution of C. C. G. P^
The Student Council, last

Wednesday, unanimously adopt-
ed the constitution of the Col-
legiate Council of Greater
Philadelphia- The Council con-
sists of LaSalle, Pennsylvania,

Temple, St. Joseph's and Villa-
nova. ":]':, y^y.

The aim of this organization,

as stated in the second article

of the constitution, is to effect

a closer union among the stu-

dents and to promote relations

between the college and univer-
sity students and the general
public.

Also passed was a motion by
Tom Hoffman, Student Council
vice-president, that Villanova in-

dorse the C. C. G. P. to initiate

and co-ordinate a stale-wiot j-rc*

gram and movement to abolish
the 3 per cent sales tax on books
and supplies sold in campus
stores.

Some Opposition
Don Kempf and Jim Corey

lodged strenuous objections to
the motion, but were defeated.

The movement, which began
at LaSalle College, must obtain
the support of all C.C.G.P. mem-

bers before the organization can
endorse it as a unit. Tom Hoff-
man noted, though, that the
University of Pennsylvania may
be reluctant to join the move-
ment, as it is state supported
and may deem it undesirable
to become involved.

A motion made by Joe Mason
that the question of a need for
a comprehensive language ex-
amination to be given to fresh-
men who must take a language
for a degree, be presented to

Father Boyle through the Stu-
dent Faculty Committee was
passed with no objections.

A rather interesting situation
arose when a motion to compel
the treasurer to submit a regu-
lar report to the council hit a

snag when it could not be decid-
ed among the members whether
or not a treasury still existed.

This situation. Murphy said, will
be resolved at the next meeting.

Prefer New Policy

A change in the Who's Who
selection committee took place
when the members ousted the
editor of the VILLANOVAN as

(Continued on Page 12)

All-American

Rating Given

VU Engineer
The Villanova Engineer has

been awarded on Ail-American
rating for the year 1957-58 by
the Associated Collegiate Press,

it was recently announced by
A.C.P. officials.

In attaining the award, last

year's ENGINEER, which cele-

brated its 25th anniversary,

compiled a score of 1405 points

out of a possible 1500.

Bob Merkert, editor of this

year's ENGINEER, m learning

of the honor commended last

year's staff, headed by John
Filliman, and stated that he is

confident that the 1958-59 edi-

tion "will be one of the finest

publications in the country."

Moderator Pleased
The Rev. John J. Vrana,

O.S.A. , moderator of the engin-

eering publication, was also ex-

tremely pleased with the ac-

complishments of last year's

staff.

Merkert explained that a num-
ber of the points critized by the
A.C.P were worked out during
the summer and have already
been improved upon.
He stated that articles for

publication in the January is-

sue must be submitted before
Dec. 5 to the ENGINEER oflSce

or to any staff member.
Next Morning

Diagrams, graphs and photo-
graphs should be handed in

earlier.

A meeting of all staff mem-
rjers will be held Monday, Nov.
24, at 11:30 a.m. in room 304
Mendel Hall.

Yearbook pictures will be
taken following this meeting
and members were asked to wear
jacket and tie. Khakis should

not be worn, Merkert said. I

Fredericks' Band Signed For Dance;

^Big Day' Planned For St. John's Tots
By Wllliom B. Christy

of the Yillonovan Staff

This year's Orphans' Weekend, an annual event of the
junior class will take place Dec. 5, 6, and 8, under the chair-
manship of junior engineer, Ron Dobies.

Tickets for the Charity Ball, which starts the weekend,
will go on sale this week at one dollar per couple. The Ball
will be followed by the outing on Saturday and a party at
the home on Monday.

The weekend is held for the

_ _
I

- . benefit of the boys of St. John's

yO^rnoOK S Home in Philadelphia. Proceeds
' ^Ol k^\^wl\ 9 iTom the dance will be used for

H*4,^^„.
. C.#^»«MM ^^® party Monday, as will money

ISTory rOrm collected by the committee in

Deadline Fri.
Belle Air editor, Bob Pinto,

has announced that all senior

history forms must be submitted
by Friday if the seniors concern-
ed want their extra-curricular

activities recorded in the year-
book.

Forms may be picked up to-

day or tomorrow at the Year-
book office which will remain
open for the return of the forms
until Friday afternoon. Unless
these records are submitted by
that time, they will not reach the
printer in time to appear in the
book.

Pinto also announced that any
organization recognized by the
Student Council and which has
not yet arranged for yearbook
pictures, should do so inunedi-

ately. Seniors who have not
been photographed should make
arrangements to have pictures
taken with William Shea of the
Belle Air staff.

"There are no juniors on the
Yearbook staff," Pinto pointed
out. "We would appreciate ex-
perienced juniors offering their
help. They will be given work
commensurate with their talents
and they will gain experience
which will be useful for the 1960
yearbook."

RON DOBIES
H«Qds WMii«nd

all religion classes during the
next few weeks.

Bob Fredericks Signed
Music for Friday's dance will

be provided from 9 to 1 in the
Field House by the Sentimental-
ists, a local band led by Bob
Fredericks. Chairman for music
Bill Dusseau, junior chemical
engineer, signed the group, a
new one to the Villanova social

scene, this week.
The traditional winter theme

of the Charity Ball will be car-
ried out under the direction of
Junior C & F students, Harry
Leetner and Tom Calabrese- Don

(Continued on Page 18)
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Coach Frank Reagan tells the large crowd at the Army pep rally

that his dab would not disappoint them. And it certainly didn't.

After the pep rally, part of the Villanova band entertains the ralllers

with some hot Dixieland in the Sullivan-Sheehan quadrangle.

Council Plans Directory
To Include Student Data

•y PAUL A. BUCKLEY
V Of The Vlffoiiovoii Sfof

A Student Directory, which
will include the names, home ad-
dresses, degrees and year of
graduation of every student
presently enrolled in the uni-

versity, will be published by the
Student Activities Committee of
the Student Council, it was an-
nounced recently by Bob Mur-
phy, President of the Student
Body, and Bill Christman, Chair-
man of the Student Activities

Committee.

Difficulties in obtaining ap-
proval for the publication, in-

cluding fear of outside use for

advertising purposes and uncer-
tainties as to the method of
financing the project, were final-

ly resolved and work is now un-
derway.
The price of the directory,

though dependent on the number
purchased, is expected to be ap-

proximately $.75.

Because the directory is being
published by the Student Coun-
cil, an accurate estimate of the
number to be printed must be
obtained in order that the price

may be adjusted to meet the
dosts.

In keeping with this, students
will be required to place a de-

posit of 50c for which a receipt

will be given. After all deposits

have been received, final print-

ing will take place. To obtain
their copy, students will return
the deposit receipt and complete
the pajrment.

Contact Christman
It is hoped that distribution

will take place before Christ-
mas, to provide well wishers
with a list of correct addresses.

All students wishing to assist
in the advertising, publication
or distribution of the Directory
are requested to contact Bill

Christman in room 335 Sullivan
Hall.

P?i*»s;y:K^:

student Council President Bob Murphy discusses the Who's
Who selections with The Rev. Dante Girotoml, O.S.A., Dean of
Student Actlvitlea.

WVIL Merges

News, Silbrts

Departments
Bill Washington, station man-

ager for WVIL has announced
the consolidation of the News
and Sports departments of the
station.

These combined offices are
now under the direction of John
Oberlies, sophomore Q&F stu-
dent.

The schedule of programs has
been revised this year under the
new department. Last year,
two 15 minute programs, one
sports and the other news were
featured each night. Under the
new format, a program of 35
five minute news and sports
shows has been initiated-

New News Show
A 15 minute detailed news

presentation has also been add-
ed to the revised schedule.

Another program also making
its first appearance this year is

Nightlife, sponsored by Lucky
Strike. Pete Nolan, sophomore
Social Studies major, and Bob
DeLisa, sophomore Education
major are featured on the pro-
gram.

The program brings the latest

news, headlines, sports scores,

campus news, top tunes and a
complete menu for the following
day.

Trained Staff

The WVIL staff now includes

35 auditioned and trained mem-
bers, including seven members
from last year's staff. Butch Mc-
Nally, sophomore pre-Iaw stu-

dent, has been appointed News
and Sports Co-ordinator to fa-

cilitate program scheduling.

Complete coverage of all cam-
pus news is one of the chief

aims of WVIL's news shows.

Track Tapes

WVIL has announced that a
tape recording of the 1958 IC4A
outdoor track and field champ-
ionships held at Villanova last

May is available to all interested
groups on campus.

Play by play broadcasts of
nine Wildcat basketball games,
including two road games are
scheduled for the coming sea-
son. John Oberlies will also do
the play by play broadcasting
of the games.

Russian Club
USSR Native
Administrative approval has

been granted to the newly or-

ganized Russian Language Soci-

ety at Villanova, it was announc-
ed by the Reverend Joseph
Boyle, O. S. A., vice-president
for Academic Affairs.

Robert A. Brothers, a junior
Arts major has been elected

president of the Russian Society,

while Sean McArdle and Michael
Kwiatowski were named vice-

president and secretary, respec-

Chamnan of ICG

Stresses Need of

More Members
The Villanova chapter of the

Intercollegiate Conference on
Government last week elected

four officers for the coming
year.

Frank Cunningham, senior

Political Science major, was
elected Chairman, Ron Magray,
junior pre-law, vice chairman;
Charles Kerber, senior Account-
ing major, secretary-treasurer;

and Bob Interdonati, senior I.A.,

student council representative.

Cunningham announced that

meetings will be held every two
weeks at 10:30 a.m. on Thurs-
days in room 106, C&F.
Dr. Fred J. Khoury of the His-

tory department will be the mod-
erator of the society again this

year. '.i-f:;''/

.

Bills Drawn Up
The purpose of the confer-

ence, which is a state wide or-

ganization headed by Miss Gen-
ivieve Blatt, the Pennsylvania
Secretary of Internal Affairs, is

to acquaint the undergraduate
with the structure and function

of modern American govern-
ment*

Each year a project is under-
taken, such as a model Senate
or state legislature, and bills jire

drawn up by each college to be
presented at the mock govern-
mental body's annual meeting hi

the spring at Harrisburg, the
state capital.

Twenty-Fifth Anniversary
Speakers on local and state

politics are invited periodically

to address the club, thereby
rounding out the students'
practical knowledge.

OK Secured;
to Moderate
tively.

Dr. Victor Kruptisch, a pro-

fessor of Russian, has been &p-

pointed moderator of the new
society. A native of central Rus-
sia, Krupitsch taught at Michi-

gan University before joining

the Villanova faculty this year.

To Appreciate Russia

Krupitsch announced that the
purpose of the club is to "in-

crease the appreciation of Rus-
sian culture and language among
Villanova students."

Sections of the society will be
concerned with music and folk-

songs, art, and literature. Chess
will be included in the program
for those interested.

Through this organization,

students taking Russian lang-
uage or history courses will be
able to supplement their studies
by conversation and discussion
with fellow students and pro-
fessors.

Many Are Called

At present, the club is com-
prised of 30 members, most of
whom are studying elementary
or advanced Russian. Dr. Krup-
tisch announced, however, that
the club is open to all interested
students- Meetings are held
once a week.

ASME To Travel

To Chester Plant
Tomorrow, the Villanova

chapter of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers will

sponsor a field trip to the Ford
Assembly Plant in Chester, Pa.

The purpose of the trip is to

acquaint the students with the
engineering which is involved in

the complete assembling of a
Ford automobile.

Earlier this week, Mr. John
L. Allen delivered a talk on Nuc-
lear Power to the group*

Allen, an alumnus of Villa-
nova and engineer In charge of
Mechanical Research at Phila-
delphia Electrics Research and
Development Department, dis-

cussed design differences be-
tween several of the main types
of nuclear reactors.

Allen concluded his talk with
a short discussion of the role of
the mechanical engineer In the
design of a nuclear power plant

Spanish

Annual
Club To Present

'Noche Espanolo*
On Friday, December 5, the

Spanish Club will celebrate its

annual "Noche Espanola" in the

Vasey Hall auditorium with a
literary-musical program.

The program, which was initi-

ated some 25 years ago by the
late Rev. Lorenzo Lozano,
O.S.A., will consist of two parts.

In the first segment, a one
act comedy which was written

especially for the Spanish Night

by the Rev. Policarpo Oroz,

b.S.A., will be featured.

The Poison Marriage

The comedy, which is entitled

"El Matrimonio Llamado Ven-
eno," or literally "The Marriage
Called Poison," will feature Di-

ana Rivera and Beatriz and
Graciela Quelquejeu all of Rose-
mont College, with Omar Leon
and Severa Lanza of Villanova.

The musical segment of the

show will include two piano so-

los featuring Narciso Gandora
and Ken MacGillivray.

MacGillivray To Play

Gandora will play "Danza
Quinto" by Granados and Mac-
Gillivray will give his rendition

ICG Chapter
(Continued from Page 2)

knowledge and adding to the

practical experience gained by
forming the actual bills.

Activities for the year include

the celebration of the 25th anni-

versary of the organization, to

be held at Harrisburg next
spring, and a social for the

southeastern region of the Con-
ference, of which Villanova is a
member.

of Ravel's "Abborada del gra-

cisa."

Songs will be sung by Cath-

erine Reliquario and Judy Rod-
riguez of Cabrini College and by
the Spanish Club Chorus.

Mr. Vito DiVincenzo, modera-
tor of the Club, and the officers,

Ben Hynes, Dennis Cardone.
Donald Ropain, Kevin Flynn and
Clayton Thomas will supervise

the Night's activities.

Military Theme Chosen
For Thanksgiving Dance

Corrosion-Resistant Monel

Monel nickel-copper alloy is high-
ly resistant to the corrosive action

of both fresh and salt water.

Second Annual

Amateur Show
In The Making

Plans are now being formula-

ted by the Intramural Depart-

ment for the 2nd annual Ama-
teur Night to be held sometime
before the Christmas holidays.

The show, presented last year

for the first time since the war,

and put on exclusively by un-

dergraduate students, will con-

sist of skits of all varieties.

To Award Prizes

As in pre-war days, partici-

pants in the show will be given

credits towards the intramural

competition. In addition, a
group of judges comprised of

lay professors, priests, and al-

umni will pick the best acts and
award prizes.

Reverend Michael O'Donnell,

O.S.A., of the English depart-

ment, and Ed Geisz, director of

Intramurals, will direct the

show.
Better Than Ever

Father O'Donnell pointed out

that Villanova has an abundance
of talent, enough to make this

year's show equal to those

staged before the war.

Students interested in enter-

ing the show should contact

either of the show's directors.

The Thanksgiving Dance,
sponsored by the National Fed-

eration of Catholic College Stu-

dents, will be held in the field

House this Friday night and will

highlight the last weekend of

the 1958 football season.

Dancing will be from 9 to 1, to

the music of Leo Zollo.

Chairman Tom Moakley an-

nounced that tickets will be sold

in the Pie Shoppe until Friday
afternoon, but they will also be
on sale at the door for those

who decide late that they would

like to attend.

Decorations Decided

Tickets, which will cost $2.50

per couple, have been sold dur-

ing the past week in the dorm-

itories, primarily by members
of the Student Council.

The decorations for the dance

will be constructed according to

a military theme, keeping with

the theme of the football game-

Exact plans for the decora-

tions will not be revealed before

the night of the dance. Moakley
did say, however, that the cen-

terpiece will depict one of the

great moments in the history of

the Marine Corps.

Last Social Event
Moakley also said that the

military theme would be ap-

Very Reverend James A. Donnellon, O.S.A., President of the

University, receives the Cadets with West Point Military Academy
Superintendent, Lieutenant General Garrison H. Davidson, U. S.

Army.

Pius XU Helped Save
Roman Jews in War

The story of how Pope Pius XII

helped save the Jews of Rome from

the Germans during World War II

is told by a former Irish minister

to the Holy See in a national Catho-

lic publication.

Dr. T. J. Kiernan, now the Irish

ambassador at Ottawa, Canada,

writes of this incident and others in

the December Catholic Digest.

The Irish delegate at the Vatican

during the war years recalls that a

fortnight after Rome fell to the Ger-

mans, the chief rabbi of the city,

Zolli, was told by German authorities

that the entire Jewish population of

the city would be driven away if he

did not hand over 100 pounds of gold

and a million lire in cash.

Rabbi Zolli was unable to secure

the gold in the 24 hours allocated, so

he appealed to the Pope for help, Dr.

Kiernan reports. The gold was pro-

vided for him, "partly by having gold

ornaments melted down." .
. ;..

Rabbi Zolli later embraced the

Catholic faith, the diplomat recalls.

Dr. Kiernan also recalls that the

Pope left the Vatican shortly after

the bombing of the San Lorenzo

section of Rome in 1943. With him
he brought a bundle of lire notes for

the Capuchins to use in helping

bombed-out families.

"I saw him give some of the note?

to an old woman who pressed for-

ward and spoke beseechingly to him,

and some to a man who had crawled

out of his ruined house covered with

the brown dust of the debris."

# During hi» firtt months in the

U. S., opera star Enrico Caruso ate

Italian foods exclusively. Then one
Thanksgiving day he was prevailed

upon to celebrate with a real Ameri-

can dinner, turkey and all the trim-

mings.

Caruso tasted the turkey and
raised his eyebrows approvingly.

Then he tasted the stuffing, and be-

came ecstatic. "Bravo! Bravo bra-

vissimo!" he exclaimed. "This is

superb!" And he proceeded to eat

every morsel of his dinner.

The chef, after a little coaxing, re-

vealed that he had stuffed the turkey

with spaghetti.

Catholic Digest—December

propriate because the N.R.O.T.C.
unit has their communion break-
fast on Saturday morning, and
will march en masse at the
game.

Since this is the last social

event of the fall semester with
the exception of Orphan's week-
end, and also the last event be-

fore the Thanksgiving recess,

a large number of students are
expected to attend.

OaCamins
(By the Author of **RaUy Round the Flag, Boyni "and,

"Barefoot Boy vtiih Cheek.")

THE GIFT HORSE
I know how busy you are—studying, going to class, catching

night crawlers—but let me interrupt your multifarious activi-

ties—studying, going to class, helping old grads find their

dentures after Homecoming— to remind you that busy as you

are—studying, going to class, searching for meat in the dormi-

tory stew—time and tide wait for no man, and the Yuletide will

soon be upon us. Busy or not, we must turn our thoughts to

Christmas shopping. Let us, therefore, pause for a moment in

t)ur busy schedules—studying, going to class, rolling drunks—

to examine a number of interesting gift suggestions.

We will start with the hardest gift problem of all : What do

you give to the person who has everything? Well sir, there fol-

lows a list of a half dozen gifts which I will flatly guarantee the

person who has everything does not have

:

1. A dentist's chair.

2. A low hurdle.

3. A street map of Perth.

4. Fifty pounds of chicken fat.

5. A carton of filter-tip Marllwros.

6. A carton of non-filter Philip Morris.

"ir/ia<<^" you exclaim, your young eyebrows rising in wild

incredulity. "The person who has everything does not have

cartons of filter Marlboros and non-filter Philip Morris?" you

shriek, your young lips curling mockingly. "What armnt non-

sense!" you rasp, making a coarse gesture.

And I reply with an emphatic no! The person who has every-

thing does not have filter Marlboros and non-filter Philip Morris

—not for long anyhow— because if he has Marlboros and Philip

Morris and if he is a person who likes a mild, mellow, fresh,

flavorful cigarette—and who does not? eh? who does not?—

why, then he doesn't have Marlboros and Philip Morris; he

smokes them. He might possiblj' have a large collection of

Marlboro and Philip Morris butts, but whole Marlboros and

Philip Morris? No. An emphatic no!

Now we take up another thorny gift problem : What do you

buy your girl if you are broke? Quite a challenge, you will agree,

but there is an answer—an ingenious, exciting answer! Surprise

your girl with a l)eautiful bronze head of herself

!

^^'^ ^^^£S|:
Oh. I know you're not a sculptor, hut that doesn't matter. All

you have to do is endear yourself to your girl's rooininute, so

she will he willing to do you a favor. Then some night when

your girl is fast asleep, have the rooirunate butter your girl's

face— tpiietly, so as not to wake her—and then quietly pour

plaster of Paris on top of the butter and then quietly wait till it

hardens and (|uietly lift it off— the butter will keep it from

sticking—and then bring you the mold, and you will ixnir bronze

in it and make a beautiful bust to surprise your girl with!

Keineiiibcr, it is important— rery important— to endear your-

self to the rooiiunate, because if anything should go wrong,

you don't want tp be without a girl for the holiday sea.^on.

ti I0S8 Max Shulinko

• • •

Your gift problem is no problem if you will give Marlboroe

to your filter smoking friends and Philip Morris to your non-
filter smoking friends. Both come in soft pack or flip-top

box; botfi are made by the sponsor of this column.

'IS; 'I

j.i^j^
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The Real Honor

Thirty-two Villanova students were honored
this week by being named to the 1959 edition of
the National Collegiate Who's Who.

They were chosen by the Administration for

their qualities of leadership, scholarship and in-

tegrity; as well as for their compliance with certain

regulations of the university.

The VILLANOVAN extends its congratula-
tions to the honored students, for they have re-

ceived the highest distinction that Villanova can
give them. These are the persons who have led

the Class of 1959 for four years—they are respons-
ible for making the class what it is today.

Ther6 will, of course, be complaints about the
Who's Who nominees, just as there are every year.

Some students always seem to feel that the list is

not an accurate tabulation of the university's stu-

dent leaders, that some deserving students were
unjustly slighted.

These students may be right or wrong, but we
feel that criticism of such a list of distinguished
students, while it will always be with us, doesn't
really matter. For there is an even greater honor
for the college student than the actual winning of
a place in Who's Who—that is realization that he
deserves it. v ^

; And, if each and every one of Villanova's hon-
ored seniors can say to himself that he truly de-
serves the glory given him, criticism, should it exist,

will not matter. In the realization of the worthi-
ness of their award, they will have something more
important that a listing in a book or a picture in

the paper.

For, unless we are worthy of an honor, it

means nothing. And, if we do deserve distinction—and realize it—whether we receive it or not is

not important. ; ;
/ ., . .

Philadelpfiia's Cardinal
Most Rev. John Francis O'Hara Archbishop of

Philadelphia who will receive the red hat of the

Cardinalate on December 17, is recognized as a

great educator and administrator.

.^ Since his installation in January 1952, Card-
inal O'Hara has greatly expanded the number
of parish schools and facilities, constructed 12 new
archdiosesan high schools, and established schooJis

and homes for retarded children.

A native of Philadelphia, Cardinal O'Hara
served on the faculty of the University of Notre
Dame before becoming president there for a five

year term in 1934. He is the first member of his

order, the Congregation of the Holy Cross, to be
elevated to cardinal.

While head of the Philadelphia Archdiocese,
Cardinal O'Hara saw the Catholic population grow
to nearly 1.4 million. He has campaigned vigorous-
ly for an expanded Catholic press to meet the
great needs of the laity.

This is a man who will walk humbly and with
dignity in his new rank. We extend our joyous
congratulations to John Cardinal O^Hara.

' VILLANOVA UNIVmSITY . VILLANOVA. PINNA.
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Convention Notes:

Provincial Chicago, Light

Sprites Amuse V. U. Editors
When the VILLANOVAN's

E d i t o r-in-C hief Larry
O'Rourke, Managing Editor
Jack Curtin and Associate Ed-
itor Tom Goldschmidt left for
the Associate Collegiate Press
convention a week ago today,
they had no idea what was in
store for them.
The 34th annual conference

of the ACP was held in the
Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chica-
go, a city termed by one of the
Main Line visitors as "nothing
but an overgrown small town,
but still one of the greatest
cities I've ever seen."

The three-day convention of
sime 1,000 student editors, rep-
resenting newspapers and year-
books from the major colleges

Editors Gone, But • •

This 20-page issue of the
VILLANOVAN, largest in the
history of the university's

student newspaper, is pub-
lished today despite the fact
that the top three members
of the editorial staff were not
on campus most of last weelc.

While the paper's so-called

"big three" attended the As-
sociate Collegiate Press con-
vention in Chicago, the bulk
of the work on the VILLA-
NOVAN was handled by a
special editorial board consist-

ing of Frank Dynan, Bill

Christy, Paul Buckley, Joe
FitzPatrick and Ray Quaglia.

Usually, Dynan and Buck-
ley hold the position of News
Editors on the staff, while
Christy and Quaglia run the
Feature pages. FitzPatrick
has recently returned from a
leave of absence to his Sports
Editor position.

Editor-in-Chief Larry
O'Rourke has issued a state-

ment of commendation and
thanks to the board and the
whole VILLANOVAN staff

for their efforts.

and universities of 38 states,

gave the Villanovans not only
a chance to learn a little more
about their chosen extra-cur-
ricular profession, but also a
chance to gain a better insight
into people.

Here then are several smec-
dotes about the people who ed-
ucated, interested and often
amused the VILLANOVAN
representatives.

« « « « 4f

Perhaps the most important
point made during all the con-
vention conferences came from
Al Capp, the cartoonist who
created the world-famous L'il
Abner comic strip, in his
address at the Saturday lunch-
eon,:;-.;,.:;,.;-- •:r;.'.

Capp told the delegates,
while speaking of the develop-
ment of his career, how he
lived as a child on Stevens
street in Boston, and how "we
never made any distinction
among the people on the street,
regardless of their race, re-
ligion or color.

"Then I started on my way
to success and moved into a
better neighborhood. There,
people with more money and
more intelligence than I taught
me that there was a distinction.

According to them, some peo-
ple were better than others.

"I've spent nearly 25 years
of cartooning trying to get
back to Stevens street."

* # « 4f «

The Villanova editors saw an
excellent presentation of "My
Fair Lady" in the Shubert
Theater Wednesday evening,
but although they thoroughly
enjoyed the show, they ended
up being more amused by a
lady in the row behind them.

The woman, a stout, short
lady with a rasping voice, made
continual comments during the
show, and even carried a small

screwdriver in her purse, with
which she tried to pry loose the
metal box containing binocu-
lars for the audience rather
than pay the required quarter.

Her classic comment, how-
ever, came as she was leaving
the theater. Turning to one
of her companions, she stated,
"That was real good, but I

would have liked it much bet-
ter if they did it in American
instead of English.'*

# » # * «

Two former Villanovans
were among the many persons
that the touring Main Liners
came in contact with.

One was Joe Rottino, from
Longjfsland, who matriculated
at Villanova with the Class of
1958, spent two and a half
years here, and then trans
ferred to New York University.
He was representing NYU at
the convention, as he is now
editor of the yearbook there, '

Another was Tom Rogers,
who graduated with the Class
of 1956, and is now in the
army. Rogers and three of his
friends, all recently returned
from Korea, flew back from
Chicago with the editors, on
their way to a 50-day leave.

He was an end on the football
team during his stay on the
Main Line.

« # # 4f #

Speaking of football, the
VilUnovans had a good time
talking over Saturday's grid
contest with seven West Point
cadets who attended the con-
vention, and were surprised to
iind that the cadets actually
did think that Villanova might
have a chance of victory.

« * « » *

Still in the sports realm, an-
other passenger with the edi-

(Conlinued on Puko 7)
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PrimaryAim of Belle Masque

To Thriir andTo Entertain'
Mr. Richard Duprey, direc-

tor of the Villanova Drama
department, has been the
largest single factor respon-
sible for the many successful
productions of the Belle Mas-
que Drama Society.

He has skillfully brought to

the Villanova stage such
plays as "Skin of our Teeth,"

"St. Joan" and "Billy Budd".
"Tiger at the Gates," the
most recent offering of the
society as directed by Mr.
Duprey is considered among
the finest plays ever witnes-
sed at Villanova.

Drama Essential

Since Drama is an integral

part of the cultural life of

any university, Belle Masque,
which is Drama here at Vil-

lanova, takes an exceedingly
important position among
campus organizations.

The primary aim of the so-

ciety, according to Mr. Du-
prey, is to thrill and to enter-

tain an audience, to give them
erperiences which they would
never feel them/selves."
Thus, Belle Masque, as any

other drama group, relies

heavily on the audience as a
criteria of whether or not it

produces good theatre.

Often an audience is con-

sidered to lack the maturity
which is necessary for the ap-

preciation of a particular

play. Mr. Duprey, however,

feels that "genuinely great

theatre will appeal to any
audience. Shakespeare not
only appeals to the intellec-

tual, but to the man in the

pits. This is generally true of

all great dramatists.

Acts on Actors
There is .however, a certain

adverse psychological effect

which an inattentive or slug-

By RAY QUAGLIA

gish audience has on the ac-

tors they can sense the audi-

ences unreceptiveness." This

is not true of student audi-

ences," says Mr. Duprey,
"Contrary to what many may
say, they are intelligent and
lively. An unbeatable combin-

ation for the actor."

When asked if he was sat-

isfied by Belle Masque's most
recent production, "Tiger at

the Gates," Mr. Duprey said

that "a director is never sat-

isfied with any sort of crea-

tive work."

MR. QUPREY

He added, however, that he

was "immensely pleased with

the spirit of teamwork evi-

denced by the cast." He ex-

pressed his belief that "they

have developed into a close

knit unit with a style of their

own."
Since we as viewers are in-

terested in the type of drama
we are offered, as well as the

Villanova Student Relates

An Experience In Politics
By J. P.

I was privileg-

ed to work with

the Democratic
Committee of

Philadelphia dur-

ingthe past
campaign.
The Eastern

Pennsylvan -

, : . ia Citizenship
Clearing House

sponsors a student internship

program whereby college stu-

dents are given the opportun-

ity, with pay, to work and
observe in politics and gov-

ernment. These internships

are available with both part-

ies and with top government
executives. In order to obtain

such a position the student

must gain the approval of his

Dean, the Clearing House,

and the political party with

which he wishes to work.

J. P. Meets Candidates

On August 18th I reported

to the City Committee and
met my co-intern, Bill Comon-
er, a senior at Haverford Col-

lege. We were both intro-

duced to Mr. Carroll Shelton,

Publicity Director at City

Committee, who was to be our
immediate supervisor. For the

first few days we toured city

offices such as the District At-
tomej^'s City Council and

KELLEY

Board of City Commissioners.
The administrative heads

of each of these explained

their duties and abilities. We
met the candidates, learned

the issues, and realized the

problems a politician faces.

Soon I became a campaign
manager for two State As-
sembly candidates, and Bill

organized college students to

political action.

Tedious Work Rewarded
Much of the work we did

such as filing and correspond-

ence was tedious. It had its

reward however in that we
were able to attend press con-

ferences, Hundred-Dollar din-

ners and deal directly with
high public officials.

We were given the oppor-

tunity to record a one minute
political speech, which was
aired over the radio, and to

appear in a non-talking ca-

pacity on television. We did

research for candidates, list-

ened to their problems, and
were sometimes asked to

give our opinions. We soon
understood the problems and
helped grope for their solu-

Time A Big Factor

City Committee employees
were subject to constant pres-
sure dunng the campaign.

professionality of its execu-

tion, Mr. Duprey was asked

how plays are chosen for en-

actment by the company.
"The plays must," be said,

"have proven themselves as

good theatre. Tiger at the

Gates, for instance, despite

the recommendations of the

National Catholic Theatre
Conference, and the fine re-

views which it received in

New York, will nev6r be num-
bered among my favorite
scripts. But I do recognize it

as a fine piece of writing."

"The plays" he continued,

"are chosen in relation to

their value as theatre, not in

relation to the likes and dis-

likes of any individual." We
will try to choose the most
exciting and most attractive

productions that can be

found, not limiting ourselves

to any one period or culture."

More Drama
As for Belle Masque's fu-

ture plans, Mr. Duprey said

that "the traditional two pro-

ductions a year would be put
on for the undergraduate
students." He also said, "that

as the graduate division
grows and begins to produce
plays of its own, and as the

faculty of the theatre divi-

sion increases. Belle Masque
may expand proportionately."

No definite choice has yet

been made for the next pro-

duction, but the number of

prospects have been reduced
to three plays. Among these.

The Inspector General, a Rus-
sian farce, by Nikolai Gogol,

and the Matchmaker, by
Thornton Wilder, are the two
most under consideration.

When asked if he felt that

there is an increase of theatre

interest on the present Villa-

nova campus, Mr Duprey
answered in the affirmative.

He said that "the Villanova

student body is reflecting the

trend of society to renewed
interest in th theatre."

The Best Fof Most
He gives as a reason for

this increase the fact that

"the theatre is returning to

a more colorfuU view of life,

to plays with greater life en-

hancing values. Theatre is

moving away from the drab,

sordid naturalistic and real-

istic presentations of the
early twentieth century."

Mr. Duprey added that

"Tiger at the Gates" received

a number of favorable com-
ments from students and
from people in the commun-
ity. He expressed a personal
regret in saying, "We can't

please everyone with every-
thing we do," and the aim of
Belle Masque by concluding,
"but we will keep trying to

entertain and to edify as
many people as possible."

They ate and slept politics,

for if one person neglected

their responsibilities, the

whole organization would be

hurt. We were subject to this

pressure and that of school

with the result that no time

was free and all time was
budgeted.

I often found myself work-
ing late at night compiling

statistics or mailing tickets

to the 100 dollar dinner. We
(Continued on I'age 6)
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Mid^Term Review

Jy BOB BROTHERS

VILLANOVA BAND now at full strength as they re-

turn from the West Point trip. Wearing new uniforms,
they hope to start a new craze in band costuming.

THE SOPH COTTILION was the biggest night of the
year for this social-minded Rosemont freshman. Her hair-

style, modeled after the most recent creations of the
Dougherty Hall barber shop, created quite a stir at the
dance.

V.U. RIFLE TEAM which recently showed its twen-

ty-four hour readiness when it was called upon to avert

strife in the Freshman-Sophomore MUFF DAY dispute.

Noted for his accuracy^ Abdul Schismitar (third from
left) smiles as he zeros in on target.

t».'.X->.<-.'.
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NEW FEATURE EDITOR OF THE VILLANOVAN
who is the first female member of the publication, swears

that she can do the work of two men. "Snoopy/* who can

also type, intends to be a great asset to the newspaper,

and has already shown her ability by rising from the

ranks to take over the coveted position.
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Who's Who Highest Honor
Possible For A VelJ. Student

Villanova^s Kof C Chapter

Praises Former Teacher

SPIERS

\ This week of
•i November 17th

has a certain

lustre to it as

some thirty
members of Vil-

lanova's senior

class are named
to the National
Collegiate
Who's Who for

1958-59.

These new members are not

only the elite of the V. U.
campus, but are among the

finest college students in the

nation.

Villanova's procedure in

selecting the final candidates

is rather typical of the mem-
ber schools.

The first step is the gather-

ing of a student committee.
This committee consists of

the presidents of the senior

class and student council, the

editors of the VILLANOVAN
and the BELLE AIR and the

seniors who were president of

the three preceding classes.

All Schools Represented
Ten names are then sub-

mitted to the committee by
the dean of Villanova's four

schools; Engineering, Corn-

By BILL SPIERS

erce and Finance, Arts and
Nursing. The moderators of

each of the students activit-

ies enter two names each for

consideration.

The student committee's

selections are then passed on
for approval by a student

faculty committee. This final

committee includes the dean
of student activities, the Rev.

Dante L. Girolami, O.S.A.,

the Dean of Men, Rev. George
J. McLauglin, O.S.A. The
Director of Admissions Fr.

John A. Klekotka, O.S.A., and
the school chaplain Rev. Nor-
bert W. Whitley, O.S.A.

Chosen with Care
The two student represent-

atives are the President of

the Senior Class, Oz Scogna,
and the Student Council

President Bob Murphy. It is

this committee that makes
the final selections. .;

All candidates are chosen
with great care. They all '^ust

attain at least a 2.4 average

and be a student in good
standing at all times.

Chapel attendance and dis--

ciplinary records are careful-

ly checked. All extra-carricu-

la activities are also taken
into consideration.

In short the three outstand-
ing characteristics sought
from the candidates, as stat-

ed by the Who's Who editor-
ial Board, are. Leadership,
Scholarship and service to

one's own schooL.

It is a greater honor than
most people realize to be in-

cluded in such a distinguished

group. As Fr. Girolami him-

self said, "it is the highest

honor Villanova University

can bestow on her students."

Acredit to All

"We have chosen these stu-

dents because we are posi-

tive they will always be a
credit to the university,"

Fr. Girolami added.

Also noted was that their

selection to the publication is

a credit to the students them-

selves. For later on in busi-

ness and industry ft will

prove to be an invaluable re-

conunendation.

And so to the Villanovans

selected our heartiest con-

gratulations, and the wish
that your future may be as

distinguished as the present.

French Students More Independent,

But Less Energetic Than Americans

FRENCH
STUDENT

no school

It is rather dif-

Jficult to esti-

'^ mate the mor-
ality of the
JFrench student.

JHe does, how-
fever, have much
more self con-

trol than the

average Ameri-
can. There are

regulations con-

cerning drinking, and the

student can do pretty much
as he pleases. What ever
control there is, must come
from within the student him-
self. :'

I found the students to be
quite honest. I often left my
books and clothing around the

student building and I never
had a thing taken. This is

more an expression of an
.idea of mutual fair treatment
and support amongst the stu-

dents, than a moral force.

The French students were
glad to help the foreign stu-

dents get settled at the uni-

versity.

Students Conscientious
Although they might con-

cede that some things are
morally wrong, their attitude

was generally, "so what". It

is this "so what" attitude

that makes busy intersec-

tions of traffic quite exciting

places.

As students, I found them
to be much more conscien-

tious than we are. Their
studies are entirely their own
responsibility and so they
have to be serious about
them. It was only their de-

sire for knowledge which
brought them to class, not
school regulations.

'"-''''

The professors insisted on
high standards and the stu-

dents responded by being

most meticulous in their stud-

ies.

Relaxing Rock 'N' Roll

We Americans always

By JIM GILLESPIE

Last of A Series

claimed to be the life of the

parties. I think this was
true. The French were so for-

mal and reserved that all

they ever seemed to do was
stand around rather awk-
wardly wondering what to do.

We would come roaring

through with our rock 'n roll

records and then they would
begin to relax and to have
a good time. The French also

learned to stock in an extra';

supply of beverages when
they invited Americans.

If the French students do
not wash as often as we do,

'

at least they are neat. ' No
one walks around with shirt

tails out or ties at half mast.
They may be dirty but all

their buttons are buttoned.

Most Europeans do not have
a great deal of clothing and

.

so they are quite careful with
what they do have. I was told

that frequent washing wears
out the clothes faster.

Cherchez la Femme
If a French girl has the

money to dress well, she is

always dressed in good taste.

The French are noted for

their good taste, and they
used to roar with laughter
at the American girls in their

thick socks and saddle shoes.

The students do not dis-

play the vitality and energy
of the Americans. Their
plans of study are never too

strenuous and no one seemed
to work at outside jobs while
at school- Social occasions
are events carefully planned
and do not happen twice in

one week'.

Students On Their Own
The French seem to respect

their parents more than we
do, and are not as independ-
ent in their ambitions. We
Americans are under pressure

from our parents and teach-

ers all the way through
school, to study, and to be-

have ourselves at all times.

We never are able to free

ourselves from this pressure

until we graduate. At this

time we have not had any
experience at being on our
own and do not appreciate

any assistance which our
parents offer, which is meant
to help us plan the rest of
our lives.

The French student has
four years in which he is his

own master; four years to

compete in the world on his

own. When he is ready to

start into a career, he is

more likely to realize the
stiff competition with which
he is faced, and appreciate

any assistance that he can

PoliticsW
(Continued from Page 5)

vere so engrossed in our work
however, that we never
thought of anything else but
the problem of the moment

J. P. Knew all the Time
One of my most interesting

experiences occurred in Bal-
timore County, Md. while I

was working for the political

analyst of the party, E. John
Bucci. We took a "Gallup
Poll", compiled statistics, and
then decided who would win
the election. Mr. Bucci was
"on the nose" in practically

all of his prediction.

If you are interested in

politics and would like more
information on the internship

program, you may address
your correspondence to:

Dr. Edward G. Janosik,

Eastern Pennsylvania
Citizenship Clearing
House

Room E-32, Dietrich Hall
University of

Pennsylvania

The recently - inaugurated
Knights of Columbus Council
here on the Villanova campus
has been named after an out-

standing Augustinian priest,

teacher, and scientist.

The chapter bears the
name, the Father L u d w i g
Council of the K. of C.
A native of Philadelphia,

Father Francis J. Ludwig was
born August 8, 1904, and en-
tered Villanova Prep now
Malvern Prep in 1920. Four
years later on June 25, 1924,
he was received into the Au-
gustinian Order as a novice.

A graduate of Villanova, he
received his Bachelor of Arts
degree with the Class of 1928.
Father Ludwig was ordain-

ed in Washington, D. C, June
9, 1931, and assigned one year
later to the faculty of Villa-

nova's Biology Department-
For post-graduate work he
went to the Marine Biological
Laboratory at Woods Hole,
Mass.

Ph. D. at Penn
He studied further at the

University of Pennsylvania,
and received his Master of
Science degree in 1939. The
same institution awarded him
a Ph.D. in 1944 upon com-
pletion of his doctorate thesis.

For about ten of his years
at Villanova, Father Ludwig
was residence hall prefect in
Alumni and Fedigan Halls.

It was here at Villanova
that Father became known
for his outstanding qualities.

Although a humble and shy

man, he was a diligent teach-

er, a good friend, and a coun-

selor to all those who knew
him.
He will be remembered

most by alumni and students

for his patient and consider-

ate work with college men,
both in the Biology Depart-

ment and in other fields of

study.

Biology Specialist

With all the time he spent

with students, Fater Ludwig
still found time to achieve

personal success in the field

of biology.

While on the Villanova fac-

ulty. Father achieved an out-

standing reputation for his

work on microscopic organ-
isms, and received wide recog-
nition for his ability to draw
and observe microscopic life.

People from all walks in

life who had the opportunity
of studying under Father
Ludwig or knowing him, shall

long remember his modest at-

titude and most valuable con-
tributions to the field of
science.

However, his story at Vil-

lanova was short lived, for
he died on February 16, 1951
at the age of 46. Villanova
lost a great priest and teach-
er.

The Villanova Knights of
Columbus felt it only fitting

and proper to name their

council after this man.

Mars'AtmosphericCondition
Contains Requisites For Life

By PRANK DYNAN

It is not enough to prove
the presence of an atmos-
phere on the planet Mars.
The atmosphere must be an-
alyzed to determine whether
it contains the necessary
life-supporting elements. Ju-
piter is known to be surround-
ed by an extensive atmos-
phere, but it consists largely
of ammonia and methane
gasses poisonous to life.

Logic suggests the pres-
ence of water vapor in the
Martian atmosphere, for if

there are polar caps which
melt in the summer, there
must be water vapor which
has evaporated from the
caps. The amount of water
vapor is so small that it can
scarcely be detected. How-
ever, it has been detected at
Lowell Observatory by com-
paring the spectra of the
moon and of Mars.

Rocks Remove Oxygen
Water vapor alone will not

support life; free oxygen and
carbon dioxide must also be
present. .There is very little

free oxygen on Mars—per-

haps one-t housanth the
amount of Earth—but the
reddish color of Mars is evi-

dence that it does exist.

The planet's reddish hue is

due to the oxidation of Mar-
tian rocks. However, this ox-
idation has almost completely
removed the oxygen from the
atmosphere- The strength of
the absorption bands of the

Martian atmosphere demon-
strated that there is quite a
large amount of carbon di-

oxide present; twice the
amount in Earth's atmos-

phere.

Too Cold for Earth life

So far science and logic

have proved that Mars has
an atmosphere which con-
tains elements needed for
life. But what of the temp-
erature? Is it too cold for
life on Mars? The tempera-
ture on Mars does not reach
those extremes of heat and
cold which would exclude
life, but they almost certain-

ly preclude any form of life

existing on Earth. There is

no reason, however, why
some forms of life could not
have adopted themselves to
conditions on Mars. '

;

Because of Mars' distance
from the sun, its tempera-
tures are much colder than
Earth's. It may reach 50° in

the Martian tropics and may
drop to 125° at the poles.

The lack of a dense insulat-

ing atmosphere allows the
temperature to drop rapidly
from its noon high. Extreme
cold is therefore the rule.

An analysis of the evidence
for life on Mars has shown
that life could quite possibly
exist, but what of evidence
,that it does exist?

Next Week-
Does Life Exist On Mara?

ili

Provincial Chicago Amuses Villanovan Editors
(Continued from Pupr© O

tors on their flight home was
world-famous sports broad-
caster Mel Allen, returning
from his telecast of the North-
wester n-Purdue battle in

Evanston.
Terming VUlanova's 26-0

loss "respectable" and head
coach Frank Reagan a "won-
derful fellow," Allen gave a

piece of advice to Villanova
and other schools of the same
size.

"If you're going to compete
with teams of their (Army's)
size, you've got to give out the
same number of scholarships.
When they're giving out be-
tween 30 and 40, and you're
only giving about 15, you have
a tremendous disadvantage."

• * • « •

A young lady from liie south
stood up for her rights during
one of the conferences* a dis-

cussion of the art of reporting
by Karin Walsh, city editor of
the Chicago SUN-TIMES.
Walsh said that he didn't

feel that tiiere was too much
of a place for women In the

newspaper game. The collegi-

ate editor stood up and asked
him if he would hire a young
lady of failtiatlve and ability

if she came to his office. His
reply was no.

With tiiat, she turned and
walked primly down the cen-

ter aisle and out of the meet-
ing.

• « • * •

Another southerner, this one
a lad from Georgia Tech, pro-
vided one of the comedy high-
lights of the convention.
During a discussion on cen-

sorship, he told of how his
paper had attacked the cam-
pus doctor for various infrac-
tions of his duties, and asked
whether or not they could be
sued for libel.

While his relation of the
story was almost hilariously
funny, the best was yet to
come. When someone asked
him if he had tried to get the

KEMPF

Shiny Engine Tarnishes

As A Boy Becomes A Man
y DON KEMPF

"When I was a child, I spoke as a child,

I felt as a chUd, I thought as a child. Now
jthat I have become a man, I have put
away the things of a child."—St. Paul

(1 Cor. 6, 1)
Once upon a time I was very young. I

I was sitting on a branch of the big tree in

the empty lot across the street from my
house, munching on a few carrots I'd

taken from Mr. O'NeilFs victory garden.

Gosh, I wanted to be a fireman. I'd have
given anything to be a fireman. To screach 'round the

comer, hands latched to the rear of the ladder, black coat

rustling in the breeze; to zoom down Western Avenue at

sixty miles an hour all day with the siren whistling and
the shiny silver bell on the front of the engine clanging

away; oh, how I wanted to be a fireman.

I used to walk past the fire house on my way home
from school, stopping sometimes in wide-eyed fascination

to look through the open doora- . :

All Red and Shiny
Everything was bright and shiny inside; the chromed '1

;

parts of the engine, the nozzles on the hoses, and the brass :
^

pole the firemen used in order to get down to the engines

in a hurry. "\''r' •

;:•'

'

v v
^^

;;.-., :V ; ;^, ;;•;•<./

I could see the wide red suspenders on the backs of

the firemen as they sat playing checkers in the comer.

But my eyes always ended their journey by focusing

on the same object—the bright red helmets. That's what
I wanted most, one of those shiny red helmets.

And so I turned and skipped home, a smile on my
face and whistling all the way, for I knew . . . someday
I'd have one.

But as I grew, I began to change. Older and wiser

people told me of the other things, of things more import-

ant than a mere shiny red fire helmet
I learned that what I really wanted was a coller'

education so that someday I might be old and wise. A
house in the country with a two car garage, a summer
home by the shore, a yearly subscription to Life and Time
magazines, a life insurance policy and a job with plenty

of security; these, I leamed, were what I really wanted.

Whistle Goes With Age
I usually take the bus home from school these days,

but for no reason at all, the other day I decided to walk
home. I don't know why, but when I came to the old fire

house, I stopped for a minute to peak inshle.

The firemen were still in the comer playing checkera

and the brass pole and silver bell were as shiny as ever

and . . • yes . . . and the bright red helmets were in their

places on the wall.

Kemories of my childhood dreams to have one of

those helmets came to mind. As I thought about the

things I now sought, I realised how silly it had all been.

And I turned and walked down the street.

But I wasn't whistling anymore.

doctor's side of the story to

protect himself, he thought a
while, then answered, "No,
and you know something,
someday Ah may wish Ah did

just that"
« « » * «

Another thing accomplished
by the Vilbknovans was that
they exploded a mld<^estern
myth. Supposedly "cold, cold"
Chicago had temperatures
soaring as high as the 70's, and
most of the time not even an
overcoat was needed.

Chicagoans refused to be-

lieve It^ however, and the ther-

mostat was kept running high

in almost every building.

"They'll never need steam
baths here/' remarked one
perspiring easterner.

* « » * »

Perhaps the most interesting

event of the whole trip for the
Main Liners came Thursday
night, when famous old State
Street initiated a new lighting

system, designed to retain for

it the Utle of "brightest street

in the world."

Some 250,000 Chicagoans
crowded the street to witness

the event, and marched over
10 blocks down the center of

the street to see the new three-

pronged lights. An added at-

traction were the eight-feet
high figurines, designated
"light sprites," which were on
top of every light yole.

All in all, it looked like a rec-

reation of something out of the
"Roarin' 20's" and well it

might have been, since the
last time State street got new
lights was in 1926, and they
too made it the brightest in

the world.

"Nice," commented one Vil-

lanovan as he buttoned his
three-button sports jacket,

"but utterly, utterly provin-

cial.",;
.

.^••v---:.^'

Bv A watch Is to tell time
but without hands...

you miss the whole idea of a watch
• 9 • •.• . • • • •.•.?• •':•';• •«;• ''•/.f .#:...» >;;»;»•» .«;-|ii',»;;.0,i>/i|'''|k,'4 t-'^,..,.

A cigarette Is to smoke
but without flavor—you miss
the whole idea of smoking

When it comes to flavor

/ /
Its ifirhat

8

UR front
that counts
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MICHAEL PAUL AXT
Old Mill Rood. S0a GIrf, NJ.

St, Rote High School
Bacholor of Science In Bconomlct

JOSEPH A. DRISCOLL, III

62 Fair Haven Road,
Fair Haven, NJ.

Red Bank Catholic High School
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering

. ^ ^"^^ ' *• "'-*^ **'* ^> '''•^
::

/A ••>. t

RAYMOND G. HEPBURN
224 f. Comfy Sfreof. ffcf/o.. fo.

Im Utk% High School
BmcM9r •# Chrlf inglmooring

JOHN J. CANNON
7044 kiitkin Lane, Upper Darby, Fa,
We$f Phila. Catholic High School
Bachelor of Art», Folltlcal Science

FRANCIS J. DYNAN
4308 Oevereoux >lve.. Fhila, Fa,
St, Joseph's Preparafory School

Bachelor of Arts

WILLIAM W. HIXSON
4420 Yem9 St. N.W.
WofAfuffov, P.C.

ArchUshop Mm Carroll
High Ukool

Bachelor of Mechanical Bnglneerhg

JOHN J. CHARDE
8 Berry Street, Lynbrock, N,Y.

Lynbrook High School
Bachelor of Science In Economics

JOHN A. FISCHETTI
42B Kings Highway,
Svfedesboro, N,J,

Bachelor of Science In Accounting

JAMES C. HULL, Jr.
B.R. N; 7 Bom 178. Crowji Foint MJ.
MeKe—poH Technical High School
Backeler of tIectHcal Englneoring

JAMES W. COREY
3 JO Second St., Charleroi, Fa.

Charlarol High School
Bachelor of Science In

Foliticai Science

THOMAS GOLDSCHMIDT
2 So. Harley Ave., Gloucester, N,J,
Gloucester Catholic High School

Bachelor of Arts in English

BENJAMIN F. HYNES
128 HBHop Av^HfrlMtown. f«.

NorHtfowtf Hlfk tahool
Bachelor of ArH Iff HMory

PAff«9

THE CLASS OF 1959

J. EDWARD KNEPLEY
1711 Kansas Ave., McKeesport, Fa.
McKeesport Technical High Scftoof
8ocAefor of Electrical Engineering

MATTHEW F. MAZZA
756 J Williams Ave., Fhila., Fa.

La Salle High School
Bachelor of Civil Engineering

.WILLIAM E. MURRAY
201 Eighth St., Honesdale, Fa.
Honesdale Catholic High School

Bachelor of Science In Economics

JOSEPH J. KRACKELER
320 Elm Ave., Delmar, N.Y.

Bethlehem Central High School
8oclielor of Cliemlcol Engineering

J. McHALE
126 Ashby Rd., Upper Darby, Fa,
West Phila. Catholic High School
Bachelor of Science In Economics

PETER J. O'BRIEN
312 Corpenfer Lone. Fhila., Fa.
St. Joseph's Freparatory Softool

8ocftelor of Science In Economics

ROBERT E. KRALLINGER
1011 N. Duke St., Lancaster, Fa.
Lancaster Catholic High Softool

8oeftelor of Cftemlcol Engineering

ROBERT J. MERKERT
37 Division Ave., South Nyack, N.Y,
Nyack Junior'Senior High Softool
Socftelor of Electrical Engineering

LAWRENCE O'ROURKE
5663 SprlngfloW Ave., P*llo., Fa,

St. Thomas More High Softool

8ocft#lor of >lrft in English

JAMES A. MARLEY, Jr.
2255 Cross Rd., Glenside ,Fa.

La Salle High Softool
Bachelor of Science in Economics

ROBERT A. MURPHY
75 Providence St., Lawrence, Mass,
Central Catholic High Softool

8ocftelor of Electrical Engineering

yi«i «9*ii«it*'i

.

« - «,. . ^ •«»•»•.

FRANCISCO J. PACHECO
>lvenldo 4 No. 25-60.

MeHda. Venonielo
Coleglo San Jose', Merlda, Vono.
8ocftelor of Science In Economies
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ROBERT L PINTO
iatf School Lane, Droxol Hill. Pa.

Wo$f PMIa. Catholic High School

BQcM9r 9f AH% in English

ROBERT C. RAFANO
5 Morfffi >lve.. South Rlvor, NJ,

Soufh River High School
Bachelor of Social Science

JOSEPH SCHNEIDER
5 Driffwood Drive, Erie, Fa,
Cathedral Preparatory School
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering

OSCAR T. SCOGNA
5109 Leiper St., PMIa., Pa.

Northea$t Catholic High School
Bachelor of Science In Economics

m

I

1 1.^..

ALAN M. STOUGHTON
308 Old Forre9t Rd., Fhila., Pa.
St. Joseph's Preparatory School
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering

EDWARD A. UTSCH
479 N. Ja$per St., Allentown, Pa.

Bachelor of Science in Economics

ROBERT J. WAGNER
7459 Higbee St., Phila., Pa.

La Salle College High School
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering

BARBARA WARNER
Ashbourne & Hopeland Rd$„

Wyncote, Pa.
Melrose Academy

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Who* . . .What TheyAccomplished
AXr, Michael P.—Student Council

4; Orientation Committee, 4; Spirit

Committee, 12, Treasurer, Ticket
Chairman 3, 24; Armstrong Jazz
Concert Ticket Chairman 3; Moth-
er's Day Committee Chairman 3;
Junior Dinner Dance Special Ar-
rangements Chairman 3; Junior
Prom Ticket Chairman 3; Senior
Steering Committee; Senior Class
Treasurer; Junior Jazz Concert 3,
Ticket Chairman; Villanovan 2;
Belle Masque 2; Turf and Tinsel

2, 3, Business Manager, 4; Shamok-
inoki Dance, 3.

CHARDE, John J.—Junior Prom
Committee; Senior Prom Commit-
tee; Soph Cottillion Committee;
Belle Masque 3; Turf and Tinsel

3,4; Bosca Award 1,2,3,4; WVIL
1,2,3,4; Knights of Columbus 3,4;
Accounting Society 3,4; Business
Whirl 122; Intromurals 1,2,3.

COREY, James W.—Student Coun-
cil 3,4, Ways and Means Commit-
tee Chairman, Parliamentarian, 4;

Spirit Committee 2; Orientation
Committee 4; Junior Week Athle-
tic Contests Chairman; Senior Class
Steering Committee; Beta Gamma
Debating Society 2, Corresponding
Secretary 3, President 4; Villanova
Singers 1,2; Secretary Treasurer 3,

4; DPM 1,2,3,4; Intramural Coun-
cil 1, Commissioner of Sports 2,

President 3; WVIL 1, Traffic Man-
oger 2, Chief Announcer 3, Per-

sonnel Director 4; Swimming Team
1,2; Intromurals 1,2,3,4; NROTC
Recreation Committee 1,2, Treas-
urer 3, President 4; NROTC Bat-

talion Adjundt.
DRISCOLL, Joseph A.—Spirit Com-
mittee 1,2,3; Villanova Engineer 2,

3,4; Phi Kappa Pi 1,2, Treasurer 3,

President 4; Pi Tau Sigma 3,4; Chi
Epsilon Mu 3,4; Secretary Society

3,4; ASME 2,3, Vice President 44;
Intromurals 1,2,3,4.

DYNAN, Francis J.—Villanovan 3,

News Editor 4; Lynx 3, Editor in

Chief 4; Semper Fidelis 4; Belle

Air 4; French Club 2; Literary Club
4; Intromurals 1,2.

FISCHETTI, John A.—Spirit Com-
mittee 2,3; Junior Dinner Dance
Committee 3; Steering Committee
3,4; Junior Prom Committee 3;
Belle Masque 2; WVIL 2; Opera
Classica Society 2,3,4; Delta Pi Ep-
silon 2,3,4; Accounting Society 3,4;
Intromurals 1; NROTC Drill Team
1,2,3; Pershing Rifles 1,2,3,4.
GOIDSCHMIDT, Thomas C—Vil-

lanovan, 2, Sports Editor 3, Associ-
ate Editor 4; Belle Air 3, Co-Sports
Editor 4; Lynx 3,4; Knights of Col-
umbus 4; Delta Pi Mu 1: Literary
Club 3,4.

'

HEPBURN, Raymond G.—Student
Council 3,4, Student Faculty Com-
mittee Chairman 4, Student Senate
3,4; Ring Dance Chairman 3; Jun-
ior Prom Chairman 3; Steering
Committee 3,4; Orientation Com-
mittee 2; Phi Kappa Pi 2,3,4; ASCE
2,3, Secretary 3; Geology Club 3,

Vice President 4; Engineering Hon-

or :>ociety J,4; Intromurals 3^4;
Quarterdeck Society 4.

HIXON, William W.—Student
Council 4, Social Affairs Commit-
tee Chairman 4, Spirit Committee
1,2; Class Treasurer 2,3; Class
Steering Committee 3,4; Bosca
Dance Chairman 4; Junior Prom
Decorations Committee 3; Orien-
tation Committee 2; Phi Kappa Pi

2,4, Executive Committee 3; Sanc-
tuary Society 2,3,4 President 4; Pi

Tqu Sigma 3,4; ASME 2,3, Treas-
urer 4; Intromurals 1,2,3,4.

HULL, James C.—Sophomore Cot-
illion Committee 2; Ring Dance
Committee 3; Mother's Day Ticket
Co-Choirmon 3; Class Steering
Committee 3,4; Orientation Com-
mittee 2; Bond 1,2, Student Direc-
tor 3,4, Marching and Concert;
WVIL Business Manager 3,4; Quar-
terdeck Society 4; Turf and Tinsel
1, Swimming Team 1; NROTC Bar>d
Director 3, Battalion Commander 4.

What They Accomplished
KNEPLEY, J. Edward—Spirit Com-
3; NFCCS 1,2,3,4; Steering Com-
mittee 3; Chairman Boll Decora-
tions Chairman 3; Bosca Dance
Decoration Committee 3; Bosca
Award Chairman 3; Pershing Rifles

1,2,4, Secretary 3; Pittsburgh Area
Club 2,3,4; Phi Koppo Pi 2,3,4; Chi

Epsilon Mu 3,4; AIEE-IRE 2,3; Ori-

entation Committee 4; Rifle Team
1,2; Intromurals 1,2,3,4; NROTC
Drill Team and Rifle Team 1,2,3;

Quarterback Society 4; Battalion

Staff 4.

KRACKELER, Joseph—Student
Council Class Representative 2; Ori-

entation Committee 2; Bosca Donee
Committee 4; Steering Committee
3,4; Belle Air 4; AlChE 2,3,4; Phi

Koppo Pi 2,3, Secretary 3; Villa-

nova Engineer 3,4; Chi Epsilon Mu
3,4; Intromurals 1,2,3,4.

KRALLINGER, Robert E.—Ring
Dance Ticket and Publicity Chair-

man 3; Junior Prom Publicity Com-
mittee 3; Steering Committee, 4;

Shomokinaki Dance Committee, 3;

WVIL 4; Amateur Radio Club
Treasurer 3,4; Astronomy Club 3,4;

AIREE-IRE 2,3, Executive Commit-
tee 4; Villanova Engineer 4.

MARLEY, James A.—Villanova

Veterans Club 4; Society for the

Advancement of Management 2,3,

President 4; Industrial Administra-
tion Committee 2,3,4; Spanish Club
3.4.

MAZZA, Matthew F—Spirit Com-
mittee 3; Class Secretary, 4; Ring

Dance Decorations Chairman 3;

Junior Prom Decorations Chairman
3; Inter-Fraternity Boll Committee
3,4; Orientation Committee 2;

Steering Committee 4; Phi Kappa
Phi 1,2,4, Executive Committee 3;

ASCE 2,3, President 4; Intromurals

3,4. -;-:.::.:-:.:

MCHALE, James J .—Student Coun-
cil Day Hop Representative 4, Ways
and Means Committee 4; Orienta-

tion Committee 4, Steering Com-
mittee 4; Marching Bond 1,2,3,4;

SAM 2,3, Procedures Chairman 4;

IRC 2 3
MERKERT, Robert J.—Student
Council 3,4, Religious Affairs

Chairman 4, Orientation Committee
4, Spirit Committee 3, NFCCS 4;

Junior Week Jazz Conceit Chair-

man 3; Class Steering Committee
4; Villanova Engineer 2,3, Editor

in Chief 4; Villanovan 3,4; Sanc-

tuary Society 1,2,3,4; AIEE-IRE 2,

Chairman 4; Phi Koppo Pi 1,2,3,4;

Chi Epsilon Mu 3,4; Intromurals 1,

2,3,4; Knights of Columbus 3,4.

MURPHY, Robert A.—Student
Council Treasurer 3, President 4,

Senate 3,4, Student Union and Spe-

cial Problems Committee 3; Spirit

Committee 1,2,3,4; NFCCS 1,2,3,

Delegate 4; Religious Affairs Com-
mittee 4; Junior Week Co Chairman
3; Executive Committee 2,3; Orien-

tation Committee 2; Steering Com-'
mittee 3,4; Phi Koppo Pi 1,2,3,4;

AIEE-IRE 2,3; Knights of Columbus
3,4; Intromurals 1,2,3,4; NROTC
Drill Team 3; Quarterdeck Society

4, Intramural Council 2,3.

MURRAY, William E.—Student
Council Commerce and Finance
Resident Representative 3,4; Stu-

degt Senate 3,4; Senior Car Com-
mittee Chairman 3;4; Executive

Vice President for Academic Af-
fairs 4; Spirit Committee 1,2, Pub-
licity Co-Choi rmon 3; Steering

Committee 3, Orientation Commit-
tee 2,3,4; IRC 1; Opera Classica 1,

3; Delta Pi Epsilon 2,3,4; Finance

Society 2,3, President 4; Intromur-

als 1,2,3,4.

O'BRIEN, Peter J.—Student Council

4, Elections Committee 4; Intramur-

al Council 1,2, Vice President 3,

President 4; Delta Pi Epsilon 2,3,4;

WVIL 2; Business Whirl 2; Pre-Low

Society 2,3, President 4; Intromur-

als 1,2,3,4.

O'ROURKE, Lawrence M—Student

Council 4, Elections Committee 4,

Orientation Committee 4; Sham-
onkinoki Dance Committee 3,4;

Mother's Day Committee 3, Bosca

Donee Committee 3; Turf and Tin-

sel Publicity Committee 2; Belle

Masque Publicity Committee 2;

Villanovan, 2, Managing Editor 3,

Editor in Chief 4; Lynx 2,4; Liter-

orv Club 3. Treasurer 4; Intromur-
als 1,2,3; Knights of Colwmbus 3,4.

PACHECO, Francisco J.—Student
Council 3,4, Elections Committee 4,

Senior Cor Committee 4, Orienta-
tion Committee 4; Commerce and
Finance Resident Representative 4;
Spanish Club 1,2,3,4; Delta Pi Ep-

silon 2,3, Treasurer 4; WVIL 3,4;
IRS 4; Finonce Society 2,3,4; Intro-

murals 1,2,3,4.

PINTO, Robert L.—Student Coun-
cil 4; Spirit Cornmittee 3, Orienta-
tion Committee 4; Villonovon 3,4;
Belle Air 3, Editor in Chief 4; Swim-
ming Team 1,2,3,4.

RAFANO, Robert C.—Spirit Com-
mittee 2; NFCCS 2; Junior Prom
Committee 3; Marching Bond 1,2,

3,4; Concert Bond 2,3,4; WVIL 2,
Public Relations Director 3,4; In-

ternational Relations Society 3,
President 4; Intercollegiate Confer-
ence on Government3,4; Villanovan
3,4.

SCOGNA, Oscar T.—Student Coun-
cil 4, Student Administration and
Placement Committees 4, Student
Senate 4; Class President 4; Steer-
ing Committee 3,4; Dinner Dance
Chairman 3, Prom Committee 3;
Ring Donee Committee 3; Beta
Gamma Debating Society 1,2,

Treasurer 4, Recording Secretary 4;

Opera Clossico 2,3,4; Astronomy
Club 4; SAM 2; Accounting Club 4;

Intromurals 1.

STOUGHTON, Alan M.—Interfrat

Boll Committee 3; Villanovan 1,

Photography Editor 2,3,4; Belle Air
1,2, Photography Editor 3, Manag-
ing Editor 4; WVIL 2; Phi Kappa
Pi 1.2,3,4; AIEE-IRE 2.3,4; Villa-

nova Engineer 2,3,4; Intramural
Council 2,3,4.

UTSCH, Edward A.—NFCCS 4; Ac-
counting Society 2,3,4; SAM 2,3,4;
Industrial Relations Society 2,3; In-

tercollegiate Conference on Govern-
ment 4; Intromurals 1,2,3,4.

WAGNER, Robert J.—Student
Council Secretary 4; Parents Day
Chairman 4; Orientation Commit-
tee 4; Steering Committee 3,4;,
Ring Dance Committee 3; Junior
Prom Committee 3; ViHnova Engin-
eer 3; Opera Clossico 3,4; Phi Kop-
po Pa 2,3,4; Chi Epsilon Mu 3,4;
Secretary 4; Intromurals 1.

WARNER, Barbara J.—Student
Council Nursing Division Repre-
sentative 3, Academic Affairs Com-
mittee 3, Pamphlet Committee 2,

Pi Theta Chi 1,4, President 2,
Treasurer 3; Communion Breakfast
Chairman 1; WVIL 1, The Guild 4,
President 3.

for mod«nif"

contort

AU IN PERSON!

DAVI
BRUKCK
QUARin

POUR

Paul DetnoRd
, TiM SONNY ROUINS TRIO
MAYNARD HROUSON'S ORCN.
LIONARO FiATHIR. M. C.

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
SUNDAY, NOV. 23

MAT. 3:30 P.M. $3.S0. $2JO. $2.00
EVE.^8:30 P.M. $4.50, $3.50, $2.50
TICKITS ON SALI NOWl Cwitivl Qlv
Ticket Otficci 1422 OMilnul St., «9m
Sf. Terminal, 217 Ireodway, Camdtn,
Acddamy of Music lox Offlc*, SImw-
boal. Bread and Lombard, Paramavnt
Record Shopst 1519 SowHi St., 1MI
Ridge Ave.
MAIL OROERS FILLEDI tend eliMk Mr
money ordor,««yable t* 'Jan fer Medernt'
with Mif.adarotMd ittmped •nveloot tf
THI. ACADEMY OF MUSIC. BROAD A
LOCUST

8ponaor0d bv Quaker Oity Lodat,
B^nai B'rtth

VILLANOVA
CONGRATULATE WHO'S
WHO SELECTIONS

NUCLEAR PHYSICIST
Coming: a world run more and

more by nuclear power. Experts

predict atomic plants will

produce 38% of all electrical

energy required by the U. S. In

1980. Wanted: more physicists

for research and development.

<"9SSSSSli

Top LengthJop ValueJop-Tobacco Filter Action?
Nothing satisfies like CHESTERFIELD KING

OLi0oett & Myers Tobacco Co.

f-VrS -.^-'Sri
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Constitution of CeCG.Pe
Adopted By Council

(Continued

a committee member.
A motion by Don Kempf to

create a social activities file

which would house detailed in-

formation on the organization

and execution of the various

social affairs to be used by fu-

ture organizations was tabled

until the next meeting.

Also to be considered at the

next meeting are the following:

A motion by Jim Lynch to have
a new $17.90 insurance policy

replace the old two and three
- dollar policies which protect

students only while in school or
coming to school. ^, ;

.

The new policy would give

year round protection, through-

out the world. Another proposal

to be considered later was in-

troduced by John P. Kelley. Kel-
ley wished to have actual voting

.machines installed in future

; student elections.

Clubs Reinstated
The following clubs and or-

ganizations which were suspend-
ed by the Student Senate were
reinstated:

Turf and Tinsel, the Finance
Society, the Belle Aire, the Mar-
keting Club and the Intercollegi-

ate Congerence on Government.
The VILLANOVAN remained

suspended until the next student
senate meeting at which time
the publication will be giVen an
opportunity to defend itself.

In a brief talk, Bob Murphy,
council chairman, announced
that if anyone thinks he is not
being put to the best use, he
should make this known to the
chairman. "We want people to

Accounting Society

Meets Tomorrow
The Accounting Society will

hold a meeting tomorrow at
10:30, in room 209 C&F.
Mr. John Moritz, director of

the placement bureau will be the
society's guest speaker. He will

talk on employment conditions
facing the 1959 graduate in gen-
eral, and of the opportunitiee
available to the college graduate

Last Thursday, the annual
Accounting forum of the Phila-

delphia chapter, Pennsylvania
Institute of C. P. A.'s was held

at St. Joseph's College. The
forum was attended by Account-
ing students of all colleges in

the immediate area.

Dale McClain, senior Account-
ing major, representsed Villa-

nova on a student panel.

At the last meeting of the so-
ciety, George Chorba, society
moderator, discussed the aims
and practicality of field trips.

beboters "Warm Up;"
Novice Debut Soon
James Corey and Frank Cun-

ningham represented the aeia
Gamma Debating Society in a
debate against St. Joseph's C<3r-

lege last week before the Holy
Name Society of the Annuncia-
tion Church in Havertown.
No decision was reached in

the debate, a "warm up" re-

quested by Professor Charles P.

Bruderle of the History depart-
ment.
Future Beta Gamma activi-

ties include the first novice tour-

nament at the University of Del-

aware on November 28. Joe
Liggera, Gene D'Aquila, , Jim

Rhodes and Mary Quinh will

speak for the Society, while var-

sity debater Leo Burke will act

as Judge.

from Page 1)

work at the jobs they like,"

Murphy said.

The last motion passed was
by Murphy. He requested that
rows 8-24 of section NQ in the
stadium be reserved for seniors

until the Tuesday night preced-

ing the home football games.
On this note, Sheldon Pollack

made the motion that the meet-
ing be adjourned

Villonova Chosen For

$1500 Texoco Grant

. V Villanova has been selected

as one of the privately-financed

United States colleges and uni-

versities to receive unrestricted

grants-in-aid under The Texas
Company's aid-to-education pro-

gram.
The grant, which has been

awarded for the academic year,

1958-59, is without stipulation

as to its use and amounts to

$1,500.

In addition to providing for

direct financial assistance to

privately-financed schools, Tex-
aco's aid-to-education program
includes 175 scholarships for

young men at 67 educational in-

stitutions.

High-scorers

after the game . .

.

from Arrow

You'll be proud as a coach with a

new star halfback when you take

the wraps off this new Arrow
sports wear. That's a Twin Tartan
shirt on the man at the left—

a

tim(-saver in cotton wash and
wear. Another twin idea—the pull-

over knit shirts on the man at the

right and his date. The sweater?

A smart new crew-neck model.
Knit shirt. $5.00 up; other shirt,

$5.00 up; sweater, $7.95 up.

Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.

first In fashion

•otany **50<r ARROW SHIRTS SOLO BY Mc6f«9or SporttwMr

SPRITZLER'S
19 ^nt bcnCMNf Aw.* AMMMV » Ps«

lor M«fl

"AHhiMkar Tmi«4m fir S«l« m Rmt

:- TOP TV-The Dinah Shore Chevy Show-Sundoy-NBC-TV and the Pot Boone Chevy Shov^/room-v^eekly on ABC-TV.

Like all '59 Chevies, this Impala Sport Coupe is new right down to the tougher Tyrex cord tires it rolls on.

Walk around the car thaCs all-round new • • . then be our guest for a pleasure test—

DRIVE A '59 CHEVY TODAY 1

One look at this '59 Chevy tells you
here's a car with a whole new slant

on drivinjr. You see the transforma-
tion in its low-set headlights, the
overhead curve of its windshield,

the sheen of its Magic-Mirror finish

—a new acrylic lacquer that does
away with waxing and polishing
for up to three years.

But to discover all that's fresh
and fine you must relax in Chevro-
let's roomier Body by Fisher (up

to 4.2 inches more room in front,

8.8 inches in back), feel the lounge-

like comfort of Chevy's new inte-

rior, experience the hushed tran-

quillity of its ride (choice of
improved Full Coil or gentler-than-

ever Level Air suspension"). Once
you're on the road you'll discover

such basic benefits as bigger, better

cooled brakes that give over 50%
longer life, new easy-ratio steering
and a Hi-Thrift 6 that gets up to

10 per cent more miles per gallon.
And, of course, you find Safety
Plate Glass all around in every
Chevrolet. Stop by your dealer's
and pleasure test the car that's
shaped to the new American taste!

*0/>/i(iw«/ III rtlrn emit.

uhatAmerica wants,America gets i»aChevyt

Juniors Set Tot Outing,

Ball For Dec, 5 Weekend
(Continued from Page 1)

McCoy, a junior English major, event and it is hoped that this
will supervise as chairman of
the Ball.

Saturday's outing, under di-

rect supervision of g e n e r al

chairman Dobies, will begin at
about 9:30 a.m. at the orphan-
age at 49th and Wyalusing Sts.

in West Philadelphia. As 250
persons have already signed up
to take out an orphan ; the boys
will be doled out on a first come,
first serve basis.

A limited number .of buses
will be available for resident

students who cannot obtain

other transportation. They will

leave the campus at 9 and carry
their passengers to all the

events of the day. It is expected
that most of the students will

provide their own transporta-

tion.

Day with Santa

From the orphanage the group
will proceed to Lit Brothers De-
partment store in Philadelphia

at 8th and Market Sts. There
the orphans will tour toyland

and visit with Santa. After
lunch at a nearby restaurant (to

be arranged), they will be the

guests of the 69th St. Theatre
for an afternoon matinee.

Maps and itineraries vHll be
distributed before the weekend.
Chairman Dobies emphasizes
that although the outing is

sponsored by the juniors, it is

not limited to that group. "In

past years, all the classes have
participated in this enjoyable

year will be no exception."

Grab A Date

A further tradition not men-
tioned by Dobies is that of dat-

es; the outing group usually in-

cludes a Villanovan, his date
and their "Johnny," as the St.

John boys are called*

The party Monday is closed

to chairmen and those who have
worked oh the weekend, due to

its expense. It will be chairman-
ned by Joe Durocher, who will

provide gifts for the boys and a
dinner for the group.

M.E. Prat Recogniied;
Christmon President
The Tau Pi chapter of Pi Tau

Sigma, the national honorary
fraternity for mechanical engin-

eers, has been officially recog-
nized on campus, it was an-

nounced by J. Stanley More-
house, Dean of the School of En-
gineering.

^,^
,

At the first meeting of the
Fraternity, Bill Christman
was named president. Thomas
Breslin will serve as vice-presi-

dent, with Joe Hargadon, cor-

responding secretary; Joe Rice,

recording secretary, and Mel

Ventura, treasurer.

The electronics business is

comprised of some 500 big and'
little manufacturers, which are
supplied by 3,000 to 4,000 parts
and component makers.

College Loons New
Recent Study Shows

According to a study recently
published by the Coilege Late
insurance Company of America,
the establishment of private
and governmental funds to guar-
antee long-term, low-cost, unse-
cured bank loans to college stu-

dents is a new and revolution-
ary development.

The study states that the
Massachusetts Higher Educa-
tion Assistance Corporation has
guaranteed more than $1,463,
000 in loans to 3,365 students
since 1957. The maximum loan
to a student in any one year is

$500.

In-Service Course
Given in Bio Lob
Some 25 persons are attending

the in-service course given in
the Villanova Biology labora-
tory in connection with the Na-
tional Science Foundation.

Dr. John A. McClain, head of
the Biology department, an-
nounced last week that the sci-

ence library had acquired sev-
eral books and plans to gain
new research equipment soon.

O.C. Tonight
The Opera-Classica's stere-

ophonic performance of
Brahm's First Symphony,
which was orij^inaly sched-
uled for November 13th, will
be held Monday evening,
November 24th, at 7:30 p.m.
in the east lounge of Dough-
erty Hall. The regular week-
ly meeting will be tonight.

THEY SAID rr COULDNT BE DONE-BUT TODAY'S L'M GIVES YOU-

Puff

by

puff

DON^T SETTLE FOR ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER!

Change to L*M and get 'em both. Such an improved filter and more taste! Better

taste than in any other cigarette. Yes, today's DM combines these two essentials

of modem smoking enjoyment - less tars and more taste - in one great cigarette.

see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal— early delivery

PACK
OR
BbX

• LtOaCTt ft MTCRS TOBACCO CO.. 195t
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Former Student Eulogizes Prior
Infrequently one comes across

a public word of appreciation

expressed by a former pupil for

a job well done by a former pro-

fessor.

The expression below wus
given by James Shea, class of

1932, a writer for The Catholic

Telegrapher-Register,

Shea's eulogy is as follows:

A German Augustinian with
the improbable name of Father
Englebert Eberhard died a few

.
; weeks ago at Wurzburg. He was
the Prior General of that dis-

':; tinguished order, but I remem-
ber him as the freshman Latin
teacher who initiated me into

higher education. ; r*.''

For only a single semester he
: took us through our paces in the

• Odes of Horace—not an easy
course you may be sure. And,
although I remember very little

of the Odes, I shall never forget
the exquisite pleasure of the
journey into that strange new

. / country.

To Father Eberhard, Latin
poetry was a joy, and each word
a special gift from God to be
inspected, savered, precisely un-
derstood, and tucked away, like

Wordworth's image of daffodils.

Exclamation points dotted
Father Eberhard 's conversation,

in class and out of it. Seldom
did he make the slightest re-

mark without adding to it the
warmth of his warm persoi^ality.

He was around 40 then, ro-

tund, if not actually fat, and
blessed with a countenance that
reflected a heart full of hap-
piness. For the most part, he
thoroughly enjoyed his work,
though at times the inpenetra-

bility of our heads dLsmayed
him.

"Integer vitae, selerisque pur-
us" • . . He spoke those Horatian
lines with the airy grace that
Horace himself must have felt

when he write them. It was time
to stop wrestling with literal

translations and to put on the
mood of the poet. That seemed
to be Father Eberhard's reaction

to the lines at any rate.

Along with his rapturous ex-'

cursion into the Odes, Father
Eberhard led us by the hand
into the deep and pleasant
waters of philology.

No word escaped his attention

as he plotted its history, its as-

sociations, its various meanings.

His love of words was unforget-.

table; he delighted in their pre-

cise use, examining them as a

jewler might examine precious

stones.

He taught us German, also,

but without nearly so much
mutual pleasure. We had taken
two years of German in hig^
school, but most of us didn't

know an "ausbeimitnach" from
a "seivenu," and he suffered.

My own affected German ac-

cent, however, must have as-

suaged his anguish somewhat,
for he used to call on me rather
often to read in Grerman, and I

would catch him silently laugh-
ing.

He was called back to Ger-

many to become Provincial of

the Order of St- Augustine, and
five years ago he was named
Prior General of the order.

Since it was from him that I

learned the phase "aere perea-
niua," I trust it will not be con-
sidered a cliche when I suggest

that, whatever monument his

confreres may erect to his mem
ory, his work as a teacher of

young men will itself be a mon-

ument more enduring than

bronse.

The Very Rev. Engelbert Eberhard, O.S.A. late Provincial,
of the Order of St. Augustine, poses with former Secretary of the
Navy Charles S. Thomas after both received honorary degrees
at graduation here in 1956.

HOWARD JOHNSOH'S
MOTOR lODGE
King of Prussia^ Pa.

MANAGED BY EX-VILLANOVAN

JIM McNAMARA
Class of '47

• 68 LUXURIOUS UNITS • EACH WITH PRIVATE lATH
• ROOM-OPERATED TEMPERATURE CONTROL
• FREE 21" TELEVISION
• RESTAURANT & TWO COCKTAIL LOUNGES ADJACENT
• ONLY FOUR MILES FROM VILLANOVA
• SWIMMING POOL AND KIDDIES' WADING POOL
• MOST REASONABU RATES IN THIS AREA

At the Volley Forge exit of the Pennsylvania turnplko
go ono-half mile past ffio toll goto to Route 202 NORTH.

HEADQUARTERS FOR FAIMILY AND*"
FRIENDS OF VILLANOVANS

FOR RESERVATIONS
YfRITi: HOWARD JOHNSON'S

MOTOR LODGE
King of Pratiia. Pa.

PHONE: BRoadway 9-5S00

• • • •

TEST YOUR CAREER-RATING i.Q.
Name the Pennsylvania contpany each af these young engineers

(See answer below)

• • •

\^
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(Mf-Braadway Goes

Pretty Far (Kff-

To Philadelphia
The celebrated "Off Broad-

way" theater concept is coming
to Philadelphia. A season of

classic and modern professional

productions will commence by
the first of the year in the for-

mer Commodore Theater, 43rd
& Walnut Streets—renamed the

"Forty-Third Street Theater."

In the interest of bringing to

Philadelphia professional

theater at moderate prices, the

producers have set up a popular

price policy ranging from $1.00

to $3.60 (plus tax) and have
provided that a large proportion

of the 750 seats be in the least

expensive price range.

Definitely scheduled for pro-

duction is the New York Shake-
speare Festival production of

'Two Gentlemen of Verona,"
which will be directed by Stu-

art Vaughn. Negotiations are

being made for "The Kidders"
by Donald Ogden S t e w a r t

—

which has just finished a suc-

cessful years run in London

—

and for "Purple Dust" by Sean
O' Casey. Also under negotia-

tion are "The Potting Shed".
"Volpone", and "U. S. A.".

\-,.-;.. y:;.,:^.,.i:'New Stage

In preparation for 18 months,
the theater will comprise a
unique arrangement of % pro-

scenium stage. Installation of

two revolving stages, plus ex-

tensive renovations to be made
in early January.

The original seating capacity

of 1300 is being cut to 750 to

achieve the note of intimacy
desired- The theater is built

upon a hill, allowing each seat

excellent view of the stage.

Patrons Program Planned

Plans have been formulated
for a Patrons program which
will allow "Forty-Third Street
Theater" memberBhip holders
reductions on tickets for their

guests in addition to two house
seats for each production.

Pre-opening Patron's Nights
are planned so that members
can meet the cast and the staff.

Membership will also include a
monthly lecture series by out-

standing theater personalities.

A special Student Rate policy

will be in effect.

5 New Members Appointed
To V U Law School Board

Security Agency
Test This Month

Qualifying tests for the Na-
tional Security Agency will be
given at Villanova on December
6, at 9.

•

This test will be the only one
given this year. All students

who are interested in interviews

for the agency must take the
test.

All applicants must meet with

with the following require-

ments: must be a natural born

United States citizen, with all

members of the immediate fam-

ily citizens. He must be the hold-

er of or at least about to receive

a bachelor's degree in June of

1958.

Students wishing to take the

test must apply to the Educa-

tional Testing Service, Prince-

ton, N. J.

Interested students may ac-

quire a bulletin to information

from the Placement Office. The

deadline for applications is No-

vember 29.

The appointment of five new
members to the Board of Con-
suitors of Villanova Law School
has been announced by the Very
Reverend James A. Donnellon,
President of Villanova Univer-
sity.

The appointment was made
with the co-operation of Law
Dean Harold Gill Reuschlein,
and the Honorable Theodore L.

Reimel, Chairman of the Board
of Consultors of the Law School.

The Board of Consultors is a
group of distinguished judges
and lawyers who serve in an ad-
visory capacity to the President
and Dean.
The new members are intend-

ed to give the Board a strong
representation from areas out-
side of Pennsylvania. The five

new members are:

William Duffy, Jr. : partner of
the firm of Herrmann & Duffy,

Wilmington, Delaware, currently

Vice-President of the Delaware
State Bar Association.

Warren S. Ege : partner of the

firm of Jones, Day, Cockley and
Reavis of Washington, D. C,
and the former secretary to Mr.
Justice Brandeis, Supreme Court
of the United States.

Thomas O. G. Fitzgibbon: A
trustee of Columbia University,
and a partner in the firm of
Davis, Wardwell, Sunderland
and Kiendl of New York City.

James L. Griffin: partner in

the firm of Griffin and Gal-
lagher, Chicago and President of
the Villanova Alumni Club of
Chicago.

Hugh P. McFadden : A trustee
of Trinity College, Washington,
D. C. and a senior partner in

the firm of McFadden, Riskin,

McCarthy and Holland.

- Fl FANS
£/CO

DO IT YOURSELF KITS
12-WATT WILLIAMSON TYPE
HIGH FIDELITY INTEGRATED

AMPLIFIER HF-12

WITH PREAMPLIFIER. EQUALIZER
& CONTROL SECTION

KIT $34.95 WIRED $57.95

HI-FI HOUSE
167 W. LANCASTER AVE.

WAYNE, PENNA.
MUrray 8-4136

GET SATISFYING FL-AVOR...

No flat filtered-out "flavor!
No dry''snnpked-out"tqste!

•:y'.;W:^W-.-.

Wi

See how
Pbll Mall's

famous length

of fine tobacco

travels and

gentles the snnoke

—makes it mild —
but does not

filter out that

satisfying flavor!

HERE'S WHY SMOKE VPAVELEb^ THROUGH FINE TOBACCO BEST

:i-i'-''^.:'.^^..-.i.

IVbu get Rail MqII% fbmous length of O Fbll Mollfe fbmous length trovete ^^ Trovete it ov«r. under, around ond
tt>e finest toboccos money con buy ^ ond gentles lt>e smohe notwoHv , O Ihnough M\ MalliifinetobaccxM!

Outstanding, and they ai-e Mild. !

ProJuet of oHto t/nn»t4Jean Ucwouattf-<4/nuxamu' — Uvwoketo- it »ut miJJIe name

Only q FilMii?

Morra Stays Put

When Given Chance
By RODGER VAN ALLEN

When Dick Keyser was hurt

in the opening game of the year

with West Chester, a senior

tackle—Paul "Reds" Morra from
New Jersey, filled in, and has

been "filling in" ever since with

fifty to fifty-five minutes playing

time in each ballgame.

"The biggest surpries on the

team" says Coach Reagan of

the twenty three year, old, 6-3,

205 pounder, "Red found himself

on the first unit and came to

life."

PAUL MORRA

Line coach John Sandusky

said, "We're very pleased with

'Reds' Morra. He has played

good steady football since find-

ing himself in the starting line-

up. His outlook seems to have

changed and he has proven him-

self as a first stringer".

Practice Hard, Play Hard
"He's a real product of the

adage — practice hard, play

hard," continued Sandusky, who,

as line coach, keeps a close eye

on the rugged senior. As is in-

dicated by Sandusky's words.

Reds is the type of man who
always puts out.

He began his football career

as a freshman and on the Mor-

ristown High team, and was
switched to guard for his junior

and senior years. As a sopho-

more and a junior, he was se-

lected to the All-County team,

and as a senior was chosen All-

State. In addition to his obvious

football ability, he was also a

talented basketball player, and

participated in various field

events for the track team.

"I choose Villanova because

it was handy and offered the

Catholic education I wanted,"

said Morra. As a freshman he

was converted to tackle, and has

remained there throughout his

four years, but it wasn't until

the West Chester game that he

really got a chance to play a lot

of ball.

He has made good on that

chance.

THE COST OF

RENTALS

BUYS A TUX

AT JACOB REED'S:

45 00
m-'

• "Playboy" model by "After Six"

• Sizes to 42, Extra Long
• ALL alterations included

• We have all your Formal
Clothing needs

YOUR VILLANOVA REPRESENTATIVES:

We ore on cam-
pus doily and in

Jacob Reed's
every Saturday.

See us for all

your clothing
needs.

P«t« Altord '6a John Mtflkim '61

^tc^J^edidnt

393 W. Loncotttr Ave. Hovtrfford (next to Pott Office)

A Charger. ••

fi

:i\

Jim Grazlone and Joe Luzzi run interfere nee for Dave Intrabartolo, who gallops six yaras

around end against Army.

A Thief •••

Joe Nardo pilfers a pass thrown by Army quarterback Joe Caldwell. Nardo grabbed the
aerial on the Army 28 yardline and returned it t o the 10 before being halted. The action occurred
in the second quarter of the game played at West Point.

• ••And An Honest Man

u% ^-*^
_

** .. ^?^?^ Camrbell gives Fred Messner some assistance in retrieving his books, isolated in an
off-limits area by the new "LetVBe-Kind-to-to-the-Grass" signs.

*t

^1
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Rifle Team
Beats State
The Villanova University Var-

sity and NROTC Rifle Teams
defeated the Penn State Uni-

versity Varsity and NROTC
Rifle Teams in the first match-

es of the season, on Saturday,

8 November 1958 at the firing

range in John Barry Hall.

Sgt. John Molcany, USMC,
the teams' coach said that in the

varsity contest, Villanova topped

Penn State by a score of 1389
points to 1378 pts.

. Highest varsity scorer for Vil-

lanova was Chris Kloss with 282

pts. Other high scorers were
Lou Spevitz—281, Frank Martha
—279, Bill Hearn—278, and Ed
Hogan—269 points-

"The NROTC Rifle team of

Villanova defeated Penn State

Navy with a total score of 1362

points over 1295 points. High-

est Villanova Navy scorer was
Lou Spevitz with 285 points.

Other high scorers for Villa-

nova were Jan Gargliani and
Charlie Russell, both 274 points,

Ed Hogan—273, and Mike Nol-

an—256 points.

if Dawkins
(Continued from Page 20)

Dawkins scored his third

touchdown in the third quarter.

He caught a pass good for 48
yards before being nailed from
behind by John Daniels on the

six. Then he belted up the mid-
dle for his 12th touchdown on
the year.

The final touchdown came at

12:18 of the last quarter. Gil

Roesler punched across from
three yards out to cap a 60-yard
drive against a battle-weary

Villanova team.

m
COACti , fMf%K ftlEACANj THIS

^A0£ Tff€ UfiLdcAfS^ A
THRMr AU- Dv^i^C

^j^^y.^..,.. ,>^v.,::.-^^'..r> ^-^i\rms^^
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Cage Outlook Brightens

As Ken Harrison Returns
Come December 1st the ath-

letic spotlight will shift from
local gridirons to the gymna-
siums of area colleges.

As usual most of the attention
will be focused on Pennsylvan-
ia's Palestra, the stronghold of
the Big Five.

In opening night action the
Villanova basketteers of Coach
Al Severance will play host to

the LeMoyne Univ. squad. Vil-

lanova fans will get a chance to

see two future V. U. opponents
when Temple takes on Gettys-
berg.

Hopes for opening night and
season-long success were bol-

stered last week when the ad-
ministration announced the elig-

ibility of Kenny Harrison.

Marks had kept the 6-2 vet-

eran of two previous varsity

campaigns inactive for the first

few weeks of pre-season prac-

tice.

Harrison is hopeful that his

varsity experience and former
exposure to varsity competition
and pressure will be of aid to

the young Villanova five.

Soph Shaping Up
The graduates of last years

freshmen club are shaping up
rapidly.

Jim Huggard and Jim Kenny
are adding something that other
Villanova Basketball teams have
lackedspeed.

Soph John Driscoll has shown
more stamina than he exhibited

in past performances and this

coupled with his 6-8 frame
should provide many rebounds I

for the Cat Cagers. *

By JOE FiTZPATRICK

The efforts of Driscoll plus

those of the "new" George
Raveling should gain control of

the boards for Villanova.

Raveling has made remark-
able improvement both on re-

bounding and shooting. George
has also shown a new poise

which he did not reveal in his

past seasons.

.SVA^'-'V.-. ^

KEN HARRI

With Huggard and Kenny in

the backcourt Joe Ryan has been
moved to the side slot. This
position should provide added
incentive to Joe's shooting. Much
of the Wildcat success will de-

pend on the redhead's scoring.

Spirit High
Harrison remarked that the

spirit of the entire ball club is

extremely high. Sophs Bob Lib-
eratore, Dick Kaminski, Tom
Samuelevitz and Don McGinley
have been putting pressure on
reported "s t a r t e rs" and this

forces incentive and spirit.

Harrison also praised fellow
New Yorker, George Emma.
Kenny thinks that George will

reach the pinnacle of his career
this year.

Emma who possesses a fine

basketball know-how and an out-
side shot to match, has broken
the backs of many Villanova
opponents in the past and Par-
ri£on expects him to do the
same this year.

Speed and ability should
lead the 1958-59 Villanova bas-
ketball team to great heights
possibly a N.I.T. or an N.C.A.A.
bid.

The intramural department
haH announced that Amateur
Night will be held on Wedne8-
day, December 10th at 7.00.

Festivities will take place in

the Field House.
The entry blanks distribut-

ed yesterday should be filled

out and returned as soon as
possible.

Villanova

Cited For

Grid Policy
In an editorial in the Hart-

ford Connecticut CATHOLIC
TRANSCRIPT, Don F o a k e 1 1,

TRANSCRIPT sports' editor has
praised Villanova for its suc-

cessful change in athletic policy.

Foskett noted that Villanova
does not have the gaint crowds
of the Bud Dudley-Food Store
Era but the crowds of 10,000
that witness this year's games
are not sitting sober-faced
through 52-0 maulings that
marked former seasons.

The 1958 victories over such
formidable opposition as Boston
College, Detroit, and Wake For-
est are proof of Villanova's wis-
dom in changing its policy.

This foresight on the part of
the Villanova administration
might well have saved Villanova
from going the way of other big
eastern colleges ,

"Authorities at Villanova,"
«rrites Foskett, "must be credit-

ed with commendable courage
and wisdom in taking the course
they did. They not only preserv-
ed their football program but
rescued it from the dubious ser-

vice of the limburger and
banana interests."

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
The 1959 intramural basket-

ball season will open on Tuesday
December 2. Official entry forms
may be obtained at the intra-

mural office, room 112 Alumni
Hall.

The entries must be returned
to the intramural office by No-
vember 25. No late entries will

be accepted.

COM" M A aiaitrcRco tKAoi-N*«H. corritiaMT O •••• thi coca-cou commht.

RaraAvis
It's a rare bird indeed who doesn't
care for the good taste of Coke!
In fact, you might even call him an
odd ball. After all, 68 million times
a day somebody, somewhere, enjoys
Coca-Cola. All these people
just can't be wrong!

I)i ink

C^'I^^i^}

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

8ottl«d under outhority of Th« Coca-Cola Compony by

TNI PNILABOLFHU COCA COLA iOTTUNO CO.

Emanons Aims To Win
Some of the best competition

in the Intramural football pro-
gram can be found in the 4:30
Austin League. In this league
is the hotly contested rivalry
among three very good teams:
the Emanons, the DPM team
and Joe Scancarella's Joe's Jets.

The Emanons moved out in

front of Joe's Jets and the DPM
club with a win over the Jets
last week. They had previously
defeated DPM 19-9.

The Emanons, coached by
Roger Scott, have a star-studded
backfield which includes three

former all-state high school

athletes^ .

'Viilanovan' Picks

Football Winners
The VILLANOVAN football

predictors had their worst week
of the season last week. The
campus selectors picked only

nine correct of the twenty games
listed.

In the 112 games picked to

date the VILLANOVAN editors

have picked 73 correct while go-

ing astray on 39 games. This

gives the editor a respectable

.652 average.

This week*s choices

:

KxracuMC at IVRST VIRRllVIA
nnrtmouth at PRINCRTON
NnrthwcMtem at ILLINOIS
MichlKnn at OHIO STATK
INDIANA at Purdue
!«linnenota at WIMCONSIIV
Wnke Forent at AVBVltN
RoNton Coll«ir« at CLfCMSON
Florlila Stntm at FLORIDA
nUKR nt North CaroUna
Krntiioky at TKNNRHMKK
I.. K. IT. at Tulane
T. V. V. at HIce
Rn^'lor at H. M. V.
'IVebraNka at OKLAHOMA
Knaam at MISSOURI ^ , .SOUTHKRN CAL. at V. C L. A.
Stnafurd at CALIFORNIA

NOW!
big discounts

for students

and faculty

SHERATON

HOTELS
with a Sheraton 'ii

Student or Faculty
;

I.D. card -jB.

Here's how to cut your travel

expenses. Sheraton Hotels have

special low rates for students,

faculty, and all other college per-

sonnel during weekends, vaca-

tions, and summer. Rates even

lower with two or more people in

the same room. Group rates are

also available for clubs, teams,

and other organizations.

Arrangements may be made

for credit privileges at Sheraton

Hotels. The Sheraton Student-

Faculty Flan is good at all 48

Sheraton Hotels in 39 cities in the

U. S. A. and in Canada.

You must present your I.D.

card when you register at the

hotel to be eligible for these

special discounts.

Get your Sheraton I.D. card from:

T. WALTER UOYD
6817 Ar««i9li StrMt

Mt. Airy 19, PliiloMphi*
Pcmisylvaiiifl

Pfiofi*: VICTOR 4.25S9

Leo S y g 1 i n s k i directs the

squad from his quarterbaclc posi-

tion. The halfbacks are Dick
Mele and John Totaro. The back-

field is rounded out by the fine

blocking of Ozzie O'Neill.

The Emanons have two ends
that do a lot of scoring, the ends

are Bernie McCoy and Bill Bar-

ron.

The offense is not the entire

story of the Emanons successful

surge into first place in the 4:30

Austin League.
The defense has allowed

Emanons opponents only one
touchdown and four first downs
all year. In the last two years

Emanon adversaries have scored

only tWo touchdowns and a total

of seven first downs.

The members of the Emanon
defensive platton are Captain

Mike Palughi, Brian Wyatt, Dan
Warner, Richie Gerstner, and
Stan Ciesielski.

The Emanons feel that this

is their year. In past seasons
they have been stopped at the

semi-finals but this year they
vow to go all the way.

Canadians Name Ex-VU Star

Luzzi ^Lineman of the Year'
Don Luzzi, former Villanova

tackle and recipient of All-East

honors in 1956 and '57, was re-

cently named "Lineman Of The

Year" in the Western Confer-

ence of the Canadian Profession-

al Football League.

Luzzi, described by the Cana-

dian sportswriters as one of the

greatest linemen ever to play

in the Dominion, is doing a

bang-up job for the Calgary

Stampeders.
Praised by Scribes

The Calgary Herald's Eric

Bishop says "To Calgary grid-

iron followers, Luzzi is the

greatest thing to hit the Con-

ference since John Henry John-

son.

In all his games, Luzzi has

been brilliant. He has been the

key, the big man with the big

play at the right time."

Even Don's rivals praise him.

Hal Pawson of the Edmonton
Journal says that Don is the

best lineman since Dale Mein-

hert played for the Eskimos. The DON LUZZI

Edmonton Eskimos are Cal-

gary's arch rivals.

Luzzi's success in professional

football is no surprise to those

who have saw him in action at

Villanova.

A six foot, 242 pounder, Luz-

zi played so well with Villa-

nova's "best losing team in the

east" that he was picked to play

in the Senior Bowl game last

New Years' Day.
Don returned to the Villa-

nova campus last Thursday to

add his voice to those of the

members of the Villapova stu-

dent body in wishing the foot-

ball team success at West Point.

The intramural department
has announced that Amateur
Night will be held on Wednes-
day, December 10th at 7.00.

Festivities will take place in

the Field House.
The entry blanks distribut-

ed yesterday should be filled

out and returned as soon as
possible.

«i,

English: DOG'S JACKET

English: THE WHITE HOUSE

English: MUSICAL COMEDY
ABOUT A LUCKY SMOKER
ThlnMl9h translation: Kudos to the

new hit Smoklahoma! Plot: boy meets

cigarette, boy likes cigarette. Lucky

Strike was convincing as the ciga-

rette, displaying honest good taste

from beginning to end. The end?

We'll tell you this much: it's glowing.

English: LIGHT-FINGERED FRESHMAN

''&:

I

m

t-

f s .r

ll-y-i
JAMES PE.R,. »„,,^^^

...... Thinkfitf,,

English: SHARP-TOOTHED HOUSE CAT
ninklish:

PLUNDERQRADUATE

R.CHARO PUTNAM. N. CAROLINA
STATi > ^

•MMnnMWMIUtMWIW^

i
Thinklish: FANGORA

RODNEY COLE. KANSAS STATE COLL

^'^9lisH:
MUS.CAL..NSTRUMENT MAKER

SPEAK THINKLISH! MAKE ^25

Just put two words together to form a new
one. Thinklish is so easy you'll think of

dozens of new words in seconds! We'll pay
$25 each for the hundreds of Thinklish words
judged best—and we'll feature many in our
college ads. Send your Thinklish words (with

English translations) to Lucky Strike, Box
67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your name,
address, college or university and class.

Get the genuine article
CIGARETTES

Q A r. r»

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

Product of </ni J^n»^4m€»n t/owuMy-^j^tuiat^— t/owMtoto- is our middle nawu
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Grid Team 'Great' in Defeat by Army

.V
'•

Marines Test

Weary, Hurt

Cat Eleven
(An open letter to Frank

> Reoflon from Monoging Edi«
' tor JACK CURTIN).

Dear Cocu:h: .

Last Saturday, you, your staff,

and, most of all, the Villanovan
football team put on one of the
finest gridiron evhibitions in the
history of the university.

For the Wildcats, even in los-

ing, 26-0, to West Point, won
themselves what we would call,

except for the fact that it is a
trite, meaningless phrase, a
"moral victory."

The outstanding showing of
the Main Liners against a team
that is one of the nation's best
earned for them nation-wide

recog^i'tion as an excellent foot-

ball unit, and gained them the
accolades of the nation's press.

Such adjectives as "stubborn,"
"determined" and "surprisingly

equal to Army" were used to
describe the Villanovans. Army
coach Earl Blaik called your
line the toughest and hardest-
hitting one his Cadets have
faced all season in a schedule
packed with top-notch oppon-
ents.

Stopped Runners
Villanova earned all this by

stopping the vaunted West
Point running attack (holding it

to only 106 yards, smallest gain
of the year), and forcing the
Cadets to throw more passes
(29) than they ever did before.

The Wildcats allowed the Cadets
only one first down in the first

quarter, forcing them to punt
three times, and although los-

ing, 13-0, at the half, had out-
gained their nationally ranked
foe. ... ,;,.;;•;; -^^^:•./.•'^::,i; '

Yes, even while suffering de-
feat and their first shut-out of
the year, Villanova greatly im-
pressed a watching nation.

They did that in defeat. This
week, with a victory, they could
finally establish themselves in

their proper perspective.

The opponent in Saturday's
season-closer is Quantico Mar-
ines, who themselves attained
some national recognition last

week with a 13-12 conquest of

previously unbeaten Rutgers.
Austin Didn't Play

Since Rutgers was 18th in the
nation prior to the defeat, the
victory gave the Marines,. who
now own an impressive 7-2-1

mark, some measure ofdistinc-
tion, even though their foe play-
ed without star halfback Bill

Austin.

Topping the Gyrenes, besides
giving the Main Liners a highly-
successful 7-3 record for the
year, will be definite proof that
they are one of the best teanui
in the East.

To do it, they'll have to stop
some former great collegiate

Gene O'Pella snares a pass and prepares to escape the ambust laid for him by Army's
Harry Walters (38), Joe Caldwell and Al Vanderbush (64).

^ J

players—such names as Sam
Valentine, a guard who was
formerly grid captain at Penn
State and who beat Rutgers with
his conversion kick, and Harry
Jefferson, former star halfback
with the University of Illinois,

grace the Marine line-up.

Homecoming Day
There'll be some familiar

faces there too: former Villa-
novans Ron Cherubini and Tim
Etter now don uniforms for the
Quantico bunch.
Of course, you're going into

the game in poor physical shape,
with several injuries and bruises
from the rough Army encounter
hindering several key players.
Most depressing injury is the
ankle of Billy Paczkowskie, who
probably won't see action
against the Marines.
But winning this one will be

just the balm those aching
Wildcats need.

Runners Lose But
Gain Experience

By TOM MURPHY They finished eighth, ninth

^

The cross country team com- tenth, eleventh, twelfth and
peted in the IC4A champion- fourteenth, respectively,
ships yesterday after complet- Actually Jack Faucett came
ing its regular season last week, in fifth place and was the first

The team lost all three meets Wildcat to finish but he was in-
in which it participated, bowing eligible because he is a veteran

Intramural Bowling Opens
The intramural bowling league

opened last week with the teams
bowling for scratch averages.
Anyone interested should con-

tact Paja in room 118 Sullivan

Hall or Chuck Spinner at the

bowling alley any evening*

Students are reminded that
bowling is an intramural sport
and trophies will be awarded to I

the winners. All bowling takes
place at the Mainline Alleys
which are located on Lancaster
Pike directly across from the
Rosemont Post Office.

Bowling matches will be held
on Tuesdays at 2 p.m., Wednes-
days at 3 p.m. and Thursdays
at o loO,

to LaSalle 16-43 last Tuesday
Villanova placed eight times

in a field of sixteen against La-
Salle, but it seemed all their

runners placed "in the middle,"

while LaSalle covered the first

and last places.

LaSalle's Jefferson finished

first with a time of 24 minutes,

10 seconds, only three seconds
off LaSalle's course record. Bob
Godesky was the first to finish

for Villanova, coming in fifth

with a time of 26 minutes and
7 seconds
Other Wildcats were Tim Mc-

Namar, 27 minutes, 3 seconds;
Vic DiMaio, 27 minutes, 4 sec-

onds; Gene Rogers, 27 minutes,
11 seconds; Joe Neill, 27 min-
utes, 16 seconds; Lance Hugel-
meyer, 27 minutes, 59 seconds;
and Joe Tinney with 28 min-
utes and 27 seconds.

and a transfer student. His
time was 25 minutes and 56 sec-

onds. He will become eligible in

January, in time to participate

in Villanova's indoor track
meets.

Although coach Jim Tup-
peny's men lost all their meets,
the season was not unsuccessful.
It brought out potential in hith-
erto unknowns and prepared the
runners for the upcoming track
season.

Villanova is nationally-known
as a great track power and
track manager Phil Ryan looks
upon the cross-country season
philosophically. "Our men ran
cross-country this season main-
ly for experience and to get
themselves in shape", he said.

He also added, "Godesky is a
miler; Faucett, McNamar and
Rogers are two milers.

Pete Dawkins

Proves He s

All -American
By RODGER VAN ALLEN
The football team played its

best game of the year last Satur-

day, but it was not enough to

contain Pet© Dawkins, that most
dynamic of all cadets, who scor-

ed three times in leading unde-

feated Army to a 26-0 victory.

The more than 6000 Villanova

students and alumni who were
part of a 27,250-person capacity

crowd at Michie Stadium in

West Point were treated to a
determined defensive effort by
the Wildcats.

In the opening period the
Black Knights, national offens-

ive leaders, got only one first

down, and it wasn't until late

in the fourth period that they
mounted a sustained drive.

With the Wildcats' line show-
ing surprising toughness, Army
Coach Earl Blaik had his men
go to the air more than any
other time this year. They
threw 29 times and completed
13 to account for most of their
322 yards gained.

Injured Players
The Cats did not go into the

game in the best o fshape. Quar-
terback Jim Grazione could play
only about half the game due
to a previously injured thigh'
muscle, and Billy Paczkowskie
had trouble with his weakened
ankle, being forced to the side-
lines after only a few minutes
of playing time.

In both cases ,however, other
men came through with clutch
performances. Eddie Roehre
called an excellent game and
passed well from the quarter-
spot, while Joe Nardo was a
key man on both offense and de-
fense.

Dawkins' first score came in
the second period when he haul-
ed in Grazione's punt on his own
twenty, faked a reverse, slipped
down the sidelines aided by
some excellent blocks, cut back
slightly and went the rest of the
way for the score with a burst
of speed which made John Dan-
iel's goal-line drive unsuccessful.

Touchdown Pass
Harry Walters successfully

Wcked the extra point.
Less than three minutes later,

Dawkins snagged Joe Caldwell's
pass and raced across the goal
again, the play covering 46
yards. It was the only time in
the game that the Cats' pass
defense was caught completely
unprepared, but the opportunit-
tic Cadets made the most of the
lapse.

The Wildcats' best chance to
score came in the second quar-
ter when Gene O'Pella deflected
Joe Caldwell's pass into the
alert arms of Joe Nardo, who
took it from Army's 28 to the
10.

Four consecutive pass plays
failed here, however, with the
Main Liners' Tom Heron failing
to hold a first-down bullet pass
over the middle.

Play NuIUfled
The Cats got a bad break in

the second period when a 41-
yard pass play from Roehre to
Heron that had moved the ball
to the CadeU' 10 was called
back because of a clipping pen-

f y^ Another drive, this one
led by Grazione, died out on the

(Continued on Puge ig)
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*'Ho^ ho, ho, and what do you want for Christmas?" asks Santa Claos at hist Saturday's

Orphan Outing. Joe DeRocher and J. J. Sullivan hand out the presents to kids from St. John's

Orphanage.

Photo Essay, Art Features

Of New LYNX Out Thurs.
Sale of the Lynx, the magazine of creative writing on the

Villanova campus, will begin tomorrow and continue until the end
t>f the week.

The Lynx can be purchased in the Pie Shoppe and from sales-

men in the dormitories and classroom buildings. The price of the

magazine is 25c.

Editor-in-chief Frank DjTian stated that he feels that this

issue will rate among the best ever published. "We have carefully

considered every submission and we feel that we have included

only the best of these," Dynan
said.

The most unusual feature of

the Fall Lynx will be the pic-

torial essay, tried only rarely

in the past. It will be a photo-

graphic and prose look at

Philadelphia's coffee houses by
Tom Pfieflfer and Ray Quaglia

Old Contributors

Th2 fiction section will fea-

ture stories by James Merikan-

gas, Bob Pinto and Frank Mar-
tha, all of whom have written

for the Lynx before. New fiction

writers will be Quaglia, Tony
Macklin and Dynan. Story

themes range from the impres-

sionistic realization of what
might have been of "The Night,

the Snow and Shining Armor,"
to the gullibility of the educated

college student of "Metaphysics

for the Many."
Bill Gallagher's article on the

role of the musical in the modern
theatre, Bernard Avellino's per-

sonal view of the process of be-

coming a rational animal and

Tom McKenna's analysis of F.

Scott Fitzgerald's relationship

to the age in which he lived, will

comprise the essays.

Editor Does Poetry

Poetry will include two short

poems by Poetry Ekiitor James
Tague, "The Sea" and The Sea-

gull." Several of Tague's poem's

have been published nationally.

Other poems will be "Japan"

by Robert Lima; "Winter" by
(Continued on Page 2) |

niANK J. DYNAN
LTIIX

Masque To Stage

Russian Farce
The Belle Masque Dramatic

society will present the Russian
farce, Inspector General, as

their Spring show, it was learn-

ed last week.
Owen Klien, senior English

major and president of the

society, said that the cast has
been selected by Mr. Richard
Duprey, society moderator.

R 'n Ky Comedy

In Amateur

Show Tonight
y PAUL A. iUCKLEY
Of Tb* Vlflcaovoa Staff

^e annual Amateur Night
will be held this evening in the

Vasey Hall Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Amateur Night, which was a
regular affair in the pre-war

days, was reinstated on the Vil-

lanova campus last year by the

Intramural Department.
Last year, more than 15 en-

trees participated in a show
that lasted for two hours. As
happened last year, awards will

be presented to the best acts.

The Intramural Department
has already chosen the judges

for the evening. All judges are

members of the faculty. Their

identities will be withheld until

show time. ^ /''
^i.^

Judging System
All acts are judged on ^our

points; stage presence, ability,

presentation and audience re-

action. Five points are awarded
for excellence in each category

with the grading running to one
point for fair. Everybody scores

in Amateur Night.

So far, four acts have been

accepted for the show, but the

Intramural Department expects

aoout 10 more entrees before

curtain time.

One of the headliners will be

freshman Kevin Shea, billed as

Kevin the Konjuror, performing
his "wonderful" magic. Shea is

a member oC the International

Brotherhood of Prestidigitators.

Also featured will be a Bar-
bership quartet, the Quadrang-
les, featuring Pete Bonafanti,

John Carmosku, Charlie Reilly

and Charlie Carroll.

With Props, Yet
Comedy will be provided by

(Continued on Pa^c 2)

Congress Okays
Progress Report

The Student Congress, last Wednesday established an annual

report, to familiarize jBtudents with Council achievement through-

out the year.

Sophomore class president Bob DeLisa, who initiated the

proposal, said that "many students don't realize what the Council

accomplishes." He suggested that such information be supplied by

an interestingly written pamphlet
Although the proposal had

'Marketplace'

ue Show
For Christmas

Masqi

Belle Masque's theatre work-
shop, a division of Belle Masque,
will present "Christmas in the
Market Place" by Henri Gfaeon,

tonight in the Vasey Hall Audi-
torium.

Gheon's famous nativity play
was adapted into Rnglish by
Eric Crozier and is divided into

three parts.

The first part concerns the
Advent and the Annunciation;
the second part, the Visitation

and the Nativity, and the third
part, the Presentation.

The play centers about a
small band of gypies, ndio, seat-

ed around a camp fire on Christ-

mas Eve, enact the Christmas
story.

"Christmasin the Market
Place" is an unusually demand-
ing play. There are only five

actors in the story, but each
actor is called upon to play be-
tween four and five characters.
The play will be under the di-

rection of Richard Cavanaugh,
a graduate student in theatre
and assistant to Mr. Richard M.
Duprey, director of Belle Mas-
que.

William Gallagher, senior
Arts student, will be stage man-
ager with George Becht, senior
Mechanical Engineering student,
as head of the stage crew.
Four Villanovans and an Im'-

maculate student constitute the
(Continued on Page 3)

gained sufficient support, it waa
not until after forty-five minutes
of heated debate that it was
finally voted upon.

In the meantime, no less than

three amendments were offered

concerning who would be the

author of it, each accompanied
by loud discussion.

Editors Rejected

It was agreed that such a re-

port should be completely objec-

tive.

Don Kempf, senior Arts major,

insisted that the only way to

achieve objectivity would be to

call upon some outside agency,

completely detached from coun-

cil affairs, to write it.

And since the VILLANOVAN
was no longer represented on
the Council, he reconmiended a
staff to include the editor-in-

chief and four other editors of

the VILLANOVAN.
At this point. Chairman Bob

Murphy, relinquished the chair

to give his opinion that the "un-
cooperative attitude" shown by
the VILLANOVAN disqualifies

its staff from writhig a satis-

factory report.

Kempf persisted almost single-

handedly to advance his sug-

gestion, and to discredit the

amendment previously proposed
by John Kelley that the report

be written by Murphy in col-

laboration with moderator, the

Rev. Dante L. Girolami, O.S.A.

These two could not help but
be prejudiced in preparing such
a report, Kempf said.

The Cong^ress soundly killed

Kempf's amendment, and Kelley

withdrew his. Kelley was also

forced to withdraw his com-
promise amendment which pro-

(Continued on Page 2)

I Seminary Guild Starts

Drive for Members, Funds
The Augustinian Seminary

Guild will intensify its drive for

membership starting tomorrow
and extending through next
Wednesday.
Bob Merkert and his co-work-

ers on the Religious Affairs

Conunittee of the Student Coun-
cil will visit every Religion class

once during that time.

As a supplementary means of

Seminary Guild Feature
(Page 6)

encouraging membership, the
Guild has set up a table contain-
ing information on the work of
the Guild on the first floor of
Dougherty Hall.

The Guild is the fund-raising
unit of the Augustinian Order.
Its members help defray the im-

mense cost of educating young
men for the priesthood.

Mary, Our Mother of Good
Counsel, is the Patroness of this
work, as well as all those who
interest themselves in the fur-
therence of the holy priesthood.

Persons who wish to support
the Augustinian seminaires may
enroll either themselves or de-
ceased relatives or friends in the
Guild.

Ordinarily, a one-year mem-
bership is one dollar, but that
has been reduced to fifty cents
for students. A five-year mem-
bership is five dollars, a perpet-
ual is ten, and a family mem-
bership is fifty.

Members share in prayers
and good works by the Augus-
tinian priests throughout the
world.

&••
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Juniors Don McCoy (seated) and Joe Durocher leave the campus in a vintage
1928 loaded witii gifts for tiie orfdians party Monday at St John's.

Debaters Fourth,

Corey Ranks High
Villanova's debating team fin-

ished fourth in the St. Joseph's
College tournament in Novem-

Representing Villanova
against 30 other colleges were
Beta Ganuna president Jim
Corey, Dominic Costa, Frank
Cunningham and Oz Scogna.
Corey ranked 12th among 144

debators in the tourney. He and
Costa comprised one of four un-
defeated teams.
Ron Anderson, Mark Quinn,

Joe Ligerra, and Gene Daquilla
represented Villanova at the
University of Delaware tourna-
ment late in the month. The
team gained third place there.

Corey attributes much of the
success of the debating team
this year to the research com-
.mittee of freshman nurses, Mary
Francis Kleha, Catherine Ruck-
er, Judy DeStefano and Judy
Jones.

AMATEUR
(Continued from Page 1)

Bill Ludwig who will do take
offs on famous comedians. Rock
and Roll will be defended by
singer Bob Redmond. The In-

tramural Department will sup-
ply all of the prqps for the acts.

As an added feature, Belle

Masque will present the first

two acts of its Yuletide play,

"Christmas in the Market
Place."

Ed Geisz, the Intramural
Department head says, "admis-
sion to the show will be a smile." i

A bubble blowing contest uus big fun for the kids from St. John's
at last Saturday's Orphan Outing, but it was only a small part of the
day's activities. In all, the Orphans visited Toyhuid and Santa Chuis
at lit Brothers, had lunch, and saw a movie.

Jack Serafin, senior Arts
major, is now heading a con-
stituticA committee in the
society.

Opera Program
Opera dassica Society will

present its annual Christmas
program next Monday at 7:30
in the E^ast Lounge of Dough-
erty Hall. The program will in-
clude Corelli's "Christmas Con-
certo" and Bach's "Mass hi B
Minor." Refreshments will be
served. ^^ ,

HISTORY SEMINAR
Sentor History major Kenneth

MacGillivray will address a
History seminar Friday at 9;30
A. M. in the library.

Local Judge

Sit At Garey
Moot Court
The final argument in the

current Moot Court series, will
take place tomorrow evenhig at
8.30 in the court room at Garey
Hall.

The bench that will hear the
case will consist of Peter F.
Hagen, President Judge of Com-
mon Pleas No. 1, Philadelphia;
Morris Gerber, Court of Com-
mon Pleas, Norristown; and
Harold K. Wood, United States
Attorney, eastern d i s t r i c t of
Pennsylvania.
The competition will be be-

tween the four finalists picked
from the elimination round last
night. The finalists represent
the l>est advocates from the
eight law clube in the competi-
tion. :

:: :'t .v.-/5^^
;'•'.-

The case this year has been
taken from actual litigation and
is not merely a product of aca-
demic imagination. It involves
an acute problem of federal-
state relations. : ,'

The moot is run by the stu-
dents themselves, under the
auspices of the Inter-Club Coun-
cil, and Edward J. O'Connell, a
senior, acting as clerk of courts.
The w i n n e r s of tomorrow's

competition will go on to inter-

school competition.

Civil Service Comm. Offers
Gov'f. Jobs In Capitol
The U. S. Civil Service Com-

mission is offering an examina-
tion for positions in Federal Re-
seareh Laboratories in the
Washmgton D. C. area. All stu-
dents who have a b a c h e 1 o r 's

degree in either engineering,
physical science, or mathemat-
ics are eligible.

The purpose of the Researeh
Scientist Examination is to pro-
vide career opportunities for
college trained people with po-
tential in researeh who are in-

terested in careen leading to
high-level research and develop-
ment positions hi the Federal
Government.

These tests will be conducted
on February 7 and Mareh 21,
1959. Application deadUnes are
January 19 and March 3.

Qualifications for taking the
exam are that you be presently
enrolled in an appropriate
.course of study and expect to
complete all the requirements
for a bachelor's d^^ree on or be-
fore September 1, 1959. Appli-
cation cards may be obtained in

Members of the cfaMw of 1960, kneel la THE UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL, during the aaanal RINO MASS hMt week. The tradl-
tieaal efaMs rings were blessed after BbMs.

V.U. Poets Make
Nat'l Anthology
Poetry written by James E.

Tague and Robert Lima, both
Villanova students, has been ac-
'cepted for publication hi the
Annual Anthology of College
Poetry, the National Poetry As-
sociation has announced.
The selections to be included

in the anthology are Tague's
"Sonnet to L. A. M.," and
Lima's "As I, Alone Await the
Coming Tide."

Tague, who is poetry editor!

of the Lynx, is a junior Pre-{

Law student wliile Lhna is

studying in the graduate school
of Theatre Arts.

PKP Plans Orphons'
Party Saturday

Phi Kappa Pi fraternity will

sponsor a orphan's party this

Saturday at the CYO Hall,
1819 Arch St.

Co-chairmen Mike Marra and
Ed Condon announced that they
have arranged with Catholic

* Charities to entertain orphans
from foster homes. The child-

ren will be picked up at the
Catholic Charities office, 1706
Summer St. and taken to the
CYO hall. The party beghis
at 1 p.m.

Arrangements have been
made for movies and refresh-
ments, and presents will be dis-

tributed. All expenses will be
assumed by the fraternity, Mar-
ra said.

Members desiring transporta-
tion should meet between 11:30
and 12 noon in front of the
chapel on Saturday, according
to Condon.

the placement office, one of the
civil service regional offices, or
from the U. S. Civil Service
Conunission, Washington D. C.
The test consist of mathe-

matical formulation which will
demontrate ability to develop
the mathematical formula need-
ed to solve a quantitative prob-
lem. It also consists of a section
hi either chemistry, physics, or
mathematics. The tune of the
test in four houra.

Candidates selected from this
examination will work with
some of the country's outstand-
ing scientists employed on re-
search and development pro-
jects in these laboratories.
Working with top-flight scien-
tists, the recent graduate is able
to study new and improved
techniques in his work, and par-
ticipate in on-the-job training.

Opportunities exist in eleven
research labs in the Washing-
ton D. C. area with widely di-
versified programs. These lab-
oratories offer the finest facil-
ities and modem test equipment
In all the laboratories, high
speed computers assist the en-
gineers and the scientists in the
solution of complex problems.
More information may be ob-

tained by writing to the U. S.
Civil Service Commisston, Wash-
ington 25, D. C.

New LYNX Out Thurs.
(Continued from Plige i)

James Merikangas; "What is
Love?" by Joseph Lyawood;
and "Phosphorescence" and
several aphorisms by David
MacDermott.
MacDermott and Lima have

also had their poetry published
nationally.

A noteble characteristic of this
issue is expected to be the large
number of Illustrations, under
the direction of art editor Frank
Connolly. Connolly, together
with staff membere Jerry Giv-
nlsh and Peter AUard, has pro-
duced an illustration for all but
a few of the selections.

t

. :,
«•

Reuther Envisions Labor
Fostering Future Freedom
by WALTER P. REUTHER.

President,

United Auto Workers

The People of America are
blessed with a fuller measure
of hiunan freedom than any
people in the world, but we
need to realize that freedom in
the world in which we live is

not a luxury to be enjoyed, but
rather a weapon to fight with
and a tool to built with.

History has made America
the custodian of world freedom,
and because we are the strong-
est of the free world, we must
of necessity be prepared to as-

sume an increasing measure of

world responsibility in the de-

fense of freedom and the other
basic human and democratic
values that we cherish.

The torch of human freedom
raised high some 180 years ago
by the signers of the Declara-

tion of Independence continues

to light the way as men struggle

against tyranny and oppression

in the search to be free.

Common Dedication

We in the labor movement
have imlimited faith in the ca-

pacity of free men, united in

common dedication to meet to-

day's complex and challenging

problems and to built a better

tomorrow.
The prospects of human pro-

gress have never been greater

nor more promising. We need
only to have the good sense to

gear the fruits of our develop-

ing science and technology to

the needs of the human family.

Thii; is the first time in

human history that the econom-
ic tools provided by science and
technology enable mankind to

satisfy its basic economic and
material needs and thus afford

an opportunity to devote greater

time and resources to facilitfit-

ing man's growth as a social,

cultural, and spiritual being.

Free labor has proven a ^Qst
reliable and effective fighter in

the cause of both peace and
freedom, for free labor under-

stands and acts in the know-
ledge that the struggle for peace

and freedom is inseparably

tied together with the struggle

for social justice.

American Opportunity

; There is much unfinished
work in the vineyards of Amer-
ican democracy. We need to

clear our slum and provide an
opportunity for every American
family to live in a decent home
in a healthy neighborhood.

We need to have the courage

and the good sense to bring our

educational system up to date

so that every American child

made in the image of God can

enjoy the kind of educational

opportunity that will facilitate

maximum intellectual, cultural

and spiritual growth.

We need fewer pious platitud-

es and more positive leadership

from both executive and legis-

lative branches of the govern-

ment to implement the recent

decisions of the Supreme Court

and to provide every American,

regardless of race, creed, or

color, equal opportunity and

equal justice in every aspect of

our national life.

raiPASIO AMD W«T«liOTIO AT
rATHIRS' HOUU OF STUDIU
WASNIN6T0N 17 D. C.

Chiss president Sheldon Pollack and weekend chairman Bon
Dobies, and their dates, Nancy O'Connell and Anne Reilly, dance

to the music of Bob Fredericks and his Sentimentalists at the

Junior Class sponsored Charity Ball held last Friday night

Staff Argues

At Meeting On

WVIL Schedule
WVIL, launched a new pro-

gram schedule Monday.
Certain parts of the schedule

were under heavy debate when
originally suggested. A problem
arose whether the Jazz Show
or Encore should be presented
in the late evening.

It was then proposed that
Encore be eliminated from the
schedule, but the program was
saved by a voice vote.

It was also decided that the
Jazz Show would precede En-
core.

Bob Rafano, the station's

public relations director, told
the VILLANOVAN that the
schediule change is an attempt
to better suit the tastes of the
students.

"We have tried to schedule
the best programs at the best
houra. For instance, in the even-
ing houn we shall present the
music that is most conducive to
study."

Rafano also noted that the
new schedule provides the sta-

tion with an additional hour and
a quarter a week air time.

MASQVE SHOW
(Ooiitinued from Fagre 1)

basic cast of the gypsy band.
John M c G a r r y, will play old

Melchior with Connie Donahue
as Colomba, his wife and Alan
Willig as Joey, their son.

Completing the cast are John
Cannon as Bruno and Diane Viti

as Maria.

The play will be presented to-

night in conjunction with ama-
teur night, but will not be placed
in competition with the amateur
night €u;t8. Because of the time
problem* only the firat two acts

will be given on this night

LARGEST ISSUE

The VILLANOVAN'S twenty
page issue, earlier this year,

was the largest in the paper's

22 year history.

Bryn Mawr Prof

Talks Here tonight
The Philosophy . Department

will hold the second in its series

of seminars tonight in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Dr. Donald A. Gallagher, Vice
Chairman of the Philosophy De-
partment announced that the
speaker will be Professor Milton
C. Nahm, Chairman of the Phil-

osophy Department at Bryn
Mawr College.

Professor Nahm's topic will

be "Aesthetic Criticism". The
lecture will be illustrated with
colored slides.

Professor Nahm is noted for
his many publications in the
field of Ancient Philosophy as
well as those in aesthetics.

(Continued from Page 1)

vided for a team of Father

Girolami, Muirphy, and Larry

O'Rourke.editor of the VILLA-
NOVAN. :.,: •;...

IMseosilon HalM
When it appeared that debate

might go on endlessly, Gerry
Hepburn moved tot Umit discus-

sion, <but comiurise was not
reached, and a deadlock resulted.

Tom Hofbnan's motion to refer
the dispute to committee was
gratefully passed.

Murphy said it will be the job

of the comndttee to decide who
will write the report what form
it will take, and when during
the year it will be issued. It

was generally felt that the work
will be in pamphlet foi^n. and
will be issued as the scho<^ year
closes, in April or May.

A motion made by Joe Mason
that the Oouncil do something
about the drastic phone short-

age in Sheehaa Hall was passed
Mason aaid that only eight

phones presently serve 450 resi-

dents of the hall. Stepe will be
taken to inveetigate the chances
of securing another eight

A unanimous vote approved
Sheldon Polkxsk's motion that an
agency be set up to enable the
application for seniot car privi-

leges to be made ft the end of
Junior year eo that notlAcation
can be given during tilie summer
vaeation.

Hynes Presents Bouquets
To Stars of Spanish Night

m

Navy Students

Visit Pittsburgh,

Study Atom Plant
Forty-five Naval engineering

students flew to Pittsburgh last

Thursday to visit the nation's

^rat conunercial atomic reactor
in Shippingport, Pennsylvania.
Under the direction of Corps

Commander Captain John W.
Higgins, Jr., the group left Wil-
low Grove Airport at 10:00 in

a Navy Skymaster for the Ship-

ingport plant just northwest of
Pittsburgh.

The reactor, which is similar

to the power plant on the sub-
marine Nautilus, afforded the
Villanova Midshipmen an op-
portunity to see atomic energy
in action. The group recently
completed their study of atomic
propulsion systems, j)art of the
Naval engineering course.

The Shippenport reactor is a
pressured water type and was
completed late in 1957. It was
built by the Westinghouse Cor-
poration and financed by the
Atomic Energy Commisifion and
the Duquesne Power and Light
Company.

O'Toole to Diieuss
LawSchool Requirm'ts
A meeting of the Pre-Law

Society will be held at 10.30

tomorrow morning in room 209
Commerce and Finance building.

The entrance requirements
for law school will be discussed
by Thomas J. O'Toole, assistant

Dean of Villanova Law School.

Philosophers Form
Discussion Group

The Department of Philoso-

phy has announced the forma-
tion of a club which will provide
several forums tor the discus-

sion of philosophical problems.
The purpose of the organiza-

tion is to discuss and consider

more thoroughly questions and
viewpoints that may be treated

only briefly in class.

The Spanish Club celebrated
its annual "Noche Elspanola"

last Friday in the Vasey Hall
auditorium before aeveral hun-
dred students.

Benjamin Hynes, president of
the club, thanked all who par-
ticipated in the show and pre-
sented flowers to each female
member of the cast

The night featured both a
musical and a literary program.
The musical program included
popular Spanish songs sung by
membere of the Spanish Club, a
tenor solo of "Granada" sung by
the Rev. Policarpo Oroz, O.S.A.,

and "El Relicario" sung by
Judith Rodriguez, mezzo-so-
prano from Cabrini College.

Two piano solos were featured
at the celebration. Nareiso Gan-
dara played "La Malaguena" by
Lecuona and Kenneth MacGil-
livary, president of Villanova
Singera, presented Ballad in G
Minor by Chopin.
A one act tragic-comedy, "A

Matrimonial Secret Called
Poison," was presented by a
cast of seven students, repre-
senting Spain and Latin Amer-
ica.

Three membera of the cast
were Villanova students and
four were from Roeemont
A number of distinguished

guests were present in the audi-

ence. Among them were the
Spainish Consul in Philadelphia,

Dr. Jose Ramon Sobredo, and
several other cossuls represent-

ing Latin American coimtries.

Engineering Dean
Examines Power

J. Stanley Mor^ouse, dean of
enghieering, and William J.

Murphy, instructor of mechan-
ical engineering, recently joined
more than 40 other deans and
professora as guests of the
Philadelphia Power and Light
Company and the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation.

The professors, representing
29 eastern colleges and univer-

sities met in Pittburgh where
they were given a flrathand look
at progress in developing atomic
energy.

WVIL Program Schedule
'
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Juniors Don McCoy (seated) and Joe Durocher leave the campus in a vintage
1928 loaded witli gifts for the orplians party Monday at St John's.

Debaters Fourth;

Corey Ranks High
Villanova's debating team fin-

ished fourth in the St. Joseph's
Ck>Ilege tournament in Novem-

;-,.ber.

Representing Villanova
against 30 other colleges were
Beta Gamma president Jim
Corey, Dominic Costa, Frank
Cunningham and Oz Scogna.
Corey ranked 12th among 144

debaters in the tourney. He and
Costa comprised one of four un-
defeated teams.
Ron Anderson, Mark Quinn,

Joe Ligerra, and Gene Daquilla
represented Villanova at the
University of Delaware tourna-
•ment late in the month. The
team gained third place there.

Corey attributes much of the
success of the debating team
this year to the research com-
•mittee of freshman nurses, Mary
Francis Kleha, Catherine Ruck-
er, Judy DeStefano and Judy
Jones.

Jack Serafin, senior Arts
major, is now heading a con-
stitution committee in the
society.

AMATEUR
(Continued from Page 1)

Bill Ludwig who will do take
offs on famous comedians. Rock
and Roll will be defended by
singer Bob Redmond. The In-

tramural Department will sup-
ply all of the pr(^s for the acts.

As an added feature, Belle

Masque will present the first

two acts of its Yuletide play,

"Christmas in the Market
Place."

£ki Geisz, the Intramural
Department head says, "admis-
sion to the show will be a smile.

A bubble blowing contest was big fun for the kids from St. John's
at last Saturday's Orphan Outing, but it was only a small part of the
day's activities. In all, the Orphans visited Toyland and Santa Claus
at lit Brothers, had lunch, and saw a movie.

Opera Program
Opera dassica Society will

present its annual Christmas
program next Monday at 7:30
in the East Lounge of Dough-
erty Hall. The program will in-
clude CoreUi's "Christmas Con-
certo" and Bach's "Mass m B
Minor." Refreshments will be
served.

HISTORY SEMINAR
Senior History major Kenneth

MacGillivray will address a
History seminar Friday at 9:30
A. M. in the library.

Local Judges
Sit At Garey
Moot Court
The final argument in the

current Moot Court series will
take place tomorrow evening at
8.30 in the court room at Garey
Hall.

The bench that will hear the
case will consist of Peter F.
Hagen, President Judge of Com-
mon Pleas No. 1, Philadelphia;
Morris Gerber, Court of Com-
mon Pleas, Norristown; and
Harold K. Wood, United States
Attorney, eastern d i s t r i c t of
Pennsylvania.
The competition will be be-

tween the four finalists picked
from the elimination round last
night. The finalists represent
the best advocates from the
eight law clubs in the competi-
tion.

The case this year has been
taken from actual litigation and
is not merely a product of aca-
demic imagination. It involves
an acute problem o{ federal-
state relations. S' •

••

The moot is run by the stu-
dents themselves, under the
auspices of the Inter-Club Coun-
cil, and Edward J. O'Connell, a
senior, acting as clerk of courts.
The w i n n e r s of tomorrow's

competition will go on to inter-
school competition.

Civil Service Comm. Offers
Gov't. Jobs In Caipitol

Members of the class of 19«0, kneel in THE UNIVERSITY
CHAPEL, during the annual RINCS MASS hMt week. The tradi-
tional class rings were blessed after Mass.

V.U. Poets Make
NafI Anthology
Poetry written by James E.

Tague and Robert Lima, both
Villanova students, has been ac-
•cepted for publication in the
Annual Anthology of College
Poetry, the National Poetry As-
sociation has announced.
The selections to be included

in the anthology are Tague's
"Sonnet to L. A. M.," and
Lima's "As I, Alone Await the
Coming Tide."

Tague, who is poetry editor
of the Lynx, is a junior Prc-
Law student while Lima is

studying in the graduate school
of Theatre Arts.

The U. S. Civil Ser\'ice Com
mission is offering an examina-
tion for positions in Federal Re-
search Laboratories in the
Washington D. C. area. All stu-
dents who have abachelor's
degree in either engineering,
physical science, or mathemat-
ics are eligible.

The purpose of the Research
Scientist Examination is to pro-
vide career opportunities for
college trained people with po-
tential in research who are in-

terested in careers leading to
high-level research and develop-
ment positions in the Federal
Government.

These tests will be conducted
on February 7 and March 21,
1959. Application deadlmes are
January 19 and March 3.

Qualifications for taking the
exam are that you be presently
enrolled in an appropriate
course of study and expect to
complete all the requirements
for a bachelor's degree on or be-
fore September 1, 1959. Appli-
cation cards may be obtained in

PKP Plans Orphans'
Party Saturday

Phi Kappa Pi fraternity will

sponsor a orphan's party this

Saturday at the CYO Hall,
1819 Arch St.

Co-chairmen Mike Marra and
Ed Condon announced that they
have arranged with Catholic
•Charities to entertain orphans
from foster homes. The child-

ren will be picked up at the
Catholic Charities office, 1706
Summer St. and taken to the
CYO hall. The party begins
at 1 p.m.

Arrangements have been
made for movies and refresh-
ments, and presents will be dis-

tributed. All expenses will be
assumed by the fraternity, Mar-
ra said.

Members desiring transporta-
tion should meet between 11:30
and 12 noon in front of the
chapel on Saturday, according
to Condon.

the placement office, one of the
civil service regional offices, or
from the U. S. Civil Service
Commission, Washington D. C.
The test consist of mathe-

matical formulation which will
demontrate ability to develop
the mathematical formula need-
ed to solve a quantitative prob-
lem. It also consists of a section
in either chemistry, physics, or
mathematics. The time of the
test in four hours.

Candidates selected from this
examination will work with
some of the country's outstand-
ing scientists employed on re-
search and development pro-
jects in these laboratories.
Working with top-flight scien-
tists, the recent graduate is able
to study new and improved
techniques in his work, and par-
ticipate in on-the-job training.

Opportunities exist in eleven
research labs in the Washing-
ton D. C. area with widely di-
versified programs. These lab-:
oratories offer the finest facil-

•

ities and modem test equipment. •
:

In all the laboratories, high
speed computers assist the en-
gineers and the scientists in the
solution of complex problems.
More information may be ob-

tained by writing to the U. S.
Civil Service Commission, Wash-
ington 25, D. C.

New LYNX Out Thurs.
(Continued from Page 1)

James Merikangas; "What is
Love?" by Joseph Lynwood;
and "Phosphorescence" and
several aphorisms by David
MacDermott.
MacDermott and Lima have

also had their poetry published
nationally.

A noUble characteristic of this
issue is expected to be the large
number of illustrations, under
the direction of art editor Prank
Connolly. Connolly, together
with staff members Jerry Giv-
nish and Peter Allard, has pro-
duced an illustration for all but
a few of the selections.

Reuther Envisions Labor
Fostering Future Freedom
by WALTER P. REUTHER,

Presldenf,

United Auto Workers

The People of America are
blessed with a fuller measure
of human freedom than any
people in the world, but we
need to realize that freedom in

the world in which we live is

not a luxury to be enjoyed, but
rather a weapon to fight with
and a tool to built with.

History has made America
the custodian of world freedom,
and because we are the strong-
est of the free world, we must
of necessity be prepared to as-

sume an increasing measure of
world responsibility in the de-

fense of freedom and the other
basic human and democratic
values that we cherish.

The torch of human freedom
raised high some 180 years ago
by the signers of the Declara-
tion of Independence continues

to light the way as men struggle

against tyranny and oppression

in the search to be free.

Common Dedication

We in the labor movement
have unlimited faith in the ca-

pacity of free men, united in

common dedication to meet to-

day's complex and challenging

problems and to built a better

tomorrow.
The prospects of human pro-

gress have never been greater

nor more promising. We need
only to have the good sense to

gear the fruits of our develop-

ing science and technology to

the needs of the human family.

This is the first time in

human history that the econom-
ic tools provided by science and
technology enable mankind to

satisfy its basic economic and
material needs and thus afford

an opportunity to devote greater

time and resources to facilitat-

ing man's growth as a social,

cultural, and spiritual being.

Free labor has proven a mpst
reliable and effective fighter in

the cause of both peace and
freedom, for free labor under-

stands and acts in the know-
ledge that the struggle for peace

and freedom is inseparably

tied together with the struggle

for social justice.

American Opportunity

There is much unfinished
work in the vineyards of Amer-
ican democracy. We need to

clear our slum and provide an
opportunity for every American
family to live in a decent home
in a healthy neighborhood.

We need to have the courage

and the good sense to bring our

educational system up to date

so that every American child

made in the image of God can

enjoy the kind of educational

opportunity that will facilitate

maximum intellectual, cultural

and spiritual growth.

We need fewer pious platitud-

es and more positive leadership

from both executive and legis-

lative branches of the govern-

ment to implement the recent

decisions of the Supreme Court

and to provide every American,

regardless of race, creed, or

color, equal opportunity and

equal justice in every aspect of

our national life.

PRCPARED AND OISTRIBUTCO AT
PATNERS' HOUSE OF STUDIES
WASHINGTON 17 D. C.

Class president Sheldon Pollack and weekend chairman Ron
Dobies, and their dates, Nancy O'Connell and Anne Reilly, dance

to the music of Bob Fredericks and his Sentimentalists at the

Junior Class sponsored Charity Ball held last Friday night.

Staff Argues

At Meeting On

WVIL Schedule
WVIL, launched a new pro-

gram schedule Monday.
Certain parts of the schedule

were under heavy debate when
originally suggested. A problem
arose whether the Jazz Show
or Encore should be presented
in the late evening.

It was then proposed that
Encore be eliminated from the
schedule, but the program was
saved by a voice vote.

It was also decided that the
Jazz Show would precede En-
core.

Bob Rafano, the station's

public relations director, told
the VILLANOVAN that the
schedule change is an attempt
to better suit the tastes of the
students.

"We have tried to schedule
the best programs at the best
hours. For instance, in the even-
ing hours we shall present the
music that is most conducive to
study."

Rafano also noted that the
new schedule provides the sta-

tion with an additional hour and
a quarter a week air time.

LARGEST ISSUE

The VILLANOVAN'S twenty
page issue, earlier this year,

was the largest in the paper's

22 year history.

Bryn Mawr Prof

Talks Here Tonight
The Philosophy . Department

will hold the second in its series

of seminars tonight in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Dr. Donald A. Gallagher, Vice
Chairman of the Philosophy De-
partment, announced that the
speaker will be Professor Milton
C. Nahm, Chairman of the Phil-
osophy Department at Bryn
Mawr College.

MASQUE SHOW
(Continued from Pagre 1)

basic cast of the gypsy band.
John Mc Garry, will play old

Melchior with Connie Donahue
as Colomba, his wife and Alan
Willig as Joey, their son.

Completing the cast are John
Cannon as Bruno and Diane Viti

as Maria.

The play will be presented to-

night in conjunction with ama-
teur night, but will not be placed

in competition with the amateur
night acts. Because of the time
problena, only the first two acts

will be given on this night.

Professor Nahm's topic will

be "Aesthetic Criticism". The
lecture will be illustrated with
colored slides.

Professor Nahm is noted for
his many publications in the
field of Ancient Philosophy as
well as those in aesthetics.

Congress
(Continued from Page 1)

vided for a team of Father

Girolami, Murphy, and Larry

O'Rourke, editor of the VILLA-
NOVAN.

Discussion Halted
When it appeared that debate

might go on endlessly, Gerry
Hepburn moved to limit discus-

sion, hut comprise was not
reached, and a deadlock resulted.

Tom Hoffman's motion to refer
the dispute to conmiittee was
gratefully passed.

Murphy said it will be the job

of the committee to decide who
will write the report, what form
it will take, and when during
the year it will be issued. It

was generally felt that the work
will be in pamphlet form and
will be issued as the school year
closes, in April or May.

A motion made by Joe Mason
that the Council do something
about the drastic phone short-

age in She^ian Hall was passed.
Mason said that only eight

phones presently serve 450 resi-

dents of the hall. Steps will be
taken to investigate the chances
of securing another eight.

A unanimous vote approved
Sheldon Pollock's motion that an
agency be set up to enable the
application for senior car privi-

leges to be made at the end of
Junior year ao that notification

can be given during the summer
vacation.

Hynes Presents Bouquets
To Stars of Spanish Night

Navy Students

Visit Pittsburgh,

Study Atom Plant
Forty-five Naval engineering

students flew to Pittsburgh last

Thursday to visit the nation's

first commercial atomic reactor
in Shippingport, Pennsylvania.
Under the direction of Corps

Commander Captain John W.
Higgins, Jr., the group left Wil-
low Grove Airport at 10:00 in

a Navy Skymaster for the Ship-

ingport plant just northwest of
Pittsburgh.

The reactor, which is similar

to the power plant on the sub-
marine Nautilus, afforded the
Villanova Midshipmen an op-

portunity to see atomic energy
in action. The group recently

completed their study of atomic
propulsion systems, part of the
Naval engineering course.

The Shippenport reactor is a
pressured water type and was
completed late in 1957. It was
built by the Westinghouse Cor-
poration and financed by the
Atomic Energfy Commission and
the Duquesne Power and Light
Company.

O'Toole to Discuss
LawSchool Requirm'ts
A meeting of the Pre-Law

Society will be held at 10.30

tomorrow morning in room 209
Commerce and Finance building.

The entrance requirements
for law school will be discussed
by Thomas J. O'Toole, assistant

Dean of Villanova Law School.

Philosophers Form
Discussion Group

The Department of Philoso-

phy has announced the forma-
tion of a club which will provide
several forums for the discus-

sion Qf philosophical problems.
The purpose of the organiza-

tion is to discuss and consider

more thoroughly questions and
viewpoints that may be treated

only briefly in class.

The Spanish Club celebrated
its annual "Noche Espanola"
last Friday in the Vasey Hall
auditorium before several hun-
dred students.

Benjamin Hynes, president of
the club, thanked all who par-
ticipated in the show and pre-
sented flowers to each female
member of the cast.

The night featured both a
musical and a literary program.
The musical program included
popular Spanish songs sung by
members of the Spanish Club, a
tenor solo of "Granada" sung by
the Rev. Policarpo Oroz, O.S.A.,

and "El Relicario" sung by
Judith Rodriguez, mezzo-so-
prano from Cabrini College.

Two piano solos were featured
at the celebration. Narciso Gan-
dara played "La Malaguena" by
Lecuona and Kenneth MacGil-
livary, president of Villanova
Singers, presented Ballad in G
Minor by Chopin.

A one act tragic-comedy, "A
Matrimonial Secret Called

Poison," was presented by a
cast of seven students, repre-

senting Spain and Latin Amer-
ica.

Three members of the cast

were Villanova students and
four were from Rosemont.
A number of distinguished

guests were present in the audi-

ence. Among them were the
Spainish Consul in Philadelphia,

Dr. Jose Ramon Sobredo, and
several other cossuls represent-

ing Latin American countries.

Engineering Dean
Examines Power

J. Stanley Morehouse, dean of
engineering, and William J.

Murphy, instructor of mechan-
ical engineering, recently joined
more than 40 other deans and
professors as guests of the
Philadelphia Power and Light
Company and the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation.

The professors, representing
29 eastern colleges and univer-

sities met in Pittburgh where
they were given a firsthand look

at progress in developing atomic
energy.
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Recent Red Defeats

Two recent European elections have registered

resounding defeats for the voices of Communism.

Monday's election in Berlin saw a resounding

turnout vote a vigorous *no* to backers of Premier
KhruscheT^'s proposal to drive the Western nations

out of the City.

Mayor Willy Brandt, Socialist leader, was
easily reelected as the Communists failed to win a

seat in the Berlin City Council.

Also remarkable was the size of the vote.

Of 2.2 million eligible to vote, more than 1.6 cast

ballots. Something there for Americans to learn.

In last week's French Parliament elections.

Communists received a sound defeat Their parlia-

mentary leader, Jacques Duclos, was upset and the

Red vote in the French Assembly was reduced.

Premier Charles deGaulle and his right wing

backers are apparently reaping the results of

strong determined leadership.

DeGaulle, since he took over control of govern-

ment in what was a politkally ludicrous country,

has fashioned a direct foreign policy and has rarely

wavered from it.

International leaders might well try the

political philosophy of the French leader: decide

where you ought to stand and then stand there.

A Plea For Sanity
The traditional plea for safety on the high-

ways is traditionally disregarded.

After all, John Public reasons. Tve never been

in an automobile accident I am a safe driver.

: Yet each year, we see the grim prediction of

the National Safety Council made valid by careless-

ness, which in fact is homicide on the highways.

pighway fatalities reach their highest mark
during the holiday season, largely, the Safety Coun-

cil says, because of that extra speed to get home
faster.

An annual four hundred persons with the heavy

foot on the accelerator never get home at all.

Villanova students like thousands all over the

nation will set out for home next week. A word
of caution to the college student shouldn't be neces-

sary, but it is: Drive safely, we yh^t you back.
I II III

Augustinian Dance
A well planned "Mistletoe Dance" for the bene-

fit of the Augustinian Seminary Guild has been

scheduled for later this month.
Elsewhere in this issue we have devoted a page

to the dance and the real and essentkil reason be-

hind it: to raise money for the educatiton of young
men for the priesthood. There is nothing else that

so deserves the support of Villanova students.
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Letters

To The Editor

To the Editor:

Although at times I have
disagreed with the content of
certain articles in the Villa-

novan, I have never seen such
trash as your currently com-
pleted series on "French Stu-
dents." It seems that all one
has to do to gain expression
on the Villanovan's pages is

go somewhere, anywhere!
What you don't seem to

realize is, that the people who
go should also be taken into

consideration. They should be
observed, have a certain in-

sight which can't be gained
from any history book or

picture catalogue.

The author, in my opinion,

is merely a superficial passer-

by, who didn't really see into

France or the French people,

but merely photographed
images and was allowed to

unleash them on the Villa-

nova reading public.

Only a surface observer

could have come up with such
imagery as the uncleanliness

of the French students. This,

in my estimation, was in very
poor taste.

My criticism lies not only

with the author, but with the

editors who allowed his views
to gain print. Either you (ad-

dressing the editors) are

desperate for material, or you
are lacking in good taste.

If the first point is true, I

suggest that you leave the

pages empty rather than
print such trash, and if the

latter is the case, I believe

you should resign your posi-

tiomi.

John Kapowits
Sophomore, C and F

•WITH THE EDITOR-

Solution: Pizza and Beer
By LARRY O'ROURKE-

"This country and its mar-
tini conscious citizens are go-
ing downhill in one very rapid
pace," said the Loudest at a
small gathering I attended re-

cently.

"The mark of normality on
the New York City-suburbia

commuter trains is no longer

determined by what magazine
you conspicuously carry, but
the number of pain deadeners,

both physical and spiritual,

you imbibe during the home-
ward journey..: .

"Doesn't it somewhat alarni

you to see some college stu-

dents, who are supposedly the

future guardians of our free-

dom, find the greatest of plea-

sure in discussing how much
a 1 c h o h o 1 and sex they can
take?" '

The Practical interrupted

here. "Alarmists have been
saying the same things you
have been saying for thou-

sands of years. Anyway, what
difference does it make? You
can't change human nature."

"And besides that," here

spoke the Mechanic, "what
good does spouting off about

the world's problems do?
People are going to sin just

the same."
"You guys make me sick,"

said the previously silent

Worker. "College students
think they can solve every

problem."
The Loudest here regained

the floor. "Don't you think

each particular person has a
role in lif^?"

"The role of life for every-

body is to mind his own busi-

ness and let the rest of the

world be damned as long as
he can save himself," said the
Mechanic.

"I say, let the next guy go
to Hell if he wants to, while
I sweat it out for myself."

"But is that what we as
sensible human beings are sup-

posed to do," interrupted the
Loudest. "Don't we have a
moral responsibility to help
the morally underprivileged?**.;

"Like I said before," shouted
the Mechanic, looking up from
his sports magazine, "we only
gotta look out for ourselves."

"That's pragmatism, it's: I

look out for me and who cares
about the other guy," scheam-
ed the Loudest. "Man as a
member of the human race

must act in regard to certain

ends; unless he is cognizant
of the common good, his own
particular good is pointless.

Read your philosophy book."
"Philosophy," shuddered the

Practical, "just a lot, of wordik

that prove nothing. There's no
place for a philosopher in this

world. Everybody's got to look
out>for himself."

"Pizza and beer, let's go get
some," said the Mechanic, lay-

ing aside his sports magazine.
"What is the purpose of

your own particular life? Why
are you alive," asked the Loud-
est as the four filed out the
front door. "What is the "why*
of your existence?"

I sat with poised pencil wait-
ing for an answer. None came,
just a loud laugh. I slowly
closed my notebook and joined

the crowd.
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A New History O f Jazz ^'«e'« 'Hamlet' Shows

I suppose
* that those
reading the
title of this

article will,
at onoe, en-

visage florid,

r^ drooling ac-

coun ts of
that abominable form of mu-
inc—Dixieland. This I men-
tkm for those attendants of

ViUaiiova*a so^ailed "Jazz

Oonoots** who delight in con-

sidering Dixieland as the ze-

nith ot musical perfectkMi.

Prepare, you Louis Arm-
strong lovers,—for the illu-

sMMi will be shattered as

thoroughly as Wilbur de

Parte shattered my eardrum.
l||r only references to Dixie-

land will be in passing as the

forerunner for the new sound
—llodem and Progressive

jazz. In this respect, only, do
I bow humbly to New Or-

•y ANDREW F. NAPOLI

aole purpose of discord con-

stitotea jazz. Jazz may be

defined as that form of mu-
sical improvisaUon based on

Many Cues, LittlePassion

Much has been written and
said about the beginnings of

Jazz. It started in New Or-

leans at the turn of the cen-

tury, gained momentum
through Chicago and Kansas
aty in the IdSO's and 1930*8

and w« are now at its pres-

ent, and perhaps, final pro-

duct.

X«v Tan Has Mmmm

Few people, howTcver, know
what modem jazz really is.

Uany think that a few se-

lect musicians playing "a

vokmte," or at will, for the

Swing, Dixieland, and Bop
are forms of jazz, but only as

the nuclei upon which the end

product has grown. Being

sdf-expression from impro-

visation, jazz excludes Classi-

cal music, as well as Rock
and RolL Note the omission

of music from Rock and Roll

since any such addition would

certainly be a misnomer.

Clwm*'^^ music must be ex-

cluded because the score must

be adhered to in order to

keep the composer's theme
unnMriested. Rock and Roll

will not even be considered

because of its distorted re-

lationahip to any art.

Having said what jazz is

and what it is not, I will pro-

ceed to the haven of the non-

conformists, the extremists

and the free-thinkers. I

make reference to ICodem
and Progressive jazz.

Fllgr Ite Poor Progressives

Of the two, Progressive

has beat the most attacked^

Many historians of music at-

tribute this form oi music's

origin to Bach, the inventor

and greatest user of counter-

point. Counterpoint is the

art (^ arranging one or more

parts in harmony with the

melody. This is the essence

of Progressive mumc. Why,
then, is it so vigorously at-

tacked when Bach is held in

such high esteem.
The most feasible answer

to one main theme or melody,
is that where Bach adhered
Progressive starts with one
melody and invents many
melodies in the process.

Whatever the answer. Pro-

gressive may be considered

as being at the extreme point

on the musical scale.

Modem jazz is not unlike

Progressive in many respects.

But, Modem jazz is based on
the theme of a composition

with variations and inter-

poses intermixed throughout

the structure. Where Pro-

gressive loses the melody by
its transformation. Modem
is very much concerned with

the overall theme since the

musicians try to surround

the composition with out-

bursts of their own feelings

on what it should entail.

Jazz has three relation-

ships to the original score.

Progressive loses the origin-

al and goes off on tangents

(witness Bmbeck.) Modern
encompasses the other two
relationships. A jazz player

may surround the melody
with lavish chord structures

or he may forget the treble

clef and play something in

its place but always keeping

the bass clef alive as the

dominant factor. Where Pro-

gressive is potentially unlim-

ited, Modern is slightly re-

(Continued on Page 6)

:rystal Ball

Potentials 1

POUnCAL

The recent

state - feder-

al elections
had an incal-

culable effect

on the Amer-
ican political

scene. Re-
publicans re-

a 1 i z e d that

they will suf-

fer defeat in *60 unless they

exercise strong leadtfship.

The Democrats, on the other

hand, are fearful of compla-

cency. New Yoric voters

ssade Rockefeller the glamor

boy of the G.01*. Jack Ken-

nedy remains the Democratic
charmer, but is challenged by
Governor-elect Pat Brown qi

California.

I count both Rockefeller

and Kennedy out as Presi-

dential nominees; Rockefeller

because of his naoae which
symbolizes millions and Ken-
nedy because of religkm. The
American people will not

elect a miUkmaire of the

Rockefdte: calibre to the

Presidency principally
because they do not ccmsider

him one of their own.

His inheritance causes him

to be r^;arded as a daddy-

made man which is certainly

not a Presidential asset. How-
ever, Nelson's personal charm
and his control of the New
York delegation at the con-

vention will be enough to gain

for him the nod for Vioe-

A OithsBn Veqp?
^tBtkal chiefs are not

to

to

Bf J. P. KELLY

person could win. This factor

vitiates the chances of Ken-
nedy and Brown. I predict,

however, that the Democrats
will run a Catholic for Vice-

President, namely Sen. John
Kennedy of Massachusetts. If

the Republicans should at the

last moment decide to do the

same thing, it will probably

be Secretary of Labor James
Mitchell.

Adlai Stevenson and E^stes

Kefauver are also to be

counted out as Democratic

candidates. With regard to

Stevenson the cry will be

—

Remember Bill Bryan—the

politicians not wanting to

take a chance on a two time

loser. I do not doubt, how-
ever, that should the Demo-
crats win, Adlai will be offer-

ed the coveted post of Secce-

tary of State. Kefauver's

crime busting is almost for-

gotten and he will be busy
enou^ campaigning for the

Senate without trying for the

Presidency.

Senator Joe Clark of Penn-
sylvania is a possible com-
promise candidate and has

started to make his bid. Bob
Meyner of New Jersey is

worinng hard for the nomina-
tion. He has advantages in

that he is politically compat-
ible and an excellent Gov-
ernor.

Synrington Looks Besf
My bet at this time is on

Sen. Stuart Symington of

Missouri He will probably

eoate to the convention with

the support of Harry S. Tru-

an which alone might be

to gain for him the

nomination. Missouri was a

border state during the Civil

War and still is, with regard
to the current Democratic

policy crisis on integration

and civil rights. Selecting a

nominee from this state

might help to weld the party

together and thus prevent a

Southern walkout.

Symington was formerly

the Secretary of the Air

Force and seems to be the

best educated Senator regard-

ing problems of national de-

fense, which will be an im-

portant campaign issue.

A Nod for Nixon

Vice-President Nixon re-

mains the strong man in the

G.O.P. He endeared himself

to the people by his conduct

during the Venezuelan epi-

sode. His ability is recog-

nized universally and he is

considered the most qualified

Republican simply because of

his tenure as Vice-President.

The one count against him is

the Knowland-Knight mess

in California; the fact that

his home state is Democratic

might have severe repercus-

sions at the convention. Nix-

on's biggest advantage—the

probable support of President

Eisenhower.

It is my prediction that

November 1960 will see Sy-

mington and Kennedy win-

ning over Nixon and Rocke-

feller in a landslide. If the

Republican Party wants to

prevent it, they must reorg-

anize themselves drastically.

They must start by breaking

tradition and choose a liberal

Senate Minority Leader.

By BILL GALLAGHER

When Elmer
Rice was in

P h i 1 a -

delphia with
his latest
play "Cue for

Passion", he
repeat-

^AiiAAUBs edly deniedGALLA6HiR t^/this, his

work for the past year, had
been writteii as a modem-day
version of "Hamlet". He in-

sisted that it was a separate

entity, conceived by him not

as an imitation of that great

tragedy but rather as a com-
pletely new work; one that.

he hoped would be very well

received critically and as a
consequence, financially. "Cue
for Passion" is "Hamlet"
sans bloodshed, death and
paradoxically, vitality. It is

unexciting, undramatic and
for all of its literate dialogue

quite boring and disappoint-

ing.

It would take a while to

list the sunilarities to "Ham-
let". A son is away from
home when his fatho' dies

amidst rather dubious cir-

cumstances. The son returns,

finds his mother not only out

of mourning but also recent-

ly married to a long-time

friend of the family.

There is an O^elia-type
girl who is pure and under-

standing ; a Horatk>-t y p e

friend to the bothered youth;

a doctor that bears every re-

semblance to Polonious.

There are ghost scenes and

scenes wherein mother and
son have it out hot and
heavy. Also, the doctor is

wounded through a curtain-

ed area. For all that Rice
has borrowed, he has man-
aged to fashion mo^dy a two
and a half hour talkathon.

Freudian Overtones
The deadly clinical atmos-

phere is furthered when, to-

ward the end of the first act,

we are given hints that this

sulking boy is in love with

his mother. Here poor Freud
is again dug up and dusted

off for another day in the

sun; indeed, he is more up

WHO'S ALL WET?

than down these dajrs. The
feeling is now prevalent that

instead of watching a play,

we are sitting in on a very
personal case history.

We know this boy Is a
moody brat from his first en-

trance. He has lines such as

these: "I slept fine untfl the

mocking birds started to

mock me" or 'Tm skipping

dinner". He is fuU of self-

pity and is uncooperative
from the moment he enters

the airy, spacious summer
house after having written
ahead that he would "be at
your house" to his mother.

Here, then, is a character
in a situation not dissimilar

to Hamlet's who doesn't pos-

sess any nobility or arouse
any pity. One can't feel pity

for this anti-social adolescent
who vents his resentment on
everyone around him and on
various topics: two car gar-
ages, singing in choirs, "mak-
ing roads for coolies to get
in to see "C" Hblljrwood pic-

tures".

"Be Free"
We know from a faithful

maid what has made him this

way; But now what shall be
done with him? In an over-

ly neat and simplified ending,

the mother sends sonny off

SO SONNY LEFT

with these words: "Be free.

Be strong. Live, and never
come back here."

As delivered by that su-
preme actress, Diana Wyn-
yard, the words seem to take
on some importance. She has
several fine moments when
showing anger with her son's
accusations but, on the whole,
is wasted in this role. It is

quite some time since Broad-
way has seen Anne Revere.
In this play she is reduced to
making numerous entrances
and to carrying off tray af-
ter tray. She manages to
make this appear consequen-
tial. J<rfin Kerr, as the very
troubled son, does well. He
is on virtually from the mid-
dle of the first scene to the
end of the last. His voice
wears on one's nerves when-
ever he raises it, but in a tax-
ing and difficult role, he
sometimes conveys a feeling

of deep inner struggle. Lloyd
Gough, Russell Gaige, Robert
Tiansing and Joanna Brown
complete a cast that stands
far above its material.

Director and Author
George Jenkins has design-

ed the lovely living room-gar-
den setting which has a look
of classic beauty. Elmer
Rice the director fares better

than Elmer Rice the play-

wright. The action moves
smoothly, if at times too
slowly.

When Shakespeare borrow-
ed for thematic material he
brought many original touch-

es to the work, and these,

coupled with his poetry, made
it possible for everyone to

overlook his shortcoming. Mr.
Rice has not brought much
imagination to this new
"Hamlet". The result is an
obvious and repetitious piece

of writing which has psycho-

logical overtones and no
dramatic impact. It is bor-

rowed and pretentious work.
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Guild Aids Augustinian Seminarians
In the labors of the Augus-

tinian Fathers, the Founder,

Saint Augustine himself, is the

tjrpe and the ideal. Of his worlc

in the African Church it can be

said that the outstanding char-

acteristic is its universality.

He did not confine himself to

one kind of service, but he

adapted his life to the work
which was needed by the Church

at the time.

Thus to combat the heresies

of the day he wrote books, de-

bated with the arch-heretics

and preached learned discourses.

To instruct the catechumens and

neophytes, he taught catechism

and developed a system of his

own to bring the truths of the

Faith down to the level of the

uneducated.
Model Homiles

To help his own flock he

preached simple little homilies

which are models of their kind.

For the sciences of philosophy

and theology he wrote treatises

which have been and will con-

tinue to be, the foundations of

Christian scholarship.

Yet all the while he was living

the life of a religious with his

monks and priests, and was de-

voting a great part of his time

to the task of leading his breth-

ren toward the higher spiritual

life.

": It goes without saying that

all the Saint's labors were sub-

ordinate to the one central ideal

of his life—growth in hoUness,

deepening of his knowledge and

love of God.
Do All Works

Similarly the Augustinians

have given themselves to the

promotion of all the works of

the Church. They were not, as

other Orders were, founded for

some particular labor such as

the redemption of captives, the

care of the sick, the conversion

of some race.

In the history of the Order,

we find the Brethren teaching

in the universities, preaching
missions and crusades, conduct-
ing parishes and schools, evan-
gelizing the pagans of foreign

lands.

There were Augustinian pro-

fessors at Oxford and Paris in

the Middle Ages. Augustinian
missioners accompanied the
Spanish mariners to Mexico, the
Philippine Islands and Japan in

the sixteenth century. There are

Augustinian monastaries in Ire-

land which have been doing pa-

rochial work in the same place

since the thirteenth century.

Many Saints

. .Most important of all, tiie

Augustinian spirit has succeed-

ed in the principal purpose of

its existence—the formation of

Saints. Names like St. Thomas
of Villanova, Saint Rita of

Cascia, St. Nicholas of Tolen-
tine, St. John Facundo, St. Clare
of Montefalco and a host of

Blessed men and women give

eloquent testimony of this fact.

To all Uiese the Augustinian
of today looks for inspiration

and assistance, conscious of the

fact that the same Rule which
made them Saints can lead him
to the same holy ideal.

'

Above all, it is to the Blessed
Mother of God, venerated for

centuries by the Order under
the titles of Mother of Good
Counsel, Mother of Consolation,

Mary of the Divine Maternity,

that the Augustinian turns for

counsel and solace. It is

through her that the Augustin-
ian leads the faithful in parish-

States from Ireland in 1794.

They established themselves

first in Philadelphia, where Old
St. Augustine's Church was
completed in 1801.

From there the Fathers en-

gaged in missionary work along

the eastern seaboard, and it was
as the result of this labor that

parishes o fthe Order were
founded in Pennsylvania, New
York and Massachusetts.

In 1842 Villanova College was
founded; this was the first of
a series of educational establish-

ments which now include two
universities, a college, four sem-
inaries and twelve high schools.

Band Based Here
In addition to the parochial

and educational work of the
Fathers, there are our Missions.

For over fifty years there has
been an Augustinian Mission
Band with headquarters at Vil-

lanova. Just three years ago a
mission was opened by the two
American Provinces at Naga-
saki in Japan.

It was not the first time that
the habit of the Order was seen
in this great city of Nippon.
In the sixteenth century Spanish
Fathers found their way there
from the Philippines, and in the
terrible persecution which closed

that Mission for three hundred
years many Augustinians gave
their lives for the Faith. . ^

The labors of the American
Augustinians are therefore quite

diversified, and it is according
to his talents and aptitudes

that the young priest is assign-

ed to work in which he can best

serve God.

Four Seminaries

For the preparation necessary

for this apostolate the Province

of St. Thomas maintains four

seminaries. The Juniorate is at

Clove Road and Howard Ave-
nue, Staten Island, New York.

All applications for entrance

into the Order should be sent

to the Very Reverend Rector

of this preparatory school.

The Novitiate of Our Mother
of Good Coimsel is at New Ham-
burg, New York. After the year

of novitiate the young professed

cleric enters the collegiate, St.

Mary's Hall, Villanova, Pennsyl-

vania. Finally, his course of

studies ends with Theology at

Augustinian College, Washing-
ton, D. C.

Father Kiefnan Has Served
In High Schools, Colleges
Reverend Benjamin J. Kier-

nan, O.S.A. the new Director of

the Augustinian Seminary Guild,

was born in Long Branch, N. J.

He received parochial school

training in the Star of the Sea
School and graduated from Red
Bank Catholic High School in

1932.

Ehitering the Augustinian Or-

der in September, 1935, he grad-

>^ii

REV. BENJAMIN KIERNAN,
O.S.A.

Guild IMreetor

uated from Villanova University
in the Class of 1940. His theo-

logical course was taken at

Catholic University, Washing-
ton, D. C, and he was ordained

at the Trinity College Chapel
May 29, 1943.

Father received a Master of

Arts Degree from Catholic Uni-

versity June, 1944.

He has served as school chap-

lain at St. Augustine High
School, San Diego, California,

and Villanova Prep School, Ojai,

California. ••/•
'^ •::?. ;••;;;'

He has served as Dean of Dis-

cipline at Archbishop John Car-

roll High School, Washington,
D. C, and Monsignor Bonner
High School, Drexel Hill, Pa.

He also founded the Father and
Son Association at Monsignor
Bonner.
Father has served on the Fac-

ulty of the Catholic University

of America, Mount Saint Mary's

College, Los Angeles, California,

and Villanova University.

On August 15, 1958 Mount
Saint Manx's College, Los An-
geles, conferred upon Father the

honor of Doctor of Laws.

When Father was appointed
Director of the Augnstinian
Seminary Guild in September of

this year, he also aseomed the
positions of Provincial Director
of Vocations and Local Direc-

tor of the Pious Union of Our
Mother of Good CounaeL

Dance Slated

Villanova

December 28
The Augustinian Seminary

Guild presents the "Mistletoe

Dance," a scholastic dance in a
collegiate setting, in the Villa-

nova field house, Sunday De-
cember 28, at 8 p.m.

Dancing will be to the Ifike

Pedicin band. Also featured will

be Decca recording artists the

"Four Aces," as well as WRCV's
disc Jockeys Grady and Hurst
and Jack Rattigan and his Ras-
cals, along with many other
stars who will be in the area at
the time of the dance!
There will be many prizes

awarded, among them auto-

graphed records. The admission
will be $3 per couple.

"The Mistletoe Dance" is for

the benefit of the Augustinian
Seminary Guild, the organiza-

tion of the Augustinian Order
which raises funds to help de-

fray the expenses of the educa-
tion of students to the priest-

hood.

JAZZ
(Continued from Pa^e 5)

stricted in structure.

Many Things
Psychologically speaking,

jazz expresses the musicians*
personality, his ps3rche, his

person. Ethically speiUdng,
it is the means to an end.

The means is improvisation.

Objective: The Priest

Seminary Life . . •

Academic Life • J •
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Intrabartolo,

Morra Given
Grid Awards

The most successful Wildcat
football team in recent years
was lionored at the football ban-
quet last Monday at the Penn-
Sherwood Hotel. This was the
37th such affair sponsored by
the Villanova Club of Philadel-
phia to honor the squad for a
job well done.
The team in general was con-

gratulated on their impressive
record. Among the speakers was
the Very Rev. James Donnelon,
O.S.A., Villanova's President,
who quoted Lt. Gen. Garrison
H. Davidson, West Point Super-
intendent, as saying after the
Army game, that "Villanova
was the best team Army had
played up to that time."

Several stars of this Wildcat
team were singled out for their

outstanding play. The Cyril J.

Burke Award went to tackle

Paul Morra for being the most
consistent performer. The Na-
tional Alumni Award for the
most valuable player, went to

halfback Dave Intrabartolo.

Guard Mike DeLucia represent-
ing the co-captains Gene
OTella, Bill Ciaig and himself,

received the Martin J. Mc-
Laughlin Award.
As in the past, the Villanova

Loyalty Award for the most de-

voted alunmus was presented at

the dinner. This year the honor
was given to Dr. James P.

Quindlan *28.

Dr. Quindlan is an instructor

in obstetrics and gynecology at

the Philadelphia Medical Center.

The doctor has contributed

much in the way of time and
money to the University, and
has been influential in attract-

ing many athletes to Villanova.

WRCV Sportscaster Jim Bon-
ner, no stranger to those who
listened to Villanova games, was
master of ceremonies. A special

award was presented by head
coach Frank Reagan, to Earl

Eby, Philadelphia BULLETIN
sportswriter, for "25 years of

loyal reporting of V i 1 1 a n o v a
sports."

Joe Ryan In New Shooting Role
By JIM MURRAY

"The coach says there are

two big 'ifs' as far as the Villa-

nova basketball is concerned. If

we get the boards and if I shoot

the team will be assured of suc-

cess." these are the words of

Joe Ryan, captain of the '58

'Cats.

There was clear proof for the

statement in the team's 83-67

decision over LeMoyne. Villa-

nova dominated the boards and
Joe poured in 26 points, hitting

on 12 of 15 shots from the

floor.

This is the story of Joe Ryan,
who led the Philadelphia Cath-
olic League in scoring in his

sophomore and junior years at

St. Joseph's Prep and was run-

ner up in his senior year to a
South Catholic player named
Jim Grazione (maybe you have
heard of him).

Joe says, "The big difference

between high school and college

ball is that in high school one
or two stars could make a team
a winner but in college all five

men on the team have to foe

stars. You learn to think and
to i^ck up the fine points, such
as anticipating a player's move-
ments and getting into position

before he makes it. College com-
petion is the greatest."

No Let-downs
Joe, as the captain of this

year's team, has certain respon-

sibilities "I have to be sort of

a disciplinarian, although the

club doesn't need one. I have to

inspire the gujrs and pass on my
experience. This is the main
thing, to guard against let

downs and to keep the proper
attitude present. It is a great
honor to be captain and I am
thankful for it."

The big mystery around Joe
Ryan is the reason behind his

failure to shoot. Joe gets pretty

tired of everybody throwing this

at him but he explained and
analyzed the problem. "I have
been bringing the ball down for

the past two years and when I

get down there if I would take

a shot I would look like a one
man team."

COURT^CAPUIN

Joe isn't the ball player who
wants to be a one man team so
he doesn't pump, gun or throw
the ball up every time he gets
his hands on it. Rather he pas-
ses off, sometimes even when
he should take the shot. This is,

or was, Joe's problem, a prob-
lem that he has solved.

Joe Hits Ten In a Row
Let*s reconstruct the Le-

Moyne game. The first half was
close and Joe passed off two or
three shots that he should have
taken. Coach Al Severance then
decided to give Joe a "rest".

"The coach told me I had
made mistakes and I hate to sit

on the bench so When I got back
in I was determined not to make
any." said Joe. He proved his

point ten straight times as he
shot and played so well that he
made the game a rout. "I didn't

even realize it. I remember look-

ing up at the scoreboard and we
were up by seven the next time
I locked up we were up by
twenty-two."

Here is the difference—^Joe

went back into the game and
everytme was doing his own job.

George Ravding and John Dris-

coU were cmitrolling the boards,
Kenny and Huggard were mov-
ing and passing the ball. Joe
now had his job to do.

"Jim Kenny kept hollering to

me, 'Get over here and take the
ball, take the ball.' Jimmy Hug-
gard was breaking his back to

help me out. In fact one time.

after one of Jim's great passes,

-

I looked around and he was
laughing. Some guys would get

sore if they didn't do all the
scoring themselves."

It's His Job
Joe Ryan didn't have the time

to think about being a one man
team because the ball was being
moved up court too fast and
when he had a shot he took it.

"The coach has me convinced I

have to shoot; it's my job."

As for Joe's own predictions,

he'll take each game as it comes
along—the big ones will all be

rough games on the road and in

his own words, "There are no
weak teams or easy games in

the city series, it's like the

Army-Navy football game. You
can throw the records away/'

Sports' Shorts

The giant Villanova end and
co-captain Gene O' P e 1 1 a has
been named to the famed Wil-
liamson All-American team.
The AP and the ECAC had

picked Gene for their AU-East
teams.

Soph Tom Samuelevitz was
was forced to ride the bench
last Thursday while his team-
mates routed Philadelphia Tex-
tile.

Tom, who performed admir-
ably in the opener against Le-
Mo3me, pulled a leg muscle in

late in that game.
The 6-4 rebounder will be

ready for action tonight when
the Wildcats seek their third

consecutive victory against
Siena at the Palestra.

The Intramural Department
will hold its annual Amateur
Night this evening.

FestiviUes will begin at 7:00
in the Vasey Hall Auditorium.

;
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Pete Dawkins, Ted Dean
Lead All-Opponent Team

Reli^rious Life • • .

T
. I

Two backs and a lineman
were chosen unanimously to the

195 8 Villanova All-Opponent
football team. The three unani-

mous selectees were Army's
captain, Pete Dawkins; Wichi-

ta's fullback, Ted Dean, and
Detroit's middle guard, Dick

Kennedy.
Dawkins, Army's all-every-

thing, was also selected as the

most outstanding player faced

by the squad. The vote on this

qvestion was one-sided as Daw-
kins received all but one of the

votes cast. The other vote sel-

ected Roland Lakes, the huge
center from Wichita. This vote

was cast by the Wildcats center,

Tom Fletcher, who faced Lakes

all night
The other selectees for the

squad consisted of ends Bruce

Shenk, West Chester; and Don
Usry, Army's not-so-lonesome

end. The tackle positions were

manned by Jim McFalls of

V. M. I. and Emil Karas of Day-

ton. Bob Novogratz of Army's

Unbeaten spuad, was chosen as

Itennedy's running mate at the

guard slot, while Lakes com-

piled more votes than any of

the other center candidates to

notch that position easily.

The All-Opponent backileld

aside from Dawkins and Dean,
had Joe Caldwell of Army at
the quarterback spot, and in the
vote for Dawkin's running mate,
a deadlock occurred making a
five man backHeld. The dead-
locked two consisted of Pete
Johnson of V. M. I. and Harry
Jefferson, Quantico's stellar
halfback out of Illinois.

Army, as a team, had moiae

individuals placed on the team.
The first team consisted of four

Army men, while both Wichita
and V. M. I. placed two men on
the team. West Chester, Detroit,

Dayton and Quantico all placed

one member on the team.
Players who received honor-

able mention were Ends—Don
Tosi, Boston College; Bill Car-
penter, Army, and Dennis Flynn,

Detroit; tackles—Steve Bennett,

Boston College; Grady Alder-

man and John Dingens, both of

Detroit; guards—^Tony Stemic,

Quantico; centers—Bob Oswan-
del. Army, and Chet Poirier,

Boston College; backs—Bill Ne-
braska and Sam Homer, both

of V. M. L; BUI Brown, Jim
Colclough, and Alan Miller, all

of Boston College; Jack Wend-
land. West Chester; Bruce
Maher, Detroit, and Don Laak-
sonen, Quantico.

Jizz A.C Wins Intramurals
Playing without star quarter-

back Richie Haines, the East
l^^ngers were narrowly defeated

by Jizz A. C. in the 1958 Inter-

mural Football Championship
game on last Monday.
Jim Tarsey swept around left

end behind solid blocking after

taking a hand-off from quarter-

back I>on Brass to pick up a
first down which provided the

winning margin for Jizz A. C.

in the tense battle (m Austin

Field in sub freezing tempera-

ture.

This play gave the new
champ a 4-3 lead in first downs
and proved to be the winning

margin.
Tarsey's run came with less

than five minutes to play, with

the score tied at 7-7, both teams
having tallied on pass plays.

The E^ast Wingers held after

Tarsey picked up the first down.

Sub quarterback Mike Lombar-
do attempted to tie the game
with a desperation pass but Jizz

A. C.'s Duke Goodwin inter-

cepted and Jizz A. C. ran out

the clock.

Haines' Abseaee Hurts
Hie runners up were hamper-

ed by the absence of Haines,

who had been their top perform-

er all year. Haines ,who along

with his brother Bob, has sign-

y DENNIS CARDONE
ed a $50,000 baseball contract

with the PhiUdelphia Phillies,

had not returned from the
Thanksgiving vacation because
of illness.

But Mike Lombardo, normal-

ly a halfback in the Elastwingers

lineup, filled in capably, com-
pleting a pass to roomate Hank
Ferendo for the Hrst touchdown
in the game. The Summit, N. J.,

ace, who was once a member of

the varsity squad, tossed to

Jack Wassmer for the extra

point.

The champs, however, were
not to be denied in this, their

fourth try for the Villanova

title. They scored late in the

second half on a crucial last

down play.

Quarterback Brass rolled out

to the right and threw a diago-

nal pass to massive Matt Bren-

nan ¥iio went into the endzone
and made the score 7-6. Brass
rolled out again and hit Tarsey
in the endzone to tie the score.

CahUl StaMlout on line
Much of the credit for the

victory is due the hard-charging
Jizz A. C. line, which pressed

the East Wingers' backfield.

Jack Cahill, in particular, led

the charge on Lombardo when

the Wingers were attempting to
gain the tying fiint down.

The contest was the culmina-
tion of two months of rugged
intramural action and ever
tougher championship play.

Strong contenders such as Joe's

Jets and the Emanons were
beaten in the quarterfinals; a
clear indication that this was,

in the words of an intramural
offlcial, "one of the finest years

in our history."

The E^ast Wingers moved the
championship round when they
pushed across a score late in

the second half to beat a rough
DPM team in the semi-finals.

The new champions drew a
bye in that round.

Eagl«s Drcrft Graz
In Third Round
Quarterback Jim Grazione

was drafted by his hometown
Philadelphia Eagles in the third

round of the Pro Football draft

at Philadelphia's Warwick
Hotel.

The Eagles selected Oras only
a few days after his great per-
formance in the Gem City game
at Erie, Pa.
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'Cats Meet Siena

At Penn Tonight

Seek Third Win
By TOM TROY

The V i 1 1 a n o V a Wildcats, , lead. DriscoU, displaying unex-

whose basketball has flickered pected strength and great de-

as much as the Palestra's light- wre, and Raveling controlled

ing system, eek their third win both boards, but the Wildcats'

of the season tonight when they shooting and ball-handling were
meet Siena College in the sec- atrocious.

ond game of a dQuble-header at A great drive in the middle

Penn's Palestra. '
•

j of the second half enabled Villa-

Siena has dropped its first two
games this year, surprising re-

building Canisius before losing,

56-54, then bowing to Army and
Darryl Kouns, 77-57. Most re-

cently, Siena pulled out a close

decision over Rensselaer Poly-

technic Institute.

In its first two breathers, Vil-

lanova hemmed and hawed
throughout most of the game,
playing only about ten minutes

of good ball in each game, but

this was enough to wallop Le-

Moyne, 83-67 and trounce Phil-

adelphia Textile, 76-48.

• In the delayed-by darkness

opener at the Palestra, fantas-

tic shooting by the "new" Joe

Ryan and strong rebounding by
6-8 John DriscoU and 6-6 George
Raveling were the big high-

lights. ', .^•, ,;•'';,•,/

Close At Ualftime '

Ktimerous ball-handling mis-

takes by Villanova and strong

outside shooting by Le Moynee's

Bob Hollenback and Denny Mor-
rissey kept the Dolphins in con-

tention throughout most of the

first half. Villanova, mainly

through soph Jim Kenny's

shooting and Raveling's scoring

and rebounding, was able to

open up an 11-point spread at

one time, but with Dick Mendza
leading a late surge, Le Moyne
cut the lead to 37-30 at halftime.

Le Moyne, well coached by

Tom Niland, moved the ball well

against Villanova's 1-2-2 zone

defense, and, taking only sure

shots, hit at better than 50 per-

cent. The Wildcats, a little un-

sure of themselves at first, were

allowing Le Moyne to get off

easy shots from the pivot.

In the second half the Wild-

cats began to click. Or rather,

Joe Ryan and Jim Huggard be-

gan to click. With 13 minutes

remaining in and the score 53-

46, Ryan exploded. He sank a

set, a jump from the circle, and

a driving layup off a great pass

from Huggard. After a field

goal by Dick Lynch, Le Moyne's

high scorer with 20 points, Ryan
hit on four more shots. His

tenth consecutive shot, another

layup, made the score 75-51.

Fast Break Works

In this flurry, the fast break,

which everyone expects Villa-

nova to exploit this year, work-

ed to perfection. Huggard or

his running mate Jim Kenny
passed to Ryan for nearly every

one of his scores, and the Wild-

cats looked like real class in

this period.

Playing their first game in the

nova to overwhelm hoplessly

out-clasaed Textile. From a

47-34 lead with 14 minutes to

play, the Wildcats pulled away
to 6S-41 with five minutes left.

Shoots as Expected

Ryasi, shooting as everyone

who saw him at St. Joseph's

Prep knew he could, paced the

attack. Two spectacular drives

by Huggard also featured this

spurt.

Ryan (7 for 13 from the field)

and Hui^Purd led the Mainliners

with 16 points apiece, but it

was the fine poised performance

of Driscoll that was the out-

standing feature of this game.

Kenny Harrison, just recently

re-instated, also played some
good ball in this game, contrib-

uting ten points and rebounding

well.

The chief fault of the Wild-

cats in these first two games
was terrible foul shooting. Hit-

ting only 18 of 38 in the Textile

game, their percentage was but

49%. Jack Ramsey and Dudey
Moore vrould love this.

Brief Flashes

But although Villanova did

not play consistently good ball,

there were flashes of brilliance

in these first two games

—

enough to predict that this sea-

son should be a happy one.

Ryan indicated that he is

ready to achieve stardom. Hug-
gard, perhaps the most highly

publicized sophomore in Villa-

nova's history, contributed only

nine points in the first game,

but his ten assists against Le-

Moyne were real eye-openers.

Coach Al Severence joyfully

proclaimed. "We'll no longer

have to worry about blowing 12

or 17 point leads."

Raveling, 100% improved
over last year, rebounded and
scored in double figures both

games, and the polish he ac-

quired over the summer was in

evidence. .'::,:'.:..'..[

Driscoll Surprises ^

Driscoll is the biggest sur-

prise of the young season. 'His

playing summer ball with Hug-
gard has apparently done won-
ders for "Tweedy," for his

rebounding and aggressive de-

fensive play were highlights of

the games, and his potential for

scoring is good.

Jim Kenny, former North
Catholic star and winner of the

Markward Award for 1956 as

the outstanding high school
player in Philadelphia, appears

to be destined for stardom at

V. U. also.

He perfectly complements the

Field House, the Wildcats were more spectactular, irrepressible

as erratic as they could be and

still win. Throwing the ball

around with wild abandon, they

did their best to hand the game
to Textile.

Only the fact that the Weav-

ers (knit one, purl two) had

nobody over 6-4 enabled the

'Cats to take a 38-24 halfthne

Huggard with his steady play,

and his defensive moves are

leech-like (not to be taken in

the approbrious context).

To sum up: the Wildcats were

shoddy but promising, erratic

but spectactular. They have a

long way to go, but have the

horses.

Temple Beats

Frosh, 59-57,

In Opener
By DENNIS CARDONE

The freshman basketball team
opened its season last Thursday
night, losing to the Temple
frosh in a dramatic finish, 59-57.

The experts rated this Temple
team one of the best in recent

years. They lived up to their

pre-season notices in the first

half when the Villanova zone de-

fense proved ineffective.

With leaping Warren Clifton

throwing in jump shots and his

teammate Joe dordon spearing
rebounds, the Owlets had as
much as a ten-point lead at one
stage 6f the first half.

White Paces Rally

Near the end of the half the
scrappy Villanova five came
back. Led by the all-round play

of Hubie White, the game's high
scorer with 23 points, the Villa-

novans narrowed the margin to

38-32 at the sound of the half-

time buzzer.

In the second half, coach Al
Severance had the squad switch

to a man-for-man defense, which
proved to be more effective than
the zone.

The score was close during

the second half with the lead

changing hands several times.

Hubie White, ramming oppon-
ents' shots, spearing rebounds,

was the standout performer for

the freshmen.

A capacity crowd also appre-

ciated the hustle of former La-
Salle High performer Jim Mc-
Monagle and the floor play of

Dan Higgins, former West Cath-

olic back court ace. Their play

was not quite enough.

Drysdale Wins It

Going into the last two min-

utes the score was tied at 55-

56. Villanova tried to hold the

ball for a final shot but Bruce
Drysdale, former Lincoln High
star, stole the ball and broke

away for an easy lay-up.

Villanova then brought the

ball downcourt and fed it to

White. He was fouled in his

attempt for the tying basket,

but Hubie could only convert

one of the two shots, making
the score 58-57.

Temple brought the ball up
court and in the waning seconds

Drysdale was fouled. He made
the foulshot, his 20 point, and
the game ended.

: Rifle Team Wins
The Villanova varsity rifle

team topped LaSalle last week,

1379 to 1360. It was Villanova's

second match. Earlier this year

the Wildcats defeated Penn

State.

Captain Chris Kloss and jun-

ior Joe Polizzotto broke up
what, up to the last two relays,

had been a close contest by fir-

ing 279 and 277 respectively.

Others who scored for Villanova

were Lou Spevetz, 276; Charlie

Russell, 274 ; and Frank Murtha,

273.

Luzzi in Ail-Pro Game
Don Luzzi, former All-Ameri-

can tackle at Villanova, has
been selected to play in the

Canadian All-Pro Game to be

held in a few weeks.
Luzzi merited the position by

virtue of his play with Calgary

Stampeders, where he was nam-
ed Canadian "lineman of the

year."

Rebounders on l^iee

Two Vlllanovans best kaowa for their alert rebouadiag get
into the scoring act (above) Sokn Driscoll hits for two as a Le-
Moyne defender looks helplessly on. (below) George Raveling
literally stuffs one into the net.

Swimmers Upset FordJiam

<>-'

^

'^*'

:!»,

The Villanova swim team
opened the '58 season by upset-

ting Fordham 53-32 at New
York. The traveling 'Cat mer-
men took five first places, two
of which came in the relays.

Villanova won the medley
relay in which junior Frank
Keefe turned In a very fine

backstroke leg—swimming that

distance in 1.03.5.

The freestyle relay

tured by Villanova

ham was disqualified lior

sing turns.

Villaaoya's individual winners
were Jim Gregory, Frank Keefe,
and Steve Cartcm.

Gregory won the 200 bntter>
fly, eo-captain Kecfe won the
backstroke in 2.28l Carton and
junkMT Wan Uhlrkk placed one-
two in the diving event.
Fbcdham had two doable wi»-

ners, CfarlgliaBo aad Gallagher.
OriglHUio mm the 50 aad 100
jard freestjle races.

GaDaghcr, Htfted States 1000
iceovd holdnr, worn tka

a]idtha44iL
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A Christmas Message
Nearly two tbousawd tears aoo, on the first Christmas

noRMiMo, the shepherds heard the awgels joyfully proclaik: "Glory

TO OOD IN THE HIOHEST, AMD OK EARTH PeACE TO HEM OF OOOD WILL*"

Despite the turhoil amd distress existing in so many

places in the world, the people of every land yearn for lastimo

peace, to bring aboot that peace, surely there can be no greater

contribution than a faithful obsertancg »t all of us of the princi-

PLES AND TEACHINGS LAID DOWN FOR US BY THE PrINCE OF PeACE,

The most sincere hessaoe I cam offer to all Villanova

HEN AND WOMEN IS THE HOPE THAT THE PEACE PROCLAIMED BY THE ANGELS

ON THAT FIRST CHRISTMAS MORNING WILL DESCEND UPON THEM ON THIS

HAPPIEST 0FALL'»dT9» SuCH WILL BE MY PRAYER FOR ALL ViLLANOVANS

IN THE THREE MASSES I CELEBRATE ON CHRISTMAS DAY,

The AM<fELS ANNOUNCED THE BIRTH OF OUR LoRD WITH GREAT

REJOICING BECAUSE THEY KNEW WHAT IT SIGNIFIED, ThKY — AKD THK

Shepherds and the Haoi — recognised the infant as the Christ

Child •"- Qod prohiskd cemturikb bkfork, Thky heakt iktkkskly tew

irORDS THKY UTTERED: "OLORY TO GOD IK THE HIGHEST," MaY ALL ViLLA-

NOVANS ECHO THAT PRAYER AND FIND God'S KINDEST GRACES IN REWARD,

A thoroughly holy AKD JOYfUh CHRISTMAS TO EACH OKE OF

YOU, TO YOUR PAREKTS AND TO ALL THK DKAR OKKS OF YOUR FAMILY CIRCLK,

c^'
RkV, JaMKS i. DONNKLLOM, 0,S,A,
Prksidkkt

i'
.»•

JAD:mmk

''^'^^^^'i:i'.

''^^

!''(

irrrian Named For Junior

Prom, Banc! Not Pitked Yef
Sheldon Pollock, junior class

president, last week named sev-

eral more chairmen to aid in

planning the junior prom on

May 1. •^>-r ;;...••^^:v :-••;•

Speculation continued how-

ever on the band for the pro-

gram. Recent reports on cam-

pus have listed several promin-

ent musical organizations.

Pollock has denied however

that a band has been signed.

The rumors started when stu-

dents recalled the mix-up of

last year when the planners

waited until too late to get a

name band.

"That condition will not exist

this year," Pollock said.

The class president had pre-

viously named several chairmen

including Dan Spada, marketing

major, and Larry Maucher,

electrical engineer, prom co-

chairmen; John Holas, chemical

engineer, decorations chairman;

Connell O'Donnell, psychology

major, vice chairmaiL

Others named are Dave Hayes,

ArU major, Lou Spevetz, pre-

lUkjor, Tom Perretti, politi-

cal science major, Ed Olsen,

marketing major, publicity and
queen committees.

The entertainment committee

is headed by Vic Manfridi, pre-

law major, and Carlos LoVec-

cio, arts major. Dick Walsh,

accounting major, will direct the

refreshments committee, and
George Fay, arts major along

with Angelo DeMarco, pre-law

major, will head the patrons

committee. The art committee

will be headed by Ed Paulsen,

marketing major.

President of

Penna. IRS

Russian Club Picks

New Moderator
Dr. Victor Knipitsch, pro-

fessor of Russian, has been ap-

pointed as moderator of the new
Russian Language Club.

Robert A. Brothers, junior

arts major, has been elected

president, while Seen McArdle
and Michael Kwiatowski, were

namtl as the society's vice-

president and secretary respec-

Uvel2.

CLINTON CHIN
Clinton P. Chin, junior account-
ing major has been named presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania Asso-

ciation of International Rela-

tions Clubs.

Chin announced last week
that the International Relations

Society will hold their Annual
Convention tentatively on De-

cember 17-18, at the University

of Pennsylvania.

Juniors Needed On Staffs

Of Campus Publications
yPAUL A. MICKLIY

Sf«f

Junior Class preaideiit Shel-
don Pollock has launched a
drive to interest juniors in stu-
dent publications.

In an address to the class at
a meeting two weeks ago. Pol-

lock charged that junior partici-

pation in "staff work of the
VILLANOVAN and BELLE-
AIR has been practically non-
existent.

"We cannot expect the high
calibre of these publications to
continue," Pollock said, "unless

New Awards
Are Planned

atGraduation
The University has announced

it will honor outstanding stu

dents at graduiUkm time.

Indications of academic
achievement will be listed on the
diplonuus of graduating seniors.

This was announced last week
by the Rev. Joseph L Boyle,

O.S.A., vice president for aca-

demic affairs.

Honored seniors wiU now
graduate sunmia cum lande,

magna cum laude, and cum
laude. Father Boyle e^lained.
The vice president hopes the

change will act as encourage-

ment to the undergraduates to

participate more fully in aca-

demic affairs.

Graduation ceremomes in re-

cent years have been devmd of

any award giving other than to

the honoraiy degree recipients

and the actual handing out of

diplomas.

In the past several years, the

student body has b^i repre-

sented by only one speaker,
designated as graduation speak-

er, at the ceremony.

Graduation exercises are

usually held on the first Mon-
day of June.

ICG Hears Dr. Nova
The Villanova chapter of the

Pennsylvania Intercollegiate

Conference on Government had

as its first speaker of the year

Dr. Fritz Nova in the meeting of

two weeks ago.

underclassmen train for next
year's editorial positions.

"The situation is so severe,'*

Pollock continued, "that there

is a possibility that there will

be no yearbook at all next year."

Publications Praised

Pollock praised the VILLA-
NOVAN for its "continuing

high quality" and said he antici-

pates another fine yearbook in

May.

"If we as the class of 1960
are to have the same type pub-
lications we must b^^ to work

immediately," the junitH* class

^president said.

Pollock warned juniors oi as-
suming that others will take the
burden. "Do not take the atti-

tude others will do the work. We
must do it or it will not get
done.*'

Lairy O'Rourke, editor of the

VILLANOVAN, praised Pol-

lock's efforts as "an action long
needed in the junior class.** O'-

Rourke said than any juniors

interested in the student news-
paper could apply to the office,

second floor Dougherty HalL

AppficatiMi Form
A student editor is usually in

the publications office and ap-
pUcation blanks are available.

VILLANOVAN nmiiaging ed-

itor Jack Curtin and associate

editor Tom Goldschmidt will

also accept staff applications.

BELLE AIR editor Bob Pinto
said the yearbook will receive

underclass applications at the
office, second floor Dougherty
Hall. Other interviewing stu-

dents are associate editor Bill

Christy, feature editor Owen
Klien and magazine editor Al
Stoughton. M

YEAR'S END
The VILLANOVAN wiU not

appear again until next year.

The next issu« will be published
on January 14, 1969.

Until then, the editors and
staff wish their readers a happy
and holy Ghiistmaa and a safe

New Year.

N.Y. Ahinmi Zncl

Annual Dance

On December 26
George J. Pequignot, execu-

tive secretary of the Alumni As-
sociation, announced that the

New York Club's second annual
Christmas Dance will be held

on FYiday, December 26 at the

Hotel Roosevelt.

The dance, which Is being given

for the benefit of the New York
alumni scholarship fund, will be

$6.00 per couple and will last

from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Tables may be reserved by or-

dering tickets ahead of time. All

reserved tables will be held until

10 p.m.

There will be a drawing for a
$50 Savings Bond, (ricked from
those who purchase their tickets

prior to December 26.

• •>ti
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Seminary Guild ChriMtmastime seen on Campus.

WITH THE EDITOR

Yuletide Memories
By LARRY O'ROURKE

There was a year when I

didn't wait with wide-eyed
wonder for Christmas. I was
nine at the time and quite

grown up. No more "kid
stuff" for me.

That was the Autunm I

discovered the great truth:

and after doing so, acquired

the cynicism tliat so well

suits the young and ill in-

formed.

With pride and contempt

I announced to the world that

in effect Virginia had been

given a bum steer. The jolly

man in the shiny red suit

spent the rest of the year a

quiet retired old man.

bince my ninth year and
discovery I have learned a

great many facts and seen

something of the less festive

side of life, phristmas hymns
and gifts don't get the same
reaction anymore.

That's why every year at

this time I get thinlcing -
don't you too? how wonder-
ful it would be to be an in-

nocent believer again.

Let's dieam of last minute
exams . . . trips to nearby
stores for take home gifts

. . . blue light on the chapel

. . . red lights on gay Dough-
erty Hall . . . negotiations

for travel . . . the canvas bag
and the ID button of a post

office helper . . . home ad-

dresses for greeting card pur-
poses . . . something for her.

First arrival home . . .

trimming the tree with tiny

remembrances of earlier days
. . . younger brothers and
sisters gazing with fascina-

tion and delight . . . Midnight
ICass with the family.

Unwrapping gaily decorat-
ed packages . . . roast tur-

key after 20 minutes a pound
... an afternoon of laziness

... a grateful and humble
thanks.

Merry Christmas to the
Administration who guide us
Into our destinities by the
light of Him of the real

Christmas—to the Faculty
who share with us our de-
sires and disappointments

—

to the Senior who may never
see a Villanova Christmas
time again — to the under-
classmen who are so lucky
because they will.

Merry Christmas to our
Families and Friends whom
we appreciate more at this
time when we celebrate the
birth of our common Redeem-
er.

Merry Christmas and the
blessings of the Infant on
those who are struggling to
make this world indeed a
place of peace and good will.

Sincerely,

Merry Christm?js
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Novice Debaters

Have First Match
Beta Ganuna Debating Society

entered its first novice tourna-
ment on December 6 at Temple
University's annual tourney for
first year debaters.

The affirmative team of fresh-
men Gene D'Aquilla and Joe
Liggera, was . Vlllanova's best
entry, winning three of their

four contests. The negstive team
of Ron Anderson and Mark
Quinn won two and lost two.

The other local representatives
were Prank McCormick and
Larry Kelly, negative, and John
Isselman and John DeStephan,
afflrmative. :;" v .Vv-r -V ;'.

Cemos Article In Whirl
The Business Whirl wiU fol-

low the example of other pub-

lications on campus and give a
$10 award for an outstanding
article.

That was announced last week
by E«d Ward and John Barone,

editors of the Business Whirl

and both Industrial Administra-

tion students.

They also announced the ac-

ceptance of an article by senior

Industrial Administration stu-

dent Frank Cemos, a 30-year-

old Air Force veteran. Cemos
prepared a story on profit shar-

ing.

A staff meeting will be held

at 10.30 a.m. tomorrow at room

107 C and F buildhig. Deadline
for final copy is January 12,

Ward and Barone said.

ips Offortd
The International Education

Ebcchange Service of the State
Department has announced that
it will add approximatdy 75
new scholarships for study in

Latin America to those already
offered during 1959-1960.
The added scholarships pro-

vide for study in a variety of
fields and are open to all United
States citizens under 35, who will

have obtahied a Bachelor's de-
gree before departure. ;

:

* )'
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Christmas Still Shines

Without Any 'Thunder*
By PON KEMPF

^f\-'God bf«ss us, evsry oii«." Tiny Tim, (A
Chri$fma$ Carol, by Cftorfss Dlekensl

Tommy Keegan was a second grader
at St. Tim's. Class had just ended and the
Christmas vacation was beginning. And as

.i lie trudged home through the snow, Tonrniy

I

hummed the tune ''Silent Night," which he
had learned from Sister Teresa that morn-
ing at school.

The snow was good packing and Tommy sort of
wished that his mom hadn't made him promise not to try
to break any more of the windows in P. S. 147.

Tommy wanted a sled for Christmas. That's all he
wanted—just a sled, a sled made of shiny wood with bright
red runners; like the one he'd seen in the department
store window. It had "Speed King" written on it.

No Suit for Wyatt
Tommy's older brother Bill was in college. And Tom's

mother had told him that Bill wanted a new suit for
Christmas.

"Boy," said Tommy aloud as he trudged along, "who'd
ever want a suit for Christmas?" Bill didn't even want a
cowboy suit, or even a space cadet outfit. Just a plain

old suit suit—the kind you have to wear when you've got
relatives visiting or something. "Boy," he said.

After he dropped his books off at home. Tommy went
to meet Mike Dugan and then head for the old quarry.
(Mike Dugan already had a sled—he got it last Christmas—^and "Dead Man's Hill" would be covered v/ith snow.)

"Can I pull the sled?" asked Tom as they started out.

"Sure."

"What do you want for Christmas, Mike?"
"A white horse."

"Boy!"
"I was gonna ask for a black horse, until I saw this

real great white one on T. V. last week. Wouldn't it be
fun to ride to school in the morning?"

"Boy! What would you call him?"
"Thunder."
"Boy!"

Christmas Comes and Cvoes

And so Christmas came. Mr. D'Antonio gave away
candy to those who came into his comer grocery store.

Charley, the fire chief, gave rides in the old fire truck,

lights were everywhere, and trees and pictures of Santa
and scenes from the first Christmas in Bethlehem. Ehrery-

one was happy and smiling—even Sister Bridget, the
principal of St. Tim's.

Tommy Keegan got his sled from Santa . . . and he
was very happy.

Mike Dugan didn't get his white horse. But he did get
a new bike—^a two wheeler. Mike was happy too—so happy
that he forgot all about the incite horse. It wasn't everyone
Driio had a Schwinn "Panther".

But the vacation ended. Grown-ups went back to woric.

Kids went back to school. Things seemed to change again
from the happiness of the holidays. And Sister Bridget,

of course, wasn't smiling any more.
"Boy," said Tommy to Mike one afternoon a few wteks

later on the way home from school, "wouldn't it be nice

to have Christmas all year long?"

Last of a Series:

Recent Scientific Facts

Hint At Life On Mars

.•;• •. *.

Sam Pietrofltta (left), chief esgioeer for radio statkm WVIL, sh«ws the station's aew $2,000
console to chief studio engineer Dan O'Mara la the control room on tke second floor af Do^hnilj
Hall. The new ooasoie Is the most expensive pieoe of eqa.pmeat yet pnrchased hy WVII*

By Frank Dynan

Prolonged study of the sur-
face of Mars discloses
changes which are of a sea-
sonal nature. The seasonal
growth of v^etation seems
to be the only sound manifes-
tation of these changes. As
the ice cap melts, the freed
moisture spreads toward the
equator eitjier as streams or
rain. With the spread of
moisture, the dark areas of
the planet—the areas thought
to be vegetated—turn green.

The approach of winter
changes these areas to grey
or brown. If the earth were
observed from outer space
throughout a change oi sea-

sons, the observer could ex-

pect to see much the same
thing. Because the existance

of free oxygen almost surely

demands the presence of v^-
etation wh«e the other con-

ditions for life are present,

and because of the ccdor phe-

nomenon just mentioned, it

is safe to conclude that veg-

etable life exists on Mars.

Life on Mars must be quite

different from life here
on Earth. To deter-
mine the nature of Martian
v^etation, scientists studied

its light reflections. Most
Earth vegetation shows in

the spectroscopic absorpticm

of its reflected light the pres-

ence of water vapor and
chlorophyll. Lichen and moss
do not. The reflected light

from the vegetation of Mars
closely resembles the reflect-

ed light of moss and lichen,

those unusual plants which
are resistant to drought and
great temperature change.

Naturally with the discov-

ery of vegetation on Mars,

the questicm arises what of

higher forms of life? The
answer to that is only spec-

ulative but the chances of

higher forms on Mars are

very slim. The scarcity of

oxygen practically excludes

it Animals require a large

amount of oxygen to supply

body energy and Mars does

not have it.

Christy's Christmas List

MBUSk

«

By BILL CHRISTY
Christmas spirits of both types are much in evidence about the campus by now,

and the time has approached for the writing of the inevitable Christmas list. Many of
us make up more than one list, one for the presents we will give and one for those we
would like to be able to give. Here is one of the second type made up by a well-wishing
Villanovan:

To the Seniors: A forty-hour week at $150 to start and a
permanent deferment from the draft board.

To the Juniors: Class rings with stones that don't rattle
and an encyclopedia listing ALL the members of
their steering committee.

To the Sophomores: Blazers that really fit.

To the Freshman: Someone to impress over the holidays.
To the Faculty: StudenU that stay awake in class.
To the Students: Teachers that won't put you to sleep.

. To the Pennsylvania Railroad Police: Ninet^een dollars to-

wards the building of an overpass to the Post Office.
To the Post Office: Many, many hustling employees.
To the Attendance Office: A copy of the rescheduling of

Christmas holidays—to start December 12.

To the Vllhinovan: Seventeen juniors for the staff.

To J. B. Kelly: Senator Joe Clark.
To the C ft F Cafeteria: An unlimited supply of dimes.
To the Bearded Midget: A king-size cigarette and a razor—and maybe a dime for a cup of coffee.
To the English Office: A door that works.
To the History Department: A box of crayons, all colors.
To the Acoountlng Department: 1,760 square yards of

yellow paper with green lines.

To the Maintenance Men: Six miles of fencing and 300 steel
poles.

To the Pie Shoppe: The remnants of 50,000 broken plas-
tic spoons.

To tiie Oampiis Cops: Guns, and the owners of all those
lost raincoats.

To the Norses: A larger enroUment
To the Navy Men: Snowshoes for Mendel Field marches.
To the Law School Students: TJiw^^^ipti^* servic . to the Pie

Shoppe.
To the Night School Stadents: Flashlights.
To BeseoMat: Men (instead of boys).
To Kelly's: A rest over Christmas.
To Everyone: A pad of blank, signed, doctor's excuses and

A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY I«nV
YEAR.

GIFT IDEAS

(Sea Christyl

THUNDER?
(Sm KaMpff)

CAMPUS POT SHOTS
iS— Brothers)

ANYONE FOR MARS?
IS— DyMa)

nte 13

Soup to Nuts

•By BOB BROTHERS

PIE SHOPPE PLATO:
Ifistletoe is neither a vine nor a tree. It's an excuse . . .

A college student is one who enters his alma mater dressed

in green and emerges as a senior dressed in black. The
intermediate process of decay is known as a college edu-

cation ... If you want to know why females close their

eyes when they kiss you just look in a mirror ... If a
coed calls you by your first name she is probably after

your last . . . Seniors about to take interviews will find

that most bosses want men under thirty with forty years

experience . . . Nothing irks a resident student any more
than shaking out the envelope from home and finding

nothing in it but news and love . . . The party is a success

when your guests get down to drinking out of the jelly

crlasses.

CAMPUS SOUNDS:
Vasey Hall: "This exam will be conducted on the

honor system. Please take seats three spaces apart in

alternate rows." . . . One coed to another: "That's a

beautiful dress you're wearing—or did I tell you that

last temu" . . . Rosemont Rosie: "Last year I was mad
about George. Now I can't see a thing in him. Strange

how changeable men are." . . . Modem girl telephoning

home at 3 a.m.: "Don't worry about me. Mom, Pm all

right. I'm in jail." . . . Professor in Mendel Hall: "I

don't want to give you zero, but it's the lowest mark I

have." . . . Resident Cafeteria: 'Turn the hose in Che

gravy, Mary, here comes 20 more students."

BK>LIDAY SPECIAL:
Why does Christmas always come at that time of

year when the stores are so crowded? . . . Why not buy

your little brother a bicycle for Christmas. It may not

improve his behavior, but it will spread it over a wider

area . . . The reason most people don't do their Christ-

mas shopping early is, "how do you know who your friends

will be on Dec. 25?" The reason George Washington risked

his life hi crossing the Delaware on such a cold wintry

night was to get away from Philadelphia ... We also

advise Christmas shoppers to stay away from Philly this

season. They are still trying to clear up the traffic jam

from the Army-Navy game . . . Winter must be on the

way—thieves are only stealing cars 'with anti-freeae in

them . . . Despite the high prices of whiskey, a nkkel

drink of it is still available in the South, a recent autopsy

shows ... Do your Christmas shopphig eariy ... If you

can't say something nice about a persons-drop us a line

. . .That's aU Brothers!

'•J
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Unbeaten 'Cats Face Owls Tonite
Villanova (4-0)

Qoice toWm
In City Tilt

.*..»'<

by JIM MURRAY
Tonight the undefeated Wild-

cats of Al Severance take on
their first Big Five rivals of the

,: young season when they engage
the Temple Owls in the second
game of a double header at the
Palestra.

In the first game La Salle will

meet North Carolina State.

Temple has shown little of the
splendor of the Guy Rogers
dominated NCAA contenders of

^Iftst year. The only bright spot
of the Owl's season to date has
been the play of ace backcourt

"star Bill "Pickles" Kennedy.

In recent games, Temple Foes
have solved the riddle of Ken-
nedy by playing a 2-2 zone with
a floater on Kennedy at all

: times. ^ -;''

Superb vs. Kentucky

Against second-ranked Ken-
tucky, Pickles was superb and
Temple made a great showing.
Their only other respectable

game was their opener in which
they beat Gettysburg 60-53.

i
Gettysburg is the only com-

mon rival that Villanova and
Temple have had. The Litwack
five experienced some difiSculty

in topping Gettysburg but the

charges of Severance had none.

Led by the record shattering

rebounding performance of

George Raveling (27) and the

iiharp shooting of Joe Ryan ((18
pts.) and Jim Kenny (13 pts.),

Villanova surged from an early

8-8 tie to a 17-8 lead which the

Wildcats increased throughout

Jim Huggard drives in xviih an intercepted pass for an easy Joe Byma is «p and away for two points^ despite the efforts
lay-up and two points in the Sienna game. Huggard had ZZ points, of two SieuM defenders daring the Ifain liiiers' romp before a
his l)est offensive showing thus far. ^arse Palestra erowd. Ryan is averaging 19 points per game.

the game.

Raveling broke the rebound
|

?^^ increased to 44-20.

fans left.

The Siena stalling tactics did

enable them to stay nominally
in the game at halftime. Villa-

nova "only" had a 32-18 lead.

So Long Everybody
A 12 point spurt by Villanova

lead by Huggard and Ryan re-

sulted when Siena decided to

play orthodox ball. The score

More

Frosh

Tops
Five Evens
Gettysburg

Record,
77-70

by DENIS CARDONE
Displaying all-round improve- contributor was Bill Penny, for-

record of 26 set by Tom Bren-
j

nan against Richmond in the

'

1958 campaign. With Raveling
dominating the boards, Ryan
and Kenny were able to hit from
outside. The accuracy exhibited

by the duo virtually broke the

Bullets attack.

GJettysburg coach Bob Hulton
was so impressed with the 'Cats

overall play that he made tho

statement that the Villanova

team could give any team in the

country a run for their money
and that the Wildcats would
finish high nationally.

BUnd Date

In last Wednesday's contest,

date night at the Palestra, Vil-

lanova had a date with Siena

—

a blind date. Such a mismatch
has rarely occurred before.

Siena was described in the

program as a "fast moving,
crisp passing, slick ball-handling

team that depended on working
the ball around the keyhole for

good shots."

Well, they passed the ball

around the key and Jim Hug-
gard stole the ball and they
passed around the key and Hug-
gard intercepted and they con-

tinued to pass around the key

and, finally, they passed—right

out of the picture.

Villanova jumped into a 6-0

lead with a jump shot by John
Driscoll and Huggard's two easy

lay-ups with the stolen passes,

and, for all practical purposes,

the game was over.

Siena not only didn't take the

good shot they didn't shoot.

Siena took only eight shots in

the first 13 minutes of play. By

this time the St. Joseph's fans

ceased yelling "We want an Lp-

set" and walked out

Senior Jack Weaver, Siena's

only capable player, contributed

22 points, mostly on long set

shots and enabled Siena to main-
tain some semblance of respect-

ability.

But Villanova continued to

run away despite his effort and
with 5 minutes to play the score-

board read 64-37. The press left.

The final score was 73-47.

Severance shook hands, shook
his head and then HE left.

Those extra arms belong to

Gettysburg defenders, but Jim
Huggard managed to snake
through them for a basket as
the Wildcats won their fourth

in n row.

ment over their opening game,
the freshmen squad downed the
Gettysburg frosh last Friday
night, 77-70. This victory even-
ed their record at 1-1 and point-

ed the way to a successful sea-

son.

Playing more like a unit than
had been witnessed in their

opener, the frosh took an early

lead and were never headed.
Using an offense that hasn't

been seen here since the days
of Paul Arizin, with Hubie
White being fed in the pivot,

the Villanovans pushed to 7, 10,

and 12 point leads at various

stages of the first half.

(jfettysburg came back strong
near the end of the half, how-
ever, with the deadly jump-
shooting of Ron Warmer leading

the way. At halftime the score-

board reading was 35-31, Villa-

nova on top.

Early in the second half, the

action was very close. .GJettys-

burg guard Bob Parker hit for

15 of his 20 points in the period.

Despite his fine shooting Villa-

nova started to pull away. White
and the much improved Joe

Walsh controlled the boards and

the 'Cat freshmen opened up to

a ten point lead again.

This margin was maintained

until around the three minute

mark when the sharp shooting

of Gettysburg's Parker and

Warmer narrowed the count to

73-68. Coach Severance then

had his team put on a mild

freeze which contained Grettys-

burg until the final buzzer.

High scorer for the home
forces was Hubie White with 21

points, two more than Joe

Walsh. Another double figure

mer Father Judge high scorer,
with 13 points. SccHing lumorB
for the night went to Gettys-
burg's Ron Warmer, who threw
in 27 points.

Reagan Elected

IC4A President
Villanova's athletic director

and head football coach, Frank
Reagan was elected president of
the Intercollegiate Athletic As-
sociation at the annual meeting
of the IC4A, held last week.

The ICMA outdoor track meet
was held at Villanova's Good-
reau Stadium last year. This
early summer event brcAe the
all time IC4A outdoor track at-

tendance record.

The 1959 outdoor meet will be
held at Randall's Island, New
York. The meet will return to

Villanova m 1960.

FlANKtCAfiAN

Swimmers Lose,

Push Teachers

To Relay Marks
The vandty swimming team

waa defeated by West Cheater
Saturday bat in the defeat the
Villanova swimmers served
warning to their future oppon-
ents.

West Cheater, reputed to be
the most powerful team in the
East outside at Yale, and that
includes Army and Navy, down-
ed the 'Cats 66-21.

Most of the events were close-

ly contested as witnessed by the
medley and freestyle relays in

which the Villanova swimmers
pushed West Chester to new
pool records.

In the medley relay captain
Frank Keefe, Larry Palacio, Jim
Gregory and Bob Casson were
beaten by a narrow margin and
in the freestyle relay Bob Pinto,

C^asson, and Frank Dunn were
nosed out by the Teachers in

their second record setting win.
Villanova's only first place

came in the 200 yd. badcstroke,
when Frank Keefe turned (m the
steam in the final 75 yds. and
swam away from all competi*
tion.

Other Villanova point scores
were Larry Palacio, who took
third in both the orthodox and
the butterfly; Jim Gregory, sec-

ond in the butterfly and Bob
Pinto and Bob Donahue, ii^o
paced second and third respec-
tively in the 50 yd. freestyle.

Steve Carton took second in

the dive.

In a preliminary meet the VU'
lanova freshmen were defeated
by the West Chester yearlings.

The deadline of the VII/-

LANOVAN for any organisa-
tion or person seeking poblie^

itj is tlw Wedneaday prior

to editiM. Tkns the deadlfaw
for the MOKt

14. b !—ly 7.
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^^Corporal Works of Mercy ff

Pledges for Delta Pi Epsilon Fraternity put the fraternity's new pledging system entitled

Corporal Works of Mercy," into practice. Here they decorated Christmas tree at St. Aloyshis
Academy.

<«i

Three Undergraduate Depts.

Announce New Courses
Three undergraduate depart-

ments have announced the for-

mation of new courses and pro-

grams for the spring semester.

In the history department
two new courses will consider

the vital southern and south-

eastern areas of Asia. The
courses are called "People
and Politics" and will be taught

by Dr. George Alpatt.

Recent French history will be

explained by Fulbright scholar

Raymond Cummings in the

course Modern France. The his-

tory seminar conducted by
chairman Dr. Harold Hartman
will discuss the administration

of the controversial Taft-Hartly
Act.

The department of history

will also sponsor a series of

special seminars on the analysis

of foreign policy and historical

background.

DeOaulle Lecture

Dr. Fred Khouri and Cum-
mings will given further talks

in the program which opened

last month with Dr. Leo Ger-

shoy's discussion of French Pre-

mier Charles DeGaulle. Gershoy
is a faculty member at New
York University.

The Rev. Louis A. Rongione',

dead of the graduate and part

time division, announced the in-

troduction of a new graduate

school which will lead to a mas-

ter's degree in political science.

"This course will be of special

interest to teachers who require

such a degree," Fr. Rongione

aid.
The department of mathemat-

ticfl haa ineorporated seven new
erediti oourtes into its schedule

aloaff with a non-credit Mminar.

Emil Amellotti, math chair-

man said the new courses are

Statistical Quality Control II,

Higher Analysis, Industrial Sta-

tistics, Statistics, Quality Con-
trol seminar, Selected Techni-

ques in Applied Statistics, and
Sampling Principles and Method
II.

Electronic Appreciation

The non-credit seminar is In-

troduction to Large Scale Digit-

al Computers, designed to give

the student an appreciation of

electronic computers.

"No prior knowledge or

course is required to join the

seminar," Amellotti said. The
seminar will be held on Thurs-

day from 7 to 9 P.M. and the

fee will be $40.

The math professor sai^ that

applications for the summer in-

stitute for high school science

and mathematics teachers must
be filed by February 16.

Establishment of the sunmier
institute was made possible by a
recent grant of $96,700 to Vil-

lanova by the National Science

Foundation.

Summer Program

The Rev. J. Bernard Hubbert,
O.S.A., of the physics depart-

ment, has l)een named program
director.

The evening division has list-

ed 19 new courses for the spring

semester.

Chairman Dr. Eugene Pow-
ers said included among the

courses are Physical Metallurgy,

Principles and Problems of Sec-

ondary Eklucation, Advertising,

Medical Ethics, and Marriage

and the Family.

Fr. Sherman
To Speak At
Jr.-Sr. Retreat
The Rev. James Sherman

O.S.A. will be speaker at the

annual retreat starting January
25.

The retreat will open Sunday
night at 7.30 and will end with
a closing Mass at 9 A.M. Wed-
nesday.

All seniors and juniors who
have not previously fulfilled re-

treat requirements must attend,

said the Rev. Norbert W. Whit-
ley O.S.A. , University Chaplain.

The cards will be available

next Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday from 9 A.M. to 5
P.M. in room 223, Mendel Hall.

Outside Retreats

Father Whitley announced
earlier this year that students

could fulfill retreat require-

ments at several other retreat

houses. Included was St.

Joseph's-in - the - Hills, Malvern,
Pa.

Sophomores and Freshmen
will have their annual retreat

during Holy Week.
Until three years ago all stu-

dents had their retreat at the

same time, during Holy Week.
In 1956 it was decided that the

seniors and juniors would con-

tinue during Holy Week, while

sophomores and freshmen re-

treat would be during the mid-
term break.

Division Necessary
The Rev. Joseph I. Kemme

O.S.A., then Chaplain and now
University Vice President in

charge of Student Affairs, said

the retreat division was origin-

ally necessary because of the
expanded enrollment.

(Continued on Page 2)

Glenn Miller Orchestra

Chosen For Senior Prom
The world famous Glenn Miller Orchestra, under the direction

of Ray McKinley, has been signed by the Class of 1959 for its

Senior Promenade, to be held April 10 in the university Field

House.
Class president Oz Scogna announced to the Steering Com-

mittee last week that Prom chairman Greg Dean has completed

all arrangements for the Miller orchestra.

The signing of the band,

which will be eiEplained to the

entire class in full by Scogna
at a meeting early in the second

semester, ended a great deal of

speculation aa to the idenity of

the orchestra the claaa was
seeking.

A *Unaidmon8 Ch<rtoe'

It was known that Dean and
his committee were ctmaidering,

Lynx Contest

Award Given
"Jim and Me," by Senior

Arts Major Frank Dynan, haa

been judged the winner of the

writing contest held by the

Lynx, the campus creative writ-

ing magazine. Dr. John S.

Phillipaon and ICr. James Mit-

chell, moderators of the Lynx,
have announced.
Dynan's story was chosen the

best from all the short stories,

poems and essays contributed

to the magazine by a board of

judges selected from the uni-

versity's English department.

A cash award of $15 was
made to Dynan for his story. Is

addition, his story, along with
several of the runners up, will

be sent to Mary Yost Associates,

a New York literary agent, to

be considered for publication in

a national magazine.

LENNY HAMBRO
Leod Quortette

LORRY PETERS
Prom VocoKsf

Prom Leader

in addition to McKinley, such
top name units as both Dorsey
bands, the EUgart orchestra and
Les Brown. The chairman, a
day-hop history major, told the
Steering Conunittee that the
outfit was a "unanimous
choice".

The senior announcement left

only the idenity of the band for

the Junior Promenade still

shrouded in mystery. Rmnor
has it that the Class of 1960 has
already signed a contract with
another big name orchestra, but
there has been no official an-
nouncement as yet.

Dean, who worked under
Scogna when the class president
was chairman of the junior
Dinner Dance last spring, was
appointed to plan the Prom late

last year. Originally, Scogna
told the VILLANOVAN that a
co-chairman would be named,
but that idea seems to have been
re-considered.

Comparatively New
The Miller orchestra, of

course, achieved world-wide
fame in the eariy 1940*8; but
the re-organized unit, utilizing

authentic Miller arrangements
and featuring the traditional

Miller music, is comparatively
new.

McKinley, who had been as-

sociated with Miller and his

music as far back as the early
'30's, took over the direction of
the Army Air Force Band after

the famous band leader died in

an airplane cruh in 1944.

When the movie, "The Glenn
Miller Story," and an album by

(CoDtlnued on Page 2)
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Education Dept. Discloses

Science Teacher Lack

Ray McKinley leads the Glenn Miller Orchestra which villi play at the Senior Prom to be
held on April 11. ,

Glen Miller Band Chosen
(Continutsd from Pa^e 1)

the Air Force band caught the
public fancy a few years back,
the Miller estate and booking
agent Willard Alexander decided

to hire McKinley, have him re-

organize the band and give him
their backing.

The new Miller band^
—"under

the direction of/and featuring
Ray McKinley" — was an im-
mediate success, and has become
cme of the most popular dance
bands in the country today.

Hambro, Peters Featured

Besides featuring the talented

McKinley on the drums, the or-

chestra that will play for the
seniors' last prom also high-

liS^ta saxaphonist Lenny Ham-
bro and vocalist Lorry Peters.

( Hambro, who has worked with
some of the most important
bands in the music industry,

such as Billy Butterfield and
Gene Krupa, has his own quin-

tet, which is a feature attraction

with the McKinley orchestra.

Vocalist Peters was signed by

Correction
In the last issue of the VLL-

LANOVAN it was reported that
the International Relations So-

ciety would hold their annual
convention tentatively on De-
cember 17-18. The correct date
is March 17-18, at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania.

McKinley shortly after he re-

organized the Miller band, after

he heard her sing in an advertis-

ing jingle on the radio.

Alumni Open Six

New Grad. Clubs
George J. Pequignot, execu-

tive secretary of the Alumni As-
sociation, announced recently

the opening of six new gradu-
ate clubs.

New duba in Long Island and
Lower Bucks County, Pa., have
held first meetings, while clubs

in Trenton, New Brunswick,
Atlantic Oty, and Baltimore will

soon be actively under way.

'The purpose of the clubs",

says Pequignot, "is to bring
closer ties between the Villanova
alumni and the present stud-

ents."

Among other activities the

clubs hope to have alumni-
student gatherings three or four

times a year. "In this way we

interviews Underway
Senior interviews with the

nation's leading companies, be-

gan Monday. Students must sign

in on the time schedule and take
note of hour and the date at

the Placement office, director

John Moritz said.
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NewPhiLClub
Elects Givnish
Gerard J. Givnish, senior

philosophy major, was elected

first president of the newly
formed Philosophy Club at the
group's premier meeting in De-
cember.

Other officers are Peter
Leemhuis, vice president, Don
Kempf, secretary, Angelo Pag-
ano treasurer. All officers are
seniors hi the Arts and Sciences
school.

Club moderator Dr. Gerald S.

Dalcourt o fthe philosophy de-
partment told the officers sev-

eral discussions will be held on
great books in political philoso-
phy.

The books chosen are Politics,

Aristotle; Social Contract, Ros-
seau; The Public Philosophy,
Lippman, and Men and the
State, Maritian.

Givnish said all interested

students were invited to attend
the club meetings or apply at

the philosophy office, basement,
Vasey Hall.

Villanova is doing its share

to meet the current demand for

qualified science teachers, the

VILLANOVAN learned in an
exclusive survey last week.

Despite a tremendous all-out

effort, however, there are no
prospective science teachers in

this year's graduating class.

That was revealed by Dr.

George Cressman, Chairman of

the Education department.
Forced Interest Impossible
"Although we give this prob-

lem much personal attention,

we cannot force students to be-

come science teachers or to be
interested in scientific subjects."

"When a student comes to

Villanova," Cressman said, "he
has already decided what sub-
jects he will pursue."

Science is a difficult subject

at Villanova, the Education
Chairman said. "A student wil-

ling to work hard in science

courses is unfortunately usually

unwilling to teach. Industry of-

fers higher salaries."

Solution Attempted
Villanova however, has made

a commendable effort in an at-

tempt to help solve the nation's

far reaching problems in the
lack of science teachers. A reg-

ular curriculum is set up for
science teachers in the Educa-
tion department. (One prospec-
tive science teacher did graduate
last year.)

The Graduate Division, under
the direction of Rev. Louis A.
Rongione O.S.A., has accepted
the science challenge.

Under the direction and co-

ordination of the Rev. J. Ber-
nard Hubbert O.S.A., there are
three active programs designed
to improve present high school
teaching.

Particiyants Paid
The National Science Founda-

tion recently granted Villanova
$96,000 to establish a summer
institute. The Foundation will

pay participating high school
science and mathematics teach-

ers $75 per week plus $15 per
week for each d^>endent up to
four during the period of study.

And as a further inducement,
a round trip to Villanova not to

exceed $80 will also be paid each
participant

Villanova will not charge tui-

tion or fees, but students will

be required to pay their own
board.

Six Credits Obtainable

Candidates for admission to

the program must be high

school teachers, senior or junior,

with a minimum of three years

teaching experience. Six gradu-

ate credits may be obtained by
successful completion of the

course.

The summer institute begins

June 29 and runs to August 7.

Courses to be offered include

biology, chemistry, geology,

physics, and'mathematics.
Two Programs Offered

The University offers two
other programs:
A series of courses for the

present high school teacher

leading to the degree Master in

General Science.

An In-Service Institute plaa
giving specialized courses in

biology. Under this plan, a qual-

ified person gets paid while at-

tending the courses.

Father Hubbert thinks highly
of Villanova's plans. "By con-

ducting these specialized cours-

es in an informal manner, we
aid those wishing to attain

master's degrees."

More Blaster's Degrees
He indicated one solution to

the lack of undergraduate stu-

dents in the science teaching
field. "Making the master's de-

gree more accessible will make
the science fields more desir-

able."

The VILLANOVAN's veriew
of the school's science education
department was promoted by a
recent report of the Pennsylvan-
ia School Board.

In the report, the State ex-
pressed fear at the declining

number of science teachers.

Annual Retreat
(Continued from Pugs 1)

E«arlier last year the Student
Council requested that the Uni-
versity rearrange the Retreat
dates so that seniors and juniors
would be able to have Itmger
vacations at Easter time.

Second Year
The Administration accepted

this plan. This is the second
year of its operation.

In another announcement last

weeks, the chaplain's office said
there would be no evening
chapel exercises for any under-
graduates next week, the week
of final examinations.
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Board StrengthVital tqV. U, Cause
by Jim Murroy

The Villanova Wildcats have

a tremendous one-two punch
under the boards this season.

The o n e - 1 w o punch, George
Raveling and John Driscoll, led

the nation in rebounding (63.3%
according to the first NCAA
statistics).

A Delta Pi Epsilon "big brother" sapervises seven pledges in their "Corporal Works of
Mercy", the fraternity's new system of pledging.

Raveling is a junior who at-

tended St. Michael's Prep in

Scranton, Pa. At St. Michael's

he was an outstanding athlete,

making the All-Catholic, All-

American basketball team.

DrisQoll is a local standout
from West Catholic High where
he was a Philadelphia All-

Catholic selected. He is the big-

gest man on the Wildcat squad
at 6-8.

The fact that a player has

been a standout hi high school

circles does not assue success

in the college ranks. Driscoll and
Raveling have past the test and
are the Villanova mainstays
under the boards.

Their was much speculation

as to the effectiveness of . the

Driscoll - Raveling combination

at the season's opening. Both

boys were "green". Raveling had
been used sparingly during last

season and came along toward

the end. Driscoll was forced to

sit out last season because of

inelligibility.

Success Not Lucky Break

Their success this far has not

been a "lucky break" or some-

thing that just happened, rather

it is the result of hard work.

George spent last summer as

a playground director, this gave

him ample time to practice his

shooting. He also used a weight-

ed vest to improve his spring.

This device has already paid big

dividends as George has estab-

lished a new rebounding record

at Villanova.

Tweetie Driscoll spend an ac-

tive summer "under the boards"
in the Narbeth Summer League.
His companions on the St.

Alice's team was Villanova
backcourt ace, Jim Huggard.

Yarsity Basketball
(Continued from Page 4)

s*»nce of the hurt Howard Hurt
was further hurt (WOW! Light
seeking light doth light, etc.) by
the absenre of a good amsSl^

man. Coach Hal Bradley was
aMi» to use a veritable platoon
(lystem as far as big men were
concerneti, but the backcourt
players were too slow to keep
up with the fast breaking of Ry-
an, Kenny, and Huggard.
Tim Morgan, one of Duke's

backcourtmen, did possess a

potent set shot, however, hitting

on nine for sixteen for eighteen

points.

After Duke had battled back
from a 14 point deficit to tie

the score at 58, captain Joe

Ryan came off the bench to

score six straight points and
lead the 'Cats to a 74-67 victory.

(Have you noticed we have a
CAPTAIN Ryan, two field GEN-
ERALS, Kenny and Huggard,
and two MAJOR rebounders,

Raveling and Driscoll?)

(jreorge Enuna was also a siiir

in this game, turning in his

finest performance of the sta-

As Tweetie put it, "I never

had to jump much in high

school because I was usually

the biggest man on the court

but in college the guys are big-

ger and it is a real battle under

the boards."

Huggard Helpful

"Hug kept after me all sum-
mer 'get up Tweetie get up,'

that's all I heard." As a result

if you look at any Villanova

boxscore you'll find lots of re-

bounds and double figure scor-

ing also.

An analysis of the Villanova

record would show that team
experienced difficulty only in

the loss to St. Joseph's.

In that game Tweetie got into

foul trouble early and had to

sit out a great deal of the dis-

asterious first half.

After eleven games poise and
strenght can be found under the

boards in the person of John
Driscoll and Gleorge Raveling.

Both have proven themselves

and have more than livedup to

the pre-season billing that the

'Cats could be rough underneath

this season.

The 'Cats have been rough
underneath with their big men,
Driscoll, and Raveling, showing
great defensive abilities and
coming through with the "big

night" offensively. GEORGE RAVELING JOHN DRISCOLL

Swimmers Win Easily;

Lafayette Succumbs
by Gene Hewitt

The Wildcat swimmers set

their season log at two wUis and
three loses with a victory over

Lafeyette in the Villanova pool

last Saturday.

Ck>-captain Frank Keefe, Bob
Pinto, Steve Carton, Joe Harvey
and Jim Gregory led the way
in the Villanova victory.

In the medley relay co-captain

Keefe opened the event with a

ten yard lead and that lead was
enlarged upon to the point

where the Villanovans won the

event by 75 yards. After this

overwhelming win the outcome

of the meet was a foregone con-

clusion.

Individual winners for Villa-

nova were Bob Pinto, first in

the 50 yard freestyle; Steve

Carton, in the dive; and co

captain Keefe, who has lost only

one race this year.

son in scoring 14 points. All in

the tense second half.

• • •
Playing a truly great game,

Villanova welcomed in the new
year by trouncing the foreign

ambassadors of the University

of Pennsylvania, 93-63. Domin-
ating the boards, fast-breaking

as if they invented that tactic,

and shooting with alarming ac-

curacy, Villanova was leading

by as much as 27 points in the

first haif.

The Quakers could never re-

cover from that blitz. Despite

the efforts of Greorge Schmidt
and reserve Joe Cook, Penn
never stood a chance.

In their seventh straight win
the 'Cats reached their peak.

Each starter was in double fig-

ures and the reserves played

fine, calm ball too. Unfortunate-

ly, the team picked the wrong
night to howl. They should have

waited six days.

Frosh Beat Hawklets

In the perceding meet, with

Rutgers, the Villanovans lost

50-36 but Joe Harvey showed
much improvement overlast year

as he won the 440 freestyle in

the last ten yards. Also in the

440 freestyle, Bruce McCreedy
finished one yard behind Har-
vey, in a race that was nip and
tuck all the way.

Senior Jim Gregory turned in

another of the fine perform-

ances that have marked his ef-

forts this year in winning the

200 orthodox by a wide margin.,

Others taking important
places for Villanova were Har
vey, second in the 220; Bob
Donahue, second in the 50 free-

style; Palacio and Dow, second'

and third respectively in the

200 butterfly. Bob Pinto placed
second and Bob Donahue placed
third in the 100 yard freestyle.

Rifle Team Wins
Record Now 3-1

The Villanova varsity rifle

team topped Western Maryland
last week 1389 to 1350, for

their third win in four outings.

The Wildcats were led by Frank
Murtha with a 281 score follow-

ed by Charlie Russell with a 280.

Others who scored for Villanova
were C!aptain Chris Kloss, 279;

Soph. Nat Coursey, 277; and
Herb Lettau, 272. Western
Maryland entered the match
sporting a 3 and 3 record.

The Navy rifle team recover-

ed a little of Villanova's lost

prestige by beating St. Josephs
in a triangular meet. The match
was won by P.M.C. with 1363,

followed by Villanova, 1338; St.

Joe's trailed the pack with an
unimpressive 1202. Lou Spe-

vetze's 273 was high for the

Navy squad. The other scorers

were Russell, 271; Hogan, 267;

Mozer, 266 and Rietzke, 261.

by Dennis

Villanova's freshmen contin-r

ued to gain momentum as they
|

chalked up three impressive
wins last weeli. Led by the liigh

scoring Hubie White, the Wild-
ldtten<3 bowled over St. Joe's

Muhlo.iberg and Penn.

Their win streak is now at 5
with only a two-point opening
game loss to Temple to mar
their record. The frosh will get
their chance to avenge this loss

the last game of the season.

Showing no affects of a two
week lay-off, the frosh thor-

oughly trounced Dan Kenny's
St. Joseph's squad, 102-64. The
game, Monday night at the

Fieldhouse marked the first

time the Cagesters have hit the
century mark this year, and we
hope, not the last. The game
was no contest from the start.

The record-breaking shooting

of Hubie White opened the dikes

to a first half flood of points;

holding the squad from City

Line to 26 points, Villanova

racked up 52 run-away points.

Hubie White gave indication of

what he had in mind for his rec-

ord-breaking evening as he
threw in 23 of his 48 this half.

Another hot hand was Dan
Higgins, the floor general, who
bucketed 11 first half points.

A flurry of points by White

at the start of the second half

threw out all hopes of a con-

test. The Hawklets, except for

Dan Bugey and his 23 points,

were never in the game.

Along witli McMonagle, Bill

Penny, Joe Walsh showed im-

provement particularly in that

all-important phase of the game,

putting the ball in the basket.

Their hot hands, with help from
Ron Meyers and Dick Le Fevre,

enlarged what was already a

commanding lead until the final

score read 102-64.

Cerdene

'CatsOpen'59
Track Season
In Beantown

Villanova's IC4A indoor and
NCAA outdoor track champions
will travel to Boston tomorrow
to participate in the annual

Knignts of Ck>lumbu8 Meet.

On January 24 the Wildcats

of Jhn (Jumbo) Elliot will be

in the Nation's .Capitol for the

yearly indoor meet sponsored

by the Washington Star.

At Boston Villanova will enter

possibly four events. There will

be three single entries and a
mile relay team.

Last year's IC4A and NCAA
short distance champion, Eddie

CoUymore, is entered in the 60

yard event at Boston. Colly will

also be part of the mile relay

team.

The other two single entries

are Charlie Stead in the high

jump and Bob Godesky in the

mile.

The IC4A broad jump cham-
pion, John Buckley, is not mak-
ing the Boston trip because the

broad jump pit at Boston is

made of dirt. C!oach Elliot pre-

fers to have Buckley compete
in sawdust pits exclusively.

Mermen Top Penn
The Villanova swimming team

evened their record at «lhree

wins and three loses Wednesday
night when they edged the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, 46-40,

in a thrilling meet.
The Wildcats won in the final

event, the medley relay, when
Bruce McCreedy beat the Quak-
er anchor man by three inches.

A^l

'Xi
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Hawks End Victory Skein
Top Wildcat Five, 82-70

i'.: <f,

by Joe FitzPotrick

All tile local basketball fans

who attributed Villanova's un-

blemished record to the Villa-

nova schedule were all smiles

after St. Joseph's Hawks had
handed the Wildcats a humiliat-

ing loss at the Palestra last

J«nday night. \,' a .'

The Villanova five started out
like they were going to run
away with tlie game. After
about three minutes of play the

Vvildcats were' leading 10-5 but
tjicn the roof canj»e down or the
lump came up-—depending . on
how you look at it.

•: In the next eight minutes of
the game the Hawks, paced by
the great all-around play of
senior Joe Spratt, outscored the
bewildered 'Cats 30-3.

Villanova Gets Lost
A combination of tremendous

shooting and rebounding by St.

Joseph's plus the fact that Vil-

lanova looked like they didn't
know where they were gave the
Hawks a 43-24 haUtime lead.

trouble and George Emma, who
replaced Joe Ryan.

DriscoU began to hit on his

jump shot from the key and he
collected most of his 17 points

(Villanova's high for the night)

in the second half.

Kinina Shines on Dark Night
Emma replaced Joe Ryan,

who was having all kinds of
trouble, throwing passes away,
kicking the ball and zero for,

eight from the floor.

George went right to work.
He stole the ball twice, after

he had joined Jim Huggard and
Jim Kenny in a press, and drove
for two quick field goals.

Emma also hit on two other

shots and one free throw to

give him a total of nine points

for the night.

George Raveling was second
to DriscoU in the scoring de-

partment. Big George had five

field goals and six free throws
for a total of 16 points. ..

"Rave" was the Villanova re^

bounder leader with 19.

lluggard'and Kenny
Came Around

Jim Huggard and Jim Kenny
also came through in the second

half. Both seemed to loosen up
and really get with it.

Hug hit tor six field goals and
two fouls for a night's accumul-

ation of 14 points.. Kenny scored

eight points but did an oustand-

jiig defensive job on Bob Mc-
Mcill.

McNeill, touted as an All-

American, scored only nine

points while being guarded by

ux - North Catholic teammate
Kenny.
What McNeill couldn't do two

other Hawks did. Joe Spratt and

Jack Egan, wrecked the evening

for the Wildcats.

Spratt was the night's high

scorer with 25 points and Egan,

who replaced Bob Clarke when
the latter got into foul trouble,

was close behind Spratt with 22

points and as if this wasn't

enough, Egan also grabbed 16

rebounds.

r With only 12 minutes remain-
ing in the game the 'Cats came
back. Their last-ditch effort was
carried on mainly by Tweetie
DriscoU, who had to "take it

<iasy" because of early foul

'Cats Face Loyola Away;
Down Seton Hall, Brandeis

Tom Troy

Jim Huggard drives in for

two of his 14 points against the
Hawks last Friday night at the
Palestra.

White Scores 48
Sets New Mark

Records are made to be
broken, and Hubie White set out
to prove this last Monday night
against St. Joseph's utilizing the
same spring that Jumbo Elliot
wants for his high jumping,
Hubie racked up 48 points to
establish a new freshman scor-
ing record. The previous rec-

ord was held by George Reider
who bucketed 4.5 in another St.

Joseph's game during the 5$-57
season. '

" •'•

In garnering these 48 points,

Hubie showed a very hot shoot-
ing hand. He threw in 2,. reJu

goals in 38 shots, well over the

desired percentage. At the eno
of the game nearing the record,

he was particularly hot, netting

his \&at eight shots. Mr White

has shown the game to be no

fluke for in the succeeding two

games he managed 31, and 34

points to boost his average to

30.3 for the feason.

The Wildcats seek their elev-

enth victory tomorrow night
when they meet Loyola at Balti-

more. Villanova won their tenth
last night when they defeated
the Judges of Brandeis Univers-
ity at the Fieldhouse.

Last Saturday night a very
tired and tight, albeit dead-
game, Villanova team was ex-

tended by a very strange Seton
Hall University five.

Seton Hall didn't belong on
the same court with Villanova,

but Honey Russell's unorthodox
Urates gave tne Wildcats a real

scare before losing 64-59.

Due more to fatigue and a
psychological letdown than any-
thing else, Villanova played a
most unimpressive game. Only
the great performance of a very
sore Jim Kenny, and some clutch

baskets by John DriscoU saved
the night. "

'

After jumping into an early
lead, the Wildcats, paced by
Kenny, Jim Huggard and sub
George Emma, increased their

margin to 35-23. At the half
the score was 36-29.

Employing a most unusual of-

fense, (Ken Walker, less than
six feet tall, played the pivot in-

stead of 6-10 Tom Cross who
was out ice skating or some-
thing.) Seton Hall took advan-
tage of a scoring drought by
Villanova to move out in front
55-52 with six minutes left.

Here Kenny broke loose. He
took the ball right out of the
hands of a startled Pirate and
drove the length of the court to

score. Two quick jump shots by
Jim, his fourth and fifth goals
in a row, enabled the Wildcats
to regain the lead with 2:28 re-

maining.

After two foul conversions by
Huggard, Villanova went into a
freeze, and despite missing four
one-and-one situations, o v e r -

came the press tactics of Seton
Hall. John Driscoll's big re-

bound goal with only 19 seconds
remaining clutched the ball-

game.
This game might well turn out

to be the pivotal game of the
season for Villanova. Beaten in

a resounding fashion by St. Jos-
eph's the night before, physical-

ly hurting from playing three

games in four nights Villanova
played uninspired ball—but they
won!
They proved their mettle by

refusing to give up when Seton
Hall went ahead with only min-
utes to play. A sight wonderful
to see was Huggard and Kenny
dribbling through the entire Se-
ton Hall team in their freeze act.

DriscoU, getting better every
game, rebounded and scored
when it counted, and George
Emma resolidified his reputation
as a clutch ball player as he
scored nine points, all when
Villanova desperately needed
them. u• • •
Two days before the game

with St. Joseph's the Wildcats
annihilated Muhlenburg 99-85.

George Raveling came through
with a standout performance in

this game. The 6-6 junior scored

23 points and grabbed 19 re-

bounds to lead Villanova to their

highest score this year and also

to the top of NCAA rebound list.

In the games played over the
Christmas holidays, Villanova
really began to impress the Phi-

adelphia basketball experts.

Gene Milner, Gene Kelly, and
Jim Leaming all were singing
the praises of Villanova's

speed, rugged rebounding and
sharp-shooting. Of course, the

opposition wasn't much, but the
victories were convincing.

In the first city series game
of the 1958-59 season, Villanova
combined complete domination
of both boards and some sharp
shooting by Jim Kenny and Joe
Ryan to crush Temple, 91-69.

The terrific board job of
George Raveling and John Dris-

coU and a defense which stop-

ped the really great "Pickles"
Kennedy cold In the first half
enabled Villanova to choose its

own score In the game.

• • •
In a pre-Christmas game,

Villanova was tested for the
first time In the season when
Duke, normally a power in the
tough Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence, forced the Wildcats to play
their best ball of the season.

Duke hurting from the ab-
(Continued on Page 8)

The Beginning And End

At the beginning of the game with St Joseph's Villanova
experienced all kinds of difficulty like this—here George Raveling
has trouble getting a shot off because of the big hand of St.
Joseph's Bob Chirke.

Near the end of the game the game the Wildcats fared
slightly better as exhibited by George Emma driving hi for a kij-
up to make the game a little closer.
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Compantive peace and order reign as Commeree and Finance studento register in Uie Field

House last weelL

Blanc, Carroll To Debate
Wire Tapping At Law Forum

By LAWRENCE M. (TROURKE
of the VUlanovan Staff

Victor H. Blanc, Philadelphia
district attorney, and John
Rogers Carroll, Philadelphia
criminal lawyer, vAW debate
wiretapping at the Villanova
Law Forum, next Wednesday.

Samuel Dash, Philadelphia at-

torney and former district at-

torney of the city, will be mod-
erator.

This was announced last week
by Harold Gill Reuschlein, dean
of the law school.

Dash is the author of a treat-

ise on wiretapping, compiled un-
der the auspices of the Fund
for the Republic. It will be re-

leased in May. '

Blanc will defend wiretapping

as an aid to law enforcement.
Carroll had denounced the tap-'

ping of telephone lines as a vio-

lation of constitutional rights.

Widespread Interest

The wiretapping controversey

is one of present widespread in-

terest and is under current in-

tensive study of the Senate Sub-
committee on ConstitutioAal

rights.
'•

~'-
''.-:''':''' •>• "- ''^<>.-',

The Law Forum session is ex-

pected to produce lively debate.

Blanc has declared that the

work of police officers is cur-

tailed when the court refuses

to permit wiretapping.

Blanc has repeatedly stated

that the arrest and conviction of

criminals involved in vice cases

Moss For Fr. Loiono
The Spanish Club will hold

annual Memorial Mass in honor
of the late Rev. Lorenzo Lozano,

O.S.A., today at 10:30 a.m.

in the St. Mary Hall chapel. The
Mass will be celebrated by the

Rev. Policarpo Oroz, O.S.A. Mr.
Vito DiVincenzo, Spanish Club
moderator, has asked all club

members and former friends of

Father Lozano to attend.

can only be conveniently ac-

complished through the aid of
wire tapping.

The District Attorney said on
March 7, 1958 that the Federal
Communications Act must be
amended to make wire tapping
legal on the local level.

Law Violation

At the same time, in a meet-
ing before the 24th regional

Safety and Fire Conference of

the Pennsylvania Police Chiefs
Association, state Attorney Gen-
eral Thomas D. McBride,
charged that despite the law,
"some wire tappinjg is going on
right now."

"We're not fools," McBride
charged. "The law is being vio-

lated and it shouldn't be."

McBride challenged Blanc's
claim as to the necessity of

wiretapping. He said that po-

lice department figures showed
an 18 percent decrease in crime
since wiretapping became illegal.

Blanc spoke at the National
Association of County and Pros-

ecuting Attorneys last July 29

(Continued on Page 2)

Campus Club
To Initiate

Psych Studies
By DONALD ANDERSON
Of The Villanovan Slaff^_
The Villanova Society of Psy-

chological Investigation, the
newest campus group, has ap-
proved and accepted a society

constitution.
This was announced Monday

by Dr. Frank McGurk, faculty

moderator, and chairman of the

Psychology Department.
The society's first meeting

will be held tomorrow at 10:30

a.m. in room 107 Commerce and
Finance.
The nominations for presi-

dent, and vice president, will

be held.
The society was formed dur-

ing the first semester of this

school year.
: ; X^

Three Groups
"The society is composed of

three groups, each dedicated to

its particular field of endeavor,"
McGurk explained.

The fields are experimental,

industrial and motivational.

The respective faculty advis-

ors are McGurk, Mr. Charles
Bonniweil, and Mr. Howard De-
Witt, all of the Psychology De-
partment.

(Continued on Page 2)

David Lawrence

Speaker June 1
By PAUL A. BUCKLEY
of tlie VUlaMvaa Steff

David L. Lawrence, Governor
of Pennsylvania, will receive the

Honorary Degree of Doctor of

Laws during the June gxtulua-

tion exercises.

Governor Lawrence will also

deliver the Commencement ad-

dress to the 700 students who
comprise the University's 1959
class.

Nine Frosh

To Run For
SoC. Offices

By FRANK J. DYNAN
of the YlUanovan Staff

Freshman Class electimis have
been set for Thursday, February
19, EHections Conunittee chair-

man John P. Kelley has an-
nounced. The poUs will be In

Alunmi Hall gsrm.

The Freshmen will elect two
representatives to the Student
Council, a resident and a day-
hop. These students will serve
until the end of their Sophom<x«
year.

Nine men will run tar the two
offices: three day-hops and six

residents. Representing all three

male undergraduate schools of

the University, they were nomi-
nated at a class meeting last

January 15.

Dave Driver, C and F; Dave
Gilbert, Arts; and John Lynn,
Arts, are the off-campus stu-

dents seeking the day-hop Coun-
cil post. Resident nominees are:

Gerry McNulty, Engineering;

Bruce Beckhold, C and F; and
Mike Fallon, C and F.

Also Jim McMonagle, Engine-

ering; William Sabo, Ehigineer-

ing; and Terry O'Brian, C and

Presently these men are

awaiting the Administration's

approval of their candidacy. For
this they must have at least a

2.0 average, and must be in good

standing with the Dean of Stu-

dent Activities, the Chaplain,

and the Dean of Men.
(Continued on Page 2)

Lawrence, inior to hia dee-
tioi|, was the mayor of FHtih
burgh. Daring his temne of of-

fice, which began in 1946^ Lntr-
ence was instramental in ea-

ordinating the improvement pro-
gram which has ^ymboliaed
Pittsburgh in the past deeadcL

Re-elected to his second tens
by a record breaking maiSDi.
Lawrence oontinaed to p»owride
political leaderah^ in Pttta-

burgh. In 1963. he was dbcted
to an unprecedented third

•««•'

Lawrence again broke
dent and was dected to Ida
fourth tenn tay yet annthfT ree-

ord hreakincr majmily in 1957.
Lawrence has qpent most of

his life in pcditics, agving In a
nnmber of poaJtiima pvior to Ma
election as mayor. At tibe mgt
of 31, he was county Dono-
cratie diaiinian and later, ciiair-

man of the Democratie Stale
Conunittee of Penuaylwania.
A Veteran of Wotld War 1.

the Governor is a past
of the United States

of MayorSb

In 196S, Lawrence was the
recipient of the Distinguiriied

Service Award of the
States Ccmferenoe of
the first migror to be so honored.
Lawrence has

who attenda T^jaallp

Two other sons were killed in

automofaOe accident
years ago. ,

The
Commencement
made last wed^ fay Tlie Very
Rev. James A. Donnellon, OJSJL,
University Prerident.

Other degree wiuners are oc-

pected to he named

of
speaker

flm

Two other Governors of '.

sylvania also received honorsiy
degrees. They are James H.
Duff and Edward S. Martin. boUi
of vriiom served teima in the
U. S. Senate.

DnfF and Martin were R^ub-
lican Governors. Lawrence ia

the first Democratic Bunremor
of the state In over 25 years and
the first Catholic elected to the
hij^ portion.

Villaaova hand provides music for Juniors and their dates at Palestra during Junior date

Night. Tke team kept In tune by turning back Boston College.

John J. K«lly.

Campn Gaord. Dies
John J. Kelly, l^Danova se-

curity guard, suffered a heart
attack on January 26 and died

at the Bryn Mawr HbspitaL
Mr. Kelly was seted fay the

attack wldle patrolliag the
campua during the early
ing, near Austin Hafl.

The 65-yearKdd guard '

familiar to students as the
who checked the nw
for the evening mesL
Hie deceased, who suml at

Villanova the past two years. Is

aui'vived by his wife
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Brotherhood

Week

Statement

Wiretap

by
DwiGHT D. Eisenhower

NATIONAL BROTNERNOOD WEEK
February 15-22, 1959

Our abundant plains and mountains would yield little if it were not for the

applied skill and energy of Americans working together, as fellow citizens

bound up in common destiny. The achievement of brotherhood is the

crowning objective of our society.

On this circling planet, with nations poised for mutual advancement or de-

stniaion, we must enlarge our spirit of brotherhood to include all men who

live under the banners of liberty and law.

Hoooracy Chairman

jCo^

Belle Masqiie To Pre^sehf

Gogol's - 'Inspector General'
The Belle Masque dramatic

society will present NikoU
Gk>gors farce "The Inspector
CSeneral'*, as its second produc-
tion of the season.
The play will be held in the

University Field House from
Wednesday, February 25,
through Sunday, liCarch 1.

Departing from the traditions
of the organization's past two
productions, the play will be

: staged in arena style with the
audience surrounding the action.

"The Inspector General" con-
cerns the plight of the mayor,
and his cohorts, of a politically

corrupt 19th-century Russian
village which is suddenly threat-
ened with the visit of an Inspec-
tor General who has been sent
from St. Petersburg to survey
the conditions of the town. In
their haste and anxiety, the
mayor and company mistake a
young passerby for the official.

The situations that result are
comical, tornado-paced, and
completely unexpected.
The role of the Mayor will be

played by John Barlas, a jun-
ior Pre-Law major, who will be
appearing for the first time in

a leading role at V.U. Barlas
made his debut in a supporting
role in "Tiger at the Gates."
Raymond Gantra, who scored

as Ulysses last semester, has
drawn the important role of the
imposter who goes along with
the plot for his own personal
profit. Kantra, a third-year

chemistry major, will be ably
seconded by Anthony Proven-
zano, who will play his servant,

Ossip. Provenzano will be re-

membered for his vivid portray-

al of Ajax in "Tiger".

The other town ofiicials in-

volved in the tumult will be

Alan Willig, Lincoln Hallowell,

John Cannon, and Peter Allard.

It will be the third Belle Masque
assignment for Willig, who pre-

viously appeared in "The Tam-
ing of the Shrew" and "Tiger

at the Gates". Cannon, who
)peared as Gremio in "Shrew",

will play the role of the easily
bribed judge, while HaUoweU
will portray the superintendent
of schools and Allard, the Town
Physician.

The roles of the twin messen-
gers, Bobchinsky and Dobchin-
sky, will be played by Owen
Klein and Thomas Flynn, re-

spectively.

The female leads in the cast
will be handled by Mary Shaf-
fer, as the mayor's wife, and
Rosemary Donnelly, as his
daughter.
Also appearing in his initial

Belle Masque production is sen-
ior Arts major, Douglas Mc-
Clatchey, who will appear as the
town's Director of Welfare.
Others included in the cast

are James McMahon, John Mc-
Garry, William Freind, Jack Dil-

lon, Jack Milton, Diane Viti,

Carole Scanlon, Maura Hanafin,
James Lsmch, and Martha Davis.

Mr. Richard A. Duprey, head
of Villanova's new Graduate
program in Drama, will for the
third straight year serve as the
show's director.

The remainder of the show's
personnel consists of Biichael

Keating, stage manager, with
Ted Glinka, Hap Georges, Paul
Ford, and George Becht as crew
chief heads.

(Continued from Pa^re 1)

and again urged legal wiretap-
ping.

Blanc Request
The program Blanc presented

would:
1. Demand that the associa-

tion present pre wiretap testi-

mony to a senate committee con-
sidering the matter.

2. Call on the Pennsylvania
Bar Association to make public
a report on wiretapping com-
piled by former Philadelphia DA
Samuel Dash.
The Goldfine case a year ago

revived the issue of wiretaps.
A House subcommittee was

thrown into a turmoil when one
of its agents and a newsman
eavesdropped on private talks
among members of Goldfine's

stac in a hotel room.
Blanc,and Carroll, long a an-

ti-tap spokesman, will probably
discuss these and other recent
cases.

Considering all the aspects,

these questions must be ans-
wered by the panelists:

Does wk^tapping, in its aid

to police work, essentially un-
dermine the Constitutional
rights of the individual? It so,

is it worth it?

Miss Marie Doyle, who was
graduated from the nursing
division of Villanova last

month, was killed two weeks
ago by carbon monoxide gas
which leaked into her North
Philadelphia home. Three
other members of Miss
Doyle's family were also suf-
focated.

Villanova To Share

In Scientific Week
The Franklin Institute will

cooperate with Villanova and 30
o*'jer chapters of professional
engineering and technical socie-

ties in the local celebration of
National Engineers' Week.
The Week, February 22 to 28,

is designed to help inform the
general public of the contribu-
tions of engineering to civiliza-

tion.

The program will begin with
an opening proclamation by
Mayor Richardson Dilworth in

Philadelphia's City Hall on Mon-
day, Febrauary 23.

Psychology Club
(Continued from Pa^re 1)

The society, composed of (31)
charter members, arose through
the perpetuation of the senior
psychology students after many
semesters of planning and de-
liberation.

Three Purposes
.The purposes of the society

are: (1) to provide the student
of Villanova with the opportun-
ity to pursue his interests in
Psychology that transcend class-
room limitations.

To provide proper supervision
for the pursuit of those inter-

ests.

To provide a framework with-
in which those interests can be
served actively, intelligently,

and purposefully.

The society plans to purchase
equipment which will aid it in

the conducting of scientific re-

search in the fields of psychol-
ogy.

Anyone having a keen inter-
est in becoming a member of
the society is asked to attend
this important meeting.

Plans Dinner Dance
The Accounting Society will

hold its bi-weekly meeting to-

morrow at 10:30, in room 209,
Commerce and Finance, apeord-
ing to president Gerry Gibbons.
Ed Gavin will discuss plans for
the annual dinner dance sched-
uled for May 16.

Dance, Vocal
Tryouts For
T'nT Show

Tryouts for dancing chorus
and glee club roles in the an-
nual Turf and Tinsel Club pro-
duction will be held next week
at the Field House.

More than 60 Villanova stu-
dents are needed to fill these
roles in this year's show, "Piper-
Heidsicek '98."

Eight varsity football players
have already been signed to ap-
pear in a specialty number in

the show.

A spokesman for the club
last week called on freshmen to
try out for the production. "The
majority of Turf and Tinsel
members have always been up-
perclassmen," he said, "but this

year we hope to have larger
frosh representation."

The spokesman also an-
nounced that the first business
meeting of the society was held
last night in the Field House.

The Turf and Tinsel club be-

gan in 1933. It was then that
Harry Stuhldhreyer, one of the
famed "Four Horsemen" of

Notre Dame football fame and
head coach here, and Martin L.

Gill, a member of the Villanova
faculty, formulated the idea of

an all male musical comedy.

This new movement was met
with enthusiasm and a contest
was held to find a suitable name
for the club.

They finally decided on calling

it Turf (denoting the athletes
in the show) and Tinsel (denot-
ing the proper flavor for a club
connected with the stage.)

Dynan Sets Deadline

For Lynx Publication
Deadline for the Spring issue

of the Lynx has been set by
editor-in-chief Frank Dynan as

March 24. Nothing will be ac-

cepted for consideration after

that date.

The magazine is expected to

appear sometime in late April.

This is the latest possible mo-
ment for the new Lynx to be

published because final exams
will begin after the middle of

May.

As usual, any short story,

poem, essay or any other form
of writing whether humorous or
serious will be considered for

publication. It must be remem-
bered however, that themes in

conflict with Catholic teaching

are unacceptable.

Frosh Elections
(Continued from Pa^e 1)

Kelley advised the Freshmen
to use the utmost discretion in
casting their ballots since their
choices must represent their in-

terests not only for the remain-
der of this year, but also all of
next year.

"Whoever is elected must pos-
sess integrity, personality and
aWUty," Kelley said, "in order
to deal with the upperclassmen
on the Council and to best rep-
resent their class." »

To help the Freshmen know
the candidates better, Larry O'- , ^
Rourke, editor-in-chief of the
Villanovan, has announced that
the February 18 issue of the
paper will be an election issue.
It will contain pictures and short
biographies of the nominees.

O'Rourke added, however,
that candidates must bring both
the biographies and pictures to
the Villanovan office, 2nd floor,

Dougherty Hall, by February 18.
Biographies must be limited to
30 words and pictures must be
posed, wallet size shots.

Kelley pointed out that the
biographies should include the
nominee's hcMne town, high
school and any experience which
would prepare them to be Stu-
dent Council Representatives.

Election Rules

For Frosh Race
The complete list of election

rules, adopted in January, 1958
are included below for the bene-
fit of the candidates in the
Freshman elections next week:

t'
•.'

More than 150 persons Including guests of honor attended
the annual Dinner Dance given by the Nurses Sorority last
week.

1) Posters may be placed only
on University bulletin hoards

2) Neatly constructed signs
may be placed in the area ad-
jacent to Classroom Annex.

3) Handbills cannot be placed
in Dougherty Hall, classroom
buildings, or in the library.

4) No posters may exceed 18'

by 12*.

5) Microphones and public
address systems will not be
permitted before election day
and then only between classes.

6) Signs and posters may be
placed around Alumni Hall only
on the day of elections.

7) Campaigning will be pro-
hibited for an area of 10 sq. ft.

in front of the stairs leading to
the polls.

8) Campaign expenses shall
not exceed $50 per man. Item-
ized expense accounts are due at
least 12 hours before election
day.

9) Party limit $100. Candi-
dates contribution to be deduct-
ed from $50 allowance.

10) All rules to be enforced
by the Elections Committee who
will penalize for infractional

'

.1

1

c^-*:
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Palestra's New Rectangle
Represents Many ^Incidents'

The offical scorer (with famed red hat) and Villanova's
scorer Vince Bifferato seated above the new white rectangle.

Anyone visiting the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania's Palestra,

where Villanova has played its

major home games since the

1949-1950 season, should be sure

to take notice of a recent in-

novation at that arena. The in-

novation is not impressive in

itself but it does have a remark-
able history.

It achieves eminent import-

ance when one becomes aware
of that history. This innovation

is a white rectangle painted on
the court, just out of bounds, in

front of the official scorer. It

measures approximately three

feet by four feet. In the past the

official scorer wore a red cap to

distinguish himself but now this

is no longer sufficient by itself.

The white rectangle did not

come about because of some
caprice of the Palestra's interior

decorator. It was the direct re-

sult of what happened in the

Collymore Defends 600 Title

In Inquirer Meet Tomorrow
The bulk of Villanova track

fans get their first look at the
1959 version of the Wildcats and
two recent graduates, and a
preview of the prospects for the
future at the Inquirer Games at
Philadelphia's Convention Hall
on Friday night.

As this ^'as written, there
were still some tickets available

for the fifth big indoor carnival

of what is rapidly becoming the
most exciting winter campaign
in years.

Ed Collymore, who had de-

veloped into the finest collegiate

sprinter at the end of last

spring's season, will run the 600
again, as he has for the past
four weeks.

In high school, Collymore was
a quarter-miler. Coach Jim El-

liott successfully switched Ed to

the shorter distances. But now,
aiming for the 400-meter cham-
pionship in the 1960 Olympics,

Collymore has again returned to

longer distances.

Won First 600
In his first 600. in Boston KC

Games, Colly rode home in one
minute, 11.1 seconds. In Wash-
ington, he ran only in the mile

relay, because of an entry mud-
dle.

In New York's Millrose Gam-
es, Ed won in 1:11.8. Then, last

week in his hometown of Boston,

he won in the tremendous time

of 1:10.3, beating Charley Jen-

kins, Olympic 400-meter cham-
pion who was his teammate and
buddy when Charley went to

Villanova.

Charley Stead, high-jumping
better than he has since his

sophomore year, has already

grabbed a first place (6-81A, for

a new meet record in Washing-
ton), a third (6-8 in the Boston
KCV, and two fourths (6-7 at

Millrose and 6-6 at Boston A.A.)
Stead will also be party to

one of Jumbo Elliott's strange

and nearly always successful

switches, when he competes in

the 50-yard dash. Stead has
done a lot of running, but usual-

ly he competes in the mile relay.

Broke Millrose Record
Ron Delany and Don Bragg

are continuing their headline
work. Bragg, now in the Army,
has beaten recordholder Bob
Gutowski four straight timet in

By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
the pole vault, his most impres-
sive performance being a 15-6y2
job for a Millrose record.

Delany has won the three,

miles he has run thus far this

year, making up a 45-yard de-

ficit to beat England's Brian
Hewson in 4:04.3.

The Villanova graduate stu-

dent has now won 27 consecu-

tive miles and 31 straight indoor
races. After the mile on Friday
night, Ron will put that record
in real jeopardy on Saturday
when he competes against a
first-rate field in the half-mile

in the New York A. C. meet
In the mile relay, the Wild-

oats have won three sectional

races, but it took a great final

lap by Collymore to post the

best clocking—3:21—in the Mill-

rose Games.

Mile Team Unsettled
Coach Elliott is undecided as

to who will comprise the team
this week, but Joe Mannion,
Nick DiAngelis, Jim Blackburn
and Vic DiMaio or Collymore
are likely candidates.

Bob (Sodesky, DiMaio, Bill

Tinney, and Gene Rodgers, Di-

Angelis or Tim MacNamar will

compete in the two-mile relay.

The group took a second place

in the Millrose Games.

Freshman Paul Drayton, who
took a fifth in the 80 and a third

in the 100 in the Washington
Star games, both behind Bobby
Morrow, will join Stead in the

50.

Budd is Sidelined

Frank Budd, who beat Mor-
row in the 70, then finished

fourth in the final 70, 80 and
100, will sit on the sidelines be-

cause of an ankle injury.

John Buckley, IC4A broad
jump titlist, will compete in

special hop-step-and-jump event
on Friday afternoon, as will

junior Kent Lydic and freshman
basketball ace Hubie White.
White never tried that event

until last spring, when he work-
ed out with Olympian Ira Davis.

In but four AAU meets this

summer, Hubie mastered the

event well enough to jump 47-

feet, 2-inches. Davis, in four

years of competition, never hit

53-feet.

Sohpomores Henry Neil and
Lance Hugelmeyer will compete
in the Novice 1000. Freshmen
Bob Collins and Art Crowley
will run in the handicap 1000.
* The freshman mile relay

team, which has already won the
Washington Star open handicap
mile in the rather ordinary time
of 3:27.9, will be Bob Raemore,
John Mannion, Pat Nicastro and
Bob Coffil.

The frosh medley relay team
will have Jon Dante running the
half-mile; Frank Hagerty, the

440, Carl Wagner, one lap

around the Convention Hall

boards, and Angelo Sivieri, the
mile.

In events for collegians only,

soph Norbert McNulty will pole

vault, freshman (jierald Dionini

will throw the shot, senior Jack
Van Deusen and freshmen Leon
Pras and CofHl will compete in

the high hurdles, and soph Mac-
Namar will run in the two-mile.

'Cots - Cincinnati

Game Next Season?
Palestra scuttlebutt has it

that the Villanova basketball

team will face Cincinnati both
next year and also the follow-

ing year. If the rumor proves
true, it shows an attempt to

improve a schedule that has
been so widely criticized this

year.

By TONY MACKLIN
Villanova-Providence game. To
reconstruct that classic briefly,

Villanova's center John Driscoll
fouled out of the contest with
the score tied at 79-79 with less

than four minutes remaining in
the fourth overtime period.
George Emma replaced him.

A murmur went through the
now nearly exhausted crowd
who remembered George's clutch
play particularly in the over-
time periods of the LaSalle
game last year. But on this

fated night (jreorge never got a
chance. Althougfai Emma had
been waved into the game he
had not "reported" to the of-

ficial scorer.

Typical of Villanova

Villanova was assessed a
technical foul which gave Pro-
vidence a three point lead and
possession of the ball with which
they quickly scored. Being only
human, the 'Cats were demoral-
ized and that was the ball game.
And so today we have the "foul
box".

Most likely that rule will not
be invoked again this year any-
where across that nation and
certainly not at the Palestra. It
seems that a few of the referees
in this town always seem to be
able to dig up s(mie unused rule,
strike Villanova over the head
with it, and then deposit it in
storage not to be heard from
again. Either a rule should be
rescinded or made uniform. In
truth, the very same rule that
victimized George Emma was
"broken" this week at the Pal-
estra and nothing happened.

Actually the "foul box" does
not just stand for the Provi-
dence game to Villanova. It has
an almost tragic tradition in

back of it. Probably the most
bitter portion goes back to 1955
and the East«*n Regionals of
the NCAA tournament. The
Jack Devine-Bob Schafer team
played Canisius. With one min-
ute and a half remaining in the
game and with Villanova lead-

ing 67-64 the unbelievable hap-
pened. The 'Cats were in pos-
session of the ball when old

Lady Luck chuckled and slapped
the referees on the back. Twice
without getting the ball past
mid-court the refs called pickoff

fouls on the 'Cats.

These two backcourt one-and-
one fouls' gave Canisius four
points and a stunning 68-67 vic-

tory. And so due to questionable

calls Villanova was burdened
with its most crushing defeat

for had they won they would

have had a crack at the Tom
Gola-led LaSalle team which
went to the finals. Who knows
what might have happened ?

Recent Evidence
More recently and still brand-

ed fresh in mind is last year's
game with West Virghda, at
that time the number one team
in the country. In a blazing,
frantic battles the Wildcats saw
a precious ten point lead slip to
one fantastic point. Seconds re-

maining in the game and ViUa-
nova had possession of the ball

underneath their own basket.
Before they could bring it in ia^t

play, the ball got loose and went
to the stands. Captain Tom
Brennan was forced to retrieve

it.

By the time he had returned
to court side and made ready to
bring the ball in referee Daniel
Smeddy had counted off the "al-

loted" five seconds. When Bren-
nan realized what was happen-
ing he tried to call time out but
Villanova lost possession of the
ball, the game, and all faith in

referees. Another rule garnered
from the depths of the rule book
had been used and was now sent
out to pasture to join its iniqui-

tous fellows.

Villanova, without a doubt,
holds the intercollegiate record
for most impossible decisions

against a team. You never can
tell when some unsuspecting
Villanovan will be called for a

—

"smiling with the baU" foul.

From Long Ago <•!
^'

Since the days of Paul Arizin,

the Palestra has been known as
the "house that Penn built and
Villanova paid for." Now with
the "foul box," Villanova is re-

sponsible for an integral addi-

tion. It is a symbol. The rumor
that it was painted with the
dyed tears of Villanovans is ab-

solutely untrue. It is Villanova's

escutcheon. We refuse to go
along with the cynics who want
a big red apple painted on it.

Nor do we agree with those who
feel that there should be a pic-

tiure of "Big Brother Referee"
on it. Rather, leave it the way
it is.

It is a monument to Villa-

nova's failure to succeed con-

sistently with fickle Lady Luck.

.

It is a monument to Villanova's

losing battles. It is a monument
to Villanova's clash with refere-

es and rule books. And it is a
monument to the best games
played in the city, year after

year, by the most exciting team.
N^Kt time you are down at

the Palestra take a good long

look at it.

'59 Gridders Face West Chester,

Virginia Tech, and Dayton At Home
The 'Cats will open the 1959

season by playing last year's

opening rival West Chester State

Teachers College, a perennial

small college powerhouse, on
Saturday, September 19, in

Goodreau Stadium.

Following West Chester, Villa-

nova will take to the road for

their next four games meeting
Xavior of Ohio, Holy Cross, Bos-
ton College, and Miami of Ohio.
Returning home the 'Cats

meet Virginia Tech and Dayton.
The team then takes to the road
again traveling to West Point
to meet the Cadets of Army.
They then meet Rutgers, a sur-

prise team of 1958. The Wildcats

By JIM MURRAY
close the season at Detroit

Xavior of Ohio, Holy Cross,

Miami of Ohio, Virginia Tech,
and Rutgers will be new-comers
to the schedule. Virginia Tech
last met the Cats in 1957, de-
feating them down in Virginia,

while Rutgers returns to the
schedule after a lapse of 26
years, the last meeting being in

1933.

The Wildcats open the 1960
schedule on the road meeting
Marquette at Milwaukee on Sat-
urday, September 17. Villanova
then plays the Naval Academy
at Annopolis or possibly Balti-

more.

Following an away game at

Dayton, the Wildcats meet the

powerful College of Pacific team

from Stockton, California, Vil-

lanova then travels to West
Point and Rutgers on successive

Saturdays.

To end the season the Wild-
cats play their last three gam^
at home when they meet Boston
College, Detroit, and Xavior of
Ohio, all formidable opponents.

Villanova followers will notice

that the Wildcats have schedul-

ed largely Eastern teams in

their return to the campus
movement.
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Villanova Accepts Tournament Bid
Sy TOM TROY

Villanova court mentor Al
' - Severance has suddenly found

himself a year ahead of schedule
—and he doesn't mind a bit.

The silver-haired squire's
.,. long-ranged plan for Villanova's

;. climb back to basketball heights

;:;; received a welcome disruption
;• : this week with the University's

formal acceptance of a bid to

appear in the post-season Na-
tional Invitation Toumaihent in

Madison Square Garden.

This will be the first time that

the Wildcats have played in the

NIT, which gets under way
Miarch 12. The Main Liners have
played in the NCAA tournament

'^t^iour times and hold a 4-4 record

in that competition.

Villanova and St. John's —
two-time conqueror of Philadel-

phia's other tournament aspir-

ant, St. Joseph's— were the first

two teams to receive and accept

NIT bids. Several other teams,

among them such powerhouses
as St. Bonaventure's and Provi-

dence, have received "feelers"

from the selection committee.

Ken Norton, head coach at

Manhattan College and spokes-
;' man for the NIT acceptance

committee, numbered the Wild-

cats among the best teams he
has seen in action this year
when announcing their selection

to the press.

For Severance and his team,

the inivitation marked a surpris-

ing advance. This year's Villa-

nova five is a young team (three

sophomores, a junior and a sen-

, ior make up the starting five)

T!nd while they were expected to

compile a fine record against

their easier-than-usual oppon-

ents, no one expected the excel-

lent mark have recorded thus
... far. :.-•,.,•''•; >--'-^-^

The Main Liners reeled off

eight straight wins to start the

season before losing to St. Joe's,

and had a 14-4 mark when they
accepted the NIT bid.

Not that Severance thinks

this year's unit isn't a good team
as he explains: "I know we have
the freshman team and that

a couple of ^reat prospects on
we're in the early stages of a

building program, but this pres-

ent team is one that can't be

sold short.

"It's a young team—we dress

eight sophs—and nobody, especi-

ally the reserves, is used to the

kind of pressure we'll face in

the NIT. That, of course, is go-

ing to hurt us a little.

"And we're green. We lack

that one intangible that's so im-

portant—experience. We'll show
that ; some of our losses already

have resulted directly from that

lack of experience.

"But this team has one thing

that any team needs, something

that's the mark of a true poten-

> tial champion. And that's heart.

Nobody can build up enough of

a lead to stop worrying about

them, because they can come
back—like against St. Bonnies.

.Another fovv minutes and we'd

have won that one.

"Best of all, we have nothing

to lose by going to the NIT,
that type of competition can't

do anything: but help us. And
we'll give a t;ood account of our-

selves;—inexperience or no inex-

oerience."

Coach and Player in Anticipation

"This is tike w«y to New Yoric," points Coach Al Severance
as he shouts instructions during the Wildcats 85-69 victory over
Boston Coll^;e.

Jim Kenny eyes basket with anticipated success as John
Driscoll sets up a perfect pick and Jim Huggard, game's high

scorer (24)

»

look on in the Boston College game at the Palestra.

Baseball manager Jim Mur-
ray has announced applications

are now being accepted for the

position of underclass baseball

managers.

Geisz Dunked
As Swimmers
Upset LaSalle

By GENE HEWITT
This might be called the story

of how Coach Ed Geisz went for

a swim.
Seven years ago the swinuners

of LaSalle College began a mas-
tery over Villanova that was to

last until last Saturday after-

noon in the field house when the

'Cats put forth their finest ef-

fort of the season to send the

Elxplorers to the bottom of the

pool by a 47-41 score.

Inspired performances by sen-

iors Bob Pinto and co-captain

Larry Palacio, along with the

usual good performances of

Steve Carton and Jm Gregory
led the way with important

first places. /
;/.'..•• /v..v;

Palacio displayed a tremend-

ous finishing drive to come
from 10 yards behind in the

final lap of the 200 butterfly

to win by a stroke. On the other

hand Pinto was the first to leave

the block and the first one back

in the 50 freestyle.

Refused to Lose
If one had to single out the

finest performances from the

tremendous team effort it would
have to go to these two men
for refusing to be beaten.

The medley relay team of co-

captain Frank Kcefe, Palacio,

Gregory, and Frank Dunn won
to open up the meet. Joe Harvey
then took third on the 220 free-

style and Pinto and Bob Dona-
hue finished first and third rc-

spectvely in the fifty freestyle.

Carton then took the dive an«J

Palacio and Bobby Dow took

first and third in the 200 butter-

fly.

In the 100 freestyle Donahue
took third and Keefe took sec-

ond in losing by a stroke in the

200 backstroke.

Harvey, finishing strong in

the 440 freestyle, was just nosed

out and had to settle for second.

Gregory and palacio took first

and third in the 200 breast-

stroke.

ThrUUng finish

The stage was then set for the

Villanova To Meet Buffalo

Befdre Traveling To N.Y.U
After last nights endeavor

with Canisius the Cagers of Al
Severance have a six day lay-off.

Their rest ends on Wednesday,
February 18 when they enter-

tain Buffalo at the Palestra.

Previous to last night's game,
Villanova had a 3-3 split in six

games. Their three wins includ-

ed victories over St. Francis of

Loretto, Boston College and
Wagner.
A series of unusual breaks

cropped up in the three games
on the loss side of the ledger.

Buzzer and reporting difficult-

ies caused the heartbreaking

loss to Providence. Dubious
refereeing was the trouble in

the losses to both Duquesne and
Saint Bonaventure's.

In action at Altoona, sopho-

more Richie Kaminski, replac-

ing the injured Jim Kenny,
scored 16 points and put Villa-

nova back on the win trail as

the 'Cats whipped St. Francis of

Loretto 80-69.

Jim Huggard was high scorer

for Villanova scoring 21 points.

Joe Ryan hit for 19 and Tweet-

ie Driscoll, 15. George Raveling

was the rebound leader with 18.

Two nights before the game
with St. Francis, Villanova was
victimized by incompetent refe-

reeing. The Wildcats dropped a
73-61 decision to Duquesne Uni-

versity.

final event, the 400 free relay,

and the winner of this event

would be the winner of the

meet.

Frank Dunn led off and
grabbed a lead of five yard?,

and Cassin and Donahue held

it through their 100 yards.

Pinto left the block and fought

off a stem challenge by La-

Salle's anchor man by swimming
an exceptionally fast anchor.

To celebrate the victory, the

Wildcats threw Coach Geisz

Into the pool while fully clothed.

In meets prior to this one the

'Cats tost to V.M.I, and Army,
and took the measure of Penn.

Their record is now 4 and 5.

By JOE FITZPATRICK

Duquesne went to the foul

line 36 times and converted 31
while the Villanovans were
given only 11 free throws, con-

verting seven.

Jim Huggard was again high
scorer, hitting on 11 shots from
the floor for 22 points. George
Raveling and Tweetie Driscoll

shared runner-up honors, scor-

ing 13 points each.

Before traveling west the

Wildcats dropped Boston College
85-69 and Wagner 72-63.

Against Boston College Jim
Huggard started his scoring

binge.

After sitting out the first 10
minutes Hug came into the

game threw in nine field goals
and six fouls for the 24 points

and the evening high. Joe Ryan
had 22 points and Jim Kenny,
19.- ••::;•

Wagner surprised the 'Cats

who were down because of two
tough losses, one to St. Bona-
venture's and the other to Pro-

vidence College.

The Seahawks from Long
Island hit on 26 of 57 shots to

push the 'Cats to a great effort

in which George Raveling set

the Palestra rebounding record

for a regular season game—28.

George also led the Villanova

scoring parade, hitting on 12

for 20 shots from the floor and
converting three for seven from
the charity line for a total of

27 points.

Now the tear-jerkers present

themselves.

On Saturday evening, Janu-
ary 24 the Providence Friars,

one of the hottest teams in New
England, came to the City of

Brotherly Love and boy some of

the "Brothers" were really good
to them.

In fact the friendly Philadel-

phians pushed buzzers and let

them score unmolested and they

failed to recognize the Villa-

novans when the hometowners
reported to the scorer. All in

all the New Englanders had it

pretty soft.

The game went into four

overtimes, mainly due to efforts

of Joe Ryan, who scored 27

points and grabbed 18 rebounds.

All the redheads efforts were in

vain because as everyone knows,
when Villanova goes into an
overtime and needs a break they
never get it.

When the Wildcats journeyed
to St. Bonaventure's to avenge
their loss to Providence they
faced the same difficulties that

had plaqued them at home

—

they were forced to play seven
men rather than the usual five.

Joe Ryan again put forth a
great performance, scoring the

highest number of points in his

collegiate career—31.

George Raveling tallied 20
points but John Driscoll was in

early foul trouble and the
Bonnies were gifted with a one
and one situation for the last

16 minutes of the game. .

Freshmen To Face >^

Cape May In Finale
By DENNIS CARDONE

In their last home game of

season, the Freshmen squad en-

tertains the Cape May Coast
Guard tomorrow night at the
Field House. The South Jersey
Servicemen have now become
regulars on the Frosh schedule

and usually floor a capable
team. In the past, the guardians
o{ the coastal waters haven't
had too much success with the
home forces, but this year they
will arrive with a much im-
proved squad.
Even if the game does not

provide some competitive in-

terest, and it should, partisans

should be on hand to see if

Hubie White can continue his

scoring rampage. The spring-

legged basketeer has maintained
a 31 point per game average and
the followers of Villanova bas-
ketball are largely awaiting his
arrival into the varsity Ihieup
nest year.

'»
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A bearded Cuban rebel represents all his fellow revolution-

aries as Villanovan writer Jay Touhy junior Arts, holds the

Rebels han4 over his head in boxing's traditional sign of victory.

Castro s Men More Refined
Than Beards Would Suggest

By JAY TOUHY
Special to the Villanovan

"Armed ruffians" was the way one news agency
described Fidel Castro and his victorious revolution-
ary army. Actually nothing could be farther from
the truth. On a recent trip to this Carribean hot-
box, my parents and I found these Cubans well-man-
nered, religious, and very friendly.

Our first encounter with the rebels was aboard
ship. They had come to welcome the ship at the place
we docked. Some of the passengers, however, didn't
like the combination of a .45 caliber automatic and
a rosary on the men.

A few of the passengers were afraid the Cath-
olic Church had dispensed with peaceful means of
conversion, since practically every rebel wore a ros-
ary around his neck, and carried at least one gun.
Every rebel we met, however, bent over backwards
to be friendly to the Americans.

When we arrived at Havana, we found the city well-popu-
lated with soldiers, but very calm and peaceful. We asked a
few of the soldiers if we could take their pictures and they
willingly obliged. Gratefully we offered them money, but they
refused. This surprised us since Castro's soldiers receive only
foo<^ and clothes as pay.

Looting by Riff-Raff
The reports that there was mass looting in Havana were

quite erroneous. There was very little looting and this was
done by the riff-raff, not the soldiers. The only evidence of
destruction was the damaged parking meters.

Approximately 150 meters along the main boulevard had
been decapitated by the same riff-raff. The meters represented
one of Batista's sources of graft. We asked our cab driver

about them, and he only said "revolucion," laughing.

Cubans are extremely bitter about the ousted regime of

Fulencio Batista. There is a special paper in Havana called

Revolucion in which appear stories of Batista's atrocities. In-

cluded are pictures showing long trenches of mutilated bodies.

It is for these crimes and not for personal revenge that Castro

and President Manuel Urrutia seek the return of Batista from
(Continued on Pi^e 8)

Area Police & Attorneys
To Hear Wire-tap Debate
A score of local police chiefs

and district attorneys have been
invited to attend the debate on
wire-tapping to be held tonight

at the Villanova Law Forum.
Harold Gill Reuschlin, dean

of the Villanova Law School, ex-

pressed hope that many of these
municipal law-enforcement offi-

cials would be able to attend the

debate, since it concerns a per-

tinent problem.

Both debaters are prominent
Philadelphia legal figures. Vic-

tor H. Blanc, city District At-

torney since 1956, will defend

the discreet use of wire-tapping.

Opposing him will be John

Rogers Carrol, prominent Phila.

criminal lawyer, who has con-

sistently opposed wiretapping
as a violation of constitutional

rights.

Moderator for the debate will

be Samuel Dash, Phila. attorney

and former district attorney.

Dash is the author of a treatise

on wire-taping to be released in

May.

The Law forum session is ex-

pected to produce lively debate.

Blanc has declared that the
work of police officers is cur-

tailed when the court refuses

to permit wire-tapping.
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Freshmen Elect Tomorrow
Shamokinaki Dance Friday

By J. EDGAR LOHR
of the Villanovan Staff

The seventh annual
Shamokinaki Dance will

be held in the Field House
this Friday. The money
collected from this dance
will go to the support of

the Augustinian mission
in Nagasaki, Japan.
The Dance originated in 1952

when a group of Villanova stu-

dents were attending a going
away party for a former Villa-

nova Chaplain, The Rev. Thomas
Purcell, O.S.A., saddened at

Father Purcell's departure to

Nagasaki, the students decided

to establii^h a fund raising cam-
paign for his mission.

To secure a name for the

dance, the students took the

name of Father Purcell's home
town of Shamokin, Pa. and add-

ed a Japanese ending to give

the name significance. This cam-
paign, highlighted by the dance,

usually nets over $3000.

Students Donate
In addition to the dance,

space in the program, which is

distributed at the dance, is sold

to area merchants. Also, dona-
tions are asked of all students

through collections taken up in

che religion classes.

The Rev. Michael J. O'Donnell,

O.S.A., will again act as moder-
ator for the dance, which will

feature music by "The Villano-

vans" and decorations of an
oriental nature.

Bruce Sturm, head of the

publicity committee, urged that

all students buy tickets whether
they are going or not in order

to^make the dance a huge suc-

cess.

He also reminds everyone that
the Shamokinaki Dance is the

only social event of the Lenten
Season at Villanova.

First Girl Chairman
Eileen Greyson, head of the

program committee, is the first

girl ever to be a committee
chairman. The ticket committee
will be headed by two brothers,

Dick and Ken Horn. Jake Krupa
will be decorations committee
chairman.

Tickets are $1.50 per couple.

They will be on sale in the Pie

Shoppe daily, in religion classes,

and at the door.

Door prizes and spot dance
prizes will be awarded through-
out the dance, which will run
from 9 p.m. to 1 p.m., and re-

freshments will be served.

Many of the surrounding
girls schools are expected to re-

ceive late permissions for the

affair.

Tickets Go On Sale For
IC4A Championship

Tickets for the annual IC4A
track meet, scheduled for Madi-
son Square Garden, February 28,

will go on sale at the Field

House tomorrow. There will be
400 to 500 tickets available.

RICHARD A. DUPREY
Drama Arts head

Belle Masque
Ticket Sales

Start Today
By THOMAS M. WOLFE
of the Villanovan Staff

Tickets for the 1959 Belle

Masque show, "Inspector Gen-
eral", will go on sale today in

Che Pie Shoppe.
They will De on sale every day

until next Wednesday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m., according to Lou
Kubinak, ticket chairman.

Tickets will cost one dollar

for Vil.anova students and their

dates, and the show will run
from Wednesday, February 25,

through Sunday, March 1, with
show time at 8.30.

The show, a fast moving Rus-
sian comedy by Nikoli Gogol
will be produced in arena form,
in which the stage is surrounded
by the audience. The producers
expect to achieve a new realism
of movement and a closer rap-

port between the actors and
audience.

Satirized Rural Life

The play satirized Russian
rural life and the politics of the

age in which Gogol lived. Be-
cause of its representation of

universal human frailities, the

play has remained popular for

the last hundred years.
(Continued on Page 2)

By FRANK J. DYNAN
of the Villanovan Staff

Failure of two of the three

candidates for the Freshman
day-hop Student Council post to

pass Administration screening
led Elections Committee Chair-
man John P. Kelley to reopen
nominations for this position

last week.
Kelley's action was in accord-

ance with the provisions of
Article 5, Section 4, b5 of the
Student By-Laws.

In essence, this ruling states

that if for any reason there is

only one candidate running for

an office, nominations for this

office will be reopened by a class

meeting.

The special nominations meet-
ing was held last Friday. Named
to run against Dave Gilbert, the
only approved candidates for the

day-hop seat, were Robert Ben-
son, C and F, and William Long,
Arts.

In all, there are now six can-

didates from which the Fresh-

men can choose; three of these

are seeking the resident Council

post and three the day-hop seat.

The candidates who will ap-
pear on the ballots at tomor-
row's election are—day-hops

:

Dave Gilbert, Arts; Robert Ben-
son, C and F; and William Long,
Arts; and residents: Bruce
Beckhold, C and F; Jim Mc-
Monagle, Engineering; and Wil-

liam Sabo, Engineering.

Before the special nominations
there were nine nominees. Four
of these failed to gain the ap-
proval of the Administration
while one dropped out voluntar-

ily. \

Kelley stated that to be eli-

gible for office, the nominees had
to have at least a 2.0 average
and had to be in good standing
with the Dean of Student Ac-
tivities, the Chaplain and the

Dean of Men.

Poor scholastic standing was
given as the reason for all the

forced withdrawals.
(Continued on Page 7)

Since the beginning of Lent the 12.30; Mass in the University

Chapel has been crowded to capacity. Many students have naade
daily Mass and Communion a part of their observance of the
Lenten season.
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Publications

Periled By
Vacant Posts

By PAUL A. BUCKLEY
of the Villsnovan Staff

The moderator and the presi-

dent of the Junior Class have
taken definite steps toward the
filling of vacancies which will

be open next year on the VIL-
LANOVAN and the BELLE
AIRE staffs.

In a direct appeal, letters

have been sent to those students
who are known to have had
some experience in the field of

journalism.

This was announced by the
Rev. Thomas Calpin O.S.A.,

moderator, and by Sheldon Pol-

lock, president of the class of

1960.

Direct Approach

Earlier this year, an appeal
was made to members of the

class by Pollock. This appeal did

not produce sufficient response

and consequently, this more di-

rect approach was taken.

^ The editors of the two pub-

lications wish to make it known,
however, that previous experi-

ence is not required. Those with

interest in the publications will

find a position.

Larry O'Rourke, editor-in-

chief of the VILLANOVAN,
emphasized the importance of

Junior participation on the

paper.

O'Rourke said, "unless Jun-

iors get to work on the paper,

there will be no Junior Week
edition/^: :.:• ^:-;- .;,..• •..\-, .''•"'

Yearbook Situation

Bob Pinto of the BELLE
AIRE pointed out that the cur-

rent editorial staff of the year-

book is composed mainly of

seniors. Only a few Juniors have
evidenced any interest in the

publication. "Unless this situa-

tion improve s," said Pinto,

"there will be no yearbook."

The same situation prevails

on the Villanovan, with all but

one of the editorial posts being

filled by seniors.

"It is the responsibility of the

Junior Class to see that these

publications are available to the

student body," said O'Rourke.

Blood Donors
To EnlistNow

Applications for the annual

blood drive sponsored by the

American Red Cross will be re-

ceived tomorrow and Friday in

Dougherty Hall. The drive will

be held on March 4 and 5 in

Alumju gym between 10:30 and

Th^ chairmen for this year's

drive are Bruce Irving, senior

Mechanical Engineering and
Ralph Reynolds, senior Civil

Engineering. Irving will serve as

the overall chairman, with Reyn-
old's di^cting the NROTC pro-

gram.
Irving announced that stu-

dents between the ages of 18

and 21 are eligible to give blood.

Those students who are under
21 years of age must obtain per-

mission from their parents.

Students may acquire applica-

tions in Room 131, Mendel Hall,

after March 3.

V.U. Singers

The Villanova Singers pre-

sented a concert, followed by a

social, at Cabrini College Tues-

day, February 10.

Belle Masque Histronics

Members of the Belie Masque Dramatic Society intently watch two of their actors rehearse

p-arts in the Society's forthcoming production, "The Inspection General," a Russian farce by Nic-

holai Gogol. .

Belle Masque
(Continued from Page 1)

It was last seen on Broadway
when brought over by the Studio

Company of Moscow in 1935.

The lead role was played by
Michel Chekhov, grandson of an-

other Russian playwright, An-
ton Chekhov.
As a satire, it aroused many

of the theatergoers in Moscow
when first produced in 1936. Its

humor is not intentional. The
humor of "Inspector General"

lies in its exaggeration of char-

acter that flow from the pen of

Gogol.

Contemporary Implications

What he expresses is suffic-

iently universal to apply to the

contemporary world. The audi-

ence will probably be reminded

of the modern means of dispers-

ing scandal—from the backyard
fence to the Nation's capital.

Mr. Richard A. Duprey, head
of Villanova's new Graduate
program in Drama, is for the

third straight year directing the

show.
Included in the cast are John

Barlaa, junior pre-law major,

Raymond Kantra, junior chem-
istry major, Anthony Proven-

zano, Alan Willig, Lincoln Hal-

lowell, John Cannon, and Peter

Allard.

Michael Keating is stage

manager, and crew chief heads

are Ted Glinka, Hap Georges,

Paul Ford, and George Becht.

Reimel Award To
Certiorari Club
The Certiorari Club, repre-

sented by John T. Grablewski

and William Griffin won the an-

nual petition.

Grablewski and Griffin were

opposed by the Hughes Club's

John Hall and Peter P. Smith.

The final round saw the teams
argue before the Honorable

Peter F. Hagan, President Jud?e
of Common Pleas No. 1, Phila-

delphia County, the Honorable

Morris Gerber, Judge of the

Common Pleas Court Mont-
gomery County, and the Honor-

able Harold K. Wood, United

States Attorney for the Eastern

District of Pennsylvania.

By winning, the Certiorari

Club became the recpient of the

cash award offered each year by

the Honorable Theodore Reimel

of Court of Common Pleas No.

5, Philadelphia.

WVIL Denounces Laxity

In Student Council Plans
By THOMAS C. GOLDSCHMIDT

of the Villanovan Staff

open mind as to what day will

oe chosen.

May Day Seen Set
However, Ooerlies, in the

WVIL editorial, said that he un-

derstood "the Council is pretty

well convinced that the day off

will be in May, two weeks before

tne final examinations."

The editorial called upon the

students to contact their repre-

sentatives on the Council and
tell them which day they would
prefer to have free.

"Granted that a free day in

May would create a 'long' week-

end as a break in the uninterupt-

ed stretch of eight school weeks
from Easter to the end of the

semester," said Oberlies. "I'd

like to have that break as much
as the next guy."

"But the day off during the

NIT would aid the school, not

the individual student," he con-

tinued. "This is the first time

that Villanova has appeared in

the NIT and I think we should

try to make a good impression,

and at the same time give our

young basketball team plenty of

support.QToo Much Work
UCen The editorial reminded the

students that the Spirit Com-
mittee had to do an undue
amount of work in a short space

of time when Villanova played

Army in football at West Point

last November.

"We put on quite a display of

school spirit up there thanks to

the unselfish work of a few per-

sons," said Oberlies, "but it

could have been better, and the

work could have been spread out

more evenly."

The solution, according to Ob-
erlies, lies in the Student Coun-
cil's immediately undertaking
complete supervision of the NTT
plans, starting by slating the

"free day" during the tourney.

The Student Council has been

challenged to supervise the

preparations for Villanova's par-

ticipation in the National Invi-

tational Basketball Tournament
in New York, starting on March
12.

The News and Sports depart-

ment of WVIL, the campus radio

station, in an editorial delivered

by director John Oberlies last

Tuesday, said that it expects the

Council to procrastinate until

the last minute and then to hand
the work over to Bruce Irving

and the Spirit Committee.
WVIL feels that the annual

Student Council "free day"

should be slated during the NIT
tournament so that students

may more easily attend at least

one of the tourney games.
During last Wednesday's Stu-

dent Council meeting a proposal

to designate the "free day" was
temporarily tabled. Council
President Bob Murphy told the

VILLANOVAN that he has an

Paar to Pick

Senior
Jack Paar, star of the "To-

night" T. V. show, has consented

to judge all pictures entered in

the 1959 Senior Prom Queen
contest.

The pictures will be sent to

Paar in New York, and the win-

ner will be announced on April

18, the evening of the Prom.
Senior History major John D.

Kelly, a member of the Prom
committee was responsible for

securing Paar as the judge for

the contest.

Entries are now being accept-

ed in either 122 Sheehan or in

the Student Activities office.

The deadline for all entries is

March 4.

The following information

should be printed on the back of

each picture submitted by a

Villanova Senior: his name, his

major, his date's name, her

school or occupation, her home-
town, her height, color of hair,

color of eyes, and her age. E^ch
photo must be at least five by
three inches.

Engineering Tests

J. Stanley Morehouse, Dean of

the School of Engineering an-

nounced that the Engineer-in-

Training Examination will be

given on Saturday, May 2. Ap-
plications must be in by April

13.

Penna* IRS

Convene Here

March 13-14
The Pennsylvania Association

of International Relations Clubs

will hold its annual convention

at Villanova on March 13-14 un-

der the auspices of our campus

I.R.S.

President of the I.R.S. is Rob-

ert Rafano. Vice-president is

Clinton Chin, who is also presi-

dent of the Pennsylvania Asso-

ciation of Internationai >ilela-

tions Clubs. Chin is a foreign

student from Jamaica, British

West Indies. Co-chairmen of the

convention are Bob Rafano and

J. P. Kelly.

The convention is being held

expressly for the purpose of dis-

cussing the recent problems in

the Middle East.

A meeting of the I.R.S. has

been called for tonight, at 7:30

p.m.Jn 207 Mendel Hall. Plans

for the convention will be dis-

cussed. In addition, tentative

arrangements have been made
for an Israelian speaker.

Committees formed to handle

the situation that will arise from
the convention are as follows

:

Banquet, Hotel Accommodation,
Social, Speaker and Scheduling,

Group Discussion, and Publicity.

These committees will be un-

der the following chairman in

the above order: Bob Rafano,

Richard Faulk, J. P. Kelley,

John Castano, and Joe Mona-
han.

Page 3

Night School Offers
New Computers Cour
An Evening Course on "In-

doctrination to Digital Compu-
ters", with special Emphasis on
Univac Scientific, will be given

starting tomorrow between 7-9

p.m. and continuing for fifteen

lectures.

Although no credit is received,

a certificate will be awarded
upon the completion of the

course. An entrance fee of

$40.00 will be required of those

who sign up for the course.

Mr. Ted Sable, an instructor

at the Sherry-Rand Corporation,

will conduct the course.

The advantages of the course

are two two-fold. First, it of-

fers a "ticket" for jobs in the

field of digital computers. Sec-

ondly, preparation for more ad-

vanced courses in the Fall is

jg^iven. Jr. :..::; ;.;, ,'•/:. .

Price of Directory

Expected to Rise
Subscriptions to the student

directery will continue on sale

until Friday in the Pie Shoppe.

The Student Council sponsor-
ed directory, which will list

every student in the University
and his home address, will go
to print following the deadline

date.

Rather than have the Univer-
sity take a loss, the Council will

print only as many copies as

have been subcribed. Originally,

1000 copies were planned but to

date only 350 subscriptions have

been received.

The tentative price of 75

cents, first set by the Council,

may have to be raised because

the estimate was made on an
expected sale of 1000 copies.

However, the price will not ex-

ceed $1, the Council announced.

A 50 cent deposit is required.
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Villanova SAM Chapter
To Host March Conference
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The Villanova Chapter will be

the host for the eleventh annual
conference of the Society for the

Advancement of Management on
Thursday, March 12.

The conference, which has for

its theme "The Science of Man-
agement", will take place at the

Commerce and Finance Bulidng.

Attending will be representa-

tives from universities and col-

leges belonging to the Philadel-

phia Student Chapters.

Registration at 1:30 P.M. fol-

lowed by a tour of the campus
will commence the day's events.

At 2:15 the conference will get

Debate Team
Wins Five At
Harvard Meet
Two Villanova Debaters at-

tended the forensic tournament
at Harvard University last week
and posted five victories and
three losses.

Frank Cunningham and Jim
Corey, both senior political Sci-

ence majors and officers of

Beta Gamma Debating Society,

represented Villanova at the

sixth annual tournament.
The topic of this year's debate

was : Resolved—that the further

development of nuclear weapons
be prohibited by international

agreement.

Both Sides Debated
One team from each college

debated, in alternate rounds,

both the affirmative and negar
tive sides of the topic, r ••^'-

Villanova's wins were regis-

tered against Grinnel College,

the University of Connecticut,

Trinity College, Temple Univer-

sity and St. Michael's College.

Losses were suffered to Tufts,

Providence and Syracuse Col-

lege of Forrestry.

Attain Semi-Finals

Seventy-two schools attended
the tournament with M. I. T.,

Northwestern, Pittsburgh and
Ohio State attaining the semi-

final round.

Villanova has been invited to

compete in several tournaments
in the future, including debates

at Kings College, New York
University, Brooklyn College

, and the district final elimina-

tions at Seton Hall University.

•mder way with the invocation
given by Rev. Joseph C. Bart-

ley, O.S.A., Dean of the Com-
merce and Finance Division of

Villanova.

Villanova President Rev.
James A. Donnellon, O.S.A., will

then give the welcome address.

Following this, Mr. James A.
Marley, president of the Villa-

nova Chapter, will introduce the

guests and conference thence.

At 2:45, three simultaneous
panel discussions will be pre-

sented. These include "The Fu-
ture Requirements of Manage-
ment"; "Computers as a Tool of

Management"; and "What Man-
agement Expects of ^he Univer-
sity Graduate."

Midway in the afternoon ses-

sion there will be a brief inter-

mission permitting a student to

move in on one of the other
panel discussions.

At 5:30 there will be a dinner
at the Conestoga Mill. Following
this the gorup will return to the

Commerce and Finance Building
at 7:30 for an after-dinner meet-
ing at which there will be a

speech on the "Philosophy of

Management."

Bucks County Spot Probable

For '59 Parting Festival

Finance Society

Plans Wash. Trip
,The Villanova Finance Society
will travel to Washington, D.C.
next Tuesday for their annual
field trip.

The Society will visit such
places of interest as the Smith-
sonan Institute, the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing, and
the Baltimore-Washington Stock
Exchange.

For the past few years, the
organization has visited New
York. Since many members had
been there several times, Wash-
ington was chosen aa this year's
destination. .'.'''

Room is available for 41
students, so those finance ma-
jors interested should contact
Lou Kubinack, Room 144, Sulli-

van. The price is five dollars,

round trip.

The straight scoop about Father's Day in announced by chair-

man Don Kempf at last Thursday's Senior Class meeting in Vasey
Hall Auditorium. Kempf stated that so far no one has been signed
to speak at the Father's Day dinner.

Students Express Opinion

Of School Food Tomorrow

GIVE BLOOD

Foreign Affiliations

Acquired by WVIL
To add interest and education

to their program, WVIL has
secured affiliations with the

British Broadcasting Corpora-
tion, the French Broadcasting
Corporation, the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation, the

Japanese Broadcasting Corpora-
tion, and the American Educa-
tion Association.

These programs are now
available for campus organiza-

tions and educational depart>-

ments of the University through
WVIL. WVIL plans to schedule

these programs for broadcast if

requested.

The organization requesting
the program must pay only the

actual cost of the broadcast, a
spokesman for the station said.

Since WVIL does not, own a
tape recorder, organizations that

wish to sponsor the taped broad-
casts must supply their own.
Persons interested in this new
program can contact Gary N.
Mara, WVIL Program Director.

The Student Union and Spe-

cial Problems Committee of the

Student Council will sponsor a
food poll, tomorrow, in order to

determine the daily menu likes

and dislikes of the resident stu-

dents.

Forms, listing the meals
served in the resident cafeteria,

will be available at the head of

the ramp. Students are asked to

complete the forms and drop
them in the boxes provided at
the cafeteria exits, no later then
Friday night.

Fred Wiele, co-chairman of

the Student Union Committee,
urges all students to fill out the
forms conscientiously, and not
to judge any dishes with which
they are not familiar.

A space will be provided stu-

dents' suggestions on improving
the food situation.

Rofinot Lectures on
Americon Technology

Dr. Henry ti. Rofinot will

speak on 'The Deadline and Fall
of Agrarian America" at a meet-
ing of the Villanova chapter of
the American Association of

American Professors in the
Faculty Lounge of Dougherty
Hall at eight o'clock tomorrow
night.

Dr. Rofinot a nieniber of the
History department here since

1947, will discuss the American
technological revolution in agri-

culture from its inception follow-

ing World War I to the present.

The speaker is considered to

be well-versed in his topic, hav-
ing studied under historian
Allan Nevins, formerly of Col-

umbia University.

Senior Class Problems Disscussed

Don Kempf, Father's Day chairman and Harry Devlin, Senior Dinner Dance chairman, help
Senior Class president Oz Scogna worry about cla^ts finances at last week's class meeting.

By LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKE
of the Villanovan Staff

The final Class of 1959 under-

graduate activity, the Parting
Festival, will probably be held

this year at the Fountainhead,

near New Hope, Bucks County.

This was revealed last week
at the senior class meeting by
Oscar Scogna, president.

"The affair was held at the

Bucks County spot two years

ago," Scogna said, "and it was
a huge success."

•'There is a large swimming
pool and plenty of picnic area."

Scogna said he had been dick-

ering with operators of the

Medford Lakes, N. J., Park, for

an option to hold the festival

there.

Share With Others

"We would have to share the

grounds with 100 members of

another club, and that we do not
wish to do," Scogna told the

some 150 seniors attending the

meeting.

The festival is now scheduled
for Saturday, May 30, the day
after the final exam session and
the day before the Bacculaureate
Mass.

Graduation is planned for

Monday, June 1.

Other topics discussed at the

meeting included a proposed sen-

ior class jazz concert. Senior

Weekend, with prom and dinner

dance, and Father's Day.

'Rolling Meadows' Needed

"The only thing needed now
in order to have a jazz concert
is a rolling meadow," Jazz chair-
man Don Kempf announced.

"This meadow should be in

the vicinity of Villanova, and
you know, be rolling just the
right situation for a modern
jazz outfit."

Kempf said that he hoped the
money raised from the jazz con-
cert and other class functions
could be used to provide a stain-
ed glass window for the pro-
posed seminary chapel.
On the subject of money,

Scogna said that the class had
only $756 in the treasury. Much
of this will soon go for contract
advances to the Senior Weekend
bands.

Tickets on Sale "

"Buy your tickets early,"

Scogna said twice, "You get a
better selection and we get the
money."
He pointed out that tickets

for both weekend functions go
on sale March 2. "The prom will

probably cost $2500," Scogna
said.

Dinner dance chairman Harry
Devlin announced the Paul
Judge orchestra would provide
the music for the Saturday night
affair at the Broadwood Hotel.

Tickets will be priced at
$11.50, he said.

Speaker Needed

Father's Day, May 9, was the

last item discussed during the

35 minute meeting at Vasey
Hall auditorium.

"We still need a speaker for

Father's Day," Kempf said, "any
suggestions ?"

In response to a question from
,tho floor, he revealed- that the

day would be ticketed at $5,

and there would be only one
meal instead of the traditional

two.

Scogna closed the meeting by
asking for continued senior sup-

port. He said that there are still

openings on several committees.

1 --.l
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Why Does Sen. Kennedy
Oppose iP'apal Ambassador?

"For 170 years, the U.S. Constitution has de-

creed that 'no religious test shall ever be required

as a qualification to any office or public trust under

the United States.' Despite this, both parties have
applied a religious test, with but one exception,

since heir founding. The Democrats may erase this

test next year, banishing the imspoken warning to

presidential candidates: Trotestsuits only need ap-

ply.'
"

The above is a direct quote from an article that
appeared on the news stands in IXX)K magazine
yesterday, written by Fletcher Knebel of the bi-

V weekly publication's Washington staff and head-
lined "Democratic Forecast: A Catholic in 1960."

The article dealt with, obviously, the pre-eminence
of Catholic presidential candidates in the Demo-
cratic party, with particular emphasis on the party's

front^running Massachusetts senator, John F. Ken-
nedy.

The story was just one of many along the same
line, all of which point out the changes in the politi-

cal outlook of Americans in regard to the religious

question since the days of Al Smith. The change
was manifested in statistics given early in the
report:

"Catholic Democrats in 1958 won the governor-
ships of seven states, two as repeats; the party now
has eight Catholic governors. Also, eight Catholic
Democrats, four of them newcomers, won election

to the U.S. Senate, to increase the number of Cath-
olic Democrats in the Senate to 12."

^
The article went on to point out impressive

victories recorded by Catholics in the last election

and show that a Catholic (presumably Kennedy)
could very likely be nominated in '60.

That brings up several questions to be answer-
ed by the Catholic candidate, if for no other purpose
than to reassure the Protestant voters who might
fear that his religious beliefs might interfere with
his political duties.

Kennedy, in making a stand on the most talked-
about of the problems often presented to a Catholic,
opposed Federal support of parochial schools, op-
posed the sending of an ambassador to the Vatican
and urged the strict separation of church and state.

The separation of church and state has always
been a part of our American system, and we can
understand easily Kennedy's opposition to Federal
funds for private schools; for, as the senator says,
such is forbidden by the first amendent. On the
other point, however, we're not so clear.

Kennedy reasons this way: "I am flatly opposed
to the appointment of an ambassador to the Vati-
can. Whatever advantages it might have in Rome

—

and I'm not convinced of these—^they should be
more than offset by the divisive effect at home." In
other words, it would seem that there is no reason
for not sending an ambassador to the Vatican ex-
cept that such might not be a popular move with
United States Protestant voters. :; ,

There has never been an official ambassador
to Rome from this country, but former President
Harry S. Truman did have an unoflicial representa-
tive in the Vatican. It seems to us that the Roman
Catholic Pope, just by virtue of his position as spiri-
tual leader of millions of men, would warrant dip-
lomatic recognition by this country—regardless of
the religion of the president.

Unless Senator Kennedy can give some ade-
quate reasons for opposing Vatican recognition,
we're afraid it's going to look like he's playing poli-
tics.

Any Catholic candidate will have a tough road
to travel, and will probably have to give his views
on his religion and its effects on his position as an
official of the state.

But he's going to have to give sound and ade^
quate reasons for every thing he says, or else in try-

ing for the Protestant vote he may lose that of the
Catholics.

I

'WITH THE EDITOR:

Just Another Peaceful Winter Night
By LARRY O'ROURKE

Sixty caps talk as only emo-

tional men can. They are in the

harsh and unpretentious roll

call room of a center city police

district.

Half of these men are fin-

ished their eight hours against

man's barbarism, to man. The
others are beginning their tour.

A pair of bluecoats less than

55 minutes before raised a 15-

year-old male from a gutter

fewer than ten steps to a bar

while ten streets to a play-

ground.

One of the others, not yet 24

and father of two healthy

daughters, routinely finishes a

report.

At 9.22 p.m. he turned a

sharp corner into the middle of

raging knife fight. He stepped

quickly between two wild would

be slashers. Startled, they halt

their battle and flee. Just as

startled, the badge stands

there. A dropped eight-inch

switchblade lies at his feet.

He'll walk the same beat to-

morrow night.

Two cops fill out a routine
"48". At 8.32 they get a re-

port of •'man with gun." They
drive to the three-story apart-

ment building in which 13

families call home.

The cops go up the front

stairs. Their pistols are in

their hands. Between them,
they parent nine children. No-
body's at the top. It was a

hoax.

Just a routine "48".

In the same district that

night there were three holdups,

four pocketbook snatches, one
shooting, and an attemped
rape. There were three arrests.

The upstairs detective division

has the problems now.

The problems of the big and

small, who live and work in

these 3.2 square miles, always

arrive at the district.

In charge of all this is a
tall solid energetic man less

than 40. He's the captain, the

guy who gives back-pats for
jobs well done. He's the first to
raise Hell when there's trouble.

He sits on the desk in his ten
by fifteen office. A map of the
sector marked by red dots is

attached to the rear wall. Con-
fidential is marked on the
index card inserted in the front
of a filing cabinet.

The Captain's desk is covered
with communiques from the

Commissioner, messages from
headquarters and gripes from
the citizens. They don't get the

same consideration.

In all he has 110 men to

direct They have as many
varied personalities. They have
more problems than most.

The Captain has the reputa-
tion of being able to Impress a
witness. He isn't afraid to hold
his blackjack during the inter-

rogation.

These cops are real. This
Captain is no figment of an
imagination. I watched them
all for two hours last week.
I'll do the same thing this

weekend.

I'll come away as usual a
little more impressed with the
dispensation of justice. It's

amazing how reality beats tele-

vision.
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EXCHANGE CORNER:

LaSalle College Students

Raise $6,000 In Bell Drive

Teachers Not Necessary ?

By JOHN M. HONE
of the Villanovan Staff

After a long and arduous

campaign of selling chances and

soliciting donations from priv-

ate sources, LaSalle College has

secured the necessary funds for

the purchase of a bell system.

The campaign was started last

October by students of the col-

lege desiring to give LaSalle

something, according to the La-

Salle Collegian, that "would

have a lasting effect both on the

students and the college itself."

During the drive, many ideas

were utilized to raise the de-

sired $10,000.

A Bell-Donation Day, where

for each $100.00 collected, there

was a two minute ringing of

bells; a mile of Dimes Day (re-

portedly stretching from the

campus to Broad st. and Erie

ave.)

Broad Street Subway cashiers

reported that they were collect-

ing more dimes as fares that day

than any other day in their his-

tory, dances, and intramural

basketball games.

Prizes offered for students

selling the greatest number of

chance books included: key

chains containing bell images, a

record entitled "Around The

World on a Carillon," and rep-

licas of the Liberty Bell.

The campaign was a success

with over $6,000 being collected.

The bell system installation will

take i^ace shortly, their cam-

paign manager reported.

For the past few weeks there

have been reports of further ac-

tivities on the LaSalle campus.

One student was heard to say

that he has high hopes of sell-

ing a bell that he has stored in

Independence Hall if he can

cover up the huge crack in it.

• • *
There are still a few^students

around that dislike snap

courses. In Holy Cross College's

newspaper The Heights an edi-

torial blasted the quality of the

Theology courses offered to the

students.

It complained that the

courses were geared to those

students with no prior religious

training; that it was "boring"

to relearn doctrines that had

been previously learned in the

third grade Baltimore Cate-

chism.

It advised that the college

should make a distinction be-

tween the advanced and begin-

ning student, with courses being

offered to suit the needs of each.

The editorial appealed for the

end of the "endless succession

of rotten exercises".

• * *
Catholic University has begun

an attack on the sloppy attire

of some college students. Re-

cently proposed rules on dress

include: the outlawing of jeans,

overalls and levis on campus, the

end of "T shirts" as outer gar-

ments; and in regard to the

coeds, curlers, bermudas, slacks

and jeans are to be prohibited

in walking through the campus.

Until a few years ago, there

was no problem at Villanova

about curlers. Old time students

tell of the one student back in

1950 that did wear curlers, but

only until someone sneaked into

his room one night and made

off with his wig—the curlers in

it. Since then his idol has been

Yul Brynner.

Editor's Note : The question as to whether

teachers are necessary beings has been debated

rather heatedly among local philosophers of

late. The VILLANOVAN herewith presents

an analyms of the problem, formulated by Mr.

Paul Yurchak, who calls himself "an astound-

ingly brilliant scholastic philosopher."

Whether the Teacher Is a Necessary Being ?

We proceed thus to the First Article:

Obj. 1. It would seem that the teacher is

a necessary being, for without him students

could not learn. This is evident in the words of

Dr. Houde: "What do you think about that?"

Since thinking is the mode of learning, the

teacher, as cause of the thoughts of students,

is a necessary being.

Obj. 2. Further, the act of knowledge is

manifested by the intelligent actions of the

knower. Now students fail to act intelligently

unless directed and taught. Dr. O'Shea testi-

fies to this when he says "What shall we do

with these animals?" Therefore the teacher is

necessary as director and guide to the students.

Obj. 3. Further, the teacher is a neces-

sary being, inasmuch as there must be an
intermediary between the students and the

great thinkers. Now students cannot recognize

greatness unless it be pointed out to them, and
this is the office of the teacher.

Obj. 4. Further, it is necessary that stu-

dents be tested on their knowledge, for the

Philosopher says "The proof of the pudding-

head is in the testing." Now only teachers are

qualified to test, since they alone know the

real meaning of the questions.

On the contrary. It is said in the Student

Handbook: "For we have these three, students,

administration and teachers, and the greatest

of these is the student."

I answer that, The Handbook is right in

asserting this truth, for the teacher exists at

the will of the administration. Therefore the

administration is the cause of the teacher and

the student the cause of all other difficulties.

And the gloss adds that the administration

exists for the student, and therefore he is

supreme. Further, the mind of the student is

unmoved by the teacher, since only his note-

book is filled. In moving the teacher to des-

pair, the student assumes his rightful role as

unmoved mover. Again, teachers are merely

people. This can readily be proved from causal-

ity. A thing may be said to be caused in four

respects: formally, efficiently, materially and
finally. Now a teacher is not formally caused

since he has received his form from no other,

for who would take the blame? Neither is he
efficiently caused, since his wife must correct

the homework. Nor is he materially caused,

since knowledge is immaterial. Lastly, he can-

not be finally caused, as is evident by his need

of sabbaticals. Therefore the teacher is not a
necessary being.

Reply Obj. 1 To say that the teacher is

the cause of the thoughts of students is plainly

false, for teachers themselves testify to the
contrary: In the words of Father Sullivan:

"You're not thinking!" Therefore the teacher

is not a necessary being.

Reply Obj. 2. The argument from direc-

tion is specious, inasmuch as students do not
act intelligently under any circumstances. This
is evident from the fact that students never
draw from the true source of learning—the
library—for Father Falvey is wont to remark,
"It's so peaceful in here."

Reply Obj. 3. Students readily recognize
greatness, for, as they say of football week-
ends, "That's great!"

Reply Obj. 4. On this point the madness
of David of Dinant stands confounded. He dar-
ed to assert that there is real meaning in ex-

amination questions on the ground that if there

were not, the examination would be idle.

David's position was the result of ignorance.

He did not know how to distinguish between
answer and knowledge. Now, the answer is the
transferral of the lecturer's words to corres-

pond to his question, through the medium of

the pony. Something is called knowledge when
it can be used to make money. Thus we read,

in the Gospel of Nicodemus "Knowledge is the

means to comfort," as any student knows.

VOTE FOR

DAVE GILBERT

nBSHklAM

S7UDEHT COUNCIL

kBPRESEMrATIVE

Do You Think for Yourself Pf^^n^^^^l^)
1, If you get stuck oh a crossword puzzle,

do you (A) finally refer to a dictionary,

or (B) leave the puzzle unfinished?

2. Would you rather be (A) the designer of

the first successful space vehicle to the
moon, or (B) the first man to ride in it?

If you were faced with two tasks, oiie

pleasant and the other unpleasant,

would you first do (A) the unpleasant
task, or (B) the pleasant task?

If you find you aren't doing well in

an activity, do you (A) concentrate
on it to improve your performance, or

(B) devote your attention to things in

which you do excel?

n=n

-DbD

•^-^^ Would you prefer to play tennis with
an opponent you know to be (A) not

auite so good as you, or (B) a
ightly better player?

In deciding whether to see a movie,
are you more influenced by (A) what
a casual friend tells you about it, or

(B) what you know of the cast and story?

If you were a multimillionaire, would
you rather have (A) everyone know it,

or (B) only a very few know it?

8. Do you take more notice of someone's
(A) good looks, or (B) good manners?

D-D

-D D

9. When making your choice of a

filter cigarette, do you (A) act

on the basis of what someone
tells you, or (B) think it

through for yourself?

D

If you're the kind of person who thinks for

yourself . . . you use judgment in your

choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.

Men and women who think for themselves

usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?

Best in the world. They know that only

VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and

a smoking man's taste.

*If you checked (A) on three out of the first

four questions, and {B) on four out of the last

five . . . you really think for yourself!

C laSO. Brawn* WilUamson Tobacco Corp.

Familiar

pack or

crush-

proof
box.

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows- ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I
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TheZode
I sat upon the ground one day,

On a hill by an open road.

I saw some children laugh and play,

Unaware of an ugly zode.

The zode was dark and quite decayed

—

A zodeness that instills great fear.

But the kids saw him not—and stayed,

And they sang as the zode grew near.

The zode lashed out with all his hate,

And the children began to cry.

And then that night, as if by fate,

All the children began to die.

Now as I sit upon the ground.

On that hill by the dpen road,

New children laugh and play around

—

Approached by that same ugly zode.

Close Poetry Analysis

!'.i

'

Sates to Start March 1

For Senior Dinner Dance
Tickets for the annual Senior

dinner dance will go on sale

Monday, March 2.

The tickets will be available

early, in order to obtain an idea

of how many will attend the af-

fair. Seniors are urged to pur-

chase their tickets early to help

the committee in this respect.

The dinner dance, following

the Senior Prom, is the last big

senior activity, and a theme has
been formulated.

No orchestra has yet been
named for the affair. However,
Paul Judge is under serious con-

sideration because of the accept-

able job he did last year at the

dance. :M";,:.r-,.-:;^;;A

Harry F. Devlin, Jr. is chair-

man of the dinner dance, and

Johnny Fichetti and Lou Desi-

derio have charge of tickets.

Greg Dean is responsible for the

band and photographers, while

Tony Rossi's job is publicity.

Others responsible for making

the affair a success are Bill Mc-

Cann, food preparations ; Walt
Einhom, programs; Frank Lam-
precht and Joe Cooke, decora-

tions; Tom Brady, floral ar-

rangements; and Joe Monahan,

"Special Effects".
'

Sigma XI Branch
To Be Formed At V.U.

Dr. William J. Rice, Chemical

Engineering professor, an-

nounced faculty Sigma Xi mem-
bers have formed a committee

in order to establish a branch

of the Society at Villanova.

The purpose of the Society is

to encourage original investiga-

tion in the sciences both pure

and applied.

Membership in Sigma Xi is

opened to all Chemistry, Phys-

ics, Biology, Mathematics, Phil-

osophy, Psychology teachers.

At a future date senior majors

in these departments will be ad-

mitted.

Position Openings
Announced by WVIL
[ WVIL announced recently

'that a limited number of posi-

ttons are now available for ten

announcers, five men in busi-

ness, five engineers (teclinical

and operating), four In public

relations, and five in news
and sports.

Auditions will be held only

tomorrow from 1:30 p.m. to

4 p.m. and on Friday, from
2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.

BY DONALD KEMFF
of the Villanovan Staff

Often at social gatherings or
when delivering lectures I am
questioned in regard to my
poetry. Eventually the conversa-
tion concerns itself with perhaps
the most popular—yet least un-
derstood — of my poem, "The
Zode".

The Zode as it was written
while I was studying art in

Spain, bears the general char-

acteristics of my "cubist phase"
works. And like so many of the
other spontaneous work of my
cubist phase, it is only now, in

retrospect, that I am able to de-

termine and analyse the factors

that influenced my writing of
the poem.
The poem was written as I

sat upon the ground one day
on a hill by an open road a few
miles from the villa where I

was staying. As I suggested in

"Poems from the Villa" (Rephar
Press, New York, 1948), the
villa itself greatly influenced my
thinking at this time, for it was
there that I first met and work-
ed with Rene Dupre.

Follows Aneximander
The question of the difference

between an open road and a
closed one has been puzzling

philosophers since Thales. I

have accepted, for the sake of
clarity and convenience, the doc-

trine of open roads as expound-,

ed by Aneximander and Ker-l

ouac. ,"••':':}
't;;:.!-.

The meter in the third stanza
is exactly the same as that used
by John Milton in "II Penser-
oso," and, incidentally, exactly

the same as that of the other

three stanziit of "The Zode."

It was in

used my
rhyme scheme for the first time,

abandoning the less dynamic
asdfghjkl;c which I had been
using up to this period.

Although I was probably un-

aware of it at the time, I now
feel quite certain that the dov-

enshister allusions in the second
stanza were inspired by John

"The Zode" that I

ASDFGHJKL:@

Great buy!

the trim-fitting

ARROW Glen

It's the shirt with the stand-

out choice in collars— the

regular button-down, or pcr-»

manent stay Arrow Glen^

, Exclusive Mitoga* tailoring

. . :
carries through the trim, tap-

ered look from collar to waist

to cufF. "Sanforized" broad-

cloth or oxford \n stripes,

checks, solids. $4.00 up.

Cluettf Peabody 6f Co., Inc.

ARROW
—first in fashion

'SOT' ARROW SNIRTI SOlO lY

SPRITZLER'S'- #«r Mm
U W. At*., ,fm.

Crowe Ransom's "Philomela" in

which he clearly states (sixth

stanza)

:

"There was no more villain-

ous day to unfill, the diutumity

was still."

Subconscious Effect

And the symbolism no doubt
represents the subconscious ef-

fect of my extensive contact

with the works of Rimbaud and
Mallarme' while I lived with

Rene' Dupre'.

The children represent more
than the young age and spirit.

In them we see the working
Classes, the poor but rising farm
laborers, the liberal reformers
struggling against the economic
dictates of a false world—con-

fident, yet doomed—and, per-

haps, even the whole of human
society.

The conflict may be identified

with any struggle in which man
partakes, and the outcome sug-

gests that, while most struggles

are futile, it is the conflict it-

self which is important—and

DAVE

GILBERT
FOR

STUDENT COOMIL

REPRESERTIVE

not the outcome. As Jean

Anouilh has already stated. It

is the continuation of a struggle

by a person, knowing a negative

decision to be the absolute and

only result possible, from which

nobility is derived.

As to the sjrmbolism of the

zode, as such, I have left it in

the past, and will continue to

leave it forever, entirely with

the reader, for I feel that each

man has his own personal zode.

To some the zode is the cleric,

to others he is the anti-cleric,

and, while one man holds it to

be the intellectual, his counter-

part believes it to represent the

anti-intellectual. And thus the

zode could be whatever you

would make it.

Perhaps it is only a four-let-

ter word rhyming with road.

Get WILOROOT

CREAMOIL Charlie!

"^m.i
\.

/i.

C. Columbus, world traveler, says:
"My hair looks great since I dis-

covered Wildroot."

Just a Mttl* bit

of Wildroot

and...WOW I

Touch system or huht-ancl-peck—

; r^^;^^^: ;: R^ are perfect with

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND

Whatever your typing

talents, you can turn out

neat, clean-looking work the

first lime, with Eaton's

Gorrasable Bond Paper.

Reason why: Corrasable has

a special surface— it erases

uithoul a trace. Just the flick

of an ordinary pencil eraser

and typographical errors

disappear. No smears, no
smudges. Saves time, temper

and money!

Corrisable is available in several weights — from onion-

skin to heavy bond. In handy lOO-sheet packets and SCO-

sheet ream boxes. A fine quality paper for all your typed

assignments. Only Eaton makes erasable Corrasable.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper

KATON PAI'KR COHI'ORATION (JB) PlTTSFIKLf), MASSACHHSKrrs
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Frosh Elections
(Continued from Pac^e 1)

The election will be tomorrow
from 9:30 until 3:30. This is

considered ample time for any
freshman, no matter what his
schedule, to cast his vote. The
polls will be located in Alumni
Hall Gjrmnasium.

Included in this issue of the
Villanovan are pictures and
short biographies of many of the
candidates. The Elections Com-
mittee Chairman has urged that
the voters read these biograph-
ies carefully in order to best
judge the candidates.

"This is a very important
election," he said, "because the
students chosen will represent
their class not only for the re-

mainder of this year but
mainder of this year but
throughout all of next year."

"Since the winning candidates
must represent Freshman inter-

ests among more experienced
upper classmen, they must be
of an exceptional character.

High integrity, a strong person-
ality and above average ability

should be the final considera-

tions when the voter is making
his choice," Kelley added.

On tomorrow only, the Stu-
dent Council's election rules per-

mit the use of microphones and
public address systems. They
They can be employed only be-
tween classes, however. In ad-
dition, posters may be placed
around Alumni Hall.

Campaigning at the polls will

be prohibited for an area of 10
feet in front of thes taairs lead-

ing into the Gym.

liiiibiiiii

MiM
TWO EUROPIEAN
SUMMER

STUDY PROGRAMS

European Art &
Music Program

40 days Study Tour through 8

countries. 10 doy study session on
Art, Musk and History in Vienna
7 days relaiiation in Solxkammer-

gut mountain area. 9 European
Fostivols. Tour emphasis on art

and musi<.

Sailing: SS Ryndom, Jan* M.
Return flight: SAS Air Line.

Application deodline: April 15.

All inclusive prict: $1235.

Salzburg

Study Tour
13 days of lectures ond seminars.

28 days Study Tour through 6
countries. Faculty of University

of Salzburg invites scholars and
students from Europe and US to

diKuss: "EUROPE: THINKING,
CREATING AND GROWING",
from a Christian point of view.

Soltburg Festival included.

Soiling: SS Ryndom, June 28.

Application deadline: April 15.

All iiKlusive price: $890.

PI«aM rvturn this coupon
for fro* brochure.

Tho INSTITUTE of

EUROPEAN STUDIES
35 E. Wackor Dr., Chicago 1

Check pregrom interested in:

Soliburg Study Tour

Jkrt-Music Pregrom

address

city

Freshmen Candidates For Student Council Seats

JAMB§
MeMONAGLEKaslMcer

from Pkll«4cl-
phln'a L.a!«alle
lllsh. Member
froeh baakct-
bnll team. Ac-
tive la iiportM,
math elub In
hiKb c ii o o I.

J u n ' I o rAchieve-
mcnt Prceldcnt
of the Year
Inet year. Ad-
vocates thor-
ough atodent
Soverament.

IVIL.I4IAM
MABO

O r a d II -
ated Marnilon
Mllltnrr AcHd-
e m y , Aumtra,
liilnolM. Mtudy-
Infc englneer-
Inic. B a k e t-
bull, track and
officer** c 1 a h
were h I k h
Mcbool nctlvl-
tlea. An cn-
Slnecr for
U^VIL anil a
candidate for
NIIOTC.

BlllTCK II.

BKCHOLD
Krom Cleve-

1 n n d H«liKhtM,
Uhlw. Attended
Ullniour Acad,
emy la aubur-
baa Cleveland.
As C and V
Ntudent, made
Dean*a liat laat
aemeater.
Plana to study
law.

WiUiom Long
Attended

Brooklyn Prep
and MonBlirnor
Bonner Hiffh.
An athlete.
Journalist and
debater In hiffh
school. In Arts
division at Vil-
lanova. Member
of N. R. O. T. C.
and Spirit Com-
mittee.

* Robert Benson
Oradlate of

Monaigrnor Bon-
ner Hiffh. Mem-
ber of swlmminK
and rifle teams
in hiffh school.
Also served on
many student
committees i n -

eluding prom
committee.

SSftW;

Dave Gilbert

Graduated thira
at Malvern Prep.
Student Council
represent-
ative, year-book
editor, swim-
ming team cap-
tain, cheerlead-
er, debater
while there. Ex-
perienced in
student grovern-
ment. "Already
has proven sin-
cerity, devotion
at Villanova."

The students pictured are the
candidates in the Freshman Stu-
dent Council Representative
elections to be held tomorrow in

Alumni Gym from 9.30 until

3.30.

Space was donated by the Vil-

lanovan so that the Freshmen
might see the candidates and
know something about them and
their past records.

While the Villanovan staff re-

worded th(p biographies they
were actually written by the
candidates themselves.

<.<<<<<<*>'.•>>
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Get satisfyfing flavor...So friendly to your taste!
.••

••

//
NO FLAT

FILTERED-OUT
FLAVOR!

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine

tobacco travels and gentles the smoke—
makes it mild—but does not filter out

that satisfying flavor!

.•^t

II
NO DRY

SMOKED-OUT
TASTE!

f

'••

Outstanding...

and they are Mild!

MERC'S WHV SMOKE ^TRAVELED" THROUGH PINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST
You get Pall Mall's Pall Mall's famous Travels it over,

•^ famous length of the ^J length travels and •? under, around and

J^ finest tobaccos X^ gentles the smoke f^ through Pall Mall's
money can buy. naturally . . . fine tobaccos I

e A. T. Co. Pmdtiil oj tjmi JfmM^4£am, Uvwumu^-KMityiam^ — UvCiuBto- %% tmt miAilr ttamr
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Moritz Calls

Job Outlook
Blighter Now

The outlook for this year's

crop of college graduates ap-

pears brighter than it was last

year, John J. Moritz, placement

director at Villanova, said last

week.

The placement office com-

pleted the first part of a nine

week recruiting period designed

to find jobs for nearly 500 pros-

pective graduates.

Representatives of more than

150 business and industrial or-

ganizations will visit the campus
during the period.

Employers Cautious

"Most of the representa-

tives who have visited us so far

are cautious about present em-

ployment" Moritz says.

But they seem to feel that

the next few months will see

continued economic recovery

and by June the employment sit-

uation should be improved."

The placement director

doesn't forsee the same job op-

portunities that existed in 1956

and 1957 but sees definite im-

provement over last year.

Engineers Highest Paid

Engineers still seem to be the

most widely sought and the best

paid. A Villanova graduate en-

gineer can expect a salary of

between $450 and $525.00 per

month to start.

Non-engineers can expect to

make between $400 and $450.00

per month.

Credit Given

For Physics

T. V. Course
, Villanova graduate division

will offer academic credit during

the spring semester for a na-

tionwide, atomic age physics

course given over the National

Broadcasting Company's tele-

vision network.

The Rev. Louis A. Rongione,

O.S.A., dean of the university's

graduate division announced to-

day that Villanova would give

s credit for the successful com-

pletion of the second semester

course of "Continental Class-

room", an early morning NBC
program devoted to the study

of nuclear physics.

The five day week, 6:30 to

7:00 a.m. telecast is intended to

provide students with up to date

information concerning recent

developments in the field of

physics.

Professor William G. Dris-

coll, chairman of Villanova's de-

partment of physics will super-

vise the course at the university.

The program is seen on 149

television stations throughout

the nation and is sponsored by

the American Association of Col-

leges for Teacher Education and

NBC.
The second semester will be-

gin on February 11.

Three semester hours credit

will be given for the completion

of the course, Father Rongione

said.

All queries for participation

in the course should be directed

to William G. Driscoll, Chair-

man of the Department of Phys-

ics, Villanova University, Villa-

nova Pa.

Cuba
(Continued from Page 1)

his refuge in the Dominican Re-
public.

Batista also managed to take

with him $6 million, which has

practically depleted the Cuban
treasury, anjother reason why
the Cuban authorities would like

to get hold of the ex-dictator.

Joy Over Revolt
Everywhere in Havana we

saw evidence of Cuban joy in

the new government. On the

on, were "26 de Julio," "Viva

Fidel", and other revolutionary

walls, written in chalk and cray-

cries. Even the buses carried

signs saying "Gracias Fidel."

Castro possesses at this mo-

ment unbelievable popularity;

you cannot pas a store window

without seeing his picture. To
Cubans, he not only represents

their causer—Fidel Castro is

Cuba.
Even the merchants are tak-

ing advantage of the revolution.

On the sidewalks they sell army

hats, pictures of Fidel, and pins

on which are imprinted the num-

ber "6" in the rebel colors, red

and black.
,

;:/

Located in Havana fa one of

the most beautiful night clubs

in the world, the Tropicana. It

is roofless and has beautiful

palm trees growing out of the

floor. Its beauty is exceeded

only by its prices.

Wear No Rifles
During the show the soldiers

would walk in, dressed in formial

attire (no rifles, only pistols),

and sit at the tebles. They never

drank anything and behaved

very well. After dancing with

the chorus girls for a while,

they got up and left as peace-

fully as they had come in.

There are many plush hotels

in Havana, the most luxurious

being the Riveria (thirty-eight

dollars per day, per person,

without meals). These hotels

are all doing only about one-

sixth of their normal business

now because Castro had not yet

lifted his ban on gambling, even

for tourists.

There is also an absence of

Jal ftlai, because of the fact that

most of the interest is centered

around betting on the winner.

It has the same type of fan ap-

peal as our horse racing. No

gambling, no interest.

The youngest rebel we met

was sixteen (at far right on the

picture). Many were under

nineteen, and all, if physically

capable, grew beards. If this

could not be achieved they

would let their hair grow to

their shoulders, and a few of

the braver patriots wore their

hair in pony tails.

Looking back on our days in

Havana, we all hoped we had

impressed the Cubans as favor-

ably as they had impressed us.

Opera - Clossica Club

to Present Beethoven

The Villanova Opera-Classica

society will present Beethoven's

Fifth and Eighth Symphonies

and Grieg's Peer Gynt Suites

One and Two tomorrow at 7.30

p.m. in the East Lounge of

Dougherty Hall.

Those subscribing to the Stu-

dent Concert Series will attend

the third Philadelphia Orchestra

Student Concert, directed by Eu-

gene Ormandy, on Monday. The

Concert is one in a series.

Villanovan Promotes Four,

Dynan News Staff Executive

Frank J. Dynan, senior gen-

eral Arts major and editor of

the LYNX, was today named
executive news editor of the

VILLANOVAN.
Dynan was named to this just-

created position after serving

nearly a year as news editor.

Succeeding him in the news
editor spot is Paul A. Buckley,

senior English major and form-
er campus news editor.

William S p e e r s, freshman
Arts student, was named cam-
pus editor to succeed Buckley.

Discusirion Held
The editoral switches were

announced by editor Lawrence
M. O'Rourke, Jr., senior English

major, with the approval of the

Rev. Louis A. Rongione, O. S. A.,

moderator.
The new positions were re-

vealed after a discussion among
O'Rourke, John J. Curtin, man-
aging editor, and Thomas C.

Goldschmidt, associate editor.

Both are senior English majors.

An Accounting major was
named to the revived position of

exchange editor. He is senior

John M. Hone.
William Christmann, senior

engineering student and coordi-

nator of the student director,

resigned his position as copy

editor.

The editorial switches, O'-

Rourke explained, are designed

to serve as an impetus to VIL-
LANOVAN effort.

•

Positions Available

The change is also meant to

demonstrate to underclassmen

the editorial positions on the

student newspaper available

next year. All editors but one on

this year's staff are seniors.

Speers, the freshman, is the

lone underclassman serving in

an editorial capacity.

The switch went hand-in-hand

with recent Junior Class action

to get interested students active

on student publications.

Both O'Rourke and Robert

Pinto, editor of the Belle Aire,

have already warned that the

publication picture at Villanova

for next year is dark. '

( 6elWIU)R00T ]

IcREAM-OILChariielJ

J. PaulShbeoy,* hair acientist. says: "Keeps

your hair well-groomed longer!"

•t^f tat So. Harrim Hilt Kd.. WiUiammtU. S. Y.

Just a littU bit

of Wildroot

and. ..WOW!

GOES AND
GOES AND

GOES ON A GALLON !
jtmui

.
Mjtituji.w.".^" " 'WfW'^'^ ff ^ I'ff'.'fJ'JU,-—

Biacayne U-Door Sedan shows the Fisher Body beauty ofCherroleVs lowest priced series for*S9.

CHEVY'S NEW HI

More mileH are fwrk in a fiuHon of refill Inr-firade

fias—up to 10% more—and Chevy's netr Hi-Ttirift

6 eiifiine puts them there. It also gives you more

**diV* iu the speeds you driye the most.

Here's an engine that always seems able to coax extra

miles out of a tank of regular-grade gas. In fact, if you're

one of those drivers who keep tab on things like gas

mileage, you'll soon see for yourself that this new Hi-

Thrift 6 gets up to 107o more miles a gallon.

Another thing you'll like about this 135-h.p. 6 is the

extra pep it gives you for passing and climbing hills. This

is due to higher torque at normal speeds.

It may be hard to believe anything that looks and

moves like this '59 Chevy can be such a stickler for

economy. But— whether you pick the Hi-Thrift 6 or a

vim-packed V8— this is just

one more reason Chevy's Vf fimfw-i^rnf^j m^rj^

the car that's wanted for all ^ ^nt.VnULt.i

its worth. Stop by your

dealer's and see. The smart switch is to Ihe '5.9 Chevy!

now-see the wider selection of models at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's!

'Commerciar Ogontz A Hit

'Arty' 43rd Street Flops
By WILLIAM G. GALLAGHER

of die VUkuiovan Staff

The Ogontz Theatre remains
open but the 43rd Street Theatre
is forced to shut its doors. These
are the first results of the re-

cent off-Broadway to Philadel-

phia movements.
How long the Ogontz will stay

in business is open to conjecture.

Certainly this year's list of

shows is inoffensive and com-
mercial enough to appeal to a

mass audience.

"Fair Game", for instance,

this weeks presentation, isn't a

gem. It isn't even a "Potting

Shed". Which brings us to the

sad, sad case of the 43rd Street

Theatre.

Second Show Is Last
Because this theatre couldn't

find enough support to keep it

even half filled, it has been

forced to stop operations after

its second show. Its two shows
were: "The Potting Shed" and
"Volpone".

"The Potting Shed" was a
written debatable selection with

which to open the season, Al-

though it is the best written by
Graham Greene, it is a second

rate play.

It has only one truly dramatic

scene: the one wherein nephew
confronts druken priest in an
attempt to discover what took

place between the youth and
uncle in the potting shed many
years ago, what miraculous
event transpired which no one

will discuss.

Chapel Players Imported
The Chapel Players from off-

Broadway were imported for the

occasion. For a group that had
played together for months, it

was surprising to discover that

they did not act as an ensemble
but rather as individuals and
since there was a large family

being portrayed, this was un-

derstandably disconcerting.

One actress would be gazing

off stage until it came time to

come in with her line and then

she would bounce back into the

mood, delivering her line with

great gusto.

Redone Movie House
None of the acting appeared

to be on a high professional

level. The stage setting was

For Europe Grant

Competition Starts
Competition for a scholarship

offered by the American Com-
mittee on United Europe to at-

tend the 1959-60 session of the
College of Europe at Bruges,
Belgium, is now open to Ameri-
can college graduates.

The College of Europe offers

a one-year, graduate program
applications is March 1. Appli-

and seminars are given in the

social sciences with emphasis on
European economic and political

problems. A series of study
trips is to be part of the cur-

riculum.

The deadline for scholarship

applications is March 1. Appli-

cants must be United States

citizens, under 30, single, able

to speak French, and have a
bachelor degree by October
1959.

The scholarship, valued at

$1,750, covers travel, tuition,

board, lodging and incidental ex-

penses.

Further information on how
to apply can be obtained from
the American Committee on
United Europe, 120 East 56th

Street, New York 22, N. Y.

poor, which might be expected
of a theatre having financial

troubles. The theatre itself is

not ideal. It is a made-over
movie house (quite a switch)

and the stage is low, not ele-

vated.

Since the aisles slope down-
ward as most movie house aisles

do, it is difficult to see all the

action because of latecomers
who block one's vision. And if

there is noise in the lobby, one
can't hear the dialogue.

There is talk of reopening the

theatre as, if, and when the

backers can raise additional cap-

ital. It is to be hoped that they

do because their list of future

Final Date Night
Set For Feb. 18

February 18, the date of the
Villanova-Buffalo game at the
Palestra, has been designated as
the season's final date night.

For this game, a student may
purchase one additional ticket

at the student price of fifty

cents.

For all Palestra games the
ticket office in the field house
will be open Monday through
Friday (except holidays) from
9:00 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. The of-

fice will not be open on Satur-

days for Saturday games. Tic-

kets must be purchased before
4 :00 p.m. on the preceeding day.

For games played on nights
other than Saturday, the ticket

office will he open until 2:00
p.m. the day of the game.

The matriculation card must
be shown at the Palestra by any-

Israel And Russia Tours
Arranged By Travel Firm

attractions is very promising. I one using student tickets.

The United States National
Student Association has an-
nounced that its subsidiary, Tour
Education Travel Inc., is now in

the process of arranging its

summer student ! tours. So far,

plans for two trips have been
completed.

One tour will take students,

first, to Israel via the Zim Line
ships, the S. S. Zion and the S. S.

Israel. Two weeks will be spent
in Israel, during which time the

student group will spend five

days living in a kibbutz, a co-

operative work camp.

The cites of Haifa, Upper Gal-

ilee, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, and
other places of interest both to

Christians and Jews, will be
visited. The tour will continue on
through Greece, Italy, Switzer-

land, and will conmience in I

E<ngland.

The second tour will be a 76
day program, in which a limited

number of students will visit

nine Western European natioDs
including the Iron Curtain coun-
tries of Poland and Russia.

In Russia, the group will visit

Leningard, Moscow, Smolensk,
Minsk and in Poland, Warsaw,
Krakow, Zakopane and Kato-
wice.

The prgram will also enable
the students to make an extea-

sive tour of Scandanavia for
the first part of the summer.

Students desiring additional

information should write to the
USNSA, Educational Travel
Inc., Department N, 701 Seventh

Avenue, New York 36, New
York.

ATTENTION FROSH: GIL I '%:

FOR YOUR STUDENT COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE

EngUsh: DRIVE-IN MOVIE ON A RAINY NIGHT
TMnklUh traiflailon: This drive-in's main
feature; pktnres matched to^the weather. In
January, S's Snow White; in'july, Hot Spell.

When it pours, of course, the program is all wet:
Singing in the Rain, Hatful of Rain and Rain-
tree County. On such m^t&, the
only (Thinklish) word for this

place is damphitheater! Better
turn on yoiu" windshield wipers,

light up a Lucky, and enjoy the
honest taste of fine tobacco.

Then It's Always Fair Weather!

Engli**^
•
HOOP fWCTOR^

iBmm^imB |-':tivtitvtiiy>. ; I

MAKE ^25
• .Start talking our language—we've got

: hundreds of checks just itching to go!

r We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish
"words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's

new words from two words—like those on
this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your
name, address, college and class.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STI?||CE

English: SEASICK maw
«T?:°!?^''/^SSENQER English LOUD-MOUTHED APE

Thinklish
: SPINSTtTUTiON

CHASLCi HUSTCO. U OF COLORADO

'"""'
^OOA-'-OUNTA.N

BOSS

Thif^lhh: $COOP£RVIttOI«

OB MURL€Y HORTMEASTEHN

English: DOZING WRAITH

I-
'

Ttrnktith: lUAHIil

• TOOHET LOrOLA COLLCfit

Thmktuh: 0LABOCW
J'l H»,«. u or N CAHOtlllA

rhkMi^r H0PPMLirKm

e * fC: Produd of cMH J^naM€£i€i^ tJo^uBCO-^Mfryutt^— Ja^uato- is our middle name

^^ji'-Si."-*;
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Persistance, Determination
GainSuccessforJim Hugrflfard

Febnifu-y 18, 1959

Jim Huggard's goal is to ex-
cel. It is a goal that he has had
for a long time. He had it when
he was cut from the basketball
squad at PhUadelphia's West
Catholic High School because
he was too small. It was with
him when he went into independ-
ent ball and it fired him as he
led the Dreger team to victory
in the AAU championship in
1957. And he had this goal when,
he averaged 19.9 points per
game in leading the Wildcat
freshmen quintet to an unde-
feated season laust year.

y It is with him every time he
icomes downcourt with that fa-
miliar jogging dribble or when
he slingshots a jumper through
the cords, or spins off a sna|.f)y
assist. It is there as he endless-
ly practices sinking left handed
shots. It was there the night

JIM HUGGARD
he handed off ten assists against
LeMoyne and the night he threw
in twenty-six points against
Brandeis. It is incorporated into
each one of the 312 points he
has scored so far this season
in leading the team with a 15.6
scoring average. The story of
Jimmy Huggard is a story of
determination.
Jimmy Huggard is a twenty-

five year old sophomore who
weighs 170 lbs. and stands 5'9"

By TONY MACKLIN
of the Villanovan Staff

ikes to swim, and enjoys music
—say classical." When the op-
portunity to come to Villanova
irose he took it since he had
"always wanted to come to Vil-
lanova." His biggest thrill—
"winning the AAU champion-
ship in Denver." His biggest
collegiate thrill—"scoring my
first two points." We hope that
both these thrills will be sur-
passed come March 12. The best
ball player he ever played
against—"Guy Rogers." Person
who influenced him the most

—

"Joe Dreger."

What is his greatest ambi-
tion? "For us to win some
championship to prove that Vil-
lanova is a top-flight basketball
school," he says thoughtfully.
About the NIT, he says: "I
think we would be the Cinderel-
la team if we play the kind of
ball we did at St. Francis."
(V.U. won 80-69 as Huggard
scored twenty.)

Come Midnight
If only the horses don't turn

to mice.

"Hug" feels that the present
team has a lot of potential and
that they have begun "pulling
together."

There is no question of the
team he would like to get a
crack at first in the NIT. "Prov-
idence. A lot of people think he
(Egan) got the best of me. But
we were in a zone. I want to
show them." In truth, Egan
did score 39 points while Hug

the team he came to the realiza-
tion that—"the fans there don't
give you a chance. They expect
you to do so much, and if you
don/t—." It seems that Mr.
Delany would surely agree.

Some people think that Hug-
gard tries to mirror the famed
Bob Cousy of the Boston Celtics.
"I can't dream of ever going
that high. I just want to make
good," he says significantly. "A
lot of people counted me out
before I got started. "This is
an essential point of his battle
to succeed. Huggard has an in-
tense desire to prove himself.
To quote one onlooker close to
the team—"Huggard feels that
he has to make ^ood . He's not
like the rest of the guys on the
team. He takes losing differ-
ently."

Equal to Glassmire

To quote coach Al Severance:
"Huggard in my mind can be-
come one of the better known
little men of basketball both
locally and nationally. However,
having played his first year of
collegiate basketball under col-
legiate conditions I believe he
will become a conformist and
do justice to himself and Villa-
nova and if he follows instruc-
tions will be linked with another
great little man, Sammy Glass-
mire, and such an association
speaks for itself." (Glassmire
starred under Severance 1950-
53.)

There is no question that the
change from independent ball to
college ball is a challenge. It
is not to be worked overnight.

Freshmen Learn Tricks

Of Indoor Relay Races
By THOMAS C. GOLDSCHMIDT

of the Villanovan Staff

gard had an off night but near ^ "^^ ^^ ^^ worked overnight.

the end of the game when Hue- ^"S^&ard himself has said thatthe end of the game when Hug
gard went man-to-man on Egan
he showed signs of taming him.
The wish to get a chance at
doing a defensive job on Egan
is typical of Huggard's desire.

Since Huggard is a stand-out
player the crowd sometimes
gets on him. As for the adverse
criticism from the stands he

college ball is better ball and
that it follows a pattern while
in independent ball there are a
few indi/iduals who dominate.
He was one of those individuals.
Even though he never played

under a coach until he entered
Villanova ,Jimmy Huggard has
and can be a great contributing
force in Villanova's basketball

Two races last weekend
should have taught the fresh-
man mile relay team a lesson
they'll need to know when they
start competing for the varsity
next year.

They should now know that
speed is not the only requisite
for winning races. You've got
to have the knack of grabbing
the inside lane early and. you've
got to be able to gain, not lose,
on the baton passes.

In the Inquirer Games on Fri-
day night, the frosh, running
with a handicap of 15 yards, won
by at least 10 yards over some
of the best track clubs on the
East coast.

The quartet of John Mannion
(Malvern Prep), Pat Nicastro
(Roman Cawholic High, Phila-
delphia), Bob Raemore (Willi-
amsport. Pa.) and Bob Coffil
(Rindge Tech. Mass.) won in
3:22.

Nicastro Takes Lead
With Nicastro taking advant-

age of quickness on the turns,
the frosh took the lead midway
through the second leg and held
it against the determined bids
of N. Y. Pioneers ((who had
Manhattan grads Joe Soprano
and Tom Murphy) and Philadel-
phia Pioneers (Charley Pratt,
George Sydnor, Ira Davis and
Josh Culbreath).

The victory could have be on
even easier, but Mannion was
gabbing with a track-edge spec-
tator as the gun went off, and
he lost at least five yards at the

was about to hand the stick to
Raemore.

"Hug," as his teammates call i shrugs it off, "I don't listen to f?^^®
"

him, is intelligent, sincere and them." However, having visited "'^^^^^y-

soft spoken. He plans to major Madison Square Garden, where •
Plays With Brains

in Pre-Law, is a natty dresser, I the NIT is to be played, with I

I^,y"a»n»c, fiery, agressive, he

Swimmers In Finale Today
When Villanova's swimming

team closes out the 1958-59 sea-
son today against Gettysburg in
their opponents pool, chances
are little Johnny Rumbarger
won't have his heart in the com-
petition.

Not that Rummy (as his
friends call him) isn't a fierce
competitor. Next to a free cigar-
ette, Rummy likes swimming
'best. And he's not a bad swim-
mer either.

. :

But as a part of the non-
scholarship powerhouse that
coach Ed Geisz has built at Vil-
lanova, Rumbarger has been less
than a star. He has instead be-
come one of the ''hidden" point
gatherers, .one of the guys who
pick up thik seconds and thmirs
that go toward a team victory.

Victory £lusive
Rummy always managed to

come up with at least one vic-

tory in his sophomore and jun-
ior years on the squad, but that
first place was mighty elusive in

this, his last year of competition.

That is, until last Saturday.
The little guy swept to a 25.1

at South Orange to up their

team record to 6-5.

It was the best time of Rum-
barger's career, and you can bet
that today's match is nothing
but an anti-climax to him.

Unsung Star
With Geisz taking pity on the

weak Seton Hall unit by bench-
ing his top swimmers (Larry
Palacio, Jim Gregory, Bob Pin-

to) a lot of the unsung heroes
came in for their share of glory.

Soph Bob Dow, a Seton Hall
Prep grad, had the most fun in

his homecoming, winning the

200-yard butterfly and orthodox
breaststruke races and swim-
ming third on the winning 400-

yard medley relay team.

Frank Keefe was the Wildcats*

only other double winner, lead-

ing off the victorious relay and
taking his specialty, the 200-

yard backstroke. Other winners

were Frank Dunn and Joe Har-

tends at times to dominate the
play which can diminish his con-
tribution; however, when he
puts his cumulative ability to
work in team play he is un-
matched. Being of small stature,
he must of necessity play with
his brains rather than brawn.
Being quick and having good
hands he is ideal for the fast
break. His courage, tenacity,
and never-say-die-spirit make
him an invaluable asset and are
to be reckoned with in the next
two years. Following "instruc-
tions" and coaching aims he
should go down as one of the
finest little men in Villanova's
basketball history.

start

To that mistake were added a
couple more in the N.Y.A.C.
meet on Saturday night. Man-
nion started on time, but he got
himself boxed in and couldn't
get around runners who were
actually slower than he.

Then Mannion seemed to have
trouble finding Nicastro at the
end of the first leg. By the time
Pat got the baton, he was 40
yards behind the leaders. Ni-
castro quickly cut that deficit
to 15, but he, too, slowed as he

Couldn't Gain
The result was that Raemore

and Coffil never could get back
in the race. The frosh finished
fourth to the Philadelphia Pio-
neers.

There was a blunder in the
freshman distance medley re-
lay in the Inquirer Games, too,
but it was the oflficiaia', not the
runers'.

Jon Dante (Union, N. J.) and
the rest of the field who were
running the leadoff half-mile
had to run seven laps instead
of six because the oflicials fell

asleep.

Frank Hagerty (St. Francis
Prep, N. Y.), Carl Wagner
(West Cathohc, Philadelphia)
and Angelo Sivieri (West Cath-
olic) stretched Dante's quarter-
lap lead to more than a half
lap. They ran the quarter-mile,
one lap (143 yards) and one-
mile, respectively.

Drayton Impresses

Some of the other sparkling
fresiimen did more than all
right in varsity competition
Paul Drayton (Cleveland) took
third in the 50 in Philadelphia
and third in the 60 in New York.
In the latter race, Drayton was
no more than a step behind win-
ner Ken Kave ,who tied the
world's record with a 6.1 clock-
ing.

Gerald Doninni took fourth

place in the varsity fi»hot put o».

r

Friday with a toss of 49 feet,

1 inch. Hubie White, better

known for his basketball play-

ing, placed second in the hop-
step-and-jump with a leap of 47
feet, 6 inches.

Art Crowley, running with a
30-yard handicap, took second
place in the 1000-yard handicap
on Friday. The same night, Cof-
fil took third in one of the heats
of the invitation 50-yard high
hurdles.

vcy.

The swimmers picked up an-

other victory last week, belting

PMC, 50-32, on Wednesday.
Harvey, Dow, Dunn, Keefe, Boblae iiiLie guy swept lo a ^o.i narvey, i^ow, i-»unn, n.ueie, ouu

second clocking in the 50-yard Donahue, Bruce MeCreedy anji

Columbio-Soufhern
Ch«micol Corporotion

Interview Date: February 25
Opporfunifies available in seven
plants: New Martinsville, W Va .

darberfon, O., Lake Charles', La.,
Corpus Christi, Tex., Jersey City
N. J., Bartlett, Calif., ond Beau-
harnois, Quebec, Canada. »v

Producers of heavy industrial chem-
icals: soda ash, chlorine, cousiic
sodO' onhydrous amnnonia '

titonium
tetrachloride, and other chlorinated
products.

freestyle to edge teammate Bill

Cassin for first place as Villa-

nova swamped Seton Hall, 52-29,

Ted Moriarty picked up firsts.

Rumbarger, prepping for the

big one, was third in the 100.

Reseorch, develooment, production,
design ond mainfenonce opportun;-
hes open for men in these categdrici

as, MS, PhD Chemists; BS & Mb
Chem. Engrs.; BS CE's; BS Mt s;

dS EE's; BS Indus. Engrs.; BS In-
strument Engrs.; and PhL) PhysJiisis.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
MOTOR lODGE
King of Prussia, Pa.

MANAGED BY BX-VILLANOVAN
JIM McNAMARA

Closi of '47

• 6S LUXURIOUS UNITS • lACH WITH PRIVAtc matu

• SWIMMING POOL AND KIDoS? WADING FOOL
• MOOT REASONABLE RATES IN THIS AREA

9o ent-holf milt post fftt tell 9att to Routo 202 NORTH.
HEADQUARTERS FOR FAIMILY AND

FRIENDS OF VILLANOYANS

FOR RESERVATIONS
WRITE: HOWARD JOHNSON'S

MOTOR LODGE
Kliifl of Pnisslo. Po.

fHOMi: IRoodwoy f-SSOO

• • • •
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Bob Pinto-Swimmer, Scholar
Bob Pinto is a senior English

major with aspirations of going
to law school after leaving Vil-

lanova. This, in itself, does not

make Bob any different than
any other average Villanovan.

Bob, however, is a B-H student,

editor of the Belle Aire a feature

writer for the VILLANOVAN,
contributor to the Lynx and in

his "spare" time, a member of

the varsity swimming team.

All these activities would
seem to make Bob a little more
than average . . , not so, ac-

cording to Bob, who explains

it away as part of the Thom-
istic philosophy which says four

hours of study, four hours of

of intellectual relaxation and

four hours of physical relaxa-

tion . . . and when you lie down
at night you feel that you have

accomplished something.

Our concern is with the phys-

ical relaxation part of Bob's

day ... his swimming.

In relating how he got start-

ed in swimming and describing

his biggest thrill since he began

his career as a tankman, Bob
tells quite a story.

"I wanted to be in a sporting

activity at West Catholic High

80 1 joined the bowling team and

when that didn't satisfy me I

went out for the track team. I

was lucky and won a spot high-

jumping. This new position

didn't last long because I de-

veloped a condition in my knee

(long medioal term) which I

didn't realize I had until one

day I went over the bar and my
leg snapped."
While recuperating in the hos-

pital, both Bob's nurse, a Mrs.

Wakely, who had a son who was

a standout swimmer for a Phil-

adelphia school and Bob's doctor

prescribed swimming to get the

injured knee back In shape.

Bob took their advice and his

aquatic career was underway.

Bob was successful from the be-

ginning.

He came in second in Phila-

delphia in the sprints and made
the team at Villanova. He was
also on the freestyle relay team
which set the school record last

year against V.M.I. (3:48.7 B.

Pinto, L. Pinto, L. Schoener, Joe

Mason.)
Bob's biggest thrill came

against the University of Penn-
sylvania. Bob won both the 50

Russell Hits Mark
Charlie Russell last week hit

the rifle shooters' magic number
by shooting a magnificent 290
out of a possible 300. Russell,

a sophomore, is only the second
Villanovan to reach 290; Hank
Miller did it in 1956.

However, despite Russell's

brilliant score, Villanova bowed
to unbeaten Lehigh, in an away
match, 1402 to 1390. For the

Wildcat varsity it was the sec-

ond loss in five outings. Other
Villanova scorers included Chris

Kloss, 280; Lou Spevetz, 277;

Frank Murtha, 276; and Ed
Hogan, 267.

This Saturday the team trav-

els to New London, Ck>nn. to

compete in the Coast Guard
Academy's annual invitational

tournament.
The N.R.O.T.C. rifle squad

also suffered defeat last week,

being sunk by P.M.C., 1367 to

1350. Lou Spevetz, top man in

the match, shot the highest

score of his career, a fine 287.

The other four who counted for

the Navy unit were Carigliano,

275; Ackerman, 266; Walsh,

262; and Nolan, 260.

By JIM MURRAY
of the Villanovan Staff

and 100 yard sprints. The meet
was all tied up going into the

last event, the freestyle relay.

Bob was anchor man (Penn's

anchor man was Joe Wakely, the

fellow whose mother, a nurse,

suggested that Bob take up
swimming) Joe and Bob swam
stroke for stroke for the entire

race but Bob "touched out" first

and won the race and Villanova

won the meet.
It was diflticult to get a person-

al story out of Bob because all

that he wanted to talk about
was the team and swimming in

general. Excitedly he blurted

out, "I think that swimming is

the best sport at Villanova.

There are no scholarships,

therefore no pressures . . . if

you can't make a practice you
simply tell coach Geisz or Jack
Lumsden. As long as you're

serious about wanting to be on
the team they'll work out a
training schedule and help you.

Our swimming schedule is like

Notre Dame's football schedule.

We meet Army, Navy, West
Chester, LaSalle, etc . . . all

scholarship schools."

Well, this interviewer sure

was convinced by Bob, in fact

when he was done talking I was
ready to jump into the pool

—

clothes and all—and I can't even

swim. Bob doesn't like law
school, he would make quite a
salesman.

Ron Delany, who has just beaten Brian Hewson rather hand-
ily In the Inquire Mile, offers some words of condolence and
perhaps advice to the visiting Englishman.

thc cma-cou cohmmv.

QE.D.
Yes, it's been demonstrated time and time

again, that for real refreshment it's Coke
every time! Add up that cold crisp taste,

that lively lift and you really have a drink

worth going after. So whenever the crowd
has a multiple thirst, make the high pign

of good taste . . . pass around the

Coca-Cola! Quod £rat Demonstrandum!

6^1^ Ĵ/}

BE REALLY REFRESHED ...HAVE A COKE!

BottUd uml«r outhorMy of Th* Coco-Cola Company by

THI raiLADILPHIA COCA COLA •OTTUN# CO.

Awoiting yowi AwuvaL
Clean, comfortable and reasonable accommodationi
for male students, clubs, teams, administrators and
groups in the heart of midtown New York, close to
ail transp.ortstion and nearby Empire State Build-
ing. All conveniences, cafeteria, coffee shop, tailor,
laundry, barber shop, TV room, tours, etc. Booklet C.
Rates: Single Roomi |2.20-|2.30; Double Rooms $3.20-$3.60

WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
1

3M Wilt 34tli St. Naw York, N. Y. OXtard 8-8133 (ar. Pins Sta.)

OnCaniQS
with

{By theA uthor of "Rally Round the Flag, Boya!" and,

"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

POVERTY CAN BE FUN

It is no disgruce t<> be poor. It is un ern}r, hut it 18 no disgrace.

So if your purse is empty, do not skulk and brood and hide

your head in shame. Stand tall. Admit your poverty. Admit it

freely and frankly and ull kinds of g(K)d things will happen to

you. Take, for instance, the case of Hlos.soin Sigafoos.

Blossom, an impecunious freslunan at an Fastern girls*

college, was smart as a whip and roufid as a dumpling, and

scarcely a day went by when she didn't get invited to a party

weekend at one of the nearby men's schools. But Blos.som never

accepted. She did not hajve the rail fare; she did not have the

clothes. Weekend after weekend, while her classmates went

frolicking. Blossom siit alone, saved from utter despair only by

her imck of Murlboros, for even an exchequer as slim as Blos-

som's can afford the joys of Marllwro—joys far beyond t'.eir

jMiltry price: rich, mellow tobaccos, lovingly cured and care-

fully packed; a new improved filter that works like a charm.

Cn)esus himself could not buy a l)etter cigarette

!

However, Marlboro's most passionate admirers—among
whose numl)er I am |>aid to count myself— would not claim

that Marllx)ro can entirely replace love and romance, and Blos-

som grew steadily moroser. >

WM ^/^^^^^^m'/'^/i7^^kr'
Then one day came a phone call from an intelligent sopho-

more named Tom O'Shanter at a nearby men's college. "Blos-

som," said Tom, "I want you to come down next week for the

barley festival, and I won't take no for an answer."

"No," said Blossom.

"Foolish girl," said Tom gently. "I know why you refuse me.
It is because you are poor, isn't it?"

/ "Yes," said Blossom.

"I will send you a railroad ticket," said Tom. "Also a small

salami in case you get hungry on the train."

"But I have nothing to wear," said Blossom.

Tom replied, "I will send you one suit of cashmere, two
gowns of lace, three slacks of velvet, four shoes of calf, five socks

of nylon, and a partridge in a pear tree."

"That is most kind," said Blossom, "but I fear I cannot
dance and enjoy myself while back home my poor lame brother
Tiny Tim lies abed."

"Send him to Mayo Brothers and put it on my tab," said

Tom.
"You are terribly decent," said Blossom, "but I cannot come

to your party because all the other girls at the party will be
from rich, distinguished families, and my father is lut a humble
woodcutter."

"I will buy him Yosemite," said Tom.
"You have a great heart," said Blossom. "Hold the phone

while I ask our wise and kindly old Dean of Women whether it

is proper for me to accept all these gifts."

She went forthwith and asked the Dean of Women, and
the Dean of Women laid her wise and kindly old hand on
Blossom's cheek and said, "Child, let not false pride rob you
of happiness. Accept these gifts from Tom."

"Lord love you, Wise and Kindly," breathed Blossom, drop-
ping grateful tears into the Dean's reticule. "I must run and
tell Tom."

"Yes, run, child," said the Dean, a smile wrinkling her wise

and kindly old eyes. "And ask him has he got an older brother."
O IMO Mai Bbuloiaa

The makwofMUr-tip Marlboro, who bring you thtseolumn,
are aleo the tnakere of non-Mter Philip Morris, who alao

bring you thie column. Whichever you chooee, you're right.

'*" ':'( 'T".^
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CoUymore, Delany, Jenkins,

Bragg Headline AAU Card
Even though the under-man-

ned Wildcats have no chance of
winning the team title they held
in 1957, ViUanova track fans are
expected to converge on Madi-
son Square Garden in force for
the National AAU champion-
ships on Saturday.
Not only does this promise to

be the most thrilling meet of
what veteran track fans have
called "the best indoor season
in' years," but four Villanovans
or former Villanovans will put
their 1958 national champion-
ships on the line.

More correctly, three of them
will be defending their titles.

Ed Collymore, winner in the 60-

year dash last year, will prob-

ably try to win the 600 this

week.
The local defenders are Chat-

ley Jenkins (1957 grad) in the

600, Ron Delany (1958 grad) in

the mile suid Don Bragg (1957
grad) in the pole vault (in

which event he was co-titlist

with Bob Gutowski).
Fourth Straight

Collymore won his fourth
straight 600 in the Inquirer
Games last Friday, but a heavy
cold and the lack of workouts
due to poor weather held his

time down to 1:13.4.

Towards the end of that race

Colly was laboring, and he just

withstood the late rally by Josh
Culbreath. Then, in the mile re-

lay, in which Villanova came in

third behind Morgan State and
Manhattan, Ed was straining to

finish his lead-off leg.

On Saturday in the New York
A.C. meet, Collymore felt sick,

so he scratched from the 500
and the mile relay. A quartet
of Joe Mannion, Vic DiMaio, Jim
Blackburn and Nick DeAnglis
won a section mile relay in

3:23.1.

If Collymore is well enough,
he will go after Jenkins' crown
in the 600 and may also run on
the mile relay team. Then again,

Coach Jumbo Jim Elliott may
elect to go along with the quar-
tet of two juniors and two soph-
omores.

Charley Stead took second

ByTOM GOLDSCHMIOT
of the Villanovan Staff

place behind George Dennis with
a 6-8 high jump on Friday, and
tied for second on a 6-5 leap on
Saturday. The stimulus of

championship competition could

carry Stead even higher this

week.

. John Buckley, defending IC4A
outdoor broadjump champion,
will compete in that event this

week (for the first time this

winter) after taking fifth place

in the Inquirer's hop-step-and-

jump.

Villanova graduates had a
big weekend on the banked
boards over the past week-
end.

DonBraggbrokethe
world's indoor record In the
pole vault by going over 15-

feet, 91/2 inches in the In-

quirer meet Then he set the
N.Y.A.C. meet record by do-
ing 15-4 >/2 on Saturday.

Ron Delany broke the In-

quirer Mile record with a
4:05.8 clocking, then out-

sprinted Tom Murphy to win
the 880 on Saturday for his

34th straight indoor victory.

George Sydnor, showing
none of the muscle trouble 1m
suffered last year, looked
sharp in taking second in

Friday's 50 and fourth in

Saturday's 60.

Alex Breckenridge, of Scot-

land, won a "B" two-mile
race in 9:22.8, then finished

a distant fourth in faster

company on Saturday. He Is

not yet in top shape.

Charley Jenkins looked
plenty fast in the 500 on Sat-
urday, but that extra sharp-
ness that comes with steady
training was missing as he
failed to catch winner Josh
Culbreath. It was only Jen-
kins' second race of the year.

Hubie White, freshman bas-
ketball star, will join Buckley
in the broad jump. He took
second place in the Inquirer hop-
step-and-jump with 47 feet, 6
inches.

In the 60-yard sprint, fresh-
man Paul Drayton will try to

improve on his third-place finish

in last weekend's two meets. An-
other freshman, Frank Budd,
may also compete, although an
ankle injury could shelve him
for another week.

Freshman Quartets

In the sprint medley and two-
mile relay, Jumbo Elliott will

probably elect to use freshman
squads. He says he doesn'tOld Grads Capture

ln/^/>^r TrA#-L Cl^vxiY^^^^ who'll run on the teams,
inaOOr l raCK VJlOry and probably won't decide un-

till Friday.

But, chances are the two-mile
squad will be composed of Pat
Nicastro, Francis Hagerty, Jon
Dante and Angelo Siveri. A like-

ly group for the sprint medley
is John Mannion, Carl Wagner,
Bob Raemore and Bob Coffil.

In the high hurdles, senior

Jack Van Deusen and freshmen
Coffil and Leon Pras will com-
pete. In the pole vault, it'll be
soph Norbert McNulty, who took
fifth place in an afternoon event
in the Inquirer Games.

Two-Mile Relay

There is a chance that a vars-

ity two-mile relay team will

compete, composed of sophs Bill

Tinney and Gene Rogers, junior

Bob Grodesky and senior Vic
DiMaio.

That unit did not look very
good in the Inquirer meet, fin-

ishing a distant fourth in its

section. If Elliott does not en-

ter them in the relay, they will

probably compete singly in the

1000, mile or two mile.

In the Philadelphia meet,

sophs Lance Hugelmyer and

Henry Neil took third and fifth,

respectively, in the 1000 novice

run. Tim McNamar finished

far back in the pack in the two-

mile.

\l

Charley Jenkins, who won the Sage 600 in the Inquire Games
last week, poses with Josh Culbreath, of the Philadelphia Pione-
ers, who took second place, not more than a stride behind Colly-
more.

Cats Meet Buffalo Tonite

1 ••
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Villanova, forced into a week-
long idleness by a rather pre-

posterous schedule, returns to

the hard wood tonight to begin
what should be a hectic four
night travelogue.

After defeating Canisus 57-

48 in a satisfactory, albeit non-
stirring, contest last Wednes-
day, the Cats have spent a week
without competition. They more

;, than compensate for this in the
next four days.

Tonight they take on Buffalo
in the second game of a double-
header at the Palestra. Then
they journey to New York where
they meet tough N.Y.U. in Mad-
ison Square Garden Thursday.

Just how tough N.Y.U. is was
indicated last week when they
defeated highly rated West Vir-
ginia in a bruising over-time
battle.

Following the N.Y.U. game,
Villanova will take the North
Carolina extension of the I.R.T.,

and travel to Raleigh to play
sixth-ranked North Carolina

State.

How to Stress the Obvious!

Raleigh, N. C.l There they

many expect an anything but

hospitable welcome from coach

By TOM TROY
of the Villanova Staff

Everett Case's Confederate
Yankees. Led by two Philadel-

phians, 6-8 John Richter and 5-9

Lou Pucillo, the Wolfpack is as
friendly as its nickname.
John Driscoll and George Rav-

eling will really have their hands
full in trying to combat Richter
George Stepanovich, and Bob
MacGillivary off the boards.
And Richter, besides being a

fine rebounder, just passed the
1000 point mark in scoring, and
he is rated as one of the best
centers in the South.
His South Philly buddy, Pu-

cello, is about as good a ball-

handler as there is, and when
he and the big V's Jim Huggard
meet, sparks should fly.

Coach Al Severance has been
extremely successful in his

choice of reserves in the last

two games, howerer. In AL-
toona, he called on Rich Kamini-
ski, and Rich responded with a
fine floor game and 16 big points.

Then Villanova received its

second successive starring per-

formance by a reserve as it de-

feated the defensively tough
Griffins of Canisius last week^

Kenny Harrison, lithe, springy
senior, came off the bench very
late in the first half to propel
Villanova into a 23-20 lead, then
sparked in the entire second half
as he scored a season's high of
18 points.

Canisius employed the now
usual tactic of holding the ball
and trying to draw Villanova
out of its zone defense and stop
the Cats fast break attack.

They partly achieved this—
the Cats ran less than in any
other game—but the tight 1-2-2

zone and good shooting by Jim
Huggard and Harrison (7 for 8)
enabled V.U. to overcome this
strategy.

Huggard wound up with 14
points, and Jim Kenny threw
some nice passes to George Rav-
eling (11 points), but this game
was all "Harry".

If Harrison can repeat his

performance and the enigmatic
Ryan will produce at his poten-
tial, the 'Cats would stand a
chance of upsetting North Caro-
lina State.

And should that happen, Vil-

lanova would be in a fine mind
to deal with its last regular sea-

son appointment—LaSalle

Hubie White, freshman basketball star, leaps 47 feet, 6 ladies

I

to take second place in the Inquire hop-step-and-jump.
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FHANTOM TRACK

MEET

See Poge 14

\

fCELLEY SCORES

KENNEDY EDITORIAL

SeePogeS
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Tommy Dorsey Band Chosen

For Junior Prom^ May I

Frank Hagerty takes the baton from Jon Dante as he begins
tlie 440 leg of the freshmandistance medley relay in ConventioR
H*ll. The frosh squad off Dante, Hagerty, Carl Wagner and Angelo
SIvieri won by half a lap.

"WABKEN COVINGTON
In The Dorsey Menner

Free Day Fate

Up In Air;

Vote Tonight
lyJOHNJ.CURTIN

of the Villaaovaa Staff

Tonight's the night when
what used to be the easiest and
most pleasant of all Student
Cpuncil functions could erupt

into a full-scale battle royal.

At its regular bi-weekly meet-

ing in the center lounge, Dough-
erty Hall, this evening at 6:30,

the council will find itself con-

fronted with the suddenly con-

troversial "free day" decision.

The motion was tabled for

further investigation at the last

meeting, but there seems no es-

cape this time.

It used to be that the decie-

sion over the allotment of "free

day" allowed the council each

year came as a matter of course

—the day off generally coming
around St Patrick's Day.

This year, with St. Patrick's

Day coming on a Tuesday, it

(Continued on Psge 8)

The Tommy Dorsey Orches-

tra win provide the music for

the JuDior Promenade on

Mayl.
Victor Manfred!, chairman of

the band committee for the af*

fair, announced today that the

Dorsey band—under the direc-

tion of Warren Covington—has

been signed for the prom, which
will be held as usual in the field

house.

The theme of the prom, which
is generally considered one of

the highlights of Junior Week,
wiU be "Midnight Magic" ac-

cording to co-diiairmen Lari^

Maucher and Dan Spada.

Cbairmen Pleased

Both chairmen expressed de-

light with the signing of the

Dorsey orchestra. Said Maucher,

"This is the band we wanted.

It was the Arst one we went
after, and we're proud to have

signed an orchestra of this sta-

ture for the prom. Vic (Man-

fred!) deserves a lot of credit

for all the work he did."

Announcement of the signing

of the Dorsey unit completed the

list of musical arrangements for

the major social events of the

second semfster.
The senior class announced

that they had procured the

Glenn Miller band for their prom
last month.

By coincidence both classes

signed bands which are per-

forming under the names of

their original leaders, now de-

ceased. (The Miller band is pres-

ently under the leadership of

Ray McKinley.)

From Upper Darby
Covington, who took over Dor-

soy's orchestra under the spon-

sorship of the Dorsey estate

following the death of the man
who became known as the

"Sentimental Crentleman," is a
native of this area. He began
his musical career singing in his

church choir in Upper Darby.

As with Dorsey, his first mus-
ical training was on a trumpet,

but he switched to the trombone
in high school. Strangely-
enough, that paths of Dorsey
and Covington, the young man
who would one day wave his

baton, crossed very few times.

Their only appearances to-

gether were when Ck)vington

played with the Dorsey band fc*'

a few recording sessions.

Covington's trombone work,
however, was being featured

with some of the country's top
bands, including Les Brown and
(Sene Krupa.

Keeps Dorsey Style

When Dorsey died, he left

behind a traditional style of

music—featuring the "sweet"
trombone—that had become a

part of the American band
scene. Covington, when selected

to s*jcceed the famous leader at

the helm of the band, elected to

direct in the same style.

Thus, for the second time this

year the famous music of a man
now dead will echo through the

field house.

Russian Satire Premieres

Tonight In Field House

Freslunan WiUuun Long, newly elected Student CoancU resi-

dent representative is congratulated by his campaign conunittee.

They are left to right: Robert Dwyer, Long, Ted Rodgers, Terry
Donnelly, and Dom Minerva.

Freshmen Elect McMonagle,

Long To Student Council
BY WILLIAM J. SPEERS
of the Villanovan Staff

James McMonagle, resident

engineer, and William Long, day

hop arts major triumphed in the

Freshmen Student Council Elec-

tions last Thursday.

The official vote:

James McMonagle—316

William Long—207
David Gilbert—162
Robert Benson—151

Bruce Bechold—132
William Sabo—65

McMonagle, a member of the

freshmen basketball team, and
Long, an NROTC student, both

thanked the freshmen and those

who assisted in the campaigns.

Long vowed he would seek

more recreational facilities for

day hops and in event of a food

poll failure, a resident cafeteria

improvement program.
Kelley Angry

John P. Kelley, elections com-

mittee chairman, was annoyed

at the poor turnout for the elec-

tions.

Of 1138 possible votes, only a

LONG

few more than 500 were cast.

Kelley gave no reason for the

poor vote. "My committee did a
complete job of publicizing the

event," Kelley said.

Kelley admitted that the var-

ious candidates did a "fairly

good" job in organizing and
executing their campaigns.

He also thanked the commit-

tee members, including, Jerry

McGrath, Francisio Pacheco,

Tom Hoffman, Pete O'Brian,

Tom Chambers, John Dinnen,

Mimi Crowson, Bob Murphy,
Frank Dunn, Sheldon Pollock,

Bob DeLisa, and Larry Oirour-

me.
Formal Acceptance

Murphy, president of the Stu-

dent Council, congratulated the

new representatives and an-

nounced that they would be

formally accepted into the Coun-

cil soon.

"We welcome them and which

them the best of luck in their

efforts',, Murphy said.

McMONAGLE

By FRANK J. DYNAN
of tte VUlMMfvaa BtM

"Inspector General,'*
written by Nikoli Gogol
and produced by the Belle

Masque Dramatic Society,

opens tonight at 8:30 in

the Field House.
The production, a Russian

comedy, will continue through
Sunday night; curtain time for

all performances will be 8:30
p.m. Price to Villanova stu-

dents and their dates has been
set at $1.

Tickets are still available to-

day in the Pie Shoppe, and here-

after can be purchased at the

box office.

Drama Arts head Richard A.
Duprey, the play's director, has
announced that the show will

be staged "in the round," that
is, the stage will be circular,

areana type, encircled by the

audience. This was tried here
once before, also under Duprey.
He feels that the theatre in

the round method will be an as-

set in the production of this

particular show. "It is exereme-

ly important to get the actors

closer together," he said.

Creates Realism
Another advantage is a cer-

tain sense of intimacy which it

creates between the actors and
their audience. It helps the

playgoers forget that what they

see is a performance rather than

an actual occurance.

"Inspector General" is a sa-

tire which pokes fun at the ways
of the country people and poli-

ticians of Russia more than a
century ago, and in general, the

characteristics of all men.
Duprey cited several reasons

for choosing this particular play.

Among them are its ranking as

one of the greatest comedies of

all time, its large number of

male roles, and its Russian back-

ground in a Russia conscious

age .

The choice has presented a
few problems ,he admitted.

"Like all good comedy, it needs

precise timing. Also it requires

a great number of demanding
roles, and the humor must be

delicately balanced between

broad slapstick and subtle ex-

aggeration."

Cast Interviewed

In the past week, many of the

cast members were asked their

opinion o fthe show and its state

of readiness. Senior English

major Owen Klein and junior

Education major Alan Willig

both expressed a cautious dis-

like for the play.

Klem stated that "the show
lacks some o fthe high and low
moods that many audiences look

for." Willig said that the roles

were challenging but that the

cast has for the most part ful-

filled its obligations to Gogol."

Senior Political Science major
John Camion said that "that the

(Continued on Page U)
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Orchestra To Accompany
TnT's Tiper-Heidsieck 98'

February 25, 1989 THE VILLANOVAN Pa««3

BY THOMAS M. WOLF
of the VUlaaovma Staff

Turf 'n Tinsel's spring mus-
ical will be accompanied by an
orchestra for the first time since
1950, according to Gaiy Tackas,
president.

This year's offering will be a
revival of 1950*8 show, "Piper-
heidsieck 98," slated for pre-
sentation April 22-26.

Afembership in the group has
swelled to 120, and 62 students,
largely sophomores and fresh-
men, tried out for parts Febru-
ary 12. Two rehearsials have al-

ready been held for the two
dance groups which will alter-

nate numbers during the show.
A large measure of enthusi-

asm has been aroused over the
return of the orchestra, which
will replace the piano accompan-
iment used for the past eight
productions.

Rev. Henry Syvinski O.S.A.,

is organizing the orchestra in
collaboration with Herbert Fisk,
director of the band and glee
club. Tackas, senior Finance
major, hopes to use Villanova
and Immaculata College girls to
supplement the string section.

Seniors Star
The cast has been chosen, and

Council

Student
Votes On Training

Office Candidates
The Student Ck)uncil will vote

tonight on a motion made by

WVIL Meets
To Nominate
New Officers
Radio station officials for

next year will be nominated to-

night at a meeting in WVIL's
. studios at 7 P. M. They will be
'. selected primarily from this

year's underclassmen.
Station manager Bill Wash-

ington said that eligible students
were discussed at last week's
meeting but that the decision
was deferred until this week.
Underclassmen are expected to
be named to almost all the avail-

able positions.

Last week's meeting saw the
reopening of the question of the
station's popular music policy

which has often been the target
of criticism in the past.

Bequests Allowed
As a possibile solution, the

music department made plans
for a request system. Request
forms to be filled out by inter-

ested students are now avail-

able at the Dougherty Hall bul-

letin board.

Space has been provided on
the cards for the desired song,
the recording artist, and the
show on which it should be
played. ,:...•;.;,.;.,.

At tonight's meeting Wash-
ington stated that plans for pos-
sible broadcast of a Villanova-

NTT game will be discussed. He
said however that because of

existing station schedules, only
a Thursday night game could be
covered.

New Shows
New shows recently inaugu-

rated by WVIL are an interview
program conducted by senior

English major Ed Currall and
a section of Jazz Suite, to be an-
nounced and produced by Tom
McKenna, another senior Eng-
lish major.

Varsity basketball player Ken
Harrison, who produced his own
beatnik jazz show last semester,

is expected to return in the

near future, Washington also

annoiiAoed.

the major roles will be filled by
seniors Tackas, Bemie McGee,
Don Keinpf, Joe Lynch and Bob
Dilks.

In Une with the tradition of
casting athletes in minor roles,

eight football players will rep-

resent Atlantic City lifeguards
in a specialty number.

Participants in the past have
been Don Luzzi in 1958, Don!
Bragg and Ron Delany in 1957,
and Gene FHlipski in 1954.
jkq-a

"Pipcr-heidr«ook 98" in the
name of a quality champagne,
and was chosen as the show's
title by the author and com-
poser. Bob Whelan, publicity di-

rector of the athletic depart-
ment.
An appeal for stage workers

has been answered by over 40
applicants, and set construction
will begin next week, under
stage crew chief, Andy Lohr,
senior Marketing major.

Ambitloiis Sets
Staging this year is an am-

bitious project. Sets will be
made for scenes of the Main
Line, Vienna, Paris and London.
*'This is a greater construction

task than ever before attempt-
ed," said Tackas.

A business staff, headed by
Mike Axt, senior Finance major,
has sent letters to the parents
of each student, soliciting pa-

trons, for $2, and sponsors, for

$5. The purchase of a sponsor
entitles the buyer to two compli-

mentary tickets to any evening
show.
A special showing will be

given on Sunday, April 26, for

mothers of juniors who are here
for Junior week.

John Rogers Carroll, left, Victor H. Blanc, center and Samuel
Dash, right, study an old edition of Pennsylvania Laws by Ben-
jamin Franklin before their debate on wire-tapping last Wednes-
day.

Mechanical Engineers Will
Hold Freshman Orientation

Beatnik Talk
Given Today
By Quaglia
The Literary Club will hear

the presentation of a paper
dealing with Kerouac and his

"Beat Generation" by senior
English major Ray Quaglia this

afternoon in the east lounge of
Dougherty Hall.

The meeting—first of the sec-

ond semester for the campus
literary organization—^will be
held at 3:30 p.m.

Club president Jack Curtin,

senior English major, said that
the public is invited to attend
the reading and discussion per-

iod that will follow.

"We thhik that the Beat Gen-
eration, because of the publicity

it

to every modem student," said

Curtin, "and the author of this

particular paper is quite famil-

iar with the work of Kerouac
Quaglia first presented the

paper in fulfillment of the re-

quirements for his senior Eng-
lish seminar. It was recom-
mended for presentation to the

Literary Club by Dr. John Phil-

lipson, of the English depart-

ment.
Curtin also said that the

showing of a motion picture, an-

nounced last semester in con-

junction with the Opera Class-

ica and Belle Masque societies,

is now "beyond the planning

stages, and the movie should be

shown in the next two weeks.'*

Pi Tau Sigma, the honorary
Mechanical Engineering fratern-
ity on campus, will hold fresh-
man mechanical engineering ori-

entation today at 2:30 p.m. in

215 Mendel Hall.

The afternoon program will

feature talks by Professor
George Auth, head of the Me-
chanical EIngineering Depart-
ment, by other faculty members
and by senior Mechanical En-
gineers.

These talks will be followed
by a guided tour of the facili-

ties of the Mechanical Engine-
ering Department and demon-
strations of the equipment in

the various laboratories.

Help In Pleking
The primary purpose of this

"open house" is to assist the
freshmen engineers in picking
their major.
The fraternity members hope

to achieve this end by present-
hig a thumbnail sketch of Me-

phase of engineering, the fresh-
man will be acquainted with the
jobs available to Mechanical En-
gineers after graduation.
Both the faculty members

and the seniors will answer any
questions or difficulties which
may arise during the afternoon.

Upper Quarter
The fraternity is composed of

Junior and Senior Mechanical
Engineers who are in the upper
quarter of their class on the
basis of cumulative averages,
and who show sound engineer-
ing ability and promise of suc-
cess in their field .

The Villanova chapter of Pi
Tau Sigma was chartered on
April 10, 1958. The purpose of
the fraternity is to honor out-
standing Mechanical Engineer-
ing students and to assist the
Mechanical Engineering Depart-
ment.

The present officers of the
Villanova chapter are • George

senior class president Oz Scog-
na, proposing the establishment
of a training program for Stu-
dent Council representatives.

The training program con-
sists of three hour long sessions
to be held a week before nom-
inations and the two weeks fol-

lowing the nominations.

Attendance at these meetings
is voluntary but a list of those
attending will be published.
The tirst meeting will intro-

duce the nominees to the pro*
gram in general.

It will also divide the nomin-
ees into seven groups, candi-
dates for Student Council, Class
Vice Presidents, Secretaries,
Treasurers, and Sopho-
more, Junior, and Senior Pres-
idents will be put in separate
groups.

Copies of the Student Council
Constitution will be distributed.
The second meeting will con-

sist of the talks by two repre-
sentatives of the administra-
tion and two representatives of
the Student Council on duties
and responsibilities of officers.

The talks will last about one
half hour and the remaining
half hour will be devoted to a
question and answer period.

The final meeUng will be a
discussion of the constitution
and a short test on the basic
content of the constitution.

chanical E2ngineering from class-

room to industry.

The various courses of the
engineering curriculum will be
outlined and dealt with in brief.

After running through this

_ Dinner Donee Ducafs
hiu ' received, is~of'^hi7ei^t

I

Go On SolO Mondoy
Senior dinner dance chairman

Harry Devlin announced yester-

day that the theme of the dinner
dance will be "When Twilight
Shadow Gather". The use of a
theme will be in keeping with a
precedent established by the

class of '58.

Tickets will go on sale March
2, and continue until March 6.

Joanne Zaremba senior nurse,

has been appointed to the dinner
dance committee, in charge of
favors.

Nickel Ditfribution

An e»tiinated (>0 per cent of the

total free world nickel supplies

available in 1957 was delivered to

the United SUtes.

Christman, president, Jim
Woodward, vice president; Mel-
vin Ventura, treasurer; and sec-

retaries Joe Hargadon and Bob
Powers.

IC4A Tickets On Sole
Between 400 and 500 tkk-

kets have been made avail-

abk to Villanova students for

the IC4A track champion-
ships in MadisoB Square Gar-
den, New York on February
28. They are now available

at the field house for one dol-

lar.

The annual event has been

won by Villanova for the past

two years. Student attend-

ence at the meet has always
been high.

Entries For

Queen Contest

Now Accepted
Entries for the Senior Queen

contest are now being accepted
in either 122 Sheehan or in the
Student Activities' Office. The
deadline for all entries is March
4.

Photo must be at least 3x5
inches in size, and should con-
tain the following information
on their reverse sides: student's
name, his mrjor, '. his date's
name, her school or occupation,
her hometown, her height, color
of hair, color of eyes, and her
age.

Television personality Jack
Paar will select five fmalists.
The queen will be chosen from
the finalists, and she will be in-

troduced at the Prom. Names
and pictures of the finalists will
be published hi the VILLA-
NOVAN soon after the Easter
vacation.

It was announced by Greg
Dean, Prom chairman that the
final date for entries will be ex-
tended to March 6, if necessary.
The Queen will receive a bou-

quet and the tickets for the
dance.

Dick: "I'm trying to avoid an
argument—and all you do is sit

there and say nothing,"

'Before you drink like a fish,

remember that a fish doesn't
have to walk home."

—Old Indian Proverb

Tchaikovsky's Opera
Presented Tonight
The Opera-Classica club will

present Bruchner's Symphony
No. 5 and Tchaikovsky's Marche
Slav tonight in the east lounge

of Dougherty Hall. The program
will begm at 7:30 P. M. All

members and others interested

in classical music are urged to

attend.

The Opera-Classica club has

has announced that The Acad-
emy of Music is presenting
Renata Tibaldi Thursday even-

ing and a complete sell out is

anticipated.

i>

Radio Editorial Boosts

Poll on Food Preferences
BY MICHAEL TIGHE
of the VilUnovan Staff

The results of a food poll

taken last Thursday and Friday
in the residents' dining hall are

now being tabulated.

The poll came as a result of

numerous complaints by resi-

dent students concerning the

quality of the food now being

served.

Conducted by the Student

Union and Special Problems
Committee of the Student Coun-
cil, the poll was the first positive

action taken in answer to the

imiversal concern for the food

problem.
In an editorial delivered last

Wednesday by the News and
Sports Department of radio sta-

tion WVIL, the acuteness of the

cafeteria food situation was
emphasized.

Food Question

The poll, three pages long,

listed over 100 meals, and posed

the question, "How do you like

this dish?" Choices of answers

were "not at all," "indifferent,"

"good," and "very much."
WVIL, in its editorial given

on the eve of the poll, stressed

the seriousness of it. It asked
that the students be sincere in

their critique of the kitchen, and
that they refrain from tagging

Every soldier snapped to atten-

tion when the major entered the

mess hall except the new recruit

cook. > ..;'.

"Why didn't you come to at-

tention when I entered?" the

major asked.
"Sir," came the recruit's reply,

"I'm cooking a recipe that says

'Do not stir for 20 minutes.'"

Villanova Second
In Big Five Vote
When Villanova takes on La-

Salle College in the final city

Series game on March 7, the

deciding ballots will be cast for

the virinner of this year's Sports-

manship Award among Big Five

'schools.

This week's standuigs for the
' award show St. Joseph's College,

winnfet for the past two years,

^till in the lead with a rating of

9.45 out of a possible 10' points.

With less than two weeks re-

maining in the City Series

.' scnedule, Villanova is in sebond

;. place wth an 8.27 rating. LaSalle

"is running a close third with

7.96, and Temple and Penn fol-

low in fourth and fifth place

respectively. ^ ; ;^ ;

'

This is the third year for the

award, which was instituted by
the Collegiate Council of Great-

er Philadelphia.

The judging is done by repre-

sentatives of three Philadelphia

newspapers, and the sports de-

partment of radio station WIP.

Arts Frat Continues
Pledcping To Easter

Delta Pi Mu, Villanova's arts

fraternity, held its initial pledge

meeting on Monday, February

9.

Of the 88 candidates who
originally applied, 36 remain.

President Al Dombrowski an-

nounced that the pledging would

last from the beginning of Lent

until the Easter break.

The fraternity's pledge nuister

is Harry Rowe. Junior pledge

masters are Dennis Cardone and

Terry Curley. Joe Sayers, and

Jay Callahan will serve as sen-

ior advisors.

All pledge officials, with the

exception of Rowe, were chosen

by the executive council.

everything "lousy".

Poll Results

John Spescha, superintendent

of the Cafeteria, said that the

results of the poll would "de-

finitely have a bearing on the

preparation of future menus."

In commenting on the result

tabulated to date, Fred Wiele,

Junior Electrical Engineer

Chairman of the Special Prob-

lems Committee said, "The
majority of the students seem
to have taken the poll as a ser-

ious thing, and have been con-

scientious in their answers."

(ACP)—A surprise trip to

Hawaii was "awarded" Occiden-

tal college freshman class presi-

dent Bill Paden during hazing at

the Los Angeles school.

Reported the OCCIDENTAL,
50 sophomores kidnapped the

freshman leader as he left a

class, told him he had a one-way

ticket to Honolulu and put him
on a plane with a stack of lit-

erature on Hawaii.

Villanova Seeks
New School Song
Bruce Irving, Spirit Conunit-

tee Chairman has announced a

contest with the objective of

findmg a new school song and
cheer. A singable "catchy" song
set to a well known tune is

also desired.

Entries will be accepted from
now until March 8th at the Stu-
dent Council office in Dougherty
Hail. The new song and cheer
will be heard for the first time
when Villanova plays in the
N.I.T. tournament in New York
City.

Irving urged all students to

participate. Winners will be
awarded prises on March 10th

and their names will appear on
their contribution which will re-

main permanent in Villanova's

repertoire of songs and cheers.

Correct Pereentoge

(ACP)—Freshman's parent to

faculty member: "My, this cam-
pus has really grown since I

was here. How many student
does Tech have now?"

Faculty member: "Oh, about
one in 100, I'd say."

Rafano Reports Discussion

Of Middle East Questions
Robert Rafano, president of

the International Relations So-

ciety said last week that several

guest speakers will address the
coming conference of the Penn-
sylvania Association of Inter-

national Relations Clubs.

The convention, wliich will

deal primarily with the Middle

East situation and the Arab-
Israeli question, has been

scheduled for Friday and Satur-

day, March 13, 14.

"The General Outlook of the

Middle East" will be the subject

of an opening lecture by Keith

Wheelock, research assistant for

the Foreign Policy Institute of

the University of Pennsylvania.

Speaking also at the conven-

tion will be Yaakov Morris, of-

ficer for the Israeli Office of

Information in New York City.

The Arabian viewpoint will be
discussed by Jamal Sa*d, As-

sistant Director of the Arab In-

formation Center in Washington,

D. C.

Following group discussions

on Saturday afternoon* Villa-

nova's Dr. Fred J. Khouri, an
authority on the problems of the

Middle East, will address the

representatives at the banquet
which will clinuuL the conference.

According to Clinton Chin,

President of the PJI.I.R.C. and
Vice-President of Villanova's

I.R.S. several Pennsylvania col-

leges will be represented at the

Convention, which promises to

be a most successful affair.

Co-chairmen of the event Ra-
fano and J. P. Kelly, expressed
the hope that most of the I.R.S.

members will attend the con-

ference..

(ACP;—The other day the
psych class lecture was on job
aptitudes.

The prof finished, "The poUit
is a good poker player can hold
down any sort of an executive
position. Now then, are there
any questions?"
Came the voice from the back

of the room, "What would a
good poker player want with a
job anyway?"

English: SCANDAL MAGAZINE
Thlnkllmh translation: This mag-
azine is put out by a bunch of

troublishers. Their other monthly
offerings: a horror series (feari-

odical), pin-up pictures (leeriodi-

cal) and a fortune tellers* gazette

(seeriodical). Naturally, none car-

ries ads mentioning the honest

taste of fine tobacco. Who'd want
Lucky Strike mixing with that

crowd? As for the scandal sheet,

it's a smeariodical which deserves

nothing but snublicity,

MAKE ^25
Start talking our language—we've got
hundreds of checks just itching to go!

We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish
words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's

a new word from two words—like those on
this page. Send yoiurs to Lucky Strike,

Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclosename,
address, college and class.

W.; CONVERSATION ENOER
' -^^ '*;:

LARRY CIN6ER. fASTERN ILLINOIS U

E„0l..h: ENLARGED PICTURE
•^1

', 'V-

m

ALDACr HOWARD PACIFIC U

English: BIKINI BATHINQ SUIT

English NEARSIOHTeO BASKETBALL TEAM

TMnkW.. PttHWO""

V ttHOH 6O0f«i* "
CAHOLtNA STATf

English: POLICE PUBLICITY

^f^n*h^ mo^kmtEt

Get the genuine article """ " "" •'^•"-

"

-

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE .ALTIII r«i». ••'. ".«•" COLLMl

t^A.r.rm. Frodnd cf

w

— fA/wtofo- is our middle name
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Students Urged to Voice

Fri(^ Day Views to Council
This evening at 6:30 the Student Council will

begin a meeting at which they will decide many
things, all of them affecting the students of the

university.

This is something that happens every two
weeks, but all too often goes unnoticed. This unin-

terested attitude on the part of the student body
stems from many factors, but the one most often

heard is the complaint that council meetings are
dull and council decisions mean nothing anyv^^ay.

Tonight things are different.

^
No student can complain that what happens

in the council chaml)ers this evening does not affect

him, for a decision will be rendered concerning one
of the year.

That is, of course, the decision regarding the
annual "free day" awarded by the council to the
student body. Before the council disbands this

evening a decision will have been made*
The controversy regarding the choice of a day

off—as reported on the front page of the VILLA-
NOVAN—centers around Villanova's acceptance of
an NIT bid.

One faction of the student body claims that the
council should take off one of the days during the
tournament, not only because Villanova is in the
competition, but also because the NIT comes at the
time that traditionally is tke "free day"~St. Pat-
rick's Day.

Another group would like the council to declare
• May 8 as the "free day," since it is the Friday after
Ascension Thursday and would mean a four-day
weekend late in the year.

Obviously, only one side can win, and therefore
there are going to be many disappointed students
no matter which date is chosen. But how many will

do something about trying to get the date they want
chosen, so that they will not be a part of this latter

group?

The Student Council represents the student
body. There is a man on the council to represent

each and every student in the university as of the

freshman elections last week. Any student who has
anything to say about the "free day" can be heard,

either through his representative or by attending

the meeting in person tonight and speaking his

/
piece. .:•;-—:.-...•';,

•,,;.r
••:> :\ \ -';. •:'•^:;,:^r:.v

In fact, we urge every student to do both—see

his representative and attend the council meeting.

Let the council know where you stand before the

vote is cast; not afterwards when it's too late. :

The VILLANOVAN feels that the best pos-

sible date to be chosen is May 8, for a variety of rea-

sons. For one thinsr, just by virtue of the fact that
no one knows when Villanova will be playing would
seem to wipe out any of the NIT dates as a choice.

And the idea of choosing St. Patrick's Day just

because it has become somewhat of a tradition ap- >

pears ridiculous. The holiday falls on a Tuesday this

year, and without the intervening Monday off, there
can be no logic in taking Tuesday as the "free day."

But these are negative reasons, and the positive

aspects of the date in May are more appealing. For
one thing, the May 8 choice will give the students a
four-day break after eight solid weeks of class—

a

period that can be used either for relaxation, catch-

mg up on class work or preparation for exams,
which follow in two weeks.

For another, the four day weekend would fall

on the weekend immediately following Junior Week,
and allow the juniors to recover from the biggest

week of their lives.

For a third, such a selection would seem to bet-

ter benefit the college community as a whole, for

the four day period would be useful to faculty and
administrators too, as well as the students.

We've made ourselves clear—we're for May 8.

If you're smarts you'll make your opinion just as

clear to your representative before he casts his bal-

lot tonight
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Letters to The Editor

Recognition Not; Due Spiritual Leader
In the VILLANOVAN of Roman CaUiolic Church and be legalized at licensed race

February 18, 1959 you publish- home of its spiritual leaders. tracks.
ed an unsigned editorial critiz- The United States of America I would counter the first

ing Sen. John Kennedy, isa political instituticm found- recommendation by suggest-
potential Catholic Democratic ed to safeguard the rgfats of ing a real estate tax on the
presidential candidate in 1960, man. It is our contention that Governor's Mansion. The sec-
for his opposition to the ap- nothing advantageous for the ond proposal is fine with me
pointment of an ambassador to U. S. could be obtained from because soon the tax on ciga-
the Vatican. We feel that you the union of a spiritual state rettes will be so high that I'll

have unjustly assaled him by with our political instituton. have to give up smoking,
saying

:

While we admire your which I've always wanted to
It seems to us that paper's religious sentiment, we do anyway. ! . ^

the Roman Catholic feel that religious fanaticism The third suggestidh is the
Pope, just by virtue of will not and should not be a best Instead of shippin gall

of his position as prominant factor in an Amer- our money across the river as
spiritual leader of mil- ican election. we do now, maybe we can ar-
lions of men, would Sincerely, range a swap with Governor
warrant diplomatic F. W. Boufford, Arts 1961 Meyner, giving him the Phil-

recognition by this R. T. McNamar, Arts 1961 lies in return for Garden
country. . . . State Park. The race track

If the United States govern- SwOD the PhillioS proposal should appeal to

ment appointed an ambassador
j j^^J^ recently read that many students. They

to the Roman Catholic Pope ^^ Pennsylvania Tax Advi- wouldn't have to cut as many
because he is spiritual leader Committee has recom- closes in the spring in order
of millions of men, would it not tended that the state sales *<> get to the track by post
be, in fact, appointing a rep- ^^ y^ increased, that the time.
resentative to an established

cigarette tax go up a penny, v Stanley Muenster
religion? It seems to us this ^^^ ^^^^ pari-mutuel betting Arts
could be construed to a viola- .

——

—

tion of Article I of the Bill of ^Jlf ^Iflf ^ ^ ^^
Rights, which stotes, "Con- HI flI^Ml[itt IJYll

; gress shall make no law re- \ -. v JDp HMirWF%r%m
specting an established ^^ ^*^^J|^C^ . ^ ^ .

religion VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY^^^ VILLANOVA, PENNA.
U the Pope warrants a dip- EDITOR-IN-CHIEF ....... LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKE, Jr.

lomatic representative because MANAGING EDITOR . . . :. JOHN J. CURTIN
of his spiritual leadership of ASSOCIATE EDITOR .... THOMAS C. GOLDSCHMIDT, Jr.
millions of Catholics by your ^^^^^^ Ncwi Editor Fi«iik J. Dynon
reasoning. Queen Elizabeth, ^^^ g^j^ .....v....... Foul A. Buckley
since she is the head of the Fe^^ure Editor ...v.. w..ii,;..;.*,* i . Williom B. Christy
Anglican Church, also war-

peotiire Editor . .. . . . . Raymond J. Quoglio
rante a diplomatic represenU- Compui Newt Editor Williom Speert
tives. Following your thinking j^^ ^^^ JoMph L. Fitxpotrick

fT^ f^/S.JtS"""^ ^**?^ Aft Editor .w;.,.-..^.Uv^^ . Fronk Conmilly
the VILLANOVAN recomends p,,^^ gditort .,:*.•..... . .. . Alon Stoughton
the United States sending a Albert Lowler
represenUtive to the Aga Samuel Fiotrofitto
Khan, a spiritual leader of Co-Circuotion Momigen Horry Bioukor
millions of Moslems. Getold Kerwin
You ignore the fact that an Bufiness Monogcr . . • i, Solvotoro Borgese

ambassador could consUtuUon- g^chonge Editor John M. Homo
ally be Bent to the Vatican Faculty Moderotor Rev. Loiiit A. Rongione, O.S.A.
City, which IS a soverign state.

In doing so we would be indi- Fublithed Weekly by Students of Villonova University

rectly sending a representative Entered os second cIoh mot iei ot tbe Villonovo Post Office,

to the Pope, the temporal head Dec. 27, 1928. Under the Act off Morch 3, 1879.
of the Vatican City. This poper it dodicntod in one of tbe ffinest who ever entered
The Vatican City is merely Villonovo, Scbolnr, Afblnto,

the physical center of the LIO GOODREAU

f:

a\

Breaks 112-Year Barrier First Female Engineer

Oozes Charm and Talent

i

CONNIE DONOHUE

J. P. Blasts Villanovan,

Solves Kennedy Dilemma
By J. P. KELLEY

In last week's edition of the

VILLANOVAN an editorial

appeared entitled "Why Does
Senator Kennedy Oppose Papal
Ambassador?" The basis for

this editorial was an article

appearing in the February 20th

edition of LOOK Magazine

:

"Democratic Forecast— A
Catholic in 1960."

In my opinion, the VILLA-
NOVAN is taking the stand

that Senator Kennedy is put-

ting politics ahead of his own
Catholic religion. They base

their opinion, as far as I can
determine, on one statement of

Kennedy's.
To quote: "I am flatly op-

posed to the appointment of

an ambassador to the Vatican.

Whatever advantages it might

have in Rome—and I am not

convinced of these—they

would VILLANOVAN substi-

tuted "should" in this direct

quote) be more than offset by

the divisive effect at home."

They interpret this state-

ment as follows, "In other

Words, it would seem that there

is no reason for not sending

an ambassador to the Vatican

except that such might not be

a popular move with United

States Protestants." This

statement is, of course a fal-

lacy.

•Divisive* Key
The VILLANOVAN's interp-

retation of Kennedy's words
centers about the word "divis-

ive" in his Papal comment. The
"divisive effect" according to

the paper was that Protestant

voters would be displeased with

Papal recognition, while Cath-

olics would be pleased. Thus,

they are dividing the popula-

tion into two segments—Pro-
testants and Catholics.

My interpretation also cen-

ters about "divisive," except

that the "divisive effect" in my
opinion alienates many religi-

ous segments in the population

—Catholics, Protestants, Jews,

Moslems, Budhists, etc.

—

.some of each expressing a pro

or con argument in favor of

Papal recognition.

Thus, great disunity in the

U. S., according to Senator

Kennedy, would (not "should")

follow the sending of an am-
bassador to the Vatican. This,

in Kennedy's opinion is not

worth advantages that might
occure to either us or Rome.

The VILLANOVAN is also

guilty of a grave misstatement
of fact. To quote—"It seems to

us that the Roman Catholic

Pope, just by virtue of his po-

sition as spiritual leader of mil-

lions of men, would warrant
diplomatic recognition by this

Country— regardless of the re-

ligion of the president".

This is erroneous, since ac-

cording to the Constitution the

power is truly in the hands of

the President to recognize a
state, but not a spiritual lead-

er. Wouldn't it be silly to dip-

lomatically recognize the head
of Buddhism, whoever that

may be, if there is one? Our
government does not recognize

the man bjut the state.

Three Major Errors
In summary then, the VIL-

LANOVAN must plead guilty

to three major errors—mis-

quoting Kennedy, misinterp-

reting his statement concern-

ing Papal recognition and ig-

norance of the procedure of

diplomatic recognition. ,:;

Therefore, the implication

derived from reading the edi-

torial—that Kennedy is play-

ing politics with the Catholic

Church—must be termed an

untruth and the result of an

incorrect analysis of the art-

icle. His reasoning .according

to my interpretation, which I

believe to be correct, is "sound

and adequate".

In a previous political col-

umn, I stated in substance that

Kennedy would have to be

ruled out by the politicians a.s

a Presidential possibility be-

cau.se of the controversy con-

cerning his religion. The VIL-
LANOVAN has built up this

controversy, and perhaps I am
guilty of I lie same error for

defending him. Poor Senator

Kennedy.

By BILL SPEERS

In 1954 .when a handful of

young ladies entered V.U.'s

newly oi'ganizcd Nursing
School, the Villanova llli year

female barrier was finally

broken.

But in September of the

present school year, when a

tali, comely girl of 18 entered

our Engineering School, Villa-

nova welcomed its first actual

co-ed.

Connie Donohue's entrance

into Villanova was not a long-

awaited, hard fought affair as

some might suppose. Actually

the whole thing came about

rather casually.

Took Summer Couritcs

Connie began her college

education in September 1957

at a small women's college

called Trinity. At the conclu-

sion of the school year she de-

cided to take a few sunmier

courses at Villanova.

While at Trinity, she had
been taking a Liberal Arts

course, but as the year pro-

gressed, she began to think

seriously of switching to En-
gineering, lyi^i ','"

So while contitiulng her sum-

mer courses here, she made a

request of the University that

she be permitted in the fall to

continue as a full time student

in Engineering. She was
promptly turned down and so

far as Connie was concerned

that was the end of that.

But the best was yet to come.

For near the end of the sum-

mer, a phone call notified her

that if she still desired to take

Engineering here, she would

be accepted.

Kasy (ioing Nature

On first meetmg Miss Don-

ohue, one at once becomes

aware of her cheerful disposi-

tion and her good natured care-

free attitude about things in

general.

During the first few days of

school this year, no one got a

Certoinly everyone should

reod rhe VILLANOVAN. Le»

them think for themselves
obout other things.

bigger kick out of the ProFs
rcu faces and apologetic re-

marl<s than Uonnie herself as

tney wouid breeze through tiie

roll, never tlinching as they

referred to her as Mr. Dono-
hue."

The sometimes obvious re-

straint in some of her teachers'

story telling continues to

amuse her.

We asked Connie if she had
any trouble whatsoever in

adapting to her new environ-

ment. iiJxpecting her answer
to be anything from studies to

male rejection of her, we were
a bit surprised when she an-
swered :

Bad On Names
"The only trouble I've had

so far is my lack ot a memory
for names. Smce coming to

Villanova I've met many ot the
students here, but it's really

embarrassmg when I'm talk-

ing to one 1 ve recently met to

realize that 1 ve forgotten his

name.
"It must seem rather ignor-

ant of me at the time but I

honestly have a terrible time
recalhng names; and with most
of the fellows wearing those
blue blazers, it doesn't make
thmgs easiei."

Bemg able to remember
names or not, Connie has been
well received by the male and
female students alike. Through
her sincere interest and gen-
uine friendiiness toward oth-

ers, she has become, in the

short space of five months, one
of the most ijopular fig^ures on
campus.

Connie resides in Paoli with
her parents and younger sis-

ter. One need not look beyond
her immediate family to find

the roots of her interest in

Engineering. While Mrs. Don-
oiiuc nda no previous experi-

ence in the field, Connie's

father has more than enough
for the both of them.

Inventor Father
He operates his own com-

pany—Donobilt Products—and
holds several patents on his

own inventions. His specialty

is the design of new heating

processes.

W^en si)eaking of her fam-
ily, Connie makes it clear that

no influence from home has

been exerted on her in her

'choice of a career.

Miss Donohue's outside in-

terests are many and varied.

One of her favorites is trav-

el. She has been to Europe

—

where Switzerland caught her

fancy—and to Canada where
sne studied l«rench in a school

ai Queoec.
Aiotes Foreign Resentment
Connie noted that while she

was abroad she detected a re-

sentment among Europeans to-

ward Americans for not being
able to speak any language but
their own.
"What makes them even

more annoyed is that all Amer<-
icans assume that all Eur-
opeans speak at least a mini-

mum of English," says Con-
nie.

But of all Connie's interests,

besides Engineering, the stage
is her most avid. She was seen
in the last Belle Ifasque pro-

duction, "Tiger at the Gates,"

and will be seen in the group's

present production.

An Excellent Actress
One of her fellow Belle Mas-

que members describes her as
"an excellent actress".

In addition to her acting,

Connie ably plays the violin

and the piano and sings with
a rich soprano voice.

As far as sports go, tennis

and swimming are tops with
Connie. Many hours of class

and study as a Mechanical En-
gineering student limit her ac-

tivity in these, however.
While one of her frends in

the nursing school remarked
that study seems to come easy
to her, Connie is quick to state

that her work is anything but
easy. But pleasure in her
studies makes the work that

much more bearable.

Many wonder why Miss Don-
ohue chose Villanova, where,

previous to her entrance,

women engineers were taboo.

Reason for Choice
"Well I wanted to take En-

gineering, but I also wanted
to reside at home. Villanova

was the school with the great-

est attraction for me."

As far as schooling goes,

Connie has some pretty defin-

ite opinions on education in

general. She beUeves that our
elementary and high schools

are not sufficiently preparing

the student for college work.

"I think that the reason

many students are not making
college or are having trouble

when they do, can be traced

to their previous schooUng,"

says Connie. "Many courses

which are now taught in high

school and even college could

have been taught in Junior

High School or even earher.

Pre-college instruction is just

too simple."

There is olwoys free cheese

in o moussfrop.
MICKEY MOUSE

''Japanese Sandman** is the tune being played as aevemi

dutc.s around at the annual Shsmokiaski
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MARXISM AND SOVIETISM EVALUATED

'/

.

To gain a fuller realization of

the horror of the present world
situation it is of primary im-
portance to grasp the synony-
mous meaning of the terms
bovietism and Marxism. It is be-

cause too many people do not
see the undeviating similarity

oetween the two that the Soviet
tnrust for power is underesti-

mated.
Tne error comes from not

having a full understanding of

Marxism and the fluidity waich
tne philosophy contains. Those
wno nave a simple knowledge of

tne basic tenets of Marxism can-

not reconcile Soviet policy with
it, and therefore look upon the

Soviet as merely another totali-

tarian state and to be reckoned
with as such. They underesti-

mate the fanaticism of the men
who control Russia, and are be-

ing just as foolish as a man who
would go out to fight a hungry
lion with kind words, if they
feel that Communism can be

dealt with in such a way.

Why is the feeling so preva-

lent that Sovietism is not Marx-
ism? Mainly, for three reasons:

first, the Soviets let the people

practice religion and Marxism
denies the validity of reUgion

and the existence of God; sec-

ond, a state exists in Russia as

well as classes in society and
Marx preached a classless soc-

iety without the existence of a
state; third, Soviet policy is

contradictory and doesn't really

follow any one line and there-

fore can't be Marxism.

'^j: Liets examine each of these

elosely. There is first, the seem-
ing irreconcilability of Marxism
with the existence of religion in

the Soviet. Marx looked upon
religion as "the opium of the

people," an institution created

by fear of natural forces and the

burden of human hardships. It

gave man a hope. It acted as an
opiate in that is eased the phy-
sical and mental suffering of

this life by promising a greater

happiness in a future state of

existence. It is in this view as

an opiate that we have our ans-

wer. .{. -r-:'. ',,.:-; '^.,.r^
' •

As the Rev. Charles J. McFad-
den, O.S.A., states in his book
"The Philosophy of Commun-
ism:" Present day Russia at-

tempts to destroy all organized

religion but tolerates what it

calls 'freedom of conscience.' In

a word, it realizes that it must
crush organized religion if it is

to annliilate capitalism, but it

knows also that there will be

Engineering Tests

J. Stanley Morehouse, Dean of
the School of Engineering an-
nounced that the Bngineer-in-
Training Elxamination will be
given on Saturday, May 2. Ap-
plications must be in by April
13.

Columbio-SeuHiern
Chemical Corporotion

Interview Dote: February 25
Opporfunities available in S3ven
plants: New Mortinsville, W. Va .

Borberton, O, Lake Charles, La.,

Corpus Chrisfi, Tex., Jersey City.
N. J., Bartlett, Calif, and Beau-
hornois, Quebec, Conodo.

Producers of heavy industrial chem-
icals: soda ash, chlorine, cousuc
sodO' "onhydrous ammonia, titanium
tetrachloride, and other chlorinated

products.

Reseorch, development, production,

design and maintenance opportun:-

fnes open for men in these categories:

BS, MS, PfiD Chemists; BS & Mb
Chem Engti,; BS CE's; BS Mfc s,

BS EE's; BS fndus. Engn.; BS Jn-

»trijnwnt Enjrs., and PhD Khysicisis.

economic suffering in itociety

until true communism arrives

and that man will have a natural

need of the 'opium' of religion

until that time."

From tills first explanation we
gain a clue to the compatability

of the existence of a state and
classes in Russia and the Marx-
ist doctrine of a classless society

without any state. As so many
think, Marx did not simply

preach that there would be a

revolution of the proletariat and
that then a Utopian classless

society would come into being

taking the place of present soc-

iety. He had much more forsight

than that. He knew that it would
take many years, perhaps a

century or more, before his ulti-

mate fMal was achieved. In the

interim he predicted that a "dic-

tatorship of the Proletariat"

(still a state) would reign.

The fact that it is a new cifder

does not prevent it from being

open to many of the failings of

the old state. It openly acknow-
ledges its class character. It is

merely an organ created to sup-

press the bourgeois class, and

By DOUG McCLATCHY

any form this suppression takes
is merely incidental to the end
desired. The "dictatorship" is

only a transitional stage be-
tween capitalism an|ii commun-
ism, and will last only as long
as the bourgeois class itself.

The solution to our third
point, the contradictory nature
of Soviet policy, is also to be
found inherent in the philosophy
of Marx. The ruthlessness, the
inhumanity, the slaughter, the
reversals of position, the promo-
tion of war while pleading for

world peace, the poverty and
hunger of the Russian people, all

these fit into the puzzle and be-

come clear and definable as one
undeviating policy when an un-
derstanding of Marxism moral-
ity is had. Most simply, it is

this: Any act that is in the in-

terest of the advance of com-
munist power and world con-

quest and in the direction of

history's will is a moral and

righteous act.

In other words, the end

creates the means—any means
if they produce the desired end.
Murder then can become a good
act, as well as lying, deceit,

trickery. To the Soviets or

Marxists (for it should) this is

not immorality, but rather mor-
ahty on a high order . It is a
new morality, formed from the

moralities of the past (if there

really was more than one true

morality). It is part of the

grand synthesis—an integral

part of Marxism philosophy.

We must understand that this

Marxism morality is not simply
a means of rationalizing their

guilt for heinous acts, but a way
of life, of thinking believing,

acting; just as Thomism is a
way of life for the Roman
Catholic world. We must under-

stand that they do not think in

terms of the same values we do,

that truth to them is a relative

and changing thing, that what-
ever is most expedient to the

present situation is true while

tomorrow it may not be; that

they want peace most sincerely

—their type of peace, a com-

"mii nlstic peace.
~

We must understand that

Marxism is not stupid, simple
philosophy. It is diabolically

clever and deceitfully logical. Its

idealogy of applied godless mat-
erialism apparently exercises an
overwhelming appeal for the

student mind. It is able to cor-

rupt even the most intelligent of

us, and it will, unless we recog-

nize it for what it really is—the

unholy cause of a group of fana-

tics who undeviatingly follow its

philosophy, aiming ultimately at

the communist Utopia, classless

society.

Sovietism is Marxism. This is

the key that unlocks the door to

our understanding of the Soviet.

Unless we use it we will flounder

in ignorance, not grasping what

is happening to the world. Marx
drew up the blueprint for world

conquest, and the communists

are following it as scrupulously

as an engineer follows his blue-

print when he builds a bridge.

Why your engineering career with an electric utility is

MOIti THAN JUST A JOB

BECAUSE you begm at a good salary.

your salary wi

be. revjewed regularly.

•>,.•.•;?

you enjoy security In

your profession, security for your

family, In an industry that will more
than double in size In 10 years.

the work Is exciting

and challenging; you work with the

top men in the field, using the latest

equipment.

the electric utili-

ties generally follow a policy

of promotion from within;

your chance of continuing to

advance depends on you.

, ..i ." '

I

WHY NOT ASK about the oppor-
tunities at your local electric utility

company? Talk with the electric

companies' Interviewers when they

visit your campus, or write to:

February 25, 1959 THE VILLANOVAN
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MOTHItS

X

6AME TIME

iy IM IROTHfRS

If.

U you will close one eye and stare steadily at the X on the

left-hand side, the black dot on the right-hand side will disappear.

In normal persons, opening both eyes will cause the dot to re-

appear. Closing both eyes will cause the X to disappear.

The added expanded ond contracted lines cause one of the

two lines forming the centers of these designs to appear longer

than the other. Actually, both are the same length.

White always appears larger than black. Thus, of these two
squares, the white one seema larger. Actually both are the same
size.

Note: Ehigineem are forbidden to measure anything.

WISHING WELL

ARENT GAMiS GRAND!

In some people one eye is higher than the other, causing

these parallel lines to appear to converge toward the lower eye.

7
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Tutor Program Presented To
Student Congress Tonight
A motion will be presented to

the Student Congress tonight

concerning the establishment of

a undergraduate Student Tutor
Program.

The Academic Affidm Com-
mittee, chaired by Jerry Hep-
bum, senior Civil engineer, in

conjunction with the Kev. Jirfin

J. Boyle, O.SA., and the Student
Faculty Committee, has devised

an extensive program to pro-

mote the intellectual welfare of
the students of Villanova.

The program will provide stu-

dent tutors for the explicit aid

of students having difficulties in
' specific courses. The following

is a prime example of how this

new system would function.

Trouble With ChentL
' V Having trouble in a chemistry
course, a student desires extra-

circular assistance and is re-

ferred to the coordinator of the
program, who assigns him to a
student chemistry tutor.

To qualify a tutor must have
already completed the course
and maintained at least a B
average in it.

The student and his assigned
tutor would then set up a
schedule, which would be con-
venient to both of them. These
meetings would be held during
the day and not in the evening.

The student, who may con-
tinue with the tutor as long as
he feels that he needs further
assistance, will be free to with-

draw from the program at any
time. :

V

To be run on a strictly con-

fidential basis, the program will

be provided without charge to

the student. The student must
not expect the tutor to do his

assignments for him, but rather

he is to expect help in under-
standing the basic fundamentals
of the course.

Starts in March
'

The program is expected to

BY J. EDGAR LOHR
of the ViUanovan Staff

go into effect sometime in March
and will continue until approxi-

mately two or three weeks be-

fore final exams.
Being only a pilot program,

dtudents must realize that more
emphasis will be placed on basic

courses lit this time; such as
iilnglish Composition, General
Chemistry, French, and Engine-
ering Math.
At the University of Penn-

sylvania this program was in-

stituted with a result of an
overwhelming sucess. The fol-

lowing statistics point out the
tremendous possibilities for a
student tutor program.
During the past year the Penn

program assisted 168 students.

Of this number 5.3 percent re-

ceived A, 9.5 percent received B,

26.9 percent earned C. 34.5 per-

cent received D, and only 23.8

percent failed in the course that

they had been tutored.

Basic Principle

The basic principle, upon
vi^ch the sucess or failure of

this program depends, is the

quality and interest of the tutors

themselves.

The Student Council, which is

theoretically made up of all the

students at Villanova, should
concern itself with improving
the intellectual output of fellow

students.

Therefore, the responsibility

of this program and its failure

or sucess depends upon the in-

terest of whole student body.

"We obviously need many in-

telligent men who are willing to

devote a few hours of their time
each week to be tutors." stated
Hepburn. ,

Students who would qualify
for such a position are asked to

consider seriously this program
and to attend a meeting planned
for the near future.

Gain Self-Satisfaction

Possibly the greatest advan-
tage will be the self-satisfaction

derived from helping a student
acquire a higher grade. Such a
program would also be an excel-

lent review of a course for the
tutor.

A position of this nature while
in college will be definite asset

when the individual in applying
for a job.

Gratitude and appreciation
would be extended to the mem-
bers of this tutor society by the
University Administration, as
well as the undergraduate body.

Hepburn stated further, "Re-
member the success of the pro-

gram depends upon you, the

Students of Villanova. Only with
your cooperation can this new
venture become a success and
its paramount benefits fully

realized."

Villanova Singers Begin

Spring Activity Schedule

Rear Admiral Denis W. Knoll addresses Villanova's NROTG
unit on the future of the Navy and its preparedness on checking

enemy aggression.

N.F.CCS. Series Planned

The Villanova Singers, under
the direction of Herbert Fiss and
moderated by the Rev. Edward
Syvinski, O.S.A. commenced a
full schedule of activities last

w€ek with a concert program at

Cabrini College. Last Thursday
the Singers performed at Villa

'Free Day' Vole Tonight
(Continued from Pa^e 1)

was generally believed that the

day olf would be chosen some-
time in May to relieve the strain

of the eignt solid weeks of class

which follow this year's early

Easter.

Before NIT Bid

But that was before Villa-

nova found itself in the Naticm-

al Invitational basketball tourn-

ament in Madison Square Gar-

den.

Tournament play in New York
will be on March 12 (Thursday),

14 (Saturday), 17 (Tuesday),

19 (Thursday) and 21 (Satur-

day). Should Villanova play on
the first Thursday or either Sat-

urday, scheduling will make it

possible for any student who de-

sires to attend the game.
But if the Wildcats should be

in action on either the 17th or

the 19th, a problem could arise,

since games on those days are

played both at night and in the

afternoon.

The thing is, there is no as-

surance that Villanova will even

get past the first round of com-
petition. In fact, it is not known
yet whether or not the Main
Liners are a seeded team.

Possible Tuesday Debut

Should the Wildcats be seed-

ed (i.e.—chosen one of the four

favored teams in the NIT) they

wouldn't even have to play un-

til Tuesday the 17th. If they're

not seeded, the situation, obvi-

ously, is even more confused.

In the middle of all this, there

still exists a hard core of repre-
sentatives who want the May 8

date as the "free day," with
council president Bob Murphy
presumably among them.

These men claim that because
of the uncertainty of the NIT
scheduling and because of the

ideal location of their date (the

Friday after Ascension Thurs-
day, thus giving the students a
four-day weekend; the weekend
following Junior Week; two
weeks before finals.)

Need Three Weeks
Another problem, according

to vice chairman Tom Hoffman,
is the time element. "We'd have
to know at least three weeks
ahead of time to let the Admin-
istration know and get things

in order," Hoffman said.

Hoffman will go into tonight's

meeting with a definite voting

policy in mind. "Being a repre-

sentative of the junior Arts sec-

tion, I have to vote for the day
which they would prefer. After

talking to several members of

my division, I've found that the

majority seem to favor May 8.

That's how I'll vote."

As for the council itself, how-
ever, Hoffman had other ideas.

"If we're seeded, I predict that

the council will take off March
17, to combine both St. Patrick's

Day and a chance to see the

team play. Otherwise, I think

they'll go along with May 8."

Maria Academy.
Plans for the future now in-

clude several concerts at nearby
colleges and schools and a joint

performance with Manhattan-
ville College. A stereophonic

tape recording by the Singers is

also seen in the near future.

The Singers will participate in

the Inter-Collegiate Choral Fes-
tival at St. Joseph's on March
21 at 8 p.m. This, a federation

of eight area glee clubs was in-

stituted by Villanova four years
ago.

The Festival is patterned after

the famous Big Ten Festival,

with each group performing
four selections and a grand fin-

ale in which all the glee clubs

take part.

Schools participating in the

Festival will include Villanova,

the Unversity of Pennsylvania,

Temple, St. Joseph's, Rosemont,
Chestnut Hill, and St. Peter's

of Jersey City, N. J.

GetWILDROOT

CREAM-OIL Charlid!

NOTE: In an effort to better

acquaint the Villanova students

with the National Federation of

Catholic College Students

(NFCCS), the VILLANOVAN
is running a series of articles on
the purpose, structure, and ac-

tivities of the organization.

The NFCCS is an organization

set up for the purpose of repre-

senting the American college

students policy and opinion on
the local and national level. It

also serves the common interest

of student government on cam-
pus.

Two hundred Catholic univer-

sities claim membership in

NF(XS which had its beginning

in 1937. The organization is di-

vided into eighteen regions, with

Villanova being a member of the

Philadelphia division.

NFCCS's basic unit is each

college student government.

These governments are affiliated

with a regional branch which in

turn are associated with the na-

tional branch itself.

Read Your Villanovan

JAYNE
NEANDERTHAL,
prominent

clubwoman, sayi:

"I Ko wild for a

Wildroot man!"

Just a titfte bit-

of Wildroot

and...WOW f

No telltale traces. .

.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper

It's easy to flick off your mistakes on Kalon's
Corrusahle Bond. Make a pass with a pencil eraser and
typing errors are gone— like magic—no error evidence
lelt. ('orrasaMe has an exceptional surface— em.sc.s

ivillioul a Imrr. Once does it— there's no need to
retype. Saves time; money, too. The perfect paper for
perfection—piasahle ('orriisahle

Eat<m\s Corrasahlv Bond is
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/wavy weights and onion
skin, fn convvnivnt 100
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slice I ream hoxes. A
Rerksh ire Typewriter
Paper, harked by the

famous Eaton name.
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Permission Being Granted
To Make Closed Retreat
Sophomores and freshmen

have been granted permission to

make a closed retreat rather

than attend the one held by the

University, the Rev. Norbert
Whitley, O.S.A., Villanova Chap-
lain, has announced.

It must be made at an ap-

proved Laymen's Retreat House,

Father Whitley said. This con-

cession was granted after re-

peated requests by members of

the two glasses.

Unfortunately, St. Joseph's in

the Hill's Retreat House at Mal-

vern, Penna. cannot accept any
more reservations. However, ar-

rangements have been tenatively

made at the St. Pius X Retreat

House at Blackwood, N. J.,

which is not far from Camden,

to accept any Villanova Students

who would care to make the

Retreat there.

There are three weekends on

which they could accept as many
as 100 students. These week-

ends are: February 27, March 1,

March 13-March 15, and March

20-March 22.

The fee for the weekend re-

treat at Blackwood is 20 dollars.

This includes room and board.

A minimum of 25 are required,

however, to hold the retreat.

Those wishing to make the

Closed Retreat at Blackwood

are required to contact the

Chaplain's office by the Monday
preceding the Friday on which

the Retreat begins.

Arrangements for transporta-

tion can possibly be made, for a

nominal fee, with one of the

local bus companies for the

transfer of R e t r e a t a n t s to

Blackwood on Friday aftelmoons

and their return to Villanova on

Sunday following the close of

the Retreat.

Franklin Inst. Movies

The Franklin Institute's Nic-

kelodeon will present for twelve

days only starting February 16

"Adrift on Their Honeymoon"
starring Fatty Arbuckle and
Liouis Facenda, and "Monkey
Business" with Our Gang.

Green Announces
Sociology Speech

Joseph Green, of the Sociology

Department, has announced a

lecture to be given on March 2

at 1 :30 P. M. in the Vasey Hall

Auditorium.
John Kane, chairman of the

Sociology Department at Notre

Dame University, will speak on

"The Status of Catholic Lead-

ership in Social Sciences".

Kane, an authority in his field,

is the author of numerous books

and articles on Catholic-Protes-

tant relations, marriage and

family and similar subjects.

Library Anniversary

The 10th anniversary of Villa-

nova's Library will be observed

on March 1. Members of the

Friends of Villanova Library

will conduct the proceedings.

The First Editions of James
Brendan Connolly will also be

displayed at this time. Connolly,

a well-known American author

of sea-stories, was the first win-

ner in the Olympic Games when
they were re-initiated in 1896

after being suspended since 394

A. D. _

Villanova Featured On
University Round Table
Villanova was featured last

Friday night on "University

Round Table," a new education-

al program heard over radio

station WCAU.
The series, heard every Friday

evening 9.30 is under the joint

directorship of George Lord and

Mary Margaret Kearney, both

of the WCAU staff.

Dr. Fred Khouri, of Villa-

nova's Department of Political

Science, moderated the discus-

sion, "Will Alliances Keep the

Peace ?"

The three student panelists

were Jim Corey and Frank Cun-

ningham, both Senior Political

Science majors, and Pete Lee-

huis, a senior History major.

Featured as guest on the show
was Abdul Rizwi, principal of a
high school in Pakistan. Rizwi is

presently attending the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania, and will

received his doctorate this June
Topics discussed by the panel

included the NATO and SEATO
military alliances, and concen-

trated on Southeastern Asia's

Th^ sadd It cou]dr€t

mt be done..*

They sa^ nobodjf

could do it*-r

Jbut

settle for one witKout tJfie

'I/M IS kindest to your taste because L*M combines the

"

two essentials of modem smoking," says TV's Jack Lescoulie.

LOW TAR: L'M's patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers

electrostatically, crosswise to the stream of smoke . . . makes

L'M truly low in tar.

MORE TASTE: L'M's rich mixture of slow-burning tobaccos brings

you more exciting flavor than any other cigarette.

Live Modern... CHANGE to modern L'M

need for economic culture, and
scientific alliances.

The panelists concluded that

although the threat today is not

one of all-out war, the nations

of the free world must never-

theless be prepared in their role

as defenders.

Research Program
ForVU Engineers

Civil Engineering at Villanova

IS keepmg abreast of the times

in researcn, thanks to Professor

Kchard H. Miller, whose efforts

nave brought research sponsor-

ship to the department.

The Civil Engineering Depart-

ment now conducts research in-

vestigations both in the lab and
in the field, under the patronage

of the Corson Company of Ply-

mouth Meeting, and the National

Gypsum Company.
The making and testing of soil

aggregates with a view towards

their use as a roadway sub-base

is the essence of the research

program.
The work itself is carried on

by the Civil Engineering faculty,

under the direction of Professor

Miller, whose chief aides are

Professor McNicol and Professor

Brown. Several salaried engine-

ering students also participate

in the project.

Professor Gallen, head of the

Civil Engineering Department,

planning expanded research ac-

tivities and has applied this year

for a National Science Founda-

tion grant.

DebatorsGain
Even Split

In Tourney
Four debators from Villanova

split even in 10 debates at the

annual fbrensic tournament at

Kings College on February 13

and 14.

Oz Scogna and Tom Pfieffer

had a 3-2 record as the negative

team, while Jack Serafin and Joe

Remy were 2-3 as affirmative.

Victories were registered

against Juniata, Kings, Ford-

ham, and Duquesne, whereas de-

feats came against Duquesne
and Penn State. ^ :: y^r^

Kings College had the best

record with nine wins and only

one loss. However, they de-

clared themselves ineligible for

1st place, so the eventual win-

ner was St. John's College. Penn
State, last year's champ, placed

second.

The Debating Society Presi-

dent, senior Jim Corey, an-

nounced that weekly executive

committee meetings would be

held every Thursday at 3:30 to

prepare for the seven varsity

tournaments coming up in the

next two months. In addition,

the weekly Monday night meet-

ings for formulation of issues

will continue as scheduled.

Corresponding Secretary
Frank Cunningham announced

that the Society is joining the

Pennsylvania Debate Associa-

tion, and will attend the Asso-

ciation's annual tournament,

thereby necessitating the dr<^
ping of the Brooklyn College

tourney.

GIVE BLOOD
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The Rev. Daniel P. Falvey O.S.A. and miler Ron Delaoy ad-

mire the Villanova Library's new exhibit based on the newly
acquired first editions of author and Olympic athlete Brendan
Connolly. Connolly was a medal winner In the first nM>deni Olym-
piad in 1896. Dehmy won the 1500 meters In the 1956 Olympics In

Melboame, Australia.
-Ul-

Banking Leader Kelly

Guest of Management
William F. Kelly, President

and Director of the First Penn-
sylvania Banlung and Trust

/Company, will deliver the after-

;
dinner speech at the eleventh

> Annual Conference of the So-

ciety for the Advancement of

Management on March 12. The
topic of his speech will be "The
Philosophy of Management."

Kelly is prominent in the af-

fairs of three local educational

institutes. He is a member of

the Board of Managers of La-
Salle College, a member of the

Board of Trustees of St. Jos-

eph's College, and a member of

Knights Chapter
Votes to Sponsor
Indian Seminarian
The Villanova Chapter of the

Knights of Columbus announces
that they will sponsor a native
seminarian in India. Sponsor-
ship will include that room,
board and other necessities of
this seminarian.

Recent laws in India forbid-

ding entrance of Catholic mis-
sionaries have made it neces-
sary for the immediate training
of native priests and Bishops.
The fact that the Knights of

Columbus would sponsor the
seminarian was decided at a re-

cent meeting. The decision was
made after a careful investi-

gation by Andrew Sheedy. Shee-
dy is Chairman of the Catholic
Action Committee.

The Council will observe Lae-
tare Sunday, March 3rd, by at-

tending Mass and a Communion
Breakiast.

The Knights will attend the
nine o'clock Mass in the Univer-
sity Chapel, after which they
will have breakfast at Stouffer's

Restaurant in Wynnewood.
Tickets may be obtained from

the chaplain's office or from
representatives in the dorms.
Price is one dollar.

the Advisory Board of Lay
Trustees of Villanova.

The guest speaker is also

president of the Philadelphia In-

dustrial Development Corpora-
tion and holds directorships

with several large corporations
in the Philadelphia area.

SAMMembersSee
Advanced Phones
Members of the Society for

the Advancement of Manage-
ment and sophomore Industrial

Administration majors visited

the Bell Telephone Offices on
March 8 and inspected their

automatic accounting equip-
ment.
The equipment, being the most

modern of its type, automatical-

ly records long-distance calls by
origin, places called, and the

time and duration of the calls.

The equipment also computes
the cost and feeds accounting
machines which sort the infor-

mation and bills the customers.

Members of both SAM and the

Industrial Administration de-

partment were given insight in-

to the computing and account-

ing fields through this very in-

teresting and beneficial field

trip, .'•v'--.: y. . ,, ,..,,,

VU Debates Rosies
Villanova debaters are to face

Rosemont foes in debate at next

Monday's Knights of Columbus

.

meeting. The debate will be a

novelty because it will be the

first meeting of V.U. debaters

with those of Rosemont.

Blood Donor Goal
Set at 350 Pints
A Red Cross Bloodmobile,

under the sponsorship of the

Spirit Committee, will be avail-

able Wednesday and Thursday,

March 6 and 7 at the Alumni
Gym.

Villanova's quota this year is

350 pints. Last year the quota

was missed by 15 pints.

Villanovans are reminded that

anyone donating blood is insured

along with members of his im-

mediate family, for one year.

Those who did not sign up
originally will be able to give

blood in the capacity of walk-in

donors.

Precious Contocts

The precious metal palladium is

employed extensively for electrical

contacts in automatic controls be-

cause it resists tarnishing and
spark erosion.

VU security Guarr
Dies After Illness
James H. McCoog, Villanova

security guard, died after a long
illness on February 15. The of-

ficer, second of the security

group to die in three weeks, was
in Women's Medical College
Hospital since early January.
The World War I veteran was
member of the force since

September 1955 and was buried
in Beverly National Cemetary.
He is survived by a wife and

six children of whom four are
married and three remain at

home.

John J. Kelly is the other re-

cently deceased guard. He suf-

fered a heart attack and died

at Bryn Mawr on January 26.

ASME Holds Bections
The Villanova chapter of the

ASME will hold election of of-

ficers Monday, at 11:30 a.m. in

the third iloor drawing rooms
of Mendel Hall.

President Jim Woodward has
announced that balloting will

last only for the duration of

the engineering activities per-

iod.

The practice in the past has
been to keep the polls open for

a whole day. Woodward ex-

plained that this system was
abandoned because of the extra

amount of work which it en-

tailed.

Only Junior class members
are eligible to hold office.

The purpose of holding elec-

tions at this time is to enable

the outgoing officers to help the

newcomers handle any difficul-

ties that might arise during the

first part of their tenure of of-

fice, Woodward said.

Reagon to Speok
Head football coach Francis

X. Reagan will speak in Milwau-
kee at the 13th annual Wiscon-
sin Catholic Action Convention
on Saturday.
Reagan will address a conven-

tion session for Catholic high

school students on "The Place

of Athletics in a Changing
World."

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!
A General Motors representative will be on campus

March 5 and 6.

Contact your college placement office to arrange an interview.

r

At General Motors

theresroom

to stretch your

imagination!

GM positions now available in these fields for

men holding Bachelors', Masters' and Doctors'

degrees: Mechanical Engineering • Electrical

Engineering • Industrial Engineering • Metal-

lurgical Engineering • Chemical Engineering

Aeronautical Engineering • Ceramic Engineering

Mathematics • Industrial Design • Physics

Chemistry • Engineering Mechanics.

A single control starts, stops, and steers the

Firebird III—or this GM ''laboratory on

wheeW^ can be safely guided by electronic

impulses sent from a cable buried under

the road!

Fabulous steps into the future, such as this,

can be made only by men with fabulous

imaginations. A lot of such men work for

General Motors and its divisions. There's

room for a lot more—maybe you.

In addition to research in the automotive

and appliance fields. General Motors and its

divisions are concerned with solar energy,

astronautics, astrodynamics, electronics, and

many fields of space engineering. If these

areas of scientific study challenge your

imagination, perhaps GM has a place for you

at one of its plants in 71 cities.

Here is a real opportunity to put your

imaginatii)n to work on everything from tiny

transistors to dynamic diesels.

f

A

i

GVMMh MOTORS PERSONNEL STAFF

DHROIT 2, MICH.
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Blanc Tells Law Forum He
Tapped Wires Three Times

By LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKE
of the VUlMMVAB Staff

The only agreement reached
last week at the Villanova Law
Forum was that wiretapping is

a serious and controversial prob-

lem.

All aspects of wiretapping

were discussed by Victor H.

Blanc, Philadelphia District
Attorney, and John Rogers Car-

roll, criminal lawyer, at the

opening session of the Spring

Session Law Forum.
Samuel Dash, former District

Attorney and author of a treat-

ise on wiretapping compiled

under the auspicies of the Phila-

delphia Bar Association, was
moderator of the two hour de-

bate.

Blanc defended wiretapping as

an effective weapon in the hands
of law enforcement agencies.

"Let's be realistic," the District

Attorney said, "and not just

academic.

"When I took over as District

Attorney three years ago, wire-

tapping was legal in Pennsyl-

vania. Our office used wiretap-

ping in only three instances dur-

ing the next two years, and each

time we achieved important
results."

Blanc said tapped telephone

wires led to the exposition of

three convicts attempting to or-

ganize employees of center city

restaurants.

Wiretapping also led to the

breaking of a vice ring in Phila- y
dclphia, Montgomery County, .

^
and Woodbury, N. J., Bl&nof

said, as well as the cracking or

Accounting Group
Hears KenskyTalk
Harry Kensky, Supervisory

Auditor and assistant to the Re-
gional Manager of the Philadel-

phia Regional Office, United
States General Accounting Of-

fice was a recent speaker at an
Accounting Society meeting.

Opportunities in the Govern-
ment Accounting Office was the

theme of the Kensky speech. He
pointed out that the G.A.O. em-
ployed the highest quality ac-

countants and students should

be in the top quarter of their

class to even consider this of-

fice.

After a twenty minute talk,

Kensky held the remainder of

the period open for questions.

In otlicr Accounting Society

news, plans are being formu-

lated for the annual Society din-

ner-dance which will be held on

May 16, Edward Gavin is the

dance chairman.

CummingsTo Open
Government Talks

Foreign policy will be discus-

sed by members of the Depart-

ment of History and Political

Science during a March lecture

scries.

The speakers will analizc for-

eign policy in the light of his-

torical background.
Raymond Cummings, former

Fulbright scholar who teaches

modern French Politics at Vil-

lanova, will open the series next

Wednesday, at 7:30 p.m. in the

C & F ampithcatrc.

Future lectures will be held

on March 11 and 18. Speakers

on these dates will be Dr. Fred

Khouri and Dr. Geo. K. Alapatt.

Topics for thcLc lectures will be
announced late.-

a giant dope ring netting more
than one million dollars a year.

Carroll charged that wiretap-

ping is an invasion of constitu-

tional rights. "Give up one right,

then another right, and soon our

basic rights wil be gone," Car-

roll said.

The attorneys exchanged a

barb over the recent controversy

involving the witnesses in the

Scoleri murder case in Philadel-

phia.

"Who will watch these vwre-

tappers to see that they don't

use the information for them-
selves?" Carroll asked. "Who
will watch the watchers? The
police cannot even watch three

witnesses in two center city

hotels."

Blanc retorted. "My friend

John has spoken flippantly of

the recent Scoleri case." The
District Attorney said his office

"had been cleared on any illegal-

ity in the case."

WHIRL to Sponsor
Literary Contest
Co-editors Ed Ward and John

Barone announced that "Bus-
iness Whirl" for the best art-

icle. Aspirants should strive to

portray any aspect of the bus-
iness enterprise whether hum-
orous, serious, or otherwise.

The judges for the contest will

be a joint faculty-student com-
mittee.

All articles can be submitted
to any of the editors personally
or left in 9 Sheehan Hall.

ICG Annual Conference
Planned for Immaculata

Btii* Masqtt*
(Continued from Pac« 1>

success o fthis comedy depends
on creating distinctive charac-
terizations." He added, "It has
been a demanding job but in

most cases I feel that the cast
has licked it."

Optimism was expressed by
both John Barlas, junior prc-
Law, and Immaculata sopho-
more Diane Vitl. "The cast is

coming along fiine, especially in

cooperation and teamwork,"
Barlas said. Miss Vitl stated
that "if done right, the play
can be hilarious, and I think it

will be played right."

This year's regional confer-
ence of the Intercollegiate Con-
ference on Government will be
held on March 7 at Immaculata
College, according to chairman
Frank Cunningham, senior Po-
litical Science major.

The state convention at Har-
risburg will convene on April

16.

For the next two months, the
Villanova club will work on the

bills to be presented in com-
mittee at both the regional and
the state conventions.

Cunningham said that all

committee assignments within

the Villanova chapter had been
made, but that here is still some
doubt as to the chapter's spe-

cific committee assignment on
the regional level.

Cunningham also ^pi^ounced
that a regional executive meet-
ing will be held at th^i Univers-
ity ef Pennsylvania o^ March
2, to make final proyipions for

the rules of procedures govern-
ing the regional convention.

Other delegates from the

I

Southeastern region will repre-

sent Penn, West Chester, Im-
maculata, Rosemont, P. M. C,
Haverford and Bryn Mawr.

Biology Clab Moots
The Biology Club will hold a

meeting tonight at 7:30 in the
biology lab. Graduate students
David Liberto and Marshall Sll-

ver will present reports based on
their research work. iJiberto will

speak on bacteriology; Silver

will report on the muscular sys-

tem.

Religious Books

Now On Racks
Religious pamphlets <mi a var

iety of subjects interestiiig to a
Catholic coUege student are now
available on campus.
The topics include questions

most asked non-Catholics and
what Catholics should know
about their religion. Varioas le-
ligions and vocations are also
discussed.
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A Night at the Palestra with Al
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Villanovan photography editor

AILawlerandstafferTonyMack-

, lin arrived at the Palestra last

'•^ weekintimetoirrimorta

: ova basketball coach Al Sever-

ance in some candid photos. The

: coach was obliging.-y;;:. ^

4
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*. •
•:!.

Now, whof the hell is o 2-2-2 zone?"

V-.rt»-

•>r---VA., -^ juiwuKk

Who? Me woke him, I don't think I'd better."

•
.^

'I know how to cooch, you keep score!"

"I've shown them everything I know, Joe. Why did he throw
it over the backboord?"

L

Hong down your heod ond cry.
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Palacio Calls Swimmers Top

Catholic Team Without Aid
By JACK CURTIN

"Right now, without the aid
of scholarships, Villanova Uni-
versity is the best Catholic col-

lege in the United States in

inter-collegiate swimming com-
petition.

"With the aid of only two or
three scholarships, we could

match an yschool in the East

—

and that includes Yale."

Those are the wordlB of Larry
Palacio, co-captain of the 1958-

59 Villanova swimming team,
who closed out his three year
varsity career last week as a
part of a record setting 440 med-
ley relay team and with a vic-

tory of his own in the 200
butterfly as Villanova downed
Gettysburg, 44-42.

They are strong words, but
Palacio thinks he has the facts

to back up his argument.
"With the National Catholic

Interscholastic Swimming
Championships held at Villanova

every year, we have the cream
of the high school swimming
crop coming to the campus.
Many of them enjoy it here, and
would like to attend Villanova.

Can't Pass Up Aid

"But it's pretty hard to turn

down a good scholarship offer

such as they get from other

schools. Just give our swimming
team a couple of scholarships

to hand out and see the team
we'd have."
Whether or not Villanova is

now the best Catholic college in

swimming competition, or

whether or not two or three

scholarship swimmers could

raise the Wildcats to the level

of mighty Yale, there can be no
denying that the Main Liners,

despite the university's non-

scholarship program, have been
surprisingly strong.

And in spite of—or perhaps
because of—the success of the

Villanova mermen, swimming

has become the university's most
controversial sport.

Swimming at Villanova is con-

sidered a "minor" sport, as are

golf, rifle and pistol and cross-

country. The swimmers, how-
ever, feel that they deserve

varsity recognition; their argu-

ment being that the sport is

considered of varsity caliber by
most colleges and that it is well

covered by the newspapers, thus

bringing a good deal of publicity

to the school.

Got Cold Reception

Two years ago, a committee
representing the swimming team
approached the Administration

about the possibility of varsity

status and the awarding of var-

sity letters to the swimmers, but
were turned down.
And since the swimming team

is not a varsity team, it has no
scholarships to offer. This, ac-

cording to Palacio and many
others, has detracted from
swimming at Villanova.

At least one swimmer disagre-

es. Freestyler Bob Pinto, who
also ended his career in the

Gettysburg meet with an indivi-

dual victory (100 freestyle) and
as a partof the record-setting

relay team, likes the Villanova

set-up just fine.

"This to my mind, is the way
a sport should be undertaken,"

he says, "there's no pressure on
the athlete to continually work
himself to death for fear of los-

ing his scholarship. Every thing

he does, he does because he

wants to, and his feeling of sat-

isfaction for victory comes as a

result of his own achievement,

not because someone drove him
to do it."

Pinto Sees Dangers

Pinto has an answer for the

scholarship question too. "Sure,

Villanova might be great with a
couple of scholarship boys. But
again, there's no telling how a

person will develop under the
Villanova system."
The Villanova system. This

too must be taken into consid-

eration. What it involves is the

fact that coaches Ed Geisz and
Jack Lumsden are also directors

of the university intramural
program and cannot spend as

much time as they would like in

practice sessions with their

athletes.

In involves long and often un-
comfortable automobile trips to

away meets. And it means giv-

ing up—by his own choice

—

much of the swimmer's free time
for practice sessions of his own

;

practice session in a pool that

very often is crowded with other

persons, for the field house pool

is one of the university's main
sources of recreation.

It could be that all these dif-

ficulties are the very reason

that the swimmers so dearly

want varsity recognition. In the

words of John Rumbarger, third

of a quartet of seniors who end-

ed their Villanova swimming
last week, "I've enjoyed swim-
ming, and I'd do it all over again

if I had the chance.

Represent School

"Maybe it's just a matter of

pride, but I'd like to be able to

wear that varsity sweater
though. I feel that the swim-
ming team represents Villanova

and represents it well, and I

think we deserve something for

it. If we do anything to disgrace

Villanova on the road trip, we
can be expelled for it; so why
shouldn't we get recognition for

what we do to embellish the

university's name?"
The senior quartet is optimis-

tic, however, looking back on

their three years of competition,

a period during which Villanova

racked up 25 victories against

only eight losses and one tie.

(Continued on Page 14)

'Quin-Caps' Lead Bowling
One team has emeiged as a

solid front-numer after aiz

weeks of intense oompetion in

the Intra-mural Bowling
The "Quin-Caps** are

ed of five varsity football play-

ers and are paced by semar
fullback Gene Pa^
A playoff wiU detenoune the

overall winner of the leagne

! which is divided into three divi-

sons. Individual trofriiies will be

For the

gne's history,

gait win
theNatio

the

aal lategHwIh-gialr

win he
held m New York la the
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Arrow cotton

Wash-and-Wears

earn their way

through college

Why spebd date money sending

shirts home? Just wash and drip-

dry these Arrow cotton wash-and-

wears and you're ready to go.

Only Arrow offers so wide a

range : your favorite styles of col-

lars and cuffs in oxford and broad-

cloth, in white, solids and patterns.

And every shirt features ex-

clusive Arrow Mitoga®-tailoring.

$4.00 up.

Cluett, Peabody * Co., Inc.

first in fashion
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HUSBANDS, ANTOBIE?

*".

It luis lieni .-tllefged that nwdw fft to nJkfBF tar the

of fiiulinff hiiKlniMlK. Thm '», t4 cnume, an infamaiw

I pve fair w.iniin|; thai, ;<nial and scpnnf^r ae« I asi, as

uImi s:i>'s sucIi a da.<taidiy thinf: vlim I am amand had

lie prR|Kirod fiir a snund Uim^unn!

( iiris fgri to nJlefOP ff*- pnrwrlr thr mMOt

to linKitkni tlieir iMiriaiMfes t» irflethm thrir vi

the fount of wiMkHu. But if, inr purr chaaei

eiifcigied ill tlieMC mrntuniais pmsuitiSr a Ekelr knkiiii!:

!

slMHikl |iop intf* view, vhr. whatV vkhii: villi tint?

Wluit's vnmiE with that?

vbodr

Tlie (|iiestioii nam arwbs what idhiiuld a leiri knk far ia a

husliuiid? \ fETcat deal has l«cn vritten on this lobiect. Snme
.siiy cluuHctcr is iiMwt ini|a«tant. siaiie my hackiEPtiaiid. itmmt

s:iy :i|>|iearaiice, nnnt May educataiin. Al aiv (v.
Tlie tiHiKt iiii|ifirtant thinf:— har aiiiie— in a Invland '» hcaJth.

Tliougli lie lie liaiidMaiie as( ApiJIu and rich ax OoenHS, what

PnhI is lie if lie jukI lies anmnd aO day acrunidbtinf!; hcdMNrs?

'/?^ostm '^mwilmbM/km
Tlic very first tliini: to dn upiMi meetinfE a man is to make

sure he is soiiml of mind and Kmii. Kefme he has a chanre to

s\vpet-t*tlk you, slap a themMinieter in his nmuth, nJI hack his

eyelids, yank out his tongue, lap his paleBa, padpatr his thi«ax,

:isk him to stntifditcn out a Imn^csImk vith his teeth, if he

fails tlicsc sitii|ilr tests phone for an anilwlaner and fgu on tn

the next |inis|iect.

If, however, lie turns out to lie pliysicaUy it, pnireed to tlir

seroiul iiHist iiii|iortant ivc|uirenient in a husliand. I rHfier tn

:i sense of hmiMir. . „ , ,.,

A itiaii wIhi can*! take a jfikr is a man tt> he avoided. Theie

.'ire sex-enil siin|ile tests to find out whether your praofKct can

tjike a joke or iM*t. Vini ciii, for exaiii|ik*, sbb4i his tiies. f h* huni

liis "Mad" niiiiics. ()r steal his svitrhlilade. (h* turn Idont Mr

I
let niceoon. ()r sliaiT his head.

.\fier each of tlicwe fgrnid-natuied pranks, hiufdi fSuKr and

shout "April Fmrfr* If he repfies ''Kut this is Felvnair nine-

teentli," or siMiietliinfE eipially churlish, cravi him off your Kst

and love tluuiks yiiu found «iut in time.

But if he lauidix silveriy and calls you **litlle minx f* put him

to tlie next test. Find out whether he is kindly.

Tlie (|uickest way U» aserrtain his kindfineas is, of eosne, h>

kiok at the dpuette he flnokes. bitmiU? bit dement? fcsii

liuiitane? Does it ininii^er lenderiy tn the payrhe? Uoes it

coddle tlie synapHCs? Is it a fgtnd enmpanim? bitfgenial? bit
liriKlit and friendly and fuH vi dniect pleaMue ffraai

till tlie heart of

Is it, in sliort, IliSip Monw?

If IliUip Morris it he, thca dbsp the man to

lioo|«< of steel, for you smy he mve that he iR kimly
iiier lireeie, kindly an a SMthu ^a kiBB, kimlj to his

.XimI now^, lia%'inK

lilessed witli a sense of

nunkc sure lie will ahmya
luitHy, is enxy. Junt
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Frosh Lose

Final Game
In less than spectacular fash-

ion, the froah closed out their

eason last Tuesday afternoon.
Travelling up to Temple, they

were trounced by the Owls, 87-

73. This marked the second time
Villanova has fallen before the
Owlets this season, and as a re-

sult, their record stands six wins
and four losses for the year.

The 14-point deficit belies the

closeness of the contest. In fact,

Villanova lead Temple through
most of the first half. It wasn't
until there were two minutes to

play in the half that the Owls
closed the gap and pushed
ahead.

From there on, it was just a
case of too many Indians (or

Owls) for the WUdcats.

White Scores 29
Statistically, there were some

bright spots for the frosh. Hubie
closed out a spectacular season

with 29 points in the losing

cause.

A consistent contributor
throughout the year, Dan Hig-

gins chipped in with 15 points.

High for Temple was Bruce
Dry dale, who managed 22
points. Palestra fans will be

seeing this boy on the Litwack
five next year.

Looking at the season as a
whole, the freshmen looked im-

pressive in some games and
somewhat less than that in

others. Highlights were victories

over St. Joe's twice, one of these

breaking the century mark.

Lost Four (iames

Lesser performances were
seen in the Temple and LaSalle

games, which accounted for the

four losses.

Swimmers
(Continued from Page 13)

Jim Gregory, who had the best

day of all against Gettysburg by
. setting a new Villanova mark in

the 200 breaststroke as well as

swimming on the medley record-

breaker ,express it best.

"Swimming at Villanova has
gotten better in the time, I've

been here, and it will improve
even more. And I think we're

moving toward varsity recogni-

tion, although not in the near
future."

In all, it would seem that,

though they have achieved a
good deal of success at Villa-

vona, at least three of the four

graduating swimmers are not
satisfied with the set-up. Even
Pinto will admit that his view-

point might differ in that "I

wasn't a champion when I came
here like Palacio and Gregory
were."

All Were Champions
Champions they were. Palacio

was a National Catholic high

school titlist and Gregory was a
New England All-Interscholastic

champ. But Pinto and Rum-
barger had their measure of

recognition too. Along with Pal-

acio, they made Philadelphia

All-Catholic.

Thus all four met at Villa-

nova. They, along with several

other, comprised the strongest

frosh swim squad Villanova has

yet seen four years ago.

The other dropped from com-
petition over the years, but these

four remained — because they

loved the sport.

At the moment, Villanova

feels that it cannot afford to

provide additional reward for

the swimmers. On the other

hand, it would seem that the

imiversity cannot afford to ever

loM men like theee.

New York Track Fans Given Records \ G^^rden Jinx Faces Basketball Team In Tourney

At PhantomIndoor Meet In Garden
y TOM GOLDSCHMIDT

There are 15,873 people ^tting in the Madison
Square Garden stands. Hundreds of sweat-suited
athletes sit on the edges of the boards and in the
infield—a pied panarama of cross-legged figures.

Pincus Sober, speaking with an expression of
matter-of-fact-ness which he alone can affect in
such a situation, snaps off the conversational buzz
of the crowd by saying he has the results in the one-
mile run.

'The winner is Ron Delany, of Ireland; second,
Phil Coleman, of the Chicago Track and Field Club;
third, Laszlo Tabori, Santa Clara Youth Center;
fourtii, Dan Waern, of Sweden." The New York
regulars, self-^acknowledged cognoscenti all, do not
need this. Delany's the man in the mile. He always
wins.

A very slight pause. Sober again, impercept-
ably more interested. "The time of the winner,
setting a new world's indoor record for the distance,

four minutes, one and two-tenths seconds."

The crowd, like a sleeping giant, is slow to stir.

But, as the realization that there has been a record
set sinks in, it roars and applauds wildly.

Ron Delony And The Pock

A man who has been drinking Ballantine in a
cup in the Garden during most of the indoor meets
for the past four years, jumps up and down, shouts
**A record, a record, a RECORD. Oh that Delany

!

What a hell of a harp."

; J Damned for Just Winning
More than twenty other times in the Garden, the

same man wanted that "hell of a harp" damned to

the fires for only winning races. "He*s a bum, a
skinny lazy bum. Everybody's breakin' records.

But that big-nosed bum just wins races."

Now he has been there for a record mile.

"What luck I always have," he tells another celeb-

rant. "I see all the records set." He takes a swig
on his beer, and it trickles out the side of his mouth
and runs down the front of his coat

This record mile was never run. There were
15,873 people sitting in the cavern on Eighth Ave-
nue. Athletes sat in small groups on the ftoor. Of-
ficials in black were spread out among the athletes,

as though to tone down the unreal field of flashy

colors.

But no one ever ra^ around the board track

that night. There were no races at all. The track

officials had responded to the fans' apparent dis-

interest in the races as races. If it was records they

wanted, Dan Ferris, Pincus Sober, Asa Bushnell

and the rest would give them records. Nothing
but records.

Every 15 minutes that night, Sober walked to

the microphone arid read the results of a phantom
race. Then the announcement of a new world

mark. "Jenkins' time was one minute, nine and
one-tenth seconds . . . Tom Murphy, the winner,

in the time of one minute, fifty and one-tenth

seconds . .

"

bid Not Want Phantom Races

Ferris and the rest had not wanted to do it

Every Brundage had cautioned that Americans did
enough sitting already without having the athletes
reist Indian-like on the Garden floor.

But something had to be done. The people
would soon stop paying money to see indoor meets.
Culbreath outkicks Jenkins in a thrilling finish,
but the crowd gives only catcalls as thanks for a
performance which does not erase a record.

.

Two recent races had been the clinchers. Bill
Dellinger, moving to the two-mile after failing to
beat Delany week after week, opens up a futy-
yard lead. Not much of a contest The crowd takes
advantage of the lack of action to buy a beer and a
hot dog. A gentle patter of applause as Dellinger
crosses the finish line an easy winner. Then the
announcer bays, "A new world indoor standard for
Dellinger in the two-mile." The crowd explodes,
cheering wildly and long. Thousands who were in
the corridors to get their snacks rush back to make
sure they are part of the celebration.

Ron Delany, after breaking the PHILADELr
PHIA INQUIRER Games record for the mile by
out-kicking Tabori, drops down to the half-mile the
very next night He has not run that distance in-
doors since he was a freshman in college. He faces
America's two top half-milers—Tom Murphy and
Dave Scurlock; a once-great now getting back into
top shape—Arnie Sowell; the European 800-meter
champion—Mike Rawson; and a very good if not
great half-miler from the N.Y.A.C.--Joe Soprano.

Murphy Sets Own Pace
After the first 60 yards. Soprano takes the lead.

At the end of two laps, it's Murphy out front He
is setting the pace, fast enough, he thinks, to tire

the already-tired Irishman, but not too fast to leave
himself without enough pep to withstand Delany*s
usual kick.

With just one lap remaining, Delany starts his
move. Murphy is still running free and easy. At
the last turn, Delany shortens his stride and starts

to sprint Murphy, as good a quarter-miler as he is

a half-miler, sprints at the same time. He*» got a
three-stride lead. Delany pulls even.They flee to-

ward the tape side-by-side, like galloping horses
rigged to the same carriage.

The Irishman leans fprward just as tfeey hit

the finish line. He's a winner by a foot The crowd
is as limp as the jogging runners. Every other ath-

lete rises and applauds for' fully three minutes.
Hundreds of them rush to Delany, slap him on the

back, on the buttocks. They KNOW what ,it took
to win that race. The people in the stands are still

shouting. One hears "great race," "greatest race,"

"thrill of a lifetime" bandied around.

Pincus Sober announces the order of the fin-

ish, then says the time was 1:52.2, a good but not

outstanding mark. The crowd stops cheering. Some
make faint boos amid swigs of beer. On the Garden
floor, the athletes are still clapping their hands in

tribute.

Lake Ron for the Record
Ron Delany did not run a phantom mile race

last Saturday in the Garden. It was as real as

sweat Forced to keep up with the fast early pace

set by Peter Close and the biting kick by Istvan

Rozavogyi, Delany blasted to a 15-yard victory

while setting the world's indoor mile mark—four
minutes, two and five-tenth seconds.

The capacity crowd sitting in on the National

A.A.U. indoor championships gave Delany a thun-

derous hand when the time was announced. This

was the greatest record set on a night when four

other marks were established.

But the crowd failed to notice that, with the

big lead at the finish, Delany slowed down to an
easy trot over the last 10 yards. On another night,

when no one is capable oi settino; a good pace, or

the other runners choose not to do so, Delany will

burst past the pack to win by a few yards. The
time will be 4:07.5 or 4:09.2. * Delany will be booed.

Let's have those phantom races, Pincus.

'
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By TOM TROY

By now everyone knows that

Villanova will play in the NIT.
And everyone knows how much
factors as experience and the

publicity and prestige of the

tournament affect the play.

Yes, these items, best de-

scribed as intangibles, will have
a tremendous effect on the cal-

iber of play. Few people, how-
ever, consider the most import-

ant factor—the site of the

tournament.
The site of The NIT, Madison

Square Garden, exerts an influ-

ence like no other arena in

America. Villanova feels this
* influence and is more affected by
it than any other team around.

If there is a curse on the bas-

ketballers of Villanova then it is

most explicitly manifested in the

Garden. When a Villanova team
enters New York and dons uni-

forms to play on the Garden
floor there is a powerful—a very

powerful—odor of malediction

about the place.

Not Alone In Jinx

It should be pointed out here,

however, that Villanova isn't

the only team to suffer what has

come to be termed "the Garden
jinx." No! There are many
others.

One doesn't exactly know
what it is that causes a team
to get the jitters in the Garden
—but nevertheless the shakes
are prevalent. Maybe the fact

IC4A Meet
(Continued from Page 16)

of the sprint medley.
It iiras Charley's first com-

petitive running of the year, and
it took its toll. The Wildcats won
the sprint medley for the third

time since 1950 with CoUymore
running the 440, Jim Blackburn
the 100, Joe Mannion the 200
and Steitd the 300^ The time
was 1:53.2, fastest for the meet
^inceithe CaU' 1:52.9 in 1056.

A neW name in the roster of
Wildcat track standouts Nick
beAngelis. He had been ruhhing
on the mile relay team with fair

success earlier in the year. But
last Week he was entered in the

600 and made a wonderful show-
ing.

Races Veterma Field

He took second place in a
heat, behind Charley Jenkins.

Then, in the final, he placed

fifth. Josh Culbreath won in

1:11.1. He and the next three

finishers—Jenkins, Willie Atter-

berry and Wke Rawson—are

oolite graduates and won't be

competing in the IC4A's.

Junior Bob Godesky also made
a good impression in the mile.

He finished second in the second
section of the mile, not far off

the winning pace of 4:17.9. The
large amount of work that this

hustler does may earn him and
Villanova some points this week.

John Buckley, defending out-

door IC4A broad jump cham-
pion, may be ready to compete

on Saturday, after being side-

lined for two weeks with a leg

muscle pull.

Others who will probably see

action include senior Vic DiMaio

in the 1000, sophomore Norbert

McNulty in the pole vault and
senior Jack Van Deusen in the

hurdles.

The mile relay situation is still

up in the air. Blackburn, Man-
nion, Stead and CoUymore arc

possibilities there. If Stead and
CoUymore are not fresh enough.

Coach EUiott might decide to

skip the race.

that New York is considered the

basketball capitol of America
jauses many teams to falter.

Of course, this is now anamal-
ous, for although that city once
produced the finest teams in the

nation, only St. John can now
be considered to be a power.

But even though this is true,

New York and Madison Square
Garden are still looked upon as
the proving ground, the big test,

for a basketball team. Do well

and you gain fame ; fail and you
usually sink into oblivion.

Thus, any visitor to the Gar-
den is still very visibly affected.

Sometimes entire teams are ef-

fected and at other times only
individuals.

Didn't Bother Oscar

Of course, there are excep-

tions. Some teams and individ-

uals absolutely thrive in this

forbidden atmosphere. Oscar
Robertson is a good example. He
scored 56 points in his Garden
debut and 45 points in his second
visit. Tom Gola and his LaSalle
teams always played extremely
well in the Garden.
But by and large, the opposite

effect takes place. Most teams
just fold. West Virginia is a
good example of a team that
can't play winning ball in the

Garden.
Last year they were rated

number one in the country at the
end of the season. Thev came
to New York for the firfi round
of the eastern regionals- o fthe

NCAA tournament Manhatten
upset them. ' ^

'

Two weeks ago they returned
to play NYU. They were, upset
again. It looks as if th^ will

never win in New York.
For sheer consistency in this

matter Villanova can't pe top-

ped. Here is a team that can't

win for losing in the Eighth
Avenue Arena. Let's look at

the unenviable record:

Led By Arizin

In 1949, VUanova, led by the

incomparable Paul Arizin, com-
piled a 22-3 record. They won
12 games in a row, were ranked
number seven in the nation and
were selected as the district

two representative in the

NCAA.
They journeyed to the Garden

to play Kentucky, number one
team in 1;he world! Paul Arizin

scored 30 points ; Leo Wolf held

Ail-American Ralph Beard
scoreless from the floor. Re-
sult: Kentucky 85—Villanova
72. A few hardy individuals

weren't enough.
In 1954, Villanova was invited

to play in the Holiday Tourna-
ment. The 'Cats were unde-
feated in five games ; Bob Schaf-

er was an AU-American and led

the country in scoring with a
25.4 average. This team posses-

sed really fine balance.

In the first round Villcmova
met Duquesne. The Wildcats
were trounced 87-68. It seems
that a fellow named Sihugo
Green scored 38 points. Bob
Schafer? Four field goals and
four fouls for 12 points.

All right, Duquesne did go on
to win the title. There wasn't

a great deal of shame here. But
in the second round a below-par

St. John's team smashed Villa-

nova, 89-77. Schafer had 16

points.

At the end of that season, af-

ter having put together a 16-9

record, the Wildcats were se-

lected once more to play in the

J^CAA tourney.

A Win—But Wait

Of course the 'Cats had to

play in the Garden again. Lo
and behold they won. Villanova

squeezed by Duke, 74-73.

But the victory was to no
avail because sometimes the
Garden jinx doesn't strike right

away. It waits to strike at an
unwary moment. Villanova was
defeated by Canisius in the very
next round.

By now the point is made but
if there are still some doubters
they might look at the 1956

Holiday Tournament in which
Villanova was again a guest.

In this tourney VUlanova lost

three straight games. In Villa-

nova's ten game tournament his-

tory the Wildcats have won only
twice.

Now what conclusion can be
drawn from this survey of VU-
anova versus the Garden in ref-

erence to the forth-coming NIT?
It seems as though the only

choice is to be pessimistic, and it

this isn't obvious one might con-

sult anyone who saw the 'Cats

in their only Garden appearance
this year. They looked high-

schoolish.

ColHinbio-SeuHitrii

Chtmicol Corporotioa
Interview Dote: February 25
Opportunities available in ssven
plants: New Martinsville, W. Vo..

.

Sarberton, O., Lake Charles, Lo.,

Corpus ChrisN, Tex., Jersey City,

N. J., Bortlert, Calif., and Beau-
hornois, Quebec, Canoda.

Producers of heovy industrial chem-
icals: soda osh, chlorine, caustic

:>odO' onhydrous ammonia, titonium

tetrachloride, and other chlorinated
products.

Research, development, production,

design ond maintenance opportuni-

tMes open for men in these categories:

BS, MS, PhO Chemists; BS & MS
C;»em. Engrs.; BS CE's; BS Mfc s;

BS EE's, BS Indus. Engrs.; BS In-

strument Engrs.; and PhL> Physicists.

is only the beginning ofa WINSTON

^ind%Y^
It's ififhat's

up front
that counts

^*^ ^>^^ yW- *^^\^ '=

Wll1#ton pMtlj itH^

FILTER-BLEND •
•;.

v ; 4Jp front . * , fine, flavor^l

tobaccos, spectaity prootNMNfid

for filter smoking

:4.

<'/•*

WINSTON TASTES GOO
K. J. IUjrnoldiTal>.Co.,

Wintlon-SaUm.Iir.O.

UK£A CIOARETTE SHOULD I
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Only LaSaUe 'Big 5' Game
Remaiiis Before Tourney

•y JOE RTZPATUCK
18

start of NIT fieirtm-

dnU off fade

awl if the YiBmmawm. team to

CD aagrwkcre im the NIT tfaej

w31 hacve to hoae op
^ their BSe n«« rival. LaSaDe on

7.

tnrth off the matter w
that the H^hkati have hvt live

o ftheir laat ten saaMs and two
o ftheae loaaea caane at the
haada of teaaH which have al-

ready accepted NIT bids—St.

Bunaveuluie and NTU.
The l^Danofvans had a eood

to

to NTU when they met
tionally ranked North Gunoliiia

State at Raleigh on Satnrday.
Bad Prniai Odf

The "Gita dnniped their

dhanoe when they blew a 5 point
halftime lead, aeoring only 19
points ia the seeoad half while
the Wol^ack was aowiiv; 34
points to win, 9S-56l

Only the play off Joe Ryan
eould ooB^are with the play off

pondi, Lan Pii-

cillD and John Richter.

Ryan acored 21 points but
this wasn't enough because Pu-
dDo scored 18 while his team-
nmte Richter was scoring 14
paints an ddmninating the game
in the rdMNUid department.

me story is true of Vil-

.'s troundng at the hands
of NTU on Tliursday with one
mirpt iisi—at least against State

the ViUanovaiis made a good

In Madison Square Garden
nere terrible.

The ^^lets couldn't claim a
Pndllo and a Richter, but they
had a Sanders and a Ramsey.

Big Men 'Harmless'

Against these two NYU play-

ers the Villanova "big men'*

were harmless. Sanders scored
28 points and Ramsey gabbed
19 rebounds while Villanova's

bag mea. were floundering
around outside and doing little

to aid the Villanova cause.

Ryan again was Villanova's

higli point man with 20 points.

It was obvious that Joe had a
~hot hand" but it looked as

though his mates were uncon-
aeioosly freezing him out.

The loss wasn't all in vain
however. It gained an NIT bid

for NYU.
In Villanova's last \dnning

performance the 'Cats showed
signs of weakness against a me-
diocre Buffalo team.

Villanova watched a 13 point

lead almost dwindle to nothing
as Buifalo edged to within one
point of Villanova with only
four minutes, 30 seconds remain-
ing in the game.
Here Jimmy Haggard stepped

in and his inspiring play carried

the Villanova five to 67-54 tri-

umph.

Early TIp-Off

Jim scored 25 points while
the other Villanovans were giv-

ing NYU scouts an exact ex-

ample of the play that they
were going to see two nights
later.

The only other Villanovan to

hit double figures was Jim Ken-
ny. Jim scored on three shots
from the floor and six from the

foul line for a total of 12 points.

Not in any of these three most
recent outings did Villanova as
a team show a semblance of a
tourney-bound team. In fact the
outlook is dim against a team
of LaSalle's calibre.

Remember the Explorers
played some pretty fair ball be-

fore bowing to the Hawks last

Saturday and they have come
a long way since their early de-

feat at the hands of N. C. State.

Meed A 'Miracle'

To Repeat As IC4A Champs
y TOM GOLPSCHMIDT

aay that
'Villanova is the "defending

ahqai of tte Interpnlifgiste Aa-
aociataMi of A—t^w^r Athletes
of ABMfica.

A nmeh better appdOatioB
would he "fbni
It would take a
and then aoBse for the Wikkats
to ei^ the rollrgiate title at

Not that there is

to be ashanMd of
gooda to win the
¥^th numerically ssnll
Goach Jim HliaCt has

to win both the indoor and out-

door titles two years running.

Manhattan's powerful

strength in sheer numbers alone

bound to tell sooner or later.

the gieenshirted men from
New York might find themselves

tniliag Penn State, Army or

Yale, aU of whom have excellent

The trio has stayed away
the inviation indoor meets,

ptefeiiing to compete i ndual

VanUanLost :

The Wildcats defeated Man-
hattan, 29V!i to 28 last year, the

oi victory being a fourth

and a tie for Hfth by pole

vanlters Ron Brady and Norm

hi the AAU
a fine second
Jenkias in the

fifth la the finals.

Cyprus, both of whom left the
university for academic reasons
at the end of last year.

In the three previous years,

Villanova had belted Manhatten,
46-221/2 in 1957, and lost to the
forces of Coach George East-
man, 36-34 (1956) and 27-221/2

(1955). In 1954. prior to the
Delany - Jenkins-Bragg-Reavis-
Collymore era the Cats scored
only three points.

i Even though the Wildcats will

not be a threat for the team
title this year, it is expected
that the usual large delegation

of Villanova fans will trek to

New York for the meet. There
are still tickets available at the

Field House and up at the Gar-
den.

One of the major attractions

is expected to be the special in-

vitational mile, in which Villa-

nova graduate student Ron
Delany, who last week set the

world's indoor record for the

mile (4:02.5), will face an out-

standing field, including Hun-
gary's Istvan Rozsavolgyi and
Lazzslo Tabori, and Bill Delling-

er, who has set the world's in-

door marks in the two-mile and
three-mile in the last month.

60 or 600?
Ed Collymore, who lost his

60-yard crown in last week's

AAU championships to Morgan
State's Paul Winder, may face

the latter again this week. If

his recent bout with the flu is

cleared up, however, he may
choose to return to the 600 in

which he is undefeated in invita-

tional meets.
Charley Stead, who had been

high jumping splendidly in prev-

ious weeks, could not get over

6-3 in the AAU Games. The
prime reason was that Stead was
worn out by the heats and final

(Continued on Page 15) <

Tom Sanders, NYU center, leaps for a field goal over VU*s
George Raveling and Kenny Harrison. This was the start of a
28-point performance that helped to thrash the Wildcats, 78-60.

Gregory, Palacio, Keefe

Pinto Star In Swim Finale
By GENE HEWITT

Seniors Jim Gregory, Larry
Palacio and Bob Pinto will al-

ways be remembered and jun-

ior Frank Keefe will be swim-

mers to watch if only on the

basis of their performances last

Wednesday against Gettysburg.

Not only did the Villanovan

mermen defeat the Bullets, in

their own pool 44-42, but they

set four records as they brought

a very successful (7-5) 1959 sea-

son to a close.

Keefe led off the medley re-

lay with a blistering 1:02:9 10

yards on his back to set a new
Villanova team record and Pal-

acio, Gregory and Pinto follow-

ed suit with Pinto touching the

wall. This quartet finished the

mile relay in 4:10:4 lowering the

Villanova team and Gettysburg

pool record set by themselves

just a year ago by four seconds.

Gregory, completing his ten-

ure as Villanova's most out-

standing breaststroke competi-

tor led all the way in the 200
yard breaststroke to lower his

old Villanova record by four

seconds. The new record time

is 2:32:4. This time is also

a new Gettysburg pool record.

Frank Keefe came back in the

200 yard backstroke and finally

broke the 2:24 barrier that has

haunted him for three years.

Frank's 2:22:2 in this event set

a new Gettysburg pool i'ecord.

Palacio and Pinto, again dis-

playing the drive and heart that

helped break LaSalle's domin-

ance over the Villanova swim-

mers, came through in fine style

to win the 200 butterfly and 100

freestyle respectively.

Joe Harvey was just touched

out in the 220 freestyle and 440

freestyle and he had to settle

for second in each event Bob
Donahue took second in the 60

freestyle and Bob Dow placed

second in the 200 butterfly.

Bruce McCreedy took second
place in both the 440 and the
dive and Jim Moran took third

in the drive.

The medley relay team and
its members have a good chance
to place high in both their indi-

vidual events and the relay

events in the Eastern champion-
ships which will be held in two

!iiL^-^«i:S*'iJfi^:i^v

SR. QUEEN ENTRIES

START TODAY
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March 16 Holiday
As Pressure Ru

I

Student Council
by JOHN J. CURTIN
of the ViUanovan Staff

Student Council President Bob Murphy (extreme left) counts a hand vote at last Wednesp

days Congress meeting on a motion to select a free day. After heated and confusing parlim-

mcntary proceedings, Monday, March 16 was picked as the annual Student CouncU hoUday.

^Inspector' Hears Critique
The first night audience for

the Belle Masque production of

"The Inspector General," last

Wednesday, was invited to ap-

praise the performance, and it

by THOMAS M. WOLF
of the ViUanovan Staff

let no flaw go unmentioned.

At the termination of Act III,

Julius Caesar' Film Set

For Vasey Hall Tomorrow
by PAUL BUCKLEY

of the Villanovan Staff

Charlton H e s t o n and the

Northwestern University Play-

ers in Shakespeare's "Julius

Caesar" and Siobhan McKenna
in a reading of William Butler

Yeats' poetry will be shown on

film at 7:30 tomorrow evening

in the Vasey Hall Auditorium.

The two films are being spon-

sored by the Literary Club,

Opera Classica and Belle Mas-

que societies of the university,

and are open to all members of

the student body, faculty and

Administration.

The members of the literary

societies of several nearby col-

leges have also been invited to

the showing.

Entertaining and Cultureal

Literary Club President Jack

Curtin, speaking for all three

organizations, told the VILLA-
NOVAN that "the movies are a

move on our part to try to bring

a bit of both entertainment and

culture to our members, as well

ag enable the three organiza-

tions to become better acquaint-

ed.

"All three, although in dif-

ferent fields, have basically the

•ABM aims/' said Curtin, "and

perhaps this will allow them to

appreciate each other's inter-

ests." .". ti^:. V,-

Curtin also pointed out that

the last meeting of the Literary

Club, which consisted of the

presentation of a paper on the

Beat Generation by senior Eng-

lish major Ray Quaglia, was the

most successful undertaking of

the club so far this year.

Blasts Underclasses

At the same time, however,

the president joined the heads

of several other campus organi-

zations — notably the VILLA-
ANOVAN and the BELLE
AIRE —in blasting underclass

support.

"Of the almost 30 students

and faculty members in attend-

ance at the meeting," Curtin

said, "only three or four at the

most were underclassmen—and
one of those was a freshman.

"If the Literary Club is to

continue next year, and I cer-

tainly think it should, we must
have new blood—we must have

it fast. Juniors especially are

needed, and they have been the

most disinterested class so far.'*

Richard A. Duprey, faculty di-

rector, bravely asked for dis-

cussion, the "Critique", which

Belle Masque has adopted in

order to hear criticisms from
the audience.

Duprey and the cast intended

to weigh the conunents, and ap-

ply the worthy ones to correc-

tion of the play's defects. The
play as seen the last four days

was the result of this.

Defects Noticed

A small, discriminating crowd

(less than 100) was frank and
scrutinous. It noticed that the

governor's daughter wtas wear-

ing a school ring which caught

spots of light; it noticed that

several characters were wearing

loafers and everyday shoes; it

See Gallagher Review
Pages

A noisy and well-prepared

band of Villanova students

drove the Student Council into

voting March 16 as the annual

"free day" last week after a

confusing and complicated one

and one-Half hour session.

The students—mostly senior

members of the Commerce and
Jt'inance or Liberal Arts divi-

sions—eventually saw the date

they wanted decided upon by

the council with a 25-14 V^ mar-

gin after the members had voted

and re-voted upon amendment
after ^unendment.

At one point, the three-way

battle had become so confused

that the council, which had gone

throus^ three amendments to

completely change the original

motion by senior Eaectrioal Eln-

gineering student Bob Merkert,

found itself voting cm an amend-

ment that woukl have reverted

the v^ole question back to the

originaL

Morphy ! Coatrol

Council president Bob Mur-

phy, struggling to remain un-

biased, ruled the proceedings

with an iron fist, and had to

bang his gavel every few mo-

ments to keep order in the hot

and heavy session.

Late in the proceedings, there

were 13 "points of clarification"

called in a 15 minute period,

with Junior class president Shel-

don Pollock asking for three

himself.

Ironically, after the matter

had been decided and represent-

ative Jim Corey was congratu-

lating the members of the stu-

dent body who had come to the

meeting for their interest in

council afTairs, they rose as a

man from the back of the room

and walked from the council

chamber.

The controversy broke wide

open after Gerry McGrath, Tom
Moakley and Gerry Hepburn
plodded through the various

committee reports. Things hap-

pened like this:

Murphy recognized Merkert

for the un-tabling of the latter's

motion to have the "free day"
on May 8. Vice-chairman Tom
Hoffman spoke in favor of the

motion, re-iterating the reasons

he had given at the previous

meeting.

Senior Pete O'Brien then

spoke in favor of what appeared

to be the only alternative date,

March 13, citing the National

Invitation Tournament and St.

Patrick's Day as reasons.

O'Brien also brought up two
new arguments against the May
8 date—that it is just prior to

Senior Father's Day anH Blue-

White Day, which fall on May
9, and could seriously hamper
the success of both.

However, just as the council
(Continued on Page 11)

observed that characters had
been putting their heads through

the imaginary wialls of the

house.

But not all of the comments
were of such superficial nature.

Most of them seriously evalu-

ated the acting and directing.

The play was presented in

arena fashion, surrounded on
four sides by audience. The first

question from the floor was:
Why?
The significant reason, re-

plied Duprey, is that the acous-

tics of the Field house are atro-

cious for a proscenium play.

"There are dead spots in the

hall which cannot be penetrated,

(Continued on Pace 8) I

History Dept.

Lecture Series

Opens Tonite
The Department of History

and Political Science will begin

its 1959 series of lectures tnis

evening with a talk on "Foreign
Political Problems in the Italian

Unification Movement of the

19th Century."
Rev. Robert M. Sullivan

O.S.A., M.A., dean of the arts

and sciences division will be the

chairman.
Raymond L. Cummings, his-

tory professor, will speak on

how the Italian unification's

threat to interests of great gov-

ernments in the 19th century

parallels the threat of Africa

and Asia today.

Cummings graduated
from Villanova in 1948, obtained

his M.A. from Georgetown in

1952, and at present is working
for his Ph.D. at Penn.
As a Fulbright scholar, he

traveled to Europe last year to

work on his thesis on Italian

Unification .

While there, he worked at the

Foreign Ministry Archives in

Paris, the State Archives in Lon-
don, and the Pubic Records Of-

fice in London.
Dr. Fred J. Khouri will speak

on "The U. S. in the Middle
Blast" on March 11.

Dr. George K. Alapatt will

speak on 'The U. S. in South and
Southeast Asia" on March 18.

AU lectuires will be delivered

in the Commerce and Fhnance
BulkliBff, and wiU begin at 7:30.
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Council Vote Can Provide

New Polling Spot Near C&F
by LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKE

of die Villanovan Staff

The problem of creating an
additional polling place for Com>
merce and Finance was avoided
by the Student Congress last

week.

This was accomplished by a
premature motion to adjourn.

Sheldon Pollock, junior class

president, had asked the Con-
gress to consider the creation of

;
two separate voting spots—the

traditional one at alunmi gym,
for arts and engineering stu-

dents, and another for C and F
students in either the basement
of their classroom building or

. Sheehan dormitory.

The suggestion had been pas-

sed by the Student Senate by a
narrow six to five vote. It is

expected to produce controversy

.at the next Congress meeting
next keek.

Listed Reason
Pollock listed these reasons

for the proposal:

Many students vote during
the ten minute break between
classes and the lines discourage

some from exercising this privi-

lege.

Many people in Sullivan and
Sheehan Halls do not vote if the

weather is inclement.

Shanokinaki Dance

Acclaiaed Success
Rev. Michael J. O'Donnell,

O.S.A., moderator of the seventh
annual Shamokinaki Dance, an-

nounced last week that this

year's event was one of the most
successful.

Attendance at the dance, held

,on February 20 in the Field

House, was better than 550
couples, a record-breaking num-
ber for the affair.

Fr. O'Donnell thanked all who
attended the dance as well as to

' the various committee members,
patrons and innumerable others
who volunteered their services.

All returns from the Sham-
okinaki campaign, which will

benefit the Augustinian Missions

in Japan, have not as yet been
made. l^r. O'Donnell expects to

announce the final results in the

coming week.
Although this year's dance

was highly successful, hopes are

even higher for* next year's af-

fair, Fr. O'Donnell said.

Perhaps past election statist-

ics show that only 50 percent

of the C and F students vote

because of the long walk and
jobs which require that they
leave school immediately after

work.

Election noises would not in-

terfere with classes since loud-

speakers are prohibited except

during the ten minute break.

In general the entire student

body would benefit from the

change, Pollock said.

Unfair System

Pollock also charged that the

present system is unfair to some
candidates. This system will en-

able more candidates to run, he
said.

Objections to Pollock's pro-

posal were forming in the

corridors before last week's
meeting.

Several representatives charg-
ed that the additional of a pol-

ling place so near the C and F
building would give the advan-
tage in voting to the already
numerically superior business

group.

The result of this would lead

to C and F division class presi-

dents year after year, one Arts
and Science representative said.

Denies Purpose

Pollock, himself a C and F
student, denied that the purpose
of the proposal was to give the

voting advantage to the business

school.

He explained that if the pro-

posal was passed, more students,

not necessarily from one divi-

sion, would find it more con-

venient to cast ballots.

The necessity of stirring stu-

dent interest in class elections

was evidenced two weeks ago
when just 52 percent of the

freshman class voted in their

council elections.

John P. Kelley, senior Political

Science major, and chairman of

the elections committee, said

that the elections had been ade-

quately advertised.

Kelley also lamented that two

of the three freshmen nominated

to one of the posts had a schol-

astic average below the accept-

able mark.

Ticket Committee Holds Parley

Chairman Harry Devlin (extreme left) discusses the final arrangements for the Senior
Dinner-Dance with the members of his committee. Tickets are now on sale in 206 Sheehan, but

there are only a limited number remaining.

Student G>uncil Initiates

New Ticket Sales Program

John BarloH warns mercliants Jim Lynch and John McGarry
j

(far right) that they had better give gifts at his daughter'^ wed-
;

ding, as Kay Kantra, the phony inspector general looks on. The
,

scen^ fei from Belle Masque's, production '00 Nikolai Gogol's "In-
:

specter General" last week.
j

The Special Problems com-
mittee of the Student Council

has initiated a new plan for the

selling of student tickets to Vil-

lanova athletic events in con-

junction with the Athletic
Board.
The new system, which was

drawn up by the committee in

response to many student com-
plaints about the jam-ups that

occur at the ticket office before

any major event (notably the

basketball game with St. Jos-

eph's in January), was present-

ed to the council at last Wed-
nesday's meeting by Treasurer
Fred Wiele.

The council program is also

an attempt to have the ticket

office stabilize its policies, ac-

cording to Wiele. There have
been numerous student com-
plaints concerning the varying
regulations concerning the pur-

chase of tickets.

Three-Day System
The proposal presents a three-

day system for ticket sales. On
the first day, only student tic-

kets will be sold; each student
being allowed to present two
matriculation cards so that he
can sit with a friend.

"This will help to create a
strong student cheering sec-

tion," Wiele pointed out, "since
it will consist entirely of Villa-

nova students, whose cheering
will not be tempered by the
presence of dates."

Annual Blood Drive
in Alumni Gymnasium
Alumni Gym will be the scene

for the annual Villanova Red
Cross Blood Drive today and
tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.

For the first time in Villa-

nova's history, the school has
a chance to be insured with

blood for a full year with the

donation from all signed-up

donqra plus about 25 or 30 walk-
in donors.

Blood Drive chairman, Bruce
Irving, stated: "Stud».nts who
are 21 and over caa donate
blood without permission from
their parents. We are relying

pn the seniors to ckrty us over
the top."

On the second day of ticket

sales, according to the council

plan, students would be able to

purchase date tickets along with
their matriculation cards, and
sales would be unlimited on the

third day.

New Members
In other business, the council

welcomed new members William
Long and James McMonagle to

the meeting. Long and McMon-
agle are the new freshman rep-

resentatives.

Both elections committee
chairman J. P. Kelley and Vice-

president Gerry McGrath, how-
ever, blasted the class of 1962
for its poor turnout in the re-

cent elections.

Chairman Bob Murphy also

told the council that Villanova
is now third in the voting for

the sportsmanship trophy
a^'arded by the Collegiate Coun-
cil of Greater Philadelphia in

conjunction with Palestra con-

duct during Big Five basketball

games.
Murphy said that Villanova

dropped from second place be-

cause "some student threw a
dead chicken onto the floor prior^^

to the St. Joseph's game."
Other reports concerned the

food poll (still being tabulated),
the telephone problem in Shee-
han Hall (still unsolved) ^d
the student directories (still 'be-

ing printed).

Otto s Band New Addition
To Villanova Social Scene
Villanova's newest band has

announced its intention of bol-

stering lagging student spirit

at the remaining basketball

games.

Otto's Stringless Band, under
the direction of Paul Hessler,

has provided musical support
for Villanova cheers, and enter-

tainment during half-time, with
its lively polkas and German
folk tunes.

Hessler expressed the hope
that "the music of the band will

aid the student body in out-

cheering opposition."

In addition to Hessler, a sen-

ior Electrical Engineer, band
members are John Gannon,
junior Science; Patrick Kenny,
frosh C and F; Joseph Sorokac,

frosh Science; and Joseph Will-

mott, frosh Science.

The band plans to play at the

La Salle game on March 7.

Rev. Henry B. S y v i n s k i,

O.S.A., moderator of the school

band, is in charge of Villanova's

latest musical addition.

A Grandma who lives in St. Clair,

While clinging to youth, in de-
spair.
Has rinses and dyes,
But hard as she tries

Her face looks too old lor her
. *6air. ,',.',

Student Council To

Limit Presidency j

The Student Council next
week ¥dll act on a motion to ex-
clude a junior from the stu-
dent body presidency.

Coimcil secretary Bob Wagner
proposed that an amendment be

made to the constitution estab-

lishing the senior requirement

for the president.

Wagner's motion was a
change from a previous propos-

al calling for senior status for

both the president and secre-

tary.

He also proposed that the

secretary and treasurer "shall

be either sophomores or juniors

during their terms of office."

Wagner, senior electrical en-

gineering student, is now sec-

retary of the council.

"The education to be gained

by serving as Student Council

secretary could be put to good
use in future years by a sec-

retary who is a sophomore or

junior during UA term of of-

fice," ^^ her aoid.

Frosh Reps Debut On Student Councfll
Cl-^ jo Discuss ^awyer^s

by WILLIAM SPEERS ^-^^"-^^-^^r^^^^^BBSHMH^HlHlH^H^i "A Lawyer in the Senate" law in Philadelphia. He ui

v^

by WILLIAM SPEERS
of the Villanovan Staff

Last Wednesday nght, Fresh-

men Bill Long and Jim McMon-

agle entered a new phase in

tneir young college careers. A
Student Council meeting was

held that night and both Long

and McMonagle are newly elect-

ed Council representatives.

As they came into the meet-

ing, they looked rather out of

place amidst the hustle and

bustle of the veteran members.

The next two hours proved to be

their baptism of ftre. For the

entire meeting was spent on one

motion—the annual free day.

It was a hot session both

verbally and physically. The

date finally chosen was March

16. Long voted for the 16th;

McMonagle for May 8.

Votes Were Split

After the meeting we asked

the two representatives why

they voted differently. Both an-

swered that they had taken a

rough poll among the frosh and

found the residenU prefer the

May date, while the day hops

voiced March 16 as the most

favorable day.

McMonagle admitted that they

were a little confused at first.

"But things appeared^ much

clearer after a preliminary talk

with parliamentarians Don
Kempf and Jim Corey," Long

added.
Long said he especially en-

joyed the spirited debate among

the members, while McMonagle

was impressed with the intrica-

ces of parliamentry procedure.

Plan for Future

Since they will serve until the

end of their sophomore year,

both representatives have be-

gun to plan for the future. Mc-

Monagle stated that he would

seek recreational facilities, such

as ping ppng and pool tables

for the resident hall basements.

The representatves once again

extended their thanks to all

those who voted for them. Both

stated that thpy would welcome

any suggestions or complaints

from the Class of '62. "Jim can

be located in his room, 345 Men-

^ del, and anytime and I can be

i{efiched at my home phono num-

bek" LA 5-6047," Long said.

"We are very proud to have

the opportunity to scr\'e the

Class of '62," McMonagle stated,

"and we will do all in our power

to serve in the best interests

of the freshmen class.'*

Favorable Common t.s

The older Student Council

members had nothing but favor-

; '! able comments for the new-

comers. Said Bob Murphy, Stu-

dent Council president, "The

splitting of their votes on the

free day issue may be signifi-

cant. But you can say that I

was favorably impres.««ed."

Student Council vice-chair-

man, Tom Hoffman, was im-

pressed by the freshmen's in-

(Continueii jh l's^e 7)

Perry Elected Pres.

Fred Hajdak takes "the line of least resistance" as he leaves

the campus via one of the many "holes" in the Lancaster Pike

hedge, plodding through a muddy patch. Such repeated short

cuts and the recurrent Uite winter rains have made the south

edge of the campus an eye-sore. .^

Frank Perry, junior Mechani-

cal Engineer from Wilkes-Barre,

Pa., has been elected president

of A. S. M. E.

The vice-presidency was won

by Don McKenzie. Other newly

elected officers are Bill Henry,

secreUry ; Jack King, treasurer

;

and Bill Galm ,Student Council

representative.

Outgoing president Jim Wood-

ward stated that the new of-

ficers will take over their duties

immediately. Their formal in-

,sUllaton will Uke p^ace at the

next regular meeting.

Irish Author
Exhibited At
Library Fete
Ceremonies in observation of

the tenth anniversary of the

Villanova library was highlight-

ed Sunday by the opening of

a' first edition exhibit of the

works of author James Brendan

Connolly.

Ron Delany was among the

several speakers who paid

tr4bute to this renowned author

of Irish Sea Stories. The late

author was also an athlete and

participated in the 1896 Olympic

Games.
The speakers include the Very

Rev. Henry E. Greenlee, O.S.A.,

Chairman of Villanova's Board

of Trustees and the Very Rev.

James A. Donnellon, O.S.A., the

University's President.

Connolly, a native of Boston,

was of Irish ancestry and is re-

garded as one of the greatest

writers of sea stories. He died

in January of 1957 at the age

of seventy-six.

Connolly's works, together

with photos and other examples

of his literary contributions, will

be on display and open to public

viewng daily.

The Friends of the Villanova

Library, who helped finance the

construction of the library
met on Sunday in connection

with the opening exhibit. The

library, containing 145,000 vol-

umes, was one of the three

buildings constructed in 1949.

Mr. John C. Kelly, prominent

New York Advertising execu-

tive and a member of Villanova's

Board of Trustees, is chairman

of the Friends of the Villanova

Library.

Contest Starts

For Junior Queen
Ed Olsen, chairman of the

junior prom committee, an-

aounced that the junior queen

contest begins today.

Pictures will be accepted up

until April 17. Only those pic-

tures entered by March 20 will

appear in the VILLANOVAN,
excluding the finalists, who will

be presented in the Junior Week

issue .

All pictures must be at least

five by three inches in size, and

should contain the following in-

formation on its back: your

name and major, date's name,

her school or occupation, her

hometown, her height, color of

hair and eyes, and her age.

Pictures may be submitted

to Ed Olsen in Room 252 Sulli-

van Hall, or at the student ac-

tivities office, second floor

Dougherty Hall.

"A Lawyer in the Senate"

will be the topic of the Honor-

able Joseph S. Clark, Pennsyl-

vania U. S. Senator, when he

addresses the Villanova Univers-

ity Law School Forum tonight

in Garey Hall.

Always featuring leaders in

fields of consequence to lawyers

the forum each year invites a

member of the U. S. Congress

to preside at one session.

A native of Philadelphia and

a member of an old Philadelphia

family, Clark lives in Chestnut

Hill. He graduated Magna Cum
Laude from Harvard and re-

turned to Philadelphia to re-

ceive his LL.B. from Penn and

his LL.D. from Temple.

Admitted to the Pennsylvania

bar association, he practiced

Food Poll Being

Counted, Results

To BeAnnounced
Because of the heavy returns

from the student body, the re-

sults of the food poll will not

be available until next week.

Fred Wiele, chairman of the

Student Union and Special Prob-

lems Committee of the Student

Council made this announcement

and said, "The student body is

to be congratulated on its co-

operation. It is estimated that

1300 students participated in the

poll".

A report will be submitted to

the Arministration and to Paul

Specia, superintendant of the

cafeteria, as soon as results are

known.

law in Philadelphia. He upset

a Republican reign of 25 years

in 1951 when he was elected to

the first of two terms he served

as Mayor of Philadelphia.

As one of the original framers

of the new city charter and as

reform mayor, Clark was re-

sponsible for many changes and

improvements in the city gov-

ernment.
Clark was elected to the

United States Senate in 1956.

Among his endeavors in the Sen-

ate were his ardent backing of

the student loan program. He
also collaborated with Senator

Paul Douglas to lead a fight

against the Senate filibuster,

which was defeated.

Many leading Democrats con-

sider Clark to be a strong con-

tender for the Democratic Vice

Presidential Nomination in 1960.

As a northern liberal, Clark has

been strongly critized for his

membership in the Americans

for Democratic Action. He is a

practical idealist, willing on oc-

casion to bow to the will of the

politicos.

Special representatives of the

Student Council will meet with

members of the Administration

to discuss the possibilities of

improvement

.

Fountainhead Site

For Senior Event
Seniors will probably cele-

brate their last social event as

undergraduates at the Foimtain-

head, Bucks County, it was
learned last week from class

president Oscar Scogna.

Scogna said although he was

still negotiating for another

spot, it appeared the Fountain-

head had the leadhig spot hi the

considerations.

Scogna said he had not as yet

signed any contract with the

operators of the Bucks County

site, and did not as yet know
the final price for the May 30

event.

Apathy of Juniors

Mars Junior Week
Junior class failure to pro-

duce a good Junior Week edition

of the VILLANOVAN unless

class interest is soon generated,

was predicted last week by Lar-

ry O'Rourke, VILLANOVAN
editor.

O'Rourke told junior presi-

dent Sheldon Pollock that there

had been little response to the

current drive to procure staff

members for next year's news-

paper.

"The senior editors tradition-

ally step out just before the

Junior Week edition", O'rourke

said. "As a consequence, jun-

iors will undertake the publica-

tion of what should be a Jun-

ior Week paper without having
previous training."

Pollock asked the present sen-

ior editors to help coordinate

the Junior Week ediUon. "It's

a pity that seniors must be call-

ed on to publish a paper for

juniors and their mothers,"

Pollock said.

I

Then there's the story of the

two pessimists who met at a party '

'•and shook, heads ...

To err is human
to erase, divine with
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EATON'S GORRASABLE BOND

Typewriter Paper
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The Decision Is Final
The annual "free day" awarded the students of

Villanova University will be Monday, March 16!

The Student Council decided that last week.
And despite several attempts -- via petitions,

threats and declarations — by members of the stu-
dent body and of the council itself to change that
decision, that's the way it's going to be.

And that's the way it should be.

Now don't get us wrong. We're still in favor
of May 8, and think it would have been the best day

. to choose. Not only, that but we feel March 16 was
the worst possible date to pick: it has no bearing
on the NIT, and is nothing but a **party" day.

But it's the day that the council chose to award
as the "free day;" and as such, deserves to be hon-
ored as the final word on the matter. And kwking

.V. closely at the ones doing the complaining, it seems
that they are probably the ones most to blame if

things didn't go their way.

:

;

For one thing, their charge—that the council
was swayed in its decision by a delegation of stu-
dents in the back of the room — is ridiculous. Cer-
tainly the council was influenced; but the men who
did the influencing deserve conunendation, not
anger. At least they cared enough about what was
going on to come to the meeting and try to swing
matters their way. And they did.

No. There can be no complaining about the
council decision as a whole. But if ifs complaints
some students want to register, here are plenty of
things they can' complain about

For instance, they can complain about those
council members who didn't even bother to attend
the important meeting.

;; Or about the representatives who sent alter-
nates to the meeting — without instructing these
men how to vote. Or about the representatives who,
knowing what, their constituents wanted, voted an-
other way. (The roll call vote is printed on Page
12.) Or the representatives who didn't make an
effort to find out how their constituents wanted
them to vote, or if they did, allowed themselves to
be swayed.

And when they're all finished with that, they
just might take a look at themselves. Where were
they last Wednesday when the decision was being
made? •

If they weren't at the council meeting, they
have no right to complain.
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Well Done, Mr. Chairman
Whatever complaints there are about last Wed-

nesday's Student Council meeting, there can be
none about the manner in which it was conducted.

For chairman Bob Murphy, it was probably the
high-water mark of his college political cai-eer. He
met a tense and difficult situation squarely, and
emerged from it with the respect and admiraUon
of all present.

The council meetmg was one that could have
gotten out of hand vei-y easily — if the chairman
would have allpwed it. But Murphy kept a tight-
fisted control on matters, treating all sides fairly
and without a trace of bias. Besides that, he showed
great patience in explaining and re-explaining the
various motions to the confused council.

And he resisted the temptation to turn the chair
over to viceKihairman Hoffman and step onto the
floor himself to make his own views known; some-
thing that hasn't always happened at Villanova.

Last Wednesday's meeting was one that could
have made or broken the council. One mistake and
the students' respect for the council would have
been destroyed.

Bob Murphy, by virtue of his outstanding per-
formance, instead raised the prestige of the council
to a new high.

Our congratulations, Mr. Chainnan, for a fob
well done.

s

I WAS TEN-THIRIV ON THURSDAY

2^ ^^J-^^^^^^ WAS sr/|i^WaNO ONe COULD r^ove ^

Editorial Viewpoint

Free Day Free -For-All Sidelights
That big Student Council

free-for-all over the "free day"
was obviously the big story of
this week. And it had many
interesting sidelights. Such as

:

...The fact that the back
of the council meeting looked
like a meeting of the Jizz A.C.,
lately crowned Intramural
Football Champs. Most of the
students in attendance were
members of, or associated with,
the perennial intramural entry.

...The petitions that were
circulating about the campus

:
with such rapidity the morn-
ing after the big decision. The
Juniors seemed the most ex-
cited group, but then, they
always seem to make the most
noise. All the efforts, at any
rate, came to naught. They
were nixed, and rightly so, by
council prexy Bob Murphy.

. . . The interesting note ex-
ecutive vice-president Jerry
McGrath found on the door to
his room Thursday, signed by
soph representative Frank
Dunn. McGrath started off
Wednesday's festivities with a
blast at Dunn for his non-at-
tendance at the meeting, and
his fellow council-member
came back with a reply. The
note, we hear, told McGrath
to "shut his fat mouth," which
hardly seems the answer to the
problem.

. .
.
The rather large number

of council members who don't
understand either Robert's
Rules of Order or their own
constitution, or at least give
no evidence of it. Representa-
tive Will Boucher was the only
really honest man at the meet-
ing, rising to question Murphy

by JACK CURTIN
on a "point of confusion." Me-
thinks the proposed trained
program would be fine, but
who's going to do the tutoring?
...The consternation of

vice-chairman Tom Hoffman
and secretary Bob Wagner
when the council roll book dis-
appeared for a day or so. Said
book turned up in the VILLA-
NOVAN office, but not before

Hoffman, who'd had the book
last, had become a nervous

wreck.
. .

. The shocked look on the
face of representative Jim
Corey when, just as he was
congratulating the students in
attendance at the meeting oi|
their interest in the council an<J
hoping that they'd be back
again, they all stood up and
walked from the room, indi-
cating that they'd gotten what
they wanted and were no long-
er interested. Or could Mr.
Corey have been speaking ser-
castically? ;;> /
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Jazz, »Tt ngos, Marijuana
Are Beatnik Trademarks

Pelitalk

IRS CONVENTION

by LOUIS R. DESFOSSES

Bditor^s Note : The views ex-

pressed by Desfosses are not

iuwessuril}/ thofic held by the

editors. Dcsfosses' opinions are

interesting, to say the least,

and are felt to represent one
school of thought on the "Beat
Generation** and are thus en-

titled to publication.

Three bearded, tossle-head-

ed, slovenly-dressed men hover
over their bongo drums forcing

a wild rhythmic sound to fill

an almost unfurnished room.

At the perimeter of a dimmed
circle of light sit several
woman—mates of the bearded

drummers. They sit and sway
to the rhythm, occasionally

breaking into high pitched

squeels of ecstasy. Who are

these throwbacks to a more
primitive time? They are the

much publicized "Beat Genera-
tion."

From New York, where they

are known as Bohemians, to

San Francisco, where they call

themselves the "Beatniks of

Beat Generation," these- odd-

balls carry on their perversion

and unwholesomeness.
Not since the days of Sodom

and Gomorrah has such a de-

generate group of individuals

received so much publicity and
yet contributed so little to

society. Professing a doctrine

of non-conformity, these hypo-

crites conform so strictly to

non-conformity that they are

non-conformists in the strictest

sense of the word.

The Beat Generation is com-
posed of small groups of small

souls which gather together in

large cities. For the most part,

they are outcasts looking for

other outcasts with whom they

can carry on their rebellion

against society. Believing in

the sensual experience of life.

they revent to practices that

would make the inhabitants of
the preyioualy menti(»ned cities

hang their heads in shame.
The Beat Generation is not

a generation in the true sense
of the word, but ratho* the
product of several gen^ntions.
Since the late ninteenth cen-

tury, the term Beat Generation
has been used as a label for

this particular excrement of
society—a term which has been
coated with a scabrous coating
of pseudo-intellectua] baloney.

In France, they call them-
selves Talkathon E^xistentual-

ists; while in the U. S. they
hide behind the title of the
Beat G^ieration.

The original Beat Generation
was the French Impressionist
School—^a group of rebellioos

artists who were joined under
the common bond of rejection.

Rejected by the art critics,

these artists put their portraits

of self impression on the
market under the title of "Im-
pressionism."

Painting the dirt and jBlth of
Paris was the primary goal of
the Impressionist, so they es-

tablished a community right in

. the heart of the Paris slums
where they could be close to
their work. Their studies were
the cafes and their subject the
rubble of humanity. From such
a fertile breeding ground came
philosophy, art, literature and
perversion.

Freedom of expression was
their goal, so they cast aside
all form of discipline and
abandoned themselves to un-
coordinated rambling and rav-
ings. The final product of this

refusal of authority ended in

in.sanity, suicide, and the com-
plete loss of respect for them-
selves and humanity.

The Impressionists, however,
have won s place in history

J. P. Receives 'Dear John
Letter On Kennedy Issue

Dear J. P.,

The verbal bombardment
which you directed against the

VILLANOVAN last week is

'quite daring and noble—on the

surface. After reading your
"blast" a second time and then

thrice, there appeared to be

some irregularity in the pat-

tern which youd "buckshot"

left on Villanova's journalists.

You quoted "Poor Mr. Ken-

nedy" as saying: "... they

(the advantages which the ap-

pointment of an American am-
bassador to the Vatican might

have in Rame—Mr. Kennedy
was not convinced of these—

)

would be more than offset by

the divisive effect at home."

The VILLANOVAN inter-

preted this statement to mean
that there are no concrete

arguments for NOT sending an

envoy to Vatican City, but

American Protestants would
not be too pleased with such

a move.
Sovereign State

Inasmuch as reason for

sending such an ambassador
are concerned, you must re-

member that the center of

Catholicism is also a sovereign

TEMPORAL state governed by
both LAY and ecclesiastical

rulers. True, this state is small,

lent is repre-

sented in embassies in small
countries throughout the
world.

In recent years. American
statesmen travelling aboard
have not failed to consult with
our late Holy Father, whose
aim it was to calm the stormy
sens of a troubled world. When
Pius XII spoke on matters
which concerned the world, or
the United States in particular,

our government deemed it most
advantageous to turn a listen-

ing car to the Vatican.

How important the Pope is

when he attempts to aid a

struggling and strife-torn

world. No one cares that he is

a spiritual and temporal head.
Let someone broach the sub-
ject of diplomatic recognition
of that same Pontiff, and ob-
jections immediately spring
forth—objection based on the
fact that he is a spiritual lead-

er.

His role as the temporal or
secular sovereign on the people
of the Vatican is at once over-
looked - why?
Opposition from Protestants
It is your august opinion

that the VILLANOVAN erred
in stating that the only reason
there is for not sending an
ambassador to Rome is the op-

(Continued on Pa^c 10)

and in the worid of art. In
art especially because their

rebellicMi was against the tech-

nique of recording scenes.

The Beat GeneraticMi. on the

other hand, has no intentioo of

proving itself (at least it de-

clares it has no intentkm of

doing so.) However, it foUowk
the phikMophy of its predeces-

sors—that of abandoning itself

to the sensual experience of

every vice known to man.
Guided by this ideal of corrup-
tion, they invaded the fields of
literature and art where their

orderiess wanderings have
been met with ridicule.

Rebelling even against the
standard medium of communi-
cation, the Bohemians and
Beatniks have accepted the
jive-type, hip-talk jargon as
their mode of expression. Pro-
gressive jaas is an infatuation,

and the bongo drum and the
marijuana are their trade-

marks.

Screaming out against order,

they wander about in their

"Greenwich Villages" insulting

mankind by their very pres-

ence. The most odious char-

acteristic of the Beatniks is the

fact that they seek to trap

those unaware, adding glamour
to their filthy ideas by claim-

ing intellectual and aesthetic

superiority.

Scientists and educated men
from all fields recognise the

worth of disciplined thought.
Mathematics is founded cm this

discipline. With increased crit-

icism from the intelligensia,

the madness of the "Beats'*

will be exposed for what it is

—the ravings of immature

people against order and re-

sponsibihty.

In a political column last

semester I tried to bring out

that public apkakm is often

baaed on men's emotions rather

than their reasoning powers.

The State Gonvention of the

Pemiaylvania Association of

International Relations Club,

which wiU be held on the Villa-

nova campus on Friday and
Saturday. March 13th and
14th, offers students the op-

portonity to develop a more
infonned opinion regarding

"The Pmohlems of the Middle

East". Cultivating such an
opinioii is almost of necessity

in these perihras times, because

this area, nest to Berlin, pro-

vides the most woe for our
eonntry in dealing with Com-
munistic Rnasia. Our govern-
ment often guides U. S. policies

according to the public opinion
of the people of our country;
natnrally the more informed
the people, the better the gov-
ernmental policy.

£spcHa to Speak
The Villanova LRJ3. branch

is working hard to make this
oonventiaa a success. We have
engaged speakers to discuss
the Middle Eastern problem.
On FUday evening, March
13th, at 7:30 P. M. at the
Geoige Washington Motel in
JOng of Frimsia, Pa., Mr. Keith
WheekM:k, Research Associate
at the Foreign Policy Research
Institute of the U. of P., wiU
provide ns with "A General
Outlook on the Middle Elast".
He has reoentlywetumed from
C^gypt and is currently writing
a book on that country.
For Saturday. March 14th,

we have engaged two expert
speakers who will present
partisan views concerning the
Arab-Israeli diqmtes. They are
Mr. Taakov Morris, an Israeli

hf J. r. KELLEY _l
citiaen and staff member of the
Israeli Consulate in New York,
and Mr. Jamal A. Sa'd, a cit-

izen of liebanon and Actii^
Director of the Arab Informar
tioa Institute in Washington
Mr. Morris wiU speak at IIKW
A. M. and Mr. Sto'd at 1:30
P. M. hoe on the Villanova
campus. Their views should be
interesting and eonflicting and
we should be able to arrive at;

an objective coodnsion from
them.
Saturday evening will fea-

ture Dr. Fred J. Khoori, As-
sociate ProfeaBor of Political

Science here at Villanova and
an expert on Middle Eastern
affairs. Dr. Khoori wiU address
those attending the hawinet in

the Foige Room of the George
Washington MoteL He will

probably speak on "The United
Stotes and the Middle Etost".

FfnA Hand Informstina
This is your chance to obtain

first hand information concern-

ing this Middle Esstem bed of
turnM^ Many other students,

including coeds, from the var-

ious colleges and universities

throughout the state will be
attmding.
The convention wiU broaden

the reputation of Villanova
since these del^;ates, when
they return to school, will dis-

cuss with their classmates the
merits of the convention and
the intellectual calilsv of Vil-

lanova students. If yoa are
truly interested in wmrld af-

fairs and improving 3four mind
you should not pass up the

opportunity to attend these lec-

tures; for more information
call me at 111-^4X331 or Robert
Refuno, 314 Sullivan HaU, or
Clint Chin, Post Office Box
681. Villanova. AU of the pro-

ceeding are free of charge, ex-

cept the banquet with is $2.75.

Nostalgic Nonsense On Past
Although it has been miss-

ing from the campus omy
auout a year, the memory oi
Old Belle Air Hall has iaded
from the mmda of many Viiia-

novans. Sometimes reierrcd to
us "tlie shack." "tne barracs:*.

'

or "tlie litue Itnan Avenue
schoomouse." belie Air Hail
was m a ciass ail by itself.

Where else could a day hop
liKlcn lo a leciure from hut
parked car outsiue tne class-
room wmdow. How many
times did you chuckle as you
watched a prot. pressing too
hard on his chais, piunge his
fist tlirougn Uie wail mio the
next room. J. \
Some ojd-timers say that a

stuutSt Who presentea a letter
to the administrsuon. express-
ing sincere and genuine fear,
in one hundred and ntty words
or less, could be excused from
classes in tnis bunding. How-
ever we have been unable to
uncover any documentary
proof to certity the existancc
of any such conscientioiis ob-
jectors.

They re still arguing as lo
whether or not tne old build-
ing should have been torn
down or used for a spectacular
bon-fire rally. Although the
former decision was chosen,
the bon-fire rally was almost
had.

It seems that about a week

By
PETE NOLAN

before the dosing of the build-

ing a cigarette butt was drop-
ped between the wall boaras,
and that the same afternoon

this happened an Islngush class

was seen exiting trom the

structure tlirougn a charred,

gaping hole m tne South wall.

Nevertheless, Belle Air was
levele dfrom the campus a
week later, and was soon for-

gotten in the excitement over
the new CJkJ'* buiidmg.

« • c « «

There is a select group of

students who park tneir cars

across trom the field house at

ei£^t twenty every morning
and are gone by eleven thirty.

We were lucky enough to

catch some of these people dur-

ing a class break in the C&F
pie ahop. Interrupting their

puiodile game, we asked them
lo comment on what they re-

membered about Belle Air Hail.

A few, looking up from their

cards, facetiously commented
that Belle Air had been con-

demned thirty years ago.

Own Pie Shop
One sleek gentleman who

seemed to be the leader, spoke

for the majority:" I don't

think that Belle Air was the

worst place in the world, but

we like the new CAF building

better. After ail it has its own
ytv snop.

When I asked him m^at he
did think was the worst thing

in the world, he calmly replied

:

"Well other than not having
dual exaust, the worst thing

I can think of would be a three-

thirty class in John Barry."

There are many ojHnions of

all types concerning Belle Air

HalL Unfortunately we do not

have room enough here to cast

them. A major puszlement is

how it stood up as long as it

did. Some say that its walls

were lined with a mystical sub-

stance called Kryptonite, but

there is, nevertheless, doubt in

many minds. One thing is

certain: that no one can ever

know for sure, for Belle Air

Hall has passed on with the

words of wisdom that were
once echoed within her portals

il
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SPEAKING OF PICTURES i

I promise to get here on time tomorow, pro-
fessor, sir."

MOTHnS

}•: ", But everyone on campus in growing one."
;i.'

But mom, I hove afternoon dosses tjhis

semester."

//r\!Did you remember to pack the pickles in the
lunch.?"

Jy 01 liOTHIRS

i

Please, won't you give me at least a 'D' in
Logic?"

^^ *

/ i

"Why can't we wear Bermudas on Campus?"

• <.../•'

t'Tl :

I his one's only $1695 witlh tnade-in ond re-

coppable tire."

>'-.'''**-,i-'>A-' /•

r

4»

(To be continued)
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USN Chaplain

TeUs NROTC
OfShip Duties

"The Navy exercises special

care to fulfill the religious needs

of its men," asserted Capt. W.
F. Cutnreill, Chaplain of the

i<'ourth Naval District, in his an-

nual address to the school

INROTO unit, last Tuesday in

Vasey Auditorium.

The chaplain elaborated with

references from Navy Regula-

tions. He pointed out that the

commanding officer of a ship

must assure that Divine Services

are conducted each Sunday if

possible; that chaplains are se-

cured; that music is provided,

if practicable, and that space

and altar are rigrged.

Villanova Midshipmen who
have been on cruise are familiar

with the shipwide announcement
during services calling a halt to

ail card games and unnecessary

work and noise.

Cuthreill added that partici-

pation in services is encouraged,

but not imposed upon ship's

personnel.

He cited the little-known fact

that, except for necessity, no
ships of the Navy begin, a bruise

on Sunday. In addition, "holiday

routine" is observed Sundays,
with only necessary work done.

The Captain concluded his

program with two filmil, depict-

ing the Chaplain Corps at work.

Council Vote Due On Plan

To Instruct Office Seekers
by JOHN J. QUINN
of tho ViUanovsa StaS

Engmeer Accepts

Six Stories For

Spring Magazine
Bob Merkert, editor-in-chief

of the VILLANOVA ENGINE-
ER, has accepted six stories for

the Spring issue of this maga-
zine.

Robert Wagner, senior Elec-

trical Engineer, has written, as

the feature article, an Introduc-

tion to Electrical Engineering
for the purpose, in keeping with

the policy of the Villanova En-
gineer, of familiarizing under-

classmen with the various en-

gineering departments.

The story, "Direct Circuit

Transmission", was written by
John Pilcicki, senior Electrical

£higineer and executive editor of

the Villanova Engineer. Dave
Roop, senior electrical engineer,

wrote "Network Calculator,"

and Don Kempf, senior arts,

wrote "A Tree Fort."

Lubricants was written by

Joseph Corcoran, senior Chem-
ical Engineer, and "The Ameri-
can Institute 6f Electrical En-
gineers—Institute of Radar En-
gineers" was written by Robert
Merkert, chairman A.I.E.E.-

I.R.A.

Deadline for the May issue is

Monday, April 6.

The cover for this issue is

by Jack McKenzie, senior Civil

Engineer.

A Student Service Corps,

designed to aid student govern-

ment candidates, will become a
reality, predicts Oscar Scogna,

senior class president.

The issue of a student leader-

ship program was unanimously
passed by the Student Senate
and is slated to be recommended
for passage by the Student Con-
gress at next Wednesday's meet-
ing.

This program would educate

potential student officers' in the
fundamentals of student govern-
ment.

"The Service Corps would also

acquaint candidates for student
offices with the constitution and
by laws of the Student Council,"

says Scogna.
Meetings and discussions with

representatives of the adminis-

tration followed by question and
answer periods will highlight

the program.
At the termination of the

course a short exam would be

given to all, with the results

being made public. These results

would help the voters select the

right leaders.

Participation in the program
would be voluntary but attend-

ance would be published to aid

the voters. Scogna states, "This

program would be a great step

forward in student government
at Villanova."

I.C.G. to Meet Sat.

The regional meeting of the

Intercollegiate Conference on
Government will be held this

Saturday at Inunaculata College.

The Villanova club will work
for the next two months on the

bills to be presented in commit-

tee at both the regional and
state conventions.

All committee assignments

within the Villanova chapter

have been made, but there is

still some doubt as to the chap-

ter's specific committee assign-

ment on the regional level.

Action in an informal lacrosse workout becomes a little

heated, sh Jay Ellis (back to camera) and Ed HMrtwell engage

in a pushing matcli while Jack McGregor waits for the ball to

fall free.

m

English: LIARS' CLUB
ThlnMl9h tnMlmtlonf These guys

know stories so tall they tell 'em with

skywriting! Their imaginations are so

wild they keep them in cages! The one

thing they don't lie about—as you

might have guessed—is the honest taste

of a Lucky Strike. (Fine tobacco is fine

with them!) In Thinklish, this bunch

is a braggregationl And that's no lie.

MAKE ^25
Start talking our language—we've got hun-
dreds of checks just itching to go! We're
paying $25 each for the Thinklish words
judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's new words
from two words—like those on this page. Send
yours to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y. Enclose your name, address, college

and class.

Engli.h: HOO W.TH TWO WWES

ThkMish: PimnmST

* ^ <>^ CV,

^^*^UsHt
^^»99mpm^

•^•^ MOC»." »««ric

Frosh Debut
(Continued from Page 8)

tcrest in the Council's general

affairs. Treasurer Fred Wiele
said that both men "phovi-ed

signs of future Council leader-

ship."

As they emerged from the

meeting they didn't appear quite

so out of place as they had
some two hours before. Beads
of sweat had risen on McMon-
agle's forehead while Long's

hair was all askew. Glimpses

of things to come.

Ji*: ROSSIfcM

I

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

^''WflW^
^••>*niiiiiii0ii^

"O""** ro.Ti.,,

MONALD GOOOARO « AMSAS CUT J» COtt.
••'^"t sr«r(

O 4. r. Cm. Product cf u omr mkUU nmme

T'mriJtK.--
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Gogois Inspector General
j inspector' Hcars Critique

Couldn't Pass Inspection
by BILL GALLAGHER

The problem with Belle Mas-
que's production of Nioolai Go-
gol's "The Inspector General"
seemed to be that it teetered

throughout the evening between
satire played in dead earnest by
half o fthe cast and comedy
bordering on the slapstick play-

ed by the other half. It was all

reminiscent of a see-saw: actors

interpreting their roles with

. much less humor than was re-

quired bouncing up, actors tak-

ing pratfalls bouncing down.
TUe show was entertaining

when the actors burlesquing af-

fairs were in charge: the an-

tics of Owen Klein as Dobchin-

sky and his wonderfully comic

"mugging" that mirrored each

new development in the town
crisis and those of Tom Flynn

as Bobchinsky with his lisp

spilling out through widely sep-

arated teeth and especially when
these two Mortimer Snerds

"bumped" for possesion of a

chair, a delightful bit of non-

sense that almost went un-

noticed.

iMngunt Wife

Then there was the indignant

merchant's wife of Carole Scam-

Ion who dared thump the fear-

ed, supposed inspector general

on the thigh in a burst of fury;

or Bill Friend's shuffling. whisU-

ing police orderly plodding list-

lessly into and out of the con-

fusion; or Rosemary Donnelly's

gushing ingenue; or Dough
McClatchy's humorous Director

of Welfare and John Cannon's

judge.
Although there were talented

portrayals within the context of

their interpretations by Ray
Kantra. Maiy Shaffer and Tony
Provenzano, the effect of their

contribution suffered because

they played as though the satire ]

that Gogol penned in 1831 were
|

as pertinent now as then. Tm^

not so certain it is. We have

no monarchical ruling body, no

political set-up similar to that

of early nineteenth century,

Russia and our class structure'

is entirely differenU If the sa-

tire had sting, scenes such as

the firat meeting of the town

governor with the supposed in-

spector general or the ruble j

bearing processkm would have,

been alive, crackUng with wit!

instead of jiwt laying there,
[

without invention and gaiety. ^

Pins aad Minas

On the plus side, there was

authentic, mood setting music

and very clever make-up work

on most of the cast, espedaUy

on Tom Flynn, Doug Mc-

Clatchy and Owen Klein. But

again on the minus side, there

was the diversity and. at times,

lack of Russian accents. And
the set was like a postage stamp

that seemed to be always over-

crowded when some of the

townspeople decended upon it.

At one point in the action, vis-

iting town folk were asked to

sit down. 'There aren't any

chairs" was the answer. Plan-

ned for or not. this brought the

biggest laugh of the ni^t nnce

there was no space for addition-

al furniture.

Toward the end of the last

scene, wherein a letter is read

exposing every town dignitary's

vices, John Barias turned to the

audience and asked: "What are

you laughing at? You're only

laughing at yourselves". The
only trouble was that there was!

no one laughing.

(Oontinued from I^e 1)

even by microphones.**

i Sign on a California music
. shop: "Out to lunch. Usually Bach
I
by one. Offteiibach earlier.**

But in spite of the arena set-

up, bits of dialogue were still

blocked from the cars of the

audience. One person claimed
difficulty in dtscemiog dialogue,

because it was delivered in Rus-
sian dialecL The stage was too

high for another person, who
also suggested that microphones
overhang the stage.

Duprey admitted that some
dialogue was bound to be missed
by someone, but added that the

scenes were additive, that the
play was composed of little vig-

nettes, and few lug moments.
A person could, therefore, lose

some of the dialogue because the
speaker has his back to him;
but he would be adequately ac-

quainted with the play frtmi the
large portions he has heard.

As for the hanging of micro-

phones, Duprey believed that

the airena directcM' would rather

build the voices ci the actors

than install useless electronic

crutches.

Duprey, head of the
Drama Department, sat inform-

ally cm stage in fnmt of the

cast. His repUes woe schcrfariy

yet genial, and he created a
person - to - person atmo8[riiere,

while the female members of the

cast were busily dispensing oof-

fee to the forum.

FM»l|y Member QmsUom
Duprey's colleague on the fac-

ulty. Mr. Jerome Fischer, raised

a pointed question: why was the

dialect used? Why wasn't

straight, unaccented Knglish

used?
A play such as this requires

atmos|riiere, answered Duprey.
"We had no real scenery and the

dialect rendered an atmosphere
which mere costuming could not

do.'*

But the dialect was weak, add-

ed Fischer. He felt that cer-

tain dialect words were pro-

nounced with gusto, while ordin-

ary, household words were hur-

riedly pronounced, sometimes
slurred.

It is only natural, he said, for

the cast to tend to speak Eng-
lish in the same manner as they
do off-stage. His remedy: to

subdue the dialect, and to use
more precise diction in the
everyday words.
Duprey reservedl^S^ agreed

with this, but lamented that

little could be done about it at

this point.

Turaed-Off Accents
He then related the novel way

in Ddiich the cast acquired their

accents. For six weeks before

presentation, he ordered his i»t>-

teges to practice the accent, re-

peatedly. Rehearsals were in

dialect, and the manner of

speech grew on them.
Then a week before opening

night, he told them to shed the

accent. What remained was a
quaint trace of dialect which
seemed unaffected. He r^^tted,
however, that he hadn't begun
this program earlier for more
convincing results.

An alert watcher noticed that

Marya's part called for a blue

dress, but that she was wearing
a pink one. Mr. Richard Cavan-
augh, assistant director, inform-

ed him that, in truth, '*we saved
fifteen dollars by using that

one." The laughter that follow-

ed was omsonant with the re-

laxed atmosphere of the group.

A student wondered how such
an Amoricantsm as "Blow your
brains out!" had crept into the

dialogue. Duprey believed that

this was a literal translation

from Gogol's Russian.

The obvious manner in which
the daughter's face reacted to

every word of the Governor, ir-

ritated one patron. Duprey ex-

plained that Marya, a simpleton, ^
adores the' Governor. This sim-

ple, uncomplicated girl is taken

aback by the cosmopolitan man
from the city. "She would react

to the movement of his little

finger," he said.

A man commented that the

scene late in the play, in which

the people yell 'Suspicion! Sus-

picion!", was grossly overdone.

On the contrary, replied Duprey,

these people were supposed to

react in that manner, since they

are not characters, but carica-

tures.

Barias Cheered
The critics could find no out-

rageous faults in the play, and
most criticisms concerned stag-

ing and props. The Judge's eye-

brows could be less exaggerated;

Inspector-General could be im-

proved by extending his side-

burns; and certain characters

could emote with less excite-

ment.
The postmaster received

praise for his exuberant leap

from the stage, and John Bar-

las was roundly commended for

his expert portrayal of the

Governor.

Before closing, Duprey has-

tened to draw attention to the

improvement in lighting. "We
have avoided that mistake we
made in Saint Joan (an arena
show last year). None of the

lights are blinding people in the

audience."

A student completed the

forum by paying tribute to the

cast members whose beards were
their own. Five or six members,
including the cigar-smoking

Governor, took bows for this

recognition.

The gathering dissolved, and
Director Duprey went back to

the drawing board.

W Think for \burself?
/ THESE QUESTIONS
I CAN TELL YOU A LOT
\ ABOUT YOURSELF ! *

.w

1. When you feel that certain fads are

foolish do you talk against them?

2. Do gadgets such as new cigarette

lighters often intrigue you so you

want to take them apart?

D-D

3. Do you think that political candidatis ,^^3! no^
should write their own speeches I ' '

•

instead of using a "ghost writer"?

4. Given the choice, would you prefer

having an apaftment of your own to

Uving at home with your

D-D

5. Do you prefer a salesman who is y^g
anxious to make a quick sale to one

who wiU patiently answer all your

questions about the product?

6. When arriving late for a party, are ^es
you inclined to join a group of close

friends rather than attempting to

strike up new acquaintances?

D-D

D-D

7. If you met somebody with a beard, ^^g ^^
would you tend to consider him "off- I 1 I 1

beat" and treat him with reserve?

8. Are you normally reluctant to go

on a •'blind date"?
YESD-D

Do you base your choice of

a cigarette on what people

tell you rather than doing

your own thinking?

YEsPn NOD

You'll notice that men and women who

think for themselves usually smoke

VICEROY. Their reason? They've made a

aUnkiivg choice. They know what theywant

in a filter cigarette. They know that

VICEROY gives it to them! A thinking

man's filter and a smoking man's taste!

// ymi have amswered "YES" to Ouree out

of the fim four question* and "NO" to Jour

outoftkelaai five .. .you reaily think for

youndf! <
(Ctolk.

Familiar

pack or

crush-

proof

box.

The Man Wholliinks for Himself Knoiivs
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S

..A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

-Exchonge Corner

Anybody For Super A's?
'by JOHN M. HONE

r\

A

{\

m m

[
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« *

In an effort to obtahi a more

objective classification of stu-

dents, Notre Dame University

has instituted a new grade sys-

tem, based on six points.

Under the system six and five

are A, four is B, three equals

C, two and one are D, Zero

^equals F.

To obtain a six, one must be

a highly superior student. This

change from the previously used

standard four point system will

make it more difficult to obtain

honors since the six is expected

•to be given only to the excep-

tional student.

Another criticism, as expres-

sed in the Notre Dame Scholas-

tic is that the system will push

students with C and D into

higher levels.

^ The system was not initiated

to obtain a wider range of grade

point averages and a more ac-

curate ability indication of the

students who lie in the middle

and bottom of the class; the at-

tempt is designed to separate the

^.outstanding from the superior

student.

• • •
A recent student opinion sur-

vey conducted by "The Tqrch,"

student newspaper of St. John's

University, asked the question

"What legislation would you

like to see the student council

enact?" The survey received

some varied answers.

One student wanted the coun-

cil to work for easier test

schedules so that all the tests

would not be crowded into a one
* week period.

Another, a freshman, replied,

"I didn't even know they had a

student council." Another fresh-

man wanted bigger NO SMOK-
ING signs.

One wanted parking space

closer to the buildings. The clas-

sic reply was given by a junior

coed who wanted a trolley car

line between the science and lib-

eral arts buildings.

• * *
The University of Delaware

is embarking on a program that

will enable superior students to

widen their educational back-

ground without the threat of

poor marks.

They are initiating a series of

courses open to junior, senior,

and graduate studente with

cumulative average over 2.75.

' This semester, a course en-

titled "The Impact of the Con-

cept of Evolution upon Present

Day Thought" c a r r y i n g one

credit is being offered. No exams

or grades will be given during

the course.

The course will be given by

guest lectures, each of whom
will discuss some aspect of the

course from "Darwin and West-

ern Social Thought" to "Variar-

ion in Animals and Plants Under

Domestication".

• * *
At what price victory? The

president of Arizona State col-

j

lege recently voiced the opinion

that holidays should no longer
j

be given on the defeat of rival

Arizona institution on athletics.

He stated that he was against

this policy but that he is instead

trying to rally more student

support behind the teams. He
believes that the college is now

more capable of meeting and

defeating rival colleges than

* ever before and thus he is

against the holiday pattern.

He suggested student dances

and somewhat later hours for

j
victory celebrations.

;
All this is somewaat shocking.

, if classes are no longer to be

canceled on victories, JUST
WHAT SENSE IS THERE IN

WINNING? All that is left is a

general sense of satisfaction and

jurely that isn't worth it!

• • •
The San Francisco University

newspaper "FOGHORN" recent-

ly made issue with PARADE
Magazine. PARADE ran an ar-

ticle enUUed "Who is Today's

college hero" based on a survey

at the University of Iowa.

The article features an ex-

marine as an example of the

new hero. The hero is none other

than the campus leader, followed

by the intellectual, with the

footballer running a distant last.

The ex-marine believes that

a long list of activities on a job

appUcation means more than

straight A's. Sporting a C aver-

age ("I could do better if I

weren't so active") he feels that

he can become "a real organiza-

tion man—bright, eager, person-

able, with a background of

organization and leading educat-

ed people". He considers his

greatest asset in college his abil-

ity to dance. You must be in the

right social crowd not with an

introvert group socially unac-

ceptable.

Part of the pleasure is "being

up there with the chosen few

knowing you're well liked and

one of the wheels."

What does he desire in the

long run? Not much, just mar-

riage, a sport car, nice ranch

house, a wife who is good look-

ing, possessing the same type of

personality he considers himself.

Now who would like to take

any issue with a guy like that.

Local Unit NFCCS

To Hold Meeting

at LaSalle College

Denial of Personal Guilt

Source of Many Problems

The Philadelphia . Regional

Council of the National Federa-

tion of Catholic College Stu-

dents will hold a conference on

Sunday, March 8 at LaSalle Col-

lege.

The subject of the conference

will be a proposed international

Catholic student community.

The state congress of the fed-

eration will be held the week-

end of March 20-22 in Wilkes

darre. Delegates will be sent

from colleges of the Philadel-

phia, Pittsburgh, and Scranton

regions.

Another conference has been

tentatively planned for Sunday,

April 5, which will bring to-

gether editorial and staff pers-

sonnel from the campus news-

papers of ten colleges of the

region to discuss the aims and

methods of campus newspaper

publication.

The first part of this meeting

was concerned with a general

discussion of the history of for-

eign student relations.

The second part of the con-

ference consisted of a break-

down into five groups composed

of foreign students, student

government leaders, and repre-

sentatives from N.F.C.C.S.

Knights of Columbus
Communion Brealdfast

The Knights of Columbus

Communion Breakfast will be

held Sunday at Stouffer»s Res-

taurant, after the 9 A.M. mass

in the chapel.

"All members are urged to at-

tend the affaur," stoted Fred

Wiele, Campus Trustee. He also

stated that tickets will seU for

$100 and the balance of the

meal will he paid for from the

association's treasury.

Tickets may be purchased

from any officer on campus

whose names wiU be posted on

the bulletin boards.

Scliool Song Contest

Deodline Draws Near
Bruce Irving, chairman of the

Spirit Committee, said that all

students can show their school

spirit by submitting entries in

the new school song contest by

Friday.

"A desperate attempt will be

made to select a song and put

it into circulation for the NIT"

stated Irving.

All entries are to be placed

in the Spirit Committee box in

the Student Council Office. The

judges for the contest will be

from the athletic office.

Meeting

The Philadelphia chapter of

the American Catholic Sociologi-

cal Society met on Saturday,

February 28, at La Salle Col-

lege. Dr. Hugh Brooks,, of Villa-

nova's Sociotogy Department, is

president of the organization.

by BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
SPECIAL TO THI VILLANOVAN

ON A FOGGY day in San

Francisco this year, two priests

grabbed the wrists of a man
about to jump from a bridge.

They saved him from a tragic

end. But thousands of "success-

ful" suicides each year make us

realize that unhappiness is not

a stranger to our times. Why?
The principal reason for the

unhappiness of modern man is

his denial of personal guilt. By
this denial he excludes not only

forgiveness, but the place that

comes from a reconciliation with

the God of love.

NEVER DENY personal guilt.

It has five serious effects in

your soul: 1) It destroys char-

acter by eliminating responsibil-

ity and therefore freedom. 2) It

makes forgiveness impossible by

denying there is a sin to be for-

given. 3) It turns people into

scandal-mongers and gossips,

because it makes them project

their own guilt to others to

escape their uneasy conscience.

4) It leads to greater sin by

making conscience less re-

proachful and virtue more dis-

tasteful. 5) Finally, denial of

personal guilt leads to despair

which develops into a positive

fanaticism against religion and

morality, which hatred is a sure

sign of guilt.

Denial of Sin

THE WORST THING in the

world is not sin, but the denial

of sin—this is the unforgivable

sin. If the blind deny they are

blind, how shall they ever see?

Our Lord did not like the

"nice" people who denied per-

sonal guilt. What moved Him to

invective was not badness, but

self-righteous goodness. We find

no words of comdemnation

against Magdalene, who

stumbled on the problem of sin,

nor on the penitent thief, who
found it difficult to respect pos-

sessions.

IT WAS AGAINST the

Scribes and Pharisees who
denied that they were respon-

silble for their wrongs that He
said: "Woe to you, hypocrites

. . . blind guides . . . serpents

whited sepulchres, which

men's bones and of all filthl-

ness."

Who Are Condemned

He said that the harlots and

the quislings would enter the

Kingdom of Heaven before the

self-righteous and the smug. He
would not condemn those whom
society condemned, but rather,

those who had sinned and had

not yet been found out, or re-

fused to admit it.

TO BE A SINNER, is your

distress, but to know it, is your

hope. The "nasty" people are the

convertible people, because they

posses within themselves an

emptiness, not like the Grand

Canyon, but like a nest which

can be filled. They have a hun-

ger and a thirst for something

outside themselves. This sense

of sin in them does not beget a

forlorn despair but a creative

despair, knowing that only God

can help them.

Be brave enough to confront

yourself at all times, having

trust in God. The greater the

consciousness of your own mis-

ery, the greater will be your

confidence in the goodness and

mercy of God.

Prepored ond Distributed ot

Pouiift Fofhert' House of

Studies, Washington, 17, D.C.

Finonce Club Trip

Some 41 members of the Fi-

nance Club, with George Pierce,

Finance professor, took a

field trip to Washington, D. C.,

February 25. The next excur-

sion planned for the club is a

trip to the Federal Reserve Bank

in Philadelphia.

Official Recognition

Given Veterans Group
The Veterans Organization of

iVillanova has received official

recognition from the administra-

tion and was given a seat on the

Student Council.

Dick Walsh, junior Accounting

major, was appointed the Stud-

ent Council Representative until

regular elections later this

outwardly appear to men beauti- month,

ful but within are full of dead I
'' ''

'

'

Traffic ^gn on an Ontario

highway: "If all of us would

drive right, there would be more

of us left."

John McGinley To

Represent Juniors
John McGinley has been ap-

pointed to the newly created

post of junior class alumni rep-

resentative by class president

Sheldon Pollock. McGinley is a

junior Electrical Engineer from

Bryn Mawr.
The position defined in the

words of the motion creating it,

was presented to a recent meet-

1
ing of the Student Council by

Pollock.

It is intended to, "... inform

the junior class of the functions

of the Alunmi groups, with spe-

cial attention directed toward

the functions of the senior class

' alumni representative."

At the time of the announce-

ment. Pollock said, "This is a

step toward greater interest and

participation in the work of the

various Alumni Associations and

regional groups."
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Kennedy Issue
(Continued from Page S)

position such an action would
encounter from Protestants.

Based upon your reasoning

(known as "begging the ques-

tion"), the VILLANOVAN'S
statement is "of course a fal-

lacy." Why is it an untruth?

. . . because you say so?
You also charge the VILLA-

NOVAN with misrepresenta-

tion of "poor" Mr. Kennedy's
"key word, divisive." You ac-

cuse the VILLANOVAN of—in

• the Websterian sense of the

; , word — "creating discord or

division."

Tell me now, Mr. Kelley, has

tlMl VILLANOVAN actually

divided "... the population

into two segments — Protes-

;. tants and Catholics — as you
contend; or has this "divisive

effect" been in existence in our

nation for many years?

There is Division

You quoted from the LOOK

article frequently, but you
must have missed the title:

"Democrat Forecast: A Cath-
olic in 1960." If there were no
"divisive effect" in the United
States, would such an article

be worth reading or even
necessary ?

I quote the LOOK feature

which stated: "An old taboo

of American politics is near

extinction. It is that notion

that only Protestants should be

nominated for top national

jobs." The same page of the

magazine noted that "...
candidates in many states have

templed across denomination-

al lines."

Fletcher Knebel also stated

in LOOK that "In 1958, the

Roman Catholic bishops decri-

ed government failure to aid

religious schools. Dr. G. Brom-
ley Oxnam, then president of

the Methodist Council of Bish-

ops, promptly retorted that the

Catholic hierarchy should not
be permitted "to get its pre-

"Let us have faith that

right makes mighty and in

that faith let us, to the end,

dare to do our duty as we
understand it.**

hensible hands in the public

treasury.

"Are there not traces in

these excerpts (taken from the

same LOOK article from which
the VILLANOVAN "misinter-

preted" "Poor" Mr. Kennedy's
words) of division?

You empatically postulated
the guilt of the VILLANOVAN

for three "major" errors. First,

the paper substituted "should
"

for "would" in a direct quote
of the "Poor Senator's." I

grant you that this is an of-

fense against journalistic stan-

dards, but aren't you quibbling

a bit on a non-essential part of

your argument.
Perhaps Accident

I think that this "misquote"
of our newspaper might have
been accidental on the part of

either the writer or the print-

er. Common sense dictates that
Mr. Kennedy's statement does
not make sense when you re-

place "would" with should.

Reference to the VILLA-
NOVAN 's editorial clears this

point.

The second "major error,"

the misinterpretation of the

Senator's statement has been
discussed fully. As to the third

"major error," that of the

basis for diplomatic recogni-

tion, the VILLANOVAN'S
views are founded upon the

same logic to which you hav<
resorted when you declarec

that Mr. Kennedy's "
. . . rei

soning, according to my interj

pretation, which I believe to b<

correct, is sound and ade-j

quate."

I referred to this before asia

philosophical expression kno>

as "begging the question."

your interpretation as correct

as you contend?

WILLIAM F. COYLE, 60,
JR. ACCOUNTING MAJOR

<t
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Pax Romana Day

^Conference To

Meet This Sunday
The Pax Romana Day Con-

ference, a meeting of the In-

ternational Movement of Cath-

olic college students and gradu-

ates, will be held at LaSalle

College this Sunday.
There will be morning and

afternoon sessions from 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m. •

The admission of $1.50 in-

cludes a program, working pa-

pers, lunch, and an afternoon

snack.

The main speaker of the

morning will be Ted Hanis, now
associated with . the U.N. and

past president of the National

Student Association.

The speakers of the afternoon

will deal with the relationships

between the National Federa-

tion of Catholic College Stu-

dents and Pax Romana.
James E. Dougherty, past

president of N.F.C.C.S., director

of Pax Romana, and at present

chairman of N.S.A.'s Advisory

Board and Associate Professor

of Political Science at St. Jos-

1

eph's College, will speak on
|

"The Challenge of the Church
in Uncommitted Areas of the

World".

Debate Society

Has Twenty-Five

Novice Members
In reply to a request for stu*

dents interested in debating, the

Debating Society had a turnout

of twenty-five possible members.
An orientation- and novice de-

bating program was immediately
put into effect featuring a de-

bate by freshman Joseph Lug-
gera, affirimative, and Eugene
D'Aquih, negative, on the na-

tional topic. Resolved: "That
the Further Development of

Nuclear Weapon Should be Pro-

hibited by International Agree-
ment".
E^ch varsity debator was as-

signed 4 new members with the

purpose of orientating them to

debate procedures and tech- ;

nique.
^

Within two weeks the new
|

members will debate one an-
j

other, followed very shortly by
|

intercollegiate novice debates.

On March 7, the Society will

travel to Hofstra for an inter-

collegiate toumiment.

• 'I
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arch 16 Will Be Free Day
(Continued from Pacre 1>

ras about to become embroiled
iix a discussion of these two
lates, the March 16 contingent
lade itself known. Represent-

|a lives Jim Quigley and Don
lemt leaped into the discussion

lafter comments from seniors

iJoe Sayers and Jim Cusak from
Ithe back of the room, and the
[battle was on.

Now Council Treasurer Fred
[Wiele chipped in with an amend-
Iment, proposing that the motion
Inow read "either March 13 or
[March 16" as the "free day."

More Amendments
Corey followed with a further

amendment to delete the 13th
from the original amendment
^and leave only the March 16

a substitution for May 8.

I

This was finally passed.

Then, amid complete confu-

1

6ion on the part of the majority
of the council members despite

Murphy's repeated attempts to

'explain the situation to them,
the amendment to change the

New Course

Available To

VU Engineer^
The Chemical Engineering De-

j^artment has announced the ad-

dition of a new course, Process

Control. The course considers

the theory of controlling as a
system the interacting proper-

ties of temperature, pressiu'e,

level, flow, pH, viscosity and
composition.

While many schools have of-

fered a primarily qualitative

course in instrumentation, Villa-

nova is one of the first schools

to offer the more quantative

course in Process Control

theory.

The course will be taught by
I'Hr. Donald Klein of the Chem-
ical Engineering Department.
Klein, who received his B.Ch.E
Degree in '43 and his M.Ch.E.
degree in '48, both from Villa-

nova, also spent three years as

a control engineer with Dag and
Zimmerman Inc., prior to join-

ing the faculty in 1953.

Process control, which has

been used extensively in elec-

tronics engineering, was slow to

be accepted in the field of chem-
ical engineering and is a rela^

tively new study. '':::.' '''^''^^''

It is an outgrowth of a paper

entitled "Regeneration Theory"
delivered in 1932 by H. Nyquist.

Experts are of the opinion that

Process Control will have far-

reaching effects on the field of

chemical engineering.

• a.T.Co. AvWbM/*/ h Mir mMtf mmmr

. .
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Law School Announces
Course in Potent Low

Harold Gill Reushlein Dean
of the Law School has an-

' nounced the addition of a coiu^e

in Patent Law.
The course, first of its kind

available in Pennsylvania, will

1^ be taught by Attorney Charles

Allen.

The course, although intended

primarily for students pursuing

the LL.B. degree at Villanova,

is also open to a limited num-
ber of special students including

representatives of Burroughs
Corp., Wyeth Laboratories and
Smith, Kline and French.

<^ Allen, a member of the New
York and Pennsylvania bars, is

e patent law specialist with the

law firm of Howson and How-
son in Philadelphia.

date in the original motion from
May 8 to March 16 was passed,

With the main motion now on

the floor for consideration, Hoff-

man asked for a five minute re-

cess, a motion that was defeat-

ad 21-19.

From this point on, Pollock

continually csilled for an im-

mediate vote (something that

could have been blocked for the

rest of the evening by those

who favored different dates,

just by not allowing the neces-

sary 2/3 vote) and VILLA-
NOVAN editor Larry O'Rourke
asked for recorded voice votes

on every motion.

Hoffman then proposed an
amendment that would change
the date from March 16 back to

May 8, or return the main mo-
tion to its original status, which
was accepted despite a protest

from Wiele. This was defeated,

221/2-17. O'Brien followed with

an attempt to change the date

back to March 13, but this was
downed, 24y2-14»/2.

Corey Tries Coup

With the main motion on the

floor reading in favor of the

liarch 16 date and an unani-

mous vote on the part of the

cbuncil to make a decision,

Corey attempted to pull the po-

litical maneuver of the evening,

bringing up a motion to table

the motion on the floor.

This would have postponed

a vote on the date until the

lext council meeting and would
have, in effect, validated
either March date, since there

would not have been enough
time for the council to pick

either the 13th or the 16th. The
motion was roundly defeated in

^jvoice vote.

Then came the deciding vote,

and the virtual end of the meet-

ing. An immediate adjourn-

ment motion resulted in a 19 1/2-

191/2 tie which Murphy broke

by deciding to stay, but after

a short recess, the council re-

considered and voted over-

whelmingly to call it a day.

Society Members View
Semper Fideiis Films

Semper Fideiis Society mem-
bers viewed two movies last

Thursday night at John Barry
HalL :',7:;:>-,

The films, •'To The Shores of

Iwo Jima", and "The Marine
Corps and the Helicopter", were
shown in conjunction with the

society's plans to sponsor
more training aids for future

Marine officers.

Leadership classes, to be

given by Technical Sergeant Ed-
ward Mulchany, USMC, have

tentatively been scheduled for

Monday afternoon at 3:30.

In keeping with the new train-

ing program, plans are present-

ly under way to engage area

Marine officers as weekly speak-

ers for the Society.

AIREE-IRE SOCIETIES
Hold Essay Contest

"Engineering versus Liberal

Arts" was the topic of discus-

sion at the monthly meeting of

the Philadelphia Chapter of the

American Society for the Ad-
vancement of Management, held

last night at the Poor Richards
Club.

COUNCIL CHATTER
—The council apparently doesn't

trust Chairman Bob Murphy.
The original adjournment mo-
tion, which read that the next
meeting would be called at his

discretion, resulted in a tie. A
second motion, adjourning until

the next regular meeting, passed
by a large margin . . . Murjphy,

however, was the dominant fig-

ure in the meeting, and deserves

a lot of credit for tlie masterful

way he handled the chair. And
his dry sarcasm was welcome
over the more than two hoar
haul . . . Senior Ed Walsh,
speaking in favor of the March
16 date from the contingent in

the back of the room, broke the
place up with his comment that
"I'm from New York, and from
what I can find out, St. Patrick's

Day is on a Tuesday this year."

. . . Representative Don Kempf,
noted for his tongue-tied con-

fusion, came up with another
masterpiece. Speaking in refu-

tation of an argument for May
8, he said that "I can't really

see anyone going home to pick

up his father for Father's Day.
Now, for Mother's Day I could
see a guy going to get his

father ..." Smnehow, it doesn't

figure . . . VILLANOVAN editor

Larry O'Rourke caused nothing
but trouble for the council. His
motions for roll-call votes sent

parliamentary experts Kempf,
Corey and McGrath scurrying

to the rule book for a ten minute
debate . . . The big controversy

might not be over yet Vice-

ohalrnutn Tom Hoffnutn pointed

out that, If he should want to,

any member of ttte majority on

the last vote (those who voted

for March 16) could make a

motion to reconsider at the next

meeting. Should It be passed,

the whole thing could start over

again. FurUier, a council rep-

resentative, diottld he get a

petition of a majority of the

members, could ask Muri^iy to

call a special meeting.

Tutor Program In Effect

Without Congress Approval
The Student Tutor Program

went into effect March 2 without
the approval of the Student
Congress, it was announced by
Jerry Hepburn, chairman of the

Academic Affairs Committee.
However, Council president

Robert Murphy assumed respon-

sibility of approval until the of-

ficial motion is approved at the

Israeli, Arab
Speakers At
IRS Talks
Several speakers will talk on

the current Middle Eastern and
Arab-Israeli situations at the
coming conference of the Penn-
sylvania Association of Inter-

national Relations Clubs.

Robert Rafano, president of
the International Relations So-

ciety and John P. Kelley, co-

chairmen of the event announced
that the convention will take
place on Friday and Saturday,
March 13, 14.

The opening lecture, "The
General Outlook of the Mddle
East", will be the subject of

Keith Wheelock, research assist-

ant for the Foreign Policy In-

stitute of the University of
Pennsylvania.

The Arabic-Israeli discussion

will feature Yaakov Morris, of-

ficer for the Israel Ofiice of In-

formation in New York City.

Morris will give the Israeli

viewpoint and Jamal Sa'd, As-
sistant Director of the Arab In-

formation Center in Washing-
ton, D. C, will speak on Arabi-

an views.

V i 1 1 a n o v a ' s Dr. Fred J.

Khouri, will follow up the Sat-

u r d a y afternoon discussions

with an address to student rep-

resentatives at the banquet cli-

maxing the conference.

Co-chairmen Kelley and Raf-
ano expressed hope that most
of the I.R.S. members will at-

tend the conference.

next Student Council meeting

March 11.

Hepburn urged that all stu-

dents interested hi holding posi-

tions as student tutors and those*

students who are in need of

scholastic aid sign up in the

Student Council office, second

floor Dougherty Hall during this

week.
"A limited number of posi-

tions are available for both

tutors and those desiring assist-

ance, since an emphasis will be

placed on results rather than

quantity," states Hepburn.
Hepburn and his committee

will then take it upon themselves

to organize the program by
assigning students to their re-

spective tutors.

"The big 'if' in the program
is whether of not there will be

an enthusiastic turnout by stu-

dents wanting to give up their

time as tutors for the better-

ment of fellow students," em-

phasized Hepburn.

PKP Holds Meeting
Villanova's Engineering fra-

ternity. Phi Kappa Pi, will com-

mence its annual pledging
tomorrow.

All freshmen engineers who
have successfully completed one

semester are invited to attend

the mitial pledge meeting.
Notices as to time and place

will be posted

Engineering vs. Arts
Topic At SAIM Meeting
Bob Merkert, chairman of the

A.I.E.E.-I.R.E., announced that

the essay contest for the Villa-

nova Chapter will be held April

8.

The deadline for the contest,

which will consist of a twenty
minute oral presentation and a
written report, is before the

Blaster vacation.

A prize of 15 dollars will be
awarded to the chapter winner,

in addition to chance of advance-
ment in district and national

competition.
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Check this new collar style

- the ARROW Glen

Here*s a broadcloth shirt with

features that please the college man

with an eye for style. The collar

(button-down, of course), is a shorter,

neater-looking model. The fine

broadcloth cools you throughout

the warm days ahead.

There are trim

checks in many

color combinations,

solids and white, of course.

$4.00 up.

first in fashion
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Paparella To Give
Aquinas Lecture

Dr. Benedict A. Paparella, of
the Philosophy department, will

be th(B guest speaker at the
second annual Aquinas Lecture
to be held as Holy Family Col-
lege Friday.

A former teacher at Holy
Family College, Paparella will

speak on "A Thomistic Concept
of the Virtues as They are Re-
lated to Happiness."
The general theme of the talk

'.will be to show how in the ful-

fillment of man's social prosper-
ities and needs in sociable living,

it is necessary that the man act
and live in a manner which is

consistent with a life of virtue.

The lecture will be delivered
!n the college gym at 10 a.m
The Aquinas Lectures are held
as a tradition in many colleges

and universities throughout the
world in celebration of the feast

of St. Thomas Aquinas.

March 4, 1959
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Psychol. Prof Has List

of Grod Openings
L. N. Recktenwald, Assistant

Professor of Psychology, an-
nounced that he had again
secured a list of educational fa-

cilities and financial assistance
being offered to graduate stud-
ents.

This list, which has been
prepared by the American Psy-
chological Association, consists

of offers from about 150 institu-

tions of higher education in the
United States. '

Students should also make in-

quires in Room 13S Mendel
about taking the Miller Analo-
gies Test and the Graduate Rec-
ord Examination.

Dixieland Band Gives
Philadelphia Concert
An international Dixieland

jazz concert featuring Chris
Barber's Jazz Band from Eng-
land and six American jazz
stars will be held at the Acad-
emy of Music on Sunday eve-

ning, March 15, at 8:30 P.M.
Barber's group, famous for

their million seller "Petite

Fleur," will be making its first

Philadelphia appearance.
The American stars featured

along with the group include

Marty Napoleon, Mickey Sheene,
Pee Wee Irwin, Bob Wilber,
Ray Deal, and Chubby Jackson.
The program will feature the

top jazz favorites of all time.

Tickets are on sale at the Acad-
emy of Music box office. Broad
and Locust Sts.

Guild to Present
Paul Carroll Play
The Philopatrian Theatre

Guild will present "Shadow and
Substance," the second play
produced in this country by
Irish playwright Paul Vincent
Carroll, on March 13 and 14. The
play, about educational and
religious conflict in Ireland, will

take place in San Domingo Hall,

2009 Spruce Street. Tickets may
be purchased at the door.

Devlin To Head C.U.R.
Appointed By Merkert
Bob Merkert, chairman of the

Religious Affairs Committee,
has appointed Peter Devlin to

head the Colleges and Univers-
ities Relief Administration. The
commission of the N.F.C.C.S.

The C.U.R.A. sponsors a cloth-

ing drive each year as well as a

book drive for the Roma Col-

lege of South Africa. This is
\

the first year on campus for

the C.U.R.A.

Here^s How They Voted
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Here's the way the Student Council voted on
the •'free day" decision during the final three
roll call votes.

The initial vote listed is for or against

amending the motion, which read "Let March
16 be the Free Day," to read in favor of May 8.

The second is for or against amending the mo-
tion to be in favor of March 13, and the final

vote (after the first two were defeated) passed
March 16 as the day off.

Pull votes are designated by their name and
class, half votes by their name and organization.
Alternates and absentees are list below.

"A" sUnds for "Aye;" "N" sUnds for
"Nay."

^FULL VOTES:
iiorriiian (Jr.)
WHtrncr (^r.)
Wiolc (Jr.)
.*^cui;iia (Sr.)
Tollock (Jr.)
l>«'LiKia (Su.)

•MiuTuy (Sr.)
llupburn (.Sr.)

AlitMoii (Sr.

)

•(Jrociiwood (Sr.)
K«;in|»r (.Sr.)

.MrKllunny (Sr.)
K«lky (.Sr.)

ra«h«!co (Sr.

)

IrvlnjjT (Sr.)
iMiHale iHr.)
Mc.Mon.iKTUt (Fr.)
ir<'nry (Jr.)
Viiicont (Jr.)
I>ri.sc;oll (Jr.)
(ioilwin (Jr.)
I.oufc (Fr.

)

A
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SpringTraining atVU Like Majors -Well Almost!
March 4, 1959 THE VILLA NOVAN PaCttlS

by JAMES J. MURRAY
Spring training at Villanova

is comparable to any big league

training camp—minus 50 de-

grees.

On February 23rd I arrived

here in southern Delaware
county where the Villanova

baseball team has camped.

Charles Famam in charge of

team equipment and Jake Nev-
ins, team trainer, arrived early,

i

(In fact both have been down
here all year, Due to their ef-

forts the team is attired and
physically fit.

)

The camp site itself is located

on the shady side of Goodreau
Stadium and is banked by Ithan
Avenue (which is lined with
rows of bare elm trees) and
County rd. (the highway which
connectJB south Delaware
county with north Delaware
county). The remaining side is

large white house. (House be-

longs to the Tract family who
are ardent Villanova fans.)

No contract difficulties, every-

one in camp but two players,

George Emma (first base) and
Ralph Kowalkowski (pitcher)

were the exceptions.

These two kept in shape by
playing basketball over the win-
ter and were so adept that they
have some games to play in New
York (N.I.T.) before reporting.

In answer to rumors the coach
said they definitly will not be
traded for playing basketball.

Balmy 32°?

Temperature was a balmy 32°

as the players worked out the
first day games, some guys
throwing the ball around but
mostly run, run, run exercise.

Engaging in an early warm-up in basebaH drillH are (from left) Fred Paclolla, Tom Prla-

tovec and Dennis Cardone. After a week of workouts in the Field House, Coach Art Mahan's
Hquad moved out of doors last week. «

Art Mahan, pitching coach,

was telling the hopeful pitchers

not to burn their arms out by
trying to break the sound bar-

rier with their "fast" ball.

Then, art Mahan, batting

coach, was teaching the poten-

tial Babe Ruths not to try to

knock the ball out of the park
but to take a nice even cut and
get those base hits.

Meanwhile head coach Art
Mahan was listening to every
problem from, "my arm hurts"

to "can I have a new cap
coach?"
Head coach Art Mahan, when

asked how prospects were for

this year's team, replied in his

Quin-Caps Retain Lead

In Intramural Bowling
Last week's competition in the

intramural bowling league prov-

ed that the first place teams were
still the class of the league.

In action last Tuesday the

league leading Quin-Caps defeat-

ed the third place Saints in

three out of four games. The loss

dropped the Saints into fourth

place.

In the Wednesday league the

loop leading Pencil-Pushers took

three out of four games in their

win over the Hot Rockets.

Tuesday proved to be a sorry

day for the Buffers who were
whitewashed bj' the Yoo-Hooa.

With the victory the Yoo-Hoos
jumped to third place. Their

attack was led by Pete Rccker
who scored 506 points and was
high for the day.

Also in the Tuesday league

second place Boss Choice kept

within three games of the Quin-

Caps by defeating the Holy
Rollers in three out of four

g^ames.

Jack Pctrecca is the possessor

Df the high average in the Tues-

day league with a 173.3 mark.

On Wednesday the Chug-a-

luga and the Cathodes moved
into a tie for second place. The
Knickerbachers pulled off the

biggest upset of the day by de-

feating the Knickerbachers 3-1.

The loss dropped the Knicker-

bachers from second to fourth

place.

Dick Carper is high man in

the Wednesday circuit with a

160 average.

TEAM STANDINGS
Tuesday League

Pencil Pushers
Chug-a-lugs
Cathodes .

Knickerbockers . .;. .;

Mainliners

.

Lowly Rollers

Studs
Hot Rockets

• •••<•*••

• •*•.•••*»••

• • •••.••'

• ••••••••

• • • • •

• •••••••
• • • • •

Wednesday League

Quin-Caps . . • » •> » «

Boss Choice
"."

Yoo-Hoos .

Saints

Buffers

Lowly Rollers

• • • • •

• • • • •

Small Five Favored In Intranmirals
"We think we can go all the

way this year." The speaker

was junior engineer Mike Mar-
inak, coach of the talent-laden

Small Five, one of the eight

finalists in the Intramural Bas-

ketball competition scheduled

for Alumni Gym.

On paper the Small Five looks

like the team to beat. All but

one of the seven team members

are six feet or over, with Fred

Wiele and Bill Barron heading

the list at six feet four inches.

Sam Ciesielski and Tom Con-
nolly are six feet two inches,

Hal Bauser and Ron Dobies

stand six feet even. The only

"little" guy is an outstanding

backcourt man, Dick Parrin.

A glance at the statistics in-

dicate that the Smill Five led

the 6:30 league in both scoring

and rebounding. Their biggest

asset however is a well b'lianced

scoring attack, all eight players

being potent scorinf threats.

incomparable Boston twang, 'It's

hard to believe after losing so

many good ball players, but

we're gonna be tough." The
coach was referring to the fact

that six players made winter
deals and are playing for De-

troit, Cincinnatti, and Pitts-

burgh.

Six Players to the Majors
"Sure," the coach continued,

"we lost Kelly, Kropp, (pitch-

ers) Fidaglo, Nichols, (catch-
ers) Noone, Donatucci, (short-

stops) but there is material here
to fill the gaps more than ade-
quately. Bobby Klenck, infielder,

is back after being injured. Hal
Bauser's sore arm seems OK and

he should be ready to throw a

few good games."
The coach pondered for a

while and continued, "We are

missing one infielder to fiill that

spot vacated by shortstop Don-
atucci. There is a spot in the

outfield vacant because Bobby
Vincent has been drafted. (Sign-

ed with U. S. Army).

The big hole is behind the

plate. We need a catcher. Of
course, I'm just basing my con-

clusions on the returnee's, we
have a lot of talent on this prac-

tice field and every position is

up for grabs."

The coach was interrupted

when a ball careened off his

knee. Paul Borian, team's lead-

ing hitter, and Freddie Anthony,

also a member of the 300 club

came over. Paul apologised,

picked up the ball and took over

as the coach excused himself to

correct a glaring mistake in a
pitchers stance.

Paul smiling through his wind
burnt face started, "I've shed

twenty pounds this winter and
feel gi-eat." Freddie broke in

and said, "if you hit your weight

your lucky." Paul continued

with, "Fred, (5-6) the only

thing smaller than your average

is your strike zone." Both ball

players laughed and continued

to have a catch.

I climbed to the top of the

weather beaten unpainted stands

and looked over the field. There

were almost seventy athletes

—

some in uniform, some in make-
shift outfits running, throwing,

catchmg, and doing their best

with one goal in mind—to be on
the team opening day. Twenty-
five or so will realize their goal

and the others—they'll be better

men for trying.

BASEBALL BRIEFS—Eddie
Monahan outfielder, said he

doesn't know how the nunor
got started but he doesn't have

a damaged eye. Both eyes are

"on the baU" . . . Left handed
pitcher, Kreltxer, has all the

tools to fiU Jack Kelly's spot

. . . When Bobby Klenck explain-

ed to the coach that he'd have

to break in his new glove before

the season starts the coach re-

plied, "just have a oalch with

me. I use to spend my winter

breaking in gloves for the big

Arms. I was really fast. ..."

TWO EUROPEAN
SUMMER

STUDY PROGRAMS

20-8

17-11

17-11

16-12

14-14

11-17

10-18

9-19

23-5

20-8

19-9

17-11

16-12

9-19

5-23

3-25

European Art &
Music Program

40 days Study Tour through 8

counlriei. 10 day study session on

Art, Music and History in Vienna

7 days relaxation in Solzkammei-

gut mountain area. 9 European

Festivals. Tour emphasis on ort

and music.

Sailing: SS Ryndom, June 28.

Return flight: SAS Air Line.

Application deadline: April 15.

All inclusive price; $1235.

Salzburg

Study Tour
13 doys of lectures and seminars.

28 days Study Tour through 6

countries. Foculty of University

of Salzburg invites scholars and
students from Europe and US to

discuss: "EUROPE: THINKING,
CREATING AND GROWING",
from a Christian point of view.

Soliburg Festival included.

Sailing: SS Ryndcm. June 28.

Application dcodline: April 15.

All inclusive price: $890.

Ptaat* return this coupon
for freo brochure.

The INSTITUTE of

EUROPEAN STUDIES
35 E. Wackor Dr., Chicogo 1

Check program interested in:

.Saliburg Study Tour

Fast Action In Alumni Gym

With perfect Paul Arizin form, a player in an intramural

Imsketball game letn Ioohc witli a jump shot which looks aH

though it's zeroed in on the basket.

%

s
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Delany, Jenkins Honored On
Dominican Republic Stamps

by TONY MACKLIN

In a corner of one of the large

display caaes in the library is

\ an object that should be of

great interest to track enthusi-

asts, stamp collectors, and to

Villanovans in general.

The object is a postage stamp

picturing Villanova graduate

student and former Wildcat

point - getter, record - smasher
•^ Ron Delany crossing the finish

line in winning the 1,500-meter

run in the 1956 Olympic games

at Melbourne.

D. Moore Named By Digest

Charley Jenkins being un-

available for comment, the bur-

den of comment falls upon Mr.

Delany. Ron received the stamp
on an envelope postmarked the

first day of issue. He also re-

ceived copies. "Many stamp en-

thusiasts have sent me stamps
to autograph," he sings.

Scott's Monthly Journal in

their column of stamp activity

"Around the World" provides

the necessary background for

the stamps. On October 30,

10^8, the Dominican Republic is-

Another ex-Villanovai, ace

Charley Jenkins likewise has
|

been honored with a stamp for

his performance in the Olympics.

Jenkins shares a stamp with

Tom Courtney, also of the

United States team. The stamp

pictures Courtney taking the

baton from Jenkins and it com-

'memorates victories in the 400

and 80d-meter runs and the

1,600-meter relay.

TheseWo stamps, along with

a number of others were issued

by the Dominican Republic in

honor of the 1956 Olympic win-

ners.

Since the stamps were issued

by the Dominican Republic, it

would seem that the natural

^lace to obtain information

kbout them would be the office

of the Consul of the Dominican

RepubliQ. It isn't. All that is

known in that office is that "we

had to Visa the invoices for the

i^ocumei^ts."

: The E. A. Wright Company,

t Philadelphia firm who printed

the stamps, offer less help:

"We'd just be giving all our

time and effort. With all our

customers, we can't give out any
information. We're besieged all

the time. It's our policy not to

give out any information. We'd

be doing it all the time."

iW -\ * .^ '^^*

sign. The stamp is a 2c corroes.

There is a rumor going

around that the Dominican Re-

public is about to dedicate a

stamp to another pretty speedy

individual, Zsa Zsa Gabor. She
ran faster than either Charley

or Ron.
In truth, Villanova is very

proud of the accomplishments

of its athletes. The Dominican
Republic stamps are another in

the long list of honors ac-

corded to them. The fame of

Villanovans lives all over the

world. Not many universities

can make this statement.

The Catholic Digest announc-

ed this week that ten top bas-

ketball coaches have been

named to select the 1959 Cath-

olic College All-Ameriean bas-

ketball team in mid-March.

The coaches will be John Ben-

nington, St. Louis; Tom Black-

bum, Dayton; Bob Feerick,

Santa Clara, Taps Gallagher,

Niagara; Johnny Jordan, Notre

Dame; Ray Leenig, Holy Cross

Ray Meyer, D e p a u 1 ; Dudy

Moore, LaSalle; Ken Norton,

Manhattan; and Ekidie O'Brien,

Seattle.

The Good Old Days: When
there were no deductions from a
man's pay until he got home.

Salesman, leaving the hotel:
"Pardon me, clerk, but what ma-
terial do you use to stuff the
mattresses in this establishment?"

Clerk: "With the best straw to
be found, of course."
Salesman: "I i^ught so. Now I

know where the straw came from
that broke the camel's back!"

sued the seventh Olympic series

in two years. It consist of three

airmail (correo aereo) stamps

and five ordinary stamps pic-

turing winners of the last

Oljrmpic Games. The stamps are

all multi-colored and each de-

sign has the flag of the athlete's

country.

The United States is repre-

sented by the stamp of Jenkins

and Courtney and by one of

Milt Campbell running in the de-

cathlon. The Jenkins-Courtney

stamp is an lie airmail and the

Campbell stamp is 2c.

The other stamps in the ser-

ies include Gillian Sheen of Eng-

land, fencing, Shozo Sasahara of

^apan, wrestling and Madeleine

Barthod of Switzerland, down-

hill skiuig. The Sheen stamp is

Ic, the Sasahara stamp is 3c,

and the Berthed stamp is 5c.

The 7c stamp shows Murray
Rose of Australia, winner of the

400 and 1,500-meter freestyle

swims.
The 16c airmail stamp shows

India's field hockey teams in ac-

tion. The 17c airmain displays

Sweden's yachting team winning

a race.

The Ron Delany stamp was
issued in a previous set. Since

he was running for Ireland there

is a Irish flag included in the de-

Basketball
(Continued from Page 16)

the Nurses Swimming Champion-
ship will take place.

The final intramural activity

of the Spring will be a golf

tnurnament, Monday, May 11.

The site selected by Geisz is the

Main Luie Golf Club located on
Lancaster Pike in Radnor.

Geisz also mentioned that a

Horseshoe Touranment will be

held late in April and early May.

No definite date has been set

Golf Team Begins

Tryoufs Thursday
Tryouts for the Intramural

golf teams will begin tomorrow.

Interested students are asked to

check the bulletin for time and
place.

The purpose of the initial

meeting will be to find out how
many students are actually in-

terested. All participants will be

given an equal chance to display

their talents. ,; ' :v ,

Three local golf courses have

already been selected for play.

The rules conunittee, composed
of three members of the golf

team, will establish the proce-

dure to be followed.

Bowlers tnter NY Tourney
Villanova University is, this

year, for the first time, compet-

ing in the Eastern Intercol-

legiate Bowling Conference held

in New York City.

The qualifying rounds, con-

sisting of eight games across

sixteen alleys will be held on

April 18. 19, and 25, 26. Last

year there were 240 entrants in

the qualifiers. Qualifying aver-

age was 168.

The top sixteen scores, based

on the Petersen point system,

will qualify for the semi-finals

on May 25. The semi-finals will

also be eight games across six-

teen alleys.

The top eight of these sixteen

will bowl in head to head com-

petitton in the finals.

First prize — the twenty-two

inch V. Loria and Son College-

iate Trophy -- will remain at

the school of the victor for the

year that he won. Threa wins

entitle a school to permanent

possession.

Each of the top three receives

a statuette as a personal prize.

The high game of the competi-

tions will be awarded a special

trophy. All finalists and semi-

finalists also receive trophies.

Any male undergraduate car-

rying at least twelve credits in

a four-year accredited college

who is in good scholastic stand-

ing is eligible. Night students

need carry only eight credits.

Entry fee is $6.00 per person.

This includes all bowling

charges. Entries must be post-

marked before April 17 to be

eligible.

All competition will take

place in the Bowlmor Recrea-

tion, 110 University Place, New
York City. Information an^i en-

try blanks may be obtained from

that address.

OaCiiinins
with

MocShohian

(By Uu Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,

"Barefoot Boy vfith Cheek.*')

ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 2

TcKlay, with cjirnestiiess niul sobriety, we make the second of

our fonys into socijil science. Wc tjike up the most basic of all

s<K*ial sciences—sociology itself.

Sociolog>' teacjjes us tliut num is a .social animal. It is not

instinct or heredity that dotennines liis conduct; it is environ-

ment. This fact is vividly lM)rne out when you consider the cjise

of .Julio Sij?jif«M)s.

Julio, abandoned as an infant in a dark wood near Cleveland,

was adopted by a pack of wild dogs and reared as one of their

own. When Julio wsis found by a hunter at the age of twelve,

the |XM>r child was more canine than human. He ran on all

fours, harked and growled, ate raw meat, lapiKjd water with his

tongue, and could neither s|)eak nor understand one single word.

In short, he was a complete product of his environment.

Julio, incidentjilly, was more fortunate than most wild chil-

dren. They never Ixjcome truly humanized, but Julio was ex-

ccptioiuil. Bit by bit, he liegan to talk and walk and eat and

drink as |)eople do. His long-dormant mental processes, when

awakened at hust, turned out to l)e fantsistically acute. He was

so bright that he learned to read and write in a month, got

through grammar school in three years, and high sch(M)l in two.

And lust June as thousands of spectators, knowing the odds

Julio luid overcome, Bt(K)d and raised cheer after cheer, he was

gniduuted viUedictorian from Cal Tech \vith a degree in astro-

physics!

Wlio can say to wliat towering heights this incredible boy

Avoiiid have risen had he not lieen killed the day after commence-

ment while chasing a car?

'!i'j'C«t> <*:^

y'^M'&M^^^dm \

'Hut I digress. To return to sociology, |)eoplc tend to gather

in gn»u|)s—a tendency that l)cgan, ux we all know, with the

i)itr«Mluvti«Mi of MaillMfH) (^igitndlvs. Wiiat an aid U» sociability

the)' are! How l)enignly <»ne l(N>ks iifion one's fdlows after puff-

ing (HI MarilMini's filter that really filters, on Marlboro's flavor

that's rRilly flavorful. IIr»w esiger it makes one to extend the

hand of friendship! How gnitcful we all arc to Marllxiro for

making |M»ssible this togethenijss ! How good not to live in the

bleak prc-MarllN)n> world with ever>' man a stranger!

The gn)U|)s that |)eople live in Utdiiy (thanks to Marllmro)

var>- widely in their customs. VVhjit is perfectly acceptable in

(»n(> MK'icty may l)c quite outlandish in another. Take, for in-

stiiiut', the cjtse of Ug Van Wyck.

I'g, a Polynesian. lad, grew up in an idyllic South Sea isle

when* the Ic'tding event of the year was the fea.st of Max, the

sun ginl. A qu;iint all-day ceremony was held, with trihid

iLincing, war chants, fat-lady mces, pie-oating contests, and, for

the gnnxl finale, the .ssicrifice of two dozen maidens.

.\oo<mling t4» L'g's ftilkways, .s:icrificing maidens wjis entirely

accopUil)lo, but when, in his eighteenth j'ear, lie wa>« sent as an

exchange .student to the I'liiversity of Wisconsin, he s<K>n

le-.iriicd that Americans t'lkr a dim view of this practice—in

\Vis<'<»n.sin, at any rate. The first fifteen or twenty maidens Ug
.»*ii(.'rifice(l, ho wiis let off with a warning. When, however, he

l>ersist<»d, dni-stic moasurt*^ were taken: he w;is depledgcd by
his fnitcniity. A broken man, Ug (|uit schcMjl and moved to

.Milwaukee where today he cjims a mcjiger living as a stein.

T> I0M Mai Stiulman

For real mciability, provide Marlboroa for filter amokera
and Philip Morris for non-filter smokers. Both are made
by the Philip Morris company: ttoth sponoor this column;
both are fofi*/

f

I-*
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Cats Impressive Despite IC4A Loss
by TOM GOLDSCHMIDT

Even though the track team
failed to re-capture the indoor
IC4A title it had held the past
two years, the Wildcats made
a fine showing last Saturday in

Madison Square Garden.

Ed Collymore, who had been
running the 600 of late, dropped
back to the more familiar sprint

and successfully defended his
60-yard title.

,

Ed was beaten off the start-

ing blocks by the other four
finalists, but he belted past
Penn State's Bob Brown in the
last 10 yards to win in the time
of 6.2.

. Charley Stead matched Colly-

more's five points with a classy

performance in the high jump.
Stead easily cleared 6-7, then
three times nearly jumped 6-9.

Relay Outstanding
The mile relay team did it-

self proud, finishing a close sec-

ond to a veteran Pittsburgh
quartet. Pitt, which had won
the relay with virtually the same
squad in 1958, broke the Garden
IC4A record for the distance,

as it was clocked in 3:18.6. Vil-

lanova had held the old stand-

ard—3:19.6—set in 1956 by

Gene Maliff, Warner Meitman,
Rollie Simpson and Charley
Jenkins.

The unit consisting of sopho-
mores Joe Manion and Nick De-
Anglelis, junior Jim Blackburn
and senior Collymore was clock-

ed unofficially in 3:18.8. That's

a big improvement over the

times the same quartet was reg-

istering earlier in the campaign.

Collymore's performance,
though we have come by now
to expect only the finest from
the All-American sprinter, is

worthy of special note.

He won a heat in the 60 at

3.35 p.m.; won a quarter-final

in the 60 at 4; anchored the re-

lay team to a first place in the
trials at 8.25; won a semi-final

in the 60 at 8.55; won the 60
final at 9.10; anchored the re-

lay to second place in the final

at 10.50, running his leg un-
officially in 48.7.

Fourth In Scoring
The two first places and the

second earned Villanova 14
points and fourth place in the

team scoring—behind Manhat-
tan, Penn State and Yale.

A possible five points failed

to materialize in the broad

jump, as junior John Buckley,
bothered by a muscle pull on
one thigh, could not get off a
jump near his usual distance.

The defending outdoor IC4A
champion broke stride on each
attempt—apparently afraid of

fouling—and lost what power
the injured leg still had. The
best Buckley could do was 21

feet nine inches.

Senior Vic DiMaio was elim-

inated in the time trials in the

1000, whle junior Bob Godesky
came in l^st in the final of the

mile. Godesky had come in sec-

ond in a mile trial during the

afternoon, but running two
miles on the same day appar-
ently took too much out of the

hard-working ace.

Held for Relay
The VILLANOVAN had re-

ported last week that DeAngelis
would run in the 600, but Coach
Jim Elliott decided to save Nick
for the big effort in the mile

relay.

In the freshman medley re-

lay, the local representatives

ran away with the prize with a
;

commendable time of seven min-
utes, 35.9 seconds.

Pat Nicastro took the lead

from the very start in the 880

leg. Bob Coffil held it in the
440, as he coasted easily. Bob
Raemore, running like a be-

spectacled rabbit, boosted the
margin during his 220 stint.

Jon Dante, normally a half-

miler or a lOOO-yarder, ran the
anchor mile. With a lead of 30
yards, he took things easily.

But, when Dartmouth's Tom
Laris, the interscholastic mile
champ last year, made up a big
deficit for Dartmouth and pulled
even with Dante with three-

quarters of a lap to go, Dante
turned and looked at Laris, then
promptly scooted off to win by
20 yards.

It's back to New York for the
last Madison Square Garden
meet of the year this Saturday
—the Knights of Columbus
Games.

Stead In Mile Quartet

Stead will put those long legs

of his to use in the mile relay
substituting for Collymore, as
Coach Elliott prepares for the
heavy relay Schedule coming up
during the outdoor season. Man-
ion, Blackburn and DeAngelis
will join Stead in trying to

match their time last week.
Collymore, who is undefeated

in the 600 this year, will revert

to that longer distance after

sprinting for two weeks. He'll

probably duel with former team-
mate Charley Jenkins. (Colly

can't seem to get rid of Jenkins.

The VILLANOVAN two weeks
ago even ran a picture of Colly-

more and called him Jenkins).

Stead will compete in the high
jump as well as the mile relay.

The two freshman sprinters

—

Paul Drayton and Frank Budd
—will compete in the 60. It's

Budd's first activity since he
hurt his ankle a month ago.

The freshmen will compete in

an AAU mile relay race. Nicas-

tro, Coffil and Raemore will com-
prise three-fourths of the team.
The last man will be determined

in time trials this week in prac-
tice.

All students who have had
any experience in the shot

put, the javelin or fJie discos,

and who would like to join

the varsity tmdk and field

team for the spring season,

liav9 been invited by assist-

ant coach Jim Tnppeny to re-

port to liim any attemoon at
the stadium.

LaSa in '59 Finale
*.'^,

by JOE FITZPATRICK

; When LaSalle and Villanova

dose out "Big Five" activity at

the Palestra on Saturday much
will be at stake.

A LaSalle victory will cause

a two-way tie foe second place

in "Big Five" play. Both the

'Cats and the Explorers would
have 2-2 records in inter-city

play.

A Villanova triumph will set

their "Big Five" mark at 3-1 and
the 'Cats would be all alone in

second place while LaSalle would
join Temple and Penn in a three

way scramble in the "Big Five"'
basement. r

The Explorers will have other

: than local incentives in mind
when they take to the Palestra

floor on Saturday.
Fresh from a decisive thrash-

ing of last year's NIT champion,
Xavier and riding the crest of

a win streak, the Explorers will

have visions of the NIT dancing
in their heads.

Villanova, on the other hand,

will be returning to action after

a much needed two week lay-off.

Much-needed because the Villa-

novans looked weary in their

last two outings, both of which
they suffered setbacks, one to

NYU and the other to North
Carolina State.

Battle of Strategy
The game could prove to be

an unprecedented- battle of

basketball strategy. Both Villa-

nova coach Al Severance and
LaSalle mentor Dudey Moore
will be using each and every

trick up their respective basket-

ball sleeves.

Offensively LaSalle will have
two sharpshooters in Ralph
Bantivoglio and Joey Ileyer in

the backcourt. If left alone this

duo could pile up an unbelievable

number of points.

They will not be left alone,

however, Villanova will probably

send Jim Kenny and Jim Hug-
gard out to meet the two Ex-
plorers.

Huggard and Kenny will either

T)e on the oatside part of a 2-3

sone or playU&x maa-for-maii.

tJttder the boards the Ex-
plorers have their own version

of NYU's Sanders and Ramsey,
Who? Bob Herdelin and Bob
Alden.

Against Xavier on Saturday
night Herdelin grabbed 23 re-

bounds and scored 22 points

while teammate Alden was pull-

ing down 22 rebounds and scor-

ing 13 points.

Alden and Herdelin will have
help in LaSalle's fifth man. To
finish off the starting contingent

coach Moore could start either

Hugh Brolly or Al Ferner. Both
can be valuable rebounders as

well as destructive scorers.

George Raveling and
'Tweetie" DriscoU will have to

show signs of early season bril-

lance in order to contain the

LaSalle big men.

I^ASalle To Play Man-For-Man
When the Wildcats have the

ball they will be facing a very
efficient and well coached man-
for-man defense.

Joe Heyer will cover Jim
Kenny and Ralph Bantivogio

will probably draw the tough
task of guarding Jim Huggard.

Either Ferner or Brolly will

get the most difficult assignment

of the night—Joe Ryan. Both
Explorers tend to press on de-

fense and when pressed Ryan
thrives.

Joe's drives could force Dudey
Moore to reach for reserves

early and when it comes to re-

serves he has few.

Bob Herdelin will cover George
Raveling and Bobby Alden will

probably draw John Driscoll.

Some observers believe that the

Driscoll - Alden match will be

the story of the game.
Tweetie will have his hands

full because even though Alden
looks weak he is very aggressive

ii:'':-

and he moves welt. It will take
hustle on the part of Villanova's

Raveling and Driscoll to control

the offensive board and hence
stop LaSalle's fast break.

Whetever the strategy the

game is a city series duel on
which a great deal hinges and it

will be just as exciting as last

year's 111-105 quadruple over-

time thriller.

I-M Playoffs

To Start Mon.
InAlumniHall

•I 4»

.•<«

>,

%

The Intramural Basketball
Season will enter its final phase
next Monday with the com*
mencement of the annual play-
offs in Alunmi Gym.

Intramural director, Bd Geisz,

announced that the eight par-
ticipating teams will consist of
the winners and runner-ups in

each of the four leagues.

The league leaders are : Villa-

nova A.C., Bravo A.C., Small
Five, and Ranch Hands. The
four that placed, Amboys,
Northern Stars, Alumni 49ers,

and Northerners will complete
the eight team field. All are
vieing for the title won last year
by Turse's Trotters.

Geisz also made public the
complete intramural schedule
for the remainder of the se-

mester.

On April 1st the softball lea-

gue will get under way. On the
following day a Life Saving
course, sponsored by the Red
Cross will foe held.

Geisz notes that this program
certifies participating students
for Bununer positions as life

guards and swimming instruc-

tors.
*

Monday, April 6th, will mark
the beginning of the Annual ^^

Tennis Tournament
Later on in the month, the

Intramural Track Champion-
•liip will be staged. The nest day

'. i
•

' I )

.ys^.^-^

M » 'Who's Waiting Til Next Year?"

Jk
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Mai^, Motorcade To Support N.I.T. Bid
than 800 students are

expected tonight to watch Villa-

nova open its National Invita-

tional Tournament bid against
St. John's at Madison Square
Garden.

Students this afternoon will

travel by automobile, bus, and
train to New York for the 9 p.m.
event. ': ^:^'''-':. •; ''./'V,.-.

Tickets for Villanova's first

N.I.T. bid went on sale Monday
in the Field House. By yesterday
afternoon most of them were
gone, reported officials at the

office. .:< J

The tickets were priced at one
dollar for students and three

dollars for dates.

Still Some Available

The tickets went off sale yes-

terday, said Bob Wagner, busi-

ness manager for the athletic

department. Tickets will be on

sale in New York tonight.

The team left for New York
last night. They were to practice

in the Garden this afternoon.

Bob Murphy, student body
president, promised Coach Al

Severance the "full support of

the Villanova students."

One council committee has
already made efforts to insure

the success of the team.

Bruce Irving, chairman of the

Spirit Committee, is encouraging
large attendance at the team
mass, 12:15 today in the chapel.

' /**With so much at stake," said

Irving, "student support and a
little help from the Lord could

stubborn Explorer team from
LaSallc. St. John's according to

reports, expects an easy time

with the Cats.

Motorcade Planned

Officers of Phi Kappa Pi

By LOUIS R. DESFOSSES
of the Villanovan Staff

fraternity said that a motorcade
would form today on the parking
lot at 4 p.m.

Pledges of the fraternity have
been constructing signs for dis-

play at the game.
Cars in the motorcade are

expected to proceed by the

Pennsylvania and New Jersey
Turnpikes to New York City.

According to fraternity of-

ficers the cars will be painted

with slogans and designs. Un-
dccorated cars will be permitted
to join the motorcade, however,
they said.

The last Villanova motorcade
took place during the football

season of 1957. Then hundreds
of Villanova students drove in a

four mile motorcade from Villa-

Raymond L. Cummlngs, History Professor, points to map of 1815 Italy which he used, to

supplement his talk on the "Unification of Italy, "the first of three lectures to be presented this

semester by the Political Science and History Departments.

'>'^'.

Prof Pardllels Nationalism
The relatively obscure era of

Italian unification one hundred
years ago was lent a new vi-

tality by Raymond L. Cum-
mings, History professor, who
inaugurated the 1959 political

science lecture series, last Wed-
nesday evening.

The Fullbright scholar drew
striking parallels between Cav-
our's Italy in 1859 and Nassar's
UAR in 1959.

Delving into the sources of

nationalism, Cummings drew a
lucid picture of 1859 Italy, which
was then a group of small, in-

dependent states, including the
Papal States, Sardinia, and the

Kingdom of the Two Sicilies.

Sardinia was ruled by the uni-

fication-minded, liberal prime
minister Cavour; in the Two
Sicilies a virtuous but weak
King Francis II was trying to re-

cover the shreds of a revolu-

tion torn country.

"Cavour, like Nasser today,"
said Cummings, "was an ardent
proponent of nationalism. He
'fraternized with the revolution'

in the Sicilies with a form of

indirect aggression that today
we associate with Nasser."

Propof^ndr. Barrage
The propaganda barrage of

the liberals, exaggerating the

squalor in the Sicilies, was near-

ly as formidable as the British

machine before World War IT.

Like Nasser, Cavour was r».-

garded with apprehension be-

By THOMAS M. WOLF
of the Villanovan Staff

cause he too was tampering with
the status quo by fostering uni-

fication.

Cummings detailed the pre-

carious policy that Napoleon III

followed at the time. The em-
peror envisioned a united Italy

as a potential threat on his

flank, and wanted to contain
Sardinia, at the same time pro-

longing the "big-brother" image
he had established when he ex-

pelled the Austrians from Ital-

ian territory.

With this Cummings made an
analogy. Today the U. S. offi-

cially supports the colonial pol-

icies of the certain allies, even
though most of the country priv-

ately sympathizes with the as-

pirations for independence with-
in these colonies. "Algeria is an
example of this," he added.

Friendly Foe
Napoleon III likewise follow-

ed an ambivalent policy—that

of "the friendly foe." He sym-
pathized with the Cavour liber-

als, but his better self warned
him against it.

The speaker's opinion of Gar-
ibaldi was couched in harsh
tones. "Left Wing radicals

forced Cavour to send Garibaldi
on his raid, his piracy," he
noted. "The man didn't even see

fit to observe the international

rule of fighting under a flag."

Garibaldi descended uninvited

upon the Sicilian government in

support of the revolution. After
describing the sad government
as "opposition to God in the form
of a state", the grandiose con-

queror routed 20,000 "superan-
nuated incompetants" with his

famous "1,000 Red Shirts."

Temporary Reprieve
France could have intervened

and stopped Garibaldi, but Cum-
mings believed that "this would
have been only a temporary re-

prieve for the Kingdom of the

Two Sicilies. The Kingdom
would have become, in effect, a

French satellite, in the same way
that Hungary is a Russian Satel-

lite today."

Rev. Robert M. Sullivan.

O.S.A., chairman, neatly moral-
ized Cummings' talk by quoting
Seneca : "The one thing that we
learn from history, is that we
learn nothing from history."

Cummings was graduated
from Villanova in 1948, obtained
his M.A. from Georgetown in

1952, and at present is working
for his Ph.D. at Penn.

As a Fulbright Scholar, he

traveled to Europe last year to

work on his thesis on Italian

Unification.

While there, he worked at the

Foreign Ministry Archives in

Paris, the State Archives in

London, and the Public Records

Office in London.

nova, via the Schuylkill Express-
way to center-city Philadelphia.

Cheering Credited

Parts of the motorcade were
lopped off there by Philadelphia
police.

Football coaches that day
credited the large cheering sec-

tion at Municipal Stadium as
aiding the Wildcats.

Villanova students will prob-
ably return to campus immedi-
ately after tonight's game. A full

class schedule is planned for

tomorrow.
, * '

'.'f ' '
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Villanova Radio Station
WVIL will broadcast the en-

tire game tonight from Madi<

son Square Garden between
Villanova and St. John's.

Bill Washington, station
manager, said the plans were
made last week when a local

outfit agreed to sponsor the

show.
**We hope to acconunodate

those students forced to stay

away from the game," Wash-
ington said.

John Oberlles, news and
sports director, will do the

play by play coverage. The
color, beginning at 8:45, will

be handled by sports coordi-

nator Ted Folson.

Washington said that all

Dougherty Hall lounges

would be open during the

game and the broadcast
could be heard throughout

the building as well as the

dormitories.

The station manager said

he had already received calls

from several alumni and
friends of Villanova asking

admission to the broadcast.

Temple Prof

F'irst Speaker
At New Series

Dr. Elizabeth W. Schneider,
Temple University Professor,
yesterday discussed Gerard
Manley Hopkins, English poet,
with Villanova students and fac-
ulty members.

Dr. Schneider spoke at the
first of a planned series of lec-

tures, according to Dr. Charles
W. Bernardin, chairman of the
Villanova English department.

The speaker evaluated Hop-
kin's works and evaluated them
as outstanding British Litera-

ture.

Bernardin said the lec-

ture aeries is primarily to stimu-

late intellectual English majors,

but non-English majors are also

invited.

Professor Schneider, who ha
been at Temple since 1926 and
is presently chairman of the
graduate work at the University
of Pennsylvania.
She also studied at Oxford

University in 1930 and 1931,
and is the author of three books,
"The Aesthetics of William Haz-
litt", "The AesUietic MoUve",
and "Coleridge, Opium, and
Kubla Khan".

In addition to these literary

activities, Dr. Schneider, who
specializes in the 19th Century
Romanticism, is the author of
many articles and reviews pub-
lished in America and English
scholarly journals, and has ed-

ited "Samuel Taylor Coleridge:
Selected Prose and Poetry".

Murphy joined with the heads
of other organizations in ask-

ing for road safety tonight.

The Spirit Committee outlined

this as the most direct route

from Villanova to the Garden:
Schuylkill Expressway west

to the Norristown Interchange
of the Pennsylvania Turnpike,
tlien Pennsylvania Turnpike to

Delaware River Turnpike
Bridge.

Then New Jersey Turnpike to

Lincoln Tunnel. The garden is

at 50th St. and 8th ave.

Speed limit on the Pennsyl-
vania Turnpike is 65 miles per
hour and on the New Jersey
Turnpike 60 miles per hour.

J. B. Discount

Ducats Sold
In view of the special interest

among students and teachers in

Elia Kazan's production of Arch-

ibald MacLeish's hit play "J.B.,"

current at the ANTA Theatre,

New York City, and the dif-

ficulty students and teachers

are having obtaining medium
priced tickets, the "J.B." man-
agement has instituted a Stu-

dent Discount Plan for a certain

number of orchestra seats.

The student discount seats are

being offered to students and
teachers at $3.45. They are or-

chestra seats, normally costing

$6.90.

'J.B.," starring Christopher

Plummer, Raymond Massey and
James Daly, has won extraord-

inary praise from the New York
and national Press. In the N. Y.

Times, Brooks Atkinson referred

to it as "one of the memorable
works of the century." At this

writing it has been nominated
for five "Tonys" by The Ameri-
can Theatre Wing. In fact, "J.

B." has received international

critical acclaim.

Special Student Discount Plan
blanks for use either by mail or

at the ANTA Theatre box of-

fice, have been sent to the

Chairman of the English Depart-
ment, Dr. Charles Bernardin,

and the Director oi Public Re-

lations, Gene Ruane. Additional

supplies of these student dis-

count form may be had by writ-,,

ing Alfred de Liagre, Jr., 55 ;

West 42nd Street, New York 36,; 3.

New York.

Villanova Actors ^^

In Drama Festival
Members of the Belle Masque

Dramatic Society will partici-

pate in the sixth annual Drama
festival, sponsored by the State
Department of U.M.E.S.C.O. in

conjunction with international
Theatre Month. The festival

will be held this evening at
Harcum Junior College.

The cast will perform Act HI,
scene I of "Victoria Regina", a
three-act play by Lawrence
Housman, which was recently
presented at Immaculata Col-
lege.

Villanova actors performing
in the play are John Cannon,
who will portray Disraeli, and
Allan Willig, who will take the
part of John Brown. Female
members of the cast will be
members of the Cue and Curtain
Players of Immaculata College.

The play concerns a series of
interesting episodes in the long
reign of England's Queen Vic-

toria.

•
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Villanova IRS To
Host Convention;

Experts to Speak
By FRANK DYNAN

of Ihm Vfffoiiovoii Sfaff

Villanova will be host college

for the annual State Convention
of the Pennsylvania Association

of International Relations Clubs

tomorrow and Saturday.

The topid of the convention

will be "The Problems of the

Middle East". On Saturday "The
Arab-Israeli Relationship" will

be specifically considered.

Sessions of the convention

will alternate between the

George Washington Hotel in

King of Prussia, Pa., and Vasey
Auditorium.

Several Middle Eastern ex-

perts have been engaged to

address the delegates. These
men are either citizens of the

Middle East or have recently

returned from travels in the

area.

Evening Session At Motel

Mr. Keith Wheelock, Research
Associate of the Foreign Policy

Research Institute of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, will be

the opening speaker. He will

present "A General Outlook on
the Middle East" at 7:30, Fri-

day evening at the George
Washington motel.

Wheelock has recently toured

Egypt and is currently writing

a book on that country. While
in the Middle East he met with
such men as Nasser and Ben-
Gurion.

The Friday night address will

be followed by a social to as-

sist the delegates in becoming
acquainted.

Many surrounding colleges are

expected to send students to the
convention. Among these will

be delegations from The Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania and Se-

ton Hall.

The main feature of Satur-
day's proceedings will be a dis-

cussion of the Arab-Israeli sit-

uation in the Vasey Auditorium.

Israeli To Defend Policy

Mr. Yaakov Morris, an Is-

raeli citizen and staff member
of the Israeli Office of Informa-

tion in New York, will defend
his country's position at 11:00

a.m.

After an adjournment for

lunch until 1:30, Mr. Jamal A.

Sa'd, a Lebonese and Assistant

Director of the Arab Informa-
tion Center in Washington, will

present the Arab point of view.

Following Sa'd's speech, the

delegates will spend the after-

noon discussing the Arab-Israeli

disputes.

On Saturday evening there

will be a banquet in the Forge
Room of the George Washing-
ton motel at which Dr. Fred J.

Khouri, Associate Professor of

Political Science at Villanova

will speak.

Talked With Nasser

Khouri's topic will be "The

U. S. and the Middle East". He
toured the Middle Elast last sum-

mer and spoke to Egyptian Pres-

ident Nasser and other high of-

ficials in the area.

There will also be installment

of the new oflftcers of the Asso-

ciation at the banquet.

The convention's entire cost

will be $9 per delegate. How-
ever, members of the Villanova

I.R.S., and History and Political

Science department members

may attend all but the banquet

free of charge. The dinner will

cost $2.75.

Sessions Open
All the events will be open to

any student who wishes to at-

tend. Convention co-chairman

John P. Kelley stated that "the

discussions and lectures should

prove most interesting since the

Middle East is a major trouble

spot and provider of much woe

for Western diplomats."

Serving with Kelley as co-

chairman is Robert Rafano,

Dean's List:

Eight Get Perfect Marks

Senator Joseph Clark leads a "cracker barrel*' discussion with

a group of Villanova law students before he addressed the Law
Forum last Wednesday night.

Politics Great Opportunity,

Clark Tells Law Forum
By LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKE

The greatest opportunities for Lyndon Johnson
young lawyers are available in

Washington, Senator Joseph
Clark (D-Pa.) told the Villanova

Law Forum last week.

"It is in the Nation's Capitol

that lawyers can best fulfill their

obligttion to defend natural and
Constitutional rights," he said.

Clark, senior senator from
Pennsylvania, spoke on the role

of the lawyer in the senate at

the second meeting of the Spring

Session of the third annual law
forum.

The senator called on the

Villanov law students to enter

politics. V
"If you want to accompilish

great good, and that certainly

should be your aim as lawyers
the government calls you," Clark

President of the Villanova I.R.S.
| g^j^j , .;

^ , ,.^

WVIL Releases Poll Tally

(D-Tex.),

senate majority leader, came in

for a bit of criticsm from Clark.

Calling Johson a "dictator by
consent," Clark said the major
ity leader was exercising too

tight a control on Democratic
party discussion.

Johnson confers with the com-
mittee chairman, most of whom
are Southeners or conservatives

from the North and West before

deciding a party stand, the sena-

tor said.

" We should instead have a

system of party caucauses in

which individual senators with
minority points of view would
have t say," Clark said.

In this Clark agreed with
Senator William Proxmire CD-
Wise.) who two weeks ago call-

ed for at least four party cau-

causes a year.

The announcement of the
Dean's List revealed that eight

students have compiled a per-

fect 4.00 average. Two of the
student are seniors; one a
NROTC fourth year man; three
are juniors; and two are sopho-
mores.

J. Francisco Pacheco, Finance
major and Education major
John F. O'Donnell head the list

as the only two seniors. The lone
NROTC five year man is Thomas
J. Breslin, Mechanical Engineer-
ing.

The three juniors are Peter A.
Farrell, Finance major; Fred-
erick Messner; Electrical En-
gineering; and Biology major
Nicholas C. Tenagila.

Heading the sophomores are
John V. McDonnell, Arts major,
and Finance major, Allen A.
Adinolfi.

The Dean's List:
Abruzese, Joseph A., SOC., JR. .... 3.36
•Adinolfi, Allen A., FIN., SO 4.00
Altringer, Richard P., ACC, SO 3.37
Anderson, Alonson E., lA., JR 3.00
Anderson, James W., CHM., FR 3.22
Andrews. Joseph J., EGR., FR 3.24
Anthony, Richard J., ART., SR 3.68
Antonini, Mary L., NUR., FR 3.10
Armand Joseph W., ACC, SO 3.35
Avery, Douglos Paul, Mb., SR 3.55
bach, Thomas R^ EGR., FR 3.52
Bocher, Charles P., EE., SR 3.00
Bagin, Donald R., EE., SR 3.23
Baker, Robert P., PHY., SR 3.05
Barrett, Roymond A., ACC^ SR 3.25
Bateman, Anthony G., ART., FR. ... 3.05
Batter, Vincent A., EE , JR 3.00
Boxter, Robert F., MAT., SR 3.68
Beohn, James., CE., SR 3.19
Beohn, Thomas J., PHY.^ JR 3.14
Bechhold, Bruce R^ CF., FR 3.37
Beh, Roger J., ACC., R 3.1

1

Bell, John J., ART., SR 3.05
Berntson, Hugo O^ CE., SR. ...,*.. 3.21
Berry, George J., CF., FR. ......... 3.37
Best, Robert A., lA., SR 3.29
Bielecki,, Vol Joseph, ACC, SR 3.82
Bielitz, George L. Jr., ACC, SR 3.12
Bifferato, Vincer>t A., ART., SR. ... 3.05
Bindas, oul T., CE., $R j... 3.05
Bising, James A.^ HIS., JR. ....j... 3.10
Bizzano. Joseph 6. Jr , CHE., SR. \. . . 3.29
Blackburn, James A., SOC, JR. . .\ . . 3.17
Boorio, Thomos J., GEO., FR. ..!.. 3.11
Boes, Francis X., CHE., JR J.. 3.10

(Continued on Page 0)

Club Fcjlrned

To Instruct

Children \

WVIL, Villanova's radio sta-

tion, has announced the results

of the campus-wide general poll

among the school's underclass-

men. The survey was conducted
by WVIL staff members and
was completed in one day.

John Oberlies, WVIL News
and Sports Director, revealed
final tabulation over the air last

Tuesday.

The results of the poll are as
follows

:

1. How do you rate the spirit

or the average Villanovan.'

excellent— lo, good — 2U3,

lair—3ol, or poor—85.

I'o improve uie spint of
Villanova, I recommend: or-

ganized seating at sports
events—iilY, well run stu-

dent rallies—329, revamp-
ing ot tne Spirit Comnutiee
oi tne Student Council

—

ao8, or more co-operation
from the athletic depart-
ment—163.

Do you tnink that the ma-
jority o fthe proposals in the

student Council are signifi-

2

cant to you? Yes—197 No
—413.

4. Do you think that you are
well represented in the Stu-
dent Council? Yes—283 No
—344.

5. If Student Council meetings
were more publicized, would
you attend? Yes—337 No
—275.

6. I think that the Student
Council, up to now, has
been: very active—9, active
—274, inactive—48, effective

—78, or ineffective—306.

7. I listen to WVIL: sometimes
—308, whenever possible

—

124, seldom— 145, or never
—75.

8. The commercial station
which I listen to most is:

WRCV—124, seldom—145,
or never—75.

9. My favorite kind o fmusic
is: classical—104, jazz—177,

Show music—145, popular

—

308. or rock and roll—123.
10. I think that the selection of

music on WVIL is : excellent

—65, good—332, fair—161,
or poor—42.

11.

Kennedy No Fool
Discussing the senate's role in

If both a commercial station
|
foreign affairs, Clark praised

and WVIL were doing a

play-by-play of a sports

event, I would listen to

:

WVIL—368, or the commer-
cial station—279.

12. If given the opportunity, I

would participate in a WVIL
panel show? Yes—299 No
314.

13. Would you advocate a pro-

gram whereby leading Villa-

nova athletic celebrities

would be interviewed on the

air? Yes—490 No—138.

14. How do you rate the Villa-

nova football coaching staif ?

excellent—57, goo d—251,

fair—189, or poor—78.

15. I rate Grazione—85, Intra-

bartolo—156, O'Pella—194,
as the most valuable player

of the 1958 Villanova foot-

ball team.
,

16. I think that the recruiting

policy of potential football

players to Villanova is : ade-

quate—161 or inadequate

—

452.

17. If you feel that the policy

(Continued on Page 12)

Senator John Kennedy (D-
Mass.) "Jack should certainly be
heard in matters dealing with
foreign affairs. He's nobodys'
fool."

Clark declined to comment on
Senator Kennedy's stand regard-
ing federal aid to education.

Two weeks ago Kennedy, in a
national magazine, opposed any
direct aid to education as viola-

tion of the Constitution and tra-

dition of separation of church
and state.

The Pennsylvania senator was
somewhat less reticent about
Harold E. Stassen, Republican
candidate for mayor of Philadel-

phia.

Stassen's opponent is incumb-
ent Richardson Dilworth, who
served as District attorney while
Clark was Philadelphia mayor.

Odds Favor Dilworth
"Stassen certainly has the

odds against him, and that's tJie

understatement of the evening,'*

Clark said.

(Oontinued on Patc« 8)

Establishment of a campus
chapter of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine will be dis-

cussed at an organizational
meeting this morning at 10:30
in the rear of Vasey Auditorium.
The Confraternity of Chris-

tian Doctrine is the Church's
means of providing religious ed-
ucation for youths and adults.

The campus C.C.D. will in-

struct school children and high
school students in Sunday
schools and special ' classes.

Those who do not wish to teach
can help teachers prepare class-

work material.

Another function of the C.C.D.
will be the recruiting of child-

ren for instruction classes. This
will include contacting parents
to arrange for their children's

enrollment in Confratern-
ity classes.

Discussion Clubs Planned
To further the college stu-

dent's familiarity with his re-

ligion, the C.C.D. will conduct
discussion clubs and panels on
campus.
The Rev. Oebrge McLoughlin,

O.S.A. regional N.F.C.C.S. mod-
erator, and the Rev. Norbert
Whitley, O. S. A., University
Chaplain, granted the permis-
sion for organization of the
campus chapter.

Chapters now exist at nearly
all the Catholic colleges in the
Philadelphia area.

Bob Merkert, appointed C.C.D.
president, stated that only stu-

dents sincerely interested in
working for the organization

I
need apply.
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No Frustration Here

The ganie begins at 9 tonight. You should be

there....... :v:;S:^:-''. ..•.••.•.„.

You can watch what may be the greatest team,

inch for inch, in Villanova's basketball history.

The young Wildcats, pre-season selection for

the frustration division, have posted a respectable

18 win record, and a second place finish in the tough

City Series.
.

. /. r
" - '

The basketball team will be in the underdog

position tonight. They ne^d and deserve all the help

they can get. Madison Square Garden should re-,

sound with "Let^s go, Wildcats." \

But if victory eludes us, the ride home need not

be one of mourning. The Wildcats made it to the

Garden by overcoming inexperience, personal prob-

lems and injuries. ' '
•

They have already accomplished that ideal of

the Villanovan—^student, athlete, scholar.
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Senate Reduction Foolish

The Student Council will soon be presented with

a motion to reduce the size of the senate by chop-

ping down the number of organizational half votes.

This chopping, according to the group now pre-

paring the motion, will give more opportunities to

better fitted and more interested student counci)

members.
'"' •^..•^•,•v: ••-:.>• :'?•..•

The result of this motion, they say, will be a

smaller but tighter and more dedicated student sen-

ate cleared of the dead wood of disinterested organi-

zation members.
•; The VILLANOVAN oposes this proposal. We
do not see any advantage in a reduced size council,

but rather see a potential clique control, so much to

be dreaded.

If student government gets into the hands of a

few, then the student body, lacking organizational

representation, will ignore the student officers as

just "another" group talking politics.
''::•<';

'^'(u

Rather than a reduced student senate, we need

a more active student body. This cannot come
through legislation, only through school loyalty.
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Letters
To the Editor:

In regard to remarks made
in Jack Curtin's column (Mar.

4 VILLANOVAN), I feel it

necessary to reply to this

seemingly biased commentary
on the personal note received

by Gerald McGrath from me.

I feel that Jack Curtin is

guilty of the same poor judg-

ment that was exercised by
fellow student council mem-
ber, Gerald McGrath.

;At the Student Council

meeting of Feb. 25, McGrath
deliberately cast unwarrent-

ed and unprecedented asper-

sions regarding the fidelity of

my attendtnce at student

council and senate meetings.

For his information, I had
a legitimate excuse for my
absence which I'm quite will-

ing to give if he will exercise

the courtesy of an inquiry.

And, regardless of this fact,

it was not his place to act in

this manner.

For general information,

the resident sophomore vote
had, up to this time, never
been left unrepresented in a
Student Council Meeting. Also
a competent alternate had
been appointed and been given
my letter and instructed how
to vote. Unfortunately, he
was unable to attend and did
not inform me of the same.

My thanks to Soph Class

President, Bob DiLisa, who
was gentleman enough to re-

mind McGrath that he was
out of line.

Frank Dunn
Sophomore Resident Student

Council Representative

To the Editor:

I certainly feel congratula-

tions are in order to Mr. Des-
fosses for pointing out the

drive which is behind the

idea of "Beatnikism."

This is the fear of order,

discipline and responsibility,

the very same factors which

give value to our own educa-

tion. This fear can be prompt-
ed by only one thing— lazi-

ness, the easy way out which
requires no effort, no mental
strain, but simply sitting, aip-

WITH THE EDITOR-

ping, and "thinking."

This question seems to have
an important bearing on reli-

gion. Our Lord preached the

way of discipline and self-sac-

rifice—the course of the great
saints; the Beatniks either

are unaware of this idea, or

prefer to turn their backs on
it, thinking that if they hide

the idea long enough, it will

eventually disappear.

Bob Wagner
Senior Electrical Engineer

Basketball Digressions
By LARRY O'ROURKE-

/ resolved in September vever

to write sports on the editorial

page but . . .

Don't we fell sad that LaSalle

didn't get a tournament bid?

Why doesn't Villanova get

some cheerful cheer leaders?

How fast can you really travel

on the New Jersey Turnpike ?

Can we make hot dogs and beer

in the Garden our Lenten lunch ?

/ resolved in September never

to publish UNCONFIRMED re-

ports on the editorial page

but . . .

All Villanova basketball games
next year are scheduled on one

long three week period.

St. Joseph's offered Villanova

all their "Tony Jackson chews

Sen-Sen signs."

All classes have been called

off tomorrow.
There will be no charge for

Villanova students in various

New York beverage houses

tonight.

/ rcHohcd in September nvvci

to reveal secret inforniaiion oti

the editorial page but . . .

Villanova takes care of sports

writer better than any other

local college.
'•'

• •

Local sports writers root

for Villanova more than they
root for any other local col-

lege.

The 'Cats will try to extend
their conquests to the Chicago
area in 1960 when they meet
Loyola and DePaul.

Villanova expects a bid to

the Dixie Classic in Raleigh,

N.C., the same year.

/ resolved in September
never to predict on the edi-

torial page but ...
More than a thousand Vil-

lanovans will make the trip to

the Garden tonight.

About an even dozen will

get speeding tickets on the

Turnpike

.

Class cuts will set a record
high tomorrow.

Villanova will beat St.

John's.

The editorq of the VILLA-
NOVAN, welcome letters on

current topics expressing stu-

dent views.

i
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C and F Eastern Movement

By BOB BROtHfRS

BROTHERS

them.

Sometimes when I am typing a term
|tjtper or a story for the VILLANOVAN, I

p'l just plain bored. I don't mind writing,

but I hate typing. To top it off I spend 40
hours-a-week behind a typewriter for a
Phoenixville newspaper. Heavens, the bore-

dom of just sitting here, plunking at the

same old typewriter keys all the time.

My typewriter has all sorts of fascinat-

ing keys on it besides letters, periods (.)

and commas (,) but one hardly ever uses

Brother's AMed at Progress

Here's a key that ordinary typewriters don't have, ! .

I'll bet you thought there was nothing unusual about that

ex< lamation mark, but there is. On your typewriter you have
to hit &n aposrophe like this ! , then back-space, like this

(well, you can't see it, but I did back-space), and then hit a

period (.) On my typewriter I have a special key for exclam-

ation marks !!!!!!!! This is progress, don't you think? What
a fine key.

Back in high school we learned to type doing a; sldkfjg-

ghfjdksla; while Sister played Ravel's Bolero in the back-

ground. Then she g^ve us the following sentence for practice

in manipulating all the keys: Max hid Claire's eclair in Mabel's

ink well, while the nasty, nosey little ant-eater jumped joyous-

ly through the soggy bagel.

<«oodles on Top
All the good keys seem to be on the top of the keyboard

or just at the side. Here they are. "#$%&'( )*»4C?l/2^/' it
How interesting. It looks like cuss words. And that's fine

with me. Larry O'Rourke censors the Villanovan, but he

won't .sensor this.

Now is my chance to be perfectly frank. Here's what I

think of people who don't like my stories. A bunch of '•'•^6-#-

(''4@)?%!!!!'s. Really looks vile, doesn't it? Actually, I

wasn't thinking of anything at all. I was just hitting keys.

He Thinks of Himself

There are all kinds of levers and knobs on this machine

that I haven't mentioned, but I have no idea what they are

for. I'm afraid to touch them or I might break the machine,

and it's not paid for yet. In fact, Wannamaker's wants it

back. Probably you have wondered what all those knobs and
levers are for too. I could find out and tell you, and then

you'd know without having to go to all that work yourself,

but I'd have a broken typewriter.

I guess I won't touch any of the knobs. I have to think

of myself sometimes. Sometimes I have trouble thinking of

something else; I'm so interesting. I just said that so I could

use a semi-colon (;). I hardy ever use semi-colons. ;;;;;;;;

But enough of this. My typewriter has a red ribbon too.

Very nice, isn't it? It also has a white ribbon, or at least

there's a white dot by this red one. I'll try it.

Desfosses Defended?
By RAY QUAGLIA

I certainly agree with Mr. Desfosses'

article in la.st week's VILLANOVAN; I

think Beatniks are atrocious. Why just

the other day I was told of three Beatniks
in my poetry course. I was horrified!

Louis, they're even here! Incognito of

course, hiding their "bearded tossle headed,

slovenly" selves beneath a bland exterior;,

but you said, they were aching to ''scream

out against order," and "to insult mankind."
(One even sat and swayed . . . probably

nostalgic for his bongo drums.)
A Call to Arms!

I'm glad someone senses the imminent danger. Although
"small .souled" and "in small groups," they should be stopped
immediately. Since they are "insulting mankind by their very
presence," and "seek to trap those unaware" and have "filthy

ideas," let's band together and purge society of this "excre-

ment."
We must strike the root; burn all the art produced by

the French Impressionists, as they do nothing but "paint

the dirt and filth of Paris." We must wipe out the mystical
trans-Atlantic communication between Prance and San Fran-
ciso. (Even though totally different movements, Mr. Des-
Fosses agrees that excrete Satanic ideas.)

Nihilism Necessary
Perhaps we will destroy a few dozen sincere artists, but

no more I'm sure. Art withstood more serious setbacks. I

needn't be well informed. So long as I can pick up one off-

color book, see one odd character playing bongo drums, see

the work of one French painter, who although I know little

about painting, appears "dirty" to me, I feel justified in con-
demning the entire movement and asking the forceful removal
of all Beatniks from society.

Let's put them on an isolated island, take away their

brushes, pens and paper and hope they soon die. Perhaps
the evil is in the hanger-on and not at all associated with

the Beat Generation but we have too little time. Let's make
a clean sweep of everyone who is non-conforming; they're

all beat anyway. Hurrah for Mr. Desfosses!

9UAGLIA

Threatens V.U. Tranquility

SPEERS

Go East
young man, go
East! What's
East? Why the

C and F Build-

ing, of course.

W h a t • s the C
and F Building?

Well on Par-

ents' Day it was
acclaimed

as the most beautiful and mod-
ern on the Eastern seaboard.

It is here in this ultra-modern

edifice, that the "select" of the

Villanova campus receive the

knowledge of the ages.

The C and F Building was
opened last year to house the

overflowing Business majors.

The arts students promptly re-

ceived the C and F hand-me-
down, while the engineers con-

tinued to confine themselves to

Mendel Hall, one of the oldest

building on the campus.
The C and F student is a

real study. He drives himself

to school, each morning, parks

his car some fifty yards from
the C and F building's main
entrance and there he remains

for the entire day. Around
12:30 or 1:30 p.m., whatever
the case may be, our C and F'er

makes his way to the parking

lot, and is neither seen nor

heard from until 10 or 11 the

next day.

It's not uncommon to run

across a C and F'er who has

^i <
''.

" 'A rf(ir
,

THE EAST-WEST
QUESTION
(See Speers)

TYPICAL HIPSTER?
(See Quoglio)

^^?^-^

By BILL SPEERS

yet to be beyond the eastern
boundaries of Dougherty Hall

or who thinks that John Barry
Hall is the vice-president of the
First National Bank. In fact,

we heard of a society which is

in the process of being formed,
down at C and F, that will

attempt to acquaint the out
going seniors with the eastern
half of the campus.

Tours Slated

For a period of one week a
University guard will conduct
daily guided tours Past Dough-
erty, all the way down to Fed-
igan Hall, and around the Li-

brary.

The organization seeks to

save the C and F seniors from
embarassment on graduation
day, when they take their fam-
ily on a final tour of the V.U.
campus.

Lately, it has been noticed,

though, that* the enormous
size of the Villanova campus,
could prove to be physically
detrimental to the C and Fers'
health Naturally, definite mea-
sures have been taken to pre-
vent such an occurence.

Earlier this year a cafeteria

was opened in the C and F
Building, in order to save the
C and Fers* the daily trek to

Dougherty Hall. Now an at-

tempt is being made to install

a voting poll in the basement

of Sheehan Hall, so that C and
Fer's won't have to walk all

the way up to Alumni Hall,

the traditional voting poll,

which is all of 150 yards from
the C and F building.

This move is thought by
many to be a wise one since

the general elections are com-
ing up and quite a few C and
Fer's have yet to find out what
or where Alumni Hall is,

Campus To CSiange

It must be quite evident by
now, Villanovans, that . the

C and Fers are the "elite,,* the

"select",just the "the". And by
the time school opens next
year, rumor has it that the en-

tire campus will be changed
around in order to make the C
and F Building the center of

campus activity.

The rumor states that the

Chapel will be moved to the
Sheehan Hall site while Dough-
erty Hall will assume the pres-

ent position of Sullivan Hall.

Sheehan and Sullivan will be
moved to the Chapel and
Dougherty Hall sites, respect-

fully. Also the roof of the

C and F cafeteria will be
raised and a basketball court

and ping-pong tables will be
installed.

So the movement's East-
do they have that we don't

have. I don't know maybe it's

"Commerce and Finance."

RECESS RELAXATION
(See Kempf)

A Tear For Recess
By DON KEMPF

"What's your favorite subject at school?" I asked my
eleven year old brother one day. "Science," he said and a
smile came to his face, "I love science."

"Science!" I said in disbelief and horror, "you should
be ashamed of yourself. Why if anyone would have asked
me what my favorite subject was when I was eleven years
old, I would have said 'recess.' " (I probably would then
have poked the asker in the ribs and said, "Get it; recess
isn't a subject at all"—but I didn't tell my brother that.)

"Why, do you know," I continued, "we didn't even have
science class when I was in grade school?"

"We're having it for the first time this year," he replied,

"it's taking the place of recess."

Kempf's Staggered Again
I could say nothing. My heart was broken. Another of

my clay idols had crumbled. I couldn't believe it.

Recess is dead I thought, and shed a tear at its passing.
Maybe I had said it in jest—but recess really was my favor-
ite part of the school day. You could learn so much during
recess.

I mean there were so many important things to settle
during recess; like who was the fastest runner in the fifth

grade and how we could beat the sixth graders in football
and just how tough a guy General MacArthur was and
whether we'd meet at Tommy's or Bill's after school and
stuff Hke that.

.
-

; .

Rankled by Rosemikry
I remember when I was in third grade I was madly in

love with a second grader named Rosemary. I used to run
down to the lunchroom every day when the recess bell sound-
ed and wait for her to arrive so that I could tell her that
she was "My Girl." I don't know why, but every time she
came into the lunchroom I would get nervous and run out
to the playground before she came to my table.

We didn't have one of those fancy, expensive playgrounds
like they have today with steel swings and gymnastic sets
and asphalt and all. We just had an empty lot with a few
elm trees and a big oak on one side.

Maybe we couldn't build strong bodies on parallel bars,
but we could play Run Sheep Run and Stick Ball and pitch
pennies and things like that.

Science Over Midnight
When you think about it though, I guess it was a waste

of time. I mean why compare notes on what secret code
Captain Midnight gave on the radio last night when you
could have spent the time learning science. Why today this
country is in great need of scientists. Maybe if they had
science instead of recess when I was in grade school we
wouldn't be so far behind the Russians today in scientific

discoveries.

But then, up until a year or so ago, think of how far
behind us the Russians were in recesses.

.1.
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Study Methods Formulated
Editors Note: . , . Dr. PapareU

laiaa member of the ViUaauwa

University Departmentof
PhUasophy.

In virtue of his philosophical

and theological works, St
Thomas Aquinas presented to

the world an unequal inheri-

tance of great wisdom. The

revolutionary achievements
and advancements of modem
science and technology have

not invalidated the truth as

found in the works of the An-

gelic Doctor. V . , ;.
-

Indeed, St. Thomas spoke

the truth for his agej but his

penetrating understanding, his

power of analysis and synthe-

sis, his radiance of insight and

foresight, his adaptablitiy in

the application of his tremen-

dous store of knowledge, his

inherent traits of genius, these

are his everlasting gifts and

bequest to all men of all ages.

The wisdom of the Holy Doc-

tor is easily found in his writ-

ings; it but remains for us to

extract it and adapt it to pres-

iy DR. BENEDICT A. PAPAHELLA

ent day needs.

Fitting to Pay Homage

On March 7 of each year,

study and make easy his ap-

proaches to knowledge. Apro-

pos to this concern, we present

an exposition of a small work

of St. Thomas on the method

of study entitled, "De Modo

Studendi.'* The translation is

rendered freely in parts in

order that the meaning will be

more in keeping with the Eng-

lish of the present day.

Step to Knowledge

EiVer willing to impart his

immense knowledge to those

who would ask, the Angelic

Doctor, in answer to a letter

from John of Piperno as re-

gards an easy and certain

method of acquiring wisdom,

sets down a number of steps

to be followed by a student, if

he is to gain the treasures of

knowledge.
The plight of the student of

St. Thomas' day in seeking to

know the fastest and least

painful method of acquiring

wisdom is just as timely, if not

more so, in the present day of

"speed and space." In his bril-

liant style of synthesis, St.

Thomas sets forth the follow-

ing point whereby a sure and

efficacious means of acquiring

wisdom is had

:

1. One should not plunge

directly into the open

sea of knowledge, but

rather he should ap-

proach by way of small

streams.

2. One should approach the

difficult by way of re-

lated easier things.

the feast of this great Doctor

of the Church, it has become
the custom in many places of

learning that subjects of im-

port as found in St. Thomas'
works are revitalized and sub-

jected to discussion. Hence, it

is only fitting that we pause

in the preoccupations of our

study and learning to pay due

homage to the Patron Saint of

all Catholic universities, aca-

demies, colleges and schools.

The student is ever eager

for any advice or device that

might lighten his burden of

3. Think before you speak;

and be slow to enter into,

the general discussion.

4. Hold fast to a pure con-

science.

5. Allot a certain time to

prayer.

6. If you would be called

men of intellectual
worth, then keep to your
rooms and tend to your
immediate duties.

7. Endeavor to be pleasing

to your fellows.

8. Be not concerned with

what others do.

9. Be not too familiar with

anyone, for familiarity

breeds contempt and is

the occasion of distrac-

tions from study.

10. Do not involve yourself

with the deeds and say-

ings of worldly men.

English: SLOW-WITTED BASEBALI. PLAYER
TMnMfh translation: The guys who patrol the fences on this man's

team include a slugger {doutfidder), a braggart (shoutfielder) and a

sorehead (poutfielder)—Tending from left field to right. The clod in

question—a lou^idder—rarely breaks into the line-up. He thinks

RBI is the second line of an eye chart. But he's no doubtfielder when

it comes to smoking. He goes all out for the honest taste of fine

tobacco ... the unforgettable taste of a Lucky Strike!

^''gfish: POLICE
STATE

HOW
MAKE

Take a ^Nord— institution, for example.

With it, you can make an aquarium

(Jinstitution), a bowling alley (pinstitu-

tion), a fireworks factory (dinstitution)

or a saloon (ginstitution) . That's Think-

lish—and it's that easy! We're paying

$25 for the Thinklish words judged best

—your check's itching to go! Send your

words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt.

Vernon, N.Y. Enclose your name, ad-

dress, university and class.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

English
STINGING VEIN ^^.:^^^^:^

English: COED BULL SESSION

Thinl»K.H:
BUU-CRINA

I 4. r. Cm.

..,HO-t «0»*C.. WSCO-S.- STM. COt.

11. Avoid aimless and list-

less wanderings about.

12. Follow in the footsteps

of virtuous and hold

men.

13. Be not concerned with

"by whom" a thing is

said; but whatever of

value is said, commit it

to memory.

14. Whatever you might ac-

quire in learning, be cer-

tain it is understood,

resolving any doubts
that might arise.

15. Strive after knowledge

of things as one who
would fill a container to

its capacity.

16. Do not seek those things

which are beyond your
capabilities. Fol-
low these things and you
will become a useful and
gifted person in the vine-

yard of the Lord. Again,

following these things,

can attain to what you
aspire.

Thus, in his wonderful way
of communicating knowledge,

St. Thomas advises his student

and friend on some of the par-

ticular ways of acquiring wis-

dom. No great methodological

nor pedagogical techniques are

employed, rather a simple list-

ing of rules of self-discipline

are presented whereby a stu-

dent might see himself in the

proper perspective of academic
life.

Prudence Necessary

In this letter St. Thomas

exhibits his fine principles of

teaching, viz., clearness,
brevity, utility, sweetness and

humility. It is not difficult to

see in these admonitions that

there is a communication of his

own cast of mind to his stu-

dent, John.

The approach to knowledge

then is one of caution, one of

prudence and one without

haste. In the swim of know-

ledge, we must not jump
"mind first" into the pool of

truth; rather we must be cau-

tious, prudent and ever willing

to concentrate with a fixed at-

tention upon the immediate

tasks of learning by way of

small streams of knowledge.

Time for the Spiritual •

We must also be mindful

that amid the many mediata-

tions required for learning, we
must allot time for spiritual

meditations as well. There is

a definite need for virtue, not

only as regards the mind and

conscience, but as a means of

being pleasing to one's fellow.

We must keep within our own
limitations of intellect ; yet, we
must seek after knowledge as

though we would fill our minds

to capacity.

Whether or not John did

heed the advice of so wise and

profound a thinker and teacher

as St. Thomas, we can only

surmise. To give advice is a

very explosive thing; for usual-

ly only if the given counsel is

in keeping with the already

fixed opinion is it considered

of any worth. It can only be

hoped that some of you will

observe the counsel of St.

Thomas.

•fT* ^
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Al Severence, varsity basketball coach, addresses the school
Knights of Columbus at their Communion Breakfast last Sunday.
He is flanked by toastmaster Jim Corey and Dr. Eugene Powers,
Dean of Evening Division and Grand Knight of the Father Ludvrig
CoundL

'
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Middle East Talk Heard
In History Lecture Series
Dr. Fred J. Khouri, assistant

professor of political science,

spoke yesterday before the Law
School on "The United States

in the Middle East".

Khouri is a student of U. N.
affairs. He specializes in rela-

tionships involving the Middle

East and the i)owers of the U.N.
Khouri earned his Bachelor of

Science degree at Columbia in

1938. One year later, he was
awarded his Master's Degree in

Science. He received his doctor-

ate from Columbia in 1953.

Recognized as an expert on
the Middle East, Khouri has
lectured before the World Coun-
cil and countless civic and fra-

ternal organizations.

In 1958, Khouri conducted a

research trip to the Middle East
and was present there during

the "Middle East Crises". He

Villa. Chapter S.A.M.
Holding Conference
The Villanova Chapter of the

Society for the Advancement of

Management is today holding

its Annual Student's Conference

at 1:30 p.m., in the Commerce
and Finance Building.

The theme of the conference

it "The Science of Management".
Admission is 75 cents.

Dinner will be given at the

Conestoga at 6 p.m. this even-

ing. Admission for both con-

ference and dinner is $2.65.

toured Turkey, Syria, Jordan,
Iraq, The Gaza Strip, Israel, and
Lebanon. On. this tour, he in-

terviewed the top political lead-

ers of the above mentioned
countries with the exception of

Turkey.
Khouri has been a member of

the University's faculty for the

past eight years.

Deadline Hearing

For WFIL Contest
The deadline for entries in

WFIL-TV's "Miss World's Best

Movies" competition has been

extended to midnight Sunday,
March 15.

Competition for the "Miss

World's Best Movies" crown is

open to any young lady, married

or single, between the ages of

18 and 25 and residing in the

WFIL-TV coverage area.

The winner will receive an

around - the - world all - ex-

penses paid vacation for two.

All entries should be mailed

to "Miss World's Best Movies

Contest," WFIL-TV, 46th &
Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.

Debaters to be Chosen
For District Tourney

Beta Gamma Debating Soci-

ety is holding a round-robin in-

tra-club tournament to select

the two best debators for par-

ticipation in district elimination

to be held March 20, 21 at Seton

Hall Unversity.

Oz Scogna, Frank Cunning-

ham, Dave Costa, and Jim Corey

are participating in elimination

debates they will debate the

national topic.

Two of the debators will be

selected on the March 12 elim-

inations to represent Villanova

at the district meet.

Vets Club Meeting
Mrs. Marie A. Casey, super-

visor of the unemployment com-

pensation section of the Upper

Darby office of the bureau of

employment will address the

Vet's Club today at 10:30 a.m.

in room 110 C. and F.

Pie Shoppe Characters
By MARY LOU SCANLON

Of all the courses offered at old V.U. Shoppe 101 seems
most popular. Enrollment consists of 100% of the "brown-
baggers" and a menace of resident students. It offers lectures

by BMOC's, discussion periods of the food situation in the
resident's cafeteria and a lab here and there on the art of
eating. Best of all, everyone enrolled in the course gets an
"A" in attendance.

It iis not so much the atmosphere but rather the people
one meets and the activities that go on that makes this a
favorite elective.

In the ranks one will always find a BMOC who may be
distinguished by his bustling gait and his folders of notes on
any and every activity on campus. He's the liason between'

the LMOC (little men on campus) and the faculty. He prides

in announcing over the P.A. system and having the inside dope
on just about everything.

What, No Poets?

The scholar can be spotted under the T.V. set behind a
stack of calculus, chemistry and physics books. He is not so

easily found as he is in the minority group.

We have larger groups that apparantly have reserved
seats for this special class. They may be members of a varsity

team or classmates in a certain school.

On ROTC day blue uniforms dot the room, and a not too

unfamiliar line, "And on our summer cruise . . .
," can be heard.

It seems as though we get a lot of that white stuff called snow
on these days.

Jimmy's Pressure Felt

In the Pie Shoppe extra-extra-curriculars flourish. One
may buy tickets to the coming social events, get a ride to a
local girl's college, copy homework, borrow matric cards, so-

licit rides home, plan parties, cram, get dates, watch "The
Three Stooges", fill in food polls, have handwriting analyzed

by Psyoh majors, "borrow" cigarettes, watch one's lunch being

thrown in the trash, and lose raincoats.

Since this course is so wide in scope and offers much
opportunity for exhibiting and learning talents, many, on com-
pletion of just one semester, choose to major in it. Others

having learned the rudiments of bridge and a smooth line,

choose to transfer credits to Teahouse 102. (Here they matric-

ulate in experiments they have learned in 101 lab).

We do not lose those students for too long, for, having

passed the finals at Rosemont, they choose to return to the

Villanova campus as teachers to the Frosh and thus complete

the never ending cycle of Pie Shoppe 101.

Kinzel To Give
Coleman Lecture

Dr. Augustus B. Kinzel, Vice-

President in charge of research

for the Union Carbide and Car-
bon Corp. will deliver the Willi-

am B. Coleman lecture for 1959
at Franklin Institute on March
i«. ^

:•.-.-•'._

His topic will be "Research
and the American Profit Sys-
tem".

Dr. Kinzel, who received his

D. Met. Eng. degree from M.I.T.,

has just completed a term as
President of the American In-

stitute of Mining, Metallurgical
and Petroleum Engineers.

in view of his present posi-

tion, he is w<'ll-qualified to dis-

cuss the question of research

and its place in American econ-
omy.

Impala Sport Coupe— like every Chevy—has Safety Plate Gkuss all around.

Chevy stops quickest ... goes farthest on a gallon!f

Chevy showed the best brakes of the

leading low-priced three in a test of

repeated stops at highway speeds con-

ducted and certified by NASCAR*.
Chevy also won over the other two in

a NASCAR economy run— with the

highest gas mileage for 6*s and V8's at

cruising speeds of just over 55 miles

an hour.

Here's a car that knows how to get
the most out of a gallon. And it's the
only car in its field to bring you
hydraulic valve lifters in all popular
engines— 6 and V8. This means
smoother, quieter performance for you.

There are many other advances just

as fundamental as the efficiency of

Chevrolet's engines and the depend-

ability of its new brakes (with more lin-

ing area than any other low-priced car).

But why not stop by your dealer's and
let Chevy do its own sweet talking!

*Stilionnl Axmrinlion for Sinek Car Adraneemtnt
IIml Kr»rnrrh. ,

see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal— early delivery!

i?"i
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'Cats Intend To Win Tonight
Severance Tells Knights

By LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKE

Fred WIele and Jim Foley, head pledge masters for Phi Kappa Pi, the Engineering Fratcr-
mty, exact proper respect from lowly pledges Mike Stapf and Ron Carpinella.

^^ Law School Dinner Monday Night
Villanova Law School will

hold its sixth annual dinner at

the Commerce and Finance cafe-

teria next Monday.
Throughout the afternoon,

students and faculty will re-

ceive interested dinner guests

desirous of visiting Garey Hall,

the Law School building.

The Honorable Horace Stern,

former Chief Justice of the Su-

preme Court of Pennsylvania,

and the Honorable Anne Al-

pern, Attorney General of Penn-
sylvania, will be honored guests.

The Honorable Gerald F.

Flood, President Judge of Com-
mon Pleas Court Number Seven,

will serve as toastmaster.

Chief Justice Raymond S.

Wilkins will speak on some of

the great men who have graced
the Supreme Judicial Court dur-

ing its long history.

The progress of the Law
School during the previous year
will be given by Dean Harold
Gill Reuschlein.

Awards for academic excel-

lence will be given at the dinner.

Matthew J. Ryan, chairman,
is president of the Student Bar

Association which sponsors the

dinner.

Other notable guests who will

be present are: Dean Benjamin
F. Boyer, Temple University;

the Rev. John J. Curran O.S.A.:

the Very Rev. James A. Donnel-

lon, O.S.A. ; the Very Rev. Hen-
ry E. Greenlee, O.S.A., Vice

Dean Theodore H. Husted, Jr.,

University of Pennsylvania, the

Rev. Joseph W. Kemme, O.S.A.,

and the Rev. Norbert W. Whit-

ley, O.S.A.

"We're going to the Garden
with every intention of win-

ning," baskctbal coach Al Sev-

erance told the Knights of Col-

umbus last week.
Severance was guest speaker

at the K. of C. Communion
Breakfast at Stouffer's Restaur-

ant last Sunday.
"With this bunch of great

kids, who love to play basket-

ball ahd havfe that deep desire

needed for the big win. I think

we have a fine chance against

St. John's," Severance said.

"One thing this year's team
has plenty of is that red muscle
under the left rib," the coach
told the more than 50 Knights
present.

Hecklers Don't Count
Severance explained his phil-

osophy o fcoaching and his opin-

ion of hecklers.

"If at the end of the season

the boys on the team have been
able to win their share of games
and learn something bigger than
basketball doing it. we're satis-

fied," the coach said .

Dismissing critics. Severance
said "I don't particularly care

for the opinions of those who
have never pulled a suit on in

their lives."

The Squire, himself a fourth

LawSchool
(Continued from Page 3)

Clark spent of his 45 address
discussing hio own role in Wash-
ington politics. He gave a break-

down on the average day of a
senator.

Clark was introduced by Har-
old Gill Reuschlein, law school

dean.

degree Knight of Columbus,
termed the orgnnizntion "the

mo.st respected on the Villanova

compu.s."

"You are mcmber.s of a group
that is truly representative of

Catholicism and Americanism,"
he .said.

Council Grand Kinght Eugene
Powers, dean of the evenng di-

vision, warned the Knights of

the growing threat to Ameri-
can education. ,

(Continued on Pafio 15)

Lynx Pushes Drive

For More Material
The drive for new material

conducted by the Lynx for the
spring issue of the magazine is

progressing slowly and there is

still a great need for copy of any
type.

"We have all kinds of promis-
es," editor-in-chief Frank Dy-
nan stated, "but unfortunately
we can't print promises. The
only material we have to date
is that written by the usual
Lynx writers."

"That isn't to criticise our
steady writers," Dynan added,
"it's just that I don't think that
this situation speaks well for
the student body as a whole."
The deadline for the Spring

issue is March 24. By that time
the staff should have many more
manuscripts to choose from, if

the forthcoming issue is to be
a good one, Dynan said.

Material will be accepted by
Dr. John S. Phillipson and James
J. Mitchell, Lynx moderators,
in the English office, by Dynan,
and by members of the Lynx
staff.

\hu Think for Yourself? ("'"VJ^i'^"^''

)

1 . Can you honestly say that you've made
an effort to understand modern art?

2. If you were to break a New Year*s
resolution, would you renew it

on the spot rather than wait
until next year?

3. Would you be unwilling to play a
single game of "Russian Roulette"
for a million dollars?

4. Are you fully convinced that the

saying "Money does not buy
happiness" is completely true?

YES^ NOn

YESD-D

YES NOD

YESD'^^D

5. Would you be at all hesitant to rent
a desirable apartment where the
previous occupants had died under
mysterious circumstances?

6. If you were walking to town in a
hurry, would you be unwilling to

accept a ride in a garbage truck?

Would you be reluctant to participate

in an important medical experiment
which, though not dangerous, would
cause some discomfort?

If you had an independent income
sufficient for all your needs,

could you be happy never to go
to work?

VEsQ NOQ

YESr NO^

VESQ NOD

YESD-D

9. Can an extravagant claim
make you switch from
one filter cigarette

to another?

VESQ uo[2

The truth is, thinking men and women
aren't influenced by extravagant claims—
especially when choosing a filter cigarette.

They use their heads! They know what
they want. They know that only VICEROY
gives them a thinking man's filter ... a
smoking man's taste.

*// you have answered "YES" to three out of

the first four questions, and *'N0" to four
out of the last five . . . you certainly do think

for yourself! CIOSO, UrownAWmtiiinconTabarruCorp.

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows

Familiar

pack or

crush-

proof

box.

I

Eight Get Perfect Records On Dean's List

SR.
4N.

JR.

SO.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

.. • ...VCContiniipd from Page 3)
Bngfer; Robert J., lA., SO
H'hnv. Rolvit VV.. MKI , JR
Bollmonn, Chorles A., DIG., JR
Bonne, Edwm R., CF., FR. ...'....
Boucher, WilfmJ G., ACC, SR
Boundas, Theodore A . ART., 50. . . .

Bowers, Robert J , CF , FR
Boyle, Gerold F\, Mf., SR
Brodley, C. Robert, CF,, FR
BiQuner, Michael A., ART FR
BfQ^el, Jos«nh F, HO., FR.
Brennon, Fronk R. SOC, JR ....'...
Brcnnon, Jornts J ,, BIO, FR ......;.
Brennon, Motttiew F., lA
'Breslin Thomas J., ME.,
Brian, David A., BIO., JR. .

Brothers, Rol-ert A., ART.,
Brown, Lynn D., EGR., FR.
Brown, Thomas M., lA. SO
brzenk, Frank J., EGR., PR
Buckley, Poul A., ENG., SR, 3.05 ..

Buggy, Thomo-. W EE., SO
Bulatewicz, Frank S.. ACC, JR. ..

Burke, Leo J., lA., SR
Bui ke, Robert E., MKT.. SO...,,.
Byrne, William, CE., JR. ..>..».<
Cade, Robert W., ART., SR. .....
Calabria, Joseph F., ME , SO. . .

.

'Collan, Margaret M., NUR., SR. .

Camp, Joseph S, CHE,, JR
Campbell, Potrick C, PL., SF< ...
Campbell, Stephen T., CE., SO. ..

Copnon, John )., SC, SR
Copobianco, Jarries J., FL., SO ...
Coprini, Joseph A., BIO., SO
Corolon, Francis P., ACC, SO
Corr, John G. Jr., lA., Sk
Carroll, Ctiarles V., ACC, JR. ...
Carton, Stephen C, PL., JR
Casey, Williom F., ME., SR ....
Cassell, Lnwrence E., EE., SR. ...
Cassidy, Paul E., PL., SR
Catalan©, Frederick J., BBIO., FR.
Cotino. Alfred C, lA., SR
Cavanno, Anthony J., CH., SO. ..

Centrella, Louis J., BIO., FR
Cerone, William F., SOC, FR. ..

Chapley, Joseph P., ACC, SR ..

Cheddar, Alexander, EE., SR
Christerwen, George L., CE,, JR. .

Christy, Wiiriom IV., ENG., SR. ..

Cicci, Joseph G., MAT., SO. ......
Ciesielski, Stanley K., CE., JR. ...
Cipriotti, Richard J., EGR., FR. ...
Citeroni, Josepn C, EE., SR
Clark, James Richard, CHE., SR. .

.

Clemens, Rithara W, PHY., SO. ..

Clen.ent, A Michel, EC., SO
Coc.-ogno, Edmund G., EE., SR. .

.

Colgan, Francis X., ACC, SR. . .

.

Collins, Joyce M., NUR., SO
Collins, Robert J., EGR., FR
Colombo, Jornes L., BIO., SR, . .

.

Cona, Fronklm J„ ME., SO
Conawoy, Joseph T., HIS., SR. . .

.

Conley, James J., CF^ FR
f.onlin, Joseph R., ART., SO
Connelly, John J., SOC, SO
Connelly, Franklin E., ART., SR. ..

Connolly, George C Jr. EGR , FR. .

Contantakis, Nicholas, CF., FR. .

.

Conte, John C^ PHY., FR
Contey, Frank S., ME., SO
Cooke, Joseph W., CE^ SR.
Cooper, Kenneth J., CHE.,
Coppa Paul L., EE., SR.
Coppola, Dorwld N.. BIO., FR. ...
Corbo, Loretta M., NUR^ SO
Corcoran, Eugene J., ART., FR. . ..

Corey, Jonnes W., POL., SR
Corley, James M,, ACC, SO
Cornely James F., ACC., SR. ...
Costa, Dominic P., ART., JR
Costeflo, Edward J., CF,, FR.
Costello, Charles F., CHM., FR. ...
Costello James M., ACC, JR. ..

Costolnick, John J., CHE., JR, ...
Cottrell, James L., ACC. JR
Coursey, Nathan D., ART., SO. .

.

Coyle, William F., ACC, Jr
Croig, John C, ACC, SO
Cramer, Joseph H., SOC, SO
Crowford, Paul E., 1^^., SO
Creedon, Mary L., NUR., JR
Cronin, John J., EDU., SR
Crouse, William W., CHE., SR. ..

Cunius, Robert J., lA., SR
Cunnngham, Frank F., PSC, SR. .

.

Curtin, John J., ENG., SR
Dagney, John J., ENG., JR.
Dagostino, Michhael V., EE.,

D'Alonzo, Michael P., EGR.,
Daly, John 8., ACC, SO ,

D'Aquili, Eugene G., SCI., FR. .,

Dorcy, James A., EE. SR.,
Dare, Lomont G., CHE., SO
Davie, Arthur J., CF., FR
Deun, Gregory J., HIS., SR
DeAngelis, Nicholas J., EE., SO. .,

Debus, Peter J., PHY., FR
Dellapietro, Carmine K., FIN., JR.
DcMendia, Carlos F., ART., FR. .

,

; Dempsey, Thomas A., EGR., FR. .

,

DePolma, Joseph F., SOC, SR. .,

DeSonto, John A., PHY., FR
DesFosses, Louis R., lA., JR
DeStephan, Joseph V., BIO., FR. .

,

Devine, John P., EE., JR ..,
DeVine, Wilfred F.. CF., FR. . . ;

.

Devlin, Horry F., ACC, SR. ......
Dfviln, Peter P., EE., SO
Dioco, Joseph F., BIO., SO
Diaco, Nicholos V., BIO., SO
Dior, Bertha M., NUR.. JR
Dilks, Robert C, lA., SR
DiHion, Thomas J., EE., SO
DiMoscio, Solvotore T.. ACC. SO.
Dinrio, Dominic A., BIO., SO. .

.

DiRocco, Joseph E., POL., SR
DiSonti, Joseph A., CE , JR
DiStetono, Judith A., NUR., FR. .

.

DiVittorio Albert J., EGR. FR. .

.

Dombiowski, Albert, lA., SO
Donohue, C^nsuelo M., EGR., FR.
Donahue, Michael D., ART,. SO. ..

Donnelly, Arthur P., CF.. FR
Donovan Jeremiah V. P., CF.
Doron, Thomos J., FIN, SO. .

Dorqon, John D., EE,. SO, ...
Dorgon, William A , lA., SK. .

Dorsoy, Joseph C, ACC, JR. .

Dougherty, Dennis J., tOU., SR.
Driscoll, Joseph A., ME., SR. .

Duckworth, Edward J., EE., JR.
Duffy, Edward J., EE.. SO ...

Duffy, Euocne P., ART., SR. .

Duggan, Francis J., lA., JR. .

DuRocher, Joseph W., lA., SO.
Du!'.<;au, William T., CHE., JR.

Ebcric, William A., ACC, JR. .

Echfclrr.cicr, Jr,«cph D., CF., 10.
Edvjn, rt-lcr W., AKT., VU. ...
Elio, Frederick .1., K-R., hK. .

Ellisrn, Chorles R., II , JR. ...
Imerle, Edward K., EC., SO .

Eschmonn, Charles P , SOC , FR.
E^osito, John R., ART SR.
Esposito, Ralph M., EGR., FR.
Ettorre, Anthony F., POL., SR. .

Evans, Stephen, FIN., SR. ...
•Forrell, Peter A., FIN., JR. .

Fosono, Motthew D., EE., SR. .

Fenn, Robert W., Ill, EGR., FR.
Fields, John S., HIS., SR. ...
Fink, Rob«rt L., ME., SO. ...
Finkelston, Robert J., ME., JR.
Finnegon, John P., CHE., JR. .

Fischetti, John A., ACC, SR. .

3.S/
3 JJ
3/0
317
Oo
.83

OO
12
,S3
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3.57
3.62
3.0O

SR.
SO.

3
3.

3
3
3
3,

4.

3
3.
3.

3.

3.
3.

JR. .

FR. .

OO
65
17
I 1

47
33
05

3.04
3.28
3.45
3.12
3.53
3.26
3.61
.3,25
3.32
3 82
3.65
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3.82
3.28
3.47
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3.28
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3.37
3.09
3.00
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3.12
3.05
3.52
3.0O
3.47
3.10
3.76
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3.0O
3.24
3.0O
3.05
3.19
3.0O
3.45
3.05
3.12
3.71
3.90
3.40
3.19
3.00
3.32
3.74
3.35
3.09
3.05
3.12
3.42
3.27
3.57
3.18
3.18
3.10
3.10
3.37
3.23
3.00
3.12
3.29
3.68
3.26
3.78
3.14
3.11
3.18
3.83
3.65
3.26
3.41
3.14
3.11
3.16
3.12
3.59
3.47
3.10
3.05
3.14
3.0O
3.65
3.18
3.23
3.16
3.15
3.30
3.58

3
3
3
3
3
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00
OO
33
23
76

3.17
3,05
3.62
3.26
3.53
330
362
3 76
3 16
29
64
47
06
55

3.05
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3,00
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3,18
3.65
336
374
3.67
359
3.36
3.00
3.17
3.45
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3.05
324
3.00
3.73
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3.73
329
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300
4 00
3.00
314
375
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NUR,, FR.
CF. FR.

SO.

SR.

FR.

JR.

FR.

I

Fitzrnouricc, John P , EF., SR.
I Fitzpotrick, Chos W, ART,,

I

Filzpafrick, MichocI F., ACC.
I Fleck, William G., EGR., FR. .

I

Fleming, Robert M,, lA., SR. .

I Flick, Lowrence F., MKT., SR. .

I Flood, Joon P., NUR., SO. ...
i Foooroli, Richard P., CHE., SO.
Foley, Frederick M., BIO., SO.
Forkin, Thomas S., ENG., SR. .

Forlono, Richard P., BIO., SO. .

Frounces, George D,, CE., SR. .

Fredo, Anthony F., EE,, JR. ...
Furlon, Louis S., CF., FR. ...,.,
Fyffe, Robert J., CF., FR. . '

Godren, Joan C, NUR., FR.
Gale, Louis J., EE., SR
Galella, Nicholas A., ACC, SR.
Gollogher, James F., ACC . SR.
Golm, William J., ME.. JR.

Gomber, Mary E.,

Gorber, Harold I., _

Goynord, Thomas P., PHY., SR. . .

Gerbosi, Nicholos J, ACC. SR. ..

Germer, Robert L., CHM, FR. ... . .

Gerstemeier, James E., CF., FR. . .

Gerstner, Richard T., CHE., JR. . .

Giordino, Vincent J., BIO., SR. ..

Gibbons, Gerald W., ACC, SR. ,.<v.,

Gilhool, William J., FIN, SR, ...',•.

Gillespie, James P., ART, JR

Giorgini, Gfno L Jr BIO FR. ...

Girone, Joseph A, BIO, FR
Givinish Gerard D., PHI,, SR. ...

Closer, Borrv L., BIO., JR

Glennon, Williom T,, ART. SR. . . ,

Goldschmidt, Thomos C, ENG., SR.

Gnoley, Donald E., HIS., SR
Gordon, Brian G., MAT. FR
Gores, Robert E., CE. JR

Gormley, Richord O., MAT., SO. . . .

Grouch, Rowland N., BIO. SR. . . .

Greenstein, Robert A BIO.. FR. ..

Greisiqer, Fredk. L., FNG.. JR

Grevs^n, Eileen M .
NUR SO

Grittiths. Stiiort M. ART_ SR. ...

Grove Doniel G., *^0C FR

Grubb. Harold R., EE. SR

Grunwold, Carl Lee, CF., FR

Gutierrez, Cesar E., EGR. FR

Hooosky, John S., 'A. SO.

Hoitsmo. Chester J,. BIO., JR

Hall. Robert A.. E^-- JR_- •

Hamburger, Josenh C. CMt.,

Hompton, John M., CE., SO.

Honnon, Michael J.. CF., FR.

Hargodon, Joseph M. Jr. ME- __
Harrington, Richard L., ART., FR.

Howley, Philip E., CE., SO. ..•.••
Hoyward, Thomas M.. ACC, SR. . .

Heoley, Robert A., EE., SO
Heorn, James J.. EE., SR. ......
Heovey, Jerome F., EGR., FR. . , . >

Heffernon, John V., lA.. JR. . ...

Heimbold, David P., SOC, FR. . .

Hennelly, James F., ACC. SR
Hennessey, Edward R., SOC, SR. . .

Henry, William P. ME., JR
Hepburn, Raymond G., CE., 4N . .

Herce, John A., CHM., FR
Mickey, John M., PL., SO
Mickey, Leo J., GEO., FR. ...

Higginson, Theodore N., EGR.
Mill, William J., CE., JR
Hinkle, John L., EE., JR
Mixson, William W., ME SR. .

Hoffman, Thomas A., SCl., JR.

Holes, John J., CHE.. JR. ...

Molden, Robert W., EE., SR.

Hollinger, Geroldine M., NUR.
Hone, John M., ACC, SR. . ,

Hornsey, John W., CF., FR. . .

Horwitz, Raymond M. Jr., CF.,

Hubmon, James R., CF., FR
Muddy, Norman W., EE., FR
Hull, James C, ACC, SR
Hurley, Joseph V., ACC, SO. .

.

Myde, Brian D., ART.. FR
Hynes, Benjamin F., HIS., SR. . ,

.

Irwin, Barbara L., NUR., JR
Jackson, Robert J., ACC, JR. ..

Joczun, Victor S., ACC, JR
James, John E., SCI., SR
Jelesiewicz, Edward A., EE., SO. .

.

Jenkins, David W., BIO., FR
Johnson, Hazel W., NUR., SR. .

.

Jones, Judith M., NUR., FR
Joyce, Richard J., ACC, SR. ....
Judson, John P., PHY., SO
Kollfelr, Charles P., EE., SR
Kablon, Albert A., BIO., SO
Korrer, Edmund L., ENG., SR
Katono, Elizabeth A., NUR., SO. .

Keen, Michael B., ART., SO
Kearney, James P., MKT., JR. ....
Keightley, Gerald E., ENG., SR. .

.

Keiser, John T., EGR., FR
B., BIO., JR
D., HIS., SR.
P., PSC, SR.
T., ART., FR.

Kelly,' C. Edward J., CHE.,
Kelley, Daniel J., ACC, JR
Kelly, Edward J., ACC, SO
Kelly, John J., CF., FR
Kelly, William G., ACC, SR
Kempton, Gregory C, FIN., JR. . .

Kennedy, John D., lA., JR
Kennedy, John J., EGR., FR
Kenney, Patrick C, CF., FR . . . .

Kcnney, Wolter F. Jr., ME., JR. . .

Kerber, Charles L., ACC, SR
Kerr, Robert, SOC, SO..

Kierney, Carl E., BIO., JR.

Kimmel, Thomas R., MAT., SR. . .

.

Kirchner Thomas J., CF., FR. ... .

Kirchner, Robert A. Jr., CHE., SR.

Kirt, Vincent L., MAT., SO.

Klammcr, Ronald J., EGR., FR. ..

Klein, Eleonor R., NUR., SR

Kostick, Daniel P., EE SO.

Krackeler, Joseph J., CHE SR. . .

Kroemer, Kenneth R., ART., JR. .

Krallinger, Robert E., EE., SR
Krous, Bernhord J., CHE., SO. . . .

.

Krowiec, Thomas A., CE., SR. . .

Kriesen, Arthur J., EGR., FR
Kunst, Mildred E., NUR. SR. ....

Lobrecque, Thomas G., ART., JR.

Labruna, Nicholas A., ART., SO. . .

Lohey, Thomas J. Jr., EGR., FR. .

.

Lomprecht, Francis J., CE., SR. . .

Londgraff, Ronald W., EGR., FR.

Lano, John M., CF., FR
Longon, John R., CF., FR
Lonzo, Severo F., MKT., JR
Lauzon, Joseph H., CE., JR
Lovolla, James ., BIO., JR
Lavinio, Joseph S., BIO., FR
Lovish, Edword C, ACC, SR
Low, Doris b., NUR., SR
Lnwicr, Robert L., EC., SO
lowlcTS, James C, tt., t»R.

leory, Edword V., TSC, T.R.

Ifbowitz, Alon, DIO., FR
l-ethrier, Carl B., HIS,, Sk
Lcc-mhuts, Roger P., MIS., SR. ...
Lcivcy, Williurii L., ALC, SO. ...
Leiti, Agnes M., NUR., SO
Lepore, Anthony, PL., FR
Letkowski, Roymond J., FIN., SO.
Lieblein, William H. CHE., SO. .

Liggero, Joseph, ART., FR
Lindroth, John 6., BIO., SR
Livenguod, Donald J., MAT., SO.
LoCosole, Thomas M., EE., JR. .

Lofhjs. Richard J., EGR., FR. .

.

Lohr, Edgar J. Jr., EGR., FR. ...
Long, James G. Ill, EGR., FR. .

.

Keller, Irvin

Kelley, John
Kelley, John
Kelley, Peter

• • • i • * • .r
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SR.
SR.

Longo, Jrtsrph F., CF., FR. ..,*i,V',j

Loughlm, Michael J., lA., JR, •..,<'

LoweM, Thomos C, SOC, SO.',.,
Lowry, Joseph A., ACC, SO. . . . .

Lukens, Kothryn, A., NUR., SR. . .

Lunny, Robert M., EE., 4N
Lynch, Dennis J., BIO^ SO
Lynch, Jomes T. Jr., CF., FR. ...
Lytic, Williom J., CE., 4N
Macoluso, oJhn A., EE., JR.
MacDonold, Edward J., FIN.
MacGillivroy, Kenneth, HIS.
Mogee, Francis X., CF., FR.
Mahle, Walter S.,

Mahoney, John T.,

Malcnoski, Joseph
Morchione, Joseph
Morqolf, Clement
Marinak, Michael
Morlcy, James A.
Morotto, Rochael
Martin, Daniel J.,

Marz, Donald C,
Mossey, Joseph A,
Mostrongelo, Michael J,, BIO:, JR.
Matouk, George F., CHE,, 4N. .

Motyskielo, F?ancis a., EGR., FR.
Maucher, Lawrence P., EE., JR.
Mourer, John M., ENG.
Movo, Edward J., CF..
McAorthur, William G
McAteer, Henry J.

McAteer, lohn J.

EE. JR, .

, SOC, FR.
lA SR.

, ACC,
,
HE-

CHE.
,

lA.,

NUR.

3
3
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3
3
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3
3
3
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3
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R.

K.

J.,

Jr

J

, SO.
SR. .

JR. .

SR. .

SO. .

CHM., FR. . .

MAT,, JR. . . .

Jr., ART., FR.

. •• *, •
.

McCloin, Chorles D
McClatrhey, Poul F,

MrCloskey, Marshall
M''Cook, George P.,

McCormack, Jomes
McCormick, Charles
McCormick, Francis
McCormick, Richard
McCue, Mothew F.,

M'CnIlough, James

JR.
FR. ..I...
CHM., FR.

ART., SO
Jr., ART., SO. .

,
ACC. SR.
PL. SR
A EE., SO. . ,

MAT., SR. . ,

F,, lA, JR, . ,

P., CE,, JR. .

E., PHY., SO.
P. CF., FR. ,

PSC. JR, ...
J., EE.. SR.

SR.
JR.

SO.
SO.
SO.

SR.

McCurley, Wm. S. III., BIO.
McOade, Moureen M., NUR.
MrDevitt, Charles F. CE., SR.
McDevitt, David S., BIO.. FR. ..

•McDonnell, John V., ART., SO.
McGill, James H. Ill, ART.,
McGinlev, George D., EDU.
McGinnity, Terry R., MKT.
McHale, Jomes J.. lA., SR. .

McHole, Thomas E., lA., SO.
McKay, Francis J., lA., SO. .

McKenno, Thomas A., ENG.,
MrKenzie, James F., CF., FR
McLone Georqe F., EE.. JR
McLauahlin, Mrat., NUR., JR. . . .

McLouohlin, Michoel J., lA.. SR. .

McNally, Francis W., PL., SO. . . .

McLaughlin, Mr. G. T.,

McLaughlin, Joseph L., ME., SO. .

McNomor, Richard T., ART., SO.
McNichol, John F., lA, JR. . . .

Mc<"heo, Robert J., GF., FR. ...

Mehldou, Alan P., ME
Meinhordt, William G., EGR., FR.

Messner, Frederick A., EE., JR. .

Mihaly, Edith R., NUR., FR. . . .

Miller, Frank J., ACC, SR. ...

Milon, John P., EDU., FR
Minervo, Dominick M., EDU., FR.

Minkiewicz, Vincent J., PHY., JR.

Mitchell, George E., ART., SR. .

Mookley, Thomas i., EE., JR. .

Mohr, Michael F., ACC. SR
Monohan, Joseph J., HIS., SR. . .

Mone, Mathlos E., ART. FR
Moron, John P., CE., 4N
Morello, Josephine M., NUR., FR.
Morhouser, Edward G., BIO., SO. . .

Morrissey, Paul F., CE., SO
Muchacho, Manuel A., MKT., SR.
Muench, Paul E., EE.
Muench, Raymond W.,
Muldoon, Joseph T.,

Mullen, John J

Mulligan, Robert
Murphy, Thomos
Murtho, Frank F
Myer, Gregory P.

Napoli, Andrew

SO.
PHY., SR.

EE., SO. . .

PL., SR
F., MKT., SR. . .

E.^ ART., SR. . .

, ENG., JR
, ACC, SO
F., PSI., SR. . .
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Notolc, David J., PL., SR
Ncarinn, Lloyd, EGR., FR. :....,
Noe, Alphonse R., EGR., FR. .

Norris, Clinton J., CHE., SO. . . .

OBrccht, J. David, CF., FR. ...
O'Brien, Gerald J., CHE. SO. ...
O Bncn, Peter J., PL., SR

Connell, John M., CE., SO. . . .

O'Connor, Thomas E., ART., FR.
O Dea, John L., ACC, SO
ODonnell, John F., EDU., SR. .

OGrody, Williom M., ART., SO. .

O Grody, Williom M., ART., SO.
OKone, Thcmos R., SST., JR. .

O'Lita, Julius A., EE., SR
O'Neil, Eugene C, CF., FR. . .

O'Rourke, Matthew J., ACC, JR.
O'Rourke, Paul J., ART., SO. .

Ortaldo, Joseph F., CHE., SO. .

O'Sheo, Edward R., ACC, SR. .

Overbeck, Joan Anne, NUR., SR.
Pocheco, Francisco J., FIN., SR. .

Pappono, William H., EE. SO. .

Posceri, Ralph E CHE., SR. ...
Paskin, Sandor, BIO., SR
Possarello Fred F., MKT. SR. .

Pastore, Goetono, ENG, JR. ...

Pastore, Midiael J., PHY., FR. .

Pedisch, John A. Jr., lA., SO. .

Pentony, Joseph F., ART., JR. ,

Pepe, Michael J., ART., SR. ...

Perry, Froncis M., ME., JR. . . .

Petfinico, George M., EGR., FR. .

Pfeiffer, Thomas J., PHY., SO.
Phelon, James A., EDU., SR. ...

Phelph, Richard F., ME., SR. . .

.

Philbin, Peter M., lA., SR. . . .

Phillips, James A., Jr., SOC, SO.
Piccin, John H., ART., FR. ...

Piccone, Robert L., ENG., SR. .

Piser, Donald H., EGR., FR. . .

.

Pitz, Paul B., PHY., FR
Plavcon, Marion T., NUR., SR. .

Poland, Ronald L., BIO., FR. ...

Pollock, Sheldon L., ACC, JR. .

Pollock, Williom L., SST., JR. .

Potts, John P., ACC, SO
Pultorok, Joseph J., POL., JR. .

Purcell, Anthony D., BIO., SR. .

Ouoglia, Raymond J., ENG., SR
Ouigley, James P., PSC, SR. ...

Rabendo, Douolos J., ART., FR.

Rodemoker, William J., CHM.,
Rodnmski, Thomas E., PL., SR. .

Rofferty, Raymond R., Jr., ART.,
Reogon, Richard S.. CHM., FR. .

Rerker, Peter E., FIN., SR. ...

Redding, Martin J.. CE., SR. ...

Redgote, Michael C. lA.. JR. .

Reaon, John T., CHE.. SR. ...

Reilly, Thomos J., ACC, SO. .

Remy, Joseph A., CHM.. SO. ...
Renn, Daniel F., CF., FR
Renzi, Anthony M., BIO., JR. ...
Retocco, Louis F., ART., SO. . .

.

Reynolds, Ralph R., CE., 4N. ...
Diccio, James P., lA., SR
Rice, Joseph S., ME., SR
Riethmiller, Robert J., lA., JR. .

Rietzke, Jon T., PSC, JR
Ritter, Paul J., MKT., SR
Rocco, James J., BIO., SR. ...
Rogers, Williom J., ART., JR. .

Rolls, James P., EDU., JR
Roop, David E., EE., SR. .......
Ropoin, Donald A., BIO., JR. . .

.

Rosedale, Poul H., CF., FR. ...
Rothoug, Frank J., MKT., SR. .

Rothemich, Terrence W., ACC.,
Rowe, Horry W., PSY., JR. ...
Runge, Pete*- J., BIO., SO
Russokov, Alan D., BIO., SO. .

Ruth, Lawrence A.. POL., JR. ...
Soboter, Miguel, CE., JR.
Sobo, William P., Jr., EGR., Fr. .

Soboe, James M., EE., SO
Samongo, Nicholas A., ACC, JR.
Sommis, James L., ME., JR
Somulewicz, Thomas F., ART., SO,
Sar>ders, John A., ACC, SO. .

Sands, Milton J., BIO., JR. ...
Sontoguida, Joseph C, ART., JR.

. .

.

. .

.

JR.

JR.

SR.
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O'Shea New
Of Father Lu
The Father Ludwig Council

of the Knights of Columbus,
elected its new officers for the
coming year at their monthly
meeting March 1.

The nominating committee,
under the chairmanship of pres-

ent Deputy Grand Knight Lawr-
ence Carlin, presented the mem-
bers with the nominees after

having consulted with his com-
mittee. :^w ;:.^ :

.

The nominees wfere unan-
imously approved by the mem-
bers.

The men elected and their of-

fices are: Grand Knight Robert
O'Shea, Philosophy Department;
Deputy Grand Knight Irv Kek-
ker, Jr., Pre-Med; Chancellor
John Williams, Fr., Education;
Treasurer Pete Thornton, senior
Engineer; Recording Sec. and
Kevin Driscoll, sophomore.
The Rev. Norbert Whitley,

O.S.A. University Chaplain, was

Grand Knight

dwig Council
re-elected Council Chaplin. Paul
Floyd, Advocate. The guards
and trustees were also re-elect-

ed to succeeding terms.

Among Council's plans for

the future are the sponsoring
of an Indian missionary, setting

up of an award for the outstand-
ing science students at the two
Augustinian schools in the area,

and the organization of a Squire
group at Malvern Prep.

Outgoing Deputy Grand
Knight Carlin, thanked "all the

brothers for their co-operation

during the past year. I hope
that the next year will be suc-

cessful for the newly elected

officers and the council in gen-
eral," Carlin said.

Any student interested in be-

coming a Knight may contact
John Williams in 321 Sheehan
Hall or see Dr. Eugene Powers
of the Evening Division, the
new Grand Knight said.

<^.?f/\^ P,?>.'^-^^^.^?
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AwQiJ&Jl^q youn. Ajvimil
Clean, comfortable and reasonable accommodations
for male students, clubs, teams, administrators and
groups in the heart of midtown New York, close to
all transportation and nearby Empire State Build-
ing. All conveniences, cafeteria, coffee shop, tailor,

laundry, barber shop, TV room, tours, etc. Booklet C.
Rates: Single Rooms $2.20-$2.30; Double Rooms (3,20-$3,60

WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
356 West 34th St.. Niw York, N. Y. OXtord S-5133 (nr. Ptnn Sta.)

Sontongelo, Chorles J., MKT., JR. .

Sopone, Joseph R., EDU., SR.
Sarbello, Joseph S., CF.. FR. ......
Scanlon, Jerome 8., CHE., SO. . . .

.

Scanlon, Mary Louise, NUR., FR. .

Schaller, Edward J., CHE., SO ,

Schanne, Joseph F., EE., JR
Schneider, Joseph D^ EE., 4N. . . .

.

Schrier, Robert J.. CE., SO
Schubert, Joseph f., EE. JR
Schwartz, Francis T,, Ec., SO. . . .

.

Schwartz, John J., EE., JR
Schwarzer, Thomas P., CE., JR. ..•.

Sciotti, Anthony G., EGR. FR. . . .

,

Scogna, Oscar T., ACC, SR
Scott, Edwin W., ACC, JR
Seover, Lawrence A., lA., SR
Seber, John B., CE. SO
Serofin, John R., HISj;, SR. .i,.,..,

Shanahan, Neil P., POL., SR. . . .

,

Sharkey, Margaret J., NUR., FR. .

,

Sheo, Edward A., ART.. SR ,

Shea, William J., ART., SR. .,;«...
Siegfeldt, Harry J., ME., JR. ......
Silcox, Dennis H., ACC, JR
Simpson, Joseph J. Jr., CE., SR
Siuda, Jerome F., CHM., SR
Skrzypczak, Casimir S., EGR., FR. .

.

Siattery, Thomas F., MKT., JR. ....

Smith, Edward C, PL., SR
Snow, William J. ACC, SR ,

Spctzer, Joseph P., EE., JR
Stabene, Fred P., PSY., JR
Stchel, Edward J., EGR., FR
Stemmy, Thomas J., ACC, JR
Stemniski, Michael A., CHM. FR. .

,

Stewart, Elizabeth J., NUR., JR
Strotman, Joseph T., EGR., FR
Strazzella, James A., ART., SO
Sturm, Joseph B., ART., JR
Sugint, Bernice A., NUR., JR
Sullivan, Jerome L., ACC, SR
Sutton, Joseph S., ART., SR
Swonk, Thomas F., CHM., SR
Swarm, Herbert C. CF. FR
Sykes, James S., CE., JR
Tague, James E., PL., SR. .

Taorimina, John F., MKT., SR. ....

Tegler, Thomas D., ACC, SR. ... . .

.

Tenaglia, Nicholas C, BIO., JR. .

Terrazzlni, Joseph A., EDU.. SO. .

Thomos, Clayton H., ART., SR.

Thomas, Robert E., lA., SR.

Thomas. William G., EDU., SR
Tighe, Joseph J., CE., SR. .

Tighe, Michael C, ART., SO
Trathen, Elinor D., NUR. SO
Troy, Thomas M., H'^., JR.

Tumola, Thomas J., CF., FR
Tuohy, John E., ART., JR.

Urynowicz, Stanley M., EE., SO
Usher, Mary J., NUR., JR.

Utsch, Edward A., ACC. SR. ... . .

.

Valenzo, Mary Arw T., NUR., SO, .

.

Valitski, William F., EE., SR

Vasturia, Joseph W., CE. SR. . . .

.

Venanzi, Thomas J., CHM.. fR. ..

Ventura, Melvin C, ME., SR
Vincent, William H^ HIS., JR
Wagner, Carl T., CF.. FR.

Wagner, Richard J., "•i.x'*- -o
Wagner, Robert E., In, BIO., FR. ..

Walsh, David H., EE., JR.

Walsh, Edward L., EGR., PR
Walsh, Edward P., MKT., SR
Welsh, Irene P., NUR., SR.

Ward, Edward D. Jr., 'A., aR

Warner, John C, PHY., FR
Warriner, Louis A., BIO., PR.

Wassmer, John W., ACC., PR.

Weaver, Charles L., MAT., so
Weinert, James J., CHc., JR

Wells, J. Allan CF. FR.

Wesley, John M., ART. SO.

Whalen, Edward M.,IA., SO
Whelan, Jomes W^ EE., SR

White, John I., MKT , SR.

White, Vedder.Jw ART., [« • • • iv •

Wickefsham, Richard J., MAT., VJ.

Wiele, Fred J.^ME. JR.

Willioms, John p., EpU.. JR. •
•

Willimann, Charles J^u^ cd
"*

Willmott, James J-. P"^., PR

Wilson, John F., PHY,- SO
Wines, Richord L., ACC, JR.

Winnlcki, Joonne P-i N^'^Vd
Wolf, Thomas M., ART., JR. . .

Woodward, James M.. M6., bR

Woolley, John >., 'A, JR. r

Wunderlich, Frank J-. CHM., 5R. .

.

Xavier, James F., EGR.. PR.

Yannui, Edward T., CE., bR.

Young, Leo J., EE., JR. . .
. • •

Zetusky, Edward J. Jr., PL., SR. . . .

.

Ziegler, Daniel J., PSY., JR- • • • • • •

Zygmont, Anthony J.. EE., SR. »..*

Patty's Day Features

'All Irish Orchestra'
The Annual St. Patrick's En-

tertainment and Dance will be

held this Saturday, March 14, at

St. Thomas* new Parrish Audi-

torium, Rosemont.
Jimmy McDade and his All

Irish Orchestra will be featured

with local talent.
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3.33
3.29
3.65
3.47
4.00
3.32
3.75
3.47
3.00
3.00
3.48
3.84
3.29
3.21
3.10
3.09
3.00
3.82
3.19
3.48
3.24
3.42
3.55
3.30
3.53
.3.26
3.67
3.50
3.29
3.12
3.30
3.65
3.43
3.00
3.00
3.40
3.52
3.12
3.84
3.29
3.80
3.64
3.37
3.19
3.74
3.25
3.00
3.42
3.05
3.00
3.19
3.67
3.09
3.06
3.45
3.00
3.81
3.45
3.53
3.83
3.41

B. FRANKLIN, eleccrician. says: "Wildroot
Krooms ytiur hair beiier ai no extra charjie!"

Ju»r a littl« bit

of Wildroot

•nd. .WOW!
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New Philosophy Prof Named
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The Rev. Daniel P. Falvey, Villanova Library head, exarainen

iiie newly procured microfiche machine wlilch has been donated
to the library by John Faraci« of the Cla^s of 1942.

Microreader New Addition

To Library Equipment
A special machine for reading

microfiche has been donated to

the Villanova Library, the Rev.

Daniel P. Falvey, head of the

Villanova Library has an-

nounced.

The machine, a Huygens Mic-

roreader, was part of a donation

by John Faraci, a graduate of

Class of 1942 in the memory of

his father Marion C. Faraci.

In addition to the machine,

Faraci also donated a set of

microfiche cards to be used in

the machine, r -^^ r ;

One of these microfiche cards

is 3x5" and contains approxi-

mately 60 pages of a book.

The microfiche carHs donated
to the library are concerned with

the history of Germany and Eur-
ope between the years 500 &
1500 A.D.

These particular cards are

written in Latin and are pri-

marly to be used as a principle

source of material for graduate
students.

The addition of this machine
means that the library is now
capable of preserving documents
and magazines on microcards,

microprint, microfilm, and mic-

rofiche.

According to Father Falvey,

the system of preserving books

Dr. Yen On European

Geological Survey
Dr. John T. C. Yen, professor

of geology since 1957, has left

on a six week tour of Europe
for scientific research.

Yen will study the system of
coal mines in England and the
Low Countries in cooperation
with the British, Netherlands
and Belgium Greological Surveys,
Yen is investigating the Penn-

sylvania system, which is the
term applied to the veins of
coal that extend through the
Northern Hemisphere and into

Europe. The United States end
of this system has not yet been
thoroughly investigated.

After visiting Cambridge and
Oxford Universities, Yen will re-

turn to Villanova, where he will

assist the Commonwealth of

Pennsylvania in the discovery

and better utilization of our coal

deposits.

on microfilm and microfiche is

especially beneficial.

"The probability of damage
to the book itself is eliminated

he said.

"The microreader, which is

made exclusively in Sweden, is

one of the few in use by librar-

ies in this country."

Pequinot Anxious
For Alumni Plans
At a recent meeting of the

representatives of the Student

Liason Program, Mr. George
Pequinot, Alumni Director, ex-

plained that the Alumni Asso-

ciation is anxious to foster

stronger relations between un-

dergraduates and the Alumni
Association through club organ-

izations. /'-;. h-h?^^-;--

Representatives are given the

names of the presidents of Al-

umni clubs in their home area,

and the representatives must
then contact them and explain

the aims and plans of the Stu-

dent Liason Program.
It is hoped that by this means,

stronger ties may be developed

between present undergraduates

and the Alumni. Plans for mu-
tual activities between the two
groups are also being formed.

Pequinot has urged all

those representatives who orig-

inally signed up and have not

reported, to visit the Alumni
Office. He announced also that

another meeting will be held in

the near future.

National Cotholic
Fraternity Tours
The National Fraternity ol

Catholic College Students has

announced a number of Euro-

pean tours, being oflferod to

Catholic college students at re-

duced rates.

Four different itineraries are

scheduled covering periods from
minimum of 44 days to a maxi-

mum of 67 days. Each tour

covers at least five different

countries.

New features of this year's

trips are parties, dances, and
other social events for the travel-

lers. These will be held under

the auspices of Popular Tours,

Inc. and Pax Ramana.

Dr. Andrew G. A. O'Connor,
has recently become a member
of the Villanova Philosophy de-

partment, it was announced by
the Rev. Robert P. Russell,

OS.A. Chairman of the depart-

ment.

O'Connor was born in Montre-

al, Canada and received his edu-

cation at Mont St. Louis, Loy-

ola college, and McGill Univers-

ity of Montreal, and the Univers-

ity Baghdad, Iraq.

Before becoming a member of

the Villanova faculty, O'Connor
taught at McGill University,

Loyola College, the University

of Montreal and St. John's Uni-

versity in Brooklyn, New York.

He also taught at the College

of Arts and Sciences, University

of Baghdad (under the auspices

of the Rockefeller Foundation)
and was a member of the Is-

lamic Institute at McGill Uni-
versity.

A man of varied interests,

O'Connor's major academic
study lies in the field of history

of Medieval Philosophy and Sci-

ences, with a special emphasis
on Arabic and Jewish elements

in the transmission of Greek
learning to Latin Christendom.

Because it is hard, toujfh and cor-

rosion - resistant, nickel - containing
stainless steel is one of the easiest

metals to keep clean.

Semper Pideiis To Be
Addressed By Officer
The Semper Fidclis Society

has asked Major John Rooney

USMC, NROTC instructor, to

speak tonight on amphibious

warfare.

Last Thursday night, aproxi-

maately 75 Society members and

the general public viewed two

Marine Cors World War Two
•movies entitled "Pelilieu" and

"Tarawa."
Plans were made to start

classes for PLCs who have not

yet attended courses at Quantico,

Virginia.

The classes will be givfen by

senior PLC's who have had ex-

perience at Quantico, and will

include nomenclature of small

arms.

The whole is equal
to the sum of its parts
(But some of its parts are more equal than others!)

Queen Entries for April 12 Prom
iHiiMWIIIIi|i.liii[ii.Hi]il!i].iilIJi wM»l«aSSSas::W::*-xy:S:-:::; f;;*ja;St«Bi;;:X!;:»M;-x-;-
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Belle Masque Dinner Dance

Scheduled For Kostick's
Belle Masque, after a success-

ful run of "Inspector General",

announced the plans for its an-

nual dinner at a meeting last

Thursday.
Anyone who participated in

either the fall or spring pro-

duction is eligible to attend this

affair, according to president

Owen Klein.

' Tickets Cost $6.50
The date is April 4 and tickets

cost $6.50. It will be held at

Kostick's at 69th and Market
sts. in Upper Darby.
Anyone interested should see

either Klein or Jerry McGrath.
At last week's meeting, senior

pins and mugs were discussed.

Deadline April 6
Says Merkert

The deadline for articles for

the May issue of "The Villanova

Engineer" is April 6, announces
editor-in-chief Bob Merkert.

Because this is the last issue

for which the senior members
will be on hand, Merkert asked
that anyone interested in work-
ing for the "Engineer" next
year, start in with this last is-

sue .

The May number will be done
mainly by the new editors who
will have been chosen by that

time. "It is far better", said

Merkert, "that they make their

mistakes now when the senior

editors are on hand to correct

them."

Immaculata Hosts

Science Meeting
The Pennsylvania Catholic

Round Table of Science will hold

its 1959 spring meeting at Im-
maculata College on Saturday,

April 11. The Round Table is

a joint organization of teachers,

staff members, and graduate sci-

ence students affiliated with a
Catholic school or institution.

Two sessions will be held at

the meeting. The morning ses-

sion will feature addresses by
two prominent American scien-

tists. Robert H. Marchessault,

Ph.D., research associate for

American Viscose Corp. will de-

liver the first address.

The second speech will be de-

livered by Daniel M. Lilly, Ph.D.,

chairman of the biology depart-

ment and Scientific Research
Board at St. John's University.

The afternoon sectional meet-

ing in the different sciences for

the college division, and a gen-

eral session for the high school

section.

Pakistani Group to

Present April Festival
The Pakistan Students' Asso-

ciation will present a festival on
Sunday, April 4, at 8:30 p.m.

in the Irvine Auditorium, 34th

& Spruce Streets.

The festival is planned in con-

junction with the United Na-
tions appeal for better world re-

lations.

The evening will be highlight-

ed with an address by his Ex-
cellency Prince Aly Khan, Pak-
istan Ambassador to the United
Nations. Also, Mr. Horace Hil-

dreth, the former American Am-
bassador to Pakistan will be on
hand.

The festival is planned to

stimulate better world relations,

but in particular, better rela-

tions between the United States

and Pakistan.

There is an important meeting

of the Society tonight at which
a new constitution will be pre-

sented.

Important Meeting
"It is important that those

who are interested in joining

Belle Masque attend this meet-

ing," said Klein.

Plans for next year's produc-

tion will be discussed.

Because of the number of

graduating seniors, all facets of

the Belle Masque are being

opened this spring to interested

candidates.

WVIL

18.

Interviews Still Held
Monday, March 16, has been

chosen by the student council

as a free day, all recruiting firms

will retain their interviewing

schedules.

Students who will not be on
campus have been asked by the

Placement office not to sign for

interviews they cannot keep.

Senior who want to register

for spring interviews can call at

the lacement office, 144 Mendel,

for additional instructions.

(Continued from Page 3)

is inadequate, what do you
recommend? more scholar-

ships—273, better scouting

of high school players—197,

better scheduling—79, or

more publicity—140.

Do you think that the foot-

ball team is playing a well-

balanced, competitive sched-

ule next year? Yes—432
No— 181.

19. Do you think that the foot-

ball scheduling, on a com-
petitive basis, has improved ?

Yes—538 No—83. .

20. Considering that we only

have three home games next

year, do you think that there

.«;hould be more than one

student trip next year? Yes
- 489 No—140.

21. How do you rate the Villa-

n o V a basketball coaching

staff? excellent—38, good

—

208, fair—168, or poor—214.
I rate Raveling—184, Ryan
—155, Huggard—159 as the

most valuable player of the

1958-59 Villanova basketball

team.

I think that the recruiting

policy of potential basket-

ball players to Villanova is:

22

23

adequate—333 or inadequate

253.

21. Next year. I would rathrr

have the Villanova ba.sket-

ball team play a : rough
schedule—337, moderate
s c h e d u 1 e—196, or easy
schedule—3. . v.

25. Would you be interested in

making student trips to

away basketball games?
Yes—403 No—165.

26. If a student trip was plan-

ned, would you DC interested

in attending the N.I.T. this

year? Yes—505 No—137.

27. Where do you think that

Villanova will finish in the

N.I.T. ? 1st place—18, 2nd
place—26, 3rd place—85.
4ih place—80, or as an also

ran—371.
28. How do you rate the Villa-

nova track coaching stall?

excellent—420, goo d—96,

fair—17, or poor—6.

29. I rate Collymore—495, Stead
—31 as the most valuable
man on the 1958-59 Villa-

nova track team, excluding

post-graduates.

30. I think that the recruiting

policy of potential track
participants to Villanova is:

adequate—504 or inadequate
—99.

31.

33.

34

35.

36.

March 12, 1959

Do you feel that we have
an adequate .schedule of

home track moots? Yes -

193 No 392.

Do you feel that there

should be an organized trip

to ono of the indoor track

meets in New York? Yes
522 No—110.

Do you feel that our ath-

letic policy should be: to

remain as an independent

power—313 or to enter a

conference or league— 323.

In an effort to bring sports
back to the campus, do you
think that a long-range pol-

icy of the enlargement of
athletic facilities should be
originated? Yes—590 No -

47.

Do you think that our intra-

mural policy is adequate?
Yes—256 No—391.

If you do not think that our
intramural policy is ade-

quate, what do you recom-
mend? A more active intra-

mural council— 178, better

u.se of the present facilities

—163, more diversified
sports program—131, or

competition between dorms
—126.
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SATISFYING FLAVOR.,.

.r:

dly to your taste!

No flat 'ffltered-out "flavor!
No dry ""smoked-out"taste

!

'^'^j^-
.*>^

%
Vbu can
light

either

end!

See how
Pbll Mall's

famous length

of fine tobacco

travels and

gentles the smoke
—makes it mild —
but does not

filter out that

sotisfy^ing flavor!

MMHtttt

HERE'S WHY SMOKE ^TPAVELED' T>IR0UGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

fomous length trovelt J
the finest toboccos money con buy ^ ond oentles the smoka ngturofy O ihoMgh fttN Moll's fin* toboooos!

Outstanding and they are Mild.

!

IVbu 9et PV)II Mors Ibmous length of O (b(l MoUi (bmous length trovels Q TroMsIs it otm. vndtr. around ond
ttte finest toboccos money con buy ^j ond gentles the smoka ngturofy KJ

Queen Entries for April 12 Prom

CONNIE MARCHIONE, 18, has
green eyes, brown hair, is 5 feet 2
inches tall. Miss Morchione, a Rose-
mont sophomore, is the date of
Angelo Pagono, Science major.

DARLENE MURPHY, of Hover-
town, Pa., is the date of Accounting
major Harry Devlin. Miss Murphy,
who is 19 years old, has blonde hair
and blue-green eyes.

LUCILLE MYERS, 21, has red
hair, blue eyes, is the dote of Jerry
Keightley, English major. Miss
Myers, 5 feet 2 inches tall, s from
Washington, D.C.

PAT O'CONNOR, 19, of Spring-
field. Pa., is the dote of Marketing
major Cliff Kopf. Blonde and blue
eyed, Miss O'Connor is 5 feet tall.

PATRICIA RECKER, wife of Fin-
ance major Pete Recker, is 21, 5
feet 6 inches toll, has brown eyes
and hair. Mrs. Recker is a graduate
of the American Institute of Bank-
ing.

BABARA ROBARTS, a student
nurse at St. Vincent's Hospital, Erie,

Pa., is 20, has brown hair and hazel
eyes. Miss Roborts is the dote of
E.E. Joseph Schneider.

•>

CATHY SANNER, date of M. E.

William Confoy, was this year's

Homecoming Queen. A student Qt

New Rochelle, Miss Sonner is 19,

blonde and blue eyed.

KATHRYN SHULTZ, a V.U. co-
ed, is 19, has brown hair and brown
eyes, stands 5 feet 7 inches tall.

Miss Shultz is the date of Finance
major Paul Floyd.

*:-x:-:

SSS;

MARTI SLAUGHTER, dote of

Arts mojor Lawrence Polocio, is

from Norristown. Miss Slaughter,

21, has brown hair and eyes, is 5
feet 7 inches toll.

JEAN SORANTINO, from Cedar-
ville, N.J., is 19, has brown hair and
eyes, is 5 feet 1 inch tall. Miss
Sorantino is the date of Marketing
major Paul Ritter.

BUNNY YAECKER, has blonde
hair and blue eyes. A student at the
University of Pennsylvania, 20 year
old Miss Yaecker is the dote of
Finance major Williom Gilhool.

The VILLANOVAN this

week publishes the second
of a series of picture pages
of dotes for Senior Week-
end. ': X..'- •/..'. ..;'•'.

John D. Kelly, senior his-

tory major, is chairman of

the contest for Senior
Queen.
The VILLANOVAN re-

quires that all pictures sub-

mitted for publication must
be at least 3x5 inches, and
should contain this informa-
tion:

Student's name, his major,
name of date, her school

or occupation, her home-
town, her height, color of
hair and eyes, and her age.

Kelly will submit the sen-
ior pictures to television

personality Jack Poor for
judging. Prom Chairman
Greg Dean, senior History
major, has set March 21 as
the final date for Queen
Contest entries. 9
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'Cats Practice for Redmen;
Trounce Explorers 87-69
The Wildcats won more than

a game in defeating LaSalle 63-

5/, last Saturday night before

8596 noisy fans in the season's

finale at the Palestra.

Among other things, Villa-

nova packed second place in the

"Big Five" into their trunk be-

fore traveling to New York to

meet St. John's in the NIT
competition tonight.

The 'Cats also prevented any
embarrassment on the part of

the NIT selection committee,

and in doing so they embarras-

sed some LaSalle sign makers
(LaSalle had a sign that read

"Explorers embarrass NIT of-

ficials.") Of course this was a

reference to the fact that La-

Sal'e had been by-passed by the

NIT.
Individually, Senior Joe Ryan,

playing his Last regular season

game for Villanova, accomplish-

ed the most. Joe proved that

playing a Philadelphia school be-

fore some 8000 hometown fans

didn't bother him a bit.

The redhead led Villanova in

every department. He grabbed
13 rebounds and shared the re-

bound lead with John Driscoll.

Joe was 6-for-13 from the floor

and 3-for-3 from the foul line

to net him the game high—15
points.'

.

:.','';• •'^' '':" '"•.'•,'''.''''';'

;.;:\.>/'. Team Job ','•',
.'•.•;•

Ryan was everywhere at the

right time, but this doesn't

mean to say that he had to do
a job alone. In fact the con-

trary would be far more accur-

ate. The victory was a real

team achievement.

Seven Villanovans took part

in the fray which sent LaSalle

reeling to last place in intra-

By JOE FITZPATRICK

city competition. Four 'Cats hit

double figures. Along with Ry-
an, who had 15, Jim Huggard
had 12 and John Driscoll and
George Raveling had 10 each.

Jim Kenny had seven points

and Kenny Harrison, who re-

placed George Raveling when
the latter got into foul trouble,

had 9 very big points. ;,;^^^
LaSalle's Bob Alden got the

soring under way with a jump-

er from the Key. LaSalle then

went on to extend their lead to

6-2 but then the Ryan-sparked
'Cats came roaring back.

Villanova scored 10 consecu-

tive points and were never again

headed by the Alneyites.

Villanova Zone Impcnerable

The Explorers were faced

with the same difficulty which

has perplexed Villanova oppon-

ents all year—they couldn't

pierce the Wildcat zone defense.

Ralph Bantivoglio and Joe

Heyer brought the ball up
court, but when they passed

midcourt they met that great

defensive team of Huggard and
Kenny.
The two LaSalle little men

could hit on only 10 of 35 shots,

and more important, Huggard
and Kenny prevented them
from feeding LaSalle's big men,
Alden and Herdelin. Bantivog-

lio and Heyer had only three as-

sists between them.

Underneath the anticipated

battle between Alden and Dris-

coll ensued. "Tweetie" won.

Once and a while Alden
moved well and scored on good
plays, but even the most inex-

perienced observer could not

forget Driscoll, coming down

with a rebound, tucking ball in-

to his chest and throwing his el-

bows all over the Palestra to

prevent the Explorers from
marring his effort.

Unbiquitous John
Now and then Heyer or Ban-

tivoglio might slip through the

V.U. defense but they would
only meet with . frustration.

There would be Driscoll, with

his arms raised high in the air

to prevent a shot—and prevent

shots he did.

The LaSalle backcourt men
would be forced to pass the ball

back outside. Many times they

would pass outside into the

hands of Huggard, Kenny or

Ryan.
The other big man, George

Raveling, also did a tremendous
job defensively.

George kept Bob Herdelin,

usually LaSalle's top point pro-

ducer, from scoring inside and
ho also prevented Hugh Brolly

and Al Ferner from scoring

from the corner.

Brolly and Ferner could mus-
ter only eight points between
them, not enough to make the

Villanova zone ineffective.

Offensively the Villanovans

seemed to enjoy the Explorers'

man-for-man defense. A good
time was had by all but Hug-
gard, Ryan and Kenny Harrison

seemed to have the most fun.

Huggard Sparkles

Huggard drove around Ban-
tivogiio as if he owned him. He
threw his left handed hook, he

dropped jump shots and some
of his scoring underneath, on

fat breaks and drives, made him
look like Mandrake the Magi-

cian.

Seniors Ryan and Harrison

seemed bent on going out in a

blaze of glory—and that they

did.

Ryan's scores came on long

jump shots. Harry was having
trouble hitting from outide, so

he took to driving. He looked

like the Harrison of old. His

play was reminiscent of his

sophomore activity when it was
standard operating procedure to

see him drive through the op>

ponents entire team for an easy

(easy for Harry that is) layup.

Raveling and Driscoll also got

into the scoring frolic. Most of

their counters came on taps

from under the bucket but each
hit on one jumper from the out-

side.

Jimmy Kenny scored only
seven points but these came
came when LaSalle was whittl-

ing down the Villanova lead and
needed them the most.

Charley Stead Hcems to be partaking freely of somt ad\ice
from Josh Culbreath, Philadelphia Pioneer Club, prior to winning
the high Jump title in hwt Saturday's Knights of Columbus indoor
meet.

Three Swimmers In

East. Chompionships
Three Villanovans are entered

in the Eastern Collegiate Cham-
pionships to be held this week.

Those entered are senior, Jim
Gregory and juniors, Frank
Keefe and Joe Harvey.
Gregory, a consistent stand-

out for Villanova during regular

season competition, will swim in

both the 100 and 200 orthodox

breaststroke competition.

Keefe a co-captain of the '58

Villanova swim team will be

entered in the 100 and 200 back-

stroke.

Junior Joe Harvey will swim
the 440 and 1500 meter free-

stroke in the post season com-

petition.

Leaders Retain Positions

In Intramural Bowling Race
For the second consecutive

week the first-placed teams in

each of the three intramural

bowling leagues enhanced their

holds on the first place posi-

tions.

In the Tuesday league Reds
Morra and Gene Paja led the

Quin-Caps in a 4-0 whitewashing
the Boss Choice. The Yoo-Hoos
moved into second place on the

bowling of Paul Squiteri and
Tom Ryan. The Yoo-Hoos de-

feated the Holy Rollers 3-1.

In other Tuesday league ac-

tion the Saints held on to a tie

for third place by beating the

Winos in three out of four
games. The Buffers won by for-

feit over the 68ers to complete
the days action.

On Wednesday the Pencil

Pushers topped the Lowly Rol-

lers 3-1 and the Chug-a-lugs
tripped the Cathodes. The
Knickerbockers won all four

games from the last place Studs.

The Hot Rockets rounded out

the Wednesday bowling by de-

feating the Mainliners and gain-

ing a point.

John McCarthy led the Munks
to a 3-1 victory over fourth

place the A.A. McCarthy bowled
a 511 series which was backed
up by Mike Carguilo's 485.

The A.A. was able to salvage
a point on the efforts of Bob
Debell who had a 454 series.

The upset of the day occurred
when the third-placed Tigers

clawed the second place King-
Pins 3-1. Ron Bacovin paced the

Tigers with a splendid 547 ser-

ies, the winners also received

support from Gene Corcoran
and Sal Rico who rolled 510 and
501 repectively. Chuck Capone
was high for the losers with a
460 series.

The fifth-placed Villanova

A.C. had a relatively ea.sy week
as they won four points when
the cellar-dwelling Holy Rollers

failed to show up. The Villanova

A.C. bowled for high average

and Jack Mulhall was high man
with 479 series.

Team Standings
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St. John's Expects to Scalp Cats
k ^ m i 1 1

'
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By TONY MACKLIN
"Any team can win it," St.

John's stocky p'aymaer, said

when asked how he felt St.

John's would fare against Villa-

nova in the NIT tonight.

"You've got to have luck."

he continued. "Look at Xavicr
with a record of 14-10 won the
tournament). You only have to

* put four good games together.

Villanova? You've got a good
> ball club. But you've got to get

more out of your big men. Dris-

coll, is that his name? He's got
to get up."

Alfieri toweled himself off' and relaxed in the dressing room
i after St. John's had pulled out

^,' an inspiring last-second victory

J.C over NYU on a thirty-foot jump-
* New York sports writers called

•: er by Tony Jackson in what the

one of the most vicious games
ever played in the Garden.

v
.' Self-Confidence

The Redmen play tough ball,

, they are rugged. They are a ma-
ture and experienced team and

, they believe in themselves.

They had won a good victory.

, They all knew it. Alfierio felt it

:

"We beat a good team. We were
working the ball. We werent
waiting for them, we were pick-

;. ing them up. We were all pull-

ing together tonight.

; Sure they made mistakes, we
made mistakes too. But we came
back. We made the breaks. We
played together. This is a big

'^; Victory." >;.V' •\...,.^ •>,':'•,.'<>:.

He returned to the subject of

Villanova, "You've had a good
season. We're seniors, this is it

for us."

. '; A New York city team is a
•?' class team. They have a certain

V*. quality that most other teams

,
• are lacking, a certain finesse.

Allen Seiden exemplifies this. He
:

.; is an Ail-American guard who
V, exudes confidence. He feels

ready.

They*re Good—But
What of Villanova ? "Ryan a nd

Huggard are good. But we could

go all the way," said Seiden. The
tone of his voice as he .snid

"could" made one feel he silently

meant "will."

Tony Jackson is the newcomer
to the team and is idolized by
almost everybody in the Garden.

The little sophomore says,

"Well, I think we can win the

tournament. We'd like a crack

at the teams who beat us last

year. Any team is tough. You
figure they're in the tournament.

They must have done something
to get there."

game. They had all seen the Jimmy Huggard, sparklinj?

Wildcats on a bad night. (The soph guard, says: "We're due to

'Cats were more than humbled
yy NYU, 78-60.)

Coach Joe Lapchick summed
it all up. "You've got a good
ball club and you had a bad
night, an off shooting night
against NYU. We've been play-

ing badly for four weeks. We
think we've finally snapped out
of it."

St. John's is confident now.
In some quarters they have been

accused of dissension. Seiden is

a "chucker," and when he guns
Alfieri starts to shoot. With Sei-

den and Alfieri shooting Tony
Jackson has to shoot.

This is the way they lo=e

tough

break out, to get really hot." St.

underneath as we are."

Johns—they're not as

The real key tonight seems to

be John Driscoll. He must fight

off the boards as never before. If

Driscoll goes up, the Redmen
might go down.

•The Wildcats have .something:

in their favor. St. John's has only

seen them at their very worst,

when they were humbled by
NYU. Villanova will be a fift-rn

point underdog. Psychologically,

the 'Cats could surprise.

One of the Villanova players,

when asked what he though
about the school spirit, said.

ball games. It is improbable th?i I "It's lousy. If an NIT bid dc-

they will have any "lissension" pended on it, we wouldn't be in

problems in the NIT. the tournament."

Veteran Club It seems that loud student

The Redmen are an experienc- support in the Garden might be

ed ball club with four seniors one of the answers to a Villa-

and a sophomore in their start- nova victory,

ing lineup. They have tourna-

ment experience. They won the

Holiday Festival in the Garden
last December and split four

games in last year's NIT.
Except for Jackson, they have

played together for three years,

and Tony has fitted in perfectly.

This is a team that will probably
win the tournament.

But they can be beaten. Coarh
Al Severance knows the task

tat lies ahead of him. He waves
his finger at Raveling and Dris-

coll going up for a rebound in

practice. "The story of the games
will be right there, underneath
the boards. There's no question

about it. We must get the second

shot.

"And our little men muyt
score. They gave us what? Ten
points at the Garden. And they
didn't hit against N.C. State.

They have to give us the points,

and Driscoll and Raveling mu.st

get the boards or it's all over."

Raveling Praised

How do the Cats shape up
and how do they feel? On
"Basketball Preview" Saturday
afternoon over WRCV-TV, Jim
Bonner called George Raveling

"the most underrated player in

the Big Five. "Herb Good, re-

porter for the Inquirer and presi-

dent of the Sports Writers As-

ociation, agreed and said, "There
is no question that Raveling has

been a spark and his work under

the boards has made the team
what it is."

Veorge must be at his best

tonight. He knows it. He thinks

we can win. He may draw the

tell the story of wether St

John's does defeat Villanova is

not a good shooter or a deft ball

handler. He is mammouth cen-

ter Lou Roethel and he must
control the boards with Dick
Engeit to get the ball out to

the three potent shooters,

Roethel also felt that the

NYU game was more than a

victory. "It's the same old story.

If we lay together we win. We
had a good streak going early

in the season because we were
playing together."

Ready to Move
"We were at our best in the

St. Josph's games, particularly

the one in Philly. We never play-

ed like that before or after. Then
we had those bad games on the

road (Losses to St. Louis,

Loyola of Chicago, and Notre
Daine). Now I think we're going

to move again."

Everyone connected with St.

John's seems to feel pretty much
the same way about tonight's

T»,^ r«o« «,v,« r„.^KoKN. t.Miii ^^S assignment of playing Tony
The man who probably wjll

j^ckson. "I honestly yelieve I

can hold Jackson under twenty.

I belives I can stop him. As
long as I do my job 111 be satis-

fied.

"You know, I have to vote

for the team's most valuable

player, and I have no idea who
to vote for. Ryan is our shooter,

and we couldn't get along with-

out Kenny and Hugard—they're

our playmakers—and then
there's Driscoll and myself

around the boards."

Balanced Sqiuid

George's problem shows the

balance that the Wildcats dop os-

sess. They do not have any one
really outstanding player, an All-

American St. John's has two,

Sieden and Jackson.

Joe Syan plays well in the

Garden. In his sophomore year,

he scored thirty points and in

the NYU game he hit twenty to

impress the New York fans. This

is Joe's swan song. It's bound to

be a good one, maybe even a

great one.

Scouting Report
ST. JOHN'S

No. riayer Class lit Wt
33 Allen Seiden Sr. 5-11 170

Seiden is Captain of the Redman and has been cho.sen on al)

the major All-American teams. He was high scorer last

season with a 20.4 norm and this year has averaged 23.

He is seventh among all-time leading scorers. Brash, fiery,

he wants to dominate play. He possesses an excellent jump
, shot and his dcvasting quick-starting drives make him a

potent threat at ail times.

11 August Alfieri Sr. 6-2 210

Gus Alfieri is the smart player of the team. Teaming
with Seiden in the backcourt he gives St. John's one of

the best running and shooting combinations in the country.

Stocky, heavy-legged, he is a bull on drives and is equally

adept at handing off an assist or making the layup. He
can pick up the team when it is down with his sharp play-

making. Gus was second high corer on the team last

year, and has averaged 14 this year.

34 Louis Roethel Sr. 6-6 220
At center for the Redman is a mammouth, bespectacled

Lou Roethel. Lou is big and slow but is an important cog
in the St. John's machine. It is his job to control the

boards and once he is situated under the boards it is al-

most impossible to budge him. Although he does not pos-

sess too great an artillery of shots he has a fine hook
and is dangerous underneath. He is the leading rebounder
on the club.

4 Richard Engert Sr. 6-5 195

Along with Roethel, it is Dick Engert's prime purpose to

get the ball off the boards and out to the shooters. He
is a valuable asset to the Redmen for his rebounding skill.

He does not score too often but can hit with a one-hander.
Hawk-like, he is a fine defensive player and a good hustler.

He ranked second to Roethel in rebounds last year and has
pulled down for an average of this year. He has
scored points a game this season.

24 Tony Jackson Soph. 6-4 190

A future All-American, Tony Jackson is one of the most
popular players in New York. He is a crowd-pleasing type

of ball player who can do everything—shoot, rebound,

dunk, pass, and defense. A lean Negro, gifted with superb
reflexes, he can hit with a jump shot from any place on
the court. He is murderous off the refensive boards and
will leap up to a bat down a one-on-one attempt by an
opposing player. He has a soft touch and can excel in

team play.

VILLANOVA
10 James Kenny Soph. 5-11 150
The unsung floor leader of the Wildcats is scrappy Jim
Kenny. The coolest member of the team, his confidence
and heady play keep the 'Cats moving in the clutch. He
is an expert driver and a sharp set shooter. His speed
and hustle have contributed to the strength of Villanova'
zone defense. Kenny has averaged 11 pomts a game.
24 James Huggard Soph. 5-9 170
Teaming with Kenny in the backcourt, Jim Huggard is

a flashy and exciting ball player who has averaged 15
points a game. Equally adept at driving or playmaking,
Jim has a deadly jumper and a fancy-dan hook. Huggard
never stops running and his hustle and desire make him
a consistent threat vyrhether on offense ordefense. When
Villanova goes man-to-man Jimmy draws the assignment
of stopping the top man on the opposing team.

52 John Driscoll Soph. 6-8 225
Key to tne Wildcats is big John Driscoll. When he uses
his height arid fights under the boards the Wildcats move.
John has a good jump shot from around the key. He
tends sometimes to get letdown and fails to make use of
his height. Another problem that faces him is that he
is susceptible to fouls; he has fouled out nine times this
season, eight more times than any of his tteammates. But
if he can improve his stamina and get angry he can handle
anyone as shown by his first half performance against
Richter of N. C. State.

40 George Raveling Jr. 6-6 210
Tough, spirited George Raveling is the leading rebounder
on the Wildcats and the best shooter percentage wise.
He has averaged 12 points and 16 rebounds a game. George
is co-holder of the Palestra rebounding record due to his
28 rebound performance against Wagner. George is ex-
tremely dangerous from underneath but his worth is dimin-
ished if he can be sucked outside. He is a fine defensive
player and is a battler oil the way.

14 Joseph Ryan Sr. 6-2 160
Captain Joe Ryan is Villanova's finest shooter and is a
expert in all phases of the game. He excels in hustle and
scores often on follow ups, jumpers, stabs and drives. The
redhead is set to end his career after three years on the
varsity. Late in the season, he has settled down to assume
the scoring leadership of the ballclub and play a consist-
ently good floor game. He is a fine rebounder for hin
height.

i

#

U. S. STAND

ON BERLIN

(SEE PAGE S)

CATS SHALL

RETURN
(SEE PAGE 15)
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Pa. International Relations

Clubs Convene at Villanova
Fiftyone representatives frotn

the Pennsylvania Association of
International Relations Clubs
converged on Villanova last Fri-

day, hopefully seeking to form-
ulate a solution to the Arab-
Israeli dispute.

Villanova this year was host
to the convention, since Villa-

novan Clinton Chin was presi-

dent of the P.A.I.R.C.

Four speakers represented

partisan views which were about
equally divided between Pro-
Arab and pro-Israeli stands.

Choral Fete

To Be Held

On Saturday
The Villanova Singers will ap-

pear in the fourth annual Choral
Festival to be held at St. Jos-

eph's College P'ield House this

Saturday, at 8:15 p.m.

This year's Festival will also

include appearances by the glee

clubs of Immaculata, Chestnut
Hill, Rosemont, Temple, St. Jo-

sephs and St. Peter's College of

Jersey City.

The Festival was originated at

Villanova four years ago and
was transferred to St. Joseph's

College for the past two seasons.

With its renewal each spring,

the popularity of the Festival

has grown. Last year's event

was the most successful to date,

and this year's is expected to

draw a capacity crowd.

Each glee club will sing three

numbers, and there will be a 20

minute intermission.

The concert will conclude with

the singing of two joint numbers
by members of the seven par-

(Continued from Page 3)

Opening the convention Fri-

day night at the ultra-modern
George Washington Motel in

King of Prussia, Keith Wheelock
discussed a "General Outlook of

the Middle East." Wheelock is

research assistant for foreign

policy at the University of

Pennsylvania.

The youthful speaker, whose
sympathies were moderately pro
•Israel, lamented that Egypt had
diverted "68 percent of her cot-

ton trade to the Soviet block,

while a mere 15 percent goes to

Western Europe. It was just the

opposite three years ago."

Nassar Slipping

He deplored Nasser as an
"empire-seeker" and advised the

U. S. to refrain from any inter-

ference in the area. As for ex-

tending support to Nasser, "we
are damned if we do, and damn-
ed if we don't. This is quite a
dilemma."
Wheelock has visited the Mid-

dle East ^ve times, having
talked with Nasser, Ben-Giu:ion

and other important officials of

the area.

Saturday morning, Yaakov
Morris, attached to the Israeli

Information Office in New York,
severely chastised the Arabs in

a vehement statement of the

Israeli position.

"There are two types of na-

tionalism," he emphasized, "pro-

gressive and destructive. When
the Arabs cease their destructive

type, and demonstrate that they
desire to live in peace, there!

will be a settlement of the prob-

lem."
Arab Viewpoint

The Arab speaker, Jamal A.

Sa'd, of the Arab Information

Center in Washington, displayed

more poise than the Israeli, but

was equally partisan, as he con-

(Continued on Page 9)

fl:
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John P. Kell)', co-diairman of tlie IRS convention, addresses

MtudentH and guests as Keith Wheeler, a Yale graduate and ex-

pert on Middle- Eastern affairs, listens attentively.

C&F Polling Place Defeated
Amidst Gales of Laughter

A small group of Villanovans attending the St. John's game
willingly assist in ejecting a St. John's rooter who tried to

steal a Wildcat banner.

Freshmen and Sophomore

Retreat To Begin April 22
The annual retreat for Villa-

nova freshmen and sophomores
will be held on April 22 through
the 25. '^^-^^:-U-'

The Rev. James B. Gallagher
O.S.A., of Towanda, Pennsylvan-
ia and the Rev. WilUam F. Mc-
Dermott O.S.A., of A v o c a,

Pennsylvania, will serve as re-

treat masters. v '?
'

•R«v. jAmM B. Gallo9h«r, OSA.

Father Gallagher, who was
ordained in Rome on July 29,

1928, will conduct the nurses'
retreat in the Chapel. Father
was formerly a member of the
Villanova Philosophy Depart-
ment.
Father McDermott will direct

the male students' retreat in the
Field House. Father McDermott
was ordained in Washington
D. C. on June 10, 1941. At one
Ume he Uught at the St. Aug-
ustine High in San Diego, Cali-

fornia, but has since joined a
Augustinian mission band.

Precedent Set
The Rev. Norbert A. Whitley,

Villanova University chaplain,

hsis stated that all those juniors
and seniors who did not make
their annual retreat during the
first semester break will be re-

quired to do so at this time.

This year marked the first,

that students were permitted to
make their retreat before the
time set for the annual fresh-
men-sophomore date. Through
the efforts of the Rev. William
Farrell O.S.A. and Father Whit-
ley, arrangements were made
for resident students to make
their retreat on weekends in an
out of town retreat house.
During the last three weeks

some 150 students have journey-
ed to a Blackwood, New Jersey
retreat house where they com-
plete their annual obligation.

Father Whitley reminds stu-
dents of the unusual graces of-

fered to them during the retreat.

Confessions will be heard each
day of the retreat and on the'

final day of the retreat a gen-
eral communion will be adminis-
tered to the freshmen and
sophomores in a body.
The concluding exercises will

convene on the evening of the
25, with benediction and exposi-
tion of The Most Blessed Sacra-
ment. The parents and friends of
all the retreat making students
are invited to assist, at this

closing exercise.

By THOMAS A. WOLF
of the Villanovan Staff

Student Congress chambers
became a hectic arena last Wed-
nesday as Sheldon Pollock, jun-

ion class president, unsuccess-

fully pushed his voting booth
issue against overwhelming op-

position.

Instead, Tom Hoffman's bill

to locate the booths in classroom
annex was passed.

Sparkling the session with
frequent moments of hilarity.

Pollock watched his recommend-
ation for separate C and F
voting machines get plowed
under by a nearly unanimous
vote.

Pollock voted against his own
motion, which will allow him to

ask for reconsideration of the

motion at the next meeting. This
he intends to do.

Two Polling Places

A C and F student himself,

Pollock's recommendation called

for two polling places: Alumni
Gym, for arts and engineering

students ; and basement of Shee-

han Hall for all C and F stu-

dents. He amended this to allow

anyone to vote either place.

The danger of multiple voting

undier such a system worried a
few. Two suggestions to allay

such fears were given by chair-

man Bob Murphy and Jerry

McGrath.
"My plan is cheaper," an-

nounced Pollock emphatically.

His plan was for election of-

ficials to imprint on the hands
of voters a mark visible only

under ultra-violet lamps, which
would be provided at a "nomin-

al cost of $14."

Bob Wagner, secretary, ob-

jected that "the mark can be

sweated off in two minutes."

"You cannot sweat the thing

off," insisted Pollock.

Murphy Eichorts

The entire assembly appeared
to be taking the issue lightly,

and intermittant laughter was
common as Pollock waded
through innumerable notes in

his hand while explaining the
bill. Chairman Murphy exhorted
him to "please be concise."

"The Commerce «aid Finance
(Continued on Page 9)

Villonova Receives
Nationol Science Aid

Villanova received the largest

share in a total of $76^260 grant-

ed six of the greater Philadel-

phia colleges and universities by
the National Science Founda-
tion.

The university received

$23,500, given in order that off-

hour institutes may be con-
ducted for secondary school
teachers of science and mathe-
matics in the 1959-60 school
years.

Other schools to receive
gr«»nts were the University of
Pennsylvania, Temple Univer-
sity, Bryn Mawr College, Im-
maculata College and Lincoln
College.

fii
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Belle Masque
Adopts New
G>nstitution

Belle Masque Society met last

Wednesday and, after three
hours of debate, adopted a new
constitution.

£>esigned to make Belle Mas-
que one of the strongest and
best^ovemed societies on cam-
pus, this constitution was drawn
up by Gerry McGarth, the or-

ganization's S t u d e n t Ck)uncil

Representative. * :: ' '
^.

' The document is so developed
that the organization is

strenghtened internally, and the

University and its students are

assured of haying one of the

finest local dramatic societies.

"We have a good reputation

to maintain and enhance," said

President Owen Klein, "and this

new development will certainly

insure this." .'?.'

Under the new constitution it

is possible for more members to

become active in each produc-

;

tion, and for the organization to !

plan as far as one year ahead.
|

President Klein also discus- <

sed the Dinner Dance to be held I

in April, and the purchase of

mugs by members.

Belle Masque also announced
that a one act adaption of a
scene from "Diary of a Country
Priest," done by Director Rich-

ard Duprey, would be presented

sometime in April.

Directed by A.ssistant Direc-

tor Richard Kuvanaugh, the

cast consists of John McGarry,
sophomore Arts, and Mary
Shaefer, sophomore at Immacu-
lata College.

Villanova cheerleaders* assist the small bat loud ViUanova cheering section in Madison Square
Garden during the Wildcats' 75-67 loss to St Jolin's University last week.

Business School Gets
Recorder, Projector
The Rev. Joseph Bartlcy,

O.S.A., dean of Commerce and
Finance, announced today that

a tape recorder and movie pro-

jector have been received in con-

junction with the school's visual-

aid training program.

Father Bartley said that the

recorder and projector will be

used by the various depart-

ments for lectures in the C. and
F. lecture room.

Starting soon, the school will

show weekly movies on different

phases of business and the bus-

iness world.

Zoning Study

Published By
School ofLaw
The Communities Research

Institute project of the Villa-

nova School of Law has
announced publication of a study
of zoning for minimum lot area.

The publication embraces a
series of papers devoted to the
topic at a symposium which
took place at the School of Law
in November.

In the celebrated Bilbar case

the Pennsylvania Supreme court

recently upheld a one-acre zon-

ing ordinance.

The Villanova study—based in

part on this case—attempts to

evaluate large lot zoning and its

legality from a number of dif-

ferent points of view.

Contributors to the study are

attorneys Theodore O. Rogers,

Walter W. Rabin, D. Barry Gib-

bons, and Professor John G.

Stephenson, m, of the Law
School faculty. ..; ;

The project is under the di-

rectorship of William B. Ball,

Professor of Law.

Four Named to Off Stage

Posts by Turf 'n Tinsel
Four students were named

last week to make the behind
the scenes preparation for Turf
and Tinsel's spring production

of "Piper Heidseck 98".

Mike Axt was appointed busi-

ness manager; Ford Prime, Ad-
vertising Chairman ; Jim Mayer,
public relations director, and
John Canavan, publicity chair-

man.

These men will share respon-

silbilities of preparing the ar-

rangements for opening night.

Andy Lohr, head of the stage

crew, is responsible for a major
part of the success of the pro-

duction. Lohr, along with Jack
Mclntyre, Ed Currall, Hap
Georges and Eki Paulson, have

the task of intergrating the

cast and the "light-footed"

dancers.

Rev. Henry Syvinski, O.S.A.,

along with Herbert Fisk, direc-

tor of the band and glee club.

Red Cross Thanks
Student Blood Donors
The American Red Cross has

thanked Villanova students who
contributed blood during the re-

cent campaign. :'; :.

However, the total of 248

pints obtained by the Bloodmo-
bile did not meet the established

quota.

Part of this deficit resulted

from cases of colds and the flu

among the student body. Ninety
prospective volunteers, however,

failed to keep their appoint-

ments.

is organizing the orchestra.

The stage settings this year
will include scenes of the Main
Line, Vienna, Paris and London.

"This is a greater concentra-
tion task than ever before at-

tempted," said Gary Tackus,
president of Turf and Tinsel.

Prof to Sponsor

Symposium Tonite
The Villanova University

Chapter of the American Asso-

ciation of University Professors

will sponsor a symposium on
"College Teaching as a Career,"

tonight at 8, in the reading room
of John Barry Hall.

The discussion will be led by
a panel of speakers, consisting

of Dr. Albert H. Buford of the

English department. Dr. Donald
A. Gallagher of the Philosophy
department and Dr. Cyrus J.

Sharer of the Geography de-

partment.
The meeting will be open to

William F. Kelly, President of the First Pennsylvania Bank- students, according to Jerome
lag and Trust Company, is shown speaking on "The Philosophy of J. Fischer of the English depart-
HUnagement" at last week's conference of the Society for the ment, and president of the local
Advancement of Management

• chapter of the A.A.U.P.

Cash Refunded As
Council Plan Fails

The student directory will not
be published and the $250 al-

ready collected was returned
last week according to Bill

Christmann, chairman of the

student activities committee.
The directory had been on

sale for the past six weeks and
only 500 students made depos-

its. This is only one-seventh of

the student body.

This lack of student interest

was one of the main reasons
for the abandoning of the direc-

tory.

If the committee were to order

the 500 copies, the price would
have had to be raised to $1.35

per copy. This was due to cer-

tain fixed costs established by
the publishers.

Those who made initial de-

posits were able to pick up their

50 cents in the Student Council

office last week.

Christmann expressed his

feelings toward the directory by
stating that "the directory was
offered as a service to the stu-

dents, and that the majority of

the students did not accept the

offer."

Christmann also thanked the

rest of the men who worked on
the committee.

Wolf Picked

To EditJunior

Week Edition
Thomas Wolf, Arts junior, has

been selected to edit the Junior

Week issue of the VILLA-
NOVAN, to come out on Moth-

ers Day.

"Twelve people have already

promised articles," said Wolf,

"but we need at least three more
feature writers if we want our

issue to be on a par with past

issues."

Working in cooperation with

class president Sheldon Pollock,

Wolf expects to commence lay-

outs for the edition right after

Easter vacation. He repeated

that the paper needs more
writers.

Jim Murray, Arts, will be
sports editor, and Al Lawler will

supervise photography. In other
admnistrative positions are
John Williams, Arts, and Lou
Desfosses, C and F.
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Society Views Film
Alvin Pederson, manager of

the Philadelphia office of

Arthur Anderson and Co., pre-

sented a film entitled "Inflation

in the Business" at the Account-

ing Society meeting last Thurs-

day.

The film dealt with the recog-

nition of inflation in the

accounting records of business

cnlcrprisc, and of society in gen-

jcral. After the film, Pederson

!
answered questions regarding

I
the topic.

• The film emphasized that in

the accounting statements and

business record 1939 dollar

should not be mixed with today's

dollar.

THOMAS M. WOLF
Junior Week Editor

Marines Get Lectures

On Quantico Progrom
The Semper Fidelis Society,

in keeping with its Marine Corps
Officer training program, is hold-
ing weekly movies and lectures
based on the program taught at

Quantico, Virginia.

Since last Monday, interest
PLC's have received training
by Technical Sergeant John
Mulcany, USMC, on the 22 cal-

ibre rifle. This will be followed
by actual firing of the rifle at
the Lower Merion Police Range.

Orientation lectures are being
planned to be given by senior
PLC's to underclassmen who
have not yet received training
at Quantico.

Psychology Club
Elects Driscoll
James M. Driscoll was elected

president of the newly formed
Psychology Society at its first

organizational meeting.
Joseph Abruzese was voted

vice-president while John Con-
nelly and Charles Kimnack were
designated secretary and trea-

surer, respectively.

Also at this meeting, an
honorary senior advisory board
was appointed to sit with the
elected officers as an executive
committee. Named to the com-
mittee were Donald Anderson,
William Walsh, Bernard Ave-
lino, and Edward Hennessy.
The society, which is divided

into three groups dealing with
experimental, motivational, and
Industrial psychology, will hold
its next meeting tomorrow.

Unlimited Cuts Privileges

Now Before Administration
The Student Congress last

Wednesday voted to approach
the administration to recom-
mend that the privilege of un-

limited class cuts be given to a

restricted group.

The privilege, as explained by
the bill's originator, Jim Corey,

. would allow students with a 3.00

average to elect whether to take

the attendance course or to have
the freedom to cut classes while

they maintained their honor
status.

•'There is virtually no recog-

nition of any kind for honor
students," said Corey, "except

the publication of names in the

Villanovan and a small recogni-

tion in senior year." The prac-

tice he recommends is a policy

in several schools today.

According to Fred Wiele's

amendment, a student could only

quality with at least a 3.00

cumulative average and a 3.00

in the previous semester. An
amendment to extend the privi-

lege to sophomores was defeat-

ed.

To Large Scale

Senior Don Kempf opposed
the bill on the ground that it

will affect too large of group.
"We should open on a small

limited scale," he said, "if we

Night School

Names Five

To Society
The Evening Division's Mu

Chapter of the Alpha Sigma
Lambda Fraternity, currently in

its second year on campus has
announced the nomination of

five students for membership.

Alpha Sigma Lambda is a
national honor fraternity, mem-
bership in which is based upon
high scholastic achievement.

The five are John E. Wolfert,

Electrical Engineering; Robert
B. Carlson, Accounting; William
J. Craig, Business Administra-

tion ; John D. Keohane, Business
Administration; Wilham J. Huf-
nell. Business Administration.

John D. Faulds, current presi-

dent of the local chapter, re-

cently sent letters to the nomi-

nees, inviting them to the formal
initiation to be held at the Lamp
Post Inn on Saturday.

The initiation will be conduct-

ed in conjunction with a dinner.

Dean Powers, Dean of the Even-
ing Division, will speak.

The requirements for nomi-

ation are based upon a percentile

of student grades, figured after

at least four semesters of work.

The five students this year all

have quality-point averages of

3.2 or above.

The charter members of the

Mu Chapter, that is, those who
were selected last year are Presi-

dent John D. Faulds, Vice-Pres-

ident Laurence J. Welding, Sec-

retary-Treasurer Mrs. Anna M.
Flynn, William F. Ball, Jr. Rod-
ney Broadbelt, Elizabeth Cloud,

Joanne Crouse, John P. Eliff,

Mrs. Marie Gallagher, Margaret
T. Giordano, Matthew Lacko,
Salvatore Lubrano, Sister M.
Monica Mikutel, Robert Samson,
and Mildred Wesolowski.
Dean Powers functions as the

chapter's National Councillor

and serves as its representative

at the national conventions.

Joseph Greyson serves as the
chapter's moderator.

hope to have the administration

consider it."

There was widespread feeling

in the corridors afterwards that

the administration would un-
doubtedly reject the proposal.

Secretary Bob Wagner, a 3.75

Electrical Engineer, voiced the

strongest objections to the bill,

particularly because he believed

it would lower the academic
standard of the school. He ap-

peared to agree with the admin-
istration that the present at-

tendance program has directly

corelation with the recent rise

in marks.

Corey insisted that the intel-

ligent students would come to

class anyway, even with such a
privilege.

Why Change Then?
Belle Aire editor Bob Pinto

then inquired, "If they came
anyway, what's the sense of put-

ting the motion through?" He
considered the present system
liberal enough.

Tom Hoffman argued that,

v»'ith such a privilege, the stu-

dent will tend to be satisfied

with a 3.00 and no more. "It

breeds laziness," he said.

In favor of the motion, Oz
Scogna commented: "On some
days I might benefit more from
a day in the library than in a

certain class. As an educator
once said. The idea of a college

is to create, not to drill.'

"

Wagner countered, "If you
want a do-it-yourself education,
why even come to a college ?"

Library Gets Donation

The library has recently been
the recipient of a large donation

of books, according to the Rev.

Daniel Falvey, O.S.A., librarian.

The donation was made by
Msgr. John J. McKenna, pastor

of St. John the Baptist Church,

Manayunk.

Buford Talks
At Literary

Club Today
Dr. Albert Buford, associate

professor in the English Depart-
ment will be a guest speaker at
a meeting of the Literary Club
today at 3.30 in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Buford, who formerly taught
at Fordham University, is recog-
nized as one of the foremost ex-

perts in the field of English
Renaissance literature.

Jack Curtin, president of the
club, said yesterday that he
plans to schedule events as often
as possible during the remaind-
er of the semester.

He pointed out that the re-

cent showing of "Julius Caesar"
drew more than 200 persons.
"That was certainly gratifying,"

Curtin said. "We plan to slate

another film immediately after
the Easter vacation. If possible,

well hold it in Vasey Hall audi-

torium instead of Dougherty
Hall, so that everyone can be
seated comfortably."

Curtin expressed disappoint-

ment, however, that the junior
class has not shown any interest

in the Literary Club. "The Eng-
lish majors, especially, should
be attending our meetings," said
Curtin.

Choral Fate
(Continued from Page 1)

ticipating clubs ,under the direc-

tion of Herbert Fiss.

Fiss will direct the Rosemont
and St. Joseph's glee clubs and
the Villanova Singers.

Tickets for the affair can be
purchased for $1 from any men^
her of the Villanova Singers.
There will be a social and danc*
ing at the conclusion of the
concert.

ICIubHeldfBrccikfaft

Villanova University Club of

Philadelphia held its annual

Communion Breakfast last Sun-

day.
Mass was celebrated for the

150 attending members in St.

Mary's Hall, and breakfast was
served in Dougherty Hall. Rev.

James M. Hurley, O.S.A., was
the main speaker.

^1

Jamal A. Sa'd (left), acting Director of the Arab Information
Institute in Wat^liington, and i^alilcov Morris, a member of the
Israeli Consulate In New York, are shown addressing the I.R.S.
convention.

M
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Abracadabra
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Foolish boy—the best way to make a bottle

of Coke disappear is to drink it! Yes,
swallow after swallow, that cold crisp taste is

so deeply satisfying . . . and the lively lift

is so bright and cheerful the whole day
seems happier, just like magic. So open
sesame! Just uncap the bottle and get

ready for The Pause That Refreshes!

3E REALLY REFRESHED ...HAVE A COKBI

Bottled under authority of Tho Coca'Colo Compony by

PHILADELPHIA COCAXOLA BOTTLING CO.
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Brick- Bat Exchange
Those people who favor universities over col-

leges often point to the mutual exchange of differ-

ent disciplines as one of the advantages of the

former. Cardinal Newman said that students in one

field profit from discussion with students in other

fields. The result is a "liberal education."

But Villanova is presently going through a

stage in which there is no mutual exchange of ideas

between students of the Commerce and Finance

School and the other students in the university. In-

stead of the spirited, but friendly, discusion, which

one would expect, there is only a growing spirit of

independence and even contempt. '*':;'

The Commerce and Finance School is the larg-

est: in the university. A large portion of its enroll-

ment is composed of day-hop students. Although

generalizations are never completely true, it is often

said that this group is homogeneous in many re-

spects. It participates in extra-curricular activities

less than any other group in the university, for ex-

ample. The primary reason for this is that most C
and F day-hops hold part time jobs to pay their

way through school. In many cases, then, the C and

Fer is an "eight-thirty to twelve-thirty" college stu-

dent.

In elections, this group usually votes as a unit.

Because of its size, it would control most of the ma-
jor university student ofices if every member voted.

Most of the time, however, only 50 percent of the C
and F day-hops turn out at the polls.

. , .Some people in the other schools of the univer-

sity think that situation is just fine. They admittedly

do not want the Commerce and Finance School —
and especially its day-hop students—to control such

organizations as the Student Council.

, ; There was a major conflict on the issue at

last week's Congress meeting. Junior class president

Sheldon Pollock, a C and F man, proposed that a

new polling place be established to supplement the

present one in Alumni Hall. He suggested a site in

or near the new Commerce and Finance Building

citing weather, distance from the polling place and
cafeteria in the new building's basement as reasons

why more C and F students do not vote in class and

Council elections.
'

Pollock's proposal was rejected. Opponents
made many objections in the debate. Even though
it was not said m so many words, the real reason for

the negative vote was the fear on the part of many
Congress representatives that the proposal would
mean C and F domination of the university. The
general feeling was that the C and Fers not only do
not walk the 150 yards to Alumni Hall, but they
don't even walk 100 yards to Dougherty Hall, the
student union building, to learn through the bulletin

boards and newspaper just what is happening with-
in the university.

The conflict is quite sharp. The C and F stu-

dents regard the other schools, particularly the
Arts and Sciences Schools, as "snobbish," "pseudo-
intellectual" and "domineering". In return, the
others—again with the Arts and Sciences School
leading the way—use such terms as "factory" and
"high school" when referring to the C and F School.

We are in no position to determine what has

caused the animosity. Perhaps the aims of the C
and F School are much different from those of the

rest of Villanova. Perhaps the high proportion of

day-hops and part-time job holders is to blame.

Perhaps, too, the self-sufficient facilities in the new
C. and F. Building have intensified minor differ-

ences and disagreements. No one really knows.

The VILLANOVAN, as the newspaper of the

entire university, is concerned, however, by the ever-

worsening rift. We like Cardinal Newman's idea

about mutual exchange of ideas. Right now, though,

the only thing which C. and F. students and other

students of this university are exchanging are

hrick-bats.

Letters to the Editor

Sheldon Pollock Attacked

For Airing Personal Affairs
To the Editor:

At the present time, there

are two very interesting and
controversial letters appear-

ing on the Junior class bul-

letin board. They are in

regards to our class rings

and some of the feelings

President Sheldon Pollock,

holds towards Dieges and
Clust and Mr. George Packer
in particular.

First of all, I would like to

say that I believe the matter
regarding Pollock and George
Packer should not have been

made public. The matter, as

far as I know it, seems to be

one of a very personal nature,

and should be kept that way.

As far as I can see, the

complaints regarding our
rings are few and far between

and did not necessitate the

attention the president gave
them. According to Pollock's

statements, his ring commit-
tee appears to have done a
poor job. I cannot agree to

this. In my opinion, all the

members of the committee
did a very fine and commend-
able job. This was done in

the face of many obstacles

that need not be mentioned.

Why the President singled

himself out as an example of

"bad service" I do not know.
I am sure that Mr. Richard
Packer, not Robert, would
have paid just as much at-

tention to "Joe Jones'" com-
plaints as well as to Mr. Pol-

lock's.

Some of the other com-
plaints he cites easily have
been the faults of the stu-
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dents. This fact was brought
out in the letter he received

from the company vice-presi-

dent, which is on the class

bulletin board. Many stu-

dents who did not receive

their rings on time did not

send their deposits in on
time, or did not fully ex-

plain their order to the com-
pany representive. Nobody is

expected to read another's

mind.

In conclusion, may I say
that I feel the President's

views are too individualistic

and do not express the class

opinion. Therefore, I feel the

acton he took was uncalled

for and unfair and intended
not for corrective purposes,

but as a means for formal
sarcasm to the Dieges and
Clust Co.

John D. Wliliajns, Jr.f f

;

Jr. Education Major :'
:

Dougherty Holl

To the Editor:

I am writing to your news-

paper to ask you to lend your

support to a movement to

improve the conditions in

Dougherty HaJl.

First of all, the partition

should be opened during the

activities period on Thursday,

so that students and faculty

alike can find tables and
chairs to use for that "second

cup of coffee."

Secondly, either a strict

rule should be put into effect

to force students to clean off

their waste material, or effi-

cient help should be hired to

do it for them continually

throughout the day.

John Holmes
Sophomore Arts

Murch 18, 1959

The Podded Cell:

The Birth Of A University
Ry OWEN KLEIN

Fifty thousand years ago, in a cave, dimiy lit by burn-

ing bones (it was a bad year for wood; not so hot for weaker
neighbors and relatives, either), Ug Mug and wife. Uglier

Mug, were sitting on their contour rocks discussing the future

of their young son. Who.
Who, incidently, played second base for the local little

league team and furnished a plethora of material for later

comedians. He was only batting .195 at the time and his

parents had decided that their 98-pound weakling had better

become a scholar, which was an amazing decision to come

to in those days, because Aristotle hadn't gotten published

yet, and after all, if one is going to become a scholar . . .

But, on with the story as I found it carved on a recent piece

of what was passing for french toast.

My Kingdom for A Wheel

It seems that in the neighboring cave there was another

.195 hitter whose parents had become so upset that they had

stopped going to the games. He—Too (for that was his name)

was destined to become a scholar. With this obvious stigma

upon them, the two families sent their sons to see Me, an

obvious scholar, because he had just invented the axle and

was for the moment waiting for another obvious scholar to

invent the wheel.

In this momentarily useless state, he was trying to

make ends meet by teaching local .195 hitters how he was
able to arrive at the momentarily useless invention. So Who
and his buddy. Too, picked up their brown bags and went to

see Me. In a week they no longer talked to their ignorant

parents; in two weeks Who discovered that an object would
curve if thrown with the right spin, went back to the little

league and soon two-thirds of ^he kids in the league were
batting .195 and began to go and see Me. Not until the Black

,Sox «i:incJal was such a low blow dealt to organized ball.

But, on with the story—Me's wish came true. One day,

that other obvious scholar walked into his cave with two
wheels and said, "Can I borrow that long stick you've got in

the coiner? We may have something here."

What Is A College Girl?

With this obvious addition to the faculty, a fellow by
the name of And, there was soon estabUshed Me And U. Me
And U. became co-ed shortly after this when the girls in the
area became aware of the fact that the boys would only

take out the college girls.

But, because of the invention of the wheel and what fol-

lowed, and the boys all owning the invention that followed,

the boys began to take out the girls and after what followed
they could no longer afford to go to Me And U. so all we
have today of Me And U. is what was written on my french
toast.

There was a post-script that mentioned the collaboration

of these two obvious scholars on something called a bow and
arrow, but everyone knows that was invented by Robin Hood
or William Tell or some latter-day obvious scholar.
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Why I Am
Frustrated
By BOB PINTO

No honest man ever has a solid

sense of completion. There are

always the little deep-down
dreams that were never real-

ized.

Like this Valentine poem I

wrote once ; it started

:

Won't you beer my Ballen-

tine

I'll Schlitz my throat if

you're not niine

I guess I'd Budweiser to

play the field, etc.

and then I slammed it closed

with the final refrain:

So love me Ortlieb me.
Yours for $5

I have submitted the entire

28-line, two-part sonnet to the

VILLANOVAN every Valen-

tine's day for the last four years

but it never quite rated. (Com-
plete copies can be had by writ-

ing your name and address and
a five dollar bill and dropping it

in the VILLANOVAN office.)

Other frustrating incidents

for which the reader will easily

find personal corollaries. I al-

ways wanted to walk through
the hedge running along Lan-
caster Pike, but Father Donnel-
lon's words are still ringing in

my soul "use the footpaths."

Canine Personality

And of course, what red-

blooded Villanovan hasn't al-

ways wanted to be the man in

the Wildcat suit? After a bar-

rage of Spirit Committee inter-

views and tests, they told me
I had a basically canine rather

than feline personality and also

had a deep seated fear of Hawks
and basketballs and would
never do.

So many more things I always
wanted but could never have:

a seat on the intramural coun-
cil, a tan raincoat, an education
course, a seat in the stacks, and
what is most important of all,

a (fill in own most deep seated
frustration).
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Mein Kempf:

Remembrance of Days Past— By DON KEMPF

I liked grade school, really liked it a lot. I mean it was

tough going and all—especially when we hit long division

—

but there was so much to learn and so much to do. And you

could have such a good time doing it. Everybody had fun

and was happy.
When 1 was in second grade I went swimming one day

in the old quarry. I remember I had to stay after school the

next night— 'jug" I think it was called—but everyone laughed

and said we were cute and "what kid wouldn't play hookey

on a spring afternoon."

Do you think they'd say that to me now if I went swim-

ming some spring afternoon ? You bet your "A" in attend-

ance they wouldn't! They'd say "he's cutting class." And if

I did it a couple of afternoons I'd flunk attendance and my
parents would receive a letter saying I was evil and I'd better

watch my step.

BlankH, Anyone?
We used to play with cards a lot back then. We'd pitch

them and trade them and all. I remember if you had "blanks"

(cards without numbers on the back), they were worth four

spades, six hearts, eleven diamonds and fifteen clubs respec-

tively. When some commercial card company fiooded the

market with packages of ten trading cards each—all "blanks"

—my collection collapsed in value. I was heartbroken.

I was saved by the bubble gum people, however. Some-
how I had four Phil Caveratta cards in a neighborhood where
Phil Cavaratta's were hard to come by. One day a kid offered

me fourty-seven Bob Feller's for one Phil Caveratta. (Every-

one had about ten Bob Feller's). I laughed in his face until

he offered to throw in four Tommy Holmes's and a couple

of Johnny Pesky's. And when he threw in a Mort Cooper,
the deal was closed.

'Tough Donnle' Rides Again
We used to write a lot of notes to each other in grade

school. Stuff like:

"Big Tommie,
Let's meet in back of the big billboard, the

one with the Chevrolet ad on it, after school
tonight. We can jump out and beat up Jimmy
Collins when he passes on his way home and
take his books and push him in the mud. That'll

teach him not to tattle on us every time we
steal his bat and ball.

Signed,

Tough Donnie
We did a lot of other things too; build scooters, deliver

newspapers, throw snowballs, and talk about the old man
with the beard who lived in the shack in the railroad yard.
He had a million dollars—at least that's what they said.

Strictly Opinion:

Poiitallcs I

Clothes Make The Man

U.S. Must Be Firm In Berlin
Berlin, former capital of a

united Germany now has be-

come a focal point of world

attention. That former great

city, considered by many Ger-

mans to be Germany, is now
on the lips of all peoples. Why?
One sujiposes tliat the ob-

vious reason is refated to the

recent statements of Nikita

Krushchev, namely, that on

May 27, the Soviet Union will

withdraw from the German
Peoples Republic, which will,

in effect, give control of the

lanes of transportation to this

isolated bastion of freedom

deep in the heart of Commun-
ist East Germany to the East

Germans.
The Soviet position on this

problem is not static; it has

been altered to meet the in-

creasing concern of the entire

world. First, the Soviet govern-

ment, speaking throught the

mouths of its East German
parrots, clarified the issue:

"We are not going to halt the

flow of civilian supplies, mere-

ly military supplies."

An Ultimatum?
In other words, "Allies,

withdraw your troops from

Berlin." Again, just recently,

the Soviet Premier, speaking

at Leipzig, said that the date

—^May 27 1959—could be ex-

tended to June or even July

27.

These secondary points could

be multiplied two or three

times, but what are the real

iy JIM COREY
issues, that is. Why? First, we
may note that the Soviet gov-
ernment is not really interest-

ed in giving any political
autonomy to the East Ger-

mans, since in reality it is just

transferring power and author-

ity from its right hand to its

left. The real issue and desire

is to in some way being Berlin

under the control of East
Germany. Why?
The free city of Berlin, i. e.,

the western sector, is a thorn

in the side, a black sheep alien

to the ways of Communism.
Whereas, in the drab section

of East Berlin, in spite of

Soviet efforts to improve this

section, one sees the result of

Communist domination. Com-
pared to this is the bright and
gay section of West Berlin, the

result of freedom.
Startling ComparNlon

The comparison is starting,

even to the most convinced

Communist. The free sector of

Berlin is the gate of the mass
exodus for the citizens of the

People's Republic. Not only is

this embarrising, but many
refugees are highly skilled and
direly needed in East Germany.
The government of Eastern

Germany is not recognized by
the Western Governments.

What better way to at least

force a de facto recognition,

than to require Western Gov-
ernments to bargin with the

Blast German regime for trans-

portation privileges.

It's clearly apparant, even
to the most casual observer,

that the Soviet government has
everything to gain and nothing
to lose in its position on Ger-
many. Unfortunately the same
cannot be said for the West.
The loss of Berlin would be

an extremely serious blow to

the prestiege and influence of

the West. Yet the results of a

determined West to hold Ber-
lin may be even more serious.

Consider first the loss of Ber-
lin.

Konrad Adenauer, Chancel-

lor of West Germany, has
staked his reputation on a

united Germany, on a free

Berlin. The loss of Adenauer's
leadership in West Germany
would be a serious blow to the

West. France has allied her-

self with Western Germany on
this issue, a defeat would be

a loss of force for Premier
Charles DeGalle, who is now
trying to remake France.

Can U. S. Back Down?
What about the United Stat-

es? Trying to convince the

people of the world that she

is the champion of freedom,

trying to convince the German
people that only the American
position will lead to a United
Germany, could the United

States give up her rights to

Berlin, an established in the

Potsdam agreement, without

seriously harming its position

in world affairs?

. . . Let's see, where were we?
Oh yes, the Ivy League mania

which is overrunning the East-
ern seaboard.

Pity the poor slob who enters

one of our glorious halls of

learning today without a three

buttoned, narrow lapelled, tap-,

pered slack-ed, olive drab suit

with a paisley lining.

A friend of mine is a social

outcast at one of our major Ivy
League schools because it was
discovered that, on the day of

registration, he didn't have a
belt on the back of his pants.

Shucks, Man, how could he be

expected to integrate into such

a social sect ?

And Pegs Too?
Let us not forget the set pat-

tern of conversation of this ex-

clusive set. If one more person

asks me how my summer was,

I think I'll buy a pair of snap-

jacks and join the enemy. And
how about when you go home
for Thanksgiving vacation and
attend one of those "just too-

too" parties. Here's a typical

scene

:

Enter unsuspecting guest
(you). Immediately a can of

warm beer is placed in your
hands. You drink it. You can't

stand it, but you drink it. That's

the sociable thing to do.

Enter character number two
— your former buddy. He's

wearing a standard (standard
— stripes one-quarter inch

apart) striped oxford shirt, kha-

kis, sweat socks, saddle shoes

and a gray crew-neck off the

shoulder with the sleeves wrap-

By BOB DE USA
ped around his neck. (Now
there's a definite purpose in

wearing the sweater in this man-
ner—it's "tweedy." Besides,
everyone's doing it.

Ain't Love Grand?
Anyway, said friend waddles

up to you with large white teeth

flashing beneath orange giuns
and immediately gives you a
friendly punch right between
the shoulder blades. Your first

reaction is to return his friendly

gesture—right in the mouth

—

but you don't. You can't—you'll

be ostracized.

You listen: "How's school

—

do you love it there?" (You
can't like it, you have to love it.)

Actually, no one cares how you
like school or anything at all

about you for that matter, it's

just that it's a general theme,

a pattern.

Ah, but enough of this. If

you'll excuse me, I'll take my
leave for now. I simply must
spit-shine my shell cordovans. I

don't want to look out of it you
know

—

Would You
Believe It?

It seems like St. Joseph's

College had a dire warning
about their upcoming failure

in the NCAA tournament in

Charlotte, N. C.

A litUe bird told them.
The Hawk, taking to the air

for the first time on the plane
trip down, got airsick.

4
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Police Dept. Please Note:

O-C Spreads Culture
Library Honors Connolly

By FRANK DYNAN
If Captain Rizzo wants to a musical picture of something.

while music in its other forms
presents the possibilities and

take a long ride some Thurs-

day night, he can drive out

to the campus and raid the

East lounge of Dougherty
Hall. On a good night he may
manage to nab forty students

relationshps of sound. He adds

that the latter s a sufficient

reason for being.

The society was begun in

and charge them with listening 1954 by Anthony Angeline, a
to classical music.

In fact if he times it right,

he might catch someone drink-

ing coffee and maybe even rat-

tling his cup and saucer. The
coffee won't be espresso, but
Rizzo doesn't seem the type

to look a gift horse in the

mouth;. ''.^^^V-^>^,:
;.••:•''';: •v^'^

'

It isn't that the East Lounge
has been converted into a cof-

fee house, it's just that Opera-
Classica uses it as its strong-

hold of culture on Thursday
nights. '.

Opera-Classica is a campus
organization best described as

music appreciation society. Its

members, some 40 students

who arc not ashamed to admit
that they are sensitive souls,

believe that music enlightens

life, or as their Latin motto
puts it, "Ars musica vita illus-

tra".

By music the society means
music, not noise, so anyone
who wants to hear an electric

guitar solo in the key of B
flat better get change for a
dollar and head for the near-

est luncheonette.

Actually Opera-Classica isn't

anti-rock and roll, at least not
its moderator, Dr. Robert
O'Shea of the philosophy de-

partment. He claims that good
rock and roll, as a genuine
folk art, is the real expression
of human personality, the
spontaneous musical expres-
sion of the inner self.

He hastens to add however
that most of the rock and roll

heard today is part of astrict-

ly commercial venture which
appeals to the teenager's craze
for fads.

Adopting the philosopher's
ambiguous simplicity, O'Shea
explained that Opera-Classica
is predisposed to classical mu-
sic "because it is there." Op-
era Classica President Chuck
Fritz was more explicit when
he stated that classical mu-
.sic has proven that it is good
music because it has stood the
test of time.

O'Shea's love of music goes
beyond the classical, however.
He is interested in music for

its own sake and enjoys mu-
sic in all its forms including

jazz.

He catagorizes music into

two general types: Program
music, like a portrait, presents

•i

LUCRBTIA Borgia, hostess, says:
"Wildroot •rally does something for a

man's poisonalicy!"

ju»tsMtmiHt
of Wildroot

and...WO>V/

former instructor in the C and
F school, using his hi-fi sys-

tem and collection of records.

Today, through the interest

of O'Shea, the Administration

and a small group of students,

the society has its own stereo-

phonic sound system, including

a Bell tape deck and a modest
library of records and tapes.

This year's officer's besides

president Fritz, are Bill Ben-

nett, vice-president, Clem No-

The Villanova Library is

currently conducting an ex-

hibition on the times and writ-

ings of James Brendan Con-
nolly. Who is Connolly? What
is it that warrants this com-^

paratively unknown writer a
place of honor in our library?

We visited the Rev. Daniel

P. Falvey, O.S.A. Librarian

head, in his office last week
and put these question to him.

"Connolly's writing style has
been compared to Neumann's
and he has been noted by Jo-

seph Conrad as A/n erica's
greatest writer of sea stories,"

Father Falvey immediately re-

marked.

"But Connolly was more
than an excellent writer,"

Father Falvey continued, "he
was an exceptional athlete, a

vitsky, secretory; and Andy bona fide seaman and a gallant
Sheehy, treasurer. They share

with O'Shea a desire to see the

society someday blossom into

fulltime music departmenta
within the University.

Oi^era-Classica demands
'*>

of

soldier who served along with
Theodore Roosevelt's Rough
Riders."

Connelly's writings consist

mostly of short stories which
deal mainly with life on the

its members only that they be high seas. They vividly portray

lovers of immortal music. the men whose lives are regul-

By IILL SPEERS

ated by the roll of the sea. His
books such as "Out of Glou-

cester", "The Deep Sea's Toll",

and "The Crested Seas" con-

toie numerous sea toles; some
of which were written while

aboard ship.

Olympic Winners
"It's a shame", said Father

Falvey, "that Connolly is not
widely read today. His are the

type of stories that never lose

their initial drama or appeal.

His books contain a literary

style that is unmatched by any
of our modern writers.

As an athlete Connolly was
one of the first winners in the

mod^ern Olympics. He was the

only American entry in the
1896 games, when he won the

two hops and a jump event by
six feet. He literally astounded
the Greeks, who hosted the

games that year.

Father Falvey showed us a
letter that had been given to
him by Captain John W. Hig-
gins, Commanding Officer of
Villanova's N.R.O.T.C. unit,

who in turn had received it

from Professor Ellery H.
Clark Jr., of the United States

Naval Academy, who knew
Connolly personally.

In the letter Clark told of

an incident that occured while

his father and Connolly were
classmates at Harvard. As the

Olympic Games date was ap-

proaching Connolly requested

a leave of absence, to compete
in the games as an independ-

ent. He was told that if he left

Harvard, he would be required

to reapply for addmission.

Quits Harvard
Connolly chose to withdraw

from the university and he
never did return. But the irony

of the situation is that Clark's

father was given a leave of ab-

sence to the Olymics as an ob-

server. Harvard did break

down though and gave Connol-

ly a much belated letter for

varsity track many years later.

In the role of a sailor, Con-
nolly with a band of New
England fishermen sailed the

seven seas. He sailed to the

North and Baltic Seas and with
vrContinued on Pa^^e 6)'

They said it couldit^

They said nobody

could, do it..'

but-

^ ^J$^ .-
^

Umit sett^ for one wlliDOtit Urn Oftliarf

>C 19!>9 Liggelt A Myci". Tobarco Company

'^I/AC Is kindest to your taste because dm combines the two
essentials of modem smoking," says TV's Jack Lescoulie.

LOW TAR: DM's patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers electro-

statically, crosswise to the stream of smoke . . . makes DM truly low in tar.

MORE TASTE: DM's rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more
exciting taste than any other cigarette.

IivE Modern... CHANGE TO modern I'M

Queen Entries for April 10 Senior Prom

JOAN BATTAGLIA, brown
eyed, black haired dote of History
major Joe Conaway, is "from Wil-
mington, Del. Miss Battaglia is 5
feet V4 inch tall.

JOANNE GRIMM, 20, a junior

at Chestnut Hill, is 5 feet six inches
tall, has light brown hair and blue-
green eyes. Miss Grimm lives in

Washington, D.C. She is the date
of lA major Larry Seaver.

*/*'-fs'^/^''i .> • > • ^^-*

"'J
<

MARIE GUENESS, date of History

major Jack Fields, has brown hair

end eyes, is 5 feet 1 inch tall, is

secretary from Camden, ,N.J.

KATHLEEN HANNAN, 17, c
senior a Hollahan Girls' High in

Philadelphia, is the date of history

major Joe Monahon. Miss Hannan
is 5 feet five inches toll and has
blonde hair and blue eyes.

MURIEL KINDERGAN, 20. from
Rcrgcnfield, N.J., is 5 feet 5 inches

tall, hus brown hair, blue eyes, is the

&jie of Paul Cassidy, Pre-Law.

MARIE LARUNZO dote of Mar-
keting major Andy Chodwick, is a
sophomore at Temple University.

Miss Larunzo is 19, has brown hair,

blue eyes,, is 5 feet 3 inches tall.

KATHERINE GALLAGHER, a stu-

dent at Chestnut Hill College, has
brown hair and eyes, is 5 feet 5
inches toll, the dote of I.A. major
Dick Eberle.

u

BETTY HIGGINS, a student nurse

at St. Joseph's Hosp., Lancaster, Pa.

is the dote of Arts major Donald
Bagin. Miss Higgins has green eyes,

brunette hair.

•v.'.;.;.

'^M:

ii-'"'

The VILU^NOVAN this

week publishes the second
of a series of picture pages
of dotes for Senior Week-
end.
John D. Kelly, senior his-

tory major, is choirmon of

the contest for Senior

Queen.
The VILLANOVAN re-

quires that oil pictures sub-

mitted for publication must
be at least 3x5 inches, and
should contain this Informa-
tion:

Student's name, his mojor,
name of date, her school
or occupation, her honrw-
town, her height, color of
hair and eyes, and her age.

Kelly will submit the sen-
ior pictures to television

personality Jock Paar for

judgina. Prom Chairman
Greg Dean, senior History
mojor, has set March 21 as
the fir>al date for Queen
Contest entries.

ffm

;•:•:•;>
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Queen Entries for April 10 Senior Prom
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PATRICIA McENTEE, 21 Js 5 feet

5 inches tall, has brown hair and
blue eyes. An Immaculota senior,

Miss McEntee Is the date of I. A.

major William Gordon.

JOAN McGinn, 19, a Philadel-

phia Secretary, is 5 feet 4 inches
tall, has blonde hair and hazel eyes.

Miss McGinn will be the date of E.E.

John Pilcicki.

;•! •
-.,

ii'/-?''-\'-^, ,ii"

f"", ':

- ^ k
BARBARA PURNHAGEN, a

blon.de, blue-eyed secretary from
RichrYiond, N.Y., will be escorted by

Nicholas Gerbosi. Miss Purnhogen
is 20, 5 feet 2 inches tall.

MARY LOUISE REILLY, a senior

ot Immaculota, Is 5 feet five Inches

tall and has blonde hair and blue

eyes. Miss Reilly, who is 21 ond
comes from Fall River, Mass., is the

date of Al Lepore, pre-law major.

>\'> o'*'^-* ^^

PEGGY STROGEN, 22, is from
Philodelphlo, has auburn hair and
brown eyes. The dote of E.E. Jim
Borbero, Miss Strogen is on account-
ing clerk fronr> Philadelphia.

ROBIN WEED, a Rosemont fresh-

man, is 5 feet 5 Inches tall, has
brown hair and blue eyes. Date of

I.A. major Ed Rofi, Miss Weed Is

from Spottswood, N.J..

TONI OCHELTREE, dote of M.E.
Bruce Irving, is from Pottstown, Pa.,

19 years old, has brown hair and
eyes. Miss Ocheltree, 5 feet 6 Inches

tall, is a secretary.

BETTY SHANLEY, a teacher at

Scared Heart Academy, Overbrook,
Is the dote of Joe Driscoll, M.E. Miss
Shanley Is 5 feet 7 inches toll, has
brown hair and eyes.

>
»

DIANE ZILLIGEN, 20, a secretary

from Philadelphia, Is 5 feet 5 Inches

tall, brown haired, blue eyed. Miss

Zllligen is the dote of Marketing
major Frank McGoldrick.

IRS CONVENTION AT VILLANOVA
(Continued from Page 1)

Pollock Bill Defeated
veyed the Arab position.

"We sympathize with the Nazi
persecution of the Jews," he
added. "But why should we, an
innocent party, be forced to do

penance for another's crime. It's

against all rules of reason. Why
not establish a Jewish state in

the middle of America?"
Each reference to Zionism by

Sa'd was dripping with con-

tempt. "Israel's only neutral

border," he stated, "is the Medi-

terranean."

"When Zionists established a

land fpr the Jewish people, it

gave rights to the Jews, but

withheld them from the Arabs,

even though the Arabs were in

a majority of 400,000 to 500,-

000," he complained.

Group Discussions

Highlighting the convention

was the group discussion period

which followed. Persistent ne-

gotiations by discussion chair-

man John Castano had secured

five library seminar rooms for

the talks.

Under moderators Herb Let-

tau, Bruce Sturm, Frank Bren-

nan, Joe DiRocco, and Tom Wolf,

each panel independently con-

cluded that there was no obvious

solution at the present time for

the Middle East muddle.
Villanova delegates had en-

tered the panels somewhat dis-

posed towards the Arab view-

point, because of the influence

of Dr. Fred Khouri, of the Vil-

lanova faculty, a public Arab
partisan.

Consequently, Villanovans on
the panels often encountered

overwhelming opposition from
pro-Israel elements, especially

from a large number of Jewish

students. Moderators, who agre-

ed that Wheelock's pro-Israel

talk had influenced most dele-

gates, strained to remain
neutral, often unsucessfully.

The 45 minutes allotted for

discussions was generally felt to

be inadequate. "Just as our dis-

cussions had reached a cres-

cendo," complained Terry Gar-
gano, a Seton Hill College
freshman, "we were told to ad-
journ."

Khouri Speaks
Dr. Khouri concluded the con-

vention by stating, in a banquet
speech at the motel, that "Rus-
sia has gained more in the
Middle East by U. S. mistakes
than by her ostm deliberate

action. We pushed them in."

lie defended Arab nationalism
by comparing it to 1776 Amer-
ica. "Like the Arabs today, we
were anti-British, nationalistic

emotional, and isolationist.

Wisely, the U. S. policy is be-

coming more friendly towards
Nasser."
Khouri had to contend with

formidable distractions: a noisy
blower, and the clamor from an
adjacent banquet room which
sounded like "an Arab revolt,"

as J. P. Kelley noted.

The night before, Wheelock's
voice was pushed to its highest
range while competing with a
downstairs group singing "I've

been Working on the Railroad,"

with considerable barroom bra-

vura.

Castano Elected
John Castano was elected

1959-60 treasurer of the

P.A.I.R.C. Bob Milkman of Penn
succeeds Clinton Chin as presi-

dent. Bob Rafano and John
Kelley were co-chairmen of the

event. They paid tribute to lib-

rary secretary. Peg Hunsicker,

who prepared stencils for the

enormous amount of paper dis-

seminated to the delegates.

Then there's the story of the
two pessimists who met at a party
and shook heads . . .

student's schedule is packed,"
Pollock said. "I can cite my own
for an example. But most im-

portant, most of them work
thirty or forty hours a week.
How can they spare fifteen min-
utes to walk all the way up to

Alumni Gym to vote?"
Murphy again asked that the

members "stop snickering."

Pollock proceeded to point out
that the voting is held at Alum-
ni Gym since that is considered
the geographic center of the

campus. The population center,

however, is the C and F building,

he added.

Fred Wiele here voiced "con-

fusion on certain points." He
demanded that Pollock produce
facts to sustain his assertions

that: (1) Many people in Sulli-

van and Sheehan Halls do not
vote in inclement weather; (2)
Statistics show that only 50
percent of the C and F students
vote because of the long walk.

Just the Facts
Wiele asked for "facts, facts."

"You may be fortunate
enough to have engineers as
friends," blasted Pollock at
Wiele, "but I personally know
arts, C and F, and engineering

students who will back me up!"
Leafing through his notes

hurriedly he uttered the state-

ment: "I'm lost." Spams of

laughter responded.

Murphy here thought it ap-

propriate to make a clarification.

"We should refrain from the

line of reasoning that the C and
F school is a collection 'of high
school kids. Many of us are

sarcastically asking ourselves,

why can't these guys spare ten

minutes to vote."

Pollock's next maneuver was
to demonstrate the zeal of the

C and F school. He produced a
petition filled with signatures of

interested students, "taken in

the mere space of ten minutes."

The petition was circulated for

inspection, and when it reached
Don Kempf , he arose and stated

with parliamentary eloquence

:

"I am gratified to see that Roy
Rogers, Dan Kelley, Abe Lin-

coln, and Sabastian Bach are

(Continued from Pa«re 1)

in favor of Mr. Pollock's motion.

Uproarious laughter followed

which even Murphy's gavel

couldn't stop.

"But Dan Kelley is a sopho-

more," interrupted Pollock. "I

can bring him up here."

Compromise Suggested
Representative John P. Kelley

rose to oppose Pollock. He sug-

gested a compromise by Which
a new place would be selected,

a single, centrally located polling

place. He emphasized the dan-

ger of fraudulent elections under
Pollock's proposal.

Meanwhile,^ Pollock was writ-

ing furiously* on his note pad.

Kelley added that there was
also a danger of too much con-

fusion. "Imagine people standing

in line waiting to get their

hands stamped like they were
going to a dance.

Kelley classified the proposals

as "ridiculous." As for the in-

clement weather of Pollock, he
said that "by Mr. Pollock's own
admission, the C and Fers must
be sugar-plumbs if they can't

vote in the rain."

"Why not get a special place

for engineers and arts students

to vote?" asked Kelley. "Cer-

tainly it will encourage more
candidates to run—between the

polling places."

Pollock arose and asked to

reply to the "assininity and in-

anity of Kelley's objections."

New Flan Presented
Tom Hoffman introduced a

bill to locate the polling stations

in the classroom annex—^a cen-

tral location.

Pollock said, "Ask any engine-

er who ever measured the cam-
pus where the geographical cen-

ter is. It's the post office! The
population center is at C and F."

He added that his proposal

would eliminate long lines, push-
ing and shoving in lines, and
shouting.

Murphy's patience was obvi-

ously strained as he kept con-

trol with an iron fist.

A vote was called on Hoff-

man's proposal, and it passed,

moving the polling places to the

classroom annex. Pollock ques-

tioned whether a quorum had
voted on it. • .{ ';

"Move for a quorum)** said

Pollock three times.

"I'm not deaf," said Murphy.
"Neither am I," answered Pol-

lock. "Move for a quorum."
Murphy angrily retorted

:

"You're out of order. I haven't
recognized you."

Bill Defeated
A quorum was accounted for

and Pollock's motion to adjourn
was defeated. With one person
voting Nay, Pollock's bill was
defeated.

Several representatives had
voted against Hoffman's bill in-

cluding senior engineer Gerry
Hepburn, who said, "We need
two polling places. If Kelley

(elections chairman) needs an-
other senior to help, I'll do it."

On both motions, VILLA^^
NOVAN editor Larry O'Rourke
rose to defend his right to call

for a roll-call vote. "The mem-
bers should be willing to accept
responsibility for how they
vote," he said; "they should not
afraid to see their stand in

print."

Evening Council

The Evening Division Student

Council will meet tomorrow at

10:15 p.m. in the Vasey Hall

Auditorium.

The agenda will include many
items of business which have

been suggested by students to

their class representatives. A
major item will be the Spring
Dance.

The Spring Dance will be held

at the Aronimink Country Club,

St. David's Road in Newtown
Square on Friday, April 17.

Dancing will be from nine to

one; admission is $4 per couple.

Cfiem. Seminar
Tomorrow

Dr. Joseph Feighan, of ,St.

Joseph's College, will speak on
reaction studies with single cry-
stals at the Villanova Chemistry
Seminar tomorrow at 8 p.m. in

207 Mendel Hall.

The case of the typing paper-

that erased withoi^tatrace-- or,
, ;,

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper

It's a cinch to "rub out"
typing errors and leave no

"clues", when you use

Eaton's Corrasahle Bond
Paper. Never smears, never

smudges— because

Corrasable's like-magic

surface . . . erases without a

trace! (A flick of the wrist

and a pencil eraser puts

things right!) This fine

quality bond paper gives a

handsome appeararu'c to all

your work. It's a perfect

crime not to use it!

Erasable CorrSsable is available in all the weights you

might require — from onionskin to heavy bond. In con-

venient 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper, backed by the famous

Eaton name.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton

KATON PAFKK COKPOHATION :*E) IMTTSHKI.I), MASSACIIHSKITS

More men in high placet

smoke Camels than any
other cigarette today. For
the 10th straight year, this

cigarette outsells every
other — every filter, every
king-size, every regular.
The Camel blend of costly

tobaccos has never been
equalled for rich flavor and
easygoing mildness. The
best tobacco makes the best

smoke.
••.':.•'."

Climb obove fad$

and fancy §tulf . .

.

Havea roai

cigarette-

haveaCAMEL

"Oh'Oh! There goes

our last pack of Camels!
ff

B. J. iUrnoMi Tob. Co. . WlMUm-S«lM. N. C
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ICG Attends Convention

At Immaculata College
Villanova's chapter of the In-

tercollegiate Conference on Gov-
ernment attended the annual
regional convention of the

Southeastern region at Immac-
ulata College on March 7.

Villanova had the chairman-

ships of two committees, with

Charles Kerber heading the

local government committee,

and Ron Magray heading the

committee on agriculture and
natural resource s. Chapter
chairman Frank Cunningham
served on the region rules com-
mittee. .•'.•',,;. '/;.';:''''''":-

Tom Peretti and John Issel-

man represented the local chap-

ter on the transportation com-
mittee, Ed Kulak on highways
and transportation, Larry Ruth
and Joe Pultorak on education,

Bob Rafano on constitutional

revision, and Steve D'Alessio on
labor and industry.

Prom Quean Gets

$250 Scholarship
The Patricia Stevens Finish-

ing School, the judge of the

Junior Prom Queen contest, will

award a $250 scholarship to the

winning contestant.

All entries to the contest must
be submitted by April 10. Pic-

tures will be received at Ed 01-

sen's room, 252 Sullivan or at

the Student Activities Office.

second flocn*, Dougherty Hall.

' The winner ^11 be announced
at the prom. • v v

Officials at the Finishing

School stated that the prize

scholarship will be designed to

fit the whining girl's individual

interests. Besides courses in

poise, personality, and groom-
ing, the school also offers in its

curriculum wardrobe planning,

voice and diction, and makeup
and hair styling.

Photographs for the contest

must be at least five inches by
seven inches, and must include

the student's name, major,

date's name, school or occupa-

tion of date, her hometown, age
and the color of her hair and
eyes.

Fr. Donnellon Speaks
The Very Rev. James A.

Donnellon, O. S. A., University

President spoke at the Lacka-
wanna County Friends Sons of

St. Patrick Dinner in Scranton
on March 17.

Pennsylvania Governor David
L. Lawrence also spoke at the

dinner.

; Junior Year

i

I
I
I
1

New York
An UHUtual onm-y9ar

coll«9« program

Writ* for

brochure to.

I Ocan F. H. McClotkey

I
WariMagtM S^Mrt

'I Calm*
Not imt Univtrsity

I Not York 3, NY.
I
I
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IIIUS-6685

Villanova's delegation, ten

members, was fifth in size

among the ten schools attend-

ing the convention.

A total of fourteen bills

passed the morning committee
hearings, and, of these, six were
completely under the sponsor-

ship of Villanova, while two
other bills were co-sponsored

by the local chapter.

The most closely contested

bill of the day was Ruth's ed-

ucation bill, advocating a cen-

tralization of the state's public

school system. After a long de-

bate, the bill was defeated by a

narrow margin.

ICG will now publish all ex-

isting bills and draw up several

new ones in preparation for the

25 annual state convention at

Harrisburg which opens on
April 16.

**jMoney still talks, but you
have to increase the volume
if you want to get the mes-
sage through."

Wilkins Speaker

At Law Dinner
The Honorable Raymond S.

Wilkins, Chief Justice of the

Supreme Juridical Court of

Massachusetts, was the princi-

pal speaker at Villanova Uni-
versity's Sixth Annual Law Din-
ner on Monday night.

The Honorable Anne X. Al-

pern. Attorney General of
Pennsylvania, and former State
Supreme Court Justice Horace

Stern were among the honored

guests. Judge Gerald F. Flood

of Philadelphia's Common Pleas

Courts served as toastmaster.

Other speakers included the

Vety Rev. Henry E. Greenlee,

O.S.A., Chairman of Villanova's

Board of Trustees and the Very
Rev. James A. Donnellon, O.S.A.,

University President.

Matthew J. Ryan, third year

law student from Newtown
Square, Pa., was chairman of

the law dinner. About 400 per-

sons attended.

'*A married man always
knows exactly where his money
goes—his wife spent it."

—

Describing Action

,i.
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A WVIL crew composed of Sam Pietrofitta (foreground),
John Oberlies (center), and Ted Folsom combine to give the play-
by-play of the Villanova-St. John's game.
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iiThe biggest challenge
a man has to face is himself"

"Men and businesses are alike in one respect," says
Gerald A. Parsons, 30-year-old marketing and per-

sonnel development specialist. "Their success de-

pends to a great extent on how well they respond to

challenge. And I've found that the biggest challenge

a man has to face on his job is not the competition of

others— but the far more important one of develop-
ing himself to his fullest capabilities.

"During my four years with General Electric,

I've had plenty of opportunity for self-development.
Challenging training assignments at five different
locations within the company have given me a
broader understanding of my career area. In my
present job I have the benefit of working with ex-
perts, both in establishing long-range goals and in

helping to achieve them. I've found that working
toward future potential is vital in the development
of successful businesses— and successful men."

Young men such as Gerry Parsons are important
to the future of companies like General Electric and
to the growth of America's dynamic, competitive-
enterprise economy. Our nation's progress will de-

pend more and more upon those forward-looking
individuals who continue to develop to their fullest

capabilities during their lifetime.

That is why General Electric provides a climate
for individual progress— with opportunity for in-

creasing knowledge and skills— for all of its em-
ployees, including 30,000 college graduates. For it

is only as individuals meet the challenge of self-

development that there continues to be progress for
a business, an industry, or a nation.

T^ress /s OurMosf impoHant 'ho(/ud'

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC

Khouri Brands' GaJm and Wallen Chair

Mother's Day Committee

Dr. Fred J. Khonri speaks on the Suez incident last week in
the Hecond lecture in the History Department's current series.

CCD Holds First

Mass and Social
The first annual Regional

Mass, buffet and social of the
Confraternity of Christian Doct-
rine, was held last week at CYO
Building, Philadelphia. Repre-
sentatives from several Catholic
Colleges of the area were
present.

The Rev. Charles B. Mynaugh,
Archdiocesan Director of CCD.
si>oke on the necessity of prac-
ticing the principles of Catholic-
ism in daily living.

lie later spoke on the purpose
of the campus unit of the CCD,
pointing out the need for Cata-
cists in many places and men-
tioned some of the work being
done in the Archdiocese.

Father Mynaugh stressed that
the CCD. must have a greater
spirit of unity and that the
present group is but a nucleus
of the force needed for the job
ahead.

The Villanova Unit, newly
organized under president Bob
Merkert plans to be operatin|^ on
full scale by next year.

British Suez
Move 'Stupid'
Remarks by Dr. Fred J.

Khouri, on the culpability of the

British and French invasion of

the Suez, stirred lively discus-

sion from the floor at the second
of the History Department lec-

tures last Wednesday night.

In response to a question,

Khouri stated emphatically that
he opposed the Suez . invasion.

He added that he had been
shocked at the time by the ap-
parent "stupidity," especially on
the part of the British, in hand-
ling the situation.

Mr. Francis A. Coghlan, a
British subject, also of the His-
tory and Political Sciense De-
partment, asked Khouri if re-

actionary elements in the Middle
E^ast were not merely using
anti-British feeling to control
the rampant nationalism in their

countries.

Khouri admitted that while
this might be the case, it was
more true that the British were
inevitably going to be driven
from those countries—^why did
they not leave now? A lively

question and answer ^riod en-
sued.

Khouri, whose topic was "The
United States in the Middle
East," was introduced by Dr.
Thomas O'Toole, of Villanova's

School of Law.

ThtCXdT^ime/t^

**K neighbor is someone
who knows more about your
affairs than you do."

Bill Galm and John Wallen,
co-chairman of the class of 1960
Mother's Day, last week named
committee heads to direct the

event.

Chairmen of the dinner com-
mittee will be Neil Drislane and
Stan Ciesielski. Jack King and
Edward Scott will head the pro-
grams and tickets committee.
Larry Kelly is to head the spe-

cial events committee.

Charlie Carrol and Carlo Lo
Veuchio were appointed co-

chairmen of the entertainment
committee, while Ron MaGrey
and Tom Labreque will super-
vise the Diaper Dan committee.
Other committee heads are,

Joe Moran, Mass committee;

Radio Engineer

Jobs Increasing
Radio Engineers are needed

in the Federal Communications
Commission at various locations

throughout the United States
and its territories and posses-
sions, the United States Civil

Service Commission has an-
nounced.

The entrance salaries for
these positions are $4,490 and
$5,430 a year.

College graduates and senior

students who have successfully
completed, or expect to complete
within 9 months a 4-year pro-
fessional engineering curricu-

lum in such fields of engineering
as radio, electrical, ^ectronic,
communications, etc., or in phys-
ics may be qualified for posi-

tions paying $4,490 a year.

Students interested in learn-

ing more about these jobs and
how to apply should inqiure at
the placement office for infor-

mation. I

Dick Wines, Corsage; and Mike
Deffley, publication.

Tickets will be priced at $8JM)
and will go on sale ahoitly after
Easter vacation. The price of
the ticket will include dinner for
two, favor for the student's

mother, corsage, and other spe-
cial events.

Anyone wishing to help sell

tickets can contact John Wallen
in room 52, Sullivan Hall.

As in the past, if the student's

mother wishes to bring a
daughter, sister or aunt along,

the student should purchase a
special ticket which will be on
sale along with the regular
tickets.

The chairmen stated that
tickets should be purchased as
soon as possible so that some
estimate can be made of the
numi>er attending.

Knights of Colvmbus
Establish Dance Date
The Knights of Columbus will

hold their first annual charter
day dance AprU 3.

The affair wiU be held at the
Merion Tribute House. The price

of the tickets is $3.

The Paul Judge orchestra,

with eight pieces and a singer,

will play for the charter dance.

Placement Interviews
Scheduled

Students desiring placement
interviews during April must
sign in at the placement office,

Mendel Hall, before the end of
this week.

This was announced by John
Moritz, placement director, who
further stated that a number of
special interviews will be held
at Villanova within the next
month.

Do You Think for Yourself? (. OUT
T )

1. Does it bother you to admit that you I I I |

haven't read a very popular book? ^ *
| |

^^
\ |

2. Do you think there are degrees of
cheating in a game or examination?

3. Are there certain foods you feel
sure you'd dislike without having
ever tried them?

YES^ NOD

YEs[
I

NO
I I

4. Would you be seriously concerned to yes I I

read in your horoscope thatcatastrophe I—

i

would befall you tomorrow?

NOD

5. Do you often fall short of cash several .,__ I—|' _ I—

I

days before your pay or allowance is
| | "|

|

scheduled to come through?

6. When you're driving, do you like
to be fost getting away from a
stop light about to change?

7. Would you be reluctant to learn a
new sport in the presence of friends
who were experts?

8. Have you found it to be personally
true that "a man's best friend
is his dog"?

yE8(~] NOQ

yesQnoQ

YESn-D

YEsQ NOQ9. Do you believe your choice
of a filter cigarette
should be based on hearsay?

If you're the kind of person who thinks for
yourself, then choosing a cigarette will be
based on a careful study of the facts—not
on quick decisions.

Men and women who think for them-
selves usually smokeVICEROY. Theu- good
judgment tells them there's only one ciga-
rette with a thinking man's filter and a
smoking man's taste. And that cigarette is

VICEROY.

*// yoyJvt answered "NO" to eight out of
the nine questions above, you really think
for yourself! •i*s».Bn>w.*wuu»»,T«^o»».

The Man WhoHiinks

Familiar

pack or
crush-

proof
box.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I

f

m

'<
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ipmen Visit NIKE Site

Midshipmen of the Sophomore class, Naval Re-
serve Officers Training Unit, Villanova University
led by Captain John W. Higgins, Jr., USN, Professor
of Naval Science and Lt. Commander Norman Mathe-
son visited the NIKE Site, "A" Battery, 2nd Missile
Battalion, 69th Artilery, Paoli, Pa. last week.

Midshipmen, in their sophomore year, must take
a course in Naval Weapons. As a supplement to the
Naval Weapons course, as v^rell as other NROTC
courses, Midshipmen are taken on numerous field
tiups to familiarize them with the equipment and pro-
gress being made by other branches of the Armed
Forces.

VILLANOVAN Ph«to« By Commander Joka L. Burve

V The NIKE in firing position is observed by Captain Allen and
several Villanova Midshipmen.

Captain J. C* Allen, Commanding Ofliccr, U. S. Army 2nd Missile

Battalion welcomes the Navy group headed by Captain John W. Higgins,

Jr. (right). The latter is professor of Naval Science at Villanova.

' i^rm 'At>#

The Midshipmen are briefed by Captain Allen at the outset of thcir^

tour of the NIKE installation.
; >•

Second Leutenant F. J. Bachman, U. S. Army, has an attentive
audience as he explains the uso of forward control surfaces of the NIKE.

y^^^^^H
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Bravo Co. Meets Amboys
For 'Mural Flag Tonight
Ifg not the NTT or the NCAA,

but it*8 about as close aa the

university can come.

That's the Intramural Basket-

: faall Championahip game, which

will be played tonight at 7:30

. in Alumni GynL
At any rate, there are no St.

John's, Bradley's, West Vir-

ginia's, Cincinnatti's, etc. in this

tourney. Instead, there are

Bravo's and Amboys.
Who? ' -

• That's right—^Bravo Company
and the Amboys, both of whom
could be called the "Cinderella"

team of the tourney.

Bravo Favored
Bravo, which on the basis of

past performances will take the

court as a slight favorites this

evoung (this, plus the fact that

iy JIM MURRAY
the Amboys suffered several

damaging injuries in the semi-

final contests), have a very

small squad, but make up in

speed and hustle what they

la£k in size.

The Amboys have one big man
and parallel the Bravo unit in

the speed and hustle department.

Bravo has come a long way
in reaching the finals of the

championship toumment. Their

game with the Knights of Col-

umbus team in the opening
round of the play-offs was their

closest and most exciting.

Close Contests

The score was tied with but

five seconds remaining in the

contest, and then a half court.

Quin Caps and Monk s Win
Bowling League Titles

Taesdoy Leogut

The Quin Caps, a team of six

varsity football players, have
clinched the Tuesday league

bowling title.

The team. Gene Paja, Joe
Nardo, Gene O'Pella, Paul Mor-
ra, Ed Roehre and Tom Mc-
PhenKm, won the crown last

week with a 4^ win over the

68ers.

Meanwhile the Yoo-Hoos re-

main in second place. The Boss
Choice team was helped in their

win over the Buffers by Jack
Reina's 579 series.

The sixth place Holy Rollers

pulled a mild upset by downing
the fifth place Saints. The top

scores were registered by Charl-

es Brown and Bill Bradley for

the winners.

Thursday Leogue

High Game
John McCarthy
Sal Rico

Gene Corcoran . . . .... V»4* •

High Series

John McCarthy
Bob Chartier

« p,»:

».•.•,.• ••>». * » ; >».

shot ala John Egan of Provid-

ence in the NTT) sent Bravo
into the next round, 45-43.

That set the stage for another
thrilling two point victory, this

one an upset over of the tour-

ney favorites, the Small Five.

(Any similarity between the

name and the size of the players

on that team was purely coin-

dental — three players were
6'3'.)

Thus Bravo Co. goes into the

final tonight as a favorite for

the title. They also set a preced-

ent when they take the floor,

being the first Navy team ever

to advance this far.

The Amboys also had a long

hard fight in their quest for the

championship.
Upset Northerners

They first took the measure
3f the Ranchhands (considered

"dark horse" in the competi-
tion) by a 37-30 count, despite

15 point effort by the losers'

Bob Murphy.
In their next conest, they pul-

led one of the major upsets of

the year, dumping the title fav-

orites, the Northerners, 41-32,

257 in awild and rough battle.

Enter SoftbaU Teams Now I Charley Stead Is Team Man
The Intramural Softball

League has begun the distribu*

tion of official league entrj

blanks.

It is important to note tha*

entries will close on Friday,

March 20 and no entries will be

accepted after that date.

The 10:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m.,

12:30, 1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30,

and 5:30 p.m. leagues will be
played at Austin, Simpson, and
Mendal fields. Additional infor-

mation may be obtained at the

Intramural Office in Alumni
Hall.

Doctor, placing a thermometer
in woman's mouth: "You'll have
to keep your mouth closed for a

couple of minutes."
Husband: "Say, Doc, how much

does one of those things cost?"

Sign on a California music
shop: "Out to lunch. Usually Bach
by one. OfTfenbach earlier.

224

210

• • • • t • 596

569

Artie Donnelly 558
t • • • f •••> 4.f

So stop in tonight at Alumni
Gym if you want to fUl the
empty spaces in your tourna-
ment-broken heart. Be you a
Wildcat or a Hawk—this will

have to be the big one.

•*••«•«

• • • • • •

High Average
Joe Petrecca

Gene Paja
Jack Reina

High Game
Jack Reina

170
168
167

233
224
222Jim Kavanaugh ....

High Series

Jack Rema 632
•loe A eurecca ............ ooo
viene Jraja ...«••........ tnto

Tlmrsdoy League
The Ifonks rolled a fantastic

897 game series to win the

Thursday league championship
last week.

Bob Chartier led the winners
with a three game high of 569.

Mike Carguilo, Ed Durr, and
John McCarthy all broke the 500
circle. Chuck Capone was high
scorer for the losers with a 527
total.

Top five Averages
John McCarthy 177

Ron Bacovin 168

£jd Dttrr . . . «'•.•.;««'.• r^ ««-* • • 166

Chuck Capone ...... . . . 165

Sal Rico 164

Bosketball Honors

On April 1, the Camden Chap-
ter of the Association will honor

coach Al Severance and mem-
bers of the 1959 basketball team
at a banquet to be held at

Kenny's restaurant in Camden.

The guest speaker at this af-

fair will be LaSalle College's

athletic director, Jim Henry.

Henry is a member of Villa-

nova's class of 1930.

PROM TIME...

Renting your formal .

is easy on

the allowance

No ne«d to make a
big outlay for a big date!
Renting formal wear ia easy,

it's convenient! Tux, dinner jacket-^
whatever you need is

"cleaner-fresh", pressed
to perfection, and fitted as though
it were made just for you!

CAMPUS CLEANERS

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
MOTOR lODGE
King of Prussia, Pa.

klAMAGED BY EX-^ILLANOVAN

JIM McNAMARA
ClMS«f '47

• M LUXUtlOUS UNITS • lACN WfTN MIVATi SATH
• tOOiyUOfllATID TIMMIUTUM OONTtOL
• fftn 21" TILIVBMIN
• IBTAUtANT ft T¥fO OOOCTAIL LOONGiS ADJACENT
• ONLY POUR MILS PROM VIIIANOVA
• SVIflMMINO POOL AND UDDIIS' WADING POOL
• MOfT RIASONAiU RATB IN THIS ARtA

Af Mb* VoNsy Pwfs ntt vf Ito PsMtylvMia tanipiko

f MO-lMlff !!• p«f 1k« ton f«to to tMto 202 NORTH.

HEADQUAtTERS FOR FAMILY AND
FRIENDS OF VILLANOVANS

FOR RESERVATIONS
W«f7i: HOWARD JOHNSON'S

MOTOR lODM
UBf of frvtito. fo.

FHONff:

. • . .

(By the Author of"RaUyRound the Flag, Boy$! '*and,

"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

HOW TO BE A
THUMPING BIG SUCCESS ON CAMPUS

» •.

While up in the attic last week hiding from the tax man, I came
across a letter, yellow with age, that dear old Dad had sent me
when I was a freshman. I reproduce it below in the hope that

it may light your way as it did mine.

"Dear Son, (Dad always called me Son. This was short for

Sonnenberg, which used to be my first name. I traded it last

year with a man named Max. He threw in two outfielders and
a left-handed pitcher . . . But I digress.)

"Dear Son, (Dad wrote)

"I suppose you are finding college very big and bewildering,

and maybe a little frightening t(K). Well, it need not be that way
if you will follow a few simple rules.

"First of all, if you have any i)roblems, take them to your

teachers. They want to help you. That's what they are there for.

Perhaps they seem a little aloof, but that is only because they

are so busy. You will find your teachers warm as toast and
friendly as pups if you will call on them at an hour when they

are not overly busy. Four a.nu, for instance.

"Second, learn to budget your time. What with classes, activi-

ties, studying, and social life all competing for your time, it is

easy to fall into sloppy habits. Set up a rigid schedule and stick

to it. Rememl)er, there are only 24 hours a day. Three of these

hours must be sjjent in class. For every hour in class you mast,

of course, spend two hours studying. So there go six more
hours. Then, as we all know, for every hour studying, you must
s|)end two hours .sleeping. This accounts for twelve more hours.

Then there are meals— three hours each for breakfast and lunch,

four hours for dinner. Never forget, S(mnenl)erg, you must
chew each mouthful twelve hundred times. You show me a

backward .student, and I'll show you a man who bolts his food.

\ could w/! msMekr...

"Jiut college is more than ju.st sleeping, eating, and studying.

There are also many interesting activities which you nuist not

miss. You'll want to give at lea.st three hours a day to the campus
newspa|)er, and, of course, another three hours each to the

dramatic and nuisic clubs. And let's say a totil of eight hours

daily to the stamp club, the delmting club, and the foreign

aflfairs club. Then, of course, nine or ten hours for fencing and

bird-walking, and another ten or twelve for ceramics and three-

rard nionte.

"Finally we come to the most important part of eacli day—
what I call 'The (^uiet Time.' This is a |)eriod in which you

renew yourself—just relax and think great thoughts and smoke
MarllM)ro Cigarettes. Why Marll)oro? Because they are the

natural complement to the active life. They have l)ctter 'makin's';

the filter filters; the flavor is rich and mellow and a treat to the

tired, a b(M)n to the s|)ent, a safe harlxir to the storm-tossed.

That's why.

"Well, SoimenlxTg, I guess that's about all. Your kindly old

njother sends her love. She has just finishe<l putting up rather

a large l>atch of pickles— in fact, .i.W.CXK) jars. I told her that

with you away at scIuh)!, we would not need .so many, Init

kindly old Mother is such a creature of habit that, though I hit

her (|uite hard several times, I could not dissuade l>er.

Keep 'em flying,

Dad.'
• I0S0 Mat Mhulnian

Here'e more advice to freehmen—and upperclaeemen too.

If non-Hlter ctgarettea are your pleature, double your pleae-
ure with Philip Morria, made by the makere of Marlboro,

In Individualistic Sport
The announcer'B characterist-

ic monotone droned on: "Final

results in the high-jump: first:

John Thomas, Boston University

—seven feet; second: George

Dennis, Shanahan Catholic Club

—6-10; third, Charles Stead,

Villanova—6-8." Then even more
slowly: "Thomas's jump is a

new world's record."

Pandemonium breaks loose.

The next day headlines scream

of Thomas's feat. And rightly

so. World's records deserve

headlines and hurrahs. But what
about the guys like Charley

Stead? How does someone who
jumps 6-8 feel when he finishes

a mere third?

"Hell, I didn't feel anything.

That boy just did better, that's

all. More power to him. I would

like to break records too. But,

I'll tell you, I would rather have

the team win than high-jump

eight feet!"

This statement is Charley

Stead to a "T". The tall be-

spectacled senior is one of the

anamolies of the track world

—

a real team performer in sport's

most individualistic effort.

Another Rindge
Charley is another of the

many graduates from Rindge

Tech High School of Cambridge,
Mass., who has achieved star-

dom at Villanova.

Ed Collymore, Phil Reavis

and Charley Jenkins are other

grads of Rindge who have made

By TOM TROY

Jim Elliot's life as a coach very

happy.
But Charley Stead has ex-

hibited a versatility that none of

these others—not even that fan-

tastic sprinter, quarter-miler

deluxe. Collymore has.

Stead consistently high-jumps

6-8; he runs on the inile relay

•leam; he soloes in the quarter

mile; he runs on the sprint med-

ley team.

Perhaps Charley is as versa-

tile as he is because of the

method in which he first started

to compete in sports.

"When I was in high school

I was bigger than anyone else,

so I played basketball. But one

day I went down to the track,

and just foolin* around, started

to high-jump."

Versatility Starts

"I started getting above six

feet, so Mr. Duffy (the track

coach at Rindge) had me come

out for the team. Soon he start-

ed me running too, and then I

was doing both in meets."

"Yes, Mr. Duffy had a big

influence on me in that he got

me to compete in track, but I

think Mr. Tuppeny and Jumbo
are the persons I owe most to."

"Why, when I was a sopho-

more, I barely got over 6-3.

Now, they've got me doing a

consistent 6-8."

Consistency is another trait

From the Pressbox:

We II Be Back
By JACK CURTIN

"We'll be back!"

A student in the packed Villanova section—imbued with

a spirit born both of malt and of the fine, albeit losing, effort

of his team on the Madison Square Garden court—started the

chant. By the time substitute Bob Liberatore sank his after-

the-buzzer foul shot to make the final margin by which St.

John's bounced the Wildcats out of the National Invitation

Tournament a mere eight points, the cry had reached its

crescendo. Not that it was overpoweringly loud. Rather it

was just a voice above the crowd, barely audible. Yet audible

it was—and prophetic.

"We'll be back!"

The cry wasn't that of all the Villanova students, but of

enough of them to mark one of those high-water points in

student spirit which could never be achieved through the efforts

of an organized cheering scjuad. It had about it the strange

quality of surety and confidence that can come only with spon-

taneity. This was a display of spirit that would have gladdened

the heart of the late J. Patrick Nicholson. This was the kind

of reaction that goes only to a team that deserves it.

"We'll be back!" ;•':;,-:,.;,•. .•,•;.:/.;••;•.•.•

Jimmy Huggard knew it; his actions spoke for him—
even louder than the voices in the stands. The fiery little

hustler was everywhere-popping in jump shot after jump shot

from behind the key, stealing the ball, hawking the opposition

on defense, even (believe it or not) rebounding —trying des-

perately to close up a gap that was much narrower than the

experts said it had any right to be. The next time the Wild-

cats take a shot at the big time, he'll be leading the way.

"We'll be back!"

But Joe Ryan won't. This was the end of the line for

the Main Liners' captain and top scorer; the last stop on a

glory trail that never quite led to the fame it promised. Joe

Ryan will never play in the Garden again. The next time

around, he'll be one of the multitude in the stands—and the

Garden will be the worse for it. For this was Joe's court, the

one where he put on his best performances. It is sad, but

true, that Villanova was never able to take advantage of these

fine individual performances. The Philadelphia ace never play-

ed on a winning team in New York.

"We'll be back!"

All of them: Huggard, Jim Kenny, John Driscoll, George

Raveling, Dick Kaminski—all will play on the Garden floor

again, all will face tourney pressure once more. This is a

team with a future; a team that will have another shot at the

prestige and glory to be found in a tournament. It is not a

team that will miss that chance twice.

We'll be bMk.

of Charley Stead. This year,

jumping in the toughest com-
petition ever seen in the annals

of the high jump, he has jumped
over 6-6 every time but once.

In Washington, he leaped 6-

8^4 for a new meet record. He
finished third in the K. of C.

Games in Boston (the night

Thomas broke the record) third

in the Inquirer Games and re-

corded two fourths.

iC4A Champion
And, of course, Charley won

the IC4A jump with a leap of

6-7 just three weeks ago. Mod-
estly enough, Charley didn't

mention this or any of his other

accomplishments when inter-

viewed. Instead, Stead spoke of

the team.

"Yes, an IC4A victory
would've really been something,

but we were just overpowered.

I'll tell you—one year we won
that meet, we dressed 16 guys.

Man — Manhattan dressed just

the opposite of that number—61.

"It was the same way this

year. All three of the teams

that finished ahead of us dres-

sed well over 40 men. We were

just outnumbered."
Of course, just as Charley

points out, this being outnum-

bered isn't anything new for

Villanova. But Villanova track-

men are more than just runners,

pole-vaulters, etc. They are also

students. "Yes, I think the track

team is the brightest athletic

group in the school."

Charley himself is a C+ stu-

dent, majoring in Education. He
was a math major in that de-

partment, but has just switched

to Social Studies. Charley hopes

to make a career out of social

work, and would like to work
with children in particular.

Outdoor Prospects

But in the more immediate

future, Charley sees a fairly

good outdoor season in the pros-

pect. "We should win our dual

meets, but I really don't know
about the outdoor IC4A. Man-
hatten will dress a lot again,

and that's trouble."

Several football players are

now practicing in weight events,

and Charley thought that they

could perhaps be the difference

between victory and a second or

third place finish. ;;./.;' •

As for Charley, he will be

competing in his speciality, the

high jump, and will run on the

mile relay team. Charley feels

that running has no effect on

his jumping.
"I don't think running is

either a detriment or an aid to

my high-jumping. And I don't

care which I do, although I do

like the jump."

It is quite evident that Char-

ley is a firm believer in the Ron
Delany theory of just doing

enough to win. Speaking of the

prevalent attitude of wanting
records all the time—Charley

said:

"Well, I don't try to run as

fast as I can, just enough to get

ahead and stay there at the

finish. The only time I race as

fast as I can is when I'm on a

relay team, like I'll be this

spring.

'Then, I'll try my best. For I

know those other guys before

me and after me are trying their

best. And I don't want to let

them down."
Charley Stead hasn't let Vil-

lanova down in the pant; we feel

certain that he won't in the

future.

•Sports Chottor:

'Cats Mature In NIT
By TONY MACKLIN

The thump-thump of a nervous ball chatters on the ce-

ment floor here under the Garden crowd. Joe Ryan shakes his

fist. "Let's go, we can beat them!" The other players nod
and join in the pre-game jargon of hope and anxiety. The
locker room is Villanova's nerve center tonight. Outside the

Butler Bulldogs are disposing of Fordham's Rams. The clock

drags interminably.

There is an eruption of noise as the first game ends. A
louder eruption as St. John's rolls on to the court. The Indian
theme whoops over the organ.

"All right, let's go! The locker room door in flung open,

and Captain Joe Ryan leads the 'Cats out. The Villanova fans
greet them with enthusiasm.

Tension Mountw
The 'Cats look sharp. The ball snaps from player to play-

er. 12,000 fans sit in Nero-like judgment. The red-clad Red-
men are impressive. The organ plays the Villanova fight song.

The pressure builds. Huggard chews gum. Raveling taps
rebouiids up mechanically, Harrison is knocking them in from
outside, Ryan can't stop moving.

Madison Square Garden is a three-decked arena of noise.

The referee tosses the ball up. The tap is controlled by Rav-
eling over to Ryan. Driscoll misses the shot.

Action Galore
Quickly, St. John's has five points.

Joe kicks the ball out of bounds. (]reorge knocks in a tap.

Ryan to Huggard and the score is 4-5. Driscoll hits. Huggard
to Ryan, Joe stops, jumps and swish! 8-5. The 'Cats lead.

"Maybe, maybe!" the fans chortle.

But the joy in section H is short-lived. The score reaches
17-17 and Lou Roethel becomes a burly assassin from the
corner.

Referees are a lot like profs, they make the course. A jit-

tery team is not a strong team. Five awful minutes later and
St. John's is strutting at 17-30.

Hawk-like Engert is doing a thorough job harassing Ryan.
John Driscoll is stuck on the bench with fouls. Seiden and
Alfieri are warming up and the 'Cats are staggering at a
twelve point deficit.

As the second half begins the 'Cats begin to snarl and
scratch. Ryan drives. The "little" guys scramble after the
ball like cats after catnip. Huggard is buzzing all over the
court. He dives head first on the floor with man-mountain
Roethel.

Cool Kenny scores, Raveling rebounds, and Ryan halts
Jackson. VU cuts the lead to four points and their rooters

plead for them to keep on coming.
Redmen Better

But the Redmen have just too much tonight. A fast ex-
plosion of points by the devastating backcourt of Alfieri and
Seiden and the game falls to the Brooklynites.

For the last time, Joe Ryan faces the reporters; for 'the
last time, he hangs up number 14. He has been captain
through a fine 18-7 season, but satisfaction is not easy comr
ing by. His basketball career is over.

Ryan Valuable
Hubey White should fit in next year. Kaminski shows

great promise. But no matter what anybody says we are going
to miss the redhead. Sometimes, true, he let us down. But
what of all the times he held us up? Joe Ryan's place is

going to be hard to fill.

One thing is certain, the 'Cats grew up a great deal in
their first NIT appearance. We have seen glimpses of future
glory tonight.

Wildcat guard JTni Kenny goes up for two points despite

outHtrechcd arms of a "headless" defender in Ni.T. game.
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Redmen Ease 'Cats From NIT. 75-67
ttuggard Great;

Scores Twenty

In Tourney Loss
V By JOE FITZPATRICK

-; When a coach reaches into

the grab-bag for a defense he
V doesn't get much of a variety.

In fact he can come up with

.
either one of two basic defense
pattems-the zone or the man-
for-man.

If the opponents have a man
that is hot from one of the cor-

ners then the one is not effec-

tive. If the opposition has a Mc-
Neill-Kennedy type who can
drive through the defense then
the man-for-man becomes obso-
lete.

In last Thursday's 75-67 loss

to St. John's the Villanova five

not only ran into a smooth per-

forming, well-balanced attack
• but they also ran out of de-
fenses with which to contain
the Redmen.
The Wildcats started the

game in a 1-2-2 zone. It was
employed in order that to pre-

vent St. John's All-American Al
>} Seiden from driving as well as

to stop Gus Alfieri and Tony
Jackson from scoring from the
the outside.

The defense worked perfectly
for the first six minutes of the
contest. Seiden found it impos-
sible to drive and Jim Huggard's
defensive hustle on the outside
prevented Jackson and Alfieri

f from hitting from outside.

Boethel Breaks the Zone
But the unexpected took place.

St. John's big center, Lou Roe-
thel moved into the comer and
proceeded to wreck the Villa-

nova zone.

Roethel hit on two stabs from
his comer haunt and that pulled
Huggard to the right side. Al-
fieri was now opened and he hit

on two quick sets. With the
score 24-17 Richie Kaminski and
Bob Lieratore replaced Hug and
Jim Kenny.

Roethel again scored from the
corner. St John's increased
their lead to 30-17. Huggard
and Kenny returned to the game
and the Wildcats narrowed the
gap to 32-26 but Roethel, aided
by his own rebounding off the
Villanova offensive board, hit

on two more shots, one a short
jumper and the other a tap.

When St. John's took to the

floor for the second half they
were not surprised to see Villa-

nova in man-for-man defense.

Roethel had successfully pulled

Villanova out of their zone.

Enter Alan Seiden.

Man-for-Man Not Effective

With Villanova trailing by 10

. points and pressing in ther man-
for-man Seiden went wild. In at-

tempts to get the ball Jim Hug-
gard had to commit himself and
when Seiden shot by no one
switched. Seiden scored unmol-
ested.

Against the St. John's defense
only two Wildcats could score

—

Huggard and Ryan.
Jim played his finest game of

the year. He scored 20 points,

most of which came on 25 foot

jumpshots. His shooting caused
St. John's coach to comment
that he never knew anyone with
so many shots.

Ryan didn't come around un-

til there were only eight min-
utes remaining. Then the red-

head really looked like Joe Ryan.
He came down C9urt to within

30 feet of the basket and leaped
into air for two, but it was too

Battle of the TaU Battle of the Small

late.

The efforts of Ryan and Hug-
gard were not enough. Tony
Jackson was held offensively but
he was disasterous under the

boards. Tony scored only 13
points but grabbed off 20 re-

bounds.
Jackson Rebound Leader
With Jackson leading St.

John's attack off the boards
(The Redmen grabbed 64 boards
to Villanova's 37) and Seiden,
Alfieri and Roethel heading a
50% scoring fete (30 for 60)
Huggard's great game went in

vain. He had little help and he
couldn't go it alone.

The Wildcats hit on only 29
of 83 shots. Raveling was Villa-

nova's rebound leader with 15
and Jim Huggard, there he is

again, was second with eight.

With shooting and rebounding
like this one could hardly ex-
pect victory.

Huggard was high man for
Villanova with 20, Joe Ryan was
3econd with 16 and George Rav-
3ling hit for 12 points.

Other Villanova contributors
were Jim Kenny, 10, John Dris-
coll, 5, and Bob Liberatore 3.

Roethel and Seiden kept St.

John's in Manhatten for remain-
der of the NIT. The Wildcats
just didn't have the guns. They
went back to the Main Line to
vait for another year.
The game closed out an 18 and

7 season for the Wildcats. It

marked the end of a campaign
in which the 'C^ts reached a
new high in City Series play-
second place.

The game also closed out the
collegate basketball careers of
Joe Ryan, Kenny Harrison,
Greorge Enuna and Ralph Kowal-
kowski.

V.U. NineTo Open March 31
The Villanova baseball team

scoops the big leagues again.

The first game takes place two
weeks prior to any regular sea-

son major league action. Villa-

nova also answered the critics

who said, "It couldn't be done"
—spring training in the snow
that is.

On March 31 the 'CaU wll

travel to Gettysburg to take on
the Bullets in their initial con-
test. Villanova fans won't have
long to wait to see this year's

varsity.

On April 1 the Villanova nine
will meet Seahawks of Wagner
College in their home debut.

Enough for future items ; now
for present activity.

After three weeks of intense

practice, what has been accomp-
lished ? Well, everything started

out fine with good weather set-

ting the stage for a few inter-

squad games.
During the long weekend that

just passed the team was inac-
tive because of last Thursday's
reminder—three inches of snow
—that spring training in the
wnter is, to say the least, risky.

Reminiscent of Bowie
After the first two weeks of

trimming down exercises the
ball players are starting to look
like ball players. Art Mahan
has been working his thorough-
bred athletes in all kinds of
races these past two weeks.

The racing program starts out
with the workouts (just jog-
ging around) then the coach
sends his sprinters to the post
(00 or 100 yd. dashes).

|

By JIM MURRAY

Then comes the favorite of

the coach and the participants

—the distance run. The coach
sends his future Phillies (ouch)
around the course again and
again. Here we separate the

thoroughbred from the plugs.

Well, they are looking more like

ball players anyway.

The coach believes that inter-

squad games help cut down the
number of candidates. 'It's dif-

ferent," says Mahan, "when a
fellow is just throwing or hit-

ting, he's just throwing or hit-

ting while in a game the think-

ing comes into play; then you
see whether or not a fellow is

coordinated—whether he can
think while hitting or throwing."

Pitchers Ahead of Hitters

The early inter-squad games
bore out the old axoim that the
pitchers are always ahead of the
hitters for the first few weeks.
Any rookie who was throwing
hard against the gray winter
background over the field was
completely in charge of the hit-

ters.

For example in one game Paul
Borian, a veteran slugger from
last year's NCAA participants,

caught a pitch and sent it sail-

ing over the center field exten-
sion.

The ball was recovered from
the center of the football field.

The next three times he went
down swinging.

Now that the hitters are
catching up to the pitchers here

are a few observations from in-

ter-squad games to date.

Dave Hennegan, a service re-

turnee, is the handy man of the

club. Hennegan can fill in be-

hind the plate, in the infield, or

cover some of the pasture land

(back to the horses again).

Dave sure did return at the

right time.

Early Pitching Strong '^^

Joe Michell and Lee Parry
look ready to make the pitching

staff ring strong. Michell was
the 1958 squad's valuable relief

pitcher, not that greats such as
Jack Kelly and Bob Kropiewn-
icki needed relief very often,

but when they did coach Mahan
could count on Joe. He even
dropped in an occasional start-

ing assignment.

Bobby Klenck has been mov-
ing around second like a rab-

bit. Klenck looked good last

year in spring practice but he
sustained an injury and he sat
out the entire season.

First base rookie Jod Platco
has been hitting the ball liice

Gil Hodges. But it will take a
great deal of hitting for him to
replace Villanova's All-East first

sacker George Emma. In fact

it's not who's on first that's

worrying Mahan, rather it's

who's behind the plate. Who
will replace Hank Nichols as the
Villanova backstop?

^

Raveling Selected

Next Year's

Basketball Captain

(See Pofe TOi

Farmer Villanovans

Tell of Life

hi the Augusthilans

(S«t Poge 7)
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FRIDAY NITE PROM OPENS
LAST SENIOR SOCIAL WHIRL
New Lecture

Series Starts

Next Wed.
BY WILLIAM J. SPEERS
of the Villanovan Staff

The first in a series of Augus-
tinian lectures to be given an-
nually at Villanova will be de-
livered by The Rev. Paul Henry
on April 19 at 3 p.m. in the Field
House.
The entire lecture series will

be presented under the auspices
of the Villanova Philosophy De-
partment which announced that
all the lectures will be published.

Father's Henry's topic for the
initial lecture will be "St. Aug-
ustine On Personality".

Father Henry is a member of
the faculty at the Institute
Gatholique de Paris, but at pres-
ent is serving as visiting profes-
sor at Duke University. He also
taught philosophy at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Iowa
State and Fordham University.

The Augustinian Lecture ser-
ies was established in conjunc-
tion with the current rebirth of
philosophy ot St. Augustine.

Mr. James Wieland, Philoso-
phy teacher, said that Augus-
tinian philosophy, which was
Platonic in foundation and in-

fluenced by Platinus theories,

was dominant in the Western '

world up until the advent of
Thomas Aquinas.
He conceded that the Aquinas

rewakening of Aristotelian . con-
cepts replaced Augustinian
theory to a great extent, but
also noted that there still re-

mains tremendous latent pres-
sures in Augustinian philosophy
which is still untapped.

Dr. Gallagher expressed the
hope that the lecture series will

spur new interests in the
study of St. Augustine as a
philosopher.

Sell Jr. Tickets
Table reservations for the

Junior Dinner Dance will go on
sale next Monday at 10 a.m. in

the VILLANOVAN office, sec-

ond floor Dougherty Hall. Ticket

sales will close at 3 p.m. on
Tuesday. On Wednesday, the
closing day, only single tickets

may be purchased.

Tickets for the Junior Prom,
to he held May 1, go on sale

in the Pie Shoppe today. The
price is six dollars.

Anyone who wishes to be a
manager on this years varsity
baseball team please contact
Gharlle Faman in the Field
House.

JACK PAAR
Selects Queen FinaUsts

State Dep't.

Asked to Aid
Ex-VU Grad

By H. JAMES McATEER
of the Villanovan Staff

Very Rev. James A. Donnel-
lon, O.S.A., University Presi-

dent, has personally requested

that the Department of State

spare no effort in securing the

release of a Villanova graduate
now imprisoned behind the Iron
Curtain.

Army Specialist 4/C John
Robert Kennedy, of Villanova's

Class of 1957, is serving a term
of 14 months at hard labor in.

Pankraz Prison, Czechoslovakia.

He allegedly crossed from
Germany into Czech territory

illegally last August 23.

Since then, his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene A Kennedy,
of Philadelphia, and many
others have appealed to the
State Department and to the
Czech government for his re-

lease.

KngliMh Student Here
While at Villanova, Kennedy

stood very high as an English
major. English literature, par-
ticularly Shakespeare, was one
of his main interests.

His other hobbies included
reading, basketball, and oper-
atic recordings.

A graduate of St. Thomas
More High School, Kennedy had
studied at St. Charles Borromeo
Seminary, Overbrook, and at the
Augustinian Academy, Staten
Island, N. Y.. before coming to
Villanova.

Besides his interest in Eng-
lish, Kennedy was a member
of the French Club during his
junior and senior years, and was
a student employee at the Uni-
versity Library.

Kennedy's brother Eugene,
also a Villanova graduate, told
this reporter that the family has
received little news from the
prisoner.

(Continued on Page 3)

Sister Mary Bernard and "Big Brother** Bon DoMes lend
support id Phi Kappa Pi pledge Bill Leibllen, who, with his fellow
vpledges, helped repair local convents as part of initiation.

Pollock Motion Supported
By Campus Veterans' Club
The Veterans Organization

of Villanova has announced its

support for Sheldon Pollock's
Student Congress motion of
March 11 to establish an addi-
tional polling place in the Shee-
han hall basement.
"The organization sincerely

believes that this change will

benefit the University," said
Francis McKay, secretary of the
cluD. "it will increase partici-

pation in elections, thereby mak-
ing a truly representative Con-
gress."

McKay scolded the members
of the Congress for voting "for
their own selfish interests." He
took special issue with the man-
ner in which the Congress hand-
led the matter, treating "friv-

olously a matter which the club
considers quite serious."

"Their responsibility," he add-
ed, "calls for serious consider-
tion of every motion placed be-
fore them; this responsibility
has apparently been forgotten."
He promised wholehearted

support for Pollock's motion if

the matter should enter the

Congress again.

Pollock said that he does in-

tend to revive the issue at to-

night's meeting, but in the form
of a compromise motion. His
original proposal was defeated
by a nearly unanimous vote,
yielding to Tom Hoffman's suc-
cessful proposal to locate the
booths in the class-room annex.

Pollock's motion tonight will
be in this form: if classroom
annex is inaccessible, only then
establish a polling place in the
basement of Sheehan ; retain the
Alumni Hall facilities for Arts
and Engineering voters.

The danger of multiple voting
will also be investigated tonight.
At the last meeting Pollock sug-
gested imprinting the hands of
the voters with an ink visible

only under ultra-violet light.

This idea was rejected.

Tonight Tom Hoffman will in-

troduce a motion to expedite
voting and assure no multiple
voting. It will provide for

punching an unusual design in

matriculation cards of voters.

y LAWRENCI M. O'ROURKE
of the Villanovan Staff

Tickets are still on sale today
for the Senior Prom Friday
night in the Field House, the
big opening for the last under-
graduate social weekend of the
class of 1959. ,, .

The dinner-dance Saturday
night at the Broadwood Hotel
has been sold out for weeks.
The Glenn Miller orchestra

under the direction of Ray Mc-
Kinley will provide Friday eve
music starting at 9 p.m.

Tickets for the annual major
dance of the social season are
priced at $6.

Same Location
They were on sale today, as

they have been for three weeks,
in the northeast corner of the
non-resident cafeteria.

"Although we have sold more
than 200 tickets, we hope that
number to make the prom a
great success," said chairman
Gregory Dean last Monday.
Dean revealed that the total

expense of the prom is more
than $2,000. The band alone
cost more than $1,500, members
of the committee said.

"Decorations will be complete-
Iv consistent with the Moonlight
Cocktails theme," according to
Joe Vasturia, decorations chief.

Dean, while refusing to reveal
the favors that will be presented
free to dates, said they each are
priced on the market at $1.29.

Reception Gone
The traditional faculty recep-

tion before the prom has been
eliminated this year.

In previous years the prom
nueen was picked at the recep-

tion. This time however the
queen will be picked by members
of the Miller orchestra right on
the stage.

John D. Kelly, who has been
directing the queen contest, said

that Jack Paar selected five

finalists from the more than 75
entries.

Just about 10:30 Friday night
the finalists will be called to the
stage. While class officers make
welcoming remarks, the band
members will appraise the cand-
idates.

Their ballots will be collected

and the queen announced im-
mediately.

Awards to Queen
She will be honored with a

trophy and a bouquet of roses,

Dean said.

The Saturday night dinner-
dance will probably start about
7 o'clock, chairman Harry Dev-
lin said.

The music for this affair will

be provided by the Paul Judge
band. It will begin just after the
dinner and continue until 1 a.m.

The entire weekend was plan-

ned under the direction of Oz
Scogna, class president.
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"Spring is Here," or "All Wet," a sage of Villanova, Is enacted by Larry Levengood and

Joe Mingione (above), who sttr up a storm In the Chemical Engineering aeration pool trying to

retrieve a lost ball. Below, Harry Goldburg, who had ventured into the pool via pipeline to save

the ball game, is caught in a sudden shower caused by an eruption of the spray system.

Drill Team Readies

For 4 DistrictMeet
The final competition in the

spring series will be the Fourth

Naval District drill meet at the

Philadelphia Naval Base. In ad-

dition to the Villanova team.

Ohio State, Princeton, Miami of

Ohio, Penn State, and the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania will be

among the entrants.

Under the supervision of Ser-

geant Edward Molcany, the 16-

man team has been pacing the

muddy grounds of Mendel Field

for over a month in preparation

for the heavy schedule.

"We have hopes for a suc-

cessful season," Molcany said.

Education Dept.

To Hear Wetter
Dr. Allen H. Wetter, Phila-

d e 1 p h i a Superintendent of

Schools will speak at Villanova

next Monday at 8 p.m.

The talk is to be presented to

all students and faculty mem-
bers of the Education depart-

ment, however all other inter-

ested students and faculty have
been invited.

Armco Exhibits Here
A mobile van which displays

the drainage and metal products

of the Armco corporation, was
on display at Villanova the past

two days. The van was accom-
panied by one of their engineers,

Richard Carr.

SPIRIT OF PHILADELPHIA
Philadelphia has never forgotten

the principles of tolerance laid down

by William Penn, according to the

Catholic Digest. The magazine cites

the city for retaining its original

spirit while i)Owing to the demands

of urban progress.

.- ' >
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Father's Day Activities

To Be Celebrated on May 9
The annual outing for Villa-

nova seniors and their fatherb

Will be held Saturday, May 9.

Tickets for the event will go

on sale next Monday, in the pie

shoppe, announced Gary Mara
and Jim Hull, the. ticket chair-

men. Cost will be $6.50 a ticket.

Don Kempf, chairman for the

day, said that the events will

get under way at 11 a.m. with

a Mass celebrated by Rev. Hen-

ry F. Weeks, O.S.A., class mod-

erator.

A banquet will follow the

Mass.
The events of the afternoon

will include basketball and foot-

ball. They are part of the an-

nual Blue-White Day, also being

celebrated.

One of the fenture events of

the afternoon will be the track

meet with Pitt.

Ticket chairmen Mara and

Hull have asked seniors to pur-

chase their tickets early so the

banquet committee, headed by

D.P.M. Dinner Dance
To Be Held Saturdoy

The Delta Pi Mu fraternity

will hold its annual Dinner

Dance in the ballroom of the

Penn Sherwood Hotel this April

18 it wias disclosed last week
by chairman Bill Vincent.

The reception will be held in

the Delia Robia Lounge at 7:00

p.m.

Dinner will be served at 8:00

p.m. and dancing after dinner

will go on until 1:00 a.m.

Music will be aptly supplied

by Charlie Gresh and his band.

Jim Corey, may complete ar-

rangements with the caterers.

Various other heads of com-

mittees include Joe Schneider

and Jack Curtin, publicity; Bill

Christy, programs; and Joe

Driscoll, Mass arrangements.

Kempf said, "We hope to get

50O seniors and their fathers to

insure the day's success."

Co-Eds Elegible For
Miss Miiicmaid Contest

Villanova co-eds are now eli-

gible for the title of Miss Milk-

maid of 1959. --*-r
The contest is being sponsor-

ed by the Pennsylvania Associa-

tion of Milk Dealers.

All girls must be between the

ages of 17 and 22 and must

never have been a professional

model.

The winner of the Milkmaid

contest will receive such prizes

as a complete wardrobe, hair

styling, and an opportunity to

compete for a $1,000 scholar-

ship.

Field Trip Planned
The Marketing Society an-

nounced that it will conduct a

field trip to the Armstrong Cork
Company, in Scranton. Pennsyl-

vania, later this month.
The purpose of the trip is to

study the Marketing Research
Department and to tour the

plant itself.

The Society also reported

that 35 couples attended its an-

nual dinner-dance, held last Sat-

urday at the Valley Country
Club.

MacLeish's J. B. Seen As

Powerful Religious Drama
By BILL GALLAGHER

Currently on view at the Anta

Theatre in New York is "J.B.",

the poetic drama which Archi-

bald MacLeish has fashioned

frck\ the biblical account of Job.

SetHjj^ <^ tale in a modern day

circu^b«f ,ing, he and director

Elia Kazan should be held ac-

countable for some of the fol-

lowing reactions.

During the first act of a per-

formance a few weeks ago, the

raspy whisper of a woman sit-

ting in the middle section of

the orchestra was heard to

exclaim, for all to hear: "This

is very, very deep." Since we all

know that New York audiences

are generally a sophisticated lot,

we chalk this up as coming from
an out-of-towner who thought

she was going to see "La Plume

de Ma Tante". Besides, affairs

hadn't proceeded more than

twenty-five minutes on-stage.

Give it time and you can hear:

"It was theatrical, exciting and

imnressive. butl'm not sg cer-

T'nT Readies

Show; First

Nite April 22
The Turf and Tinsel Society,

one of Villanova's largest and
most active organizations, will

open their twelfth consecutive

show two weeks from today.

On Wednesday, April 22, over

100 Villanova male students will

don maidenly frocks, will take a

final peek at the script, spot the

last light and ring up the cur-

tain on a revival of one of the

Society's biggest hits—"Piper-
Heidsieck '98".

The musical-comedy will be
presented for the ensuing four

days concluding on Sunday, the

26th, with a special Mothers'

Day performance. As they have
done in the past, T'nT will give

a matinee for the nuns in the

area, the Saturday before

Mothers' Day.
"Piper" was originally staged

at V.U. in the spring of 1951.

In the fall of the same year, the

armed forces adopted the script

and performed the same show
in Philadelphia's Town Hall.

Gay Ninety Setting

The book and music for

"Piper" were written by Mr.

Robert M. Whelen, the present

Secretary of Athletics at Villa-

nova. Whelen along with Mr.

George J. Pequignot, executive

secretary of the Alumni Asso-

ciation, are serving as co-pro-

ducers of this year's show.

The "gay ninties" serve as

"Piper's" setting while the

theme revolves around the at-

tempts made by a newly-rich

family to break into Main Line

society.

While the Main Line will be

the locale for most of the farce^

other scenes will take place in

various parts of the world. Some
of those places to be visited

will include Paris, Germany, and
Atlantic City.

The lead role of Mrs. Murphy
will be played by Gary Tackas,

T'nT president, while John
Birkenheuer as Larry Murphy
and Jim Gillespie as, Kitty will

enact the "romantic leads".

Co-producer Pequignot has re-

minded Villanova of the unique-

ness of Turf and Tinsel. "There

are only three other organiza-

tions in the entire country
(ContlnuMl on Pf 9)

tain that I understood it." And
this uttered by a liberal arts

student at a leading eastern

university.

Fro and Con
Couple these remarks with

the many angry letters that

were sent to the editor of The

New York TIMES and then set

all this down opposite the very

favorable reviews of the New
York critics and what have you

got? A controversy, that's what.

Since the play is written in

verse, and the subject matter

concerns the battle for posses-

sion of a human soul, it is

certainly meat for the thinking

man. God, expertly portrayed

by Raymond Massey, situates

himself in a crow's-nest type

platform and argues down to

Christopher Plummer, equally

brilliant as the devil, who stands

at about the fifth row in the

orchestra.

Their bitter fight concerns

man's fidelity to God while

under extreme duress. For two

hours the audience is swept

along because their arguments

are brilliant, persuasive, and as

enacted under the masterful di-

rection of Elia Kazan, stunning-

ly and thoroughly absorbing.

The entire cast rose to the

high level of acting set by Plum-

mer and Massey. James Daly, a

sudden replacement for the in-

jured Pat Hingle, does well, es-

pecially in the second act, when
his suffering reaches the point

where it starts to become pain-

ful to even the audience. And
Nan Martin, portraying his wife,

proves to be one of the finds of

the season.

Stunning Setting

Another hero is Boris Aren-

son, whose setting, which is at

once a circus, a home, and a

razed city, completely demolish-

es that imaginary fourth wall.

There is no proscenium arch at

the ANTA. The marvelous set

serves as a springboard which

propels the action right into the

laps of those out front and then

leaves them alone with it, to

'ponder, to contemplate, but

strangely, not fully to sympa-
thize with. This is one of the

mysteries of the play. We know
that J. B. represents all men
and we certainly see the agony
that he suffers on-stage, just

as we suffer in real life. Yet,

•for all this, there is more a
healthy fear than pity evoked
by the production.

The message, to me at least,

rang out loud and clear. Man
doesn't have to have glaring

faults to suffer the agonies of

life; he merits them by original

sin. Sometimes he accepts them,
sometimes he tries to avoid

them. But he is always respon-

sible.

"J. B." is a prayer, a com-
bination of philosophy, phycho-

logy and poetry, done in a most
theatrical manner. It can be

seen at special student rates.

Applications may be obtained in

the VILLANOVAN office.

Catholic Priest

Defines Liberal
In a recent issue of the Sign,

National Catholic Magazine, The
Rev. Ralph Gorman, C. P., an-

swered the question, "Can a

Catholic be a lil>eral?"

Father Gorman asserted that

"a Catholic can be a liberal or

a conservative if these terms are

given a rational and objective

meaning."

O^Connor Calls Bigamy A Luxury of the Past

atlifc Ml »

"Bigamy is becoming a luxury
of the past in Islamic countries,"

Dr. Andrew O'Connor, of the

Philosophy Department, recent-

ly told the Delta Pi Mu frater-

nity.

"Any Muslin is allowed four
wives," he added, "but only in

the palace of Saud (King of

Saudi Arabia) is there anything
like a harem.

"The practice is dying out for

practical reasons. How can the

poor Muslim live in a crowded
apartment in Egypt with four

women and all the progeny they
are likely to produce?"

Dr. O'Connor, a native of Can-
ada, has spent three years in

Iraq, ten days of which were
passed in the company of North-
ern Iraq Arabs, following the

camel trade.

Unique Method

He related the novel formula
with which the Muslim can un-

burden himself of a surplus

wife. Simply by repeating three

times in the presence of his

unwanted spouse the succinct

statement, "I divorce you," he
becomes a free man, said Dr.

O'Connor.

The status of the Muslim
woman is unique, he said. In the

legal framework of the coun-

tries, two women are equal to

one man.

"Under no circumstances do

you walk along a street with a

non-relative female," he added.

"A girl will not even thank you
for giving up a seat on the bus

for her. She feels she will be

compromised if she does.

"You never meet a man's wife,

they are always hidden Isehind

veils. When I entered a house,

the husband tapped for the wife

to hide so she wouldn't be con-

taminated by my glance."

According to custom, the Mus-
lim rewards a visitor to his

house with whatever the visitor

Marine Group
Holds Classes

In Camp Lore
The Semper Fidelis Society

has announced its training plans

for junior candidates for the re-

mainder of the year, according

to Richard Delaney, society

treasurer.

Beginning last Monday and
continuing every succeeding

Monday, classes will be held at

3:30 p.m. at John Barry Hall.

Members who have made it

through Quantico and have a
desire to teach new members
have been requested to sign up
in the Marine Office, John Barry
Hall.

The first two scheduled les-

sons are on Marine Corps His-

tory, while the third and fourth

are on the M-1 rifle. Lesson five

is a Quantico orientation pro-

gram and lesson six will teach

the fundamentals of drill. Les-

son seven will again be on the

M-1 rifle.

|t has been noted that the

Marine ^Corps is being reduced

in strength and competition for

officer billets are running high.

In some cases, over 50 percent

of training platoons have been

dropped out of the' program be-

cause of lack of proper attitude

and preparation.

Approximately 40 persona at-

tended the lj»«t lecture p'v^n bv
Ueutenant Gill an. U.S.N.,
NROTC instructor on March 19.

^^i^-'r '..i^^';

By THOMAS M. WOLF
of the Villanovan SUIT

admires. "Perhaps that's why
they hide their wives," he said.

Delivery Informal

Dr. O'Connor's delivery was
strictly informal. He frequently

wandered from the rostrum,

resorted to the colloquial, and
seemed entirely unbound by any
inflexible lecture outline.

He frequently alluded to ex-

perience in the Middle East on
which he based his talk. Reflect-

ing on his stay in Baghdad, he
sjrmpathized with King Faisal

whose hapless demise last sum-
mer brought in the present re-

gime. He had once been offered

the opportunity to tutor the

young king.

"It is relatively easy to be-

come a Mohammedan," he stres-

sed. "A man merely has to say,

ixy front of a witness. There
is no God but God. and Moham-
med is his prophet.' A man could

jokingly become a member if he
wasn't carefull."

He repeatedly interrupted his

talk with artful digressions, in

his classroom manner, tapping
a reservoir of anecdotes to il-

lustrate his statements.

"The Muslin is forbidden to

eat pork," he said. He related

how the Iraqi branch of the Co-
ca-Cola Co. al egeilv spread the
rumor that Pepsi-Cola contai*h-

ed pepsin, a pork substance.

"Multitudes abstained from Pep-
si for some time."

Punishment Severe
Punishment for violations of

the law are severe. "Smokers
are whipped, thiefs in Kuwait
have hands amputated, and
adulterers have been dragged
outside the city walls (indeed

there are walls) and stoned."

Self-punishment is equally se-

vere. He has witnessed men who
had punctured their eyeballs

with needles.

Water Sofefy bourse
Offered by Red Cross
An American Red Cross Wa-

ter-Safety Course will be pre-

sented by the Intramural De-

partment starting Tues., April

7 through May 7.

Classes will be held every

Tues. and Thurs. at 7:00 p.m.

at the Field House swimming
pool.

It is required that each stu

dent has a current senior Red
Cross life saving card*/ .•

,

'

Students must register at the

pool at once.

A senior Red Cross life savinr

course will be conducted later

in April.

Former Students

Service Standouts
A number of former Villa-

novans have been making erood

in several branches of the Navy.
Marine Second Lieutenants

Lawrence P. Tierney and James
A. Smith, both former Villa-

nova basketball p'.ayers, are

members of the Hawaii Marines
basketball team, defending
champion in the All-Marine

Tournament.

Among those who made their

first solo liights were Naval En-
signs Ronald W. Pyle, William
B. Oates and William Davies.

Marine Second Lieutenant

Stanley M. McGeehan, Jr. com-
pleted advance flight training

and Alexander G. Severance, Jr.

was commissioned a Navy En-
sign March 6 after completing

a 16-week training program.

He sees a distinct Jewish in-

fluence in the Muslim's bible,

the Koran. In fact, he was once

taken to the "tomb" of Jonah,

reportedly in a Northern Iraqi

mosque. Archeology is forbid-

den at the site.

"I went up with them," he

said, "and saw a four-foot fish,

purported to be the whale which
swallowed up Jonah. When I

commented that Jonah therefore

must hjave been a mere two
inches high, he was scandal-

ized." Dr. O'Connor beat a
hasty retreat.

Following the speech, he

opened himself to questions,

lighting the first in a quick scr
ies of cigarettes.

What is the social system in

those lands?

No Middle Class

"They have yet to develop a

middle c'ass. Among the poor,

living conditions are terrible,

and cholera takes a deadly toll.

In one poor family, only three

out of eighteen infants survived

childhood."

His description of the upper

class was equally vivid. "They
are extravagantly wealthy, driv-

ing Packards while they have

a stable full of other cars at

home. One shiek took me hunt-

ing gazelles in a jeeo." He felt

that the resolution of this prob-

lem will depend on history which
we will see in our lifetimes.

He was received in Iraq. Al-

though the natives dislike Amer-
ica, they didn't know where
Canada was. They are acutely

conscious of race relations, he
said. King Faisal was curious

about the Authorine Lucy case

of several years ago.

Dr. O'Connor offered a solu-

tion to the bitterness. He ap-

pealed to approach them with
understanding, to bridge the

gap. "I love these people," he
concluded.

Education Society

Headed By Rolls
James P. Rolls, junior educa-

tion major, was elected presi-

dent of the Villanova Chapter
of the Student Education Asso-
ciation at its last meeting.

Others elected were John J.

Gallagher, vice-president; Jack
J. Bolger, secretary; and John
D. Williams, treasurer. The
newly-elected officers will hold

their positions until February
of 1960.

The Student Education Asso-
ciation, which is the profession-

al society of all education ma-
jors, recently sent members to

the annual convention of the

Southeastern District of the

association at Ursinus College.

The chapter will also be rep-

resented at the st-'te conven-

tion at Slipery Rock State

Teachers College this month.

Enlistment Program
Offered to Students
An enlistment program for

the United States Defense Com-
mand has been offered to Villa-

nova Students according to an
announcement by Master Ser-

geant James J. Bertwistle, local

Army recruiting officer.

This program offers direct as-

signment to the United States

guided missile units located

within the United SUtes.

Further information may be

obtained by contacting Army
recruiting office at the Post Of-

fice building in West Chester.

DR. ANDREW OTONNOR

Junior Dinner Dance Plans
Announced By Chairmen
John Driscoll and Raymond

Rafferty, Co-Chairmen for the

Junior Dinner Dance Committee,
announced last week that plans

for the event have been com-
pleted.

The annual affair, highlight

of the Junior Week festivities,

will be held in the main ball-

room of the Broadwood Hotel in

Philadelphia, Saturday, liiay 2.

The Broadwood Hotel is located

at the corner of Broad and Vine
sts.

The dinner dance will begin

at 6:30 p.m. and continue until

1 a.m. The theme will be "A
Spring Night".

Price of tickets is $11.50.

Tables will accomodate five

couples and will sell for $57.50

State Dep't.

Asked to Aid
Ex-VU Grad

(Continued from Page 1)

Letters Few
The few letters that are fore-

warded to America by the

Czechs seem to indicate that,

while Kennedy is not actually

mistreated, his accomodations
are very poor, and that the

Czech government is withhold-

ing everything—food, clothes,

money, and letters—sent to him.

Although the absence of com-
munication between Kennedy
and his family is certainly dis-

heartening, the parents hoped
that the situation will soon im-
prove.

They expect Kennedy upon
release to continue his prepai^

ations for a career in teaching.

Tickets will go on sale next
Monday. Single and table reser-

vations can be purchased Mon-
day and Tuesday. Only single

tickets can be purchased on
Wednesday, the closing day.

Only one table ticket at a
time will be sold to a single

person.

Al Rasrmond's band is slated

to provide the entertainment at

the dinner dance.

Publicity, decorations, and
theme are under the chairman-
ship of John Rietsse, Jr. math
major. Tickets, programs and
invitations were handled by
Bob McCauley, Jr. Industrial-

Administration.

Entertainment was arranged
for by Carlo La Vechio, Jr..Arts,

and Vic Manfriedi, Jr. Pre-Law.
Special arrangements were
Special arrangements were
handled by Nick Samango.

• A buaineMs manager, in

search of talent within his organixa-

tion, passed out a questionnaire to

younger workers. One question was:
**What is your chief reason for think-

ing that you possess executive
ability?**

The most interesting answer he re-

ceived: "/ think I would make a
very successful executive because I

seldom get lonesome and would not

mind irorking in a prismu office.**

Marine Corps End

Semi-Annual Visit
The Marine Corps officer se-

lection team will complete its

semi-annual visit to Villanova

today and tomorrow.

The purpose of the visit is to

interview interested persons in

the two Marine Corps Officer

training program—the Piatoon

Leaders Class program for

freshmen and sophomores and
the Officer Candidate Program
for college seniors and recent

graduates.

The team headed by Captain

A. W. Ruete, Jr., USMC, Is avail-

able between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

The Platoon Leaders Class

program, which is especially ac-

tive at Villanova, has no drills

or classes during the school

year, two six week summer
courses of training at Quantico,

Virginia, pay while attending

summer training courses, draft

deferment, and commissioning

(Ml graduation day.

The Officer Candidate pro-

gram features a ten week Offi-

cer Candidate School at Quan-
tico, and commissioning at the

end of the ten week course.

n
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BIG BROTHER: ALUMNI
It would be an understatement to declare that

students here are highly critical ol certain facets of

Villanova — the sports schedule, athletic scholar-

ships, intra-mural facilities, and the like. This ten-

dency IS only natural, indeed the authorities would
worry if there were absolutely no aissatisiaction,

no unrest.

But unlimited general complaining, without

promise of profitable remedy, is useless. It is within

the province of each of us to help improve whatever
we find lacking at Villanova. Within a few years, we
will either accept or reject an invitation to associate

ourselves with the Alumni Association, the closest

thing to a bi^ brother that the school has at the

paqment • '
^

George Pequinot, Alumni Executive Secretary,

today begins an informative series in the Vilianovan

about the association. He discusses the goals, the

activities, the gripes, and the functions of the group
in a message of great import to graduate and under-

graduate alike.

He emphasizes that the Alumni is not merely a
collection of aged faces seen beneath appropriate

banners at home football games. It is not a social

institution bent on rowdy reunions. Rather, he
proudly announces that it is, at long last, assuming a
mature role in educational affairs.

The Association has drafted an imposing list of

goals, and if it achieves half of them, Villanova, the

beneficiary, will be better for it. Of course, one of

them is to raise money, a task whose importance

can't be minimized. But the goal which appeals to us

is the one stated: "to heighten alumni interest, lead-

ing to greater alumni participation in the life of the

institution." It reminds us that we are alumni for

many more years than we are students.
Ill '

V Council Stirs Interest

A series of stimulating sessions in the past

months has given striking evidence that the Student

Council is attaining a more intimate relationship

with the student body at large.

Recent meetings indicate that the Council has

no intention of becoming an aloof, static, dignified,

pompous deliberative body. Specifically, we are

thinking of the meetings concerning the free day

and the additional polling places. Delegates are in-

troducing bills of real substance with a gratifying

eagerness, most of which are beneficial, others hope-

less.Tonight the Congress convenes to consider

again the polling place bill which it somewhat brus-

quely disposed of at the last meeting. The fact that

the action is anticipated with such concern by the

student body attests to the fact that interest is stag-

ing a moderate devival. The spirit might even move
some students to attend tonight's meeting, if only

out of curiosity.
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Letters to the Editor:

Apparent Need For Council Seriousness
to the Editor:

Sheldon Pollock's recent

"two polling places" motion

in the Student Council and
the resultant publicity serve

to illustrate an important

point : the Council apparently

refuses to take itself serious-

ly. Please note that I say

"apparently".

I am very much aware of

the time and effort that the

various council members de-

vote "behind the scenes" to

advancing Villanova. In-

d i V i d u a 1 1 y and in small

groups, these men work ef-

ficiently and effectively.
However, when they congre-

gate for public meetings, the

spirit of co-operation seems
to die, and factionalism takes

over.

Many worthwhile projects

die before birth of the clan-

nish spirit of the Council.

Proof of this lies, as I have
said, in Pollock's motion.

Certainly something should

be done to encourage the

student body to vote. Also, I

nnn^pifilTl-t''^" in favor of

convenience in voting when-
ever possible. Pollock's
motion was an attempt to

solve the problems of apathy
and inconvience. Possibly it

but at least the effort was
was a poorly formulated plan,

made.
The Council, when facing a

vote on the proposal, chose
to make of it a laughingstock,
and the consequent publicity

turned the entire C and F
school into a huge joke. Why
could not the Council attempt
to make a workable law of
this motion? If this was not
feasible, why could they not
simply defeat the motion and
get on with other important
business? It is because there

is no other important busi-

nss?
It is unfortunate that the

many things accomplished in

official and unofficial com-
mittee are defeated on the

Council floor. If a voting bloc

cannot bear to have thunder
stolen by another bloc, it

should formulate a plan of

its own to correct the situa-

tion necessitating legislation,

rather than ridiculing an-

other's plan.

In this way, the Council

could appear, if not united,

at least positive in its ap-

proach to its many problems.

Jim McAtten
Sophomore Arts

to the Editor:

I have recently read that
the Pennsylvania Tax Advis-
ory Committee has recom-
mended that the state sales

tax be increased, that the
cigarette tax go up a x>enny,

and that pari-mutuel betting

be legalized at licensed race

tracks.

I would counter the first

recommendation by suggest-
ing a real estate tax on the
Governor's Mansion. The sec*

ond proposal is fine with me
because soon the tax on
cigarettes will be so high that

I'll have to give up smoking,
which I've always wanted to

do anyway.
The third suggestion is the

best. Instead of shipping all

our money across the river

as we do now, maybe we can
arrange a swap with Gover-
nor Meyner, giving him the
Phillies in return for Garden
State Park. The race track
proposal should appeal to

many students. They
wouldn't have to cut as many •',

classes in the spring in order
to get to the track by post
time.

Stanley Mucnster
Soph Arts

Pollock Defended In Ring Controversy
To the Editor:

Lately one person has been
singled out of the 3,500 stu-

dents attending this school

and attacked from all sides,

sometimes justifiably, but

many times grudgingly. This

person as you know is the

Junior Class President, Shel-

don Pollock.

Ever since Sheldon was
elected to represent the Jun-

ior Class he has been criti-

cized and centered out as the

"guy who can't do anything
right." Most of us seem to

forget that we are a class,

not just a president. If those

who do all the critizing would

only step out of the shadows
and give the class a hand,

maybe they would start to

criticize themselves a little

too, and not just Sheldon. It

takes more than one man to

run a class, but it seems that

those students who continu-

ally stand in the background
complaining can't compre-
hend this.

Pertaining to Sheldon's

letter to Dieges and Clust, I

feel as many students do; it

was a wise step on the part
of a person who has the wel-
fare of the students in mind,
not just the Junior Class, but
all who will have to deal with
Dieges and Clust, and George
Packer in particular, in the
future.

I know that this was not a
personal matter between Pol-

lock and George Packer, for

many students were annoyed

\

and even angry. This was
not due to the late delivery

of certain rings, but due to

"bad service" on the part of

Dieges and Clust's represen-

tative, George Packer. True,

many mix-ups occurred which
were the fault of the stu-

dents, but here the major
and justifiable complaint is

the lack of courtesy extended

to the students.

As you know, anyone can
assail someone who, due to

the circumstances, would be

unable to defend himself.

Words have ruined a good

man and the irony of it all

is that most of those who do
the assailing are not compe-
tent, and do the criticizing

from a distance.

STIVE CARTON
Junior Pie-lAw

F-fWVVf "fjif.**
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Early Entries In Junior Queen Contest

t

ELLEN BROWN, 20, a Rosemont
student, is 5 feet 6 inches tall, has
brown hair and eyes. Miss Brown
whose home is in Philadelphia, will

be the dote of Bob Goudlock, Ac-
covinting major.

h \

MARY JO DUFFY, a secretary

from Wilmington, Del., is 5 feet

6 inches toll, 18 years old, has

brown hair and eyes. Miss Duffy will

be escorted by Lorry Maucher, En-

gineer.

iijiw*'''

IRENE FOOTE, o Wesley College

freshmon from Scorsdole, N.Y.,

5 feet 6 inches toll, has auburn hair

and green eyes. Miss Fotte, 18, is

the date oi Psych, major Alan
Fisher.

BETSY HARPER, a 17-year-old
student at Notre Dome High,
Hovertown, Pa., is 5 feet 3 inches
toll, has blue eyes, brown hair. Miss
Harper is the dote of Bill Robb,
Marketing major.

M

MARY ANN HERZOG, 18, o
student at Gwynedd-Mercy Junior

College has brown hair and blue

eyes. Miss Herzog will be the date
of Accounting major John B.

Wholen.

ROSEMARIE HILL, 21, has brown
eyes, auburn hair, is 5 feet 6
inches toll. Miss Hill,, a secretary
from Trenton, N.J., will be escorted
by Chemistry major Thomas
Pfeiffer.

JUNE KNAFLE, o Gettysburg
College sop>homore,, is 18, has
brown hair and green eyes. Miss
Knofle, whose hometown is Phio-
delphio, will be the dote of Ac-
counting major Wayne B. Sweet.

BETTY McCLELLAN, 1 9, as sec-

retary from Norristown, Pa., is 5

feet 5 inches toll, has brown eyes

and hair. Miss McClellon will be
escorted by Engineer Jack Cooper.

ROSEAAARIE McMANUS, 18, is

the dote of English major Jim
Murray. Miss McManus, a secre-

tary from Hovertown, Pa., has
brown hair and eyes, ,is 5 feet 4
inches tall.

JOAN MORIARITY, 18, is the

date of Arts major Chuck Word
Miss Moriority, a blue-eyed brun-

ette, is 5 feet 5 inches toll, a
student at Harriton High, Rose-
mont, Pa.

^

LOIS MUSTO, 18, a student at
Glossboro State Teachers' College,
is the dote of Pre-Low major Steve
Carton. Miss Musto is 5 feet 2
inches toll, has brown hair and
eyes.

•'»:-

PATRICIA STEPHENS, from
Edison, N. J, is 21 years old*,, stands

5 feet 7 inches toll, has brown hoir

and eyes. Miss Stephens' escort for

the evening will be Accounting

major Carl Barotto.
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An Engineer • . •

"There is no shortage of vocations . . ." That seems like

a poor beorinning for a vocation article, doesn't it ? Well,

maybe if I finish the statement, you'll understand. "...
there is just a lack of acceptance on the part of men." That
sounds like the old pitch, doesn't it ?

If this article seems blunt and too frank, you'll have to

blame it on my training as an engineering "student" before

I was "trapped" by the Augustinians. Here are the facts.

The world definitely needs more priests; it needs more
AugustinJan priests (there is a difference). But why aren't

there enough if God wills to take care of our needs? Well,

let's look at the gifts that a guy needs in order to have a
calling from God. Consider the situation here at V. U.

There are approximately 3,500 Catholic young men, who
are still bachelors running around the campus (being a
Catholic and single are of course the most obvious require-

ments). We might cut this number somewhat due to lack of

pihysical qualifications, but I don't think this would eliminate

many. Next we might cut out a few due to lack of sufficient

mental pbility. However, if you have enough on the ball to get

into college, you probably have enough brains to get through
the course in the seminary. I feel safe in saying that we still

have about 2,000 eligible men on campus after these elimina-

tions. :\^\:^\:.' f:^-\!i-'''x:^*:'-^'.

i:; .
• Now we might consider the spiritual gifts that one needs

to qualify. We know that the average "college boy", despite

occasional lapses, is essentially good. When the chips are
down, he chooses heaven rather than hell. This may be too
personal, but there was a lot of better living guys on cam-

pus when GJod called me to join Him. As we were told during
our first retreat, "People don't enter Religion because they
are saints, but rather that they can become saints".

I can recall that my roomie shamed me into getting up
for Mf»ss during' Lent, and while others gave rp beer and so
forth during Lent, I remained loyal to Dan Kelly. (Hey, I'm
a bit off the track!) Anyhow, I'd say the majority of the guys
at V. U. are solid enough to make good priests, so let's not cut
down the number of eligible men because "they're not good
enough". ^^ ^ '

'

The last requirement that might cut down our number
of rio,«jsi,ble Aii'nistiniflns is the SDirit of self-sacrifice. This
could be a deciding factor, but don't we see self sacrifice in
the guys who work on the pi*oms, for the paper, on the
Student Council and so forth ? This is love of neighbor in
action. (Editors note: the writer of this article wos elected
President of the Student Council before he left Villpnova for
the seminary). If we could tie love of God in with this natural
self-sacrifice, we have all necessary to be an Augustinian:
Charity, our most important pi-oduct.

Can you see now that there is no shorta'^e of vocations,
but of people who accept them ? God doesn't demand that we
all bpcome priests, but He does demand that we seriously
consider what He wants us to be before we decide what we
want to be.

Finally, for you who meet the requirements, but "iust
don't want to give it all up", — well, neither did I ! Nor did a
lot of others who are now Augustinians. We saw that we had
the needed talents, and that there was a shoi*tage of nriests;
we saw that we loved God and our fellow man. so here we
are! Like it or not. (By the way, say a few prayers for me,
because I sure like this life.)

,.»',

S

Seven of the approximately 15 exVillMovans now in the Auguntlnian Seminariefi: Left to
Right Htanding: Bill Recutti '57, Chuck Tirrell '57, Frank Hartmann '56, 4ack O'Rourke '57 Silr
ting: Fr. Robert Hemler '54, Fr. Joseph Bradley '54, Tony TonuMulo, *57.

an Art's mm . .

.

Villanova was never a strange word at our house. Older
friends, relatives and a brother of mine familiarized me with
life on the campus even before I had finished grammar
school. Villanova was woven into the very fabric of my life

when my biother, Dick, passed to his eternal reward in his

undergraduate days at Villanova in February of 1949. Priests,

classmates and professors came to our home in Phillipsburg,

New Jersey, to express their sympathy and to pray for their

fellow-Villanovan.

In that year I was in the eight grade; I had two ambi-
tions: I thought that I wanted to be a priest and I wanted
to go to Villanova. During my high school days I played
football and baseball, went to dances and dated almost as if J

had forgotten about the priesthood.

When I graduated from high school, I kept at least one
of the goals clearly in view: that of going to Villanova, And
so my football coach; Mickey Frinzi (a fonner halfback in the
coaching days of Jim Leonaixi) brought me down to the cam-
pus to see Father Thomas Burk6 who was then the registrar

of the college. I enrolled in the arts department with the hazy
notion that if I were going to wind up' in the seminary some
day, I would have to have a background in the arts.

Villanovr. was a haven. I was happy to be in college

at last; the dream of the priesthood seemed to flounder in

the rush of college life. Dances, dates and athletics still

monopolized a great deal of the time. Springtime brought my
favorite time of the year, and usually every Friday of the
spring semester found me standing out on Spring Mill Road
hitching a ride back home. Spring meant baseball to me, and
many weekends were spent on the diamond. Mickey Frinzi
happened to be managing the local semi-pro club, and so I

had an excellent opportunity to play ball on the weekends
that I was able to get home.

One day Father Burke invited me to his room for a short
visit. In the middle of conversation he caught me off guard
with a startling question: "Have you ever though about the
priesthood ?" I told him that I had thought about it in the
past, but lately, I hrdn' given it much thought. So he supplied
thoughts and asked me back again.

In the meantime, I followed some of the boys from Sulli-

van Hall to the chapel for the 7.30 Mass and Communion a
couple of times a week to help me to digest the advice that
Father Burke gave me. Soon after this I thought that the
place for me was the seminary. Why? Because that's where
I felt God wanted me.

I finished my sophomore year at Villanova. then went to
'

the Angustinian "boot camp" in upstate New York. One year
later I returned to Villanova a black-robed Augustinian
religious.

and a C&F man . .

Happily having been exposed to the life of a Villanova

C&F Student for three pulsating years, I would venture to

say with reasonable assurance that many Villanova men
aren't too certain how they intend to pursue the gocd life

when the college days aie ended. In brief, how and where will

they achieve the recognition and happiness human nature
craves so deeply ?

And to be more Christian about it all, many absorbed in

the whirlwind of activity have not reflected that God has
reason of their fulfilling that state in the Christian life He
willed from all eternity that they glorify Him precisely by
has destined.

So it is that it can be a rather shaking experience to a
happy-go-lucky college man preoccupied mostly with how to

finance the next beer, to realize that perhaps the Almighty
Triune God has called him to be a priest forever. Undoubtely
some who grace Villanova today are called!

It would be folly to think that we promote priestly voca-
tions somtwhiit along the line of the "Marlboro Man". A
vocation is of necessity a mysterious question, an encounter
between God and man. God's way can seem strange and are
always fascinating. To reminisce a bit, in 1950 my closest

friend from home and I came to the Mainline to take Villanova

by storm. We dwelled in that ancient monument, Alumni Hall.

Today the results of our enrollment seem surprising: we
are Iwth priests in the Order of St. Augustine. After our first

year when my roommate left to join the Order, I was dumb-
founded. Leave all this, this was the greatest! Two years
later I too had my farewell party with the boys. I don't want
to seem dramatic, but it is the finger of God.

My one aim in all this musing has been to persuade you
to listen in the depths of your soul for the faint whisper of
God.

If He calls, don't fight it. It is bigger than you.

The sacrifice of those following an Augustinian vocation "... will
not be a lonely one; it will be accompanied by their offerings of the ereafc-
est sacrifice of all . . ." (See article below) * '

•«

below)
peace of mind and the highest vocation possible . .

.'* (See article

:<),,.

"V. ; ;f

1

.

• • . now Augustinians

>'
.

,',' '>

... three fellows, different from one
another, but normal. The articles on the op-
posite page are by ex-Villanova students
who, a few years ago, were exactly in the
same situation in which you now find
yourself. They wanted to be good Catholics

;

they wanted to be what God wanted them
to be, but they weren't sure just what that
was.

Quite often they were confused, and
they wondered if they would ever come to
any knowledge of themselves and the con-
sequent decisions. Quite often they gave
the problem little or no thought because
there were too many other things to do:
dates, games, tests, parties, bull sessions
and so on. But gradually, they came to know
what God had in mind for them. How?

These very different fellows had sev-;
ei-al things in common. They were honest; '^^

they didn't try to kid themselves. They
knew that God loved them and they prayed
to Him. They were frequently at Mass and
Communion. And they talked the situation
over with the priest. That's all, nothing ex-
ceptional in any way. For this small price
they gained peace of mind and the highest
vocation possible, the priesthood.

As Augustinian priests, their lives will

be difficult. There will be long hours, ob-
scurity, disappointments and insults. All
the splinters from the cross will be their
lot. Their sacrifice will not be a lonely one;
it will be accompanied by their offerings of
the greatest sacrifice of all, that of the
Mass. The peace of soul for living for, with,
and in Christ will overcome all their prob-
lems.

As Augustinian priests, they may be
ordered to any part of the Churches labors.

They may do parish work, teach in a high

school or college, preach missions in the
United States, do foreign mission work in
Japan, or be chaplains in the sei-vice.

Whatever they do, they will work con-
fidently because they are following God's
will by their vow of obedience. They will

strive always to become more detached fi*om

persons and things, and more attached to
Christ by their vows to chastity and
ix)verty.

These articles then are directed to you

:

you who aren't sure what the future holds
for you; you who know that whatever the
future does hold you you will have to be in
line with God's will. There is no happiness
in any other way.

The crux of the whole matter for ydil

then is: "What is God's will for me? What
does He want me to do? I'll go along with
Him, but what is it?"

That is why we wrote these articles;
we were in the same boat and God helped
us to dry land. This is the way: get to
Mass and Communion as often as possible;
ask God and His Mother for the answer;
talk the situation over with a priest, finally,

hold on. The answer won't come immediate-
ly, but it will come. That's all there is to it,

but we guarantee success. Each of us knows
that we never could have decided and gone
through with it on his own. We'll be praying
for you.

,*!.
I

_; > k I ^Mi ^hmnWia
'^

O my God, Thou who art the God of wisdom and good
counsel, Thou who readest in my heart a sincere desire to
please Thee alone and to direct myself in regard to my choice
of a state in life, in conformity with Thy holy will in all

things; by the intercession of the most holy Virgin, my
Mother, and of my Patron Saints, grant me the grace to know
that state of life which I ought to choose, and to embmce it

when known, in order that thus I may seek Thy glory and
increase it. work out my own salvation and deserve the
heavenly reward which Thou hast promised to those who do
Thy holy will. Amen. (Raccolta, #711)
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Early Entries In Junior Queen Contest

'«i

ROSEMARIE BURKE, o 20-year,

old student at Immaculata College,

is the date of Psych, major Charles
Kimnock. Miss Burke is 5 feet 5
inches tall, has blue eyes ond brown
hair. •

:

SALLY CAMPBELL, a Philadel-

phia school teacher, is the date of

Marketing major Jim Osbourne.
Miss Campbell is 20 years old, has
brown hair and blue eyes.

MADIE PITZSIMMONS, 18, of
Red Bank, N.J., hos black hair,

brown eyes, is 5 feet 7 inches toll.

Miss Fitzsimmons, a student at
Wood Secretarial School, is date of
Pre-Law man Ed West.

CAROL GIANNINI, 19, is a

student at Immaculata College.

Miss Giannini, date of Accounting
Major Bill Coyle, is 5 feet 1 inch

tall, has brown hair and eyes.

JUDY HENKEN, date of Mechan-
ical Engineer Ron Mediotore, is 17,

blonde, blue-eyed, stands 5 feet

4 inches toll. Miss Henken is a
student at West Babylon, HYv,
High School.

TRINA JARISH, 18, is a secre-
tary from Hertford, Conn. Miss
Jarish has brown eyes, auburn hair,

is 5 feet 3 inches tall. She is the
dote of Pre-Law major Angelo
DiMarco.

MARTINA KIRK, blonde, brown-
eyed secretary from Wilminaton,
Del., is 5 feet tall, the dote of Elec-

trical Engineer Terence O'Connell.

JOAN LEON, 19, has red hair,
brown eyes, is the date of Chemical
Engineer Richard Gesstner. Miss
Leon, who is 5 feet toll, is o steno-
grapher from Massapequo, L.I.

^X^'^tjSi

W'.-:

JOAN MOUNCE, a blonde, green-

eyed, Philadelphia secretary, stands

5 feet 5 inches toll. Miss Mounce
is the date of Nick Vitale, Chemical
Engineer.

JEAN IE MILES, 19, blonde, blue-

eyed student of Elmira College, is

the date of Moth Major Bob John-

son. Miss Niles, 5 feet 9 inches toll,

is from Utica. N.Y.

TERRY O'BRIEN, wife of Pre-Low
major Eugene O'Brien, is 20, blonde,

blue-eyed, 5 feet 6 inches tall. Mrs.

O'Brien is a student nurse at Chest-

nut Hill Hospital.

BETTY REARDON, 20, has brown
hair and eyes, is 5 feet 8 inches toll.

The date of Accounting Major Mott
O'Rourke, Miss Reardon is a secre-
tory from Philadelphia.
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Executive Secretary Cites

Goals For Alumni Assn.
By GEORGE PEQUINOT

Alumni Executive Secretary

Ahimni . . . what does it mean to youf If we were to pose
this question to the Villanova student body, we would doubtlessly

receive a variety of answers. Searching generally for a meaning,
one finds that the word has been associated with *many things
over the years among which, in no small prominence, have been
a passion for winning football games, and rowdy reunions. Today,
at long Uist, it is becoming a mature partner in the higher educa>-

tionai enterprise.

However, it is what the word alumni means to the Villanova
student which concerns the Villanova General Alumni Association.
We are regretfully antxire that it possibly can mean very little and
we blame no one but ourselves

Our constitution states that

anyone who matriculates at

Villanova, whether he ultimately

graduates or not, is to be con-

sidered an alumnus. Therefore,

all are invited to join us, but
there are those who go on to

other schools to earn their de-

gree who understandably con-

sider themselves alumni of that

school.

These we may or may not

carry on our mailing list de-

pending upon their preference.

We have nearly thirteen thous-

and on our mailing list and
there are well over a thousand
for whom we have no current

address. Fortunately, the latter

number is decreasing.

Our association, like most, has
its officers, governing bodies,

and committees. Our officers

are elected by the active mem-
bers and serve for a two-year
term.

Policy Board
The governing, policy-making

body is the Board of Governors
which is basically comprised of

the representatives from the

various area clubs. This group
meets quarterly here on the
campus to take up the business

of the association and to es-

tablish policy. The detail of the
business and minor decisions are

handled by the Committee.
The association has an Execu-

tive Secretary, a full-time em-
ployee, who executes the busi-

ness of the association through
the Alumni Office.

Another, and most important
part of our organization, is the

area Villanova club. Our mem-
bership is becoming an increas-

ingly far-flung group, and it is

only through these clubs that

our association can maintain the

close contact that is so neces-

sary to realize our potential.

Club areas are determined by
the concentration of our mem-
bership. There is a feeling that
an area should have a potential

of at least one hundred Villa-

novans to be able to sustain an
active club.

We presently have about
thirty-five such areas, and these
would embrace close to 90% of
the alumni. While the clubs are
free to write their own By-Laws,
and to set up themselves ah they
so desire, most of them follow
the same pattern—one closely

resembling our general associa-

tion.

Each club has a representa-
tive to the association's Board
of Governors which ties the club
organization into the general
organization.

Origin of Alumni
I was not around when the

association was formed many
years ago, but I can tell you how
and why it came about. It came
about the same way it would
today if there were no such or-

ganized group. Everyday one
sees cases in which someone or
something in need is helped by
interested people banding to-

gether for that purpose.

Such was the reason for the
formation of every alunmi or-

ganization ... to be of service

to its alma mater. The Villanova
General Alumni Association was
formed by a group of men with
a common denominator, a Villa-

nova education, for the common
cause of service to their alma
mater. This is our purpose . . .

service to Villanova.

There are very few institu-

Deputj* Grand Knight Lawrence Carlin points out tlie charter

of Villanova Council, Knight of Columbus, to Fred Wlele, Ron
Dobles, and their dates, at the Knights' first annual dance, wUcIt
was held hut Friday night at the Merlon Tribute House.

tions of higher learning around
today which do not need as-

sistance in many forms. Even
though your education is costing

a lot of money, it is not costing

as much as it should in order
for the university to balance its

books.

A school like ours cannot turn
to the state for support, so
whom can it look to for assist-

ance but its friends? Those who
have preceded you here consider
themselves Villanova's best
friends as you also will one day
soon. You will realize, as we do,

that Villanova has been a good
friend to you, even though there
may have been times when, for
your own benefit, restrictions

were made which you resented.

Frequent Gripes

Let me speak frankly and re-

fer to the gripes which one
hears from time-to-time from
the undergraduates and the
graduates, for the Alumni Office

is the "whipping post" for such
things.

It is a sure sign that a person
is interested. You will gradually
become aware that certain prob-
lems are inherent to all schools,

and that our Alma Mater is

doing a better-than-average job
of meeting them head-on.

Therefore, all of us consider
ourselves friends of Villanova
and as such are busy developing
an alumni program that can
lend a real helping hand. To give

you an idea what we can do,

consider the following goals
toward which we can aim:

1. to heighten alumni interest,

leading to greater alumni
participation in the life of

the institution,

to raise money,
to utilize alumni experience
and know-how in solving in-

stitution problems,

to recruit better students,

and to increase the enroll-

ment to quaUfied sons and
daughters of alumni,
to provide programs of con-

tinuing education for alumni,

to offer vocational guidance
and placement opportunities

for alumni.

to encourage alumni to par-

ticipate in civic and com-
munity affairs,

to publicize the name and
prestige of their alma mater
in local communities,
to inform the institution of
alumni sentiment in the
field.

Next week we shall look into

the activities of our Association.

Naval ROTC
Opens Spring
The Naval R.O.T.C. drill team

embarks this weekend on an ex-

tensive program of drill meets
for the spring season by par-

ticipating in the National Cherry
Blossom Festival Drill Compe-
tition in Washington, D. C.

The well-practiced team, un-

der the command of Midshipman
Terence P. Connell will spend
four days in the nation's capitol

with activities highlighted by
the drill competition Friday and
the annual Cherry Blossom Pa-

rade the following evening.

Competition for the event is

expected to be keen since the
participating teams chosen are

a nation wide basis and are con-

sidered among the country's

crack units.

Indiantown Gap Military Res-
ervation will be the scene of the
team's next competition in the
annual Pershing Rifles r^i-
mental drill meet. At this event,

scheduled for April 25, will be
the best of the Pennsylvania
Pershing Rifle units.

After a short rest, the drill

team will again compete in the

Philadelphia R.O.T.C. drill meet
at Franklin Field May 6. Al-

though less successful in last

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8

9.

Sophomore Class Ring
Orders Soon Accepted

Orders for Sophomore class

rings will be taken from April

28 to May 1 in the VILLA-
NOVAN office.

All orders will require a

$10.00 deposit with the rest to

be paid upon delivery, an-

nounced sophomore class pres-

ident. Bob DeLisa, at a class
meeting last Thursday.
^ Orders taken after these

dates will not arrive with the
class order, due for delivery

next fall, he said.

"This is the earliest that ring

orders have ever been taken,"
said DeLisa.

T nT
(Continued from Pa^* 2 )

comparable to T 'n T", he said,
"the Mask and Wig Club of the
University of Pennsylvania,
Harvard's Triangle Club, and
the Hasty Pudding Club at
Princeton University."

Turf and Tinsel originated a
few years before World War 11.

It disbanded at the start of the
war but resumed its activities
in 1948.

Quite a few "names" have
graduated from the T 'n T
ranks. Among them are AU-
American halfback Gene Filip-

ski, track and field stars Don
Bragg and Ron Delany, Skip
Kilmond, who recently played a
supporting role in television's

"Playhouse 90", and Ron Liom-
porra, currently appearing in

the Broadway hit "Bells Are
Ringing".

Vet Club To Sponsor
Annual Dinner Dance
The annual dinner dance of

the Villanova Veteran's Club
will be held Saturday, April 18,

at the General Wayne Inn in

Wynnewood.
Plans were announced last

week by club president Frank
Cernos. •.>•..•. -^ •^._^/'^,,^

Arrangements for the event
are being made by Dinner Dance
Committee under the direction

of Ed Gallagher. Tickets are
available from committee mem-
bers.

Cernos also announced that
election of officers for next year
will take place at the bi-weekly
meeting tomorrow.

Villanova Graduate
Named Credit Mgr.

Dennis J. Craig, who was
graduated from Villanova in

1951 with a bachelor's (fegree in

Economics, has been named
credit manager of the Arms-
strong Cork Company's building
products division.

Craig served as assistant
credit manager of this Arm-
strong division since 1957. He
joined the firm in 1954 following
service in the Navy.

GOOD FRIDAY
Fourteen states have declared

Good Friday or a portion of it a

legal holiday, according to the

Cathohc Digest. The magazine re>

ports that observance of Good Fri-

day "is coming up more often than
before in lahor-contract discussions.**

Drill Team
Competition

year's competition, the unit

hopes to regain its champion-
ship in both the basic and trick

drills.

School Gets

Federal Aid

In September
Villanova will receive an al-

lotment for the year beginning
next September under the cur-

rent federal student aid pro-

gram, announced the Rev.
Henry Klekotka, dean of admis-
sions. The 'precise amount was
not announced.

Although information as to

the precise amount of the aid
was not available, it is not ex-

pected to be large. Application

forms are distributed from the
admissions office.

"The act as it stands is gen-
erous for the students," said

Fr. Klekotka, "but the legisla-

tion is new and many problems
need to be settled."

The program was authorized
by the National Defense Educa-
tion Act of 1958. An initial ap-
propriation of $6 million was
granted to schools, but was
spread very thin. Villanova is

participating in a small allot-

ment this current semester.

Villanova itself will select

student recipients, arrange the
loans, and be responsible for
their collection.

Any needy full-time student
in good standing is eligible for
the loan. Special consideration
will be given prospective teach-
ers.

"In addition to the stated
qualifications," said Fr. Klekot-
ka, "it must be mentioned that
availablity of loans will depend
upon the sum of money allotted

us."

New Bills

Two new federal aid-to-educa-

tion bills are receiving attention
in the new Congress (among
more than 100 education bills

introduced).

Introduced by two Montana
Democrats, Senator Murray and
Rep. Metcalf, they provide a
permanent program of "aid" for

teachers' salaries and school
construction and involve total

allotments of $5 billion a year
after the program is in full

swing.

Although strongly supported
by leading labor and educator
groups, the National Chamber
of Commerce opposes it on the
grounds that it would lead to

federal control, and that educa-
tion is a state and local respon*
sibility.

A Chamber statement says:
"We contend that no specific

state has yet been identified as
being unable to meet its school
building needs without federal
aid."

Maximum Loan
Under the present program,

a student may borrow in one
year a sum not exceeding $1,000
and during his entire course in

higher education a sum not ex-
ceeding $5,000.

The borrower must sign a
note for this loan, showing his

obligation to interest and repay-
ment terms established by Villa-

nova. The law itself requires

that repayment of the loan

begin one year after the bor-

rower ceases to be a full-time

student and be completed within
ten years thereafter.
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Eddie Collymore Raised Eye-brows

By Sticking to Jenkins As Frosh
It was spring of 1956. Char

ley Jenkins, soon to depart for

California and the Olympic
trials, was loosening up, pre-

paring^ to run a practice quar-

ter mile. Alongside him pranced

a strong, well proportioned

freshman—one of the lesser

lights in the galaxy of Villa-

nova stars.

Now they set themselves in

the starting blocks, arched their

backs and raced. Jenkins moved
into the lead, gliding effortlessly

along. But the freshman stayed
right on his heels! ,;;:.

. His singular gait was now at-

tracting attention: head pushed
forward, arms extended at about

a sixty degree angle from his

body, palms turned upward, long

legs rapidly chewing up the

quarter-mile, he "pushed" Jen-

kins the entire race, finishing

only a few yards behind the fu-

ture Olympic winner.

A few observers were heard to

mutter, "who is that guy .*"

"Oh, that's Ed Collymore.

Another Rindge Tech man. He's

a real comer."
It didn't take Ed Collymore

long to arrive. By the end of

his sophomore year Ed was be-

ing referred to as "the sensa-

tional sprinter from Villanova."

Today he is recognized as being

one of the greatest track stars

in the world. : ^

Ed first attained fame
through his unexpected wins in

the 1957 1C4A outdoor finals.

Having run only 600 yards and
the quartei^mile while at Rindge
and during his freshmen year

at Villanova, Ed surprised many
by sprinting to victories in the

100 and 220 yard dashes.

Jim Elliot, his coach, wasn't

surprised though. He had been

grooming Ed for this the entire

year.

"I had switched courses in my
freshman year, so I had to make
some credits up," explained Ed

ly TOM TtOY

jne day last week. "I was going

to school during the summer,
rnd, wanting to keep in shape,

I entered a few meets which

were held around my home in

Cambridge.
They only had sprints in

these meets, so I competed in

these. I won a few, and Jumbo
read about it. Then, when I

came back to Villanova in the

fall. Coach had me practice all

year."
',. •• •:'. ..4,t(:-

Ed's great start at sprinting

was a portent of things to come.

In his junior year, he moved in-

doors and competed against the

top stars at a still shorter dis-

tance—60 yards.

Firmly established as a star,

Ed lived up to his billing in

every meet. He streaked to vic-

tories in both the National AAU
and the IC4A indoor champion-
ships, finishing in near record

time of 6.2 seconds.

By the time the outdoor sea-

son opened. Colly was recog-

nized as one of the most versa-

tile runners in America. He
could enter any race from 60 to

600 yards and probably win;
that's just about what he did.

Along with Ron Delany,

George Syndor, Charley Stead,

Bob Grodesky, and Vic DeMaio,
Ed participated in the Penn
Relays. And these six completed
an unprecedented feat—-winning

three relay championships for

the third year in succession.

And it was Ed Collymore who
played the most prominent part

in this task—outshining even
Delany. Running the first leg

of the sprint medley and the

second of the distant medley,

Ed was selected by Jim Elliot

to anchor the mile relay team.

Taking the baton from an ob-

viously tired Delany, Ed trailed

a Morgan State runner by al-

most 12 yards. But Colly

brought the crowd roaring to its

feet by turning in a blisternig

46.0 quarter to win by nearly

15 yards, and help establish a
new meet record.

His greatest days were yet

to come, however. After having
been shelved for several weeks
because of a bad leg, Ed return-

ed to competition in the IC4A
outdoor meet held at Villanova.

Facing the Middle Atlantic

Conference's outstanding star,

LaSalle's Ira Davis, Ed finished

second in the 100 yard dash,
then roared from behind to win
the 220 in a spectacular 23.0

seconds.

The nine points Ed contribu-
ted enabled the Wildcats to win
the IC4A outdoor crown for the
second year in a row.

Two weeks later, Ed dashed
to a 20.7 second victory in the
National Collegiate 220. This
insured Colly a place on the
U. S. men's team which was to
tour Europe.

"I guess that trip was the
biggest thrill I ever received,"

said Ed. "We went to Russia,
Poland, Hungary, and Greece.
I think the trip got better as
we went along, too. The people
in Russia were all right—they
never hooted or anything like

that at us—^but I was glad to

leave.

"I was running the 220 and
a leg on the relay team, and
we met some pretty good ath-
letes. I guess the big difference

between the Russians and us is

that they think of running as a
job. But they're real good."

Ed, who is modest to the point
of being almost shy, character-
istically didn't mention that he
won every race in which he
competed. The Russians and
others saw just his back.

This year has found Ed in a
strange position. Now a con-

firmed sprinter, Ed prefers the

shorter dashes to running the
quarter-mile or 600.

But Jim Elliot is interested in

preparing Ekl for the 400 meter
run in the 1960 Olympics. Con-
sequently he had Eki run the
600 during the winter indoor
season.

Ed responded in what is now
accepted fashion for him. He
won every 600 invitational in

which he competed. Then, vthen
Coach Elliot was looking for
points in the IC4A indoor meet,
Ed was shifted back to the 60
yard dash.

His performance was typically

All-American. He bolted past
Penn State's Bob Brown in the
last ten yards to win the 60 in

6.2. Then he returned to the
boards to lead the mile relay

team to a second place finish in

a fast time of 3:18.8.

Right now Ed Collymore is

preparing himself for the out-

door season. The Russian team
is scheduled to come to Phila-

delphia in late June for a re-

turn match with the U. S., and
Ed Collymore will undoubtedly
be a member of that team. But
Ed isn't even thinking of this.

Like practically every other
man on the track team, Ed
thinks of Villanova and the team
first. Personal con^derations
are pushed aside.

Thus, he is now busily pre-

paring to run whatever Coach
Elliot wants him to.

"I like the sprints, but I'D

run whatever the Coach thinks
is best for the team. The Pan-
American games and that meet
with Russia are coming up, but
it's more important to win for
Villanova."

That's Ed Collymore. Admit-
tedly influenced by two other
men who were always for the
team—Charley Jenkins and Phil

Reavis—Ed is an Ail-American
in every aspect.

Raveling Will

Lead Cagers

Next Year
George Raveling, a junior who

prepped at St. Michael's in

Scranton, Pa., was named cap-

tahi of the 1059-60 basketball

team at the ninth annual court
banquet of the Villanova Club
of South Jersey last Wednesday
in Camden, N. J.

More than 300 alumni and
friends heard Coach Al Sever-
ance call Raveling "the most
loyal and most sincere boy Fve
ever met" when he announced
the selection of the 6-5 forward
to lead the Wildcats.

Raveling, in turn, said that he
would "try to be a good captain
in appreciation for the many
opportunities this great univer^
sity has afforded me."
The Negro captain-elect said

that he was "privileged and
proud" to be the first member
of his race to lead a Villanova
sports team.

Joe Ryan, the only senior
started on this year's team and
the retiring captain, was given
the Most Valuable Player award.

Severance congratulated the

team, especially seniors Ryan,

George Emma, Ken Harrison

and Ralph Kowalkowski, on its

18-6 record and its invitation to

the NIT.

Joe Barry, of Westville, N. J.,

was named the outstanding

alumnus of the year. Barry was
captain of the 1928-29 basket-

ball team and the first president

of the Villanova Qub of South

Jersey.

Joe Walters, assistant basket-

ball coach, was given an award
by the club for his efforts on
behalf of sports at the univer-

sity. Walters was captain of the

1944-45 court squad.

Jim Henry, a 1930 Villanova

graduate and the athletic direc-

tor at LaSalle College, was the

guest speaker.

Boss Choice Upsets
Eight teams qualified for last

Wednesday's quarter finals in

the intramural bowling league.

At the Main Line Bowling Cen-

ter the teams represented ac-

cording to their leagues were;
Tues.—Quin Caps, Yoo Hoos,
and Boss Choice; Wednesday

—

Pencil Pushers and Chugalugs;
Thursday—Monks and Tigers.

The top seeded Munks were
the first upset victims being

beaten by the under rated Boss
Choice team two games to one.

Jack Renia and Joe Petrecca
rolled like champs and were
helped by the fine team play of
Al Napoli and Bull Famigletti.

Mike Carguilos 554 series was
high for the losers.

The Pencil Pushers had no
trouble with the Yoo Hoos a.s

they crushed them in two
Straight games. It was a differ-

ent story between the Chug-a-
lugs and the Tigers as it took
three games and clutch bowlery
(852 to 821) before the Chugs
came out on top.

The real excitment of the

quarter finals was in match be-

tween the Quin Caps and Main-

Jiners. After splitting the first

two games the Mainliners made
their bid for a semi-final birth.

They were in the semi-finals till

the tenth frome. Hal Sohn and

VfiXii^ Silver* held up the Main-

line attack to this point. Then
marks by Paja and Nardo gave
the Quin Caps victory.

Track Fete April 27

Tickets are now available for

the banquet on April 27 which
will honor the track team and
outstanding Villanova track

athletes of the past.

The tickets are priced at $6
and are on sale in the Alumni
office. The Valley Forge Alum-
ni Club is sponsoring the event,

which will take place at the

Covered Wagon in Strafford,

Pa.

Dr. Samuel Johnson: The
chains of habit are generally too

small to be felt till they are too

strong to be broken.

Burlington, Iowa, Hawk-Eye
Gazette: The genius of Ameri-
can industry is in building

things to last 20 years and mak-
ing them obsolete in two.

Harold W. Ruopp: Loneliness

is not so much a matter of

isolation as of insulation.

Lao-tse: Doing nothing is

better than being busy doing

nothing.

George Bernard Shaw: Few
people think more than two or

three times a year. I have made
an international reputation for

myself by thinking once or

twice a week.

Football Team Is Ready

ToGo Through Spring Paces
By DENIS CARDONE

A note of uncertainty marks
the opening of spring football

practice at Villanova. They don't

know when to start.

|« It seems that word has not

been received from the NCAA
concerning the length of the

spring program. Rumor has it

that the 30 day overall period

has been extended to 36. Unless

this is confirmed, Frank Rea-

,^ gan's charges will have to wait

until this Friday.

Whether Coach Reagen gets

the extra six days or not pales

to insignificance when you look

at his returning lettermen.

No less than 20 lettermen will

be on the field this fall, barring

V* academic and other difficulties.

Combining with these lettermen

will be a bountiful crop from
last fairs freshmen team.

O'Pella Gone

At end, the loss of mammoth
All-East Gene O'Pella may not

be felt. Returning will be Tom
Heron, (6'3-190) who held down
the starting right end post last

year.

Besides Heron there will be

Paul Tomczyk, (6'-185) and
Chuck Walsh, (6'-180). Both

!*• will be seniors next year and
have seen some action in the

past.

From last year's freshmen
squad comes the outstanding

prospect for the end post vacat-

ed by O'Pella. He is Ron Meyers

! (6'4-215) from St. Michael's in

New Jersey. Besides his play at

end, Ron is a punter deluxe.

Also from last year's frosh

will be Charley Friel (6'-207),

Russ Frantz (6'3-190), and Sam
Gruneisen who hails from the

same high school in Kentucky
aT Bob Haner, past great at

|» Villanova.

Craig Returns

At tackle, two big names
loom. One is Bill Craig who was
the team's outstanding linesman

at the end of the '57 campaign.

A knee injury shelved Bill for

1^ the '58 season but his 225 lbs.

will no doubt be felt about the

gridiron next fall.

Spring Sports

Schedules

Mar. 31
April 1

April 4
April 7
April 10
April 17
April It
April 21
April 21
April 2S
Aprn 2t
April 29
April 30
May 2
May
Moy
May
May
May
May
May
May
May —
Weekday
Soturdax

4
7
9

12
13
14
IS
20
23

BASEBALL
Gettysburg
Wagner
La Salle
Temple
Georgetown
St. Jotaph t
Wnr Chester
Scranton
W4tt Cnester
Temple
Fordhom
Penn State
P. M. C
La Salle
Penn
Penn
Seton Hall (Blue-White
Rutgen
St. Joseph's
Lafayette
Navy

Delaware
Home Games Start at 2
Heme Gomes Start at 2

The other tackle should be

Tud' Negle. Pud was the sur-

prise of last season. He was
truly one of the outstanding

linemen, particularly in the

Army game. Pat Brennan (6'3

230) may be the Paul Morra of

next fall's squad.

At guard, there is a wealth of

material.
'

Lettermen Frank Cappelletti,

Jim Osborne, Larry Sopho, Joe

Day)

30 P.

00 P.

OUTDOOR TRACK
April
April
April
April
May
May
Moy

11-12 Quontke Relays .. Quontke
It Queens-lone Relays New York
24-2S Penn Relays . . Philadelphia
2t St. Joseph's Home
t lo Soife Home
9 Pitt (Blue-White Day) Heme

29-30 I.C.A.A.A.A. Champions
Randall's Islond, N. Y.

GOLF
April « St. Joseph's
April 9 La Sollo ...
April 13 Scranton . . . .

April 17 Tempto
April 24 West Chester
April 27 Muhlonborg

•;• p t « • •

H
H
H
H
A
H

Luzzi and Jerry Wenclawiak re-

turn. All of these saw consider-

able action either in the first of

alternate units last fall.

The center position finds an-

other first string performer re-

turning. He is Ed Lemkin (5'11

200) who was an outstanding

linebacker last year.

Pressing him will be soph

Regus Magnus (5'll-200) from
Munhall, Pa.

Backfield Question Mark
Moving to the backfield, the

loss of quarterback Jim Graz-

ione and halfback Dave Intra-

bartolo will undoubltly leave us

weaker in these positions.

In Coach Reagan's offense, a
quarterback who can roll out

effectively is not only important

but essential.

There is no doubting Eddie

Roehre's passing ability but he

must show some adeptness in

running if the "T" is going to

click. That is 'IF' Villanova uses

the same offense.

Perhaps the T formation
won't seem the same without
Dave Intrabartolo, but John
Daniels and iPrank Ficca can

make it go.

The return of Daniels, who
showed fans some strong de-

fense, Ficca, and Jim Ward, a

bu!ling-type halfback, brightens

the halfback picture.

Reggie Powe came on tre-

mendously at the close of last

year and must be reckoned with.

Also, there are some standout

prospects from the frosh squad.

Nick Russo (5'10-170) hailing

from Atlantic City, just might
be the breakway runner Coach
Reagan wants. His spectacular

run-backs in last year's West
Chester freshmen' game showed
he has the capability.

Another sparkler in last

year's frosh games was Ed
Bohan.

Closing out the squad at full-

back we see more strength. Both

Leon Horin and Billy Paczkos-

kie return.

These two buldozers, if they

stay fit, will provide the power
blocking of the "I" and the

drives of the straight "T".

Joseph F. ODoMiell, president of the General Alumni AssodatioB, George RaveUnc.
tain-elect of the IMO-flO baaketbaU teaih, and Joe Ryan, retiriBg captain of the team, w
the Most! Valuable Ptoyer phiqne awarded to Ryan by the ViUanova Clnb of Soath ittwtf.

cap*

with

May 1 La SaPe H
Moy 4 «#V90 rf#n • « e'e • ^Wm « • • • • tf

May t Df«Rel A
May 9 Ahmini (Bltie-WMt« Day),.. H
M«y 11 St. iofli^'s A

Bravo Company and the Amboys battle for a rebound during

the Intramural Basketball Championship garnet Bravo Company

copped top position by a score of 56 to 48.

Casey, Kikita, T. S. Eliot

And Springtime Sports?
By TONY MACKLIN

It is the time of the year when
the Philadelphia sports fan's in-

terests turn from the last place

Warriors to the last place Phil-

lies and last place horses. It is

spring and soon Connie Mack
Stadium and Garden State Park
will be buzzing with activity.

Most certainly, Robin Roberts

will pitch a three hitter, bat in

a run, and lose 2-1 and Willie

Hartack will again be the most
hated "darling" in New Jersey.

The grounds keepers are at

their busiest now and the ven-

ders' school is swamped with ip-

plications.

Action Everywhere

It is spring and Dad is bring-

ing out the Ben Hoga^ books

and Mom is dusting off the

croquet set.

Spring has hit the campus;
the days grow shorter and the

minutes grow longer. At Vilter

nova University, garden spot

of Pennsylvania, white pants,

sunglasses, shade and picnics

are on the way.
It is the time when the young

man's fancy turns to short-

sleeved shirts and short shorts.

Ties are misplaced and convert-

ible tops convert.

Spring Shift

On the sport's scene the

change is great, if a little bit

slow. The hoopballs have been
moth-balled for another year,

the intra-mural playoffs are

over, and track has moved out-

side. George Emma, Jim Hug-
gard, and Don McGinley have
traded sneakers for spikes, Joe
Ryan has received the Villa-

nova MVP award, and George
Raveling has been selected as

next year's cage captaim
No one can completely avoid

the spell of the pre green-gold
season. Golf clubs wake up.

Even we normally sedentary in-

dividuals take the old mitt out
to toss a ball around. The al-

leys are full of halfback enthus-
iasts making like "the Mick", or
Ted, or Willie.

Those who aren't partial to

Softball or "catch" go for the

tennis balls or the reel and
tackle. There are even a few
very rare individuals who leave

the car behind and walk at this

time of year. Occasionally a

television set is turned off here
or there.

problems
There is an "absurd" theory

going around that the way to

get ahead of the Russians is to

send them all our automobiles

and TV sets. Any fool can see

that this is thoroughly ridicu-

lous—it would make us back-

ward, we would have to talk

and walk.

Thinking of the Russians

brings up the usual problems
of spring. The Russians will

again make their annual claim

of credit for inventing "bezball"

which will occasion a huge de-

bate between Khrushchev and
Stengle. Gene Kelly and By
Saam will again create vivid

pictures of outfielders catching

fly balls that wind up in the up-

per deck. This will bring on
ulcers to some who are less

strong than you or I. But at

least the Phillies won't wind up
in last this year—they have
more "speed."

It does seem a shame that

there is no organized tennis or

crew at VU, but we do have a
football team. Its members will

be knocking heads in prepara-

tion for the crucial fall season
that lies ahead.

Condng Up
Closer to the present we have

the bright prospect of the Penn
relays at Franklin Field, Blue
and White day on campus, May
9, and the diamond city series.

Jim Elliott's track team opens
outdoor competition on April 11-

12 in the Quantico Relays at

Quantico. They engage Pitt on
B and W day, and they will par-

ticipate in the IC4A Champion'
ship on May 29-30.

We are happy to see that

Jim Elliott's (the coach is a
busy man) golfsters have twelve

matches.
The stalwarts of Art Mahan

take on a fine list of opponents,

among them: Navy, Army,
Penn State, and the city four.

April

The sharp crack of ball

against bat, the ump-thump of

tennis balls, the swish of rod

and reel, the twack of driver on
golf ball, the frantic shuffle of

spikes on cinder, the time of the

roar of a million crowds are
here.

Whom was it that said that
April is the cruellest month, he
missed third base.

April swings.

BLUE-WHITE DAY
MAY 9, 1959
VILLANOVA STADIUM

•
FOOTBALL

BASKETBAU
BASEBALL

TRACK

GOIF
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'Cats Go For Two
In Row At Home
Against Hoya Nine

AiMru Bf iM9 •KtlV

By JIM MURRAY
Coach Art Mahan's baseball

nine goes after its second
straight home win on Friday
afternoon, at 2:30 p.m. against
Georgetown. V-

The results of yesterday's

game between Villanova and
Temple were received to late

for publication.

Temple was undefeated and
unscored upon in their first two
games, beating LaSalle, 1-0, and
West Chester, 14-0. The Cats
have particular incentive in the

game since it's a Big Five con-

test.

The first game was scheduled

for Tuesday, March 31, with

Gettysburg but was postponed

because of rain. The game was
rescheduled for Thursday and
the team was half way there

before a call reached the turn-

pike police to stop the bus head-

ing for Gettysburg and tell the

ballplayers the game was called

Qff—same reason—wet grounds.
History repeats itself and on

Saturday, April 4, the game
with LaSalle was postponed.

Reason? You guessed it—base-

ball field underwater.

, Between Rainstorms
iast Wednesday the season

opened on a bright note as the

V.U. nine downed a determined
Wagner team by a 2-1 score.

The game was marked by great

clutch pitching and fine defense.

The pre-season prediction that

Villanova won't win if they
don't hit went up in smoke after

the first game. Although outhit

the Cats were not out hustled
as they played real good base-

ball.

The pitching was the story of

this game. Joe Michell went six

innings and looked like he could

have gone sixty. Joe was partic-

ularly effective with men on
base and ended several rallys

with clutch strikouts. ;•
|

Lee Parry, seventeen pounds

heavier than last season and
twenty miles faster, finished up
the game and got credit for the

win. Lee's ball was really mov-
ing and it looks like the Wild-
cats' "not so strong pitching

staff" may prove everybody
wrong.
The Wagner centerfielder.

Ralph DiLullio, got the first hit

of the game when he lined a
long single off the right field

wall in the first inning. The
Seahawks got single base
knocks in the second and third

frames but left both Frank
Milos and Ralph DiLulIo strand-

ed on second.

The Cats could not reach Mat-
ty Ditersa in his three inning

stint for the Staten Island nine.

That is all except Eddie Mona-
han who cracked out two singles

his first two times at bat.

Wagner started a rally apain

in the fourth when they had
the bases loaded and one out

but Michell answered the call by
striking out pinch hitter Frank
Lanza and leadoff man Dennis
Margaris.

Second Run Vital

Villanova broke the deadlock
in the lucky seventh, when Bob-
bv Klinck walked and Georsre

Emma almost ripped a hole in

the right field screen with a

booming double that scored

Klinck. Rookie, Joe Cramer laced

a single to center and knocked
in Emma with the run that was
to mean the ball game.
The game moved along quick-

ly and the ninth inning set the

stage for what will have to be

called the "typical Villanova jit-

ters". The Cats had a two run
lead but Bill Wilson and Ralph
DiLuUo (there that name again)

didn't give up as they hit for

one and two base hits respec-

tively. Parry got the next two
batters on flyouts to Monohan.
Lee threw a beautiful third

strike to John Brady and that

Joe Cramer is thrown out by
Wagner first sacker, Jim Pow-
ers. Wildcat nine won ball game
2-1.

should have been the ball game.
The ball got lost under Jack
Fahey's spikes and all hands
were safe. Harry Orlando tap-

ped a grounder to third baseman
Jim Huggard. Hug lost the ball

and it. trickled into left field.

One run scored and everybody
was moving, including Freddie
Anthony the ever husling short-

stop. He backed up Hug beauti-

fully and held the Sea Hawks
to one run. Lee threw out Milos,

Ditcher to first, and that was
the ball game.
The coach said after the game

"This was a good one to win for
two reasons. It was the first

game of the season and it was a
close one."

Don't forget to support the

team by going to the home
games.

Thinclads Open a.t Quantico
By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
Track coaches Jim Elliott and

Jim Tupenny are taking a full

squad to the Quantico Relays on
Friday and Saturday to kick

off the outdoor campaign, but

who'll run what was still very
much up in the air as this was
written.

Elliott said on Sunday that

his intention was to enter as
many relays as possible so that
the greatest number of varsity

and freshman runners can see
action.

"I hope to put varsity teams
in the mile relay, sprint medley
and 880-yard relay," said the
veteran coach. "But just who
will run on each quartet won't
be determined until this week's
drills are finished."

Ed Collymore and Charlie
Stead are expected to be key
men in Elliott's juggling to come
up with peak perfonpances. Col-
lymore got plenty of work dur-
ing the indoor season, running
the 60-yard dash, the quarter-
mile on mile relay attempts, and
esky, it will be remembered,
helped the Wildcats set a meet
record in the distance medley
at Quantico last year, making

up a big deficit on his three-

quarter mile jaunt,

the 600.

Best Season
Stead had his finest high-

jumping season, and now ap-

pears set for a good outdoor
running campaign. He ran a

bristling 300 to anchor the

Wildcats to the indoor national

AAU title in the sprint medley.

Junior Jim Blackburn seems
ready to blossom forth as a

truly outstanding runner. The
crew-cut speedster from Somer-
ville, Mass., is fast enough to

run the sprint distances and
strong enough to cover the 440
in quick time.

Sophomores Joe Manion and
Nick DeAngelis have shown ter-

rific development in the past

three months. They both ran
on the mile relay squad (along
with Blackburn and Collymore)
which broke the Milwaukee
Journal Meot record by win-
ning in 3:17.8.

Bob Godesky. Vic DiMaio,
Bill Tinney and Gene Rogers are
middle-distance runners who are
due for some heavy dutv. God-

Individual Entrants
Villanova will be well-repre-

sented in the field events as well

as the relay races. John Buck-
ley, who won the outdoor IC4A
broad-jump title as a soph last

year, will compete in his spe-

cialty. John Van Dusen, who is

a senior, will compete in one
of the hurdle events. Soph Nor-
bert McNulty and junior Kent
Lydic are entered in the pole

vault.

Coach Elliott says he hopes
to be able to enter a good many
of his outstanding freshmen,
but whether or not a mile re-

Lay team will run is not known
at this time. Elliott is still

dickering with Quantico officials

to allow a frosh quartet to com-
pete against the colleges.

Sprinters Frank Budd and
Paul Drayton will definitely ap-
pear in the dashes, however.
Bob Coffin and Bob Raemore
will run in the 400-meter
hurdles. Leon Pras will wear
the Villanova colors in the 120-

yard high hurdles. Gerald Don-
ini will put the shot.

There is a chance that two

freshmen will run in the invi-

tation 880. They'll be picked

from a trio composed of Jon
Dante. Pat Nicastro and Frank
Hegarty .

Borian, Huggard and Fahey round third after Anthony flies

out to center field for third out in fifth inning of Wagner game.

Intramural Champions
By GENE HEWITT

An aggressive defense and a
hot handed offense enabled the
future admirals of Brovo Co. to

rake in the championship of the
intramural Basketball league in

Alumni Gym before Easter as
they defeated "The Amboys"
by a 56-48 count. ,

These two finalists were the

best of the 92 teams that com-
peted over the season and show-
ed whv thev were in a game that

was close down to the last three

minutes.

With Alumni bursting to ca-

pacity (cap. 100) including

players the Amboys although
hampered bv the loss of their

captain, Prisance and Jimmy
Hanker controlling the ball and
the score it enabled them to-

leave the court at halftime

ahead 17-15 and seemed very
much the better of the teams.

But a change seemed to come
over Brovo at the half and they
came out looking like they want-
ed to play ball.

With John (The Horse) Gal-
len picking the boards clean and
their captain Murohy directing

play smoothly and quickly and
the adeptness at steals displayed

by Monahan and McElhenny and

the almost phenomenal shooting

of Mitchell who hit for straight

baskets ended the court at 25

all, and then went out to lead by

seven more points until the Am-
bays began to move. With the

hot shooting of Wall giving

them two quick baskets and a
top in by Constankis putting

them a point behind the Amboys
seemed on the move.
A quick time out was called

by Brovo and this forestalled

any drive at the moment. This
provedtobesmart, they
switched into a man for man
and went out to a nine point

lead at 40-31. Again the Am-
boys came back with goals to

tie it as 40.

But this proved to be their

dying splurge as Bravo again
spurted out to another eight

point lead and dominated the
play by their ball hawking and
rebounding, while picking up
four points via the charity line.

The relentless sweep of the
minute hand caused the Amboys
to become desperate. A steal

and a layup by Murphy and a
sweeping hook shot by Gallin
ended the scoring as Brovo sail-

ed in with the win and the
championship for 50.

i'«

STUDENT COUNCIL

ADVISED

'THINK BIG"

(See Page 7)

REAGAN SEES

GOOD YEAR AHEAD

FOR HIS ELEVEN

(See Page 14)
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Alumni Hall Sole Polling

Site As Pollock Withdraws
By PAUL A. BUCKLEY
of the Villanovan Staff

There will be only one polling

place for student council elec-

tions this year.

This became apparent last

week when Sheldon Pollock fail-

ed to re submit his motion for a
separate polling place for Com-
merce and Finance students.

Tom Hoffman, council vice

president, said the elections

would be held again in Alumni
"Mall. The council, at the meeting
in March, passed after heated
debate a proposal to have the
polling place in the Classroom
Annex building.

Pollock had announced after
the March meeting that he in-

tended to reintroduce the bill

because he thought the addition-

al polling place was needed for
the students at the eastern end
of the campus.
Hoffman's proposal to have

matriculation cards punched by
a paper punch having an unusu-
al design was tabled pending the

Jr. Dinner Dance
Tickets On Sale

Individual seat tickets for the
Junior Dinner Dance will be put
on sale today, according to

chairmen Ray Rafferty and
John Driscoll.

Costing $11.50, they will be
available after 10 a.m. in 125

submission of motions dealing

with multiple voting. He said

that the punch would expedite

voting.

Election Rules
John P. Kelly, chairman of

elections, read the recently re-

vised list of election rules.

Those that provoked discus-

sion concerned the VILLANOV-
AN.

Kelley proposed that "No paid
political advertising will be per-

mitted in the VILLANOVAN or
on WVIL."
Larry OHourke, editor of the

VILLANOVAN questioned Kel-

ley's position to impose the non
advertising rule. "I have spoken
with the moderator of the VIL-
LANOVAN, Father Louis Ron-
gione, about the advertising
situation. Father said he left

the problem to the discretion of

Page 2—Three organizations
bounced from Council.

Page 7—C o u n c i 1 moves to

pay intra-mural umpires.

F • itit Poll Results Tallied

Student Preference Wide

Bob McCauIey notes sale of

first Jr. Dinner-Dance Ticket.

Sheehan. There is a supply of
both floor and balcony seats.

Table tickets have been sold out.

The affair will be held in the
main ballroom of the Broadwood
Hotel, Broad and Wood Streets

in Philadelphia. Adequate spec-

ial parking facilities have been
provided for Juniors.

Rafferty announced that the
theme is "A Special Night . . .

Sentimental Memories". The
committee has contracted the
band of Al Raymond, familiar
at Villanova affairs. There will

be a pianist ajid vocalist during
dinner.

The dance will begin 6:30 p.m.
and grace for dinner will be said
at 7. Rafferty urged everyone
to be on time. Every effort will

be made to seat every Junior at
a table with his acquaintances.
Bob McCauley is Tickets and

Program chairman, and Jon
Rietske is publicity chairman.

the VILLANOVAN," said O'-

Rourke.
At this point the Rev. Dante

Girolami, O.S.A., moderator of
thejjouncil, said he was person-

ally opposed to paid advertising
in the VILLANOVAN.

Will Run Histories

Bob Murphy, council chair-

man asked O'Rourke if the VIL-
LANOVAN was willing to pub-
lish free the pictures and histor-

ies of candidates. O' Rourke said

"yes, but not according to the
terminology of the Kelley pro-

cedure regulations."

If we have the space, we can
run pictures and histories al-

though we may not be able to

run all the candidates' pictures.

We will run the pictures for
candidates for all top offices,

then in order of descending im-
portant, we will run other pic-

tures.

"No candidates will get ad-
vantages over their competi-
tors," O'Rourke said.

O'Rourke asked the council,

"Is there any objection to the
candidates spending their allot-

ted $50 camoaiffn money in the
VILLANOVAN?"

Stop Discussion
Murphy refused to hear any

more discussion on the point. "I
expect that the moderator, edi-

tor and managing editor may
want to discuss this problem at
great length later," he said.

There was then a discussion
on the posting of campaign
notices.

Father Girolami said that pos-
ters and notices during the re-

cent freshmen elections were
pasted to blackboards and desks.
This referred particularly to the
classroom annex.
"No notice may be posted in

any classroom," Father Girol-
ami said.

Post Nominations
Council member Gerry Mc-

Grath then suggested that the

(Continued on Page 3)

ery are necessary because of the
worldwide coverage of the mu-
sical.

Piper Heidseick "98" is di-

vided into two acts, with a pro-

loge and four scenes in the first

act and threee scenes in the
second act.

The curtain rises on a tene-

mant scene in Brooklyn N. Y.
From here on the heroic Murphy
family is followed frantically

around the country; from
Brooklyn to the Main Line and
then to Atlantic City. Finally in

a state of exhaustion, they re-

turn to the Main Line and the
curtain falls.

Around the World
The second act finds the Mur-

phy family adrift on the conti-

nent. Again, as in the second
act, the Murphy family is off to

the races with appearances in

Vienna, London and Paris.

The "59" production of Piper

(Continued on Page 2)

NFCCS Plan Dance
The National Federation of

Catholic College Students will

Sponsor a Regional Dance
this coming Friday night,

April 17.

It will be held in the La-
Salle College Auditorium,
which is located at Broad
street and OIney Avenue in

Philadelphia.

The musical mood \%1ll be
set by the Debonaires, a local

Orchestra.

Admission to the dance,

which is open to the public,

will be $1.60 a couple and
$1 HUg.

John (lozo, left, seems ecstatic over that Old Brair aroma
(wnanating from Don Kempf's Meerschaum, in rehersal for T 'n T*s
"Piper-Heidsieck '98".

Turf and Tinsel Tickets

Go On Sale In Pie Shoppe
Tickets for this year's Turf n'

Tinsel production of Piper Heid-
sieck "98" will go on sale today.

The sale of tickets will continue

up to and including April 24.

They can be purchased in the

Pie Shoppe, Athletic Office, from
the members of the production,

and at the door. In addition,

there will be a door-to-door sale

of tickets the week of the show.
Students Night, in keeping

with previous tradition, will be
the opening night production on
Wed., April 22. A special ticket

price of $.75 is being offered to

Villanovans and their dates on
this night only. Local colleges

have been notified of the pro-

duction and a large attendance
is expected. These students will

also be given the reduced price.

Student tickets, at all other

performances will sell at $1.

General admission tickets will

sell for $1.50.

A special Mother's Day per-

formance will be given Sunday
evening as the opening function

of Junior Week. Mothers in the

companv of their sons will be

given free tickets.

Curtain time for all perform-
ances is 8:30 p.m. The produc-

tion is expected to cover a two
and a half hour period. E2ight

hundred tickets are available

for each performance.
According to Robert Whelen,

co-producer, "Piper Heiseick" is

more complicated than past

Turf n* Tinsel productions.

Piper requires eight changes of

scenery and involves over one
hundred people. The large cast win oe ^i.ou a coupie ana i

and frequent changes of seen- g] mIrif. i

By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
of the Villanovan Staff

All the following items have
been stricken from the compos-
ite menu used by Dougherty
Hall Administrator Paul Spescia

for the resident cafeteria:

New £ngland Boiled Dinner
(Corned Beef);
Poached Filet of Sole;

Creamed Frizzled Ham;
Clear Lamb Stew;
Shrimp and Apple Salad;

All forms of turnips;

All sweet potatoes except
candied;

Baked White Lima Beans;
Stringless Beans with toma-

toes;

Brussel Sprouts;
All forms of cabbage;
Creamed carrots with parsley;

Creamed Pearl Onions;
Ham and Mushrooms in

Cream;
Red Salmon and Macaroni In

Casserole

;

Browned Roast Beef Hash;
Hungarian Goulash;
Salmon Salad, and
Ham and Celery Salad.

Spescia met with representa-
tives from the Student Council,
led by Student Body President
Bob Murphy, last Thursday, and
after hearing the results of the
recent Food Poll, agreed to do
away with all those dishes which
met with approval from less

than an agreed-upon percentage
of those resident students who
voted (approximately 1300).

Not Prime Move
Since many of the departed

dishes only appear on the menu
infrequently, their disposal was
not considered by the Student
Council representatives the most
important move taken in res-

ponse to the poll.

Some of the other agreements
made by Spescia s^eemed to have
more far-reaching significance.

After hearing the comments of
various students read to him,
Spescia said that he would do all

he could to improve the prepar-
ation of the food.

He said that he would check
into the complaint that peas and
baked potatoes often seem not
completely cooked. Also, Spescia
said that he would look into the
method of preparation of
chicken and 4ouble pork chops,
both of which dishes were sub-
ject of countless student com-
plaints.

The affable administrator
agreed that his kitchen help
often cook spaghetti too long,
causing it to be gummy. He'll
try to cut down on the boiling
time, add some "pep" to the
sauce, and schedule that meal
on days other than Friday so
that meat balls or meat sauce
can be served with it.

The entire meeting wen^ off

quite smoothly and both Spescia
and the members of the com-

(Contlnued on Page 13)
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John J. Curtin (left) and Frank J. Dynan, senior English

majors, resigned this week as editors of The VILLANOVAN.
Curtin was managing editor and Dynan was news editor on the

1958-59 staff. Their resignations will make room on the staff for

underclassmen who will take over the operation of the student

paper in May. * :
• -^

Three Awarded Grant
Three awards for graduate

study have been granted to sen-

iors in Chemical Engineering, it

was announced by Dr. Robert E.

White of the Chemical Engineer-
ing Department.

The awards were to: James
R. Clark, The Nuclear Science
Fellowship from the Atomic En-
ergy Commission ; Joseph
Krackeler, a Fellowship at Col-

umbia University; Ralph Pas-
ceri, a Fellowship at Jplms ^op-
kins University. :— = \ v

Sigma Xi Open For

Science Studies
. The Society of the Sigma Xi
has granted permission to Villa-

nova University to form a chap-
ter on the Campus. The Society
has as its sole purpose "the en-
couragement of original inves-
tigation in science, pure and ap-
plied." ,.....:.,.;•.,;,.. .^.,,„

It wa* founded Ih 1886 and
currently has some 134 Chap-
ters and 80 Clubs. Any group
wishing to form a chapter must
first pass through a probation
period as a club. The essential
difference between the two
groups is that only chapters
have the privilege of electing
members to the Society.

The Sigma Xi Club at Villa-
nova has been formed by 16 Fac-
ulty members who were elected

Council Suspends
Three Societies

Three campus organizations

were suspended last week from
the student council for failure

to submit monthly reports.

Suspended at the request of

Joe Mason, council chairman of

fraternities and societies, were
the VILLANOVAN, the Villa-

nova Band, and the Society for

the Advancement of Manage-
ment.

Larry O'Rourke, editor of the

VILLANOVAN, and Carlo Le
Vecchio, representative for the

Villanova band, objected to

Mason's request.

O'Rourke said that a staff

member of the VILLANOVAN
had promised to submit the re-

port, but did not. Le Vecchio
said the report had been sub-

mitted late and placed in the

wrong folder in the student
council office.

Mason declined however to

withdraw on his motion which
promoted the first in a long
series of loud debates.

Answering LeVecchio, Mason
said, "If you want gum from a
gumball machine, you don't put
the penny on top of the machine.

You put it in the machine. The
same applies to the band. Thev
should have put their report in

the right box at the right time."

Mason said he felt, the VIL-
LANOVAN should be suspendedto the Society at other schools. ^ , ^ „ . ,

Dr. William Rice, of Chemical * ^^T °"f
^^^^ because "of the

Engineering, has been elected
Chairman and Dr. Kenneth
O'Driscoll, of Chemistry, has
been elected Vice-Chairman.

There will be an installation

meeting later this Spring. Next
fall the Society will sponsor a
series of lectures which will be
open to the public.

Sophs To Pick Rings
Information on specifications

and ordering procedures of class
rings for the class of 1061 is

now available, announced John
Fitzgerald, C and F, Chairman
of the Ring Committee.

Fitzgerald urged that all

sophomores check details on the
sophomore bulletin board in the
University Shop.

Orders for fall delivery will

be taken in the VILLANOVAN
office from April 28 to May 1.

A ten dollar deposit is due at
that time. No order placed after
those dates will be delivered
with the class order, due to ar-
rive early next fall.

Ring options for consideration
include weight, color, stone, fin-

ish, and engraving.

principle of the thing.

The council members did not
discuss SAM because represent-
ative Bob Cunius was not pres-
ent at the meeting.

The discussion was touched
off when chairman Bob Murphy
asked O'Rourke to explain the

position of the VILLANOVAN
at the outset of the meeting.

Rochester U. Offers

Groduate Scholarship

Graduate courses and special

seminars in mathematics are
now being offered by the Uni-
versity of Rochester.
Working assistantships and

full scholarships are available

for M. A. candidates and Ph. D.
degrees.

Tax-exempt fellowships and
contract fellowships financed by
the National Science Foundation
are also being offered to Ph.D.
candidates.

Information may be obtained
by writing to Professor W. F.

Eberlein Department of Mathe-
matics, University of Rochester,
Rochester 20, New York.

Start Series

Of Lectures

On Augustine
The first lecture of a new

series on St. Augustine and the
'Augustine Tradition will be pre-

sented by Villanova University^
on Sunday, April 8.

The general theme, as an-

nounced by the Reverend Rob-
ert Russell, O.S.A., Chairman
of Department, will concern St.

Augustine's influence on the in-

tellectual life of the West past

and present.

Augustine was the exclusive

Christian authority until the

13th century and now shares
this position with St. Thomas'.
The idea for the series will be to
study concepts of Augustine for
their own value, for "They are
timely and timeless," as Fr. Rus-
sell so aptly stated.

First Lecture
The individual lectures will be

concerned with various aspects
of Augustine, both ethical and
speculative. "St. Augustine on
Personality" will be the first

subject. The speakers will be
outstanding American and Eur-
opean scholars in the field of
philosophy, especially Augustin-
ian philosophy.

The first lecturer will be the
Reverend Paul Henry, S. J., the
world-wide authority on St. Au-
gustine and Neo-Platonism. He
is a professor of theology at
the Institut Catholique of Paris
but is presently serving as vis-
iting professor at Duke Univers-
ity.

His teaching experiences have
been many and varied. They in-

clude visits in America to the
Universities of Pennsylvania,
Fordham and Iowa State; and
Oxford, Louvain, and Paris in
Europe.

Born In Belgium
Fr. Henry was born in Lou-

vain, Belgium in 1906 and spent
a few years in England at Ox-
ford during the War. He enter-
ed the Society of Jesus in 1923
and completed his philosophical
and theological studies at the
University of Louvain. His
study of the classics was com-
pleted at the Universities of
Belgium and Paris. *^

:

He obtained his B.A. in 1933
and the Ph.D. in 1938 from the
University of Paris. In 1941 the
Gregorian University of Rome
conferred on him the degree of
Doctor of Divinity.

Fr. Henry has also published
many books, mostly in field of
the Classics and "Plotin et

I'Occident," and La Vision d'Os-
tie de Saint Augustin" are two
of the more noted ones.

German Unification Aired
By Rudhart Before IRS

Dr. Alexander Rudhart, of the
History Department, speaking
before the International Rela-

tions Society last week, declared
that, in his opinion "German
unification will not come in our
time."

This admittedly pessimistic

viewpoint of Rudhart's is sound-
ly based on a wide, understand-

DR. ALEXANDER RUDHART
ing and a penetrating analysis

of history and current events
related to Germany.

Rudhart's topic, "The Prob-
lenjs of German Reunification,"

attracted a large audience. His
rapid-fire delivery and sense of
humor kept proceedings very
much alive.

Marshall Plan A Cause
After a discussion of German

unity and disunity from the 17th

T'n'T

Arts Fraternity
Nominations Held

Tom Labrecque, Harry Rowe,
and Jim Merkangas, were nom-
inated for president in Delta
Pi Mu nominations last Wednes-
day.

Other nominations include Bill

Vincent, John Berkenhauer, Ter-
ry Curley, and Denis Cardone,
''or vice-president, Dave Beech-
er, Tom Peretti, Ken Kraemer,
3ill McManus, and Tom Wolf
for treasurer.

Also nominated were John
Quinn, John Williams, Kraemer,
Berkenhauer, and Peretti for re-

cording secretary; Al Fisher,

Cardone, Al Bauso, Bob Viola,

Bill Bufford, Peretti, and Matt
McCue, for corresponding sec-

retary; and T. Labrecue, Herb
Lettau, and Buflord for Student
Council representative.

(Continued from Page 1)

will be the second performance
of the musical at Villanova in

the past nine years. It was play-
ed here previously in 1951. In
addition, "Piper Heidsieck" ran
for a week at Town Hall in Phil-

adelphia during World War II.

This production was put on by
the combined Armed Forces in

the greater Philadelphia area.

Turf n' Tinsel was organized
at Villanova in 1933 under the
direction of one of the Four
Horsemen, Harry Stuhldreher,
Struhldreher at that time was
serving in the capacity of foot-

ball coach. Since that time the
Turf n' Tinsel has appeared an-
nually; with the exception of
a brief period during the War.

This year's production will be
operating on a budget of $3500.
According to Whelen, "the bud-
get is sufficiently large to allow
for the number of scenes neces-
sary and the colorful costumes
depicting the gay nineties".

Cast Spirited

Whelen is optimistic with this

years production. "The scenery
is of higher quality, the dancers
are better and the cast is excel-

lent", he says. "In addition the
participants on the whole are
showing an avid interest".

Recalling past shows, Whelen
revived his store of memories
of some of the more notable per-
formers of past T n' T perform-
ers.

He was particularly emphatic
on the role Gene Filipski played
in the musical, Robin Hoodwink.
"A good performer with a fine
voice", said Whelen. Other no-
tables mentioned were Ron De-
lany and Don Bragg. Whelen
also commented on the excellent
cooperation shown by all con-
cerned.

It was announced that John
Gozo Sr. CF, will star in the
role of Morticia. George Nooke
was named co-director of the
show's dancers.

Century to the days of Bismark,

the Iron Chancellor, Rudhart
explained the many political,

social, and economic situations

leading to the present crisis. In

particular, the division of Ger-

many after the war, and the

subsequent economic fusion of

the three western zones under
the Marshall Plan, are respon-

sible for today's problem.

Economic fusion made politic-

al fusion of the western zones a
most practical step; this was
accomplished in 1949 and the
West German State was formed.

Russian Position

Rudhart declared that, objec-

tively speaking, the Russian pos-

ition regarding Berlin and uni-

fication is understandable. None
of the allies suffered so great a
loss of life and destruction of

property as did Russia. Fear of

a i-epetition of this by a reuni-

fied Germany is undoubtedly
influencing Communist policy.

Another factor affecting Rus-
sia in this regard is the present

economic pre-eminence of East
Germany. Moscow simply can-

not afford to surrender her
star satellite.

Rudhart's succinct summation
of the complex problems of
German unification prompted
interesting questions and sus-

tained applause from the floor.

V.U. Hikers

Thanked By
Fire Fighters

Mr. Eugene Ruane, Villanova
Public Information Director,
forwarded the following letter

addressed to the Very Rev.
James A. Donncllon, Villanova
President by the recording sec-

retary of the Swedcsburg Volun-
teer Fire Department. Tne letter

was dated March 22. 1959.

Reverend and Dear Father:
On Saturday, March 21, 1959

a fierce woods fire damaged sev-

eral homes and swept over some
30 acres of forest in the Gulph
Mills area of Upper Merion
Township.

Three of your very fine stu-

dents who were hiking in the-

vicinity volunteered their ser-

vices in aiding our company,
with 300 other firemen repre-
senting 13 companies to combat
the blaze.

James Vaccaro, Charles S.

Baese, and Timothy Kornowski,
are to be complimented for their
kind assistance. Their quick ac-
tion and mannerism have made
a deep impression on our com-
pany members.

These students are truly rep-
resentative of the spirit of
Catholic men so well known
with the traditions of Villanova.

We would appreciate very
much Father, if you would
thank these men for us.

As citizen firemen, we were
proud to have them work side

by side with us in preventing a
far more serious fire.

Respectfully yours,

Edward J. Dybicz
Recording Secretary
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Hornbeck Tells Law Forum

Of U.S. Stand In Far East
ly LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKE

of the Vlllanovan Staff

Stanley Hornbeck, former
chief of the State Department's

Far East Division, told the Vil-

lanova Law Forum last week
that intellectuals in this country

who advocate the recognition of

Communist China are doing a

"great disservice".

Hornbeck said that these in-

tellectuals "fail to realize that

the offshore islands for which

the United States nearly went

to war to protect late last year

are vital to the morale of the

free world.

"Matzu, Quemoy, and For-

mosa, with the dozens of other

smaller islands in the group,

stand as a rallying point, a sym-
bol to which all free men can

look."

Hornbeck said that more than
ten million people live in these

islands. More than two million

are refugees from the Com-
munist dominated mainland.

<£Ute* Chinese

"The Chinese refugees are the

elite of all Chinese in the Far
East," Hornbeck said. "They
know why there are there ; they

are opposed to Communism, or

want freedom, or want to deter-

mine their own existence, many
reasons."

Hornbeck said that the United
States must run the risk of war
rather than surrender the off-

shore islands or in anyway re-

treat from the present nonrec-
ognition stand.

"In opposing any group as
powerful as Red China on the
international level, we run the

risk of war, but we must do
that if our ideals of freedom are

to su^ive."

Hornbeck said that "those
who advocate the recognition of
the , Peking government and
their admission into the United
Nations are ignorant or indif-

ferent to the facts-moral, psy-

chological and strategic.

Dulles Position Sound

The former state department
expert applauded the Far East
position of Secretary of .State

Dulles.

•'Dulles' position is sound and
in line with this Country's ideals

of peace, security, and justice,"

he said.

Hornbeck said he didn't ex-

pect any near future rebellions.

Tickets On Sale

For Mother's Day
Ticket sales for Junior Week

Mothers Day went on sale April

8 and will continue until April

22, according to chairmen Ed
Scott and Jack King.

They emphasized that posi-

tively no tickets will be sold

after that date, in order that

complete arrangements can be

made for catering and other

events of the day.

A ticket costing $8.50 will

cover Xbe entire affair.

Tentatively, plans call for

Mothers Day to begin with an
11 a.m. outdoor Mass on April

27. Festivities will be concluded

by 6 p.m.

A definite time schedule for

the day will be announced at a
later date.

Arrangements will be made to

accommodate traveling compan-
ions of the mothers.

in Red China or Russia.

"Although the present dis-

turbance in Tibet is sure sign

that unrest is brewing among

the captive people in the Soviet

system, we cannot expect any

violent overthrow."

Will Retreat

"The Communists are careful

to push the people just so far.

They will retreat if necessary."

Hornbeck said the recent lessen-

ing of the harsh commune sys-

tem demonstrated this.

"If we were to discard our

principles for a little trade, as

Great Britain did in their recog-

nition of Peking, we would sac-

Hfice for procedure," the Far
East expert said.

"We have no indication that

recognition would be to our ad-

vantage anyway," he said. That
assumption is speculative, haz-

ardous ,and incompatible with

good judgement."

WVIL-PaperDance
To Be Held May 16

Tickets for the annual Villa-

novan-WVIL Dinner Dance will

go on sale this week. The affair

will be held at the Warwick Ho-
tel, 1701 Locust St., Philadel-

phia, on Saturday, May 16.

Tickets are five dollars and
are available to all members of

both organizations. Tickets may
be obtained from WVIL Pub-
licity Director Bob Rafano, 314
Sullivan, and from VILLANO-
VAN Associate Editor Tom
Goldschmidt, 316 Sullivan.

VILLANOVAN Editor, Larry
O'Rourke, and WVIL Station

Manager, Bill Washington, will

announce next year's staff or-

ganizations.

B.LO.B. Solicits Books For

Shipment To South Africa

Vote For Top Athlete
Voting for the Outstanding

Senior Athlete will take place

in the Pie Shoppe tomorrow.

All students are urged to cast

their vote for a single favorite.

Nominations for the award
were conducted by the coaches

in football, track, baseball, bas-

ketball, golf, and swimming.
The award will be presented

at sports night of junior week.

The J3.L.0.B., by-name, of the

College and University Relief

Administration book drive which
means "bring lots of books," will

be conducted until this Friday.

The Books are being collected

at the main bulletin board in

Dougherty Hall and in the C&F
cafeteria.

"The only qualification is that

the books be legible," said Pete

Devlin chairman of B.L.O.B.

They may be fiction or text or

anything. If the books €u:e un-

fit as reading material they will

be sold to help pay transport

costs. All books will go to Pius

XII College, Basutoland, South

Africa.

"The B.L.O.B. will be bene-

ficial to us in many ways," said

Devlin. "It affords us an oppor-

tunity to give to a worthwhile

charity and it gives us a chance

to get rid of unused old books."

"Since its conception in 1949,"

said Devlin, "Pius XII college

has been a struggling institu-

tion overcoming insurmountable

obstacles in the true missionary

style. Up to now the College haa

been provided for by the spirit

of Catholic missionaries and lay

men. But now its foundation

must be supplimented with

something more tangible. A
good library will be a step in

the right direction.

"Get into the B.L.O.B. spirit

and do some spring cleaning,"

he urged, "Pick up the old

books, blow off the dust and
give them to the BLOB."

ELECT
(Continued from Paflre 1)

nomination lists be posted on
bulletin boards in Dougherty
Hall. Father Girolami agreed

with the suggestion.

Instead of pressing for ah ad-

ditional polling place. Pollock

withdrew his proposals at the

meeting.

"I wish to thank the Veteran's

Club for their endorsement of

my stand as well as all others

who have given me support," he
said.

English: CANINE COLOQNe
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far out, they wear space helmets. They

never ask, **How High ike MoonV They

know. When there were seven of them,

they were a heptet. But since they've

added a man, simple arithmetic makes

them a rocktet! Naturally, when they take
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(square, round or what-have-you) , they

know all about the honest taste of fine
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HOW TO MAKE ^25
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an auto junk yard (cartage), Hollywood refuse (starbage), incinerator dust

(charbage) or glass-factory rejects (jarbage). That's Thinklish—and it's that

easy! We're paying $25 for the Thinldish words judged best

—

your check is

itching to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N.Y.
Enclose your name, address, university and class.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
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NO COMPLAINTS HERE
There is only one serious complaint about Fri-

day night's senior prom.
Not enough seniors were there to enjoy it.

The prom committee, under chairman Gregory
Dean, lined up an outstanding band, provided suit-

able, although too few favors, and made eveiy effort

to provide the traditional success.

The feeling however among the senior class this

year- was that it wasn't fashionable to go to the

prom.
There were pre-prom mumbles of "day-hop-

ism," charges that the band was poor for dancing,

and annoyance at the traditional place of the dance,

the field house.

All of these objections proved to be unfounded
Friday night. Those who foolishly accepted the pre-

prom complaints and stayed away missed another
outstanding Villanova class affair.

Someday (soon, we hope) the mumblers will

realize that their way is not the only proper one.

Council 'Closed Thinking'

Alarms Two Senior Members
student Council representatives are mature

responsible student leaders who realize the serious-

ness, if at times, the uselessness, of their de-

cisions.

Council members, as such, generally maintain

they have a right to their votes and opinions. When
those rights are challenged, it was shown at last

week's meeting, the members bristle.

Unhappily, however, the meeting pointed out a

flaw in the thinking of various council members.
We concur with senior class president Oz

Scogna who charged that the council was approach-

ing a state of "closed thinking." Scogna said many
of the members were not voting and thinking as

STUDENT representatives. They were worrying
about the reaction a particular motion would receive

from the administration.

The time for expression of administration ap-

proval and disapproval, pointed out senior chairman
Bob Murphy, was not on the council floor, but at the
regular faculty-student committee meeting.

We hope the advice of Scogna and Murphy will

be heeded at subsequent council meetings. They will

be the first to admit that where there is no freedom
of opinion, there is no need for a student council

dedicated to the expression of that opinion.
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Letters

To The Editor

To the editor:

Again, my date to the class

prom left the field house with-

out a favor.

Last year, the committee ad-

mitted they had underestimat-

ed the numbers of couples that

would attend. I gave my name
and address. The chairman
said he would mail the favor

to my home.
I am still waiting.

Last Friday night at the

senior prom, my date again

war. gypped.
The chairman said he had

purchased 400 favors. Only 260
couples showed up at the prom.
Despite this, my date still was
left out. Where are the other

favors ?

This time, however, there

was no pretense. One illiterate

helper that I questioned said

to me, "We ain't got any more,
so I won't mail you more."

I don't expect the favor from
the junior prom to arrive ever,

really. J'-rJ:;.-
•'^

'..''^y
. >r-- Unfavored

With the Editor

A Short Voyage Home
By LARRY O'ROURKE-

To the editor:

Why don't we lynch those

conniseurs who pronounced
last Saturday night, "That din-

ner was one of the best I ever

ate?"
Upset

To the editor:

I have noticed in the past
year a dire lack of scientific

news and features in the Villa-

novan. The only significent ar-

ticle in the scientific vein was
the series on Mars published
some months ago.

Let us hope that the Villa-

novan doesn't become so
completely monopolized by the
Arts school that they overlook
the interests of the rest of the
school. "V

^^unett Simpson
tf^Hiior Engineer

To some Spring means
more than just another sea-

son. . . .

The early April sun smiled

generously on the inmates in

the workyard of county pri-

son.

Two old codgers—neither

knew how old he really was
—puttered aimlessly about
the twenty-five by thirty foot

patch of grass that looked so

out of place in the hollow
formed by the drab prison

buildings.

The fellow with the red
suspenders held a pair of

shears which now and then he
snapped at the year old grass
that had survived the winter.

His partner on what the

guard captain listed as the

"yard-fresh-up detail" scrap-

ped the brown earth with the

fingered end of the six foot

rake.

Every few minutes they
would do a little of the fresh-

ing up that the detail called

for.

But mainly they stood and
looked off, up to the blue sky
with its freshly laundered
look, or at some of the other
prisoners scrubbing down the

cell block houses they called

home.
The day was Friday, April

3, 1959, just three months
since they applied for "regis-

tration".

* * •
The two old men on the

fresh-up detail had spent
Christmas at the mission
house near the Philadelphia
aproach to the Benjamin
Franklin Bridge to New Jer-

sey.

From Christmas to New
Year's they slept in tender-
loin hotels. The per day tab
was 75 cents. A bottle of
cheap wine cost about the
same. The little food they

needed didn't come to any
more than the wine.

Then the day after the
great Mummer's parade the
two old men did what they
had been doing for 15 years.
They bought a fifth of

cheap whiskey, drank it slow-
ly and then wandered to In-

dependence Square. Their mo-
tives were clear in this. City
police generally are watchful
in National park areas. And
Market street was the north-
ern boundary for the 19th
police district.

Cops of the 19th didn't let

drunks wander around loose.

So the two old men went
peacefully when the last-out

shift sergeant pushed them
into the emergency wagon.
Nor did they murmur when
the magistrate the next
morning pronounced the ex-
pected sentence.

"Three months in county
prison. Who's next?"

In the warmth 6f Moya-
mensing the old men spend
the bitter winter months. It's

a dull time of the year for
panhandling anyway. .

;";

• * *
Now it was April 3 and the

old men were spending their

last few hours on the patch
of grass in the windy but
warm prison yard.

Tomorrow they would be
released to return to the ten-

derloin, to spend nights on
park benches, to spend the
days selling blood for wine
or watching automobiles dart
onto the Benjamin Franklin
Bridge.

Summer was their time of
year. Autumn would mean
chilly weather. Then. Christ-
mas and New Year's. An-
other cycle.

To some Spring means
more than just another sea-
son. . . .

New Scopegoat Blasts Off Sprouts Doomed By Poll

To Nowhere In Particular
ByJIMMcATEER

EDITOR'S NOTB: What this campus needs is something id

throw rocks at—something so pointless that, in ridiculing it,

students mil be working off all the tensions that build up in an
average day. Therefore, as a pubHc service, we present this

column. Its author is a gentleman (we u«e the term loosely) of

absolutely no repute. Bombs and threatening letters can be de-

livered care of this newspaper,

• • • •
Three, two, one, zero . . . and we're off. I think. It's difficult

to begin a column, especially when I was expecting wild ovations

and instead, the editors tell me I am elected campus scapegoat.

But I have agreed to write and am a more or less honorable man,

so I'll begin with a review of my capabilities for this job, depart-

ment by department:
' I. Body—In nineteen years I have grown approximately six

feet, which is pretty good considering that I started from
scratch. I am large enough to be easily seen whenever a volunteer

is needed for an unsavory project, and small enough to make a
miserable basketball player. I am thin enough to squeeze between
fat people and grab seats on buses and fat enough so that decent

people don't point, laugh and call me names.
Battle Scars

I have a scar on my chin from where a girl hit me for

pushing her off a swing (we were both quite young) and another
scar that I got from not seeing a parked car one New Year's

Eve. .;:^-

n. Mind—My mind, whose existence is frequently questioned,

really does quite well, all things considered. It used to be more
stable (when I concentrated on
drinking only milk), but to ex-

amine it now you have to sneak
up from behind, throw a burlap
bag over it, and pin it dovm
with a forked stick.

My mind is bent on making
me appear debonaire, person-
able, loyal, generous, brave, and
contemplative, which may ao*

count for its bedraggled state.

It still doesn't realize what it's

up against in this regard. Some-
times it becomes slippery and tries to get out through my ears.
It's gone now, as a matter of fact.

in. Knowledge—Here I shine. I probably know more useless
and fewer usefuU things than anyone else on campus except for
a certain professor of my acquaintence. I know that Communism
and Democracy are opposed, but I'm not sure where Liberalism
comes in.

The Sublime . . .

I know that all human happiness is contained in service to
others, but I generally let it go at that. I know that if hot fat
is poured down a drain, it may cool and block the pipe, and
that Tananarive is the capital of Madagascar.

I can make a car go if nothing is wrong with the engine, and
I know a song called "Maggie O' Day Is Queen Of the May".

IV. Abilities—I can ride a bicycle. I can give a passable im-
itation of Noel Coward singing. I can't slide down bannisters
because I'm afraid of the knob at the end. I can sail in a boat,
but will try to jump overboard if anything breaks.

And the Ridiculous
I can replace a fuse if I have an affidavit from the Electric

Company that the power is turned off both at my place and at
theirs, and I can send a ten word message in Morse code if it

makes no difference to the person at the other end whether or
not h*» can understand it.

Only a few things remain: my chief fear is to be caught in
a night club with only one entrance when someone tells me
"There are a couple of guys who want you outside". My chief
delight is women, but I think men are easier to understand and
get along with. I enjoy occasional periods of solitude, but after
a couple of hours by myself I have to go and stand in railroad
stations to get back to normal. I haven't the vaguest idea what
to write about next week.

Demagogue's Manifesto
St. Joseph's College again

won the "Big Five" Sportsman-
ship award. Some students have
no real desire to go all out at-

tempting to cop this award. In
a recent edition of St.' Joe's

"Hawk", student Adam Wright
neatly summed up some opinions

of pro-sportsman fanaticism.

When I am eight and
twenty.

When I'm a score and
eight;

I want to be a demagogue.
With a bass drum and tin

plate.

I'll bring the drum to school

some day.

Which is against the rules;

And make the children

laugh and sing,

And make the teachers

fools.

(News Item: The food potts,

having been tabulated, indicated
a general dislike for several

foods, among them br u s s e

I

sprouts. They were forthwith
removed from the menu.)

With a rash, impetuous stroke
of the pencil, hundreds pf resi-

dent students have sentenced
the Brussel Sprout to oblivion.

The food polls have signified

that this vegetable, along with
an assortment of other foods,
has got to go.

Czech Reds
Hold Grad

John Robert Kennedy, a Vil-

lanova graduate serving with
the Army in Germany, inadver-
tently crossed the border into

Communist-dominated Czechos-
lovakia on August 23, 1958.

The Reds arrested him for

"criminal and dangerous action"

and sentenced him to 14 months
of hard labor in the Pankraz
Prison.

Two weeks ago, his worried
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Kennedy of Philadelphia, were
informed by the Czech govern-
ment that their son can expect
no clemency.

This tragedy in the life of one
so close to Villanova raises a
number of questions. What kind

Is this dissatisfaction merely
local or is the American
stomach in general growing
tired of the miniature cabbage?
Is the market due for a setback,
with all the federal price sup-
ports that this entails? A bit of
investigation gives evidence to
the contrary.

Popular Acclaim
The Ardmore food markets

inform us that Main Line house-
wives are consuming Brussel
Sprouts with unprecedented
eagerness. Wayne and Bryn
Mawr stores give the same re-

port. It's clear that the man in

the street still likes them.
This suggests the the vege-

table mignt have received
snabby justice as a result of our

reckless haste. It's altogether

possible that we gave it such a
miserable rating simply because
of the distressing way in which
it was cooked, but the tabulat-

ors of the poll apparently con-
struded the poll to mean that we
abhor the Brussel Sprout itself.

Of course, nothing could be
farther from the trutY\. Never-
theless, it was banished from
the menu.
But it seems that banishment

on these grounds is like giving
up cigarettes just because the
brand you smoke gives you nose-
bleeds; the thinking man merely
switches to a milder brand.
Maybe all the Brussel Sprout
needs is an extra fifty seconds
on the burner. Now we'll never
know.

PoUtalk

Campus Politicians

By J. p. KELLEY

I'll make the playful kids

think
It's their bounden duty;
To jump and scream like

Barbary apes,

Joy forever is a thing of
beauty.

Like Ghenghis Khan I'll

lead a parade,
And incite the moldy horde.

To defy the forces of law
and order;

And I'll roar like a drunken
lord.

I'll see my likeness in the

morning Inquirer,

And my bosom will swell

with pride;

I'll be a hero to the

lunatic fringe,

And I'll be to my class-

mates a guide.

JOHN ROBERT KENNEDY
Held by Czech Reds

of a man was Kennedy? The
people who knew him as an
undergraduate agree that he
was a quiet, reserved person.

Members of the English Depart-
ment, and particularly Dr. Ed-
ward McGrath, recognized that

he was a student of superior

caliber. His interest in English
literature, it was realized, would
prove to be an excellent founda-
tion for his planned career as a
teacher.

Ail-Around Man
Fellow students regarded

Kennedy as a fine basketball

player, but he was not exclu-

sively sports-minded. Other hob-

bies in which he engaged were
extensive reading in almost
every field of literature, and
collecting albums of operatic

performances. In short, Kennedy
was an all-round college student.

Staff members at the Villa-

nova Library, where he worked
as a student employee, liked

Kennedy. He was a good work-
er one who always took his

position seriously.

What can the Communists
hope to gain from imprisoning

an obviously inoffensive man?
Since no serious charge has been
brought against Kennedy, his

captors must regard him as only

a minor offender.

The Communist plan for

world domination by any pos-

sible means is the sole basis for

the arrest of a man recongized

by all who know him as a per-

fect gentleman.

In a few weeks your luncheon in our immaculate cafeteria

will be disturbed by what you might consider a college demagogue.
Residents might be interrupted during study by a Villanovan
rapping at tneir door and screaming, "I will give you outstanding
leadership." Yes, the campus politician will be ntaking his fatigu-

ing rounds in contemplation of nothing but victory.

What motivates this man? He usually gives as the reason
that he wants to do something for the class. There is nothing
wrong with such a motive. We all want prestige and recognition,

but only the campus politician is willing to suffer the indignities

of his classmates in his quest for it.

Friend or Foe?
The little cards which these gentlemen pass out will enumeiv

ate the virtues that they supposedly posses, a campaign slogan,

and possibly the telephone numbers of neighboring race tracks.

Perhaps they have not spoken to you all year, but now they want
your vote and try to become your best friend. When the election

is over you might meet them again and they will show no sign of

recognition—^not out of conceit, but because they forgot your
name and are too embarrassed to let you know it. Forgive all

this because you would do the same and the same would happen
to you if you were a campus politician.

When judging candidates, do so on their merits and abilities

as you know them, rather than on their "nice guy" approach.
Anybody can be a nice guy; it is just that some have the knack
of being nicer than others. Remember—the most personable is

not always the most able.

With the divisional system of electing Council representatives,
the bpportunity of personally meeting each candidate is much
greater. If you don't know them—meet them and rate them ac-
cording t6 your standards of leadership. Elect the general class
officers on the basis of their previous record. What have they
done for the honor of your vote? Are they putting on a good
campaign? Efficiency in a campaign often means efficiency in
office.

Knowledge Essential

On the other hand, campus politicians should know something
about the office they are seeking. If they intend to become a
candidate for the Student Congress they should attend some of
the meetings and observe student government in action. If they
want to become Class President they should talk with the incum-
bent and nav close attention to his handling of class affairs. In
fact, the first question to be asked of candidates is—What have
^ou done to prepare yourself for this office?

' Candidates should not slander their opponents, for slander
is immoral, and politically, it breeds loss rather than gain of
votes. It does not do the class any good; for the animosity is

continued after the election and we all know that a class without
unity functions poorly. Do not even speak of your opponents;
publicity or of any type will often bring them votes.

Candidates should not be radicals, nor should students vote
for radicals. Many students want a taproom on campus, . but
imagine the diRe»*aoe if such a thing were ever to come about or
were even sought after. Yet, there are some goofs on campus who
would seriously consider sponsoring such an immoral proposal.

Reciprocate Necessary
Aspirants for office should not be vehemently anti-adminis-

tration. When elected they should express reasonable points of
view in a sane manner and expect the same from the Administra-
tion. Remember we are here at the invitation of the Augustinian
Fathers, not they at our invitation.

Candidates must realize that when their classmates confer
prestige upon them they must reciprocate—by carrying out the
duties of their office to the best of their ability, exerting as much
energy as is necessary for the success of the class and the welfare
of the school.

Elected office holders are of paramount importance in promot-
ing the name of Villanova. The whole student body is rated by
their actions since these campus officials deal with the public,
the Administration, and the students, faculties, and admhiistra-
tions of other schools. If ther are lazy, lax, and stupid, how can
the student body which elected these "best men among them" be
interpreted as being anything but the same? When election day
rolls around remember all of this and vote wisely.
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ACES Plan Second Annual

Dinner, Panel Discussions
The ACES (Americans for

Competitive Enterprise System)
will hold its second annual din-

ner and panel discussion at Vil-

lanova Tuesday, May 12.

ACES is a non-profit organi-
zation whose primary purpose is

the economic education of so-

ciety.

1947 Graduate Joins
Montgomery-Scott Co

Mr. Michael A. Cruise, Villa-

nova '47, has recently become
associated with the firm of
Montgomery, Scott and Co.,

members of the New York
Stock Exchange. He will serve
as registered representative.

Cruise, who served with the

United States Marines in the

second World War, is active in

civic affairs and financial circles.

J. GUTENBERG, bookmaker,says: "If
you want hair that's neat, not greasy,
you're just the type for Wildroot!"

Just a little bit

of Wildroot

and...W0W.7

Its directors arfe high echelon
business leaders in southeastern
Pennsylvania. Each year they
travel to local colleges and high
schools for panel discussions on
questions having contemporary
economic importance.

The panelists will be manage-
ment -oflacials of Philadelphia
and local businesses.

They will consider such prac-
tical economic topics as the
threat of automation on small
businesses; the inflation prob-
lem; and the problem of com-
petition with Russia. Questions
will be posed by students from
the floor.

Various industries will be rep-
resented on the panel with men
from the banking and retailing
fields, as well as small and heavy
industries.

Grant Approved
For Chem Projecf
An application for a Grant-

In-Aid to Villanova has been ap-
proved by the Petroleum Re-
search Fund, announced Prof.
William J. Rice of the Chemical
Engineering Department.
A project entitled "The Vis-

cosity of Suspensions of Part-
icles and of Fluidized Beds" will
be supported by the grant. The
grant includes provision for the
support of a Graduate Fellow-
ship to a student working on the
project.

The project, under the direc-
tion of Rice, will investigate a
new method of measuring vis-

cosity and surface tension es-

pecially applicable under high
temperatur e-pressure con-
ditions.

The Petroleum Research Fund
is administered by the American
Chemical Society.

Degree Awarded
To Dean Sodeman
The Very Reverend James A.

Donnellon, O.S.A., President of

Villanova University, announced
last Tuesday that Dr. William

A. Sodeman, Dean of Jefferson

Medical College in Philadelphia,

will receive an Honorary Degree
from Villanova.

The Degree will be conferred

on Monday, June 1, during Villa-

nova's 117 Conmiencement Ex-
ercises.

Before Dr. Sodeman was
named Magee Professor of Med-
icine and head of the Depart-

ment of Medicine at Jefferson,

he was a member of the faculty

at Tulane University of Mis-

souri Medical Scl^ool. In 1958,

he was appointed Dean of Jeffer-

son's Medical School.

Dr. Sodeman, father of two
children, is a native of Charler-

oi, Pennsylvania. He is an ac-

tive member in many profes-

sional societies and is currently

President of the American So-

ciety of Tropical Medicine, a
subject in which he is a recog-

nized authority. He is also serv-

ing as an ofiicial examiner of

the American Board of Internal

Medicine.

Student Council Votes To

Initiate Training Program

Dr. Revesz To Lecture
Dr. Andres Revesz will give a

lecture at Bryn Mawr College

on Friday, April 30 at 8:30 p.m.

Revesz is the publisher of a
weekly journal in Madrid, Spain.

The lecture is under the aus-

pices of the Bryn Mawr Spanish

Club. No admision will be

charged. All students and facul-

ty of Villanova are invited.

By MICHAEL D. DONAHUE
of the Villsnovan Steff

The Student Council an-

nounced that it has instituted

a Student Leadership Training

Program for those interested in

running for class offices and
student council this spring.

Gerry McGrath, secretary of

the Council, disclosed that the

council undertook the venture

to acquaint candidates for elec-

tion with the duties and re-

sponsibilities of the student
leader, and to familiarize them
with the workings of the Uni-
versity student government,
and the responsibilities of par-
ticular offices.

The first in a series of three
meetings will be held next Mon-
day at 7:30 p.m.

After a brief outline of the
program is presented, the can-
didates will be divided into the
following groups for individual
instructions

:

a) Student Council candidates

b) Candidates for minor class

offices (vice President, Secre-
tary, and Treasurer)

c) Candidates for Senior Claaei

president

d) Candidates for Junior Class
president

The second meeting is sched-
uled for April 23rd. At that
time a panel of four, two repre-
sentatives from the Administra-
tion and two from the Student
Council, will discuss the re-

sponsibilities of a student lead-
er. After that, nominations will

be held for each of the above
mentioned offices.

The final and most important
meeting will take place May 4th.

At the outset of this session'

the constitution and by-laws of

the Student Council will be dis-

cussed and explained. Immedi-

ately following this, a short ob-

jective quiz on the subject mat-
ter will be conducted.

McGrath said that the coun-

cil weighed the matter of the

exam very carefully. It finally

decided to hold one because,

"any person who wants to be,

or considers himself to be, a
student leader, must have at

least a working knowledge of

the document by which he and
his fellow students are gov-
erned."

As an afterthought, McGrath
mentioned that attendance at
the meetings is not compulsory
for those expecting to run for
campus offices. However, he
emphasized that the results of
the exam will be published for

I

the student body to evaluate.

Marketing Club

To Visit Plant
The Villanova chapter of the

American Marketing Association

will hold its annual field trip, on
tomorrow to the Armstrong

strong Cork Co., in LAncaster.

Pa.

Prof. George Burgess of the

Marketing School division will

accompany the students. Upon
arrival, the students will be

given a tour of the plant, and
will also attend lectures later

in the afternoon.

Burgess expects about 30 of

the Marketing club members to

attend.

f\

Ybu Think for Yourself ?\
THIS SHORT CkUIX
WILL TIP YOU Of=P!

1. When your friends impart confidences,

do you feel (A) uncomfortable, or

(B) complimented? .. .

.

D-D

2. Do you prefer a task which demands ' t~~|
(A) the organization of complex details, ^ I I

or (B) a constant flow of ideas? .

a
I ^'. 3. Would your first reaction to a difTicult

committee appointment be that you had
been (A) "stuck," or (B) honored?

4. If you were a contestant on a quiz
ffW program which of these question
" *- categories would you prefer: (A) popular

songs of today, or (B) current events?

D -D

D-D

Do you find that you work or study
more effectively (A) under supervision,

or (B) on your own schedule?

6. Is it your feeling that close

friendships with superiors would be
(A) a great help, or (B) actually a
hindrance to your career with a firm?

Which, to your mind, has the greater ,

influence on you in making a good grade:

(A) the instructor, or (B) the subject

matter of a course?

8. Do you believe that the saying "haste
makes waste" is (A) always true, or

(B) often false?

D

D-D

n«n

D-D

9. Which would weigh more
heavily in your choice of filter

cigarettej: (A) the opinions

of friends with similar tastes,

or (B) your own
considered judgment?

a

It is usually the case that men and women
who really think for themselves come
around to VICEROY as their brand of filter

cigarette ... for two very good reasons:

VICEROY is the one cigarette that gives

them a thinking man's filter and a smoking

man's taste.

*// you checked {B) on any six of the nine

questions . . . you really think for yourself!

• 1030, Brown* Williamson TobMCo Corp.

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows- ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER ... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I

«

< >

:

Pay Motion Starts Think Big' Debate
By LAWRENCE M. O'ROURKf

of the Villanovan Staff

The student council last week
moved to have the athletic de-

partment reimburse students

who referee intramural contests.

The motion to pay the ref-

erees a token fee was made in

an amendment to a proposal by
representative Pete O'Brien to

"effect a new system of officiat-

ing."

But the 45 minute debate that

began with the introduction of

this motion concerned more than
the payment of referees.

At one point in the rather
heated exchange senior class

president Oz Scogna challenged
the student council members to

"think big."

"It seems to me," said Scogna,
"that there is an all too pre-

valent attitude among council

members that we should not
pass anything that the adminis-

tration would reject.

Administration Position

"The fact remains that the

council floor is the place where

student views are to be express-

ed. Then the council motions
go to a student faculty commit-
tee. That is the place for the

administration to voice its posi-

tion."

Although the Rev. Dante Gir-

olami, O.S.A., moderator, said

reimbursement was definitely

unacceptable he said, "I do agree
with Oz Scogna's view of the
council purpose.

"This is indeed," he said, "the
place where the student views
are to be discussed and debated.

But considering that, we can-

not treat any motions lightly.

Urges Prudence

"You must be prudent and
consider all the ramifications of

such a motion," the moderator
said. Father Girolami said that

the plan to reimburse students

sounded "good."

At this point Jim Corey asked
the floor to say, "The people in

the intramural department have
to referee and they hate it.

There is tremendous abuse of

the officials.

"We need good officials. If I

had my way, I would give them
not fifty cents, but a thousand
dollars for one game."

Father Girolami then said

that "It is a matter of policy

not to reimburse. If you reim-

burse one group, when thdh not
reimburse all groups? If you
give fees to referees, you could

just as easily give them to work-
ers on the VILLANOVAN, the

yearbook, the band, or WVIL.
Students Have Rights

''Be careful as students," he
said. "This is administration

policy. You must be careful to

avoid stepping on administration

rights. You as students have
some rights, but you must be

careful not to infringe on the

rights on the administration."

Father Girolami said that "in

conscience, as the moderator of

this council, I have the right to

supersede you."

The council members then

passed the amendment 16 to

111/^. The proposal was passed

by unanimous voice vote.

Other activities of the coun-
cil included a long fight over one
council committee challenged by
another, card playing in the
Commerce and Finance cafeter-

ia, and the appointment of a
committee to look into the possi-

bility of gaining qualified psy-
chologists to handle the Guid-
ance program.

Frosh Regs
Tom Hoffman, council vice

president, moved that the tum-
ed-up cuffs be eliminated from
the freshmen regs during orien-

tation week.
"We are on a university level

now and some of the traditional

policies should be discontinued.

We make freshmen feel and look

foolish wearing their pants roll-

ed up," Hoffman said.

Oz Scogna then asked If any
student council members had
feld ridiculous when as frosh
they were forced to roll up
their cuffs.

Then Bob DeLisa said, "Pure-
ly from an economical view,

when I was a freshman I did

not like the orientation regula-
tions. It rained during orien-

tation week because I had to
have my trousers rolled up, the
cleaning and pressing bill was
consequently great."

Feel Inferior

"Is It the purpose of Villa-

nova's orientation period to
make frosh feel inferior?" Hoff-
man asked. Scogna said "Yes!"
Another long debate evolved

over Joe Mason's proposal to

give letters and award sweaters
to the swimming team.

Representative Jack Curtin
said that he understood the
swimming team doesn't want
such recognition. "Oh yes we
do," shouted Frank Dunne, as
he bounded from his chair.

Dunne, a swimmer, said that
he knew 22 of 25 swimmers who
wanted letters.

Mason admitted he had not
talked to the coach, and only
to a few of the swimmers, "most
of them one or two years ago."

Swimming Team .

Here the Rev. Dante Girotftinl,

O.S.A., moderator, said he was
in sympathy with the effort to
honor the swimming team.

He said, however, he felt any
such amendment would not be
advisable now.

STUDENTS

259b to 509b
WHOLESALE

DISCOUNT

51
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Prom, Dinner Dance Round Out Schedule
t '<'

Senior Weekend Provides Climax To 1959

"This spit-shined toe better not be stepped on", comments one

senior as a group of them compare the finer points of shining

shoes hours and hours before the Senior Prom begins. Little did

they Icnow that the rain would malte short worlt of their troubles.

Bonnie Yaecker, twenty year old sophomore from the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, happily accepts the crown, scept«r, and
cape, symbols of royalty, as her date Bill Gilholl stands by*

In the spirit of "Auld Lang Syne", the dance draws near an
end. Everyone seems a little tired but the senior week-end, more
then half over, is far from being complete.

Is everybody happy? It seemj; that way as the dinner-dance,
now in full swing, continues on toward a memory that will not
soon be forgotten.

Senior CUws President Oz Scogna has Apparently come out
nith a humorous remark at the conclusion of the Dinner-Dance
at the Broadwood Hotel. The joke Is enjoyed by (I. to r.) Rev.
Joseph Kemme, O.S.A., Darlene Murphy, Dinner-Dance Chairman
Harry Devlin, Rev. Dante Girolami, O.S.A., and, in the back-
ground, members of Paul Judge's Orchestra.

Couples swing out to a fast arrangement in one of the first

dances by Paul Judge and his orchestra who supplied the music
for Saturday night

A^J^^ Saturday night's annual senior dinnernlance starts oil
with dinner being served at the Broadwood Hotel shortly after
I ••HI*

"The party's over . . .. It's time to call it a day," or in this
case, a night. Classes will begin in less than Z\ hours, and a
group of seniors catch 40 winks before returning to the daily
grind.

No official poll of opinion is needed to prove that everyone
who attended the Senior Weekend affairs had a thoroughly en-
joyable time. A ghtnce at the pictures on these pages Is proof
enough.

.r.

>f

I

r-^*
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Phila. Engineers

Hold College Nite
The Engineers' Club of Phila-

delphia will its annual College

Ni^t program entitled "What
Engineers Are and Why" on
Tuesday, May 5.

The meeting will be held at

the Engineers' Club Auditorium,
1317 Spruce Street, Philadel-

phia.

A dinner worth $2.50 will be
served at the affair free of

charge. The dinner will be
served at 6:30 p.m. while the

general meeting will take place

at 8:00 p.m.

J. Stanley Morehouse, Dean
of the Engineering School,

urged all Villanova engineering

Byzantine Mass Planned
For Ascension Thursday
A Byzantine Mass has been

scheduled for Ascension Thurs-

day at 10 a.m., co-sponsored by
the Knights of Columbus and
the Russian Language Society.

Called "Russian Byzantine

Divine Liturgy," the Mass will

be celebrated by Rev. Austin

students -to attend this import-

ant meeting.

Said Morehouse, "It is to all

the engineers advantage, espe-

cially the seniors, to attend this

meeting since the Engineers'

Club is the focal point of, all

engineering activity in the

area.
•I

Mohrbacher of the Russian Cen-

ter, Fordham University. It will

fulfill Mass obligations for the
holy day. '^

Permission for the Mass has
been granted by Cardinal
O'Hara, Father D o n n e 1 1 o n

,

Father Whitley, Father Giro-

lami and Father Regan.

The night before the Mass,
May 6 at 7:30, a lecture will be

given about the Byzantine Mass
and liturgy. Both the lecture

and the Mass will be opened to

the public. All of Villanova and
surrounding colleges will be in-

vited.

lit soft! What taste from

lif: voncfer FILTER-BLEND

•'V • V

IT^ WHAT^ UP FROirrTHAT COIIPiTS

This filter, be it e'er so pure and white
Must needs give flavor too, full clear and bright .-.'rv^^^^^^^

Else would the trusting smoker, filled >vith hope
Again be jdashed, dejected be... and mope.

:'''':' ,}: -''^'" And thus we come to Winston's obvious truth

•
: X': '*'s what's up front that counts— and 'tis, forsooth

•'

';; ; 'r In that the fine tobaccos, In the end
Are by exclusive process— Filter-Blend—

' j Become the tastiest taste that e'er hath played
Across your dancing taste-buds, man or maid!

Be ye not slow, therefore, to test the wit
Of what we say: that Winston, friend, is //;

For that with ev'ry smoke ye do delay
Ye are not gath'ring rosebuds while ye may!

4* We are advertised by our loving friends...^
KINO HCNRV VI. FAWT III. ACT V. SC. Ill

Soph Nurses See Surgery

In Revised Academic Course

p«t«it

As part of the revised course
in Medical - Surgical Nurs-
ing 220, the sophomore nurse:

received their first experience in

the operating room last Friday
The program, consisting of r

series of classes related to var-
ious aspects of nursing care of
patients in the operating room
and integrated with classes in

care of patients with medical
and surgical conditions, was con-
ducted by Mrs. Julia M. Papa-
rella, R. N. M.S. Ed. nursing in-

structor.

Using the facilities of Fitz-

gerald-Mercy Hospital, Upper
Darby, the students render both
pre-operative and post-operative
care to patients. Some were
present during surgery.
The revisions in this course

are aimed at giving the sopho-
more a more integrated exper-

I

'ence in the total nursing care

of the medical and surgical pa-

tients.

McGurk's Article

In Harvard Press
Dr. Dr. Bernard Bonniwell,

Chairman of the Department of
Pschology, has announced the
recent publication in the HARV-
ARD EDUCATION REVIEW
of an article by Dr. F. C. J. Mc-
Gurk of the Villanova Psychol-
ogy department.
McGurk's article was entitled

" 'Negro - White Intelligence—
Answered".
McGurk, L. N. Recktenwald,

and G. A. Dewit, attended the
convention of the Eastern Psy-
chology Association in Atlantic
City April 3 and 4.

PROM TIME...

Renting your formal

.

is easy on

the allowance

No need lo make a ^<, /

big outlay for a big date! ^^
Renting formal wear is easy,

it's convenient! Tux, dinner jacket—*
whatever you need is

"cleaner-fresh", pressed
to perfection, and fitted as though
it were made just for you!

CAMPUS CLEANERS

'KOKi" i« « ktaitTcate tmoc-madh. cervKiaHT O itM tnc coM-couk eoHMMY.

Prom trotter
She's the queen of the campus, and of

course she favors you know what . .

.

the cold crisp taste of Coca-Cola. She
knows that anytime, everywhere, Coke is

the real refreshment. We don't say that

the secret of her success is Coca-Cola
. . . but it helps!

0^i^(^(Z}

BE REALLY REFRESHED ... HAVE A COftBl

BotHed under authority of Th« Coca-Cola Company by

BOTTLER'S NAME HERB

PEGGY WHITE, 1 8, a freshman at
Millersville State Teachers' College,

is 5 feet 2 inches tall, has brown
hair, blue eyes, is the date of Psych,
major Joseph Roo.

JOAN FLYNN, 18, from Phllo-

delphia, has brown eyes and brown
hair and starKis 5 feet 8 inches. Her
escort will be Donald McCoy, Eng-
lish major.

PATRICIA HENRY, 22, o senior
at Cedar Crest College in Allen-
town, is 5 feet 5 inches toll, has
brown hair and hazel eyes. Miss
Henry will be the date of Junior
Pre-Law student Al Hurlbrink.

CLARALEE O'LEARY, 20, is the
dote of Accounting major Paul
Bowersock. A Rosemont junior. Miss
O'Leory has blue eyes, brown hair,

is 5 feet 9 inches tall.

GEORGINA DEMOPULUS, 19,
has brown hair Qrvi brown eyes, is

5 feet 3 inches toll. Miss Demo-
pulus, a sophomore at Immoculota
College, will be the dote of Basil

Dzubak, Physics major.

X

MARY E. GREENWOOD, 20, a
secretary for General Electric Co. of
Philadelphia, is 5 feet 5 Inches tall,

has blortde hair and blue eyes. Her
escort will be James Catalino,
I.A. major.

MARGE HACKER, 18, is the dote
of Accounting major Joseph Sulli-

van. Miss Hacker, an empk>yee at
Sears-Roebuck Co., has brown eyes
and hazel hair, and is 5 feet tall.

SUE HOLDEN, 18, a Cabrini Col-
lege student, is 5 feet 7 inches tall,

has brown eyes and brown hair. Miss
Holden, from Newtown Square, Pa.,

will be the date of Tom McCoy, Pre-
Law major.

JANIE INGLESBY. 19, a sopho-
more at Trinity College, is feet 5
irKhes tall, has blue eyes, auburn
hair. Miss Inglesby is the dote of
Engineer Bill Hill.

MARGIE DiBENEDETTO, o 19-
year-old freshmon ot Georgian
Court College, is the dote of Joe
McCullough, I,A. major. Miss Dl-
Benedetto is 5 feet 5 inches tall,
has blue eyes and brown hair.

MARIE HENEY, 20, blonde, blue-
eyed date of Thomas Schwarzer, is

a secretary at American Petroleum
Institute, and stands 5 feet 2 inches
tall.

MARILYN BARNOT, 20, a stud-
ent at Penn State, is 5 feet 7 irKhes
toll, has brown hair and eyes. Miss
Bornot, from Telford, Pa., is the
date of Biology major Joy SatKJs.

-...' i_ j
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Alumni Activities Year-Round;

Nearby Social House Planned
Continuing our efforts to in-

troduce the undergraduate to

the General Alumni Association

we shall discuss the Associa-

tion's activities. The activities

which can resuH from our plan

to accomplish our goals are

many; indeed, many have al-

ready resulted.

Not only is it necessary that

we do so, but we are also most
,
desirous of perpetuating that

: fraternal feeling which resulted

from our days on campus.
Ours is a gregarious group

and to foster this we have such
aotivities as the annual reunion,

Homecoming Day, the area clubs

and our publication, the ALUM-
•'NUS. ;-:,-.y-\.K :

Annual Event
On the first weekend follow-

ing the June Commencement we
hold our annual reunion. Every
alumnus is invited to return to

the campus for a weekend of

Villanova fellowship. A full

weekend of activity is offered,

the highlights of which are the

Jamboree in the Field House on
Friday night and the Alumni
Banquet on Saturday night.

While all are urged to attend,

special emphasis is placed on the

five-year classes . . . those who
have been out one, five, ten,

fifteen, etc., years. Each of

these classes has a chairman
and committee to plan their

"anniversary" gathering.

I can guarantee you that you
will look forward to these . . .

they can keep you young. The
reunion is an important activity

for us. If we ever look on it as
obsolete, Villanova will become
just another educational institu-

tion where young men may ab-

stract So much education and go
their way.

Autumn Holiday
The Homecoming Day is one

of our activities with which
most undergraduates are fami-

liar. We select one of the out-

standing home football games,
and designated it as Homecom-
ing. /;

We make special effort to at-

tend that game for we know
that our classmates will do the
same and all can gather after-

yard for talk of the "good ole

days at Villanova".

The area club program is

probably our most important ac-

tivity. It is through his partici-

pation in his Villanova Club that

the alunmus first realizes the
scope of being an alumnus.
Here he fraternizes with Vil-

lanovans of every vintage, and
becomes' aware of a Villanova
society.

Varied Activities

The clubs have many and var-
ied activities. They have speak-
ers of every type and look
forward particularly to those
who bring them word from their

Alma Mater. Dinners, cocktail

parties. Communion Breakfasts,
bus trips to sporting events and
university nights are a few
other club functions.

Our idea of a Villanova Club
is a group of Villanovans in an
area who gather socially about
four times during the year and
thereby give our association the
contact it needs with that area.
This contact is necessary if we
are to reach our goals.

In this respect the clubs assist
in the Alumni Foundation Drive,

our student interviewing pro-

gnmB which we shall eventual-

ly initiate to accomplish our
goalM.

By GEORGE PEQUIGKOT
Alumni Executive Secretary

Another important function of

ours is publication of the Villa-

nova ALUMNUS. Through this

quarterly magazine we keep the

alumnus informed of University

and Association activities, as

well as, the news items conceJTi-

ing his fellow-alumni.

We are currently mailing the

ALUMNUS to every alumnus at

no cost. Our constant aim is to

improve upon this magazine by
expanding its scope.

Generally, these are our ac-

tivities, and it should be obvious
that toe are not lacking' in this

departments Doubtless these will

be expanded <w we progress.

The Alumni Office

Just a few words about the
alumni office which, as you
probably know, is located on the

campus. The alumnus maintains
his contact with Villanova
through this offlce, and it is

the duty and desire of our of-

fice to be whatever assistance

we can.

The request which we receive

are many and varied, and for-

tunately we have been success-

ful in most cases. (Fifty-yard
line seats are not our special-

ity!)

The business of the Associa-
tion is handled through the
alumni office, and here our
records and files are kept. Usu-
ally, the various committee
meetings are held and these are
numerous because of the many
facets of our operation.

We have in our dreams a
much more extensive physical
set-up than we have now. The
association has outgrown its

present quarters, and will be
given larger quarters as soon
as space can be found.
Our long-range plan is for an

alumni house which we would
like to have close to the campus.
This would be a home for the
association, and here we would
hold as many of our social func-
tions as possible.

The possibilities for such a
place are many, and we will talk

more about them when, some-
|

day, our dreams come closer to

a reality.

Next week we will conclude
this series when we discuss our
progress and our future.

FOOD POLL
(Continued from Peige 1)

mittee agreed that the results

would prove highly satisfactory

to everyone concerned.

More Sandwiclies

j
Some of the new ideas Which

will be tried out an the nextj

few weeks are peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches occasional-

ly for Friday lunch and pastry
or doughnuts instead of eggs
once in a while for breakfast.
Both came about as the result

of a general student complaint
that they would like to see
fewer eggs, especially of the
scrambled variety.

Spescia said that with the bud-
get under which he operates, he
could not see his way clear to
increasing the number of glasses
of milk above the present daily
limit of four. The Student Coun-
cil committee agreed to meet
with the appropriate administra-
tion members to arrive at some
solution of that problem.

Foreign Substances

In the poll, students com-
plained about the appearance of

some of the hired help. Noting
that they never wear their white

hats for more than a few days
at a time, the students mention-
ed that hair and other "foreign

substances" are often found in

the food, particularly the milk.

Spescia said he had given a
standing order that hats were
ta be worn, but that apparently

he would have to make it

stronger.

There seemed to be further
examples of disregard of orders
on the part of the help. One im-
portant one had reference to

second helpings on vegetables.
Even though Spescia had prev-

iously okayed "seconds," the
committee noted that certain

individuals were still refusing to

give them to the students.

.-I

HOWARD JOHNSOrS
MOTOR lODCE ,

King off Pnmi*, Pai.

MANAGED air EX'¥ILLAMOVAM

JIM McNAMARA
•i'47

UPCWUOUS UNHS • IACN with rtlVATf lATN

At

ATBMTNS

HEADQUARTERS FOR lAMILY AND
FRIENDS Of VILLANOVANS

FOR RESaiVATKMiS . . .

.

WRfri: NOWAftO JONNSOirS

Mn •! Pmila. rm.

To solve the problem of slow
ups and inconveniences at the

end of the food lines, Spescia

said he would have 2 more serv-

ing tables built so that 24 per-

sons can get silverware, sugar,

condiments, etc. at once, instead
of the present 12.

Both Spescia and the commit-
tee agreed that some of the in-

different treatment students re-

ceive from the help is directly
the fault of the students them-
selves. Spescia noted, "It is just

human nature to be nice to those
who are nice to you and miser-

able to those to treat you mis-
erable."

Those who took part in the
meeting, aside from Spescia and
Murphy, were Student Council
members Bob DeLisa, John
Driscoll and Bill Vincent. Vin-
cent was due to return to see
Spescia yesterday to discuss the
situation in the day-hop cafeter-

ia and the pie shop.

fm^-

QnCumos HAlfa

MocSMman
(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "aiui,

"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

VIVE LE POPCORN!

The other day as I was walking down the street picking up
tinfoil, (Marlboro, incidentally, has the best tinfoil, which is

not surprising when you consider that they have the best ciga-

rettes, which is not surprising when you consider that they take

the best filters and put them together with the best tobaccos

and rush them to your tobacco counter, fresh and firm and
loaded with smoking pleasure). The other day, I say, as I was
walking down the street picking up tinfoil, (I have, incidentally,

the second largest ball of tinfoil in our family. My brother

Eleanor's is bigger—more than four miles in diameter— but, of

course, he is taller than I). The other day, as I was saying, while

walking down the street picking up tinfoil, I passed a campus
and right beside it, a movie theatre which specialized in show-
ing foreign films. Most campuses have foreign movie theatres

close by, because foreign movies are full of culture, art, and
esoterica, and where is culture more rife, art more rampant,

and esoterica more endemic than on a campus?

Nowhere; that's where.

iy*'
*' ^''

s,hlM^itk&ryc$

I hope you have all been taking advantage of your local foreign

film theatre. Here you will find no simple-minded Hollywood
products, marked by treacly sentimentality and machine-made
bravura. Here you will find life itself— in all its grimness, its

poverty, its naked, raw passion

!

Have you, for instance, seen the recent French import, Le
Crayon de Man Oncle ("The Kneecap"), a savage and uncom-
promising story of a man named Claude, whose consuming
ambition is to get a job as a meter reader with the Paris water
department? But he is unable, alas, to afford the flashlight

one needs for this position. His wife, Bon-Bon, sells her hair

to a wigmaker and buys him a flashlight. Then, alas, Claude
discovers that one also requires a leatherette bow tie. This time
his two young daughters. Caramel and Nougat, sell their hair

to a wigmaker. So now Claude has his leatherette bow Lie,

but now, alas, his flashlight battery is burned out and the

whole family, alas, is bald.

Or have you seen the latest Italian masterpiece, La Donna E
Mobile (I Ache All Over), a heart-shattering tale of a boy and
his dog? Malvolio, a Venetian lad of nine, loves his little dog
with every fibre of his being. He has one great dream : to enter

the dog in the annual Venetian dog show. But this, alas, requires

an entrance fee, and Malvolio, alas, is penniless. However, he

saves and scrimps and steals and finally gets enough together

to enter the dog in the show. The dog, alas, comes in twenty-

third. Malvolio sells him to a vivisectionist.

Or have you seen the new Japanese triumph, KibiUzv-San

(The Radish), a pulse-stirring historical romance about Yamoto,

a poor farmer, and his daughter Ethel who are accosted by a

warlord one morning on their way to market? The warlord cuts

Yamoto in half with his samurai sword and runs off with Ethel.

When Yamoto recovers, he seeks out Ethel's fianc^, Red
Buttons, and together they find the warlord and kill him. But,

alas, the warlord was also a sorcerer and he whimsically turned

Ethel into a whooping crane. Loyal Red Buttons takes Ethel

home where he feeds her fish heads for twenty years and keeps
hoping she'll turn back into a woman. She never does. Alas.

C>IM9M«>Shal

// there*§ emoking in the balcony of your theatre, we hope
you'll be emoking Philip Morrie—or, if you prefer filter;
Marlboro . . . Marlboro—new improved filter, fine rich flavor—from the makere of Philip Morris,

M:

S •* #
'-^NMwlK' -l^-
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Cats Defend Relay Titles
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Spear Chuckler Butch Fath beats out a sharp grounder to the
infield. Avonallive first sacker, Gordie Proud, waited for peg that never

came as the ball was hobbled by the shortstop. The IntramunU soft-

ball teams play daily (except Friday) on Austin and Alum J fields.

Harry Blackwell digs hard down the first base line In last week's
intramural softball game between the A%'onallives and the Spear Chuck-
ers. First baseman Dick Barraxotto received the throw from third

base in time for inning ending putout.

George Emma Is A Leader
On The Diamondand Court
Every team has a leader, a

guy the rest of the players look

up to, respect. In baseball, he's

• the fellow who belts the long

double in the clutch, makes the

hard stop, scoops up the bad

throw when the bases are load-

ed. '^:;>"V'

Villanova has just such a

player: George Emma. Sure, the

name's familiar. Everyone
knows he's a basketball player.

Didn't play much this year, but

he was always a hustler. And
he always cool in the clutch.

But George Emma is also a
baseball player. As a matter of

fact, he's a very good baseball

player. At least four major lea-

gue teams think to.

And so do his teammates. One
can tell at practice as they com-
ment on Greorge's smashing line

drives or long, soaring flies or

as he leaps to spear a high

throw or picks up a skipping
low one:

"Attaboy Dutch . . . way to

hit 'em, kid . . . nice catch

Georgie . . . good scoop, baby
ft

• • •

Captain of Squad

And one can tell his team-
mates look to George as the

leader of their squad. It's evi-

dent by the fact that they elect-

ed hfm captain. It's evident bv
the way the talk to him, the
way they look toward him.

Tlie big first baseman res-

ponds by providing just the

leadership they appeal for
Dutch isn't a holler guy in the
tradition of Eddie Stanky or
Jackie Robinson; rather he's

more like the Gil Hodges type.

He hits when the big hit is

needed, he fields like a wizard,
he takes that extra base, when
it Isn't expected, he always
thinks.

Of course, George was the
Bame kind of basketball player
to. He didn't achieve great star-

dom, but he waw that valuable

By TOM TROY
' sixth man any team needs. The
i number one reserve and an oc-
' casional starter in his junior

year, George was expected by
many to start in his senior year.

Clutch Play

Things didn't work out ex-

actly that way. George Raveling
greatly improved almost over-

night, and the sophomore trio

of Huggard, Kenny, and Dris-

coU moved right in with Joe
Ryan. ,; ' ••. /''X '.:;.•.

..^

As a result, George only play-

ed a few minutes in the games
in which he did perform. But
often he dropped in that long

set or smooth jump shot just

when the team needed it the

most.

Against Duke; Dutch drilled

six long set shots in about 14

minutes in the second half to

almost single-handedly turn

back the Blue Devils. Against
Seton Hall, he relieved a cold-

shooting Joe Ryan and stopped

the panic by his cool clear-head

play.

And it is indicative of

George's character that,

although he played less in his

senior year than in his sopho-

more, he nevertheless selects

for the biggest basketball thrill

the participation of this year's

team in the N.I.T.

Moved to First

In doing this he passes over
'lis tremendous personal per-

formances against Brandeis in

his sophomore year and against

LaSalle in that memorable tri-

ple overtime thriller in 1957.

Yes, George only played a few
minutes in that N.I.T. tussle but
he has played and will play a

large role in the baseball pic-

ture at Villanova.

Last year Dutch was a lead-

ing character in Coach Art

Mahan's team's drive to a spot

in the NCAA playoffs. Always
a third baseman before entering

Villanova, he was moved to

first by Mahan, justifying that

change in spectacular fashion
with his great fielding.

He batted .260, but that .260

was a potent figure. So potent
that he was selected to the
NCAA District 2 All Star team.

This year Dutch has taken
up where he left off. It was his

ringing double that broke the ice

against Wagner, enabling the

Cats to win their season open-
er.

Team Real Good
George is confident that this

year's team can go a long way:
'I didn't think we would have
too much pitching with Krop
gone (Bob Kropiewnicki) and
Jack Kelly graduated, but the
pitchers have really been hum-
min' that ball lately. This warm
weather's great, for those guys
can throw hard.

"But it's really a shame that
those frosh and sophomores
signed bonuses and turned pro.
Boy, if they hadn't. We would
be tough ! But we'll do alright

regardless."

George Emma will do all

right too. A marketing major,
George contemplates perhaps
that subject. But there is an-
other avenue open to Dutch

—

baseball.

Four major league teams al-

rea ly contacted him. "Nothing

specific" was mentioned, he

says, but the Los Angles Dodg-
ers have demonstrated a great

insterest in George.

Big league scouts are intel-

ligent, perspicacious men. They
recognize geniality, intelligence

off the field and hustle, clear-

thinking, and leadership on the

field as the qualities of a big

leaguer. —That's George Emma
—a big leaguer.

Reagan Says Prospects Fine

For His Greatest Eleven Ever
"It could be the best team

I've had at Villanova," says
Frank Reagan, in an interview
with the Villanovan last week.
As Coach Reagan sees the

team, his question marks will be
at quarterback and end.

"Eddie Roehre won't be the
runner 'Graz' was, but he might
do the job." If not Roehre,
Coach Reagan can turn to

Wayne Kauter, who is expected
to return to school next season.
Turning to the end position,

the head coach has some big new
prospects that he hopes will stay
in school.

Faster Squad
Overall, he sees the team to

be faster than last year's squad,
particularly at end and in the
backfield.

"We will sacrifice a little size

in the line for speed this year."
Also, Reagan feels he will be

able to field two units without
sacrificing too much on offense
or defense. V :; y' ,"

In the past, particularly
against teams like Army, Boston
College, V.M.I., Villanova has
been noticeably weakened when
the second unit was inserted.

Because of the wealth of ma-
terial, quality and quantity-wise,

it does seem that Villanova will

field two capable units next fall.

This will be only too necessary
if Villanova's football fortunes
are to continue to rise.

New Offense
There has been some conjec-

ture whether the present offense
will change. Several people have
expressed desires to see some-
thing new out on the gridiron.

Last year, these would-be
critics, saw the innovations of

the "I" formation. This some-
what satisfied their wants.
Perhaps something new will

be unveiled this spring. Why
don't you go down to the prac-

tice field and see? If not, be
sure to take in the intra-squad
game, Blue-White day. May 9.

Spring Time-Cut Time
But the matter at hand for

Coach Reagan is not fretting

next year's schedule; he has
time to delegate for this purpose
next fall.

Right now, he must concern

himself with a "weeding out"

process.

Out of 80 candidates, he must
find some 30 real ballplayers.

This is approximately the num-
ber today's football sojuads must
have in order to attain some
sort of success.

This "process" is actually the

purnose of spring training.

After several days of calis-

thenics and running through
some plays, the scrimmages will

begin. Then the coaches will

have the opportunity to see who
wants to play and who can't.

Golf Team Wins
First Two Matches
The strongest Villanova golf

team in recent years will meet
the Temple link team in a match
at home. The game will be play-
ed at Aronomink,
The team met Scranton at

home Monday but the results
were submitted too late for pub-
lication. Last year's team de-
feated Scranton in a closely
contested match, 9-8.

On a windy Monday, a week
ago, the golfers started the sea-
son by drubbing St. Joseph's
6' 1.-2' o. This match was played
with each winning player receiv-

ing one point for the best ball of
each twosome. Reggie Zurinskas
turned in the best eighteen holes
with 79.

Their second victory of the

season was very convincing. The
score of the match with LaSalle

was 18-0. In the scoring system

for this game a player receives

one point for each nine holes

and one for total eighteen.

Marty Connolly turned in a

75 while Reg Zurinskas and Jim

Cahill both hit a 77. Nick Aqui-

line and Jim Gay turned in 79's

and Ron Zurinskas was high

with an 81.

Track fans Mill get a chance
to see Villanova attem)>t to con-

tinue the great streak of siuccss

in modern track history when
the University of Pennsylvania

holds its 65th annual Relay

Carnival at Franklin Field, April

24-2.').

Special student tickets at the

bargain price of 75c go on khIc

this week in the Field House
for each of the two days of top-

flight competition.

It is expected that a large

number of Villanova students

will attend Friday's events, even

though classes will be held that

day. The college distance medley
relay, one of three relays in

which the Wildcats are defend-

ing champions, does not start

until 3:30. Races continue until

approximately 6:20 that day.

In the last four years. Coach
Jim Elliott's Wildcats have won
an unprecedented 11 Relay
Championships of America at

the Penn Relays, a major factor

in Villanova's climb to the top

of the collegiate track heap.

Four times straight the Cats

have copped mile relay and
sprint medley titles. Thrice run-

ning they've won the distance

medley.

As a result of the spectacular

recent successes. Villanova ha.s

climbed from the bottom of the

list of Relay Champions of

America (with no previous vic-

tories) to a tie for twelfth. A
tie for ninth place, currently

shared by Chicago, Cornell and
Indiana (with 13 victories) is a

distinct possibility by the time

this year's Penn Relays are com-
pleted.

Jenkins Key Man
Even though Villanova had

very good track teams during

the 40's and early 50's, it took

the arrival of Charley Jenkins

from Cambridge, Mass., for

championships to turn up on the

Main Line. As a sophomore in

1955, Jenkins ran the anchor 880
in the sprint medley, following

Jim Moran (440), Warner Helt-

man (220) and Gene Maliff

(220).

The time was 3:26.3. Later

in the afternoon, the same quar-

It*sTime For

'Mural Track

And Softball
The annual spring awakening

of the Great American Game got

under way last week on all fields

as the Softball leagues com-
pleted their initial contests.

In the Austin Field 3:30

League, the Sheik's defeated the

Avonallive 3 to 1 and Doc's Sox
did the same to the Thumbs
9-4.

In the 2:30 League The Kit-

tens won over The Finests 1 to

and the Cowboys beat the

Fubar Mooses 7-4.

In the 4:30 pairings, Mump-
er's Herd-4 The N.R.0.T.C.-2

and the Burns Boys 33, the

Leftovers 2. At 5:30 the Main-
liners defeated the Mu Masons
6-1 and the Saints topped the

Barfs 7-4.

In the Mendel League at 3:0

the Jaspers took the Calhapes
6 to 3 while the Johnny Walker
Reds defeated the Magoo's Low
Holes 1 to 0.

American Red Cross Senior

Life Saving starts Wednesday
April 15. Course open to Villa-

nova Students only. Register at

Pool.

tet, running quarter-mile legs

in different order (Moran, Mal-

iff, Heitman and Jenkins), won
the coveted mile relay in 3:17.6.

In 1956 the Wildcats were
even more spectacular. There
was a trio of sophomores—Ron
Delany, Alex Breckenridge and
Rollie Simpson—to aid Jenkins.

On Friday, that quartet won the

distance medley Relay Cham-
pionship of America for the first

time in the school's history.

But the Wildcats didn't just

win the race. They set a new
Carnival record while doing it

—9:58.1 Jenkins ran the leadoff

880, Simpson the 440 leg, Brec-

kenridge the 1320-yard leg and
Delany the mile.

What made the victory all the

more satisfying was that the

Wildcats upset a favored quartet

from Oxford University in Eng-
land. The Oxonians had been
ballyhooed in the press as "un-

beatable". They looked great in

winning the two and four-mile

relay titles. But when Delany
crossed the finish line in the

distance medley, Oxford's Ian

Boyd was 35 yards in arrears.

Defend Sprint Crotiii

Yet, that was just the begin-

ning of a remarkable two days

of competition. On Saturday,

Jenkins (440), soph George Syd-

nor (220), Gene Maliff (220)

and Delany (880) successfully

defended the sprint medley
crown, while slicing the tinie to

3:25. •:.^^'''^;-''-''

For the defense of the mile

relay diadem, Coach Elliott ran

Sydnor, Simpson, Delany and
Jenkins. The three sophs and a

junior combined to set a new
Carnival record—their second in

two days—3:11.9.

In 1957, Villanova won its sec-

ond straight distance medley
crown while running "under
wraps." Jenkins (880), soph Ed
Collymore (440), Breckenridge

(1320) and Delany (mile) were
timed in 10:10.7.

Though not breaking a record

the Wildcats lowered their time

while winning the sprint med'ey
championship for the third time

in a row. Jenkins (440), Al

Peterson (220). Maliff (220)

and Delany (880) ran the dis-

tance in 3:24.3.

Charlie Stead, now a senior

at Villanova, saw his first action

in the Penn Relays as the Cats
won the mile relay for the third

time running. He ran second leg,

behind Collymore and before De-

lany and Jenkins, as the quartet

was clocked in 3:12.7.

There is a distinct possibility

that the Wildcats might not try

to defend in one of the three

relays in which they are current

champions. They may try the

880 relay for the first time
since the string of victories
started.

But all that is in the hands of

Elliott and his assistant, Jim
Tuppeny. Whatever they decide,

Villanova fans can expect to see

some tremendous performances.

After all, the Wildcats have a

modern tradition to uphold at

the University of Pennsylvania's

Franklin Field.

Two Awards
To Be Given

To Thinclads
Two members of the track

team will receive trophy awards
at the annual track banquet
sponsored by the Villanova Club
of Valley Forge on Monday,
April 27, at 7 p.m. at the Cover-

ed Wagon in Strafford.

One squad member will be

given the General Alumni Asso-

ciation Award as the most valu-

able player. Another will be the

recipient of the George T.

(Bucky) Coleman Award, nam-
ed after a former Villanova pole

vaulter who was killed World
War II.

Tickets at $6 apiece may be
obtained from George Pequignot
in the Alumni Office in Mendel
Hall.

Ron Delany, 1958 graduate
and presently enrolled in Villa-

nova's Graduate School of

Theater Arts, will be given the

General Alumni Association

Award for the 1957-58 season.

It was not presented at the ban-

quet last year. Delany had also

been invited to be guest speaker
at this year's affair.

The toastmaster will be Reds
McCarthy, sports editor of the

Norristown Times-Herald. The
Rev. Joseph Kemme, O. S. A.,

Vice-President for Student Af-

fairs, will head a large delega-

tion representing the school's

administration.

The Villanova football team runs through some early spring

training offensive drillH. The tekm apened up Hpring training last

week with over 80 hopefuls turning out fer practice

-Sports Chattor:

April-Thou Art Cruel
By TONY MACKLIN

Since the sports action on campus is slow now, there
will be all season left for baseball stories and interviews, so
I would like to devote my space to a somewhat startling

reply to last week's column.

"Dear Columnist,

April does not, if you'll pardon the expression, swing.

To any one with any powers of observation and any sensi-

tivity April is indeed the cruelest month. It is the Judas of

all months. It dulls one into a false sense of well being and
hope then lowers the boom.

I read in last Wednesday's paper where the Baltimore

fans actually believe that the Orioles have a chance to win
the pennant. Now, I ask you. In what other month would the

Bird fans actually have the nerve to say that the Orioles

could win the the American League. They couldn't win in the

Texas League, with all due respect to the Texas League.
Even our hometown fans be>

come unbalanced. You hear
phrases like "more speed,"

"tighter infield," "more depth,"

and if one fails to stop and
think that he or she is liable

to have his or her money riding

on Bob Carpenter's minions. The
Phillies, rest their souls, are

again forced to take to the pits

of Connie Mack Stadium. But
the fans should come to the

realization sooner or later that

if the Phillies do have more
speed, defense, and depth, they
also have less power, less pitch-

ing, and more trouble.

Poor Phils

The Phillies, bless their hearts, led both leagues in hit-

ting last year and excelled in pinch hitting,; but they were
horrible.

Now we find out why—Mayo didn't understand them.
But then again, who did. Mayo used to get pale and shaken
as pop flys fell and fielders ran into each other. This year
it is going to be different. Eddie Sawyer understands them,
he understands they are hopeless! Rather, let us say that he
knows their potential. Potential saves everything. Now that
Gomez, Conley, Thomas and Freeze are with the Phillies they
have bridged the gap from nonentities to potentially great
stars. Under Eddie's guiding hand they will flower.

Around the rest of the league enthusiasm is at its

usual April apex. And the American League is ready
to demolish the Yankees. Frank Brookhouser has picked
Detroit to win out over the New Yorkers. Now, just between
you and I, I think the guy's bats. The whole American Lea-
gue combined can't slow the Stengel men. In fact, nobody in
the National League is going* to be able to dethrone the
Braves but each team has

. to go through 154 games because
they were foolish enough to begin under the influence of
April.

Everywhere teams all across the country are making
this mistake. They'd know better in March or May but
every year April finds them losing all sense of reason and
plunging to disaster. Pity the poor fan.

Annoyed
I must disagree with you further. I will admit that By

Saam and Gene Kelly miss a few, that keeps the listener on
his toes, but none gives color the way that By and "bie
Gene" do.

^ j s

As for the idea that one should leave his car behind and
should talk and walk, don't Uve in the past. Don't you realize
that this is the space age. ' ' ^

How Willie Hartack could be called a darling is beyond
me.

The more that I think about' April the more despondent
1 get. Do you realize what it does to studying? Do you realize-
that the lawnmower starts making its appearance in ApriL

And any month that would have you believe that "Gigi"
was the best picture of the year is not to be trusted. Have
you forgotten April 15. Ah ha! I've got you there.

Agrees with T. S.
I am fully in accord with Mr. Eliot's statement that April

IS the cruellest month.
Signed,

"J. A. P."
I have only one thing to say. Bring on May.

||3ClC (Continued from Page 16)

rain had done its full damage,
Drayton did a 100 in 9.7.

Kunning ahead of Raemore
were John Mannion, Frank Heg-
arty and Pat JNicastro. Tue
overall time was 3:11^.9. Nicas-

tro ran his quarter in 4U sec-

onds, while Raemore did the

anchor leg in only slightly more
than that.

Nicastro must draw some
mention for his fine showing
in the invitation 880. He ran
an outstanding 1:51.9 haif-miie

wnile finishing fourth behind
Tom Murphy, Norm Williams

and Bob Seaman
time was 1:50.1.

Murphy's

It won't be possible, because

of time conflicts, for the vars-

ity runners to compete in both

the sprint medley and the mile

relay. If he wants to use his

best runners. Coach Elliott will

have to choose one o fthe two
races. Whichever one he elects

to compete in, he'll have Colly-

more and Stead among the quar-

tet. Who the other two will be
is a matter of conjecture at this

point.
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Queen's - lona Relays Next In Outdoor Track

P
I''-'

•y TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
Track coach Jim Elliott will

take virtually a full squad to

Queens-Iona Relays that Satur-

day at Downing: Stadium on
Randall's Island, N. Y.

This purpose: "to give all the

boys a good workout and to

build up to the big climax—the

Penn Relays." The Penn Carni-

val takes place a week later-
April 24 and 25 at Franklin

Field.

That was precisely Elliott's

aim at the season's first relay

competition—the Quantico Re-

lays—last Friday and Saturday
in Virginia.

, .The Wildcats failed to win a

single varsity relay at Quantico,

but Elliott was not disturbed in

the least. "It was the first time

out this spring," he said. "It

was merely a testing ground for

our Penn Relay plans."

Bob Coffll

Will Get Ready
"We now have a better idea

where we are strong and where
weak," he reasoned. "We'll con-

tinue to get ready for the big

ones—^the Relay Championships
of America at the Penn Relays

—this week at Randall's Island,

even if we don't win a race do-

ing it."

As Elliott pointed out, the

Wildcats gave promise of some
sparkling performances in the

future by finishing a close sec-

ond in three of the major relays

at Quantico—the mile, the

sprint medley and the 880.

Morgan btate won the mile

relay with Lou Smith, Tom An-
derson, Ilosea Smith and Nick

Kills ^ besting Jim Blackburn,

Nick DeAngelis, Charlie Stead

and Ed Coljymore in the mud-
slowed time of 3:17.6. The Wild-

cats' time was 3:17.8.

Morgan State was the Nation-

al AAU indoor mile relay

champion. CoUymore actually

ran a faster final quarter than

Morgan anchor-man Ellis—47.8

to 4^.9—but Ellis got the baton

ahead of Colly.

Penn Wins

The University of Pennsyl-
vania—a stranger to the win-

ner's circle in top-flight compe-
tition in recent years—beat a
Villanova foursome in the sprint

medley. Dave Coffin (440), Bob
Reed (220), Walt Shaw (220)

and George Katterman (880)
were clocked in the meet-record-
breaking time of 3:24.3.

Katterman was the key man

in the Quaker victory. He trail-

ed Villanova anchorman Bob
Godesky by 12 yards at the

start of the final leg, but ran

strongly and caught the Wild-

cat junior with a quarter-mile

left, then went on to win by 12

yards. The first three Villanova

runners were Collymore, Stead

and Blackburn.

The second-place finish in the

880 relay marked a return to

that event for the Wildcats af-

ter a lapse of several years.

Winston-Salem Teachers took

first-place in 1:28.1. Their Elias

Gilbert, Charles Lewis, Bob
Manning and Frank Bowens won
by four yards over Blackburn,

Joe Manion, Stead and Colly-

more.

Stead earned a first-place for

Villanova by taking the high

jump with a lead of 6-4, good

Charley Stead

enough to tie the record at the

rain-jinxed Quantico Meet (it

has rained every day in the four

year history of the meet). Ex-

Wildcat Phil Reavis and Shana-

han CC's George Dennis first

set the mark last year.

Did Not Defend
Villanova failed to finish in

the distance medley, the only

event in which it was defending

champion. Coach Elliott said on
Sunday that he felt the Wild-

cats could have taken third

place in the race in which Penn
State ran the fastest distance

medley—9:53.8—ever run in the

East. But, figuring on conserv-

ing strength for the sprint med*-

ley, Elliott told Godesky to drop
out with approximately a 1000

yards left on his anchor mile.

DeAngelis (880), Manion (440)

and Vic DiMaio (1320) were the

other members of the Wildcat

quartet.

A two-mile relay foursome of

Tim McNamar, Godesky, Man-
ion and DiMaio failed to finish

among the top six teams. An-
other unit—coniposed of John
Daniels, Dan Stager, John Buck-
ley and Kent Lydic—did like-

wise in the 440 relay. Others
who competed but did not place

were Jack Van Dusen in the
hurdles, Norbert McNulty in the
pole vault and Buckley in the
hop-step-and-jump.

In their first showing out-
doors, the freshmen thinclads
did right well for themselves.

Bob Coffill, a 6-3, 175-pounder
out of R i n d g e Tech in Cam-
bridge, Mass., created the big-

gest stir. He broke the Villa-

nova record for the 440-yard

hurdles by being clocked in 53.9

while losing by inches to Willie

Attcrbury. a name-star who
graduated from Michigan State.

Broke Wildcat Record
Coffill, who anchored the

iresUman indoor mile relay team

during the winter, smashed the

old Villanova record to smither-

eens. It had been 55.1 and was
set on June 2, 1956 by Roland
Simpson. Coffill is a big-striding

runner whose style is deceiving

.

He often looks as though he's

moping along, while actually

se's covering big gobs of ground
with his gigantic strides.

The freshman mile relay race,

in which the Wildcat Frosh took

top honors, was a real corker.

Bob Raemore, who took the ba-

ton on the final leg trailing the

St. John's anchorman, managed
to catch him by inches at the

tape.

The freshman sprinters

—

Budd and Paul Drayton—were
almost as impressive as Coffil.

Budd finished a yard and a half

behind the winner, Ira, Murchi-

son, who was timed in 9.8 Dray-
ton vras fourth, not far back.

In a heat on Friday, before the

(Continued on Page 15)

Weekly Sports
Slate

Fridey — St. Joseph's (bosebell), owoy
Temple (golf), home

turday — West Chester (baseball),

away, Quesns-lona Relays
(track). Randall's Island,
New York

Tuesday — Scranton (baseball), away

Wildcats Meet The
Hawks on the Road
In Big Five Game

ly JIM

On Friday afternoon the Wild-

cat baseball team meets the >St.

Joseph Hawks on the Hawks
: home diamond. :'f; . V;"

- Tnis is a big Five game and
anything can iiappen. Tnis is

evident from last year's results,

the Hawks beat the Wildcats by

a three run margin in their first

meeting and four days later the

'Cats drubbed the Hawks by fif-

teen runs.

Yesterday the LaSalle game,
which was rained out on April

4th, was scheduled but the out-

come was reported to late for

publication.

'Cats Down Hoyas
Last Friday afternoon the

previously silent bats of the

Villanova baseball team were
heard. The basehit hungry 'Cats

jumped right on right handed
Georgetown hurler, Steve Mc-
Donald for seven runs on six

bose hits and throe walks in the
first frame. The final score of

the game was 11-7 with the

'Cats on top.

In between these eighteen
runs their were many interest-

ing highlights.

The most significant of these
was the arrival of another
strong arm in Villanova's "not
so strong pitching staff". The
latest hurler to come into his

own is a big lefty named, Frank
Kreutzer. Frank pitched the
first four innings and was just
about untouchable. He allowed
two safeties while setting down
seven batters via the strike out
route in his short appearrance.

The big bats for Villanova

were Paul Borian and Jim Hug-

MURRAY
gard who went three for five

and three for four respectively.

I'nc whole team got into the

hitting act with all the regulars

getting at least one base knock.

Hoyas Hustle
Since the game was decided

in the first frame for the 'Cats,

it would have been nice to call

the game because of the cold

or darkness. However, someone
forgot to tell the Georgetown
nine they were out of it and
they touched winning pitcher

Joe Michell for seven runs in

the last five innings. They got
three in the sixth and four in

tiie ninth to be exact. The re-

lief pitcher, Willard Smith did a
fine job for seven frames.
The first Big Five game at

Temple on April 7th was the
Wildcats first loss 4-2.

This game did not lack the
fine pitching, which has caused
the smiles on coach. Art Malans
face. It did not lack any hustle

on the 'Cats part who were in

the game till the very last out.

The deficiencies came at the
plate and on the field.

'Cats Away Fa!*»t

Villanova started with a two
run outburst in the first inning.

But winning pitcher, Don Flynn
was strong 'till the ninth. Hal
Bauser, pitched well in his four
inning stint but was the victim
of some bad breaks and faulty
fielding.

Bill (Pickles) Kennedy rifled

a triple to left center in the
third for the Owls, then Walt
Chyzomych smashed a ball right
at Bauser, it careened off his
knee and one run scored. Al

'

Villanova catcher Jack Fahey lines a single to left in Georgetown game. Through some

timeljr hitting and good spot pitching, the Wildcats defeated the men from Washington by aa

11-7 count.

Merando walked and then Mott
Teplitsky singled, a slow roller

to short by Dick Kessel and
the double play went into action.

Fred Anthony scooped up the
grounder, flipped to second for

one, Bob Klinck pivoted and
threw wide of first for two-
unearned runs that is. The Owls
picked up another unearned run
in the fourth and that was the
scoring and the ball game.

Last Ditch Rally

In the ninth inning the Cats
really kept the pressure of the

Owls. After Joe, Cramer went
down swinging, Jim Huggard
drew a walk. Jack Fahey laced

a single in the hole and pinch

hitter Tom Griffith hit a scorch-

er to second, the ball was bob-

bled and the bases were loaded.

Fred Anthony was set down
SAvinging by left handed relief

hurler, Joe Craig. Eddie Mona
han hit a ball down the left

field line and Mort Teplitsky

gathered it in for the final out.

CATS BATS — Latest fresh-

man sensation Phil Fidalgo, left

handed hurler . . . Denny Car-

done sustained broken finger in

an Intersquad game . . . Part of

Coach Mahan's family attended
Temple game (about six of his

eig>ht children). It was the first

time a couple of them had seen

their Dad in action—baseball

wise, that is . . . Bobby (Rabbit)

Klinck lost the cap on his tooth

on a tough grab . . . Dave Hln-

ni^n tough running the bases

these days . . . Practice game

snowed out Sunday after April

showers turned to snow . . .

Hank Nichols last year's catch-

er arrived at practice clad in his

Quantico Marine baseball uni-

form and was well received and
well kidded by his ex teammates.

\iiluiiu>u fiet'hini'n who Hire Just
startinu the habit of chvi-ilns^ <>i>

the Wildcat track team at the F<iin
Kelayi^ ha>e beuii given the follow-
ing directions for rt-arhlny I'ranU-
lin Field on April 24 and 25: tnUv
the P 4^ W to 6»th St., then tiie

r:i' to :M(h St.. llien walk south
four blocks Total <roi*t onf-w;i\ i.s

oOc.

Red Cross Test Offer
American Red Cross Senior

Life Saving starts Wednesday
April 15. Course open to Villa-

nova Students only. Register at
Pool.

'Cats Defend Titles

In Penn Relays

(See Page 8)

Campus Activities

Briefly Noted

(See Page 3)
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Junior WeekStarts Monday
Condon Tops
Jazz Concert
By MICHAEL D. DONOHUE

ot The Villanovan Staff

The Augustinian seminary
Guild's eighth annual jazz con-

cert will be held next Wednes-
day at 8:15 p.m. in the Field

House.
It will be presented under the

joint auspices of the Seminary
Guild Ladies Auxiliary and the

newly formed lay group, "La
Capuce".

Rev. Benjamin J. Kiernan,

O.S.A., Guild Director announc-
ed that proceeds from the

function will go towards the

maintenance of the various Aug-
ustinian monasteries at Villa-

nova, Staten Island, Hamburg,
New York and Washington, D.C.

Eddie Condon and his jazz

group will headline the all-star

program.
The show, begun in 1950, has

featured over the years such
musical luminaries as Rosemary
C 1 o o n e y. Rise Stevens, The
Mariners, Sam Levenson, The
Four Aces and Woody Herman.
Last year's show was headed by
the popular Louis (Satchmo)
Armstrong.

Tickets are priced at $2.00

and $2.50, and can be purchased
from Jim Foley, 126 Sheehan
and Lee Christensen, 134 Shee-

han, co-chairmen of the junior

week Activity.

Editor Named
To Receive
Press Award

Rt. Rev. Msgr. Anthony L.

Ostheimer, Editor of the Catho-

lic Standard & Times, official

publication of the Archdiocese

of Philadelphia, has been named
the winner of Villanova's Saint

Augustine Journalism Award
for 1959.

Msgr. Ostheimer's selection as

the fourth winner of the award
was announced by the Rev.

Louis A. Rongione, O.S.A., Dean
of Villanova's Graduate Division

and moderator of the VILLA-
NOVAN.
The award is given yearly

for distinction in the "broad
field of journalism" in the name
of the VILLANOVAN. Present-

ation will be made during a ban-

quet to be held at the Warwick
Hotel on Saturday evening, May
16th.

Previous winners of the Saint

Augustine award are James T.

Quirk, publisher of TV GUIDE
Magazine, John Facenda, promi-

nent Philadelphia television
newscaster and John C. Calpin,

political editor of the Philadel-

phia Evening Bulletin.

Joe Lynch, Bernie Magee, and Mike Tig^e pose in a scene from T'nT's production "Piper-

IZoidsieck '98." The musical comedy involving a Main Line family opens tonight at 8:30 at the field

house and will continue untill Sunday night. Tickets may be purchased at the Pie Shoppe and at

the door.

T*nT Opens Annual Show
Tonight In Field House
The Turf and Tinsel produc-

tion of "Piper Heidsieck 98" will

open a five day run tonight in

the Field House at 8:30.

Tickets for the show went on
sale last Wednesday and will be

sold until this Friday. They may
be obtained in the Pie Shoppe,
University Shop, Athletic Office,

Spritzler's in Ardmore and from
all T'nT members.

Mike Axt, chairman of the

T'nT ticket committee, an-

nounced that tonight has been
designated as "stag night". For
tonight, and tonight only, admis-

sion will be $.75. Villanovans

are expected to attend dateless,

as will girls from neighboring

colleges.

Axt said that Immaculata,
Rosemont, Chestnut Hill and
Maria Goretti had been contac-

ted and agreed to cooperate with

this initial "stag night."

Six Performances
For the remainder of the

show's run, student tickets will

sell for $1.00 and general ad-

mission will be $1.25.

Altogether, T'nT will give six

performances, including the

nun's matinee on Saturday and
the Junior Week's, Mother's Day
show on Sunday. Mothers will

be admitted free on Sunday with
the purchase of a ticket by their

sons.

The show itself was written
by Robert Whelen, Secretary of
Athletics at Villanova. Pro-
duced originally in 1951 and per-

formed in the same year in Phil-

adelphia's Town Hall by the
Armed Forces, "Piper Heidsieck
98" stars T'nT president, Gary

Tackas, and senior John Gozo in

the leads.

The "romantic" leads in the

show will be played by John
Birkenheuer and Jim Gillespie

and according to the procedure
in past years, members of the

Villanova football team will dis-

play their proficiency in the art

of dancing.

Main Line Setting
"Piper's" plot involves the

efforts of a newly rich family
from Brooklyn, to crash Main
Line society. ''••••':.,'.•/'':•';•' ^^.

The show consists of two acts

and seven scenes. A kind of
"Around the World in Two
Hours" will take place, as the

action which begins in Brooklyn,
will shift to Radnor, Pa., then
to Atlantic City, Vienna, Lon-
don and Paris in that order.

Whelen said that the special
note in this year's production is

the gay, colorful costumes and
the unusual number of scene
changes. "A budget of $3500
has been sufficient to defer the
expenses incurred by these two
features," Whelen said.

Originally organized in 1933
under one of the Notre Dame
four horsemen, Harry Stuhl-

dreher, the society was disband-
ed at the start of World War
II. It was reorganized in 1947
and has since continued without
interruption.

Throughout its existence,
T'nT has been one of the V.U.
campus's largest and most ac-

tive organizations. This year
the society claims over 100 mem-
bers. Work was begun on this

season's show, immediately after

Christmas. Finishing touches
were applied to the show within
the last week.
Axt urges all students, "for

one of the year's most enjoyable
events, not to miss "Piper Heid-
sieck 98."

McCarthy To
Talk Tonight

On G>ngress
Eugene J. McCarthy, U. S.

Senator from Minnesota, will ad-
dress students majoring in His-
tory and Political Science at

7:30 this evening in the C & F
amphitheater.

Senator McCarthy's lecture,

open to all students and faculty
interested, will be on the sub-
ject "The Intra-Operations of
the Congress of the United
States". He is well qualified for
this, since he was elected to the

81st through 85th Congresses

and appointed to numerous com-
mittees.
He has a professional teach-

ing background in Social Sci-

ence, and was on the staff of
St. Thomas College, Minnesota.
The senator received his B.A.
from St. John's University, Col-
legeville, Minnesota, in 1935, his
M.A. from University of Minne-
sota in 1938, and St. Louis Uni-
versity conferred an honorary
LL.D. upon him in 1955.
He also was a professor of

economics and education at St.
(Continued on Page 2)

Prom Tickets

Still On Sale
By THOMAS M. WOLF

The annual Junior Week will

officially commence for the class

of 1960 next Monday with
Mothers' Day, announced class

president Sheldon Pollock.

"All plans have been com-
pleted and they should be exe-
cuted without a flaw," said Pol-
lock.

Considered to be the major
social event in the Villanovan's
life, the week includes, in addi-
tion to Mother's Day, the Junior
prom and dinner dance, a Muff
day, jazz concert, and a sports
night.

Prom Tickets
Tickets for the prom can be

procured until the day before
the prom and today is the last

day for Mothers' day ticket

sales. Dinner dance tickets have
been sold out for weeks, said
co-chairman Ray Rafferty.

Highlighting the week, the
prom will be held Friday night.
May 1, in the field house, from
9 to 1, with the dance music of
the Tommy Dorsey Orchestra
starring Warren Covington.

Decorations for the theme,
"Midnight Magic," began last

Wednesday, under the supervi-
sion of co-chairmen Neil Dris-
lane and Lee Christenson.

Convert Field House
Dan Spada, prom co-chairman

along with Larry Maucher, said

:

'^We are working to convert the
Field House into a Ballroom,
complete with chandelier, mar-
ble columns and Cinderella's

slipper."

Maucher promised a prom
"that all will enjoy and one that
will make the class proud."

Tickets for the prom are
available every day at tables

set up in the Dougherty Hall Pie
Shoppe, in the C and F cafeteria,

and in 347 Sullivan. Co-chair-
men for ticket sales are Dave
Hayes and Lou Spevitz.

Juniors at the prom will re-

ceive for their dates what
Maucher considers the finest

favor seen at the prom in recent
years: brandy snifters suitably
engraved with the Villanova seal

and a remembrance of the date.

Break Tradition
Refreshment chairman Dick

Walsh has announced that his

committee is "breaking with the
Villanova tradition of tasteless

punch and little else at proms."
He hopes to serve refresh-

ments "that really are refresh-
ing, along with a little some-
thing extra."

Angle DeMarco and George
Fay have expressed thanks to
those who niade the patron sale

a success and to all those who
became benefactors or patrons
of the prom.
The dinner dance, scheduled

for the following night, will be
held in the main ballroom of the
Broadwood Hotel, in Philadel-

(Continued on Page 2)
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Junior Week Launched By

Mother's Day Next Monday
(Ooniinued

phia.

Dinner Dance Theme
Co-chairman John Driscoll an-

nounced the theme to be "A
Soring Night . . . Sentimental

Memories." The committee has
engaged the band of Al Ray-

mond, familiar at Villanova af-

fairs. There will be a pianist and
vocalist during dinner.

The dance will begin 6:30
p.m. and grace for dinner will be

said at 7. ;V'';,\- \jr—'
Bob McCauIey Is ticket and

program chairman^ and Jon
iUetzke is publicity chairman.

Mothers' Day
Mothers' Day on Monday will

begin with an outdoor Mass kt

Our Lady of Good Counsel
shrine, at 11:00. After this, the

class tree will be planted. The
day includes a dinner, a com-
plete program of entertainment

in the field house, a display of

the "Diaper Dan" baby pictures,

and an evening benediction.

Co-chairmen for the day are

Bill Galm and John Wallin who
promised that accommodation
will be made for tickets for

traveling companions of the

mothers.

The winner of the junior
queen contest will be announced
at the prom. The Patricia
Stevens Finishing School of
Philadelphia is judging the

queen entries submitted by jun-

iors./" '••,-.:•

The five finalists will appear
in the special Junior Week edi-

tion of the VILLANOVAN ac-

cording to Ed Olsen, chairman.

Muff Day
Muff Day chairman Vince

Cucuzzella has challenged the

senior class to a series of athlet-

ic contests, a challenge which
they are expected to accept. The
day includes softball and basket-

ball games, tennis matches, and
track events.

:':. Tuesday of Junior Week, Vic
Richel, chairman, has planned a
"Sports Night", to be devoted
to the recent athletic history of

from Page 1)

I

Villanova in sports. Both on

I

film and in person, the Villanova

teams will be honored.

Films to be shown include

highlights of the Army and
doston College games. The track

team will be seen in their vic-

torious IC4A meet held at Villa-

nova last June. The controver-

sial basketball game with West
Virginia of last year will be

®**°^"- Outstanding Athlete

The award to the Oustanding
Senior Athlete will be made
Sports Night. This award is giv-

en each year after the results

of a student poll have been tab-

ulated.

A special issue of the VILLA-
NOVAN will be disseminated to

the juniors and their mothers.
It will be a magazine-type paper,

with larger pictures and articles

prepared solely by juniors.

Senofor To Speak
(Continued from Pasro 1)

John's University from 1940

through 1942.

A civilian technical assistant

in the Military Intelligence Di-«

vision of the War Department,

McCarthy was acting chairman
of the Sociology Department of

St. Thomas College in 1946,

acted in numerous political ca-

pacities during the 1940*8, and
served five sessions in the House
of Representatives before being

elected U. S. Senator for a term
which began January 3, 1959.

Senator Eugene McCarthy

KeUy CaUs

Nominations

For Officers
Elections chairman J. P. Kel-

ley has announced that nomina-
tions for the spring elections

will be held tomorrow. He also

said election day will be Wednes-
day, May 6, and the official

campaign begins midnight, Sun-

day May 3.

Jerry McGarth is in charge
of junior nominations Pete
O'Brien the sophomores, and
Irancisco Pacheco will direct

freshman nominations and elec-

otins. Kelly will co-ordinate the
entire working of this commit-
tee.

Campaign procedure to be
abided by is as follows:

1. Posters, handbills, or any
other type of campaign ma-
terial must not be posted
before midnight, Sunday,
May 3, and may be placed
on y on the bulletin boards'
in the resident dormitories.

2. No poster may exceed the
dimensions 18" by 12";

handbills may not exceed
11" by S'r.

3. Neatly constructed signs
may be placed in the grass
area adjacent to the Class-
room Annex. These signs
may not be put up prior to
midnight, Sunday, May 3.

4. No signs, posters, banners,
handbills, or campaign ma-
terial of any sort may be
posted at or around the
polling place on any day
including election day.

5. Signs, posters, and hand-
bills must be taken down
immediately after the elec-

tions are over.

6. No type of public address
system may be used before
election day; on election
day the use of public ad-
dress system will be per-
mitted only between class
periods.

7. Campaigning on election
day will be prohibited for
an area 10 feet square in

(Continued on Page 5)
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ARROW SHIRTS SOLD RY

SPRITZLER'S
McGrafor Sporf*w*ar

fomevs Ironcfs

for Men

1* W. L«nc«it«r Ave. Ardmora, Po. "An«r-»ix" Tux*d«t tor Sol* t Rent

Prom-perfect. .

.

or for

any date y ^

It's easy to see why Arrow White
Shirts are the most popular on
campus. Authentic in every style

detail, they're the best-fitting

shirts in circulation today.

Our exclusive Mitoga®-tailoring

makes them that way from collar

to cuff to waist. "Sanforized" fab-

rics keep their fit and the wildest

bop won't pop their anchored but-

tons. $4.00 up.

Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.

first in fashion

Fathers' Day
Plans Announ
The Annual Fathers' Day cel-

ebration is scheduled for Satur-

day, May 9.

Chairman Don Kempf said

that "this year's affair should
oe a Fathers' Day to end all

Fathers' Days."

Highlights of the celebration

will be a Mass celebrated at the

grotto by Rev. Henry F. Weeks,
O.S.A. senior class moderator.
Luncheon is scheduled for noon.

Sports events, slated for the

afternoon, include demonstra-
tions and intra-squad basketball,

swimming, and football games,
as well as regularly scheduled
track and baseball games.

Banquet chairman Jim Corey
promised a meal which would
be "enjoyable and tasty, with no
bitter after-effects.

Bill Christy, Program Chair-

man, stated that "the program
should be extremely interest-

ing," while Publicity Co-Chair-
men Joe Schneider and Jack
Curtin declared that "publicity

is where the heart is", and
promised a full-scale publicity

campaign.

Celebration

ced by Kempf
Ticket Co-Chairmen Jim Hull

and Gary Mara are selling tick-

ets daily in the Pie Shoppe. They
suggested that students buy
tickets as soon as possible to

be assured of ac^mission to the

affair. "Tickets are selling like

hot cakes," they said.

Summing up plans for the

day, Kempf thanked everyone
who had co-operated with him,

and declared that "this is a day
that Villanovans and their Dads
will long remember."
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Phi Kappa Pi Elects
Phi Kappa Pi will hold elec-

tions of officers for the coming
year tomorrow. Balloting will

take place in Mendel Hall.

Nominations were held last

Thursday before the final pledge
meetings. Senior members are
eligible for the office of Presi-

dent, Vice President, and Stu-

dent Council Representative.

Junior members hold the re-

maining offices of Secretary,

Treasurer, and Sergeant - at -

Arms.

«>-

U.S. KEDS COURT KIN
for perfect footwork and comfort
Professionally designed by and for top-flight tennis

players. Featuring a flexible arch for comfort; an
abrasion-resistant sole that stands up to any playing

surface; laces to the toe to insure perfect fit, complete
support. Fully cushioned, heel to toe. About $8.50.

LOOK FOR THE KEDS LABEL I

(^ United States Rubber
Rock«l«lltf Center. New York 20, N. Y,

This WeeWs Campus Goings On Briefly Noted:
' New Yearbook Editor

Thomas Peretti, junior Poli-

tical Science major from Grand
Rapids, Mich., has been appoint-
ed editor-in-chief of the 1960
Belle Aire, the senior yearbook.

The appointment was an-
nounced by 1959 editor Robert
Pinto, who stated, "I hope Tom
gets all the help that I did. I'm
sure he will do a good job."

Peretti stated that no other
staff appointments had been
made as yet. He further de-
clared that senior pictures will

be taken between May 4 and
May 18, and that juniors should
look for picture schedules, which
will be posted shortly.

effectiveness will be increasingly

dependent upon corporate sup-

I port .

Financial Grant to V.U.
Villanova University is one of
two Catholic colleges to receive

financial grants this week from
the Campbell Soup Co., who an-
nounced a $424,000 aid to ed-
ucation program for 1959.

Villanova and Loyola Uni-
versities in the United States
which will participate in a pro-
gram of unrestricted grants, fel-

lowships for graduate study and
other educational assistance.

Villanova received an unre-
stricted grant of $5,000, it was
announced by the Very Rev.
James A. Donnellon, O.S.A.,
University President. The con-
tribution represents a continua-
tion of the company's aid-to-

education program which, since
1950, has totaled over $2,500,
000.

The company pointed out that
its further welfare is dependent
in a large measure on the cal-
iber of emplojrees selected, and
that substantial numbers of
trained men and women are be-
ing supplied by colleges whose

Sohomore Area Test
A general assembly of all

sophomores in Arts and Sciences
will take place tomorrow in

Vasey Hall Auditorium at 10:30
a.m., it was announced by Rev.
Robert M. Sullivan, Dean of

Arts and Sciences.

The purpose of the assembly
is to discuss the forthcoming
Area Tests of the Institutional

Testing Program formulated by
the Educational Testing Service.

It will be given Tuesday, May
5, at 1:30 p.m. in Vasey Hall
Auditorium.

The test, is designed to aid

students in planning their fu-

tures. It will leat to the Gradu-
ate Record Examination taken
by all students in senior year.

Patrick M. Ryan of New York
City was named case editor.

David H. Moskowitz, of Elkins
Park, will become article and
book Editor.

The honorable Herbert F.

Goodrich, Judge of the United
States Court of Appeals of the
Third Circuit, was the main
speaker for the Law Review din-

ner. Other speakers were the
Very Rev. James A. Donnellon,
O.S.A., Villanova's President,
and Dean Reuschlein.

Tom Bueslin, Corresponding
Secretary.

Review Editor Named
John J. Guilfoyle, a second

year law student at Villanova
University, has been appointed
editor-in-chief of the 1959 edi-

tion of the Villanova Law Re-
view, it was announced by Dean
Harold Gill Reuschlein.

Announcement of Guilfoyle's

appointment came during the
Fourth Annual Law Review Din-
ner held in Garey Hall on cam-
pus Tuesday night. April 14. He
succeeds James W. Schwartz of
Pittsburgh as Editor-in-Chief.

Guilfoyle attended St. Jos-
eph's Preparatory School and is

a graduate of St. Joseph's Col-
lege. He entered Villanova's
School of Law in 1957, and has
been an outstanding student.

Charles C. Keeler, of Glenn
Mills, Pa., was named comment
editor of the Law Review, and

Attend Conference
The Eastern Region of the

Pennsylvania Citizenship Clear-
ing House held its annual Stu-
dent Conference at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania on April
10 and 11.

The main topic for discussion
was "Municipal Government and
Its Problems". Informal discus-
sion session, presided over by
prominent political figures in
the Philadelphia area, debated
these problems.

Representing Villanova at the
conference were Joseph Pulto-
rak, Lawerence Ruth, Thomas
Peretti, and Dr. Fritz Nova of
the Political Science Depart-
ment.

French Club Contest
The French club is currently

sponsoring a creative art con-
test in an effort to stimulate an
interest in French culture and
art.

Classes of entries which will

be acceptable include painting,
drawing, sculpture, and any
form of writing.

Trophies will be awarded to
the top three winners. Entries
may be submitted in room 140
Mendel.

In his closing statements,
Wetter called the young people
of today, "wonderful", and ask-
ed them to aim at "a love of
excellence."

ME Frat Elects Gahm
Bill Gahm, Junior Mechanical

Engineer from Castasauqua Pa.
has been elected President of
the Pi Tau Sigma Fraternity for
the coming year. The Fraternity
is an honorary organization for
those Mechanical Engineers who
are outstanding in their field.

The Villanova Chapter has been
in existence since April 10, 1953.

Bill Barron was elected to the
office of Vice-President; Walt
Kenney, Treasurer; Frank Per-
ry, Recording Secretary; and

Education Needs Help
Dr. Allen H. Wetter, super-

intendent of schools of Phila-
delphia, noted in his address to
the faculty and students of the
Department of Education on
Monday, April 13, that "Ameri-
ca is what it is today due to its

educational system."

Wetter called the teaching
profession a "calling from God"
due to the many problems which
teachers of today have to face.

Citing many of these problems
from an article entitled "Guide
Lines for the Year Ahead," Wet-
ter said that schools can only
face these problems if they have
the understanding, co-operation
and appreciation of the people.
Wetter was glad that the

school and community were co-
operating to a greater extent
and that the public was aroused
by the necessity of having good
schools.

Also noted was the need for
a liberal arts education inte-
grated into the training of
teachers. From this a teacher
would have a more solid back-
ground in language, arts, social
studies and science.

Field Trip To Sun Oil
The Sun Oil Company of Mar-

cus Hook was host to a field trip

of the Villanova Chapter of the
American Institute of Chemical
Engineers on Thursday, April 9.

About thirty-five Chemical En-
gineering Students Attended.

Highlights of the trip were
the inspection of the refinery, a
very well diversified example of
Chemical Engineering in indus-
try, and discussions on the role
of the Chemical Engineer in in-

dustry.

DES InductionsSunday
Induction of new members

into Delta Epsilon Sigma, the
National Catholic Honor Society,
will take place this Sunday at
2 p..m. in the west lounge of
Dougherty Hall.

Villanovans with the neces-
sary 3.35 cumulative average
and qualities necessary for ad-
mission are Richard Anthony,
Robert Baxter, John Cannon,
William Christy, Thomas Gold-
schmidt, Roger Leemhuis, and
Clajrton 'Hiomas.

Also on Sunday afternoon, the
society will hold its first region-
al meeting. Alumnae of Rose-
mont, Immaculate, and Chestnut
Hill Colleges will be present.

Dr. Andrew O'Connor of the
Philosophy Department, who
returned recently after several
years in Iraq, will speak to the
assembly on "The Religious and
Political Influence of Islam."

Do You Think for Yourself?
1. If your parents exhibited "baby pictures" of you a n

to a fnend, would you be (a) embarrassed? (b) an
merely mterested in your friend's reaction? (c) VF^
just plain annoyed? ^ '-'

THIS TEST WILL GIVE
YOUA CLUEI^k

I'^^ y
y^" "^ making a speech—and suddenly find you

i^r ® * ^*'^® "°*® ^" y°"^ clothes. Would you (a)rj^ excuse yourself and leave? (b) pretend you didn't
r *^"ow the hole was there and finish the speech?^

(c) cover up the hole with a handkerchief?

^* jy^^y y^" rather have the characteristics of (a)
U.S. Grant? (b) Thomas Edison? (c) J. P. Morgan?

4. You have taken your date to dinner and find you
haven t money to tip the waiter as well as take
your date home. Would you (a) ignore the waiter?
(B) take him aside and tell him you'll tip him next
day? (c) tip him and walk your date home?

AD
BD
CD

AQ
BQ
CD
AD
BQ
CD

5. Mathematics is your poorest subject, yet you are
fMcinated by the idea of being an atomic physicist.
Would you (A) try to overcome your difficulties
with math? (b) pick an easier occupation? (c)
ask yourself if it's physics you like or its glamour?

6. Your roommate is a nice person, but suddenly
takes to asserting an ability to foretell the futufe.
Would you (A) notify the authorities? (b) ignore
the whole thing? (c) give him tests to prove tohim he's wrong?

AD
BQ
CD

AD
BQ
CD

7. Do you believe the maxim "It's a long lane that a nhas no turning" is (a) a complete non sequitur? an
(b) a well-known fact? (c) an allusion to a com-mon phenomenon?

8. Would you rather have as a birthday present (a)something expensive? (b) something long-lasting^
(c) something beautiful? ^ ^

'

CD

AD
BD
CD

AD
BD
CD

Th WJiolh

9. In choosing a filter cigarette, would you
pick one that (a) claims it filters best?
(B) merely says it tastes good? (c)
gives you a thinking man's filter and a
smoking man's taste?

If you're the kind of person who thinks for
yourself ... you use judgment in your
choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves
usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know that only
VICEROY has ajbhinkjng man's filter anH
a smoking man's ta^ste.

*// you have checked (B) in three out of the
first four Questions, and (C) in four~ourof
the last five . . . you think for yourself!

• 1 058. Bmwn A W|Ill,m«m Tohnrco Ciht.

Familiar

pack or
crush-

proof
box.

^ie»:--

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER ... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE I
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Senior Class Asks Its Due
Officers' Response Urged

Seven months ago, the president of the Geiiior

class at a leading Eastern university said:

"We're going to have a well organized class.

We're going to have a large steering committee so

that many views can be heard. And, what's more

important; we'll hold frequent class meetings to

keep the seniors informed."

- Now, seven months later, seniors at that univer-

sity, outside of a handful that have participated, say

sadly, "It mig'ht have been."

JLet's call the leading Eastern university Villa-

nova. You know the leading characters.

Since that day of prophecy seven months ago

there have been three class meetings. Unlike classes

here since 1955, there have been no senior publicists

dedicated to getting senior news spread through

the university. The VILLANOVAN, administered

by seniors, has at times, had to chase the officers of

the senior class for news stories.

'
' It is little wonder why only 260 couples attended

the prom.

There has been no exchange of ideas between
the class officers and class members in months.

With just five weeks remaining, the editor of

this newspaper has yet to see one bit of information

on the senior parting festival.

Rumors are plenty—^There will be no parting

festival—Only 300 students can attend the parting

festival—^Everybody can attend the parting festival,

and, reminiscent of the senior prom,—^what parting

festival?

Senior Fathers' Day is only two weeks away.

The chairman of that event has waged an all-out

effort to keep plans of that day secret. It's typical,

class of '59.

Will the father's day celebration go the way of

the much criticized senior prom?

There is a real danger here of failure and we
call on senior class president Oz Scog;na to avert

that failure.
'''

-'V;';'-'- '''''-''^'''•^''Q>''r^^^^

We want a class meeting. It carl be held tomor-
row or within the next few days. .,,.,::, :',,.!,

We want the president and chairman of the

upcoming events to tell what plans have been made.

'

What we really want is a successful Fathers'

Day and successful Parting Festival.

And as the class of 1959, that's what we're en-

titledtoget.
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Letters to the Editor: Blasts Senior Weelcend

Muff Doy Challenge
Issued To Seniors

To the Editor:

In the fall of 1956 the class

of '59 humiliated the class of

1960 by narrowly defeating

them in the annual Freshman-
Sophomore Muff Day. At this

time, we the Junior Class,

would like to get the revenge
which will be ours. Therefore:

Class of '59, j*ou are hereby
challenged to meet the Class

of 1960 in the- field of athletic

combat oh the afternoon of

Thursday, April 30, 1959, in

Junior-Senior Muff Day.
We want and will get our

revenge.

R.S.V.P.

Vincent Cucuzxella

Chairman of Junior-

Senior Muff Day

Pollock Asks Seniors
To Write Broadwood

To the Editor:

I would like to direct this

message to the members of the

senior class, speaking as presi-

dent of the junior class.

Recently many of the seniors

have complained about the ser-

vice which the management of

the Broadwood Hotel gave dur-

ing their recent dinner dance.

For this reason I am asking

that they do a favor for the

class of 1960 by writing to the

Broadwood management and
registering their complaints.

I ask them to please list only

facts in their letters. I do not

think that it will require too

much time to write such a let-

ter, in comparison to the great

results which it is likely to

produce.

There are also reports cir-

culated by seniors who attend-

ed the function that the food

left something to be desired (I

am referring to the after

effects).

If the seniors who write

remember to include these and
other complaints they might
have, I am sure the Broadwood
management will take correc-

tive measures to insure that

we. the Junior Class, will con-

clude our Week with a satis-

factory dinner dance.

I would . like to thank the

seniors in advance, and offer

my best congratulations to

them upon the completion of

their college careers. • ' ^
•

Sheldon Pollock w;

Chairmen Confused:
Black. White, Blue?

To the Editor:

The recent mis - match of

white and black (and even

powder blue, believe it or not)

tuxedo jackets at the past sen-

ior weekend certainly points

out the fact that conformity

on the college campus is not

always bad, especially when
it's a matter of being correct.

Black (which is the proper

color—and will be for another

month) was obviously in the

minority. This was not so

much the fault of those who
ignored the correct attire as

it was the fault of those in

charge who ignored making a

statement of policy which
would have been helpful to

many who were in doubt.

I even hesitate to think that

this was a case of negligence,

because it seems that those in

charge forgot to even remind
themselves.

Assupfiing, of course, that

they knew the correct color.

Owen Klein
Sr. EnKli»h

P.S.—It snowed on Sunday.

Ex-Staffer Attacks

Villanovan Editorial
To the Editor:

As a member (and a disgust-

ed one) of the Class of 1959,

I must totally and utterly dis-

agree with the conclusions you
reached in your editorial deal-

ing with the Senior Prom last

week.

You said that the only ser-

ious complaint that could be

made about the prom was that

"not enough seniors were there

to enjoy it." I'll go along with

you on that, but I'm afraid

we're eons apart when it comes
to placing the blame for this

deplorable situation.

You seem to think that the

class itself was at fault and
that "the prom committee,

under chairman Gregory Dean
made every effort to provide

the traditional success." In the

face of the facts, this is ridicu-

lous.

The blame does not rest on

the class of 1959—it lies with

those in charge of the affair.

These men seemed to regard

the prom as a "soci*.' obliga-

tion" for seniors (and Heaven
knows they didn't care about

underclass support), and con-

ducted what must go down as

one of the least publicized af-

fairs in recent Villanova his-

tory.

Look at Facts

Let's take a look at the

facts. As early as two weeks
before the prom, almost any
senior could have pointed out

that the prom was well on the

way to financial failure. It was
evident that ticket sales were

not going as usual.

What was done to push sales

—to entice people to attend

the prom ? Nothing—nothing

at all. In fact, from all appear-

ances, those running the affair

were least concerned about its

success.

(Even the class officers
didn't seem to give a darn
what happened. No class meet-

ings or Steering Committee
meetings were called to discuss

the problem — but then, we
never seem to have them any
more anyway.)

My argument is not with the

prom itself; it is with the ob-

vious mishandling of the affair

by all concerned. The whole
thing was a glaring example
of incompetence.

Oustanding Band
There can be no denying that

the committee, as you put it,

"lined up an outstanding
band." But that's all the com-

mittee did.

Isn't it a fact that this was
the worst decorated dance seen

in the Field House since our

class matriculated at Villa-

nova?

Isn't it a fact that the dates

of the five queen finalists had
not been notified that their

dates had been selected as late

as the night before the prom
because the chairman didn't

know who the finalists were?

And isn't it a fact that,

despite only a meager attend-

ance of 236 couples at the

prom, there weren't enough
favors to go around? (Believe

it or not, they must have been

expecting even less than that

to show up!)

Chairman at Fault

These things were not the

fault of the class—they were

the fault of the men in charge

of the weekend. Aside from the

bare eseentials (such as mak-
ing sure the Field House was
unlocked for the prom), they

did nothing.

It would seem that the prom
was either in the hands of men
"who didn't know what they

were doing or who didn't care

enough to try to make the

event worthwhile. In either

case, their efforts (or lack

thereof) put a blight on the

record of a class that can be

proud of everything it has done
previously. >.

There are plenty of other

complaints that cduld be regis-

tered about the weekend, but
since your editorial dealt only

with the prom so will I.

Tip to Reporters

But here's a tip for one of

your energetic reporters : check

the rumor that tickets to the

Parting Festival will be limited

to 300 couples—or about half

the class. Look into that one,

because it's xjiever happened

before. ' '

All we can do now is hope

that the rest of the class af-

fairs are handled much, much
better; or those "mumbles"

you wrote about might turn

into a long, loud roar.

Jack Curtin

Sr. English

Posterity

Purple, yellow, green, and red swirled

Amidst the black and plaid,

Cloistered in filth and tradition,

Uncleaned beyond expectation.

Cheapness marked everything

Nothing new, something borrowed,
Everything old and all so blue.

There was the white so out of p-ace, looking back
without the social grace of those in midnight blue.

Combined it made a dreary sight.

Which moved on throughout the

Night marked by surprises.

Running here, the females and the males, to

Different corners

Fought wars against an enemy
Whose attack was unexpected.
Time consumed by sitting shortened

Dances . . . rapid movements to

The door . . . hurried steps, and
Tightened lips, left partners

Stranded on the floor alone.

The night of this debacle will pass into eternity branded
execrable and destined to live in infamy.

T. A. McKeniiA

.^:

Lost of a Series:

Alumni Outlook Promising
Future Growth Indicated

N.F.C.C.S Officers Elected

Now that we have told you
of our organizational arrange-

ment and of our activities, let

us consider the really important
thing . . . our progress.

We are pleased with the pro-

gress we have made and, in par-

ticular, with recent develop-

ments. However, by no means
are we going to allow ourselves

to become complacent for the

road ahead is clearly visible, and
it is a long, challenging one.

Our greatest progress has

been without question in the up-

dating of our records. This

phase of our operation, while

seemingly not so, is the most
important. When you think

about it for a minute you will

realize that if we do not have

current addresses for our mem-
bers, we have no contact with

them and consequently no asso-

ciation. It may surprise you to

know that we change nearly

5,000 addresses a year.

Gigantic Job
Unfortunately, our office has

not always had the manpower
needed to keep abreast of this

gigantic job, and we have more
of our members in our lost ad-

dress file than we would like to

have.

Our progress here has been

that we have definitely reversed

this trend, and are now uncover-

ing more addresses than we are

losing. Actually, we seldom have

had to file anyone in the lost

^address file recently. This

means that there is less chance
that your address will go astray

when you become an alumnus,

but may we implore you to keep

the alumni files in mind as you
move around. A postcard to us

is all that is needed.

You would be surprised how
many people turn to our office

in an attempt to find a long lost

friend or a potential employee,

a recommendation, and many
others. You will be wise to keep

in touch with your Alma Mater,

for, and remember this, you

will be identified with Villanova.

Complete Mailing

We now have the finest ad-

dressing equipment available.

This enables us to mail our mag-
azine to every alumnus, promote
class reunions, and tell of the

progress of our Foundation
Drive among other things.

Perhaps, we shall soon mail

the VILLANOVAN to those in-

terested in reading it. Our en-

tire physical operation is stead-

ily improving and expanding.

Our club program is now, in

all probability, in the best shape
it has ever been, and shows
signs of improving. Over 80*^^

of our members now fall into

an area which either has an
active club, or is forming one.

The student liason plan which
your Student Council has initi-

ated is a tremendous thing. A
tie between the undergraduate
and his home club has some far-

reaching potential and we intend

to support this plan all the way.
Every club is anxious to have
the undergraduates from their

area participate as much as pos-

sible in their activities. This

will become a reality under this

plan.

Foundation Drive
Our Foundation Drive has

been con.siKlcntly showing an in-

cronsc. Participation is our
main interest, and we are great-

ly encouraged that we have av-

eraging over 400 new contribu-

* *

By GEORGE PEQUIGNOT
Alumni Executive Secretary

tors every year.

We do not ask the recent

graduate to participate in this

drive, nor do we expect that an
alumnus can help much while

he is getting established and
raising a family. Again, par-

ticipation, whatever the extent

of the gift, is encouraged.

Our annual Reunion has been

improving in all ways. Many
feel that we held our best re-

union last year, and we have
every reason to believe that this

year we will even do better.

You will want to be certain to

be on hand for this activity

whenever circumstances will

permit.

There is hardly a phase of

our operation, in which we do
not feel that we have progres-

sed considerably. You must
agree that this is a healthy sign

that our Association is "getting

into orbit".

Frameworlc
Keeping in mind our purpose,

the Association offers you the
Framework through which you
can be the most service to Villa-

nova. The recent graduate is

in the position to realize better

than anyone else the assistance

which is needed at Villanova,

and in the alumni organization

he will find the best method of

giving assistance.
Only through such an organ-

ized group as ours can a class

maintain the contact they de-

sire. No matter how closely,

knit or how well-organized they^

may be, an individual class can-

not foster the continual contact

necessary to keep it together."

The alumni office can and does'

make class communication a
simple matter. An extension of,

this is the ALUMNUS, our mag-
azine, which publishes news
about yourself.

Homecoming
We have many other things

to offer you. Many have been
mentioned elsewhere in this ser-

ies, such as the Reunion, Home-
coming Day, and the opportun-
ity to promote yourself by pro-

moting your Alma Mater.

The future of the Villanova
General Alumni Association is

as bright as the future of the

University itself. We can give

you one figure that will empha-
size this. Nearly one-half of our
membership has graduated since

1949!

It should be only too clear

that we are just coming into

Dean Announces
Favors Available
Gregory Dean, co-chairman of

the Senior Prom, said Monday
that more than 50 favors had
"disappeared" the night of the

dance.

Dean made the charge in re-

ply to a letter which appeared
in the VILLANOVAN last week.
The letter writer said that his

date had not received a prom
favor.

The favors this year were 45
RPM recordings of the Glenn
Miller band under the direction

of Ray McKinley. That band
played at the prom.
Dean said that if the student

who wrote the letter and any
other student whose date was
missed in the dispensation of

favors "really wanted favors,

they could get them from me."

I

our own. The members of the

I

first big class (1950) are just

reaching the beginning of their

real potential period.

Potentiai Felt

We are busy now organizing
' the framework through which
this coming potential can make
itself felt. The alumni, who are

directly planning for the future

of the Association, are confident

that they are promoting an or-

ganization which will become a

mature partner to the Univer-
sity in its higher educational
enterprise.

That we accomplish this is

important to the University . . .

and to ourselves. Fellows, we
are counting on you, and anx-
iously awaiting the opportunity

to welcome you into our group.

Elections for the officers for

1959-60 were held at the meet-

ing of the N.F.C.C.S. Regional

Council on Sunday, April 12, at

Chestnut Hill College.

Walter J. Sullivan of St. Jos-

eph's College was re-elected re-

gional president. Miss Anita
Kritzler of Holy Family College

was elected vice-president. C.U.

R.A. administrator elect is

Charles Halfpenny of La Salle.

A treasurer is to be picked at

the May Council Meeting.

A resolution to dissolve the

region for a year created a con-

troversy, at the meeting. The
proposal was made by Miss

Nancy March of Chestnut Hill.

Library Gift

Aids Students
The Villanova University Li-

brary has recently been the re-

cipient of a large donation of

books, it was announced by Rev.

Daniel Falvey O.S.A., University

Librarian.

The books approximately
1200 in number, were the gift

of Rt. Rev. John J. McKenna,
rector of St. John the Baptist

Church in Manayunk, and a
scholar of considerable note.

Fr. Falvey emphasized that

Msgr. McKenna's library, con-

sisting of many works of relig-

ion, philosophy, history and sci-

ence, represents a major gain
by^the university library in its

continuing program of enlarge-

ment.

Included among the new
books are many works ordinari-

ly difficult to obtain. These are
expected to be valuable to stu-

dents of all divisions of the Uni-
versity.

Kelley Publicizes Plans
(Continued from Page 2)

front of the stairs leading

to the polls in Alumni Hall

jarvm.

.8 Campaign expenses which
may not exceed $50 for each

candidate of $100 for each
party are to be deducted

from their allotted indivi-

dual expenses.

f GetGet WILDROOT

1 CREAM-OIL Chariie!

Helen ofTroy.N.Y. says: "There's no
greece, just natural good groomingfV

Jwfttalittltbit

of Wildroot

and...WOW/

MocSholnian

(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
'Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

THE MANY LOVES
OF THORWALD DOCKSTADER

When Thorwuld Dockstader—sophomore, epicure, and sports-

man—first took up smoking, he did not simply choose the first

brand of cigarettes that came to hand. He did what any sopho-

more, epicure, and sportsman would do: he sampled several

brands and then picked the mildest, tastiest, pleasingest of all

— Philip Morris, of corris

!

Similarly, when Thorwald took up girls, he did not simply

select the first one who came along. He sampled. First he took

out an English literature major named Elizabeth Barrett Grisht,

a wisp of a girl with luminous eyes and a soul that shimmered

with a pale, unearthly beauty. Trippingly, trippingly, she

walked with Thorwald upon the beach and sat with him behind

a windward dune and listened to a sea shell and sighed sweetly

and took out a little gold pencil and a little morocco notebook

and wrote a little poem

:

/ will lie upon the shore,

I will he a dreamer.

I will feel the sea once more

Pounding on my femur.

Thorwald's second date was with a physical education major

nanAed Peaches Glendower, a broth of a girl with a ready smile

and a size 18 neck. She took Thorwald down to the cinder track

where they jogged around 50 times to open the pores. Then they

played four games of squash, six sets of tennis, 36 holes of golf,

nine innings of one old cat, six chukkers of lacrosse, and a mile

and a quarter of leap frog. Then thev went ten rounds with eight-

ounce gloves and then they had heaping bowls of bran and whey
and exchanged a manly handshake and went home to their

respective whirlpool baths.

ifinklMid^i^ Ull\9f\ORQl^ 'ke ^3id
Thorwald's final date was with a golden-haired, creamy-

browed, green-eyed, red-lipped, full-calved girl named Totsi

Sigafoos. Totsi was not majoring in anything. As she often .said,

"Gee whillikers, what's college for anyhow— to fill your head

full of icky old facts, or to discover the shining essence that is

YOU?"
Totsi started the evening with Thorwald at a luxurious

restaurant where she consumed her own weight in Cornish rock

hen. From there they went to a de luxe movie palace where

Totsi had popcorn with butter. Then she had a bag of chocolate

covered raisins— also with butter. Then they went to a costly

ballroom and cha-cha'd till dawn, tipping the band every eight

bars. Then they went to a Chinese restaurant where Totsi, un-

able to decipher the large and baffling menu, found a simple

way out of her dilemma: she ordered one of everything. Then
Thorwald took her to the women's dorm, boosted her in the

window, and went downtown to wait for the employment office

to open.

While waiting, Thorwald thought over all of his girls and
came to a sensible decision. "I think," he said to himself, "that

I will stick with Philip Morris. I am not rich enough for girls."

^ ^
O lOM. Mm SkolaMa

Anybody i» rich enough for Philip Morrio—and for Philip

Morris's brother cigarette, Mter-tip Marlboro, the cigarette

with better "makin's". The flavor's tine, the filter filter;

the price ie right.
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COLLEGE PUZZLE CONTEST
FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS

2 GRAND PRIZES
* J*- J' ••

Rambler "American"

!

Big-car roominess ..

.

small-car economy .. .

tops in performance!

v>.^ab^«^^^^^

«,>cNSS*

s-o*;***

>''\''>w;\»>A^s»;*>:«;>

100 THIRD PRIZES

WIN A RAMBLER STATION WAGON!
LIGHTUPAND LIVEITUPI 3 great cigartttet offer you 627 chances to win!

So pick your pack—save the six wrappers—and get going! It's crossword puzzle fun and real

smoking pleasure all the way!

ENTER OFTEN— HAVE FUN—AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At
first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one "right"

answer. For example, the clue might read: "Many a coed will be given her best date's P--N." Either "!'*

(PIN) or "E" (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff,

and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck!

EMIRSON TRANSISTOR

RADIOS

Packed with power .

plays l')OU hrs on 1 set

of h.itteiies |y^:;-:^i;::-i<:

500 FOURTH PRIZES
Cartons of America's finest cigarettes

RUUS-PLEASE READ CAREFULU

1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college

students and college faculty members except em-
ployees and their immediate families of Liggett
& Myers and its advertising agencies.

2. Fill in all missing letters . . . print clearly. Use
of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words
prohibited. After vou have completed the puzzle,

send it along with six emptv package wrappers
of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or
Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any
one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers,
P. O. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as
often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six

package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each
entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.

3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight,
Friday, May 29, 1959 and received by midnight,
Friday, June 5, 1959.

4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation, an independent judging organiza-
tion, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will

be required to complete in 25 words or less the
following statement: "My favorite cigarette is

(Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasis) because ".

Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of
thought and interest by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be
considered. By entering all entrants agree that
the decision of the judges shall be final and
binding.

5. Solutions must be the original work of the
contestants submitting them. All entries become
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will

be returned.

C. Winners will be notified by mail as soon as
possible after completion of the contest.

7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State
and local laws and regulations.

- HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29, 1959 -

CLUES ACROMi
1.

6.

10.

11.

12.

13.

16.

17.

18.

19.

21.

22.

23.

24.

26.

29.
31.

32.
33.

35.

36.
37.

38.

These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wage war in the air.
Some college students.
When at , Light up an Oasis.
Sinking ship deserter.
Plural pronoun. .'.':'

One expects discussions in a soclbfogy class.

A student's careless might annoy a short-story instructor.
Initials of Uruguay and Denmark. >
Germanium (Chem.)
Nova Scotia (Abbr.)
It probably would count when you pick a horse to bet on.
Sometimes a girl on a date must into her pocketbook to help
pay the tab.
The muscle-builder's ....';;;. may fascinate a poorly developed man.
Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)
Campers will probably be •.;, . by a forest fire.

When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first .

,

At home.
Literate in Arts (Abbr.)
Familiar for faculty member.
Associate in Arts (Abbr.)
One could appear quite harmless at times.
Reverse the first part of "L&M".
What will soon appear in a bombed-out city.

CLUES DOWN I

1. The beginning and end of pleasure.
2. A rural can be inviting to a vacationist.
3. Second and third letters of OASIS.
4. When one is packed, it could be exasperating to remember

a few articles that should be included.
5. It would pay to be careful when glass is .........
6. Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD.
7. Author Ambler.
8. District Attorney (Abbr.)
9. A from Paris should please the average woman.

12. An inveterate traveler will about distant lands.
14 are hard to study.
15. Stone. Bronze and Iron
20. How Mexicans say, "Yes".
23. All L&M cigarettes are

" high" in smoking pleasure.
25. May be a decisive factor in winning a horse race.
27. Initials of Oglethorpe, lona, Rutgers and Emerson.
28. United Nations Organization (Abbr.)
SO. Golf mound.
32. Colloquial for place where the finest tobaccos are tested for L&M.
33. Poet Laureate (Abbr.)
34. Filter ends.
S5. What Abner might be called.
36. Bachelor of Education degree.

1
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Spring Sports Bring Villanova Suaess

V <IUU^>f -^^^Mt^KvM

John Buckley leaps 23 feet, 51/2 inches to take first place In the
Queens-Iona Relays on Saturday.

Jim Huggard scores in fifth innins: of St. Joseph's game. Wildcats

won ball game 19-1.

Wildcats Aim For Upsets
In Penn Relay Carnival
Even though one daily news-

paper says "Villanova hardly
figures to retain any of its

crowns," Wildcat fans are ex-

pected to throng to Franklin
Field in great numbers on Fri-

day and Saturday for the Penn
Relays.

If the Cats rise to the peak
they usually attain for this an-

nual carnival, Main Line rooters

might just sit in on a couple of

choice upsets in the mile relay

and the 880 relay—the two
events on which Coach Jim El-

liott's squad will concentrate.

There are still student tickets

available for both days of com-
petition. They are on sale at

75c apiece in the Field House.
Charley Stead, Jim Blackburn,

Joe Manion and Ed Collymore
will line up for the 880, battling

defending champion Abilene

Christian (anchored by sensa-

tional Bill Woodhouse), Mary-
land, Pittsburgh, Morgan State,

Michigan and Winston-Salem.
Lineup Uncertain

In the mile relay, Stead and
Collymore are certain to run.

but the other two runners are

question marks. They'll be pick-

ed from Manion, Nick DeAngelis
and Blackburn.

Winner of 11 Relay Champ-
ionships of America at the Penn
Relays during the past four

years, the Wildcats probably
will not try to defend their

sprint medley and distance med-
ley titles. They've won four

straight sprint medley and dis-

tance medley titles. They've
won four straight sprint medley
crowns, four straight mile relays

and three straight distance med-
leys.

Other varsity competitors in

the Relays will be John Buckley

(broad jump), Norbert McNulty
and Kent Lydic (pole vault)

Jack Van Dusen (high hurdles)

and Jack Daniels, Dan Stag-

er, Buckley and Lydic in the

440 relay.

Four freshmen, to be picked

from a group composed of Paul

Drayton. Bob Raemore, Bob Cof-

flll, Pat Nicastro. Frank Hegar-

ty Frank Budd, Ernie Muir and

By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
John Mannion, will try to break
the Relays freshman mile rec-

ord, set in 1957 at 3:17.8 by
Morgan State.

Find 'Gold' at Randall's
Every healthy varsity and

freshman thinclad journeyed to

Randall's Island for the Queens-
lona Relays last Saturday, and
they came home with a tidy

bundle of trophies and medals.
The big noise was created by

the 880-yard relay team (Stead,

Blackburn, Manion and Colly-

more) which won by 12 yards
over Yale, Morgan State and
Manhattan in the meet record

time of 1:26.9. Excellent baton-

passing and blistering 220's by
Blackburn and Collymore were
the features.

Using the race as a time trial

for th~e Penn Relays, Coach El-

liott ran Manion, DeAngelis and
Blackburn with Stead in a class

mile relay, giving Collymore a

rest. Even without Eddie, the

Cats burned to a 3:17.2 vintorv.

faster than Manhattan's 3:17.5

in the championship mile. .
•

Another varsity relay title

was annexed in the sprint med-
ley when Yale was disqualified

for pasjsing the baton while out
of the zone. Collymore (440).

Stead (220), Blackburn (220)
and Bob Godesky (880) were
clocked in 3:28.4.

Buckley Looks Sharp
John Buckley won his first

broad jump championship of the

Spring by leaping 23 feet, 5l<2

inches. He gave evidence of get-

ting into the fine shape that

earned him the outdoor IC4A
title last year with a leap of 25
feet. 3", inch.

The Wildcats did quite as

well in the pole vault. Nor-

bert McNulty, soph who Is s'ow-

Iv rounding into shape, tied for

first place at 12-6. while Kent
LyHic tied for third at 11-6.

The two-mi]e rehv team fin-

ished second behind Yale, who
won in 7:53.6. The Wildcat

quartet of Vic DiMaio (1:56.6),

DeAngelis (2:00.6), Tim Mc-

Namar (2:04.2) and Godesky
(1:55) was caught in 7:56.

In the 440 relay, the Cats
were a surprising fourth. Jack
Daniels, Dan Stager, Buckley
and Lydic were clocked in 43.8.

The winner, Morgai^ State, did

its quarter-mile in 42:2.

Budd Was Century
Freshman Frank Budd won

the AAU handicap 100-yard

dash. Running from scratch, he
took his heat in 9.8, semi-final

in 9.9 and final in 10.1, while
never being pushed after the
first 70 yards.

Bob Coffin, who set a Villa-

nova record of 53.9 in the 440-

yard hurdles at Quantico two
weeks ago, won the same race
in 55.3 at Queens-Iona.

Rather than group his best
four freshman quarter-milers

and most certainly win a mile
relay. Coach Elliott mixed his

men thoroughly and gave every-
one a good workout.

In the freshman mile relay

race, Paul Drayton (48.9), John
Mannion (50.1), Frank Hegarty
(50.3) and Pat Nicastro (48.9)

broke the meet record in the

first heat with a 3:18.2 clocking.

Running in different order three

hours later, Hegarty (50.8),

Mannion (51.7), Drayton (49.1)

and Nicastro (50.3) were beaten
by two yards at the tape by
St. John's which came in at

3:20.6 to the Cats' 3:20.9.

Fourth In AAU Mile

Another frosh quartet took

fourth in an AAU mile relay,

trailing New York Pioneers,

New York Community College

and Fort Lee. Budd (50.7),

Ernie Muir (51.4), Bob Raemore
(48.4) and Cofiill (48.9) did

3:19.4 to the winner's 3:18.4.

Villanova took second in the

frosh distance medley. Bob Col-

lins (2:02.4 for the 880,) Muir
(24.1 for the 220), Leon Pras

(52.5 for the 440) Angelo Sivieri

(4 : 27.8 for the mile) were clock-

ed overall in 7:46.8.

Soph Lance Hugelmeyer and
freshman Jerry Hackett took

Baseball Team Plays Host
To West Chester, Temple

By JIM MURRAY
Tomorrow afternoon on their

home diamond at 2:30 the Villa-

nova baseball nine take on the

Teachers from West Chester. It

will be the second meeting of

both teams in less than a week
with the 'Cats winning last Sat-

urday's contest 6-4.

On this Saturday afternoon

at 2:00 P.M. the 'Nova Nine will

be seeking to average an early

setback by the Temple team 4-2.

In this home contest, Villanova

will be seeking to raise its Big
Five record to an even 2 and 2

count.

Last Saturday, April 18, the

baseball team won a real big

one. A snappy, peppery Wild-

cat team knocked off a well

drilled West Chester squad 6-4.

Villanova's Freddie (Ba-Ba,

Sammy, Hoffa) Anthony laced

a double to left center to start

the opening rally. Babby Klinck

lined a solid single to right and
the score was 1-0. George Emma
forced Klinck, and advanced to

second on wild throw by the

pitcher to first, Paul Borian sent

a single to left and Emma scor-

ed.

Teachers Tough
Hal Bauser and the home

plate umpire had trouble find-

ing the strike zone. In the bot-

tom of the first after getting

the leadoff batter, Bauser walk-

ed the next three men. After

a
^
passed ball, Jack Wendland

tried to take home and was
thrown out with a perfect peg

from Jack Fahey to Bauser.

Two unearned runs came across

when Jack Kuchinsky, first

sacker, hit a single to left but

Kuchinsky was thrown out try-

ing to make it a two base hit.

Score now 2-2.

thirds in different sections of

the AAU three-quarter mile

handicap. Soph Hank Neil was
fifth in one section.

Others who competed
throughout the long day were
senior Jack Van Dusen in the

high hurdles, frosh Art Crowley
in the three-quarter mile and
junior Jack Donohue in the dis-

cus.

Bauser knocked in two runs
himself, with a single in the

second to score Fahey. In the

fourth it was again Jack Fahey
who had tripled home Joe Cra-

mer, that Bauser brought home,
this time with a sacrifice fly.

The Wildcats other run came
on a circuit clout by George
Emma.
West Chester scored two

more times, on a home run by
losing pitcher, Paul Chenger
and right fielder, Abe Werd-
man. Both pitchers were great
in the latter innings but it was
Bauser's big test and he passed
with flying colors.

Hawks Hammered
On Friday, April 17th, Villa-

nova met St. Joseph's and the
game was decided on the first

inning. Freddie (Andre, Tony,
Filip) Anthony, started the base
hit parade with a booming tri-

ple. When the parade was over
the Cats had seventeen hits and '

nineteen runs. ;, ^^

In between Gfeorge Emma was
going five for five, everybody
was playing, and almost unnotic-
ed Joe Mitchell was throwing a
pretty six hitter. Joe threw hii
fast and breaking stuff with
such variety there was rarely a
ball hit to the outfield. In fact,

the Cats racked up four double
plays. Losing pitcher for St.

Joe's was Dick Killhoef. The
final score was 19-1.

The win against St. Joe's waa
Villanova's first Big Five win
this season.

(Continued on Pa«re 7)

Weekly Sports
Slaf*

ThnrNdar—^Ve«t Ckcstcr (base-
ball), bone, 2ia0 ».*.

Fridnr—Penn Relaya (traek and
field), Franklin Field, S4tb A
Spmce, Colleire eventa atart at
8 p.ni.t Waat Cbeater (valf),
away.

Satnnday^—Penn Rclar« (track
and field), 10 a.m. <«banipUn-
aklfi aerlea atart* at S ii.ni.)i
Temple (baaeball), borne, 3
p.m.

Mondnr—Mnblenbnnr ( ir o I ff > ,

bomei Trapfc hanqnet. Covered
Wairnn, fftmfford. 7 p.m.

TneMflay

—

m. Joacpb'a (traek and
field), borne, SiM p.m.t Ford-
bam (baaeball), bomo. SiSO p.m.

Wedneadar—Penn State (baae-
ball), awar*

i
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Class meeting hears committee report from Jon Rietzke on ad\is-

abiiity of garter as Junior Week souvenir. President Pollock 9tands to

right.

i^^?

j^KjiS?"-' " '•••:';;y;;:y:.v- •

Credit to

I- <•,

It's a week when time and money fly on

winged feet, Junior Week.
Here's an opportunity to witness an age-old

phenomenon—more than twelve months of

feverish planning joyfully enacted in one swift

week. For example, Mother's Day, after months
of human toil, will be alloted only seven hours to

prove itself a success today.

Prom chairmen Larry Maucher and Dan
Spada can't remember when they first manned
the drawing board in preparation for the dance,

it was so long ago. A year of planning for a five-

hour prom.
Dinner Dance chairmen Ray Rafferty and

John Driscoll began contacting prospective hotels

a year ago. Menu, band, hotel, theme and arrange-

ments required an inestimable number of man-
hours of work—for an affair which will last only

five hours.

Comparable amounts of strenuous work are

involved in the planning of Sports Night, Muff
Day, and the Jazz Festival.

It is a distinct human characteristic that,

when exhaustive plans for social events happen
somehow to go awry, the chairmen receive ail

President's Message

Dear Mothers:
-;;•'•.;.;...;-^ ..'V

J

May I express to all the mothers of the members

of the Class of 1960 my most cordial welcome on this—

the 2l8t Annual Mothers' Day.

This day is the Villanova Junior's way of express-

ing in some small way his appreciation for how much

his mother has done for him on his way to success at

Villanova. In order that the expression of gratitude

may be fitting, the chairmen have worked untiringly

to make it enjoyable for all.

For the students, this is just the beginning, of the

most important social even in their under graduate

days—Junior Week. Each day in this week will, we

hope be unforgetable for all who are a part of It. If

he ajnount of work put into the events of the week

^8 aSJTSation of success, this will be the most sue

cessful Junior Week ever.

Todav I would like to wish our mothers a most

enjoyable day, and my fellow juniors, a successful and

happy week. ^,^^ ^^^
Sheldon Pollock

sorts of comment, most degrogatory. But when
such functions are well-coordinated, smoothly run

without a hitch, the planners usually receive not

the last bit of attention or congratulation.

The sundry committee workers neither de-

sire nor expect open displays of appreciation.

Perhaps they believe that this would detract from
complete, pure enjoyment of the affairs.

Nevertheless, some reflection on their efforts

is indeed called for. We can start by publicly

recognizing Class President Sheldon Pollock and
the staggering coordinating role which he so

deftly filled.

Tribute should also fittingly be extended to

all the chairmen and co-chairmen who are men-
tioned throughout this issue. Theirs was a tremen-

ous task which each of them, without exception,
handled in tremendous fashion.

We take the liberty to congratulate them,
even though the fruits of their work will not be
evident until this week is over. We are supremely
confident that each affair will be an unqualified
success, and that Junior Week 1959 will be the
best ever.

Jr.Week Issue

This issue of the VILLANOVAN is a Junior

Week edition, specially prepared by Juniors,

written about Juniors, and intended primarily

as a souvenir paper for mother of Juniors. The

cover is considered appropriate for the day be-

cause of the Mother's Day motif, the religious

suggestion, and the class ring, which symbolizes

class unity.
, .». * n

The editors would like to thank the follow-

ing men who assisted in the paper's make-up:

Bill Rogers, Lee Christensen, Jim Foley, Ken

Kraemer, Tom O'Kane, Matt McCue, Bill Mc-

Manus, Tom Peretti, Ray Rafferty, Tom Hoff-

man, Bruce Sturm, Jim Merikangaa, Joe

Durocher, John Castano, Lou DesFosses. Chuck

Ward, Ed Scott, Frank Boes, Jay Touhy, Tom

McAvoy, and Frank Murtha; and of course,

Freddie.
,

Special thanks must go to the paper s staff,

to Sheldon Pollock, and to Joe Perozziello, who

made a supreme effort to provide the paper with

the best photos.

Mother's Day:

Tribute and Reflection
By T0M O'KANK

Today marks the start of the most memorable

week in the four years of college life for the members

of the class of 1960. For nearly three years now, we

have been anticipating this week, mostly, however, in

terms of the Prom and Dinner Dance. But as Junior

Week was approaching we suddenly began to realize

—

or should have realized—that there is another day

with an even deeper significance to us. And that day

is Mother's Day.
This is the day that the members of the Junior

Cass pay tribute to the most deserving "girl" is their

lives—their mothers. But in honoring our mom, each

one of us, in order to extract the full value and mean-

ing of this day, should reflect upon what our mother

means to us, who she is, and what our past relations

Too often, we view our mother solely in an ob-

jective manner—as the person who brought u? "'•'to the

world, who washes our clothes, cooks our food, and

straightens up the things that we leave littered around

the house.

Sure, we know in our hearts that our mother is

more than just our launderess, our cook^ our maid,

and our nurse, but too few are the times that we bring

these feelings to the surface and express our love and
gratitude to her.

Exclusively Mom's
Of course we hohor her on her birthday and the

annual Mother's Day, but too often the only difference

between these days and any other day is the fact that

we give her a present or send her a card; then we are

off to pursue our own activities for the rest of the I

day. Today, however, for many of us will be the first

time that we devote a whole day exclusively to our

mother.

So today let us consider with some feeling and
sentiment just who our mother is and what she has

done for us. Let's bear in mind the great pain she

happily endured in giving us life.

And let's try to recall the distress that we have
caused her, perhaps unwittingly, through our misbe-

havior. We should all Jceep in mind how our mom fed

us and dressed us when we were unable to do it for

ourselves and how she helped us with the complex
elements of arithmetic and spelling.

Strained Her Patience

And it was mom who stuck by us in thick and

thin, even though we strained her patience to the

breaking point. It was mother who often saved us

from a well-deserved spanking, after being caught

playing hookey from school or breaking all the win-

dows in a neighbor's garage or coming home with our

new suit all torn and covered with mud.
And just try to comprehend the seemingly infinite

number of things she has done without, in order that

we could receive the education which would enable

us to obtain some of the things that she could not.

Today, in paying tribute to our mother, let us

show our deep appreciation and gratitude for the aid

and direction that she has always given us. Let us

strive to make this day not only one of the most mem-
: orable in our life but also one of the most memorable

in hers. We can do this by showing her what's in our

- heart.

Your Day, Mom
Today, Mom, is your day. Proudly we welcome

you to the world which has been an integral part of

us for the past three years. Forget any problems or

worries, just relax,* and have a wonderful time. And,

Mom, thanks for everything.

^tn^jl^an
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It's Your Day, Mom, Enjoy It!

Mother's Day Stems

From Long History
By TOM WOLF

ana CHUCK WARD

Welcome, Mothers, to Villanova.
Today the campus is yours. You are
in for a fruitful, is somewhat ex-
haustive, survey of the world in which
we live and toil from day to day.'

The day is full and complete, the
tremendous product of Mother's Day
co-chairmen Bill Galm and John Wal-
lin. Contrary to public opinion, their

work did not stop when the last tic-

ket was sold. In fact, they won't be
through until the last chair is

removed from the outdoor shrine
Monday evening.

Record Sales
They have recorded ticket sales In

excess of 460 for the event, a record
75 percent of the junior class.

According to their plans, Father
Girolomi, class moderator, will open
the day promptly at 11 a. m. by cele-

brating a High Mass outdoors before
the shrine of Our Lady of Good Coun-
sel.

Adding to the inherent beauty of
the Mass, the Villanova Singers will
sing. In the event of rain (like last
year), Mass will be said by Father
in the Field House.

After Mass at the shrine, the
mothers will participate in the annual
tree-planting ceremony. The tree will

be planted by Class President Sheldor
Pollock, assisted by Mother's Daj
co-chairmen Galm and Wallin.

Tree Site

The site chosen for location of the
tree will be some undetermined spot
between Austin and St. Rita's Hall. A
formidable engraved stone will signify
the spot. -J^;:

-

From here we travel to the Field
House where a worthy dinner will be
waiting for student and mother. Bob
Whalen, chairman of the dinner, has
announced that seating is not reseved
and that delightful organ music will
pervade the hall during dinner. Roast
Beef appears to be the planned dish.
At 2:45, also in the Field House,

afternoon entertainment will take the
stage. After selections from the Villa-
nova Concert Band, sophomore arts
student Bob DeLisa and Pete Nolan

will offer a carefully prepared comedy
skit.

Jazz Festival

Furthermore, the Villanovans Band
will preview the fabulous Jazz Festi-

val scheduled for Wednesday night.
With skillful renditions of Dixieland,
the band bids for afternoon favor.

Ron Delany will be on hand for a
selected number of remarks, to be
followed by Lou Martucci's piano
solo and harmony from the Villanova
Singers.

All this takes place in the Field
House at 2:45.

"Diaper Dan"
At 4 o'clock, a crowd of grinning

mothers will file past a fascinating
collection of infant photos in Dough-
erty Hall West Lounge, each mom
searching gleefully for her own "Dia-
per Dan." Sample pictures can be
found in this paper.

Closing off the day, Father Giro-
lomi will say Benediction of the
Blessed Sacrament in the outdoor
shrine at 5:15. Festivities should be
over around 6.

LONG TRADITION

The traditional Junior Week at
Villanova has had a long and classic

history. From its birth in 1924, the
Week has seen many of the greats
of the entertainment world here on
campus.
Tnis unforgettable event was in-

augurated by a group of Villanovans
thirty-five years ago. The Class of
1924 danced and roared to the theme
of "The Roaring Twenties."

In 1925, the Juniors danced at the
Majestic Hotel to the music of
'Weingate's Pennsylvaians.' A note of
interest regarding this event was that
each Villanovan had to carry a cane,
the mark of a distinguished gentle-
man. A "Grotesque Dance" became a
part of the week in 1926. This dance
was later to become as the "Blazer
Ball."

Fathers Day '..':,-v^:'0"'-
'

Fathers' Day became a reality in

•Tohn Wallin and Bill Galm survey prospective class tree.

1931, when Dad came down to exa-
mine the bottomless pit into which
all his money was going. To the Class
of 1934 belongs the credit for having
the mothers visit the campus.
The year 1935 saw the first Junior

Dinner Dance, and in 1938, an offic-
ial "Mothers' Day" was held. This
year also, the Juniors swayed to the
music of Tommy Dorsey amidst a
scene of sofas lining the wall of the
Field House. At the Dinner Dance
Gene Krupa provided a lively atmos-
phere.

FuU Week

1942 saw the last of Junior Week
until after the war years. Les Brown
and his band soothed the hearts and
minds of all in the Field House. The
Class of 1947 enjoyed the first full

Junior Week after the War. They in-

troduced the custom of giving each
mother a corsage. The Prom-goers
enjoyed the music of Ray Eberle.
Mother had her fun in 1948, when

the "Diaper Dan" contest was in-
augurated. Now "junior" was really
in Junior Week.
Tony Pastor and his famous vocal-

,
ists, Rosemary and Betty Clooney,

TC' provided the memories for the Class
•of 1949. The junior of 1955 kept the

beat to the jazz of Eddie Condon, and
Turf 'n' Tinsel presented a show on
the Sunday before Mothers' Day. This
program has now become an integral

part of Junior Week.

Also in 1955, the outstanding

athlete was honored, and to top it all

off, Guy Lombardo rendered "the

sweetest music this side of heaven"

for the Prom.

Mother's Day co-chairmen seillnc tickets in Pie Shoppe.

The Class of 1960 is endeavoring
to surpass all other Junior Weeks.
The Field House is full of men work-
ing on decorations both day and night.
All are chipping in and lending a
hand.
The spirit is there for a good week,

for an unforgettable week. In order
to see this spirit become a reality, all
Juniors must lend their support.

The tradition of Junior Week can
be summed up in one word—BIG.
Nothing is being left out this year.

Mother is treated today; Eddie
Condon will play his famous jazz on
Wednesday evening. Tommy Dorsey
will provide the music on Friday, and
the climax is the Dinner Dance on
Saturday.

Today this tradition continues its

lustrous pattern. Certainly customs
have changed throughout the years
in the strict format of the Junior
Week, but it is a fallacy to assume
that Junior Week is a changing, un-
stable, unpredictable matter from
year to year.

It is basicly a tradition, and like

all traditions, it will be terribly dif-

ficult to change radically, as long as
there are so many of us conservatives
around.

But even if some of the traditional
features undergo the erosion of time,
it appears certain that Mother's Day
will remain as long as Motherhood
itself.



Prom Decorators Work Overtime

'k-^^o Create Exotic Ballroom
By TOM PERETTI

-.1 ' •';

This Friday evening marks the
)iighlight of Junior Week : the long
awaited Junior Promenade, the dance
which is the culmination and zenith
of the Villanova social season.
The Prom, to be held in the Villa-

nova Field House, will feature the
danceable music of the Tommy Dor-
sey Orchestra under the baton of
Warren Covington.

Juniors will dance hours away to
the music of the "Sentimental Gentle-
man," which lives on under Warren
Covington. They will be in the midst
of a setting which can only work
••Midnight Magic". The Prom, which
is formal, is open to all underclass-
men.

Arrangements
Directing all the complex arrange-

ments which go into making a suc-
cessful Prom are Larry Maucher and
and Dan Spada.
The arrangements for the band

were made by Carlo LoVecchio and
Vic Manfredi. After many long and
painful sessions they were finally able
to sign one of the prominent names
in the entertainment world, the
Tommy Dorsey Orchestra.

The"T)orsey group needs no intro-
duction. The music of the "Senti-
mental Gentleman" is quite familiar
on this campus. With the present
leader, Warren Covington, a native of
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania, the great
music made popular by the fabulous
Mr Dorsey will re-echo on Friday

Long nours are being put in by

Neil Drislane, Lee Christensen, and
Con O'Donnell and their decorations
committee.
They cai^ be found every night

BEtTY WEBB
Vocolitf

WARREN COVINGTON
^ from Bond Leoder

painting scenery in the basement of
Sheehan. Through their ingenious
touch, the mundane Villanova Field
House will be transformed into a
regal ballroom fit for a Cinderella.
When the nearly 1200 people file

into the Field House this Friday, they
will find themselves attending a
Grand Ball in some lofty chateau.
They will come completely under the
spell of Midnight Magic.

Ticket Committee
Spending their mornings and after-

noons in the Pie Shoppe are Dave
Hayes and his ticket committee.
The publicity for the grandiose af-

fair is in the hands of Fred Smolin-
ski and Tom Peretti.
Angelo DeMarco and George Fay

have assumed the responsibility of
procuring patrons for the Prom pro-
gram. Dick Walsh will provide the
unusual refreshments which prom
goers will look for during intermis-
sion.

Favors are to be brandy snifters
suiUbly engraved with the Villanova
seal and a remembrance of the date

4 Aces, Condon To Supply Beat

When Jazz Comes To Villanova

By LEE CHRISTENSEN and JIM FOLEY

On Wednesday night, April 29, the
Villanova Jazz Festival will he held
in the Field House, featuring the fin-
est in musical entertainment for your
listening and dancing pleasure. The
concert will start at 8:15 P. M. and
continue to 11, with dancing from 11
to 1 to the music of the N. B. C.
Orchestra.

Among the many stars performing
that night will be Decca Record's
great singing stars, the fabulous Four
Aces. The Aces, irrefutably the
world's leading quartet, have been at
the top of the musical ladder since
1951.

Constant Demand
They have had six records selling

over a million copies each, with one
of them over the two million mark.
In constant demand by the biggest
theatres and clubs in the world, the
Four Aces became the only quartet to
ever sing at an Academy Award cere-
mony in 1957, singing their hit song
for 1956, "Written on the Wind."

Often called the "Elder Statesmen"
pf quartets, they were, of course, the
forerunner of the current tremendous
popularity of vocal groups. The fact
that they have remained on top of
the musical heap despite the rising
competition is noteworthy indeed.

For you fans of Dixieland music,
we have the great Eddie Condon and
his band, with Dick Carey on cornet,
Dick Wellstood on the piano. Jack
Lessberg on base, George Wettling on
drums, Lou McGarrity on trombone,
Lee Parsons on clarinet and Eddie
himself on guitar. This gang set loose
in our Field House will satisfy the
low downers and bring out the best
in progressive.

Newest Prophet
Some ten years ago when Eddie

Condon was termed "newest prophet
of American music," he waB qffering

programs of early original jazz in

New York concert halls. They called

his music part Dixieland and part

Chicago Style; now with the blend of
progressive, we have the wild form
of great music.

It is said he made jazz concerts an
important part of the New York con-

cert seasons. His first concern in

Town Hall confused the audience
when thpy opened the program and
read, "Today's clambake will get off
with the usual barefoot mob from the
saloon downtown."

It caught on, he soon became num-
ber one man in the' "up-beat" con-
tracts with recording firms bringing
him some $50,000 and with his un-
rehearsed band cutting some twenty
records with Bing Crosby.

It was this same Eddie Condon that
brought American Jazz through the
State Department, to Berlin, Stock-
holm, Paris, London, Dublin, Copen-
hagen and many other European
cities. His jazz diciples are as many
abroad as at home.

Barbarshop Harmony
For those who like their music

"square" but with tremendous har-
mony, we have SPEBSQSA! What is

it? It is the Society for the Preserva-
tion and Establishment of Barbershop
Quartet Singing in America, a group
of forty male voices.

These men will harmonize to many
of our favorite songs, including songs
of Villanova.

There will be many other great
stars performing in the show, and all
told, it will be the finest musical ag-
gregation ever put on one stage in
Villanova history. So don't miss it

!

Bring your best giri, your parents,
your friends, and most important of
all, bring yourself. It will be one of
the most memorable evenings of your
college years.

;'•
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The Four Aces, Deoca recording stare, will ann^i^.. .* *u *
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Class Officers Set Pace
By JAY

To be elected a class officer is a

great honor. It however, entails end-
leas hours of work. Meetings to at-

tend, reports to write, people to see,

in addition to the special duties that
each office requires. In short, the

class officers earn every bit of credit

they receive.

Pollock President
The President of the Class of 1960

is Sheldon Pollock, a twenty year old

resident of Yonkers, New York. Shel-

ly, a graduate of lona Prep at New
Rochelle, New York, is a student in

the accounting division of the school

of Commerce and Finance. Among
his many activities are: Steering

Committee, Sanctuary Society, Spirit

Committee. Pre-Law Society and the

Knights of Coloumbus.
During the summer Sheldon likes

to fish in the Pocono Mts. Besides

fishing. Shelly is interested in pho-

tography and baseball.

Upon graduation Sheldon hopes to-

enter Law School and to eventually
practice in New York.

Dobies Vice President

The number two man in the execu-

tive branch of the Junior class is

Ron Dobies. Ron, an Electrical En-
gineer, hails from Novelety, Ohio. He
attended West Geauga High School

where he played football, basketball

and baseball. Ron was also the stu-

dent body President in his senior

year.

At Villanova, which was Ron's first

choice, he became active in the Perch-

ing Rifles, Phi Kappa Pi, Steering

Committee and Orientation Com-
mittee.

As a member of the N.R.O.T.C,

Ron has traveled to the Virgin Is-

TOUHY

lands, Cuba, and Brazil.

After graduation, Ron intends to

spend three years in the Marines,

wnile doing work in aeronautical en-

gineering.

llefTernan Secretary

Jack Heffernan, another lona Prep
grad, holds the position of ciass sec-

retary. Jack comes from Pelham
Manor, New York, and is majoring in

Industrial Administration. While at

lona. Jack was a member of the

track team, running in the 200 and
400 yd. events. Wnile at lona. Jack
was voted "The Most Typical Ionian".

An hdnor student, JacK is active in

a variety of activities, among taem,

tiie Orientation Committee, S.A.M.,

Steering Committee, Spirit Commit-
tee, La. Student Committee, Intra-

murals. Ticket Committee for the

Junior Prom and the Knights of Col-

umuus. In his free time Jack likes to

wander in the wilds of Maine.

Jack hopes to do graduate work at

Columbia's school oi business admin-
istration, upon graduation from Vil-

lanova. ...

Fay Treasurer
Then there s George Fay. George

is a product of Wetherfieid, Conn.,
and is majoring in Industrial Admin-
istration.

While attending the local high
school George played football, base-
ball, and was a member of the swim-
ming team. He was active in Student
Council, and was chairman of the
school's student banquet. George was
also Chief of Police in his home town,
making numerous arrests in his sliort

tenure. (One day).
His present activities include LA.

STEERING THE CLASS
By FRANK BOES

"A large measure of the credit for

the success of this year's Junior Week
must go to the Class Steering Com-
mittee", and its efforts in assisting

the class Administration in the form-:

ulation of policy and program," said
Junior Class President Sheldon Pol-

lock.

"Throughout the year it has been
the voice of the rank and file of the
junior class, and among its members
can be found representatives of all

the interests in the class."

He went on to state that although
this was the largest body of its type
on the Villanova campus, each mem-^
ber was personally selected for his

interest and enthusiasm.

As outlined by Pollock, this was the

method of selection : during last sum-
mer, interested students were asked
by mail to address to the president

their reasons for desiring member-
ship in the committee and their ideas

for the future of the class.

Letters Were Judged
When the fall semester began, the

president met with the class executive

committee (a group of the class of-

ficers) which read and studied each
letter. Then the decision was reached
as to whom should be a member of the

class legislative body.

The high attendance at the meet-
ings and the enthusiasm shown by
the members at the meetings has
proven the wisdom of this method
of choice.

During the year the committee was

called upon to decide such matters
as the location and menu for the

class dinner dance, and the program
for Junior Week.

It heard reports from the approp-
riate committees on the many func-

tions of the class.

Junior Class Night
The steering committee, through

two of its members, Ed Scott and
John Whalen, was responsible for the

institution of the Junior Class night
at the Palestra during the basketball
season.

Perhaps the most important func-
tion of the steering committee has
been to provide a ready and active

group of workers for the many need-
ed committees and groups.

Ring Chairman John Mulcahy was
drawn from the Committee member-
ship. The highly successful class

float at the Homecoming Game was
fl product of the committee under
Con O'Donnell, another member.

All three of the chairmen of the
Charity Ball-Orphans Outing week-
end, Ron Dobies, Joe DuRocher and
Don McCoy, are on the Steering Com-
mittee.

Junior Week Chairmen
The group provided Junior week

with all its major chairmen: Bill

Galm, John Wallin, Vic Richel, Vince
Cucuzzella, Larry Maucher. Dan Spa-
da. John Driscol and Ray Rafferty.
The new post of Junior Class Alum-

ni representative was filled from the
group by John McGinley.

From left to right, Sheldon Pollock, class president, Ron Dobies,
vice president, George Fay, treasurer, and Jack Heffernan, secretary,
ponder important class decisions. Around this group centered the or-
ganization of Junior Week functions.

student committee, D.P.E., Steerfhg
Committee, S.A.M.; he is also Co-
Chairman of the Patron's Committee
for the prom.

In the summer, Mr. Fay is employ-
ed by the State Highway Dept. of

Conn. In his spare time George likes

to golf, water-sKi and. attend sporting

events. He hopes to attend Law
School at the University of Conn, at

Hartford.

The Half of Knowledge
By WILLIE AND I

It was one of those days when your
cord jacket still smelled of moth balls

and you could walk across Mendel
Field without getting mud in your

armpits. The year was 1957. Willie

and I were freshmen, and it was
spring.

We were strolling back from the

post office empty-handed when we
noticed a crowd making its way into

a large, grey-stoned building. We
paused, looked at each other, nodded
our heads, and made our way to the

edge of the crowd. Very likely the

season influenced our move. At the

very least, it put an edge on our
hunger for adventure.

"Well, here we are," said Willie^;

"Yeah, but where are we?" said I.

From behind a stack of dusty books
a pair of horn-rimmed glasses looked

at us, and the voice behind them
said, "Sh-h-h, you're in the library."

Now we knew. This was not just an
ordinary building, this was the Villa-

nova Library. This was it.

Knoll of Knowledge
This building was the center of

culture on the campus, the knoll of

knowledge, the stable of study, the

inn of the intellect. To mark this

eventful day Willie adopted this mot-

to, "The half of knowledge is know-
ing where to find it," and to celebrate

we spent the remainder of the day
wandering in the stacks.

Those were the good old days.

There were no "security officers"

checking your books at the door. You
were able to pack a lunch and enjoy

an indoor picnic on the second stack

level. If you felt like abandoning the

study of Chaucer, accounting, phys-

ics or chemistry, you could always
wander up to the music room to lis-

ten to the "Top 99." That was our
freshman year.

Sophomore year I turned my at-

tention to the football field, the base-

ball diamond and the Covered Bridge.

But Willie continued to frequent the

library even to the extent of getting

a job there. I would see him leaving

the library at 6 in the evening loaded

down with books. My usual comment
was "Hi, book-worm," and he would
smile and reply, "the half of know-
ledge."

Out of the Rain
•; Don't get me wrong. I went to the

library once in a while to step in

out of the rain, to get a drink of
water or to see if any of the Rosies

were around. It's easy to see that

I wasn't very interested in exercis-

ing my mental powers. But Willie

was in there plugging away at the

books. That was our sophomore year.

I don't see Willie much any more,
but the last time I talked to him he
told me all about the inn of the in-

tellect. Seems as though things over
there have changed now. People are
no longer able to get lost in the maze
of books mainly because they can't

get to them.

Willie still says, "The half of
knowledge is knowing where to find
it," but now he shrugs his shoulders
and adds, "the other half is trying to
smuggle it out of the building."
But who am I to criticize? After

all, Willie is a junior now, and here
I am—a worker in a Camden cupcake
factory.



'SPRING NIGHT'AT THE BROADWOOD
By RAY RAFFERTY ond

JOHN DRISCOLL
Co-Choirmen

The Junior Dinner Dance is May 2.

You know the details: Broadwood
Hotel, main ballroom; Al Raymond
to play; "A Spring Night . . . Sen-
timental Memories:" 6:^ p. m. start-

ing time ; and dinner promptly at 7.

But here we elaoorate on the
problems involved in realizing the big

event.

It was just about a year ago that

the first preparations were begun. We
contacted 26 possible places, but only

two of them were capable of handling

a crowd as large as the Class of 1960.

Finally we settled on the Broadwood.
Summer Progress

Summer came, but progress could

not be halted. Heat or no heat, there

was plenty of work to be done. Urgent
communiques were posted to the

members of the committee concerning

the latest decisions.

Came September, and the real drive

was on. Verbal reports were made to

the Steering Committee, to whom fell

the job of deciding the ultimate loca-

tion of the dinner dance.

The next big step was choosing the

menu, a task which was also accom-

plished by the Steering Committee.

With the necessity of more im-

''umofi 'ance
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portant decisions, the committee re-

tired behind closed doors.

The question of an appropriate

theme was predominant in the minds
of the committeemen for quite some
time. Finally, "A Spring Night . . .

Sentimental Memories" touched the

weary hearts and contemplative
minds of committee chairman Jon

DRISCOLL

Rietzke and his men.
Success Formula

An important ingredient in the
formula of success was numerous
nocturnal meetings with our class
moderator. Assurance and guidance
were among the useful by-products of
these meetinsfs.
The problem of programs and in-

vitations was ably overcome by Chair-
man Bob McCauley. A certain few
pledges of D.P.M. will remember the
pleasurable experience of reserving
tables.

As the time drew near, the relent-
less call of our class president for a
written report was answered, and
peace reigned supreme as a gleam
came to his eye while he paged
through our 18-page manuscript.

Final arrangements and those last
minute details are now being taken
care of by Nick Samango.

All that remains, and all that really
matters, is that everyone have a good
time.

The dinner dance will be held in
the main ballroom of the hotel. The
band of Al Raymond was considered
by us to be exceptionally wise, con-
sidering the quality of music that he
is known for, and also because Ray-
mond has been favorably received at
Villanova affairs many times in the
past.

The flow of music will not cease
during the dinner. A pianist and a
vocalist will create the necessary
music for dining.
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MacGROTTY

o lUiniifi.

BURLINGAME

The time is the early twenty-first cen-

tury. The locale is the north bank of

the Potomic River, former sight of our

nation's capitol. Tradition has it that

about the year 1998 a certain Dr.

THOMAS HOFFMAN, soldier and

statesman, was delivering a speech be-

fore Congress when some unknown ca-

tastrophe struck. Proper legislation by

Congress had our nation's capitol re-

moved to it's present sight at Fairbanks,

Alaska. ;..,/': .:;.•.:.';:•:

Evacuation I>6ne

It was not until the last decade that

the former site was declared safe for

archeological excavation. At the pres-

ent time, our scientific expedition work-

ing out of Fairbanks, Alaska, is working

on the District of Columbia area. At
the head of this expedition is the fa-

mous Dr. JAY SANDS, who won world-

f wide fame when he unearthed Ebbets

Field in Brooklyn, New York.
The expedition oniy recently excav-

ated the National Archives Building and
has released for publication the files re-

lating to incidents which occured during

the last quarter of the twentieth cen-

tury. Some of the following items, first-

time published, will be of interest to the

Class of '60.

Hobo Invasion

RUSS MAC GKOTTY was decorated
by the President for valor when, at the
head of a Marine regiment, he turned
back the hobo invasion of the White
House. PETE BONFONTI, foremost

w Itahan-American chemist, won world-
wide fame when he turned the Siberian
wasteland into productive soil for rais-

ing ready-made popcorn for the Amer-
ican movie trade.

ALLAN WILLIG won an Academy
jfl~ Award for his startling performance in

^ "Son of Lassie". BILL WALSH was hon-
ored with a testimonial dinner as being

the oldest living undergraduate of any
university in America.
JIM DONOGHUE, elected head of the

New York Public Library, in his mem-
oirs traced his humble beginnings to a
library in Pennsylvania. JOHN CAS-
TANO opened the first winery in Ireland
in 1996. Voluble SKIP BURLINGAME
broadcast 72 continuous hours, keeping
the world informed of Admiral TOM
MOAKLEY'S progress in his attempt to
circle the globe in an iceboat going due
north.

Longest Sleep
JOHN MULCaHY amazed medical

science as he broke all records by a
solid sleep of 35 years while locked up
in a room of 98 degrees. JACK DANIEL
was appointed Winter Director of na-
tional sanitation operators (garbage
men). He grants contracts for snow
clearance, tnat is professional snow
jobber. BOB SARRA was first to union-
ize department store Santa Clauses, now
he heads the union.
BILL HENRY, engineering genius,

started out as sanitation engineer on
the Fairmount Park bridle path, worked
his way up to head stable boy at $55
thousand per year.
JOHN DRISCOLL, mayor of Brook-

lyn, appointed FRED WIELE as head
of a navy force to patrol the waters
from the Staten Island ferry to Coney
Island. RON MAGRAY was sentenced
to life imprisonment for hitting a deer
on a fog-laden highway. Psychology
major HARRY ROWE won fame when
he cured the incurables at Sing Sing.

Like the men mentioned, other mem-
bers of the class have also made prog-
ress. However, before all the files could
be uncovered, the expedition was halted
And we leave you with this sage

thought: Most of us know when to say'
nothing; few of us know when

CASTANO

MOAKLEY
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Fr. Dante dirolomi, O.S.A., Junior moderator, confers with junior

Student Council representatives Fred Wieic (Engineer) and Tom Hoffman
(ArtM). Father expects to see the "most successful Junior Week ever.'*

Moderator Lauds Junior Class

Cooperation and Initiative

By BILL ROGERS

"I am well pleased, said Fr. Dante
Girolomi, O.S.A., "with the coopera-

tion and the spirit of the class of

I960.'' Father is class moderator.

"All indications point to the most
successful Junior Week ever," he
added. "I am especially pleased with

the class officers and chairmen of the

various committees. They work hard,

plan well, and show good cooperation.

I hope this spirit will carry over
into the next year," he said.

Catholic University
Father first came to Villanova in

1934, and was graduated with the

class of 1938. After this, he attended
Catholic University in Washington,
D. C.

The same year Father received his

master's degree in math and physics

(1942), he came to Villanova again,

this time as Associate Professor of

mathematics.
Father's three years as Dean of

Discipline have demonstrated a knack
for directing class behavior into mod-
erate channels.

President Sheldon Pollock ex-

presses the mutual relationship

between Father and class:

Invaluable Advice
"Father has given us invaluable

advice concerning the many diffi-

culties and problems which arise

during the organization of class

functions. He is always available

and always interested."

'Father is eagerly looking forward
to attending all of the Junior Week
activities. He is especially looking

forward to addressing the class at

the dinner dance, and also to cele-

brating Solemn High Mass on Moth-
er's Day.
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HIGH MEN

ACADEMIC LEADERS: COYLE,
MASTRANGELO, SCHANNE

By KEN KRAEMER

As the Class of 1960 approaches

the end of its Junior Year, 693 stu-

dents remain from more than 1000

who enrolled in 1956.

The class has gone a long way in

achieving success in all fields of schol-

astic honor. Those who have attained

the highest cumulative averages in

their respective schools are:

Michael Mastrangelo, Arts and Sci-

ence; William Coyle, Commerce and
Finance; and Joseph Schanne, En-
gineering.

Arts and Science

Mastrangelo, a pre-med student

from Phoenixville, Penn., possesses

the highest average in the Junior

Class, having scored a 4.0 for three

consecutive semesters. Besides the

high average, he finds time to engage
in extra-curricular activities.

He is a member of Lambda Kappa
Delta, and has worked on the circula-

tion staff of the Villanovan.

Coyle, a Philadelphian, is an ac-

counting major in the business school.

A West Catholic graduate, he is a

member of the Knights of Columbus,
the Accounting Society, and the Sanc-

tuary Society. In addition, he has
been active in Junior Class affairs, a
member of the Steering Committee.

Schanne, an Electrical Engineer,

lives in Philadelphia and was gradu-

ated from Northeast Catholic. He
was in the Navy for four years, and
has attained dean's list every semes-
ter. He's a member of X.E.M., he is

active in the Knights of Columbus,
Madonna Council. He participates in

the All Saints Dramatic Society of

his parish and at present is an in-

structor of electronics for the Naval
Reserve. . ,

' The top students in ih€ various

fields of each school, listed alphabet-

ically, are:

Engineering—Joseph Camp, Chem-
ical; William Galm, Mechanical; Jos-

eph Lauzon, Civil; and Joseph
Schanne, Electrical.

Commerce and Finance
In Commerce and Finance—William

Coyle, Accounting; Peter Farrell,

Finance; James Kearney, Marketing;
John Kennedy, Industrial Administra-
tion ; and Anthony Mirabile, Pre-Law.

In Arts and Sciences—Thomas
Hocman, Science A.B.; Kenneth
Kraemer, General Arts; Michael Mas-
trangelo, Biology; Vincent Minkiew-
icz. Physics; Nicholas Tenaglia, Bi-

ology; and Thomas Wolf, General
Arts.

Turf'nTinsel Scores
Hit with "Heidsieck"

By BILL McMANUS

The final curtain call sounded last

night for one Turf 'n Tinsel's most
recent and successful productions,

Piper-Heidsieck-98.

The enthusiastic audience of well

over two hundred Juniors and their

mothers acclaimed the show to be as
sparkling as the champagne whose
name it bears.

During its five night run last week,
the show proved to be two and one-
half hours of laughter and melody as
it directed a good-natured jab at Main
Line society.

Piper-Heidsieck set the stage for
what promises to be the greatest
Junior Week in the history of Villa-

nova. .^ _.:.

Climb in Society

In brief, the story revolves about
the ludicrous activities of the Murphy
family from Brooklyn and their ener-

getic attempts to join Main Line so-

ciety with their newly acquired
fortune.

The' social climber, Mrs. Murphy, in

the person of Gary Tackas, tries to

secure entrance to society by marry-
ing her son Larry, portrayed by John
Birkenheuer, to the phony Mada-
moiselle Gavotsky, played by Bob
Dilks.

The careful plans of Mrs. Murphy
are stymied, however, by the romance
between Larry and her social secre-

tary, Kitty Randolth, who is ably

portrayed by James Gillespie.

Senior John Gozo played Morticia,

Anthony Bateman portrayed Mr.

Murphy, while Don Kempf was De -

tective Ryan, and Joe Barl)ero played

Burrows the butler.

Whelan Writes

The book, music, and lyrics of Piper

Heidsieck-98, were written by Villa-

nova's own Robert Whelan in 1950

when it was first performed by Turf

'n Tinsel.

Mr. George Noake lent his profes-

sional experience as the show's mas-

terful director; the musical numbers
were staged by Betty Green and Fr.
Henry Syvinski, O.S.A., served as
moderator.

Junior Star
In addition to the major role played

by John Birkenheuer, the junior class

contributed to the show in all depart-
ments.

Jim Merikangas was a member of

the singing and dancing chorus. The
skilled and entertaining performance
of the Keystone Lifeguards, and the

vocal octette was furnished by the
following junior athletes: Paul Tom-
czyk, Leon Horin, Jim Osborne, Jim
Ward, Ed Lemkin, Dick Keyser, Fur-
man Nagle, Chuck Walsh, Frank Cap-
pelletti and Fergus Norton.
Tom Hoffman and Ford Prime

contributed their services to the busi-
ness staff, while Ed Paulson and Tom
Rogers were on the stage crew.
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Queen To Receive Scholarship

To Phila. Finishing School
Ed Olson, chairman of this

year's Junior Prom Queen contest,
has announced that the winner will

receive a $250 scholarship in the
program of her choice at the Pa-
tricia Stevens Finishing School.

•The Queen and the four mem-
bers of her court will also receive
brass loving cUps with walnut
bases. On the cups will be en-
graved a suitable caption giving
the date, place and the honor re-

ceived. ,^ ••!,•.,
':r

The 80 entries to the contest
were judged by the faculty of the
Patricia Stevens Finishing School,
1621 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,

and have been appearing in the
VILLANOVAN for the past sev-

eral weeks.
Larry Maucher and Dan Spada

Prom chairmen, will crown the
Queen and her court during the
evening of the Prom. Until then
the identity of the Queen will be
secret.

Now Pm Somebody
By LOU DesFOSSES-

:
Well here it is. Junior Week, and I

;have to find something to do. What
will I tell mother when she comes
here Mother's Day, and starts ask-
ing questions like; "Did you help to
organize all these wonderful things?
Your father was a wonderful organ-

': izer when he went to school." Of
^; course dad did everything when he
;

went to school. He was a regular
BMOC. And what am I? Nothing,
just a poor lazy slob.

I'm not sure what I want to do.
Larry Maucher is co-chairman of the
prom. Maybe he can help me, or bet-
ter yet, reinforce my bankroll for the
Junior weekend.

I found Larry in Tom Pretti's room.
i; "Hi Tom, wh . . . the beard Tom, what
'; happened to the beard?" "I heard

there there was a petition going for
the removal of your beard because it

'• was a fire hazard, but I never thought
;^ they were serious." Tom didn't take
::,,

kindly to my words of jest, the beard
:

must have meant a great deal to him.
I turned to Larry. "Larry, old bud-

dy, I've come to salvage the prom
from the disaster into which it is
falling. Just give me some insignifi-
cant job sucl^ as prom co-chairman
or one of the committee chairman-
sJiips and my services are yours".

Door Kept Open
Larry approached slowly, placed a

hand on my shoulder, and steered me
towards the open door, "Lou I'm
sorry, but all the committeee chair-
men have been picked and Dan Spada
has been appointed along with me
as prom co-chairman. However, we
do need people to serve on the differ-
ent committees. Tom here is in charge
of publicity along with Fred Smolin-
ski. If you're interested in publicity,
see Fred since Tom here is in charge
with a few last minute snags. Here
IS a list of the other committees; take
your pick".

, ,

Freds door was open so I Walked^
in. Fred was in the throes of a violent
argument on a subject peculiar to
campus intellectuals—girls. *'Fred
bow is the sale of tux's coming
along?" Fred turned to pick up his
tape measure and said, "not too bad
and when are you going to order
yours?" I had to back up as he ad-
vanced on me with his tape measure.

l«red. what I wanted to see you
about was the opportunity to displaymy talents as a pub.'icity man." A
look of disappointment crossed his
face. Placing a hand on my shoulder
he told me that all the positions on
his committee had been filled.

Queen Contest
Who else is on the list? Here'sEd OJsen-Queen Contest chairman.

Some guys have all the luck The
patron committee under the com-
bincd direction of Angie Demarco and

George Fay. With a combination like
that, even I would become a patron.

Well, those two possibilities are out
Carlo LoVecchio and Vic Manfried
are in charge of getting the band.
Warren Covington and the Tommy
Dorsey Band have already been put
under contract, so that's out.
The decorations committee is under

Neil Drislane. I'll run over to see
him.

"Hi Neil. Say what's wrong with
your roommate, John Sullivan. How
long has he been lying there staring
at the ceiling?" Neil emerged from
a pile of prom plans, looked at his
roommate and smiled. "Lou youknow Sullie is irresistible to women
but so far he has been able to avoid
them. One girl feeling the pain of
frustration, finally cornered and
kissed him. He has been in a state
of shock ever since."

C'est La Vie
Such is life, but having my own

problems, I pressed forward with the
reason for my visit. "Neil I'm here
to offer my constructive talents to the
decorations committee". Neil cocked
one eye and prepared to dive back
mto the pile of plans. "What can
you do?" New he had hit my strong-
point—experience. "Well I can raise
hell with a hammer; built a tree-
house once; and I'm so skilled in art
that I take my lecture notes in pic-
ture form. Almost gave it up though
after a lecture on infinity.'' .-•. '^

There were only two committees-

i

ieft—tickets and refreshments. The
tickets were under the co-chairman-
ship of Dave Hayes and Lou Spevitz
and refreshments under Dick Walsh

I found Dave in Lou Spevitz's room"
Dave was measuring Lou for a new
tailor-made shooting jacket with ex-
piosion-proof ammunition pockets
Turning to Dave. I said, "I would
like to help if there's anything left
to do. I mean I'm feeling patriotic,
and my parents are coming down; my
dad was a BMOC. Am I on your com-
mittee?" Again no luck, v^' . . : :

I was beginning to wish I had spent
tlie afternoon in the sack when I saw
Dick Walsh moving in the flood of
humanity gushing the C&F building
and racing towards Dougherty.

Last Chance
"Hey Dick". I yelled, pulling my-

self towards him. "Dick, let me be on
your committee, please. I've got to
get on a Commmittee!" Although he
was back-pedaling furiously, I knew
I had reached him. "Well, alright
Lou, there is one job left—putting
fortunes in fortune cookies. It isn't
much but that's all that's left. You
should have asked weeks ago."

i was crushed and disheartened as
he Jed me to his cookie bins, but now
at leaat I had an identity. One . . .

two . . . three . . . four . . .

k ««*4 ^

ELAINE PULIZOTTO

•^m.
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"The World^s

A Stage^*

By JOHN CASTANO

Just as every play has its actors, every class has its

characters. In accordance with Junior Week, it is the pur-

pose of this column to present to you a few of the idiosyn-

cracies and peculiar happenings in the lives of several Junior
'characters' which had formerly been restricted to them-
selves (through modesty), their mothers (.through loyalty)

or to their hometown (through unfortunate obscurity).

To continue, did you know that . v . AL LAWLER,
,,,,, debonair photographer, considers himself to be the greatest

^.^.... .1^^ ever to matriculate at Villanova . . . TOM McAVOY
li||i|had his first job of social importance, gravedigger, at the

liilii ^Se of fourteen . . . JACK GALLAGHER once ran the mile

Plilat West Catholic in the recorded time of 7:12.0 . . . IRV
:|||||||KE5LLER was once employed as a CJood Humor ice cream

illllili salesman in his carefree days . . . GUY BALL was once
:|||||||made an honorary campfire girl for boosting the local organ-
||:||||ization's cookie sales with his sparkling personality.

;: V Subterranean Sanitation
LARRY KELLY was recently engaged in the field of

iiiiiiiii sewage disposal and was professionally known as a "honey-

lllll dipper" . . . TOM TEPPER won a most beautiful baby con-

B|S ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ early age of seven. (What made it exceptionally

llllp difficult was the fact that the other contestants were girls)

Pill . . . TIM SHEA, true to his charitable and self-sacrificing

iiiSi "^*^"re, decided to room again this year with TOM HOFF-
|||||MAN . . . JOHN CASTANO, 2/c midshipman, has never

:|liiii®^'^ ^^^ Atlantic or Pacific Oceans, has never been aboard
g;|;||a naval vessel nor has even seen one for that matter.

lllii ^ILL VOITLEIN once attained the

ii:^i|'"^"'^ of tenderfoot. (You say that isn't

;|||:|lodd! Try doing it in the Girl Scouts as

IlllliWillie did) . . . JACK DANIEL, who is

iiiiiii^"®^^^ ^^^ ^^^ Ivy-league apparel, was
;ii||j;;of late employed as a summertime gar- Van Hook

IliUbage collector. . . PAUL VAN HOOK, actor extrordinaire,

111^ *^ currently and exclusively appearing in Warner Bros, pro-

iiiii <^uction of "John Paul Jones". (Not exactly a starring role

llillgbut he was an active extra for two minutes)...

iiiiii Professional Pallbearer
•^^^ DONOGHUE was a professional pallbearer during

iilil ^^^ P^*^ summer in Holyoke, Mass . . . JIM BISING recalls

iiiiii ^^^^"i^ 20-20 vision as recently as fourth grade in public

iilil »c*»^l
• • • BRUCE STURM was once locked inside a Stop-

iilH ^'"^Shop Supermarket in New York and held captive for two
Ililli hours. (He was determined to get those Green Stamps) . . .

iilil ^ON FERERICO is the regional title-holder in the 140 lb.

iilil ^^**^^ Bagger Division with 25,517 traveling commuter
iiilB "*^^^^ ^° ^^^ credit. (As Federico goes, so goes PTC).

"^OM LABREQUE was a master of ceremonies at a
iiili variety show in Red Bank, N. J., at the tender age of six.

^^M (That's sweet) . . . JOHN TEDESCHI, who recently won
iiiil ^he state Public Speaking Championship in New Jersey,

iiili ''^cently received a "C" in Speech . . . LEE CHRISTENSEIN
Mil ^*^'*'*<^^ as a sewer inspector last summer . . . FRED WIEHL-E
IIIIII was a notorious rum-runner during the recent 'summer•'••

I cruise'.

Dinner With Grace
JACK DANIEL once had dinner with Grace Kelly prior

to her rise as a star and his rise as a garbage collector . . ,TOM HOFFMAN once had dinner with Jack Daniel

CARLO LOVECCHIO was arrested at
the age of eight for breaking windows
with a high-powered, double-action Daisy
pump B-B gun. (Nice going. Wyatt).
Two years later he was arrested for
stealing beer kegs from the J. W. Adams
Warehouse in Sayre, Pa. (Believe it or
not, "Lucky LoVecchio maintained that
he had been playing kick-the-can with a
friend at the time. Furthermore, he beat
the rap).

DON ROPAIN attributes his basic knowledge in Biology
to the fact that he learned to milk a cow at the age of

three . . . TIM SHEA, former attendance record holder at
St. Patricks' Day activities in New York, was forced to

relinquish his crown by his noted absence from the gala
' festivities in 1959. (We understand it was a sad day for
the Irish and a low closing weekend average for Annheuser-
Buseh stock on the market) . . . JAY SANDS suffered an

•'t embarrassing laceration in his posterior region attempting
'^ to enter his Alumni Hall room via a transom in his fresh-

man year . . . And the tales go on and on . . .

Father Time GoeA On
However, as the senile figure of Father Time continues

on his journey through life, the events, honors, and tribu-

( lations of the Class of 1960 continue to be added to that
large volume of obscure history. Agnus Gooch was right

when she said "all the world's a stage, and the men and
l ' women merely actors".

m

%^-^'x'-

Daniel

A HISTORY

Bewitched, bothered, bewildered, and broke^ "Are you sure
these ties are imported challis?*' a demure freshman asks a
white hat.

"Mah friends, and you are mah friends . . ." An incon-

spicuous group of whitehats whip up enthusiasm among the

frosh during Orientation Week.

OH WELL, THIS IS COLLEGE
By TOM HOFFMAN and RAY RAFFERTY

Although it was only 8:00 that
morning, there I stood—on the curb—^just a bewildered newcomer. Before
me sprawled the infamous "Pike,"
beyond it was the campiis, so resplen-

dent on that balmy sunny morning.
Already that line with which I was

to become so familiar was stretched
to Ithan Ave. By 9:00 I had acquired
six different slips to fill out, met a
ruddy faced, sandy-haired, efferves-

cent junior named Pat, and shook
hands five different times with the

same twenty chaps whose names I

never could remember, rolled up the

cuffs of my best trousers twice, and
found out that a matriculation number
meant measurably more than my bap-

tized Christian name.
But this was college . . . and I was

going to be a member of the Class of

1960.

Dink Too Small
I went in one door self-confidently;

stumbled out the other with an idiotic

blue and white bow-tie, a big button,

and a dink V2 size too small. These
articles were to forge a certified Vil-

lanovan out of me. As individuality

became muddled in confusion, our
class began to form; soon all 1100 of

the grand and glorious Class of 1960,

were prepared for the tumultuous
assault upon Villanova.

Thence followed a period of im-
mense discovery. In contrast to that

first day the weather could be best

described as "monsoonal". By the end
of the first week my dink was about
the right size and getting larger all

the time.

On orders from upperclassmen, we
purchased tickets for all the dances,

socials and parties of the first semes-
ter besides being patrons for the
Senior, Junior and even Sophomore
and Freshman Proms.

Finally, our day of liberation was
at hand, but the Class of '60 failed

to "move up Forward", as we fresh-

man lost the deciding, hotly-disputed

football game by the score of 2-0.

But this was college . . . and the
Sophomores always win Muff day.

T-House , Commandos
Our class learned fast—the more

alert discovered Rosemont the very
first day. Those were the good old

days, when Rosemont registered at

the same time Villanova did. Most of

us found out about the "Rosies" at

the mixer that served as a finale to

our pre-class week and even the slow-

est found it necessary to explore the

T-house or other such similar estab-

lishments before our first college

dance—the now deceased "Owl Hop".
This was the opening of the fall

social season and with it went the
pandemonium of the college football

game and it's subsidiary, the Student
Trip.

"Everybody's going to Boston!"
screamed one white hat.

"Boston?" I questioned.

"Boston!"
Boston! This excursion, sweetened

by the taste of victory, served as the
high point of the football season.
Well, this was really college . . . Bos-
ton next yeajr!

Report C^rds
Matriculation numbers are so im-

portant. Our parents got a letter right

after Thanksgiving that had no name
on it — only our student numbers.
Everything on that flimsy white
paper was evaluated in terms of a
number. At the bottom there appear-
ed another number which was evi-

dently very important. Not the num-
bers themselves but where the deci-

mal point was located, before or after

the first significant figure. So these
were our report cards!

But this was college ...
Politics made an entrance into our

college life during February. On the

strength of some free combination
can-bottle openers, Frank J. Wagner
put the election in that "brown bag"
he toted up to Dougherty Hall, while

some obscure pre-med won the Resi-

dent election.

These were merely the preliminar-

ies before the main bout. In May, W.
Stephen Mahle became our class pres-

ident for the Sophomore Year. John
J. Sultivan became vice president,

while Ron McGray and Joe Duroch-
er filled the other class posts. The
new Student Council representatives

were Tom Moakley and a tweedy Arts
Division day hop.

Well, this is college . . . we're

ready for our sophomore year.

Orientation

"What do we eat? Bear meat?" was
the cry that ushered in our sopho-
more year. The Class of 1960 squared
away the frivolous freshmen with
one of the best Orientation Periods
in the school's history. Over the deaf-

ening din of the screaming, scurrying
freshmen constantly rose the com-
manding voice of that one happy,
pudgy little sophomore—J. J. Sulli-

van, the outstanding white hat of this

Orientation.

Shortly the freshmen could be con-

A large attendance marks the beginning of a Steering Com-
mittee meeting from which Junior Week activities first begin

to materialize.

tained no longer. They moved forward
en masse, crushing our class amid
the Muff Day proceedings.

Well, this was college . . . and may-
be our class isn't so athletically

minded.
The Class of '60 put it's best foot

forward upon the social scene, at
Villanova, when it presented itJ

Sophomore Cotillion. It was a success

due to the efforts of Chairman John
Mulcahy, the music of Charlie Gresh,
and the decorations prepared by John
Holas and Ron Dobies around the
theme "A Persian Night".

Snowlwund Victory
The weekend was not over until we

sat snowbound through the victory
over Witchita. The weather always
seemed to be against us.

"Boston?"
"Next year?"
"Damp—^very, very damp!"
"Well, wait and see . . . who want-

ed to go there anyway?"
As January came our class finally

got those long-awaited blazers. The
500 orders for blazers set a new rec-
ord, almost doubling the previous
mark.

February brought "the fabulous
Satch" to our campus with a jazz
concert we will never forget. March,
April and May saw elections dominate
the scene, because the Class was in-

terested in choosing the finest of-

ficers for their junior year.

Pollock for President
When the storm clouds had passed

and the class was recovering from a
state of relative shock, because of
the vigorous campaigning, Sheldon
Pollock emerged our junior year
president. Ron Dobies was installed

as the new vice president. Jack Hef-
fernan as secretary with George Fay
as the new treasurer. For the Stu-
dent Ck)uncil the Class chose John
Driscoll, Tony Godwin, Fred Wiele,
Bill Henry, Bill Vincent and Tom
Hoffman.

June hosted the outdoor IC4A
Track Meet, at Villanova, in which
John Buckley, a member of the class

of 1960, took the broad jump event
to give the track team the victor's

trophy.

Well, this was college . . . our
Sophomore year . . . &ming soon:

^the big year. '.\v: :'••;•;'• ^^{^i'^

Some of us returned for our Junior
Year; the Class of 1960 had dwindled
down to a mere 734 members. Some
of us conducted interview sessions

with the freshmen, some divised

methods to fool the library staff and
gain entrance to the stacks, and
others severely disciplined themselves

to become accustomed to that new
found paradise of off-campus living.

The Student Trip invaded West
Point this year and saw the 'Nova

team put up a determined but fruit-

less battle against the leading team
in the nation. However, that strong,

although lagging, Villanova yanguard
remained in New York that evening

to suppress another "uprising."
Steering Committet

Meanwhile, the Junior Class bul-

letin board proudly exhi>bited what
seemed to be the class list. We later

discovered that this list had ninety-

four names, and that it was the cele-

brated Steering Committee.
Oh well, this was college . . .

Before Thanksgiving we received

our class rings which brought on a
new storm of class fission and fusion.

The rings also showed our intense

class spirit as an unusually high per-

centage of students received them.

After Thanksgiving recess the

charity and good will of the Class of
'60 expressed itself in the wonderful,

rewarding Orphan's Weekend. It be-

gan with the Charity Ball, the second

dance that our class sponsored to the

stimulating, refreshing, scintillating

music of the "Sentimentalists." The
next day over 200 juniors visited St.

John's to show the orphans the

splendor of the Christmas season. We
all strolled through "Zorro's Haci-

enda" and watched D. Crockett barely

beat Mike Fink's "Golly-wamper."
Orphans' Party

The Orphans' party on Monday was
a fitting end to a tiring but enjoyable

weekend, although many a junior

found his legs a bit tired and his

eyes a little damp as he left the

the orphanage. The gratitude of the

class went out to those juniors who
unselfishly made this a successful

weekend and especially General
Chairmen Ron Dobies, Don McCoy
and Joe Durocher.

Now, the keen minds of our class

are geared .tP the tremendous task,

of organizing a successful, unforget-

table week of carousing—the inimi-

table JUNIOR WEEK. Months of

preparation for the highlights of our
social season are fast being drawn
into molds for the memories we will

never forget.

Well, this is college, our college, our
class—^we're proud to be a part of
them. • •'.•v^

;"•' '/••

•|S•^^

Dark days for the Kenmore as the "Cats'* iavade
Beantown for the Boston College game.

Signs, matchhooks, cards, and promises make their annual
appearance heralding another class election.
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Leonard Q. McFotch stood it&ring
awe-stricken at the impressive slate

gray building. It was raining; it was
registration day and therefore, it was^

of course, raining, but McFotch didn't

connect the torrential downpour and
the fact that it was registration day.

How could he? He was a freshman
and this was his first day at his new
home away from home.
He was not, however, totally ignor-

ant of the hallowed traditions that

were so much a part of old Farquhar

U.; already he knew that the menu

It HAD to rain that day.'

at school consisted of a highly un-

balanced and unvaried diet, aggie

meat (probably some foreign dish),

and that the good word, whatever the

heck that meant, was "beat Texas A.
and M."

Shrewd Business

He had also put over a shrewd
business deal, trading $2.50 American
coin of the realm for a faded bow-

tie, a button, and one supposedly new
beanie which he had tipped exactly

seventeen times before a compassion-

ate upper-classman (a rare breed),

assured him that the nurses didn't

really expect such courtesy. Actually

he had picked up a number of Far-

quhar customs, the "hello system"
for example.

It was really quite simple when you
got down to it; Freshmen said hello

to other Freshmen, (except nurses),

and to Sophomores, while Sophomores
said hello to Freshmen nurses and
vice-versa.

Finds Room-

ntie shook oflP the droplets of rain

which had formed on his nose and,

dragging his huge suitcase, entered

the stately building. Everything was
black : "(iood Lord, I've stumbled in-

to an abandoned coal mine!" But no,

there was a faint hint of light from
above. He mounted the staircase, tug-

ging at his massive burden; creak

. . . went the stairs, creak . . . creak.

It was useless to tip-toe so Mc-
Frotch gave up trying and creaked

up the remaining two flights. Ar-

riving at the third level, he put down
his bag and while idly brushing the

plaster from his short clipped hair,

he surveyed the scene. Let's see, he

thought, 320. There's 310 ... 311

... it must be down the hall. He
again wrestled his bag from the floor

and stumbled forward.

Mid-way down the hall he was sud-

A Tweedy Junior Reflects on

Matters Social and Financial

By FRANK MURTHA

denly confronted by a half-clad, bear-

like creature who glared at him
sullenly, turned and re-entered his

den, I mean room. McFotch hurried
on. He stopped, raised his arm, then
lowered it; after all he reasoned, it's

my room! "rhrowing back his shoul-

ders he twisted the knob and abruptly
staggered back.

Home Away from Home

This was his home away from
home? He sized up the room, it took
him roughly 3 seconds—a long time

'considering what there was to be
sized-up. A dresser; two desks, small;
one double bunk; a broom closet;

whisk broom ; and a three foot square
area of nothing but pure floor space.

He looked around again, surely he
must have missed something! He
had; he had missed the long, soggy
lump reclining in the upper bunk. The
outstretched form stirred, rolled over
and opened its eyes; it extended a
limp paw over the side of the bed.

"Scrunch".
"How's that?"
"Scrunch. Theodore F. Scrunch".
"Oh. My name's McFotch, Leonard

Q. McFotch. Just call me Leonard
for short."

"Pleas'a meetcha Fotch."
"Not Ii'otch! McFotch; Mc, as in

McDade and Fotch ... as in Fotch."
"I'll just call you Leonard for

short, okay?"
"Okay."

New Adventure

Thus did the first year of a new
adventure begin. From then on the
days passed with increasing speed.

Yes, McFotch found out after a few
days that aggie meat wasn't really

served in the cafeteria . . . and after

a few weeks he kind of wished it was.
Yes, he went out with a nursing

student. And yes, he flunked Biotogy
. . . twice. But despite this, in sum-
ming up the first two semesters, Mc-
Fotch could say with not a little sat-

isfaction; it has been a good year. A
two flunk, four picnic year. And
truly, for a Freshman that was a
good year.

Three months of summer living had
matured Leonard Q. McFotch, and as
he strolled toward his new dorm he
looked about the campus and whis-
tled—whistled and cast benevolent
looks back on the two, panting, bean-
•ie-clad Freshmen who struggled to
keep up with his brisk pace and at
the same time support his luggage,
150 pounds of it, all necessary.

It was after registration and sur-

prisingly enough it was a nice day.

There was always one nice day be-

tween Registration day rain and the

plain old ordinary Autumn rain, and
this was that day.

Critical Eye

McFotch, without hesitating, enter-

ed his new room and cast a critical

eye on his surroundings; one long

metal desk; two bookcases, small;

two broom closets, ordinary; one
double decker and a long, soggy lump
reclining in the top bed.

"Scrunchie boy!"
"Fotchie boy!"
"How's the kid?" "Great, and

you?" "Never better."

The two shook hands, called each
other curse words, affectionately

punched each other on the shoulder,
and in the ribs. After five or ten
minutes of tliis nonsense they wore
themselves out and returned to nor-
mal.

Theodore F. Scrunch rolled over
and went back to sleep while Leonard
Q. unpacked his bags. Amicability
was retired for another year.

McFotch Joins

In Sophomore year McFotch joined.

He joined the Ancient Lebanese His-

tory Club; the Industrial Society of

"Picnics ... ah picnics."

Afliliated Colleges and Secondary
Schools of America (I.S.A.C.S.S.A.),

a local organization; the debating so-

ciety. Beta Sigma (B.S.); and a fra-

ternity. Phi Kappa Phu.

He could have been an officer in the

Ancient Lebanese History Club, as

a matter of fact he could have been

all the officers if he had so desired

but he figured that a club with three

officers should have at least three

members, and including himself there

were only two. So, by mutual agree-

ment, he and the other ancient Leban-
esians dissolved the club.

As the weeks passed, Leonard
wrote home more and more frequent-

ly. At first his parents were over-

joyed at receiving a letter every other

week, but soon their elation dimin-

ished as their son's motivation be-

came increasingly apparent.

"Oh—!" exclaimed the old man,
"Does he think money grows on
trees?"

"Well maybe he's buying a lot of

books dear."

"Books, by— , I doubt if he reads

that many books in a month, let alone

in a week!"
And if the truth be known, young

McFotch didn't read that many books
in a year. But he had other ex-

penses; his parents just didn't under-

stand the needs (financial) of a
growing college boy. However, as

Leonard himself said. "The old folks

usually come across if you use the

right approach." McFotch was a
past-master of parent psychology.

September Again

Again June rolled around two
months after September and McFotch
was able to recall many happy exper-
iences; but boiled down it amounted
to a one flunk (yes, Biology), eleven
picnic year. He was progressing, it

was really a top-drawer Sophomore

year.

"Put those bags over there, that's

right . . . thank you."

Ah, he thought, it's good to be

back. All the familiar sights, that

same old two by one bookcase; the

reliable broom closets; and . . .

"Fotchie boy!" "Scrunchie boy!"
Scrunch had staggered through

with a big 1.7 and was still holding

down the fort, or mattress if you
prefer. The inevitable hand shaking,

shoulder pummelling ritual took place

and the third year was officially ush-
ered in.

The third year; a wonderful time
in a collegian's life. No longer is he
one of the rabble, he is a Junior. He
has the dignity of a Senior with none
of a Senior's worries. For the Junior,

there is still time to pull his index
over 2.0. While the Senior has the
Service, and what is worse, work,
facing him, the Junior has a whole
year of uninterrupted bliss ahead; an
infinite series of picnics.

Unlimited Cash

McFotch, with a little aid from his

private, inexhaustible treasury, was
enjoying it immensely. Two and a
half boxes of No-Doz coupled with
twenty-twenty vision had secured an
acceptable report for the first semes-
ter.

Four dances, five parties and two
early picnics considerably shortened
the second half of the "school" year
and suddenly it was here: The Big
Week, the Grand Blast.

It, Junior Week.
There would be the Prom and the

Dinner Dance and all sorts of parties

later, but today, today was Mother's
Day and Leonard stood on the sta-

tion platform eagerly awaiting his
mother's arrival. What fond thoughts
crowded into his mind as he remem-
bered all she had done for him, all

she meant to him. There she was
now, getting off the train. Hardly
able to restrain himself he hurried
to her side.

"Say mom . . . er . . .you know ...
the Prom's coming up and er . . .

everything and . . . well ... I could
use ..."

'i

Mrs. McFotch sighed and reached
for her pocketbook. Young McFotch
smiled down on her gently, blinking

away a tear. Cirosh, he thought, Fm
lucky to have such a wonderful
mother.

t

JOI: IOLIZZOTTO: "Don't look so surprised I wm born

this way."

DENNY CARDONE: "Hmm let's see

what Pfaito has to say."
MIKE REDDY; "I'll bet I could climb
right through that window."

^^^^ By BRUCE STURM.^^Siigi|:M|
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If you're a Junior, you might do well to

take a closer look at these "Diaper Dana"
. . . oi>r*"could be you! These are just a
few samples of the hundreds of treasured
snapshots sent in by cooperative moms for
the "Diaper Dan" contest.

It all started just about two months ago
when members of the class of '60 were
asked by helpful Religion teachers to self-

address envelopes to their homes. Little
did they know that friendly letters would
be enclosed Soliciting the baby photos from
enthusiastic mothers.

Until now the pictures wiere guarded
with tight security, with only the contest
officials getting a chance in the wee hours
of the morning to snicker over their dia-
pered classmates in less dignified disposi-
tion.

The photos will be on exhibit throughout
the day in Dougherty Hall, and the class's
"Best Baby" will be announced after the
banquet this afternoon.

mm
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VINCE MINKIEWICZ: "Some
day I'll own this place.'

tt
KEVIN McCLATCHY : "Okay

baby, being as I forgot my sand-

bucket"

DAN ZIEGLER: "You, too, oan

have a body liiie mine."
BILL STEVENSON: "Well, yon
see judge, it was like tlUs . . ."

DON MARZ: "A good woman is Just a woman, a good
cigar is a smoke.'»



Muff Day and Sportsnight Highlight

Junior Week Sports Activities

Softball In Full Swing

'"•/

'

m
/: As Terry Whalen and Harry Rowe look on, Fred Wiele takes the pitch.

V With Vince Cucazzela umpiring and Bob Sara l>ehind the plate.

Here is a chance to settle those the juniors are not yet willing to go
arguments that always come up in down for the count,

the bull sessions around campus. All juniors are asked to participate
Now you'll be able to prove that either on the field or in the grand-

the last cool one you might have had stands. A scoreboard will be erected
before the game didn't blur your vis- on Austjn Field showing the running

• ion, because Chairman Vic Richel has score of the afternoon,
announced that tomorrow, the second There will be five points awarded
night in Junior Week, will be Sports for each of the four contests. Win-
Night, ners in basketball and softball will

The men who make up both the ; ;
take the full five points, which will

intercollegiate and the intramural not be split. Split points are possible

teams will be honored and seen in , ; - in track and tennis, however,
person and on film. Softball Highlight
Without hindrance from wind, rain, Highlighting the day will be the

or internal forces ,the highlights of softball game scheduled for 5:30 in

the hard-fought Villanova-Army and Austin Field. The members of both
the Villanova-Boston College games teams have been in spring training

may be viewed. Both these games throughout the various spring intra-

proved the Wildcats to be rough men mural leagues. ^^

'j

with good teamwork. Bob Sarra, education major, will
The films from the 1956 Olympics manage the juniors. Harry Rowe will

at Melbourne ,and the Villanova track pitch and Leo Siglinski and Terry
victory in the IC4A. Championships Whalen are the men expected to
held here last une will be shown. wield the big bats. The seniors will
Remember all the shouting about bank on the strong arm of fast-ball-

last year's basketball game with West ing Don Brass.
; C

Virginia? Tomorrow night there will Tom Derr, Industrial Adniinlstra-
be another chance to view that ques- tion, will lead the track team as
tionable call made by those eagle-eyed ; captain and potential top scorer. The
referees. V ^r ;^ •

'' meet will consist of a 100 yard dash,
The outstanding senior athlete will a 880 ard run, a mile relay, 120 yard

receive the annual award given on the hurdles, broad jump, high jump, and
basis of student poll. Intramural shot put.

awards will be presented to the top Basketball Team
men, whose efforts were recognized The basketball game will be played
during the past year. in Alumni Gym. Mike Marinak, Chem.
Tomorrow evening's entertainment Engineer, will head the team. John

will surely be enjoyed by aii those Oallen and Fred Wiele are expected
who love sports and participate in to star. Gallen led his Bravo Com-
them. pany team to the current intramural

championship. They defeated the

A Junior-Senior MUFF day will be Amboys just before Easter by a 56-

held this Thursday beginning at 3:30, 48 count.

affording the juniors an opportunity Lee Christenson, Civil Engineer,
to gain sweet revenge on the class will captain a tennis team of two
of 59, announced Vince Cucuzzella, members who will play two singles

MUFF day chairman. Gene Paja, of and a doubles match on the seminary
varsity football fame, will lead the courts.

»«'>»o"' Schedule of EvenU
The clajas of *60 has yet to win a

rr i, « «n
MUFF day. As freshmen, they lost V^^ J.'Xq
to the sophomores. As sophomores,

^^iTtii^ii 4*W
they lost to the freshmen. On Thurs-

Sfttoll 5-30
day, they expect to vindicate the first , . ., ^ "

"

* * «
"

' Vllii'JJ * fi*.«A

low. The Jeniom are favored, but
Jubilation or Fruatratlon 6:80

••?-i--

l«
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Juniors In Sports
By JIM MURRAY

The Junior athletes have played and will play a large part

in the success of Villanova athletic endeavors.

In general, what is the junior's place on the varsity team?
It is a junior who will be elected to lead his team mates as

captain. It is the junior who evolves into the senior star because

of his experience and talents. It is the junior who will come off

the bence unnoticed to fill the injury spot and become the "new
found" hero. It is the junior who has proven himself to be a

mainstay on the varsity teams.

These are general things and part of the reason the Class

of 1960 has done their part in sports so well.

To be specific, Villanova has great prospects for an athletic

boom year in 1960.

In BASKE3TBALL, the junior class is represented only once,,

but don't be fooled by numbers. They just aren't too many
around like Villanova eager captain, George Raveling. He will

be the only junior mentioned specifically for two reasons. First

of all, George is singular in being the first Negro to captain a
Villanova basketball team and secondly, because George Raveling
typifies all the junior athletes in his ability, sincerity, and lead-

ership. His team has all kinds of talent returning and coming
up and should be a squad of championship caliber (BIG FIVE
that is.)

In BASEBALL, if you give a glance down the picture page
you'll see a good number of Villanova baseball caps. The base-

ball team with these juniors as a nucleus could be viewing for.

all kinds of honors in this present season and the next. .

In FOOTBALL, the juniors fill the main part of the front
line defense and the junior backs should reach their peak season.

The schedules call for some tough games next season. Some
of these teams will be surprised to see just how tough the 1960
Wildcats really are.

In TRACK the 1960 season should vault Villanova back to
the top of the track world. (If they can go any higher than the
place they have already established). Every year seems to be
a great year in track and from the looks of things 1960 might
just be the "greatest".

In SWIMMING, the Wildcats are planning to keep surprising
schools by getting better and better each year. The swimming
schedule is getting bigger and better and the team is following
suit.

After reading this, one might* think that Villanova is going
to be champs in everything next year. Well, that's the way it

is supposed to read Mom, cause it's Junior Week and you know
your boys are the Champs.
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We Challenge You

Junior John Gallen offers flghtiiig

words to seniors In a Muff Day dial-

lenge.

Junior Sports Scrapbook

TOM HERON FURMAN NAGLE PAT BRENNAN FRANK CAPPELLETTI JIM WARD

PAUL BORIAN ED LEMKIN GEORGE RAVELING PAUL TOMOZYK JOHN DANIELS

ANDY MEADI LEON HORIN LEE PARRY BOB KLINCK

)

JOHN BUCKLEY JAMES OSBORNE TOM GRIFFITH HAL BAUSER ED MONAHAN

BOB GODESKY STEVE CARTON BILL CRAIG

.i^'.^...^ ^ w^

JACK DONAHUE KENT LYDIC
I f

-^f /
DENIS CARDONE BILL TINNtY JOE HARVEY

FRANK FICCA JIM BLACKBURN WYNN wilsON BRUCE McCREADY FRED ANTHONY



As It Will Be Said ..

.

:.y -i!/." '!

By BOB BROTHERS

(

«i»I'm glad these formals only come once a year."

a car.

"You can see. Mom, it's really rough without an^iy!"*"'
'"" '"^"'* """* *" ^ ""**"

.,.-,; < •• •,

"Hey Charlie, I forgot
to sign out."

"I can't be broke

alreadyl"

**,Covington was versatile!'*
\

'...

Kil^PI^^^MP

"I KNOW I left it somewhere.

1

PERETTI PLANS

BELLE AIR

FOR 1960

(See Page 2)

BLUE-WHITE

OilYNEXT

SATURDAY

(See Page 12)
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Father's Day
Activities To

Sport activities of all kinds

will keep seniors and their

fathers scurrying around during

the annual seniors' Fathers' Day
festivities to be held on Satur-

day.

Activities will open with an
outdoor Mass at Our Mother of

Good Counsel shrine at 11 a.m.,

and will close at approximately

4:30 p.m. with the completion of

the annual intra-squad football

game between the Blues and the

Whites.

Byzantine

Mass To Be
Celebrated

By JOHN McDonnell
of the Villanovan Staff

A Byzantine Mass under the

Russian Rite will be celebrated

tomorrow morning in the Field

House at 10 o'clock.

The Rev. Austin Mohrbacher
of the Russian Center, Fordham
University, will celebrate the

Mass, and a mixed choir from
the Russian Center.will sing.

The Bysantine Rite is one of

the six main rites in the Cathol-

ic Church today. Unity on faith

and morals is always maintained
among these rites, but liturgical

laws and customs have differed

from the earliest days of the

Church, and the Holy See has in-

sisted that they be preserved in

their purity.

Liturgical Laws
According to these special

liturgical laws and ' ceremonies.

Catholics are mainly divided

into Western (Latin) and East-

em (Oriental) Catholics.

Most Latin Catholics know
very little about the Eastern
Rites, and generally confuse

them with the Eastern Orthodox
Church.

It must be remembered that

the Oriental Rite Church is as
truly the Church of Christ as is

the Western Catholic Church.
The division originated when

the Apostles separated and
traveled all over the world. New
prayers and customs which were
suitable for the people among
whom the Apostles were preach-

ing, were added to the Mass.
Thus separated, the different

liturgies grew up, remaining

always essentially the same, but

with local customs and ceremon-

ies introduced.

Schismatic Body
The Eastern Orthodox Church,

however, is a schisnoatic body
which originally broke away
from the true Church in the

Fifth Century.
Since the Orthodox Church

differs from Rome on certain

basic truths, Catholics are not

permitted to take part in Ortho-

dox ceremonies.

The Byzantine Rite developed

ground the city of Constantinople

and from here missionaries were
(Ck)ntlnued on Pa^e 7)

Plans Made,
Run All Day

Some 400 seniors and their

dads—or uncles, godfathers, or

older male friends, if their

fathers are unable to attend —
are expected to participate.

Chairman Kempf
Fathers Day Chairman Don

Kempf stated that "the regular-

ly Scheduled Blue-White Day
activities should provide a great

deal of enjoyment for the dads."

Following the Mass will be a

luncheon banquet in Dougherty
Hall. The menu will include sir-

loin steak and strawberry short-

cake. Banquet Chairman Jim
Corey said that the luncheon

will be served cafeteria style

this year, to enable the dads to

see the sports events they like

best.

The meal will be served be-

tween 12 noon and 1:30 p.m.

Corey asked all students to buy
their tickets early, so that an
accurate count may be made of

those planning to attend.

Lasting Remembrance
Program Chairman Bill

Christy has promised a program
which will serve as a lasting

remembrance of the day. It was

FATHER'S DAY
SCHEDULE

Here's a thumbnail sketch of

Father's Day this Saturday.

il a. m. — MasA at Our Lady
of Good Counsel Shrine,

celebrated by Rev. Henry
F. Weeks, OS.A., Class
Moderator.

12:30 p.m. Banquet Lunch-
to eon In

1:30 p.m. Dougherty Hall

12:30 p.m. Basketball

—

Old Timers vs.

Varsity

12:30 p.m. Baseball — Vil-

lanova vs Seton
Hall

1:00 p.m. Track — Villa-

nova vs Pitt

1:30 p.m. Swimming-
Varsity Demon-
stration

2:45 p.m. Football — Blue

vs. White (Intra-

squad)

12:00 p.m. Basketball

—

Elections Now In Progress;

Polls Stay Open Until 4:30

Evidence of the campaign spirit infecting the campus:
Only a few of the sugns and posters urging students to **get

out there and vote!"

also announced that the da<ls

will receive favors to further

remember the day.

Athletic events of the day in-

clude baseball, Villanova vs.

Seton Hall; basketball, Varsity

vs. Old Timers; track, Villanova

vs. Pitt; swimming. Varsity

demonstration; and football,

Blue vs. Whites.
Other chairmen for the day

are Joe Driscoll, Mass arrange-
ments; Jack Curtain and Joe

Schneider, publicity ; Frank Cav-
alier, miscellaneous; and Jim
Hull and Gary Mara, tickets.

Tickets may be purchased
through tomorrow in the Pie

Shoppe, Hull and Mara stai^ed,

at the price of |6.50. This price

includes favors, programs, holy
cards, luncheon, and all Blue-
White Day events.

Wftdk on fi^tm «iMi 1^»

Essay, Plays

Featured In

Spring LYNX
The Spring issue of the cam-

pus literary magazine, the Lynx,
will go on sale Monday, May 11
in the Pie Shoppe, and in the
University Shop.
The price of the magazine will

remain at 25c.

A notable change in the policy
has been embodied in the new
Lynx. In the past it has been the
custom to accept only one sub-
mission for publication from any
author, except in the case of
short poems.
The Spring Lynx, however,

will contain two and three works
from several authors.

This decision was influenced
both by the quality of the artic-

les, and by the relatively small
number of manuscripts found to
meet Lynx requirements.
Something else not seen in

recent issues of the Lynx will be
two one-act plays, one by Tony
Macklin, who had a short story
in the Fall issue, and the other
by Donald Murphy, new to the
Lynx.

Macklin's play, which con-
cerns the dream world of a re-

pressed young man, has recently
been successfully staged at an
experimental theatre at Harcum
Junior Ck>llege.

Besides the plays, there will

be three stories, each in their

own way critical of the pressur-

es of modern life. Also included

are several essavs, one dealing

with the musical art of Louis
Armstrong, and a number of
poems.

Costs Soar,

Tuition Up
Next Term
A general mcrease in operat-

ing expenses has compelled Vil-

lanova University to raise its

tuition for the 1959-60 school

year, it was announced yester-

day by the Very Rev. James A.
Donnellon, O.S.A., University

President.

The tuition raise has been au-

thorized by the University's

Board of Trustees and will be-

come effective with the opening
of the academic year in Septem-
ber of 1959. >

Letter To Students
In a letter mailed to students

this week. Father Donnellon
said, "the change is the result

of a continuing study of Uni-

versity finances and a further

attempt to strengthen our edu-

cational program." ^
"Economic inflation". Father

Donnellon continued, "in all as-

pects of operating overhead,

demands an ever increasing

budget, hence the present need
to increase income."

Tuition increases varied

among the University's four di-

visions with an average increase

of about $75.00 a semester. The
increase also affected tiie Uni-

versity's School of Law and the

undergraduate part-time pro-

gram. Room and Board costs

remain the same.

Lowest Level
Father Donnellon pointed out

that the University will continue
to endeavor to retain fees at the
lowest possible level by seeking
further gifts, grants and be-

quests from alumni, friends,

corporations and foundations.

By MICHAEL D. DONAHUE
of the Villanovan Staff

Upon conclusion of one of the
most spirited campaigns of re-

cent years, general class elec-

tions got underway this morn-
ing.

Recent Student Council dick-

ering notwithstanding, the lone
voting site is still Alumni Hall
gym. The polling place is open
until 4:30.

J. P. Kelley, chairman of the
Elections Conmiittee, in releas-

ing the list of nominees for the
various offices, noted that most
of the withdrawals from the
campaign were purely volun-
tary.

Administration Sanction
As Kelley put it, "There were

very few nominees whom the
Administration did not sanction.

This indicates that the students
selected the best possible candi-

dates for these important stu-

dent offices."

Kelley also emphasized the
work undertaken by the Elec-

tions Committee, spearheaded
by Jerry McGrath, Pete O'Brien,

Francisco Pacheco, and Student
Council Chairnian Bob Murphy.
To avoid the confusion result-

ing from emplojring different

monitors, Kelley has assigned
several of the senior members
of his group to be on hand
throughout the entire day.

Election Results
Election results will be dis-

closed as soon as the votes are
tabulated. However, no results

will be made public, Kelly em-
phasized, until all campaign
posters are removed from the
campus.
A joint meeting of the old

and newly-elected congresses

will be held tonight for the nom-
ination of new officers for next
year.

Nominations will be held for

the four offices on next year's

Student Council, and also for

the senate.

Senate nominations will be
held to fill the seats allotted to

four seniors, two juniors, and
two sophomores.

Elections to these posts will

be held on the following Mon-
day.

"The official list of candidates

for student offices for 1959-1960
is as follows:

Senior Class

Senior Class—nominees for

President are Raymond Raffer-

ty, Ronald Dobies, and Victor

Richel. Nominated for vice-

president were Gilbert Hirscher,

Michael Marinak. Joseph Du-
Rocher, Lawrence Maucher, and
Robert Godwin.
Candidates for secretary are

Richard Wines, Richard Gerst-

ner, and Howard Silcox. Nom-
inees for senior class treasurer

are Michael Carozza, Charles

Ward, Terence Connell, and
Richard Walsh.
The follbwing students were

nominated fof Student Council
(ConUnued on Faff* •)

"Oh, these Monday mornings.'
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Peretti Makes Plans For

1960 Belle Air Yearbook
Plans for the 1060 Belle Air

are presently being formulated

by Thomas Peretti, newly ap-

pointed editor-in-chief.

Peretti, whose appointment
was announced by co-modera-
tors, Rev. Daniel P. Falvey,

O.S.A. librarian and Rev. Robert
M. Sullivan, O.S.A. , Dean of

Arts and Science, is optimistic

over future prospects of the
publication.

No stranger to the Belle Air,

Peretti has worked on the staff

this past year when he put to-

gether the junior section.

A native of Grand Rapids,
Michigan, he graduated from
Catholic Central High School
where he was active in school

publications. His activities at

Villanova have been extensive.

Class Committees
The former NFCCS regional

treasurer, he has served on
class blazer, steering, and prom
committees. An active member
of Delta Pi Mu Fraternity, the

K. of C, and I.C.G., he plans to

devote a large part of his time

to the Belle Air next year.

Peretti noted the difficulties

and complex problems encount-

ered in yearbook planning.

"It's not an easy job, but if

you have people with ideas and
the desire to work, half of your
problems are solved." He ex-

pressed his confidence in the

ability and spirit of the Class of

1960.

"With the cooperation and as-

sistance of the class, there is no
doubt that the 1960 Belle Air
will be of high quality.

Business Staff

For those who feel they have
no creative ability, but are in-

clined toward business or sell-

ing, the business staff would be

the proper outlet for their en-

ergies, he said. "This is a very
vital part of the Belle Air and
people who fit the description

are urged to join."

He reminded juniors that sen-

ior portraits for the 1960 Belle

Air are being taken the rest

)f this week and the next. He
stated that those who have
made appointments should real-

ize that they have an obligation

to appear at their scheduled
time. Failure to do so will cause

delay and may possibly result

in no picture being taken.

No pictures will be taken in

the fall and if a picture is to

appear in the 1960 Belle Air
it must be taken at this time,

he emphasized.
Portraits are being taken on

the second floor Dougherty
Hall, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Attire

for the picture, according to

Peretti, is dark coat, dark tie

and white shirt. No khaicis are

allowed and $1 deposit is re-

quested at the time of sitting.

Proofs will be mailed during the

summer to the student's home,
he said.

Hepburn Co. Wins Award

Midshipman 1/c Gerry Hepburn, left, with his date,

accepts award for being commander of Bravo Company, which
won the recent company competition in the NROTC battalion.

In center is Lt. Glllen, who worked with the unit recrea-

tion committee. Au'ard was made at the recent spring formal
dance.

Summit Parley Will Fail,

History Prof Declares

THOMAS PERETTI
New Editor

ROBERT PINTO
Outgoing Editor

Senior Officers Stymied;

Parting Festival A Puzzle
To part or not to part—and

if so, when and where—that is

the question facing the Class of

1959 following the first class

meeting of the second semester,
held last Thursday.

Confusion was the keynote of

the meeting. Which many ob-

servors believe to have come
about as a result of a VILLA-
NOVAN editorial and several

letters to the newspaper criti-

cizing the class officers a week
earlier.

The Parting Festival—annu-
ally one of the biggest and most
popular events in the senior

' realm—was the center of all the
controversy, a lively discussion

breaking out immediately after

Fathers' Day chairman Don
Kempf had neatly explained the
details of this Saturday's affair.

Clear Things Up
With class president Oz Scog-

na and festival chairman T.

Walker Lloyd alternately "clear-

ing up" what the other had said

(with contradictory state-
ments), the scant number of

students in attendance found
themselves in a turmoil.

"We want you to tell us

what to do," said Scogna. point-

ing out that the class had at

least three choices as to time

and location of its final function.

*'He announced that instructions

on how every member of the

class could cast a vote would
be posted on the class bulletin

board in Dougherty Hall.

As of this writing, however,
the possibility of such a vote

was still in doubt. Lloyd, a day-

hop Arts student from Chest-

nut Hill, told the VILLA-
NOVAN, "the vote was Oz's

idea—I don't think it's such a

good one."

Alternatives Offered

In a nutshell, the alternatives

offered the class at the meeting
were Fountainhead (near New
Hope, Pa.) on Saturday or Med-
ford Lakes, N. J., on Sunday.

In conjunction with the latter

choice, the class could also plan,

in the words of Lloyd, "a picnic

at an undisclosed spot in Fair-

mount Park." A minority group
also proposed that this "picnic"

serve as the whole Parting Fes-

tival.

Originally, Scogna reported,

the class had signed Fountain-

head for the affair, but it had
been sold from under them and
turned into a nightclub. He and
Lloyd disagreed as to the date

they were informed of the sale,

but both agreed that the site

was not as enticing now as it

was earlier. They said that

prices would be high and that

the class would be "cramped."
That would seem to make the

(Oontimied oo Pav« 7)

"The forthcoming Geneva
summit conference will be a
complete, and absolutely worth-
less failure."

Mark Sholofsky, of Villa-

nova's history department, bases
his opinion on the past history

of sunmiit conferences and Rus-
sia's constant refusal to bargain
with the West.

A graduate of Georgetown
University Foreig^n Service

School, and Saint Louis Univer-

sity, Sholofsky is currently
working on his Doctorate for

Diplomatic History at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania.

No Tangible Steps

Although he believes in agree-

ment with President Eisen-

hower that the conference will

produce no tangible steps in the

direction of world peace, Sholof-

sky realizes that attendence is

better than no attempt at all.

Russia has set a May 27 dead-

line for the western powers to

get out of Berlin. In recognition

of this threat, it is only logical

for the U. S. to make some at-

tempt towards peace.

In any case, according to

Sholofsky, the West has a solid-

ly united front in the problems

facing them. These issues in-

clude ending the cold war, dis-

armarment, (]rerman unity, and
the Berlin problem.

Towards Appeasement
Some people believe that

Great Britain is turning towards
appeasement to ward off any
trouble over Berlin. Sholofsky

•believes that Britain has a very

serious problem in the shadow
of a possible war with Russia.

"Britain wants out of her

problem through a more flex-

ible foreign policy, not through
appeasement. She will give con-

cessions to Russia, if in return,

Russia gives concessions which
will be acceptable to the West."

In other words, Britain will do
nothing without the full agree-

ment of her partners.

As for France and Glermany,

Sholofsky is hopeful that these

formerly bitter enemies are in

the strongest mutual agreement
since 1879. "France will back
West (jrermany in any position

and Adenauer's government will

not give in to any pressure on
the part of the Communists."

Stronger Policy

United States policy is some-

By RICHARD A. DELANEY
of the Villanovan Staff

what stronger than England's.

The U. S. wants free elections

for all of Germany while Eng-
land would settle for a confed-

eration of the two German
states in hopes that democracy,

along with Poland's seemingly

anti-Communist feelings, wou^d
eventually lead to a complete
withdrawal of Communist gov-

ernment in both Germany and
Poland. Sholofsky believes that

this argument is workable.

•j^S^^Wfwc^ v

MARK SHOLOFSKY ,

of The History Dept. ; ..

As to Russia's peaceful in-

tentions at Geneva. Sholofsky is

very pessimistic. "When dealing

with Russia you are simply in

the dark. As shown in the past,

Russia is for Russia and she

involves no morality at all when
seated at the peace table."

Sholofsky believes that the

only policy to be held In con-

nection with the U.S.S.R. is to

"arm to the point where you
can contain them."

Inspections Problem
Another sub.iert which will be

brought up at the summit con-

ference is the question of in-

spections. The United States is

in favor of any land or air in-

spection as long as Russia

agrees to a mutual inspection

of her territory.

According to Sholofsky, Rus-
sia's attitude towards inspection

Is that it is a form of spying.

Sholofsky agrees that it is ex-

actly that. He thinks the United

States should agree with this

and tell Russia she does agree.

Sholofsky believes that with

the cold war in the critical sit-

uation it is in. both sides should

be blunt with each other in

stating what they stand for.

Russia has recently proposed

a plan of land and air inspection

including territory from the

Ural Mountains in Russia to the

Atlantic Ocean.
Limited Insp<«tlon

Sholofsky said, "There is not

much sense to an inspection of

a limited area. In fact it is use-

less. Who knows what Russia

has in the line of long range

missies behind the Ural Moun-
tains? The plan is completely

senseless in that both the U. S.

and Russia could still maintain

agressive weapons deep in the

heart of their homelands."
Probably one of the first is-

sues to be discussed at the sum-
mit parley will be Russia's

refusal to allow U. S. planes to

fly over 10,000 feet in the cor-

ridor to Berlin. Sholofsky states

that there is nothing in the

Potsdam Agreement ruling out ;;

flights at any altitude.

"If we go down to 10,000 feet,

the U. S. S. R. will want us v

down to 5,000 feet and so on." •.;

Sholofsky does not think the ''{<

U. S. should give in to any Rus- '•'*.

sian demands on this subject.

What will happen at the

(jeneva talks, only time will tell.

However, most people are as-

suming a pessimistic attitude

and it is difficult to hope for

anything else, he concludes.

Rolls Elected To S.E.A.
James Rolls, junior education

major, has been elected vice-

president of the Student EducaT-

tion Association of Pennsylvan-
ia.

The election was held at the
Association's convention at Slip-

pery Rock State Teachers Col-

lege on April 23 and 24.

Rolls, attending Villanova on
a John McKee scholarship, is

presently the president of the

Villanova chapter of the SEA.
Edwin Shultz and Dr. George

Cressman, moderator of the as-

sociation, attended the conven-
tion along with Rolls.

*^r
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This Week
French Art Contest
The deadline for the French

Creative Art Contest in painting,

drawing, sculpturing, and writ-

ing, sponsored by the French

Club of Villanova, is May 11,

according to Frank Murtha,

president.

Any member of the student

body of a participating college

is eligible to win one of three

individual trophies and the

memorial trophy to be held for

one year by the school which

submits the winning entry.

Any object is acceptable as

long at it is an original creative

effort and deals with a French

theme, said Murtha.
The purpose of the contest is

to establish a greater degree of

harmony between the various

collegiate language clubs in the

Philadelphia area.

Entries should be submitted

to room 40 Mendel Hall.

Fr. Falvey Honored
Rev. Daniel P. Falvey, O.S.A.,

librarian at Villanova Univers-

ity, received an honorary degree

from St. Francis College at Lor-

etto, Pa., on Saturday, May 2nd.

Father Falvey was honored

during dedication ceremonies

for a new library at the Pennsyl-

vania school. The new struc-

ture is called the Pius XII li-

brary and IS one of the most
modern buildings of its kind in

this area.

The honorary degree of Doc-
tor of Library Science was
conferred upon Father Falvey

during morning ceremonies. The
Rev. Kevin R. Keelan, T.O.R.,

President of St. Francis, made
the presentation.

Father Falvey . has been in

charge of Villanova's library for

the past twenty years. It was
largely through his efforts that

Villanova built its own library

building ten years ago.

Father Falvey headed a fund

drive that helped raise money
for the structure which houses

about 200,000 volumes as well

as the university's literary and
art treasurers.

Given Fellowship
Dr. Ih-Sen Hsu of the Indus-

trial Administration Department

'las been selected to receive one

of the Case Institute of Tech-

ology fellowship, for the 1959

Economics-in-Action program.

The session begins on June

13 and ends July 11.

Hsu was selected from among
many college teachers who in-

dicated their interest in the pro-

gram. He will travel to Cleve-

land to participate in the pro-

gram.

WVIL-PaperDance
Tickets for the annual Villa-

novan-WVIL Dinner Dance will

go on sale this week. The affair

will be held at the Warwick Ho-

tel, 1701 Locust St., Philadel-

phia, on Saturday, May 16^ _
I'ickets are five dollars and

are available to all members of

both organizations.

Get WILDROOT

CREAM-OIL Charlie!

% 1 ..
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J. Paul SHEEDY,* Hair expert, says:

"Quack down on that messy hair with

Wildroot Cream-Oil."

•a/ 1.11 So Hmrrm Hill Hri. . Williamiwillf, N. Y.

Just a I it titbit-

of Wildroot

•nd...WOW!

Steel Executive Talk
Two executives from United

States Steel addressed Industri-

al Administration majors and
members of the Villanova Chap-

ter of the Society for Advance-

ment of Management, April 30.

H. Robert Nye and Warren R.

DeWalt, discussed forecasting

at U. S. Steel ; how the forecasts

are prepared, and how they are

used, and specific examples of

the application of forecasts to

specific management decisions.

Nye is manager of the market

economics section while DeWalt
is coordinator of market studies

for U. S. Steel Normal Volume
Program. The section over

which Nye is manager develops

the market forcasts which are

the basis for all U. S. Steel plan-

ning.

Grant To C.E. Dept.
A grant has been awarded the

Chemical Engineering Dept. by
the National Science Founda-
tion, announced Dr. Robert E.

White of that department.

The grant will support an un-

dergraduate research program

and will assist six students en-

gaged in actual research on the

program. Three of the students

will be assisted while working

on the project during the sum-

mer between their junior and

senior years. The other three

will receive assistance during

their senior year.

The project, under the direc-

tion of Dr. White, will investi-

gate the structure of fibrous

sheets, such as paper.

Chem. Dept. Meeting
Dr. G. N. Quam, chairman of

the chemistry department, re-

cently announced that members
of the department attended a

meeting of the Pennsylvania

Association of College Chemistry

Professors, held at the Uriiver-

aity of Scranton on April 24 and

25.

Dr. James Markham of Villa-

nova is a member of the Execu-

tive Board of the Association.

Dr. Kenneth O'DriscoU present-

ed a paper entitled 'The Physi-

cal Chemistry of Inflating Bal-

loons" at the April 25 session.

It was also announced that

Quam will attend the Corrosion

Inhibition Symposium being held

tomorrow at the Armour Re-

search Foundation in Chicago.

The Foundation is associated

with the Illinois Institute of

Technology.

Addresses Semper Fi

Last Thursday night, at John
Barry Hall, the Semper Fidelis

Society, in keeping with its

Marine officer indoctrination

program, heard Gunnery Ser-

geant Edward Mulcany, USMC,
speak on "Squad Tactics".

Two movies entiUed "The

Saga of the Franklin" and "The
Amphibious Marine" were also

viewed.

The Society's Quantico indoc-

trination program is being con-

thiued with weekly clasaea given

every Monday at 3:30 at Barry

Hall. Next Monday's class will

feature the preparation PLC's

should make for Quantico.

Fr. Rongione Elected
Rev. Louis A. Rongione,

O.S.A., Dean of the Graduate

and Part-Time Division at Villa-

nova University, has been elect-

ed to membership on the Com-
mittee for Graduate Study of

the National Catholic Educa-

tional Association.

The committee will review

policies and procedures common
to Catholic graduate schools and

prepare a program of discussion

for the fall meeting of the Cath-

olic graduate school deans which

wiU be held this year at VUla-

nova.

GET SATISF=VINC3 FLAVOR...

iendly to your taste

No fiat ""filtered-out''flavor

!

No drv ^smoked-out''taste !

See how
Fbll Mall's

famous length

of fine tobacco

travels and

gentles the smoke
—mokes it nnild —
but does not

filter out that

eotisfying flavor!

MERS^ WMV SMOKB ^TRAVSLSOT -mROUGH FINB

1\bu««»MIMaib1bmouslw<gH«ar Q Mi

Outstanding'- and they are MxIdL !
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Chance To Vote
We hope students will take the class office

and student council elections seriously today.
But we fear that all too few of them will.

The VILLANOVAN agreed to publish pic-

.
tures and biographies of leading candidates with-
out charge. Few of the candidates even bothered
to submit the necessary information.

We hope this attitude of indifference is not
also typical of the voting undergraduates. Commit-
tee Chairman John P. Kelley fears a great number
of students will simply ignore the elections.

Earlier this semester the council voted down
a motion to bring a polling place to the vicinity of
the Commerce and Finance building. The idea was
intended to make it easier for business students to
cast their ballots.

'
' The C and F division can demonstrate its in-

terest today, as can the other divisions, in Alumni
Hall.

The running of class affairs, including the
senior weekend and parting festival, and Junior
Week, IS the responsibility of officers elected today.

Its too late to "belly ache" after the event is
over, when the deed, good or evil, has been done.
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Top Junior Week
•Chalk up Junior Week 1959 as the most re-

warding social function at Villanova in recent
years. It stands as an imposing monument to a class
spirit v^ich will be hard to match in years to come.

There was Mothers Day. Few juniors were
surprised when the rains came on this annually
damp day. But we venture to say that every mom
went home keenly satisfied.

The Prom decorations were inspiring, with
two gigantic chandeliers glistening overhead. The
brandy snifter favors were novel and Warren Cov-
ington was never better.

: The juniors were not beset by the Dinner
Dance problems which terrorized the seniors a few
weeks earlier. They had a sell-out crowd and none
of the catalytic food which dismayed so many
seniors. \

.-: ;;.:..:'-: -v-'v v-' .:[_ ,r

With a few extra parties and picnics thrown
in, along with a muff day the juniors finally won,
we can hope the following classes take up the pat-
tern. Because Junior Week '59 was not only an ex-
ample of carefree enjoyment—the juniors conduct-
ed themselves like gentlemen for the duration.
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Fr. Donnellon's Letter
To all the Students of the Uni-
ver»lt.v:

You have been notified that
the Trustees of the Univer-
sity have authorized certain
changes in the schedule of tu-
ition to become effective for
the academic year of 1959-60.

I want each of you to know
how very deeply I regret the
necessity for this change in

our tuition rates. I fully realize

the financial burden that this

places both upon yourself and
your parents. I do hope, how-
ever, that you will try to un-
derstand our position in this

matter.

You are aware of the physi-
cal changes taking place on
our campus. New buildings
have been erected and we will

soon slart construction on our
New Science Building. This
Building alone will cost ap-

proximately $3,500,000.00. We
desperately need this building
if we are to provide the proper
facilities to equip you to meet
the challenge of the future.

I am sure also that you are
aware of the dire need for in-

creases in our faculty salaries.

We sincerely want you to have
the best teachers that we can
provide. Only by paying ade-
quate salaries can we obtain
and retain teachers capable of
affording you the highest level

of instruction.

Over the oast ten years our
financial obligations have more
than doubled. We have en-
deavored to remedy this criti-

cal situation by seeking new
income from all appropriate
sources. We are encouraged by
the upward trend in gifts,

grants, and bequests from
alumni, friends, corporations.

and foundations. The addition-

al income which will be rea-

lized from the new student fees

will serve effectively to move
faculty salaries upwards and
thereby quicken our pace to-

ward the goal of even higher
academic excellence. It should
be clearly recognized that the
new fees will not increase ap-
preciably that portion of the

educational costs borne by the
students and his parents. It is

part of our tradition that no
student pays nearly the full

cost of his education, and it is

not likely that any ever will.

We ask for your sympathet-
ic underatanding of our prob-
lems. May the good Lord
shower His blessings upon all

of you.

Very sincerely.

Rev. James A. Donnellon,
O.S.A.

President

Letters:

To the Editor:
I would like to make public

what I hope is a bit of construc-
tive criticism. Bill McManus*

,
comments notwithstanding. Turf
•n* Tinsel's production of "Piper
Heidsieck' "98" was a boring
show.

Its major fault was its ridicu-
lous length. The quality of the
material certainly did not war-
rant a three hour show, let alone
a first act of 90 minutes duration.

Another glaring faux pas on
the part of the show's director
was the belaboring of the license
of expression. As do many ama-
teur(ish) companies, T 'n T
made profligate and sometimes
distasteful use of "hell" and
"damn." On those few occasions
when these words evoked right-
ful belly laughs from the aud-
ience more often than not were
uttered in situations which did
not caill for them. It was simply
a case of belaboring the point.

It is sincerely hoped that in

the future, Turf 'n' Tinsel strives
more for quality than for length
of performance, and that its

directors be a bit more Judicious
in exercising their directional
prerogative.

B. Atkinn
Junior Arts

To the Editor:

. .Mr. Owen Klein, the obvious-
ly proud owner of a black tux-
edo, seems to be advocating
the wearing of black until May
22, since he said black would
be appropriate for another
month.

I do, however, feel sorry for
those 21-year-old seniors who
need to be told how to dress
for a prom.

Gerry Hepburn
Senior Engineer

PESTBRITY

Purple, yellow, green and red
swirled amidst the black and

plaid,

Gaiety and laughter reigned, a
fine time to be had.

Although not new, these
hallowed walls,

Have confined the joys of many
grand balls.

Here sits a bard with pencil
racing

;

The efforts of his fellow men
disgracing.

No time to dance this dedicated
duce.

For multitude of complaints he
must produce.

"His partner stranded on the
floor alone."

Whilst he sped away to pick a
bone.

Harry F. Devlin, Jr.

To the Editor:
It is time for a "better late

than never" letter of con-
gratulations to the chairman
and members of the senior
Dinner Dance Committee. This
group obtained the largest and
most appropriate ballroom
available for the occasion and
brought it to life with the
most pleasant decorations ever
to appear at a function of this
type at Villanova.
Paul Judge again came

through with his solid orches-
trations to which everyone
who wished could dance on a
floor large enough to accom-
modate the greatest attend-
ance at such an affair in our
history.

Unfortunately, some had a
legitimate complaint (a physi-
ological difficulty) but this was
a peculiar, unexpected situa-
tion.

As for the other "sour
grapes." from those who would
define dogmatically social pro-
tocol, condemn ballroom at-
mosphere, etc., I can only say
that the Class of 1959 has
been spoiled by the lavish
events of their socially gigan-
tic Junior Year, and had their
feelings hurt by a ballroom
that lacked a golden staircase
covered with rugs three inches
thick.

Bob Wagner,
Senior Electrical Engineer

•
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Follout

Pasternak, Move Over
By JIM McATEER

I never realized all the work involved in writing a novel.

For years I have looked on them as sort of Acts of God, like

typhoons, attacks by pirates, and mutiny on the high seas. But

this year, for no special reason, I made a New Year's resolution

to write The Great American Novel that everyone always talks

about; you know, one reeking of murder and romance. It shpuld

have sold.

In an old filing cabinet are some literary gems composed in

the halcyon days of -my youth. I decided to dig them out and
see what earth-shattering ideas they contained. The first page
read *

TWAS ONCE IN MAY
"The crowd in the Moulin Rouge gasped in disbelief as Tony

Hawkins burst drunkenly through the door and made for the

corner table where Sharon Wills was sitting with her brother

Geoffrey and her manager, Nunally Splown and . .
."

Here the story took an interesting turn. It began again:

"... the crowd in the Moulin Rouge chattered on in blissful

ignorance as Tony Hawkins slipped in at the door and whispered

to the headwaiter, 'Any famous people here tonight?'

"The headwaiter, after Tony bribed him sufliciently, turned

his head toward a corner table where Sharon Wills was sitting

with her brother Geoffrey and her manager Nunally Splown.

"Genteely he murmured, 'We
have only famous people here

tonight'
"

This second version was bet-

ter, I thought, and turned to

the next page to revel in this

promise of lasting fame. The
promise was never fulfilled.

'TWAS ONCE IN MAY ended

^^^ right there. But the next page
" » looked even more promising:

XOCHITL AND THE STARBEAST
"With here brother Geoffrey and her manager Nunally

Splown forming an adoring entourage, Sharon Wills swept into

the hotel lobby, only to bump into Tony Hawkins. Tony made a

bow of apology.

"Sharon smiled and ran her hand alonj; his cheek and into

his hair, jabbing him behind the ear with her fingernail. She

sighed, 'Tony, you poor, poor ignoramus.'

"

I decided to very quietly commit hari-kari. The story will

never be written, because I always get stuck with the same
characters.

Take Tony. He is a lean dark reporter who supports an
old aunt in Wisconsin. He slouches around Broadway in a trench

coat and no hat, killing himself with cigarettes.

He gets a bad name from Sharon Wills, whose father is rich

and lives in Bryn Mawr. Sharon wears slacks, is very beautiful,

and will probably fall madly in love with Tony some day, only

I never get that far.

Geoffrey, her brother, is an architect who is ultra-Ivy League
in every respect. He feels sorry for Tony. I don't know what
Geoflfrey is doing in the story at all.

Nunally Splown I'm not too sure of, although he's been
around for years. I have an idea he may be Ukrainian. I do
know for sure that he was once married to a girl named Cynthia,
who was drowned. Somewhere around page 10, I think he may
tell Sharon, "When Cynthia fell into the sea, she fell with my
heart in her hands. Always was a little clumsy, was Cynthia."

Oh, well. I went on to the next page, hoping to find some
improvement, and my fondest hopes were realized. An entirely

new cast appeared in the very first sentence:

I CAN BUT DREAM
"Wendy Harris was weeping over Joe. Even Phaedeaux, her

neurotic Pekingese, seemed to sense that Wendy was heart-

broken. Wendy herself realized that she simply had to get out

of the house and forget Jed.

"Just then, the telephone rang. Wendy jumped for it, up-

setting a bottle of hand lotion all over Phaedeaux.
" 'Hello, darling,' said the voice at the other end. 'This is

Sharon Wills. I'm in town for a week with Geoffrey and Nimally
Splown, and of course, stupid Tony Hawkins is here, too, and . .

.' "

I think I should get out and meet more interesting people.

Edition Tops Marathon Record
The editorial quartet of Tom

Wolf, Ford Prime, Willy WU-
liams and Jim Murray set a new
record while putting out the re-

cent Junior Week edition of the

VILLANOVAN. They spent ex-

actly 66 hours writing, rewrit-

ing, pasting, and rewriting some
more, in composing the special

issue.

The previous record was held

by this year's staff: O'Rouike,

Goldschmidt, Curtin and Com-
pany, who saw 52 hourg and
30 minutes elapse before the
first copy rolled off the presses.

This year's marathon began
on the afternoon of Wednesday,
April 22, and ended in the small
hours of Saturday. April 25.

The previous record holders

readily conceded the victory, and
even admitted that this year's

edition was one of the best.

Spetrituallsin:

Macklin Playlet

Aired At Harcum
By BILL SPEERS

Tony Macklin, Villanova jun-

ior English major, will have his

original one-act play—"First

Affair"—produced next Thurday
evening. May 14, at Harcum
Junior College. Featured in the

two-character playlet will be

Villanova's Jack Dagney, also a

junior English major, as the

boy aftd Sylvia Loewen, of Har-
cum, as the girl.

The story revolves around the

chan-ce meeting of two young,

lost and lonely people in a nearly

deserted, mid-city bus terminal

and the discoveries they make
about each other. Macklin, who
is also a member of the VILLA-
NOVAN sports staff, said that

the theme for "Affair" was sug-

gested by the new record album
by Johnny Mathis—"Open Fire-

Two Guiters." The Mathis

album incidentally, is heard
throughout the entire play.

We traveled down to Harcum
the other day and sat in on one

of the play's rehearsals. The
show was run through flawlessly

with Miss Loewen and Dagney
portraying their roles as if there

wasn't another soul in the room.

The playlet's intimacy is obvi-

ous enhanced by a happy com-
bination of a minimum of char-

acters and a maximum of clever,

articulate dialogue.

The small group of onlookers

seemed to enjoy it. "Affair's"

director, Mrs. Elizabeth Ulhrich,

who has nothing but super-

latives for Macklin—well, maybe
a few comparatives — was very

pleased with the enactment; in

fact, the only one who doesn't

enjoy the rehersals is Macklin

himself. All the while the show's

being rehearsed, Tony nervously

paces the exterior of the build-

ing, not unlike the young father

awaiting the arrival of his first

offspring.

He's written a dam good play,

though. So if you haven't any-

thing special planned for the

evening of May 14, stop down at

Harcum (located at Montgomery
and Morris Avenues in Bryn
Mawr). There's no charge for

admission. You'll witness some-
thing that is rarely turned out

by the Villanova student body
—creative writing at its best.

All Losers Please Note:
Old Campaigner Speaks Up

By PETER F. ALLARD
These friendly words of fraternal advice are intended for all

you losers in today's elections. By remembering these few basic

rules and highly devious methods you too can become a campus
politician instead of being a frustrated office-seeker. For con-

venience sake, we list problems and solutions in the order in

which they will be encountered:

Nominations. Any fool can nominate you except yourself.

The main thing here is to move that nominations be closed as
soon as your nomination is carried.

Plan Ahead
Bribe several students to come to the nominations as your

supporters; train them to disperse themselves among the crowd
and make enough discreet noises to carry both your nomination

and, immediately afterwards, the motion to close nominations.

Speeches. You will have to make, in English, an appropriate

acceptance speech. You will also find that many speaking situa-

tions arise during the campaign.

Always start with first things first; tell the audience how
wonderful you are, casually enumerating the myriad activities to

which you belong. Beware of people who ask how you could hold

an office on top of all these activities and still be able to do all

your jobs well.

Win Friends

Then tell the class how wonderful they are. This makes
everybody part of the club. The usual routine is to tell them
they're great, but they need unity, and you can provide that

unity. (The word "unity" is really value-loaded near election time.

Use it often).

Campaigning. No campaign is complete without those little

cards telling everyone to vote for you. Your political machine
must be equipped with at least 1000 cards per campaigner. Then
card carriers infiltrate the campus, foisting the cards off on
people. Insist that voters clip the cards on their pockets, pledge

their support (whatever that is), and shake your hand.

Students accumulate many of these cards, since the only way
to get rid of a campaigner is to take the cursed card, "yes" him
to death, and send him on his way.

You might send trash cans around to pick up this waste
paper in your name. It would create good will, but informed
sources doubt that there are enough cans for the job.

Influence People
Have plenty of signs with the Katzenjammer Kids, Pogo,

Little Orphan Annie, Peanuts, Joe Palooka, and the Piel Bros.,

telling the world to vote for you. Place a large sign or small
dirigible on the lawn beside the classroom annex, suitably lettered:
Think Big.

Election Day. Mill around in front of Alumni Gym shaking
more hands and demanding that all vote for the candidate of
their choice, as long as he's you. This is the time for unusual
persistence, wild promises, and absolutely no clear thinking. In
plain words, pull out all stops and break heads if you must, but
get that vote.

Things To Do
Make a show of asking those who have voted to tell you

their choice, so that an unofficial score may be kept. Post fake

results of the election's progress listing you as a landslide win-

ner. Let everyone's desire to be identified with success do the rest.

General Notes. Cut as many classes as you can. Spend money

:

other people's money. Spread rumors that the opposition is tear-

ing down all your signs. Avoid facing any concrete facts or pos
sible issues (This last problem is rarely encountered. Real issues

might instigate real thought).

Just one more thing—'be a good loser!

Club President On Astronomy At V. U.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Here begins

the first of a series of three

articles by the President of Villa-

nova's Astronomy Club. In sub-

sequent articles, the author toill

discuss the operation and value

of the club.

The recent launchings of

satellites and the dawn of the

space age have triggered a new
interest in things celestial,

which seems to have spread to

the Villanova campus.

Last January, the administra-

tion decided to reinstate an as-

tronomy course which has not

been taught here for forty years.

They were able to institute the

course because an observatory

was already in existence and a

man qualified to teach the

course was already a member
of the faculty; Father Edward
F. Jenkins, O.S.A. of tiie Chem-
ivtry Department.
The existing facilities are

chiefly due to the spare-time

labor of Father, and many in-

terested students who have
worked over the years so that

Villanova might have an observ-

atory.

By RICHARD L. BUSENKELL
In the summer of 1951, the

administration decided to raze

the tower that then occupied

the present position of the dome
on Mendel Hall. Father realized

that the vacated position would
be an excellent site for an ob-

servatory and work atop Mendel
Hall began.

By the summer of 1953 the

observatory had been erected

and an eight-inch reflector tele-

scope completed. Since the cost

of a professionally built dome
would have been prohibitive.

Father Jenkins concluded that

an aluminum silo dome, strong

and inexpensive would be a
more-than-adequate substitute.

The results proved entirely sat-

isfactory and by the summer of

1954 the observatory was insul-

ated and entirely completed.

The Astronomy Club was for-

mally instituted in October,

1956, when the Dean of Student
Activities, Father George Mc-
Laughlin, O.S.A. approved the
club's constitution. Prior to

that it had existed on an in-

formal basis

Presently, the club has a paid

membership of about twenty-
five, and is open to all students.

Biweekly discussion meetings
are held, occasionally accompan-
ied by movies or slides. Mem-
bers and students are free to

visit the observatory at their

leisure. The recent acquisition

of a powerful Unitron six-inch

reflecting telescope has greatly
increased the possibilities of cel-

estial investigation for interests

ed students.

An informal opening of the
observatory with its new tele-

scope was held last night.

Astronomy club members, the
astronomy class, and interested

alumni were all present. A for-

mal opening will take place in

the fall, at which admission will

be open to all.

• When m taflor in a naval

swimming class refused to dive from
a 15-foot platform, the instructor

asked scornfully. **What would you
do if you were that high on a sink-

ing ship?**

"Sir,** replied the boot, "I'd wah
for it to sink about ten feet more.**

Catholic Digest—January

M

n
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Campus Debate Club Being
Heard Throughout East
The Beta Gamma Debating

Society is being heard by lead-
ing universities throughout the
country. It is time it was heard
on this campus.

A Villanova debating team
composed of Joe Liggera, Gene
D'Quilla, Frank Murtha, and
Joe Remy, traveled to Rutgers
of South Jersey on April 18,
and turned in a undefeated slate

while walking off with the first

place trophy.

Debating the resolution that
"the further development of
nuclear weapons should be pro-
hibited 'by international agree-
ment," the Wildcats emerged
victorious in a field that included
13 schools from the Eastern
United States.

Plaque To Murtha
: Among Villanova's victims
Were Temple, last year's winner,
and the University of Pennsyl-
vania, the second place team.
In addition. Beta Gamma's vice-

president - elect Murtha, was
awarded a plaque for turning
in the ninth best individual per-
formance.

This outstanding showing also
promises a bright future for
Beta Gamma, since Murtha is

only a junior, Remy is a soph-
omore, and both Liggera and
D'Quilla are freshmen.

Under the leadership of this

year's president Jim Corey, it

has evolved into a smooth run-
ning and efficient organization.
This year's efforts have been re-

warded with fine showings in

varsity tournaments and victor-
ies in the majority of local in-

ter-collegiate debates.

It might surprise some of the
readers to learn of the various
class leaders with debating
background.

By JAMES MURRAY
First, Jim Corey, club presi-

dent, considers the debate club
his primary and most reward-
ing activity. Jim is an active
member of the Villanova Sing-
ers, WVIL Staff, NROTC, Intra-
mural Committee, and other
activities. He directly attrib-

utes his success in other activi-

ties to the debate society.

Next, Oz Scogna, senior class

president, learned to say the
right thing at the right time in

just the right way, having been
trained in the art of rhetoric

in the Beta Gamma Debating
Society, he is the present secre-

tary of the society. Enough
said as to the caliber of the so-

ciety members.

Under the coaching of Rich-
ard McDonough of the speech
department, this club has at-
tained a polished skill ajid deep
respect in debating circles

throughout the eastern sea-
board.

Costa President-Elect
Dom Costa, junior arts stu-

dent, was elected president of
the society by a landslide margin
on April 19. Costa has been a
member of the society for three
years and last year served on
the executive council as treas-
urer.

Others elected as officers of
the club were Frank Murtha,
vice-president ; Tom Pfeiffer, sec-

retary; Jim Murray, treasurer;
and Joe Remy, student council
representative.

Ethel Can Belt Out Lyrics
But Who Understands 'Em?

By JIM TURNER
"Leading woman of Musical > which only lost $100,000. Thia

Comedy! Miss Broadway! Great was my first Merman show, and

.

#;'•

Joe Remy, Frank Martha, Joseph Liggera, Gene D'Aquila
shown with rewards of their efforts at Rutgers Debating
Tournament The team took first phice.

Elections Now In Progress
representative: day-hop Engine-
ers, Thomas LoCasale and John
King. For resident Engineers,
Neil D r i s 1 a n e and William
Smith.

Arts & Science day-hop rep-
resentative, Denis Cardone, J.
Lincoln Hallowell, and Donald
McCoy. For Arts and Science
resident representative, Ken-
neth Kraemer and John Willi-
ams have been nominated.
The Commerce and Finance

nominees for day-hop repre-
sentatives are John Herberer
and Joseph Dorsey. Nominees
for C & F resident representa-

tive are John Mulcahy and
Steven Carton.

Candidates for alumni repre-
sentative are Roderick 0'Cr)n-
nor, Sheldon Pollock, Stephen
Mahle, William Barron, Walter
France, John McGinley, and
William McManus.

Junior Class
Junior Class—^Nominees for

president are Robert Scalia, and
Timothy McNamar. Nominated
for vice-president are James
Rhodes, and Lawrence Bath-
gate.

Candidates for secretary are
Michael Clement, Nicholas Cas-
setta, and William Bufford.
Nominees for' class treasurer
are Cornelius Vaughey and John
Livesey.

The following are nominated
for Student Council representa-
tive: Arts A Science day-hop,
Pftul O'Rourke, Robert Red-

(ConUnued from Paere 1)

mond, and Thomas Chambers. I

^^'

For Arts & Science resident rep-
resentative, John Volpe and
Robert DeLisa. ; , -. .

Day-hop Engineering repre-
sentative nominees are Paul
Crawford, John Wojciechowicz,
and George Kelvin. Resident
Engineer representative nom-
inees are Harry Mitchell, Fran-
cis Contey, and Brian Scully.

C & F day-hop nominees are
James Hooker and Richard
Keane. John Fitzgerald, John
Valva, and Francis McNally are
C & F nominees for resident
representative.

Sophomore Class
Sophomore Class—nominees

for president are Robert Callan,
Thomas Wall, Dominick Min-
erva, and Anthony Bateman.
Candidates for vice-president
are Walter McDonald, George
Kelly, and Ralph Lanciano.

Nominees for secretary in-

clude Rajrmond Renza, David
Muir, Anthony Latorre, and
Donald Gilbert Candidates for
Treasurer are Edward Catier,

John Riley, Richard Corsini,

and Richard Thomas.

The following freshmen have
been nominated for Student
Council representative: Day-
hop, Robert Collins, Robert Ben-
son, EMward Graham, William
Doyle, and Michael Kane.

Resident representative nom-
inees are Peter Kelly, Donald
Reed, Richard Bledjeski, Leon-
ard Camaghi, and Michael Pas-

Aikmen Lectures

On Sales To SAM
Walter Aikmen of Arthur D.

Little, Inc., research consult-
ants, spoke before the Villanova
chapter of the Society for tl^e

Advancement of Management on
April 15.

Speaking on "Incentive Sales
Compensation," Aikmen con-
tended that "there are certain

aspects of a job which you can-
not get done without offering

special rewards."

He said that before a company
sets up a sales incentive pro-
gram, it should perform a study
to determine if such a program
is actually needed and if a pro-
gram can be established that
,will measure a salesman's per-

formance objectively.

Aikmen further emphasized
the need for job descriptions, no
matter what type of sales de-
partment a company may have.
He added that the salesman iniio

is on an incentive program
should be able to control the
factors upon which his perform-
ance is being measured.

Earlier in the meeting, Tom
Brady, chairman of the elections

committee, announced election

results.

The following are the officers
for the 1959-1960 academic
year: Tom McHale, president;
Dave Hayes, vice-president;
Jack Heffeman, treasurer; Mark
Evans, secretary; Tom Brown,
student council representative;
and Edward Whalen, publicity
director.

talent!" ... Oh?
Several weeks ago, Ethel Mer-

man opened in Philadelphia in
her latest musical, "Gypsy," in
which she plays the ihother of
Gypsy Rose Lee. I cannot un-
derstand why Gypsy Rose Lee,
a strip-teaser, was chosen to be
eulogized in the American
theater, but that is not the
point of this article.

Reviews in Variety
The point is that Miss Mer-

man scored really great reviews
both in the local papers and in
"Variety," the trade paper of
the theater . . . Why ? The show
is not that good.

Besides having seen "Gypsy,"
it was my austere privilege to
have seen Miss Merman's last
smash hit, "Happy Hunting,"

Chem Engineers

Win Top Awards
Joseph J. Krackler and Joseph

D. Bizzeno received first and
second awards, respectively, for
papers delivered to the Mid-At-
lantic Region Student Chapters
of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers. The papers
were delivered at the Tenth An-
nual Conclave, held in Charlot-
tesville, Va., on April 17 and 18.

Krackler's paper, which re-
ceived the $100. First prize, was
entitled "Condensate Behavior
in a Rotary Drum". Bizzeno re-
ceived $25 for his paper entitled
"Bimensional Stabilization of
Wood with High Polymer Solu-
tions".

Sixteen member schools par-
ticipated in the conclave, which
will be held next year at Villa-
nova. Other schools participat-
ing include Bucknell Univ., Car-
negie Institute of Technology,
Catholic University, Drexel In-
stitute, Lehigh University, Johns
Hopkins University, Penn State,
Princeton Univ., Univ. of Dela-
ware, Univ. of Maryland, Univ.
of Pennsylvania, Univ. of Pitts-
burgh, Univ. of Virginia, Univ.
of West Va., and Virginia Poly-
technic Institute.

L could hardly wait. The seats
^ere not the best in the house,
ijut were in the first balcony.
That didn't matter . . . "You can
liear Ethel anywhere in the
aouse—^just wait until she belts
jut those songs."

I waited aijd waited. She
belted them out, but I could not
understand the lyrics. Here
again, she and the show got
rave reviews, and this too was
an inferior show.

I seems that the. name Ethel
Merman is synonymous
with greatness to those hi the
entertainment world. You can
not say anything bad about her
or the show she is in—it just
isn't done.

Miss Merman is living off a
reputation made years ago in
such hits as "Du Barry Was A
Lady," "Panama Hattie," and
"Annie Get Your Gun." The
press should review her on her
performances of today, and not
allow her to bask in her past
glory.

I do not deny that Miss Mer-
man has a loud voice, or that
she can sing at the top of her
voice, but this voice has no at-
tractive quality. Her acting
ability also leaves much to be
desired, since she cannot convey
any impression of genuine feel-
ing or emotion. Perhaps she has
hidden talents for the press, and
until one is a professional news-
paper reviewer, he cannot ap-
preciate her talents.

The Merman m)rth has long
needed exploding. All that has
prevented this is reviewers' fear
of appearing out of style, or
ignorant of theater ways. Do
you think I am kidding about
this fear? Then just think: how
many people have you heard of
that did not like "My Fair
Lady?"

**Why should a slow-poke burn me up?"

IVlien you're driving:,
SrOUr attitude can kill! When the stupidity

or carelessness of other drivers makes you fume, watch

yourself! If you let your anger take control of your car, you
can literally kill or be killed yourself! Nearly 37,000 people

died in traffic accidents last year. Many were victims of good

drivers who for one fatal moment allowed their emotions

to boil over. Check your boiling point and stay a safe driver.

I

I

:

Chip Off The Old Bloc
BY WILLIE AND I

We were having union trouble over at the cupcake fac-

tory, so I took Wednesday morning off to look up my friend
Willie. There are times when I like to come back to Villa-

nova just to sit in the Pie Shoppe and talk.

To say that Willie thinks for himself is an understate-
ment. He's the type who smokes a filter cigarette and
lights it at either end.

Well, this day I found him at a comer table, and he
was doing some especially heavy thinking. Election day
had arrived, and he was carefully determining which candi-
dates should receive the honor of his vote. To celebrate this

day, Willie had adopted the motto: "If thinking were free,

maybe more people would try it."

Singular Opinion

It seemed to be Willie's singular oi^nion that on elec-

tion day thinking was not free. Now, you must realize I'm
just an objective outsider, and don't know about such things.

But Willie seemed particularly annoyed by what he called

"the herd vote."

As he explained it to me, the polls were repeatedly

clogged by piles of co-interested voters. He complained that

the aeronautical engineers always voted as a bloc, as did

the cellophane-baggers (of PTC fame), and the members of

the supposedly defunct orientation committee. From Willie's

caustic tone I could only assume that he resented those
"unthinking" ballot markers.

Actually, I didn't realize how much he had worked him-
self up until his explosion. Crashing out of his moody, if

philosophic shell, he leaped onto the table. As he calls for
the Pie Shoppe's attention, he was a man aflame. A glow
of confidence enveloped him from his paisly beret to his
madras sweat socks, and he spoke without inhibition:

From Under tlie Rocks
"I will not tolerate it. You people come out from

under your rocks once a year to vote the way your sheep
dog herds you to vote. Gentlemen, need I remind you that
it's what's up front that counts. As men of America you
must take pleasure when and where you can, and on this day
that means voting for whom you think is best. I can't tell

you who to vote for, I'm not a political analyst, but would
you believe it, I have a cold."

He sat down amid a barrage of soggy tea bags. Bui
my fears af a May-Day demonstration were eased when a
smiling Willie turned and said, "See what happens now."

And within five minutes the Pie Shoppe was empty,
except for Willie and I and three hundred and forty-two
used tea bags. Everybody else had gone to Alumni Hall tl
vote ... for Willie.

It's a funny thing, too, and I'd never tell Willie this,
but as they marched out, they looked an awful lot like a
herd.

Annual Visit

ofACES Next

Tuesday P.M.
Six local industrial executives

will be panelists at the annual

visit of the ACES to Villanova

next Tuesday.
The executives will speak at

a panel discussion on various

phases of business activity after

attending a banquet in Dough-
erty Hall at 6.30 p. m.

The panel discussion will get

underway at 7.30 according to

The Rev. Joseph C. Bartley,

O.S.A., dean of Commerce and
Finance.

Prominent Panelists

The local executives are:

William P. Drake, president

of the Pennsalt Chemicals Co.,

representing the chemicals in-

dustry;
Charles L. Huston, Jr., presi-

dent of the Lukens Steel Co.,

representing the manufacturing

industry

;

W. Thatcher Longstreth, part-

ner in the firm of Aitkin-Kynett

and former unsuccessful Re-

publican candidate for mayor of

Philadelphia, representing the

advertising profession;

Charles H. Hoeflich, vice pres-

ident of the Philadelphia Nation-

al Bank, representing the bank-

ing field;

John H. McClatchy, president

of the building firm of John H.

McClatchy Co., representing

small business;

Richard C. Bond, president of

John Wanamaker's department

stores and a leader in local

charity drives, representing the

retail industry.

Here Last Year
This will be the second ap-

pearance on campus for the

ACE^S (American for the Com-
petitive Enterprise System).

Fordham Jesuit Celebrates

Byzantine Rite Liturgy
(ConUnued from Pace 1)

aent to Russia. Russia was con-i sian communities in America and

verted principally by these mis- 1 also to bring to Americans a

sionaries, and thus adopted the! correct understanding of the

Byzantine Rite.

The Russian Mass, called the

Liturgy, although the same in

nature and outline as the Latin
Mass, differs in many external

ceremonies. The entire Mass is

sung in Church Slavonic
language.

Same As Roman
The order of the Liturgy is

the same as the Roman Mass,

except that the Credo comes
right after the Oifertory. The
altar is cubical, and is covered

with the antimension or linen

cloth with relics in it. This re-

places the altar stone d the

Roman Rite.

The custom of receiving Holy
Communion under both species

has been maintained by the

Byzantine Rite. The consecrated

particles of bread are mingled
with the Precious Blood and ad-

ministered to the communicants
with a spoon. Holy Communicm
is received standing.

Father Mohrbacher, the cele-

brant of tomorrow's Liturgy,

Rras bom in JMIniieaota and stud-

ied for the priesthood in Illinois

before entering the Pontiilcal

Russian College in Rome.
Works With Refugees

He was ordained in the Byzan-

tine Rite in Rome in 1957, and

has worked with Soviet refugees.

Elecently, he made an extensive

study of Russian atheistic pro-

paganda and methods. He was
assigned to the Russian Center

at Fordham in 1957.

The Russian Center is an or-|

ganisation of Jesuit priests

oxtlained in the Byzantine Rite.

The main function of the Cen-

ter is to work with exiled Rus-

Russian people and.tbeir Church.

The Very Rev. James A. Don-
nellon, O.S.A., president of Villa-

nova, has announced that a lec-

ture on the Mass wiU be present-

ed this evening at 7:30 in the

Field House.
Open to Pnbile

Both the Mass and lecture are

open to the public, and it is

hoped th^t parents are invited.

Sr. Festival
(Ckmtinued from Pag« 2)

Sunday date at Medford Lakes

the more advisable, but several

resident students immediately

protested, pointing out that

their parents would be arriving

Sunday for graduation. Besides,

thev said, Baccalaureate Mass
is Sunday.

Parents Do Come
"A lot of parents do come

down that weekend," said Scog-

na, a Philadelphia Accounting

maior. "I want to do what's

best for the r e s i d e n t s," said

Lloyd.

In regard to the Fairmount
Park plan, Lloyd said he could

make arrangements with park

guards to allow the picnic, and
said that even "two or three

dixieland bands could be brought

along."

Another alternative, not dis-

cussed in the meeting but men-
tioned often in the past few
days, would be to hold the affair

on Friday, as was done last

year because of the IC4A track

meet at Villanova. Lloyd is now
in favor of that date, he told

the VILLANOVAN.

Do You Think for Yourself? (^'^Ji^^i'^^'')
1. Which would you consider more essential

to a happy marriage: (A) the mates'
similarity in ages and backgrounds, or
(B) their intelligence and adaptability?

2. Which of these two famous men would
you most prefer to be like: (A) King
Midas, or (B) Ludwig van Beethoven?

3. If neither party's candidate in an ;

election was satisfactory to you,
would you (A) not vote, or (B) vote
for the "lesser of two evils"?

4. If your performance in a group effort

was being unjustly criticized, would
you (A) settle the score directly with
your critic, or (B) ignore it and let

the group decide its merits?

D-D

D -n

A^I^-^i^Uj-

6. Do you believe that the meeting with
your future mate is primarily a matter
of (A) geography, or (B) late?

6. If you were to come unexpectedly into

a sizable sum of money/ would you (A)
bank or invest it and spend only the
income, or (B) take a year off to
travel around the world?

7. Do you think the sa^g "It never
rains, but it pours" is (A) generally

untrue, or (B) invariably true?

8. Would you rather invest money in:

(A) great art, or (B) diamonds?

a-D

D-D
9. Are you influenced more in your

choice of filter cigarette bv
(A) your own taste and judgment,
or (B) friendly advice?

a

^*™^ J

y^tt^^

>^

Next time you light up, take a moment to

think about what you really want in your

filter cigarette. Most men and women who
think for themselves choose VICEROY . .

.

for the very sound reason that it's the one

cigarette with a thinking man's filter and a
smoking man's taste.

*// y<M checked (B) on three oui of the first

four qtieetione, and (A) on four out of the

last five, you really think for yourself!

• !•••. 1

Publuhed in an effort to save lives, in cooperation

with the National Safety Council and The Advertising Council. The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows

Familiar

packer
crush-

proof
box.

•Vl

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTiSI
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Juniors Celebrate Their Week
<* -*

Mothers' Day opens with the celebration, by Rev. Dante
OiroJaini, O.S.A., of a special Mass In the Chapel.

*
The Junior Class tree, a permanent memorial to the

Class of 1960, is planted by R-v. Dante (iirolami, O.S.A., Bill
(iaim and his mother, John Wallln and his mother, and Shel-
don Pollock and his mother.

frnJ K
v^r^t'le Field House, which has seen everythingfrom championship sports events to the "Midnight Magic" ofProms, serves as a massive banquet hall for mothefs andjuniors celebrating Mothers' Day

'"'^mers ana

"King Size" and "Regular," the DeJohn Sisters serenade
a ful house at the Junior Week Jazx Concert.

*

Enjoyment: Order Of Each Day

Typical Muff Day action. Seniors beat Juniors In soft-

ball, but juniors went on to win the day, 52 to 48.

The Dorsey Orchestra, under the direction of Warren
Covington, provides a musical background for the Cinderella
scene in the Field House at the Junior Prom.

I

i

Dancing was the order of the entire Junior Week.

^'i::

'

At Raymond and his group entertain the dancing diners at the Junior Dinner Dance, which was held at the Broadwood
Hotel in Philadelphia. The Dinner Dance, which climaxed a most memorable Junior Week, was undoubtedly one of the most suc-
cessful social events held at Villanova in recent years. Indeed, many Juniors doubted that they would ever again expsrience such
an enjoyable week.

''t'J
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Juniors Celebrate Their Week
f ;-Wi^

Enjoyment: Order Of Each Day

Mothers' Day opens with the celebration, by Rev. Dante
(ilrolanii, U.S.A., of a s|M\'ial Mass in tho Chapel.

The Junior (lass tree, a p'rmanont memorial to the
Class of U)m, is planted by IJ.v. Dante (iirolami, O.S.A., Bill
(ialni and his in »ther, John Wallin and his mother, and Shel-
don Pollock and his mother.

The versatile Field House, uhich has seen evervthincfrom championship sports events to the "Midnight MaLMc" of
I roms. serves as a massixe banquet hall for mothers andjuniors celebrating MothersV Day.

•"•'»anu

•'
' ^' "^i * "'^'"*^ ^•^*'' **'"' **lf '«'»!ar." the DeJohn Sisters serenade

:;':;,/ ;>;1 a fiil house at the Junior Week Ja/./. Concert.

*

Typical Muff Day action. Seniors beat juniors In soft-

IkiII, but juniors went on to win the day, 5'i to 18.

The Dorsey Orchestra, under the direction of Warren
Covington, provides a musical background for the Cinderella
scene in the Field House at the Junior Prom.

Dancing was the order of the entire Junior Week.

Al liuymond and his group entertain the dancing diners at the Junior Dinner Dance, which was held at the Kroadwood
Hotel in Philadelphia. The Dinner Dance, which climaxed a most memorable Junior Week, was undoubtedly one of the most huc-

eessful social events held at >'illanova In recent years. Indeed, many Juniors doubted that they would ever again exp.Tlence such
an enjoyable week.
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Nurses Hold Open House
l^anova University's Divi-

sion of Nursing held (^>en house
Monday in conjunction with
Nursing Week. A second open
house will be held Friday, and
interested high school students

are invited to attend.

Guided Tour
The program will be held be-

tween 1 and 3 p.m. Students of

thd University's baccalaureate

degree in nursing program will

participate in the activities

which includes a guided tour of

the campus and a short dram-
atisation of events encountered

in the life of the VUlanova Stu-

dent Nurse.

VUlanova first admitted wo-
men to its day school in 1953

when eight young women ma-
triculated on a full time basis.

The present female census ex-

ceeds 100. The student gains

her clinical experience at Fitz-

gerald-Mercy, Misericordia and
St. Agnes Hospitals and the

Public Health Departments in

Philadelphia, Glenn Dale Hos-
pital, Maryland, St. Vincent's

Hospital, Harrison, N. Y. and
Valley Forge Army Hospital, in

Phoenixville.

Students in the basic four-

year degree program are also

eligible for the Navy Nurse Can-

didate program upon completion
of their junior year. Villanova
also offers a baccalaureate de-

gree to registered nurses.

J. P. Kelley, Chairman of

fthe Elections Committee, an-
|nounced last Monday even-
ing tlie results of the
Nurses' Election: Eileen
Grayson lias l>een elected to
the Student Council for next
year.

i
II

i
i

*.•%•*.

NROTC Drill Team Awarded
Trophies In Competition

May S, 1959 THE VILLA NOVAN Pa««ll

Villanova nurses on an affiliated trainln'g program at Valley Forge Army Hospital are
(1. to r.) Front |tow: Lt. CoL Juanita Costa, VfCih clilef nurse, Christina Keane, Mary Cowan,
Kathleen Collins, Marcia Marlow, and Miss Vlrgjinla Mulherin,' Instructor. Second Row: Marion
Welsh, Barbara Warner, Bfargaret Bonner, Elisabeth Steenwerth, Gertrude Bidterman, Janet
Cunningiiam, and Patricia Hunt.

n
Strictly Opinion:

Resignation of Dulles
By JIM BiSlNG

Newsweek magazine to the

contrary, this writer is of the

opinion that our nation and the

free world is fortunate in los-

ing the services of John Foster

: Dulles.

Before all loyal party mem-
bers (G.O.P. members that is)

attempt to drown out the faint

voice of truth undM> an ava-

lanche of righteous protests let

us all take a deep breath and
examine the record.

Until the autum of 1956, Ne-
ville Chamberlain of Great Brit-

ain held the distinction of being

responsible for this century's

worst diplomatic blunder (Mu-
nich) ; however in their handling
of the Suez Canal Crisis, the

team of Foster and Dwight man-
aged to challenge Mr. Cham-
berlin's claim to the wrath of
posterity.

How any sane statesman
could permit an ambitious dic-

tator such as Gamel Nasser to

retain his grip on the most val-

uable and vulnerable trade route
of the free world, when nations
with legitimate interests (the

United Kingdom, France, and
Israel) had all but removed him
from power?
The claim of the State Depart-

ment that it was acting from
anti-imperialistic motives ap-

pears absurd when one recalls

the support given to President

Elsenhower by Governor Shivers

of Texas and our dometUc oil

groups, for as soon as Nasser's
closing of the Suez Canal made
the oil of the Middle Kast un-
available, the American oil rose,

and certain wealthy citizens of

our nation became wealthier.

Further proof of the sincerity

of Mr. Dulles' anti-imperialistic

sympathies was demonstrated
by his statement shortly after

the conclusion of the Korean
War which declared that any
further agression by the Com-
munists in Asia would be met
by "massive retaliation" (thus
implying the use of the Atom
Bomb or the H-Bomb). Within
the next five months, Chinese
Ck>mmunist aid to the Viet Nahm
defeated the French at Dienbi-
enphu and the eight year war in

Indo China had ended in a Red
victory. Mr. Dulles' promise to

leaders (for it seems prob-
able that some of the rulers of
Red China would be among the
thousands or millions of people
that would die when the United
States unleashed its atomic
wrath) was not fulfilled. His
bluff had been called.

The sadness at leaving ofllce

that muat lie in the breast of
the former Secretary of State
must be somewhat mitigated by
the knowledge that his Chief
cannot seem to manage without
him. Therefore, it would appear
that the U.S.A. has been graced
with only a half-blessing, but
1960 Is the year of hope.

Villanova Hosts
Panel DiscMSsion

Villanova served as host

to faculty representatives from
twelve Philadelphia area colleges

and universities on Wednesday
evening, April 29th, for a spe-

cial panel discussion on student

behavior problems.

Conducted by the University's

Division of Nursing, the discus-

sion was fa^ld in conjunction

with Mental Health Week and
featured the appearance of

two prominent psychiatrists and
two educational counselors.

Dr. Donald Gallagher, Pro-

fessor of Philosophy at Villa-

nova, moderated a panel made
up of Dr. Carl Hoffman, prom-
inent Philadelphia psychiatrist,

and Dr. John C!avanaugh, a psy-

chiatrist at Greorgetown Uni-

versity Hospital, Washington,
D. C.

The panel ateo included t>r.

Alexander Schneiders, Director

of the Office of Psychological

Services at Fordham University

and Dr. Thomas McCarthy, As-
sistant Director of the Counsel-
ing Center, LaSalle C!ollege.

Villanova's Division of Nurs-
ing, which is doing special work
under a grant of $15,000 from
the Mental Health Foundation
hopes to affect better student-

faculty relations as a result of

the discussion and to assist

teachers in bringing out the
best in their students.

Miss Harriet Murphy, Pro-
fessor of Nursing, who is direct-
ing the Mental Health stucQes,

arranged the program.

Under the stem voices of Mid-
shipmen Terrance P. C!onnell

and Gieorge Bielity, the NROTC
Drill Team again carried Villa-

nova's colors into Pershing Rifle

Regimental Competitions. On
Saturday, April 25th, the team
was up with the sun to travel

to the desolate Indiantown Grap

Military Reservation, some ten

miles west of Harrisburg.
Against an austere background
of army drab green, the Navy
brass and blue won four troph-

ies and was awarded the third

high place in a field of eighteen.

With the ice water eye of
Marine student Louis Spevitz

on the mark, the team took two
trophies in the area of rifle com-
petition. The rifle team placed
second in the PR postal rifle

match and second at the Regi-
mental meet where Spevitz was
high man for the day.

Outstanding perform-
ances were turned in by the
Basic Standard and Basic Trick
Drill Teams. These units are

made up of third and fourth
class midshipmen and march un-

der the command of Midn. 1/c

George Bielit and Midn. 2/c

T. P. Connell. A singular cre-

dit goes to sabre-sharp Tom Dil-

lon for his precision in the in-

dividual drill event
The highlight of the after-

noon was registered when Villa-

nova's advanced Trick Drill

team took the field. This
team with their flashy batonet
routines, was requested to hold
its drill for the inspection of

Major (Seneral Reynolds, recent-

ly returned from command of

the 4th Infantry Division in

(Sermany. In pleasing the Gen-
eral, the team also won the

judge's approval, taking the sec-

ond place trophy in advanced
competition.

A final laurel came with the

team's winning the trophy for

the "Most Improved Ck>mpany"
in the regiment, as it took 400
of the possible 500 points allot-

ted.

READ THE
VILLANOVAN

U.S.KEDS COURT KIN
for perfect footwork and comfort
Professionally designed by and for top-flight tennis

players. Featuring a flexible arch for comfort; an
abrasion-resistant sole that stands up to any playing

surface; laces to the toe to insure perfect fit, complete
support. Fully cushioned, heel to toe. About $8.50.

LOOK FOR THE KEDS LABEL

(^ United states Rubber
RecM'tll** C«n|fr. Nt« Vprli 20. N. V.
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COLLEGE PUZZLE CONTEST
FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY IVIEMBERS

2 GRAND PRIZES

r--^

Rambler "American"

!

Big-car roominess ..

.

small-car economy. . .

tops in performance

!

^mr

uii " uiiu ir >.s*>**

s. -"Wsv*" •.W.N

100 THIRD PRIZES:

WIN A RAMBLER STATION WAGON!
LIGHTUPAND LIVE ITUPI 3 gmt cigar«ttM offer you 627 chancos to win!

So pick your pack-save the six wrappers-and get going! It's crossword puzzie fun and real

smoking pleasure all the way!

ENTER OFTEN—HAVE FUN—AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At

first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one "rigjjt'j

answer. For example, the clue might read: "Many a coed will be given her best date's P--N." Either "I'

(PIN) or "E" (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging stoflf,

and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck!

IMfRSON IRANSISIOH

RADIOS

PacKetl »Mt*i powef

500 FOURTH PRIZES
Cartons of America s tioest cigarettes

MUS-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college

students and college faculty members except em-
ployees and their Immediate families of Liggett

Jk Myers and its advertising agencies.

2. Fill in all missing letters . . . print clearly. Use
of obsdete, archaic, variant or foreign words

prohibited. Afteryou have completed the puzzle,

send it along with six emptv package wrappers

of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or

Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any
one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers.

P. 0. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as

often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six

package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each

entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.

S. Entries must be postmarked by midnight.

Friday, May 29, 1969 and received by midnight,

Friday, June 5, 1959.

4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation, an independent judging organiza-

tion, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought
Ot solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will

be required to complete in 25 words or less the
fdlowing statement: "My favorite cigarette is

(Cherterfield) (LAM) or (Oasis) because ".

Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of

thought and interest by the Bruce-Richards
Corpmation. Duplicate |>rices will be awarded
in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be
eon^diered. By entering all entrants agree that

the dedsion of the judges shall be final and
binding.

S> Solutions roust be the original work of the
contestants submitting them. All entries become
the property of Liggett ft Myers and none will

be returned.

f. Whmers will be notified by mail as soon as

possible after completion of the contest.

7. This contest is subject to all Federal, SUte
and local laws and regulations.

- HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29. 1959 -

6
10
11
12
13
16
17
18

22

23
24

CLUn ACROtSt
1. These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wace war in the air.

Some collese students.
When at Light up an Oasis.

Sinking ship deaerterf*
Plural pronoun.
One expects .'y^ussions in a sociology class.

A student's careless might annoy a short-story instructor.

Initials of Uruguay andJQfnmark.
Germanium (Chem.) ^^

19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.)
21. It probably Would count when you pick a horse to bet on.

Sometimes a girl on a date must . ...... . . into her pocketbook to help

pay the tab.

The muscle-builder's may fascinate a poorly developed man.
Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)

26. Campers will probably be by a forest fire.

29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first

31. At home.
32. Literate in Arts (Abbr.) /

33. Familiar for faculty member. ,_.. a.', a!
'"

35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.)

36. One could appear quite harmless at times.

37. Reverse the first part of "LAM".
38. What will soon appear in a bombed-out city.

CLUn DOWNi
1. The beginning and end of pleasure.

2. A rural can be mviting to a vacationist.

3. Second and third letters of OASIS.
4. When one is packed, It could be exasperating to remember

a few articles that should be included.

5. It would pay to be careful when glass »«••••••;; v*
6. Grounds to r«lax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD.
7. Author Ambler.
8. District Attorney (Abbr.)
9. A from Paris should please the average woman.

12. An inveterate traveler will about distant lands.

14 are hard to study.

15. Stone. Bronze and Iron
20. How Mexicana say. "Yea".

^. ^,. . ^ .

.

23. All LAM cigarettes are
" high" in Smokmg pleasure.

25. May be a decisive factor in winning a horae race.

27. Initiab of Oglethorpe, lona, Rutgers and Emerson.
28. United Nations Organisation (Abbr.)

SO. Golf mound. .,,-»•
S2. Colloquial for plaee where the finest tobaccos are tested for UkM.
83. Poet Laureate (Abbr.)
84. Filter ends.
86. What Abner might be called.

86. Bachelor of Education degree.

I—
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Nurses Hold Open House
Villanova University's Divi-

sion of Nursing held open house
Monday in conjunction with
Nursing Week. A second open
house will be held Friday, and
interested high school students

are invited to attend.

Guided Tour -

The program will be held be-

tween 1 and 3 p.m. Students of

the University's baccalaureate

degree in nursing program will

participate in the activities

which includes a guided tour of

the campus and a short dram-,

atiaation of events encountered

in the life of the Villanova Stu-

dent Nurse.

Villanova first admitted wo-
men to its day school in 1953
when eight young women ma-
triculated on a full time basis.

The present female census ex-

ceeds 100. The student gains

her clinical experience at Fitz-

gerald-Mercy, Misericordia and
St. Agnes Hospitals and the

Public Health Departments in

Philadelphia, Glenn Dale Hos-
pital, Maryland, St. Vincent's

Hospital, Harrison, N. Y. and
Valley Forge Army Hospital, in

Phoenixville.

Students in the basic four-

year degree program are also

eligible for the Navy Nurse Can-

didate program upon completion
of their junior year. Villanova
also offers a baccalaureate de-

gree to registered nurses.

;•;.;;•.<

J. p. Kelley, Chairman of

the Elections Committee, an-
nounced last Monday even-
ing the results of the
Nurses' Election: Eileen
Ciirayson has been elected to

the Student Council for next
year.

Villanova nurses on an affiliated training program at Valley Forge Army Hospital are
(1. to r.) Front How: Lt. Col. Juanita Costa, VFIaH chief nurse, Christina Keane, Mary Cowan,
Kathleen Collins, Marcia Marlow, and Miss Virglinia Mulherin, instructor. Second Row: Marion
Welsh, Barbara Warner, Margaret Bonner, Elizabeth Steenwerth, Gertrude Bulterman, Janet
Cunningham, and Patricia Hunt.

_ Strictly Opinion; '. '•• •••: .:yr--.'^"-

Resignation of Dulles
By JIM BISING

Newsweek magazine to the

contrary, this writer is of the

opinion that our nation and the

free world is fortunate in los-

ing the services of John Foster
Dulles.

Before all loyal party mem-
bers (G.O.P. members that is)

attempt to drown out the faint

voice of truth under an ava-

lanche of righteous protests let

us all take a deep breath and
examine the record.

Until the autum of 1956, Ne-
ville Chamberlain of Great Brit-

ain held the distinction of being

responsible for this century's

worst diplomatic blunder (Mu-
nich ) ; however in their handling
of the Suez Canal Crisis, the

team of Foster and Dwight man-
aged to challenge Mr. Cham-
berlin's claim to the wrath of
posterity. .,••;;;•

How any sane statesman
could permit an ambitious dic-

tator such as Gamel Nasser to

retain his grip on the most val-

uable and vulnerable trade route
of the free world, when nations
with legitimate interests (tlie

United Kingdom, France, and
Israel) had all but removed him
from power?
The claim of the State Depart-

ment that it was acting from
anti-imperialistic motives ap-

pears absurd when one recalls

the support given to President

Eisenhower by Governor Shivers

of Texas and our domestic oil

groups, for as soon as Nasser's

closing of the Suez Canal made
the oil of the Middle East un-
available, the American oil rose,

and certain wealthy citizens of

our nation became wealthier.

Further proof of the sincerity

of Mr. Dulles' anti-imperialistic

sympathies was demonstrated
by his statement shortly after

the conclusion of the Korean
War which declared that any
further agression by the Com-
munists in Asia would be met
by "massive retaliation" (thus
implying the use of the Atom
Bomb or the H-Bomb). Within
the next five months, Chinese
Communist aid to the Viet Nahm
defeated the French at Dienbi-
enphu and the eight year war in

Indo China had ended in a Red
victory. Mr. Dulles' promise to

leaders (for it seems prob-
able that some of the rulers of
Red China would be among the
thousands or millions of people
that would die when the United
States unleashed its atomic
wrath) was not fulfilled. His
bluff had been called.

The sadness at leaving office

that must lie in the breast of
the former Secretary of State
must be somewhat mitigated by
the knowledge that his Chief
cannot seem to manage without
him. Therefore, it would appear
that the U.S.A. has been graced
with only a half-blessing, but
1960 is the year of hope.

Villanova Hosts
Panel Discussion

Villanova iserved as host

to faculty representatives from
twelve Philadelphia area colleges

and universities on Wednesday
evening, April 29th, for a spe-

cial panel discussion on student

behavior problems.

Conducted by the University's

Division of Nursing, the discus-

sion was held in conjunction

with Mental Health Week and
featured the appearance of

two prominent psychiatrists and
two educational counselors.

Dr. Donald Gallagher, Pro-

fessor of Philosophy at Villa-

nova, moderated a panel made
up of Dr. Carl Hoffman, prom-
inent Philadelphia psychiatrist,

and Dr. John Cavanaugh, a psy-

chiatrist at Georgetown Uni-

versity Hospital, Washington,
D. C.

The panel also included Dr.

Alexander Schneiders, Director

of the Office of Psychological

Services at Fordham University

and Dr. Thomas McCarthy, As-
sistant Director of the Counsel-
ing Center, LaSalle College.

Villanova's Division of Nurs-
ing, which is doing special work
under a grant of $15,000 from
the Mental Health Foundation
hopes to afTect better student-
faculty relations as a result of

the discussion and to assist

teachers in bringing out the
best in their students.

Miss Harriet Murphy, Pro-
fessor of Nursing, who is direct-
ing the Mental Health stucties,

arranged the program.

NROTC Drill Team Awarded
Trophies In Competition
Under the stern voices of Mid-

shipmen Terrance P. Connell
and George Bielity, the NROTC
Drill Team again carried Villa-

nova's colors into Pershing Rifle

Regimental Competitions. On
Saturday, April 25th, the team
was up with the sun to travel

to the desolate Indiantown Gap
Military Reservation, some ten

miles west of Harrisburg.
Against an austere background
of army drab green, the Navy
brass and blue won four troph-

ies and was awarded the third

high place in a field of eighteen.

With the ice water eye of

Marine student Louis Spevitz

on the mark, the team took two
trophies in the area of rifle com-
petition. The rifle team placed
second in the PR postal rifle

match and second at the Regi-
mental meet where Spevitz was
high man for the day.

Outstanding perform-
ances were turned in by the

Basic Standard and Basic Trick
Drill Teams. These units are

made up of third and fourth
class midshipmen and march un-

der the command of Midn. 1/c

George Bielit and Midn. 2/c

T. P. Connell. A singular cre-

dit goes to sabre-sharp Tom Dil-

lon for his precision in the in-

dividual drill event.

The highlight of the after-

noon was registered when Villa-

nova's advanced Trick Drill

team took the field. This
team with their flashy batonet

routines, was requested to hold

its drill for the inspection of

Major General Reynolds, recent-

ly returned from command of

the 4th Infantry Division in

(jiermany. In pleasing the Gen-
eral, the team also won the

judge's approval, taking the sec-

ond place trophy in advanced
competition.

A final laurel came with the

team's winning the trophy for

the "Most Improved Company"
in the regiment, as it took 400
of the possible 500 points allot-

ted.

READ THE
VILLANOVAN
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for perfect footwork and comfort
Professionally designed by and for topflight tennis

players. Featuring a flexible arch for comfort; an
abrasion-resistant sole that stands up to any playing

surface; laces to the toe to insure perfect fit, complete
support. Fully cushioned, heel to toe. About $8.50.
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COLLEGE PUZZLE CONTEST
FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEIViBERS

2 GRAND PRIZES
i.->*'*!II!!S"
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Rambler "American"!

Big-car roominess . .

.

small-car economy. .

.

tops in performance!

^^

(.--**

100 THIRD PRIZES:

WIN A RAMBLER STATION WAGON!
LIGHT UPAND LIVE IT UPI 3 great cigarettes offer you 627 chances to win!

So pick your pack -save the six wrappers-and get going! It's crossword puzzle fun and real

smoking pleasure all the way!

ENTER OFTEN— HAVE FUN—AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At

first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one ""f[jt|[

answer. For example, the clue might read: "Many a coed will be given her best date's P- -N." Either *T

(PIN) or "E" (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff,

and therefore correcL Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH. Good luck!

EMERSON TRANSISTOR

RADIOS

PacKed with power

plays 1500 hrs on 1 set

of batteries ^l|.:;ij
•\''':':

:-:''sw.-;»»x-:v' .:$

500 FOURTH PRIZES:
Cartons of America's finest cigarettes

RULES-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college

students and college faculty members except em-
ployees and their immediate families of Liggett

6. Myers and its advertising agencies.

2. Fill in all missing letters . . . print clearly. Use

of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words

prohibited. After you have completed the puzzle,

send it along with six empty package wrappers

of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or

Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any
one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers,

P. O. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as

often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six

package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each

entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.

3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight,

Friday, May 29, 1959 and received by midnight,

Friday, June 5, 1959.

4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation, an independent judging organiza-

tion, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought
of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will

be required to complete in 25 words or less the

following statement: "My favorite cigarette is

(Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasi.s) because ".

Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of

thought and interest by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be
considered. By entering all entrants agree that

the decision of the judges shall be final and
binding.

5. Solutions must be the original work of the
contestants submitting them. All entries become
the property of Liggett & Myers and none will

be returned.

C. Winners will be notified by mail as soon as

possible after completion of the contest.

7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State

and local laws and regulations.

« HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29, 1959 -

CLUES ACROSS:
1. These may indicaie that a nation is prepared to wage war in the air.

6. Some college studer.ts. .,

\Q. When at . Light up an Oasis.

11. Sinking ship deserter^ • ;'.;,.; y.'i
.'

12. Plural pronoun.
13. One expects '

ri'.?"*"^'°"* '" * sociology class.

16. A student's careless . . might annoy a short-story instructor.

17. Initials of Uruguay and,jDenmark.
18. Germanium (Chem.) ^. ;.,,

, ;..>.. ^ ,.
.

19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.) •.;•'.,'•.':..•;;••• ;-.••• ^v;-.;--' •^

21. It probably would count when you pick A horse to bet on.

22. Sometimes a girl on a date must into her pocketbook to help

pay the tab.

23. The muscle-builder's ... . .... may fascinate a poorly developed man.
24. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.). ,

26. Campers will probably be .... . by a forest fire.

29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first . . .;•..**

31. At home.
'

32. Literate in Arts (Abbr.)

33. Familiar for faculty member.
35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.)

36. One could appear quite harmless at times.

37. Reverse the first part of "L&M".
38. What will soon appear in a bombed-out city.

CLUES DOWN:
1. The beginning and end of pleasure.

2. A rural can be inviting to a vacationist.

3. Second and third letters of OASIS.
4. When one is packed, it rould be exasperating to remember

a few articles that should be included.

5. It would pay to be careful when glass is '

6. Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD.
7. Author Ambler.
8. District Attorney (Abbr.)

9. A from Paris should please the average woman.
12. An inveterate traveler will about distant lands.

14 are hard to study.

15. Stone. Bronze and Iron .^

20. How Mexicans say. "Yea".
23. All L&M cigarettes are " high" in smoking pleasure.

25. May be a decisive factor in winning a horse race.

27. Initials of Oglethorpe, lona, Rutgers and Emerson.

1
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Blue and White Day

Saturday, May 9th
By GENE HEWITT

The sixth annual Blue-White

Day, a spring extravaganza of

Villanova athletes past and pres-

ent, will take place this Satur-

day in the Villanova Stadium.
Beginning at noon six events

will unfold enabling all viewers

to see the achievements of Villa-

nova athletes. Baseball, basket-

ball, golf, swimming, track,

and football teams will compete
against the oldtimers and other

schools and, in the case of foot-

ball, themselves. Seton Hall and
the University of Pittsburgh

will furnish the outside compe-
tition for the baseball and track

teams.
The oldtimers will take on the

varsity swimming, golf, and
basketball teams. The events

will last approximately four

hours, each one starting a half

hour later than its precedent,

as to keep the action sustained

and to cut down the running
time.

Aridn Returns
The return of Paul Arizin, Shy

Packin, Tom Sabol, and Joe
Hannon of the 49-50 basketball

team which is considered by
many to be Villanova's greatest,

will find itself with the team
that is expected to lead Villa-

nova back to national promi-
nence, Driscoll, Hubie White,
Huggard, Kenny, and Raveling.

Larry Hennessey, Jack Devine,
Joe. Lord, Tom Brennan, 57-58
captain, and Joe Ryan, this

year's captain, will round out an
array of fine talent to try out
Coa^ Severence's Cats.

The Wildcat's baseball team
will tangle with the Orangemen
of Seton Hall. The squad, after
a slow start, has found itself

and is playing top-notch ball.

With steady pitching and clutch

hitting they have evened their

Big Five record at two and are

to be counted in the running.

Coach Ed Geisz's varsity will

oppose the oldtimers in several

races and a water polo game.
Returning to the water after

long absences will be Lou Pinto,

Don Craig, Pat Kean, among
others. All were captains of the

team during their tenure at Vil-

lanova.

The Skin Diving Club of Vil-

lanova will put on a demonstra-
tion along with Ed Morse of

the American Red Cross, who
will demonstrate the latest in

rescue tactics.

Track Meet
The Panthers of Pitt, led by

world indoor 300 yards record
holder Mel Bamswell, will clash

with the Cat trackmen on the
cinders. A lot of excitement will

be caused by the appearance of
Barnwell against Ed Oollymore,
sprinter par excellence.

The Penn Relay mile champ-
ion team of Joe Mannion, Jim
Blackburn, Charlie Stead, and
Collymore will oppose Pitt's

IC4A Indoor chamoion relay
team and should result in a new
stadium record if it is held.

Coach Frank Reagan's 59 edi-

tion of Villanova football team
will go on display as they wind
up their spring practice with a
regulation intra-squad game in

what will be a preview of what
Cat fans will see in the fall.

Starting Times
The approximate starting

times for all events are as fol-

lows: 9:00 a.m., Golf at Radnor
Valley C. C; 12 noon. Basket-
ball; 12:30, Baseball; 1:00,
Swimming; 1:30, Track; 2:45,
Football.

Ace Vilhinova Hurler, Hal Bauser, picks up the dust with a fast ball during the game with
Temple. Owl third base coach Is in the background. Dave Hennigau is ready for possible play on
the third base side. Wildcats won the game 7-S.

Wildcats Meet Penn Thurs.
Tomorrow at 2:30 the Villa-

nova baseball nine take on the
University of Pennsylvania for

the second time this week. On
Monday the two teams met but
the results were received too
late for publication.

This Saturday as part of the
Blue-White Day festivities the

Cats meet the Orangemen from
Seton Hall. The team travels to

Rutgers next Tuesday and re-

turn home Wednesday to take
on St. Joseph's nine.

Last Saturday the baseball

team played their most exciting

game of the season.

It was the second meeting

Trackmen Meet Explorers
Seek 20th Dual Meet Win
Coach Jim Elliott and his

Wildcat track team will be out
after their 20th consecutive vic-

tory in dual and triangular

meets when they host LaSalle
College at Villanova Stadium
today at 3:15. ; V

The string extends back to

1954, when the Cats knocked off

LaSalle after having been de-

feated by West Chester. The
closest the skein came to being
broken was the Army-U.P.-Syra-
cuse-Villanova meet last year at
West Point, when the Main
Liners scored 82 points to the
Cadete' 81. ;;;

LaSalle, led by mercurial Ira
Davis, gave Villanova quite a
scare last year before bowing,
66-60. Davis won both sprints

and the broad jump. Wildcat
Ed Collymore did not compete
in that meet because of a slight

muscle pull.

This year the Explorers do
not seem nearly so strong, but
they have better depth than do
the Wildcats. The more out-
standing LaSalle performers are
Bill Taylor, who recently set the
school record for the discus, dis-

tance runners Pete Walheim and
Jim Sumner, middle distance

runners Tom L3maugh and
Charlie Del Rossi and sprinters

Al Watson and Bob Davis.

Beat St Joseph's

Villanova tasily won its first

By TOM GOLDSCHMIDT
outdoor meet of the year last

Tuesday, macing St. Joseph's by
an 8514 to 40 V^ score, on a cold
and wet day at Villanova Sta-
dium.

Chariie Stead did the Hawks
the most damage, as he won
three events. He captured the
high hurdles in 15.1 in the first

time he competed in the event.

Jack Van Dusen took second
place, while the Hawks' Jay
Crawford was third

Stead also won the 220 low
hurdles in 24.5 again leading

Van Dusen and Crawford ocross

the finish line.

Then Charlie won his special-

ty—the high jump—in rather
easy fashion. He only had to

clear 6 feet, 1 inch to triumph
over St. Joseph's Al Connolly
who was second and Wildcat
John Buckley and Hawk Dick
Adams,, tied for third.

Ed Collymore had things pret-
ty much his own in the 220 and
440. He won the quarter-mile
in 49.1 with Jim Blackburn tak-
ing second and St. Joseph's Jim
Gavaghan third.

Collymore Easy Winner
In the 220, Collymore's time

was 21.1, as he far outdistanced
Blackburn and third-placer Joe
Manion. Sophomore Manion had
previously looked excellent in

copping the 100 in 9.7. John
Buckley was second «nd Dan
Stager third. _
Bob Godesky was a double-

winner, capturing tt^ mile and
the two-mile. He did 4:27.4 for
the mile, with Vic DiMaio and
St. Joseph's John Lynch trail-

ing. In the two-mile, Godesky
won. St. Joseph's Joe McGinn
finished behind him.

St. Joseph's Jim Baldwin won
the 880 in 1:59.5. DiMaio was
second and Nick DeAngelis was
third.

The shot put and discus both
went to Hawk Jim Morris. He
set a school record in the dis-

cuss—160 feet and threw the
shot 46-41/2- Hawk Pete Tough-
ill was second and Wildcat Jack
Donohue was third in each
event.

St. Joseph's John Brand won
the javelin with a toss of 183-8,

as sophomore Dick Kaminski
was second and Hawk Connolly

third. Buckley won the broad
jump with 22-1, while Adams
was runner-up and Kent Lydic

was third.

The pole vault went to soph-

omore Norbert McNulty, who
cleared 12 feet. St. Joseph's

Bill Furey and Lydic tied for

second.

By JIM MURRAY
with the La Salle nine and Villa-

nova was seeking revenge for
an earlier setback 8-7 at La-
Salle's field. The "Cats" had
their day and won the game 6-5.

Photo Finish

The score just shows it was a
close game but that's just half

the story. La Salle jumped off

to a two run lead in the first,

while the Wildcat outfielders

were having trouble fielding

ground balls—(2 errors). They
didn't touch Hal Bauser till af-

ter two outs in the seventh
when Bob Egizio singled and
Joe Tropea smacked a booming
400 foot homer to left center.

Villanova's scoring came in

the second when they scored

two and they got a single run
off losing pitcher Connie New-
man in the fifth.

This set the stage for the

ninth inning with the score 4-3

in favor of La Salle. In their

half of the ninth La Salle scored

after catcher Joe Ambrose hit

a double and came back home
on a single by Newman, who
was being intentionally walked,
but punched an inside pitch

through the hole. Joe Michell

came in for Bauser and got the

last out and the win.

Down by two runs the Wild-

cats refused to quit. After
walks to Joe Cramer and pinch

hitter Don McGinley, Bobby

Klinck hit into a force out for

the second out of the inning.

Andy Meade, who played right

field for the last three frames,
hit the ball to shortstop Bob
Egizio for what should have
been the third out. Egizio fum-
bled the ball and all hands were
safe to load the bases.

Let George Do It

Freddie Anthony drew his

third straight pass of the ball

game and one run scored.

George Emma strode to the

plate ready to swing. He had
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Spring Sporting Activities

Nick DiAngelis takes the baton from Bob Godesky in a relay race at the recent Penn track
carnival.

^'j-

(

Cleorge Emma streaks past first on way to standup double
during Temple game. Cats won game, 7 to 3.

*%-

V « yw" *y^ -^

^yW>JW'^^VrfOO«' ^-if^^ifi*^'

Junior-Senior Muff Day softball game provides plenty of
action. Seniors won game, 9-5, juniors won Muff Day 52 to 48.

John Blackburn starts on second leg of championship mile relay race. Joe Mannion hands
^r^nk Kreutzer. Wildcat hurler, digs for first as outstretched

the baton and lead to Blackburn. Charlie Stead and Ed Collymore rounded out the foursome who
'^^^^^^ '*'"** baw'nian scoops ball for out. Vlllanova won the

won the championship event for the Wildcats for the fifth straight year. game, 6 to 3.

Undefeated Golf Team

Members of the undefeated Villanova golf team pwtured from left to right. Top row: Dob

Byrwa, mgr., Reg Zurinskas, Nick Aquilino, capt., Rog Gaire, Ron Zurinskas. Bottom row shows

Jim Clay, Marty Connolly, Jim Cahill, Dave Doyle.

Boss Choice
Pin Champs
The Boss Choice team cap-

tured the intramural bowling
crown in the playoffs last

month.

The team members and their

playoff averages are: Jack Ren-
na, 184; Joe Petreca, 163; Dick
Famigletti, 157; (capt.) Andy
Napoli, 155; and Eddie Bell, 136.

High singles and high series

were captured by Jack Renna
202 and 370.

It was a long uphill fight for
the Boss Choice's. They were
considered a dark horse and had
to beat the best teams in ad-
vancing to the finals. After los-

ing their first playoff game to

the Monks they fought back and
won the match. The next two
best of three matches were won
in two straight games. They
beat Queen Caps in the semi-
finals and downed the Pencil

pushers in the final matches.

In the final matoh the Boss
Choice team gave away 60 pins

but still won tho match going
away by 60 pins. The second
game was just the opposite with
the champs winning by 6. ,.

"

: But by 6 or 60 they won and
are to be congratulated. It cli-

maxed a good intra-mural ac-

tivity and is filled with fun and
action.

Golfers Meet Penn Today
Seek 5th City Win In Row

By ED McLaughlin
Today the golfing Cats match

drives with University of Penn-

sylvania; perhaps the roughest

team that the team will play

this season. The team realizes

that this match is going to be

a close one, but feels confident

of a suitable victory.

' Results of the Seton Hall

match were received too late

for publication. Villanova

swamped LaSalle with a 9-0

victory.

Villanovans have good reason
to dream of next year's Eastern
Collegiate and N.C.A.A. golf

tournaments by the looks of the

golf team. Captained by Nick
Aquilino, the team has success-

fully swamped St. Joseph's and
pulled an easy double victory

with La Salle. As a matter-of-

fact the team has practically

gone wild beating every team
that has come before their

swinging clubs.

Special commendation should
be given to Bob Byrwa, a senior

I. A. major who has very com-
petently managed the team. To
Coach Jim Elliot's dismay, half

the team consists of seniors, but
the other half of three juniors

The champs of the Villanova Intramural Bowling League are

the Boss Choices team. Bottom row, left to right are; Dick Famig-

letti, Andy Napoli (capt), Ed Bell. Top row: Joe Petrecan, Jack

Relna and Charlie Spinner league organizer.

Sail Club Is Becoming Reality
Plans for the creation of a

Villanova Sailing Club are ex-

pected to be completed in the

near future, announced Albert
Duryea, Fred Coffey, and Bob
Connell this week. These three

along with other interested stu-

dents have been working to have
the club recognized as an organ-

ization affiliated with Villanova

and permitted to use the name
of the university.

By laws have been written.

revised and tentatively accepted

by Father Kemme. Also the In-

tercollegiate Yacht Racing As-
sociation has been informed of

the clubs desire to gain mem-
bership and is providing the

data necessary to do so.

The club will provide a chance
for experienced sailors to par-

ticipate in intercollegiate races

and for interested land lubbers

to learn to enjoy the sport of

sailing.

and one sophomore give "j^ovn-

ise for the future.

Expressed talent and unbiased

seeding determine each team

member's rank. This season

Reggie Zurinskas is the team's

leader. Just to keep in shape,

Reg. on the fifteenth hole (a

444 yd. distance) dropped a four

iron shot for two (an Eagle).

Reg has been the most consist-

ent so far. He previously won
the open golf tournament at Mt.

St. Mary's and placed second in

the Mason-Dixon tournament.

Nick Aquilino who captains

the team has also been playing

very well. Nick has been on the

team since his sophomore year
and is going to exhibit some
real shooting before graduation.

"No, you're not seeing
double!" That's what the oppos-
ing team thinks though when
they see Reggie's twin brother,

Ron, come up to the tee. It

was hard to probe information

from Ron on his playing, but the

rumors hold it that Ron might
be showing his brother a few
tricks in the near future.

Another senior on the team
is Roger Gaire, a Ch. E. His
playing has been described as
meticulous and methodical. Be-
ing a very deliberate player,

Roger shows remarkable, con-
trol. Marty has had the best
individual round so far—a 75.

Marty's shooting will partly
compensate for the senior loss

next year. Two other jimiors,

Jim Cahill and Jim Gay, both
of C. & F., have supplemented
team victories.

Jim Cahill, a veteran, posses-
ses good temperament and im-
proves with every round while
Jim Gay gives high expectations.

Dave Doyle, the only sopho-
more on the team has been un-
able to play so far this season
due to sickness. The team ex-

pects Dave, who has already had
plenty of experience and compe-
tition, to make a reputation for

himself before the season ends.

According to teammates,
Dave's the boy who's going to

show real class for the V.U.
Golfhig Cats.

QbCanpK MocShobnan

(By the AuUwr of "RaUy Round the Flag, Boys! "and,

**Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

SCHULTZ IS

A MANY SPLENDORED THING

Beppo Schultz, boulevardier, raconteur, connoisseur, sportsman,

bon vivant, hail fellow well met-in short, typical American

college man—smokes today's new Marlboros.

"Why do you smoke today's new Marlboros, hey?" a friend

recently asked Beppo Schultz, , -r

"I smoke today's new Marlboros," replied Beppo, looking up

from his 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double overhead cam-

shaft British sports car, "because they are new."

"New?" said the friend. "What do you mean-new?"

"I mean the flavor's great, the filter's improved, the cigarette

is designed for today's easier, breezier living," said Beppo.

"Like this 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double overhead

camshaft British sports car?" asked the friend.

"Exactly," said Beppo.

"She's a beauty," said the friend, looking admiringly at the

car. "How long have you had her?"

"It's a male," said Beppo.

"Sorry," said the friend. "How long have you had him?"

"About a year," said Beppo.

"Have you done a lot of work on him?" asked the friend.

"Oh, have I not!" cried Beppo. "I have replaced the pushrods

with a Roots type supercharger. I have replaced the torque with

a synchromesh. I have replaced the tachometer with a double

side draft carburetor."

"Gracious I" exclaimed the friend.

"I have replaced the hood with a bonnet," said Beppo.

"Land o' Goshen!" exclaimed the friend.

"And I have put gloves in the glove compartment," said Beppo.

^t^dmkUsicfkppo.

"My, you have been the busy one," said the friend. "You

must be exhausted."

.^ "Maybe a trifle," said Beppo, with a brave little smile.

"Know what I do when I'm tired?" said the friend.

"Light a Marlboro?" ventured Beppo.

"Oh, pshaw, you guessed!" said the friend, pouting.

"But it was easy," said Beppo, chuckling kindlily. "When the

eyelids droop and the musculature sags and the psyche is de-

pleted, what is more natural than to perk up with today's new

Mariboro?"

"A great new smoke with better 'makin's' and a great new

filter!" proclaimed the friend, his young eyes glistening.

"Changed to keep pace with today's changing world!" de-

clared Beppo, whiriing his arms in concentric circles. "A ciga-

rette for a sunnier age, an age of greater leisure and more beck-

oning horizons!"

Now, tired but happy, Beppo and his friend lit Mariboros and

smoked for a time in deep, silent contentment. At length the

friend spoke. "He certainly is a beauty," he said.

"You mean my 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double over-

head camshaft British sports car?" asked Beppo.

"Yes," said the friend. "How fast will he go?"

"Well, I don't rightly know," said Beppo. "I can't find the

starter." © i»6» mm shyUMo

// you'f •ticking with the good old non-Mfr cigarette, you

can't do better than Fhilip Morris—a mild, rich, taety emoke,

made by the petite who make Marlboroe.
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Spring Sporting Activities
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Nick DiAiigelis takes the baton from Bob dodenky in a relay race at the recent Penn track
carnival.

*<^v
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(ieorge Emma streaks past first on way to standup double
during Temple game. Cats won game, 7 to 3.
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Junior -Senior >Iuir Day saftball game pro%ides plenty of
action. Seniors won game, 9-5, juniors won Muff Day 52 to 48.

.'

1

..»

;

i
John Blackburn starts on second leg of championship mile relay race. Joe Mannion hands

•'rank Kreut/er. Wildcat hurler, digs for first as outstretched

the baton and lead to Bla<kburn. Charlie Stea*! and Ya\ (oll.>niorc rounded out the foursome who '^****'*»»*^ ^•»'^* baseman scoops ball for out. Mllanova won the

won the championshiji event for the Wihicats for the fifth straight year. fiame, 6 to 3.

Undefeated Golf Team Sail Club Is Becoming Realify

Members of the undefeated \'illanova golf team pkrtured from loft to right. Top row: Bob

Byirwa, mgr., Reg Zurlnskas, Nick Aquilino, capt., Kog Ciaire, Ron Zurinskas. Bottom row shows

Jim Gay, Marty Connolly, Jim Cahill, Dave Doyle.

Boss Choice

Pin Champs
The Boss Choice team cap-

tured the intramural bowling
crown in the playoffs last

month.

The team members and their

playoff averages are: Jack Ren-
na, 184; Joe Petreca, 163; Dick
Famigletti, 157; (capt.) Andy
Napoli, 155; and Eddie Bell, 136.

High singles and hig'h series

were captured by Jack Renna
202 and 370.

It was a long uphill fight for
the Boss Choice's. They were
considered a dark horse and had
to beat the best teams in ad-
vancing to the finals. After los-

ing their first playoff game to

the Monks they fought back and
won the match. The next two
best of three matches were won
in two straight games. They
beat Queen Caps in the semi-
finals and dawned the Pencil
pushers in the final matches.

In the final match the Boss
Choice team gave away 60 pins

but still won the match going
away by 60 pins. The second
game was just the opposite with
the champs winning by 6.

But by 6 or 60 they won and
are to be congratulated. It cli-

maxed a good intra-mural ac-

tivity and is filled with fun and
action.

Golfers Meet Penn Today
Seek 5th City Win In Row

By ED McLaughlin
Today the golfing Cats match

drives with University of Penn-

sylvania; perhaps the roughest

team that the team will play

this season. The team realizes

that this match is going to be

a close one, but feels confident

of a suitable victory.

Results of the Seton Hall

match were received too late

for publication. Villanova

swamped LaSalle with a 9-0

victory.

Villanovans have good reason
to dream of next year's Eastern
Collegiate and N.C.A.A. golf

tournaments by the looks of the
golf team. Captained by Nick
Aquilino, the team has success-

fully swamped St. Joseph's and
pulled an easy double victory

with La Salle. As a matter-of-

fact the team has practically

gone wild beating every team
that has come before their

swinging clubs.

Special commendation shouM
be given to Bob Byrwa, a senior

I. A. major who has very com-
petently managed the team. To
Coach Jim Elliot's dismay, half

the team consists of seniors, but
the other half of three juniors

' The champs of the V'illanova Intramural Bowling League are

the Bosh Choices team. Bottom row, left to right are; Dick Famig-

letti, Andy Napoli (capt.), Kd Bell. Top row: Joe Petrecan, Jack

Reina and Charlie Spinner league organiAcr.

and one sophomore give prom-

ise for the future.

Expressed talent and unbiased

seeding determine each team

member's rank. This season

Reggie Zurinskas is the team's

leader. Just to keep in shape,

Reg. on the fifteenth hole (a

444 yd. distance) dropped a four

iron shot for two (an Eagle).

Reg has been the most consist-

ent so far. He previously won
the open golf tournament at Mt.

St. Mary's and placed second in

the Mason-Dixon tournament.

Nick Aquilino who captains

the team has also been playing

very well. Nick has been on the

team since his sophomore year

and is going to exhibit some
real shooting before graduation.

"No, you're not seeing
double!" That's what the oppos-

ing team thinks though when
they see Reggie's twin brother,

Ron, come up to the tee. It

was hard to probe information
from Ron on his playing, but the
rumors hold it that Ron might
be showing his brother a few
tricks in the near future.

Another senior on the team
is Roger Gaire, a Ch. E. His
playing has been described as
meticulous and methodical. Be-
ing a very deliberate player,

Roger shows remarkable con-
trol. Marty has had the best

individual round so far—a 75.

Marty's shooting will partly
compensate for the senior loss

next year. Two other juniors,

Jim Cahill and Jim Gay, both
of C. & F., have supplemented
team victories.

Jim Cahill, a veteran, posses-
ses good temperament and im-
proves with every round while
Jim Gay gives high expectations.

Dave Doyle, the only sopho-
more on the team has been un-
able to play so far this season
due to sickness. The team ex-

pects Dave, who has already had
plenty of experience and compe-
tition, to make a reputation for

himself before the season ends.

According to teammates,
Dave's the boy who's going to

show real class for the V.U.
Golfing Cats.

Plans for the creation of a

Villanova Sailing Club are ex-

pected to be completed in the

near future, announced Albert
Duryea. Fred Coffey, and Bob
Connell this week. The.se three

along with other interested stu-

dents have been working to have
the club recognized as an organ-

ization affiliated with Villanova

and permitted to use the name
of the university.

By laws have been written,

revised and tentatively accepted

by P'ather Kemme. AKso the In-

tercollegiate Yacht Racing As-

sociation has been informed of

the clubs desire to gain mem-
bership and is providing the

data necessary to do so.

The club will provide a chance

for experienced sailors to par-

ticipate in intercollegiate races

and for interested land lubbers

to learn to enjoy the sport of

sailing.

OnCinpfi
with

MocShoInnan

(Bv the Auihor of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,

"Barejoot Boy with Cheek")

SCHULTZ IS

A MANY SPLENDORED THING

Heppo Schultz, Ixmlevardier, raconteur, connoisseur, s|M»rtsman,

l)on vivant, hail follow well inct-in short, tyi)ical .Xincrican

college man smokes t<Hlay's new Marll)oros.

"Wliy do you smoke today's new Marll»(»ros, hey?" a friend

recently asked Heppo Schultz.

"I smoke today's new Marlhoros," replied Hepp(», looking u|)

from his 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive doul)le overhead cam-

shaft British sports car, "hecau.se they are new."

"New?" said the friend. "What do you mean— new?"

"I mean the flavor's great, the filter's improved, the cifiarette

is designed for today's easier, breezier living," said Heppo.

"Like this 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double overhead

camshaft British sports car?" asked the friend.

"Exactly," said Beppo.

"She's a beauty," said the friend, looking admiringly at the

car. "IIow long have you had her?"

"It's a male," .said Beppo.

"Sorry," said the friend. "How long have you had him?"

"About a year," said Bei)|)o.

"Have you done a lot of work on him?" asked the friend.

"Oh, have I not!" cried Beppo. "I have replaced tlu' pushrods

with a Roots ty|)e sui)ercharger. I have replaced the tonpie with

a syncliromesh. I have replaced the tachometer with a double

side draft carburetor."

"Gracious!" exclaimed the friend.

"I have replaced the hood with a bojmet," .said Beppo.

"Land o' Goshen!" exclaimed the friend.

"And I have put gloves in the glove compartment," said B(>ppo.

^" t^asmk, '6siJ3eppc^

••Sly; y(mhav(« been the buKy one," said the friend. "Vpu.

iiiust l»e exhausted."

".Maybe a trifle," said Beppo, with a brave little smile.

"Know what I do when I'm tired?" said the friend.

"Light a Marlboro?" ventured Beppo. :-' ,.'• :

•; "Oh, p.shaw, you gues.sed!" .said the friend, pouting.^^^^^^,
.

.

"But it was ea.sy," said Beppo, chuckling kindlily. "Wlien the

eyelids droop and the musculature sags and the psyche is de-

pleted, what is more natural than to perk up with today's new

Marlboro?"

"A great new smoke with better 'makin's' and a great new

filter!" proclaimed the friend, his young eyes glistening.

"Changed to keep pace with today's changing world!" de-

clared Beppo, whirling his arn»s in concentric circles. "A ciga-

rette f«»r a surmier age, an age of greater leisure and more beck-

oning horizons!"

Now. tired but happy, lieppo and his friend lit Marll)oros and

smoked for a time in deep, silent contentment. At length the

friend siM)ke. "He certainly is a beauty," he sjiid.

"You mean my 2.9 litre L-head Hotchkiss drive double over-

head camshaft British sports car?" aske<l Beppo.

"Yes," said the friend. "How fast will he go?"

"Well, I don't rightly know," said BepiM). "1 can't find the

start^T
" "^ 10.V.» Max Hhulman

If you're sticking with the good old non- filter cigarette, you

can't do better than Philip Morris—a mild, rich, tasty smoke,

made by the people who make Marlboros.
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Complete Summer Settion Schedule for
Graduofe ond Undergraduole Divisions

Doy and Evening Ciostes

Undergraduate Schedule
(morning dosses only)

RegisTroHon — June 29Hi

Course No.

Accounting 101

Accounting 102

Accounting 133

Biology 103

Biology 104

Biology 111

Biology 123

Civil Eng. 212
Civil Eng. 213

Chcf|iistry 101

Chednistry 102

Chemistry 121

Chemistry 122-4

Chemistry 151-3

Chemistry 152-4

Economics 102

Education 100

Education 107

Education 128

Education 130

Education 21

1

Education 220
Education 226
Education 247

English 101

English 102

English 121

English 122

English 123

English 124

English 125

English 126

English 202
English 208
English 212
English 224
English 262
English 270

Finance 102

Geography 110

Geography 126

History 105

History 107

History 125

History 126^1
History 126-02

History 136

History 142

Industrial Admin. 105

Industrial Admin. 106

Industrial Admin. 120

Latin 101
;

Latin 131 '-'i
:::'':" :'-.:i ^'

LaUnl59..':'''^'.:.::f'";'

Library Sc. 125 , /

Mathematics 110

Mathematics 115 \

Mathematics 116

Mathematics 131

Mathematics 132

Mathematics 201

Mathematics 234
Mathematics 240

Philosophy 101-01

Philosophy 101-02

Philosophy 121

Philosophy 210
Philosophy 241

Philosophy 243

Philosophy 261-01

Philosophy 261-02

Philosophy 262
Philosophy 265
Philosophy 274

Physics 101

Physics 102

Physics 1 II

R

Physics 112R

Political Sc. 172

Psychology 134

Psychology 234
Psychology 236
Psychology 239

Religion 104

Religion 107

Religion 119

Religion 245

Russian 103

Sociology 101

Sociology 102

Sociology 261

Sociology 282

Spanish 122

Speech 112

Speech 113

Speech 121

Title

, Principles of Accounting I

Principles of Accounting II

Cost Accounting

Botany
2Ux>logy

Personal & Community Hygiene
Hupian Anatomy

Applied Mechanics—Kinetics

Strength of Materials

General Chemistry I

General Chemistry II

Organic Chemistry I

Organic Chehiistry II

Analytical Chemistry I

Analytical Chemistry II

Introductory Economics II

Introduction to Education

Principles of Elementary Education

School Art
Educational Psychology

Visual Aids
Seminar in Special Methods
Health &. Physical Ed. (Elementary)

Guidance

English Composition I

English Composition II

Introduction to Literature I

Introduction to Literature II

Survey of American Literature I

Survey of American Literature II

Survey of English Literature I

Survey of English Literature II

Study of Poetry

Short Story Writing

Literary Specimens: Irish Authors
Major American Writers II

Shakespeare

Major British Writers I

Mathematics of Finance II

Introductory Geography
Geography of Europe

Growth of the American Republic I

United States History I

Modern European History I

Modern European History II

Modern European History II

Growth of European Civilization II

U. S. and Pa. History

Industrial Relations

Personnel Relations

Elements of Administration

Elementary Latin

College Latin I

Seneca, Moral Epistles

Fundamentals of Library Science

Analytic Geometry
College Algebra '

Trigonometry

Differential Calculus

Integral Calculus

Selected Topics in Mathematics
Differential Equations

Theory of Equations

Logic

Logic '':'•.'/:,;..;,'"

Philosophy of Being ''-"''':

Epistemology

History of Philosophy I
'

Philosophy of Man ,

,

General Ethics

General Ethics ;
•

Special Ethics

Ethics for Nurses
Philosophy of Communism
General Physics I

General Physics II

General Physics I

General Physics II

American Govermnent

General Psychology

Child Psychology

Adolescent Psychology

Dynamics of Human Personality

Christian Moral Ideal II

Chief Truths of Faith I

Apologetics

Recent Trends in Old Testament
Interpretation

Elementary Russian I

Principles of Sociology

Social Problems
Marriage and the Family

Urban Sociology

Intermediate Spanish II

Public Speaking I

Public Spe^ng II

Effective Speaking '

Course No.
Astronomy 202
Biology 321
Biology 330
Biology 352
Biology 390

Biology 399
Biology 500
Biology 522

Biology 564

Chemistry 221
Chemistry 222-4

Chemistry 251-3

Chemistry 252-4

Chemistry 301
Chemistry 520

Chemistry 550

Chemistry 597

Latin 512
Latin 558
Latin 531
Latin 559
Latin 561
Latin 591

Education 501

Education 505

E^ducation 540
Education 550

Education 551

Education 557
Education 560

Education 561

Education 574
Education 575

Education 581

Education 583
Education 585
Education 588
Education 589

English 501

'English 523
English 524
English 539
English 548
English 552
English 564
English 503

English 569
English 584
English 587

English 592
English 599

Geology TlOl

History 208
'

History 219

History 223

History 246

History 283

Graduate Schedule
(morning clottet only)

Regittralion — June 29frh

History 287

Political Science 248

History 500
History 504

History/ Political

Science 505
History 507
History 520

History 532

History 542
History 524
History 525

Library Science 501

Library Science 502
Library Science 503
Library Science 504

Title

Descriptive Astronomy
Systemic Bacteriology
Microtechnique
Evolution
Special Problemui in
Biology • n

Biological Literature
Thesis

Basic Biology—Summer
Institute

Seminar

Organic Chemistry I

Organic Chemistry II

Analytic Chemistry I

Analytic Chemistry II

Survey of Basic Chemistry
Advanced Organic Chemis-
try I

Advanced Analytical
Chemistry
Research

IMorphology
Vergil, Aeneid
Rapid Readings I

Horace, Opera
Tacitus, Opera Minora
Pro-Seminar

Seminar in Educational
Research
Current Problems in Edu-
cation

Educational Statistics

Elementary School Admin-
istration

Secondary School Admin-
istration

School Law
Elementary School Super-
vision

Secondary School Super-
vision

Educational Sociology
Advanced Philosophy of
Education
Organization & Adminstra-
tion of School Guidance
Program
Interview Techniques
School Activity Program
Vocational Education
Industry & Industrial Re-
lations

History of the English
Language
Major American Writers I
Major American Writers II
Literary Criticism .

Literature Since 1900
American Fiction to 1914
Shakespeare's Later Plays
Chaucer's Canterbury
Tales

Modern British Drama
Age of Johnson
Later Romantic Poetry &
Prose
Victorian Prose
Seminar: Research &
Bibliography : ^ v^;?-;

Basic Geology—Summer
Institute

Jacksonian Democracy
Depression and New Deal
(1929-1941)

Development of American
Thought
Europe in the Twentieth
Century (1900-1939)
The Foundation and
Growth of the Chuch to
700 A.D.
The Church in the U. S.

from 1829 to present
Development of Interna-
tional Organization
Historical Methodology
American Revolution and
Confederation
The Constitutional Con-
vention (1787)
Era of Jefferson

The Formative Period of
American Diplomacy
Age of Metternich, 1815-
1848
England Since 1815
Seminar: U. S. History
Seminar: Modem Eur-
opean History
Contribution of the Li-

brary to Modem Society
Cataloging
Classification

Advanced Cataloging

Library Science 507
Library Science 510
Library Science 520

Library Science 522

Library Science 530

Mathematics 201

Mathematics 234
Mathematics 240
Mathematics 500

Mathematics 520

Mathematics 521

Mathematics 527
Mathematics 528

Mathematics 571

Mathematics 573
French 222
French 281

French 509
Italian 291

Spanish 283

Spanish 284
Russian 201

Philosophy 274

Philosophy 507
Philosophy 571

Philosophy 574

Philosophy 590

Physics 400

Physics 514
Psychology 551

Psychology 570
Religion 504

Religion 522

Religion 542

Religion 581

Religion 621

History 283
History 287

Sociology 512
Sociology 520

Sociology 574
Theatre 202
Theatre 243
Theatre 504
Theatre 522 •

Theatre 591
Theatre 205

Library Problems
Reference It

Development of Books,
Printing and Libraries

Literature of tre Human-
ities

Resources and Techniques
of Story Telling

Selected Topics in Mathe*
matics
Differential Equations
Theory of Equations
Basic Mathematics and ltd

application—Summer
Institute

Introduction to Mathemat-
ical Logic and the Founda-
tion of Mathematics I

Introduction to Mathemat-
ical Logic and the Founda-
tions of Mathematics II

Modern Algebra
Elements of Real Vari-
ables

Fourier Series and Inte-
grals

Advanced Calculus
French C!onversation
Nineteenth Century Liter-
ature
Bibliography
Twentieth Century Liter-
ature
The Drama of the Nine-
teenth Century
Nineteenth Gentry Poetry
History of Russian Liter-

ature
The Philosophy of Com-
munish
Ancient and Modern Logic
Existentialism and Phen-
omenology (Themos of
Contemporary Thought I)

The Analogy of Being and
Contemporary Thomism
Seminar in Philosophic
Problems
Basic Physics — Summer
Institute Afternoon semin-
ars
Modern Physics
Advanced General Psy-
chology
Statistics

Dogma rV: The Sacra-
ments and the Last Things
Moral II: The Theological
Virtues

Scripture 11: Old Testa-
ment History
Liturgy I: GSeneral Princi-
ples

Seminar in Theological
Method
The Ancient Church
American Church History
(1829 to present day)
Population Problems
Sociology of Child Devel-
opment
Educational Sociology
Summer Workshop
World Drama I
Tragedy
The Musical ^^ ; ; . ;^ c.

Special Problems
Acting Interpretation for
the Director

Hoffman Elected Council Head
*^v^»yK I

EVENING CLASSES
Regittrafion — Moy 28rii

Course No.
Accounting 102E
Economics lOlE
Elec. Engineering 214E
Elec. Engineering 221E

Elec. Engineering 222E

English 102B
History 126E

History 281E

Mathematics 116E
Mathematics 120E
Mathematics 121E

Titie

Principles of Accounting II

Introductory Economics
Industrial Electronics
Electrical Measurement
Lab I

Electrical Measurement
Lab n
English Composition II

Modern Ehiropean History
n
History of Christian Cul-
ture

Trigonometry
Differential Calculus II

Integral Calculus I

Mach. Engineering 115E Advanced Engineering
Drawing

Mech. Engineering 116E
Mech. Engineering 121E
Mech. Engineering 206E
Mech. Engineering 211E
Philosophy 243E
Physics 115E
Religion 117E
Speech lllE

Descriptive Geometry
Mechanisms
Materials Testing II

Heat Engines
Rational Psychology
<3eneral Physics II

The Commandments
Public Speaking

, **

Tom Hoffman, newly elected Student
rec^ves gavel and congratulations from
Bob Murphy at Monday night's election

was formerly Council vice-Chainnan.

Council Chairman,
retiring Chairman^
meeting. Hoffman

Thomas A. Hoffman was
elected new chairman of the
Student Council Monday night,

but it was the election of the

Council secretary that caused
the moot excitement.

In that election, James S.

Hooker, sophomore representa-

tive from Wayne, defeated
Eileen M. Greyson, nurse repre-

sentative and the first female
in the history of student govern-
ment to be nominated for a Stu-
dent Council office. .

Miss Greyson was later elect-

ed as one of next year's repre-

sentatives to the Student Senate.
Other Council officers elected

were: Robert J. DeLiea of Hart-
ford, Conn., vice-chairman, and
William H. Vincent of Philadel-

phia, treasurer.

Succeeds Murphy
Hoffman, a Liberal Arts sci-

By JACK CURTIN

ence major from Rochester, N.
Y., succeeds Robert A. Murphy
of Lawrence, Mass., to the Coun-
cil chair.

Hoffman is the oldest member
in service in the new Council,
having been elected by his class

in freshman year and re-elected

in sophomore year.

He has been active in both
class and Council affairs and
has served as vice-chairman of
the Council this year. He de-
feated Frederick J. Wiele of
Bpllerose, L. L, treasurer of the
past year.

Sophomore Preddent
DeLisa, who served on the

Council this past year by virtue

of his position as sophomore
class president, wfets unopposed

|

for the vice-chairmanship, and
was elected by acclamation. He
has been active in N.F.C.C.S.

and has been a member of

WVIL this past year.

Vincent defeated Neil J. Dris-

lane, from Long Island, to win
the treasurer's post.

The secretary election was a
mystery going into the meeting.

No one had been nominated for

that post at the nominating
meeting the previous week.

Thanks Officers

Rev. Dante L. Girolaml,
O.S.A., Dean of Student Activi-

ties and moderator of the Stu-

dent Council, closed the three-

hour meeting by thanking all

outgoing officers and the senior

members of the Council.

He singled out departing
Chairman Murphy for special

(Continued on Pa^e 0)
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Msgr. OstheimerTo Receive

Annual St. AugustineAward
Rt Rev. Msgr. Anthony L.

Ostheimer, editor of the CATH-
OLIC STANDARD & TIMES,
official publication of the Arch-
diocese of Philadelphia, has been
named winner of Villanova's an-
nual St. Augustine Award for
journalism.

Monsignor Ostheimer's selec-

tion as the fourth winner of the
award was announced recentiy
by the Rev. Louis Rongione,
O.S.A., dean of Villanova's grad-
uate division and moderator of
the VILLANOVAN.
The award is given yearly for

distinction in the broad field of
journalism in the name of the
campus newspaper.' Presenta-
tion will be made during a din-
ner at the Warwick Hotel this

Saturday evening.

Villanova's IdSd St. Augustine

Award winner is a native of Ma-
hanoy City, Pa. He was ordain-

ed to the Holy Priesthood by
the late Dennis Cardinal Dough-

(Continued on Page 9)

MSGR. A. L OSTHEIMER

Parting Festival May 29
At Medford Lakes Lodge

NOTE : All room assignments for evening courses to

be arranged.

Tickets will go on sale today
for the Class of 1959'8 Parting
Festival, according to T. Walker
Lloyd, festival chairman.

Priced at $6.50, the ducats
will be sold at booths in the
Dougherty Hall and Commerce
and Finance building day-hop
cafeterias and will also be ob-

tainable on campus from mem-
bers of the ticket committee.

The festival, which for a
while threatened to become as

controversial as the much- crit-

icized Senior Weekend, will be
held Friday, May 29, Medford
Lakes Lodge, New Jersey. It

will run from 2 p.m. until 2

a.m.

Maps To Be Drawn
"Medford Lakes is about a

15 or 20 minute ride once you
cross from Philadelphia into

Jersey," Lloyd said, "and we'll

have plenty of clear and distinct

maps drawn up for the guys so

they don't get lost."

The selection of the New Jer-

sey site ended a short but bitter

period of dissension that had a

large portion of the class in an
uproar.

Originally, the Parting Festi-

val was scheduled for Saturday,

May 30, to be held at Fountain-

head Lodge, in New Hope, Pa.

However, when the lodge

changed hands last February
and was transformed into a

night club, things broke wide

open.

At a class meeting two weeks
ago, president Oz Soogna and
Lloyd offered the class two al-

ternatives, either still hold the

festival at Fountainhead Satur-*

day under "cramped conditions"

or have it at Medford Lakes on
Sunday, May 31.

Residents Protested

Both men seemed in favor of

the Sunday date, which brought

a wave of protest from the resi-

dent students, who complained

that their parents would be

coming to Villanova for gradu-

ation that day and they there-

fore would not be able to attend

the final class social function.

(Continued on Pb^ 8)

Rafferty, Scalia &Wall Are
Elected As Class Presidents

J. p. Kelley t^lls
Elections 'Smooth'

Officers Plan For

1959-60 Activities
Ray Rafferty, newly elected

president for the Class of 1960,

his inaugurated anOrphans'
scholeirship program to be exe-

cuted by the senior class next
year.

Rafferty, an Arts junior, said

he plans to finance the project

by the sale of magazine sub-
scriptions, on and off campus.
A part of his election plat-

form, the scholarship will be an
innovation to the conventional
senior activity scene at Villa-

nova.

Additional Plans
Other plans considered by

Rafferty include prospective

dates for the annual Senior
Weekend: February 12 and 13,

and possibly February 19 and
20.

If Blue-White I>ay is a reality

next year, he said he hopes to

make it a part of the senior

Father's Day festivities.

He has three sites In mind
for the traditional Senior Part-

ing Festival, and will announce
his final choice at a later date.

Nick Basca Dance
He announced that plans are

also underwiay for the Nick
Basca Dance, to be held on the
Homecoming Weekend, October
23, date of the Virginia Tech
football game.

Rafferty has special plans for
the Alimini Representative. "I

hope to make this office, with
his cooperation, reach its pro-

spective and potential, so that it

will become a new and strong
position."

Having served on the Student
Council as day-hop representa-

tive during his sophomore- year,

he has also been a member of
the class steering committee and
orientation conmiittee.

Fraternity Member
He has been publicity and

house manager of Belle Masque

RAFFERTY
Senior President

and is a member of Delta Pi Mu
Arts and Science fraternity.

Within the class itself, Raf-

ferty was co-chaiman of the

Junior Dinner Dance along with

John Driscoll.

"If the class continues to show-
its high interest and enthusi-

asm," he said, "we should have
a senior year to compare with
the best of them."

Junior President

Scalia, an Industrial Adminis-

tration major from Garden City,

New York, was elect^ president

of the class of 196f.

As a freshman, Scalia. served

as class vice president and was
an active member within the

cla^. He has served on the

spirit and blazer committees,

was publicity director of the

Sophomore Cotillion, and was
active in SAM.
Regarding plans for the

class's junior year, the new pres>-

ident stated that he hopes to

have a steering conunittee com-
posed of thirty to fifty members,
shying away from the high num-
ber of members on the present

junior steering committee.

Class Deelslons

This committee will have
more voice in class aifairs and

(Continued on Page 9)

"All in all, I would say things
ran pretty smoothly." So noted
J. P. Kelley in a post-election
interview with the VILLA-
NOVAN.

Kelley, Chairman of the Elec-
tions Committee, commenting on
the high level of candidates and
interest in the election, observed
that "this was the first year
every candidate put signs out
There were more signs this year
than in any of the four years
I have been here."

Percentage
When asked what percentage

of eligible voters turned out,

Kelley quoted the following fig-

ures: "68 percent of the eligible

student voters cast ballots.

"Broken down into individual

class results: juniors,^ 72 per-
cent; sophomores, 76 percent;
nurses, 77 percent; and fresh-
men, 60 percent. This last figure

represents a sizable increase
over last year's freshman vote."'

Exceed Limit
Kelley further stated that

none of the cahdidates or parties

exceeded their limits of $50 and'

$100 respectively. In fact he
added, "none of them came close

to doing so!"

In conclusion, Kelley praised
and thanked the many seniors
who aided him in supervising
the campaign. "Without the
complete co-operation of these
men, the election would never
have come off as well as it did."

m

"A'.
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fort ht bacame Popa, ht vWtad thk country—tha
only Popt who tvtr caam htrt at any tiau

'

"

lift.

Ptait, tvtr tht modtra mto, look an inltnat
In iporta. Onea, whtn tht Harltm GkbttrttUrt
hatktifatll Itam waa vWtkM In Roma, ha had
puteaaaaadalaahlMMf fcrhlm.

itt thk aMMkra auui^-dtfiaatr tt idtnot.
pontat af Cammmilmt and NaaiaaL chaaaf
paaoa mtintahwd Iha taacntiat tpidluallty

Ha had a vadal davotitB to tht Mothtr
Rod. It WM ht wha artrlaimtd tha dg«iu '

Vindn Han't AainaiTon to Htavta. at tha
to tha UMSaty TaarJnhika. At Hut b
aald khanM Ifet "MSaaaf tha Sm.-

Dorl^hk U nan at Iha htad of tht ChuRh,
Phataok partk tha taa ' —
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The New Regime

Whenever a new regime takes command of the
Student Council, it undergoes an unbearable num-
ber of comparisons with past administrations. Tom
Hoffman has been elected Chairman for the 1959-
60 session, and he cannot hope to escape such com-
parisons.

The council usuaBy^ seems to be evaluted in
terms of personalitites, and so the parallels will be
drawn between Hoffman and outgoing Chairman
Murphy. The similarities are greater than the dif-
ferences in this case.

If Hoffman continues in Murphy's manner, the
Council will be amply served. Murphy, whose most
formidable task was presiding over Congress, was
credited with ruling with an "iron fist" so often
that the phrase become hackneyed; but it was
completely apt. It was his personality which kept
order, with a simple turn of a phrase, a joke or a
dry crack. In brief summaries from the chair he
would crystalize issues which had become muddled
from debate. '^-

- If next year's Congress is patterned after this
year's, Hoffman will be confronted with spurts of
disorder which would astonish any orthodox parli-
amentarian. It will be largly through his command
presence that Robert's Rules of Order will be en-
forced.

The Chairman has a limited power of decree-
ing rulings from the chair. These rulings serve to
expedite the sessions by obviating irritable red tape
and drawnout hassling. Murphy invoked this
power, but never to the fullest extent of its pos-
sibilities. •

Of course, any deliberative body needs to abide
by rules concerning floor recognition, debate, and
discussion limits; rules which restrain both the
Chairman and the body at large. But meetings this
year were sometimes bogged down by frivolous
procedural details. Purhaps Murphy wanted to
avoid usurping any of the privileges of the floor.

Chairman-elect Hoffman should investigate
completely the latitude given to him to issue ruhngs
from the chair. If the presiding chairman would
give a simple ruling whenever he could, minor is-
sues would not have to be bounced around the
whole Congress, with all the needless delays that
this involves. It might even be wise to take this
power to the limit next year. . ;>

If this sounds as though we are endorsing
greater powers to be vested in the Chairmanship,
that is exactly what we mean.

We aren't inferring that Hoffman be an atom-
driven dynamo, like former Chairman Pat Nichol-
son (it appears that Chairmen for years to come
will ultimately be compared to Nicholson). His
moderate, reserved manner will be more than
effective. ^

Murphy To Hoffman
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The Last Deadline Met
By LARRY O'ROURKE'

The sun sometimes rises

too early ...
Ajsk any of the young men

who watched it rise some
twenty Tuesday morning the
past year.

The day sometimes drags.
Ask the same young men

how they spent Wednesday
mornings and afternoons
waiting for delivery of the
VILLANOVAN.

This is a final column of
goodbye and thanks!
To the seniors who have

shared the editorship and re-

portorial duties.

To the underclassmen
who were always willing to
do the little jobs in prepara-;
tion for the big ones they will

assume as editor^.:

To the moderator, Father

Louis Rongione, for his pa-
tience, advice and under-
standing:

To our families^ who awak-
ened while we were getting
to bed as the sun rose after
those long Monday nights.

To the professors who over-
looked a doze or a newspa-
per in class.

This Saturday night we will

sadly say our farewells.

Bright, energetic under-
classmen will be named to

,

operate the VILLANOVAN^
for the Year 1&59-60. The
next twenty editions will be
theirs.

While they spend long
nights at the printer with
dummies, galleys, proofs,

make-up, paste-up, half-tones

and telephones, we shall be
dreaming of "the good old

days."
The newcomers will have

a lot of headaches, but a lot

of pride on those Wednesday
mornings.
One thing the new editors

will learn before the first edi-

tion "goes to bed" is that:

The sun sometimes rises

too early . .

Letter to

C and Fer States Case
Due to the recent criticism

which has been heaped upon
the C and F school and its

members, I feel compelled to

take up the fallen Commerce
and Finance banner.

In recent articles in the VIL-
LANOVAN, some of which
found their way onto C and F
bulletin boards earlier last

week, Arts students have taken
turns berating the meager tal-

ents of thej: and F school!

Seeming Indifference

One of the most consistent
complaints against the C and
Fer was his seeming indiffer-

ence. Other complaints were,
in effect, that the C and Fer
was lazy, and that the day-hop
used his car to get to school
every morning.

Since most of the day^hop
C and Fers have part time jobs
in addition to school it can
hardly be said that Ihey are
lazy. As for bringing the car
to school, there is an unofficial

rumor that the af(H'emeittioned

day-hops are conducting a boy-
cott against the local means of
transportation.

After all this criticism, I be-

gan to feel inferior and decided

to do something about it. Last
Wednesday, election day, I

found myself a map of the

campus and set out to find

Alumni Hall.

After trekking for an etern-

ity over the 150 yards that
supposedly separates the two
buildings. I dragged myself
into the Gym and was handed a
ballot.

Surprising Nomber
For a school that has little

interest in campus affairs,

Commerce and Finance had a
surprising number of candi-

dates running. Another thing
that surprised me was the fact
that there was a greater C and
F representation than Arts and
Engineering combined. Actual-
ly the C and F school account-
ed for 1600 of the 2800 votei
east.

Admittedly, the business
school has a numerical advan-
tage but since few of the C
and Fers care, and none of
those that do care know where
Alumni Hall is, the turnout
was remarkable.
My feeling of inferiority had

just begun to diminish, when
il.,thought of another nasty
statement in the ill prepared
statement tacked up on the
bulletin board. In the article,

an Arts student was complain-
ing that the C and F division

had stolen its building.

Arts Complain
Even if this is true. Arts

shouldn't complain. After all,

C and F did give them its old
one. The writer of the article

seemed to be just waiting for
a chance to rsJse the C and F
roof.

One parting question; if the
C and F division has so little

to offer why is a C.and F
student the pre$ident of Delta
PiMu?

Stirring V2 Act Drama:

"On The Farm"
By PETER F. ALLARD—

Olivia:

A Horial Dnuaa of Turbulence and Choas and Kami
as Sees by a Typically Despondent and Impoverisked

Family tiiw^.

(Clem and Olivia Prackett live on a farm vrith their son,

Jasper, and their daughter, Little Nell. As our curtain rises,

Clem lias just returned from putting night lights in the ben-
house. This makes the chickens think its always day, thereby
increasing their yield, and, thereby, adding to the Prackett
income. The entire family is congregated in the kitchen.)

Cleni: All right, everybody, it's time for chores. Who-all
Imows what's to be done ?

Jasper: Paw, I've got to add chalk water to the milk afore
the dairy man gits here.

littte Nell: Paw, you said to put oil on the road so people
li slide into the ditch we dug and pay to git
towed out.

Clem, Tve got to mail the bills to the charge ac-
count customers from our roadside stand. Think
they^ notice a twenty percent marki4> ?

Ain't this cooperation grand? Make that 25%
sugar-pie, and after you kids git done, come YmcK
and help me make extry ballots fer the e;.ectiaii

next week. Cousin Edwin and me been to ev'ry
cemetery in the county a-gittin' names for 'em.

Olivia: Qem, while we're ail here, everyone should know
that CSiester next place over is goin' to pay scMne
some college fellers a quarter a bushel to pick
his corn this year. That's more 'n we paid last
year.

Jasper: I know, PSaw, we'll fix the scale and offer thirty-
five!

Utile NeU: FU weight. Paw. Fm too young fer them to sus-
pect. •''•'-^••^'"•'

Did you-11 feigit? The gov'ment's a-paying as
$2000 this year not to raise com. Besides, well
make more money sellin' them fellers White
Ugfatnin*.

Paw, me and Maw got a surprise fer yon. Tov
want to tell him, Maw.

Starlet Interview, Flag

Raising Highlights Week
An obvioos hnrii settled upon

the group as a mature business-

like wmnan entered the room,

followed by a yonng, petite,

casually— but neatly— dressed

girL

The girt was MUlie Perkins.

She is starring in the motion
picture "The Diary of Anne
Frimk," which opens today at

By BILL SPEERS

For about 45 minutes Miss
Perkins was questioned by the

various reporters. Although
most of the questions were un-
inspired and many of the ans-

wers predictable, it was rather

pleasant just watching and lis-

tening to her answer the inquir-

es with her soft, cheerful voice

the "Hollywood magic" and has
accepted her good fortime real-

istically. She sees herself as
just another working girl who
will have to work a little bit

harder in order to get and keep
ahead.

the Midtown theatre m Philly. and in her "Well, I'll tell you"
The group was a small gather- attitude, without any of the

ing of Philadelphia area college fabled Hollywood fanfare.

and his^ school students m^o a * *
were invited to this special in-

terview with the starlet by the

Philadelphia branch of Twen-
tieth Century Fox Studios.

IGllie Perkins is the girl

chosen for the title role l^ pro-

ducer George Stevens out of

some 10,000 applicants. Phy-
sically, she is ideal for the part.

She'll iwobaUy come as dose as
anyone in eoaaaplyhts with the
mental image of Anne Frank,
as formed by the millions o£
people who have read the book
or play. Miss Perkins* most out-

standing feature is a small
triangular face, haloed by Inxu
riant, black

li^ts her

A star in her first role in

motion pictures, Miss Perkins
seems unspoiled by her "Cinder-

ella" success. She expresses her
distaste for the city of Los
Angeles and the loneliness for
her Fair Lawn, New Jersey
home, which she seems to have
just begun missing after her
wirlwind success of the past
half-year or so.

For Millie the world right now
is lying at her feet. She has
made what_is supposed to be
one of the best pictures in re-

cent years and is said by the

hair, iriii^ high- so-called experts, to have a very

large, blne-gieen bright future in Hollywood. We

The Culprits have attacked
again. For the past week, atop
the flag pole in front of John
Barry Hall, the ignominious
spectacle of a pair of female
drawers waving in the breeze

Clem:

Olivia:

little NeU:

Clem:

little NeU:

Clem:
Olivia:

Clem:

r:

Oem, that boy takes after you. He's been goin'
around the town on trash day in Cousin E«dwin's
truck coUectin' old junk furniture folks leave to
be picked up. Says he's keepin' it in the bam to
start me in the antique business. That boy's goin'
places, Clem, I swear.
Don't swear in front of pa3dn' customers. Maw.
It ain't good business.

Hush now. Little Nell. That's a right fine idea,

Jasper. Antiques is a thrivin' new industry in
some parts. We'll need a bunch of cats around the
place fer atmosphere, and we'll have to sell figur-
ines, too. Figurines and handcarved luiick-knacks
and other examples of native folk art look pretty
good if you scrape the "Made in Japan" label
off 'n the back. It'd be dishonest to leave the
label on.

Hey. Paw, why not have hooked rugs, too. I can
hook plenty down at Sears-Roebuck.
What a fine little family I got! -.^:^'^'"'

Well, if all the affairs is tended, it's time fer

breakfast. I hope you-all like frozen waffles and
powered oragne juice.

Anythin' beats hominy and gnts! Jasper, why
don't you make the blessin' ? Your old enough
to help fix the income tax, and you got to begin
to do a man's things around here.
Sure. Paw. It wouldn't be right if we was to
the blessing. We're God-fearin' people.

BTTTEB END

bobble-like eyes — the kind hope she will finally realize that >»»« marred t]ie Navy's dignity,

wluch draws one's own to them, bright future. »«* *>"• ^^^ *» ««*• A team of

famnediately iqion meeting her. She remains unglamorized by ,^»^ gfficals have been «»rry-

ing on, for the last few days,

Turner Column Stirs

Artistic Controversy

a complete investigation of the
incident.

TRAVAIL
pivsivy s iwBvnimB

whifcs* color

•9ro«s' covtr

ortisfic doorfk

EDITOR'S NOTE: In a recent

artide wAtdb appeared on these

paffi^, Jim Twrmer delivered a
critknitm of Etkti Merman, who
is ewnremUy appearing in the

stMsical "Gypx^. Readers^ re-

plies to this article were so

nmmertms and varied that it was
decided that a few of the replies

would be printed in place of Mr.
Turner's colnmn this week,

'

'

To the EdHor:
I would like to declare my

complete agreement with Jim
Turner's o|Hni<»s of Ethel Mer-

man and her shows.

It has been my privilege (?)

to attend tWo of Miss Merman's
shows in recent years, and in

both cases I was iiighly disap-

pointed. Knowing that Mr.

Turner's article will very likely

provoke a storm of criticism

from various "enlightened" stu-

dents. I would like him to know
that he does not stand alone.

Edwin Blagee

Sephomore Arts.

Te the Editor:

Jim Turner opens his tirade

against E)thel Merman (VILI«A-

NOVAN, May 6) by remarking
that he can't understand why
"Gypsy Rose Lee. a strip-teaser,

was chosen to be eulogized in

the American theatre."

Overlooking the fact that eul-

ogies are generally reserved for

the dead, this seems just a bit

uncharitabfe to the lady. Miss

Lee was never a strip-teaser in

the ordinary sense of the word.

Had Mr. Turner taken the

trouble to inform himself, he

would have known that her act

was always noted for its pro-

priety and good taste.

the

of fact

Hunting"

received "rave" reviews), but it

is hard to discount the vitriolic

quality of Mr. Turner's attack

on Miss Merman.
He is certainly free to criti-

cize the lady's work, but this

article shows an amazing degree
of personal bitterness and ran-

cor, a startling lack of knowl-
edge of the theater, and an
absence of restraint bordering

on poor taste.

It might be ^vise for Mr.
Turner to read the professional

critics he disparages to learn

something of critical balance

and detachment. After all, it

is possible that everybody likes

"My Fair Lady" because it is

such an extraordinarily fine

show.
John J. Cannon

.'•.."*•• Senior Arts.

**l know that taxes are
outrageous, but can't we
PLEASE eat something be-

sides potatoes?"

We may alH» overlook

(e. g., that "Happy

"When it comes to some-
thing expensive, the woman
pajrs—attention."

So far, very little evidence
has turned up, but the investi-

gators have reason to believe

that the traitors who raised the
unmentionables upon the flag
pole are the same ones who at-

tempted to subvert the Navy
last year by replacing the pic-

ture of Admiral Halsey inside
the Barry Hall entrance, with
one of Admiral "Blood and
Guts" Neuman. It's generally
believed though, that it won't
be long before the double crime
is completely solved.

# • •
Campus Notes . . . congratU'

lations to Dan Leddy and Tony
McCranne who recently loon the
Spanish Club Cervantes poetry
and essay contest, respectively.
Both loinners received a four-
volume set of Cervantes' works
Tom Peretti, 1960 Belle Aire

editor-in-chief, is 9txU looking
for students who are interested
in working on next year's year-
book. Tom emph4isizes that no
previous experience is necessary
to join the publication. "A desire
to toork is the prime requisite
for membership on next year's
Belle Aire,*' says Peretti. Those
interested in joining can reach
Tom in the Belle Aire office
{second floor Dougherty HaU)
or in his room, 190 Sheehan HaU
. . . don't forget the Tony Mack-
lin play tomorrow night at
Harcum Jwdor Cottege.
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Nostalgic Senior

Views Eleptipns
.•\r' V.r

By AN OLD PRO
it.

'.,•'

HioughU of a weary and worldly-wfse senior on watching

the underciass elections

:

1 >

When a guy nas seen four years of campaigning, politick-

ing and eiectiuineenng at Viaanova, he geta to recognize certain

cycies and treads. A coupie of tne lairiy obvious one were
neatly demonstrated in tnis last battle for class supremacy.

« or example, it is now evident tnat the jumor ciass presi-

dent must be very careful wnom ne appoints as dinner dance
cnairman, for it is becoming a rule that ex-ohairman ascend to

tne presideatiai throne tor tneir semor years. Two years ago it

was v;iem bircn, tnis year Oz Scogna, and now Ray iiCaifei'ty.

Vve mignt aiso note that ail tnree are ("were" in tne case

oi Birch) oay-hops, which just mignt be interpreted to prove
that resident stuaents get lazy in their senior year.

Action Like V-6
"'''' As for cycles, this year's freshman election looked very

similar to those that put Ken MacGillivray into office four

years ago when the Class of 1959 first dabbled in politics.

Tne Action Party, which swept ail six offices (an unprecidented

feat, I believe), reminded oid-timers of MacGiliivray's V-6
uwt which took tiie top three electoral spots and lost the other

three to independent candidates in close contests.

Sometnmg new this year was the surprising Commerce
and Finance voting block. There nad been isolated examples of
it <before, but never like this. Several candidates—including at
least one new class president—owe their success to. the C and
If'en. Looks like the VILLANOVAN's comments did some good.

The breakdown of votes by sections, by the way, was just

one of the reforms initiated by Elections Committee chairman
John P. Kelley, who turned in the finest effort we've seen from
that post over the years. Probably nothing more can be said

about his performance than, in the words of the Rev. Dante
L. Girolami, O.S.A., to the Student last week: "He did a very,

very good job."

Speaking of the student (Council, I guess the time has
come to say a few words about outgoing chairman Bob Murphy,
who turned over his gavel to president-elect Tom Hoffman
Monday evening.

, >.

Credit to Murphy '

This was the most productive year in student government
in Villanova history. And that's not just an opinion, it's based
upon the record. This hasn't been the most notoriously suc-

cessful year for the council, for there was no one really big

measure enacted such as the Senior Car program of last year
(although most residents would probably argue that the food
poll which improved the cafeteria greatly was even more im-
portant than the car program), but it was one in which many
things were accomplished.

Mucb of the credit for the council's success must go to
Murphy. Obviously, he was not perfect, and made many mis-
takes—as all of us do. But, in control of a meeting (and he
alwiays was) Bob Murphy was an impressive and dominant
figure. To this writer's mind, the best council of the past four
years was blessed with the best president of the past four years.

Bob Wagner, who also left office as of Monday evening,
deserves as much praise as Murphy. This year's council was
well-run all the way around, and they, as officers, can claim
the credit. Wagner, for example, probably did more writing
than any other engineer in captivity.

Which brings us to Tom Hoffman, who is probably still

in the flush of victory and hasn't really become aware yet of
the tremendous weight he's taken on his shoulders. It's a
weight he's fully qualified to bear, but the distinction he'll gain
by virtue of his new post is little enough compared to the work
he's going to have to put into it.

Soft Approach Continues
A year ago, when Murphy succeeded Pat Nicholson to the

council presidency, the VILLANOVAN pointed out that this

marked a change from the "loud and dynamic" approach to
student government to a "soft and dynamic" one. Hoffman, it

appears, will continue in the softer vein that characterized
Murphy. Judging from his past efforts in student government,
he'll be just as much of a success at it. ::)::<'::.':'':.::-

And like Murphy, Hoffman is fortunate in having able and
efficient co-officers. The man who succeeds him as vice-chair-
man, Bob DeLisa, has already proved his worth as an invalu-
able member of the council, as Villanova's NFCCS delegate and
in his position as president of the sophomore class. Bill Vincent,
the third officer elected Monday evening, has also been ex-
tremely active in council matters. Jim Hooker secretary, was
also a good choice for the job.

While we're at it, we might as well extend fond wishes and
the best of luck to all the class officers elected last Wednesday.
The future of Villanova is in their hands.

A Word of Advice
In closing perhaps a word to advice might be in order to

the youngesters from one who seei the twilight shadows gather-
ing more clearly every day. Probably, like most seniors, this
one isn't wise enough to keep out of trouble, but I do think
there is one bit of information which could be passed along
to those coming behind.

So here it is, gentlemen, the voice of widsom speaking. The
voice of a man who has spent four years in college, of a man
w!ho has seen life inside these cinderblock walls and has fritter-
ed away his time on these asphalt paths. His advice is.

Pass attendance—it works wonders with your parents.

Unknown Heavens

Pierced By Giant

Reflector Scopes
By RICHARD L. lUSENKELL
Astronomy today, once pre-

eminent among the subjects

taught at universities, but hav-

ing fallen into neglect during
the past century, is once again

assuming considerable import-

ance.

Practically speaking, it was
always important. Sailors de-

pend heavily upon celestial
navigation, and even modem
Air Force pilots are required to

know a little astronomy. The
recent growth of this science,

however, has been in the ranks

of the amateur.
The manufacture and sale of

inexpensive telescopes for the

hobbyist has increased several

hundred percent in the last

decade.

With the launching of arti-

ficial satellites, the dawn of the

space age has arrived, and the

curiosity of man in general as

to what lies beyond his planet

has heightened greatly. As he
Ibises his eyes to the heavens
and the vistas beyond, man's
earthbound senses reel before

the Biases, distances and empty
space of the star-fiecked uni-

verse, and he seeks to explore

the vastness at best he can.

The primary astronomical in-

strument is the telescope, which
is actually a powerful magnify-
ing optical instrument. There
are two types of telescopes, re-

flectors and refractors.

The reflector uses a concave
mirror to focus all light rays it

receives to a single point. The
refractor accomplishes the same
end by "bending" light rays
with a large lens. In other re-

spects, the two types of tele-

scopes are essentially the same.
The main types of reflectors

are the Cassegranian and the
more conunon Newtonian. These
are inexpensive and relatively

simple in design, hence they arc

the choice of the majority of

astronomy hobbyists. v

Refractors, however, are' eas-

ier to operate, less delicate, and
have a greater magnifying
power tlian reflectors, thus they
are preferred by professional

astronomers. Powerful magnifi-

cation is, of course, essential to

astronomy, since it renders vis-

ible the fine detail of celestial

bodies.

The largest telescopes in the

world, Mt. Palomar's 200 inch

and Mt. Wilson's 100 inch, are

reflectors, as will be the new
120 inch telescope soon to be
finished at Lick Observatory.

If refractors are made very
large, the heavy weight of the

lens at the long tube tends to

bend the tube. A 40-inch lens

is the largest practical size.

Villanova Observatory's new
Unitron 6 inch refractor is an
outstanding example of' its type,

and all students arc invited to

come up to the observatory and
examine it any night.

(

Grendd's Cov«

What Price Democracy?
By JIM RISING

The fact that elections were imminent wias painfully

demonstrated to this writer when the annual horde of smiling,

well-dressed office-seekers invaded the silent glory of my
chambers and in a brotherly tone of voice inquired about the

state of my health and the success of recent social life.

Before they had a chance to be asked why they were
running for office, these budding politicians launched a steady

stream of small talk which eventually led to the question,

"Who are you voting for?" When I informed them that they

would not be favored by my vote, they still insisted on leaving

numerous cards and other paraphernalia which had as much
persuasive power as a Dewey button.

Cards Disappear
After seeing some of their cards disappear into the waste

basket, some of the individuals in question somehow came to

the conclusion that their logic and rhetoric might be used to

better advantage in some other locale. Their powers of per-

ception were very acute.

Much easier to bear were the signs and billboards in front

of Dougherty Hall, which brought back memories of the

northern-most section of U. S. Route 1; the signs at least

were quiet.

Like the nation at large, the student body of this univer-

sity elects its own representatives. Now all good gum-chewing,

democracy-loving citizens and students realize that vulgar

back-slapping and cigar smoking are part of American democ-
racy.

Not A Monarchy
<Since there is no prominent pretender to the throne of

this nation of stainless steel and Carvel stands (the English

don't want it and the Ocean City beach patrol is undecided),

the U. S. A. is stuck with a democratic form of government

(the execution of Maximilian in 1867 finished Hapsburg hopes

on this continent).

As a center of culture, a university should strive not to

become sucked into the mediocrity which surrounds its bor-

ders. The average and commonplace should not be imitated.

Mediocrity may be a characteristic of politicians; it is not one

of scholars.

File 13

We Get
By BOB BROTHERS—

J

Dear Editor:

Enclosed find $2.00. Please

send me a subscription to the

VILLANOVAN.-^G. R., Immac-
ulata College.

Thank you. Our staff is novo

going to dinner.

Dear VUlanovan:
I saw the last issue, and I

must say it seemed to be about

90% pure trash.—D. M., Temple

U.
Looks are deceptive. A cou'

tent analj/aia revealed that the

last issue was 87% trash. Please

stand corrected.

Dear Bob:
I fail to see how the Swedish

Academy can continue to ignore

your remarkable literary genius.

In my opinion you are America's

best young writer. Such mag-
nificent sweep and clarity ! Such
unfaltering logic ! Such wonder-

ful utility of style!

I have never read better writ-

ing anywhere. Such mature
punctuation! I fail to see what
can keep your star from its in-

exorable orbit across the lit-

erary firmament if you main-

tain this sparkling pace. You
are a genius.—Love, Mother.

P.S. We just received a letter

from your Dean. What does "on
probation" mean?
Dear Mom: Remember the

Prohibition Era back in the days

of your youth? Well, the Dean
has placed me in charge to make
sure there is no drinking on
campus.
Dear Villanovans:

College men who drink beer

are making a mess of our com-
munity and the state by throw-

ing empty cans in the gutters.

I have seen as many as seven

cans in a single gutter over by
the P & W tracks. You know
what this adds up to.—Chief,

Villanova Twp. Police.

At current prices, I'd say it

adds up to about $1.75.

Questions Answered
Dear Mr. Brothers:

You are always trying to use

big words. Can you tell me what
is the meaning of the word Tra-

qanaquanafriter?—^Bill Thomas.
After much research, I found

out that this vwrd is an archart'

ic form meaning the act of Tra-

qanaquanafriting.

Q. How old should a girl be be-

fore she dates?—^Teenager.

A. We feel she should be at least

in the fifth grade. By that time,

you have something to talk

about. You have studied arith-

metic, geography, and American
History. After all, you can't

talk spelling, can you now?
Dear Staff:

I like your paper. I have a
dog. His name is F^do. He likes

your paper. I have a cat. Her
name is Kitty. She likes it. I

am in the first grade. I am 87.

Mother says I am crazy. I like

the VILLANOVAN. I am crazy.

—J. M.

Dear Bob:
It seems as if I've been read-

ing your column for years, now.
Back in September, my bud-

dies and I used to howl with

laughter at your every word.

Then around the end o ffirst

semester, I began to realize that

mv laughter was taking on a
faintly hysterical tone. I also

noticed an odd gleim in the

eyes of my less-stable friends.

About mid-term this semester,

your column no longer made me
laugh. Instead. I used to curl

up with it and my blanket and
cry myself to sleep.

Now. just before I throw my-
self into the T-House Pond on
Graduation eve, would you tell

me exactly what you were try-

ing to accomplish with "File

13?"—Senior.

No, I won't.

1
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COLLEGE PUZZLE CONTEST
FOR STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS

2 GRAND PRIZES
,i*p«**^ \

Rnmbler "American "

.

Bigccir roominess . .

small -car economy . .

tops in performance!

>.S>i«»iittiM4SM<«,-v
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100 THIRD PRIZES:

WIN A RAMBLER STATION WAGON!
LIGHTUPAND L/1^E #7 C/P/ 3 great cigarettes offer you 627 chances to win!

So picic your paclc-save tlie six wrappers-and get going! ifs crossword puzzie fun and reai

smolcing pieasure ali tlie way!

ENTER OFTEN—HAVE FUN—AND WIN! But think carefully! This puzzle is not as easy as it looks. At

first the DOWN and ACROSS clues may appear simple. There may appear to be more than one "righf|

answer. For example, the clue might read: "Many a coed will be given her best date's P- -N." Either 'T

(PIN) or "E" (PEN) would seem to fit. But only one answer is apt and logical as decided by the judging staff,

and therefore correct. Read the rules carefully. ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOG WISH. Good luck!

EMERSON TRANSISTOR

RADIOS

Packed with power .

plays 1500 lirs on 1 set

of b.itteries

y^-^-
. .

''•:-:-<\
,

:'
<&

500 FOURTH PRIZES
Cartons ol Anieiica s finest cigarettes

RULES-PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

1. The College Puzzle Contest is open to college

students and college faculty members except em-
ployees and their immediate families of Liggett

& Myers and its advertising agencies.

2. Fill in all missing letters . . . print clearly. Use
of obsolete, archaic, variant or foreign words

prohibited. Afteryou have completed the puzzle,

send it along with six empty package wrappers

of the same brand from L&M, Chesterfield or

Oasis cigarettes (or one reasonable hand-drawn
facsimile of a complete package wrapper of any

one of the three brands) to: Liggett & Myers,

P. 0. Box 271, New York 46, N. Y. Enter as

often as you wish, but be sure to enclose six

package wrappers (or a facsimile) with each

entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.

3. Entries must be postmarked by midnight,

Friday, May 29, 1959 and received by midnight,

Friday, June 6, 1969.

4. Entries will be judged by the Bruce-Richards
Corporation, an independent judging organiza-

tion, on the basis of logic and aptness of thought

of solutions. In the event of ties, contestants will

be required to complete in 25 words or less the

following statement: "My favorite cigarette is

(Chesterfield) (L&M) or (Oasis) because ".

Entries will be judged on originality, aptness of

thought and interest by the Bruce-Richards

Corporation. Duplicate prizes will be awarded

in event of final ties. Illegible entries will not be

considered. By entering all entrants agree that

the decision of the judges shall be final and
binding.

5. Solutions must be the original work of the

contesfants submitting them. All entries become
the pre perty of Liggett & Myers and none will

be returned.

€. Winners will be notified by mail as soon as

possible after completion of the contest.

7. This contest is subject to all Federal, State

and local laws and regulations.

- HURRY! ENTER NOW! CONTEST CLOSES MAY 29, 1959 -

CLUEt ACROtti
1. These may indicate that a nation is prepared to wage war in the air.

6. Some college students.

10. When at Light up an Oasis.

11. Sinking ship deserter.

12. Plural pronoun. ...
18. One expects discussions in a sociology class.

16. A student's careless might annoy a short-story instructor.

17. Initials of Uruguay and Denmark.
18. Germanium (Chem.)
19. Nova Scotia (Abbr.)

21. It probably would count when you pick a horse to bet on.

22. Sometimes a girl on a date must . . , ,,»;?•» • >»»to her pocketbook to help

?ay the tab. ", '

. . . . j
he muscle-builder's may fascinate a poorly developed man.

24. Chemical Engineer (Abbr.)
. , «

26. Campers will probably be by a forest fire.

29. When starting a trip, tourists usually look forward to the first »..,...

.

31. At home.
32. Literate in Arts (Abbr.)

33. Familiar for faculty member.
35. Associate in Arts (Abbr.)

36. One could appear quite harmless at times.

37. Reverse the first part of "L&M".
38. What will soon appear in a bombed-out city.

CLUES DOWN I

1/

!:

6.

6.

7.

8.

9.

12.

14.

15.

20.
23.
25.
27.
28.
80.
32.
33.
34.
85.
36.

The beginning and end of pleasure.

A rural can be inviting to a vacationist.

Second and third letters of OASIS.
When one is packed, it could be exasperatmg to remember

a few articles that should be included.

It would pay to be careful when glass is .... , .
"• • .V:

Grounds to relax on with a mild CHESTERFIELD.
Author Ambler.
District Attorney (Abbr.)

A from Paris should please the average woman.
An inveterate traveler will about distant lands.

are hard to study.

Stone, Bronze and Iron .
.^

How Mexicans say, "Yes".
,

All L&M cigarettes are
" high in smoking pleasure.

May be a decisive factor in winning a horse race.

Initials of Oglethorpe, lona, Rutgers and Emerson.

United Nations Organization (Abbr.)

Golf mound.
Colloquial for place where the finest tobaccos are

Poet Laureate (Abbr.)
Filter ends.
What Abner might be called.

Bachelor of Education degree.

1
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Medford Lakes

Site of Senior

Parting Festival
(*«. •*.

'
.'.•*'

COontlBiaBd 1»

The meeting: ended with the^

agreement that tH^frt ivoaAd lie

pnoyisioiu made whcieby the
claas could Tote when to have
the affair, but Uoyd had other
ideas, because he "Wanted to
hold it when evef3iMMly cxmld
attend, 'and I had to get work-
ing on it right away.''

Lloyd had an option on thej

lodge for Friday, and renMan-
berin^^ that the preTHxus ciassl

had a successful functian on a
^^ Friday because of the IC4A

track meet at VUlajnova^ got
Scogna's permissian to
May 29 the festival date.

His big worry now is

support "We're takiqg no
money whatever Cram the class
treasury for this,** he told a
reporter, "and mast depend
upon the sumMMt of individnal
class members for its **<*irt
"The more peofrie that aup-

port the affair, the better it

will be, because that wiD give
us more money to woiIe with.
Every cent we get wiD go
into the Farting Feitivsl to try
and make it the best a£Eair pos-
sible."

Medford Lakes has fiarnlitlps

for swimming, bstwhsfi sad vol-

leyball, Lloyd said,

located near a ridBqg

He plans to have a buffet dnmer
and dancing for those in attend-

•smce, and would fike to have a
jazE concert alsoL He is trying
to sign Paul Judge for daaring
and Eari Bostic far the eoiftoertl

amoncT others.

The chairman
"picnic attire** Cbonudas, kha-
kis) for the a£EBir, but said
there would be frillities for
anyone who wishes to diaage
clothes.

Rev. Joseph Clark

Delivers Lecture
Rev. Joseph Clark; S. J^ of

|

Canisius College, BufCaki, N. T^
will deliver a jtecture before the
newly formed Sigma Xi Oidi
tonight.

"Philosophy of Scieaee — A
Point of Departure** was the
title of the lecture which will be
given at 8 pjn. in the East
Lounge of Dougherty HalL

Juniors To Take Johnnies
To Ivyknoll For Jamboree

May 13, 19S9 THE VILLANOVAN P«f«9

of Our Lady of Good Counsel
PUker's Day but Saturday. The Mass

by Rev. Hcary F. Weeks, O.S.A., Class moder-

This Saturday 250 little tykes
board busses and head out to
Johnnie's Jamboree. Mission: to
have fun.

Mrs. Josephine Jordan, prom-
inent Main Liner who has been
quite active in charity drives

and benefits, observed the efforts

of the Villanova Juniors con-
cerning the orphans weekend
last December.

Junior Cooperation
She approached Junior Class

President Sheldon Pollock and
asked for his cooperation in the
planning and initiation of John-
nie's Jamboree.
The affair will be held at the

J. Richard Jordan Estate, "Ivy-
knoll", on Stoke Rd. in Villanova
for the benefit of the lads in St.

John's Orphanage for Boys.
The Rev. Dante Girolami,

O.S.A., Dean of Student Activi-

ties, Mrs. Jordan, Mrs. John
Lord, Pollock and Ronald Dobies
comprise the executive commit-
tee for this affair.

Many prominent Main Liners
will serve on the General Com-
mittee.

Student Chairmen
Student chairmen are Pete

Lavezolli and Jack Daniels, who
are in charge of games, John
Mulcahy in charge of food, C.
Allen Brossi, maintenance; Dick
Jordan, of transportation.

Fifty juniors will conduct the
activities. They will be cos-

tumed as cowboys, Indians,

clowns and barkers.

The activities include games,
pony rides, a puppet show and
an outdoor cookout. Toys and
favors will be awarded to the
children.

Excess funds will be used for
the purchase of a color TV for
the orphanage.

ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

Let it spray! New plastics stay fresh and soft!

Anmnd y€Har tub, arourtd your windows, plastic curtains stay colorful and fresh, drape better, look better longer.

Amtmd ffou, platiic ramwear stays comfortably soft and pliable. CorUribuHng to these qualities in many plastics

it am oiHaaed mgredieni developed by Esso Research. Better house-keeping . . . better car-

keepimg .. . thete's no end to the uxtys ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oU. (isso)

Byzantine Mass Celebrated
By Rev. Austin Mohrbacher
A Byzantine Mass under the

Russian Rite was celebrated

last Thursday morning in the
Field House at 10 a.m.

The Rev. Austin Mohrbacher
of the Russian Center at Ford-
ham University celebrated the

Mass and was accompanied by
a mixed choir from the Center.

PontUcal College

Father Mohrbacher, the cele-

brant of Thursday's Liturgy,

was bom in Minnesota and stud-

ied for the priesthood in Illi-

nois before entering the Pontifi-

cal College in |lome.

Msgr. Ostheimer
(Continued from Pago 1)

erty in May of 1931.

He attended Catholic Univers-

ity from 1936 to 1939 and earn-

ed his Doctorate in Philosophy.

Monsignor Ostheimer served

as a member of the faculty at

Roman Catholic High School for

thirteen years prior to his ap-

pointment to the editorial staff

of the Catholic Standard and
Times in 1942.

He was named editor of the

publication in May of 1952.

Monsignor Ostheimer directed

radio and television programs
for the Philadelphia diocesan

high school and since 1942 has

been co-director of the Phila-

delphia Catholic Hours on sta-

tion WFIL.
Textbook Co-Author

He is also the author of sev-

eral books and was co-author of

a series of social science texa-

books widely used in Catholic

high schools.

The St. Augustine Award has

been presented three times be-

fore. Winners were: James T.

Quirk, publisher of TV Guide
magazine, John Facenda, Phila-

delphia television newscaster

and John C. Calpin, political ed-

itor of the Philadelphia Bulletin.

More than 150 staff members
of the VILLANOVAN and radio

station WVIL are expected to

attend the dinner dance, accord-

ing to Larry O'Rourke, outgoing
editor, and Bill Washington, re-

tiring station manager.

He was ordained in the Byz-
antine Rite in Rome in 1957,

and has worked with Soviet ref-

ugees. Reqently, he made an
extensive study of Russian athe-

istic propaganda and methods.

He was assigned to the Russian
Center at Fordham in 1957.

Six Rites

The Byzantine Rite is one of

six main rites in the Catholic

Church today. Unity on faith

and morals is always maintain-

ed among these rites, but litur-

gical laws and customs have dif-

fered from the earliest days of

the Church, and the Holy See

has insisted that they be pre-

served in their purity.

The Byzantine Rite developed

around the city of Constanti-

nople and from here missionar-

ies were sent to Russia. Russia

was converted principally by

these missionaries, and thus

adopted the Byzantine Rite.

The Russian Mass, called the

Liturgy, although the same in

nature and outlined as the Latin

Mass, differs in many external

ceremonies. The entire Mass is

sung in Church Slavonic lang-

uage.

Staff Named
For Yearbook
Tom Peretti, editor of the

1959 Belle Air, has announced
his staff 1960. William Celen-
tano. Social Science, will be as-

sociate editor; Albert Lawler,
E. E., managing editor; John
Keitzke, Pol. Sci., layout editor;

Thomas Sweeney, Soc. Art
editor; Joseph Peroziello, Fi-

nance, photography editor.

Sports editor will be Lawrence
Maucher, Electrical Engineer,
and Connell O'Donnell, Psychol-
ogy. Jim Merikangas, Phys., will

be Copy Editor.

Peretti added that those un-
derclassmen who wish to work
on the 1960 Belle Air are urged
to sign up. Business Manager is

Ban Spada, Mkt.

HoffmanNew
Council Head
praise, saying, "This is the kind

of boy we are trying to develop.

He has always attempted to see

both the students' and the Ad-
ministration's point of view."

New Chairman Hoffman call-

ed a meeting of the new Senate

for next Monday evening, and a
meeting of the new Congress for

next Wednesday. At the latter

meeting, Murphy will give an
evaluation report on the 1958-59

Council.

The following committee
chairman gave their last reports

to the Council: Joseph Mason,
Fraternity and Society Commit-
tee; James Corey, Ways and
Means Committee; William
Hixon, Social Affairs Commitee

J. P. Kelley, Elections Com-
mittee; Raymond Hepburn,
Acfidemic Affairs Committee

;

Robert Merkert, Religious Af-
fairs Committee; William
Christman, Student Activities

Committee; Frederick Wiele,

Student Union and Special Prob-

lems Committee.
The three Council vice-presi-

dents, Joseph McGrath, William
Murray, and Thomas Moakley,
gave their outgoing reports.

Officers Plan Activities
(Continued from Page 1)

class decisions than it does now,
he said. Members of this com-
mittee will be chosen by a sys-

tem to be explained at the first

class meeting.

t>ultorak Elected

President of IRS

Joseph Pultorak was elected

next year's president of the Vil-

lanova International Relations

Society at Monday night's meet-

ing, announced Bob Rafano,

outgoing president.

Other officers elected were
William Celentano, vice presi-

dent; Frank Brennan, secretary

treasurer; and John Castano,

Student Council representative.

Final plans were announced
for the annual banquet to be

held next Wednesday night at

Weber's Restaurant in Narbeth,

7 p.m.

Rafano expressed hope for a
large turnout at the banquet.

Lack of participation caused the

proposed club trip to the United

Nations to be cancelled.

Officers Elected
Christensen Is

PKP President
Lee Christensen, Chem. Eng.

from Washington D. C, was re-

cently elected president of Phi
Kappa Pi, the Engineering fra-

ternity. He held the former
office of treasurer.

He Is a member of the Villa-

nova Engineer Staff, and Chi
Epsllon Mu, the Honorary En-
gineering Society.

He teamed with Jim Foley in

arranging for the Junior Week
Jazz Festival.

He Is presently planning a
smoker for the 14th of this

month.
Plans for next year include

increased social functions, a

Communion Breakfast, an
Orphans outing and Dinner
Dance.

Other officers elected are Jim
Foley, Civil Eng., vice president;

Brian Scully, Elec. Eng., trea-

surer; Harry Mitchell, Mech.
Eng., secretary; Stan Ciesielski,

Chem. Eng., Student Council

Rap.; and George Kelly, Chem.
Eof., Seneant «t arms.

Frats

SCALIA
A committee to strengthen the

bonds between the day-hop and
resident students Is advocated
by Scalla. Also, In an attempt to

publicize class functions and ac-

tivities, the president plans to

aet up a one man publicity com-
mittee to work between the
class, the VILLANOVAN,
WVIL, and other publications.

As for Junior Week, Scalla

hopes that his class will be able

to equal the job done by the

present junior class.

Scalla also wants to install a
ring dance and a ring Mass into

the class activities.

Summing up the election, Scal-

la thanked everybody for the
large turnout at the polls and
also for the confidence the class

has placed in him by electing

him preddent.

He expects the class to show
the same Interest and enthusi-

asm throughout the whole year.

Working with Scalla next
year will be: Lawrence Bath-
gate, vice president; Nicholas
Cassetta, secretary; and Nell

Vaughey, treasurer.

Sophomore President

Leading next year's sopho-
mores will be Thomas Wall
from Poughkeepsle, New York.
Wall Is enrolled In the school of
Arts and Science.

Wall was an active member In

student government while in

high school, having served on
the student council for four
years. In his senior year he was
elected to the presidency of the

council.

During the past year, Wall
has been active on the campus
radio station, WVIL, and also

in the intramural program and
various other societies.

Class Unity
Advocating class unity and a

close relationship between the

class and Its officers, the presi-

dent Is looking forward to a
successful year.

Some of the decisions facing

the classLofficers and. Wall wUl
be the planning of the Sopho-
more Cotillion, securing class

blazers, and finally, ordering the

class rings.

The other sophomore officers

are: Ralph Lanclano, vice pres-

ident; Anthony Latorre, secre-

tary; and Richard Corslnl,

treasurer.

Council Representatives

Elected to posts on the Stu-

dent Council for the senior class

are: Dennis Cardone, Arts and
Science day-hop; Kenneth Krae-
mer, Arts and Science resident;

John Heberer, C and F day-

hop ; and Steve Carton, C and F
resident.

Newly-elected junior repre-

sentatives include : Paul
O'Rourke, Arts and Science day-

hop; Bob DeLlsa, Arts and Sci-

ence resident; John Wojciec-

howlcs, Engineer day-hop; Brian
Scully, Engineer resident; James
Hooker, C and F day-hop; and
Jack Valva, C and F resident.

Representatives for next
year's sophomore class are:

Robert Benson, day-hop; and
Leonard Carnaghl, resident.

WALL
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Joe Michell, Ace Pitcher,

Helps ^Cats in Comeback
y TOM TROY

Pre-season talk on the fate

of Villanova's baseball team was
mainly concerned with the ap-

parent absence of a strong pitch-

ing staff.

With star pitchers, Jack Kelly

and Bob Kropiewnicke, either

graduated and signed by major-

league teams, it appeared that

Villanova would be lacking that

great essential—the big guys
who can put the apple by the

hitters.

The season thus far has
proved all the talk to be just

that-talk. With the exception

of the LaSalle game, the Villa-

nova hurlers have proven to be

not only, adequate, but some-

times outstanding.

And leading the mound corps

is burly, wide-shouldered, dark-

bearded Joe Michell. A senior

finance major, Joe resembles

Sal Maglie when he peers down
from the mound for the signal,

dark-browned and tough.

Joe the Barber?

To a lesser extent Joe's pitch-

ing sometimes resembles the

Barber's too. A good fast mov-
ing fast-ball and a snapping

curve are Joe's best pitches, and
he combines these with good
control to effectively stifle the

opposition's bats.

Last year Joe appeared in

five games for Coach Art Ma-
han's NCAA tournament team.

He started and completed two,

winning them both, while com-
piling a 3-1 record.

Of special significance is Joe's

earned run average-four runs in

31 innings for a gaudy 1.15 era.

JOE MICHELL

He also struck out 25.

To date Joe has appeared in

five games and has a very good
three and one record.

He started the Wagner game
and worked six innings allowing

no runs, but he was lifted in fav-

or of a pinch hitter. He pitched

shut out ball in a relief stint at

Temple.
Joe Beat St. Joe's

His first decision came against

Georgetown when he pitched the

last five innings. His next game
was his best, against St. Jos-

eph's. While everyone was taken

up by the Cats power (19 runs)

they overlooked that Joe had
allowed only four safeties and
did his share with the stick go-

ing four for five.

Joe got no support in the

Scranton game and suffered his

first loss. The Wildcats commit-

ted no less than six errors dur-

ing the five innings Joe pitched.

He got the final batter out in

the LaSalle game and got the

win as the Cats rallied.

Joe is a resident of Ri^ey
Park, Pennsylvania, and he com-
mutes to Villanova every day.

This, of course, isn't the ideal

situation for an athlete but Joe
philosophically shrugs it off.

"Sure, you might get a little

extra tired driving back and
forth every day; but if anyone
likes baseball he'd do it. I don't

mind it at all."

"We only get a few scholar-

ships every year, but I don't

think it makes a great deal of

difference in the quality of our
team. Sure, if we got 12 or 15

like Penn State and some other

schools do, we'd go to the NCAA
tourney every year, too.

Wants To Play Ball

"But we do pretty good as it

is. And I think that any guy
who has talent to play ball will

play whether he has a scholar-

ship or not They certainly

should, anyway!"

Joe envisions a career in the

world of finance after he grad-

uates this summer-if he doesn't

sign a major league contract.

"I've got a few real general

feelers. You know, a letter or
phone call every now and then
asking how you've been. A
ticket to a game once in a while.

Nothing real definite though.

"But I'll sign with anybody.

I just like to play ball, and get-

ting paid for it is really great."

There's no doubt Joe Michell

likes to play ball. Go to a game
or a practice session some time.

Nobody works harder or longer

than Joe—and that is class no
matter where you go.

SPORTS CHATTER
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Tracksters Run At Coliseum
Jhn Elliott cmd four of his

prize trackmen willingly took

Horace Greeley's advice this

morning. They boarded a plane

mt 7:30 at Philadelphia's Inter-

nationcd Airport, bound for the

West—specifically, Los Angeles.

They'll be running on Friday
night in the Coliseum Relays,

a track and field extravaganza
which is run on a grass track

in the cavernous home of the

Los Angeles Dodgers.

The big race will be the mile

relay. Sophomores Joe Manion
and Nick DeAngelis (replacing

junior Jim Blackburn) and sen-

iors Charlie Stead and Ed Col-

lymore will run against the
finest quartets on the Pacific

Coast and the Southwest—Tex-

as, Texas A&M, California, USC,
and Occidental.

C o 1 1 y m o r e , the defending
NCAA 220 champion, will run
in an invitational 100-yard dash
against a star-studded field

headed by Bobby Morrow and
Ray Norton.

Practice Meet Saturday

On Saturday morning at

10:30 in Villanova Stadium, the

remaining members of the vars-

ity track team will compete
against the freshmen in a "prac-

tice" meet under regular con-

ditions.

Last Wednesday the Wildcats
beat LaSalle, 84-42, for their

20th consecutive victory in dual

and triangular meets. Colly-

more, with three first places, and
Stead, with two firsts and a
second, were the headliners.

Collymore ran 9.7 in winning

the 100, beating Joe Manion and
John Buckley. Colly won the

220 easily in 20.9, with Manion
second and Blackburn third.

It was the 220 low hurdles in

which Cambridge Comet made
the most noise, however. He ran
the event for the second time

in his collegiate career (the first

time was in his sophomore
year) , and not only won, but set

a university record by covering

the distance in 23.7. Stead was
second and Jack Van Dusen was
third.

DiMaio Impressive

Vic DiMaio looked excellent In

winning the 880 in the very
good time of 1:55.3. LaSalle's

Charlie Del Rossi took second
and DeAngelis took third.

Bob Godesky chalked up the

fastest time for the two-mile in

the Delaware Valley thus far

this year as he won that event
in 9:43.3. LaSalle's Jim Sumner
was second and sophomore
Lance Huglemeyer was third.

Stead won the 120-yard high
hurdles in 15.3, while Van Du-
sen and LaSalle's Joe Tyler
trailed him. It was Stead in the
high jump, as well. He only had
to clear 6-1 to beat LaSalle's

Fred Cassidy and Wildcat John
Buckley.

It was Buckley in his specialty

—the broad jump—^with a jump
of 22'-7". Kent Lydic took sec-

ond and LaSalle's Al Roesting

and Bob Davis tied for third.

Deangelis Wins 440
DeAngelis copped the 440

from teammate Blackburn and
LaSalle's Terry McCjovem in

49.5. Explorer Pete Walheim
won the mile in 4:27, beating

Gene Rodgers and LaSalle's

Dick Flint.

Norbert McNulty won the
pole vault by clearing 13 feet,

which was enough to top Lydic
and LaSalle's Ed Bameman.

LaSalle won the other three
field events. Bill Taylor put the
shot 49-6 to beat teammate Jack
Brabazon and Villanova's Al
Samango. Taylor's brother. Bob,
threw the discuss 153-1 to out-

distance Brabazon and his broth-

er. Bill Wetzler tossed the jave-

lin 176-8, triumphing over Dick
Kaminski and LaSalle's Walt
Bilski.

As part of Blue-White Day,
the track team edged Pitts-

burgh, 68-63, by winning the
mile relay after Pitt was dis-

qualified for some illegal tac-

tics on the part of leadofif man
Zinnerford Smith.

Pitt had finished first in

3:18.1, with Smith, Jay Moody,
Vince Woinar and Mel Barnwell
besting Blackburn, DeAngelis,
Manion and Stead. Stead, who
won the high jump and high
hurdles, had to run only 10 min-
utes after taking second in the
grueling 220 low hurdles.

Another Record

Stead had tied Collymore's
two-day-old- record in the 220
lows—23.7—but Colly, capping
one of his finest days, set a new
standard of 23.6 in winning his

third event of the day.

Colly won the 100 in 9.6 and
the 220 in 20.6, without being
retally pushed in either race,

Glory Days Coming?
ByTONYMACKLIN

The "old-time" 'Cats came back last Saturday, a little round-

er, a little slower, and alot funnier. It was the 6th Annual Blue-

White Day and if the old-timers' claws were a little less sharp,

they made up for it with spirit.

They played ball like Fabian sings—with alot of guts!

At least we got a chance to see basketball at its most casual.

The oldsters, led by "Pitching Paul Arizin, came up with three

teams to make sure things wouldn't get dull. Dull it wasn't

casual it was.
If Brooks Ricca had been "hot*^ he would have had 748 points.

Another whirling dervish of shots and passes was Shy Raiken.

Shy? Shy was about as shy as a Villanova nurse.

A third bundle of activity was Maje McDonnell, the Borra
Minevitch of the basketball court. Sporting sunglasses and a
green shirt, Maje proved to be the old-timers' hatchet man.
With Ricca, Raiken, and McDonnell leading an assault in the

general direction of the basket, it was easy to see the necessity

of the fence-protection.

One of the highlights of the old-timers potent offense was
the old double decker play. McDonnell attached himself to Tom
Brennan (1952) shoulders and then-missed the layup.

All in all the old-timers put on the finest exhibition of inac-
curacy since this writer's last trig test

The varsity cage men shape up as strong, fast, and deep.
They could easily play platoon •basketball next year they have
so much depth. Saturday's aces included George Raveling and
Hubie White. These two will set records. Also look for Dan
Higgins when he comes off the bence next year.

Glory days are on the way.
But the 'Cats may not have to wait until next year for a

Big Five championship. Although Art Mahan's nine took a sound
thrashing from the blue and white of Seton Hall, they actually
gained at the end of the day. LaSalle upset Temple to give VU
sole occupancy of first place in the City Series struggle. If the
Wildcats defeat weak St. Joe's they're champs. Let's hope we
got the bad game out of our system Saturday.

The bad taste of a trimming in baseball will disappear a
long time before the bad taste of an undeserved track victory.
True, the oflicial Wilfred Collin declared a foul against Pitt in
the mile relay because Pitt's Zinnerford Smith banged into Jim
Blackburn on the first lap, but that only cost the *Cats approx-
imately three yards.

The race was decided very definitely on the last lap. Mel
Barnwell tore away from an over-extended and understandably
worn out Charley Stead who had already participated in three
events, including the 220 low hurdles which immediately preceded
the mile event. Stead tried, but a fresher and faster Barnwell
easily outdistanced him and hit the tape about 15 yards ahead
of the VU anchor man.

I completely agree with gentleman Coach Jim Elliott who
felt that the victory in the mile relay and the track meet should
not be taken away from the Pitt Panthers. To my mind Pitt
won a solid victory in the mile and the foul was merely incidental
and not enough to make any difference in the final outcome of
the race.

I would like to second guess Coach Elliott at this time. Why
didn't he save the fantastic Ed Collymore, winner of the 100,
the 220, and the 220 low hurdles, and run him in the mile relay
instead of the hurdle event. If he had done this Charley Stead
who came in second in the 220 low hurdles would have won the
event. Jay Moody of Pitt would have taken second. If we could
have taken third and gone on to win the mile led by Colly we
would have won the meet 66-65. The question is could we have
gotten the third place in the 220 low hurdles and the all important
one point.

It seems that I have answered my own qquestion. Jumbo
obviously felt that we weren't able to get that third without Colly.We had to assure two places in the hurdle event. So he ran
CoUvmore and Stead. Undoubtedly, he was right. But that left
Villanova with the task of building up a great lead and hoping
Stead could hang on against Barnwell. The foul erased any
chance of this. But even without the foul I don't think the 'Cats
would have won. What do you think?

even though Barnwell competed
in the latter race. Manion was
second in the century and Pitt's
Moody third. Barnwell and
Manion trailed Ed in the 220.

Barnwell won the 440 in 49.2,
with DeAngelis and Blackburn
following. EHMaio ran his sec-
ond good 880 in a week, being
timed in 1:55.8 while beating
Pitt's Bill Hinchberger and Reed
Clarke.

Godesky ran the fastest mile
in the area so far this year

—

4:17—^aa he finished ahead of
Pitt's Ron Rush and John Chris-
tof. The latter won the two-
mile in 9:52.9, outlasting a game
Huglemeyer. Rush was third, as
Godesky was forced to with-
draw.

Stead won the high hurdles
in 14.8 over Pitt's Bill Bannow
and Van Dusen, and the high
jump with 6-5 over Pitt's Ed
Shurlock and Buckley.

McNalty Wins Again
In the pole vault, it was Mc-

Nulty again, this time at 12-6,

beating Lydic and Pitt's Lee
Pfronger. Buckley took the
broad jump with 23- 1^, topping
Pitt's Ed Vamos And Ray Hoff-
itt.

The shot put, discus and jave-
lin were swept by Pitt Larry
Och won the shot with 46-8 y2.
with Dan Kanell and Dick Chad-
wick and Och second and third.
Jim Cunningham took the jave-
lin with 179-5. Bannow was
second and Och again third.

On Friday, four freshmen-
Frank Budd, Bob Coflill, Paul
Drayton and Bob Raemore ran
a 3:19.8 mile relay at Nesham-
iny High's Meet of Champions.
They beat an all-star team com-
posed of Joe Eagan, Ira Davis,
Josh Culbreath and Charlie
Rambert

In the same meet, frosh Pat
Nicastro defeated Ed BCather,
ex-captain of St. Joseph's Col-
lege in m 1:50.8 half-mile.

A II* Watch Blues Down Whites
Blues win on Blue-White Day.

With 4000 fans looking on,

the Blue Squad, powered by the

running of Nick Russo, fresh-

man halfback, and Billy Pacz-

koskie, sophomore fullback,

defeated the Whites 13-0 to

wrap up a sports-packed Blue-

White day.

GOLF

The opening event on the pro-

gram for the day saw the

Varsity golf team easily defeat

the Old Timers 8 to 1 at Radnor

Valley Country Club.

BASKETBALL

The varsity basketballers with

Hubie White and George Ravel-

ing, next year's captain, stuffing

the nets with 13 points apiece,

led all the way to take the game
63-45.

The Old Timers obviously out

for a good time were led by
Paul Arizin with 10 points and
Larry Hennessey and Joe Ryan
with 8 apiece and the clowning

of Maje McDonnell. The end of

the game sa^ S'O' McDonnell
preched on 6^3" Tom Brennan's

shoulders a la Globetrotters and
missing a dunk and then getting

three foul shots for being push-
ed. The varsity looked good
considering their lack of practice

and the game conditions and
showed what everyone is hoping
for, the ability to possibly be
Villanova's greatest basketball
team.

SWIMMINiG

The varsity swimming team
in a real rough water polo game
defeated the Old Timers 3 to 2.

In a special swimming event the
varsity 200 yard relay of Frank
Keefe, Larry Palacio, Bob Pinto,

and Ed Jenson defeated the Old
Timers by 20 yards equalling the
pool record in this event

TRACK

Pitt provided the track com-
petition and the Wildcats won
by virtue of Pitts, disqualifica-

tion in the mile relay by a score

of 68-63.

BASEBALL

The baseball team had their

string of six consecutive victor-

ies snapped by Seton Hall 8 to

2.

FOOTBALL

The climax to the day's ac-

tivities saw the Whites yield to

the harder nmning of the Blue's

backs for two touchdo\v|ns both
coming in the second half.

The kickoff saw the White
receiving and losing the ball to

the Blues on a fumble recovered

by Paczkoskie. Ed Roehre tried

a couple of pass plays but was
rushed hard by the White line

and had to kick. The Whites
guided by Wayne Kautter mov-
ed from their 25 to midfield at

the end of the quarter. The
Blues then stiffened their de-

fense and the Whites had to

punt. The ball exchanged hands
several times in the second
quarter as neither team could
make much headway against the
other strong defense.

The Whites received at the
beginning of the second half but
again were stopped and had to
kick. R^gie Powe then scamp-
ered on the longest run of the
day with a 40 yard return. With
Frank Ficda slashing over
tackle and bulldozing Paczkos-
kie driving up the middle, the
Blue went down to the 2 yard
line where Paczkoskie, smashed
over for six points. Larry Sop-
ko's extra point try at the new
28 foot wide goal posts was
wide and the Blues kicked off
ed to the W h i t e s. The Whites
marched 30 yards only to have
an interception of Tom
O'Rourke's pass by Ken McNeil
quench it. With Nick Langone
hitting Russo on a swing for a
first down and then a short
pass to Chuck Walsh and a run
by McNeil gave the Blues a first

down on the Whites 31 yard line.

Langone threw again to Walsh
who made a beautiful diving
catch gave Blue another first

down on the 17. Then Russo
scampered over tackle to waltz

Golfers Win Last

End Fine Season
By ED Mclaughlin

Last Saturday at Aronomink
Country Club, Villanova's highly
successful golf team defeated
the alunmi, 8 to 1.

The match was held as part
of Blue-White Day festivities.

On the Wednesday previous,

the Cats linksmen were out-
classed by a very impressive
Penn team, 5-2, at Llanerch
Country Club. In the Penn
match, Villanova's Dave Doyle,
a soph, established a schol rec-

ord by firing a blazing par 72.

Despite the defeat, the first

of the year for Jim Elliot's

minions, Reg Zurinskas kept
intact his undefeated record as
he and twin brother Ron record-

ed identical scores on the froiit

and back nines, 38-38 for 76's.

Captain Nick Aquilino shop a
79.

The excellent team average of
76 achieved by the Cats was not
enough to avert their first

defeat, however. The Quakers,
paced by the sub-par irtiooUng

of Dave Doneburg, were just too

much for the Wildcats.

Two days before the Penn
match, Villanova had shut out
the Orangemen from Seton Hall,

9-0, at Aronomink C. C.

Drexel Downed
Last Friday, the Cats links-

men journeyed to Drexel and
proved to be most unwelcome
visitors, swamping the Dragons,
11-2.

After this match, Elliot dis-

closed that his charges will de-

finitely participate in the East-
em Collegiate Golf Tournament
to be held' next fall.

Jumbo Jim further observed
that he was quite pleased with
his team's 9-1 record to date.

(As we go to press, the only
opponent for the Cats was St.

Joe's who were defeated earlier

in the season, 6i/4-2y2. This
match was held Monday).
He noted that with several

promising upperclassmen re-

turning, including recordbreaker
Doyle, indications are that next
year's team will also be strong.

17 yards into the end zone for

the T.D. to make it 12-0.

Sopko's kick this time was
good and made it 13-0. The clock

ran out as the Whites started

another drive.

FATHgBS DAY
All things considering, the

Blue-White was a huge success.

It was a beautiful day from

the weather standpoint. 'The sun

was shining all day and the tem-

perature hoovered around 75°.

The Blue-White festivities

were correlated with the Sen-

ions Fathers Day. The seniors

and their dads moved from one
event to the other to see as

much as possible. This is the one

problem of Blue-White Day.it
is like trying to watch a three

ring circus. All the events are

good and you don't know which
one to watch.
One fellow had It almost fig-

ured out—he watched the Old

Timers basketball game, stopped
in at the Swimorama on his way
to the baseball field. He hur-
ried from here to the stadium
to watch the track meet and
sat in the top row to keep his

eye on the baseball game. After
the football game he smiled and
said "he just plain forgot there
was a golf match.

^Vh, to be In Elba...

now that Winston^s there
!'^

itIs whai^ up front that counts
The mystery is solved! Napoleon's

famous gesture was just to reassure

himself that he had plenty of cigarettes.

His army may have traveled on its

stomach, but the old boy himself

wouldn't have been caught at Waterloo

if he hadn't been checking the Belgian

bistros for a spare carton of Winstons!

There's a rare smoking treat that comes

from Winston's famous Filter-Blend—
which means a careful selection of fine,

mild tobaccos specially processed for

filter smoking. Try a pack real soon,

and you'll agree that . .

.

Winston tastes good—

like a cigarette should!
R.J. REYNOLDS TOIACCO CO.. WIN8T0NSALCM. N. C.
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A Big Five Title Today-Maybe
fyJIMMWRAY
Today is the day you can see

Villanova clinch its first Big

Five trophy. V' '^^

The sport, baseball, the time,

2:30, the place, Villanova Sta-

'dium, the reason, a goKwl team

that really hustled. > ;
' ^ ::

That's the story of Coach An
Mahon'fi baseball team this sea>

son, real hustle and the ability

to come back when the chips

were down. .

None of the Wildcats baseball

rooters expected too much with

this year's team with all the

major league signings and the

big question marks in the pitch-

ing department. Nobody except

the coach and the boys on the

team, who believed they were
just as good as any team.

Come Back Trail

It took a lot of practice on a
lot of cold days, and after two
straight Big Five losses by a
total of three runs, it looked
like all the practice was for

nought.

Then everything started pay-
ing-off—the practice, the hustle,

the coaching, the hard work.
The Wildcats have come back
to win their last five Big Five
games in a row. A win against
St. Joe's today means the title.

St. Joe's aren't to be under-
sold, they lost their first game
by a wide margin to Temple and
snapped back to win the sec-

ond. So the 'Cats will need
plenty of help from the stands
today.

Tomorrow the 'Cats meet Laf-
fayette at Easton, Pa. and Fri-

day take on Navy at home.

Black and Blue Day

Last week's action saw a win-

ning streak of six straight

come-to-a-halt on Blue-White

Day with a loss to Seton Hall

8-2.

Highlights of the game for

the 'Cats was their first inning

start when Ande Meade clouted

a double to knock in the first

run. The only other Wildcat tal-

ly came in the eighth when Paul
Borian smashed a double over

the stadium to bring a run home.

Seton Hall took a while to get

started, but hit losing pitcher

Frank Kreutzer in the sixth and
seventh, and collected three

runs in each inning. Connie
Egan, Orangemen pitcher, was
sent to the showers in the sev-

enth but his reliefer Joe Tosies

put on the fire and save the

game for Egan.

Penn Pinned

In games with the University

of Pennsylvania last week the

Wildcats and Frank Kreutzer

looked very impressive.

On Thursday, Hal Bauser

started for Villanova but in the

88° heat he walked 10 men in

six innings. The team had a
one run lead due to a pinch hit

single by powerful lefty Bill

Platio.
1

Then Kreutzer came in with
the bases full and cooled Penn
off by striking out the last man.
He froze them out the rest of

the way striking out five in the

seventh and eighth. In the ninth

Don McGinley made a beauti-

ful grab of a ground ball, touch-

ed second for a force and threw
to first for a game ending

double play.

On Monday afternoon. May
4th at Penn, Frank Kreutzer
struck out fifteen Quakers cmd
shut them out with a 6-0 win.

Eddie Monahan with three

hits, Freddie Anthony with 2

RBI's and Tom Griffith with a
home run were the big guns for

the Wildcats at the plate. Frank
Kreutzer helped himself out with
a tremendous line drive homer
in the fifth, he also had a single.

Penn had a lot of rallies going.

This was evident from the

first inning to the ninth. In the

,first inning Frank got the first

two batters, on a fly to second

and a strikeout, then left bander
Charlie Kahn belted a single to

' left field. Gordon Achillies then

drilled a one ball two strike

pitch over the third base sack

for a two base hit. Herky Ru-
baicam walked and the bases

were loaded. Kreutzer reared

back and fired three strikes

across the dish, which Warren
McPherson rtood with bat in

hand and that was the inning.

Although the Wildcats had six

runs they too left maiiy men
stranded on base.

Although the Wildcats had six

runs they too left many men
stranded on base.

Some of the interesting high-
lights after the fourteen games
played to date. Jack Fahey has
more than filled the gap behind
the plate, while Freddie An-
thony has saved at least two
ball games with spectuclar
plays at shortstop. Hal Bauser
and Frank Kreutzer have given
the 'Cats that one two punch in
the pitching department. They
have have plenty of help from
Joe Michell, Lee Parry, and
Harry Neff

.

Bobby Klinck roams around

ART MAHAN (Cooch)

s.e c o n d like he lives there.

George Emma makes his home
at first. Around third the "old
timers" Dave Hinnigan and Jim
Huggard provide all kinds of
spirit and baseball savvy.
The outfielders, Paul Borian,

Tom Griffith, Joe Cramer, and
last but not least by any means
Eddie Monahan have given op-
posing pitchers nightmsu'es with
their bats. (They given the
coach some bad dreams—too).

Coadi Craftsman
Coach Art Mahon, has molded

the members of last year's

NACC Tournament Squad into a
solid nucleus for this year's

starting lineup. With double-
play combination of Anthony
Klinck and Emma have stopped
opponents cold. Left with no
starting catcher the coach was
faced with his most serious

problem, we went to work with
Jack Fahey. The results were
asounding. Through the coach's
handling Jack has become a
first rate catcher.

The team's batting average Is

around the 300 mark. A tribute

to the coaches fine handling. The
coach sure has quite a few Jobs
to dorHand there there all done
quite effeciently. just look at
the record.

CATS BATS . . . Harry Neff,

right handed pitcher, could be

the best third base coach in col-

lege ball. Harry sure is tough

in that coach's box. He's even
tougher in the pitcher's box . . .

Coach Art Mahon wants to have

sign cards made for players who
niss signals . . . the coach pulled

a muscle in his leg during the

Penn game when he jumped up
to dispute a call—Penn coach,

Jack McClosky kidded him after

I
the game and said, "you can't

charge those umpires, coach.
*t

ybu Think for Yourself? f ""^fj^yifjri
i"^

.

1. Do you think that men who look you straight in aQ
the eye when they talk are (a) to be trusted? (b) bQ
nearsighted? (c) watching your reaction? cQ

2. Of three men who have asked her for a date, should aO
a girl pick (a) the one with a big car and money? bD
(b) the one who makes lots of jokes, but is broke? cQ
(c) the one who helped her study for an exam?

3. Mountaineers say they climb a mountain "because aO
^^j^^_^ it's there." Does this strike you as (a) logical? bQ
^^-^^ (b) indicative of an inferiority complex? (C) a cQ

symbol of man's drive to conquer nature?

4. If you were offered a million dollars to be the first aD
man to fly to the moon, would you (a) leap at the bG
chance? (p) take the money and hire someone cQ
else to go? (c) find out why the job paid so much?

5. Do you think the maxim "A penny saved is a aQ
penny earned" is (a) an excuse for miserliness? bQ
(b) a thrift precept more people should follow? cQ
(c) a disastrous economic policy?

6. Do you believe that the expression "Every cloud aQ
has a silver lining" is (a) sticky sentimentality? bQ
(B) optimism with a poetic license? (c) faulty cQ
meteorology?

7. Do you think that helping other people at all times aQ
will (a) give you a lot of fun? (b) win you a lot of bD

,
friends? (b) get you into a lot of trouble? cQ

8. Do you think the primary purpose of parking aQ
meters is to (a) stop all-day parking? (b) raise bQ
money? (c) make people leave their cars at home? c Q

9. In choosing a filter cigarette, would you AQ
depend most (a) on the claims you read bQ
and hear? (b) on satisfying youtself that cQ
you're getting the right filtration and
taste? (c) on the recommendations of

your friends?

When you think for yourself . . . you depend
on judgment, not chance, in your choice of

cigarettes. That is why men and women
who think for themselves usually smoke
VICEROY. They know that onlyVICEROY
has a thinking man's filter and a smoking
man's taste.

*// you have checked (C) on three out of the

first four questions, and (B) on four out of the

last five

.

. . you certainly think for yourself!

• I tS9, Bf«wa * WUIIMMOB T< Cofy.

WhoThinks

Juniors Treat

Johnnies at

Jamboree
(See Page 2)

Jaseball Team

Big Five

Chomps
(See Page 8)
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Msgr. Ostheimer Receives

Award; New Staffs Named
••You have a story to tell, so tell it well," advised Rt. Rev.

Msgr Anthony L. Ostheimer, recipient of the annual St. Augus-

tine Award at the VILLAJ^OVAN-WVIL dinner dance Saturday

night.

At the affair, Thomas M.

Wolf, Arts junior, was named
editor of the paper for next

year, and Daniel J. O'Mara, C
and F freshman, was announced

new WVIL station manager.

"The world needs good people

in the communicative arts,"

Msgr. Ostheimer told the large

assembly in the Adams Room of

the Warwick Hotel.

Wrong Editorials

He frowned on Mitors who
allow editorials to creep into

the wrong columns, but was

equally perturbed with readers

who relish calling columists and

editors "liars and criminals,"

merely because they print the

. truth.

Msgr. Ostheimer, editor of the
^ CATHOLIC STANDARD AND

TIMES, official publication of

the Archdiocese of Philadelphia,

was selected as the fourth win-

ner of the award, given in the

name of the VILLANOVAN.
Rev. Louis Rongione, O.S.A.,

dean of Villanova's graduate

division and moderator of the

VILLANOVAN, presented the

^ award.
Succeeds 0*Rour|(je

Wolf succeeds Lawrence M.

O'Rourke as editor of the pub-

lication. A graduate of Lancas-

ter Catholic High School, he is

a 2/c midshipman in the Villa-

nova NROTC and a dean's list

student.

He intends to pursue the field

of journalism upon completion

of his term in the Navy.
"We plan no drastic changes

^
'

in the policies which have been

I
already established by the out-

going staff," he said, •'but there

will be efforts to add more fea-

I,
^ tures. More news features will

probably appear on the front

page."

The first maior effort under

WoTs new staff was the special

edition which came out Mother's

Day of Junior Week.
He hopes to lure more juniors

onto the paper, since the editor-

ial staff includes only four in

editorial positions, the remainder

coming from the freshmen and
sophomore classes.

Junior Cooperation

"The Junior Week paper was
an instance of mass junior class

cooperation," he said, adding

that "their work had obvious

professional quality."

James McAteer, Arts sopho-

more, was appointed feature

editor. He is a resident of Phila-

delphia, and a dean's list stu-

dent.

The sports staff will be head-

ed by James Murray, junior

English major, a one year vet-

eran on the paper. He expects

.^^ to chronicle "Villanova's biggest

sports year."

Newly appointed co-circula-

tion managers are Herbert Let-

tau and Walt France, both jun-

iors.

Joseph Perozziello, junior C &
P, was named to head the VIL-

(Continued on Page 2)

Gov. Lawrence To Deliver

Graduation Talk June 1st
^Commencement Oration By
Robert Wagner, Engineer

Msgr. Anthony L. Ostheimer addresses VILLANOVAN-
WVIL stair members at dinner dance Saturday. *'You have

a story to tell/' he said. '*Tell it well."

New LYNX Editor Hopes To

Double Output Next Year

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...A SMOKINO MAN'S TASTEI

There may be four issues of

the Lynx next year, according

to Frank Murtha, newly appoint-

ed editor of the publication.

All this hinges on his hope

that there will be a marked in-

crease in acceptable material. He
said, "It has not been expense

that has prohibited publicaition

of four issues in the past; it

has been a dire lack of good

articles."

Currently, the Lynx, Villa-

nova's literary magazine, comes

out twice a year, once each se-

mester.
Promises Position

He plans a meeting of interest-

ed writers early next fall, and

promises a position to anyone

who attends. He hopes to im-

prove the general constitution

of the magazine in the process.

"In the past few years, there

has been a decided lack of talent

in the creative writing field,

with some noted exceptions," he

said. "Issue after issue the Lynx

has had to struggle to compile

enough worthwhile material. In

a university of our size and

standing, this is a deplorable

situation."

Adding that the Lynx is the

sole showcase for undergradu-

ate creative thought, he stated

that, in his opinion, it is a show-

case which has been disappoint-

ingly bare for the past few

years.

"Where does the fault lie?"

he asked. Then he proceeded to

answer his own question.

StudentH* Fault

"It lies with the students," he

said. "The Lynx staff can only

work with what the students

submit. It is up to the student

body to produce and submit pub-

[ lishable material."

Renewed Interest is the only

solution Murtha saw for raising

the Lynx from its "mediocre

position among college literary

magazines." He emphasized that

it is not the worst college mag-

azine, although it is not the

best.

The Class of 1959, the 117th

to matriculate at Villanova, will

be graduated on June 1.

Over 700 students of the var-

ious divisions of the University

will receive degrees during cere-

monies to be held in the Field

House.
The Hon. David L. Lawrence,

Govenor of Pennsylvania, will

deliver the address to the new
graduates. Robert F. Wagner,
senior Electrical Engineer, will

deliver the Commencement Ora-

tion.

Academic Procession

Ceremonies will begin at 11

a.m. with the formal academic
procession from the vicinity of

Dougherty Hall to the Field

House.

Following the Invocation by
the Very Rev. Henry E. Green-

lee, O.S.A., Provincial of the St.

Thomas of Villanova Province,

Wagner will speak. A musical

selection will follow.

Honorary degrees of Doctor

of Laws will then be conferred

upon Gov. Lawrence and J. Grif- . be in attendance at the exer-

fith Boardman, president of

Boardman-Hamilton Company.
Prince Alexis A. Droutsky,

editor and publisher of "Ameri-

can Helicopter" magazine, will

become an honorary Doctor of
Human Letters.

Receiving honorary Doctor-
ates of Science wil be R. G.
Rincliflfe, president of the Phila-

delphia Electric Company; Dr.

William W. Rubey, of the United
States Geologioal Survey; Dr.

William A. Sodeman, dean of

Jefferson Medical School; and
John A. White, Villanova Alum-
nus.

The Graduate Pledge will be
recited, and the Very Rev.

James A. Donnellon, O.S.A.,

President of Villanova, will con-

fer degrees upon the graduates,

after which Gov. Lawrence will

speak.

The exercise will conclude

with Solemn Benediction, to be

celebrated by Fr. Greenlee.

Navy Commissions

Following the graduation,

Capt. J. W. Higgins, USN, will

officiate at the commissioning
ceremonies for this year's

NROTC class. Fr. Donnellon will

cises. For the first time in Villa-

nova's history, six nurses will be

commissioned Navy ensigns,

along with the 40 men receiving

commissions.

Hoffman Names Executive

Vice Presidents to Council

FRANK MURTHA ;

New Lynx Editor

For prospective writers he

offered this assurance: "We
cannot promise to publish every-

thing that is submitted, but we
do promise to evaluate and con-

structively criticize every article

we receive, whether it be poetry,

fiction, or essay."

Succeeds Dynan
Murtha succeeds Frank Dyr

nan as editor of the magazine,

and was appointed by moder-

ators Dr. John S. Phillipson and

James Mitchell of the English

Department.
The operating staff he has se-

lected includes Tony Macklin,

junior English major, managing

editor; Michael Wesley, sopho-

more Arts, copy editor; James
Merikangas, junior physics ma-

jor, poetry editor; and Don Mc-

Coy, junior English major, cir-

culation manager.

Tom Hoffman, new Student

Council Chairman, will announce
tonight the appointments of

three executive vice-prewdents

to the Student Council.

Filling the posts will be Fred

Wiele, Ken Kraemer, and Bill

Vincent, class representatives to

the Council.

Wiele will be vice president of

Student Government in charge

of these committees: Ways and

Means, Fraternity and Societies,

Social Affairs, and Elections.

Past Treasurer

He was treasurer for the past

Council and was appointed "on

the basis of his work as Chair-

man of the Student Union and

Special Problems Committee,

and service on the Cabinet, the

chief administrative agency of

the Council," said Hoffman.

Kraemer, who will be vice

president of Education, will su-

pervise the Academic Affairs

and Religious Activities com-

mittees.

Kraemer, in his first term on

the Council, will also serve as

chairman of the Student-Facul-

ty Committee, which meets with

Rev. Joseph Boyle, O.S.A., and
which is closely allied with the

Academic Affairs Committee.

Spirit Committee
Vincent, who will be vice pres-

ident of Student Affairs, will be

in charge of the Spirit Commit-

tee, the Student Union and Spe-

cial Problems Committee, and
the Student Activities Commit-
tee.

He is newly elected treasurer

of the Council.

The offices of vice president

were established, according to

Hoffman, only two years ago
"to assist the officers of the

Council to carry out the execu-

tive responsibilities."

Tonight outgoing Chaimian
Bob Murphy will give an evalu-

(Continued on I^age 2)

Sr. Festival

SetForMay29
Tickets are on sale now for

the Senior Parting Festival, to

jbe held May 29, at Medford
Lakes Lodge, in New Jersey, ac-

cording to T. Walker Lloyd,

festival chairman.

The chairman emphasized that

for a successful parting, the

senior class must show its full

support since the function is be-

ing financed solely by ticket

sales.

Sporting facilities, a buffet

dinner, and dancing are being

featured at this last senior class

event.
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Father Clark
I

Msgr. Ostheimer Receives

At Sigma XLAward; New Staffs Named

I- :.

Installation
Mathematics is defined only

in terms of the abstract, said
Rev. Joseph Clark to the 18
members of the newly formed
Sigma Xi club last Wednesday
evening in Dougherty Hall east
lounge.

His talk, " Philosophy of Sci-

ence—A Point of Departure,"
was preceeded by the official

presentation of the Sigma Xi
charter to the Villanova Re-
search Club by the chairman of
the physics department of Le-
high University.

Canisiiis College
Father Clark is a member of

the faculty at Canisius College,

Buffalo, New York.
He has wjritten two books on

the subject of philosophy of sci-

ence, and has also done work in

the field of labor management.
At present he is the president

of the American Institue of
Management. , = ; ;,

:

Sigma Xi is a national science
research organization whose
members are, as their motto
says, "Companions in Zealous
Research."

Scientific Researcli

The organization admits any-
one who makes a significant ad-
dition to the field of scientific

. research. •

':'•' ^^'.-V": '; 'f-^i-:--]^'

These 18 members of the Vil-

lanova faculty comprise the
local Sigma XI club.

Mathematics Dept., Tobias
Hahn and Emil Amelotti; Bio-
logy Etept., John McClain and
Frank Donnelly ; Chemistry
Dept., George Quam, Thomas
Doyne, Richard Spalding; Rev.
Joseph Pasquette, O.S.A., and
Rev. Edward Jenkins, O.S.A.

Psychology Dept.
Psychology Dept., Frank Mc-

Gurk; Physics Dept., Felix Bie-

duk ; Electrical Engineering
Dept., James Marshal; Chemical
Engineering Dept., H. H. Yuen,
Robert White, J. Robert Snyder,
and William Rice.

Philosophy Dept., Dr. Andrew
O'Connor.

Father Clark, who delivered

the lecture, was once offered the

chair in philosophy at Lehigh
University a Protestant institu-

tion.

Ostheimer Receives Award;

Paper, WVIL Name Staffs
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(Continued from Paige 1)

LANOVAN photo department.
Perozziello is also photo editor

of the Belle Air yearbook.

Msgr. A. L. Ostheimer holds St. Augustine plaque. He is

shown with former winners John Facenda, TV newscaster,

and James Quirk, publisher of TV Guide.

Poparella To Speak

Dr. Benedict A. Paparel'a,

assistant professor of philosophy

at Villanova, will be the guest

speaker at the annual com-
munion breakfast of the Alumni
Newman Club of Philadelphia to

be held next Sunday.

Council
(Oontinued from Page 1)

ation of the Council's work this

past year, which he intends to

serve as an incentive to the new
Council.

There will be a general orien-

tation for the new members into

how the body operates. The gen-
eral operations of parliamentary
procedure will be reviewed, said

Hoffman.
The Council will deliberate on

three or four motions at the
session, including those concern-
ing the student trip next year,

and changing the NFCCS dance
into one sponsored by the Coun-
cil. Responsibility for the dance
will fall upon the Social Affairs

Chairman next year, if passed.

The Senate Monday made rec-

ommendations to the Congress
concerning the above motions.
Elected to the Senate at the
May 11 meeting were: Juniors
Jack King, John Driscoll, Bill

Henry, and Fred Wiele. Sopho-
mores elected were Eileen Grey-
son and John Valva. Freshmen
elected were Jim McGonagle and
Len Farnaghi.

Delaney Pres.

Of Semper Fi

Officers were elected at last-

Thursday's meeting of the Sem-
per Fidelis.

They are Richard Delaney,
president; Frank Xavier, vice-

president ; James Phair, secre-
tary; Tony Nastri, treasurer;
Richard Wilder, Student Coun-
cil representative; Bob Rose,
recording secretary; Fred
Fagan, orientation chairman

;

and Charles Swartz, social chair-
man.
At 10:30 tomorrow morning,

an officers meeting will be held
at John Barry Hall to determine
next year's policies.

Semper Fidelis is a campus
organization composed of officer

candidates in the Platoon Lead-
ers Course, Marine reservists

and ex-Marines.

The basic purpose of the so-

ciety, according to Delaney, is

to train future marine officers

in the basic elements of amphi-
bious warfare.

His plans for next year in-

clude a dinner dance, excursions

to various military installations,

semi-monthly classes on Marine
warfare, and a complete pro-

gram of motion pictures.

The officers advise all PLC's
and people planning on joining

Marine officer training courses
to participate in the program
and classes the organization of-

fers.

THOMAS M. WOLF
Appointed Editor

Michael Keys, Arts freshman,
was appointed format editor,

and Richard Delaney, C & F
soohomore, was named exchange
editor.

O'Mara WVIL Manager
O'Mara, newly appointed

WVIL Station Manager, is a

resident of Staten Island, N.Y.
He attended the Augustinian
Academy there, and entered Vil-

lanova this year.
He declared that he hoped to

fulfill the expectations of the re-
tiring staff for the continued
expansion of WVIL, and to
deserve the confidence they
placed in him and his staff.

"Future WVIL policy will be
marked by few changes from
this year's policy," O'Mara stat-

ed.

"We intend to continue pro-
gramming shows of high quality,

with possibly greater emphasis
on scheduling music specifically

requested by the average listen-

er.

Public Eye
"Our public relations staff will

always be working to keep the

station in the public eye, and to

provide listeners with accurate

and complete program listing.

"As for the station in gener-

al," he continued, "the great in-

terest shown by students indi-

cates that an expansion program

would be a general benefit to the
University.

"If the current trend continu-

es, we may expect that, in a
few years, WVIL will be the
voice of Villanova both on and
off campus."

Staff Heads
O'Mara's staff heads for next

year were also announced at the
Dinner Dance.
John Oberlies was named Pro-

gram Director, Carl Schmitt,
Traffic Manager, Hank Greve,
Chief Librarian; Mike Tighe,
head of the Production Staff,

and Ted Folsom, head of the
Business department.

Chief Engineer is Al Lawler,
Mike Pastore is Technical En-
gineeer, and Msirk Devaney is

Studio Engineer.

Bill Dzubak was named Music
Director and Chief Announcer
is Bill Diepenbrock. Butch Mc-
Nally will head the News and
Sports department.
Bob DeLisa was named Per-

sonnel Director, and Frank
Thornton will serve as Public
Relations Director.

DANIEL O'MARA
Stotion Monoger

Elect Sorority Pros.
Connie Bracken, Villanova

nurse, was recently elected pres-

ident of the Pi Theta Chi Nurs-
ing Sorority.

Other officers elected include:

Ann McCrea, vice president;

Judy DeStephano, secretary

;

and Mary Pat O'Neill, treasurer.

JOHNNIES JOLT JUNIORS AT JAMBOREE
Young Tommy Shannon took

a bite of his mustard-covered
hot dog, washed it down with
grape juice, and then turned his

attention to the cookies, apple
sauce, and baked beans.

His buddy Mike, hanging from
a tree with a block of dripping
ice cream, caught his eye, and
the two smiled. A vanilla smile
and a mustard smile.

Day-Long Picnic

It was a rare day for the boys
from Saint John's Home. The
air was clear, brisk, and happy
as they romped, two-hundred
and fifty strong, over the Jor-
dan estate, Ivyknoll, at the
Johnnies' Jamboree.
The idea for the day-long pic-

nic and credit for its overwhelm-
ing success belongs to Mrs.
Richard Jordan and her com-
mittee of volunteers.

At times it was hard to tell

who was having the most fun,

the boys or the volunteers.

There was not an idle hand or

foot as the "Johnnies" ran from
beanbag, to ring toss, to basket-

By JOE DUROCHER
ball and football games.

Pony Rides
One of the biggest hits with

the kids was the pony and don-
key rides. The ponies did take
time off to jump a fence and
visit the Jordan's neighbors,

but they were rounded up by a
posse of daring Johnnies and
Villanova juniors.

And with the arrival of Ray
"Rifleman" Rafferty and Jim
"Fast Gun" Foley, the horse
problems of the afternoon were
over.

The seven acres of activity

never seemed to be without an
appropriate musical background.
Eddie Bingham, "The Maestro
of the Main Line" entertained
the carnival-gay crowd with his
"giant" Wurlitzer electric piano.
Roving musicians and singers
were in abundance, with a rock
and roll combo from Radnor
High swinging out in front.

Enters Musical Mood
Footballer Chuck Walsh en-

tered the musical mood by show-

(Continued on Page 6)
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President Ray Rafferty confers with Tom Moakley, Rod
George Fay and John Driscoll at first class of '60 meeting
regime last Thursday.

O'Connor,
under new

Noted Thomistic Scholar I Library Adds

Newly elected president of the class of 1961, Bob Scalia, introduces
class officers and proposed plans at his first meeting with the class as
president.

To Join Philosophy Staff
It hias recently been an-

nounced that Dr. James Ander-
son, one of the foremost Cath-
olic philosophers in the United
States, will join the Villanova

faculty at the beginning of the
1959 Summer Session.

Anderson received his doctor-

ate from the University af

Toronto. He has taught at Mar-
quette University and is pres-

ently a member of the faculty

at Notre Dame University. He
became a convert to Catholic-

ism in 1940.

Noted Author
Author of several books on

Metaphysics, Anderson's out-

standing work is "The Bond Of
Being." He is also renowned for,

his translations of St. Thomas
Aquinas .

During the Summer session,

Anderson will teach a graduate
course on the "Analogy of Be-
ing". He will teach the Meta-
physics of St. Thomas during
the 1959 fall semester.

The Philosophy Department
further announced that several

of its members recently attend-

ed the annual Convention of the
American Catholic PhiIoso{^caI
Association in New York.

Dr. Roland Houde presided as

chairman of the Logic section.

Dr. Donald Gallagher and Dr.
James Anderson are presently

members of the Executive Coun-
cil,

.

'

Jim Foley "and Ray Rafferty come in off the range Ions enougl

horsemanship to awe-stricken Johnnies at Jamboree Saturday.
to demonstrate

Rolls SEA Delegate

James P. Rolls of Villanova

has been chosen one of the two
state representatives to attend

the national meeting of the Stu-

dent Education Association.

Rolls, who is president of the

local chapter of the Association,

and vice-president of the Stu-

dent Pennsylvania State Educa-
tion Association, will attend the

conference at Lawrence, Kan-
sas, during the latter part of

June.

The conference is held under

the auspices of the Commission
on Teacher Education* and Pro-

fessional Standards.

Porker Lectures Here
"Realistk! Appraisal of Know-

ledge" was the title of a lecture

delivered by Dr. Francis Park-
er, Ph.D. a member of the phil-

osophy department at Haverford
College. Parker spoke in the
East Lounge of Dougherty Hall
on May 12.

Rev. Robert Russell, O.S.A.,

chairman of the Department at-

tended the annual meeting of the

Catholic Commission on Cultur-

al and Intellectual Affairs held

in St. Louis on May 8 and 9.

Dr. Gallagher, vice-chairman

of the department contributed

four chapters on, "American
Philosophic Thought and the

Western Tradition" to "The His-

tory of Philosophy," by Johan-

nes Hischberger, published re-

cenftly by the Bruce Publishing

Company.

Two Chem Majors

Wins Awards For

Scholastic Work
Dr. G. N. Quam, chairman of

Villanova's Chemistry depart-

ment, recently anno.unced

awards received by two senior

Chemistry majors.

Thomas F. Swank will receive

a scholastic achievement award
at the May 21 meeting of the

Philadelphia Section of the

American Chemical Society. The
award includes a $25 savings

bond and the inscription of

Swank's name on the depart-
ment plaque.

Frank J. Wunderlich received

the gold medal of the American
Institute of Chemistry at its

May 14 meeting. Wunderlich

and Swank hold the top schol-

astic positions among senior

Chemistry majors this year.

Quam further announced the

participation of the department

in a number of scientific gath-

erings during the summer. He
will participate in the Gordon

Conference on Corrosion as a

member of a Navy research

team. This conference will be

held July 20 to 24 at Colby

College, New London, N. H.

Dr. Kenneth O'Driscoll will

attend the Gordon Research

Conference on Polymers at Col-

by on July 6 to 10. O'Driscoll

will be sponsored by a Niational

Science Foundation Grant.

Dr. Thomas Doyne will attend

a symposium of the American
Grystallographic Association at

Coornell University on July 19

to 24, and Dr. James Markham
is participating in a National

Science Foundation Conference

on Chemical Instrumentation at

New York University on Aug-
ust 17 to September 4.

Attendance at these confer-

ences is limited, Quam stated,

and it is a tribute to the depart-

ment to be invited to attend.

Copy of Rare

Manuscript
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Mc-

Chesney of Moorestown, New
Jersey have donated to the Vil-

lanova Library a copy of the
Book of Kells that was manu-
factured in Switzerland.

The original copy of this work
was made by the Monastery of

Kells, Ireland, probably during
the 7th or 8th century. It is

considered one of the most val-

uable manuscripts in the his-

tory of civilization.

It is famous for the script

and especially for the art work
that appears on many of its

pages. This photo copy, pub-
lished in a limited edition in

Switzerland has a great many
plates in the original colors.

It has been out of print for

a number of years and the Vil-

lanova copy was obtained in

England.

The McChesney*s have two
sons that attended Villanova;

John Jr. and Kevin. Mr. and
Mrs. McChesney have been on
the Executive Committee of the

Friends of the Library for over

15 years.

Great Manuscripts
The Book of Kells will be

placed on the library shelves

with other great manuscripts
that were written in Ireland

during the so called Dark Ages.

Among the famous Irish man-
uscripts in the Villanova library

are Lindisfarne Gospels said to

have been written in 698, Book
of Armagh, 8th century, Book
of Ballymote 13th or 14th cen-

tury. Yellow Book of Lecan
1416, and Leabhar Breac or
speckled book written at the
close o fthe 14th century.

A.S. Dinner Dance
Chiarlie McClain and Ed

Utsch, senior accounting majors,

were joint recipients of the Ac-

counting Society's award at the

society's annual dinner dance
last Saturday night at the Pea-

cock Gardens.
Both McClain and Utsch have

received straight A's in all ac-

counting courses taken by them.

Society officers for the com-
ing year were also announced
Saturday by the society moder-
ator, George Chorba.

Elected president was Bill

Coyle : vice-p resident, Matt
O'Rourke; secretary, Bill Camp-
bell; treasurer, John Daly; and
Ekl Scott, student council rep-

resentative.

MIDN. story Published

U.S. Naval Institute Proceed-

ings, professional magazine of

the U.S. Naval Academy, has

accepted for publicalio'n an
article written by Jodeph Du-
Rocher, I.A. junior.

As a third year Navy student,

DuRocher wrote the paper titled

"An NROTC Midshipman Looks

at a Naval Career" in conjunc-

tion with his studies of Naval
Science.

McDeviH ASCE Pres.

The Villanova chapter of the

American Society of Civil Engi-

neers held their annual elections

on Friday, May 8.

Elected president of A.S.C.E.

was Charles McDevitt, junior

C.E. The other officers are vice-

president, James Foley; trea-

surer, James Morrisey; secre-

tary, Joseph Kane; Student

Cbuncil representative, Ralph

Reynolds; and VILLANOVAN
Representative, James Romeo.

Law School Awarded Grant

For Insurance Research
A grant of $17,500 has been

received by Villanova University

from the American Title Asso-
ciation, it was announced yester-

day by the Very Rev. James A.

Donnellon, O.S.A., University

President.

The grant has been awarded
to the University's School of

Law for a comprehensive sur-

vey of the title insurance regula-

tions in the various states of the

various states of the union. The
study will commence this sum-
mer.

Mr. Joseph Smith, Executive

Secretary of the American Title

Association presented the check
to Villanova's law Dean, Dr.
Harold Gill Reuschlein during a
meeting of officials of the Asso-
ciation and the University at

Villanova this week.
Nearly 100 title companies

representing some 35 state have
subscribed to the grant support-
ing the survey.

Villanova Law professors Er-
nest Roberts and Francis E.

Holahan will direct the project

for the law school.

A book will be published on
the findings according to the
terms of the e:rant. , .

From left to rlK:it xitand Gordon Burlingame, president

of the Title Insurance Corp. of Penna.; Very Rev. James A.
Donnellon, OS.A., university president, accepting the grant;

Dr. Harold F. Reuschlein, Law Dean; and Joseph Smith,
.Executive secretary of American Title Association. ^
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^ Who Had More Fun?
It appears that Johnnies Jamboree, a junior

project, should become an institution. The juniors
would like this, and so would the St. John's Orphan-
age nuns and Rosemont College—to say nothing of

a large crew of eager Johnnies.

; It was hard to discern just who enjoyed them-
selves more—the juniors who engineered the party,

or the Johnnies for Whom it was engineered. Broad
childish grins were ample reward for the juniors,

who found themselves cleverly utilized as beasts of

burden, targets, and financiers.

We doubt that any junior had occasion to re-

flect on the fact that, amid all this fun, he was
simultaneously exercising the virtue of charity. It

would be laudable if the class of *61 repeats this

instance of painless charity next year, and the Class
of '62 the year after. ;

v^

This charity could even take on selfish aspects.

Whose heart wouldn't be won by these tykes ... by
the youngster who yanked off the puppet's leg to

Erove it wasn't human ... by the kid who was hit

y a line drive, began to cry excruciating tears, and
suddenly became very quiet when kissed by a Rose-
mont girl ... by the awed manner in which the boys
addressed each junior as "mister?"

The fact that they were good will ambassadors
from Villanova never occurred to the juniors. But
nevertheless they made a deep impression in many
little hearts at St. John's Orphanage last weekend.

_:_With the Edifor;

Praise From '28 Editor
More often than not, human efforts go unsung. It is

natural to condemn—not so easy to commend. Recently we
received a correspondence from one Joseph J. Rinaldi, who
we learn was one of the founders of the weekly VILLANOVAN
back in 1928. He had nothing but praise for the way Larry
O'Rourke and his staff conducted this paper during their

tenure.

He made special mention of its steady growth in compo-
sition—its "newsiness and spirit."

It was in June of '28 that Jim Henry, Ed Lovett and
Rinaldi discussed the idea of a weekly VILLANOVAN to re-

;

place the then quarterly issue under the same name. In the

fall of the year it became a reality.

Arduous Task
As Renaldi phrased it, "The task was arduous and with

God's help and the tenacity and vigor of both Jim and Ed
we managed to get a staff together and 'beat out' weekly

copies."

The first issue of theirs was of blue typing on white

paper, the idea being to sing out the school colors, and "as

usual, the good Fathers were always ready to lend a hand,"

he said.

They solicited ads—for in those days there were no such
things as subsidies—and sold individual copies around the

local communities. Renaldi recalls the hard times and the

many temptations to shuffle off the whole burden and close

shop.

"The longer I am removed from graduation," he adds,
"the more sentimental I get, and suppose this is true of all

graduates. But the refreshing thought which compensates
this passing of time is the thought that some part of you
remains at Villanova, and in the instant matter, it is the
VILLANOVAN."

Returnt for Reunions

The members of the staff who spend those infinite hours,

days, weeks, and months, certainly feel the same as Rinaldi.

So much so with him that whenever he comes to the yearly

reunion, he never fails to visit the office, look at the old

picture and reminisce.

To O'Rourke he says: "Congratulations on your improve-

ment—your editorials and general know-how. It makes an
old timer feel good to see an effort become a monument."
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Athlete, Gentleman —
LEO OOODREAU

Set For Impending Disaster
Fallout.

Letters

Reply to Letter
of 'Mister C and P
To the Editor:

In reply to Mr. C and Fers

I would like to shed some light

on his last "provocative" ques-

tion in his letter. He would

like to know why a C and Fer
was president of Delta Pi Mu
(the Arts fraternity). Perhaps

if he bothered to check the

facts he would find that this

former president was in Arts

when he pledged and had the

loyalty not to change his frat-

ernity affiliation when he

switched course labels.

: T. R. Peritti

v^ Pol. Sd. *60

.Mein Kempf

Four Years - No More
By PON KEMPF'

Thanks Cannon for
Blasting Jim Turner
To the Editor:

I just read John J. Cannon's

letter concerning a recent re-

view in the VILLANOVAN of

the musical comedy "Gypsy."

I suspected that there was
something wrong with the re-

view when I read it and I thank

Mr. Cannon for showing me
just what it was.

Like the author of the review
(Jim Turner), I thought it

strange that a strip-tease artist

should be such a heroine.

Luckily, however, Mr. Can-
non announced to us less in-

formed theater-goers that
Gypsy Rose Lee "was never a
strip-teaser in the ordinary
sense of the word." (And you
can take that for what it's

worth Mr. Turner!)

I was also glad to see that

Mr. Cannon has studied the

writings of the critics whom
Mr. Turner "disparages" and
that Mr. Cannon had acquired
"something of critical balance

and detachment" (whatever
that is) with which to review

the situation.

4ohn Ward
Senior Arta

It was a hot summer day and Sister Mary Margaret
said she'd see us all again in the fall. It was the last day
of class for St. Tim's and the breeze oflf of Lake Michigan
whispered that the water was waiting for young swimmers.
It was great to be going home for the summer. There would
be three months of fun. And in the fall, when the water was
getting cold and the leaves a little old, we would wash behind
our ears, put on a clean shirt and head for St. Tims—where
all "the kids would laugh and sing and violate the rules."
I remember that in fourth grade one of the kids moved to
another city. Before he left his mom had a party for him
and we all came, brought presents, had cake and ice cream,
and sang songs. But I was very sad. I knew that I would
never see him again.

Classes are ending again on another hot summer day
with a hint of summer fun in the air. But for the Seniors^—
the Class of 1959—the coming of summer brings a new sad-
ness with it. For the first time in his life there is no fall

with its return to the campus and to old friends ahead of him.

Oh, maybe they'll meet again—but it won't be the same.
Rummy will be smoking a pipe instead of bumming cigar-

ettes. Digger will be talking about his two kids instead of
philosophy, and Ken will probably say "It's good to see you,"
instead of "What do ya say. Jocko."

.

. : Yeah, its been a lot of fun—^from the rah-rah freshman
days straight through to the days of cynical seniorism. But
it's all over . . . and nothing can bring it back. Maybe it's

best that way though, for there could- never be another
Wildcat Romp, or V-6 or trip to Bermuda with the boys—
and there would be no enjoyment found in another Junior
week. "College life" spans four years—no more, no less.

There is a free-thinking, cynical senior with a lock of
black hair always out of place at his forehead who will prob-
ably be my fondest memory of Villanova. And I'm sure he
would describe the termination of college life by stealing, as
he alway does, a line from A. E. Houseman:

I see it shining plain,

The happy highways where I went
And can not come again.

Scorns Campus Irreverence to Flag
To the Editor:

You see it at football games,
baseball games and every Tues-
day afternoon: non-American-
ism. I'm speaking in particular

of the irreverence towards the
American flag by the Villanova
students.

We have those students who
will not only sit or lie on their

backside during the lowering

of the flag but will at the same

tkne laugh and really make
a joke of the whole thing.

When will Villanovans begin

observing proper reverence for

the flag?

James Corey
Sr. PoL SoL

¥

SummariesYou Asked For
^ By JIM i^cATEER

"Readers' Digest" goofed! In supplying instant culture

to the multitude, it neglects many great books, including the

classics, to the consternation of English professors and others.

To supply this dire necessity—condensed classics—I am making

public the ten top literary gems from my own semi-private

collection:

"Les Miserables"—Hugo. Jean Valjean, a nice guy at

heart, steals a hunk of bread and is chased by a detective

through the sewer.
.

"Sherlock Holmes"—Doyle. Sherlock goes around solvmg

ridiculously "elementary" crimes, and making fools of all the

poor, honest, hard working Scotland Yard men.

"Canterbury Tales"—Chaucer. A bunch of pilgrims tell

a bunch of stories. Offhand, I can't remember any of them.

"Dr. Jekyli & Mr. Hyde"—Stevenson. A mud scientist with

a split personality goes around causing a public nuisance.

"Romeo & Juliet"—Shakespeare. Two young lovers, kept

apart by their parents, kill themselves instead of eloping like

sensible people.

"War and Peace"—Tolstoy. The first thousand pages are

the hardest.

"Where Did You Go? Out What Did You Do? Nothing."

—Smith. Nothing. "Dr. Zhivago"—Pasternak. I

don't know ,and after all Nikita

has said about it, I'm not sure I

want to know.
"Crime & Punislmient"—^Dos-

toyevsky. I never finished it,

so I really can't say.

"On The Road"—Kerouac.

The end.

Term Play

Speaking of literature, every-

one runs into the problem of the

term paper. You sweat and

slave in the Library, trying to

turn out deathless prose, and
then flunk the course.

But no one ever thinks of writing a term play, even though
the play is crawling with advantages over plain old prosaic

prose.

Suppose you are told to write on the Old South. All you

have to say is, "Scene—A Southern Plantation." With no

more effort, you have a columned mansion, magnolia-flavored

accents, the battle scarred Colonel, the domestically shell-

shocked Mother, the beautiful daughter, and of course, the

handsome Yankee oflicer.

Even after the curtain rises, you do no work for nearly

five minutes, because the audience needs time to adjust to the

scene. Then, the Yankee oflicer bursts in.

Yank: O.K., men. No burning and pillaging. Just a little

plundering here and there. And remember, use

lightweight bludgeons on the frail and elderly.

(The daughter descends the sweeping staircase and
sees the men.)

Daughter: SCREEEEEEEEECH ! ! !

!

YanJc: Sorry, Miss, but I . . .

(At this point, the Colonel limps in. He is in din-

ner dress, having just returned from an all-night

spree in N'Orleans.)

What ah y'all doin' heah?
Sorry, sir, but I . . .

(The Mother enters with an armload of roses. She
immediately drops some of them to show that she

is amusingly half-witted. Noticing the Colonel's

dinner dress, she speaks.)

Time fo' dinnah already? I thought we just finished

breakfast.

(Mother, a seasoned campaigner, pauses to let the

audience laugh their fool heads off at this. Then,

noticing the soldiers, she says:)

Well, some of Gen'l Lee's boys, huh? Y'all will have
to stay foah dinnah. Ah invited Parson Blakiston,

who's a deah, deah man, an' . . .

Sorry, Ma'am, but we . . .

Oh, mah little fried chicken! Do y'all realize what
y'all are sajrin'?

Sure Ah do. But didn't know you were goin' formal.

Ah'll have to tell Parson Blakiston to dress foah

dinnah.

Daughter: Mother. Parsons don't dress for dinner.

Mother: Well, they could always turn their collahs around
the right way!

At this hilarious point, you have done only seven min-

utes' work. In a regular paper, you would have been working
for a month. Of course, the teacher may not be wildly en-

thusiastic, but wait until you introduce C^eorge, the comic
butler, his romance with the cook, and the sub-plot about the

poisoned hush-puppies. Believe me, you will have a real smash

!

Colonel:

Yank:

Mother:

Mother:

Yank:
Colonel:

Mother:

.Speeritualism.

Fifty-Nine
'*mmm

SPEERS

Local Politics

A Big Tangle
By MATT McCUE

It seems that in this era of

mounting international ten-

sions, the American people

have forgotten about their lo-

cal governments. The mad
scramble for power among the

nations of the world, combined
with the over-socialized condi-

tion of our federal government,
have tended to push state gov-

ernment into the background,
an4 local government into ob-

livion.

Smoke-Filled Room
In the good old days (pre-

hydrogen bomb and pre-Bar-

dot), such was not the case.

The smoke filled room; the po-

litical carving board where the

fate of everything from a
garbage disposal contract to

your opponent in the iiext

ward was decided upon; the
giant rallies where ten thous-

and men would cry into their

beer at the politician's frequent
reference to his "dear departed As for Sheldon, he'll be with
saintly mother"; the infreq- us for another year yet.

uent but thrilling exposes such
as the one that rocked one
city (let it remain nameless)
when it was found that the
mayor and the police conmiis-
sioner shared ownership in the

Next year—the Student
Council will miss . . . Oz Scog-

na's summing up . . . Joe
Mason's
"All fraternity

and society re-

ports will be
due ..."...
Bob Wagner's
efficiency par
excellence . . .

J i m Brazel's

"weight"
throwing . . .

Art Greenwood's A.W.O.L.'s

. . . Don "weather-beaten rad-

ical" Kempf's eloquent enig-

mas . . . Larry O'Rourke's roll

call votes . . . Francisco Pa-
checo's officer nominationiS in

espanol . . . Bob Murphy's
"We'd like to start the next
meeting promptly at 6:30" .,
Jim CJorey's watch-dogging . . .

J. P. Kelley's "Don't let the
bread lines start anew i «

ft

The VILLANOVAN will
miss . . . Jack Curtin's ultneir

sarcastic, sardonic, contemp-
tuous witticisms . . . Tom Gold-
Schmidt's "blomitz, blomitz,

blomitz" . . . Paul Buckley's
city's two biggest brothels and rapid typewriter . . . Ray Quag-
used city facilities to keep lia's headlines . . . Bill Christy's
them attractive—and all these glacial criticisms . . . Larry
were part of the local scene O'Rourke's "telegraphic style"
and occupied greatly the minds . . . Frank Dynan's picture . . .

and imagination of the people. J. P. Kelleys "Who Cares" and
In those days, it was consid- "Tact makes success" . . . Joe

ered a distinct demotion for an
up-and-coming politician to be

Fitzpatrick's leaves of absence

We've all at <Hie lime or an-
other seen the colossal contests

in which a trip around the
South Pole and half the gold
in Fort Knox Is offered to the
luclcy soul that best completes
a jingle in 25 words or less.

Did you ever luiow somebody
who actoally won one of these

contests? Well, we've finally

found one. He's a Villanova
freslmmn and he lives in Alum-
ni Haii.

His name is Harry Tucci.

Harry won third place prize of

$1,000 in a national Underwood
Typewriter Company contest,

last February. How did he do
it? The entry bhinlc read "I
have tried Underwood Golden-
Touch and I like it because . .

.

Tucci's completion. "... it

has the substantial feel and
sure touch of the office model
yet is light, complete, and en-

gineered with the traveling
student in mind."

See, it's easy if yon Irnow
how.

Campus Notes . . . The rumor
now circulating that the next

Only A Few Openings Left (About 50)

staff members for the 1959-60 VILLANOVAN will be recruited at a special meeting to

be held in the Publication Office, 2nd floor of Dougherty Hall, tomorrow afternoon at 2:30

and 3:30. Anyone, female or mnle, who is interested in typing, reporting, rewriting, or writ'

ing feature columns for next year's paper is urged to attend this meeting.

Upperclassmen who would like to assume editorial position in the future arc especially

asked to attend.

Graft . . . Corruption

exiled into the service of the

federal government. Everyone
knew, didn't th*>v, that the only
place you could really make
money (graft) was in local

politics ?

Confuted Tangle
Today, unfortunately, the

publicity is gone, but local gov-
ernment is still very much with
us. Through the hopelessly con-

fused tangle of federal, state

and county authority, it still

remains the average citizen's

closest link with government.
It paves the roads he rides on,

supplies his water, educates
his children and disseminates
in many cases the federal and
state funds he receives.

Unfortunately, however, the

local governments have also ^wiWtnf/ to be built on campus

remained the prime centers of •* « garage for the C and F'ers

corruption on our democratic ^^^^> ^^ ^^^ *^^> ^ entirely

scene, a fact about which the ^^founded . . . Tom Peretti has

average American taxpayer
seems blithely unaware. If Mr.
Citizen would take time off

from his consideration of Ike's

health and Russia's latest

threat, he might find out why in the fall of the year 1859
he and his fellow taxpayers a ninety-two year-old man lay
paid a million dollars for three half unconcious on his death-
door knobs on the town jail. ted. Suffering from malnutri-
I believe he would be surprised, tion, pneumonia, cancer of the

lung, acute alcoholism, and dry

scalp, he uttered these pro-

phetic words:
"I perceive the end to be

near"
It is improbable th-at he

could have realized, that one

hundred years later, the grad-

uating class of Villanova uni-

versity would be repeating

these same words.

The incredible part of this

- By BILL SPEERS
'''"

pist named John Castano,
No. 98-777-34, as the 1960
Belle Aire activities editor. By
the way, Peretti's room number
is not the non^existant 190
Sheehan Hall, but 229 Sheehan;
for anyone interested in join-

ing the yearbook staff.

Frosh prexy, Tom Wall, on
behalf of the entire Action
Party ticket, expresses his

thanks to the Class of '62 for
their support in the past elec'

tion.

Tom has already announced
the white caps for next year
and is presently vx)rking on
the Soph CoUUion and sopho^
more blazers ,

• ;--•';.,•
':.ym:'/''

MonoculUms monocornicus
vorator volans

Populorum purpureua
pediffitUnis

Nixus collumbicua sub
pedigiticus rubor
Vorator populorum mihi

visv^ est alienum.

The above four lines are the

concoction of two Villanova

radicals named Eugene
D'Aquilla and Daniel Leddy.
Leddy explains the opus

thus: "It is quite evident today
that there is a definite trend
away from the classics. In
this era of rock and roll, Latin
and Greek seem furthest from
the average student's mind.

Realizing that we have nei-

ther the time nor the power
to start a countertrend, we
have arrived at a compromise
solution. We have composed
the latin version of the famous
song, "One-Eyed, One-Homed,
Flying Purple People Eater".

It will be noted that this

masterpiece (above) contains

alliteration, anaphora, termin-
al assonance and is written in
dactylic hexameter.

Well, Uke the man said, "It

takes all kinds."

Joe Mousey, Villanova fresh'
man arts student, mxw elected

tuH) weeks ago to the House
Council of
P hil a del '

phila's Interna-

tional House.
And just last

T^ ^ ^ I '"^ W e d n e s •

day M a s sey
was elected to

the chairman-^

^

ship of the
MASSEY or g ani za '

tion*s membership committee—the first VUla/novan to be so

honored.

The chief purpose of the

House, which is located at 3905
Spruce St. serves ow the nieet*

ing place to promote under-
standing and friendship be-

tween people of all nations
through the mutual exchange
of ideas and interests.

The Last Hurrah
By PiiTE NOLAN

story is that the class of '59

is not speaking of defeat, but

rather of victory. They have

conquered many of the same

diseases that plagued our old

friend. What a miracle of mod-

em bachelors of science!

I suppose at this point con-

gratulations are in order but

I also they are the very com-

mon thing around graduation

time. We will bid the seniors

farewell with the words of one

of their fellow classmates.

Quoting a renowned part-

time senior English major. "We
have just begun to fight."

Ah-
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Grendd's Govt.

Sand, Starch, Taverns

»•'. i .-.

Summertime soon. The sand
and the sun of the Jersey
shore. Bouncers in starched,

white shirts stand at the doors
of the joints on the Point.

Inside of Mort's or Lungo's,

on the other side of the tavern
fronts, sit the Bermuda shorts

and the button-down shirts, en-

joying the deafening conform-
ity of bad music and artificial

conversation, while photo-

graphs of greasy musicians
with funny bow-ties leer down
on the spectacle. < . r ^

On the beach: watch wliile

youth pitifully demonstrates
\ Its desire to lieicHig and con-
,' form. See the sweatsliirts twid-

ly proclaiming their owner's
a meml>er of some group or

school.

Still on the beach: light
' brown hair gets lighter as the

sunmier moves toward the sea-

son of memories; blond hair

gets blonder, as the Anglo-
Saxons and the Celts subtly

proclaim their social supeiior-

tty.

' Veterans and Novices
On the boardwalk: the vet-

erans (those individuals who
know all the "right people")

bask in their security and self-

assurance. The pale bodies of
the weekenders move uncert-

ainly in front of the softdrink

counters, not knowing the
name of the tanned face be-

"" By JIM BISING

hind the root beer barrel.

Conversation : "Do you know
... (a list of meaningless

names)?" A look of pitying

superiority.

Night time: a deserted pen-

insula which is now the scene

of a j>icnic. Eight timid girls,

recently graduated from the

same academy, singing "I Can't

Say No" with no idea of what
the song implies.

Creeping Meatballism

V The continual slapping at

mosquitoes becomes monoton-
ous. The last cans of beer are
warm. The fire goes out: the
picnic is a failure.

The girls continue to dis-

cuss their now-ended high-

school careers. The l>oorish

boys discuss beer and baseball.

There is the powerful fear of

being different. Even in the
dark no soul can challenge the
all-p owerful credo: "BE
KNOWN AND BE UKED,
BUT DON'T BE DIFFER-
ENT!"

£}ating: a land breeze blows
fiercely biting flies into the hot
and greasy hot dog stands.

The flies, like many humans,
are attracted by filth. The
jaws of a homosapien develop
a rhythmical motion while de-
vouring a hot dog. Mustard
falls on a dark blue sweat-
shirt.
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Vastness of Universe UsuaUy ]
^^U Meet At Stadium On Sunday

Lost On Casual Students

Rejoinder To Jim Bising

On Resignation Of Dulles
By JIM COREY

Vol. Jim Bising: "Grendel's

Cave".

Subj: Resignation of Dulles

Ref: VILLANOVAN, 6 May,
1959

1. It is apparent that you are

a confused soul, incapable of

distinguishing truth.

2. It is further apparent that

you are a frustrated free-

thinker with Democratic
tendencies.

3. In your condemnation of Mr.
Dulles and President Eisen-

hower, you compared the

handling of the Suez Canal
to the Munich conference of

1938, charged that the Eis-

enhower - Shivers combina-
tion, with a f e w o i 1

companies thrown in, actu-

ally thought up the whole
thing, further insinuated

that we should have used
atomic weapons in Indo-

China (why there is beyond
me), and finally hoped that

some catastrophy befalls

our Chief Executive before

1960.

Diplomatic Blunders
4. Speaking of diplomatinc

blunders, why are we now
at Geneva discussing the ac-

cess to Berlin, when in

1944-45 we had it but gave
it to the Russians?
Would it have been better

to aid the British, French,
and Israeli governments in

their conquest of the Suez
canal, or to have lost the

Arab world? And is Nas-
ser the bad omen that you
picture him as, huh?

5. So did the Venezuelan, Mex-
ican, and other countries'

oil production rise; perhaps
they were part of the hoary
plot, too.

Atomic War
6. An unleashing of our "mas-

sive retaliation" in 1954
would have meant a World
War, but tut, tut, nothing
to worry about. The stand
on Formosa, the fact that
the Communists have not
advanced one inch farther

in Asia, is not really im-

portant. We need an atomic
war. •'•,

=

;

7. As for bur Chief Executive,

poor helpless Ike, I suppose
that he will just have to

struggle on, unless you
would perhaps offer your
sage advice.

W K

The vastness of the universe
makes it inconvenient to use
ordinary terms of measurement,
so new ones were invented.
One of those most frequently

encountered by science readers
is the light-year. This is not a
measure of time, but of distance
—the distance which a ray of
light, travelling at 186,000 miles
per second, would cover in one
year. This is a little less than
six trillion (6,000,000,000,000)
miles.

The full enormity of a number
such as this is usually lost upon
the casual reader, to whom any-
thing more than a million is

usually meaningless.

Brightest Stars
It might be better shown as

follows: one of the brightest
stars in the sky is Rigel, about
540 light-years distant from
earth. Rigel has been receding
from earth at about 22 miles
per second.

Yet even at this great speed
(110 times faster than sound),
it will still take Rigel 8450 years
before it moves to 541 light-

years from the earth!
Other distance units used by

astronomers are the "astronom-
ical unit," which is the distance

Awards Given To
Midshipmen Here
At NROTC Review
The Villanova NROTC unit

yesterday paraded before Ad-
miral Charles H. Lyman, USN,
Commandant of the Fourth
Naval Disitrict.

The battallion, led by Midn.
James C. Hull, 1/c, passed in

review before Lyman, Very Rev.
James A. Donnellon. O.S.A.,
University president, and digni-

taries from the business and
professional world.

The following midshipmen
were singled out to receive

awards: Thomas Breslin, an
award from the Admiral and
one from the Navy League of
Philadelphia.

The Navy League also award-
ed plaques to Frederick Wiele
2/c; Thomas Dillon, 3/c; and
Michael Pastore, 4/c.

Hull received a subscription

to the U,S. Naval Institute Pro-
ceedings from the U.S. Naval
Institute. /..'.:-. .v .•• v ;.

.

. v-.'-.

William Lytle, 1/c, received

an award from the Marine Corps
Association; Harry Mitchell,

3/c, from the Radio Corporation

of America; James Mcllhenny,

1/c, from the Philco Corp.; and
Joseph Schneider, 1/c, from the

Armed Forces Communications
and Electronics Association.

Joseph DuRocher 2/c. received

an award from the Naval Re-
serve Compwsite Company; Ray-
mond Hepburn, 1/c, from the

Valley Forge Chapter of the

Reserve Officers' Association

;

Terence Connell, 2/c, from the

Phila. Continental Chapter of

the "Sons of American Revolu-

tion; and Jerome Scanlon, 3/c,

from the Victory Metal Manu-
facturing Corporation.

By RICHARD L. BUSENKELL
from earth to the sun, 93,000,-
000 miles, and the "parsec,"
which is 3.26 light years.

For the beginning observer,
the most satisfying celestial ob-
ject to examine is the moon. The
famous craters and the smooth
dark "seas" stand out clearly,

and with patient effort, indivi-
dual mountains, casting their
long shadows, may be identified.

The planets, particularly
Jupiter with its whirling entour-
age of giant moons, and Saturn
with its shining rings, ai^ al-
ways interesting.

Numbers and Colors
Throughout the sky, there are

many examples of binary of
"double" stars — two or more
stars revolving about a common
center. Some of these as seen
through a telescope, are strik-
ingly beautiful, as each star may
be of different brightness cmd
color.

To the unaided eye, nearly all

stars appear to be white, but the
telescope will bring out many
combinations of blues, reds,
yellows, and oranges, although
it will not greatly enlarge the
size of the stars.

Besides planets and stars,

there are three other types of

celestial objects which are in-

teresting.

Nebulae, clouds of glowing in*

terstellar gas, often assume
complex shapes and are dozens

of light-years in size. The
"Ring" nebula, which looks like

a flattened doughnut, ai^d the

"Horsehead" nebula are two of
the best known.

Gafaudes

Galaxies, vast rotating sys-

tems of stars, are found through-
out the heavens. These "island

universes" each containing tril-

lions of stars in a complex
orderly network, wheel majestic-
ally through space in a varied
array of pinwheeles, disks, and
loose spirals. They are usually
about 50,000 to 100,000 light-

years in diameter. Our sun, and
every other visible star, belongs
to just one galaxy. Only the
telescope can see others.

Globular clusters, sometimes
called satellite galaxies, are
found around the rim of the
large galaxies. They are rarely
more than 10,000 light-years in

diameter, and contain only one
type of star, whereas the "full"

galaxies have all types.

Johnnies Jamboree
(Continued from Page 2)

ing a hidden talent on the
drums, and he was accompanied
by teammate Paul Tomczyk on
trumpet.

Bermuda - clad Villanovans
were busy in every detail of the
day's work and fun. Although
organized under Ron Dobies and
the Junior Class, the Villanova
contingent was made up of men
from all four classes and even
a lonely law student.

Tom Labreque, Deanie Dris-

coll, and Carlo LoVecchio enter-

ed with good spirits into a maze
of kitchen duties. Al Brossey
ran a "Red Ball Express" carry-
ing truckloads of youngsters
from place to place.

Buccaneer Crew
Joe Perozziello gave piggy-

back rides when not taking pic-

tures for the VILLANOVAN.
Pirate Neil DrisLane and a crew
of buccaneers launched the ill-

fated ship Neversail.

Stan Ceisielski led a group
of Huck Finns in search of rare
pollywogs and caterpillers. Walt
France showed the little

leaguers how to win—cheat.

And Matt McCue lost a fortune
in quarters at the bean-bag toss.

Two men were kept busy rec-

Special Senior Issue

This is the last regular issue

of the VILLANOVAN for the

year 1958-59. There will be a

special senior graduation issue

coming out June 1.

ording the day for future en-
joyment. Mr. Ernest Biddle did
pastel and charcoal portraits of -

incredible likeness, capturing on
paper the glee of many little

faces.

And Bernard Love of the
Bryn Mawr Photo Center shot
reel after reel of 16mm color
film.

Tragedy Occurred
Unfortunately, the happy day

was not without a few touches
of tragedy. Varsity infielder

Denny Cardone was struck out
by a four foot tall Bob Feller.

And Jack Daniel stopped the
football game when the kids
started "roughing him up".

Pedro, the burro, left an un-
pleasant mark on J. J. Sullivan.
Driscoll twisted his ankle open-
ing a can, and Happy John Mul-
cahy found himself getting stiff—from the exercise.

A Rosemont lovely got on a
pony and off at the same time.
And tadpoles were mysteriously
turning up in the soda drinks.

But the Johnnies' Jamboree
was still a tremendous success.
Everyone left tired yet glowing.
"More can openers and band-
aids next time" was the smiling
epilogue Mrs. Jordan gave to the
day.

Wildcat fans like to think that
in the past five years Villanova

•>-has 'become the track and field

capital of the East, competitively
speaking.

With the outdoor IC4A champ-
ionships last year, Villanova took
a major step toward becoming
tops, from a spectator stand-
point, as well.

This Sunday another big track

meet wiU be held in the Villa-

nova Stadium. It's the second
annual New York versus Phila-

delphia AAU Meet.
Field events state At 1 p.m.,

running events at 2. Tickets are
priced at $1.

The two teams represent the

Metropolitan and the Middle
Atlantic Associations of the
AAy. The Middle Atlantic isquad

will have a decidedly Villanova

flavor.

Four Wildcat quarter-milers

will be chosen from Ed Colly-

more, Charlie Stead, Joe Manion,
Jim Blackburn, and Nick DeAn-
gelis to comprise a mile relay

team.

Another Philly mile relay

quartet will be picked from Jim
Gavagan (St. Joseph's), Josh
Culbreath, Dick Hall, Charles

Rambert, Roy Anderson, Joe

Egan cuid Gene Pratt.

Frosh In 440
The Villanova frosh will make

up one 440-yard relav. Bob Rae-
more, Paul Drayton, Frank Budd
and either John Mannion or Carl

Wagner will comprise the

quartet. Another Philly 440 team
will have Ira Davis, Charley
Pratt, Bo Roberson, and Jim
Washington.
New York will also' have two

mile relay teams. One will hive
four of the following: Tom
Murphy, Joe Soprano, Jim Grant,

Jim Phipps, and Gene Shane.

Another will have four of these

:

Eid Lunsford, Reggie Pearman,
Harry Bright, Willie Ward, and
Dave Mohlenbruk.
Only one of the New York

440 teams has been picked as

of this writing. That one will

include Paul Ewing, Grant
Scruggs, Phipps and Mohlenbruk.

The sprints will have Colly-

more, Budd, Drayton, Roberson
and Manion competing for Phila-

delphia against Joe Fernandez
(Manhattan freshman who has
been clocked in 9.8 and 20.9 this

spring), Bob Thomas, Bill Lens-

kold and Phipps.

In the 440, it'll be Raemore,
Davis, Gavaerhan and DeAngeMs
a^^ainst Art Evans (Manhattan),
Jim Grant and Glen (St. John's

Frosh).
Corking 880

The 880 looks like a real

corker. It'll feature George Kat-

terman (Penn), Ed Mather,
Vic DiMaio and Pat Nicastro

against Tom Murphy, Kye Court-
ney and Willie Ward.

Philly will have Bob Godesky,
Jim Baldwin, Pete WaJheim,
John Jerbasi and Frank Fitz-

Patrick opposing Velisa Mugosa,
Ed McAllister, John King, Ike

Matza, John Dougan and per-

haps Peter Close, in the mile.

At three miles. Browning Ro«s
(exVillanova and Olympic com-
petitor), Earl Jefferson, Luther

Burdelle and Ernie Tracy will

run for Philadcdphia againat

Mugosa, Pete McArdle, Henry
Levin, John Kopil (ex-Villa-

nova) and Pete Eteyer.

In the 120, 220 and 440 hurd-
les, Charley Pratt, Reggie
Brown, Walt Young, Santee Ruf-
fin, Roberson, Culbreath,
Charley Stead, Bob Ck>ffill and
Dave Baird will compete for

Philly. They'll oppose Henry
White, Stan Dawkins, Harry
Bright and Dick Pitts.

Philly high jumpers will in-

clude Stead, George Dennis,

Stan Mumford, Hubie White and
Frank Budd. New York will

have Frank Carroll (Manhat-
tan), Bob Gardener and Leroy
Curry.

Bragg Might Appear
In the pole vault, it'll be Bar«

ney Berlinger, John Gray, Nor-
bert McNulty and perhaps Don
Bragg (if he's back from Califor-

nia) versus Bob Carroll, Ray
DeCosta, Charles Stevenson and
Norman Cyprus.
For the broad jump and hop.

step and jump, Philadelphia will

have Davis, John Buckley,

Roberson, Bob Reed (Penn), Bill

Sharpe and Jesse Bell to oppose
George Shar, Bob Thomas, and
perhaps Mike Herman (IC4A in-

door broadjump champ).

The shot put looks like a duel

between Carl Shine, Dave Sikar-

dkie. Bob Batdorf and Bill Tay-
lor for Philadelphia, and Joe
Marohiony, Henry Kom, Jerry
Monkofsky ^d Jim Cooke for

New York.

In the discus, Batdorf, Bob
Taylor, Joe Chilbert and Jim
Morris will oppose New York's
Al Oerter, John Ellis, Stew
Thompson and Cooke. Philly

hammer throwers Hudson Scat-

tergood and Imants Mezaraups
will face powerful Martie Engel,

Thompson and Steve Dillion.

Al Cantello, John Brand,
Larry Stuart and Larry Curran
will toss the javelin for Philly.

New York will have Sid Kiwitt

and Don McGorty (the defend-

ing IC4A champ.)

Paul Drayton's finishing sprint in the 220 is enough to with-
stand Bob Raemore's late surge in Saturday's intra-squad track
meet. Drayton (right) covered the distance in 21.6 seconds.

Frosh Sweep Eight Events

In Practice Track Meet
By MIKE DONAHUE

In a preview of things to

come, Villanova's highly touted
freshmen track stars won 8 of

13 events in an intrasquad track
held last Saturday in the sta-

dium. .
•

The team was divided into

two squads, designated Blues
and Whites, for the practice

meet. All but five of the Wildcat
thinclads participated.

Seniors Ed Collymore and
Charley Stead and sophomores
Joe Manion and Nick DeAngelis
were in Los Angeles where they
defeated the finest mile relay

teams in the country last Friday
night in the Coliseum Relays in

the blistering time of 3:10.4.

Bob Coffiill, freshman hurdler

and quarter miler, pulled up
lame during a workout last week
and was forced to withdraw
from the practice meet.

Freshmen "Double"
Double wins by Paul Drayton,

Jerry Donini, and Leon Pras;
Hubie White's 6 foot-3 inch high
jump, and John Mannion's 48.5

leg in the mile relay were the
highlights of the meet.

All of the above mentioned
are freshmen.
Drayton copped the 100 and

the 220. He sprinted the cen-

tury in 9.9 and then came back
to nip freshman Bob Raemore
in the 220 in 21.6.

Donini won both the shotput
and the discus. He heaved the
shot 50 feet, 2 inches, which
was only inches shy of the
school record set by Jim Fahey.
He later spun the discus 130
feet, 2 inches in defeating Bill

Moore and Jack Donohue to

complete his sweep of the
weight events.

White, the freshman basket-

ball sensation, defeated fellow

Johnnies enjoy thrill of runaway chuck-wagon, carted
by sturdy juniors, part of the day's fefttivities at St. John's.

Carl Wagner (right) anchor man for the Blue te^m breaks

the tape in the mile relay three yards ahead of Pat Nicastro. The
Blues aided by John Mannion's second leg, ran the mile in 3:21.7.

Softball Playoffs Bring ^

Intramural Sports To End
Intramural Softball playoffs

enter their final stages today.

This afternoon at 4:00 on
Austin Field the second semi-

final game in the softball tour-

nament will be played.
"'

Tomorrow on the same site

and at the same time the semi-

final winners will compete for

the intramural championship.

As this goes to press the five

remaining teams competing are

Nifty Nine, Old Men, Main Lin-

ers, Cowboys, and Rinkydinks.

On Monday afternoon Nifty

Nine played the Old Men and
Main Liners met the Cowboys.
Today Rinkydinks, who drew a
bye, take on the winner of the

Main Liners-Cowboys game.
Tomorrow the survivors of

this game will play the winner

of Monday's game for the title.

Orginally the playoffs were
slated to end last Thursday.

However, rain curtailed play

last Tuesday, Wednesday and
Friday, thus forcing postpone-

ment of the last two rounds of

the tournament.
In one of the few games play-

ed last week. Jazz A.C. was
eliminated by Nifty Nine, 5-4

last Thursday. Both teams had
unblemished records going into

the game.
The contest was not decided

until the seventh and final in-

ning when Nifty Nine pushed
across the winning run to break
a 4-4 deadlock.

freshman Frank Budd who
cleared 6-2. Sophomore Norbert
McNulty, leaping 5-10, was
third.

McNulty Wins
McNulty won in his specialty,

the pole vault, clearing 12 feet,

6 inches. Kent Lydic was second,
vaulting 12 feet.

The mile was won by Bob
Grodesky in the comparatively
slow time of 4:29.5. Freshmen
Bob Collins, Pat Nicastro and
Art Crowley trailed Grodesky.
Collins' time was 4:34.9.

Vic DiMaio annexed the 880
in 1:55.0. Freshman Frank Heg-
arty and Carl Wagner finished

second and third.

The two mile run was taken
by freshman Angelo Sivieri in

10:09. The former West Cath-
olic ace finished ahead of Tim
McNamar, Dave Neill, Jim Hac-
kett, and Lance Hugelmyer.
Pras copped both hurdles

events. He won the 120 highs
in 15.0. Burly Ron Meyers,
freshman football end, surprised
by racing over the barriers in

15.5. Jack Van Dusen was third.

In the 220 lows it was again
Pras, Meyers, and Van Dusen.
Pras' covered the distance in

24.5.

Kaminskl a Winner

The Javelin throw was won
by Dick Kaminskl with one of
his best heaves of the year, 172
feet. Lydic and John Buckley
placed 2, 3.

Buckley took the broad jump
with a leap of 23 feet, 7 inches.

Lydic was second and Drayton
third.

The mile relay was won by
the Blues -in 3:21.7. Members
of the winning quartet were
Gene Rodgers, Mannion, Heg-
arty, and Wagner.

Placing behind Drayton in

the 100 were Budd, Raemore,
Buckley, and Dan Stager.

Finishing in arrears of the
Cleveland flash in the 220 were
Raemore and Budd.
When the final score was tab-

ulated it was evident that the

two squads were evenly match-
ed. The results: Blus—78,
White—78.
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Grendel's Cave.

Sand, Starch, Taverns
;. -r.;. : By JIM BISING —

Summertime soon. The sand hind the root beer barrel

and the sun of the Jersey
shore. Bouncers in starched,

white shirts stand at the doors

of the joints on the Point.

Inside of Mori's or Lungo's,

on the other side of the tavern
fronts, sit the Bermuda shorts

and the button-down shirts, en-

joying the deafening conform-
ity of bad music and artificial

conversation, while photo-

graphs of greasy musicians
with funny bow-ties leer down
on the spectacle.

On the beach: watch while

youth pitifully demonstrates
its desire to belong and con-

form. See the sweatshirts bold-

ly proclaiming their owner's

a member of some grou|i or
school. '

Still on the beach : light

brown hair gets lighter as the

summer moves toward the sea-

son of memories; blond hair

gets blonder, as the Anglo-
Saxons and the Celts subtly

proclaim their social superior-

ity.

Veterans and Novices
On the boardwalk: the vet-

erans (those individuals who
know all the "right people")
bask in their security and self-

assurance. The pale bodies of
the weekenders move uncert-

ainly in front of the softdrink

counters, not knowing the
name of the tanned face be-

Conversation : "Do you know
... (a hst of meaningless

names)?" A look of pitying

superiority.

Night time: a deserted pen-

insula which is now the scene

of a picnic. Eight timid girls,

recently graduated from the

same academy, singing "I Can't

Say No" with no idea of what
the song implies.

Creeping Meatballism

The continual slapping at

mosquitoes becomes monoton-
ous. The last cans of beer are
warm. The fire goes out: the
picnic is a failure.

The girls continue to dis-

cuss their now-ended high-

school careers. The boorish
boys discuss beer and baseball.

There is the powerful fear of

being different. Even in the
dark no soul can challenge the

all-p o wer f u 1 c r ed o: "BE
KNOWN AND BE LIKED,
BUT DON'T BE DIFFER-
ENT!"

Eating: a land breeze blows
fiercely biting flies into the hot
and greasy hot dog stands.

The flies, like many humans,
are attracted by filth. The
jaws of a hormosapien develop
a rhythmical motion while de-

vouring a hot dog. Mustard
falls on a dark blue sweat-
shirt. ^

::"..' --v^^ ;. .

Vastness of Universe Usually

Lost On Casual Students
By RICHARD L. BUSENKELL

The vastness of the universe i from earth to the sun, 93,000,-
makes it inconvenient to use 000 miles, and the "parsec,"
ordinary terms of measurement, which is 3.26 light years,
so new ones were invented.

| For the beginning observer,
One of those most frequently the most satisfying celestial ob-

encountered by science readers '

ject to examine is the moon. The
is the light-year. This is not a famous craters and the smooth
measure of time, but of distance

i dark "seas" stand out clearly,
the distance which a ray of and with patient effort, indivi-

light, travelling at 186.000 miles
per second, would cover in one
year. This is a little less thaji

six trillion (6,000,000,000,000)
miles.

The full enormity of a number
such as this is usually lost upon
the casual reader, to whom any-
thing more than a million is

usually meaningless.

Brightest Stars
It might be better shown as

follows: one of the brightest
stars in the sky is Rigel, about
540 light-years distant from
eirth. Rigel has been receding
from earth at about 22 miles
per second.

Yet even at this great speed
(110 times faster than sound),
it will still take Rigel 8450 years
before it moves to 541 light-

years from the earth!
Other distance units used by

astronomers are the "astronom-

dual mountains, casting their
long shadows, may be identified.

The planets, particularly
Jupiter with its whirling entour-
age of giant moons, and Saturn
with its shining rings, are al-
ways interiesting.

Numbers and Colors
Throughout the sky, there are

many examples of binary of
"double" stars — two or more
stars revolving about a common
center. Some of these as seen
through a telescope, are strik-
ingly beautiful, as each star may
be of different brightness and
color.

To the unaided eye, nearly all

stars appear to be white, but the
telescope will bring out many
combinations of blues, reds,
yellows, and oranges, although
it will not greatly enlarge the
size of the stars.

Besides planets and stars,

Rejoinder To Jim Bising

On Resignation Of Dulles
By JIM COREY

To: Jim Bising: "Grendel'fl

..::-'Cave". ;.:;.. .^•;:':\.

Subj: Resignation of Dulles

Ref: VILLANOVAN, 6 May,
1959

1. It is apparent that you are

a confused soul, incapable of

distinguishing truth.

2. It is further apparent that

you are a frustrated free-

thinker with Democratic
tendencies.

3. In your condemnation of Mr.

Dulles and President Eisen-

hower, you compared the

handling of the Suez Canal
to the Munich conference of

1938, charged that the Eis-

enhower - Shivers combina-
tion, with a few oil
companies thrown in, actu-

ally thought up the whole
thing, further insinuated

that we should have used

atomic weapons in Indo-

China (why there is beyond
me), and finally hoped that

some catastrophy befalls

our Chief Executive before

1960.

Diplomatic Blunders
4. Speaking of diplomatinc

blunders, why are we now
V at Geneva discussing the ac-

cess to Berlin, when in

1944-45 we had it but gave
it to the Russians?
Would it have been better

to aid the British, French,
and Israeli governments in

their conquest of the Suez
canal, or to have lost the

Arab world? And is Nas-
ser the bad omen that you
picture him as, huh?

5. So did the Venezuelan, Mex-
ican, and other countries'

oil production rise; perhaps
they were part of the hoary
plot, too.

Atomic War
6. An unleashing of our "mas-

sive retaliation" in 1954
would have meant a World
War, but tut, tut. nothing
to worry about. The stand
on Formosa, the fact that
the Communists have not

advanced one inch farther

in Asia, is not really im-

portant. We need an atomic
war.

7. As for our Chief Executive,

poor helpless Ike, I suppose
that he will just have to

struggle on, unless you
would perhaps offer your
sage advice.

ical unit," which is the distance ' there are three other types of

Awards Given To
Midshipmen Here
At NROTC Review

celestial objects which are in-

teresting.

Nebulae, clouds of glowing in-

terstellar gas, often assume
complex shapes and are dozens

of light-years in size. The
"Ring" nebula, which looks like

a flattened doughnut, and the

"Horsehead" nebula are two of
the best known.

Galaxies

Galaxies, vast rotating sys-

tems of stars, are found through-
out the heavens. Thesie "island

universes" each containing tril-

lions of stars in a complex
orderly network, wheel majestic-
ally through space in a varied
array of pinwheeles, disks, and
loose spirals. They are usually
about 50,000 to 100,000 light-

years in diameter. Our sun, and
every other visible star, belongs
to just one galaxy. Only the
telescope can see others.

Globular clusters, sometimes
called satellite galaxies, are
found around the rim of the
large galaxies. They are rarely
more than 10,000 light-years in

diameter, and contain only one
type of star, whereas the "full"

galaxies have all types.

WEEK

The Villanova NROTC unit
yesterday paraded before Ad-
miral Charles H. Lyman, USN,
Commandant of the Fourth
Naval District.'

The battallion, led by Midn.
James C. Hull, 1/c, passed in

review before Lyman, Very Rev.
James A. Etonncllon. O.S.A.,
University president, and digni-

taries from the business and
professional world.

The following midshipmen
were singled out to receive

awards: Thomas Breslin, an
award from the Admiral and
one from the Navy League of
Philadelphia., .;. '^ • \.

The Navy League also award-
ed plaques to Frederick Wic'e
2/c; Thomas Dillon, 3/c; and
Michael Pastore, 4/c. •

.

Hull received a subscription

to the U.S. Naval Institute Pro-
ceedings from the U.S. Naval
Institute.

William Lytle, 1/c, received

an award from the Marine Corps
Association; Harry Mitchell,

3/c, from the Radio Corporation

of America; James Mcllhenny,

1/c. from the Philco Corp.; and
Joseph Schneider, 1/c, from the

Armed Forces Communications
and Electronics Association.

Joseph DuRocher 2/c. received

an award from the Naval Re-

serve Composite Company; Ray-
mond Hepburn, 1/c, from the

Valley Forge Chapter of the

Reserve O/licers' Association;

Terence Connell, 2/c, from the

Phila. Ckjntinental Chapter of

the "Sons of American Revolu-

tion; and Jerome Scanlon, 3/c.

from the Victory Metal Manu-
facturing Corporation.

Johnnies Jamboree
(Continued from Page 2)

ing a hidden talent on the
drums, and he was accompanied
by teammate Paul Tomczyk on
trumpet.

Bermuda - clad Villanovqns
were busy in every detail of the
day's work and fun. Although
organized under Ron Dobies and
the Junior Class, the Villanova
contingent was made up of men
from all four classes and even
a lonely law student.

Tom Labreque, Deanie Dris-
coll, and Carlo LoVecchio enter-

ed with good spirits into a maze
of kitchen duties. Al Brossey
ran a "Red Ball Express" carry-
ing truckloads of youngsters
from place to place.

Buccaneer Crew
Joe Perozziello gave piggy-

back rides when not taking pic-

tures for the VILLANOVAN.
Pirate Neil Drislane and a crew
of buccaneers launched the ill-

fated ship Neversail.

Stan Ceisielski led a group
of Huck Finns in .search of rare
pollywogs and caterpillers. Walt
France showed the little

leaguers how to win— cheat.

And Matt McCue lost a fortune
in quarters at the bean-bag toss.

Two men were kept busy rec-

ording the day for future en-
joyment. Mr. Ernest Biddle did
pastel and charcoal portraits of
incredible likeness, capturing on
paper the glee of many little

faces.

And Bernard Love of the
Bryn Mawr Photo Center shot
reel after reel of 16mm color
film.

Tragedy Occurred
Unfortunately, the happy day

was not without a few touches
of tragedy. Varsity infielder

Denny Cardone was struck out
by a four foot tall Bob Feller.

And Jack Daniel stopped the
football game when the kids
started "roughing him up".

Pedro, the burro, left an un-
pleasant mark on J. J. Sullivan.

Driscoll twisted his ankle open-
ing a can, and Happy John Mul-
cahy found himself getting stiff

— from the exercise. ['^

A Rosemont lovely got on a
pony and off at the same time.
And tadpoles were mysteriously
turning up in the soda drinks.
But the Johnnies' Jamboree

was still a tremendous success.
Everyone left tired yet glowing.
"More can openers and band-
aids next time" was the smiling
epilogue Mrs. Jordan gave to the
day.

Special Senior Issue

This is the last regular issue

of the VILLANOVAN for the

year 1958-59. There will be a

special senior graduation issue

coming out June 1.
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AAU Meet At Stadium On Sunday
Wildcat fans like to think that

in the past five years Villanova

"has become the track and field

capital of the East, competitively
Speaking.

With the outdoor IC4A champ-
ionships last year, Villanova took

a major step toward becoming
tops, from a spectator stand-
point, as well.

This Sunday another big track

meet will be held in the Villa-

nova Stadium. It's the second
annual New York versus Phila-

delphia AAU Meet.
Field events statp at 1 p.m.,

running events at 2. Tickets are

priced at $1.
' The two teams represent the

Metropolitan and the Middle
Atlantic Associations of the

AAU. The Middle Atlantic squad
will have a decidedly Villanova
flavor.

Four Wildcat quarter-milers

will be chosen from Ed Colly-

more, Charlie Stead, Joe Manion,
Jim Blackburn, and Nick DeAn-
gelis tc» comprise a mile relay

teaifi.

Another Philly mile relay

quartet will be picked from Jim
Gavagan (St. Joseph's), Josh

Culbreath, Dick Hall, Charles

Rambert, Roy Anderson, Joe

Egan and Gene Pratt.

Frosh in 440
The Villanova frosh will make

up one 440-yard relav. Bob Rae-

more, Paul Drayton, Frank Budd
and either John Mannion or Carl

Wagner will comprise the

quartet. Another Philly 440 team
will have I^a Davis, Charley

Pratt, Bo Roberson, and Jim
Washingrton. ; ;.;;; •., ;• ..

New York Will also have two
mile relay teams. One will hive

four of the following: Tom
Murphy, Joe Soprano, Jim Grant,

Jim Phipps, and Gene Shane.

Another will have four of these:

E!d Lunsford, Regcrie Pearman.
Harry Bright, Willie Ward, and
Dave Mohlenbruk.

Only one of the New York
440 teams has becoi picked as

of this writing. That one will

include Paul Ewing, Grant
Scruggs, Phip'ps and Mohlenbruk.

The sprints will have Colly-

1

more, Budd, Drayton, Rob!'r.son
|

and Manion competing for Phila-
j

delphia against Joe Fernandez
(Manhattan freshman who has,

been clocked in 9.8 and 20.9 this

spring), Bob Thomas, Bill Lons-
kold and Phipps.

In the 440, it'll be Raemore,
Davis, Gavasrhan and DeAnge'is
against Art Elvans (Manhattan),
Jim Grant and Glen (St. John's
Frosh )

.

Corking 880
The 880 looks like a real

corker. It'll feature George Kat-
terman (Penn), Ed Mather,
Vic DiMaio and Pat Nicastro
against Tom Murphy, Kye Court-
ney and Willie Ward.

Philly will have Bob Godesky,
Jim Baldwin, Pete Walheim,
John Jerbasi and Frank Fitz-

Patrick opposing Velisa Mugosa,
Ed McAllister, John King, Ike

\

Matza, John Dougan and per-

haps Peter Close, in the mile. |

At three miles, Browning Ro^s
(exVillanova and Olympic com-
petitor), Earl Jefferson, Luther

Burdelle and Ernie Tracy will

run for Philadolphia against

Mugosa, Pete McArdle, Henry
Levin, John Kopil (ex-Villa-

nova) and Pete Beyer.
In the 120, 220 and 440 hurd-

les, Charley Pratt, Reggie
Brown, Walt Young, Santee Ruf-
fin, Roberson, Culbreath,
Charley Stead, Bob Coffill and
Dave Baird will compete for

Philly. They'll opipose Henry
White, Stan Daw;kins, Harry
Bright and Dick Pitts.

Philly high jumpers will in-

clude Stead, George Dennis,

Stan Mumford, Hubie White and
Frank Budd. New York will

have Frank Carroll (Manhat-
tan), Bob Gardener and Leroy
Curry.

BragK Might Appear
In the pole vault, it'll be Bar-

ney Berlinger, John Gray, Nor-
bert McNulty and perhaps Don
Bragg ( if he's back from Califor-

nia) versus Bob Carroll, Ray
DeCosta, Charles Stevenson and
Norman Cyprus.

F'or the broad jump and hop.

step and jump, iPhtiaiclelphia will

have Davis, John Buckley,

Roberson, Bob Reed (Penn), Bill

Sharpe and Jesse Bell to oppose
George Shar, Bob Thomas, and
perhaps Mike Herman (IC4A in-

door broadjump champ).

The shot put looks like a duel

between Carl Shine, Dave Sikar-

skie, Bob Batdorf and Bill Tay-
lor for Philadelphia, and Joe
Marohiony, Henry Korn, Jerry
Monkofsky and Jim C!ooke for

New York.

In the discus, Batdorf, Bob
Taylor, Joe Chilbert and Jim
Morris will oppose New York's
Al "Oerter, John EUis, Stew
Thompson and Cooke. Philly

ham'mer throwers Hudson Scat-

tergood and Imants Mezaraups
will face powerful Martie Engel,

Thompson and Steve Dillion.

Al Cantello, John Brand,
Larry Stuart and Larry Curran
will tosg the javelin for Philly.

New York will have Sid Kiwitt
and Don McCJorty (the defend-

ing IC4A champ.)

Frosh Sweep Eight Events

In Practice Track Meet

Paul Drayton's finishing sprint in the 220 is enough to with-
stand Bob Kaemore's late surge in .Saturday's intra-squad track
meet. Drayton (right) covered the distance in 21.(i seconds.

Johnnies enjoy thrill of runaway chuck-wagon, carted
by sturdy juniors, part of the day's festivities at St. John's.

Carl Wagner (right) anchor man for the Blue team breal*'*

the tape in the mile relay three yards ahead of Pat Nicastro. The
lilues aided by John Mannion's second leg, ran the mile in 3:21.7.

By MIKE DONAHUE

In a preview of things to

come, Villanova's highly touted
freshmen track stars won 8 of

13 events in an intrasquad track

held last Saturday in the sta-

dium.
[

The team was divided into

two squads, designated Blues

and Whites, for the practice

meet. All but five of the Wildcat
thinclads participated.

Seniors Ed Collymore and
Charley Stead and sophomores
Joe Manion and Nick DeAngelis
were in Los Angeles where they
defeated the finest mile relay

teams in the country last Friday
night in the Coliseum Relays in

the blistering time of 3:10.4.

Bob Coffiill, freshman hurdler

and quarter miler, pulled up
|

lame during a workout last week
I

and was forced to withdraw
'

from the practice meet. I

.. Freshmen "Double"
Double wins by Paul Drayton,

Jerry Donini, and Leon Pras;

Hubie White's 6 foot-3 inch high

jump, and John Mannion's 48.5

leg in the mile relay were the

highlights of the meet.

All of the above mentioned
are freshmen.
Drayton copped the 100 and

the 220. He sprinted the cen-

tury in 9.9 and then came back
to nip freshman Bob Raeraore
in the 220 in 21.6.

Donini won both the shotput
and the discus. He heaved the
shot 50 feet, 2 inches, which
was only inches shy of the

school record set by Jim Fahey.
He later spun the discus 130
feet, 2 inches in defeating Bill

Moore and Jack Donohue to

complete his sweep of the
weight events.

White, the freshman basket-

ball sensation, defeated fellow

Softball Playoffs Bring

I lifra rriura I Sporfs Tb End
Intramural Softball playoffs

enter their final stages today.

This afternoon at 4:00 on
Austin Field the second semi-

final game in the Softball tour-

nament will be played.

Tomorrow on the same site

and at the same time the semi-

final winners will compete for

the intramural championship.
As this goes to press the five

remaining teams competing are

Nifty Nine. Old Men. Main Lin-

ers. Cowboys, and Rinkydinks.

On Monday afternoon Nifty

Nine played the Old Men and
Main Liners met the Cowboys.
Today Rinkydinks. who drew a
bye, take on the winner of the

Main Liners-Cowboys game.
Tomorrow the survivors of

this game will play the winner

of Monday's game for the title.

Orginally the playoffs were
slated to end last Thursday.
However, rain curtailed play

last Tuesday. Wednesday and
Friday, thus forcing postpone-

ment of the last two rounds of

the tournament.
In one of the few games play-

ed last week. Jazz A.C. was
eliminated by Nifty Nine, 5-4

last Thursday. Both teams had
unblemished records going into

the game.
The contest was not decided

until the seventh and final in-

ning when Nifty Nine pushed
across the winning run to break
a 4-4 deadlock.

freshman Frank Budd who
cleared 6-2. Sophomore Norbert
McNulty, leaping 5-10, was
third.

McNulty Wins
McNulty won in his specialty,

the pole vault, clearing 12 feet,

6 inches. Kent Lydic was second,
vaulting 12 feet.

The mile was won by Bob
Godesky in the comparatively
slow time of 4:29.5. Freshmen
Bob Collins, Pat Nicastro and
Art Crowley trailed Godesky.
Collins' time was 4:34.9.

Vic DiMaio annexed the 880
in 1:55.0. Freshman Frank Heg-
arty and Carl Wagner finished

second and third.

The two mile run was taken
by freshman Angelo Sivieri in

10:09. The former West Cath-
olic ace finished ahead of Tim
McNamar, Dave Neill, Jim Hac-
kett, and Lance Hugelmyer.

Pras copped both hurdles
events. He won the 120 highs
in 15.0. Burly Ron Meyers,
freshman football end, surprised
by racing over the barriers in

15.5. Jack Van Dusen was third.

In the 220 lows it was again
Pras, Meyers, and Van Dusen.
Pras* covered the distance in
24.5. ::>.v;.'

Kaminski a Winner

The Javelin throw was won
by Dick Kaminski with one of
his best heaves of the year, 172
feet. Lydic and John Buckley
placed 2, 3.

Buckley took the broad jump
with a leap of 23 feet, 7 inches.

Lydic was second and Drayton
third.

The mile relay was won by
the Blues in 3:21.7. Members
of the winning quartet were
Gene Rodgers, Mannion, Heg-
arty, and Wagner.

Placing behind Drayton in

the 100 were Budd, Raemore,
Buckley, and I>an Stager.

Finishing in arrears of the
Cleveland flash in the 220 were
Raemore and Budd.
When the final score was tab-

ulated it was evident that the

two squads were evenly match-
ed. The results: Blue—78,

White—78.
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The Baseball Team
Brings V.U. First

Big Five Title
By JIM MURRAY

It seems that Villanova's base>

ball team just couldn't "wait

'til next year" for the Big Five
Championship.

And what better way to win it

than to beat the St. Joseph
Hawks, who flew away with the

Big Five basketball Utle? St.

Joe's had been a spoiler in Tem-
ple's (5-3) bid for the crown, but
the Owls had to settle for second
as Villanova (6-2) downed the
Hawks, 16-3.

It was a warm day Monday,
and the Wildcats were hot. They
exploded for 16 runs on 18 hits.

Freddie Anthony and Bobby
Klinck each had four base hits

to lead the 'Cat attack.

Frank Kreutzer allowed only
one hit in six frames as he
stuck out ten and walked one.

Down But Not Out
Villanova lost its first two

Big Five games to La Salle and
Temple, but came back to win
the remaining srix and the co-

veted Big Five trophy. This was
typical of this year's team,
which stayed in every game
until the final out.

Today the 'Nova nine travels

to West Point to take on the
Army baseball team. The Wild-
cats won a close one last year
at the Point by a 5-4 count.

On Saturday the 'Cats com-
plete their regular season action
in a game with the Blue Hens
of Delaware University.

Rifle Team Gets

Awards, Letters
Last Thursday, the Varsity

and Navy rifle and pistol teams
held their annual banquet and
presentation of awards. The
Varsity rifle team honored out-
going Sgt. Eklward Molcany with
a permanent plaque, which is to

be inscribed each year with the
name of the person who most
exemplifies the spirit and drive
of the Sergeant. ;

,

This year's winner of the Sgt.

Edward J. Molcany award, was
Frank Murtha, chosen by the
team.

Lou Spevetz, who received two
medals for outstanding perform-
ances in the Philadelphia
N.R.O.T.C. rifle league, was ap-

pointed captain of the Navy
team for mext year.

'

. Frank Murtha was appointed

to succeed Chris Kloss as cap-

tain of the varsity rifle team.
KIoss has led the riflemen as

high scorer for the past two
years. High average medal was
taken by Charley Russell.

Varsity letters were given to

the following members of the
rifle team; C. Kloes, L. Spevetz,

F. Murtha, B. Heam, C. Russell,

N. Coursey, ajid E. Hogan. Five
of the seven lettermen return
next year.

Joe Walley took over the

leadership of the pistol team
from last year's captain, Jim
D'Arcy. Members of the pistol

team who were cited for excel-

lence in various categories were

:

Paul Lang, Bill Scott and
D'Arcy.
D'Arcy, Scott, and Lang, to-

gether with Bill Phoser and Joe
WaUey were awarded letters.

I

Middies Sink Cats
Last Friday, the United States

Naval Academy downed Villa-

nova 6-4 at Villanova Stadium.
The game was decided in the

third inning, when hurler Hal
Bauser, was plagued with four

hits, two errors, good for five

runs. These five, added to the

Middies' lone tally in the first,

was enough to sink Villanova.

Lee Parry turned in a fine

relief stint, pitching four inn-

ings of shut-out ball. Harry Neff
blanked the midshipmen the

rest of the way.
The Wildcat nine never gave

up, scoring one run in the fifth,

two runs in the sixth, and one in

the ninth before the rally was
ended by a double play. The
'Cats left twelve men on base

—

this, plus the two big errors in

the third, told the tale.

Lafeyette, We Are Here!

At Eastern Pennsylvania, the
'Cats met the Lafeyette Leop-
ards last Thursday afternoon.

After nine innings of well-

played baseball, Frank Kreutzer
and Villanova picked up a win
by a 4-3 score. Kreutzer was
very impressive while going the
whole route and striking out
nine batters.

He allowed the three runs on
an opposite field hit by the
pitcher, with two out and the
bases loaded in the second inn-

ing. After Jack Fahey batted in

the tying and lead run in the
third inning, Kreutzer did not
allow a base hit until the ninth,

when shortstop Dick Richter
singled to open the frame. He
was stranded on third base, how-
ever, when Kreutzer got pinch
hitter Bob Lewis to fly to right

to end the inning and the ball

game.

Rutgers Rough
On Tuesday, May 12, the 'Cats

suffered defeat at the hand of
Rutgers University, 7-6.

The game was marked by
some very odd plays. Of par-

ticular note was Bill Platco's in-

ability to remain standing while
waiting for a fly ball; as the
ball came down, so did Bill. Les
Armour had himself a "home-
run."

Rutgers committed two
straight errors in the third in-

ning, and Paul Borian boomed a
homerun into the wind, and
three runs scored. After the

lead had rocked back and forth,

the 'CJats found themselves down
by two in the eighth (6-4).

After Jack Fahey's single

and pinchhitter Tom Griffith's

base knock, Bobbie Klinck laced

a tremendous triple to right

field to tie the game. With the

score tied in the ninth, Rutgers'
leadoff man, Arnie Byrd, drew
a walk—stole second and third

on an over throw—and came
home on a fly ball with one out.

CATS BATS . . . Tom Griffith

hit the longest triple, longest

double, and took the longest
time time to reach home during
the season. But when he liits. he
really hits . . . The team ate In

a Pennsylvania-Dutch restau-

rant on the way home from
Lafavette. The food, the prices,

and the win made it a memor-
able meal . . . With but three

seniors on the squad, the *Cats

figure to be strong defenders of

their Big Five title next year.

Frank Kreiit/er lefs go with a fast ball in the St. Joseph's game. Frank helped Villanova
(o the Bi« Five Championship with this 16-3 decision.

Don't Mention 'Villanova'

To Texas' Eddie Southern
By TOM GOLDSCHIMiDT

At the campus of the Univer-
sity of Texas in Austin, they
speak of the Villanova track
team in awed tones.

A lithe, sun-tanned, crew-cut
Texas senior does not even talk

about the Villanova team. He
just has strange nightmares.
They're about foot races. And
all he ever sees are the backs
of runners clad in blue and
white.

The senior's name is Eddie
Southern. He's the greatest
quarter-miler in the United
States, someone somewhere has
said.

Eddie Southern himself is not
so sure anymore.
He was a much-heralded

sophomore in 1957, running
anchor for Texas' sensational

mile reday team. The Longhorns
were invited East for the Penn
Relays that year—to add a lit-

tle "class" to the program.
Five-Yard Lead

But Charley Jenkins, the

1956 Olympic 400-meter cham-
pion, had other ideas. He ran
a blistering 440 for Villanova,

catching Southern and then go-

ing on to whip him and gave the
Wildcats the victory.

Texas did not return to the
Penn Relays in 1958 and 1959.

Instead, they went to the Drake
Relays. This year they set a
Drake record by winning the

mile relay in 3 minutes, 10.3

seconds.

But the Longhorns were not

rid of Villanova yet. The two
mile relay squads were invited

to compete in the Coliseum Re-
lays last Friday at Los Angeles,
California.

U. S. Championship
This one was to have b*»en

the duel of the year with Villa-

nova representing the East,

Texas the Southwest, and USC
and Occidental the Far West.

Villanova's 3:11.8 time in the

Penn Relays, though very good,

did not compare with the 3:10.3

that Texas had run.

Besides, Villanova was using
two unknown sophomores along
with high jumper Charlie Stead
and Ed Collymore. And Texas
had Eddie Southern, now a ma--

ture senior. He could break the

back of any 440 man in the

country, those "in the know"

were saying.

Villanova trailed for the first

half-mile, as expected. But the
"unknowns" kept the Wildcats
not far off the pace by running
the best quarter-miles of their

young careers.

Fine Quarters
Joe Manion was timed in 48.7

I

for the lead-off leg. Nick De-
I
Angelis, a substitute for Jim

i

Blackburn, who had been num-
ber two man in the Penn Relays,
ran a brilliant 48.5 second leg.

Then Stead used those long
legs of his to catch the third

I
Texas runner and give the Wild-
cats a slight lead after three-
quarters of a mile. Charlie, who
had never run under 48.2 until

this year, was timed in 47 sec-

onds flat.

Collymore, the defending
NCAA 220 champion, took the
baton for the final leg. He had
mumbled in practice four days
earlier, "I sure don't feel up to
running a 440."

But the Cambridge Comet, an
avowed lover of the sprints in

recent years, blazed the anchor
quarter-mile.

Always The Back
Eddie Southern blazed it with

him, but the Texas flash never

saw the front of CoUymore's
jersey until he walked over to

congratulate him on the Villa-

nova victory.

CoUymore's final 46.2 quarter

made the Wildcat's victory re-^

markable under any circum-

stances, and all the more so

since it was run on grass instead

of cinders.
In the past three years (the

period covering Eddie South-
em's varsity career), the Uni-
versity of Texas has won every
mile relay in which it has com-
peted, except two.
Those two were the only times

the Longhorns faced the Villa-

nova Wildcats. As far as the
lithe, sun-tanned crew-cut Texas
senior is concerned that was
twice too many.

Cregory Named Swia Ace
Jim Gregory, senior from Port

Chester, N.Y., was named the

outstanding squad member at the

first annual banquet for the var-

sity swimming team last week at

the Pilgrim Gardens Lounge.
John Rumbarger, senior from

Merion, Pa., was given the

Coaches' Loyalty Award, while

Joe Harvey, junior from Coatea-

ville. Pa., was named the most
improved swimmer.
Harvey and Frank Keefe, jun-

ior from East Haven, Conn.,

Collymore Fourth

In Coliseum '100'

Ed Collymore, Villanova's

senior sprinter, finished fourth

in a 100-vard dash at the Col-

liseum Relays In Los Angeles
las^; Friday.

Winner Bob Morrow, for-

merly of Abilene Cliristian, was
clocked in 9.6. Ray Norton and
Rob Foynter, both of Fresno
State, were second and third.

Collymore was not more
than two feet l>ehlnd Morrow
at the finish, as the top four

runners hit the tape virtually

together.

were announced as co-captains

for the 1959-60 season.

Members of the 1958-59 team,,

which compiled a 6-4 record,

were given varsity letters. They
included Bob Pinto, Larry Pala-

cio. Bill Gilhool, Win Wilson,

Gregory and Rumbarger.
Joe Kirk, swimming coach at

LaSalle College, was the guest

speaker. His topic was the prob-

lem of p;iblic relations with
respect to swimming in the

United States.

The team gave awards "in

appreciation for continued aid to

the Villanova swimming team"
to David Rowan, former swim-
ming champion from Rider Col-

lege, and Chris Keller, former
diving champion from the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania.

Another award, "in apprecia-

tion for 25 years of devoted

service to college swimming,"
went to James McAdoo, coac^
of Swarthmore College for the

past quarter-century and dean
of Middle Atlantic swimming
coaches.

The members of the team gave
expensive stop watches to head
coach E^ Geisz and assistant

coach Jack Lumsden.
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Fr. Donnellon Named Augustinian

Provincial; Fr. Klekotka V.U. Head
Bishop McShea Honored At

42nd Summer Graduation
Most Rev. Joseph McShea, auxiliary bishop of Philadelphia,

will receive an Honorary Degree from Villanova during its sum-
mer commencement exercises on Saturday, August 8th, it was
announced this week by the,

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A. University President.

Bishop McShea will be among
four candidtates who will be

honored by the University at its

42nd summer graduation.

Honorary Doctorates will also

be conferred upon Brother Dan-
iel Bernian, F.S.C., President of

I^Salle College; Rev. John R.

Aheme, O.S.A., rector of St.

Augustine High School, San
Diego, and Miss Margaret Mary
Kearney, Ekiucational Director

of StaaUon WCAU and WCAU-
TV.

Miss Margaret M. Kearney

Miss Kearney becomes only

the fifth woman to receive an
honorary degree from Villanova.

Bishop McShea will deliver the

address to the more than 200

graduates during the 11:00 a.m.

exercises in the campus field

house.
Large Enroilment

Villanova's 1959 summer ses-

sion is enjoying the largest en-

rollment in its 42 year history

according to figures released

this week by the Rev. Louis A.

Rongione, O.S.A., Dean of the

University's Graduate and Part

Time Division.

A total of 2364 students are

enrolled this year including 110

students who are studying under

a National Science Foundaion

Grant. Villanova recently re-

ceived a grant of $97,000 to

undertake a training program

for high school science and

mathematics teachers during its

summer session.

775 of the summer students

are doing graduate work while

1090 are pursuing undergradu-

ate studies. The student body

represents a total of twenty

three states and more than 40

different religious orders.

(ContiniMd on Psf« t>

N.S.F. Gives

$96700 Grant

To Villanova
By Mother M. E. Brown,

RJS.C.V.

An outstanding opportunity

was offered at Villanova this

summer. Under the direction of

Reverend J. Bernard Hubbert,

O.S.A., of the University Phy-

sics Department, a Summer In-

stitute for teachera of Science

and Mathematics in Junior and
Senior High Schools was inau-

gurated.

The Institute was made pos-

sible by a grant of $96,700.00

from the National Science Foun-
dation. The participants received

$75.00 a week during the period

of study, with allowance for

dependents and travel.

On closer observation, it is

more true to conclude that there

were five Institutes in progress

this summer. Courses were of-

fered in Biology, Chemistry,

Physics, Geology and Mathemat^
ics. Each course ran the full

period of six weeks, and six

graduate credits were obtained

by successful completion.

The group participating num-
bered one hundred nineteen

teachera. Many came from great

distances. Fourteen states were
represented, from New York to

Montana, from Vermont to

North Carolina.

Varied Scholars

Guest faculty included Dr. B.

F. Howell of Princeton Univer-

sity, who lectured on Historical

Geology. Mr. L. A. T. Frakes,

from the Univereity of Califor-

nia in Los Angeles, gave the

course in Physical Geology. In

addition, there were guest

speakera in many fields.

Miss M. Dorothy Ward of the

Villanova Library Faculty spoke

on "Modem Literature for

Chemistry". Dr. L. Joseph

Berry of Bryn Mawr, held a

seminar for the Biology students

on the "FUNCTION OF THE
BLOOD." From the University

of Pennsylvania, Dr. Ralph O.

Erickson spoke on the "ANA-
LYSIS OF GROWTH IN
PLANTS." A speaker of great

interest was Mr. John B. Gallon,

Head of the Civil Engineering

Department at Villanova, whose

topic was — "FOUNDATION
PROBLEMS."

(Oontlnusd on Pag« 3)

Very Rev. James A. Donnellon,

O.S.A.

Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A.

New Book By Fr. Rongione

To Be Published Tomorrow
BY MOTHER F.

EJach year the University

Shop displays an increasing

number of text books written

by Villanova's own professora.

This is indeed a cause for le-

gitimate pride in Catholic edu-

cation in general, in Villanova

in particular and in ^ eminent

professors. ::/•""

Father Louis Rongione, OJS.A.

On Thursday July 30th, the

Villanova campus wiU be the

scene of an AUTOGRAPHING
PARTY in honor of a publica-

tion, just off the presa—"CON-
FERENCB8 ON THE BKATI-
TUDBS" (The Peter ReiUy Co.)

Who is the author? Certainly

no one needi an introduction to

FORDEN, R.S.C.J.

the Reverend Father Louis Ron-

gione, O.S.A., Dean of the Grad-

uate School.

In the preface of "Conferences

on the Beatitudes,,' Father gives

his reasons, for publishing them—"the sister's enthusiastic and
encouraging response in the

communities where they were
firat given and the hope that

they might make some contribu-

tion in fostering among the sis-

^rs the piety and zeal which

have always been a source of

edification and spiritual joy to

the author."

Deals With Happiness

After the introduction, a

chapter for each Beatitude fol-

lows. And each Beatitude as

Saint Paul says, is something

perfect and excellent—so is each

chapter of this book—a summit
in itself. Nor does the book end

with final steppingstone in the

sublime ascent. Rather it ends

with a final, pleasant surprise—

A chapter on Heaven and we are

convinced that "in the end is

our beginning."

Father shows clearly in his

book that happiness is not some-

thing to be searched for; still

less is it something you can

make; it is something you can

receive and become. These con-

ferences show how.

Father Rongione will be the

host for the autograph party

which wiU be held in the East

Lounge of Dougherty Hall at

2:00 p.m. Thursday. All sum-
mer school studeota are Invited.

Fr. Joseph Gildea

Succeeds Fr. Boyle

As Vice-President
By Sister Rosallna, C.D.F.N.

Facing the coming scholastic

year with a notable change in

personnel, the administration of

Villanovia University will be

headed by Rev. John A. Klekot-

ka, O.S.A., twenty-third presi-

dent of the University. Joining

him in filling new ofiSces are Rev.

Joseph J. Gildea, O.S.A., Vice

President for Academic Affairs

and Rev. Francis X. Smith,

O.S.A., Director of Admissions.

Director of the University's

Office of Admissions during the

past two years, Father Klekot-

ka began his Villanova career

in 1931, after his graduation

from Roman Catholic High
School of Philadelphia. Admit-

ted to the School of Engineering,

he graduated in 1935, and enter-

ed the Augustinian Order the

following year.

His scholastic career as an
Augustinian, after his ordina-

tion in 1941, included the at-

tainment of an M.A. in Science

and a subsequent assignment to

the faculty of Villanova Univer-

sity. His seventeen-year term

included posts of Head of the

University's Department of En-
gineering, and a two-year span

as University Chaplain which

preceded his appointment to the

office of Director of Admissions,

which he has held for two yeare.

Member of A.LE.E.
An able administrator. Father

Klekotka was elected to the of-

fice at the triennial chapter

meeting of the Augustinian Or-

der's Province of St. Thomas at

Villanova Monastery, June 25.

A member of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers,

American Society for Engineer-

ing Education, Institute for Ra-

dio Engineere, and the Albertus

Magnus Guild, Father replaces

the Very Rev. James A. Don-
nellon, O.S.A., who held the of-

fice of president since 1954.

Father Donnellon was elected

religious superior of the Au-
gustinian Order's Province of

St. Thomas in the course of the

same, June 25 session of the

chapter. He thereby became the

religious superior of 400 Augus-

tinian Priests, administering to

more than 40 parishes, while

conducting two universities, two
colleges, and eleven high schools.

Father Gildea, imder president

Father Klekotka, will serve as,

the director cholastic affaire of

the Univereity with jurisdiction

over faculty and sttident body.

A native of Lawrence. Mass.,

Father Gildea comes to Villa-

nova from Merrimack College,

North Andover, Mass., where

he had been sUtioned from 1947

to 1969.

One time professor of Ro-

mance Languages at Villanova
(Continued on Psfs 3)

i
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N.S.F. Ciyes
(Continued from Paye 1)

For geology students, Dr.
Charles H. Behre of Columbia
gave an illustrated seminar on
the Geology of Mexico," from
the point of view of an Ek:onomic
Geologist. Some provocative
questions were posed the after-

noon that Dr. Carl O. Dunbar
from Yale University, spoke on
the Contributions of Geology to

Civilization.

Two lectures on Suburban
Water Supplies were given by
Dr. Kenneth SchuU of The
American Chemical Society, and
an attractive exhibition of Glass
Blowing was shown in the Phy-
sics Laboratory by Dr. Percy
Cole who is a Ph.D. from the
University of Paris.

During the course of study,

some interesting social events
were planned. The N.S.F. used
this feature, to permit inform il

meetings of the large group,
where helpful ideas and sugges-
tions might be interchanged and
exchanged, for mutual profit
V Field trips were included in

the courses. A large display of
books, on loan from the N.S.F.,
Washington, D. C. and available
in the Reserved Book room of
the Library, gave us ample op-
portunity to become better ac-

quainted with many excellent

volumes. The distant past ages
were brought before our eyes in

a tangible manner, in the varied
and abundant displays in the
Geology Laboratory.

Six weeks, though very full,

seemed a bit inconsequential, in

comparison with the millions of
years which were represented by
the age of some of the rare
fossils on disirfay.

On July 18th. Dr. J. C. Sha-
piro, Coordinator of the Joe
Beig Foundation in Chicago,
told us in very convincing words,
of some accomplishments made
by gifted bojm and girls, in the
field of Science and Mathemat-
ics.-^:-v w'V-
One young man from Norris-

town, Pennsylvania, was pres-

ent, who has been and still is,

the recipient of benefits from
the plan of this Foundation. The
amount of his personal experi-

ences was heartening and en-
couraging.

Taken by and large, the Sum-
mer Institute was a splendid in-

vestment of time and manpower
for Villanova and for the par-
ticipants. A spirit of good will

and frioidliness was shown by
the ttitire group. It was the
consensus of opinion that this

venture was an excellent begin-

ning, for in-service teacher
training in these fields.

A powerful factor contribut-

ing to the success of the Instit-

Very Bev.
w^comes
Catholic histoiten. ft*

of Rosemont
versity facnitj. Dr.
on Christian

which began Ja|j

VILLANOVA SISTERS
I GIVE BLOOD

Thirty of '

were boarding
early on Thmadisr
July 9th, bef<we

students began
ation: JefTersoii

Philadelphia,

of their blood
might live. Tbej
ed in response to a
by members of the lay
of the

Crucified.

A member of
society, Sr.

Holy Ghost, had to
icate heart
gave her a 50-50

vival. The ViUaaova
visited her
quite peaceful,

self the spirit of
a joyful acoe]

ance of suffering.

TransportatioB to tte dtj
refreshments for the
ors, as well as aD
penses had
by the auxiliary

Attending
the operation

tory because of
involved.

Even

JMtr lltk, apha Sr.

the chaKeeof her
to God.

BfHgimis be

Fr. DonneHon
(ConUaned from P^mge 1)

UniverBlty. he served at Merri-
naick in the capacities of Pro-
fessor of Languages, Dean, and
Vice President from 1966 to
1960.

Keplaees Father Boyle
In his present capacity. Fath-

er CSIdea replaces Rev. Joseph
I. Boyle. OJ3.A.. Vice President
for Academic Affairs for the
past three years. During the
two years preceding that post,

he was Dean of the Univeraity.
Terminating a 22-year stay at
VUlanova, Ftathor Boyle is cur-

rently assigned to St. l^Hcholas

of Tolentino High School ia Newf
York.
Leaving his post of Director

of AdmissicMis at Merrimack Col-

lege, Rev. Francis X. Smith will

serve at Villanova in the same
capacity. Holding an M.A. in

Speech and Drama, Father

taught EZnglish, Speech, and
Drama at Merrimack, where he
was stationed since 1948. Both
Father Gildea and Father Smith
are among the pioneer group
that contributed to the estab-

lishment and growth of Merri-
mack College.

Transferred to Merrimack
from Villanova is Rev. Francis
X. McGuire, former Director of
the Development Program and
one time president of Villanova
University. Rev. Daniel P. Fal-
vey, O.S.A., University librarian

sas been appointed to succeed
Father McGuire as Director of
Development

Dr. DnvsM Speaks

M Mese CiHore

Villanova University and
Rosemoot Collie were hosts

this sommer to Christopher
Dawson, the noted historian and
ach<^ar.lir. Dawson, a native of
BSngiand, has been in the United
States since he was invited this

year, to Harvard University.

He is the first to hold the
Chaoncy SCiUman Chair of Cath-
olic Theokigical Studies at the
Hanranl Divinity School. Six

were held, be-
tween July 6-10 in which Pro-

Dawson and other noted
scholars diaeoased CSiristian Cul-
tore.

After two sessions devoted to

an analysis of Christian cult\ire.

its objectives and its relation to

other cultural programs, the

remaining four panels discussed
the relation of Christian Culture
to theology, history, literature

and philosophy.

Christian Classics Discussed
The role of the college curric-

ulum in imparting culture was
discussed with reference to each
subject and to the Christian
classics. Scholars from various
other colleges and universities
were present and took part in
the panels.

The Annual Library Work-
shop held on July 11th treated
the same topic on the secondary.
and elementary levels. The
theme of the meeting was
School Libraries: Guardians of

Culture, Channels of Thought."

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY VILLANOVA.
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itude of Father
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helpfulness,
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Blind Student

Works for

V.U. Degree
By Sister Mary LoretU, S.B.S.

Miss Dorothy Collins, of 116

Hampden Road, Upper Darby,

can be seen in the halls of Vil-

lanova in Summertime and
Hallahan during the Winter.

She is, like many cmother under-

graduate, busily working toward

her Bachelor of Arts degree.

Dorothy, however, has been to-

tally blind since three month
after her birth.

A woman of rare courage,

Dorothy is a full-time home vis-

itor for the Association for the

Blind in Chester, Pennsylvania.

Her work brings her to homes
all over Delaware County.

An employee of the Social

Service Department of the Asso-

ciation, the tactful and charming

Miss Collins interviews blind

persons brought to the attention

of the department. Many of

these people are the recently

blinded, whom Dorothy informs

of the various services offered

them to help their adjustment

to the new situation. She is also

a supplementary teacher of

Braille and Handicrafts.

Dorothy received special

training lat Catholic University,

Washington, D. C, and the Uni-

versity of Michigan before start-

ing her fascinating career.

Hopes To Help Others

Dorothy is working in the

Liberal Arts program here at

Villanova because she feels this

training will help her under-

stand the ideals and attitudes

of the people whom she serves.

She hopes to bring new horizons

to those who can no longer see.

Dorothy is a devoted student

because she is a devoted teach-

er. She has even taken a course

in television techniques so that

she might better explain what
television is to those sightless

from birth.

This summer Dorothy is en-

rolled in two classes
—"The

Growth of the American Repub-

lic I" and "Fundamentals of Li-

brary Science". She finds little

difficulty with her courses ex-

cept in locating texts in Braille. I

For the past few sunmiers Sis-
j

ter Therese Christa, S.N.J.M. •

Sister St. Anthony famUhuizes sightless chwsmate, Dorothy

Cdlhis, with program for library workshop which was held on

campus on Saturday, July llih. Dorothy's dog, Vesta, waits

patiently. Under the direction of the Rev. Daniel P. Falvey,

O.SJi., head of the Library Science department at Villanova, ttie

worldiop featured many prominent librariMis and educators.

has been Dorothy's "reader"

and invaluable friend.

Dorothy finds no particular

difficulty travelling. When she

travels long distances she usu-

ally goes by plane, but boarding

the P & W, subway, or trolley

car is no problem either. This

is due to her seeing-eye dog,

Vesta, a six-year old German
Shepherd. Dorothy went to See-

ing-Eye, Morriatown, New Jer-

sey for a month's "get-acquaint-

ed" course with Vesta early in

1955 after her first dog died.

Dog Attends Ckusses

Vesta has been attending Vil-

lanova classes right along with

her since then. Of all the

courses, Vesta seems to have

gained the most from Mr. Jonas'

"Public Speaking I". Since that

course. Dorothy says, Vesta

does not hesitate to "speak"—

,

sometimes very forcefully—dur-!

ing other professors' lectures!

Some students on the campus,

have inquired about the correct'

manner of helping people who)

are being led by a seeing-eye

dog. Dorothy offers these points

of advice:

"First of all, treat a blind

person matter-of-factly. We are

the same as other people, except

for our handicap. Secondly,

come up and ask us if we would
like your help on the street. We
may not always want it because

we may be training a new dog.

Don't be nervous about us,

since that makes us nervous

about you.

Thirdly, don't feed a seeing-

eye dog. Each owner has a re-

sponsibility toward the dog to

see that it stays in good health.

Lastly, don't be embarrassed
about using words that refer to'

sight, such as, 'Don't you see

it'? There are other ways of

seeing besides through the eyesi

Villanova students should,

certainly be proud to have such

an example of faith, good sense,

'and practical charity among
them in the person of Miss Dor-

othy Collins.

Father Gildea Returns

As Academic Affairs V.-P.
By SiHter Rosalima, C.D.F.N.

Tall and well-built, a six-foot-two newcomer with a pleasant

smile, Rev. Joseph J. Gildea joins the Villanova University Ad-
ministration as Vice President of Academic ACtairs.

Very fitting as a caption to the narrative account of the

Augustinian annals of the affable priest is the head: "A Villa-

novan Returns". In truth, this is the third home-coming for

Father Gildea, Villanova graduate. Father entered the Augus-
tinian Order, on September 13, 1932, and was ordained May 30,

1939.

The interim was marked by the reception of an A.B., Villa-

nova, '36 and followed by the subsequent attainment of M.A.
in Romance Languages, Catholic University, '40; and Ph.D. in

French, University of Pennsylvania, '46.

A member of the Villanova faculty from 1940 to 1946. Father

Gildea was transferred to Merrimack College, Andover, Mass
Where his scholastc career from 1947 to 1959 included the posi-

tions of Dean, Professor of Languages, and Vice President from
1956 to 1959.

Villanova A ''Moral Person'^

Questioned concerning his reaction to this reappointment

to Villanova, Father finds a statement difficult to formulate. "To
fellow alumni and alumnae, and all the more, to fellow Augus-
tihians, Villanova is Alma Mater, more a "moral person" (as

Canon Law defines it), than a place . . . Reaction to a person tends

to be emotional rather than reasoned and cannot easily be put

into words."
The twelve-year span preceding the current return has seen

some changes. "Villanova has assumed in name the imiversity

status it long had enjoyed in reality." A growth has taken place,

Father notes, "a growth that can only be attributed to the fact

that over a period of twelve decades, many people have sowed,

many people have fostered, but God has given the increase."

His role, as an integral part of the University, Father sees

as that of a linking force. "Whether it is a question of a college

or a university, in each case it is camaraderie, a community of

interests that exists between faculty and student body. At best,

administrators serve as a catalyst in making the relationship

mutually productive of personal development in character and
intellect and of extension of the frontiers of knowledge and the

kingdom of God."
Rejoin "Old Friends"

Returning to Villanova, Father Gildea rejoins friends and
acquaintances, among theee. Rev. Louis A. Rongione, O.S.A. Dean
of the Graduate and Part-Time Division and Eugene J. Ruane,
Director of Publicity for Villanova University.

Reminiscing for the benefit of the press. Father Rongione,

{fellow student and novitiate companion of Father Gildea, recalls

{Father as an exceptionally good student. Especially gifted as an
lactor, Father Gildea was <active in dramatics and tuiually played

the lead in University productions.

He showed himself equally capable in rendering Hamlet as
in handling the lead for First Legion. Mr. Ruane, former student

of Father Gildea, recalls he was an "excellent, and <a thorough
teacher."

^ C^«^^

It, Sisterr

"Bat if yon Jost pass me in this coarse, I promise 1*11

ever go on in Seieoeei"

42nd Graduation
(Continued from Page 1)

Very Rev, James A. Donnel-

lon, O.S.A., Augustinian Pro-

vincial will preside during the

excerise. Degrees will be con-

ferred by the Rev. John A.

Klekotka, O.S.A., University

President.

Bishop MeShea will be pres-

ented for his honorary degree

by the Rev. Joseph J. Gildea

newly appointed Vice President

of Academic affairs of the Uni-

versity, while the Rev. Joseph

A. Hartley, O.S.A., Dean of Vil-

lanova's Division of Commerce
and Finance, will present

Brother Daniel.

Father Aheme will be pre-

sented for his honorary doctor-

ate by the Rev. Joseph W.
Kenmie, Villanova's Vice Presi-

dent for Student affairs and

Miss Kearney will be presented

by the Rev. John J. Curran,

Vice President for Financial Af-

fairs.

Honorary Doctorates in Law
will be conferred upon Bishop

McShea and LaSalle's President

and the Degree of Doctor of Let-

ters will go to Father Aheme.

Ifiss Kearney will be the recipi-

ent of the Honorary Degree of

Doctor of Humane Letters.
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Sisters Shoot Highs

In Rifle Team Match

The selections in our poetry corner represent a sampling ^
of the varied talents on campus for the summer session. •^rW:?:*MM

' ''r

VILLANOVA LIBRARY
... a sonnet

£ach day my heart is glad as I

draw near

—

Your door is open—others seek
you first.

The urge to enter lessens each
one's fear,

Our search foir knowledge is a
burning thirst .

One's path may lead to REFER-
ENCE or RESERVE,

In trustful silence we have
conned your shelves.

Do we appreciate as you deserve ?

That is a question we must ask
I ourselves.

• ii you I've found a friend as

many find

Who journey in through
Villanova's gate.

Heal gratitude, I feel it's so

designed,

la truly felt by those who
graduate.

You are the answer to a
questioning heart,

VILLANOVA LIBRARY—
continue as thou art!

Sister St. Anthony of A.

,

;.;;;-;: C.N.D.

THE TREES AX VILLANOVA

The trees at Villanova speak
In muted accents that entreat

Each creature to praise God's
Domain

Where peace and joy always
./': reign ..

O'er Villanova's vast terrain!

One ponders o'er the ages pa'^t

That marked these trees with
strength enmasse,

One's Credo rises with delight

To God Who thus reveals His
Might

On Villanova's Campus site!

Faith and Hope commingle here
In this most favored

t. atmosphere
Where Love breathes prayerful

melodies
In gratitude each time one sees
Villanova's immortal trees!

Watertown, N. Y.

Sister M. St. John, S.S.J.

V

VILLANOVA CAMPUS

One day as I walked 'round the
campus,

And leisurely strolling in

song;
-» My path was an open highway,

For the traffic was moving
along.

But the traffic was wide-smiling
^ faces.

And the noise was quite

different in tone

;

I could hear gentle voices
reciting,

Or see someone just praying
alone.

Sr. M. Margaret Blanche, OP
Newi>urgh Dominican

VICTORY,

Noctumai nuptiala

Of Gethsamcme'
In Agony wedded.

.' .
..•• V

..."With thour
"Non aerviam** ...

"With Thouf" ...
"Thy toill he done'* ...

the pan of such union.

Laborious childbirth

Heavens eclipsed

And veil-temple rent.

"See, this is My Son . . .
"

Gibbet on Calvary.

Is this He whom prophets sang f

. Whose child f

Wait . . .

The night of the tomb
Light bearer.

.
•>,":.•.:*."* / /.rv''.v • V' 'V' 't

''

' : '"
,' .'';' . ":".'.',;.•

'v
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V

Rabboni! .''.'.\:fK'v:'.\ '/. 'V-f

Touch Me nof V /i;;.

But tell the Brethren.

Now Moe know
The power and the glory

Mane nobiscum.

1 must ascend
But lo!

In the tabernacle

In the tabernacle of Villanova

See above
My glory

Tw>ice-blaaoned

Gold against the azure

Of the sky. ..;;. •(",• ..:^
';•'-.V.,

By a Reltgious Sister

QUEEN MOTHER

What shall I call you?
Madonna?
Maria?
Lady in Blue?
Regina?
Beta?

Mother will do.

The Queen of Angels,

But Mother to you.

Sister Mary Nivea, R.S.M.

MY FRIEND

Slithering, quivering,

Trembling but coy.

Fright to girls

But fun for a boy.

Sniffing and scratching
Squeeking with joy

To Mother, a pest
For pussy a toy.

Come mouse-friend, try ,

—trem'bling but coy

—

'•

This cheese by your hole—for pussy a toy

—

See, you were hungry
—squeekdng with joy

—

I like your bright eyes
—fun for a boy

—

Margaret J. Griamer

RECOMPENSE

Repaid are we
In a million ways.
What more gift

Could we ask?
This morning, a priest

Brought Heaven to earth,

Our student of yesterday
Offered our Mass.

Sister Mary Nives, R.S.M.

LES INTANGIBLES

The sunlight bouncing off

Sheehan,
changing its grey to rose;

A squirrel too tame to be
healthy,

sneaking right under your
nose

;

Sounds of sweet music for

breakfast,

mingling with coffee and
toast;

Six hundred converging for mail
call,

just hoping, for nobody
knows . : .

The Angelus ringing stops

traffic,

a picture for modem Millets;

And "Science Pursued by the
Haibit"—

in quite multi-fashioned ways

;

His Mysticus Corpus in action

:

one suffers, and everyone
prays;

One spirit, one thought, one
sharing . . .

You leave —^but memory stays.

'':}:.-^7-' Sr. M. B., SSJ'

TO THE MAESfllO,
ANDRES SEGOVIA

To pcuuphrasev

'

The well-known words V-
Whicli Poe once wrote:

Andres, your music is to me
Like ageless wisdom, even more,

That master's hands bring o'er

the sea,

Whose classic strain makes
spirits soar

To your own native shore

!

ROBERT FRANCIS LIMA

FOUR HAIKU

I Fog-bound roots of trees . .

Only the hesid when held high
Can see the subtleties.

II Channel marker sounds . . .

Above—dull monotony.
Pleasant smiles below.

in Your simplMty ...

The nightingale's song
sweetly

Perfumes stricken leaves.

IV Crueleit sentfanent . . .

The paipagmllo strutting

Expressed it badly.

ROBERT FRANCfiS UliA

Villanova's rifle team held its

bi-weekly match in the John
Barry Hall Shooting Range last

Thursday.
The summer program which

has attracted a number of Sis-

ters and lay students is under
the direction of Sgt. Edward
Mulcany U.S.M.C. Sgt. Mulcany
was assisted by Paul Lang who
ordinarily assists in instruction
on the firing of pistols.

The team this summer has
worked with 22 calibre rifles.

Tied for high score were Sister

M. Celeste O.S.B. and Sister M.
Stella O.S.B. Sister Celeste dis-

played proudly one target with
a score of .97.

Sister Mary Karol C.S.J, made
a bull's eye on her first shot

and has become most enthusi-

astic in recruiting new members.

Other members of the team

include S. Rita Francis O.P., Sr.

M. Fabiana I.HM., Sr. M. Hen-

rietta C.N.D. and Sr. M. Ter-

encia S.S.J.

While marksmanship is, of

course, an aim of the program,
greater stress is laid on safety.

As the Sergeant remarked, "Ac-
cidents don't happen; they are
caused." The instruction in

proper handling of a rifle is

designed to prevent accidents re-

sulting from ignorance or care-

less handling of guns. Since
many schools are planning or
actually engaged in such pro-

gnams membership In ^e rifle

teem is both instructive and en-
joyable.

LAMENT FOR A UFE
LIVED IN USELESSNESS

Bit by bit,

and not alt all too

the night people . . .

He sensed the time
and knew the tenderness of a

second
but in His yesterday.

He recalled,

He could not do
What His self-demanded
for what might people

—

as always
His credo ...

become a stagnant growth
doomed to mediocrity.

ROBERT FRANCIS LIMA

MY SCARF ROSE-BLACK

He takes the threads of life

And weaves a pattern on my
soul.

Faint pinik at first,

As if to woo my senses
As the wind caresses gold-red

sand.

Would one not blush to be
kissed,

Ever so gently

By this Lover
Beloved?
And so the thread
Crimsons into a darker hue.

More firmly embraced.
So deeper the thread grows
Rose.

And the sweet Darling

As if to tease my soul out of

its swoon.
Steals an ebony flash

Across its path.

Ah! Seems is not ugly of Him
So to shatter my soul with

black?

Dear no!

BlaickneBB only accentuates the

pink,

'Tis why He scatters the absence

of light

Across my soul

(The scarf He wove).

And so,

When the ebony steals a kiss like

C(^d death
And sends it dancing across my

soul,

Is it no that I might see

How deep, indeed, it was.
The rose?
Else for the black

I might not see the beauty
As it deepened, deepened,

deepened,

Warmed and warmed.
Til I, myself, cried out,

"O Ebony, come, cod my soul".

8r. H. JndlUi. 08BM

Seminarians'

Softball Lauded
Sports enthusiasts on the Vil-

lanova campus this summer have
enjoyed a series of baseball

games on Friday evenings. Last
Friday the seminarians of St.

Mary's Hall met in deadly con-

test, a number of strcmg teams
including the priests on the fac-

ulty of Bonner High School, the

Christian Brothers, and the
Franciscan Fathers.

The games were well attended
in spite of the threat of cpm-
prehensives, quizzes, papers etc
There have been home runs
aplenty and that little red cap
has done yeoman service in mak-
ing them possible.

If fireflies in suflleient num-
bers can be coaxed to the scene,

we may even be treated to some
night games. To all the players

we say "Thanks!" We hope to

see you all on the diamond next
Friday!

SACRIFICE

Take this day
And bless it, break.it.

Like a holy bread,

And on each unleavened
moment

May my soul be fed.

Love alone shall

Consecrate it

—

Today has dawned
That I may give

The Sacrament of Now
For You to offer

In this hour that I live.

—Sr. M. Loretta, S.B.S.

OUR LADY AND
SAINT DOBONIC

The figure knelt before a throne,

His heart was raised in prayer;
And then a voice before him

spoke,

Whh a love that fiUed the air.

'Take this," the voice was
flaying,

*'Then do as I now teach.

Go out beyond the gaites of sin,

And with these beads do
preach."

Her words were now an echo.

As Dominic rose from his knees;
And taming toward his mission.
He had in his hands her beads.

Sr. M. Ifaiiarat Blanche, dP
Ntwburfh Doninlean
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1235 Freshmen
Including 50 in

Register,

Nursing
Twelve hundred thirty-five

freshmen registered last Wed-
nesday for the 1959-1960 school
year.

The enlarged freshman class

will boost Villanova's total en-
rollment to over 4000 full time
day students for the first time.

In addition, marked increases
have been indicated in the
Undergraduate Part Time Divi-

sion and the Graduate Division.

The freshmen began signing
in at 9 a.m. and the steady flow

continued well into the after-

noon.

8000 StudentH
The Rev. Francis X. Smith,

O.S.A., the University's Direc-

tor of Admissions expects an
overall enrollment in all of the

Divisions of over 8000 students.

The school's Nursing division

recorded an enrollment of 50
freshmen nurses, which is fif-

teen over last year.

The freshmen had come from
widely scattered areas of the
country, one from Oklahoma.
Nurse applicant Kathleen Cox
came from her home in the
Canal Zone.

The class included a variety

of backgrounds and names, in-

cluding the names Hand, Ey,
Goe, Hyde, Bird (male and fe-

male), two Browns, a Black,

White, Grim and Gastley.

Male Nurse
Among them were twelve

former high school editors, a

set of identical twins, a male
nurse, two blind boys, a six foot-

nine inch basketball player,

and the son of Don Ameche.
Several campus organizations

had erected booths which were

manned to recruit new members.
It was noted that one freshman
had signed for the swimming
team, the radio station, tne
VILLANOVAN, the band and
the Villanova Singers before he
left the field house.

The new class has been
participating in orientation ac-

tivities for the past week, and
will continue to be garbed in

frosh regs until the MUFF day.
If they defeat the sophomores
in a series of athletic events on
that day, they no longer wear
regs.

Directed By Sophs
Directing the freshman class

are a corps of "white hats,"
who are sophomores under the
immediate direction of sopho-
more class president Tom Wall.
They were assisted by student
council members also wearing
white hats.

The first official function at
Villanova to be attended by the
new class will be the Inter-fra-

ternity Ball, scheduled for Octo-
ber 2. Chairman Irv Keller ex-
pects a large frosh turnout.

The class was the nucleus of
a boistrous cheering section at
the Villanova-West Chester
football game last Saturday.
They were displaying a spirit

driven to high pitch by the
Orientation Committee.

West Point Trip
White hats are convinced that

freshman allegiance is strong
enough to carry over into the
remaining two home games with
V.M.I, and Dayton. They expect
the freshman class to comprise
a large part of the forthcoming
student trip to West Point.

ptkqNamed To
Presidency DtitifiiSiimmer

REV. J. A. KLEKOTKA
New President

REV. J. A. DONNELLON
Elected Provincial

Postmaster Defends New
Edict On Three To A Box
"There will be a maximum of

three to a box until further
notice."

So stated acting Villanova

Postmaster Charles Whitcroft:

regarding the apparent change
in policy by the post office in

renting box space.

"Actually there's no change
in post office policy. It's just

that prior postmasters disre-

garded regulations."

Science Building To House

Nuclear Reactor, New
Four million dollars are our- 1 will be partly sheathed with

ing into Villanova's new jet- stonework to match the other
lined Science Building, now campus buildings and partly

under construction on land be-

tween the Library and the

Naval Science building.

As many as 100 laborers per

day are assigned to the project,

slated for completion by Febru-
ary, 1961. It will be equipped to

handle highly specialized re-

search, and to accommodate an
enlarged science enrollment.

Seniors will be able to see

the building before graduation,

since Frank Dubler, job co-

ordinator for Villanova, pro-

mises that the entire super-

structure and exterior stone

work will be completed by the

end of next May.
Air Conditioned

with aluminum window walls

The Science Department
chiefs have already outlined

their tentative programs in re-

search which will be made pos-

formed of glass and panels of sible with the addition of more
alberene stone. I space and facilities in the build-

The building, composed of ing.

two wings linked with a bridge i New and advanced courses

of classrooms above the first : will be made available to both
floor, will house a Planetarium, ' graduate and undergraduate
observation terrace, and tele-

scope of the Astronomy De-
partment.
A "hot laboratory" for the

study of radioactive materials

will be located on the ground
floor, equipped with a sub-criti-

cal nuclear reactor.

Work Continues
Work on the building will con-

students. The Physics depart-

ment alone will be able to offer

advanced courses in optics,

modern physics, electronics, and
magnetism. There will be three

general physics labs instead of

one, the present number.
Increased Research

The research made possible

Whitecroft said this after be-
ing informed that there is much
dissatisfaction among Villa-

nova residents who object to
paying the same rates for three
to a box as they did last sem-
ester when they were allowed
four to a space.

Used To Complaints
Whitecroft, a congenial vete-

ran of 31 years postal experi-

ence, is quite used to such har-
rangues.; ;-. \.''\'''- -.v

"I'm not trying to be rough
on the boys," he explained, but
regulations state explicity that
each box is to be rented for
four dollars and that the rentee
may then prorate the remaining
space to no more than two
other occupants."
The postmaster further noted

that there would be 1526 resi-

dent students this semester and
only 500 boxes.

Double Problem
Hence Whitcroft was faced

with the double problem of ac-

quainting resident Villanovans
with postal regulations pre-
viously unenforced. In addition
he had to put up with over-
crowded postal facilities.

"We are doing the best to

alleviate the situation," the post-

master said.

Whitcroft cited a recent

memorandum from his superiors Engineers,
that the cramped situation is

strictly on a pro tem basis and
that as soon as conditions per-

Election of a new Villanova
University president and Augus-
tinian provincial, along with the
appointment of a new Vice
President for Academic Affairs
and director of Admissions,
lighlighted the triennial chap-
ter meeting of the Augustinian
province of St. Thomas of
Villanova at the Monastery on
June 25.

The Rev. John A. Klekotka,
O.S.A., new heads Villanova
University as its 23rd president.
Joining him in filling New

oflices are Rev. Joseph J. Gildea,
O.S.A., Vice President for
Academic Affairs, and Rev.
Francis X. Smith, O.S.A., Direc-
tor of Admissions.
Elected provincial of the

Augustinian province of St,

Thomas was the Very Rev.
James A. Donnellon, O.S.A., who
nreceded Father Klekotka as
President of Villanova. ^ ..

Villanova Graduate
The Philadelphia-born presi-

dent of the University has been
a faculty member here for 17
years.

A 1931 alumnus of Roman
Catholic High School in Phila-

delphia, he was graduated from
Villanova's School of Engineer-
ing in 1935 and entered the
Augustinian Order the following
year.

Fr. Klekotka was ordained in

Washington, D.C., in 1941.

After receiving his Master's de-

gree in science from Catholic
University, he was assigned to
the Villanova faculty in 1942,
teaching engineering courses.

In 1951, he was named head
of the University's Department
of Electrical Engineering. Four
years later he was appointed
University Chaplain.

Admission Director
After serving nin this post

until 1957, Father was appomt-
ed Director of Admissions. Now,
as chief executive officer, he
heads the 117-year-old Univer-
sity, which as of last semester
had an undergraduate enroll-

ment of 3,700 and a faculty of
255.

A total of about 6000 were
enrolled in all undergraduate
and graduate schools last sem-
ester.

Fr. Klekotka is a member of
the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, The American
Society for Engineering Educa-
tion, The Institute of Radio

and the Albertus

Wiele Named Midshipman
Leader For Coming Year
Midn. 1/c Fred Wiele has been to South America, to Little

appointed Student Commander Creek, Va., and Corpus Christi,
of the Villanova NROTC Bat- Tex., and at Quantico, Va., for
talion, it was announced last six weeks of training. This sum-

Council Talks

Of Orientation

At 1st Meeting
Chairman Tom Hoffman pre-

Friday by Capt. John W. Hig- mer he ranked fourth highest 'f.^?f^ ^^.^'L
*
?fj®'' ,^^^^'? j?^**''"

gins. Commanding Officer.
.*...«. ^

Wiele, a senior Mechanical
Engineer, is in the fourth year
of a five year program as a
regular Marine Option Student.

His scholastic standing,
leadership and ability as a mid-
shipman, were the basis of his

appointment ; his performance
while on summer cruise also had
considerable bearing on his se-

lection a.s Commander.
From Long Island

A graduate of Chaminade
High School on Long Island,

Wiele has been active in all

phases of activity at Villanova.

He has consistently maintain-
ed a scholastic standing at the
top of his class. Last semester
he achieved top honors: a 4.00

average, which brought his

cumulative grade to 3.66.

Athletically, Wiele has been
active in intramurals. A veteran
of three years on the "small 5"

team, he played in three intra-

mural championship playoffs.

Similarly, his football team, the

Emmanons, played for the

championship.
Student Council

Wiele's extracurricular activ-

ities make an impressive list.

Serving on the Student Council

for the third year, he is Vice
President of Academic Affairs,

and a member of both the Stu-

dent Senate and the Student
Cabinet.

He is Entertainment Chair-

man of the Orientation Commit-
tee, a member of the Spirit
Committee, and Social Chair-

man of Phi Kappa Pi.

Wiele is also a member of

A.S.M.E. and of two honorary
engineering fraternities : Chi
Epsilon Mu and Phi Tau Sigma.
He has played in the Villanova

band for two years and in the

NROTC band for three years.

•:. Extensive Experience
During the past three sum-

mers, Wiele has been on cruise

among the NROTC midshipmen 1™*^ session of the student Coun

of the nation. i

^^^ ^^^^ Wednesday, the first

As battaiion Commander, '"eeting of the year.

Wiele hopes to improve the gen- Summoned by Hoffman to a
special briefmg on the council's

function in the freshman orien-

tation program, the council also
shot into the air a number of
questions which Hocman suc-
cessfully parried and deferred
to future meetings.
The fact that the chairman

decided to delay the appoint-
ment of a Spirit Committee
chairman until tonight's meet-
ing, dismayed several riiembers,

including Alunmi representa-
tive Sheldon Pollock.

Spirit Committee
He regretted that the fresh-

man would be orientated with-
out benefit of a spirit committee
chairman and consequently,
without official cheerleaders.
Bob DeLisa, vice-chairman,

explained to Pollock's satisfac-

tion that the sophomore white
hats, under sophomore Len
Carnaghi, would provide all

the cheerleading necessary for
the West Chester game.
Hoffman intends to appoint

two co-chairmen, instead of a
single chairman, to the commit-
tee, he said.

"I have one man in mind for
the job," he added, "and an-
other still unchosen." This halt-
ed discussion on the issue.

Motions Deferred

Annual Press Conference

Scheduled Here Saturday
More than five thousand high

school students from through-
out the eastern United States
will assemble here this Satur-
day for the twelfth annual
school publications conference.

Students from two hundt'ed
high schools and preparatory
schools in eight states will at-

tend the day long meeting on
the Villanova campus.
They will hear lectures and

participate in activities designed
to assist them in their work on
school newspapers, yearbooks,
magazines and other scholastic

publications.

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,
O.S.A., president, will open the
sessions with an address of wel-
come at 9:00 a.m. in the Field
House.

Admiral's Address
A special address to the stu-

dent editors will be given by
Admiral Denys W. Knoll, who
has made career both as a

scholar In the field of science
and as a career officer.

Other speakers include Patri-

cia Carbine, Assistant Editor of
LOOK Magazine and James T.
Quirk Publisher of TV Guide
magazine.
The youngsters will also see

and hear John Liney, celebrated
cartoonist of the comic strip
HENRY; William T. Cooke,
Philadelphia yearbook publish-
er; Rev. Anthony L. Ostheimer,
Editor of the Catholic Standard
& Times; Leonard McAdams of
the Philadelphia Inquirer and
Francis X. Martinez, prominent
Public Relations executive.

Field House Dance
A dance will follow the con-

ference for the high schoolers
in the Field House and the day
long meeting will conclude wi^
religious exercises

The Rev. Daniel P., Falvey
O.S.A., University Librarian, is

in charge of the program.

Portrettei

:%%%
••:!?•:••$

FRED WIELE
Bgtallion Commander

eral performance of freshman
members of the group by sched-
uling a more strict orientation
program.
He would also like to see

more frosh joining the drill

team and the band.
"By improving the drill team

and band now," he said, "their
prestige will be enhanced, mem-
bers' leadership and ability will

be more fully developed, and
these organizations will appear
more attractive to future fresh-
men."

_,-
,

Villanova after an absence of
Other remarks from the floor twelve years, to assume the

which he smoothly tabled for
, highly responsible Position of

V.U. Graduate Makes
Return Here As y.F.

Villanovans matriculating for (as Canon Law defines it) than
the year 1959-60 will notice on a place.

the underside of their matric "Reaction to a person tends
cards a new name—Rev. Joseph to be emotional rather than rea-

soned and cannot be easily put
into words."
"And I have seen many

changes take place during the

J. Gildea, O.S.A.

A graduate of the class of
'36, Father Gildea returns to

s I

in the new building will be
tinue without interruption for greatly extended over any re- mit, additional box equipment
the next eighteen months, says search program that might

j

will be installed.

The concrete frame of the Dubler, who presides from his exist. The building is designed

new, air conditioned building air-conditioned shack. (Continued on Page 10)

In the meantime though,
three to a box. Period.

Magnus Guild, religious engi-
neering fraternity.

Former President
Fr. Donnellon, former presi-

dent and present provincial, be-
comes religious superior of 400

(Continued on Page 10)

*'

Artist's Conception of Science Building Now Under Construction

Need For A Guitar Player

Only One Of His Troubles
Stan Gogoj, Junior Arts, is a

]
white jackets over lavender

worried man.
j

shirts.

For the past three years, ' As time passed, the road
despite a heavy schedule at

|

grew rougher. Being an individ-
Villanova, he has been engaged aalist, he insisted on waltzes at
in numerous musical activities teen-age dances' and played
including the direction of his Rock and Roll at the annual
own small orchestra. dinner of the Daughters of the

Recently another problem American Revolution,
has been added to his load; Cuban Tour
Stan Gogoj needs a guitar His greatest moment was last

player. spring, when as a member of
Suffers Keenly

It is said that to be an art-

ist, one must suffer. If this be

the case, then Stan has reached

a high level of achievement.

For years he molded his band,

The Sultans, into a state of

musicianship nearing perfection.

However, just before he felt

ready to go to the public, his

accordianist wanted to date

girls all the time. This was
a low blow. Many men would
not be able to recover from
such a shock but Stan is not an
ordinary man. He rehearsed,

rehearsed, rehearsed.

The band attempted to usurp

his power by demanding that

they begin to wear turbans

while playing. Stan stuck by his

guns, saying that this would be

in poor taste with rose and

STAN—Troubltd

the Polish-American string
band, he made a triumnhant
tour of Cuba for Fidel Castro.
After coming home on the
waves of glory, Stan was hit

future deliberation were:
1. "Why are the screens

missing from the dormitory
windows?" (Students returned
to find that the screens had
been removed during the sum-
mer and hadn't been replaced.)

2. "Why isn't there a gate in
the fence?" (A fence had been
erected inside the front hedge
to preserve the grass from be-
ing trampled.)

3. "What happened to the
furniture stored by certain stu-
dents in the basement of Shee-
han?" ,

4. "Why has the Villanova
kitchen reneged on making re-

forms in the cafeteria which
were promised last year in the
wake of the Council food pool?"

Irv Keller Announces
Oct. 2 for Frot Ball

The interfraternity Ball, the

first major event of the Villa-

no" social season, will be held

on i^'riday, October 2, it was an-

nounced by General Chairman
Irvin Keller, of LKD.

Tickets for the dance cost

$3.00, and may be purchased
from any fraternity member.
Tickets will also be on sale in

the Pie Shoppe on September
29 and 30. and October 1.

with another roundhouse.
His concerto. Savage, was

stolen by a ruthless guitar
player who turned it into a hit

record. Discouraged but not de-

feated, Stan carried on. He is

currently working on a three
movement symphony entitled.

Stagger Lee Returns in F Minor
Under the Silvery Moon.
At the present, Stan is wor-

ried. He needs a guitar player,

but not an ordinary hip-swing-

ing guitar player. In order to

perform on the level of The
Sultans, he must be able to

read music in at least two keys.

And they're hard to find.

Vice-President
Affairs.

of Academic

R«v. Joseph Gildea

Father comes to us from
Merrimack College, Andover,
Massachuetts, where his scho-

lastic career from 1957 to 1959
included the positions of Dean,
Professor of Languages, and
Vice-President from 1956 to

1959.

Father originally entered the
Augustinian Order on Septem-
ber 13, and was ordained May
30, 1939. After attaining his
A.B. at Villanova, he received
his M.A. in Romance Languages
at Catholic University in 1940
and his Ph.D. in French in 1946
at the University of Pennsyl-
vania.

WHILE FATHER has been
away from Villanova in an offi-

cial capacity, it hasn't been a
complete isolation. He has re-

turned several times before for
retreats and visits.

Concerning his reappointment
to V. U., Father states, "To fel-

low alumni and alumnae, and
all the more to fellow Augus-

last twelve years" Father con-
tinues. "University status for
the school, new buildings, and
larger enrollments have all oc-
cured during my absence.

"In fact, I'd say that only
about 25% of the faculty that
was here when I left, still re-

mains."
ON HIS RETURN, though,

Father renews many old ac-
quaintances here on campus.
Among them are Rev. Louis

A. Rongione, O.S.A., Dean of
the Graduate and Part-Time
Division with whom Father at-

tended the Augustinian noviate

;

and Eugene J. Ruane, Director
of Publicity for Villanova who
was taught by Father.

Father's newly acquired job
is a tedious one.

The Arts and Sciences, Com-
merce and Finance, Engineering,
and Nurse Divisions, the Under-
graduate and Part-Time Divi-

sion the Graduate and Law
Schools, Research and Develop-
ment, and N.R.O.T.C. all come
under Father's direct adminis-
tration; along with the Admis-
sion, Recorder, Guidance Place-
ment Offices and the Library.

AS FAR AS Father's place in
the Villanova Picture is con-
cerned. Father sees himself aa a
linking force between the facul-
ty and the student body.

It is Father's firm belief that
a school's success depends main-
ly on the teamwork exhibited
by both the faculty and stu-
dent body.

"At best, administrators

serve as a catalyst in making
the relationship mutually pro-

ductive of personal development

in character and intellect, and
of extention of the frontiers of

knowledge and the kingdom of

God."
The editors take the liberty,

on behalf of the entire student
body, to extend to Father thetinians, Villanova is Alma

mater. More a "moral person" warmest greetings

lllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliy^
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Spteritualism

Announcer^s Antics Aimless

SPEERS

CLOSED STACKS, food com-

plaints, and no Ricky Nelson!

What else; but Villanova. And
through her portals during the

last week, some 1200 fledglings

have entered to become complete

men via its educational facilities,

i t s activities,

and its college

life in general.

The education

and college life

should come in

stride; but ac-

tivities are
something that

must be decided

by yourself.
•

' There are vaying activities for

all of you, but there are only

three that are really worth your

four years here. They are: the

Student Council, the Villanovan,

and the Beta Gamma Debating

Society; in that order.

•^You'll find ,in time, most of

the other organizations on cam-

pus are too petty, too insignifi-

cant, and/or too cliqueish. Since

we are a member of only one of

these organizations, we can

hardly be called prejudice.

Eventually our indefatigable

fraternities will come out of

their respective stupors in an

attempt to seduce new members
into their groups. Fraternities

are hardly worth bothering

about; unless you are a latin

student ,in which case you will

promptly be taught why the

Roman god, Bacchus, was so

revered in the ancient Roman
Empire.

• • •
To the dismay of many, in-

cluding this writer, "File 13/'

the popular humor column writ-

ten by Boh Brothers, will not

appear regularly this year.

Last year the Brothers!* coU

i4mn appeared in more issues

and locw probably more widely

read than any other.

But Bob leaves us on a happy
note, anyway, (for him that is).

For over the summer he was
appointed city editor of the

Phoenixville Daily Republican.

Brothers, a senior arts major,

will complete his studies here

this car, but because of his pres-

sing schedule (he has forty men
working under him) he will be

unable to write his weekly col-

bill tpeers

umn for the Villanovan.

But he did make us a rather

hazy promise to put together

one or two his **pictorial spec^

ials" this year.

• • •
We ashamedly admit that we

did not attend the Saturday

game, but undoubtly we were

the richer for it. For the first

time we heard a portion of a
Villanova game being aired oyer

the radio—and brother it still

needs airing.

We can think of many words

to describe this broadcast, but

probably the most kind would

be unique
. . Amist high C above C yells to

the V.U. ptayers. such as, "Let's

go lM>ys, we're two touchdowns
behind" and "Nice run, Leon, a
beautiful play."' (Gain: five

yards) and "Let that ball roll,

let it roll, don't touch it, don't

touch it", when West Chester

would punt, the announcer took

an active part in first guessing

coach Reagan.
When the 'Cats first score

was called back our announcer
promptly reminded one and all,

about the W.C. touchdown that

was nullified, and interjected

that the referees probably

thought that "turnabout is fair

play". Then he assured every-

one that this was just what the

team needed — "It will make
them madderj^he said.

At one point in the game he
made a direct challange on be-

half of Drexel Tech to West
Chester, when after announcing
that Tech had pulled out of a
four year contract with W.C. be-

cause of their superior brand of

small college football, exclaimed

wiU all the confidence in the

world "so sue us".

His hysterical, novice at-

tempts to make the V.U. team
seem like a great sleeping bear

which could converge on its prey

at any moment were constantly

being thwarted, and rapidly be-

coming disgusting.

Announcing of this type does
nobody any good. Since the an-

nouncer is to broadcast all the

Villanova games this year, a

certain amount of partisanship

is expected. But this go, go, go,

cheerleading account of the

games nmkes the team look

straight from Bushville.

Council In The Round . • •

Council Prexy Issues

Official Frosh Welcome
A S THE BELLS begin to ring

A on the hour again, a new
year is ushered in at Villanova;

but we have all changed, if only

just a little.

Some of us sen-

iors now have
three years of
college behind us.

Suddenly we are
assuming that
heavy burden of

r e 8 p o n B i •

bility which can
be aptly termed
"acting as a sen-

ior." Others return to the Vil-

lanova campus ae juniors or

sophomores; and they too will

find things are a little different.

Finally we come to the 1259

new fellows who arrived at V.U.

Just a week ago. In this short

time you freshmen have been

exposed to as much of Villanova

HOFFMAN

as possible.

-^ • • *
Y OU HAVE MET some of our
upperclassmen in the white hats.

You have seen the spirit of Vil-

lanova at the game Saturday
and you are gradually becoming
acquainted with the academic
phase of Villanova. These are

some of the most important
days of your lives—^to meet the

friends that you will have for

the next four years—to learn

how to adjust to college level,

and many other things. Don't

miss these opportunities! In-

stead, participate fully in all the

activities arranged for you by
the Orientation Committee and
take advantage of all that they
offer you. Use the "Hello Hab-
it" at all times to all the stu-

dents at Villanova.

We, the upperclassmen. wel-

come you, the Class of '63, and
hope that your class will mea«-

Frosh Male Nurse Sees

Unlimited Opportunities
June of 1963 may see the

graduation of Villanova's first

male nurse.

Walter Knepley, a graduate
of nearby Lower Merion High,

has enrolled in the Nursing cur-

riculum and promises to be an
interesting addition to Villa-

nova life.

After graduation from high
school in 1948, Knepley enlisted

in the Niavy and became an
electronics technician. With
this experience, after his four

years of service, he studied

electrical engineering for two
years at Penn State.

Although he was on the

Dean's List there, Knepley
began to wonder if this was the

field for him.

Deciding Factors
The main impetus to his deci-

sion to become a male nurse

By DAVE McDEYITT
came, appropiately enough
while he was in a hospital.

WALTER KNEPLEY
Knepley became acquainted with

the students in the school for

male nurses at Pennsylvania

Column 1 . . .

For Murthy^s Sake

No Mirth With Murtha
SOME WRITERS have ideal

names for columnists; I

don't. I mean, you have men
like Jimmy Powers who writes

the Powerhouse of Sports, for

the New York Daily News (the

scholarly counterpart of the

P h i 1 a d e 1 -

phia tabloid of

the same
name.) All of

you who have
ever read Pow-
ers' column
might argue

, that the name
Murtnp is inappropriate

and misleading since there is

nothing in his writing which
could in any way be construed

as being powerful.

I answer, this is doubtlessly

true but my point remains, dis-

regarding the content, admit-

tedly innocuous, his name lends

itself to a clever column title.

And there are others, more re-

knowed and widely read than
he, such as last year's popular

Villanovan staffer, Don Kempf,

who also have easily adoptable

names. Mein Kempf — this is a

column heading ! Of course, eveii

the best jounalist can go slight-

ly overboard and I think Don
was wise to revise his original

gem, Kempfing Out; it trans-

cended the majority of his read-

ers.

But what does one do with a
name like Murtha, disregarding

all the ingenious and insane pos-

sibilities which I'm sure many
of you can think of. Possibly

Mirth with Murth ? But no, with

a title like this, people expect

you to be humorous and conse-

quently their disappointment is

doubled when they find out

otherwise.

The Murthinary — far to ob-

scure. At least half of you prob-

ably do not get the implication,

I know I don't. I did consider,

For Murthy's Sake — but not

seriously. So where does that

leave us?

ure up to the high standards
set by the other classes of '60,

'61 ,and '62. We welcome you in

the hope that you too will wel-

come Villanova and benefit im-
mensely from these next four
years. — TOM HOFFMAN

A FEW fellow writers have
gotton around this pressing

problem by injecting a note of

mystery into their column, like

the popular Willie and I. Who's
WiUie and who is I? The read-

ers, you and I, don't know and
thus our curiosity intrigues us

into following the column in an
effort to discover who I is. I

know but you don't and for that

matter, neither do I. This makes
for much mystery.

But I figure that it's going to

be difficult enough to follow my
sometimes devious lines of rea-

son, without further confusing

you with additional subterfuge.

The defense rests its case.

Still the difficult persist; the

editors an honorable and ex-

alted group (I know it's silly but

they insist on it—lends diginity

to the office, or something) say

"No title, no column".

I gave them that Shakespear-

ean stuff about a rose by any
other name etc. but it failed to

impress them. I should have ex-

pected as much, they exhibit, at

time, a typical plebeian, Gener-

al arts .lack of appreciation for

the bard. But that's neither here

nor thei-e, the fact remains that

this column, if it is to continue

in existence, must have a title

and it will henceforth be known,

or unknown as The Column . . .

unless you object, in which case

it will be summarily altered.

^ FRANK MURTHA

Hospital during a long illness,

and they supplied him with

information on the subject.

His wife remarked, "It's a

coincidence that Walt's brother

is a junior at Jefferson Medical

College. When he was young,

Walt always answered, when
asked what he was going to be,

'I want to be a doctor.' So you
can see that it only follows

that he should enter a field as-

sociated with medicine."

Unlimited Opportunities

The unlimited opportunities

of nursing interested Knepley,

but he had to be sure, so, as a

"cooling-otf" period, Knepley

took over the ofiice duties of a

construction company for a

year.

He says that a major factor

influencing his final decision was

that not enough women stay

on in nursing. Many get mar-

ried as soon as they graduate.

Tills gives men more opportun-

ities in all divisions of nurs-

ing."

At last year's "Careers in

Nursing" forum, Knepley first

learned that Villanova's nurs-

ing division accepts male stu-

dents.

Campus Caught Eye
When asked why he chose Vil-

lanova, he pointed out many ad-

vantages: "Villanova offers the

degree course, which I wanted

to take. It is one of few schools

that do this. Also, Villanova ac-

cepts male students in the

course, and there was still room
in it."

One of his first impressions of

Villanova is that everyone wears

a coat and a tie, making the

campus "look distinguished."

While Knepley is a full time

student, his wife works for the

Bell Telephone Company. The
couple's spare time is well spent.

They built their own sailboat

last year, and when the weather
is good, they stow it on the car

and take off for the Poconos.

Knepley himself also plays on a
local church softball team.

Walt Knepley has not yet de-

'

cided which branch of nursing

he will enter, but he admits he
is definitely interested in phy-

chiatric nursing, an open vista

especially for male nurses.

^
y
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Attention Frosh ! !

!

Tom Hoffman, Student Coun-
cil President, said that all

freshmen are to report to the
Vasey Hall Auditorium today at
10:30 A.M.
This will be the first in a ser-

ies of meetings to be held in

connection ^ith the ne wOrient-

ation program.

Vv/.ld Life

The Changing Face
To llio i)fcv\ freshman who is working hard

io establish a small niche of security in a

new inviroment, these words may be of com-
Jorl: Villanova is almost as new to us upper-

classmen this year as it is to you.

So mucli is different from last year, that

for an institution noted for its conservatism,

Villanova is changing at a rate which should

give pause to any liberal in the crowd.

There's the change in administration,

with the fortunate acquisition of Fr. John
Klekotka as president and of Fr. Gildea as

vice president for academic aflairs. Ill the

spotlight especially will stand Fr. Gildea, the

student body's best link with the administra-

tion.

A glimpse at the changing face of Villa-

nova must include the prospective Science

Building jvhich will revolutionize the prac-

tice of scientific method here.

Other -different items we observe are a

football team which could never lose to West
Chester, but did; a change ip post office box
rates ; the addition of a hedge fence ; tlie sub-

traction of dormitory screens, and the larg-

est freshman nurse class ever.

You frosh will take these things for

granted, but to us, they are new and won-
drous things to behold.

In Store for Science
Nothing draws the public eye toward a

university's science program more than a

vigorous research program, in which the

scientific method is put to work with re-

sults which are often startling.

In all these years Notre Dame, Penn, or

Cornell have held a monopoly on giant strides

made in the cause of discovery. Notre Dame
had its chemical research in synthetic ma-
terials which led to a significant contract

with Goodyear and a number of other large

rubber companies.
In the field of Physics, Penn has labored

for years with its ion acceleration project.

Villanova's share in the headlines will

follow soon after the completion in 1961 of

the new $4,000,000 Science Building, now tak-

ing shape on the area between the Library
and John Barry Hall.

The best of modern facilities are expect-

ed to open up new vistas of research at Villa-

nova by the science faculty and graduate stu-

dents. But larger spaces and more labs are

only the beginning. The present technical

skill and zeal of the department members
should bring the program to wide prominance.

No, it won't have an atom smasher, but
nuclear research will flourish in the fully

equipped "hot" laboratory, with the installa-

tion of the sub-critical nuclear reactor the
school will purchase.

Astronomy will get its biggest boost since

the original Newtonian-type eight-inch, re-

flector telescope first poked itseli through the
small observatory dome atop Mendel Hall.

That scope will be humbled by the new
$8,000 refractor type which will resolve dis-

tinctions in the tiniest star group.
Of course, the Chemistry and Physics de-

partments will welcome contracts from busi-

ness, if they are earned. But the pleasure

and thrill of pure research in their own labs

is all the department heads really ask.

The Biology department will assirVt .«iich

groups as the American Cancer Society.

And the Math department will also find im-
portant work in the new scheme of things,

along with the Astronomy department.
Science has a formidable future at Villa-

nova.

;:;:;>X;.> HELP WANTED
The VILLANOVAN this after-

noon launches a massive membership
drive to secure at least 25 new staff

members, freshman or otherwise.

A meeting will be held in the amphi-

theatre of the Commerce and Finance

Building at 4 :30.

There are staff openings in the

following departments: News, fear

tures, photography, typing, sports,

layout, business, and circulation. In

other words, we're almost destitute

for assistance.

4^<f.
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President's Welcome
It is a pleasure to be able

to repeat in writing for the

VILLANOVAN the words of

welcome I expressed to you at

at the Opening Mass on Sep-

tember 21st.

After the brief respite of

the summer we are glad to

greet you for another year of

your life in Villanova's halls.

As before, I especially wel-'

come the freshmein class into

our fold.

YOUNG PEOPLE often

have thrown at them the

philosophy: "You only live

once, so live it up." I will re-

peat these words of wisdom:

"You only live once, so live

it up."

but my meaning is differ-

ent from the usual connota-

tion of this expression. You
only live once indeed, but that

one life is a life that lasts

forever.

Your hope for everlasting

happiness in that life depends

entirely on ho\y you use the

brief moments of your life on
EARTH. There wiil be no re-

takes, no reruns — your life

has to be right and good the

first time around. •

' - ^

AS INEVITABLY as the

loss of our first football game

to West Chester goes into the

record book, so does every

passing moment of your life

go into the record books. Yes,

you only live once.

Live it up, therefore. To
the hedonist this will perhaps

means wine, women and song.

But our Lord has said: "This

is eternal life, that they may
know Thee the one True God,

and Him whom Thou hast

sent, Jesus Christ."

This is the life for which
your Creator has placed you
upon this earth and no other

design for livin gcan be suc-

cessfully substituted in its

place.

As you bend your efforts

to your studies—and I hope
you will do this with renewed
intensity—do put uppermost
the task to know God better

and his relationship to you.

Live up to the brightest

ideals that God had designed

you for.

I ask the Holy Trinity, One
God and Our Blessed Mother
to bless all our endeavors
during this school year and
bid you all "live it up." :.,'. r

Rev. John A. Klekotka

EDITORIAL LICENSE

WVIL's Problem - Listeners
There's an intitution locat-

ed on the second floor of

Dougherty which has proudly

risen from a nickel venture in

the not too distant past, to

a te thousand dollar operation

today.

That's WVIL.
The station haa always

been richly endowed and
ever-expanding, but we are

frightfully dismayed to admit

that its touchiest unsolved

problem in the past has been

the appalling dearth of listen-

ers on campus.
The station's own public

opinion poll last year certi-

fied that WVIL ranks behind

the major Philadelphia sta-

tions, in number of nightly

listeners on our own grounds.
Switch the Dial

Residents would be sure to

tune in hungrily to a WVIL
basketball broadcast, but

would be just as sure to

switch the dial upon comple-
tion of the game.

Is it a question of dis-

loyalty to campus radio? Yes
and no.

The WVIL staff, a large

one, has always put in long
tedious hours for no remun-
eration except that etheral

feeling of accomplishment.
We might reason that the

least the residents can do is

listen in, and appreciate what
effort is being made.

But on the other hand, if

the same type of entertain-

ment that WVIL offers is

available on some local A.M.
station with admittedly bet-

ter professional delivery, then
the question of loyalty can
be strained a bit.

The obvious solution to the

problem, of course, is better

(Continued on Page 10)

CAMPUS CAMERA
MiiiiamiiuniiivwiiiiiiiiiBiniwimiiiiniinm^^

Question: "What do you think about Khru-
shc^hev's visit to the United States?"

Answers all contributed by freshmen.

"I don't think that Khrush-
chev or the communists have
any interest in establishing any
sort of arbitrary peace. Under
the terms of the visit. President
Eisenhower must make a return

visit. I think that this visit to

the Soveit Union will fraught
with propoganda about the reds
being eager to end the cold war.
From what I've heard from

Hungarian refugees and other people in the
know, the communists are not to be trusted by
any means." Al Reinoso. • V

"His visit has nothing what-
so-ever to do with a bid for

peace. Nixon's visit to Russia

was a so-called good-will tour,

and nothing apparently came
out of that. The gap between
communism and capitalism is

too wide to be settled by good
will tours." Phil Costanzo.

"I think the visit is a good
thing. It gives him a change to

see what it's like to live in a
democracy that uses captialism

so successfully. He can at least

see what he's up against: a
country of strong, freedom-lov-

ing people who will defend their

homeland against anything."

Douglas Mann

"His visit is nothing more
than a diversionary tactic to

show the rest of the world just

how good the communists are.

They hope to camaflauge the

true meaning of comnAinism and
make their government appear
good." Ricliie Grondo.

"I am wondering if Khrushc-
hev is not the least bit worried
about the visit himself. The
temptation for the persecuted
persons from behind the Iron
Curtain to attack him is great.

His visit will only add to their

hatred. Perhaps seeing him will

make us realize what we are up
against." L. Vattese.

"His visit, despite the nation's

great opposition to it, might
help to cement a lasting peace.

Despite the great differences in

our way of life, the communist
world and the democratic world
may find a way to live together |||IJ»

in peace." Gloria Ferraro. "

'¥inqj|mi«iti
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NEW FACES IN THE CROWD

^^^'^a::;*^
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Above, the frosh of '59, wider Hie genrie
guidance of the revered "White Hats", cheer-
fully submit to the delightful experience of

"being oriented." Days of herding and
hounding eventuoly produce the desired ef-

fect, and the Class of 1963 suddenly emerges
as a spirited member of the Villonovo family.

)
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fMiracle 1^ Darin^

Jazz Liven City

FALLOUT • •

A Columnist In Trouble
|lm meat«tr

The city on the outskirts of

Villanova, namely Philadelphia,

has been frequently slurred for

its lack of activities (e.g. I went
to Philadelphia and it was
closed). If the ghost town label

was ever true it doesn't seem so
today.

Billy Penn's city has a slew
of top attractions scheduled for

the coming year. First of all,

the six legit theatres have
scheduled 30 shows. The first

and perhaps the biggest smash
of the incipient season is "The
Miracle Worker" starring Anne
Bancroft. This show is said to

have received probably the big-

gest opening-night ovation of

any local tryout since "Death
of a Salesman." It closes here
Saturday, don't miss it.

Jazz On Upbeat
If you are a jazz fan you

should be happy with our city

for all of a sudden it seems
Philadelphia is a jazz town. Last
weekend saw two different

shows at the Academy of Music.

The future holds a Ray Carles

show, Kenton-Freshmen-Chris-
ty package ,and a Contemporary
Music Guild show at Penn's Irv-

ing Auditorium.
Recent outdoor festivals have

met with fantastic success

across the country and so,

come October 15 and 16, swing-

ing will take on a new meaning
at Connie Mack Stadium when
the Phillies will present a Fes-

tival of Jazz. •-"'•^> '.-•;:;.';!;,

. Count Basie and his band,

featuring vocalist Joe Williams,

song dove Chris Conner, and
spiritual singer Mahalia Jack-

son will perform both nights.

The quintets of Chico Hamil-
ton and the U. of P.'s Jimmy
DePriest will play Thursday
while the Ahmad Jamal trio and
the Maynard Ferguson band will

do the honors on Friday night.

Maynard's High Notes
An outdoor festival in the

middle of October? Chris could

melt any snow but what if it

rains. And how will Maynard'

s

brass fare in reaching for the
high notes if it's frigid. It

should prove to be a very in-

teresting experiment .

For those who don't trust the

elements, or favor the circus

atmosphere of a large ball park
there is an outstanding jazz spot

just across the bridge to Jersey

in the Red Hill Inn. If the Red
Hill is not directly in Philly it

is still close enough to be con-

sidered.

Pep's and the Showboat
handle jazz attractions in Phila-

delphia that don't reach the Hill,

such as Miles Davis. The Celeb-

rity Room has a number of top

comics coming in.

Mack The Knife
'

' f Sciolla's has Ivo "Morgan"
Robic set for October and rock-

ing Bobby Darin is due Novem-
ber 16. Darin at the top with
"Mack the Knife", is one of the
few young pop singers who has
class on a night club floor.

Opera, Ballet, Philadelphia

Orchestra concerts, and a flour-

ishing sports schedule make
Philadelphia a peppy and im-

portant entertainment area.

REFLECTIONS . . . good and
bad. Mathis set for Palumbo's in

Jersey sometime this season.

Sinatra's movie commitments
are keeping; hira from a Palum-
bo date . . . The roof has set-

tied oa the Red Hill after Fer-

By Tony Moeklln

CHRIS CONNOR MAYiMRD FERGUSON
Now Ploying for the Pliillies

guson and Kenton. Chico Ham-
ilton this week, Roy Krai and
Jackit Cain next . . . "The Beat
Generation" starring Mamie Van.
Doren is one of the worst pic-

tures of the year, sensational,

commercial, and stupid . . .

Maylie the beats will get an
honest treatment in Metro's

"The Subterraneans," from the

Kerouac novel. Since Hollywood
is handling it, it is doubtful,"

Ben Gazzara in "Body and Soul"
is a TV must Sept. 28 . . . Fav-
orite album of the week is "Bal-

lads of the Sad Cafe," by Chris
Conner. Favorite single is "Mr.
Blue" by the Fleetwoods, a soft,

sweet, vocal blend.

Grendel's Cave •'•• •.

On A Continental Spree
jim biting

Ed. Note ^Writer Bising

made a trip abroad this past

summer. The follounng are aoms
of his observations of Ameri-
cans in Europe.
Back in the land of the but-

ton-shirt and Bermuda shorts

after continental spree, and still

there is no worthwhile image of

what is valued by my homeland
and its people besides a picture

of George Washington on a
green background. About the

most inadequate thing in Europe
is the Yankee minus his Travel-

ler's Checks.

Without these semi-miracu-

lous pieces of
? paper the wander-
ing citizens of the

world's richest na-

tion are not very
impressed. Many
of them sense this,

and rush to dis-

card their Ameri-

aiciMA
can clothing in

BialNv favor of more con-

tinental garments such as tap-

pered pants and pointed shoes.

Beards sprout on chins and hair

is left uncut.

There are other Americans
who take pride in the fact that

they are owners of the type

of clothing which proclaims its

wearer to be an American col-

lege students; these students

(unfortunately this type of per-

son is usually a student) seem,

on occasion, slightly mystified

that not quite everyone is rush-

ing to immitate either their

clothing habits or (lets us all

give thanks) their methods of

reasoning.

• • •
PERHAPS I am too hard on
* the good, solid sort of crea-

ture who just wants his degree,

an a V e r a g e-looking wife, a
couple of children just like him
(even if they are girls), a home
in the suburbs and all the things
that go with it ... a ranch
wagon, T.V. set, and a place to

go in the summer.

To obtain these sjrmobls of
"success" a decent quality point
average is necessary. Of courae,

how one achieves his marks is

not so important. A's in atten-

dance, and the higihlights of sur-

rounding test papers are not
frowned upon by IBM machines,

and one is sure to make a good
impression on our NATO allies

by letting them know of his B
average in the U. S. A.

In this writer's not to humble
opinion, the biggest advantage
that the European male enjoys

over his American counterpart

lies in his relationship to the

oppK)site sex. Across the sea, a
woman's place is in a home
(mental or maternity), and the

males are successful in their at-

tempts to keep them there. May-
be Nikita's visit will change
things here.

Hello!

Having done my duty to the
Orientation Committee by plug-

ging the "Hello Habit," I sup-

pose it would be pukka to

introduce myself to the frosh as
a feature columnist, and this,

dear friends, is a feature col-

umn.
Often, my more unfliniching

and irrepressable admirers will

ask just how I manage to create

this outstanding example of lit-

erary anarchy each week.

"How do you dig up and
throw together such drivel?" is

the way the question is general-
ly phrased.

J«^ Normally, a n y^ ^^ journalist worth
his thesaurus or
his A in attend-

ence would ex-

pectorate square-

ly into the optic

or of the perpe-

t r a t o r of any
such prying into

trade secrets.
However, since I lost my thes-

uarus the other day ,and my at-

tendence record (or lack there-

of) is something of a record, I

suppose I may forge ahead in

this brilliant expose of life and
times of a newspaper columnist.

if if if

rn HP INITIAL STEP is to take
"' a sheet ofblankyellow
"copy" paper (a journalistic

terra) and roll it carefully into

the typewriter. This paper is

now your mortal enemy. It

stares bodly at you every time
you raise your eyeballs above
floor level.

It is very blank.

You proceed to marshal your
thoughts, to fire your wits, to

alarm your sensibilities. Then

McAtec*

you decide it's a false alarm
and go out for coffee.

Down in the Pie Shoppe you
sit and wait for people to run
breathlessly up to you with ab-

solutely devastating items. But
nobody does, so you range the

room with your eyes and im-

agine what people are thinking:

Mary is pouring hot water in-

to this coffee urn (mental gig-

gle)." Two nurses are huddled
together off in one comer, talk-

ing secretively. They are thank-
ing, "I hope everyone notices us
huddled together off in this

corner, talking secretively." A
huge burly-chested workman
sits alone, smoking a cigarette.

He is thinking, "I am thinking."

• • •
HERE IS drama here; there

is epic material. But you can't

write an epic. You have to

write a column. Back at the

office, the paper hasn't moved.
It is still staring coldly at you.

It is still blank. You think of

all the people you've asked for

items; you think of the answers
you got. You think of all the

interesting things that have
happened since last week.
Then you go out for a beer.

Eventually you assemble a
few scattered rumors, piece to-

gether some meager particles of

trivia, plagiarize indiscriminate-

ly from any and all available

sources. Finally you start to

pound away at that smug piece

of blank copy paper. Now, do
you take these few dull facts

and by sheer genius transform
them into bright, clever tidbits?

You do not. And here's the
secret

:

You make up lots of interest-

ing lies.

PRATTLE . .

New Fence, No Screens

Pope's New,Envoy
Pope John XXIII's new Apostolic

Delegate to the United States

couldn't be happier in his new job.

So enthusiastic is he about the
American way of life, says the Oc-
tober Catholic Digest, that for years
his Vatican colleagues have called

him "the American."

Fifty-three year old Egidio Vag-
noaasi speaks English like an Ameri-
can, holds press conferences in free-

wheeling American style, and served

as secretary to the Apostolic Dele-

gaJion in Washington, 1932 to 1942.
' Archbishop Vagnozzi says that one-

of the traits he most admires in

Americans is "their straightforward
approach. The tendency in Europe
is to talk and talk. Americans see a
straight line as the shortest distance
between two points," he says in the
Catholic Digest story.

The new Apostolic Delegate is

pretty straightforward himself, the
publication says. Once, when he was
dining with a group of U. S. Army
officers during the war, they asked
him if he knew a certain Italian
prince.

"Heck, no!" he exclaimed. "My
father was a fireman!"

DEREJUCTS AND LUSHES
—lets go to press!!! . . . Tom
Hoffman, President of the Stu-

dent Council and playboy extra-

ordinaire, was truly sorry he
missed the first meeting and
gratefully accepts the absence.

Item: It has befen rumored
that the Class of 60's tree is

DEAD. However on other au-

thority, that is, a prominent
biologist who resembles an ex-

class president whose mother
planted the tree maintains that

it has contracted a rare disease

and is in a cataleptic coma.
Nevertheless this reporter

wants to know what is to be

done ! ! ! Tradition is slowly dy-

ing on campus. Let's jump be-

hind the movement to keep
Villanova green . . . Remember
our National Parks.

Word has it that Navy Drill

on Tuesday will be changed to

Marine manuevers with the field

under excavation. I can see it

now . . . middies in blue with
Winchesters against the local

Men of America armed with
Chesterfields, thermos bottles

and lunch pails. Odds, at pres-

ent, are with the workers.

• * •
THE TIME: 10 o'clock Tues-

day. I parked the Stutz in the
VU parking lot to begin my
final year. I positioned myself
at the Pike curb to dodge the
drag race traffic. I dashed out,

took ten giant stens, broad-

By Haddo Hopper
careened through an inviting

hole in the hedge, SURPRISE!
MAINTENANCE WAS AT IT
AGAIN. One question comes to

my mind. What good is a fence *

without a gate.

Observation: Lights have,

been installed on the parking lot ;

to further facilitate night

school activities. Fatalities on
the pike will mount as thous-

ands of students will now seek

the luminated tranquil confines '

for study purposes. Yeah, who -

needs the stacks? .. >
Another observation: There

are no screens over the windows
at several dorms. This could

mean that all the bugs are now
residing inside the dorms at our
expense. Oh well, who cares as

long as they furnish their own
linen.

With the new flourescent

lighting in the gym we will be

the only college team to play
our home games bedecked in

sunglasses.

• • •
THIS IS a new year and a new

year is a good time for parties,

but you must remember that it

is also a time ^or nef friend-

ships and old ones too, so bring
a date to your parties.

Overheard a frosh admiring
the chimney on the power
house : "Man, what a cool crazy
filter".

Conclusion: Don't look for
this column in the next issue
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Leo Goodreau Now A Legend At Villanova
Editor's Note: This story ia a re-

print of the article written by BUl
Jones that appeared in the January

1, 1956 issue of the VILLANOVAN.
The facts that were used for that

story were taken from the December

5, 1950 VILLANOVAN from an art-

icle written by Robert J. Quinn. It is

'reprinted here in order to acquaint

aU freshmen toith the name and tradU-

tion of Leo Ooodreau for whann the

Stadium is named, tmd to whom this

newspaper ia dedicated.

Villanova University ha.s produced
many outstanding men throughout its

years of CathoMc education. Among
these men some have been brilliant

students, some excellent athletes and
other superior gentlemen. But per-

haps one of the finest men ever to

enter Villanova, a humble composition
of each of these qualities, never grad-
uated. The man today is a shining

memory to those of the faculty who
have been at Villanova since 1930,

and to the present undergraduates,
merely a simple name on a tarnished
plaque. This man, to whom the VIL-
LANOVAN is respectfully dedicated,

is Leo Goodreau, a scholar, an athlete,

and most of all, a gentleman.
Merely a Name

To most of the students at Villa-

nova, Leo Goodreau is merely a name
that decorates the stadium and ap-
pears m the VILLANOVAN every
week, but he is far more than that.

In 1927 the Villanova Stadium was
erected and dedicated. The entire Vil-

lanova student body attended ^his

ceremony. One of these students was
a freshman who was destined to die
on that field within one short year.
The story of Leo Goodreau is in re-
ality inspiration, an inspiration to all

Villanovans.

Football
Leo was an All-New England inter-

scholastic quarterback in high school
and became a prominent name on the
Villanova campus. He joined the
ranks of freshmen football players
nnd due to his hard. fast. <;lean and

•aggressive play was immediately tag-
ged as a future star and a sure bet' to

take over the first string quarterback
slot 0n the varsity the next fall.

In his first Rame for the Villanova
frosh, he scored the first touchdown
to be recorded in the new stadium, a
touchdown which opened the season
and the stadium with a triumph.
Little did Leo realize that in the space
of a few short years this field would
be named Goodreau Stadium.

Baseball Too
Although he was the finest football

player that Villanova had seen in

quite some tune, this was not his best
sport. Despite his skill as a •quarter-
back, Leo showed as much |f not more
proficiency as a catcher on the base-
ball team. His coach, Charles A.
McGeehan, predicted that he easily
had a major league career before hhn
if he wanted it He was truly a great
athlete.

Leo, deeply engaged in athletics,

nevertheless had an abundance of
tune for social activity. He was in-

strumental in conducting the frdsh-
man dance in the spring of 192^.
Under his leadership and determina-
tion the dance became the most suc-
cessful in the history of the class. In
appreciation for his fine effort, the
class elected him to the position of
Secretary shortly before the scholas-
tic year terminated.

Revived Spirit
He was also instrumental in re-

.viving Villanova's fraternities which
were practically non-existent. Meet-
ings were seldom held and little was
accomplished when they were. He re-
vived the Epsilon Phi Thettf Frater-
nity into one of the most active social
clubs on the campus. In order to re-
main in the campus picture the frats
were forced to rejuvenate and the
school spirit flourished as it never had
before. Leo had solidly proven that a
lack of spirit had no place on the
Villanova campus.

Despite this unusually heavy sched-
ule, Leo maintained a scholastic aver-
age which placed bun in the uppet
half of his class. His coach,' Harry

Stuhldreher, figured on him as poten-.
tial Ail-American on th^ gridiron and
n shining light' in the Villanova fbot-
,ball picture. It was a sure thing. But
he was never given Ihe chance to
show his All-American calibre to the
rest of the sports world, for the Lord
had other and far greater plans for
Leo J. Goodreau.

On the field Leo never gave up
digging, and ironically this hustle
cost him his life.

His Last Flay
One early September afternoon he

was calling offensive signals for the
varsity i^^ainst the frosh in a grueling
scrimmage " held in preparation for
Villanova's game. The frosh lined up
determined to prove their mettle
against a larger and more ezpert»
enced varsity. As the ball was snao-
ped to a halfback, Leo, who besides
being a triple threat on offense was a
demon on defense, bolted forward
leadhig the interference. The frosh
line charged. There was a quick pile-

up. It was Leo Goodreau's last play.
When the players unpiled, Leo was

lying quite still, face down on the
turf. As he slowly came to, his face
was contorted with pain. A teammate
tried to help the stricken player to
his feet and he shrieked with pain.
His back had been brutally broken.
He was given no chance of survival

by the specialists called in on the
case. He was almost completely par-
alyzed. His back was broken alright,
but his spirit was hardly dented. No
longer was he fighting for his school,
he was fighting for his life. He re-
fused to give up. He insisted on
hearing all the football scores that
grim Saturday; his wish was not de-
nied. He assured everyone that some-
day he would be back hi the Villanova
"line-up." But Leo underestimated
himself, for he was soon to partici-
pate in a far more rewarding "line-
up."

Undefeated Seaaoe
When it was recognised that he was

not going to pull through, there was
talk of postponmg the entire football
schedule, but Leo would have nothing

to do with this idea. He movingly
complained that it was not only un-
fair to the team whkh had worked
so hard for so long, but even unfair
to himself.

It is merely an anti-climax to state
that the ViUanova football team, in-

spired by this tough plucky youth
swept on to an undefeated season,
crushing all opposition.

The Lest Sperk
But soon the fight became too

much, even for Leo Goodreau. He
confided to his coach, Harry Stuhl-
dreher, 'Tve given the best that is hi
me, I'm tired out, I can't hold out
much longer." Death was near. He
was given the Last Rites and soon
lapsed into a coma. While in this
coma, he began td call football signals
and continued until early Tuesday
afternoon, just four short days after
his gridh:t>n play, the apark of life hi
Leo Goodeau flickered out

ASedJSoeae
F&ther O'Leary who was present at

the time ef the death had this de-
scription: "It was a beautiful but sad
scene. Outside were teammates and
classmates, and inside priests and
doctors. To the last Leo maintained
that same staunchness of heart which
marked him on the football field."

At the funeral hi Villanova's Col-
lege Chapel, the casket was carried
by his former teammates. The entire
student body was present at the Sol-
emn High funeral Mass.
The situation was not radically

changed, however, for now, he was
merely playing for a new Coach and
a new team in a much higher league.

Surely the sphit of Leo J. Goodreau
lingers m the halls and on the playhig
fields of Villanova, a sphit which is to
those who know his story, an ever
present inspiration to higher stand-
ards of sportsmanship and duty.

It would be useless to try to de-
velop a brilliant sentence or two for a
finis to this stoiy, fast becoming a
legend, for five litUe words supply
everytWng that can be said: "Leo
Goodreau, scholar, athlete, gentle-

A Sprawling Campus-Awaiting Science Building

jumped a low flying Fiat, scamp- because it is by pure luck that
ered under a trailer truck and it was passed this time.
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FatherKlekotkaNamed To
:\ -K-

J^esidehcy During Summer
:

• -', (Continued from Pa^e 2)

Augustinian priests who admin-
ister more than 40 parishes,

conduct two universities, two
colleges and 11 high schools.

Nearly 40,000 students are en-

rolled in Augustinian educa-

tional institutions in San Diego,

New York, Washington, Phila-

delphia, Boston, and Los
Angeles. '

With his election as provin-

cial, Fr. Donnellon also becomes
the Chairman of the Board of

Trustees of the University. He
served as president for the past

five years. A native of Law-
rence, Mass., he was graduated
from Villanova in 1930.

Studied Biology

After his ordination to the

priesthood in 1932, Fr. Donnel-

lon pursued studies in biology

at Catholic University and at

Harvard. After obtaining his

Master's degree, he earned his

Doctorate of Science at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania in 1938.

In 1950, having served on tne

Villanova faculty for many
years, he was appointed Prior

of the Villanova Monastery and
Chairman of the University's

Board of Athletic Control.

Four years later he was
named President of Villanova,

succeeding the Rev. Francis N.
McGuire, O.S.A.

New Vice President

Fr. Gildea, under Fr. Kleko-
tka, will serve as director of

academic affairs with jurisdic-

tion over faculty and student
body.

A native of Lawrence, Mass.,

Father comes to Villanova from
Merrimack College, North And-
over, Mass., where he had been
stationed from 1947 to 1959.

One time professor of

Romance Languages at Villa-

nova, Fr. Gildea served at Merri-

mack in the capacities of Pro-

fessor of Languages, Dean, and
Vice President from 1956 to
1959.

In his present capacity.
Father Gildea replaces Rev.
Joseph I. Boyle, O.S.A., who
served as vice president for the
past three years.

During the two years preced-
ing this post, Fr. Boyle served
as Dean. Terminating his 22-

year stay at Villanova, Fr.

Boyle is currently assigned to

St. Nicholas of Tolentino High
School in New York.

Director of Admissions
Leaving his post of Admis-

sions Director at Merrimack
College, Fr. Smith will serve at
Villanova in the same capacity.

Chuck Kelly, Cheer Captain,

Hopes for Complete Support

Ed. CaDs For Contributions

and Membership for LYNX
Frank Murtha, editor-in-chief

of the LYNX, the campus liter-

ary magazine, speaking at a re-

cent staff meeting, emphasized
the fact that there are still a
number of open staif positions.

WVIL's Problem - Listeners
(Continued from Page 5)

programs. And here, in school

year 1959-60, we may pos-

sibly serve witness to WVIL's
turning point.

Liook for Revival

Fortified with a new staff,

headed by sophomore Dan O'

Mara, the station shows sym-
ptoms of ecstatic revival.

With a headful of ideas of his

own, O'Mara can also count
on an imaginative display of

talent from certain of his

staff members. He seems to

include his most fertile minds
in his inner circle.

Student indifference should
induce the station manage-
ment to drastically revamp
their disk-jockey-type pro-

gramming. The average night

of music last year was not-

able for the fact that, while

the records would spin on and
on, only the identify of the

disk jockey would change in-

termittently. Some of them
were good, but none was ever

able to achieve much of an
identify for himself.

Radio Editorial

Yes, there were the inter-

views and the special events,

but last year"s season, as a
whole, was singular only for

its sports coverage and John
Oberlies' enimated editorial

•blasts. Oberlies, unfortunate-

ly, was too infrequent with
his salvos.

The most hearting news we
have heard yet concerns a
new brainstorm of Oberlies

and Bob I>elisa, who last year
made an enthralhng program
out of reading the menu.
They envision a weekly,

three hour show called Digest

It's a take-off on Monitor,

NBC's weekend smorgasbord-
of-the-air. Delisa plans to

roam about the campus se-

curing interviews on a tape-

recorder, interviews Wiiich

will be incorporated into Di-

gest

Especially Sports

He and Oberlies would in-

terview personages who have

a story to tell, who have

views pertinent to the Villa-

nova scene, whether they be

student of faculty, lay or re-

ligious .Sports stars would be

their favorite targets.

This is an invigorating

breath of fresh air. We are

only surprised that the sta-

tion has never invoked the

magic of tape before this. The
inception o ftape laid bare a

whole new world of opporttm-
ity for commerical radio

many years ago and its ob-

vious advantages should be

.uUlized by WVIL often.

WVIL is in possession of a

marvelous potential to shape
public opinion. It's crucial ad-

vantage over the VILLANO-
VAN, that it is able to com-
municate to a daily audience,

and campus news items havs

a greater urgency if discus-

sed only hours after they oc-

cur. Therefore it wouldn't be

a bad idea to have a small

dose of that Digest on a daily

basis, since a daily version of

Edward R. Murrow would
provide a healthy continuity,

something that might become

a habit with the informed

listener.

There are many eyes on
WVIL and Dan O'Mara, to

learn if this is radio year for

Villanova.

Citing the importance of the
LYNX as Villanova's only
vehicle of creativity, Murtha
requested that any student in-

terested in working on the staif

attend the next meeting, which
will be announced on all bulletin

boards.

"The idea that only arts stu-

dents are eligible for positions
on the staff is a misconception,"
Murtha declared. "Engineers
can put their knowledge to
work as members of the layout
staff, and C&F'ers can gain
valuable experience on the cir-

culation staff."

Nurses Respond

Tjrpists, artists, and copy
readers are also needed, the
editor says. He was particularly

gratified at the response of the
nurses to his drive for member-
ship.

The primary need of the
LYNX, however, is writers.

Short stories, essays, timely
articles, and poems are all be-

ing accepted for possible publi-

cation in the Fall issue of the
LYNX.

Chuck Kelly, newly appointed
captain of the Wildcat cheer-

leaders, expects a vigorous
response from the freshmen at

Vihanova's three home games.
It's the upperclass spirit that

worries him.

"The frosh have been well
orientated," he said. "They'll

cheer until they're hoarse."

But he sadly recalls how, last
year, the enthusiasm of the
upperclassmen diminished to

such an extent that, towards
the end of the home season,
even the eager freshmen were
dragged into a deep apathy by
it.

Three Home Games
"It'll be a shame if the same

misfortune results again this

year, with only three home
games. Why, last year the
bleachers might as well have
been empty, for all the response
the cheerleaders received," he
said.

Kelly is working closely in

league with another soPhomore,
Len Carnaghi, who will function

as the student council's liason

with the cheer team, at the
same time serving as an active

cheerleader himself.

Carnaghi was acting captain
of white-hat cheerleaders for
the West Chester contest, since

Kelly is nursing an arm frac-

ture.

Coordinate Cheers
The sophomore engineer resi-

dent representative on the stu<*

dent council, Carnaghi envisions

the happy prospect of a com-
pletely coordinated cheering

body.

"Maybe the introduction of
more animated cheers is a par-

tial solution to the problem,"
he speculated.

Actually, the two don't ex-

pect their fears of student in-

difference in the stadium to

materialize. Spirit is alwtiys

rampant for the first game, said

Kelly; "The VM.l. game U
homecoming weekend, and the

Dayton game is Parents week-
end.

"These should inspire enough
spirit."

Flynn As Wildcat
Kelly is also being assisted

by juniors Bob Brogan, John
Oberlies, Nick Cassetta, and
Kevin Flynn, who will don the
Wildcat skin for the second con-
secutive year.

The cheerleader squad is a
Part of the Spirit Committee,
which will ofiicially organize
this evening under two co-chair-

men to be appointed by council

head, Tom Hoffman. Bill Vin-
cent was acting chairman for
the past week.

Workman surveying and excauating at site of the New Sci-
ence Building. Completion date is set for February, 1961.

To House
Nuclear Reactor, Nevs^ Labs

(Continued from Page 2)

for work in physics, chemistry,

biology, mathematics, and as-

tronomy.

The research groups will

work in special research rooms,

WVIL Station Manager Dan O'Mara and Sam Pietrofitta,

former station engineer, examine equipment, installed last sem-
ester.

and in the event of a business

contract as the result of re-

search, the work will retire to

project rooms, since such com-
panies usually require security.

The Biology Department will

be located on the ground floor

and first floors, with a Science

Museum. The second and third

floors will be occupied by the

Chemistry Department.
New Sliding Roof

The telescope in the observa-

tion terrace will protude
through a sliding roof, as oppos-

ed to the turret-type mounting
of the old scope now on Mendel
Hall.

"Excavation for the building

has been going smoothly," says
Dubler, scotching rumors that
he was held up for days by a
faulty network of underground
piping in the area.

The largest single installa-

tion in the building will be an
extensive system of refrigera-

tion. The entire place is air-

conditioned.

In his last weekly meeting
with the various contractors

Tuesday, he described the new
glass piping which will convey
corrosive wastes. This replaces
high silicon piping on those
drains.

Heavy Machinery
Machinery now being employ-

ed for excavation ranges from
the hand shovels to a 50-ton
crane with 150-foot boom. Hand
shovels are used only for trim-
ming the excavation footings.

Dubler's big headache is dis-

couraging students from pass-
ing the fence boundaries and
roaming about the diggings.

"Even the most experienced
of my workers are wary of the
holes and machlenry,*' he said.

"Students in the area could be
seriously injured by trucks."

The excavation has stolen
part of the field formerly used
by the NROTC unit for Tues-
day drill periods.

'The unit will carry on just

the same," promised Lt Mar-
tin Gillen, public information
officer. "We might have to send
platoons over to Austin Field
for more room, however."
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Tony Maeklln

The following is an open letter to the freshmen:

On Saturday afternoon you got your fir&t taste ot

Villanova athletics. It was truly a bitter dose of ram.

for days vou had been hounded into displays of spirit. You

had been led to believe that this was "the year" for all

the Wildcat teams.
You were assured that Villanova could name the score

against West Chester State Teachers college. Some of

towners had never even heard of them before. It seemed

like a setup to send the 'cats streaking.

A few of you didn't care either way but most of you

felt a certain excitement as Saturday morning approached.

It wasn't a feeling reserved for freshmen either.

Problem Solved Unhapply

My big problem was how to write a column on a Villa-

novan romp. I would not have been surprised if the game

had ended with the 'cats on top by 40-0.

We had a veteran team back, depth, and a Ime that

would prove unimpenetrable. The quarterback problem

was a lot of blather. Roehre was capable.

The press we were receiving seemed grossly uninform-

ed. All the Saturday Evening Post said was that Villa-

nova was deep in guards and tackles. Playboy picked us

6-4. The really unbelievable prediction came out of New
in Dick Dunkel's rating. He picked West Chester by 15

points!
Game Jolt

The team had looked sharp in practice and the Phila-

1 delphia papers picked us by a solid three touchdowns.

I So as you and I entered the stadium Saturday we felt secure

[ and hcped that West Chester would put up a Httle bit of a

\ fight to make the game interesting.

The game was a traumatic experience. The Rams of

I
West Chester outfought, outhustled, and outgutted the be-

\ wildered Wildcats. You freshmen cheered but it wasn't

\ enough to jar the 'cats out of their torpor.

Each member of the team wishes that the game could

\ be played over, but it's too late now; its in the books.

I It was a humiliating and deserved defeat. What happened?

I West Chester is a superbly coached team. Their

I
blocking and tackling is crisp and thorough. But it was

I more than this. They were inspired. To use a trite

f but true summation, it was the game of their lives.

' Slty H.gh
Ken Campbell, captain and star end who scored the

first touchdown, summed it up. He was still high from

the intense determination that had gripped them all and

the great effort that came from it. He held the game ball

1 fondly.

m
i
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He wanted to talk about the game. He knew why his p
team had won. "I'll tell you why. You took us too lightly, g
right? This was our big game. We got two and by the

time you realized what was happening it was too late.

You couldn't catch us."

Bill Shockley was a whippet among rams. He was the'

outstanding player on the field. Standing amidst a group of

whooping students, his eyes shone: "We were way up. We
were up for this one."

'Cat Not Weak .^.

Ted Kowal, the quarterback who hit for six sharp com- ^
pletions, felt the same way. He felt they had outplayed §
Villanova on drive. "We outfought you all the way." ||

All three agreed that Villanova was not a weak team g
but that they had been surprised and beaten psychologically M
and therefore physically. ||

If Villanova was confident they didn't look the part. ^
They never showed the class that was expected of them J
even though they captured the statistics. ||

The opinion of the man on the sidelines is harsh as p
usual. As I went to catch the victorious Rams for com- ^
ment, a policeman gave his candid opinion. "I can tell you ||

what Shockley will say. He'll say this team is k)usy. It's %
the worst team in years. Xavier will beat them. Holy g
Cross will kill them. Army," he laughed mih relish, "will

say which one shall we trample next?"
Victories Coming

So, freshmen, you have been initiated into Villanova p
athletics. You have been given an example of the com-

||
pletely unpredictable brand of ball played by Villanova

||

teams. You have seen the loss of composure that proves p
so costly. 11

You are probably disillusioned and discouraged. You ||

feel let down. This is all a part of what makes spirit. ^
There will be many victories, many losses and much frus- p
tration in your four years at Villanova. J3ut overall you ^
will see a highly competitive, exciting, winning brand of m
ball. 1

The West Chester Rams left a wound that will be hard ||

to heal, the doctor is spirit and the prescription is victories. §
You're the doctor, Freshmen. p

Extra points : The New York Herald Tribune of September %
8 quotes Coach Reagan as follows: "Barring injuries, if we
can't do it this fall, it will be the coaches* fault." Were there
any injuries Saturday? . . . Jim Bonner, wlio broadcasts the ^
games on WRCV, in tiis analysis of the final outcome of the M
game felt that lack of V. U. backfield speed vias the difference f
. . . M'est Chester Is having a difficult time scheduling games,

"

nobody wants to play them. Delaware and Lafajette nixed ^

games . . . Capacity crowd proved local teams drawing power
. . . Millersville wants us next. ^ • v; v;^^^'v^-;;: •. -;; g
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Wildcats Visit Aerial-Minded Xavier

Din Paczkoskic finds one of the few openings in the West Chester line.

Wildcats Taught ABC's
By Underrated Teachers
By JIM MURRAY

The Teachers of West Ches-

ter came to Viliant)va Saturday
afternoon Sept. 17 and met al

class of obliging Dupils in the

persons of the Wildcat football

team. ,. ... _ • .. :.

.

•' " ' '

.. .- '.1

When "class" wag over the

teachers had put their lesson

across to a tune of 13-7. The
14,000 who turned out for the

first day o fclass left with the

feeling that Villanova has a lot'

of homework to do.

Villanova got the first break
of the game when junior tackle!

Joe Luzzi pounced on a fumble!
deep in West Chester territory.

|

The Ram line held the 'Cats
on four downs and took over
the ball. For the rest of the first

period there was no scoring but
there was something very un-
expected happening. The Ram
line was butting the Wildcats all|

over the field. What could this

lead to?

'Cats Shocked
After four minutes of the sec-

ond quarter it led to the first

West Chester score. Bill ShorU-,

]py scampered 38 yards with an,

Eddie Roechre punt to tlie Villa-

nova 17 yard line. ...

From here Shockley and Hay-

.

den Leffler carried the ball toj

the seven. A seven yard pasji.

from Ted Kwval to right end

Ken Campbell j:'«.ve the Teach-

ers their first six points. Shock-

ley kicked n perfect placement

and made it 7-0.

The West Chester line was
spending the entire second per-

iod in the Villanova backfield.

Rochre was snowed under on the|

six yard line and the ball was
"shaken loose. Leffler fell on it

and set up West Chester's sec-

ond score.
,

On second down Shock ley
knifed through the line for five

yards and the TD. He agnin

made t.ho extra point but n pr^n-

alty nuiified it, and his second

attempt was wide. Score 13-0.

After recess .
(hairtimr it

looked liko Ihe 'Cats had learn-

ed their lesson. With good pro-

tection Ed Roehre completed

two short passes to .<;opliomore

sensation Sam Gruneisen.

All For Nought
With the ball on the 30 yard

line Leon Horin burst through
the middle of the line and found
daylight. He got two steps dn

front of the Ram secondary and
sprinted the last 50 yards like a
Sherman tank. .... , , a.

7

And all for nought—^a pen-

alty nullified the TD and Horin
was given a 15 yaid gnin. (West
Chester had a toucndown pass

pay squelched because of a pen-

alty earlier in the game).

In -the fourtli quarter Villa-

nova showed whttt it could do.

With Roehre hitting" S;vin (ininc-

isen the 'Cats started to mptch.
Wayne Kautter camo in \vi(h a

long pass play and hil hairi)iv<k

Frank Fi( ca for 2(> yards to tl»c

Ram five. :.'..;i-

I

Bill Paczkoskie romi>ed over

for the 'Cats lone bvliy of the;

jguiie .Lni'ry Sopko kic.ko*! the

|exua pouit. Tne last offensive

jdrive was halted when Bill;

Shockley (there's tliat name
again) intercepted a pass.

The 'Cats got their hands on
^the ball for three desperation

pass plays and West Chester
took the ball and the game.

The game proved: 1) Glen

Killinger is a great coach, 2)-

Quarterback Ted Kowal is a

rookie with the poise of a vet-,

eran, 3) Bill S>><vkl»»v wr,tiM he

a welcome addition Jo any team.

END OF THE BENCH--Glen|
Killinger called the game the

greatest win of his career ....

Never underestimate Dick Dun-
kel . . , never expect to win just

hope to win . . . It's not the

end of the world because we
lost our first game . . . The team
needs student support more
than ever . . . The quarterbacksi

need more line support . . . Ken)

Cambell lived up to his presi^

notices . . . Wait till next wee
. . Never believe what youi

read in newspapers . . .

Ry MIKi DONAHUE

If Vlllanova's Wildcats expect
to emerge victorious in Sunday's
encounter with Xavier's Muskc-
teers, tney're going to have to

want to win a lot more than
they did last Saturday.

This is not only the consensus

of opmion of ail who had tne

misfortune to witness last Sat-

urday's debacle. Coaches Dave
DiFillipo and Bill Brannau
think so too, and they didn't

even see the West Chester game.

They were busy scoutiiig Uie

'Cats next opponent, Xavier, in

its game with Louisville Satur-

day night.

What they saw leads them to

beilieve that head coach Frank
Reagan's minions are going to

have their hands full come next
Sunday.

Quarterback Likes to Pass

"They're a young green

team," said DiFillipo, "but what
they lack in experience they

make up for witn hustle and

drive. Those guys play like they

want to win."

Four of new coach Ed Doher-

ty's Musketeers were smgieu out

,

I

by Brannau and DiFillipo as thci

|men to watch Sunday.

Ron Costello is a quarterback

a la Johnny Unitas. InDoherty'sj

pro T offense, his job is stnctiy

limited to play calling and pas-

'smg. Judging from nis record

against Louisville last week he

is a pretty fair field general.

Against the Kentucky scnool he

•broke the Xavier record for pass,

completions when he hit on 17

of 28. (If Reagan's air defense

is as porous as it was in the

first half o fthe West Chester

game the Wildcats could be in.,

for a long afternoon.)

His prime target is rangy

John Kappas, right end. DiFil-

lipo called him "tne best looking

pass receiver I've seen in five

years and that includes Army's

lonely end (Bill Carpenter).

Tne Xavier line is anchored

by rough and rugged tackie Ed
MazureK, 6-3, 23u. According to

Brannau, Mazurek is a. demon on
defense and a devastating down-

field blocker.

Another Musketeer to watch
is speedy Larry Cox, 175 pound
Bopnomore haiioack.

Against Louisville, Cox spark-
ed nis teammates with his ag'
gressive all around play to a
come fro moehma ^o-xo victory.

Xavier was down 0-13 at half-
time.

Letterman Back
Louisville was tne Muskeieers'

iQCond victim of the season. The
previous week the Ohioans
downed St. Ambrose, 24-/, as
Costeuo unleasned his first aer-

ial circus, flinging 29 passes.

Doherty, former backfield

coach of the Philadelphia Eagl-

es, has only eleven letterman

back from last year's squad
which broke even in ten games.

These include, in addition to

Costello, Kappas, and Mazurek,
veteran fullback Ed (jucko)

Serieka, halfback George Noon-
an and linemen Hank Rigler,

Tom Gonnela, Jim Link, Tom
McGraw, and Gene Tomczak.

Third Game of Series

Sunday's meeting will be the

third between the two elevens.

Villanova has won both previous

games.

At Cincinnati in 1952, the

Wildcats trounced the Muske-
teers, 34-20.

In 1953 Xavier came to Phila-

delphia and the 'Cats won again

by a score of 21-14.

Eddie Roehre Carries Ball

^

I
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Co-Curricular Improvement
Immediate Goal of Council

"We must think big. We can't
let ourselves get bogged down
by petty gripes."

This was tne keynote of Tom
Hoffman's opening address to
the first formal session of Stu-
dent Council held last Wednes-
day.

Delisa Scores

Student Abuse

For Screen Loss
"The loss of screens in campus

dormitories is most likely the re-

sult of constant abuse on the

part of the students, said Bob
DeLisa at the initial meeting of
the Student Council last Wed-
nesday.

DeLisa, vice chairman of the
council, recommended that for-

mal consideration of the subject
be delayed until resident stu-

dents are made aware of the dis-

comfort such a loss entails.

Take Proper Care
"We must get across to the

students that they must be will-

ing to take proper care of the
screens before any replacement
can be considered." he said.

Action NecesMVy
He stressed that he was not'

siding with the administration
fully on the removal of the
screens, but that in view of the

considerable damage done, ac-

tion of some kind was necessary.

DeLisa expressed regret how-
ever, at the fact that the Stu-

dent Council had not been in-

formed by the administration of

their action before the student
body returned.

Since the Student Council con-

siders itself an intermediary

group, DeLisa stated, it should

have been their duty to inform
the students of the reasons for

the administration's action.

In the meantime, the discom-

fort of the resident students

found its champion in the per-*
(Continued on Page 8)

Hoffman said that the Council

should give priority to co-cur-

ricular activities even in prece-

dence to extra-curricular affairs.

"We should also strive to lend

our assistance to the Adminis-
tration in effecting a mature dis-

ciphhary program and in creat-

ing a . better religious atmos-

phere."

Hoffman summed up what he

thought were the primary du-

ties of , a Student Coucil.

Thorough Job
"We must recognize and act

on all opportunities, effect

simple by-laws, possess a con-

sistently sincere attitude, do a
thorough job of informing the

student body, select worth-

while projects to sponsor, and
we must vote only after careful,

mature consideration."

Hoffman said that this agen-

da, if followed through, would
show the Administration that

the Council members are effec-

tive representatives.

Encourage Students

"We're not just an advisory

board," emphasized the chair-

man. "We must encourage stu-

dents 'to survey the world

around them. We are, or at

le£U3t should be, the leaders of

the student body."

At this juncture the meeting-

proceeded to vote on the reso-

lutions acted upon by the Stu-

dent Senate on Sept. 21.

Bill Henry's motion that date

tickets for aU university stu-

dents be made available at re-

duced prices for all home foot-

ball games was unanimously
recommended for approval.

Tom Wall's proposal that the

annual Muff Day be held next

Wednesday was passed but only

after Father Girolami, faculty

moderator, instructed the Coun-
cil to double check with £kl

Geisz, intramural director, to be

sure that there were no intra-

mural events scheduled for that

day.
Krushchev's Visit

Ken Kraemer's suggestion
(Continued on Page 8)

Inter^Frat Ball Tomorrow^
Stars Al Raymond Orchestra

Preparing for the Interfrat ball are Irv Keller, LKD, the

General Chairman, Connell O'Donnell, DPM, Lee Christensen,

PKP, and Mark Evans, DPE.

Spirit Committee Declares

"Back Us or Well Resign"
"Unless everybody is behind

jus, we'll resign en masse," de-

clared John Oberlies at the ini-

tial Spirit Committee meeting
held last Thursday.

Sheehan Hall Haspitality

Ed Roehre, Villanova quarterback^ carries ball in game against Bams. He is surrounded by

oliar|;ing lineman.
VUkmova ttodents in SheehMi play the graoloua hoots for

visiton at the annual High School praoo oonferenoe, sf^onaorod by;

the BoUe Air yearbook, Satordikgr.

8 A.M. Mass

In Field House

Opens Retreat
Today is the annual Day of

Recollection at Villanova.

Various religious exercises are
being held for all students of the

university. Male day students

attend morning exercises, be-

ginning with Mass in the Field

House at 8 a.m.

Resident men's exercises are

held this afternoon at 12:30 p.m.

All women students begin their

activities at 8 a.m. in the Chapel.
Retreat Master

Rev. Edward L. Daley, O.S.A.,

is Retreat Master for all men
students. Presently stationed at

Good Counsel Novitiate, New
Hamburg. N. Y., Fr. Daley grad-
uated from Villanova in 1947.

Father received his subse-
quent education at C^ifholic Uni-
versity, Washington, L>. C.

Ordained in Atlantic City N.
J. in 1951, Fr Daley served as
chaplain at Archbishop Carroll

|

High School, Washington, before

being appointed Assistant Nov-
ice Master and Procurator of
Our Mother of Grood Counsel
Novitiate.

He has always been extremely
active in retreat work.

Women's Retreat

Retreat Master for women
students is Rev. Joseph A. Duf-
fy, O.S.A., presently an Alumni
Hall cotmsellor here at Villa-

nova. Fr. Duffy, a native Phil-

adelphian. graduated from Villa-

nova in 1949.

Oberlies, newly appointed co-

chairman of the Committee, in-

sisted emphatically that "this

is the nucleus for the best Spirit

Committee ever."

He said that he had a letter

of resignation prepared in the

event that the Administration,

Student Council, and student

body do not back the Committee
to the hilt.

Oberlies and his co-chairman,

Jack Valva, told committee
members that theirs was "an
all-year job, including the lulls

between sports seasons," and
that each member was expected

to do his job or he would be

replaced by someone willing to

work. .>.-)-
^^'.:v^.

Moderator "Greatest**

It was added that Committee
moderator Rev. Thomas Kenny,
O.S.A., was "one of the great-

est on campus," and that there

was no doubt that he would
work with the Conmiittee in all

its efforts.

The sixteen-man Committee
was divided into pairs by Valva
and Oberlies, and each pair as-

signed to head one of the eight

sub-committees which together
cover every aspect of school

spirit.

Immediate plans to boost spir-

it which were tliscussed at the

meeting included greater organ-
zation of the students' partici-

p a t i o n at athletic events,

increased participation in extra-

curricular activities by all

students, especially nurses, and
the protection of university

property by the Committee at

all mass events.

Tentative Plans
Regarding the first of these

plans, Ck>mmittee members dis-

cussed the buying of blocks of

choice tickets to sports events

and the chartering of transpor-

Arrangements for the third

annual Inter-Frat Ball to be pre-

sented tomorrow evening, are

ne£U-ing completion, Irv Keller,

Lamba Kappa Delta, general

chairman of the dance, an-

nounced today.

"This year's ball, featuring Al

Raymond and his orchestra,

promises to be a gala event be-

ginning the Villanova social cal-

endar", Keller stated.

High Interest

Ticket sales have been moving
rapidly and appear to be passing
previous expectations. Accord-
ing to Keller, "This is due to the
particularly keen interests and
highly competitive spirit shown
by this year's participating fra-

ternities."

Tickets, selling for three dol-

lars, are being sold by repre-

sentatives of each fraternity

and may also be purchased in

the Pie Shoppe and at the door."

As has been customary, the
informal affair will last from 9
until 1. Dancing will prevail

amidst an air of "inter-fratem-
^ ity congeniality".

The nine-piece Raymond
group also played at last year's

Ball, and at the Junior Dinner

Dance.

Supplies Money
"This dance is held for the

purpose of supplying funds for

the four campus fraternities.

Proceeds are divided among
these fraternities on a percent-

age basis, based on the number
of tickets sold by each fratern-
ity". For this reason Keller ur-

ges all to attend, including the
many who will undoubtedly join

a frat in the future.

Frosh Debut

Keller said this affair will not
only enable Frosh to support the
fraternity of their choice but
will also allow them to start

their social season off on the
right foot by attending their

first major collegia4:e dance."

The chairmanship of the In-

terfraternity Ball is rotated

among the four fraternities.

Forum Tonight

Dr. Frederick Khouri, <kf

the Political Science Dept,

will discuss "Mr. K's visit to

the United States" this

evening in the first of a ser-

ies of Student Council

sponsored forums.
Dr. Khouri, noted analyst

on international affairs, will

receive questions after the

talk.

This is the Council's first

trial attempt to promote co-

curricular activity on cam-
pus, said Tom Hoffman,
chairman.
The forum will take place

in Vasey Auditorium at 8

p.m.

r
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Students clad in all sorts of attire turned o ut for the surprise Saturday morning rally con-

ducted by the Spirit committee, under the direct ion of John Oberlies and John Valva.

8 a*m» Rally Draws Crowd
'; Chances are a few resident

Ftudrnts got rude awakenings
last Saturday morning.
Sometime around 8 a.m.

whitehats and members of the

spirit committee were seen (and
heard) running through all the
dorms rousing the resident pop-

ulation 'of Villanova.

The Occasion? Why, a pep
rally to send off the Wildcats as
they prepared to start the long
trek to Xavier.

Spontaneous Rally

"I believe that a spontaneous

rally would be an innovation at

Villanova," John Oberlies, spirit

committee chairman, said when
he announced the pran to the

Student Council last Wednesday.
"But . . . like I mean . . .

That's the most inopportune

time for a pep rally I could think

of," piped up Sheldon Pollock.

"Man, that's exactly why
we're having it at that time,"

boomed the vociferous Oberlies.

Spontaniety—that's what we
want. We have to show those

guys (the football team) that

Young Journalists Convene
Here At Annual Conference
Over 5,000 students from two

hundred high schools and prep-

aratory schools in eight states

attended the day-long Press

Conference held last Saturday.
The Conference was under the

direction of Rev. Daniel Falvey,

O.S.A., Villanova Librarian.

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A., president, opened the

Twelfth Annual Conference at

9 a.m. with an address of wel-

come in the Field House.

Conference Series

The young journalists then

participated in a series of con-

Fr. Duffey Nomed A$
Vocations Director

The Rev. Joseph A. Duffey,

O.S.A., has been appointed Di-

rector of Vocations for the

Province of St. Thomas of Vil-

lanova, it was announced last

week by Rev. Norbert Whitley,

phaplain.

He will have the full-time task

of encouraging potential voca-

tions among Villanova students.

Interested students can contact

Fr. Duffy in his office in the

basement of St. Rita's Hall.

Fr. Whitley also said he is

presently making arrangements

with the Religious Affairs Com-
mittee for closed retreats for

students not wishing to make
the campus retreats. This was
the practice last year.

Tentative plans call for the

committee to contact retreat

houses in the area with provi-

Bioni for student transportation.

ferences with eminent members
of the journalistic field.

On hand were James T. Quirk,

publisher of T.V. Guide maga-
zine, Miss Patricia Carbine, as-

sistant editor of Look maga-
zine, William T. Cooke, Phila-

delphia yearbook publisher.

Also present were John Liney,

.who draws the cartoon "Henry,''

Rev. Anthony L. Ostheimer, ed-

itor of the Catholic Standard
and Times, Leonard McAdams
of the Philadelphia Inquirer, and
Francis X. Martinez, prominent
public relations executive.

Admiral Knoll
The day's keynote address

was delivered by Admiral Denys
W, Knoll, a scholar in the fields

of science and the military, who
spoke on problems of communi-
cation in a shrinking world.

The Conference was concluded

with a dance in the Field House
followed by religious exercises.

we're still 100% behind them.
A rousing sendoff would really

boost their morale."

So at 8 Saturday, Oberlies,

Jack Valva and Co., aided and
abetted no end by a symphonic
siren mounted on a firetruck, a
band blatantdy sounding off like

Sousa in stereo, snatched Villa-

nova's unsuspecting denizens

from the arms of Morpheus.
Eloquent Remarks

Most Villanovans, confronted
with the unusual situation, wax-

j
ed eloquent as they uttered such
inquisitive phrases as "What
the hell?" and one veteran's

comment, "I haven't seen any-
thing like this since London was
blitzed."

Nevertheless, Oberlies' crash
program worked. Freshmen
were told that it's collegiate to

shout at eight o'clock on Satur-
day mornings, and shout they
did.

Tom Peretti, Belle Air editor,

speaks to liigh school students
attending last Saturdaj^'g press
cooference.

Scaiia Appoints Jr.

Bob Soalia, Junior Class pres-

ident, announced the appoint-
ment last week of a 32-man
class steering committee for the
current school year. It met for
the first time last evening.

Included are: Jim Barnes,
Bob Bohn, Jack Bolger; Bob
Brogan, Jerry Carlin, Frank
Carolan, Tom Chambers, Angolo
Colasanto, Peter Devlin, Mike
Donahue, Joan Flood. Kevin
Flynn, Tony Intrieri, Paul Kac-
zur. ^ '.'<

Dick Keane, Dick Keeley,
Mike Massey, Jack McDonnell.
Butch McNally, Doug Murray,
John Needham, John O'Connell,
John O'Dea, Jim Palsir, John
Penrose, Bob Plowman, Louis

Retacco, Jim Rhodes, Terry
Scanlon, Jack Smith, Jim Straz-

zella, Jim Corroon.

GADGETS GALORE
Amazing new gadgets are on the

way for Americans, the Catholic

Digest says. Among them are an
oven which bakes cookies in 190
seconds; paint which kills insects

touching any surface painted with

it; and push-button telephones to

replace the conventional dial phones.

Best news of all for American house-

wives: an automatic floor scrubber

that scrubs, rinses and dries the

kitchen floor by remote control.

Annual Law Forum Series

To Begin Next Wednesday
Dean Harold GUI Reuschlein

thiu week announced the open-
ing of the 1959-60 season of The
Law Forum.
The Law P^oruiu is now com-

mencing its fifth season. Dean
Reuschlein stated his hope that
"the University faculty gener-
ally, and interested students
from other parts of the campus,
will be able to join with us on
Law Forum nights".

Schedule Proposed
The LaW Fonim is directed

by Professor William B. Ball,

of the School of Law. Professor
Ball stated that the program
for the coming year would be as
follows

:

Wednesday, October 7th ;

Judge Robert Morris, formerly
Chief Counsel to the Senate In-

ternal Security Subcommittee,
and a noted authority on Com-
munism, will speak on "The De-
cline and Fall of American In-

ternal Security".

Judge Morris, author of the
book "Why We Are Losing", has
been a vigorous critic of United
States policies toward Commun-
ism.

Friday, November 13th: Mel-
vln M. Belli, San Francisco at-

torney, will address The Law
Forum on the topic "The Law is

Alive—^What About the Law-
yers?"

Mr. Belli, sometimes referred
to as the "King of Torts" is per-

haps the best known trial law-
yer in the United States today.
Wednesday, December 2nd:

Senator Edmund S. Muskle, of
Maine, will present a discussion
of "Law and Politics".

Senator Muskie created a na-
tionwide sensation a few years
ago by becoming the first Dem-
ocratic Governor of Maine.
One of the younger senators.

and a Catholic, Senator Muskie
has been the center of much re-

cent interest.

Wednesday, February 3rd,

1960: Professor Alpheus T.
Mason, McCormick Professor of
Jurisprudence, Princeton Uni-
versity.

A leading Constitutional

scholar and perhaps the nation's

top authority on the Supreme
Court, Professor Mason will ad-
dress The Law Forum on "The
Supreme Court and the Political

Process".

Wednesday, March 2nd: Anne
Alpern, A 1 1 o r n e y-General of
Pennsylvania. Miss Alpern, the
Commonwealth's first woman at-

torney-general, is keenly inter-

ested in reform of our criminal
laws. She will speak on "The
Unrealistic Approach to Crim-
inals and Their Treatment".
Wednesday, April 6th: Rep-

resentative Joseph W. Martin,
Jr. of Massachusetts. On the
eve of the national conventions
of 1960, the political veteran
whose gavel has resounded at
many of them, will tell The
Law Forum audience what sig-

nificance our national conven-
tions appear to hold for the cold
war world of 1960.

He will also explain how the
conventions are organized and
will describe the strategic moves
to be looked for. His topic:

"The American Political Con-
vention— Meaning, Mechanics,
Memories" .

Each meeting of The Law
Forum will take place at Garey
Hall at 8 :30 in the evening. Aid
for The Law Forum has been
provided by a gift from Thomas
J. Reilly, Esquire, of the Dela-

ware County Bar and by the
generous contributions of other
speakers in the past.

Senior Class Maps Plans
For Homecoming Weekend
The Senior Executive Council

held its first meeting of the aca-

demic year last Thursday even-
ing. The item of primai-y in-

terest on the agenda was the
election of members to the class

Steering Committee.
Senior Class President Ray

Rafferty stated that the Execu-
tive Council considers the Steer-

ing Committee as an actively

representative body for the col-

lection, dissemination, and inter-

pretation of opinions concerning
class activities, in order to di-

rect important decisions which
affect the Senior Class as a
whole.

Intensive Representation
Furthermore, the Executive

Council feels that an intensive

rather than an extensive repre-
sentation will be realized in the

Senior Class through the newly-

elected members.
In electing these members,

their past records and their

present qualifications were taken
into consideration. Overall, the

Steering Conrmiittee is repre-

sentative of both residents and
day-hops, as well as of the var-

ious schools of study.

Others Active

In addition to members of the

Steering Committee, there are

numerous students who hold
other positions which are vital

to the success of planned class

activities.

Besides choosing the Commit-
tee and discussing class activ-

ities, the Executive Council con-

sidered the role of the new
Advertising Committee, which
will search for unique ideas in

publicising activities.
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Students at Saturday's rally give team royAl, if noisy, sendoff,

as they depart by bus to tlie Xavier game.

Semper Fi. Society Meets;

Address by Major Rooney

Page 3

Members and proioective

members of the Semi)er Fidelis

Society last night attended a
smoker at John Barry Hall.

The program included an in-

troduction of this year's officers

of the society, a short balk on
the Marine Corps' Platoon Lead-
er Class program by Captain A.

J. Reute Jr., U.S.M.C. and a

Korean War combat film.

Major John Rooney, U.S.M.C.,

spoke on the aims and purposes

of the Semper Fidelis Society.

It has been noted that all

Marines who attended instruc-

tion classes given at Barry Hall

last year, survived the 50 per-

cent attrition rate at Quantico
this summer.

OiiCim|iB Iteshuoan

(Author of"I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillia", etc.)

ANOTHER YEAR, ANOTHER DOLLAR

Today I begin my sixth year of writing this column for the

makers of Philip Morris and Marlboro Cigarettes. For this I

get money.

Not, let me hasten to state, that payment is necessary. "Sirs,"

I said a few days ago to the makers of Philip Morris and Marl-

boro, "if I can introduce America's college men and women to

PhiUp Morris and Marlboro, and thus enhance their happiness,

heighten their zest, upgrade their gusto, magnify their cheer,

and broaden their bliss, there is no need to pay me because I am
more than amply rewarded."

We wept then. I'm not ashamed to say it. WE WEPT I I

wish the wiseacres who say big business is cold and heartless

could have been there that day. I wish they could have seen

the great, shinunering tears that splashed on the board room

table. We wept, every man jack of us. The makers wept—the
secretaries wept— I wept—my agent, Clyde Greedy, wept. We
wept all.

"No, nol" cried the makers. "We insist on paymg you."

"Oh, very well," I said, and the gloom passed like a summer
shower. We laughed and we lit Philip Morrises and Marlboros—

and some of us Ut Alpines—which is a brand-new cigarette from

the makers of Philip Morris and Marlboro—a fine new cigarette

with a light touch of menthol and the rich taste of choice tobaccos

and the longest filter yet devised. And if you are one who likes

a fine new cigarette with a light touch of menthol and the rich

taste of choice tobaccos and the longest filter yet devised, you

would do well to ask for new king-size Alpines. If, on the other

hand, you do not like menthol but do like better makin's and

a filter that does what it's built for, ask for Marlboro. Or, if you

don't like filters at all, but only mildness; ask for PhiUp Morris.

Any way you play it, you're a winner.

But I digress. "Will you," said the makers of Philip Morris,

Marlboro and Alpine, "write about the important issues that

occupy the supple young minds of college America this year in

your column?"

"But of course," I replied, with a kindly chuckle.

"And will you," asked the makers, "from time to time say a

pleasant word about Philip Morris, Marlboro and Alpine?"

"Crazy kids!" I said with a wry grin, pushing my fist

gently against their jaws. "You know I will."

And we all shook hands—silently, firmly, manlily. And I left,

dabbing my eyes with my agent, and hurried to the nearest

typewriter. e ism M«t sbuinuiB

Th€ makert ofPhilip MorriM, Marlboro and Alpine take great

pleoMure in bringing you another year of thi$ unceneored,

frm'Whetling column.

Pultorak Gives

Plans for IRS

At 1st Meeting
The International Relations

Society, under president Joe
Pultorak, announced its plans
for the year last Monday night
at its first meetinfr.
Pultorak said that Ihe society

plans bi-weekly metings for the
remainder of the year, along
with a series of educational
trips, and participation In var-
ious college conventions on the
Middle Atlantic, state-wide, and
regional levels.

He is planning a program of
group discussions, speakers, and
topics of national and world-
wide Interest.

Moderator of the organization
is Dr. Fritz Nova, of the Poli-

tical Science Department.
Pultorak also outlined the

proposed student trips to New
York and Washington, D. C.
The topic for discussion for

this year, he said, is the prob-
lem of German re-unlflcation, al-

though other areas of interest
will be incorporated into the
agenda.
The president also reported

that plans for the annual ban-
quet In May are now being
drawn up.

In a recruiting message, he
emphasized that the organiza-
tion is in no way restricted to
Arts students.

DigestComplementsWVIL's
"New Sound, More Interest"
In line with the radio sta-

tion's new campaign for steady
listeners, the hew show Digest
has been replaimed by its ori-
ginatoJ*8,. John Oberlies and Bob
DeLisa.

Although it will be patterned
after Monitor, NBC's popular
program, it will not be a strictly
Monitor-type show, and will be
prepared on the campus level.

The big item of Uiterest is
the purchase of a tape recprder,
which the two plan to use quite
extensively in several phases of
the show.

Sidewalk Interviews
"The possibilities are limit-

less," says DeUsa. "With it we
can conduct sidewalk interviews,
informal talks with celebrities,

perhaps even record candid con-
versation in different locations

Profs, Space
&. Aid Added
toChemDept.

Dr. O. N. Quam, chairman of
the Chemistry Department, re-

cently announced several ad-
vances made by his department.
Two National Science Founda-

tion-supported research projects
are now sponsored by Dr. Doyne
and Dr. O'DriscoU. One research
Foundation grant is sponsored
by Fr. Jenkins. A Dupont pro-
ject is currently sponsored
by Dr. Quam and two Navy
contracts are promoted by two
staff teams. More aid is being
sought.

New Staff Members
Dr. Bernard J. Downey and

Dr. Walter W. Zajac have recent-
ly joined the Chemistry staff,

bringing the number of depart-
ment, members to 21. Dr. Down-
ey, in addition to teaching, will

conduct research on high temp-

1

erature oxidation of metal films
in the presence of Halogen va-
pors, while Dr. Zajac will con-
duct research in Polynuclear
Aromatic Compounds.

Boyle, '30 Elected
Charles F. Boyle, '30 Elec.

Eng., was elected president of
the General Alumni Association
for a two year term in an elec-
tion which saw a record 850
votes cast.

Boyle, who is currently serv-
ing as Assistant to Superintend-
ent in the electrical department
for Bethlehem Steel Company,
succeeds Joseph O'Donnell, '43,

as president.

The election results, which
were announced at fhe reunion
in June, also showed that Ed-
ward J. Michaels, '36 C&F, had
been re-elected vice president of
the association.

Michaels, due to the death
of Martin L. Gill, '32 Arts, will
succeed to Gill's post of exec-
utive vice president in accord
with the by-laws of the associa-
tion, and the Board of Govern-
ors will elect a new vice presi-
dent at the fall meeting.

around campus."
Tentative plans have also

been made to broadcast inter-
views with certain members of
the administration.

It is the opinion of DeLisa
and Oberlies, and of the entire
WVIL staff, that with proper
planning and a little effort, the
Digest could easily be one of the
most popular shows on the air.

As for the disc jockey shows,
also being re-planned, station
manager Dan O'Mara said that
"this year the trend will be
more liberal as far as our re-
corded musk is concerned.

Rock 'N Roll
"There will be a more concen-

trated attempt to direct our
music toward the average col-
lege student. Also, we will be
playing jazz, as well as rock and
roll, plus the show times and
pop numbers."

Personnel Dbector DeLisa ad-
ded, "Our immediate goal is to
achieve or at least approach a
professional status. In line with
this aim, we are currently re-
auditioning our old members, as
Well as carrying on auditions
for incoming members."
DeLisa cited one of the most

imiportant advantages comen-
surate with being a WVIL staff
member.
He stated that he is main-

taining yearly personnel files
on all the staffers, with the aim
in mind of providing good, easily
attainable references for those
members who intend to continue
in the field of radio entertain-
ment.

Valuable Experience
He feels that the experience

to be gained by working on the
radio is invaluable regardless of
what future a person may have
in mind.

F««iliiiiipoRTRETTE

I Tom Wall— White ""^
:-:%'::i:J

;::;;;:;>.;.:.:.;.;.... 1 .'y^Vf'

By iGEOBOE CUTIS

Partraits
Seniors who failed to

have portraits talcen for

the Belle Air yearbook Ust
May will have their last

opportunity on Oct. 6 and
7, said editor Tom Perrettl.

These seniors can sign

up on the Student Organ-
ization bulletin board on
the second floor of Dough-
erty Hall.

Failure to do so, em-
phasized Perettl, will mean
no picture In the yearbook
for such students.

He advised students who
have not yet returned their

proofs, to do so Immedi-
ately.

Tom Wall, president of the
sophomore class, struck me as
a most elusive fellow. Even in
Uiis white 0. C. hat, he avoided
my eagle eye for twenty four
hours, until I finally trapped
him in the University Ck>ffee
Shop, :•':.>'•,:•;''••.:': •'.^.••'. r, -

It seems that this Great Bar-
rington-born lad led an active
high school career at Pough-

^^^^ keepie, both
^H^^^ making a name
^^^^Hr for himself in

JH^ \ student govem-
^y "W m ment, and par-
^^ ticipating In

sports — two
years of base-
ball and four
years of basket-
ball — and also

being a member
of the band.

As supervising announcer on
station WVIL, Tom became so
well known and liked by his
fellow frosh, that he found him-
self elected by a large majority
to the position of class presi-
dent when he swung into sopho
more year.

As head man on the Action
ticket, he beat out the three op
posing candidates by double!
their number of votes.

\

Along with the honors of thisi

position went many back-break-,

ing and time consuming jobs not
generally associated with the of-

fice of president.

It is, of course, Tom's duty to

represent his class at student
council meetings and^ to report
to his charges the issues discus-
sed. Sophomore blazers are an-
other item on the list of duties,

as well as being co-chairman of
the Orientation Committee.

In this capacity, Tom helped
appoint the forty white hats
who are now taking great pains
to give the Frosh great pains.

As head of the planning com-
mittee for the Soph Cotillion,
Tom informed me of the date,

November 13, but said that
nothing additional had been de-
cided upon as yet.

When I asked Tom about his
attitudes toward the student
government, he replied:

"It is my feeling that they
(the Student Council) should
disregard the petty problems
and contrate on the more im-
portant ones. The student coun-
cil, with the help of the Spirit i

Committee, is headed on the
I

right road."

Armed with information, I

thanked our busy friend, exited,

walking directly into the eager
arms of a white cap who herded
me i^to a Frosh Conga line and
danced us around the campus.
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Council And Culture
A member of the political science fac-

ulty once remarked wryly that "the Student
Oouncil will never amount to anything until

it begins to concern itself more with the

students mind than with his eternal gripes

of physical discomfort."
His opinion is worth repeating in view

of the fact that the Council may this year
reach maturity. With Tom Hoffman's key-

note address last week» the Council pledged

itself to co-curricular improvement.
He's trying to instill into the collective

Council mind a long-neglected responsibility

for supplementing the curriculum here with
Council-Sponsored educational programs,
this action is beitter late than never.

He is also stnving for the privilege of

recommending curriculum changes to the

Administration, concerning such matters as

course changes, fncoimpetent teachers, and
suggested new courses. On the surface, at

least, this looks like a worthy goal .

Council performance so far this year

vindicates Hoffman's somewhat idealistic

plans. A valiant and successful attempt was
made to arrange a faculty forum on Krush-
chev's visit, for this evening. This action

was in sharp contrast with last semester's

frantic chaos to secure unlimited cuts privi-

leges. That idea was so full of holes, it

finally died an obscure death. We're even

sorry we brought it up again.
v,,v . But Hoffman is hampered from many
quarters. When the Khrushchev forum was
brought up in last week's congress meeting,

we certainly expected to hear no objection

whatsoever on a project with such obvious

merit. ':-''-}r,:.::

But we were distressed to watch one
misguided soul get up, demanding to know
if the Council could guarantee a full house
for such a forum. If not, he contended, the

forum idea should be dropped, rather than
risk having the Council embarrassed by a

small student turnout.

It will be unhealthy if Hoffman's cultur-

al plans have to tangle with such obstacles

in the future. If only twelve students attend

a forum, it would be successful. Education
isn't dependent on standing - room - only

crowds.
It's our fervent hope that the Council

won't be discouraged by the unhappy combi-

nation of factors which tried to frustrate

its first venture to subsidize learning on
campus.

Idealistic or not, Hoffman's program is

a step in the right direction.

We strongly urge everyone to attend this

evening, .,.;,,

An Adult Approach
We imagine that the football team must

have been greatly shaken up by the "spon-

taneous" demonstation Sunday night in the

quadrangle—to "say nothing of Coach Reagan.

Four days later we are aaking ourselves

just what purpose was served by the lynch-

ing and incineration of the forlorn-looking

stuffed dummy.
Some newspapers attributed the Xavier

loss to the tenseness of the team which fol-

lowed in the w^e of the West Chester eye*

opener. But the hanging party only height-

ened tensions, if they do exist. And if a team
is already losing, this action doesn't sound
like the best prescription.

It's unfortunate that the agile minds
which coordinated the "rally" with such

finesse, couldn't have contrived a less severe

way to express themselves. Perhaps a simple

petition to the right people might have con-

veyed the same message without the same
furore. v, ^:/'".:.--'.v-."'

The demonstration would have us be-

lieve that the team deliberately fokied under
the onslaught of West Chester and Xavier,

and that Coach Reagan himself is at the
head of a conspiracy to sabotage Villanova
football.

Not that the football hierarchy doesn't

warrant criticism; indeed some homework
has to be done. But why lower the criticism

below the adult level?

Holy Cross is a tough assignment, cer-

tainly, but it's a mistake to send the team
off without the slightest expression of Con-

fidence.

Letters To The Editor

Columnist Attacked
To the Editor:

I hope I can shed some light

on the value of fraternities and
other organizations for those of

U8 who had the misfortune of

reading Speeritualisim in last

week's Villanovan.

Mr. Speers contends that the

fraternities are petty, insignifi-

cant, and cliqueish. If a fratern-

ity communion breakfast, Orp-

hans' Outing, and dinner dance

are petty and insignificant, then

myself and some 200 others have

wasted a lot of time.
He wants to call these groups

cliques. Cliques are generally

diflned as groups that do noth-

ing for anyone outside of them-

selves. But the men in our fra-

ternity or the other fraternities

are very active in class and
school functions.

He tells you that the only

6rganizations worth joining are

the Student Council, the Villa-

novan, and the Debating soci-

ety. They are good organiza-

tions if that's what your inter-

ests are.

If you like to sing or play the

drums .then the Villanova Sing-

ers and the band are for you.

It depends on your interests.

Other societies certainly

worth mentioning are the Sanc-

tuary society, the literary clubs,

the many professional clubs, etc.

Lee Christensen

Pres. Phi Kappa Pi

Distorted Picture
To the Editor:

Jim Bising delivered, from his

cave last week, a scathing de-

nunciation of his fdlow Amer-
icans. In one brief, erratic

stroke he showed the inade-

quacy of American values, dress,

a system of educaition, women
and men.

This is no mean feat for a
mere college sudent expressing

himself hi 12 inchea of print.

I have but two questions for

the erudite Mr. Bising. Could
it be that the most "inadequate

thing in Europe" is not an
American minus his travelers'

checks, but an American minus
land and all it symbolizes?

And isn't it just possible that

the appreciation of his native

European women spend most of

their time in a home "mental
or maternity" to escape from
just that type of man you seem
to idolize and would indeed have
us imitate?

Jim Merikangas

II

DPM Defends Frats

To the Editor:

Mr. Speers' accusations that

fraternities are petty and cli-

quish is an absurd generaliza-

tion, and hoping that readers

on the college level will believe

such a thing is even more ab-

surd.

He describes fraternities ab

hardly worth bothering about.

If numerous lectures, the Joyce

Kiely mile, Orphans' parties and

many other fraternity functions

are not constructive to both the

university and the community,

then I agree with him.

However, to my mind these

things are important in their

proper place, and I suggest that

Mr. Speers join some more or-

ganizations and observe a little

more closely before he writes

such critical material.

Tom Lftbrecque

Pres. Deita Pi Mu

Condemns "Roily

To tlie Editor

At about 8:00 last Sunday

night I stopped being proud

of being a Villanovan; at

10 :00 I was actually ashamed
of ever having been associat-

ed with this University.

I am of course referring to

the childish displays put on

by a large part of the resi-

dents of Sullivan and Sheehan

Halls. This situation demands

a further discussion.

Very obviously the losses

to West Chester and Xavier

were the complaint, but what
happened as a result should

not have been the work of

Catholic students and gentle-

men.
A student body that gives

up after a bad start certain-

ly can't make any claim on

the future leadership of this

country. The second surpris-

ing thing is the large number

of whatever-they-may-claim-

to-be who turned out Into the

quad at ten o'clock.

People seem to have a

mania for dohig things in a

mob or crowd that they

wouldn't do alone. And this

from our future leaders,

Leaders, hell!

A. Michel Clement

Jr. E.E.

CAMPUS CAMERA I I ^^Miracle Worker*^Sparkles
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Student's Part InV.U. Gov't.
torn hoHmoff
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Question: What message should Mr. Eisen-

hower convey to the Russian people while visit-

ing the Soviet Union?

"I think Ike should convey, to

the best of his ability, that the

American People want peace . . .

but not at the risk of losing our

freedom. There should be no
threats, no false conceptions,

nor any hollow promises. Firm-

ness and truth should be the

rule. With his popularity I am
sure Ike will impress the Rus-i

sian people, but to militant andp "U^*;.

atheistic Communists he will bat zero."

Jack Gallagher

1960
Education •

"I think that the main mes-
sage conveyed by our president

to Russia should be one of a
worldly peace. He should stress

the fact that what the Ameri-
can people really want in a
world which will be fit for all of

us to live in, free from fear of

foreign aggression."

Pete Federico
1962
Arte

"I believe that President iiiisen-

hower should clearly state to th

Russian people that, althougl

we respect the Soviet system,^

we believe the American way of.

life is best, and that, althoughf
our systems are so far apart, th(

U. S. will work with all of its|

efforts to better relations be-

tween our two great powers in|

ithe interest of world peace."

Art DeLuca
Eleo. Engr.
1968

"I believe Eisenhower should
explain to the Russians the op-

jportunities for advancement and
value of free enterprise in the
Capitalistic country that Khru-
shchev so often belittles in his

talks to the Russian people. I

JJ^JI^T think Eisenhower should men-

Ik ^"li^,. ^^^ ^^^ ^® people of capital-

^K «r|H||||istic Amerioa have the right to

^^^ I^H^^^ ^^^ ^^y person, party, or
WKKm I iHHform of government."

' James Reynolds
1968

"1 think Eisenhower should

tell the Soviet people of the free-

doms enjoyed by the American
people — freedom of press,

speech, and religion. America
has the resourses to suppress

any opposition which any coun-

try can offer, but America's
prime objective is peace at aU
costs. I sincerely hope that Ike's

visit will be of more use to hu-

manity than that of Khrush-
chev." Bill Phetaui

1968 :v^
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Pespite heat (85 degrees),

close atmosphere, a jammed cor

h"rn, anil the excitement gen-

' eratt'd by the appearance of

Lars Schmidt in the audience,

"The Miracle Worker" complete-

ly enthralled a capacity crowd
at the New Locust Thursday
night.

The cast of this play, written

by William Gibson, was faced

with the difficult task of calm-

ing down the audience and cap-

turing their attention. It did

not take long.

"The Miracle Worker" contains

the most electrifying opening

scene this writer has ever seen.

It ends with Patricia Neal

,
screaming at the realization that

her child, in the cradle, is blind.

Audience Captivated

From this moment on, Patty

Duke and Anne Bancroft hold

the audience in their respective

;
palms. Little Miss Duke is fan-

tastic. As Helen Keller, the 7-

year-old deaf mute, she portrays

all the horror and fury of a child

' who wants so desperately to

communicate and can't.

She is not unbelievable for a
amoment. With fierce, wild inde-

pendence she struggles for cog-

nizance. She is treated like an
animal by her helpless parents

who give her pity, petting, can-

dy, and nothing more.

Whether thrashing or groping
about the sta^e, it is hard to

suggest any improvement in the

little girl's performance.
Anne Bancroft gives an equal-

ly fiery and thoughtful perform-
ance as Annie Sullivan the 20-

year-old Irish girl who accepts
the challenge to trying to get
through to Helen.

Contrast With Gittel

Miss Bancroft has a role
vastly different from the one
of Gittel Mosca she created in

Grende/'s Cove

By Tony Mocklin

"Two For the Seesaw" that

made her a Broadway star.

Those who have seen her on
the Jack Paar TV show know of

the great magnetism and vitality

tliat she iK>Rsesses. In "Miracle

Worker" she proves that she is

a truly versatile actress.

"The Miracle Worker" cdn-

tains a very great amount o:f ac-

ANNE BANCROFT

tion. The scenes between Annie
and Helen are tremendous.

Violent ClMbes
Food, plates, furniture go hel-

ter-skelter as the two careen
about the stage. Both Miss Duke
and Miss Bancroft must lose

many pounds and gain many
bruises from their violent clash-
es.

The play is full qf touching
moments : the farewell for Ann-
ie as she leaves school to go to
try and teach Helen, the scene

The Making of Joe College

THE ANNUAL AUTUMN rit-

ual of trying to make oneself
into the ultimate image of a
tweedy "college guy" is being
repeated as usual at this grass-
covered section of Augustinian
America. Quiet and reserved
young males, polite and poised

beneath their
caps of wliite,

are trying, for

completely un-
selfish reasons,

to transform
the newly - ar-

rived class of

[1963 into gent-
llemen and

BISING scholars, who
will bring honor and glory to
those who have raised and edu-
cated them.

Small beanies, rolled-up pants,
college songs, and of course,

mass meetings (commonly
known as pep rallies . . . these
are the most important ingredi-

ants of all) are thrust upon the
incoming freshman class with a
noisy but benevolent authority
by their academic superiors with
the announced intention of
forming mature human beings
capable of thinking for them-
selves from the new levies.

This writer approves of the
means used but not of the end
which is desired. Why should
a normal, happy, not-too-intelli-

gent person, who is probably

jim bising

just out of high school (Admir-
al Rickover referred to Amer-
ican high schools as "Russia's
secret weapon") want to be turn-
ed into a mature human being
when he can enjoy life (cheap
beer) much more if he imitates
many of those individuals who
possess more "classroom ex-

perience" than he (or she) does?
AFTER ALL, is it not im-

portant to be greeted as a
charter member when one en-
ters a local ginmill ? One semes-
ter's attendance at Villanova is

more than enough time for a
young man of means (or of no
means or draft card dating
from 1938) to attach himself to

at least one public house as a
steady part of the establish-

ment.
As the college years pass, this

type of individual will probatoly
develop into the fine example of
a Villanova senior who was
overheard today saying ". . .

aah, dat's O.K.; Father Blank
don't fail nobody."
For those personages who

seem to feel that school spirit is

one of the most vital concerns
of this campus, the sight of the
Spirit Committee goose stepping
across the turf of Goodreau
Stadium at half time should
prove inspiring. It will also be
a good way of demonstrating
one's loyafty to alma mater.
LET'S GO WILD CATS!

when Annie wakes up the little

Negro boy in the middle of the

night in a desperate attempt to

talk to Helen through his^^^-
ers, and the second act curtain

which falls with Annie in a

rocking chair crooning a lullaby

to a rag doll.

Final Ovation
Some of the young actresses

in the school scene are actually

sightless and it was warming to

see the delight on their faces as

they shared the ovation »,t the

final curtain.

The final scene of the play is

a tremendously affecting one as

Helen races wildly about the

stage pulling Annie, with her

fingers moving frantically in

Annie's as things finally take on
meaning.
The play is not a perfect one;

the subject is weak, the theatri-

cal trick of hidden voices is not

too successful, some of the hu-

mor is strained, and the doctor

at the school didn't hold up his

end of that scene.

New York Critics

However any critic not won
over by this play, New York

critics included, will have to be

pretty doggone callous. It is a

sentimental i>lay. the last scene

is replete with sniffles and

coughs, but the performances

are never mawkish. The audi-

ence on Thursday rewarded the

play with twelve well-deserved

curtain calls.

Reflections . . . The very suave

CfaJco Hamilton ended a fine

week of his exotic and cool

sounds at the Red Hill Sunday.
'This week Lem Winchester

steps in for Roy Krai and Jackie

Cain who cancelled out. To'

come: Ahmad Jamal, the big

band and quartet of George
Shearing, Red Garland, Johnny
Smith, Dave Bnibeck, Chris

Conner, the Four Freslimen, and
Sarah Vaughn . . . Attention

literati: William Faulkner has a
new novel to be published in the

very near future. Titled The
Mansion, it is the conclusion of

the chronicle of the Snopes
family . . . Favorite album of the

week is "Heavenly," Johnny
Mathis at his bitter-sweet best.

Favorite single is "A Worried
Man" by the red-hot Kingston
Trio.

HOFFMAN

VpHE IDEAL OF student gov-
-^erttment is that every student
be an active participant in stu-

dent government, however, since

our sLudent body now munbens
over 4000 students, our Student
Oouncil must strive to interest

these students in its projects,

goals and aims.

We as the
Student Coun-
cil must do
something, we
must sponsor
worthwhile pi*o-

jects; we must
act as the voice

of the student
body; we must

show the school that we are a
mature group interested in the
betterment of Villanova. You,
as the student body, are asked
to become interested in the
Council, in it's projects and in

supporting these projects.

We ask you to get behind the
Spirit Committee and support
their rallies. If the Student
Council sponsors a forum aimed
at acquainting you with current

national and international prob-

lems, attend it and encourage
your friends to come.
The meetings of the Student

Congress are held every other
Wednesday and all students are
invited to attend. The next
meeting will be in session on
Wednesday, Oct. 7, and we
would like to see as many stu-

dents as possible.

• • •
^HAT DOES the Council do

for you? In the near future

we will present the Second An-
nual Parent's Day. The Senior

Car Program is executed by the
Student Council, and the Stu-

dent-Tutor program will be car-

ried out by the Academic Af-
fairs Committee. Besides this

the Orientation Prc^ram, is un-
der the control of the Student
Council. The Used Book System,
another of our projects, seemed
to be a real success this year.

But, we have problems—prob-
lems that you, the students can
help us with.

Periodically, in this column, I

will present a problem that we
are facing and I would appre-
ciate your answering them by
writing in letters to the editor.

The best replies will be publish-

ed in the paper in the following
week.

This year the Student Council

has but one aim—to leave our
meetings with the feeling that

we have accomplished something
—that we are working with the

Administration and Faculty to-

wards a better Villanova for all.

We need your help, your inter-

est and your ideas!

Congratulations are in order
for the band and their fine per-

formance at the West Chester
game. Their new uniforms la-

beled them as one of the most
collegiate bands in the East.

From Presley to Mulligan

Fateful Fence Seen

As Campus Cancer
By Don McCoy

\ N ERA H'AS come to an end
^^ at Villanova. The ancient art
o£^ hedge-chopping, practiced so
diHgently by many a harried,

foot-sore day-hop, has been des-

troyed, and will soon become
little more than a memory.

As this reporter dashed
sleepily across Lancaster Pike
^the other morning, I was shock-
ed at the sight of two upper-
classmen impaled on the trap
cunningly hidden l)ehind the

hedges, their brown paper bags
clutched in their hands.

This fence is more than just

another handicap to be over-

come. It will become the camp-
us albatross—a gloomy sign of

things to come. Picture the
scene—the entire campus stud-

ded with bear traps and deer
snares. What more do we have
to contend with? Didn't we all^

think that when the fences were
erected on the path betwen Lan-
castr Pike and the chapel that
this was the end ? Actually, that
was coach Jumbo Elliot's idea;

we developed the only cross,

team in the city who could also

jump hurdles

It is my belief that the uni-

versity is abandoning the fran-

tic race with Russia and is

turning the campus into a cat-

tlemen's cooperative. It seems
that the hordes of freshmen
wandering around aimlessly
first gave them the idea .

• • •
WHY NOT ERECT barbed

wire barriers around all the
dorms to give the residents a
handicap, also. Perhaps during
the summer vacation, we could
lease the campus to the Marine
Corps for an obstacle course.
The class of 1962 is using its

heads. Ins>tead of ordering the
traditional blazers, they are
buying pogo sticks done in blue
and white.

A word of warning to the tea-

house * cifnimandos; the next
project is a thirty foot stone
wall running the length of Ithan
Avenue.

I shudder at the prospect of
day-hop's cars four high at the
extreme ends of the parking lot.

On the other hand, the fence
along Lancaster Pike will serve
some useful purposes. For one,
it will cause the student body to

mingle with the C and F stu-
dents, giving the latter a taste
of collegiate living; it's all a
part of the school's program of

peaceful co-existence, know thy
neighbor, and that sort of thing.

Also, it will put an end to this
sneaking on campus on horse-
back. Now everyone will have
to stop at the ^ardhouse and
be recognized.

41
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Council And Culture
A member of the political science fac-

ulty once remarked wryiy that **the Student
Council will never amount to anything until

it begins to concern itself more with the

students mind than with his eternal gripes

of physical discomfort."
His opinion is worth repeating in view

of the fact that the Council may this year
reach maturity. With Tom Hoffman's key-
note address last week, the Council pledged
itself to co-curricular improvement.

He's trying to instill into the collective

Council mind a long-neglected responsibility

for supplementing the curriculum here with
Council-sponsored educational programs.
This action is better late than never.

He is also striving for the privilege of

reconmiending curriculum changes to the
Administration, concerning such matters as

course changes, fncompetent teachers, and
suggested new courses. On the surface, at

least, this looks like a worthy goal .

Council performance so far this year
vindicates Hoffman's somewhat idealistic

plans. A valiant and successful attempt was
made to arrange a faculty forum on Krush-
chev's visit, for this evening. This action

was in sharp contrast with last semester's

frantic chaos to secure unlimited cuts privi-

leges. That idea was so full of holes, it

finally died an obscure death. We're even
sorry we brought it up again.

But Hoffman is hampered from many
quarters. When the Khrushchev forum was
brought up in last week's congress meeting,
we certainly expected to hear no objection

whatsoever on a project with such obvious

merit.
But we were distressed to watch one

misguided soul get up, demanding to know
if the Council could guarantee a full house
for such a forum. If not, he contended, the
forum idea should be dropped, rather than
risk having the Council embarrassed by a
small student turnout.

It will be unhealthy if Hoffman's cultur-

al plans have to tangle with such obstacles

in the future. If only twelve students attend

a forum, it would be successful. Education
isn't dependent on standing - room - only

crowds. .

It's our fervent hope that the Council

won't be discouraged by the unhappy combi-

nation of factors which tried to frus/trate

its first venture to subsidize learning on
campus. '.;; :,::•.,• .••;'-:-

Idealistic or not, Hoffman's program is

a step in the right direction.

We strongly urge everyone to attend this

evening.

An Adult Approach
We imagine that the football team must

have been greatly shaken up by the "spon-

taneous" demonstation Sunday night in the

quadrangle—to say nothing of Coach Reagan.
Four days later we are asking ourselves

just what purpose was served by the lynch-

ing and incineration of the forlorn-looking

stuffed dummy.
Some newspapers attributed the Xavier

loss to the tenseness of the team which fol-

lowed in the wake of the West Cheater eye-

opener. But the hanging pariy only height-

ened tensions, if they do exist. And if a team
is already losing, this action doesn't sound
like the best prescription.

It's unfortunate that the agile minds
which coordinated the "rally" with such

finesse, couldn't have contrived a less severe

way to express themselves. Perhaps a simple

petition to the right people might have con-

veyed the same message witiiout the same
furore.

The demonstration would have us be-

lieve that the team delil)erately folded under
the onslaught of West Chester and Xavier,

and that Coaeli Reagan himself is at the
head of a conspiracy to sabotage Villanova
football.

Not that the football hierarchy doesn't

warrant criticism; indeed some homework
has to l)e done. But why lower the criticism

below the adult level?

Holy Cross is a tough assignment, cer-

tainly, but it's a mistake to send the team
off without the slightest expression of con-

fidence.

Letters To The Editor

Columnist Attacked
To the Editor:

I hope I can shed some light

on the value of fraternities and
other organizationa for those of

us who had the misfortune of

reading Speeritualism in last

week's Villanovan.

Mr. Speers contends that the

fraternities are petty, insignifi-

cant, and cHqueish. If a fratern-

ity communion breakfast. Orp-

hans' Outing, and dinner dance

are petty and insignificant, then

myself and some 200 others have

wasted a lot of time.
He wants to call these groups

cliques. Cliques are generally

diflned as groups that do notli-

ing for anyone outside of them-

selves. But the men in our fra-

ternity or the other fraternities

are very active in class and
school functions.

He tells you that the only

organizations worth joining are

the Student Council, the Villa-

novan, and the Debating soci-

ety. They are good organiza-.

tions if that's what your inter-

ests are.

If you like to sing or play the

drums ,then the Villanova Sing-

ers and the band are for you.

It depends on your intere«ts.

Other societies certainly

worth mentioning are the Sanc-

tuary society, the literary clubs,

tlie many professional clubs, etc.

Lee Christeiisen

Pres. Phi Kappa Pi

bhforted Picture
To the Editor:

Jim Bising delivered, from his

cave last week, a scathing de-

nunciation of his feillow Amer-
icans. In one brief, erratic

stroke he showed the inade-

quacy of American values, dress,

a system of education, women^,

and men.
This is no mean feat for a

mere college sudent expressing

himself in 12 inches of print.

I have but two questions for

the erudite Mr. Bising. Could

it be that the most "inadequate

thing in Europe" is not an
American minus his travelers'

checks, but an American minus
land and all it symbolizes?

And isn't it just possible that

the appreciation of his native

European women si)end most of

their time in a home "mental

or maternity" to escape from
just that type of man you seem
to idolize and would indeed have

us imitate?

Jim Merikangas

DPM Defends Frats
To the Editor:

Mr. Speers' accusations that

fraternities are petty and cli-

quish is an absurd generaliza-

tion, and hoping that readers

on the college level will believe

such a thing is even more ab-

surd.

He describes fraternities as

hardly worth bothering about.

If numerous lectures, the Joyce

Kiely mile. Orphans' parties and

many other fraternity functions

lare not constructive to both the

university and the community,

then I agree with him.

However, to my mind these

things are important in their

proi)er place, and I suggest that

Mr. Speers join some more or-

ganiziitions and observe a little

more closely before he writes

such critical material.

Tom I^bree(|ue

PreH. DelU Pi Mu

Condemns "Rally"

To the Editor

At about 8:00 last Sunday
night I stopped being proud

of being a Villanovan; at

10:00 I was actually ashamed

of ever having been associat-

ed with this University.

I am of course referring to

the childish displays put on

by a large part of the resi-

dents of Sullivan and Sheehan

Halls. This situation demands

a further discussion. : . .

Very obviously the losses

to West Chester and Xavier

were the complaint, but what
happened as a result should

not have been the work of

CiithoHc students and gentle-

men.
A student body that gives

up after a bad start certain-

ly can't make any claim on

the future leadership of this

country. The second surpris-

ing thing is the large number

of whatever-they-may-claim-

to-be who turned out into tlie

quad at ten o'clock.

People seem to have a

mania for doing things in a

mob or crowd that they

wouldn't do alone. And this

from our future leaders.

Leaders, hell!

A. Michel Clement

4r. E.E.

CAMPUS CAMERA
iiiiaiMiiunauuimiiiiiiiiiiniiiinmiiiiiiiiminiiiimniiUN
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Question: What message should Mr. Eisen-

hower convey to the Russian people while visit-

ing the Soviet Union?

"I think Ike should convey, to

the best of his ability, that the

American People want peace . . .

but not at the risk of losing our

freedom. There should be no

threats, no false conceptions,

nor any hollow promises. Firm-

ness and truth should be the

rule. With his popularity I am
sure Ike will impress the Rus-.

sian people, but to militant and

atheistic Communists he will bat zero.

Jack Gallagher

1960
Education

"I think that the main mes-
sage conveyed by our president

to Russia should be one of a

worldly peace. He should stress

the fact that what the Ameri-

can people really want in a
world which will be fit for all of

us to live in, free from fear of

foreign aggression."

Pete Federico

1962

Arts

"I believe that President Eisen-

hower should clearly state to the^

Russian people that, although"^

we respect the Soviet system,

we believe the American way of

life is best, and that, althoughr

our systems are so far apart, thel

U. S. will work with all of its'

efforts to better relations be-

^

tween our two great powers in

tthe interest of world peace."

Art DeLuca
£lec. Engr.
1963

"I believe Eisenhower should

explain to the Russians the op-

portunities for advancement and
value of free enterprise in the

Capitalistic country that Khru-
shchev so often belittles in his

talks to the Russian people. I

JL ^S^^ think Eisenhower should men-
^k j^^^ tion how the people of capital-

^^L ^ ^^B||| istic America have the right to

^^^ !|^^|vote for any person, party, or

HHJik ^^Hiform of government."
James Reynolds
1963

"I think Eisenhower should

tell the Soviet people of the free-

doms enjoyed by the American
people — freedom of press,

speech, and religion. America
has the resourses to suppress

any opposition which any coun-

try can offer, but America's

prime objective is peace at all

costs. I sincerely hoi)e that Ike's

Visit will be of more use to hu-

manity than that of Khrush-
chev. " Bill Phelan

1963

d
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^^Miracle Worker*^Sparkles Student's Part In V.U. Gov't
torn hoffmah

Despite heat (85 (U'grces),

close jitmospherc, jj jjmimcd cnr

h'M-n, and the cxcittiment g«'n-

ft [lied by Die appeararco of

h{\r< Sohrnidt in the audience.

*'Th'. Miraci'j v\/..rker" f.on'ftlct'.'

ly enthralled a capacity crowd
at the New Locust Thursday
night. /

Thp cast of this play, written

by William Gibson, was faced

with the difficult task of calm-

ing down the audience and cap-

turing thoir attention. It did

not take long.

"The Miracle Worker" contains

the most electrifying opening

scone this writer has ever seen.

It ends with Patricia Neal

screaming at the realization that

her child, in the cradle, is blind.

.Viidienee Captivated

F'rom thi.s moment on, Patty

Duke and Anne Bancroft hold

the audience in their respective

palms. Little Miss Duke is fan-

tastic. As Helen Keller, the 7-

ycnr-old deaf mute, she portrays

all the horror and fury of a child

who wants so desperately to

communicate and can't.

She is not unbelievable for a
inoment. With fierce, wild inde-

pendence she struggles for cog-

nizance. She is treated like an
animal by her helpless parents

who give her pity, petting, can-

dy, and nrflhing more.

Whether thrashing or groping
about the stage, it is hard to

suggest any improvement in the

little girl's performance.

Anne Bancroft gives an equal-

ly fiery and thoughtful perform-
ance as Annie Sullivan the 20-

year-old Irish girl who accepts
the challenge to trying to get
through to Helen.

Contra.st With (Jittel

Miss Bancroft has a role
vastly different from the one
of Gittel Mosca she created in

Grende/'s Cave

By Tony Mocklin

"Two For the Seesaw" that

made her a Broadway star.

Those who have .seen her on
the Jack Paar TV show know of

the great magneti.sm and vitality

that she posse.sses. In "Miracle

Worker" she proves that she is

a truly versatile actress.

"The Miracle Worker" cdn-

tains a very great amount of ac-

ANNE BANCROFT

tion. The scenes between Annie
and Helen are tremendous.

Violent Clashes
Food, plates, furniture go hel-

ter-skelter as the two careen
about the stage. Both Miss Duke
and Miss Bancroft must lose

many pounds and gain many
bruises from their violent clash-
es.

The play is full of- touching
moments : the farewell for Ann-
ie as she leaves school to go to
try and teach Helen, the scene

The Making of Joe College

THE ANNUAL AUTUMN rit-

ual of trying to make oneself
into the ultimate image of a
tweedy "college guy" is being
repeated as usual at this grass-
covered section of Augustinian
America. Quiet and resei-ved

young males, polite and poised
beneath their
caps of white,

arc trying, for

completely un-
selfish reasons,

to transform

,.ii/-

BISING

the newly - ar-

rived class of
1963 into gent-
1 e m e n and
scholars, who

will bring honor and glory to
those who have raised and edu-
cated them.

Small beanies, rolled-up pants,
college songs, and of course,
mass meetings (commonly
known as pep rallies . . . the.se

are the most important ingredi-

ants of all) are thrust upon the
incoming freshman cla.ss with a
noisy but benevolent authority
by their academic superiors with
the announced intention of
forming mature human beings
capable of thinking for them-
selves from the new levies.

This writer approves of the
means used but not of the end
which is desired. Why should
a normal, happy, not-too-intelli-

gent person, who is probably

iim bising

just out of high school (Admir-
al Rickover referred to Amer-
ican high schools as "Russia's
secret weapon") want to be turn-
ed into a mature human being
when he can enjoy life (cheap
beer) much more if he imitates
many of those individuals who
possess more "clas.sroom ex-

perience" than he (or she) does?
AFTKK ALL, is it not im-

portant to be greeted as a
charter member when one en-
ters a local ginmill? One .semes-

tor's attendance at Villanova is

more than enough time for a
young man of means (or of no
means or draft card dating
from 1938) to attach him.self to

at least one public house as a
steady part of the establish-

ment.
As the college years pa.ss. this

type of individual will probably
develop into the fine example of
a Villanova senior who was
overheard today .saying ".

. .

aah. dat's O.K.; Father Blank
don't fail nobody."
For those personages who

seem to feci that school spirit is

one of the most vital concerns
of this campus, the sight of the
Spirit Committee goose stepping
across the turf of Goodreau
Stadium at half time should
prove inspiring. It will al.so be
a good way of demonstrating
one's loyalty to alma mater.
LETS GO WILD CATS!

when Annie wakes up the little

Negro boy in the middle of the

night in a desperate attempt to

talk to Helen through his fing-

ers, and the .second act curtain

which falls with Annie in a
rocking chair crooning a lullaby

to a rag doll. • .«
.

'

Final Ovation
Some of the young actresses

in the school scene are actually

sightless and it was warming to

see the delight on their faces as

tiiey shared the ovation at the

final curtain.

The final scene of the play is

a tremendously aifecting one as

Helen races wildly about the

stage pulling Annie, with her

fingers moving frantically in

Annie's as things finally take on
meaning,*.

The play is not a perfect one

;

the subject is weak, the theatri-

cal trick of hidden voices is not

too successful, some of the hu-

mor is strained, and the doctor

at the school didn't hold up his

end of that scene.

New York Critics

However any critic not won
over by this play, New York

critics included, will have to be

pretty doggone callous. It is a

sentimental play, the last scene

is replete with sniffles and

coughs, but the performances

are never mawkish. The audi-

ence on Thursday rewarded the

play with twelve well-deserved

curtain calls.

Reflections . . . The very suave

Chico Hamilton ended a fine

week of his exotic and cool

sounds at the Red Hill Sunday.
•This week Lem Winchester

steps in for Roy Krai and Jackie

Cain who cancelled out. To'

come: Ahmad Jamal, the big

band and quartet of George
Shearing, Red (larland, Johnny
Smith, Dave Brubeck, Chris

Conner, the Four Freshmen, and
Sarah V^aughn . . . Attention

literati: William Faulkner has a

new novel to be published in the

very near future. Titled The
Mansion, it is the conclusion of

the chronicle of the Snopes

family . . . Favorite album of the

week Is "Heavenly," Johnny
Mathis at his bitter-sweet best.

Favorite single is "A Worried
Man" by the red-hot Kingston
Trio.

rrMlK IDEAL OF student gov-
-'^ernment is that every student
be an active particii>ant in stu-

dent government, however, since

our sLudont body now numbers
over 1000 students, our Student
Council must strive to interest

these students in its projects,

. goals and aims.

We as the
^ Student Coun-
j; cil must do

Komethins- we

HOFFMAN

must sponspr
worthwhile pro-

jects; we must
act as the voice

of the student
body; we must

show the school that we are a
mature group interested in the
betterment of Villanova. You,
as the student body, are asked
to become interested in the
Council, in it's projects and in

supporting these projects.

We ask you to get behind the
Spirit Committee and support
their rallies. If the Student
Council sponsors a forum aimed
at acquainting you with current
national and international prob-

lems, attend it and encourage
your friends to come.
The meetings of the Student

Congress are held every other
Wednesday and all students are
invited to attend. The next
meeting will be in session on
Wednesday, Oct. 7, and we
would like to see as many stu-

dents as possible.

• • •
yyilAT DOES the Council do

for you? In the near future

we will present the Second An-
nual Parent's Day. The Senior
Car Program is executed by the

Student Council, and the Stu-
dent-Tutor program will be car-

ried out by the Academic Af-
fairs C^^mmittee. Besides this

the Orientation Program, is un-
der the control of the Student
Council. The Used Book System,
another of our projects, seemed
to be a real success this year.

But, we have problems—prob-
lems that you, the students can
help us with.

Periodically, in this column, I

will present a problem that we
are facing and I would appre-
ciate your answering them by
writing in letters to the editor.

The best replies will be publish-

ed in the paper in the following
week.

This year the Student Council

has but one aim —to leave our
meetings with the feeling that

we have accomplished something
—that we are working with the

Administration and Faculty to-

wards a better Villanova for all.

We need your help, your inter-

est and your ideas!

(iongratulations ar? in order
for the band and their fine per-

formance at the West Chester
game. Their new uniforms la-

beled them as one of the most
collegiate bands in the East.

• -'•-'•';. ..• .
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From Presley to Mulligan
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Fateful Fence Seen

As Campus Cancer
By Don McCoy

\ N ERA HAS come to an end
''^ at Villanova, The ancient art
of, hedge-hopping, practiced so
diligently by many a harried,

foot-sore day-iiop, has been des-

troyed, and will soon become
little more than a memory.

As this reporter dashed
sleepily across Lancaster Pike
*the other morning, I was shock-
ed at the sight of two upper-
classmen impaled on the trap
cunningly hidden "behind the

hedges, their brown paper bags
clutched in their hands.

This fence is more than just

another handicap to be over-

come. It will become the camp-
us albatross—a gloomy sign of

things to come. Picture the
scene—the entire campus stud-

ded with bear traps and deer
snares. What more do we have
to contend with? Didn't we all

think that when the fences were
erected on the path betwen Lan-
castr Pike and the chapel that

this was tlie end? Actually, that

was coach Jumbo Elliot's idea;

we developed the only cross,

team in the city who could also

jump hurdles

It is my belief that the uni-

versity is abandoning the fran-

tic race with Russi? and is

turning the campus into a cat-

tlemen's cooperative. It seems
that the hordes of freshmen
wandering around aimlessly
first gave them the idea .

• • •

WHY NOT ERECT barbed
wire barriers around all the

dorms to give the residents a
handicap, also. Perhaps during
the summer vacation, we could

please the campus to the Marine
Corps for an obstacle course.
The class of 1962 is using its

heads. Instead of ordering the
traditional blazers, they are
buying pogo sticks done in blue
and white.

A word of warning to the tea-

house ' c(fmmandos ; the next
project is a thirty foot stone
wall running the length of Ithan
Avenue.

I shudder at the prospect of
day-hop's cars four high at the
extreme ends of the parking lot.

On the other hand, the fence
along Lancaster Pike will .serve

some u.seful purposes. For one,

it will cau.se the student body to

mingle with the C and F stu-

dents, giving the latter a taste
of collegiate living; it's all a
part of the school's program of
peaceful co-existence, know thy
neighbor, and that sort of thing.

Also, it will put an end to this

sneaking on campus on horse-
back. Now everyone will have
to stop at the guardhouse and
be recognized.
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The Villanovan,TnT Minus

The paper you are now read-
ing is chiefly the work of eight
students; as was last week's edi-
tion. Of these eight; five have
put in a total of about 60 hours
into the two issues.

Last Thursday a special meet-
ing was held in the C and F
building in an attempt to recruit

lew staff members for the com-
ing year. A little over a dozen
prospective students were pre»>

ent at this meeting.
Father Kemme, Dean of Stu-

dent Affairs, gave a talk at the
meeting on the importanoe of

^the Viilanovan as the voice of
the VUfauiova campoa and how
a membership on the school
paper is one of the most im-
portant references a graduate
oould liave.

If the pattern remains true,

about 20% of these recruits will

remain with the staff for the
rest of the year. This leaves us
with two new members and a
grand total of ten.

The Villanovan, more thom
any other ccfmjms organization,
hringa the ViUanova family, the
VUkmova apirit, into the eyes
of the world.

Our circulation staff mails the
paper out each week, as far east
as Japan; as far south as Vene-
zuela. If anybody in Johannes-
burg, South Africa, has ever
heard of Villanova, you can be
sure it is either through the
Villanovan or Ron Delany.
Cdticiem is heavy; participa-

tion light on the Villanovan. Yet
if students would take an active

interest in the paper (devote
about two hours a week to it)

we would have a bigger, better

newspaper—one of which Villa-

novans would be even prouder to

call their newspaper.

To work most efficiently the

entire staff, that*s two hoor-a-

week men, must number at least

80. Since we do not have this

number we must eventually de-

cide on one of two altemitives.

First, we can continue turning

out a weekly paper, truely rep-

resentative of the Villanova tra-

dition (in which cases our

grades are sure to suffer) or we
can save dwindling grades by
descending to a four page high

school tabloid and face the more
vehement criticisms from our

fellow students, the disillaision-

ment of the alumni, and the dis-

appoint of the faculty.

A campaign will soon be

launched in an effort to procure

new member to the Villanovan

staff. If you have two hours a

week to spare; we'd appreciate

them.
Speaking of activities in

trouble, the once popular Turf

and Tinsel Club, now seems to

be headed for never-never land.

Because of their highly ambit-

ious undertakings and the lack

of undergraduate cooperation

last year, the club was constant-

ly being rumored to be ready for

the pasture.

.In a way, it would be a shame

to see old T *a T go, if only be-

cause of its uniqueness. There

are only three organizations In

the entire country simitatr to It;

Penn's Mask and Wig Club, The
Triangle Club of Princeton and
Harvard's Hasting Podding

CiQh.

After speaking with a few T
'n T members, the prime source

of trouble seems to be the lack

of effective leadership. One

member points out the Club's

farcical elections during the

last semester as one thing

biUspMTt

which left a foul taste in the

mouths of many T 'n T members.
'^und Campos

. . . Jim McAteer ia the ViOa-
novan'a moat veraitle member.
Beaidea being our newa editor,

he ia publicity editor for the
Lynx, program producer for
WVIL, ataff m)&mbera of the
Bette Air, and publiciat for the
Junior claaa . . . whew! . . . One
of the aUctr boya aervirig the
opening Maaa for day-hopa waa
Bin Dougherty, former Ice Co-
padea akating atar.

Pie Shop Times

nofalie ottir^d

Draft dodgers and camel-

watchers, let's go t6 press!!!!!

BULLETIN: We have it on
good authority that the screens

have been traded in on more
Cyclone fencing. No gates, just

fencing.

In keeping with our policy of

helping you, the student, we
publish this convenient sdiedule

from our Prattle Pantry to help

you compete with that ever-

present line jumping Chowtime
Charlie:

Arts and Science

9:00-10:00 Lr-M

Upperclassmen, Tuesdays
Last Names

10:00- 1:00 N-Z
11:00-12:00 A-C
12:00- 1:00 D-G
1:00- 2:00 H-K
All engineering studente will

follow this same schedule on
Wednesdays and Thursdays. All

Freshmen will eat only on Mon-
days and Fridays at their own
discretion. We repeat . . . ONLY
ON MONDAYS AND FRIDAYS
. . . Incidcntly, all nurses will

please take their meals to their

own Austin Hall lounge until

such time when proper facilities

are set up for them in the chem-
istry lab.

NOW ITS FINAL: ... As a

result of last weeks controversy,

roller skating will not be per-

mitted in the dormitories, with

the exception of Simpson Hall

where it will be allowed on
every other weekend .

FLASHBACK: "C&F Polling

Place Defeated Amidst Gales of

Laughter" (Villanovan March
18, 1959). Recalling this heated'

debate in the Student Council

meetings last year, it is our sug-

gestion that a C and F polling

place be located in the Power
House. The reason for this lo-

cation is for its convenient East-

West geographic position in re-

gards to the campus.
OBSERVATION: The neigh-

boring "women's" colleges arc

back! That's nice. The Latin

version of Bryn Mawr returned

to classes last Friday. To them
we say, "To amamus simus

amici".

ANOTHER OBSERVATION:
The Belle Air yearbook editor;

is seriously considering anotlier

attempt at his pseudo-Van Dyke
because of many requests by the

co-eds and due to mechanical

difficulties with his shaver.

PREDICTION: More tea,

more bridge and ite more than
we can stand! Future teahouse

commandos unite! (Actually we
don't know what you should

unite for but we have to fill

this column).
JOKE: "We will do our best

to improve the food".

Grim Spectre

Of Auto Death
By Dave Cittts

Sunday, September 27, 1059.

Today, I saw a man die.

Perhaps you read about the
motorcycle that jumped the
separating island at the Valley
Forge exit of the Pennsylvania
Turnpike, then collided with an
oncoming car. I heard the re-

porte also, and I was fifty feet

from the freak accident when it

occurred.

My buddy and I had been
hitch-hiking from New Jersey,

and were walking down the
exit toward the toll booths when
the cycle roared past. We didn't

pay much attention, for we were
tired and hungry, and we still

had a few miles to go before we
reached Villanova.

Suddenly the air was filled

with a deafening crash and I

spun around just in time to see
the body hit the pavement at the
base of the island. Thirty feet

past the man, his cycle spat
flames upward, threatening to
explode at any moment. I saw
the accordianed fender and the
shattered windshield of the car,

and I saw someone slide out of
the passenger side of the Ford,

followed by the driver, who
seemed to be grabbing his

stomach.
He must have hit the steering

wheel hard, I figured, and then
I looked at the approaching
cars, which slowed down con-

siderably, their drivers craning
their necks to see what had hap-
pened. The exciting traffic was
stopped because of the flaming
cycle, and it was beginning to

back up considerably.

The little foreign car that was
ahead of the Ford had come to

a sudden halt beside me, its

occupante visably shaken by the
nearness of the accident. Some-
one told the man inside to re-

port the accident at the nearest
toll booth, and the car faded off

into the distance.

I looked again at the Ford.
It must have stopped on a dime
when the motorcycle jumped at
its face, for it was only a few
feet from the spot where the is-

land had been vaulted. The man
still lay motionless, a figure

bending over him, desperately
trying to bring about conscious-

ness. His machine still lay flam-

Cofiffiiii 2 • • •

Eng., C and F OK; Arts Better

Last week I had a problem.

This week I have a problem,

what to write about At first

glance this may seem easy to

solve, this being a large and in-

teresting university, but let us
investigate. We have the Nurs-
ing school and ite interesting

SiiiSKigs^i^i^^^ members . . .

iliiiiiSii^|i( ^^^ what can

iiiiiiiPii^iSii y^^ write about
' ';i;S?;Hii$?ii#W:p; these beloved

'liiiiijfciil angels of mer-""' """
cy?

^1 I suppose I

could always
accuse the En-

_ ^ gineerdng stu-
ImMMPfhai^P dente of being
narrow-iminded specialiste, but
its been done before you know;
besides, I know quite a few en-

gineers who don't fit into this

category. Not by the largest

stretch of a very elastic imag-

ing on the pavement, still

threatened to explode.

We sterted away from the

confusion of the scene, and as

we moved, I saw a car filled with
nuns moving toward the line of

waiting mobiles.

I don't know how I felt.

Shocked, I guess. It had all hap-
pened so fast that I couldn't

quite grasp the meaning of the

whole occurrance. I had seen the
cyclist hit the road, I had seen
the motorcycle flaming in the

road; I had seen the people pile

from the crippled Ford; I had
seen the cars lined up; and I

had seen the earful of nuns.

And as the ambulance
screamed away toward the hos-

pital, the horrible truth came
to me. I had seen a man die.

6«l WILDROOT
CREAM-OIL Charlto!

.>»J.>Xl

'^-^-"irV^

m
M

frank murtha

ination could they be called

specialiste.

Ah, ha! you say, write mean
things about the C and F school.

Surely this is an easy^task. I

object; some of my finest friends

are C and Fers, and besides, far

better joumaliste than I have
verbally bludgeoned the gram-
matically defenseless business

students, witR far greater sub-

tleness than I am able to em-
ploy.

These caustic critics have met
with various degrees of success

;

they did successfully sting the

C and F school into exerting

their massive numerical super-

iority in lest years elections

thereby installing business stu-

dents in most of the important
class offices.

There are quite a few things

which I would like to say con-

cerning the science majors, but
I have been warned that any
untoward remarks on my part
would result in a swift vendetta.

It's not the Chemistry or Biol-

ogy majors that I fear so much
but those physics men have dia-

bolical minds. ;

As it stends, I have to beware
[

of any strange wires, particular-

ly if they extend from electrical •

fixtures. My nerves are so worn
that I had to dispose of my .

wind-up clock—the ticking con-
jured up so many horrible possi-

.'

bilities; no, the science men are I

taboo. And after all they are
our last bastion and surest de-

fense against Russian domina*
tion.

That leaves only the General
Arts Studente like our honorable
exalted editors—enough said.—

•

and English majors who are per-

fect.
I toyed with the idea of en-

gaging in a literary battle with
some of niy fellow columniste,
but reflecting, I came to the
conclusion that those few who
couldn't disect me verbally,

could probably do so physically
and so I abandoned that un«
profiteble idea.

ni probably end up catering

to the baser tastes of the mul-
titudes and you can expect 23
columns devoted to the pie shop
and its diverse and stimulating

inhabitante and activities. Aure«
voir.

^?--
^^=-

When first impressions matter...

The man in command of the

situation is, of course, perfectly groomed.
And, a good-looking shirt—with masterful

tailoring— is one of the essentials.

We respectfully submit the flattering

Arrow "Tabber" with the authentic.

British Tab collar— as a fitting background

for the well-dressed man. Luxurious

"Sanforized" fabrics— oxford

and broadcloth. $5.00.

'A/iROW'
bch Sofirrfoy mi tk* NCAA fMtboH "0«iiM of Hm WMk"-

NtC TV »Mm<nd by ARROW.

rf V

. *
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Mediterranean Meditations

Navy Takes Midshipman To European Ports - Cost Free

There may be better ways to see

the south of Europe than in a tropical

white Naval uniform, but that's not

really a bad way to do it

For some of us It was the only

way, and we few may be said to revel

in it. The fact is that those vague,

but romantic, words like Gibralter,

Naples, Rome and Barcelona have
now become realities, with all the col-

or, dimension, and vitality that at-

tend our real world.

We seven Villanovans shook hands
all around before we left Norfolk

early in June. This was a wise move,

for we were not to meet again for

some eight weeks, and that was by
chance on an airstrip in France.

Gerry Hepburn, Bill Dusseau, and
Larry Maucher made the crossing in

the more literal than figurittive "tin

cans", while John Gallen, Jim Wien-

ert, Dave Walsh, and this midship-

man enjoyed the relative comfort of

the aircraft carrier, U.S.S. Lake
Champlain.

Sun On The Bock

We saw Gibralter with the sun ris-

ing on the Rock. This is, of course,

the way it was meant to be seen.

Everyone is supposed to be looking

skyward so they won't notice the gar-

bage barges and rusty steamer hulls

that congest the harbor.

A low line to the right made us

think that somewhere over that way
was Africa. Should someone ask for

a personal impression of this entrance

to Mare Nostrum, they would hear
from this impressionist only

verbal scribblings about gray sea-

gulls, half naked men dumping refuse

into a skow, and a big pile of rock

without (contrary to the popular no-

tion) a Prudential sign.

So it came to pass that we steamed
away from the setting sun, and into

.

the bluest of the Mediterranean.
Off the island of Majorca, we trans- >

iferred to the attack carrier Intrepid,

;

for a riotous four days. And when
a sailor has been at sea for three :^

weeks he begins to judge things as
v

riotous by the type of movies they .'

show at night.

From two miles out, Majorca looked

like a little chunk of Southern Cali-

fornia, or some such holiday mecca.

We were there for only about two
hours, the Navy being very conscious

of the inherent danger of parking a
group of ships in the same lot.

As they say, we then made it for

Sardinia, or as we say, we steered

course 097° at 15 knots and transmit-

ted the Straights of Bonifaco.

Asinara Bay, Sardinia, welcomed
us with a typical day. It seems t.

me that every day in the Mediterran-
ean was a typical Mediterranean day.

This not as astute an observation as

it may seem. The weather really was
consistantly pleasant, with blue in

three dimensions, a warming sun and
a following breeze.

Floating City

Amid this happy scene, thirty

khaki-clad midshipmen struggled up
the ladder of the floating city, U.S.S.

Roosevelt, fondly dubbed "Rosey"

—

by someone who was fond of her.

By Joe Durocher

Author DuRocher with Victor Emannuel monument in

Naples, Italy.

The next morning we anchored in

the Bay of Naples, for what turned
out to be an extended stay.

Sunny Napoli! Well, the bay is

pretty, but you wouldn't want to
taike your best girl swimming in it.

Whether there was any correlation

between the bay water and the local

sanitation is a point to ponder.

Naples is a beautiful city, if you
look at it on a radar scope. Sort of

an Italian Norfolk (for you travelers

who like to make comparisons).
We were there for some three

weeks, in which time the supply of

local chianti was almost drained.

There were many native goods and
curiosities offered in exchange for the

eternal Yankee dollar.

Kid gloves and cameo jewelry were
exceptional buys. And a fellow stop-

ped me in the street and told me
aibout a special bargain this week on
machine guns.

Rome Falliog Down

The real highlight of the Italian

tour waa a three day leave in Rome.
First impression: the city is falling

down. In reality it is one of the best

kept cities hi the world.
Naturally it is a city of contrasts.

Its ageless catacombs, colUseum, and

chariot tracks stand in the shadow
of such modem buildings as the
Pachigaloupe-Hilton, and overwhelm-
ing structures like the stadiums for
next year's summer Olympic Games
rise beside monuments to a departed
civilization.

The Vatican itself defies description

in such a collection of notes as this,

but it was without exception the most
impressive part of the City. It is not
overstatement to say that months
could be spent in the Vatican Museum
alone, as it traces the cultural devel-

opment of the modem world.

Tribute To God

The Sistine Chapel is truly a trib-

ute to both (Sod and man. You can
only feel small looking up at Michael-
angelo's Creation of the World, and
must stand in awe of the powerful
beardless Ohrist coming to judge the
.world. _

Mass at Saint Peter's and a Papal
Vespers servicei Sunday evening
made the visit complete. We left Rome
with regrets, and a final impression
that the old town would go on falling

down for another two thousand yeakn.
A very fond goodbye to Rome.

After five hectic dajrs at sea we
moved into the friendly atmosphere

of southern Spain. The people at the
next table described Barcelona as
"sympatioo'*.

This is not easily translated but
means something like "you're one of
the boys now; come on in, the party
is just starting to swing." And that's

the way it was. From the wide ave-

nues to the little cafes to the bull

ring, the carpet was out.

Hundreds On Piers

The Spanish are a curious people.

Literally hundreds of them would line

the piers to watch sailors playing
checkers on the fantail of a destroy-
er.

Fathers would bring their families

and boys bring their dates down to
the fleet landing at night just to
watch the drunk sfiilors and to hear
them singing.

Their national sport seems a little

out of step with the national casual
attitude. But around the bull ring
these quiet people are the most criti-

cal of perfectionists. The lad with the
curved sword can become an idol, a
god of skill and bravery, or may be
whistled (booed) into nothingness.
A woman sitting near me calmly

got sick all over her husband when
one of the picador's horses was gored.

Friendly Populace

6o Spain showed me a lot. A gen-
ial and friendly populace, a "blood
and guts" Sunday afternoon, cognac
as cheap as olive oil (not a recom-
mended mixture), and a large city

wonderfully clipped and manicured.
One of the minor surprises in Bar-

celona was the large number of
blondes. The Spanish are an attrac-

tive people and after the initial mild
shock, the sight of blondes and red-
heads didn't seem unusual at all.

Well, American sailors have been
: visiting Barcelona for years, so some
of us may go back to that happy
place. This hope was certainly within
us all when we were forced to take
our leave. A busy week of flying jet-

powered aeroplanes followed, then we
aimed for the French Riviera.

We left the "Rosey" at Gulf Juan,
France and rode in a Mercedes-Benz
but to Nice. There at the airport we
were to pick up military transports
for the flight stateside.

And it was there that the group
of Villanovans (minus John Gallen
who was lounging in Paris) gathered
under a palm tree, impression to
record, and plans to make for bigger
and better world excursions.

Land In Jersey

Fifteen hours flying time was
broken up by a fifteen hour layover in

the Azores. But eventually we touch-
ed down on an American landing field

in American New Jersey beside a very
American pig farm.
The details of smuggling a six

pound gouda cheese and two liters of
cognac through customs are incklen-
tal.

We were home.
And someday we'll return. And

maybe someday you'll be there too.

As the college students in Rome say,
"Se you around the catacombB." m
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Former Villanovans who recently entered the Augustinians posed with Rev. Norbert W. Whitley, O.S.i\-» University Chap-
lain and Very Rev. John A. Klekotka, O.S.A., President. Left to right, baek row, are: Kenneth J. Cooper, Gordon S. Proud,
Robert J. Wagner, Edward Gordon, Roger J. VanAUen, E. John Mink; front row, Thomas A. Pinkey, Fr. Whitley, Fr. Klekotka,
and WilUam J. Gabriel.
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At last! A breakfast drink

NEW! INSTANT!
Ju«t mix wHh oold water

WP-
you can in your room

More vitamin C than oningo Juice. New instant TANG is the breakfast

^. ^
drink you can keep right on your bookshelf—because TANG keeps any-

•^X;;,where without refrigeration.

;
;! ' Make as much as you want, whenever you want. Just mix with plain cold

;^;"o; water—nothing to squeeze, nothing to unfreeze.

Drink TANQ every morning and get more vitamin C than orange or

• ; grapefruit juice gives you. Pltis vitamin A. Tastes real good, too.

') Today's assignment: get TANG!
A product of Qanaral Fooda KItohcns

WANTiDt Situations and gag lines for our two campus characters

(above). Must relate to TANG. Will pay $25 for every entry used.

Address: TANG College Contest, Etept. GRM, Post Division, Battle

Creek, Michigan. (Entries must be postmarked before Dec. 15, 1959.)

Augustinians

Receive Eight

Ex-Villanovans

Eight ex-Villanovans were re-

ceived as novices in the Order

of St. Augustine September 9.

Among them was Robert

Wagner, last year's secretary to

the Student Council, a 3.7 elec-

trical engineer.

The other novices are, Ken-

neth Cooper, William J. Gabriel,

Edward Gordan, John Mink,

Thomas Pinkey, Gordon Proud,

and Rodger VanAUen.
From the Augustinian Acad-

emy in Staten Island, they pro-

ceed to Our Mother of Good
Counsel Novitiate, New Ham-
burg, New -York, where they will

spend one year studying the

principles of the religious life

of the Augustinian order .

After their novitiate year they

will miake their temporary pro-

fession of vows and return to

Villanova for further study.

Screens
(Continued from Pa«re 1)

son of Sheldon Pollock. PoUocK,
sounding more like a biologist

in the lecture room, pointed out
that this is the hibernation sea-
son for flies.

"Moths", said Pollock, "es-

pecially of the wool eating var-
iet are coming in . . . and then
there is the problem of sanita-
tion.

"Even though there are
screens in the heads, the flies

'

are coming in, and . . . well
it's a mess," he stated.

Breakage Fees
Laughter quickly turned to

tears when Pollock suggested
that tjie expense of replacing
the screens be defrayed by dip-
ping into the students' breakage
fees. A chorus of noes was Pol-
lock's only answer.

Council ^^ ^
(Continued from Page 1)

that the council sponsor a forum
dealing with Mr. Krushchev's
visit to the United States Wed-
nesday evening, Sept. 30, was
also passed.

Much debate followed con-
cerning the two most contro-
versial issues of the season: the
removal of screens from the
rooms in Sullivan and Sheehan
Halls and the disappearance of

furniture stored in the basement
of Sheehan.
The only thing resolved con-

cerning the screens was that
the matter should be tabled and
referred to the Student Con-
gress for further deliiberation.

Furniture Removed
Regarding the furniture re-

moval it was proposed and unan-
imously reconunended for ap-
proval that a letter be sent to

the Administration concerning
the disappearance of same and
that formal consideration be
given by them.
With this resolution, the first

session of the Council was ad-
journed until Wed., October 7th. *

October 1, 1959
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The beginning of Saturday morning's 8 A. M. Pep Bally in tlie quad.

Dol/buThinkfbr)/burself?
(SHARPEN YOUR WITS ON THIS!*)

'S

Do you think the statement
"It's always darkest before

the dawn" is (A) an astro-

nomical truism? (B) a good
reason for getting home
early? (C) a piece of hope-
ful philosophy? (D) an argu-
ment for night watchmen?

AQ BD cq on
Do you think that a man
who can pole-vault 16 feet

but doesn't like to, should

(A) go out and do it any-
way? (B) keep the whole
thing to himself? (C) do a

bit of self-analysis on why
he doesn't like to go so high?
(D) have the bar set lower?

AD BD CD DQ
When you choose a filter

cigarette, do you (A) ask all

your friends, and take their

word for what's best? (B)

take the one that makes
the loudest claim? (C) in-

vestigate the facts, then use

your own judgment? (D)
go for the filter that gives

you taste plus filtering?

AQ BD CD on
It's a wise smoker who depends on his own
judgment, not opinions of others, in his

choice of cigarettes. That is why men and

women who think for themselves usually

smoke VICEROY. They know only
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter—the

filter with more research behind it than

any other . . . the filter that changed

America's smoking habits. And only

VICEROY has a smoking man's taste.

*If you have checked (D) in three out offour

questions, you're pretty sharp . . . hut if you

picked {C)—man, you think for yourself!

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows-
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKINB MAN'S FILTER ... A SMOKINO MAN'S TASTE I

#1«S9, Bnwi n * WUIIamaon Tobacco Corp.

Spirit
(Ooatlnued from Pa^e 1)

tation to and from events to

eliminate parking problems and
the high cost of public trans-
portation.

The possibility of recruiting

nurses as cheerleaders was dis-

cussed as one means of increas-
ing student attendance and
enthusiasm at sports events.
Mincing no Mrords, Oberlies

promised that the excess of spir-

it he and his group hope to gen-
erate will not destroy university'

property.

Best Year Yet
"We plan on having men in

white hats guarding all flower-
beds, bushes, breakable struc-
tures and so forth. No damage
will be done at rallies if we can
help it.

"This could easily be the best
year yet for school spirit We
plan to do everything within the
limit of the law to excite the
student body, but the minute
we lose the backing of the Ad-
ministration end the Student
Council, we quit.

"And if the Council or the Ad-
ministration feels we aren't do-
ing our job, we quit."

At the conclusion of the Com-
mittee meeting, Council Presi-

dent Tom Hoffman declared,

"John and Jack were hand
picked as co-chairmen. We know
they and the rest of the Com-
mittee can do a great job.

"This will probably be VUla-

nova's greatest year for Student
Government.'*

Reading Course

Begins Monday

By Appointment

The first of four courses in

reading improvement will begin
next Monday, according to Dr.
Stanley P. Weissmoun, Durector
of The Reading Clinic.

It is provided for students in-

terested in improving their read-
ing speed and comprehension.
Weiseman said that former

students have improved their

speed as much as 300 percent,

along with excellent gains in

comprehension.
Since the cotirse is vol-

untary, space is limited, he
urges interested students to reg-

ister immediately.

Varsity Rifle Tryouts

Try outs for the varsity and
freshmen rifle teams will be

held in conjunction with the

NRA rifle instruction course.

The Course begins on Oct. 6,

and continues through the 13th.

The course is open to all male
undergraduate students of Vil-

lanova. It will cover safety rules

and techniques of riflery. Lou
Spevetz and Dan Spada will con-

duct the course. A charge of

$3.00 will be required for ammu-
nition, targets etc.

An NRA certificate will be

awaorded to all who successfully

complete the course. Both those

interested in trying out for the

team, and those desirous of ob-

taining a certificate are hivited.

Mi:I\u)k&McV\igi$[ia]ls

*ln T« tUi matter of Good Taste," said

Mr. Funk to Us secretary, "take a definition.''

'Taste: sonsatioas . . . excited . . . by the . .

.

action of the gustetory nerves . .
.'*

"And add this," put in Mr. WagnaDs. «Twte:
the faculty of . . . appreciating tiie

beautiful . .
."

'That," said Mr. Funk, "wraps it up. Mr.
WagnaUa, will you johi me hi a CocarColaT"

"So good hi taste ..."

"And ... hi such good taster

(^^^/^J/

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

lottled under authority of The Coco-Colo Corapony by

The PhHodelpMo Coco-Colo Boltliiifl Co.

;.4^^2:iiife£.
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*Cats Sports Outlook For 1959 Season I Hubie and Otis Names You'll Hear In 19S9
Sports Chatter:

Another Open Letter
Tony Mock/Ill

The following is an open letter to Bill Shefski of the

Philadelphia Daily News:
In the September 25 issue of your newspaper you at-

tacked this column and this writer. You felt that we
. "screamed of the pathetic way the Wildcats gave in to

West Chester last Saturday."
We are very much upset. What we were trying to

stress was not statedclearly enough to be understood and

was overlooked.
'''^^'"^"/''

^ -''y.:.:-'^/' ''.yy---

The letter that filled this column last week was "an

open letter to the freshmen" (not an open letter to the

football team as you quoted).

In that letter, as the banner headline across the top

of the page stated, we stressed that the heart-breaking

defeats, such as the one to West Chester, along with won-

derful victories are ". . . all a part of what makes spirit."

Spirit Problem
Sciiool spirit Kas always been a problem here at Villa-

nova, as well as on all campuses. We tried to call the fresh-

men (and entire school) to support the team. We were

trying to show that victory isn't a test of spirit, defeat is.

We felt that the defeat to West Chester wa*^ "humiH-

ating and deserved" but we certainly never used the term
pathetic.

It is not easy to criticize a football team but this was
a shattering loss, the most shocking one we seniors have

seen in our career here at Villanova. We didn't feel that,

it was right to give it praise.

We of the sports' staff live and die with our school

teams. Mine is a loyalty that can be traced back to high

school.
Consummate Loyalty

We have consummate loyalty in this column, on this

paper, and on this campus, for our athletic teams. But
blind allegiance seems rather tied up with ignorance. We
are trying to keep a policy of honest, thoughtful sports

reporting and editorializing.

The questions aroused by your article have reached

sleep-robbing proportions. Should we go back to the

ostrich ("we were great but we lost, just wait 'til next

week") type of sports writing or should we be critical?

In the September 24 column we were critical but we
also promised the freshmen that "... overall you will see

a highly competitive, exciting, winning brand of ball."

Great Affront
You took great affront, Mr. Shefski, at the term

"outgutted" which we used. As you know, we said that

"The Rams of West Chester outfought, outhustled, and
outgutted the bewildered Wildcats."

You wrote and we quote! "... the editorial used one
term that shouldn't be applied to anyone who is brave

enough to puton shoulder pads and who uses them."
You continued "It (this column) said Villanova play-

ers were "outgutted" by West Chester players. "Guts,"

as everyone should know, is sland for "brave."

We shudder in this column at that interpretation of

our words. We have tremendous respect for each member
of every team at VU. Certainly anyone who puts on
shoulder pads—and uses them has courage.

More Inspired

By using the word "outgutted" we established a de-

gree. Perhaps more inspired or out-desired might have
been better terms.

You also wrote that "Leon Horin didn't look like he
was being "outgutted' when he romped 70 yards for a
touchdown in the third period only to have it nullified by
a clipping penalty."

Certainly Leon Horin wasn't "outgutted" when he
romped for that TD. But football is a team effort and not

a^ game of individuals. Horin was great, but whether Leon
was the "bravest" man on the field was immaterial in onr
statement. We felt the team as a whole was "outgutted"
(outgritted, if you will).

The main difference between the two teams was a
psychological one* It was West Chester's big game, for
Villanova it was but a "waimup". West Che&er refused!

to give in. We could not pass over the psychological as-

peots as unimportant.
Job To Do

The football team, as an organization representing
Villanova University, has a responsibility to do a good
job (play to the best of their ability) . We of the Villapor
van also have the responsibility to do a good job. If we
don't, we expect and receive censure, as you deemed
necessary.

Every word that has appeared in this column and
will appear in the future is carefully thought out. These
-columns are not done in justt a hit-or-miss manner. Aa
such, each sentence, every word is important. A careful

reading is essential.

Sometimes we do commit errors in judgement but ait

all times we try to do a competent, consruotive column.
The column of the 24th was not meant to be derogatory.

But it was meant to have some sting.

By TOM TROY
Editor's Note . . . Tom Troy

picked the Yankees and Giants

to win their leagues .... But
is considered an authority on
Villanova athletics

. . This article is

written to give a general look

at Villanova*s sport prospects in

general and on paper.

Coises! Foiled again! I'm be-

ginning to feel akin so that com-
edian who, posing as a song-
writer, lists all his, frustrating
near misses: "I'm Dreaming of
a White Thanksgiving,'" "Sev-
enty-Five Trombones," "Lay
Down Your Hand, Zulekia Dob-
son;" his one big hit was "Re-
member Pearl Harbor"—written
in 1937!
For I was going to begin this

article something like this:

"Welcome to the greatest yeer
in Villanova's sports history!"
Then . . . Boom. West Chester.
West Chester? West Chester!
Not since Johnny Chtmg and the
Plainfleld Teachers were upset
by an inquisitive reporter, has
there been a greater debacle
than occurred on September
19th.

But I'm pretty intrepid and
so I'll say: Welcome to the
greatest year in Villanova's
sports history.

Villanova finds itself blessed
this year with its finest football

team in at least six years, one of
the best basketball teams ever
assembled on the Main Line, a
track team which should reas-

sert itself as one of the best
in the nation, and baseball squad
which should measure favorably
wirh any past Wildcat nine.

Before the West Chester
game, coach Frank Reagan
proclaimed that the 1959 foot-

ball team should be the best of
the six teams he has had at
Villanova and should improve
over last year's 6-4 record.

He had good reason for op-
timism. Returning from last

year's squad are 19 lettermen,

including eight who started

more that half of the 1958
games.
Led by red-shirt Bill Craig,

Ed Lemkin, Frank Cappelletti,

Joe Luzzi, and Pud Nagle, the

interior line is big, tough and
and experienced. Larry Sopko, a
very eager junior guard, prob-

ably will move to a starting po-

sition before too much of the
season passes. • >^; ?•

Tom Heron and sophomore
Sam Gruneisen are both big

rangey ends; they are adequate
receivers and tough to fool on
defense. They're backed up by
Paul Tomczyk, burly Ron Mey-
ers, and Frank Sylvester.

Lettermen Pat Brennan, Jim
Osborne, Jerry Wenclawiak and
Chuck Walsh, and a host of

aspiring sophomores provide a
capable line reserve.

With the exception of quar-

terback, the backfield is also

fortified with returning starters

and reserve lettermen who saw
plenty of action in 1958. Leon
Horin and Billy Paczkoskle are

both brutish type fullbacks.

Each runs hard and blocks very
well. On defense Paczkoskle hitis

with a ferver that really shakes
opposing backs.

M halfback, John Daniels.

Jim Ward, Reggie Powe, and
Frank Fioca form a quartet of

good experienced runners, while

Ficca is also a fine pass receiver,

particularly on the down and
outers. He also rates as the

best defensive back on the team.

Ward and Daniels are also good
pass defenders.

Quarterback is indisputably

problem spot on the team. Ed
Roehre is the man on the spot
A senior, Roehre is handicapped
by the fact that he played be-

hind Jim Grazione for two years.

A. good passer, sound in the
fundamentals of quarterbacking,
he needs only experience.

Wayne Kautter, small but
deft in his ballhandling end
sharp in his passing, also lacks
experience. Sophs Nick Lagone
and Tom O'Rourke can't be fig-

ured on too much this season.

But Roehre and Kautter should
be able to handle the job.

Then, so why West Chester,

you ask. There's already been
too much furor aroused over
this game (and ensuing columns
about the game) for me to say
anything. So I'll let somebody
who played the game speak

—

Pud Nagle probably the best,

certainly the roughest ^neman:
"I guess we lost because we

figured that just putting on our
uniforms would be enough. We
didn't take West Chester too

serious. We had beaten a bet-

ter team last year."

George Raveling

But I'm convinced that Villa-

nova's football team is going to

take every opponent very seri-

ously from now on. The team
held a secret meeting last Wed-
nesday night. They kept every-

body out. I think this confer-

ence is going to produce some
fine results: about seven wins.

Pud Nagle, on Thursday
morning, also said:

"I think we have a good team.

And everybody else on the team
thinks so too. And we're going
to have a good year."

Pud isn't the boasting type.

His actions always are louder

than his words.
If the World Series is on hand,

can next year's baseball season,

be far behind? Just gaze over
toward Ithan Avenue and you'll

see work being done on a brand
new baseball field. A new field

should have some significance,

furnish some clue as to the cal-

iber of the team that will play
on it. The field is new, but the
players are old. And that's real

good.

Returning from last year's

team (which finished 13-8) are

seven regulars, a couple of start-

ing pitchers and several fine re-

serves. And moving up to var-

sity status are several very fine

sophomore prospects.

Back from 1959's team are in-

fielders Bob Klinck, Fred An-
thony and Jim Huggard; out-

fielders Paul Borian, Ed Mona-
han and Tom Grifiith; catcher

Jack Fahey and pitchers Lee
Parry and Frank Kreutzer.

Bill Platco, Don McGinley,

Denny Cardone, and Denis
Magee are reserves who niight

move into starting positions this

year. Sophomores Phil Fidalgo,

Sam Gruneisen, and Al Weigand
look like the best of last year's

freshmen team.

Coach Art Mahan, who works
miracles (more or less), should
have a team at least as good as

the 1958 squad which entered

the N.C.A.A. playoffs. His only

need would appear to be a right-

handed pitcher to balance the

lefty dominated staff of Parry,

Kreutzer and Fidalgo. But the

'Cats should be roaring come
next June.

There's little doubt that Jim
BlMot's 'Cats will be roaring

next year. Once again the finest

track coach in the country has
assembled a power house. Dom-
inated by sophomores, this

year's team might approeoh the

astounding record d the 1956-

1957 team. Remember, that
team won two IC4A titles, the
AAU and the NCAA titles.

From 60 to 880 yards the
wildcats can fly. And there are
so many fine runners that you
must hesitate before you posit

any of them as being superior
to any others. Look, at the
sprinters:

Joe Mannion, largely over
lAiadowed by the great Ed Col-
lymore, last year raced the 100
in 9.6 and the 220 in 21 seconds
flat. He also was a member of
the mile relay team which won
the Championship of America .

title at the Penn Relays, and set I

a Villanova record for the mile
relay in Los Angeles last May.

Otie Drayton, running for the
Philadelphia Pioneer Club last

June, sped to a record 9.4 vic-

tory in the 100 yard dash. Dray-
ton also ran the opening leg on
the frosh mile relay team which
won at the Penn Relay.
Frank Budd, who defeated

Bobby Morrow in the 60 yard
dash last winter. Budd anch-
ored the all froeh 440 yard relay
team which set a Villanova Sta-
dium record last spring. Budd

j
also broad-jumps. >.

Bob Raemore, the outstanding
athlete from Williamsport, Pa., .

won three P.I.A.A. titles while •

a senior in high school. As a
frosh, Raemore usually ran the
anchor leg on the mile relay
team. He might be the best
quarter-roller.

Other sprinters are soph John
Mannion, junior Dan Stager, and
seniors Jim Blackburn and foot-

baller John Daniels. Blackburn
was probably the most improved
member oi last year's team and
should figure highly in Coach
Elliot's plans this year. .

If sprinters are plentiful, then
quarter-milers are tripping over
one another. Besides all of the
sprinters who run the 440, there
are:

Nick DeAngelis, ex-football

star at Monsignor Bonner, who
was a member of the varsity
mile relay team last year. Nick
improved tremendously over
last season and should be even
better this year. He is a3«o
strong in the half-mile.

Bof> Coflill, a member of the
(Continued on Page 11)
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(Continued from Page 10)

frosh mile relay team. Coffill,

a product of Rindge Tech, is al-

so an outstanding hurdler. At
the Quantico Relays last spring

he smashed the Villanova record

for the 440-yard hurdles, finish-

ing in 53.5 seconds. He also

broad jumps.
Pat Nicastro, the finest middle

distance runner to come out of

Philadelphia in years. Pat is

also an excellent haif-^niler.

.Last year he ran an outstanding

1:51.9 880 yards, only three sec-

onds off the Villanova record.

Held by a guy named Delany.

Frank Hegarty, one of the

most impressive runners at the

1958 Penn Relays while a sen-

ior at St. Francis Prep, was an
Important member of the frosh

mile relay team last year. He
also runs the half mile.

Besides Nicastro, Hegarty and
DeAngelis, one other half miler

is sure to attain prominence:

Jon Dante. One of the most
"beauitiful" runners on the frosh

teams, Jon might be one of the

big stars at Villanova if he can

escape injury.

Other middle distance runners

are Carl Wagner, Ernie Muir
and John DeSanto.
Bob Godesky, the best dis-

tftncft rynner at Villanova last

year, has nojt returned to school

^is year, but the 'Caits still

have several runners who could

pick up points. Returning from
1959. are Tim McNamar, Gene
Rodgers, and Bill Tinney.

Besides this trio, there are

many soph distance runners:

Dante, Wagner, Angelo Siveri,

Bob Collins, Art Crowley, and
Jerry Hackett.

In the hurdles Coffiill is join-

ed by Leon Pras and Ron My-
ers, the big football end.

John Buckley, winner of the

outdoor IC4A broad jump title

in 1958 and 1959, is uieligible

to compete until February. This

means he'll miss much of the in-

door season, but will be able

to defend his title in June. John
broke his own Villanova record

at the IC4A meet last May,
leaping 25'6y2".

Buckley's absence until Feb-

ruary means that Budd, Coffill

and Kent Lydic, a senior, will

be Villanova's main hopes in in-

door competition. Lydic, along

with Norbert McNulty, a junior,

will also pole vault.

Charles Stead's graduation

leaves Villanova without an al-

ready established star in the

high jump for the first time in

years.

But there appears to be an ace

in the hole—a fellow named Hu-
bert White. Hubie cleared six

feet the first time he ever jump-
ed. He also set a Villanova rec-

ord in the hop-step-and jump
the first time he competed in

that event.

Villanova's biggest problem ir

the past years has been getting

points in the field events. Again,

this problem reappears. Right

now only sophomore Jerry Don-

ini appears to be capable of

scoring in the big meets.

Senior Jack Donahue is a very

hard worker and with some ex-

perience behind him might sur-

prise. Jim Ward and basketball-

er Dick Kaminski might help out

in the javelin.

Thus, The Villanova track

team would appear to be ex-

tremely strong in the sprints

and middle distance, well off in

distance runners, capable in the

other track events, but weak in

the field.

I look for the 'Cats to regain

both IC4A titles and to finish

high in both the AAU and NC-

AA meets.

Now, the basketball team.

Undoubtedly the most contro-

veraial athletic group on cam-

pus. Not just this year, but for

practically every year in the

past decade.

What other team haa pro-

duced characters like Bobby
Powers, a whirling deverish who
used to dribble behind his back,

spin the ball on his finger,

bounce the ball off opponents'

heads?
Like Bob Schafer who was, or

claimed to be, kidnaped, then

scored over 40 points the next

night?
Like Joe Ryan who made you

love him one game, then hate

him the next?
Like Gene O'Pella who ripped

the entire backboard down one

night and forced the game to

be played on an abreviated cross

court at St. Joe's?

And this year's team certainly

has its share of characters too.

But that shouldn't stop them

from improving last year's fine

18-7 record and once more get-

ting a post-season tournament
bid.

Captain Joe Ryan graduated

and Jim Kenny, a whiz as a
sophomore has not returned, but

eight members of the 1958-1959

squad, including three starters

and the numiber one reserve,

have. And moving up from last

year's successful freshmen team
are five men, including Huibie

White, the most sensational

freshmen in Villanova history.

Back from last year's varsity

are Bob Liberatore, Don McGin-

ley, Tom Samulewicz Dave Sev-

erance, Dick Kaminski, and
starters Jim Huggard, John
Driscoll and Captain George
Raveling.

The 'Cats of Coach Al Sever-

ance are going to be big, fast,

experienced, and deep. They
have rebounders, scorers, and
ball handlers.

Right now, four positions

seem set 6-8 Driscoll and 6-6

Raveling will be the forwards,
6-3 White the center, and 5-10

Huggard one of the guards.

The other guard position, left

vacated by Kenny, is up for

grabs. The most likely candi-

dates appear to be Kaminski, Joe
Zawacki, a transfer student
from St. Louis University, and
Boib Liberatore, a tremendous
shooter.

A fine bench will be provided

by Severance, Samulewicz, Mc-
Ginley and sophs Jim McMon-
agle, Joe Walsh, and Bill Penny.

Last year Raveling was one

of the top rebounders in the

East, averaging 16.2 grabs per

game. Driscoll haf the potential

to grab as many this year
(snatched 12.2 in 1958-59) and
White could very likely top this

total.

The scoring will undoubtedly

be led by White, the ace from
West Philadelphia High, and
Huggard, the fiery backcourt

leader of the 'Cats. Hug aver-

aged 15.2 points last year and
should be in the 20's this year.

White scored at a 28.7 clip for

the frosh should average 20 for

the varsity.

Both Raveling and Driscoll

scored over ten a game laat year
and should improve. Kammski,
Zawacki, and Liberatore can all

hit from any part on the court,

too.

One weakness in the team
would seem to be Driscoll and
Raveling's propensity to foul.

Driscoll, particularly, is gmlty
of too many personals. Big
John fouled out of nine games
last year.

But this squad must .be the

best at Villanova since Bob
Schaefer and Jack Devine led

the 'Cats to the N.C.A.A. tour-

ney in 1955. They could be bet-

ter. If they're not they can only

blame themselves. But I'm sav-

ing my money to go to the

N.I.T. or N.C.A.A. come March.

•".•'v '.

Slide Rule?

May I help .

.

.

::\:X

these

Slide Rules

are your best buy
see them at your college store!

Fastest to Learn, Fastest to Use! That's the famous K&E

Decitrig® scale system - preferred by engineers and fea-

tured by both these K&E Slide Rules. This system gives you

all the scales you'll need . . . arranged without troublesome

complications. It never contradicts itself . . . every scale re-

lates - consistently — to the basic C and D scales. Numbers

are color-coded for easy reading in both directions: black

reads left to right, red reads right to left.

EfRcient . . . Versatile - With the K&E Decitrig scale sys-

tem you can find square-root values quickly, without stop-

ping to reset. There's no confusion - direct functions always

appear on like colors, co-functions on opposite colors. Get

the benefits of these clear, simple, efficient scales on either

of the two K&E Decitrig Slide Rules - the K&E Jet-Log^^

Duplex Decitrig® or the K&E Log Log Duplex Decitrig.®

Both come with a lifetime guarantee.

The Jet-Log is made of handsome, durable Ivorite®, and

comes complete with a smart top-grain cowhide case and

a detachable belt-loop carrier. And you'll get a manual

for easy self-instruction or between-classes reference ... a

handsome library-bound book you can keep for years.

The Log Log Duplex Decitrig ... an instrument of unques-

tionable quality. It's made of choicest mahogany - ruth-

lessly selected, seasoned for years. Its graduations are

engine-divided - deeply, accurately engraved. The most re-

spected slide rule made, and yours complete with chamois-

lined leather case, belt-loop carrier, and library -bound

instruction manual.

Get the Facts -about K&E Slide Rules, plus drawing instru-

ments and other supplies you'll need-in these two handy

K&E booklets -"Slide Rule? May I

help..." and the 1959-60 K&E College ^ |
Buying Guide. Both are yours, ]ree at

your college store. Pick them up today!

aooB

KEUFFEL A ESSER CO.

NIW YORK • HOeOKfN. N. J.
• OnOIT • CHICAGO • MIIWAUKH • ST. lOUIS • DAUAS • OeNVER • SAN r«ANCISCO • lOS ANOMIS • StAini • MONWtAl
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Cats Seek First Win At Holy Cross

ED LfMKIN PRANK CAPPELLETTI BILL CRAIG

Unbalanced Eqwaflon

X+ 555 Yds.=*%o =V.U. (o-2)
By JIM MURRAY

This is the UNromantic story

of the eleven Musketeers find

the day they went Wildcat huijt-

ing.

Villanova's football team
traveled to Xavier of Ohio for

a game Sunday—The 8000 fans
saw "Little" Xavier put on its

greatest offensive show in years,

the final count 48-20.

The end came right at the be-

ginning. That is to say not until

after the first quarter (28-0) did

the game take any resemblance
to a contest. The statistics of

this game read somthing like

the records of a team's first five

games./ .,''';. :.,/':•>, '''^',,.-

The game started off rather
ordinarily with V.U. kicking off,

after this — ordinary — was a
term used for 50-yard passes,

60-yard runs, and touchdowns.
Xavier's Mighty Musketeers
used a wide open offense to run
through, and ove" the Villanova

wdde open defense.

Gostello Wasn't Funny
After senior half-back, Ed

Serieka, scampered around end
for 66 and 54 yard carries

—

quarter-'back Ron Costello flip-

to ends, Mullen and Clark, in

thait order for T.D.'s. Serieka

kicked both extra points. (He
ended up six for seven for the

day and has a sore toe.) Larry
Cox plunged in from the one
for Xavier's third tally. The
fourth T.D. covered 96 yards by
air on Thomas-to-Smith passes,

and that was the story of the

first quarter and the game.
The next period marked a re-

Sophs To Play Big Part As
Swimmers Meet Yale First

By GENE HEWITT
Yale furnishes the stong op-

position, that signifies the Cat's

schedule this year in their first

meet at Yale. Led by Co-Cap-
tains Frank Keefe and Joe Har-
vey, the swimmers will try to

improve on last year's seven and
five record which saw them beat

LaSalle for the first time in

even years.

Bolstered by last year's

strong freshmen team, the soph-

omore swimmers are strong in

all events except possibly the
breastroke and the butterfly.

The loss of Larry Palacio and
^Qm Gregory by graduation

leaves the team with a large

hole to fill.

The answer in this ev^it will

have to come from sopho Brian
Reilly, Bob Benson and Matt
Mon« along with Junion Bob
Dow.

Ail other events are very

strong. Captain Keefe and soph

Don Reed fonn the strongest

backstroke combination in the

team's history. In the distance

events Captain Harvey and sen-

ior Bruce McCreedy are the re-

turning starters from last year.

Carton Question Mark
Steve Carton, one of the top

divers last year in the East, is

hampered with a bad knee and
his status is still in doubt.

The sprints seem to be the

strongest point with the list

headed by Soph Ed Jenson who
right at this point is the best

sprint man to swim for Villa-

nova in the past few years. Re-
turning to fill out the sprints

are four very good men, Frank
Dunne, Bruce Casson, Bob Don-
ahue and Mike Gleason.

Another problem is a new
event, the 200 yard individual

medley, which at this point is

wide open. The majority of

meets this year are home, eight

in all and should provide Cat
fans with many exciting and
memorable moments.

grouping of Wildcat defense and
a short glimpse of offense but
the score showed Xavier ahead
34-7. The second half was fairly

even and both teams added 2
touchdowns to their total.

The game looked like the big-

gest aerial bombardment since

the blitz on England. The 'Cats

threw 43 passes for a new rec-

ord. Xavier gained 310 yds. of
their 555 total via the air lanes.

Frank Ficca played the best

all around game for Villanova.

What Team Needs

If this season is going to look

anything like a success the team
needs three things— (1) Defense
—especially pass defense (2)

Offense—enough said (3) Every
students' support. :

If we analyze this last point

this conclusion can be drawn
(l)It takes a little something
extra to get behind your team
when they're losing. (2) The
coaches and players are getting

blasted by more than enough
outside sources, if you're not

behind them it's not even logi-

cal for them to go out and
knock heads to represent You.

(3) You rub elbows with the

players in class and you know
they're trying—^maybe too hard
—give them that little extra

boost for that game they're not

supposed to win—West Chester

and Xavier showed you how it

works. "End of the bench" . . .

Just one line, Villanova over
Holy Cross and I'm not kidding.

Bosketball Manogers
The varsity baseketball team

has openings In its ranks for

conscientious individuals who
wish to be nutnagers. Those In-

terested contact Coach Sever-

ance.

After a twelve year cessation

of gridiron hostilities Villanova

returns to Worcester Saturday
to do battle with Holy Cross.

In the last game played in the
series in 1947 The Wildcats de-

feated the Crusaders, 13-6. This
was the second win in six en-

counters for the 'Cats over the
boys from Mt. St. James.

Judging by the results of last

weekend's games, the Blue and
White wi'll have a tough obstacle

to surmount in their quest for

victory number one of the sea-

son and number three in the
series.

No mention crusaders under-
dogs against Dartmouth need be
made here of the calamity which
befell Frank Reagan's charges
Sunday at Xavier. But it would
be well to note the sig^nificance

of Holy Cross's initial victory

over Dartmouth.
In pre-season ratings the Big

Green were touted as sure fire

bets to capture the Ivy League
title. Hence the Royal Purple
of Eddie Anderson went into

the game as decided underdogs.
However, sparked by aggres-

sive line play and a hard-oharg-
ing backfield the Crusaders up-
ended the Big Green, 31-8 at

Hanover, N. H.

Minus Eight on Ground for

Big Green
In complete charge all the

way, the staunch and stingy

Crusader line held Dartmouth's
vaunted running attack led by
All-East halfback, Jake Crouth-

amel, to a minus eight yards

rushing! Holy Cross's forward

wall anchored by stellar guard,

Vin Promuto end and captain,

Charlie Pacnas opened gaping

holes in the Big Green line to

allow senior fullback, John Es-

posito and junior halfback Dick

Skinner and other speedy Cru-

sader backs to amass 245 yards

on the ground.
This win was considered to be

the upset of the week in the

E^ast for Holy Cross was ex-

pected "to be a year away."
A Year Away?

"It would be a good thing,"

said Dr. Eddie Anderson at the

outset of the current footbcUl

campaign, "if we could go to

sleep like Rip Van Winkle and
wake up a year from now."

But a year from now what is

described as the biggest and
fastest, bunch of freshmen to

matriculate on Mt. St. James in

four years will be available.

Holy Cross lost heavily by
graduation and acquired only

13 recognizable football players

from the Sophomore class.

They also lost two key per-

formers from last year's squad.

Tom Moynihan, expected to re-

pilace Tommy Greene as the No.

1 quarterback, was ruled ineli-

gible for football because of

scholastic inadequacies.

3 Injured Stars Return
Another serious loss was that

of Bernie Leonard, incipient first

string tackle, who accepted a
baseball bonus from the New
York Yankees and was there-

for ruled ineligible.

This bad news was counter-

acted by news that three key
men who missed practically all

of last season through injury

would be available for full-time

duty this fall.

They were the aforementioned
Pacunas, an outstanding all-

around end and pass receiver;

Promuto, rated one of the finest

guards in the country, and Ter-
ry Byron who was slated to re-

place Moynihan.

Anderson Changed Strategy
.Since Byron's forte is run-

ning, Dr. Anderson decided to

stress the terra firma aspect
of football. This follows three

years during which The Royal
Purple relied almost exclusively

on the air arm of Tommy
Greene.

Fortunately for Anderson he
was blessed with an abundance
of good running backs like Es-
posito. Skinner and Johnny Al-

len, baseball catcher who attain-

ed regular status at the end of
last year.

Up front the Crusaders count
on Pacunas, Bernie Buzyniski,

Joe Guden, and Jack Fellin to

hold down the terminal slots.

Inside Promuto, a 220 pound-
er, is only one of several mam-
moth linemen. The others in-

clude Joe Lucido and John
Carullo, 225 pound senior tack-

les, and Ken Desmaris, made-
over guard who Is now Ander-
son's flrstpstrinff center.

By MIKB DdNAIfUi

BELLE MASQUE
PLANS MUSICAL

(StePo9e3)

WILDCATS LOSE

THIRD GAME
(Sm Past 12)
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Father Klekotka To Speak
To Council Tomorrow Nite

This week's Student Council
meeting has been postphoned 24
hours, until tomorrow evening.
Council Chairman Tom Hoffman
announced. The postponement
was made so that Very Rev.
John A. Klekotka, O.S.A., pres-

ident, may address the Council.

Father Klekotka stated that
the Council was the organiza-
tion most representative of the
student body, and that he is

most pleased with the outline of
activities proposed to him by
Hoffman. He indicated that he
was in favor of many and var-
ied activities sponsored by the

Fresh May Lose

Regs Today With

Win Over Sophs
The freshman class today

takes on the sophomore class in

a contest of athletic prowess in

an effort to shuffle off their
orientation regs.

: Conducted on Mendel Field,

j
,;the activities will be under the

! direction of Ed Gcisz, of the in-

tramural department. Ralph
Lanciano, sophomore class vice
president, is in charge of fresh-
man organization.

Lanciano will be assisted by
Pat Dineen, Ed Fitzmorris,
George Hurley, Ron Klammer,
Jim Pleve, Tony Bateman, and
Chuck Kelly.

The highlights of the > after-

noon will be the annual frosh-
soph touch football game.
Other events include a tug-of-

war, football punting for dis-

tance, football throwing for dis-

tance, rope climbing, egg toss,

wheelbarrow race, horse shoes,

hula hoop, and push ball.

All rules from last year will

be retained with the exception

of a 20-man limit on push ball

sjnd unlimited substitution dur-

ing the touch football game.

Council for the student body.
Council Action

Following Father Klekotka's
address, the Council will act on
the Student Insurance program
proposed and approved by last

year's Council according to Tony
Gk)dwin, chairman of the Stu-
dent Union and Special Prob-
lems Committee.
A brochure explaining the

program to the students is in
preparation.

The Student Union and Spe-
cial Problems Committee plans
to conduct a food poll next sem-
ester, similar to last semester's
controversial poll.

According to Godwin, the poll

will be conducted only after stu-
dents have had the opportunity
to become familiar with all dish-
es prepared in the cafeteria.

Bill Henry, Chairman of the
Ways and Means Committee,
stated that his committee will

conduct a thorough and exten-
sive study into the Council's
Constitution and by-laws, with a
view toward improving and clar-

ifying the documents.
Dance Plans

Bill Vincent, treasurer of the

Council, will propose that the
N.F.C.C.S. dance be renamed the
Student Council dance, and be
sponsored by the Council.

Academic Affairs Committee
Chairman Neil Drislane outlined
partial plans for the coming
year. An integral part of the
program is the possibility of es-

tablishing a Fine Arts Depart-
ment.

This department would deal

with the appreciation in tech-

nique of art and music.
The backing of a guidance

program to aid and prepare

prospective students of the
gnraduate school is also sought.
A plan for a student tutor

program, which has had very
little backing in the past, has
been inaugurated, but will re-

ceive its greatest support near
mid-year exams.

Security Talk

JUDGE ROBERT MORRIS

Former Investigator Speaks

To First Law Forum Tonight

Judge Robert Morris, former chief coansel for the
Senate Internal Investigating Committee, will be the
speaker for the opening session of the Villanova Law
Forum series tonight, it was announced today by
Harold Gill Reuschlein, Villanova's Law Dean.

A member of the New York
Bar and a distinguished auth-
or, Judge Morris will discuss
the subject "The Decline and
Fall of American Internal Se-
curity" in the first of six ses-
sions planned for the forum
this year.

Villanova's Law Forum, be-

ginning its fifth year, will pre-

New Weekly Activity List

To Be Ready For Oct. 19
A weekly listing of all student

activities will soon be published
for general distribution, accord-
ing to Eugene Ruane, of the
public information office.

It will Hat special lectures,

field trips, dances, forums, sem-

Dean's List Shows

27 Perfect Marks
Twenty-seven students re-

ceived perfect 4.0 averages for

last semester, according to the

dean's list just released by the

recorder's oflice.

Of this total, 14 were mem-
bers of the graduation class. The
4.0 students are:
Bindos, Paul T., CE, SR 4.00
Brozel. Joseph F., BIO, FR., 4.00
Campbell, Patrick C, PL, SR., 4.00 1

Campbell, Stephen T., CE., SO., 4.00 I

Carroll, Charles V., ACC, JR 4.00 I

Donohue, Michoel D., ART. SO.. . . 4.00
Gaynard, Thomos P., PHY, SR., 4.00
Ghilordl, Rosalina NUR, SR., 4.00 i

Gorman, Joseph S. Jr., EDU, SR., 4.00 I

Hepburn, Raymond G., CE, 4N, 4.00
|

Hone, John M., ACC, SR„ 4.00
'

Mostronaelo, Michael L., BIO, JR., . . 4.00 <

McClatchcy, Paul P., PL, SR, 4.00
i

McGill, Jomes H. II, ART, SO., 4.00 I

MrHale, James J., lA, SR.j 4.00
O'Donnell, John F., EDU, SR 4.00
OrtoWo J'^seph F., CHE, SO., 4.00

i

Rice, James P., ME, SR 4.00
Rolls, James P., PDU, JR 4.00

(Continued on Page 9)

inars, sports events, all frater-

nity and sorority activities,

concerts, meetings, debates, play
rehearsals, ticket sales, and in-

tramural activities.

'We want to include as much
extra-curicular information as
we can," said Ruane. ...

The pamphlet will be put
together on Friday Oct. 16 and
circulated the following Monday.
It will cover all activities for the
week of Oct. 19.

The listing will be distributed
by mail to the departments
which donated information. Cop-
ies will also be available for the
dormitories, bulletin boards
faculty, officers of societies and
clubs, moderators and depart-
ment heads. It has not yet been
decided whether or not personal
copies will be printed.

The.purpose of such a pamph-
let is to familiarize the students
with the activities of the campus
and thereby create an active in-

terest in the various clubs and
organizations which might
otherwise be unnoticed by many
students.

sent six prominent lawyers
during the coming weeks who
will discuss trends in the law
and critical issues. Professor
WilUam B. Ball of the law fac-

ulty is director of the Forum.

With Senate

Judge Morris' career in-

cludes two years, from 1959
to 1958, as chief counsel to

the United States Senate In-

ternal Security Subconunittee.
He had served in the same
post five years earlier.

Morris also served as Mun-
icipal Court Judge in New
York. He is a graduate of
Fordham University School of
Law and was a Communist
Counter Intelligence Officer

with the United States Navy
diuring World War II.

Author of Book
A native of Point Pleasant

Beach, N. J., Morris is the
author of a book "No Wonder
We Are Losing" a study of the
cold war.

Villanova Law Forum see*
sions are held in Garey Hall,
law building, and begin at 8:30
p.m. The forum is intended
primarily for Villanova stu-
dents but is open to the pub-
lic, space permitting.

Morris served with the Navy
from 1941 to 1945 and during
that time was officer-in-charge

of such offices as counter in-

telligence, phychological war-
fare, and Communist counter
intelligence .

In the spring of 1959, Morris
spoke to the Friends of Villa-

nova library.

CAMPUS CINEMA

Possibility of Week-end Movies

Being Investigated By Council

Villanovans blow red, hot, and cool at jazz concert in the quadrangle last Thursday.

The possibility of popular
movies on campus is now being
investigated by the Student
Union and Special Problems
committee of the Student Coun-
cil.

Tony Godwin, co-chalrttoan of

the committee, said this week
that the proposed program is

still subject to Administration

consultation and approval.

For Second Semester
The committee would try to

establish its program in good
time for the second semester,

since "this semester is so broken
up with social events, the ven-

ture would lose money."
Naturally, said Godwin, a

nominal admission fee would be
charged, but he promised that
if the idea materializes, such a
fee would be much less than for

tickets at local movie houses.

He cautions against becoming
too expectant about the success

of the project. "As things stand.

we dare not presume too much,"
he said. "It all hinges on Ad-
ministration approval."

Already the committee has
been deployed to the local film
distributers to secure informa-
tion about available films and;

rental costs.

Shown Weekends
The movies would be shown

on weekends, and would be par-
tially financed by school funds
partially by the admission
price.

"We would secure the best
films possible within our bud-
get," Godwin promised. First
run shows were virtually pre-

cluded in his estimate. Their
rental costs are in the range of
1150.

"But there are numerous
year-old movies of good quality
that we could easily affonci," he
said. He quoted $35 to |40 m
their standard cost.

%
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Theatre Classes

Issue Schedule

For Coming Year
The Graduate theater depart-

ment of Villanova University
has announced their tentative

schedule for the coming of the
school year.

It includes an early December
production of "Our Town," by
Thornton Wilder as well as a
new "Experimental Theater"
series which will present eight
or more one act plays in the
Sast Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

First of Series

The first of this seriefi will

take place on the afternoon of
October 26, with the two one
act plays for that afternoon
soon to be announced.
These plays will be directed

by graduate students and the
casts will be a combination of

both graduate and under-grad-
uate students.

The production will be open
to all interested in attending
and the department hopes that
Villanova will reflect some of

the ever growing interest pres-

ently connected with tbe thea-
ter.

'

;'.'•'-

First of Series

The try-outs throughout the
year of the "Experimental Thea-
ter" series will be open to any-
one who is interested. There will

be advance notice as to when the

tryouts will take place.

On December 10, 11, 12, a full

three act production of "Our
Town," will be given by the

graduate department under the
direction of Mr. Bernard Coyne
of the department faculty, with
a full grraduate cast.

Father Edward Daley addresses student b3dy at annual

Day of Recollection.

Dr. Khouri Tells Council
"Russia Wanted K. Visit"

Lynx Plans For Top Year,

Now Accepting Material

Nearly 150 students heard Dr.

Fred Khouri, of the Political

Science Department, discuss

"Khrushchev's Visit to the U.S."

last Thursday evening, in the

first Student Council-sponsored

forum of the year.

"Khrushchev always wanted
some direct contact with our
country and its social, economic,

and educational institutions,"

said Khouri.

"Possibly he was doubtful of

the reliability of his foreign of-

ficials' reports," he added. "It

also gave him an excellent

chance to communicate directly

Father John A. Klekotka speaks before meeting of the IRS
last week In Vasey Auditorium.

Fr. Welsh and Fr. Kenny
Appointed As Moderators
Rev. Dante Giralomi, dean of

student activities, has an-
nounced the appointments of

Rev. Robert Welsh as modera-
tor of the junior class and Rev.

Robert Kenny as moderator of

the sophomore class. Both were
appointed on Sept. 15.

Father Welsh, alumnus of

West Catholic, was formerly as-

signed here in '56.

Prior to '56, he had taught

moral theology at the House of

Theology, Washington, D. C.

During these years he was as-

sistant to Rev. Norbert Whitr

ley, O.S.A. Master of Professed.

Among his students were Fr.

Kenny and Fr. Burke. Father

Kenny, in 1958, left Villanova to

teach at Bonner High School

wHh Fr. Harry Erdlin, O.S.A.

"Both Fathers Kenny and

Welch had been active in class

affairs since their appointment,"

and Fr. Giralomi.

Fr. Kenny, moderator of the

Spirit Committee, was active in

orientation week. He and his

class officers are now in the

midst of elaborate preparations

for the Sophomore Cotillion to

be held on the Friday night pre-

ceding the Rutgers game.

Father Welsh, moderator of

the Steering Committee, is pres-

ently working with junior com-

mittee members in organizing

the St. John's Orphan outing

to be held on Dec. 5, followed

by a party at the Orphanage on

Dec. 8 and the Charity dance

on Dec. 11.

with the American people."

Peaceful Co-existence

Khouri noted the recent grad-
ual transition toward peaceful

co-existence that is prevailing in

Russia. Khrushchev, he said, be-

lieves fervently that Russia will

one day surpass the United Stat-

es in economic production and

world standing, and is therefore
content to foster peace.

"By strengthening his stand-

ing, hope for world peace in the

future is somewhat brighter."

He emphasized that tne iJnit-

ed States first tendered the in-

vitation because it felt that

Khrushchev had not been receiv-

ing an honest picture of Amer-
ica in the past.

Besides that, President Eisen-

hower was long desirous of

meeting the Russian premier

face to face, he said.

Prominant Authority

Dr. Khouri is a noted author-

ity on world affairs, and a
specialist on the middle east. He
has a wide reputation on campus
by virtue of his frequent re-

sponses to lecture before various

groups.

The Student Council arranged

the forum as a trial venture

into the field of co-curricular

improvement, its announced goal

for the current year.

The campus literary maga-
zine, the Lynx, has formulated
plans to increase its output and
its quality for the coming year.

The publication has begun to

accept material for its first is-

sue which will be published be-

fore Thanksgiving.
Editor Frank Murtha is op-

optimistic about the coming is-

sue.

"Since we p'an to produce
three issues this year we have
set October 15 as deadline for
accepting material. We feel this

is not too early a date as there
is an increased interest in the
magazine now."

* National Magazine
Murtha addedi that"each manu-
script that is submitted will be
carefully read and constructive-

ly criticized. The better works
have possibilities for publication

in national magazines."
Managing editor Tony Mack-

lin adds, "There must be many
students who feel they can
write. This is their chance. The
satisfaction is certainly worth
the effort."

Moderators Dr. John Phillip-

son and James Mitchell, of the
English department, agree that
the Lynx's outlook is bright.

There is still a great demand for
literate writing, they say.

Students from all divisions

and classes of the university are

Poetry Contest

Closes On Nov. 5
The National Poetry Associ-

ation has announced its annual
competition for college stu-

dents ,teachers, and librarians.

The closing date for the sub-

mission of manuscripts by col-

lege students is November 5th.

Shorter works are preferred.

Each poem must be typed or

printed on a separate sheet, and
must bar the name and home
address of the student, as well

as the name of the college at-

tended.

The closing date for the sub-

mission of manuscrifts by Col-

lege teachers and librarians is

January, 1959.

Manuscripts should be sent

to: National Poetry Association,

3210 Selby Avenue, Los Angeles

34, California.

invited by Murtha to submit
their work. Poetry essays,

dramas, short stories, and chap-

ters from novels are desired.

Submit Material

The material may be given to

either Dr. Phiilipson or Dr.

Mitchell at the English office

second floor Vasey Hall or may
be dropped off at the publica-

tions office in Dougherty Hall. .

4)

SOPH BLAZERS
CURRENTLY

BEING FITTED IN

DOUGHERTY HALL

New To Campus^

C.C.D. Addressed

By Fr. Mynaugh
The first meeting of the Villa-

nova Chapter of the Confratern-

ity of Christian Doctrine was
held in Vasey Hall on Monday,
Sept. 28.

The newly formed group was
addressed by Father Charles

Mynaugh, regional director of

the C.C.D., it was announced by
vice-president. Gene Feloh.

Fr. Mynaugh, in his address,

stressed the need for the ex-

pansion of the C.C.D. on the

college campus. In recent years

the movement has been active

on the campuses of most of the

Catholic colleges in the Philadel-
phia area.

Members of the organization \

will attend a regional C.C.D.

conference next Sunday at Holy
Faonily College. The program
will include a general assembly,

two training conferences, follow- ;,

ed by another general assembly
and social.

Following a teaching methods
course to be held on the Villa-

nova campus within a few
,

weeks, the group will assist with .

the religious instruction of var-

ious parish groups in the area.

These groups will include grade
and high school students as well

as special groups.

President of the group is sen- ;;^i'.!,

ior engineer Tom LoCasale; ;^ f

sophomore Maurice Murphy ia

secretary. The next meeting will

be held today.
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Dr. Fi«d S, Kourhi conducts forum on the Political Slgnillcaooe of Khrushchev's Vlsil to «
America.

Can^s News In Brief
Exam Plonned

John Moritz, Villanova Place-

ment Direertor, announced re-

cently that the Foreign Service

Officer examination, conducted

by the State Department, will

'be held December 5, in approxi-

mately 65 centers throughout

the country.

To be eligible, candidates

must be between 21 and 32 years

of age as of October 19, which

is the closing date for receipt of

applications.

Persons 20 years of age may
apply only if they hold a bache-

lor's degree or are seniors in

college.

Application forms and other

information may be obtained in

the Placement Office, located in

the basement of Sheehan Hall.

AIEE Convention Held
This year the annual AIEE-

IRE convention for Eastern col-

leges was held at Princeton
October 1, 2, 3.

Leo J. Young, branch chair-

man and Professor Richard D.
Avil, branch consellor, repre-

sented Villanova. Professor Avil

stated that this is the first ma-
jor meeting for the new year
which should include four to six

field trips in addition to the

monthly meetings.

Of primary interest to the

student body is the Student
Paper Competition which selects

a prize winning paper to repre-

sent the district at the finals

next summer.

The society is a joint chapter
with a mutual president and
vice-president and separate sec-

retary and treasurer.

Scalia States Agenda
The junior class steering com-

mittee held its initial meeting
last Wednesday night. A general
outline of class functions for

the coming year was presented

to the 32-member advisory
group by class president, Bob
Scalia.

Scalia also announced that

Week will be May 2-7, The prom
is scheduled for the 6th and
the Dinner Dance is slated for

the 7th.

Bob Redmond, day-hop arts,

and John Livezey, resident en-

gineer, were named co-chairmen

of the prom committee.

Other heads of committees an-

nounced were Bob Bohn, resi-

dent arts, chairman of Orphans
outing; A. J. Calimano, resident

C&F, and Tim McNamar, resi-

dent arts, co-chairmen for the

dinner dance.

Scalia aiso reminded the com-
mittee that there will be a junior

class meeting in 206 Vasey Hall

tomorrow at 10:30.

Juniors Get Rings
Ring Committee Chairman

John Fitzgerald has announced

several changes in the procedure

of procuring class rings, which

were first made available to stu-

dents yesterday.

Rings not picked up yester-

day, or which were returned for

correction, may be obtained in

the University Shop after Oc-

tober 20.

Students who felt that their

rings were improperly fitted

were asked to wear them until

October 20, Fitzgerald said, be-

cause frequently students unac-

customed to a heavy ring will

mistakenly believe it is not cor-

rectly fitted. After this, genuine

complaints will be handled.

Fittings for anyone who did

not order a ring last semester

will be taken on October 13.

Fitzgerald emphasized that

rings of all classes previous to

1961, and in almost all styles

will be available.

Carole Micelli, Lou Martucci, and Connie Donohuc rehearsing of Belle Masque's foui ib com-
ing musical production of "Out of Bounds.*' /: :

Faculty Wives Meet
The Villanova Faculty Wives

Club will hold its first meeting

for the new year on October 8,

at 8:15 p.m., in the Naval Sci-

ence Building.

Mrs. Albert H. Buford, pub-

licity chairman of the group,

announced that the Very Rev.

John A. Klekotka, president, will

deliver the welcoming address

to the group.

Plans for future events and

functions are presently in the

formative stages, and will be

presented by Mrs. Charles Bru-

dttle when the arrangements

have been completed.

Nurses To Be Capped
Caps will be bestowed on

Villanova's sophomore nurses

this Sunday at 4 p.m.

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A.
,

president will present

the caps to thirty nurses, the

largest group ever to be capped

at Villanova, during ceremonies

in the University Chapel. Rev.

Joseph Burns, O.S.A., will de-

liver the sermon.

The design of the caps has a

special significance for the nur-

ses. Before being folded, the cap

resembles a Sacred Host, while

folded, it resembles a bishop's

mitre. The back of the cap

shapes into a blue Villanova

"V."

The girls to be capped are:

Louise Antonini, Florence Benas,

Gael Casey, Judith DeStephano,
Mary Fay, Joan Gadren, Patric-

ia Heap, Judith Jones, Judith

Koscielniak, Edith Mihaly, Janet
Pomponio, Marylin Rushin, Lor-

etta Schmidt, Constance Vivino,

Johanna Jahner.

Suzanne Colon, Sandra Cow-
hig, Patricia Duffy, Mary Cam-
ber, Mary Kleha, Anne McCrea,
Patricia Massi, Josephine Morel-

lo, Frances Myers, Catherine

Rucker, Mary Scanlon, Margaret
Sharkey, Phyliss Taylor, Mary
McConaghy, Mary Hickey. ., ,.

Prom in Tlie Malcing

The Junior Prom will be held

May 6th, it was announced by
Bob Scalia, class president.

"Though all of the committee
chairmen have not been named
yet, our program to present a

memorable prom is well under

way," said Scalia .

"Bob Redmond, Arts day hop,

and John Livezey, resident en-

gineer, are general co-chairmen

and Joe Del Guercio is chairman
of the Band Committee."

Chairmen of the decorations,

ticket, publicity, and Prom
Queen committees will be named
in the near future.

Favors will be handled by
Joan Flood and Angela Colisan-

to.

"We chose the chairmen of

each committee with an eye to-

ward getting the best men avail-

able for the jobs and played no

favorites".

New Law School

Boord Members
A joint announcement has

been made by the Very Rever-
end John A. Klekotka, O.S.A.,

Villanova president and Dean
Walter B. Gibbons, Esquire,
Harold Gill Reuschlein of the
School of Law at Villanova and
Chairman of the Board of Con-
suitors to the School of Law, of
the appointment of four new
members to the Board.

The new members of the

Board are calculated to bring to

the Board effective representa-

tion from areas in and outside

of Pennsylvania which have not

been represented in the past.

The four new members are:

Andrew B. Crummy, senior

partner in the firm of Crummy,
Gibbons and O'Neill, Newark,
New Jersey, and a Fellow of the

American Bar Foundation.
James P. Garland, an associ-

ate in the firm of Semmes, Bow-
en and Semmes, Baltimore,

Maryland, and a graduate of the

first liiaw School class at Villa-

nova.

Vincent P. McDevitt, vice-

president and general counsel,

Philadelphia Electric Co., vice-

chancellor of the Philadelphia

Bar Association and a former
member of the Board of Grov-

ernors, American Bar Associa-

tion.

Hon. James M. Quigley, Mem-
ber of Congress, representing

the 19th Pennsylvania District,

partner in the firm of McNees,
Wallace and Nurick, Harrisburg,

and a graduate of Villanova Col-

lege in the class of 1939.

Psycli. Society Meets
The Villanova Society of Pay-

chological Investigation held its

first formal meeting of the

semester Wednesday night, Oct.

7, in Vasey Hall.

The meeting, directed by
Tames M. Driscoll, president, de-

rived specific projects from the

club's central topic for this

semester, "The Investigation of

Psychological Tests and Test-

ing."

Applications for membership
also were accepted by those

who successfully completed
three or more credit hours in

psychology.

The interest centered around
this year's topic, and the direc-

tion is given by moderator. Dr.

Frank McGurk, complemented
by other members of the Psy-
chology Department.

Belle Masque Rehearsing

First Musical Production
Belle Masque, the drama light

of Villanova, has begun rehears-

al for its fall production, "Bonds
of Interest," written by Jacinto

Benevente. They have decided

to put it on in musical form.
Drama Department

George Herman and Richard
Duprey, head of the university

drama department, have written

the score and Sue Arnold, drama
graduate student, is handling
the choreography.
The cast is large and contains

a dancing and singing chorus.

Among the principal players are
Tom Flynn, *61 and Ray Kantra,
'60, who play Crispin and Lean-
der, the two rogues.

"Their escapades are lively and

promise to delight the audience,"

said Alan Willig, member of the

cast.

The famale leads are Connie
Donahue, Villanova Engineering

student and Carole Miceli of

Rosemont.
Harlequin

Other members of the cast

include Tom McCoy as Harle-

quin, Lincoln Hallowell as the

Doctor, and Tony Provenzano
as the Captain.

"Bonds of Interest" is Com-
media del Arte type theatre

which was done very success-

fully at Hedgerow last season.

Villanova's musical version

will be performed November 18-

19-20-21 in the Field Ifouse.

They kept warning me this would
happen if I didn't think of some super

way to describe that absolutely unique
good taste of Coca-Cola. So who's a
Shakespeare? So no ad . . . that's badi
But, there's always Coke ...

and that's good!

C^(^^(S

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled Mnd«r outhority of Th« Coca-Colo Company by

IN nn«Mpiiit CMa Ml i^Hilig^
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Tried To Muffle

Spy-Hunter Morris
' The announcement that Judge Robert

Morris would address the first law forum
pf the current series, moved our journalistic

fervor to search into his background.

Many of us do recall his name in connec-

tion with the famed spy hunts of the early

fifties, with the Senate Internal Security

Sub-committee.

But an obsure, yet fascinating, facet of

his career revolves about the many times the

man was repressed, along with all his incrim-

inating evidence against subversives.

• This was prior to his service as senate

counsel. He was an intelligence officer in the

Navy during the war, when he set to work
against the Red menace.

He uncovered reams of evidence of in-

filtration in high places, but was repeatedly

muffled. Finally the authorities decided to

dissolve the counter-intelligence agency, and
he urged them hotly not to take the step. Did
he succeed in maintaining this arsenal

against Communism ?

"Well, if he did," asked Sen. William
Jenner, "then how did he suddenly end up
in romote Pearl Harbor?"

Not only were the members scattered,

but their files were ordered destroyed—^files

about Communism on the waterfront, in

convoys to Russia, and in maritime units.

Out of nowhere the question was finally

asked: what high authority gave such an
order to destroy useful files ?

That was the question Bob MoiTis ask-

ed and Admiral Nimitz asked. Admiral King,

who had the answer, said cryptically: "The
White House." . :,:.., •:.^^••:;r:•^::.v•^.• :

While we latter day politicians at Villa-

nova are pondering the implications of this,

U.S. News and World Report shows it a mat-
ter of record that a similar attempt was
made, at the same time, to destroy War De-
partment records on subversion. Sen. Bridges
blocked this in time.

Sen. Jenner said that "Communists fear
indefatigable string collectors like Bob
Morris. They dread the strings he collects."

This is the same Bob Morris — now
Robert Morris, Justice—who will discuss the
"Decline and Fall of American Security" to-

.night.
..'^^ '•;• ^'- 'v^'-vA'

He's the first of a compelling array of
speakers to speak from the law forum "po*

dium. This isn't an appeal for large atten-
dance tonight.

On the contrary. Dr. Ball, who arranges
the forums, would like to keep undergradu-
ate attendance to a minimum, because of the
close quarters of the assembly room.

But he's more than willing to accom-
modate the keen minds on campus who
might want to attend.

Robert Morris, counter-spy, should sup-
ply a resonant evening.

Letters To Editor:

Your Open Forum
V /;> The Villanovan at all times seeks the

ideas and observations of its readers through

letters to the editor.

This paper can only go by what com-

ment we receive by word of mouth or in let-

ters. An intelligent letter can have a great

bearing on the future handling of the Villa-

novan's news, features, or sports.

We can guarantee the publication of

nearly every letter—any letter shoit of libel,

profanity, or obscenity. We don't have a

monopoly on editorial expression; the Villa-

novan can be a vehicle for your ideas too.

Letters can be brought or sent to the

Villanovan office on the second floor of

Dougherty Hall.

^^^
., •''•'''^''^^^r^i^^sf.i^'vr*'^,-'-

Letters To The Editor
Circulation Help

To the Editor: *

Having just read with inter-

est Bill Speer's article on the

drastically undermanned Villa-

nova Staff. I'd like to say that

with an undergraduate enroll-

ment which numbers in the

thousands it's too bad only ten

people are helping out.

As circuation manager, I am
especially dismayed at the

small circulation staff. Every-
one will complain if their par-

ents suddenly stop receiving

their papers, but surprisingly

few are willing to assure their

being sent.

Herb Lettaa
Arts 1900

Team Records
To the Editor:

In reply to the editorial "An

Adult Approach" appearing in

the last issue of the Villano-
van, I have the following in-

formation to offer, a record of

Villanova football teams and
their coaches for the past 35
yetrs

!

Years
Coach-
ing Coach W - L - T
11 Stuhldrher 72-28-10

7 Smith 41-17- 3

6 Oliver 33-20- 2

2 Leonard 12- 6-

3 Raemo 16-11- 1

6 Reagan 16-34-

The above history has been
given me by an outraged alum-
nus, S. Anthony DiSanto,

D.D.S. His troubles in re-

search should effectively dem-
onstrate his personal feelings

on the matter.
Pete McConnell
Arts, 1960

Betting On The GOP
By MATT

These coming elections can-

not help but have a strong ef-

fect on next year's presidential

race. They will also serve as a
good indication of the type of
congress that our new president

in 1960 will face.

The time would now appear
ripe for this writer to make a
fearless forecast as to the na-

ture and character of the 87th
Congress.

Republican Congress
I predict that the Republican

party will recapture a majority

in congress, a majority which
will be substantial in the house
and slight in the senate. Now
that I've stuck my neck out

with such reckless abandon, let

me elaborate .

This prediction is based on the

incredibility poor record of the

Den»)cratic Congress of 1959.

With the greatest Democratic
majorities of any congress since

the heyday of F.D.R., they have
accomplished almost nothing.

They have fought among
themselves over the issues of
civil rights and labor; they have
tried to force depression-stop-

ping legislation on the nation

when it was obvious that we
were recovering from the slump
by normal processes.

They have quibbled pettily

McCUE
wHh the president over two of

his appointments, even succeed-

ing in blocking one while forc-

ing the other to withdraw.

In the two major accomplish-

ments of the 86th Congress,

they could hardly be said to

have played a mojor role. The
admittance of Hawaii into the

union as a state was a bi-par-

tisan effort, while labor reform

was, in effect, beaten through

their reluctant midst by the

president and his Republican

minority.

Last Efforts

In one of their last efforts of

the session, the Democrats fin-

ally succeeded in overriding a

presidential veto and passing a

public works bill. This bill,

while it contains, some worth-

while features, was not called a
pork barrel for nothing. It was
just another example of the

"big spend" in operation.

To sum up, the Democrats of

1959 left a truly brilliant trail

of unfulfilled pledges and
broken promises.

Perhaps we are being unduly
optimistic in assessing the intel-

ligence of the average American
voter. But if I'm not, then we
will have a Republican Congress

in 1960.

CAMPUS CAMERA
^KHBumiKaiiuSiirai

Do you think a Third Major League D(in

survive?

A third major league might
seem ridiculous at first. How-
ever, there are many ball play-

ers who would welcome the op-

portunity to play ball in such a

league. After the initial organiz-

ational problems have been
overcome, the league just might
work providing it received fi-

nancial support and the backing of the fans.

David Lamond '63, Arts

I think the quality of the pres-

ent players in the minor leagues
is not of major league caliber.

There might be enough good ball

players for a few teams but not
enough for an entire new league.

In my opinion two teams should
be added to each major league.

Then in the future there might
be the possibility to start a third major league.

Louis Trombocco '63, CftF

The third major league has a
chance of survival if the backers

have the courage to continue

their support in the first few
years of trial. In these first few
years the fans will probably not

see the quality ball they expect

and, therefore, will lose interest.

However, if the teams do sur-

vive, in about six years they will measure up to

any team in the present majors and will also

the support of the fans.

V. White '62, E.E.

Since I am not an avid base-

ball fan my opinion can not be
taken as one of a well-advised
person. However, I think that if

enough influential people would
back the league it could succeed.

There are certainly enough cap-
able players on the farm teams
to form a third league, and, I

am sure, there are many cities, especially in the
south, that could finance a major league team.

Robert Hopkins '61, C&F

No. My opinion is that there
is not enough major league
material in class A ball to war-
rant a third league. If there

I

were, why wouldn't some of our
present major league teams
strengthen their personal, so

[there would be better competi-
tion between teams? A third

major league would result in a poorer game of
baseball. Therefore, the attendence would dimin-
ish, and a league cannot survive without a good
financial income.

Don Berry '62, Arts ,

I feel that a third major lea-

gue will not survive. To begin
with, the added games will cause
confusion and disinterest. The
farm system will also suffer be-

cause the majors will be using
many of its players.

Don Coppola '60, C&F
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Fathw McFoMm oh K's Visit

;

Inviting Premier A Move Toward Peace
The invitation to Nikita Khruah'

chev to visit our country has draton

a variety of response frcm Church
and civic leaders concerning its «hs-

dom. The Rev. Charles McFadden,
0,8.A., an authority on the phUoso-
phy of Communism, here presents

his views in an interview with Jack
Maurer.

PARTI
Wliat possible good can eome from

Kiiruslichev's visit?

Naturally, I would not be so naive

as to thinlc tliat we couid convert

Khrushchev to our outlooic on life.

But Khrushehev never saw the

size, power, and productivity of our
people. No ainount of reading im-

presses lilce first-hand vision. EiVen

though he would never admit it, I

would hope that what he saw here

would deter him from undertaking

a nuclear war. I would hope that he
learned "that we could destroy him
just as truly as he could destroy us.

Was our relatively cold reception

wise?
Khrushchev witnessed the complete

support of our government by our

people in its opposition to Conmiun-

ism. He rode jpast millions <^ our

people—and rarely received any ap-

plause. This cold and formal recep-

tion surely dispelled any thoughts

which he might have had that our
government's action in handling the

USSR do not reflect the attitude of-

our people as a whole.

Were there any other advantages

to inviting liim?

It should have been very education-

al for our people to see first-hand the

blind, determined, unwilling-to-give-

an-inch mind of a Ck>mmunist.
Also the President's willingness to

discuss issues with Khrushchev must
have satisfied those among our own
people, those in our government, and
those allies who want to be certain

REV. CHAS. McFADDEN

that no stone has been left unturned

in our efforts to avoid a catastrophic

war.
We must alwajrs remember that a

constant struggle for power and
leadership goes on within the USSR.
There are those who would like very

much to see Khrushchev out of the

picture. If he falters a step, his "con-

sorting with capitalistic leaders" will

bring him to a quick demise.

Do yon conidder the invitation an
approval of Khrushchev's crimes?

We often hear the remark: "You
wouldn't invite a murderer or a gang-

ster into your respectable home; how
can you justify inviting this murder-
er of whole nations to visit us?'*

I would answer that if an evil man
plotted the destruction of many in-

nocent people, I would be very will-

ing to speak to him in my home or
any place else if I thought that I

could thereby save those who were
labeled for destruction.

I would make certain that no one
thought that I approved of this man
and I would extend iiim only such
courtesies as the meeting necessi-

tated. I think that our President
achieved this objective to an excep-
tional degree.

Would yon say that the CathoBe
Chordi opposed the visit of Khrush-
chev to this country?

It would be very incorrect to say
that the church took any official stand
on this matter. I am not aware of
any statement by any bishop explicit-

ly rebuking our government for its

action. Moot of our hierarchy simp-
ly used the occasicm to remind people

and the nation of the evils of Com-
munism and to call for special pray-
ers for peace and victory over Com-
munism.

You must agree that the recent

message of Our Holy Father reflected,

approval, rather than opposition.

What do you think of certain prom-
inent American chorc^unen referring

to Khrushchev as "Khruslichev the
Killer."?

In formal diplmnatic negotiations,

I believe the restrained language of

diplomacy should be used. Outside

of this, I beUeve in calling a spade
a spade!

If I may use a c(Mnparia(«: Christ
was extremely polite and restrained
during His trial before Pilate. But
you will recall the strong and de-

scriptive language winch He used in

everyday life to characterize the
Pharisees.

I see no reason why a senator
spealcing in Congress or a bishop
speaking to his people should hide

or minimiise Soviet atrocities by hon-
ey^coating their words.

Will such outspiriwB opinions hurt
the repotatiou of the Ghnreh in tiiis

eonntry?
The Catholic Church in this conn-

try, as elsewhere, op^ily and vigor-

ously placed the correct labels on
Communism when it was unfashion-
able to do so.

The Churdi touflbt Communism
every inch of the way during its

growing periods, and« rather than
suffering in its reputation, it grew
in both numbers and national pres-
tige.

Today, the American people have
belatedly seen Communism in its true

light Today a man's patriotism is

questioned if he does not strongly

omKMe Communism. All of our cit-

izens are on the band-wagon against
Communism and in their hearts—if

not o6 their lips—they must be say-
ing that the Church had Communism
property tagged down through the
years and they were too blind to
perceive it.

PART II

Next Week

Siiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiii''iiiiii;iiiiiiiiaiBwi'™"'"""«u""i»M»'"ii"«ii-

Praffle . .

.

ommmiininini niiiiiiiiiwiiiii

AHHH! Dorm Screens Go Up;

UGHHIWindowsComeDown?

Sfrowberries CMid Uffle People

Bergman and Disney Film Chanq)s

"LOOK MOM — I'm m the

Daily News." That seemed

to be the cry of the resident un-
dergraduate last weekend.
WVIL sure got their listeners

last Monday evening.

I hope that interest will con-

tinue, but there as the song says

"somethings gotta give."

, Page 2:

It was certainly evident that

the personality tests given to

Hall prefects are getting stiffer.

Many upperclassmen delved into

their handbooks just to make
sure that some of the little

heard of restrictions had any
valid foundation.

The telephone company has

gone all out to accomodate the

resident students by placing two
telephone booths in the stadium.

Privacy is privacy, but that is

ridiculous.

"Lady Chattcrly's Lover" is

now being offered in two ver-

sions, condemned and "way out."

• • •
ATTENTION FR. BURKE:
For all those who are inter-

ested in gaining entrance to the

stacks, duplicate graduate stu-

dents matriculation cards are

now available in room 126 Shee-

han Hall. This room has been

nimored as the center of the

underworld on campus.

Well now that the freshman

know what a nuxer is there will

be less of a crowd at the next

one. It is rumored that social

custom was broken at the Rose-

moBt mixer last weekend. Too

nofolie oltired

bad.

If you are alert you would has
noticed that the screens were
being replaced in the dormitor-

ies. This was a diversionary

tactic on the part of the ad*

ministration in order that the

student might gain confidence

and strength to stand the shock
when the windows are removed
next week.

Several students are wonder-
ing when the minor sports pro-

gram at Villanova is going to

be extended to include football.

Last week's issue of the VIL-
LANOVAN carried an article in

which it was mentioned that

there were distingruiahed fresh-

men attending Villanova this

year. It might interest the au-

thor that things look bright for

the future also, since DONDI
has been accepted into the Class

of 1962.

Hardiest congratulations to

the Cloister A.C. for their vic-

tory over the first floor Sheehan
Hall Devils.

IheOldlcmn.

"All of us are going to do

better tomorrow — and we
would, too, if we started to-

day.*'

Two men who as first glance

seem very far removed are Ing-

mar Bergman and Walt Disney.

Actually these two movie
makers, the Swede and the

American, have a great deal in

common.
Both are represented by films

in the Philadelphia area. Berg-

man's "Wild Strawberries" is

downtown at the World and Dis-

ney's "Darby O'Gill and the Lit-

tle People" is travelling the

neighborhoods. ,>;.;. < ;:

A comparison of these two
films is not so farfetched as it

would seem. Although vastly

different, these films do have
many similarities.

Both are about old men and

their outlooks, both have vivid

effects, both have death-couch

scenes and most of all both cap-

ture the spirit of man.

Beautiful Film

"Wild Strawberries" is a puz-

zling film. It is a beautiful film

but there will be a number of

people who will walk out on it.

There is little action and if ac-

tion is the only thing the movie-

goer is looking for then "Wild

Strawberries" could be called

dull.

But for anyone who wants
a unique and challenging film

experience that Swedish picture

is a must In fact it is the tvpe
of picture that merits more than
one viewing.

Gunnar Fischer's camera work
is magnificent: vivid black and
white, sometimes soft, some-
time harsh. Fischer and Berg-

man create a visual poem: am-

By PhiKp Ludlov

biguous at times, symbolic, iron-

ic, but always sensitive, and im-

aginative.

Simple Plot

The plot is simple, a seventy-

five year old man, portrayed

Ahmod Jomol
At Red HiU

superbly by Victor Sjoetrom.

after fifty years as a doctor
travels to Lund to receive an
honorary degree. He learns

more about humanity and man's
needs in one day than he had
learned in seventy-five years.

Bergman has captured many
moods, both delicate and light-
ening. The nightmare death

scene and the eerie dream trial

are scenes of haunting quality

while the pastoral scenes and
"children" scenes are quite

charming.
Disney also has spun wdoe of

charm and has come up with
some eerie scenes to chill the
youngsters. "Darby and the

Little People" is aimed at a
smallster audience and should
thoroughly delight them.

:"'y Disney Warmtli''''"^

It is the tale of a whimsical
little old Irishman and his ad-
ventures with the leprechauns.

Disney has effected some very
clever scenes full of color and
the usual Disney warmth.
Both Bergman and Disney

have made modem film history

with their tasteful and individ-

ualistic styles of movies mak-
ing. ESach has a different st^e
but they both have the same
purpose.

REFLECTIONS ...
. . . <*nie Big Operator^ with
MiGkey Rooney is anotlier nom-
inee for worst pietvre of tte
year . . . Ahmad Jamal at the
Red HOI . . . The Phillies are
erecting a eovering for the
faaadstand In ease H rains dnriag
the Connie Mack Stadtam laa
CoBfcert October 15-16 . . . fav-
orite album of the week Is "An
Hour wHh the Ruwiasy Lewis
Trio** swfaigfavr fai the Ahmad
Jamal vein. Favorite single Is

"VMir kgr Oqidd-vohsed Miilhhk

Training means learning the
rules. Experience means Iesm->':

ing the exceptions.

.-If

.J :.*a.^ t'lfTitUL ttit^ttt^ yM(fcj|lllli ii )' - 1*—-"#*
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Oh! To Be

Now That

In Philadelphia,

Floods Are There
Jim mcoteer

THIS WEEK I will plunge! People come in all types and

right into the thick of this temperments, from Main Liners

neverending commentary on col- —whose attitude of contempla-

legiate life and times. As you tive dignity has occasioned re-

remember, this is a "feature

column"—not

getting there.

McATEER

syndicated, but
Writers of fea-

t u r e oolunms
(that's also me)
must be bright,

witty, intelli-

gent and d . . .

fools (that's

also me).
The purpose of

a feature col-
umn, sometimes

,
A »• oibscure (as in

the case of this one), is to en-

tertain, divert, amuse, educate,

and generally uplift the reader,

which is why so many feature

writers fail (this, too, is me?)
You will notice that, in the

Uiree weeks oi classes that have
gone the way of all flesh, I have
not asked if you had a nice sum-
mer. Frosh, of course, do not

appreciate the significance of

this ommission, but any seniw
who has had it asked of him
562 times each fall for the past

four years should be very gnUe-
ful to me.
And with that good deed for

the day finished, I will devote

the remainder of this column to

the entertainment, diversion,

amusement and education of

freshmen, who need it, heaven
knows.
But first a question: why,

when you had pulled yourself

up by your bootstraps to the

exaulted position of high school

seniors, did you frosh willingly

choose to metamorphose
(there's a quaint word) your-

selves to the lowest form of

human life—the college fresh-

man?

I^EVER MIND answering
A~ that. Just pull out your
intricately detailed maps of the

route to Rosemont, retire to the

T-House, and drown your cares

in a cup ^ of apricot juice, large.

When you return from your rev-

elry, hop into a transportation

unit (car, etc.) and avail your-

selves of the joys of the nearby

City of Brotherly Love, that is,

Philly.

• • *
PHILADELPHIA, you will

•* soon learn, is a thrilling,

thriving metropolis, made up of

houses and numerous other

buildings. These "others" are

built primarily of brick and his-

tory. For instance, you can see

the Liberty Bell (free) and the

E. A. Foe House (50 cents).

Philly is also a land of con-

trasts: in one street, you may
see a child wearing a Zorro cape

and a space helmet, and in an-

other you might not Also, you

will find that we have a climate

for every taste, ranging from
the invigoraUng "Hell Freeze"

of' winter, to the lazy, golden

"Big Schorch" of summer.
Of course we do have peri-

odic floods, during which all con-

tact with the outside world is

cut off, but these occur only

during the rainy season, which

lasts from October to July.

Besides these natural bless-

ings, our beloved City Fathers

(taxpayers all) have endowed

us other benefits. Roads, for

eatample, are excellent (judging

by local standards, of oourM).

And the dtisenry is wonderful.

marks that they are snobbish
poops—to South Philadelphians

—whose gay, carefree manner
has led less-penetrating ob-

servers to call them drunken
rowdies.

All in all, and guided by this

gentle introduction to our fair

city, I am sure that your four

years at Villanova (should you
be so fortunate as to last) will

be one Grand Ball.

In an effort to bring art

and "color** into the feature
pages, and to provide stu-

dents with a reasonable out-

let for their artistic ven-
tures the editors wish to
announce the addition of a
new feature hereafter
known as "EXPRESSIOUr
Bach week the editors will

select the best poem or
drawing (suitable for news-
paper reproduction) to be
featured in "EXPRES-
SION;*
Any student whose %oork

is published wUl receive a
cash prize of five dollars.

Students desiring to. sub-
mit material are asked to

please conriact Tom Wolf m
ro(tm 306 Sheehan or BUI
Speers in the ViOanovan
Office.

COUNCIL IN THE ROUND

Appreciation To Committees
In philosophical circles, the

relationship of potency and act

is regarded as one of the fun-

damental explanations of exis-

tence. In the merry-go-round of

student government, however,

the only explanation of its ex-

istence on the campus is act

—

pure act!

This is my fourth year of be-

ing connected with the Student

Council at Villanova and I have

never seen a group so enthused

about showing concreat results

as this year's 0>uncil.

WE HAVE
MOST of the

true leaders on
campus and
they are earnest

about their
work. It is my
firm conviction

that, if the stu-

dents support

our programs,

you will see tremendous gains

made by the '59-'60 (>)uncil—

but you, the students, must get

behind your (council.

A special note of thanks goes

to Ken Kraemer, Neil Drislane

and the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee for the fine job that they

did in arranging the forum on
Mr. Khrushchev's visit.

This forum is in accordance

with the new Student Council

policy aimed at developing an

intellectual atmosphere on our

campus. Ken, our Exxecutive

Vice-President of Education,

took charge of arranging and
publicizing this event.

The attendance at the forum
was encouraging, as 150 stu-

dents listened to Dr. Khouri.

This is an indication of student

approval to this CJouncil policy.

In the future, we hope to expand
this program to bring in noted

authorities on a variety of top-

ics.

You, the student ,must re-

member that we need your sup-

port in this type of program or

it will be discontinued. Get be-

hind your Council and help us

out and we will try to do our

best for you.

THE SPIRIT COMMITTEE
under John Oberlies and Jack

Valva also deserve a round of

praise. The committee has ig-

nited a student body spirit that

has recently been dormant.

We all want a very spirited

undergraduate body and with

the entiiusiastic Spirit CSommit-

tee members; this year should

sparkle with those events which

would make it so.

Look for a great amount of

imagination and ideas stemming
from this year's Spirit Commit-

tee and join in the fun!

"Jazz in the ()uad," a Spirit

Ck>nmiittee presentation, also re-

ceived the ^proval of most of
the residents; unfortunately,

things got out of hand slightly

at the end and this incident

might refrain us from contin-

uing this program.
We must have the assurance

from the student body that they

will cooperate completely with

the Spirit Ck>nmiittee.

ANOTHER DISAPPOINTING
note came from John Valva as

he reported that aH the Spirit

Oonmiittee signs for the Holy
Cross game were removed.
These things are unfortunate,

but the contriving of a few can
very easily interrupt the enjoy-

ment of the rest.

Fred Smolinski, who handled
the Senior CJar Program very
adroitly, is looking for student

members for his Student Activ-

ities. —TOM HOFFMAN

V.U. Male-Books,

Bridge arid No ^^B'
By Mory Lou Sconlon

THE VILLANOVA MALE
comes in assorted sizes, shapes,

weights and colors. He is found
in the browsing room, on the

parking lot, in the lounges, at
parties, running to, coming from
and sometimes in classes, most-

ly the Pie Shoppe, almost any-

where but behind a book. His

specialties are girls, sports cars,

athletics, bridge, jazz, poker

—

anything but his major.

The Villanovan is faith with

a physics book in his hand and

a prayer in his heart, hope with

a 69 average after finals, char-

ity to a freshman nurse learn-

ing chemistry.

His mother dotes over him,

his dad begrudgingly loans him
the car, his pals win money from
him, his girl takes his frat pin,

the Army calls him and St. Jude

watches over him.

• • •
HE HAS the strength of Gi-

bralter after an all night bout

with the books, the patience of

Job with his roommate, the eyes

of a hawk (that nasty word)

for certain co-eds, the speed of

Mercury when the prof doesn't

show in ten minutes, the wisdom
of Soloman to a big-eyed high

school gh'l, the hunger of a wolf

after eating a V.U. Friday night

supper, the slipperyness of an

eel when a term paper is due,

the slyness of a fox when play-

ing cards with the boys, and the

pride of a peacock on gradua-

tion day.

SFEERITUAUSM . .

.

Charlie's Frank With Fred:

"All Is George With Jacks''
bill ip«trt

Time: Present

Pkuse: Near
Cast: Freddie the freshman; Charlie the sopihomre

Enter Freddie and Charlie

Well kid, here we are. This is where we eat our daily

victuals, (heh-heh)

(In utter amazement) Gee! Charlie this sure is neat I

see that it even dispenses baked beans.

(Proudly) Yeh Freddie, Ya' gotta go pretty far ta beat

this set-up.

Boy! it sure is crowded.

Well whatta' ya expect it's lunch time.

Oh Yah! And besides that I see a lotta guys sre study-

ing.

(Puzzled) Studying?
Yah. Like those guys over there. Looks to me like

there're using visual aids or something,

(hysterically) Visual aids! ! Har-har what a jar. Them's
cards, not aids, sonny.

(Again in utter amazement) Cards! you mean Playing

cards? During school hours?
Ya' don't have to make it sound like the eighth capital

sin.

But I was under the impression that a coUeigiate at-

mosphere was at all thnes one of dignity; exemplary
of its vital role in forming the ideals of the men and.

women who will some day be world leaders,

(dejectedly) Sob!
Oh, and another thing, kid. When you're canying a
stack of books like ya' got there, at all times keep

your Business Math Book on the top. Makes Ya* stand

out. Gives ya,' stature. A man among men ya' might
say.

Charlie:' (Again, puzzled) What is it wit you? Are ya' a radical

or somethln'. Sit down before ya' have the whole place..

Freddie: (reverently) What ever you say, Charlie.

There is a pause here as Charlie bows his head when
a student dressed in an olive-colored tie passes their

table.

Freddie: Why did you bow your head when that fellow walked
by.

(Disgustingly) Why did I bow my head? Why didn't

vou take off that sttrpid dink? Do you know who that

was? It just happened to be a member of the fraternity,

(puzzled) The fraternity?

Yeah the fraternity. On this campus they are known
as the cream of the hope, whatever that means. But as
far as your concerned there your superiors. (Set that?
Right Charlie. Are you a member of the fraternity?

(saddly) No, I'm sorry ta' say I'm not. Didn't quite

make the grade.

How come Charlie?

Well, ta' make a long story short, my big brother once
sent me out for a screw driver and I brought him back
my father's tool chest. (At this point he is near tears)

The most unkindest cut of all.

I think I know exactly how you feel. Sorta' like the

time when I was a kid. The gang would never let me
come to any of their parties because I always won at

*'Pin the Tail on the Donkey."
Chai-lie: (Dejectedly) Sob.

Freddie: Well, I better be gettin' ta' class.

Charlie: Yeah! I guess I'll be going home.
Freddie: Home? At 10:30 m the morning?

Charlie:

Freddie:

Charlie:

Freddie:

Charlie:

Freddie:

Charlie:

Freddie:

Charlie:

Freddie:

Charlie:

Freddie:

Freddie:

Charlie:

Charlie:

Freddie:

Charlie:

Freddie:

Charlie:

Freddie:

CharUe*

Freddie:

Charlie: Yeah, I got early classes this year. I'll see ya' latu*, kid.

Freddie: Yeah. So long, Charlie.
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Opinionated Students Rebel!

But It Sure Is Hard To Tell

I

jim bising

^ HE FOOTBALL EXPERTS' convention of Villanova Univers-
''' ity held in between Sheehan and Sullivan Halls on the night
of September . . .once again demonstrated the poised and quiet

manner in which Villanova students state their opinions and dif-

ferences of opinion without atti'acting any sensationalism or
cheap outside publicity.

The loss of two football games is unquestionably a traumatic
experience for the majority of
the student body (except for
those students with good mem-
ories who can remember the
1964 and 1955 seasons, when the
Wildcats compiled the enviable
record of two victories and
eighteen defeats.

The lack of real pride in Vil-

lanova which was demonstrated
'by those who seem to claim that
they are concerned a/bout her
fortunes must be a source of
disappointment to the more
mature members of this schol-

astic community.

• • •

I T IS RUMORED that NEWS
*' photographers are on con-

stant standby duty, waiting for

another chance to scoop the

other city papera (and the Vil-

lanovan). Who can say who will

be the next "protester" to have
his picture on the front page of

the city's most dignified news-
paper? Perhaps it will be Count
VillianV?

Meanwhile, the less important
parts of campus life continue as
before. People attend classes for

one reason or another, and
others occupy themselves as

best they can with the various

means at their disposal.

This season is not over, and
seasoned football tacticians who
arc so critical of the manner in

which the team is being man-
aged might consider the effect

that their "no confidence dem-
onstration" will have on the out-

come of the remaining games
of this season. Maybe they don't

really care?

Father Lawless

Name<d Director

Of Part-Time Div.

Rev. (xeorge P. Lawless,
O.S.A., has been appointed Di-

rector of Villanova University's

undergraduate Part Time Divi-

sion it was announced this week
by the Very Rev. John A. Kle-
kotka, O.S.A. University Presi-

dent.

Father Lawless succeeds Dr.
Eugene P. Powers who resigned
recently to become Dean of the

Departmnt of Education at East
Stroudsburg State Teachers Col-

lege.

A native of the Chestnut Hill

section of Philadelphia, Father
Lawless was educated in Our
Mother of Consolation School

there and the Augustinian Acad-
emy in Staten Island, N. Y. He
was graduated from Villanova

University in 1952.

Father Lawless was ordained

to the Priesthood in 1956 and
following his ordination attend-

ed Catholic University in Wash-
ington where he earned his Mas-
ter's Degree in the classics. He
is presently working on his Doc-

tor's Degree at the University of

Pennsylvania.

Father Lawless has been a

member of the University fac-

ulty for the past two yeara. He
will be assisted in his new posi-

tion by Mr. Charles Bruderle.

S

m s^

Column 3

Three Little Words

—

And A Best-Seller

fronk murtho
EX, SEX, SEX"! This is

wUat I'm callmg my new
novel wnich, as tne title indi-

cates, should be a best seiier.

Actually I haven't written it yet
but it snouidn t take me lung
to do so. I've got the plot ail

HiiiiiiiiiiP'" |: tender story of

|a young girl's

fawakening t p

I love. Originali-

|ty should count

|| heavily in its

I favor.

I The sub plot

||involves two
W.•:::>::

y ^ d 1 S t 1 C pCr-

verts and their search for hap-
piness in a world they never
made. Of course there will be

two ore three nymphs for spice

but on the whole it will be a

powerful down-to-earth novt
about people. I find people are

the best subjects for powerful
down-to-earth novels and I try

to include them in the story
whenever I can.

In fact that's my basic liter-

ary thesis, that people are im-
portant. Believe me, there's

nothing like people.

The primary story is that of

Ann Smith, a young sensitive

girl brought up in the slums of

the east side. Since the city is

not paramount in the novel I

have cleverly omitted giving it

a name. After all, the east side

is the east side regardless of

the city.

However, from what is said

and the type of characters in-

volved you can pretty well tell

that it is a large city, on the
Atlantic seaboard or for that
matter, the Pacific seaboard,

possibly even the Gulph coast.

Universality is a major asset in

this novel.

ANN 18 torn between love for

brutal, drunkard father and
hate for her kind long suffering

mother. This leads her to be-

lieve she is different and in an
effort to find herself she turns

to young sensitive Johnny Doe
who, through some gross mis-

understanding has a police rec-

ord of 23 arrests and no con-

victions. Interestingly enough,
Johnny's uncle is tough but fair

Judge Doe.

Johnny finds himself some-
how the leader of a teen-age

gang and 300, pages are devoted

to his attempts to break away
from this evil influence. ^'i'^'^V

he accomplishes this by staging

a rumble between his e:ang and
the Bats who happed to possess

an arsenal of 37 Thompson sub-

machine guns and two crates ot

hand grenades.

John ingeniously provides his

gang with blank ammunition for

their weapons and this, together

with the fact that Johnny, un-

A> ybuThinkforybutseff?
(PUT THESE QUESTIONS ON YOUR BRAIN-PAN AND SEE IF THEY SIZZLE*)

.s.i

is the best of its Idnd ever developed, for

finest tobacco taste.A thinktTigman'8filter.
And they know Viceroy delivers a rich,

satisfying taste that's neverbeen equaled.

A smoking man's taste.

A thinking man's filter ... a smoking
man's taste. How about you trying
Viceroys?

*By the way, if you checked (C) in three out

offour of these questions .

.

. man, you think

for yourself!

If you saw a man on his

hands and knees in the
street, searching for some-
thing, would you (A) try to

find it before he does? (B)
tell him it isn't worth get-

ting run over for? (C) ask
him what he's doing down
there? (D) offer to buy it

from him when he finds it?

AQ BQ Cn DQ
Do you think that the old

saw "an apple a day keeps
the doctor away" is (A)
simply a trick to get you to

eat apples? (B) rough on
the doctor? (C) a health

precept that can apply to

other fruit, too? (D) ap-
plesauce?

AQ BD CD DQ
Would you choose a filter

cigarette because (A) of

what is said about the to-

bacco? (B) you could hardly

tell the filter is there? (C)

it has the most advanced
filter design? (D) it claims

to filter well because it

tastes weak?

A D B D c n D n
•.'Why do men and women who think for

t themselves usually smoke Viceroy? Be-

cause they've found out the Viceroy filter

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows—
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER ... A SMOKINB MAN'S TASTEI

•1S59, Brown * WlllUmaon Totaoeo Coip.

m

beknownst to the gang, has sol-

dered up tlie nuzzle of their anti-

tank gim accomplishes what no
amount of pleading could do, it

rids Johnny of the evil gang in-

fiuence. He finds himself.

Then he and Ann, who has
waited for him, stand hand in

hand as the sun sets over the

tenements of the east side. They
are mutually resolved to find a
better world for their children,

both Intel ligitimate at this time.

Thus the novel ends; leaving a

few strings tantalizingly loose.

It should be number one on the

best seller list for quite a while.

• • •

The Treasury Department's

lowest balance for a sinirle dav

was $28,289.61 on December 31,.

1789.

My Nei^bbors

'It's 'planned parenthood.'

We plan to take advantage of

every tax deduction the law

allows!"

AndIt Continues!
In the last 100 years, the U.S.

population has multiplied 7

times; pcoduetion has multi-

plied itself 25 times. There are

more jobs per 1000 population
available today, with machines
doing 94% of the work, than
there were in 1850, when ma-
chines did but 6% of the worlc

In 1910 you paid more than

%\ for every 100 miles of use

you got out of an automobile

tire. Today you can get 100

miles of use out of 10 centft

worth of tire.

Better things for more con-

venient and pleasanter living

for, more and more people have
been coming our way for so

long that we are no longer star-

tled ^.innovation.
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Singers Again

Under Direction

Of Herbert Fiss

The Villanova Singers will

again be under the direction of

Mr. Herbert Fiss, with the Rev.

Henry B. Syvinski, O.S.A. as
Moderator.

On the Singers' schedule for

the near future include the Law
School Red Mass, the Nurses'
Capping Ceremony, and the
N.R.O.T.C. Military Mass.

: ' One engagement has already
been completed, as the group

" entertained a convention of the

American Association of Textile

Chemists in Reading, |*a. on
. Sept. 25th. - ,•.*).;>•

The Singers have increased
. their enrollment considerably

i this fall, the organization now
numbering approximately 80
voices, over half of them fresh-

men who are expected to provide
^ a solid foundation for the years

to come.

President of the Singers this
- year is senior Charles Carroll.

Other officers include vice-presi-

dent Frank Perry, sec-treas.

Butch McNally, librarian Phil

LoPiccolo, and Student Council
: Rep. Tom Natal.

K of C Plans

For Breakfast
The Father Lud^^ig, O.S.A.,

Council 4609 of the Knights of

Columbus will hold its third an-
nual Communion Breakfast on
October 11.

The Breakfast, which will fol-

low Mass at 9 a.m. in the Uni-
^versity Chapel, will be held at
Stouffer's Restaurant in Wynne-
wood, Pa.

Toastmaster Irv Keller will

introduce the Very Rev. John
A. Klekotka, O.S.A.

, president,

the principal speaker.

Dr. Eugene Powers, former
Dean of the Evening School, and
first Grand Knight of the coun-
cil, has been invited as a special

guest. Dr. Powers is now Dean
of Education at East Strouds-
burg State Teachers College.

Knights from any council may
attend the Breakfast.

Dave Grenon, chairman of the
Breakfast, said that tickets may
be obtained from any member
of the ticket committee, or in

344 Shechan Hall. Ticket price

is $1.00.

NFCCS Moderator
The Rev. Dante L. Girolami,

O.S.A., d^an of student activi-

ties, has recently announced the
appointment of Rev. Thomas
Burke, O.S.A., as moderator of
the National Federation of
Catholic College Students.
The N.F.C.C.S. is an intercol-

legiate organization which holds

as its goal the advancement of

Catholic action.

It is conducted principally by
students under the leadership of
Tom Hoffman, president of the

Student Council, and Senior del-

egate Ron Dobies.

A .junior delegate is still to be

appointed by the Student Coun-
cU.

Departments Add to Staffs
Various department chairmen

of Villanova have announced ad-

ditions to their staffs for this

academic year.

History Department
Doctor Harold F. Hartman of

the History Department stated
that the new faculty members
of his department are

:

John J. Logue, a graduate
from Yale University, who re-

ceived his Masters degree from
the University of Pennsylvania.

Logue will serve as an Assistant

Professor in Political Science.

Dr. Joseph George, Jr., a
graduate of Boston University,

who received his Master's degree

and Ph.D. at the same Univer-

sity. George will serve as an
Instructor.

Mathematics
The Chairman of the Mathe-

matics Department, Dr. Emil

Amelotti, has announced several

new members in his department:

Dr. George Forodorri, of the

University of North Carolina,

who will serve as a part-time
instructor of Statistical Methods
I.

Mr. F. McPherson who will

instruct a computer course cal-

led "Punch Card Data Proces-
sing".

Mr. A. Dando, who will also

instruct computer course stu-

dents on the subject of Pro-

gramming Univac Solid State

Computers.

Mr. J. Sgambati. who comes to

Villanova from West Chester
State Teachers College and will

serve as a part-time instructor.

Mr. Thomas Gormley, a grad-

uate of Villanova, who will also

serve as a part-time instructor.

Philosophy
New members of the Philo-

sophy Department faculty, as
announced by Dr. Donald A.
Gallagher, vice-chairman are:

Dr. James F. Anderson, a

graduate of the University of

Virginia who received his Mas-

ter's degree and his Ph.D. from
the University of Toronto.

Rev. Harry J. Erdlen, O.S.A.,

as an Instructor of Philosophy.

Father Erdlen is a graduate of

Villanova apd has a

Master's degree from Catholic

University. This is his second

time as an Instructor at Villa-

nova. He was here previously for

the 1957-1958 term and then

was transferred to Msgr. Bonner

High School in Drexel Hill, Pa.

Aotany "500" ARROW SHIRTS,SOLD BY McGr*9or Sportswear

SPRITZLER'S "ITJ.""*
16 W. Lancaster Ave., Ardmore. Pa "After-Six" Taxedos lor Sato or Root

S.C Requests

Suggestions On
Student Trips
The Spirit Committee is at

work making plans for future
activities, according to Dave
Grenon and Tom Raymond, co-

chairmen of publicity.

Both feel that the student
body has cooperated fully so f^r,

and that the football team will

prove themselves to the spirited

student body.

It was revealed that students

trips are in the planning stage

for the Army and Rutgers gam-
es. The Spirit Ck>mmittee would
appreciate any suggestions that

would help to make future trips

and rallies a success, they said.

Tomorrow, a rally for the
coming game with Boston Col-

lege will be held. The Spirit

Committee hopes that large

numbers will make the trip to

the game.
The committee adds that all

students will govern themselves
in a manner befitting Villanova

men while at the game and
afterwards.

^.

DOUGHNUTS YOU CAN'T DUNK
These bizarre-looking underpinnings have

taken a lot of the risk out of ticklish over-

water helicopter operations. Tough and

lightweight, they can be inflated in a few

seconds. They're made of neoprene-coated

nylon fabric.
''

/ ?:

' This year nylon, product of Du Pont re-

search, is 20 years old. Since its discovery,

hundreds of new jobs have been created. To

improve it in the laboratory. To make it in

the plant. To find new uses. To advertise

it across the nation. To sell it in world

markets. The«*e new jobs range from trainee

to administrator.

At Du Pont, our business is to discover

the undiscovered. We don't find a nylon

every year, but we come out with new prod-

ucts often exciting in their degree of im-

provement over the old. New plastics like

**Teflon"* fluorocarbon resins, new fin-

ishes like "Lucite"* acrylic automotive

finishes, new families pf products like the

polyesters — "Dacron"* polyester fiber,

**Mylar"* polyester fihn, "Cronar''* poly-

ester film base.

How does all this affect you?

When you join Du Pont you and your

future are backed by research, and its prom-

ise of growth. Each year more jobs are cre-

ated, all the way to the top.

At the bottom rung of the technical grad-

uate's ladder, you are given an actual proj-

ect assignment almost at once and begin to

learn your job by doing it All training is

personalized— tailored to your background

and interests. It permits periodic evalua-

tion of your performance. Our promotion

policies are based on the conviction that you

should work at the top of your ability. It

stands to reason, then, that the better your

training, the more rapid your rise is likely

to be... and the brighter your future.

If you would like to know more about

career opportunities where growth through

research has bieen the history and continues

as the objective, see your placement officer

for literature, or write E. I. du Pont de

Nemours & Co (Inc.), 2420 Nemours Build-

ing, Wilmington 96. Delaware.

# Ravtoterad Du Pont Tradnnarlu

Dean's List As Released For Past Semester...
(Continued from Pag« 1)

Schaller, Edword J., CHE, SO., 4.00
Schwartz, John J,, EE, JR., 4.00
Tcnaglia, Nicholas BIO, JR., ...... 4.00
Thoma«, Cloyton H., ART, SR 4.00
Ut$ch. Edwofd A., ACC, SR 4.00
Ventura, Melvin C., ME, SR 4.00
Wagner, Richard J., EE, SR 4.00

DEAN'S LIST
Adinolfi, Allen A., FIN. SO..
Altring.r, Richorr ACC, SO.. ....
Anrwndola, Anthony M.. lA, SR., .

.

Artdcrson, Alanson E., lA. JR., ....
Anderson, Donald R., PSY, SR
Anthony. Richard J.. ART, SR
Armond, Joseph W., ACC, SO., ....
Avellino, Bernard J., PSY, SR.,
Avery, Douglas Paul ME, SR
Bach, Thomas R^ E6R. FR
Bogsaw, Robert T.. ACC. SO
Baker, Robert F., PHY, SR
Borate, Carl C, ACC, JR., ......
Barone, John A.. lA, SR^ ........
Barrett, RoymorHJ A., ACC, SR.,
Bausher, Regina M., NUR, SR.,
Baxter, Robert F., MAT. SR., ....
Beahn, James P., CE, bR.,
Bethn, Thomas J., PHY, JR
Bechhold, Bruce R.. CF, FR.,
Bentz, Francis J., EDU. FR.,
Berntsson, Hugo O., CE, SR.,
Best, John R., lA, SR
Bielecki, Vol Joseph, AAC, SR
Bielitz, George L. J., ACC, SR.,
Biello, Domenic A., ACC, SR., ....
Bifferato, Vincent, ART, SR
Bihimier, John A., EDU. SR.,
Bizzano, Joseph D. J., CHE, SR., ....
Blair, Richard E., lA, SR.,
Bogle, Robert J., IA, SO
Bohn, Robert H. Jr., ART, SO.,
Bohny, Robert W., MKT, JR.,
Bollmonn, Charles A.. BIO, JR., .
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3.33
3.20
3.06
3.11
3.10
3.18
3.19
3.29
3.21
3.00
3.84
3.83
3.17
3.41
3.58
3.11
3.42
3.05
3.00
3.53
3.13
3.67
3.15
3.65
3.10
3.68
3.18
3.69
3.47
3.00
3.00
3.22
3.35
3.00
3.00
3.00
3.38
3.26
3.00
3.63
3.13
3.72
3.55
.33

3.00
3.84
3.00
3.76
3.05
3.50
3.20
3.19
3.37
3.24
3.50
3.26
3.75
3.00
3.72
3.90
3.43
3.21
3.05
3.40
3.26
3.09
3.26
3.14
3.38
3.60
3.23
3.29
3.18
3.00
3.28
3.92
3.45
3.33
3.00
3.95
3.26
3.00
3.24
3.11
3.62
3.50
3.70
3.42
3.21
3.55
3.2S
3.30
3.0<*

3.67
3.57
391
3 40
3.06

• • • * •

• • • • .

,
Mulcohv. John R., lA, JR., .

' Muldoon, Joseph i'., tE, SO., .

,

Mullikin, John W., ACC, 50., . ,

.^urnuonon, Francis, CP, Fk., . ,

Murry, jonn F., Cr, Fk., ......
Murtna, Hronk P., tNO, JR., .

,

Myer, uregory P ACC, SO., .

,

Napoli, Andrew p., PiL, SK., . ,

Nostri, Anthony L., SOC, 50., .

,

i>«K..raiv, uovio J., Hl, iK., . . , ,

Nearir^, Lioyd, tGR, FR
NiemczyK, Kichoro a., tGK, FR.,
Nov, Aipnorrse K., tGK, FK., . ,

Norris, Clinton J., CHt, 50., .

,

Norton, Fergus B., kOU, JR.,
Npvio. Genaro, CHk, 5R.,
Obrecnr, uavia J., CH. FR.,
O'Brien, Gerold J., CHE, 50.,
O'CormelL .<onn M., Ck, SO
O'Connell, Maurice. PL, JR
O'Dto. John L., A»_C, 50.,

O'Grody, William M., ART, SO
J Kane, Thomas R., SSI, JR.,
../iita, Julius A., EE, SR.,
O'Rourke, Lawrence, ENG, SR., . . .

.

O'Rourke, Matthew J.. ACC, JR., ..
O'Rourke, Paul J., ART, SO.,
O'Shea, tdword R.. ACC, sR., ;,
\iuellette, Joseph A., PL, JR., ^

Pocheco, FrarKisco, FIN, SR.,
Pojok, Gerald A., PL, JR
foisir, James W., MKT, SO^
f'anfe, Mory Ann F^ NUR, 50., ....
Popiernik, Donald G., ACc, SR., . . .

.

foppono, William H., EE, SO.,
Pasceri, Ralph l* CHE, SR.,
Poskin, Sondor, BlO, SR.,
Peon, Oscar J., FIN, JR
Pedisich, John A. Jr., lA, SO., ....
Peie-kis, Anthony J., ME, SR., ....
Penrose, John F. Ill, ART FR., ....
Pentony, Joseph F., ART, JR.,
Pepe, Miihoel J., ART, SR., ...... .^,

Perry, Francis M., ME, JR
Pettine, Michael A., EDU, FR., ....
Pettinico, George M., EGR, FR., . . .

.

Pfoser, William J., ART, JR.,

Phelan, James A.. EDU, SR.,
Piccin, John H., ART, FR^
Piccone, Robert J., ART, 50.,
Pitz, Paul B., PHY, FR.
Pleboni, Nicholas R., EGR, FR., ....
Poland, Ronald L., BIO. FR.,

Pollock, Sheldon L., ACC, JR
Pristovec, Thcmos L., ART, SO
Provinzano, Anthony, PL, JR.,

Przedziol, James A., ACC, JR., ....
Pultorak, Joseph J., POL, JR.,

Purcell, Anthony D., BIO, SR.,

Quigley, James P., PSC, SR.,

Robendo, Douglas J., ART, FR., ....
Rodemaker, William, CHM, FR., ....
Rofferty, Raymond R., ART, JR., .

.

Recker, Peter E., FIN SR.,

Redding, Martin K cE, SR.,

Redgote, Michael C, IA, JR.,

Reapath, Robert J., FIN, SR.. ......
Regan, John T., CHE. SR^ ........
Reiily, Charles P., MAT, SR.,

Reilly, Thomas J., ACC, SO.,

Remoi, Joseph F., CHM, JR.,

Remy, Joseph A., MAT, iO
Renoldo, Anthony M., PL, SO., ....
Renn, Uaniel F., CF, FR.,

Renzi, Anthony M., BlO, JR.,

Retocco, Louis F., ART, SO
Roynders, John R., EGR, FR.,

Reyrwids, Ralph R., CE, 4N.,
Riccio, James P., lA, SR.,

' Richardson, Cecil S., EE. SO^
Richardson, Peter D., ACC SO., ....
Kiethmiiier, Roderr, lA, JR.,

Rodavich William, BIO, FR.,

Rogers, William J., ART, JR.,

Rooney, William M., SOC, FR., ....
Roop, Dovid k., EE, SR^
Rososco, Stephen J^ EGR, FR
Rosedole, Paul H., CF. FR^
Rothaug, Frank J., MKT, SR.,

Rothemich, TerrorKe, ACC, SR., ....
Rowc Horry W., PSY, JR.,

Rugei, Anthony G., ACC, SO., ....
Runge, Peter J., BIO, SO.,

! Ruth, Lawrence A^ POL, JR.,

Soboter, Miguel, cE, JR.,

Sobo, Loretto J^ NUR, JR
Sobo, William P. Jr., EGR, FR., ....
Soboe, James M., EE, SO.,

Somulewicz, Edword, SOC FR., ....
Somulewicz. Thonrws, ART. SO., ....
Sanders John A.. ACC, SO.,
Sands, Milton J.. BIO. JR.,

Sopcne, Joseph R., EDU, SR
Sarbello, Joseph S., CF FRj,

Sconlon, Jerome B., MAT, SO., ....
Sconlon, Mory Louis, NUR, FR,, ....
Schonne, Joseph F., EE, JR^,

Schenck, Charles V., EDU, FR., ....
Schneider, Joseph D., EE, 4N.,

Schrier, Robert J., CE. SO.,

3.67
3.14
3.05
3.83
3.21
3.42
3.37
3.17
3.12
3.32
3.43
3.05
3.27
3.80
3.15
3.41
3.21
3.85
3.02
3.39
3.68
3.00
3.17
3.75
3.00
3.28
3.41
3.16
3.14
3.63
3.06
3.11
3.94
3.58
3.29
3.67
3.83
3.10
3.37
3.16
3.21
3.00
3.86
3.32
3.12
3.50
3.21
3.81
3.50
3.29
3.42
3.00
3.75
3.28
3.12
3.05
3.00
3.00
3.22
3.26
3.67
3.17
3.11
3.16
3.55
3.25
3.05
3.33
3.00
3.30
3.65
3.68
3.05
3.53
3.00
3.76
3.21
3.73
3.32
3.14
3.37
3.25
3.00
3.10
3.00
3.50
3.05
3.21
3.13
3.58
3.61
3.26
3.39
3.10
3.00
3.00
3.77
3.10
3.24
3.42

6
5

3.88
3.36
3.53
3.05
3.89
3.29
3.58
3.39

iM

Schubert, Joseph F., EE, JR., 3.11
Schworzer, Thomas P., cE, JR., .... 3.95
Sciotti, Anthony G., tGR, FR 3.»6
scon, kdwin W., ACC, JR., ....... 3.67
Seller, Jomes C, PHf, SO., 3.12
Sekits, Donold F., CHE, SO 3.10
5etlitto, John M., ART, FR 3.12
Seyglinski, Leon Ay PL, JR., 3.33
Shonohon, Joseph P., ACC. 50., 3.37
Shonohon, Neil P., POL, SR., 3.25
5horkey. Margaret J., NUR. FR 3.50
Shea, Edward A., ART, SR 3.18
Shea, William J., ART, SR 3.29
Sheppord, Albert W., Et, 4N., 3^7
Siegfeldt. Horry J., ME, JR.. 3.50
Simmonas, Charles R., ART, 50., .... 3.00
Simpson, Joseph J. J.. CE, SR 3.75
-krzyczak, Cosimor, EGR, FR., .... 3.24
Smorgiossi, Poul R., ME. SR 3.37
Smith, John R., ART, SO i . . . 3.18
Smith, Lawrence J., ME, 4N 3.00
Somerville, William, ME, SR., 3.26
Spohn, Michael J., SOC, SO 3.29
Spetzer, Joseph P., EE. JR., 3.68
Stebb> Robert C, BIO, iO 3.06
Stennwerth, Eliz V., NUR^ SR 3.12
Stehel, Edward J., EGR. I'R., . . 3.09
Stemmy, Thomas J., ACC. JR., .... 3.30
Stemniski, Michael, CHM, FR., .... 3.06
Stephano, Paul V., CF. FR^ 3.37
Stewart, Elizabeth, NUR, SR 3.09
Stough, Horace Z., EE, JR 3.1

1

Strotmon, Joseph T., EGR. FR., 3.75
Strozzello, James A., ART, SO., .... 3.40
Sturm, Joseph B,, ART, JR., 3.38
Sugint, Bernice A., NUR,^JR.. 3.67
Sullivan, Joseph M., ACC, JR., 3.00
susporo. Gory M., ART, SO., 3.00
Swank, Thomas F., CHM, SR 3.00
Swortz, Charles E., ME, SO., 3.24
SweerMV, Donald J.. lA, JR., 3.39
Switz, Robert W., PL, SR 3.21
Sykes, Jomes S., CC, JR., .... .^. «..y 3.26

Tocconelli, Joseph, ACC, SR., ...... 3.00
Tolorico, Pasquale, PL, JR., 3.50
Toormino, John F., MKT, SR., 3.68
Toppen, Horry F. Jr., ACC, 5R., 3.26
Tegler, Thomos D., ACC, SR., 3.53
Terrozzini, Joseph, EDU, SO., 3.42
Teufer, Paul E,, MAT, JR„ 3.41
Thomos, Robert E., lA, SR., 3.42
Thomas ,William 6^ EDU, SR., .... 3.05
Thornton, Richard, CF, FR., 3.12
Tighe, Joseph J.. CE SR., 3.75
Tigue, Michael C, ART, SO., . . 3.30
Touey, William P., ACC, SO., 3.00
Trothen, Elinor D., NUR, SO., 3,86
Trovogini, Ernestine, NUR, SO., .... 3.15
Trello, Thomas J., ME, SO., 3.05
Tripodi, FrarKis J., CF, FR., 3.05
Troy, Thomas M., HIS, JR., 3.52
Tumolo, Thomas J., CF, FR., 3.11
Turner, Jomes E., PHY, JR., 3.10
Usher, Mory J., NUR, JR 3.38
Voccoro, Jomes A., CF, FR 3.42
Voivo, John C, lA, SO^ 3.05
Vosturio, Joseph W., Ck SR., 3.55
VerMnzi, Thomas J., CHM, FR., .... 3.21
Verrecchio, Michael, ME, 50., 3.05
Vincent, Kenneth T., MAT, :>R., 3.28
Voelcker, Henry P., EDU, PR., 3.00

Wagner, Carl T., CF, FR.. 3.21
Wagner, Robert F., EE, SR., 3.27
Woiiey, Robert E. U. BIO, FR., .... 3.38
Walsh, Dovid H., EE, JR.. 3.05
Woish, tdword L., EGR, FR., 3^23
Walsh, Edward P^ MKT, SR., 3.1

1

Wolsh, John J., CF, FR., 3.16
Walsh, Peter J., CF, FR., 3.21
Word, Edward 0. Jr., lA, SR., 3.a4
Word, Morlene M., NUR, JR 3.08
Worner, Barbara J., NUR. SR., .... 3.47
Wossmer, John W., ACC, SR., 3.26
Woterhouse, Lawrence, ART, SR., .. 3.00
Weaver, Chorles L., AAAT, SO., 3.53
Wesley, John M., ART, SO., 3.50
Whoien, Edward M., ART, JR., .... 3.10
Wholen, Terrence L., ME, JR., 3.35
Whelon, Jomes W., EE, SR., 3.90
White, John I., MKT. SR^ 3.42
White, Vedder J., ART, FR 3.10
Wieic, Fred J., ME, JR., 3.24
Wilhelm, Franklin )., ACC, SR., 3.16
Willioms, John D., EDU, JR., 3.60
Willmott, Jomes J., PHY, FR., 3.53
Wilson, John F., PHY. SO 3.12
Witt, John R.. EE. SR 3.30
Wolf, Carl G., PL, SO^ 3.45

Wolf, Thomas M., ART, JR^ 3.33
Woodward, Jomes M., ME, SR 3.74

Woolley, John A., lA, JR.. 3.33
Wunderlich, Fronk J., CHM SR., 3.33

Xavler, Jomes F., EGR. FR., 3.22
Yonnul, Edward T., CE, SR., . 3.30

Zarembo, Joonne L., NUR, SR., 3.38
Zetusky, Edward J. J., PL, SR., .... 3.37

Zicorelll, Joseph M., ART, SR 3.11

Ziegler, Doniel J., PSY JR. 3.44
Zygmott, Anthony J., EE, SR., 3.00

Nof An Aquarium

Poor Attendance At Opera

ClassicaDismays Dr. O'Shea

DR. 0*SHEA

"When people pass the East

Lounge during Opera Classica

meetings, they look in as if It

were an aquarium," said Dr.

Robert S. O'Shea, O. C. modera-

tor.

"Considering the general pop-

ularity of all kinds of music, it

is difficult to understand why
O. C. meetings are not better

attended," O'Shea continued.

"The society is. by no means
a closed circle or a snob set.

Anyone w<ho comes to the next

meeting will be pleasantly sur-

prised, I am sure.'*

In keeping with O'Shea's pol-

icy of attracting members. Soc-

iety president William Bennett

has programmed special selec-

tions for the next two weeks.

This evenhig*« program is

Mussorgsky' "Pictures At An
Exposition," and Hoist's "Suit«

No. One for Band."
Next week, Gilbert and Sulli-

van's "Mikado" wiU be featured.

Sti«r
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Swimmers Name Captains
This is a study of contrasts.

A study that begins back in the

fall of 1953 and one that shall

end in the spring of 1960. Two
high school freshmen are about
to embark on a path that will

lead them to Villanova.

Joe Harvey in his first year
at Roman Catholic High in Phil-

adelphia tries out for the school

swimming team. But the team
disbands for lack of a pool in

which to practice regularly

and Joe's interests turn to cross

country and track. He gains his

letter in track and in the fall of

1956 comes to Villanova .

Frank Keefe begins his career

at East Haven High School in

New Haven, Connecticut and
goes out for the swimming team
This team unlike Roman Cath-

olic's has a pool in which to

practice and Frank develops.

For three consecutive years
Keefe wins all-State honors in

swimming and captains his team
in his senior year.

He enters Mercersburg Acad-
emy for a year of prep school

and here, he again captains his

team and gamers . All Ameri-
can Prep School honors in the

hundred yard backstroke. He
arrives at Villanova to the cries

of "Bwana Bwana" in the fall

of '56.

Why Villanova

Why did these two come to

Villanova? For Joe the answer
was easy. Wanting a good Cath-

olic education in this area, he
chose Villanova, as to him, it

was the best answer. For Frank,

it wac a little more complicated.

by Gene Hewitt

He also wanted a good Catholic

education but he desired to go
to a school that had swimming
as a intercllegiate sport but did

not have a scholarship program
for it. The question arises : Why
didn't he want a scholarship.

His answer was to the point "I

do not want to swim under the

the obligation and pressure of a
scholarship." And so Frank saw
his answer too in Villanova.

Once at Villanova they both
enter the C & F school but Joe
goes into Accounting and Frank
into Marketing. Frank joins the
freshman mermen and quickly

shows his great ability. In

sophomore year Joe decides to

go out for the swimming team.

In practice he impresses his

coaches Ed Geisz and Jack
Lumsden with his desire and
ability and becomes a started in

the 220 freestyle. Keefe also

becomes a starter and quickly

asserts himself as one of Villa-

nova's great backstrokers. The
two of them practice day in and
day out both in the afternoon
and evening. They average a
mile and a half a day in train-

ing and soon both win points

consistently.

Junior Year

Villanova's greatest year in

intercollegiate swimming finds

Frank swimming the 100 yard
backstroke in the medley relay

and the number one man in the

200 yard backstroke.

Joe moves up to take on the

toughest assignment on the

team, that of swinuning back
the 220 and 440 freestyle in all

the meets and asserts himself

as the team's best in these

events . At the conclusion of the

year Keefe looked back upon
these achievements: holder of

the Villanova record of 1:02.9

in the 100 yard backstroke, a
memiber of the record holding

200 and 400 yeard stroke and
9th in the 200 backstroke. Har-
vey finds himself as the top dis-

tance man on the team and,

the first swimmer from Villano-

va to enter the 1500 meters in

the Easterns and the winner of

the most improved swimmer
award.

Now the contrast is to end
for a while when at the election

of Captains for the Villanova
University Swimming team for
1959-'60 they find themcselves

as Co Captains of the team in

what promises in their own
words "to be one of the great-

est seasons in the team's his-

tory."

Finally we find their opinions

concurring on a particular sub-

ject and quoting, "A great deal

of credit must go to our coach-

es Ed and Jack for all the as-

sistance .help and advise they
gave without hesitation to us.

Without them none of this would
have been possible for us at

Villanova."

Last seen Harvey and Keefe

were swimming in the pool, one

on his back and one on his

stomach concurring in one sense

but contrasting in the other.

Frosh Football Season

Opens UnderNew Coach
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by John Duffy

The Villanova football team-
Freshmen edition—is a team
packed with talent and for the
most part proven football play-
ers.

The FROSH team is coached
by William J. Brannau, better

known as Bill, a graduate of
Southeast Catholic High School
in Philadelphia. Mr. Brannau
and the Villanova athletic de-

partment have succeeded in get-

ting some of the areas top
schoolboy prospects to further
their education at Villanova.
The frosh are deeply endowed

with top flight quarterbacks

—

which in the years to come
should answer the Varsity's

quarterback problem.
Richie Richman, the south-

paw slinger from Overbrook
High, Philadelphia, is a top
flight prospect; also in this cat-

egory are Ted Aceto, from Glou-
cester Catholic, New Jersey, and
Harry Glick from Lansdale
Catholic.

St Peter's Almnnl
Saint Peter's Prep of Jersey

City, made a few choice dona-
tions to the Main Line campus
in the persons of Louis Rettino,

a 6'1" 217 pound fulback, and
Richard Grande, 6'2" 230 poimd
tackle. Hows that for size?

Closer to home, two Philadel-

phia Prep schools made signifi-

cant contributions to the Wild-
cat Lair. St. Joe's Chipped in

with two of their best, in end
Mike Delone, 6'3" 210 and Rob-
ert Kowalski, 5'10" 220 pound
guard. From LaSalle, we as-

quired Arnold Buben, everybod-
ies all Catholic last season. Arn-
old's a healthy 230 pounds
distributed on a 6'2" frame.
These fellows mentioned were

just a few of the many boys
packed with potential, now in

residence on the Main Line
Campus.

After the first week of school
Coach Brannau had a list of

seventy would be players, who
would have played their way
through driving rain, blinding

snow, and freezing sleet, but
after one heartbreaking loss,

half of those brale aspirants

dissapeared quicker than a plate

full of pancakes at a boarding-

house. This situation preplexed
Mr. Brannau to such an extent

that he still hadn't quieted down
when this article was written.

When practice started Mr.
Brannau had 35 players and for

one reason or another he now
has 27. The coach plans to car-

ry 35 ball players on his roster

this fall. If there are any able-

bodied frosh—and I mean able-

bodied, who would like to play

football and has had any pre-

vious varsity experience go
down to the field house and see

Mr. Brannau, as he would be
only to happy to give you a
chance.

Mr. Brannau said of his pres-

ent squad that their attitude

was very good and their desire

something to behold.

When pressed about the of-

fense the coach said he would
use a wide open T, split ends,

flankers, and throw the ball a
lot, "if we learn to block and
tackle first".

In short the offense will some-
what resemble that of the var-

sity, only it is hoped with better

success.

As of now the Frosh schedule

is not yet completed. They play

at West Point on October 16
and entertain Bullis on October
23. Then there is a trip to West
Chester to play the Rams on
October 30. I am certainly glad
that Glen Killenger doesn't

coach the freshmen up there, he
coaches everything else.

All in all I and everyone in-

volved with the frosh gridders

look forward to a fine season
and to the day that the little

Wildcas can unleash their tre-

mendous potential in behalf of

the varsity.

Mural Sports

in Full Swing
by Dan Grove

This fall the intramural as-

sociation, under the direction of
Ed Geisz, is presenting another

well-rounded program, designed
for the active participation of
you, the members of the student
body of Villanova.

Intramurals are Villanova's

answer to "Slenderella", design-

ed for the removal of the spare
tire. The active participation of
each and every student is neces-

sary to carry on a successful

program.

This year the touch-football

league has 50 teams lined up.

Three have already been played

:

The Dukes marched over the
One Eyes, 13-0; D.P.M. over the
Savages, 6-0; and the Cuttless
Wonders tied Carsen's Raiders,
6-6.

j

There is a great need for of-

ficials for both 2:30 and 3:80
games. If interested please con-
tact the Intraamral office, lo-

cated in Room 112, Alumni Hall.

M.U.F.F. DAY is the next big
activity on the Intramural
schedule. It is a field day contest
between the Freshman and
Sophomore Classes. If the
Freshman win, the orientation

period will be over.

The Intramural swimming and
diving championship will be held

in the pool, located in the Field

House, on October 13, at 4:30
P.M.

The cross-country champion-
ship will be on Thursday, Octo-

ber 15th, at 4:30 P.M. It con-

sists of a 2 mile round-the-cam-
pus marathon.
The Intramural Hexathon will

be held during the week of Oc-
tober 19th—through the 22nd.
The Hexathon will consist of
events in the following sports:
Rifle, Swimming, Basketball,
Football, Gymnastics, and Foul
Shooting.

Still Looking for

Number One

i-

J

xU

i

(•

Sports Chatter'

Cats Hang Themselves
Tony Mocklin<

There was a hanging at Fitton Field last Saturday.

The Holy Cross Spirit Committee proposed the execution

with a banner which read "Hang All the Wildcats." The
Wildcats complied most politely to this pi-oposal. In fact, they

adjusted the rope.

The hanjpnan was that old villain "their own mistakes."

He was aided by that n^ainline malady "wasted opportun-

ities."

The Wildcats made more mistakes than Henry AWrich
in his prime.

The mistakes Were numerous : collisions, foul-ups in the

backfield, botched tackles, dropped passes, and wild passes.

Toncic Tonic?

Shades of Ivan Toncic, Villanova does throw passes!

(Toncic threw four TD flings to lead Pitt to a comeback vic-

tory over UCLA) . The VU quarterbacks threw more passes

than the remarkable panther but didn't share his distain for

the virtue of the goal-line.

Actually the VU pass passion was slightly pungent. The
'cat rubber-arms threw 31 passes and completed only eight.

Some of the pass receivers treated the ball as though it were
a textbook. Six times the text got cribbed.

The Wildcats passing began early. After the Crusaders
had ground out a touchdown in 15 plays and hfd thrown their

first pass for the extra point and an 8-0 lead Villanova start-

ed to move the ball.

Leon Horin, who played a fine game, shot for 41 yards

;

and a penalty put the ball on the Cross five. Horin lost one
and then four. So Roehre threw two passes, both incomplete.

Some Luck

Then with 4:15 left in the firat period the 'cats got hold

of a blocked kick on the 22. After an incompleted pass Villa-

nova got the luck they often don't. Cross defender Rich
O'Brien batted a pass out of Tom Heron's hands but Sam
Gruneisen picked it off at the five.

A penalty gave Reagan's rumblers the ball on the 214,

first and goal to ofo. Russo lost six. Then Roehre threw over
yruneisen's head, Gruneisen and Sroka ran into each other on
a pass pattern, and O'Brien intercepted a last down Roehre
toss.

In the third quarter a pass to Heron brought the ball to
the 17. Incomplete to Heron. Gruneisen dropped a pass. Kaut-
ter couldn't find anybody open and was "forced" to run for a
four yard gain. Last down brought an incomplete pass direc-

ted at Ficca.

Within the ten yard line, the 'cats threw on five out of
eight plays : within the twenty, the 'cats threw on eight out
of twelve plays.

Pass Happy

VU loves to pass inside the ten. Two weeks ago at Xavier,
Roehre threw four incomplete passes in a series of downs
from the four yard line.

A ground TD still counts six points, doesn't it?

If the 'cats are going to continue this pass passion it

might be a good idea to give their receivers jelly bread or
slap glue on their fingers prior to the game.

Also the quarterbacks' control could stand a honing. The
'cats receivers consistently got free but to no avail.

Reagan Innovates ;,

Coach Reagan -did innovate for the Holy Cross game. He
stitched up some of the holes in the defense and opened up
the offense.

Reagan said before the game that if the team cut out
the stupid mistakes and started playing the kind of ball that
they were capable of they could give anybody trouble.

Unfortunately they didn't cut out the mistakes. However
they still failed to crush the feeling among the faithful that
they have potential.

This Saturday is another game. The 'cats get another
chance. Tom Dooley never had it so good.

PARENTS' DAY
SATMRDAY
OCTOBER 31

Villanova U.

vs

Dayton

DELANY

Sack of Troy

All Americans 3 Times
TomTioy

HORIN

After he was hanged and burned in effigy on Sunday
night, head football coach Frank Reagan demonstrated one
of the reasons he was selected to be coach and atheltic direc-

tor. On Monday Reagan sent a letter to the Administration
asking clemency for the student body, many memt)ers of
which had degraded him. If Mr. Reagan had deficiencies as
a football coach (and that's debatable), he certainly has none
as a man.

Paul Cameron, All-American tailback from U.C.L.A. a
few years ago, is playing a slightly different game nowadays.
Cameron acts as a bodyguard for Ricky Nelson. Sic transit
gloria.

A Nickname, A Quote, A Raised Eyebrow

Members of the track team have already tagged fresh-
man hurdler Charley Hammock with a nickname. "More
Bounce to the Ounce"—a very appropriate monicker as any-
orie who has ever seen Charley run will attest.

Hammock, star at Roman CathoUc last year, should be
a cinch to break the Villanova record for the 120 yard high
hurdles. As a matter of fact he tied the record (14.3) last

year!

Interviewed at halftime of the Villanova-Xavier game,
John Pont, head football coach at Miami U. (Ohio), was asked
what he would tell his team were it trailing 34-7.

Pont replied: "I don't know. None of my teams have
ever been down by that much at halftime. "A good answer to
a silly question.

Sometimes you wonder about the integrity of profession-
al football: Tommy McDonaM, fine slotback of the Eagles,
was able to catch 26 passes good for nine touchdowns in the
six game exhibation season. This despite the fact he was
often double or even triple teamed.

In the Eagle's first league game against San Francisco,
McDonald caught one pass for 16 yards. And the Forty Niners
have, on the admission of their own coach, the weakest de-
fensive backfield in the league. Something's wrong some-
where.

Errors, AD-Americans, Bn^en Feet

What was going on in Felix Mantilla's head when he
threw that ball? Mantilla made a terrific stop of that crazily
bouncing grounder off Carl Furillo's bat, but he was way
off balance when he threw. Besides, I think Furillo was al-

ready crossing the bag when the poor throw bounced in
front of first baseman Frank Torre. That may have cost 15
big ones.

I wonder how many Villanovans know who the only two
three-time All-Americans from Villanova are? Well, the two
famous gentlemen are Don Bragg and Ron Delany. Perhaps
it might surprise you to know that an AU-American track
team is selected. Why not?

GJene O'Pella, mammoth end of last year, who went to
Canada to play his pro ball, broke his foot in practice and will
probably be out of action the entire season.

And as Don Adams says: "A good quarterback and a
good halfback go hand in hand—but not while walking on
the campus!"

BRAGG

ROHRE

, it'"'
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Wildcats Seek Boston TD Party Saturday
.t-

Eagles and 'Cats

Seek First Win
Mike Donahue

A well rested Boston College
eleven that promises to be "up"
for Saturday's game is next on
the agenda for Villanova's tra-

veling Wildcats.

The game to be played at the
Chestnut Hill, Mass. stamping
grounds of the Eagles is the
thirteenth in a row to be staged
on BC's home site.

Saturday's encounter will be
the twenty-fourth in the series
which began in 1922.

Villanova is on the short end
an 11-12-1 record in previous
frays with the Maroon and Gold.
Win No. 2 was racked up last

year, 21-19, as Jim Grazione had
his greatest day. Graz scored
two touchdowns, one on a 53
yard scamper and passed for
another. .. -."•'':

-''v V-'-

On defense the former South
Catholic great knocked down
BC's attempted two-point con-
version and intercepted two pas-
ses at keypoints in the game.

All Ready
The Eagles of Mike Holovak

should be in tip-top shape for
Saturday's tiff.

They will have had two full

weeks from the ill affects of
meeting Navy and Army, two
of the East's strongest teams,
on consecutive weekends.
Navy knocked off the Eagles,

24-8, on September 26 with little

strain.

This was followed up a week
later by a sound passing at the
hands of Army. The Black
Knights of the Hudson demoral-
ized the Bostonians, 44-8, as
such luminaries as Bob Carpen-
ter, Bob Anderson and Joe
Caldwell led the Army offense
in rolling up 560 yards.

Two Losses
Despite these two setbacks,

the Eagle eleven still looms as a
potintially good team. They
have a dynamic little halfback
named Jimmy Sullivan who
srtartled the Michie Stadium
crowd by gathering in the kick-

off after Army's first TD and
swivel-hipping his way down the
sidelines before a frantic lunge
by an Army defender brought
him to the ground after a 64
yard return.

John Amabile, Don AUard's
successor at quarterback, per-

formed capably in the first gam-
es. Other backfield starters are
Tom Casey, and Vin Hogan,
halves and Frank Robotti at
fullback.

The Eagle forward wall is led

by Captain Frank Casey, rated
along with Vin Promuto of Holy
Cross as one the East's finest

and Larry Eisenhauer, stalwart
right end^ ?; ;; - 'c

Other returning veterans up
front include Don Tosi, left end,
Jim O'Brien and Harry Ball,

tackles, Don Goutreau, right
guard, and Terry Gylnn, center.

Crusader tumbles on head, holds onfo ball.

Tom Heron watches Crusader back grab ball.
^ i'".' .' /• .'''V'

'"

'Cats Third Crusade Failure: 20-0
Jim Murray

Basketball Managers
The VBnity bMeketbftll team

has openings in its ranks for

conscientious individonls wlio

wish to be nuumgen. Those in-

terested contact Coach Sever-
ance.

Last Saturday the Wildcats of
Villanova showed the Crusaders
of Holy Cross a new wide open
offense. This coupled with their
still wide open defense-pass is

still a dirty word—gave the Cru-
saders a 20-0 win.

.

The Crusaders marched 78
yards the first time they got
their hands on the ball for the
game's first. It was entirely a
ground drive with Holy Cross
running through and around the
Villanova line. Senior fullback,

John Esposito crai^ed into the
endzone from three yards out
for the score.

The Wildcats went into their

'new' offensive formations and
two plays after they received

the kick Leon Horin broke loose.

Big Leon burst through the line

for 41 yards to the Holy Cross

10 yard line. The Crusaders

were penalized and the ball was
moved to the 5—^first and goal
for Villanova.

Stalled Attack

Here, Leon Horin was brought
down two times by crashing
Crusader linemen. With the ball

on the 10 senior quarterback, Ed
Roeher, tried two passes to Russ
Frantz—the passes were incom-
plete and Holy Cross took over.

The Wildcat line held the
Crusaders on this series of
downs. Barry Bocklet tried a
third down quick kick, but Villa-

nova linemen, Larry Sopko
broke through and blocked the
kick. Tackle Tom K e p n e r
caught up with the ball on the
22 and the 'Cats were in scoring
position again.

On a third down play Eid

Roehre shot a 20-yard pass in-

tended for Tom Heron. The ball

was deflected by baUback Dick

O'Brien into the arms of soph
end Sam Gruneisen.

Foiled Again

It was first and goal from the
21/2-yard line but again Holy
Cross held. Soph back Nick
Russo from Atlantic City, N.J.

was upended for a six yard loss.

Roehre's third pass was inter-

cepted by O'Brien wiho deflected

this pass into his own hands.

In the second quarter Holy
Cross took advantage of the
lagging Villanova pass defense
and Ken Komodzinski threw a
pass to end Bemie Buzyniski for
18 yards — Buzyniski shook
Wildcat defender Frank Ficca
scampered the last 4 lyards un-
touched. Halftime score was
14-0.

The third quarter was again
the scene of another Wildcat
failure.

With Wayne Kautner at the

helm the Wildcats sailed to the

17 on two pass plays to ends
Groneisen and Heron. Again,
Holy Cross tightened up and
stopped the 'Cats on the 13.

From here it was a matter of

Holy Cross keeping the ball on
running plays and taking the

ball from Villanova passers. In

the fourth quarter Charlie Pa*
cunas intercepted a pass and set

the Crusaders final score.
The 'Cats again spent most of

the day in the air throwing 31
passes they completed 8 for 121
yards. The 'Cats completed 6 of
their passes to Holy Cross de-

fenders. So, 14 for 31 doesn't
seem bad—^ell that's one way
to look at it.

It was the third loss for the

Wildcata but they played their

best game of the season. They
showed glimpses of what they
Can do and let's hope we get
the whole picture next week.

M
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Wildcats Lose

Fourth Straight
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Placement Says

Engineers Are In

Greatest Demand
The recruiting picture for

1959-60 promises more oppor-
tunities in more varied fields

than ever before, according to

the new edition of the College
Placement Annual, being re-

leased November 16, 1959 by Di-

rector of Placement in the base-
ment of Sheehan Hall.

The Annual is an official, non-
profit publication listing the job

opportunities normally made
available by the more than 1,700

participating companies.
Villanova University is one of

nearly 600 colleges and univers-

ities throughout the United
States and Canada where it is

being distributed. Copies for

personal or reference use are

available to all registered Sen-
iors.

Engineers In Demand
In 1959-60, as in most years

in recent history, engineers will

find themselves most in demand
among the recruiters. Close to

two-thirds of the companies list-

ed in the Annual are interested

in hiring some type of engineer,

and cumulative totals show
more than 3,600 company open-

ings for engineers of various

types.

Mechanical engineers, for the

third year in a row, will be the

most popular—some 800 com-
panies list openings for them

—

but the twin specialties of elec-

trical and electronic engineering

are close behind.

The third most desirable man,
in the eyes of the recruiters at

any rate, will be the chemist.

In the most startling jump in

demand revealed by the Annual,

the number of companies offer-

ing openings in that field went
from 396 in 1959 to 672 this

year,

Good Fields

Fields with futures, as meas-

ured by the number wanting
personnel in those categories,

are selling, specified by 613;

(Continued on Page 12)

Reagan Resigns Position

As Head Football Coadi;

Stays AsA tliletii Direttor

Another hanging at Villanova. This time it's the freshman
attempting to lynch a white hat, symbol of soph authority. 1%e
lyncliing followed a hectic MUFF day, which the frosh lost 110-80.

Soph
Amid

Snared For Slipknot

Muff Day Skirmish
By RON KLAMMER

Another "hanging party"

shook Villanova last Wednesday,
the second in as many weeks.

However this one was spon-

taneous as enraged freshmen
grabbed the tug-of-war rope and
heaved it over a limb on the

south side of Mendel Field. The
object of their attack was the

entire white hat committee.

That symbol of authority over

them, the white hat, was snatch-

ed from the head of Tony La-

torre. The thief was immediately

upended by a burly sophomore
and he never did get to the rope

because of the successful coun-

terattack of sophomores and a

blast of Intramaural whistles.

Thus, the two symbols did not

meet and this failure carried

through the day as the frosh

were mauled 110-80.

Minor Contests

The minor contests went to

the freshmen, but the major

ones were strictly sophomore.

Villanovan Receives High Rating

From Associated Collegiate Press

The Villanovan has received a 1

First Class rating in the 1958-

1959 Associated Collegiate Press

evaluation.

Lawrence M. O'Rourke, for-

mer editor-in-chief, was inform-

ed of the award last week by
Duane Andrews, one of the eval-

uators and a former staff member
of the Minneapolis Star-Tribune.

The Villanovan was one of 31

papers entered in its class:

weeklies with a circulation of

between 2001 and 4000. Besides

the First Class award, three

others were possible : Ail-Ameri-

can, given only to distinctly

superior journals. Second Class,

and Third Class. Papers which

did not measure up to this last

classification were not rated.

After basic considerations

were taken into account, stan-

dards were set by the judges

and the papers were compared

with one another.

In elaborating on the Villa-

novan's showing in this compari-

son, Andrews declared that of

seven grades ranging from
"poor" to "superior," the paper

scored "excellent" in news
sources.

Balance and handling of news
was "very good," balance of

news—feature copy was "very

good," as was the writing and
editing of news stories.

Sports coverage was consider-

ed "e X c e 1 1 e n t," while sports

writing was rated "very good."

Editorials were "very good; ex-

cellent."

Photography was rated "very

good, showing a great deal of

action." Printing and typo-

graphy were "excellent."

Official announcement of the

Villanovan's award came from

Fred L. Kildow, Director of

A.C.P.

The local color came through

in the form of Father Dunn,
caught in the middle of the push
ball battle, racing as fast a3 one
of his track idols. Tempers
flared over this game more than
any other.

Every time heads got hot a
new team rushed out on the

field. This was the Intramural

Department's answer to last

year's brawl.

Last year's dispute was over

a disqualification of a scholar-

ship athlete and a stoppage of

the football game with ten min-

utes left to play. This year the

push ball scored.

The two platoon system how-
ever gave more excerise to the

teams than the game, for the

two teams were on and off the

field more times than you could

count.

Showed Disapproval

The frosh showed their dis-

approval early during the game
as they hissed and booed an off-

side and silent prayers were said

that this would be all.

It wasn't.

The Intramural Committee
did an admirable job acting as

fight breakers led by Father

Kenny, and everyone just loved

Jim Moran as head referee dur-

ing the touch football game.
Although the contest was de-

cided by the football grame it

was far from over. Many, know-

ing it was lost, fought individu-

al battles on the field.

The first disaster occurred

when Don Boehemcke called

time out as he pleaded for tape

as his left sneaker came apart.

Defensive Ability

The M-A-B painters, known
for their defensive ability as

well as the Chinese Bandits of

L.S.U., managed to lead the

scoring with two intercepted

passes one going for a touch-

down.
The offensive unit however

managed to play the extra

points but came off second best.

The win in the football game upt

the cream on the cake for the

((Continued on Page 14)

Frank Reagan, head football

coach, resigned his position yes-

terday morning, it was an-
nounced by Very Rev. John A.
Kiekotka, O.S.A., president.

Joe Rogers, first assistant

couch, has been named acting

head coach for the remainder
of the season.

Regan, who has been serving
in the dual capacities of Athle-

tic Director and coach, will re-

tain his position as Athletic

Director.

His Own Decision

In an exclusive statement to

the VILLANOVAN, Reagan de-

clared, "The decision on my part
to step out of the football pic-

ture has been made after long
and careful consideration, and
the action is taken with the ut-

most regret . I feel, however,
that I am acting in the best in-

terests of the university.

"My association with Villa-

nova has been a most happy one,

and the future of the athletic

picture here seems to me im-
portant enough to warrant what
might be termed an unprece-
dented action. My sincere hope
is that in other hands, our foot-

ball destinies may take a turn
for the better.

"I am glad the Athletic

Board has seen fit to name Joe
Rogers as head coach. Rogers
is a young man of unquestioned
ability, and if an improvement
is possible, he is the one to

effect it. He has my whole-
hearted support.

Not Exactly Compatible
"Experience has shown me

that the dual posts of Athletic

Director and football coach are

not exactly compatible in every

respect. With the elimination of

the coaching duties, I hope to

be able to devote my time ex-

clusively to the promotion of our
athletic program, but while I

devote my mind and energies in

that direction, a part of my
heart will remain forever buried

on the football field."

Regan's "unprecedented ac-

tion" gave a thorough jolt to the
campus. It was a sobering in-

fluence after weeks of turmoil.

Bill Craig, tri-captain, was not
surprised, however. "I knew at

half-time of the B.C. game that'

something was coming," he
said .

Those who have had personal

contact with Reagan have great
respect for the man. Craig is

one of them. As he said, "He
was very good to us. He treated

me as a gentleman at all times.

I was proud to have played un-

der him."

As is everyone else, Craig is

puzzled by what has happened.

He feels it is something you
(Continued on Page 12)

Judge R. Morris

Addresses Forum

On U.S.S.R. Threat

The response of the free

world to the growing threat of
Communist envelopment is that
we are now dismantling our in-

ternal ramparts, claimed Judge
Robert Morris at the first Villa-

nova Law Forum last week.
Former Counsel

Judge Morris, former chief

counsel for the Senate Internal

Investigation Committee, in-

formed the Forum that we face

a crisis, not only externally but
internally.

"Within the past 13 year's" he
said, "Russia ha.s become mas-
ters of over one-third of the
world's population.

"The recent vote in the United
Nations for the admittance of

Red China was 44 to 29." This,

he pointed out, 'is substantial

evidence of the ever increasing

force which the Communist
party has been able to muster.

"As this force gathers and
becomes more menacing," he ad-

(Continued on Page 12)

Judge Robert Morris, former chief counsel for the Senate
Internal Investigating Committee, warns the Villanova Law
Forum of the Communist menace to the free world.
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Wildcats Seek Boston TD Party Saturday
Eagles and Cats

Seek First Win
Mike Donohue

A well rested Boston College
eleven that promises t9 be "up"
for Saturday's game is next on
the agenda for Villanova's tra-

veling Wildcats.

The game to be played at the
Chestnut Hill, Mass. stamping
grounds of the Eagles is the
thirteenth in a row to be staged
on BC's home site*

Saturday's encounter will be
the twenty-fourth in the series

which began in 1922.:

Villanova is on the short end
an 11-12-1 record in previous
frays with the Maroon and Gold.
Win No. 2 was racked up last

year, 21-19, as Jim Grazione had
his greatest day. Graz scored
two touchdowns, one on a 53
yard scamper and passed for
another.

On defense the former South
Catholic great knocked down
BC's attempted two-point con-
version and intercepted two pas-
ses at keypoints in the game.

••'; All Ready '.'' ^<:.'"

The Eagles of Mike Holovak
should be in tip-top shape for
Saturday's tiff.

They will have had two full

weeks from the ill affects of
meeting Navy and Army, two
of the East's strongest teams,
on consecutive weekends.
Navy knocked off the Eagles,

24-8, on September 26 with little

strain.
' .'.:.<

This was followed up a week
later by a sound passing at the
hands of Army. The Black
Knights of the Hudson demoral-
ized the Bostonians, 44-8, as
such luminaries as Bob Carpen-
ter, Bob Anderson and Joe
Caldwell led the Army offense
in rolling up 560 yards.

Two Losses '•>•:;•:

Despite these two setbacks,

the Eagle eleven still looms as a
potintially good team. They
have a dynamic little halfback
named Jimmy Sullivan who
startled the Michie Stadium
crowd by gathering in the kick-

off after Army's first TD and
swivel-hipping his way down the
sidelines before a frantic lunge
by an Army defender brought
him to the ground after a 64
yard return.

John Amabile, Don Allard's

successor at quarterback, per-

formed capably in the first gam-
es. Other backfield starters are
Tom Casey, and Vin Hogan.
halves and Frank Robotti at

fullback.

The Pligle forward wall is led

by Captain Frank Casey, rated

along with Vin Promuto of Holy
Cross as one the East's finest

and Larry Eisenhauer, stalwart
right end; ;'.y':-- //^: ./.,,::

Other returning veterans up
front include Don Tosi, left end,
Jim O'Brien and Harry Ball,

tackles, Don Goutreau, right

guard, and Terry Gylnn, center.

Crusader tumbles on head, holds onto ball.

» ^ V" V

Tom Heron watches Crusader back grab ball.

'Cats Third Crusade Failure: 20-0
Jim Murray

Basketball Managers
The varsity baseketbaU team

has openings in its ranks for

conscientious individuals wlio

wish to t>e managers. Those in-

terested contact Coach Sever-

ance.

Last Saturday the Wildcats of
"V^illanova showed the Crusaders
of Holy Cross a new wide open
offense. This coupled with their

still wide open defense-pass is

still a dirty word—gave the Cru-
saders a 20-0 win.

The Crusaders marched 78
yards the first time they got
their hands on the ball for the
games first. It was entirely a
ground drive with Holy Cross
running through and around the
Villanova line. Senior fullback,

John Esposito crashed into the
endzone from three yards out
for the score.

The Wildcats went into their

'new' offensive formations and
j

two plays after they received

the kick Leon Horin broke loose.

Big Leon burst through the line

for 41 yards to the Holy Cross

10 yard line. The Crusaders

were penalized and the ball was
moved to the 5—first and goal
for Villanova.

Stalled Attack

Here, Leon Horin was brought
down two times by crashing
Crusader linemen. With the ball

on the 10 senior quarterback, Ed
Roeher, tried two passes to Russ
Frantz—the passes were incom-
plete and Holy Cross took over.

The Wildcat line held the
Crusaders on this series of
downs. Barry Bocklet tried a
third down quick kick, but Villa-

nova linemen, Larry Sopko
broke through and blocked the
kick. Tackle Tom K e p n e r

caught up with the ball on the

22 and the 'Cats were in scoring
position again.

On a third down play Ed
Roehre shot a 20-yard pass in-

tended for Tom Heron. The ball

was deflected by halfback Dick

O'Brien into the arms of soph
end Sam Gruneisen.

Foiled Again

It was first and goal from the
2' 2 -yard line but again Holy
Cross held. Soph back Nick
Russo from Atlantic City, N.J.

was upended for a six yard loss.

Roehre's third pass was inter-

cepted by O'Brien who deflected

this pass into his own hands.

In the second quarter Holy
Cross took advantage of the
lagging Villanova pass defense
and Ken Komodzinski threw a
pass to end Bernie Buzyniski for
18 yards — Buzyniski shook
Wildcat defender Frank Ficca
scampered the last 4 lyards un-
touched. Halftime score was
14-0.

The third quarter was again
the scene of another Wildcat
failure.

With Wayne Kautner at the

helm the Wildcats sailed to the

17 on two pass plays to ends
Groneisen and Heron. Again,
Holy Cross tightened up and
stopped the 'Cats on the 13.

From here it was a matter of

Holy Cross keeping the ball on
running plays and taking the

ball from Villanova passers. In

the fourth quarter Charlie Pa-
cunas intercepted a pass and set

the Crusaders final score.

The 'Cats again spent most of

the day in the air throwing 31
passes they completed 8 for 121
yards. The 'Cats completed 6 of

their passes to Holy Cross de-

fenders. So, 14 for 31 doesn't
seem bad—^well that's one way
to look at it.

It was the third loss for the

Wildcats but they played their

best game of the season. They
showed glimpses of what they
Can do and let's hope we get
the whole picture next week.
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Wildcats Lose

Fourth Straight

(Sec Page 16) mm Fr. McFadden

On Khrushchev

(See Page 5)
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Placement Says

Engineers Are In

Greatest Demand
The recruiting picture for

1959-60 promises more oppor-
tunities in more varied fields

than ever before, according to

tiie new "edition of the College
Placement Annual, being re-

leased November 16, 1959 by Di-

rector of Placement in the base-

ment of Sheehan Hall.

The Annual is an official, non-
profit publication listing the job

opportunities normally made
available by the more than 1,700

participating companies.
Villanova University is one of

nearly 600 colleges and univers-

ities throughout the United
States and Canada where it is

being distributed. Copies for

personal or reference use are

available to all registered Sen-
iors.

Engineers In Demand
In 1959-60, as in most years

in recent history, engineers will

find themselves most in demand
among the recruiters. Close to

two-thirds of the companies list-

ed in the Annual are interested

in hiring some type of engineer,

and cumulative totals show
more than 3,600 company open-

ings for engineers of various

types.

Mechanical engineers, for the

tiiird year in a row, will be the

most popular—some 800 com-
panies list openings for them—
but the twin specialties of elec-

trical and electronic engineering

are close behind.

The third most desirable man,
in the eyes of the recruiters at

any rate, will be the chemist.

In the most startling jump in

demand revealed by the Annual,

the number of companies offer-

ing openings in that field went
from 396 in 1959 to 672 this

year.

Good Fields

Fields with futures, as meas-

ured by the number wanting
personnel in tho.se categories,

are selling, specified by 613;

(Continued on Page 12)

Reagan Resigns Position

As Head Football Coaih;

Stays AsA thietit Director

Another hanging at Villanova. This time it's the freshman
attempting to lynch a white hat, symbol of soph authority. The
lynching followed a hectic MUFF day, which the frosh lost 110-80.

Soph Snared For Slipknot

Amid Muff Day Skirmish
By RON KLAMMER

Another "hanging party" : The local color came through

shook Villanova last Wednesday, I in the form of Father Dunn,
the second in as many weeks. I caught in the middle of the push

However this one was spon- ball battle, racing as fast as one

taneous as enraged freshmen of his track idols. Tempers
grabbed the tng-of-war rope and I flared over this game more than
heaved it over a limb on the any other

.south side of Mendel Field. The
object of their attack was the

entire white hat committee.

That symbol of authority over

them, the white hat, was snatch-

ed from the head of Tony La-

torre. The thief was immediately

upended by a burly sophomore
and he never did get to the rope

because of the successful coun-

terattack of .sophomores and a

blast of Intramaural whistles.

Thus, the two .symbols did not

meet and thi.s failure carried

through the day as the frosh

were mauled 110-80.

Minor Contests

The minor contests went to

the freshmen, but the major

ones were strictly sophomore.

Villanovqn Receives High Rating

From Associated Collegiafe Press

The Villanovan has received a '

Fir.st Cla.ss rating in the 1958-

1959 Associated Collegiate Press

evaluation.

Lawrence M. O'Rourke, for-

mer editor-in-chief, was inform-

ed of the award last week by

Duane Andrews, one of the eval-

uators and a former staff member
of the Minneapolis Star-Tribune.

The Villanovan was one of 31

papers entered in its class:

weeklies with a circulation of

between 2001 and 4000. Besides

the First Class award, three

others were possible: All-Ameri-

can. given only to distinctly

superior journals. Second Class,

and Third Class. Papers which

did not measure up to this last

cla.ssification were not rated.

After basic considerations

were taken into account, stan-

dards were set by the judges

and the papers were compared

with one another.

In elaborating on the Villa-

novan's .showing in this compari-

son, Andrews declared that of

seven grades ranging from
"poor" to "superior," the paper

scored *'e x c e 1 1 e n t" in news
sources.

Balance and handling of news
was "very good," balance of

news feature copy was "very

good." a.s WH.s the writing and
editing of news stories.

Sports coverage was consider-

ed "e X c e 1 1 e n t, ' while sports

writing was rated "very good."

Editorials were "very good; ex-

cellent."

Photography was rated "very

good, showing a great deal of

action." Printing and typo-

graphy were "excellent."

Official announcement of the

Villanovan's award came from

Fred L. Kildow, Director of

A.C.P.

Every time heads got hot a

new team rushed out on the

field. This was the Intramural

Department's answer to last

year's brawl.

Last year's dispute was over

a disqualification of a scholar-

ship athlete and a stoppage of

the football game with ten min-

utes left to play. This year the

push ball scored.

The two platoon system how-
ever gave more oxcerise to the

teams than the game, for the

two teams were on and off the

fieM more times than you could

count.
^ V

Showed Dlsapprova!

The frosh showed their dis-

approval early during the game
as they hissed anil booed an off-

side and .silent prayers were said

that this would be all.

: It wasn't.

"The Intramural Committee
did an admirable job jK-ting as

fight breakers led by Father

Kenny, and everyone just lovp.l

Jim Moraii as head referee dur-

ing the touch football game.
Although the contest was de-

cided by the football game it

was far from over. Many, know-

ing it was lost, fought individu-

al battles on the field.

The first disaster occurred

when Don Boehemrko callc.!

timp out as he pleaded for tape

as his left sneaker came apart.

Defensive Ability

The M-A-B painters, known
for their defensive ability as

well as the Chinese Bandits of

L.S.U., managed to lead the

.scoring with two intercepted

passes one going for a touch-

down.
The offensive unit however

managed to play the extra

points but came off second best.

The win in the football game upt

the cream on the cake for the

(Continued on Page 14)

Frank Kcagan, head football

coach, resigned his position yes-

terday morning, it was an-

nounced by Very Hev. John A.

Kiekotka, O.S.A., president.

Joe Rogers, first assistant

coach, has been named acting

head coach for the remainder
of the season.

Regan, who has been serving

in the dual capacities of Athle-

tic Director und coach, will re-

tain his position as Athletic

Director.

His Own Decision

In an exclusive statement to

the VILLANOVAN, Reagan de-

cured, "The decision on my part

to step out of the football pic-

ture has been made after long

and careful consideration, and
the action is taken with the ut-

most regret . I feel, however,
that I am acting in the best in-

terests of the university.

"My association with Villa-

nova has been a most happy one,

and the future of the athletic

picture here seems to me im-

port.) nt enough to warfant what
might be termed an unprece-

dcaLed action. My sincere hope
is that in other hands, our foot-

ball destinies may take a turn
for the better.

"I am glad the Athletic

Board has seen fit to name Joe

Rogers as head coach. Rogers
is a young man of unquestioned
ability, and if an improvement
is possible, he is the one to

effect it. He has my whole-

hearted support.

Not Exactly Compatible
"Experience has shown me

that the dual posts of Athletic

Director and football coach are

not exactly compatible in every

respect. With the elimination of

the coaching duties, I hope to

be able to devote my time ex-

clusively to the promotion of our
athletic prorrram. but while I

devote my mind and energies in

that direction, a part of my
heart will lemaiu forever buried

on the football field."

Regan's "unprecedented ac-

1
tion" gave a thorough jolt to the

j

campus. It was a sobering in-

fluence after weeks of turmoil.

Bill Craig, tri-captain, was not
sur|)rised, however. "I knew at

half-time of the B.C. game that

something was coming," he
said .

Those who have had personal

contact with Reagan have great

respect for the man. Craig is

one of them. As he said, "He
was very good to us. He treated

me as a gentleman at all times.

I was proud to have played un:

der him."

As is everyone else, Craig is

puzzled by what has happened.

He feels it is .something you
(Continued on Page 12)

Judge R. Morris

Addresses Forum

On U.S.S.R. Threat

The response of the free

world to the growing threat of
Communist envelopment is that
we are now dismantling our in-

ternal ramparts, claimed Judge
Robert Morris at the first Villa-

nova Law Forum last week.
Former Counsel

Judge Morris, former chief

counsel for the Senate Internal

Investigation Committee, in-

formed the Forum that we face

a crisis, not only externally but
internally.

"Within the past 13 year's" he
said, "Russia has become mas-
ters of over one-third of the
world's population.

"The recent vote in the United
Nations for the admittance of

Red China was 41 to '29." This,

he pointed out, 'is substantial

evidence of the ever increasing,

force which the Communist
party has been able to muster,

"As this force gathers and
becomes more menacing," he ad-

(Continut'd on Page 12)

Judge Robert Morris, former chief counsel for the Senate
Internal Investigating Committee, warns the VilLanova Law
Forum of the Communist menace to the free world.
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Senior Steering

Committee

Outlines Plans
Homecoming and all the

events that comprise the Week-
end were the main subjects of

the first senior Steering Com-
mittee meeting.

In his opening address before

the committee members, senior

president Ray Rafferty explain-

ed the format of the approach-

ing weekend.

Plans include the annual Nick
Basca Memorial Dance on Fri-

day night, sponsoring of a senior

float at the half-time festivities

on Saturday, and a jazz concert

with the Dukes of Dixieland on
Sunday.

Chairmen Introduced

Chairmen of these activities

were introduced and each gave
reports on their various endeav-

ors.

John Wallin, chairman of the

Basca Dance, stressed the im-

portance of senior support for

his affair, especially from a pro-

motional viewpoint. The dance
will be held on the evening of

October 23.

Tony Godwin and Mike Mari-

nak of the ticket committee plan

to sell tickets in the Pie Shoppe
and C and F Cafeteria beginning

Monday. They will also conduct

a door-to -do o r campaign
through the dorms for the con-

venience of residents.

Publicity chairman Bruce
Sturm and Pete Longworth
promised an active campaign,
and refreshment chairman Dave
Brian declared that he would do
his best to assure the best pos-

sible refreshments.

New Band To Campus
Con O'Donnell, decorations

chairman, plans an Old-Time
theme, "like Homecoming 1910."

Gordon Burlingame plans to

bring a new band to the cam-
pus: Eddie Bigham, who form-
erly accompanied Martha Raye.

Joe DuRocher, co-chairman of
senior float along with Chuck
Ward, presented a general pre-

view of what he and his com-
mittee have planned.

Bill Galm and Ron Magray,
co-chairmen of the jazz concert,

advanced various details of the

affair. Of special note were the
rates of the ducats: reserved
seats, $2.00; general admission
$1.50 and $1.00.

A brief discussion followed

these announcements, after
which Rafferty announced the

chairmen for the remaining
events of the year.

Seniors Outline Agenda
For Big Social Weekend

^"

Dixieland Dukes

To Play Concert
Homecoming Weekend will be

highlighted by a Jazz Concert,

featuring the Dukes of Dixie-

land, Sunday, October 25th, at

2 p.m. in the Fieldhouse, said

Ray Rafferty, senior class presi-

dent.

This Jazz Concert will be pre-

sented by the senior class for

the benefit of the Augustinian
Seminary Guild.

Co-chairman Announced
Rafferty has announced that

the Co-chairmen will be William

Galm, Eng. and Ron Magry.
C&F. Publicity Co-Chairmen
will be Jay Touhy, Arts, and
Jay Sands, Arts.

Don Ropain, Arts, and How-
ard Silcox, C&F will head the

Ticket Committee. The Techni-
cal committee will be under the

direction of Harry Seigfelt and
Rich Gerstner, both Eng. The
Program Chairman will be Jim
Connor, C&F.

Since this is the first big

weekend of the year a capacity
crowd is expected by Rafferty.

The weekend will commence Fri-

day night with the Nick Basca
Dance which will be followed

Saturday with the Virginia Tech
game.

Topped Off By Jazz

The weekend will then be top-

ped off by the Jazz Concert on
Sunday with the Dukes, court-

esy of the Wm. Honney Agency.

Tickets go on sale tomorrow
in the Student Council office,

from 10:30 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.
General sales begin Friday. Pric-

es are $2, $1.50, and $1.

For the senior Prom, Febru-

ary 19, Tom McCoy and Jim
Foley will act as co-chairmeriT

The senior Dinner Dance the fol-

lowing night will be under the

direction of Bill Henry and Jack
Heffeman.

Father's Day activities will be

handled by Tom Labreque, and
the Senior Parting Festival will

be chairmanned by Harry Rowe
and Tom Moakley.
Two innovations sponsored by

Rafferty are now in the forma-
tive stages. The Senior Lecture

Series will have Bill Rogers at

the chair, and Senior Night will

be handled by Sheldon Pollock

and Ed Scott.

John Wollin
Dance Chairman

Juniors Planning

1959 Ring Mass
The introduction of the class

moderator and the announce-
ment of a Ring Mass highlight-

ed last Thursday's junior class

meeting.

Bob Scalia, class president,

opened the 'meeting by introduc-
ing Rev. Robert Welsh, O.S.A.,

to the large turnout. ,

Nick Cassetta, secretary, then
revealed the plans for the Ring
Mass.
"We had originally intended

to schedule the Mass for Oct.

17. However we pushed the date
back to Nov. 21 when we learn-

ed that some juniors would not

get their rings until October 20,"

Cassetta also mentioned that

present plans call for a break-

fast to be held immediately af-

ter the Mass in a restaurant

yet to be selected.

The remainder of the meeting
was devoted to acquainting the

class members with the heads
of the various committees set up
by Scalia to handle junior class

functions .

Committee chairmen include

Harry Wolfington and Jerry

Carlin, Orphans Outing co-chair-

men, Chet Buttonow, Charity

Ball chairman; Bob Bohn, Orp-

ans Party; Neil Vaughey. gener-

al chairman of the Orphans
Weekend.

Doyle and Scott

Soliciting Photos
The Chairmen of the 1959

Homecoming, Dave Doyle and
Ed Scott, announced the opening
of the annual Homecoming
Queen Contest.

Pictures of candidates must
be submitted to the Student
Council Representative of any
organization of which the sub-
mitter is a member.

With the picture must be in-

cluded the candidate's name,
height, weight, color of her hair
and eyes, her occupation, the
submitter's name, and the or-

ganization through which the
picture is being submitted.

Final date for entering the
contest is October 20, but pic-

tures submitted before October
18 will be published in the Villa-

novan.
A preliminary judging of can-

didates will take pace in the Pie
Shoppe on October 22, between
9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. This
judging will eliminate all but
five contestants.

Deciding votes will be cast on
the evening of the Homecoming
dance, October 23, as couples
enter the Field House.
The queen will be crowned

during intermission at the
dance.

CH.E's Tour Plant
The senior Chemical Engine-

ers led by faculty members. Dr.

Robert J. Snyder and Dr. Wil-

liam Rice visited the Alan-Wood
Coke and Steel Company in

Conshohocken last Monday.
The twenty-one seniors who

attended were given guided tours
noting carefully the production
of coke, the by-products of coke,

gas burners, and steel proces-

sing.

Richard Gerstner, spokesman
for the group, stated that the

s:roup planned four more trips

this semester, some of which will

be open to juniors as well as

seniors.

Junior Clam yearbook pic-

tures will be taken tomorrow,
l>eglnning at 9 a.m. at the

Grotto between the Library

and St. Mary's Hall. On Fri-

day at 9 a.m., sophomore pic-

tures will l)e taken at the

Grotto.
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Father Wm. Farrel

Named Advisor To

Villanova Alumni t
Rev. William E. Farrel, O.S.A.

has recently been appointed
Faculty Advisor of the General
Alumni Association. Father re-

places Very Rev. John A. Kle-
kotka, O.S.A., who has been
named president of the Univer-
sity.

Father Farrel'graduated from
Villanova in 1945 with a civil

engineering degree. A naval
ROTQ graduate, he entered the
Navy upon graduation. Fdllow-

ing his discharge he was emr
ployed in Rochester, his home
town, and Cleveland, Ohio.

Father Farrel then entered
the Augustianian order. He has .

also spent two years at Catholic

University studing for his Mas>-

ters' Degree.
Father Farrel's new position

will mainly concern relations be-

tween the alumni organization

and the University.

Alumni Association president

Charles Boyle also has announc-
led the appointment of the
Standing Committee Chairmen.
Chairmanships named were for

the Alumni Foundation, reunion
committee, student interviewing,

and the Alumni Relations Com-

j
mittees .

Fr. Falvey Says

Fellowships Are

Now Available
The Rev. Daniel P. Falvey,

O.S.A., Chairman of the Library
Science program, has announced
that fellowship are available for

graduate work in Library Sci-

ence. Each fellowship includes a
stipend of $1600 and remission
of all tuition and fees.

Interested students may ob-

tain applications in the library

from Father Falvey. The appli-

cations should be returned no
later than March 1, 1960.

John James, a 1959 graduate
of Villanova, presently working
for his master degree in Library
Science, was a recipient of a fel-

lowship. He is the first layman
enrolled in the full Library Sci-

ence program. This program has
been previously attended only
by priests and nuns.

^

''.'''f

Father Falvey also announced
;

that the Evening Division con-

ducts graduate and undergradu-
ate Library Science courses in

the late afternoon. lij !:
i

xt
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John Oberlies (left) of WVIL attempts to- find^ out what's
wrong with the foott>aIl team on the controversial new Digest
show. Tony Macklln, sports columnist of the VILLANOVAN, just
back from the B. C. game, refuses to be put on the spot.

WVIL Features Macklin
And Speers on 1st Digest
WVIL has begun a new sea-

son of broadcasting from atop
Dougherty Hall. One of the most
promising new programs is a
show titled "Digest" that will be
aired every Sunday night from
7:30 through 10:30.

This innovation is a monitor-
type show on the college level.

WVIL even has Miss Digest
for breathless weather.
John Oberlies, Program Direc-

tor of the station, and Bob De-
Lisa, Personnel Director, will

handle the running of the pro-

gram.
It will be kicked off each Sun-

day by a carefully chosen LP.
Sports Controversy

Then at 8:00 come the sports
reports. There will be a com-
menary by Tony Macklin, Villa-

nova Sports' columnist, on the
game of the weekend and then
Oberlies and DeLisa will ques-
tion him.

This program will show the
Villanova sports scene as a stu-
dent sees it. It promises to be an
interesting and revealing pic-

ture.

Last Sunday gave a hint of
what is to come as Oberlies' and
DeLisa's questions were right to
the point.

Macklin sidestepped some of
the more deadly ones but he did
hit the fact that a Villanovan
reporter is not taken along on
the games by the team. He felt

this handicapped coverage.
When Oberlies asked why the

first string backfield wasn't
used when the 'Cats had the]

ball on the 15. Macklin stressed*

that none had come through in

the clutch and Reagan's giving
everybody a chance couldn't be
validly knocked.
After the shots at the football

team WVIL aimed at the per-

sonality of the week who was
the controversial Villanovan col-

umnist who writes "Speeritual-

ism," Bill Speers.

Only Three
Speers made the point that

he was trying to bring things

out into the open." Oberlies ask-

ed him why he felt that there

were only three organizations on
campus that were really worth-
while to the student through his

college career and afterward.

Speers felt that the organiza-

tions outside of the Student

Council, The Villanovan, and
Beta Gamma would not be mis-

sed if they went out of existence

and that their benefits were not

lasting.
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Noted Thomistic Scholar
Joins Philosophy Dept.

Despite the grimaces and apparent power being exerted in the tug-of-

war, the freshnuin lost the Muff Day competitions to the sophomores 110-80.

The frosh and the soph prepare to become Atlases as the pushball falls

during a Muff Day Imttle.

:
Doctor James P. Ander-

son, the newest member of
the Villanova Philosophy
Department, is both a dis-

tinguished scholar and a
competent professor.

A native of
Dover, Del-

aware,
Doctor An-
derson is a
graduate of
the Univer-

^ sity of Vir-

, g i n i a , in
^^1933. He
J 1 a t e r r e-

ceived his doctorate from
the University of Torbnto,
where he studied in the Pon-
tifical Institute of Medieval
Studies.

Since obtaining his Ph.D..

in 1940, Doctor Anderson
has taught in various uni-

versities and colleges; more
recently at Marquette Uni-

versity and the University

of Notre Dame.
Presently, he is teaching

CMIIHIIMMNHWmiliniltllll

Rational Psychology in the
undergraduate school and is

conducting a class in gradu-
ate metaphysics. The latter

division of Philosophy is

Doctor Anderson's specialty

which he will be teaching

next semester.

Along with his teaching

experience, the Doctor has
published quite a few books
on the subject of Being.

These include "Summa Con-
tra Gentiles" Book II, from
the Latin plus a translation

from the French of "The
Dark Knowledge of God".

From his own pen come
"The Bond of Being", 'The
Cause of Being" and finally

an "Introduction to the
Metaphysics of Saint Thom-
as Aquinas," have helped to

establish Doctor Anderson
as an expert in the field of

Metaphysics.

He now resides in Wayne
with his wife and seven

children.

Belle Masque

Experiments With

New Prama Form
Belle Masque's Fall produc-

tion, "Bonds of Interest," will be
the Society's first experiment
with the Commedia dell 'Arte
dramatic form,
George Matey, publicity direc-

tor of the organization, stated
that "the Commedia dell 'Arte
form, added to an original mus-
ical score and choreography,
should make this one of Belle
Masques most interesting pre-
sentations."

The score was writted by
Richard Duprey, head of the
graduate theater department,
and George Herman. Sue Arnold,
drama graduate student, is

handling the choreography.
Explaining the Commedia dell

'Arte form. Matey said that it is

an Italian form dating from the
16th Century, in which the plot

is written out, but the dialogue
is improvised by the actors.

Belle Masque, however, will

use the dialogue of the play's

author, Jacinto Benavente.
Benavente has won the Nobel

Prize for Literature, and is

noted for his "theater of ideas,"

drama strongly tinctured with
symbolism and irony.

First Workshop
Matey also announced that

the first of the Society's Drama-
tic Workshop series will be pre-

sented on October 26. The one-
act play will be directed by
Owen Klein, who holds an as-

sistantship from the theater.

Student Senate Snagged
By Cafeteria Complaints
The ever-present, but as yet

unresolved problem of securing
better cafeteria facilities and
services was among several top-
ics discussed at the Student Sen-

LKD PledgingNow
Head pledgemaster, Carl Kier-

ney, announced that the Lambda
Kappa Delta fraternity began
its pledging last Monday.
This year LKD has received

the largest group of pladges in
the history of the fraternity.
Pledging will extend over a

five-week period. Upperclassmen
will introduce the new members
to the functions of the frat for
the first four weeks, and the
last week will be devoted to the
general harrassing of the new
members.
"Regs" for the pledges have

not been decided on as yet. Sug-
gestions range from doctor's
kits to ear muffs. Big brothers
will not be assigned until next
week.

i
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Three Villanova

Middies Honored
Three senior midshipmen in

Villanova NROTC program re-

Iceived letters of

c o m m e n d a-

[tion from their

[summer cruise

I
stations.

John Nolan
was commended
by the C o m -

John Nolan mandant of the
Fifth Naval District for his co-

operation in portraying a princi-

pal role in a
movie produced
by Harold Bairn

Film Products,

LTD. of London
England.
"Nolan's
conduct and

Frank Boes bearing was ex-

emplary at all times during this

filming," said the letter.

From the Com-
manding Officer

f the USS
eopard came
raise for

Frank Boes and
Edward Duck-
worth.

Ed Duckworth The letter said,

in part: "These midshipmen
have, with relatively little ex-

perience in submarines, acted

continuously in the highest tra-

ditions of the Naval service".

Plan Poem Volume
The American College Poetry

Society has announced that its

second annual anthology of col-

lege poetry is now being com-
piled.

Contributions must be the or-

igional work of the student and
may deal with any subject.

Poems may not exceed 48 lines.

Only five poems per contribu-
tor may be submitted, according
to the Society.

Entries not accepted for pub-
lication will be returned if ac-

companied by a stamped, self-

addressed envelope, but they
cannot be otherwise acknowl-
edged, nor can the Society com-
pensate students for poetry
which is published.

Material should be submitted
to Ann C. Fox, care of A.C.P.S.,

Box 24463, Los Angeles 24, Cal-

ifornia. All entries must be

postmarked not later than mid-
night, Dec. 1, 1959.

LEND A HAND

ate meeting, October 5.

"There have been improve-
ments made since last spring
but on the whole the situation
is not much better than last

semester," said Bill Vincent,
senior senate member who was
appointed by student council
last spring to investigate the
cause of complaints arising
over cafeteria issues.

'The cafeteria supervisor
promised to provide better grille

facilities in both the Pie Shoppe
and the day-hop cafeteria even
if it meant raising prices."

When queried as to whether
the promise had been fulfilled

Vincent remarked, "Well they
did raise the prices."

Vincent also noted that cer-

tain requests, such as bigger
trays, in the resident cafeteria
had been granted.

"There's a motion in commit-
tee for study right now that
proposes having a prefect sam-
ple resident cafeteria food be-
fore the students are served,"
said Vincent.

"The bill should be ready for
Council debate in the near fu-
ture."

SlOP FIKS

Chi Epsilon Mu
Outlines Agenda
The School of Engineering's

honor fraternity, Chi Epsilon
Mu, held its first meeting of
this school year, Monday, Oct. 5.

The first topic of discussion,

following the opening prayer by
XEM President William Barron,
was the attempt to attain mem-
bership in the national honor
society, Tau Beta Pi.

High hopes are held by Dr.
Kolner, moderator, that XEM
will be accepted this year.

Pledges are chosen from the
top 20% of the juniors and the

top 25% of the seniors stud)dng
engineering at Villanova.

A committee of four, Joe Lau-
zon. Bill Baron, Bob Gores, and
John Costalnick was given the

job of "welcoming" the 40 new
members.
Plans for the coming year in-

clude a stag dinner tentatively

planned for December 7 and a

similar event in the spring.

Naval Book Arrives

In his new book "Most Dan-
gerous Sea", LCDR ArroldLott,
UjS.N., excitingly coveis a hith-

erto obscure phase of WW II

—

I

mining and mine warfare. The
book is due for publication this

November, and should hold spe-

cial interest for NROTC stu-

dents, since most WWII mine-
sweeper personnel were reser-

vists.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
MOTOR LODCE
KtnQ off PlniMn# rtu

MAMJ»iD BY EX'¥IUMiO¥AH

JIM McNAMARA
•f^

• «•

At «• IWtoy Pm1» ««
NORIN

HIABQUAKfnS POt fAMILY AND
mmDS OF vnumovANs

rok REsaivAiioiis....

IftiiiU^.
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Senior Steering

Committee ? I
ines

Hom oco m ihg afid all the

events that comprise the Week-
end were the main subjects of

; the first senior Steering Com-
mittee meeting.

In his opening address before

the committee members, senior

president Ray Rafferty explain-

ed the format of the approach-
ing weekend. - .- : . v ;.

Plans include the annual Nick
Basca Memorial Dance on Fri-

' day night, sponsoring of a senior

float nt the half-time festivities

on Saturday, and a jazz concert

with the Dukes of Dixieland on
Sunday.

Chairmen Introduced

Chairmen of these activities

were introduced and each gave
reports on their various endeav-

.orBi^-v--',;-^ ..-..:
:'' \'' •

^
John Wallin, chairman of the

Basca Dance, stressed the im-

portance of senior support for

his affair, especially from a pro-

motional viewpoint. The dance
will be held on the evening of

October 23. :• - ..
,; .

Tony Godwin and Mike Mari-

nak of the ticket committee plan

to .sell tickets in the Pie Shoppe
and C and F Cafeteria beginning

Monday. They will also conduct

a d o o r - 1 o -do o r campaign
through the dorms for the con-

venience of residents.

Publicity chairman Bruce
Sturm and Pete Longworth
promised an active campaign,
and refreshment chairman Dave
Brian declared that he would do
his best to assure the best pos-

sible refreshments.

New liand To Campus
Con O'Donnell, decorations

chairman, plans an Old-Time
theme, "like Homecoming 1910."

Gordon Burlingame plans to

bring a new band to the cam-
pus: Eddie Bigham, who form-
erly accompanied Martha Raye.

Joe DuRocher, co-chairman of

.senior float along with Chuck
Ward, presented a general pre-

view of what he and his com-
mittee have planned.

Hill Galm and Ron Magray,
co-chairmen of the jazz concert,

advanced various details of the,

affair. Of sj)ecial note were the
j

rates of the ducats: reserved
j

seats. $2.00; general admission I

U.^)i) and $1.00. i

A brief discussion followed

the.se announcements, after|
which Rafferty announced the i

chairmen for the remaining'
events of the year.

|

Seniors Outline Agenda
Social WeekendFor Big

Dixieland Dukes

To Play Concert
Homecoming Weekend will be

highlighted by a Jazz Concert,

featuring the Dukes of Dixie-

land, Sunday, October 25th, at

2 p.m. in the Fieldhouse, said

Ray Rafferty, senior class presi-

dent.

This Jazz Concert will be pre-

sented by thq senior class for

the benefit of the Augustinian
Seminary Guild.

Co-chairman Announced
Rafferty has announced that

the Co-chairmen will be William

Galm, Eng. and Ron Magry.

C&F^. Publicity Co-Chairmen
will be Jay Touhy, Arts, and
Jay Sands, Arts.

Don Ropain, Arts, and How-
ard Silcox, C&F will head the

Ticket Committee. The Techni-

cal committee will be under the

direction of Harry Seigfelt and
Rich Gerstner, both Eng. The
Program Chairman will be Jim

!

Connor, C&F. I

I

Since this is the first big

weekend of the year a capacity

crowd is expected by Rafferty.

The weekend will commence Fri-

day night with the Nick Basca
Dance which will be followed

Saturday with the Virginia Tech
game. '

;

Topped Off By tla«z

The weekend will then be top-

ped off by the Jazz Concert on
Sunday with the Dukes, court-

esy of the Wm. Honney Agency.

Tickets go on sale tomorrow
in the Student Council office,

from 10:30 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.
General sales begin Friday. Pric-

es are $2, $1.50, and $1.

For the senior Prom, Febru-

ary 19, Tom McCoy and Jim
Foley will act as co-chairmcnf

The senior Dinner Dance the fol-

lowing night will be under the

direction of Bill Henry and Jack

Heffernan.

Father's Day activities will be

handled by Tom Labreque. and
the Senior Parting Festival will

be chairmanned by Harry Rowe
and Tom Moakley. . > ;

Two innovations sponsored by
Pcafferty are now in the forma-

tive stages. The Senior Lecture

Series will have Bill Rogers at

the chair, and Senior Night will

be handled by Sheldon Pollock

and Ed Scott.

John Waliin

Dance Choirman

Juniors Planning

1959 Ring Mass
The introduction of the class

moderator and the announce-
ment of a Ring Mass highlight-

ed last Thursday's junior class

meeting. ,;

Bob Scalia, class president,

opened the meeting by introduc-
ing Rev. Robert Welsh, O.S.A.,

to the large turnout.

Nick Cas.setta, secretary, then
revealed the plans for the Ring
Mass.
"We had originally intended

to schedule the Mass for Oct.

17. Hov\"ever we pushed the date
back to Nov, 21 when we learn-

ed that some juniors would not

get their rings imtil October 20."

Cassetta also mentioned that

present plans call for a break-

fast to be held immediately af-

ter the Mass in a restaurant

yet to be selected.

The remainder of the meeting

was devoted to acquainting the

class members with the heads

of the various committees set up
Vjy Sr-alia to handle junior class

functions .

Committee chairmen include

Harry Wolfington and Jerry

Carlin, Orphans Outing co-chair-

men, Chet Buttonow, Charity

Ball chairman; Bob Bohn, Orp-

ans Party: Neil Vaughey, gener-

al chairman of the Orphans
Weekend.

Doyle and Scott

Soliciting Photos
The Chairmen of the 1959

Homecoming, Dave Doyle and
Ed Scott, announced the opening
of the annual Homecoming
Queen Contest.

Pictures of candidates must
be submitted to the Student
Council Representative of any
organization' of which the sub-
mitter is a member.

With the picture must be in-

cluded the candidate's name,
height, weight, color of her hair
and eyes, her occupation, the
submitter's name, and the or-

ganization through which the
picture is being submitted.

Final date for entering the
contest is October 20, but pic-

tures submitted before October
18 will be published in the Villa-

novan.

A preliminary judging of can-
didates will take pace in the Pie
Shoppe on October 22, between
9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. This
judging will eliminate all but
five contestants.

Deciding votes will be cast on
the evening of the Homecoming
dance, October 23, as couples
entei' the Field House.
The queen will be crowned

during intermission at the
dtince.

CHE'S Tour Plant
The senior Chemical Engine-

ers led by faculty members, Dr.

Robert J. Snyder and Dr. Wil-

liam Rice visited the Alan-Wood
Coke and Steel Company in

Conshohocken last Monday.
The twenty -one seniors who

attended were given guided tours
noting carefully the production

of coke, the by-products of coke,

gas burners, and steel proces-

sing.

Richard Gerstner, spokesman
for the group, stated that the

group planned four more trips

this semester, .some of which will
I

be ooen to juniors as well as '

seniors.

Junior <^lass yearbook pic-

tures will be taken tomorrow,

I

beginning at 9 a.m. at the

j

(irotto between the library

and St. Mary's Hall. On Fri-

1
day at 9 a.m., sophomore pic-

tures will be taken at the

(irotto.

Father Wm. Farrel

Named Advisor To

Villariova

Rev. William E. Farrel, O.S.A.

has recently been appointed
Faculty Advisor of the General
Alumni Association. Father re-

places Very Rev. John A. Kle-
kotka, O.S.A. , who has been
named president of the Univer-
sity.

Father Farrelgraduated from
Villanova in 1945 with a civil

engineering degree. A naval

ROTC graduate, he entered the

Navy upon graduation. Follow-

ing his discharge he was em-
ployed in Rochester, his home
town, and Cleveland, Ohio.

Father Farrel then entered

the Augustianian order. He has
also spent two years at Catholic

University studing for his Mas-
ters' Degree.

Father Farrel's new positions

will mainly concern relations be-

tween the alumni organization

and the University.

Alumni Association president

Charles Boyle also has announc-
ed the appointment of the

Standing Committee Chairmen.
Chairmanships named were for

the Alumni Foundation, reunion

committee, student interviewing,

and the Alumni Relations Com-
imittees.

Fr. Falvey Says

Fellowships Are

Now Available
The Rev. Daniel P. Falvey,

O.S.A., Chairman of the Library
Science program, has announced
that fellowship are available for

graduate work in Library Sci-

ence. Each fellowship includes a
stipend of $1600 and remission

of all tuition and fees.

Interested students may ob-

tain applications in the library

from Father Falvey. The appli-

cations should be returned no
later than March 1, 1960.

John James, a 1959 graduate
of Villanova, presently working
for his master degree in Library
Science, was a recipient of a fel-

lowship. He is the first layman
enrolled in the full Library Sci-

ence program. This program has
been previously attended only

by priests and nuns.

Father Falvey also announced
that the Evening Division con-.,

ducts graduate and undergradu- ,.

ate Library Science courses in

the late afternoon.
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Despite the grimaces and apparent power being exerti'd in the tug-of-

war, tJie freshman lost the >lufl l>ay competitions to the sophomores 110-80.

The frosh and the soph prepare to l>e«ome Atlases as the pushball falls

during a Muff Day battle. 4
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. John Oberlles (left) of WVIL attempts to find out what's
wrong with the football team on the controversial new Digest
show. Tony Macklin, sports columnist of the VILLANOVAN, just
back from the B. C. game, refuses to be put on the spot.

WVIL Features Macklin
And Speers on 1st Digest
WVIL has begun a hew sea-

son of broadcasting from atop
Dougherty Hall. One of tlie most
promising new programs is a
show titled "Digest" that will be
aired every Sunday night from
7:30 through 10:30.

This innovation is a monitor-
type show on the college level.

WVIL even has Miss Digest
for breathless weather.
John Oberlies, Program Direc-

tor of the station, and Bob De-
Lisa, Personnel Director, will

handle the running of the pro-

gram.
It will be kicked off each Sun-

day by a carefully chosen LP.
Sports Controversy

Then at 8:00 come the sports
reports. There will be a com-
menary by Tony Macklin, Villa-

nova Sports' columnist, on the
game of the weekend and then
Oberlies and DeLisa will ques-
tion him.

This program will show the
Villanova sports scene as a stu-
dent sees it. It promises to be an
interesting and revealing pic-

ture. • .

.

Last Sunday gave a hint of
what is to come as Oberlies' and
DeLisa's questions were right to
the point.

Macklin sidestepped some of
the more deadly ones but he did

hit the fact that a Villanovan
reporter is not taken along on
the games by the team. He felt

this handicapped coverage.

When Oberlies asked why the
first string backfield wasn't
u.sed when the 'Cats had the
ball on the 15. Macklin stressed

that none had come through in

the clutch and Reagan's giving
everybody a chance couldn't be
validly knocked.

After the shots at the football

team WVIL aimed at the per-

sonality of the week who was
the controversial Villanovan col-

umnist who writes "Speeritual-

ism," Bill Speers.

Only Three
Speers made the point that

he was trying to bring things

out into the open." Oberlies ask-

ed him why he felt that there

were only three organizations on
campus that were really worth-

while to the student through his

college career and afterward.

Speers felt that the organiza-

tions outside of the Student

Council, The Villanovan, and
Beta Gamma would not be mis-

sed if they went out of existence

and that their benefits were not

lasting.

Belle Masque

Experiments With

New Drama Form
Belle Masque's Fall produc-

tion, "Bonds of Interest," will be
the Society's first experiment
with the Commedia dell 'Arte
dramatic form.
George Matey, publicity direc-

tor of the organization, stated
that "the Commedia dell 'Arte
form, added to an original mus-
ical score and choreography,
shou'd make this one of Belle
Masques most interesting pre-
sentations."

The score was writted by
Richard Duprey, head of the
graduate theater department,
and George Herman. Sue Arnold;
drama graduate student, is

handling the choreography.
Explaining the Commedia dell

'Arte form. Matey said that it is

an Italian form dating from the
16th Century, in which the plot

is written out, but the dialogue
is improvised by the actors.

Belle Masque, however, will

use the dialogue of the play's
author, Jacinto Benavente.
Benavente has won the Nobel

Prize for Literature, and is

noted for his "theater of ideas,"

drama strongly tinctured with
symbolism and irony.

First Workshop

j

Matey also announced that

I

the first of the Society's Drama-
j

tic Workshop series will be pre-

;
.sented on October 26. The one-

i

net p'ay will be directed by
Owen Klein, who holds an as-

sistantship from the theater.

Student Senate Snagged
By Cafeteria Complaints
The ever-present, but as j'et

unresolved problem of securing
better cafeteria facilities and
services was among several top-
ics discussed at the Student Sen-

LKD PledgingNow
Head pledgemaster, Carl Kier-

ney, announced that the Lambda
Kappa Delta fraternity began
its pledging last Monday.

This year LKD has received
the largest group of pladges in-

the history of the fraternity.

Pledging will extend over a
five-week period. Upperclassmen
will introduce the new members
to the functions of the frat for
the first four weeks, and the
last week will be devoted to the
general harrassing of the new

I

members.

I

"Regs" for the pledges have
I

not been decided on as yet. Sug-
i

gestions range from doctor's

j

kits to ear muffs. Big brothers
will not be assigned until next
week.

Yn
3'.
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Noted Thomistic Scholar

Joins Philosophy Dept, I

i

P

r

Doctor James F. Ander-
son, the newest member of
the Villanova Philosophy
Department, is both a dis-

tinguished scholar and a
competent professor.

A native of
Dover, Del-

aware,
Doctor An-
derson is a
graduate of
the Univer-
sity of Vir-

gi n ia , in
19 3 3. He

Jl a t er re-

ceived his doctorate from
the University of IViHonto,

where he studied in the Pon-

tifical Institute of Medieval
Studies.

Since obtaining his Ph.D.
in 1940, Doctor Anderson
has taught in various uni-

versities and colleges; more
recently at Marquette Uni-

versity and the University

of Notre Dame. ;

Presently, he is teaching

&iwiiiiiMiimwnimiti::uiiimunm

Rational Psychology in the =,

undergraduate school and is

conducting a class in gradu-
ate metaphysics. The latter

division of Philosophy is

Doctor Anderson's specialty '1-

which he will be teaching

next semester.

Along with his teaching

experience, the Doctor has
published quite a few books
on the subject of Being.

These include "Summa Con-
tra Gentiles" Book II, from
the Latin plus a translation

from the French of "The :

Dark Knowledge of God".

From his own pen come
"The Bond of Being", "The ;;

Cause of Being" and finally

an "Introduction to the '

Metaphysics of Saint Thom-
as Aquinas," have helped to

establish Doctor Anderson
as an expert in the field of

Metaphysics.

He now resides in Wayne
with his wife and seven

children.
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Three Villanova

Middies Honored
Three senior midshipmen in

Villanova NROTC i)rogram re-

Iceivcd letters of
jc o m m e n d a-

tion from their

[summer cruise

stations.

John Nolan
was commended
by the C o m -

John Nolan mandant of the

Fifth Naval District for his co-

oi)eration in portraying a princi-

pal role in a
movie produced
by Harold Bairn

Film Products,

LTD. of London
England.
"Nolan's
conduct and

Frank Boes bearing was ex-

emp'ary at all times during this

filming," said the letter.

From the Com-
manding Officer

f the USS
copard came
praise for
Frank Boes and
Edward Duck-
worth.

The letter said,

Plan Poem Volume
I

The American College Poetry
I Society has announced that its

second annual anthology of col-

lege poetry is now being com-
piled.

Contributions must be the or-

igional work of the student and
mRy deal with any subject.

Poems may not exceed 48 lines.

Only five poems per contribu-
tor may be submitted, according
to the Society.

Entries not accejited for pub-
lication will be returned if ac-

companied by a stamped, self-

addressed envelope, but they

I

cannot be otherwise acknowl-

I

edged, nor can the Society com-
,
pen.sate students for poetry
w.hich is published.

Material should be submitted
to Ann C. Fox. care of A.C.P.S.,

Box 24463, Los Angeles 24, Cal-

j

ifornia. All entries must be
I postmarked not later than mid-

night, Dec. 1. 1959.

ate meeting, October 5.

"There have been improve-
ments made since last spring
but on the whole the situation

is not much better than last

semester," said Bill Vincent,
senior senate member who was
appointed by student council
last spring to investigate the
cause of complaints arising
over cafeteria issues.

"The cafeteria supervisor
promised to provide better grille

facilities in both the Pie Shoppe
and the day-hop cafeteria even
if it meant raising prices."

When queried as to whether
the promise had been fulfilled

Vincent remarked, "Well they
did raise the prices."

Vincent also noted that cer-

tain reciuests, such as bigger
trays, in the resident cafeteria
had been granted.

"There's a motion in commit-
tee for study right now that
proposes having a prefect sam-
ple resident cafeteria food be-
fore the students are served,"
said Vincent.

"The bill should be ready for
Council debate in the near fu-
ture."

LEND A HAND

SlOP FIRES
^Sefaeemirsaer/

Chi Epsilon Mu
Outlines Agenda
The School of Engineering's

honor fraternity, Chi lOpsilon

Mu, held its first meeting of
this school year, Monday, Oct. 5.

The first topic of discussion,

following the opening prayer by
XEM President William Barron,
was the attempt to attain mem-
bership in the national honor
society, Tau Beta Pi.

High hopes are held by Dr.
Kolner, moderator, that XEM
will be accepted this year.

Pledges are chosen from the

top 20''V' of the juniors and the

top 25%' of the seniors studying
engineering at Villanova.

A committee of four. Joe Lau-
7-on. Bill Baron. Bob Gores, and
John Costalnick was given the

job of "welcoming" the 40 new
members.
Plans for the coming year in-

clude a stag dinner tentatively

planned for December 7 and a

similar event in the spring.

Ed Duckworth
in part:

have, with

perience in submarines, acted

continuou.sly in the highest tra-

ditions of the Naval service".

"These midshipmen
relatively little ex-

Naval Book Arrives

In hia new book "Most Dan-
gerous Sea", LCDR ArnnldLott,
U.S.N., excitingly coveis a hith-

erto obscure phase of WW H-
mining and mine warfare. The
book is due for publication this

November, and should hold spe-

cial interest for NROTC stu-

dents, since most WWH mine-
arweeper personnel were reser-

vists.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
MOTOR LODCE
King off Pninia, Pa.

MANAGED BY EX4fllJLAMO¥AM

JIM McNAMARA
CkM«f '47
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Freshmen Insurgents
Nearly two weeks ago, freshman class

at Gettysburg College was seized with the

perennial ur^re to upset the authority of the

sophomore initiation committee. Spirited

mobs of freshmen watched their orientation

regs being carried aloft in the flames of

giant bonfire they had lit in protest to soph-

omore "tyranny." Fear enveloped the entire

college and the girl residents even bolted

their doors against the possibility of a panty
raid. The sophomore overlords stood by help-

lessly during the whole business.

This isn't generally known, but the same
problem confi"onted a somber gi'oup of

White-hats here at Villanova last Wednes-
day evening, when word reached them that

-undercurrents of rebellion were gathering
'strength in the frosh donns. As the after-

.math of a humiliating MUFF day trouncing
^ that very afternoon, the young plotters were
planning a bonfire to end all bonfires.

Their faces overcast with trepidation,

the Whitephats trooped through the frosh

domis to dispel any visions of insurrection

the frosh might have entei-tained. First they
quoted to them from the Student Handbook,
with liberal reference to passages prohibit-

ing any and all uprisings by frosh, however
disenchanted with orientation they might be.

If this appeal to school spirit didn't

work, the threat to fine each rebel $2.50
(price of regs) was extremely convincing.

As the smoke clears away, praise is in

order for the White-hats, whose skillful ar-

bitration succeeded in averting an unpleas-

ant incident.

Of course, no one would have been
greatly disturbed if the abortive plot had
succeeded (except, perhaps, a few White-
hats), but the freshman class should learn

that it's not advisable to flaunt tradition here
at V.U., at least not at this early stage.

But before anyone begins to heap abuse
on the insurgent frosh, we should pause at

least to admire the apparent class unity
demonstrated in the attempted revolt. Up-
per classes can take note.

As for the bonfire, certainly we can't

countenance their affront to soph authority,

Ibut at least none of them called a Daily
News photographer in advance.

Homecoming Plans
Reports of senior class progress with

the first big social weekend at Villanova are
growing optimistic. The planning machinery
for the Basca Dance, Homecoming festivi-

ties, and Jazz Concert is grinding at high
pitch, according to Ray Rafferty, class pres-

ident.

The sophomores plan their Cotillion

weekend; the juniors plan their Junior
Week ; but it traditionally falls on the shoul-

ders of the senior class to prepare a Home-
coming weekend which it shares with the
other three classes.

Special eflfort is directed toward the
Sunday afternoon Jazz concert, which aids
the Augustinian Seminary Guild with its

proceeds. The Jazz Concert chairmen have
convinced the skeptical head of the Guild,
Rev. Francis X. Kelly, that the senior class

will turn the affair into a financial success.
Senior cooperation is gratifying, and one

organization has even consented to post-
pone a picnic scheduled for the afternoon of
the Jazz Concert.

The senior planners have committed
themselves to provide an exciting weekend.
It only remains for the student body to join
the ticket lines which will begin to fonn this
afternoon.

We also might mention that the visible
diligence of the senior class promises to
shame the lack-lustre perfonn»nce of last
year's senior class. In publicity alone, it

already excels.

The Villanovan was publicly annoyed
last year that it was often forced to track
down an officer to get any information about
a senior function. The Villanovan this year
is inundated with publicity from representa-
tives of the class, and we only regret that

space limitations can't accommodate all of it..

"Letters to the editor^ are your
share in the voice of Villanova^ Writo
them.
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WILL rue CATS fieACH it ??

Letters To The Editor
Says McCue Miscues
To the Editor:

In last week's Villanovan an
interesting article appeared,

entitled, "Betting on the GOP".
It was interesting so far as its

whole premise was based on a

completely false statement,

that statement being the fact

that this year's election will

have a strong effect on the

presidential campaign of 1960.

I would like the author, Mr.
McCue, to tell me just how a
county or municipal election

can have any bearing on the

presidential election of 1960.

Yet, these are the only import-

ant elections for this, an "off-

year," election.

Stassen Support
The only conclusion I could

make was that Mr. McCue was
a die-hard Stassen supporter;

hoping that Stassen would lead

the Republicans to victory in

Philadelphia, and thus control

the Pennsylvania delegation to

the National Republican Con-
vention next summer. Such a

thought, if true, is completely

absurd.

Mr. McCue came up with a
second miscue, when he im-

plied that the 86th Congress
was finished and that next

year's session would be the

87th.

Any high school student,

with a fair knowledge of

P.O.D., knows that there are

two sessions of Congress. The
86th Congress has had only

one session; the second is to

convene next January.

John Isselmann,

1960, Soc. Sc.

fore this unfunny subject

appealed to your tasteless

sense of humor.
In doing this you are violat-

ing the very principle we are
trying to attain on this cam-
pus, student unity.

In the future Mr. Speers, if

you have no better material to

write on I would sugg:est your
column to go unwritten. A
nickel will purchase a'l the
sensationalism and triteness

the Villanova student needs.

Bob Scalia

'60, I. A.

Privacy Precious
lo the Editor:

A few weeks ago we were

informed that the screens were

being replaced in Sullivan and
Sheehan halls. Where are

they?
Tonight as much time was

spent batling bugs as was
spent on studies. Fighting

these green, red, brown, pan-

technicon, black, yellow, char-

treuse, invaders was not only

time consuming, but annoying.

Residents of Sullivan Hall

need no longer fear these pests

(their screens have been re-

placed), but three-quarters of

Sheehan Hall are still under

attack.

It is too much to ask for

privacy while studying?

Bill Smith, Mike Marinak

1960

Ignore The Triteness
To the Editor:

Having made the mistake of

reading "Speeritualism", I

would like to point out several

things to Mr. Speers. If the

students at Villanova wished

to enjoy a diet of sensa-

tionalism they would read the

Daily News.
However, when they read the

VILLANOVAN they expect to

read material written on the

college level.

In using the hackneyed
theme "insult the C&F stu-

dents" it appears to me that

you were at a loss for a sub-

ject for your column and there-

Resents insults

To the Editor:

The intentions of this letter

are not to "cut-up" the Arts

school, as has been done to the

C and F school lately; for I

have respect for the Arts stu-

dents.

But can this question be ans-

wered : What is the reason for,

and why is all this sarcasm

being poked at the C and F
school as a whole?

I realize that not all of the

Arts students have this atti-

tude toward the C and F
school; but just a few who
have such a down-graded look

at the C and F students, that

they feel they must publish

their feeling in the Villanovan

to indirectly show their super-

iority.

Steve Carton
Sr. pre-Law

CAMPUS CAMERA
'*Some people say that school spirit is lack-

ing at Villanova. What would you say is the

cause of this?"

This is simply a reflection of the "modern"
attitude that prevails on most
campuses today. The student
just won't give of himself unless

there's something in it for him.

He will support only a winning
team and refuses to believe that
a great team is often the result

and not the cause of student
spirit and support.

George Ruth, '61, MJ:.

What's the matter with student spirit and
support? Why should the students support the
school when the students have
no say in what goes on in the
school. The school isn't run for

the students even though
enough money is paid to it from

\

the students. There's also tool

much faculty intervention in

school activities.

Rallies are curtailed since
they might make too much noise, but the main
trouble is that students are kicked around too

much and this leads to an "I don't care attitude"

now prevalent on campus.

Frank Contey, '61, M.E.

Since my freshman year at Villanova, the
spirit and loyalty of the students has been am-

bivalent! These students back
the teams when they are win-
ning and refuse to talk about
the teams when they are losing.

According to these grand-stand
managers, it is always the fault

of the coach, never the team, or
the student body.

When a team is playing on
the field, or on the court, does our student body
back them 100%? 75%? 50%? No! Why?
Because the students only back a Winning team;
but losing is part of the game, and a good loser

makes a better gentleman.

£d. Morhauser, '61, Pre Med

I feel that with the possible exception of

Engineers and similar students in time-consum-
ing courses, the main reason for

the lack of support may be at-

tributed to sheer laziness on the

part of the student body. Also,

one-half of the enrollment is

comprised of day students, who,
for the most part, lack the in-

terest and spirit of the residents.

Therefore the deficiency must
be made up by those on campus. More interest-

ing activities for the day-hops is a possible

solution to this problem.

Rogar Lazar, '62 E.E.

I don't think the spirit At Villanova is dy-
ing. I believe that at this moment there is more
spirit than I have ever seen here, but it is lying

dormant, just waiting to burst with the team's
first victory in football. I'm sure that the stu-

dents are doing their part. Now let's see the
team do theirs.

Paul Rosen, '62, Acct
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^Took Back in Anger^^ Sizzling Film Lesson
"If you slap my face—by God, I'll

lay you out!" "I want to be there
when you groval ... I want the front
seat." "I don't care if she has a baby.
I don't care if it has two heads."

This is Jimmy Porter, snarling
Jimmy Porter, the angriest of all the
angry young men. He is presently in-

flicting pain in the film version of
John Osborne's "Look Back in

Anger" which is appearing in town, at
the Trans-Lux.

Sensitive Child
Jimmy Porter is a fascinating char-

acter. He is a vicious, sensitive child

of a man. He is forever striking out
to be heard, to have his words have
some effect, even if that effect humil-
iates his wife. He wants to hurt
others, move them to feeling he is

trying to tear them to his level.

He rages against a world in which
nothing is important. He is a failure,

a university graduate who is running
a sweet stall in the market of a gray
dismal midlands town.
Out of his mouth rambles an ava-

lanche of words, smashing against
those around him with the impact of
boulders.

Jimmy Porter is attempting to
destroy the "art" of polite conversa-
tion. His speech is barbed and deadly.
He has cut out all common place
bantering.

This is something everyone wants
to do at one time or another but
can't because he or she wants to be
Hked. We sacrifice a lot for peace.

Barbaric Chaos
However if we all followed the lead

of the rabid Mr. Porter our civiliza-

tion would fall into barbaric chaos.

Jimmy has decided to fight the
world on his own terms. He has in-

vented a vague ideal world of rela-

tionships based on honesty, loyalty,

love and passion. He is trying to find

some way to ease his failure and
helplessness.

He is somewhat of a coward for he
has withdrawn from the real battle

of the world and has substituted for

it the battle of a small dingy flat.

The enemy is his wife Allison. She
ds a hostage he has torn from the

stultifying clutches of the upper-mid-
dle-class that he hates so violently.

He "saved her" and she is now paying
a harsh price for her background and
culture. •

Flaring Performance
The acing in this film is stunning.

Richard Burton, minus his usual
breast-plate and sword, gives a crack-
ling, flartng performance as Jinuny
Porter. He draws gasps of anger from
the feminine members of the audience
for his callousness and brutality.

While Jimmy Porter may alienate
certain members of the audience he is

actually an appealing character. Por-
ter's childish tantrums, his razor wit,

his soulful wild trumpet playing, his
romanticism shows him as a some-
what pathetic individual too.

As Jimmy himself says, "Why don't
we brawl? It's the only thing left I'm
any good at." Burton grasps every
nuance and savage impulse of the
man who wants everything, and
wants nothing.

Mary Ure, playwright Osborne's
wife, gives an equally effective per-
formance as Allison Porter, She cap-
tures the weariness and sadness of a
woman mercilessly hounded and un-
able to cope with the world around
her.

Allison and Jimmy are caught in an
unfathomable trap. She leaves him
but is drawn back.

Beautiful Squirrel
Jimmy is a "sloppy, scruffy sort of

Jimmy Porter (Richard Burton) tries to arouse his wife Allison

(Mary Ure) in John Osborne's ''Look Back in Anger." This film shows an
angry young man at his angriest.

bear" and Allison is a "very beautiful

squirrel." These little games are their

only means of escape. These scenes

are hauntingly tender and poetic.

Gary Raymond, wo was in the orig-

inal play, plays the good-natured
friend with a perfect Welsh accentl

and Clair Bloom pertorms beautifully^

in an off-beat role.

Ekiith E^vans, as Mrs. Tanner, has
a gripping death scene and S. P. Ka-
poor portrays an "Untouchable" who
comes to England to be free and re-

mains an "Untouchable." These last

two roles were added for the movie
and are a very definite help.

"Look Back in Anger" moves at a
remarka/ble clip due to the graphic
direction of Tony Richardson, the
orginal London director. The camera
work and jazz score set penetrating
moods.

Third "Angry" Film
|

"Look Back in Anger" is the third:

movie to be made from the work Bri-!

tain's angry young men. Kingsley
Amis' Lucky Jim was the first John
Braine's magnificent Room at the Top
followed. Now "Look Back in Anger"
has achieved importance. One may
not agree with the way that the an-

gries say things but one must admit
that they do have something to say.

Still the angry young men are a
very controversial group. Somerset
Maugham has said that they are

"scum."
John Osborne has cried through

Jimmy Porter, "How I long for a little

human enthusiasm. How I want to

hear a warm, thrilling voice cry out

Hallelujah! I'm alive!" Does this

sound like scum?
Osborne's writing is full of diatri-

bes, but his diatribes are certainly

though-provoking. He has said "I

want to make people feel, to give

them lessons in feeling. They can

think afterwards."

"Look Back in Anger" is a lesson

in feeling.

¥QfhT McFadden on K'$ Vitlf ;

Invitation Was A "Calculated Risk"
In part one of this article, some of

the possible good effects on the Unit-

ed States of Khrushchev^s visit were
noted. What are some of the effects

of the visit on the Soviet people? .

The Soviet people have been taught
to hate us. This is even more true

of the people of Communist CHiina.

They have been told that we live in

poverty. They have been told that

we plot their military destruction.

Khrushchev now returns and pub-

licly states to his people (and to his

allies in China) that the United
States sincerely seeks peace, that the

Soviet standard of living is far below
ours, that they must learn to peace-

fully co-exist with us.

These statements, one would hope,

should have an extremely divisive

effect upon these peoples. They can-

not help wondering about the truth

of anything which is told them from
now on. "Divide and conquer" has
never been a bad recipe for victory

—

perhaps we can learn to use it.

Now that good effects have been

covered, what possible liarm could re-

sult from the Khrushchevvisit.

It did provide Communism with an
opportunity to sell its ideas to our

people. Millions of dollars could never

buy the TV, radio, and newspaper

space given to Khrushchev for the

dissemination of his false philosophy.

His recent book on "O-Existence"

was carried serially by a local paper

on its front pages—and we were told

how fortunate we were supposed to

be to have this book at our disposal.

If our papers wished to publish his
"plan for our destriiction," I think

;
they should have carried equal front-

;:. page criticism of it.

r \;. Happily, however, I think our peo-

ple were not deluded by Khrushchev's
interesting personality, his facile ad-

libbing, or by his homey presenta-

tions of the Marxist line.

Thfre is the danger that some of

our allies, particularly our small and
almost defenseless allies, might be
led to believe that we were about to

make a deal with the Soviets. This
is a very real danger.

Not many years have passed since

major powers made secret agreements
on the destines of small nations. In
this instance, we profess that we have
kept all of our allies fully informed
on the content of the talks. We can
only hope that this is true.

Millions of people in Poland and
Eastern Europe are in Communist
slavery today because of agreements
in which we played a major role. We
trust that this betrayal of innocent

and defenseless peoples shall never
happen again.

Would you approve of our having
extended thi!<i invitotion?

Military men frequently use the

phrase "ca'culated risk" to describe

an action which involves the danger
of serious losses but which, if suc-

cessful, will produce benefits of great-

er magnitude.

I would be inclined to view the in-

vitation in this fashion. I would also

feel that Khrushchev had to take a
calculated risk when he accepted it.

I think Khrushchev has probably
risk more for Communism and for

himself by accepting the invitation

than we have risked by offering it.

Naturally, it is too early to eval-

uate results, but. for the moment, it

would appear that we have gained
more than we have lost by having
extended the invitation.

In a word, previous to his coming,
I would have been willing to run the
risks involved. Now that it is over,

I wouM feel that things went along
even a bit better than I had expected.

What comment would you make oa
Khnish<4iev'8 statement: '*Commun-
ism will bury you?'*

Khrushchev explained that when
he made this statement he did not

mean the C!ommunism would destroy

us through military aggression.

In accordance with Marxist theory,

he explained that the Ck>mmuniiBt

form of society would "bury", that

is, it would succeed the capitalist form

of society—just as inevitable as our
feudalism .

form of society "buried" slavery and
In response to this view, I would

like to emphasize that man is an in-

dividual and a social being. As an
individual being, he posses a personal

dignity, important inalienable rights,

and an eternal destiny. As a social

being, he posses an abundance of

duties to fellow-man, to the family,

to the State, to the Church, and to

his Creator.

/' The only form of society which can
hope to succeed permanently is one
which is in harmony w^th the nature
of the citizen who composes it.

Capitalism was a false form of

society because it so completely glor-

ified the individual that it rejected

most of the social responsibilities

which rest upon man. Capitalism
thus contained within itself, as the
Marxists truly note, "the needs of its

own collapses."

Conununism, on the other hand, is

just as truly a false form of society

as was cs^italism. Ck>mmunism so
ccmipletely glorifies, in a materialistic

way, the social responsibilities of man
that it obliterates all values relative

to the personal dignity of man. Com-
munist society, therefore, also con-

tains within itself "the seeds of its

own collapse."

I would say that our age, which has
to a great extent already "buried"
capitalism, is confronted with the
tremendous task of creating a form
of State which assumes and fulfills all

of its duties to the citizen without
destroying the dignity of the indi-

vidual.

If we don't succeed in this vital

task. Communist society will almost
surely "bury"us. If we do succeed,

we shall continue to survive long af-

ter (Communist society has collapsed.

If-

Ml
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Augustiniair Bad^round

Basis for VU Tradition

SPeEMTUAUSM • • •

Port I

O OMEONE PASSING by the rear
•^ of the Villanova monaBtery on a
warm afternoon would most probably

find the members of the Augustinian
community seated on the benches
chatting and enjoying the sun.

These men largely embody the tra-

dition of Villanova, for, long before

the last wing of Alumni Hall was
built or the present chapel was con-

structed, the Augustinian fathers

were holding class on Villanova soil.

Generations of Villanova graduates

and teachers have passed away, yet

there are still Augustinains guiding

their university through the problems

of an era of expansion.

Villanova began its long history by
the acquistion of a country estate

known as Belle Air, the property of a
leading Catholic layman and Revolu-

tionary War veteran, John Randolph,

by the Augustinian community of

Philadelphia on October 13, 1841.

The following August, community
life was established at Villanova, and
a novitiate was founded in December.

Refer to centerfold pictorial

essay for more of Villanova Tra-

dition. ..:.;..;
'^

• v.^C".. ':•-::.'

The new monastery was placed

under the patronage of Saint Thomas
of Villanova, a former Augustinian

provincial of Spain, who had served

also as Archbishop of the university

city of Salamanca. •

One of these pioneers, Father
Alonos, was the co-founder of the

first university in North America,

that of Mexico City.

In keeping with the Augustinian

tradition as educators, the Fathers

were quick to open a school at Villa-

nova. On September 18, 1843, classes

were opened with thii^en "youths",

probably of grade school, or high

school age in attendance.

Threatened with in;^minent danger
of the "Know-Nothing" riots in Phila-

delphia, which threatened to involve

Catholic establishments in the area,

and under-staffed as a result of the

illness of three out of four faculty

members, Villanova closed its doors
February 20, 1845.

Not daunted by its tempoary set-

back, Villanova reopened in Septem-
ber with twenty-four students in

attendance. The first public com-
mencement was staged July 21, 1847.

A charter from the state of Penn-
sylvania empowered the new college

"to grant to graduates or persons on
whom such degrees may be conferred,

diplomas or certificates as is usual

in college or universities."

The severe depression^ of the late

1850's, plus a desire to devote more
time to ministering to the parishes

assigned them, induced the Augustin-
ian Fathers at Villanova to close the

college again ,in June of 1857, the

same year in which the first seminar-
ian educated at Villanova was or-

dained. p^^ „
Next Week

/!wfe'ie/>fom^tMi'/DUKES OF
DEnELiND

THE DUKES OF Dixieland, to play
jazz at a Basoa weekend concert, have
had a meteoric career since 1&47,
when two members of this jazz com-
bo — Frank and Fred Assunto — got
together a high school Dixieland band
in their native New Orleans.

Taking the name Basin Street Four,
Five, Six or whatever number of

players they could round up whenever
they decided to have a session, they
rehearsed after school and filled

weekend engagements in a local res-

taurant, "The Famous Door."
WHERE MANY IN New Orleans

failed because of ambition, they per-

sisted. Their big moment came when
they prepared to play on the Horace
Heidt radio show, which came to town
on a talent-hunting expedition.

Their performance on the show
drew kudos from every side, and they
were invited to join the Heidt organi-

zation on the road. After several

months with Heidt, the Junior Dixie

Band, as they called themselves,
earned enough money to move up the
ladder.

'^

They returned to New Orleans,
changed their name to the Dukes of
Dixieland, became professionals and
bought themselves uniforms. Since
thiat time they have appeared in top
clubs and hotels in the major cities

across the nation, and have establish-

ed an enthusiastic following every-
where.
AN INSPIRATIONAL force for the

Dukes has been Jac Assunto, father
of Fred and Frank, who is known as
Papa Jac in the combo. Jac can more
than hold his own as a musician, but
also has helped the combo immeasur-
ably through his training in business
administration, in which he holds a
degree from Tulane University.

The rest of the combo is composed
of Jack Maheu, clarinet, Stanley Men-
delson, piano, "^mmy Rundell, drums
and Bill Porti^RMMi and string bass.

Photogs' Plight; Old Grads In Sight
"One picture is worth a thousand

words," so the man said. But the pix
below is worth just one—sick. This
one word best describes the rank con-
ditions now existing for a group of
five students known as the photo-
graphy staff.

It is the immense Job of this mi-
nute staff to iriiotograph, develop, and
print pictures for the Belle Air Year
Book, The Villanova Engineer, and
Business Whirl, The VUlanovan and
Just about every otlier publioaUon on
campus.
With ihxs arduous task in sight, the

sight, the photo staff ha^ at its dis-

posal to antiquated compartment atop
Good Counsel Hall commo^nly referred

to as a dark room.
The temperature in this compart-

ment is rarely below 90 or 85 degrees.

This is about 15 degrees over the pre-

scribed temperature for the proces-

sing and storage of film. Therefore, a
refrigerator was procured in order to

preserve the film.

But this still does not completely

solve the problem. Since the lack of

ventlUtion and the high humidity

often damage film before it Is proces-

sed. Also because of the low electrical

load carried by Good Counsel ,new

equipment frequently cannot be used.

And to top everything off, the

plumbing went berserk last May. (pic-

ture below) and has made like "Old

Faithful" ever since. (The latest being

last Wednesday).
Surely, a forward-looking, constast-

ly-expcmding university like Villanova

can find suitable quarters for these

five somewhere. Perhaps some ob-

scure nook in Sheehan or Sullivan

Hall
Class of 1959
Where are they now? Well, by the

looks of it most of them are still here

on campus. Actually, about 40 of last

year's seniors are presently roaming

COUNCIL IN THE ROUND . .

.

biEl tpe«rt

around the V. U. campus. Over thirty

of them are in the Law School.

Among them: are Bob Pinto, for-

mer Belle Air editor-in-chief, Tom
Forklin, Kevin Johnson, Ed Leary,
Vince Bifferato, Bernie Auellino, Joe
Lynch, John Cannon, Former Belle

Masque star, and last year's Villa-

novan feature editor, Ray Quaglia.
Owen KUen, Belle Masque graduate,

along with former VUlanovan editors

Larry O'Rourke and Paul Buckley
form the bulk of the graduate Drama
school, while Bob Murphy, former
Student Council prexy, is completing
his five-year course in electrical en-
gineering.

Sortie of the Arts students did go
out and get jobs though. For instance,

forHner WVIL station manager, Tom
Washington, we hear is doing very
weli with a Madison venue advertis-

ing firm, while our own Tom Gold-
schmidt is teaching English.

Student Council Critics Answered;

Three Hour Sessions, No Picnic

I

Ed. Note: Student Council Presi-

dent Tom Hoffman relinquishes col-

umn this week to S.C. Vice-President,

Bob DeLisa.

ir if ir

N RECENT WEEKS, your Stu-

dent Council has been criticized

by vanous outside forces as being

V "full of sound and fury, signifying

nothing". They ask us why,, in meet-

c ing after meeting, the S.C. members
. bicker and argue over seemingly un-
'^ important, trite topics. They ask us
wny we sit in meeting for two and
three hours and supposedly accomp-
lish nothing.

Here then is my answer to those

persecutors . If anyone thinks it's a
ball to sit in wooden chairs for three

hours trying to accomplish or arrive

at some decisions on student policy,

they're crazy. You ask then, why you
do it? Sometimes I w<Mider.

Some may excuse our acticms by
saying tliat due to our parliamentary

procedure, the meetings are forced to

drag along at a snail's pace. Others

say the reason why meetings are so
bulky is because our motions and pro-

posals are not properly and thour-

oughly investigated before bringing

them to the congress floor.

And there are still more who say
that there are too manyJMowhards on
the Council who loye to hear the
resonant sound of their own voices.

Let us now investigate these prob-

lems.

• • •
piRST OF ALL, although parlia-
-^ mentary procedure seems to pro-

long meetings, it Is still a necessary
evil. Without it we would have utter

bob d«lisa

and complete chaos. We might par-

tially solve the problem by vesting a
stronger power in the chairman. Pow-
er that would allow him to cut debate

and "railroad" legislation. Also I

strongly favor complete investigation

of all motions before the congresa.

meetings.

:. Biieen Grejrson, a nurse, had a pro- ,

posal on the floor of our last meeting, ...

that was so thouroughly investigated

by her, that not even one question

rose from the lips of our most ve-
,

..

hemently objective members. The mo- ;

tion was presented, explained, and
;

passed in a matter of three minutes, j;

This, to me, is good student govern- ''\

ment. '

As to the last problem, namely
the one concerning loud mouths; yes,

we have them. But so does any other
organization of our size. However,
many of these people have valid

points which deserve consideration.

The (Mies who hurt our Council, are
the ones iwiio must always get in the
last word, no matter how much they
must prolong the other members
agony.

So you see all these arguments are
valid with tempetrance. This year's

Student Council has some of the fin-

est personnel that we've ever had.
Men who are really dedicated to stu-

dent government on this campus, are
men who are convinced that student
government is good and is needed.

Here's hoping that any members
who are guilty of the sins mentioned
herein, will take a good long objective
look at themselves and ask "am I

helphig Student Council" or hindering
it?

For Females Only: How To Be A Shulman nATlLE . .

.

-^

THIS is an honest-to-good-

ness, sure-fire, road-to success,

do-it-yourself formula for pro-

ducing other G. B. Shaw's, R.

W. Emersons and M. Shulmans.

If each of these men has attain-

ed fame in some capacity as a
writer—so can you.

Now here are the special in-

gredients. To begin with, a
writing utensil is needed .Most
any old one will do. So grab
your pen (the one that even
writes on butter) pencil, crayon
—anything. Next a piece of

paper, even a little scrap will

do, even the back of your his-

Mory LoH Scaalow

tory pony.

But now the trouble begins.

The problem: What sball I

write about. Do not fear, I have
the answer. Write about you
and what interests you about a
few million other Americans. It

must have wide appeal, you
know. Now that you have pick-

ed your topic and outline it

(you did) let us proceed to the

finer points of writing .

IF YOU are a fem3de, you
have one strike against you al-

ready. Be not afraid, however,

simply do not be feminine in

your writing. Half the world
are men, you know.

But to continue, if your name
is feminine or your masterpiece

a flop, do not dispair. Here is

where a pen name is useful. The
following list* is provided and
it is guaranteed that none will

criticize you and your article is

bound to be published in the
VUlanovan eventually.

'Suggested Pen Names

—

1. J. McAteer

2. J. Bising

3. F. Murtha

4. B. Speers

DUAL FILTER DOES IT!
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Filters as no single filter can

for mild, full flavor!

Here's how the Dual Filter does it:

1. it combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL... defb

niteiv proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth . .

.

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the

real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

NEW
DUAL
FILTER

Elvis To Speak On Berlin,

Count To Growl As Senior

Peftch - pickers and beaioli-

eombers . . . let's go to press.

BASCA WEEKEND—It is

only fitting that the Senior

Class initiate the flrst big
social week"
end with a
jazz c o n -

cert. It ap-
pears t h la t

the fresh-
men could
use some
counsel-

ing as far as enjoying the
various activities are con-
cerned. We must remember
that experience is the best
teacher and the Senior Class
is certainly experienced. (If

you don't believe it, ask me
some time.) The "Dukes of

Ehxieland" are considered
the best in Dixieland jazz,

in short, 'a real swinging
outfit'. Like crazy and all

that rot!!!

STUDENT COUNCIL NEWS
—Plans are hurriedly being
made by the Student Activ-

ities Committee to engage
Elvis Presley to speak at

Villanova on the Berlin

question. Obviously the big
'E' will have some new and
smashing opinions on Ger-
man independence. (Actu-
ally I believe it is a plan to

improve the hip-swinging

clowns' social position. In
my opinion, anything would
be a step up.)

SERIOUSLY — Congratula-
tions to the Student CJoun-

cil on their progress, so far

this year in handling "re-

sponsible projects" by
"thinking big". Meanwhile, at

which branch of the Salva-

tion Army can I claim my
furniture???

GRENDELS CAVE . .

.

o«ali« attired

SCREENS AGAIN—We know.

It only stands to reason.

What blind fools we were ! !

!

The real reason why the
screens were removed has
Anally been discovered. They
were being measured for
blackout curtains, so the
University will be fully pre-

pared in case of another at-

tack by the Daily News.
DEAD or ALI\'E—It is the

sincere wish of this reporter
in lieu of the gigantic plans
being made for Homecom-
ing Weekend by the Senior
Class and the Spirit Com-
mittee that they form a
committee to approach.
Count Villan IV in his urban
repose at the Norristown
Zoo and ask him to growl
. . . JUST ONCE.

B.C. GAME—Did anyone see
the subliminal advertising of
Dougherty Hall this past
weekend for the game???
Is it asking a team or ask-

ing the students to conjure

a winning spirit??? This
could, should and actually

would bring many of the in-

dulate students out of their

indulate mood.
TRAFFIC LIGHTS NEEDED
—The engineer of the new
C&F building must have
been a Chinese escape art-

ist. During a between class

movement I had my 5 foot

6 frame jostled into a class-

room and had to listen to

some lecture on "Personal-

ity of a Truck' Farmer" or
something like that until the

crowd in the halls filtered

down enough so I could

move out of the building.

PRATTLE PROVERB—As the

twig is bent, so grows the

tree.

I Want Wide Open Spaces
jim merikancpas

guest columnist

T DON'T want security !

Everywhere I turn my life

is regulated. My birth was
recorded with the government,
the government forced me to

attend a school of its choice

(accredited by a state agency)
at <age eighteen I registered

for compulsory military serv-

ice. I signed a contract with

the governmont for four years

colliege education with the pro-

visions that I study certain

courses, remain single until I

graduate, and serve three

years on a man-of-war.

The pay I get for this has
money deducted for income
tax; to be sure the 'govern-

ment gets it before it is spent

;

although the government gets

a goodly part of it when it is

spent, and money is deducted

for social security, a compul-

sory insurance policy. A li-

cense is required for much of
my activity and much of my
activity is forbidd;cn until I

have lived for twenty one
years. Of course before I

come of age I can be called

ui>on to sacrifice what is left

of my freedom for the com-
mon opinion of what is the

common good. I may be forced

to join a certain organization.

in order to get w^rk, and if I

do not strike when they do my
life is in danger.

AT ANY TIME the permis-

. sion of my next of kin

and a court order is obtained,

I may be committed to a state

institution for life merely for

thinking the wrong thoughts.

When I reach an arbitrary age
I may be forced to retire, and
when I die I have not the right

to decide ahead of time whe-
ther or not an autopsy will be
preformed. My body may be

given up for cremation and my
goods distributed against my
will. Awaiting my children

will be even more controls re-

strictions and regulated oppor-
tunity. Big Brother is watch-
ing me right now and he is

legislating my freedom away.
I want the freedom to starve

if my ventures fail, and the

freedom to live in ignorance

of socialized medicine. If the

current trends continue my
offspring will be determined by
state controlled contraception

and my death by euthanasia.

I wonder if this is what Jeffer-

son had in mind? But then it

is a comfort on cold winter
nights to know that the stp.te

is taking care of me. Even
though it may be against my
will. I may within my heart

choose between good and evil,

between heaven and hell, and
after all, that is all that really

matters.
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Randolph Mansion is tiie building

that first occupied the site where St.

Rita's Hall now stands. It was one of

the original buildings of the Belle Air

estate.

^,4... .'. M ssi(jjMJ|fcviW.v.v>v.-.''>Xy.v>'AS^>^'t>S:'4';^'*;'''>^

Alumni Hall, as an observer from the railroad trades might see

it, is conceptiwlized in this architect's sketch.

S;'?;:«:>

:S£iiA..Mlltim<M»^.

This is an early view of Mendel Hall and the monastery

of St. Thomas of Villanova. View is from the railroad. Upon

close scrutiny the garden surrounding Mendel Hall may be

observed*. .•/..;;.;•. :•: ••,.;...;.-•.//..;.,

Fire gutted most of the monastery in 1933. It was the second major fire
on the Villanova campus In 1928 Mendel Hall was damaged extensively by a
DlflZG*
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its activities

THUTY-FOURTH UMIUAL
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Commencement as ever, was one
of the most important events on
campus.

Posters exemplify tone of students activities at the turn of the century.

'"• -ivv-^

u

Villanova's first football team in 1894 is seen in a group photo.
Front Row: (left to right)

Laberdisk (hb), James Kirch (It), Joseph McChillough (qb).
Second Row: (left to right) ..

Bill Hazel (g), Walter Bums (e), John Plumtatt, inanager,11ibmas Rogers (hb>, Lee lixM*
ington (e), and Andrew Whitley*

Third Row: (left to right)

Edward (Chicago) Wade, Laforge (c), Bill Hazel (g), James Dean, William J. Shanihan (re),
Harry Conway (rt), William Nolan (g), Michael Boyle.

Basketball was also an early sport of Vilkinova. Unfortunately this
photo of the first team was not indentifiable.

Boxing, too, was a major athletic activity at Villanova. The ring
sport, now discontinued, was quite popuUr. In this photo (1938) a
Villanovan spars with an opponent from Butger's.

m

Aerial view of campus taken in 1931 shows Villanova when it was still considered a small college.
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WaU Appoints Chairmen
For Sophomore Cotillion

1*, y.^

Tom Wall, aophomore class

president, announced initial

plans for the Soph €k)tillion to

be held on November 13.

Chuck Kelly and Pete Kelley

were named co-chairmen of the

affair. Refreshments will be pro-

vided by committee members
Brian Riley, John McGovem,
and Bill McKinney.

Decorations committee chair-

man Fran Meyers and his group,

Dan Martin, Jim Bollini, and
Diclc Lennon, plan on a Latin
American theme.

: Terry O'Brien and Nick De-
Padova have arranged for

Howard Lanin and his Orchestra
to provide music for the dancing
from nine to one.

The ticket committee — Tony
Bateman, Ed FitzMaurice, Mike
Pastore, Anne M c C r a e, and
Janet Pamponio — is selling

tickets in the Pie Shoppe. Tic-

kets are also available from
class members.

Mike Fallon and Jim Brennan
will handle entertainment, while

Don McAllister and Jerry Cava-
naugh head the maintenance
committee.

In announcing the Cotillion

committees, Wall said that he
was "gratified with the commit-
tees' work thus far. This will be
one of the best Cotillions ever

held on campus." He added that

"the job of staging this event

is too much for a small group
to accomplish. The ultimate suc-

cess of the Cotillion depends on
everyone's pitching in and lend-

ing a hand."
Concurrent with Wall's state-

ment came announcement from
the Blazer committee that all

blazers ordered last week will be
delivered shortly before Christ-

mas, and that any balance will

be due then. No more orders for

blazers will be taken until next
October, the committee added.

Coast Guard Explains O.CS.

Rock«f Society Meets
The Valley Forge Section of

the American Rocket Society

Inc. will hold a meeting this

evening.

Mr. Martin M. Decker, Presi-

dent of the Decker Corporation,

will speak on "Russian Scienti-

fic Laboratories". Movies and
slides will illustrate the lecture.

This meeting which will begin
at 8 P.M. will be held at the

First Wayne Federal Savings
and Loan Association, 123 W.
Lancaster Ave., Wayne, Pa.

mCHDOWl\l

A United States Coast Guard
representative will be in Dough-
erty Hall on Tuesday, Oct. 27
to discuss the Coast Guard Of-

ficer Candidate School program
with interested students.

Literature will be made avail-

able and the representative will

answer questions regarding
specific programs. Each pro-

gram is a means of fulfilling

your military obligation and of-

fers various career opportunities

as well.

EsLch program calls for col-

lege graduates, but underclass-

men are free to inquire about

future classes.

Competitive Bswti

Selections for the Coast Guard
Officer Candidate School are
made on a competitive basis and
class convenes three times year-
ly, February, July, and Novem-
ber.

Those selected receive 17
weeks training in subjects in-

cluding navigation, seamanship,
gunnery, and law enforcement.
Upon completion of training,

graduates will be commissioned
as ensigns in the U. S. Coast
Guard Reserve and later afford-

ed the opportunity integrat-

ing into the Regular Coast
Guard on a continuing basis.

Young officers may apply for

flight trainii^g qualifying them
for aviation duties, other types

of specialized training, or postr

graduate level studies in one of

many different fields.

Many Invited

Any interested students be-

tween the ages of 21 and 27,

who will possess a baccalaureate

degree in the near future are in-

vited to visit the representative

while he is on campus.
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Ih YbuThinkfy'l/buiself?
(BUST OFF ON THESE QUESTIONS AND SEE IF YOU GO INTO ORBIT*)

WILDROOT CREAM-OIL

KEEPS HAIR GROOMED lONGER!

MAKES HAIR FEEL STRONGER!

"Surface"

Hair Tonics

{^ Penetrating

! Wildroot Cream-Oil

"Surface" hair tonics merely coat your

hair. When they dry off, your hair dries

out. But the exchisive Wildroot Cream-Oil

formula penetrates your hair. Keeps hair

gr{X)med longer . . . makes hair feel stronger

than hair groomed an ordinary way.

There's no other hair tonic formula like it.

MAKE HAIR OBEY ALL DAY
WITH WILDROOT CREAM-OIL!

^ A
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Morris Reveals Red Threat
(Continued from Page 1)

|
of those 314 bad security risks

ded "we respond by dismantling were reinstated, many with as
our own internal ramparts. If much as three years back pay."
such mathematical increases

''n>-

persist, we may find ourselves

living again in the Dark Ages.
Loss of Time

"What we have lost in time
we can never make up," Morris
said. I

"From 1950 to 1951 the

United States did not even have
a missile program. We were
convinced in 1945 the Soviet

post war intentions were peace-

ful.

"Following World War U" he
said, "the United States turned
over to the Soviet Union the

largest missile factory in the

world, Nordehausen, Germany.
While we were asleep, they took

advantage of a susbstantial

head start," Morris stated.

"What, in point, is the reason

for this?" He asked. "The rea-

son is," says Judge Morris,

"that we have in this country

the advance guard of Ck>mmun-
ism, whose main purpose is to

'throw dust in our eyes' and in

this they are being tremendous-

ly successful."

Morris, who is a former gov-

ernment investigator, has served

with the Navy in their Depart-

ment of psychological Warfare.

Coalition Oovemment
"Again in 1945 we forced the

government of Free China into a
coalition government with Red

': China, at a time when the Reds
in China were all but defeated,"

he said. "When Free China

, eventually broke off negotia-
' tions, the United States, as a
reprimand, imposed an embargo
on China which virtually dis-

armed her. It was 1948 before

munitions finally began to leak

back into Free China, but by
that time the battle of China
had been won. Communism had
won the day."

Communism, accused Morris,

was also winning its day in this

country. "Our only means of

gaining an insight into the un-

- derground Communist network
in this country is by encourag-

ing defections and receiving di-

rect testimony from former par-

ty members.
"But as witnesses began to

testify, they earned the label of

informer. Gradually the num-
ber of defectors decreased."

Card Carriers

Morris quoted the one instance

where a defector testified that

1,100 of the 11,000 members of

a New York teachers union

were card carrying members of

the Communist Party.

19 of the 24 members of the

Executive Board of this union

were known Communists, known
at least to the members of the

investigating committee.
Morris cited that in every

ca.se of contempt brought before

Chief Justice Vinson,
' the charges were sustained.

"With the accession, however,

of Chief Justice Warren, a com-
bination of 29 major decisions

succeeded in dismantling the
safeguards of internal security."

Separate Authority
Morris also pointed out that

in 1953 Congress gave the Pres-

ident the authority to separate

from government service any-

one whom he considered a bsid

security risk. Under this pro-

vision 314 persons were dis-

missed from government serv-

ice.

"But in the Cole vs. Young
case," he said, the Supreme
Court ruled that he could dis-

miss only those in sensitive po-

sitions. As a result, all but 14%

Morris quoted an old law
school maxim, "We are a gov-
ernment of law, and not of
men."

Pftssport Ruling

This same court also ruled

that the Secretary of State may
not withhold the passport of a
dedicated Commimist, even if it

were known he was going
abroad to undermine this coun-

try.

"The counter offensive is on,"

said Morris; "Soviet aggression

is both external and internal.

There is no real distinction.

Every little insignificant seem-
ing thing they do is part of just

one big picture.

"We have now adopted a wait

and see attitude, to see if the

cold war will thaw. We waited

at Yalta, and we waited at Gen-

eva in 1955. There will be no

thaw.

"They have succeded in

throwing the dust in our eyes."

Reagan
(Continued from P^e 1)

can't put your finger on. "We
made cheap, stupid mistakes. It

isn't just one thing, it is a com-
bination of little mistakes. You
can't blame the coach."

Reagan is considered to be a
top administrator as is shown
by his recent election as a mem-
ber of the executive council of

the Eastern Inter - collegiate

Football Association. He is also

president of the IC4A Track and
Field Association.

The general opinion on campus
is that the resignation is an un-

fortunate situation but that a
change may be the answer to

VUlanova's football problems.

Changing Trends Produce
Great Job Opportunities

(Continued from Page 1)

accounting, 516; chemical en-
gineering, 472; and business ad-
ministration, 459.

Industrial engineers, though
still sought-after, found the de>

mand for their services falling

slightly, from 481 last year to
431.

And, smaller in number but
reflecting changing occupational
trends, the number of firms

NATIONAL-

WEEK

seeking mathematicians grew
from 177 to 193, and the num-
ber seeking electronic comput-
ing personnel continued to in-

crease. In all, 236 occupations

are either referenced or cross-

referenced in the book.

Examining the openings and
opportunities for women gradu-

ates, the Annual ,for the first

time this year, contains a spe-

cial listing of those firms which
offer professional employment to

women.

Job Opportunities

Nearly 600 of the firms listed

offer a reception for the ladies

as well as for men; the job

opportunities range from ac-

N.S.A. Slates Test
The National Security Agency

will hold examinations on cam-
pus, December 12, 1959, an-
nouned John Moritz, Villanova
Placement Director. Applica-
tions may be obtained at the
Placement Office in the base- 1 counting to aerodynamics and
ment of Sheehan Hall.

All applications must be for-

warded to the Educational Test-
ing Service, Princeton, New
Jersey by December 5, 1959.

Math, engineers, and physics
majors are not required to take
this test in applying to the
Security Agency.

aero engineering and from pro-

bation work to land law exam-
ination to dentistry.

Articles in the opening sec-

tion of the Annual give tips on
all aspects of recruiting and
job-hunting, including writing

resumes, interview do's and
don'ts, and training programs.

LUCKY STRIKE presents

Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.

Dear Dr. Frood: I am a 35-year-old

freshman. Should I wear a beanie?

Worried

Dear Worried: If I were a 3S-year-old

freshman, I'd wear a mask.

iO* «^ (^

FROOD'S MORAL OF THB MONTH

Things worth having are worth working for. For example: If you

want a football letter^ find a football player and ask him to write

you one.

Dear Dr. Frood: Tm flunking every-

thing but math. I get D in that. Help me.

{Name withheld by request)

Dear Withheld: Spend less time on

math.

c^ «^ «^

Dear Dr. Frood: Nobody likes me. Girls

despise mc. Men can't stand me. Profs

detest mc. Dogs snap at my cuffs. What

should 1 do? Hated

Dear Hat«d: Don't ask me. I don*t like

you, either.

*C* •c* <^

Dear Dr. Frood: Pm a non-conformist.

But I smoke what everybody else smokes

—Lucky Strike. How can I be different

and still smoke Luckies?

/. M. Odd

Dear Mr. Odd: Light both ends of the

Lucky and insert a straw into the mkldle.

Sip the smoke ttu-ough the straw and say

**wildsvUle" after each puff.

^A. T. C*.

Dear Dr. Frood: I have a ravishingiy

beautiful girl in my class. Sadly, she is

witless. Should I flunk her?
• '

'.

,

Bookish

Dear Boolcish: Pass her. Other profes-

sors are waiting.

Dear Dr. Frood: I go steady with two

girls—one in the dorm, one in the Theta

house. Traveling between the two places

is making a wreck of mc. What to do?

Tired

Dear Tired: Get your girl to get your

girl into her sorority.

DR. FROOD AND THE
AMAZING NEW FILTER

I had occasion recently to

study the remarkable "no

smoke" filter made of solid

lead. No matter how hard

you puff, you get no smoke.

Incidentally, a pack of these

cigarettes weighs 2 pounds.

Luckies weigh less . . . and

you get smoke. The best.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco:

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Product of cJw*JnnM44lean'tA/^/eeo'€!oifUM»0u^— tM^xjBto- is our middle name

'\-

^

^

i

Harriers Place
1-2, Lose Meet

Despite outstanding perform-
ances by Angelo Sivieri and
Lance Hugelmeyer, the Villa-

nova harriers were out-run by
St. Joe's last Friday, 25-36.

Sophomore Sivieri, West
Catholic grad, broke the string

first in the smart time of 25:37.

Hugelmeyer was right behind
him in second place with the
time of 25:52.

The next seven places were
taken by St. Joe's, thus the

defeat. First man across for St.

Joe's was Kevin Quinn.
From the outset, the only

question of the outcome of the

race was who was going to fin-

ish behind Sivieri. He literally

ran aWay from the pack.

A Promising Start, But-
Traveling over hill and dale,

he and Hugelmeyer made the

outcome look promising for Vil-

lanova fans.

The Hawks overall strength

wiped out both their perform-

ances though.
St. Joe's, always a strong

cross-country squad, seems to

be reveloping another MAAU
championship squad.

Last year was the first in the
last twelve that they were dis-

placed from their title.

Running on their home Cobbs
Creek course, St. Joe's displayed

some new-found strength as tes-

tified by their first finisher who
is only a soph as is Sivieri.

Tim McNamar and Hank Neil

finished strongly to take 9th and
10th places respectively.

The Wildcats will have to ex-

pect strong performances at

their next meet with N.Y.U.
Freshmen Win

A surprising performances
was turned in by the V.U. fresh-

men squad as they won over the
Hawklets 21-34.

A record time, for freshmen,
was turned in by Pat Traynor
and Owen Maguire who tied for

first.

Boston College quarterback John Amabile losses head — no helmet — as Villanova defender
slams him to the turf.

Muff Day action last week.

Shooters Set Sights on Success
With his experienced sharp-

shooters setting their sights on
new team and individual high
scores. Rifle Squad Captain
Frank Murtha confidently looks

forward to Villanova's sixth con-

secutive winning season.

Only one member of last

year's highly successful squad
will be absent as the team steps

to the firing line. However,
ready, willing, and reputedly

able to take his place will be

three of the standouts on last

year's freshmen team: Carl Ac-
kerman, Bob Kaufman, and
Johnny Gariglinamo.

This trio will team up with

such dead-eyes as Lou Spevetz,

"I see a brilliant

future for you . .

!'

To carry out this prediction and see

you through college into the graduate

world—Arrow recommends the sturdy

good looks of Basketweave oxford

cloth. This luxurious "Sanforized"

fabric promises perfect fit, lasting

comfort. Carefully tailored with the

flattering, arched buttondown collar.

$5.00.

rARROH^

Each Saturday ••• th« NCAA football "6am« of tho

WMk-NBC TV-tpoRMrod by ARROW.

•faay "500" AtROW SHIRTS,SOLD iY Me«r«9or Sperttwcor

U W. Lcneatt«r Aw. Ard«er«. Po "Aff^r-Sii" Tamdoi lor Salt or R«^

who, along with Captain Mur-
tha, has been on the squad all

four years at Villanova; Char-
les Russell, who has three years
experience; Junior Nat (Tex)
Coursey, probably the most im-
proved man on the squad; and
one of his classmates, Ed
Hogan.

At the conclusion of the Na-
tional Rifle Association course

currently being held on the Main
Line Campus, Sergeant Rielly,

USMC, Team coach ; Major
Rooney, USMC, team moderator,

and Murtha will select addition-

al members, and will also name
a freshman team.

Two Major Tournaments

Although the schedule is still

incomplete, six matches have
thus far been confirmed, includ-

ing contests with St. John's of

Brooklyn, Georgetown, Penn
State, and Rutgers. Also on tap

are two major tournaments, one
is at the Coast Guard Academy
in New London, Conn., in which
V.U. will compete against such

teams as West Point, AnnapolL",

and Kings Point.

The other is the National
Championship, to be held in the

spring, with the top shots in the

country competing. In the for-

mer, an open shoulder to shoul-

der tournament, Villanova has
always placed in the upper half,

and promises to do at least that

once more.

In a rifle match, ten men
shoot for each team, with the

top five scores counting in the

final tally. Each man gets ten

shots, scoring up to ten points

per shot. Although individuals

have hit perfect scores, the team
is yet to do it. This could be the

year.

Although target shooting is

not a major sport or even a good
spectator sport, it is still a Vil-

lanova sport, and therefore

worthy of the backing of the

entire student body. Team
members should be congratu-

lated upon victory and consoled

upon defeat. The outlook, how-

ever, seems to predict more

handshaking than heart break-

ing . HENRY F. SCHULTZ

Muff Day
The Sophomores, under class

president Tom Wall, defeated

the Frosh 110-SO in the annual
Intramural Muif Day. They
ueored victories in 8 of the 12
events on tlie program. The
Freshman Team j^artieipated un*
der Ralph Lanciano of the Ori-

entation Committee. Since the
Sophomores won the contest, th«
Frosh must wear the Kegs until

Ev«n>
Tud of W<jf
Posh Boil

£gg Toes

3 Lagged Rac«

Footbolt Punt

Footbolt Pom

Horfi«$hoes

*Q Yd. Rel<iy

42 out of 50
Wh«*lbQrrow Raco

T<>uch FWJtbaH

Wlnnor
Sophs
Sophs

Frote 4
Sconneli
FroBh
Cortri«ll &

Sophs 10
B. My^rs
Frosh JO
J. Honnifm
Sophs to
J. RToe«v,
B. Jordon,
Frosh
R. Hodo«,

, Frr.^
Gdwrno,

V^ngo.
SophK
Toln WoH,
Sophs 10
M#yars 8>

Boohmck*
Sac#»»

03-n 15

$ f
9H, fH,
io

15 5.

S 10

5 10

5 to

10

a Swingline|c
Stapler no

bigger than a
pack ofgum!

98«
(Including

lOOOstjpIo)

SWINGUNE -TOT'

Millions now in use. Uncondi-
tionally guaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and
crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail-

able at your college bookstore.

SWINGUNE
*Cub"S(opl«r $1.29

INC.

lONO ISLAND CITY. NEW VOBK. N. Y.

1=

.X
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Local Stars Shine At V.U.
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Joe Monion

ViHanova, for years a fore-

most track, power, has produced

several outstanding performers

on the cinders, inchiding Ron
Delaney and Don Bragg.

This year VU is expecting

positive performances from two

speed merchants along the De-

laney line—Nick DeAngelis and

Joe Manion.
Both these men are juniors

with fine high school records,

and as track coach, Jumbo Jim

Elliot, stated, "Fine boys to

work with and I expect great

things from them."

A Sprinter and A
Middle Distance Man

Joe is the sprint man on the

main line campus, competing in

the 100, 200 and 400 yard dash.

Nick is a middle distance runner,

doing mostly 440 and 880, but

he, too, does shorter sprints.

The main meet which brought

these two fellows into the na-

tional lime-light was last spring

when they and Charley Stead

and Kd Collymore defeated the

Texas mile relay team at the

California relays in the Los An-

geles Coliseum. They ran with

a time of 3:10.4 to the Texans'

time of 3:11.2 and as Coach El-

liot smugly added, "On grass,

. too."

This victory over Texas end-

ed the Longhorns' victory streak

of 3 years. The last team to de-

feat the Texans before that?

Naturally our 'Cats back in

'57.

West Catholic Grad
Manion, a junior, hails from

Southwest Philadelphia. Joe

graduated from West Catholic

High School, Philadelphia, in

1957 after four successful years.

Joe was a star track man on the

West track team that has won
the Pennsylvania State Catholic

Track Championship for the

past thirteen years.

In high school Joe's chief

track opponent was the same
Nick DeAngelis who is no«w his

teammate and close friend . The
Manion-DeAngelis battles high-

lighted the area's schoolboy

track meets back in their senior

year of 1957. ^ *'i

Joe not only excelled at track

but also in other fields. Always

an above average student, Joe

was Editor of West Catholic's

yearbook in his senior year. Joe

is a Commerce and Finance stu-

dent, who is majoring in ac-

counting.

Nick Had Many Interests

The other member of Villar

nova's track stable is Nick De-

Angelis a junior from Upper

Dart)y. Nick graduated from

Nick DeAngelis

Monsignor Bonner High School

in Drexel Hill, in June of 1957.

Track was only one of the

many sports of which Nick was

a participant in high school. He
was also a member of the base-

ball and basketball teams, but

his big sport was football. He
was an all-Catholic halfback

and enjoyed many a fine hour

on the gridiron with the Bonner

Friars.

Nick's talents also were chan-

neled in many other directions

while at Bonner. He was presi-

dent of the school, sports editor

of the yearbook, and a partici-

pant in dramatics as well as one

of the top academic figures in

his class.

Dean's List Student

Nick is a^so on the Dean's

list here at Villanova, with a

3.25 average. In his first two

years Nick studied engineering

but this year has switched his

attention to physics.

Doubtless with the successful

backgrounds and outstanding

characters, as well as the proven

qualities of these two talented

young men, they promise to

reach and exceed the great ex-

pectations set forth for them
by Coach Elliot and will lead

the Wildcats through the comr

ing two track seasons success-

fully and victoriously

!

Muff Day
(Continued from Page 1)

sophs who never eat cake but do
drink "dessert".

Ed Geisz stated that the turn-

out was teriffic and it was the

best year yet. He was happy to

say that he believed everyone

had a chance to participate as

the records show well over three

hundred names due to the two
platoon systems.

Ralph Lanciano who organiz-

ed the Freshmen, stated that

lists were posted, but most of

the organization took place on
the field at the time of the

events.

Best Organized
He further said, "I did my

best to organize the frosh and I

was very pleased with the way
they conducted themselves."

Although many freshmen
were not sure of the procedure

for "signing up," and the com-
mitteemen surprisingly first
heard of their appointments

through the VIIXANOVAN
earlier that Wednesday.

Geisz said, "Pre-organization

would not go over liecause of

the participation and enthusi-

asm of the classes."

Intramurals Starts-

Old Look Young.-.
by Dan Grove

The first full week of intra-

mural football got off to a fast

start, with fifteen games being

reported.

The most impressive win of

the young campaign was posted

by the Old Men of the 4:30

Austin League, as they routed

the Canucks, 51-0.

The Old Men are a collection

of past intramural stars, quar-

terbacked by Don "Whitey"

Brass, the Intramural Athlete

of the Year 1959. At this early

date the Old Men look like the

team to beat in the champion-

ship competition.

The scores of other games

played last week are as follows

:

The Cowboys over the Knights,

14-0; the Dukes, 6 — the One

Eyes, 0; Guaomnis, 6 — Lang-

rans Lushes, 0; the East Coast

Beat-niks cooled Carsens Raid-

ers, 7-6. The Spear Chuckers rol-

led over Urassis, 34-0; Avonal-

lius defeated the Huns, 6-0 ; The
Knights won their tilt with the

Guttless Wonders, 12-7.

D.P.M. Beats M.A.B.

The Awful Awfuls took the

Incognitoes, 9-0. D. P. M. beat

M. A. B. 14-6 ; in a battle of ini-

tials; M.L.C.A.A. shut out Lan-

gram's Lu.shes 13-0; the Dukes

trampled Carsen's Raiders 50-0,

then beat the Savages, 37-0.

Thumb's A.C. tapped the Cloud

Busters 15-0; and the Chinese

Bandits topped the Encee Boo-

gums, 14-6.

Two special events are on tap

this week in Intramural Com-

petition. The Intramural Diving

and Swimming Championships

will tnke place on Wednesday

October 14, in the V.U. pool. On
Thursday, October the 15, the

Cross Country championships

wi'l be held.

This race will be run over a

2-and-one-half mile course set-

up on campus. Anyone wishing

to enter should report to Ed
Geisz in the stadium at 4:30. Mr.

Geisz is hoping for a large turn

out for both events. Also, spec-

tators are welcome to attend all

events.

Matt Coney, member of the

Intramural Council, voiced the

opinion of the Council in agree-

ing >vith Geisz that this was the

beat year ever.

QaCanpis MtfSlndman

{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillia", etc.)

FOOTBALL: ITS CAUSE AND CURE

Next Saturday at the football game while you are sitting in your

choice student's seat behind the end zone, won't you give a

thought to Alaric Sigafoos?

Alaric Sigafoos (1868-1934) started life humbly on a farm

near Thud, Kansas. His mother and father, both named Ralph,

were bean-gleaners, and Alaric became a bean-gleaner too. Later

he moved to Oregon and found work with a logging firm as a

stump-thumper. Then he went to North Dakota where he

tended the furnace in a granary (whe^t-heater). Then he drifted

to Texas where he tidied up oil fields (pipe-wiper). Then to

Arizona where he strung dried fruit (fig-rigger). Then to Ken-

tucky where he fed horses at a breeding farm (oat-toter). Then

to Long Island where he dressed poultry (duck-plucker). Then

to Alaska where he drove a delivery van for a bakery (bread-

sledder). Then to Minnesota where he cut up frozen lakes (ice-

slicer). Then to Nevada where he computed odds in a gambling

house (dice-pricer). Then to Milwaukee where he pa.sted camera

lenses together (Zeiss-splicer).

Finally he went to Omaha where he got a job in a tannery

beating pig hides until they were soft and supple (hog-flogger.)

Here he found happiness at last.

kDQiihkkbiimtkdkMiiieiii/km--

Why, you ask, did he find happiness at last? Light a firm and

fragrant Marlboro, taste those better makin's, enjoy that filter

that filters like no other filter filters, possess your souls in sweet

content, cross your little fat legs, and read on.

Next d(X)r to Alaric's hog-floggery was an almond grove owned

by a girl named Chimera Emrick. Chimera was pink and white

and marvelously hinged, and Alaric was instantly in love. Each

day he came to the almond grove to woo Chimera, but she, alas,

stayed cool.

Then one day Alaric got a brilliant idea. It was the day be-

fore the annual Omaha Almond Festival. On this day, as every-

one knows, all the almond growers in Omaha enter floats in the

big parade. These floats always consist of large cardboard al-

monds hanging from large cardboard almond trees.

Alaric's inspiration was to stitch pieces of pigskin together

and inflate -them until they looked like big, plump almonds.

"These sure beat skinny old cardboard almonds," said Alaric

to himself. "Tomorrow they will surely take first prize for

Chimera and she will l)e mine
!"

Early the next morning Alaric carried his lovely inflated pig-

skin almonds over to Chimera, but she, alas, had run off during

the night with Walter T. Severidge, her broker. Alaric flew into

such a rage that he started kicking his pigskin almonds all over

the place. And who should be walking by that very instant but

Abner Doubleday

!

l<-\y''^ ': :^ ^" '^;. \ '' ;

Mr. Doubleday had invented baseball the day t^efore, and he

was now trying to invent football, but he was stymied because

he couldn't figure out what kind of ball to use. Now, seeing

Alaric kick the pigskin spheroids, his problem was suddenly

solved. "Eureka!" he cried and ran to his drawing board and

invented football, which was such a big success that he was in-

spired to go on and invent lacrosse. Monopoly, run sheep run,

and nylon.
• • *

When you go to next Saturday'* game, take along the perfect

football companion-Marlboro Cigarettes or PhiUp Morri*

Cigarettes or new Alpine Cigarettes—all a delight—all spon-

sors of this column.

Basktfboll Mano9«rf

The i^MTrity IwMlwtten team

kas openiBgs la ite laoka for

MMetontioiia iadivldiiala who
wish to be maMffon. ThoM IB-

tereeted oonhMt Oeaeh Borer-

,

i;

I

i
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Sack of Troy

World Series the Greatest
Tom Troy

I know it's certainly been said before but I think the

fact that a sporting event, such as the recently completed
Series, can capture as much newspaper space as politics

or Lunik is an indication of the greatness of America. End
of flag raising.

I'm not a gambling man, but I would be willing to lay

1000-1 that Boomer Phelps becomes a star before the season

ends.

Item: the University of Chicago won the tiddlywinks

championship of the world last Friday. The University's

team won by default when the Cambridge University team
which had challenged Chicago forfeited.

The British 'winkers couldn't finance their way to Chi-

cago after a London brewery withdrew its monetary support.

Unpatriotic, ruddy blokes!

I hope the football team wins a game soon. I've dis-

covered (through insidious investigation) that, since the'

West Chester game, the team has been scouted every game
by employees of Oliver H. Bair, Co.

Brains and Brawn

In recent years my attitude towards baseball has changed
from Rah! Rah! to So What? But for two innings of the

fifth game of the Series I reverted to my earlier status—an
avid fan.

What drama. What a battle of wits. Professors Alston

and Lopez were thinking so hard you could hear them.

Dodger Seventh inning: two on, two out, Bob Shaw hurl-

ing for the Sox. Charley Neal, a righthander, coming to bat.

Jim McAnany, a rookie, in left field.

Whirr, schickeda, geshickeda go the cogs in Doctor
Lopez's cerebum. A conference at the mound: Al Smith
moves to left field.

Into right field goes Jim Rivera.

Shaw wildpitches. Runners now on second and third.

Neal catches a high slider and sends it deep to right center.

From out of nowhere, Rivera streaks into the picture. Run-
ning at full speed with his back to the infield, Jim makes a
sensational catch. Chalk one up for Senor Al.

YouVe Gotta Have Brains

Then the inning of the entire Series, the Dodger eighth.
Wally Moon leads off by singling. Norm Larker fouls off a
couple bunts, then flies to right. But Gil Hodges bounces
one through the middle and Moon races to third. Hodges
goes to second on the throw.

Don Demeter is scheduled to bat, but earlier in the
game he had failed to get the ball out of the infield with
Hodges on third.

Depucketa, depucketa, depucketa. They gray cells in

wizard Alston's brain stir furiously. Demeter returns to the
bench, left-handed Ron Fairly pinch hits.

In the Sox bullpen are lefty Billy Pierce and righthander
IWck Donovan. Whizzz. Not a haid decision here for Lopez.
In comes Pierce.

Casey Switches To A Switch-Switcher

Brring. A quick cerebric message to Alston. Fairly re-

treats and Rip Repulski, a righthander, pinchhits for the
pinchhitter.

Dingdingddng. Quick as repartee from Mort Sahl, Lopez
flashes a signal to catcher Sherm Lollar. Pierce checks the
sign, then intentionally walks Repulski.

Due to bat now is weak-hitting John Roseboro. ZZZZ.
Alston doesn't even have to think. 92,706, have already
Uhought for him. ' ': :" :./'.''.]

Carl Furillo, Hero, strides to the plate.

Schickeda, schickeda. Lopez paces to the mound, looks
at Pierce, raises his right ann. Bushy browed Dick Dovovan
slowly, even casually, walks into the lions den. Furillo, Hero,
stays at the plate; he swings his magic wand menacingly.

A ball. Then Furillo, Hero, swings. A loud crackk! A
high pop-up to the infield, two out.

Checkmate

Now Don Zimmer, a .187 hitter. Depuckeda ... A left-

hander, a lefthander, my kingdom for a lefthander. But
Alston knows there ain't no mo. Senor Lopez has check-
mated him.

Zimmer flys deep to left (175 feet). Al Smith staggers,
steadies, squeezes. 'The inning is over.

Hollywood wood never be so naive to constiiict such a

plot.

Bobby Kahana, halfback from Roman Catholic, has to

be the best allround football player in Philadelphia's Catholic
League. He can run, pass, kick, block, and tackle. Villa-

novans will get an opportunity to see Kahana in action when
Roman plays Monsignor Bonner,, the probable champs this

season, at Villanova in a few weeks.
To soothe a few shattered egos: last year the most

successful sporting team at Villanova was the . . . golf team.
Seriously, I offer belated congratulations to coach Jim El-

liot's fine team.
Despite Wilt, I don't think the Warriors can capture the

N.B.A. crown unless Paul Arizin, the peerless, can reoeat his

tremendous performances of last season, and Tom Gola, the

fMurless, can finally play a full season.

bewitched

bothered . . .

bewildered . . .

Sports Chottor

What is the Matter?
•Tony Mocklin-

The Boston College campus newspaper, The Heights,
had the following to say the day before the BC-Villanova
games:

"It should be remembered that even a toothless, claw-
less, old Wildcat can grow cagey with experience. The
question at hand is, however, how does it get down from
its tree without any claws?"

This proved to be a good question then and still is today.
Actually, the claws are there but they are so far with-

drawn in muchly-ruffled fur that it's questionable when
we'll ever see them again.

Little Spark
Only once in the first half did the Wildcats show any

semblance of spark against the vengeful Eagles. That was
at the start of the second period with BC leading 14-0.

Johnny Daniels broke up a pass play with a great diving
effort that forced the Bostonians to kick. He then took the
punt, feinted and ripped to the 15. This was VU's only
spectacular play of the oh-so-long afternoon.

Sam Gruneisen threw a tremendous shattering block to
free Daniels. Gruneisen has a great future.

With the ball on the 15, first and ten to go Villanova
unleashed its impotent ground attack; BC took over, and
romped.

When the score reached 22-0 Wayne Kautter second-
string quarterback finally got a shot. By this time the game
was lost and so he is not entirely to blame for the wild des-
peration passes he threw.

The first half was horrible, humiliating, and infuriating.
The crowd was stunned by the ease with which the Eagles
hammered the usually formidable Mainliners. They _gloated

in the "big show." 'They marvelled at the "novelty of BC
running it up on anyone."

The second half of the game was a "what's the use of
playing it" type affair. The 'Cats managed a score on a
pass from Roehre to Ed Bohan.

The only other optimistic note was struck by the play
of soph quarterback Tom O'Rourke. The Boston press called

him "slick.' Beth Bohan and O'Rourke should see a good
deal of service in the future.

Uninspired Ball
The ball played by the 'Cats in general was sloppy,

clumsy, and Ufeless. It was enough to make one start writ-
ing epitaphs.

However the patient is only in a coma and it's not time
for enitaphs yet. The problem is to find a cure.

One must remember that the ballplayers and coaches are
human beings. When you listen to the radio or watch from
the stands you lose perspective. Men become machines or
gladiators. Perhaps it would be better if they were. But
they aren't.

They have failed so far, there's no question of that. The
question is why ? Certainly they don't like to take the throt-
tlings they have been undergoing. Nobody likes to fail.

'Cat Dilemma
What is the answer?
Reagan can't be sleeping much anjmiore. He can't solve

the problem. Hes got the horses but they won't run. They
just won't run. .•*.•..

Johnny Amabile, 5'8" sparkplug quarterback of BC, told
us onejpossible answer. Amabile thinks that VU uses too
many fonnations. "Too many formations make you inef-
fective. When you started using that straight T for a little

while you started to move."
Eddie Roehre disagreed. Roehre has terrific self-confi-

dence. It would take a bomb to knock the twinkle out of
his eves. So far none of the four losses has been bomb
enough. •;':: •

:
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Same Old Story
Roehre shook his head, "It's the same old story. We

need blocking and tackling. If we had gotten the blocking
we could have passed them to death. I watched half the
game on my back." ;:^ \

So you have heard two approaches.
One thing is certain, the team needs confidence. They

are down. As Amabile said, "You need a win quick." The
team is becoming demoralized and needs that victory.

Amabile felt that VU hit as hard as Army and Navy.
He cited Myers and Horin as particularly tough.

Mental Block
In this writer's opinion, the 'Cats have a granite-like

mental block. They don't feel that they are going to score
when they get close and they don't score. A good solid TD
march should shatter that block.

Villanova is a big, strong, slow team. They have to
come up with a running attack. The first two downs were
always without gain.

VU has no breakaway threat. We have no man good
for three yards. BC got three and four yards consistently.
VU got four yards total on the ground to 136 for the boys
from the land of the broad A.

The Wildcats need to gain poise. They lose their com-
posure easily and flounder. They need to have more faith
in themselves, in their quai*terback (whoever he is), and
they need a team leader.

Each week we honestly feel that a victory is forthcom-
ing. So far we have been wrong.

Miami of Ohio is next. Miami smashed Xavier but lost
Saturday to Kent State 14-6. If the 'Cats don't get mad
and snatch this game, we may well have to wait until De-
cember for victoiy.

•*^j
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Wildcat Eleven Miami Bound
Wildcats Still

Seek First Win
Miami University of Ohio, one

of the Nation's leading small
college football teams, will fur-

nish the rugged opposition when
Villanova's travel-weary 'Cats

conclude the first half of their

schedule Saturday at Oxford,
Ohio.

Saturday's clash will mark
the first time Villanova has met
Miami on the gridiron.

The southwestern Ohio school,

sometimes referred to as "The
Yale of the West", is so dub-
bed only in academic circles, for

Miami hasn't had a losing foot-

ball season in seventeen years.

It's list of alumni and former
coaches reads like a Who's Who
in sports.

:,,.,'/ v' Familiar Names
Paul Dietzel, Ara Parseghian,

Weeb Ewbank, Paul Brown,
Woody Hayes, Sid Gillman, and
Greorge Blackburn, are some of

the former Miami coaches who
have gained national promin-
ence.

The present Redskin coach 31
year old John Pont. In slightly

over three years Pont's team
have amassed a glittering 21-7-1

record.

His 1957 and 1958 teams won
championship honors in the Mid-
American Conference. ' ;,„'.,

Pessimistic Outlook K
At the outset of the current

campaign Pont feared that his

minions would hardly be able

to break even let alone duplicate

or better last year's 5-3 mark.
Apparently, though, Pont's ex-

pressed fear was merely the
standard pessimism of most col-

lege coaches for his Redskins
have not yet tasted defeat.

One of the Redskins' victims
was Xavier. The Ohioans whal-
loped the Musketeers, 33-7. (For
anyone who has a short memory
Xavier pummeled Frank Rea-
gan's charges, 48-20 )

.

The chief reason for Pont's
"wait and pray" attitude wias

his lack of experienced tackles.

He had three lettermen, Ron
Brooks, Jack Tibbets, and Bob
Fletcher ready to man the posi-

tion but none of these men could
match last year's tackles in phy-
sical stature.

Strong Inner Defense
Pont's tackles last year both

weighted well over 230 pounds.
The middle line, a strong point

last season, poses no problem
this year either. Jim Daniels.

Gary Cobb, guards, and Gary
Huber, at center figure to get
the job done for Pont inside. All

are punishing blockers and de-

fensive standouts.

The real Miami bright spot,

however, is the backfield. At
fullback Pont has a converted
tackle, Dave (Bo) Chamberlin.
In three games last year after

switching from the line, the 6-1,

EC aerial fall short of receiver as Reggie Powe (44) moves in on the play.

4
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Fr. Klekotka Pledges Full

Cooperation To Council

At the fifth pre-<game rally, a st^emn group of cheerleaders listen while some old-fashioned

*'rabble rousing" is done via megaphone. The Spirit Committee expects last week's spirit to carry
over to the Homecoming game.

Council May Give Awards
Mutual assurance of student-

administration cooperation con-

cluded last week's meeting be-

tween Rev. Joseph Kemme, vice

president of student affairs, and
the Student- Administration

Committee.

Tom Hoffman, council chair-

man, presented to Father Kem-
me a suggestion that special

awards be presented to all stu-

dents actively participating on
the Council for at least two
semesters.

Previously, awards have been
given only to seniors. Under-
classmen received no recognition

for Council work. Hoffman's
proposail included the provision

that the Council Chairman
would nominate recipients of the

award.
" Father Kemme stated that he
"wouldn't like to be the man
responsible for selecting award
winners," implying that the de-

cision was too important to be

in the hands of a single person.

When Hoffman volunteered to

change the proposal to include

the Student Cabinet as a se-

lection committee, Father Kem-i
me stated that he "would be

happy to consider it, provided

Father Girolami approves."

Further Proposals

Regarding the proposal that!

flrst-rate movies be shown on
campus on weekends when no
important social events would
occur. Father Kemme seemed
pleased with the committee's in-

vestigation of the proposal, but

felt that a few points still had
to be ironed out.

After a lengthy but inconclu-

sive discussion, the matter of a
student lounge in Sullivan Hall

basement was deferred until

some later date.

During the meeting, the need
for closer student-administra-

tion co-operation frequently be-

came evident. The problem was

Experimental Theatre" To
Begin Series Next Week

f

The opening program in the

"Experimental Theatre" series,

produced by the Department of

Theatre of Villanova University,

will take place at 3:30 p.m. in

the East Lounge of Dougherty
Hall next Monday.

The purpose of

this new series

is to present to

interest-
ing members of

the University

the type of play

and production

that they would
not ordinarily

OWEN KLEIN see and that is

very much a part of theatre.

The plays will be directed by
graduate students in Theatre

and played by mixed casts of

undergraduate and graduate
students.

The first two plays to be seen

will be The Boor by Chekhov
and Escurial by the Flemish
playwrite M. de Gelderode.

The Boor, directed by Dennis
Cunningham, is a delightful

comedy concerning the quick-

fire romance between a young,

but somber widow and her seem-
ingly boorish visitor.

The cast contains graduate

student. Sue Arnold, sophomore
Pat Sprenger and freshman Wil-

liam DePaolo.

Escurial, the duplex tragedy

of a King and his Fool, will be

directed by Owen Klein, former

3elle Masque President. The
principals will be George Matey,

a, junior, and freshmen Richard

Mclntyre and Donald Murphy.

Group Calls For

Drama Try-Outs
The Department of Theatre of

Villanova University announces

the open try-outs for their De-

cember production of Thornton
Wilder's "Our Town."

This production will be under

the direction of Mr. Bernard
Coyne of the Dept. of Theatre.

Mr. Coyne, recently from Catho-

lic University's Theatre Dept. is

a former Villanovan and Belle

Masque member.

"Our Town" is the universal

story of Grovers Comers, and
depicts the warmth and human-
ity of people who symbolize the

American way.
It its simplicity, this play by

Wilder has a far reaching dram-
atic impact which accounts for

so much of its popularity.

The tryouts for this show will

be held on Thursday and Friday,

October 22 and 23 and are open

to all members of the Univer-

sity.

They will take place on the

Vasey Hall stage between the

hours of 4 p.m. and 6 p.m., and
7 and 8 p.m.

settled when Hoffman promised

to work more closely with Fa-

ther Kemme in this regard.

Annual Red Mass

To Be Held This

Friday In Chapel
This Friday evening, at 7 p.m.

the Annual Red Maes for the
students and alumni of The Vil-

lanova University School of Law
will be celebrated in the ChurcJh
of Saint Thomas of Villanova
on the campus.
The Mass is traditionally cel-

ebrated to ask the blessing of
the Holy Spirit upon the stu-

dents, faculty and alumni of the
School of Law.

Vestments Red
The Mass is known as the

Red Mass for two reasons. The
vestments of the clergy and the
alter cloths are of that color
which has always been associ-

ated with the Holy Spirit. Like-
wise, the robes of the Englsh
judges were red, and in the pop-
ular mind this fact was asso-

ciated with the Mass which the

judges attended as a group, at-

tired in their robes.

The celebrant o-f the Mass will

be the Very Reverend John A.
Klekotka, OSA, President of the
University. The Vice President

for Academic Affairs, The Rev-
erend Joseph J. Gildea, OSA will

serve as deacon and The Rev-
erend Joseph W. Kemme, OSA,
Vice President for Student Af-

fairs, will be the suib-deacon.

The Reverend Norbert W.
Whitley, OSA, the Chaplain of

the University, will be Master of

Ceremonies.
The Augustinian Provincial,

The Very Reverend James A.

Donnel'lon, OSA will preside in

the sanctuary. The preacher at

the Red Mass is to be The Most
Reverend John J. Wright, S.T.D.,

the Bishop of Pittsburgh.

Outstanding Orator
Bishop Wright is widely

known as an outstanding orator

and is one of the most stimulat-

ing preachers among the Ameri-
can hierarchy.

The music of the Mass will

be sung by the Villanova Sing-

ers, under the direction of Mr.
Herbert Fiss. with Dean Harold
Gill Reuschlein of the Law
School serving as organist.

Members of the general Uni-

versity faculty and of the un-

dergn*aduate student body are

welcome to attend the Mass.

An address by Very Rev. John
Klekotka, O.S.A., and a hassel

over a technically highlighted

the Student Council bi-monthly

meeting held two weeks ago.

The president declared that

the administration considers the

Council to be effective repre-

sentatives and leaders of the

student body.

Encourages Council

"We feel confident," said

Father Klekotka "that, under
the guidance of your chairman,
you will enjoy a most fruitful

year. Be assured that we are
with you in all your endeavors."
The business part of the ses-

sion was marked by quick pass-

age of all proposals except the
Student Council dance motion.

Bill Vincent tried to untable

a motion from last year that the
Council move to change the
NFCCS annual dance to a dance
sponsored by the Council itself.

Here a tabled motion was
voted upon before it was un-
tabled, legally untabled, amend-
ed, amended again, tabled again-

voted on and passed, and fin-

ally after a half hour of con-

fusion, tabled again upon the
advice of Council parliamentar-
ian, Bill Henry.

Motion Tabled
The motion as it stands now,

stipulates that the NFCCS dance
to be held February 26, 1960
shall be designated the Student
Council dance and that the pro-

ceeds will go primarily to the
NFCCS.
The hassle arose when Shel-

don Pollock proposed that any
mention of who would receive

the proceeds be deleted from the
motion.

Several minutes of chaotic de-

bate followed after which Pol-

lock agreed to withdraw his

amendment. Then the motion as

stated above was passed by the

congress and everything seemed
to be resolved.

Advised to Retable

However, at this juncture,

Henry advised the congress to

re-table the motion since he
said it was apparent that this

matter should be referred to

committee for further clarifica-

tion.

Incredibly enough, Henry's
motion was unanimously passed

to the benefit o feveryone.

Jim Hooker, Council secre-

tary, was writing furiously to

keep abreast of the maze of dis-

organized action.

Bill Vincent, who tnade the

original motion to untable the

subject, voiced regret after the

meeting that all the discussion

went for naught.
" It would have been better,"

he said, "to have sent the mo-
tion to a specific committee for

investigation, rather than table

it again."

Peretti Offers Final

Chance For Senior Fix

Seniors who have not yet had
their portraits taken for the

1«<)0 Belle Air will have one

final chance, it was announced
by Thomas Peretti, editor and
chief.

Seniors must contact Carl

Wolfe Studio^ 2013 Walnut
Street, Philadelphia, Phone LO
4-1338. An apointment must be

made before October 30th.

iJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHHIIIIHIMIIIUIIIUIIUIIIIIIIIIUfllllllllUllillllinilimillllllll Portrette MIIMMWyUUIUIliUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIUIIUm^^

Ray Rafferty Readies

HomecomingWeekend
Ray Rafferty, affable sen-

ior class president, at the
present time is the busiest

man on campus as he goes
about supervising last minute
preparations for the Home-
coming Weekend.

Rafferty, in addition to his

duties as leader of the class

of '60, is general chairman
for the first senior social

weekend of the semester
which will be capped by a
jazz concert Sunday after-

noon in the Fieldhouse featur-

ing the w i d e 1 y-renowned
Dukes of Dixieland.

Rafferty will also serve as
emcee at the affair.

Rafiferty's emergence as an
active campus figure was
nothing sudden. In May of

his freshjnan year he ran for

Student Council on the "Four
For 1960" ticket and was
elected along with Tom Moak-
ley, and Ron McGray. "Paul
Iffland, infamous president of

Cloister A.C., was our only
casualty", reminisced Raffer-

ty.

"Bwana, Bwana"
After a large summer at

Ocean City, N. J., Rafferty
returned to the campus just

in time to yell "Bwana, Bwa-
na," and "What do you eat"
at a large bewildered fresh-
man class.

Once orientation period was

over, Rafferty stuffed his

White hat into camphor and
along with Iffland handled
("Maybe you should say mis-

handled") tickets for the
Sophomore Cotillion.

Junior year for Rafferty

got off to an impressive start

as Delta Pi Mu appointed him
to the board of trustees for

the Joyce Kiely mile.

Asked what sort of official

duties this entailed, Rafferty

quipped, "We paid all the
bills."

Active Junior Year
Rafferty also was a mem-

ber of the junior class steer-

ing committee and co-chair-

Junior Dinner Dance.

In May of last semester the
personable Rafferty ran for
and was elected to the pres-

idency of the class of '60.

Fulfilling Promises
Judging from his intensive

and successful campaign to

secure the Dukes for a con-

cert, Rafferty is well on his

way to fulfilling his promise,

of the "best senior class

ever."

In addition to his full cam-
pus schedule, Raiferty finds

time to "be gainfully employ-
ed" as a bank teller at Bene-
ficial Savings Gank on City

Line Avenue.
He resides at 6050 Over-

brook Avenue, Philadelphia.

"Isjk:^*:
•T-,.V
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Council Making

Contracts For New

Forum Speakers
The Committee for Academic

Affairs announced last week its

tentative plans for the five re-

maining forums to be held fol-

lowing the successful forum dis-

cussing Mr. Khrushchev's visit

to the United States.

The Committee has contacted

the Council Against Conununist

Aggression and the Intercollegi-

ate Society of Individualists to

inaugurate their program.

Setting the months of the

coming forums as December,
February, March and April, Ei-

leen Greyson, member of the

Academic Affairs Committees,

voiced the committee's intention

to present a diversified policy

concerning the topics and the

proceedure at each forum.

It is hoped that various speak-

ers, who have personally come
in contact with the topic, will be

available, and plans are being

made to secure the services of

William Buckly, the editor of

the National Review.

A series of two or three for-

ums on one topic will be pre-

sented but not in succession in

order that they shall not be too

specific and limiting.

This is also in policy with the

forms of programming which

will include panels and debates

in addition to the usual guest

speaker—question and answer
periods.

The guest speakers who have

had personal contact with the

subject under consideration will

be expected to give the audience

an exacting account and answer

all questions from primary in-

formation.

The plans, however, for these

speakers are not yet settled due

to the uncertain schedule of the

forums.

The matter was brought be-

for the Administration last Wed-
nesday evening of the Student

Faculty Board. Rev. Joseph

Gildea, OSA, was presented with

the proposal by the Committee

at that time.

Spirit Committee

Plans Army Trip
Mammoth plans for the No-

- vember 7 West Point student

trip via buses are now in the

making according to Bob Scalia

and Frank DeMaio, members of

the Spirit Conmiittee and organ-

izers of the sojourn.

Scalia says, "Although these

plans have been underway since

the Student Council's approval

last May, they will become a

reality only through the co-

operation of the Student Body."

Included among the plans and

hopes of Scalia and DeMaio, will

be a more organized seating ar-

rangement in the stadium to

corporate the rousing cheers of

Villanova rooters.

The cheerleaders, headed by
Chuck Kelly, will be present to

boost the morale of the team
and the crowd.

One of the more energetic

cheerleaders, incognito as a

Wildcat, will also be present to

instill more growl into the Villa-

nova players.

In the event of a successful

•bus-riders* turnout the Spirit

Committee will provide buses

and make all arrangements for

any future student trips involv-

ing a Villanova team.

Link Hallowell, President of Belle Masque, discusses group's

new play "Bonds of Interest" with members in informal meeting.

Masque Plans Announced
Hallowell used the occasion

to point out : "We try to put on
that kind of show which best

appeals to the students. I per-

sonally feel that we have se-

lected the right show."
Stage crews, under the direc-

tion of Mr. Bernard Coyne,,
should be finished by Nov. 1,

and ready for opening night,

Wednesday Nov. 18. The show
will run through to Sunday Nov.
22.

"The Bonds of Interest," by
Jacinto Benevente, was selected

as this year's production of

Belle Masque.
Last Monday evening, also,

saw the introduction of the new
officers by Rev. William E. Far-
rell, OSA.
They are: Lincoln Hallowell,

pres.; Mike Keating, treasurer;

Connie Donahue, secretary; Jim
Lynch, social director; John Mc-
Garry, S. C. representative.

Nov. 13 Publication DateFor

27th "Villanova Engineer
99

Harry Seigfeldt, editor of the

VILLANOVA ENGINEER an-

nounced that the first issue will

be made available on fYiday,

November 13.

This issue is to contain as

feature a story by senior C.E.

Jim Stykes on the new bridge

between Staten Island and
Brooklyn.

Also to be included are a story

on the current series of atomic
submarines by senior E.E. Paul
Smilgen and two more stories of

as-yet-unannounced content.

Further, Dean Morehouse will

include a letter of welcome to

the class of 1963 and there will

be a two-page picture spread on
the latest developments in the

different fields of engineering.

This year's staff includes, be-

sides the editor, Stanley Ciesiel-

ski as business manager, Joseph
Lauzon, associate editor, Charles

Ubile. assistant editor, Dennis
Swift, copy editor, Lee Christ-

insen, art editor, Donald McKen-
zie, circulation manager, Joe

Perozziello, photo editor, and
William Galm, office manager.

Horry Stigftldt

Editor Siegfeldt would like to

repeat that anyone from any
school here on campus can work
on the "Villanova Engineer".

Council To Handle

Retreats This Yeor
Rev. Norbert Whitley, OSA,

chaplain has recently announced
lliat tlie administration of week-

end retreats will be handled this

year by the Religious Affairs

Committee of the Student Coun-
cil.

John B. Castano and Tom Lo-
Casale are co-chairmen of the

committee.

At present, plans have been
made for two weekend retreats

on January 29-30 and Febru-

ary 5-7. 'Transportation to the

Pope Pius X Retreat House in

Blockwood, N. J., the site of

these retreats, will be by bus.

Plans for engaging the Mal-
vern Retreat House for these

exercises are underway at pres-

ent, also. Retreats here,however,

would be held with another
group due to their extensive

bookings.

These retreats, which are to

be at the students' expense, will

fulfill the university regulation

that all students attend one re-

treat per year.

Attendence forms are now
available in the Student Council

Office. Students are requested to

make plans to attend as soon

as possible, since a minimum of

100 students will be allowed to

attend these retreats.

Co-chairman Castano said

this week, "I believe that these

retreats have been scheduled at

the best possible time to accom-

odate the interested student.

The committee hopes that many
will take advantage of the op-

portunity offered."

Fine Arts Course Revived

By Student-Faculty Board
The possibility of reviving a

course in Fine Arts at Villanova
was one of the major topics of

discussion at last Wednesday's
Student-Faculty Board meeting.
The Board, composed of mem-

bers of both the administration
and the student body, seemed
unanimous in their approval of
such a course. A course in the
Fine Arts, however, would have
to be initiated on a trial basis,

they agreed.

Too Small Enrollment
It was noted that a similar

course did appear in the Villa-

nova curriculum several years
ago, but its enrollment was not
sufficient to warrant its contin-

uation.

It was brought to the Board's
attention that when the course
was previously offered, there
were only 11 enrolled during the
fall semester and five during the
^ring semester. Ironically, only
three of the original 11 were
men.
The Board delayed further

consideration of the proposal
until its mechanics could be in-

vestigated. The prospects of
such a course, however, seem
very hopeful to the Board.

Possible letters of recognition
for those students who make
the Dean's list was also discus-

sed. Such recognition could be
confirmed either by individual

letters or by notations made at
the bottom of semester report
forms.

Grant Recognition
Ken Kraemer explained that

"these letters would g^ant rec-

ognition not only to the stu-

dents themselves, but also to

their parents, who are equally

deserving, since, in many cases,

they are footing a good part of
the bill."

Father Gildea suggested that

the possibilities of such letters

be looked into.

In closing, Hoffman stated

that "this was the most success-

ful Student-Faculty meeting I

have ever had the pleasure of
attending."

The Student-Faculty Commit-
tee is composed of Rev. Joseph
Gildea, OSA, Vice-President of

Academic Affeiirs, Mr. Edward
Murray, and Mr. Ray Cummings,
Villanova faculty members; and
Tom Hoffman, Neil Drislane,
Eileen Greyson, and Ken Krae-
mer, Student Council members.

Subject To Approval
The purpose of the committee

is to investigate, discuss, and
take action on university and
student problems, and also en-
actments and recommendations
of the Student Council.

All decisions of the commit-
tee are subject to the approval
of the President of the Univer-
sity.

127 Students Now In

Part-Time Division

The Undergraduate Part-Time
Division has commenced the 59-

60 academic year, with 127 stu-

dents attending Villanova for*

the first time.

The evening session is operat-
ing with a total enrollment of
847. Saturday classes, held at
Hallahan High School in Phil-

adelphia, are attended by 407
students.

OfTwo Minds
On the <me hand, you have Thinty G. Smith.

Good taste to him means test and tip in a

beverage, sparkle and lift and all like that . .

.

On the other hand, T. GooroMt Smythe

perceives good taste aa the right, fit and pro|Mr

refreshment for a DJaorfanhiating Coteri«i

SoT . . . Have it both wagra! Coca-Cola

... 80 good in taste, in meh good taata.

Et voua?

6^r^^'^}

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

BoNlod undor ovitiorlty el Tho Coca-Colo Compony by

The Philadelphia CoCarCoIa BottUng Co.

,M.

'in
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Mr. B Continues To Scream

As Editor Drinks His Cream

Bocci-players and bagel-beat*
era—Let's go to press ! !

!

HELP WANTED — Jobs are

.; now available for ci^*cuit riders

;C'' . :to repair the miles of campus;

^ .: fencing. Must have own horse.

1060—Mr. R. should not be

;
.VV^ade to bear the brunt of thei;

attack. Mr. B. deserves much
of the criticism. Mr. B. is re-

sponsible for the description of

the game and therefore for

the impression the home !fens

receive of the team.

Sonny Stein could do better.

MEDIC!!! Lay up to the Belle

Air office immediately! The
editor-in-chief has developed
ulcers and is in need of tran-
quillizers, more money and
sympathy. (What actually is

needed is more Indians and less

chiefs).

HOT MIXER — Last Friday
evening, Chestnut Hill College
sponsored a 'Night In The
Tropics' and meant it. It was
so hot, I thought the place was
going to be raided. It would
have reminded you of home

—

if you had lived in a boiler

room. .
'

.
.:.. :'.:':

GUTTY SCRIMMAGE — Con-
gratulations, once again, to the
Cloisters A.C. for their close

but coveted victory over the
Wayne Webels. A member of
the Wayne Webels was quoted
as saying after the game—"If

recruiting won't do it, wha/t
will?" Answer: TEAM PLAY.
PROGRESS — Realizing the
permanence of the Villanova
co-eds the Chemistry Dept. has

'.; just completed engraving two
;; thousand test tubes with His

and Hers. Ah, what is more
esthetic: NaCl, Dr. Quam and
thou!!!

McGILLICUDDY — Rosemont
has had so many jazz concerts
that people are beginning to
call it Connie Mack Stadium.
(Think about that awhile).
Anyway, they certainly have
a 'bull-pen' ; and all those girls

would like a 'diamond'. But,
the one thing they never heard
of is 'getting to second base'.

K.OMECOMING — This Satur-
day the Alumni will return to

the Valley Forge Motel for
their Homecoming. It is re-

ported that they are trying to
rent a bus to bring them to

the game.
You'll see them on campus.

They will holler "twenty-
three skiddoo" and will expect
a reply. Be very cautious in

engaging in a conversation
with them. They might ask
embarrassing questions like

. . "What happened to Belle

Air Hall ?" Then you must ex-

plain that it was torn down in
Drder to make way for more
mud. So far this year we have

\ifmu mmm^

'Give it to me straight,

Mack : Will there be anything
le/t after taxes

?*'

THE %U\1CAZ^ . .

.

VBoopity Doop Oop"

Dig That Sound
OOME PEOPLE like music,
•^ I like rock and roll. Excuse
me, I "dig" it. Please don't

. misunderstand me, I appreciate
music also, but to me rock and
roll says things. True, not es-

- pecially intelligent things, but
at least it will talk to me;
genuine music won't even do
that, neither will genuine mu-
sic lovers—at least not any
more. You see, at the last

meeting of the Opera Classica
society they asked if anyone
wanted to hear some particu-
lar classic.

I requested them, quite in-

nocently I assure you, to play
"Don't be Cruel" by Mr. E.
Presley. Go aliead and scoff,

but "Don't be Cruel" happens
to be a classic and you don't
have to take my word for it

—

ask Joe Niagara or better yet
the ultimate word, Alan Freed
himself.

The slow ones don't get me,
it's "big beat" discs which are,

to say the least, the most. It's

. . . just like someone was
pounding on your chest with a
sledge hammer, like I mean it

"does" something to you! As
a close friend of mine (I won't
mention his name, because
you'll recognize him as the stu-

dent council president) would
say, "Boopity scoop oopa doop
oop" with the accent on the
first oop and the following
doop.

* * *
I
SUPPOSE I really
shouldn't confess my affin-

ity for rock and roll, I'm an
English major you know. Eng-
lish majors don't like rock and
roll; English majors don't like

anything; the're cynics. Tho're
not really cynics, they're just
intrinsically lazy and cynicism
offers the easiest course of in-

action. But don't get me
wrong, I kind of like being a
cynic, it gives one a little class,

if you follow me, sort of like

being an individualist.

I'm an individualist too. I

pal around with a lot of other
individualists. I guess one of
the big reasons we hang to-

gether is because we all pretty
much think the same. Every-
one should be individualists.

I'm serious, the only true free-

dom is found in individualism.

Ask any individualist, he'll

tell you.

Well I guess that's about all

for today's column, I was go-
ing to offer the ten rock and
roll records which I consider to
be the all time best ... or nois-

iest anyway, same thing; but
unfortunately after "Don't be
Cruel" and "Ain't that a
Shame" I couldn't remember
any moi;e titles.

I have all the sounds batting
around in my head but no
names. Sorry. Skipping what
the French say in a situation

like this, I'd like to leave you
with one thought: don't think
for yourself, be an individual-

^^ by BIG PUM

ttTAKE ME ALONG" .

Eugene O'Neill Play Glistens

As NostalgicMusicalComedy
nataiie ottired

had more than our share of
•mud'.

PRATTLE PROVERB: An ap-
ple a day—costs five cents.

Jim Turner

J
T IS GENERALLY known
that Eugene O'Neill wrote

only one "happy" play in his
long and distinguished career,
that one being "Ah Wilder-
ness".

This warm, amusing, and
tender story of young love,

and its effect on a typical
American family in the year
1906, has been faithfully and
brilliantly adapted by Joseph
Stein and Robert Russell into
a stunning musical comedy
"Take Me Along."

This show has to be one of
the finest musical comedies to
come along in many years. It
certainly boasts one of the
most exciting casts ever as-
sembled for the musical stage.
Neither time nor space could
do full justice to such featured
stars as Walter Pidgeon, Eileen
Herlie, Una Merkel, Robert
Morse, and Jackie Gleason.

Gleason is a revelation in the
part of "Uncle Sid", a role
that could have been written
just for him. Although the
"Uncle" role was a minor one
in the O'Neill original, it has
been expanded for Gleason's
talents, without losing the
flavor and characterization
that was originally intended.

• • •
,IJ E STOPS the show almost
" every appearance. Nota-

bly, in his hilarious duet with
Miss Herlie in "I Get Ehnbar-
rassed;" and in a soft shoe
rendition with Pidgeon to the
title song.

Although he is a stand-out
and definitely captures his aud-
ience at every turn, it is to his
credit and that of the show's
director, Peter Grenville, that
he never gets out of character.

and gives a controlled—and at
times—a very senBitive per-
formance.

Walter Pidgeon, as Nat Mil-
ler, the head of the simple
family, is likewise magnificent.
He lends dignity and charm
to his role and possesses a surv
prisingly fine singing voice.

His most important number

—

"Staying Young"—is beautiful
and truly moving.

Eileen Herlie as Aunt Lil^

the spinater school teacher
who has been in love with
Uncle Sid for over 16 years,
ie excellent; and her many
scenes with Gleason are among
the very best.

As Richard Miller, the 16
year-old boy who "discovers"
love and is actually the pivotal
character of the entire show,
Robert Morse is superb. Here
is a young man who has cap-
tured all the nuances and boy-
ish characteristics, I am sure
Eugene O'Neill wanted this

part to have.

• • • ••
XJ £ IS TREMENDOUS in his

role, and probably will be
hailed as the "find" of the year.
He certainly deserves all the
praise showered upon him. Re-
member that name—Robert
Morse.
The music by Bob Merrill ia

in keeping with the story and
at no time does it impede or
slow down the action. In fact,

it enhances eind tends to ad-
vance the plot. "Take Me
Along"; a fine ballad, called

"Nine O'Clock"; and "Staying
Young"; are just three of the
numbers that you will be hear-
ing quite a lot of after the
show opens on Broadway.
The dancing, the costumes,

the staging, are all first-rate;

and deserve much more atten-
tion then I am giving them. It

is a beautiful excursion into
nostalgia; a bit of Americana
that should be seen by all who
love the musical theatre.

FALLOUT . .

.

BMOC's In; Rosies

In; But Bising's Out
|im mcoteer

A FORTNIGHT AGO, after

a few pointless inti'oduct-

ory remarks, I made a half-

hearted attempt to acquaint
the frosh with our fair city,

Philly. This week I will con-

tinue my one-

1

11^
«^^ man campaign

[rj a g a i n s t ig-

^X^^r^ •' 1^ norance and il-

myj^g^^ ^literacy by
jll^VJfl^^^ coming closer to

-V'j^^N^il^C home and re-

vealing some of

the darker sec-

rets of succeed-
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McATEER
ing as a BMOC

<>LEA$ON IN
NEW ROLE
(See Turner)

COMING SOON

Rosemont Planning

Oscar Wilde Farce

SINCERE CLODS
ARE IN

(See McAteer)

BEWARE—ALUMNI
RETURNS

(Seo Attired)

The Jest and CJesture Drama-
tics Society of Rosemont College
will present its annual fall pro-
duction on November 13, 14, and
15 at 8:30 P.M. The play chosen
is Oscar Wilde's famous farce,

"The Importance of Being Earn-
est."

This comedy, considered by
many to be one of the finest and
funniest plays ever written in

the English language, concerns
the superficial manners and mo-
rays of romance and courtship

at the turn of the 20th century.

Alan WilUg Stars

Rehearsals have recently be-

gun under the direction of Miss
Cecile Sullivan. Alan Willig, sen-
ior Villanova English major and
cast member of several Belle
Masque productions, will play
Jack Worthing; and two Villa-

nova graduates, Clemment Birch
and John Cannon, will also have
leading roles.

In addition, Lynda Ljmch,
Margaret Brown, and James
MacMahon, all of whom have
appeared in other Rosemont and
Villanova plays, will be featured.

Ticket information will be
available at a later date.

(or LMOC, or it you're really

in bad shape, secrets for suc-

ceeding simply &B a MOC).
To do this, I must first para-

phrase that most excellent

tome, "The In and Out Book"
(Viking Press—an excellent

book—buy it) and explain that
all things are either IN or
OUT. Anything that is not IN
is OUT.
A thing may be IN for one

of three reasons: It is an an-
cient, revered, worthwhile es-

tablishment (example—Alumni
Hall) ; It is something rare and
obscure (example—any form
of sweetness and light during
exam week) ; It is so far OUT
that even OUT people won't
touch it (example—a philoso-

phy major).

• • •
COMING TO Villanova is, of

course, a/bout as far IN as
you can get, but acting im-
pressed with being on campus
is OUT.
Rosemont et al. are extreme-

ly IN, but it is OUT to admit
it. Girls generally are IN.
Some, of course, are more IN
than others.

BMOC's are IN, but anyone
who works too hard at being
IN is automatically OUT. OUT
people (campus clods) who are
sincere OUT people are IN.

Joining campus activities is

IN, but if your studies suffer,

you are OUT. The LYNX is

especially IN because it is so
far OUT, but very fe\y people
seem to know that.

if if if

A RTS STUDENTS are OUT^ because they refuse to ad-
mit that anyone else is IN, but
because they decide the bound-
aries between IN and OUT,
Arts men are actually IN.

Bill Speers is way IN (al-

though some people might
doubt it), and Jim Bising is

just as far OUT, but he's OUT
in a very IN manner.

If you are beginning to get
the idea you are IN—now let's

have a short quiz on the mat-
ter:

If someone asked you
"How's Tom," would he be re-

ferring to Tom Hoffman, Tom
Collins, or Tom Dooly? An-
swer: riddles of this sort are
OUT, and in checking the space
left to me, I see I'm OUT too.

'It's all right to hold your
head up—but don't turn up
your nose."

i
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New Villanova Directory Tells

All: Also Defines and Refines

GRENDEL'S CAVE...

ly Josephine Morello

Here we are in the middle

of October, and we've been
back to school for a month.
Of course, this is nothing to

the seasoned veterans, but to

the newly initiated frosh who
have so far only gotten their

feet wet in the whirlpool of

college life, it is a milestone.

By now, they have been brain-

washed, orientated, and in-

structed to the point that no
corner of the campus should

escape their knowledge. Still,

it is a good bet to assume that

much has passed unnoticed. In

fact, many of the upperclass-

men have yet to become ac-

quainted with various espects

of V.U. With this in mind, the
following Villanova Directory

has been compiled.

Classes— Educational gath-

erings held at periodic inter-

vals throughout the day,

tliereby disrupting the entire

university schedule.

Football games— Functions
held weekly to teach Funda-
mentals of Good Sportsman-
ship, 101 e.g., how to be good
losers.

Lynchings — Activities held
by those students who failed

the course in Good Sportsman-
ship 101.

Basketball Games -^ Future
events to teach Fundamentals
of Good Sportsmanship 102,

with special attention paid to

the speculative topic, "How a
Winner Behaves."

Pie Shoppe—Room located in
Dougherty Hall which serves

a variety of purposes:

(1) lab. for course in Social

Relationships

(2) date bureau

(3) study hall

(4) discussion center

(5) occasionally, a cafeteria

Classroom Annex— White
elephant of the campus which
serves as a meeting place for

classes when all else fails.

Alumni Hall—Dormitory sit-

uated between the Chapel and
the Library. Although the

name of the building has been
corrupted to Animal House,
one may believe that the lat-

ter is the proper title of the

residence if he happens to hear
the eerie sounds which usually

emanate from this building.

New Science Building — A
large conglomeration of dirt

and wood which will someday
form an important part of the
campus. At present, however,
it serves no purpose but to

block the path to the post of-

fice.

Library—^Building in which
each student is forced to spend
many long hours, and in which
he becomes extremely profici-

ent at filing and filling out
forms.
Barry Hall—The Naval Sci-

ence building in which the fu-

ture leaders of the U.S.N.

learn the difference between
boats and ships.

Chemical Engineering Build-

ing—Building located next to

Barry Hall. It is kept scrub-

bed and clean by the chem.
engineers, and is enhanced by
the elegant beauty of Mendel
Pond.

Quadrangle—A vast expanse
of blacktop placed between
Sullivan and Sheehan HaHs.
Which is strictly a "No-Wo-
man's-Land" after the class

day is ended.

Commerce & Finance Build-

ing—A large, beautiful, spaci-

ious, modern building which,
somehow, just made it within
the bounds of the campus

Infirmary—A health building

so far-removed from the beat-

en path that it can sometimes
facilitate cures by virtue of its

remoteness. A student who
leaves the C&F with an in-

curable cold might easily devel-

op curable pneumonia; the

thought of the long walk could
"heal" many insurance ills;

and for those who are really

sick and can't manage the
walk, Bryn Mawr is just down
the street.

Vasey Hall—The building

with the white balconies which
daiiy tempt the nurses to climb
out and sigh, "O' Romeo, Rom-
eo! wherefore art thou Rom-

A Graduate's Dream: Patterns,

Suburbs And Ranch Wagon
|im bising

eo ?"

Austin Hall—^The dormitory
which undoubtedly houses the
student who will eventually
stand beneath Vasey's balcony
and answer the nurses' query
with, "Down here! The grape-
vine broke."

Mendel Hall—The four-story

"stay trim" building and sweat-
shop for science, arts, and en-

gineering students.

Mendel Dormitory — The
scourge of the freshman co-ed

who really is looking for the

chem. lab.—^Honest!

Simpson, O'Dwyer, and Del-

urey Halls—Dormitories for
off-campus residents.

Fedlgan Hall—A dormitory
advantageously situated for

science and engineering stu-

dents, and well-suited for
N.R.O.T.C. members.

ON THE PAVEMENT out-

side of Buckingham Palace a

groove has been worn by the

ceaseless, measured pacing of

the regiments of guards, who
protect the person of Her

Majesty the
Queen.

Various
parts of this

campus, once
having been
worn into
grooved foot-

j

paths by the
patter of

BISINCp studious feet,

have since been covered with
asphalt thereby making it

easier for those who pass
over the same spot at the
same time each day, day after

day, to fall into some nice

"safe" routine upon gradua-
tion, an undemanding routine

it is hoped, consisting of

boarding a train in the morn-
ing at some pleasant, subur-

ban location, traveling into

the great metropolis with a
host of other male creatures
who think, dress, and conduct
their lives in a pattern simi-

lar to one's own.

In the evening the process

will result in becoming part

of the mass exodus the com-

mercial center leading back

to the nice, pleasant, little

station in the suburbs, where,

as is often the custom, a

healthy-looking sort of mate

will be found behind the

wheel of a ranchwagon.

New* housing developments
have been constructed with
no more variety than the end
producting of a canning fac-

tory.

INSTITUTIONS OF higher
learning have erected dormi-
tories, buildings intended to

shelter and comfort a class of

society which is supposed to

have in its possession some
aesthetic faculties, with the
same view that a military

commander might load a
troopship . . . "How many
warm bodies can I stuff in

that thing without them per-

manently straining its struc-

ture or having them catch

some sort of communicable
disease?"

A BUILDING is a monu-

ment to an age, just as the

great gothic cathedrals are

still today a vibrant testi-

monial to the faith and devo-

tional fervor of the middle

ages, so should the buildings

erected on and by the cultural

and intellectual centers of the

second half of this century re-

flect those virtues of this age
which are worth preserving

for the following generations.

All of us on this campus
must be painfully aware of

the local adaptation of the

sign found on the outside of

the World War I French
freight cars . . . "Quarante
hommes et huit chevaux." At
present, the horses and oats

have not arrived at north
western corner of Ithan Ave-
nue and the Lancaster Pike.

^•?WWJl!iOj»;i^ mmm
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New cigarette paper "air-softens" every puff!

Now even the paper adds
Salem's springtime

to«
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NIOH POROSITY popM*

"air-««ft«iM" •vtiy puff.

InvMbU poreut opening*

bUnd jutt th« right amount of air with

•och puflF to givo you a teftor, frothor,

•von moro flavorful smoko.

>>:^
CreaUd by B. J. Romolda Totraeeo Conpuiy

fresh air in through the paper to make the
smoke taste even softer, fresher, more
flavorful. If you've enjoyed Salem's spring-

time freshness before, you'll be even more
pleased now.Smoke refreshed,smoke Salem

!

AfOtV AfO/?£ THAN EVER

An important br«ak-through in Sal«m't

research laboratories brings you this

special new High Porosity paper which
breathes new freshness into the flavor.

Elach puff on a Salem draws just enough

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

SdleiTI refreshes your taste

7*1
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Undergrad Forum

Resumes Lectures

With Salisbury
The Villanova Forum, a ser-

ies of lectures on topics of pub-
lic interest, is being reinstituted

on campus on October 28.

The Forum series, which be-

jpan ten years ago but suffered

a lapse during the past few
years, is under the direction of

Charles B r u d e r 1 e , assistant

Evening School dean.

Rev. Henry Weeks, O.S.A., re

ligion department, Dr. Donald
Gallagher, Philosophy depart-

ment, and Eugene Ruane, direc-

tor of public informiation, are

the other committee members.
Harrison Salisbury of the New

York Times staff will be the first

speaker. Under the Forum's
general theme, "The Challenge

of Change," Salisbury will dis-

cuss political aspects of the gen-

eral theme. The three other

Forum sessions this year will

feature speakers discus^ng edu-

cational, artistic, and scientific

aspects of the theme.

In the past, such noted per-

sons as Jacque Maritain, Eliza-

beth B e n 1 1 e y , Frank Sheed,
Mortimor Adier, and Rev. John
Courtney Murray, S.J., have
spoken at the Forum.

Salisbury's lecture, which will

be followed by a discussion per-

iod, will begin at 8 p.m. in Vasey
Hall Auditorium. Forum lectures

Are open to the public' free of
charge.

Knights Commence

Membership Drive
The Father Ludwig Council,

4609, of the Knights of Colum-
bus is launching its membership
campaign for the coming year,

announced John Lasko, public-

ist.

Any Catholic man 18 or older

Is eligible for membership.
Anyone interested in joining

the Knights should contact Rev.
Norbert Whitley, O.S.A., chap-
lain. Dr. Robert S. O'Sfaea of the
Philosophy Department, or John
Williams in room 22 Sheehan
Hall.

Lasko also announced that a
first degree installation will be
held early in November.

Law School Grade

Score Perfectly

in N.Y. Bar Exams
Word was received several

days ago of the results of the

New York State Bar examina-
tion given during the past sum-
mer.
The Villanova Law School

sent three of this year's gradu-
ates to the New York Bar ex-

aminations, and all of them pas-

sed both parts of the examina-
tion.

The New York State Bar
elimination is given in two
parts, one dealing with substan-

tive law and the other with pro-

cedure. The over-all passing rate

this year on the New York State

Bar examination was fifty-one

per cent.

This is the second successive

year in which the Villanova Law
School has scored one hundred
per cent on the first try in the

New York State Bar examina-

tion.

The all-tlme record of Villa-

nova Law School graduates pas-

sing the New York State Bar
examination of their fint try is

eiffhty-nlne per cent.

Campus Movies Approved
Villanova will have movies on

campus.
'I'iie motion was presented to

Rev. Joseph Kemme at the Stu-

dent-Admmistration last Wed-
nesday and it received almost
immeaiateiy consent.

In equal haste, the committee
in charge, under Tom Natal, Jr.,

Ec, has scheduled the first show
for October 30, "The Glenn Mil-

ler Story," starring James
Stewart and June Allison.

No Girls

The Administration, in giving

the green light to the project,

made only one qualification:

men only.

Startmg on a semi-monthly
basis. Natal is doubtful if the

movies will be shown weekly,

unless the idea becomes a "ter-

rific success."

What would constitute a ter-

rific success? Natal contends

that "with 100 people at each

performance, we will break
even.".'-'/ 'y-;^^:

•...v

He adds that the Student

Council is not in the entertain-

ment business, and it is not
out to score a financial success

with the venture. "We're willing

to suffer a minimum loss," he
said.

'

Preceding the "Glenn Miller

Story" on the 30th (a Friday
evening) will be fifteen minutes
of entertainment by the Villa-

novans, from 7:15 to 7:30, when
the movie will begin.

,

The films win be secured from
an undisclosed distributor for a
reduced rental, and the projec-

tion equipment to be used be-

longs to the school.

One cinemascope movie is

planned by the conmiittee, for
the last show in the series.

The project is under the gen-
eral jurisdiction of the Student
Union and Social Problems Com
mittee of the Student Council.

Dr. Khouri Addresses First I.C.G. Meeting

The Intercollegiate Conference on Government (I.C.G.) held
its first meeting of the year Oct. 7.

The highlight of the meeting was a speech by Dr. Fred J.

Khouri, of the F'olitical Science Dept., and moderator of the I.C.G.

He emphasized the fact that the I.C.G. should keep its t>oli-

tics clean rather than resort to the so called "back-room" politics.

The president of the Student Council, Tom Hoffman, also ad-
dressed the meeting. He offered the services of the Student Coun-
cil in any manner that might aid the I.C.G.

Larry Ruth, chairman of the local chapter of the I.C.G.,

outlined the plans for the chapter and at the same time appointCKl

four chairmen for the newly formed Standing Committees.

Representatives

Of IRS Attend

CCUN Conference
An invitation was accepted by

Joseph Pultorak, president of

I.R.S., to send several delegates

to a conference of the Collegiate

Council for the United Nations.

The purpose was to establish

an interest and structure for

the C.C.U.N. within the already
organized I.R.S.'s on the cam-
puses of the Mid-Atlantic uni-

versities.

This conference, held at

Beaver College, was attended by
delegates from Drexel, Temple,
Penn, Chestnut Hill,' and Villa-

nova (C. Chhi, W. McClure,
W. Williams, J. Driscoll).

Featured, were an interview

with Sudir Makin, an Indian
scholar at Penn, and a lecture

on the, "Transferance of the

functions of the U.N.," by Eric

Valters, a member of the Sec-

retaries of the U. N.
As it stands, consideration of

the proposals will be a major
point in the next I.R.S. assembly
tomorrow.

^^^ LUCKY STHIKB presents

Or. Frood, Ph. T.T.

Most college students today do not know the meaning of the word

"adversity" Those who do arejust a handful of English najors.

Dear Dr. Frood: How can I leave my
husband without making him happy?

Prof's Spouse

Dear ProFs Spouse: Leave a note say-

ing you'll be back.

to* <^ *o»

Dear Dr. Frood: When raccoon coats

swept the campus, I wore a polo coat.

When the English bobby cape came in,

I wore a raccoon coat. I'm always in last

year's style. How come?

:
Dated

Dear Dated: This is an anxiety complex

arising out of being a *'late-diaper" baby.

<^ to* *o*

Dear Dr. Frood: I am irrationally, in-

calculably, irrevocably in love with a girl

on campus. How can 1 tell her?

Lovesick

Dear Lovesick: Use small words.

DR. FROOD TELLS WHO HOLDS
HIS CIGARETTE HOW

I have noticed that the solid

,

conservative type carries his

cigarette t)etween his first

two fingers. The noncon-

formist carries it locked in

the bend of his arm. The

self-conscious type holds his

lighted dgarette in his pock-

et. The most intelligent spe-

cies of all carry Lucky Strike

(usually between their lips).

Dear Dr. Frood: Our library is full of

"no smoking" signs. When I want a

Lucky, I have to go outside. Is this right?

Furious

pear Furious: It*s monstrous. But think

of the poor souls who go outside only to

smoke brand X or Y or Z.

90» •^ to*

Dear Dr. Freed; Boys are always whis-

tling at me. Do you think my clothes

are too snug?

Prudence

Dear Prudence: It's impossible to tell

without a picture. Send one. Please.

*o* *o> to*

Dear Dr. Froed: When I listen to stupid

people or read anything boring, I fall

asleep. What can I do?
Superior

Dear Superior: Yours is an extremely

dilBcult prob mfh zzz

(Qa. T.f.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULARI
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco:

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Frodud of <Ami%im%vtitnJmtn^€Sty»mm~- tAawugo- is our middU tmmt
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Harry Wolftngton will escort

pretty Carol Duffy. Carol, a
Cabrini Sophomore has blue eyes

and blonde hair. She will repre-

sent DPE.

Another Immaculata beauty

P^KSy Kent will be escorted by
Ted Dyer. 5*5" Peggy has brown
hair and blue eyes and will rep-

resent Belle Masque Society.

From nearby Delaware comes

lovely Nancy Lawless. Nancy
a 5'3" junior from the Vn. of

Delaware has black hair and
brown eyes. She will represent

the Pershing Rifles especially

Vince Cucuzzella.

Jane Dougherty, a Villanova

secretary, will be the date ot

Hank Greve. Jane a brown
haired, brown eyed beauty will

represent WVIL. She's 5'3", 106

pounds and halls from PhlUy.

i

•X.'

Jan Conway will be the date

of Mike Kuckelmann. The 19

year old green eyed blonde will

be an entry from the Marketing

Club. 6'3" Jan works for Bell

Telephone.

liiliilF

lilliii:,

Presenting

Early Entries In

Nick Basca

Homecoming

Queen Contest

xww-. •

Brown eyed and brown haired

Carol Giainnlnl will be escorted

by Bill Coyle. The 5*1" Inunac-

ulata College girl will represent

the Accounting Society.

4^. M
Lorraine Nitus a senior at

Benedictine Academy hiUls from
Clifton, N. J. Bemle Senger will

es«^ort this blonde haired, blue

eyed representative of the Spirit

Committee.
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Delany" Here For Kiely Mile
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The torch, renowned symbol of the historic Joyce Kiely Mile,

is set aflame prior to last year's race.* This solemn rite will be
repeated tomorrow afternoon before the Fourth Annual Kiely
Mile run.

Annual Joyce Kiely Mile

Scheduled for Tomorrow
Tomorrow at 4 p.m., a solemn

and traditional event will once
again be staged: the annual
running of the Joyce Kiely Mile.

It may come as a surprise to

those who believe Miss Kiely to

be only a myth that there is a
real Joyce Kiely, and also an
interesting history behind the

event held in her honor.

The first Joyce Kiely Mile was
run on the home-coming week-
end of 1956. Dave Belcher and
Jed Dioguardi, both of the class

of 1958, unfortunately discover-

ed that Miss Kiely had accepted

two dates for Homecoming. Her
two dates were Belcher and Dio-

guardi. v.-

The ingenious pair decided to

resolve the dilemma by a mile

race, the winner of which would
escort Miss Kiely to Homecom-
ing. Each selected representa-

tives to run for them. Belcher
chose Ollie Finan, and Chubby
McCarthy ran for Dioguardi.

Finan defeated McCarthy in

an undisclosed time, and Bel-

cher had the date with Miss
Kiely. In 1957, however, at the

second annual running, Dioguar-
di escorted Miss Kiely to the

dance.

Since most competitors have
been members of DPM, that

fraternity has assumed the
sponsorship of the event. Last
year, John Quinn, one of DPM's
top distance runners, defeated
Gus Susinjara in the surprising

time of 9.53.

The rules of the event have
been greatly changed this year.

A runner will now be sponsored
by each of the four fraternities,!

and a plaque will be awarded
to the winning frat.

Chairman Bob Bohn, DPM,
has said "We hope that the tra-

dition of the Joyce Kiely Mile

will be imprinted in the memor-
ies of Villanova track enthusi-

asts for years to come.

The fifth annual Joyce Kiely

Mile will be held tomorrow, at

4:00 p.m. The contest, sponsor-

by Delta Pi Mu, will be run at

Villanova's Goodreau Stadium.

This year, according to Chair-

man Bob Bohn, the mile will be

run on a competitive basis, in

contrast to the comic status of

former years. The contestants

will be sponsored by each of the

campus fraternities.

Annual Event
It is the intenUon of DPM to

establish the mile as an annual

competitive event between the

fraternities and an addition to

the activities of Homecoming.

To enhance enthusiasm, the

winner's name and his fraternity

will be engraved on a plaque,

which will be kept as a perpetu-
al award, and presented each
year to the winner.

Although the race itself will

be competitive, it is not ex-

pected to replace the I.C.4A's

as the meet of champions. "Com-,
ic relief will be in abundance,"
said Bohn and the farcial spirit

that has prevailed in the former

events will be retained.

It is promised that Miss

Kiely, herself, will honor the

event with her presence.

"The Olympic torch will be

carried directly from Rome by
special courier for the event,"

said Bohn.
It is also rumored that Ron

Delany (of Poughkeepsde,

N. Y.), John Landrum (of At-

lanta, Ga.), and Herb Elliot (of

Goose Neck, Iowa) will appear
as guest milers.

<»»

DUAL FILTER
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DOES IT!

II

It filters as

no single filter can
for mild, full flavor!

-.•v

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL... defi'

nitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth . .

.

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the

real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

NEW
DUAL
FILTER on
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Rev. Walter Ong To Lecture

Tomorrow On Renaissance
ties. Presently he is Professor
of English at St. Louis Univer-
sity in Missouri.

Rev. Walter J. Ong, S.J.,

prominent scholar and author
in both Renaissance thought
and contemporary literature and
civilization, will speak tomorrow
night in the first floor amphi-
theater of the C&F Building.

The lecture, to begin at 8
p.m., is co-sponsored by the
Philosophy and English Depart-
ments. Dr. D. A. Gallagher and
Dr. A. H. Buford are co-chair-

men of the lecture.

Father Ong, will speak on
" "Logic and Literary Form in the

Renaissance, or the Implications

of Ramist Thought for the Mod-
ern World", has recently writ-

ten two books on Renaissance
thought.

These works resulted from
extensive study supported by a
fellowship from the Guggenheim
Foundation.
Father Ong is also the author

of numerous articles in literary,

philosophical and scholarly

journals, and a member of many
intellectual and cultural socle- Rev. Wolter J. Ong, S.J.

National Moot

Court Rivalry To

Be Held Here
Garey Hall's court room will

be the scene of the intra-school
elimanation round of the Nation-
al Moot Court Competition.

Six students, David Moscow-
itz, Henry Lucas, and Peter
Nyhardt for the respondents,
and Mary McEntee, George Ku-
cik and Shacoy for the petition-

er, will participate.

Representing the United
States Supreme Court will be the
Hon. Walter E. Alessandroni,

United States Attorney-Elect
for the Eastern District of Penn-
sylvania and Chancellor of the
Philadelphia Bar, acting as
Chief Justice.

With him will be Donald Col-

lins, Esq., a former member of

the faculty and now practicing

in Media, and Anthony L. Bar-
tolini, Esq., an alumnus of the

school '57, now associated with
the firm of Barnes, Dechert,
Price, Myers & Rhoads, of Phil-

LYNX Editors Chagrined
At Poor Student Response
The necessity of extending the

LYNX'S first deadline has temp-
ered the optimism of the maga-
zine's staff.

Repeated requests for mater-
ial for the campus literary
vehicle have gone largely un-
answered, according to the staff
and moderators Dr. John Phil-
lipson and Mr. James Mitchell
of the English Department.

Editor Frank Murtha was par-
ticularly chagrined. "The dead-
line has been set back a week
to October 22. We have hoped
for three issues of the LYNX
this year; and our hopes must
rest with the literary efforts of
the student body. It has be-

1

come increasingly evident that
|

our hopes are illfounded."
———

I

adelphia.

The judges will choose three
of the students to represent Vil-

lanova National Competition
Regional Rounds in Philadelphia
to be held in November.

ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil

Hav-a-banana-bunny

!

Fnittd tf jV^*Mmtt»iftm c3Sww>-^yiy ^^^ Jafiueto- is our middU mmt r«4. r. Cej

Good eating... good for you . .
. thatsa banana! But a fungus growth that attacks banana plants threatened

the economy of banana production. Old-fashioned sprays were cumbersome to apply and expensive. Then

Esso Research developed a special oil mist that ends this fungus growth easily and economically. ^^^^^^\^
People eat h ..... cars run better .

.

. because ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil. |CSSO

I

Murtha states that two possd-
ole conclusions may be drawn
from the lack of productivity.
"Either the university has no
minds which can produce liter-

ature, or else there are minds
that can produce literature but
are too lazy to try." Murtha
leans toward the second conclu-
sion.

Managing Editor Tony Mack-
lin is also disappointed at the
present outlook. "It's the same
old story. A sprinkling of the
same students contribute to
every issue," Macklin says.

"It's an enigma to me why
there isn't more literary inter-
est and activity on campus."

NROTC Plans For

Annual Weekend
The Navy weekend is planned

for the last weekend in October
this year and will include the
annual Navy dance, military
Mass and Communion break-
fast

The dance will open the week-
end featuring LeRoy Bostic and
his band. Al Lawler, midship-
man in charge of Public Rela-
tions, announced that the dance
will be held at the Valley Forge
Lodge in Norristown, in a room
larger and remodified from last
year.

It will be a closed dance, in-

formal and no flowers will be
in order.

The Military Mass will be
held at 7:45 and will be open
to anyone who wishes to attend
with the space as the only de-
termining factor.

It is also the only time when
laymen are permitted to wear
caps in church.

Following the Mass a Com-
munion breakfast will be held
in the C&F cafeteria.

The Navy unit will march at
the football game against Day-
ton and the drill team will pass
in revue with 32 midshipmen
participating.

The maneuvers will be group
and individual manipulations
with two platoons, each contain-
ing 16 men, on each side of the
field.

School Infirmary

Adds Seven Beds
Rev. P'rancis X. Boyle, O.S.A.,

Villanova infirmarian, has an-

nounced that the infirmary has
recently undergone certain al-

terations for the betterment of

health facilities on campus.
Seven beds have been added

to the former eight, thereby

doubling capacity. The infirm-

ary building has been fire-proof-

ed, re-wired, and new lighting

has been installed. An expan-
sion of the medical facilities has
also been effected, and the in-

stallation of a new kitchen has
been included in the improve-
ments.

Painting of the Infirmary in-

terior ia not complete, but is la

expected that this will be fin-

ished by Christmas.

According to Father Boyle,
"The innovations have been
made to produce a more effici-

ent infirmary. The paints have
been chosen with a psychological
view in mind."

m
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$5000 Treasury Tonight
(Continued from Page 1)

no intention of "railroading" it

through Congress.
"Tonight we will decide that

we definitely want a budget," he
predicted. "But as for the de-

tails, we will take our time and
give it slow deliberation."

Hoffman's idea of taking his

time means that the program
will not be finalized until the
second semester, or thereabouts.

* As usual, everything depends
on Administration consultation
and approval. He hopes to iron

out all wrinkles to such an ex-

tent that the Administration will

not hesitate to approve.
In preliminary hearings. Rev.

Joseph Kemme, OSA, Vice Pres-
ident for Student Affairs, waxed
sour on the idea. The Admin-
istration seems to want to re-

main non-committal until more
impressive facts and figures are
forthcoming from the Council.

Fool Proof
"The idea itself cannot be dis-

puted," said Hoffman. "We
have worked out a fool proof,

no-debt system."
He detailed a bi-lateral sys-

tem of accounting: A checking
account which would provide
working capital; and a special

Savings Account of $1000. In
the event of debt, the Council
would dip into the Savings ac-

:
count and cancel all subsequent

; allocations. :.'.
•V'.'':"'^-'

'"'.^':
The $1000 would be carried

from semester to semester, and
wouid not accumulate.
Hoffman said that neither he

nor the Council would ever pre-
tend to be the ultimate judge of
treasury policy. "We would con-
stantly seek advice and consul-
tation from Father Kemme and
Father Girolomi, the moder-
ator."':..;, ••..:ii;j..

:,. ,\ ? .
Third Meeting

Prior to tonight's meeting,
Hoffman met twice with the
Council Cabinet to snip loose
edges from the bulky motion.

Sunday, the cabinet met in-

formally at the home of Bill

Vincent, day hop. Hoffman was
excited over the success of the
meeting and called it a "perfect
atmosphere for discussion —
smoke clinging to the walls and
coffee all over the table."
Monday night the Senate met

to deliberate once more, and to-

night, the refined motion will be
laid before the Congress, in a
meeting which Hoffman doesn't
expect to exceed two hours in
length.

The treasury will be the only
point of discussion this evening.

Expenditures
Hoffman will outline in broad

phrasing the expenditures that
the Council is contemplating
"for the benefit of the student
and the improvement of Villa-
nova." They include:

(1) A ^ictiolarship fund of
$1000 to he divided among four
undergraduate students, wliicli
will be credited to the tuition
of the second semester of the
scliool year.

(2) A forum program. The
first of these forums has already
been conducted and was consid-
ered a general success. Dr. Fred
Khouri spolte on "Khrushchev's
visit to the United States."

(3) Friday night on-«ampus
movies. This program lias al-
ready been approved and imple-
mented. The Council expects to
break even financially with the
movies.

(4) A Student Council Dance.
This also promises to provide a

source of ucome for the treas-

ury-.

(5) A loan fund. From this

the Council may derive income,
but Hoffman realistically sur-
mises that it will break even.

(6) A Who's Who banquet to

reccgnize students of high quali-

ty Wno make Who's Who in Col-

legiate America. This will be
arranged by the Social Affairs

Committee.

(7) Payment for membership
in national organizations such
as the National Federation of
Catholic College Students.

(8) Financial improvement of
freshman orientation.

(0) Improvement in physical
and recreational facilities.

Senate Final
In practice, the Senate would

have final jurisdiction over the
allotment of funds to Council
projects. Committees will sub-
mit budgets and the Ways and

Means Committee will recom-
mend appropriations. The Sen-
ate will have the final word.

"If a group wants, for ex-
ample, $700 for cheerleader
sweaters, and the money is in
the treasury," said Hoffman,
"then the Senate will have to
pass on it."

The chairman is delegating re-
sponsibility right and left to
Committee heads and "I was
never more pleased with the co-
operation that I've received from
the oflScers and executive vice
presidents."

Not New Idea
The idea of a Student treasury

is not new in college circles.

The University of San Fran-
cisco has a $3000 budget (from
taxes). Other schools which
tax are Manhatten, Holy Cross,
Bonaventure, Sienna ($15 per
student per semester), LaSalle,

St. Joseph's, and Boston (UoUege,

to name a few.

With Spirit High

Committee Sees

Best Hornecoming
"The Spirit Committee sees a

most successful Homecoming
Weekend," declared committee
publicist Tom Raymond, "but
only if we have complete student
support."

Raymond and his fellow pub-
licist, Dave Grenon, is outlining

Homecoming activities, explain-

ed that the Spirit Committee's
major contribution to the week-
end will be a spirited student
body. "Now that the weekend's
plans are pretty well formulat-

ed," said Grenon, "it's our job
to see that the students hear
about them. And so far, we've

been really successful in this re-

gard."

Besides spirit, the comfmittee

is providing a great part of the

Friday night festivities as well

as a portion of Saturday's half-

time ceremonies.

"We'll show the way to a ter-

rific homecoming weekend," de-

clared committee chairman Jack

Valva.

Engineers' Gift
(Conti^nued from Page 1)

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and further developed by
Westinghouse engineers at Pitts-

burgh and Buffalo.

Equipment Included
The laboratory units will in-

clude one fractional D.C. motor
and a three horsepower D.C.
motor, two tachometers, a tor-

que meter and a specialized

rotating device that can be oper-
ated either as a motor or a gen-
erator on A.C. or D.C.

With all this apparatus work-
ing on a single shaft, the spec-

ialized unit can be operated as

a generator driven by the two
motors. Used as a motor, it

can drive thte rest of the equip-

ment, including the two D.C.

motors.

According to Mr. Rice, "It is

thus possible to duplicate any
situation involving rotating

electrical machinery and to

study the static as well as the

dynamic characteristics of con-

verting mechanical energy to
electrical or converting electri-

cal energy to mechanical." ,,,.. ,;

New 1960KM brings you taste...more taste...

More taste by far

yet low in tar

!

New, free-flowing Miracle Tip

unlocks natural tobacco flavor!

That*s why L*M can blend fine tobaccos

not to suit a filter . . . but to suit your taste!

Only the 1960 L*M Frees up flavor

other filters squeeze in! Checks tars without

choking taste! Gives you the full, exciting flavor

of the world's finest, naturally mild tobaccos!
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Earnest Invitation To Culture

An urgent invitation is extended from the "aquarium** to tlie student body as Opera Clas-

sica steps up its already Successful memliersliip drive. 0-C*s programming of liglit, familiar sel-

ections is credited with adding many members.

Dr. O'Shea Predicts That
V.U. will soon whistle Bach
Opera-Classica will hold its

next meeting tbmorrow night in

the "aquarium," the east lounge

of Dougherty Hall. The selec-

tions to be heard are Beethov-
en's "Concert No. 5, and "Les
Preludes" by Lizst.

The officers of the music ap-
preciation society have been
elated by the newly developed
interest in the club. Last Wed-
nesday night, thirty-flve mem-
bers showed up at the session,

which was devoted to "The
'Mikado" by Gilbert and Sullivan.

Michael Fallon, O-C secretary,

announced that in future ses-

sions the society will headline
"La Boheme"; "The Three-Pen-
ny Opera", featuring "Mack
The Knife"; Siegfried's "Rhine
Journey"; and "Concerto In F"
by George Gershwin.

Lighter Music Offered

Fallon stated that "more
well-known selections will be

Manfredi Speab

To Students In

Liason Program
The student liason representa-

tive's role at Villanova and in

his Alumni area club was the

basis of a briefing by Victor B.

Manfredi to thirty-two prospec-

tive liason officers. The briefing

was held last week in Dougher-

ty Hall.

Manfredi, Senior pre-law ma-
jor, stated he was gratified by
the enthusiasm of those attend-

ing the meeting. He expects

that the representatives chosen

will receive the cooperation of

all concerned.

"I am sure that the Alumni
Association will be pleased with

the calibre of the men chosen,"

commented Sheldon Pollock,

Senior Alumni Representative.

'The students will be notified

as soon as possible so that they

may meet with Alumni Secre-

tary George Pequignot and the

Board of Governors to work on
Homecoming Weekend," said

Pollock.

Applications were received as

follows: seniors, 13; juniors, 6;

sophomores, 8; freshmen, 5.

jTjyjjBpyypryjyjRiJSTOWrj

Pi Prefect List
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Hall

Alumni

Austin

SK:

Delurey

Fedigan

Villanova Sends

Thirteen to C.C.D.

Villanova University had thir-

teen representatives attending

the Philadelphia Region Con-

fraternity of Christian Doctrine

Conferences held Sunday, Oct.

11. at Holy Family College.

The students heard an address

by the Rev. Charles Mynaugh,

Regional Director of C.C.D. aiid

attended one of five training

programs.
Those members who attended

reported on the sessions at a

C.C.D. meeting on Monday night,

Oct. 19. Schedule for a methods

course and teaching plans were

also discussed. Gene Felch rep-

resented Villanova.

The next meeting will be held

Monday evening, Oct. 26 in room

204 Vasey Hall at 6:30 p.m.

New members are invited to at-

tend. Transportation will be

provided to the convent after

the meeting for any nurses at-

tending.

1
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S5000 Treasury Tonight
(Continued from Pago 1) '

no intention of "railroading" it

tlirough Congress.
"Tonight we will decide that

we detinilely wunt a budget," he
• ])redu'ted. "But as for the de-

tiiiis. we will take our time and
.give it slow deliberation."

Hoffman's idea of taking his

lime means that the program
will not be finalized until the

set'ond semester, or thereabouts.
As usual, everything depends

on Administration consultation
"and approval. He hopes to iron

out ail wrinkk's to such an ex-

tent that tile Administration will

not hesitate to'ai)prove.

In preliminary hearings, Rev.
Joseph Kemme. OSA, Vice Pres-

ident, for Student Alfairs, waxed
«oiir on tile idea. The Admin-
istration .seems to want to re-

rn:iin non-committal until more
impressive facts and figures are
forthcoming from the Council,

Fool Proof
"Tile idea itself cannot be dis-

puted," said Hoffman. "We
have worked out a fool proof,

no-debt system."
Me detailed a bi-lateral sy.s-

tcrn of accounting: A checking
account which would provide
working capital; and a special

Savings Account of $1000. In
the event of debt, the Council
would dip into the Savings ac-

count and cancel all subsequent
allocations.

The $1000 would be carried
from semester to semester, and
woiiid not accumulate.
Hoffman said that neither he

nor the Council would ever pre-
tend to be the ultimate judge of
treasury policy. "We would con-
stantly seek advice and consul-
tation from Father Kemme and
Father Girolomi, the moder-

,
ator.";

Third Meetnig
Prior to tonight's meeting,

Hoffman met twice with the
Cguneil Cabinet to snip loose
edges from the bulky motion.

Sunday, the cabinet met in-

formaily at the home of Bill

Vimont. day hoj.. Hoffman was
t'.iit.d over the success of the
meeting and called it a "perfect
atiiio.sf.iu-re f(M- discussion -

sniok. clinging to the walls and
eofir. ;ill over the table."
Monday niglit the Senate met

til deliherate onre more, and to-
nigii:. the I'etined motion will be
i.nii Ij. fore the Congre.ss, in a
mt'dmg which Hoffman doesn't
e.xjieet to exceed two hours in
ien^;tli.

The treasury will be the only
Jioint of di.scussion this evening.

J'^vi)enditures

Ih'ffman wul (nit line in broad
phrasing the eXi)enditurcs that
tile Council, is contemi)lating
"for the benefit of the student
and tJie Imiirovement of Villa-
nova." They include:

(•) A seholarshjp fund of
$Ui\M to be divided among lour
umhvrgradiiate students, whirh
Hill he ertdited to the tuition
of the siM'orui !!»eniester of the
.sehool yvar.

i'i) A loruMi program. The
firMtof thes** forums has already
been ('onchieted and was con^id-
•red a general sueeess. Dr. lYetl
Kh«)uri spok«' on "Khrushchev's
visit to the I nited .States."

•CO Triday night on-eanipus
ino\ies. This program has al-
ready been appro\ed and imple-
mented. The Couneil e.vpeets to
break e\en financially with the
nio\ie.H.

(I) A !:»tudent Council Danee.
This also proniisi>s to provide a

source of income tor the treas-

ury.

(5) A loan fund. From this

the Council may derive income,
but HofTman realistically sur-
mi.Hes that it will break even.

((») A Who's Who banquet to

rec( gnize students of high quali-

ty wno niiike Who's Who in Col-

hgiate America. This will be
arranged l)y the Social Atlairs

i onnnittee.

(7) Tayment for membership
in national organizations such
as the National Federation of

Cathode College Students.

(8) Financial improvement of
frcsliman orientation^

(II) Impro%enient in physical
and recreational facilities.

. Senate Final
In practice, the Senate would

have final jurisdiction over the
allotment of funds to Council
projects. Committees will sub-
mit budgets and the Ways and

Means Committee will recom-
mend appropriations. The Sen-
ate will have the final word.

"If a group wants, for ex-
ample, $700 for cheerleader
sweaters, and the money is in
the treasury," said Hoffman,
"then the Senate will have to
pass on it."

The chairman is delegating re-
sponsibility right and left to
Committee heads and "I was
nevermore pleased with the co-
operation thai I've received from
the officers and executive vice
presidents."

. ' " i ,
' ,' '.< .

Not New Idea
The idea of a Student treasury

is not new in college circles.

The University of San Fran-
cisco has a $3000 budget (from
taxes). Other schools which
tax are Manhatten, Holy Cross,
Bonaventure, Sienna ($15 per
student per semester), LaSalle,

St. Joseph's, and Boston College,

to name a few.

With Spirit High

Committee Sees

Best Homecoming
"The Spirit Committee sees a

most successful Homecoming
Weekend," declared committee
I)ublicist Tom Raymond, "but
only if we have complete student
support."

Raymond and his fellow pub-
licist, Dave Grenon, is outlining

Homecoming activities, explain-

ed that the Spirit Committee's
major contribution to the week-
end will be a spirited student
body. "Now that the weekend's
p'ans are pretty well formulat-

ed," said Grenon, "it's our job

to see that the students hear
about them. And so far, we've

been really successful in this re-

gard."

Besides spirit, the committee
is providing a great part of the

Friday night festivities as well

as a portion of Saturday's half-

time ceremonies.

"We'll show the way to a ter-

rific homecoming weekend," de-

clared committee chairman Jack

Valva.

Engineers' Gift
(Continued from Pago 1)

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and further developed by
Westinghouse engineers at Pitts-

burgh and Buffalo.

Equipment Included
The laboratory units will in-

clude one fractional D.C. motor
and a three horsepower D.C.
motor, two tachometers, a tor-

que meter and a specialized

rotating device that can be oper-
ated either as a motor or a gen-
erator on A. (v. or D.C.

With all this apparatus work-
ing on a single shaft, the spec-

ialized unit can be operated as

a generator driven by the two
motors. Used as a motor, it

can drive the rest of the equip-

ment, including the two D.C.

rtiotors.

According to Mr. Rice, "It is

thus possible to duplicate any
situation involving rotating

electrical machinery and to

study the static as well as the

dynamic characteristics of con-

verting mechanical energy to

electrical or converting electri-

cal energy to mechanical."

New 1960KM brings y(m taste...more taste...

i Pcn^ taste by far ...

New, free-flowing Miracle Tip

unlocks natural tobacco flavor!

Only the 1960 CM Frees up flavor

other filters squeeze in ! Checks tars without

That's why L*M can blend fine tobaccos choking taste! Gives you the lull, exciting llavor
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Earnest Invitation To Culture

An urgent invitation is extended from tlie "aquarium" to tlie student body as Opera Clas-

sica steps up its already Successful membership drive. O-C's programming of light, familiar sel-

ections is credited with adding many members.

Dr. O'Shea Predicts That
V.U. will soon whistle Bach
Opera-Classica will hold its

next meeting tomorrow night in

the *'aquarium," the east lounge

of Dougherty Hall. The selec-

tions to be heard are Beethov-
en's "Ck)ncert No. 5, and "Les
Preludes" by Lizst.

The officers of the music ap-

preciation society have been
elated by the newly developed
interest in the club. Last Wed-
nesday night, thirty-five mem-
bers showed up at the session,

which was devoted to "The
-Mikado" by Gilbert and Sullivan.

Michael Fallon, 0-C secretary,

announced that in future ses-

sions the society will headline
"La Boheme"; "The Three-Pen-
ny Opera", featuring "Mack
The Knife"; Siegfried's "Rhine
Journey"; and "Concerto In F"
by George Gershwin.

Lighter Music Offered

Fallon stated that "more
well-known selections will be

Manfredi Speaks

To Students In

Liason Program
The student liason representa-

tive's role at Villanova and in

his Alumni area club was the

basis of a briefing by Victor B.

Manfredi to thirty-two prospec-

tive liason officers. The briefing

was held last week in Dougher-

ty Hall.

Manfredi, Senior pre-law ma-
jor, stated he was gratified by

the enthusiasm of those attend-

ing the meeting. He expects

that the representatives chosen

will receive the cooperation of

all concerned.

"I am sure that the Alumni
Association will be pleased with

the calibre of the men chosen,"

commented Sheldon Pollock,

Senior Alumni Representative.

'•The students will be notified

as soon as possible so that they

may meet with Alumni Secre-

tary George Pequignot and the

Board of Governors to work on
Homecoming Weekend," said

Pollock.

Applications were received as

follows: seniors, 13; juniors, 6;

sophomores, 8; freshmen, 5.

Prefect List

*
Hall

Alumni

Austin

Delurey

Fedigan

Thirteen to C.C.D.

Villanova University had thir-

teen representatives attending

the Philadelphia Region Con-

fraternity of Christian Doctrine

Conferences held Sunday, Oct.

11. at Holy Family College.

The students heard an address

by the Rev. Charles Mynaugh.

R:ogional Director of C.C.D. and

attended one of five training

programs.
Those members who attended

reported on the sessions at a

C.C.D. meeting on Monday night,

Oct. 19. Schedule for a methods

course and teaching plans were

also discus.sed. Gene Felch rep-

resented Villanova.

The next meeting will be held

Monday evening, Oct. 26 in room

204 Vasey Hall at 6:30 p.m.

New members are invited to at-

tend. Transportation will be

provided to the convent after

the meeting for any nurses at-

tending.

Prefect Floor

Fr. Duffy 1st

Mr. Shachoy 2nd
Mr. Downey 2nd
Fr. Mullen 3rd

Fr. Girolami Ground
Mr. Lepis 1st

Fr. Bresnahan 2nd
Mr. Bauman 3rd

Mr. Kelly 1st

Fr. Lawless 2nd

Father Kelly 1st

Mr. Kucik 2nd
Mr. Ward 2nd
Fr. Farrell 3rd

Room No. Ext. Pub. Telephone

Good Counsel Fr. Whitley 2nd
Mr. Gilbert 3rd

Mendel

O'Dwyer

Sheehan

Simpson

Sullivan

Mr. McHugh 2nd
Mr. Brenan 3rd

Fr. Kemme 4th

Fr. Weeks 1st

Mr. Mullen Ground
Mr. Manta Ground
Mr. Hall 1st .

Fr. Burke 1st

Fr. Erdlen 2nd
Mr. Sur 2nd
Father Welsh 3rd
Mr. Doran 3rd

Mr. Phipps 1st

Fr. Smith 2nd

Mr. McCabe Ground
Mr. Goodman Ground
Fr. Shurer 1st

Mr. Slota 2nd
Mr. Glackin 2nd

Father Kenny 3rd

108-10

210-12

210-12

312-13

13-15

124
226-8-30

340-1-2

l-A

117
214-16

214-16

315-17

241

343

249
353
452-3-4

11

46
111
147
211
247

311
347

1

5

1

1

101

257
258
258
266

269

267

268

274

275
276
276
277

256

254

273

345
340
341
346
347
342
348
343

LA 5-0747

LA 5-9160

LA 5-9172 2nd
LA 5-9173 2nd
LA 5-9174 2nd

LA 5-9191

LA 5-9149

LA 5-9208

LA 5-i9il6

LA 5-9278

LA 5-9224

LA 5-9170

LA 5-9083

LA 5-9086

LA5-
LrA5
LA 5
LA5-
LA5-
LA5-
LA5-
LA5-

9342
9336
9033
9341
9338
9051
9398
9340

East
West
West
East
East
West
West
East
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272 LA 5-9257

201

201

301

265
265
270

271
271

252

LA 5-9081
LA 5-9331

LA 5-9288

LA 5-9161

LA 5-9256

LA 59324
LA 5-9241

LA 5-9304

LA 5-9195

LA 5-9211

LA 5-9047

LA 5-9303

LA 5-9050

LA 5-9348

East
West
East
East
West
West
East
East
West
West
East
East
West
West
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played in the.se earlier ses.sions,

which will eventually give way
to heavier pieces." "We're
sneaking up on them", inserted
Dr. Robert S. O'Shea, Opera-
vJlabsica moderator.

Dr. O'Shea de-

scribed the
0-C's meetings
as "inform-
al gatherings".

There're prefix-

ed by a brief

resume of the
artist and his

works with special emphasis on
the work to be heard at that
particular meeting, O'Shea
stated. "Refreshments are
served at all the meetings", he
added.

Fallon made mention of the
society's newly formulated plans
to attend, in a group, the Phila-
delphia Orchestra's student con-
cert.s. In the more immediate
future, however," Fallon said,

"is Dr. O'Shea's plan to have a
concert each Thursday morning
at 10:30. These concerts will be
intended mainly for the day-
hop students, but all Villanovans
are invited. Our evening con-
certs will continue as usual."
"Come next May, everyone

will be whistling Bach," beamed
O'Shea.

Pre-Law Society

Plans Trips To

Courts In Phila.
The Pre-law Society of Villa-

nova held its first meeting stu-

dent activities period of Octo-
ber 10. At that meeting, the
new ofl!icers introducted them-
selves and briefly discussed the
aims of the club.

Al Hulbriwk, Joe Ouellette,

Jerry Pajak, Maury O'Connell,
and John Barlas are Pres. ; VP.,
Sec, Treas., and Laison officers

respectively.

Goes To Court
During the school year, the

Pre-Law Society travels to the
state and federal courts in Phil-

adelphia to spend the day. On
those occasions, the members
meet the judge in his chambers
and are invited to sit with the
opposing attorneys, recorder,

and jury.

As the case opens and devel-

ops, Villanovans are there to

witness the manuevering in the
"legal arena".

Conducting Survey
In addition to these trips, the

Pre-Law Society, by correspond-
ence, is conducting a survey.
The Society is sending letters

of inquiry to the deans of 20
leading law schools asking them
to list ten courses that, in their

opinion, every pre-law student
should take.

The officers extend invitation

to all students, regardless of
what school they are in, who are
interested in becoming more
familier with the legal profes-

sion, to join the society.

Plocement In Sheehon
Mr. John Moritz, Placement

Director, has formally an-

nounced the movement of the
Placement Office from the first

floor of Mendel Hall to the base-
ment of Sheehan Hall, nearest
the C&F building.

.Moritz has expressed his

hopes that students will take
advantage of the opportunities
now available to them.
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Coming out to school Sunday after-

noon, I was picked up by an ivy-type

young man. It turned out that his name
was John Gillen. He went to Malvern

prep and he is presently playing for

Penn's Cinderella football team.

Saturday Cillen had intercepted a

pass from his linebacker position and

had returned it for his first touchdown

in Penn's 36-9 victory over Brown.

We began talking and it was obvi-

ous the confidence and desire the Penn
team must have. He personified it.

I asked him why the Penn football

team did have that intangible thing

called spirit. Was it Sebo?

Gillen " said, ''We've got a great

bunch of seniors. Berlinger (captain)

is a terrific guy! You can't help but

get up with him on the team." He
fought for words to express his ad-

miration.

Here is one answer to the Villanova

football problems, the 'Cats lack an
inspirational leader.

A second answer lies in the fact

that the team in general does not ap-

pear to want to play football.

Villanova has a new coach. But it

is very questionable that Joe Rogers

or any coach will be able to do much
with the team until they regain faith

in themselves and decide to play ball.

This makes for a choice state of af-

fairs. '••;•:•• :''..•:•'
:..

.';'•.

Love, hate, or hold no opinion of the

coach, the team has an obligation to

themselves, and to those who have

faith in them, to put out to the best

of their ability at all times.

This is strong stuff biit the situation

does exifit.

Student body attacked
The Villanova student body is under

attack from many sides. Coach Rea-

gan resigned and the student body is

bearing the brunt of the blame.

There seems to be a very popular

feeling that the campus "hanging" had
a great deal to do with Reagan's re-

signing as head football coach.

It should be stressed that the upris-

ing was the work of a few, and while it

was tasteless and thoughtless it did

show an interest in the team. Promises

had fallen through with an ugly thud.

. Certainly it hurt Reagan very much.
Still Reagan being the man he is, it

seems pretty silly to think that this

could sway him into the drastic action

he took if he felt he could make a win-

ner out of the team.

Hugh Brown in his column in the

Bulletin stated, "Reagan said he was
"shocked" by the eflftgy incident," but
also that "the continuity of crushing

defeats "had been getting me down
physically."

Brown quoted Reagan as saying, "I

feel that I have tried every possible

means to solve the situation, but with-

out success."

The 'Cats weren't winning, and show-
ed no signs of winning. Something had
to be done. Reagan resigned.

Now all of a sudden everyone is

jumping on the bandwagon and de-

ploring "the Villanova student body"
and the "knifing in the back." It seems
that the outlook has gone from one
extreme to the other.

It was an impersonal thing and Rea-
gan was lost sight of as a man, now
it has become a very personal thing

and Reagan has been lost sight of as

a coach.

Whether Reagan is a good coach or

not we do not know. All we know is

that the team was not winning and was
not even playing decent ball. Some
move was necessary.

Respect for Reagan
We of the Villanovan have the ut-

most respect for Frank Reagan. We

were shocked at his decision. But we
can understand it and see that there

is a great deal more behind it than a
hanging.

We concur completely with the trib-

utes given Reagan by Hugh Brown,
Larry Merchant, and John Dell. We
sincerely hope that Frank Reagan will

remain at Villanova as Athletic Direc-

tor after his contract runs out.

Reagan is an extremely able admin-
istrator. All he has to do is get on
the phone and doors are opened. The
name of Frank Reagan is known across

the country.

One problem arises. It does not
seem in the cards for Villanova to have
both a "name" coach and a "name"
Athletic Director. If Rogers cannot
mold the reluctant 'Cats into a winner
the situation will become close to im-
possible.

If Rogers can win three or four
of these last five games the problem
might be solved, but if Rogers is an
interim coach the problem will only
be increased.

John McKenna, coach of VMI, is al-

ready being mentioned as a possible

replacement. His contract runs out
this year.

So you see there is a great deal be-

neath the surface, and more than one
person in an uncomfortable position.

One thing should be emphasized : Vil-

lanova is not giving up football. Villa-

nova has an excellent athletic policy.

All the Catholic colleges with foot-

ball teams are in pretty much the
same predicament, except Notre Dame
and even the "fighting Irish" are hav-
trouble.

Detroit on Move
One Catholic college that is taking

giant steps in an effort to become a
football power is Detroit University.

Detroit has a new 80,000 dollar schol-

arship fund for football. They give out
forty scholarships a year and if a boy
gets cut after his freshman year the
university pays his tuition.

Whether this type of system is the
answer is questionable. This system
tends to throw balance out of whack.
The school breeds "football fanatics"

and other important parts of the uni-

versity suffer.

Here at Villanova the situation is

vastly different. The Villanova alumni
fund began only five short years ago.

Fifty percent of the Villanova alumni
have graduated since 1950 which means
they are presently raising families and
are not able to give very much to the
alumni fund. Donors are able to ear-

mark their gifts but football is not
the sole benefactor.

Turning back to the spirit problem,

the St. Joseph's College campus news-
paper "The Hawk" threw a rather wild

blast in the direction of Villanova in

their October 8 issue.

At first we of the Villanovan who
read it were going to ignore them but
since they were so interested in Villa-

nova that they devoted most of their

sports section to an attack at VU we
felt that we at least ought to set them
straight.

First of all, we suggest that they
leave the ballads to Burl Ives (there

was a bit of writing titled "The Ballad
of Frank Reagan" from which balladry

may never recover).

We agree that the "hanging" of

Frank Reagan was a regrettable oc-

curance, but we fail to see how the

Hawks can set themselves up as the

epitome of anjrthing except volume.

St. Joe's could never have the situ-

ation that arose here at Vil'anova. St.

Joe's doesn't have a football team.
They can't possibly know how they
would act under the circumstances of

football failure.

The St. Joe's reasoning that they

are superior because they didn't

**hang" their baseball coach when the
baseball team failed last year is really

...But The Team is Weak

RISE UP, WILDCATS
choice.

The Hawk writer stated and we
quote, "We (St. Joe's) couldn't have
asked for a more discouraging season,

yet I wonder how many students
though of "hanging" the coach.

The question is how many students
even knew those games were being
played ?

The writer continued, "Most of us
realized that it was just a case of the
other team having better talent than
we had."

We of the Villanovan refuse to be-

lieve that all the teams we have lost

to have better talent than Villanova.

Spirit is a strange thing. It has al-

ways been a problem at Villanova as
at every college. We believe that we
do have good spirit.

St. Joe's Loudest
We admit that St. Joe's is loudest.

But we remember the incident at the
Palestra last year when a girl turned
to her St. Joe's date and innocently

shook his braggadocio with the simple
question, "Why aren't they watching

tlie ga.me?"

It must be remembered that like a
jazz lover, just because one doesn't

prance around and scream and pound

his hands together, doesn't mean he
appreciates it any less.

In fact, the less noisy fan often has
more interest in a greater knowledge
of and a deep feeling for who and what
he is watching.

We also remember back to the Penn
basketball game last year and it is

amazing how shaken the Hawks spirit

was by the near defeat.

We of Villanova have undergone five

losses that have had the shock that
almost seized the Hawks. But I can
promise you that we will have a solid

backing of fans behind the football

team this Saturday.

tt ItHawk Talk
The best way I can show the weak-

nesses in the "Hawk Talk" article is

to quote from it "It would i^pear that

the nearby school's (Villanova) trouble

is not the coach or the football team.
The real problem lies in the student
body as a whole. Are the conditions

provided for the ordinary student to

become a part of the school family,

or will he for h's four years jog along
with the same group he first met in

freshman year. Can he express him-
self when it comes to school functions,

or is this controlled by a clique which
is diflUcult to enter. Is the school more

'

intent on posing as the local version

of the Ivy League colleges, or is it in-

terested in providing Bill Smaltz with
the best all-around education possible. .';

Are the teachers truly interested in *:

the student, or are the classes so big;

.

that intimate rapport is next to im-"
possible. Is the school really too big

for its "britches?"

How about the library, the cafeteria,

and the Nursing school? Surely they
should also be chastized in this sweep-
ing condemnation.

Actually the writer is very much off

base and sacrificed intelligence for
"good copy." If he had searched out
the answers instead of just asking
questions he would have found the
true Villanova.

To try and do it with questions as
he did is impossible. The Socratic

method is fine but in this case the

writer abused it. He was sorely misled.

On this page we have attempted to

present a comprehensive analysis of

the football picture and spirit outlook

at Villanova.

We have come to two basic conclu-

sions. The team must decide to play
football and fan support must be made
more clear.

It's as simple as that.

t

i

New Coach, Joe Rogers, Faces Challenge
by Henry Shultz

Villanova football fans awoke
one day last week to find that

they had a new football coach

—

ex-Wildcat great Joe Rogers.

The Philadelphia bom, raised,

and educated father of six—the

seventh is due in January—^was

just as stunned as any of the

students at Frank Reagan's res-

ignation. As first assistant
coach, Rogers was naturally the

man to fill the vacancy, and,

upon request, assumed respon-

sibility.

Rogers has spent most of his

life in football, both as a coach
and a player, and is therefore no
newcomer in the game. He start-

ed his career as a halfback for

Roman Catholic of Philadelphia,

back in 1938. He quickly earned
a reputation as a spirited, deter-

mined, and hard running ball-

carrier. It was at Roman that he
first came into contact with
Villanova football, through his

coach, Villanova alumnus Ed
Casper.

Tutored by Ex-coach

His senior year, he was tutor-

ed by Jordan Oliver, who coach-

^^

y®e ^Biii
ed at Villanova from '43 through
'49, before going to Yale.

A few days after commence-
ment from High School, he en-

tered the United States Coast
Guard, and spent 30 months in

the Aleutian Islands aboard the

USS Alberquerque. He was dis-

charged in January of '46, and
returned home to find Olivar

camped on his doorstep. Olivar

convinced his high school ace

that there was a place for him
at Villanova, and Rogers started

classes the next month. That
fall, as a frosh, he started every
varsity game.

Surpassed Expectations
As a iball-carrier, he passed

Olivar's high expectations, and
for the first six games was lead-

mg ground gainer in the coun-
try. He was beat out in the last

two games, but finished the year
with a 9.6 average, third highest
in the country. Rogers always
looked up to his coach, and hop-
es he can match his record. In
the three years Rogers played
under him, Olivar's teams were
6-4, 7-3, and 8-2.

His senior year Rogers played
under Jim Leonard, and Villa-

nova enjoyed one of their best
records in years, losing only to

Tulsa, 21-19, and finished the
year with an 8-1 record.

'52 Frosh Coach
Upon receiving his degree,

Rogers was taken on the staff

at Waldron Academy as Athle-
tic Director. In 1952, he returned
to Villanova as frosh football

coach. In 1955, he became back-
field coach, the position he held
until his promotion last week.
Nothing has been said one

way or the other concerning

next year, and Rogers has been
promoted for the duration of
this season.

Few Policy Changes
In his first release to the

press, he stated that few ser-

ious changes will be made in

team policy. He has added a few
new plays, and has altered the
defense. He states, "I hope some
day in the near future, we may
score first." He points out that
Villanova has been behind at
the end of the first quarter,
sometimes by several touch-
downs.
He adds, "Then we start

throwing the ball all over the
field. You cannot throw the ball

away, and expect to win." He
continues, "If we score first, we
can use power plays, and if we
get our greund game going, we
can get our passing game going
better."

He is also looking for better
play from the sophomores, since
they now have four games ex-
perience under their belts. Rog-
ers sincerely believes the boys
are capable of better plays and
says that the time has come
when the school will see what
their team is really like.

Intramurals In Full Swing

Football Teams Enter 3rd Week
by John Duffy

The 1959-60 intramural pro-

gram at Villanova, commencing

with the fall activities, is now
rolling under a full head of

steam. This fall's lineup is com-
posed of touch football, cross

country, swimming, hexathon,
and the Nick Basca Award.

The intramural activities are
under very able leadership. The
moderator is the Rev. John R.
Dunne, O.S.A. The director is

Edward P. Geisz and the assist-

ant director is Jack Lumsden.
All of these gentlemen do a very
fine and commendable job, as the
record of Villanova intramurals'
speaks for itself.

Touch football seems to be the
big thing around the V.U. cam-
pus, as the number of partici-

pants will indicate. There are
five leagues and 60 teams in the
football setup. Two of the lea-

gues start at 2 :30 p.m. while the
other three leagues start at 4 :30
p.m.

Most Popular Sport

The game itself is divided into

two twenty minute halves with
a five minute recess in between.
Football is the most popular
sport in the intramurals, based
on the number of men 750, who
play the game.

The next sport in line is cross-

country. The cross-coimtry race

was held last Thursday, Oct. 15,

over a two mile course around
the campus. In a photo finish

John Lucy, a frosh, beat out his

classmate Jim O'Brien, by half

a second. Lucy's time was 11:11.

5 as compared to 11:12.0 for

O'Brien. Gene Cassidy, another

frosh, was third in the field of

17, thirteen seconds behind.

On Wednesday of last week,

Oct 14, 83 contestants invaded

the swimming pool in the field

house for the 1959 Intramural

Swimming and Diving Champi-
onships. Two intramural rec-

iordi were broken and one was

Records Broken

In the 50 yard butterfly Mike

Le Moult, a frosh from Mam-
aroneck High in Larchmont,

N. Y., did 28.1 sec. breaking the

old record of 29.7 sec. set by
Joe Mason in 1957.

Ed Brier, a freshman from
Hope High School in Providence
R.I. broke Don Boehmcke's 100

yard free-style record of 58.6

sec. by 3.10 of a second Ed did

it in 58.3 sec.

Ed has another record of dis-

tinction of which he can be
proud. This past summer Ed,
placed 10th in the N.A.A.U. long

distance championships at Lake
Placid, N. Y.

New Event

A new event, the 200 yd. Med-
ley Relay was inaugurated this

year and the relay team of
Hicks, Le Moult, Gilbride and
Grimm won in the time of 2:01.9

to set the record for this event.

Other winners were Mike
Powers, frosh, 25:6 in the 50 yd.

freestyle, Al Hicks, frosh, 31:2
in the 50 yard backstroke, Dave
La Mond, frosh, 36:7 in the 50
yd, breaststroke, and Mike Le
Moult again in the 100 yd. ind.

The 200 yd. freestyle relay

went to the team of Grinun, Pel-

legrino, Longstreth and Brier.

The diving championship went
to Al Nencetti with 35:33 points.

Tim Barry was second and Joe

Scott third.

The Hexathon event to de-

termine Villanova's outstanding
intramural athlete in all round-

ed athletic events will begon on
Monday, Oct. 19, and run for

six days. Any athlete who fan-

cies himself in condition should
give the Hexathon a try.

Basca History

Decorating halls at Villanova

started during the Villanova vs

Temple series of football games,

and has continued up to the

present day. William Connally,

a Villanova Alumnus, donated
an award each year. After
World War II, Mr. Connally sug-

gested the award be named "The
Nick Basca Memorial Award"
in memory of this great Villa-

nova football player who was
killed in the war.

At present this event is spon-
sored by the Villanova Univer-

sity Intramural Department,
and is traditionally an exciting

and pre-homecoming display.

These sports which have been
mentioned are only the fall

sports. The winter and spring

sports will follow in the com-
pleted intramural program set

up by the University.

X Country Team Drops

2imI To N.Y.U. 19-37

Texas cattleman overheard
boasting to a visitor : "We don't

brand them. We have them en-

graved."

Villanova's cross country
team played host on Saturday
to the harriers of N.Y.U. How-
ever the 'Cats of Coach Jim Tup-
peny were the Violets' victims

as they met with defeat 19-37.

This meet was the 'Cat's in-

itial home encounter since they
opened the season last week with
a loss to St. Joseph's on their

course.

ViPanova's Angelo Sivieri and
the Violet's Jimmy Brown
matched stride for stride for

about 4V2 miles of the 5 mile

course but Brown opened up a
good lead in the last half mile to

take first place with the time
of 28 minutes and 51 seconds.

Sivieri, the only Cat finisher

in the first six men, pulled in

second with the time of 29.11.

Nelson Adelman and Charles

McGrath of N.Y.U. finished in

a dead heat with the time of

29.56 to take third and fourth.

The 'Cats Gerry Hackett and
Tim McNamara finished seventh
and eighth with the times of

31.07 and 31.15 respectively.

Crossing the finish line in

eleventh to fourteenth were
Nick D'Angelis, Pat Nicastro,

Wayne Haggerty and Larry Mc-
Grath.

Haggerty, Carl Wagner who
finished 15th, and Ernie Muir
who finished 16th, are all soph-

omores who were in their first

call as cross country harriers.

The 'Cats Lance Hugelmeyer
who finished second to Sivieri

against St. Joseph's was sick

and unable to compete.
N.Y.U. is regarded as one of

the top cross country teams in

the East and the 'Cats put on
a good showing for such a young
team. All of the team members
are sophomores or juniors, many
competing for the first time.

Army Thumps Frosh 27-6
by Dan Grove

The Villanova Wildkit-

tens fumbled away a 27-6 de-

cision to the Army Plebes last

Friday at West Point, New
York. The young 'Cats gave the

football away at about the same
clip that Arthur Murray does
introductory dance courses.

To be exact, they fumbled
twelve times and lost possession

of the elusive oval eleven times

to the opportunistic Kaydets.

Four Fumbles

The Frosh lost four of their

fumbles in the first half, but

still were able to walk off of the

turf with a 6-0 lead. Aside from
the fact that the 'Cats were
giving the ball away with gen-

erosity that . would put "The
Millionaire" to shame, they dom-
inated the first half of play.

Their only score came when
halfback Croyke romped for 55

yards through the Black Knight

defense, and to paydirt The
run for the extra point failed.

Besides Cropke's run, the

highlight was a VU pass play.

Facing a third and fifteen situa-

tion, quarterback Richie Rich-

man passed to Mount, who was
immediately tackled but before

he hit the ground he managed
to lateral the ball to Cropke,

who picked up the needed first

down.
Besides a fair offense the

freshmen showed a sticky de-

fense which only permitted the

khaki clad boys' from up the

Hudson two first downs in the

first two periods.

The second half, however, was
a different and a sadder story.

The 'Cats outdid their first half

giveaway program by losing

seven fumbles, three of which
were on first downs.

This gave Army control of the

ball almost the entire second

half. This time they capitalized

on the gifts. Villanova was
forced to play a defensive game,
while Army hardly got their de-

fensive unit warmed up.

Show Sometiiing

Commenting on the game,
Coach Brannau said, "I would
rather show something than say
something. We have a dam good
bunch of ballplayers who show
much desire. They simply gave
the ball away too much."

He added that the line play
was very good, and pointed out
that although we gave the ball

away four times the first half,

we still outscored them.

Looking forward to this

with Bullis Prep, Brannau indi-

cated that he would work on the

offense a bit more, in order to

minimize the hobbling in the

backfield. This Friday's game
will be the first home game The
Villanovan freshmen have play-

ed in two yeonk
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. r.' !.. Cats Homecoming Date: Virginia Tecli
^

' by Mike Donahue

A revitalized Virginia Tech
team, fresh from a 40-14 lacing
of arch-rival Virginia last Sat-
urday, will be Villanova's Home-
coming Game opponent on Sat-
urday afternoon when the
Wildcats return to what they
hope will be the friendly corn-
fines of Goodreau Stadium.
Last weekend's games involv-

ing the two teams present a
study in contrast. While the
offensively lethargic Wildcats
lacklustred their way to a 26-6
refeat (their fifth straight) at
the hands of little, but powerful
Miami of Ohio, thus marring
the coaching debut of Joe Rog-
ers, it was an entirely different
story at Richmond in the Tobac-
co Bowl. ^, ^ m;

Gobblers Impress
There the heretofore unim-

pressive Techmen of Franlc
Mosely swamped the Virginia
Cavaliers, as halfback Alger

Pugh tallied three touchdowns
Tech relied mostly on a meth-

odical running game featuring
Pugh and second string fullback
Don Vaught.

It was the first time this sea-
son that the Gobblers fully rea-
lized their potential. In presea-
son ratings, the Techmen were
picked as the team most likely
to dethrone West Virginia as
Southern Conference champs.'
On paper the Gobblers figured
to improve on last year's 5-4-1
recor^. They had twenty two
lettermen returning including an
All-American end, three 230
pound—plus linemen, plus twen-
ty four ambitious sophs. How-
ever prior to last Saturday the
Gobblers had managed only one
win in four games.

S.C.'s Outstanding Player
Tech's All-American is Car-

roll Dale, a 6-1, 205 pound end
who was the Southern Confer-
ence's most honored lineman
last fall.

In addition to being named to
the Associated Presa 2d team All
American, Dale was also South-
ern Conference player of the
year, winner of the Jacobs
blocking trophy for the South-
ern Conference, and for the sec-
ond consecutive year winner of
the Roanoke Touchdown Club's
lineman of the year award in
Virginia.

A tiger on defense, Dale's
speed (10.0) and maneuverabil-
ity make him one of the na-
tion's most feared yass re-
ceivers.

The three giant Gobbler for-
wards are Don Oakes, 244, Mike
Zeno, 230, and Bernie Viahneski,
235, all tackles. Tommy O'Brien,
5-9, 222, and Ed Bartrug,
guards, and Chuck Stephens,
center are other Gobbler line-

men who won letters last year.
Backfield Standouts

Tech's backfield is sparked by
a pair of outstanding sopho-
mores, a junior with a patriotic

name, and the aforementioned
Pugh.

Charlie Speck, a 6-3, 200
pounder has been doing an out-
standing job at quarterback for
Mosely while Warren Maccar-
)ni, 6-1, 210, another second
year man is a bruising fullback
built much along the lines of
Miami's Dave Chamberlin.
Tech's leading ground gainer

as a sophomore last fall with a

4.8 per carry average, Patrick
Henry, was injured in an early
season game and has not seen
too much action. However, Pugh
has taken up the slack caused by
Henry's absence. In fact he has
been so successful as Tech's
number one ground gainer that
off last Saturday's performance,
he rates a very good chance of
breaking the Tech all time sea-
son rushing record.

Tutor Program

Now In Effect

(See Po9« 3)

Disptttt In

Kioly Mile

(See Poge 2)
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ildcafs Drop Fifth 26-6
1 First Down In First Half

by Jim Murray

•The rampaging Redskins of
Miami had little trouble skalp-
ing the hapless Villanova Mild-
cats last Saturday 26-6.

Before 10,000 fans at Oxford
Ohio, Miami spoiled Joe Roger^
coaching debut handing the
'Cats their fifth loss in as many
starts.

It should be noted again this
week that the 'Cats again made
a non passing team look they
had only go to to the air when
they needed the big play. Miami
collected 123 yds. via the air
lanes on a 11 for 18 percentage
against the 'Cats lethargic pass
defense. .:'
Miami all toll had 278 yds.

rushing to Villanova's 42. The
'Cats were 4-22 in the air for
75 yards.

Villanova used all three of
their quarterbacks—Ed Roehre-

Wayne Kautter-Tom O'Rourke—but just couldn't get any sem-
blance of an offense going till

the end of the fourth quarter.
The 'Cats had a mere 5 first
downs to Miami's 22.

The Wildcats biggest difficul-
ties came in the basic depart-
ments of blocking on offense
and tackling on defense—they
just didn't.

Redskins Romp
The first quarter play was

scorless with about 40 seconds
remaining. Then the dam broke
and the flood of the Miami of-
fense swallowed up the Wildcat
defense. Halfback Bill Miller,
shot through right tackle for 13
yds. and the first score. The try
for two points was stopped.

In the second quarter the fir-
ed up Miami eleven were faced
with a fourth and one situation
on the 'Nova 34—they got the

one—TD that is as when Bill
Gilbert burst right up the middle
to paydirt. The try for two was
halted again. (Well that's some-
thing anyway).

The Miami team added their
third tally in the second period
when quarterback, Tom Kilmur-
ray sneaked over from the one.
The PAT was good this time.
(Law of averages). Halftime
score 20-0.

Second Half Same
With Tom Jennings going in

from the two the Ohioans ended
their scoring (they also had two
TD nullified — but we won't
mention that).

Leon Horin, who made the
Wildcats first first down himself
with 1:40 left of the first half,
was again called on to prove
Villanova does have offensive
backs he plunged in for the lone
score at 2:40 of the laat quarter.

Big Leon Scores Lone Tally

'ViWiV'^ 4V7 kW»\¥ k\ft»W

Intermural Trackmen Get Off To Fast Start In Goodreau Stadilum

Two-sevenths of tJie . Dixieland, Dukes' show- the!r apprecia-.

tion of the crowd's approval aa Homecoming Weelcend draws
to a close.

Former Villanova Student

Released by Communists
By Denis Cordon*

Last Friday, John Robert
Kennedy, class of 1957, was re-

leased from a Czeechoslovakian
prison. He completed a 14 month
sentence for an alleged border

violation from Wieden, Ger-
many.
Behind this news headline

which appeared in all of the syn-

dicates, lies an intriging story.

What happened to 'Bob' Ken-
nedy, as he is known by his

family, or more importantly,

what will happen to him?
According to his brother, Eu-

gene, it seems that Kennedy and
two soldier companions were on
leave in the town of Wieden,
Germany.

Minor Offense
On August 23,1958, Kennedy

and the other soldier were ap-

prehended by Czech authorities.

Their offense was one that many
American citizens have fallen

prey to since the inception of the

'cold war*, namely an illegal bor-

der violation.

The three American soldiers

were brought to trial and were

Mariteting Club Plant

Trip To Local Browoiy
Gary Kavanagh, president of

the Marketing Club, has an-
nounced that the club plans a
field trip to Schmidt's Brewery
in Philadelphia on November 12.

Also on the calendar is the an-
nual dinner dance, slated for

April 23.

Kavanagh further announced
that the club concludes its mem-
bership drive tomorrow, and
that it will join the American
Marketing Association in the
near future.

The other club officers are

Charles Fettig, vice president;

Bob Holt, secretary; Larry
Grassi, treasurer; Jim Kearney,
Student Council representative;

and im Byrne, social chairman.

found guilty with ensuing prison
sentences.

Naturally enough, Kennedy's
parents were upset and a plea

was sent to the State Depart-
ment.

Czech authorities replied that
his sentence would stand and no
clemency would be extended.

For the first six months of
his sentence, Bob Kennedy re-

ceived no correspondence from
home. The State Department
protested and contradictory re-

ports were issued by Czech of-

ficals, saying he would be able

to receive correspondence, then
he would not.

"Bob was upset over not re-

ceiving anything from home; he
feH he was being ignored", said

his brother Eugene.

^ -^^ Received Letters '/

Eventually, Bob did begin to

receive letters from home but,

"We haven't heard anything
from him since last February",

said his brother.

Represntatives of the Ameri-
can embassy at Prague saw Ken-
nedy about three weeks ago.

They reported that he looked

well enough. Kennedy told them
he had been doing construction

work during his sentence.

With his release Friday, Bob
Kennedy had not been removed
from all of his ordeal.

One of his companions Cole

Younger, had received a 10

month sentence and was releas-

ed this past summer.

On his return to the States,

he was taken before an Army
court martial, where he pleaded

guilty and received the following

sentences; A $50 fine, 6 months
in prison, reduced from special-

ist fourth class to recruit, and
he has to make up the 10 month
time of his sentence as a part
ot his service.

"Will this same fate face Bob
when he returns?" was the ques-

(Contlnued on Pa^e 9)

Council Accepts Treasury
By Acclamation At Meeting
The Student Congress passed

the first three points of the five

thousand dollar Council treasury

motion last Wednesday at their

bi-monthly meeting.

The first section of Council

chairman Tom Hoffman's pro-

posed financial system explains budget.

By Michoei Donahue
The second and \hird points

of the chairman's motion des-

cribe respectively the adminis-
tration of the treasury and the
make-up of the council commit-
tee which would draw up the

the reason why Hoffman thinks

the Student Congress is justified

in requesting such an allocation.

The essence of his motion ia

that before a campus organiza-

tion such as the Council can
function effiiciently and iier-

form the sundry activities that

would benefit the student body
and Villanova, it must establish

and regulate an effective finan-

cial system.

The estimated total budget is

$5060. Principal expenditures in-

clude $1000 for a loan fund,

$1000 for a scholarship fund,

$600 appropriated for speakers
at forums, and $150 for the
banquet given to honor those
seniors selected for the National
Collegiate Who's Who.
The estimated total income is

$5950 the largest portion of

which ($3500) would be derived

Parents
Council

Day Scheduled By
For This Weekend

The Student Council will sponsor the Second Annual Parents'

Day this Saturday, announced co-chairmen Bob Murphy and Bill

Henry. ;;;
.v.

Tickets for the Vilianova-Dayton football game, the high-

light of the day, are currently available in the Field House. No
tickets are required for the other events of the day.

The co-chairmen urge all students to purchase tickets as

early as possible, and to buy
them in blocks, so that they
and their parents may be to-

gether at the game.

Henry points out, "Our aim
is not a Mothers' Day or a
Fathers' Day, but a Parents'

Day, in which parents can spend
a day with their children at Vil-

lanova."

Activity Schedule
In outlining the activity sched-

ule for the day. Murphy stated,

"Last year's Parents' Day was
extremely successful, and this

year we hope to go one better."

Murphy said that the day's

activities will conunence at

11:45 a.m. with a combined
band-Villanova Singers "Concert

on the Green," to be presented

from the Dougherty Hall patio.

The concert should conclude at

about 12:30 p.m.

Lunch will be served in

Dougherty Hall between 11:30

and 1 :30. At 1 :00 p.m., the Mid-

shipmen Battalion will stage a

pre-game parade, and kick-off

time for the game itself is 1:30.

Welcoming Addresses

The special halftime activities

will include welcoming addres-

ses by Very Rev. John A. Kle-

kotka, OSA, president, and Stu-

dent X!6uncil Chairman Tom
Hoffman.
The Marching Band and the

NROTC Drill Team will present

a show honoring parents, and
the parade of floats will be fea-

tured.

Murphy and Henry empha-
sized the dual aims of the Coun-
cil in providing this schedule.

Primarily, it will serve to intro-

duce the parents to Villanova, or

if they are already familiar

with the university, to point out

its latest developments.

Secondly, it will provide a
most enjoyable day on campus
for both parents and students,

they said.

New York Times

Writer Here For

Forum Tonight
Harrison E. Salisbury of THE

NEW YORK TIMES staff will

be the first speaker at the new-
ly-reinstituted Villanova Forum
series.

The Forum, under the direc-

tion of Charles Bruderle, assist-

ant evening school dean, will be
held this evening at 8 p.m.
in Vasey Hall Auditorium.

Salisbury's lecture, "A New
Look at the Soviet Challange,"
will consider the political as-

pects of the series' general
theme, "The Challenge of

Change."
Won Pulitzer Prize

The Pulitzer Prize - winning
Salisbury, who has been on the
TIMES staff since 1949, is pres-

ently based in the United States,

reporting political events in

Washington and New York. He
(Continued on Pa^e 9)

from a student tax. At present
there are four plans under con-
sideration to obtain a levy of
one dollar.

Student Tax
The first plan would have the

Student Council receive one dol-
lar per student from the student
activities fee of $25. All students
would then be issued a student
activities card which would en-
able them to get reduced rates
for many activities on campus.
Another proposal being in-

vestigated is the possibility ad-
ding one dollar to the student
activity fees every year. This
money would be turned over to
the Student Council Treasury.
The third plan would place the

raising of the dollar per student
strictly on a voluntary basis. All
students would be urged to con-
tribute one dollar.

The fourth have the Adminis-
tration match every half dollar

collected in student taxes.

The blanket acceptance by ac-

clamation of the three points

was voted in only after each
point was passed separately.

After approval of the last

point was voiced, Bill Henry,
Council parlimentarian suggest-

ed that the congress unamin-
ously accepted the three points

in toto.

Pollock Walks Out
At this juncture Sheldon Pol-

lock, who had been arguing
against the feasibility of the
proposed budget all evening,

proclaimed he would be no part
of an acclamatory vote.

In fh€ evnf thai o sfii-

denf fax h fev/ed by fkm

Cornell fo svsfoiH Ifs frMis-

tiry, fka sfvd«nft wovid r*-

c«lve o special Sfudmnf
Cowncil AcfMfht Cord.
According fo Vice CJbolr-

moR Bob D^lha, ffto card*

would allow tfudonfs ro-

difced rofos for fho Council
donees ond compos movlos,

Iff addlflon fo offcor pro-

posed fvncfloffs.

HARRISON SALISBURY
At Foniiii Toaighf

"I realize that you want this

thing to be unanimous so I will

abstain from voting," said the

obviously disappointed Pollock.

However, Henry was not sure

if such action would be hi con-

formity with parliamentary pro-

cedure. He started leafing
through his procedural rule*

book.

Then Pollock suddenly arouse,

quickly strode to the back of the

room and declared "forget the

abstention. I'll just leave the

room and then your motion can

be unanimous."

Aoclanuition

When Pollock had departed

Hoffman asked for a vote and
secured the acclamation. No
sooner had this been done then

Pollock re-entered, the room,

and resumed his place in the

Congress.

The budget motion was the

only ne'w business acted on by
the congress. At the conclusion

(CoDilnuMl on Pa^e 9)
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by Mike Donahue

Homecoming Date: Virginia Tecli
A revitalized Virginia Tech

team, fresh from a 40-14 lacing
of arch-rival Virginia last Sat-
urday, will be Villanova's Home-
coming Game opponent on Sat-
urday afternoon when the
Wildcats return to what they
hope will be the friendly com-
fines of Goodreau Stadium.
Last weekend's games involv-

ing the two teams present a
study in contrast. While the
offensively lethargic Wildcats
lacklustred their way to a 26-6
refeat (their fifth straight) at
the hands of little, but powerful
Miami of Ohio, thus marring
the coaching debut of Joe Rog-
ers, it was an entirely different
story at Richmond in the Tpbac-
co Bowl. -

Ciiobblers Impress

There the heretofore unim-
pressive Techmen of Frank
Mosely swamped the Virginia
Cavaliers, as halfback Alger

Pugh tallied three touchdowns
Tech relied mostly on a meth-

odical running game featuring
Pugh and second string fullback
Don Vaught.

It was the first time this sea-
son that the Gobblers fully rea-
lized their potential. In presea-
son ratings, the Techmen were
picked as the team most likely
to dethrone West Virginia as
Southern Conference champs.

|

On paper the Gobblers figured
to improve on last year's 5-4-1
record. They had twenty two i

lettermen returning including an !

A II-American end, three 23© •

l)ound plus linemen, plus twen-
ty four ambitious sophs. How- I

ever prior to last Saturday the I

Gobblers had managed only one
win in four games.

S.C.'s Outstending Player
Tech's AIl-American is Car-

roll Dale, a 6-1, 205 pound end
who was the Southern Confer-

'

ence's most honored lineman
last fall.

i

In addition to being named to
the Associated Press 2d team All
American, Dale was also South-
ern Conference player of the
year, winner of the Jacobs
blocking trophy for the South-
ern Conference, and for the sec-

j

ond consecutive year winner of

j

the Roanoke Touchdown Club's
I lineman of the year award in
Virginia.

I A tiger on defense. Dale's
s])eed (10.0) and maneuverabil-
ity make him one of the na-
tion's most feared yass re-
ceivers.

The three giant Gobbler for-
wards are Don Oakes, 244, Mike
Zeno, 230, and Bernie Vishneski,
235, all tackles. Tommy O'Brien,
5-9, 222, and. Ed Bartrug,
guards, and Chuck Stephens,
center are other Gobbler line-

men who won letters last year.
Baekfield Standouts

Tech's baekfield is sparked by
a pair of outstanding sophp-
mores, a junior with a patriotic

,
name, and the aforementioned

;

Pugh.

i

Charlie Speck, a 6-3, 200
pounder has been doing an out-
standing job at quarterback for
Mosely while Warren Maccar-
)ni, 6-1, 210, another second
year man is a bruising fullback
ouilt much along the lines of
Miami's Dave Chamberlin.
Tech's leading ground gainer

as a sophomore last fall with a

4.8 per carry average, Patrick
Henry, was injured in an early
season game and has not seen
too much action. However, Pugh
has taken up the slack caused by
Henry's absence. In fact he has
been so successful as Tech's
number one ground gainer that
off last Saturday's performance,
he rates a very good chance of
breaking the Tech all time sea-
son rushing record.

Player of (Ueek

Mildcats Drop Fifth 26-6

1 First Down In First Half
by J'ln Murray

'The rampaging Redskins of
Miami had little trouble skalp-
ing the hapless Villanova Mild-
cats last Saturday 26-6.

Before 10,000 fans at Oxford
Ohio. Miami spoiled Joe Rogers

Wayne Kautter-Tom O'Rourke one- TD that is as when Bill—but just couldn't get any sem- Gilbert burst right up the middle
blance of an offense going till to paydirt. The try for two was
the end of the fourth quarter.

!
halted again. (Well that's some-

The 'Cats had a mere 5 first
downs to Miami's 22. ;; v
The Wildcats biggest difficul-

ties came in the basic depart-

thing anyway).

The Miami team added their
third tally in the second period
when quarterback, Tom Kilmur-eoa ch i ng debut handing the i

"^^/^'^"^^ >" t"e basic depart- when quarterback, Tom Ki]

'Cats their fifth loss in as many
"''^"

!
ol blockmg on offense ray sneaked over from the one.

-^ and tackhng on defense-they
, The PAT was good this time

just didn't

''' Redskins Romp
The first quarter play was

(Law of averages),
score 20-0.

Halftime

starts

It should be noted again this
week that the 'Cats again made
a non passing team look they, -, i-«^ «ao
had only go to to the air when

I

scorless with about 40 seconds
they needed the big play. Miami ;

remaining. Then the dam broke
collected 123 yds. via the air and the flood of the Miami of-
lanes on a 11 for 18 percentage fense swallowed up the Wildcat
agnin.st the 'Cats lethargic pass defense. Halfback Bill Miller,
defen.sc. shot through right tackle for 13
Miami all toll had 278 yds. yds. and the first score. The try

ru.shing to Villanova's 42. The ' for two points was stopped.
'Cats were 4-22 in the air for! In the second quarter the fir-,

\rf/^^' . .
'

^^ "'' ^'^^^^ ^'^^^" ^e^e f^'iced
' Villano"va does^have offen's'iveV.llanova used all three of with a fourth and one situation backs he plunged in for the^netheir quarterbacks-Ed Roehre- on the 'Nova 34-they got the score at 2:40 of the la^[ quarter

Second Half Same
With Tom Jennings going in

from the two the Ohioans ended
their scoring (they also had two
TD nullified — but we won't
mention that).

Leon Horin. who made the
Wildcats first first down himself
with 1:40 left of the first half,
was again called on to prove

Big teon Scores Lone Tally
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With classie pomp, »
indiciate that the

Hsktft the trmditioiiAl Joyce Kiely Torch to
nile mn are officially underway.

Sophs Hire Jazz Groups
Tom Wall, president of the

sophomore class, recently an-
nounced that a jazz concert fea-
turing the J. J. Johnson Quartet
and the Ramsey Lewis Trio, will
be sponsored by the class of *62.

The concert will be held in the
Field House on Sunday, Novem-
ber 15 between 3 and 5 p.m.
The event is to be the climax

of the sophmore Cotillion
Weekend and will benefit the
Augustinian Seminary Guild.

According to Sid Mark, a disc
jockey on a local radio station,
WHAT, and an anthority on
jas, "J. J. Johnson has been the
consistent poll winner here and
abroad as the leading trombon-
|ist among jaxz mnsicianB."

Pton Wfauer
Until recently he worked with

Kai ¥i^ding, another famous
trombonist. At present Johnson
is the leader of his own quartet.
The Ramsey Lewis trio has

Accounting Society Having
Annual MembersMp Drive

The Accounting Society of Vil- j ing majors in good academic
lanova University is presenUy standing. The cost of this yearly
holding its annual drive for membership is twb dollars pay-
mem,bership for the coming year, able to a student's section rep-
Membership is opened to soph- re&entatire.

more, junior, and senior account-

i«
ff

p-C Listens To

3 Penny Opera
The Opera-Classica Society

has announced that it will pre-
sent a recording of Kurt Weil's
"Three Penny Opera," this even-
ing in the East Lounge off
Dougherty Hall, beginning at|
7;30 p.m.

"Three Penny Opera," a story
of an English killer, is the un-
disputed endurance champion of
the New York theatre. The fea-
ture selection from the produe-
tion, "Theme from The Three
Penny Opera," has been popn-
larized as the ballad "Mack Hm
Knife."

This presentation is one of
many programmed this year by
Opera Classica, designed to be
of interest to the average per-
son.

Future works will range from
popular musicals to operas and
symphonies.

Every Thursday at 10:30

Msgr. Hessler Speaks
Msgr. Carl P. Henaler. direc-

tor of the Adult Education Pro-
gram for the Diocese of Pitts-
burgh, will attend the meeting
of the Society for Advancement
of Management tonight
Jomtly sponsored by the SAM

the East Lounge, Dougherty
|
and Industrial Advancement De- .

Hall, there will be a special Op- i partment. the meeting will be In

'

era-Clnssica meting for the ben- 1 room 110 of CAF Building, at
efit of the day students. j 7:90 p.m. '

I

m

PSiul Bowersock states that
"The Accounting Society of Vil-
lanova University is a society
that brings to the student in the
course of a year knowledge of
ndiat to expect in the accounting
profeasion upon graduation".
The society's announced goal is

to iHing to the student an op-
erative knowledge of his major
and his future responsibilities
here at Villanova^ .

The accounting meetings bring
to the university speakers from
the major facets of the account-
ing profession. Tlie meetings
are held every second and fourth
Thursday at 10:30 a.m.
Announcements of all meet-

ings are posted on the CftF bull-

etin board the week preceding
the meeting.

just finished a highly successful
engagement at the Village Van-
guard in New York City. This
group has Ramsey Lewis as
pianist accompanied by a bass
fiddle and drums.

In connection with the con-
cert, Tom Wall said, "We of the
sophomore class consider our-
selves fortunate in obtaining an
activity such as the Jazz Con-
cert

"We plan to do everjrthing in
our power to make it a great
success. We hope that this con-
cert will be greeted with enthus-
iasm by the entire student
body."

Ticket Sales
Tickets for the concert can

be purchased in the pie sfaoppe
for members of the sophomore
class within the next week.

Reserved seats are $2.00, $1.50
for general admission and $1.00
for balcony seats.

Masque Changes

Name of Shov^
Link Hallowell, Belle Majsque

president, announced that the
title of this year's play, "The
Bonds of Interest", would be
changed to, "The Higher You,
Climb."

The libretto for the show was
witten by Richard A. Duprey,!

moderator, and the score by;

George Herman of Clark CoHegej
in Dubuque, Iowa.

Duprey feels, "with all due
I respect to the dead Jacinto Bene-
vente," author of the play, that
this sixteenth century work has
passed down to the Sputnik Era
with a new look in Commedia
del' Arte theater.

He said that the 'ormer title

had no significance, and that the
new title would be far more des-
criptive.

"This delightful comedy, al-

ready good in its own right, has
been transformed into a musi-
cal," he said. The play will be
Nov. 18.

Huaor, Controversy Spark

Fnrts' Joyce Kiely Mile
Amid medieval pomp and pag- Pi, Ray Kelly for Lambda Kap-

entry, the voluptuous Miss Joyce . pa Delta, Jim Fitten, Delta Pi
Kiely returned to the Villanova Epsilon and Charles Schenk ran
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campus last Thursday for the

fifth straight year to preside

over the race that is run annual-
ly in her honor.
Miss Kiely was in as good

"form" as ever, as she lead the
paraders from Fedigan Hall,

across campus, and down to

Goodreau Stadium.
Escorting her were represent-

atives groups from three of the
four participating fraternities.

They were attired in beautifully

colored costumes that dazzled
and awed the many onlookers.

New Hairdo
Joyce herself was ravishing.

With a new hairdo by Howard
of Hoboken, and a specially de-

signed outfit by Prudence of
Paoll, Miss Kiely increased the
heart-beat of many male spec-

tors.

After seeing her standing in

her Corvette, head high, streach-
ing like a proud peacock, all that
could be concluded was that
Joyce is quite a girl.

As her party entered the sta-

dium ,a great roar went up from
some 400 spectators. She was
finally escorted to her seat of

honor as festivities got under
way.
In one of the higher moments

of the day, a group of sir music-
ans known as the Villanovans,

for the host frat, Delta Pi Mu.
Offical Starter

For the second straight year
Bill Vincent, day-hop, served as
the official starter. With a i\

squeeze of the triger finger the
race was on. At the first lap,

Ray Kelly held a slight lead,

while Jim Fitten was noticably*

beginning to weaken.
At the half mile, DeMaio took

the lead while Fitten was near
collapse some 40 yards behind
the pack.

At the three-quarter mark,
DeMaio took the lead while Fitr .

ten now almost a 100 yards be-

hind was wilting fast; but at

this point about twenty mem-
bers of DPE charged pnto the
field and literally carried their

entry the rest of the distance,

but he placed fourth anyhow.
Coming into the streach Kelly

began to make his move. De-
Maio also stepped up his pace
and at the wire it was DeMaio
by three strides in 4:51.3 and
Kelly second.

This beat last year's time by
over five minutes. This was un-
doubtedly due to the fact that
pit stops were not included in

this year's race as they were in

last year's.

Varsity Athlete
It was learned, though, after

u

performed m close order drill, the race, that even though De-
> resh from an engagement at Maio was in his fifth year at V.
Kelly's, the group spelled out on U., he is still considered a var-
the field—"Villanova University sity athlete since he has received
in VUlanova, Pennsylvania." a varsity letter in track last
The Ol3rmpic torch was final- year.

ly ignited the four runners rep- DeMaio was disqualified by
resenting the four fraternities, DPM president Tom Labrecque
came up to the starting line. in an announcedment last Mon-
Vic Demaio ran for Phi Kappa day.
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Organizing Comes Easy

I
To Senior Bill Henry

1

Bill Henry is flashing his
disarming smile more than
ever this week. Along with
Bob Murphy, he is engineer-
ing the second annual Par-
ents Day at Villanova, which
looks like it is going to be a
large success.

Planning and organizing
comes easily to the good-
natured senior.

Bill Henry

Bill has been an integral
part of student government
and activities ever since
high sohool. At LaSalle
High he was a member of
Student Council, crew, and
played end on the football
team for 2 years including
the 1955 dty titliste.

»i:::r;V'3i:^:.ci::. ,r iiii*.,a:niw«nnBij[>Bii(llll(l

At Villanova Bill has In-

creased his activity. He was
one of three elected from a
ten man ticket, his position
being day hop engineering
representative for student
council.

His major is mechanical-
engineering and his senior
history form is imposing.
Among his activities are

" eeci^tary of ASME ; a mem-
ber of the Honorary mech*
anical engineering frat. Pi
Tau Sigma; Steering Com-
mittee member; Student
Council; chairman of the
Ways and Means Commit-
tee; co-chairman Senior Din-
ner Dance; Phi Kappa Pi.

Bill hopes to go to Gradu-
ate School for Business
Administration.
He has had good experi-

ence in engineering, work-
ing last summer for Rohm
and Haas.

Bill is an avid sports en-
thusiast. He plays golf,

tennis, ("a little bit"), and
is on the undefeated "Spear-
chuckers", presently leading
their intra-mural football
league.

Bill sajrs of Parents Day,
"we expect to equal and
very possibly exceed last

year's occasion. It should
be a very successful day all

around."
Student, athlete, individu-

alist: This is Bill Henry.

§

a

'

Eileen Greyson and Neil DrisUne, of the Student Coancil

Academic Affairs Committee, prepare tutor program.

Council Plans New Version

Of Student Tutor Program
A program which will provide

tutors for the explicit aid of

students having difficulties in

specific courses will get under-

way today.

This announcement was made
by Neil Drislane, chairman of

the Academic Affairs committee

of Student Council. Drislane's

Sixth Annual Ball

The Sixth Annual Advocates'

Ball will be held on October 31,

it was announced by Robert G.

Sur, president of the Student

Bar Association of the Villanova

Law School.

Dancing at the ball, to be

held at the Merion Tribute

House, will be from nine to one.

Law students, faculty, and alum-

ni of the Law School are invited.

W 'iBaf!nniitmmmmtmmmrmti2imrm'mim>>cSi

Literary Club To

Resume Activities

Mr. Raymond Burns, of the

English Department, h^as an-

nounced resumption of Literary

Club activities. As in past years

Bums will serve as the club's

moderator. Officers have not yet

been announced. •

The Literary Club plans to

meet bi-weekly at 3:30 in room
203 Vasey Hall. At the inital

meeting yesterday. Jack Dag-

ney, senior English major, spoke

on romantic American author,

Thomas Wolfe.

Talks such as the one by Dag-

ney are one of the club's main
features. Also planned for the

future are symposia, films and
possibly group excursions.

Among the tentative topics

discussed in coming meetings

are phase of the theatre. Sir

Walter Scott, Britain's "Angry
Young Men," Edgar Allen Poe,

Irish authors, and Japanese

poetry.

Bums stressed that anyone

interested in literature is very

welcome to join the organiza-

tion.

Burns felt that the club's

main problem is the failure of

members to familiarize themsel-

ves with the topic to be discus-

ted.

He emphasized that those stu-

dents interested in the club

should acquaint themselves with

the material that will be cover-

ed«

committee is sponsoring the pro-

ject.

Confidential

To be mn on a strictly con-

fidential basis, the program will

be provided without charge to

the student.

"The student and the tutor

will mutually decide on conven-

ient hours for the tutoring ses-

sion," said Drislane.
' Tutors must have a grade of

B or better if they wish to sign

up for the tutor program.

Drislane further remarked the

advantages that would accure to

the tutors, both tangible and in-

tangible.

"Anyone who helps a fellow

student should get a termendous

feeling of selfsatisfaction. Fur-

thermore, the program in effect

will be a i^efresher course in the

subject for the tutor. The tutors

would only have to devote a

few hours a week to his pupil."

Assistance

Those desiring to tutor or

those who would appreciate aca-

demic assistance should contact

Drislane in 106 Sheehan.

There will also be a desk set

up in Dougherty Hall all next

week. It will be located near the

main bulletin board. Members of

Drislane's committee will be on

hand from 11:30 to 1:30, Mon-

day through Friday of next

week. ••
'
'

•

'''-'

The program will provide stu-

dent tutors for the explicit aid

of students having difficulties in

specific courses. The following

is a prime example of how this

ne wsystem would function.

Having trouble in a chemistry

course, a student desires extra-

curricular assistance and is re-

ferred to the coordinator of the

program, who assigns him to a

student chemistry tutor.

Set Schedule

The student and his assigned

tutor would then set up a sche-

dule, which would be convenient

to both of them. These meetings

would be held during the day

and not in the evening.

The basic principle upon

which the success or failure of

this program depends, is the

quality and interest of the tutors

themselves, said Drislane.

A brochure has been prepared

by Drislane's committee which

is now in circulation, explaining

the salient points of the pro-

gram.

Monastery's Oldest Priest

Filled With Vivid Memories
Rev. James Has son, OSA,

holds the distinction of being the

oldest priest in the Monastery.

He was first introduced to the

University in 1896 when he came

here at the age of 16 to study

for the priesthood.

Father Has son is a spry,

friendly priest for all of his 79

years. He overflows with vivid

and fond memories of the

school's tradition. So much so,

that most questions of Vill^tnova

history are automatically refer-

red to him.

Father Hasson glowed with

confidence when he was given

the opportunity to identify the

ancient pictures which the VIL-
LANOVAN dug out of its files

two weeks ago and published as

a pictorial feature.

Alumni Hall

He recalls lucidly the time he
first came here, when the cam-
pus consisted mainly of. four

buildings — the chapel. Alumni
Hall, the old monastery, and St.

Mary's Hall which served as the

library then.

His eyes sparkle when he re-

calls having to run from the top

floor of Alumni down to the

basement to reach the nearest

washroom. '^During the winter,

I had to break the ice in the

basin to wash my face," he said.

He remembers that only 75

boys made up the student body
at the time. They all lived on the

top floor of Alumni Hall; the

"large" boys in the east wing
and the "small" boys in the west

wing. His dorm was merely a

large hall filled with beds lined

in hospital style.

"It's amazing how discipline

regulations have evolved since

then," he said. "If a group of

nine or more boys received per-

mission from a prefect, they

were even adlowed to walk be-

Rev. Jomet Hosson

yond the campus boundary into

Bryn Mawr.**

Strict Rules
Adding that the boys then

governed by strict rules, he said

this included "no smoking on
campus, no weekend trips home,
and no crossing over the boun-
dary without permission."

The penalty suffered for

breaking a rule was termed as
being "jugged." This meant that

a student, during his free time

was required to attend a study

hall, and under the observant

eye of a prefect, study from 50

to 200 lines of history.

"Times haven't changed dras-

tically," he said. "One thing is

the same: walking is still the

principal means of getting

around campus.
"Longer distance transporta-

tion has changed radically,
though. In those days, horse and

buggy and the Penna. Railroad

were the usual means of travel

"The railroad is still with us,

but . . . (and here was a pause)

. . . yes," he mused wistfully,

"Yes, I guess times have cer-

tainly changed at V i 1 1 a no v a

since 1898."

LKD Holds Election

Lambda Kappa Delta, Villa-

nova's pre-med fraternity, re-

cently held elections for its 1959

-1960 season.

Nick Tenaglia, a senior, was
elected president ; Ed Morehous-

er, a junior, is vice president.

Dom D'Orio, junior, will serve as

secretary ; Don Ropain, a senior,

is treasurer; and Ralph Lancia-

no, a sophomore, will represent

LKD on the Student Council,

"The Glenn Miller Story"

IN COLOR
October 30, Vasey Hall

Doors open at 7:15 p.m.

Feature storts at 7:30 p.m.
Price: 35c

Chem Society

Visits National

Laboratory
Senior chemistry and physics

majors attended the annual Col-

lege Student Visitors' Day at

Brookhaven National Labora-
tory, Long Island, N. Y. on Oc-

tober 23.

Dr. Bernard Downey, modera-
tor of the Villanova Chemical
Society, and Dr. Kenneth O'Dris-

coll, professor of physical chem-
istry, accompanied the 20 sen-

iors.

The program consisted of an
orientation lecture, and alterna-

ting tours through various in-

stallations and explanatory lec-

tures. Of particular importance

to the students were the re-

search atomic reactor, the giant

Cosmotron, and the "hot" lab.

Catholic Youth Week
The National Federation of

Catholic College Students, in

conjunction with the National

Council of Catholic Youth, is

sponsoring a Catholic Youth
Week from October 25 to No-
vember 1.

Ron Dobies, Villanova*s dele-

gate to N.F.C.C.S., said that dur-

ing this week students through-

out the country will be urged to

attend the Sacraments and to

offer prayers for the unity o^

the Church on earth.

-MM" •» ' •nmnmt '

CATHOLIC YOUTH
WEEK

Super Sub!
It's been add that the atomic aubmarine
*7ifautflna" ataya aubmerged ao long that it

only mufaoea to let the crew re-enlist.

Perhapa for thia reaaon, the Navy has taken

valuable apace aboard the ''Nautilus" for th«

only soft-drink vending machine in the entire

aubmarine fleet.
.

Naturally (or you wouldn't hear about it

from «a) it*a a Coca-Cola machine. And not

unexpectedly, le eiillrtmenta are quite

{^a^M

Rugged kt, tboae sabnarinera. Greet
drink. Coke! SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

outhorlly of The Coca-Colo Compony by

PliJlodalpMe Coce Colo Bottling Co.

•,Tl
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. .Voluntary Tax?

But a close look at the essence^f fh^

sessmJnf^Th
''*'""'

*. '"J'
"'^ « compulsory as-

becomes a donation
« "^ oe a tax and

*.«i..i It will b. . „4itrSh":

mm And that inducement at the Dresent

vvmcn are hardly convincing at this datp
.

.

It s a cold political fact that if the (^nncil Ways and Means Committee prom^^^^^
i M ?^ expenditures totalling $5 000 if

And on the basis of voluntary contrih.,

wS tint"c'nft'V" Pr^l-t^he amount
inJ-n"^ ,

collected m a e ven vear» In1960 >t might be $2,000: in 196lTt might be

o ru • ^'"f ^^^ t'"^ °n a voluntary basU i.

THE V ILL A N O V A N

l£**S£*ToThe Editor

Strong Support Shown For
Student Council Treasury

.•v;

Keep It a Farce

To the Editor:
Any organization before it

can function with any amount
of efficiency, must establish and
regulate an effective financial
system so that it can perform
the vital activities that would
benefit the student body and
ViJIanova itself.

Under our new system I feel
certain that the Student Coun-
cil of Villanova will finally be
able to rise above the plateau
on which it has rested for
for many years.
With the development of this

budget we will finally be able
to solve many of the problems,
and take definite action on the
proposals which in past yeans
have plagued us immensly due
to lack of funds.

Thoma.s F. Wall
Arts, 1962

the splendor viras magnificent; the pair,eantry was gaudy; the atmosphere w^charged with frivolity.

"Tnv:^V^ fifth straight ninning of the
I 7^u ^fy Invitational Mile" was held

^"i^u"'*?^*^.- ^* ^*« ^ «^«d hit, beginningwith the luscious "Miss Kiely" beinfS
c^ es^rt"

"^ ^**^"^ * ™""''*^ "^"«i-

fn,^„«of f
**«„d,?y,wasn't total nonsense, un-

f^^^ w^- ^}!^^ ^^ ^«^i«^ ^ pure fareeturned into a flurry of heated exchanges on

frats had one sole object in mind—to cap-ture the racing trophy. It took no part in the
festivities, and its members weren't evenseen except down at the track

Aff^/^h!"*^''^ * ""Y^'^y
^^^^^^ as a runner

atter being warned repeatedly by the host

^T^'F"^^ ^ ^"' **»«* «"ch a Ainn^rwould be disqualified. The varsity runner
!?"Vx ^7^'*' ^^ ^«" t*»e race (but not bymuch). Then the lid blew.

^ ""^ oy

. The„<'elinquent frat claimed they wereU«hmc^ justified in entering the'^^ette^

SS^ln?™ K
^""^ ^^^y ^^'^^'t. D1>M runs

dilfpute '
"^ '^'^ ^^^^"' ^^"^ ^«° the

All of this furore prompts us to ask one

Kiely mile? Is it to promote an annual ath-
letic meet, where the runners train and prac-

<' It.?? S" ^ ^^^^}y '""°"« ™^«' «top watch.

h«?JJK^'^*" ^^"^f^^
"^^t^h the rC4A'8 ifthat s what we want.

Or is it the purpose of the Kiely Mile tobe a mid-term carnival, a tradiUonal farce,a day of beautiful nonsense?
^^

,.,.
^^.';®<^"[res a lot of years to make a tra-

dition like the Joyce Kiely Mile, and the feel-mg was prevalent, even among that frat'sown members, that the gala event was some-now prosuluted.

Adds To Prestige
To the Editor:
The past week has been a

momentous one in the history
of Student Government at VU-
Ianovai.vx ^v.-

.-":"•;
'.

•

The proposal for the Student
Council's own treasury is the
initial step toward the reali-
zation of a dream long held
by the members of Student
Council—both the present body
and those of the past.
A treasury of its own would

give the Council a great deal
more prestige and would aid to
eradicate the idea that the
Council is merely a useless,
puppet-like organizaUon.
The funds in such a treasury

would belong not to the mem-
bers of Student Council, but to
each and every Villanovan.
Acceptance of the program

by the Administration does not
insure its success. The one
thing which will make it suc-
cessful is the hacking of the
student body.

It would be their treasury
and they must back it whole-
heartedly in order to reap all
its benefits.

Jack King
ISngincer, 1960

our student leaders. The col-
lege years should carry one
from late adolescence to early
maturity, and the amount of
responsibility given a student
should grow apace.
Our nation is a republic inwhich each citizen has a voicem government. Our founding

fathers foresaw the rule by
cultured gentlemen of respons-
ible character.
The autonomous administra-

tion of our student government
could be the beginning of posl
tive citizenship on the part of
Villanovans.

We live in an age in which
the laity is coming to occupy
a positive place, not only in the
organism but also in the organ-
ization which is the Church
No longer is docility a suffi-

cient virtue for the layman; it
must now be coupled with a
strongly apostolic zeal for ac-
tion.

The layman has somethmg
to say and something to doHe should be heard and allow-
ed to act. Education for lay
life needs mo^re than a trun-
cated seminary curriculum and
a quasi-seminarian definition of
the student.

The layman has a right to
responsibility and such a plan
as the Student Council has put
forth is a sign that the time
18 ripe to test him and grant
him his due.

Dr. R. O'Shea
I>epArtment of Philosophy

CAMWK CAMHtT
l

^'Bo ysii tUnk nUlies should k^ k*u Ammi^^-

^^^^^^past O.K. You ask why I be-
lieve this. The reason I do is
because the activity period
lasts only an hour and by the
time a majority of people are
participating in it you'll only
have a half an hour left. This
means you will not get the full
effect of a rally because every-
one will be rushed. Then on

n«o «4 • iir";
— ^"® **ther hand, having the ral-

VLlanZ^^si^'n/lS"* "<» »P'"' <" the

Gene Kiener, Psychology, '61

of sDTHf'nff?''^^'"®
""^"'"y criticizes the lackOf spirit of the day hops and I beHeve that thi«

18 just what is needed to bols-
^^^^^^^ ^^'^

ter it. Not only having the
ralhes during activity period
but a general increase of more
activities taking place during
the day would lead to increased
participation of non-resident
students and these activities
wou d be so much the better
for It.

Bill Rooney, C&F, *62

incr o^h;!-^*"'"^
^^^^ '*^"^®« «h<>»W be held dur-ing activities period, for the obvious reason that^^^^^inore students would attend-
especially the day hops. Day
hops can't always make it at
night and having the rallies
strictly at night is more like
discrimination against the day
hops than showing a litUe con-
[sideration for them.

Jack Fiedler, Arte, »80

n.Vhf
*" in favor of the traditional Fridavnight pep rally. The holding of the pep raSvduring acUvity period would]

" ^^ ^^^

bolster attendance but the at-
mosphere of them would bej
destroyed. Attendance aatur-
ally, IS the problem. Commut-j
mg back and forth is a I

problem but if it was made a
j

social event the attendance
would increase. Having girls
invited from other colleges
and refreshments at half price ^mn^mmmmmmm
would do a lot to stimulate interest. This waythe day hops would not feel they are only com-

Ind^h/.^^'^^K^"" "f"^^'^ '^^^^ *^ '""^h happensand the travelling Ume is longer than the rkwy
Pete Shovlin, Arts, *62

f!!• 13 . .

.

I^rom Foculty Member
To the Editor:
I have been asked publkly to

express an opinion regarding
the proposed plan of the Stu-
dent Council to raise and ad-
minister its own funds.

This is an excellent oppor-
tunity to test the mettle of

ForHms Help Creativity
To the Editor:
The purpose of this letter is

to congratulate the Student
Council for its initation of the
Council sponsored forums. In
past years I feel that there has
been a general lacking in this
aspect of the intellectual side
of college life.

The forum, if it does noth-
ing else, should stimulate a
desire on the part of the stu-
dents for creative thought.
The Council's move is defini-

tely one in the right direction,
but I hope that this tnnd will
not end here. The council
should in the future encourage
the clubs and departments to
sponsor more activiUes of this
nature.

Only when this is accom-
plished wiljf definite head way
be made toward the intellectual
development of the student.

fho.
•
^'^^'^'^^^y- A rally is a school activitythat concerns the whole student body, and ail^^^^"^should attend this. By its very

nature, it supercedes all other
independent activities. The
student acUvities period is the
only time that the resident and
day-hop students can unitedly
assemble for a rally. With
good Spirit Committee plan-
ning and co-operation from aU
students, a rally at that time

,. J would benefit the team th*studenU and the school. ' *

AlBauso, Arte, '61
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War Years SawV*U* Go
MilitaryWithV'12 Plan Special "Poor Robert's Almanac"

Humor Columnist Returns With His

PART II

Although no lay classes were
taught for the next eight years. The
seminary went on, producing twenty-
seven clerics by the end of the per-
iod. During the CivU War, VUlanova
devoted its facilities to the direct
service of the country by converting
them into a hospital.

In 1865, Villanova College reopen-
ed ite doors to lay studente, with
Father Ambrose A. Miller as 'Presi-

dent assited by a faculty of twelve.
The subjecte taught were Greek, Lat-
in, English ,mathematics, natural
philosophy (physics), bookeeping,
history, poetry, French, German, and
music,

New Growtli
'THE NEXT STEP in the growth of
^ Villanova was the addition of a
west wing to the original class room
structure erected in 1848 to complete
the building now known as Alumni
Hall.

The most revered structure on cam-

schoois, untii a four-year course lead-
ing to the degree of B.S. in Biology
was offered.

Call to Colors

With the spread of the First World
War to include the United States, Vil-

lanova's services were again to the

colors, this time to train prospective

officers. By the end of the war on
November 11, 1918, the regular col-

lege students in the government-spon-

sored A.'S.T.C. (Army Students Train-

ing Corps.) had taken their place.

Once the war had ended and life

had returned to normal civilian pat-

terns, expansion was resumed in earn-

est. In 1920 courses designed to train

Catholic businessmen were added to

the Arts curriculunL

By 1922, interest had reached such

a height that it became necessary to

establish a separate School of Com-
merce and Finance. Father Bartley

was appointed Dean of the new
schooL

The VillanovB'l896 football team poses on the steps of Alumni Hall facing

the now ilresent Library.

pus and the focal point of Villanova
life, the college chapel, next took its

place among the buildings of Old Vil-
lanova.

Ground was broken on March 29,

1883, and the cornerstone was laid

on June 3 of the same year, the feast
of the Most Pure Heart of Mary.

In 1893 Villanova marked its Gold-
en Anniversary with ninety students,
of average age fifteen and one-half
years, in attendance, fifteen of whom
were ecclesiastical. Sixteen priests
comprised the faculty. . > ..,

^Tedigan's Folly^

The Anniversary celebration past,

work began on two gigantic new
buildings, the monasteiy and 'X!ollege

Hall," under the instigation of the
then provincial Father John J. Fedi-

gan.

So far beyond the needs of the
moment were these two structures,
twth completed in 1902 that the pro-
ject was dubbed "Fedigan's Folly."
The growth of the Order and the rap-
id expansion of the college, however,
soon turned these structures into
monuments to Father Fedigan's fore-
sight.

Economics, sociology, and 'pedagogy
were added to the Arts cumcuiiun
in 1906 m a step foreshadowing tne
estftOiishment ot two new schoois.

in iMW and agam in 190b two mora
tndes were taaen into the technicai

teids by tne establisnment of Elec-
trical and Mechanical Engineering de-
partments
|1N 1916 the School of Sdeace open-
*^i ed. Beginning with a one-year
pr»>medical program, the school rap-
idly expanded its curriculum to meet
tDe increaaing demands of the F»M«di^l

At the same time, Austin Hall was
built to provide more dormitory space
for the growing enrollment

Sporto Growth
In 1927, in response to the growing

popularity of intercollegiate sports,

the south side of the stadium was
erected, and the playing field, track,

and stands transferred from the main
quadrangle behind the monestery.

Mendel Hall was built with funds
solicited throughout the province in
1929 to fill the vacancy left by the
fire. :.;•:• :.y:. ::'/;:: . ;/,<::.-:

Building' continued with the ooia-

pletion of Fedigan Hall m 1930, the
Commerce and Finance in 1931, and
the Field House in 1932. In 1034, the
present monastery was erected to re-

place a building leveled in another
fire in 1932.

I^UBING THE YEARS which fol-^ lowed, because of the depression
and war, no new buildings were added
to Vlllanova's physical plant.

The year 1941 brought the United
States into te conflict then raging in
Europe.

V-12 Prognun
In recognition of the outstanding

tradition of capable administration
leadership. Father Stanford, waa
among those summoned. The "V-12'*

program these men formulated, com-
binating the academic and the mili-

tary lives, occupied nearly all the day-
time teaching facilities of many of
the largest colleges and universities'

in the country, among them Villa-

nova.

PART
Next Week

POOB ROBEBFS ALMANAC
Elditors of the Villanovan have in-

formed me that what this paper needs
is a distinctive feature that will >build

up reader interest to a feveispitch

and stuff like that. So here are my
"Sneaky Feelings for 1960," which in

the past have been
86 per cent cori

rect, 14 per cent

of the time. It's a
little early but
we're living in a
progressive age,
man.
JANUARY
The Academy
Award will pick

the best song from movies as The
Love Theme from "Invasion of the

Body Snatchers" . . Best Seller in

books will be "Poems by Yogi Berra."

. . . Salvador Dali will call his next

abstract "A Horse Giving Bhrth to

a Telephone in the Trunk of a Car."

. . . Dot Records will release a new
album titled: "Music to Listen to

World War HI By." Hit song of the

album will be "I Remember New
York." ... The Gallop Poll will dis-

cover that more doctors smoke than
camels ... On Jan. 23 a man from
Bryn Mawr will claim he saw the

first robin of spring. The next day
Pravda will denounce him as a Cap-

italist tool, and point out that the

first robin of spring actually was
glimpsed by a Russian serf on Jan.

4 near Minsk in the year 1602. Prav-

da will also recall it was the Russians

who first invented popcorn, Christ-

mi3is tree lights, TV Quiz Shows, and*

a method for getting rid of football

coaches.

FEBRUARY
Students graduating will complain

that the only thing they got out of

Villanova was an education. Students

who didn't do so well will form a
subversive organization with a move-
ment to unplug the IBM grade send-
ing-out machine from the wiall . . .

First day of the new semester each
professor will greet students with
dght volumes of outside readings . . .

TV Westerns will try to make a corn-

bob brotbart

back with a show called "Ambush at
Freud C!anyon." An even nuMre p(^
ular sequel will follow titled: "Son
of Ambush at Freud C!anyon." . . .

Slowly falling birth rate plus an in-

crease in the number of teenagers
will result in a sharp price war among
baby sitters . . .

MARCH
The Villanova Swimming Team wiU

swim the channel between the Sea-
ward Peninsula of Alaska for 55 miles
to the Chukotsi Peninsuhi of Alaska
with hopes of giving our university
national fame . . . The new Buick TV
show will require seven makeup men—^that is for the car . . . Irritated

students will insist on a Summit Con-
ference between Residents and Day
Hops . . . Playhouse 90 will have a
condensation of two world-famous
plays by William Shakespeare pro-

duced as a musical skit titled "Ro-
meo and CSef^tatra.** It will star
Shirley Temple and Andrea Gromjico
. . . Pravda will announoe it has dis-

covered that an ot)scure 67-y0ir-old

Russian athlete named Ivan Gladov-
itchsky actually first broke the four-

minute mile in 1858 by covering the
distance in 3:43, while wearing a snow
suit ...
APRIL
The Dodgers and the Giants will

announce a six-man trade involving

eight pitchers, two shortstops and
two hot dog vendors . . . Lassie and
Rin-Tin-Tin will wed In the greatest

Hollywood marriage since Doug Fair-

'banks signed up with Mary Pickford.

The marriage will break up within

three months, with both Lassie and
Rinty saying they are still the best

of friends and each blaming the split-

up on "career troubles.'* . . . The Stu-

dent Ouncil will proclaim a "Be Kind
to Day Hops Day." ... A new break-

fast cereal will feature as prizes an
autographed picture of William the

Conqueror along with an 8 x 10 pho-

tograph of the 1919 Chicago White
Sox . . . Hollywood's latest release

"Seven Infidel Presidents" will show
that George Washington wasn't kneel-

ing to pray at Valley Forge but was
stooping to tie his shoe.

mmusBii
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Expression

^^^ SANDS OF TIME

What is this thing which we call age.

That the young seek and the old deny;
In the book of life it is but a page.

At which we glimpse as time goes by.

How long do we have, none can know;
We can only plan from day to day^

And hope to reach each first new snow.

Then to the blossoms in the month of May.

Is there a scale upon which to measure.

The worth of a lifetime, large or small

;

Of one filled with work and pleasure.

Or the other to which the Creator calls.

How often do we stop to think.

Of all the time that has passed us by

;

To which many men wiU raise their drink.

And toast the way that time does fly.

—Illcftl« TompkiM

•.'>•
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Treasury Is KeyTo Maturity;

Saturday And Float Famine

SPEERS

Presently before the Student
Council, is a bill calling for the
Council's initiation of a new
$5000 treasury. During the
next few weeks there will be

much quib-
bling as to the

merits and the

demerits
of this bdll, but
one thing is

clearly evi-

dent.

If the Council

is ever to
come of age

tand gain the respect due it by
the Villanova students, it must
begin to manage those affairs

delegated to it by the admin-
istration and those expected to

be appropriated by a student

government on its own.

How large,a treasury it will

ultimately be and how the

funds will be procured can fin-

ally be decided tlirongh deiJate

and discussion in the Council
itself. But the important tli'mg

should be to get some sort of

independent (of the adminis-
tration) treasury installed

within our Student Council.

It 'may be the view of only
one locker-on, but it seemed
to uSj after last Wednesday's
meeting, that some of the op-

position to the treasury was
personal, i.e. directed at a cer-

tain member or menibers of
the Council and not the bill

itself, and that other opponents

of the bill were taking a neg-

ative ' outlook just for the sake

oS a negative c^tlook.

It would be a blot upon the
1959-60 Student Council if the
possibility of its having its own
treasury was to be canned be-

cause of personal or any other
petty gripes.

As far as you, the student,

is concerned, familiarize your-

self with the bill through last

week's issue of the Villanovan
or a mimeographed copy of the

bill which can be obtained in

the Student Council office.

If the bill is passed, the cost

to you will be nondnal (about
the cost of a neighborhood
movie or a couple of copies of

"Playboy") while the positive

benefits will be realized in a
few years and the potmitiaU-

ties are anlimited.

For all of ^ you who profess

the Student Council as a use-

less organization, give your full

support to just this one bill,

for student opinion will rank
especially high on this issue.

Study the bill carefully and
make your views known to

your representative.

// your nojt quite sure who
your representative is, cchne

up to the second floor of
Dougherty Hall, to either the
yiZIottcrixin or the Student
Council office and ask anyone
there; they unS only he too
glad to help you out.

Support your Student Ckmn-
cil in this one thing, and you
will see just how effective

united student opinion can be.

• • •
Probably one of the biggest

flops of this year, or maybe
of any other year, was last

Saturday's Homecoming. The
weather was not the most de-

sireable—true, but all things

being equal, the program could

have gone off as usuil if it

weren't for one thing—^the lack

of cooperation.

The floats worked on by the

students days in advance and
even into the wee small hours
of Saturday morning, were
readied outside the stadium; a
half dozen MG's and Jaguars

had been donated by a local

auto agency for the purpose of

bill tpeers

escorting the homecoming
queens, were all set to go out-

side the field's walls; Dave
Doyle who had been constantly
thwarted by circumstance in

his attempts to execute a suc-

cessful weekend, wias finally in

his glory; then came the news
—no homecoming ceremonies.

Why? The track was too

wet. OK, but why was this

made known just a few mo-
ments before the ceremonies
were to get under way? So
all the hours of work go
down the drain; four to five

hundred dollars worth of dec-

orations go unappreciated. One
observer noticed the desolate

and purposeless sight of four
girls standing upon a float,

that was pushed to the side-

lines, as if it was trying to be
concealed.

At halftime, silence prevail-

ed. Even though it was not
raining at this time, the band
was not permitted to march
saround the track. We don't

know from what distant points

the returning alunmi had come
but one things for sure—01'

V.U. didn't give them much to

be proud of.

Many spectators failed to see

ho,->v the track toas poor enough
to halt proceedings; and even

if the track's condition was
questionable, certainly because

of the time, effort and -money
put into these floats an at-

tempt, could have been made
to start the events anyhow.

Or at least, a decision could

have been announced long be-

fore it was, to cushion the

disappointment of the specta-

tors and participants alike.

And some clowns keep yell-

ing "What's wrong with the

Villanova spirit".

Botany **500^' ARROW SHIRTS SOLD BY McGrtflor $p«rttw««r

SPRITZLER'S
1# W. Lancmlvr Ave., Ardiii«i« , P«.

famput Broiidi

lor M**

"Aftar^" TmuUm fw S«l« w lUiit

THE SHIRT THAT
LOVES TO TRAVEL...

Great for a weekend—travel light with an

Arrow \^ ash and Wear "Time-Saver" shirt-

just wash, drip-dry, and you're ready to go.

Lasting fit in wrinkle-resisting 100% cotton

oxford, broadcloth, or Dacron/cotton

bl^nd — all with the famous soft roll

bultondown collar. $5.00 up.
,

Council Inffto ftoimd . • •

Chairman Pleased So Far;

But He Seeks Greater End
fom hoffman

THE DAY IS last Wednesday-r—exactly a week as passed
since; the time is after the Council meeting at which our

Treasury system was passed. The Chairman casually rests

back in his chair with realization of the accomplishment of our
Student Council this evening . He is contented with the prog-
ress so far, because we have furnished the basis for further
expansions. What could be more soothing to a Coiincil devoted
to benefitting Villanova by developing the student body in all

ways intellectually, religiously,

socially, and recreationally. We
want a student body that is

pleased with Villanova Univer-
sity.

But as the
Chairman d e -

lights in t h e

Council's ac-
complish-
ment, he fully

realizes
the immense
task that lies

HOFFMAN, before them.
Now we must set up the pro-
grams, put the plans into play
and get the student body solids

ly behind the Student Council.
What comes next? Every

student must evaluate our pro-
posed program and suggest
changes or improvements.
Every Student Council member
must look at the program even
more thoroughly and visualize

the ramifications of such a bud-
get. For its ultimate success
every Council member must
support it wholeheartedly andi
do their best to see a "pleased
student body". There will be
small loopholes, overlooked at
this point, but which will be
ironed as time goes on.

• • •
VAGUELY HE RECALLS!

three points which the Stu-
dent Council heard in his open-
ing speech this year, "For effec-

tive student government this

year, we must understand
that: 1) Students elected to
office must clearly understand
their responsibiUties and op-
portunities. 2) The officers and
members of student govern-
ment must believe in student
government and be ready to
expend effort and make person-
al sacrifices to make it effec-

tive .Hurried student govern-
ment meetings with some
members tardy and others
leaving early for other engage- '.;

ments will never be effective.

3) Only worthwhile projects
should be sponsored by a stu-

'

dent governing body. Appeals
to students in behsJf of these
projects should assume matur- ',

ity on the part of the students ,

and be presented to them in a
dignified way."

Finally, special thanks goes
to the following who have con-
tributed heavily to the Treas-
ury program: Bill Vincent,

Bob DeLisa, Neil Dreslane,
Fred Wiele, John Driscoll, Bob
Benson, Len Carnegie, and
John Castano. They are the
people working with their com-
mittees that are working out
many of the suggested pro-

grams.

• A witty nun was attending sum-t

mer school at Syracuse Univeraityi

It was during the height of the movio

publicity for The Nun's Story.

One day the class had a visitor, a;

famous star who was appearing in a

local summer stock production.

The professor made the introduc*

tions. "Sister," he said, "this is Joan

Fontaine, the movie actress."

The Sister, surprised, flashed a

warm smile. "And I," she said, "am
Audrey Hepb'

PRATTU . .

.

Local College Girl

Given'The Works"
The Portrait of A Monster

by Natade Attired

IN ORDER TO gather ma-
terial for this column it is

sometimes necessary to go out
into the field. One of the meth-
ods used in gathering news is

the interview.

This time we visited a neigh-
boring girl's college, and inter-

viewed^ what we though to be
a typical representative of this

institution's mthods and pol-
icies of education an dtraining.
However, your opinion is what
counts.

In the course of the inter-

view we questioned her as to
how she would cope with a
problem which recently embod-
ied many of our students. I

refer to the screen situation.

She replied that she would
make the problem known to the

Administration by letter. To
this indicated a naive outlook
on life.

Futher questioning revealed
to us that her dating pattern
was, let us say, static. This
might give us a clue to the
source of her naivete.

• • •
WHEN ASKED TO what type

of gentlemen she is friend-

ly with; she replied that they
were typical American college

boys who had no idea as to

what specific goals they were
aiming at. Later we earmarked
to ourselves" that it would be
fruitless to refer to her as the

proverbial "guiding light."

Wishing to test her capacity

for kindness and consideration

we posed this question. "If you
were in New Yorv City and
wished to travel from one point

to another, a medium distance,

and your escort expressed his

desire to go by subway, when
it could be reached by cab,

would she comply with his

wish?" She answered that she
would take a cab and tell her
escort to get lost, on the sub-

way.
We now wondered what her

religious preference was. She
then, quite lady-like, for a
change, showed her enthusiasm
for the Knights of Columbus.

Interrogating her further we
asked her of her plans for af-

ter gnaduation. She's looking

forward to getting a job in a
big city and leaving her family.

We asked if she had heard of

Rona Jaffe . . .

We close by saying, "Ain't

coUe^ grand!»»

9^

HomEcominG
UJEEKEnD

'.^::^->yJ^::-i^^^^

The Dixieland Dukes swing out before a near-capacity crowd in the Field
House. The Dukes put the finishing touches on the Homecoming Weekend festivi-

ties.

>.

..f! *^

^1* Her Majesty, the Queen: Sablna Cunningham, blonde,

g^een-eyed date of Walt K-orn, reigned over Homecoming
Weekend activities.

^t-^f

?* *'

>

<*
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' *

^^ .-^

li-^

Human beings (below) enjoy the dance musid of Eddie Bigham's Society
Band on Friday night. Wildcat (above) experienced a someuiiat less joyful time
Saturday afternoon.

X»fc^THIH fll>|? 4UMm
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The Genie of Simpson Hall

helps the hall take first prize.

I:*i/j!^jiiflife::
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NewYork City Ballet Charms Large Univ. VS bmaU tOUCgC
*^ til

Capacity Academy Audience
^ ' tony nMcklia

The incomparable New York

City Ballet enchanted a cap-

acity audience at the Academy

of Music last Friday night in

one of their three performan-

ces in Philadelphia.

Their first selection was the

poeUc classic, "Swan Lake." It

was danced with spell-binding

grace and beauty. AUegra

Kent was exq-iisite as Odetta,

the Swan Queen and the

charming Pas de quarte was

warmly received by the ball-

etomanes.

"Fanfare," choregraphed by

Jerome Robbins, was the sec-

ond choice of the troupe. To

music by Benjamin Britten

(The Young Person's Guide to

the Orchestra) the dancers ap-

peared as the different instru-

mente of a symphony orches-

tra ','.*'' i'
.

,'.

"'. 'l/'j-V'
'•'.'''''•'•

*'

Vivid costuming a«6c€ait«(A the

effectiveness of this sjarited

dance.

Touches of Humor
This was the most humorous

of the night's attractions and

* the antics of the bass and per-

cussions particularly delighted.

There was one slight imper-

fection in "Fanfare" in that

the harp of the orchestra was

not entirely coordinated with

Juliana who portrayed the

harp on stage.

"F\anfare" was followed by

Glinka's "Pas de Trois" with

Patrice Wilde, Violette Verdy,

and Jacques d'Ambroise.d'Am-

^ boise, "the flying fullback," is

'.; one of the largest and finest

;
dancers in ballet today.

He received the night's

greatest ovation for his amaz-

ingly graceful leaps and whirls.

He is a confident, gifted artist.

Cowboy Classic

d'Amboise reappeared in the

concluding selection of the

night, "Western Symphony,"

which captured the flavor of

the West within the frame-

work of the classic school.

The New York company is

fresh and sparkling. Its per-

formers possess youth and vi-

tality and appear to enjoy

themselves at every moment.

The choreography, costumes,

and lighting handled by George

Bkanchine, Karinska, and Jean

Rosenthal, respectively, nlus

the energy and brilliance of

. the dancers and the excellent

orchestration under Hugo Fi-

orato created -a .
memorable

evening of entertainment.

REFLECTIONS: Wben •*-

tending an event at tlie Acad-

emy don't sit in the proaoenkmi

boxM unless It la a ooaeert . .

.

Bepnaentallves of Gleam
should visit the N.Y. Ballet.

What toothpaste ad smiles

they'd llndl ... The Dvhes

of Dixieland were a dtoappolnt-

ment . . . Looking forward to

lUuiisey Lewis on campus Nov.

15 . . . "Mr. Bhie," 'Hhls col-

umn's favorite single of six

vvceks ago Is now number one

. . . '<Mlraele Worker^ received

raves on Broadway.

What else? . . . Favorite al^

ham of the week hi *Vo one

Cares" by the boss, FraMis

Albert Favorite single Is

«*Don't Take the Stars- by the

Mysties.

Pm bttliig

r.^HE LACK OF informal con- the same section of the coun- front of a
^^^J^^^^^J^J

*

T™ctS:.een the faculty try ; moreover^a large number ^^-^^^^''J^'^TV^t
and studenU o fan eduoaUonal of these i«<Mvlduals. for one

^
jejt

J^^^-^J^^^^^^^^
inntitution. is one of the sup- reason or another, reside at erai siaie ol cunu*

^^ SsSdvant^eS of a lar|e home in the same enviromnent Those concerned can react
posed disadvanta^^^a arg^

in which they have been having to this situaUon in one^ of

comparison to to overcome the mentally three ways: they can c^nue

a small col- cramping effecte of the home to ignore it (this i« probaDiy

lege. Although and high school. The contin- ^y^^^ ^\\ happen); someone
" tied contact of the student with ^^^ ^^ official title of some

people who are mentally .

j^^ proclaim "Get
awake, widely travelled^ and """''

** wL.ir". .nme of
well Vead shouW benefit any Acquainted Week -ome of

person who is really interested the culpriU on both sides of

in the world hi which he Uves., that desk hi front of the class-

the needs of

society de-

mand that a

js u b 8 t a n •

Itial segment of

ISING *^® populace

be educated to the best of its

aWlity, the student who at-

tends the large university of

today must have more atten-

tion paid to him than has been

the case in recent srears.

A school such as Villanova,

in addition to having the com-

mon difficulty of an ever hi-

creasing enrollment, has the

problem of having a large num-

1^ T PRESENT, the contact

A between the majority of

Villanova studento and the

room might show some inniti-

ative and get together.

The success or failure, great-

ness or mediocrity of any hu-

ViUanova «t"^«^«,^«^.„™ j^ institution dependa upon
men who are paid to hMtnict ™»"

#«ii^«r*r«
tiiem is less intoate tiian tiie ite leaders and ite followers,

stetus of relations which ex- Failure often occurs when on«

isted between Henry Ford and ^^ |^th of these groups fails

Sam Gompers. There are ex- ^ participate hi the life of the

ceptions to tills statement, but ^^ .^Vhat is happen-
I maintahi that the one or two commumiy. r«~

HAMIY-M

OPPER

^ way-ld#-l for ••J^L*^^

PHILA HARLF.

§•19

ber of ite studento come from studento tiiat rush up to tiie ing here!

LUCKY STRIKE pr^ente

tI>ea/vXyt.^«
DR. FROOD'S MORAI. OF TMB MONTM

When the world seems dark . . . when the sun re-

fuses to shine, do not fret. It happens every night.

Dr. Frood. Ph.T.T-

Deor Dr. Frood: I have gone steady with

four different boys in the last three

weeks. Would you call me fk:kle?

Dear LH.: I w9fM caU yoo seWoB.

Dear Dr. Frood: A professor here says

I'm so dumb I can't spell my own name.

What should 1 do? Willyum

Dear William: He*s just teasing.

tO» *o* •^

Dear Dr. Frood: Several girls' colleges

nearby depend on our college for dates.

Some girl is always calling and askmg

me to go out. How can 1 politely refuse?

Bothered

Dear Bothered: Say you have a head-

ache. Better stfD, admit yon hsTe no head.

t (

<^ : *^ •^

Dear Dr. Fiood: I hear that at some

aciiools they let you smoke in ctoss. How

can I coovinoe our administration to do

thesame? «ve/W

bear Dr. Frood: Like you're the most.

I mean like you're out there ... so cool

you're Iceville. Uke you're the ginchiest.

Oiiek

Door Chkk: Uke yeaVe Ml, CMck.

DR. FROOD ON k

There is considerable tall( in

tobaooo drdes about the in-

tredudiofl of new ogarMte

flavors. Hisaipededthatyou

will soon be able to bay

cottage-cheese cifarettes,

Mrsaperilia cifarettes aiitf

freA-prienvoietabie dp-

railts. You WW be hapnr to

luww UMt Ladqr Strike has

oriy.A

cWaa. 1*4 m-

Dear Dr. FfOoA My gffl is tbe beit-

looking doO oncampus ... honcy-bload

hair, bwwtiftiHaoe and figure. l<tole her

so often that nqr roarin are «ii<faring.

What should I do? Dadifyo

) 4. r. cn^

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULARI
When It comes to choosing their regular smote,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky SlriKe tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strite means fine tobacco.

«

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO HNE TO HLTERI

r

s

I-
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Salisbury At Forum
CContkiuod from n^jre 1)

alao devotes considerable time
to covering foreign news.
Although he has covered vhr-

tually all types of news during

a career which spans almost
thirty years, Salisbury is noted
primarily as an expert in con-

temporary Russian affairs.

In 1044, he made his first trip

through Russia, visiting the

steel, munitions and aircraft

factories that were to contribute

to that country's rise as one of

"The Big Two." During this tour

he also visited such "forbidden"

cities as Tashkent and Samar-
kand.

Unprecedented Journey
Salisbury returned to Russia

as the TIMES' Moscow corres-

pondent in 1949, and remained
there for five years, culminating
his tour of duty with an unpre-
cedented journey through Soviet

Central Asia.

His reports on this trip were
one of the first intimations to

the American public of the tre-

mendous industrial area being
constructed by the Communists
in a region that had been sealed

off to foreigners since. Ciarist

times.

These articles served as the

basis of his book, "American in

Russia," and earned him the
Pulitiser Prize for excellence in

foreign reporting in 1964.

In the fall of 1967, Salisbury
made his third major tour of
Communist territory, this time
visiting seven of the Russian
satellite countries.

He was the first American
correspondent to have visited

Albania in twelve years, and he
reported that this little-known

nation was "actually a little bit

of Stalin's Russia, preserved
under glass—^the satellite of sa-

tellites."

Fourth Tour
Recently, he concluded his

fourth tour of the Soviet Union,
this time visiting the almost-un-
heard-of Outer and Inner Mon-
golia. He also covered Vice
President Nixon's Russian ixip,

and Premier Krushchev's tour of

the United States.

Earlier in his career, as Unit-

ed Press correspondent in Chi-
cago, Salisbury covered the tail

end of Ibe gang wars of tlM
FraUlsitkm Era. FoDowing this,

he covered the Al Capone tax
evasten trial, the aasaasination

of Huey P. Long and the ensuing
chaos in Louisiana.

During World War n, he serv-

ed as London Manager of UP
and later, as Director of Euro-
pean coverage. In this latter

post, he handled such stories as
the North African campaign and
the Teheran Big Four confer-
ence.

Dellnqaency Study
liore recently, Salisbury made

an investigation - in - depth into
the causes iA recurring and
spectacular juvenile delin-

quency, resulting in a series of
notables articles and his newest
book, "The Shook-Up Genera-
tion."

During his coverage of adoles-

cent gajig land, Salisbury was
referred to by the juvenile thugs
as "the man from the NEJWS,"
the NEW YORK DAILY NEWS
being the only newspaper the
young gangsters read.

"Salisbury's appearance at
Villanova establishes a high pre-

Grod
(OonUtHMd from Ptt«« 1)

tioB ipoaed to Siignie.KeiiBedy> .

'Technically, anyone who
isn't where he is supposed to be
without prior leave is A.W.OX..,
according to the Army", he re-

plied. "Cole Younger received
the maximum sentence the
Army could give for this of-

fense", he said further.

It is a matter of conjecture
what the Army will present to
Bob Kennedy when he returns.
His family can only hope for
justice for a young man who has
gone through a great deal in
the service of his country.

cedent for the quality of future
speakers at the Forums," stated
Mr. Eugene Ruane, director of
public information, who is hand->
ling publicity for the event
"Happily, the tentative, line-up

of speakers promises to be just
what we're looking for."

Ruane further declared that
the Forum series will consist of
three more speakers during the
course of the acadmic year.
Speaker for the next lecture will

be announced shortly.

of the Pennsylvania Electric Companies

NORTHVIESURN

y/ttUom
Cress. ^^

our

.^^^^!^.

Knights Awards

^st Degree To

12 Candidates
Twelve candidates were ex-

emplified with the first degree in
the Father Ludwig, O.S.A. Coun-
cil, Knights of Columbus, Oct
19. The ceremonies took place

at 6:30 p.m. in Vasey Hall Audi-
torium with Dr. Robert O'Shea,
Grand Knight, presiding.

The twelve candidates include
both instructors and students
of Villanova. They are: Dr.
Gerard V. Dalcourt, Gabriel J.

DiFederico, Vincent A. Bauso,
James J. Phair, Robert M. Rose,
Thomas F. Raymond, Edward
Overfield, Michael F. Fallon,

Ludwig J. Franz, Robert Mac-
rina, Joseph R. Clark, and Fran-
cis A. Coccagna.

O'Shea announced that the
next monthly weeting will be
held on Monday, November 2,

at 6:30 p.m. in Vasey Auditori-

um. At this meeting the install-

ation of the current slate of offi-

cers will take place with the
Efcistrict Deputy, Mr. William
Gallagher, and his installation

team presiding.

He also announced that Dr.

Eugene Powers, Past Grand
Knight, has been invited to at-

tend the installation. All mem-
bers of the K. of C, both of this

Council and outside Councils are

invited to attend this annual
meeting.

©^•« hun*« .1^
'*"^

dt«^*^ Cariyle Frund mafored in Math; now

or

*o ^"^ Co^ea tWs ARIZONA STATE '57

o sWe^

ssss^ m^

l^MW>

^ ^r:.«.p"«rji:v>« «.

*"rr-«««"' ^-h, l^*«

Mil

aoss o« ^^ ^ the eo«v-

studies Engineering at Pitt under his coin<

pany's Tuition Refund Program. Carl, who
sandwiches his college work in with his

< ,
job, is enthusiastic about his opportunities

. ;

.,.- for professkMiol devek>pment.

OHIO U. '58

Attractive iee
Kkidle tries out a

new recipe in her

company's Test

Kitchen. A Home
Service represen-

tative, she enjoys

daily contact with

schools, women's

groups,and house-
wives. Lee likes

the security of an

electric company
career.

Budget
(000111;ued from Page 1)

of the session it was announced
that the first movie of the re-

cently initiated movie program
will be the Glen Miller Story. It

will be shown in Vasey Hall
auditorium of Friday night.

At a previous Council meeting
held Oct. 14 Ralph Lanciano was
elected Sophomore representa-

tive to the Student Senate.

Engin««^^*

£M.

What do you look for in your career? Professional developmentt A chance to work
with fop men in your field? Job security? The enjoyment of outdoor living? Better

talk with the electric company interviewer when he visits your campus. Or write to

Pennsylvania Eledric Association, State Street Building, Harrisburg, Pa.

Pennsylvania Electric Association

MBiPENDBIT COMPiUilES ftOVMNfi fOWII fM fSMmVAlM'S MOMBS

I.R.S. Observes

United Nations
Plans for the observance of

United Nations week were the
chief topic of discussion at last

Thursday's meeting of the In-

ternational Relations Society.

It was announced that an ex-

hibit concerning the United Na-
tions, its functions and services*

has been placed on display in the
university library as a part of

the society's contribution to the
success of U. N. week.

It was further agreed that
I.R.S. would donate to the li-

brary a book of historical or
political significance, the title to

be announced at a later date.

Tentative arrangements have
been made for the society's an-
nual field trip. This year, it has
been decided to spend a day at
the United Nations building in

New York.
The event will feature a

guided tour, lectures and if pos-
sible, a session of the General-
Assembly.
The date for the excursion has

ben temporarily set for Decem-
ber 7.

Chairman of the U. N. Trip
committee, Larry Ruth, an-
nounced that fees for the trip

will depend on the number of
members attending, ahd will be
due by November 19.

The meeting terminated with
a thirty minute film entitled,

"The European Community,"
which dealt with the German
Uniilcation question in relation

to Soviet RumUl

£;'•."
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Severence Must Cut Squad
Head basketball coach Al

Severance has a problem. With

just five weeks remaining before

the season's opening games

with Princeton, coach Severance

has the unhappy task of cut-

ting his varsity squad to man-

ageable proportions.

As of last Wednesday there

were over 20 candidates for the

varsity team. Included in this

group of eager, hardworking

prospects are eight members of

last year's team (five letter-

men).
There are seven sophomores,

two transfer students, and a

couple of seniors who played on

the 1956-57 freshmen team, then

voluntarily remained inactive

for two years, devoting their

Ume to study.

The returning lettermen are

Captain George Raveling (6-6),

Jim Huggard (5-10), John Dris-

coll (6-8), Bob Liberatore (6-1),

and Richie Kaminski (6-1).

Others from the 1957-58 team

are Tom Samulewicz (6-5), Dave

Severance (6-3, and Don Mc-

Ginley (6-1).

Seven Sophomores
Sophomore candidates are

Hubie White (6-4), Dick Le-

Fevre (6-1), Jim McMonagle

(6-3), Bill Penney (6-3), Joe

Walsh (6-6), Ed Boyle (6-1),

and Don Winters (6-1).

The two transfer students are

Joe Zawacki (6-1) from St.

Louis.

Thus, although coach Sever-

ance has a problem, it's a prob-

lem that very many basketball

coaches would love to have.

Practicall everyone of the above-

mentioned players would be a

prime candidate for nearly any

team in the country.

But this Villanova basketball

team must be the finest in years,

for this year's schedule is one

of the toughest in the country.

Many critics of last year's Villa-

nova team crowed about the

"soft touches" on the scedule.

There are no soft touches this

year.
Tough Schedule

Included on the 24 game reg-

ular season schedule are Prince-

ton, Clcroson, North Carolina

By Jim Murray
1,

'

. .

-

State, Duquesne, West Virginia,

Seton Hall, Canisius, Manhatten,

N. Y. U., St. Bonaventur and

Wake Forest.

Then there are what will

probably be the toughest games

of all: the four played against

the city teams in the Big Five

Competition.

An oddity in the scheduling

is that Villanova will play a

home game some 500 miles from

Philadelphia. The 'Cats will

meet North Carolina State in

Greensboro, North Carolina.

They'll be the first teams to

play in the new Greensboro au-

ditorium.

Freshmen In Abundance
Besides all the varsity mem-

bers cavorting in the fieldhouse,

there are about 25 candidates

for the freshmen team. There

are only three scholarship

players on the prospective fresh-

men team, so the competition

on this level is really been.

The scholarship players are

big Tom Hoover (6-9), Tom
Galia and Bernie Chavez.

JIM HUGGARD

*

HUIIE WHITi

Frosh Football
(Continued from Page 12)

extra point and Builds led 13-0

as the half ended.

A penalty netted Bullis their

third score of the afternoon.

After Sutton had sneaked for a

first down on the Bullis forty-

four, Dick Richman picked off

Sutton's first down pass and re-

turned it to the Bullis forty. A
personal foul penalty nullified

the interception and gave Bullis

possession of the pigskin on the

VU forty. Two complete passes

by Sutton and a two yard run

by Foley put the ball on the

Frosh twelve. Sutton then faked

to his halfback and rounded end

for the score. He threw the two

point conversion to Spears.

Cats Threaten

Shortly thereafter Villanova

threatened. A Villanova guard,

Armstrong, intercepted a Bullis

pass and carried it to the VU
forty-three. Thomas and

Sharaghnessy picked up ten

yards apiece and Glueck rolled

out for eleven more. On second

down Thomas picked up another

first down on the Bullis thirteen.

Bullis stiffened their defenses

and permitted no gains on the

next three downs. On the last

down Glueck's pass was inter-

cepted by Povick and the threat

died.

Bullis scored their last two

points when Sutton tackled Me-

rendo in the end zone following

a punt.

In the waning moments of the

game the Cats finally got a sus-

tained drive going and kept it

rolling. The Cats took the ball

on downs and marched sixty-

eight yards for their first score.

Qafenims
HAdl

MocShaban

(Author of '7 Was a Teen-age Dwarf', ''The Many
Loves of Dobie GiUis", etc.)

LANGUAGE MADE SIMPLE: NO. 1

In this day of swift international communications, like radio,

television, and the raft, it becomes more and more important

to be solidly grounded in foreign languages. Accordingly, I

have asked the makers of Philip Morris whether I might not

occasionally forego levity in this column and instead use it for

a lesson in language.

"Of course, silly!" chuckled the makers of Philip Morris,

tousling my yellow locks. Oh, grand men they are, just as full

of natural goodness as the cigarettes they make, just as clean

and fresh, just as friendly, just as agreeable to have along in

all times and climes and places. "Of course, fon(J boy," laughed

the makers and tossed me up and down in a blanket until, giddy

with giggling, I bade them desist, and then we all had basins

of farina and smoked Philip Morrises and sang songs until the

campfire had turned to embers.

For our first lesson in language we will take up French. We
will approach French in the modem manner- ignoring the

tedious rules of grammar and concentrating instead on idiom.

After all, when we go to France, what does it matter if we can

parse and conjugate? What matters is that we should be able

to speak idiomatic amversational French.

So, for the first exercise, translate the following real, true-to-

life dialogue between two real, truc-to-life Frenchmen named

Claude {pronounced Clohd) and Pierre (also pronounced C/o/irf).

CIJ^UDE: Good morning, sir. Can you direct me to the

nearest monk?

PIERRE: I have r^i^t, but I am a stranger here myself.

CLAUDE: Is it that you come from the France?

PIERRE: You have right.

CLAUDE: I also. Come, let us mount the airplane and return

ourselves to the France.

PIERRE: We must defend from smoking until the airplane

elevates itself.

CLAUDE: Ah, now it has elevated itself. Will you have a

Philippe Maurice?

PIERRE: Mercy.

CLAUDE: How many years has the small gray cat of the

sick admiral? .
' /'

PIERRE: She has four years, but the tall brown dog of the

short blacksmith has only three.

CLAUDE: In the garden of my aunt it makes warm in the

summer and cold in the winter.
,^ , .

PIERRE: What a coincidence! In the garden of my aunt too

!

CLAUDE: Ah, we are landing. Regard how the airplane

depresses itself.

PIERRE: What shall you do in the France?

CLAUDE: I shall make a promenade and see various sights

of cultural significance, like the Louvre, the Tomb of Napoleon,

and the Eiffel Tower . . . What shall you do?

PIERRE: I shall try to pick up the stewardess.

CLAUDE : Long live the France

!

© i»w m.. 8buim.o

»
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The drive was highlighted by the

passing and running of Glueck

and the hard charges of Thom-

as. Thomas scored the TD on a

five yard plunge. The try for the

extra point was foiled.

Post-Game Interviews

In an interview after the game
Bob Hayes, the Bullis coach

said, "This was our hardest

game so far this year. Your pass

defense was weak but your line

play was tremendous." Quater-

back Bobby Sutton, sUted that

he was impressed by the Cat«

hand rushing line. "They wer«i

putting pressure on me every^

time I threw the ball, that big

end (Mount) dumped me about

four timeB."

Coach B r a n n a u said that,

•They were a lot bigger and lit-

tle bit better than we were." He
went on to say, that he was verv

impressed by Sutton's play and^

the siae of giant Jerry Spears.

He also cited Jack Mount (end)

and Thomas for jobs well done,

for Villanova.

The Freshmenib next game is

next Friday against Weirt Ches-

'ter at Villanova.

^

,

Footboll Teams

Start To Go Go
In Intramurals

The five league, sixty team
touch football program moves
into its fourth week after last

week's action.

The 2:30 p.m. Mendel Field
Field league saw no football ac-

tion this past week although two
teams did rack up wins. The
Mares forfeited to the Cowboys
and the East Coast Beatnilis did

likewise to the Knights.
Three good football games

highlighted the proceedings on
Mendel Field at 4:30 p.m. last

week. On Monday Blitbs beat

Alpha Company 18-0 m a game
that was closer than the score

indicates. On Tuesday in a real
squeaker the Incognitoes sneak-
ed past the Awful Awfuls 1&-15.

In a real defensive battle on
Wednesday the Thumbs A.C.
overcome Charlie Company 6-0.

The teams had Thursday off due
to rain.

Dukes Swamp Gnannis
The Dukes had a busy time

last week on Austin Field at
2:30 p.m., on Monday they rode
rough shod over the Guannis
28 to 0. Tuesday they had the

day off because of the Navy drill

but came back strong on Wed-
nesday to push over a touch-

down against the Langan*s Laa-
kes and then held on for a 7-0

win.

The 4:30 p.m. games on Aus-
tin Field were as different as

Intramural Pass Completion

:^^ 4AiJ:i2yi^.'!^2^^
sr*' s

Receiver tabes pass in Mendel Field League game. The con-

teatioa nwves into its fourth weeiu

day and night. On Monday thej

spectators were treated to a

scaring feast as the Spearchuck-

ers rolled over Urassis 35 to 0.

Wednesday, however, D1*.M.

slipped by the Chinise Bandits

l7-0.

In the various leagues there!

are several tight races which

should prove very interesting

Ed Gietz and Jack Lumsden the

Intramural Directors urge as

many spectators as possible to

come to the games and cheer

their favorite team and class-<

mates on to victory.

A Study in Comparison

A pietve of a VirgiBiaB in the third quarter. Sooie: Vilfauiova 14 — Virginia 7.

A picture of a VUlanovan in the fourth quarter. Score: Virginia Zi — Villanova 14.

Sports Chaffer'

Starved For Victory
•Tony Maclciin-

Villanova has four more shots at victory. But it seems
certain that this Saturday is the must game if victory is to
be had this horrorball season.

Dayton is having a sad time but they have won a game.
They nabbed their first game over Richmond 6-3. In looking
at their record one sees an incredible lack of scoring punch,
and the tat and slow "Flyers" look very much like a setup.

Howevei, and there always is a however, Dayton is

hungry and primed for an all out effort.

Saturday night they were shut out for the third time
this season 3-0 by Xavier (a team which mauled the 'Cats
48-20). But in losing by three small points Dayton had two
touchdowns nullified by penalties, loi&t another on a goal line

tumble, and missed two field goal attempts.
Callous Call

Another example of tde misfortune that has hounded
the "Flyers" this season is the Holy Cross game. Holy Cross
won on a 'ID set up by a penalty against the coach for coach-
ing from the sidelines.

\Ve felt we were going to see it invoked again last

Saturday but it seems Philadelphia area referees aren't
nearly so callous (Dan Smeddy excluded.)

Actually for a while Saturday it appeared that the 'Cats
were to be all fortunate. Three important breaks went their

way. l<irst VPI was offsides as VU prepared to punt. This
led to the first 'Cat score.

Then an 81 yard TD punt return was nullified by a clip-

ping penalty. Thirdly Reggie Powe recovered a Tech fumble
on me Viiginia six and this set up the second Villanova
touchdown.

Over Roehre's Head
But turnabout is lousy, a pass from center flew wildly

over Ed Roehre's head as he was ready to punt.
Ideally Roehre, seeing he was trapped, would have step-

ped out of the end zone and given VPI a safety and two
points, but lost with surprise he attempted to run and was
dropped just outside the end zone.

The "Gobblers" then plunged for a touchdown and the
ball game.

So this Saturday with Dayton and Villanova on the field

something radical will happen. Let's hope it's a Villanova
victory. :'.•:'''

Beyond the Dayton game come Atmy (8-2) with Joe
Caldwell firing like Wyatt Earp, Rutgers (4-1), and Detroit
(3-3) with a 38-14 victory over Xavier.

Dayton Must Game
So if the 'Cats don't strike down Dayton, Villanova will

have a winless football team this season.
The Wildcats are improving. They finally played a foot-

ball game Saturiday. Their blocking and tackling was better.
They even gang tackled, something we don't usually see at
Villanova. And gang tackling was necessary for Tech is a
rugged, powerful ball club.

On offense the 'Cat line opened holes consistently and
Leon Horin went slashing through for solid gains.

Each of the three quarterbacks contributed. Nick Lan-
gone chugged around end and powered over center with
gritty determination, Kautter punted well, and Roehre engi-
neered a touchdown march and performed capably until his
interference collapsed.

Still it is hard to get used to the picture of a quarter-
back with his hands outstretched in a "what can I do, it

wasn't my fault" pose.

Ragged Air Defense
The pass defense was weak once again last Saturday.

VPI's first TD was on a discouragingly easy pass play. A
sharp passer could shred our air defense in its present state.

Coach Joe Rogers appealed to many of the fans with
his iDolicy of giving the players a chance and not yanking
them out of action before they have a chance to get their
bearings. The team seemed to have more spirit than at any
other time this season. :;T' '

All in all, there is a flicker of optimism about this week's
game with Dayton. Two desperate teams, both stai^ved for
victory, will clash. It's now or never for the Wildcats.
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Sev^rertc¥ Must Cut Squad
Hc'i.l biiskrlVjiiU coacli Al

Stvenmrt' has a problem. With

just five weeks remaining before

the season's opening games

with Princeton, coach Severance

has the iinha)n\N' task of cut-

ling his varsity sqnaci to man-

a^'eablc proportions.

As of last Wednesday there

were over 20 candidates for the

varsity team. Included in this

group of eager, hardworking
j

prospects are eight members of

last year's team (five letter-

men). -. .- :;::" "..;;";.-

There are seven sophomores,

two tran-^fer students, and a

couple of seniors who played on

the 19i^(>-.^7 fr(!shmen team, then

voluntarily remained inactive

for two years, devoting their

time to study.

The returning Icttermcn are

Captain George Raveling (6-6),

Jim Huggard (5-10), John Dris-

coll (6-H), Bob Liberatore (6-1),

and Ilichie Kaminski (6-1).

Others from the 1957-58 team

are Tom Samulewicz (6-5), Dave

Severarue (6-3, and Don Mc-

Ginley (6-1).

Seven Sophomores

Sophomore candidates are

Hubie White (6-1), Dick Lc-

Fcvre (6-1), Jim McM<magle

(6-3), Hill Penney (6-3). Joe

Walsh (6-6), Ed Boyle (6-1),

and Don Winters (6-1).

The two transfer students arc

Joe Zawacki (6-1) frpm St.

:. Louis. '•''' " "' -'.
•

'"•'

'-'.::. Thus, although coach Sever-

ance has a problem, it's a i)rob-

lem that very many basketball

coaches would love to have.

Practicall everyone of the above-

mentioned players would be a

l prime candidate for nearly any

; team in the country.

But this Villanova basketball

team must be the finest in years,

for this year's schedule is one

of the toughest in the country.

, Many critics of la.st ye.tr's Villa-

nova team crowed aboiit the

••soft touches" on the scedule.

There are no soft touches this

year.

ToiiKh Schedule

Included on the 24 game reg-

ular season .sche<iule are Prinec-

ton, Clemson, North Carolina

By Jim Murray ''.}/

State, Duquesne, West Virginia,

Seton Hall, Canisius, Manhatten,

N. Y. U., St. Bonaventur and

Wake Forest.

Then there are what will

probably be the toughest games

of all: the four played against

the city teams in the Big Five

Competition.

An oddity in the scheduling

is that Villanova will play a

home game some 500 miles from

Philadelphia. The 'Cats will

meet North Carolina State in

Greensboro, North Carolina.

They'll be the first teams to

play in the new Greensboro au-

ditorium.
;

V

Freshmen In Abundance
Besides all the varsity mem-

bers cavorting in the fieldhouse,

I there are about 25 candidates
' for the freshmen team. There

are only three scholarship

players on the prospective fresh-

men team, so the competition

on this level is really been.

The scholarship players are

big Tom Hoover (6-9), Tom
Galia and Bernie Chavez.

HUBIE WHITE

Frosh Football
(Continued from Page 12)

extra point and Bullis led 13-0

as the half ended.

A penalty netted Bullis their

third score of the afternoon.

After Sutton had sneaked for a

first down on the Bullis forty-

four, Dick Richman picked off

Sutton's first down pass and re-

turned it to the Bullis forty. A
personal foul penalty nullified

the interception and gave Bullis

possession of the pigskin on the

VU forty. Two complete passes

by Sutton and a two yard run

by Foley put the ball on the

I< rosh twelve. Sutton then faked

to his halfback and rounded end

for the score. He threw the two

point conversion to Spears.

Cats Threaten

Shortly thereafter Villanova

threatened. A Villanova guard,

Armstrong, intercepted a Bullis

pass and carried it to the VU
forty -three. Thomas and

Sharaghncssy picked up ten

yards apiece and Glueck rolled

out for eleven more. On second

down Thomas picked up another

first down on the Bullis thirteen.

Bullis stiffened their defenses

and permitted no gains on the

next three downs. On the last

down Glueck's pass was inter-

cepted by Povick and the threat

died.

Bullis scored their last two

points when Sutton tackled Me-

rendo in the end zone following

a punt.

In the wming moments of the

game the Cats finally got a sus-

tained drive going and kept it

rolling. The Cats took the ball

on downs and marched sixty-

eight yards for their first score.

(hCiimifiis

October 29, 1959

with

MsQcShoIman

(Author of '7 Was a Tein-ng* Dirarf'\ ''The Mnuii

LowH of Dohif (;Ulis'\ etc.)

LANGUAGE MADE SIMPLE: NO. 1

In this day of swift international couununieations, like radio,

television,' and the raft, it l)ccomes more and more imiwrtaiit

to l)e solidly gnmnded in foreign languages. Accordingly, 1

luive tt-sked the makers of Philip Morris whether I might not

occasionally forego levity in this colunm and instead use it for

a lesson in language.

"Of course, silly!" chuckled the makers of Philip Morris,

tousling my yellow locks. Oh, grand men they are, just us full

of natural goodness as the cigarettes they nuike, just jus clean

and fresh, just as friendly, just as agm'able to have along m
all times and climes and places. "Of course, fond lH)y," laughed

the makers and tossed me up and down in a blanket until, giddy

with giggling, I bade them desist, and then we all had basins

of farina and smoked Philip Morrises and sang songs until the

campfire had turned to embers.

For our first les.son in language we will take up Freiich. We

will approach French in the modern maimer- ignoring the

tedious rules of grammar and concentrating instead on idiom.

After all, wlum we go to France, what does it niattijr if we can

parse and conjugate? What matters is that wo should be able

to sjxiak viiomatic amnrmtionnl French.

So, for the first cxcrci.se, translate the following real, true-to-

life dialogue l)etween two real, tru<vto-lifc Frenchmen named

Claude (pronounced C'Mf/) and l*iern» (also pronounctHlf'/oAr/).

iff i \'*-
' i.'

,t/*Ak^ivtf^

CKAUDK: (I^mmI morning, sir. Can you direct me to the

nearest monk?

PIFRUE: I have regret, but 1 am a stranger here myself.

CLAUDE: Is it that you come from the France?

PIERRE: You liave right.

CLAUDE: I also, ('ome, let us mount the airplane and return

ourselves to the France.

PIERRE: We nuist defend fmm smoking until the airplane

elevates itself. ••••;;;•;':•.:.•' •\^ .;:\ •,.,.• v/

CLAUDE: Ah, now it has elevated itself. Will you have a

Philipix? Maurice?

PIERRE: Mercy. , ^ .

CLAUDE: How mahy years has the small gray cat of the

sick admiral?

PIERRE: She has four years, but the tall brown dog of tlie

-short blacksmith luis only thre<'. '-:
'

'' ' v
.

" •

CLAUDE: In the garden of njy aunt it makes warm in the

summer and cold in the winter.

' PIERRE: What a coincidence! In the garden of m\j aunt too!

CLAUDE: Ah, we are landing. Regard how the airplane

de])resacs itself.

PIERRE: Wliat shall you do in the France?

CLAUDE: I shall make a pnmienude and .sec various sights

of cultural .significance, like the Louvre, the Tomb of NaiX)leon,

and the Eiffel Tower . . . What shall you do?

PIERRE: I shall try to pick up the stewardess.

CLAUDE: I^)ng live the Fnmce

!

® «»«• "" «»»""'"
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The drive was highlighted by the
j

passing and running of Glueck;

and the hard charges of Thom-

as. Thomas scored the TD on a

five yard plunge. The try for the

extra point was foiled.

Post-Ciame Interviews

In an interview after the game

Bob Hayes, the Bullis coach

said, "This was our hardest

game .so far this year. Your pass

I

defense was we.ik but your line

i play was tremendous." Quater-

back Bobby Sutton, stated that

he was impressed by the Cats

1 hand rushing line. "They were

,

putting pressure on me every,

time I threw the ball, that big

end (Mount) dumped me about

four times."

Coach B r a n n a u said that,
^

"They were a lot bigger and lit-

tle bit better than we were." He
went on to say, that he was very

impressed by Sutton's play and

the size of giant Jerry Spears

He also cited Jack Mount (end

and Thomas for jobs well don.

for Villanova.

The Freshmen% next game is

next Friday against West Ches-

ter at Villanova.

Football Teams

Start To Go Go

In Ihiramurals

The five league, sixty team
touch football program moves
into its fourth week alter last

week's action.

The 2:30 p.m. Mendel Field
Field league saw no football ac-

tion this past week although two
teams did rack up wins. The
Mares forfeited to the Cowboys
and the East Coast Beatniks did

likewise to the Knights. _

Three good football games
highlighted the proceedings oh
Mendel Field at 4:30 p.m. last

week. On Monday Blitbs beat

Alpha Company 18-0 in a game
that was closer than the score

indicates. On Tuesday in a reaf

squeaker the Incognitoes sneak-

ed past the Awrful Awfuls 18-15.

In a real defensive battle on
Wednesday the Thumbs A.C.

overcome Charlie Company 6-0.

The teams had Thursday off due
to rain.

Dukes Swamp Guannis
The Dukes had a busy time

last week on Austin Field at

2:30 p.m., on Monday they rode
rough shod over the Guannis
28 to 0. Tuesday they had the

day off because of the Navy drill

but came back strong on Wed-
nesday to push over a touch-

down against the Langan's Las-

kes and then held on for a 7-0

win.

The 4 :30 p.m. games on Aus-
tin Field were as different as

Intramural Pass Completion
Sports Chatter'

Starved For Victory
•Tony Macklin-

Receiver takes pa.ss in Mendel Field league game. The con-

tention moves into its fourth week.

day and night. On Monday thdj

spectators were treated to a
j

scojring feast as the Spearchuck-

,

ers rolled over Urassis 35 to 0.

.

Wednesday, however, D.P.M.

;

slipped by the Chinise Bandits

7-0.

In the varioua leagues there l

are several tight races whichi

should prove very interesting.

Ed Gietz and Jack Lumsden the

Intramural Directors urge as

many spectators as possible to

come to the games and cheer

their favorite team and class-

mates on to victory.

A Study iri Comparison

A picture of a Virginian in the third quarter. Score: Vilhinova 14 —-Virginia 7.

Villanova has four more shots at victory. But it seems
certain that tiiis Saturday i.s the must game ii" victory is to

be liad tliis hoirorball season.
Dayton is having a sad time but they have won a game.

Tlioy nal)bt.(l their first game over Richmond G-3. In looking

al then record one sees an incredible, lack of scoring punch,
and tiie lat and slow "Flyers" look very much like a setup.

However, and there always is a however. Dayton is

hungry and primed lor an all out effort.

Saturday night tliey were shut out for the third time
this season 3-0 by Xavier (a team which mauled tiie 'Cats
48-20). IJut in losing by three small points Dayton had two
touchdowns nullified by penalties, lost another on a goal Hne
tumble, and missed two field goal attempts.

tallous Call

Another example of tde mistortune that has hounded
the "Flyers" this season is the Holy Cross game. Ploly Cross
won on a ID set up by a penalty against the coach for coacli-

ing Irom the sidelines.

We lelt we were going to see it invoked again last

Saturday but it seems Philadelphia area referees aren't
nearly so callous (Dan Smeddy excluded.)

Actually tor a while Saturday it appeared that the 'Cats
were to be all fortunate. Three important breaks went their

way. 1* irst VPl was offsides as VU prepared to punt. This
ltd to the first 'Cat score. '

*

Then an 81 yard TD punt return was nullified by a clip-

ping penalty. Thirdly Reggie Powe recovered a Tech fumble
on me Viiginia six and this set up the second Villanova
touchdown.

Over Roehre*s Head
But turnabout is lousy, a pass from center flew wildly

over Ed Hoehre's head as he was ready to punt.
Ideally Roehre, seeing he was trapped, would have step-

ped out of the end zone and given VPI a safety and two
points, but lost with suiprise he attempted to run and was
dropped just outside the end zone.

The "Gobblers" then plunged for a touchdown and the
ball game.

So this Saturday with Dayton and Villanova on the field

something radical will happen. Let's hope it's a Villanova
victory. "•''"':: '"':'''.' ''-'

Beyond the Dayton game come Army (3-2) with Joe
Caldwell firing like Wyatt Earp, Rutgers (4-1), and Detroit
(3-3) witii a 38-14 victory over Xavier.

Diiyton Must Game
So if the 'Cats don't strike down Dayton, Villanova will

have a winless football team this season.
The Wildcats are iniproving. They finally played a foot-

ball game Saturday. Their blocking and tackling was better.
They even gang tackled, something we don't usually see at
Villanova. And gang tackling was necessary for Tech is a
rupged, powerful ball club.

On offense the 'Cat line opened holes consistently and
Leon Ilorin went slashing through for solid gains.

Each of the three quarterbacks contributed. Nick Lan-
gone chugged around end and powered over center with
gritty determinjition, Kautter punted well, and Roehre engi-
neered a touchdown march and performed capably until his
interference collapsed. /

Still it is hard to get used to the picture of a quarter-
i>ack with his hands outstretched in a "what can I do, it

wasn't my fault" pose. '.;.'.•";
;

.

.

Ragged Air Defense
The pass defense w^as weak once again last Saturday.

VPI's first TD was on a discouragingly easy pass play. A
sharp passer could shred our air defense in its present state.

Coach Joe Rogers appealed to many of the fans with
his i)olicy of giving the players a chance and not yanking
them out of action before they have a chance to get their
bearings. The team seemed to have more spirit than at any
other time this season.

All in all, there is a flicker of optimism about this week's
game with Dayton. Two despeiate teams, both starved for
victory, will clash. It's now or never for the Wildcats.

:'»*>? »>:•••/-:. *?• *•

A picture of a Villanovan In the fourth quarter. Score: Virginia 24 — Villanova 14.
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Dayton Last Home Foe For Wildcats

WUdcftt end waits for pass in Tech game.

Techmen Tops 'Cats 24-14
Last Saturday afternoon, be-

fore a Homecoming Day crowd
of 8,000 the Villanova Wildcats
lost a heartbreaker 24-14 to Vir-

ginia Tech.
The 'Cats played their finest

game of the season but a 12

point fourth quarter for the

Gobblers was the difference.

The difference in the Wildcats
was the most pleasant aspect of

the dreary afternoon. All of the
Homecoming activities were can-

By Jim Murray

celled because of the Inclement
weather.
Even though it was their sixth

straight loss, Villanova had
nothing to be ashamed of before

the hometown fans.

The Techman drew first Wood
when Charlie Speck found half-

back, Buddy Perry a lonesome
halfback—that is he was all

alone behind V.U. pass defend-
ers—on Villanova's 39 and he
went the rest of the way un-

Wildcat FrpsHGri

Defeated By Bullis Prep
::,: by Don

Bullis Prep's 165 lb. quarter-

back, Bobby Sutton, guided his

team with a skill equalling his

jailbreaking namesake (Willie)

as Bullis School dropped the Vil-

lanova Frosh to their second

straight defeat. 23-6.

Sutton passed for two TD's,

ran for another tackled a VU
back for a safety, and passed

for one two point after the TD
play.

Bullis scored their first TD
after VU fumbled on their own
eighteen yard line early in the

second period. After being pen-

alized to the 23 yd. line, Dunn
ran for nine to the Cats' 14 yard

line. Sutton's pass was incom-

plete and, then Dunn picked up

the first down on the seven and,

then two more yards to the five.

At this point a holding penalty

was called against Bullis and, on

the next play big Jack Mount
nailed Sutton for an eleven yard

Grove
loss. Sutton's pass on third

down was incomplete, and, it

looked as if the Cats had made
a goal line-stand. They were
completely fooled, however,

with a fourth and 31 situation

Sutton dropped back and threw

a strike to Cappucio ix^o caught

the ball between 2 VU defenders

in the end zone. The pass for

the extra point was dropped.

Interoeptlon Leads to Score

The second Bullis score was
set up as Pavich intercepted a
Larry Glueck pass and returned

it to the VU 35 yard line. On
second down Sutton hit his fav-

orite target, 6*6" Jerry Spears,

for the first down. After an in-

complete pass, Fiorelli swept the

end for twelve yards and a first

down on the 13. Then Sutton rol-

led out and lobbed an aerial to

Foley, who caught it in the end
zone. Charlie Durepo booted the

(Continued on Page 10)

touched. Chuck Stephens kicked

his first of three extra points.

Langone Leader
The Wildcats, under the di-

rection of sophmore quarterback
Nick Langone started moving
the ball but squandered a scor-

ing opportunity on the six yard
line when they failed to score

in four tries.

Ed Roehre, senior quarter-

back, directed the 'Cats 72
yards with a seven yard first

score. An attempted pass for

two points fell short.

In the third quarter, Dickie
Snead returned a Villanova punt
81 yards out a clipping penalty
nullified the play and put the
ball on the V.P.I. 9 yard line.

Reggie Powe then recovered a
Virginia fumble on the six yard
line .

Fullback, Leon Horin hurdled
over the line for the second
score and Ed Roehre skirted

around end for two points.

A Home Run
Then, the home run—or long

pass pkay—ruined the 'Cats

again. This time Carroll Dale
was by himself in the end zone
for a 28 yarder. P.A.T. was
good—score 14-14.

Villanova, forced to kick, sent

Kd Roehre back to punt. A bad
pass from center gave V.PJ. the

ball on the one.

Don Vaught shot in for the

T.D. A field goal by Stephens
with 3:21 led the game for the

CSobblera.

All in all the 'CJats showed
their building up to that big

win—P.S. buy your Army tic-

kets now.

,> .by Mike Donohua
Dayton University, once an in-

dependent power in midwestem
football circles, but currently
experiencing one of its worst
seasons, will be Villanova's final

home foe of 1959, as the lifain-

liners seek to cop the Big One
Saturday at Groodreau Stadium.

Incredible at it might seem,
Dayton's football fortunes are at
an even lower ebb than the
Wildcats'. With only one wUi
coach Bud Kerr's offensively iur

ept Flyers have been able to

amass a mere 19 points in six

games. Their most recent loss

was last Saturday's 3-0 white-
washing at the hands of Xavier,

a 48-20 conqueror of Villanova
early in the season.

No Great Surprise

Unlike the situation here,

however, Dayton's unglamour-
ous record comes as no great
surprise to football "experts".

Because of last season's 2-8 slate

and the face that Kerr had no
outstanding or even reliable

backs to move behind his veter-

an line, Dayton was not given

too much of a chance to improve
appreciably on last year's rec-

ord.

Dayton's lock of scoring

punch is a carry-over from last

year. In ten games last fall the

Flyers scored only 60 points.

Thus far in six encounters they
hive garnered nineteen. By
way of comparison the Wildcats

have managed to accumulate 53

in the same number of outings.

Famine To End Saturday? I

On the basis of these statis-

tics and the 'Cats encouraging
showing against Virginia Tech,
Saturday just might be the end
of the drought .

If the Wildcats are to win
they must be »ble to contain
two Dayton standouts, Tony
Latell, a 6-1, 220 pound end and
Steve (The Rock) Palenchar,
5-10, 220 pound guard.

Latell is a glue-fingered pass
receiver who reportedly has
scouts drooling over hiis ability

as a wingman. Last season he
was 20th in the country in piass

receiving as he grabbed 24 aer-

ials good for 359 yards and one
touchdown.
One Of Best 'Utile' Guards
Palenchar is a diminutive but

destructive middle lineman who,
according to coach Kerr, "is one
of the best blockers and line-

backers on any college team in

the country." The Rock has also

been tabbed by one expert as
"the best little guard in college

football."

Other Flyer regulars and let-

termen include Bob Cyphers, an
end converted to halfback be-

cause of his breakaway speed;

George Markley, Cypher's re-

placement at end; a Hawaiian
halfback named Kwong On Kam
who has been re-christened Mil-

ton Kam to simplify things for

^>orts commentators and public

address announcers; Nate Bru-
no, halfback, who was voted
Dayton's most improved back
last year; and stellar quarter-

back Pat Connor.

Frosh With Bullis Prep
"^- ^ -s s^-. -. •.'• -w^x^x

>

I

^1

i

Bullia back tarns end for a gala In the frosli game.

SallsbHry

At Fonim

(Sm Po9« 2)
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Bus Tickets Now Available

For West Point Excursion
Round-trip tickets to West

Point are now available to all

students who signed for them,

announced Frank DeMaio and
Bob Scalia, co-chairman of the

Spirit Committee's Student Trip

sub-committee.

The tickets, which cost $5.00,

may be picked up in room 213

Frank DeMoio

Sullivan Hall. Jack Bishop is

ticket chairman.

Tickets for the Army game
have been on sale since Monday.
Price for the game tickets is

$4.00.

Four Hour Trip

Chartered Greyhound buses

will leave Villanova from Dough-
erty Hall 8 a.m. on Saturday.

They will make one rest stop

on the way. The total time for

the trip will be approximately

four hours.

The Buses will leave West
Point approximately one half

hour after the end of the game,

and will return directly to Vil-

lanova, making one rest stop.

Price **Non-Inflatlonary*'

In commenting on the trip,

Scalia quipped, "The price is

remarkably non-inflationary. It's

considerably less than the cost

of the round trip by car." He
further remarked that the pur-

pose of the trip was to support

the team and to boost school

spirit, and not merely to spend
a weekend in New York.

DeMaio declared, "We've put

a great deal of time and effort

into making this the greatest

student trip yet. I'm sure that

the student body will be behind

us 100%."
Mr. Eugene Ruane, director of

public information, announced
that, as part of the Army festiv-

ities, the cadets will parade on
the plain and pass in review be-

fore Very Rev. John A. Klekot-

ka, OSA, president.

Also, the public information

office has received six thousand

brochures on the background
and topography of West Point.

These are available to everyone

upon request to Mr. Ruane's of-

fice.

I
( Wrong Nnmbor D«pt.

Father Duffy's Secretary Wishes

That Phone Calls Would Cease
Miss Catherine McCormick,

secretary to Father John Duffy,

first floor prefect in Alumni

Hall, has had the wierdest ex-

perience of her life during the

last two weeks.

In the October 21 issue of the

VILXANOVAN, a Ust of dorm-

itory prefects and their phobe

numbers was printed. 3y an
unbelieveable coincidence Father

Duffy's phone number was mia-

printed to read LA {M)747^ Miss

McCormick's number.

That was when the fiasco be-

gan.
Six Called

Thursday night six people cal-

led, seeking various parties in

Alumni Hall. Then came the

Homecoming Weekend and the

McCormick home was deluged

by an average of 25-30 calls a

night
One young lady called the

fateful number on Friday and

when she heard Miss McCor-
mick's voice on the other end,

stage whispered in amazement,

"Mother, a woman answered the

phone!"
"All that week, our family

just beat a path to the tele-

phone," said Miss McCormick.

"Actually I didn't mind the con-

fusicm too much, it was just

that my sister has a weak heart

condition and when she was left

alone in tha honae she had to

make six to aewn tiipa a night

to wmant tiM cailo

for Alumni Hall."

Accepted Li|^tly

On the whole Miss McCormick
has accepted the situation very

lighUy.

"The only time you really lose

your sense <rf humor is when you

get a call for Alumni Hall at

about two in the morning.", she

said. "One night we received

seven calls for Larry Ameche
(son of actor Don Ameche).
After that night I would have
Mked to have wrung Larry'a

neck," she laughed. ^

"It was very embarassing

when we couldn't ccmvinoe cer-

tain people that they were not

connected with Alumni Hall,"

Miss McCormick continued, "but

they got the number out of the

VIIXANOVAN they wouW in-

sist. Or others would get very

indignant and asked to be con-

nected with Father Duffy.'*

IBIarioos

And how did Father Duffy
take all of thia? "Oh he thought
the whole affair was quite hil-

arious," Miss McCormick added,

"in fact the entire office where
I work (Angustinian Guild)

thought the incident was one Mg
riot. Ater thinking about it, I

can hardly blame them."

But just for the record, in

case some of you poor souls are

still hearing female voices on the

A^omni Hall telephone, the cor-

rect number for the first floor

Alumni is LA 5-M47.

Council Treasury Plan
OK'd by Administration
The proposed Student Council

treasury plan has been approved
by the Administration, it was
announced by Tom Hoffman,
Council chairman.
The approval was granted at

a special Student-Administration
Committee meeting held last

Thursday evening, attended by

Kev. Joseph Kemme, OSA, vice

present of academic affairs. Rev.
Dante Girolami, OSA, dean of
Student Activities, Council
vice chairman Bob DeLisa, Bill

Vincent, Council treasurer, and
Hoffman.
The budget program as ap-

proved will function thusly:

Requiem Mass This Morning

For Captain Martin Gilian

A solemn Requiem Mass was celebrated in the Villanova

Chapel this morning for Captain Martin J. Gilian, U. S. N. (Ret.)

who died last Friday, He was 60-

Captain Gilian left behind him a long career in the Navy and

twelve years on the Vill«uiova faculty as a professor in the Elec.

Engineering Department and more recently as dean of Research

and Development.

Papal Knight

In 1957, the late Pope Pius
XII named Captain Gilian a
Papal Knight of the Order of the
Holy Sepulchre for his work in

the field of Catholic education.
Selection as a Papal Knight is

one of the highest distinctions

possible for a Roman Catholic
Lay person.

Among Captain Gillan's close

friends on the Villanova faculty
was Captain James Donnelly of
the Mech. Engineering Dept,
whose naval career nearly paral-

lelled Captain Gillan's.

Donnelly recalls that he and
Captain Gilian both graduated
with the class of 1920 from the
Naval Academy. For six months
both of them served with the
fleet m World War I, as mid-
shipmen, a practice unheard of
today.

Both were stationed on Pearl
Harbor at the end of World War
n Captain Gilian was a member
of Admkal Nimitz's Staff while
Captain Donnelly worked in the
verv next building.

Before WWII, Captain Gilian

had been Chief Ehigineer on the
aircraft carrier Saratoga.

(OontlniMd on Pmgm "Z)

Murphy Against

Student Tax Plan

But Wants Budget
Bob Murphy, last year's Stu-

dent Council chairman does not

favor a student tax.

"But if there has to be a tax,

a voluntary levy as proposed
would be practically useless,"

said Murphy. "Only a manda-
tory tax would be feasable."

On the general idea of the tax.

Murphy takes issue with current

Council Chairman Tom Hoff-

man, who has tentatively back-

ed the compulsory tax plan.

"On the whole, though, I

think the budget idea is a sound
(me," continued Murphy.
When queried as to whether

he favors the more 'progressive'

elements in the budget. Murphy
emphatically assented, "Defin-

itely. I am completely in favor

of a strong aggressive budget
unhampered by resistance. How-
ever I understand that some
provisions will be deleted, per-

haps cut, because there is some
doubt that the council can han-

iCbntinued on Rbs« 8)

There will be two money-raising
projects, the movies and the
Student Council dance to be held
next February 26.

The latter event is not yet a
reality. However, little opposi-
tion is expected to the approval
of the dance. The motion to
hold the dance will be untabled
at tonight's Council session.

Whatever profits are realized
from these events will be match-
ed by the Administration. Thus,
it for example the combined rev-

enue raised by the Council
amounted to $500, the initial

treasury would contain $1000,
the other $500 coming from the
university.

To Be Saved
"The important thing to

note," reminded Hoffman, "is

that the money made will be
saved. Nothing will be spent un-
til the next school year.

"When you get right down to
it," he continued, "the treasury
as a working program will not
get underway until next Sei>-

tember. The concern of this

year's council is to get money
into the treasury and to set up
the mechanics of the program.'*

The program as outlined holds
only fQE.this year^. FoTjthe 19fi0a

1961 school year money will be
appropriated as a' direct allot-

ment from the Administration.

The funds will come from the
student activities fee. However,
no increase in the fee will be

necessary. Hence the treasury

program will be instituted with-

out aify additional cost to the

students.

"I am very satisfied with the

progress made in this vital mat-
ter," said Hoffman. "The Ad-
ministration was very coopera-

tive and seem pleased at the

initiative the Council has dis-

played. They were very encour-

aging and most helpful."

It is Hoffman's belief that this

is the biggest project any Villa-

nova Student Council has ever

undertaken. "Tet it remains for

the Council members themselves

to folkyw this thing through."

Gang Tackle In Dayton Game
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Daytbh Last Home Foe For Wildcats

Wildcat end wails for pas*, in Tech KSLine.

Techmen Tops Cats 24-1

4

Last Saturday afternoon, be-

fore a Homecoming Day crowd
of 8.000 the Villanova Wildcats
lost a heartbreaker 24-14 to Vir-

ginia Tech.

The 'Cats played their finest

game of the season but a 12

point fourth quarter for the

Gobblers was the difference.

The difference in the Wildcats
was the most pleasant aspect of

the dreary afternoon. All of the
Homecoming activities were can-

: ^ By Jim Murray \'r
celled because of the inclement
weather. ;;.\

Even though it was their sixth

straight loss, Villanova had
nothing to be ashamed of before

the hometown fans.

The Techman drew first b'ood
when Charlie Speck found half-

back. Buddy Perry a lonesome
halfback—that is he was all

alone behind V.U. pass defend-

ers on Villanova's 39 and he

went the rest of the way un-

Wildcat Frosh Gridsters

Defeated By Bullis Prep
by Dan

Bullis Prep's 165 lb. quarter-

back, Bobby Sutton, guided his

team with a skill equalling his

jailbreaking namesake (Willie)

as Bullis School dropped the Vil-

lanova P^'rosh to their second
straight defeat, 23-6. ^

Sutton passed for two TD's,

ran for another tackled a VU
back for a safety, and passed

for one two point after the Tp
:';play. '[:":::..;,:-

'

''-.';"•'••

Bullis scored their first TD
after VU fumbled on their own
eighteen yard line early in the

Second period. After being pen-

alized to the 23 yd. line. Dunn
ran for nine to the Cats' 14 yard

line. Sutton's pass was incom-

plete and, then Dunn picked up

the first down on the seven and,

then two more yards to the five.

At this i)oint a holding penalty

wa.s called against Bullis and, on

the next play big Jack Mount
nailed Sutton for an eleven yard

Grove
loss. Sutton's pass on third

down was incomplete, and, it

looked as if the Cats had made
a goal line-stand. They were
completely fooled, however,

with a fourth and 31 situation

Sutton dropped back and threw

a strike to Cappucio who caught

the ball between 2 VU defenders

in the end zone. The pass for

the extra point was dropped.

''Interception I^eads to Srore

The second Bullis score was
set up as Pavich intercepted a

Larry Glueck pass and returned

it to the VU 35 yard line. On
second down Sutton hit his fav-

orite target, 6'6" Jerry Spears,

for the first down. After an in-

complete pa.ss, Fiorelli swept the

end for twelve yards and a first

down on the 13. Then Sutton rol-

led out and lobbed an aerial to

Foley, who caught it in the end
zone. Charlie Durepo booted the

(Continued on Page 10)

touched. Chuck Stephens kicked

his first of three extra points.

Langone Leader
The Wildcats, under the di-

rection of sophmore quarterback
Nick Langone started moving
the ball but squandered a scor-

ing oi>portunity on the six yard
line when they failed to score

in four tries.

Ed Roehre, senior quarter-

back, directed the 'Cats 72
yards with a seven yard first

score. An attempted pass for

two points fell short.

In the third quarter, Dickie

Snead returned a Villanova punt
81 yards out a clipping penalty
nullified the play and put the

ball on the V.P.L 9 yard line.

Reggie Powe then recovered a
Virginia fumble on the six yard
line .

Fullback, Leon Horin hurdled
over the line for the second
score and Ed Roehre skirted

around end for two points.

A Home Run
Then, the home run—or long

pass pliay—ruined the 'Cats

again. This time Carroll Dale
was by himself in the end zone

for a 28 yarder. P.A.T. was
good - score 14-14.

Villanova, forced to kick, sent

Ed Roehre back to punt. A bad
pass from center gave V.P.I, the

ball on the one. ...

Don Vaught shot in for the

T.D. A field goal by Stephens

with 3:21 led the game for the

Gobblers.

All in all the 'Cats showed
their building up to that big

win-P.S. buy your Army tic-

kets now.

by Mike Donahue
Dayton University, once an in-

dependent power in midwestern
football circles, but currently
experiencing one of its worst
seasons, will be Villanova's final

home foe of 1959, as the Main-
liners seek to cop the Big One
Saturday at Goodreau Stadium.

Incredible at it might seem,
Dayton's football fortunes are at

an even lower ebb than the

Wildcats'. With only one win
coach Bud Kerr's offensively in-

ept Flyers have been able to

amass a mere 19 points in six

games. Their most recent loss

was last Sa.turday's 3-0 ^yhite-

washing at the hands of Xavier,

a 48-20 conqueror of Villanova
early in the season.'

No Cireat Surprise

Unlike the situation here,

however, Dayton's unglamour-
ous record comes as no great

surprise to football "experts".

Because of last season's 2-8 slate

and the face that Kerr had no
outstanding or even reliable

backs to move behind his veter-

an line, Dayton was not given

too much of a chance to improve
appreciably on last year's rec-

ord.

Dayton's lack of scoring

punch is a carry-over from last

year. In ten games last fall the

Flyers scored only 60 points.

Thus far in six encounters they

hive garnered nineteen. By
way of comparison the Wildcats

have managed to accumulate 53

in the same number of outings.

Famine To End Saturday?

On the basis of these statis-

tics and the 'Cats encouraging
showing against Virginia Tech,
Saturday just might be the end
of the drought .

If the Wildcats are to win
they must be able to contain
two Dayton standouts, Tony
Latell, a 6-1, 220 pound end and
Steve (The Rock) Palenchar,

5-10, 220 pound guard.

Latell is a glue-fingered pass
receiver who reportedly has
scouts drooling over his ability

as a wingman. Last season he
was 20th in the country in pass
receiving as he grabbed 24 aer-

ials good for 359 yards and ane
touchdown.
One Of Best 'Little' Guards
Palenchar is a diminutive but

destructive middle lineman who,
according to coach Kerr, "is one
of the best blockers and line-

backers on any college team in

the country." The Rock has also

been tabbed by one expert as

"the best little guard in college

football."

Other Flyer regrulars and let-

termen include Bob Cyphers, an
end converted to halfback be-

cause of his breakaway speed;

George Markley, Cypher's re-

placement at end; a Hawaiian
halfback named Kwong On Kam
who has been re-christened Mil-

ton Kam to simplify things for

sports commentators and public

address announcers; Nate Bru-
no, halfback, who was voted
Dayton's most improved back
last year; and stellar quarter-

back Pat Connor. ^' .
.

;,

Frosh With Bullis Prep

Bullis back turns end for a gain in the frosh game.
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Bus Tickets Now Available

For West Point Excursion
Round-trip tickets to West

Point are now available to all

students who signed for them,

announced Frank DeMaio and
Bob Scalia, co-chairman of the

Spirit Committee's Student Trip

sub-committee.

The tickets, which cost $5.00,

may be picked up in room 213

Frank I>eMoio

Sullivan Hall. Jack Bishop is

ticket chairman.

Tickets for the Army game
have been on sale since Monday.
Price for the game tickets is

$4.00.

Four Hour Trip

Chartered Greyhound buses

will leave Villanova from Dough-

erty Hall 8 a.m. on Saturday.

They will make one rest stop

on the way. The total time for

the trip will be approximately

four hours.

The buses will leave West
Point approximately one half

hour after the end of the game,

and will return directly to Vil-

lanova, making one rest stop.

Price "Non-Inflationary"

In commenting on the trip,

Scalia quipped, "The price is

remarkably non-inflationary. It's

considerably less than the cost

of the round trip by car." He
further remarked that the pur-

pose of the trip was to support
the team and to boost school

spirit, and not merely to spend
a weekend in New York.

DeMaio declared, "We've put

a great deal of time and effort

into making this the greatest

student trip yet. I'm sure that

the student body will be behind
us 100%."

Mr. Eugene Ruane, director of

public information, announced
that, as part of the Army festiv-

ities, the cadets will parade on
the plain and pass in review be-

fore Very Rev. John A. Klekot-

ka, OSA, president.

Also, the public information

office has received six thousand
brochures on the background
and topography of West Point.

These are available to everyone

upon request to Mr. Ruane's of-

fice.

Wrong Number Dept.

Father Duffy's Secretary Wishes

That Phone Calls Would Cease
Miss Catherine McCormick,:

secretary to Father John Duffy,

first floor prefect in Alumni
I

Hall, has had the wierdest ex-

perience of her life during the

last two weeks.

In the October 21 issue of the

VILLANOVAN, a list of dorm-

itory prefects and their phoiie

numbers was printed. By an
unbelieveable coincidence Father

Duffy's phone number was misr-

printed to read LA 5-0747, Miss

McCormick's number.

That was when the fiasco be-

gan. ,;::

Six Called

Thursday night six people cal-

led, seeking various parties in

Alumni Hall. Then came the

Homecoming Weekend and the

McCormick home was deluged

by an average of 25-30 calls a

night.

One young lady called the

fateful number on Friday and
when she heard Miss McCor-

mick's voice on the other end,

stage whispered in amazement,

"Mother, a woman answered the

phone!"
"All that week, our family

just beat a path to the tele-

phone," said Miss McCormick.

"Actually I didn't mind the con-

fusion too much, it was just

that my sister has a weak heart

condition and when she was left

alone in the house she had to

make six to aeven trips a night

downataini to answer the calla

for Aitiinni Hall."

Accepted Lightly

On the whole Miss McCormick
has accepted the situation very

lightly.

"The only time you really lose

your sense of humor is when you
get a call for Alumni Hall at

about two in the morning.'*, she

said. "One night we received

seven calls for Larry Ameche
(son of actor Don Ameche).
After that night I would have
Kked to have wrung Larry's

neck,'* she laughed.

"It was very cmbarassing

when we couldn't convince cer-

tain people that they were not

connected with Alumni Hall,"

Miss McCormick continued, "but

they got the number out of the

VILLANOVAN they would in-

sist. Or others would get very

indignant and asked to be con-

nected with Father Duffy."

Hilarious

And how did Father Duffy
take all of this? "Oh he thought
the whole affair was quite hil-

arious," Miss McCormick added,

"in fact the entire office where

I work (Augustinian Guild)

thought the incident was one big

riot. Ater thinking about it, I

can hardly blame them."

But just for the record, in

case some of you poor souls are

still hearing female voices on the

Alumni Hall telephone, the cor-

rect number for the flrst floor

Alumni is LA 5-9247.

Council Treasury Plan
OK'd by Adm in istration
The proposed Student Council

treasury plan has been approved
by the Administration, it was
announced by Tom Hoffman,
Council chairman.

The approval was granted at

a special Student-Administration
Committee meeting held last

Thursday evening, attended by

Kev. Joseph Kemme, OSA, vice

present of academic affairs, Rev.
Dante Girolami, OSA, dean of

Student Activities, Council

vice chairman Bob DeLisa, Bill

Vincent, Council treasurer, and
Hoffman.
The budget program as ap-

proved will function thusly:

Requiem Mass This Morning

For Captain Martin Gillan

A solemn Requiem Mass was celebrated in the Villanova

Chapelthis morning for Captain Martin J. Gillan, U. S. N. (Ret.)

who died last Friday, He was 60-

Captain Gillan left :behind him a long career in the Navy and

twelve years on the Villanova faculty as a professor in the Elec.

Engineering Department and more recently as dean of Researcn

and Development. • •

Murphy AgainstPapal Knight

In 1957, the late Pope Pius
XII named Captain Gillan a
Papal Knight of the Order of the
Holy Sepulchre for his work in

the field of Catholic education.
Selection as a Papal Knight is

one of the highest distinctions

possible for a Roman Catholic
Lay person.

Among Captain Gillan's close

friends on the Villanova faculty
was Captain James Donnelly of
the Mech. Engineering Dept.,

whose naval career nearly paral-

lelled Captain Gillan's.

Donnelly recalls that he and
Captain Gillan both graduated
with the class of 1920 from the

Naval Academy. For six months
both of them served with the

fleet in World War I, as mid-
shipmen, a practice unheard of

today.

Both were stationed on Pearl
Harbor at the end of World War
II Captain Gillan was a member
of Admiral Nimitz's Staff while

Captain Donnelly worked in the
verv next buiMing.

Before WWII. Captain Gillan

had been Chief Engineer on the
aircraft carrier Saratoga.

(Continued on I^o '3'j

Student Tax Plan

But Wants Budget
Bob Murphy, last year's Stu-

dent Council chairman does not
favor a student tax.

"But if there has to be a tax,

a voluntary levy as proposed
would be practically useless,"

said Murphy. "Only a manda-
tory tax would be feasable."

On the general idea of the tax.

Murphy takes issue with current

Council Chairman Tom Hoff-

man, who has tentatively back-

ed the compulsory tax plan.

"On the whole, though, I

think the budget idea is a sound
one," continued Murphy.
When queried as to whether

he favors the more 'progressive'

elements in the budget, Murphy
emphatically assented, "Defin-

itely. I am completely in favor

of a strong aggressive budget
unhampered by resistance. How-
ever I understand that some
provisions will be deleted, per-

haps cut, because there is some
doubt that the council can han-

V: ^Continued on Page 8)

There will be two money-raising
projects, the movies and the
Student Council dance to be held
next February 26.

The latter event is not yet a
reality. However, little opposi-
tion is expected to the approval
of the dance. The motion to

hold the dajice will be untabled
at tonight's Council session.

Whatever profits are realized

from these events will be match-
ed by the Administration. Thus,
it for example the combined rev-

enue raised by the Council
amounted to $500, the initial

treasury would contain $1000,

the other $500 coming from the

university.
To Be Saved

"The important thing to

note," reminded Hoffman, "is

that the money made will be

saved. Nothing will be spent un-
til the next school year.

"When you get right down to

it," he continued, "the treasury
as a working program will not
get underway until next Sep-
tember. The concern of this

year's council is to get money
into the treasury and to set up
the mechanics of the program."
The program as outlined holds

only for this year. For the 1960-

1961 school year money will be

appropriated as a' direct allot-

ment from the Administration.

The funds will come from the

student activities fee. However,
no increase in the fee will be

necessary. Hence the treasury

program will be instituted with-

out ally additional cost to the

students.

"I am very satisfied with the

progress made in this vital mat-
ter," said Hoffman. "The Ad-
ministration was very coopera-

tive and seem pleased at the

initiative the Council has dis-

played. They were very encour-

aging and most helpful."

It is Hoffman's belief that this

is the biggest project any Villa-

nova Student Council has ever

undertaken. "Yet it remains for

the Council members themselves

to follow this thing through."

Gang Tackle In Dayton Game

Dayton back is stopped In hit tneks hf diarging, sliding, sloshing Villanova defenders.

This play was tsrpical of Hoe play in 'Cats 22-lS vkiorf.
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Salisbury Asks, "Will U.S. Balance Chinar
"Eventually, something «¥i!l

be needed by Russia to balance

the power of a rising China.

That something may very well

be the United SUtes."

So declared Harrison Salis-

bury, Pulitzer Prize-winning cor-

respondent for THE NEW
YORK TIMERS, speaking at this

year's first session of the Villa-

nova Undergraduate Forum.

Salisbury spoke on "A New
Look At The Soviet Challenge,

before a near-capacity crowd in

Vasey Auditorium last Thursday
evening.

His lecture covered the politi-

cal aspects of the Forum's four-

part consideration of the gen-
eral theme "The Challenge of
Change." Future speakers will

discuss the educational, artistic,

and scientific aspects of the
theme.

Soviet "SofT Approach
In opening his lecture, Salis-

bury briefly summarized Rus-
sian history in the past forty
years. He pointed out that the
comparatively "soft" approach
of the Soviets to the world situ-

ation is a definite reaction to the
hardship and terror of the Stalin

regime.

"Under Stalin." said Salis-

bury ,"any display of friendship

toward an American resulted in,

at the minimum, a nasty inter-

rogation session, and quite pos-

sible permanent employment in

the 'Industrial Department' of

the MVD (Soviet secret police)

—the official title of the slave

labor camps."
He emphasized the striking

nature of the change in the Sov-

iet way of life. "The people

were tired of being told they
would have to sacrifice for the

future. In the turmoil following

Stalin's death, they made it

known that they wanted things

now!"
The rise of Khrushchev, he

continued, is due to the fact that
his ideas coincide with the gen-
eral desires of the Russian peo-

ple. "It is widely believed that
Khrushchev would have come to

power regardless of the exact
circumstances following Stalin's

death. Of all t,op Communists,
K's opinions were closest to pop-
ular opinion."

Current Soviet foreign policy

is a direct result of the peoples'

desire for some comforts in life.

The Soviet economy cannot

Harrison Salisbury addressee liie VUlanovs Undergraduate
Forum.

stand competition with wealthy
western nations in all fields.

The government will have to cut

back on military and technologi-

cal spending if it is to afford

consumer goods.
To emphasize the importance

Russians attach to material

goods, Salist)ury said tha4: many
people bribe tenement landlords

into renting them rat-infested

cellars, so that they may have
priority for new housing as
hardship cases.

The huge apartment buildings

being constructed in Soviet cities

are by no means comparable to

American houses, however,
"frequently, these huge build-
ings will split in two, or will

have a wall collapse, even before

people move in," Salisbury ex-

plained. "And almost every new
apartment has huge nets built

out all around the second floor.

These are to catch tiles that

fall off outside walls and would
otherwise seriously injure pedes-

trians."

"These apartments are an in-

dication of some progress, how-
ever. You can also see progress

being made in Soviet clothing

styles, western-style commodi-
ties that are beginning to ap-

pear in stores, and in the gen-

eral attitude of the people."

To finance such consumer ad-

vance, Salisbury explained, the

government must have peace

with other nations. Russia is

playing up to the west, also, be-

cause of increasing Chinese
power.
"Many people do not feel there

is anything mysterious in Rus-
so-Chinese relations. But many
others, including myself, dis-

agree. I believe my case is

proved by the example of Outer
Mongolia."
Mongolia lies between China

and Russian Siberia. Its inhab-

itants are nomadic, about as

civilized as were American In-

dians when Europeans first came
to the new world. "For years,

Russia has controlled the Budd*
hist monks who rule Mongolia,

but they hadn't spent one nickel

for Mongolians until around
1950, when they began to real-

ize that China was waking up."

China began sending techno-

logical experts to Mongolia free

of charge, to build houses, fac-

tories and roads. The primitive

Mongolians are quite impressed

with this, and have begun to re-

gard Russians as interlopers.

"By sheer population percent-

age, China must take over the

Communist world when she

achieves sufficient economic
power," Salisbury concluded. "I

feel that, in self-preservation,

Russia will move more and more
to the west. The United States

can take advantage of this by
holding out on any form of alli-

ance with the Soviets until they

really need us."

Rafferty Lauds Cooperation
>«iiuiiwiMiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiuiiiiiira

Porfrette
uiiiiiniinuniisiaiiiiiiiiiuiiininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniioiiniiiiiiiinummiu

The E^xecutive Council at the
Senior Class met last week to
discuss both past and forthcom-
ing events.

Ray Rafferty, Senior Class
president, began the session by
relating the fact that the stu-

dent council-managed Home-
coming weekend had been the

most successful in the history of
the university despite the prob-
lems encountered.

He felt that Student Council

had done an "excellent" jab in

handling the program.
Thanlcs Officers

"The officers wish to thank all

those who helped make the

^r >i- ?.•<(•>".

Marine Officer Selection

Team to Recruit for P.LC.
On November 9th through the 13th, a Marine Officer Selec-

tion Team will visit Dougherty Hall to interview students who
are interested in becoming officers in the -United States Marine
Corps.

The two primary programs of-

fered are : Platoon Leader Class
for Freshmen, Sophomores and
Juniors; the other for the Sen-

iors and recent graduates.

The first program, popularly

known as P.L.C. can be summed
up briefly by the following fea-

tures : students remain in school

with draft deferment, no on-

campus meetings or drills—^just

two six-week summer courses at

Quantico, Virginia; pay while in

summer training, and increased

pay later as an officer, by reason
of seniority; connnissioning on
graduation day, followed by
three years active duty.

Under the OCC program, for

seniors and recent graduates,
completion of a ten week Officer

Candidate School at Quantico,
Virginia, is followed by commis-
sioning as a Second Lieutenant
and three ytmxn* active duty.

For Aviaton
In the caae of aviators, the

active duty obligation is approx-
iaaately a year and a half longer
beeaiiae of flight training.

Tlioae yo«ag men who are ia-

tcreatcd ia beeoniiig a part of
tlw Mariae Cbrps are invited to

Nurse Graduates

Excel In Navy
Three graduates of Villa-

nova's Nursing Division have
attained excellence in the Navy
Nurse Corps Candidate Pro-
gram.

Misses Margaret Bonner, Pat-
ricia Hunt, and Marsha Marlow
graduated first, third, and
seventh respectively in a class

of 61 from the U. S. Naval
School Command for Women.
As juniors, the three had en-

listed in the Naval Reserve,
along with K. Collins, E. Stew-
art, and J. Zaremaba, who are
currently at posts in Oakland,
Calif.

Upon graduation, the six girls

were conunissioned Ensigns hi

the Nurse Corps Reserve. They
then reported to the Naval
School Command for Women at
Newport, R. I.

Miiips Bonner, Hunt, and
Marlow are currently on duty at
the U. S. Naval Hospital,
Betheada, Md., and are working

fltap fay daring tlie week of No- 1 toward ICaaters Degreea at

Mb tliroagb IdtlL ' Georgetown University.

weekend so successful. The re-

sults achieved were due to

them," Rafferty said. "We are
grateful for the support we re-

ceived and, we believe that it

will continue in the future."

He expressed gratitude for

the "tremendous publicity" the
VILLANOVAN had given to

Basca weekend.
Designated as particularly

outstanding among the week-
end's activities were the Basca
dance with the music of Eddie
Bigham and the Jazz concert
with Downbeat Magazine's fav-

orite sons, the Dukes of Dixie-

land. „

,

Profitable

Class Treasurer Chuck Ward
was pleased with the outcome.
"Overall the weekend was profit-

able both financially and enter-

tainment wise. We are more
than satisfied," he said.

After the review of the Basca
Weekend a motion was passed
in which F. Anthony Macklin
was named as Public Relations
man for the Senior Class.

"Tony will act as a correlative

force between the Executive
Council, the activity, and the
Villanovan," Rafferty stated.

The Council then turned to

planning future activities. Sen-
ior weekend was the first issue.

It is scheduled to begin Febru-
ary 19 with the Dinner Dance
set for Saturday the 20th.

Alumni Night
Also discussed were arrange-

ments for Senior Alumni night,

tentatively slated for December
12.

The meeting ended with Raff-

erty declaring the hope of a sen-

ior weekend and alumni that will

be as "memorable as our years
here at Villanova."

JackValva—The Man
Behind The Scenes

I
I
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Ask any undergraduate

on campus who Jack Valva

is and he probably can't tell

you. However, show him a

picture of our subject and

his cognizance becomes im-

mediate.

Valva who graduated
from Chaminade High
School on Long Island, has
successfully blended into

s

i

A. G. McDowdl
— $•• Pog* 9—

Jock Volvo

college life. While at Cham-
inade he was homeroom
president and on the stu-

dent council. This has given

Jack a good background in.

student government.

However, Valva is the

"man behind the scene" type
person. Jack, who is a very
modest person, can often be
seen mingling with the "big

Wigs" on campus.

In his freshman year he
was a member of the orien-

tation committee. As such

he has gained many friends

on the underclass level.

This year Jack has be-

come co-chairman of the

Spirit Committee along with

John Oberlies. Few people

realize the work that must
be done to make a pep rally

successful or to organize a
good student trip.

And few people realize

that Jack Valva is one of

the persons who is instru-

mental in such projects.

"So far we are very hap-

py with the student spirit",

Jack has declared. "We have
more things planned for the

future and hope they will be
as successful as our past
endeavors."

This year he is also a
member of the student coun-
cil representing the C&F
school. In the Council he
has been elected to serve on
the Student Senate.

"I think the Student
Council can do a lot under
the leadership of Tom Hoff-

man. Much of this good
work will be an incentive

for next year's Council."

One of his pet peeves is

the attitude shown on cam-
pus toward the C&F stu-

dents. "To me the C&F
school is a part of the uni-

versity and the students are
no different from other stu-

dents." Such a situation he
hopes can be remedied.

In the future Jack desires
to continue in student af-

fairs. When he graduates,
he would like to be a sales-

man with his father's firm.

I
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Dr. Buford Will Address

Literary Club On Tuesday
Dr. Albert H. Buford, profes

sor of English, will address the

Literary Club next Tuesday af-

ternoon at 3:30 in room 203

Vasey HalL

Buford will attempt to clarify

Sir Walter Scott's position in

English literature in the field of

non-fiction. "Scott is not a high-

ly regarded novelist today, but

he is important as a non-fiction

writer," explained Buford.

"Many people fail to realize this

importance."

The Literary Club expects a

good turnout on Tuesday, due

to Buford's reputation as a

speaker. This will be the sec-

ond talk delivered before the

club, the other being senior Eng-
lish major John Dagney's on
Thomas Wolfe.

The Literary Club stresses]

that aU are invited to Buford's

address. A discussion wiU fol-

low the talk.

Dr. A. H. Bolbid

Requiem Mass This Morning

For Captain Martin Gillan
(Oontitiued from Pafire 1)

"Gillan was a daring man,"
commented Captain Donnelly.

"During the submarine menace,

he volunteered to carry high-

octane gasoline to Europe on his

tanker." He also participated in

the North African invasion.

Called Hotshot
"They called him Hotshot in

the fleet," said Donnelly. He ex-

plained that "hoshot" is slang

for a good torpedo. "When a
torpedo was cold, it died; when
it was a hotshot, it took off like

hell.

"This was Captain Martin Gil-

lan," said Donnelly.

Captain Gillan was retired

from the Navy in January of

1947 because of a physical dis-

abUity.

"When he was active, he

seemed like the toughest of

men," said Captain Donnelly.

"But he was one of the finest

He was always fair and honest

and was actually kindly despite

his gruff exterior."

In 1947. Captahi Gillan ioined

the faculty here, but gradually

spent more and more time with

research and was finally ap-

pointed dean of Research and
Development. In this post he

acted as Coordinator of govern-

ment prolects at Villanovm.

jOAxA.'^ttfU

Hooker Nudges Day Hops
Under the direetkm of Jmi

Hooker, Stndeia Coiudl secre-

tary, a "Day Stadnts' Rriatin«a
Coounittee** has been lamiehed

Aeoording to Hooker, himaelf

a day atudeat. the coaunittM has
two major porpoaea. Tbe flnt

is that of keeping all atodents

informed of school activities Iqr

posting more and better notices

on all public bulletin boards.

Want Active Steieate

The second purpose is to facil-

itate day students' participation

in activities. This will be done

by arousing the students* inter-

est in extra and oo-curricular

activities, and then paving the

way for his pursuit of these ac-

tivities through campus orgnni-

zatlons.

Underlying this external inx>-

gram is the desire to eradicate

the conunon misoonceptkm that

student activities are designed

for the resident exclusively.

As Hooker points out, **The

Day Student is, c^ course, a first

-class student, and as such

iBto af-

"Tb best develop this system,"

; "A qnesQawdre
win he ciralBted. These wiU be
fmed m. hj stmlrnlB and sob-

mittBd to the secRtwy's office

118 C Jk F, Monday
1:30

i

to the GoaBdl that aU
hold of-

proh-

with their

way ue pfams to

sadiine y*!
two fasiletis bosrdi in the C Jk F
csfeftcris. to indnee the PAW

to Bsake the Field

piatfons a regnlar stop,

asd to ohtain better traCGc con-

trol for shwirwts cnissing Lsn-

A native of Whiteside, Long
Island, Captain CSillan was mar-
ried to the frnmer Mary Carr of
the Logan Square section of
Philadelphia- A son, Lt Martin
J. GUlan, teaches Navigation and
Operations at Villanova to
NROTC

Ci^itain CMllan never fully re-

covered from a lung removal op-

eration that he underwent in

March 1968. On last FHday. the
eneigetic and active** Captain

Gillan fniaDy succombed to

heart attack.

UFO? Yanguord?

. . . No, Just A
Weother Balloon

Villanova had its own flying

saucer scare last Wednesday
night shortly after duak.

. The bizarre sight of the

meandering 10 story U. S. wea-
ther baUon resplendent in all

the oo1<m:b ctf Joseph's robe

amazed the Villanovans who
were on the scene.

*'It plunged out of the sky Kne
like a thunderbolt," rdaited

Vince Kirk, junior math maJM*,
oonoeming the unusual flying

object seen by scores of ViUa-

novans.

"It had all different etriors

and a vapor trail," Kirk added
He was one of the throng con-

gregated on the Pie Shoppe
steps peering at the latter-day

Haley's Comet.

Comments ranged from the

sublime to the ridiculous:
"Where's the Daily News photo-

grapher?," inquired Josephine

Morello, sophomore nurse.

"What is this, Sputnik in tech-

nicolor," mused another cyni-

cal observer. .. ^

R^onal Forum Scheduled
By Accountants Nov. 12

M
1

*
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Mr. Ahrin A. Clay, acting|TfaBple.
chairman of the
partflsemt, has
the SevcBtecBth Amnnal Ae-Stified

counting Fomsi, ipi—siiil by
the Philaddphia Chapter of the
Pennsylvania InsUtnte of Oerti-

fied Public Arwwistssis^ wfll be
held this year om Novcssbcr 1!^

in the Vasey HaO andttonos.

This yeai^a ptugiam wiU ia-

chide an intrDdnetiam by Rev.
Father Hartley. OJSJL. DesB off

the Commerce
School. foOowcd by a
of

m the fieklB of

the Umwasity of
wiU qnesthm four

BseGer-

of the
period is plsnnrd

to afford them
to talk with

in the

Doyle Explains

Homecoming f

Difficulties

In regards to many inquiries

concerning the cancellation of

half-time Homcoming Activities

Oct 29, Dave Doyle, the chair-

man of Homecoming Weekend,
clarified the problem.

According to Doyle, three fac-

tors contributed to the lack of

festivitks at the VJ>X
The use of the track wa
lowed because of its mnd4y
ditioB.

The public address system was
put out of order due to

failure of a vital

And the band coold not perfi

on the field nor sit in the

becauae of the posribilHy of

rain damaging the instnuneats.

An aU out effort urn the ptft

of both the Adodaistntks and
the Homeooniag OusuniHec was
made to hold the festivities. Bat
the various txoMm which they
encountered were too maeh to

overcome, said Doyle.

Acconn-
On

relatiBg to the ae-

Uniweisity wUl be
at the fonmi by

r, Wil-

A panel,

ior accounting

ing Villanova, St.

Drexel Institute of Tecfaaology.

of the Aceoont-
ndiidi is rotated

the five top

srtiools, is to ez-

with the stu-

of the Fhilad^^iia area

and unifeisilies, the

opportunities available to them
in a career of accounting.

HOWMS JOHNSOrS

King of PkruMia* P^
MiUMGCD n a-fUXAMOtJUl

JIMMiMAMARA

• M
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Realistic Budget

The Student Council has adroitly snipped
off the frills of its expansive $5,000 proposed
budget, and has resolved on a neat, potent
$3,000 treasury which is agreeable to both
the Administration and Ck>uncil leadership.

The onginal budget was trinuned of un-
necessary expenditures and as it stands, it's

a realistic program which gives credit to
Chairman Tom Hoffman, who labored his
utmost for its adoption.

.'EXren the danger of an obviously un-
popular student tax has been obviated. The
Administration agreed to a generous counter-
measure to fill the treasury.

They have agreed to provide $1,000 out-
right from the Student Activities fee. In addi-
tion, the Administration will match—dollar
for dollar—any profit the Council might
clear from the resident movies program and
the proposed Student Council Dance. This
should provide $2,000 income. Total: $3,000.

Of course, the question remains as to
whether or not the Dance and movies will
be profit-making ventures. If the first
movie, "The Glenn Miller Story," was any in-
dication last Friday night, there is cause for
^optimism.

The show was a complete sell-out and
the Council made almost $100 on the project.

Again the Administration has shown a
disposition to negotiate sympathetically with
the Council.

Nearly everyone is happy that the tax
idea was abandoned. Perhaps undercurrents
of student opposition to the tax played a part
in its final rejection.

Hoffman deserves more commendation
than he has received for his part in the ap-
proved treasury. Neither he nor his class will
be here to enjoy the treasury—^it doesn't take
effect until next year. The Council is look-
ing ahead.

ilock Kaiglit

At least Dawkins isn't in there.
I

CAMI

Student

Lettars to the Editor

Tenaglia Hits Villanovan

For "Sensationalism, Gossip"

Pulitzer Ignored

Villanova was visited last Thursday by a
Pulitzer Prize Winning journalist, an expert
in Russian Affairs. He was probably one of
the most distinguished forum speakers we
will'^fever pay to speak here. And only 50
people came to hear him.

It's true that the Vasey Hall Auditorium
Was eventually filled with a respectable audi-
ence, but only after some of the most frantic
mass pursuasion we have seen.

.Twenty minutes late, Harrison S^s-
bury, noted analyst on the NEW YORK
TIMES, finally had an audience almost
worthy of his eminence.

• Villanovans have a bit of soul-search-

ing to do when they pass up a speaker of
Salisbury's caliber (and the admission was
FREE).

We've heard a variety of explanations:
the students are in an intellectual stupor;
everyone was studying for exams (every-
one?) ; the advance publicity was negligible.

These might be the causes, but the effect
remains—very few came.

Why didn't the Student Council, which
has committees for just this sort of thing,
help publicize the event? Its massive publi-
city lured 150 students to hear a facully
member at its own forum last month, **to in-

crease the intellectual atmosphere on
camnns."

The people who did attend were a ma-
ture and appreciative audience, and Salisbury
at least appeared to be pleased.

Most criticisms of poor publicity are un-
founded, however. Posters were placed
throughout the school and announcements
were made over the public address system. It

was publicized in the VILLANOVAN.

Letters to the Editor are v«-

Ucles for expression of your

opinioa regarding matters per-

tinent to Villanova. As many as

poMlMe of these letters received

here are published In the VHU-
novaa.

To the Editor:

I would like to congratulate

Mr, Speers for his perceptive

article in the Oct. 21 issue of

the Villanovan, and especially

for his instructive comments
on the "friction" and "dissen-

sion" within Lambda Kappa
Delta.

It is indeed gratifying to ob-

serve that the Villanovan, un-

like certain local papers, never

compromises its high journal-

istic standards.

As Mr. Speers' commentary
on L.K.D. initiation clearly

shows, gossip-mongering and
rumor-spreading are never in-

dulged in by the paper's staff.

We can see, rather a sus-

tained tradition of presenting

only news of the highest order,

of general interest to everyone,

and for the intellectual better-

ment of all readers.

Unfortunately however,
there were a few errors in Mr.

Speers' comments which I

would like to clarify at the

present time:

1.) A "few seniors" were
not "left without little

brothers.'* On the con-

trary, some little broth-

ers who were assigned to

them decided to with-

draw.

2.) There was never any for-

mal decision to give the

"holy seniors" two (of

the 8op!iomores') little

brothers.

3.) The sophomores have al-

ready been assigned lit-

tle brothers.

4.) L.K.D. was deinitcly

never in a state of atter

confosion or on the point

of disintegration.

It seems that Mr. Speers has
based much of his "news" on
rumor. Perhaps if he baaed it

on nothing at all, he would
completely perfect his already
high literary standards.

If I might offer a suggestion
I would advise Mr. Speers, in

the future, not to base his

comments on rumor, even if

it does create a certain, cheap,

sensational interest. There is

no substitute for reporting ac-

curate news.
Nick Tenaglia
President L.K.D.

PM Kapp Defends
Self In Kiely Mile

To the Editor:
Last week's VILLANOVAN

contained an editorial on the

oyce ICiely Mile. This editorial

stated one of the four compet-
ing fraternities "had one soie

object in mind—to capture the

recing trophy." Although the

name of the fraternity was not
printed, it is obvious the one
concerned is Phi Kappa Pi.

First, let me say that we did

want to win the trophy. The
race was presented to us as a
strick competition, "deadly

serious," with a prize for the

winner. So, naturally, we, as
well as the other fraternities,

were out to win .

Second, the reason there was
a lack of "participation in the

festivities" on our part is that

most engineers have laboratory

sessions at that time on Thurs-
days.

Third, the appointed chair-

man of the race had previously

agreed that our runner was
completely qualified to run, and
had not warned us that our
runner would be disqualified.

The questi(m of disqualification

did not arise until minutes be-

fore the race, and even then,

it was not definite. The race

was run and our entry #Ba the

winner. It was after the race

was over that the disqualifi-

cation took place.

I feel that when an editorial

is published regarding an event

on campus, the writer should
obtain facts, and not base liis

editorial on hearsay.

This editorial put our fim-

temity in a bad light in his

eyes of the readers of the

VILLANOVAN, and we feel

this is unjustifiable.

We a^so feel that DPM, the

host fraternity, should shed
some light on the subject
G. Lee Christensen, pres. FKP
Jim Foley, vice pres. PKP

"What do yoo thiidi of a voliutery stadeirt

tax of $1.00 to support the propmed stidant
treasury?"

The proposed Student Council tax Is just

one more unnecessary financial burden upon the
already overtaxed individual

student. Certainly, we support
a program to insure the finan-

cial solvency of our student
council but we object to this

particular manner of increas-

ing Council finances. We want
a good student council, one
which is aware of both the
university's and the student's

needs. We do not want a Stu-
dent Council whose sole purpose is to use the
individual students as a scapegoat for its own
mercenary interests.

John DiPapl, Aoct., '61

Although I am not against the proposed
Student Council Treasury, I am very much
against the student tax. In my
opinion, you are asking the
student to pay for something
he is already entitled to. I be-
lieve through the proper legis-

lation in the Council, the out-
lined programs can be spons-
ored by the Council and paid
for by the administration.

John Oberlies, Eng., '61

I feel that this would be a good idea if

every student would benefit by it. Student op-
position would probably result

so therefore, if that be the
case, it should be assessed to

the Student's Activity Fund.
This idea would be beneficisd

to all and enable the Student
Council to carry out its duties

and responsibilities to the stu-

dent body.

Joyce Dacey, Nursing, '63

It is difficult to discern how the student will

benefit from such a tax, since most of the pro-
posed allocations mentioned in

the last edition of the Villa-

novan should be the responsi-

bility of the Administration to

start with.

In the event that this im-
material and allegedly volun-

tary tax is approved by the
"junior financiers" of the Stu-

dent Council and the Adminis-
tration, I feel that the student
body would not support it, because who needs

two matric cards?
Larry Giardina, Pre-law, *61 -

A voluntary student tax of one dollar would
be a reasonable request seeing as it would be

for the students benefit in the

long run. Such a tax would
be easy to pay because it is

such a nominal fee. Since the

student body is reasonably
' large the treasury would be
well on its way after the first

year's collection.

Brian Connors, Arts, '61
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Interviews Are Coming Rage

Seniors Told—Act Your Wage

Seniors are already talking

about job interviews in prep-

aration for the 140 companies

which will come to ViUanova

in the spring.

THE JOB AS '60

GRADUATES PLAN IT

OFFICE: At least three

young and beautiful secretar-

ies with heavy lines and broad

minds, ready to come, one at

a time, upon buzzer summons.

The oflSce will

have a closed

door and wall*

to-wall carpet-

ing. Paintings

on the wall are

originals and
the desk is

slanted at a 45

degree angle
tOTNItS (anybody who

is anybody has his desk at 45

degrees). Somewhere in the

office is at least one live green

plant, which he and one of the

secretaries—the prettier one—

playfully water together.

TRANSPORTATION: The
boss's private car ready, upon

call, at all hours, including the

evenings, when many import-

ant conferences are held, fre-

quently with one of the secre-

taries.

HOURS: Noon til three

o'clock, with a couple of hours

for lunch, as desired, and time

out for golf.

VACATIONS AND HOLI-

DAYS: Vacations, six to eight

months, and leave of absence,

on company expense, as de-

sired, during working season.

All legal holidays, all day Sat-

urdays, and any afternoon

there is a home town game.

SALARY: Reasonable—say

eight to ten thousand to start,

with unlimited expense ac-

count and unlimited credit at

the boss's tailor.

AS IT WILL BE
OFFICE: A dark comer at

a roll top desk among files in

in the shipping,room.
TRANSPORTATION: A

strap, if luck holds, on the sub-

way or street car.

HOURS t Eight to six, with

occasional overtime. Lunch

bob brothars

time if possible.

VACATIONS AND HOLI-

DAYS: Two weeks, with pay,

after the second year if bus-

iness conditions improve. Sun-

days off once a month when

possible and convenient to the

company.

SALARY: Reasonable—say

$50 a week to start, and a

raise to $52.50 after six

months.
Whether or not your dream

comes true always carry an

attache case. The slimmer the

case the more important you

Will look. Always carry one,

even it its only to pack pea-

nut-butter sandwiches.

Speerlfealltm . t *

Salisbury Tells of Collegiate

Experiences and Opinions
^ kill

Cewwcil in Vho Round . .

.

Cooncil Treasury

Is Civen Sopoort

By Administration

Fr. James Hasson O.S.A.

bieaiu ground for the Villas

nova library.

Last pf SerJps . .

.

Last Thursday evening four

members oi the Villanovan,

namely, editor-in-chief Tom
Wolf, news editor Jim Mc-

Ateer, tormat editor Mike

Keys, and this writer, were

pnviledged to meet privately

with the Pulitizer Prize-win-

ning journalist for the New
York Times—Harnson E. Sal-

isbury.

A tall bespectacled man
about middle age, Salisbury

seemed quite anxious to go

over a few editions of our pa-

per with us and reUte to us

some of his experiences as a

newspaperman.
The highlight of our forty

minute session with the foreign

correspondent was his reminis-

cences of his college years as

editor of his campus newspa-

per.

He told us cj a time when

bill spaars

ucation. But the best was yet

to come. Twenty-five years

later, he returned to the same

college to conduct a lecture

only to discover that the date

he was to give the lecture was

the anniversary oj his expul-

sion.

He also visited the library

and noticed that a smoking

room had been installed.

We asked him his opinion

concerning journalistic criti-

cism of college administration

and he answered that he

thought it was a good thing

if not carried to far; i.e. to

knock it in every issue.

He also let it be known that

he is not as conservative as

the TIMES. I*d lilce to see

more pictures and perliaps

darlier headlines in the Times",

ho said.

When one of us confronted

"The Student Council re-

ceives permission to set up

their own Treasury", roars the

Villanovan

!

Last Thursday the officers of

the Student

Villanova Movement;

torn hoffmaa Porever Forward

HOFFMAN

Chorgeof Me ^^

Flight Brigode

(with apologies to

A. L. Tennysoa)

Half a pace, half a pace,

Half a pace onward,

Out of the buildings from class

Charged the forty hundred.

"Forward the Flight Brigade!

Charge for the door." they

aid;
Out of the buildingB from class

Charged the forty hundred.

Autos to right of them,

Autos to left of them,

Autos behind them

Blow horns and blundered;

Forward they nn pell-mell,

While hooka and tllda rules

fell

Nothing their charge to halt.

Nothing thehr nolae to queU.

When can their glory fwie?

O the wnd ehaiga thqr nadt!

All the world wondered.

Honor the charge they made!

Honor the Flight Brigade,

NoUe forty hundred!

Council sat

down with Fr.

K e m m e and

Fr. Girolami to

discuss and
evaluate the
proposed
Treasury. Two
and one - ha^f

hours later we

all left the meeting with an

elated feeling of accomplishing

somethini;. The administrative

members had assisted the Stu-

dent Council in numerous wavs

by advising and suggesting

changes nnd new ideas for our

own benefit.

That evening Fr. Girolami

suggested the way in which

the Treasury could be started

off and how the University

would assist us in this endeav-

or. Fr. Girolami along with Fr.

Kemme are the ones who de-

serve the most credit for put-

ting this idea on a sound foun-

dation.

In presenting this program

I was only interested in dissem-

inating as many ideas as pos-

sible. I tried to incorporate my
own suggestions with those

programs from other schools.

In short, our report was a con-

glomeration of ideas— some

practical and others not Last

Thursday we set these ideas

on a firm foundation and re-

turned to the realm of realism.

We can never expect to

change completely overnight,

we must start slowly and

concentrate our energies and

activities upon the proper

functioning of the Student

Council and see that we can

work it better on a smaller

scale than the first suggested

$5,000 Budget
Depending upon the ability

of the Council's members, we

can start out with a budget of

around $3,000. and when yon

stop to consider it this is not

really a small scale.

Nov it*8 up to the Council!

They have got to make the

programs and projects success-

fuL They have to work out

concrete programs. They still

need ideas!

\

THE PROGRAM, and with it

a new era, were inaugur-

ated here on May 30, 1942,

when the naval commander of

the new V-12 unit called to

present his credentials to Fa-

ther Stanford.

With the military in control,

life at Villanova during the

war was completely transform-

ed. Uniforms were to be seen

everywhere; only a handful of

civilian students remained. All

administrative duties were

handled by Navy personnel,

and the Fathers and their lay

associates were left free to con-

centrate their attention to

teaching.

Many <rf the priests were

called into active duty as chap-

lains. To those remaming fell

the conduct of government-

sponsored night classes for war

workers wanting to increase

their knowledge and skills.

With the end of the war

came a gradual return for

normalcy.
So great was the increase m

enrollment that a new class-

buUding (Belle Air Hall) and

four new dormitories (the

old Barracks, since replaced by

Sullivan HaU) had to be

MEANWIOLE THE overflow

from the dormitories took

up residence in the Field

House, where blankets strung

in clothesline fashion partition-

ed the gym into makeshift

rooms.
The return of peacetime,

also saw the resumption of Vil-

lanova's building program. A
new Chemical Engineering

Building, the finest in the coun-

try, was erected- Next to it

rose Commodore John Barry

Hall, which houses the NROTC
unit, one of fifty-two in the

country. A new Library to

house the college's overflowing

collectk>n ot books was also

built

Three yearn ago a new law

building waa dedicated. Two
years ago it was a new dormi-

tory and the new C and F
Building.

Plans have already been

drawn for additional engineer-

taig buildings. What is the fu-

ture of Villanova University?

The history of the University

only allows for one movement

—^Forward.

Harrison E. Sallsbary examines a copy of the Villanovan

with Tom Wolf, Am McAteer and Mike Keys.

a rule had been passed by the

college buiiding superentendent

that forbade smoking in the

library vestibule under penalty

of expulsion.

"This rule forced smokers to

go outside when they wanted a

cigarette," Salisbury related.

"Since the winters in Minneap-

olis, where I went to college,

are very severe, I believed that

this rule was unfair and the

penalty ridiculous. So I chal-

langed this regulation by pur-

posely smoking in the library

vestibule. Well, I was promptly

thrown out." \ •

But Salisbury admitted that

his expulsion wa.H partly doe

to the editorial policy he had

been pursidng in the eoII^Ee

paper. '*! needled the hell out

of the adminlHtration'*, be said.

After the dust had cleared,

he returned to the some ooOe^e

and quietly completed his ed-

him with the typographical er-

rors, for which the TIMES is

notorious, he admitted that it

was very unfortunate. "When
I write a story that I especial-

ly want presented correctly, I

just l^irddog that story fright

from the typewriter to the

press. There's no other way",

he smiled.

'Round Campus •• • There

seems to be a prevalent deMre

amo.ng many of Us memlfers to

have the name of Opera-Clqs-

sioa changed to aomeUiing

mere oppropriate. Lately, the

eociety has developed a very

liberal attitude in the fiOd of

music and there is no temng
how many people have been

discouraged from membership

by the society*s uams Oaelf . . .

Publicity oa the "Dukes of

Dixieland^' concert poor. Last

year publicity was heard over

New York radio stations'

CAymtOMK
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Realistic Budget

The Student Council has adroitly snipped
off the frills of its expansive $5,000 proposed
budget, and has resolved on a neat, potent
$3,000 treasui-y which is agreeable to both
the Administration and Council leadership.

The original budget was trimmed of un-
necessary expenditures and as it stands, it's

a realistic program which gives credit to
Chairman Tom Hoffman, who labored his
utmost for its adoption.

Dven the danger of an obviously un-
popular student tax has been obviated. The
Administration agreed to a generous counter-
measure to fill the treasury.

They have agreed to provide $1,000 out^
right from the Student Activities fee. In addi-
tion, the Administration will match—dollar
for dollar—any profit the Council might
clear from the resident movies program and
the proposed Student Council Dance. This
should provide $2,000 income. Total: $3,000.

Of course, the question remains as to
whether or not the Dance and movies will
be profit-making ventures. If the first
movie, "The Glenn Miller Story," was any in-
dication last Friday night, there is cause for
optimism.

The show was a complete sell-out and
the Council made almost $100 on the project.

Again the Administration has shown a
disposition to negotiate sympathetically with
the Council.

Nearly everyone is happy that the tax
idea was abandoned. Perhaps undercurrents
of student opposition to the tax played a part
in its final rejection.

Hoffman deserves more commendation
than he has received for his part in the ap-
proved treasury. Neither he nor his class will
be here to enjoy the treasury—it doesn't take
effect until next year. The Council is look-
ing ahead.

''"•.'

•>.•,'

Black Knisfct

of Hm

Huaton

"At least Dawkins isn't lit there."

Pulitzer Ignored

Villanova was visited last Thui'sday by a
Pulitzer Prize Winning journalist, an expert
in Russian Affairs. He was probably one of
the most distinguished forum speakers we
will ever pay to speak here. And only 50
people came to hear him.

It's true that the Vasey Hall Auditorium
was eventually filled with a respectable audi-
ence, but only after some of the most frantic
mass pursuasion we have seen.

Twenty minutes late, Harrison Salis-

bury, noted analyst on the NEW YORK
TIMES, finally had an audience almost
worthy of his eminence.

Villanovans have a bit of soul-search-
ing to do when they pass up a speaker of

Salisbury's caliber (and the admission was
FREE).

We've heard a variety of explanations:
the students are in an intellectual stupor;
everyone was studying for exams (every-
one?) ; the advance publicity was negligible.

These might be the causes, but the effect
remains—^very few came.

Why didn't the Student Council, which
has committees for just this sort of thing,
help publicize the event? Its massive publi-
city lured 150 students to hear a faculty
member at its own forum last month, **to in-

crease the intellectual atmosphere on
campiis." • '•"••':>

The people who did attend were a ma-
ture and appreciative audience, and Salisbury
at least appeared to be pleased.

Most criticisms of poor publicity are un-
found**'', however. Posters were placed
throughout the school and announcements
were made over the public address system. It

was publicized in the VILLANOVAN.

. * :
•

iMtm to the Editor are ve-

hicleti for expression of your

opinion regarding matters per-

tinent to Villanova. As many as

possible of these letters received

here are published In the Villa-

r?ovan.

Letters fo fhe Edifor

Tenaglia Hits Villanovan

For "Sensationalism, Gossip*^
sensational interest. There is

no substitute for reporting ac-

curate news.
Nick Tenaglia
President L.K.D.

Phi Kapp Defends
Self In Kiely Mile

To the Editor:
Last week's VILLANOVAN

contained an editorial on the

oyce Kiely Mile. This editorial

stated one of the four compet-
ing fraternities "had one soie

object in mind—to capture the

recing trophy." Although the

name of the traternity was not
printed, it is obvious the one
concerned is Phi Kappa Pi.

/First, let me say that we did

want to win the trophy. The
race was presented to us as a

strick competition, "deadly

serious," with a prize for the

winner. So, naturally, we, as

well as the other fraternities,

were out to win .

Second, the reason there was
a lack of "participation in the

festivities" on our part is that

most engineers have laboratory

sessions at that time on Thurs-
days.

Third, the appointed chair-

man of the race had previously

agreed that our runner was
completely qualified to run, and
had not warned us that our
runner would be disqualified.

The question of disqualification

did not arise until minutes be-

fore the race, and even then,

it was not definite. The race

was run and our entry v^sa the

winner. It was after the race

was over that the disqualifi-

cation took place.

I feel that when an editorial

is published regarding an event

on campus, the writer should

obtain facts, and not base his

editorial on hearsay.

This editorial put our fra-

ternity in a bad light in his

eyes of the readers of the

VILLANOVAN, and we feel

this is unjustifiable.

We a'so feel that DPM, the

host fraternity, should shed
some light on the subject,

G. Lee Christensen, pres. PKP
tlim Foley, vice pres. PKP

To the Editor:

I would like to congratulate

Mr. Speers for his perceptive

article in the Oct. 21 issue of

the Villanovan, and especially

for his instructive comments
on the "friction" and "dissen-

sion" within Lambda Kappa
Delta.

It is indeed gratifying to ob-

serve that the Villanovan, un-

like certain local papers, never

compromises its high journal-

istic standards. ,

As Mr. Speers' commentary
on L.K.D. initiation clearly

shows, gossip-mongering and
rumor-spreading are never in-

dulged in by the paper's staff.

We can see, rather a sus-

tained tradition of presenting

only news of the highest order,

of general interest to everyone,

and for the intellectual better-

ment of all readers.

Unfortunately however,
there were a few errors in Mr.

Speers' comments which I

would like to clarify at the

present time:

1.) A "few seniors*' were

not "left without little

brothers.'* On tlie con-

trary, some little broth-

ers who were assigned to

them decided to with-
"• ' draw. ^' :'

'

2.) There was never any for-

.':.; -mal decision to give the
^ .a' "holy seniors" two (of

.*',, the sophomores') little

brothers.

3.) The sophomores have al-

ready been as.signed lit-

tle brothers.

4.) L.K.D. was definitely

never in a state of utter

cnnfiLsion or on the point

of disintegration.

It seems that Mr. Speers has
based much of his "news" on
rumor. Perhaps if he based it

on nothing at all, he would
completely perfect his already

high literary standards.

If I might offer a suggestion

I would advise Mr. Speers, in

the future, not to base his

comments on rumor, even if

it does create a certain, cheap,

Student
"What do yoa think of a voluntary Btadent

tax of $1.00 to support the proposed student
treasury?"

The proposed Student Council tax is just

one more unnecessary financial burden upon the

already overtaxed individual

student. Certainly, we support
a program to insure the finan-

cial solvency of our student
council but we object to this

particular manner of increas-

ing Council finances. We want
a good student council, one
which is aware of both the
university's and the student's

needs. We do not want a Stu-
dent Council whose sole purpose is to use the
individual students as a scapegoat for its own
mercenary interests.

John DiPapl, Acct., '61

Although I am not against the proposed
Student Council Treasury, I am^ very much
against the student tax. In my
opinion, you are asking the
student to pay for something
he is already entitled to. I be-

lieve through the proper legis-

lation in the Council, the out-
lined programs can be spons-
ored by the Council and paid
for by the administration.

John Oberlies, Eng., '61

I feel that this would be a good idea if

every student would benefit by it. Student op-
position would probably result

so therefore, if that be the

case, it should be assessed to

the Student's Activity Fund.
This idea would be beneficial

to all and enable the Student
Council to carry out its duties

and responsibilities to the stu-

dent body.

Joyce Dacey, Nursing, '63

It is difficult to discern how the student will

benefit from such a tax, since most of the pro-
posed allocations mentioned in

the last edition of the Villa-

novan should be the responsi-

bility of the Administration to

start with. .;
- ..;

In the event that this im-

material and allegedly volun-

tary tax is approved by the

"junior financiers" of the Stu-

dent Council and the Adminis-
tration, I feel that the student

body would not support it, because who needs

two matric caords?

Larry Giardina, Prc-Uw, '61

.A voluntary student tax of one dollar would
be a reasonable request seeing as it would be

for the students benefit in the

long run. Such a tax would
be easy to pay because it is

such a nominal fee. Since the

student body is reasonably
' large the treasury would be

well on its way after the first

year's collection.

Brian Connors, Arts, '61
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Interviews Are Coming Rage

Seniors Told—A.Qt Your Wage

THE VILLANOVAN Page S
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Seniors are already talking

about job interviews in prep-

aration for the 140 companies

which will come to Villanova

in the spring.

THE JOB AS '60

GRADUATES PLAN IT

OFFICE: At least three

young and beautiful secretar-

ies with heavy lines and broad

minds, ready to come, one at

a time, upon buzzer summons.

The office will

have a closed

door and wall-

to-wall carpet-

ing. Paintings

on the wall are

originals and
the desk is

slanted at a 45

degree angle
ROTNIRS (anybody who

is anybody has his desk at 45

degrees). Somewhere in the

office is at least one live green

plant, which he and one of the

secretaries—the prettier one—

playfully water together.

TRANSPORTATION: The
boss's private car ready, upon

call, at all hours, including the

evenings, when many import-

ant conferences are held, fre-

quently with one of the secre*

taries.

HOURS: Noon til three

o'clock, with a couple of hours

for lunch, as desired, and time

out for golf. „^,,
VACATIONS AND HOLI-

DAYS: Vacations, six to eight

months, and leave of absence,

on company expense, as de-

sired, during working season.

All legal holidays, all day Sat-

urdays, and any afternoon

there is a home iovm game.

SALARY: Reasonable—say

eight to ten thousand to start,

with unlimited expense ac-

count and unlimited credit at

the boss's tailor.

AS IT WILL BE
OFFICE: A dark comer at

a roll top desk among files in

in the shipping room.

TRANSPORTATION: A
strap, if luck holds, on the sub-

way or street car.

HOURS: Eight to six, with

occasional overtime. Lunch

bob brothers

time if possible.

VACATIONS AND HOLI-

DAYS: Two weeks, with pay,

after the second year if bus-

iness conditions improve. Sun-

days off once a month when

possible and convenient to the

company.

SALARY: Reasonable—say

$50 a week to start, and a

raise to $52.50 after six

months.
Whether or not your dream

comes true always carry an

attache case. The slimnt^er the

case the more important you

will look. Always carry one,

even it its only to pack pea-

nut-butter sandwiches.

Speeritualism . .

.

Salisbury Tells of Collegiate

Experiences and Opinions
t u:ii

Council in the Round . .

.

Council Treasury

Is Given SupQort

By Administration
torn hoffman

"The Student Council re-

ceives permission to set up

their own Treasury", roars the

Villanovan

!

Last Thursday the officers of

, t h e Student

Council sat

^. down with Fr.

* K e m m e and

'^ Fr. Girolami to

\f discuss and

Fr. James Hasson O.S.A.

breaks ground for the Villas

nova library.

Last of Series . .

.

Last Thursday evening four

members ol tne Villanovan,

nameiy, editor-in-chief Tom
Wolf, news editor Jim Mc-

Ateer, lormat editor Mike

Keys, and this writer, were

priviledged to meet privately

with the Pulitizer Prize-win-

ning journalist for the New
York Times—Harrison E. Sal-

isbury.

A tall bespectacled man
about middle age, Salisbury

seemed quite anxious to go

over a few editions of our pa-

per with us and relate to us

some of his experiences as a

newspapirman.
The highlight of our forty

minute session with the foreign

correspondent was his reminis-

cences of his college years as

editor of his campus newspa-

pev.- y y
'

-•. //-;
He told us of a time when

bill speers

ucation. But the best mis yet

to come. Twenty-five years

later, he returned to the same

college to conduct a lecture

only to discover that the date

he was to give the lecture was

the anniversary oj his expul-

sion.

He also visited the library

and noticed that a smoking

room had been installed.

We asked him his opinion

concerning journalistic criti-

cism of college administration

and he answered that he

thought it was a good thing

if not carried to far; i.e. to

knock it in every issue.

He also let it be known that

he is not as conservative as

the TIMES. I'd like to sec

more pictures and perhaps

darker headlines in the Times",

ho said.

When one of us confronted

HOFFMAN

Cftorge of tfce

Right
(with apologies to

A. L. Tennyson)

Half a pace, half a pace,

Half a pace onward,

Out of the buildings from class

Charged the forty hundred.

"Forward the Flight Brigade!

Charge for the door." they

said; ^ ,

Out of the buildings from class

Charged the forty hundred.

Autos to right of them,

Autos to left of them,

Autos behind them

Blew horns and blundered;

Forward they ran pell-mell.

While books and slide rules

Nothing their charge to halt,

Nothing their noise to quelL

When can their glory fade?

O the wUd charge they made!

All the world wondered.

Honor the charge they made!

Honor the Flight Brigade,

Noble forty hundred!

^^OSEPHINE MORELl/)

evaluate the
proposed
Treasury. Two
and one - ha'f

hours later we

all left the meeting with an

elated feeling of accomplishing

somethine. The administrative

members had assisted the Stu-

dent Council in numerous wavs

by advising and suggesting

changes and new ideas for our

own benefit.

That evening Fr. Girolami

suggested the way in which

the Treasury could be started

off and how the University

would assist us in this endeav-

or. Fr. Girolami along with Fr.

Kemme are the ones who de-

serve the most credit for put-

ting this idea on a sound foun-

dation.

In presenting this program

I was only interested in dissem-

inating as many ideas as pos-

sible, I tried to incorporate my
own suggestions with those

programs from other schools.

In short, our report was a con-

glomeration of ideas— some

practical and others not. Last

Thursday we set these ideas

on a firm foundntion and re-

turned to the realm of realism.

We can never expect to

change completely overnight,

we must start slowly and

concentrate our energies and

activities ui>on the proper

functioning of the Student

Council and see that we can

work it better on a smaller

scale than the first suggested

$5,000 Budget.

Depending upon the ability

of the Council's members, we

can start out with a budget of

around $3,000, and when you

stop to consider it, this is not

really a small scale.

Now it's up to the Council!

They have got to make the

programs and projects success-

ful. They have to work out

concrete programs. They still

need ideas!

Villandva Movement;

Forever Forward

THE PROGRAM, and with it

a new era, were inaugur-

ated here on May 30, 1942,

when the naval commander of

the new V-12 unit called to

present his credentials to Fa-

ther Stanford.

With the military in control,

life at Villanova during the

war was completely transform-

ed. Uniforms were to be seen

everywhere; only a handful of

civilian students remained. All

administrative duties were

handled by Navy personnel,

and the Fathers and their lay

associates were left free to con-

centrate their attention to

teaching.

Many of the priests were

called into active duty as chap-

lains. To those remaining fell

the conduct of government-

sponsored night classes for war

workers wanting to increase

their knowledge and skills.

With the end of the war

came a gradual return for

normalcy.
So great was the increase in

enrollment that a new class-

building (Belle Air Hall) and

four new dormitories (the

old Barracks, since replaced by

Sullivan HaU) had to be

erected.
''' ':''

MEANWHILE THE overflow

from the dormitories took

up residence in the Field

House, where blankets strung

in clothesline fashion partition-

ed the gym into makeshift

rooms.
The return of peacetime,

also saw the resumption of Vil-

lanova's building program. A
new Chemical Engineering

Building, the finest in the coun-

try, was erected. Next to it

rose Ommodore John Barry

Hall, which houses the NROTC
unit, one of fifty-two in the

country. A new Library to

house the college's overflowinK

collecUon of books was also

built.

Three years ago a new law

building was dedicated. Two
years ago it was a new dormi-

tory and Uie new C and F

Building.

Plans have already been

drawn for additional engineer-

ing buildings. What is the fu-

ture of Villanova University?

The history of the University

only allows for one movement

—Forward.

Harrison E. Salisbury examines a copy of the Villanovan

with Tom Wolf, Jim McAteer and Mike Keys.

a rule had been passed by the

college buiMng superentendent

that forbade smoking in the

library vestibule under penalty

of expulsion.

"This rule forced smokers to

go outside when they wanted a

cigarette," Salisbury related.

"Since the winters in Minneap-

olis, where I went to college,

are very severe, I believed that

this rule was unfair and the

penalty ridiculous. So I chal-

langed this regulation by pur-

posely smoking in the library

vestibule. Well, I was promptly

thrown out."

But Salisbury admitted that

his expulsion was partly due

to the editorial policy he had

been pursuing in the college

paper. "I needled the hell out

of the administration'*, he said.

After the diust had cleared,

he returned to the same college

and quietly completed his ed-

him with the typographical er-

rors, for which the TIMES is

notorious, he admitted that it

was very unfortunate. "When
I write a story that I especial-

ly want presented correctly, I

just l?irddog that story right

from the tjrpewriter to the

press. There's no other way",

he smiled.

'Round Campus . . . There

seems to be a prevalent desire

amojng many of its members to

have the name of Opera-Clas-

sica changed to something

mere appropriate. Lately, the

society has developed a very

liberal attitude in the field of

music and there is no teUing

how many people have beett

discouraged from membership

by the society's name itself . . .

Publicity on the "Dukes oj

Dixieland** concert poor. Last

year publicity was heard over

New York radio stations*

OUAnKCOMU^
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Creative Engineering Course Opens

Vast, New Vistas For Senior Engineers

Mr. George Aurth, along with his associates, coordinates challenging new program which for

Ihe next two years will deal itself with the development of hearing devices for the deaf. '' Ideas
and Creation''—theme.

By PAUL CRAWFORD

of the
TbthoMitiim

rhaWmge. A ckaaee to

into mi* year the

the deaf, dome i*.

*58»

"58, Geotse Chitet-
*», and IL Ves-

deCeraBt to apraking
inability to realiae

Tfacgr hMV^ an tiie

for apeaking. bat
to apeak if they

what aonnd ia beeanae

bear it? To a deaf child

inatmctor and 1^ feeUng the vitant-

tiona would know there waa a aound
being made bat rarely could diatin-

guiah between a word or a gmnt.
The aecond way of teaching waa lip

readini^ in wliidi the child tried to

imitate the lip farmaticHi, tongue
placement and breath of the inatmc-
tor. Often a feather would be placed
in front of the inatruetor'a mouth to
emphaaiae the need for breath idien
making aounds. Tbe above examples
riiow deariy the handicape inneaented

in inatrocting the deaf, and the need
for aMue type of equipment to help

to an
atndenta, ia nanally '^'—'^''—^ by
merhanifala Thia ia partly doe to

a lack of iaUaeai on the part of the
other diiiiiiiBM, and alao doe to the
difficulty off ittlBs the
the acfaedolea off

method off

olontaiy ai^iicatlaB Cor the
and a ay>tem off ezama which are in-

tended to faring aaiy fateat taknt to
the fore. Plewiuua THifl^aal

ia alao weighed heavily in
ing the appfieanta. At
off the aenior year tiie

who beat ^laafify are
year WlUiam Gahn, Stan Boak, Wil-
liam Barron, Ron Mwiiatwe, Hiarry
SiegfSeldt, Jim OTieaiy. Fkaoak Fetiy.
Fired Macfainefaick, John
and Kevin MeOatdiy are the
of theooon
ME 244-5u

Mr. Geocge Anth. iiead'off

dianicai Engineering departmeaft at
Villanova, is the chieff leUuMet and
oomdinator for aU phaaea off the

gram. Althoagii, it ia to be
aiaed, that a balk off tbe
delivered by gaeat apeakera from aD
fields off endeavor. Thia is doe to tiie

diverse natme off tiie eoarse and
alao to the fact that nmny other fielda

beside engineering play an inoiportant

part in designing for this eoarse. Mr.
Auth is timnkfal for the eooperatmi
al many outsiderB and espedally

grateful for the many people <m the
faculty here at Yillamyva who have-

helped in the varioaa phases off Um
course's develofMnent. Last year Pro-

fessor Bonniwen of the RqrtholQgy
Department {Movided background auii-

terial along with assistanoe in

oping a machine to

ability- to perform ocmpafinaal taska

under pniportioaally

ses. This theory along with tlie

chine has
eapedaUy from the

IdMS

Woodward *SP, gave a talk am.

mmwM
.„ of the Creative Eagiaeeriag class look over equipment wiiich

is their aca^ for new discoveries for tbe deaf.

Jim
thia adbject

offtheA&MJS.

it is an extremely serious problem to

raaliae that other people are talking

and hearing yet try as he may it al-

ways ends in a frustrating effort due

to tbe natural incomprehension of

speech is. These are the prob-

that are being tackled by our

boddii« yoang engineers at Villanova.

Now it win be shown what has been

aboot theae obetacka to a deaf

life.

Tosk

with the "Arch-
iMUtata for

of the

off the throat

Md "19 readfavg." In the Ant method
am chBd would bold the throat off the

the children. ;;

The next step was the developnnent

of this equipment. To simplify the

process the develofMnent was to be

in two natural stages to correspond

with the iHToblem of the child.

The problem of volume, the first

stage of development, can be illustra^

ted by the fact that when a deaf

child makes a sound, he does not

reahae that he baa apoken. It ia not.

ymnF"«l for a child to form a word,

and think he baa aaid it, although
no aound has been emitted.

The aeoond problem to be tackled

waa that off apedfic letter determina-
tioB. Iliere are many woida and let^

ten wiiich have afanoat identical lip

movemoita and throat viln-ationa. For
example, "T\ and "D^ an pro-
nounced almost alike aa far «a tongue
fommtioii, breath eontroi, etc. an
coneemed; the diffierenoe being in a
anbtle tonguteg at the bridge off the

The aohrtion to the fint problem^

that of volume and pitch control waa
tried with rather a simple device. It

ia a well known psychological fact
that color most appeals to children.

Based on this, a system of lights waa
aH up in conjunction with an amp-
lifier, microphone, and filtering de-
vice. Originally the filtering device,

wiiich would seperate the pitches,

was to be electronic, but this proved
to be very expensive. In conjunction
with the Physics Department a ser-

ies of tube resonators was tried, each
one tuned to a different frequency.
Thus any particular frequency and
its corresponding pitch could be pick-
ed out of the sound field and con-
verted to electrical energy. The
volume indicator was a simple mat-
ter of designing and making the amp-
lifier circuit.

Etecfronics Prove Invaluoble

These two components, volume and
pitch, were now linked to lights which
by brightness or color showed the
children exactly how loud or in what
pitch they were trying to speak. This
instrument has to be refined but the
basic idea has proved to be an in-

valuable aid in teaching the deaf. It

is the hope of all concerned to be
able to reduce the size and cost of
the equipment to a point where al-

most any deaf child could have one
in his home.

The problem of specific letter de-
termination was next approached.
Here an oscilloscope was brought into
the picture. Each letter when spoken
distinctly has its own pattern on the
screen of the scope. The deaf child

by speaking into a microphone con-
nected to the scope could see a differ-

ence in the wave formations on the
screen. As an example, take the al-

ready-mentioned subtle difference be-
tween "T" and "D". Although it ia

difficult to differentiate between their

physical formation, on an oscilloscope

the difference is very pronounced, the
"T" having a high sharp peak and
the "D" a low sloping line. By super-

imposing the characteristic wave form
on the screen of the scope the child

could practice matching the form with
his own voice.

The difficulties encountered were
once more the exx)ense and the speed
with which the wave form passed
across the screen. The first obstacle

is yet to be overcome, but the wave
has been slowed down by using a tape
recorder that gets the impulse of the
child's spoken word and transmits it

to the screen at a rate which can be
pre-set. The ultimate objective is to
make an adapter for a television set

(which is in some senses a large os-

cilliscope) which would enable the
deaf child to practice at home. Thia
is what the future students of "Crea-
tive Engineering" hope to perfect.

This is just a sketchy outline of

what goes on in the basement of
Mendel Hall when a few creative stu-

dents get together. The future holds
great promise based on the results

of the past. Once again congratula-
tions for a job well done by Mr.
Auth, his students, the various de-
partments and their membera at Vil-

lanova, and the numerous others who
have aided in helping those who moat
ae^ it
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N.R.O.T.C. Drill Team performs during half-time ceremonies Saturday.

'
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Captain Joseph Higgins, Jr., USN, addressed Com-
munion breakfast in the C & F cafeteria held after the

Navy Military Mass.

Villanova backs tripped up by Dayton defender in Saturdays's 22-13 victory over Flyers.
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Fourth Annuol N.R.OJ.C

Mass Held In Chapel
' Last Saturday the N.R.O.T.C.

'

unit of Villanova held its fourth
;

annual Military Mass in the Vil-

lanova chapel.

Prior to the Mass the colors

were blessed by the celebrant af-

ter which the unit filed into the

LYNX To Feature

Material of Many

Contributors
"We are now at the crucial

point in the make-up of the

LYNX," declared editor Frank

Murtha yesterday. "Recently we
have had a large number of con-

tributions and we have selected

the finer one for publication.

But we still have space to fill.'*

When asked what had been

accepted so far, Murtha replied,

"Tentatively, we have a good

deal of poetry, three vignettes,

a couple of short stories and
possibly a one-act play."

Murtha stressed that the goal

of three magazines a year de-

pends on how quickly the re-

maining space is filled. "We
would like to have an imagina-

tive essay or two and some short

stories of fair length," he mused.

Managing editor Tony Macklin

remarked that "our appeal has

had favorable results. One of the

really surprising things is that,

so far, no one has had more than

one work accepted. This means
that the LYNX won't be the col-

lected works of Fred Murtz this

year, but will contain the mater-

ial of many writers."

Villanova Brad Sprnks

George Flannery, a former
Villanova student who is cur-

rently teaching at Upper Darby
Evening School, addressed the

Fimmce Society last Thursday
during activity period-

Flannery, who is an instructor

in the adult Investment course

at Upper Darby, spoke on "The
Phases of Brokerage House's
Training and Employment Pro-
gram."
The Society's officers have

emphasized that through such
informal talks at Flannery's,

Villanova students "acquire a
greater knowledge of today's fi-

nancial world."

chapel. Mass was sung by the

Villanova Singers under the di-

rection of Herbert Fiss.

Upon conclusion of the Mass
the battalion, under the direc-

tion of Battalion Commander
Fred Weile, marched to the

C&F auditorium for the Com-
munion breakfast.

After the breakfast the bat»

talion heard featured speaker.

The Navy unit, under the

command of Wiele, later march-
ed for the pre-game festivities

at the Dayton football game.
At half-time, the champion

drill team, under the command
of Midn. 1/c Terence Connell,

performed as half-time enter-

tainment.

The BUSINESS WHIRL, of-

ficial publication of the C & F
School, will undergo a complete
revamping this year, according

to Eklitor-in-Chief Charles R
Presley, junior Accounting
major.

Murphy
(Oontlnued from Bage 1)

die $5000."

Murphy declared that the

council should not let this resis-

tance completely deter them.

"They should try a 'cut-down*

budget for a year, if they feel

that they cannot handle this

larger one", said the 5N engine-

er.

Murphy, although he has no

voting privileges, attends the

council meetings and takes an

active part in all discussions.

fhe A.S.C.E. To

Attend Classes

At Drexel
The A.S.C.E. held its first im-

portant meeting of the year on
Oct. 27.

Two important announce-

ments were delivered at the

meeting. The first waa that an
invitation has been received

from the Bethleham Steel Co.

to attend night classes at Drexel

on Nov. 2, 9, 16, 23. and Dec. 7

and 14, 1959. The lectures will

concern the practical applica-

tions of plastic design in steel.

Fees will be compliments of the

Bethlehem Steel Co.

The second announcement
concerned a dinner to be held

at the Engineers Club at 1317

Spruce Street on Nov. 10. The
guest speaker will be George S.

Richardson, consultant engineer,

who will speak on the construc-

tion of the Fort Pitt Bridge.

Tickets will be two dollars.

Further information may be

obtained in the Civil Engineer-

ing Office.

The meeting was ended with

a film on the construction of

the Walt Whitman Bridge.

V^:iX.^
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Fourth Annual N.R.OJ.C.

Mass Held In Chapel
Last Saturday the N.R.O.T.C. '

unit of Villanova held its fourth

annual Military Mass in the Vil-

lanova chapel.
i

Prior to the Mass the colors
|

were blessed by the celebrajnt af- •

ter which the unit filed into the
.— I

I*, . M I
- I — I

-

LYNX to Feature

Material of Many

Contributors
"We are now at the crucial

point in the make-up of the

LYNX, " declared editor Frank

Murtha yesterday. "Recently we
have had a large number of con-

tributions and we have selected

the finer one for publication.

But we still have space to fill."

When asked what had been

accepted so far, Murtha replied,

"Tentatively, we have a good

deal of poetry, three vignettes,

a couple of short stories and
possibly a one-act play."

Murtha stressed that the goal

of three magazines a year de-

pends on how quickly the re-

maining space is filled. "We
would like to have an imagina-

tive rssay or two and some short

stories of fair length," he mused.

Managing editor Tony Macklin

remarked that "our appeal has

had favorable results. One of the

really surprising things is that,

so far. no one has had more than

one work accepted. This means
that the LYNX won't be the col-

lected works of Fred Murtz this

year, but will contain the mater-

ial of many writers."

chapel. Mass was sung by the

Villanova Singers under the di-

rection of Herbert Fiss.

Upon conclusion of the Mass
the battalion, under the direc-

tion of Battalion Commander
Fred Weile, marched to the

C&F auditorium for the Com-
munion breakfast.

After the breakfast the bat-

talion heard featured speaker.

The Navy unit, under the

command of Wiele, later march-
ed for the pre-game festivities

at the Dayton football game.
At half-time, the champion

drill team, under the command
of Midn. ]/c Terence Connell,

performed as half-time enter-

tainment.

Murphy
(Continued from Page 1)

die $5000."

Murphy declared that the

council should not let this resis-

tance completely deter them.

"They should try a 'cut-down*

budget for a year, if they feel

that they cannot handle this

larger one", said the 5N engine-

er.

Murphy, although he has no

voting privileges, attends the

council meetings and takes an

active part in all discussions.

The A.S.CE.TO

Attend Classes

At

Villanova Grad Speaks

George Flannery, a former
Villanova student who is cur-

rently teaching at Upper Darby
Evening School, addressed the
Finance Society last Thursday
during activity period

Flannery, who is an instructor

in the adult Investment course

at Upper Darby, spoke on "The
Phases of Brokerage House's
Training and Employment Pro-
gram."
The Society's officers have

emphasized that through such
informal talks at Flannery's,

Villanova students "acquire a
greater knowledge of today's fi-

nancial world."

The BUSINESS WHIRL, of-

ficial publication of the C&F
School, will undergo a complete
revamping this year, according

to Editor-in-Chief Charles R.

Presley, junior Accounting
major.

The A.S.C.E. held its first im-

portant meeting of the year on
Oct. 27.

Two important announce-

ments were delivered at the

meeting. The first was that an
invitation has been received

from the Bethleham Steel Co.

to attend night classes at Drexel

on Nov. 2, 9, 16, 23 and Dec. 7

and 14, 1959. The lectures will

concern the practical applica-

tions of plastic design in steel.

Fees will be compliments of the

Bethlehem Steel Co.

The second announcement
concerned a dinner to be held

at the Engineers Club at 1317

Spruce Street on Nov. 10. The
guest speaker will be George S.

Richardson, consultant engineer,

who will speak on the construc-

tion of the Fort Pitt Bridge.

Tickets will be two dollars.

Further information may be

obtained in the Civil Engineer-

ing Office.

The meeting was ended with

a film on the construction of

the Walt Whitman Bridge.
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Villanova's Midshipmen attend the annual Navy Military Mass in the chapel. Father John

Klelcotka, O.S.A., president of Villanova, said the solemn High Mass.

Do YbuThinkfbrYburself?
(TEST YOUR WITS ON THESE QUESTIONS*)

The statement "Experience is the best teacher"

is (A) the faculty's confession of failure; (B) a

dogmatic way of saying you can learn by doing;

(C) an excuse for trying anything once. AD bQ CD

If someone called you a

beatnik, would you (A)

insult him right back? (B)

ask him if he knowswhat a

beatnik really is? (C) thank

him for the compliment?

AD BD CD :;

If you saw a dinosaur

roaming around the cam-
pus, would you say, (A)

"Big, ain't he?" or (B)

"Where's the movie play-

ing?" or (C) "This place

Is sure out of date!"

AD bD CD
Do you base your choice

of a cigarette mostly on

(A) what your friends say

they like? (B) what your

own judgment tells you is

best? (C) what the makers

say about their product?

AD bD CD
It's a wise smoker who depends on his

own judgment, not opinions of others, in

his choice of cigarettes. That is why men
and women who think for themselves

usually smoke Viceroy. They know only

Viceroy has o thinking man's filter —
the best filter of its kind ever developed

... the filter that changed America's

smoking habits. And only Viceroy has a

smoking man's taste,

*If you checked (B) on t^eeout offour of

these questions, you're a high-test character

—you think for yourself!

Tlie Man WhoThinks for Himself Kncnvs-
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S HLTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

>l««>.Hw»W Wtlllw nil Ttiaiii Ofp.

S.C. Secretary Hooker Asks
Better Day Hop

An Open Letter To the
Day-Studentft of VillarovA

From Jim Hooker
I am writing this letter to jrou

not as Secretary of the Student
Council, although it is because

of this office I am able to, but

rather as one of your elected

representatives.

My purpose is a simple one:

to offer to you a program which
will enable you, as day students,

to participate in campus activi-

ties. However, I would like first

to point out a few things which
are related to this program.

Can Be Active

It is my sincere belief that

most of the day-students are in-

terested in Campus activities, in

varying degrees of course. I

also feel that there are those

among you who cannot for one
reason or another participate in

school activities directly.

BUT this does not mean that

you cannot be active at all. Re-
member, however small or large

a part you take of the whole, it

is still a part and without it,

the whole is no longer. So it is

the direct aim of the .program
to enable each and every one
of you to take part of the whole.

Some Interests Coincide

At this point some of you are
probably saying to yourselves,

"so what! what can I do? I

have to work after school or I

live too far from campus, etc . .

.

etc."

These are all valid excuses,

and I don't mean to belittle any
of them, but I do feel that each
of you must have some interest

Penn Beats Debators

Beta Gamma Debating Society

formally opened its 1959-1960

season last Thursday evening

when the team dropped a very

close debate to the University

of Pennsylvania at Penn's cam-
pus.

Mark Quinn, Dom Costa,

Frank Murthli, and Jim Rhodes
represented Villanova at the in-

itial intercollegiate encounter

with the new debating topic,

"Resolved : That Congress
should be given the power to

reverse the decisions of the

Supreme Court."

Villanova will get the chance

to avenge its defeat when a

Wildcat team meets Penn in a

return match on November 12.

Jim Strazzella, Frank McCor-

mick, Larry Kelly, and Bill Gazi

will compose that team which

will meet Penn here at Villa-

nova.

On Noveniber 13 and 14, Joe
Liggera, Gene D'Aquilla, Joe
Remy, and Tom Pfieffer will

travel to Temple University for

the season's first varsity debat-

ing tournament. Here they will

try to maintain Villanova's po-

sition at the head of the Phila-

delphia area debating circle, a
position they established by tak-

ing first place at the Rutgers'

tournament at the close of last

season.

This Saturday Jim Rhodes,
Frank Murtha, Dom Costa, and
Mark Quinn will take part in a
practice debate tournament to

bet held at St. Joseph's to pre-

pare for the official tournament
the following week.

At last Thursday's meeting

of Beta Gamma, president Dom
Costa announced that four nov-

ices John Isselmann, Jim
Rhodes, Frank McCormick, and
Larry Kelly, were promoted to

varsity status.

which would coincide with an
activity on Campus. So join

that activity and do what you
can when you can. Certainly

that's a reasonable request and
it leaves it up to each of you to

decide just what you can do.

Some of you might say, "I

just plain can't do anything." To
these I offer the following an-

swer: I don't believe that there

is anyone who "Can't do any-

thing." What about football,

basketball, and baseball games,
swim mi n g, track meets, and
dances, these are all activities

which you Could attend.

If this is all you can do then

do it; don't wait for the next

guy to ask you, you ask him.

New Publicity Program
Your next question would

probably be : "Well, what's your
program going to do to help us

accomplish this?"

First, and most unportant, it

is to make known to you the

opportunities that are available

on campus. This will take the

form of an extensive publicity

program directly towards mak-
ing you a well informed student

at Villanova.

Opinions Voiced
Second, it will give you a

chance to voice your opinion in

campus matters which concern
you directly and indirectly.

This will take the form of
office hours for the representa-

tives at which time you may
offer your complaints, sugges-

tions, or praise. There will be a
food poll run especially for the

day students.

During the course of the year
this program will take many
forms; I ask you now to be
aware of them and act on them
when they do appear.
When your representative is

holding an office hour, go up
and introduce yourself to him,
tell him what you have to say.
He'll listen. He is interested in

you or he wouldn't be there.

In closing, I can say only this:

I hope you, the day students of
Villanova University, will not let

yourselves down. I can only
offer the program, you are the
ones who will make it a big suc-
cess or a bigger failure. Be Ac-
tive .i^. ».;,,;... .It Pays."? A

Spirit Committee

PIcins RallyIj
Tom Raymond, publicity co-

chairman of the Spirit Commit-
tee, has announced that a Thurs-
day night rally in the lower quad
will highlight pre-Army game
festivities at Villanova.

The rally will take place at
11:15 p.m. More publicity and
arrangements are being readied,

and will be made available as
soon as possible.

Maps showing the automobile
route to West Point are present-

ly being prepared for distribu-

tion to those who will travel by
car.

Raymond emphasized that the

Committee owes a special vote

of thanks to Frank DeMaio, co-

chairman of the Ticket sub-com-
mittee, who handled the details

of the West Point trip.

"The entire trip promises to

be the best ever," declared Ray-
mond. "The Committee feels

that the Cadets are a little

afraid of Villanova Spirit By
exploiting that fear, we can

make this a weekend a complete

victory."

Arthur Gladstone McDov/ell
To Speak At Second Forum
The second Student Council

Forum, under the auspices of the

Academic Affairs Committee,
will be held on November 11.

The speaker at this forum will

be Arthur Gladstone McDowell,
noted lecturer and union leader.

The forum is being directed by
Neil Drislane, head of the Aca-
demic Affairs Committee and
Eileen Grayson, Junior nurse
representative, who contacted
Mr. McDowell.
Born in Pittsburgh, Pa. on

Jan. 29, 1909, McDowell began
his education in the public

schools of West Sunbury joint

township and Butler, Pa., where
he was awarded civic recognition

for leadership in the Boy Scouts,

YJkI.C.A., and religious youth
organizations.

After grauuation he attended
the University of Pittsburgh
for two years, terminating his

studies because of disputes over
labor and civil liberities activi-

ties as an officer of the student
liberal club.

He later refused the Univer-
sity offer of unconditional rein-

statement in favor of doing re-

search aid for the Dairy Drivers
of Pittsburgh Teamsters Unions.

In 1930 he joined the Socialist

Party and directed the success-

ful govematorial campaign of
j£imes Maurer.
He then served as a member

of the Legislative Correspon-

Domj Costa, center, makes plans with officers of Beta Gamma
Debating Society.

CC. D. Begins Courses
The Confraternity of Chris-

tian Doctrine opened its Teach-
ing Methods Course on Monday
evening, October 26, with 55
students in attendance. The
course was opened by Monsignor
Charles Mynaugh, regional di-

rector of C.C.D. The opening of

the course marked the culmina-

tion ofanorganization and
membership drive.

The Methods course will run
for fifteen weeks but will be

suspended during examination
week and the week prior to

exams, announced Vice Presi-

dent Gene Felch. Members who
will teach this year are required

to attend the course, completion
of which will entitle members to

lifetime certification as Confrar
tcrnity Teachers. A maximum of

two excused cuts will be permit-

ted those taking the course. Cuts
must be excused in advance ex-

cept in very unusual circum-
stanr<»s and material covered in

those classes must be made up-

Following the opening of the

methods course, coffee and cake
were served in the East Lounge
of Dougherty Hall and President

Tom LoCasale congratulated i

Monsignor Mynaugh on his re-

cently appointed rank of Mon-

signor. LoCnsale also thanked

the Monsignor for his assistance
in the establishment of the Vil-

lanova Chapter. ^ v ;.

Arrangement for the recep-

tion were under the direction of
Charles R. Presley. Hostesses
were student nurses Kathleen
Cox, Marion Wagner, Joann
Dynakowski, J u 1 i a n n e Matti-
more, and Marlene Kovacs. C.
C. D. Moderator Fr. Norbert
WhiUey and Dr. Robert S. O'
Shea of the Philosophy dept. at-

tended.

The first phases of the C.C.D.
teaching program will begin
next week when fifteen to twen-
ty members assist in the opening
of classes at Pennhurst, a home
for the mentally retarded in

Norristown, Due to the demand
for teachers, members will teach
there before completeing the
methods course. Other teaching
centers will be established in the
near future.

Discussion club chairman,
Dennis Brennan, announced that
the group plans in the near fu-

ture to sponsor a series of in-

tercollegiate panel discussions
on the campus. The proposed
discussions would be open to the
student bodies of all Catholic
College Students in the area and
would discuss controversial is-

sues on morals and theology.

dents Association, Harrisburg,
Pa., for labor periodicals and
was parlimentary secretary to
two Socialist members of Penna.
House of Representatives, 1931,
'32 and '33.

In 1933 and 1934 he became
a founder and faculty member
of the Chicago Labor College,
and lecturer and speaker for a
Chicago radio station.

From 1937-1940 he served as
National Trade Union Represen-
tative and Administration Sec-
retary of the Socialist Party of
the U. S. In 1940 he resigned
from all parts in the Socialist

Party aften ten years of mem-
bership in protest against their

pacifist position and party op-
positions to national defense
measures against Hitler. He
publicly announced his resigna-
tion as a result of an attempt by
the party to prevent his public
advocacy of Lend-Lease Aid to
England and France.

After four years of Union and
anti-Communist work, Mr. Mc-
Dowell, removed to Philadelphia
and became Director of Organiz-
ation for the Upholster's Inter-

national Union of North Amer-
ica. In 1948 he became Admin-
istrative Assistant to President
in charge of political education
and international labor relations.

At the present time Mr. Mc-
Dowell is Secretafy-treasurer of
the Council Against Communist
Aggressions and Secretary of
the Lincoln-Civil-War Society of
Philadelphia.

Judging from the list of ac-

complishments of Mr. McDowell,
his speech should be well worth
the attention of every Villa-

novan.

I
Big Fisherman"

Special rates are now being
offered to students for the view-
ing of the "Big Fisherman" now
playing the Midtown theatre.

The story of Simon Peter of

Galilee, it was written by Lloyd
C. Douglas, author of "The
Robe".

Special rates are also being of-

fered to teachers and parents
accompanying students.

Tickets may be obtained from
Rev. Dante Girolami in his room
in Austin Hall.

Ball Ring Mass

Plans Announced
Lou Denison's orchestra has

been selected to play at the
Charity Ball on December 11.

This was disclosed by Chet
Buttonow, dance chairman, at

the Junior Class Steering Com-
mittee held last Wednesday
evening. The price of the tickets

will be $2.00.

It was also announced that the
Junior Ring Mass will be held
in the chapel on Saturday, No-
vember 21 at 9:00 A.M. A com-
munion breakfast at a yet to be

determined site will follow the

Mass.

Nick Cassctta, general chair-

man of the Mass and breakfast,

named the heads of the four

committees handling both af-

fairs. They are Tony Intrieri,

Jack McDonnell and Jerry Car-
lin, breakfast tickets ; Dick
Kelley and Butch McNally, pub-
licity; Jim Strazzella, Mass;
Frank Carolan and Jim Palsir,

breakfast.
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Richman.Glueck, & Aceto

Quarterbacks of The Future

^ijjk

Three frosh quarterbacks bolster Villanova for future season.

By John Duffy

Tfee Villanova freshmen foot-

ball team has the good fortune

to be led by, not just one, but

by three outstanding quarter-

backs. A rash of injuries has
prevented these boys from ob-

taining victories in their first

two games, but their third en-

gagement, against a rough West
Chester team, promises to be a

real dandy.

Richie Richman, a S'll", 175

lb. ballplayer, is 18 years old

and hails from Overbrook High
in Philadelphia. In high school

Richie played not only football,

but also basketball and baseball.

He was an All-PubUc selection

in each of these sports, and cap-

tured eight varsity letters. A
southpaw all the way, Richie

had numerous offers from var-

ious colleges, including such
football powers as Duke and
Miami.
Richman, a C & F student who
plans to major in accounting,

|

also excells in other fields. He
was president of the student

body at Overbrook, and main-

tained a scholastic average of 90

percent.

Rich has no immediate plans

upon graduation, but indicates

that he wants no part of pro

football.

Larry Glueck, the quaterback

of the white unit, is 18 and hails

from Lansdale Catholic. Larry,

who is e'l" and 180 lbs., is such

a fine runner that there is a
great possibility that he will be

shifted to halfback to take up
some of the sjack left there by
the many injuries recently re-

ceived.

Glueck, like his roommate
Richman, also played basket-

ball and baseball in high school

while earning 10 athletic letters.

Impressed Scouts
One of Larry's many feats,

which attracted Villanova, Penn
State, Wake Forest, and many
other scouts to his door, was an
85 yard touchdown run with a

punt, to lead Lansdale to a 19-13

victory over previous undefeated
Lebanon Catholic.

Glueck is an Education major

here at V.U. He maintained an

average of 85 in high school. As
of the present, he has no plans

for after graduation.

With Glueck moving to half-

back and Richman running the

blue team, the whites will move
under the guidance of Ted Ace-

to. Ted, a six-footer from Glou-

chester. New Jersey, was grad-

uated from Gloucester Catholic

in June of 1957.

He spent the next two years

tearing up the prep school lea-

gue while starring for St. Fran-

cis Prep of York, Pa. Ted was
named the outstanding athlete

of St. Francis last year. He is

also an education major, and

like his colleagues, has no im-

mediate plans for his future

upon graduation.

Coach Bill Brannau said that

the loss of several players, due

to injuries has greatly handicap-

ped the efforts of the team
toward victory thus far. How-
ever, with the fine play of their

outstanding quaterbacks to lead

them, the Villanova frosh are a

formidable football team.

Sock off Troy

FOR SALE
2 door Grey 1956

Ford Foirlono
One Owner—Stick Shift

Tliunder Bird Engine
Radio & Heater

5 New White Wall Tires

Immediate Possession

Price $950

Call Bill Shea at t
TRemont 2-6366

21" T.V
FOR YOUR ROOM

lew Monthly Raft

FREE

SERVICE

LO 8-3585

Frosh Football
(Continued from Page 12)

whistling "Villanova killed a

LitUe Ram".
Unable To Move

The third quarter action saw
West Chester unable to move
and Villanova hampered by pen-

alties when they got deep. Fin-

ally the Frosh took over on the

West Chester 45 and marched
to 16 on the hard ninnig of

Cropke, Merenda, and Rettino.

to the airlanes and hit Bill Bar-
baro again, this time for a nifty

six-pointer. Barbaro got into

the act again as he booted the

extra point. VU 25, W.C. 6 and
the Teachers were wondering
when recess would come.
West Chester made the only

real drive in the waning minutes
of the third quarter. The Ram's
recovered a fumble on the VU
42 yard line.

Ron Simpson, the West Ches-
ter quarterback, threw to Kline
for a first down on the 19. A
run and another simpson pass
spotted the ball on the one yard-
line. Simpson sneaked for the
TD, and John Hamish kicked
the extra point .

March 60 Yards
Villanova took the following

kickoff and marched sixty six
yards for their fifth touchdown.
The drive was highlighted by
the fine running of Lou Rettino
and Jim Cropke. The drive was

capped by a one plunge by Mer-
enda for the score. Barbaro's
attempted conversion was block-
ed.

"':' 'ij

The Kittens followed that
touchdown with another one.

On the sixteen Richman
| scored

just to prevent any thought the
Teachers might have had of
keeping them after school.

Villanova took the ball on the
48, and failed to gain in three
downs. On the fourth down
Glueck scooted for 31 yards to
the 17. A penalty after a ten
yard by Thomas, spotted the
ball on the eighteen.

A pass by Ted Aceto and a
13 yard run by Burton put the
ball oh the one. Burton carried

it over from there, for the final

score. Burton then kicked the
extra point, and the scoring was
over.

Coach Bill Brannau, beaming
from ear to ear, in an interview
after the game, said. "This was
definitely a team victory, they
gave a 110% effort out there
and I am proud of them"-

This was Villanova's last

freshman game of the season.
They lost in two previous
games with Army Plebes and
Bullis Prep. Friday they played
the game they were capable of.

In all it was the beginning of a

wonderful weekend for the Wild-

cat football.

One Way or The Other
——^——— TaaTrar

^
?

We*Ye Got TrooUe

Well, we finally won a game after eeven weeks. In just siz

short weeks an awful lot has happened. And all that has happened
has been terrible.

The finest football team, material-wise, in years has lost six

consecutive games. In only the first game were they still in con-

tention as the second half started .

Several hundred students lost their collective minds (or found
them, depending on your personal view) one Sunday night and
hanged the coach in efSgy. Result? The team lost three more
games.

Several players were suspended for a couple of weeks; 14
others lost the privilege of eating at the training table as coach
Frank Reagan cracked down. Result? Boston CoXkegc smashed
Villanova, 39-6.

Reagan, stating that he had *'tried every possible means to

solve the situation" resigned his position as head football coach.

Joe Rogers, backfield coach since 1955, was appointed as head
coach.

New OoMh Not Solntion

Rogers promptly used psych<rfogical tactics by reinstating the

suspended players, restming the others to the training table,

declaring that the team's record, as far as he was conoemedt
was 0-0. Result? BCiami handily defeated Villanova 26-6.

In a word, the football situation at Villanova is rathor a
mess. And not just this year. In the past five and one-half years,

Villanova's football record is a gaudy 16-37. Gentlemen, Villanova

football is in trouble.

You can appreciate the dire straits it is in when you read that
Father Klekotka has had to deny that Villanova will follow Ford-
ham, Duquesne, and other eastern Catholic colli^;es in dropping
tootball.

You can appreciate the trotfUe IHllanova football is in when
you read the account of the games in the Sunday papers and
the football writers declare that Villanova had little defense,

little offense, little at aU; that Villanova was completely out-

classed; that Villanova didn't look like a team at all; that A^lla-

nova, with the exception of a few players, wasn't putting out.

(These same papers devoted one and one-half pages of written
commentary and a complete page of pictures to Penn football

when the Quakers were being trounced every week. And there
was never criticism of Penn. Villanova gets about one «^^"™"

and one picture).

No One Person Responsible

You can appreciate the terrible poeotion €i Villanova football

when people in your neighbMiiood ask, "Who's going to beat the
Pussy Cats today?" Or when Villanova students say, "There's
always the basketball and track team."

Who's to blame? Certainly the pkayers themselves must as-

sume a part of the censure, particularly tliis season. With a few
exceptions, practically every menAer of the team played better

football last season. That's What makes this year so hard to take.

The coaches have to share some responsibUity for the shoddy
performances* I feel the three luggest jobs of a coach are to

recruit players, teach them a few tilings, and then get the max-
imum from every player. I dcm't think this last requirement has
oeen accomplished nearly as well as the first two.

But the largest part of responsibility must be attributed to

those people who decide the poUcy bdiind Villanova footbalL

For the past several years, Villanova has been teetering back
and forth between a "large" policy and a "small" policy.

You can't tell from season to season ^iviiether AHllanova is

attempting to become a football povrer or to retreat to a position

similar to Colby or Tufts or aome other small football schooL
Villanova has stopped scheduling teams from the lug con-

ferences (Southeastern, Southwestern, Big Ten), for Villanova
^vas usually required to travel several thousand miles in order
to meet these teams.

But this move .is completely nullified by scheduling big time
nowers in the East (Army, Navy, Holy Cross) and schools, wbich
though little heard (rf, are nonetheless concentrating m footbalL
Miami of Ohio gives 65 scholandiips!

It's not feasible that Villanova ndiich gives 15 or 20 sdioiar>

"ihips is going to defeat one of the service academies or a sdhool
^hat gives 65 scholarships.

And if you consider this, then you must postulate that Vill»-

nova is going to be mediocre.

Be-evaloation Needed

Thus, I think there must be a reappraisal of the policy of
Villanova footbalL There should be a goal establisiied, and then
there should be no variations of that goaL Certain means to the
goal should be decided on, then no deviations from the mrani
permitted.

Let's be braaen, like Auburn or U3.U. or Miami, say we're
going to recniit give 70 scholarships, achednle Army, Notn
Dame, Ohio State.

Or let's continue giving 15 sdiolarBhips, schedule Detroit,
Dayton, Marquette.

We'll be forgotten bf many people, bat at least well bt
playing in our class.

But no mediocrity, please. LstTs get VfOmmntL ftwMall off

the

%

M ^.

J
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J. Blackburn A Track Star

Looking For A Comeback
By Henry Sckulfz

Does he or doesn't he? Not
even his coach knows. That's

right, not even his coach knows
if Jim Blackburn, Villanova

track mainstay, has that cer-

tain something it takes to over-

come all obstacles and become
another of Villanova's all time

track greats.

He has always been one of the

most dependable runners on the

Wildcat squad, and has never
ceased to amaze coach Elliot

with his stamina and courage.

After four highly successful

years at Sommerville (Mass.)

High School, he brought his

talents to Villanova, one of the

many schools which made bids

for his services. His showing as

a frosh both amazed and en-

couraged his coaches, and great

things were expected of him as

a sophomore.

Early the next year, however,
the ax fell. While running in

practice, he stumbled and fell,

landing on his left arm. He was
rushed to a Bryn Mawr physic-

ian with a badly broken arm.
Although the doctor tried his

best, the arm healed minus an
Inch and a half of bone. The cast

and sling naturally prevented
further participation for some
time, and when they were re-

moved, his balance was seriously

hampered.

Junior Tear
However, with the coming of

his junior year, he displayed the
spirit Villanovia athletes have
become famous for, and dogged-
ly tried a comeback. From the
results, it would seem he was
highly successful. Running the

quarter mile in dual meets to

build himself up for the more
important Mile Relasrs, he con-

sistantly won pmnts for the
squad. Several meets he ran the
100 yard dash finishing an en-

couraging second-encouraging in

that he was beaten out only by
Villanova's All - american, Ed
Collymore.

His outstanding accomplish-
ment, however, was being a
member of the Penn Relay win-
ners, and he also ran in the Mil-

waukee Indoor Meet, in which
the Wildcats set a new record.

In the midst of this remark-
ible season, he (rften noticed
recurrences of the pain in his

arm. He also thought that his

balance was not all that it

should be. With these facts in

mind, he decided to have some-
thing done about it, and as a
resalt, this past summer had
bone specialists operate. They
decided the best bet would be to

take a bone graft from his left

shin Within a few weeks after

the operation, he was working
out for the coming season

What's the Effect?

Just how much this will af-

feet his running remains to be

seen, but it is the opinion of

Coach Tuppeny that in view of

his past record for overcoming
otetades, this operation will

liamper him very little. Jim
htwMM>if is even more optimistic,

saying, "I really think that the

operation will improve my run-

ning, as I will now have the

neeassary balance.

Coach Tuppeny sasrs of Jim.

"Jim has alwiiys been a depend-

able runner, and both Coach El-

Hot and I have great confidence

in him. He can do it if he works,

is the most important
He has to wnrfc at it"

JIM BLACKBURN

Player of Week
< s %. v *

Intramural Soccer New Campus Sport
starting December 1st a new

sport will be inagurated at Vil-

lanova. It is to be the popular

Eur(^>ean and South American
game of football (known in the

U. S as soccer). At the moment
Fernando Galatas is forming
teams for the intramurals. Mr.

Galatas hopes that in the near

future there will be enough in-

Woric is nothing new for

Blackburn, possessor of a 2.7

cumulative average, and Dean's
list student for the first half of

last year; and he expresses his

determination to come through

for the team.

terest to play a few games with

local colleges.

A meeting will be held in

Alumni Gym on Nov. 5 at 3:30.

All those interested should at-

tend. Those who haven't signed

the roster can do so by attend-

ing this meeting or contacting

Fernando Galatas, 354 Sheehan
HaU or caUing LA 5-9340.

Bowl«rs Wonted
Anyone interested in pirtici-

pating In the Intramural Bowl-

ing program te asked to attend

an organisation meeting to-

morrow at 10:SO In 210 Vassy.

Sports Chatter

Let It Pour
•Tony Mocklin-

It doesn't rain often enough.

But when it does the 'Cats splash about like champs.
Saturday the weather was sloppy, the skies were leaden and
a spitting rain fell all through the game. Through the rain
drops Villanova played its best game of the year.

The Wildcat line knocked the Flyer forward wall back on
its heels time after time. They drove more holes in the
Dayton dike than Coach Bud Kerr could possibly repair. They
plowed through to drown the Dayton backs in the backAeld.

Strong On Ground

Saturday's game showed the value of a ground attack.
The 'Cats slogged out 158 yards to 50 for Dayton on the
ground. Fullback Leon Horin was tremendous. Running,
tackling, punting, he was the outstanding player on the field.

Suiprisingly, the 'Cats threw only seven passes and com-
pleted two. But one was a 53 yard scoring shot from Ed
Roehre to soph sea horse Mike Pettine. The 'Cats also
scored the extra points that put them ahead, 16-13 on
a tricky torpedo from Roehre to Sam Gruniesen.
Dayton had the best of the passing statistics. They made

124 yards to VU's 47 but the 'Cats have the slightly soggy
game ball. They won a good one.

Actually we should have known the 'Cats would win,
Dick Dunkel was right again. He picked them in his notori-
ous ratings. Mr. Dunkel, please, take it easy this week-end.

Parents Help

Combined with Dunkel's daring and the rain, Villanova
won Saturday because of its excellent mudders—and fodders
(it was Parents Day).

The appreciative crowd of 7,000, backed by the Villanova
band, was spirited and made itself heard.

One thing about football fans though, you never can
please them. When the 'Cats ran, they should have passed

;

when they passed, they should have run; whey they ran
they should have kicked; when they kicked, they should have
run.

When Roehre was in there, Langone should have been
in there. When Langone was in there, Roehre should have
been in there. When both Roehre and Langone had played,
Kautter was the one they should have used.

New Quarterback

They wanted a new quai-terback, a new coach, a new
everything. In general, the grandstand quarterback was
rather wet Saturday. His counterpart on the field did a much
better job.

This Saturday Villanova plays Army at West Point.
Unless the Wildcats do something about their pass defense
it is going to be a dismal afternoon.

Army has one of the top passing quarterbacks in the
country, if not the zenith flinger, in Joe Caldwell. His re-
ceivers are swift and shifty. Villanova can expect more
passes than May Britt Saturday.

Halfback Bob Anderson is back in the lineup and scored
both Army's touchdowns in last week's tie game with the
Air Force Academy. He was racked up by the 'Cats early
in last year's game and will be out for revenge.

Dangerous Option Play

Anderson, a rugged linecrasher, runs the pass-run option
play deftly. Watch it, 'Cats.

Air Force coach Ben Martin has said that Army's pass-
ing attack has reached a point of perfection.

To add to this, the 'Cats in the last two games have
given up two downright easy TDs on long aerial strikes.
The receivers have been shaking loose all season long behind
the 'Cats secondary.

Previously weak-passing Dayton found a lethal air wing
against VU. It wasn't until the end of the game when they
got desperate that it failed.

Trickery Necessary

Villanova is going to have to use every possible
effort and trick to stay with Army. They must increase the
clever faking in the backfield that fooled the Dayton Flyers.

A weapon that might add to the 'Cats chances is the
quick kick, something we haven't seen all year.

Probably the best thing that could happen to the 'Cats
is rain. It would slow the Cadets air arm and would be to
the 'Cats lil-ing. The 'Cats play their finest ball in the mud.
Remember the Wichita game two years ago, the Richmond
game, the Dayton games?

The Big One
Rain or not, this is the big one. The 'Cats should be up.

They are Army's breather before Oklahoma, but Army wants
to smash someone after last Saturday's frustration. Army
is (3-a-l). Villanova is (1-6). VU can't do anything, or cao
they?

One thing more, despite critics or policy, (barring a
slaughter) I personally feel that Villanova going up to play
Army is a pretty thrilling thing. It should be a great trip.

Will it rain, will Villanova rein Anny, or will Army
reign?

Let it pour!
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VILLANOVA 22 DAYTON
Wildcats Down Flyers For First Win

Bf Jim Murray

Well, No. 7 prcyved lucky for

the ViUanova Wildcate Saturday
as they downed the Dayton Fly-

en 22-13.

After six straight defeats, the

'Cats finally realized their pre-

seasfA potential by playing

great football before a Parent's

Day crowd of about 7,000
» (There's that 7 again!).

Coach Joe Rogers sent his

charges on to a muddy field still

fired up from a fine game against

V.PX the week before. Rogers
had said he was close to finding

the right combinations and Sat-

urday the Team really wa« a
team.

^^;' y Beggie Bides Again
'

• In the first quarter the 'Cats

showed they were out to make
their own luck when Reggie
Powe scooped up a fumble on
the 34, after a vicious tackle by
Nick Langone on a lateral play
forced Flyer Eki Monahan to
throw wide. After the ' Cats
moved the ball to the 17—Big
Leon Horin carried the ball 7

!7 straight times for the first score.

(Notice all these beautiful 7's!)

Leon carried the ball in for the
two point conversion.

The Dayton Flyers came right^ back in the second quarter when
fullback Frank Griazdowski cap-

ped a 79 yard march with a one
yard plunge for their first six

pointer. The P.A.T. was no
good and Villanova held a slim
lead 8-6.

Thftt Home Bon Again

Then in the final moment Day-

ton struck again with Villa-

nova's old nemesis the long pass
play or home run. Ralph Harper
faded back on first down lofted

the ball 50 yards to Bob Cyphers
foraT.D. The placement by Ted
Kramer was good and Dayton
led at halftime 13-8.

The third quarter was score-

less with both teams defense
showing up real well on the
muddy tart. In the fourth quar-
ter Villanova's mudders came
alive.

With less than 'a minute gone
in the final period senior quar-
tertiack Bd Roefare rifled a line

drive pass to sophomme half-

back Mike Pettine who flew past
the Dayton secondery for a
touchdown. Overall the play
covered 53 yards—20 by air and
33 on the ground. The P.A.T.

jwas good and Villanova led 16-

113. (Incidentally the pass was
V.U. 2nd completion) (they were
2-7 while Dasrton was 6-17.)

After a punt by Dayton hit

guard, Tony Sperandeo, the ball

was put on the 28 and Villanova
took over.

It took 10 plays before Nick
Langone took the ball into the
end zone for the final scoring of
the day.
The game was a real team ef-

fort with special mention gc^ng
to Ed Roehr, Bill Craig *Vho
has found himselT' . . . mostly
in the Dayton backfield and Hen-
ry (xotaro a aoph center who's
first full game was outstanding.

So, coach Joe Rogers and VU"
lanovans are in seventh (7)
heaven this week but its back

to earth next Saturday against,

Army when the 'Cats stay up
for two in a row. I

:*%-.^

Nick Langone, soph qnnrterba^sk, oomea over the top of the heap for final seore in last
quarter of Dayton game.

Whip Rams 38-13

Avenge Varsity Loss f|
y.'

by Dan Qrove

Villanova's underrated frosh
football team slammed out

a 38 to 13 victory last Friday
over the previously undefeated
West Chester frosh.

The Kitten's big line contained

West Caiester's pony backfiel^

and the mudi improved pass
deHenae limited the Teachers to
four completions.

In all. West Chester could
only scrape-up four first downs.
Offensively the ffittens featured
a nuBle-dassle passing attack,

and a group of hard running

High Gear
West Chester started off in

high gear, and scored before the
crowd got settled. A host of
Teachers broke through and
'blocked a Villanova punt on the
48 jrard line.

Tesak grabbed the ball and
scored unmolested. The P.A.T.
was blocked, and West Chester
led 6-0 (Shades of Sept 19).

The score remained 6-0 until

early in the second quarter,
when Richie Richman intercept-

ed a West (tester pass in Villa-

nova territory. Cropke carried
the ball to the 47 and then VU
was penalised twice, being push-
ed back to their own 32.

Two plays later Richman
OfMOsd np his air gsae and
Jack Moont msds a drcas eateh
aAtks4A. A poMlty and a five

yard run moved the ball to the
36. ::::.,,-:...

At this point Richman threw
one of his southpaw strikes to
Rettino, who foUowed his block-

ing 'beautifully for the T.D.
Richman's run for the extra
point failed.

Kittens Take Over
Shortly thereafter the Kittens

took over on the West CSiester

38, after a fake punt failed to
net a first down. On the second
down Richman completed a hook
pass to Bill Barfoaro who later-

ailed to Cropke.
Oopke scanq>ered down the

sidelines for a razzle-dazzle 38
yard TD play. Rettino failed on
the run for two points. 12-6.

The Teachers didn't take this

object lesson very seriously
though, as V.U. scored again on
the same hook-lateral play. "Hie

'Cats took over on a West Ches-
ter punt and marched to the
twelve yard line, but were pen-
alized back to the 34.

With the third and thirty-two
situation, Richman again hit

Barbaro who pitched out to
Larry Glueck fa quarterback
converted to half). Glueck ran
the remaining thirty two yards
for the TD.
The try for the extra noint

failed. As the halftime whintle
blew. Villanova led 18-6 and the
loyal Wildcat rooters were

(OontlBiMd on Page 10)

Can 'Cats Contain Caldwell?
By Mike Donahae

It will be a pair of status

seekers in the best Vance Pack-
ard tradition who will square off

against each other on the Michie
Field gridiron Saturday at West
Point

Villaiuyva'ft WUdcats wiU bis

going all out to post a prestige

win at the expense of Army's
Cadets. Army, on the other
hand will be anxious to r^;ain

some of the prestige they lost

last Saturday when the upstart

Space Cadets from the Air
Force Academy held them to a
tie, 13-13.

Two Lossas for Oadeli
Coach Dale Hall's cadets are

not unbeatable as evidenced by
their not-too-gaudy 3-2-1 record

to date. Granted that Illinois

and Penn State, early season
conquerors of the Black Knights,

and the aforementioned Air
Force are much stronger teams
than the likes of West Chester,

Dasrton, and Xavier; neverthe-

less the concerted offense dis-

oiayed by the Wildcats against
Virginia Tech and Dayton, if

"revved up" a little more could
make Saturdav's tussle an in-

teresting game fkt>m a Villano-

van's point o fview.

The 'Cats major task anpears
to be devising a passable pass
defence that will be able to con-

talv« the Armv air arm.
Fms llsfense to he Testei
l^e Wildcat pass defense wqi

face ito stiffest challsngs of the

season in the person of Joe Cald-

well, brilliant Cadet quarterback.
Prior to the Air Force Academy
game. Army's field general was
the second leading passer in the

country from a yardsge gained
point of view. In five games
Caldwell's accurate right arm
had accounted for 789 yards and
six touchdowns. His aocuraey
percentage, .627, racked up
through 64 competitions in 102
attempts, was taps in the na-
tion.

Caldwell's prime taig^t is that

most publidaed of all cfdlege

fbotball players, the original

Lonesome End, Bill Carpenter.

Tlie Army captain has snared
28 passes for 360 yards and two
touchdowns.
The Caldwell-Carpenter com-

bination makes Army the num-
ber one passing team in the
country, averaging over 200
3rards gained aerially per game.

Anderson's Injury Hurt
An injury to brilliant Bob

Anderson in the Dlinois game
has put a severe crimp in
Armv's running game. The Co-
coa (Fla.) Comet, a first team
All American in his soohomore
year, plaved second fiddle to
peerless Pete Dawkins last year.
As a result he had to setUe for
a 2nd team All American berth.

Nevertheless, though he play-

ed hi DawUVs ahadow, he stiU

managed to lead the Knights of-

fensive attack in bolli mahing
and total ynrdMP** Bsav^hfa

most outstanding performance
for the climatic service clash

with Navy.
Wnd Offense

When the Middies jitterbug-

ged thehr defense in DawUns'
directkm, Anderson ran wild of-

fensively and scored 16 points,

aiding and abetting Navy's even-
tual demise no end.

Gaklwell, Carpenter, and An-
derson are not the only return-
ees from last year's Elastem
champs, one of whose toughest
foes was in inq;>ired '^HUanova
eleven. (The 'Cats succumbed
to the Black Knights, after out-

playing the deeper Cadets in the
first half. The final count was
26-0.)

Don Usry, the "other" end in
Army's offensive juggernaut;
Steve Waldron, 6-0, 200 pound
halfback, who played behind
Dawkins; and Don Bonko, sec-

ond string fullback last year
were mooogram winners in 1958.

JR%Meeaih Game in Series

Satorday's game will be the
eigliteenth In the series which
dstes back to 1908. Army has
wcMB fifleen of the seventeen
games, losing only in 1915 and
1951.

The most fannresaive win was
posted in 1944 when the Cadets
of the Doc Blanefaard-G^enn Da-
vis era pummeled the WOdeate,
834). Villanova's most neent
win was fMMrted In 1961, wiMsn

sd to ths Mrin liBMiL 21-T.

'•>
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32 Chosen For Who's Who

Connie Donahue (seated) featured in Belle Masque's fall production, consults with chore-
ographer Sue Ahrold (left) and cast members Rosemary Donnelly and Mary Ann Kerwan on a
fine point of the play's action.

Belle Masque s First Musical
BowsTonite In Field House

Belle Masque drama society
will stage its first musical pro-
duction, "The Higher You
Climb," which opens tonight in

the Field House.

"This is quite a revolutionary
thing for the club—singing,

that is—but musical comedy is

a real part of the theatre," said
Link Hallowell, president of the

society, who has a featured role.

Retreat Forms

For Blackwood

Ready Tomorrow
Beginning tomorrow forms

will be available for those stu-

dents who are planning to make
weekend retreats at the Pius X
Retreat House in Blackwood,
N. J. >; :'^^^^

The scheduled retreats are set

for Jan. 29-31 and Feb. 5-7 and
the capacity will be fifty stu-

dents at each weekend.

Forms will be made available

in the Student Council Ofiice and
the arrangements will be hand-
led entirely by the Religious Af-
fairs Committee in co-operation

with the Chaplain's ofiice.

As stated earlier, attendance

at a scheduled weekend retreat

will fulfill the student's obliga-

tion to the university in its re-

treat attendance requirement.

Expense of the retreat and
transportation to the Retreat

House, although arranged by
the committee, will be carried

by the student himself.

Due to the limit of reserva-

tions, applicatione will be taken
on a first-come-flrst-serve basis

and should be taken care of be-

foris' ihf ThankfigiTlq^^ b^llday.

Little Background
"By and large, none of the

players has a singing back-
ground," he added, "but they
have all adapted like profession-
als to their musical demands."
Performances will be contin-

ued through Sunday night, with
curtain time set for 8:30 p.m.
Tickets, which can be purchased
at the box ofiice, are $1 for
Villanova students, and $1.50 for
general admission. Tickets are
now on sale in the Pie Shoppe.
Hallowell and Mr. Richard Du-

prey, director, are enthusiastic
about the newly-discovered voice
quality of the thespians.

"Tom McCoy seems to have
the best male voice," said Hallo-
well. "He has that Sinatra ring.

And if you must compare Ray
Kantra's voice with a profession-
al, I'd say he sounds like Eddie
Fisher."

Adequate Voices

The group did conduct voice
try-outs, but eventually awarded
the roles to the regular cast
members, whose voices turned
out to be "more than adequate."
The score was written by

George Herman, Professor of
Theatre at Clarke College, Du-
buque, Iowa, and lyrics were
provided by Duprey. Sue Arn-
old, a graduate student of
theatre, handled the choreog-
raphy.

The group has no illusions of
competing with Turf 'n Tinsel,
the campus musical comedy
troupe. "Music, in our produc-
tion, takes a back seat to act-

ing," said Hallowell. "We shoot
more for art."

No Allotment

Belle Masque is also limited

by funds, he added. "We make
our own working capital, where-
aa T.'mT reo^ep a budget from

the school. Naturally, they can
produce a more spectacular af-
fair."

The performance of "The
Higher Ydu Climb" will be ac-
companied by an orchestra com-
posed primarily of Villanova
band members, under the direc-

tion of Lou Martucci.

Among the numbers to be pre-
sented are: "Where is the Single
Man to Hide?" (sung by Mc-
Coy); "Fugue for Old Dolls;"
"I Love Men;" and "The Cour-
age Song."

The presentation is costumed
and staged in the sixteenth cen-
tury style. Its characters are
comic representations of stand-
ard types. This Commedia del'

Arte touch was prevalent in

Spain when the play waa writ-
ten.

Jacinto Benavente y Martinez,
who wrote the play from which
the production was adapted, has
been referred to as "the Bernard
Shaw of Spain," and has won
the Nobel prize for literature
in 1922. It is adapted from
"Bonds of Interest."

Nasty Types
"The Characters," said Du-

prey, "are all nasty types." Tom
(Oontinued on Fiage 17)

Forms Due By Friday
Approximately 200 seniors

have not yet turned in their his-

tory forms to the BELLE AIR
office. Bill Rogers and Al Fish-
er, co-editors of the senior sec-
tion emphasize that the deadline
for returning these forms is

this Friday.

Any form not submitted to
the yearbook ofiice on the second
fioor of Dougherty Hall on or
before Friday will not be con-
sidered for publication in the
1960 BELLE AIR.

Student Council

Government Week
Now In Progress
This week marks the third an-

nual observance of Student
Council Week.
Begun in 1957, under the Pat

Nicholson-Don Kempf regime,
the affair has enjoyed mild suc-
cess at Villanova.

The purpose of the Week,
said Chairman Tom Hoffman, is

to stimulate student interest in

student government; especially,
that at Villanova.

As has been the procedure in
the past, the week's activities

will be under the directorship
of the vice-president of the Stu-
dent Council. This year Bob De-
Lisa will head up the affair with
the assistance of the Council
Treasurer—Bill Vincent, day
hop.

Proceedings got oflicially un-
derway Sunday night on the
WVIL show—Digest, with a
formal opening of the week by
the Student Council officers.

Activities Planned
Yesterday, a Student Govern-

ment forum was held in the C
and F building, with the officers

of both this year's and last

year's Council conducting the ac-
tivities. . . :„

Tonight, a Student Congress
meeting will be held in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall, at
6:30. The meeting will be an
open one with the public invited

to attend.

Tomorrow, a movie of the Vil-

lanova -Army game will be
(Oontinued on Page 17) . v:

Thirty-two Villanova seniors have been named to the
annual National Collegiate Who's Who.

All three of the male undergraduate divisions have
representatives among the honored group of Villanovans
who will be pictured in the directory of outstanding colleire
students published each year.

Arts & Sciences Lead
The Arts and Sciences diyision lead the Who's Who list

this year, with 17 students
chosen. Eight Engineers were
selected, and the Commerce and
Finance division and seven rep-
resentatives.

The 32 men were selected
from a group of approximately
80 nominees. The Student Coun-
cil, the deans of the various di-
visions, and the moderators of
all campus organizations sub-
mitted lists of outstanding stu-
dents to the final selection com-
mittee.

Selection Committee
This selection committee waa

composed of Rev. Joseph Kem-
me, OSA, vice president of Stu-
dent Affairs, Rev. Dante Giro-
lami, OSA, dean of Student Ac-
tivities, Rev. Norbert Whitley,
OSA. university Chaplain, Rev.
William Farrell, OSA, assistant
to the chaplain, Rev. George Mc-
Laughlin, OSA, dean of Men,
Tom Hoffman, Studem Council
chairman, and Ray Rafferty,
senior class president.

Nominees were required to
possess a minimum scholastic
average of 2.5, be active in rec-
ognized campus activities, and
be in "good standing" with uni-
versity authorities.

First Announcement
The first public announcement

of the men selected for this
vear's Who's Who comes in this
issue of the VILLANOVAN.
Winners and their accomplish-
ments will be found pictured in
the centerfolds.

The selection committee ex-
pressed its confidnce that the 32
seniorsnamedto Who's Who rep-
resent "Villanova's finest." Hoff-
man and Ralferty both stated
that the winners were "truly
examnles of the calibre of men
that Villanova has to offer."

Junior Ring Mass Slated
For Saturday In Chapel
Nick Cassetta, general chair-

man of the Junior Ring Mass
and Breakfast Committee, has
announced that the day chosen
for this affair is Saturday, No-
vember 21.

Rev. Robert J. Welsh, OSA
moderator of the Junior Class,
will celebrate the Mass and bless

the rings. The Ring Mass will

be held in the University Chapel
at 9 a.m.

Immediately following the
Mass, breakfast will be served
at the Radnor Ballroom of the
new Treadway Inn, located on
Lancaster Ave. in St. Davids,
Pa., just west of Villanova.

Guest Speaker
The Very Reverend John A.

Klekotka, OSA, president, will be
guest speaker at the breakfast.
Cassetta, who is secretary of
the Junior Class, added that "it

will be an honor and an inval-

uable experience to have the
president of the university as
a guest speaker."

"We hope", said Cassetta,
"that this event will be well at-
tended, since it is the first ac-
tivity of the Junior Class as a
whole."

Working with Cassetta on the
various committees are Jim
Strazzella, Mass; Jerry Carlin,
Jack McDonnell, and Tony Inp
trieri. Tickets; Dick Keeley,
Butch McNally, and Vince Kirk,
Publicity; and Jim Palsir, Break-
fast.

Tickets for the breakfast will

be $2 and will be sold in the Pie
Shoppe and the C&F Cafeteria.
They may also be obtained from
class ofiicers and the ticket co-

chairmen.

''N'
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VILLANOVA 22 DAYTON
Wildcats Down Flyers For First Win

; iy Jim Murray

Well, No. 7 proved lucky for

the Villanova Wildcats Saturday
as they downed the Dayton Fly-

ers 22-13.

After six straight defeats, the

'Cats finally realized their pre-

season potential ' by playing

great football before a Parent's

Day crowd of about 7,000

(There's that 7 again!).

Coach Joe Rogers sent his

charges on to a muddy field still

fired up from a fine game against

V.P.I, the week before. Rogers
had said he was close to finding

the right combinations and Sat-

urday the Team really was a
team.

Reggie Rides Again

In the first quarter the 'Cats

showed they were out to make
their own luck when Reggie
Powe scooped up a fumble on
the 34, after a vicious tackle by
Nick Langone on a lateral play
forced Flyer Ed Monahan to
throw wide. After the ' Cats
moved the ball to the 17—Big
Leon Horin carried the ball 7

straight times for the first score.

(Notice all these beautiful 7's!)

Leon carried the ball in for the

two point conversion.

The Dayton Flyers came right

back in the second quarter when
fullback Frank Griazdowski cap-
ped a 79 yard march with a one
yard plunge for their first six

pointer. The P.A.T. was no
good and Villanova held a slim
lead 8-6.': .;;.--

That Home Ron Again

Then in the final moment Day-

ton struck again with Villa-

nova's old nemesis the long pass
play or home run. Ralph Harper
faded back on first down lofted

the ball 50 yards to Bob Cyphers
for a T.D. The placement by Ted
Kramer was good and Dayton
led at halftime 13-8.

The third quarter was score-

less with both teams defense
showing up real well on the
muddy turf. In the fourth quar-
ter yillanova's mudders came
alive.

.
,«

With less than' a minute gone
in the final period senior quar-
terback Ed Roehre rifled a line

drive pass to sophomore half-

back Mike Pettine who flew past
the Dayton secondery for a
touchdown. Overall the play
covered 53 yards-—20 by air and
33 on the ground. The P.A.T.

jWas good and Villanova led 16-

'13. (Incidentally the pass was
V.U. 2nd completion) (they were
2-7 while Dajrton was 6-17.)

After a punt by Dayton hit

guard, Tony Sperandeo, the ball

was put on the 28 and Villanova
took over.

It took 10 plays before Nick
Langone took the ball into the
end zone for the final scoring of
the day. \;---::^'::['^':r:i:y-v..-.'-

The game was a real team ef-

fort with special mention going
to Ed Roehr, Bill Craig "who
has found himseir' . . . mostly
in the Dayton backfield and Hen-
ry Gotaro a soph center who's
first full game was outstanding.

So, coach Joe Rogers and Vil-

lanovans are in seventh (7)
heaven this week but its back

to earth next Saturday against

Army when the 'Cats stay up
for two in a row. i

Nick Langone, sopli quarterbaclc, comes over the top of the heap for final score in last

quarter of Dayton game.

Frosh Whip Rams 38-13

Avenge Varsity Loss
by Dmi Cfrove

Villanova's underrated frosh
football team slammed out

a 38 to 13 victory last Friday
over the previously undefeated
West Chester frosh.

The Kitten's big line contained

West Chester's pony backfiel(i^

and the much improved pass
defense limited the Teachers to
four completions.

In all, West Cheater could
only scrape-up four first downs.
Offensively the Kittens featured
a razzle-dazzle passing attack,

and a group of hard running
backs.

High Gear
West Chester started off in

high gear, and scored before the
crowd got settled, A host of
Teachers broke through and
blocked a Villanova punt on the

48 yard line.

Tezak grabbed the ball and
scored unmolested. The P.A.T.
was blocked, and West Chester
led 6-0 (Shades of Sept. 19).

The score remained 6-0 until

early in the second quarter,
when Richie Richman intercept-

ed a West Chester pass in Villa-

nova territory. Cropke carried
the ball to the 47 and then VU
was penalized twice, being push-
ed back to their own 32.

Two plays later Richman
opened up his air game and
Jack Mount made a circus catch
on the 46. A penalty and a five

yard run moved the ball to the
36. •,'•:•: :.. .:•,:.;,

At this point Richman threw
one of his southpaw strikes to
Rettino, who followed his block-

ing beautifully for the T.D.

Richman's run for the extra
point failed.

Kittens Take Over
Shortly thereafter the Kittens

took over on the West Chester
38, after a fake punt failed to
net a first down. On the second
down Richman completed a hook
pass to Bill Barbaro who later-

ailed to Cropke.
Cropke scampered down the

sidelines for a razzle-dazzle 38
yard TD play. Rettino failed on
the run for two points. 12-6.

The Teachers didn't take this

object lesson very seriously
though, as V.U, scored again on
the same hook-lateral play. The
'Cats took over on a West Ches-
ter punt and marched to the
twelve yard line, but were pen-
alized back to the 34.

With the third and thirty-two
situation, Richman again hit

Barbaro who pitched out to
Larry Glueck fa quarterback
converted to half). Glueck ra<n

the remaining thirty two yards
for the TD.
The try for the extra noint

failed. As the halftime whistle
blew. Villanova led 18-6 and the
loyal Wildcat rooters were

(Continued on Pa^e 10)

Can 'Cats Contain Caldwell?
;,,,::• By Mike Donahae
it will be a pair of status

seekers in the best Vance Pack-
ard tradition who will square off

against each other on the Michie

Field gridiron Saturday at West
Point. ^,, .<:.:,'.'

Villanova's Wildciats will be

going all out to post a prestige

win at the expense of Army's
Cadets. Army, on the other
hand will be anxious to regain

some of the prestige they lost

last Saturday when the upstart

Space Cadets from the Air
Force Academy held them to a
tie, 13-13.

Two Los93s for Cadets
0>ach Dale Hall's cadets are

not unbeatable as evidenced by
their not-too-gaudy 3-2-1 record

to date. Granted that Illinois

and Penn State, early season
conquerors of the Black Knights,

and the aforementioned Air
Force are much stronger teams
than the likes of West Chester,

Dayton, and Xavier; neverthe-

less the concerted offense dis-

D^aved by the Wildcats against

Virginia Tech and Dayton, if

"revved up" a little more could

make Saturdav's tussle n.n in-

teresting game from a Villano-

van's point o fview.

The 'Cats major task anpears
to be devising a passable pass

defense that will be able to con-

tain the Armv air arm.
Pass IHfen^se to be Tested
The WiWeat paM defense will

face its stiffest challenge of the

season in 't^e person of Joe Cald-

well, brilliant Cadet quarterback.

Prior to the Air Force Academy
game. Army's field general was
the second leading passer in the

country from a yardage gained
point of view. In five games
Caldwell's accurate right arm
had accounted for 789 yards and
six touchdowns. His accuracy
percentage, .627, racked up
through 64 competitions in 102
attempts, was tops in the na-
tion.

Caldwell's prime target is that

most publicized of all college

football players, the original

Lonesome End, Bill Carpenter.

The Army captain has snared
28 passes for 369 yards and two
touchdowns.
The CaWwell-Carpenter com-

bination makes Army the num-
ber one passing team in the

country, averaging over 200
yards gained aerially per game.

Anderson's Injury Hurt
An injury to brilliant Bob

Anderson in the Illinois game
has put a severe crimp in

Armv's running game. The Co-
coa (Fla.) Comet, a first team
All American in his sonhomore
year, p^aved second Addle to
peerless Pete Dawkins last year.

As a result he had to settle for

a 2nd team All American berth.

Neverthe'ess, though he play-

ed in Dawkin's shadow, he still

managed to lead the Knights of-

fensive attack in both rushing

and total yardag«. He saved his

most outstanding performance
for the climatic service clash

with Navy.
WUd Offense

When the Middies jitterbug-

ged their defense in Dawkins'
direction, Anderson ran wild of-

fensively and scored 16 points,

aiding and abetting Navy's even-
tual demise no end.

Caldwell, Carpenter, and An-
derson are not the only return-
ees from last year's Eastern
champs, one of whose toughest
foes was in inspired Villanova
eleven. (The 'Cats succiimbed
to the Black Knights, after out-

playing the deeper Cadets in the
first half. The final count was
26-0.)

Don Usry, the "other" end in

Army's offensive juggernaut;
Steve Waldron, 6-0, 200 pound
halfback, who played behind
Dawkins; and Don Bonko, sec-

ond string fullback last year
were monogram winners in 1958.

EiglitMBtli Game in Series

Saturday's game will be the
eighteoith in the series which
dates back to 1908. Army has
won fifteen of the seventeen
games, losing only in 1915 and
1951.

The most imoressive win was
posted in 1944 when the Cadets
of the Doc Blanchard-G^enn Da-
vis era pummeled the Wildcats,
83-0. Villanova's nKMt recent

win was posted in 1951, when
the scandal-ridden Cadets bow-
ed to the ICaia Lfawn, 21-7.

«*
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32 Chosen For Who's Who

Connie Donahue (seated) featured in BeUe Masque*8 fall production, consults with chore-
ographer Sue Ahrold (left) and cast members Rosemary Donnelly and Mary Ann Kenvan on a
fine point of the play's action.
* ' ——^ I , I. ^ .

Belle Masque's First Musical
Bows Tonite In Field House

Belle Masque drama society
vill stage its first musical pro-
d u c t i o n , "The Higher You
Climb," which opens tonight in

the Field House.

"This is quite a revolutionary
thing for the club—singing,

that is—but musical comedy is

a real part of the theatre," said
Link Hallowell, president of the

society, who has a featured role.

Retreat Forms

For Blackwood M
Ready Tomorrow
Beginning tomorrow forms

will be available for those stu-

dents who are planning to make
weekend retreats at the Pius X
Retreat House in Blackwood,
N.J. --'•;••••••':, vV/b-; •.. .;•

The scheduled retreats are set

for Jan. 29-31 and Feb. 5-7 and
the capacity will be fifty stu-

dents at each weekend.

Forms will be made available

in the Student Council Office and
the arrangements will be hand-
led entirely by the Religious Af-

fairs Committee in co-operation

with the Chaplain's office.

As stated earlier, attendance

at a scheduled weekend retreat

will fulfill the student's obliga-

tion to the university in its re-

treat attendance requirement.

Expense of the retreat and
transportation to the Retreat

House, although arranged by
the committee, will be carried

by the student himself.

Due to the limit of reserva-

tions, applications will be taken
on a first-come-first-serve basis

and should be taken care of be-

fore the Thanksgiving holiday.

Little Background
"By and large, none of the

players has a singing back-
ground," he added, "but they
have all adapted like profession-

als to their musical demands."
Performances will be contin-

ued through Sunday night, with
curtain time set for 8:30 p.m.
Tickets, which can be purchased
at the box office, are $1 for
Villanova students, and $1.50 for
general admission. Tickets are
now on sale in the Pie Shoppe.

Hallowell and Mr. Richard Du-
prey, director, are enthusiastic
about the newly-discovered voice
quality of the thespians.

"Tom McCoy seems to have
I the best male voice," said Hallo-
well. "He has that Sinatra ring.

And if you must compare Ray
Kantra's voice with a profession-
al, I'd say he sounds like Eddie
Fisher."

Adequate Voices

The group did conduct voice
try-outs, but eventually awarded
the roles to the regular cast
members, whose voices turned
out to be "more than adequate."
The score was written by

George Herman, Professor of
Theatre at Clarke College, Du-
buque, Iowa, and lyrics were
provided by Duprey. Sue Arn-
old, a graduate student of
theatre, handled the choreog-
raphy.

The group has no illusions of
competing with Turf 'n Tinsel,
the campus musical comedy
troupe. "Music, in our produc-
tion, takes a back seat to act-

ing," said Hallowell. "We shoot
more for art."

No Allotment

Belle Masque is also limited

by funds, he added. "We make
our own working capital, where-
as T 'n T receives a budget from

the school. Naturally, they can
produce a more spectacular af-
fair."

The performance of "The
Higher You Climb" will be ac-
companied by an orchestra com-
posed primarily of Villanova
band members, under the direc-

tion of Lou Martucci,

Among the numbers to be pre-
sented are: "Where is the Single
Man to Hide?" (sung by Mc-
Coy); "Fugue for Old Dolls;"
"I Love Men;" and "The Cour-
age Song."

The presentation is costumed
and staged in the sixteenth cen-
tury style. Its characters are
comic representations of stand-
ard types. This Commedia del'

Arte touch was prevalent in

Spain when the play was writ-
ten. ...';, "^..^\-':'^'['.:

Jacinto Benavente y Martinez,
who wrote the play from which
the production was adapted, has
been referred to as "the Bernard
Shaw of Spain," and has won
the Nobel prize for literature
in 1922. It is adapted from
"Bonds of Interejjt."

Nasty Types
"The Characters," said Du-

prey, "are all nasty types." Tom
(Oontinued on Page 17)

Forms Due By Friday
Approximately 200 seniors

have not yet turned in their his-

tory forms to the BELLE AIR
office. Bill Rogers and Al Fish-
er, co-editors of the senior sec-
tion emphasize that the deadline
for returning these forms is

this Friday.

Any form not submitted to

the yearbook office on the second
floor of Dougherty Hall on or
before Friday will not be con-
sidered for publication in the
1960 BELLE AIR.

Thirty-two Villanova seniors have been named to the
annual National Collegiate Who's Who.

All three of the male undergraduate divisions have
I'epresentatives among the honored group of Villanovans,
who will be pictured in the directory of outstanding college
students published each year.

_ Arts & Sciences Lead
The Arts and Sciences diyision lead the Who's Who list

this year, with 17 students

Student Council

Week
Now In Progress
This week marks the third an-

nual observance of Student
Council Week.
Begun in 1957, under the Pat

Nicholson-Don Kempf regime,
the affair has enjoyed mild suc-
cess at Villanova.

The purpose of the Week,
said Chairman Tom Hoffman, is

to stimulate student interest in

student government; especially,
that at Villanova.

As has been the procedure in

the past, the week's activities

will be under the directorship
of the vice-president of the Stu-
dent Council. This year Bob De-
Lisa will head up the affair with
the assistance of the Council
Treasurer—Bill Vincent,
hop.

Proceedings got officially un-
derway Sunday night on the
WVIL show—Digest, with a
formal opening of the week by
the Student Council officers.

Activities Planned
Yesterday, a Student Govern-

ment forum was held in the C
and F building, with the officers

of both this year's and last

year's Council conducting the ac-
tivities. ;; .

,

Tonight, a Student Congress
meeting will be held in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall, at

6:30. The meeting will be an
open one with the public invited
to attend.

Tomorrow, a movie of the Vil-

lanova -Army game will be
(Oontinued on Page 17)

year,

chosen. Eight Engineers were
selected, and the Commerce and
Finance division and seven rep-
resentatives.

The 32 men were selected
from a group of approximately
80 nominees. The Student Coun-
cil, the deans of the various di-

visions, and the moderators of
all campus organizations sub-
mitted lists of outstanding stu-
dents to the final selection com-
mittee.

Selection Committee
This selection committee was

composed of Rev. Joseph Kem-
me, OSA, vice president of Stu-
dent Affairs. Rev. Dante Giro-
lami. OSA. dean of Student Ac-
tivities, Rev. Norbert Whitley,
OSA, university Chaplain. Rev.
William Farrell, OSA. assistant
to the chaplain. Rev. George Mc-
Laughlin, OSA, dean of Men,
Tom Hoffman, Student Council
chairman, and Ray Rafferty,

day
I

senior class president.

Nominees were required to
possess a minimum scholastic
average of 2.5, be active in rec-
ognized campus activities, and
be in "good standing" with uni-
versity authorities.

First Announcement
The first public announcement

of the men selected for this
vear's Who's Who comes in this
issue of the VILLANOVAN.
Winners and their accomplish-
ments will be found pictured in
the centerfolds.

The selection committee ex-
pressed its confidnce that the 32
seniors namedto Who's Who rep- '

:"

resent "Villanova's finest." Hoff-
man and Rafferty both stated
that the winners were "truly
oxamnles of the calibre of men
that Villanova has to offer."

Junior Ring Mass Slated
For Saturday In Chapel
Nick Cassetta. general chair-

man of the Junior Ring Mass
and Breakfast Committee, has
announced that the day chosen
for this affair is Saturday, No-
vember 21.

Rev. Robert J. Welsh, OSA
moderator of the Junior Class,
will celebrate the Mass and bless

the rings. The Ring Mass will

be held in the University Chapel
at 9 a.m.

Immediately following the
Mass, breakfast will be served
at the Radnor Ballroom of the
new Treadway Inn, located on
Lancaster Ave. in St. Davids,
Pa., just west of Villanova.

Guest Speaker
The Very Reverend John A.

Klekotka. OSA. president, will be
guest speaker at the breakfast.
Cassetta, who is secretary of
the Junior Class, added that "it

will be an honor and an inval-

uable experience to have the
president of the university as
a guest speaker."

"We hope", said Cassetta,
"that this event will be well at-

tended, since it is the first ac-
tivity of the Junior Class as a
whole."

Working with Cassetta on the
various committees are Jim
Strazzella, Mass; Jerry Carlin,
Jack McDonnell, and Tony In-

trieri. Tickets; Dick Keeley,
Butch McNally, and Vince Kirk,

Publicity; and Jim Palair, Break-
fast.

Tickets for the breakfast will

be $2 and will be .sold in the Pie
Shoppe and the C&F Cafeteria.

They may also be obtained from
class officers and the ticket co-

chairmen.
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King of Torft l/fs De Marra

\\

I tor" Surprises Law Forum

Fred DeMarra, the "Great Imposter," and Melvin Belli, the)

"King of Torts," at Friday's Law Forum. Belli is currently rep«'

resenting DeMarra in a libel case.

Spanish Club To Present

"Noche Espanola" Dec. 4
sist of a one-act comedy entitled

"Esgrima y Amor" ("Fencing

and Love"), written by the fam-
ous Alvarez Quintero brothers

of Spain.

The cast will include five stu-

dents: Judy Rodriguez and Ves-

na Mohorovicic from Cabrini

College, and three Latin Ameri-

can students from Villanova,

Severo Lanza, Temistocles Fer-

nandez, and Alfredo Salazar.

The guest speaker will be the

Spanish Counsul in Philadelphia,

Dr. Jose Ramon Sobredo, and
also in attendance will be sev-

eral consuls representing such

Latin American countries as

Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Ven-
ezuela and Colombia.

The Spanish Club will cele-

brate its annual "Noche Espan-
ola," Dec. 4, in the Vasey Hall

Auditorium with a literary-mus-

ical program.
The program, which was in-

itiated by the late Rev. Lorenzo
Lozano, OSA, will consist of two
parts.

The first segment will include

popular Spanish songs sung by
members of the Spanish Club,

as well as two solos: Judy Rod-
riguez of nearby Cabrini College

will sing EL CAMINO VERDE
and Robert Anthony, a member
of the Spanish Club, will sing

SORRENTO.
The guest soloist will again be

Rev. Policarpo Oroz, ORSA. In-

strumental soloists will include

John Tedeschi, concert pianist,

who will play "Clair de Lune,"
and Dennis Sheehan, who will

play "The Jolly Caballero" on
the accordian.

One Act Comedy
The second part of this liter-

ary-musical program will con-

Supervise Activities

Mr. Vito J. Di Vincenzo, mod-
erator of the Club, and the offi-

cers Don Ropain, Severo Lanza,

Edward Dowling, Victor Marti-

nez, and Salvator Di Blasio, will

supervise the activities of

"Noche Espanola."

The decorum of the second
session of Villanova's Law
Forum was momentarily upset

by the appearance of the audi-

ence of Fred DeMarra, the

"Great Imposter."

Melvin M. Belli, the forum's

speaker, introducted DeMarra to

a thoroughly amazed audience

in Garey Hall last Friday even-

ing. The "Imposter," who has
posed as everything from a sur-

geon (he actually performed op-

erations )to a trappist monk,
has engaged Belli in a libel suit

against a prominent writer.

King of Torts

Belli, known as the "King of

Torts," spoke on "The Law Is

Alive—How About The Law-
yers?" His major premise was
that, in a given legal case, the

determining factor will not be

apparent facts, but the amount
of research done by the lawvers.

Common law has sufficient

precedents to support almost

any argument, Belli insisted. He
added that whichever lawyer

digs deepest to substantiate his

arguments will win the case.

Belli, a graduate of the Uni-

versity of California and its law

school, is a controversial figure

in the field of law. He has col-

lected larger amounts in dam-
age and personal injury suits

than any other lawyer in his-

tory.

Law Changing

Drawing on his experience

from damage and injury suits,

Belli commented on the fact

that the law is changing in

many aspects involving liability.

He cited the matter of consumer
liabUity. V •

Belli stated that there is a
trend o flegal opinion toward
the principle of "absolute liabil-

ity," such as applies to injury
resulting from bad or inferior

food products. In "absolute lia-

bility" case, the plain^ff is not
required to prove negligence, but
only that he has been injured
by the faulty product.

Lawyers everwhere will have
to adjust to this trend, said Bel-

li. Another trend he noted was
one by California jurists, who
originated an idea for a Personal
Injury Commission.

The proposed Commission
would set standard damage rates

for, say, the loss of a leg or the

blinding of noe eye. Belli, who

has earned both fortune and

fame by collecting massive dam-

ages for his clients, objects to

the idea of the Commission.

He insists that the "value" of

a personal injury is strictly de-

termined by the circumstances

of the individual case, and that

the Commission idea is basically

unfair in that regard.

A third type of case whish
Belli mentioned, a^d for which
he is noted, is the medical mal-
practice case. He said that he
"sympathized with doctors, who
must endure difficult training

and circumstances,' yet when
they injure a patient through
malpractice, they must be pre-

pared to pay the consequences.

Belli further related a number
of other experiences he has had,

among them the fact that Errol

Flynn was slated to play Belli

in a movie, "The King of Torts."

DeMarra is to be the subject

of a movie, "The Great Impos-

tor," starring Tony Curtis. Con-

cluding his "act" at the begin-

ning of Belli's lecture, DeMarra
quipped, "I always thought I

looked like a chubby Tony Cur-

tis."

MoritzTo Speak

To Accountants
William Coyle, president of

the Accounting Society, an-

nounced recently that John
Moritz, Villanova Placement Di-

rector, will discuss the topic:

"The Accounting Field; Its Op-
portunities and Advantages" at

their meeting tomorrow in 210
CJ&F, at 10:30 a.m.

Mr. Moritz will discuss what
the firms will be requesting from
the prospective employees. Af-

ter his informal talk, there will

be a question and answer ses-

sion.

Colleglafe Press Confer-ence

11

Nikita A Social Climber" - Huntley
Chet Huntley, top newscaster

for NBC television, branded Nik-
ita Khrushchev a "social climb-

er'^ at the annual convention of

the Associated College Press,

held in New York last weekend.
"He's the foremost social

climber in the world," said Hunt-
ley, addressing a gathering of

college journalists from all parts

of the country.
: .^ ;

Inieriority '

"Khrushchev has an innate in-

feriority complex, which was
compounded when he visited the

United States and saw our

wealth," he said.

"He wants to join the most

exclusive country club in the

world — the free nations with

high standards of living."

The VILLANOVAN was rep-

resented by four at the conven-

tion: Editor Tom Wolf, Sports

Editor Jim Murray, columnist

Tony Macklin, and format staf-

fer Ford Prime.

The BELLE AIRE sent Editor

sent Editor Tom Peretti, Asso-

ciate Editor Bill Celentano, and

undergraduate Editor Bill Bouf-

ford.

"Khrushchev har, a compeling

desire to have his word accepted

by the nations- of the world,"

said Huntley. "When his word

i? apparently disregarded, he
takes it as a personal insult."

With Brinkley
Huntley shares a nirhtly

newscast with David Brinkley

Chet HuntUy

for the Nati'onal Broadcasting
Company. He has been cited for

his television coverage of the

Puerto Rican juvenile delin-

quency problem a few months
ago.

Huntley also expounded on his

conception of the college news-
paper's vital functions. Explicit-

ly he stated that the college

journalist has the "first and
formal obligation of telling the

truth."

They are further encouraged,

he added, to give serious consid-

eration to world and national

events. "The college press can
fill a major role in formulating

student political opinion."

Reprimand

Pluntley had sharp words of

reprimand for the actions of

Charles Van Doren, in the ques-

tion-answer period that followed
his talk. Van Doren has admit-
ted quiz-fixing.

"The American television pub-
lic was actually "hoodwinked,"
he asserted. "This is symptoma-
tic of the increasing moral laxity

of today, along with the quest

for the almighty dollar."

Huntley himself received his

start in journalism from editor-

ial work on the newspaper of the

University of Montana.

iiuMitiiiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiirao^^
OrrrCTTC

iiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiii^^

Tom Hoffman Ubiquitous?
|

Yes. !

Tom Hoffman is undoubt-
edly the man of the hour.

In the midst of Student Gov-
ernment Week, with a $3000
budget recently acquired,

and with an unprecedented
program of extra- and co-

curricular activities in the

offing, Hoffman is attracting

a great deal of attention.

An admitted "late comer"
in the field of student ac-

tivities, Hoffman came to

Villanova from Aquinas In-

stitute in Rochester, New

Tom Hoffmon

York, where he was an edi-

tor of the school newspaper.

In Activities at Villanova,

however, he has been any-

thing but a late comer. In

the middle of his freshman
year he was eleoted to the

Student Council, where he
has remained ever since.

As a sophomore on the

Council, he served as chair-

man of the Student
Activities Committee, and
secretary of the Spirt
Committee. He was also

chairman of the Blazer

Committee as a soph.

Hoffman was elected to a
two-year Council term at

the end of his sophomore
year. At the beginning of

junior year, he was elected

vice chairman of the Coun-
cil. By virtue of this office,

he served as chairman of

the Student Cabinet and as

co-chairman of the Orien-

tation Committee with Bob
DeLisa, who was then soph-

omore class president.

This year, Hoffman be-

came chairman of the Coun-
cil and president of the stu-

dent body, and as such, in-

augurated what promises to

be "Villanova's greatest

year for student govern-

ment."
He quietly set in motion

an unprecidented plan—the
budget program. Last year
and during the summer, the

Council's officers had work-
ed out every detail of the

program. ,:;:?• .*:^ ':

Unanimous Approval
When he and his fellow

planners felt the time was
exactly right Hoffman
placed the budget before the

Council, where it was unan-
imously approved and sub-

mitted to the Administra-
tion. With Administration

approval, the budget became
a part of student govern-

ment history.

With the budget, Hoffman
plans to do many things.

First among these is the al-

ready proven series of Stu-

dent Council

"Great Bunch of Guys"
Hoffman emphasized that

the budget and the Councdre
many other programs "could

not have been possible with-

out the help of a great

bunch of guys—.the mem-
bers of the Council and
other organizations. I've

never met any people like

thenru Come graduation

time, I will be sad to leave

Villanova."

s
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Rev. Joseph Kemme, OSA» vice preirident of Student Affairs,

and Thnothy John Finan, winner of the City Line Optimist Club
Award.

Handicapped Student
Awarded Optimist Citation

^••^^ Timothy John Finan, a gradu-

ate of Overbrook School for the

Blind and presently a student at

Villanova University, received a
special youth award from the

Optimist Club of City Line last

Tuesday evening.

Presentation of the award
was made in observance of

Youth Appreciation Week and
goes annually to someone who
best symbolizes some basic char-

acteristics which are represent-

ative of American Youth and
serve as an example to others.

Honor Graduate

Finan is an honor graduate of

the blind school and is enrolled

as a freshman Liberal Arts stu-

dent here. He continues to main-

tain the high academic level at

Villanova that he did at Over-

brook where he finished his five

year course in four years.

In addition to scholastic

achievements, Finan has won
extra - curricular awards. In

1955 he received a citation as

"Boy Scout of the Year". He is

an excellent violinist and has

given public performances in

Philadelphia, Boston and else-

where. He is attending Villa-

nova on an academic scholar-

ship.

German Self-Taught

When the handicapped youth
learned that Overbrook was con-

sidering enrolling a student

from Germany some years ago,

he was concerned because the

German boy would not be able

talk to other students.

Finan, therefore, undertook to

teach himself German. Not only

did he succeed in his ambition to

befriend the foreign youth but
developed an interest in the

language and has continued to

work with it to the point where
he speaks German with virtually

no accent.

A Popular Student
At Villanova, Tim is a popu-

lar student who is thoroughly
determined to make the best

possible use of both body and
mind and invests himself freely

and spontaneously in his new
academic surroundings.

Life has not been easy for

Timothy John Finan but at least

his grit and determination have
not gone unnoticed. Presenta-

tion of the Youth Award was
made during dinner at the Tav-

ern in Bala Cynwyd.

Juniors To Fete Johnnies;

Plan Annual Charity Ball
The annual Orphan's Weekend

sponsored by the Junior Class

under the chairmanship of Neil

Vaughey, Junior C&F resident,

will be held December 5 and
Tuesday December 8.

The Charity Ball, ordinarily

an integral part of the weekend,
will take place a week later than
usual on Friday, December 11th.

The date of the dance has
been pushed back because on
Friday December 4, the basket-

ball team plays Scranton in the

Field House.

According to Vaughey the

outing will be held on Saturday
the 5th, and the party will take

place on Tuesday the 8th.

The Weekend Johnnies Bene-

fit, long a traditional Junior

class function at Villanova, is

held for the benefit of the boys

at St. John's Home in Philadel-

phia.

The proceeds from the dance

and the money collected in re-

ligion classes during the week
prior to the Orphan's Weekend
are used for the party.

According to Jerry Carlin,

junior Math major, who is co-

chairman of the outing along

with Harry Wolfington, junior

C&F, the only detail remaining

to be ironed out is designation

of several restaurants to pro-

vide luncheon facilities for the

Orphans and their escorts.

All of this year's activities will

center around the 69th Street

area. In the past the Johnnies

shopped and lunched in center

city and then journeyed out to

69th Street for a movie.

Although holding the outing

in 69th Street might not allow

one central lunch spot, Carlin

felt that the time saved in hav-

ing everything in one general

area would make for less driv-

ing.

No Buses—^He Hopes

On the subject of transporta-

tion, Carlin declared that he

hopes that no buses will be
needed to transport the John-

nies and their escorts from place

to place.

"If we can get enough day-

hops to drive, there will be no
need for buses," said Carlin.

Wolfington, the outing co-

chairman is in charge of the

transportation committee whose
task it is to provide as many

Villanova Hosts Forum
For Local Accountants
Villanova was host to the

Seventeenth Annual Accounting

Forum sponsored by the Phila-

delphia Chapter of the Pennsyl-

vania Institute of Certified Pub-

lic Accountants last Thursday
afternoon.

The forum program, held in

Vasey Hall, was presented in co-

operation with various colleges

and universities in the Philadel-

phia area who are members of

the local chapter of P.I.C.P.A.

Rev. Joseph C. Bartley, OSA,
dean of the Commerce and fi-

nance division, delivered the in-

vocation and welcomed the dele-

gates.

Douglas G. McArthur, presi-

dent of the Philadelphia branch

of the P.I.C.P.A. presided at the

forum.
"Today's Challenge to Accoun-

ting" was the topic of the prin-

ciple address delivered before

the AMembly.

Carman G. Blough, Director

of research for the American In-

stitute of Certified Public Ac-
countants, gave the lecture.

Sophs Hear Lanin

The first class social weekend
of the semester commenced last

Friday night as the Sophomore
Cotillion got underway at 9 p.m.

Howard L a n i n ' s orchestra

provided music for "El Baile de
Los Amores" (The Dance of

Lovers) which continued until

1 a.m. The Coachman Trio play-

ed during intermissions.

On Sunday afternoon a Jazz
Concert, benefiting the Augus-
tinian Seminary Guild, was held

in the Field House. J. J. John-
son and the Ramsey Lewis Trio,

both progressive jazz propon-
ents, were featured at the con-

cert.

Senior, Officer

Pictures Slated

By Photo Staff
Organizations that have not

had their picture taken for the
Belle Air yearbook will report to

the assigned places at the as-

signed dats. 'These Pictures are
for the seniors, moderators and
officers ONLY.

November 19, 10:80 A.M.
Mendel Hall Main Entrance:

Russian Society, Spanish Club.

C&F liiain Entrance: Finance
Society.

Nurses Lounge: Pi Theta Chi.

Nov. 19, 7:80 P.M.
112 C&F: LR.S.

Nov. 28, 11:80 A.M.
In front of Mendel Main Enr

trance: AIEE, AIChE.
Deo. 8rd, 10:80 A.M.

Mendel Main Entrance: LKD,
Vete Club.

JB Hall: Semper Fi.

Front of C&F: ICG, Gamma
Phi, SAM.

automobiles as are needed.
The caravan will leave from

Villanova in time to pick up the
Orphans at 49th and Wyalusing
Sts. in Philadelphia at 9:30.

From there the party will pro-
ceed to Gimbels on 69th St.

NeilVoughey

The general chairman of this

year's Orphans' Outing has sent

out an urgent plea for cars to

transport Johnnies to 69th
Street, and for presents for th^
Orphans' Party.

There the orphans will tour
toyland. At that time each
Johnny will be presented with a
gift by his escort. After limch
at a nearby restaurant (yet to

be determined) everyone Will be
the guests of the 69th St. Thea-
tre for an afternoon nuitinee.

Maps and itineraries will be
distributed befor the weekend.
Chairman Vaughey emphasizes
that although the outing is

sponsored by the Juniors, it is

not limited to that group.

He said that in past years all

the classes have participated in
the event and he expressed hope
that this year will be no excep-
tion.

Arizin and Roberts

The party on Tuesday the 8th
due to its expense, is closed to
football players, chairman, and
those who have worked on the
weekend.

Bob Bohn, Junior Arts, party
chairman, announced that te-
tative plans call for Santa
Claus to arrive in a helicopter at
the orphanage after which he'll

distribute gifts to the tots.

However, as of now, Bohn
does not have enough presents
to give to the orphans. "I'd ap-
preciate it if anyone who might
have contacts with wholesale
candy distributors or who might
be able to get discount rates on
toys would get in touch with me
at 315 Sullivan or LA 5-9050.

As for entertainment Bohn
said that he has written letters

to Robin Roberts and Paul Ari-

zin requesting their presence at
the affair.

The Charity Ball to be held
on December 11th will feature

the music of Lou Denison. This
was announced by Chet Butto-

now, junior C&F, chairman of

the dance.

9k

(uidofaclu

Vou are sure of your
choice at Rogers Feet,
long noted for proven
good taste. We have
"wide" selections of strip-

ings, diagonals and her-

ringbones in the finest of

fabrics. You will be ex-

pertly fitted whether you
take a regular size, long,

extra longorshort. Young
menareoui specialty. Our
jackets are sized from
35 to 44 . . . $35 to $45.

Complementary all-wool

flannel slacks. 28 to 36
wai»t.,.$H. to $22.

Oul^dtcAA \» c\W OJid £evA kinsji 1874

'\((I(1.^ ' )(

In New York

:

Fifth Avenue
at 48th Street

Fifth Avenue
at 41st Street

Broadway
at Warren St.

In Boston

:

Tremont St.

at Bromfield St.
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Who'sWho Problem
The greatest tragedy of this year's final

selection of Who's Who members is the re-

grettable number of worthy students who
missed the list. Villanova University was
somehow alloted only 32 berths in the na-

tional seI(»ctions. and a large number of the

students that you might have expected to

see chosen were necessarily excluded.

Admittedly, the selection must be some-
what of an arbitrary thing, and deserving

students who went unmentioned must find

their own satisfaction in their consistent per-

formance
!.'r

"" Even though several favorites may have
been apparently overlooked, jt must be gen-

erally agreed that nearly all of the actual

selectees do belong in the company of the

national honor students which Who's Who
recognizes.

Our only complaint can be that, for the

size of the university, Villanova should have
been allowed a greater number of candidates.

J Retain Rogers?
• Tuesday evening next, the Villanova

football team will be feted at a testimonial

banquet. At that time it is rumored that Ad-
ministration officials will name the 1960

coach.
According to those in the know, the

Wildcat coach will be chosen from a list of

five men: John McKenna, current VMI men-
tor; Terry Brennan. former Notre Dame
roach ; John Sandusky, line coach of the

Baltimore Colts; Chuck Klausing, high

school coach at Braddock, Pa.; and Joe

Rogers, present coach of the Wildcats on an

interim basis. '
•• ''

McKenna and Sandusky r^^te considera-

tion, not only for their coaching feats, but
f)lso hpr'ause they are both Villanova gradu-

ates. Klausing's name crops uo because of

liis remrakable record ^54 wins in p vow) and
1ms expvpssed opinion tl^at he would '^e m'^ve

than willing to try his hand at molding the

'Cats into a winner.
Brennan, the most widely-known of the

group, is reported to be the choice of a large

bloc of alumni.
This leaves only Rogers. Significantly

enough, his name is at the bottom of the list.

Apparently, his efforts are being judged on

what is considered to be a strictly objective

basis, namely, one win in five games.

An official's oversight in the Army
game prevented him from effectin.qr one of

the season's biggest upsets. At Rutgers last

week, his frustrated charges came within six

yards of a win, only to have the lack of time
pressnre them into a crucial fumble.

The team has looked proeressively bet-

tor each week under Roger's direction. From
this corner, it seems that the best and only

expression of confidence that can be shown
in Rogers' demonstrated ability is 9 new con-

tract. He deserves the chances. M.D.

New^York Hotels
The editors of this staff made their an-

nual excursion to the Collegiate Press Con-

ference, this year held in New York City.

They encountered a bit of trouble when
applying for hotel reservations at the Hotel

Sheraton-Atlantic, formerly the Sheraton-
McAlpin, troubles which might l)e worth re-

peating. Villanova matric cards were met
with a hostility which rather unsettled the

editors at first. "Not after last week's Army
trip!" said the desk clerk, his lip beginning
to quiver.

He swiftly referred the editors to the

assistant maiiager, who in turn referred them
to the security officer. The security officer

cleared up the problem after a ten minutes
of litigation with the desk clerk.

"You can't blame them for bein.'y care-

ful," he told the editors. "The hotel had to

be remodeled after last weekend. You boys
smashed TV sets, ripped out sink fixtures,

dropped ash trays down the mail chutes, and
stolp mattresses out of the hall closets, etc.,

etc."

After a pledge of civilitv at the main
desk, the editors were finally awarded
rooms. Enough said.

Faculty Lounge

•*
. . and then when the afternoon class found

out that there would be a test before Thanksgiving

vacation . .

»»

Leffers to the Editor

Student Council Operations

Appeiar Mysterious, Useless
In answer to "From a Fac-

ulty Member".
"False Measure of Manhood*'
What is the student-council?

I can answer quite honestly af-

ter four years of undergradu-
ate life tihat I do not know. To
my knowledge it operates in

the same manner as most bod-

ies of ruling men—slightly

mysteriously and often use-

lessly.

The important point in the

drive for self-rule is the ap-

proach the council has taken

which will add "prestige." It

is certainly a sign of the times.

Creeping Socialism. Men are

so indoctrinated in the paying

of taxes that we have reached

the point where we request

them. Why should a student

pay a tax?

Liberalism

Let us not confuse the issues

by tying the self-rule of coun-

cil to other complaints. Lib-

eralism does not extend to all

Catholic principles. I am hap-

py to have received a "trun-

cated seminary curriculum." I

wish I could have always said

my student days were "quasi-

seminarian." If any complaint

is to be leveled at Villanova,

it should be that the curricu-

lum is merely "truncated."

There are those who believe

that change means progress.

There is a university at Sal-

amanca, Spain which still offers

an almost medieval curriculum.

Its administration refuses to

change in order to be "mod-

ern." They claim that their

curriculum is directed towards

the true purpose of education.

Can we dispute their word?
Have our curriculums brought

us more light than the "dark

ages"? If they have, where is

another St. Francis, St. Dom-
inic, or St. Thomas?

Yeasty Group

The laity is alwajrs a pretty

"yeasty" mob. They always
cry for participation. Let them
participate in the manner of

laity. Catholic Action does not
mean usurption of priestly du-
ties. The true measure of a
Catholic man is his mental, as

well as, his physical bending of

the knee. Manhood is not a
commodity we purchase with

self-rule. Rather, it comes
when we submit to properly

designated and justly functionr

ing authority.

Joseph Sapone
graduate student

History Dept.

Oil Your Guns And
Fight, Day Students

Letter to Day-Hops:

In reading the Villanovan of

October 14, 1959, I was stun-

ned by the comments of a cer-

tain student spotlighted in the

article "Campus Camera". This

student's opinion of why there

is a lack of school spirit is,

"one-half of the enrollment is

comprised of day-students, who
for the most part, lack the in-

terest and spirit of the resi-

dents." This is something, you

as day-hop should be ashamed
of!

This writer, in being fair to

the previously mentioned stu-

dent, must quote, "More inter-

esting activities for the day-

hops is a possible solution."

This is agreed upon by all. Do
you remember two-gun Pete in

the old Westerns? He always
fired both pistols to be assured

of conquering his opposition.

The residents are firing, but

the day-students are on the

other hand, just sitting thert

rusting. We will add oil to get

you in condition with our cam-
paign, then you must climb out

of your holster. Together, resi-

dents and day-students, we can

aim at making Villanova a still

greater u n iv e r s i t y.

Paul O'Rourke
Arts, '61

Write Letters

To The Editor

YOUR OPEN
FORUM

CAMPUS CAMERA
Would you be willing to pay an entrance fee

to the intramural department in order to insure

proper refs., equipment and trophies for the win-
ning teams In the different intramural activities?

DEFINITELY NOT ... We pay a $25 Stu-
dent Activities Fee each year. This should insure

us of an adequate Intramural
Department with proper refs.

and trophiee for the winners.
To stimulate an even greater
interest, I feel that an Intra-

mural City-series Tournament
with Penn, La Salle, Temple,
and St. Joe's, with the Intra-

mural Department sponsoring
the local chtunps, would go
lover very big.

Nick Casseta, '61, Political Science

I wouldn't mind paying the fee since I think

it would add to the quality of the leagues, induce

more students to participate in

intramurals and make them
more popular. As long as the

fee was reasonable I don't

think anyone would mind pay-

ing it. A good fee might be

a dollar for each participant.

Joe Pentony, '60, Arts

I feel that such a fee for better equipment,

trophies and referees in the intramural depart-

ment should not be placed on
the student. It is true that

there is need for improvement
however, this responsibility is

that of the administration.

^^ When a student enrolls into a
**^^ university, he expects adequate

recreational facilities. If these

f^^
are lacking, it is not the stu-

^H dent's responsibility to provide

Bi them.
Andrew Piscatelli, '61, Psyc

Primarily, I believe that a fee, such as

has been proposed, would prove only to be an
additional burden to the al- *

ready overtaxed student. More-
over, I believe that the official

staff has proven to be adequate

for our needs and therefore flH K
would not require any modifi- «%, ^vo-
cations or alteration as such. nfe^r*^

As to the institution of a sys-

tem of tokens such as trophies,

for which the money would
also be appropriated from this

fee, I believe that this is not a necessity.

William Faccidomo, '61, Psyc

Although it is not a necessity at this time,

I believe an intramural fee would be a step for-

ward for the students of Vil

lanova. With this fee officials

could be hired to referee the

games and thereby clear the

now present problem of argu-

ments. The fee could also be
used for trophies to be pre-

jJ^^Sy^ sented to the winners, thus giv-

|A ^V^ fl||| ing teams an even larger incen-

^H^ # ^^H tive than they now have. Tak-
HB M mt^B ing these benefits into consider-

ation. I would be willing to pay a small intra-

mural fee to participate in the different sports
at Villanova.

Dick Wilder, '61, C&F
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Belle Masque Traces History To Gay Nineties
« A LL THE WORLD'S a stage, andt*

the people are its players." The
role of life is a difficult one for many
people to play. Imagine hom much
more difficult it is for actors to con-

vincingly portray roles which are part

of the lives of others. Yet, eveiy

year, the thespians go on attempting

to do just that: to project the "larger-

than-life" to the audience. Villanova,

too, has its dramatic society, which

is known as the Belle Masque.
Although Belle Masque was not be-

gun until 1929 ,its predecessors date

back almost to the beginning of the

school. The Dramatic Club of Villa-

nova College presented a play at the

Walnut Street Theatre as early as

June, 1896 entitled "More Sinned

Than Sinning".

The Dramatics Club went through

the years as a small, loosely-organ-

ized group. It was not until January,

1927, that the first definite organi-

zation of dramatics occured. The club

was called the Dual Mask because of

the two masks of drama: tragedy and

comedy. This club was given its im-

petus by the success of "Vision," a
passion play by Rev. John F. Bums.
Father Bums became moderator of

Dual Mask, and the outlook was ex-

tremely optimistic. When Father's

health failed, unfortunately, the club

failed too.

Dramatics was not to die so easily,

however. Mr. Joseph T. Jonas arrived

during the late twenties and took up
where Father Burns had been forced

to leave off. He originated the de-

bating society known as Book and

Gavel in 1928, and when he called for

a meeting of students interested in

dramatics, he found that the response

consisted largely of debaters. The
wisest move seemed to be a merger;

thus, the Villanova Literary Society

was formed.

THIS SOCIETY consisted of two
chapters: the debating chapter

and the dramatics chapter. The de-

bating division had a name, but a
new problem had arisen: what to call

the dramatics chapter. It was agreed

that "Villanova" should not be re-

peated, since this was the name of

ly Josephine Morello

the entire society. Someone suggested

"Belle Air," for such was the name of

the locality at the time. This thought,

coupled with the idea of the Dual
Mask, resulted in the present titlej

Belle Masque.
Book and Gavel now decided to

change its name to something more
in keeping with the trend set by Belle

Masque, and it selected the Greek let-

ters for its initials. Since then, it has
been known as Beta Gamma.
Two outstanding members of the

Villanova Literary Society at this

time were Al Severance, present coach

of the Villanova basketball team, and
Marty Gill, a former faculty member.
The first play given by Belle Mas-

que was held at St. Thomas Hall,

Rosemont, in 1929. It was a variety

show known as "Sun Up". A revue

in five scenes, "Shakespeare Goes
Modem", was given on April 1, 1932,

to celebrate the opening of the Vil-

lanova Field House.
One of the principal restricting fac-

tors was the fact that no females

were permitted to participate in any

Belle Masque production. Conse-
quently, the men were forced to im-

personate females. At no time,

however has there ever been any con-

nection between Belle Masque and
Turf & Tinsel.

Belle Masque was beginning to

achieve a degree of success and rec-

ognition, and began to give perform-

ances off campus. The organization

also had a radio program on radio

station WHAT each Wednesday from
8:30 to 9:00 p.m. This arrangement
lasted from 1931 until 1933. One-act

plays and excerpts from other plays,

such as two Belle Masque standards,

"Macbeth^'aind "Richelieu",were given.

The actors received a great deal of

experience from this venture.

* • *
BILL BOURKE WAS the first dra-

matics major at Villanova. Since

he entered the college before such a
course was offered. Father Griffith,

who was then college president, and
Mr. Jonas worked out a special pro-

gram for him. He never finished his

schooling here, for in his third year

he was accepted by the American
Academy in New York on Mr. Jonas'
recommendation. Under the stage
name of Hayden' Rourke, he played
opposite Lucille Ball in one of her
early Broadway successes. During
World War II, he toured with the
Army's European Company which en-
tertained our troops overseas. Later,

he played opposite Ancouria in
"White Cargo," a show which he also
produced and directed. More recently,

he has been working in radio and
television.

The Villanova Literary Society waa
disbanded in 1935. Debating contin-

ued in 1941 under Mr. Anthony
Frayne, and is now moderated by Mr.
Richard McDonough. Father Krupa
became the post-war moderator in

1947, and remained in this capacity,

until the arrival of Mr. Richard A.
Duprey in 1956.

As head of the Graduate School
Dept. of Theatre, Mr. Duprey is well-

qualified for his post of Instructor

of Drama and Theatre, and director

of Belle Masque. He received his MA
in Theatre, and is the regular drama
critic of the Catholic Standard &
Times.

Mr. Duprey is assisted in his work
with Belle Masque by Mr. Bernard
Coyne, technical advisor and by the
Belle Masque officers : Link Hallowell,

president; Mike Keating, treasurer;

Connie Donohue, secretary; Jim
Lynch, social director; and John Mc-
Garry, student council representative.

This year. Belle Masque has begun
to write a new page in its history, as
it prepares to present its first musical.

The comedy, "The Higher You
Climb," is an adaption of Jacinto
Benavente's "The Bonds of Interest."

The play selection committee will

meet after "The Higher You Climb"
closes to choose Belle Masque's next
production. "The committee would
like, if possible, to find a contemp-
orary serious play—something as ex-

citing as possible," stated Mr. Duprey.
"We have two or three good scripts

in mind, but no definite selection has
been made as yet."

Mediocre ^Tiorello^^ Seen Headed For Long Run
|-,"IORELLO!" will open in New
Jr York this week, with a cast rem-

iniscent of most John Wayne epics.

After seeing its run at the Erlanger

last week, we concluded that while

the large and somewhat obscure com-

pany do their best, the result is a

stop-and-go process which may or

may not eventually "jolt" to success.

At this writing, the necessary element

of continuity has been avoided.

Tom Bosley appears in the title role

as Fiorello H. LaGuardia, former

congressman and mayor of New York.

Mr. Bosley is perfect as the indefa-

tigable friend to all. Disregarding in-

appropriate lyrics to his entrance

song, Bosley makes LaGuardia be-

lievably ambitious.

Ellen Hanley, who gained recogni-

tion last season in the ill-fated "First

Impressions", is lovely and charming

as the first Mrs. LaGuardia. Miss

Hanley scores with "Till Tomorrow",

a song with highly commercial possi-

bilities; and a ballad, "When Did I

Fall In Love?".

Much of the show's bOrden falls on

Pat Stanley, a refreshing gamin who
handles herself extremely well. She

provides the show with its only con-

sistent bright spot. Her show-stop-

ping "I Love A Cop" is a gem. Miss

Stanley is graceful and suitably hoy-

denish in both of her all-too-brief

dance numbers.

Howard I>aSilva, perennial bad man
of Barton MacLane elorts, gives a

creditable performance as Ben Mar-

ino, political czar of New York. He

By Thomas Quigley

and his cronies provide the show with

"Politics and Poker", a rousing chor-

us, and the finale. The group's har-

mony can best be described as unus-

ual, although some may prefer the

,

word, strained.

The word "strained" brings to mind
the performance of one Patricia Wil-

son, Fiorello's long suffering secre-

tary. Miss Wilson undoubtedly had a

major conflict with the orchestra.

Few of her lyrics were audible and
she managed to stay at least one-half

tone below key. Her gestures were
remarkably wooden, although she had
close competition in the same respect

from Bob Holiday as the office clerk.

Mr. Holiday plays his role with the

abandon of a wet sneaker.

With such an enormous cast, it is

almost unthinkable that someone
would play a dual role. However, in

accord with the rest of the confusion,

Del Horstmann gives three brief, but

notable characterizations.

• • •
COLUMBIA RECORDING star, Ei-

leen Rodgers, scores with "Gentle-

man Jimmy", a brassy, lively song

which should set the show's general

tempo. Unfortunately, it is precisely

in this respect that the show fails.

The uneven scoring detracts from the

overall enjoyment of the production.

Peter Genaro, who handled the suc-

cessful Andy Williams Show during

the summer, creates two vibrant

dances which almost bring the show

to life. The number, "The Name's
LaGuardia", is marvelously staged

and handsomely costumed, but it is

only througt^ Mr. (Jenaro's expertly

executed choreography that the song
•becomes, in some small way, memor-
able.

This oonglamoration of assorted

talent has definite potentiality, but is

reduced to secondary importance by
the fantastic amount of scenery cre-

ated by William and Jean Eckart.

Two revolving stages are utilized con-

stantly in an effort to maintain the

dizzying pace. Due to lack of space,

the scenes were not listed in the pro-

gram, and it is impossible to even ven-

ture a rough estimate. Hesitant ap-

plause greeted most of the sets, main-
ly because the audience was not sure

what was happening most of the time.

During these many interludes, the

orchestra plays various selections, all

remindful of the grand old song,

"That Old Gang of Mine". With all

due respect to composer Jerry Bock,
wiho does admirably well most of the

time, Sheldon Hamick's lyrics are

constantly superior. In addition to

the aforementioned songs, "Till the

Bootlegger Comes" and "Home
Again" are notable. The reprises

were slightly overwhelming, as there

were five in all and naturally, a com-
pletely new set was needed for each.

All in all, the production was too

ambitious an undertaking. LaGuard-
ia's life is interesting and vivid and

an excellent book has been provided
by Jerome Weidman and George Ab-
bott. The music is uniformly good,
but never great. If the two were
combined more successfully, a long
run could be predicted.

At present, it's as if a Fourth of
July festival replete with rockets and
color was planned—and the matches
were wet!

®»«*li MMUiAN

*HE^ OUK POINTS 'AFTER'TOUCHOOWH

SnciMiiT.V^B (HVB Hlh THB BALL AMD

nuiG Hin ovtn ths goal,"

ti^A
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NROTC
Wilder

Exec Featured In

Play, 'Our Town'

I

' Commander Claude Frazier,

USN, executive officer of the

Villanova NROTC unit, will

star in the Theatre Department's

presentation of Thornton Wild-

er's "Our Town," to be present-

ed on December 10 to 13.

Master's Degree
Frazier is currently studying

for his Master's degree in Thea-

tre in the graduate Drama de-

partment. He is the first fac-

ulty member ever to star in a
dramatic production at Villa-

nova. \:--' .•••.;/'.":.,:

The play, recently described

as the "finest American play

ever written," in a nationally

published article by Clifton Fad-

iman, is currently enjoying pop-

ularity as an off-Broadway pro-

duction, as well as having been

the subject of a recent television

show starring Art Carney.

Coyne To Direct !

^

Directing for the first time

at Villanova will be Mr. Bernard

Coyne. Coyne joined the Depart-

ment of Theatre faculty this

summer after graduating from
Catholic University with a Mas-

ter of Fine Arts in Theatre.

The production will take place

in Vasey Hall auditorium which

is to be adapted with a full stage

and lighting set-up to facilitate

the three-act production. The
production's stage manager is

Paul Buckley, theatre student

and graduate of Villanova. Fea-

tured with Frazier in the cast

is Suzanne Bruni, a senior at

Rosemont College, who plays the

role of Emily, the young heroine

Miss Bruni, a former "Miss At-

lantic City" and now president

of Rosemont's Jest and Gesture,

acted in numerous roles at Rose-

mont, her last being that of the

Princess in LUTE SONG.
Newcomer To Stage

V For the demanding role of

George, a new-comer to the

stage, Stanley Moore, sophomore

at Villanova, has been cast.

Jeanne Miclot and Sue Arnold,

both graduates of Clark College

in Dubuque, Iowa, play Mrs.

Gibbs and Mrs. Webb, respect-

ively.

Literary Club

Officers Named
For This Year
John Dagney, newly elected

president of the Literary Club,

has announced his fellow offi-

cers for this year.

Thomas Quigley haa been elec-

ted vice-president, secretary-

treasurer is George Matey, and
John Maurer is program direc-

tor.

At the Club's first meeting
following the election of officers,

Dr. Albert H. Buford of the

English department spoke on "A
Re-evaluation of Sir Walter
Scott." Buford's reputation as a
speaker attracted a considerable

crowd to the lecture.

In conunenting on the success

of the club so far, Dagney said

"Up to now, student response to

the Club's speakers has been
most gratifying. The continued

success of the Club depends on
active participation by stu-

dents."

Dagney further stated that he
hopes to have an undergraduate
address the Club at each of its

meetings. The next meeting will

be held on Tuesday, December
1, at 3:30 p.m. in room 203

Vasey Hall.

Miss Miclot, presently study-

ing in the Department of Thea-

tre, majored in Drama while at

Clark, and has a strong theatri-

cal background which includes

two years of Summer Stocky

work at Cripple Creek Playhouse

in Cripple Creek, Colorado.

She was also a member of the

cast which represented Villanova

at the National Catholic Theatre

Conference at Notre Dame last

August .
•'

;^' ''-'"•;.••' ;

Sue Ahrold, also a theatre
major while at Clark College,

has spent three summers in
stock work at Sturbridge, Mass.,
where she filled a variety of
roles. Miss Ahrold, now study-
ing theatre here at Villanova, is

also doing the choreography for
the present Belle Masque Pro-
duction.

Dennis Cunningham and Mich-
ael Tanney, graduates of LaSalle
College and students in Theatre
at Villanova, fill the roles of
Doc Gibbs and Mr. Webb.
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Chem Seminar Presents
Special Lecture Series
The Chemistry Department

will present a series of three
scientific meetings as part of the
Chemistry ^Seminar, announced
Dr. Bernard J. Downey, director

of the program.
The first lecture of the series

will be delivered this evening at
8 p.m. in room 215 Mendel Hall.

Dr. Allan R. Day of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania will speak
on "The Nature of Unsaturated
Carbon to Carbon Linkages."
Tomorrow evening, Dr. Car-

roll Johnson of the Institute of
Cancer Research, Fox Chase,
will deliver an address on "X-

Ray Studies of the Packing of
Polypeptide Chains." The series

will conclude on Friday evening
with the showing of two films

secured through Dr. James
Markham.
Tomorrow's meeting is the

regular monthly meeting of the
Crystallographic Society of Del-
aware Valley. Both tomorrow's
and Friday's meetings will be
held in the East Lounge of
Dougherty Hall at 8 p.m.

Belle Masque Opens
Tonight . • . 8:30

4-
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mm Never
too strong Never

100 weak.
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Just right!

Vou can light either end!

1

Get satisfying flavbr...sofiiendjy to your taste!

•'• / ^..'

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine, rich-

tasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke-
makes it mild—but does not filter out

that satisfying flavor! *

HERE'S WHY SMOKE 'TRAVELED' THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Outstanding...

and they are Mild!
1

You get Pall Mall's

famous length of the
finest tobaccos
money can buy.

2
Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
naturally . .

.

3
Travels it over, under,
around and through
Pall Mall's fine tobaccos
. . . and makes it mild I

OAT. Co l^roiruttf Ji^J^n»^4ma^J(f^uemct<!vw^»€u^-'Jo^u

first motion picture, 20th Ccn-
tury-Fox's "Hound Dog Man".
He was to appear at a "poptail

party" for a select group of high

C;»y on ffce Onf $fc/r»f

:

Fabian In The Flesh Better

Than Fabe On The Celluloid
tony mocklin

Last Wednesday night this shouldered, with blond-brownish
writer went to a Fabian dinner, hair and chameleonic eyes. He
This dinner was not in hon- flashed an easy smile, and a con-
or of the society, it was in hon- fident wit
or of the possessor of the pomp- After the usual high school
adour—the fabulous one. girl questions this writer ven-
Fabian is a six foot, sixteen tured to raise his hand and ask,

year old sing—, vocal— , lad. "Is rock 'n* roll garbage?"
The young rock 'n' roller flew Ninety-nine plus girls closed in
in to Philadelphia from the West with unlady-like murmurs.
Coast for the premiere of his "Is that what you think?"

Fabian asked.

"Oh no," I grinned sickly.

"I can't really speak for oth-
ers, but I like it." Fabian de-
clared.

Ninety-nine plus girls and one
rather shaken reporter dighed.

But the reporter was not to
be intimidated. He asked "What
about the baloney in movie mag-
azines?"
Fabian handled that sordid

sortie as deftly as the athlete
he wanted to be and appears to
be. He made it clear that most
of the interviews were personal,

although sometimes they were
written with just a five year old
biograplhy. You know, it wasn't
until just now that I realized he
didn't answer the question.

Did you ever watch a movie
in a riot? At the premier at the
Fox Theatre, Dick Clark and

Fobilious Fobiail Tommy Sands appeared in per-

son with a supporting cast of
school newspaper editors and noise. There was also a band
99 winners of radio station that played like "the pomp"
WIBG's most kissable lips con- sings. And Fabian did two
test. "numbers" from the movie on
Fog held up "Fabe's" flight stage to records,

and erased a planned parade. The film itself reminded me of
When Fabian finally arrived he a good TV "Lassie" story,

had go^ne 48 hours without sleep, Seriously, Fabian is an im-
but he was still able to com- pressive young man. He is ex-

pCetely capture his wide-eyed tremely good-looking and has a
audience. great deal of poise and restraint.

After the initial swooning had He is very definitely well-coach-

died do^^^l and I had brushed the ed but he is also genuinely
heel marks off my jacket, Fabian charming. He can not sing but
offered to answer any questions has gained fame on the merits
that anyone might have. of his personality.

Perfectly at ease, he spoke Singer or not, Fabian posses-

thoughtfully, in a well-modu- ses that intangible quality

lated voice choosing his phrases known as class,

carefully. He is tall, broad- Now comes the deluge.
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Shoving Herd In New York
We realize it's a delayed ac-

tion, but we don't think that
the Army weekend should es-

cape without any conrmient.

We have in mind, chiefly, the
fiasco that took place the
rnght before the game at the
Statler-Hjlton, in New York
City.

A screaming, shoving mass
of humanity crowded the ho-
tel's lobby for more than four
hours seeking entrance to the

Terrace Room, where it was
rumored that some sort of
party was going on. Every-
body was seeldng entrance
and nobody seeking exit so
we accept this rumor as true.

But the fact remains that
many out-of-towners were
stranded with tickets to this

affair because more tickets

were sold than could be ac-

commodated.

We were approached per-

sonally by at least five peo-

ple who were attempting to
sell their two dollar tickets.

And from what we could ob*

serve people were falling all

over themselves in a panic-

stricken attempt to dispose
of the tickets on some of the
more unu^ary souls. Finally,

about twelve o'clock, lines

were formed at the right as
the "hosts' , obviously sadden-
ed, refunded the stranded
patrons' money, that is the
ones that hung around long

enough.

Open Wed. Ii Fri. Evt't.

AtiOW SHIRTSySOLO lY

Your Account Invitod

From what w«» could gath-
er, the whole effort was run
by a group on campus, with
the able assistance of another
group from Fordham Uni-
versity. (They were the fel-

lows in the yellow flowers)

Now this wouldn't seem like

a bad idea on the surface,

after all, situated in New
York, Fordham would have
all the connections. But ap-

parently, there must have

been no control over ticket

sales.

We heard from more than
one individu4il, that tickets

were being sold in New York
high schools by high school
students. It ivas probably
here where the axicount of
tickets being sold vms lost

since the majo.rity of those
left with tickets were high
school girls.

We never did find out what
went on inside the Terrace
Room, but I hardly think it

topped what went on in the
lobby. When the "hosts"
saw that it was .inevitable

that they weren't going to
get the lost herd into their

party, they sent somebody.

bill spoon

who was probably their lead-

er, to a P.A. and he, obviously
under fire by the management,
blared into the microphone
over an hour that a riot squad
was going to appear on the
scene in "fifteen minutes".
And darned if they didn't—
not in fifteen minutes, but
they appeared.

There's a lesson to be learn-
ed here somewhere, but since
we understand the same thing
happened last year, it's prob-
ably not worth looking for.

Army Sites . . . John Ober
lies restraining one of the
sophomore class officers from
making a fool of himself . . .

The fine spirit displayed by
the ViUanova stands who
cheered on almost every play,
even though a Wildcat win
was obviously not in the
cards . . . The V.U. band who
couldn't have been sharper
. . . The silent respect shown
by the cadets at the playing
of our alma mater ' . . The
wave effect created by sec-

tional turning of heads as a
winsome young lady passed
in review before the cadet
stands.

STANLEY

WARNER BOYD
THEATRE • 19th & CHESTNUT Sts

PHILADELPHIA. PA. • LO 4 3751

EXCLUSIVE PHILADELPHIA PREMIERE

TUESDAY, Nov. 24tii • TICKETS NOW ON SALE!
During this exciusiva engagement BEN-HUR will not be shown in any other theatre in this area.

The Greatest Story the Screen has ever told!

MEmGOLDWmMXfER
presents

ATale of tKe Christ-
ky GENBRAI. UBW WALLACE

DIRECTED BY

WILUMI< VIXNSl^
STARRING

CHARETONHESroN JACK HAWKINS
WK HARAREET STEPHEN BOYD

HUGH CRIFFITH MARTHA SCOTT.- CATHY ODONNELL SAM JAFFE
SCnrCNPLAV BY PBOOjCtt) Bv

JAKLEINiiEiiG SAMZIMBAUST
TECHNICOLOR* CAM ERA 6 5

ALL SCATS RESERVED • ^SCHEDULE of PRICES A, PERFORMANCES
*AII PrloM Inelud* T«im EVENIIIGS NCI. INt WA.

MATINEES NCI. UHUIC. Mon. thru Thura. 1:60 P.M. 2.50 2 SO 1.10

Wsdwssdiy ... 1:00 P.M. 200 200 1.49 Fri . Sat. & Holiday* 1:00 P.M. 2.7S 2.7S 2.00

Sat, Sun. «Holid<y« 2:00 PM. 2.30 2.30 1.60 Sunday 7:30 P.M. 2.75 2.75 2.00

EXTRA MitnNEES-ThanltsgivingDay, Nov. 26; Fri., Nov. 27; Christmas Day, Dec. 25;
Mon., Dec. 28; Tues., Dec. 29; Thurs., Dec. 31 and New Year's Day, Jan. 1st, 1960.

BOX OFFICE OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. to 9 P.M. • SUNDAY 2 to 9 P.M.

r MAIL ORDERS NOW n
I Make CHECK OR MONEY ORDER (No Cash or stamps, Please) PAYABLE TO I

BOYD Theatre
19th & CHESTNUT Sts.

PHILADELPHIA 3, PA. j

Please send Q Orch..

Tickets at $

Z^ Loges_

_«for n Matinee.

.QBalc

D Eve. Performance on(date).

Please give alternate date

NAME
I

I
ADDRESS.

I
CITY JONE. .state:

Please enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope with remittance

pF[>lirfD PARKING RATES .it SHERATON HOTtl GARACF
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Student Government Gaining at V.U.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT has
been a part of Villanova practically

Binoe the very beginning of the Uni-
versity itself. This week has been set

aside to commemorate the institution

of student government at Villanova.

Although the history of "Student
Government Week" goes back only

two years, its meaning and principles

have a long history of student re-

sponsibility in working along with

the administration in building a bet-

ter Villanova.

••The 'cJtudent Council shall be the

student governing body of all under-

graduate students of Villanova Uni-

versity"; so states Article III, Sec-

tion II, of the Student Coimcil consti-

tution. And it is this governing body
along with the University adiministra-

tion, which shapes the college lives

of some 4,000 Villanovans.

The Student Council of Villanova,

its official title, is organized and run
similar to our own Federal Govern-
ment. It is a bi-cameral legislative

body composed of a Student Senate

and a Student Congress.

The Senate is made up of fifteen

students. The four Student Council

officers, (chairman, co-chairman, sec-

retary and treasurer,) who function

also as the Senate officers, ihe three

class presidents, and four seniors, two
juniors, and two sophomores, all of

whom are elected from the voting

members of the Student Council. It

is this branch which originally deals

with all Council proposals.

A proposal (or motion) is ordinar-

ily made through a Student Council
"

member but any member of the stu-

dent body may make one and will

be processed the same as all other
proposals.

THE SENATE ALSO handles all

financial matters that pertain to the
Student Council, and makes judicial

decisions concerning recognized cam-
pus organizations who violate the
Constitution, its by-laws, or university
approved rulings of the Council.

A proposal can be killed in the
Senate if it is voted against by a
three-fourths majority, however, a

By Bill Sp««r«

Senate member may ask the Student
Congress to reconsider the motion at

a future meeting. A motion cannot
be passed in the Senate but is either

referred to a standing committee for
implementation or recommended for
either passage or defeat in the Con-
gress.

The Student Congress is the final

governing body of the Student Coun-
cil. Besides reviewing the activities

and proposals concerning all recog-
nized campus organizations, it is the
duty of this body to establish all comr
mittees deemed necessary to carry on
efficiently, the work of the Council.

The Congress is also permitted to
. declare one free day a year.

All Villanova undergraduate stu-

dents are entitled to speaking priv-

leges within the Congress, but only
members may cast votes or present
proposals.

The Congress membership is com-
posed of one day student and one
resident from each the freshmen and
sophomore classes; and six students
from each the junior and senior class-

es; and the representatives of all

campus organizations and the editors

of all campus publications. By virtue

of their official capacities, the respect-

ive presidents of the senior, junior,
and sophomore classes, the National
Federation of Catholic College Stu-
dents senior delegate, and the senior
class Aloimni representative, also
serve as Congress representatives.

ALL CLASS representatives are
elected to their office by their re-

; spective classes. In the case of the
tsenior and junior delegates, one day
:, student and one resident are elected
from the three undergraduate schools
—Commerce and Finance, Engineer-
ing ,and Arts and Sciences . The Nurs-
ing Division has one representative
who must be a junior during her
term of office.

In the Congress a proposal may be
either passed, tabled or defeated. If

it is passed it goes on to the admin-
istration for approval. When a motion
is tabled discussion and voting on it

is withheld for a future meeting. If
defeated, the proposal dies; but may
be brought up again for future con-
sideration if the motion is voted
against by its proposer.
The Dean of Student Activities

serves as the moderator of the Stu-
dent Council. As the diagram below
shows, the chairman heads all the
Council workings. Directly under him
are the other three officers—^vice-

chairman, secretary, and treasurer.
Branching out from this main offi-

cial body are what are probably the
most iniportant offices below the
Chair; they are the executive vice-

presidents. Under these three offices

are nine standing committees. It is

the duty of each of these vice-presi-

dents to see that the committees un-
der his directership carry out their
responsibilities efficiently and effect-

ively.

Two committees that are directly

answerable to the Student Council
are the Student-Administration and
the S t (u d e n t-Faculty committees.
These two meet regularly once a
month with the administration and
faculty, respectively, and discuss the
proposals and other happenings that
have come up in the Council during
that past month. It is here where
the Student Council performs its

most iniportant task, that is, in the
words of vice-chairman Bob DeLisa,
•'to close the void between the uni-

versity administration and the stu-

dent body."

ONE BRANCH OF Villanova's Stu-
dent Government not shown on the
diagrram below, and many times one
of the most forgotten, is the Student
Cabinet. Under the chairmanship of
the Council vice-chairman, the Cab-
inet is made up of the other three
Council officers, the three executive
vice-presidents, and the chairman of
the Ways and Means committee. It

is the job of the Cabinet to keep a
close check on campus organization

affairs and to closely study their

monthly reports.

Presently, there are about sixty

Student Council members. "It was
a real 'green' Council in the begin-
ning," aays Chairman Tom Ho£Fman
in describing this year's membership,
"but it has come along steadily and
is now one which Villanova can surely
be proud."

For the past two yeftrs, the Coun-
cil has been operating under a new
Constitution which was adopted on
December 11, 1957, when the almost
legendary Pat Nicholson was at the
Coimcil helm. This Constitution has
permitted the Student Council to take
bigger strides forward and to take
onto itself responsibilities that befit

a university student council.

This year has especially personified
the new Coimcil spirit of progress and
big thinking. A new $3,000 budget
has been granted to the Council,

which stands as the first bonaAde
treasury it has ever had. "With this

new treasury, we hope to come of
age," states Hoffman, "but it will go
right down the drain unless every
Villanovan finally realizes that this is

not my money, nor the Council's, nor
the administration's — but theirs.

Their ideas and suggestions on worth-
while ways in which we can spend
this money are sorely needed."

To assist the student body in this

respect, secretary Jim Hooker had a
motion passed which will require each
Council representative to hold regular
office hours, in hopes that the stu-

dent can offer his suggestions and
opinions to the Council through his

representative, more readily.

And that is a general outlook on
student government at Villanova. But
there is more, much more. "And that

is why Student (Jovemment Week was
established in the first place, explains

Bill Vincent, C<ouncil treasurer, "to
inform the student on just what stu-

dent government is ,and how it works,
and to stimulate his interest in its

affairs. For after all, the affairs of
the Student C>ouncil are those of the
student himself."

Tonight there is a monthly meeting
of the Student Council, in the east

lounge of Dougherty Hall, at 6:30.

The public is invited to attend.
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Dr. O'Shea Blames Public

For T.V. Quiz Scandal
Concerning the recent dis- 1 Philosophy Dept. has definite

closure of deceptive television opinions.
quiz practices, involving such O'Shea is an authority on eth-
personalities as Charles Van ' ics, a course which he teaches
Doren,, Dr. Robert O'Shea of the ' here, and he notes that Van

«' Marterie
1

-ri

•^<i

Ralph Marterie, maestro of

the band that's No. 1 with
college students and No. 1

with hit records, will be
hitting college campuses
again this fall as Marlboro's
musical ambassador of

good will. Don't miss
Ralph and his Marlboro
Men when they visit

your campus.

•hM ^^ .

Marlboro
Tlie better tiie maidn's, tiie better tiie smolie

You're smoiting better when it's Marlboro

Doren's action has all sorts of
ethical ramifications.

"The public was led to believe
that what it was viewing was
honest and ligitimate entertain-
ment," he says. "The pubUc was
duped."

GuUt of Public
O'Shea never blamed Van

Doren specifically for what was
referred to in the popular press
as a "tragedy." Rather he lays
the guilt on the TV industry and
the viewing public at large.

"The viewers never should
have allowed themselves to be-
come over-awed at the encyclo-
pedic memory feats of the con-
testants. The intellectuals have
gradually allowed the quantita-
tive and factual to take prece-
dence over the qualitative and
integral," he says.

He deplores the fact the con-
testants had to be walking en-
cyclopedias.

"These events of the past few
weeks should stimulate the in-

stitutes of higher learning. Does
even the Catholic college, with
her talk of uniting all knowledge
under the directive influence of
Christian culture, combat with
success the preference of prac-
tical worth over speculative
understanding?" asks O'Shea.
Never making specific refer-

ence to Van Doren personally,
O'Shea makes an important dis-

tinction between a learned man
and an educated man.

Learned Man
"A learned man," he says, "is

a man who does not always real-
ize the full implications of his
actions, for he doesn't see the
difficulties of free intellectual
life.

"An educated man, on the
other hand, fully understands
the satisfaction which is truth,
the chief value of the educated
man.

"In reference to these con-
testants, was . . (Van Doren) . .

,

a learned man or an educated
man?"
Although this may seem to be

a chastisement, O'Shea feels

Psych Majors and Dates
Hear Local Prof. Lecture
Last Friday evening, the Vil-

lanova Society for Psychological
Investigation was host for a lec-

ture given by Mr. Joseph Rom-
asco Experimental Psychologist
of St. Joseph's College.

Mr. Romasco spoke on "The
Problems of Catholic Scholar-
ship, Particularly in Physchol-
ogy".

Dr. Romasco addressed an
audience composed chiefly of
Psychological majors and their
dates, and guests from the
Moore Society of St. Joseph.

He defined Psychology as a
Science, and examined the con-
temporary problem of the
sparseness of intellectual
achievement among the catholic
ia'^'*'-

Refreshments were served at
intermission and the affair was
concluded with an open forum
on the topic.

The open forum that followed
the lecture arrived at the com-
mon consensus that the initiative

for improvement is chiefly the
responsibility of the laity. •

The next lecture in the series

will be given on Friday evening
November 20th, by Dr. Frank
C. J. McGurk of Villanova Uni-
versitry, at St. Joseph's College.

Another facet of the club's
activity is psychological investi-

gation films. Several of these
are due in three weeks.

Villanova Nurse

Attends Rally
The Careers in Nursing Com-

mittee, Division of Southeastern
Pennsylvania sponsored a Fu-
ture Nurses Rally at Abington
Senior High School on Saturday,
October 31. Representatives
from one, two, three, and four
year nursing schools outlined
their respective programs in a
panel discussion presented to
some 800 interested High School
students of the Pa. area.

Alice Burlington, a Junior Vil-
lanova nursing student, repre-
sented the four year Collegiate
Program on the panel. She also
participated in a parade with
nurses from 60 other schools and
hospitals displaying their stu-
dent uniforms.

Dr. Robert O'Sheo

that it is not for us, as mem-
bers of an academic community,
to "judge these men, but rather
judge ourselves and our attitude
toward the real meaning of
knowledge."
"The whole affair is an un-

fortunate one," he concludes.

Indian Professor

To Speak Before

Opera -Classica
Mr. Venkatarama Krishnan

will speak to the Opera-classica
Society Thursday night at 7:30
in the East Lounge of Dougher-
ty Hall.

Mr. Krishnan studied at Mad-
ras University and at Banaras
Hindu University, both in India,
and also at Princeton, where he
taught until the fall of 1958
when he joined the Electrical
Engineering Department at Vil-
lanova.

Various aspects of Indian mu-
sic, its origin, its place in Indian
culture, and its relation to world
music, will be the topic of the
discussion. His lecture will be
supplemented with demonstra-
tion records of Indian music.

Do you crave excitement in your work? Want chal-
lenge and the rewards that go with it? Are you the kind
of guy who despises dullness and routine humdrum?

Well, you'll get all the excitement you need by work-
ing-wi^ a Pennsylvania electric company. There's noth-
ing more thrilling—or rewarding—than helping a
company double its output in ten years. And that's just
what you'll be doing.

MOiAti Ifyou could fall for a challenging assignment, why
not have a chat with the electric company interviewer when
he visits the campus? Or write to:

PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION
STATE STREET BUILDING, HARRISBURG, PA.

Winners of Moot

Court Represent

V.U. Law School
Henry C. Lucas, III, Catherine

McEntee, and David H. Moskow-
itz, winners of the National
Moot Court elimination held at
the Villanova School of Law will

represent Villanova at the third

district elimination rounds to be
held at the Federal Court House
in Philadelphia on November 20
and 21.

They will compete against
students from the law schools

of the University of Pennsylvan-
ia, Temple, Pitt, Rutgers, Dick-
inson, and Seton Hall. There
presentation will be made as if

to the United States Supreme
Court. Winners of this series

will represent the third district

at the next level of elimination
rounds.

HI
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UJHO'S UHO SELECTIOnS

WILLIAM R. BARRON
46-46 211 Street,

Boyside, New Yorli
t

Marianapolls
jpreporatory School

B.S. in Mechanical
Engineering

RONALD S. DOBIES
Caves Road
Novelty, Ohio
West Geauga
High Shcool

B.S. in

Electrical Engineering

JOHN V. HEFFERNAN
438 Wolfs Lane,

Pelham Manor, New York

lona Preparatory School

B. S. in Economics

DENISA.CARDONE
27 Simpson Road,

Ardmore, Pennsylvania
Malvern

Preparatory School
A.B. in English

CORNELIUS J. DRISLANE
7 Mope Rood,

Briarcliff Manor, J A
New York, ^^^

: i;;

Braircliff Manor ;;v
High School

B.S. in

Electrical Engineering

WILLIAM P. HENRY
427 East Aliens Lane,

Philadelphia, Penna.

LaSalle College
High School
B. S. in

Mechanical Engineering

CHARLES V. CARROLL
1 1 South Elmer Street,

Sayre, Pennsylvania
Sayre Area Joint

High School
B. S. in Economics

JOSEPH W. DuROCHER
1428 North 61 Avenue,
Pensacola, Florida

5 Bishop Kenny
High School

B. S. in Economics

..''•

t

THOMAS A. HOFFMAN
80 Merwin Avenue,

Rochester, New York
Aquinas institute

A. B. in Science

WILLIAM F. COYLE
3921 Elsinore Street,

Philadelphia, Penna.
Northeast Catholic

High School
B. S. in Economics

WILLIAM J. GALM
1 26 Front Street,

Catasauqua,
Pennsylvania

Allentown Central
Catholic High School

B. S. in

Mechanical Engineering

IRVIN B. KELLER
333 Snowball Drive,

Levittown, Pennsylvania
Neshaminy High School

B. S. in Biology
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KENNETH R. KRAEMER
532 Reynolds Avenue,

Loncaster, Pennsylvania
Lancaster Catholic

High School
Bachelor of Arts

THOMAS J. MOAKLEY
2 McKeniie Street,

Huntington, New York
St. John's

Preparatory School
Bachelor of Arts

FRANK M. PERRY
312 North Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, Penna.

Scranton
Preparatory School

B. S. in

Mechanical Engineering

CLASS OF 1960

THOMAS G. LABREQUE
99 Grange Avenue,

Fair Haven, New Jersey
Red Bank Catholic

High School
Bachelor of Arts

FRANK MURTHA
1189 Troy Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York

St. John's Prepartory
School

Bachelor of Arts

SHELDON L POLLOCK
277 Devoe Avenue,
Yonkers, New York

lona Preparatory School
B. S. in Economics

W. STEPHEN MAHLE
1509 Rockland Avenue,

Rocky River, Ohio
St. Edward High School

B. & in

Mechanical Engineering

GERALD A. PAJAK
443 Amboy Avenue,

Perth Amboy,
New Jersey
Perth Amboy
High School

B. S. in Economics

.'•.

JOSEPH J. PULTORAK
212 Ford Street

West Conshohocken,
Pennsylvania
Conshohocken
High School

B. S. in Social Studies

Michael J.

MASTRANGELO
709 West Pothouse Road,

Phoenixville, Penna.
Roman Catholic
High School

B. S. in Biology

THOMAS R. PERETTI
1027 Lake Michigan Drive
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Catholic Central
High School

B. S. in Political Science

RAYMOND R.

RAFFERTY, JR.
6050 Overbrook Avenue,

Philadelphia, Penna.
St. Joseph's

Preparatory School
Bachelor of Arts

;l:

:^\
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JON THOMAS RiETZKE
2261 Glenwood Avenue,

Toledo, Ohio
: Central Catholic

High School

A. B. in Political Science

WILLIAM H. VINCENT
918 Phil Ellena Street,

Philadelphia, Penna.

LaSalle College
High School

A. B. in History

Williak P. Barron — 3.04 — Pi

Tau Si^ma 3, Vice President 4 ; Chi

Epsilon Mu 3, President 4 ; Student

Interview Progfram 3; Spirit Com-
mittee 2,3; Steering Committee

2,3 ; Ring Committee 3 ; Dinner

Dance Committee 4; A.S.M.E. 2,3,

4 ; Sanctuary Society 3,4 ; Villanova

Rocket Society 4; Phi Kappa Pi

1,2,3; Executive Committee 4; Vil-

lanova Engineer 3,4; Belle Air 4;

Knights of Columbus 2,3,4 ; Intra-

murals 1,2,3,4.

Dennis A. Cardone—2.73—Stu-
dent Council. Elections Board Co-

Chairman, 4; Cotillion Committee

2; Ring Committee 3; Prom Pul>-

licity Co-Chairman 4; Steering

Committee 4; Spanish Club 1,2;

Vice President 3; Villanovan 2,3,4 ;

Belle Air, Academic Editor 4; Del-

ta Pi Mu 1,2,3, Vice President 4;

Baseball 2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2,4.

Charles V. C a r r o 1 1 — 3.78 —
Dean's List 1,2,3; Commerce asd

Finance Honor Society 3,4; Stu-

dent Council 3; Steering Commit-

tee 3: Mother's Day Entertainment

Co-Chairman 3; Accounting Soci-

ety 2,3,4 ; Villanovan 1 ; Villanova

32 in UIHO'S UJHO

JAMES P. ROLLS
1919 North 25 Street,

Philadelphia, Penna
Roman Catholic
High School

B. S. in Education

LAWRENCE A RUTH
514 Ford Street,

West Conshohocken,
Pennsylvania
Conshocken
High School

B. S. in Social Studies

FRED J. WIELE
15 Massachusetts

Boulevard,

Bellerose, New York
Chaminade High School

B. S. in

Mechanical Engineering

JOHN D. WILLIAMS, JR.

451 84 Street,

Brooklyn, New York
St. Michael's

High School
B. S. in Education

iliKo's Ulho Activities
Singers 1,2; Council Representa-

tive 3; President 4; Sanctuary

Sorietv 1,2.3,4: Intramurals 1,3.

William F. Coyle—3.76—Dean's
list 1,2.3; Commerce and Finance

Honor Society 3,4: Spirit Commi-
tee 1: Steering Committee 3,4;

Basca Dance Committee 4 ; Dinner

Dance Committee 4; Accounting

Society 2,3 ; President 4 ; Pre-Law
Society 2,3,4; Sanctuary Society

2 3,4:'Knicrhts of Columbus 2,3,4;

Turf *n' Tinsel 4; Villanovan 4;

Intramurals 1.2.3.

Ronald S. Dobies—2.73—Dean's
List 3: NROTC; Student Council

4 ; NFCCS Delegate 4 ; Class Vice

President 3: Steering Committee

3,4; Orientation Cokmittee 2; Co-

tillion Decorations Co-Chairman 2;

Oi-phans Weekend Chaimian 3;

Johnnies' Jamboree Chairman 3;

Prom Committee 3; Intervievyr

Committee 3; A.I.E.E. 2.4; Quar-

terdeck Society 4; Phi Kappa Pi

2,4, Pledgemaster 3; Drill Team
1,2,3. Freshman Team Commander
4; Pershing Rifles 1,2,3,4; Polish

Club; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.

( ornelius J. Drislane—2.91—Chi

Epsilon Mu 3; Secretary 4; Dean's

List, 2,3: Student Council, Aca-

demic Affairs Committee Chair-

man 4; Spirit Committee 2,3;

Steering Committee 3,4: Prom
Decorations Co-Chairman 3 ; Moth-
ers' Day Dinner Co-Chairman 3;

Charity Ball Decorations and Tic-

kets 3; A.S.M.E. 4; Phi Kappa Pi

1,2,3: Smoker Chairman 4; Intra-

murals 1,2,3,4.

Joseph W. DuRocher — 3.17 —
Dean's List 2,3; NROTC; R.C.A.

Award 2; Student Council 3; Steer-

ing Cokmittee 2.3,4; Class Secre-

tary 2; Class Vic6 President 4;

Orphans* Party Chairman 3: Sen-

ior Float Giairman 4; S.A.M. 2,3;

Quarterdeck Soriety 4 ; Phi Kappa

Pi 1; Villanovan 3,4; Pershing

Rifles 1,2,3; Drill Team 1,2,3; In-

tramurals 4.

William J. Galm—3.59—Dean s

List 1,2,3; Pi Tau Sigma 3; Pres-

ident 4; Chi Epsilon Mu 3,4; Stu-

dent Council 4; Onentation Com-
mittee 4; Mothers' Day Co-Chair-

man 3 ; Jazz Concert Co-Chainnan

4; Prom Favor Co-Chairman 4;

A.S.M.E. 2,3; Student Council Rep-
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NICHOLAS C.
TENAGLIA

6S45 40 Avenue North,

St. Petersburg. Florido

Augustinian Academy
B. S. in Biology

THOMAS M. WOLF
R.D. No. 1

Lititz, Pennsylvania
Lancaster Catholic

High School
Bachelor of Arts

resentative 4 ; Villanova Engineer,

Office Manager 4; Phi Kappa Pi

1,2,3,4; Sanctuary Society 3,4; Le-

high Valley Area Club 3.4.

John V. Heffernan — 2.64 —
Dean's List 3.4; Spirit Committee

1,2; Student Council Interview

Committee 3 ; Orientation Commit-
tee 1 ; Blazer Committee 3 ; Steer-

ing Committee 3,4; Executive

Committee 3; Class Secretary 3;

Dinner Dance Co-Chairman 4;

Patron Committee 2; Sophomore
Cotillion 2; Pi-om Ticket Commit-
tee 3; S.A.M. 2,3; Treasurer 4; In-

dustrial Administration Student

Faculty Committee 2,3,4 ; Knights

of Columbus 4; Admissions Com-
mittee 3; Intramurals 1,3, 4.

Williak P. Henry—2.57—Dean's
List 3; Pi Tau Sigma 3,4; Student

Council 3,4; Student Senate 3,4;

Student Cabinet 4; Parliamentar-

ian 4; Chaii-man of Ways and

Means Committee 4 ; Co-Chairman
Parents Day 4; Steering Commit-

tee 3,4 ; Co-Chairman Dinner Dance

4; A.S.M.E. 3, Secretary 4; Phi

Kappa Pi 1,2,3,4; Intramural Foot-

ball 3,4.

I

Thomas A. Hoffi^an — 3.69 -*
Dean's List 1,23; Student Council
1,2, Vice-Chairman 8, President of
Student Body and Chairman of
Council 4; Student Activities
Chairman 2 ; Student Senate 2,3,4

;

Student Faculty Committee 3,4;
Student-Administration Conunittee
4; NFCCS 2,3,4; Spirit Committee
1,2,3,4; Secretary 2; Steering
Committee 3,4; Orientation Com-
mittee 2,4, Co-Chairman 3; Blazer
Committee Chaiiman 2 ; Villanovan
1,2 ; Turf 'n' Tinsel 3 ; LKD 1,2,3,4

;

Sanctuaiy Society 1,2,3; Intramur-
als 1 2.

Irviii B. Keller — 2.95 — Dean's
List 1,2; Student Councir3; Steer-
ing Committee 3; Interfraternity
Ball 2; Decorations Chairman 3;
General Chairman 4; Astronomy
Club 1,2; Biology Club 3,4; Mendel
Bulletin 2,3,4 ; Lambda Kappa Del-
ta 1,2,3,4; Knights of Columbus 2;
Chancellor 3; Deputy Grand
Knight 4; Intramurals 3.

Kenneth R. Kraemer — 3.65 —
Dean's List 1,2,3; Student Council
4 ; Executive VicePresident of Ed-
ucation 4; Student Cabinet 4;
Spirit Committee 1,2; Steering
Committee 3,4; Shamokinaki
Dance Committee 3.4 ; Orientation
Committee 4; Spanish Club 1,2;

LR.S. 3; Delta Pi Mu 2,3; Record-
ing Secretary 4 ; Villanovan Circu-
lation 3 ; Belle Aire 3,4 ; Lynx Cir-
culation 3.

Thokas G. Labreque — 2.73 —
Dean's List 3; NROTC; Collegiate
Conference of Greater Philadelphia
Publicity Director 3 ; Father's Day
Chairman 4; Mother's Day Com-
mittee 3; CotilUon Contimittee 3;
Steering Committee 3,4; Quarter-
deck Society 4; Delta Pi Mu 1,2;

Secretary 3; President 4; Intra-
murals 1,2,3,4.

W. S t e p h e n Mahle — 3.12 —
Dean's List 1,2,3; NROTC; Chi
•Epsilon Mu 4; Student Council 2;
Spirit Committee 2; Class Presi-

dent 2; Steering Committee 2,3,4;

Orientation Committee Chainnan
2; Prom Committee 3; Orphans'
Weekend Committee 3; Charity
Ball Committee 3 ; Knights of Col-

umbus 3,4; Phi Kappa Pi 2,3,4;

Quarterdeck Society 4; Intramur-

als 1,2,3,4.

Michael J. Mastrangelo—8.95

—

Dean's List 1,2,3; Jazz Conceii;

Committee 4; Interfrat Ball Com-
kittee 3; Biology Club 2,3,4; As-
tronomy Club 2; Lambda Kappa
Delta 1,2,3; Social Committee, Dinr-

ner Dance Chairman 4; Opera-
Classica 2; Mendel Bulletin 3; Ed-
itor-in-Chief 4; Intramurals 1.

Thomas J. Moakley— 2.77—
Dean's List 1,3; NROTC; Student
Council 2, Executive Vice Presi-
dent 3; Student Senate 2; Spirit
Committee 2; Student Interview
Program 3; NFCCS Dance Chair-
man, Senior Delegate 3; Steering
Conmiittee 2,8,4; Parting Festival

4; Prom Committee 4; Ring Com-
mittee 3; Orientation Committee
2 ; Cotillion Committee 2 ; A.I.E.E.

2,3,4; Phi Kappa Pi 2.3,4: WVIL
2,4; Suarterdeck Society 4; Turf
*n' Tinsel 4 ; Pershing Rifles 1 ; In-
tramurals 1,2,3,4,

Frank Murtha — 3.21 — Dean's
List 1,2,3; Orientation Committee
2; French Club 1,4; President 2,3;
Literary Club 4 ; Lynx 2,3 ; Editor-

in-Chief 4: Beta Gamma Debate-
Society 2,3 ; Vice President 4 ; Vil-

lanovan 4; Rifle Team 1,2,3; Cap-
tain 4 ; Track 2,3 ; Intramurals 1,2,

8,4.

Gerald A. Pajak — 2.55 —
Dean's List 3; Student Council 4;
Pre-Law Society 1,2,3, Treasury;
Belle Masque 2; Marching Band 1,

2,3 ; President 4 ; Concert Band 1,2,

3, President 4 Intramurals 1.3.

Thomas R. P e r e 1 1 i — 2.51 —
Student Council 4; Orientation
Committee 4; NFCCS 1,2; Region-
al Treasurer 3; Spirit Committee
1,2; Blazer Committee 2; Steering
Committee 2,3,4; Prom Publicity
Chairman 3; I.C.G. 1,2,3,4; LR.S.
1,2,3; Astronomy Club 1, Belle Air
3, Editor-in-Chief 4; Delta Pi Mu
1,2,3 J Treasurer 4; Knights of Col-
umbus 2,3,4; Opera Classica 1,2,3,

4; Belle Masque 1,2; Turf *n' Tin-
sel 1.

Frank M. Perry—3.31—Dean's
List 1,2,3; Cotillion Committee 2;
Prom Committee 3; Dinner Dance
Committee 4; A.S.M.E. 2,3, Presi-

dent 4; Villanova Singers 3; Vice
President 4; Phi Kappa Pi 1,2,3,4;

Chi Epsilon Mu 3,4 ; Pu Tau Sigma

3: Recording Secretary 4; Belle

Air 4 ; Villanova Engineer 4 ; Intra-

murals 2.

Sheldon L. Pollock — 3.35

—

Dean's List 1,2,3; Commerce and
Finance Honor Society 3,4; Stu-
dent Council 3, Academic Affairs
Committee 4; Student Senate 8;
Spirit Committee 2,3; Cheerleader
Captain 2; Class President 3;
Steering Committee 2,3,4; Orien-
tation Comkittee 2,3,4; Class Al-
umni Representative 4; Jazz Con-
cert Committee 4; S.A.M. 2; Pre-
Law Society 3 ; Accounting Society
4; Knights of Columbus 2.3,4;

Sanctuary Society 1,2,3,4; Beta
Gamma Debating Society 2 ; Intra-
mui*als 2.

Joseph J. Pultorak — ^.95 —
Dean's List 1,2,3; International
Relations Society 3; Presfdent 4;
Intercollegiate Conference on Gov-
ernment 3; Vice Chairman 4.

Raymond R. Rafferty, Jr 3.00

—Dean's List 1,3, Student Council
2.4; Student Senate 2,4; Spirit

Committee /2,3,4 ; Student-Admin-
istration Committee 4 ; Fraternities
and Societies Committee 2; Steer-
ing Committee 2,3,4 ; Dinner Dance
Co-Chairman 3; Cotillion Commit-
tee 2; Orientation Committee 2,4;

Class President 4 ; French Club 2,

3,4; Villanovan 3,4; Belle Masque
3,4; Delta Pi Mu 2,3,4; Intramur-
als 1,2,3,4.

Jon Thomas Rietzke — 2.77 —
Dean's List 3; NROTC; Spirit

Committee 2; Steering Committee
2,3,4; Orientation Committee 2;
Prom Committee 3,4; Dinner
Dance Committee 3 ; Cotillion Com-
mittee 2 ; Charity Ball 3 ; Orphans'
Outing Committee 3.

James P. Rolls — 3.29 — Presi-

dent, Villanova Chapter, Student
Pennsylvania State iuducation As-
sociation 3,4; Vice President, Stu-
dent Pennsylvania State Education
Association 4 ; Basketball 1 ; Intra-

murals 1,2,3,4.

Lawrence A. R u t h — 3.30 —
Dean's List 1,2,3 ; International Re-
lations Society 1,2,3,4 ; Intercollegi-

ate Conference on Government 1,2,

3,4.

Nicholas C. Tenaglia — 3.86 —
Dean's List 1,2,3; Jazz Concert
Committee 4; Interfraternity Ball

3,4; Biology Club 2,3,4; Villanovan
1,2,3,4; Mendel Bulletin 4; Circu-
lation Manager 3; Spanish Club
1,2,3,4; Lambda Kappa Delta 1,2,3;

President 4; Intramui'als 1,2.

William H. Vincent — 2.58 —
Dean's List 1,3; Student Council,
Fraternities and Societies Commit-
tee, Student Union and Special
Pi-oblems Committee 3 ; Treasurer,
Executive Vice President of Stu-
dent Affairs, Ways and Means
Committee, Student - Administra-
tion Committee 4 ; Student Cabinet
4 ; Spirit Committee 1,2,3,4 ; Steer-
ing Conmiittee 2,3,4; I.C.G. 4; Vil-

lanovan 1.2: Delta Pi Mu 1.2.4:

Dinner Dance Chairman 8.

Fred J. Wiele — 3.63 — Dean's
List 1,2,3; NROTC; Chi Epsilon
Mu 3,4 ; Pi Tau Sigma 3,4 ; Student
Council, Treasurer, Student Union
and Special Problems Committee
Chairman, Ways and Means Com-
mittee 3 ; Executive Vice President
4; Steering Committee 2,3,4; Ori-

entation Committee 2,3,4 ; NROTC
Recreation Committee 1,2,3,4 ; Ori-

entation Committee 2,3,4 ; NROTC
Recreation Committee 1,2,3,4 ; Bat-
talion Comkander 4; A.I.E.E.-

I.R.E. 2; A.S.M.E. 3,4; Sanctuary
Society 3,4; Band 1,2; NROTC
Band 1,2,3; Villanova Engineer 1,

2,3; Phi Kappa Pi 1,2,3,4; Intra-

murals 1,2,3,4.

John D. Williams—3.13—Dean's
List 1,2,3 Spirit Committee 1,2;

Student Interview Program 2;
Steering Committee 2.3.4 : Orienta-
tion Committee 2; Cotillion Com-
mittee 2; Prom Committee 3,4;
Orphans' Outine 3; NFCCS Dance
3; S.E.A. 1,2,3; Treasurer 4

Knights of Columbus 3,4 ; Literary
Club 4 ; Turf 'n' Tinsel 4 ; WVIL
1,2 Villanovan 3,4; Delta Pi Mu
1,2,3,4; Intramurals 1,2,3,4.

Thomas M. Wolf—3.55—Dean's
List 1,2,3; NROTC Student Coun-
cil, Academic Affairs Committee 4

;

Orientation Committee 4 ; Shamok-
inaki Dance Committee 4; French
Club 3 ; Russian Language Club 3

;

LR.S. 3 ; Executive Council 4 ; Del-

ta Pi Mu 2,3,4; Villanovan 2."

Editor-in-Chief 4; Belle Air 4;
Quarterdeck Society; Intramurals

1,2,3.

Soph Jazz Concert

[ « » K'

At left, the Ramsey Trio in action

at the Field Hoi^ie during tlie soph-*

omore class-sponsored Jazz Concert,

which drew a considerable audience.

Above, Red Holt demonstrates his

versatility on the ' drums during a
ten-minute solo. All proceeds from
the concert went to the Augustiniaa
Seminary Guild.

^i?^.
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Father Kl^kotka Delegate

Cooper Union Meeting
Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

OSA, President, was official del-

egate from the university to the

academic convocation held by
The Cooper Union for the Ad-
vancement of Science and Art
in New York on Nov. 2, its 100th
anniversary.

More than 300 representatives

of colleges, universities, librar-

ies, museums and learned socie-

ties throughout the world
attended the all-day meeting at

the nation's first private, tuition-

free undergraduate college of

engineering and art which Peter
Coper, New York industrialist,

founded in 1858. The theme of

the convocation was "New Val-

ues in Science, Art and Society."

Free Forums
'

The sessions took place in

Cooper Union's historic Great
Hall Where Lincoln, on Febru-
ary 27, 1860, delivered his fam-
ous "Cooper Union Speech," and
in the Grand Ballroom of the

Waldorf-Astoria. The hall is

also known for its free Forum
lecture series, a part of Cooper

Union's century-old adult educa-
tion program.
Speakers at the convocation

included three Nobel Prize win-

ners: Sir John Cockcroft, of the

United Kingdom Atomic Energy
Authority; Dr. Harold C. Urey,
o€ the University of California;

and Lester B. Pearson of Can-
ada, former president of the

United Nations General As-
sembly.

Other speakers were Sir Ken-
neth Clark, chairman of the Arts
Council of Great Britain, and Dr.

Laurence M. Gould, president of

Carleton College.
,

Facility Wives Mttt
The Villanova Faculty Wives

Club held its monthly meeting

on Thursday, November 12th in

the east lounge of Dougherty
Hall.

Dr. Robert S. O'Shea, of the

Philosophy Department, was the

guest speaker. The topic of his

speech was "Music and its Mean-
ing"

Raymond Quits

Spirit Committee

For Council
Dave Grenon Publicity co-

chairman of the Spirit Commit-
tee, announced at a publicity

meeting last week that his for-

mer co-chairman, Tom Ray-
mond, has resigned to handle
publicity for the Student Coun-
cil.

Raymond's place in the pub-
licity department will be taken
by Bemie Senger, sophomore
I.A. major. Grenon made the
announcemetit in conjunction
with a statement that "The
Spirit Committee's goal during
the basketball season is winning
the Palestra sportsmanship
trophy.

Both Grenon and Senger em-
phasized that the Committee ac-

tivity throughout the year is

based on plans made by the pub-
licity department. They declared
their thanks to Committee chair-

men Jack Valva and John Ober-
lies, who put their plans into

effect, and to Hugh Leitch and
Fred Faigin.

Alumni Club of New York
Plans Dance At Roosevelt

The New York Alumni Club has planned its annual dance

for the Hotel Roosevelt in New York City on November 27.

Music 'for the dance, which will begin at 9 p.m. will be pro-

vided by the Hotel Roosevelt Orchestra. Tickets may be purchased

in room 310 Sheehan Hall any day after 6 p.m. Price of the

tickets is $5.00.

Walt France, the club's liason officer, emphasized that all

Vi'Ilanova students are invited to the dance, regardless of whether

or not they are from the New York area. France also suggested

that tickets be bought in blocks of five, to facilitate sales.

I

*'

Does studying for exams
make you want to zzz-zz-zz?

Let safe NoDoz® alert you

through study and exams

!

If hitting the books ever malces you drowsy, NoDoz is the fast walcer-

upper you need. NoDoz Stay Awaice Tablets deHver an accurate amount
of safe stimulation to keep your mind and body alert during study and

exams. How? With caffeine— the same pleasant stimulant in coffee. But

non-habit-forming NoDoz is faster, handier, more reliable. Buy some

—

and be in good company. Millions of times a year safe NoDoz helps
\

busy people keep alert and awake.
.

' •
.

V\

P.S. When you need NoDoz, it'U probably be late. Play safe. Keep a supply handy.

NoDoz, the safe stay awake tablet — available everywhere

Tale ofTwo aties!
Among Western Hemisphere cities

with the largest per capita enjoyment of

Coca-Cola are, interestingly enough, sunny

New Orleans and chilly Montreal. When we say*

"Thirst Knows No Season/' we've said

a cheerful mouthful.

So don't take any lame excuses about its

not being hot enough for Coca-Cola. Forget

the temperattire and drink upl

6^S^r^}

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Phila. Coca Cola Bottling Co.

11

AN EVENING fWASIED)
WITH TOM

':::rg;^^^^^^^^^^ By The Houston Hall Board

IHiriMp AUDITORIUM, Unhrersiffy off Pennsyliraiiia

34th and Spruce Streets

FRIDAY EVENING - NOV. 20th

Reservations Call Houston Hail EV 6-0100
11

i i
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Chem Engineers To Have
More Varied
Dr. Robert White, Chairman

of the Chemical Engineering De-
partment, haa announced the in-

auguration of a "more diverai-
fied curriculum for the Chemical
Engineering Student".

In line with the recent de-
mands of the field, and increased
Graduate School requirements,

um
the student who will enter in-

dustry.

Advanced Sections
Within the Engineering Sci-

ence Division, the student will
find four advanced sections in
Physics and Mathematics.
And the Industrially oriented

student, in the face of his speci
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Crad School Enrollment Up

marked changes have been ef- alized needs, will be principally
fected.

The new Senior program pro-
vides, said White, an "Engineer-
ing Science Division" for those
who wish to engage in advanced
studies. It also provides an "En-
gineering Design Division" for

exposed to Engineering Design
couxises.

Junior Class Meeting
10:30 A. lA.

Vasey Hall Auditorium

A 118 percent increase in the
Graduate School registration for
Fall Semester, 1959-60, over last

year's figures, was announced
by the Reverend dean of the
Graduate School, Rev. Louis A.
Rongione, OSA, today.

A total of 760 different stu-

dents is enrolled in 106 courses
taught by 93 professors of whom
more than 50 per cent hold the
doctorate degree. Total class en-
rollment is 1483; the students
in these classes in the diverse
areas of graduate study include
632 departmental majors, 41
specials, and 87 in the N.S.F.
program.

The growth of the Graduate I upon quality in scholarship and
School, Father Rongione added,
indicates that Villanova is meet-
ing student needs—personal,
scholastic, cultural and profes*
sional. The Graduate School is

attracting greater numbers,
many of whom seek work at the
doctoral level.

To meet this educational chal-
lenge, the Reverend dean,
stated, intra-departmental stud-
ies have been initiated, and in
several departments preparation
for doctoral degree programs is
underway.

Scholarship Stressed
Emphasis will continue to be

LUCKY STRIKE presente

^y <•:....•.• V

DR. FROOD'S
MORAL OF THE MONTH:

Make the most of your college

days. (The nights will probably

haunt you the rest of your life.)

mmm^^

Field-goal expert
kicks about classes

(See below)

Dear Dr. Freed: I want to get married,

but I don't like children. What shall

I do?

Surly

Dear Surly: Marry an adult.

Dear Dr. Freed: Is it all right to study

with the TV on?
o,,,,^,^^

Dear Distracted: Better not. You might

miss some of the story.

Dear Dr. Freed: The Dean Is trying to

force me to go to classes. I think this is

unfair because last season I scored 16

touchdowns, intercepted 18 passes and

kicked 22 field goals in 23 attempts.

What should I do? , ,, .,
Letter Man

Dear Letter Man: I fail to see how going

to classes will help. Better practice your

kicking.

(^ (^ c^

Dear Dr. Freed: I am a very plain girl

and I don't have much personality. All

I want is a man who will love me. Why
can't I find one?

Sad

Deor Sqd: You're too particular.

Dear Dr. Freed: My husband teaches at

a girl's college. I know it's silly, but since

I'm middle-aged and stout, I am very

jealous and worry all the time. What
should I do?

V : Plump, Tired

Dear Plump, Tired: Keep worrying.

Dear Dr. Freed: How can I keep people

from borrowing my Luckies?

Pestered

Dear Pestered: Put them in a Brand X
pack.

DR. FROOD ON HOW
TO BE A BEATNIK

I've drawn up instructions for

becoming a Beatnik: Let your

hair grow until your hearing is

noticeably impaired. When
beard covers your tie, discard

tie. Hang your shoes and socks

in effigy. Sell your sink for

scrap. Stock your room with

cigarettes—because you won't

be allowed on the street any

more. (Better make 'em Luckies

and enjoy your isolation !) .,, . ..

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

^A. T. C: Product of €jf&jAtu^4€<»n X^Keeo-^yutv^—"c^t^acn^ is our middle name

excellence in professional con-
tribution. Father Rongione
stressed the maintenance of
high standards as the scope of
graduate offerings broadens and
deepens to meet the demands
for trained scholars.

Father Rongione identified the
Graduate Departments — Ap-
plied Statistics, Biology, Chem-
ical Engineering, Chemistry,
Civil Engineering, Classics, Ed-
ucaUon, English, History and
Political !5dence. Library Sci-
ence, Mathematics, Modem Lan-
guages, Philosophy, Religion,
Psychology, Sociology, Theatre,
Secondary School Science and
the new programs of graduate
work in Electrical Engineering
and Mechanical Engineering
leading to the Master of Science
Degree.

New Program
The new programs are con-

ducted at Moorestown, New
Jersey, and on campus. The
classes are open to Missile and
Surface Radar Division employe-
es of the Moorestown Engineer-
ing Plant who can satisfy the
academic entrance requirements.

Pequinot Cites

Homecoming Spirit
Mr. George J. Pequignot, Ex-

ecutive Secretary of the Alumni
Association, has expressed h^js

desire that the student body be
thanked for its "en.^i?siastic dis-
play of spirit" during uiC Home-
coming Events.
He said: "Even though the

parade of floats and the band
exhibition did not come off, the
efforts were not made in vain.
•The underlying flow of spirit

neither went unnoticed nor un-
appreciated," he said.

FREE GARAGE
Free Garage accompanies your
private room, living room and
bath. This ideal living situation
is 6 minutes from campus. Rates
very reasonable. MU 8-0949

BERMUDA

/ College Week

1960

will bi the GREATEST!

• As always, the "Mixer"- College
Day at the Beach.

• And the All -Day Cruise to an an-
cient fort with calypso, luncheon,
gombey dancers and native bands.

AND FOR THE FIRST TIME
• INTERCOLLEGIATE JAZZ
SESSIONS, with competition be-
tween jazz combos of leading men's
colleges.

• COLLEGE WEEK REVUE-
amateur college talent (YOU?),
directed by a professional.

• Barbecue Luncheon and Games .

Afternoon.

• Special TROPHIES for Fishing,
Golf, Tennis.

ALL WITHOUT CHARGE.
Th«

BERMUDA
Trad* Development Beard
620 Fifth Ave., New York 20, N. Y.

Ml
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Y.U. Singers At

Mlentown Hospital
The Vilkmova Sdngers gKve a

concert before the student

nurses of Allentown Hospital

last night. This was the second
concert tour of the Singers dur-

ing the semester.

Mr. Herbert Fiss, director of

the choral group, lead the Sing-
j

ers through various religious, I

secular, and novelty selections: I

"Gloria," "O Bone Jesu,"
j

"Brothers—Sing On," "Every
j

Day ,Is Ladies' Day," "Stout-

Hearted Men," "Amo A^taas,"

and "Cindy."

Following the concert, a so-

cial was held for the nurses, the

Singers, and other Villanovans

who had travelled to the pres-

entation. - •:;' ,;•
.,. ?

•:••
.
;<.'.'.

:

Poffomo
Visifors

11

Heard Bullets Flying Overhead
rr

Jim Hooker Moves

For Office Hours
At the last Student Council

meeting, November 4th, the mo-
tion to have the Student Coun-
cil Dance on February 26 was
approved. ;•; .

During the slession the Con-

gress also affirmed Jim Hooker's
motion that class representa-

tives be required to hold an of-

fice hour once every two weeks,

and that a list of these repre-

sentatives, their hour, and their

location, be made up, published

in the Villanovan, and posted

on all the main bulletin boards
on campus.

It was also announced that a
special committee has been des-

j

ignated to evaluate a motion by
;

Sheldon Pollock concerning a
new Merit Award System.

According to Pollock, a stu-

dent would receive a point for

each recommendation of a merit

award. For every three recom-
mendations, the student would
be entitled to a merit award.
When the student had pro-

gressed to the last semester of

his senior year, the number of

recommendations would be to-

taled and he would receive the

appropriate number of awards.

Sheraton Hotels

STUDENT-FACULTY

DISCOUNTS
H«r«'t mon«y-saving n«wt
for students, faculty and all

other college personnel. Dur-

ing weekends and college

vacations, Sheraton offers

you special low rates— even

lower rates when two or more
occupy the same room.

Special G^roup rates are pro-

vided for athletic teams,

clubs, other college organ-

izations.

You get these discounts at

any of Sheraton's 54 hotels

in the U.S.A., Hawaii and

Canada. Just present your

Sheraton I.D. card when you

register. To get a Sheraton

I.D. card, contact:

RONALD DOBIES
Box 629

Villonovo University

Villonova, P»finsylvania

Pfiofi* LAwr«fic« 5-9033

The recent riots in Panama
were of particular interest to at

least two Villanova students.

Brian Cox and his sister

Kathy live with their parents in

the Canal Zone proper, as distin-

guished from the Republic of

Panama.
Their father, Richard, is an

executive in the administration

ot the Canal Zone.

Naturally enough, Brian and
Kathy were quite concerned for

^heir family when they heard of

the recent disturbances.

Other Violence '

According to Brian, these

have not been the only disp'ays

of violence in the strategically

important Central American
country.

"There have been at least two
other riots in recent years, one
in January of this year and one
back in May of 1958."

Both Brian and Kathy em-
phasize the role of one Aquilino

Boyd in these riots. To further

his political ambitions, Boyd
prodded students last January

to parade into the Zone from
the Republic and plant national

flags in various places.

Demonstrations Out of Hand
"The demonstration got out

of hand and some shooting did

take place, although not in the
Zone," said Brian.

The issue then and now seems
to be a manifestation of the
usual nationalistic feeling. Yet
the presence of the U.S. Zone is

generally tolerated by most of
the Panamanians. It it only with
the politicians and the students
that there is antagonism.

"The Panamanians and the U.
S. personnel get along very
well," Brian emphasized.

Hair Raising

When asked whether they
have ever been personally in-

volved in the strife, Brian and
Kathy related several incidents,

hair-raising in comparision with
U. S. events.

"I wasn't shot at," Brian said,

"but I could hear the bullets

flying overhead." Kathy actual-

ly saw two people shot.
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Brian and Kathy Cox of the Panama Canal Zone consult
news reports of Panama riots.

Brother and sister both feel

that the disturbances will sub-

side. Credit must be paid to the

Canal Zone governor, William
Potter, who put down the riots

last week, asserted Brian.

Brian is currently a sopho-

more majoring in social studies.

Kathy is a freshman nurse.

Their first opportunity to return

home will be next summer.

Still yOip^ and beautiful at age 75

!

THEY Sil IT COULDNT BE DONE

fV^

i

But America's

most famous

lady does It!

No Paris design of '59 is

more lovely than this

ageless beauty, a gift

from France 75 years

ago. Miss Liberty has

welcomed millions to

these shores with the

words, "Give me your
tired, your poor, your
huddled masses yearn-

ing to breathe free ... I

lift my lamp beside

the golden door."

Seventeen Wins

For VU Varsity

Debate Club
Villanova's varsity debating

teams have managed to post a^

respectable winning record early
in this young debating season
by virtue of the fact that they
have triumphed in all of their

last 17 debates.

Most recent of the wins came
in the St. Joseph's Tournament,
held last Friday and Saturday,
when Joe L i g g e r a , Gene
D'Aquili, Joe Remy, and Tom
Pfeifer turned in a 6-4 overall

record to finish ninth out of

twenty-six teams in the contest.

Both the negative and affirma-

tive teams dropped their first

two debates on Friday, but they
snapped back to emerge victor-

ious in all six debates the follow-

ing day.

Last Thursday evening anoth-
er Villanova team of Larry Kelly
and Frank McCormick on the
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VUhmav Bfaitidiig Band performs at West Point

affirmative and Bill.Gazi and Jim
Strazella on the negative
avenged a season opening loss

to the University of Pennsylvan-
ia by easily downing a Red and
Blue team here on the Villanova
campus.

In addition Frank Murtha,

Jim Rhodes, Dom Costa, and
Mark Quinn represented Villa

nova at a practice tournament
at St. Joe's on November
seventh. Rhodes and Murtha
made the best showing, winning
two and dropping a tie which
the judge broke in favor of the
other team.

Interviews For

U.S. Bureau Posts

To Be Held Here
On Thursday, November 19,

the U. S. Bureau of Immigration
and Naturalization will interview
students interested in the posi-
tion of Immigration Patrol In-
spector, the placement office an-
nounced.
The entrance salary is $4980

per year. Candidates must be
five feet eight inches tall and
have 20-20 vision without glas-
ses. They must be citizens of the
United States.

Interested students may se-
cure literature and sign up for
interviews at the Placement Of-
fice in the basement of Sheehan
HaU.

Belle Masque
(Continued from Page 1)

Flynn is a scoundrel servant
(Crispin) to Ray Kantra (Lean-
der.) McCoy, as the conceited
poet Harlequin, and Tony Prov-
enzano, a braggart soldier, are
actually cowards at heart.

An avaricious banker. Panta-
loon, is portrayed by Allan Wil-
lig, and John Barlas is Pollnchin-
elle, a cutthroat grown wealthy.
Hallowell is the pompus judge
whose part readily fits in with
the scheme.

Army Films

Tonight

Vasey Auditorium

7:30 P. U.

At last! A breakfast drink

you can keep in your room

More vitamin C than orange Juice. New instant TANG is the breakfast
drink you can keep right on your bookshelf—because TANG keeps any-
where without refrigeration.

Malce as much as you want, whenever you want. Just mix with plain cold
water-T-nothing to squeeze, nothing to unfreeze.

Drink TANG every morning and get more vitamin C than orange or
grapefruit juice gives you. Plus vitamin A. Tastes real good, too.

Today's assignment: get TANG!

NEW! INSTANT!
Just mix wHh cold water

A product of Qonoral Foods Kltoh«n«

<if^

'-•'''it'" \*vV V,- ••

f YOU CAN MAKE TANG
IN A WINK!

.A ^^

A cigarette that's Low^ in tar
with More taste to it

!

THEY SAID IT COULDNT BE DONE

/ ••e*ir, v.\

4. ^»

iW
nr^.

[.But OM does it!

When you're in New
York, be sure to make
the trip over to see Miss
Liberty. And wherever

you are right now, en-

joy the cigarette that's

kindest to your taste.

That's DM: Low in tar,

with more taste to it. No
wonder more americans
switch to DM every day

!

Live Modem . , . switch

to DM!

Live Modem with UM

i

TO) "^f^QJl^ TM^T^l

c IWS9 iieotTT • Mvina tobacco co

;x:
.
•«•

/
I WANTlDi Situations and gag lines for our two campus characters

(above). Must relate to TANG. WUl pay $25 for every entry used.

Address: TANG College Contest. Dept. GRM. Post Division, BatUe
Creek, Michigan. (Entries must be postmarked before Dec. 15, 1959.)

Carole Miceli plays Sylvia, the
beloved of Leander, and Connie
Donahue has the role of a faded
old woman who is a match-
maker.

Two Swindlers.

The story is about two swind-
lers, Crispin and Leander, who
are travelHng one step ahead of
the police. They come to a city,
and Leander posee as a noble
to whom Crispin is a servant.
They begin to live on credit,

but their whole scheme becomes
complicated when Leander falls
in love with Sylvia, the daughter
of a' wealthy man.
As a result, the plot comes

tumbling down a/bout the ears
of the swindlers, and the bal-
ance of the play shows them
facing justice.

"The fun of the play is in
watching these men try to ex-
tricate themselves," concludes
Duprey.

Student Council
(CJontlnued from Page 1)

shown at 7:30 in the Vasey Hall
auditorium, and will be followed
by a pep rally.

Bob DeLisa invites the entire
Villanova student body to take
an active part in student gov-
ernment. "I would ask all stu-
dents to attend the Council
meeting tonight and see their
student governing organ in ac-
tion," DeLisa said.

<>.::t

the only Oasis in

Philadelphia serving

the best in Arobic

cuisine at reosonabic

prices

We're n«ta4 for

•Mr

HofMMt Tckini

fHeenicien Skeetk Kakak

Ahlon wo SOhlon to the

ENJOY OUR
FRIDAY

ORIENTAL
NIGHTS

LIVE
ARABIC
MUSIC

Middle East Restaurant
93S llltworHi St. fmiim «.n>a

HARtiY-DAVIKOM

X)PPER
Low coti trantportoHon— up fo 100
mpg. Safe . . . Imcoui* Ih so aoiy to
rid*. Automotic tranimiMton. Go IIm
fun way— idMl for school, outtfigt
ond orronds. So* th« TOPPER ot . .

.

PHILA HARLEY DAVIDSON CO
••7 N. MOA0 fTinr PO t.iioo
•ma WOOQIANOAVL M fu4747

1,-
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Billy Paczkoskie roars through an opening In Army line to pick up good yardage. Bill Car-
penter (87) is in hot pursuit.

Soc:cer Comes To VillaridVa;

Can Bridge Be Far Behind?
Ed Geisz has announced bji-

other first in Villanova intra-

murals—a soccer league. More
than 8 entries have been filed,

and there is promise of more.
(Any one interested in entering

a team should contact room 112
Alumni Hall for information.)

The first game is scheduled for

Dec. 2, providing the regulation

field has been completed by
that date. Work has not been
started at the Austin Field site,

as this field is still being used
by the touch football leagues.

The final game in the touch
football playoffs now going on
will be held Nov. 24. The seven
teams presently competing for

a place in the finals are: The
Dukes, (See, that extra length

does make a difference); The
Spearchuckers (Watusi, take
notice); The Old Men (Life be-

gins at 4:30); The Rebels
(Northerners all); P.B.E. (Don't

ask me what it means) ; The
Blitz's (The Awful Awfuls still

don't know what hit them) ; and

by Hank Schulrz

the Cowboys (Always wondered
where Dougherty Hall got their

meat).
Almost before football is out

of the picture, basketball moves
in. Intramural basketball starts

Dec. 1. Entry blanks have been
spread all over campus, and are

due in Fri., Nov. 20. Several en-

tries have already been returned,

including one from the "Pixies",

featuring a S'S* center, and hav-
ing no men over 5-8.

Although there is no lack of

players and teams, the Intra-

murals office stresses a great
need for officials. A clinic of

rules for officials and team man-
agers is to be held in Alumni
Gym on Dec. 1, prior to the first

game. Anyone interested is ask-

ed to contact the office as soon
as possible.

'

For all deadeyes, there will be

a foul shooting contest Nov. 23,

from 2:30 to 5:30 in Alumni
Gym. In this contest, each con-

testant gets 50 shots, and high
score wins. '

.

Player of UUeek

hot'

5oe Luzzi

Also due to start soon is the
already organized bridge,touma-
ment. Have no fear, men, none
of those professionals from
Rosemont are eligible. All

matches will be held Tuesday
evenings at 7:30 in Dougherty
Hall. For those interested, prac-
tice is held Sunday afternoons
at the Tea House.

On Fri., Dec. 14, the annual
amateur night will be held. This
night has long been a source of

great entertainment for all. Sev-
erals halls have already started
plans for this event, and this

year's show promises to out-
shine all previous years. And
this show is not rigged!

The winners and scores of tlie

Hexathon held a few weeks ago
have been released. The winner
was soph Bob Benson, with 550
points, followed by Dick Schnie-
der, 511, and Cecil Richardson,
509. This year was Benson's sec-

cond in competition, having fin-

ished third in his Freshman
year.

Also released were the scores
for the Nick Basca Memorial
Awards. In first place was Simp-
son Hall, with their "Genie Com-
es to Villanova" rating 24 out
of 25 possible points. Sullivan's

"On Land and On Sea" rated 23
points, and Austin's version of
"Carry them Back to Old Vir-
ginia" scored 22. Austin declar-

ed themselves winners on a tech-
nicality. It seems that the nurses
won 12 points for their "Gobbler
in Ihe Pot", giving Austin Hall

a total of 34. However, they

were ruled down, and the trophy

went to Simpson.

A bowling tournament is al-

ready underway, with 26 teams

competing. All matches are rol-

led at the Rosemont Bowling

Lanes on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday nights. Last

year's championship team. Boss

Choice, has entered, and promis-

es to repeat as leaders.

Within a few weeks, the De-

partment hopes to release entry

blanks for checkers and chess.

The Intramural department will

furnish sets for these matches,

which will be held at Dougherty

Hall, on soon to be announced

nights.

Sack of Troy

What's In A Name?
By Tom Troy<

"What's in a name? That which we call a rose
By ajiy other name would smell as sweet."
The old Bard was a pretty keen student of human nature

and rarely blundered when he spoke on anything, be it psychology,
shipping, ghosts or what have you, but when Billy put these words
in Julie Capulet's mouth, he really goofed.

What's in a name? Why, everything! There have been all

kinds of theories of history posited, from Macauley's hero to
Turner's frontier to Henry Adam's dynamic. I herewith positf^
the NAME theory.

This theory maintainA that, considering all the other aspects
(i.e. physical, intellectual, psychological, etc.) of people being
equal, those who have a name which is considerably unique will,

almost of necessity, doaninate.

The name theory is particularly applicable to sports. As a
matter of fact, using the sports world as a laboratory, I have
virtually proven the thesis.

Talent + Name = Greatness
Observe, if you will: can anybody seriously doubt that one

man named Paige Cothren would not be a better field goal kicker
than another with tiie ordinary tag of Bob Walston?

Quarterbacks come and go, but people with monickers like
Yelberton Alberton Tittle, Tobin Rote, and Norman Van Brocklin
stay for years.

Since the war, Northwestern University had been the door-
mat of the Big Ten until they stopped fooling around with coaches
named Joe Smith or Bill Jones and hired one called Ara Par-
seghian.

Iowa University had nothing until they brought Forest to
that campus. He immediately obtained noteworthies like Randolph
Duncan and Olen Treadway. Olen Treadway—that might be the
most fabulous monicker ever recorded.

Notre Dame has contributed much source material for es-
tablishing the validity of the theory. The latest asset is Mont-
gomery Stickles, he of the big foot.

Every Sport Contributes
Football definitely produces the largest number of unique

handles. Besides the above, we have Theron Sapp, Dade Hack-
bart, Wahoo McDaniel, Kyle Rote, Doak Walker, Erwin Rommel,
Milton Plum, Linden Crow, Lamar Lundy, et al, et al.

But every sport contributes its share. Swimming has Lance
Larson, Murray Rose, Carin Cone, Chris von Saltza, Dawn Fraser.
The first four of these won National A.A.U. titles in 1958; Miss
Fraser is 100 meter world champ.

I don't want to get too carried away, but how 'bout Hamilton
Richardson, Ashley Cooper, Gardnar Mulloy, Neale Frazer, Basil
Ince, Ira Davis, Klaus Fuchs, Joel Landau, Crawford Kennedy,
Ira Murchison, Vladimir Kuts, Emil Zatopek? Oh, brother!

For anyone who questions, doubts, or has reservations,
I would like to recommend a book. The Influence ot Name Power
on History, co-authored by Samoth Yort, Euthanasia Agincourt,
and Charles Van Doren. Cheap.

Dell Basketball
The preseason basketball publications are beginning to ap-

pear on newstanda. Thus far. I've seen two: one simply entitled
BASKETBALL, the other DELL SPORTS: BASKETBALL.

The first i.s nothing at all. A lot of pictures, few comments,
a verv predictable "All-American" team.

The Dell Publications magazine is much better, although it
too has faults, mainly because it was compiled last spring.

Villanova is picked to be among the top 20 teams this year
(18th, to be exact), but the prediction is based on spurious infor-
mation.

The starting team in Dell is composed of Jim Huggard, (George
Raveling, Johti Driscoll, Hubie White, and Jim Kenny. Too bad
it's impossible.

In a comparable summary, the editors state: "Balanced scor-
ing, good rebounding and a great soph in White at Forward."

St. Joe's Best In East
There is a rather unusual Ail-American first team selected in

Del'. Unusual in that besides the "surelets"—Jerrv West, Oscar
Robertson. Tony Jackson, Darrell ImhofP—the editors nominate
a candidJite who has never played in a varsity game—Jerry Lucas
of Ohio Stale.. ;•;,-, ,

.;,,.: v;..:^
•;''•// ^•^^

Lucas of course, is rather well-known nationally despite his
sophomore status. He received over 150 scholarship offers when
he graduated from high school.

Dell selects Cincinnati as the number one team in the nation.
St. Joseph's is picked as best in the East and number four in the
country.

Dec. » ..ii;i'«;. k'i"« • • Prlncotoii •''.<•» . . Awity

I>«c. 4 ..Scranton Field House

Dec. 7 Gettysburg .^;;;^;i:.^, >;..,/« Away

Dec 12 Clemson Home

Dec. 16 North CaroUna State Away

Dec 19 Wagner Away

<i

M V

.<f '^ ^'<< >%

Brannau Cites Teamwork,
Spirit Displayed By Frosh
When coach Bill Brannau

started his first year as fresh-

man football coach at Villanova

he has a three-fold job: to in-

doctrinate the team with the

system they would use while on

the varsity; to keep the flame of

the spirit, that is typical of col-

lege freshmen, burning; and to

make a unit out of a group of

athletes, who had never played

together before.

Dan Grove

Approximately thirty-six men
reported for the first week of

practice forty less than had
promised to turn out. Out of

these 36 men Brannau, assisted

by Ed Michaels Jr., turned out

a team. True, they lost two of

their three games but who will

remember their record when

they are seniors.

The freshmen were a success
because they did what was their

job. They gradually learned the

system and had it down pat by
their closing game. They found
out that a team effort weis need-

ed to win games, when they en-

count^d the Army Plebes. In

that fray the Kittens lead in al-

most every department of sta-

tisics, (including fumbling) and
lost 27-6. They used this lesson

as their stepping stone to unity.

In their second game they met
a giant Bullis Prep team lead

by a gutty little quarterback,
and were defeated again 23-6.

This time the team learned that

the breaks can hurt any club.

In their final game against West
Chester the Frosh jelled as a
team. Instead of zigging when
they should be zagging, they
zagged right. The final score
was 38-13, but it could have
been much worse .

Team Had Spirit

The spirit that was mentioned
before was great. They played
hard every minute. Brannau,
commented that, "These boys
had a wonderful attitude all

year. The first day of practice
I asked Jack Mount, who was
originally a quarterback, if he
would be interested in playing
end. Mount replied, 'Coach if

you need an end I'll try it'. Try
he did, he terrorized every back-
field that faced the Frosh. He
continually dropped opposing
quarterbacks for losses." This
spirit typified the whole team,
in a year that spirit was hard
to come by.

Besides the three things be-
fore mentioned, the real purpose
of the freshman team is to be
ready for the varsity come the
sophomore year. Certainly this

year's team will help fill up the
gaps in the ranks, left by grad-
uation: a group of hard charg-
ing backs like, Jim Kroupke, Lou
Merenda, Dick Burton, and Jim
Thomas three fine quarterbacks
in Richie Richman, Larry Click,
and Ted Aceto ; ends like Mount,
Bill Barbarro and Joe De Lane
and interior lineman like Jim

Through Th« Hoop

On The Way Up
•by Mike Donahue-

Three Wildcat players are seen completing their arduous
trek against LaSalle. Angelo Sivieri (top) finished second In race. ;

Grady, Arnie Buben, and Al Cal
I^nie Huglemeyer (bottom foreground) and Hank Neill finished I Hgaris. These frosh and others
7tli. I should give the varsity a battle

for their jobs.

Wildcat Harriers Lose ft
a Future He™

rwy r>iA Tr ni n m -:'y.'--^.^^..V-- :'..: Before finishing the eulogy of

lO OtrOng LaSalle learn the Freshmen of 59, and dream.^ mg of thmgs to come, there is

another item that should be
brought out. Another duty of

the freshman team is to set up
offensive, and defensive patterns
used by the varsity's opponents
from week to week. These pat-
terns are usually different, and
are an extra chore for them
to do. They used Army's p}ays
so effectively that varsity was
ready for everything that the
Kaydets used. Even though
there are no more freshman
games this year, they are still

ussisting the varsity in prepar-
ing, a very thankless job.

In two short months thirty

freshmen became a team, built

up a spirit, aided the varsity,

and in general became an asset

to Villanova's football program.
Coach Brannau summed the

hectic days of practice, of de-

feat, and finally the joy of win-i

ning, when he said, "These men!
found themselves against West'

Chester. I was proud of them I

and I wish them the best of luck

for the rest of their stay at

Villanova University."

by John Duffy

College Cross Neill, was eighth. In 10th place

was Jon Dante, a soph from
Union, New Jersey. Gerald
Hanket, a sophomore from New
York City, and Tim McNamar, a

junior from Tulsa. Oklahoma
were next in that order. All did

the course in less than a half

hour.

Nick De Angelis. the ex-Bon-

ner High ace was the last to

place in the large field of 25

The junior from Upper Darby
was i5th in 30:24. John Man-
nion, a soph from Malvern Prep
inst missed placing. John ran in

the time of 30:24.

The main difference between
the respective teams was that

the La Salle squad consisted

mostly of seniors, while not a
single senior wore the Blue and
White of Villanova. This was
La Sal'e's fourth successive tri-

umph in as many outings. Villa-

nova has not come out on top
in three engagements. But as
they said in Brooklyn, "Wait

The La Salle

Country Team ran the Wildcats
right out of their lair, last Wed-
nesday afternoon. The Explorers
ran as if they were hurrying to

catch a train. Pete Walheim, a
senior from La Salle High kept
his unbeaten record intact as he
swept to victory in the time of
26:20.5.

Our own Angelo Sivieri, a
sophomore, from West Catholic
was second in 28:13.5. 5.5 sec-

onds ahead of Pete Walsh, a La
Salle soph from Saint Thomas
More, who was a close third.

Outside of Sivieri's good show-
ing. La Salle completely outran
the 'Cats as the 19-38 score indi-

cates. Jim Sumner, Tom Ly-
naugh, and Dick Flint, all of La
Salle were fourth, fifth and sixth

respectively. All ran the course
under 29 minutes.

Huglemeyer 7th

For the Wildcats Lance Hu^'e-
meyer, a junior from Sayville,

N. Y., was seventh, and Henry until next year."

The little guy pounded the ball once, twice, three times,

movine sideways as he dribbled. He barked a number, a set

play developed, and a defender was "picked." A swift figure
flashed across the court, took the pass from the little guy,
driibbled once, stopped dead and in the same motion jumped to
a point just shy of the stratosphere and released his shot. It

went on a line like a trolley wire down (!!) toward the basket
and cut the cords cleanly.

"Nke one, Hubie," somebody yelled at the leaper.

"Good feed. Hug", the coach complimented the little guy.

Scene: Field House
The scene was basketball practice in the Field House one

day not long ago and the dramitis personage were two key figures
in Villanova's 1959-60 basketball plans, Hubie White and Jim
Huggard.

"Cet up, Tweedy, get up," barked coach Al Severance at the
red headed giant who bad i"st h^^t^n Aufr^hounded by a player
several inches shorter than the big guy's six feet eight inches.

"You were out of position,' oeveiance explained to John
Driscoll, the Wildcat's 'big man'.

Tough Tap<In
At this point White took another jumpshot. It spun in

around and out of the hoop, but another spring-legged high jump-
er leaped above the basket and tapped White's errant shot down
through the hoop.

"Atta baby, George, way to tap", burst an ebullient spec-

tator from the balcony. George Raveling, 6-6 Wildcat captain
har a smile on his face as he cantered down to his defensive

position.

In this brief flurry of action an onlooker could get a pretty
good dope sheet on the Villanova basketball team

If coach Al Severance's 24th season at Villanova is to match
or surpass his 23rd, he'll be able to point to White, Huggard,, Dris-
coll, and Raveling as the reasons for success.

White is the sophomore sensation who some experts believe

has the potential to become the best player to don a Blue White
uniform since Paul Arazin hung up Number "11" eight years
ago.

Hubie Another SIhugo?

A glance at Hubie in action prove these to be no idle words.
As a 6-3 leaper he reminds you of Sihugo Green, Duquesne great
of a few years back and now a member of the pro St. Louis
Hawks. He's as picturesque a rebounder as there is in the game
today. Wilt Chamberlain and Bill Russell notwithstanding. When
he leaps to get off his jumper and his feet are somewhere be-

tween his defender's chest and belt . . . well, you have to see

it to believe it.

Huggard, a 5-10 junior is the 26 year old backcourt ace whose
task it will be to keep the Wildcat offense on the move. Hug
handled the quarterback spot as a freshman but relinquished the
"bring-it-up" job to Jim Kenny last year. With Kenny a notable
absentee from the squad because of scholastic difllculties, the
job is once again Huggard's. Judging from the practice scrim-
magges the change suits the West Catholic grad fine. He seems
to get a bigger charge out of getting an assist on a White basket
than popping in one of his own shots, be it a two hand set from
way out, or a jump shot from the vicinity of the key.

Rave'ing, a 6-6 senior is expected to carry the major brunt
of the rebounding although White should be able to help him out.

He's 16.2 caroms per game average last year put him among
the leaders in rebounding and barring injury George should be
good for that many again. Add to his retrieving ability a com-
petitive spirit that is infectious and a constant hustle—hustle

—

hustle approach to the game and it's not hard to see why Raveling
is the Wildcat captain.

Driscoll: An Enigma '

The enigma on the team is Tweedy Driscoll. At 6-8 he gets his
share of rebounds, and plays a respectable scoring and defensive
game. A pretty versatile man is Tweedy. Only, one catch. Tweedy
Driscoll has that not uncommon basketball malady, personal foul-

itis. An able defender with a good sense of timing (he blocked
four shots early in the St. Joseph's game last year) Tweedy has
the tendency to commit unnecessary fouls. If he can correct this
glaring defensive fault there's no telling how far the Wildcats can
climb up the basketball ladder.

In order for the 'Cats to duplicate or better their 18-7 log
of a year ago White will have to live up to his advance notices,

Huggard will have to regain his freshman form to offset the loss

of Kennv; Raveling wi'i have to be a virtual vacuum cleaner off

the boards, and Driscoll will have to cut down on his propcensity
to foul.

Also needed will be consistent play on the part of the fifth

man in the lineup. At this writing, junior Dick Kaminski seems
to be the man whose task it will be to replace Jim Kenny. Kam-
inski, a 6-2 leaper, first drew attention to his play when he fired

in 16 points to pace the Main Liners in their win over St. Francis

last February.
Kaminski's chief opposition would appear to be 6-1 Joe Za-

wacki, transfer from St. Louis University who played his high

school ball in the city at North Catholic.

Bbnch strength will also be a factor. First line subs will in-

clude 6-6 Joe Walsh, 6-3 Jim McMonagle and 6-3 Bill Penney,
sophomores; Dick LeFevre, 6-1, Tom Samuelewicz, 6-5, Dave Sev-

erance, 6-4, and Don McGinley. 6-1, all juniors.

The first three games on the docket are Princeton, away on
December 2, Scranton in the Field House on December 4, and
Gettysburg in the land of Charley Weaver on December 7. No
West Virginias they, but all stumbling blocks on what will prob-

ably be a rocky road to recognitionville.
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Army and Rutgers StymieWildcats
-y.' 1

'Cats Lineman Clears The Way For the past two Saturdays
Villanova football fans have
een an underdog Wildcat team
"almost" pull an upset.

On Satuxxlay, Nov. 7, they lost

to highly touted Army 14-0,
before 21,000 fans at Michie
Stadium. And, on Saturday Nov.
14, they dropped a 12-6 thriller
to Rutgers University before a
isellout crowd of 14,500.

In last Saturdays game the
'Cats were completely baffled by
the Rutgers defense in the first

half. They held the ball for only
15 plays as compared to the
Scarlets 46 plays and two touch
downs.

Joe Luzz! (65) Wildcat guard prepare to take a Rutger lineman out of play. Bill Craig (76)
moves in from distance and Sam Gnineisen (88) watches Wildcat back being stopped after a short
gain.

Cats En

t
Season Saturday
Trophy At Stake

And then there was one. The
Wildcats have only one more
chance to nab victory number
two and that's at Detroit Satur-
day against the Titans.

Last Saturday's action saw
the Titans defat Western Michi-
gan in the snow 14-0 while the
'Cats just missed pulling out
a cliffhanger win over the Scar-
let Knights of Rutgers in the
rain.

The week prior to the West-
em Michigan game the Titans
crushed Dayton, 33-14. They
did so by piling up a 27-0 half-
time bulge and then withstand-
ing a second half surge, by the
Flyers, very similar to the rally
that almost deprived the 'Cats
of their lone win of the season
several weks ago.

CJoach Jam Miller, a newcomer
to the Detroit scene this year,
was fortunate in having three
All-Americans to serve as a nuc-
leus for his squad. Bruce Maher,
halfback; John Dingens, tackle;
and Dick Kennedy, guard; were
named to the mythical team in
1958.

Dingens, a 6-3, 225 pounder is

big and has good mobility for
a man his size. The Chicago
Bears thought enough of him
last year to draft him for 1960
delivery.

Unanimous Selectkm On
All-Opponent Team

Kennedy is a 5-9, 197 pound
"hard-nosed" smasher whose
forte is defense. Jim Grazione,
Wildcat quarterback in 1958,
said of Kennedy, "He plays as
if he doesn't have a friend in
the world." The squat guard
was a unanimous selection on
Villanova's All-Opponent team
last year. Only one other player
was grudgingly accorded such
a distinction. That was Army's
Mr. Everything, Pete Dawkins.
In both his sophomore and Jun-
ior years Kennedy made honor-
able mention^ ^l)-^eriC99.
Maher is probably reihember-

\

ed by Vilianovans more readily
than the two linemen. It was
the stocky (5-11,187) speedster
who was a thorn in the Wild-

,

cats* sides last year when the
'Cats eked out a 7-0 win here.
Endowed with a pair of piston-
like legs, Maher is a quick start-
er and a great breakaway run-
ner. If he happens to get past
the 'Cat secondary it's curtains,
since none of Joe Rogers' backs
can match his speea.
Cyril Burke Trophy at Stake
As has been the custom since

1953 the Cyril J. Burke trophy
is at stake in this the twenty-
seventh game in the series. Tne
trophy was established in honor
of Cyril J. Burke, graduate of
Villanova's class of 1917, who
did so much to further the cause
of Villanova athletics in the De-
troit area. He died in 1956 at
his home in Crosse Pointe, Mich-
igan. The trophy in his name
was donated by his sons, Thom-
as, John and Michael who cur-
rently are distributors of con-
struction equipment in Detroit.

A Remark In Passing
Saturday's game might well

be Joe Rogers' last at the helm
of the Wildcats. Despite the
'Cats excellent showing against
Army, the names of possible
successors continue to be band-
ied about. Names most fre-
quently mentioned are John Mc-
Kenna, Villanova alumnus now
coaching at VMI; John Sandus-
ky, another alumnus, who went
on to pro fame after establishing
himself as one of the all time
great Wildcat linemen and who
is now an assistant coach with
the Baltimore C^lts; and Terry
Brennan, late of Notre Dame,
who is reported to be the fair-
haired boy with a large bloc of
alumni.

High School Coach Being
Considered

The latest man to throw his
hat in the ring is 34 year old
Chuck Klausing.'a high schoor

coach extraordinaire. His record
is comparable only to Paul
Brown's fantastic achievements
at Massilon, Ohio during the
Second World War. Klausing's
Braddock (Pa.) Teams have won
54 consecutive games.
However, Klausing's great

record, McKenna's local appeal,
Sandusky's pro experience and
Brennan's popularity notwith-
standing, it would seem on the

basis of the last five games that
the Administration could do a
lot worse than retaining Joe
Rogers as football coach for the
1960 season.

In the first quarter Rutgers
took over on their 26 and in 12
plays churned up ground yard-
age to the Villanova 26. From
here Sam Mundie chucked a T.D.
pass into the corner which nest-
led into the diving arms of Dick
Peneek. The P.A.T. was no good
when Munder fumbled the pass
from center. In the second per-
iod Bill Wolf a halfback capped
a 66 yard advance by shooting
around end for 3 yards and Rut-
gers second score. His pass for
the P.A.T. was blocked.

Second Half Team
In the second half the Villa-

nova football team began to play
football. They swelled their
meager 2 first downs in the
first half to 15 by the end of
the game.

On defense the 'Cats were
outstanding in the second half
holding Rutgers scoreless. Villa-

nova moved up and down the
field but was able to score just
one time in the third quarter.

With about five minutes re-

maining Leon Horn charged
from one yard out for the 'Cats-

lone tally. This touchdown was
set up by a short punt which

the 'Cats took on the Rutgers
25.

Three for the Money
Villanova had three more

chances to score — Paul Tom-
czyk's interception deep in Scar-
let territory ~ a 59 yard drive

halted on the three — the final
pass barrage which carried the
'Cats to the six yard line in the
final seconds of the game.

With about two minutes re-

maining soph quarterback, Nick
Langone went to the air. He
rifled a 36 yard shot to end Ron
Meyers and then pigged 23 more
to Frank Puca. Again, Meyers
was the target wit^ a pretty 15
yard grab.

And that's all she wrote —
with Langone back to throw
from the six a swarm of Rugters
lineman swallowed him, the ball,

the team, and the ballgame.

At the U. S. Military Academy
two weeks ago the 'Cats again
were close to a big upset but
could only take home a moral
victory.

Army Stand Shy
Army started off like they

were going to take the 'Cats into
camp as they marched down the
field early in the first period.
After this the game was marked
by great defense plays by both
teams.

Villanova's lineman refused to
believe they were 35 point
underdogs and spent the cold,

rainy, afternoon in the Army
backfield.

The Villanova backs contained
Army's passing and outside at-
tack. Halfback John Daniels
came as close as you can get to
interrupting two Army passes
during the first half.

Army scored at the start of
the fourth quarter on a fluke
pass play which was marked by
an illegal manuever downiield
for the Cadets. Instead of the
penalty they got the T. D.

Villanova's best game of the
season by far—to error human—35 points and refuses take
note.

'Cats Back Battles Army End

Reggie Powe battles an Army end for a Joe Caldwell pMs at Mldiie Stidlimi.
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Special 8'Page Basketball Preview ioday

mm Cogers Optn

At Princeton

(See Poge 4)
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Noche Espanola

Program Slated

For Friday Night
"Esgrima y Amor," a one-act

farce about love, fencing, and
confusion, will be the featured

presentation at the annual
Noche Espanola, to be (<) sented

in Vasey Hall Auditorium on
|

Friday.
|

at the piano, playing "Danza del

Mr. Vito DiVincenzo, Spanish Fuego," and Dennis Sheehan
Club moderator, exphiins that playing "Espana Cani" on the

Basketboll Issue

The VIIXANOVAN this

week presents its first spec-

ial sports supplement, a
Basketball Preview for 1959-

60. Contained therein are

thumbnail sketches of op-

posing players, and short

biographies of team mem-
bers.

the "Spanish Night" presentar

tion concerns a father's confu-

sion when he mistakes his

daughter's suitor for a fencing

student.

Spanish Authors
The playlet, written by the

Alvarez Quintero brothers of

Spain, stars Judy Rodriguez as

the daughter Obdulia and Severo
Lanza as the suitor Federico.

Temisocles Fernandez stars as

Don Amadeo, the father; Pru-

dencia the maid is played by
Vesna Mahorovicic and Alfredo

Salazar is Salvador the fencing

student.

Fernandez, Lanza, and Sala-

zar are students at Villanova;

Miss Rodriguez and Miss Mohor-
ovicic attend Cabrini College.

Prior to the play, members of

the Spanish Clubs of Villanova

and Cabrini will present musical

performances. Judy Rodriguez
will sing "Camino Verde," Rob-
ert Anthony will sing "Sorren-

to," and the guest soloist. Rev.

Policarpo Oroz, O.S.A., will sing

"La Dolorosa."

Instrumental Soloi«»t9

Instrumental soloists are Irma
Torquati of Rutgers University

accordion.

Dr. Jose Ramon Sobredo,

Spanish Consul in Philadelpia,

will be guest speaker. The con-

suls of various other Spanish-

speaking countries will also be

in attendance.

DiVincenzo, in commenting on
Noche Espanola, declared that

"special thanks are due to Ed
Dowling and Russ Dodge, the

decorations chairmen, to Sal

DiBlasio, refreshments chair-

man, and to everyone who has
worked on the program."

Guests Will Attend
Spanish Club president Don

Ropain declared that, in addi^

tion to all interested Viliano-

vans, guests would attend from
Rosemont, Immaculata, Chest-

nut Hill, and Cabrini Colleges,

and from Malvern Prep, Valley

Forge Military Academy, and
the Notre Dame High School in

Moylan.
DiVincenzo also stated that

on December 3 at 10:30 a.m.,

Dr. Francis Manno of the His-

tory department would speak

to the Spanish Club on his re-

cent trip to Spain. This address

wiill take place in room 204 C&F.

Orphans' Outing Saturday
Opens Johnnies Weekend

The annual Orphans' Weekend
consisting of an outing for the

tots and a party at the orphan-
age will be held under the aus-

pices of the Junior Class Sat-

urday, December 5 and Tuesday,
December 8.

Neil Vaughey C&F, is general

chairman of the weekend. Jerry

Carlin, math major and Harry
Wolfington, C&F, are co-chair-

men of the outing. Bob Bohn,
English major, has charge of

arrangements for the party.

Unlike other years the entire

agenda of events will take place

Queen Contest

Photographs Now
Being Accepted

Entries will be accepted start-

ing today for the Senior Prom
Queen contest, according to Bud
Carlock, queen chairman.

Contestants' pictures are to

be turned in to Carlock, 101
Sheehan. Along with the photo-

graphs the constestants' height,

color of hair and eyes should

be supplied.

Perry Como will pick the win-

ner after five finalists have been
selected by the June McAdams
modeling agency.

The contest closes January
14th.

S«JKffor from Mo/jie

Muskie To Address Law Foram tonight
Honorable Edmund S. Muskie,

United States Senator from

Maine, will be the speaker for

the third session of the Villa-

nova University Law School this

evening, it was announced this

week uy William B. Bail, Forum
Chairman.
Muskie wiill discuss law and

politics in his talk to Villanova

law students in Garey Hall at

8:30 p.m. He will be introduced

Sm. NniHiid Miskl« • • • • • . at FoniBi Tonight

by Dr. Harold G. Reuschlein, law
dean.

Now in his second year as a
senator, Muskie will be the third
speaker of the year presented by
the Forum.

Third Forum
Earlier sessions presented

Judge Robert Morris, formerly
counsel for the Senate Internal
Suboonunittee and Melvin Belli,

prominent San Francisco attor-

ney.

Senator Muskie is a graduate
of Bates College and Cornell

University law school. In 1954

after serving in the Maine House
of Representaitives, Muskie be-

came the state's first Democratic
Governor in 20 years.

He won reelection in 1956 and
two years later was chosen by
the voters of Maine as their

United States Senator.

Villanova's Law Forum ses-

sions are held primarily for

University students but are open
to the public when space per-

mits.

Muskie served as Governor of

Maine for two years, and prior

to that was a member of the

Maine House of Representatives

from 1947-1951.

in the 69th street area, with
Gimbel's department store Serv-
ing as the center of activity.

Leave School At 9
The 204 orphans will be picked

up on "a first come, first served"
basis at the orphanage at 47th
and Wyalusing sometime around
9:30. Carlin said he hopes that
no buses will be needed.

"If we can . get enough day
hops to drive, though, we'll have
no other choice." The caravan
will leave Villanova at 9:00."

Four stores in the 69th street

area will open their toylands to

the orphans. After the shopping
excursion lunch will be served
in two sittings at Gimbel's em-
ployees' cafeteria, 11:30 and
12:30.

At 2:00 the Johnnies and es-

corts will see "Moby Dick" at
the 69th street theatre. v •

Carlin stressed that although
the outing is primarily a Junior
Class function, it is open to all

classes. "Any one wishing to
take an orphan can sign up in
either the Pie Shoppe or the
C&F cafeteria."

Santa by Helicopter
The party to be held next

Tuesday at the orphanage will

be highlighted by a helicopter
visit from Santa Claus, Bohn an-
nounced.

Other entertainment will be
provided by Bob Redmond, a
junior arts major who will play
his guitar and by a professicmal

magician.

The party is closed to those
who have worked on the outing
and also to junior football play-
ers. The list of those invited

will be posted on the junior bul
letin board.

The Charity Ball to be held
on December 11th will feature
the music of Lou Denison. This
was announced by CShet Butto-

now, junior C&F, chairman of

the dance.

JERRY CARLIN
Co-Clialrinaii of Outing,

'60 Fund Raising

Campaign Begun

At Hotel Dinner

Tile general diaimuui of tiiis

year's Orplians' Oating lias sent
out an argent plea for can to
transport ichMude» to flSth

Street, and tor presents for the
Orplhans' Party.

Villanova University marked
the opening of its 1960 fund
raising campaign last week when
it served host to nearly 400 cam-
paign contributors at a dinner
in the ballroom of the Sheraton
Hotel.

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,
OSA. Preeident of Villanova, ser-

ved as official host during the
formal dinner which was attend*
ed by corporate representatives
and private individuals who have
made donations to the Univer-
sity during the past five years,

A goal of three and a half
million dollars was set for the
1960 phase of the University's
twenty year fund raising pro^
gram. Villanova is seeking
twenty million dollars overall to
offset a tremendous expansion
program which was begun in
1953. ^

The general campaign is con-
ducted on a year to year basis
with rotating chairman and an
immediate goal. Funds this year
will be sought to finance the con-
struction of a huge new science
and research building.

WIfh PIfh H0lm9fs

Spirit Committee Plans

Big Princeton Invasion
Tonight, in conjimction with

the opening of the basketball
season, the Spirit Committee will

sponsor a trip to Princeton.

A pep rally will precede the
buses' departure from the Field
House at 6:30.

Concerning the tickets and the
bus fare, committee co-chairmen
Jack Valva and John Oberlies

announced that admission to the
game is $1.75. and the round-
trip bus fare is $1.50.

When Al Severance's charges
take the floor tonight, they will

be greeted with a great deal of
clamor from a weirdly-garbed
student body.

Valva and Oberlies ordered
several hundred Ramar-like pith

helmets to be decorated with

Villanova decals. These will be

distributed to the members of

the entourage at a nominal

charge.

m
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Council Split OverVincent
Move To Open Commil lee

The Student Coimdl's debut to the
on WVIL radio at the last

ing set the stage f<M> a colorfiil

exchange between CSiaimian
Tom Hoffman and BOl Vincent
over the legitimacy of
posed constitutional

The entire meeting

Mmic aed Sft«fffi«9 H«rf Show tony mockliii

cast through the facilitieB of the
campus radio, but a qoiek poll

by the VILLANOVAN revealed
a sparse listening andimcr. In
Sullivan Hall, which hooaes 454
residents, only 12
tuned to the meeting.

Enlarge
Vincent, Executive Vice

Ident of Student Affiain, is tiy^

ing to enlarge the Stndeat Un-
ion and Special riiiliiiiii Ooai-
mittee to include nott-coimcil

,
members.

This he is doing on the adviee
of Tony Godwin, chaiman of
the committee, irtio feela that
the work load Is too great for
six-member committee aa It nam
stands.

Prior to the meeting, HnJffjBMii

according tb observers,
ed disapi»oval oi. the
cause he wiants to assure that
the Council give the motion ade-
quate consideration, and not
push the motion through hur-
riedly.

"An amendment is a aeiiuua
matter," said Hoffman.

Ylofimaji had interpreted the
constitution to allow
at that particular

er than defer the diacuaukitt to
tomorrow night'a """^h*^ as
Vincent had wanted,-;'
His efforts to have the uao-

tion discussed were thwarted,
however, by an overwftiefaning

majority vote. HolbBau eott-

tended that he merely wnnted
the council to have BBoie
to deliberate.

Vincent claimed that the
stitution prcrfiifaited

until the next meeting and he
was backed stron^f fay VreA
Wiele and the OnoicO anjocity
vote. Vincent wanted the ddau
to give him time pruwwally to
familiarize the Council wUft tiie

amendteenL
Hoffman appeared finnyed

at the vote suMmrting ViaeeaL

BaOraud Meliaa
"According to the vote;** he

said, "we will now wait until the
next meeting, at iHiich tiuK we
Willi rai|lroad the naatiaa

through."
Inimediately,a number of del-

egates rose as a body in protcat

BeDe Masque "FoMs m Philly
Snce the nsnal Wednesday ing every speech the same

critique of "The Higher way, without pauses or reac-
You Climb." Belle Masque's tions.

musical adaption of Jacquin- Crispin's lines are full of
to Benavente's "Bonds of In- clever subtleties and nuances,
terest" was omitted we have but they were lost in Flynn's
been asked to give a belated machine-gun delivery. Crispin,
review of that show. should be rapier-like; Flynn

First ai all, let us empha- used a bludgeon.
that the whole cast and Connie Donahue, iwbo play-

ed Donna Sirena, has a plea-

sant voice but was lacking in
projection. Her number with
Marian Brennan and sultry

Judith Rodriguez, Fugue for
Old Dolls, was hindered by
this.

For us, the outstanding
actor on stage was Tony Pro-
VMizano in the role of the

and singera got together was cowardly Captain. His charac-

everyone connected with the
show deserve much credit for
the many hours of effort they
devoted to putting together
the ahow.

Also, a musical generally
has a ten week out-of-town
run to shake dovnn which this

show did not In fact, the

firet time that the orchestra

« to the
He

the Omiwi lB tat Itef

tint «hc

GMiem Tmlm FetKUaned

In Rook Cbth OmitxB
A P^dD Galffiuo* taik «f a

dir»a» (cam mat an rwm
iKOOiiiroutf SilL Ladhniiilki: b» cnk

at dkiM* ai x^aatiaun h^ thr Calilso-

Ik Di^Mtt BavJk Chh iw Be-

rn

DdiclbBffiiilllhF illJu»traBed hj
Rcuue- L<Hw«tis-, iauhuEm *Snll be

icadi wiiuft) eepi^ <&dfiefbK bjr j^mmg,

aad dki'^ <hiisi» tht Critkriir Di-

gltStt UV.tUL'MMJL

Sccmnd Dtevmftnr jckiLlii— iff

Bmt mnltik ffiic ikmimy.

hf MaoTf EOks Kdf. The
IfltaBjr (nofgHei inr 17 fcaorsv

em»> 3 jjofftd! answnr tat ibr whf
mS saSsinag^ MiwKdlf
hnr Hgimifiizap tm he immAf
ytnimuev a» cwftmnaat aad as cdilar

9i a smiiil iMi m iipiipi FaMMlrr mi

the- l.ff«einr «iff SutJas she has
tvavdeil aD •mr dke wU, al-

tiik»a«iki (ranfittd •• a stidckr.
A» m ffiffith anBiDK«T<4ajt7 gifl firaai

flhr Il»H*k ithsbK httth hmaksr air

oAerroB aH a amaabuaat^mm lair of

S£S5u Tw jJMii^ wiite: CD1091
lOKD Sixtth Aym^ ]!Vcw Twk.

on Monday, two days before
opening ni|^t This was evi-

dent in the show's slow pace.

As Benavente wrote "B<mds
of Interest" it was commedia
deU' arte, a highly stylised

fmrm. Adding music and
some shuffling to it injured
the show.

Seere Exeellent

Actually, George Herman's
score was excellent, but in

this case detracted from the
play. The muaic, eighteen
nnnribers, was not integrated
smoothly into the show. The
lyrics which were inferior to
the score, contained slang
vriiich seemed out of place in
the sevoBteenth century set-

ting. They were often not
audible.

The large cast on the whole
woriced hard, although at
times it appeared that certain
members did not entirely be-

lieve in the show.
Tom Flynn worked hard

and deserves much credit, but
as Criqiin, the pivotal char-
acter, he was nuscast He
had a very lengthy role but
this is no excuse tor deliver-

terization bordered cm the
hilarious. Provenzano and
John Barlas provided the
majority of what laughs

there were.

Barlas portraying Sigrnor

Polichinell with a raspy voice,

and comic gestures brought
life to the proceedings. How-
ever, he and Miss Donahue
fell out of character to take
glimpses of the sparse audi-
ence on occasion.

Rosemont's Carole Miceli

contributed a sweet voice and
glittering person as Silvia and
Ray Kantra was a very agree-
able Leander.
The finest male voice was

supplied by Tom McCoy in the
part of Harlequin. He fit in

well with Provenzano's Cap-
tain, particularly in the de-

lightful "The Courage Song.".

McCoy at times was too
hasty with his repartees.

Tom Reilly was sufficent
though he showed inexperi-

(Continued on Page 8)
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Tom Flynn as Crispin (left) bludgeons Link Hallowell, the
pompous judge.
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True Beatnik Resents Beat Title
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Twelve days ago on the Penn
campus, we attended a poetry

reading given by three mem:bers
of the beat generation. Preluded
by a line modmi jazz group the.

bard trio made its entrance.

Ray Bremaer, 25, was the first

to am)ear. Dark deliberate,

dressed in a pea-green corduroy
jacket with the collar turned up
and a tieleas black shirt and un-
shined rippled-sole shoes, he took
bis seat at the make-shift cof-

fee shop table provided on stage.

He was follow-

ed by a tall, boy-

ish looking fig-

ure— Marc Sch-

leifer — a 1956
graduate of
Penn; and a
husky, bearded
negro, Leroi
Jones.

Bremser read
first. Lengthy
and redundant,

his poetry was a constant cry
against the injustices and Ma-
chiavdlian niceties of organized
society. His not infrequent use of
four and five letter words and his
vivid phrasing sent couples
caaaupcring for the exits. At the
eoadusicm of the first reading.

bill tpeort

a third of the capacity crowd had word beat to describe the past-
left

8chl€%f€r*9 verse was brief and
most of the time deranged and
obscure. Of the three, Jones,
who tnll soon have a ojne-act

play produced in New York's
Living Theatre, appeared to be
the most poetic. His xoork was
solemn and at times delicate.

After the first reading (there
were two) we went back stage
and spoke with Schleifer. He
stood alone in the wings and
this seefmed to personify him

—

solitary, simple, exiled. Even
though he was on his old stSITip-

ing^ grounds, he showed no affin-

ity toward Penn; nor it for him.
Obviously sincere, Sohliefer

explained the derivation of the
word—beat. Like most beats, he
scorns the term "Beatnik;" de-
nouncing it as "a sad journalistic

term."
He, like the beat poet Allen

Ginsberg, describes "beaf* as a
shortened form of beatitude.
"The tenn is correct only when

used historically," stated Sch-
leifer. "It came into being in

1949, w4ien Kereuac and a few of
his buddies, after a few drinks,
were discussing the worid and
philosophy and decided on the

war generation."

At this point Bremser came
over and in a low,brandied, mon-
otone asked Schleifer's advice
on a matter dealing with the

police. "See the legal aid in the

Village," he said. "But the
c,ffens€ was in New Jersey."

They conversed a few more
minutes and Bremser went back
on stage.

Do you believe in education,

Marc? "I believe everybody
should get a university educa-

tion, no matter how. But not

jiibt »o ne can get a job at G.M.
What do you have against G.M. ?

"I don't have anything against

G.M.; it's what they are doing,

that I'm against. People in such
corporations become myraid.
Men become machines, and they
know it and accept it, and the

only way they continue to exist

is that they become psychopaths.

This I believe is a sad commen-
tary of society."

You must be only about 25 or

26 . . . "I'm 24." What do you
expect to be doing, say, twenty
years from now. "All I want to

do is to write the best I know
how, live sucessfully, and sur-

vive."
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Beauty Queen To Play Major
Role In Graduate Production

drfciflf^ teom, who took top hooors in o leeeot tour-

Seete left to right are Caiaefc Ward, Tom Ken-

DebatersWin Iburnament
T3ie VmaBovm

their first

the year in

legiate debate, at
of Delaware,
The topic of

the Sapreme
legislating?**

TheVHlaaova
stating of Taos Kenaedy aad
Caiuck Ward,
over

~

tile JJwintxwttf

was: Im
gnflty of

varsity aad Beam,
n^pative,

Stratman aad
won over Morgan
eph's Gcdtege,

Uai-
TheVillaBova

of Terry

SUte, St Jos-

Maryland.

The ibia]

Vniaiioiva

which

in favor of
six wins and no
awarded them a

Going into the final round both
HHlaaova and Pean were tied

for first with identical records

—

five wins and no losses. Tlie de-

bators did not know the stand-

ings at this time.

Bat the aflbmative team met
and defeated Penn's negative

and gave Penn its only

The proUem was whether or
not the Supreme Court was just-

in engaging in this so-called

legislating."

The afllrmative stated the
premise that Congress should be
given power to reverse decisions

ot the Supreme Court, perhaps
by a two-thirds majority vote.

They cited the famous de-

segregation case—^Brown vs. the
Boaixi of Ekiucatiott—as a class-

ic example of Court usurping
the powera oi the Congress..

The Negative contended that
the Courts were not overstep-
ping their authority, and that
the Constitution intended to give

the power of Judicial Review to
the Courts alone.

Belle Masque Review

ence as the h
Some quite clever intermis-

aion clowning was offued by
Pete Allard. Maigaret Kent,
and Jack MHton at the back

of the 'nheatre."

The third act was livened

by the appearance ai Link
HaUowidl as the pompons
Magistrate and BOl Friend as
the secretary. Each offered

a song and their ddiwuiut
more than aoMie up for any

Father Welsh

Mode Assistant

lo Arts Dean
The Very Rer. Joha A. Klei-

kotka, OJSJL president, has an
nounoed the appoiatmeat of Rev.
Robert Wehdi O.SJL as asastaat
dean of the Arts and Science

SchooL

The appoiatment, made on
October 19, was announced on
October 21 at the Commaaioa
Breakfast foiloinng Junior Ring
Mn«» CereBMMuea.

Father Wdsh, also moderator
of the Junior Class, stated that

his duties as sndi are yet to be
determined. He and Rev. Robert

«f. ..jumvan Kjjyj^^ <ieaa of me
Arts and Sdenee School, plan

to meet in the near future to
determine what the duties of the

newly founded oflBoe riiould en^

tail.

As to the nature of his office,

Fr. Welsh commented that he
will be given penaaaent assign-

ments. His work in the future

will not extend beyond these.

"My poatioa as BBsistsat dean,**

saki he, '^riU not be «we of gen
eral reapoaAility.''

Fr. Welsh also

will

stated that he

2)

vocal lacks. Friehd*e number
was imaginative in a rather
unimaginative evening.

•The Higher You Climb"
was a financial failure chiefly

because of unfavorable word
of month publicity after the
opening night perfMmanoe.
Still, the lack of student sup-
port was a disgrace.

The show had some good
moments but not nearly
enough of them. There were
brilliant contumps and a very
good set. But the orchestra
was a drawback except for
the playing of pianist Lou
Martncca and vmlinist Wanda
Oostanza. The dancing was
almost ami-existent.

The play lacked in interpre-

tation aad some confusing
fahxJdng. What stylisatwa
there was was choppy.

*The Higher Ton Climb"
was aa inoongmoos potpourri
of slang, commedia dell' arte,

music, and rock 'em sock 'em.
It proved that these ingred-
ients when mixed rather
curdle.

The director flbould have
tried to capture the audience
with a gossamer thread, in-

stead he used a rope.

With their original show
Belle U^ss^ !!iit»ted a new
form — commedia dell' top-

heavy.

In conclusion, it is unfor-

tunate but 'The Higher You
Climb" must go down in the

record books as a show that

'YoMed m PhiUy."

:il Movie

TO HELL AND tACK"
SMffvinf Annie AAnt^ny

7:30 rJA. Dae 7, 19S9

New German Chief
Topples Tradidoiis

Germany's new president is frac-

turing many unwritten rules of

German tradition.

Heixlrich Leubke, says the Cath-

olic Digest, was bom oa a farm in

a remote German village; most Ger-

man heads of state have come from-

aristocratic families. He is unassum-
ing, even shy; the Germans are ac-

customed to looking upon their lead-

ers with awe and reverence. He is a

Roman Catholic; this is the first time

in history that both the German pres-

ident and chancellor are CathoUcs.

'Nome' Band Soon

To Ink Contract

For Senior Prom
"The signing of a 'big name'

band for the Senior Prom is in
the oiStag,** announced senior
class president Ray Rafferty.
The band will be disclosed later.

'The band fiUs all of the re-

quisites; it has ai^ieal and rt

plays very danceable music," he
added.

Work has already started on
the prom and dinner dance, Feb-
ruary 19th and 20th. Tickets for
the prom will be $6.00, the din-

ner dance, $12.00.

Ilie seniof officers have been
planning a "Welcoming-In" type
party, in cooperation with the
Alumni.

It is Rafferty's contention that
this event will lead to better
cohesion between the Alumni
and the undergraduates.
There has been difficulty in

assigning a definite date for this

affair, however. Tentative dates
offered are May 7 (Blue-White
Day, if there is one). May 21
(week after Fkther's Day), and
Wednesday, May 24 (before As-
censkm Thunday, ICMA's Fri-

day).

U an adequate site can be
found, there is a possibility that
it might be held later this

Suzanne Bnmi, Mtas Atlantic
C^ity of 1968, will phiy a leading
role in the Villanova Theatre
Department's coming production
of the American classic, "Our
Town."
A history major at Rosemont

College, Miss Bruni returns to
the stage after just recently
completing a supporting role in
the Belle Masque musical, "The
Higher You CUmb."

Besides being the president of

the Rosemont theatrical society,
Jest and CSesture, Suzanne also
captains the Rosies' basketball
team.

Presently a resident of Vent-
nor. Miss Bruni has been chosen
hostess for the 1961 reunion of
all the previous Miss Americas
to be held in Athintic CSty, next
September.
Suzanne is elated at perform-

ing in the Thorton Wilder
drama, the firat effort of the
graduate department "It has
been my ambition ever siiu^e I

can remember to play the part
of Emily/' declares the brown-
eyed beauty.

Opposite Miss Bnud
Performing opposite Miss

Bruni, is Stanley Moore a Villa-

nova sophomore who is wmlring

his debut as an actor.

Dennis Chmningham, a gradu-
ate of LaSalle College, wUl be
seen in the role of Doc Gibbs.

Alt LaSalle, Chmningham worked
extensively under the direction

of Dan Rodden and was best
remembered for his portrayal of
Og, the Leprechaun, in "Finiaa*8

Rainbow".
Appearing in the role of Mr.

Webb is Michael Tanney, also a
LaSalle graduate and like Cun-
ningham a student in Theatre at
Villanova. During the past sum-
m^, Tanney appeared in six

shows with the Tuft's University
Arena Theatre group.

SappoHIng Boles

Supporting rolea in "Our
Town" include other students
from the graduate school. Gilda
Spurio, f<N*mer president of Im-
maculata's Cue and Churtain and
last seen in its production of
"Victoria Regina", plays an im-
portant minor role. Owen Klein,

graduate of numerous Belle

Masque show pieces, appears as
the play's milkman, Howie New-
some. Klein recently directed a
one-act play that appeared at
the Middle AUanUc National

Catholic Theatre Conference in

New York.

Tom Sines and Richard Harsh-
burger, both of whom studied
under Jasper Deoter and Marvin
Stephens at Hedgerow, will also
appear in supporting roles.

The Wilder play, eaid by
many to be the greatest Amer-
ican play ever written, will be
produced, according to Bemastl
Coyne, as the playwright wrote

^

it "We ' will present the play
without any of the sophistica-

tion and superficiality which has
characterized recent versions,"

said Coyne. "This is a story of
plain, ordinary people and that's

just how they will be portrayed."
> H%h Confldenoe

The show's cast universally

believes that their presentation

will be a highly successful one.

Paul Buckley, a theatre student
who is filling in a dual capacity
as stage manager and assistant

director, simply states that the
production is going to be
"great"
Opening night- will be next

Thuraday in Vasey Hall, and will

continue until Saturday. Details

concerning the purehase of tic-

kets will be announced within
the week.

White House Needs ^Man
Of Vision' for 1960
"We do not need a presiding of-

ficer in the Wiiite House. We ter-

ribly need a Constitutional leader,"

says a Catholic Digest excerpt of a

new book, "Candidates for 1960,"

edited by CBS news analyst Eric

Sevareld.

'"What the American people now
deeply want and need," says the

article, "is to be formed to the

views, the faith, the working vision

of a great man . . . because he has

the capacity to call up their best

instincts.**

Morehouse Cites Error
J. Stanley Morehouse, Dean of

the Engineering Department, in-

forms the VILLANOVAN that
the degrees of senior engineers
elected to Who's Who were in-

correctly reported. Bachelor of
Science degrees in Electrical En-
gineering, Mechanical Engineer-
ing etc. have not been given
since 1936. Currently engineer-
ing graduates receive Bachelor
of Engineering degrees.

NROTC Autumn Review

BfBOI€ drill team passes before a visiting
MulM gMsral am Awtta ield Noveoriwr 17.

»>.
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Hoopsters OpenTonite At Princeton

Jim Brangan, Princeton ace is llgers* cliief scoring threat.

Princeton University's basket-
ball team, ninnenip to Dart-
mouth for the Ivy League
crown last season, will host Vil-

lanova's ambitious Wildcats to-

night in the hoop lid-lifter for
both clubs.

Coach Gappy Cappon of
Princeton finds himself in the
unenviable position of trying to
replace four starters from last

year's strong club.

Al Severance, Wildcat mentor,
has three starters from his 1958-
1959 five back. John (Bird)
Driscoll, 6-8 center, Jim Hug-
gard, 5-10 'quarterback', and
George Raveling, 6-6 rebounding
ace and team captain, will lead
the Main Liners into tonight's
fray.

Ballyhoo for White
Completing the starting five

will be Hubie White, 6-3 sopho-
more, and either Tom Samuel-
ewicz, 6-5, Dick Kaminski, 6-1,

or Bob Liberatore, 6-1, aJl re-

turnees from laat year's 18-7
squad.

The Wildcats' potential great-
ness has been recognized by
most of the early season prog-
nosticators. Dell Magazine rates
the Cats 18th in the nation and
7th in the East.

This Week magazine was even
more optimistic. After citing

MiU Donohu«

White as one of the sophs in the

country, the magazine designat-

ed Villanova as third best in the
East, giving ground only to St.

Joseph's and St. John's.

Brangan Tigers Big Threat
Princeton has received no

such accolades. Nevertheless,

Cappy Cappon, wily dean of Ivy
League basketball coaches, man-
ages to come up with a respect-

able team year after year.

Also, the home court advan-
tage, a decidely important factor

in basketball, will be with the

Tigers. They are paced by first

team All-Ivy performer Jim
Brangan, a 6-1 resident of Lans-
downe.

Brangan, a senior, already
ranks as one of the most prolific

scorers in Princeton history, and
bids fair to boost his point total

over the 1000 mark before the
season is over. His biggest
nights last year were against
Army and Temple when he
shredded the oords for 32 points.

Tiger Soplis Good
The other four starting spots

will probably be filled by hold-

over reserves Drew Hyland.
Lynn Oxenreider, Mike Burton,

and Don Swan.
Two sophomores who have a

good chance to make the start-

ing five are Pete Campbell, a

6-1 shartshooter from (serious-

ly) Ho Ho Kus, N.J., and buriy

6-5 Al Kammerlen who led Hav-

erford High to a state champion-

ship two years ago (Campbell

averaged 26.8 points per game

for last year's frosh, while Kam-
merlen, a rugged rebounder hit

at a 20 per game clip).

Scranton Here Friday

The remainder of the Wildcat

squad comprises two juniors and

five sophomores. Don McGinley,

6-1 guard, and Dave Severance,

6-4 rebounder are Coach Sever-

ance's third year men.

Bill Penney 6-3 Jim McMon-
agle, 6-3, Joe Walsh, 6-5, Dick

LeFevre, 6-1, and Joe Zawacki,

6-1, are sophs.

Friday night, Scranton Uni-

versity, minus Little Ail-Ameri-

can Ed Kazakavich, will journey

to the Field House to meet the

Wildcats. Prior to the varsity

game, the Blue and White fresh-

men will meet the Scranton

yearlings at 7:00.

Spirit Committee

Orgonizing Trip

To Princeton

(See Poge 1)

Disiaster At Detroit Closes Grid Season
A vastly superior Detroit

University team blasted the

Villanova Wildcats right out of

the stadium in the first four

minutes of the Chats' final game
of the season, and easily defeat-

ed Villanova 40-6 two Saturdays

ago.

Recovery of two Villanova

fumbles within a minute of

each other greatly facilitated

the Titan's chor. Before all of

the delighted partisan crowd
had settled, the score was 21-0.

After this the Detroiters breezed

in. The Cats didn't tally until

the scoreboard read 40-0.

Detroit was paced by the run-

ning of Bruce Maher who scored

three touchdowns and the pas^t-

ing of Bob Lusky. Villanova's

bright spots were halfback Frank
Ficca and guard Ed Lemkin.
" Put the Villanovan who most
represented this year's team in

Football Banquet Dec 8

Speaking Tonight
The Villanova football team

and coaches will be honored at
the 38th annual football banquet
of the Villanova club of Phila-
delohia.

<'..

Mayor Charles S. Witkow»ki

to addreM players and team at

Banquet tonight.

The dinner will be held next

wood Hotel, 39th and Chestnut
sts. in Philadelphia. Jim Bonner,
WRCV sportscaster will be

toastmaster.

Joseph A. Hegarty, chairman
of the banquet announced that

Mayor Charles S. Witkowski of

Jersey City will be the principal

speaker at the dinner.

Witkowski is a Villanova
alumnus who played three sea-

sons of varsity football under
Harry Stuldreher in 1928. 1929.

and 1930. Following graduation

in 1931 he served as football

coach at Dickinson High School,

Jersey Cit yfor seven years be-

fore leaving the teaching field

to practice law. He has been

mayor of Jersey CUty since 1957.
|

the Detroit game was Nick
Russo. Russo a sohomore half-

back, broke a Vilanova record

when he intercepted two passed

and raced 140. yards with the
stolen passes. (Rich Sapicnza
held the former record).

Dismal Season
On the first one, Jlie ran 48

yards — then fumbled the ball

over to Detroit. The second
time, he raced 92 yards to the

Titan four-yard line. In four
plays, Villanova moved nowhere

!

Yes, Russo's fine defensive

play was completely nullified by
the poor play of the majority of

the Villanova team. And that is

the story of Villanova's entire

football season: the good play

of the few was not enough to

compensate for the poor play of

the many. '

Beginning with West Chester,

continuing throughout the year,

and merifully ended by the De-
troit disaster, the Villanova

football season was dismal, dis-

mal, dismal. '''-'''

Maybe it's best to let sleeping

dogs lie, and try to forget the

football team that represented

Villanova in 1959. But this issue

of the Villanovan is supporsed

to be a memorable one.

Remember this:

West Chester 1.3 —V. U. 7

Xavicr 4»— V. U. 20

lioly Cross 20—V. U.

Boston College 39-V. U. 6
Miami 26—V. U. 6

V.P.I. 26—V. U. 13

Dayton 13—V. U. 22

Army 14—V. U.

Rutgers 12—V. U. 6

Detroit 40—V. U. 6

Wlia' Happen ?

Villanova j^layod well apniiist

A*. P.I. and Army. Tlioy wt-ro

thinUin.q: of Xnvior ivhon Ibcy

pl.iyotl Wos*t Chostri-; th<'> w<m e

tliinkinjr of West Chester w en

they played Xavier.

The were thinking of the

coach who resigned because hi

promised a winning team, tlien

couldn't deliver, when they giet

Miami.

They weren't thinking of any-

thing when they journeyed to

Rutgers and Detroit.

Let's be honest: Villanova's

football team was hurt by a few
injuries, by some bad breaks,

by a messed up coaching situa-

tion.

But this year, the main rea-

son Villanova had a poor season

was because of the Lethargic

action and blase attitude of the

majority of the team.

A blanket condemnation isn't

a good policy, we know. And
somebody is sure to say, "What
about Bill Botch in the Farguhar
game?"
Each week some individuals

woke up and played as they
could and should have. But never
was there a real team on the
field. For this reason, we on th«!

Villanovan feel cheated. We're
sure we speak for the entire
student bod^^ and for those lew
members of the football team
who put out every game.

•

Players of Week

LEHKIN
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First Award To George Emma

lilii
iiiiiii

George Emma, fine all around ath-
lete and a star on last year's basket-
ball team, has been selected as the
first recipient of the Chuck Drizin
Memorial Trophy to be presented
this riday night before the Scranton
game in the Villanova fieldhouse.
The Chuck Drizin Memorial is an

award to be presented each year to
the basketball player who, in the
opinion of a panel of experts, best
represents the ideal qualities of an
athlete—he who best combines ath-
letic, scholastic, and spiritual abili-

ties.

The award will hereafter be pre-
sented at the basketball banquet
following the season. The ceremony
on Friday night is to introduce to
the student body of Villanova the
trophy and the idea and ideals be-
hind the trophy.

Emma, a native of Long Island,
N. Y., was a prominent member of
the basketball team for three years

at Villanova, and also starred on the
baseball team, being selected to the
N.C.A.A. All East team.
George signed a major league con-

tract with the New York ankees af-
ter graduation last June, and played
the remainder of the season in the
Yankees' minor league organization.
As a basketball player, "Dutch"

was a coach's dream. Possessed of
a keen eye and quick reflexes, his
greatest assets were his coolhead-
ness and self-sacrifice.

His great relief work in the Duke
and Seton Hall games enabled the
Wildcats to prevail in those contests
last year. George's finest career
game was probably the spectacular
three-overtime LaSalle game of two
years ago.

George Emma is a wonderful
choice to be the first recipient of an
honor like the Chuck Drizin Trophy,
for George Enrmia is a first-class
man.

^'^S-
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Hoopsters OpenTonite At Princeton

•4r

Jim Urangan, Princeton ace is Tigers' chief scoring threat.

Princeton University's basket-

ball team, runnerup to Dart-
mouth for the Ivy League
crown last season, will host Vil-

lanova's ambitious Wildcats to-

night in the hoop lid-lifter for

both clubs.

Coach Cappy C a p p o n of

Princeton finds himself in the

unenviable position of trying to

replace four starters from last

year's strong club.

Al Severance, Wildcat mentor,
has three starters from his 1958-
1959 five back. John (Bird)
Driscoll, 6-8 center, Jim Hug-
gard, 5-10 'quarterback*, and
George Raveling, 6-6 rebounding
ace and team captain, will lead
the Main Liners into tonight's
fray.

Ballyhoo for White
Completing the starting five

will be Hubie White, 6-3 sopho-
more, and either Tom Samuel-
ewicz, 6-5, Dick Kaminski, 6-1,

or Bob Liberatore, 6-1, all re-

turnees from last year's 18-7
squad.

The Wildcats' potential great-
ness has been recognized by
most of the early season prog-
nosticators. Dell Magazine rates
the Cats 18th in the nation and
7th in the East.

This Week magazine was even
more optimistic. After citing

Mike Donohue

White as one of the sophs in the

country, the magazine designat-

ed Villanova as third best in the

East, giving ground only to St.

Joseph's and St. John's.

Brangan Tigers Big Threat
Princeton has received no

such accolades. Nevertheless,

Cappy Cappon, wily dean of Ivy
League basketball coaches, man-
ages to come up with a respect-

able team year after year.

Also, the home court 9,dvan-

tage, a decidely important factor

in basketball, will be with the

Tigers. They are paced by first

team All-Ivy performer Jim
Brangan, a 6-1 resident of Lans-
downe.

Brangan, a senior, already
ranks as one of the most prolific

scorers in Princeton history, and
bids fair to boost his point total

over the 1000 mark before the
season is over. His biggest
nights last year were against
Army and Temple when he
shredded the cords for 32 points.

Tiger Sophs Good
The other four starting spots

will probably be filled by hold-

over reserves Drew Hyland,

Lynn Oxenreider, Mike Burton,

and Don Swan.
Two sophomores who have a

good chance to make the start-

ing five are Pete Campbell, a

6-1 shartshooter from (serious-

ly) Ho Ho Kus, N.J., and burly

6-5 Al Kammerlen who led Hav-

erford High to a state champion-

ship two years ago (Campbell

averaged 26.8 points per game

for last year's frosh, while Kam-
merlen, a rugged rebounder hit

at a 20 per game clip).

Scranton Here Friday

The remainder of the Wildcat

squad comprises two juniors and

five sophomores. Don McGinley,

6-1 guard, and Dave Severance,

6-4 relwunder are Coach Sever-

ance's third year men.

Bill Penney 6-3 Jim McMon-
agle, 6-3, Joe Walsh, 6-5, Dick

LeFevre, 6-1, and Joe Zawacki,

6-1, are sophs.

Friday night, Scranton Uni-

versity, minus Little AU-Ameri-

can Ed Kazakavich, will journey

to the Field House to meet the

Wildcats. Prior to the varsity

game, the Blue and White fresh-

men will meet the Scranton

yearlings at 7:00.

Spirit Committee

Organizing Trip

To Princeton

(See Poge 1

)

Disaster Af Detroit Closes Grid Season
CW^ A vastly superior Detroit

University team blasted the

Villanova Wildcats right out of

the stadium in the first four

•minutes of the Cats' final game
of the season, and easily defeat-

ed Villanova 40-6 two Saturdays

ago.

Recovery of two Villanova

fumbles within a minute of

each other greatly facilitated

the Titan's chor. Before all of

the delighted partisan crowd
had settled, the score was 21-0.

After this the Detroiters breezed

in. The Cats didn't tally until

the scoreboard read 40-0.

Detroit was paced by the run-

ning of Bruce Maher who scored

three touchdowns and the pass-

ing of Bob Lusky. Villanova's

bright spots were halfback Frank
Ficca and guard Ed Lemkin.

But the Villanovan who most
represented this year's team in

Football Banquet Dec. 8

Speaking Tonight

.<!

The Villanova football team
and coaches will be honored at
the 38th annual football banquet
of the Villanova club of Phila-
delnhia.

The dinner will be held next

wood Hotel, 39th and Chestnut

sts. in Philadelphia. Jim Bonner,

WRCV sportscaster will be

toastmaster.

Joseph A. Hegarty, chairman
of the banquet announced that

Mayor Charles S. Witkowski of

Jersey City will be the principal

speaker at the dinner.

Witkowski is a Villanova

alumnus who played three sea-

sons of varsity football under
Harry Rtuldreher in 1928. 1929.

jmd 1930. Following graduation

in 1931 he served as football

coach at Dickinson High School,

Mayor Charles S. Witkowski Jersey Cit yfor seven years be-

to address players and te^m at fore leaving the teaching field

Banquet tonight. to practice law. He has been

mayor of Jersey City since 1957.

the Detroit game was Nick
Russo. Russo a sohomoie half-

back, broke a Vilanova record

when he intercepted two r^ss-^o

and raced 140 yards with the

stolen passes. (Rich Sapicnza

held the former record).

Dismal Season
On the first one, ,hc ran 48

yards — then fumbled the ball

over to Detroit. The second
time, he raced 92 yards to the

Titan four-yard line. In four

plays, Villanova moved nowhf^rc!

Yes, Russo's fine defensive

play was completely nullified by

the r^or play of the majority of

the Villanova team. And that is

the story of Villanova's entire

football season: the good play

of the few was not enough to

compensate for the poor play of

the many.
Beginning with West Chester,

continuing throughout the year,

and merifully ended by the De-

troit disaster, the Villanova

football sea.son was dismal, dis-

mal, dismal.

Maybe it's best to let sleeping

dogs lie, and try to forget the

football team th.it represented

Villanova in 1959. But this issue

of the Villanovan is supporscd

to be a memorable one.

Remember this:

West Chester l.T-V. U. 7

Xavier 4»— V. U. £0

Holy Cros.c; 20—V. U.

I^)ston Collo;:r 39-V. U. 6
Miami 20—V. IT. 6 "

'

V.P.I. 26—V. U. 13

Dayton 13-V. U. 22
Aimv 14—V. V.

Rutgers 12— V. I'. 6

Detroit 40—V. U. 6

Wlia' Happen^
Vjllnnovn j'ln.\»'d well n.cni.isl

yV.\. and Anny. Th<y wi-rc

thinUini,' o{' X.ixirr \\\u^n 1hc>'

|>l;i\»'«l Wrst Ch«\<tt'i'; th<> w ' \ r

tliiniunj: o\' West Ciiestor ^v vn

tluy played Xa\ier.

The were thinkinfz of \hc

coach who tesignod bevauso lu

l>iomi?cd a winning team, tlioni

couldn't deliver, when tlu-y ijiet

Miami.

They weren't thinking of any-

thing when they journeyed to

Rutgers and Detroit.

Let's be honest : Villanova's

football team was hurt by a few
injuries, by some bad brenk.s,

by a messed up coaching situa-

tion.

But this year, the main rea-

son Villanova had a poor scasoii

was because of the Lethargic

action and blase attitude of the

majority of the team.

A blanket condemnation i.sn't

a good policy, we know. And
somebody is sure to say, "What
about Bill Botch in the Farguhar
game?"
Each week some individuals

woke up and played as thry
could and should have. But never
was th(re a real tram on the
field. For this jenson. we on the
Villanovan foel < heated. We're
sure we speak for thr entiir
student body and for those lew
members of the football team
who put out every game.

Players of Week
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Fii-sj-Zi^warcl To George Emma
George Emma, fine all around ath-

lete and a star on last year s basket-
ball team, has been selected as the
first recipient of the Chuck Drizin
Memorial Trophy to be presented
Uiis riday night before the Scranton
game in the Villanova fieldhoii.«?e.

The Chuck Drizin Memorial is an
award to be presented each year to
the basketball player who, in the
opinion of a panel of experts, best
represents the ideal qualities of an
athlete—he who best combines ath-
letic, scholastic, and spiritual abili-

ties.

The award will hereafter be pre-
sented at the basketball banquet
following the season. The ceremony
on Friday night is to introduce to
the student body of Villanova the
trophy and the idea and ideals be-
hind the trophy.

Emma, a native of Long Island,
N. Y., was a prominent member of
the basketball team for three years

at Villanova, and also starred on the
ba.seball team, being selected to the
N.C.A.A. All East team. .

George signed a major league con-
tract with the New York ankees af-
ter graduation last June, and played
the remainder of the .sea.son in the
Yankees' minor league organization.
As a basketball player, "Dutch"

was a coach's dream. Possessed of
a keen eye and quick reflexes, his
greatest assets were his coolhead-
ness and self-sacrifice.

His great relief work in the Duke
and Seton Hall games enabled the
Wildcats to prevail in those contests
last year. George's finest career
game was probably the spectacular
three-overtime LaSalle game of two
years ago.

George Emma is a wonderful
choice to be the first recipient of an
honor like the Chuck Drizin Trophy,
for George Emma is a first-class
man.

8-page suppl^nient

basketball special

VILLANOVAN under direction of Sports
tditor Jim Murray, assisted by Photograph
Joe Perozziello, cartoonist Tom Donahue or
Sports Publicist Joe Chose.

er

and

orial Trophy
Honors C. Drizin

CHUCK DRIZIN
. . . gives name to trophy.

., The Villanova athletic department
has announced the inception of a new
basketball award, the Chuck Drizin
Memorial trophy.

Herman (Chuck) Drizin, a Jewish
boy attended Villanova during the
early years of Worid War II. He was a
well liked member of Al Severance's
basketball team at that time.

^
After leaving Villanova, he entered

the service and distinguished himself
on the battlefield just as he had done
on the basketball court. Just two day*
before he met his death, he was decor-
ated for his bravery in leading a patrol
through enemy lines, knocking out two
tanks enroute.

Accordingly to coach Al Severance
who was the figure most instru-mental
in securing the award, a replica of the
trophy will be given annually to the
Villanova basketball player ".

. . who
possesses the intangibles—never com-
plains, is a self sacrificing guy, clean-
cut and loyal—in short, the guy you
would be proud to call a Villanovan."

Trophy To Be Displayed Prominently
The Drizin award winners's name

will be inscribed on the large original
trophy each year which will be dis-
played in a prominent place on camp-
us, possibly in the Dougherty Hall dis-
play case.

A personal token in recognition of
this honor bestowed on the player will
be to the annual selectee in the form
of a small replica of the Drizin trophy.

Committee To Select Winner
The winner wil be selected by a

committee comprising the basketball

coach, the student council i)re.««ident,

the VILLANOVAN sports editor, the
varsity basketball manager and an ad-
ministration official. All mt-mbers of
the committee will cast one vote for
their designee except the basketball
coach who will receive two votes.

The first annual presentation will br

made to a member of last season's court
squad in the Field House on Friday
evening immediately before the varsity
game with Scranton.
The VILLANOVAN will be in charge

of the presetation and the cei^monies
which will precede the bestowal of the
award.

The VILLANOVA ROTC o.^lor guard
will stand at attention while taps i.«^

played in memory of Drizin. Immed-
iately following the military ceremonv.
Jim Murray, sports editor of tlie

VILLANOVAN, will introduce a mem-
ber of the Jewish War Veterans from
the Chuck Drizin Memorial Post will
make the presentation of the first an-
nual Drizin award to a member of last
year's five, George Emma.
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Mentor Alex Severance,
Dean of Local Coaches
In 23rd Year at Villanova

Thumbnail Sketches of Cat Cagers

Al Severance assumes a cliaractcristic pose as he observes

and directs his charges in an intra-squad scrimmaKe.

When Villanova's basketlxill Wild-

cats take the court against Princeton

tonight, the Cats will be under the

direction of Alex Severance. A gray-

thatched, middle aged man, the voluble

Severance is beginning his 24th year

as cage mentor here.

The dean of local coaches, Sever-

ance's teams have amassed an enviable

385-182 record over the years. Four
of Severance's teams have competed in

NCAA tournaments, the most recent

being the Bob Schafer-led Cats of

1954-1955. That year the Main Liners

defeated Duke and Princeton but lost to

Canlsius in the regionals held at Penn's

Palestra.

Villanova's first trip to the post-

season basketball wars was the 1939

NCAA tournament. Brown was defeated

42-30 but Ohio State took the measure

of Severance's minions, 53-36. Ten
years later Peerless Paul Arizin and

Co. defeated Yale in the post-season

classic but lost to eventual winner,

Kentucky, 85-72. In 1951 the Cats lost

in the first round to North Carolina

State, 67-62.

First Trip to NIT
,' Last year's trip to the NIT marked
the first time a Severance-coached team
or, for that matter, any Villanova team
had campeted in the Ned Iiish hoop
extravaganza. The Cats were clipped in

the first round by St. John's, who later

went on to take the title, 75-67.

The loss was tempered, however, by

the fact that three of the starters in

that game are back to occupy their

customary positions. John Driscoll, 6-8

center, George Raveling, 6-6 forward

and captain of the team, and 5-10 Jim
Huggard are once again starters for

Severance. Along with these three.

Severance will call on Hu/bie White,

highly touted 6-3 soph and either Tom
Samuelwicz, 6-5, Dick Kamjnski, 6-1,

or Bob Liberatorre, 6-1, all juniors to

complete the starting five.

Second To St Joe's?

Local sportswriters see Severance's

outfit as runner-up to an experienced

St. Joseph's five. It is undoubtely a

cherished Severance hope that his team

can knock off the high and mighty

Hawks and walk off with the Big Five

Title.

Al Severance entered Villanova as

a student in 1925. A native of New
York City and an outstanding athlete ^^

and student at Regis High School

(which named him to its Sports Hail of

Fame last year) he embarked on his

long athletic career by making the

varsity basketball team at Villanova

as a freshman. He was also a member
of the varsity track team, running the

half mile and becoming one of the first

of a long list of fine half milers who
have run for the Wildcats. No poor

pugilist he, either, as evidenced by his

copping both the school welten^'eight

and middleweight boxing crowns.

Valedictorian of His Class

Severance was no academic slouch

however. He graduated as valedictorian

of the Class of 1929 and enrolled in

Temple University Law School, receiv-

ing his law degree in 1935. While at

Temple, Severance was appointed Villa-

nova's graduate manager of athletics

and also served as freshman basketball

coach. He assumed head coaching
duties in 1936, succeeding George
"Doc" Jacobs.

Severance has served on the United
Press Coaches' Board since 1951, rating

the nation's top college teams weekly.
He has been a popular political figure

along the Main Line fo 12 years and
retired just last year as ipagistrate of

Tredyfrin Township, Chester County.
Shortly thereafter he accepted a posi-

tion on the Villanova faculty as an
instructor of business law, a position

he still holds.

.'.V'

Raveling The Only Senior On Villanova Squad;

Hubie White Leads Promising Soph Courtmen

Joseph Zawacki, Shop 6-1 Phila. Pa.

Another protege of Ed Scullin at

North Catholic, Joe payed freshman

basketball at St. Louis Universitj.

When Ed Hickey left St. Louis, Joe dia

al30 andcame to Villanova. A sound

play maker and a good left handed shot

makter, he is quick and agile and is one

of the prime candidates to team with

Huggard in back court operations. An
arts and science student Joe also is a

jazz disc jockey with his own program

on station WVIL, Villanova's campus
radio station.

George Raveling, Senior 6^ Wash. D.C.

The first member of his race to serve

as Villanova's basketball captain,

George was one of the pleasant sur-

prises of the 1958-59 season. A great

team player who saw little action as

a sophomore, he was determined to

make the starting team as a junior

and worked to perfect his game during

the summer months. By hard work he
developed into one of the nation's bet-

ter rebounders as he collected 405 for

an average of 16.2 which rated him
19tih in the country. He established a
new Villanova record by pulling down
27 rebounds against Gettj^burg at the

Wildcat ield House and then later got

28 against Wagner to tie for a new
high during regular season competition

at the Palestra. His best games were
against Wagner when he added 27

points to his his 28 rebounds and
against Muhlenberg when he scored 26

points to go along with 20 rebounds.

A ball player with plenty of desire he

is one of Villanova's most lojral stu-

dents and supporters. Although not an
exceptional scorer he ranked 21st na-

tionallyin field goal shooting with a
500.6 percentage. Along with Driscoll

he was mainly responsible for his

team's 7th place rating in national re-

bounding statistics in 1958-1959. He is

the only senior on the present squad.
1957-58 18 games; 18 field goals; 12
foul goals ; 89 rebounds ; 48 points.

1958-59 12 games; 125 field goals; 69
foul goals; 405 rebounds; 319 points.

David Severance, Junior 6-4 Berwyn
The youngest of Coach Al Sever-

ance's three sons, Dave is an aggres-

sive rebounder and a good spot player

who gives a good accounting of him-

selft when he gets to play. A keen
competitor he has the ability to move
up to being one of Villanova's top re-

serves especially when thge big meu
get into personal foul trouble. Dave is

a member of Villanova Marine Platoon

Leaders Corps and s^nds several

weeks each summer taking training

courses at the Marine Corps Schools at

uaQntico, Va. 1958-59—11 games; 4
field goals; 1 foul goal; 21 rebounds;

9 points.

Robert Llbenatore, Junior 6-2 Bristol

Although he saw little action last

season he is developing into a steady

backcourt player and is battling his

roommate Kaminski for the othe play

making position along with Huggard.

An uncanny dedaeye from either cor-

ner he is also very effective on the

drive. As a freshman he gave indica-

tions of becoming another grea^ offen-

sive star in tradition of Arizin, Hen-
nessy and Schafer. Bob was an All

American High school selectee at Bris-

tol High where he also competed in

football, baseball and track. 1968-59—
10 games; 7 field goals; 6 foul goals;

5 rebounds; 20 points.

Their coach In eonferenoe . . .

Hubert White Soph 6-3 Fliila., Pa.

One of the best sophomores to come
in a long time. Hubie carries a "can't

miss" tag attached by most everyone
who has seen him play. An All Public

star for two years at West Philadelphia

High under coach Dough Connolly, he
moves up to the varsity with great
potential and can be the one to lead
the Wildcats to an oustanding season.

He has great reflexes, moves with
lightning speed and can leap one foot
over the rim of the basket. But despite

all o f this, Coach Al Severance warns
that fans might be expecting too much
from Hubie. "After all, he is only
sophomore, playing his first year of
college basketball" says Severance.
Hubie's best offensive weapon is a tre-

mendous jump shot which accounted
for most of his 28.7 point average as a
freshman last year. His best game was
a 48 point effort against St. Joseph's
Colege freshman squad

Richard LeFevre, Soph 6-1 Riverton,

One of the top scorers for Moores-
town High's greatteam oi two years
ago, Dick is a valuable backcourt re-

serve for Coach Al Severance. He has
a good outside shot and has been im-
proving ever since coming to Villanova.

After picking up experience in this his

first varsity year he could develop into

one of the best offensive threats on
the team.

John Driscoll, Junior 6-8 Plilla. Pa.

A key performer whose play could

well dictate the fortunes of the Wild-

cats for the 1959-60 season. The second

leading rebounder on the squad as a
so{^omore last year he collared 305

for a 12.2 average which made him one
of the east's leaders in this department.

Fitted with contact lenses this summer,
they could result in more effective

scoring for this former West Catholic

star of Philadelphia. He is a good out-

side shot for a big man and can run
with the smaller squad members to

make the fast break effective. Played

his best game in Villanova's four over-

time loss to Providence at the Palestra,

scoring 22 points and getting 23 re-

bounds. 1958-59—25 games; 108 field

goals; 47 foul goals; 305 reb.; 253 pts.

William Penney, Soph 6-3 PhlUu, Pa.

The third highest scorer on last sea-

son's freshman squad avera^ng 10.8

points a game. He has good jump shot

and can rebound efectively against

players several inches taller. Bill was
selected on Philadelphia's All Catholic

team for two years while at Father
Judge High where he was a three letter

winner and co-captain in his senior

year.

James McMonagle, Soph 6-3 PUUl, Pa.

A regular on last ye^ar's freshman
squad he averaged 9.6 points a game
and was one of the top rebounders on
the squad. A product of LaSalle High,

Jim is an engineering student and main-

tains a dean's list average, while also

being a member of the Naval R.O.T.C.

He is a strong rebounder who will be

able to relieve any of the Wildcats big

men. Coach Severance is counting on
him to come through later in the sea-

son after he gets some experience

under his belt.

Donon McGinley, Junior 6-1 Rosemont
A promising backcourt performer

who will be used chiefly in reserve
roles once again this year. A hustler
from the word go, he is a good ball

handler and plays a steady defensive

game in the front of Coach Severance's
zone. Possesses a good set and jump
shot and can' drive well. Was a base-

ball and basketball player at Monsignor
Bonner High and continues to play
both varsity sports at Villanova. 1958-
59—11 erames: 1 field goal; 2 foul

goals; 10 rebound^:, 4. x^cnn^

Their coach In angaUh .

Thomas Saniulcwicz, Junior 6^ Phila.

A good pivot man with an unusual*

two handed jump shot. Sam with a bit

more experience can develop into a
solid collegiate court player. A good
rebounder, he is another one of coach
Ed ScuUin's products from Philadel-

phia's North Catholic. He scores well

from inside while battling off the

boards. A dean's list student with a
near perfect scholastic average. 1968-

59—16 games; 7field goals; 3 foul

goals; 32 rebounds; 17 points.

Their coach in contemplation .

Jimmy Haggard, Junior 5-10 Pliila. Pa.

A standout floor general with amaz-
ing speed and reflexes. Plays a dogged
defensive game forcing opponent into

committing ball handling mistakes.

Takes advantage of speed to drive for

twisting goals. Second leading scorer

on the team last year with 379 points

just 5 behind the leader. Playing the

backcourt he scored better than 20
pobits in 8 games with a high of 26
Against Brandeis and 25 against Buf-
falo. Jimmy never played highschool
basketball but was a standout Phila-

delphia area A.A.U. star for several

years attracting college scouts with his

sensational play in national A.A.U.
playoffs in Denver, Colorado several

years ago. A tremendous competitor
who never gives up, he hates to leave

a game no matter what the score. 1958-

59—25 gamins; 153 field goals; 73 foul

goals; 88 reirynds; 375 points.
" . • .;••' ,..'' :;;..' ••^i^.-

Joseph Walsh, Soph 6-5 Trenton, N.J.

Joe averaged 9.2 points as a fresh-

man regular last year. A good rebound-

er he requires a lot of experience before

becoming a mainstay on the varsity

however. Joe was a co-captain and a

2nd team All State player at Trenton

High of New Jersey. He also was a
member of the tennis team.

Ricnard Kaminski, Junior 6-2 N. J.

Dick saw limited action in 19 games
last year but got his chance to start

against St Francis (Pa.) when back-
court start Jimmy Kenny was injured

against Duquesne. Dick came through
in great style scoring 16 valuable
points mostly on clutch field goals. At.
St. Aloysius High he was a star per-

former scoring a record total of 1290
IK>ints in his three seasons there. He
is a good ball handler and can shoot
from 25 feet away with conaistency
wifth a one hand set. He also drives
well and is a battler off the boards.
During the spring he performs for
coach Jim Jumibo Elliott's track team
as a javelin thrower. 1958-59—19 gam-
es; 22 field goals; 29 fbul goals; 84
rebounds; 73 points.
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Jerry West

Bob DiStefano

Cats Meet Best In Country

Bruce Heodley

The VillJ^nova Wildcats will meet

several rough customers in their efforts

for a sucessful 59-60 basketball season.

Listed among their intended victims

are the following institutions of learn-

ing and their playing personnel who
hope to do battle with our vicious 'Cats.

TRINCETON: . . . The Princeton Ti-

gers are the first team to get a crack

at our Wildcats, when the 'Cats open

their season on December 2nd, at

Princeton. The Tigers will have only

one starter returning from last year's

team which tied for the Ivy League

Championship. 6'1" Jim Brangan, an

All-Ivy choice, is the returner. Two
sophomores, 6*4" Al Kammerlen, a lo-

cal boy and a nigged rebounder, and
6'1" Pete Campbell, a frosh scoring

sensation will be expected to help carry

the load. Drawing on his veterans,

Coach Cappon will probably use 5'9"

Drew Hyland in backcourt with either

Don Swan or Mike Burton, both 6'3".

SCRANTON: . . . Scranton, from the

MAC and coached by Fiore Cesare, is

the first guest in the main line field-

house this season. This team has good

scoring potential with the offensive

load likely to be well distributed ampng
all hands. Scranton's cohesive force

will be 5'11" senior Bob Meckwood, a

take charge guy on both offense and

defense. Meckwood, who is quick and

aggressive, owns a damaging set shot

and drives as though he owns the

court. Joining him as guard will be
5'11" junior Mike Abdalla, giving

Coach Cesare a dependable back court

combination. The forwards will be 6'1"

junior Bill Francis and Ed Gromelski,

and at center the choice will be between
6'7" junior Joe Stulgis and 6'3" John

Glynn, best of the sophs.

CLEMSON: . . . The 'Cats open their

Palestra .season with a December 12th

date with Clemson. Coach Press Mara-

vich faces the future with a squad

whose main stays appear to be 6-3

senior George Krajack and his brother,

6-4 junior Ed, probable starting for-

wards; 6-6 junior Earle Maxwtell and
6-7 soph Tom Mahaffey, who will com-

pete for the center assignment; 6-0

senior Dutch Shample and 6-0 soph

Larry Patterson guards—with 6-4 sen-

ior Don Carver and 6-3 senior Bill

Warren very much in the picture, too.

The team leader is Krajack, a vigorous

competitor who was top scorer last

year wdth a 20 ppg average and best

rebounder. Much however is expected

of new comer Patterson, who accounted

for a nifty 22.4 ppg on the frosh team.

WEST MRGINIA: . . . The date with

West Virginia will be played at Mor-

gantown, W. Va., before National T.V.

Audience on January 16th. West Vir-

ginia will be led, for the third straight

yenr by All American, Jerry West.

West is a ballplayer who packs all

his perfection in a 6-3 frame. There is

also a nice supply of additional talent

on this club. "The definite starters,

along with West, are 6-5 senior Willie

Akers and 6-5 junior Jim Ritchie, both

of whom can give West lots of rebound-
ing and defensive support, and 6-1 jun-

ior Lee PatronC, a dynamic backcourt

man who many astute observers feel

will develop into a star of major con-

sequence. The fifth spot probably will

go to 6-7 junior Joe Posch, unless

Coach Fred Schaus is willing to .sacri-

fice Posch's height (he's the biggest

man available), move West from guard
to forward and Ritchie from forward
to center and thus make room for a
newcomer of note 6-0 Paul Popovich,

about whom much will be heard. In

reserve arc Butch Goode and Bob Dav-
is, veterans, and Dick Dubois and Ed
Bode, sophs. Last year's season record
was 29-5. which gave Coach Schaus a
very impressive five-year score of 120
victories and 32 losses.

ARMY: . . . The Army game will be
played at West Point on January 27th.

Four returning lettermen from the nuc-
leus of a Cadet team that will be phy-

sically nigged and defensively strong.

The varsity holdovers are led by 6-5

junior Lee Sager, one of the best ever

to wear the Army gray, at forward

with 6-4 senior Jim Klosek at center

and pair of seniors in backcourt—6-0

Joe Bobula and 5-11 Fred Kaiser. Fifth

starter will probably be 6-5 Bob
Strauss, a junior who showed well in

reserve last year. The best of the

sophs moving up are 5-10 Stu Sherrard,

6-0 Al DeJardin and 6-3 Jim Shibley.

The schedule is a tough one, includes

four teams that went to the NIT and
two that went to the NCAA tourna-

ment last season.

CANISIUS: . . . Canisius has a new
coach this year but fortunately, a vet-

eran team. Coach Bob Mac Kinnon
expects to put 6-5 Larry Sarafinas at

center with 6-5 John Gabbey and 6-2

Frank Rojek at the forwards. The
guards, who gave very little scoring

help last year, are 6-0 Ray McGtiire

and 5-11 Dick McCann with a promis-

ing soph in 6-3 Bill Slicks who could

move into the lineup . Rojek carries

the scoring burden, for the club hasn't

shown much speed or defensive skill.

MANHATTAN: ... The Manhattan
Game at Madison Square Garden will

be one of the toughest the Wildcats

will play all year. What Ken Norton's

club will do this year if it stays healthy
is anyone's guess. Ours is that it will

be the team to beat in New York City.

Returning for another campaign, and
in good shape are the three seniors,

6-5 Pete Brunone, 6-6 Bob Mealy and
6-3 Joe Dougherty, making up one of

the strongest shooting and rebound-
ing front lines in the century. Mealy,
of course, is Ail-American material.

In reserve is 6-6 Tom Leder, a junior

who can help out in the pivot or the
comers. In hackcourt, Norton may not
be as overpo<werihg as up front but
he still has two classy veterans in 6-1

Bob Cleary and 6-3 Charles Koenig.

(Did we mention that Koenig sprained
an ankle last year?) In reserve are
two 6-0 juniors, Charles Sharkey and
Jim Boyle, and a raft of talented

sophs, 6-3 John O'Connor, 6-5 Alex
Osowick, 6-2 Kevin Haggerty and 6-6

Larry Byrnes. In short it is an ex-

perienced team well drilled in Norton's
deliberate patterns on offense. It also

has the rebounding to make the fast-

break even more of a threat.

PITTSBURGH: . . Our last game of the
year at the Fieldhouse will be against
the Don Hennonless Panthers on Feb-
ruary 11th. Now the mighty Hennon
is gone, and there's little help coming
from last year's frosh, so the chances
of bouncing back to a winning season
seem remote. Coach Bob Timmons will

rely heavily on 6-5 junior John Fridley,

last season's number two scorer with
an average of 12.2 ppg and top re-

bounder. He'll start with 6-5 senior

John Mills, 6-3 junior Darwin Smith,
5-9 senior Billy Mauro and 6-1 junior
Dick Falenski. All of the starters have
solid working experience, but it's in-

teresting to note that the total of their

field goal attempts last year scarcely
added up to Hennon's total alone. The
main reserves will be 6-2 junior Howie
Lockhart, 6-4 junior Paul Lazor, 6-6

Senior Francis Kondrad, 5-10 soph
Ralph Shutterly and 6-4 soph Bob
Sankcy.

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY: . . . NYU
game will be played on February 13th,

at the Palestra. Coach Lou Passinl has
gotten the Violets in hand and he
has anoUier All-America in 6-6 Tom
Sanders heading a talented group of
veterans. Flanking him up front will

be 6-5 Al Borden, a rangy lad who got
hot in the stretch last year, and 6-4

Mike DiNapoli, who missed last season
because of academic problems. In
backcourt 5-8 Russ Cunningham re-

turns, and his play in the NIT leads

us to believe that he has finally be-

(Continued on Psf« 7)
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Come a mature soph back from army
service, 6-0 Ray Paprocky. The bench

isn't particularly strong but that first

unit can run shoot and play a strong

defense when it has the mind to.

WAKE FOREST: . . . Wake Forest

Coach Bones McKinney is faced with a
problem Ihat's not likely to win any
sympathy. The problem : wlith a locker

room full of talent both old and new,

whom do you start? Well, you can

start 6-6 senior Dave Budd, top scorer

and rebounder the past couple of years,

and 6-8 soph Len Chappell, just about

the top prospect in the conference. Af-

ter that, the choices become more diffi-

cult. Aspiring to be Budd's running

mate at forward are 6-8 junior Jerry

Steele, 6-6 senior Winston Wiggins,

neither of whom did much last year,

and two more excellent sophs, 6-5

Frank Loeffler and 6-7 Gene Compton.

In the backcourt, the selections in-

volve 6-0 Charlie Forte and 6-0 George
Ritchie, starting guards for the past

two years, and again, two outstanding

soph prospects, 5-11 Dave Wieldman
and 5-10 Billy Packer (son of Tony
Packer, Lehigh's basketball and base-

ball coach). The prize newcomer, of

course is Chappell, a Pennsylvania

High School sensation who came within

12 pwnts of matching the three-year

total of 2,252 points amassed by a
Phila. schoolboy named Wilt Chamber-
lain.

ST. BONAVENTURE: . . . The Bonnies

from upstate New York promise to be

tough this year. They have the Stith

brothers, Tom and Sam back from last

season's 22-3 team. Coach Eddie Dono-

van hopes that 6-9 sophomore Bob
MoCully will be able to take over the

center slot so that 6-5 Tom Stith will

be able to go back to his natural posi-

tion at forwiard. If McCully lives up to

expectations Stith should improve on
his 18.3 scoring average of last year.

The other forward spot will be held

down by Bill Connery. 6-2 senior Sam
Stith who averaged over 14 points a

game last season, will be at guard

along with Whitey Martin. Two sopho-

mores 6-3 Tom Hannon and 6-0 Mike
Connelly give Donovan added bench

strength.

BOSTON COLLEGE: ... The Eagles

have only one starter back from last

season's team, he is 6-1 Chuch Cheva-
lier, a guard. Teaming with him at

guard will be 6-3 Ray Falvey. 6-4 soph
sensation Jim Hooley will hold down
one forward spot, and could prove to

be the scoring punch the B. C. club

needs. His running mate will probably

be 6-0 Jack Shoppmeyer. Frank Quinn
a 6-6 senior is the starting center. Sev-

eral sophomores could give these boys
quite a tussle for a regular position.

6-2 Bill Foley, 6-3 Paul Jamin, 6-0 Bill

Donovan, and 6-4 Bill Fitzpatrick

sliould all see plenty of action.

buQUESNE: . . . Last year's club won
thirteen and dropped twelve. This year
coach John Manning should have a
better record if 6-9 junior Bob Slobod-

nik improves and becomes more aggres-

sive. 6-7 senior Frank Grebowski and
6-4 denior George Brown give the Duk-
es plenty of height under the boards.

Manning's main problem will be replac-

ing his graduate backcourt star Bemie
Mathews. He may use 6-5 Paul Benec
or 6-2 Bill Strom, or 5-9 Bill Stromple,

all sophomores. 6-4 junior Ron Cygry-
mus, and 6-6 sophomore Clyde Arnold.

MUHLENBERG: . . . Coach J. Bimey
Crum lost two men who scored over
800 points between them last year.

Coach Crum still expects to put five

lettermen from last years third place

M.A.C. team, on the floor. 6-5 Dick
Sekunda last year's number two scorer

should be the Mules top scoring threat.

6-7 Don Robbins, and 6-4 Ron Drunk-
enmiller should round out their front
line. Back-court starters should be 6-1

Joe Berghold and 6' George Gilfillan.

6-8 Herb Leffler could be a suprise

starter. The best sophs are 6-2 Chris
Hiotis 6-2 Jack Superka, and 6-6 Dick
Hunt.
SETON HALL: ... The Pirates
struggle to reclaim national recogni-
tion rests mainly on three sophomores'
shoulders. Coach Haney Russell plans
to use 6-5 Art Hicks, a transfer from
Northwestern and a spectacular Chi-
cago high school star. He will be in the
front line with lettermen Jack Rowley,
6-5, and 6-7 sophomore Hank Gunter.
The guards will be sharp-shooting Al

Sehavitis 6-1, who scored 18.6 for last

year's club. Experienced 6-0 Ken Wal-
ker will round out the five. The bench
strength is impressive with nine of

eleven lettermen returning from last

year's thirteen ^nd ten club.

WAGNER: . . . Coach Herb Sutter
lost only one lettermen through grad-
uation. He expects to start five seniors:

6-4 Fred Blackwell, 6-6 Hal Junta, 5-10

Milford Pierce, 5-10 Harry Orlando,

and 5-11 Pete Worth. 6-7 junior college

transfer, Bobby Larsen could be the

Staten Island club's answer to their

height problem. Pierce graduates at
mid-year and should be replaced by
lightning fast Ron George a 6-0 sopho-
more. Walter Brooks a 6-1 sophomore
should help out the depths of the situa-

tion.

NORTH CAROLINA STATE: ... The
Wolf pack who posted a 22-4 season's

record last year, have been hurt by
graduation. Coach Everett Cast lost 4

of last year's starters. Only 6-0 senior

Dan Englehardt remains from last

year's starting quintet, however, as
usual Case has a wealth of talent to

draw from. 6-6 center Bob DiStefano,
6-4 Don Gallager and 6-6 Bruce Head-
ley will make up an improssing front

line. Bob McCann and 6-5 Harold At-
kins could well be the oth^* two start-

ers. They all will be pushed by 6-5

Larry Lakins and 6-10 Larry Ranta.
This year's sophomore crop which
should get better later in the season
includes: 6-8 John Key, last year's

frosh high scorer; 6-0 George Finni-

gan; 6-6 Russ Marvel; 6-3 Dan
Wherry; 6-2 Anton Muelhlxaure and 6-1

Denny Lutz.

TOLEDO: . . . Coach Ed Melvyn has
4 double figure point producers return-

ing from last years 11-13 team. Return-
ing are 5-9 junior Bob Pawlak and 6-4

junior Jerry Garlicki at guards; 6-3

senior Willie Newson, a forward, and
6-5 senior John Papcun, a center. The
Rockets have much experience to

choose from in their quest for a fifth

man. Either 6-2 senior Ron Oranski,
6-4 junior Paul Macy or senior Bemie
Cavey. Three sophomores will comprise
the rest of the bench string: 6-1 Ralph
Lewis may crash in to Melvyn's give-

and-go system: Jim Miller and Don
Gasey also show promise.

SIENA
Coach Dan Cunha, who has establish-

ed one of the finest collegiate records
with 189 victories and only 153 defeats

will be starting his 16th season at the
helm of Siena College's basketball

team.

Cunha has had only six losing sea-
sons at Siena. His best seasons were
in 1949-50 when his teams won 27 and
lost five, including the National Cath-
olic Invitation tournament champion-
ship, and in 1951-52, when the Indians
won 25 of 31 games.

GETTYSBURG-: ... will be forced to

rely heavily on sophomores and juniors

to try to improve their 13-13 record of

last seasn. He's got two notshot soph
backcourt prospects going for him in

the persons of 5-10 Ron Warner and
6-0 Bob (Wheaties) Parker. Warner
and Parker averaged 28 and 22 points

per game respectively as frosh in lead-

ing the Bullet yearlings to an 18-3

record.

Bob Parker
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THE BIG FIVE - BIG QUESTION
' Some of the greatest basketball In

the country will be played by Phila-

delphia's Big Five this season. The

Big Five, comprised of St. Joseph's,

Viilanova, LaSalle, Temple, and Penn

will try to gun down the top teams in

the country, and will battle for supre-

macy in tlie powder keg City Series.

At the moment the experts have

picked St. Joe's at the top of the Big

Five and Penn at the bottom with Vii-

lanova, LaSalle, and Temple warring

for the runner-up spot.

In looking at the city ball clubs in

their quests for national ranking, there

are a lot of questions that remain to be

answered. Will St. Joe's be able to dis-

pel the jitters in the clutch ? How much
will the Hawks miss Joe Spratt?

Can Viilanova replace Jim Kenny?
Is John Driscoll still ashamed of his

elbows? Is too much expected of Hu-

bie White?
.How Strong Is LaSaUe?

Will LaSalle get some solid scoring

up front? Can Bob Alden stay with

the opponent's big men ? Will Joe Hey-

er be more consistent this year? ;.

: Can Temple get a fast break attack

rolling without much height? How
much will inexperience hinder the all

important sophs? Have the Owls fin-

ally come up with someone to work
with "Pickles" Kennedy?

Will Penn show up this year?

Each team seems to have question

marks but St. Joe's definitely has the

fewest. The haranguing Hawk fans

should have plenty to shout about this

season.

Jack Ramsey's Birdmen seem to have

everything: experience, depth, shoot-

ing, height, speed, and balance. Minus

Joe Spratt, this is the same team that

got nipped by West Virginia in the

NCAA tourney last year.

Spratt MoHt Valuable

We feel that Spratt was the Hawk's

most valuable olaver last year, how-

ever both Frank Majewski and Vince

Kempton are supposed to be competent
replacements for him. Right now, Ma-
jewski seems to have the starting spot

won because of a hot shooting hand
in practice.

Along with Majewski, Ramsey will

start an all-veteran quintet. At the

other forward spot will be 6-5 junior

John Egan, a rugged rebounder and
shooter, who shattered Viilanova last

year.

6-9 Bob Clarke, a distinct scoring

threat will be the center. The stringy

senior is a big man with a potent

jump shot. >
The Hawks real artillery is in the

back court. Senior guards Joe Gallo

and Bobby McNeill have been playing

together since high school, have as-

sumed a lot of polish and are murder
on the fast break.

:;, ^

McNeill All-Amerlcan?

McNeill, the Hawks' captain, is being

boosted for All-American by the rabid

fans of St. Joseph's. He is a deadly

shot and averaged 16.4 points a game
last season with sharp left-handed sets

and jumpers. He is the leader on the

court and handed off 175 assists.

McNeill played below par in the

NCAA tourney last year and with the

rest of the Hawks will be aiming for

another chance. He seems to have but

one weakness, a weak right hand.

The Hawks have so much talent that
Ramsey cut some players that would
be welcome additions to many clubs,

among them veteran Jack Hoffacker

and soph Dan Bugey. Only one mem-
ber from the freshman squad made the

team, Harry Booth, 5-9 guard.

Another team with a wealth of vet-

erans is Dudley Moore's LaSalle Ex-
plorers. This may be the surprise

team of the east. The Explorers have
thei-r five top scorers back and they
may be able to shoot down the high-

flying Hawks.

Philadelphia should be known in bas-

ketball circles as the city of guards,

LaSaI>le is an important contributor.

Senior backcourt specialists Joe Heyer
and Ralph "Chink" Bantivoglio make
up one of the city's three top duos.

Heyer has a sharp jumpshot but is

somewhat erratic. Bantivoglio is La-

Salle's clutch man. He has a quick

set and is the team's zone killer, play-

maker, and defensive standout.

The LaSalle starting forwards Hugh
Brolly and "Herky" Herdelin are

tough and strong but need to improve
on their "outside" shooting. Herdelin

was fourth in the country in field goal

percentage with 56 per cent, mostly
from underneath, but was weak on foul

shooting.

The key man for the Explorers is

center Bob Alden who must toughen
up if the Explorers are to excel.

"PIckleH" Best
The best player in the city is Bill

"Pickles" Kennedy and Temple haa
him. The Cherry and White had him
last year and only managed to win six

of its twenty-five games, 5-11 Captain
"Pickles" averaged 19.5 points a game
and handed out 125 of the 192 assists

credited to the entire Temple team.

He would have had a great many
more except that his teammates were
often unable to hold onto his dazzling

passes.

The blond Temple terror is a sure

shot All-American and is the possessor

of a multitude of shots, keen reflexes,

and guts (time after time he drives

down the key with up to 600 lbs. hang-
ing on him).

The Owls should be able to avoid

the chaos that was last year's season.

They have come up with two little men
who can handle the ball in 5-10 Bruce

Drysdole and 5-11 John Koskinen.

Drysdale is an excellent ball hand-

ler and a hard driver and should give

Coach Harry Litwak a running back

court, Drysdale was high scorer on

Temple's once beaten freshmen team.

Koskinen was the second high scorer

on the Owlets with an 11.8 average

and will probably spell Drysdale with-

out weakening the Owl backcourt

much.
Litwak has said that he will start

four sophs with "Pickles." Along with
Drysdale, Litwak has selected 6-4 Russ

Gordon to play center, with 6-3 Ed
Devery and 6-3 Earl Proctor at for-

ward,
Gordon, Devery, and Proctor are

supposed to be strong rebounders and
capable shots., ,;

Ivens Important
We feel that it won't take long for

Bemie Ivens to work his way back
into the starting lineup. Ivens, who was
Temple's No. 2 scorer last year, has
a great jump shot and it will be sorely

needed.

The Red and Blue are green. Their
playing at times will probably make
Coach Jack McCloskey a little green.

Penn has one part-time starter and
three reserves back from the team that
compiled a 12-14 record.

Bob Mlkvy is Penn's only bright

spot. At 6-4, he is a rugged rebounder
and a stellar shot. But one man can't

do it all, as Temple found out last

year.

The other starters will probably be
6-4 Joe Cook, a slow, unwieldy individ-

ual; Stu Greenleaf, probably the best
shot outside of Mlkvy; John Canzano
and Dave Kwait, both junior guards.
6-5 sub Hugh Aberman should help
off the boards.
How does Viilanova compare? It

appears too many people have short

memories. There have been a lot of

very zealous predictions around cam-
pus. Those close to the scene have
their fingers crossed and their mouths
shut. One thing though, team work is

the key here.
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Kennedy In

Up-HIII Fight

(See Poge 4)

Wildcats Win

First TlirM

(See Pose 12)
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Graduate Theatre

Opens Tomorrow

With Our Town'
Navy Comrrtonder

^
Appears In Lead

The Theatre Department's
production of Thornton Wilder's

"Our Town" will open tomorrow
evening in Vasey Hall Auditori-
um. This will be the Depart-
ment's first major production
since its inception last year.

Tickets for the production
may be obtained in the Pie
Shoppe and from cast members.
They may be reserved by tele-

phoning extension 391. Price is

$1.80 for general admission and
$1.25 for students.

The play's cast includes both
graduate and undergraduate
students. Commander Claude
Frasier, executive officer of Vii-

lanova 's NROTC unit, will play
the lead role of the stage man-
ager.

Frasier, currently studying
for his Master's degree in Thea-
tre Arts, has been in the Navy
.since 1941. He was graduated
from Bowdoin College and be-
came a Navy aviator.

Fighter Pilot

During World War II, the
Commander served as a fighter
pilot. Since then he has been
stationed in many parts of the
world, and has served as naviga-
tor of the USS Forrestal.

Since last April he has been
stationed at Viilanova. He re-
sides currently in Stratford, Pa.

Stanley Moore, a former navy
man, now a sophomore at Villa-

nova, is featured in the role of
George, the young Grovers Cor-
ners boy around whom much
of the play is written. The role
of Emilie will be played by
Suzanne Bruni. a Rosemont sen-
ior. Miss Bruni is president of
Jest and Gtesture, Rosemont's

Fr. Klekotka Will Speak

At Council Forum Tonite

Suzanne Bruni (Emily) and Stanley Moore (George) as seen
in wedding scene from *'Our Town*'. In rear is Comm. Claude
Frazier. ,

The Very Rev. John A, Kle-
kotka, OSA, president, will ad-

dress the student body tonight

at the third ;n the series of Stu-
dent Council forums.

Father Klekotka will speak on
"Viilanova University — Past,

Present, and Future," at 8 p.m.

in the Day Hop Cafeteria in

Dougherty Hall.

Neil Drislane, Chairman of

the Academic Affairs Commit-
tee of the Ck)uncil, declared that
"because of the unusual nature
of the forum, we expect it to be
attended by faculty and admin-
istration as well as student
body.

Outline Development
"We expect Father Klekotka

dramatic society.

Sue Ahrold of Des Moines,
Iowa, and Jeanne Miclot of Dav-
enport, Iowa, play Mrs. Webb
and Mrs. Gibbs, respectively.

Both Miss Ahrold and Miss Mic-
lot previously played together

in 12 productions at Clark Col-

lege in Dubuque.

Other Players
The role of the laconic, "New

England" Doc Gibbs is played
by Dennis Cunningham, former-
ly of LaSalle. Michael Tanney,
also a LaSalle Graduate, plays
Editor Webb.

Completing the cast are Owen
Klein as Howie Hewsome, the
town milkman, Gilda Spurio as
Mrs. Soames, the town gossip
who "just loves a wedding,"
Thomas Sines as Simon Stimp-
son, the town drunk who con-
ducts the church choir, and
Richard Harshburger as the
rambling professor.

In a dual capacity is Paul
Buckley, who is playing Ons-

I
table Warren and serving as as-
isistant director.

to outline development of Villa-

nova, to explain its current aims,
and to indicate iplauis for the
future.

"Also we hope Father will

answer questions from the au-
dience when the address is con-
cluded."

Becaude the conunittee' ex-
pects a great deal of interest la
the question-ani^wer period, it

will not follow the customary
format for forums.

Instead, Tom Hoffman, chair-
man of the Council, will serve
as moderator of the forum to
assure that the questions put to
Father Klekotka are of general
nature and do not deal with pet-
ty or personal grievances.

Oil Sale Today

Death Theme Pervades Lynx
Death is the pervading

theme of the 1959 edition of the
LYNX, Villanova's literary
magazine which goes on sale
today.

Seven of the articles in the
publication treat of death.
"The writers," said Editor

Frank Murtha, "just seemed to
be pre-occupied with death. Per-
haps the articles don't speak
for the student body as a whole,
but perhaps they do."

Sudden Death
Pictures of death range from

the sudden death of an automo-
bile crash to the drawn out
agony of fatal illness.

The tone departs from the
macabre in one humor article

by Dave Cutts, the story of a
sheltered youth of 24, initiated

into the ways of alcohol. "The
tale is significant as it regards

this campus," said Murtha.
Out of ten poems, only one

deals with romantic love, the
traditionally popular theme of
college poets. The others vary
from death, religious supplica-
tion, to melancholy.

"Perhaps," said Murtha, "the
world that modern youth lives

in allows us little time for ro-

mantic thoughts of love and
heroic accomplshhients."

Questionnaire
A questionnaire has b*»<»n in-

cluded in this issue to determ-
ine student preference for a col-

lege literary magazine. Murtha
asks that they be filled out and
deposited in the publications

office, second floor Dougherty.
The LYNX may be obtained

for 25 cents in either the Pie

Shoppe of the C and F Cafe-
teria.
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Father Klekotfco

"The purpose of coming so
close to home in this forum is

two-fold:

"One, we feel that the stu-

dents are genuinely interested

in the university and its future.

"Two, if the students realize

what the administration is try-
ing to accomplish, they will co-
operate more fully with what
appear to be trivial regulations,
which up to now have seemed
directed toward eome larger
goal."
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Police To fag Parking Lot Violators
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Juniors Treat Orphans at Outing

%.

^^ ^'

Fathers for a day (I. to r.), A. J. Calimanoro, Joe Cramer, Mike Kuckelman.
and Harry Wolfington help Johnnies inspect the day's tickets during the annual Orphan's outing.

Pfficials Support Loyalty

Demands For Loan Program
, Villanova, in offering the re-

cent national Student Lonn pro-

gram which has been attacked
for its strict loyaJty provisions,

feels that the government is

justified in exacting such a
pledge.

In applying for a loan, a bor-
rower must 1) swear allegiance
to the U. S., and 2) file an af-

fid«avit that he does not believe

In or support the Communist
party.

Several colleges have refused
the generous loans because of
the loyalty requirements, includ-
ing Harvard, Yale, Bryn Mawr,
Haverford and Swarthmore.

Small Thing To Ask
Rev. Harry Erdlin, who is

administering the program on

campus, states that "it is a small
thing to ask of the students to

take such a pledge. Even a bank
requires collateral when it

makes a loan." . .,,

;

This also represents the view-
point of Rev. John Klekotka,
OSA, president.

In order to qualify for thr
loan, a student must show de-
finite financial need and must be
a superior student. Special con-
sideration is given to prospec-
tive teachers and math, and
science mai'ors. v" 'V. .,. ;

,

Tried Repeal '':!i.v

Several Senators tried to re-

peal the loyalty provision of the
program and on the basis of
unfairness, including Sen. John
Kennedy (D-Mass.) and Sen.

Chemistry Professors
Speak At Seminars

Dr. Kenneth F. O'Driscoll

and Dr. Bernard J. Downey of

the Chemistry department were
Seminar speakers last week at

two neighboring colleges.

O'Driscoll was the guest
speaker at the Bryn Mowr Col-

lege Chemistry Departme.it
Seminar on Friday, DecCinb r

4. He spoke on "Lithium Initi-

ated Vinyl Polymerization."

Edmund Muskie (D-Maine).
Muskie repeated his oppo-

sition to the provision in re-

sponse to a question at the Law
Forum last Wednesday.

"It's completely unfair," he
said, "i" receive membership
cards in the mail every day,
and I might be in a hundred sub-
versive organizations and not
know it. On this basis I'd be
refused p. loan."

Far From Exfincf

T'n'T To Spoof TV Quiz Scandals
Turf 'n Tinsel is planning to

spoof the rigged TV quiz situ-

ation in its 1960 musical show,
scheduled for May 1.

According to Rev. Henry B.
Syvinski, moderator of the
troupe, the show has been titled

"I Remember Mummy," a title

which he feels is amply indi-
cative of the satirical nature of
the show.

Auditions for non-chorus ac-
tors are scheduled for next Wed-
nesday evening. Chorus line
candidates will try out in Jan-
uary.

Full of Life
Father Syvinski scotched ru-

mors that Turf 'n Tinsel was
clinging to its very life, on the
verge of extinction.

"These tales were false from
the beginning," he a.ssertcd.

"Turf 'n Tin.sel is a strong tra-

dition at Villanova. Only four
other colleges have anything
that compares to it in the stu-

dent musical field, and we're not
about to give it up."

Two of the other schools he
mentioned were Penn, with its

Mask and Wig, and Harvard,
with its Hasty Pudding group.
He also took the occasion to

deny that T 'n T is supported
by the Administration, as was
quoted in the VILLANOVAN.

"We're supported completely
by admissions and patrons, and

Fother Syviniki

we even have our own cliecking
account."

The story of "I Remember
Mummy" is woven around a
mummy factory, which is the
sponsoring concern for a beau-
ty contest to discover the Queen
of the Nile. In competition are
Misses Babylon, Pheonicia and
Egypt.
The plot thickens when the

mummy factory rigs the contest
so that Miss Egypt wins. Phar-
oh demands an invcstigitinn.

and thus the satire on quiz rig-

ging.

Sincere rehearsing will get un-
derway after the semester
break. The group is now work-
ing on the possibility of musi-
cal accompaniment.
Bob Whelan will write the

music and George Pequinot is

supervising production. George
Naoke, who has been with T 'n

T from the beginning, will be di-

rector, assisted by Miss Betty
Gren. who puts on shows in

Philadelphia high schools.

Arts Seniors Favor New
Fine Arts Course Here
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A i)oll taken last week by the
Academic Affairs Committee of
Student Council disclosed that
an overwhelming majority .of
polled students favor introduc-
ing a fine arts course into Vil-

lanova's academic curriculum.
The survey was conducted in

four of Dr. Robert O'Shea's sen-
ior Ethics classes. Of the 108
students who filled out the
Council's questionaire, 95 ex-
pressed interest in some phase
of the plan.

The program, as originally

submitted by Eileen Greyson to
the Congress, would include art

appreciation, music, and sculp-

toring, and would be offered as
an elective course for upper-
classmcn.

Overulielming Support
Ken Kraemer, executive vice

president of educational affairs

for the Council, said the tabu-
lated vote was broken down as
follows: "85 of those interviewed

said that they would be willing

to take the course and further-

more that they could work it

into their schedules next sem-
ester.

"Seven expressed interest in

the program but said they
couldn't fit it in. Of the seven-
teen who dissented, three said
they would not be interested in

the course but would be willing

to take associated field trips to

the Museum of art, Academy of
music and other cultured spots."

Miss Greyson said that she
will present these figures to the

Student - Faculty committee I

mei-tingr toriiomiw evening. "At
the last session the faculty
members expressed interest in

our plan but said that when the
course was taught at Villanova
several years ago, a few stu-
dents took the course.

Enough Interest

"We feel now though that
there is enough student interest
in such a program to merit the
Administration's consideration
to incorporate it into the cur-
riculum."

Miss Greyson further stated
that there are several faculty
members who are qualified to

teach fine arts.

Concert Band To

Open Season With

Singers Tomorrow
The Villanova Concert Band

will open its season when it

joins the Villanova Singers in a
Christmas Concert at St. John's
Orphanage tomorrow.
The second scheduled musical

presentation will be a combined
effort on the part of the Villa-

nova Band, the Singers, and the
Rosemont College Chorus.

This will be a Christmas pro-

gram presented in the Filed

House on December 15. It is

open to all Villanova and Rose-
mont students, faculty, and
staff members.
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What Makes Ibp Com Ibp?

Popping corn contains water. When the water gets hot enough,

the kernel explodes. Result: popcorn.

We're not passing this information along as a public

service. Actually we're up to the same old game.

You see, popcorn makes most people thirsty.

Fortunately, when most people get thirsty

they hanker for the good taste of Coca-Cola.

Wouldn't you like some popcorn right now?

C'mon now, wouldn't youT
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SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Boftled und«r oufhorify of Th« Coco-Cola Compony by

Philo. Coco Colo Bottling Co.

t

Charity Ball To

Be Held Friday

In Field House
The Charity Ball, usually an

integral part of tlie Orphans'

Weekend, but this year a separ-

ate Junior class event will be

held Friday night in the Field

House.
Lou Denison's orchestra will

supply the music for the affair.

Tickets are priced at $2, which

can be purchased in the Pie

Shoppe.
In past years the dance kick-

ed off the Junior class's orphans'

weekend, the outing and party

being held subsequent to it.

This year, however, a basketball

game was scheduled for the

night before the outing (last

Friday) hence the ball had to

be pushed back to Friday night.

Christmas Motif

According to Chet Buttonow,
general chairman of the dance,

the theme will have a Christ-

mas motif. Buttonow's chair-

men include Ron Grasczyk, re-

freshments; Phil Sheats, dec-

orations; Andy Stenicky, tick-

ets; and John Vaughey and
Mike Pilla, publicity.

Bob Scalia, president of the

Junior class, announced that the

proceeds from the dance will

underwrite the costs of the

Orphans' Party held yesterday

at St. John's orphanage in Phil-

adelphia.

Anything left over will be

channeled into the Orphans'

Scholarship Fund. This plan

provides money to defray ex-

penses of Orphans from St.

John's Home who intend to ma-
triculate at Villanova.

Library Displays

Now Available

The display cases in the Li-

brary are available to all recog-

nized campus organizations, an-

nounced Bohdan Procko, of the

History Department.-
Procko, head of the Publicity

Committee of the Faculty-Li-

brary Committee, has stated

that organizations wishing to

erect displays in the cases

should contact Miss Mary Dor-
rian, reference Librarian.

Dr. Kheuri's Article

To Appear in WHIRL
Dr. Fred J. Khouri, professor

of political science at Villanova,

has written on world economic

conditions for the forthcoming

issue of the Business Whirl,

In this article, Khouri probes

the American foreign aid pro-

gram in undeveloped countries

and the reasoning behind it.

He notes the danger of Soviet

influence in these countries and
the mounting importance of the

United States in keeping an up-

per hand in these areas.

Columbia University

Khouri received his B. S.,

M. A., and Ph.D. from Columbia
University. He is . a recognized

authority in the field of Inter-

national Relations, Law, and
Organization of Middle Eastern

Affairs.

While traveling through the

Middle East for three months
in 1958, Khouri personally in-

vestigated the economic and

technical assistance programs of

both the United States and Rus-

sia.

Senator at Forum

Muskie Against Birth Control Aid
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LYNX Editor Murtha
Ponders First Novel I

Today marks a high point

in the college career of one

Frank Murtha. For as edi-

tor-in-chief of the campus
literary magazine, Murtha
will finally bear the fruits

of his labors as the LYNX
goes on sale today in thc>

Pie Shop.

Besides being editor-in-

chief, Frank reefers to him-

self as an "occasional con-

tributor" to the LYNX, and

a "sometime columnist" for

the VILLANOVAN. Frank

is also captain of the Villa-

nova Rifle team and a mem-
ber of the French Club, of

which he was president in

his sophomore and junior

year.

Frank is even a sports-

rr.an of sorts. He was a

member of the V.U. track

team in both his second and

third years. But one of his

chief interests and one

in which he has been espec-

ially successful is the Beta

Gamma Debating Club.

The debating society last

year, awarded Frank a spec-

ial plaque for individual

spaking honors. A consis-

tant member of the dean's

list throughout his four

years at Villanova, Frank

was the salutorian for his

graduating class at St.

John's Prep in Brooklyn,

where he also starred as an

All-City halfback.

Presently working
towards his bachelor's de-

gree in English, Frank in-

tends to enter law school

upon graduation. But second

only to law, his greatest

love is writing. The students

of Villanova have seen much
of Frank's literary efforts

via the LYNX and the VIL-

LANOVAN. But one faucet

of his writing talents which

few people are aware of, is

that of a novelist.

1

I

FRANK MURTHA
Frank is currently work-

ing on his first novel, which
he began about five months*
ago. This is one aspect of
Frank Murtha that refuses

(exposure.

Frank, eventually hopes

to put himself through law

school with the royalities

from his novel. He ultimate-

ly hopes to make a career

in the Judical branch of the

federal government.

Senator EMmund Muskie of

'

.Maine, speaker at the third

Law Forum last Wednesday
night, emphasized President Eis- '

enhower's dictum concerning

the government's attitude on
dispensing birth control data to

overpopulated nations.

"I agree with the president's

words of today on the subject,"

he responded to a question on
the subject.

Muskie was implicitly touch-

ing on the problem of Sen. John
Kennedy (D-Mass.) , 1 e a d i n g

|

Catholic presidential candidate,

who was being hammered by
elements to certify whether or

not he would allow Church doc-

trine to interfere with his office

if elected.

Next Question

Muskie dropped the subject

immediately and proceeded with

the next question, apparently

satisfied that his answer was
sufficient.

(Pres. Eisenhower had stated

Wednesday in a press conference

that as long as he was president,

the U.S. would have no part in

the dissemination of birth con-
trol literature or aid. Kennedy
had contended that the U. S.

should adhere to a policy of

non-interference in the matter.)

Muskie himself has been dis-

cussed in some comers as a po-

Jeanne M.Ward

Becomes Research

Associate Here
The Communities Research

Institute of the School of Law
of Villanova University has an-

nounced the appointment of

Jeanne M. Ward, an attorney, of

Merion, as Research Associate.

Miss Ward, a member of the

Pennsylvania bar, is a graduate
of Rosemont College and the

Villanova University Law
School. She served as law clerk

for United States District

Court Judge Francis L. Van Du-
sen and was Associate Counsel
to the National Accident and
Health Insurance Company of

Philadelphia.

Fulbright Fellow
During the year 1958-59 Miss

Ward was a Fulbright Fellow,

studying at University College,

Dublin, where she undertook a
comparative study of the United
States and Irish Constitutions.

Villanova's Conmiunities Re-
search Institute, founded in

1959, conducts programs of re-

search upon legal topics relat-

ing to community and regional

planning, development and zon-

ing.

tential Democratic vice-presi-

dential candidate. He is Maine's

first Catholic senator.

The topic of the Senator's

speech to the capacity crowd

Senotor Mutkia
was his recent trip to the Soviet

Union.
Russia Plodding

Russia is plodding farther and
farther into the lead in tech-

nocracy, missiles, teaching and
hydroelectric power, he said.

"But it's not time for us to

start predicting our doom. Of
course they'll be producing
more washing machines, but
they have many more house-
wives who need them."

Muskie was impressed with
the amiability of the Russian
people. "Never did we encounter

a person who wasn't friendly

and curious about our way of

life," he said.

The predictions by some U. S.

experts that Communistic Rus-
sia is bound to crumble from
within because of the faulty sys-

tem was sharply refuted by
Muskie.

Little Discontent

"There is little or no discon-

tent among the citizens. They

have never known freedom, and
so they don't miss it. They know
where their government is head-

ed (toward a better standard of

living) and they are willing to

support and follow it."

The late Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles was one of

the experts who Muskie cited as
having erroneously held tha/t we
merely have to wait until the
Conmiunist nation deteriorates

from within.
,

The situation was completely
different in Poland, he added.
"These people once knew free-

dom and are now longing for it

once more."
Free Mind

The United States has one
possession which the Russians,

with all their technological ac-

hievement, can never miatch, he
said.

"They might have their mis-
siles and their hydro-electric

plants, but in America we have.

a free mind—of immeasurably
more importance in the long run.

America had better not ignore

the true development of the free

mind."
Following the talk, Muskie al-

lowed himself to be questioned
in an informal coffee gathering.
He took the occasion to detail

the chance for a Catholic in a
presidential race.

"Prejudice is definitely break-
ing down," he said. "People are
more and more accepting can-
didates on their own merit. Take
a look at Pat Brown of Califor-

nia, McCarthy of Minnesota,
Lawrence of Pennsylvania, and
myself in Maine."

Kennedy in Lead
Muskie felt that Sen. Kennedy

was definitely in the lead in the
Democratic race. "But, believe

me, the big hurdle for Kennedy
will be the convention, not the
election. The politicians will be
extremely selective about choos-

ing a possible winner," he said.

He became rather insistant in

a quick defence of the American
Public School System in argu-
ment with one man who be-

moaned the fact that Catholic

school get no preferential treat-
(Continued on Pa^e 8)

USSR Federation Wasn't
Voluntary, Procko States

i!ia OTirwawiOTi.iimaiMPiMwni^ ' '
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Thinks High

Schools Faulty
(ACP)—How was your high

school education?

A Colorado State Univer-

sity assistant professer of

English feels high school stud-

ents are being "grossly short-

changed." Robert H. Zoellner

basis his views of evaiuaticns

given their scondary school

school education by his stud-

ents.

Students "got credit for

watering plants and bringing

recordings to class," he told

CSU's COLLEGIAN. They
complain that not enough
"solid" subjects are lequired

Many graduates ignorant of

the most elemental facts.

"Without exception, the in-

clusion of states within the

U.S.S.R. was definitely force-

able," said Mr. Bohdan Procko
of the History Department in

Bohdan Procko

an address before the I.R.S.

last Thursday.
Th? lecture, entitled "Unus-

ual Problems of American Diplo-

macy in Eastern Europe," was

an approach to conmion mis-

conceptions about the U.S.S.R.

Procko developed his lecture

along two points; the first, an
explanation of the source of

difficulty in terminology, and the

second an exposition of common
myths about the Soviet Union.
He presented several points as

examples of these myths. Rus-
sia is only a unit within the

U.S.S.R., which is definitely not

a voluntary federation. And, as
he emphasized, "To call a Lithu-

anian a Russian is like calling

an Irishman an Englishman."
He went on to say that 'even

American historians, journalists,

and statesmen are confused."

Empirical Influence

Causes of this are extensive,

Procko said. They range from
the empirically influenced St.

Petersburg school, which
brought Eastern European his-

tory to America, to the favor-

able U.S.S.R. propaganda of the

Worid War.
"Unless U. S. foreign policy

is realistically re-oriented to ex-

isting conditions, adverse psy-

chological problems will breed

within colonies of the U.S^.R."

he concluded.
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That Insult Factor
Loans are s^etting harder to receive. The

last Congress enacted an extremely generous
loan sei*vice lor students, generous by any
standards, with but ony two stringent pro-

visions: A borrower must not only swe r

allegiance to America, but he must also file

an affidavit that he is in no way a Red or

even a Pink, and that he would never enter-

tain the thought of becoming one or the
other.

Fourteen of the so-called liberal collegers

in the country promptly refused the aid,

moaning with their characteristic sophistica-

tion that the affidavit is insulting. The vast
majority of institutions, including Villanovp,

were in no position to turn back thousands
of dollars in federal" funds. Villanova certain-
ly can't boast of the lavish endowments of
Harvard and Yale. ir^-''-\.-::%x>r<'^----:-r-

The loyalty clause does present us with
one enigma: Would a Communist hesitate to

sign such an oath? Senator Muskie at the
Law forum didn't seem to think so. In fact,

he, a prominant Catholic stateman, voted to

repeal the loyalty provisions along with
Senator Kennedy of Massachusetts. (Ken-
nedy is probably suffering nightmares of his

own about Protestant clergymen forcing him
to sign an affidavit against papist inHuence.)

•> -.

We might pose another rhetorical ques-
tion: What would we lose by loans falling

into the leftist hands of a subversive? It

would seem that an education never did a
Communist any harm. In fact, an education
in any one of the subsidized schools, espec-
ially m a Catholic school, might even serve
to neutralize some degrees of Pinkism.

Muskie also felt perturbed at the insult

factor of the affidavit. The government seems
to say "Of course we know your not a Com-
munist, of course we trust you; but just sign
this affidavit anyway so we can clap you in

jail if we find you're lying."
,

Naturally we must admit that Commun-
ists of any shade could posaibly sabotage a
liberal institution if running around loose.

And the loyalty requisite might be the
safest and surest insurance against that.

But that insult factor (to say nothing of the
thought-control factor) somehow lingers.

It Proper
Few school newspapers allow a year to

pass without taking at least a token slap at

the poor parking practices of car-driving stu-

dents in the parking lot. The usual editorial

will berate the student for a variety of mal-

practices, flinging such bromides as "dis-

courteous," "inconsiderate," "tactless,"

"thoughtless" at the culprits.

But feel relieved that the VILLANOVAN
will no longer find it necessary to condemn
the grotesque habits of poor parkers. It's

evident by now that past warnings by news-
paper and Administration officials have re-

ceived no effective reaction. Even the usual

appeal to common sense has been lost in that

jungle of automobilia across the pike.

So at last the campus police force has
taken its own editorial stand which will bald-

ly require any further elaboration in tl is

journal. Where persuasion has failed, they
nave introduced coercion. Block an entrance
now, driver, and your car will be quickly

tagged by an officer of the law, rendering
flagrant discourtesy on your part an expen-
sive mistake.

A story related at the Student Council
meeting last week on the subject was poig-

nant indeed. One student was blocl^ed in his

parking space for an hour, causing him to be
an hour late for work, causing his employer
to deal him a harsh reprimand. This isn't an
isolated instance, we are told.

Captain Murphy has a year's supply of

parking tickets and is eager to dispense
them.

wftfWm wWWm

CAMPUS CAMERA

Forked Bumper to Fender
-

Kennedy Fights Lost Battler-

Church Dealing Lethal Blow
By Bill Speeri

Recently a Jesuit theolgian

stated that "it would clearly be

wrong" for a Roman Catholic

president to support any pro-

gram that would promote birth

control. This is obviously in

reference to the recent trump-

ed-up plan to send birth control

aids to underdeveloped and
overpopulated areas of the

world.

In referring to a "Roman
Catholic president" the moral-

ist undoubtly means democrat-

ic hopefuls, John Kennedy of

Massachutts and Pat Brown of

California—in particular Ken-
nedy.

Lately, the blocks thrown in

Kennedy's path, in his drive

for the presidency, have been
greater and more numerous.
We heard one news report

state last week that a va^-t

unu-Catnolic o f f e n s i v e will

soon be launched in the Mid-

west and from there branch

out through the rest of the

country, in an all-out attempt
to halt the possible election of

a Catholic president. <

-..::.•, • • .v
;'.

statements by prominent
Church leaders in political af-

fairs serve only to add more
fuel to the ever popular Amer-
ican belief that if elected to

the presidency, a Catholic

would finally be controlled by
the Church.
We don't know whether

Kennedy's the right man for

the chief executive post; nor
do we care. The question ar-

gued here is whether the

Church as a religious body,
know its place? Does the
Church have a right to involve

itself in the affairs of any of
its members except those deal-

ing with faith or morals?
One may point out, and

rightfully so, that birth control
is a moral issue. But the
Church's stand on this point
has been known for centuries,

why bring it up when it has
been introduced as a political

question and not a moral one;
especially when every state-

ment made by a Catholic
clergyman in the heat of the
presidential campaign will be
go against Kennedy since he
W'll be seen, to the confirma-

tion of all anti-Catholics, as a
myrmidon of the Church.
An explicit statement such'

as that made by the Jesuit

scholar seems, to us, to be at

the least entirely unfair to

Kennedy as a presidential can-

didate and insulting to him as

a Catholic. Unfair because if

forces him to wage, a two-fist*-

ed battle ; convincing the

people of his capabilities as a
world leader on one hand,
while attempting to harness
the people of the United States

into accepting his Catholicism,

on the other.

An insult because as a ma-
ture man, from one of Amer-
ica's foremost Catholic fami-
lies, he is not permitted to take
a stand of his own on an im-
portant political question of

the day.

We wonder why the Protes-
tants of this country, continue
to differentiate between a non-
Catholic and a Catholic presi-

dential candidate?

• Leffers
, _ ..

Food Solution ;

There seem to be two an-
swers to the sore problem
about the food being served
in the cafeteria and tne dining
hall. One faction maintains
that the food is of poor qual-
ity to begin with, while another
group maintains that the qual-

ity of the, food is satisfactory

but the method of preparation
is at fault.

I propose to solve the prob-
lem by the process of elimina-
tion. Since the Student Coun-
cil is looking for programs to

offer to the student, Isuggest
that they procure the services

of an established chef from one
of the leading restaurants or
hotels for the purpose of pre-

paring a Sunday dinner.

If the student notices an im-

provement in the meal then
the logical conclusion will be

that the method of prepara-
tion has been at fault. If no
improvement is noted then the

quality of the food will be the
obvious answer to Villanova's

food problem.

Wlliiom Sobo

Fraffle . .

.

Question: In recent weeks, certain Protest-

ant clergymen have tried to corner Sen John

Kennedy (D-Mass.), to allay their trepidation

about a Catholic using the White House to dis-

seminate the Pope's ideas on Birth Control. Ken-

nedy nmintalned, In defense, that giving out aid

to proimote Bitrh Control in foreign countries

would be unjustly Interfering in their Internal

affairs. What do you think of Kennedy's stand

on the matter?"

I agree with Senator Kennedy that we
should let the countries regulate and control

their own population the way
they see fit. This is also in

agreement with President Eisen-

hower who stated that the

U.S. would not interfere in the

internal affairs of other coun-

tries. The foreign aid given to

these countries is not expressly

stated for any one purpose
therefore they may do anything with it that

will help solve their problems.

Ed FIttipaldi, Sec. Studies '61

Under the conditions it would be impossible
for Senator Kennedy to take any other stand.

As a Catholic he could not back
any resolutions that are cond-
demned by the Church. As a po-

tential presidential candidate he
had to side-step and redirect any
questions that would hurt his

candidacy. No Catholic can put
political aspirations over what
knows to be morally right Ken-

nedy, even if it cost him the nomination cannot
back down from his anti-birth control stand.

Pat Foley, Psych. '61

Senator Kennedy's statement is similar in

type to his other recent remarks ; it is seemingly
calculated to assure non-Catho-
lics that his religion would not
influence his policies if he were
elected president. In his anxiety
to appear unhampered by his re-

ligion Kennedy may be painting

^m ^r 1^ himself as a man with little

^m^^tm^ Bjl forcefulness. Admittedly theH ^V flH Senator is on a political tight-
rope, but if he hopes to lead the country he
must convince her people that he will fight for
what he feels right—and certainly his moral
beliefs contribute to these opinions.^

Jim Sirazzella, Arts '61

Kennedy did what was expected, and he will

lose the nomination because of this. His only
defense is a factual offense. The
point is, really not birth rates

themselves, but population dens-
ity vs. development. And the
fact is that dense India's devel-

^^%i. J\. opment compares very unfav-
gnK J|||||orably with more developed
^^H T ^^1 countries of greater density

—

B 1JBillike the Netherlands, Great
Britain, Italy, Belgium, and Switzerland. Fur-
thermore, Japan has one of the highest densities

and yet is supporting her people the bst of the
and yet is supporting her people the best of the
first problem is not desity but adequate de-
velopment. Kennedy could have made birth con-
trol advocates look like a union for old-maid
alarmists, if he had prepared a good solid de-
velopment program.

J. Drlscoll, Psych. '60
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Pith'Helmet Plague Palpable;

Princeton Pedants Probable

My Neighbors
Spe^ritualhm . .

.

Iconoclasts and clam con-

noisseurs . . . let's go to

press! ! !

WE GOT FLICKS . . . The
Student Council sponsored an-

ot.ier motion picture Mon-
day evening. The picture

starring Audie Murphy about

Audie Murphy was donated

by Mrs. Murphy. While many

Colleges Cultivate

Cocky Ivy Clubs
JIM Mcdonough
Guest Columnist

FROM TIME TO TIME it is

wise to ponder gingerly upon the

"what" of a college education.

If we do, we come to realize

that college is four years of

relatively burdenless time.

What I mean to say is, that

we have at our disposal a great

amount of time free from the

routine responsibilities

College is that period in our

lives when we evaluate and test

the sturdiness of our society's

foundations. As students, we
are ooiiged to diSsect and probe

for an understanding of our kal-

eidoscopic world.

The opportunity is presented

to us to lay open the matrices

of our community for an intelli-

gent appraisal. .
However, this

has not been true, for we have

shirked our educational respons-

ibilities and have formed a wall

between us and society.

BECAUSE OF OUR immatur-

ity and child-like fear of re-

sponsibility, we have created the

Ivy club. The Ivy club is an ex-

clusive, bigoted, intolerant big

boys' orgauizat-on. And in tne

true American spirit we have

rallied around and have jumped
right in without even a thought

about its restricting regulations

on speech, dress, thought, and

conduct.
Regulations which tend to en-

gulf and suffocate like a great

Ivy plant. How cocky we are

in our neat button-down soci-

ety—men to be envied and
emulated! Here we stand smug
and sure in our Pinnochio play-

ground. We have done the exact

opposite of what we should, and

instead of becoming doctors of

society we have become its pa-

tients.

WE ARE TREATED like chil-

dren with the attitude being that

we are o be put up with until we
have matured. We cannot ea*

cape the fact, however, we have

failed in any communication

with our community. Why is

it that every time we venture

out into the world we are met
with sarcastic comments like

"didn't they teach you that at

college?", or "you don't learn

this at college sonny boy"?

Itifi simply because the com-

munity as a whole has no re-

spect for us as young men, and

iibJi you blame them when we
don't even have respect for our-

selves? In our small fabricated

world we live denying reality.

We live the lie. Our society is

designed to ward off any unde-

sireable responsibility; and the

price we pay is complete frus-

tration in understanding our fel-

low Americans.

College should be the com-

mencement of the full active

life not the last stronghold of

childhood. We must get out and

meet with the people.

natalie attired

students watched "To Hell

and Back", many students
went to hell and back to see

the 'Cat five cage Gettysbut-g.

DIAGNOSIS PLEASE . . This
writer strongly recommends
more detailed prognosis for

infirmary patients. It is ru-

mored that a "slow to learn"

freshman stopped in the other
day at the local house of

meroy to inquire about the

location of the nurses' lounge.

We understand he left fif-

teen minutes later with a
penicillin shot, three aspirins,

some red pills to be taken
every four hours. (But then
he must have been sick . . .

loolr where he wanted to gfo.)

WHO NEEDS WORK . . .

Last Thursday several sen-

iors learned of many advan-
tages of college life and the
disadvanta'jes of the "work-
ing world". A few cynical sen-

iors stood at the doors as the
conference let out passing out
application blanks for gradu-
ate school and orders for
mourning cloths for liberal

arts students.

FILLING SPACE . . . Check-
ing a certain display "en la
biblioteca" (library) we won-
der if they were celebrating
the recent goblins, n'ght or
were pushing local Mau-Mau
membership.
DEAD IVY-. . . Weren't you
impressed by the Ivy T'gers at
P.U.? The subtle stu^'.'^nt body
in north Jersey found no use
for Brook Brothers, but are
eagerly supporting fire sales

at such reputable clot'iing

houses as I. Goldberg & Sons,
and Army and Navy surplus.

The attitude of the orange and
black rooters was certainly

given a basis bv the Tiger five.

SENIOR PIX ... The Prattle

Prevaricator has it on good
authority that senior portraits

will be handled entirely by the
Daily News. Samples of their

group pictures were passed
around campus earlier this

year.

TRADITION . . . The first of
the two annual Witch Trials

began last week. It is the sin-

cere hope for this writer that

the contest will be actively sup-

ported; even thougli we have
tablis'hing tradition.

BIRD-TALK ... it was found
that the mention of turkey to

day-hops brought many green-

ish leers. A big turkey lasts

ard lasts and lasts.

NO MORE TWAIN . . . Backed
by reliable information we
find it necessary to inform our

tele-viewing readers not to be

alarmed if "Wagon Train" is

taken off the air. It seems that

Jimmy Hoffa has threatened

to unionize all wagon drivers.

THAT'S WHAT THEY'RE
CALLED . . . Jack Valva. co-

head of the Spirit Committee,
in trying to show the possibili-

ties connected with the thrill

of owning your own pth-
helmet", has suggested among
other roguish and genuine
ideas that the school seal be

imprinted on the top, along

with your fraternity initials, a
big "V", the telephone number
where you can be reached off

campus, and your girl's name.
Gee. I'll say!

PRATTLE PROVERB . . .

"The quality of mercy is not

strained" ... so what?

LYNX Reflects Wary, Unsure

And Disconsolate Generation

"Don't just do something . .

.

stand thereT*

Council in fhe Round . .

.

Today the first issue of this

year's LYNX went on sale

And with it twenty-two of sup-

posedly the finest literary ef-

forts produced by Villanovans

through the first half of the

year.

This is all the magazine
claims to be and this is just

what it is—the best Villanova

has to offer. But is Villanova's

best any good. With a few res-

ervations the answer here is,

Student Support Required To
Insure A Successful Season

^ ITII THREE GAMES un-
" der our basketball belt,

and still an unblemished rec-

ord, the spirit along the Main
Line might make up for the

lack of spirit during the foot-

ball season.

The Princeton game was
especially encouraging to us

because of the tremendous
group that followed the team
to New Jersey. This potent

demonstration c 1 early evi-

denced the strong support for

our team and the student

body's desire that the '59-'60

version of the basketballing

Wildcats, will carry themselves

into national prominence.

However, the student body

must give their wholehearted

support to the team before this

wish can be realized. This year,

we of the Student Council wish

to show the citey of Philadel-

phia the true Villanova spirit.

The Spirite Committee un-

der the very capable co-

leaderahip of John Oberlies

and Jack Valva, will be doing

their best to stir the entire

student body to action. We
now seem to finally have some-

thing to "hoot and holler"

about.

torn hoffiiMi

STICK WITH the SpirUt

Committee and come to

the rallies and games; the

Players need your support.

Let's all make an earnest ef-

fort to attend as many games
as possible this season and
"rally round the flag."

Compliments go to Neil

Drislane and the Academic Af-
fairs Committee for their fine

Student-Tutor Program. This
was the first year that it was
tried on a full scope and
nearly 100 s t u d en t s were
signed up.

They have already been as-

signed to their tutors and at

the end of the sevnester, we will

publish the results of this pro-

gram and see how much this

program is helping our stud-

ents.

John Driscoll and Bob Ben-
son have been named as the

chairmen of the newly ini-

tiated Student Council Dance
to be held February 26, the
night before the infamous St.

Joseph's - Villanova game at

the Palestra. Benscn and Dris-

coll are looking for interested

students to assist them in mak-
ing arrangements for this

dance. Students may contact

either one of the chairmen in

the Student Council office, the

second floor of Dougherty Hall.

CAiA?i)i COHtilft
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bill ipeert

yes.

As observed by LYNX editor

Frank Martha, the predomin-

ant theme, of this autumn pub-

lication, is death and melan-

choly.

The signific-

ance of this
first LYNX is

t y p I i f i e d by
these two
themes and the

I

writer's intense

desire to find

meaning and
reason-
ableness in life.

Jt No less than
seven of eleven

poems and half

of short stories exemplify these

dual themes of depression and
searching, emblematic of to-

day's disenchanted generation.

J. McDonald's "Ordea V\
John Pedisich's "Twilight"

,

and ''Last Chance," by Giis

Susnjars head the list of vig-

nettes which uphold these

thetnes, while poetry such as

''The DebV* by J. Sapone,

"Rain" by Frank Murtha, T.

E. Owen' "Summer Scene", and
Jim Merikangas* "The Ice-

Cream Truck'*, are symbolic of

despair and introspection.

Oddly enough, though, the

best of the short stories, seems
to be two that deal with the

persons outside, instead of

within. They are George Ma-
tey's "Impressions" and Dave
Cutts' "The Initiation of Rol-

and Tilsoe."

Matey emp'oys intricate des-

cription and a Washington
Square setting to relate a fleet-

ing meeting of two completely

different people on equratl

ground. In "Initiation/* Dave
Cutts has probably the most
entertaining work in the book.

It Is the only piece in the pub-

lication which offers, humor
and presents the most pleasing

and veritable character study.

"Ordeal" and "Last Chance"
are also notable works that

bear definite similarities. Both

picture an unrelenting world,

a world that takes but rarely

gives. . ..,,,',...;,.-.;. .^.

One of the most interesting

works in the LYNX is H. Pat-

rick Voelcher's "These I Can
Fight". Written in the "stream

of consciousness", this Joycian

style is complicated by an early

"^jrestem dialect, but overcomes

its awkwardness with a twist

ending. Here again the motif

is death.

// the magazine falls off any^

where, it is in its poetry. Their

unifying theme makes for in-

teresting reading, but taken in-

dividually only Matey*8 "Leaf

and possibly "Summer Scene

by Owens, seems to equal the

quality of the other works.

J. Michael Wesley's "Kara-

mazov" shouldn't go unmen-
tioned. An entity in itself, as

the only bona fide essay in the

issue, the work is a fine philo-

sophical analysis of the great

Russian author, Fyodor Dos-

toevsky.

On the whole the periodical

is a little rough in places but

stands out as a genuine declar-

ation of the conflicts and un-

sureness with which- today's

youth face the world. Single

out George Matey and Dave

Cutts as the most outstanding

contributors.

»
.**
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WVIL: Voice of Villanova and Its Students

THE VILLANOVAN P«f»7

^|tVil, the campusW RADIO station, has a his-

tory that reads like the won-

derings of Aeneas. Shunted

from one obscure place to

another throug^h its existence,

it has only recently attained its

present quarters in Dougherty

Hall.

It all began in 1946, when a

group of students from the en-

gineering, chemical engineer-

ing, and physics departments,

completed construction of a
radio transmitter.

. v . . -j!

'

Broadcasts began in Novem-
ber of 1947, from the third

floor of O'Dwyer Hall. At
this point, the station's facil-

ities were valued at $150. Two
major problems still faced the

infant station. Federal Com-
Inunications Commission's ap-

proval for broadcasting and a
half-decent place from which
to broadcast.

FXXJ approval was finally

procured, and a relatively

make-shift station was set up
in an unolbtrusive, unused
troom closet in Austin Hall.

WVIL's first moderator wias

the Rev. Ralph Handran,
O.S.A., under whose guidance
the station was officially op>en-

ed on Tuesday, Decemlber 9. The
initial words spoken over the

new station were by the Rev.

Edward Grimes, O.S.A. They
were: "This is the radio voice

of Villanova College."

• • •
•^'

rjURING ITS EARLY^ STAGES a three hour pro-

gramming schedule was em-
ployed—8-11 p.m. "Music to

Study By", one of the first

shows to be aired, took up two
of these hours, While world and
campus news used up the rest.

On March 2 of the following

year, morning broadcasts wiere

begun, 7:30-9.

Thirty students manned the
"green" station. Tom Sullivan

was the first station manager

and Brian McLemon, first

chief announcer. Others linked

with the embryonic venture

were Ray Muench, John Rosi-

ca, Mike Polgar, John Kane,

Matt Kearney, Bob Resnick,

and Joe O'Brian.

By Dove McDevilf

redesign and reconstructinn of

the transmitter. A revampfng
of the entire organization took

place in 1955, when the sta-

tion was divided up into de-

partments, similar to those of

professional stations. Also in

All disc jockeys must schedule their own records for their

own shows well in advance of broadcast time. Here two D. J.*8

do just that in the WVIL newsroom, the of all the station's

worldng.

In 1949, WVIL moved its

facilities to the rear of the

barber shop (which no longer

exists) in the Classroom An-
nex.—^a step forward? New
equiptnent was instaleJ rais ng
the station valuation to $2,000.

The move to the Annex was
significant in that it served

to take the station out of a
campus "club" class.

* • •
rp HE YEAR 1950-51, saw
J. the increase in "live"

shows under its new moder-
ator, the Rev. Louis Rongione,

O.S.A. The present WVIL
moderator is Mr. Charles

Smith of the English Depart-
ment, who took over the post

in 1956.

Henry Wu headed a group
of engineering students who
in 1952, undertook a complete

this year, commercial adver-

tising was instituted for the

first time, as the number of

broadcasts were increased

from 16 to 35 hours a week.

A year later WVIL success-

fully negotiated for promotion
records from larger distribu-

tors.

In 1956, WVIL made its

final move into the second floor

of Dougherty Hall. Today it

boasts a staff of over a hun-

dred. These include the in-

dispensable D.J.'s, engineers,

salesmen, librarians, copy and
production men, £is well as

newscasters and sportscasters.

The station is presently as-

sessed at about $13,000. This

large amount is due mainly to

the addition of a new console

last year and a $1,500 tape re-

corder just a few weeks ago.

Lauren Bacall, Enlivens "Goodbye Charlie"

If you are looking for an
evening of del'ghtful entertain-

ment, full of chuckles and
laughter, you still have four
days to find it. The Walnut
'Street Theatre is the place to

go, the laugh provider is

George Axelrod's new play
"Goodbye Charlie."

The plot of this bizarre new
comedy (which has absolute-

ly nothing to do with Mr. Van
Doren) is a beaut. Charlie, a
brash Hollywood wolf (wolf

being the polite term), is re-

incarnated in the body of a
girl after his sudden demise.
He was shot trying to exit out
a porthole of a yacht cabin by
a jealous husband.

The play opens with Char-
lie's friend George .played by
Sydney Chaplin, attempting an
unsuccessful eulogy for his

miserable deceased buddy.
After the service "Charlie,"

portrayed by Lauren Bacall,

enters. From this moment on
the laughs come in profusion

with the confusion.

Laren BaCall Excellent

Miss BaCall is perfect as

topsy-turvy "Charley." She
handles the changes from mas-

culinity to feminity with the

greatest sublety and humor.

She strutts about the stage

with a cigar clenched between
her teeth, she struggles with

her new wardrobe trying to

'--.i^it^.

kick off her heels, she floun

kick off her heels, she
flounces about in a fire engine-

red dress "dressed like a

chicken" giving a bibulous

harangue, she assumes a sup-

posedly seductive but hilari-

ously inept pose.

Miss BaCall's performance
of "Charlie's" losing battle is

a gem.

Chaplin Dismayed
Playing beautifully opposite

Miss BaCall is Sydney Chaplin.

He captures all the amusement
and dismay of the friend who
is kept busy trying to keep the

situation from becoming any-
thing but purely Platonic. His
nervous antics liven the com-
edy greatly.

Cara Williams is the other
key member of the small cast.

She adds appeal both visually

and artistically to the crazy

goings on as Rusty, Charlie's

last "love."

The play's greatest asset is

the author's extremely able di-

rection. Mr. Axelrod has a

vast imagination and milks the

absurd situation for all it's

worth.

He is very adept at curtains.

It has been a long time since

we've heard the audience buzz

between scenes like it did.

Spell-bound Playgoers

The play weaves a spell and
has the playgoer almost con-

By Tony Maeklin

vinced that what is going on
on stage is not only possible

but is actual.

This making of the theatre

into a place where one can
just relax away from the real-

ities and problems of the day
for a few hours is an art.

The play does have some
drawbacks. Some of the more
dingy and ribald lines seem
unnecessary. But then again

one must suppose that "Char-

lies" of the play's genre do talk

that way. Still at times it is

a little too tasteless.

The ending of the play is a

letdown. It is a sudden jolt

back to reality. It sacrifices

hilarity for plausibility.

Disappointing Finish

The playgoer may be disap-

pointed at the sudden shatter-

ing of the spell for the mood
is completely changed.

When considered carefully,

the ending is not a bad one.

It ties all the strings together

in a neat little package. But
perhaps it would have been
better to have left them untied

for the sake of humor.

The show may not receive

much critical acclaim but it

should be a large-type hit by
word of mouth. If you have a
sense of humor that needs
some bolstering, "Goodbye
Charlie" is a sure-fire remedy,
if for only the first half.

nPHE PRESENT station
manager of WVIL is Dan

O'Mara. Dan, whose home is

in Staten Island, New York,
where he attended Augustinan
Academy, is an Accounting ma>
jor. He has done much in

bringing the station to its pres-

sent standards.

WVIL's basic purpose is to

present programs aimed at the
college student. To accomplish
this end, many features have
been programmed that both
inform and entertain the lis-

tener. Among some of the
mare outstandng shows are
Saturday's Request Show; the
Jazz Suite, featuring the best
in modern jazz; Digest which
is broadcast Sunday evenings
from 7:30-10:45 and features
campus news and interviews
a la Mike Wallace; Waxworks
where the "cultured" can en-
joy the music du jour; and
Rebel Patrol for those that
prefer the sound of IMxieland.

WVIL's news and sports cov-
erage is as complete and up-
to-the-minute afi that of any
professional radio station. This
is possible because of a tele-

type machine that has been
leased to the station by
the American Tobacco Com-
pany in part payment for ad-
vertising one of their cigarette

brands.

• * •
T OCAL, national and inter-
'^ national news is relayed to

the station via. the central of-

mont campuses this year.

Presently underway is a plan

to have the station "go FM"
in the near future. Such a
move would increase tremend-
ously, the size of WVIL's audi-

ence, reaching far off campus
for its listeners.

"There not heavy, Father,
there*re my records. A library
of over 5,500 recordings are
maintained by the station.

The present fine program-
ming and anticipated improve-
ments certainly merit the sup-
port of every student on the
Villanova campus. Why not
give 645 a try

!

Dan O'Mara, station manager and his "assistant" prepare
the new $1,500 taperecorder for operation during one of the
evening broadcasts. Recorder enables WVIL to tape programs
days in advance.

flee of the United Press Inter-

national. It is key-punched in

code on a tape. This tape is

placed on a machine that con-

verts the holes on it to an
electrical signal. These signals

are transmitted over ordinary

telephone wires. As the sig-

nals reach the WVIL news-
room, they are decoded auto-

matically by the teletype ma-
chine. The machine then types

the news on a roll of paper
ready to be reported over thp

air.

The station has an exten-

sive record collection that niun-

bers in the thousands. In-

cluded are 4,800 45'8 and 1,000

liP's. All 45 r.p.m. discs are
sent to the station free of

charge by the individual record

companies for promotional pur-

poses. Long-playing albums
must be purchased, however.

Still growing and improving,
WVIL plans to extend its cov-

erage to the Cabrini and Rose-

LOf the PoorHusband !

Chatter Is His Fault
Husbands, if your spouse chat-

ters about trivialities with nary

an intelligent word interspersed

... it may be your fault.

No, you don*l have to send her

to the nearest university for her

Ph.D. But you should learn that

the lady who sorts your socks,

keeps the moths out of your

dinner jacket and washes the

spinach is capable of ideas about

God, human destiny, art, music

and love, declares the Catholic

Digest.

"Many women are driven to

make contact with their husbands

by a stream of trivialities be-

cause . . . men secretly disdain

women as lesser creatures," the

magazine says.

This is especially true, the

publication points out, among
men whose parents were reserved

with each other.

Museum of Unnatural Art
Fife 13 By Bob Brothers

*ALL RIGHT NOW—LET'S HAVE A BIG V. //

"HURRY UP AND PLAY YOUR HAND ACCOUNTING
CLASS BEGINS IN TEN MINUTES."

t

HAVE YOU HAD YOUR SOUP TODAY.?

M

m

"THESE ROSEMONT PICNICS GET BETTER EVERY YEAR. 'f

"COME ON BABY, IT'S AN OLD VILLANOVA
TRADITION."

"ALL RIGHT, JACK, I PROMISE TO HELP YOU WITH
HOMEWORK."
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Night At The Ice

Follies Sponsored

By Seminary Guild
Cascia Committee of the

Augustinian Seminary Guild is

sponsoring a "Night at the Ice

Follies" on Monday, December
28, at The Arena in Phila.

Benefit is for tlie Augustinian
Seminary Guild with proceeds to

go toward helping student;

studying for the priesthood in

the Augustinian Order.

Tickets can be purdhased from
any of the members, or at Aug-
ustinian Seminary Guild head-^

quarters, St. Rita's Hall, Villa-"

nova, or phone LA 5-6314 or
LA 5-5612 for reservations ;

"*;

Tickefs Con Alto Be

Obtoined From Doy-Student

;;' Members of

" "^ The Senior Class . ,.

:
Steering Committee V

^

;X«(>***

MwiMaHta

Busy with campaign planning ustinian Seminary Guild; Mrs. Mrs. Jacob S. Krupn. Roscmont,
above are, from left: Mrs. Ed- Aimer J. Seeds, Drcxcl Hill, j „ „. ^.

, ^ , .

ward A. Fittipaldi, Roscmont. vice-president of the Casein
^"^"^ ^"""'"^^ ^'""^^^ chairman for

president of the sponsoring Gas- Committee; Mrs. Charles F.
^^^c ^^cnt.

cia Committee; Rev. Francis X.* IJoban, Drexel Hill, co-chairman
'Kelly, O.S.A. director of the Aug- of tickets ; and seated at right.

•. • <•."•: ,..•.

NEW PRODUCTS LEAD TO BETTER JOBS AT DU PONT

COULD YOU MAKE A BETTER BATHING SUIT ?

The suits these girls are wearing are

made of nylon, the first truly synthetic

fiber. It is a product of DuPont re-

search. Pure research. Applied research.

And reffeearch in manufacture, research

in product improvement. All require

many types of skills. /:./'..

You may not discover a new fiber, but

as a technical man you can profit well

anyway. For once a product—any prod-

uct—is discovered, hundreds of technical

men go to work. Pilot plants are de-

signed. Operating procedures are devised.

New plants are built. Manufacturing
methods are improved. Product quality

is worked on, backed by Du Pont's policy:

Let's make it better . . . still better . . .

even better. Discovery is but the start-

ing shot; these later activities are the

game. The players? Men of every tech-

nical specialty.

You'll find a teamwork atmosphere at

DuPont. Others have. Maybe that's

part of the reason half of Du Pont's

profits today come from products un-

heard of twenty-five years ago.

If you join Du Pont, the men who have
worked on new products and ways to

make them are the men who will teach

you. You will be given an actual project

assignment almost at once, and you will

begin to learn your job by doing it. Ad-
vancement will come as rapidly as your

abilities permit and opportunities de-

velop. For DuPont personnel policy is

based firmly on the belief in promotion

from within the company strictly on a

merit bcuis.

For more information about career

opportunities at Du Pont, ask your place-

ment officer for literature. Or write us.

E. \. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.),

2420 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98,

Delaware.

I*. «. ». Ml. or*-

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Cliemlsfry

Muskie
(Continued from Page 3)

ment by "our inequitable tax
system."
The man hit Muskie with the

fact that the founding fathers
never intended to establish pub-
lic schools in 1776.

Muskie countered with the
statement that "I would have
it no other way than it is at
present. I send my children to
parochial school, with absolute-
ly no misgivings about the extra
cost."

The gentleman smugly sug-
gested that the senator "think
it over . . . think it over." Mus-
kie seemed quietly amused an-l

passed on the next question.

Loan Program
He had blunt words for the

latest student loan program of
the now-departed Congress,
whereby a prospective borrower
must sign an affidavit affirming
his loyalty to America as a re-

quisite for receipt of the money.
"Much too stringent," he

stated. ''We all know that a
communist would have no com-
punction against signing such a
statement. And besides that, it's

unfair.

"Who's to judge just how a
person is related to a communist
organization ? I receive in the
mail membership cards every
day, which I automatically
throw into a desk drawer. I

might be in more subversive or-

ganizations than anyone in
America and not be aware of it.

"And on these grounds, I

could be refused a loan," he said.

But Senator Muskie washes his

hands of the entire "legislative

monstrosity." He noted with
senatorial satisfaction that he
voted against it.

Phi Kappa Pi Plans

Orphans' Party Sat.

Phi Kappa Pi, Villanova's en-

gineering fraternity will hold

their annual orphans' party for

the children of Catholic Chari-

ties Orphanage on Saturday af-

ternoon.

The affair, to be held at CYO
Hall, 1517 Arch Street, will fea-

ture a full length movie, refresh-

ments for the tots, and a visit

by Santa Claus who will de-

stribute gifts.

Bob Cooney, junior ME, co-

chairman along with Jay
Stevens, junior CE, said that

he "is counting on dayhop mem- \

;

bers of PKP to provide trans- V
portation to the orphanage."

'.
I

BERMUDA
College Week

1960

will be tin GREATEST!

• As always, the "Mixer"- College
Day at the Beach.

• And the All -Day Cruise to an an-
cient fort with calypso, luncheon,
gombey dancers and native bands.

AND FOR THE FIRST TIME
• INTERCOLLEGIATE JAZZ
SESSIONS, with competition be-
tween jazz combos of leading men's
colleges.

• COLLEGE WEEK REVUE-
amateur college talent (YOU?),
directed by a professional.

• Barbecue Luncheon and Games
Afternoon.

• Special TROPHIES for Fishing,
Cfolf, Tennis.

ALL WITHOUT CHARGE.
Th«

BERMUDA
Trod* Development Board
420 Fifth Av«.. Nsw York 20, N. Y.

CC.D. Cares For Penhurst Retarded!
^^^^^^'' ^^ ^^^^"'^ "^""^^^

by Frank
On a small hill about twenty

miles to the West of Villanova

there sits a state institution by
the name of Penhurst.

Until recently even the exis-

tence of this institution was just

about unknown to all but a few
Villanovans, but with the advent

of the Confraternity of the

Christian Doctrine of this cam-
pus, Penhurst achieved a grave

significance to the minds
of many of us.

It is to pass on something of

its signifance to the rest of Vil-

lanova that this article is being

written.

Retarded People
Penhurst purely and simply

is a home for retarted people.

These people are not mentally

ill» and the vast majority of

them never have been nor ever

will be mentally ill.

Their brains have simply fail-

ed to develop in much the same
manner that a leg o" an arm
may fail to develop in a physic-

ally deformed but otherwise nor-

mal person. Consequently all of

these people have a severe limi-

tation on the level of intelligence

that they will ever achieve. At
Penhurst there are 4,000 of

these people.

900 of them are bedridden and
must be hand fed three times

a day, because, even though
many of them are fully grown
human beings, they possess, be-

cause of their intelligence, only

the capabilities of infants.

Seventh Grader
The rest range anywhere from

this level up to that of a seven-

th grader. This, in brief, is a
description of Penhurst. Now
why should all this concern you?
Most of you realize that such

people existed and that there

were institutions to care for

them, altliough you probably

were't aware that one was so

close by.

But why, as Villanova stu-

dents should you be particular-

ly concerned about these people?

Here is the reason.

There are at the present time

about 1200 people at Penhurst
who are listed as being mem-
bers of the Roman Catholic

Faith. Just four short years

ago none of these people were
getting any training whatever

McCormfck
in their religion. Since then, en-

tirely through the efforts of

two Missionary Sisters of the

Most Blessed Trinity and Father
Laurance Kelly, the newly ap-

pointed Catholic Chaplain, giant

strides have been taken in giv-

ing these people an appreciation

of their faith.

Confimiation

One of the great things that

they have helped to accomplish

was the confirmation of 431 of

these souls by Cardinal O'Hara
in April of 1957.

But even with this, there still

remains a tremendous amount
of work to be done if these

people are really to achieve an
understanding of the faith which
would benefit so many of them.
And it is all too easy to realize

that three people can not pos-

sibly accomplish this great task.

It is for this reason that Sis-

ter Catherine Bemadette has
asked for lay people to help

them in their work, and why
Villanova's chapter of the Con-
fraternity of the Christian Doc-
trine has willingly offered its

services.

Hence for the past several

weeks more than twenty Villa-

novans have been traveling up
to Penhurst to conduct Catech-

ism classes for these people;

there is not one among them
who has not felt that this is

deperately needed and tremen-
dously worthwhile experience.

Scratching Surface

But still the surface is just

being scratched. Despite the fact

that the C.C.D., in its first year
of experience at Villanova, has
grown by leaps and bounds,

there is still a need for many
more to help in this valuable

work. And the work is not easy.

All the teachers must be care-

fully trained in the methods of

presenting the faith to these

special students, and various

teaching aids must be gotten for
their use.

Behind all this is the great

amount of organizational work
which must be performed to

make the operation function

smoothly.
Extends Invitation

The Confraternity of the

Christian Doctrine not only ex-

tends an invitation to new mem>

I

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
MOTOR LODGE
King of Prussia^ P^- :

MANAGED BY EX-VILLANOVAN

JIM AAcNAMARA
Class of '47

• 68 LUXURIOUS UNITS • EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH
• ROOM-OPERATED TEMPERATURE CONTROL
• FREE 21" TELEVISION
• RESTAURANT & TWO COCKTAIL LOUNGES ADJACENT
• ONLY FOUR MILES FROM VILLANOVA
• SWIMMING POOL AND KIDDIES' WADING POOL
• MOST REASONABLE RATES IN THIS AREA

At the Valley Farge exit of the Pennsylvania turnpike

go one-half mile past the toll gate to Route 202 NORTH

HEADQUARTERS FOR FAMILY AND
FRIENDS OF VILLANOVANS

FOR RESERVATIONS
WRITE: HOWARD JOHNSON'S

MOTOR LODGE
King of Prussia. Pa.

PHONE: BRoodwoy 9-5500

bers, but heartily welcomes
anyone from Villanova to join

this organization and lend a
hand in helping it succeed in

performing the task it has set

out to do.

n (VJATIONAL

BOYS'j
CLUB<t
WEEK

"^

Dr. Oscar Halecki, authority
in the field of Polish-Lithuanian

history, will deliver a special

lecture this afternoon at 4 p.m.

in room 110 C & F.

Dr. Halecki's address, which
is sponsored by the Department
of History and Political Science,

will be on "Europe, Western Cul-

ture, and Christendom." The
lecture is open to all students
Born in Vienna in 1891, Dr.

Halecki received his Doctorate
from the University of Cracow,
Poland. He has been associated

with the universities of Lyons,
Montreal, Warsaw, Vassar, and
is presently affiliated with
Fordham and Columbia Univer-

sities.

Historical Societies

Dr. Halecki has been active

in a number of hoistorical So-

ciety in Erile, and of the Amer-
ican Academy of Political and
Social Sciences.

In addition to his academic
achievements, he has been dec-

orated Cammonder of the Pol-

ish Pestitula, Commander Hung-
garian Croix de Merte, Officer

in the French Legion of Honor,
and Papal Chamberlain.

Dr. Helecki has written num-
erous books and articles, among
tnem "From Florence to Brest,"

"History of Poland," and
'Bordenland of Western Culture.

Dr. Johnson turns another elegant phrase:

w

Sir^ if it hasnt

it hasnt
Old Dr. Sam has done it again—brought

his dictionary up to date in terms of

modern Winston usage.

Win8ton(\vin'ston),n A cigarette with

Filter-Blend on one end and a wise man
on the other.

Taste (tast), n.What decorators argue

about and Winston smokers enjoy.

Filler-BIencl(m'ter-blf'nd).n.Ahappy

marriage of art and science. Light, mild,

flavorful tobaccos are artfully selected,

then scientifically processed for filter

smoking.

got it there^

got it!
Slogan (slo'gSn), n. (e.g., Winston

tastes good like a cigarette, should). A
statement of disputed grammar but un-

questioned fact.

Front (frunt), n. (used in conjunction

with the preposition "up"). The section

of a filter cigarette where if it hasn't

got it, it hasn't got it. Also, the section

that counts, the section where exclusive

Filter-Blend is to be found.

Boswell (b(5z'wi^l). Nickname for a

guy who is always hanging around to

cadge Winstons from you.

"T/icrc i« nothing which has yet been contrived by man
by tchich so much happiness is produced . .

."

Boswell's Life of Dr. Johnson, Vol. 1, Page 620

M. J.KCVNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. WINSTON-SALtM. H. C.
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Go/fo Notches 40

^.:

?:?.

«

•'The VILLANOVAN spons-

ored the pre-game memorial

services prior to the Scranton

basketball game last Friday

night.

Jim Murray, sports editor,

served as master of ceremon-

ies and explained the three-

fold purpose of the event:

1) To introduce the new

Chuck Drizen trophy, its sig-

nificance and background;

GEORGE EMMA
First WiiHitr

2) To honor all the Villa-

nova war dead who gave their

lives in defence, of their coun-

try;

3) To present the first

award to last year's varsity

basketball player, George

(Dutch) Emma.
Coach Al Severance ex-

plained that the purpose of the

trophy was to award the Villa-

novan who was most loyal and

who best exemplified the char-

acter of Chuck Drizin, a mem-
ber of the 1942 Villanovan bas-

ketball team later killed in

World War II. Drizin, an orth-

odox Jew, was decorated for

valor in the war.

Receives Award

Thomas Wolf, Eklitor of the

VILLANOVAN, received the

award for Emma who was un-

able to attend.

Rev. Norbert Whitley, OSA,

chaplain, recited a prayer for

all Villanova war dead, which

was followed by a thirty sec-

ond period of silence and the

National Anthem.
Murray, who arranged the

affair with Coach Severance,

expressed gratitude to Major

Rooney, USMC, of the NROTC
unit, for supplying a color

guard for the ceremony.

Serving on Murray's commit-

tee for the affair were Jim

McAteer, Mike Keys, Mike

Donahue, Bill Speers, John

Duff^, and Dan Grove. •

Tom Wolf, Editor of Villanovan accepts Chuck Drizen Trophy for George Emma, from

coach Al Severance (on right) Jim Murry, Sports Editor (center) looks on.

pukes Tower Over Dwarfs

In Intramural Playoffs
by John Duffy

The Intramural picture at Vil-

lanova has focused clearly in the

month of Decemiber. Some ac-

tivities have been completed,

some are going on, and a few

have just started. One very en-

tertaining event is planned for

the week preceding the Christ-

mas holidays.

The touch football league

wound up last week with such a

close and exciting game that

some of the pro-clubs could copy

the script. The Dukes and

Drawfs played to a thrill packed

6-6 tie, but then in accordance

with a pre-game mutual agree-

1

ment the Dukes were awarded

the championship by virtue of

having more first downs than

their opposition, 6 to 5.

The grandaddy of all intra-

murals leagues, basketball, also

commenced last week. As is par

for the course the basketball

program enrolled a greater num-

ber of participants than any

other sport.

The bowling leagues under the

able direction of John McCarthy

convene each afternoon at the

Mainline Bowling Center in

Rosemont. The four leagues

have approximately 32 teams in

the well matched competition.

Sack of Troy
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Stassen Gets A Vote
By Tom Troy
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Spectotors look on anxiously as Intramural titans battle for

grid title.

If the Football coach situation isn't

cleared up by the time this issue of the

Villanovan is published, I hope the pow-

ers that are will attend to these few sug-

gestions for a possible coach. I nominate:

1) Gil Thorpe:

this fantastic com-
bination of strate-

gist and psycholo-

gist has everything

a coach needs. In

the short time he's

been coaching, he's

developed such
stars as Bobby
Watkins, Boomer
Phelps, Zip Gust,
Rod Simmons, and
Fig Neuton. Gil is

great.
"'-'';' 2) Oliver H. Bair: this man has been

in contact with quite a few people in his

long and colorful career, and he certainly

knows how to handle deadwood. With him

as head coach, it would be hustle or else.

Dudley fo Return

3) Harold Stassen: the "Governor"

(as he is known to all drones) has the

amazing ability to snap back from appar-

ently disastrous defeats. .:
.-

This ability consists mainly in blithely

ignoring the defeat, carrying on as if it

never happened. He wouM fit right in the

swing of thing^s around here.

4) President Eisenhower: after Jan-

uary 4, 1961, he'll be looking for a job.

Make an offer now and everybody will

benefit. He'll have a position, and Villa-

nova will make all kinds of headlines and

gain more prestige than any school in the

country.

And don't forget he's a West Pointer.

Everybody knows that anyone who grad-

uates from West Point is an authority n

football, as well as everything else.

5) Frank Reagan: his main fault was

candidness. I think he's learned his lesson.

Present coach Joe Rogers could be restored

as backfield coach, and Reagan could be-

come he«id coach once more.

To lessen Reagan's burden. Bud Dud-

ley could be rehired as athletic director.

Concomitant with this, Frank J. Malloy of

the American Stores Baking Co. should

be made publicity manager and director

of ticket sales.

Uherfy Bowl. 7960
Now that Bud Dudley, the leading

sports entrepreneur in the East, has finally

obtained two decent teams to play in this

year's Liberty Bowl on December 19, 1 hope

tie has started thinking of next year.

I would like to see Dudley get the co-

operation of the local colleges and profes-

sional teams and start something really

big in Philadelphia.

He could arrange rather easily to have

the Bowl game Saturday, an Eagles' pro

football gaone on Sunday, and a couple of

Warriors' gttmes on the weekend.

Then a Big Five tournament could be

organized, or else it could be arranged to

just schedule several good teams and have

doubleheaders on Friday and Saturday ev-

enings.

Activities like these would enable all

concerned to profit, and would make for a

really great sports weekend.

A Ba$k9fball Dynakiy

I saw only about ten minutes of the

freshmen basketball game on Friday night,

but if those tc ^ minutes are an indication

of thi-gs to come, then I think coach Al

Severance has many happy days to look

forward to.

He has built up what in Kentucky or

North Carolina they call a basketball dy-

nasty. •;•:.••.•;.':

Severance's value as a coach is ex-

amplified in the tremendous defensive play

of Tom Hoover. I saw Hoover, a high

school All-American, play in the Philadel-

phia League last summer.
"'"'

Friday night. Hoover was a demon.

He blocked about eight shots and grabbed

every defensive rebound in the last ten

minutes of the game.
Granted the talent of Scranton's frosh

doesn't compare too favorably with that

of the players who constitute the Phila-

delphia League, but the change in Hoover

was astounding.

Big Tom deserves a lot of credit, but

so does coach Severance. I don't know
what he told Hoover, but it worked Friday.

Besides Hoover and Tom Galia (he

scored 40 points), the most impressive

freshman was Bemie Chavis. This chap

has to be labeled "can't miss." He's fast,

a good dribbler, a fine shooter with either

hand, a strong rebounder, and a good de-

fensive player.

The funniest statement I've heard in

a long time was made by a Scranton

rooter. Just after the Villanova varsity

had broken the 100 point mark, he said,

"Wait 'till next year!"
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Freshmen Dump Scranton 99-77
By John Duffy

The Villanova Freshmen
started their 59-60 Basketball

season off on the right foot

Friday night with a 99-73 con-

quest of a hustling but out man-
ed Scranton five.

Led by the oustanding scoring

of two time All-Catholic Tommy
Galia, the inspired defense and
rebounding of Captain Tommy
Hoover, and the all around great

basketball of Bemie Chavis. The
little Wildcats simply ran away
from their purple clad foe.

Aside from the very outset of

the game, the only time Scran-
ton seemed to be around was at
Che beginning of the second half.

The 'Cats switched from a zone
to a man to man defense and
without their big man Hoover
who was hampered with per-

sonal fouls, the 'Cats were in-

deed-vulnerable to the Scranton
offense.

Varied Shots

Galia with his varied assort-

ment of shots led the freshmen

in scoring with 40 points. The

6-1 backcourt ace scored 15 in

the first half and 25 in the sec-

ond stanza. Hoover, the biggest

Wildcat in captivity at 6-9, was

splendid on defense and re-

bounds.

As Coach Al Severance put it,

"They (Scranton) were scared

to death of him". Tom also

chipped in with 13 points. Ber-

nie Chavis, who played the

whole game was magnificent in

every phase of play.

The 6-3•Washington, D.C. lad

played the corner, the back-

court, and the pivot, all with the

greatest of ease. Bemie display-

ed a nice left handed hook in

accounting for many of his 16

poiLis.

\aluable Man
Another bright light in the

Cats picture was the play of sub

Joe Quinn. Quinn played a ma-

jority of the game and proved a

valuable sixth man while contri-

buting 12 points.

Richie Richman, the south

paw slinging quarter back of

the football team, also scored 12

points and displayed good ball

handling and playmaking abil-

ity. Jim O'Brien, the other start-

er knocked in six points and

Ci.me lip 'Ai'Ai several rebounds.

It*s up up and in as 'Cats cagers Bemie Chavis (above) in

Freshman game, and George Raveling in Varsity contest wing
jump shots goalward. ./ '

* \v;

Riflemen Lose First Draw
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The Villanova rifle team

opened the season with a bang
two weeks ago . . . unfortunately

the bang was not loud enough

and they bowed to Drexel Tech,

unbeaten last year, by one point,

1377 to 1376. With less than a

minute to go the last man on

Drexel's squad fired a 7 which

gave Drexel the narrow victory.

Lou Spevetz took a quick lead

in the competition for the trophy

awarded at the end of the year

to the Wildcat rifleman who
fires the high match average

for the season. Spevetz fired a

278 out of a possible 300 to

lead the Villanova scorers. Nat
Coursey followed with a 276.

John Garigliano, 275, Phil Sac-

cacio, 274, and Ed Hogan 273,

completed the list.

Fire on Fordham
That same week Villanova

traveled to the big city to fire

against Fordham University.

Fordham attempted to divert

the sharp eyed cats, by spread-
ing a sumptuous feast before-

hand, and to top it off, they
sent the nmner-up in the Miss
Fordham contest to the firing

line.

Luckily hei firing corres-
ponded with the rest of her
being s o m • w h a t less than
straight; and she did the most
damage approaching the line.

Despite these nefarious
schemes, Villanova emerged vic-

torious, defeating the Rams
rather handily, by a score of

1389 to 1356. Lou Spevetz
again stepped out with a match
leading 285. Capt. Frank Mur-
tha placed second, registering a
281. Consistent "Tex" Coursey,
276; Charley Russell, 275, and
Ed Hogan, 272 were the other
Wildcat scorers.

Two matches remain before
the Christmas vacation. The
'Cats play host to both Gerr e-

town and King's College. These
teams could knock off favored
Villanova, but the real difficul-

ties seem to await the sharp-
Fhooters next semester when
Penn State, nationally ranked
St. Johns, and Lehigh. Man-
hattan and Princeton all take
their turn in trying to down the
'Cats.

Sports Chatter'

The Big Difference
Tony Mocklin

The basketball team faced their opening game in mnrh
the same way that tlie football team did theirs. The Cat
cajrers were ranked 14th in the country by the Snorting News,
18th bv Dell (which puts out comirs and rated St. Joe's 4th),

and 20th by the coaches in the UP polls.

Dick Dunkel predicted that Princeton would upset the

Cats just as he had selected West Chester. The stage waa
set.

No Blaster Yet

The Cat basketballers have thus far avoided any un-
favorable comparison with the pigskin pei*fonners.

Tliey got off to a rip-roaring start with a solid victory
over a sul)-par Tiger team.

Then last Friday night they routed the Scranton Royals
with a vengeance. Scranton had been promised that they
would refifret the 1958 fiasco at the upstate school and regret
it they did.

The H-bombs, Huggaixi and Hubert, exploded. They
dazzled the over-capacity ready-to-be-thrilled crowd with
their flammable wide-open play.

When Scranton called time out after a tun of VU goals
tliat was climaxed by Huggard-Kaminski blitz the crowd
rose and gave tlie team an ovation that shook the walls. It

caused Coach Severance to remark that he hadn't seen
anything like it since the days of Arizin.

Moved by Spirit

The team was noticeably affected by the tumultuous
display of spirit.

Soph backcourt replacement Joe Zawacki put the feel-

ing of the team into words when he emphasized, "The spirit

was terrific, but be sure to tell them to cheer when we're
down, "That's when it really counts!"

Geoige Raveling, who is taking his captaincy quite
seiiously, was somewhat disappointed at the luke-warm
reception on campus after the Princeton game but was
elated by Friday night's throng.

He also stressed the need for unwavering support.
"After the Piinceton game we came back and heard people
complaining. It hurt."

Ratings No Help
George was able to put his finger on a suiprising factor

in the team's makeup. He was amazed at the indifference
shown by the team over the ratings but agreed that it was
a good thing to realize "that ratings don't win ball games."

The whole mental outlook of the team appears good.
For example, George related an important incident, irom
the Princeton game "Hug (Huggard) said to feed the ball

to someone else because he wasn't hot. That's the way we
feel. We know we're all going to have to sacrifice," he ex-
plained.

He felt the success of the season depended on "hard
work and breaks." The team must agree, they worked out
for five hours on Sunday.

The Cats have some problems facing them with Clem-
son game and in the future. To get the fast break working
they must get the ball off the boaids and underway in a
hurry.

Tigers Get Boards
They weren't able to do so against Princeton. When a

Villanova player rebounded he was surrounded and the fast
break often sputtered. Also the Tigers outrebounded the
Cats 49 to 46.

The Cats also have made too many ball-handling mis-
takes but part of this is due to the caliber of opponent so
far.

•^^•'
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On the affirmative side have been the surprising per-
formances of Dick Kaminski and Tom Samuelwicz. Kamin-
ski's driving has been sharp and Samuelwicz has become a
scoring threat.

Center John Driscoll also appears improved. Raveling
pointed out that some of the fouls Driscoll commits are
really "somebody else's foul because none should ever come
through the middle the way we have our defense set."

The team seems to be jelling as Hubie White becomes
adjusted to varsity ball. He is sure to be a great favorite at
the Palestra with his graceful leaping and soft shooting.

Like Wyatt Earp
Raveling commented that he is like "the fastest gun in

the West. Everyone will be trying to outdraw him."
He compared White's debut with that of Ohio State

sophomore Jerry Lucas. White had a shaky beginning in the
Princeton ^ame.

George related that Hubie was disappointed at half-
time and that he had reminded White that Lucas had had
only three points at the half in his debut the night before
but had come back with thirteen key points in the second
half to lead State to a victory over Wake Forest.

"I told him just to think how Lucas must have felt with
only three points at halftime," George said. "He was picked
on first team All-American and the whole country was
watcliing him."

White Relaxes
The Vi lipnova vaulter took the advice and efnulated

Lucas' second half performance to finish with the high point
total of nineteen. It was just the beginning.

The Wildcats can go just as far as Tennessee William's
Streetcar will take them. Next stop : Clemson.

i via'
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Clemson Tigers

Test Wildcats in

Palestra Opener
By Don Grovt

Next Saturday night the un- 1 offense, and to cover the de-
defeated Wildcats open in Phil- 1 fensive boards.
adelphia, at the Palestra, after
a highly successful three game
tryout.

This tryout saw the charges
of Al Severance hold Princeton
to four field goals in twenty
minutes, and then rack up 110
points against Scranton. •

: / -

Villain Role
Cast in the role of the Villain

will be the Clemson Tigers. The
Southerners', long the doormat
of the, Atlantic Coast Confer-
ence, have a 1-1 record.

Their loss being to a strong
Duke club, 59-68. The Tigers
were in the game all the way,
and trailed by only three points
with less than a minute left.

Returning from last year's
8-16 club are six lettermen, four
of them from McKeesport, Pa.
The Krajack brothers, George
and Ed are the probable start-

ers at forward.
George, a 6'3" senior, was the

leading scorer for the Tigers
last year with a 13 point per
game average. Ed a 6'4" junior

is much improved from last year
and is usually counted on to

chip in from 10 to 12 points.

Dan Carver and Walt Gibbons,
6'4" and 67", respectively are
both experienced substitutes.

At center coach Press Maravich
has a problem : he hasn't been
able to find a reliable scorer in

the key spot.

Either 6'7" Earle Maxwell or
6'7" Tom Mahaffey will get the
call. The guards will be 6 foot

Dutch Sample and sophomore
Chappy Patterson.

Hot Scorer
Patterson was a hot shot

Villanova on the other hand
is strong up front with Tom
Samueliwicz and Joe Walsh,
both 6'5", pushing hard for a
starting job.

Sammy looked especially good
against Sranton when he drop-
ped in 15 points and played a
bang-up game under the boards.
Walsh only a sophomore is im-
proving in every game.
The play of these two takes

some pressure off of Severance,
when John Driscoll or George
Raveling get into trouble via
the foul route.

Fast Breaks
With three games under the

belt the 'Cats have smoothed
out their fast breaks, and ad-
justable zone defense very well.

Jimmy Huggard is becoming a
fine court leader, and Hubie
White is living up to his "can't
miss" tag, averaging 25.5 points
per game in the first two games.
Dick Kaminski teams with

Huggard very well, the deadeye
junior hit 7 for 7 from the field

and 4 for 4 at the foul line

against Scranton, and assisted
Huggard very adeptly in n^oving
the fast break.

Saturday's game will be the
first meeting of the two schools.
It should be the first major test
of the early season for the
'Cats.

Big Games
There are still many critics

who claim the 'Cats can't win
the "big ones". This game is

the first om many big ones, that
face them this year.

It will also be Hubie White's

Page 12
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scorer on last year's frosh team, i

first game before a crowd of

and could be tough this year.

Overall the Tigers are a fast.

Palestra proportions. The 6'3"

whirling dervish, jumping jack,

good shooting club, looking for ;
could well be the man to silence

a pivot man to balance their \

the 'Cat's critics

Jim Huggard (No. 24) gets off jump shot despite Scranton defender (No. 25). Hug had
grea.t night with 15 assists.

Tigers, Royals, Bullets Shot Down By Wildcats
In a performance lacking the

all around brilliance they dis-

played in their second game
against Scranton, Villanova's

Wildcats pulled away in the
final minutes to methodically
thump the small but determined
Gettysburg Bullets, 78-56, on
Monday night at the Ed Plank
Fieldhouse in Gettysburg.

The Cats jumped into an early

8-0 lead coasted to 21-5 tlicn

made this early margin stand

up when Gtettysburg's sopho-

more backcourt sensations, Ron
Warner and Bob Parker, began
finding the range.

The closest Bob Button's five

came to the Cats was a nine

point deficit, 52-61, with about
six minutes left.

At that point, Dick Kaminski,
seated because of foul trouble,

re-entered the game. Kaminski's
return enabled his running mate,

steady Jim Huggard, to break
loose. Huggard was fouled twice

on drives, then coolly made
three clutch foul shots.

Team Victory

Spring-legged Hubie White
then followed with three fast

jump shots to put the game out

of reach of the Bullets.

Gettysburg, who had upset
Temple, Saturday night, and
who possesses a distinct scoring
threat in their backcourt aces,

was paced by Wagner's 17

points.

Villanova's offense was four
pronged. White scored 21, Hug-
gard, 18, Kaminski, 17, and
George Raveling, 16. It was
Raveling's great offensive re-

bounding. White's five baskets
in the closing minutes, and Hug-
gard's tremendous play-making
and clutch scoring, as well as
Kaminski's fine all around play,
which made the margin of vic-

tory comfortable.
In other words, it was a team

victory.
|

Last Friday night the largest
|

B^eld House audience (4000) i

since 1948 roared wholehearted-
ly in approval as the Wildcats,
paced by streamlined Hubie
White and dynamic Jim Hug-
gard to an amazingly easy 110-

68 win over Scranton Universi-

ty. In complete charge from the
opening tap, Al Severance's
hustlers had leads of 52-37 at

halftime, 86-49 at the midway
point of the final period, and
98-55 when White exited to a
standing ovation with slightly

less than five minutes left to

play.

The stellar soph led the scor-

ing parade with 32 tallies, most

By Jim Murray
' y^v ond Mike Donohue

of them coming on his patented

jump shot. Many of his twelve

baskets were set up by irrepres-

sible Huggard who was credited

with 15 assists in playinp: the

best floor game of his career.

Winning Combo

:

Huggard to Kaminski
Besides White the principal

target for his deft ball handling

and thread-the-needle passes

was Dick Kaminski. At least
', four times in the second half

Huggard pinpointed passes to

Kaminski on two - on - three

fast break situations which the

junior guard laid up for two
pointers, sometimes with two de-

fenders guarding him closely^

Even more incredible was Kam-
inski's 100% shooting accuracy,
seven-for-seven from the floor

and four out of four charity
chucks.

The individual single out by
coach Severance for most com-
mendation was Tom Samuelew-

|

icz, surprise starter in place of '

John Driscoll. "Sam", who had
the knack of being in the right
spot at the right time scored
15 points, pulled off several
sparkling defensive plays, and
helped captain (jeorge Raveling,

sweep the boards clean.
'

Double figure scorers for thp

'Cats were White (32), Huggard
14, Samueliwicz (15), Kamin-
ski (18), and Driscoll, though
he didn't get into the game un-

til midway through the final

period, ten.

Wildkittens Romp
In the freshman game, the

Wildkittens easily outdistanced

the Scranton frosh, 99-73. The
game marked the debut of the

heralded threesome of Tom
Hoover, Tom Galia, and Bemie

I Chavis. All three lived up to

their reputation. Hoover looked
like a giant windmill as he
blocked at least a dozen shots.

At one point he "crammed"
three in a row and after the
third block winged the ball to

a fastbreaking teammate for an
easy "duck".
Galia was the offensive star

the former St. James High gun-
ner rifling in 44 points. Chavis
showed all-around brilliance, re-

lx)unding, dribbling and scoring
with either hand.

The 1959-60 Wildcat C:agers
and highly-publicized soph, Hu-
bie White made their debut at
the hallowed halls of Princeton
last week.

If it had not been for several

hundred Villanovans it might
have looked like the hollow hall

of ivy.

The Wildcat fans were re-

warded for their long treck by
a spurting Wildcat victory 66-46.

The 'Cats piled up an 8-0

lead early with the help of Dick
Kaminsky layups. With some
timely jumps and passes from
Jim Huggard the score read 14-

9. The sophomore with a smile,

reached over the rim and laid

his first two pointer in and the
'Cats started to spurt again.

With Capt. Gieorge Raveling
and big John Driscoll clearing

the boards the score was 30-13

at halftime.

Zone Very Tight
The Wildcat zone 1-2-2 held

the Tigers to 4 field goals in

the half.

The second half in Coach
Severance's words "saw the

team get relaxed". They were
unrelaxed when All-Ivy, Dick
(Hawk) Brangan hit four jump
shots. Back they spurted with
Hubie White finding the soph-
more shakes gone, having the
game high of 19 points.

The bench looked impressive
in their short appearances with
special mention to Joe Walsh
who looked great "peeling those
boards".

\
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Santa Claus is the center o1( attraction at the Phi Kappi Pi orpluinage party. John Oberlies

donned the traditional Kris Kringle garb to entertain the tots.

Annual Concert

Siiigers Carol With Rosies
The first Christmas Concert

of what will be an annual event

at Villanova was presented last

Tuesday evening in the Villa-

nova Field House.

Featured were the Villanova

Singers, Concert Band, and the

Rosemont College Glee Club.

The prevailing theme of the

Concert, Christmastide, was
quickly revealed as the Brass

Choir, a group within the band,

opened with three seasonal num-
bers. '','' '"

The Rosemont Glee Club then

presented "Coventry Carol,"

"Joy to the World" by Handel

and others.

The full Concert Band follow-
ed with the "Christmas Suite",

Macklin Review

a medley of varied compositions
including "Ring Christmas
Bells". "Willie, Play Your
Little Drum", and "Twelve Days
of Christmas".

A performance was rendered
by the Madrigal Singers, a
group of both Rosemont and
Villanova singers. Madrigal
singing is a music art-form dat-

ing from the 15th century.

Next on the program were
the Singers. Their repertoire in-

cluded compositions by Bach,
Palestrina and Jan Mul, featur-

ing such classical favorites as

"O Bone Jesu", "Gloria", and
"Break Forth". This was the
first campus appearance of the

Singers in the current season.

Lawyers After

Moot Court Win
Henry C. Lucas, III, (Catherine

M. McEntee, and David H. Mos-

kowitz, students at the Villanova

School of Law, will represent

Villanova and the Philadelphia

district at the final round of

'National Moot Court competi-

tion to be held at the House of

the Association of the Bar of

New York today in New York
City.

The team was recently win-

ner of the Villanova National

Moot Court competition.

Representing Villanova at the

district competition, Lucas, Miss

McEntee and Moskowitz took

first place over contestents from
the Law schools of the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. Pittsburg,

Rutgers, Seton Hall, Temple, and
Dickinson.

'Our Town' Becomes Theatre Magic
By Tony Mocklin

Prior to the opening of the
Graduate Theatre Department's
production of Thorton Wilder's
"Our Town", certain members
on our literate campus con-
demned the show because there
was "no scenery, just ladders
and chairs."

Ignored Alagio

These critics ignored the
magic that beautiful writing,

solid direction, and sensitive act-

ing can work.
The show was held Thursday

through Sunday of last week in

Vasey Auditorium.
The cast of "Our Town" is a

large one but there was not one
poor performance. Our favorites

in the well-cast show were
Jeanne Miclot and Stanley

Moore.
Miss Miclot gave a stirring

performance as Mrs. Gibbs. She
has a tremendous stage appeal

and provided us with the play's

most moving moment in the first

(Continued on Page 8)

Stan Moore listens as Suzanne Bruni tells him of the char-

acter failings in the drug store icene. SUcklin calls the loene

one of play's best

Villanova Braces For Large

Future Enrollment Expansion

Fqther Klekotka Outlines Preparations to

Meet Enlargement at Cbitncll Forum

0y Dtnh Cordone

Enrollment in many colleges will double in the next
fifteen years. What will Villanova University do to handle
this situation, if and when it arises here?

The Very Rev. John A. Klekotka, OSA, university pres-
ident, answered this question and many others at the
Student Council forum last Wednesday evening.

Meeting Increased Enrollmenf

Accordin gto him the enrollment problem that is envisioned

will probably be met with later class hours, Saturday classes, and,
most forboding to future students, regular summer classes. The
president sees these measures as necessary since there is a limit

to the expansion of facilities and the role of the Catholic edu-
cator must be maintained.

"Let's not forget," he cau-

tioned, "The role of the Catholic

educator. Remarkable work has
been accomplished so far and we
should be proud of it. Be cons-

cious of what Catholic education
has done and especially of what
Villanova has done."

The next step in the physical

development of Villanova, Fa-
ther felt, would be a university

chapel. He pointed out that the
new science building is the
largest single project ever un-
dertaken here.

WVfL Carries Talk
Father spoke to a crowded

audience of students and fac-

ulty in the day-hop cafeteria in

Dougherty Hall, and his address
was carried over station WVIL.

Father's talk was revealing

at times to the uninitiated; at
all times he was cautious. How-
ever, throughout most of his ex-

position, he was frank and
forthright, especially in the po-
tentially treacherous question-

answer session that followed.

Perhaps it was this question-

answer period that generated
the capacity turnout. Students
lined the corridors outside.

The first question from an
possibilities of making all divisons co-educational. For a variety
of reasons, Father felt such a move was not imminent.

'
v^ Will Foatbail Be Emphasized V

The next question was more leading. Father was asked,,
in so many words, whether there was any merit to the idea of
boosting the stature of the football team (re-emphasis) to give
the alumni a "rallying point," which might give them impetus
to contribute more to their alma mater. The questioner said
that this income might be useful in improving the faculty which
in turn might improve the finished product of the university.

Father Klekotka agreed that the alumni definitely needs
something to latch onto, but he felt that it isn't necessarily a
big-time football team.

"There are some alumni that have no interest in the sport
whatsoever," he said, "and they want to further the school more
directly. For example, some one was in my office the other day,
offering to finance computer research. Things must be kept in
proportion."

CosH of Education
Another vital question concerned the costs of education.

Father pointed out that this was a universal problem, not iso-
lated to Catholic schools. He revealed some pointed statistics.
A recent survey among young parents showed that 65 percent
of the group were going to send their children to college; but
only 30 percent had made any financial plans to send them
through. This modern conception that everyone must be edu-
cated, without financial support, does lead to financial difficultiea.

Some shudders of trepidation went through the room as the
next question was asked: "How is it that there were different
punishments for the recent (liquor) violations?"

The president first pointed out that he was not completely
familiar with the situation since it is the domain of the Vice*

(Continued on Pace 8)

Rev. John Klekotka

underclassman concerned the



Yearbook Rushes Toward Deadline

Tom Peretti (right) editor-in-chief of the BELLE AIR ex-

plains some layout details to members^ of his editorial staff.

Peretti Irked By Missing

Senior Histories And Pix
"Due to their own carelessness

and failure to comply with our

deadline, several seniors will not

have their pictures in the 1960

BETLLE AIR," declared an ir-

ritated Tom Peretti, editor-in-

chief of the yearbook. . ,

Peretti's comments on the

progress of his publication rang-

ed from castigation to commend-
ation of his staff.

The editor took his aides to

task on several counts, especial-

ly on the problem of meeting the

BELLE AIR'S first deadline of

December 16.

"In the past," Peretti said,

"deadlines have been considered

jokes. Missing one was quite

common. This year however, we
are taking the matter quite ser-

iously. Unless the staff member
has a legitimate excuse, such as

an unforseen technical problem,

the late submitter will be drop-

ped from our staff."

Peretti, obviously piqued at

the lack of cooperation shown

by some of his assistants, con-

tinued "This is not a folksy lit-

tle club we're running, it's a

$30,000 project. We can't afford

to be lackadaisical in approach-

ing our assigned work."

Tempering his statements,

Peretti went on to commend his

associates. "We have a very

talented staff, hence I feel safe

in saying that we have made
more progress in the last few

months than any yearbook staff

in the last decade has made in

a comparable period."

As for content of the 1960

BELLE AIR, the editor promis-

ed "the most comprehensive

book since the centennial edition

in 1943. We've tried to treat

every aspect of campus life, and

give complete coverage to every

campus event."

Monastery Aide

Spent Last Years

With Aged Priests

There will be a special group

of people who will not be cele-

brating Christmas as happily as

the yhave in past years. These
people are the nieces, nephews,

and friends of Thomas B. Kelley.

For the last five years, he

had served as a nurse and Con-

stant companion to the Augus-
tinian Fathers in the Villanova

monastery. He had no immediate
family of his own, so every

Christmas, Tom would buy gifts

for the monastery help and for

his nieces and nephews.

Tom, although a native of

South Philadelphia, was widely

known throughout West Philly.

He wrote and produced variety

shows for the many Catholic

parishes in West Philadelphia.

When nev/er forms of enter-

tainment began to take over, he

retired and later came to Villa-

nova in his capacity as a private

nurse to Villanovan priests.

Well-Liked

Father John Dunne, OSA de-

scribed Tom as "a hard worker,

who worfed untiringly for the

priests ; a man who was extreme-

ly solicitious in his care, kind-

ness, and charity."

In the relative short period in

which Tom served at Villanova,

he became well-liked by the

Fathers. Father Dunne recalls

the many sleepless nights spent

by Tom at the bedside of sick

and infirmed priests whom, he
always feared would die alone.

"Tom always did give special

care to the aged priests here,

remembers Father Dunne.

On December 6, Tom journey-

ed into town to commence his

annual Christmas shopping. He
had just finislicd purchasing

some toys, when he was stricken

suddenly with a heart attack,

and died instantly.

Tom Kelley—^lie had spent his

last five years in a world of

priest.*?, and had taken care that

the aged one would never die

without the final rites. Tom
Kelley in his final generous act,

had died alone.
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Fr. Svyinski Looks Forward

To Fine Arts Course Here

Hooker Glum Over Card Players

One of Villanova's experts on
Pine Arts is eager to see the

addition of Fine Arts to the

curriculum.

Rev. Henry B. Syvinski, OSA,
received his Master of Fine Arts
at Catholic University, and is

currently being sent out by
the Administration to inculcate

Fine Arts at Cabrini College.

Nominal Background
"No college man is well-

rounded until he has at least a
nominal background in the

Arts," he insists. "It's required

in the world of today.

"Chances are, most students
will go out into the world of

business, and they'll discover

that all significant business
transactions are made over cock-
tails.

"They all start off with a
drink being poured, and end up
in a discussion of any of four
subjects: Literature, Drama,
Painting, or Religion. And some
Villanova grads are sadly lack-

ing in the ability to stay afloat

in such a discussion," he said.

He did criticize, however, the

finer points of the Student Coun-
cil proposal: that such a sem-
ester course cover painting,

sculpture, and music.

Field too Broad
"That's entirely too broad a

field for only one semester," he
said. "I couldn't begin to do
any of them in that period of

time. I would concentrate on art

appreciation, injecting a touch
of esthetics where I could. After
all, of the fine arts, painting is

the most discussed.

Father has been yearning for
Villanova to establish not only a
Fine Arts course, but a compre-
hensive fine arts school. "Villa-

nova is a university and large
enough to demand the addition

of such a course," he said.

President Favors
The R^v. John A. Klekotka,

OSA, president, expressed a
strong inclination for the inclu-

sion of fine arts in the curricu-

lum at the Student Council

forum last Wednesday.
He said he envisions a school

of Fine Arts in the not-too-im-

mediate future, but that he
strongly favors the institution

of a fine arts course in either

of the next two semesters.

Father Syvinski finds time to

dabble in the Fine Arts here at

Villanova. An amateur painter,

he has had several canvases on
exhibition in Atlantic City, and
is willing to display a few works
he has done at Villanova.

Turf 'n Tinsel

He is also one of the prime
movers of the Turf 'n Tinsel

musical comedy venture on cam-
pus. He is enthusiastically be-

ginining production of their

April offering. "I Remember
Mummy."
A poll taken two weeks ago

by the Academic Affairs Com-
mittee of Student Council dis-

clsed that an overwhelming nia-

jority of polled students favor
introduction of a fine arts course
into Villanova's academic cir-

riculm.

The program, as originally

submitted by Eileen Greyson to

the Congress would be offered

as an elective course for upper-
classmen.

Russian Club Meefs
Dr. Victor Krupitsch, propos-

ed moderator of the Russian
Language Society, was the fea-

tured speaker at the society's

inaugural meeting. The function
of this club is to acquaint in-

terested students with the var-
ious phases of Russian life.

Loque Tells I.R>S.:

Peace Issue To cans

In an address to the interna-

tional Relations Society last

night, Professor John J. Logue
of the History and Political Sci-

ence Department discussed For-

eign policy and the coming
presidential race.

Stressing the fact that foreign

policy may be a major issue in

the coming campaign, Logue as-

serted that the peace question

is presently reacting in favor

of the Republican party.

He held out the possibility,

however, that this favorable at-

mosphere could conceivably

backfire by the latter half of

next year in the event that

Khrushchev becomes more
threatening.

Foreign Policy

Elaborating on the influence

of foreign policy, Logue declared

that the Democrats would prob-

ably take advantage of such
other issues as the missile gap
and the increased rate of per-

sonal diplomacy. The professor

stated: "Recent, current, and
future trips of Nixon and Eisen-

hower have gotten favorable

public response."

"In addition", he continued,"

the last of the Eisenhower vis-

massas^im^M

its—to Soviet Russia—^would be

particularly significant in light

of the party conventions follow-

ing shortly thereafter."

Logue added that Vice-Presi-

Prof. Lo9Ht

dent Nixon is apparently being

helped substantially by the re-

cent trend toward high level dip-

lomatic visits.

He qualified the remark by

warning that if the Democratic

critique seems to win popular

support, there is a real possibil-

ity that the Republican conven-

tion will turn to Governor Rock-

efeller ... "a new face and a

strong campaigner."

No Major Difference

In specific reference to the

Democratic party, Logue stated

that there don't seem to be any
major differences on foreign

policy among its members.
"However, experience and
knowledge in this area will be

a definite a.sset in the Presiden-

tial campaign."

A new but particularly well-

versed addition to the faculty.

Professor Logue is slated to

teach a graduate course in the
"Role of the Political Party"
next fall.

A short business meeting pre-

ceded the lecture in which Pres-

ident Joe Pultorak discussed the
I.R.S. trip to the United Nations
last Friday.

"A well-guided and interesting

tour, a lecture, and attendance
at a Security Council session

highlighted the trip. It was a
complete success," announced
Pultorak.

%T

You are sure of your
choice at Rogers Feet,

long noted for proven
good taste. We have
"wide" selections of strip-

ings, diagonals and her-

ringbones in the finest of

fabrics. You will be ex-

pertly fitted whether you
take a regular size, long,

extra longer short.Young
men areour specialty. Our
jackets are sized from
35 to 44 . . . $35 to $45.

Complementary all-wool

flannel slacks. 2S to S6
waist . ..$14 to $22.
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In New York

:

Fifth Avenue
at 48th Street

Fifth Avenue
at 41st Street

Broadway
at Warren St.

In Boston:

Tremont St.

at Bromfield St.
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Jim Hooker, secretary of the

Student Council, last Thursday
took a sweeping slap at the

card-players in the C&F cafe-

teria who refused to take part

in a 10:30 pep rally of the Spirit

Committee.

"Those guys kept right on
playing cards," he said. "They
didn't even have the common
courtesy to stop and listen to

George Raveling."

Raveling, captain of the Villa-

nova basketball team, made an
appearance to highlight the

;

rally.

Spirit Committee '

The rally was conducted by
the Spirit Committee specifically

for the C&F day-hops. The com-

;

mittee was answering complaints

that day-hops are not able to

participate in nighttime affairs
j

and rallies.

The rally, held during the ac-

tivities hour, was only able to

lure an estimated 40 students

from card games, even with the

presence of Raveling.

Hooker is presently campaign-
ing to restore day-hop interest

to the campus. He considered

the rally, his first move, to be

nothing short of failure.

He was disappointed at the

"childish, immature, and dis-

courteous attitude of the card-

players," as he termed it.

"Raveling came in and everyone
knew he was there. But there

they sat . . . playing cards."

The rally itself was criticized

for the lack of any sort of pub-

lic address system. Some felt

that a decent microphone would
have made a difference in the

participation.

"It's extremely unfortunate,"

Hooker continued "that those

card players—and they know
who they are—had a large ef-

Hook^r Glum

feet on (the captain of the Villa-

nova basketball team. It was
evident that George^ (Raveling)

felt disheartened."

Day-Hop Disinterest

Hooker is a crusader who be-

lieves that "day-hop disinterest".

can be eliminated by a sound

. -^Ti^iU.jiiiimnNniiwiiiMiinii Portrette iiiiiiimiwitiWMiiit!i!;iiiiiiiiiiimiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw^^

Drislane Leads Academic
Affairs Committee

Portretting Neil Drislane

is like trying to condense

\ the varied aspects of a

y kaliedescope into one simple

picture. Perhaps one could

starL by citing his achieve-

ments in student govern-

ment.
Neil is chairman of the

Academic Affairs Commit-
tee of the Student Council.

Under his leadership the

^ committee has inaugurated

'i a highly successful forum

'i
program, enlarged the al-

r.v-:

Ntil Drlsiana

ready successful student
tutor program, and is in-

stigating what will undoubt-

edly be a successful Fine

Arts Course.

But then again, his career

might be the logical point

to begin. Neil decided to be

an engineer while still a

freshman at Briarcliff

Manor High School in New
York. If nothing catastroph-

ic occurs between now and
June, Neil will graduate

with a mechanical engineer-

ing degree and with an im-

pressive list of honors.

On Dean's List

He is on the dean's list, is

secretary of Chi Epsilon Mu,
the honorary engineering

fraternity, and has received

a student award from the

A.S.T.M. He looks forward

to graduate school in mech-
anical engineering.

His contributions to the

class also offer a good

starting point. A member of

the Steering Committee for

/.the last two years, he was
"on the ticket committee for |

the Charity Ball last year,

.and was co-chairman of the

Mothers' Day dinner and

V Junior Prom decorations.

It might be expected that {

..
an engineering student f

would not have much time
|

to "dabble" in the arts, but
[

Neil is an exception. Besides f

his fine painting, and art f

work, he has written poetry g

for the LYNX which, to t

quote him, "expresses what
\

I think."

Neil has been going with

a girl from Rosemont, whom
he has been teaching to ski

in his spare time (oh yes,

Neil is also an accomplished

skier and a frequent visitor

to Stowe, Vermont). Bar-

ring unforseen compli-

cations, they plan to be mar-
ried after Neil completes

graduate school.

Any of these accomplish-

ments might be a good point

of departure for a portrette

of Neil Drislane, but most
students are already aware
of his achievements. They
were noted under his name
in the Who's Who selection

of a few weeks ago.
iitiCKi»iiiii.;tii;iiniwrii:E w.iii:«Ki!:iy«wiimw]i:i.ii

program backed by the Student
Council. He has formed his own
small spirit committee, whose
sole purpose is to fuse day-hop
and resident relations.

He calls it the "Day-Hop Re-
lations Committee." He asks
that anyone who is interested in

joining the group, contact Phil

Ludlow in room 407 Sheehan
Hall, or see Hooker himself.

His next move is to push for

the introduction of an addition-

al student activities period for

Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. He feels

that a student has too many
conflicting activities to care for

in only one, which is now held
each Thursday at 10:30.
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Mis-parkad Car Tagged by Police

O-C Hears "Messiah"
At Ciirisfmas Party
The Opera Classica Music So-

cirty will present its annual
Christmas program and party
this evening at 8 p.m. in the
"Aquarium," the East Lounge
of Dougherty Hall.

Featured will be a stere-

ophonic production of Frederick
Handel's "Messiah," as perform-

ed by the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir and the Philadelphia
Orchestra, Eugene O r m a n d y
conducting.

Dr. Robert S. O'Shea, moder-
ator of Opera Classica, declared

that "This work is the classic of

Christmas concert music, and
incorporates intricate chorus
fugues. Its famed "Hallelujah
Chorus" is a standard number
in the repertoire of almost all

choruses of great repute."

O'Shea emphasized that, as in

the past, the program will in-

clude the singing of carols and
special refreshments, and that

everyone is invited to join in the
festivities.

Villanova officer *writes-up' a misparked auto

versity parking lot, enforcing Student Council's parking edict.

Parkers Still Metted
The program of ticketing im-

properly parked cars has been

in effect for one week. Accord-

ing to all indications, the student

body is being generally coopera-

tive with the program.
Originated by the Student

Union and Special Problems
Committee, the ticketing system
is operated by the campus police.

The tickets themselves merely
serve as a warning to the illegal

parkers. . , .;.

At first it was thought that

some sort of disciplinary action

would be taken against <the mis-

creants. However, the Commit-
tee now emphasizes that, as

was hoped, students are being

reasonable about the matter.

As a result of this heeding of

the warnings, it is expected that

the entire problem will soon be

solved, and that the system can

be discontinued.

Rafferty Promises Top Name

Senior Prom Band A Big Secret
The senior class has signed a

band for the Senior Prom. Class

President Ray Rafferty has
guaranteed that the band is a
"top-rated band with a great

band sound."

The identity of the band is a

secret which is known by less

than twenty members of the

class. Even the majority of the

class Steering Committee is in

the dark about who is to supply
"the swinging sound" for the

affair. •' ^.'J ;
':>.•

Answers Coniplainiff . .

Rafferty answered the com-
plaints raised by some members
of the committee at last Wednes-
day's meeting when he said,

"We want there to be an air of

mystery about the prom. We
want a maximum amount of in-

terest and curiosity."

Deadly serious, Rafferty de-

manded the complete support of

the committee. He issued an
ultimatum when he declared that

any member who did not show
up for the next meeting need
not show up again—"ever."

"We must get rid of any neg-

ative attitude," Rafferty ex-

plained. "The most important

thing for the Steering Commit-
tee to do now, is to boost the

prom. There is no room for any
half-heartedness."

Rafferty then issued an ap-

peal to the students of Villa-

nova. "There has been more
time, effort and money spent on

this event than you can imagine.

You won't find a better dance.

To ignore it would be a mis-

take."

Words for Seniors

Rafferty also had words for

the seniors. He said that the

Senior Prom is the social climax
of their four years. "Don't let

it go up in smoke," he declared.

"We don't want decorations for

the 19th (the dance is February
19) and black crepe on the

20th."

Tom McCoy, Co-Chairman of

the dance, initiated a "talk it

up" campaign at the meeting.

He also commented that there

would be no problem of a lack

of refreshments. "There will be
enough to swim in." ,....; •.

Dinner Dance
Among the other topics that

were discussed were the Dinner
Dance, Parting Festival, Senior
Night, and the Augustinian
Seminary Guild benefit perform-
ance of the Ice Follies on Dec.
28th at the Arena.

Rafferty also announced that

Senior Queen pictures were be-

ing accepted.

He concluded with the state-

ment that the band for the prom
will be announced in the near
future in the VILLANOVAN.
The "air of mystery" is still

intact.

Como to Select Senior Queen
Entries will be accepted start-

ing today for the Senior Prom
Queen contest, according to Bud
Carlock, queen chairman.

Contestants' pictures are to

be turned in to Carlock, 101

Sheehan. Along with the photo-

graphs the contestants' height,

color of hair and eyes should

be supplied.

Perry Como will pick the win-

ner after five finalists have been

selected by the June McAdams
modeling agency.

The contest closes January
14th.

Carlock emphasizes that the

contest is an integral part of

senior weekend and that he and
his committee would appreciate

that all seniors enter their dates

in the contest as soon as pos-

sible.

Como, who succeeds Jack

Paar as the man with an eye

for beauty and charm, has said

that he is anxiously waiting

"his very pleasant responsibil-

ity" of deciding the contest's

outcome.
Perry Como
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The VILLANOVAN wishes to take this

opportunity to extend to all students, faculty

members, and Administration officials, the

happiest of Christmases, and a most enjoy-

able holiday season.

It is our sincere hope that the coming
year will bestow on all of you prosperity and

will prove abundant in grace and wisdom.
,

gihatioh,
y/; Tlie Student Council tias been making

pi-omises that, come next semester, it will

have the university standing in awe with its

imaginative programs. It points with pride

at a bevy of projects it has effected so far

this semester.- :, ,.;,/'; v/^ '.'•:.,•....'., '.«*'

But at the same time most Council

members fail to consider one basic reality:

that a large percentage of those worthwhile

projects received birth in the minds of men
who are no lon^orer serving in that august

body: that most of their programs were

merelv implementation of ideas originated in

past Councils.

Even tiie much-heralded student treas-

ury of November can trace itself back as far

as the Nicholson era at least. Last year's

Chairman, Bob Murphy, toyed with the idea,

but avoided pressing the issue for very valid

reasons of his own. This year's Council, how-

ever, mav iustly claim that it was the one

which led the treasury from potency to act.

Previous Coimcils also laid the founda-

tion for several other projects currently

basking in newspaper headlines: the student

forum, student tutor program, senior car

privileges, the Student Council Dance," and
on-campus movies.

• > We're the first to bestow accolades on

this Council, since they did drag the pro-

grams out of the shade and into the sun.

The present members are notable for their

diligence and industry, and the vast majoiity

make excellent followers. But whether or not,

out of this eager band of followers, a more
impressive array of leaders will emerge, re-

mains to be seen next semester. We haven't

seen it yet.

And this forthcoming initiative, to be

really impressive, will have to manifest itself

in the form of fresh, new, substantial ideas

—departures from the familiar course of

limp proposals which hit us only with their

noveltv.

This semester wasn't totally devoid of

originality, however, but some of the

original proposals were real gems: like the

bili which would have instituted a sign-up

sheet for day-hops who needed rides home;
like the grand debut of the lovely pith hel-

mets, creations of the Council's Spirit Com-
mittee; like the idea presently being pon-

dered to supply dictionaries in the Dougheity
Hall lounges.

Don't get us wrong, we acknowledge
that some of the proposals were significant.

But each Council meeting seems to feature

the aimless oratory of several members who
apparently revel in the sound of their own
voices. It must be that they have exhausted
all ideas of substantial proposals. There can
be no other excuse for some of the inanities

they introduce.

We hope to see the Council assert itself

next semester, and to see some of that latent

leadership unfold. It couM happen.
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President's Christmas

Message
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Letters to

the Editor

Are Your Open
Forum ....

Write Them

"Christmas is for the

Children." How often we
hear the older folks say
this. Perhaps we have of-

ten repeated it ourselves.

The children are said to de-

rive the most benefit and
joy from Christmas. Indeed

this seems to be true, for

there are many of us who
perhaps envy the children

the anticipation with which
they can look forward to

Christmas, the joy with

which they rush to the

Christmas tree, the pleasure

they derive from the toys

and gifts they receive. It is

not only the material things

that please them. They do

delight in the hearing the

story of Christmas, the

story of Our Lord's birth in

Bothlehem, the journey of

Joseph and Mary, the search

for a room, the humble
birth in the stable, the visit

of the shepherds, the choir

of angels. The children love

to hear all this, for it is a
beautiful and touching

story. V--''-
.-• ..;••;;• •'..•.';.;'

Fasi Childhood i

For the rest of us who
have grown past childhood,

Christmas does not seem to

bring such delight. The sor-

did facts of life, the hard
knocks we receive, the dis-

illusionments we suffer,

take the edge off our Christ-

mas spirit. In the language
of the children we no longer

believe in Santa Claus. We
remind ourselves that it is

more blessed to give than
to receive and we try to

make the most of the day
by pceserving for the chil-

dren the great illusion for

as long as possible before

the battle of life drains their

spirits.

Untfertfoiid Cfcrlsfmot

But if our understanding

of Christmas is only that

it is a great day for the

children, then we have

missed the whole point of

that holiday. This is really

a day of joy for the adult.

The important message of

Christmas is found in the

words of the Angel: "There
is born to you a Savior, who
is Christ the Lord."

Sovior is Come
The Savior is come. What

does a child know of a sav-

ior? The Savior is he who
is to save us from sin. And
what does the child know
of sin? Even if he be old

enough to be able to com-
mit sin, how much does he
realize of what sin can do
to him or to those around
him? What has he seen of

the destruction to promising
lives that has been wrought
by sin—by drunkenness, by
dishonesty, by ambition, by
impurity, by greed, by self-

ishness? It is only he who
has known sin and its effects

who can really appreciate

the need for a Savior—

a

Savior who can give us the

help we need to avoid sin

—

a Savior who can blot out
for us the sins we have com-
mitted—a Savior who can
restore to us the Paradise
we have cast away by our
sins.

Approach Chrisfmos

As we approach Christ-

mas of 1959, therefore we
must renew in our hearts a
welcome to the Christ Child

who has come not only for

the children, but for each

one of us.

To each student of Villa-

nova University, to each

faculty member, to each em-
ployee, to each friend of

Villanova I extend the

warmest greetings of Christ-

mastime. May the Divine

Child, Our Lord and Savior

Jesus Christ make your cel-

ebration of the Feast of His

Nativity a holy and a happy

day, and may you enjoy

with Him a happy New
Year and Decade .

V:V
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y^ry Rev. John A:g:i;|||

Parking Problem
Question: What do you think of the pro-

posed parking lot fines here at Villanova?

If anything, the proposed method of dealing

with parking violators is too soft. Carelessness

in the parking habits of some of

the students has had me quite

incensed since the very begin-

ning of the semester and, as I

have previously expressed to

many of my friends, I was in

.favor of deflating a few tires.

I'm behind the new system all

I the way.
3Iicliacl G. Tlghe, English Major *61

I am strongly opposed to the new policy of

issuing tickets. PMrst it is another imposition
upon the Day-Hop; secondly, I

queston the legality of the issu-

ance of tickets by a private

agency. It is my opinion that

the Villanova student body is

mature enough, if properly in-

formed, to resolve this problem I

within its own ranks, without!

the proposed additional adminis-

trative regulations.

Don McCoy, English Major '60

I approve of moderate fines for cars as long
as they are preceded by the proposed two warn-

ings. Too often a student upon
parking his car, will be obliged
to back down a lane blocked by
two cars. Moreover, many have
had accidents in the lot due to

the difficulty encountered in

maneuvering. The two warnings
will probably be enough to solve

all the parking problems in the
lot, but subsequent loss of money will probably
frustrate further attempts to complete barbed-
wiring of the campus.

Anne McCrea, Nursing '62

When we, violate the right of other students
in regards to parking then some action must be
taken. Sufficient warning was
given to avoid the further in-

convenience of blocked exits,

impassable lanes, and even in

many cases, creased fenders.

The Parking Lot Ticket for vio-

lators will undoubtedly make
those immature few conscious I

of their obligations to the other I

students, and sihould eliminate the problem.
Ronald S. Dobies, Elec. Engineering '60

While I cannot disagree with this program
as such, I can find great fault at the way it was~

handled by Student Council.

The students' citadel of noise

once again handled a serious

problem clumsily. When the

problem was brought up before

the council members, the ma-
jority of such were confused as

to just what was going on. The
program was finally passed

without the respect that it deserved. It was an-

other in the series of vagaries that our repre-

sentatives stumble over.

PhiUp LudlbW, Arts '63

. KlekoMo, OSA
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Brothers

File 13.,.

Five Types Make
Up "Villanovan"

bob brothers

Tbprc are five lyp^s of m^n c- 'he

^'illanova cHirtpus. They can be classed

in this order:

CLOWN—On campus he pops out of

waste baskets or from behind buildings

to greet all coeds as if they were long-

lost sisters. He has the lowest Trendex
rating nt parties for his wild exhibi-

bitions. He does a

jieiidstand for half an

hour and bets he isj

the only one at the

party who can leap

over the sofa without

bending his knees. At
1 a.m. he has the table

lamp down on the floor

in a life and deatl'

struggle and is mumb-
ling to it, "Say Uncle —and I'll let you

up.' He feels that he was invited to

entertain, so most of the evening is

spent beating out the Hawaiian War
Chant on the bottom of a waste besket

or a dish pan. He does an imitation

of Elvis Presley (with a broom) and

Marilyn Monroe (with a mop on his

heacft and if coaxed enough would

probably dip himself in gasoline and

set himself on fire.

At loast once during the evening

he manages to call his buddy in Chi-

cago, al the host's expense, naturally.

He knows all the latest in records, fads

and slang. Dancing, to him, consists

of zooming around, ricocheting off

walls, other couples, etc. His conver-

sation consists of drinking bouts in

which he took part, and yelling across

the room like a tiny Tarzan for some-

one to sing "Roll Me Over in the

Clover." Underneath this social gaitey

there is an unrequited love which

sounds veguely like True Confessions.

"INTELLECTUAL"—He's t h e f e 1-

low walking across campus whistling

Bach's Concerto No. 5 in F Minor. He
knows everything there is to know
about everything—he thinks. He uses

five syllable words constantly. Al-

though he has maintained a straight

4-point average he has never quite

recovered from the A- he received in

English Composition on his theme,

"Freudian Decomposition," In class he

wants to recite; he knows the answer.

Once the instructor calls on him, the

rest of you may as well go home, since

he usually talks well into the next

class.

After class he speaks to the instruc-

tor about extra assignments, doub.es

the required length of all papers, and
confers excitedly with the instructor

at each meeting on campus. During

the lunch hour he solves world prob-

lems and then goes on to metaphysics,

tossing Absolutes and Causes and Ef-

fects to everyone at his table. He
dreads weekends because he misses hi.s

two favorite classes—the history of

lower Slombovia, Chemical Analysis of

Phycompcetes and the Law of Ther-

modynamics. He doesn't realize there

is another kind so consequently has

never dated.

VILLANOVA CASANOVA—He has
just met the most wonderful doll in

the world, and with a little financial

help from you he is going to take her
out tonight—and in return, tomorrow
he will tell you what happened. (He
has a faculty for elaboration and in-

nuendo which can make an innocent

date sound like a Dionysian orgy.)

Just pick out any attractive female

and ask if he knows her. Instead of

just answering yes, he will roll his

eyes and say, "Do I!"

He claims that he is the Ladies Home
Companion and that his name is a

household word among coeds. On a

date he drives to small out-of-the-way

restaurants where the shish-kabab is

fabulous and where he converses with

the head waiters in their native Syr-

ian. On long winter evenings he enter-

tains his date by reviewing his glorious

Speerlfualhm .

.

t

Yuletide Remembrances
Christmas means a lot of

things to a lot of people. To
the man that owns J.he corner

variety store, the ring of the

cash register signifies his most
prosperous season; to the city

cop the down-town trafiic

means a splitting headache
when he finally gets home; to

the theatre manager, his slow-

est season is felt; to the sales-

girl, cigarettes fail to soothe

her shattered nerves.

But most of all Christmas
is the time when . . . mid-city

streets take on a carnival com-
plexion ... an ordinary 50-

week man becomes the most
important man in the world
just by putting on a beard and
cardinal clothes . . . adults be-

come children and children,

chorub.s.

The winter is warmer . . .

the fragrance in evergreen, the
feel Ik satin, the prime sight

is tinseled lights . . . liquor

is friendly . . . department
stores become pied pipers . . .

forgotten times are yearningly
remembered ... a slothful,

colorless house becomes a glad,

lucent home . . . love abounds,
but romance withdraws . . .

School is forgotten . . .

nights draw closer . . . elegant

carols replace tired, worn rec-

ords . . . even newspapers are

no longer black and white hut
sable and snow . . . families

rplove . . . faith is reborn ...

accomplishments from age six to 20.

He is found in classes only between
11 and 2 o'clock every other week or

so (when he isn't table-hopping in

the Pie Shoppe). He has his own page
in the Belie Air with a ten-inch list

o factivities. He doesn't graduate; he's

just re-issued to his parents every
year,

LE BOHEME—He became an exist-

entialist as soon as he learned how to

spcil it. Dressed in wrinkled khakis,
sneakers, and a purple shoestring for

a tie, he comes to ciass unshaven and
in need of a haircut. Since he inhabits
the Jast row of every ciass and stretch-

es out two rows in each direction he
will get through Vilianova at icast,

if nothing else, thoroughly rested. Of
course he dreams of a garret for two
in the Village with a Jug of Wine, a
Loaf of Bread and someone who isn't

inmbited, repressed, suppressed, a slave
of convention, a puppet of automation
or a conformist. "Russia," he says, "is

going to throw up a Lunik the size

of Rhode Island next June. We might
as well drink and be merry. It'll all

be over with us by the end of the year."

PSEUDO INTELLECTUAL^ This
Jack of all Cultures is usually seen
carrying a copy of the New Yorker
(which is actually an old cover pasted
on Mad). He claims to be an anti-

materialist (that means he's stingy),
and scorns all sports with the excep-
tion of chess and badminton. He pro-
fesses complete ignorance of all foot-

ball players and pretends he has never
heard of Ron Delany. No matter what
is said in a conversation this guy never
shows surprise, for this would shatter
the illusion that he knows everything
worth knowing. Should it be necessary
to express approval or amusement,
he smiles sardonically while flipping

the ashes from his cigarette (king-
size). Anger or disapproval is ex-
pressed by removing the glasses (pre-

ferably heavy black-rimmed ones),
giving a cold stare and replacing them
on the nose.

When he does speak there is a lib-

eral smattering of foreign phrases

bill spttrf

snow wcHld be welcomed . . .

the bus-driver smiles ... a
weather-beaten tree is given a

home . . . o happy tear is shed

at least once . . . the world is

at peace.

Christmas Shorts , . . The
ingenuity of our maintainence

staff—will it ever cease. In

decorating the group of trees

in front of St, Rita's Hall, our
resourceful workers have em-
ployed the use of, remember
them hula hoops, to hold down
the lights at the top of the

trees . . • before the holiday Is

upon us, if you possibly can,

be sure to catch John Wana-
maker's "Enchanted Foun-
tains" show in their mid-city

store. This yearly production

is supposed to be for children,

but from what we can see the

kids are out-numbered at these

bi-hourly shows by about 25-L

The show itself is unique and
utterly car ivating • • • Radio
Station WVIL will conduct a

special seasonal broadcast to-

night. Many hours of work
have gone in the preparation

of this Christmas special . . .

If you're in the market for a

good Christmas album, give

Jackie Gleason's "Merry
Christmas" a listen. This has
to be one of the most beautiful

arranged Yuletide albums ever

to be released

f

!

. . . kii

the next edition.

(which he learns from popular songs).
He has memorized a list of assorted
titles and authors so when someone
mentions a book he can say, "I've
oniy read the author's major works."
If tne authors name ends in "sky" or
"stoy" his prepared comment is "Of
course, it sulfered in the translation."
If cornered in a conversation he says,
"Of course, I can't generalize," and
then proceeds to do so. He usually
ends a conversation with "It's all rel-
ative, you know." Or, in extreme cases,
"Reiauvity itself s relative." Oh yes.
he is constantly deploring the "at-
tempt" to capture ballet on a two-di-
mentional screen.

amas suggestions
(See Attired)

&X ''^

VILLANOVA CLOWN
(See Brothers)

Praftle . .

.

Gift Suggestions;

Fence Indigestions
natalle attired

JUST AROUND THE COKNER—
The Yuletide is here. You can sense
it in the air. Look around. Local state
stores are doing a thriving business;
university professors are getting that
Holiday look in their eyes; Frosh
themes are, in the main, entitled "What
I Want For Christmas"; nurses are
talking to C&F students; and campus
guards are letting out with the "Ho,
Ho, Ho," a,s they tag improperly park-
ed autos in the lot.

CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTIONS:
(1) For the sport enthusiast

—

A ten volume work on Touch Foot-
ball by J. Rogers and Bob Mena-
phee, a Wildcat publication.

(2) For the study bug

—

A life-size pin-up of Marion Lome.
(3) For the man who has everything

—

A woman who has everything.

(4) For the movie-goer

—

Two tickets to Ben-Hur. One for
Ben and another for Hur.

(5) For the hot-rod enthusiast

—

His own police regulation road-

'

block and a pair of leather scuf-
fles.

(6) For the pessimist

—

A month's free advartisement in

the lost and found column of a
leading newspaper.

(7) For the Villanova nurse

—

An application blank for a John-
son and Johnson scholarship or a
date with Fabian.

(8) For Tom Moakley—
Seven thousand copies of the De-
cember 6th Philadelphia Inquirer.

(9) For the do-gooder

—

A free fully paid winter weekend
at the Norristown State Hospital.

DON'T FENCE ME IN—This seems
to be the year for fences. The latest
addition is a rudely, but effectively,

constructed barrier near the library.
While not a Cyclone production, it is

of the Abe Lincoln vintage with a
length of El Paso range barbed wire.

(After all, isn't man an animal).

BIG BUSINESS—Rumor has it that
Valva has a staff of clerks working
around-the-clock to handle the orders
for the Spirit Committee helmets. He
even has a slogan, "Where there's a
man, there's a pith-helmet." (Oh,
come on, John!)

STYMIED—We were recently asked
just what was included in the Activi-
ties Fee paid by every student every
semester. We admit frankly that we
don't know, but we have our entire
staff of thirty-seven Watusi bushwhac-
kers checking into it. Startling results
in the next VILLANOVAN are forth-
coming.

LOOK WHO'S HERE -The Forum
with Senator Muskie two weeks ago
was not without the attendance of two
pseudo-interested Rosies. (Where some
people won't go to get bridge players).

In closing we wish all of you a . . .

Mike, Echo, Romeo, Romeo, Yankee
. . . Charlie, Hotel, Romeo, India, Si-

erra, Tango, Mike, Alpha, Sierra . . .

Roger, Out. (Way out).

My Neighbors

"Hey, you up there! Get off

that roof before you start

lousing up ourTV reception
!"

m
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Mercer, Arlen Score Not Up tu . n . t i c.
T" rfc ¥ o 11 Ti if . 1 Theatre Dept. Takes Step

i O Par In OparkleSS Musical Forward With 'Our Town
SARATOGA," a new mus-

kal, as viewed during the

last week of its pre-Broadway
tuneup, will never achieve the

status of a "My Fair Lady" or

even a "Fiorello." Our gue83
is that it will be received as a

pleasant evening of musical

theater and nothing more.

. Based on Edna Ferbrr's

novel "Saratoga Trunk" it tells

the story of a fortune hunting
young lady who returns from
Paris posing as a French Count-
ess. In the first act she shocks
New Orleans society, which
sent her to Paris, and meets
a con man who agrees tD

be her accomplice. In the sec-

ond act she travels on to Sara-

toga to find herself a husband
with the help of her fasit talk-

ing friend. , .

A considerable number of

improvements have been made
since the opening. A lengthy

and boring prologue has been
dropped and several new songs
were added. Even with these

imrcvements, the small spark

of greatness is lacking.

The book is more than ade-

quate and tells the story at a
fast and amusing pace. Morton
Da Costa deserves a great deal

of credit for his adaptation as

well as his direction.

Chorography is also fairly

Presently In LlbrarY

By Stan Gogef
well done. One of the ballets—

a

railroad gang fight—is one of

the most clever to be presented
in recent years. During the ac-

tion the hero is hit on the

head with a board. All action

among the fighting men stops

and then resumes at slow mo-
tion as .he comes out of his

daze. ,:• V

ONE OF THE biggest

pluses which the show
may boast, is its costumes and
scenery. Some eighteen scenes

take place in the two acts and
most of these are full dimen-
sional sets, rather than just

backdrops. Ingenious use is

made of the two treadmills and
turntables which the show
carries.

Howard Keel, playing the

hero, Clint Maroon, returns to

the musical stage after a num-
ber of years in Hollywood. His
role is not too demanding and
performance is adequate. One
fault in an otherwise good job
is his mixing of his Western,,

southern and Brooklyn accents.

It was elating however, to hear
a lead who can sing for a,

change. :y c
Unfortunately the night that

we caught the show, Carol
Lawrence was ill. Jier under-

study, Gerianne Raphael, did

a better than average job of

handling the show's only de-

manding role; that of Clio Du-
laine. If Miss Lawrence does
half as good a job, the lead is

in capable hands.

If any one thing can be pin-

pointed as the production's

major fault, it is its music. The
score was written by Johnny
Mercer and Howard Arlen, a
team which has given us such
tunes as "Old Black Magic" and
"One For My Baby."

In "Saratoga" there are

"None For My Baby." All the
music seems to be written for

the popular market and not for

the musical stage. There's a
Frank Sinatra type, swing bal-

lad called "Game Of Poker,"
that will probably be a big hit.

This number, however, is noi
the best number in the show.
That honor goes to a D'xielana
item called "Petticoat High."
A rousing production number
helps sell it.

By the time you read this,

"Saratoga" will have opened on

Broadway and the critical ver-

dict will be in. Once again our

verdict is a pleasant evening

and nothing more.

Maybe somebody should have
left tile trunkdosed.

(Continued from Pa«re 1) men although they were slightly

act when she sat stringing handicapped by their youth,

beans, telling Mrs. Webb of her Mclntyre is only a freshman,

fleeting dreams. Thomas Sines gave a strong

She lent a warm glowing sim- portrayal as the tragic figure of

plicity to her role. Simon Stimson. Though Sines

Moore liingaging and Commander Frazier are

Stan Moore, a sopnomore, was o^^^r than the rest of the cast

perfectly sophomoric as young ^^^^y ^^^ ^^^ stand out as such
George GibDs. Ideally suited

i

unfavorably,

physically for the part, he gave Gilda Spurio, John GartlaJid,

an uncanny performance. He ^^^^ DiPaolo, Jerry Paonessa,

had a fresh delivery and a nice Edward Powers and the rest of

flair for comedy. Surprismgiy ^^^ ^^^ performed creditably.

this was his first entry into dra
matics.

Behind these two standout
performers there was an abund-
ance of fine acting,

Our only real reservation is

the slow pace of the show, part

of which was caused by a very
critical first night audience.

Complete blocking and evenness

Villaiidva Bell Is Sister To
Famous Liberty Bell In Phila.
r\ N THE SECOND floor
^^ of the Villanova Library,

there is a bell which is now
silent; but at one time pro-

claimed the indepedence of the
United States. This clarion,

now known as the Villanova

Bell, hung in the State House,
July 8, 1776, and along with
the famed "Library Bell" pro-

claimed American freedom.

The better known Liberty
Bell had its origin in 1751,

when it was voted that a boll

By Paul Crawford

steeple and the new import in

the cupola of the State House.
It was the latter of the two
which was to finally become
"The Villanova Bell." ,v , .

.'

In 1796. Father Thomas Mat-
thew Carr, an Augustinian,
came • > Philadelphia. While
he was serving at St. Mary's
in Philadelphia a need arose for
an additional church in the
northern section of the city.

Tlius it was that St. Augustin-

LIBERTY iELL

be provided for the State

House. The bell, made in

England, cracked and was re-

cast in 1753 by Pass, and
Stowe.

Meanwhile, another bell was
ent to America to replace the

cracked bell. It was decided

that both bells would be re-

tained; thA recast one in the

VILLANOVA BELL

ian's Church was built aitd com-
pleted in 1801. An interesting

sidelight to this story is that

George Washington donated
fifty dollars toward its con-

struction.

I T WAS decided in 1828 to
* secure a new bell for the

State House. St. Augustinian's

Church secured the bell that
hung in the cupula and movei
it to the tower of the church
in 1830. Father Hurley suc-
ceded Father Carr as the only
Augustinian in Philadelphia at
the time.

In an unusual agreement
dated June 16, 1835, Father
Hurley turned over ownership
of the bell to the mayor; but it

was to remain in the church
for the use of the parishoners.

Ill felling ran high in Phila-
delphia during the middle
1840's and as a result St.

Augustinian's Church was
burned and the bell destroyed.
But the fragments of the bell

were gathered from the ruins
and in 1847 Joseph Berncast
recast the bell. The newly form-
ed bell was then brought to t''e^

recently opened Villanova Col-

lege, where it became the Col-
lege Bell, and served as such
for half a century.
When the first edifice of the

Church of St. Nicholas of
Tolentine was built in Jamaica
by the Augustinians in 1917,
the "College Bell" was install-

ed for the use of the Church.
The bell was returned to Villa-
nova for the centennial, where
it rests but a few miles from
its companion in history, the
••Library Bell."

Commander Claude Frazier °^ ^^y^® prevailed. But the show
had the key role of the stage ^^^ ^^ *^ times,

manager. The commander had ^^^ Forward
his anchor dragging a bit at Still, the Villanova Graduate
times but with a little more Theatre Division, the depart-

spark he would have equaled "^"t which sadly did not put
the performances of Miss Miclot ^^ * single play last year, has
and Mr. Moore. His naturalness ^^^^^ * large step forward with
was pleasing. the production of "Our Town."

Attractive Suzanne Bruni was They have gained respect

a believable Emily although she heretofore missing,

had some difliculty in communi- ^^ sensible play selecting,

eating with the audience, par- devoted acting, and able direc-

ticularly in the last act. ^^^^ ^^^V made "Our Town" an
Excellent Pantomine effective and memorable produc-

Her soda fountain scene with *^^°"-

Moore was one of the high spots. There was no slugging in Vas-
This was one of the examples ^V Auditorium, just a good
of the fine pantomine through- sound show,
out the play.

Peppy Kathy Harvey played Dr. F099 GiveS LectUre
Rebecca Gibbs with much zest x^ b:**I-*-.w n^«.^»AM.^.A
and humor. Her scene with ™ BlOlOgy Department
Moore on the ladder (at the Dr. John M. Fogg Jr., former
window) wiith her wondrous Dean of Arts and Science at the
rendering of the address was as University of Pennsylvania and
good as any in the play. at present Professor of Botany,

Michael Tanney (Mr. Web), was the guest speaker for the
Sue Ahrold (Mrs. Webb), and Biology Department and Biology
Dennis Cunningham (Dr. Gibbs) Club of Vdllanova, last Wednes-
all held up well in important day evening,

roles. The subject of his discussion
Dick Harshberger (Professor was "Exploring for Drug Plants

Willard) and Owen Klein (How- in South Asia." Following a
ie Newsome) gave particularly brief, but concise, report of his

polished characterizations, work abroad. Dr. Fogg then em-
Harshberger, in particular de-

served more laughs than he re-

ceived.

Youth Slight Handicap
Paul Buckley (Constable War-

ren) and Dick Mclntyre (Joe
Stoddard) came off well as old

ployed slides to illustrate his

trip.

The purpose of this expedition

was to become acquainted with
the folk medicine of South Asia
by studying the drug plants of
this area.

Don't light that fuse, Joe! You don't have to get rid of the

boss to get yourself a promotion. Not when you work for

an electric company in Pennsylvania.

There are plenty of opportunities for promotion in these

companies because they're expanding so fast. With output

doubling on the average of every ten years, advanced po-

sitions are opening continually for the employee who has

talent and vision.

MORAL: If you're shooting for fast promotions, you'd

better talk with the electric company interviewer when he

visits your campus. Or write to:

PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION

STATE STREET BUILDING. HARRISBUR6. PA.

K
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FROM: THE CATHOLIC DIGESTs

Magi Journey Presents Ancient

Puzzle to Bible Scholars
Every year, Christians throughout the world recall in hymns and liturgy

the visit of the Magi to the crib of the Christ Child at Bethlehem.

But, says the December Catholic Digest, this event is one of the most

controversial episodes of the Christmas story.

Historians have never been able to ascertain how man/ Wise Men came

Grende/'s Cav«

.

^^ ^ False Patroitism and Blind

Followers Characterize U-S*
Charles Boumis—Guest Columnist

I

to Bethlehem, exactly where they

came from, how long they traveled,

or how old Jesus was when they ar-

rived.

For centuries, one of the most

)iuzzling aspects of the Magi story

was the star which they followed.

Until the 17th century, astron-

omers debated about the moving

"star'* mentioned in St. Matthew's

Gospel. Was it really a comet? A
meteor? A planet?

Finally, in 1603, the renowned

German astronomer, Kepler, made a

special study of the star of Beth-

lehem. His conclusions have been

accepted as classic. "It was a 'stella

nova'," Kepler declared, a star

•vhich suddenly increases in mag-

nitude and brilliancy for no known

reason, and then burns out.

"But that unexpected star was npt

an ordinary Stella nova," Kepler ex-

plained. "By a special miracle, it^

moved in the lower layer of the

atmosphere" and guided the first

gentiles to Christ.

As for the Magi, explains the

Catholic Digest, historians believe

that they were high priests, not

royal, from the sacred caste of the

Medes or the Persians.

Probably more than three Magi

came to Bethlehem, possibly as

many as twelve, and their real

names are not known.

One of the most amazing aspects

of the travels of the Magi is the

fact that they were undoubtedly

journeying to Bethlehem, 1000 miles

from their homeland, for at least

one vear.

"Status Seekers"
Topic Discussed
By Nuesse

Dr. C. Joseph Nuesse, of

Catholic University, was the

guest speaker for the Sociology

Department last Friday evening.

Speaking before an audience

of faculty members, seminari-

ans, and social studies majors,

Dr. Nuesse developed the topic,

"Status Seekers and the

Church."
Status Seekers

The various points of the lec-

ture sprung from the analysis

of Vance Packard's latest book,

"The Status Seekers," and its

inference that religion embod-
ies more than the spiritual.

S THIS COUNTRY so

repulsive that we have to

be mesmerized in order to be-

lieve in it? Do we have to be
"conned" into going out and
fighting for it ? Whey then, in a

nation which is, more than any
other, filled with principles worth
fighting and dying for, does the

possibility exist that many
people are going to be expected
to do just this because George
Washington never told a lie, not

even to dear old imaginary
Betsy Ross? Why do we have to

shroud ourselves in a cloak of

phony patroitism where we have
more valid reasons for being pa-

troitic than any other nation in

the world?

How many people during the

last war actually realized why
we were involved ? Was it simply
because the Japanese bombed
Pearl Harbor? I sincerely hope
and believe it was not, for if

ihis were the case, and had

LUCKY STRIKE, presents
j

Historic event! DR. FROOD
REVEALS HIS ADDRESS

(See below)

Dear Dr. Frood: My roommate continu-

ally steals my Luckies. What should I do?
Sinned Against

Dear Sinned Against: The most suc-

cessful defense is the traditional African

one. Mold a small wax image of your

roommate. Then, at full moon, insert

half a dozen common household pins into

the hands of the image.

c^ c^ *^

Dear Dr. Frood: I was out with my girl

and I saw this old lady and I laughed and

I said, "Did you ever see such a worn-out

old hag?" and my girl told me it was her

mother. What can I do now?
Outspoken

Dear Outspoken: Take your left foot In

your right hand and jerk sharply until it

comes out of your mouth.

9 A. r. c«.

Dear Dr. Frood: If I were demented

enough to want to write to you, how
would I go about it? Pen Pal

Dear Pen Pal: Address your letter to:

Dr. Frood

Box 2990

Grand Central Station

New York 17, N.Y.

No phone calls please. Thus far Tve been

unable to have a phone installed here in

the box.
c^ cO^ tO^

Dear Dr. Frood: Our football team has

lost 8 games a year for the last 6 years.

How can we improve our record without

letting the old coach go? Alumni Pres.

Dear Alumni Pres.:

Schedule fewer games.

Dear Dr. Frood: 1 am a 5' 1" co-ed with

a figure exactly like the Venus de Milo's.

Would you say I should he in the movies?

Lovely

Dear Lovely:

ril say anything you want me to.

CO» c^ c^

Dear Dr. Frood: I told my fiancee we
can't afford to get married until I finish

college. She insists that two can live as

cheaply as one. Is this true?

Dubious

Dear Dubious:
Yes. If they take turns eating.

Japan for some reason refrain-

ed from attacking us, then it

is entirely possible that we
might still be sitting around
wondering when Hitler was go-

ing to run out of Jews. At a time

when whole nations of people

were busily engaged in decimat-

ing everything we stood for, did

we really go to war to "teach

that dirty little sap, Mr. Jap, a-

lesson?" - ^

REGARDLESS of what
some politicians may

think, the majority of Americans
are capable of understanding a

situation such as the one posed

by the last world war. Despite

the fact that many of us have

been subjected to American
History through the mud puddle

minds of the progressivists, we
can still distinguish right from
wrong. We do not have to be

drummed, or sung, or talked

into defending our country, nor

de we have to wait until some-
one has hurt our pride.

The whole questions is one of

truth, and it covers many more
situations other than the mili-

tary. Today, in this country, to

ask for truth to be accorded to

me at all times, would be ask-

ing for too much, for this would
necessitate a complete change in

our way of life. Instead, I am
asking for complete truth in

only only one instance. If I am
ever asked, someday, to go to

war, I demand to be told the real

reason why. (And I simply won't

accept the preservation of Na-
tional Mustard Flavored tJoffee

Week as a reason.)

DR. FROOD ON HARASSING

HABITS OF ROOMMATES

Roommates resent these common faults in

roommates: Staring at my girl's picture.

Not staring at my girl's picture. Studying

when I'm not. Having a homely sister.

Having no sister at all. Only one thing is

more annoying than having a roommate

who always runs out of Luckies: Having a

roommate who doesn't smoke Luckies.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky 's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.- Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

LYNX Successful

With Fall Issue

"We are quite pleased over
the success of the fall issue of
the LYNX," said Frank Murtha,
editor. "We now feel that we
will be able to have three issues

this year."

Murtha commented that the
editors believe that winter issue

and a fall one are very much in

the realm of possibility.

Murtha also requested that
contributors to the last issue

pick up their manuscripts at his

room 215 Sheehan Hall, and
added that he would be glad to
offer the collected criticism of

the editors of any of the con-

tributions. He suggested that
contributions for the coming is-

sue be left in his room or be
broujTht to the publications office

on the second floor of Dougherty
Hall.

"It does no one any good to

put off submitting material be-

cause sometimes the story or
whatever has to be reworked."
He emphasized that material be
submitted now so that if work
was necessary it could be done
over the holidays.

Murtha expressed his thanks
to the Villanovan, particularly

Bill Speers; and all the people

who supported the LYNX by
purchasing the magazine.

He was aiso grateful to the

promotion staff, "all those who
Bold the LYNX around campus."
Murtha confirmed the report

that he was going to continue

work on his novel over the va-

ca.tion. "Perhaps there will be
chapter in the next Lynx,"

pe threatened.
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WVIL Celebrates Christmas

With Special Holiday Shows

Philosophy Club

To Be Started

On Campus
The newly-formed Philosophy

Club will hold its first meeting
on Thursday, January 7 at 2:30
p.m. in the Philosophy Office,

basement of Vasey Hall.

The club will be under the di-

rection of the Philosophy Dept.

with Dr. Donald Gallagher act-

ing as ex ogicio moderator and
Dr. Robert O'Shea assisting in

the organization.

All students are invited to at-

tend this meeting. The club will

afford the students the oppor-

tunity to hear noted philoso-

phers speak on varied topics of
pertinent interest during the
coming semester.

Panel Discussion

It is designed to foster philo-

sophical discussions on the inter-

collegiate level. The first panel
discussion sponsored by this or-

ganization will concern itself

with the topic, "The Futility of

Philosophy."

Dr. O'Shea has stated, "This
is the students' club. The pro-

gram is theirs and the results

will be theirs."

Father Kkkotka
(a:>ntinued from Pa^e 1)

President of Academic Affairs.

As far as he knew, the reason that there were different

punishments meted out because of the differing circumstances

from individual to individual.

I9ffc CenfIfry D/sclpflne ku\9S

Father Klekotka earlier had interesting words concerning

the Villanova of an older generation. He himself had been
graduated from here in 1935. A campus leader, he was pres-

ident of Phi Kappa Pi, the engineering fraternity.

The problems of modem education proved to be not alto-

gether different from those of our elders.

Among the rules of discipline at 19th century Villanova were
the banning of liquor, tobacco and snuff.

He related that our first athletic contest in 1872 was won
by a score of 103. Not basketball, but a baseball score, as the

Villanovans downed the Radnor Farmers. In a later contest be-

fore the NCAA we were trounced by the professional Philadel-

phia Athletics.

Villanova was closed down twice, once as a result of the

"Know-nothing" riots in 1844, another time, because of the de-

pression of 1857.

Despite these and other obstacles, Father Klekotka pointed

out, Villanova stands strong today, in his estimation, with 3855

undergraduates, 6400 total part time and graduate students, and
13,000 active alumni, more than half of whom came here since

1950.

hiiSmh
' WVIL's traditional year-end -

spectacular will 'be 'broadcast

from the radio station's Dough-
erty Hall Studios this evening,

Station Manager Dan O'Mara
has announced.

A joint tribute to the Christ

mas season and commemoration
of the final day of broadcasting

in 1959, the program will be a

"quiet spectacular," according

to O'Mara. He and Anne Mc
Crea, an announcer on the Villa-

nova Nurses' Program will be

featured on the Christmas
broadcast. !

The six-hour program will
\

commence at 5 p.m. today and
\

run until the station's usual 11

p.m. sign-off time. It will con-

sist of 12 half-hour portions,

each of which relates one aspect

of Christmas.

"We will present such fea-

tures as 'Christmas Around the

World', 'Christmas In the City'

as contrasted to 'Christmas in

the Country,' 'Christmas in the

Cloisters' and 'Christmas in the

Family,' and will close with a

Nativity Presentation," O'Mara
declared.

In planning the program,

O'Mara, Miss McCrea, and the

WVIL staff have selected ap-

propriate Christmas music for

each of the half-hour segments,

and will blend these selections

with brief dialogue to create a
particular effect.

"All of us on the staff believe

that we have put together the

perfect show to end the 1959

broadcasting year," O'Mara em-

phasized. "We are sure the

listening audience will be equal-

ly enthusiastic."

The quiet spectacular is the

second of two major Christmas

presentations on WVIL. Last

Sunday night, the season was
officially opened with the "Di-

gest Christmas Party." Digest

co-producers John Oberlies and

Bob DeLisa featured live music

and an array of personalities

on their program.

The Villanova Singers, the

Villanova Band, and the T-

Tones, Rosemont musical group,

provided the music. Rev. Nor-

bert Whitley, OSA, Chaplain,

delivered a special Christmas

message, and Rev. Francis X.

Smith, OSA, new Dean of Ad-

missions was the Campus Per-

sonality of the Week.

New 1960IjM brings you taste -more tast«...

More taste by fer...

yet low in tar!

New, free-flowdng Miracle Tip Only the i960 cm Frees up flavor

unlocks natural tobacco flavor! other mters squeeze in! Checks tars without

Thafs why CM can blend fine tobaccos choking taste! Gives you the fuU, exciting flavor

not to suit a filter ... but to suit your taste! of the world's finest, naturally mild tobaccos!

c 19fie Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co

More taste by far...yet low in tar...Anrf they said *'It couldn't be done!"
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Halphen, Horin, Lemkin Honored At Banquet
The 38th Annual Football

Banquet sponsored by the Villa-

nova Club, was held Decem-
ber 8th at the Penn Sherwood
HoteL
Over 400 alumni turned out

to pay tribute to the Wildcat
football team despite its losing

record.

Highlights

Highlights of the affair were
the awarding of senior trophies,

the loyalty award, the most val-

uable player and most consistent

player awards. A special alumni
award was also presented to

Athletic Director Frank Reagan.
The Loyalty Award, as it was

explained by Tom Shubert, pres-

ident of Villanova Club, is an
award given to the Villanova

graduate who has contributed

the most to the Spirit of Villa-

nova by his life and his dedica-

tion to his school.

The recipient must have grad-

uated at least 15 years prior to

his award and he is selected by
tlie past award winners.

Mr. Marshall J. Halphen, who
received this year's award is a

member of the Class of 1927.

Marshall Halphen
Marshall (mutt) Halphen was

«<^ WddUSMt

rh« only Oasis in

Philodclphio serving

thi> best in Arabic

cuisine at reasonable

prices

AhIan wo sohlan to th«

ENJOY OUR
FRIDAY

ORIENTAL
NIGHTS

LIVE
ARABIC
MUSIC

a lineman and played four years

of football. He also played base-

hnll and basketball and was a
leader in campus activities.

For these achievements he re-

ceived an award at graduation

"As the student who had done
the most for Villanova".

Since graduation, he has re-

mained close to Villanova and
the Augustinians as teacher,

football coach, and athletic di-

rector at Malvern.
He has served on the Board

of Governors many times and
helped form the Villanova Club
of South Jersey which sponsors
the annual basketball banquet.
He has a son studying for the

priesthood and a daughter
studying nursing at Villanova.
Mr. Halphen is prominent in

many civic and church affairs

in Gloucester City.

Joe Rogers with extempor-
aneous quips presented the foot-
ball trophies. He also expressed
his personal satisfaction and
experience gained in his job as
head coach.

Admires Rogers
Frank Reagan also expressed

great admiration for Rogers and
said "It would be a mistake for
the university if they let this
Irishman get away."
Reagan received an award

from alumni and said after
hours, d?.y'?', weeks, and months
of thorght he could not give
the reason for this year's bad
ses.son..; .',.,

Very Reverend John A.
Klekotka OSA, University Pres-
ident, paid th»*re would be no
deemphasis of athletics at Villa-

Middle East Restaurant
9SS llhwMtti St. ryltwi «-*tJl

a Swlngline
Stapler no

biggerNlian a
pack ofgum!

98<^

Head football coach Joe Rogers congratulates Leon Horin before presenting him with Most
Valuable Player trophy at Villanova Club football banquet.

nova but rather the university

would continue in its high level

competition in all sports.

The award for the team's
most valuable player was pre-

sented to Leon Horin. And for
the most consistent player to

Ed Lemkin.

Jim Bonner, who broadcasted
Villanova games over WRCU,
served at toastmaster for the
dinner.

The pricipal speaker, honor-
able Charles S. Witkowski, May-
or of Jersey City, New Jersey,

emphasized to the team the les-

sons to be learned and rewards
gained from losses.

The mayor was a member of
the Class of 1931 and spoke of
his own football experiences and
how a loss taught him much
more than a win.

(Including
OOOsiaples)

HARtEY-

X^PPER
low cect transportation— up to 100
mpg. Sot* . . . b«caut« its so oosy to

rid*. Automatic tranimission. Go tlio

fun way— idool for school, outings

and orrands. Soo tho TOPFER at . .

.

PHILA HARLEY DAVIDSON CO
•S7 N. MOAD STMIT
ftU WOODIANOAVL

K> 9.110O
fAfL4747

SWINGUNE "TOT"
Millions now in use. Uncondi-
tionally euaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and
crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail-

able at your college bookstore.

SWINGUNE
'Cub" Stapler $1.29

INC.
lONO ISLAND CITY. NEW VOIK, N. Y.

APPLIED MAGNETISM 405-406

Reactions of water, hair, women

Professor D. Juan

10:00-11:00 p.m. Saturday

Examination of why men usually use water

with their hair tonic. Denioiistiation that wa-

ter causes dried-out hair resembling explosion

in a silo. Practical applications of 'Vaseline'

Hair Tonic; proof that 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic

replaces oil that water removes from hair.

Definitive interrelationships of water to 'Vase-;-

line' Hair Tonic to hair to women to thfings

in general. Laboratory evidence of reverse

magnetism between women and messy hair.

Positive correlations between alcohol and dry

hair, cream tonics and clogged-up hair (Rag-

mop's Third Law). Required before Christmas

vacation.

rrerequmte: ANIMAL MAGNETISM 203-204.

Materials: one 4 oz. bottle 'Vaseline* Hair Tonic

Vaseline

HAIR
TONIC

Vaseh'ne I

HAIR
TONIC

it's clear,

ifs clean,

it's

Vaseline
HAIR TONIC

®

MMll' k •• mkknt >Hnir>

. * .'..^*w't,.tit'..-.
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VILLANOVA MERMEN Upset Rutgers 52-43
Reminiscent of the heart-

stopping wins of last year,

which saw the charge of Ed Geisz

win many of their meets by tak-

ing the final event, the 400 yard

freestyle relay, the 'Cat swim-

mers swept from the Scarlet of

Rutgers both that event and the

meet last Wednesday in the

Field House pool.

To add insult to injury, the

^.

<^/ <if. ^

Villauova man Bob Dow
propels himi^elf through the

water against Rutgers by ex-

ecuting the difHcult butterfly

stroke. > •-

'

relay team of Frank Dunn, Jim

Donahue, Ed Jensen and Don
Baemcke broke the old Villa-

nova team record by one-tenth of

a second, finishing in the time

of 3:48.6. ': v^
Individual iStar

Baemcke was the individual

star of the day as he took both

the 220 yard freestyle in 2:25.3

and the freestyle in 56.7 in addi-

tion to his anchor leg in the

relay.

In the first event of the meet,

the 400 yard medley relay, the

Villanova team of John Foley,

Brian Reilly, Dan O'Brien and
Jensen took first by virtue of

Rutgers' disqualification due to

their anchor man leaving the

starting block before the touch

of the third leg swimmer.

Baemcke Cops 220
Tliis gave the Villanova mer-

men a lead which they never

relincuished. In the next event,

the 220 yard freestyle, Baemcke
took his first event as second and

third place were captured by

the opposition.

Frank Dunn and Bob Dona-

hue were niped by Joe Millstein

of Rutgers in the 50 yard free-

style, who finished in the time

of 26.6.

An addition to the dual meet

events was the 200 yard in-

dividual medley, which consists'

of fifty yards each of butterfly,

breast-stroke and freestyle.

Sophomore Don Rud jumped out

to an early lead and held it al'

the way to lead to the finish a

Rutgers merman and co-captain

Frank Keefe.

Rud turned in the very good

time of 2:28.6 and showed prom-

ise of t>ecoming a standout win-

ner for the Wildcats all season.

Carton In Fine Form
Steve Carton again displayed

the form that has made him one

of the best divers in the East

last year. Showing no ill effects

of lack of practice due to a bad

Don Baemcke springs into water for anchor leg of the 500 yard freestyle relay against
Rutgers which 'Cats won in record time of 3:48.6

knee, Steve took five points and
first place for Villanova in the

one meter dive.

George Robertson, who with a

little more time could push Car-

ton, finished third. At th's point

the 'Cats had a wide lead, 28-15,

and seemed to be in command.
However, in the 200 yard butter-

fly, the next event, Rutgers

swept first and second as Bob
Dow and Ted Mouaty, who have

the unenviable job of filling the

shoes of Larry Palacio and Jim

Gregory who were the bst
"butterflies" Villanova has yet

produced. They were in the race

almost all the way, dropped be-

hind in the last two laps to fin-

ish third and fourth.

In the next event however,

Baemcke added his second win
finishing the hundred freestyle

by leading Dunn and Millstein

of Rutgers to the wall.

Rud almost pulled the upset of

the day as he and Plattes of

Rutgers, one of the best in the

East last year, waged a stroke

for stroke duel for 200 yards but
Plattes finished a scant two
strokes in front. Keefe, still off

his pace of last year, which saw
him win 90% of his races, finish-

ed third about four lengths

behind.

McCready Shows Promise
Bruce McCready, at least ten

seconds faster than his best time

last year showed great improve-

ment as he stayed close to

Fenstermacher of Rutgers all

the way to lose by four yards.

Co-captain Joe Harney, who like

his counterpart Keefe is off his

stride finished third in the 440

freestyle.

In the 200 yard breaststroke

Rutgers took first place and

second.

This set the stage for the final

event as the mermen of Villa-

nova had only a two-point mar-

gin. The meet was decided on

the relay as the 'Cats led all

the way to win their first meet
of the season 52-43.

Mural Cagers Enter Third

Week In Full Competition
by Hank Schultz

<** *

Frank Budd (foreground) leads Wildcat not-so-thinclads in sprint around recently installed

board track in stadium. ^ .

Freshmen Thump Explorers

Showing Team Effort^ 88-67
Villanova's freshmen basket-,

ball team did away with anoth-

er of their more formidable

opponents Thursday Nite when
they belted La Salle 88-67. The
Wildcats had just too much ar-

tillery for the shell shocked Ex-
plorers.

Tommy Galia led the bom-
bardment with 29 points, but

the classy Galia received able

assistance from the other team
members. Chief among his as-

sistants was Tom Hoover.

Hoover completely dominated

the backboards and practically

all of his 21 points came on taps

and follow-ups. Tom, 6-9, block-

ed many shots and picked sev-

eral others out of the air. He
was also called for goal tending

four times.

Versatile Bemie Chavis again

played his usual stand out game
and contributed 19 points. Ber-

nie proved himself quite a pivot

!

by John DufTy

man in the absence of Hoover
when big Tom was troubled
with personals. Richie Richman
flashed some nice playmaking
ability and dropped in 13 points

on only 10 shots. Jim O'Brien

and Joe Quinn added three

points apiece in the V.U. victory.

Big Guns for La Salle

La Salle a^so had a few can-

nons in their fort which sounded
loudly. Bob Raferty. a 6-4 dead-

eye, tossed in 25 points to pace

the La Salle effort.

Curt Fromal, a little bit of a

guy, at 5-8, turned in a min
size performance. Trailing 45-

25 at halftime, little Curt picked

his team off the floor for a

brief spurt. Fromal threw in 23

points on a deadly jumper and

quick drives.

The one disappointing factor

about the 'Cats victorious per-

formance was their deplorable

foul shooting. Blessed with 41

chances by the desperate Ex-

plorers the 'Cats made only 20

for a poor .487 foul line per-

centage.
Villanova

Chavis
O'Brien
Hoover
Galia

Richman
Quinn
Smith
Totals

Raferty
Fromal
Abbott
Park
Berry
Sheppard
Birch

Totals

G
8
1

9
9
6
1

84

F
3-8

1-2

3-7

11-18

1-1

1-1

0-1

20-41

La Salle

G
12
11
1

1

2

2

2

81

F
1-3

1-3

2-3

1-1

0-0

0-0

0-4

5-15

P
19

3

21

29

13

3

88

P
25

23
4

3
4

4
4

67

All interest in football has

disappeared from the Villanova

scene and everyone has hasten-

ed indoors for the basketball

season. All that is, except

the few sturdy and daring souls

who make up the five teams in

Villanova's newly organized soc-

cer league.

In the two games played,

Frank Murtha's "UN All-Stars"

beat 'The Rioters" of F. Gala-

tas, 3-0; and the "Strokers",

captained by J. Holas, defeated

Jose Oliver's "Mambo Kids".

(Or is it "Mambo Keeds?"). The
Ghosts, a group of day hops
led by Joe Homtero, have yet

to play. However, by Jan. 5,

each team will have met every

other team once. A team gets

2 points for a victory, one for

a tie game, and nothing for a

loss. Ed Geisz. intramural di-

rector, says that the games
played so far have proved very
interesting, and recommends
watching these matches when-
ever possible.

Among those that chose to

move indoors, there are some
first rate ball players. In all,

over 50 teams are in competi-

tion, with over 400 men listed as

eligible. The courts of Alumni
Hall and the Field House are

being used almost constantly,

and should continue to be far

into February. Although a few
teams have forfeited, most of

the games scheduled have been

played. Over 50 score sheets

have been returned to 112 Al-

umni. Thus far, there has been

at least one winner every game.

Pixies Prance Away
Several weeks ago we men-

tioned a team called "The Pix-

ies". They decided to withdraw

from actiye competition after

losing a practice game, 61-6.

They considered it a moral vic-

tory, as they were without the

aid of their tall man, 5-7 Jim
Ross.

A few of the teams that are

in the various leagues pulled

through with close games. Mon-
day at 4:30, "The Dukes" beat

off Charlie Co's second half

rally to win 28-27. Hopgekuda
A.C. squeezed by the M&M's to

win 49-46. In a fast moving
game, Simpson's Nats edged out

Allen All-Stars, 43-42.

One team that has shown
marked improvement is White's

Wonders. They lost their first

game to the Crazy Herbs, 45-

16. In their second game, they

concentrated on their defense,

and, though they only scored

14, they held their opponents,

the Gung Ho Monks, to a mere
30 points. In another inteirest-

ing battle, the Exquisite Forms
held well, but just couldn't ad-

just to the offense of Darryl's

Dandies, and gave out in the

stretch, losing 43-26.

All in all, this year's basket-

ball season at Villanova has

started off in a favorable fash-

ion, both in Intra and Inter Mur-
als. In the Intramurals, how-
ever, there is still a slight prob-

lem. Ed Geisz has pointed out

the need for officials for the

games. He asks all interested

parties to contact him or leave

a note in room 112 Alumni Hall.

FREE GARAGE
Accompanying your private

room and bath. Only 6 minutes

from campus. All this for only

$11.00 per week. Telephone MU
8-0949.

^-
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Can Spirit Win A Bali Came?

^iM Yes
Can spirit win a ball game?
The answer is yes. In this writer's

mind, spirit will l^e the decisive fac-

tor in how the 'Cats fare in the bas-

ketball wars this season.

This writer contacted Coach Al
Severance to find out his feelings on

the spirit question.

"Give me fifteen minutes," the

coach declared, "and I'll explode the

theory that spirit isn't important."

He got his fifteen minutes and the

theory went up in smoke.

Marin9S Epifome
"Against indomitable odds, spirit is

the panacea of victory," the coach

began. "Why, look at the Marines.

They get a boy, take him to Parris

Island and tear him down to nothing

and then they build him up again.

And when they are through that boy
has the greatest spirit in the world."

He stabbed the air, "You give me
the team with spirit and I'll beat you
nine out of ten times."

"Why it's as simple as a father and
his son. If the father gives his son a

pat on the back it does something for

that boy. If you're normal you react

to that," he explained.

Severance pointed to the Drizin

trophy that was awarded to George
Emma prior to the Scranton game.

"The value of that trophy is the spirit

behind it.

Sphifual Value
"Chuck Drizin gave his life for what

he believed in. The spiritual value of

the Drizin trophy is far in excess of

this one." He held up a trophy that

was for performance alone.

He began pacing up and down his

office. He recited lines from "Sheri-

dan's Ride," a poem by Thomas
Buchanan Read. Then he declared,

"The troops were beaten. The sight

of Sheridan coming rallied them,

spirit rallied them. A defeated army
came back."

He puffed on his cigar and con-

tinued, "Go down through the annals

of history. Napoleon, Horatio at the

bridge. Why did Napoleon review his

troops? To instill Spirit!"

Severance turned to the subject of

spirit at Villanova. "In the locker

room before the Princeton game the

team got together and said "we can-

not lose this ball game, if for nothing

more than we owe it to the students

who have come up here at their own
effort and expense to support us.

'Qreafesf Spirif

•'After the Scranton game people

along the Main Line came and told me
that it was the first demonstration of

the spirit of ten years ago."
The coach shook his head and said,

"Spirit is iO'r of the battle. With-

out spirit you have a dry trust." The
coach shook his head and said, "If

spirit doesn't have its effect does
the student just go to a game to be

entertained? Why, he can be enter-

tained just by sitting in his room
listening to the radio."

He was disturbed, "Why is there a
military unit band, why do they furl

the banners? Why is the Rainbow
Division so proud of its heritage?

Spirit.

Loyof Sf»cf«fifs

•'Without the loyalty of the student
body it would be a sad day. Spirit

vitalizes the university. Otherwise
it would be just stone, wood, and
glass."

He concluded his incendiary talk,

"Spirit is a healthy enthusiasm to

bolster the player when things appear
dark. It is the intangible spark.

"The power of St. Joe's cheering is

inestimable.

It is not spirit to mimic your rlster

# # B/ Tony Mock/in

school or hold it up to scorn.

"Anyone who says that spirit

doesn't have an impact on a ball club

and stimulates it to greater efforts

has no psychological knowledge of

No
>imen.

24 Yr$, Bxperhnee
The above opinions are those of a

man who is in his twenty-fourth year
of coaching a college team.

It appears to this writer that spirit

is all the coach said and more. It is

a force in the stands and a force in

the ball player that when they meet
and ignite can burn another team
right off the court.

Basketball is not a bloodless game,

When I read the VILLANOVAN
last week I noted two rather disturb-

ing articles. Both had basketball as
their topic. Both were ultimately con-
cerned with that much discussed (and
maligned) subject of school spirit.

In one article, Tony Macklin stated
that George Raveling, captain of the
basketball team, was "somewhat dis-

appointed at the luke-warm reception
after the Princeton game but was
elated by Friday night's throng."

George is quoted : "After the Prince-
ton game we came back and heard
people complaining. It hurt."

In the other article, Tom Hoffman,
president of the Student Council,

"1

spirit puts the blood in to it.

Spirit is a sixth man on the court.
You know when he is there or when
he is missing. He unifies and inspires.

H€ rattles the opponent and increases
his team's confidence.

He can explode a chink in the op-
position into a gaping hole. He can
burst that team's attack and leave
them floundering.

This fellow spirit has the value of
an Ail-American.

But spirit must be channeled in

the right directions. Yelling "Beat
St. Joe's" last Saturday was a mis-
take. This thoughtless cheer cm do
a lot of damage. Is St. Joe's the first

game that has any importance?

What about Temple, West Virginia,
N.Y.U., don't they count? Why wasn't
there any "N.I.T." cheering?

If spirit has no effect why is there
so much emphasis given by coaches,
and ball players on the difficulties

encountered in playing away from
home? It would seem to be more
than just the unfamiliar court which
causes their distress.

Wild yapping, flapping, and carous-

ing do not necessarily constitute solid

or gentlemanly spirit. Solid spirit is

loyalty handled with taste.

There is a feeling in many circles

that when the team loses a couple of

games the new found "spirit" will-

crumble. It will be interesting to see
what kind of support the 'Cats receive

when they are down.

young Spirif

Before I left the coach, he showed
me a letter that a boy in Washington
had sent to Hubie Wliite. It asked

simply for Hubie to please send a per-

sonally autographed picture.

The boy included a slip of paper

for Hubie to sign for his scrapbook
and wrote that if Hubie di'^'n't answer
he would understand. The boy let one

sentence of appeal escape: "Please

don't let me down." Hubie won't.

If the 'Cats are supported with

spirit the caliber of this young fan's,

it must have a positive effect

Spirit can win a ball ^ame.

talks of the lack of spirit during the

football season, and then says, "we
of the Student Council wish to show
the city of Philadelphia the true

Villanova spirit."

Ob/ecf/oii, Please
He continues by saying that the

Spirit Committee "will be doing their

best to stir the entire student body to

action."

Finally, Tom reports that the Stu-

dent Council dance will be "the night

before the infamous St. Joseph's-Villa-

nova game."
I take objection to both George

Raveling's statements and to the im-

plications contained in Tom Hoff-
man's column. I'll tell you why.

It seems to me that George Raveling

(and every other athlete at Villa-

nova) should readjust himself and
adopt what, in my opinion, is a more
realistic and, actually, a more fair

attitude.

For although it 'must be wonderful
for an athlete to hear thousands of

people applauding and cheering when
he does something well, this acclama-
tion must not, cannot, enter into his

consideration. It must not affect his

play.

Praise Quickly Changed
Because if mere acclamation affects

his play, then vociferous opposition

its also going to affect his perfom-
ance. And people will say that "this

guy choked."

An athlete mui^t play in a self-

made vacuum. He must concentrate on
himself, his teammates, and his op-

ponents. The minutes he listens to the
stands, he's in trouble.

And George must realize that praise
heaped on him one minute turns to

criticism and condemnation the next.
Only men praise or condemn, and men
are fickle.

The greatest spirit I've ever seen
on the college level was that display-

ed by the great majority of La Salle

College students when Tom Gola was
at La Salle. Gola was Superman,
Santa Glaus, Robin Hood, Tom Mix,

/ <'.

By Tom Troy

- "
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and Jack Armstrong.
To criticize Gola was like blas-

pheming, but there were some even
then who blasted Tom and his coach
Ken Loeffler and La Salle. Nobody's
ever satisfied.

Should Be SuHieienf
A second point I would like to make

is that George Raveling and every
other athlete doesn't have the right
to expect praise any more than an
honor student or a member of the
Student Council or a newspaper
columnist or editor has.

The only praise any of them has
a right to hear is self-praise. This
should be their object: to play bas-
ketball, to study, to write, to do what-
ever Student Council members do,
as well as they can. If they perform
to their utmost, they deserve self-

praise.

But they musn't expect or demand
that others praise them. That George
Raveling plays as well as he possibly
can is very evident, but George
should get ample reward from self-

realization of this.

It seems to me that professional
athletes have adopted just this atti-

tude. They play their best, and shrug
off all honors and criticisms with
equal facility.

Spirit never scored one point, grab-
bed one rebound, won. one game. Only
spirited performers have. And they
are those who play their best whether
this fact is played up or ignored.

What I object to most vehemently
in Tom Hoffman's column is the im-
plication in the phrase "the infamous
St. Joseph's-Villanova game" carries:

this is the only game that matters.

I shuddered when I saw those
words. I quaked, I cowered. I am so
tired of hearing people at Villanova
say, "I don't care if we lose every
game so long as we beat St. Joe's,"

that I become flustered, aroused, ton-

gue-tied when I hear it.

These characters are getting more
childish, more annoying than the
children at the glorified high school

are.

These "men", led by some fanatical,

gushing-with-joy, slobbering-with-en-

thusiasm idiot, parade at the drop of
a hat, sing the same song over and
over, don't recognize defeat when it

hits them between the eyes, simply
reject reality.

Lunafic Fringe of V.U.

They associate themselves so much
with their basketball team (a very
fine one) that they consider a victory
on the court as a personal victory for
them. They imply that because St.

Joseph's basketball team defeats Vil-

lanova's, they are better than a stu-

dent at Villanova.

Ask them about track or baseball
sometime!

Well, it seems to me that there i0

a desire on the part of some around
here to form the same kind of lunatic
fringe.

John Oberlies and Jack Valva want-
ed us to buy pith helmets and put
a big V on them. Why not something
more original—something like a
straw skimmer?

Last year they wanted someone to
write lyrics to some old melody so we
could sing them at games. How 'bout
"When the 'Cats Go Marching In?"
They want to "stir" us to action.

Let's have a big parade down Lan-
caster Avenue. Or better yet: let's

all convene at 30th Street Station,
march to the Palestra carrying ban-
ners and shouting Huzzahs!, lock all

the fanatics in the Palestra, and then
bum it down.

m
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Wildcats Rip State In Dixie 68-56
Greensboro, N. C.—The Villa-

nova Wildcats opened the new
War Memorial Coliseum, to bas-

ketball with a 68-56 thumping
of the North Carolina State
Wolfpack.

Before about 9,000 fans, the

Wildcats, who were the home-
team set up a very tight 1-2-2

defense. The zone held the Wolf-
pack to 19 shots and nine field

goals in the first half. Villanova

had 40 shots but were able to

hit on only 13 to hold a 31-22

halftime bulge.

N. C. State broke through the

zone in the third quarter and
narowed Villanova's lead to

three points. But alert ball-steal-

ing and great hustle broke the

game open in favor of the 'Cats.

Case Unsettled

At the start of the game
Everett Case set his team in

a 2-3 defense. After two tap-ins

by Captain George Raveling, who
had 14 points, and a jump-shot
by Jim Huggard the 'Cats had
a 6-0 lead. Big soph Bruce Hodly
hooked in the first goal for

The half was free of much
fouling with State trying to

solve the tight Wildcat zone.

With about 9:40 remaining

State switched to a man for

man defense to off-set the phe-

nomeal shooting Dick Kaminsky.
Hubbie White who was the

coldest 'Cat in Dixie with a 2 for

11 percentage in the first half.

The 'Cats outscored the Wolf-

pack 21 to 14 with Raveling

and John Driscoll controlling the

boards.

The Big Key
In the second half the men

from State solved the 'Cats zone

in the person of Bob (Moose)
DiStephano. With big John Key,
getting some good rebounds Di

Stephano was getting the jump
on the Wildcat defense and got

half of his 16 points in the third

quarter spurt.

The Wolfpack moved into a
2-1-2 zone and had the 'Cats

stymed for most of the third

quarter.

But Raveling and Driscoll

once again controlled the boards

and the Wildcats opened things

up offensively and closed the

door defensively with the zone

once again being tight.

One Southern gentleman was
overheard in leaving "Ah means
its the Civil War all over again

with those Yankees beating us

on Southern soil."

I

WiUaits Hold That Tiger;'

ream Balance Vnips Clemson
"' Tom Troy'

3,656 disregarded the rainy

weather and sat in the swelter-

ing Palestra to see for them-
selves if it was true what they

said 'bout Hubie, as Villanova

debuted on the Penn court last

Saturday night against the

Clemson Tigers.

Many expected—and perhaps
wanted—to see a one man show.

Instead, they saw a well bal-

anced Villanova five, superbly

led by Jim Huggard, handily

defeat the tall and talented At-

lantic Conference team, 77-64.

The Clemson strategy was
rather obvious—stop the fab-

ulous White from scoring. Play-

ing a zone defense with their

tallest players bunched in the

corner where Hubie was station-

ed, they did just that in the

first half. White had only three

field goals, two on taps.

Zone Worlis Very Well

But in the meantime, Dick
Kanninski was popping from the

other, weakened, side of the

zone, and Greorge Raveling was
scoring underneath as Huggard
threaded the needle with some
great passes.

Clemson, unable to penetrate

the smoothly functioning 1-2-2

done defense of Villanova, was
forced to shoot mainly from the

deep corners or far beyond the

foul circle. Only the fine gun-
ning of George Krajack and Don
Carver kept the Tigers in the

game.

Jim Huggard

White, although not scoring,

demonstrated his tremendous
value to Villanova as he spark-
led on defense. He, Huggard,
and Kaminski blitzed Clemson
several times after the Hug had
stolen the ball.

Driscoll Clicks Inside

In the second half, Clemson
changed their zone somewhat in

order to check both cornermen.
John Driscoll, who played his

best game of the young season,
then personally wrecked this bit

of tactics. •

John moved inislde thd big
men and scored seven straight

points that pushed the 'Cats into

a 15 point lead.
:

: .

But Clemson, sparked by the
long set shots of Dutch Shample,
creeped to within eight points,

then used a semi-press with
only five minutes left in the

game.

Huggard and White responded
to this by completely dominat-
ing the remainder of the game.
Hug very coolly directed a mod-
ified "freeze," and scored four
clutch fouls in the last two min-
utes as he dribbled circles

around the pressing Tigers.

White moved into a high post
position and hit four field goals
in a row, including a spectacu-

lar dunk shot off a fast-break.

Hubie finished the game with
19 points, 12 in the second half,

eight of these in the last five

minutes.

Team Play

Dick Kaminski continued his

torrid shooting (7-11) ai^ he hit

for 15 points; Raveling notched
18 points (5-7) and grabbed 17

rebounds, again being the lead-

ing rebounder on both teams.

Driscoll was the second lead-

ing rebounder and contributed

11 points (4-8). Huggard had
13 points (3-7) and eight as-

sists. As a team, the 'Cats shot

51% from the floor.

All of which proves, once

more, that a full house beats

one ace every time.

Streamlined Hubie White shows his vaunted leaping prowess as he arches a shot goalward

in the ClonHon game.

Dick Kaminski drives p^st surprised Clemsoi; 4l<>lrnder on his way toward the Tiger hoop.

Seahawks, Eagles, Dukes
And Mules Ready For 'Cats

Saturday the Cats travel up
to Staten Island, N. Y., to play

Wagner University. This, ac-

cording to all reports, is going
to be Wagner's year. The Staten
Island boys had a fairly good
record last year and this season
they have everyone back.

Coach Herb Sutter will start

five experienced seniors, none of

whom would get lost on any
basketball court. 6-4 Fred Black-

well and 6-6 Hal Junta will be

in the corners. In the backcourt
Milfred Pierce and Harry Or-

dando, both 5-10, and Pete
Wirth, 5-11, will see about equal

action. The center post will be
manned by 6-7 junior Bob Lar-
son. A speedy sophomore, Ron
Gfeorge, could cause a lot of

trouble on a fast break if he gets

to play for any length of time.

Boston Beware:

Cats on the Way
The first game that the Cats

play in the New Year will be at

Boston against the Boston Col-

lege Eagles on January 2. The
Eagles had a very good 17-9

record last year but this season
the pickings seem very slim.

The Boston Boys have lost all

of their starters one way or an-

other and things don't seem to

be too rosy up Bean Town way.
Frank Quinn, a 6-6 center, and

Ray Falvery, a guard, are the

only lettermen and the load is

likely to come their way. Jack
Schappmeyer, the captain, a 6-0

forward and Jim Hoaley, a 6-5

forward, who was a frosh scor-

ing flash, are also slated for

by John Duffy

starting duty. Rudy Van Burg,

at 6-6 is the only other experi-

enced man on the squad, but
coach Don Martin is confident

that no one will run his Eagles
off the court.

The Wildcats will play at the

^ ^'*

Bob Slobodnlk

Palestra on January 6, against
Duquesne. The Dukes, if nothing
else, will be big. With 6-9 Bob
Slobodnick, a junior, at center
and seniors Frank Grebowski,
6-7, and Greorge Brown, 6-4, in

the comers few teams will be

bigger than the Iron Dukes.
Coach Red Manning's main prob-
lem will be finding a backcourt
replacement for Bernde Mathews.
The problem may be solved in

the person of 6-5 Paul Benec.
Although very big, at 6-5, Benec
is exceedingly mobile and is ex-

pected to be of great assistance

in the backcourt. Benec's run-

ning mate will be either Bill

Strom, 6-2, or Bill Stromple, 5-8.

Like Benec both are sophomores,
Stromple is the smallest play-

er ever to wear the Red and
Blue of Duquesne. But with

Slobodnick throwing his 240
pounds around, the men from
Pittsburgh are a certainty to

improve on their 13-11 record of
last year.

Mules: Not Mighty But Big
The Mules from Muhlenberg

are the guests of Villanova on
the same Palestra floor January
9. The Mules were third in the

very tough MAC last year, be-

hind St. Joe's and LaSalle, and
don't appear to be able to better

their conference standing this

year. However, they should have
a good team.

Dick Sekunda, 6-5, and Dan
Robbins, 6-4, will be up front.

6-4 Ron Druckenmiller, a good
center will be in the pivot. Joe
Berghold, 6-1, and (3eorge Gil-

fillan will be in the backcourt.

The best reserve will be 6-8

Herb Loeffler. Three sopho-
mores, Chris Hiotis, 6-2, Jack
Superka, 6-2, and Dick Hunt,
6-6, will add strong support to

a good bench.

24 Pages Tadoy

The VILLANOVAN
comes out today with
the first 24-page iS'

sue in the history of

the University.
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Macklin Review
The Movie "Sudden-
ly Last Summer," has
been called a shocker
by Tony Macklin —

Page 6.
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King To Succeed

Wiele As Council

Vice-President

Jack King, senior M.E., has
been appointed as Vice President
of Student Government to suc-
ceed Fred. Wiele who has re-

signed.

King has served tlie first

.seme.ster as chairman of the
Fraternities and Societies Com-
mittee. His last act as chairman
was to bring his own fraternity.

Phi Kappa Pi, up for disciplinary

action for failure to submit its

report.

Delinquent Groups
He also recommended disci-

plinary action for other delin-

qitfent organizations: the Physio.««

Club and DPE fraternity. The
representatives of these groups
pleaded their cases before a
meeting of the senate last Mon-
day evening. They received a
temporary suspension of voting
powers.

In his new position. King
supervises operations of the Fra-
ternities and Societies Commit-
tee; the Ways and Means Com-
mittee; the Social Affairs Com-
mittee ; and the Elections
Committee.

Juggle Personnel
He has stated an intention to

juggle the personnel of the com-
mittees in a reorganization
move. Already Steve Carton has
been appointed chairman of the
Fraternities and Societies Com-
mittee.

King expects to run an order-
ly system of elections this

semester, even more effectively

than before.

COUNCIL TONIGHT

Loan Provisions

Receive Criticism

Of Administration

Rev. Harry J. Erdlen, O.S.A.,

Villanova's Administrator of

Government Loans, reiterated

this school's stand on govern-
ment loans as one of non-opposi-

tion in regards to the loyalty

oaths that must be signed by
applicants.

But he stressed that he oppos-

es the loans on two other

counts: a) discrimination, and
b) administration.

Great Concern

It is Father's feeling that the

great concern about the signing

of the affidavit is one of the

minor disadvantages of the pro-

gram. "It seems to me that

other aspects of the loan pro-

gram could be improved", he

explains.

The administrater pointed
out the "incontestable" discrim-

ination shown to Catholic and
private schools. "If a graduate

enters a public secondary school

for teaching, his loan is reduced

by 10% a year for up to five

years," Father asserted. This

means the loan could be cut in

half.

Father contended that the

whole administrative apparatus

of the loan program is compli-

cated and burdensortie for col-

leges to operate and that most
institutions are in no position

Seniors Planning Prom Date

With Buddy Morrow's Band

St. Joseph-Villanova basketball game tickets went on sale at
9 a.m. Monday, but the line was "well-formed" at 7:30, \*1ien this
picture was taken. The tickets werA sold out by noon.

Cats Accept Bid To NIT
To Prove 'Selves In N.Y*

Athletic Director Frank Rea-
gan announced that Villanova

to handle the red tape involved. I had accepted a bid to the Na-

Interest computing also falls on
the individual institutions.

Benefit Student
"Villanova has undertaken the

student loan program to benefit

the student," Father commented,
"we have always been only too
glad to assist the student in his

education. But it seems to me
that there should be a better
plan.

"Let the better equipped
banks administer the funds."

Father Erdlen explained why
various colleges have refused to

accept government loans, such

as Haverford and Swarthemore
Colleges.

"Some schools refused the

loans because of religious be-

liefs," Father said, "and others

because of the danger of the

legal terminology involved.
Some of the recipients may have

good reasons for not having gov-

ernment interfering in their af-

fairs.
(Continued on Page 2)

tional Invitational Tournament
last Thursday afternoon at the

Philadelphia Sports writer's

luncheon.

Villanova was the first school

to accept a bid to the New York
tourney to be played March 10-

19.

Coach Al Severance told the

Villanovan the reason for going
to the NIT rather tlian to the

NCAA. "We received a firm bid

from the NIT while we only got

a feeler from the NCAA. Also
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Debate Over Free Day Expected
The Student Council tomor-

row evening will again try to

make its annual selection of the

free day given to it by the Ad-
ministration.

Two of the dates center

around the basketball team's in-

vitation to the N.I.T. tourney.

A third would lengthen the As-
cension Thursday vacation two
weeks before final exams.

March 18 Expected
The date which is widely ex-

pected to be chosen is March
18, a Friday, which falls the day

after a semi-final game in New
York, and the day before the

finals, Saturday, March 19.

Another date would be Fri-

day, March 11, the day between
two tournament games.
Chairman Tom Hoffman is

confident that the Council will

choose March 18.

The variety of potential dates
recalls the heated dispute last

year which was generated by a
similar situation.

According to VILLANOVAN
reports, the chosen day was se-

lected after extreme pressure

from non-Council members in

the back room, most of them
attending a meeting for their

first and last times.

Not the Best

It was generally felt that the

chosen day last year was not the

best, and many voices were
heard deploring the Council's

readiness to be pressured.

Hoffman would like to see a
large student attendance at to-

morrow's meeting.

when we took a vote of the boys
they voted unanimously for the
NIT.

"I don't want to dictate for
the team," the coach continued.
"They have played great ball.

They have fought all the way
this season. This is a team that
gets along together very well,

they have great team spirit.

They want to go to New York.
They deserve a say."

Starved for Sdccess
"We aren't going up there for

the exercise!' Severance blasted

when asked point blank if the
'Cats can win the tourney.

"We're a hungry ball club."

Captain George Raveling
spoke for the players. "We want
to make a good showing in New
York," he said seriously. "The
game is near to Philly and the

students and our friends and
parents will be able to see us
play. They wouldn't if we were
in the NCAA which is played in

Charlotte and California."

As of Monday, Dayton, De-
troit, Providence, and Memphis
State had accepted bids to join

VU in the NIT.
Other possible entries are St.

Louis, defending champion St.

John's, New York University, St.

Bonavcnture, Toledo, and Brad-
Icy or Cincinnati, Utah or Utah
State, St. Joseph's or LaSalle.

Ciarden Jinx

The NIT will be held in Madi-
son Square Garden. Since 1950
the 'Cats have won three games
in the Garden while losing eight.

Two of the victories came in

NCAA tourney games.
In 1950 the Arizin led the

'Cats lo.sa to Kentucky and then

beat Yale in the consolation

game. In 1955 they defeated
Duke. Last Thursday they
knocked off Manhattan for their

first Garden victory since that
time.

"You won't recognize the
Field Ilou.se," insisted Senior
Prom co-chairman Tom ]Mc-
Coy when asked ai)out the
decorations for the big nig-ht

February 19.

"I know it sounds like an old
wornout cry, but things are go-
ing to be different this year."
McCoy promised "glamour for
'60."

Senior class president Ray
Rafferty chimed in with the ob-

servation that the Field House
always seems to carry the aura
of a just finished basketball
game even during dances. But
this year instead of "just music
replacing cheers, there will also
be a different mood created,"
Rafferty stated.

Novel and Distinctive

Rafferty also guaranteed
something "novel and distinc-

tive" in favors. He was also

proud of the refreshments that
the refreshment committee has
acquired for the evening.

"We will have something en-
tirely new for Villanova in re-

freshments. It should be quite

a surprise," he commented.

"There are two things that we
particularly want to stress,"

continued Rafferty. "First of all

we want it to be known that
everyone who comes to the
dance will really get something
out of it."

"Also we want to emphasize
that every student at Villanova
is invited to the prom. We want
everyone, from freshmen to sen-
iors, to come."

Buddy Morrow
As announced on the publicity

release handed out on campus
Buddy Morrow and his band,
featuring vocalist Jane Taylor,
will supply the music for the
prom. Morrow can play anything
from rocking rhythm-crammed

Dinner Dance Tickets
The sale of Senior Dinner

Dance ticket^) will continue
through Monday, February
15, according to Bill Henry,
Dance co-chairman.

"The tickets have gone
fast and most of tlie floor

tables have already been
taken," said Henry. Seniors

have rushed to the sales

desk, which opened this past
Monday.
The ultra-modern Shera-

ton Hotel will be the site of

tliis year's dance. Co-chair-

man Henry and Jack Hef-
fernan have signed the Ed-
die Bigham Orchestra. Tic-

kets are being sold at $12
per couple.

numbers to smooth romantic
ballads. His recording of "Night
Train" is a rhythm classic and
his rendering of "Tara's Theme"
w«i8 a ballad bestseller.

Jim Foley dance co-chairman
told the Villanovan that prom
tickets are selling well. They
may be obtained in the Pie
Shoppe.

•fV,
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While the hats haven't been selling as fast as desired, some
students have purchased them, and sport them proudly.

Campus Shop
By Sales of Q
Reports that the University

Shop was besieged with requests
for the new Qiial<er hats were
greatly exaggerated, according
to John Bauman, who is in

charge of the shop.

"Actually we still have a
goodly number of hats left. I

can't say exactly how many
we've actually sold so far, but
I'd hardly say the sales were
booming."

At Palestra Games
The hats went on sale early

in January and the first pur-
chase was made by Hank Got-
ard, a member of the football

team. The few that have been
sold have been seen at Palestra
games, blending with such head-
gear as the Spirit Committee
pith helmets.

The sparse sale of the broad-
brimmed black hats drew a var-

Disappointed
uaker Hats
iety of responses from the stu-

dent body. Most were amused,
but at least one skeptical Villa-

novan saw an ulterior motive in

the Quaker "skies."

"If you ask me," said a junior
arts man, "I think the Student
Council's behind the whole thing.

They probably have the movie
'Friendly Pursuasion' slated for
the near future and they're just
trying to get in a plug.

. „

.

Gregarious Geese

"I suppose their next step is

to install some gregarious geese
in the Mendel Pond," he wryly
remarked.

A source on the Student Coun-
cil denied that the Council plans
any showing of the film.

Bauman is doubtful as to

whether or not he will order
any more of the hats.

Job Opportunties Many
And Varied, Says Moritz
The results of the recent in-

terviews of seniors by various
corporations indicate that the

demands of industry are ex-

tremely varied, said Mr. John
Moritz, Placement Director.

"Companies are still looking

for the well-rounded man,"
Moritz declared, "but that is not

the whole story."

Two Cases
As an instance of the varied

demands, he cited two cases

Reading Improvement
The first offering of the Uni-

versity's Reading Improvement
Program for the spring semes-
ter begins today in the Reading
Clinic in Mendel Hall. Classes
are held three times a week for

a period of aix weeks.

Dr. Stanley J. Weissman who
directs the course revealed that

some of the students who took
the course last semester were
able to double their reading
speed while holding the same
Comprehension score or even in-

creasing it.

Dr. Weissman stressed that

both - speed and compre.jen8ion

are emphasized in the program.
A second group will begin the

Reading Program on March 23.

Those who are interested in en-

rolling should contact the Guid-

ance Office in Room 51, Mendel.

which occurred during the sen-
ior interview period. The United
States Steel Corporation, the
nation's largest company with
an employment of half a million,

held 72 interviews conducted by
a total of 12 recruiters.

As a result of these inter-

views, only three offers were
made, on the basis of the appli-

cants' high grades.
On the other hand. Sears,

Roebuck, with a quarter of a
million employees, does not em-
phasize high marks as much as
average marks plus a good rec-

ord of extra-curricular activi-

ties. /

General Rules
Moritz stated that there are

certain general rules which are
followed by interviewers, des-
pite their varied requirements.
Applicants must have a definite

desire to work for a particular
company, and not just any com-
pany.

High grades are always help-
ful, e.specially in such fields as
engineering and accounting, but
are not always essential.

Another concrete fact that
interviewers look for is the goal
of the aipplicant. Men who know
what they want and are willing

to sacrifice for it, and who are
willing to assume the burden of
added responsibility for higher
pay, are always preferred.

Student Tutor Program
Called Moderate Success
The Student Tutor program

conducted by the Student Coun-
cil last semester is considered a
moderate success by Neil Dris-

lane, whose committee set the

project in motion.

The one factor which puzzles
Drislane, however, is the un-
usual disparity between the
number of tutors and number of
students needing help.

Excess of Tutors
"There seem to be more

tutors for must subjects than
students," he said. "It seems
that some students lost interest

after signing for the program,
and after all that's involved in

arranging a time and place to

meet with the tutor."

Drislane was also dismayed to

see that there are not enough
tutors in certain fields. Response

was greater in subjects such as

math or engineering than in

courses which involved excessive

memorization.

He was pleased with the re-

sults, but admitted that the true

results would be more readily

apparent upon receipt of the

grades.

Two Weeks Off
Most students agreed that

they had profited from the pro-

gram, he said, and they would
have profited even more had the

program been extended up until

exam time. It was discontinued

two weeks prior to the finals.

To Start Earlier
The program got off to a

late start last semester, and

Drislane plans to begin this

semester's work possibly as

early as the end of February.

The qualifications which must
be met by a candidate tutor are:

he must have taken the course

in question and have earned at

least a B in it. Drislane expects

to give greater publicity to the

program this semester.

Two Points of View

Fr. Erdlen
(C3ontinued from Page 1)

The plan itself provides that
the university 9% and all admin-
i.strative costs, while the gov-
ernment pays the rest. In the
first semester 135 students ap-
plied for loans and 75 were
granted. The university doled
out a total of $45,000 as their

committed 9% last year.

"It's not too bad now," Father
warned, "but when those gov-
ernment loans are due, we'll

really have big headaches hand-
ling the student's funds."

1

Loan Application Procedure

• Make application to the Villanova Admissions Of-

fice. Rev. Harry Erdlen administers the loan on
campus.

• Be prepared to state financial resources. The loan is

partly awarded on financial need.

• The student signs the loan's loyalty oath and also

the affidavit. Affidavit is signed before notary pub-

lic.

• Student signs promissory note (wiiat amounts to an
lOU), promising to repay the government through

the University.

• The loan falls due one year after the student is no

longer enrolled as a student in any institution. Pay-

ments are made in ten equal annual installments at

three percent interest. Other provisions may be pro-

vided.

• Special consideration is given to math and science

, students who manifest a desire to teach.

m
yyyy
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C&F Donor's Plaque Awarded

Scott Opposes

Affidavit for

Student Loan
Philadelphia — U. S. Senator

Hugh Scott (R-Pa.) said today
he will support the move to re-

peal the non-Comimunist affi-

davit now required of students
receiving certain Federal loans
because "it casts suspicion on
students."

Speaking at the Founder's
Day Convocation of the Phila-

delphia College of Osteopathy,
Senator Scott said:

Bad Provision

"The National Defense Educa-
tion Act, which I support in

1958 because it provides import-

ant aid to education, contains
one unfortunate provision.

"It requires that a student
who receives a Federal loan

sign an affidavit that he does
not believe in or belong to any
organization that teaches the il-

legal overthrow of the Govern-
ment.

"There is nothing wrong with
the affidavit, as such. I have
signed it myself several times in

connection with my Navy duty
and other Government assign-

ments.

"But this disclaimer is not re-

quired of other persons receiving

'''ederal aid Farmers who get
subsidy payments do not have
to sign it. Neither do business-

men who get small business

loans.

"So why do we single out stu-

dents? Many educators in our
Commonwealth and elsewhere
have objected strenuously to this

disclaimer as discriminatory,

since it is not applied equally

to all persons. I support Presi-

dent Eisenhower's proposal to

repeal this part of the law."*

Rev. Joseph H. Hartley, O.8.A., Dean of C. and F., V. jRev.

John A. Kleliotka, O.S.A., president, and John A. Murphy, 1957
Chairman of Villanova'H Fund Drive unveil plaque dedicated to
donors of $1,000 or more to Vlllanova's new C. & V. Building.

Beth AlexanderTo
Speak At Lit Club

Miss Beth Sewell Alexander
of Bryn Mawr College will de-

liver a lecture before the Liter-

ary Club in the East Lounge of

Dougherty Hall next Tuesday
evening, 7 p.m.

Miss Alexander, a senior Eng-
lish major, will discuss folk

music, particularly Afro Ameri-
can type. A resident of Louis-

ville, Kentucky she makes the

study of folk music a hobby.

Joined By O-C

The Literary Club is being

joined by Opera-Classica in

sponsoring a program of Afro-

American music.

Opera-Classica yearbook pic-

tures will be taken at the O-C
meeting on February 16.
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Accreditation Board To
Survey School This Week
Villanova has recently been

under obaer\'ation by a number
of organisations in order to de-

termine its academic position for

the next decade. The primary
agency is the Middle States As-
sociation of Colleges and Sec-

ondary Schools.

It was, however, accom-
panied by several other indep-

endent agencies: The Engineers
Council for Professional Devel-
opement, American Bar Associ-

ation, Association of American
Law Schools, National League
for Nursing, and American
Chemical Society.

Fr. Gildea Goes

To Deans Confab
Rev. Joseph Gildea, OSA, Vice

President of Academic Affairs,

will represent Villanova at the

third annual Institute for Aca-
demic Deans.
The Institute, held at the Har-

vard University Graduate School
of Business February 14 and 19,

is sponsored by the Institute

for College and University Ad-
ministrators.

Father Gildea is one of 38
deans from four-year colleges

and universities who will partici-

pate in the Institute.

The Institute will consist of
group discussions on topics
from the broad fields of educa-
tional leadership; faculty organ-
ization ; curriculum ; recruit-
ment, evaluation, and promotion
of faculty; tenure; salary ad-
ministration ; budget control

;

student discipline and academic
advising and academic freedom.

The evaluation committee, it-

self, is composed of twenty per-

sons and is chaired by Albert E.

Meder, Jr., Vice Provost and
Dean of Rutgers University.

The Middle States Association

of Colleges and Secondary
Schools is a product of the col-

leges and secondary schools

themselves, and operates mainly
for the purpose of maintaining
and advancing the qualifications

of the schools involved.

This evaluation extended from
February 7 through yesterday,

and will result in a report to be

issued sometime in the late

Spring, probably in May..

Home Af La%f

Alumni Center Opens Here On Campus

Major Rooney Announces
Varsify Rifle Tryouts

Major J. J. Rooney USMC has
announced that tryouts for the

varsity rifle and pistol teams
will be held Feb. 15 and 17 re-

spectively. All students are elig-

ible and encouraged to try out
for these teams.

Students need not be accomp-
lished marksmen before the se-

lections because they will receive

refresher and technique instruc-

tions before they enter competi-
tion.

The Villanova teams will com-
pete against St. Johns, the Coast
Guard Academy, Kings Point,

the Naval Academy, and West
Point.

The pistol team will meet the
Cadets of the U. S. Military
Academy at West Point on
March 6. Both the rifle and
pistol teams will engage the
teams from the Coast Guard
Academy here at Villanova on
March 12.
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Dan O'Mara Manages |

Villanova Radio Ie

"Station WVIL now begins Chief Engineer by former Man-

^

|,another evening of live broad- ager Bill Washington. |
casting." At the end of last year he|
With these words, WVIL was elected Station Managerf

Station Manager Dan O'Mara by a combined conclave of oldf

I launched another year of and new staff heads of WVIL. i

I
broadcasting last September.

I
In the five months since then,

^ he has guided the campus ra-

I
dio station to the greatest

g heights it has yet reached.

u O'Mara lists four events as

^ "outstanding" in the history

I
of WVIL : its inception in 1946,

iits
move to the present studios

in Dougherty Hall in 1956, the

I acquisition of a professional

I console last year, and the ad-

p dition of a $1,500 tape record-

It er a few weeks ago.

Major Roles

In two of these events, the

acquisition of the console and
the tape recorder, O'Mara
played a major role. Last year,

as a freshman, Dan was Chief
Engineer, and assisted in the

installation of the console.

This year, as Station Manager,
he directed the installation of

the tape recorder and, with his they will be an invaluable aid|

staff, is developing a new sys- in the future, when he plans |

By Bill Speers

An ever-expanding Villanova

University took a big step last

month when it purchased new
quarters for the Alumni Depart-

ment on the other side of Lan-
caster Avenue. The house and
property, which actually be-

longed to the University many
years ago, are located directly

across from Simpson Hall.

"The house is the realization

of a dream which many thought
was at least ten years away,"
said Alumni executive secretary
George J. Pequinot who id

elated over the acquisition. "Our
new location enables us to un-
dertake many activities which
were either impossible or im-

practical in our old location,"

continued Pequinot. (The Al-

umni Department formerly
worked out of a one room of-

fice in Mendel Hall.)

P e q un o t explained that

when located on the campus
proper, attempts to hold meet-
ings proved fruitless because of

the last minute scurrying for

classroom space. "But our new
housings enable us more then
ample room for meetings," he
added.

Undergoes Face Lifting

The Alumni House itself, is a
white, three-story stone struc-
ture located at 832 Lancaster
Avenue. Although the outside is

in pretty much the saane condi-
tion, as it was when it was pro-
cured, the interior has under-
gone a complete face-lifting.

The old plaster was torn out
and new wiring was put in. Also
the plumbing was bad and it

was completely replaced. Re-
cessed lighting was installed into
all the ceilings in the offices and
the ceilings throughout the
house were redone with acous-
tical plaster which is blown on.
"It gives a first-class appearance
in addition to serving as a sound
softener,' Pequignot interjected.

Also the walls on the second

George J. Pequinot, Alumni executive secretary, discusses
"Pride and joy'* with assistant.

floor were panelled instead of This room provides a home for
replastered.

According to the executive
secretary the biggest boon in

the space quarters is the wealth
of Space now at their disposal.

"In Mendel Hall we had been
working under very bad con-
itions," he explaine. Everything
had been squeezed into one of-

fice plus an extremely small area
for our addressing machine. We
did not have enough space to
use properly the equipment that
we had. When we mailed a
magazine. We had to work in

the halls.

It was decided to house all of-

flidies a working area on the

second floor while reserving the

first floor for social activities,

since it seemed to be the best

suite for this purpose. The sec-

ond floor contained four bed-

rooms; two of which were con-

verted into offices and the other
two combined to form one large

workroom.
Pequinot refers to this big

room as his "pride and joy".

newly acquired addressing equip-

ment which enables the depart-
ment to maintain two sets of
addressing plates—one by class'

and one geographically. ""The

Bryn Mawr Post Office gave us
their old sorting cases, Pequig-
not reported, "and with them
we are now able to handle bulk
mailings. They are a badly need-

ed addition to our operation."

Pequinot offered several pro-

jected uses of the house. Among
them were: local Villanova club

meetings, Board of Governors
meetings, various committee
meetings, class reunion meet-
ings, and various undergraduate-
alumni meetings. "Also there is

a plot of ground which ap-

proaches a half an acre in size,"

Pequignot stated, "there is a
distinct possibility that this will

be used for some type of outdoor
affairs.

Dedication of the new Villa-

nova addition will take place

next spring.

Dan O'Mara |

Dan feels that the 14 to 20

1

hours a week he must devote 1

to the station are well worth!
the effort. He is certain thatl

tem of programming shows in

order to make full use of the

new equipment.

O'Mara, an Accounting Ma-
jor, hails from West Brighton,

Staten Island, N. Y. He attend-

to attend law school and then!
enter the business end of the|

broadcasting industry. |
As for the future of WVIL,|

Dan and his staff prefer to|

keep their plans under wraps j

ed the Augustinian Academy until the plans can be put into|

on Staten Island. Upon com-
ing to Villanova, he "discov-

ered" WVIL and devoted so

much time and effort to the

station that he was named

effect. It is no secret, however,
that the ultimate goal of the

Voice of Villanova is to broad-

cast around the clock

FM band.

on an
I
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Frosh To Vofe

Elections for freshmen repre-

sentatives to the Student Coun-

cil will be held on Thursday,

February 18.

Herb Lettau, Elections Board

co-chairman, announced that the

following freshmen have passed

the Administration's screening:

Re si dents Robert Kusek,

(Engr.) ; William Noto (Engr.)

;

Michael Romano (A & S) ; and

Day-Hops Charles Butler (A &
S); John Duffy (A & S) ; Don-

ald Pistilli (C & F); Joseph

Tate (A & S); and Martin

Whalen (C&F).
All freshmen will be eligible

to vote in this election. The
presentation of a matriculation

card will allow the voter tp cast

a ballot for both the resident

and the day-hop post.

The two elected representa-

tives will serve a term of office

that will carry through their

sophomore year. After this, they

will be eligible for re-election.

Graduate Theater Expects

Great Response to Synge

Cherry Cheri, Cheree

Howard Johnson has nothing

on Villanova for exotic flavors.

The Pie Shoppe had added an-

other flavor to the ice cream

roster: Cherry Cheri (French

pronunciation.)

The Theatre Department's

production of John Millington

Synge's "Playboy of the West-
ern World" will be presented

from Thursday, Feb. 18 through
Sunday, Feb. 21 in Vasey Hall

Auditorium.
This will be the Department's

second major production since

its inception last year.

Tlclcets Availabie

Tickets for the production can

be obtained in the Pie Shoppe
and from cast members. They
may be reserved by telephoning

extension 391. Price is $1.80 for

general admission and $1.25 for

students.

The play's cast includes both

graduate and undergraduate

students. Owen Klein, a 1959

graduate of Villanova, is fea-

tured in the role of Christopher

Mahon.
Klein, currently studying for

his Master's degree in Theatre

Arts, was president of Belle

Masque and starred in many of

its shows as an undergraduate.

Tom Sines, a LaSalle graduate,

who has been with the Hedge-
row Theatre for some time, has

been cast in the role of Old

Mahon. The role of .Michael

James will be played by Richard
Harshberger.

Mr. Harshberger has recently

directed 'The Diary of Anne
Frank" for the Theatre group of

Holy Family (Allege.

Jean Miclot

Jean Miclot of Davenport,

Iowa will play Pegeen Mike.

Miss Miclot has appeared in

numerous productions at Clark

College in Dubuque.
The role of Widow Quin will

be played by Gilda Spurio a re-

cent graduate of Immaculata
where she was president of Cue
and Curtain, their dramatic
society.

Michael Tanney, formerly of

LaSalle, who now teaches at

Father Judge High School, will

play the role of Shawn Keogh.
The cast will be completed by
students associated with the

Theatre Department.
Irish Peasants

Mr. Richard A. Duprcy, Chair-

man of the Theatre Department
and director of the play has said

that this play by Synge is a

satirical comedy about Irish

peasants.

He also pointed out that the

play is down to earth and of

lyrical form.

The same producing body
which produced "Our Town"
under the direction of Bernard
Coyne in December is producing

this play by Synge.
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No Office Hours
Once more the inaction of the Student

Council is papered over by the rhetoric of
good intentions.

Only a tew weeks ago, the Council pass-
ed a motion to compel all class representa-
tives to post office hours in an effort to
make them just a little bit more accessible
to the folk which they represent. But that
seems long ago and far away. To date, the
few who did carry out the motion which
they, voted for are rather negligible, and of
that group, the number who publicized their
hours, did so with suspicious reserve.

Our ears are dulled by the tired refrain
of the average Council member: that the
Average Student is alarmingly apathetic
when he's asked to cooperate in Council-
sponsored enterprises. Shame on the Aver-
age Student for not attending Council meet-
ings! ;

.'•'.;.
: \:, U.r.v- - v/:.

But it seems that the Council should
get its own house in order before it criti-

cizes the untidiness of someone else's.

The Villanova version of student gov-
ernment is supposed to be representative,

but any resemblance to honest representa-

tion at Villanova is just a highly-advertised

myth. With some notable exceptions, any
intimacy between representative and consti-

tuent this year is a joke.

We're not suggesting that the represen-

tative make a weekly canvas of every con-

stituent to feel out sentiment. That wouldn't
l>e practical. But the least he should do, is

to manage to make himself available to stu-

dents who might have something to offer.

The Office Hours progiam is their big

chance and they're muffing it.

How many students even know the
identity of their representative? (And how
many care?).

Of course, it's sport for the representa-
tive to attend Council meetings and polish

his debating technique. And the projects he
undertakes do manifest ment at times. But
the Council's complacent state of isolation

seiTcs neither itself nor the students.
It's distressing to watch the representa-

tives abandon so recklessly a potential chan-
nel of communication such as Office Hours.
Tiie program should be encouraged, and the
proper authonty on the Council should en-
force the edict by instituting some sort of
reprisals for delinquency.

The annual voting for the free day takes
place tonight, and we would be curious to

discover liow many students registered a
choice with their representative. That is,

after they've found out who their represent-
ative is.;. :;. .-,...,•.•,; /,:

:' ';:...:.: :.;-•%./,:";;,-;:

Try Again, Sen.
On page three this week, Senator Hugh

Scott (R-Pa.) once again strikes a J^beral

pose in tlie quest for student support. He
declares that he's far from surrender in the
fight to repeal the controversial disclaimer
affidavit from the student loan provisions

of the NDEA, and lie gives his reasons why.
The affidavit is the one which requires

a student's signature in blood that he doesn't
believe in, and doesn't belong to, any Com-
munist-like organization. Scott's big argu-
ment is that the student is being discrimin-
ated against, that the government gives
scads of money to fanners without any such
stioulations. .

The affidavit IS a legislative monstros-
ity and IS a horrible display of ultra-con-
sei*vatism. It should be replaced for many
reasons (all keyed on the word "belief" con-
tained therein), but Sen. Scott has certainly
seized upon the weakest of all arguments for

his battle cry. Even Sen. Mundt can shoot
it down.

The rightists will simply argue that
farmers and students can't be justifiably

compared. In the fanners* case, the govern-
ment is suppoi-ting agriculture, and there's

little risk of a CJommunist-tainted bin of
barlev.

On the other hand, under the Education
Act, the treasury is subsidizinsr the forma-
tion of minds, and the prime concern of the
senators is to avoid subsidizing Communis-
tic thought. This is a case of admirable in-

tentions, but misdirpcted energy.
JiVewise. Sen. ScoH is a cpse of admir-

able intentions, hut misdirected energy.
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Face The Facts Diii;^ Villanova Share
Bi/ TONY MACKLIN

«Why, there^s no one here! »»

CouaterpoiBt

Vf/fanovo Sen/or: Securify - Hungry

By TOM WOLF
To listen to Mr. John Mor-

itz, Director of Placement here,

you get the impression that
the graduating senior of today
is infatuated with visions of
crashing the big time.

According to Moritz, there

has recently developed among
the seniors a tendency to sign

for interviews, chiefly with
the big name companies. On
the surface this might indicate

that the student of today is

imbued with the compulsion to

accept nothing but the biggest.

After all that's the so-called

American way—for anyone
with a grain of ambition, it's

cowardly to meddle in the

small, the petty, the provincial,

the remotely independent.

Little Respinse
This is borne out by Moritz,

who adds : "Many smaller corp-

orations visiting the campus
have little or no response."

But there's another side of

the coin, and it rates attention.

The manifesto of this point of

view was William H. Whyte's
stirring book, The Organizar

tion Man.
Alas, says White, the modern

business candidate has sur-

rendered his individuality. And
the tragedy of it all, has done
so gleefully. The book stark-

ly describes how big business

has provided a cozy and se-

cure life for the college gradu-
ate of today.

It's called "the good life",

and it suggests a gentle envir-

onment, stability, a secure in-

come, compensation, hospital

plans, a decent house in Levit-

town with well-kept lawns, a
place where the unsettling

spectre of competition among
business associates isn't nearly

as important as harmonious
group relations.

Consistently, placement offi-

cers find that of the men who
intend to go into business

—

roughly one half of the class

—less than five percent express

any desire to be an entrepre-

neur. About 15 to 20 percent

pilan to go into their fathers'

business. Of the rest, most

have one simple goal: the big

corporation.

Trace Survives

As for the antiquated yearn-

ing for the "risk" in business,

only a trace has survived. The
interviewees at Villanova, as

elsewhere, still accept the risks

but they're looking for the best

place to take them in.

That place appears to be the

big corporation, where it's no

longer the survival of the fit-

test, but the survival of all and
the promotion of the fittest.

One V i 1 1 a n o V a n frankly

stated that he intends to sign

up with a large corporation

which has offered him $7,000

after a period of two years. In

taking this company, he turned

down an offer from a smaller

firm which offered him $12,000

after the same period of time.

"With the big company I get

all sorts of benefits," he said

in justification. "I get pension,

insurance and a whole raft of

fringe helps."

Benevolent

It seldom occurs to this

genre of people that the extra

$5,000 with the small company
could purchase the same ben-

efits. But there's only one
catch: he'd have to purchase

them by his very own self.

It's infinitely better to rely

(Continued on Page 16)

This is an attempt to help solve a prob-

lem at Villanova that is fast becoming malig-

nant. What happened at Madison Square Garden

must not happen again.

This is to alert the Villanovans who do

have some feeling for their university, who want
it to deserve and receive respect, who want their

degree to have stature.

Also, a demonstration at the Palestra such

as occured in New York could end the Big Five.

After the "Garden incident" the New York
Journal American had this to say of the Villa-

novans: "It was the worst acting group of col-

lege kids seen in a long time." The writer con-

tinued that it was a case of "school boys mixed

with alcohol." That "many were not engaged in

the fighting only because they were thirsty."

We are not condemning taking a few drinks

but the sloppiness, vulgarity, and belligerency

that came from it.

It is the same "leaders" who have occasioned

distaste time after time. These punks (this label

after cool and careful consideration) do an ir-

irreparable amount of damage. Ajid they man-
age to hook quite a following.

There is a perverted attitude among these

"boys" that a reputation for hooliganism is

glorious. They don't care about basketball, they

use the game as an excuse to get sloppy.

We should be worried by the lack of

realization on the part of the student body as to

the effects of such an "incident." It was not

"fabulous," "a ball," or "just fun." Anyone who
was there and viewed what happened and has

any pride in Villanova can not be anything but

distressed.

It is true that parts of the evening were
comical but as a whole the scene was taken as

anything but comical by onlookers. Certainly a

fight is exciting, however the stigma of a brawl

is great.

We agree that the seating arrangement and
insults from the other school contributed but

this is no excuse for throwing beer cans on the

court (this happened during the St. John's-

Syracuse game) or for wandering on the court

with brew in hand. This is no excuse for pushing,

shoving, braying, vomiting. This is about as far

from school spirit as one can get.

The attitude to avoid the issue, that nothing

can be done is wrong. There are two solutions.

First, the administration must act.

Second, the student body should step on
the smudge heads whenever they start their

animal act. This is if they're still around—and
they shouldn't be.
:*••••

Fragments .•
The Spirit Committee has emphasized that

Villanova is seeking the Sportmanship Award
presented each year by the Collegiate Council of

Greater Philadelphia. The award goes to the

school displaying the greatest sportsmanship
during City Series basketball games at th(^

Palestra.

The C.C.G.P., an organization composed of

representatives of the student bodies of LaSalle

College, University of Pennsylvania, St. Joseph's

College, Temple University, and Villanova, or-

ganized the Sportsmanship Award in 1958 under
the co-chairmanship of Jay Frank of Penn and
Pat Nicholoson of Villanova.

Last year St. Joe's won the award with a
rating of 9.38 out of a possible 10. Temple was
the runner up with a 8.75 rating. LaSaJle had
8.41; Villanova, 7.92; and Penn, 7.91.

Judging the contest again this year are the

press representatives of the Philadelphia Bulle-

tin, the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Philadelphia*

Daily News as well as members of the Penn'
campus police force and the City Police Force
at the Palestra.
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7In Americans Disgrace?

Faculty ond administratioin admit cheating problem exists, but

suggest it can be solved by positive, realistic action

on part of student body

By Lou F/onogon

Recently, the Saturday Evening
Post carried an article on cheating
in American Universities called

"America's Disgrace." Most Villa-

novaois are aware that cheating is

done here. The problem funnels down
to this: is cheating a real problem
here ? just how widespread is it ? and,
what can be done to stop it ?

It's safe to say that no one here
honestly believes that cheating is

moral, yet very few openly condemn
it. This seems to be true among the
student body, the faculty and the
administration. The students will

say of a person who cheats, "He
hurts us by lowering the curve"

—

not "He is doing something bad,
dishonest, or imanoral."

Often during a test, someone is

seen cheating, but few of the other
students brand him a cheater. By the
same token, a person who has been
seen intoxicated at one time would
hardly be called a drunkard.

Many Rea$ons Given
The reasons given for cheating are

numerous. They go deeper than the
usual reason that a person cheats
because he is stupid or lazy. That
reason itself is not valid if you think
about it.

But there are numerous other rea-
sons given: some do cheat, of course,
because they are lazy, too lazy to
work for their mark; others cheat,
not because of laziness, but because
they feel that the teacher cheats
them by examining the student on
material that has been covered very
sketchily or on material that hate

not been covered in the course.
Some students are said to cheat

because they are required to know a
voluminous amount of facts or
figures for an exam which they con-
sider useless to memorize. There is

a rebellion on the part of the student
to spend so much time memorizing
details which seem to have no real
bearing on the course.

Consider it this way. How would
meniorizing a logarithm table deepen
a student's knowledge of mathe-
matics? Yet often the student is con-
fronted on a test with dates, statis-
tics, formulae, etc. The student,
righly or not, often considers such;
data as trivia, not nearly indicative
of whether or not the student has a
firm grasp of the subject matter.

In such circumstances, he some-
times sees nothing wrong, morally or

intellectually, with using a pony, or
with getting the facts from another
student who has been blessed with an
encyclopedic memory. He realzes,

however, that this is only a good
reason, not an excuse for cheating,

and there is a distinction there—if a
fine distinction. He always has that
feeling of guilt when he's exposed, no
matter how good his reason for
Cheating.

Morks Nof Whef/y fndfcof/ve
There is another reason given for

cheating. There exists a cult of grades
in this university and most others
which some feel put undue pressure
on the student. He is led to equate
an "A" or "B" with true knowledge
of the subject. The grade often be-

comes the real objective, and is to be
achieved at any posts, cheating in-

cluded. This pressure is applied from
various sources: parents, faculty and
Administration.

Rev. John A. Klekotka, President,
says. "We should not aim for grades
as such." He adds that grades don't
prove what a student knows as such,
but a student must maintain at least

a C average as some indication of
subject comprehension.
He goes on to point out that an

honor system as used in several other
institutions, such as the military
alcademies, is not strictly an honor
system. It is based on the fact that
the students watch EACH OTHER,
and report in conscience any signs
of cheating.

Students here might wonder why
they are not on the honor system, in

the common sense of the term, but
it's hard to realize that this honor
system is still based on a fear of
being reported. The students replace
the teacher as proctors.

We are told of the "chronic
cheater." This is described as the
type of student with no faith in him-
self and his capacity to learn. Out-
rierht laziness is a factor which breeds
this loss of confidence. The vicious
thing about cheating, however, is that
it leads to more cheating if a student

,
finds he can get away with it. This
is the type usually clas«fied as a

;
"cheater."

Dip/omo Ov^r-emphasiied
Even if he's not found out in his

four years, his fellow students are
aware of it and if they ever think of
him in later life it's usually as "The
Cheater."

An example of honor system at Villanova.

A member of the faculty regrets

that few cheaters consider cheating

basically immoral, no matter how
much or how little it's practiced. But
then again, perhaps the moral guilt

is overemphasized at the expense of
intellectual guilt.

One Villanovan openly admitted
that he would cheat rather than risk

failing a test and perhaps failing to
grraduate. Perhaps there is too much
emphasis attached to the importance
of the college diploma—if he doesn't

get one, he'll be digging ditches for

life. How many people in all walks of
life have said that the sheepskin is

everything ?

Too many people, students and
otherwise, consider failing out of
school the most shameful disaster

that can occur to them. So again the
means, and cheating is once more
justified by them. The possible shame
of cheating is slight compared to the
shame of losing the all-powerful
diploma.

The blame for this situation doesn't

rest entirely with the student, it

would seem. Something must be
faulty with the system. The student
puts forth an honest effort, and, per-

haps because of the ambivalence of an
arbitrary marking system, he fails.

Then all sorts of societal abuse is

heaped on him. So cheating might be
the lesser of two evils.

"Cfteofer not Inisieally Immorar
"The cheater is not basically

immoral," says Dr. Robert O'Shea
of the Philosophy department, "And'
I daresay every student here has
cheated at one time or another, unless,

of course, he possess some pristine
moral fiber."

One senior, who admitted freely

that he cheated, contended that he
was a fine, upstanding Catholic

gentleman (and sincerely believed it)
said, "Why should I jeopardize my
career?" On this premise he cribbed
answers in an exam with a clear con-
science.

Another senior sa'd: "If the d'ffcr-

ence between getting an "A" or a

•.^.y- :.>>'fe-: :>ft;:

Mr. 6/rord DtW/f Jl«v. John 4. fCftfcofko, O.S.A, Dr, kobTi 0'Sk«o

"C" depended on knowing who
Henry VIU's third concubine from
the left was, I'm certainly going to
crib. If a thing's worth having, it's

worth cheating for." He felt no gUilt

whatsoever in making the statement.
Educators and moralists see no

single formula which will put an end
to cheating. The motives are as var-
ied as the number of individual cheat-
ers.

Proctors for exams have been ac-
cused of looking the other way when
they observe cheating at Villanova.
One faculty member justified this

somewhat by saying that "most com-
petent professors don't consider them-
selves policemen or the guardians of
student morals; and this is a moral
as well as an intellectual problem. As
Dr. O'Shea says, "External cheating
springs from internal cheating."

Jusf Not Done
Mr. Girard DeWit of the Phychol-

ogy department was asked for an
opinion on cheating. Two years ago,
DeWit came to the United States from
his native Holland. He was greatly
shocked to find that cheating is done
in American universities. Students in

Holland, he said, cheat in junior high
school up to the ages of 16 or 17, but
after that age cheating is just not
done. This is due to the mature atti-

tude which most students acquire
wih regard to their studies ; the atti-

tude that "academic people do not
cheat." DeWit added that when he
uncovers a cheater, his first reaction
is to ask the student his age.

DeWit said that the disciplining of
cheaters should be turned over to the
students. He suggested something
along the lines of a student court to
judge offenses by individual students.
Such a court would make the students
realize that cheating is not regarded
lightly by their classmates. He com-
mented: "The first effort for self-

regulation must come from the stu-
dents themselves through their coun-
cil."

Father Klekotka pointed out that
the Administration trusts most of the
students. The only reason for proc-
toring examinations and tests is that
the cheater can so easily injure an-
other person's chances, say of getting
into medical or graduate school. He
compared proctoring to the system
now used in the parking lot. If stu-

dents were allowed to park as they
please, a certain few would spoil
things for everyone else.

It appears that the regulation of
cheating can be accomplished by "pos-
itive thinking" on the part of the
students. Through their integrity, the
students should be able to discipline

themselves. If we must rely on dis-

cipline being applied by the adminis-
tration, then the title which is often
given to us as college students, that
is, intellectual gentlemen, appears to
be rather dubious.
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Williams
One of the most off-beat

films that Hollywood has ever

produced is presently inciting

a controversial uproar across

the country. The film, now at

the Stanley, is Tennessee Wil-

liams' shocker "Suddenly, Last
Summer."

"Suddenly, Last Summer" is

adapted from one of two one
act plays taken from Williams'

"Garden District" which was
performed off Broadway not

too long ago.

Williams has taken the sym-
bolic scene of the devouring
of young turtles and has pre-

sented it in human terms.

These turtles hatch from eggs
that have been laid in the

steaming sand of the beach.

As they make their mad rush

for the ocean, great flesh-eat-

ing birds swoop down, flip

them over, tear out their soft

underbellies and devour them.
Williams attempts to show

that man is faced with the

same fate. The universe is

brutally cruel.

Truth Hidden
What was it that happened

last summer? Only Catherine

(Elizabeth Taylor) knows and
she is unable to remember. She
has said that "horrible things"

happened but she can not say
what, .r/^: >••,•';•• -Cc- .

Her aunt Violet Venable
(Katherine Hepburn) wants to

silence the "mad" Catherine's

"vile accusing hallucinations."

She enlists a young doctor

(Montgomery Clift) to per-

form a lobotomy, an operation

on the brain, to blot out the

"lies," whatever they are, and
bring peace to her niece.

The central figure that the

strange story winds around is

Sebastian Venable, the poet

who died last summer. We
slowly began to realize what
a mysterious, fantastic char-

acter he was.
Every summer Sebastian and

his mother Violet went on a
trip during which Sebastian

Book Review

t*

Movie A Shocker
would write his annual poem.

Fresh Bait Needed
But last summer Violet was

no longer useful for his gro-

tesque purposes. Catherine un-
wittingly took her place. There
was no poem written last sum-
mer, instead Sebastian died.

What traumatic experience

was it that accompanied Se-

bastian's death and clutched

and tilted Catherine's memory?
Suspense and horror build as
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Fife 13 Ukrary Science

Register, Anyone? Library Beckons; Use It
I hv hah hroMiArs / '

Ex-Junior Class President

by bob broMiers

Each year incoming Freshnien go through that long orien-

tation period taking aptitude, intelligence and personality tests.

Some questions sound like this: "Do you like your mother?

Do you like your father? How about Nanny?" Since the Week-

long tests for information can lead to frustration we recommend

this new system of Regisration Cards.

i^'-

RESIDENT HOUSING

SexName in full Age

Do you want a bed in your room? What
kind? Have you tried sleeping on the floor?

(You should try it. We know a psychology pro-

fessor who has slept on the floor every night since

December 23, 1911). Do you want a roommate?

Do you like roaches? Mice? Do you

plan to study in your room? Really?

How? Seriously, do you really want a bed?

How about a bed roll? ..... . . Would a sack

PERSONAL INFORMATION

(To be filed confidentially with the

Psychology Department)

Just sit back and relax. Filling out these cards certain-

ly gets tiresome doesn't it? Well, you'll soon be finished-

By the way, my name is Freud Logic. What's yours?

Your age? It certainly

is hot in here, isn't it ? Of course, it wouldn't be so hot

if there weren't so many people milling around. But

then, I rather like to be in a crowd and have them

pushing and shoving. Do you ? How many
people do you prefer? What kind of people?

How often? . . ...... . . Why? . . ,

.

I see. Hnmimmm. How about dropping around to my
office tomorrow for a little chat I- ma^e wonderful

cocoa. It's a date then? Swell.

FOR THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF MEN
Hi there. Ever play any football? Basketbajll?

. . . . . . . . Think you'd like to try? What do

you weigh ? Not bad. How tall are you ?

........ Regular skyscraper, eh. So you think you'd

like to be an athlete, eh Play a lot in high

school ? That's all right. High schools don't

handle a boy right anyway. We've got some pretty

good teams out here . . • No, really we have . . . Well,

our football team lost only a few games last year. You

certainly can't laugh at that .....,., Stop it! What's

your name ? Grade

average ? .

.

the team anyway!

• ••• •#«•• You probably couldn't make

VETERANS ONLY

Last name, first name, middle initial ..... .... . . ^. . .

.

Are you a veteran ? Of what

war? On which side? Branch

of service Longevity Laun-

dry Mark Tell some of your experiences

Did you carry a gun ? Did

you bring it with you? Why not? ,

Do you expect the GI Bill to pay you enough money

for the following:

Tuition ..,;*.. Room .>^..^. Books ...,,iV,

Notebooks . .

.

... Paper ... . . . Pencils . . .
'.

. .

'

Those little round things that go over the holes

••^
.; : la your paper Food ..... . • Liquids

' v;., ... Automobile upkeep ..... .^^ Dates ....

. . . agarettes LEECH

!

Do you approve of the Marshall Plan? Do
you h^ve a better plan? What is it?

Don't forget to field strip those cigarettes.

NURSES ONLY
for Spirit Committe* filM

Name .... . t . *.^ Nickname
Phone While here, will you be working
toward your MA or MRS Will your

father permit you to date VU men? Why
not? ....,.,... Do you believe in pre-marital dating?

.*».«. . Do you date steady? ....... v • Is

he big? Do you hate people who ask you

questions? Violently?

Is the Villanova Library a
Museum? A strange question

to ask, but let's look into it.

Without getting into a de-

bate involving "closed stacks
versus open stacks" we'd like

to point out how tremendous a
waste that the non-use of Li-

brary facilities can be.

First of all, no one knows
everything about everything,

and it is certain that text

books don't give us all the ans-

wers.

How often would the outside

reading of a few extra books
during a course, or the gather-

ing of information from a
sound reference material, mean
the passing or failing of a
course, or the difference be-

tween getting an "A" or a "B".

But so many students, sen-

iors as well as juniors, have
used the Library so few times,

or perhaps never.

PROBABLY THE reason is

that most students don't know
how to use the facilities avail-

able to them, or don't realize

the existence of these facilities.

An inquiry by the students

is all that is needed. The Li-

brary staff is only too willing

in rendering every assistance

in aiding the students' studies.

Most students do have a
knowledge of the circulation

desk. It's here that the books
are checked out and returned

after use. Here we find Miss

Grende/'s Cove

by russell dodge

their reserve shelves. This
practice of reserving books in-

sures fairness so that all the
students that are required to

read certain books have a
chance to do so.

The microfilm room is the
baby of the library, being only
a few years old. Although it is

in its infancy, there is already
a substantial amount of mater-
ial on microfilm. The microfilm
department is in the care of
Mrs. Walsh.

This past December, there

was a small stir among the

seniors in the liberal arts sec-

tion of this school, when it was
mentioned that a course in fine

arts might be offered during

this semester.

It is quite surprising that

Villanova, which claims to be

following in the Augustinian

tradition, could not find it

within its power to offer some
means of aiding those who
wish to give thanks for the

gift of life (not for the gift of

a formal education or for the

gift of a loving mother, or for

the gift of being an American,

or for the gift of not J)eing an

American) by creating a little

beauty for Reality to behold.

WELL ANYWAY the

mountain went through some
mild labor pains, and some-

where along the line there was
a miscarriage. Most women
who lose a child are able to

have other children; however,

there is no second chance for

the lost child.

Some people are going to

graduate in June of this year;

perhaps they can read about

the successful establishment of

a fine arts course when they re-

ceive a copy of the alumni bul-

letin. Perhaps a course in mu-
sic appreciation will some day
appear too.

Well anyway again, a person

can't have everything. Most of

our great-grandparents didn't

have running water . . . that is

a good cliche, and cliches help

stupid people think that they

have won an argument (usual-

ly against an egghead type . .

.

this type is responsible for

most of the evils which are

Ruberg, who, with the aid of
her assistants, keeps things
running smoothly despite the
tendency of the average Villa-

novan to bring his books back
late.

Directly across from the cir-

culation desk we find the per-

iodical room, wherein Mrs.
Quam keeps tabs on the many
periodicals that come pouring
in daily, and she always stands
ready to help the students in

any way possible. The use of
this abundantly available ma-
terial is often neglected in

study and research work.
THE REFERENCE and re-

serve rooms are well known
for having tables for student
home work.

However, these rooms have
other functions, and they are

important functions. The ref-

erence room is the place to
find factual and abstract in-

formation on almost any sub-
ject. Here can be found alman-
acs, encyclopediae, dictionaries,

catalogues, and the like.

In charge of the reference
room is Miss Dorrian, who is

an expert and experienced ref-

erence librarian.

The reserve room under the
direction of diminutive Miss
Fleisher is the scene of most
studying.

It is here that the various
professors have put the books
that are required reading on

These .ire the silver wings of a

U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a

flying officer on the Aerospace
team,' he has chosen a career of

leadership, a career that has

meaning, rewards and executive

opportunity.

The Aviation Cadet Program
ruining the world for the old is the gateway to this career. To
folks who pay the bills). qualify for this rigorous and pro-

However, the Renaissance fessional training, a high school

Fine Arts - Here At Last?
by jim bisiii«|

was aided by the fact that
there was aid and instruction

for those interested in the arts-

Perhaps there are not suffi-

cient resources for this here.

diploma is required ; however, two
or more years of college are highly

desirable. Upon completion of the

program the Air Force encourages

the new officer to earn his degree

Perhaps the students should so he can better handle the respon-

realize that they are respon- sibilities of his position. This in

sible for the lack of creativity eludes full pay and allowances

(though we are very adept at
occupying space in the field

house).

THE CAVEMEN did not let

the lack of aisles and oils hin-

der them in their efforts to

express the tender thoughts
which were lodged in their

noble hearts. Such scenes as
hunts, saber-tooth tiger hunts,

and more mammoth hunts on
the cave walls tell us what
thoughts dominated the con-

scious moments of our pre-his-

toric ancestors.

while taking off-duty courses un-

der the Bootstrap education pro-

gram.' The Air Force will pay a

substantial part of all tuition costs.

After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete

course work and residence require-

ments for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to

apply for temporary duty at the

school of his choice.

If you think you have what it

takes to earn the silver wings of

an Air Force Navigator, see jour

local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navi-

However, smce we no longer ^^^ training and the benefits
have any four-footed wild am- ^^ich are available to a flying
mals in the area, it would seem

^ffi.er in the Air Force. Or fill in
that the walls of the campus ^^^ ^^^ ^^is coupon,
caves . . . woops, I meant to

say rooms, will be covered with There's a place for tomorrow's
scenes of the Palestra, a cer- leaders on the

tain gin mill in Rosemont, little Aerospace Team.
streams and people in bermuda
shorts, and other such serious

motifs.

MAYBE WHEN someone
starts rigging up the scaffold-

ing to paint his ceiling, a rich

alumnus will become his pa-
tron, and future generations of
Villanovans will be able to

state their identity with their

alma mater with the same de-

gree of pride that a Florentine
admits being from that small
city on the Arno. For the
class of 1960, this will not be
possible.

, U.o.
Air rorce

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
DEPT. SC01
BOX 7608, WASHINGTON 4, 0. C.

I am between 19 and 26V^, a citizen

of the U. S. and a high school graduate
with years of college. Please
send me detailed Information on the

Air Force Aviation Cadet program.

NAME-

STREET.

CITY.

COUNTY. .STATE.

"• Villanovan Grad In Aviation;

Ludmerer Makes First Solo

1

I.

Marine Corps 2nd Lt. Vic
Ludmerer, has just taken the

first giant stride toward mn-
ning hfs Navy "Wings of Gold".

Ludmerer recently flew his

first solo flight, in the T-34 Men-
tor, while undergoing Primary
Flight Training at the Naval
Auxiliary Air Station, Saufley

Field, Pensacola, Florida.

Ludmerer served as junior

class president two years ago,

and entered the Corps through
the Villanova NROTC.

Trained at Pensacola

He reported to Saufley on No-

vember 2, 1959 after completing

six weeks Pre-Flight training at

the Naval Air Station, Pensa-

cola, Florida.

During his eight weeks of Pri-

mary Flight Training, he is re-

ceiving training in Communica-
tions, Navigation, Engineering,

Athletics, Aerology and Civil Air

Regulations.

Upon completion of this in-

struction, he will advance to the

formation stage of aviation
training at another field in the

Pensacola area.

Troy, Cardone

Take Positions

On Villanovan
Senior Arts men Denis Car-

done and Tom Troy have been
added to the VILLANOVAN
editorial staff in a recent reor-
ganization move by Editor Tom
Wolf.

Cardone, an English major,
becomes Associate Editor in an
effort to broaden the news cov-
erage of the paper, according to

Wolf.

New Feature Editor
Troy, a History major, who's

been writing a sports column,
replaces Bill Speers as Feature
Editor, enabling Speers to move
over to the News Editor post,

again to strengthen the news
coverage. Troy will continue his
column, however.

I

Other staffers involved in the,

shuffle are Jim McAteer, eleva-

ted to Managing Editor; Mike
Donahue, to Associate Editor;
and Jim DriscoU, to Campus
News Elditor.

In a policy statement. Wolf
said that more emphasis will be
placed on features of political

nature in this year of national
political activity, in the conven-
tions of elections.

Skfdmore Changes Bxams

Saratoga Springs, N.Y. — (L
P.)—A recent change in the
exam period at Skidmore Col-
lege, initiated by the Student
Curriculum Committee, eliminat-
ed the "days of review" and ar-

ranged exams so that no student
had two tests in one day.

This change was first discus-
sed in the Student Curriculum
Committee, then with the Fac-
ulty Curriculum Committee, and
was finally approved. '

Christian Brothers Claim Alumni

Examinations Slated
for Law Candidates
Villanova University has

been designated as a testing
center for the nationwide admin-
istration of the Law School
Admission Test on Saturday,
February 20th, Dean Harold Gill

Reuschlein announced.
The test will be administered

in Garey Hall, the Law School
Building at Villanova University.

Consult School
The test is required by the

School of Law of Villanova Uni-
versity, and by most other law
schools ; prospective applicants

should consult the law school of
their choice to be advised
whether they must take the test.

The next test will be adminis-
tered in April, 1960. Candidates
must file their completed appli-

cations with the Educational
I

Testing Service, 20 Nassau
Street, Princeton, New Jersey, at

least ten days before the date
of the examination.

Candidates may procure ap-
plication forms and information
•bulletins at the office of the
Registrar of the School of Law.

Ex-Villanovan

Becomes Brother
Brother James Gratian (left)

is shown at the Christian
Brothers' novitiate, Beltsville,

Md., discussing with his brother,
Brother Redmond Peter, facts
about the life of St. John Bap-
tist de LaSalle before whose
image they stand. The saint is

founder of the Order and patron
of all teachers. -

Brother J. Gratian (James
Barry, Commerce and Finance,
'59) is the third Villanovan to
enter the Beltsville novitiate

since 1957, when Brothers David
John (John J. McGarvey) and
Dennis Luke (David B. Maher)
received the Brothers' Habit.

Ride Service Is Instituted

By Council Project Group

•cone" It * •MltTt*IO tDADt'H.HII. COrTDIOHT IM> TNI COUCOk* COM.*Nr.

Sociology

A ride service, consisting of

the synchronization of drivers

and riders for all traveling oc-

casions, will be organized by the
Union Projects Committee of

the Student Council.

Beginning Wednesday, Feb.

17, all students who either want
a ride, or want riders will be
able to register their name at
the Student Council Office.

To Register
Dick Wilder, Chairman, says

the service will work like this:

Students will register at the
Council Office before the Wed-
nesday immediately proceding
the event which occasions the
trip.

This is done by filling out a
form, which will then be pro-
cessed by the committee, who

will post the organized results

Thursday morning.
It is then up to the individ-

uals to contact one another.
New forms must be again sub-
mitted the next Wednesday.

This is a student committee
directly under the Student Union
and Special Problems Commit-
tee. The members are Dick Cor-
sini, Chuck Kelley, Dick Del-
aney, and Dick Donahue, all of
whom will share the Wednesday
office hours.

' For Traveling -^

Wilder also stresses the point
that the service is designed to
operate for every traveling oc-

casion. That is from day-hop
rides through game trips, clear
down to rides home for the sum-
mer.

With The Mahara jah

GoTiger-HuntingThis Month
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Spin a platter . . . have some chatter .

.

and sip that real great taste of Coke.

Sure, you can have a party without

Coca-Cola—but who wants to!

BE REALLY REFRESHED

Bottl«d under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Philo. Coco Colo Bottling Co.

^<^^<f^/^'

The fashionable scene in

travel this February, according
to GENTLEMEN'S QUAR-
TERly, will be a $5,600 tiger

hunt in India complete with
room and board at the Palace
of the Maharajah of Cooch
Behar in Assam.

The sartorial sportsman
leaves for the jungle, after a
brief visit with the Maharajah,
atop one of Cooch Behar's
elephants, and accompanied by
100 native servants.

After the shoot, the party is

then guests of an in-law of
the Assam ruler, the Mahara-

jah of Jaipur at Rambagh
Palace. The servants camp
near by in Arabian Night
tents, carpeted, and with por-
^table bathrooms.

The best time for tiger, ac-

cording to New York safari-

organizer Mary Hurn appear-
ing a recent GQ article, is in

February when the climate is

just right.

Miss Hurn, originally from
Chicago, met the Maharajah of
Assam a few years ago on a
hunting trip, and for a price,

has been bringing Americans
into tiger country ever since. I

Doyle And Felch

NFCCS Delegates
David Doyle and J. Eugene

Felch were elected to the posts
of Senior Delegate and Junior
Delegate to N.F.C.C.S. respec-

tively at a recent Student Coun-^
cil meeting. Under the direction

of Doyle and Felch, N.F.C.C.S.
activities will be extended on
the campus.
At present, plans are in pro-

gress for the establisment of an
N.F.C.C.S. Campus Council. A
committee to evaluate N. F.

CCS. and propose a plan for
revamping to the organization
in the region has been estab-
lished by the Student Council.
The revamping of the general

N.F.C.C.S. includes the addition
of projects and activities which
will be of direct benefit to the
individual student.

On February 21 the N.F.C.C.S.
Variety Show will be staged at
Villanova. The Fourth Annual
State N.F.C.C.S. Congress will

be held in Philadelphia on
March 4, 5, and 6.

The delegates have empha-
sized the need for more student
activity in N.F.C.C.S. There is

need for students with interests

in journalistic and creative writ-
ing, organization and parliamen-
tary procedure, art, and several
other fields.

Any student interested in

working on N.F.CCS. should
contact the delegates by leav-

ing a note in the N.F.C.C.S. box
in the Student Council office.

Students particularly interested
in working on the Congress or
on the evaluation conmiittee
should contact Felch.

President Joins Board
Mr. John W. Bodine, President

and Executive Director of PEN-
JERDEL Metropolitan Projects,

has announced the appointment
of the Very Reverend John A.
Klekotka, OSA, president, to the
Board of Directors of that cor-
poration.

'hm

M
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WHY NOT SMOKE SIGNALS?

Telegram Arrives — But Too late

The local dailies declared that

•'only a handful of hearty Vil-

lanovans made the game."

What they did not say was

that approximately 1,000 equal-

ly hearty Villanovans who had

remained on campus were burn-

ing up Western Union wires to

attend the game by proxy.

On the morning of January

16, as the Wildcats were pre-

paring for the Battle of Morgan-

town, John Drees, co-chairman

of Special Effects for the Spirit

Committee, suggested a tele-

gram of good wishes from the

student body to the team.

It was decided that the tele-

gram would include the name

of any student who cared to

contriisute ten cents to help de-

fray expenses. The plan was an-

nouncpd over the Dougherty

Hall P.A. ai lunchtime on Satur-

day, and things began to mush-

room. - '

Population Migration

Virtually the entire population

of the dining room migrated to

the Student Council office, sign-

ed their names, and deposited

their dimes.

A committee consisting of

Drees, his co-chairman Don

Reed, Bill Vincent, day-hop,

Tom McNamar was hastily or-

ganized to exploit the idea and

canvass the dorms for addition-

al subscribers. ,;: ,:^

Eventually, the subscriber list

approached 1.000 names, and

the Committee invaded the Ard-

more telegraph office. When the

harassed cieik recovered from

the initial shock, he informed

the Committee that the Morgan-

town telegram office was clos-

ing.

After a hasty consultation

among themselves, the Commit-

tee decided to split the wire into

several parts and send each

part to a different telegraph of-

fice in the Morgantown area.

The various offices would then

E.E. Focifify fo Sfudy
Curriculum Chonges
In Coming Seminar
The Department of Electrical

Engineering has inaugurated a

faculty seminar program, which

is primarily designed to keep

the department in step with Its

dynamic field, and secondarily

to investigate the possibilities

of introducing an Electrical En-

gineering Graduate Course.

The first speaker before the

seminar (Feb. 16) will be Lewis

Unneweher, who will examine

proposed curriculum changes

and offer some A.S.E.E. rec-

ommendations.
Two weeks later, on March

1, Dr. James Morgan, Chairman
of the Dept. of Electrical Engi-

neering at Marquette, will speak

on the establishment of a grad-

uate division. Morgan has re-

cently helped administer such

an addition at Marquette.

HARJEY-DAVIDSON

OPPER

low cetl Irampertalien— up le 100

mpg. Sofa . . . bccout* its *e Msy to

rid*. Avtemotic trontmiitien. Co Ik*

fun way— idcol for school, owtiogs

and orrands. So* iho TOMER at . .

.

PHILA HARl.EY DAVIDSON CO

Dial-LOG

•S7 N. MOAD flTlUT

9t19 WOOOUNO AVL
PO f-1100
tA«.4747

Don Reed, John Drees, and Bill Vincent, day hop, gaw) at

proceeds coming in for tlie telegram that never quite got there.

converge on West Virgina U.,

piece the telegram together and

present it to the team.

Unfortunately, all local offic-

es in the Morgantown area were

closing at the same time as the

Morgantown office itself.

Another consultation, and it

was decided that the telegram

should be sent to Wheeling, W.

Va., where some students at

Wheeling College would receive

it and deliver it to Morgantown,

75 miles away. ^ ^

But Wheeling College was
playing its own game at home
that evening, and no volunteers

•could be found for the trip to

West Virginia U.

Pay A Bus Driver

Again a meeting of the minds,

and another idea: send the wire

to the bus terminal in Pitts-

burgh, pay a bus driver who
would be passing through Mor-

gantown, and have him drop off

the telegram. A quick call to

Pittsburgh, however, revealed

that no buses would be traveling

to Morgantown that evening.

As a last resort, the Commit-

tee phoned both Bill Campbell,

WCAU sportscaster, and Bill

Murphy, manager of the Wild-

cats. Both Campbell and Murphy
gave assurances that they would

inform Al Severance and his

boys of the student body's ges-

ture.

Twelve hours, three hundred

miles, and seventy-five dollars

later, the telegram finally reach-

ed the coach and his boys—at

the hotel in Pittsburgh, where

the team stopped overnight

after the not-too-memorable

Battle of Morgantown.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S
MOTOR LODGE
King off Prussia^ Pa.
MANAGED BY EX-VILLANOyAN

JIM McNAMARA
Closs of '47

• M LUXURIOUS UNITS • EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH

; JoO^SipERATED TEMPERATURE CONTROL

; S"aJr7nt"* '^S COCKTAIL LOUNGES ADJACENT

! ONLY FOUR MILES FROM VILLANOVA
; SwImm?NG%S0L A^^^^

• MOST REASONABLE RATES IN THIS AREA

At the Valley Forge exit of the P«nn»y«^«;'" uodth
go one-holf mile post the toll gote to Route 202 NORTH

HEADQUARTERS FOR FAMILY AND
FRIENDS OF VILLANOVANS

FOR RESERVATIONS . . .

WRITE: HOWARD JOHNSON'S
MOTOR LODGE
King of Prussia, Pa.

PHONE: BRoodwoy 9-5500

Bank Pldns Chess Tourney

Tho Q u n k e r City Federal

Savings Bank is sponsoring a

chess tournament among the

local colleges.

Matches will be held at the

bank, employing some of the

rare chess sets that will be on

display. Participants in the tour-

nament will receive a gift.

Interested chess players

should send their name, address,

home phone number to the Mil-

ton Jacobson advertsing agency,

34 S. 17th St.. Philadelphia. :••

Matches will take place be-

tween 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday

through Friday and 9 a.m. to 8

p.m. on Wednesday, March 15

through March 29.

When applying, students

should specify the day and hour

.they would prefer to play.

Stays moist and firm throughout your shave!

regular or new mentholated

Take your choice of new, cool mentholated or regular

Smooth Shave. Both have rich, thick Old Spice qualily-

lather that won't dry up before you've finished shaving.

Both soften your bear«l instantly-end razor drag com-

pletely. For the closest, cleanest, quickest shaves ... try

Old Spice Smooth Shave! TOO

SMOOTH SHAVE

by SHULTON
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Program Of

The Week

"Magical Moods
of Matliis"

by Dan O'Mara

"Magical Moods of Mathis",

the newest half hour on WVIL
will now be heard weekly on
Wednesday at 9 p.m. Phil

Bosche, host of the show,

plays Johnny's old hits as well

as his new releases as they

are received at the Station.

This is the second show of

this type on WVIL's program
schedule. A year ago, John
Drees, presently a junior in

the C&F School at Villanova,

introduced the Frank Sinatra

Show, sponsored by the Manly
Store of Bryn Mawr.

This show, heard Monday
evenings at 9 p.m., has been

Co-Eds Bolster Yearbook Staff
,s.=^VX.- X ,'-!!• '-S^^SS^s

BelleAir Uses Nurses' Aid

well received by the Station'^

listening audience.

Singers like Mathis and Sin-

atra have been chosen for these
half hour spots because of

their general api)eal among the

majority of college students.

They provide "easy listen-

ing" so conducive to the

study listening pleasure of the

student ... a policy main-
tained by the programming
department of the Station

headed by John Oberlies.

Although a newcomer to

radio, Bosche looks promising
and should be very instrumen-
tal in the success of the show.

Josephine Morello, an editor on the yearboolc, works,

with one of the many female meml>ers of her staff.

>''^\V-f'="=^- ''••• •••:•

IBM WILL INTERVIEW FEB. 18

IBM invites candidates for Bachelor's or Master's Degrees to dis-

cuss opportunities in Applied Science, Manufacturing, Marketing,

Product Development and Programming—positions throughout

the United States,

Laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott, Kings-

ton, Owego, Poughkeepde, Yorktown, N. Y.; Burlington, Vt.; San Jose,

Calif.; Lexington, Ky.; and Rochester, Minn. Corporate headquarters is

located in New York, with 192 branch offices in cities thfoughout the

United States. The IBM representative will be glad to discuss with you

•the type of career of particular interest to you. IBM offers:

• Leadership in the development of information-handling systems.

• New applications for data processing and advances in computer

technology. r?'
'^^^'^^

'•^>^--

v.- : •;

>'\',>i' ^?:l^''^'^'''-'^

• Favorable climate for continued career growth. V^^^V^^^^^^^^N^^r^^^^^^;-

• Opportnnities for a wide range of academic backgrounds and

talents,

Contact your College Placement Officer to arrange an appointment for

a personal interview with the IBM representatives

If you cannot attend the interview, call or write:

Mr. L. M. Sterner, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept. 868

812 Wdih Street

Cheit#r, fu.

TR 443S6 INTCRNATIONAI BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

Villanova co-eds populate the

staff of the BELLE AIR year-

book in unprecedented numbers,
reports Tom Pcretti, editor.

"The girls have spent many
spare hours in the office " said

Pcretti, rather appreciaiivc of

the fact. "They are a great help

typing all the pages oi copy
required for a large publieutiuu."

Some Hope Lett
A general staff meeting of the

staff was held last Thursday and
Peretti was gratified wiih the

progress reports. They promised
that the book may still ue nere

in time for graduation, despite

failure to meet the first dead-
line.

The editor dealt harsh words
to several staffers who have not

been producing. He issueci an
ultimation that all preliminary

work must be submitted within

a week. "This is no joke " he
said.

Peretti . promised several in-

novations for the 1960 book. "It

will be a comprehensive book,

with interesting new features,"

he said. "We'll make liberal use
of color."

Advertising
Under the management of

senior Dan Spada, a new adver-

tising program has been adopt-

ed. He says he is ahead of last

year's solicitations, ana he in-

tends to continue accepting ads
up until the final deadline.

Doctor Buford

Participates In

Library Panel

Dr. Albert H. Buford, associ-

ate professor of English, will be

a member of the College and
University panel at the Catholic

Library Association's Thirteenth

Annual Library Conference.

This panel and others cover-

ing different library aspects will

be held in the Bellevue-Stratford

Hotel on Febof 20th, 10 a.m.

¥t. Falvey, Moderated

The Moderator of the College

panel is the Rev. Daniel P. Fal-

vey, Villanova's Librarian. The
topic to be discussed is the "The
Role of Faculty Library Com-
mittee and the University Pro-

gram."
The panel will consider var-

ious library needs, public service

and the library, and possible de-

velopments to improve the

library.

Buford will personally pro-

pose annual projects for the

Library Affairs Committees
such as the one he envisions for

Villanova.

Stimulate Interest

The projects would be design-

ed to stimulate interest among
the students and members ot the

community toward the Library.

The professor proposes that

Villanova sponsor an anmiai

"Book Fair". He plans a series

of faculty lectures about books,

lectures on the tecniques of the

library, and a special library

exhibit.

Buford feels that such a pro-

ject should be very successful

and counts on full student sup-

port.

Buford wil also present a
weekly series in the Villanovan

dealing with the different facets

of the library. There will be pro-

file and feature articles which
will be designed to orientate the

student with the library.
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Midshipmea Take Tr^ To

Pensacoh Over Semesten

Af Trust«e Dinner

During the semester break, 38
N.R.O.T.C. students under the
command of Midn. Vc Richard
Wines, were guests of the Naval
Air Basic Training Command in

Pensacola, Florida.

They were flown to Florida
from the Navy Air Station at
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, for

a four day visit to the "Cradle
of Naval Aviation."

Air Training

The visit was to acquaint the
midshipmen with the Naval Avi-
ation program and Naval Air
Training. <

:
v ; :

Arriving Sunday afternoon,
the middies were met by Com-
mander Netherland, USN, who
conducted the tour. Liberty was
set for Sunday evening, and the
formal tour began Monday
morning. , v;

Included in the tour were
visits to the Naval School of
Pre-Flight, School of Aviation
Medicine, and the Survival
School. The highlight of the visit

came when each middle made
individual flights in the T-34,

DriscolL Benson

Named Chairmen

Of Council Dance
The Chairmen for the annual

Student Council Dance have
been announced by Tarn Hoff-

man, Student Council Chairman.
John Driscoll, senior C&F,

and Bob Benson, sophomore
O&F, will be general co-chair-

men of the dance, which will

be held on Friday evening,

February 26.

This year, the different classes

are handling the varioud com-
mittees involved in planning the

dance. Seniors John Driscoll

and Bill Vincent will head the

Band Comittee. V V ,

Publicity wil be handled by
Toim Raymond, a junior, and
Joe Remy and John Volpe, also

juniors, will be in charge of

tickets. ;; ', ..-».''

Sophomores Tom Wall and
Bob Benson will head the

Decorations Committee, and Re-
freshments will be handled by
freshmen yet to be announced.

Within the next week, the com-
mittees will have met and for-

mulated definite plans.

Hoffman emphasized that all

profits from the dance will be

matched by funds from the Ad-
ministration and will be deposit-

ed in the Council Treasury.

the basic prop trainer used
the Command.

After an extensive checkr«ut,

which included bailing out fiom
a trainer, the students made
their "hop." Remaining in the
air for an hour, the student was
allowed to "take the stick" and
control the aircraft himself.

Faculty Along
Lt. Martin Gillan, HI, an in-

structor in the Unit, and also a
Naval Aviator, and Professor
Joseph Greyson of the Univer-
sity faculty, were participants
in the visit.

The visiting Villanovans were
quartered in barracks on the
station.

The visit ended Wednesday
morning as the R5D transport
took off from Sherman Field in
Pensacola in clear sunny skies.
The plane landed at Willow
Grove late Wednesday, and a
waiting Navy bus transported
the group back to the campus.

Mr. L. G. L. Thomas, member of the Executive Committee of
tile Board of Lay Trustees and Rev. Daniel P. Falvey, O.S.A.
Director of Villanova Development Fund attend Lay Trustee Ban-
quet last Thursday.

C.C.D. Planning

For Discussions
The Confraternity of Chris-

tian Doctrine has announced

plans for the expansion of its

operations in the second sem-

ester.

Last semester's programs

which included the instruction

of high school students and
about 200 mentally retarded

children at the state institution

at Pennhurst will be continued.

In addition, at least three new
teaching centers will probably

be added to the program.

A series of panels and discus-

sions, initiated last semester will

be expanded and increased in

frequency.

On March 6, a regional C.C.D.

Night will be held at the Cath-

edral of Saints Peter and Paul
in Philadelphia. The program
will include Mass, a buffet sup-
per, and social. Students from
nine schools in the Philadelphia
area will attend.

M
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Summer jobs often lead to rewarding careers at Du Pont

y>y>: ~'T*w^. .~

w^rp-i^

THIS SUMMER...
ON-THE-JOB TECHNICAL TRAINING AT DU PONT

Faculty Wives Meet
The Villanova Faculty Wives

Club will hold its monthly
meeting, tomorrow evening at
8:15 p.m. in the Naval Science
Building on the Campus.

Professor Richard Duprey,
Director of the Drama Depart-
ment, Villanova University, will

he the guest speaker, and his
subject will be 'The Theatre To-
day." Mrs. James McKenna, Jr.,

of Wayne, and Mrs. Cyrus Shar-
er of Villanova, will be in charge
of refreshments.

The Club will have its first

Annual Valentine Dance in the
cafeteria of the Commerce and
Finance Building Saturday, at
8:30 p.m.

Mrs. John McClain of Haver-
town and Mrs. Vito DiVincenzo
of Drexel Hill will be in charge
of refreshments. Dress is in-

formal.
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Pictured are a few of the many Du Pont

plants and laboratories across the country

where selected technical students roll up

their sleeves during summer vacation and

put their college training to practical use.

Most of the assignments are similar to

work the employees are likely to do after

graduation. Next summer, for example, a

chemical engineering student may go to

work on a catalyst recovery project. A
mechanical engineering trainee may be-

come engrossed in a challenging hydraulic

study. A promising young chemist may
tackle a problem in organic chemistry.

In short, each man is given a regular

plant or laboratory assignment commen-
surate with his education to date. And, as

with permanent employees, the student's

training is personalized and tailored to fit

his background and interests even to

the location he prefers, as far as practical.

This program has proved of benefit both

to students and to Du Pont. It gives stu-

dents an opportunity to increase technical

knowledge and to learn how to put college

training to use in industry. It gives

Du Pont a chance to observe men who will

soon be graduating in science and engi-

neering. Many of these summer associa-

tions are stepping stones to rewarding

careers with this company.

Juniors, seniors and graduate students

will be given technical assignments. Op-

portunities are in chemical, mechanical,

electrical and metallurgical engineering;

also in physics and mathematics. Candi-

dates should write at once to E. I. du Pont

de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2420 Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. Open-

ings are, of course, limited.

There are opportunities also for men
who have completed their freshman and
sophomore years, as. laboratory assistants

or vacation relief operators. They should

apply direct to the Du Pont plant or

laboratory location of their choice.

BrrriR things for bitter livino . . . through CHiMisruY
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Peggy Ann Hunsicker, 19 Yrs.,
Secretary in Villanova Library,
date of John Isselmonn, Social
Studies Major.
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Rosemary Watson, Secretary
for Chrysler Corp., dote of Gary
Kavonough, Marketing Major.
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Sheila Anne Titus, 19 Yrs.,

Legal Secretary, dote of Pete
Longworth, Education Major.

Kathleen Marie Lawless, 22 Yrs.,
Villanova Secretary, date of Frank
Keefe, AAarketing Major.

Reenle Reilly, 19 Yrs., Immacu-
lata College, date of Bill Eberle,
Accounting Major.

C^laralee O'Leor/, 21 Yrs., Rose-
mont College, date of Paul Bower-
sack, Accounting Major.

•'.••'

.

Nancy Meaney, 19 Yrs., Villa-

nova Secretary, date of Don
Phillips, Arts Major.

.•» . ^ ...
.
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Nancy Lockwood, 1 9 Yrs., Mary-
wood College, date of Charlie
Carroll, Accounting Major,

Rosemorle Burke, 25 Yrs., Im-
maculata College, ciate of Charles
Kinnnack, Psychology Major.

11 Joan Cucolo, 19 Yrs., Cosme-
II toliglst, date of Tony Nigro, Ac-
li counting Major.
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> Joyce Bicon, 20 Yrs., Kent State J
University, date of Ren Dobies,

||i
Electrical Engineering Major, ^
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Ethel Ann Gastin, 21 Yr. Elemen- ^
tarv School Teacher, date of Russ
Dodge, History Major.

•$:W
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Beth Sewell Alexander, 20 Yrs.,

Senior English Major at Bryn

Mawr College, date of Tom Per-

etti. Political Science Major. Miss

Alexander comes from Louisville,

Kentucky.

i^*

Perry Como # 4

.< A ^

Rosemarie McManus, 19 Yrs.,

Secretary for U.S. Marine Corps,

date of Jim Murray, English Major.

Miss Clara Lyons. From Alexan-
drio, Louisiana. Attends Louisiana

State College. Date of John B.

Castano, Arts.

te.> A I-- *,
••

Rose Marie Hill, 21 Yrs

tary for U.S. Steel, dote

Pfeiffer, Chem. Major.

,, Sec ro-

of Tom
Grace Marasco, 20 Yrs., Beauti-

cian, dote of John Costolnick,

Chemical Engineering Major.

'z??^'

Andrea Lepree, Newark State

College, date of Vic Richel, I.A.

Major.

Joanne Poloha, 20 Yrs., Fitzger-

ald-Mercy Hospital, date of Harry

Siegfeldt.
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Frances Fehr, West Chester
State College, date of Joe Ouel-
lette, Pre-Law Major.

fflSS
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Helen Bomboy, Alumna of
Beaver College, financee of Tom
Sweeney, Senior Social Studies.
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Valerie O'Brien, Receptionist,

date of Tom Walsh, Pre-Law
Major.
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Portia G. Veldorale, Sophomore |j
at Temple University, dote of J;
Philip Valente, Jr., Senior Pre-Law ||
Major. m

Mary Jone Armao, Mount Aloy-

slus Jr. College, date of Paul

Teufer, Moth Major.

Eileen Clemmer, 21 Yrs., Re-
ceptionist, date of Nick Samango,
Accounting Major.

To Be Crowned

At Senior Prom

Judy Finn, 21 Yr., Our Lady of

The Elms, dote of Lou Desfosses,

I.A. Major.

Rosemary Mohoney, 20 Yr,,

Secretary, dote of Mike D'Agos-
tino, Electrical Engineer.

sjvV; ^ <«! «<• f.'^t.^ '<'*

Marty Sue Nowak, 18 Yr, Cowe
Post College, dote of Bill Bradley,
Marketing Major.

Meg McGinn, "Wh ileaway
Form," Center Point. Date of
Charles G. Muir, Senior Psychology
Major.

Dorothy A. Hicks, 20 Yrs., Sec-
retary for First Pennsylvania Com-
pany, date of Dove Dillworth,
Pre-Law Major.

Solly Campbell, 21 Yr., School-

teacher, date of Jim Osborne,
Marketing Major.

m

II Patricio Henry, Philadelphia,

|i Elementary School Teacher, Upper
i| Moreland. Dote of Al Hurlbrink

M Jr., Senior Pre Low.
A?;

lUfc
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Nancy Graves, 19 Yr, Mount
II Vernon Business School, dote of

Jl Jim Romeo, Civil Engineer.

m<

m
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Marti Keane, 18 Yrs., Student ot
Bishop KerKlrick, date of Frank
Perry, Mechanical Engineer.

'•VA
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Security Means Everything
(Continued from Pag» 4)

on the benevolent, paternalis-

tic big corporation.

With the burden thus re-

moved by the ever-loving corp-

oration, he expects to derive

more liesure time, read more
books, and become more of a
person. But maybe, in a sense,

he also becomes less of a per-

son. A paradox?
':','

': We might compare it with

Big Government. History has

a way of suggesting that the

more services the federal gov-

ernment performs, the more
tenuous does its grasp on the

individual become, •

Citizens bless unlimited

spending on highways, schools,

milk for school kids, but they

seldom relate it to the odious,

upsurge of taxes and federal

intrusion.

Financial Emergency
Reports from Sweden, which

has been largely socialized, sor-

rowfully indicate a growing,

epidemic of suicides. And the

party in power is privately

wondering if what the sociol-

ogists say is true: that the

people are so completely pro-

vided for, they can't cope with

a real financial emergency that

might abruptly come from left

field.

The analogy isn't far-fetch-

ed. In modem times, security

carries more weight with the

job-searching senior than sal-

ary. And he naturally gravi-

tates towards the big corpora-

tion." , .
'.

Whyte explains the attitude

of the student: "On almost
every campus I heard one re-

curring theme: adventure was
all very well, but it was smart-

er to make a compromise in

order to get a depression-proof

•sanctuary. They don't think

A T & T is very exciting, but
that's the company they'd like

to join. If a depression comes
there will always be an A T
& T."

More and more, Villanova

seniors head for the big-corp-

oration cubicles at the place-

ment office, passing up the

small, so-called growth com-
panies with rapidly mounting
tsales and prestige.

This is usually the type of

company where competition

and merit are still the key to

success. Unlike the big corp-

oration, they're usually content

to pay for the job performed,

and don't require the junior ex-

ecutive to lay his love before

the altar of the corporation.

They're usually so busy

completing the job and utiliz-

ing the genius of the independ-

Kornbluch talks on

Climate and Disease
The Villanova Society for Psy-

chological Investigation has re-

cently presented Dr. Igho Hart
Kornblueh, who spoke on "Cii-

mate and Disease."

Dr. Kornblueh is an Associate

in Medicine, and is Director of

the Department of Physical
Medicine, University Graduate
Hospital School of Medicine,

University of Pennsylvania.

The lecture was presented as

an introduction to the effects of

climatic conditions on the human
organism, and the influence of

our physical surroundings on
our total well-being.

Dr. Kornblueh, who has just

recently returned from a tour of

climatological and space labor-

atories in Russia, also expressed

much displeasure about our lag

behind the Soviet Union in the

field of Physical Medicine.

ent mind, that they have little

time or stomach for the group-

happy, team-conscious, togeth-

erness-minded schemes of mod-

ern big business.

Personality Test

They just can't find the time

to issue batteries of tests which

reportedly have the human
personality down to a science

—tests which jeopardize your

entire future if they reveal that

you'd rather sit home and read

a book than go out bowling

with the gang.

The small company is more

apt to let the junior executive

retain possession of his own
psyche, as long as he does his

job.

But then, the big corporation

offers security. And everybody

craves security. From the

womb to the grave (paid for

out of company insurance)

—

to cover the course with a min-

imal amount of worry is the

goal of everybody. Well, may-

be not everybody.

Seniors Nominated

To Honor Society

Nine seniors have qualified for

nomination to Delta Epsilon

Sigma, the National Gatliolic

Honor Society, it has been an-

nounced by Rev. Robert M. Sul-

livan, OSA, Dean of Arts and
Sciences.

Thomas J. Behan, Joseph P.

Chapley, Thomas A. Hoffman,

Kenneth R. Kraemer, Michael

Mastrangelo, Vincent Minkiew-

icz, Nicholas Tenaglia, Thomas
M. Troy, and Thomas M. Wolf
have achieved the 3.35 cumula-

tive average required for nom-
ination to the Society.

These students will be en-

rolled upon petition to the of-

fice of the Dean of Arts and
Sciences. In addition, a ten dol-

lar enrollment fee must be left

at Father Sullivan's office by
February 12.

Delta Epsilon Sigma is na-

tionally organized to honor out-

standing students in liberal arts

and science courses, said Father

Sullivan. He extended his per-

sonal congratulations and the

congratulations of the Univer-

sity to the nine seniors who
have qualified this year.

N.F.C.C.S. to Hold Fourth

Annual Stote Congress
The National Federation of

Catholic College Students will

hold its Fourth Annual State

Congress on March 4, 5, & 6 at

the Sheraton Hotel in Philadel-

phia.

Students from Catholic Col-

leges in the Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh, Wilkes Barre—Scranton,

ana Detroit—Cleveland regions

will attend as well as students

from Newman clubs in the Phila-

aeipnia Region. Over forty col-

leges will be represented.

The theme for the Congress
will be: The Catholic Student:
Complacent Conformist of Mo-
tivated Individual.

Other highlights of the Con-
gress include a banquet and so-

cial on Saturday night and Mass
at the Cathedral of Saints Peter
and Paul on Saturday morning.

Cassiciacum Circle

Meets Next Week
The Cassiciacum Circle, Villa-

nova University's newly formed

Philosophy Club, will hold its

first meeting of the new semes-

ter next Wednesday evening.

At the suggestion of Rev,

Robert P. Russel, OSA, chair-

man of the Philosophy Depart-

ment, the club voted to accept

as its formal name the "Cassi-

ciacum Circle."

Father Russel explained the

significance of Cassiciacum, say-,

ing that it was the name of a

retreat used by St. Augustine
and his friends for philosophical

discussions during the period of

his conversion.

In light of the connection of a
Villanova Philosophy Club with

St. Augustine and philosophical

discussion. Father Russel

thought it was a particularly ap-

propriate name, and it was un-

animously accepted by the club

members.
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FROOD TELLS HOW TO

CLEAN UP ON YOUR LAUNDRY
(see below)

Dear Dr. Frood: I told my girl I was in

love, and she laughed, I told her I wanted

to get married, and she laughed. How
can I make her realize that I'm serious?

,

,

Serious

Dear Serious: Marry someone.

Deor Dr. Frood: I have been having

trouble sleeping at night. Do you think *

it could be because I drink coffee?

Wide-Eyed

Dear Wide-Eyed: Possibly. It*s very

difficult to sleep while drinking coffee.

c^ c^ c^

Dear Dr. Frood: A lot of the guys com-
plain because their mothers don't pack

their laundry boxes properly. Is there a

certain way they should be packed?

Spokesman

Dear Spokesman: Indeed there is. Clip

out the instructions below and mail them

to your mother.

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you beli«*ve in the

old adage, "Choose a girl by ear rather

than by eye"? Shopping

Dear Shopping: This maxim is indeed a

fine guide for any young man who is look-

ing for a girl. But while choosing by **ear

rather than by eye," he should also make
sure she has two of each.

*C* c^ €^

Dear Dr. Frood: Every night I come
home tired and I find the house in a mess.

There are dirty dishes and pans in the

sink, and clothes are thrown all around.

I'm fed up. What should I do?
Married Student

Dear Married Studenf: You should

notify the police. Someone has obviously

been there.

Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.

c^ tC^ iO*

Dear Dr. Frood: How far ahead should

I call for a date? Straight Arrow

Dear Straight Arrow: It depends. Some
girls must be called at least a week In

advance. With others, you just holler as

you enter the dorm.

c^ •^ :^:

Dear Dr. Frood: My husband is an ab-

sent-minded college professor. He went

out 7 years ago to buy a pack of Luckies

and hasn't returned yet. I don't know
what to do. Patience

Dear Patience: Better buy another pack.

He*s probably smoked them all by now.

1. Plact kills af varylHg ieaonlRatlani la shirt

callars (A) to keep Man stiff.

2. Wrap sacks around rails af iimas (B) ta keep

tliein from letting nismatad.

3. Place ether chania In pockets (C) of khaki

pants. This way it wai't rtii araaai Ml rattle

in the bai.

(Qa. T.Cu.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR

I

When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

Product of cMt' «^4wc«««ea9i' <Jc^t€n>-Kcnuu»t^— </(fwxjoeo- is our middle name

How Does The Villanova

Nurse Spend Time Here?

Villanova nurses have completely blended into the academic

life here. Some are shown above in the classroom phase of their

education.

Why go to college for nur-
sing?

Why spend four years in

training when most hospitals

throughout the country offer

three year courses?
Why pay university tuition

rates when the amount neces-

sary to pay for one semester

at college would satisfy in full

the fee required for the entire

three years in the hospital

school of nursing?
THE GRADUATE OF the

three year program and the

graduate of the four-year pro-

gram are both eligible to be-

come "Registered Nurses"
upon successful completion of
the State Board Examinations.
In this aspect, the two girls

are identical.

However, the graduate of
the four-year collegiate school

has a Bachelor of Science de-

gree in nursing in addition to

her R. N.

This degree enables her to

do supervisory work, to teach
nursing courses, and to enter

the field of Public Health, pos-
itions which are more difficult,

and in some cases, impossible

for the graduate of the three-

year school to attain. A B. S.

degree is as valuable to the
nurse therefore, as it is to the
business man, to the engineer,

or to the chemist.

The four-year collegiate pro-
gram at Villanova can be out-
lined as follows : freshman
year is dedicated entirely to

academic work with no actual
hospital experience. Courses
are continued through the
summer following freshman
year.

SOPHOMORE YEAR begins
to combine the academic and

hospital wards and the other
three for classes on campus.

In junior year, the student's
practical experience increases

and, she works in the hospital
three days out of every week.
In her senior year, she spends
three months at St. Vincent's
Hospital in New York, and an-
other three in Glenn-Dale,
Maryland, during which time
she has no classes at Villanova.

Last semester senior year is

dedicated to her experience in

Public Health and to the com-
pletion of her college courses.

THE STUDENT IN the
Baccalaureate program is re-

quired to make several adjust-

ments during her four years
due to the fact that she afhili-

ates wiith eleven different hos-
pitals and health agencies

the practical aspects of the I
throughout Pennsylvania,

program by scheduling two
days a week working on the

of the Pennsylvania Electric Companies
<-\
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ARIZONA STATE '57

Carlyle Frund ma|ored in Math; now
studies Engineering at Pitt under his com-

pany's Tuition Refund Program. Carl, who
sandwiches his college work in with his

iob, is enthusiastic about his opportunities

for professional development.

OHIO U. '58

Attractive Lee
Kindle tries out a

new recipe in her

company's Test

Kitchen. A Home
Service represen-

tative, she enioys

daily contact with

schools, women's

groups, and house-

wives. Lee likes

the security of an

electric company
career.

^c\\o>^

c\oss
»cr»nO

fronV»*

oH^e
comPonV-

What do you look for in your career? Professional development? A chance to

work with top men in your field? Job security? The enjoyment of outdoor living?

Write for informotion to Pennsylvania Electric Association, State Street Building,

Horrisburg, Pa.

Pennsylvania Electric Association

21 INDEPENDENT COMPANIES PROVIDING POWER FOR PENNSYLVANIA'S PROGRESS
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Maryland, and New York.

At times it seems as though
she is hardly settled in one
hospital when she must move
again to another. Adjusting to

such varying conditions is of-

ten difficult to do.

It is expected however, that
the person who learns to do so,

will be a better, more mature
individual for the experience.

These frequent changes are
also beneficial to the student
because they do not allow for

one single hospital to become
the center of her universe, as
is often the case when a girl

must spend her entire training

period at the same place.

EFFECTIVE NURSING
CARE requires a thorough
knowledge of, and the ability

to perform, several technical

skills. Of greater importance
however, is that the nurse un-
derstand the principles which
govelm such procedures.

For example, the nurse must
carefully observe the tempera-
ture, pulse, respiration, and
blood pressure of her patient,

but unless she is able to recog-

nize abnormalities in these

vital signs, and can attribute

these variations to certain

physiological causes, her ob-

servation is of no value.

To prepare the student for

this therefore, her most im-
portant science courses are

taken early in her training,

during her freshman and soph-

omore years. Included among
these courses are: Chemistry,
Zoology, Bacteriology, Ana-

tomy, Physiology, and Psy-

chology.

Opera C/ossico
To Meet
The first Opera 01 a s s i c a

meeting of the new semester will
be held tomorrow evening at
7:30 p.m., East Lounge, Dough-
erty Hall. The program will con-
sist of Mozart's opera Don Gio-
vanni.

"No matter how hard the
members try, they cannot break
down the strong feeling of in-

feriority which seems to para-
lyze many Villanovans at the
mention of Opera-Classica," said
Dr. Robert O'Shea, moderator.

"Perhaps it is the name—^but

who cares about names? Per-
haps the members give the im-
pression of being snobs; if this
be the case, won't somebody
who isn't a snob please join and
put the society oh the right
road."
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Photo Editor Joe Perozziello, who is master-minding the im-

plementation of the new darkroom, is shown giving what little

aid he can to the carpenters.

Photographers

Awfiiting New

Use Closet,

Dark Room
:
Vy •' by Mike Tighe

^^v>-

If the second floor residents

of Good Council Hall are finding

it easier to catch sleep at night,

their good fortune can be at-

tributed to the removal of the
photo staff's dark room facilities

to a now location.

Old One Closed

Joe Perozziello, head of the
staff, announced this week that
the old dark room was officially

closed at the end of exam week.
The familiar smell of acetic

acid, which indicates operations
are in full swing, will soon be
issuing from the new dark room
which will be located in the
northeast corner of Sullivan Hall
basement.

Perozziello, a Senior Finance
Major, hopes to have the move
completed by Monday.
The welcome change, however,

has not been without a few
customary drawbacks. The move
has left the staff without dark
room facilities for more than a
week, and the seasonal swamp
of BELLE AIRE pictures is now
being handled at a temporary
dark room set up in the Chem-
istry lab of the Chemical Engine-
ering building.

New Move
The big move is the final step

in a project which has been in

the planning stages for the past
two years.

In addition to the new location
the photographers have been
provided with much-needed new
equipment which will enable
them to increase both the output
and quality of their work.

Highlighting the additions are
three professional type cameras,
a Speed Graphic, and two twin
lens models to be used for por-
traits and still life shots.

Also in the picture-taking line,

the staff is now in possession
of a new strobe flash unit to be
used for larger group pictures.

It's capable of lighting entire

rooms. Perozziello hopes to put
this unit to full use in the cover-
age of dances and other impor-
tant social affairs.

Air-Conditioned
To aid in the processing of

the pictures, the air-conditioned

dark room will be equipped with
a new and more versatile enlarg-

er, a new negative dryer, and a
new print dryer.

According to Perozziello, "The
only thing holding us up now is

the arrival of two sinks, and
they're somewhere between

here and Chicago."

The addition of all this new
equipment has kept the staff,

which this year is the largest

yet at Villanova, busier than
they have ever been.

Perozziello has two assistants

returning from last year, Mike
Pastore, a Sohpomore Physics
major, and Frank M a t u n i s.

Sophomore C & F. New to the

staff this year are Tom Yodzis,

Jr. Arts, and Grordon Kittle and
Jeff Herbik, both Freshmen.
The amount of work done by

the photographers for the Belle

Aire and Villanovan has shown
an increase of over four times
that done in 1950. This year has
also been the first year that any
large scale work has been done
by the camera crew for the
o'ther campus publications.

In commenting on the increas-

ed work load Perozziello said,

"I hope the new equipment and
extra space will be an attraction

to those students interested in

photography. I'd like to increase

the staff by at least ten new
members.

" c<,„tact Perozziello
Interested students should'

contact Perozziello who can usu-
ally be found in either the
BEX.LE AIRE or VILLANOVAN
office on the second floor of

Dougherty Hall. Perozziello

thoughtfully added, "No experi-

ence is necessary."
In line with the program of

expansion, Perozziello hopes to

inaugurate a new set of stand-

ards which will make a photo-
grapher available for campus
activities at all times.

This will include the manning
of a professionally lighted pod-
trait studio which adjoins the

new dark room. This studio will

provide the facilities for another
phase of the project, the taking

of freshmen mug-shots for ma-
triculation cards.

Perozziello and his entire staff

of photographers are quite
pleased with the results of the

program thus far, and hope to

have a good turnout in their ap-

peal for new photographers.

Bless Rooms
The final step of the program

will be the long awaited official

opening of the new dark room
and studio. This event will take

place Monday and will be pre-

sided over by Very Rev. John
A. Klekotka, OSA, who will con-

clude the ceremonies with the

blessing of the rooms.

Ex-D.A. Slated For Council Forum
The fourth Student Council

Forum of the year has been an-

nounced for the evening of Feb-
ruary 18.

Theodore Smith, noted Phila-

delphia lawyer and former as-

sistant District Attorney, will be
the Forum speaker. He will

speak on the general field of

civil government and its rela-

tionship to the District Attor-
ney's office and to criminal law.

Well Known
Neil Drislane, Chairman of the

Academic Affairs Committee of
the Student Council, declared

that "Mr. Smith is well known

to the Philadelphia area.

"As both a distinguished pub-
lic servant and a noted lecturer,

he has drawn the attention of a
considerable audience to the var-

ious problems of civil govern-
ment and crime prevention."

Eileen Greyson, nursing rep-

resentative who heads the
Forum Planning Committee, ad-

ded that "Mr. Smith, besides

lecturing on law and crimi-

nology, is an interesting and ex-

cellent speaker on almost any
topic.

"We hope that he may digress

somewhat from the announced

subject and comment on various

related subjects."

Board of Lay Trusfeos

Holds 1st Annual Meofinq

Villanova University Feb. 2,

served as host to nearly two
hundred Philadelphia area busi-

ness, industrial and professional

leaders.

The occasion was the first an-

nual Lay Trustees Day, which is

under the direction of the Rev.

Daniel P. Falvey, O.S.A., Direc-

tor of the Villanova Develop-

ment Foundation.

Basketeers Ranked 6th and 8th In PoHs

./

DUAL FILTER DOES IT!
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Filters as no single filter can

for mild, full flavor!

Here's how the DyaJ HIter does it:

t It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL... defl:

nitely proved to make tha smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth . .

.

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the

realjhing In mildness and fine tobacco tastti

NEW
DUAL
FILTERTareyton

By Dtnls Cordone

In between vacations and
newspapers, Villanova has con-

tinually climbed in the ratings

until the Wildcats have reached

the seventh niche in the nation.

Here are some of the highlights

that have contributed to this

remarkable ascent . . .

Wagner proved to be no major

problem in the first rung of the

climlD. The Staten Islanders suc-

cumbed 88-62, with Hubie White
goring 24.

Boston College, arch-rival in

another sport, fell before the

Wildcats, 81-67; Hubie White
matched his seasonal high with

32 points.

The team actually sparkled in

Freshmen Cagers Outclass

Army and Penn Opponents
by John Duffy

The Villanova University

freshman basketball team
smashed a game but outclassed

band of Army Plebes last Wed-
nesday afternoon 88-57. The
Wildcats played the "iron man"
role using just 5 players.

The 'Cats were led by Tom
Galia with 31 points. Able as-

sistance was lent to the cause
by Richie Richman (27) and
Bernie Chavis (19). Tom Hoover
played a masterful game on de-

fense, blocking 15 shots and
pulling down 27 rebounds.

The B'ack Knights from the

Hudson were led by Tom Foley.

Cadet Foley threw in 14 field

goals and a foul for 28 points.

The 'Cats were cold from the

foul line hitting only 6 to 15
but overcame this with a hot
hand from the field, 41 field

goals. This triumph squared
the Wildcats record at 4 and 4.

Villanova 66, Saint Joseplis' 74.

The Wildcats were swept from
the ranks of the unbeaten by a
fired-up St. Joe's Team. Determ-
ination and hustle were the key
words as the Hawks built up a
quick 10-0 lead and then held
on. A great defensive job by
Jimmy Lyman on Tom Galia,

and steady popping by Bill Hoy
and Jim Boyle, were enough to

beat the 'Cats.

Bill Hoy led the winners with
19 points, while Tom Wynne and
Lynam had 17 and Boyle 16.

Tom Galia led the 'Cate with
19. Hoover had 17 and Chavis
and Richman 12 each.

Villanova 64, LaSalle 74
The Wildcats journeyed up to

LaSallt on January 14, to play
a LaSalle Team that they had
run over at will earlier in the
year. This time, however, the
smaller Explorers out hustled
the sluggish 'Cats, fast breakhig
them to death.

Bob Rafferty and Curt Fromal
pumped in 24 points apiece to

pace the Explorers to a 74-64
victory. Tom Galia led the
Wildcats' scoring with 21 points.

Chavis and Hoover had 13
apiece.

Villanova 69, Pennsylvania 80
The Wildcats made their first

appearance at Penn's Palestra
on Saturday Afternoon Jan.
23rd and were beaten 80-69.

The game was even until

about ten minutes to play when
the whole starting team was
either fouled out or in foul

trouble.

Bob Purdy led the Penn at-

tack with 22 points and John
Wideman and Dick Kauffman
had 12 and 10 respectfully. Gal-

ia led the Villanova shooters

with 24, game high. Bernie

Chavis had 21 while Richman
got 18.

Villanovtt S8,

Archbishop Carroll 62

On January 9th, the Fresh-

men played Archbishop John

Carroll High School of Wash-
ington before a large audience

in the Villanova Field House.

Carroll^ the defending National

Catholic Champion, is probably
the best high school team in the

country.

Led by their 6-11 Captain
John Thompson, Carroll squeak-

ed by the Wildcats 62-58. Due
to a head injury and four per-

sonal fouls incurred in the first

half, Tom Hoover spent a great
deal of time on the bench. To
Tom's credit however, Thompson
collected very few of his 27
points while Hoover was in the
ball game. Hoover is an alum-
nus of Carroll High.
Tom Galia, once again, led the

Villanova scoring with 20
points. The most outstanding
play of the game was a 55 foot

set shot sunk by 6'4" forward
George Skinner, at the halftime

buzzer.

Villanova 77, Pennsylvania 75
In the Villanova Field House

on Monday Night Jan. 11, the

Wildcats entertained an out-

standing Penn freshman squad.

The 'Cats won a real thriller

when Tom Galia stole the ball

away from Lee Amica with ten

seconds to play and went the

length of the court for a layup

to give his team a 77-75 victory.

Fred Smith a 5'9" guard got
off the bench and kept the 'Cats

within striking distance with his

hustle and determination. Smit-

ty thrilled the Palestra audience

with a 35 foot shot that swished
the cords.

Jimmy O'Brien also played a
fine game and took up the slack

caused by Galia's (7 points) ab-

sence with 10 points.

Richie Richman was the big

gun for the 'Cats with 21 points.

The Quakers had four men in

double figures, led by Bob Pur-

dy's 23 points.

the Duquesne triumph. Against

the subpar Dukes, the team per-

formed in such fashion that it

drew the highest expletives from
the Cincinnati Royals Jack Twy-
mann. Hubie had 25 and Twy-
mann's brother, Ned led the

Dukes with 18 in a 87-65 contest.

After a slow start, splendid

ball-hawking and the usual co-

hesive team play, the Wildcats

pulled away from Muhlenberg,
74-46. The 24 points that White
scored were only one part of the

magnificent team play of Hug-
gard, Driscoll, Raveling, Kamin-
ski, etc.

The first Big Five game with
Temple saw John Driscoll at his

best as he contributed to still

another truimph, to run the win-

ning skein to 10. Temple was
overrun, 81-69, but not without

a struggle. Bill Kennedy, throw-
ing in 25 foot jumpers, looked

like the best player in the city

as he tallied 29 points.

Morgantown . . .

By now, Villanova had climb-

ed to an undefeated num'ber 9
spot. This set the stage for an-
other road trip to the most im-
posing town on the schedule,

Morgantown. No alibis are nec-

essary as the Wildcats were
impolitely pushed from their

pinnacle by West Virginia with
West, 89-81. Several carloads of

students made the trip as coach
Severance had to take emer-
gency steps to get some of them
in the jam-packed field house.

Morgantown gets the vote as

the most rabid basketball town
as even the old newspaper ladies

were inquiring, "How's Hug-
gard's back?" Ma'am it was 27

points all right, but not enough.
The Wildcats returned un-

daunted to the more welcome
Palestra floor and thoroughly
ran over Seton Hall, 94-65.

Exam week proved to be no
problem here.

Off and Running
A second Big Five game fol-

lowed with a fired up Penn
squad causing some early diffi-

culties. By overloading the Wild-
cat zone and some pin-point

shooting; the Quakers moved to

a narrow half time lead. George
Raveling asserted himself under
the boards in the second half,

scoring 17 in the ultimate 71-58
win. Dave Kwait was the Quak-
er thorn-in-the-side as he threw
in 17 also.

Army coach George Hunter
had Villanova confused for first

half moments as his high post
offense led to an unexpected
albeit narrow half-time lead.

All around balance proved to
be too much for the Cadets in

the second half. The Wildcats
won comfortably 66-53, as Army
obviously played to keep the
score from mounting. The team
wit department suffered a set-

back with a ten year-old's re-

partee, "Hey, I hear Jerry West
is the patron saint down at Vil-

lanova."

Sixth in Nation
Undaunted again, the team

entrained to Buffalo and the
Canisius five. Starting like they
were going to run the Griffins

off the floor, the Wildcats slack-

ened off to a 75-66 victory.

Wins over Manhattan and
Siena brought the before-Pitts-

burgh record to 16-1 and a set-

tled sixth national rating, so far.

1960 Track Team Has Depth
There's an element of paradox

pervading the Villanova track

scene this winter and it threat-

ens to persist far into the

Spring.

Villanova is potentially a
great track team. There is depth
in virtually every event exclu-

sive of the mile and longer dis-

tances and this depth has dis-

played itself in the form of

some outstanding, if underpub-
licized victories on the banked
board circuit.

But herein lies the paradox:
Villanova track teams, consis-

tently among the best in the

country for nigh on to a decade

are not traditionally deep. When
Jumbo Jim Elliott's team won
the national collegiate cham-
pionship in 1957 it did it with

Villanova At West Point

Al Seuevence ^scusses Army tactics during time out at

West Point.

seven men.
Yet most of these seven,

(Bragg, Delany, Reavis,) were
virtually super-stars and hence
through the vast network of
communications media, news-
papers, radio, television their

acnievements were well public-

ized.

Team Unpublicized

Not so with the current crop
of Wildcats. There are no super-
stars, hence the reams of pub-
licity copy described, and rightly

so, the prodigious feats of high
jumper John Thomas and pole

vaulter Don Bragg (a former
Villanova super-star, by the
way).

Nevertheless, the depth that
is Viilanova's has accounted for
and will continue to account for

outstanding if unexpected and
not individually brilliant victor-

ies.

The Wildcats' depth and ver-

satility is not merely a theore-

tical one which looks good on
paper. The most graphic illus-

tration is the mile relay team
of Paul Drayton, Bob Coffill,

Bob Raemore and Joe Manion.
Drayton as a high school jun-

ior tied Jesse Owens inter-schol-

astic mark of 20.9 for the 220.

At the close of his freshman
year he defeated two time IC4A
sprint champion Ed Collymore
in the 100. A month later he
ran a century in 9.4 with a tail-

wind.

He also was a member of the
Villanova freshman mile relay

team which set a Penn Relay
record. Bob Coffill, then a fresh-

man in the same meet in which
Drayton defeated Collymore,
finished a scant .9 of a second
behind U. S.-Russian games
winner Josh Culbreath in the
440 yard hurdles.

Coffin's time, 53.5, was a Vil-

lanova record. It was only the

third time he had run the event.

Raemore's Double
Bob Raemore while at Wil-

liamsport High School was

Pennsylvania Interscholastic
Class A champion in both the

iOO and the 220 in 1958. As a
ireshman here he anchored the

irosh mile relay team at the

Penn Relays. His time was a
natty 47.6 for the concluding
quarter mile.

Joe Manion also excels in all

three events. In dual meets last

year he chalked up a 9.7 century
and a 21.0 furlong. He is the

only remaining member of last

season's excellent foursome of

EJd Collymore, Charley Stead,

Manion and Nick DeAngelis.
Anchoring Team

DeAngelis, who can run the

440 in less than 48 seconds is

currently anchoring Jumlbo's

two mile relay team. His time
in the victory over Yale in the
Millrose games was 1:54.2.

The versatility of these per-

formers indicate that the para-

dox of depth will fast become a
trend. Whereas Elliott had only
Collymore and Manion to depend
on for a sub 10:0 centuries and
sub 22:0 furlongs, this year he
can call on Raemore, Frank
Budd, Drayton, Manion, among
others to better these times.

Paradox to Trend?
Last year he had four sub

49:0 quartermilers. This year
he has at least six, with two of

them Manion and DeAngelis re-

turnees from last year's widely
renowned mile relay team.

It's in the 880, though, that

the greatest difference in depth
lies. The 1959 Cats had at best

two sub 1:57 half milers. The
1960 team on the showing in its

Millrose meet alone have at least

four men can run the 880 in less

than 1:55.

That's indoors, too, where the

times on the boards invariably

two to four seconds slower than
the cinder clockings.

The paradox will probably re-

main a trend for sometime to

come, too, since Manion and De-
Angelis are only juniors. All

others are sophomores.
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Mermen Meet LaSalle Here Today
LaSalle's Explorers will furn-

ish the opposition for EM Geisz's

swimmers in the Field House
pool at 3 p.m.

In a series of five dual meets,

extending before Christmas to

the end of the semester, the mer-

men of Villanova were beaten

by Navy, West Chester, N.Y.U.

and Penn with only a win over

Lafayette on the plus side of

the ledger.

The schedule this year is the

toughest that the charges of

Ed Geisz have faced in seven

seasons. Swimming both Navy
and Yale, the latter in the final

meet of the season, the 'Cats

face the two toughest teama in

the country.

Navy has been touted as the

team, if any, to end Yale's fan-

tastic win streak of 184 to date.

Navy almost swept the 'Cats

right out of the pool as they

displayed the finest array of tal-

ent, depth and speed that ever

swam for the Academy. With
four rr.en file to swim in every

event and win, they took ten of

eleven events, smafching several

records. ;;;. vv-'/^^-* ;••- ;>•.;.

Steve Carton garnered the

only win for the 'Cats as he

dove to a win off the one meter

board. Don Reed almost pulled

a surprise upset as he came
from behind in the final fifty

yards of the 200 yard individual

medley only to be just touched

out. Don Boemcke after missing

a turn finished second in the

100 yard free style for the 'Cats'

only other second place.

'Cats Splashed by West Chester

The first meet after Christ-

mas vacation the Villanova nat-

adors lost to West Chester 62-

33. Reed took the only individ-

ual first for Villanova Univer-

sity in the 200 yard backstroke.

Boemcke awam to second

place in the distance events the

220 and 440 freestyle respec-

tively. Then Jensen and Dona-

hue collaborated with Bill Cas-

sin and Frank Dunn to win the

final event, the 400 yard free-

style relay.

The 'Cats next spent a very

enjoyable afternoon at Lafayette

as they splashed the Leopards to

defeat 58-35. With Captain

Frank Keefe leading off the 400

yard medley relay of Ted Mor-

iarity. Reed and Roemcke the

'Cats won and kept it up all af-

ternoon.

Jensen and Dunn took first

and second in the 50 yard free-

style by two lengths. Gerry

Peccarro took third in the 200

yard freestyle. George Robert-

son picked up his first win of

the season in the one meter dive

as he far outperformed his op-

position.

In the 200 yard individual

medley tiny John Foley and
Keefe took first and third, Jen-

sen and Cassin finished behind

Lafayette's double winner West-

kott in the 100 yard freestyle.

Reed took first in the 220 yard

backstroke as he led all the

way from start to finish. Bruce

McCreedy and Peccarro swept

first and second in the 440 with

McCreedy winning by a length.

The final sweep of the day for

the 'Cats was in the 200 yard

orthodox as Brian Reilly and

Matt Mbne battled each other

all the way, the Reilly just

touching out Mone.
'Cats Taken To Task

The Violet of N.Y.U. took the

'Cats to task in the next meet
60-34. The 'Cats won two first

places. Bob Dow in the 200

yard butterfly and George Rob-

ertson repeating his Lafayette

success in the one meter dive.

by Gene Hewitt

Reed was touched out in both

the 200 yard individual medley

and 200 yard backstroke and
had to settle for second place.

Boemcke took second in the

220 freestyle and third in the

100 yard freestyle.

John Foley added a second

place in the dive and McCreedy
in the 440 freestyle. Mone and
Reilly were beaten in the 200

yard orthodox by John Lima, a

transfer student from Villanova

at N.Y.U.-

In the final meet of the semes-

ter Penn handed the 'Cats a 55-

40 defeat. The meet stayed close

until the 440 freestyle when
Slater of Penn, Canadian Olym-
pic Star chopped 25.7 seconds

off the pool record and sent Penn
ahead to victory.

Slater was a thorn in the

'Cats paw all day as he became
a triple winner, he took the

!
220 freestyle and 200 yard in-

dividual medley in addition to

I

the 440 .

Villanova took three firsts as

a team with Foley, Ted Moreaty,

O'Brien and Cassin winning the

450 yard medley and Boemcke
taking the 100 yard freestyle

and anchoring the 400 yard free-

style relay of Donahue, Cassin

and Dunn.
Reed took second place in the

220 yard individual and 200

backstroke as he faltered in the

last 25 yards in both events to

be beaten by a stroke. Captain

Keefe, Dow, Reilly, and Mc-

Creedy picked up the other

points for the 'Cats.

All -American All The Way

Jimmy Ifuggard dribbles past Temple defenders in City Ser<

ies contest whlcli 'Cats won.
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All filter cigarettes are divided

into two parts, and...

"WenI, Widi, Winston!" Thus dW Caesar M^/^^^v

(a notoriously poor speller) hail the discovery

^ of Filter-Blend -light, mild tobaccos specially

selected and specially processed for filter smoking.

He knew that a pure white filter

alone is not enough. To be a com-

plete filter cigarette, it must have

Filter-Blend up front. And only

Winston's got it!

That's why Caesar would never

accept another brand even when it

was offered gratis. In fact, history

tells us he'd glower at the extended

pack and sneer, "Et tu, BruteV
In a stirring peroration to his

legions, Caesar put it this way:
"For the Numeral I filter ciga-

rette—for the best-tasting filter

cigarette— for the noblest filter

cigarette of all—smoke Winston !

"

"Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!"

P Q to bachelors. If you're lucky enough to find a gal who'll

keep you in Winstons, Caesar!

R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.. WINSTON-SAIEM. N.C.

George Raveling Winner

On and Off The Court
by Jim Murray

The captain of this year's

Wildcat basketball squad is truly

a player, "who has made it the

hard way."
George Raveling, has been

plagued with family misfortune,

reared in private schools, and in

general has not had the 'taken

for granted' attribute of a regu-

lar home life.

George speaks of his youth,

not as someone feeling sorry for

himself, but rather as a man
mature in the realization that he

hasn't had all the breaks but

has profitted by the ones he's

had.

"I've always wanted to play

for a championship team and
this team is sure championship
caliber."

George stretched his 6-6, 210
pound frame across two Grey-

hound seats and continued,
"there are two singuarly im-

portant factors in helping me to

arrive at this ambition.

"Father Nardine, my Godfath-
er and coach Al Severence have
helped fill the gap for my dad
who passed away when I was
nine years old." George's eyes
gleamed as he spoke of the two
men who have helped him ma-
ture as a basketball player and
especially as a man.

"Father Nardine was a senior

when I was playing grade school

ball—he was my first coach. He
taught me to play under the

boards and all the fundamentals
of basketball.

George pointed out that

rather than accept college bas-

ketball offers of which there

were many his godfather choose
a religious vocation. "This was a
tremendous sacrifice because
many of the basketball powers
were after him." This made a
tremendous impression on
George and he strove for per-

fection in the sport his God-
father had taught him.

When George was ready to

graduate as an All-Catholic cen-
ter in Scranton, he had over
sixty offers to consider. He was
skeptical at first on his ability

to play big time basketball. He
choose Villanova over Niagara
and Elizabethtown in his final

selection.

Climb to Fame

Villanova was the transition

ground for George's climb to

national fame. Last year he col-

lected 405 rebounds for an aver-

age of 16.2 which rated him 19th
in the country. He also hit over
50% of his field goal tries.

This tremendous show of abil-

ity just didn't happen. George
came to Villanova and was faced
with a new way of life.

George takes his job as team
captain very seriously. It is

hard to get him to say anything
without hearing the phrases

—

"Hug really sparks us—" "Hub-
ie's a sophomore. Can you
imagine him as a junior?" —
"Richie sure helps our team
move" — "Tweety has been tak-
ing those boards this year and
that bench, it's really great."

Anyone who thinks George
Raveling is false in any way
needs only 5 minutes of conver-
sation to prove that he is a sin-

Kaminski Scores At Manhattan

cere person. The only way to

get George to say anything

about George is by direct ques-

tion and even then he brings in

his team.

Richie Kaminski (33) tomes ball up for two points in game

with Manhattan Thursday night

George Raveling

"I had to adjust to college and
my old problem of temper really

hampered me. The coach took

a special interest in me and
helped me along. My sophomore
year I was labled 'Danger: High-

ly Explosive'." ' :t;
The change from sophomore

to junior year saw the great

change in George's playing and
attitude. The coach treated me
like a father insofar as he took

me aside and talked to me and
told me what I must do to be

good.

"My shows of emotion during

a game are not showboat but a

part of me. I raise my hand and

try to fire up the team."

George is so dedicated to Vil-

lanova, he has blossomed into

their biggest scout. (What other

scout is 6-6.) He reads about

100 to 200 out of town news-

papers a week in queet of future

Villanovans.

George Raveling says he can

never pay Villanova for all it

has done for him. GSeorge pays

Villanova not with a rebound or

a tap in but every time he is

(jeorge Raveling.

MERRY-GO-ROUND

Hoop Scoop
^m Murray

Here is a letter received from basketball coach Al Severance:
Students of Villanova,

One of the most encouraging and helpful contributions this

year has been the support and spirit of the student body of Villa-

nova.
The Villanovan and W.V.I.L. have won the admiration of the

coaches and the team in general. However, and
unfortunately, there are few who can disapate

all this by behavior'unbecoming a sport fan.

Enthusiasim and spirit is great and appreci-

ated but it should be kept in its proper place.

The coaches and the team hope your support

shown in the pep rallies so far and the team will

do its share so that together we may best represent Villanova.

Sincerely,

Alex Severance
• • • •

The Albany University Club tributed the team with a dinner

before the Siena game. The Villanova grads headed by the Hul-

bert brothers staged a dinner dance after the game. The coach

introduced the players and thanked the alumni for their fine

reception.
• • • •

A sturdy band of Villanovans motored the long treak to

Mongantown to see the 'Cats suffer their lone defeat to West
Virginia. They formed their own cheering section (large drum)
and despite the odds (about 25 to 6775) they made themselves

heard. There was also a large group at the Army game—a few
at the Siena game—a lot at Wagner. Oh yes, and a couple at the

Manhatten game.
• • • •

Team Talk: ... Big John "Tweety" Driscoll says, "he feels like

a visitor when he plays at the Palestra" . . . There is a certain

member of the starting five who thinks he could take on Wilt the

Stilt in a singing bout—he's a sophomore but we cannot reveal

his identity—He's a tough tapper (dancer) too . . . Johnny Kane
the regular Greyhound driver has gotten several 'feelers' to tirive

other teams since he has been so successful with the 'Cats . . .

One of the coaches (he has white hair and smokes cigars) gets
behind the wheel of that Greyhound and is itching to drive it.

Team pressure forbids it though ... At least four members of the
team have made the dean's list.

Coach Al Severance sent his son Dave to coach the freshmen,
team at Army. Both the freshmen and varisity games, were
scheduled for the same time. Dave did the job well as the frosh
won by a wide margin. "I just gave them some of my father's fire

and brimstone and everybody played well." There were only six

players suited up for the game.
• • • •

After meeting with Alex Bell, it was even more evident that
he had a most difficult job. Along with his assistants Ed Micheol
and Gfene Felipski he must prepare the remnants of the years one
victory club to at least a respectable position on collegiate football.

Mr. Bell is a soft spoken man with a winning smile and pleas-
ant personality. He however, can change into the machine gun
voiced from teacher of the "big boys".

His family is still in New England and between speaking en-

gagements, recruiting for players as well as assistants, reaquaint-
ing himself with Villanova and getting ready for spring practice
he doesn't have much time on his hands.

In fact he was going off for two days into the "All American
Country" (Upstate Pennsylvania) looking for football talent for
his seventeen scholarships.

With the schedule set up with like of Army, Navy, Boston
College, Detroit, ect. he is going to have to find gold in those
coal mines. v.

Good luck Mr. Bell youMl need it. ;; , -,,

Al Robertson scores for VUhuiovA in recent meet »t Wild-

eat pool.
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Mermen Meet LaSalle Here Today
LaSalle's Explorers will furn-

ish the opposition for Ed Geisz's

swimmers in the Field House
pool at 3 p.m.

In a series of five dual meets,

extending before Christmas to

the end of the semester, the mer-

men of Villanova were beaten

by Navy, West Chester, N.Y.U.

and Penn with only a win over

Lafayette on the plus side of

^ the ledger. •• V :•„ ^/'
^
•'.•:/.'.;':;

'

The schedule this year Is the

toughest that the charges of

Ed Geisz have faced in seven

seasons. Swimming both Navy
and Yale, the latter in the final

meet of the season, the 'Cats

face the two toughest teams in

the country.

Navy has been touted as the

team, if any, to end Yale's fan-

tastic win streak of 184 to date.

Navy almost .swept the 'Cats

right out of the pool as they

displayed the finest array of tal-

ent, depth and speed that ever

pwam for the Academy. With
t('V.r rr.en ftie :o £win. in every

evert nr,d win, they took ten of

elcver. events, &n.afching several

rec('rd.'^

Steve Carton garnered the

only win for the 'Cats as he

dove to a win off the one meter

board. Don Reed almost pulled

a surprise upset as he came
from behind in the final fifty

yards of the 200 yard individual

medley only to be just touched

out. Don Boemcke after missing

a turn finished second in the

100 yard free style for the 'Cats'

only other second place.

'Cats Splashed by West Chester

The first meet after Christ-

mas vacation the Villanova nat-

adors lost to West Chester 62-

33. Reed took the only individ-

ual first for Villanova Univer-

sity in the 200 yard backstroke.

Boemcke swam to second

place in the distance events the

220 and 440 freestyle respec-

tively. Then Jensen and Dona-

hue collaborated with Bill Cas-

sin and Frank Dunn to win the

final event, the 400 yard free-

style relay.

The 'Cats next spent a very

enjoyable afternoon at Lafayette

as they splashed the Leopards to

defeat 58-35. With Captain

Frank Keefe leading off the 400

yard medley relay of Ted Mor-

iarity, Reed and Roemcke the

'Cats won and kept it up all af-

ternoon. , ^,- {,:: •':
•

Jensen and Dunn took first

and second in the 50 yard free-

style by two lengths. Gerry

Peccarro took third in the 200

yard freestyle. George Robert-

son picked up his first win of

the season in the one meter dive

as he far outperformed his op-

position.

In the 200 yard individual

medley tiny John Foley and
Keefe took first and third, Jen-

sen and Cassin finished behind

Lafayette's double winner West-

kott in the 100 yard freestyle.

Reed took first in the 220 yard

backstroke as he led all the

way from start to finish. Bruce

McCreedy and Peccarro swept

first and second in the 440 with

McCreedy winning by a length.

The final sweep of the day for

the 'Cats was in the 200 yard

orthodox as Brian Reilly and

Matt Mone battled each other

all the way, the Reilly just

touching out Mone. ,..,.

'Cats Taken To Task
The Violet of N.Y.U. took the

'Cats to task in the next meet
60-34. The 'Cats won two first

places. Bob Dow in the 200

yard butterfly and George Rob-

ertson repeating his Lafayette

success in the one meter dive.

by Gene Hewitt

Reed was touched out in both

the 200 yard individual medley

and 200 yard backstroke and
had to settle for second place.

Boemcke took second in the

220 freestyle and third in the

100 yard freestyle.

John Foley added a second

place in the dive and McCreedy
in the 440 freestyle. Mone and
Reilly were beaten in the 200

yard orthodox by John Lima, a

transfer student from Villanova

at N.Y.U.

-

In the final meet of the semes-

1

tcr Penn handed the 'Cats a 55-
i

40 defeat. The meet stayed close

until the 440 freestyle when
Slater of Penn, Canadian Olym-
pic Star chopped 25.7 seconds

off the pool record and sent Penn
ahead to victory.

Slater was a thorn in the

'Cats paw all day as he became
a triple winner, he took the

220 freestyle and 200 yard in-

dividual medley in addition to

the 440 .

Villanova took three firsts as

a team with Foley, Ted Moreaty,

O'Brien and Cassin winning the

450 yard medley and Boemcke
taking the 100 yard freestyle

and anchoring the 400 yard free-

style relay of Donahue, Cassin

and Dunn.
Reed took second place in the

220 yard individual and 200

backstroke as he faltered in the

last 25 yards in both events to

be beaten by a stroke. Captain

Keefe, Dow, Reilly, and Mc-

Creedy picked up the other

points for the 'Cats.

All -American All The Way

Jimmy Huggard dribbles past Temple defendprs In City Ser-

ies contest which 'Cats won.
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All filter cigarettes are divided

Into two parts,

»:i^«r"- ;

1

"Weni, Widi, Winston!" Thus did Caesar ^ ^ ^u
|

; (a notoriously poor speller) hail the discovery

of Fllter-Blend-light, mild tobaccos specially

X selected and specially processed for filter smoking.

He knew that a pure white filter

alone is not enough. To be a com-

plete filter cigarette, it must have

Filter-Blend up front. And only

Winston's got it!

That's why Caesar would never

accept another brand even when it

was offered gratis. In fact, history

tells us he'd glower at the extended

pack and sneer, "Et tu, Brute?"
In a stirring jjeroration to his

legions. Caesar put it this way:
"For the Numeral I filter ciga-

rette—for the best-tasting filter

cigarette— for the noblest filter

cigarette of all -- smoke Winston
!

"

"Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!"

P c to bachelors. If you're lucky enough to find a gal who'll

keep you in Winstons, Caesar!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO . WINSTON-SAl t M. N.C.

George Raveling Winner

On and Off The Court
by Jim Murray

The captain of this year's

Wildcat basketball squad is truly

a player, "who has made it the

hard way."
George Raveling, has been

plagued with family misfortune,

reared m private schools, and in

general has not had the 'taken

for granted' attribute of a regu-

lar home life.

George speaks of his youth,

not as someone feeling sorry for

himself, but rather as a man
mature in the realization that he

hasn't had all the breaks but

has profitted by the ones he's

had.
'I've always wanted to play

for a championship team and
this team is sure championship
caliber."

George stretched his 6-6, 210
pound frame across two Grey-

hound seats and continued,
"there are two singuarly im-

portant factors in helping me to

arrive at this ambition.

"Father Nardine, my Godfath-

er and coach Al Severence have
helped fill the gap for my dad
who passed away when I was
nine years old." George's eyes

gleamed as he spoke of the two
men who have helped him ma-
ture as a basketball player and
especially as a man.

"Father Nardine was a senior

when I was playing grade school

ball—he was my first coach. He
taught me to play under the

boards and all the fundamentals
of basketball.

George pointed out that

rather than accept college bas-

ketball offers of which there

were many his godfather choose
a religious vocation. "This was a
tremendous sacrifice because
many of the ba.sketball powers
were after him." This made a

tremendous impression on
George and he strove for per-

fection in the sport his God-
father had taught him.
When George was ready to

graduate as an All-Catholic cen-
ter in Scranton, he had over
si.xty offers to consider. He was
skeptical at first on his ability

to play big time basketball. He
choose Villanova over Niagara
and Elizabethtown in his final

selection.

Climb to Fame

Villanova was the transition

ground for George's climb to

national fame. Last year he col-

lected 405 rebounds for an aver-

age of 16.2 which rated him 19th
in the country. He also hit over
bO*^', of his field goal tries.

This tremendous show of abil-

ity just didn't happen. George
came to Villanova and was faced
with a new way of life.

George takes his job as team
captain very seriously. It is

hard to get him to say anything
without hearing the phrases

—

"Hug really sparks u.s -" "Hub-
ie's a sophomore. Can you
imagine him as a junior?" —
"Richie sure helps our team
move" — "Tweety has been tak-

ing those boards this year and
that bench, it's really great."

Anyone who thinks George
Raveling is false in any way
needs only 5 minutes of conver-
sation to prove that he is a sin-

cere person. The only way to

get George to .say anything
about George is by direct ques-

tion and even then he brings in

his team.

Kaminski Scores At Manhattan

Richie Kaminski (33) tosses ball up for two points in game

with Manhattan Thursday night.

George Raveling

"I had to adjust to college and
my old problem of temper really

hampered me. The coach took

a special interest in me and
helped me along. My sophomore
year I was labled 'Danger: High-

ly Explosive'."

The change from sophomore
to junior year saw the great

change in George's playing and
attitude. The coach treated me
like a father in.sofar as he took

me aside and talked to me and
told me what I must do to be

good.

"My shows of emotion during

a game are not showboat but a

part of me. I raise my hand and
try to fire up the team."

George is so dedicated to Vil-

lanova. he has blossomed into

their biggest scout. (What other

scout is 6-6.) He reads about

100 to 200 out of lown news-

papers a week in que«t of future

Villanovans.

George Raveling says he can

never pay Villanova for all it

has done for him. GJeorge pays

VHllanova not with a reboimd or

a tap in but every time he is

George Raveling.

MERRY-GO-ROUND

Hoop Scoop
Jim Murray

Here is a letter received from basketball coach Al Severance

:

Students of Villanova,

One of the most encouraging and helpful contributions this

year has been the support and spirit of the student body of Villa-

nova.

The Villanovan and W.V.I.L. have won the admiration of the

coaches and the team in general. However, and
unfortunately, there are few who can disapate

all this by behavior -unbecoming a sport fan.

Enthusiasim and spirit is great and appreci-

Xf^sr- 1 ated but it should be kept in its proper place.

\ ^

^

The coaches and the team hope your support

JfUr ^^ shown in the pep rallies so far and the team will

do its share so that together we may best represent Villanova.

Sincerely,

Alex Severance
• • • •

The Albany University Club tributed the team with a dinner

before the Siena game. The Villanova grads headed by the Hul-

bert brothers staged a dinner dance after the game. The coach

introduced the players and thanked the alumni for their fine

reception.
• • • •

A sturdy band of Villanovans motored the long treak to

Mongantown to see the 'Cats suffer their lone defeat to West
Virginia. They formed their own cheering section (large drum)
and despite the odds (about 25 to 6775) they made themselves

heard. There was also a large group at the Army game—a few
at the Siena game—a lot at Wagner. Oh yes, and a couple at the

Manhatten game.
cm'^- • • •

Team Talk: ,., Big John "Tweety" Driscoll says, "he feels like

a visitor when he plays at the Palestra" . . . There is a certain

member of the starting five who thinks he could take on Wilt the
Stilt in a singing bout—he's a sophomore but we cannot reveal

his identity—He's a tough tapper (dancer) too . . . Johnny Kane
the regular Greyhound driver has gotten several 'feelers' to tirive

other teams since he has been so successful with the 'Cats . . .

One of the coaches (he has white hair and smokes cigars) gets
behind tho wheel of that Greyhound and is itching to drive it.

Team pressure forbids it though ... At least four members of the
team have made the dean's list.

Coach Al Severance sent his son Dave to coach the freshmen
team at Army. Both the freshmen and varsity games, were
scheduled for the same time. Dave did the job well as the frosh
won by a wide margin. "I just gave them some of my father's fire

and brimstone and everybody played well." There were only six

players suited up for the game.
• • • •

After meeting with Alex Bell, it was even more evident that
he had a most difficult job. Along with his assistants Ed Michcol
and Gene Felipski he must prepare the remnants of the years one
victory club to at least a respectable position on collegiate football.

Mr. Bell is a soft spoken man with a winning smile and pleas-
ant personality. He however, can change into the machine gun
voiced from teacher of the "big boys".

His family is still in New England and between speaking en*
gagements, recruiting for players as well as assistants, reaquaint-
ing him.self with Villanova and getting ready for spring practice
he doesn't have much time on his hands.

In fact he was going off for two days into the "All American
Country" (Upstate Pennsylvania) looking for football talent for
his seventeen scholarships.

With the schedule set up with like of Army, Navy, Boston
College, Detroit, ect. he is going to have to find gold in those
coal mines.

Good luck Mr. Bell you'll need it.
'..':•

» 1*V* *>***

Al Robertson scores for Villanova in recent meet at Wild-

cat pool.
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Wildcats In A.A.U. Meet Tonight
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Inquirer Games

Scheduled For

Friday Night
by Mike Donahue

Villanova's sophomore - stud-

ded track team embarks on the

most grueling phase of its sched-

ule tonight at Convention Hall

when the 'Cats take to the

•boards in the Middle Atlantic

A.A.U. meet.

In addition to tonight's indoor

action the weekend will see

Jumbo Jim Elliot's minions

compete in the colorful Inquirer

Games on Friday and in the

New York Athletic Club's annual

track fracas on Saturday night.

To date Villanova has made
four stops on the winter indoor

circuit, thus far highlighted by
lanky John Thomas' weekly
.seven foot leaps. The latest

was Saturday night's participa-

tion in the Boston A.A. games
where
Paul Drayton, Nick DeAngelis,

Joe Manion, and Bob Raemore
comprised the 'Cat quartet

which sped to a meet record of

3:16.9 for the mile. DeAngelis,

normally the anchor man on the

two mile relay team, replaced

Bob Coffin whose weakend
metarsal arch forced him to

the sidelines.

Since the two mile relay was
not part of the program Satur-

day, Elliott inserted DeAngelis

in the 1000 yard run. The versa-

tile junior responded with a

fourth place finish, beating Mor-

gan State's Nickellis. George

Kerr of Illinois won the event

in 1:11.8.

The 50 yard hurdles event saw
steadily improving soph Leon
Pras finish one yard in arrears

of Olympic aspirant Lee Call-

houn. Calhoun won the half

century barrier event in the

comparatively poor time of 5.8

seconds.
In the Millrose Games in Mad-

ison Square Garden on .January

f A ^A>, 'O^v^M'VMm

A somber Otis Drayton flniHhes ahead of a mused John Buckley and Frank Readd in a mock
sprint on the broad track set up in Goodreau stadium.

30, Thomas' record jump of sev-

en feet one and one half inches

almost, but not completely, ob-

scured the unexpectedly sensa-

tional showings of the two mile

relay team and sophomore sprin-

ter, Frank Budd.
Upset Yale

The four 'Cat half milers,

sophs Frank Hegarty, Jon
Dante, Pat Nicastro, and junior

Nick DeAngelis upset the highly

favored Yale team paced by
ace 1000 yarder Tom Carroll.

They did it in record time, too,

covering the distance in 7:40.

The splits were as follows : Heg-
arty, 1:57.5; Dante, 1:53.8; Ni-

castro, 1:54.5 and DeAngelis,
1:54.2. Dante's surprising time,

was especially pleasing to Elli-

ott.

So was Budd's upset victory

in the 60. The soph bested Penn
State's Bob Brown, Paul Winder
of Morgan State and ex-Villa-

novan Ed Collymore in 06.2 The
win _was marred somewhat,
though, when Budd pulled a

muscle at the tape as he pulled

up too soon after breaking the

string.

At Boston
The only unpleasant note in

the Millrose meet was the fail-

ure of the mile relay team to

maintain their winning ways. In
the two meets prior to the Mill-

rose games the 'Cats had made
impressive showings. At Boston
in the Knights of Columbus fes-

tival on January 16 the four-

.some of sophomores Paul (Otie)

Drayton, Bobby Coffill, Bob Rae-
more, and junior Joe Manion had
whizzed to a meet record of

3:18.1, only :02.1 seconds off

the school record.

At Washington on January 23
the same foursome, on a track
without banked turns, won the
mile relay in the commendable
time of 3:25.1. However poor
baton passing and CoffiU's weak-
ened metatarsal arch allowed
Manhattan to edge Elliott's men
by two strides in the Millrose

games.
The Millrose festival also saw

soph hurdler Leon Pras fail for

the first time to place among
the winners. It was Pras' un-

fortunate circumstance to be
pitted against eventual winner
and world-record equaler Hayes
Jones in the qualifying heats.

Jones eventually took the 60
yard highs in :07.0.

A.A.U. & Inquirer

Unlike the previous four

meets when Elliott's charges
competed only in the relays, the
sprints, and hurdles, tonight he
will enter men in virtually every
event at the Middle Atlantic
A.A.U. meet. "The fellows who
haven't seen much except on our
own track will get a chance to-

night," he promised.
Friday night the Wildcats will

be represented in both relays,

the two mile run, the 60 yard
high hurdles, the 60 yard dash,
the shotput, the high jump, the
pole vault, and even in the hop,
step, and jump, according to as-

sistant coach Jim Tuppeny. "In
all probability it will be the
same foursome in both the mile
and two mile relays (Drayton,
Coffill, Raemore, and Manion and
Hegarty, Dante, Nicastro, and
D'Angelis). The freshman two
mile relay team of Bob Olive,

Owen McGuire, Pat Traynor,
and Al Jackman will also run
Friday."

Tuppeny further disclosed

that Pras and Budd will enter

the hurdles and the dash, respec-

tively, "with the possibility that

Jumbo might also run Drayton
in the 60."

Sophomore Jerry Donini and
freshman Billy Joe, both capable

of putting the shot over fifty

feet, will hurl the sixteen pound
ball. Freshman Jim Sullivan

will face Thomas and Co. in the

high jump. Elliott's pole vault-

ers will be freshmen Jimmy
Hodge and Joe Healy. Sopho-
more Angelo Sivieri will com-
pete in the two mile run and
senior John Buckley, two time

IC4A broad jump champion, will

try his luck in the hop, step,

and jump.

Joe Manion is the only re-

maining member of last season's

crack mile relay quartet which
bested Texas out on the West
Coast last May. Ed Collymore
and Charley Stead departed via

graduation and Nick DeAngelis
is presently anchoring Elliott's

surprising two mile relay team
The frosh two

mile relay quartet of Olive, Mc-
Guire, Traynor, and Jackman
entered in the Inquirer Games
Friday, placed second in the

Washington Star Games on Jan-

uary 23rd Leon
Pras, sophomore hurdler works
hardest at practice at perfecting

his spring off the starting

blocks. Self-admittedly "Start-

ing is my weakest point," Pras
confesses . . . Conspicuous by
his absence from the sprints

thus far has been speed mer-

chant Otie Drayton. As a fresh-

man the Cleveland flash

defeated since-graduated Ed
Collymore in the 100 here in

May in an A.A.U. meet. He also

blazed a 9.4 century (with a
stiff tailwind) a month later.

Except for the Washington meet
in which he failed to qualify,

Elliott has limited Drayton's ac-

tivities to the mile relay team.

There is an outside chance, how-
ever, according to Tuppeny that

Drayton might be entered in the

60 on Friday . . . When queried

as to what he thinks of the

Wildcat thinclads' chances for

the IC4A indoor title, Elliott re-

plied: "only an outside chance."

He cited Yale featuring Tom
Carroll and Jim Stack, as one of

the leading contenders for the

indoor, diadem.
- •«.

Sock of Troy By Tom Troy

*=$::• ''*.'.'.'.

Gold Snub Irks Fan; Robertson Versus West

m^

ims

Before Wilt Chamberlain quits professional

basketball so that he may spend his time pur-

suing the world's decathlon mark (no sense in

not starting high, is there?), I suggest he leara

how to make a foul shot.

I can't understand why anybody would ever

waste his time participating in intercollegiate

athletics. What benefits do they obtain? Look

at Ron Delany. What advantages did he gain

from running for four years? ..

Don Bragg, cx-Villanovan, was selected as

the man of the year in track and field by Sport

III Magazine in its January issue.

Incidentally, I'm will-

Ill ing to bet Bragg vaults

III 16 feet before this year
riiT"lii m^

iii; is over. When he soared **

ill 15' 9^^" at the Inquirer

games last February, he

cleared the bar by at

III least four inches.

So how come the

Philadelphia sports-
writers never even men-
tioned Tom Gola, one of

the best all-arcnind pro

ball players, until he "ON DELANY
was snubbed for the All Star game?

Both Gola and Paul Arizin, another truly

great pro, are practically ignored by Philadel-

phia writers.

Powerful Olympic Team
With Oscar Robertson and Jerry West lead-

ing the United States Olympic basketball team,

how safe is it to predict that the U.S. will repeat

as Olympic champions in this field? .'.};. . :
>^ •

A name to remember: Bob Cubbin. A sopho-

more at Roiman Catholic High in Philadelphia,

he recently set a record in the 880 in a si)ecial

invitational meet in New York City. His excel-

lent ti'me was 2:04.5.

Hubie White's performance in the Penn game
proved that the Hub doesn't have to score in

order to be valuable to coach Al Severance's

squad. Ho notched only eight points, but his

rebounding and defensive work more than com-

pensated for his below-avera/ge point total.

(After 17 games, Hubie's average was 18.8.)

Speaking of being valuable, how come St.

Joseph's hasn't missed Joe Spratt? When he

graduated, the Hawks lost the greatest clutch

player the Big Five has seen to this date.

Hockey at Villanova

A small, intrepid group of Villanova students

has slowly been overcoming all kinds of dis-

advantages in order to form a viable small sports

organization on this campus—a hockey team.

Starting from scratch three years ago, the

"Wildcats," official name of this group, have

developed into a well-organized team, replete

with uniforms, co-captains, and a coach.

The "Wildcats," unfortunately, have had to

"go it alone." They bought the uniforms them-

selves; their coach is the father of one of the

players, George McNeill.

(Mr. McNeill, Sr., is a former member of the

United States Olympic hockey team, and also

played in a professional hockey league in Scot-

land. The team has been allowed to borrow jer-

seys which were used by members of the old

150 pound football team—an obsolete small

sports organization at Villanova.)

The team has been fortunate in obtaining a

convenient site for their games—the Main Line

Hockey Club—a short jaunt up Lancaster Pike.

Thus far the "Wildcats" have defeated

Penn's hockey teaim, and have lost to Lehigh.

Future opponents include Lehigh, Haddonfield

Hockey Club a semi-pro outfit, and Penn.

Oscar V8 Jerry

Mike Donahue, well-known sports authority,

who saw both Oscar Robertson and Jerry West

in action this year, compared the two the other

day: "Oscar has more potentiaJ, but West is

the better all-around ball player. Oscar is no

defensive ace, he has quicker reflexes than West,

so he probably could be as good a defensive

player as West, if he worked at it.

"Their rebounding ability is about equal,"

he reflected, "But West is the better man because

he positions himself better. The big difference,

however, is in attitude. Oscar has his ups and

downs, depending on his own mood, but West

doesn't play like that. He's always up. He hustles

every minute. He appears to be a better com-

petitor than Robertson.

"If given the choice of picking either Oscar or

West for my team, I'd take Jerry any day. He's

great all the time," Mike concluded.

/'f
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By Jove, if this is Rugby it sure isn't cricket.

'Rough and Tumble ' Rugby
Introduced To Villanova
Some Wednesday or Saturday

afternoon, take a walk over to

the lot between the Lancaster
Pike and the P & W tracks,

across from the Stadium.
What you will see seems to

resemble a riot of some kind,

but with careful study, you will

notice some order (?) to the
whole operation. This super-
vised Donnybrook is called

rugby.

It may be hard to believe it

if you have never seen a match,
but it is less dangerous than its

American counterpart, football.

History Prof's Ides
Rugby has come to Villanova

through the influence of Mr.
Francis Coghlan of the History
Department, the only member
of the Villanova faculty from
Great Britain.

An alumnus of England's
London University and Ameri-
ca's University of Notre Dame,
Coghlan was a member of his

hometown Rugby Club in Car-
diff, Wales. The Cardiff team
is said to be the best rugby
team in the world.

In explaining his reason for

starting a team at Villanova,

Coghlan points out that all the

Ivy League and several other

eastern schools have rugby
squads, and he is sure that the
game will soon find a firm place

•here at Villanova.

With offers from several near-

by schools already in, there is

every chance of a full schedule.

Although no matches will be

held this year, the team will be

practicing in anticipation of

next season.

In rugby, there are two sea-

sons. The informal season, in

October and November, is more
of a practice session. The for-

mal season, in which all the <

by Hank Schultz

major tournaments are played,

lasts from March to May.
Resembles Football

As we said before, rugby's
counterpart is football. The
ball used is very much like a
football, but is somewhat larger.

Since the game is more de-

pendent on kicking and there is

less actual contact than foot-

ball, shorts are worn to allow

freer movement of the legs. Al-
though some individuals wear
knee or elbow pads for extra
protection, the necessary uni-

form calls for no pads.

The ofl!icial playing field has
maximum measurements of 110
yards by 75 yards. There is

also an additional 25 yards "in-

goal" area behind each goal

line. The goal posts have the
same measurements and posi-

tion as those dn professional

football.

Continuous Play
The game is divided into two

halves of not more than 40 min-
utes. Since there is continuous
play, even after tackles, this

sport is definitely not for short-

winded people.

Each area or league has cer-

tain rules governing substitu-

tion, but for the most part, very
few substitutions are allowed.

The fifteen players comprising
the team are eight forwards,
one scrum back, one standoff

back, four three-quarter backs,

and one full-back. Some Eng-
lish leagues use only thirteen

men, eliminating two forwards,
but the rules followed by Villa-

nova call for fifteen men.
There is no blocking, and any

player on the offensive team
who runs in front of the ball

carrier is off-sides. The only
physical contact is between the

ball carrier and the defensive

team.
Touching the Ball

If a player from one team
touches the ball to the ground
in his opponents "in-goal" he
scores a "try", worth three
points. If a member of his

team then kicks a goal, the

"try" becomes a "goal", worth
five points.

A goal drop kicked on the

run is worth three points, as
long as it is not touched in

flight by the opposdng side.

After certain offenses—among
them, offsides, illegal contact,

and illegally playing the ball

—

the offended team is allowed a
penalty kick. If he place kicks

or drop kicks the goal, it is

worth three points.

A player who makes a fair

catch may earn a chance for a
goal by digging his heel into

the ground and crying, "Mark".
If his kick from behind this

mark is good, it is worth three

points. ''V '^'r

'

When the ball-carrier is tack-

led, he must get rid of the ball

at once. Anyone can then play
the ball, providing he kicks it

before he picks it up.

Falls On Ball

A player who falls on the ball

must either roll off, or get up
and play the ball.

The rules may be dry and bor-

ing, but a real rugby catch is

very exciting. Anyone who is

interested in joining the team
is invited to join. Just go to

practice any Wednesday or Sat-

urday afternoon at 2:30 or

contact Coghlan at the History
office.

And now for a friendly word
of advice for all applicants, we
said it was not as rough as

football, but you can't believe

everything you read in the pa-

pers.

i^ortM ChaffT

H-Bombs Explode
by Tony Macklin

In this age of high-powered weapons, Villanova shapes

up as the Cape Canaveral of the East, the Moscow of the

Mainline. This is due to a super-charged arsenal. This col-

umn is devoted to the tale of two-fifths of that arsenal, the
Villanova H-^bombs.

These H-bombs are the Huggard bomb and the Hubert
bomb. One has come of age, the other is about to. They
have much in common and yet are direct opposites.

The Huggard bomb is hard and brassy. He is a scoffer

and a scrapper, callous and caustic. He is metal cold. But
beneath that cool exterior is a smouldering heart which re-

sponds best when the challenge is the greatest.

In the NIT last year he was the standout Villanovan,

against West Virginia he was sensational as he tried to win
the game all by himself, and last Thursday in the Garden
bloodbath he was one of two Villanovans to make any kind

of a showing (RaveUng being the other one.)

Pow!!!
The Huggai>d bomb has come a long way. Like Rudolph,

the ugly ducking, et al, he was ignored because of supposed
physical lacks when he was cut from the basketball squad
at Philadelphia's West Catholic High School.

Today he has gained respect, taken over the job of
keeping the missiles flying, made most of the adjustments
to team play, and become a leader. It was not easy, the jump
from the individuahstic AAU wars to the team play of sue*

cessful collegiate ball is no cakewalk.
Without him Villanova wouldn't move, he always leads

the spurt. As Coach Severance (minus Latin dictionary)

states, "When Huggard is playing the kind of ball he is abltf

to, Villanova looks good." The Huggard bomb's fiery play
has canceled Severance's doubts. As the coach concludes,

"Huggard is a firebrand; he never gives up." He never
gives up because of his tremendous confidence in himself.

Bam!!!
His 27 points against West Virginia, his two consecu-

tive steals against Wagner that set off a chain reaction of
explosions, his single-handed blowing up of the Temple press
(an effort that almost reached kamikaze poiTwrtions in the
last two seconds) are indicative of his all-out drive.

He is a cocky individual, a fighter, a mischievous nimb-
ler, a tough, accomplished ballplayer.

It's a plane, it's an elephant, it's—the Huggard bomb.
A guts bomb.

The Hubert bomb is a different tyi>e of H-bomb, though
he can be equally destructive. Like his counterpart he loves
to play ball. He has unhmited potential.

He is burnished and liquid smooth. He is quiet, sincere,

and reserved. While cool on the surface, he has a lot of
nervous energy that he burns up before a game, and he is

left tight inside. There has been a great deal of pressure on
him.

Whomp!!!
Severance says of White, "He has a wonderful disposi*

tion. He has tremendous natural ability, terrific reflexes,
balance and moves." He also has a reputation. Severance
admits that "he'll never be guarded by just one man again.
From now on two and three men will fall off on him."

The Hubert bomb has gotten off to a promising start
this season with his two greatest nights being 32 point per-
foi-mances against Scranton and Boston College, but he has
had his wires somewhat dampened in recent conflicts.

White wants very much to be known as a team player.
As the garrulous commander says, "He doesn't want to be
known as a one man team, a gunner or a hog. Therefore,
sometimes he doesn't take the shots he's entitled to."

It's ironic that in the days of Schafer there was a lot of
howling about how he shot too much.

Blooey!!!
The Hubert bomb is extremely popular. As one Villa-

novan has said, "Of course I want to see VU win, but I come
to see Hubie, to see him put on a good show."

The two H-bombs have helped level Princeton, Boston,
Staten Island, West Point. At Morgantown four squiiTel
rifles and a cannon (Jerry West) repulsed the H-bomb led
assault.

But the Hubert Iwmb was sabotaged. As he moaned
uncharacteristically, "They hit me on the elbow every time
I went up for a shot. I had to change my whole style of play.
I was afraid to dribble."

Severance says the films show that two goals were in-
validly taken away from White for travehng. Although
White was done in the 'Cats got some surprising calls in
their favor. They experienced the big game blues but believe
that they would take the Mountaineers on a neutral court.
We'll never know.

Voom!!!
When they are on, the H-bombs ai'e great to watch.

With Captain Raveling flinging his ellK)ws like the "mad
bomber" as he sets them in motion, the H-bombs go breaking.

At West Virginia the Huggaixi bomb stole the ball, rip-
ped down court, zipped the ball behind his back to the Hubert
bomb who blasted in a dunk. Beautiful.

With the crucial games coming up the H-homl>s will have
to keep exploding. A holocaust tomoiTow night. And Satur-
day night, bombs in the Violet patch.

'^\

^*.
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Wildcats Host Pitt Here Tomorrow
Frosh Meet Hawks

Thurs. Afternoon
Villanova's freshmen basket-

ball squad will meet St. Joseph's
Hawklets preceeding the Villa-

nova-Pittsburgh game on Feb-
ruary 1. It will be the second
meeting of the Wildkittens and
Hawk freshmen this season. St.

Joseph's took the first encount-
er, at St. Joe's fieldhouse in

December.
St. Joseph's features several

Philadelphia AU-Catholic selec-

tions from last season, including
the league's leading scorer, Billy

Hoy. Other Hawk stars are Jim
Lynham and Jim Boyle from
West Catholic and Tom Wynne
from St. James.

; ,; - Contained Galia

in the first game between the

frosh teams, Lynham, a superb

defensive player, held high scor-

ing Tom Galia to eighteen
points. But is was the clutch

scoring of Boyle and the re-

bounding of Wynne that turned

the tide.
T' . In their last game, play-

Raveling Unravels

L

Freshmen Game
Tpm^rrow • • •

Starting Time 3:00

ed at West Point, the frosh,

coached by one David Severance,

looked very good. They played

as a unit for the first time all

season, and they also showed a
big improvement in their de-

fensive plays.

The improved 'Kittens should

have a good chance to avenge

the earlier loss, if Richie Rich-

man continues scoring and Tom.
Hoover repeats his great de-

fensive performance at West
Point.

Captain George Raveling unrestles rebound from Manhattan
big men.

400th FOR SEVERANCE

'Cats Flatten Manhattan,

401st No Trouble At All
by Jim Murray -'"'

One little-two little-three little

Indians—Siena Indians proved
much too little for the Villanova
Wildcats last Saturday night.

The game was played in the

Albany Armory before about
3,000 fans. The final score was
63-38. But that was only half

the story.

The other half was—the deep
freeze—the Siena team held the

ball looking for the good shot.

They stirred the crowd when
they pulled within four points

at 16-12 with 10:02 remaining
in the first half. Pat Martone hit

on two straight jumpers from
the circle to close the gap.

Floor-lengtii Steal

Then Jimmy Huggard made a

steal down the length of the

court and scored. For the next

three minutes Siena made their

mistakes—they tried to run with

the 'Cats. Between George Rav-
eling and John DriscoH's follow

upB and tap-ins, Richie Kamin-
ski'g sharp outside stabs the

team roared to a 36-18 bulge at

halftime.

At the start of the second half

it was obvious that the Indians

weren't looking for the good
shot but rather the good pass.

They passed and passed and pas-

sed—by this time George Ravel-
ing had -6, Richie Kaminski, 14,

John Driscoll, 12, Jim Huggard,
9. Hubie White took only three

shots in the first half and made
one. In the second half he missed
five but played excellent defense.

The Indians decided to double
team Hubie, coach Severance
countered with Hubie in a high
post position where he passed
off to Kaminski and Raveling
who where deadly from outside.

It was his four hundredth win
and Al Severance was a little

bit tried. "My ball team is tired

and I'm glad this game is over."

Victory Fete

There was a victory celebra-

tion in the locker room after

Villanova had beat Manhatten
62-55. The coach was presented

with the game ball and a trophy
from the players. The coach also

received the congratulations of

many coaches and friends fol-

lowing the game.
The game itself was nothing

to cheer about. The Wildcats

were in charge most of the way

in a rought hara lougnt ball

game.
Jimmy Huggard turned in a

brilliant 22 point performance
and directed the team skillfully

especially when the games get
close.

Dick Mealey of Manhatten
poured in 26 points mostly on
jump shots from the circle. He
was the games leading scorer.

Raveling Deadly

Veteran coach, Ken Norton
tried different offensive manu-
vers to penetrate the 'Cats

vaunted zone defense. Only

Mealey's outside shooting proved

effective as the 'Cats "closed

the door" each time the Jaspers

moved within striking distance.

George Raveling ripped the

Green and White defense with

brilliant 20 foot jump shots

from the corners. Hubie White
contributed a 13 point perfor-

mance in his Madison Square
Garden debut.

The Wildcats come back to the

Garden in one month for the

N.I.T. Tournament

'Cats Return To Palestra

Saturday To Meet N.Y.U.
By Dan Grove

Villanova's travel weary Wild-
cats return to the local hard-
wood Thursday after four hec-

tic road games. While on the
road the 'Cats presented coach
Al Severance with his 400th
win, between rounds of the main
event at Madison Square Gar-
den. Severance's charges will

try to continue their six game
winning streak when they tackle

the hot and cold Pittsburg Pan-
thers in the final game of the
season at the Field House. Sat-

urday night the darlings of the
New York press take on the

tough N.Y.U. Violets, in the last

feature of a Palestra double bill.

Inconsistent

Pittsburgh thus far has had
an inconsistent season. They
have beaten teams like Dart-
mouth and St. John's, then have
been beaten by teams not of
this calibre. The Panthers cap-
tured the Steel Bowl Tourney
this Christmas, and at times
have given brilliant perform-
ances. Coach Bob Timmons lads
are lead in scoring by 6'5" John
Fridley, and 6'5" John Mills.

Paul Lazzar a 6'6" forward is a
good irebounder and consistent

scorer.

Without Hennon

In the backcourt the Panthers
are noticeably without the serv-

ices of last year's All-American,

Dan Hennon. Bob Sankey a 6'4"

sophomore, and Dick Falenski

a 6'1" senior do a competent
job, however. Darwin Smith a
6'3" guard alternates with the

two regulars.

A packed house is expected

to welcome the Wildcats home
from their sucessful road trip.

N.Y.U. should prove to be one

of the toughest opponents the

N.I.T.-ibound, Severance men
face this season. The Violets

are ranked second in the East
and are owners of an 11-2 rec-

ord. They face West Va. earlier

this week at Morgantown. The
'Cats are seeking revenge for

an eighteen point drubeleing

N.Y.U. is lead by 6'6" "Satch

Sanders (an A.A.A. candidate).

Sanders is a quadruple threat;

he averages close to twenty
points per game ; 'Cats have seen

John Fridley

season; he plays defense so well

that Jersey West called him the

best that he has seen; and he
was the Violets' leader in as-

sists last season. At the last

report he was trying to get the

beer concession at Madison
Square Garden. Also in the Vio-

let front line is 6'5" Al Bairden,

the team's second leading re-

bounder and a double figure

scorer last year, he plays the

side. At the other forward slot

coach Lou Rossini will start ei-

ther 6'5" sophomore Al Filardi,

or 6'1" Jim Reiss a transfer

from West Virginia.

Cunningham

In the backcourt the Violets

will go with diminutive Russ
Cunningham, a 5'8" ball hand-
ling wizard and 6'1" sophomore
Ray Rapracky who tossed in 23

points in the Violets' last en-

counter with Pitt. On the bench
coach Rossini can pick from a

host of good men including 6'9"

Leo Murphy, 6'3" Mike DiNapoli,

and 6' Bernie Mlodiniff. Rassini

calls this season's Violets, a club

with good balance. - •-

'

The Violets employ a fast

break offense, with Cunningham
feeding Sanders underneath.

This will be a major test for the

Blue & Whites' zone defense. A
good showing in this game would

boost both the 'Cats' ratings,

and their confidence. It also

would help their prospects of

getting seeded in the N.I.T.

fS

4

v%
John Mills

that the Violets Jianded them in
Madison Square Garden last
year.

Inquir#r 0«im#t
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NXU* Game At

Palestra

Saturday Night

The Graduate Thea-

tre Department will

present J. M. Synge's

"Playboy of the

Western World"
Thursday thru Sun-

day in Vasey Hall

Auditorium.
itiimmimiiiiiiinin

Stan Gogoj calls

"Greenwillow" one of

the best playa to hit

the stage since "Brig-

adoon". He reviews

the play on—^Page 6.
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Coronation Boir' Prom Theme
March 18th Voted

Free Day; Agrees

With Student Poll

March 18 will be the annual

"free day," as voted last Wed-
nesday by the Student Congress.

The vote was in harmony with

a poll taken by the VILLAJNO-
VAN which in(Hcated the follow-

ing results: 342 in favor of

March 18 ; 19 in favor of March
11; and 14 in favor of the Fri-

day after Ascension Thursday.

Unanimous

In declaring itself almost una-
nimously (one week "nay" was
heard in the rear of the cham-
ber) in favor of Chairman Tom
Hoffman's motion, the council

chose a date which will coincide

with the final two rounds of the

National Invitational Basketball

tournament in New York.

Villanova has already been
selected to appear in the N.I.T.,

which will run from March 10

through March 19. The playing

dates are March 10, 12, 15, 17,

and 19.

If the Wildcats are selected

as one of the four seeded teams
(and at this writing there is a
strong possibility that they will

be) they will draw a bye which
will not have them play until

the night of March 12 at the

earliest.

Hence support for the March
11 date was not very strong.

Only Tom Natal argued for the

earlier date citing the outside

possibility that Villanova will

play on the first night, March
10.

Quarter-Finals

The 18th was selected on the

assumption that Al Severance's
twice-defeated team will win its

quarter final game on Tuesday
the 15th and hence advance to

the semi-finals on the night of

Thursday the 17th.
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A special student sale ot

tickets for the forthcoming
Augustinian Seminary Guild

Pops Concert will be held

in Dougherty Hall on Tues-
day, February 23rd and
Wednesday, February 24th.

The tickets are priced at

$.75 for those two days. The
concert will be held on Sun-

day February 28th in the

I

Field House and will feature

Ralph and Buddy Bonds at

I the twin organs.
^iiiiioiDiiiiiniBiraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiim^

Frosh To Cast

Votes Tomorrow

For Council Reps
Elections for freshmen repre-

sentatives to the Student (Coun-

cil will be held tomorrow.
Ballots will be cast from 9

a.m. to 4 p.m. in Alumni Gym.
Elections Board co-chairman
Herb Lettau emphasized that

formal elections procedures will

be followed. Blatent violations

will result in the candidates dis-

qualification.

The candidates listed on the

official ballots are: Residents
Robert Kusek (Engr.); William
Noto (Engr.); Michael Romeno
(A&S); and Day^-hops Charles

Butler (A&S); John Duffy (A

& S); Donald Pistilli (C&F);

Joseph Tate (A&S) ; and Martm
Whalen (C&F).

Candidates pictures and brief

resumes of their qualifications

can be found on page 8.

All freshmen will be eligible to

vote in this election. The presen-

tation of a matriculation card

will allow the voter to cast a

ballot for both the resident and
the day-hop post.

The two elected representa-

tives will serve a term of office

that will carry through their

sophomore year. After this,

they will be eligible for re-elec-

tion.

Tries to Change Retreats

Maximum of $10,800

Salary Hikes Announced
For 350 Faculty Mem
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Over 350 lay faculty members
will receive salary increases be-

ginning in September of 1960,

it was announced by Very Rev.

John A. Klekoitka, OSA, presi-

dent.

Salaries are computed on a

ten month basis, and increajses

are based on rank, length of

service, degree, puiblications, and
other accomplishments. Maxi-

mum salaries may be exceeded

by virtue of merit increases.

Father Klekotka said.

Instmctors' Salaries

Instructors will receive a min-

imum of $4900 with $300 annual

increment, and a maxknum of

16000. Assistant professors will I

receive a minimum of $5200
with $400 annual increment, and
a maximum of $7600.

A minimum salary of $6400,

with an annual increment of

$500, and a maximum of $8900,

will be received by associate pro-

fessors ; while professors will re-

ceive a minimum of $7200 with

an annual increment of $600,

and a maximum of $10,800.

Father Klekotka also disclos-

ed that the Board of Trustees

has authorized a study to ex-

amine possible improvements of

faculty fringe benefits, notably

provisions for improving the

present retirement plan.

Sheldon Pollock recommends to Congress last week that

Spring retreat run from Friday to Sunday instead of Sunday
night to Wednesday, as present. It Mas passed and will be pre-

sented to Chaplain for consideration. ^ ..

School May Conduct Mock
Political Convention April
Villanova may conduct its

own mock political convention

on campus shortly after the

Easter vacation.

The project is being master-

minded by the school's chapter

of the Intercollegiate Conference

on Government, whose president

is Larry Ruth, senior Political

Science major.

Favorable Interest

Success of the idea rests on
displays of favorable interest by
the student body between now
and convention time, according

to Ruth.
The convention as envisioned

by Ruth will be of non-partisan
nature, resolving on a single

nominee selected from candi-

dates from both parties. It will,

in effect, "nominate" a presi-

dent, rather than a party candi-

date.

Ruth promised a faithful

facsimile of the rough-and-tum-
ble party conventions in Chicago
and Los Angeles later this year.

The plan is pending Adminis-
tration approval.

Demonstrations
Other essentials designed to

attract student support are

"spontaneous" demonstrations
for nominating speeches, key-

note address, election of Speak-
er to act as chairman, and ban-

ner-waving.
"We could even simulate the

rousing band music of the con
ventions," said Ruth. "For ex-

ample, if Lyndon Johnson wins,

we can pipe 'The Yellow Rose

of Texas' over a loudspeaker

system."
Ruth calls it an attractive

mixture of education and fun.

Ruth also has tentative Ad-
ministration approval to allow
Villanova to serve as host for

the mock convention of the re-

gional chapters of I.C.G., to be
held in Vasey Auditorium March
12.

Restricted to Members
Participation in this conven-

tion would be restricted to

I.C.G. members of Villanova,

Drexel, Haverford, Immaculata,
Penn, Rosemont, West Chester
State, and P.M.C. Villanova non-

members, however, will be in-

vited to attend and observe.

At this point, Ruth states a
slight element of doubt as to

whether Villanova will be
awarded the Convention. Drexel

and West Chester are also en-

tering bids for it.

"I'm sure we'll get it," de-

clared Ruth. "Drexel is our only
serious contender, but they want
it for the weekend of the Wash-
ington birthday holiday."

Bids Tonight

The bids will be made tonight
at the regional meeting. Ruth
assured that the Villanova chap-
ter is unanimously supporting
the Villanova bid.

The project is being assisted

by Mr. John Logue, of the Po-
litical Science department, who
has had experience in mock con-
ventions at Fordham University.

Turkey Meal
Planned For

Dinner Dance
The top social events of senior

year will occur on Friday and
Saturday nights for the Class of
1960.

On Friday night the Senior
Prom will be held in the reno-
vated Field House. Music will
be supplied by Buddy Morrow
and his big band featuring voc-
alist Jane Taylor.

Theme of Ball

The theme of the prom is to
be "The Coronation Ball." Tom
McCoy and Jim Foley, co-chair-
men of the prom, explained the
decorations.

"The foyer of the Field House
will be the outside of a castle,
while the inside will be the
castle itself," McCoy said.

"The center piece will be a
crown which we hope to hang
from above. A handcut railing
will surround the inside of the
entire Field House."

Indirect Llghttng

"There will be a chandelier in
each corner and the two big
speakers will be covered by gold
and red orbs," McCoy continued.
"There will be four lit shields
on each side that will allieviate

turning the top lights on."

Foley announced that the re-

freshments will* include sand-
wiches. "This is something en-
tirely new for Villanova," he de-
clared. "We also have favors
that will be used for the first

time in the country."

In concluding the description
of the Field House setup Foley
stated that curtains will make
a low ceiling, and that the side
walls will be draped.

Both dance chairmen singled
out the work of Ted Glinka as
key to the success of the dec-
orations.

Tickets for the prom may be
obtained in the Pie Shoppe.

Dinner Dance

Saturday Night the seniors
will journey to the Sheraton Ho-
tel for their dinner dance. Ac-
cording to dance co-chairman
Bill Henry there will be a re-

ception in the Pennsylvania
room between 5:30 and 6:30.

Music will be supplied by Mu-
zak.

A turkey dinner will be served

at 6:30. Music for the dancing

will be played by the Society

band of Ekldie Bigham.

"The theme for the dance is

"Golden Memories," Henry said.

"We believe that It will be as

well received as the Junior din-

ner dance which was so success-

ful."

Senior Class president Ray
Rafferty promised the seniors

"an unforgettable weekend."
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Ex-D.A. Here For

Council Forum

Tomorrow Nite

The fourth Student Council

Forum of the year has been an-

nounced for tomorrow evening.

Theodore Smith, noted Phila-

delphia lawyer and former- as-

sistant District Attorney, will be

the Forum speaker. He will

speak on the general field of

civil government and its rela-

tionship to the District Attor-

ney's office and to criminal law.

Well Known
Neil Drislane, Chairman of the

Academic Affairs Committee of

the Student Council, declared

that "Mr. Smith is well known
to the Philadelphia area.

**A« both a distinguished pub-
lic servant and a noted lecturer,

he has drawn the attention of a
considerable audience to the var-

ious problems of civil govern-
ment and crime prevention."

/ Eileen Greyson, nursing rep-

resentative who heads the

Forum Planning Committee, ad-

ded that "Mr. Smith, besides

lecturing on law and crimi-

nology, is an interesting and ex-

cellent speaker on almost any
topic".

Board of Lay Trustees
Holds Isf Annual Meeting

Villanova University Feb. 2,

served as host to nearly two
hundred Philadelphia area busi-

ness, industrial and professional

leaders.

The occasion was the first an-
nual Lay Trustees Day.

P.&W.To Rebuild Station

New Station Answers Villanova Expansion
The Pennsylvania and Wes-

tern Railroad (P & W) has re-

vealed plans for the rebuilding

of the Ithan Avenue station.

The announcement was made
in response to an inquiry from

the Day-Hops relations Commit-
tee, under the direction of Jim

Hooker, secretary of the Student large enough increase in day-

The station was abandoned
several years ago because of in-

suffficient use and its proximity

to the main station located op-

posite the chapel.

Pennsylvania and Western is

acting on statistics indicating a

hop enrollment to warrant the

re-opening of the station.

The expansion of the campus

in the Ithan Avenue area was

another factor influencing the

company.

Reuschlein Aids

In Evaluating

N. D. Law School
Dr. Harold Gill Reuschlein,

Dean of the Law School, will

serve as an evaluator for the

American Bar Association to the

School of Law at Notre Dame
University.

The evaluation assists in de-

termining the position of Notre
Dame Law School in relation to

the other Law Schools affiliated

with the Association.

St. Joe's Visit

In announcing his participa-

tion in the evaluation commit-
tee. Dean Reuschlein also re-

vealed that the Sullivan Pre-Law
Society of St. Joseph's College

will visit Villanova's Law School
on February 19. , > :

The members of the iSociety

will be given a tour of the build-

ing and an explanation of aca-

demic requirements of the Laiw
School.

The Sullivan Pre-Law Society
is named in honor of John J.

Sullivan, prominent lawyer and
former Consultant to the Villa-

nova Law School.

K. of C. Meeting
The regular monthly meeting

of the Father Ludwig OSA
Council of the Knights of Col-

umbus will be held on February
22nd at 7:45 p.m. in the Ard-
more Council, Ardmore. ^ ; •.

The meeting is being held at

there this month in the hopes
that the spirit of fraternity will

be promoted to a greater degree

Hooker Answers Editorial

About Council Office Hours
Jim Hooker, Student Council

Secretary, has spoken out harsh-

ly against an editorial which

appeared in last week's VILLA-
NOVAN. ' -••r ^ ' :'<

The editorial, entitled "No
Office Hours," cited Council

members' apparent neglect of

a recent motion requiring that

all representatives hold regular

office hours, during which they

would be available to their con-

stituents to discuss Council mat-

ters.

Trial Period

Hooker contends that the mo-
tion as passed by the Council

states that office hours shall be

established for a trial period of

one semester.

"How could we start holding

office hours for one semester

when the motion wasn't even

passed until three quarters of

the first semester had elapsed?"

Hooker asked.

"The office hours provision

was my motion, and I intend to

expedite its function this sem-

ester," he continued.

"Although five representatives

have already been holding office

hours successfully the program
has not yet been officially estab-

lished because second semester

schedules were not finally settled

until last week.

Schedules Settled

"Now that the schedules have
been settled, I expect that of-

fice hours will commence being

held, possibly this week. Some
representatives have been in-

clined to disregard the serious-

ness of this motion, because they

consider it unrealistic. How-
ever, the motion was passed, and
representatives will be obliged

to adhere to scheduled office

hours.

"After all, the prestige and
success of the entire Council

depends on how closely its mem-
bers carry out its decision and
follow the wishes of their con-

stituents."

Maps, Display Case
Given To Library
The Villanova Library has re-

cently received several new ad-

ditions to its collections.

A number of old maps by the

renowned Dutch cartographers,

William Janszoon Blaeu (1571-

1638) and Jan Jansson (1596-

1664); and several by the fam-
ous German geographers Johan
Baptist Homann, Matthias Seut-

ter and Johannes Mellinger,

were donated by Mr. Walter J.

Fox, class 1942.

The maps range in content

from a detail of Thurginia, a
defunct politicial division of

CJermany. to the American Col-

onies in 1664.

A hand carved display cabinet

was donated by Elizabeth De
Feo. The cabinet, a work of Mrs.

DeFeo herself, is of Irish design

and presents a cross on both

sides, in honor of Pope John
XXIII. :\-:- -y :'.;.' :.'•:::

Mrs. De Feo is the daughter

of Joseph McGarrity, who be-

queathed his collection of Irish

literature to the library in 1940.

Wiele Wants to Exteiid Xmas Holidays
Fred Wiele recently cited sev-

eral reasons why future Christ-

mas vacations should begin at

least three days earlier than
they have in the past.

Wiele, senior resident engine-

ering representative, will form-

ally announce his plans in a

motion soon to be presented to

the Student Council

"Financially," Wiele declared,

"Christmas is a very poor sea-

son. Students have just about

run out of cash and are usually

anxious to pick up some extra

money by working in the Post

Office and other places.

"Another consideration," he

continued, " is the fact that

many students must
distances to their

starting earlier,

have more time to

travel long

homes. By
they would
spend with

their families."

Wiele favors beginning the

first semester three days earlier,

to compensate for time lost at

Christmas.
"After all," he said, "very

few students work during the

last two weeks of the summer
vacation. It would be very

simple for everyone to return

to campus three days earlier."

Wiele was formerly Executive

Vice President of Student Gov-

ernment. He resigned at the end

of last semester because of out-

side pressure, and his position

was filled by Jack King, former-

ly head of the Fraternities and
Societies Committee.

INTERVIEWSfor
Sales and

Sales Management
Training Program

Home Office

Administrative Openings

This Program is designed to develop young, inex-

perienced men for careers in life insurance sales

and sales management. It provides an initial train-

ing period of 8y2 months (including one month at

a Home Office School) before the men move into

full sales work.
Those trainees who are interested in and who are

found qualified for management responsibility are

assured of ample opportunity to move on to such

work in either our field offices or in the Home Office

after an initial period in sales.

A limited number of attractive opportunities are

also available at the Home Office for Actuarial

Trainees and Administrative Trainees.

The Connecticut Mutual is a 1 14-year-old com-
pany with 500,000 policyholder-mcmbers and over

four billion dollars of life insurance in force.

Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual oppor-

tunities for the limited number of men accepted

each year.
Arrange with the placement office for an inter-

view with:

John C. Knipp, C.L.U.

ond

Norris Moffctf. C.L.U.

liitorvitws Ftbruory 17tli

Connecticut Mutual Life

y.'
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IRS Holds European Unity Panel
The International Relations

Society of Villanova is planning

a faculty discussion on the topic,

"Prospects for European Unity
—1960."
The program is planned for

the evening of February 25th,

in the East Lounge of Dougher-
ty Hall. Joe Pultorak, president

of the society, said, "We are

undertaking what we believe to

be a first in this type of pro-

duction sponsored by a Villa-

nova student organization."

Over WVIL
The discussion, which will be

broadcast over WVIL, will be

opened with an introductory

commentary by Dr. Fritz Nova,
faculty moderator of IRS.

The panel, consisting of Dr.

Alexander Rudhart, Dr. Henry
Rofinot, and Mr. Francis Cogh-
lan, will be moderated by Mr.
Thomas J. Mentzer. All are

members of the University's

Department of History and Poli-

tical Science.

The topic will be covered from
the viewpoints of economics, de-

fense, and U. S. interest, each
speaker covering one of these
phases.

After the initial speeches,

there will be a brief panel dis-

cussion followed by a question
and answer period open to the
audience.

Other Plans
Other IRS plans for the near

"Playboy of Western World"

By Theatre Dept. Tomorrov/

future include a two hour film

to be shown March 3rd entitled,

"Report from Africa," narrated
by Edward R. Murrow. This
function will be open to the en-
tire student body.

In early April, members of
the IRS will represent Villanova
at the National Gonferecne ol

International Relations Clubs at
Harvard University.

Rounding out the April af-
fairs, will be an address to the
society by a member of the
State Department, and a group
trip to Washington, D. C.

Dr. Roman Maksymowych

'•Tne Playboy of th'e Western
World," produced by the Thea-
tre DeparL-ment and directed by
Mr. Richard Duprey, opens to-

morrow night in Vasey Hall Au-
ditorium.

This fast-moving satire on
Irish country life is the second
of the Theatre Department's
three productions scheduled for
this year.

The play takes place in the
county of Mayo, in a small vil-

lage which has taken under its

conimunal wing as a hero,
Christy Mahon, who has "slayed
his Da (father) with a loy
(spade)."

Christy is played by Owen
Klein, a first-year graduate stu-
dent who spent his undergradu-
ate days at Villanova. Klein
was last seen by Villanova au-
diences as Howie Newsome, the
milkman, in "Our Town."
Jeanne Miclot, one of two

girls from Clarke College in
Iowa who are enrolled in the
Theatre Department, has been
cast as Pegeen Mike, a lass who
has a rather affectionate wing
for the lionized Christy.
Dick Mclhtyre and Bob Ger-

mer fill the roles of the two
drinking buddies of Michael
James.

fiimflnmiiinnira nMMMMHMMwPortretteii

Jim Rhodes—^Debater

Stars In Many Fields

INSURANCE COMPANY • HARTFORD

One student who is not only
making a name for himself

as a Villanovan but helping

to make a name for Villanova,

is debator—Jim Rhodes.
A junior mechanical engi-

neer, Jim was an all-around
student at Redbank Catholic

School; his outstanding
achievements were in the
fields of debating and orator-

icals. He was a member of
the varsity debating team for
two years. Both of these
years Redbank won the state

championship.
'':• His exploits in the orator-

ical circles were just as suc-
cessful. After becoming state

champion in the Voice of

Democracy Oratorical Con-
test, he represented New
Jersey in the national finals.

In the line of student gov-
ernment, Jim was a member
of the New Jersey Student
Congress. While serving in

this capacity he was elected

president of the Senate. Here
at Villanova, Rhodes has
maintained his pre-coUege
pace.

In his sophomore year he
was elected secretary of his

class and at present is serv-

ing on the Junior Class Steer-

ing Committee, the Spirit

Committee, the Pre-Law So-

ciety, the Sanctuary Society,

A.I.E.E., I.R.E., and the

Beta Gamma Debating So-

ciety.

Jim's forte is de'bating. In
his freshman year he joined

Beta Ganuna, and since has
become one of V.U.'s finest

debators. As a novice he was
undefeated and has done al-

most as well since he stepped
up to the varsity. Recently,

at the Harvard Tournament,
Jim was chosen as the best

speaker in a series of eight

debates. In approximately
nineteen matches, Jim lost

only five times.

Jim Rhodes
Since Jim is on a five-year

naval program his services

will be available for two
more years. Along with some
of the other top-notch de-

bators in the debating society

the future of the debating
team looks quite promising.
Upon graduation Jim plans

to go to Pensacola, Florida
and do his debating in jets.

Circumstances per-
mitting, Jim's ultimate goal

is to become a patent lawyer.
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NFCCS Meets;

State Confab

Held In Philly

The Fourth Annual State Con-
gress of the National Federation
of Catholic College Students to
be held in Philadelphia on March
4, 5, and 6, at the Sheraton
Hotel will find Catholic Students
from over forty colleges congre-
gated to exchange views on mat-
ters of common interest.

All Catholic students from
Catholic Colleges in Pennsylvan-
ia and the Detroit-Cleveland
region of N.F.C.C.S., and New-
man Club members from colleg-
es in Philadelphia are invited
to attend.

Opens Friday

The Congress will open on
Friday night, March 4. Registra-
tion will be from 1 p.m. until 7
p.m. and the general session will
be held at 8:00 p.m. Special ses-
sions for NFCCS delegates and
the resolutions committee will
be held at 10:30 Friday night.

A Mass will be held at 8:00
a.m. Saturday mornings at the
Cathedral of Sts. Peter and Paul,
followed by a second general
session at 10 a.m.

On Saturday afternoon the
congress will break up into small
groups arranged so that each
student may attend two sessions.
Topics at these sessions, which
will be in the form of panel,
discussions, and seminars, will

include "Morality and Great-
ness", "Conformity in the Amer-
ican Society", "Christian Broth-
erhood", and "Collegiate Social
Problems". ,:.-''^:: :,:':. ::r'/::

Martin Speaks , ';

Among speakers at the con-
gress will be Bernard Martin of
Manhattan College, National
President of NFCCS. Dennis
Clark, member of the Philadel-
phia Interracial Council and
author of the book "Crisis of the
City," and Randolph Wise, Wel-
fare Director of Philadelphia.

Saturday night there will be
a banquet at the Sheraton fol-

lowed by a Social from about 10
p.m. until 12.

The congress will close with
a final general session on Sun-
day morning. Registration fees
and banquet, $8; for sessions
are as follows: For all sessions
only, $3; for banquet only, $5;
and for one session only, $1:50.
Accomodations at the Shera-

ton at special rates are avail-

able for those who wish to spend
the weekend. More information
may be obtained from NFCCS
delegates Dave Doyle and Gene
Felch, Publicity Representative,
Jim Seller, Tom Hoffman, and
the president of each class.

NFS Grants Biology Prof

$10,000 For Leaf Research
Dr. Roman Maksymowych, in-

structor in the Biology Depart-
ment, has received a $10,000
grant from the National Science
Foundation.

The allotment will be used
over the next two year period
for the study of Cell Division

and Tissue Differentiation Dur-
ing Leaf Development.

Leaf Study
A native of Kaminka, West

Ukraine, Maksymowych said

that he will employ the quanti-
tative analysis technique in his

leaf study; an approach he be-
lieves has never been tried be-
fore.

"In previous studies of the
leaf, scholars have concentrated
on but one stage, of develop-
ment", he explained, "however
I will trace the development of
tile leaf from its earliest begin-
nings to its final maturity.

"'As far as I know this is the
first time such a complete study
has ever been made of the leaf."

The 36 year-old instructor
owns a Matura Degree from the
St. Andrew's Gymnasium in

Innsbruck, A u s t r ia ; a Master
of Science degree from the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania's Botany
Department and last year at-

tained his Ph.D from the latter

university.

Taught at Penn
At Pennsylvania he served as

a Research Assistant in Botany,

Laboratory Instructor in Gen-

eral Biology, and an Assistant

Instructor in Biology.

Maksym owych elabor-

ated somewhat on his plans for
his project.

"Of course most of the funds
will be used for photographic
microphotographic equipment,
calculating materials and incu-

bators.

The professor expressed his

anticipation of finally moving
into the new science building

next year where he said his work
will be greatly facilitated.

"We are quite cramped in our
present quarters," he comment-
ed. 'In the new science building

we will have a greenhouse to

conduct our experiments and for

the students' use."

Extends Thesis

The project of Leaf Develop-

ment is a continuation of Mak-
symowych's doctorate thesis

"Quantitive Analysis of Leaf
Development in anthium itali-

cum Moretti", for which he has
received 25 requests for reprints

from Europe and Ajmerica.

He also has written an article

for the American Journal of

Botany last year and will have

another one published by the

"Journal" this year.

Lunch, Anyone?
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Villanova students line up in C&F Cafeteria to try new
sandwich machine.
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Mock Convention
The story on page one about the pros-

pect of a mock political convention to be held

after Easter is pregnant with implications.

Thus far, it's only a vague vision in the

heads of the student organization behind the

idea. It couW evolve into an authentic educa-

tional spectacular.

Every four years, at election time, many
of the larger schools (even some small ones)

leap bodily into newspaper headlines by con-

ducting such affairs. Second only to a nim^-

ber six basketball team, this, could very well

be the" top pubUc relations opportunity of the

sBinester

If the project ever does materialize, the

publicity potential would be secondary, of

course. But it shouldn't be minimized. Here

would be a chance for the Villanova masses

to direct their unbridled energy toward some-

thing besides Madison Square Garden inci-

dents.
Of primary consideration, however,

would be the educational value of it all. For

a great number of students, this marks the

first presidential election in which they can

cast their ballots.

Practical experience in a simulated pou-

tical convention as envisioned by the Villa-

nova I.C.G., the sponsoring group, could

provide solid background for an initial suf-

frage attempt.
As Larry Ruth, president of I.C.G. says:

'•Success of the idea rests on displays of

favorable interest by the student body be-

tween now and convention time."

Student respose will loom as a signifi-

cant factor, but it doesn't end there. Chances

for the convention's success will also depend

largely on faculty assistance. It's hoped that

the political science faculty will endorse the

project as far as it is able.

A positive program of support, if adopt-

ed by the department, might even awaken
the general student to the fact that this is

a rather important year in the national poli-

tical scene. The Student Council could lend

invaluable support to the project if it so

resolved. •'
"^

:V'^-v''-;--''-:---." A/v'^--' '^.-

^
: , So the advantages seem to be two-fold:

c-^-eat educational value; and splendid public

relations for the University.

Ex-DA Tomorrow
Tomorrow evening the Student Council

presents its fourth forum of the year. Its

last one, with Rev. John A. Klekotka, presi-

dent, drew one of the largest audiences ever

to attend an undergraduate project of this

nature.
.

The Council was raised a great deal in

the estimation of faculty member and stu-

dent alike by the popularity and effective-

ness of that venture.

Tomorrow's forum promises to be equal-

ly impressive, since the Academic Affairs

Committee under Neil Eh'islane has contacted

the noted Philadelphia lawyer and former

assistant District Attorney, Theodore Smith.

The speaker will discuss the general field of

civil government and its relationship to the

District Attorney's office and to criminal law.

Besides an uncanny ability to lecture on

law and criminology, Smith is equally at

home with a variety of unrelated but perti-

nant topics.

The forum program has been a bright

spot in the Council's itinerary this semester,

and it has yet to score a miss on the quality

of speakers it has secured.

Theodore Smith should be no exception.

#:•

Letters to the

Editor are Your

Open Forum • •

Write Them
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^^& I CAMPUS CAMERA City on the Outskirts

BROTHERHOOD WEEK
' ... To bigotry no sanction,

to persecution, no assistance.
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\mpT^%%\on% of Council Mfeeting

By TOM
During the "Fabulous Fif-

ties," a recent television pro-

gram, Henry Fonda, co-narra-

cor of the show, produced some
facts and figures which demon-

strated beyond a doubt that in

the past decade more Ameri-

cans than ever before PARTIC-
IPATED.

It didn't make too much dif-

ference what they participated

IN, so long as they acted, and

weren't more spectators. A
fantastic numbers of Ameri-

cans played tennis, golf; built

hi-fi sets; bowled; constructed

their own sports cars; skied;

engaged in underwater fishing;

painted; made furniture. You
name it — they did it.

For several years now I've

been urged, directly and in-

directly, to participate in stu-

dent council affairs; attend a
council meeting and see what
goes on.

Well, last Wednesday, I de-

cided to end my passivety. and
I did attend a meeting. The fol-

lowing remarks are taken from
notes I made at the meeting.

They convey the impressions I

received. ,••";••.-.•>•;?:::•,

Council Tod Mg
The first thing I noted was

that the Council seems to be

far too large. It's nice to be

democratic, I know, but the

Council's so democratic it's al-

most unwieldy.

It's hyperbolic to say so, but

I was immediately reminded of

a speech Hitler made once

when he sardonically criticized

the Weimar Republic: "The
workers have a party, so the

employers have to have a
party; the landlords have a

party, so the renters need a

party; etc." To a lesser extent,

this situation exists in our

Council. I think it should be

remedied.

Sormething else I noted was
the lack of manners of many
Council members. Often when

TROY
a chairman of a committee was
making a report other members
engaged themselves in very

loud private conversations.

This was particularly noticable

when Ken Kraemer made his

report on academic affairs.

Time Wasted

An observation that one

can't fail to make is that the

Council spends (perhaps

wastes is a better word) too

much time on what is actually

trivia.

Some of the members seem

to realiaze this: Tom Hoffman
reprimanded the Council for

spending half an hour debating

whether or not one motion

should be split into two; when
Jim Hooker proudly announced
that the P&W officials are

going to make a fieldhouse sta-

tion a regular stop, there was
a hollow mocking cheer.

A fourth thing that struck

me was the rather pompous at-

titude many members assume.

Andy Griffith would call them
high falutin! Somebody (Bob
DeLisa, I think) referred to

the little setto in the Garden
as the "Manhattan Incident"

Thereafer, this phrase was re-

peated several times, each time

in a more euphuistic manner.

By the end of the evening,

the Council was speaking of the

"Manhattan Incident" as an In-

dian agent would speak of the

Chivington River "incident" or

a diplomat, the Munich "in-

cident."

The Student Council is a nec-

essary body. Some of its a-

chievements have been note-

worthy. But last week this

body accomplished very little,

mainly, I think, because too

many members went to the

meeting solely to hear them-
selves talk.

This is an unfortunate sit-

uation, but it does provide one

thing—entertainment.

Question: What do you think of the "loyal-

ty" displayed by the Big Five baskeilwll fans

in cheering for out-of-town teams instead of the

local team?
I do not believe that I have any obligation

of lovalty, assuch, to any team other than Villa-

nova. A Big Five team is just

as much an opponent as any
visiting team; in fact, an even

greater one. The courtesy that

might be expected is oversha-

dowed by the tremendous tra-

ditional rivalry among the

clubs. How can it be expected

that any Villanova student

would cheer for St. Joe's or any of the others

under this condition of rivalry?

Dave Breen, Elect Engr. 'Gl

At first I thought this attitude of cheering

out-of-town teams at the expense of the local

Big Five schools was a good
idea. But after hearing Bill

Campbell, the local sports-

caster, I realize that such an
attitude is immature and un-

.sportsmanlike. I can honestly

isay that I was embarrassed ^ ,?"

lafter hearing the criticism that "^

;Mr. Campbell made of our dis- i^ ^ ,

play of conduct. I don't think we should cheer

vehemently for a team like St. Joe's or LaSalle,

but if there must be a choice, then our cheering

should be directed towards the local team.

John Isselmann, Soc. Studies '60

I don't think it would ever be so easy to

cheer for rival teams. But with regard to the

opponents of our city teams, it

is surely not good sportsman-

ship to cheer for them, and
against the home foKm team.

But, then again, if you call

this unsportsmanlike, then it

would be considered just as

^^^ much so when you cheer

% JIB against a rival opponent. As
I see it, a good play should be applauded no
matter what player or team makes it. It seems
to hold true that you can get all the fans to

follow the golden rule some of the time, some
of the fans to follow it all of the time, but not

all of them all of the time.

Fred Stabene, Psyoh. '60

Apparently this question was prompted by

Bill Campbell's blast at the Villanova fans'

cheering against LaSalle and
St. Joe's at recent games. I

might say that this cheering

stems from the fact that it was
first started by LaSalle against

Villanova when Duquesnc play-

ed Villanova and Temple play-

ed Villanova. Also, it was
noticable that the St. Joe's

fans had anti-Villanova banners at Saturday
night's game, and yet they were not even play-

ing us. So, let's not be too hasty in placing all

the blame on Villanova.

Russ Dodge, History '60

A student has a duty to be loyal to his

school, not the locality. A good percentage of
Villanovans are not from the

Philadelphia area, nor even
from Pennsylvania. Therefore,

what loyalty is involved need
not be directed to the other

area schools, but only to the

^^^^1|m|-/ w one which you are attending;

WK/L 3^ ^^ which in our case is Villanova.

Besmes, Ihe other four city schools are consid-

ered as being traditional rivals—and why cheer

for rivals?

Fred Greisiger, English '60
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"The Connections^ Connects
"This doesn't sound like much

bait for your readers, but then I

am not a fish," cracked hipster

playwright Jack Gelber as he
closed out our interview.

Though Gelber is not a "fish"

his audience is left fishlike

(gulping for air, like fish out of

water) at the end of his play

"The Ck)nnection." This after

two hours of wriggling at the

end of needle-stab effects.

In an off-Broadway theatre

in Grenwich Village, New York,

this 27 year old writer, with the

aid of a brilliant directress, a
superb jazz quartet, and a group
of uncanny actors, has created

theatre devastation.

Gelber, a refugee from the

journalism school of the Uni-

versity of Illinois, has written a
unique and paralyzing jazz play

about drug addiction.

He destroys the imaginary
fourth wall about as much as it

can possibly be destroyed. And
what takes place on the stage

of the Living Theatre has the

effect of a furnace, with wave
after wave of heat striking the

audience.

Tiny Theatre

As one enters the tiny theatre

he is faced by an uncurtained
stage upon which a motley group
of men are milling aimlessly and
stretching dumbly.
The stage is set as a "pad"

and these men are waiting for

their connection, someone named
Cowboy, who is bringing them
each a fix of heroin. The lethar-

gic addicts are to cooperate with

the playwright who will give

them money to obtain the

"snow." A producer and two
camera men are going to take

avant-garde films.

Each of the characters talks,

improvising in his turn. The
jazz musicians also break into

the play with improvisations.

Finally the Cowboy arrives

and each man in turn goes off

stage into the bathroom to get

his fix. One of them (Leach)

can't feel it and demands anoth-

er shot.

Almost Fatal

This time it almost kills him.

The playwright also is struck

by tony mocklin

down brutally by the heroin as
he tries it for the first time.

Leach's fix is on stage. This
scene diminishes the audience
for it is a jolter; with the ad-

dicts reacting to the dope ; weav-
ing, slobbering, rolling, moan-
ing. In fact, the night we went
the play lost a quarter of its

audience before it was over.

"The Connection" is a gruel-

ling, fearsome, splitting evening.
It ping pongs the emotions and
senses of the audience. It stamps
on them.
The real value of "The Con-

nection" is as an experience. The
atmosphere and mood are over
powering. Every throb, and
groan, and curse, of the gloom
of the junkies has been captured.

From "The Connection"

The live jazz on stage of

Jackie McLean's quartet also

adds immeasurably to the effect

of the play. It keeps it stewing.

The acting is uniformly great.

Gelber uses the language of

jazz, of the hipster.

He shatters the fourth wall by
having his characters address

the audience directly, and by
having the playwright, producer,

and camera men travel down the

aisle.

A voice in the audience keeps

remarking, "that's the way it

really is." At intermission one

of the Actors, Sam, a huge Ne-

gro, approaches tmembers of the

audience in the lobby looking for

a handout, just as he said he

would during the first act.

Favorable Reaction
Another reason for the play's

generally favorable critical re-

ception is that it is not just a
pretentious diatribe.

A prime example of Gelber's

thought is in the lines of Cow-
boy: "What's wrong with day
jobs. Or being square. Man, I

haven't anything against them.
There are lousy hipsters and
lousy squares. Personally I

couldn't make the daily work
scene. I like my hours as they
are. But it doesn't make me any
better."

But then again, if the "cats"
are hooked on heroin, the

"squares" are hooked on com-
merciality—^aspirin, chlorophyll,

etc.

About his writing, Gelber told

us "I write what I must and if

something comes of it . . . then
that's all very warming. So far
I have failed miserably with
everything else " (other than
"The Connection")."

Diflficult Task
It seems that it will be very

difficult for Grelber to equal "The
Connection" in the future. Per-

haps he will try to change his

mood. It seems a repeat will not

be successful. It will be inter-

esting to see what does happen
to him, to see how strong his

writing is.

One thing is certain, "The
Connection' will not be easily

forgotten by anyone who has
seen it.

Like all the other critics who
stated their opinions in terms of

physical reaction we were struck

too. Probably to a greater de-

gree.

It hit us like a punch in the

mouth. We went back to the

hotel and just sat, without
thinking. That came later.

As of now "The Connection"
is the freshest, most honest,

hardest hitting play of 1950-60.

Prattle

Senior Prom Deserves Student Support

The students will suffer (and
rightly so, if there are any
more uncalled-for fistcuffs) by
the erection of a mile-high cy-

clone fence around the quad-
rangle.

For those boys who were
late in registering, there is still

one course open: History of

Nursing II.

Underclassmen are amazed
by the seriousness of the sen-

iors. The stiff, determined
walk; the eyes straight ahead;
sitting erect in class. Never
fear, these men are not out to

increase anyone's academic
standings ; they are busily pre-

paring for the senior weekend.
Since this is the last, there is

no room for mistakes.

Choice Positions Open
Seniors should take special

notice at the Placement Office.

There are several choice posi-

tions now open, and interviews
are being scheduled:

1.) Referee for the Madison
Square Garden (N.I.T.).

2.) An M.C. for a night time
television show (high princi-

ples desired).

With the appearance of the
excessive amount of foliage on
camipus, it is our guess that
the Administration is planning
an all-out blast for Arbor
Day.

Ten Month's Work
"I don't know if I can make

the meeting that night; I have
to study for a final." Well, Tom
McCoy came to the meeting
and with Jim Foley and myself
began to plan for the Senior
Prom.
That was ten months ago.

Now the fruits of that first

meeting and some 12 other
meetings with some 17 other
seniors are being seen and, we
certainly hope, appreciated.
"They took the job," That's

the reply we receive from stu-

dents when we asked if they
realized the amount of work
that goes into the organizing

of a dance of that calibre.

by notolic ottired

That is perfectly right : they
did take the job willingly—^but

why they did is very import-
ant. They agreed to organize
a class dance for the CLASS of
which they are members.

Everyone has remarked
about the terrific job done oni

publicity for this event, the
novel patrons, and the selec-

tion of the Buddy Morrow or-

chestra.

An anlysis of these prepara-
tions would clearly indicate

that much time, effort and
taste have been incorporated
into the affair. In view of this,

we feel that, like it or not, the

members of the class have an
obligation to support the fin-

ished product.

In Politics, It*s The Man
Not The Party That Counts

by mliie donohue
In the congressional election of 1958, forty-eight million

Americans expressed extreme disfavor with Republican Party
rule as they elected enough Democratic senators and repre-

sentatives to give the Democratic party a large majority in

both houses. But not only one year later, results from the
Gallup Poll and the Institute for Public Research poll indicated

that the popularity of President Dwight D. Eisenhower nom-
inally the greatest Republican, was greater than ever.

This political paradox—that the Party suffered a marked
decline in prominence and influence while the head of the Party
was unaffected—is perhaps explained by carefully examining
the public concept of the President.

The public see Mr. Eisenhower, not as the representative

of a party or of a policy, but rather as in individual, as a
"personality". Some of the characteristics of this personality

embody what amount to suprapolitical qualities. He is a symbol
of what the American public considers virtue; virtue which
they completely dissociate from the realm of politics.

President no Politician

To them the world of politics is, at best a world of dis-

harmony, inconsistency, and expediency; at worst, a world of
greed, corruption, and scandal. His unassailable qualities of
simplicity and idealism could not exist in such a world. Thus,
they consider him to be above politics—a consideration which
apparently is appreciated by the President. On more than one
occasion he has stated characteristically, "I'm no politican".

This straight-forward approach, along with his warmth,
earnestness, and his friendliness, leaves little doubt of his sin-

cerity in the minds of American citizens. For they judge a man's
sincerity by the visible earnestness he exhibits in presenting
his opinions and ideas. Mr. Eisenhower exhibits just such a
fervor when he makes explicit whatever is in his mind.

Publi(\ Accepts Ideas

The President's individualism is manifested in many ways:
It can be seen in his concern for the welfare of individuals

rather than the welfare of social groups. It is evident in his

expression of much worn laissezfaire theories by which an in-

dividual, be he a member of a social, an economic, or political

group, should be left alone to handle his own affairs without

any interference. \' -:'
In political affairs, thoug'h, he shows another type of in-

dividualism, a more subtle type perhaps, but a type that goes

to the heart of the American attitude toward politics.

He has stated time and again that the most important
quality of any man running for public office is not his political

affiliation but rather his motives and his individual character-

istics.

He has also expressed dislike for the political forms them-
selves. Here he has manifested his classic American individual-

ism by maintaining an attitude of detachment from practical

politics. His theory has came to be accepted by so many Amer-
icans that it has been said thatMr. Eisenhower's "aboveness"
might well be the reason for the wide popularity gulf between
Mr. Eisenhower and his party.

Theories Very Conservative
His dynamically conservative political theories, though in-

trinsically sound, are contradictory in practice. He advances
the theory tha policies and ideas should not be relied upon,
but rather that implicit trust should be placed in the Chief
Executive as a man, not as a politican.

He says that the complexity of the American political

system prevents development of political philosophies. This
complexity must be simplified. But his theory is unsound and
impracticable. He does not seem to recognize the fact that only
through the very complexity of politics, which he shuns, can
his ideas be promulgated. Because he fails to recognize this
salient fact, he maintains an unfortunately consistent "above-
ness". This is, he not only dissociated himself from unpopular
Republicans and disliked subordinates, but he also detaches
himself from his closest political allies, who unreservedly back
his every word and action.

Because of his oversight in this matter, what he is actually
doing is broadening the image of suprapolitician in the eyes of
the people. At the same time, however, he is widening the gulf
between himself and his party.
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Moct^ Convention
The story on page one alx)ut the pros-

pect of a mock political convention to be held

after Easter is pregnant with implications.

Thus far, it's only a vague vision in the

heads of the student organization behind the

idoa. It couM evolve into an authentic educa-

tional spectacular, , .: ; :; :., ,;

Every four years, at election time, many
of the larger schools (even some small ones)

leap bodily into newspaper headlines by con-

ducting such affairs. Second only to a num-
ber six basketl)all team, this could very well

be the' top public relations opportunity of the

semester.
If the project ever does materialize, the

publicity potential would be secondary, of

course. But it shouldn't be minimized. Here
would be a chance for the Villanova masses

to direct their unbridled energy toward some-

thing besides Madison Square Garden inci-

dents.
Of primary consideration, however,

would be the educational value of it all. For

a great number of students, this marks th.

list presidential election in which they can

jast their ballots.

Practical experience in a simulated poli-

tical convention as envisioned by the Villa-

nova I.C.G., the sponsoring group, could

provide solid background for an initial suf-

irage attempt.
A L<n'.vRut!',prn«id('iit ^' I.C.G. says*

"Sutcess of the idea rests on displays of

favorable interest by the student body be-

tween now and convention time."

Student respose will loom as a signifi-

cant factor, but it doesn't end there. Chances

for the convention's success will also depend

largely on faculty assistance. It's hoped that

:::o political science faculty will endorse theI..

project as far as it is able.

A positive program of support, if adopt-

ed by the department, might even awaken
the general student to the fact that this is

a rather important year in the national poli-

tical scene. Tlie Student Council could lend

invaluable support to the project if it so

resolved. ';'' .;- '

So the advantages seem to be two-fold:

•eat educational value; and splendid public

relations for the University.

Ex-DA Tomorrow-
Tomorrow evening the Student Council

presents its fourth forum of the year. Its

last one, with Rev. John A. Klekotka, presi-

dent, drew one of the largest audiences ever

to attend an undergraduate project of this

nature.
The Council was raised a great deal in

the estimation of faculty member and stu-

dent alike by the popularity and effective-

ness of that venture.
Tomorrow's forum promises to be equal-

ly impressive, since the Academic Affairs

Committee under Neil Drislane lias contacted

the noted Philadelphia lawyer and former

assistant District Attorney, Theodore Smith.

The speaker will discuss the general field of

civil government and its relationship to the

District Attorney's office and to criminal law.

Besides an uncanny ability to lecture on

law and criminology, Smith is equally at

home with a variety of unrelated but perti-

nant topi'-.

The forum program has been a bright

spot in the Council's itinerary this semester,

and it has yet to score a miss on the quality

of speakers it has secured.

Theodore Smith should be no exception.

Letters to the

\ ;
>•

.;j
Editor are Your

Open Forum • • •

Write Them
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JOMES

!^^i^j CAMPUS CAMERA Cify on fhe Oufskirfs

BROTHERHOOD WEEK
' ... To bigotry no sanction,

to persecution, no assistance.'

Ckjunterpoint

impressions of Council Meeting

By TOM TROY
During the "Fabulous Fif-

ties." a recent television pro-

gram, Henry FDiula, co-narra-

tor of the show, produced some
facts and figures which demon-
strated beyond a doubt that in

the past decade more Ameri-

cans than ever before PARTIC-
IPATED.

It didn't make too much dif-

ference what they participated

IN, so long as they acted, and

weren't more spectators. A
fantastic numbers of Ameri-
cans played tennis, golf; built

hi-fi sets; bowled; constructed

their own sports cars; skied;

engaged in underwater fishing;

painted; made furniture. You
name it — they did it.

For several years now I've

been urged, directly and in-

directly, to participate in stu-

dent council affairs; attend a

council meeting and see what
goes on.

Well, last Wednesday, I de-

cided to end my passivety. and
I did attend a meeting. The fol-

lowing remarks are taken from
notes I made at the meeting.

They convey the impressions I

received. ;.;. y\-: - •.: •^.•i.•,.>'••

Council Too Big
The first thing I noted was

that the Council seems to be

far too large. It's nice to be

democratic, I know, but the

Council's so democratic it's al-

most unwieldy.

It's hyperbolic to say so, but

I was immediately reminded of

a speech Hitler made once

when he sardonically criticized

the Weimar Republic: 'The
worker.s have a party, so the

employers have to have a
party; the landlords have a

party, so the renters need a

party; etc." To a lesser extent,

this situation exists in our

Council. I think it s.hould be

remedied.
Something else I noted was

the lack of manners of many
Council members. Often when

a chairman of a committee was
making a report other members
engaged themselves in very

loud private conversations.

This was particularly noticable

when Ken Kraemer made his

report on academic affairs.

Time Wasted

An observation that one

can't fail to make is that the

Council spends (perhaps

wastes is a better word) too

much time on what is actually

trivia.

Some of the members seem
to realiaze this: Tom Hoffman
reprimanded the Council for

spending half an hour debating

whether or not one motion

should be split into two; when
Jim Hooker proudly announced
that the P&W officials are

going to make a fieldhouse sta-

tion a regular stop, there was
a hollow mocking cheer.

A fourth thing that struck

me was the rather pompous at-

titude many members assume.

Andy Griffith would call them
high falutin! Somebody (Bob
DeLisa, I think) referred to

the little setto in the Garden
as the "Manhattan Incident"

Thereafer, this phrase was re-

peated several times, each time

in a more euphuistic manner.

By the end of the evening,

the Council was speaking of the

"Manhattan Incident" as an In-

dian agent would speak of the

Chivington River "incident" or

a diplomat, the Munich "in-

cident."

The Student Council is a nec-

essary body. Some of its a-

chievements have been note-

worthy. But last week this

body accomplished very little,

mainly, I think, because too

many members went to the

meeting solely to hear them-
selves talk.

This is an unfortunate sit-

uation, but it does provide one
thing—entertainment.

Question: What do you think of the "loyal-

ty" displayed by the Bl^ live basketball fans

in cheering for out-of-to\^ii teams instead of the

local team? . ;.:'

I do not believe that I have any obligation

of lovalty, as such, to any team other than Villa-

fy nova. A Big Five team is just

as much an opponent as any
visiting team; in fact, an even

greater one. The courtesy that

might be expected is oversha-

dowed by the tremendous tra-

ditional rivalry among the

clubs. How can it be expected

that any Villanova student

wv)uld cheer for St. Joe's or any of the others

under this condition of rivalry?

Dave Breen, KIcct Kngr. 'Gl

At first I thou^t this attitude 6f cheering

out-of-town teams at the expense of the local

Big Five schools was a good
idea. But after hearing Bill

Campbell, the local sports-

caster, I realize that such an
attitude is immature and un-

siK>rtsmanlike. I can honestly

;say that I was embarrassed
;after hearing the criticism thnt

'"

Mr. Campbell made of our dis- i^, \ . # s^f

play of conduct. I don't think we should cheer

vohemently for a team like St. Joe'.s or LaSalle,

but if there must be a choice, tlien our cheering

should be directed towards the lucal toam.

John Isselmann, Soc. Studies '60

I don't think it would ever be so easy to

cheer for rival teams. But with regard to the

opponents of our city teams, it

is surely not good sportsman-
ship to cheer for them, and
agiainst the home foWn team.

But, then again, if you call

this unsportsmanlike, then it

would be considered just as

^^^ much so when you cheer

^ I^H against a rival opponent. As
I see it, a good play should be applauded no
matter what player or team makes it. It seems
to hold true that you can get all the fans to

follow the golden rule some of the time, some
of the fans to follow it all of the time, but not
all of them all of the time.

Fred Stabene, Psych. *60

Apparently this question was prompted by
Bill Campbell's blast at the Villanova fans'

cheering against LaSalle and
St. Joe's at recent games. I

might say that this cheering

stems from the fact that it was
first started by LaSalle against

Villanova \vlirn Duquesne ploy-

ed Villanova and Teanple play-

ed Villanova. Also, it was
noticable that the St. Joe's

fans had anti-Villanova banners at Saturday
night's game, and yet they were not even play-

ing us. So, let's not be too hasty in placing all

tlie blame on Villanova.

Buss Dodge, History '60

A student has a duty to be loyal to his

school, not the locality. A good poneutage of
Villanovans are not from the
Philadelphia area, nm* even
from Pennsylvania. Therefore,

what loyalty is involved need
not be directed to the other

area schools, but only to the

,„^^^\m-' ^ °"® which you are attending;

flHi J^ Hi which in our ca.se is Villanova.

BcskTcs. tlie other four city schools are consid-

ered as being traditional rivals—and why cheer

for rivals?
^i v;c / . Fred Greisiger, English '60
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"The Connection'^ Connects
"This doesn't sound like much

bait for your readers, but then I

am not a fish," cracked hipster

playwright Jack Gelber as he
closed out our interview.

Though Gelber is not a "fish"

his audience is left fishlike

(gulping for air, like fish out of

water) at the end of his play

"The Connection." This after

two hours of wriggling at the

end of needle-stab effects.

In an off-Broadway theatre

in Grenwich Village, New York,

this 27 year old writer, with the

aid of a brilliant directress, a
superb jazz quartet, and a group
of uncanny actors, has created

theatre devastation.

Gelber, a refugee from the

journalism school of the Uni-

versity of Illinois, has written a
unique and paralyzing jazz play

about drug addiction.

He destroys the imaginary
fourth wall about as much as it

can possibly be destroyed. And
what takes place on the stage

of the Living Theatre has the

effect of a furnace, with wave
after wave of heat striking the

audience.

Tiny Theatre

As one enters the tiny theatre

he is faced by an uncurtained
stage upon which a motley group
of men are milling aimlessly and
stretching dumbly.
The stage is set as a "pad"

and these men are waiting for

their connection, someone named
Cowboy, who is bringing them
each a fix of heroin. The lethar-

gic addicts are to cooperate with

the playwright who will give

them money to obtain the

"snow." A producer and two
camera men are going to take

avant-garde films.

Each of the characters talks,

improvising in his turn. The
jazz musicians also break into

the play with improvisations.

Finally the Cowboy arrives

and each man in turn goes off

stage into the bathroom to get

his fix. One of them (Leach)

can't feel it and demands anoth-

er shot.

Ahnost Fatal

This time it almost kills him.

The playwright also is struck

by tony macklin

down brutally by the heroin as
he tries it for the first time.

Leach's fix is on stage. This
scene diminishes the audience
for it is a jolter; with the ad-
dicts reacting to the dope; weav-
ing, slobbering, rolling, moan-
ing. In fact, the night we went
the play lost a quarter of its

audience before it was over.

"The Connection" is a gruel-
ling, fearsome, splitting evening.
It ping pongs the emotions and
senses of the audience. It stamps
on them.
The real value of "The Con-

nection" is as an experience. The
atmosphere and mood are over
powering. Every throb, and
groan, and curse, of the gloom
of the junkies has been captured.

From "The Connection"

The live jazz on stage of

Jackie McLean's quartet also

adds immeasurably to the effect

of the play. It keeps it stewing.

The acting is uniformly great.

Gelber uses the language of

jazz, of the hipster.

He shatters the fourth wall by
having his characters address
the audience directly, and by
having the playwright, producer,

and camera men travel down the

aisle.

A voice in the audience keeps

remarking, "that's the way it

really is." At intermission one

of the iictors, Sam, a huge Ne-

gro, approaches members of the

audience in the lobby looking for

a handout, just as he said he

would during the first- act.

Favorable Reaction
Another reason for the play's

generally favorable critical re-

ception is that it is not just a
pretentious diatribe.

A prime example of CJelber's

thought is in the lines of Cow-
boy: "What's wrong with day
jobs. Or being square. Man, I

haven't anything against them.
There are lousy hipsters and
lousy squares. Personally I

couldn't make the daily work
scene. I like my hours as they
are. But it doesn't make me any
better."

But then again, if the "cats"
are hooked on heroin, the

"squares" are hooked on com-
merciality—aspirin, chlorophyll,

etc.

About his writing, Gelber told

us "I write what I must and if

something comes of it . . . then
that's all very warming. So far
I have failed miserably with
everjrthing else (other than
"The Connection")."

Difficult Task
It seems that it will be very

difficult for Gelber to equal "The
Connection" in the future. Per-

haps he will try to change his

mood. It seems a repeat will not
be successful. It will be inter-

esting to see what does happen
to him, to see how strong his

writing is.

One thing is certain, "The
Connection' will not be easily

forgotten by anyone who has
seen it.

Like all the other critics who
stated their opinions in terms of

physical reaction we were struck
too. Probably to a greater de-

gree.

It hit us like a punch in the

mouth. We went back to the
hotel and just sat, without
thinking. That came later.

As of now "The Connection"
is the freshest, most honesty
hardest hitting play of 1950-60.

Praffle

Senior Prom Deserves Student Support

The students will suffer (and
rightly so, if there are any
more uncalled-for fistcuffs) by
the erection of a mile-high cy-

clone fence around the quad-
rangle.

For those boys wlio were
late in registering, there is still

one course open: History of

Nunsing II.

Underclassmen are amazed
by the seriousness of the sen-

iors. The stiff, determined
walk; the eyes straight ahead;
sitting erect in class. Never
fear, these men are not out to

increase anyone's academic
standings; they are busily pre-

paring for the senior weekend.
Since this is the last, there is

no room for mistakes.

Choice Positions Open
Seniors should take special

notice at the Placement Office.

There are several choice posi-

tions now open, and interviews
are being scheduled:

1.) Referee for the Madison
Square Garden (N.I.T.).

2.) An M.C. for a night time
television show (high princi-

ples desired).

With the appearance of the
excessive amount of foliage on
campus, it is our guess that
the Administration is planning
an all-out blast for Arbor
Day.

Ten Month's Work
. "I don't know if I can make
fhe meeting that night; I have
to study for a final." Well, Tom
Mr-Coy came to the meeting
and with Jim Foley and myself
began to plan for the Senior
Prom.
That was ten months ago.

Now the fruits of that first

meeting and some 12 other
meetings with some 17 other
.seniors are being seen and, we
certainly hope, appreciated.
"They took the job." That's

the reply we receive from stu-

dents when we asked if they
realized the amount of work
that goes into the organizing
of a dance of that calibre.

by natalic attired

That is perfectly right: they
did take the job willingly—but
why they did is very import-
ant. They agreed to organize
a class dance for the CLASS of
which they are members...;:-; :•.

Everyone has remarked
about the terrific job done on
publicity for this event, the
novel patrons, and the selec-

tion of the Buddy Morrow or-

chestra.

An anly.sis of these prepara-
tions would clearly indicate

that much time, effort and
taste have been incorporated
into the affair. In view of this,

we feel that, like it or not, the
members of the class have an
obligation to support the fin-

ished product.

SEKJD

TO YOUR VALEWTIJJE ^

In Politics, It*s The Man
Not The Party That Counts

by mike donahue
In the congressional election of 1958, forty-eight million

Americans expressed extreme disfavor with Republican Party
rule as they elected enough Democratic senators and repre-
sentatives to give the Democratic party a large majority in

both houses. But not only one year later, results from the
Gallup Poll and the Institute for Public Research poll indicated

that the popularity of President Dwight D. Eisenhower nom-
inally the greatest Republican, was greater than ever.

This political paradox that the Party suffered a marked
decline in prominence and influence while the head of the Party
was unaffected—is perhaps explained by carefully examining
the public concept of the President.

The public see Mr. Eisenhower, not as the representative
of a party or of a policy, but rather as in individual, as a
"personality". Some of the charactei-istics of this personality
embody Vv'hat amount to suprapolitical qualities. He is a symbol
of what the American public considers virtue; virtue which
they completely dissociate from the realm of politics.

President no Politician

To them the world of politics is, at best a world of dis-

harmony, inconsistency, and expediency; at worst, a world of
greed, corruption, and scandal. His unassailable qualities of
simplicity and idealism could not exist in such a world. Thus,
they consider him to be above politics -a consideration which
apparently is appreciated by the President. On more than one
occasion he has stated characteristically, "I'm no [)olitican".

This straight-forward approach, along with his warmth,
earnestness, and his friendliness, leaves little doubt of his sin-

cerity in the minds of American citizens. For they judge a man's
sincerity by the visible earnestness he exhibits in presenting
his opinions and ideas. Mr. Eisenhower exhibits just such a
fervor when he makes explicit whatever is in his mind.

Publi<\ Accepts Ideas

The President's individualism is manifested in many ways:
It can be seen in his concern for the welfare of individuals

rather than the welfare of social groups. It is evident in his

expression of much worn laissezfaire theories by which an in-

dividual, be he a member of a social, an economic, or political

group, should be left alone to handle his own affairs without ...

any interference. V •' '':''

In political affairs, though, he shows another type of in-

dividualism, a more subtle type perhaps, but a type that goes ..;•'.

to the heart of the American attitude toward politics. ?'.,•'

He has stated time and again that the most important '

quality of any man running for public office is not his political

affiliation but rather his motives and his individual character-
istics. ;;..-•;-.'..

•^'.v;;
/;•

^''
'•'•'

r.-':'-'''''^'' .:>;• V
He has also Expressed dislike for the political forms them-

selves. Here he has manifested his classic American individual-

ism by maintaining an attitude of detachment from practicjU

politics. His theory has came to be accepted by so many Amer-
icans that it has been said thatMr. Eisenhower's "aboveness"
might well be the reason for the wide popularity gulf between
Mr. Eisenhower and his party.

Theories A'^ery Conservative
His dynamically conservative political theories, though in-

trinsically sound, are contradictory in practice. He advances
the theory tha policies and ideas should not be relied upon,
but rather that implicit trust should be placed in the Chief
Executive as a man, not as a politican.

He says that the complexity of the American political
system prevents development of political philosophies. This
complexity must be simplified. But his theory is unsound and
impracticable. He does not seem to recognize the fact that only
through the very complexity of politics, which he shuns, can
his ideas be promulgated. Becau.se he fails to recognize this
salient fact, he maintains an unfortunately consistent "above-
ness". This is, he not only dissociated himself from unpopular
Republicans and disliked subordinates, but he also detaches
himself from his closest political allies, who unreservedly back
his every word and action.

Because of his oversight in this matter, what he is actually
doing is broadening the image of suprapolitician in the eyes of
the people. At the same time, however, he is widening the gulf
between himself and his party.
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QaCanpis Msshwon
{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf" "The Many

Loves of Dchie Gillis", etc.)

THE THUNDERING MARCH OF PROGRESS
Today, as everyone knows, is the forty-sixth anniversary of the

founding of CJransniire College for Women, which, as everyone

knows, was the first Progressive Education college in the

United States.
, ,_ . ..^

Well do I recollect the tizzy In the adfidemic world when
Gransmire opened its portals ! What a buzz there was, what a

brouhaha in faculty common rooms, what a rattling of teacups,

when Dr. Agnes Thudd Sigafoos, first president of Gransmire,

lifted her learned old head and announced defiantly, "We will

teach the student, not the course. There will be no marks, no

exams, no requirements. This, by George, is Progressive

Education!"

Well sir, forward-looking maidens all over the country cast

off their fetters and came rushing to New Hampshire to enroll

at Gransmire. Here they found freedom. They broadened their

vistas. They lengthened their horizons. They unstopped their

bottled personalities. They roamed the campus in togas, lead-

ing ocelots on leashes.

And, of course, they smoked Marllx)ro cigarettes. (I say, "Of

course." Why do I say, "Of course"? I say, "Of course" because

it is a matter of course that anyone in search of freedom should

naturally turn to Marlboro, for Marlboro is the smoke that sets

the spirit soaring, that unyokes the captive soul, that fills the

air with the murmur of wings. If you think flavor went out

when filters came in— try Marlboro. They are sold in soft pack

or flip-top box wherever freedom rings.)

But all was not Marlboro and ocelets for the girls of Grans-

mire. There was work and study too— not in the ordinary sense,

to be sure, for there were no formal classes. Instead there was

a broad approach to enlarging each girl's potentials, both mental

and physical.

Take, for example, the course called B.M.S. (Basic Motor
Skills). B.M.S. was divided into L.D. (Lying Down), S.U.

(Standing Up) and W. (Walking). Once the student had mas-

tered L.D. and S.U., she was taught to W.— but not just to W.
any old way! No, sir! She was taught to W. with poise,

dignity, l)earing! To inculcate a sense of balance in the girl,

she began her exercises V)y walking with a suitcase in each hand.

(One girl, Mary Ellen Dorgenicht, got so good at it that today

she is bell captain at the Deshler-Hilton Hotel in Columbus,

Ohio.) ^

:l- Ifm r^y/^
When the girls had walking under their belts, they were .

allowed to dance. Again no formality was imposed. They were

simply told to fling themselves about in any way their impulses •.

dictated, and, believe you me, it was quite an impressive sight

to see them go bounding into the woods with their togas flying.

(Several later joined the U.S. Forestry Service.)

There was also a lot of finger painting and sculpture with

coat hangers and like that, and soon the fresh wind of Progres-

sivism came whistling out of Gransmire to blow the ancient dust

of i>edantry off curricula everywhere, and today, thanks to the

pioneers at Gransmire, we are all free.

If you are ever in New Hampshire, be sure to visit the Grans-

mire campus. It is now a tannery. © loeo Max shuinua

« *

Ifuou like mildness but you don't like filters—try Marlboro's
sister cigarette, Philip Morris. If you like television but you
don't like cowboys—try Max Shulman's "The Many Loves
of Dobie Gillis" every Tuesday night on CBS.
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Belle Masque Will

Present "Crucible"

By Arthur Miller
Arthur Miller's "The Cru-

cible" will be Belle Masque's
Annual spring production, ac-

cording to Link Hallowell, presi-

dent of the dramatic society.

Miller's play has a 17th cen-

tury Puritan New England back-
ground. It treats of witch trials

and was occasioned by the late

Senator Joseph McCarthy's
.widely publicized "witch hunts"
of 1954.

Duprey Directs

As in the past Richard Du-
prey, head of the graduate
theatre department, will direct

the Belle Masque production,

which will be presented March
23, 24, 25, 26, and 27 in the

Field House.

"However," Hallowell pointed
• out, "Mr. Duprey will not be

able to devote full time to the

Belle Masque show until after

the conclusion of the graduate
students production of "Play-

boy of the Western World".
John Millington Synge's comedy
starts tomorrow night and runs
through Sunday night. Hence
formal rehearsal for Belle Mas-
que will start next week.

r The cast, according to Duprey,
has "more potential" than any
he has ever directed before.

The leading roles will be
played by Tony Provenzano,
senior C&P, John Milton, Mary
Shaffer, junior English major at

Immaculata, and Cathy Crane
of Rosemont.

Captain Role
Provexi2ano, who played the

cowardly captain role in "The
Bonds of Interest", will portray
John Proctor. Milton, who also

appeared in "Bonds of Interest"

will portray Mr. Hale.

Miss Shaeflfer, will take the

part of Elizabeth Proctor in

Miller's melodrama. She has ap-
peared in past Belle Masque pro-

ductions, the most recent being

"Inspector General" last spring.

"Exciting Production"

Miss Crane, a history major
will be seen in the role of Abi-
gail.

In Hallowell's words the up-
coming production is "an ex-

citing, serious melodrama which
deals with modem problems".

Philosophy Prof
On Leefure Tour

Dr. Andrew J. O'Conner of

the Philosophy Department has
recently returned from deliver-

ing a series of lectures in the

St. Thomas More Institute and
in the Department of Compara-
tive Religions at the University

of Montreal.

The first series of lecures

were addressed to a class in

Seventeenth Century Thought.
Lecture Points .

Dr. O'Conner emphasized two
points in these lectures: the

philosophic significance of the

new Physics of that age, and
the reaction of Descartes, Hob-
bes, Locke, and Spinoza to these

theories which refuted the Aris-

totleian notion of Mechanics.

The second group of lectures

were delivered in French to the

Department of Comparative Rel-

igions at Montreal. O'Conner
discussed the dogmas and ritu-

als of Islam. He also analyzed

the conflicts between faith and
reason in Islam.

"Playboy pf Western
World"—Tomorrow

Villanova Debaters Split At Harvard
Jim Rhodes, (Junior Engi-

neer) and Frank Murtha (Sen-
ior English) represented Villa-

nova in the Harvard Invitational
Tournament on Feb. 4,5,6.

The Harvard tournament is

the largest contest of this type
in the country and, this year,

played host to ninety-two teams
from seventy-seven colleges in

thirty states.

Top Teams
Some of the best teams in the

country competed. Instead of

the teams debating either all

positive or negative positions,

they were required to debate
both sides alternately.

Villanova, debating the propo-

sition: "Resolved: that Con-
gress should be given the power
to reverse decisions of the Su-
preme Court", managed to

achieve a 4-4 record, not quali-

fying for the quarter finals.

The teams beaten at this level

were Hofstra, Lehigh, Randolph,
Macon, and Suffolk. The teams
defeating Villanova were Chi-

cago, St. John's Loyola, and the
University of Texas.
One judge stated that the

competition between Villanova
and the University of Texas
was the best he had seen all

year, and Frank Murtha ex-

pressed considerable surprise at
the "Chicago" decision.

He says "the Chicago re-

buttal of the Villanova Affirma-
tive appeared obviously insuffi-

cient." This was the only af
firmative debate the team lost.

Rhodes High

As invidual contestants, Jim
Rhodes won 295 points, missing
being one of the ten best speak-
ers by 10 points, and Frank
Murtha won 266. All told, the
team finished 20th of the 82
teams.

Meanwhile, Joseph Liggera,

sophomore arts, and Tom Pfeif-

fer, senior chemistry, were de- and finished 18th out of 46
bating on the Johns Hopkins teams. They defeated such teams
Tourney. as Brown U., Boston U., and
They compiled a 3-3 record, I Monmouth C:k)llege. Defeats

Joe Liggera (left) and Jim Rhodes discuss the results of the
IIar\'ard Invitational Tournament.

were dealt by George Washing-
ton, Duquesne and Hamilton.
Duquesne and Hamilton finished

third and fourth respectively.

n

IBM WILL INTERVIEW IFEB. 18

v^

IBM 11)vites candidates for Bachelor's or Master's Degrees to dis-

cuss opportunities in Applied Science, Manufacturing, Marketing,

Product Development and Programming—positions throughout
the United State«.

Laboratories and manufacturing facilities are located in Endicott, Kings-

ton, Owego, Poughkeepsie, Yorktown, N, Y.; Burlington, Vt.; San Jose,

Calif.; Lexington, Ky.; and Rochester, Minn. Corporate headquarters is

located in New York, with 192 branch offices in cities throughout the

United States. The IBM representative will be glad to discuss with you

the type of career of particular interest to you, IBM offers:

• Leadership in the development of information-handling systems.

• New applications for data processing and advances in computer

': technology//: ;':'/';,:-^.;'^::'^^

7--':f''''^

''''^^"^ ''''"'''

• Favorable climate for continued career growth.

• Opportunities for a wide range of academic backgrounds and

:'/-,::talents. :: v.f^
''''''' '' •'"'''•'

Contact your College Placement Officer to arrange an appointment for

a personal interview with the IBM representative.

If you cannot attend the interview, call or write:

Mr. L M. Sterner, Branch Manager
IBM Corporation, Dept. 868

812 M^liii Sfrti^t

^<

*•»

y^

»•«#
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Swimmers Win Over Seton Hall
by Gene Hewitt

With Co-Captain Frank Keefe
leading the way with a double

win in the 200 yard individual

medley and 100 yard freestyle,

the varsity swimmers toyed
with hapless Seton Hall last Sat-

urday afternoon to notch their

fourth win.

Win 10 of 11

The Villanova Mermen pro-

duced 10 winners in eleven

events with only Tom Clark of

Seton Hall able to eke out a first

place over Danny O'Brien in the

200 yard Butterfly.

New Records
Besides giving the 'Cats a wild

workout the meet produced two
other achievements. The 400
yard freestyle relay of Ed Jen-

sen, Frank Dunn, Bob Donahue
and Don Boemcke chopped 4.4

seconds off the record set by
them a month ago against

N.Y.U. as they finished in 3:44.3.

The other achievement was per-

formed by Joe Bruno the senior

manager as he propelled his

rotund figure through the waves
in his first and last swimming
appearance, in the 100 yard
freestyle. He negotiated the dis-

tance in 1:23.6 setting a new
record for swimming team man-
agers. However, after keeping

up with the leaders for a while

he faded in the last 90 yards
to finish last.

Don Boemcke continued his

fine swimming as he sped to an
early lead and led teammate
Mike Gleason to the finish lin«

in the 220 yard freestyle. Ed
Jensen and Bob Donahue swept
the 50 yard freestyle in easy
fashion. From the one meter
board George Robertson dove
to a first place quite handily.

The 440 yard freestyle saw
Gerry Piccaro and Bruce Mc-
Cready sweep first and second

by almost 75 yards.

Upset
Matt Mone sprinted in the last

lap to edge teammate Brian
Reilly for the first time this sea-

son in the 200 yard breastroke.

Don (Swifty) Reed took first

place in the 200 yard backstroke.

LaSalle

The Explorers of LaSalle led

by double winner in Bob Ma-
chusik who took the 50 and 100
yard freestyle gave the charges

of Ed Geisz their fifth loss of

the season on February 17th.

The Wildcats swam their best

times of the season but LaSalle

always seemed to just pull ahead
in the final five yards to touch
out a win. Don Boemcke almost
broke a record of 20 years

standing as he led all the way in

the 220 yard freestyle with the

time of 2:21.0 only .9 of a sec-

ond off the varsity record. The
natadors only garnered one
other first place and that in the

400 yard freestyle relay. Ed
Jensen who took second in the

50 yard freestyle. Bill Cassin,

Frank Dunn, a third place finish-

er in the 220 yard freestyle and
Boemcke composed the freestyle

relay. Don Reed took second in

the 200 yard individual medley
and third in the 200 yard back-
stroke, George Robertson took
second in the dive and Jerry
Piccarro second in the 440 yard
freestyle.

-The Bullets of Gettysburg
proved to be blanks as the var-

sity submerged them to the tune

of 66-29 on February 6th at the
Field House pool. The denizens
of the Villanova chlorine pit

took 9 of 11 events to amass
their 66 points. The medley re-

lay team of John Foley, Brian
Reilly, Dan O'Brien and Bill Cas-
sin led their Gettysburg counter
parts all the way to win by 25
yards.

Sweeping first and second in

the 220 yard freestyle, Don
Boemcke led Frank Dunn all

the way. Boemcke also added
another win in the 100 yard
freestyle with Jensen finishing

second.

Don Reed became a double
winner as he took both the 200
yard individual medley and 200
yard backstroke, Eid Jensen and
Bob Donahue gathered the laur-

els in the 50 yard freestyle as

they finished first and second
respectively.

Captain Frank Keefe took two
second places the first in the

200 yard butterfly as he finished

behind Bob Dow. George Rob-
ertson added still another win
to the list as he again won the
one meter dive. Jerry Piccarro,

a fine swimmer, who suddenly
blossomed into a good distance

man in the middle of the year
won quite easily in the 400 yard
freestyle to round out the 80or>

ing for the mermen.
This Saturday, February 20th,

once again Villanova will play

host to the National Catholic

Interscholastic Swim Meet Un-
der the direction of Eki Geisz

and Jack Lumsden the meet this

year will list the lai^est field

ever assembled for this meet.

This all trophy meet attracts

the finest high school swimmers
in the country and always pro-

vides fine watching. The trial

heats are in the afternoon with

the finals at 8 o'clock that night.

NATIONAL CATHOLIC

SCHOOL BOY
SWIM MEET

Safurday, Febrvoiy 20fh

VILLANOVA POOL >.

Coordinotor: Ed Geisz - -^^

Now!
SIR WALTER RALEIGH

in a Pouch

!

Keeps
Tobacco

FRESHER!
New airprooff aluminum foil pouch keeps

famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh 44% fresher

than old-fashioned tin cans. Choice Ken-

tucky burley — extra aged. Get the

familiar orange-and-black pack with

the new pouch inside

!

No spills

' whtn you Till

Kittens Split Witli St Joe, Temple

Soontr or L«t«r—

Your F^vorift Tobacco

T«arpr«of-lt't tripit C«rri«» flat in peckat
'nat*d. Realty duroblt
won't ipring a Uok

laminat*d. Realty durobl* No bwlo*. FIvKtbU, loo
it band* with you.

SIRWALTER RALEIGH

by John Duffy

The Villanova freshmen split

even in two games last week,
whipping Temple 94-87 and los-

ing to St. Joseph's in the Field

House, 64-61.

The Temple game played on
the Owls* court was Villanova
all the way. All five Wildcat
starters were in double figures

led by Tommy Galia with 28
points. Only a late spurt by
Temple kept the score as close

as it was. Barnie Chavis (21),

Tom Hoover (15), Richie Rich-

man (14), and Jimmy O'Brien

(11) were all instrumental in

the team's victory.

The reserve strength of Joe
Quinn, Walt Stoats, Freddie

Smith, and Tom Cassidy kept

the pressure on the outclassed

Owls the whole way.
Rose and Kasmer Pace Owls
Billy Rose and Dick Kasmer

kept the Owls close with 23 and
22 points apiece, but it was not
nearly sufficient.

On Thursday afternoon the

Wildcats were beaten for the

second time by St. Joseph's
Hawklets.
The Cats hopped off to a 5-0

lead but couldn't hold it. The
lead seesawed back and forth
during the first half with the

C^ts going to the dressing room
with a 32-31 lead.

The second half was all St.

Joe's though as 6-5 Tom Wynne
asserted himself if under both
boards in addition to flipping in

many pivot shots. His all-around

antics powered the Hawklets to

a 64-61 win.

Wynne a Winners for Hawklets
The most impressive Wildkit-

ten was the not so docile Hoov-
er. The largest Wildcat of them
all posed a constant threat to

St. Joe's deadeyes, Jim Lynam
and Billy Hoy. Hoover awed the

partisan crowd with his defen-

sive powers, a la Bill Russell.

The Cats scoring was again

paced by Galia who fired in 23

markers. Galia received offen-

sive assistance from Chavis and
O'Brien.

.:;' >,\-

".-.M.".

Richie Ridiman drives for two
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Hockey Club Has A Goal:

Jo Be Recognized By School
by Hank Schultz

Although carrying the name
"Wildcats", the Villanova Hoc-
key Club is not a school func-

tion. This organization, made up
entirely of Villanova students,

has, after three years of exis-

tence, still failed to win the rec-

oenition of the Villanova admin-
istraiion. , ,

•
. .;: /

The main reason for this is

one word—cost. Uniforms, rent-

ing a rink for practice and
games, insurance, transporta-
tion, and a salary for the coach
adds up to a lot of money. Thus
far, the club members have
reached into their own pockets
for expenses. Their coach,

George McNeill, Sr. the father
of George McNeill, a junior Phy-
sics major from Bridgeport,
works gratis.

Is Hockey A Spectator Sport?
A second question raised by

the administration is the value
of hockey as a spectator sport.

Many students have turned out
for the four games played at
the Main Line rink, and there
were few, if any, dissatisfied

customers. Hockey is a fast

moving and exciting sport, and,
in spite of the discomfort of sit-

ting in an ice cold arena, it

draws large crowds in many
parts of the country.

The administration also Won-
ders whether the student body
as a whole really would want a
hockey team at Villanova.

The club of twenty, mainly
frosh, is captained by Pete
Smith, senior Industrial Admin-
istration Major from Erskine
Lakes, New Jersey, and Mike
Clement, a Junior EE from

Waterford, N.Y. and member of

the NROTC. They have been
quite successful this year, with

a 3-1 record to date. On Decem-
ber 12, they met and defeated

the Main Line Skating Club, 6-4.

The next game was January 6,

when they triumphed over Penn,
5-2.

Lehigh Ices Cats
The Engineers of Lehigh

Pete Smith

handed them their first defeat,

3-2 on January 14. The Wildcats
drew first blood by virtue of a
goal in the first period. Lehigh
scored once in the second per-

iod, and twice in the third and
final period before the Wildcats
scored just before the final buz-

zer.

After the semester break, the
Wildcats sought and got re-

venge, turning back the Engine-
ers, 5-2. Both lines figured in

the scoring, as McNeill, center

of the first line, scored twice,

as did George DelMonte, center
of the second line. Joe Denahey,
a frosh Engineer from Peabody,
Mass., and right wing on the

first line scored the final point.

The club has one more game;
Haddonfield, N.J. Amateur Hoc-
key Club at the Haddonfield
rink.

Goalie Only 'Iron Man'
The team is divided into two

lines or platoons, each playing
equal time. The only man who
usually plays the whole game is

the goalie. The first line is

sparked by Co-capt. Smith at

left wing, Denahey at right

wing, and McNeill at center. Bill

Miller, soph E.E., plays left

wing for the second line, which
also has Pete Doge, soph C &
Fer, at right wing, and Del
Monte, a Junior history major,
at center.

The team, is trying to prove
themselves, have earned a write-

up in the United States Amateur
Hockey Magazine, and have
drawn praise from their oppon-
ents. In their victory over Penn,
they showed that they are good
enough to meet and beat first

rate college teams. Penn and
Lehigh both have hockey as a
regular varsity sport. If the

Wildcats do become an official

Villanova Organization, they can
enjoy the privileges of a varsity

sport. If, however, recognition

is not given, Pete Smith claims

that the group will continue as

before; a group of Hockey lov-

ing Villanova students playing

when they can get games and
practicing when they cannot.

Some Enchanted Evening I
<><f:<'f:'<-W<'

Sr. Section Reserved
A Senior Section has been

reserved for the Toledo gome,
February 24th. Tickets for this

game go on sale Thursday,
Feb. 18th. On this day and
only for this day, the Section
NC has been reserved for Sen-
iors and their dotes, since it is

a date night also.

Mile Relay Team Sparkles
(Continued from page 12.)

TYPING DONE AT HOME

Ncaf. Accurote,

Reosonable
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As it was, the two mile quar-

tet had a pretty disappointing

go of it. Lead man Gerry Hac-
kett (a non-scholarship athlete)

got things off to a respectable

start by holding his own against

Manhattan's John Carry. When
he passed the baton to Frank
Hegarty he was only a yard be-

hind the Manhattan man.
Nicastro: "A Pint-Sized Bragg"
Hegarty started off his stint

well. In fact he probably start-

ed off too well as the blond soph
appeared to burn himself out in

the first half of his leg. By the

time he handed the stick to Pat
Nicastro he was 30 yards be-

hind the Manhattan leader.

Nicastro ("a speedy pint-sized

10 on Bragg" sports editor Jim
Murray dubbed him) pluckily did

his best to overtake Manhattan's
Kye Courtney and actually

chopped about 15 yards off

Courtney's lead.

However, long Jan Dante, 'Cat

anchor man, could not overtake
Jasper ace Art Evans and Villa-

nova had to settle for second

behind Manhattan's 7:44.8.

The only other Wildcats to

display their board talents Fri-

day were the four members of

the freshman mile relay team
(Al Jackman, Bob Olive, Owen
Maguire, and Charlie Ham
mock).

King Catches Hammc^k
This quartet, after leading

Morgan State throughout the

first three and a half legs saw
the Baltimore school's anchor
man, Robert King, stage a whirl-

wind fimish to defeat Hammock.
The former Roman Catholic

hurdler also ran well enough in

the afternoon qualifying heats

to merit a spot in the finals of

the 50 yard hurdles (not the

invitation won by Hayes, Jones).

He finished fourth.

In other afternoon activity,

soph Angelo Sivieni wound up
third in the two mile run and
the freshman distance medley
relay team of

Owen Maguire, Al Jackman,
Bob Fittin, and Pat Traynor.
finished second to Manhattan.
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THE NATIONAl CONFIIINa

Of CNIISTIANS AND JEWS

mmmmmmimmm^m&mmmmmmimi by Tony Macklin ^
When Rodgers and Hammerstein wrote the score to

"South Pacific" little did they know that they would be giv-
ing hope to Villanova's basketball team. But "some enchanted
evening," one of these nights when the chips are down, the
'Oats are going to woo a stranger. This stranger is—^the

"big game" victory.

It didn't happen last Satui'day night, in fact it hasn't
happened in the last four years. But the juicy conquest is

coming. It will be tangy and delicious because it has taken
such a length of time to come of age.

In the last four years the 'Cats have
played many real "big" games against high-
ranking West Virginia, N. C. State, Temple,
St. Joe's and St. John's but they have not
been able to come out on the winning side.

The last sensational victory came against
West Virginia, 54-53 in January 1956.

There have been a lot of fine, exciting
victories in the last four years, but no
great upsets. The 'Cats have come close
time after time.

Eastern Supremacy
Although the 'Cats were favored Saturday against NYU,

the game was truly a "big one" for them. It was to settle
the question of Eastern supremacy. It proved to be a very
unsettling settlement for the 'Cats.

In many ways, the game was a replay of last year's
roasting, when Tom Sanders scored 28 points to lead the
Violets to a 78-60 victory. This time Sanders scored 25 to
more than double the scoring output of any of the 'Cats
(White was high for VU with twelve points).

The game also bore a resemblance to the West Virginia
battle. Raveling, Kaminski, and Driscoll were not up to their
usual effectiveness an enemy sub, Al Falardi, came off the
bench to score eleven points and lead the Violets in rebound-
ing (13).

Also, like Jerry West, Sanders looked like he was going
to have foul trouble. Sanders had four fouls with 19 :06 left.

He didn't get his fifth until there was only 3 :35 remaining.
He played effective ball for over fifteen minutes without
committing a foul.

When Sanders left, the 'Cats rallied with a burst that
had the fans hysterical. The 'Cats have hungry, hungry fans.
They finally even came up with some original cheering with
a "Dragnet"—applause bit.

Subs on Fire
Sparking the comeback were fire eaters Tom Samulewicz

and Dave Severance. Sammy hit eight points and came up
with thirteen rebounds, and Dave dropped in six quick points.

A two minute sizzle cut the lead to seven with time
fleeting. Then Sammy missed a couple of fouls and Hubie mis-
sed a couple of jumpers.

The play that slammed the door, came when tiny Russ
Cunningham with the speed of a Schmeagle, broke between
Huggard and Kaminski to grab a free ball and turn it in to
a fifeld goal. Cunningham, a nifty swifty, kept the 'Cats
away with some flashly ball handling as time ran out.

The 'Cats shots flew about like the snow flakes outside.
They hopped off the rim like hoops away from pegs in a
carnival game. Thel 'Cats were frozen by ice cold shooting.
They hit only a dismal 21 per cent (18 out of 85). If they
had hit forty per cent thev would have scored 82 points.

Emotionally Hurt
It seems that if a team is openly emotional in success,

when things go wrong, this emotionality can go against them.
The 'Cats were pressing. At times they were unsure of
themselves. > r

They failed to move the ball (Huggard was crying
"move" without results). They missed layups they have
never blown before, they committed unnecessary fouls, and
at times resorted to playground tactics.

This is not to say that the 'Cats di-dn't hustle. They did,

particularly Huggard, White, and the subs Dave and Sammy.
The 'Cats hustled and rebounded and got the shots, but their
shooting was horrendous. They were firing blanks. Time
after time they would miss four and five at a siege. It was
incredible.

The Violets turned out to be a carnivorous pitcher plant
in disguise. They swallowed up the 'Cats hopes. The whole
season can not be based on one night's performance. But
losing at home by twelve is a blot. It seems almost impossible
for the 'Cats to regain what they lost by this game. They
don't get another shot at the Violets. The New Yorkers are
in the NCAA while the 'Cats are in the NIT.

Big Game
One of these night, the 'Cats are going to come up with

the big game, in the big game. The way Huggard and White
hustled is indicative that it should not be too long in coming.
Hubie played his best floor game of the season: flying about
the court, following shots, vaulting over Sanders (he made a
remarkable block on one of big "Satch's" shots).

But as shooters, the H-bombs sputtered. They had un-
believably inept shooting nights. Huggard was four for 27
(15 per cent) and White was three for 24 (13 per cent).

They just couldn't hit. Still, it was good to see White
working for the shots, and taking them.

There are a lot of "big games" coming up that offer the
'Cats a stiff challenge. ;:>

If the team jells, and the lid melts, there will be enchant-
ment all over.the place.

<T»
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Jekyll-Hyde In Sneakers;

Dick Kaminski Is Hot Shot
By Tony Macklin

The quiet man is not so quiet.

Dick Kaminski, stellar junior

guard, is one of the more silent

of the Wildcats on the court;

he does his job with a minimum
of histrionics. But off the court

he is a different individual.

We caught Dick watching the

St. Joe's-St. Peter's game at

the Palestra last Wednesday. He
was sporting a bedraggled

brown chapeau that looked like

a relic from the West Virginia

hills. He yelped and clowned

and mugged as the game went
on.

After the game he turned ser-

ious to talk about basketball.

"I began to play ball in the

seventh grade," he said "I

couldn't make the seventh

grade team, but I played some
Biddy ball. I barely made the

eighth grade team."

Richie credited his high school

coach with engineering the

change that made a real ball-

player out of him. "He kept

drilling me in fundamentals all

the time."

Set Record
Kaminski started as a soph

at St. Aloysius High (Jersey

City). "I had my best year as a

junior," he commented. When
he graduated he had established

a lower Hudson County career

record of 1290 points. This rec-

ord was broken by Vinnie Ernst,

also of St. Aloysius, last year.

Ernst is a freshman at Provi-

dence.

"I didn't do well as a fresh-

man here. Then last year I

played some. I didn't think I'd

start this year," he admitted.

"But I had those games at the

beginning of he season and
things worked out."

One of Richie's big breaks oc-

cured late last season at St.

Francis (Pa.). With Jim Kenny
out with an injury, Kaminski
subbed and notched 16 points

that knocked the Frankies out

of a possible NIT bid, which

the 'Cats had already attained.

When Kenny was unable to

return to school in September,

Richie was the- natural one to

replace him. He and Huggard
have proved to be tougher on

the opposition than the Katzen-

jammer Kids.

Perfect Night
At Princeton, Richie knocked

in the 'Cats first two of the sea-

son with a sharp drive. In the

following game he had his "big-

gest thrill" as he hit 7 of 7

from the floor and 4 of 4 from
the line in an exhibition of per-

fect shooting as the 'Cats tramp-

led Scranton 110 to 68 in the

Field House.
The dry-voiced junior spoke

wih care as he explained the

pressures of being a marksman.
(He has led the club in percent-

age all season.) "I think about

it too much. I pressed and got

down and then stop shooting.

The coach gets on me and tells

me to shoot."

His fifteen point performance

in the Siena game was medicin-

al. "I really needed that game,"
he sighed.

As for the future and the St.

Joe's game Dick spoke with def-

inite conviction. "We're going

to beat 'em. Darn straight we're

going to beat 'em!"

Has To Relay
Coach Severance says of Kam-

inski, "He is a strong, solid ball-

player. We have definitely

needed him, and he has come
along tremendously. At times

he overplays and gets tight. He
has to learn to relax out there."

Kaminski's best shot is his

jumper, but he also can shoot

a potent stab and is as good a
driver as there is on the team.

He possesses near perfect body
control. Against Penn he whip-

ped toward the basket, Huggard
shot him an eye-level pass which

he flicked in with incredible ease

and coordination.

Richie has to stop worrying
about percentage (his team-
mates could help). He is working
on his defense. He agrees that

he "wasn't getting back" against

West Virginia.

Captain George Raveling em-
phasizes that Kaminski is "def-

initely the best shooter on the

team."

Richie is also the greatest cut-

up. He is a fast man with the

quip. When some unsuspecting

foil says "what" or "why" he is

quick to attack. ("Hot, open the

window") (Fly, take a plane")

On the last trip a waitress told

him that they haa, "scrambled

eggs." "Nice talk, he snapped.

This set off a team barb barrage

that had the poor soul shaken
and wondering what she had
done.

Many TalentH

He is "best shooter," "team
jester," "champion cutter," and
the scourge of all waitresses.

On Villanova's team of split

personality boys and paradoxi-

cal characters Kaminski is on
one hand—a quiet man of the

court, and on the other hand

—

the kookie kid from Jersey City.

'Mural Cagers In Action

Intramural Teams Get Set

For Final Weeks of Play

Courtesy of Philo. Inquirer *i^||@t'" «f«^^ ^ '* ..#»

Dick Kaminski in one of his many poses.

by Hank Schultz

Intra - Murals at Villanova,

under the supervision of Ed
Greisz, have continued on their

merry way, pausing briefly for

the Christmas and Semester vac-

ations.

As the basketball teams re-

sumed play, they were notified

of new schedules. Although a

few leagues are still inactive,

most teams are back in action.

One team showing no rustiness

from inaction was the "Horse's

Aces" (correct spelling—ACES),
soundly beating the 7-11's, 96-

37 in the 4:30 Alumni league.

In the same league, Alcatraz A.

C. defeated Charlie Co., 40-28,

and the Canucks forfeited to

the Dukes. Monday's action in

the 6:30 Alumni league saw Sim-

pson's Nats best Lola's 79ers,

48-39. The next night, the Mali-

bu Five took on the Allen All-

Stars, and came out ahead, 63-

53. Further action in the same
league saw the Islanders take

the Junior C. E.'s, 74-50.

Missiles—Shoot Down Bravo Co.

In the 7:30 league, the Mis-

siles outscored Bravo Co., 82-75,

A.H.A.C. defeated the Narragan-

setts, 60-53, and Able Co. bowed
to the Belly Dancers, 50-24. Ac-
tion is scheduled to continue up
to March 3, when the league

leaders will be announced, and
play-offs will start.

Turning our attention to soc-

cer and another revised sched-

ule, we find an almost complet-

ed season. Ed Cireisz has hopes

of announcing the winners with-

in a week. At the present time

leadership is being fought for

by Frank Murtha's U. N. All-

stars and Jose Oliver's Mambo
Kids.

Another activity nearing com-
pletion is the Bridge tourna-

ment. The leaders are playing

for the top spot, and Clreisz in-

tends to announce the winners

in the very near future.

For the past two months, the

Rosemont lanes have been the

scene of much action as the

teams comprising the three

bowling leagues competed for

lead. Now action in this sport

is almost over, and once again

comes the promise of announce-

ment of the winners within a

short time.

Sack of Troy •X''i'Jl^f^'^^'^'M^\•'^y^^yyyyyyy••^^
By Tom Troy w

Villanova CageS Ad^st Loyal and Ardent Fan
Strano—on Basketball (

A few weeks ago, Chris Con-

nor was scheduled to make it on

the vocal over at the Red Hill,

so I decided to cross the stream

and see what was happening.

Chris didn't swing, but the even-

ing wasn't too bad, for I ran

into Victor Strano, and he

swung—on basketball.

You know Victor—'he's the

little guy with the short black

hair, wears glasses, always looks

a little worried, hops from one

table to another in the pie shop.

I first saw Vic Strano on the

P&W coming to school one

morning. I was a fresihman, in

school only a few weeks, but

I immediately" discerned that he

was an unusual person.

Because, you see, Victor was
in the Engineering School at

that time, and while all the other

engineers discussed last night's

homework problems or buried

their heads in a textbook, Vic-

tor talked sports. Victor talked

sports from 69th street to Villa-

nova.

Yes, Victor is unusual, but a

Victor Strano

person who is Number One in

any field is necessarily unusual.

And Vic is Number One—The
Number One basketball fan

at Villanova.

Vic has been at Villanova for

five years. (He lost time when
he transferred from the Engi-

neering to the Arts School).

During that time he has seen

every Villanova basketball game
played at the Palestra or in the

Field House. He has travelled

often, witnessing many games in

New York. (This year he's

journeyed to Princeton and New
York).

He follows the summer lea-

gues in which Villanova partici-

pates, he watches practices, he

reads every paper or magazine

that mentions Villanova. But

more than all of this, Vic talks

Villanova basketball.

He readily admits, "I could

talk basketball all day. I've

taken dates to games, and talked

of nothing of basketball going

to, during, and coming from the

game."

As you may imagine, Mr.

Strano has by now, become
thoroughly versed in the game.

He doesn't keep statistics, but

he does know many of the finer

points of basketball.

Victor rates Jim Huggard as

the finest player he's seen at

Villanova (while he's been in

school here) because "he has

more confidence in himself than

any other player I've ever seen."

When asked about spirit, the

most spirited of them all gives

a succint, articulate answer that

goes to the heart of the matter:

"The spirit at Villanova has al-

ways been in proportion to the

way we played. This year the

si»irit's great for two reasons:

the football season was so bad,

and the team's winning."

Vic violently condemns the

"Manhattan Incident": "The
only people that get hurt are

the good fans. Whenever I see

anything like that, I exit in a

hurry. I don't dig that jazz."

Victor doesn't limit himself

to just basketball; he is also a

great football fan. He has seen

every home game and has gone

to Boston twice and West Point

twice.

As a matter of fact, football

may be a big reason Victor

came to Villanova—not to play,

but to watch his favorite, Jim

Grazione. Like Grazione, Victor

graduated from Southeast Cath-

olic High (Now Bishop New-
man) in Philadelphia, then came
to the Main Line.

But old b-ball is really Vic-

tor's meat. He loves the game
and the Villanova team. This

is probably the reason he disa-

greed with much that this writer

said about spirit some time ago.

He feels the spirit of the fans

is very important.

If all fans had the same spirit

as Victor's, I would agree. But
few can match him for undjring

loalty to and love of Villanova.

When the Palestra is burned, I

hope Victor escapes.
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Sneak N.IT. Preview At Palestra
^^Bomb Blitz Against Pitt

Satcli * CoU SpellsDoom

Hubie's Up

by Dan Grove and Jim Murray

outside the Pales- jumped out to an early 6-0 tead,

and were never threatened after
the Panthers closed the gap to

It was 21

tra last Saturday night while

inside the Villanova Wildcats
shot just. 21%. The games high
was 62 scored by New York
University while Villsioova rose

:';only to 50. '<::';'.''.;•::/-'

Weatherman ^ V ,• coach Al

Severance pointed out that "In

all my years coaching I have
never had five men with this

much potential (all five starters

are averaging on double figures)

get cold on the same night."

The coach continued, "Therein
lies the story—it was just one
'of those nights when you watch
hot one but five and six shots
go up and come down every
place but through the hoop".

Violent Violets

The Violent Violets, from
New York, were paced by their

captain, easy Tom Sanders. He
scored twenty-five points, snared
twelve rebounds. He was 8-17

from the floor and 9-13 from
the foul line.

Rather than say that Vil-

lanova took 85 shots to N.Y.U.'s
50 or the Wildcats outbounded
them 61 to 5 we'll just leave
the statistics alone.

N.Y.U. started off slowly
waiting for the good shot, built

up a ten point lead at halftime
and held on. Villanova came out
of their zone for the first time
this year and looked good in a
press but just couldn't sink the
shot once they stole the ball.

Bench Beautiful
George Raveling and John

Driscoll fouled out, but Tom
Samulewicz and Dave Severance
did more than fill the gap.
Smooth Sam was most effective

on the boards where he grabbed
13 rebounds. Dapper Dave hit
2-3 from the floor and 2-3 from
the foul line for clutch points
when Villanova made a final bid
to catch the Violets in the clos-

ing seconds. Bob Liberatone had
a pulled muscle from the Pitt
game and saw limited action.

•Jimmy Huggard, Hubie White
and Richie Kaminski were all

over the court stealing passes
and setting up plays but were
back to the final incident the
ball didn't go in.

The 'Cats never stopped hust-
ling, but the boys from New
York scored when it counted
and held off the 'Cats when the

going got close. I think it's safe

to predict that it is the coldest
Saturday we're going to have
this winter—and I'm probably
right, because I'm not a weather-
man.

Villanovo-Pitf
Villanova'a well -traveled

Roadcats returned to the friend-
ly confines of the Field House
Thursday night to find it be-
decked with the names of their
16 victims to date, then went
on to chalk up number 17 for
the widly partisan and publi-
cized V.U. crowd.

Their victims were the Pitt
Panthers, a big, but sometimes
bewildered, bunch of cagers.
They were bewildered by Hubie
White's tremendous spring and
reflexes, Jimmy fluggard's fan-
tastic driving shots and dogged
defensive play, and George
Raveling's perfect timing on
tap-ins.

Ooach Al Severance's charges

10-7.

Tweedy Scores Early
"Tweedy" Driscoll got the

'Cats rolling with two early bas-
kets, and from there on in it

was number 17 hanging from
the balcony. The half ended
with the 'Cats up by 16 points:
38-22.

The Blue and White started
the second half with a cold
streak, but Pitt didn't capitalize

on it. When the N.I.T.-bound
'Cats finally got hot it was only
a question of how much the
final margin would be.

The H-Bombs (Hub and Hug)
ignited the spark that singed
the Panther's tail and set off the
rest of the potent Main Line
arsenal.

H-Bombs Explode
Hug stole the ball twice and

got two quick field goals. Hubie
hit on a jump and a follow shot,
and then it was Katy bar the
door. With about eight minutes
remaining. Severance started
clearing the bench. He put in

everyone but Bill Penney, who
has an injured ankle. When he
took the H-Borabs out, first Hug
and then Hub, the fans gave
each a standing ovation.

The substitutes gave a good
account of themselves; partic-

ularly Dave Severance, who had
two field goals and five rebounds,
and Joe Walsh, with 2 field goals
and 2 rebounds.

Statistically, the 'Cats hit

ii% of their shots (32-73), and
they collected 54 rebounds. Hu-
bie White led in both depart-
ments with 23 points (9 for 24
from the field) and 13 rebounds.

Pitt Coach Lauds 'Cats
In an interview after the

game, Pitt Coach Bob Timmons
said "Villanova has a darn good
club. With the possible excep-
tion of Ohio State and West
Virginia (no perspiration here,

they are in that other tourna-
ment), they are the best we
have faced. Huggard and White
are tremendous.

Besides them, you have three
other guys who are real threats.

Your ball club should beat St.

John's off the boards. I sure
would like to see Hubie White
and Tony Jackson play each
other. .,; :''.'-^,:^'-.;

"No, I have no excuse for my
boys, they just met with a much
better team. We were playing
'Button, button, who's got the
button' with the ball, and Hug-
gard and White sure got a lot

of buttons."

One Pitt player had this to

say, "That Hubie White is going
to break loose sometime and
when he does, the scorekeepers
are going to have a hard time
keeping up."

In all, it should have been a
good warmup for things to

come, namely, St. Bonaventure
tonight. Wake Forest, Toledo,

St. Joe's, LaSalle, and the
N.I.T. No breathers from here
on out In the next few weeks,
the 'Cats get a chance to add
some name teams to their al-

ready impressive list.

The heck with Cape Canaver-
al. Let's just make sure those
H-Bonnbs keep firing right

Hubie White (14) easily outjumps and outreaches taller Pitt
opponents Id a rebound effort Villanova easily thumped Panthers
76-49.

Trgck Team— Inquirer Games

Mile Relay Team Sparkles
Clicks Off 3:17 In New York

by Mike Donahue

Villanova's once beaten mile
relay team was the only winner
for Jumbo Jim Elliott's thinclads
in indoor track activity last

weekend.
The fleet foursome of Otie

Drayton, Nick DeAngelis, Joe
Manion, and Bob Raemore
smashed the New York A. C.
meet record of 3:17.9 by almost
a full second as they raced to a
3:17.0 victory over Morgan
atate on Saturday night in Mad-
ison Square Garden.
Tnis was the 'Cats only 'point

showing' of the night as soph,
swifty Frank Budd scratched
himself from the 60 yard dash
because of a muscle pull.

Two Mllers Fourth
Another usually reliable point-

getter for Elliott, his young (all

sophs) two mile relay team, was
nelegated to a fourth place be-

hind Holy Cross, Georgetown
and Duke.
Holy Cross winning time was

7:42.8 At the Minrose Games
in January the 'Cat half milers
in upending Yale covered the
two miles in 7 :40.0.

Leon Pras, sophomore hurd-
ler, also failed to score Saturday
night. He failed to qualify for
the finals of the 60 yard hurd-
les won by stockily-swlft Hayes
Jones who also won the 60 yard
dash, to achieve his second
(double) in two nights.

Jones Nips Budd
Jones first sprint-hurdles wins

were achieved last Friday night

in the annual Inquirer Games
meet heid in Convention Hall at

the direct expense of two of El-

liott's men.

The Eastern Michigan 'mitey
but migiity swifty bested 'Cat
comet rrank Budd in the finals

o<f the 50 yard dash in 5.4 sec-

onds after Budd had qualified

for the finals by handily defeat-
ing indoor IC4A champ Paul
Vvinder in the identical time of

0:05.4.

Jones' victory in this heat of

the hurdles event knocked 'Cat
obstacles Pras out of the finals.

The sprint event also had
Drayton as an entry for only
the second time this indoor sea-
son. Drayton failed to qualify,
however, as he placed a dubious
fourth in the heat won by Jones.
From a distance it appeared as
though Drayton had captured
second handily.

No Photo-Timer
The placing of Drayton irked

Elliott into leaving his seat and
questioning the official decision.

(Unlike their New York
counterparts the Inquirer offi-

cials used no photo-timer to spot
the places in the closely bunched
dash and hurdles finishes.)

Other varsity competitors in

Friday night's meet were Rae-
more in the Sage 600 (fourth);
the victorious mile relay team
(3:20.3, a meet record) and the
two mile relay quartet (second
to Manhattan).
The Sage was Raemore's first

go at the 600 this season, llie

bespectacled soph managed to

stay with the leaders, Frank
Bowens and Josh Culbreath, for

the first half of the race despite

a bump on the second turn of

the first lap.

Raemore Tires At End
However, he seemed to be

straining over the last 150

yards. This is not unusual since

Raemore is more used to run-

ning 440 yards and under.

Later in the evening he had

"enough left" to come back and

anchor the mile relay quartet,

winning by a full 30 yards in

the meet record time of 3:20.3.

The time might have even

been better if the fleet four had

had more than one team push-

ing them. Unfortunately Mor-

gan State was unable to finish

the race as leadoflf man Lawson
Smart took a nasty spill on the

second turn of the first leg.

Their defection left only Man-

hattan to challenge the Wild-

cats.

'Cats Easy Victors In Mile

Drayton jumped off to a

slight first quarter lead. DeAn-
gelis then opened up the lead,

Manion added a few more yards

to it and Raemore came on to

waltz home far ahead of Man-
hattan's anchor man.

DeAngelis for the second week

in a row, abandoned his usual

anchor man role on the two mile

relay quartet to replace the in-

jured Bobby C:k)fllUl who is nurs-

ing a metatarsal injury.

(Continued on Paire 10)
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Cats Tangle With

Wake Forest Next

Monday In Dixie |
St. Bonaventure's high-rank-

ing "Brown Indians" roar into

the Palestra tonight to take on
the twice-beaten Villanova
"WUdcats."

This game will be an import-
ant factor in deciding the fur-

ious race for Eastern supremacy.
The game is a particularly

glamorous one in that besides
having telling effect on the rat-

ings, it will also match two
teams that have been accepted
to the National Invitational

tournament. Villanova was the
first team to accept a bid, and
Monday afternoon the Bonnies
followed suit.

Bonnies Tough
The Bonnies have a 13-3 rec-

ord and have won ten games in

a row. They are led by 6-5 jun-
ior Tom Stith and his brother
Sam (6-2). Between them they
have averaged fifty points a
game. Tom, an All-American
prospect, has hit for an average
37.1 points a game to place him
second in National scoring be-
hind Oscar Robertson.

St. Bonaventures greatest vic-

tory of the season came when
they tumbled Providence (an-
other NTT e«try) in three-over
times. They have lost to Cincin-
nati, Santa Clara, and Xavier.

This is a '^ust" game for the
'Cats, and a terrific chance for
the Bonnies.

f-t
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^Cats Sleek First Big 'Five Win Over Hawks
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Iffland and Isselmann

present presidential

candidates Nixon
and Kennedy. See

Page 5.
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St. Joe's student calls

Palestra fans various

type-depressives. His

letter is on Page 6.
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Three Profs To Conduct
Foreign Affairs Open Panel

"Prospects for European Unity—1960" will be the topic

for discussion tomorrow night in a panel program sponsored
by the International Relations Society of Villanova.

The discussion, open to all students, interested in current
world problems, will be held in the East Lounge of Dougherty
Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Dr. Fritz Nova, IRS modera-
tor, will open the program with
an introductory address. Dr.
Nova's introduction will be fol-

lowed by speeches dealing with
different phases of the topic.

Dr. Alexander Rudhart will

speak on "NATO—Its Meaning
Today." Mr. Francis Coghlan
will treat the economic issues in

a speech entitled, "The Euro-
pean Common Market and the
European Free Trade Associa-
tion."

The third panel member is Dr.
Henry L. Rofinot, who will speak
on "The U. S. Stake in European
Unity."

Panel Discussions
Following the formal speech-

es, Mr. Thomas Mentzer will
moderate a brief panel discus-
sion focusing attention on key
questions concerning European
unity. The final highlight of the
program will be a question and
answer period during whch the
audience will be able to direct
questions at the various panel
members. -^

All of tKe*^krticipants of the
program are members of Villa-

nova's Department of History
and Political Science.

Objectives of Talks
In commenting on the objec-

tives of the discussion, Pultorac,
a senior Political Science Major,
mentioned two.

"The first," he said, "is an
overall objective of IRS, namely,
to stimulate an interest in the
student body in the problems of
international affairs and to pro-
vide for the discussion of pos-
sible solutions to these prob-
lems." ;; :

,

"The second objective is to

dispel a feeling among some stu-

dents that faculty members gen-
erally make themselves unavail-
able for student functions.
Pultorac said "I believe this pro-
gram will demonstrate that our
professors are more than willing

to cooperate in the success of

student affairs."

Josept J. Pultorak, president
of IRS, has been busy for the
past few weeks with overall

pieparations for the production
which, as far as he knows, is a

Villanova first.

Lending assistance on more
specific points are Bill Celentano
and Bruce Sturm, co-chairmen
of the publicity committee. Both
are seniors in the Arts division,

and Sturm is also vice-president

of IRS.

In charge of the reception

committee are Judith Ann Bus-

chetti and Marlene Kovacs, both

Freshman Nurses. This commit-

tee will provide an assortment

of brochures, periodicals, and
current news bulletins relative

to international affairs.

Joseph Perozziello, Sr. Fi-

Ceghlan

Rudhart

nance major, is handling all the

photographic work for the pro-

ject. Also of invaluable help in

the overall formulating of plans

and ideas, are Frank Brennan,

Secretary-Treasurer of the so-

ciety, and Larry Ruth, both

senior Political Science majors.

The program will be broadcast

over radio station WVIL, and
invitations have been sent to

international relations clubs of

some of the local colleges and
universities.

Student Coundl Schedules First

Annual Student Body Dance Fri.

Seminary Guild Plans

Pops Organ Concert
The Augustinian Seminary

Guild presents a poips organ
concert featuring Ralph and
Buddy Bonds, Epic Records
stars, on Sunday evening, Feb-
ruary 28th At 8:00 p.m. in the
Villanova Field House.
The Bonds brothers, who are

currently appearing at the Hotel
Roosevelt in New York City, re-

side at 1513 County Line Road
in Rosemont.

Host Committee

Plan Passed By

Student Council
A plan for a Student Host

Committee, which would be

formed as a student aid to the

Administration, faculty, stu-

dents, and alumni, has been pas-

sed unanimously by the Student

Council.

"The committee would act as

a good-will agency from the

Student Council and student

body to visitors to the Villanova

campus," said John Drees.

Improved Handling

"We've done some research on

the matter and have discovered

that the steady flow of visitors

to the campus cannot be handled

solely by the Administration,"

Drees continued.

"However," Drees pointed out,

"this group's functions are not

intended to coincide with the

treatment of the guest program

of any specific societies on cam-

pus uiiless specifically request-

ed. '•;• V ^'^

'.;
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According to Dress the com-

mittee will have at least three

functions

:

1) To be at the disposal of the

administration, faculty, and
alumni to assist in the wel-

coming and touring of visi-

tors,

2) In situations where the ad-

ministration feels that stu-

dents alone could entertain

a group, the committee would

handle the visit from start

to finish, and
3) To assist various groups in

planning conferences on cam-

pus. '

"A great deal of the success

of this program will depend

wholely on cooperation of fac-

ulty and alumni," Dress stressed.

•The host committee is com-
prised of the following members

:

Mike Moran, Tim McNamar,
Chuck Kelly, Scott Harrison,

Dick Corsini, Chris Kelly, Anne
McCrea, Mary O'Leary, and
Harry Mitchell.

"I feel the Host Committee
will be a great asset to the

Council and the Administration

as a good will agency for the

University.

Varsity Debators

Finish Seventh

At King's College
The Villanova varsity debat-

ing team of Terry Stratman,
Frank McCormick, Joe Remy,
and Gene D'Aquilla, traveled

February 12 to Wilkes-Barre to

participate in the annual King's

College Debating Tournament.
The debaters finished seventh

out of some thirty teama from
all over the eastern United
States, registering an overall

record of six wins and four de-

feats.

National Topic

The tournament, which con-

sidered the national debate topic,

"That Congress should be given

the power to reverse the decis-

ions of the Supreme Court," was
a strength vs. strength setup in

which the winning teams in the

early rounds wer matched
against each other in the latter

debates.

The Villanova affirmative tecum

of Stratman and McCormick
won four of their five debates,

suffering their only loss at the

hands of St. Joe's.

Stratman also placed high on

the list of the top speakers of

the tournament, and he narrow-
ly missed picking up a trophy
for his efforts.

"The Hawk Fry" has been
announced as the theme for this
year's Student Body Dance,
sponsored by the Student Coun-
cil.

The dance will be held in the
Field House this Friday evening.
Dancing is from 9 to 1, and
music will be provided by "The
Finger Lake Five."

Selling Tickets
Joe Remy and John Volpe,

ticket chairmen, have been sell-

ing tickets in the Pie Shoppe all

week. Price is $3.00 per couple.
All proceeds received from

the dance will be matched by the
administration and put into the
Student Council treasury.
General co-chairmen John

Driscoll, Bob Benson, and Len
Carneghi have declared that, in
keeping with its name, the
theme of the dance will revolve
around the St. Joe's basketball
game scheduled for next Satur-
day.

Heads PubUdty
Tom Raymond, Student Coun-

cil publicist, will head the pub-
licity committee for the dance,
while appropriate decorations
are being provided by Carneghi.

This dance is another innova-

tion which the Student Council

is using to increase its newly
organized treasury. Earlier this

year the Council stated a pro-

gram of film presentations for

the same purpose.

At Senior Dinner Dance

Frank Boes, senior engineer, adjusts Vlnee Cnoeaiella't tie mi

tlie Senior Dinner Dance iKhkh was lield Satnrdsy night at the

Slieraton Hotel.
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Dear Friends (I hope): '
; •> ^

Recently, when I was looking over some items that I have not met in years, I found this

•book that is now at least 12 or 13 years overdue.
I do shudder when I think of what the fine could possibly be. Perhaps if I tell you that we

now have Hve children, you will let me off with three Hail Marys.
Nevertheless, I wanted to prove to you and myself the courage I have in returning the book.

I wish I were courageous enough to return it in person.

.'\- •^/'-
^:''''^'

':[':
\\'^^^^ Sincerely youTH,

' (signed)
::'''',.<
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Remedies Offered

For Arts Crisis
Granville, O. — (LP.) — Dr.

Blsiir Stewart, president of the

AFsociatcd Colleges of the Mid-

west, reconlly told an annual
Fjunlly Conference at Denison
University that there is a real

crisis in education as far as the

liberal arts college is concerned.

Three proposals Dr. Blair

Stcw.'ut considers essential to

improve higher education are:

(J) th:>t students be given more
rrsponsibility in the learning

j)!0(c.ss; (2) that colleges must
crilically and rationally study
different methods of both teach-

ing and learning to determine

if the large lecture situations or
small discu.ssion classes or a
combination is most effective;

and (3) that faculty time should
be used to its fullest advantage
and unnecessary work should

be eliminated.

1'topian College

Although Dr. Stewart felt

that the Utopian College pro-

posed in the Ruml Report is not
completely feasible at present,

he nevertheless advocated some
ot the basic principles and de-

clared that the report is valu-

able because it is provoking
thought and exploration of the
crisis in education.

Dr. Howell Speoks
On Prospecting Work

Dr. B. F. Howell Jr., head of

the Department of Geophysics
of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, has recently spoken be-

fore the Geological Society and
the National Science Foundation
class in Physical Geology.

Ride Service Shows
S\qn% of Success
The student ride service, an

innovation sponsored by the Stu-

dent Council, has gone into ef-

fect. According to preliminary

reports, the service has been a
partial success.

The list, which is posted on
the main bulletin board in

Dougherty Hall, has over 30
names on it. As suggested by
the Council, those who partici-

pate in the service either sign

up for riders or seek rides to a
particular point.

One drawback tliat has de-

veloped already is that there

are far more seeking rides than
those who want riders.

New York, and the surround-
ing Long Island and North Jer-

sey area, seem to be the popular
destination point. Connecticut,
Ohio, and Washington, D. C, are
some of the other destinations
on the list.

To Get
Mock Convention

Larry Ruth, president of this

.school's chapter of the Intercol-

legiate Conference on Govern-
ment, has announced that Villa-

nova has been chosen as the site

for a mock political convention
of the regional chapters of I.C.G.

The convention will be held in

Vasey Auditorium on Saturday,
March 12.

Delegates to this convention
will be I.C.G. mombers of Villa-

nova, Drexel, Haverford, Itnma-
culata, Penn, Rosemont, West
Chester State, and P. M. C. Vil-

lanova non-members, however,
are invited to attend and ob-

serve.

Ruth dded that the 150 dele-

gates, who will participate, will

represent well over 20,000 stu-

dents of the regional schools.

The delegates will have a two-
fold responsibility: that of nomi-
nating a presidential candidate
and also the Adopting of a bi-

party platform.

Sports Meeting

Jim Murray, spots editor of

the VILLANOVAN, requests all

sportswriters of the VILLA-
NOVAN (and any from any
other school) to attend a very
important meeting on Saturday
morning at 8:30 in the VILLA-
NOVAN office.

Butler and Romano Elected

To Freshmen Council Posts
Charles Butler and Michael Romano were elected to

freshmen posts on the Student Council last Thursday.
In one ox the quietest elections in recent years, the

"Voice oi Unity" party of Butler and Romano won out by a
fairly comloi*table mai-gin.

Runners-Up
Day-hop winner 'Butler, pre-med, had 238 votes to run-

ner-up Donald Pistilli's 195. The other candidates Joseph
Tate and John Duffy had 131 and 26.

Resident Romano, also pre-med, polled 253 ballots, win-
ning out over Robeit Kusek's 215. The other resident candi-
date, WUUam Noto had 119
votes.

Despite the relative calm of
the campaigning, a total of 592
votes were cast, a little more
than half of the freshmen en-

rollment.

Results were posted almost
immediately after the 4:00 p.m.
closing time. Elections Board
co-chairman Ron Magray and his

conunittee kept an-up-to-the-

minute count which was re-

leased almost immediately to the
candidates.

Bands Parade
One unusual feature on elec-

tion day was the four-piece band
of Butler's and Romano's which
paraded briefly at about 10:30
Another oddity noted was the

absence of campaigning outside

Alumni gym, the site of the

polls. The flow of voters was
somewhat scattered throughout

the day although there was a
brief rush about 10:30.

The perennial write-in candi-

date made an appearance in the

form of one William Armstrong
who finished in last place with

a tally of 1.

Both Butler and Romano will

oflicially take their places on
the Council tonight. Chairman
Tom Hoffman has already as-

signed them duties for the Coun-
cil dance this Friday.

World Record
Something to think atMut: the

world's record for producing
children is held by the wife of
Fedor Vassilef, a Russian. Mrs.
Vassilef, had 69 children, includ-

ing 16 sets of twins, 7 sets of
triplets, and 4 sets of quadrup-
lets.

Chuck Butler

Mike Romono

Ex-D.A. Tells Counsel Forum

Good Lawyer Must KnowThe Rules of Evidence
by Matt McCae

What makes the perfect District At-
torney ?

Mr. Theodore Smith, former Assist-

ant D.A. of Philadelphia answered this

and many other questions at the fourth

Student Council forum last Thursday
evening.

Learned In Law
"A perfect D.A.," he stated, "must

be a man learned in the law and pos-

sessed of a good working knowledge of

the rules of evidence.

"He must be a dedicated man of high

moral courage, but most of all he must
possess a good sense of balance.'* ;;„..

This latter condition is important, he
said, because the D.A. not possessing

: it will overload the courts with un-

; necessary jury trials. He will press for

; the strongest indictment or the highest

penalty and waste precious time of his

own and of the courts.

Smith was speaking to more than
fifty students who braved the vile wea-
ther to attend their forum.

Speaking with the ease and clarity

which his ten years in the Philadelphia

courts must have given him, Smith
gave one of the most interesting of the

forum series.

He stated in broad outline the func*

tiona and duties of a District Attorney

and revealed some of his practical ac-

tivities in our legal system.

Five Major Duties
;

The five major duties, as he stated

them are:

1. Prepare and issue Bills of Indict-

ment setting forth the charges against

a man.
2. Present witnesses to the grand

jury.

3. Prosecute for the state at all

trials.

4. Act in cases involving Habeas
Corpus.

5. Conduct Grand jury investigation

in cases of blatant corruption involving

city or local officials.

Favorite Case
Smith was eager to delineatis his

favorite case. During bis term of office

he became involved with the Lulubelle

Rossman murder case.

Lulubelle was found strangled in

room 1312 of a local hotel, taped up
and lying on a bed. Police investigated

and unearthed no clues.

Riding home one day on the PTC, a
friend began discussing a news item
about two men caught by police in Las
Vegas with $97,000. Following a hunch,
he recalled that Lulubelle was very
wealthy and often carried her money
on her person.

He traced the serial numbers of bills

found in her safety deposit box, and in

conjunction with Lbs Vagas police.

learned the money on the two men had
a strange relationship with the lady's

biUs.

A suspicious number of their bills

were in numerical succession to the
bills of Lululielle. "There was a fantas-

tic tie-in with the serial numbers." It

was a long, long shot which paid off.

"This case was exhilirating to work
on,'* beamed Smith.

In order to emphasize that a D.A.
must have a good knowledge of the
rules of evidence. Smith told tnis story

:

A farmer, while walking along
a country road with his cow, was in-

jured by a passing automobile. The
car had hit the farmer's cow, and the
animal, while falling down, had lashed
out and broken the farmer's leg.

Pat the Cow to Death
The owner of the car had asked the

farmer if he should put the cow out of
his misery, and the farmer said yes.

Then the man pulled out a pistol and
killed the animal.

The farmer sued the car owner for
damage.

"Did you claim injury on the spot?**

the farmer's counsel questioned.

"Well," said the farmer, "I was walk-
ing down the road—

"

"Objection," said the car owner's
counsel, and the objection was sustain-
ed. The court directed the farmer to
answer the question directly and not

go into the story as he was trying to

do.

But the farmer insisted on telling

the story. Twelve objections of the car
owner's counsel were sustained, but the
farmer repeatedly tried to tell Uie story
in his own way.

Finally the farmer's counsel, real-

izing that he was getting nowhere, re-

ceived the court's permission to allow
the farmer's story to be told.

"When the guy shot the cow," the
farmer stated, "he pressed the gun to
its head and kUled it. Then shifting

his gaze in my direction (and pointing
the gun at me), he asked ME if I were
hurt"
The farmer was awarded damages.

Might Have Lost Case
The point of the story was. the

farmer's lawyer, in his ineptness, could
have lost his client's case for him
through his improper knowledge of the
rules of evidence. Smith implied that
a respectable lawyer would have so
phrased his questions so that his cli-

ent's answers would not have provoked
objections from the opposing counsel.

In closing, Smith stated that more
than twenty billion dolUrs are lost be-
cause of crime, and that if crime goes
unchecked, it can destroy the entire
fabric of society.

"Good law enforcement is not
enough,'* he said, "good dtisenship is

also vital in the war against crime.**

«. i»
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Senior Queen: Sally Campbell

"Oh yes, it is the most excit-

ing thing that ever happened
to me." said Sally Campbell,

newly-crowned Queen of tlie

Senior Prom.

Sally, along with four other

finalists, had been selected by a

modeling agency from over

twenty-five contestants.

Graduated from Manor Junior
College in 1957, 21 year old

Sally, who majored in elemen-

tary, education is presently

teaching second grade at St.

John of the Cross School, Ros-
lyn. Pa.

This is not the first time

Sally has been crowned queen.

She was also queen of St. Joe's

Prep Senior Prom and runner-up
in the Atlantic City Beach Pat-

rol Contest.

Sally has been pinned to Jim
Osborne, Sr. Marketing major
for two years.

K
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Versatile DeAngelis

A 'Double Winner'

1

What seemed to be an un-

lucky break for Nick DeAn-
gelis at Bonner High School

turned out to be a break for

Villanova in the long run.

Fate led Nick to be one of

Villanova's top track men.

While at high school, Nick

was an All-Catholic half-back.

While practicing one day,

Nick broke his ankle. After

it healed, he decided to

strengthen his ankle by run-

ning. With constant practice

Nick developed into a state

champ in the quarter and
half-mile run.

Hard work pays many divi-

dends. Being a physics major
and running is no easy task.

However, it can be done, as

shown by Nick's 3.55 cumula-

tive. He has a semester high

of 3.75.

Nick was offered both a

football and track scholarship

to come here. He selected the

latter. Since then Villanova

has greatly profited.

Last year, he was a mem-
ber of the mile relay team
that took first place honors

all over the country. At the

Colosseum Relays in Califor-

nia, the team set a new re-

cord while defeating such

teams at Texas, Southern Cal-

ifornia, and S. M. U.

This year's mile relay team

is keeping pace with last

year's. The team has run "6

times so far and has set re-

cords 43 times. Two of these

records were set on successive

nights—one. at the Inquirer

Games and the other at the

N.Y.C.A. Meet.

Besides being an important

member of the mile relay

team, Nick has done just as

well in other track events.

Last year, he ran fifth in the

600 yard run at the A.A.U. in

New York. In this he ran

against such greats as Char-

lie Jenkins.

This year Nick has also run

anchor man on the two-mile

relay team. At the Melrose

Games the team turned in the

best collegiate effort in the

two-mile relay yet.

Nick has high hopes for the

Villanova track team. "Poten-

tially, we have the greatest

track team we've ever had.

For example, the mile relay

team has broken a record four

out of 6 times they've run.

It appears that although we
have some individuals, it'll be

DeAngelis

a team effort in the future."

He also expressed his in-

debtedness to Villanova. "I

feel that Villanova University

has as much, or more, to of-

fer than any other college.

The college offers the oppor-

tunity for the student to

develop himself. It's up to the

student to carry on from
there. For this, I'm greatly

indebted to Villanova."

Upon graduation, Nick

hopes to go into electronics

or some related field.

Agenda For Junior Week
Revealed by Bob Scalia
Announcement of a $500 gift

to St. John's Orphanage by pres-

ident Bob Scalia was the high-

light of the junior class steering

committee held February 16.

Scalia also outlined to the 32-

member group the tentative

agenda for Junior Week which
will run from May 2 through
May 9.

"Monday of Junior Week (the

2nd) as in the past is the day
set aside for Mother's Day,"
Scalia said. Chairman for the

first iunior week outing will be

Jim Strazzela and Bob Casson.

Covers Everything
Strazzela said that the price

for the day "covering every-

thing" will be, as in the past,

$8.50.

Tuesday night, May 3, the
Augustinian Seminary Guild will

present a variety show. "No en-

tertainers have been signed yet,"

Scalia remarked, "but the list

of possible acts includes some
very well-known personalities."

He added that the final selec-

tion of the performers is up to

the Guild "but that Father Kelly

(head of the Guild) will prob-

ably go along with our choice."

At present nothing is slated

for Wednesday night. In the
past Wednesday was an open
date on the Junior Week calen-

dar.

Local Trip

"However," Scalia said "I

Bob Scolio

think something might be work-
ed out on the line of a trip to

Philadelphia. Possibly the Phil-

lies are in town that night. If

not we'll also investigate the

possibilities of attending a play.

Tentative Chairmen
Scalia also has not decided

whether to make the Wednes-
day excursion a date affair or

restrict it to a stag outing.

His chairmen for the tentative

midweek event are Kevin Flynn
and Jim Caroon.
The annual junior-senior Muff

Day will be staged on Thursday.
A tentative list of athletic activi-

ties range from Softball and
basketball to pie-eating and a
three-legged race.

Muff Day Chairmen
Dan Kelly and "Tom Samuel-

wicz will be co-chairmen for

'Clique Control' of Council

Deplored by Merikangas
Jim Merikangas, Physics Club

representative to the Student
Council, fired a barrage last

week against the lack of true

representation in the Ck>uncil.

"The real power in this Coun-
cil is not in the hands of the

people, but in the small clique

that decides when the free day
will be (with the help of the

VILLANOVAN) ; which motions

will be passed and turned down,"
he said.

"After saying that the Stu-

dent Council dance will be reas-

onably priced in order to put the

motion through, the clique

caused the price to be double

the price of the Shamokinaki
dance price.

Control Funds

"The power to control the

funds of the new treasury is in

the hands of the senate. This

would be fine if the student's

were represented on the senate,

but they're not.

"The committee system is fine,

but if the committee is to be the

deciding voice, why do we waste

our time having a senate and a

congress ?"

He also expressed dissatisfac-

tion with the operation of the

Council's treatment of delin-

quent reports.

The Physics club and two
other organizations have lost

their voting powers for a month
because of failure to submit

monthly reports.

Deprived of Vote

"Several hundred people have

been deprived of their represen-

tation because of this," said

Merikangas. "The question is:

what purpose does this serve?"

"The members of the Frater-

nities and Societies committee

(which collects the reports)

were not called upon once to

look at one of the many reports

received, and not once were they
informed of any action to be

taken prior to its accomplish-

ment./ ::-,: :w.
'.-.'

"What is the justification for

having this committee at all?

The only constructive thing that

this committee did was to spon-

sor a meeting to discuss the fra-

ternity pledging system.

"Yet one man, the chairman,

has the power to remove organ-

izations from the Council.

Follojvs Blindly

"It's true that this committee
merely recommends to the sen-

ate, but so certain is it that the

senate will blindly follow its rec-

ommendations that the results

of the last senate meeting were
announced prior to the meeting."

Prof. Miller Writes
On President's Salary
"Who Should Pay the Presi-

dents' Salary?" is the title of an
article to be published next
month in the Journal of Accoun-
tancy by Prof. Robert E. Miller

of the Industrial Administration
Department.

In the article, Miller presents

an approach to the problem of

allocating overhead costs in

large firms. Businessmen, ac-

countants and economists en-

gage in considerable debate over
what constitutes a basis for dis-

tributing general executive ad-

ministrative expenses in an or-

ganization.

This basis must be equitable

and acceptable to the operating

divisions of the organization.

Miller has developed a method
of combining the "success"

(assets, investment and person-

nel) of a firm to determine over-

head distribution.

Muff Day. Commenting on
the choice of Samulewicz, Scalia
said, "We thought it would be a
good idea to have a well-known,
popular athlete to help run Muff
Day. We think Sammy will fill

the bill."

Friday night the Prom will be
held in the Field House. "We're
pretty sure of the band but the
announcement, which will be
made through the VILLA-
NOVAN, will be released later
in the semester.

John Livezey, co-chairman of
the dance along with Bob Red-
mond, said that the theme has
been decided but will be an-
nounced at a later date.

The dinner dance, will be held
Saturday night May 7 in the
Broodwood Hotel, Tim McNar
mar, chairman of the affair,

stated.

"Ticket prices, band, and se-

lection of a theme, if there be
one, have not been decided as
yet," McNamar remarked.

Bruce Sturm Is

Named Chairman

Of Shamokinaki
The Eighth Annual Shamok-

inaki Dance will 'be held in the

Field House on Friday evening,

March 11. Since its inception in

1952, the dance has been one of
the social highlights of the Uni-
versity.

Shamokinaki is the only social

event of the Lenten season a**

Villanova. Its proceeds will go
toward the support of the Au-
gustinian missions in the Far
East.

Sturm Chairman
Acting as moderator for the

affair, Rev. Joseph Burke, OSA,
has appointed Bruce Sturm, sen-

ior Arts, as general chairman.
Sturm will supervise the com-

mittees which handle the vari-

ous aspects of the dance.

Tickets will go on sale tomor-
row in the Pie Shoppe at $1.50

per couple; after March 8, the

price will be increased to $2.00.

Sturm urged all students to pur-

chase tickets whether they in-

tend to attend the dance or not.

"This is an extremely worthy
cause," he said, "and everyone
should support it."

Villanovans Play
Music for dancing, which is

from 9 to 1, will be provided

by the Villanovans, and refresh-

ments will be served. Following

tradition, an oriental theme will

be employed.

"In keeping with the recent

trend toward interest in the Far
East," Father Burk declared,

''this year's decor will be much
more elaborate than in previous

years."

i'
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Theatre Looks Up
'The state of theatre at Villanova is in

a crucial period of liux. The situation is stiil

tar trom ideal, but it is improving. And it

must improve because theatre is 'an import-

ant cultural outlet on campus.
In the past the responsibility for Villar

nova drama was spread too thin. It all fell

on the shoulders of one man. It was impos-

sible for this one individual to do a competent

job in each of his many endeavors. Therefore

something had to suffer.

While the responsibility still falls heavily

on one man, it is no longer solely on him. A
gi-aduate assistant program has helped to al-

leviate some of the strain. An increased

graduate theatre faculty has also helped.

From the depths of inactivity last year

(the grads did not produce a single show in

their initial season) the grad department has

rebounded to make two favorable showings

with "Our Town" and last week's "Playboy

of the Western World."
The Graduate Theatre students should

make solid showings since what they are

doing may very well be their life's work.

There is little excuse for failure. So far, they

have not needed an excuse.

The undergraduates are also on the spot,

particularly since their last work proved to

be such a failure. They are under the same
authority and guidance as the graduates, and

it is hoped that they will meet with some of

the good fortune that the grads have. There
has been a greater use of discretion in choos-

ing their next play than was emploved in

selecting lihe overly ambitious musical. They
have selected Arthur Miller's "The Crucible,"

which seems within their means.
By taking solid steps, one at a time,

Villanova theatre will move up.

Magnifi
: ' ^: The Senior Class, under the jurisdiction

of president Ray Rafferty re.flristered an im-

pressive social triumph last weekend.

The Senior Weekend in years past, es-

pecially last year, had been approached with

attitudes of relative indifference. Even their

planners often considered the affair a "dying

effort," since seniors are allegedly supposed

to be accentuate the academic at the expense

of the social. And. according to reports, the

results of their labors looked every bit like

"dying efforts."

Not so this year.

Every effort was utilized by the Raf-

ferty crew to make this a memorable pirom

and dinner dance. The dinner dance especially

was felt by many to have been the foremost

social affai» in four years : far from a dying

effort. Rafferty is quick to lavish praise on

prom co-chairmen Tom McCoy and Jim
Foley ; and on dinner dance co-chainnen Jack

Heffeinan and Bill Heniy.
There was one dismaying note, however.

Whereas the post-prom plaudits ran into

superlatives, a large number of seniors de-

cided beforehand not to even give the prom a

try. These seniors had pre-judged the dance

as something of an, anti-climax to Junior

Week, not worth patronizing.

This was a gn'oss undei-stimation of sen-

ior class ability and initiative. Publicity and
planning were excellent, and such an attitude

was an inju.stice. • :

*

> This attitude, however, might have been

caused by one of the sales pitches of the

senior hierarchy: "A lot of time and effort

have gone into the affair," they said "and

in view of this, like the prom or not, the

class has an OBLIGATION to support it."

Nearly everyone rebels against attend-

ing an affair as a matter of conscience. On
the same token, no one has an obligation to

see "Solomon and Sheba" just because it

might have taken four years^ and $13 billion

to produce.

This approach, even thouflrh it was faint,

wasn't necessaiT- because the prom (and

dinner dance) was highly qualified to stand

on its own merits.

Last year's .Tunior Week* was a mnenin-

r^nt affair, wideW touted ps a c]fi9^\^ of frolic.

This year, the class of 1960 outdid itself.
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I Hoffman Hifs VILLANOVAN Speclalisfs

i^iii;ii^:;i;!iiliiiM:^ii^ by Tom Hoffmofi iiiii^Miil^iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

We, of the Student Council,

were extremely fortunate in

having the presence of the new
Feature Editor of the VILLA-
NOVAN visit our last meeting.

If you have a copy of last

week's paper, I refer you to the

feature page and an article on

a "novice's" impressions of our

student government.

It was very well written,

showing the unusual talent of

the writer, but I question his

intent, or has the VILLANOV-
AN taken it upon themselves to

"clean up the abuses of our

student democratic process",

single-handedly?

Right to Criticize

Certainly, I do not begrudge

the VILLANOVAN the right,

nor do I think that the Student

Council is above criticism, but

I question the validity of the

new Feature Editor's impres-

sions. >
It is interesting to note that

this writer clothed himself as

a specialist in student govern-

ment, after attending one meet-

ing, so that he could make
four more superfluous and in-

sipid complaints.

Any student can speak at

any Student Congress meeting,

and this editor was so moved
by the occaaion and the issue

upon attending his first meet-

ing of the Council, that he rose

to speak and was ruled out of

order because he did not speak

on the topic in question.

Is this the quality of the

VILLANOVAN'S specialists ?

It is unfortunate that the stu-

dent body can be so misguided
by the words of one so unvers-

ed!
But, have you ever spent

30 hours trying to put out a

paper? Wouldn't you want the

students to read your finished

Droduct ?

The VILLANOVAN staff

has accused some of the Coun-

cil members of assuming a

pompous attitude. I would like

to question the attitude of a

few that make up the staff of

our campus paper.

To the best of my knowledge

there are less than ten who
almost single-handedly put out

the paper. They get together

EDITOR'S NOTE—Page 7

one night a week to decide

what can be printed to catch

the reader's eye and make him
read it.

So they devote approximate-

ly V4 of a page to a picture of

the dilapidated stadium P & W
station and an article inform-

ing the students of the "earth-

shaking news" that it will soon

be renovated.

Forum Speaker

On the same page in one

small column they meekly in-

formed the students that

Forum was to have one of the

best lawyers in Philadelphia on

the next day.

The staff of the VILLA-
NOVAN is so limited in num-
ber that they have completely

stopped from "going out after

a story" and have concentrated

upon letting others come to

them with their news articles.

Then judging upon the read-

ability of the material they

make their decision to publish

it or reject it. They spend two

hours — for amusement, evi-

(ConUnued on Page 7)

letter To Tfce Cdlfor

Cheaters Skulk From
Hedge To Hedge
The muddy thinking on the subject of cheat-

ing, as expressed in the recent article in the

Villanovan, is utterly incomprehensible to anyone

who has the vaguest concept of honor. A cheater

is a sneak and a liar, who sacrifices his most

secret and sacred possession for a reward which

is, at its most valuable, paltry.

In Hamlet, Polonius, advising his son, says:

"This above all, to thine own self be -true, and

it will follow as the night the day, thou canst

not then be false to any man." Every man who
lies, who cheats, is, first of all, untrue to himself.

Abandoning the inner stature by whom men
of courage look every man In the face, he takes

the inner aspects of a snivelling coward. But
worst of all, he alone knows it. In his own eyes

alone, he abandons the posture of a man and
assumes that of the spineless cur which skulks

from hedge to hedge, timorous of its own sha-

dow.
Honesty Expected

The cheater lies. The work on an examina^
tion or an assigned paper is represented as one's

own work. There is no avoidance of this. The
Student is asked, under admittedly trying con-

ditions, to show how well he can answer certain

questions or resolve certain problems.

The submitted paper, whether signed under
the honor system or not, is represented as the

students response to the questions asked or his

solution to the problem proposed. No equivoca-

tion can avoid the conclusion that such a repre-

sentation, when cheating is involved, is a lie.

And a lie, small or great, despite the niggling

distinctions of self-styled moralists, is a detest-

able thing. '^y'^-:^.r::'h% .

If we have lied, those of us who value honor
are more ashamed of our cowardice in such

lies than of almost any other sin. A lie is a
coward's way; a lie is sheer funk.

Honor is a secret treasure. So it is, when a
man forsakes, even once, his own honor, he has
lost something; though no single other person

knows, he knows, and is a sorry thing.

The Marks of Man
Honor, courage, truth: these are the marks

of a man. If a man possesses these, what does

it matter if he be dull or slow or unlearned?

What does it matter if his skills be few? He is a
man whom men will respect and trust. His

word is better than a contract, and his friend-

ship, stronger than a wall. A university of such
men will have wisdom. An army of such men
will show strength. A nation of such men will

know victory.

Cheats do not even know what I mean. They
will not agree with me. Fine! I want more such

dissidents. Do not trouble me with your trifling

distinctions and trivial excuses.

I shall ignore you and stand in the company
of Caleb, who alone of a band of spies returned

true word of his mission; of Hector, noble and
slain; of Regulus, who was unconquerable as a
general and kept his word even to his enemies;

of Brutus, the noblest Roman of them all; of

Arthur Pendragon and Galahad; of Roland and
Richard; of Quixote and de Bergerac; of Ahab
and—^yes—John Oakhurst, the gambler of Poker
Flats.

Scorn of Threats
Kings and peasants, wise men and fools,

nobles and occasionally scoundrels, but men all

with a terrible scorn of cheats. Saints we are

noft, and well we know that a holy anchorite

could give a considerably better account of his

honor than we.

But we, too, are honorable men, and we
shall stand wHh our apocryphal hatchet in our
hand beside an even more apocryphal cherry

tree and remain, at the expense of everything,

honorable men.
by Rev. A. J. Mullen, O.S^
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"I Like Dick

By Foul IHIand

It is unrealistic to entertain any hopes
that Nelson Rockerfeller will be drafted, for
he doesn't want the nomination, and the Repub-
lican Party doesn't want him. This means that
Vice-President Richard Nixon will be the Re-
publican Party's nominee for the 1960 elections.

The scene in the Democratic camp isn't

quite as clear cut, but this is what I expect
to happen in Los Angles. The only thing Adlai
Stevenson will receive will be a few warm
handshakes for the sake of old memories.

Johnson Ruled Out
Majority leader Lyndon Johnson will be

ruled out for geographical reasons. Stuart Sym-
ington will be unable to convince the delegates

that the only issue of any importance is the

missile race.

Already, key Democrats in the Congress
have called President Eisenhower's defense
budget adequate.

This leaves John Kennedy and H. Horatio
Humphrey to battle it out. Both these men
seem to enjoy a certain amount of popular
support, and it is quite understandable in Ken-
nedy's case.

But the reason for anyone backing the
man from Minnesota escapes me. Humphrey's
political philosophy is thirty years old, and I

don't think that the country needs a new "New
Deal" at this time.

Differs With Harry
So, as much as I dislike disagreeing with

Harry Truman and Eleanor Roosevelt, I pre-

dict that Kennedy will be the Democrat's
choice.

When the election finally arrives, regard-
less of the accuracy of the above prophecies, I

will vote Republican. The reason for my choice
is based upon the stand taken by the G.O.P.
on the following issues.

First, both the monetary and the fiscal poli-

cies of the Eisenhower- administration have
served as a needed curb on our economy and
should be continued.

These measures will be of even greater
benefit to our nation if the next President is

able to make the Democratic Congress realize
the need of even greater flexibility in the re-
strictions which now govern the refinancing of
the national debt.

Balancing Factor
Secondly, I feel that a Republican Presi-

dent will represent a greater balancing factor
in regard to the growing power of organized
labor in politics.

And thirdly, I am in complete agreement
with Secretary Benson's proposals for solving
the farm problems.

There are many other issues which must
be faced in the next four years. Our next presi-
dent will be forced to handle such problems as
the situation in Cuba, the position of Russia,
and the stand taken by the Warren Court.

And it is my belief that adequate solutions
to these problems can only come from practical
Republican leadership.

¥SS'&^%%W:%W;%::::W:::::::::XW^^^
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Vice Pratklent Nixon

Senofor Kennedy

Nixon vs Kennedy
"Givt Mt Jack"
By John fssofmonn

In a few months the Republican and the
Democratic Parties will nominate their choices
for the lyesidency. The Republicans have virtu-
ally selected their candidate, Richard M. Nixon.

The only contest they will have will be
over which delegate will pick up the dinner
tab. The Democrats, on the other hand, haven't
the remotest idea who their candidate will be.

Democratic Picture

The Democratic picture looks something
like this. There are five men currently men-
tioned as possible candidates. Three of these,

Senators John F. Kennedy, Lyndon B. Johnson,
and Stuart Symington, are given the best
chances to win the nomination.

The other two, Senator Hubert Humphrey
and twice-candidate Adlai Stevtenson, have no
solid support and should fall by the wayside
as the convention nears.

Most political observers feel that Kennedy
and Johnson will arrive at the convention with
about 450 pledged delegates apiece. If neither
of the two can acquire the 761 votes needed
for nomination, a compromise candidate, in the
person of Senator Symington, will be selected.

Symington Unlikely
Symington hasn't the support shown for

Kennedy and Johnson, but then again neither
does he have the enemies the other two have.

.
It is the opinion of this writer that such

a situation will not arise ; rather. Senator Ken-
nedy will win the nomination on the third or
fourth ballot.

If this does occur, the religious issue will

come into the picture. Even now the religious
issue has been injected into the campaign, not
by the Republicans, but by a few Protestant
ministers. It was individuals such as these that
helped kill off the chances of Al Smith in 1928.

Senator Kennedy has a number of qualities
that may reduce the effect of such an attack.
First, he is a handsome young man with a good
background and an excellent education. Sec-
ond, and most important, he is free from the
tinge of Tammany Hall.

It is the fervent hope of all good Ameri-
cans that the religious issue will be resolved
early in the campaign and that the real issues
of the campaign will be the only criterion for
the selection of our next president.

With this thought in mind, it becomes ap-
parent that only one man emerges that can
direct this country through its most trying
years.

Sound Judgement Needed
These next four years will call for sound

judgement, based on first hand experience, on
such subjects as our National Defense, Labor-
Management Relations, and growing discord on
Civil Rights.

Therefore, only one man can lead our coun-
try effectively for the next four years, and that
is John Fitzgerald Kennedy.
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Elvis Returns;

Store Stocks

Strange Supply
by nofolie ottirod

BERLIN . . . WAVE THE
FLAG! The big "E" is moving
out. Repatriation is set for
some time next month, the hip-
swinging, gyrating clown in

green will be cutting a new
record, "Rocking Ides of
March". Elvis, his guitar, and
the road make three.

PASS THE PILL . . . Feb-
ruary 6 was the night of the
Sorority Dinner Dance. The
Presidential played host to the
pig-tailed Villanovans. Crash-
ers were in the minority, but
T. P. Sweeney and friend made
the scene. The meal was good,
the drinks weak, and the even-
ing's entertainment centered
around affable, chubby Tom
and friend.

TAKE A NOTE . . . Pur-
chasing a notebook is no easy
task. Visiting the bookstore
one finds a gigantic display of
big, little, not-so-big, not-so-

little, and just plain medium
sized notebooks. But they are
not called just notebooks;
rather they are labeled "Leam-
Ease", "Cheat-Ease", "Eye-
Ease", Not-So-Ease" and other
similar titles.

In addition they appeal to

the style conscious since they
come tailored as two-holed,

three-holed, and four-holed

bindings. (Sorry, the one but-

ton rolls aren't the Vogue this

year with Hammermill Paper
Co.). Paper, that's the thing!!

Acquisition of plain white is

innpossible. The populcur spring

colors of light green, walnut
brown and baby blue give tint

to the pages this year. NROTC
students are not forgotten
since there are a limited num-
ber available with a solid Navy
blue decor. Also the student

who is just playing the role will

find comfort in the ten-cent

books with solid black pages.

The selection goes on and on.

We wonder what ever happen-
ed to the five cent tablet.

With that, Natalie bows out.

Remember you frustrated lov-

ers!!! If she doesn't kiss you

on the first date, make it the

last; .
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St. Joseph^s Student Decries Palestra Conduct
Editor's Note. This article tea*

written <is a letter by a St.

Joseph's College student. The
student, who understandably

wishes to remain anonymous,
is a psychology major study'

ing group behavior.

A few years ago, white at-

tending a basketball ^ame at

Penn's Palestra, I was greatly

impressed by the vociferous

support of the students for

their favorite teams, which
were busily engaged in uphold"

ing the honor and natural
superiority of their respective

schools.

Since that time, I have tried

to avoid attending Palestra

contests, except for the most
important. However, being

qomewhat of a sports enthu-

siast, I have, in the past year,

viewed a representative num-

ber of games.
Much to my chagrin, the oral

support was now accompanied
by animal gestures and music.

Monotonous Music
Someone once said that all

things are generated by the
combination of heat and mois-
ture. If this is true, then the
so-called spirit of our liberal

colleges must have been bom
from the combination of beer
and the irritatingly high tem-
perature in the Palestra.

Glassy-eyed students with
painted dates swing rhythmi-
cally to the capricious mono-
tone of a primordial chant.
Soon they lose all individuality

and become nothing but a force
pattern.

After this state is attained,

anything is possible. Defbris,

coats, hats ,and even shoes are
thrown; fights erupt. The only

one immune to this are players.

Winning Not Important
Furthermore, even coaches

participate, and as is evident

to anyone who reads the BUL-
LETIN, they are in no wise

ashamed of this participation.

What are the reasons for

this behavior? The true causes
are subjective and vary with
each individual, but what com-
monly serve as reasons are
merely excuses.

This behavior is not to show
appreciation of good perform-
ance, for I've seen the same
support given to a bad per-
formance. It is not an appecia-
tion of a winning team, since

most local colleges have estab-
lished better records in other
fields of athletics.

For example, Villanova has
what is considered (me of the
'best track teams in the coun-

try. How many students arie on
hand to cheer this fine team?
In this sport, the participants

sometimes outnumber the fans.

Why does this bedlam only
take place at the Palestra? The
Palestra merely acts as a focus.

Here one may become part of
the crowd, and under the pre-

text of school spirit, thrust off

all his pent-up emotion.
Varioos-Type Depresslvee
On entering college, many

men have had to give up cer-

tain pleasures and ways of life.

Consequently, we have a large
number of various type-depres-
sives.

One such type, is the repres-

sed rock and roll fan. He had
to give up such pursuits on
the surface, or else become a
pariah. To him, participation

is the re-establishing of a* way
of life.

Another type is one who is

a member of the ever-present
minority group, e.g., philosoph-
er, millionaire, American In-

dian. To him, participation
symbolizes defiance of his op-
pressors.

But now the college students
are not the only participants in
this state. Student support has
now become a way of life. The
ony requirement for entrance
is lack of intelligence, and
everyone knows that this is not
claimed exclusively by stu-
dents.

We now have the Hawks who
are boiler attendants, Cats m^o
are teamsters, and S^loreri
wtio are bank cleiloi.

There ii, of course, a solu-

tion to the problem. The Ad-
ministration should make
"Spirit Courses" compulsory.
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History of the Order
by Thomas Bfeimigaii, O.S.A.
and John Rotelle, O.S.A.
In the formation of any kind

of a society, be it a club, frater-

nity, or what have you, three
ingredients are absolutely im-
perative: people, some kind of
law or rule, and approbation.

In the sphere of religious

orders or societies the same is

true. When St. Ignatius founded
the Society of Jesus, commonly
called Jesuits, he followed the
same pattern. With the Augus-
tinians, however, it was quite

different

'Take and Read'*

Tolle, lege. Tolle, lege. Take
and read. Take and read. These
words were the turning point in

Augustine's life. With the utter-

ance of these words Augustine
took up and read the book of St.

Paul's Epistles.

What he found there is well

known : "Not in revelling and
drunkenness, not in debauchery
and licentiousness, not in quar-
relling and jealousy: but put
ye on the Liord Jesus Christ and
make no provision for the flesh,'

to gratify its desires." (Romans'
13:13)

Augustine's passionate love of
the flesh becaane a pure love of

God; his intellectual obstacles

and doubts were resolved. His
decision was made. He would
renounce his sinful life and the

world and enter the Church.
Sought Retirement

Accordingly, Augustine
sought retirement from the

world with his followers in order

to better know God. This con-

cept was his constant preoccupa-,

tion. Never did he envision him-

self as founding a great order,

to preach, or do missionary work
as did St. Ignatius.

His life was to be one of pray-

er and study in common with

his followers. He had in fact es-

tablished his community at Tag-

aste in North Africa for two
years when the needs of the

Church forced him to accept the

office of Bishop of Hippo.

With abandoning his monastic

life he added to it the active

duties of the priest. This is

roughly the pattern of the mod-

em day Augustinian—a combin-

ation of active and contempla-

tive life. However, this pattern

did not come down to us un-

broken from Augustine's time.

Paradoxically enough it was
broken immediately following

his death. His monks fled to

Italy, Spain, and Gaul (France)

to escape the barbarian hordes.

In their new homes they lived

an almost completely contempla-

tive life for almost 700 years.

Scattered as they were, inter-

course between them was prac-

tically nil so that during these

seven long centuries they lived

independently of one another

following the rule which Saint

Augustine had written for his

followers. Documentary evidence

of Augustinian life during this

period is sparse and infrequent.

Representatives Gather

In the year 1256 representa-

tives of the independent Augus-
tinian branches gathered in

Rome in order to unite them-

selves as members in the one

Augustinian Order under one

Superior General.

In this "Grand Union" of all

hitherto independent branches

of Augustinian monks following

Augustine's rule, the final re-

quirement of approbation by the

Church was accomplished.

Once again the Augustinians

coupled the contemplative life

with the active life as did their

founder when he became Bishop

of Hippo. The care of souls,

preaching, and missionary work
again became a part of the mon-
astic life of the Augustinian.

Augustine would never have
imagined that the humble be-

ginnings of his secluded life at

Tagaste and his monastery at

Hippo would one day become the

great order that bears his name
—the ORDER OF SAINT AUG-
USTINE.

"RINGS OF GLASS"
NEW CHOICE OF
DIGEST BOOK CLUB

The imaginative life of a girl

from the age of five until her mid-

dle teens is traced in Luise Rinser's

"Rings of Glass," the October

selection of the Catholic Digest

Book Club.

Author Rinser, who has produced

five other best-selling novels, lives

in the mountain country of upper

Bavaria which she describes with

compelling interest in her book.

Speers . . •

to return

next Issue

CAMPUS CAMERA
Do you think Villanova Ahould do away
Willi a oompulaory 1101160* activities fee?

Since there is no activity in
which the student is compelled to participate,
it obviously means that the student is compelled
to pay a fee for activities that are not compul-
sory and in which he might have no interest.
In my opinion then, payment of the fee is in-
compatible with the use made of it and is there-
fore unnecessary.

Tom Chambers, Arts '61

I think that it is unnecessary to have a com-
pulsory student activities fee. It seems that the
greater majority of students don't have an equal
opportunity to participate in all the school func-
tions It would be better if the students were
given 8L choice in this matter.

Larry Mozian, Psydi. *6l

It is unnecessary to demand an additional

expense of the Villanova student.

A compulsory fee for recreational and aca-

demic facilities seems to be more of a burden
than a gift, since many of the students do not
participate in the activities offered.

Dave Miirpliy, Psych. '61

&v:-:-:-:->:v:-;-x-i-t:-:*:-:-mmmmm
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AMERICAN MEDICAL VOLUNTEER
TELLS WHY HE'S IN INDO-CHINA

Dr. Thomas Dooley, 31-year-old

physician from the U. S. who has

set up a volunteer medical station in

Indo-China, describes his motive in

a national Catholic magazine as

simply: **To help people who 'ain't

got it so good.'

"

The October Catholic Digest de-

Dooley as a gregarious per-

son with a flashing conversational
••. • .

*.'

i
'*.

wit. .

:'..... ^,..,

He admits, says the magazine,

that his secret ambitions include a

house overhanging the ocean in

Santa Barbara, but "he has traded

his dreams for a hut in an unknown
village in Asia two miles from a

polluted river." He has a bicycle in*

stead of a convertible and he drinks

powdered coffee, though he'd pre-

fer bourbon.

Why? "A healthier world," the

physician says in the article, "is

more than worth the sacrifice. I

want to help (the natives) simply

because we are all one family under

Cod."

Dooley, a bachelor, says he*d like

to be a priest "if I felt I was half-

way worthy."

^
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New cigarette paper "air-softens" every puff!

Now even the paper adds
Salem's springtime fresh

"q0i>ss v <«
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Solam't amazing now
HMH POROSITY popw

"air-««ft«m" every pvff.

Invhibl* perewt openings

Mead {wtt the right amount of air with

ooch puff to give you a toflor, frothor,

ovon mor* flavorful tmoko.

«¥•
CrMt«d by R. X BanwM* TibMC* Canpany

fresh air in through the paper to make the
smoke taste even softer, fresher, more
flavorful. If you've enjoyed Salem's spring-

time freshness before, you'll be even more
pleased now.Smoke refreshed, smokeSalem

!

/IfOiyMOR£ WAN E\^R

An important break-through in Salem's

research laboratories brings you this

special new High Porosity paper which
breathes new freshness into the flavor.

Ekich puff on a Salem draws just enough

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

Salein rsfreshes your taste
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Hoffmoii mu VIUAHOVAN SpcckiHsts i
Second Grad Show Success

•y

mmmmrnm by Tom Hoffman

(Oontinued from Pacre 4)

dently — by attending a Stu-
dent Council meeting and en-

tirely neglect or overlook or
simply refuse to see the many
efforts of the Council that go
on outside the meeting.
Many on campus clakn that

their Student Council does
nothing, yet how can they ever
find out if our campus main
mode of communication is tied

up with the passing on of sup-
erfluous trivialities or continu-
al criticism. The last three
issues of the VILLANOVAN
seem to point out this trend.

Read the Product

But, have you ever spent
over 30 hours trying to put
out a paper? Wouldn't you
want the students to read your
finished product?

I would suggest to the VIL-
LANOVAN that they reevalu-

ate their own paper and decide

upon a definite policy, which
is more intent upon informing
the students of what is going
on at Villanova. They should
get out of their office and
search for the entire news and
not just the superficial aspects

of iEK>mething, or what seems
apparent to them.

I do not believe that the

paper should only print those

things which catch the readers'

eyes, but they should give a
true and accurate account of

what is going on at Villanova.

Probably, this condition

arose because of the apathy of

our own students. How can we
expect a staff Of less than 10

to do all the work of putting

out a high-caliber paper week-
after-^eek and not be hit by
the boredom of their position?

Donate Writers
In my estimation the student

body must help the VILLA-
NOVAN by donating more
writers to the staff. Extra-cur-

ricular activities are a vital

part of the college student,

and the VILLANOVAN pro-

vides an excellent opportunity.

In conclusion, I hope that

the new Feature Editor will

continue to come to our meet-

ing and try to find more about

our Student Council, so that he
may give a more accurate des-

cription of it in the future . . .

and possibly decide that it

does more than amuse him.

Ohvioaaly, we can't allow this

to pass without comment.
Mr. Hoffman blandly makes

use of the quote: the VILLA-
NOVAN has taken it upon
themselves to "clean up the

abuses of our student democra-
tic process."

The origin of this quotd isn*t

given, but it is falsely suggested

that Mr. Troy (or this paper)

has used it. In justi c e, the

Chairman might have clarified

this fact.

Council Publicized

On the contrary. Rather than

ever saying that the Council

method here has been abused,

this paper's columns have been

redundant with suppor t for

Council ventures.

The Council treasury and
forum program were seriofisly

backed, lest we forget. Council

meentings and projects are pub-

licized on the netps pages.
; ,

But the thing at which Mr.

Hoffman appears to chafe most

is not the seperate items of

Troy's criticism. He seems
rather to resent the fact that

"the new feature editor" has the

brazen audacity to level criticism

at the august Council.

Nowhere does he deny any of

Troy's points : 1 ) that the Coun-

cil appears too big amd unwied-

ly; 2) that delegates engage in

discourteous conversation during

addressess 3) that much trivia

monopolizes the agenda; 4 ) that

the meetings provide "entertain-

ment {not "amusement'* as Mr.

Hoffman states.)

Point of View
Troy's column made it clear

(to us, at least) that he was
writing it from one point of

view : that of an uninitiated out-

sider giving his first impressions

of meeting. He never pretended

to be an "expert in parliamen-

tary procedure."

Aa Troy said later, "You
don't have to be an expert to

recognize confusion wh^n you

see it."

The Chairman's condemnation

of Troy for speaking at the

meeting "out of order" certainly

won't encourage non-members to.

attend meetings (the announced
aim of the Council.)

Nowadays you muat be a par-

liamentarian to dare to try to

speak on the Council floor. If

you're caught OMt of order, you
7night be denounced in the

school paper.

Out of Order
It's appropriate to note that

five or six of the seasoned mem-
bers-in-good-standing were de-

clared out of order at the same
meeting.

(For being a "novice," Troy's

views were widely applauded by
more experienced observers.

Even a Council Vice-President

admitted that the column mode
legitimate points.)

We must also admit that Mr.

Hoffman has donated (in his

gladiatorial manner) an appreci-

ated dose of constructive crit-

icism of VILLANOVAN policy.

ATid we thank.him fox the left-

handed plea for journalism re-

cruits. There's no doubt in our

minds (as in his) that the

paper's quality would increase

with a substantial increase in

help.

And at his suggestion, we are

now even considering avoiding

anything to do with the P and

W station.

DEMAND CONTINUES
One of the greatest needs today

is a language spoken and under-

stood by everybody, and the time to

move toward establishing an inter-

national tongue is now.

That's what Mario Pei states in

the October issue of the Catholic

Digest.

The tremendous increase in world

travel and the even greater jump

it will take in the future are cited

among reasons for acting quickly.

How to accomplish teaching every-

one a common language? First, says

the author, let the nations of the

world appoint a commission to

•elect the language.

The Graduate Tlieatre De-
partment achieved its second
affirmative showing in two
trys with its production of

John MUlington Synge's "Play-
boy of the Western Worid."
The play was performed Thurs-
day through Saturday in Vaaey
Hall auditoriimi.

The show rallied from a
somewhat shaky opening to at*

tain highspots of warmth and
deliglit The openmg pantomine
scene, which is not in the pub-
lished version of the play, was
taken from Synge's original

script The idea of letting the
audience in on the hoax (to be
perpetrated by Christy) was a
good one, but the pantomine of
Old Mahon fell flat.

The acting was generally on
a high level. Once again Jeanne
Miclot gave an eloquent per-

formance. She lit up the stage
whenever she was on. Her per-

formance ranged from flash-

ing-eyed fire to shining ten-

derness.

Appealing Sineerity

She has the wonderful qual-

ity of being aible to be truly

moved, which in turn has a
definite effect on the audience.

When she was on stage the
play was at its best.

Owen Klein played the male
lead with finesse. He has pro-

gressed a long way, and he
ably handled the key role of

Christy Mahon. He proved
adept at board comedy; timing

his blank looks, double takes,

and comic expressions for good
effect.

His best work was in the

scene with Pegeen and Widow
Quin. His expressions of baffle-

ment and delight gave the audi-

ence some of its greatest
laughs.

For us, the most perfect

male characterization came
from Mike Tanney as the timid

suitor, Shawn Keogh. He pos-

by Tony Maddiii

Owen Klein, Jeanne Miclot and ofdier cast memliers dhat at
rehearsal of play.

sesses a real flair for comedy.
He was very humorous without
ever appearing strained.

As the bibulous father of
Pegeen, Dick Har^bei^er was
highly competent.

Winning Widow
Gilda Spurio was ideally

cast as the Widow Quin. Her
performance was admirable
and far superior to her prev-
ious work hi "Our Town."
Freshman Dick Mclntyre did

a creditable job as Jimmy Far-
rell. His ridiculously baggy
pants were one of the hits c^
the evening.

Kathy Harvey was the best
of the three silly girls.

Unfortunately, the play had
two unconvincing perfonmanc-
es. Tom Sines gave a damp,
humorless performance as Old
Mahon, Christy's "deceased"
father. He had vocal limita-

tions, and he did not show the
necessary strength and broad
playing that the part calls for.

In all fairness it must be
mentioned that Sines had been

ill days prior to the perform-
ance and it wasn't certain that

he would be able to go on. Still,

it appears that his was a case
of unfortimate casting.

limited Performanee

Robert Germer was weak in

his initial role as Philly Cul-

len.

We saiw the show on opening

night, and the audience was
surprisingly sizeaible despite

the bad weather. This turnout
was due to the department's
growing reputation, and sopho-
more English profs', efforts to
create budding Brooksea.

The mifleraft>le weather out-

side actually aided the show.
The rushing wind and rain

created a fresh effect

There were some imperfec-

tions hi lighting, aome uneven
playing, and some imconvinc-
in|^ stage business.

Despite these fanperfections,

the show had enougli bright

spots to provide us with a
thoroughly enjoyaible evening.

The talent and energy of the

group kept the winning streak

intact

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduatds In

PHYSICS

APPLIED MATHEMATICS
ENGINEERING MECHANICS
ENGINEERING PHYSICS |

AND
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,

ELECTRICAL, r

MECHANICAL, !

METALLURGICAL,
and NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING

March 7
App9ki^mtmH tlumfl^ Ini nmkIo kt pdvmc^ HirMigh your CoHago Macemant dlRc«

& WHITNEY AlRiDIIArr
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Sf. Bernard Along En ii t ii—;r

—

^ M • • w^ ^1 "• Russell Talks

Red Cross Recruiting Donors Now i To Phiios. ciub

m: Chauncey, the 8t. Bernard, seems unconcerned as Villanova

students sign up as blood donors.

The legendary St. Bernard
dog made an appearance at Vil-

lanova last Wednesday, but in-

stead of bringing the usual keg
of brandy, he brought the Red
Cross.

Accompanying the mythical
messenger of mercy were three

lady volunteers of the local

chapter of the American Red
Cross, here for the purpose of

soliciting blood donors for the

annual Bloodmobile visit slated

for March 9th and 10th.

Head of Group
Mrs. Milton Smith, in charge

of the group, commented that

the number of pledges received

this year is slightly higher than
last year's, but also added that

this is not necessarily indicative

of a greater turnout on the days
of the Bloodmobile visit.

Mrs. Smith said, "We usually

accept 500 pledges in order to

be sure of 300 donors." The rea-

son for this, she explained is

that many students who sign up
develop colds and cannot give

blood on the days assigned.

Any student who gives a pint

of blood is assured coverage of

blood needs for himself and his

immediate family for one year
from the date of his donation.

But, if the maximum number
of pints is received, which in our
case is 300 (150 pints is the daily

handling capacity of the Blood-
mobile), then the same coverage
is extended to the entire stu-

dent body.

Late Donors
Applicants who did not previ-

ously register will be accepted

by the Red Cross in the days of

the Blood-mobile visit, but these

applications will be restricted to

those students of 21 years of

age or over.

Those between the ages of 18

and 21 years may not donate

blood without the written con-

sent of a parent or guardian.

Jack Valva and Ed Scott are

working with the Red Cross in

taking pledges for the Villanova

drive. They have permission

slips available and can be con-

tacted at the Blood-mobile table

which will be set up in the Pie

Shoppe at various times this

week.

I

a.

A.S. Plan Dinner Dance
Accounting Society President

Bill Coyle recently announced
several events which have been
added to the Society's calendar.

Foremost among these events

is the annual dinner dance,

which will be held on April 23

at the Cynwyd Club. Music for

the dance will be provided by
the Esquires.

>;-•

Beth Alexander

Talks To Lit Club
The Literary Club and the

Opera-Classica Society jointly

presented a lecture by Miss
Beth Alexander, a senior Eng-
lish major from Brjm Mawr Col-

lege last Tuesday.
Miss Alexander in her lecture,

Airo • Americana Folk Music,

used recordings as well as her
own guitar and singing voice to

illustrate the various compon-
ents of the music.

Africa Music
She pointed out that the

American Negro drew heavily

from the music of his native

Africa in composing the relig-

ious work and blues songs that

flourished in the pre-Civil War
South.

It was during this same per-

iod that the Negro came to

identify himself with the Jews
of the Old Testament, waiting

for a Moses or a Christ to lead

him to a Promised Land.
Influence of Africa

The influence of Africa,

Christianity, and the South is

still present in contemporary
blues songs and is even felt in

modern poetry. Miss Alexander
aptly exampled this with a re-

cording of- Langston Hughes
reading his own poetry.

In conclusion, Miss Alexander
stated that, "The epic quality

and tone of the folk music ef-

fectively illustrates the fortitude

of the race in overcoming all

difficulties."

S.A.M. Shows Film On
Decision Malcing Thur.
The Society for the Advance-

ment of Management presented

a film from Ohio Oil Co. entitled

"You Decide," last Thursday.
The purpose of the film was

to stimulate the interest of the

members in relation to decision

making. Several problems were
offered in the form of decisions

that had to be made by top

management.
Following the film there was

a discussion concerning the de-

cisions made. This discussion

was led by president Tom Mc-
Hale.

SUBSCRIBE

TO THE

VILU^NOVAN

This is the B-52. Advanced as it

may be, this airplane has one thinji

in common with the first war-

ijalleys of ancient Ejjypt.-.and

with the air and space vehicles of

the future. Someone must chart its

course. Someone must navigate it.

For certain younjj men this pre-

sents a career of real executive

opportunity. Here, perhaps you

will have the chance to master a

profession full of meaning;, excite-

ment and rewards ... as a Naviga-

tor in the U. S. Air Force.

To qualify for Navigator train-

ing as an Aviation Cadet you must

be an American citizen between 19

and 26j^—single, healthy and in-

telligent. A high school diploma is

required, but some college is highly

desirable. Successful completion of

the training program leads to a

commission as a Second Lieuten-

ant... and your Navigator wings.

If you think you have what it

takes to measure up to the Avia-

tion Cadet Program for Naviga-

tor training, see your local Air

Force Recruiter. Or clip and mail

this coupon.

There's a place for tomorrow's

leaders on the -^ y >->-

Aerospace Team. I ^^

Air rorce
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
DEPT. SCL02
BOX 7601, WASNIN6T0N 4. O.C.

I am between 19 and 26</2, a citiien

of the U.S. and a high school graduate
with years of cotleie. Please
send me detailed information on the

Aviation Cadet program.

NAME.
I

I

I
STREET.

I

I

CITY.

COUNTY. -STATE.

'

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!
A General Motors representative will be on campus

A^RCH 3 & 4
Contact your college placement pMfe to arrange an interview.

sliapiiHj the course ofpower

..An hydraulics < >

G^m/tttA Motors engineers measure the

torque and efficiency characteristice of

torque converter blade designs with high

velocity fluid flow, using electronic

measurement devices to solve for un-

knowns in highly complex mathematic

design problems.

What's your specialty, your first love in

science and engineering? Astronautics? Auto-

mobiles? Electronics? Jet Power? Refrigera-

tion? Basic Research? YouMl find opportunities

in all of these fields and many more at General

Motors. Because GM is a company where you
and your talent can really go places. There's no
dead-ending here. You can go forward by work-

ing on a variety of challenging projects, moving
up through your division, and there's also a

possibility of moving across to other divisions.

Interested in postgraduate studies? GM pro-

vides financial aid. There's also a summer
program for undergraduates. You gain work

experience while vacationing from school.

Get the story on a rewarding GM career from

your Placement Officer or write to General

Motors, Personnel SialT, Detroit 2, Michigan.
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GENERAL MOTORS
QM poeitiorte now available in thcae fi«lde for men holding Bachclor't, Maatar'a and Ooetor'a dagrMa: Maettanical,
EJwtrical. Induatrial, Metallurgical, Chwnical. Aeronautical and Caramic Engineering • Mathematiea • Industrial
Deaign • Phyaica • Chemiatry • Engineering Mechanice • Buainesa Adminiatration and Related Fielde.

The Cassiciacum Circle will

hold a special meeting on Thurs-
day, Feb. 25 at 3:30 p.m. in the
K;tst Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Rev. Robert P. Russell, O.S.A.,
Chairman of the Philosophy De-
partment, will be the guest
speaker. The topic of his dis-

course will be philosophy and
philosophers.

All students who are interest-

ed in Philosophy are invited and
encouraged to attend. Refresh-
ments will be served at the con-
clusion of the meeting.

Ron Anderson, president of
the Philosophy Club, has an-
nounced that the club will fea-
ture panel discussions and out-
side guest speakers at its future
meetings.

The various subject-matters
which will be discussed at forth-

coming meetings will be: Philo-

sophy in the Modem World, The
Practicability of Philosophy, and

The Future of Philosophy in an
Economic World.

Arts Fntenity Pledging;

Curley HumeJ Medgemaster
Pledging activities for D.P.M.

t)egan last Thursday. Pledge-
master Terry Curley welcomed
the pledges and introduced the
other pledgemasters, Bill Cassin
and Bob Murphy. Senior advi-
sors will be Jim Merikanges and
Jack Daniel.

A revamped pledging system
will be put into effect this year,
accordingto President Tom
Labrecque. In cooperation with

Finance Society Plans
Trip To N.Y. Exchange
Bud Carlock, President of the

Finance Society, announced at

a recent meeting that the soci-

ety will take a field trip to New
York Stock Exchange on March
30.

The society memibers will

leave V.U. at 7:30 and arrive in

N.y. at 9:30.

Prior to the trip, the students
will be shown a picture on the
operations of the Stock Ex-
change.

Curley and a pledging commit-
tee, innovations will be made
which will be "^beneficial to both
pledges and fraternity," accord-
ing to Labrecque.
Anyone interested in pledging

the Arts fraternity may receive

application forms at 24 Sheehan
Hall.

In other activities, Mr. Francis
Coghlan of the History Depart-
ment, addressed the members at
a recent meeting.

Cursing Attacked
As National Habit
The United States is the only

civilized country in the world where
blasphemy is "part and parcel of
the everyday speech of men, women
and even children.'*

That opinion is expressed in the
October Catholic Digest.

"I am convinced/' Inez Robb
writes, "that blasphemy has become
a part of tlie American way and
that we Americans ciu-se as casually
as we breathe.*'

DIAL-log

Program Of
The Week

Word of
Hie Day

hy Dan O'Blara

During the week of Feb. 15,
Radio Station WIBG introduced
a new gjmmick as a public ser-
vice to its listening audience.

It is called the "WORD OF
THE DAY" and is designed to
familiarize the listener with
words that are commonly usedi
in the English language today.
However, they have a different

|

[meaning now than they did when
they were originally introduced

i

into the language.
{

The public service spots are
being produced for WIBG by I

WVIL in cooperation with Villa-

)

^
LUCKY STRIKE presewte

'^^etin/l^.litoo

Dr. Frood, Ph.T.T.

Degr Dr. Frood: Would you please ex-

plain Einstein's theory of relativity in

simple terms.

Physics Major

Deor Physics: Gladly. It is a theory. It

is about relativity. It was thought up by a

man named Einstein,

OBFUSCATED ENGLISH PROF,
FAILS TO FOOL F

Dear Dr. Frood: Very soon the major
corporations will be scouting the colleges

for capable seniors. They'll be offering

fabulous salaries, big titles, golden op-

portunities. Whom should I work for to

guarantee myself a secure future and top

income?
Capable

• !• i

(see below)

Dear English: You can answer that one
yourself. Simply put a match to a Lucky
Strike and puff.

fO» •^ c^

D«ar Dr. Frood: 1 wear button-dov^n

shirts. 1 wear grey flannel trousers. I

wear fine tweed jackets. I wear British-

made shoes. I wear thin striped ties. But

still 1 have no friends. Why?
Friendless

Dear Capable: Dad.

Dear Dr. Frood: Recently I saw this

slogan for Lucky Strike: "Remember
how great cigarettes used to taste?

Luckies still do.'' I wonder if the Lucky
Strike people realize there is a most seri-

ous obfuscation here. The modifier is

awkward. Docs "great" modify "taste"?

Or does "great" modify "cigarettes"?

English Professor

*o» *C^ *c*

Dear Dr. Frood: For many months I

have worked nights in the lab, develop-

ing the formula that I am convinced will

make possible the perfect crime. It is a
deadly poison that works externally,

rather than internally. To test my for-

mula, I have placed a large amount of
the poison on this letter that you are now
holding in your hands. Sorry it had to

be you, old man.

Wolfgang

Dear Wdlfgong: My secretary recehred

your letter. Now that there is no one to

care forthem,rm sending you her 14 cats.

Dear Friendless: Your ties mu$t be a

trifle too thin.

•^ fC* *C*

Dear Dr. Frood: My sociology Professor

says parents should be held responsible

for juvenile delinquency. Do you agree?

Soc. Major

Dear Soc: Only if they are tcry young.

^A. 7. Cm.

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE
MORE LUCKIES THAN
ANY OTHER REGULAR!

When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because
L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER I

Product cf

nova University's English Dep't.

Another conunerical station in

the Phila. area shared some of
WVIL's talent recentiy. WHAT,
an FM jazz station, had Joe
Zawacki of Jazz Suite fame as
its guest DJ on Sunday Feb. 14.

And speaking of DJ, Frank
Thornton, a Junior Arts man,
has returned to WVIL recently
with his edition of Waxworks.
Thornton started with the Sta-
tion back in 1967 as a "pop" DJ
and had one of the most listened

to shows on the air.

This can probably be attribut-

ed to his amicable personality

behind the "Mike" and his good
taste in "pop" music. Frank was
also responsible for introducting

"WVIL's Miss Weather Girl" to

the Campus listening audience.

Word now has it that Cabrini

College of Radnor, Pa. may soon
be added to the WVIL listening

audience. The Radio Club of this

college, headed by Miss Del
Sparboro, is now in the process

of raising revenue to have the

dormitories on their campus
hooked up on WVIL's closed

circuit system.

The fi^rls are raffling off a
Transistor Radio as one means
of raising this revenue.

Marketing Dinner

The Marketing Club's annual
Dinner Dance has *been schedul-
ed for April 24, at the Treadway
bm, St David, Pa. Price of tic-

kets is $7.00 per couple.

Other events discussed at re-

cent meetings of the Club were
future field trips to New York
and St. Louis, and the possibility

of a trip to the Scott Paper
Company. Also, numerous an-
nouncements from the American
Marketing Association were dis-

cussed.

TYHNO DONI AT HOMI
Nt«f. Accvrott.

,
./.^ll««t«Mble

i Maslftt 6-5711

NAItiY-MyBSON

bPp£R

)) ) > \.i . »

is mr middle nawu
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Tommy Gun' Rifles 'Cats
By Bad Simmonds

What started out to be the

comeback trail turned out to be

the lonesome road Wednesday
night at the Palestra, as Villa-

nova's Wildcats were defeated,

72-70, in a heartbreaker by N,

I. T. bound St. Bonaventure.

After the N. Y. U. disaster,

this game loomed as a big one

for the 'Cats in their quest for

Eastern basketball supremacy.

Led by Stith

Led by the 30 point sharp-

shooting of Tom Stith, the na-

tion's second leading scorer, the

Bonnies extended their win
firtreak to eleven games and their

record to 14 and 3.

The 'Cats John Driscoll put on
somewhat of a shooting exhibi-

tion himself by pouring in a
scorching 13 for 21 from the

field for a career high of 26

points. Hubie White contributed

his usual workhorse job with 16

points, 15 rebounds, plus a tre-

mendous defensive job on Stith,

the Bonnies' Ail-American pros-

pect.

Although Stith the younger
was the high point man for the

gamae, sub Bill Connery W€U3 the

man of the hour (or at least 40

minutes) for the visitors. The
six foot one junior threw in the

goal (his one and only) that

broke the Wildcats' back by
sneaking through the pressing

'Nova defense with nine seconds
left and sinking the game win-

ning two-pointer.

Shift Man-to-Man
The first half was nip and

tuck all the way as Stith's 22

points resulted in a 39-37 Bonnie

lead at the break. As the second

half opened, the 'Cats shifted in-

Tom Stith, St Bonaventure's AU-American tries vainly to

block Hubie White's unstoppable jump shot.

to a man to man defense for

the second time in two games.

Hubie White then applied the

cooling action to the sizzling

Stith, and limited the Bonnie

bomber to 8 points the rest of

the way. A highlight of this ace

defensive play came on a perfect

snuff and steal of one of Stith's

jump shots.

A towheaded junior, Ron
Martin, took up where Stith left

off and proceeded to gamer 14

of his 18 points in the second

half.

Villanova led from the first

minute of the second half until

three minutes to go when a St.

Bonaventure drive got back the

lead at 68-66. With 2:53 on the

clock, the seventh and final tie

came at 70-70.

The hustling Martin then
made a steal as the 'Cats at-

tempted to work the ball for a
good shot. The Bonnies called

a time out with 32 seconds left

and set up the play which saw
Connery make the quick drive

and drop in the crucial deuce.

Drisooll Misses
With nine seconds remaining,

the Wildcats called time and set

up a play, but an out of bounds
mixup saw Driscoll miss a jump,
Kaminski a followup and that

was all she wrote as the buzzer
sounded.

As a result of his offensive

effort, Stith, entering the game
with 502 points, broke the St.

Bonaventure single season scor-

ing record of 507.

Rounding out the totals were
Dick Kaminski with 10, captain

(jeorge Raveling with 7, yeoman
Tom Samuelewiecz's 3, and Jim
Huggard's 8 points plus his

usual fine floor game.
The 'Oats, dominated the

boards to the tune of 44 to '22,

but this control went for naught
as a tough and dogged Bonnie
defense was a prime factor in

harnessing the Villanova attack

throughout.

Cat Marksmen

Make Their Mark

In Upset Wins
The Villanova Varsity rifle

team blasted their way to three

upset victories and a new school

record as they picked up the

fifth, sixth and seventh wins of

the season over a highly suc-

cessful weekend.
On Friday, the Wildcats sur-

prised the Coast Guard Aca-
demy, one of the top ten teams
in the nation, by firing 1397 to
win by 15 points. The Academy
fired 1832 for their second loss

of the season.

Lou Spevetz, the erratic scor-

ing leader, came through with
his finest effort of the season,
firing 287 out of a possible 300
to lead the 'Cats to their upset.

Charley Russel, beginning to
show his last season form,
placed second with 281. These
were followed by C^pt. Frank
Murtha, 278; Ed ^ogan, 278;
and consistent "Tex" Coursey,
273. It was the first time in the
history of Villanova that the
rifle team ever beat one of the
highly touted service academies.

Still hungry the next day, the
Villanova marksmen smashed
PMC's bid for an unbeaten sea-

son, while revenging themselves
on nationally ranked Lehigh in

a triangular meet.

Paced by Phil Saccacio, who
fired 289 for the highest individ-

ual score of the season, and
Charley Russell, 284, the sharp-
shooters came up with a 1414
out of a possible 1500, to break
the previous record of 1408 set

by Chris Kloss, Hank Miller,

Fred Passerella, Walt Gould and
Ed McLoughlin, in 1956.

Deacons Deal Basketeers

Devastating Loss in Dixie
On last Monday evening the

Villanova basketball team was
smashed by an 89-70 count.

The scene was Winston-Saliem,

North Carolina, in the Memorial
Coleseum, used by the Deacons
of Wake Forest as a home court.

It might be proper to say the

'Cats' last road trip turned into

a funeral, with the Deacons of-

ficiating. Then elaborate on
ho wthe zone collapsed under
the wake of the bombing of little

Billy Packer from the corners

(he's 5'10" and hit 10 of his 13

field goals in the first half).

But the true picture is cap-

tured in the first lead—no ex-

cuses—the 'Cats were smashed
and run off the court.

The Big Men, John Driscoll

and George Raveling, weren't

big enough for Frank Budd and
Len Chapell, who dominated the

backboards. The Soph whiz,

Chapell was outstanding, scor-

ing only 5 field goals but putt-

ting in 10 fouls and grabbing
many rebounds.

Coach Al Severance countered
by bringing in Tom Samuelwicz
and Dave Severance who start-

ed moving the ball much better

on offence. For the first time
this year, playmaker Jimmv
Huggard was benched and
Richie Kaminski and Bob Liber-

tore took over backcourt duties.

Then there was Hubie who fit

well from th^e field but he found
the foul line shaky again.

'Cats Out
The story behind the loss is

spelled out in the fact that the

Deacons out-shot, out-rebound-,

ed, out-hustled the faltering'

Cats

Driscoll

The method is based on his

findings in a business consulting

project. Miller has been active in

his own consulting firm, as well

as an employee of Universal

Pictures Co.

He joined the Villanova fac-

ulty last semester. Previously,

he has taught at the University

of Southern California and
Loyola University at Los Angles.

Wildcat Iceman

Cometh Up With

4-1 Final Record
The Wildcat Hockey Club

closed the 1959-1960 season with

a 5 to 4 win over the Haddon-
field Amateur Club at Haddon-
field last Wednesday. This win
gives the club a four and one

record for this its third year.

Early Lead

Co-captain Mike Clement
scored the first goal early in

the first period. This was fol-

lowed shortly by a score by Will

Frescoln. Haddonfield rallied for

a score, and the first period

ended with the Wildcats ahead

2 to 1.

Two more scores at the start

of the second period put the

home team ahead 3 to 2. Midway
through the period George Mc-

Neil and a defenseman from
Haddonfield were both penalized

five minutes for fighting.

Playing with 5 men against 5

instead of the usual 6 against 6,

the superiorly conditioned Wild-

cats scored twice on goals by
Co-captains Pete Smith and lilike

Clement in the five minutes to

retake the lead 4 to 3.

Defense Sparkles

In the third and lost period,

sophomore center George Del

Monte scored to add another

point. Fine defensive work by
Kevin Shea, Jim McCormick and

Frank Bozza stopped cold every

scoring threat by Haddonfield

until late in the final period

when they scored the last goal

of the game to make the final

tally Haddonfield 4, WUdcaU 5.
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The Hub': Cats Greatest
All-Around Since Schafer

by Tom Troy

Tom Stith glided to the left

of the basket, took a bounce-

paas from a teammate, grace-

fully turned and leaped for a
shot

Aa Stith looked on dumb-
founded, a velvety smooth,
panther-quick figure soared

fantastically high above him,

took the ball right out of his

hands, came down to the floor

already dridbbling, tossed a pass

to one of his teammates, then

sprinted upcourt to follow the

play.

TYm was the most tremen-
dous play in a season of tre-

mendous plays for Hubie
White, the finest sophomore in

the EJast, and the best all

since Bob Schafer's 18.5 aver-

age.

In twenty games, Hubie has
averaged 18.5 points (making
over 40% of his shots from the

field), has rebounded well, and
has played great defense. More
than any other player, Hubie
has been responsible for the

Wildcats' fine record and high
national rating.

But the "Hub" is in a strange

position: because he is such
a good ballplayer, no matter
how well he plays, people ex-

pect him to play better.

"I hadn't even finished my
freshman year, and already
some of the local papers and a
lot of people around here were
calling me an Ail-American,"
says Hubie. "That put a great
deal of pressure on me, and
it's been a burden."

Mudi Pressore
Hubie has had pressure on

him for a long time. A native

of Philadelphia, he first started
playing basketball at Sayre
Jimior High. He graduated to

West Philadelphia High where

he played under Doug Connel-

ly, one of the best coaches in

the city.

When Ray Scott graduated,

Hubie became the man on the

spot. He responded in great

fairiiion, twice being selected

to the AU^cholastic team.

In his senior year, Hubie
turned in one of the all time

great performances by a Philly

schoolboy, scoring thirty points

and grabbing twenty-five re-

bounds against Wayne

Wktto

andtower (now at Kansas)
Overbrook.
Hubie received about twenty

scholarship offers, but finally

selected Villanova "'because of

its location— I wanted to stay

close to my home—the beauti-

ful campus, and because Coach
Severance and Gieorge Raveling
were so friendly."

Another reason the Hub
picked Villanova was because
he figured he would best devel-

op his track talents at V.U.
Last year Hubie high-jump-

ed 6'3" for CkMch Jim EUiot's

squad (he's dme 6'6" else-

where), set a Villanova record

in the hop-step-jump (47'6"),

and was a member of the 440
yard relay team which set an-

other record (42.5 seconds).

On the basketball court, Hu-
bie played pretty decent ball as

points against St. Joseph's

frosh (still another record)

and averaged 28.7 points over
the season.

Plays Any^Hiere
This season, he's been pretty

good too. He's played the piv-

ot, the comer, and backcourt
on offense. On defense, he's

•been on the side most of the

year, but has recently been
playing under the basket more
as Coach Severance desired

more rebounding strength.

But Hubie's value to the
team can't be measured in

terms of tangibles. It is the
intangible things that a player
does that makes the difference

between a good ballplayer and
a great one.

When the 'Cats need a big
basket, or an important re-

bound, or someone to stop an
All-American from scoring,

they look to Hubie.

Galls West Best
And the "Hub" fires in a

25 foot jump shot, or goes into

the stratosi^ere and surrounds
the missed shot, or limits a
Tom Stith to eight points.

Hubie calls Jerry West the

best basketball player he's

seen this year. The reaa<m
West is an Ail-American is be-

cause he plays so well under
pressure.

The pressure is on Hubie
White too. And, like Jerry
West, Hubie's responded mag-
nificently. He's not an All-

American yet—but he will be.

Go/fo, Hoover, Cftovis

Talented Trio Pace Frosh Basketball
The Freshman team—at this

writing possess a 5 won 5 lost

mark with 1 game to play. Al-

ithough this freshman team has
great potential, it is Coach Sev-

erance's belief that a freshman
team should be used to drill

against the varsity in practice

and develop individuals for var-

sity roles as they are needed.

The three mainstays of the

Villanova Freshman basketball

team are eagerly awaiting the

time when they will have a
crack at a position on the Wild-

cat varsity. This exciting trio of

Bernie Chavis, Tom Gaiia, and
Tom Hoover have all the tools

necessary to contribute to the

future of the Villanova varsity.

Hoover: 6-9, 260

The biggest freshman is Tom
Hoover. Tom stands just a shade
over G'O* and tips the scales at

260 lbs. Tom played his high-

school ball at Archbishop Car-
roll High in Washington, D. C,
his hometown. While leading
Oirroll to the National Catholic

basketball championship last
year, Tom had the distinct honor
of being named to the High
School All-American Basketball
Team. Tom led the nation's high-

schoolers' in rebounds during
the 58-59 season with an aver-

age grab of 31.2 a game, while

scoring at a 15.3 clip per game.

Tom's talents didn't stop on
the basketball court. He was a

bruising fullback on the foot)ball

field, and at his height and
weight proved to be a devasta-

ting fullback. Hoover was be-

sieged with 125 offers to fur-

ther his athletic and academic

education at various schools

around the country. Even the

big 10 schools offered Tom
football scholarships.

Tom is 19 and a marketing
major in the C & F division of

the University. When pressed

about next year Tom said that

he would like to start, but only

one man graduating and three

freshmen on scholarships things

will be pretty tight.

Chavis: Another Two Sport Man
"Mr. dependable" on the

freshman team is Bernie Chris.

Bernie possesses a wide variety

of shots which include every-

thing from a deadly jump—25
feet out—to left handed hooks
from under the basket.

Bernie at 6'3" is also a fine

football player and was all Met-
ropoliton in the Washington area

in both football and basketball.

The Eastern High grad had var-

ious offers from universities

throughout the Nation, mostly
for football, but his higher re-

gard for basketball promoted
him to accept Villanova's invi-

tation.

Like his roommate Hoover,
the 20 year old Chavis is a mar-
keting major in C & F.

The third member of this ter-

rific threesome is Tom Galia.

Tom is the leading scorer on
the frosh team this year with
219 points in 9 games for a 24.3

average. Tom can be referred to

as the man who is never at a
loss for a shot. Galia is well

known for his terrific driving
ability.

Galia: High Jumping Scorer

Tom. an All Catholic selection

from Saint James in Chester the

past two years, was also an all-

city choice last year. That is

really an honor considering the

high caliber of scholastic bas-

ketball played in the Philadel-

phia area. The former Bulldog
was runnerup in scoring in the

Catholic League the past two
years.

Tom was also a track stand-

out. He is holder of the Penn-
Rvlvania high jump record, 6-3.

This is 2 inches taller than Tom
himself.

A pre-med student, the 18

year old Galia. hopes to follow

in his father's footsteps in the

field of medicine.

Sporft ChaHmr

5 Fingers Make a Fist
by Tony Macfclin—

Maturity is a hard thing to come by.

The 'Cats still have a way to go to grow up. There are

four necessary things that go into making a great team, that

the 'Cats have lacked so far.

First of all, the 'Cats do not move the ball the way a
good team should. Huggard controls the ball too much, he
dribbles too much. At times, he looks like a miniature AUas
holding the world over his head.

There is something amiss in ball-hand-

ling. The 'Cats ttrow too many careless

passes. Aranst St. Bonaventure, Villanova

jsfiatched 22 more rebounds than the Bon-
nies did, yet they only took one more shot.

This means the 'Cats had the ball and lost

it without getting a shot, twenty more times
than the visitors did. A good team can not
make this many mistakes.

Secondly, the 'Cats have not had th^
ability to hit the clutch fouls. They continually miss the
first of one and one opportunities.

Hold Back Ace
Thirdly, they are not making use of their ace. The

way that Hubie White has been playing recently, he must
be considered the team's ace. When the going gets tough,
tbe smart team looks to its ace. Against St. Bonnies, White
didn't see the ball the last five minutes except when he
himself swept a skyscraper rebound.

It is true that Coach Severance had a play worked out
with twplve seconds left and the "Brown Indians" leading
72-70. Whit*» was to take a jumner from behind a double
screen, but White never got the ball.

Referee John Stevens took the ball out on the far side

of the court and although the 'Cats could have requested
to have the ball on the near side where the play had been
set up, they got confused and an impromptu play (which
they irot four shots out of) failed. <>,

The fourth, and by far the greatest, imperfection in the

'Cats is an absolutely unnecessary one. Two members of the

team have been chewing out their teammates in full view
of the stands. These two critics are George Raveling and
Jim Huggard.

I can't remember seeing any other team do this. It is

bush league.

Kaminski Rattled

This snapping at the heels of a fellow player has had
a detrimental effect. It has obviously hurt Kaminski's play.

He is hesitant, and uncertain. He is not plapng up to his

canahilities. The constant hounding has sent his confidence

skidding.

Certainly every member of the team has a job to do, but
each also has an obligation to his teammates. He should
try to contribute to each other member, rather than detract.

To take one's anger at oneself out on a teammate is a
sad and hsrpocritical mistake. It mangles the team's
solidarity.

If one knuckle (or knucklehead, take your choice) con-
siders himself before the team, thei force of the fist lA not as
telling. It's all right for bruising the arm, but if you're

going^ for the whole jaw, you had better use the whole fist.

Team Effort

This is not to say that feedinsr an individual is wrong.
If the feeding is a team effort, it is definitely good. It is

when an individual puts himself before a team that you have
real trouble.

Confidence is of supreme importance. When one player
sacrifices a teammate, he sacrifices a part of the team's
strength.

Last year St. John's had the problems that the 'Cats

have now. But the Redmen won the NIT after care-

lessness and individuality had reared their fat, ugly heads.

They won because they jelled, because they found that play-
ing together is essentia] to success.

Unless the team jells, solidifies, they'll be stopped before
achieving their ultimate goal. They will win some but
they'll never go all the way.

The 'Cats can take Toledo, St Joseph's, LaSalle, and
the NTT if they play like a clenched fist, each knuckle leaving
its mark, together belting out wins, and the title.

Good Team Spirit

The team in general has good team spirit, but they must
abolish the costly moments of carelessness and thoughtless
individualism, if they aro to succeed. If the 'Gats aren't
careful, they won't be seeded in the NIT, theyHl be planted.

If greatness is going to come, it will have to hurry.

Toledo is a tough test toni^^ht. Satui-day, the^ 'Cats have
a chance to win the Big Five crown outright. But the^ Hawks
will be burning. LaSalle is next. Then comcf^ the NIT.

Can the 'Cats pluck the big stitch out of the Hawk's
seams, can they knit themselves together? Or when all is

said and done, will it wind up as another seamy seaaon for
Villanova?

Maturity will tell the story.
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Tommy Gun' Rifles 'Cats
By Bud Simmonds

What started out to be the

comeback trail turned out to be

the lonesome road Wednesday
night at the Palestra, as Villa-

nova's Wildcats were defeated,

72-70, in a heartbreaker by N.

I. T. bound St. Bonaventure.

After the N. Y. U. disaster,

this game loomed as a big one

for the 'Cats in their quest for

Eastern basketball supremacy.
Led by Stith

Led by the 30 point sharp-

shooting of Tom Stith, the na-

tion's second leading scorer, the

Bonnies extended their win
streak to eleven games and their

record to 14 and 3.

The 'Cats John Driscoll put on
somewhat of a shooting exhibi-

tion himself by pouring in a
scorching 13 for 21 from the

field for a career high of 26

points. Hubie White contributed

his usual workhorse job with 16

points, 15 rebounds, plus a tre-

mendous defensive job on Stith,

the Bonnies' AJl-American pros-

pect.

Although Stith the younger
was the high point man for the

game, sub Bill Connery was the

man of the hour (or at least 40

minutes) for the visitors. The
six foot one junior threw in the

goal (his one and only) that

broke the Wildcats' back by
sneaking through the pressing

'Nova defense with nine seconds
left and sinking the game win-
ning two-pointer.

Shift Man-to-Man
The first half was nip and

tuck all the way as Stith's 22

points resulted in a 39-37 Bonnie
lead at the break. As the second

half opened, the 'Cats shifted in-

Tom Stith, St. Bonavcnture's AIl-American tries vainly to

block Hubie White's unstoppable jump shot.

,.'.t.' '.',,.

to a man to man defense for

the second time in two games.
Hubie White then applied the

cooling action to the sizzling

Stith, and limited the Bonnie

bomber to 8 points the rest of

the way. A highlight of this ace

defensive play came on a perfect

snuff and steal of one of Stith's

jump shots.

A towheaded junior, Ron
Martin, took up where Stith left

off and proceeded to garner 14

of his 18 points in the second

half.

Villanova led from the first

minute of the second half until

three minutes to go when a St.

Bonaventure drive got back the

lead at 68-66. With 2:53 on the

clock, the seventh and final tie

came at 70-70.

The hustling Martin then

made a steal as the 'Cats at-

tempted to work the ball for a
good shot. The Bonnies called

a time out with 32 seconds left

and set up the play which saw
Connery make the quick drive

and drop in the crucial deuce.

Driscoll Misses

With nine seconds remaining,

the Wildcats called time and set

up a play, but an out of bounds
mixup saw Driscoll miss a jump,
Kaminski a followup and that

was all she wrote as the buzzer
sounded.

As a result of his offensive

effort, Stith, entering the game
with 502 points, broke the St.

Bonaventure single season scor-

ing record of 507.

Rounding out the totals were
Dick Kaminski with 10, captain

George Raveling with 7, yeoman
Tom Samuelewiecz's 3, and Jim
Huggard's 8 points plus his

usual fine floor game.
The 'Cats dominated the

boards to the tune of 44 to 22,

but this control went for naught
as a tough and dogged Bonnie
defense was a prime factor in

harnessing the Villanova attack

throughout.

Cat Marksmen

Make Their Mark

In Upset Wins
The Villanova Varsity rifle

team blasted their way to three

upset victories and a new school

record as they picked up the

fifth, sixth and seventh wins of

the season over a highly suc-

cessful weekend.
On Friday, the Wildcats sur-

prised the Coast Guard Aca-
demy, one of the top ten teams
in the nation, by firing 1397 to

win by 15 points. The Academy
fired 1832 for their second loss

of the season.

Lou Spevetz, the erratic scor-

ing leader, came through with
his finest effort of the season,

firing 287 out of a possible 300

to lead the 'Cats to their upset.

Charley Russel, beginning to

show his last season form,
placed second with 281. These
were followed by Capt. Frank
Murtha, 278; Ed Hogan, 278;
and consistent 'Tex" Coursey,
273. It was the first time in the

history of Villanova that the
rifle team ever beat one of the

highly touted service academies.
Still hungry the next day, the

Villanova marksmen smashed
PMC's bid for an unbeaten sea-

son, while revenging themselves
on nationally ranked Lehigh in

a triangular meet.

Paced by Phil Saccacio, who
fired 289 for the highest individ-

ual score of the season, and
Charley Russell, 284, the sharp-
shooters came up with a 1414
out of a possible 1500, to break
the previous record of 1408 set

by Chris Kloss, Hank Miller,

Fred Passerella, Walt Gould and
Ed McLoughlin, in 1956.

Deacons Deal Basketeers

Devastating Loss in Dixie
On last Monday evening the

Villanova basketball team was
smashed by an 89-70 count.

The scene was Winston-Salem,
North Carolina, in the Memorial
Cole.seum, used by the Deacons
of Wake Forest as a home court.

It might be proper to say the
'Cats' last road trip turned into

a funeral, with the Deacons of-

ficiating. Then elaborate on
ho wthe zone collapsed under
the wake of the bombing of little

Billy Packer from the corners
(he's 5 10" and hit 10 of his 13
field goals in the first half).

But the true picture is cap-
tured in the first lead- no ex-

cu.ses - the 'Cats were smashed
and run off the court.

The Bis Men, John Dri.scoll

and George Raveling, weren't
big enough for Frank Budd and
Len Chapell, who dominated the

backboards. The Soj)h whiz,

Chapell was outstanding, scor-

ing only 5 field goals but putt-

ting in 10 fouls and grabbing
many rebounds.v ^ .,

Coach AI Severance countered
by bringing in Tom Samuelwicz
and Dave Severance who start-

ed moving the ball much better

on offence. For the first time
this year, playmaker Jimmv
Mnggard was benched and
Richie Kaminski and Bob Liber-

tore took over backcourt duties.

Then there was Hubie who fit

well from the field but he found
the foul lino shaky again.

Tats Out
The story behind the loss is

spelled out in the fact that the

Deacons out-shot, out-rebound-

ed, out-hustled the faltering

Cat.s

Driscoll

The method is based on his

findings in a business consulting

project. Miller has been active in

his own consulting firm, as well

as an employee of Universal

Pictures Co.

He joined the Villanova fac-

ulty last semester. Previously,

he has taught at the University

of Southern California and
! Loyola University at Los Angles.

Wildcat Iceman

Cometh Up With

4-1 Final Record
The Wildcat Hockey Club

closed the 1959-1960 season with

a 5 to 4 win over the Haddon-
field Amateur Club at Haddon-
field last Wednesday. This win
gives the club a four and one

record for this its third year.

Early Lead

Co-captain Mike Clement
scored the first goal early in

the first period. This was fol-

lowed shortly by a score by Will

Frescoln. Haddonfield rallied for

a score, and the first period

ended with the Wildcats ahead
2 to 1.

-''^>': ''^''

Two more scores at the start

of the second period put the

home team ahead 3 to 2. Midway
through the period George Mc-

Neil and a defen.seman from

Haddonfield were both penalized

five minutes for fighting.

Playing with 5 men against 5

instead of the usual 6 against 6,

the superiorly conditioned Wild-

cats scored twice on goals by

Co-captains Pete Smith and Mike

Clement in the five minutes to

retake the lead 4 to 3.

Defense Sparkles

In the third and last period,

sophomore center George Del

Monte scored to add another

point. Fine defensive work by

Kevin Shea, Jim McCormick and

Frank Bozza stopped cold every

scoring threat by Haddonfield

until late in the final period

when they scored the last goal

of the game to make the final

tally Haddonfield 4, WUdcaU 5.
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The Hub': Cats Greatest
All-Around Since Schafer

by Tom Troy

Tom Stith glided to the left

of the basket, took a bounce-

pass from a teammate, grace-

fully turned and leaped for a

shot

As Stith looked on dumb-
founded, a velvety smooth,
panther-quick figure soared

fantastically high above him,

took the ball right out of his

hands, came down to the floor

already dribbling, tossed a pass

to one of his teammates, then

sprinted upcourt to follow the

play. V

This was the most tremen-
dous play in a season of tre-

mendous plays for Hubie
White, the finest sophomore in

the East, and the best all

since Bob Schafer's 18.5 aver-

age.

In twenty games, Hubie has
averaged 18.5 points (making
over 40% of his shots from the

field), has rebounded well, and
has played great defense. More
than any other player, Hubie
has been responsible for the

Wildcats' fine record and high

national rating.

But the "Hub" is in a strange

position: because he is such

a good ballplayer, no matter
how well he plays, people ex-

pect him to play better.
,;

; ,,

"I hadn't even finished my
freshman year, and already

some of the local papers and a

lot of people around here were
calling me an All-Ameriean,"

says Hubie. "That put a great
deal of pressure on me, and
it's been a burden."

Much Pressure
Hubie has had pressure on

him for a long time. A native

of Philadelphia, he first started
playing basketball at Sayre
Junior High. He graduated to

West Philadelphia High where

he played under Doug Connel-

ly, one of the best coaches in

the city.

When Ray Scott graduated,

Hubie became the man on the

spot. He responded in great

fashion, twice being selected

to the All-Scholastic team.

In his senior year, Hubie
turned in one of the all time

great performances by a Philly

schoolboy, scoring thirty points

and grabbing twenty-five re-

bounds against Wayne High-

Whltt

tower (now at Kansas) and
Overbrook.

Hubie received about twenty

scholarship offers, but finally

selected Villanova "because of

its location— I wanted to stay

close to my home—the beauti-

ful campus, and because Coach
Severance and (jJeorge Raveling

were so friendly."

Another reason the Hub
picked Villanova was because
he figured he would best devel-

op his track talents at V.U.
Last year Hubie high-jump-

ed 6'3" for Coach Jim Elliot's

squad (he's done 6'6" else-

where), set a Villanova record

in the hop-step-jump (47'6"),

and was a member of the 440

yard relay team which set an-

other record (42.5 seconds).

On the basketball court, Hu-
bie played pretty decent ball as

points against St. Joseph's

frosh (still another record)

and averaged 28.7 points over

the season.

Plays Anywhere
This season, he's been pretty

good too. He's played the piv-

ot, the corner, and backcourt
on offense. On defense, he's

been on the side most of the

year, but has recently been
playing under the basket more
as Coach Severance desired

more rebounding strength.

But Hubie's value to the

team can't be measured in

terms of tangibles. It is the

intangible things that a player
does that makes the difference

between a good ballplayer and
a great one.

When the 'Cats need a big

basket, or an important re-

bound, or someone to stop an
Ail-American from scoring,

they look to Hubie.

Calls West Best
And the "Hub" fires in a

25 foot jump shot, or goes into

the stratosphere and surrounds
the missed shot, or limits a
Tom Stith to eight points.

Hubie calls Jerry West the

best basketball player he's

seen this year. The reason
West is an Ail-American is be-

cause he plays so well under
pressure.

The pressure is on Hubie
White too. And, like Jerry
West, Hubie's responded mag-
nificently. He's not an All-

American yet—but he will be.

Go/fo, Hoover, Chavis

Talented Trio Pace Frosh Basketball
The Freshman team—at this

writing possess a 5 won 5 lost

mark with 1 game to play. Al-

though this freshman team has
great potential, it is Coach Sev-

erances belief that a freshman
team should be used to drill

'»|'
V against the varsity in practice

and develop individuals for var-

sity roles as they are needed.

The three mainstays of the

Villanova Freshman basketball

team are eagerly awaiting the

time when they will have a

crack at a position on the Wild-

cat varsity. This exciting trio of

Bernie Chavis, Tom Gaiia, and
Tom Hoover have all the tools

necessary to contribute to the

future of the Villanova varsity.

Hoover: 6-9. 260

The biggest freshman is Tom
Hoover. Tom stands just a shade
over G'S" and tips the scales at

2(>0 lbs. Tom played his high-

school ball at Archbishop Car-
roll High in Washington, D. C,
his hometown. While leading

Carroll to the National Catholic

basketball championship last
year, Tom had the distinct honor
of being named to the High
School Ail-American Basketball
Team. Tom led the nation's high-
schoolers' in rebounds during
the 58-59 season with an aver-

age grab of 31.2 a game, while

scoring at a 15.3 clip per game.

Tom's talents didn't stop on
the basketball court. He was a

bruising fullback on the football

field, and at his height and
weight proved to be a devasta-

ting fullback. Hoover was be-

sieged with 125 offers to fur-

ther his athletic and academic

education at various schools

around the country. Even the

big 10 schools offered Tom
football scholarships.

Tom is 19 and a marketing
major in the C & F division of

the University. When pressed

about next year Tom said that

he would like to start, but only

one man graduating and three

freshmen on scholarships things

will be pretty tight.

Cha\is: Another Two Sport Man
"Mr. dependable" on the

freshman team is Bernie Chris.

Bernie possesses a wide variety

of shots which include every-

thing from a deadly jump—25

feet out—to left handed hooks
from under the basket.

Bernie at 6'3" is also a fine

football player and was all Met-
ropoliton in the Washington area
in both football and basketball.

The Eastern High grad had var-

ious offers from universities

throughout the Nation, mostly
for football, but his higher re-

gard for basketball promoted
him to accept Villanova's invi-

tation.

Like his roommate Hoover,
the 20 year old Chavis is a mar-
keting major in C & F.

The third member of this ter-

rific threesome is Tom Galia.

Tom is the leading scorer on
the frosh team this year with
219 points in 9 games for a 24.3

average. Tom can be referred to

as the man who is never at a
los.s for a shot. Galia is well

known for his terrific driving

ability.

Galia: High Jumping Scorer

Tom. an All Catholic selection

from Saint James in Chester the

past two years, was also an all-

city choice last year. That is

really an honor considering the

high caliber of scholastic ba.s-

ketball played in the Philadel-

phia area. The former Bulldog
was runnerup in scoring in the

Catholic League the past two
vrars.

Tom was also a track stand-

out. He is holder of the Penn-
svlvania high jump record. 6-3.

Til is is 2 inches taller than Tom
himself.

A pre-med student, the 18

year old Galia. hopes to follow

in his father's footsteps in the

field of medicine.

Sports Chaffer

5 Fingers Make a Fist
by Tony Macklin—

Maturity is a hard thing to come by.

The 'Cats still havq a way to go to grow up. There are

four necessary things that go into making a great team, that

the 'Cats have lacked so far.

First of all, the 'Cats do not move the ball the way a
good team should. Huggard controls the ball too much, he
dril>bles too much. At times, he looks like a miniature Atlas

holding the world over his head.

There is something amiss in ball-hand-

ling. The 'Cats throw too many careless

passes. Against St. Bonaventure, Villanova

snatched ^ more rebounds than the Bon-
nies did, yet they only took one more shot.

This means the 'Cats had the ball and lost

it without getting a shot, twenty more times
than the visitors did. A good team can not
make this many mistakes.

Secondly, the 'Cats have not had the
ability to hit the clutch fouls. They continually miss the
first of one and one opportunities.

Hold Back Ace
Thirdly, they are not making use of their ace. The

way that Hubie White has been playing recently, he must
be considered the team's ace. When the going gets tough,
the .«;mart team looks to its ace. Again.st St. Bonnies, White
didn't see the ball the last five minutes except when he
himself swent a skyscraper rebound.

It is true that Coach Severance had a play worked out
with twelve seconds left and the "Brown Indians" leading

72-70. Whit*» was to take a jumDer from behind a double
screen, but White never got the ball.

Referee John Stevens took the ball out on the far side

of the coui*t and although the 'Cats could have requested
to have the ball on the near side where the play had been
set up, they got confused and an impromptu play (which
they cot four shots out of) failed.

The foui-th, and by far the greatest, imperfection in the

'Cats is an absolutely unnecessary one. Two members of the

team have been chewing out their teammates in full view

of the stands. These twq critics are George JRaveling and
Jim Huggard, ':"••' ''-',' ;'^

s\,''
',••••'•:- '^^ ''-'''

I can't remember seeing any other team do this. It is

bush league.
Kaminski Rattled

This snapping at the heels of a fellow player has had
a detrimental effect. It has obviously hurt Kaminski's play.

He is hesitant, and uncertain. He is not playing up to his

cnnabilities. The constant hounding has sent his confidence

skidding.

Certainly every member of the team has a job to do, but
each also has an obligation to his teammates. He should

tiy to contribute to each other member, rather than detract.

To take one's anger at oneself out on a teammate is a
sad and hypocritical mistake. It mangles the team's
solidarity.

If one knuckle (or knucklehead, take your choice) con-
siders himself before the team, the force of the fist is not as
telling. It's all right for bniising the arm, but if you're

going for the whole jaw, you had better use the whole fist.

r Team Effort

This is not to say that feeding an individual is wrong.
If the feeding is a team effort, it is definitely good. It is

when an individual puts himself before a team that you have
real trouble. . •„ ^^^^ > v ; , ,

Confidence is of supreme importance. When one player
sacrifices a teammate, he sacrifices a part of the team's
strength.

Last year St. John's had the problems that the 'Cats

have now. But the Redmen won the NIT after care-

lessness and individuality had reared their fat, ugly heads.

They won because they jelled, because they found that play-

ing together is essential to success. • /

Unless the team jells, solidifies, they'll \ye stopped before

achieving their ultimate goal. They will win some but
they'll never go all the way.

The 'Cats can take Toledo, St. Joseph's, LaSalle, and
the NIT if they play like a clenched fist, each knuckle leaving
its mark, together belting out wins, and the title.

Good Team Spirit

The team in general has good team spirit, but they must
abolish the costly moments of carelessness and thoughtless
individualism, if they are to succeed. If the 'Cats aren't

careful, they won't be seeded in the NIT, they'll be plants.

If gi-eatness is going to come, it will have to huriy.

Toledo is a tough test toni^fht. Saturday, the< 'Cats have
a chance to win the Big Five crown outright. But the( Hawks
will be burning. LaSalle is next. Then comes the NIT.

Can tiie 'Cats pluck the big stitch out of the Hawk's
seams, can they knit themselves together? Or when all is

said and done, will it wind up as another seamy season for
Villanova ?

Maturity will tell the story.
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Wildcats versus Hawks Saturday
BasketeerS To Meet Toledo at Palestra Tonight
Saturday night V i 1 1 a n o v a

tangles with St. Josephs' at the

Palestra. Before this time hon-
ored rivaly can be renewed the

Wildcats face the tough Toledo
Rockets in the lid lifter of a
Palestra double bill tonight.

The Rockets who sport an 18-

3 records have already bumped
off two of the tourtiey selections.

The victims were: Dayton 81-71

and Detroit 69-61. A victory

over the 'Cats in their own back

yard would be a clincher for an
undecided N.I.T. berth. It would

also be a terrible blow to the

'Cats chances of being seeded.

Impressive Wins
Besides the afore-mentioned

victories, the Rockets hold im-

pressive wins over: Wake Forest

70-63, Virginia Tech 48-46,

Bowling Green 76-56, and Miami
56-51.

Toledo boasts an evenly bal-

anced scoring attack and a ten-

acious defense. The top scorer

on the club is John Papcien, a
6'5'' senior forward, who has

been averaging 13 points a tilt.

Papcien is the possesor of a very

deadly set shot from the corner,

the weakest spot in the 'Cats

1-2-2 zone ; he could be trouble.

George Patterson, 6'7'', holds

down the center position.

Patterson is developing into a

good scorer in the last half of a

season in which he has compiled

most of his 11.4 average. He is

also the team's leading rebound-

er, pulling down about ten per

game. Rounding out the front

line is 6'4'' Bernie Cabey, a sen-

ior. Cabey scores his points, 8

per game, on tap ins and a one

hander from the corner.

In Baclccourt

In the backcourt th Rockets
will be without the services of

Willie Newson who was averag-

ing 10.5 points. Newson used up
his eligibility during the first

semester.

The vacancy will be ably filled

by either Jerry Garlicki, a 6'4''

junior who is chipping in 7.9

points per game, or Jim Miller,

a 6^1" soph who is also averag-

ing over 7 points.

The other guard position Is

held down by 5'8'' Bob Pawlack,

the traffic cop of the Rockets.

Bob is a tricky ball handler and
a competent scorer. His best

night this year was a 24 point

splurge against the Dayton
Flyers.

Another Rocket who will see

plenty of action is 6'4'' senior

Ned Miklovic "Mik" averaged
10 points a game as a sopho-

more but was inactive last sea-

son because of a football injury.

He is a strong rebounder and a
smart floor man.

Hawks, against the emotional

and faltering Villanova Wild-

cats'. On its outcome hangs: A
Big Five Championship for the

Wildcats; a possible past season

tourney bid for the Hawks, and
the pride of the thousands of

fans and alumni from both

schools.

Caused Incidents

Already the game has caused

some curious incidents. At Villa-

nova, mobbing ticket seekers

ripped a heavy door from its

hinges at the V. U. iFeldhouse.

At St. Joseph's, a high official

warned the students body that

its actions would be closely

watched during the fray.

St. Joseph's coach Jack Ram-
say has already predicted a win,

which Villanova's long suffering

(mentor Al Severance has re-

mained unusually quite.

Last year, on Jan. 9, the Cats
lost the game, in fact they lost

it by 11 points, in the process

they lost the Big Five Title.

Some say they choked and
others say the Hawks just had
too many horses. The Villanova

cheering section borrowed the

famous Dodger saying, "Wait
till next year." Here it is next

year and the Dodgers have won
the Series.

K. of C. Meet Lost Before IC4A'S

Rovtling

Saturday night the game will

be played. The game is the Big
P^ive's indoor version of the

Army-Navy football classic.

True, it wil not replace "Have
Gun Will Travel," on the TV
screen or will its outcome be

headlined in the Sunday news-
papers from coast to coast.

But it still is the game, as far

as the lusty lunged, and lucky

ticketholders at the Palestra are

concerned.

The game pits the sometimes
down but never out St. Joseph

by Mike Donahue

Villanova's ever improving

"young" track team with an eye

toward the upcoming IC4A
championships, is currently
prepping for the Knights of Col-

umbus games in New York Sat-

urday night.

This weekend's meet will be

the final tuneup before the an-

nual indoor collegiate champion-

ships meet March 5 at Madison
Square Garden.

As things appear now five

teams are in the running for the

IC4A crown, indicative of indoor

collegiate track supremacy.
Maryland, featuring sprinter

Jonas Spiegal, and Penn State,

with a plethora of talent, figure

to have a good chance to be close

to or at the top.

Yale and Manliattan

Yale, paced by middle dis-

tance men, Tom Carroll, Ed
Slowik, and Jim Stack, and Man-
hattan, boasting strength in the

field events in the person of Joe

Marchiony and board headliners

in Artie Evans and Kyle Court-

ney, and in their two relay

teams, both stand excellent
chances of copping the diadem.

The real dark horse of the

five, though, might be the Wild-

cats of Jim Elliott and Jim Tup-
peny. The 'Cats have shown
gradual but steady improvement
from the outset of the season
up until now.
The Main Liners' strong suits

are their crack mile relay team,
which has won in all but one
meet thus far and solid team
depth. Both showed to advan-

tage in the National A.A.U.
meet held last Saturday in New
York.
As per usual Jumbo Jim's fine

mile team waltzed to victory,

a fact in itself not too start-

ling. However, the circum-

stances under which the win was
perpetrated are noteworthy.

DeAngelis Skips Relay
Ever since Bob Coffiirs meta-

tarsal injury, Elliott had been
deploying Otie Drayton, Nick
DeAngelis, Joe Manion, and Bob
Raemore in the mile. But last

weekend Elliott decided to enter

DeAngelis in the 1000 since Cof-

fill was ready to run again. Sat-

urday, however, Elliott found
himself short a man when anch-

orman Raemore turned up with

a heavy cold.

Jumbo then called on another
talented sophomore, Carl Wag-
ner, to fill the breach. Wagner
did exactly that and then some
as he sped to a 49.5 second leg

which helped the 'Cats post a

3:17.7, their third fastest time

of the year.

The other times were: 50.7

for Dayton, 49.8 for DeAngelis,

and 48.7 for anchorman Manion.
'Cats Tip Jaspers

The win vaulted Villanova in-

to a second place tie with Man-
hattan in team scoring with 10

points. New York A.C. tallied

the most points, 20.

Though this was the only
Wildcat first place of the even-
ing, three other Wildcats man-
aged to score.

Drayton finished third in the

60 yard dash behind Paul Wind-

er of Morgan State and Dan
Miller of Maryland State. It was
the Cleveland comet's best ef-

fort to date in the dash this

season.

Pat Nicastro, running in the
1000 for the first time this sea-

son placed a commendable
fourth. His time was 2:13.2,

only four tenths of a second be-

hind winner Carl Weisiger's
clocking 2:12.8.

Didn't Compete
In previous meets Nicastro

had confined his efforts to the

two mile relay team. Saturday
night, however, Elliott did not
enter his two mile quartet.

The other 'placer' was Nick
DeAngelis, who finished third in

the 600. The versatile junior
covered the distance in 1:12.4,

seven tenths of a second behind
Tom Murphy of the New York
Athletic Club.

Buckley Fails to Qualify

Non-qualifiers for the 'Cats
in the A.A.U. festival included
Leon Pras, Jerry Donini, Billy

Joe, and John Buckley.
Pras, sophomore hurdler,

managed to reach the semifinals

of the 60 yard highs before be-

ing eliminated from competition.

Donini and Joe, sophomore
and freshman shotputters, re-

spectively, failed to qualify for

the finals.

Buckley, two time outdoor
IC4A broad jump champ, was
far off form as he failed to qual-

ify in the event eventually won
by Bo Roberspn with a world
record leap of twenty five feet

nine and one half inches.

I
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Villanova History and
Political Science Teach-
ers Criticize American
Foreign Policy — See
page 5.

GiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiMiiinyniM

mm Tom Q u i g 1 e y calls

"West Side Story" A
Superior Tribute to the
Theater — See page 7.
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Mission Dance

Set For Field

House March 11

Preparations are now nearing
completion for the eight annual
Shamokinaki Mission Dance, to

be held Friday, March 11, in

the Field House.
Ticket committee chairman,

Ken Horn, announced that sales

are now underway daily in the
Pie Shoppe, and a canvassing of
the dormitories is planned for
next Tuesday night.

Rev. Robert Burke OSA, mod-
erator of the entire fund-raising
drive which is centered around
the dance, declared that "this

year's affair promises to be one
of the most elaborate and mem-
orable mission dance to be held
here at Villanova. Several plea-

sant surprises seem to be in

store for all who attend."

Chapel Collections

In past years, the funds rais-

ed by the dance have been sup-
plemented by collections taken
up in the various Religious
classes, a practice no longer
permitted by the University.
To make up for this source

of funds, collections have been
taken up among the residents at
chapel exercises, and from the
day students in the cafeteria.

"H o w e V e r," declared dance
chairman Bruce Strum, "the re-

sponse has not been as favorable
as we had expected. We hope a
greater number of students will

take advantage of the especially
low-priced tickets during the
next week.
"The dance wil be worth every

cent, and the cause is certainly
a worthy one."

Tickets on Sale

Student tickets may be pur-
chased for $1.50 until next
Tuesday midnight, when the
usual price of $2.00 will become
effective. Tickets may be pur-
chased at the door on the night
of the dance as well.
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Debate Tourney
The Villanova Debate

team, under guidance of Mr.
Richard McDonough, will

travel to Hofstra College

Friday for the annual Hof-
stra Invitational Tourna-
ment.

Other major tournaments
on the Spring agenda fea-

ture West Point, St. Joseph's

College, King's College, and
New York University, and
Brooklyn College.

niiiMinnianMiniHiiiiinii^^

School Beneficiory

Of Will Left By

Strafford Woman
Villanova University is a

major beneficiary under the

terms of Margaret Devereux
Barber, Strafford widow who
died January 11.

The will has been admitted to

probate in the office of Chester

County Register of Wills, J.

Morris Jackson. It disposes of

an estate valued in preliminary

estimates at $199,000.

Mrs. Barber, widow of insur-

ance executive, George T. Bar-

ber, lived at 73 Old Eagle School

Road, Strafford. She was 77
when she died.

Estate Residue
Villanova and Mrs. Barber's

stepson, Hunter Francis of

Hartford, Conn., share equally

in residue of the estate. Be-
quests to members of her family,

charitable institutions and
friends total approximately
$100,000.

The remainder is divided equ-
ally between Villanova and the

stepson. Smaller bequests went
to Bryn Mawr Hospital, St.

Monica's Catholic Church in

Berwyn, St. Katherine of Siena
Catholic Church in Wayne, Rose-
mont College and Overbrook
School for the Blind.

Mrs. Barber named J. Barton
Rettew, Jr., Strafford and West
Chester attorney, as executor of
the estate.

City Solicitor Addresses
Villanova Law Forum Tonite

"Council Is A Clique"

Three Organizations Lose
Vote In Student Council

.

In action taken by the Stu-

dent Council last week three

organizations, the VILLANOV-
AN, the Pershing Rdfles, and
the Pre-Law Society, were sus-

pended for one month.
The penalty resulted from

failure of the organizations to

suibmit their monthly reports

promptly. The suspension allows

for attendance at the Council's

Congress meetings but disallows

voting privleges.

Steve Carton, chairman of the

Fraternities and Societies Com-
mittee, announced the suspen-

sions, noting that the Pershing

Rifles had failed to submit any
report.

He also warned of similar

action to be taken in the future

if these and other organizaitions

fail to cooperate.

Carton also annoimced the

Nursing sorority's aoplication

for admission to the Council.

•Pi Theta Chi, in a recent re-

Jim Merikaagfis gives impromptu rebattal to Jack King's
rebuttal at OouncU meeting.

King Blasts Merikangas
On Council ''Clique Issue"

of individuals who purposely set
themselves apart and rig meet-
ings. Rather, it appears that too
many members of the Council
are becoming acquiescent."

King went on to refute the
rest of the article. Merikangas,
meanwhile, appeared surprised
by King's speech. He sought and
received recognition from the
floor and delivered an impromp-
tu rebuttal to King's defense.

organization move, has opened
its membership to students of

the Nursing curricula.

Elileen Greyson, Nursing rep-

resentative to the Council, spoke

for the sorority. She expressed

Pi Theta Chi's interest in the

Council and pointed out the so-

rority's growth which made it

more representative.

Veterans of the Council re-

called the conflict that develop-

ed when the Nursing division

applied for a seat several years

ago.

Despite a great deal of behind-

the-scenes mumbling there was
no actual parliamentary debate.

The situation seems to be

changed now as the application

for admission and Miss Grey-

son's talks were received with-

out any audible disfavor.

Discussion and the actual vot-

ing for seating will take place

at next week's Congress meet-

ing.

Jack King took sharp excep-

tion to an article appearing in

last week's VILLANOVAN
quoting Jim Merikangas' accusa-

tion that the Student Council is

under "clique control."

Taking the floor at the bi-

weekly meeting. King vehement-
ly charged Merikangas remarks
with sabotaging all the construc-

tive work that the Council has
undertaken this year.

Alarming Aspect
In a prepared statement. King

said: "The alarming aspect of

this article was that it was writ-

ten by a member of the Council

itself.

"I firmly believe in freedom
Of expression in the paper but I

feel that this artcle bias cast an
undeserved bad light on the
Council. The complaints stated
in this article should have been
aired on the Council floor . . .

"As it stands now, the unin-
formed student probably envi-

sions a Council in which dissen-

sion exists. I wish to %o on
record that I honestly believe no
such thing exsits in our Council
except perhaps in one or two
isolated cases."

King disputed the remark
about "clique-control."

"Tlie clique," he said, "which
this individual referred to is

purely a figment of his imagina-
tion. A clique is defined as a
small exclusive set of snobbish
people.

No Such Group
"Is there such a group in the

Council? Most certainly not. I

will say that such a group could
appear to exist since at most
meetings only a few members
are continually heard from.
"To me this doesn't indicate

the presence of an elite group

Merikangas, who represents
the Physics Club, vocally reaf-
firmed the charges in his article.

"After saying that the Stu-
dent Council dance (last week-
end) would be reasonably priced
in order to put the motion
through, the clique caused the
price to be double the price of
the Shamokinaki dance price.

Real Power

"The real power in this Coim-
cil is not in the hands of the
people, but in the hands of the
small clique. The real power is

right here (he gestured toward
the Chairman's podium)."
Both received scattered ova-

tions following their talks

:

King from the full-vote side;
Merikangas from the half-vote
side.

Merikangas later stated that
his intention in the heated foray
was to tell the Council members
not to allow themselves to be
"carried along by the decisions
of the committees and the sen-
ate without full consideration of
the implications of their mo-
tions."

Merikangas also charged that
the "clique" was the responsible
for deciding for themselves
(through the VILLANOVAN)
when the free day will be.

School Receives

Freedom Award

From Foundation
The speaker for the Law

Porum tonight will be the Hon-
orable David Berger, Solicitor of
the City of Philadelphia.

Mr. Berger is a graduate of
the U. of Pennsylvania Law
School and is a member of the
Philadelphia, American, and
Federal Bar Associations. He
served as Special Assistant to

Earl G. Harrison, Director of

Enemy Alien Information;
Special Assistant to the District
Attorney, member of the Coun-
cil for Citizens Committee for

I

the Charter, and Visiting Lec-
turer to the U. of Pennsylvania,
Graduate School of Medicine.

Villanova University has re-
cently received the George
Washington Honor Medal Award.
The award, accepted last Fri-

jday afternoon by the Reverend
Joseph Gildea,, O.S.A., was given
as a recognition of activities

and expressions which increase
understanding of the American
way of Hfc.

The Freedoms Foundation was
organized in 1940 as a strictly

awards foundation, and an-
nually presents recognition of
this type to public figures,

teachers, school systems and
colleges. The underlying purpose
being to reward and to stimu-
late propagation of the basic
principles upon which our Re-
public, Constitution, and Bill of
Rights have been constructed.
An integral part and signifi-

cant affector in capturing this

award for the University was
the Villanova Law Forum, and
its basic ideology for advanc-
ing the knowledge of the law
and its achievements.

In the past the Law Porum
has done this by presenting'
such noted persons as Catherine;
Drinker Bowen, the biographer
of Chief Jusrtice Holmes; Stanley
K. Hombeck, U.S. Senator; and
Edmund S. Muskie, U.S. Senator.

Philosophy Frot
Delivers Lecture

Dr. Benedict A. Paparella, as-
sistant professor of philosophy
at Villanova, will deliver the
Aquinas Lecture on March 7 at
Georgian Court College, Lake-
wood, N. J., as the highlight of
the commemoration of the feast
of St. Thomas Aquinas.

"Progress and Modem Man"
will be the topic, and the dis-
cussion will center around the
question of whether modern pro-
gress represents the greatest
achievement of the human mind

;

or whether man should lessen
his pace of progress for fear
that any additional advance
would simply drag him deeper
into the ab^ss of dehumaniza-
tion and deiperaonalization.

..lai
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Jim Phillips and ''Sam''

Students Turn Out In Large

Numbers To ViewAF Exhibit
The United States Air Force

Information Team, headed by
Captain Cletus L. Wadlow,
USAF, recently spend three days

at Villanova University.

The Team, accompaniel by
"Sam" — the space man, was
located in Dougrherty Hall on
March 23, 24, and 25, to advise

students concerning Air Force

Officer programs available to

college graduates.

Captain Wadlow commented
on the large number of students

students who stopped by to talk

to the team. He stated that "the

insterest displayed in America's

number one space team was a

wonderful indication of the

great job that Villanova is ac-

complishing. In today's ago of

space, the emphsisis is clearly

on education."

The Air Force team cited the

"excellent cooperation and re-

ception" by the faculty and stu-

dents. > .. ,:

Those students who were un-

able to talk to the team and who
would now like to discuss the

programs offered, as well as the

opportunities available for grad-

uate work, may contact Captain

Wadlow at the Lafeyette Build-

ing, 437 Chestnut St., (Room
512), phone MArket 7-6050, in

Philadelphia.

Chem Department

Submits Papers To

Chemical Society
•

Three members of the Chem-
istry Department presented

papers before the Delaware Val-

ley regional meeting of the

American Chemical Socieity, held

on February 25 at the Bellevue-

Stratford Hotel in Philadelphia.

The meeting was also attended

by junior and senior members of

the Villanova Chemical Society,

and by a number of graduate
Chemistry students. Eminent
scientists, educators, and indus-

trialists from the Philadelphia

area participated in the meeting.

Simultaneous Events
The conclave was so arranged

that many papers, exhibits, and
of Inorganic Chemistry, read

discussions were taking place

simultaneously. Mr. William J.

Barnhurst, assistant professor

"Institutes for High School

Chemistry Teachers," prepared
by him and Dr. G. N. Quam,
chairman of the Chemistry
Dept.

Dr. Kenneth O'Driscoll, as-

sistant professor of Physical

Chemistry, presented his "Dead-
End Polymerization with Redox
Initiators;" and Mr. James Pur-

cell, a graduate student, read

"C h r y s t a 1 Structure of Zinc

Glutamate," which was prepared

by him and Dr. T. H. Doyne,
assistant professor of Biochem-
istry.

Students' Symposium
In the morning, a students'

symposium featured discussions

on vocational and educational

opportunities, and plans for a
student "meeting in miniature"
were initiated.

Another attraction were the
exhibits displayed by over 40
scientific companies.

Concert Band
Gives Recital

At Nursing Home
Villanopa's Concert Band, un-

der the direction of Mr. Herberl

Fiss, opened its concert season

last Wednesday at St. Francis'

Nursing Home in Wilmington,

Delaware.

The Villanova ensemble fea-

tures for the first time in its

history a female band member
She is Kathy Cox, freshman
nurse.

Fiss also disclosed that this

group will march in the annual

St. Patrick's Day parade in

New York.

Singers Perform

Selections From

Popular Musical

The Villanova Singers, under
the direction of Mr. Herbert
Fiss, performed for the students
at Oabrini College last Tuesday.

The Program centered around
selections from the Broadway
show, "Brigadoon," and included

several popular numbers, all

sung to the accompaniment of

Lou Martucci at the piano.

Soloists featured on the pro-

gram were John Anthony, sing-

ing "Every Day Is Ladies Day"
and Bom Lombardo singing

"Come Back To Sorrento".

The final number of the per-

formance was the Villanova

Alma Mater, rendered by the

entire group, with a solo by Pete

Bonfanti.

In other Singers activities, a

performance was given last

Wednesday nigiit to the nurses

at Fitzgerajd-Mercy Hospital in

Darby.

Lynx Calls For

More Material In

Future Issue

The Lynx is now accepting

material for the Spring issue.

According to Frank Murtha, edi-

tor of the campus literary maga-
zine, some material has already

been accepted, but there are still

many openings.

"We want to publish a larger

magazine than usual," Murtha
stated. "But of course the key
to this is how much good writ-

ing is submitted. We will not

publish sub-par work just for

the sake of quantity. So we are

now making another appeal for

material."

Murtha continued that "the

last issue was quite well-receiv-

ed. Like certain other cultural

forms on campus we seem to be
on an upward trend."

Poetry Popular

The Lynx is accepting short

stories, one-act plays, essays,

and poetry. Poetry editor Jim
Merikangas declared, "As usual

we have received a great deal

of poetry, but we still can use
more." He also felt the Lynx
needs a "good critical essay or

two."

Managing editor Anthony
Macklin was much less en-

chanted. "I hope the editors can
produce a little more than we
did in the last edition. A little

more than zero."

Material to ibe submitted to
the Lynx should be taken to

Dr. John Phillipson or Mr.
James Mitchell in the English
office, third floor Vasey Hall or
to Frank Murtha's room in 215
Sheehan Hall.

Read The Villanovan

"I Remember Mummie" Title

Of Turf N' Tinsel Show
Rehersal has begun for this

year's Turf and Tinsel produc-

tion, "I Remem'ber Mummie".
This year's story is a take

off on the recent "Payola" scan-

dals and the more notorious

"TV" frauds. Against a back-

ground 600 BC Egypt, the show
begins with the return of A. H.
Jr. from college, to go into bus-

iness with his father, A. H.

During this time, Munmiies
Inc., his father's company, was
sponsoring the annual Miss
Nile Contest. A. H. Jr. is shock-

ed to discover that his father

has rigged the contest to have
Miss Amazon win. The show is

built around this theme.

Has Romance
Meanwhile, interweaved

through the main plot are a ro-

mance between A. H. Jr. and one
of the companies designers.

Also, A. H. is trying to build a
pyramid for retiring.

He wants to be the only build-

er of a pyramid with a roof.

However, A. H. runs into a little

bit of difficulty because the

Pharaoh wants all pyramids
built for Pharaohs only.

Father Syvinski announces

that rehersals are being held in

the Blue Room of the Field

House on Tuesday and Thursday
nights. He also commented fav-

orably on this year's tremendous
Freshmen turnout.

George Pequinot a general co-

ordinator, also acting as the

production manager reported

that after early difficulties all

is well.

Pequinot said that because the

sixty show is a week after the

students return from their Eas-

ter holidays it is necessary to

prepare the program before

£}aster.
'•

SEA Elects Parnell

To Succeed Jim Rolls
Edward Purnell, junior Edu-

cation major, has been elected

to the presidency of Villanova'?

Student EJducation Association,

announced Dr. George R. Cress-

man moderator of the Associa-

tion.

Purnell replaces James Rolls

as head of the organization.

Other officers are Philip Lud-
lowe, vice president; John
O'Donnell, secretary; and John
Phipps, treasurer. George Mc-
Ginley will serve as Student
Council representative.

The elections were held at

the Association's first meeting
of the spring semester.

SUMMER JOBS IN

EUROPE
3000 Positions open in all fields

ASIS ALL-INCLUSIVE PACKAGE
FOR MEMBERS ONLY $ 32^
# Summer Job # round-trip air faro

# orientation course # health and
accident insurance # social recep-

tion # first night accommodations
# sightseeing trip # postal service

# information on inside Europe, ect.

For more information write to:

American Student Information Service

Jahnstr. 56a, Frankfurt/Main,Germany

BODIES IN MOTION 219-220

Advanced Pursuit of Females

Professor Stalk

Time 8c Motion Study. Study of time required

to set dates in motion, (1) with ordinary hair

tonics, (2) with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. Con-:

elusive proof that latter more effective on

men's hair and women's reactions. Special

emphasis on common use of water on hair.

Evaporation of same with dire consequences

noted. Proof that 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic does

not evaporate but replaces oil that water re-

moves. Laboratory specimen: H. Ragmop, be-

fore and after 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. Before,

a walking hayloft. After, B.M.O.C. This course

specially suited to Bachelors of Science, Bach-

elors of Art, and just plain bachelors.

Materials: one 4 ox. bottle 'Vaseline*Hair Tonic {full)

one little black book {empty)

Vaseline

HAIR
TONIC

Vaseline
HAIR TONIC

M CMMiCMiP'rMCt HC
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Faculty Panel Probes Possible European Unity
The International Relations socie-

ty, sponsored an unprecedented faculty

panel program last Wednesday in

Dougherty Hall. The topic for the dis-

cussion was: "Prospects for European
Unity—1960."
The symposium, which was opened

to all students, consisted of three
principal speakers—^Dr. Alexander
Rudhart, Dr. Henry L. Rofinot, and
Mr. Francis Coghlan—and a moderator
—Mr. Thomas. Mentzer; all of whom
are members of Villanova's History

and Political Science Department.

After an introductory address by
IRS moderator. Dr. Fritz Nova, ex-

plaining the purpose of the society and
outlining the agenda for the discussion,

Mentzer opened the program by re-

marking that the only way in which

the rise of a new Hitler could be pre-

vented, would be through a united

Europe. After stating that the NATO
was the most impressive attempt yet

toward European unification. Dr. Rud-
hart took over the program with his

topic, "NATO—Its Meaning Today."

Rudhart made the point that NATO
is now in the position where it can no
longer exist as a strictly "negative

approach" toward unity. Originally or-

ganized after World War II as a de-

terent to the Soviet advance in Europe,
Rudhart stressed that political and
economic provisions are now needed to

hold the organization together.

He paralleled the danger of a sole

military alliance by examining the

break-up of the U. S., Britian, France
and Russia alliance after the Second
World War, and stressed the import-

ance of a new positive approach.

Rudhart went on to say that the

Dr. Fritz Nova (left) moderator of IRS, delivers the opening address of
the iMinel. Mr. Francis Coghlan and Dr. Henry Rofinot listen in |)reparation for
their commentary.

beginnings of a NATO break can pres-
ently be seen in the case of France
and West Germany. After the War a
congenial reationship was held between
the two nations, but lately their dif-

ferences have come to the fore. "Ger-
man shipping has been stopped at sea
by the French," said Rudhart, "who
have shown no respect for mternational
law; a new stand by DeGauUe on
France-German boundaries has strain-
ed the relations between the two na-
tions."

Mr. Coghlan, who had been intro-

duced by Nova, as "Welsh, Irish, and
English,—50% of each" took the floof

after Rudhart and his topic was, "The
European Common Market and the

]^uropean Free Trade Association."

"I did not realize the problems of
unity until I came to this country, said
the English native. "Churchhill advo-
cated unity . out of power, but had
nothing to do with it while he was in

power."

Coghlan explained that England saw
a chance here for unity and in 1955,

she had the four member nations re-

duce tariff barriers for each other and
in 1957 a treaty was signed between
the four nations and Holland and
Belgium to create mutual economy be-

tween the six nations known as the

common market.
"Althooigh there are many technical

problems to be solved," Coghlan con-
cluded, "if these two associations ever
unite, they will exceed the trade of

both the U. S. and Russia; and by
1970 should become a vast free trade
area."

The final speaker In the discussion
was Dr. Rofinot who dealt with "The
U. S. Stake in European Unity." He
held that the U. S. approach to foreign
policy has been divided as whether it
should be realistic or moralistic. As an
example he pointed out the fact that
during World War II, we accepted
Russian aid. The fact that we should
not have accepted their help was ideal-
istic; the fact that we needed their
assistance was realistic.

"During World War H w« persued a
realistic policy and since the war our's
has been an idealistic policy," stated
Rofinot. "A idealistic type of foreign
policy was introduced by Woodrow Wil-
son when he refused to recognize the
Mexican Government."

Rofinot alledged that at nresent our
foreign policy is a combination of both
idealism and realism. Idealistic, for it
it wages an unending battle against
Marxism; unites Europe against Marx-
ism. And is realistic for we no longer
have to be the chief anti-Marxist; also
we can no longer be economically, poli-
tically, and psycholically the lone
fighter of Russia; also our present
foreign policy is a psychological advan-
tage to the Ehiropeans—in that they
are not hanging by our string any
more, and is also one to the Americans
—in that they no longer feel that they
are the sole su|)port in the free world.
The professor also denounced the U.

S. tendency toward isolationism. "Our
policy of isolationism was fatal in the
1920's as was our nuetralistic policy
of the 1930's," he declared.

7'inniiiiniiuiiiiiiioiiiiiiinHiiiiiiiiiiinBnnni rPbrfretfex iiiiniiniiniHniiioiiiiiiRiiiniDiiiiiiinniiiiiininiin''''.

Coghlan Teaches History
And Coaches Rugby

Among the few faculty

members at Villanova from
abroad is Mr.. Francis Cogh-
lan of the Dept. of History
and Political Science.

Bom in Cardiff, Wales,
Mr. Coghlan attended college

at the University of London
and the London School of
Economics. Subsequently, he
came to the U.S. where he
attended Notre Dame on a
Rockefeller fellowship.

After receiving his M.A. at

Notre Dame, he came to Villa-

nova. He's been completely

assimilated here. While he
teaches both American and
European History, his forte is

Modem English History and
American Economic History.

Besides being a member of

the American History Society

and the Conference of Com-
monwealth Studies, Mr. Cogh-
lan has another significant

distinction.

He's coach of the newly-
formed rugby team.

While at college, he played
rugby and is now in the pro-

cess of developing a good
team here. The team has had
good participation so far, and
it will sooh be scheduling
varsity games.
Last Thursday, Mr. Cogh-

lan was a member of the IRS
panel-presentation on Europ-
ean Unity. His comments on
Unity are significant.

In the long run he sees the

possibility of European unitv,

but certainly not before 1970.

The key to political unity lies

around economic unity.

Until this is accomplished.

Coghlon

free Europe will remain
politically divided. He says

that the major role of this

unification will be played by
England, France and Ger-

many.
Mr. Coghlan sees the pres-

idential election as a Repub-
lican victory.

"Nixon will be elected pro-

viding prosperity continues

and providing there is no

international world crisis

which would discredit the

Republican party. Such a

crisis would be if the Soviets

moved into Berlin."

Speaking on Senator Jack
Kennedy, Mr. Coghlan be-

lieves that his nomination on
the Democratic ticket will be
doubtful.

"Kennedy is too controver-
sial. Not so much because of

his religion but because he is

a New EIngland Liberal, an
aristocrat."
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Villanova P.LC.

Group Largest

Unit In Country
Captain A. W. Ruete, Jr.,

U.S.M.C, officer in charge of

the Marine officer selection of-

fice of the Pennsylvania area,

has recently announced that Vil-

lanova University currently has
more students enrolled in the

Marine Corps' Platoon Leaders
Class program than any other
college in the country.

Captain Ruete attributes
much of this success to "the

Semper Fidelis Society of Villa-

nova, under the direction of its

president Richard Delaney". At
present there are approximately
65 men enrolled in the PLC
program at Villanova.

70 Members
The Semper Fidelis Society

has a membership of 70 persons
including PLC's, NROTC Marine
Option Students, Marine reser-

vists, veterans, and students
generally interested in the Mar-
ine Corps.

The chief objective of the

society is to provide students
enrolled in the Marine Officer

training programs at Villanova

an opportunity to prepare them-
selves physically, professionally,

and morally for their duties as
Marine officers.

During the year the society

gives instructions in such sub-

jects as history, drill, weapons,
etc. At the present time the

society is holding classes in map
reading in conjunction with the

Navy program directed by
Major John Rooney, U.S.M.C.
These courses are offered to

give the members a background

in courses they will receive while

attending summer training at

Quantico, Virginia.

Change of Command

Wiele Moakley

Wiele and Moakley Named
Middie Officers iii NROTC

Several changes have been
executed in the commands of the
Villanova N.R.O.T.C, it was an-
nounced by Cmdr. Claude Fraz-
ier, USN.

Frazier, executive officer of

the Villanova installation stat-

ed that the changes were made
"to give added experience and
to reward men who have demon-
strated qualities of leadership."

Fred Wiele retained command
of the battalion, but all com-
pany commands were transfer-

red. The posts of Executive Of-

ficer and Operations Officer of

the battalion went to Tom Moak-
ley and Steve Mahle, respective-

ly. Company Commands went to

John Nolan ("A" Company),

Jim Weinert ("B" Company),
and John Costano ("C" Com-
pany).

Band A Drill Team
Thomas Derr was appointed

Band Commander, and the Com-
mand of the Drill Team was
given to John Holas. Holas has
revealed that the Drill Team has
accepted an invitation to the
annual St. Peter's College Invi-

tational Meet, which will be held
in Newark, N. J., on March 5.

Holas also declared that he
expected the team to better its

third place finish of last year,

in anticipation of attending the

Cherry Blossom Tournament in

Washington, D.C.
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Example From LR.S.
' In the West Lounge of Dougherty Hall

last Wednesday, the Student Council Chair-
man was wearily punctuating a rather point-

less meeting with the remark that "ideas
for projects are withering.' It was part of

a plea for members to please try and im-
provise some decent legislation for discus-

sion at the next meeting.

And while the chairman was despairing
that the field of originality was in need of
irrigation, an interesting experiment was in

progress just two doors down the hall in the
East Lounge. : : :

• v

, Here it was that three distinguished
faculty members from the Department of
History and Political Science were engaged
in an animated panel discussion on the "Pros-
pects for European Unity—1960."

The International Relations Society of
Villanova under Joe Pultorak, with nothing
to lose, had engineered one of the most high- ,:

l)"^ successful undergraduate ventures of the
year.

Here was free opinionated thought for
the asking, and a gratifying number of Vil-

lanovans seized the invitation. It's generally
hoped that IRS follows this panel with an- .

; other and another, perhaps on a regular ba- .j

sis. And if the project achieves the reputa-
tion it deserves, it might even lure a few '

faculty members to its presentation. It's a
matter of interest that there were five whole
faculty members in the audience of 100.

(Rosemont College girls almost matched
them with a delegation of three.)

To return to our original discourse

—

what, oh what, can the Student Council do,

now that original ideas are starting to
;•:" wither? . ,: \ • ^/..-^>:Vv";; -•.^•.;.-;-,';, .'V^.r.:' V--^ .

A short walk down the hall after the

Council meeting (which a scanty few mem-
bers took) to the IRS panel could have pro-

vided a hint of possible Council activity.

Here was a minority co-curricular organi-

; zation, without any shadow of a $3,000 trea-

sury, conducting with a fervor we thought
obsolete, a humble project which strangely

suggested our purpose for attending college.

The Council certainly would have noth-

ing to lose and everything to gain if it

launched a similar project. With all its re-

: sources, it could easily match the perform-
ance of IRS if it so desired. And unlike

IRS, it could muster panelists fi-om a gi-eater

variety of departments—English, Philoso-

phy, Industrial Administration, Phsychol-
;;.ogy, etc. . ;,:,:..;;( :^^,:; ;-;^: ;:;•;; ;;^..;,>•;

In the field of academics, the Council
has shown some aptitude this year. It has
marshalled a limited number of students to

its assortment of highly respectable forums.
It's now working fervidly to attach a fine

arts course to the curriculum (negotiations
are still in progress).

A faculty panel is a scheme that's been

untried by the Council. If that body is ac-

tually destitute for fresh notions, we suggest

that a representative of the Ck)uncil huddle

with Mr. Pultorak in the near future.

A Few Suggestions
There are, however, a few suggestions

that IRS might consider for their next panel.

The fact that the panel discussion was
being broadcast over WVIL had disadvan-
tages which nullified the advantages. The
broadcast might have added to the potential

audience (a worthy intention), but at the
same time it subtracted from the general
candor of the speakers.

Most of them appeared fully conscious
that they were courting a radio audience,
and they were tempted to assume their best
public poses. The East Lounge is near
enough to points of WVIL coverage that in-

terested parties shouldn't find it too stren-

uous to walk to the panel in the future.

Another suggestion: extend the length

of the post-panel question and answer period.

Again, electronic demands of the radio sta-

tion made it necessary to terminate ques-

tions from the floor after a slight twenty
minutes, just when the vigor of questions

and answers appeared to reach a crescendo.

These are suggestions which are intend-

ed in no way to detract from the exhibition

of exhilarating discussion which took place.

f i

Move out buster, there's only room
for one of us

l-

.v.v.t.:.;.:-

Couaterpoint
What Are Niggling Dhfinefions?

W^^^MM^Mi By TOM WOLF W^^^^^^^^^^M

The letter published by the

VILLANOVAN last week was
written in such thunderous
prose that we were left too

speechless to comment at the

time.

Entitled "Cheaters Skulk
from Hedge to Hedge," it at-

tacked in vivid language the

recent article in the VILLA-
NOVAN.
The writer further stated,

tapping from an admirable res-

ervoir of literary and biblical

references, that the article

(written by Lou Flanagan) "is

utterly incomprehensible to

anyone who has the vaguest
concept of honor."

-This attitude betrays, in our
minds, a corner of opinion in

this university which contends
that the problem of cheating

is so reprehensible that it

should be left un-discussed.

They hold that cheating is

absolutely black, and that

there can be no shades of gray
in the matter. It's like the sin

of murder: there can be no
equivocation on a matter of

morals. . -

Indeed, the writer of the let-

ter accuses us of "equivoca-

tion." In searching through
the article, we could find no
hint that the sin of cheating

was ever rendered the slight-

est bit moral by Flanagan or

by any of the persons quoted
therein.

If it's a question of whether
cheating is immoral, we must
say yes and thereafter stand
mute.
But religion and philosophy

have taught us about extenu-

ating circumstances, and how
they affect a sin on the per-

sonal level. The article, as ap-

proached by Flanagan, delved
into the factors which might
require that a little gray be
added to the picture.

As the article said, there

may be reasons for cheating,

but there are no excuses. We
set out to explore these reor

sons.

If our educational system
makes the student feel justi-

fied in intellectual dishonesty,

then it appears that thought-

ful consideration should be

spent to learn if there are any
factors which encourage cheat-

ing.

Certainly the "honor of Hec-
tor, noble and slain," should
be the prime deterrent from
cheating. But why create un-
necessary, functionless obs-

tacles for the student (as, per-

haps, the pressure of grades) ?

This should not be the at-

titude: let's see how honorable
Jones is; let's create a few
more temptations to cheat and
see Ijow he resists.

When Dr. Robert O'Shea, in

the article, said that "the

cheater is not basically immor-
al," he didn't mean that cheat-

ing is not immoral.
The writer of the letter,

handy as he is with biblical

references, probably remem-
bers words to the effect—-hate

the sin but love the sinner.

Priests have told us that
prohibition was a useless in-
anity which erected an artifi-

cial opportunity for easy crime.

(Continued on Page 9)

CAMPUS CAMERA
Do you think a student-professor coffee hour

would be of mutual benefit to both parties in

reducing misunderstandings, helping the student

with scholastic difflcultes and gving the teacher

off-the-cuff information as to what may be of

help to him in getting his lectures across in class?

Yes I think such an arrangement would be

beneficial to both parties. The five or ten minutes

before and after class is the

only time available to many stu-

dents for such informal talk.

This informal talk is very im-

portant to a proper relationship

between student and professor.

The student can get to know
the professor better and the I

professor can use some of the student's sugges-
tions to improve his lecture periods.

Don Tieri, PoU. ScL, '61

Yes, this would give the student an oppor-

tunity to get to know his professor better, and to

understand his viewpoints. It

would give the student more
time to discuss the problems
and opinions of the professor

I

with the professor, rather than
a fellow student who would tend
to share the student's opinion.

In short, I think it would
strengthen student-professor relationships.

Pat Hand, Education, '63

It would seem to me that anyone who active-

ly participated in his class would certainly get to

know his professors well enough,

and if a student ever desires to

meet privately with a professor

he could do so easily enough,

as I understand that they all

have office hours set aside for

just this purpose.
Charles Baumis, English, '60

Yes, by the establishment of a closer rela-

tionship between professor and student, the ideas

of one can be known and appre-

ciated by the other. The inhi-

bitions of the student can be
taken into consideration if the

professor is made aware of such.

Courses can be improved if ma-
jor difficulties in study are
brought to light. The entire at-

mosphere of the university would be changed.
Madelyn Giancatirino,, Engineering, '63

This question has been given great con-

sideration in other universities, and being con-

nected with Student Council I,

as well as others have investi-

gated this question thoroughly.
We have found that it would be
a great asset to the student, the
faculty, and the University as
a whole. The student would
learn more about his teachers, and the faculty
members would, in turn, gain some knowledge of
the student and his goals in life. The teacher
could also discern how the students react to
the various teaching methods.

Tom Raymond, '61 Arts

Fragments
The English Department is assuming pro-

portions that have amazed some of the under-

graduates. We understand that some of the

English majors are turning in a local radio

station to brush up on their vocabulary; an op-

portunity very generously rendered. Thank you.

Belle Masque's poduction of Arthur Miller's

"The Crucible" to be performed March 23-27, is

in full rehearsal. It will be interesting to see how
the group recoups from its Fall fall.
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Towards Middle Eatl and Latin America Criticized

By Larry Ruth

The foreign policy of the Eisenhower

Administration has certainly left a lot

to be desired, and its ineptness is

especially evident in the Middle East

and in Latin America.

Until 1957 and the formation of

the Eisenhower Doctrine, the United

States had no consistent and compre-

hensive policy toward the Middle East.

Up to that time the Eisenhower Ad-

ministration depended on the whims of

Secretary Dulles for its Middle Eastern

policy.

But as British and French power

waned in this area, the United States

had the responsibility for policy thrust

upon it. Both the Suez crisis of 1956

and the L«ebanon and Iraq Crisis of

1958 helped awaken the United States

to its responsibilities in the Middle

East.

It is the opinion of Dr. Fred Khouri
of the Political Science Department
that President Eisenhower left too

much of the foreign policy decisions to

Mr. Dulles.

"Dulles," Khouri states, "didn't

know as much as he thought he knew,
while at the same time he disregarded

the advice of his experts."

The United States, during the first

six years of the Administraition, was
more interested in making weak paper
alliances with reactionary regimes than
in cementing our relations with Middle
Eastern peoples on a more firm basis.

Infernal Unrest Big Danger

Khouri points out that the main
danger in the Middle East lies in in-

ternal unrest; hence we should build

up these countries internally.

Mr. Francis Coghlan of the History
Department is of the same opinion. He
stated that most colonial powers recog-

nize the fact that colonialism is at an
end, but that the United States has
encouraged a rush toward independ-
ence which has caused instability in

these countries.

"If we do encourage independence
among these people," said Coghlan,
"we must be ready to give more assist-

ance, not military, but medical, food,
educational and social aid."

In 1956, when the first crisis came
in Suez, it was almost entirely of the
Administration's making. We had
})romised aid to Nasser's personal pro-
ject — the Aswan Dam. When the
Egyptian delegate came to this country
to negotiate the details, Dulles, for no
apparent reason, withdrew the Ameri-
can offer of support. In retaliation,

Nasser nationalized the Canal. In ef-

fect we forced Nasser into Communist
hands.

Mr. Coghlan said, "It is the belief

of the English conservatives that the

Christian Herter — And The Future?

American cotton growers put pressure

on the United States who took the

proper action in this case.

However, it was a case of too little

and too late, and it came only as a
response to a situation which we our-

selves had already created. ;
-

, : ;.

Eisenhower Doctrine "^^•. ^. :

In March of 1957 the first positive

U. S. foreign policy was formed in

terms of the Eisenhower Doctrine. This
doctrine authorized the use of U. S.

troops in defense of any Middle East-
ern nation asking for help "against

overt Armed Aggression from any na-

tion controlled by international com-
munism."

MMm
m Policy Leaves a Lof To Be Desired

Cogflilan Novo Laqma Kkourl

% % ^

In July of 1958 the second crisis

appeared—the Lebanon and Iraq crisis.

A revolution broke out in Iraq against

the pro-Western government of the

Baghdad Pact. As a result of this revo-

lution the pro-western government was
overthrown and replaced by a military

dictatorship. When the same thing

threatened Lebanon, Eisenhower mov-
ed in troops. In the eyes of the Arab
nationajlists this action nullified our
Suez stand.

Khouri pointed out that the Eisen-

hower administration has tried to put
more balance in our relations with the

Arab-Israili world. He went on to say
that we handled the whole question of

Arab nationalism very badly.

Nasser, as a strong man, is the only
Arab who can make peace with Israel.

Khouri maintained that, "The stronger
an Arab government is, the better

chance it has of going against popular
opinion and making peace with Israel."

In short, our policy toward the Mid*

die East during the Eisenhower years
has suffered from a lack of imagina-
tion.

Dr. Fritz Nova of the Political Sci-

ence department seemed to sum it up
when he said that, "We have lacked

information on and have not been
aware of the tremendous nationalism
of the colonial peoples."

Instead of developing an aggressive
social and economic policy toward this

area, we have over-emphasized the

political and military aspects and have
relied on meaningless alliances.

Lafin America
The Eisenhower policy in Latin

America has also been typical.

Latin America has been, to a large
degree, an area which the United Stat-
es has both ignored and taken for
granted. It has only been since the
success of the Castro revolution and
Nixon's m-fated trip that the United
States has come to a full realization of

the Latin American scene.

Perhaps it would be more correct

to say that we suffered more from a
lack of policy rather than from a mis-

guided one.

The Administration, however, did

make some gestures toward the South
American countries.

According to Khouri, the Eisenhower
Administration invoked some quotas on
South American countries which ser-

iously hurt their markets in the United
States.

It also seems to be the opinion of

the men interviewed that our attitude

toward dictatorships and reactionary
regimes did not help us any.

Coghlan seemed to think thing that

the United States still suffered from
the big stick policy of Teddy Roosevelt.

Certainly the anti-American stream of

propoganda directed at the United
States by Castro has not helped the

situation any. In this respect the Eis-

enhower Administration had adopted

a very good wait-and-see policy.

Rather than take the chance of alien-

ating any of the countries which are

sympathetic toward the Castro regime,

Eisenhower has decided not to interfere

in the Cuban troubles, but he has de-

cided to wait and observe which path
the revolution is taking.

This is a courageous stand for him
to take since he is probably under great
pressure from American flnancial in-

terests who have holdings in Cuba
which have been nationalized.

Cosfro Alienates Americans

Castro, on the other hand, has not
helped his own cause too much. The
elements of American society which
had been sympathetic to Castro's cause
are alienated by the excesses of the

revolution : the nationalization of lands
and the violation of civil liberties.

Many people in this country fear

Castro's possible association with the

communists.
'• Also, many of the other South Amer-
ican countries which had at first been
sympathetic toward Castro, are now
becoming disenchanted with the exces-

ses of the revolution.

Mr. John Logue of the Political Sci-

ence Department points out an inter-

esting analogy between the present

South American situation and the Re-
publican party in the '20's and 'SO's.

During this period many large cities

left the Republican Party partly due to

its failure to adapt its economic philo-

sophy to the changing times; many of

the South American countries may now
do the same.
Logue said, "While it would be poli-

tically astute for us to help the Latin

American countries, we also have a
moral duty to give them aid.

For the most part, our policy toward
Latin America in the last seven years

has been one of apathy rather than
positive or negative action. We have
generally tended to ignore our Latin
neighbors, but the Cuban revolution

and the Nixon trip have opened our
eyes somewhat.

It only remains to be seen if Eisen-
hower's successor will not only keep
our eyes toward this area, but will

also take some positive action toward
Latin America.

m
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NoDebate About It: BetaGamma Is HereTo Stay
By Jim Rhod«s

Under the guidance of Vtr.

Joseph T. Jonas, the ViHanova
Debate Society was formally

organized in the fall of 1928

under the title of 'The Book and
Gavel." Among its charter mem-
bers are several rather familiar

names; the most familiar, per-

haps, being that of Al Sever-

ance.

In its early beginnings, the

Book and Gavel Society was
known as the Literary Society,

and was engaged in Dramatic
arts as well as debate. By 1930,

however, it was clear that, since

the Society had to divide its

interests in two directions, it

would be wiser to separate into

two individual societies.

Belle Masque Produced
This separation produced the

present organization of Belle

Masque and Beta Gamma. Beta
Ganmia was selected as the new
name for the debate society

since it represents, in Greek,

the first letters of the old "Book
and Gavel".

The year of 1930, however,

was not merely a time of forma-
tion, but also of activity for

Beta Gamma. For it was in 1930

that Villanova sent its first in-

tercollegiate debate team to an-

other campus for formal debate.

In this instance, the team met
a very strong Harvard Univer-

sity team beginning a rivalry

and at the same time an inter-

collegiate friendship which ex-

ists right up to the present day.

Administration

From this time on the Beta
Gamma Debate Society gradual-

ly received the firm support of

the administration. In 1956 the

society came into its own and
became fully supported by the

Villanova Administration.

But, in this same year, Mr.
Jonas found that his clinical

speech work was demanding too

much of his time and energy,

and the debators were forced

to manage for themselves. There

Cofta

were only about six members of

the team at this time.

The years 1956 and 1957 were
years of struggle for reorgan-

ization as well as a rebirth of

debating standards and activi-

ties. With the assistance of Mr.

Richard McDonough, the new
moderator of Beta Gamma, the

Society ended the years with

winning seasons.

60% Record

In fact, the society has won
more than 60% of its debates

since the fall of 1956, a record

of which the members of the So-

ciety are rightfully proud.

By the end of 1957, member-
ship had grown to some 25 mem-
bers, and annual debates had in-

creased to more than 100 inter-

collegiate debates per year.

By 1958, the Society exceeded

all past achievements as it

gained respect and admiration

from debating colleges through-

out of the east. Jim Corey, Pres-

ident, and Jack Serafin, Vice-

President, worked closely with
Mr. McDonough to spark the

debating team to a 70% win-
ning season.

It was the year for "the un-

expected" as the debaters had
frequent occasion to transmit



New Calculator Room Opens in C&F School
by Philip Valentt

Two new features have been
added to the third floor of the
Commerce and Finance building,
which should prove beneficial to
both faculty and students.

The first, of particular inter-
est to the students, is ten Mon-
roe Calculators in the new Cal-
culator Room. These will defin-
ately facilitate those engaged

in courses which require large
amounts of mathematical com-
putations (e.g. accounting,
statistics, and production).
The company has also provid-

ed instruction booklets for those
who wish to learn to use the
calculators. And as a further
incentive to their popular use,
Mr. Quinn, the company repre-
sentative, will be available for
questions and additional instruc-

tiOHB.

The second new addition, the
Faculty Meeting Room, is a re-

sult of the first change; for
with the installation of the cal-

culators in their present location
the need for a new conference
room was created. This room
was constructed imanediately,
and will serve as a general
teacher's meeting place.

Jim Riley and Carl Wolf demonstrate use of calculators.

No telltale traces...

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper

It's easy to flirk off your mistakes on Eaton's
Corrasable Bond. Make a pass with a |)en('il eraser and
typing errors are gone

—

like magic—no error evidence
left. Corrasable has an exceptional surface

—

erases

ivithout a trace. Once Joes it— there's no need to

retype. Saves time; money, too. The perfect paper for

perfection—erasable Corrasable.

Eaton's Corrasable Bond is

available in lisr/it, medium,
heavy weights and onion
shin. In convenient 100
sheet packets and 500-
sheet ream boxes. A
Berkshire Typetvriter

Paper, backed by the

famous Eaton name.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton

EATON PAPLK COHI'OKATION (jE"; I'lTTbHtLU, MASSACHUSETTS

ROBERT MITCHUM • CURT JURGENS
In

"THE ENEMY BELOW"
A CiBtmaScop* Picture COLOR by DE LOXE
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The whole is equal
to the siJirti of its parts
(Bu( some of its parts are more equal than others!)

I .• t» ^^tfj-^ A,t ^A« ^* y.

Even Euclid had to admit..?

It^s iufhat^s up front
WMs'' that counts
Euclid proved that a straight
line is the shortest distance
between two points. And if

you'll walk a straight line to the
nearest pack of Winstons, you'll

find it the shortest distance to
a really enjoyable smoke. It's

the tobacco up front that makes

the difference and that's where
Winston packs its own exclusive
Pilter-Blend-a special selection
of light, mild tobacco, specially
processed for filter smoking.
You'll find Filter-Blend gives
Winston a flavor without paral-
lel. In fact, it's axiomatic that...

WINSTON TASTES GOOD, LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD!

».J. WEYWOIOS TOBACCO CO.. WIHSTOM-SALEII.K.C. J
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Unsung Heroes: Jake Nevins, Charlie Farnan
Hank Schultz

On the ground floor of the

Villanova Field House are the

"offices" of two men — Jake

Nevins and Charlie Farnan —
who work behind the scenes

keeping the Wildcat teams in the

headlines.

These two often put in ten or

twelve hours a day, six or seven

days a week doing jobs many
people take for granted. The
athletes they do so much for do

not forget these services.

Many of the boys under the

care of trainer Jake Nevin have

given him little tokens of ap-

preciation. A life-long resident

of Bryn Mawr, Jake joined the

Villanova staff in 1930. Since

then, he has filled his bachelor

quarters with many trophies and
plaques.

It has become a tradition for

departing senior tracksters to

present Jake with a medal en-

graved with their names. He has
amassed a collection of fifty of

these metals which he keeps at

home.
He has also had made mini-

aiture statuettes of all the Villa-

novans who have become All-

Americans or who have more
than a thousand points in bas-

1

ketball. At oresent, he has 23

such trophies in his room.
Oreatest Thrill

When Villanova won the Har-
bor bowl with a 7-0 upset victory

over Nevada in 1951, the team
presented Jake with a watch.

The trip to the West Coast, the

game, and the presentation of

the watch are considered by-
Jake to be his greatest thrill at

Villanova.

He says, however, that there

were many other thrills, all of

which run a close second to the

Harbor Bowl. Another watch
was given to him by Ron Delany
after a triumph in the Inquirer

games.
Many times, winners in IC-

AAAA competition have given

Jake Nevins (left) helps Charlie Farnan ( rigbt) get ready for tlie "cliarging athletes" at

afternoon practice.

him batons engraved with their

names. A plaque is being made
for him with miniature track

shoes with the name of all Vil-

lanovans who have competed in

the Olym/pics and batons with

the names of all Villanovans

victorious in the ICAAAA
games.

Equipment Manager
Although not so frequently

honored as Jake, equipment
manager Charlie Farnan is ap-

preciated just as much. Here is

the man who faithfully sees to

it that all equipment and uni-

forms are in good shape.

Football players are confident

that pads given to them by
Charlie are in top condition. The
basketball team knows that

though a game was played Wed-
nesday, the game uniforms will

be ready, fresh and clean, for

Saturday's game.
Baseballers are assured that

bats and balls will be ready for

practice, and track men know
that there will be a pair of shoes
ready to take the place of those

worn out in the last meet.

Honored Several Times
Many outsiders do not realize

the work involved in .keeping

football, basketball, baseball,

and track teams well equipped.

Such, however, was not the case

with the Villanova Club of South
Jersey, which presented Charlie

with a plaque in recognition of

the part he plays in Villanova
sports.

Another group honoring Char-
lie was the Villanova Student
Council, which gave him a silver

key to the Field House at a
sports assembly.

Charlie's mementos are far

fewer than Jake's, but when an
ex-Wildcat athlete remembers
his career at Villanova, he does
not think of Jake alone nor
Charlie alone, but rather of
Charlie and Jake.

Every athlete must of neces-

sity see Charlie, and aaiy athlete

who has no occasion to see Jake
just isn't trying.

Football Hardest
Although all sports with their

variety of pulled muscles,

sprains, and assorted bruises

keep Jake busy, his busiest sea-

son is the football season. Char-
lie may hand out the best of
helmets and pads, but there are

still the usual bumps and bruis-

es.

When a player is injured on
the field Saturday, Jake is im-

mediately handed a rough as-

signment: to have him back in

action for next week's game.
The obvious injuries are not the

only ones Jake must attend to.

Quite often, a player noticei^

a knee or ankle swelling up
several hours after the game.
Or maybe he suffered an injury

not serious enough to have him
removed from the game. And

almost every player has a few
miscellaneous cuU and bruises.

This keeps Jake jumping
seven days a week for three

months. And the games aren't

the only times players are in-

jured. During practice, the "ne-

glfi(;jted stars" as Jake calls

them, get their chance to earn a
starting berth.

He tries to block harder than
the starters, and in turn forces

the starters to work harder to
keep their position. With all

this determination, it is only
natural that several players suf-

fer injuries in practice.

This in turn adds to Jake's

work, but he doesn't mind it a
bit, as he enjoys his work very
much.

No Favorites

When Charlie or Jake are ask-

ed what their favorite sport is,

they hesitate. Then they both
come out with the same answer;
they just don't know. With so
many interesting sports going
on all the time, they find it hard
to choose.

They have the same trouble

trying to name V i 1 1 a n o v a * s

greatest athlete. Since they have
been here so long, (Jake for 30
years, and Charlie for 20) they
have seen almost every great

athlete who ever performed at

Villanova.

As Jake says, "There have
been so many that have been
great, it is almost impossible to

pick the greatest."

Charlie seemed almost ready

to give an answer, but then
said, "The recent ones are easy
to remember, but the guys a
few years back were just as
good."

Ask any of the athletes who
have ever been under their care

just who they consider the

greatest guys in Villanova
athletics, and they hesitate too.

They finally admit it is a toss-

up between Jake and Charlie.

Boss Choice Seeks Title
by Phil Valente

Boss Choice, champion of

Villanova University Bowling
League last year, is setting a

torrid pace in quest of their

second straight bowling crown.

They lead the league by five

games with the Keglers and
Saints tied for second place. If

they maintain their present pace

the championship seems assured.

The mainstays of last year's

crampionship team are Joe Pe-

trecca and Captain Jack Reina.

Other members of the team in-

clude Nick DiSimone, Jerry

Snopkowski and Joe Carroll.

Last week's forfeit boosted
Boss Choice's lead to five games

after the Saints and Keglers

split in a match for second place.

The present standings in the

Tuesday League are:

TEAM
W L

BOSS CHOICE . , . , * , 33 7

Keglers i -J* « 28 12

oaints ..«'.'.*' ao lib

High Average
Jack Reina .. ......itji;* ** • 167

Joe Petrecca . . * . • •Va.,V^«v ^^"^

Nick DiSimone .;.>', iW 166

High Three
Jack Reina 619

Joe Petrecca , .> . 550

Nick DiSimone . . . .
._

. . i . . 540

High Single

Jack Reina 221

Nick DiSimone 220

Joe Petrecca 219

Boseboll frryoutt this weeicp
All candidotes report to thei|i

^ field House. %
i Anyone interested in be^i;

icoming o vorsity monager^
i report to Chorlie Fornon inji

Ithe Field House. ii

>».

Linksmen Ready

To Tee Off For

1960 Golf Season
by Phil Valente

Early next month the Villa-

nova golfers will begin the 1960
season. Co-Captains Marty Con-
noly and Jim Cahill, along with

Junior Dave Doyle are the only

returning lettermen. This is the

problem which must be solved at

the very start of pratice. The
loss of Reggie and Ronnie Zur-

inskas through graduation, and
Jim Gay by way of an unpre-

cedented occurrence has left the

team in the hazardous position

of starting from scratch.

The interest shown by a
goodly number of students has,

however, led to a hopeful out-

look against tough competition.

The season's opener, of a four-

teen game slate, will host Get-

tysburg at the Aronimink links.

Ten away games include such

oustanding opponents as Penn
State, Seton Hall and Princeton.

If the golfers are going to beat

any of these clubs, the team

must take shape as swiftly as

possible.

All newcomers are invited to

attend a meeting this week in

regard to tryouts. Notices, con-

cerning time and place will be

posted on the bulletin boards. '

(Continued from Page 4)

Romove the temptation and re-

move the crime, they have im-

plied.

If, for instance, grade pres-

sure is a similar perfidy, it

would seem common sense to

investigate. Cities are remov-
ing slums to conquer juvenile

delinquency; the writer of the

letter would allow the slums

to remain, because its a great-

er test of the child's honor to

behave in slums than in more
civilized surroundings.

The findings in Flanagan's
article were not meant to be

the "niggling distinctions of

self-styled moralists." The
writer would call Maritain him-
self a "self-styled moralist."

The writer might perform a
greater service to education if

he would meet in public dis-

cussion with representatives of

faculty and students, and probe

into the cheating question.

And if this discussion would
yield the verdict that the cheat-

er, and not just the cheating,

is immoral, we might accept

the fact. But enough of these

a priori judgements.

SUBSCRIBE

TO THE

VILLANOVAN

• \i.ij<i -.

.
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Desire Under The Basket

Is Tweety' Driscoirs Forte
by Eugene O. He^tt

The brown sphere cut an arc

above the melee of players

below. As it dropped toward the

net a raucuous voice cut

through the noise to comimand
"Get up, Tweety, get up."

Reams and reams of words
have been wiitten, spoken and
thought of as to why Tweety
gets up, why he doesn't, what
makes him hustle, why he
doesn't, why he doesn't shoot,

why he does, why he isn't ag-

gressive, why he is. He probably

has been analysed more than
any other player on the team
with just as many different an-

swers and solutions.

There remains in this haze
of words a fact that many over-

look. John Driscoll is a calm,

unruffled, darn good basketball

player.

West CathoUo
Cut from the varsity at West

Catholic when he was a sopho-
more, he was determined to

prove he could make the team,
and so out to the proverbial

playground. The next year he
didn't get cut but spent his time
playing on the jayvees.

His senior year he made the

varsity as a starter, and became
in his first and last year as a
varsity player, an All-Catholic

selection. Following on the heels

of this distinction, the usual

covey of basketball scouts sur-

rounded him clutching promises
of fame and glory.

Came to Villanova

Feeling, however, the desire

to remain in Philadelphia, he
matriculated at V i 1 1 a n o v a in

September, 1956. For his own
reasons, however, John drop|)ed

out in the middle of his first

semester, and to keep in shape
he joined the local AAU team,
Dreger's All-Stars.

\ Dreger's was led by the
author of "Get up, Tweety,"
Jimmy Huggard, and thus the

two became fast friends, and
the following year entered Vil-

lanova together.

As Tweety began his sopho-

more year, the drum-beaters of

the Main Line boomed the team
as Villanova's return to the

hoop heights. As a sophomore
he was subjected to as much
pressure as one would have ex-

Drlseoll

perienced as a senior all-Ameri-

can candidate almost anywhere
else.

Hampered by a propensity to

pick up three or more rapid
fouls early in the game and sub-

sequent cautions play, he be-

came the prime object of the

various previous questions. This

year, however, he has answered
most of his questioners and crit-

ics.

Playing good solid ball, shoot-

ing more, using his weight and
strength to pull off rebounds, he
has become one of the reasons
the team has come as far as it

has.

Causes of Change
What has caused this change

in play? First of all there has
to be a desire. Driscoll doesn't

show it in a fiery and flamboy-
ant manner, but watch him on
the court.

The second effort to get that

tap or rebound, a drive for a

loose ball, and usual mark of a
smaller man is John's show of

desire. How many big men do
you ever see crash to the floor

to pick up a stray sphere? Not
many.
Tweety always has a calm,

almost methodical manner on
and off the court. This doesn't

mean he isn't putting out, it is

just John Driscoll. There has to

be a reason for this desire. First

of all, Tweety's own wish to

excel, the second, Huggard. As
John has said, "Jimmie always
wants to win, no matter what.
You can feel it, and some of it

just rubs off on me."
Last year Tweety didn't shoot

much. Now he doesn't pass up
the good shot. Why? "I didn't

think I should shoot. Now if I

have a good shot, I take it."

Fouling Out
This year John has only foul-

ed out in two games. Now and
then he will pick up one or two
foolish quick fouls, but not with
the regularity he did last year.

The answer to this is contain-

ed in his desire, "It's awfully
rough to sit there on the bench
and know you could be out there
on the court if it wasn't for

those fouls."

Behind everyone who makes
so abrupt a chance in play, there

are people who have influenced

it. Al Severance and Joe Walters
come in for a big share, as
through their instruction, coun-
sel, and patience, have shown
Tweety how to get the most
mrom his ability.

Along with them, perhaps
should be his mother and girl

who with their encouragement
have caused him to push a little

harder.

Next time you go to see the

'Cats play, watch number 52.

He doesn't explode or erupt, he
just gets up. For as Tweety goes
up, so will Villanova go right

with him.

Hubie Wt', TeamMed When

'Cats Pimmukd Toledo Five

fm"

irVENTION

by Bud Simmonda

There's no place like home
and Villanova's hustling Wild-

cats proved this fact by soundly
defeating a highly publicized

Hubie Wfaitp

Toledo team, the Mid-American
Conference runnerup, by the

score of 74 to 52, Wednesday
night.

Returning to the friendlier

confines of the Palestra after

the humiliating Wake Forest

trip, the Cats snapped a three

game losing streak by beating

the Rockets and set the stage

for their long awaited Hawk
encounter.

Surprise Move
In a surprise move that "stim-

ulated the starters and woke
them up", coach Al Severance
inserted subs Bob Liberatore

and son Dave in place of regu-

lars Dick Kaminski and captain

George Raveling.

This innovation brought about
a radical but profitable shakeup
to the recently sluggish Cat at-

tack.

The change of familiar faces

instilled in the Villanova forces

an element which has been no-

ticeably lacking of late, that be-

ing hustle.

In the words of Coach Sever-

ance, "Hustle is the barometer
of victory on any given occa-

sion", and this game was defi-

nitely the right and necessary

occasion.

Under the 26 point guiding

light shed by Hubie White, the

Wildcats once again displayed

the mid-season form that has
placed them high in the na-

tional ratings.

A Dozen Rebounds
The sophomore sensation

cashed in on 11 of 20 picture-

pretties from the floor as well

as pulling down a dozen re-

bounds. White went on a scor-

ing rampage that netted him 11

of Villanova's last 13 points of

the first half to supply, in Rock-
et coach Eddie Melvin's opin-

ion, "the turning point" and
bring the halftime score to a
34 to 28 Cat lead.

ThU effort of "the Hub" plus

the sniping of 14 point contri-

butor Jim Huggard, kept the

Rockets sputtering through the

second half.

More of the rediscovered

hustle (there's that word again)

was evidenced by the fine per-

formance of front court relief

artist Tom Samulewicz, who
chipped in a valuable 10 points

to the Villanova cause.

The Rockets, previous con-

querors of NI'T bound Detroit

and Dayton as well as Wake
Forest, showed little example of

their p r e - g am e publicity in

shooting a cold 31% and by los-

ing the range from the field at

one point for 10 minutes.

Led Toledo Scorers

The accurate hook shot of be-

spectacled George Patterson,

who led all Tolida scorers with

14 points, augured trouble for

the Main Liners at the start. The
benched George Raveling,
though, came on like Gangbus-
ters, quelled Patterson's efforts,

and cleared 12 rebounds in the

meantime.

^iiii

W^

Sack of Troy By Tom Troy

Maybe We Could Use Walt Disney

m

Once again, a self-appointed critic has
sounded his tocsin and attacked the sanctum
sanctorum caveat emptor. I have only one ques-

tion I would like to ask him: if a gamy athlete

didn't like Lifebouy soap (official soap of the

Winter Olympics), would he have to remain
gamy?

Or could he perhaps use Pepsi-Cola (official

soft drink of the Winter Olympics), or com-
mandeer a Renault-Dauphin (official car of the

Winter Olympics), drive to Reno and get washed
there?

But meanwhile, then again, he could apply
to Walt Disney (official snowmaker, pseudo-
dove supplier, architect of the Winter Olympics).

If so, would you say that one of the reasons
the American hockey team won a gold metal is

that they used Christian Brothers?
Sign a Record

Or maybe, perhaps, not having finished

higher than last for two years, the Phillies'

front office has told the newspaper boys in the
hope-springs-eternal, there's only-one-way-to-go
school to lay off for some time and not paint
all the rookies as Mantles and Spahns.

But Ed Pollock does always write about
current events and never reminisces. However,
anyway, the Spirit Committee broke the all-time

Palestra record for length of sign, smashing the

old mark by five feet.

:W*=**:*S;i::-

When you think about this, it leads you to

wonder if Gotham and Metropolis are one and
the same city, or different cities on the East
Coast, or is one on the East and the other on

K"

the West coast? And whatever happened to

Ozark Ike?

Since the Hawks sang "When the Hawks
go Flying In" eleven times, ans the 'Cats sang
"V for Villanova" only eight, why did the fine

showing of the Villanova track team receive so

much publicity in the Sunday papers?

Where Was Nixon?
At any rate, the major problem confronting

Harry Litwack was clearly displayed the other
night. Temple has nobody to handle the ball,

and they never work for the good shot. But
Jack Ramsay didn't even throw one towel.

So if the game on Saturday night was really

important, how come Vice-President Nixon didn't
toss up the first ball? Why, on why, doesn't
Hubie play under the boards all the time?

The game was replayed so many times at
a cocktail party I attended Sunday evening that
Villanova won. ;••.

Jim Huggard should have a sore back or a

virus condition every game. He's scored 44

points in the two games he's been ailing.

Which just goes to shows you that Jim's big

red muscle under the left rib cage does more
than pump blood.

300 Tickets

And besides that, if Eleanor can sing "High
Hopes" on King Frankie's show, then way can't

Victor Strano transfer to Ohio State? Time is

catching up on Victor—he must graduate some-

time.

Then again, the game that had been sold

out for a month had 300 tickets on sale on the

night of the game. And Ed Rideout probably

brought them all.

A priest sitting beside me summed up
everything when he said, "Basketball makes no
sense."
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Nick DeAngelis readies himself for "the passing lof the baton" from Otis Drayton in mile

relay. Race took place during In^rer Games at Conventioii Boll.

The Six-Man Four

Villanova Mile Quartet
"Sprinterellas" of Season

by Mike Donahue

Depth is a thing called Villa-

nova's mile relay team.

What other conclusion can be

drawn from a six man group

which has won seven times out

of eight and set records in four

of those triumphs?
Jumbo Jim Elliott's crack

"six man four" is comprised of

juniors Nick De Angelis and Joe

Manion and sophomores Paul

(Otie) Drayton, Bob Coffill, Bob
Raemore and Carl Wagner.
Wagner is the latest of

Elliott's fledging protegees to

enter the national limelight.

Wagner to the Rescue
The.former West Catholic ace

was called upon by Jumbo Jim

in the National A.A.U. meet to

fill the breach when Raemore
came down with a cold. He re-

sponded with a sterling 49.5

effort. Only anchorman Manion's

48.7 was better.

At the outset of the indoor

season Elliott had two gaps to

fill on the mile quartet. His

stalwarts, Ed Collymore and
Charley Stead departed via

graduation leaving him only

junior holdovers De Angelis and
Manion from the quartet that

outraced Texas in 3:10 at the

Coliseum Relays last May.
On paper he had good replace-

ments in the persons of sopho-

mores Drayton, Coffill, Raemore
and Pat Nicastro.

These four as a unit had run

away with the Penn Relay fresh-

man mile title in record time.

Wait and See

However, there were very few,

if any sports scribes who went

out on a limb to suggest that

two of these four could dupli-

cate Collymore and Stead's

feats. Track buffs took a "When
I see it I'll believe it attitude."

Well, in the first indoor meet

of this season at . Boston on

January 16th they saw it. The
fleet Cat foursome of Drayton,

Coffill, Raemore and Manion
took the mile relay in record

time of 3:18.1. Not bad, some
said, but maybe it's beginners

luck.

Next showing at the Washing-

ton Star Game did nothing to

dispel this "luck" epithet. The
Cats won, all right, in the ap-

parently unimpressive time of

3:25.1. There was a reason for

the "poor" time though. The
Washington track was a flat

ftv / '< X ' s
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one, not one with banked turns.

"Banked boards means a good

six seconds faster time" said as-

sistant coach Jim Tuppeny.

Cats Lose at Miurose

There was no suon explanation

ft)r tne oniy Cat loss to date

mcurred in the Muirose A.A.

meet m New Yorli on January

;jutn. "We were lousy", a dis-

gusted Elliott informed an ob-

server at practice the following

week.

The fledging four had still

not yet arrived: But when they

ran in tne Boston A.A. meet a

week later they "made the

dcene" with a bang. Enroute to

another record they were caught

covering the mile in 3:16.9, only

mne tentns of a second under

the school record established in

the heyday of Charley Jenkins

and Ron Delany.

It was aiso m this meet that

Jie Cats depth came to light.

Nick De Angelis, heretofore,

anchor man on the two mile

team, moved over to the mile

CO replace Coffill who injured

nis metatarsal in the losing ef-

fort the week before.

Impress Local Fans
Friday, February 12th saw

the young Wildcats make their

local debut an impressive one as

they cantered to a 3:20.3 victory

(another record, natch) over

Manhattan and Morgan State in

the Inquire Games.

The following night Big City

enthusiasts got their first

glimpse of their highly touted

quartet. The Cats did not disap-

point. 3:17.0 was their time as

they battered the New York
A.C. record by almost a full

second.

The following week Wagner
got into the act and the "six

man four" was a reality as Cof-

fill returned to action and the

versatile De Angelis moved over

to the 1000.

Spllnterellas IC4A Champs?
Only one obstacle stands be-

tween the plinterellas and recog-

nition as the top hardwood sen-

sations of the indoor season.

That is the IC4A mile title,

Saturday night.

A win Saturday would be

doubly sweet. It would insure

the crack quartet of having

nationwide recognition. It might

just also be the victory needed

so vitally by Elliott's team to

win the IC4A crown.

Let George Do It

Captain George RjaveUng gets boards from Bob Clarke to

Hawk batUe.
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Pesire Under The Basket

Is fweety' Driscoirs Forte
by Eugene O. Hewitt

The brown sphere cut an arc

above the melee of players
below. As it dropped toward the

net a raucuous voice cut
through the noise to command
•*Get up, Tweety, get up."

Reams and reams of words
have been wiitten, spoken and
thought of as to why Tweety
gets up, why he doesn't, what
makes him hustle, why he
doesn't, why he doesn't shoot,

why he does, why he isn't ag-
gressive, why he is. He probably
has been analysed more than
any other player on the team
with just as many different an-
swers and solutions.

There remains in this haze
of words a fact that many over-
look. John Driscoll is a calm,
unruffled, darn good basketball
player.

West Catholic

Cut from the varsity at West
Catnolic when ua was a sopho-
more, lie wji.s delerrijined to
/(rove he could make the team,
and .so out to the proverbial
playground. The next year he
didn't get cut but spent his time
playing on the jayvees.

His .«!enior year he made the
V^arsity as a starter, and became
in iiis first and last year as a
varsity player, an All-Catholic
selection. B^ollowing on the heels
of this distinction, the usual
covey of basketball scouts sur-
rounded him clutching promises
of fame and glory.

Came to Villanova
Feeling, however, the desire

to remain in Philadelphia, he
matriculated at V i 1 1 a n o v a in

September, 1956. For his own
reasons, however, John dropped
out in the middle of his first

semester, and to keep in shape
he joined the local AAU team,
Dreger's All-Stars.

D r e g e r ' s was led by the
author of "Get up, Tweety,"
Jimmy Huggard, and thus the

two became fast friends, and
the following year entered Vil-

lanova together.

As Tweety began his sopho-
more year, the drum-beaters of
the Main Line boomed the team
as Villanovu's return to the

hoop heights. As a sophomore
he was subjected to as much
pressure as one would have ex-

Drlseoll ^ .;

perienced as a senior ail-Ameri-

can candidate almost anywhere
else.

Hampered by a propensity to

pick up three or more rapid
fouls early in the game and sub-
sequent cautions play, he be-

came the prime object of the
various previous questions. This
year, however, he has answered
most of his questioners and crit-

ics.

Playing good solid ball, shoot-
ing more, u.sing his weight and
strength to pull off rebounds, he
has become one of the reasons
the team has come as far as it

has.

Causes of Change
What has caused this change

in play? First of all there has
to be a desire. Driscoll doesn't

show it in a fiery and flamboy-
ant manner, but watch him on
the court.

The second effort to get that
tap or rebound, a drive for a

! loose ball, and usual mark of a

I

smaller man is John's show of
I desire. How many big men do
you ever see crash to the floor

to pick up a stray sphere? Not
many.
Tweety always has a calm,

almost methodical manner on
and off the court. This doesn't
mean he i-sn't putting out, it is

just John Driscoll. There has to
be a reason for this desire. First

of all, Tweety's own wish to

excel, the second, Huggard. As
John has said, "Jimmie always
wants to win, no matter what.
You can feel it, and some of it

just rubs off on me."
Last year Tweety didn't shoot

much. Now he doesn't pass up
the good shot. Why? "I didn't

think I should .shoot. Now if I

have a good shot, I take it."

Fouling Out
This year John has only foul-

ed out in two games. Now and
then he will pick up one or two
foolish fiuick fouls, but not with
the regularity he did last year.

The answer to this is contain-
ed in his desire, "It's awfully
rough to sit there on the bench
and know you could be out there
on the court if it wasn't for
those fouls."

Behind everyone who makes
so abrupt a chance in play, there
are people who have influenced
it. Al Severance and Joe Walters
come in for a big share, as
through their instruction, coun-
sel, and patience, have shown
Tweety how to get the most
mrom his ability.

Along with them, perhaps
should be his mother and girl

who with their encouragement
have caused him to push a little

harder. :''
Next time you go to see the

'Cats play, watch number 52.

He doesn't explode or erupt, he
|

just gets up. For as Tweety goes
i

up. so will Villanova go right
with him.

'

'

Hubie Wt', Team Jelled When
Tats Pummuled Toledo Five

by Bud Simmonds

There's no place like home
and Villanova's hustling Wild-
cats proved this fact by soundly
defeating a highly publicized

Hubio Whit*-

Toledo team, the Mid-American
Conference runnerup, by the
score of 74 to 52, Wednesday
night.

Returning to the friendlier

confines of the Palestra after
the humiliating Wake Forest
trip, the Cats snapped a three
game losing streak by beating
the Rockets and set the stage
for their long awaited Hawk
encounter.

Suqirlse Move
In a surprise move that "stim-

ulated the starters and woke
them up", coach Al Severance
inserted subs Bob Liberatore
and son Dave in place of regu-
lars Dick Kaminski and captain
George Raveling.

This innovation brought about
a radical but profitable shakeup
to the recently sluggish Cat at-

tack.

The change of familiar faces
instilled in the Villanova forces
an element which has been no-

ticeably lacking of late, that be-

ing hustle.

In the words of Coach Sever-

ance, "Hustle is the barometer
of victory on any given occa-
sion", and this game was defi-

iiitely the right and necessary
occasion.

Under the 26 point guiding
light shed by Hubie White, the

Wildcats once again displayed
the mid-season form that has
placed them high in the na-
tional ratings.

A Dozen Rebounds
The sophomore sensation

cashed in on H of 20 picture-

pretties from the floor as well

as pulling down a dozen re-

bounds. White went on a scor-

ing rampage that netted him 11

of Villanova's last 13 points of
the first half to supply, in Rock-
et coach Eddie Melvin's opin-

ion, "the turning point" and
bring the halftime score to a
34 to 28 Cat lead.

This effort of "the Hub" plus

the sniping of 14 point contri-

butor Jim Huggard, kept the
Rockets sputtering through the

second half.

More of the rediscovered

hustle (there's that word again)

was evidenced by the fine per-

formance of front court relief

artist Tom Samulewicz, who
chipped in a valuable 10 points

to the Villanova cause.

The Rockets, previous con-

querors of NIT bound Detroit

and Dayton as well as Wake
Forest, showed little example of

their p r e - g a m e publicity in

shooting a cold 319r> and by los-

ing the range from the field at

one point for 10 minutes.

Led Toledo Scorers

The accurate hook shot of be-

spectacled George Patterson,

who led all Tolida scorers with
14 points, augured trouble for

the Main Liners at the start. The
benched George Raveling,
though, came on like Gangbus-
ters, quelled Patterson's efforts,

and cleared 12 rebounds in the

meantime.

Sock of Tro/ By Tom Troy

Maybe We Couid Use Walt Disney

^im

m
m

Once again, a self-appointed critic has
sounded his tocsin and attacked the sanctum
sanctorum caveat emptor. L4iave only one ques-
tion I would like to ask him: if a gamy athlete

didn't like Lifcboiiy soap (official soap of the
Winter Olympics), would he have to remain
gamy?

Or could he perhaps u.se Pepsi-Cola (official

soft drink of the Winter Olympics), or com-
mandeer a Rennult-Daui)hin (official car of the
Winter 01ymi)ics), drive to Reno and get washed
there?

But meanwhile, then again, he could apply
to Walt Disney (official snowmaker, pseudo-
dove supplier, architect of the Winter Olympics).

If .so. would you say that one of the reasons
the American hockey team won a gold metal is

that they used Christian Brothers? ;.;,.

Sign a Record
Or maybe, perhaps, not having finished

higher than last for two years, the Phillies'

front office has told the newspaper boys in the
hope-si)ring.s-eternal. there's only-one-way-to-go
school to lay off for some time and not paint
all the rookies as Mantles and Spahns.
But Ed Pollock does always write about

current events and never reminisces. However,
anyway, the Spirit Committee broke the all-time

Palestra record for length of sign, smashing the
old mark by five feet.

When you think about this, it leads you to
wonder if Gotham and Metropolis are one and
the same city, or different cities on the East
Coast, or is one on the East and the other on

the West coast? And whatever happened to

Ozark Ike?
Since the Hawks sang "When the Hawks

go Flying In" eleven times, ans the 'Cats sang
"V for Villanova" only eight, why did the fine
showing of the Villanova track team receive so
much publicity in the Sunday papers?

Where Was Nixon?
At any rate, the major problem confronting

Harry Litwack was clearly displayed the other
night. Temj)Io has nobody to handle the ball,

and they never work for the good shot. But
Jack Ramsay didn't even throw one towel.

So if the game on Saturday night was really
important, how come Vice-President Nixon didn't
toss up the first ball? Why, on why, doesn't
Hubie play under the boards all the time?

The game was replayed .so many times at
a cocktail party I attended Sunday evening that
Villanova won.

Jim Huggard should have a sore back or a
virus condition every game. He's scored 44
points in the two games he's been ailing. ;;.

Which just goes to shows you that Jim's big

red muscle under the left rib cage does more
than pump blood.

300 Tickets

And besides that, if Eleanor can sing "High
Hopes" on King Frankies show, then way can't

Victor Strano transfer to Ohio State? Time is

catching up on Victor—he must graduate some-
time.

Then again, the game that had been sold

out for a month had 300 tickets on sale on the

night of the game. And Ed Rideout probably
brought them all.

A priest sitting beside me summed up
everything when he said, "Basketball makes no
sense."
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PREVENTION

Nick DeAngelis readies himself for "the passing ^f the baton" from Otis Drayton in naile

relay. Race took place during Inquirer Games at Convention Hall.

The Six-Man Four

Villanova Mile Quartet
'Sprinterellas' of Sei|on

by Mike Donahue

Depth is a thing called Villa-

nova's mile relay team.

What other conclusion can "be

drawn from a six man group
which has won seven times out

of eight and set records in four

of tho.se triumphs?
Jumbo Jim Elliott's crack

"six man four" is comprised of

juniors Nick De Angelis and Joe

Manion and sophomores Paul

(Otic) Drayton, Bob Coffill, Bob
Raemore and Carl Wagner.
Wagner is the latest of

Elliott's fledging protegees to

enter the national limelight.

Wagner to the Rescue
The former West Catholic ace

was called upon by Jumbo Jim
in the National A.A.U. meet to

fill the breach when Raemore
came down with a cold. He re-

sponded with a sterling 49.5

effort. Only anchorman Manion's

48.7 was better.

At the outset of the indoor

season Elliott had two gaps to

fill on the mile quartet. His

stalwarts, Ed Collymore and
Charley Stead departed via

graduation leaving him only

junior holdovers De Angelis and
Manion from the quartet that

outraced Texas in 3:10 at the

Coliseum Relays last May.
On paper he had good replace-

ments in the persons of sopho-

mores Drayton, Coffill, Raemore
and Pat Nicastro.

These four as a unit had run

away with the Penn Relay fresh-

man mile title in record time.

Wait and See

However, there were very few,

if any sports scribes who went
out on a limb to suggest that

two of these four could dupli-

cate Collymore and Stead's

feats. Track buffs took a "When
I see it I'll believe it attitude."

Well, in the first indoor meet

of this season at , Boston on
January 16th they saw it. The
fleet Cat foursome of Drayton,

Coffill, Raemore and Manion
took the mile relay in record

time of 3:18.1. Not bad, some
said, but maybe it's beginners

luck.

Next showing at the Washing-
ton Star Game did nothing to

dispel this "luck" epithet. The
Cats won, all right, in the ap-

parently unimpressive time of

3:25.1. There was a reason for

the "poor" time though. The
Washington track was a flat

\
\ <
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one, not one with banked turns.

•'Banked boards means a good

six seconds faster time" said as-

sistant coach Jim Tuppeny.

Cats Lose at Miiirose

There was no sucn explanation

for tne oniy Cat loss to date

incurred in the Miilrose A.A.

meet in New it^ork on January

5Utn. "We were lousy", a dis-

gusted Elliott informed an ob-

server at practice the following

week.

The fledging four had still

not yet arrived: But when they

i-aii in tne Boston A.A. meet a

week later tney "made the

ocene" with a bang. Enroute to

another record they were caught

covering the mile in 3:16.9, only

iiine tentns of a second under

the school record established in

the heyday of Charley Jenkins

and Ron Delany.

It was also in this meet that

i,he Cats depth came to light.

Nick De Angelis, heretofore,

anchor man on the two mile

team, moved over to the mile

lo replace Coffill who injured

nis metatarsal in the losing ef-

fort the week before.

Impress Local Fans
PYiday, li'ebruary 12th saw

the young Wildcats make their

local debut an impressive one as

they cantered to a 3:20.3 victory

(another record, natch) over
Manhattan and Morgan State in

the Inquire Games.

The following night Big City

enthusiasts got their first

glimpse of their highly touted

quartet. The Cats did not disap-

point. 3:17.0 was their time as

they battered the New York
A.C. record by almost a full

second.

The following week Wagner
got into the act and the "six

man four" was a reality as Cof-

fill returned to action and the

versatile De Angelis moved over

to the 1000.

Splinterellas IC4A Champs?
Only one obstacle stands be-

tween the plinterellas and recog-

nition as the top hardwood sen-

sations of the indoor season.

That is the IC4A mile title,

Saturday night.

A win Saturday would be

doubly sweet. It would insure

the crack quartet of having

nationwide recognition. It might

just also be the victory needed

so vitally by Elliott's team to

win the IC4A crown.

Let George Do It

Captain Oeorge Raveling gets boards from Bob Clarke in

Hawk battle. ' t- •i,

••#••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••9 •••••••••••••••••••••
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Cagers Prep For
Terrific Double Header —
Except For 17 Seconds

Wildcat Over A Hawk

by Jim Murray

On Saturday night lait, every

Vilianovan had a complete

"catharsis."

A catharsis is a term used in

Greek tragedy to denote a pur-

gation of the emotions.

Translated, this means that

every Wildcat fan was complete-

ly overjoyed when Temple
knocked off St. John's in the

first game, and then got their

annual heartbreak when St.

Joe's prevailed in the second.

For the record. Temple won
68-63, and Villanova lost 78-75.

To pick up this paper in the

middle of the week and labor

over the game seems cruel. We
contemplated writing the score

and that is all, but the game
demands more.

At least a line must go here

to say that Bill "Pickles" Ken-

nedy put on one of the greatest

basketball exhibitions ever wit-

nessed anywhere. He, and the

whole Temple team, deserve

congratulations and a bid to a
tournament.
Now, let's analyze the game.

First, let us not use the referees

for an excuse because they were
poor excuses for referees. They
were bad both ways, and there

was more charging called than
in the famous "Light Brigade"

poem.
Next, let us rule out pressure

because it was on both teams (I

sure wish Joe Gallo would read

the paper).

Next, let's take the rebounds—^we had the edge.

Next, let's take cheering

—

about even, although the Hawks
had little Hawks flying about
the Palestra (the Big Five Com-
mittee ruled out letting Count
Villan loose in the crowd).

Next, the player s—George
Raveling played a great game,
and the only thing that could

stop him was the whistle. He

guided in shots with one hand
in a manner that would have
been praised from here to Tim-
buctu, had we won. Johnny Dris-

coll was tremendous, especially

off the boards. He blocked one
shot beautifully and was called

for just plain blocking.

Richie K a m i n s k i and Bob
Li'bertore inchanged and played
good steady ball. Tom Sam-
ulewicz played solid ball.

Then there was' Hubie, who all

the sports writers say cannot be

decribed in words. Well, he had
22 points, 8 rebounds, 4 assists

and 5 fouls. This all goes along
with the 9,346 cheers he got to

a standing ovation when he
fouled out.

And then there was Jim Hug-
gard—all reports early Saturday
said he was unable to play.

Saturday night he was able to

play. He was all over the court
on defense, hit several clutch
field goals and in general played
an outstanding floor game.

All this for nought ... to say
the least because we lost. We
won't go through the Hawk line-

up because they'll be at least 20
pages of basketball in their own
paper.

By now the story of the game
is old hat and everyone is saying
that Villanova could have had
the shot that would have been
heard around the world. The
shot never got off.

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL

According to Jim Moran, of

the Intramural Department,
March 2nd concludes the regular

lea^e schedules. The playoffs

will take place on Monday,
March 7th with the two top

teams of each of the seven

leagues participating.
Richie Kaminsld leaps goalward despite the efforts of Hawlc,

Jack Egan to stop drive.

Saturday
Wildcats Aim

For Share Of

Big Five Title
by Dan Grove

V ill a n v a ' 8 lately-under-

nourished Wildcats will try to

fatten themselves Saturday
night at the expense of the La
Salle Explorers.

The last game of the regular
season for the Cats is also the
finale at the Palestra.

Both teams have been in bad
slumps after each rolled up im-
pressive winning streaks at the
first of the season. La Salle won
nine in a row before underrated
Syracuse bumped them out of
the ranks of the undefeated.

Explorer's Upset St. Joe's
Since then the Explorers up-

set St. Joseph to offer a chal-
lenge for Big Five Honors then
lost to Penn and Temple, the
latter defeat being a humiliating
one.

The Cats have followed about
the same general pattern. They
sprinted to a number six na-
tional ranking, and a 17-1

record. Then came N.Y.U., St.

Bonaventure and the Demon-
Deacons.

All of a sudden Whammo!
Questions arise, can the Cats
win the big ones? Was Wake
Forest a nightmare? When is

Hubie going to go wild?

Saturday The Answer?
An Impressive win Saturday

could answer these questions.

Be certain of one thing: La
Salle needs this game. A possible

tie in the M.A.C. will force a
Conference decision on the
N.C.A.A. representative.

A win over Villanova would
indeed be an impressive creden-

tial for the La Salle status

seekers.

On the other side of the

ledger Villanova could strength-

en the odds on their outside

chance of being seeded in the

N.I.T,

Safurday in N. Y.

Trackmen Aim For Indoor Crown At Garden
V by Milce Donahue

"Our chances hinge on the

condition of Budd and Buckley."

This was Jumbo Jim Elliott's

reply to a question put to him
concerning the possibility of the

Wildcats' copping the IC4A
track title Saturday at Madison
Square Garden.

Elliott disclosed that both

Frank Budd and John Buckley
are nursing pulled muscles.

He said that the health of

these key performers will de-

termine the difference between
"fifth or sixth place" and a pos-

sible shot at the title.

Three Stay Home
With an eye on the IC4A's.

Elliott left sprinter Budd, broad

jumper Buckley, and middle dis-

tance man Bob Raemore home
last weekend. Raemore remain-

ed home to insure full recovery

from the heavy cold that felled

hhn in New York the weekend
of the A.A.U. meet.

Weekend competition at the

K. of C. Games at the Garden

saw the mile relay team triumph

again with Carl Wagner subbing

for Raemore.

Leon Pras heads for the finish In gruelling hurdle race.

The 'Cat foursome of Paul
Drayton, Bob Coffill, Carl Wag-
ner, and Joe Manion posted win
number seven of the season in

the mile relay event. The time

was 3:18.0, as Manion nipped

Movgan State anchor man, Nick
Ellis, by inches.

In the 600 yard run, Nick De-

Angelis ran third behind Man-
hattan's Kye Courtney and St.

John's Art Crichow.

Other Villanova points were
earned by sprinter Otie Drayton
in the 60 yard dash (fourth)

and the two mile relay team
(fourth).

Jumbo Undecided
At this writing, Elliott has

not yet decided how he'll dis-

tribute his men in the various

events.

Sure entries are the mile re-

lay quartet, Paul Drayton and
Budd (if he's ready) in the 60
yd. dash, Leon Pras in the 60
yd. high hurdles, Jerry Donini
in the shotput, and Buckley (if

healthy) in the broad jump.
Elliott revealed that he is still

undecided on whether to enter

a two mile relay quartet.

"I'm contemplating running
Nick DeAngelis in the 600 and

Pat Nicastro in the 1000," thus
cutting down appreciably the

point gathering potential of the

two mile team.

Two Mile A PossibiUty
"I still might enter a two

mile event even if DeAngelis
and Nicastro do run in the 600
and 1000," he suggested.

Elliott regards Yale, Manhat-
tan, and Maryland as the teams
with the best shots at the title.

Yale's strength lies primarily
in the 1000 yard event and the
two mile relay. Key men for the
Elis are Tom Carroll, Jim Stack,
and Ed Slowik.

Manhattan is strong in both
relays, in the 600 and 1000, and
in the shot put. Men to watch
for the Jaspers are Artie Evans,
Kyle Courtney, and Joe Marchi-
ony.

Maryland's strong suit is the
60 yd. dash. Jones Spiegal cav-
orts for the Terrapins in the
sprints.

25 to Win
Asked to don the oracle's robe

and pinpoint the total needed
for a win, the amiable track
mentor point-blanked,

"25 should win it."

From this corner, 25 points

does not seem impossible for

the Wildcats to attain. Elliott,

however, took no such optimis-

tic view. "We're just hoping
that Budd and Buckley will be

ready. I'm making no predic-

tions."

Prognostication

Vilianovan sports analysts

Dan Grove and Tom Troy con-
jured up a list showing how the

Wildcats might possibly amass
the needed 25 points: They as-

sume that the 'Cats win the mile
relay (5), possibly take second
and fourth in the sprints (6),
possibly place in the two mile
relay (4), possibly take third in

the 600 (3) and fourth in the

1000 (2), nab fifth in the shot-

put (1), and if Buckley is up to

par, finish as high as second (4)

in the broad jump.

On paper that's 25 points,

which Jumbo thinks should be

enough to win.

Possibly too many possiblies?

Saturday night will tell the
story.

*
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Should Chessman Die?
Philosophy Dept. Members Would Say No

For the ninth time in twelve

years, convict and author Caryl

Chessman has been sentenced

to death in the gas chamber of

the State of California.

The ninth sentence, pronounc-

ed last Wednesday, March 2,

fixed Chessman's final day to be

May 2, 1960. In past months,
Chessman's case has achieved

world wide noteriety. In light of

this the Villanovan has sought
the opinions of several of the

members of the Villanova Philo-

sophy Department; Dr. Robert
O' Shea, Mr. J. Whalen and Mr.
Gabriel Di Federico. -

Has Fulfilled Punishment
In regard to the time which

has elapsed since Chessman was
tried, Mr. Whalen feels that

"Chessman has already fulfilled

a just punishment by the long

waiting period which an inef-

fectual legal system has imposed
on him in this case.

"Therefore", he continued, "a
non-capital punishment rather

than execution ought to be im-

posed in Chessman's case."

Mr. Whalen qualified his

statement, however, by holding

that such a judgement would
not militate against the rights

of the State of California, either

to abolish or to continue capital

punishment in future cases.

State Has Right
Thus, he believes, "the State

of California has the right to

execute Chessman, assuming he
has been properly tried and
convicted."

It is the opinion of Dr.

O'Shea that eight prolonged
stays of execution indicates that

"there is present in this case,

from the legal point of view, a
lack of clarity, such that Chess-

man's guilt is not beyond the

level of that reasonable doubt
which is recognized as extenua-

ting under the law."

by Jack Maurer
"This also indicates," he con-

firmed "that the application of

penal law in the State of Cali-

fornia has not been clarified.

The final decision of the Cali-

fornia Supreme Court which

Mr. Whalen
''

. . . non-capital punishment"

ruled Chessman subject to capi-

tal punishment was too ftir re-

moved in time from the actual

crimes to be effective."

Dr. O'Shea deems it possible

then that the passage of time

has effectually removed the jur-

isdiction of the State of Cali-

fornia over the Chessman case,

and that therefore no alterna-

tive is left to the State of Cali-

fornia but to release him.

Should Have Died
"Chessman" he stated,

"should have been executed
eleven years ago; California has

bungled."

The state has the righ't to

Band Invited To

March In Parade

On St. Pat's Day
The Villanova University

Marching Band has been invited

to participate in the Greater
Philadelphia Saint Patrick's Day
Parade, which will be held

March 13.

This marks the first time that

an invitation has ever been ex-

tended to the Band to march in

the parade.

Rev. Henry Syvinski, O.S.A.,

moderator of the Band, has

stated that, in his opinion, "The
appearances of the Band at Vil-

lanova's football games, and the

publicity given it over WRCV,
were influential in obtaining the

invitation."

He added that he believes in-

creased student participation,

and the efforts of Dr. Herbert
Fiss, the conductor, have great-
ly contributed to the Band's
success this year.

"Gerry Pajak, the president,

and Bill EWepenbrock, its student
director, have collaborated on
the Band's many fine marching
formations," Father said. "We
are currently in the midat of r

most successful season, with a
greatly increased repertoire, and
we intend to duplicate previous

performances for the parade."

Commissioner Speaks
To Pre-Law Society

Randolph E. Wise, City Com-
.nissioner. Department of Public

Welfare City of Philadelphia,

will speak before the Pre-Law
Society on March 10, at 10:30

a.m., in room 110, C&F amphi-
theater.

Mr. Wise will speak on "City

Government and the Law", He
obtained his MS from the Bos-

ton School of Social Work, and
in 1957 received an Honoris
Causa, Doctor of Laws from La-
Salle College. He has also served
in many public offices, and was
Director of Parole, National Pro-

bation and Parole Association,

N. Y. before coming to Phila-

delphia.

"This is Mr. Wise's first visit

to the campus and all students

are invited to attend this lec-

ture.

The Pre-Law Society is -also

sponsoring two other programs.
The first, is a field trip to the

Federal Court in Philadelphia

on March 30, and the second, a
drive for articles for the Pre-
Law Journal.

Thirteen articles will be ac-

cepted and may cover Civil
|

Rights, Drug Addiction, Feder-
al and State Legral Systems,
Law and Religion, and Law and
Medicine.

(See Brothers—Page 6)

execute one of its citizens wh
that citizen has been clearly es-

tablished to be an injust aggres-
sor, and the state must impose
the death penalty as the only
adequate means of self defense.

"Yet," said Dr. O' Shea, "su-

perior methods for providing for
this common defense, render the

death penalty obsolete and ir-

rational, and therefore immoral.
The state has the power to exe-

cution in regard to the Chess-
man case, but the point is now,
11 ^/1> years after the crime, is

death the best method in regard
to Chessman or can there be an-

other method?"

Mr. Di Federico pointed out

that "it is the prerogative of

Governors of States to grant
reprieves and pardons, under
the law, for good and justifiable

reasons, one which might be

world wide public opinion."

Incident in Uruguay
"The State Department in-

formed Governor Brown of an
existing opinion in high Urugu-
ayan circles that the Chessman
execution woxild be detrimental

to the diplomatic status of the

United States and its President."

This point of view certainly

reflects the opinion of public

officials elsewhere as a perusal

of the world press will reveal.

"It was," said Di Federico,

"The right, if not the duty of

Mr. Rubothom to inform Gover-
nor Brown of these evident facts

so that Brown would have at

his disposal all such material as

might enter into the complete

formation of this decision."

"To the degree that his liter-

ary activity might be a true in-

dication of his rehabilitation"

remarked Dr. O'Shea, "it should

certainly be considered among
the various reasons for his par-

don."

Hon. David Barger at Forum

Law Forum Hears Reasons
For Decline in Commuters

COME TO

MARCH 11 ^
New German Chief v:
Topples Traditions

Germany's new president is frac-

turing many unwritten rules of

German tradition.

Heinrich Leubke, says the Cath-

olic Digest, was bom on a farm in

a remote German village; most Ger-

man heads of state have come from

aristocratic families. He is unassum-

ing, even shy; the Germans are ac-

customed to looking upon their lead-

ers with awe and reverence. He is a

Roman Catholic ; this is the first time

in history that both the German pres-

ident and chancellor are Catholics.

Every soldier snapped to atten-
tion when the major entered the
mess hall except the new recruit
cook.
"Why didn't you come to at-

tention when I entered?" the
major asked.

"Sir," came the recruit's reply,
"I'm cooking a recipe that says
'Do not stir for 20 minutes.'"

"The American character has
declined. We now fall out of bed
and into our car, then off to the

office."

This comment concerning the

reasons for the decline of com-
muter transportation, was one
of many expressed by the Hon-
orable David Berger at the Law
Forum last Wednesday evening.

Berger, who is solicitor of the

city of Philadelphia, stated that

the transportation and traffic

problems which now harass most
major cities are becoming na-

tionwide in scope.

"The problem as it exists to-

day," according to. Berger,

"began in 1947." At that time

the auto-makers began produc-

ing cars at a fantastic pace. The
car-starved American public
took up the challenge, and an
orgy of auto buying ensued.

Two-Fold Effect

This, in turn, created a two-

fold effect: a decrease in the

use of railroad transportation,

and an increase in automobile

transportation. As an example
of the problem, Berger cited the

condition of commuter facilities

of the Philadelphia area.

He said that in 1956, the rail-

roads began taking some trains

out of service and increasing

fares to combat their losses. But
this caused a still further de-

cline in the number of riders.

The question then arose as to

the legality of the railroads ac-

tion in pulling trains out of ser-

vice.

Legal Wrangling
"Finally, after much legal

wrangling. I entered into nego-
tiations with the r a i 1 r o a d,"

Berger declared.

The result of these negotia-

tions was a contract by which
the City of Philadelphia and the

railroad companies serving the

city would work together to-

wards a modem and efficient

system of transportation for the

benefit of all concerned, he said.

Mr. Berger stated that the
terms of the contract provided
that the City of Philadelphia
agree to compensate the rail-

roads for losses which they
might incur in the pursuance of
the plan. The railroads in turn
agreed to allow the City the
right to list the trains which
would be used.

The first step forward was
"Operation Northwest", which
served the commuters in the
Chestnut Hill area. This proved
so successful that new plans
were designed to serve the
commuters of other suburban
districts.

Unified System
"What the plans called for",

explained Berger, "was a unified
system starting from the core."
He said this would involve the
bus which the commuter rides
to the trains, the train itself,

and finally the loop bus which
the commuter takes when he ar-
rives in the City.

The problem now arsose as to
the eventual financing or the
project. Mr. Berger proposed a
non-profit corporation which
would handle this matter. This
corporation, the Passenger Ser-
vice Improvement Corporation
of Philadelphia, has as its chief
aims the promotion, develop-
ment, improvement, and main-
tainance of commuter transpor-
tation facilities of Philadelphia.

Berger forsees that the cor-
poration can be financed by the
City Council and expresses the
belief that loans might be ob-
tained from the Federal Govern-
ment.

Shamokinaki Dance Slated

For Field House Friday
The annual Shamokinaki Mis-

sion dance will be held this Fri-

day night in the Field house,

with music provided by the "Vil-

lanovans."

This year's moderator of the

affair is Rev. Robert Burke
O.S.A., a new addition to Villa-

nova's faculty. Commenting on
the forthcoming dance, Fr.

Burke announced that several

innovations are planned in an

effort to make the eighth Sham-
okinaki dance the most enjoy-

able to date.

Japanese Tea Set

Among the "extras" on the

evening's agenda is a door pnze
of a Japanese tea set, currently

on exhibit in the show case of

the Day Student's cafeteria. Also

on display are some of the spot-

dance prizes to be awarded dur-

ing the course of the evening.

"In addition", remarked Fr.

Burke, "appropriate momentos
of the occasion will be distrib-

uted to all the young ladies pres-

ent. The entire evening should

be a tremendous success."

Cooperation in the affair has
been received from several

neighboring schools. Publicity

chairman Pete Devlin reports

that the most popular local girls'

colleges have given their stu-

dents late permissions in order

to contribute to the success of

the dance.

Late Permissions
Both Cabrini College and Im-

maculata have extended their

curfews to 1 a.m., while the

more remote Chestnut Hill

granted 1 :30 permissions. Rose-
mont girls are also among the

favored, having been given a
12:30 deadline.

The traditional program, this

year drawn up under the direc-

tion of Junior nursing student
Eileen Greyson, wiU also be dis-

tributed at the dance. "In rec-

ognition of the increasing fav-

orable response to petitions for
this noble cause, this year's pro-

gram wild be the largest yet
printed for Shamokinaki," com-
mented Miss Greyson.

Tickets $2.00

Tickets for the dance are on
sale daily in the Pie Shoppe at

$2.00 each. Ken Horn, ticket,

committee chairman, announcedl

that the response has been very-

favorable, and a large turnout

is expected. Preceding the ticket

sales, a collection of contribu-

tions was taken up among the

students under the direction of

chairmen Jim Hooker and Ken
Kraemer.
The decorations planned for

the Field House will be in keep-

ing with the general oriental

theme of Shamokinaki. Jake
Krupa, in charge of creating the

Far-Eastern atmosphere, prom-
ised a "pleasing and colorful

decor."

Earl Denlinger, in charge of
refreshments, added that "The
oriental effect will even have
its influence at the two refresh-

ment counters, although along
somewhat less elaborate lines."

Snow Protection Villanova Style
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Peretti-Yearbook Editor

Individualist with Scarf
The man behind the book

—

the 19dO Belle-Aire, that is

—is senior Tom Peretti. Tom,
who is editor-in-chief of the

Belle-Air, comes from Grand
Hapids, Michigan, where he
graduated witn honors from
uatnoiic Central High School.

While attending high
school, he was active in pub-
lications and dramatics, and
participated in Young Repub-
lican Activities. As a matter
of fact, he was a page at sev-

eral Republican State Con-
ventions. His interest in poli-

tical work exerted a consid-

erable influence of his choice
of government service or dip-

lomatic service as a career.

With this end in mind, Tom
entered Villanova in 1956 as
a Political Science Major.
Tom joined the Belle-Air

staff in his junior year. At
this time, he became treasur-

er of the Philadelphia Region
N.F.C.C.S., and worked in

I.C.G. The climax of his activ-

ity-filled years occurred this

year, when Tom was appoint-

ed editor-in-chief of the Belle

Air and named to Who's Who.
He is also the yearbook's rep-

resentative to student council

and treasurer of D.PJd.
Tom, who can be identified

readily by his ever present

green scarf and the promin-

ent display of his fraternity

pin, has very definite opinions
on subjects of importance to
him. "I like people and I feel

that they should be treated
as individuals. My pet peeve
is loss of identity of the in-

dividual, and the prevalent

tendency to handle people as
a group. My views on this

subject extend into the field

of education, which should
definitely he individualized.

Tom has channeled all of
his energies into "project
Belle Aire" in his attempt to
make this yearbook "the best
yet". He has worked long and
hard in forming the staff.

BItaard Hits

The snow lost week can-

celled o day of class and

drove Villanovons into all

sorts of fiendish attire, as

shown here.

"Crucible" by Miller

Belle Masque To Feature Witchcraft

Peretti

"The Belle Aire is no joke; it

is an expensive project."

Since he is a political sci-

ence major, Tom finds much
fascination in the world of

politcis. To say that he U a
die-hard moderate Republicail
is a gross understatement,
and he will be only to glad
to convince everyone of this

fact. Nixon is his choice for
President in the Fall.

Upon graduation, Tom
hopes to be employed with
the National Security Agency
or pursue a career in the ad-
vertising or the publishing
field.

VMM mmmamm

Witchcraft, black magic. Puri-

tanic religious fervor, and the
undercurrent of sin that was so
often found in early New Eng-
land are the main ingredients of
Belle Masque's spring produc-
tion, "The Crucible."

Written by Pulitzer Prize-win-

ning playwright Arthur Miller,

this play is the deeply melo-
dramatic story of how an honest
man of principle can be destroy-
ed by the public hysteria that
was such an integral part of old

Salem during the Puritan era.
^^'.•^'' -'Fine Play
Mr. Richard Duprey, director

of the show, expressed his plea-

sure at the choice of the play-

selecting committee. "It is a fine

play, the product of a fine play-
wright," he said, "and I think
we have the cast that is capable
of making it come to life."

The cast is composed of a
mixture of seasoned veterans
and promising newcomers.
Among the old grads are Tony
Provenzano in the role of John
Proctor, the honest, hard-work-
ing farmer, and Jack Milton as
Mr. Hale, the sincere, zealous

minister who is an expert on the
ways of the devil.

John McGarry is cast as Giles

Corey, blunt, out-spoken old
farmer, and Alan Willig takes
the part of the Reverend Parris.

New Faces
One of the new faces in the

show Is Bill DiPaolo as Grovernor

Danforth, the head of the pro-

vince.

The three principle female
parts are divided among girls

from Immaculata, Rosemont,
and Villanova. Kathy Crane, a
junior at Rosemont College,

olavs the role of Abigail, a
lying, scheming servant girl who
denounces scoreft of innocent
people as tools of the devil.

John Proctor's cold but de-

/oted wife, Elizabeth, is played
jy Mary Shaffer, a junior at
Immaculata College. Joanne
Dynakowski, a freshman nurs-
ing student at Villanova, rounds
out the leading roles in the part
of Mary Warren, a weak, fear-
ful servant girl.

This show is the fourth major
dramatic production to be pre-

sented on the Villanova campus
this year, the others being "The
Bonds of Interest," "Our Town,"
and "Playboy of the Western
World."

^

Summer European Tour

The Rotary Club of Spring-
field, Delaware County, has
available, two $300 grants for
summer tour in Europe.
The tour is offered to any

Villanova Undergraduate stu-
dent who is at least a sopho-
more or 21 yrs. of age and a
resident of Springfield.

Actual cost of the tour is

$600, so the student will be re-

sponsible for half the cost.

Arts Sophs To Be Tested
The Reverend Robert M. Sul-

livan O.S.A., has announced that
all Second Semester Arts and
Science Sophomores will be test-

ed on Wednesday, March 30, at
9:00 a.m. in Vasey Auditorium.

All those wftio are to take this

test will also assemble on the
prior Thursday, March 24 at
10:30 a.m., in Vasey Auditorium
to hear an address by Dean Sul-

livan in conjunction with the
tests.

All morning classes will be

automatically excused.

The test, given by the Edu-
cation Testing Service, applies
to the three sections of Arts &
Science individually: Social Sci-

ence, Humanities, and Natural
Sciences.

It will serve as an achieve-
ment measure primarily, but
will also prepare the students
for the Graduate Record Ehcam-
iation, which is given under the
same program and is required
for entrance to most graduate
schools.
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Policy Statement
Thei^ was cause for celebration in the

VILLANOVAN office last Tuesday evening.

We opened our mail, and lo I, before our gaze

lay a phenomenon—a letter to the editor.

Neatly typed and single spaced, it

covered the expanse of one full page and

modestly continued onto a second. Startled

staff members huddled around to see if it

was a prank, learned that it was authentic,

and silently read it from start to finish.

Strange thing about this letter: it didn't

denounce the food situation: it didn't berate

VILLANOVAN sensationalism: nor di-d it

blast the Adiminstration for taking down
shower curtains.

In an unprecedented move, it concerned
itself with something rather scholastic

—

foreififn policy. It took polite and discreet

exception to an article featured in last week's
paper which was critical of the Eisenhower
foreicrn policy.

This isn't the first letter this paper has
received this year concerning an issue of sub-

stantial nature. It was the second. The first

was submitted—not by a student—but by a

priest, pertaining to a previous article on
cheating. . r^-

Outside quarters have often asked the
VILLANOVAN just why we never print

letters to the editor, and we must glumly re-

peat the same excuse time and again: we
can't print what we haven't got.

Before someone asks: "what has the

paper ever published that has deserved any
sort of comment,"—we will here note several

statements abstracted from articles printed

this year.
, .,, ,, ..-.,<,.

• "Spirit never won a ball game." /,.
;

• "The government depended on the
whims of Secretary Dulles."

• "The statement by the Jesuit . T.
attempts to harness the people into accepting
his (Kennedy's) Catholicism."

• "What wouM we lose by government
loans falling into the hands of communists?"

• "Because of our child-like fear of re-

sponsibility, we have created the Ivy club."

• "There can be no other excuse for

some of the inanities the Council introduces."

• "Lock all the fanatics in the Palestra

and burn it down."
• "A thing that's worth having is worth

cheating for."

• "Pmctors for exams have been ac-

cused of looking the other way when they
observe cheating at Villanova."

• " 'Suddenly, Last Summei** is the
work of a man who may be America's gi*eat-

est playwright."

• "Why can't we learn to accept this

swastika sham in the same vein?"

• "Ike's conservative political theories,

though intrinsically sound, are contradictory
in practice."

• "The only requirement for entrance
into college is lack of intelligence."

* • *
Perhaps this week's letter to the editor

(printed at right) will demonstrate that such
statements as the above can be disputed if

there exists somewhere on campus a mind
supple enough to tackle the subject matter.
A large portion of the letters received this

year were deemed unfit for publication,
largely on the grounds that they were too
petty Or abusive. Several were withheld out
of charity to the writers whose grammatical
deficiencies might have caused embarrass-
ment.

But the letter in today's issue is in a
class by itself, the first of its kind submitted
by a student this semester. We hope it

isn't the last.

Here is a policy statement : The VILLA-
NOVAN will publish any intelligent letter

submitted by 'Thursday. Wq give special at-

tention to concise letters which give at least

the pretense of displaying college level brain
activity.

In the meantime, some sort of award
should be presented to J. Harry Klemm, the
author of today's pioneer letter.
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If I can give — you can
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i Open The Library Stacks?

:iillifclil:i^ii^^^ii^^i^by Jim Merikangas |i||:i:;pi|j;g

*ft=:S:x:S

Carlyle once said "The true

University these days is a col-

lection of books". We have

here at Villanova a fine col-

lection of books. Our library

is the same size as the under-

graduate library at Harvard

and is growing at the rate of

200 books a week.

We receive 425 periodicals,

we have facilities for microfilm

and recordings, we use the Li-

brary of Congress system to

make it easy to find the book

you want.

Extensive Facilities

We have a browsing room,

a reserve room, a reference

room, a music room, a faculty

room and the Villanova room,

which houses such rare relics

that it is only opened once a
year.

One thing is lacking how-
ever, and that is free and easy

access to the books we have.

Let me quote from Jacques

Barzun's book "The Teacher in

America" (LB 2321 .B2 Villa-

nova library). He is discussing

our problem.

Barzun Discusses problem
"Beyond all this a college

library needs open shelves. A
college dean once boasted in a

newspaper that his instructors

could always be found sur-

rounded by their books. */.•:

"Well, the students should

be besieged in the same man-
ner. They must live close to

books: it is a part of the def-

inition of the word "student".

They must find, on the shelves,

books that they were looking

for and that they did not know
existed.

"They must be able to go
from shelf to shelf, tracking

down an idea, a name, or a
picture. And all this freely, in

a mood of peaceful laissez

faire.

"Libraries generally have
not enough copies of assigned
books (non-text books) and li-

braries are too apprehensive
about the stealing of those
they have.

"I say that a college ought
to be proud, within reason, to

have its books stolen. Why do
people steal money? Because
they value it. Apply this to
books and you may get a mea-
sure of effective education.

"Naturally purloining should
not be encouraged or even con-
doned; but it should be accept-
ed as a running expense which
would find its natural limits in

the average deviation from
right conduct ajnong normal
American youth.

"In other words, the library
—originally founded to give
out books—becomes a Museum,
designed to keep them in."

Don't Close Stacks
I realize that the value of

books stolen per annum
amounts to the fabulous sum
of the comibined room and
board of 3 resident students,
but I am sure there is some
other solution to the problem
besides closing the stacks.

Perhaps we should, as is in-

scribed on the old library in

Berne, "Let no profane person
enter", and deny the use of

the library to known criminals.

Or maybe we should trust to

the inherent honesty of Cath-
olic gentlemen and show our
faith in Villanova manhood.

I believe that if the stacks

(Coatinued on Pa^^e 8)

Denies That Dulles

Bungled Policy
The foreign policy of a nation such as ours

is bound to draw criticism no matter which way
it turns; it is impossible to satisfy everyone all

of the time.

Nevertheless, to call United States policy in

two areas of the globe "typical" of our entire

policy is certainly unwarranted. The possible

inadequacies of policy in the Near East and
Latin America has been allowed to overshadow
the many successes in other areas of the world.

CrlMcfra fosf*r Diill9i

You have chosen to eriticize John Foster
Dulles on the basis of the Suez crisis, saying
that he changed his mind for "no apparent rea-

son". This was a rather naive charge to make,
for you are implying that the entire foreign
policy of this country depended on the whims of
one man. This is not how our State Department
operates.

There are several factors which must be
brought forward before any conclusions are
drawn regarding the Suez crisis.

First, the United States was willing to loan
Sgypt $56 million to build the Aswan Dam. The
World Bank (IBRD) agreed to loan $200 million,

and Great Britan $14 million. Egypt's ability to
pay this enormous loan without danger to its

economy was doubted by many economists.

Second, a powerful faction in Congress was
against the loan. This faction was composed of
three groups : southern representatives of cotton
farmers who feared Egyptian competition, the
pro-Israeli group, and the right-wingers who
were against any foreign loans. Also, this was an
election year.

Third, Nasser had been gradually inclining

toward Moscow in hopes of gaining American
aid. He had the previous year purchased Czech
arms, and he followed an anti-West policy

throughout the Near East and Africa.

Cofi'f See Na$%9r

Fourth, several Near Eastern powers did

not want want to see a too-powerful Nasser.
These included Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Saudi-Arabia,

and Pakistan.

Fifth, a strong British government faction

and British public opinion were against Nasser.
They quite frankly wanted to see his government
collapse.

Sixth, we believed that the Soviet offer to

Nasser was a bluff to assure our loan, that the
amount the Soviets offered would hurt their own
economy. This assumption proved to be correct.

So, on July 20, 1956, Dulles informed the
Egyptian ambassador that we were withdrawing
our loan. The next day Britan withdrew hers,

the World Bank loan was cancelled, and on July
26 Nasser, to finance the Aswan Dam, nation-

alized the Suez Canal, precipitating the Suez
crisis. Subsequently, the United States united
with the Soviet Union in the UN to end the
Anglo-French invasion of Egypt.

On the basis of these factors, I think it fair

to ask for a re-evaluation of your judgment on
American foreign policy regarding the Suez
question.

J. Harry Khmm

Fragments
The nurses have lost their lounge in Vasey

Hall. It has been replaced by a very much smal-

ler one in Vasey Hall. Future sorority meetings,

etc. will be held in shifts.

Though Perry Como chose the senior queen,

little did the seniors know that he would be
singing their theme song—"letters, we get let-

ters."

The article last week by Larry Ruth was
necessarily cut because of spatial limitations.

Another chapter will be forthcoming.
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'New Shell Game Found;

Capitol Midnight Oil Bums
by notalit ottii^d

Howcum nobody sees flying

saucers anymore? Idany sen-

iors who are constantly con-

templating their future have

now started taking notes dur-

ing the popular T.V. show,
"How To Marry A Millionaire."

Those who wish a primary
source should feel free to con-

tact a Mr. Antony Armstrong
Jones.

Speaking of the British, here
are some titles of plays cur-

rently being staged in London

:

"The Night Life of A Virile

Potato;" "The Bride of The
Boll Weevil;" "The Spoonful
of Scented Cart Grease;" and
"Darling Rhinoceros, Your Slip

Is Showing." Needless to say,

they are all tragedies.

Never heard anything like

"Athtung! Achtung! ..." on
the pu'blic address system be-

fore. We owe a great deal of
thanks to the Immigration De-
partment for sending one of
their samples.

Rugged Individualist

Bad grammar and poor syn-
tax are keeping the midnight
oil burning in the Capitol.

Hardy Southerners are keep-
ing alive the American tradi-

tion of rugged individualism
by taking Army cots and elec-

tric razors.

What's to blame : the system
or sentiment? Is it a file^bus-

ter or "full-of-it-buster?"

President Eisenhower has
been described on his recent

South American tour as a

"Walking American Flag."

Was he waving or bending in

the breeze?

Lost and Found—One Sen-

ior, at the Sheraton Hotel.

Cabrini W<«kend
Old Natalie was subpoenaed

recently. The legal-looking

document was an announce-

ment of social, festivities at

Cabrini College. The kids

(from that school in the

woods) sponsored a weekend
Feb. 26-28. We hope it was

a success but If that publicity

stunt could be used as a cri-

terion, they have our sym-

pathy.

Football parleys and the old

shell game have found a cou-

sin vice on campus "en la bib-

lioteca" (library). The gamibde

now is: do we have the book
or don't we, is the book in or

isn't it, will I get the book or

won't I? Don't become frus-

trated, you knowledge-seeker!!

Take refuge in the idea that

mayhe you didn't want the

book anyway.

Our congratulations to Miss
Beth Sewell Alexander of Bryn
Mawr College who spoke at

a duo-organization meeting re-

cently. The appreciative audi-

ence, in the main, was com-
prised of Arts men and the

limited attendance of the lec-

ture room can be attributed to

the usual insouciance of the

student body. Nevertheless,

the lecture proved to be in-

teresting and capably deliver-

ed; a fact much to Miss Alex-
ander's credit.

S&H Stamps

It is rumored on good au-

thority that the Rosies have
scored a first (who said it

couldn't be done?) In addition

to the cultural, social and in-

tellectual benefits of the notor-

ious TEA HOUSE, they have
added the services of an hon-
est-to-goodness popcorn ma-
chine. The solemn symbol of

progress is coin-operated, of

course. Now the Commandoes
can ea/t corn while listening to

it.

Sheldon Pollack, debonair
resident senior, mistakenly ap-

plied two S&H green stamps
to a letter the other day and
mailed same. The letter, un-

fortunately, was returned and
in addition, Mr. Pollack re-

ceived a set of hair curlers,

courtesy of U.S. Post Ofiice.

He who laughs last—^prob-

ably had it explained to him.

/T
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Joust In The Round

ttjjU^te0s^ f5efe^omjtt
by Rob«H F. Conllii

Doing some rather extensive work in the library recently on Old English and Anglo-

Saxon literature, I found on the fourth stack level, thrust into an old copy of Chapman's I,

The Jury, a very old manuscript apparently overlooked by the library cataloguers.

•Sneaking it past the discerning eye of the gendarme at the door by wrapping it around

my left leg, I took the "find" home for closer observation.

There, after considerable analysis, I attributedit to the young Chaucer, probably writ-

ten in the throes of puberty-

I have taken the liberty of explaining the fine points of this work through a very lucid

and intelligible marginal gloss.
'

This is its first publication, and if authenticated, I will present "THE KNYCSHTE AND
THE DRAGrONNE" to the English Department for a possible radio debut on the harbinger of

the Neo-Renaissance, WIBG, this Sunday morning on the Jerry Lee Lewis Hour from 6:30 to

7:30. ..';.,-, l.'^.- :r

-

Though very old, the epic contains a wise moral, appropriate In fliiii day of the A-

bomb, the H-bomb, and Mae West, and as American as the A-bomb, the H-bomb, and Mae
West.
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Who^s For Vice? Office Assumes New Import
By Mott McCut

Down from the dawn of tisne

came the first Vice-President;

a hirsute being was he.

At the beginning he was
merely a useless appendage to

the U. S. governmental system

;

he gradually developed into

less.

From the Vice-President in

the Nineteenth Century who
showed up in Washington twice

during his term (both inaugu-

rals) and who spent his time
duck shooting, to the "glor-

ious" days of Richard Nixon,
the vice-presidency has come
a long way.

Worth His Salt

Throughout most of our his-

tory, for any candidate worth
his salt to accept the Vice-

Presidental nomination was an
admission of political death.

Vultures would flock around
his corpse.

Theodore Roosevelt, when he
got too obstreperous in his own
state (New York), was kicked
upstairs to the Vice-Presidency
and to supposed oblivion, only
to emerge as one of our strong-

est and best Presidents.

In previous years too, Vice-

Presidents were picked for al-

most anything but ability (it's

a wonder some of them could
read or write) despite the fact

that only one heart beat sepa-

rated them from the Presi-
dency.'; ''^ '" ;'"•' ..•••,.'•'..:;

Today the situation has rad-
ically changed and the vice-

presidency, at least under Ike,

has assumed a new position.

Due to the particularly crush-
ing load which a modern pres-

ident must bear and the uncer-
tain condition of health, Dick
Nixon has stepped in and gain-

ed himself the certain nomina-
tion for the Presidency in 1960.

Important Role
In the years to come, it is

almost a sure bet that the
vice-presidency will continue to

play an increasingly more im-
portant role in our govern-
mental system. .

Despite the fact that many
vice-presidents have succeeded
to the Presidency (Adams, Van
Buren and Taft to name a few)

this post has never been con-

sidered a springboard to the

Presidency, but this also should

change in the future.

Richard Nixon in his unique
role of an "active" Vice-Presi-

dent has won much acclaim for
his conduct on both the fore-

ign and domestic scene. His
personal courage on his South
American tour when he was
spit upon, evoked the praise

of all Americans. (Who knows,
Latin spittle might have sup-

plied the mortar that builds us
our next President.)

Possible Candidates
At the political convention

this year, the Republicians and
Democrats will meet to choose
their respective candidates, not
only for president, but also his

running mate.
; : :

/'

This latter is traditionally

the choice of the Presidential

nominee, but in actual fact, in-

volves a host of other factors

such as religion, heritage, and
state ; things which would tend

to balance the ticket for great-

er appeal to the voter.

Since the G.O.P. alone has a
sure presidential nominee, this

writer is constrained in his

predictions as to the vice-pres-

idential nominee to this party.

A. host of possibilities present
themselves: Henry Cabot
Lodge, Charles Halleck, Hugh
Scott, Kenneth B. Keating, and
James Mitchel; others will un-
doubtedly appear as convention
time draws near.

Henry Cabot Lodge and
Senator Halleck are well

known nationally but their con-

servatism, in my opinion,
should seem to rule them off
the Nixon ticket.

Senators Scott and Keating
are not too well known nation-

ally but have proven themsel-
ves excellent vote-g'etters. The
former, however, appeals, to
the same type of voter that
Nixon does, while the latter

is somewhat too old (69) for
the post.

The best Republican vice-

presidential candidate, (with

the exception of Nelson Rock-

erfeller, who says he will not

accept the nomination in any
event) is, in my opinion, James
Paul Mitchel, the present Sec-

"Oown from fhe down of time came the ffrsf Vice- PresU
dent; a hirsute being was he."

Things Augusfinian

Gregor MendePs Sacrifice Aids World

reitary of Labor. He embodies
most nearly the classical ideal

choice for veep.

He is a Catholic and would
gain important support for the

ticket from that group (if it's

a group) es>pecially in the event

that the Democrats run a
Catholic. He is from New Jer-

sey and would geographically

baJance the Oalifornian Nixon.

He is liberal and would
fioften the impression some
people have that Nixon is a bit

too conservative. Last but not

least, through his handling of

labor relations, he has secured

€m appeal which Nixon dis-

tinctly lacks with the rank and
file voters of labor.

The Democratic Vice-Presi-

In the northeastern comer of

Czechoslovakia, amidst the rol-

ling, upland plains bordering on
Poland, lies the small village of

Heinzendorf. Here, in 1882, a
•on was bom to Anton and
Rosine Mendel.

Christened Johann, he seemed
destined to share someday in

the same laborious existence as
that of his father, and his father
before him—that of a peasant
landholder in the then Austro-
Hungarian Empire.
Ab he grew older he began

to show the traits which were
to characterise him through life,

and one day to make him famous
—an intense desire for learning,

a real love for the soil, and a
nigged tenacity in pursuing his

goals.

The capabilities of the keen

and eager student so impressed

the local schoolmaster that he

urged Johann's parents to send

him on for higher education.

Despite the fact that this

would not only entail great sac-

rifice on their part, but would
also mean that Herr Mendel
would have to give up his cher-

ished hope that his only son
would someday take over the

farm, they yielded to the univer-

sal desire of all parents—that

their children should become,
have, and do what they them-
selves could not.

Living on what little food and
money his parents were able to

send him and what he himself
earned by tutoring other stu-

dents, he devoted all his ener-

gies to the pursuit of knowledge
and wisdom.
Having completed his philo-

sophical studies (which then in-

cluded the natural sciences) at
the ago of twenty-one, he was
attracted to the life led by the
Augustinian monks in the Mon-
astery of St. Thomas at Bmnn,
the capital city of Moravia.

.dential picture is too obscure

for any predictions to be forth-

coming from this writer. Any
one of the avowed presidential

candidates might possibly ac-

cept second place on the ticket

despite his stout denials to the

contrary.

Many Democratic political

pundits simply drool at the

mention of a Stevenson-Ken-

nedy ticket and this I believe

is not out of the realm of the

possible. Republican leaders, on
the other hand, believe that

a Nixon-Rockerfeller ticket
would also be unbeatable.

The new Vice-President in

1961 will be an important man
regardless of his party affillia-

tions.

by Monte Morsholl, O.S.A.

In this monastery, famous as

a center of culture and learning,

he was received into the Order
on October 9, 1843, taking
Gregor as his religious name.
Upon the completion of his

Theology courses, four years
later, he was ordained a priest.

Following his ordination he

served as a parish priest for

one year, and then was sent to

teach in a nearby high school.

It was during the fourteen

years that he taught in this

school that he carried on the

now-famous experiments in the

monastery garden. These experi-

ments, on the common garden-

pea, led him to discover the

fundamental laws which govern
the transmission of hereditary

characters, and thus to lay the

foundation for the modern
science of genetics with its in-

valuable contributions to agri-

culture, animal-'breeding, and
eugenics.

SpeerHuolhm

Charlie and Freddie Return

To Entertain and Discern
by bill speers

Time

:

Present

Place

:

Near
Characters: Charlie, the sophomore and Freddie the freshman

{Elder Charlie artd Freddie)

Charlie: (Cfayly sprinting between the ttoo. resident halls to-

wards the student union building which he ^uisn*t

passed since November; and only then to see for

himself, if the rumors pibout a new science build-

ing being built v>as true.) Hey, Freddie! How are ya'

kidf

Freddie: Fine, how are you, Charlie?

Charlie: Never felt better. Keepin' trim on those sandwiches

from our dispensdn' machine down at our cafeteria.

Since Lent came along, those abstinence days have
reailly been foulin' up the ol' mechanism, (laughs)

Freddie: Yes, I've heard about the new machine.

Charlie: Ya' mean ya' haven't even seen it yet? Where ya'

been?
Freddie: (resolvedly) Well, Charlie, I decided that this semes-

ter I was going to have my noon day meal in the

other c«ifeteria ; thereby ooming in closer contact with

those students of the University that indulge in stud-

ies other than my own; consequently gaining a vaster

knowledge of the world and its people.

'(overwhelmed) Easy, kid, easy. Your cloudin' my
glasses! Listen, you'd like ta be the well-rounded

student, right?

(staunchly) Right.

Well would ya' be so kind as ta tell me how you're

goin' ta become rounded with a crowd of squares?
(confidently) Stick with us kid, and you'll go places.

(meekly) Yes, well I'll think about that, Charlie.

Hey, why are ya' carryin' around an index card on
your CO ... (in ultimate non-expectance) YOUR
PLEDGING!!!

Freddie: Yes, Charlie, I thought it the proper thing to do. You
know, with being collegiate and all.

Charlie: Ya' never made a nattier move, my boy. Stick with
it. No matter if they insult and embarass you in

front of your friends; no matter if they send you ta

the local bdjou to i>ose with the then "artist"; no
matter if they use your lunch money to satisfy their

taste for a real cigarette; no matter if they beat and
slap you around—^take it with a smile. Remember

.

it's traditional, it's collegiate, it's a prelude to gran-
deur. Who's your pledge has •. r-». tr •; ;^ « I mean
pledgemaster?

Freddie: (proudly) There he goes now. The fellow in the Navy
'-^Vr^ uniform. ;.';;,.••:, ,.x:i.-'" '

Charlie: In the Navy, elh. It's Tuesday, I guess he's goin' ta

the afternoon matinee over in the Navy Building. Did
the frat show you anything yet?

Freddie: Well, last week we had a lecture on Norwegian games,
Charlie: Norwegian games! Wait until ya' get the one on Ro-

man games. Ya' know the ones I mean, (pokes Fred-
die in the ribs with his elbow.

)

Freddie: You're not a member of the frat, are you Charlie?

Charlie: Well, kid, I'm sort of an honorary memiber. I didn't

haveta' pledge. The ol' man is a dram disperser. So
I'm automatically in.

Freddie: (bewildered) What's a dram disperser, Charlie.

Charlie: (looking around, then ufhiapering) That's what the
frat heads told me to put down as my father's occu-
pation, on my file card. It means beer distributor.

For some odd reason, the frat heads don't want me
ta tell anyone.

Freddie: I won't tell anybody, C!harlie, ya' can be sure of that.

Charlie: Thanks, kid. Well I'll have ta be movin' along Fred-
die. Goin' ta see if they really closed the library
stacks. So long, kid.

Freddie: Yeh, so long, Charlie.

(exit Charlie and Freddie)

Charlie:

Freddie:

Charlie:

Freddie:

Charlie:

TAe NIMIM

* »

:

^u

^

V

* V.
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Fraternities Unbrotherly
A casual look about the cam-

pus reveals that spring is in-

contestably upon us, for the

fraternity pledging season has
begun.

What a thrilling sight it is

each year and what an uplift

to observe the many sallow

youths wending their paths

toward manhood with an index-

card emblazoned on their

bosoms as tickets of admission

!

Who can say that we Villa-

novans feel inferior to our Ivy
League and Big Ten brethren?

Certainly no one has seen

the maturity in the face of a

"big brother" demanding a

cigarette of a lowly pledge.

Fraternities Imitative

Who hasn't snickered at the

feigned overlordship of the

pledgema.sters as they wean
the freshman from the adoles-

cent activities of high school

and introduce him to their

world of manhood?
Hardly the student with in-

sight who realize that only

through imitating feebly and
following blatantly the ac-

knowleged initiators and deter-

miners of American College

tradition can Villanova become
one of these leading few.

Pshaw on those soreheads
who because they can't pass
the rigid and trying initiations

that are set up, rationalize

their position by indifference

and ridiculous' accusations.

Unfounded accusations like,

"The pseudo-fraternities have
no reason to exist, perform no
function for the University or
the students, provide no facili-

ties or privileges for members.
"They have no competing

counterparts to stimulate
them, present no tangible rea-

son for membership and are
generally a complete waste of
time and the greatest of the
multitude of shams, mockeries
and farces on campus."
Pshaw!

Terrific Skits

Villanova students should be
thankful and proud of their

fraternities. Who can forget
the many guffaws we all en-
joyed when one fraternity sent
their pledges about their class-

work carrying lanterns and
"T"-squares, red handkerchiefs
and huge posters bearing the

wittiest in humiliating and
humorous titles?

Despite our uproar at this

and many other terrific skits,

however, we didn't forget that

the long faced frosh was learn-

ing a profund lesson not to be
forgotten in the humiliation of

it all, a lesson we all know
well and needs no explanation.

What kicks we got as we
taught the pledges other les-

sons when we pounded their

bottoms with the ceremonial
paddles. One could almost see

them mature to his own level

before his eyes as he wielded
the club, all but doubled with
hilarity.

It's completly inconceivable

why the older students and
veterans don't join the fratern-

ities, advanced in maturity as
they are.

Villanova thanks the frater-

nities for rescuing the Joyce
Kiely mile from the useless run
and entertainment to which it

was generating and transform-

ing it into a fiercely competi-

tive inter-fraternity event, an
event that now everyone is

over-anxious and dying to see.

Thanks, fraternities for pre-

serving the venerated Villa-

nova tradition of "Orthodox
Inertia" by nipping that bit of

nonsensical originality in the

proverbial bud.

So march on, fraternities of

Villanova and keep up the good
work or name or aims or gam-

Exc/usive Report

by fose conlln

es, whichever the case may be.

Be indulgent to your critics

and their unfounded talk and
if perchance we should forget

you, forgive us.

Next March, I'm sure, when
the index cards pop up from
that mysterious somewhere,
Villanova will exclaim with

joy and pride, if surprize,

"Why, what do you know;

they've probably been here all

year I"

Rockefeller Still Tries

For Presidential Race

(Reprinted from the Daily
Republican, Phoenixville, Pa.).

The cloak and dagger candi-

dacy of Nelson Rockefeller

continues to roll along in its

self-'made political mist as New
York and Capitol Hill observers
increasingly chime, "Who's
kidding whom?"
Although the governor has

increasingly denied presiden-

tial aspirations for 1960, two
weekly publications, Human
Events and National Review,
think differently.

Also, Senator Barry Gold-

water, Arizona Republican, told

an audience at the Hill School,

Pottstown, last month that

Rockefeller "certainly is run-
ning" for the Republican pres-

idential candidacy.

Dispels Belief

In a recent dispatch from Al-
bany, N.Y., New York Daily
News political writer Jim Des-
mond reported: "Any lingering

belief that Governor Rockefel-
ler resigned his presidential

ambitions when he announced
in December that he would not
challenge Vice President Nixon
in the early Republican primar-
ies was dispelled by political

and legislative developments
here."

Desmond wrote that the
word is being spread privately

among New York State Re-
publican county leaders to hold
back on any endorsement of
Nixon's candidacy.

Although many Empire
State GOPers are anxious to

join the Nixon bandwagon, tlie

governor's sit-tight mandate is

being interpreted only one way
—Rocky is in the race up to

his grin.

Tough Sledding
Although Nelson faces tough

sledding this session with GOP
legislators over "liberal" legi-

slation he wants enacted, the
benevolent billionaire expects
to pick up valuable out-of-state
support because of his plan to

transfer the 10 per cent feder-

al telephone tax to the states

for school aid.

Despite the fact the measure
is Ike-opposed, Rockefeller de-

fended his stand while meeting
with the President last week
and reportedly he counts on an
upsurge of support from Re-
publican politicos whose states

are looking for ways to ease
local educations costs.

As Rockefeller reached for

support beyond New York,
more information came out re-

garding his vast Manhattan
propaganda mill.

By Bob Brothers

Already reported in Human
Events and elsewhere are the
doings of the 70-man Rocke-
feller research staff located on
55th St., just off Central Park
West, in a two-building former
Rockefeller town house.

Top Specialists

The political command head-
quarters is stocked with elab-
orate equipment and manned
by top specialists—political ad-
visers, speech writers, and re-

search analysts—all ready for
possible resumption of his bid
to challenge Nixon at the con-
vention.

But there is more evidence
that Rocky still hopes to win
the GOP crown at the Chicago
convention.

Human Events staffers have
discovered an^-ther "nomina-
tion operation" heretofore not
mentioned in the press: a se-

cret corps of 15 Rockcfellerites
operating in a seven-room
suite on the sixth floor of 10
Rockefeller Plaza.

Secret Activities

The operation is supposedly
"hush-hush" with no visitors

allowed and all concerned un-
der strict orders not to discuss
their activities with outsiders.

Their job is to wade through
the Nation's press and clip all

references to Rockefeller.

Pamphlets are compiled on
the good things columnists and
editorial writers say about him.

Rockefeller has now adopt-

ed a coy attitude regarding the

nomination and many are con-

vinced he will re-enter the

Presidential dogfight after the

New York legislature adjourns
this month.

Withdrawal
Many recall that at the time

of hds December 26 "withdraw-
al" Rocky gave his legislative

commitments as a major rea-

son for pulling out.

Now, observers reason, Nel-

son can resume barnstorming
free of pressing state business

and criticism that he is neg-

lecting his duties.

The New York Post asked
recently: "Is Governor Rocke-
feller back in the Presidential

race? His advisors say he
never really got out, just with-

drew temporarily.

To top observers who follow
such "secret" operations, it is

apparent that Rockefeller's

golden steamroller continues
to move in the direotion of the
White House as the invisible

paint covenng it begins to chip

away.

OnC^nQQS NucSixQlman

(Author of '7 Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

EAT» DRINK AND BE MARRIED

On a recent tour of seventy million American colleges, I was

struck by two outntandinK facts: first, the great number of

students who smoke Marllwro. and second, the p"eat number
of students who are married.

The first phenomenon— the vast multitude of Marlboro

smokers—comes as no surprise for, as everyone knows, the

college student is an enonnously intelligent organism, and what

could lie more intelligent than to smoke Marlboro? After all,

pleasure is what you smoke for and pleasure is what Marlboro

delivers— pleasure in every puflf of that good golden tobacco.

If you think flavor went out when filters came in— try a

Marlboro. Light up and see for yourself ... Or, if you like, don't

light up. Just take a MarllK)ro, unlighted, and puff a couple of

times. Get that wonderful flavor? You l)et you do ! Even with-

out lighting you can taste Marlboro's excellent filter blend.

Also you can make your package last practically forever.

No, I say, it was not the great numlier of Marllxiro sniokers

that astounded me, it was the great numl)er of n)arried students.

You may find this hard to believe but latest statistics show that

at some coeducational colleges the pro[K)rtion of married under-

graduates runs as high as thirty percent! And, what is even

more startling, fully one-quarter of these marriages have been

blessed with issue!

Here now is a figure to give you pause! Not that we don't

all love babies. Of course we do ! Babies are pink and fetching

rascals, given to winsome noises and droll expressions, and we

all like nothing better than to rain kisses on their soft little

skulls. But just the same, to the young campus couple who are

parents for the first time the baby is likely to be a source of

considerable worry. Therefore, let me devote today's column

to a few helpful hints on the care of babies.

e/ZM0fC^ef7

i6to(lempeeL
First of all, we will take up the matter of diet. In the pa.st,

babies were raised lui^ely t>n table scrup.s. This, b.owever, wjt«

outlawed by the Smoot-Hawley Act, and today babies are fed

a scientific formula consisting of dextrose, maltose, distilled

water, evaporated milk and a twist of lemon |)eel.

After eating, the baby tends to grow sleepy. A lullaby is verj'

useful to help it fall asleep. In case you don't know any lulla-

bies, make one up. This is not at all difficult. In a lullaby the

words are unimportant since the baby doesn't understand them

anyhow; The important thing is the sound. All you have to do

is string together a bunch of nonsense syllables, taking care

that they make an agreeable sound. For example: ' '

Go to sleep, my little infant,

Goo-goo moo-moo poo-poo hinfant.

Having fed and serenaded the baby, arrange it in the position

for slumber. A baby sleeps best on its stomach so place it that

way in its crib. Then to make sure it will not turn itself over

during the night lay a soft but fairly heavy object on its back—
another baby, for instance. iseo Max ShulnMt

And when baby is fast asleep—the little angel!—why don't

you relax and give yourself a treat? With Marlboro—or if you
like mildness but you don't like filters—with Philip Morris

made in long size and regular by the sponsors of this column.
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ICG To Serve As Host For

Mock Political Convention
Larry Ruth, president of Vil-

lanova's chapter of the Inter-

collegiate Conference on Gorern-

ment, has announced that Villa-

nova will be the scene of the

Southeast regional convention

of the I.C.G.

This model political conven-
tion will be held in Vasey Audi-
torium on Saturday, March 12.

Those participating will be I.C.G.

members of Villanova, Drexel,

Haverford, Immaculata, Penn,
Rosemont, West Chester State,

and P.M.C. These 150 delegates

will represent well over 20,000

students of the participating

schools.

The convention this year will

have Miss Genevieve Blatt, Sec-

retary of Internal Affairs for

the state of Pennsylvania, guest
speaker.

Miss Blatt is one of the co-

founders of I.C.G. and is at pres-

ent the State Executive Director.

Ruth announced that the Rev.
John A. Klekotka, OSA, presi-

dent, will also address the as-

sembly, .;;--

T^^io-Foid Objective

The convention will fulfill a
two-fold objective : that of draw-
ing up a bi-partisan platform
and that of nominating a presi-

dential candidate. The platform
which will be passed by the
delegates, meeting in the Gen-
eral Assembly, will have all the
qualities of a true political plat-

form, according to Ruth.^ . x

He further stated that the

platform will embody all the
proposals which the students
feel are pertinent in our govern-
ment today.

In describing the method by
which a worthwhile platform is

finally arrived at, Ruth empha-
sized the work involved,

The work originates in the

I.C.G. chapter of each school.

The chapter president or chair-

man appoints committees to

work on various planks, which
then together will form the plat-

form. Each plank is therefore

approved at the chapter level

before it is taken to the regional

convention.

At the convention, the com-
mittees assig^ned to each plank
will go into session. While in

session the delegates debate the

good and bad points of each
plank. The net result of this

committee work is that from one
of three planks will be presented

to the General Assembly for

their approval.

Time Allotted

In the General Assembly, each
committee will be allotted a cer-

tain amount of time to present

its planks of planks. At all times

during these proceedings in the

Assembly, Parliamentary Law
will be adhered to.

Once the debating on the

planks has ceased, the delegates

will vote. This voting will have
the effect of producing a pjat-

form which is indicative of the

beliefs of the majority of the

delegates.

The second phase of this con-,

vention concerns itself with the

nomination of a presidential

candidate. Each school will be

permitted to nominate one candi-

date. The Villanova chapter will

nominate Senator John F. Ken-
nedy of Massachusetts.

On the first ballot, each school

will vote fpr its own candidate.

On sebsequent ballots, however,

the candidate with the least vot-

\ m Notice

There is a Council of the

Knights of Columbus

on Campus

(although all non-memiers and iit0st of

the members are unaware of tholaot)

Since we have no established program,

we welcome good ideas. We will listen

to you, even If no one else will, lnte^es^

ed in joining? S^ R. O'Shea/Phllosophy

Dept.

See R;O'Shea^ PhHosphy Dept«

Wednesdays: 9:M 11^
llMfSdays: 9HK) to 11:00
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es will be eliminated until one
man with a majority remains.

"Dog Eat Dog"
"The convention", says Ruth,

"will be one of the most signifi-

I

cant events to take place on the

I

Villanova campus this year."

I

Not only will the convention af-

I

ford the delegates the opportun-
ity of participating in a close

facsimile of the "dog eat dog"
Democratic and Republican con-
ventions, but it will also be a
pleasant mixture of education
and fun."

Counterpoint
(Continued frpm Page 4)

,were again opened it would be
so appreciated by the people
that do use the library that
book loss would drop to a reas-
onable level.

Sure Cure
There is one good way to

show that we need open stacks.

Let everyone take a night off

from watching television and
go to the library.

Request 5 or 6 books that
you have been meaning to read
and see if the three people be-

hind the desk can possibly sup-
ply the demand. Until every-
one begins to use the library,

and uses it properly: "Shelved
around us lie the mummied
authors."

Let us do as Shakespeare
suggests, "Come, and take

choice of all by library, and

so beguile thy sorrow."

Touch system or hunt-and-peck—

Results are perfect with

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND

Typewriter Paper

Whatever your typing

talents, you can turn out

neat, clean-looking work the

first time, with Eaton's

Corrasable Bond Paper.

Reason why: Corrasable has

a special surface— it erases

without a trace. Just the flick

of an ordinary pencil eraser

and typographical errors

disappear. No smears, no
smudges. Saves time, temper

and money!

Corrasable is available in several weights — from oniorf

skin to heavy bond. In handy 100-sheet packets and 500-

heet ream boxes. A fine quality paper for all your typed

assignments. Only Eaton makes erasable Corrasable.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper

EATON PAPER CORPORATION :*E*: PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

SOCIAL DANCING 123123

Leading Questions

Professor Dip

Female reaction to dancing partners using

ordinary hair tonics (Text: /'m Dancing With

Tears in My Eyes). Female reaction to dancing

partners using 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic (Text:

Waltz Me Around Again, Willie). Universal use

of water on hair with drying effects therefrom.

Conversely: with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic you

can use all the water you want...with neat

results. Status of the Male Wallflower at Con-

temporary Proms discussed in relation to

briarpatch hair caused by alcohol tonics. Use

of tacky hair creams explored, outlining sticky

situations. Emphasis on the one step (the one

step necessary to be on the ball at the ball,

namely a simple application of 'Vaseline'

Hair Tonic.)

Materials: one 4 oz. bottle* Vaseline*Hair Tonic

Vaseline

HAIR
TONIC

Vaseline II

HAIR
TONIC

^nditfons

'«! Way

lilM

I.H BOND'S INC

liiiili

4»

it's clear,

it's clean,

it's

Vaseline'
HAIR TONIC
'VimNm' is a raiitttrad traitnarfc

t ClmtkfMik ftatf's lac.

Credits Given By V.U. For

Nation-wide T.V. Lectures
Villanova is one of 350 col-

leges and universities across the

country who are participating

in the "Continental Classroom,"
which are nationally-televised

lectures offering classroom
credit in physics and chemistry.

The lectures are presented
five days a week on NBC at

6:30 in the morning.

In 1958 "Continental Class-

room" was inaugurated with a
course in Atomic Age Physics by
Dr. Harvey White of the Uni-
versity of California. This year
the television-lectures are giving

a course in Modern Chemistry
by Dr. John F. Baxter of the
University of Florida.

Dr. William Driscoll, professor

of Physics, who is Villanova's

director of the continental pro-

gram, reports that this year
there are four students matri-

culated for the TV course at

Villanova. When the lectures

terminate, says Driscoll the

viewer-students come to Villa-

nova to be tested. If their show-
ing is favoraible they are award-
ed VU credits. Of the three stu-

dents registered last year at

Villanova all three received
credit.

"Continental Classroom" was
launched in response to Presi-

dent Eisenhower's appeal "for
prompt action to improve and
expand the teaching of Science."
Cost of the program—more than
a million dollars the first year

—

has been underwritten by ten
corporations together with the
Ford Foundation, the American
Association of Colleges for
Teachers Education, and the
American Chemical Society.

The success of Continental

Robert W. Rea, Jr.

Portrait Presented

f to C & F Librory
The C&F Library has recent-

ly received a portrait of Robert
W. Rea, Jr., which was placed
on the third floor of the C&F
building just outside the Rea
Memorial Library.

The portrait was given in con-
junction with the previous ini-

tial donation from Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rea, of Devon, in mem-
ory of their son, Robert W. Rea
Jr.

The Library itself has reached
past the 1,000 volume mark, is

now receiving over 65 technical

periodicals, and has markedly
increased its participation in ^he
inter-library loan program.

Mrs. Miriam B. Milligan, the
librarian states; "the library is

young but is growing nicely. It

should soon reach its objective."

^ Priests Af Cofivenf/on
The Rev. Joseph J. Gildca,

O.S.A., Vice President of Aca-
demic Affairs, and Rev. Francis
Smith, Director of Admissions
attended a convention of the

College Entrance Examination
Board at Franklin College on
March 4th.

This year's meeting included

several informal discussions on

the pertinent problems in en-

trance procedures and of new

<^ entrants. The panels were par-

ticipated in by all member
ichools of this region—one of

eight in the nation.

Classroom is indicated by inter-

views conducted with 800 view-

ers of last year's course. Of
these, 96 percent felt the course

had sharply raised their scienti-

fic knowledge. Eighty-one per-

cent of the teachers interviewed

said that they had learned help-

ful new techniques.

Vice President, Dean
At Education Confab
The Rev. Robert M. Sullivan

O.S.A., Dean of Arts and Sci-

ence and Rev. Joseph J. Gildea,

O.S.A., Vice-President for Aca-
demic Affairs, have been attend-
ing the National Conference on
Higher Education at the Pick-

Congress Hotel in Chicago.
The theme of this year's con-

ference is "Platform for Higher
Education: Guide Lines for the

Sixties." This conference is be-

ing attended by over a thousand
leading educators from the
teaching and administrative

staifs of most major colleges

and universities in the country.

Dr. Nicliolas A. MicMs
Addresses Biology Class

"Ancient E q y p t i a n priests

knew more about the human
liver than do some modem doc-
tors," declared Dr. Nicholas A.
Michels at a recent meeting of
the Biology Club.

Dr. Michels, well-known an-
atomist from Jefferson Medical
College, Philadelphia, addressed
the Club on "The Newer An-
atomy of the Liver; Its Variant
Blood Supply and Collateral Cir-

culation."

He stated that "A doctor
must so thoroughly know his

subject that he need not bury
his mistakes." He was referring
to the fact that 50% of livers

oibserved were different from the
standard text book description
of the liver.

Dr. Michels, who has studied
in the U. S., France, and Bel-

gium, has been interested in the

liver for some 20 years.

He began his lecture by citing

the history of liver study and
the various levels of medical

knowledge, including the use of

the liver in Medieval sorcery.

HOWillD JOHNSON'S
MOTOI lOOCE
KmSQ of PinuMiii^ PiB*

MANAGED if EXJflUAMOVAM

JIM McNAMAIA

HEA09UAITEKS FOt fAMILY AND
nUINPS Of VHIANOVANS

KM USaiVATIONS
wifTi: HOfmsmo immsosrs

' ' me

• • • •

SENSATIONAL RECORD BARGAIN!

12" LP VINYL

Specially Pressed by

RCA Custom

Records

Just released

for VICEROY
— the Cigarette

with

A THINKING
MAN'S FILTER .

A SMOKING
'

MAN'S TASTE!

s\ '^ GET ///

Ca!?pus

/

N
\

-the Hottest Jazz
Record In Years

WHATA Ri<?ORP!!
10 GREAT JAZZ NUiMBERS : :

Martians' Lullaby March Of The Toys

Royal Garden Bluet Just A Mood
Shine On Harvest Moon

Erroll's Bounce St. James Infirmary

Ciribiribin Tin Roof Blues

When The Saints Go Marching In

PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE ARTISTS^
Benny Goodman Louis Armstrong i^M

Shorty Rogers

Duke Ellington

Red Norvo

Buck Clayton

-'/'

Erroll Garner

Jonah Jones

Ben Webster

Bob Scobey

Vic Dickenson

Rex Stewart

Dukes of Dixieland

V.X

-and 2 VICEROY Cigarette packages I

Hurry! Hurry! Get this truly great jazz record at a
low, low price, while the limited supply lasts! Record
features your top favorite Jazz Instrumentalists—the

winners in a national ix)pularity survey of American
College and University Students. Send for Campus Jazz

Festival today. Use coupon below!

V ^%^

ovi

. << ^i-fv
V»^!S'"'

BROWN « WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION
Be«3S5
LewUviito 1, K«ntwciiy

Please send me postpaid record (s) of the Special VICEROY
CAMPUS JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enclosed is $1.00 (no stamps, pleaM)
and 2 empty Viceroy packages for each record ordered.

Name.

m 6LAHV

.Zone-

Sute.

College or University.

Tliiii offer uood only in U.S.A. Not valid in *tut«* where prohibited,

tuxed or otiierwite restricted—expire* June JO, I96U.

Ol960, BROWN A WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORP.
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Council Sets Office Hours
Program Into Motion Here
"We've set it up so the hours

are convenient for every stu-
dent."

So" observed Jim Hooker, trea-
surer of the Student Council on
the subject of the newly insti-

tuted Office Hours program.
According to Hooker, the 23

Council members who are class
representatives will hold office

hours on a bi-monthly basis.

Alternate Weeks
Two weeks out of four the

representatives will be available
for consultation with their con-

' stituents^ ;. •. •:(; '•••,,:• -yi'.iJi-

The meetings to be held Mon-
day through Thursday on alter-

nate weeks from now until mid-
April will be informal sessions.

V Discussion will be on the level

y of topical campus problems, said
Hooker.
The program is on a bi-month-

ly and not a weekly basis be-
;, cause of the unavailability of

classrooms for meeting places.
Also, the Administration ruled

;
out the use of the Student Coun-
cil office.

The program will run until
: inid-April at which time each
class representative will submit

. • in writing to Hooker his person-
;: al opinion of the merits of the
-system.

•Then I'll personnally*^ evalu-

ate the program in light of the

representatives' opinion. If stu-

dent response is good, we might
try the same thing next semes-
ter," said Hooker.

*'One thing further," he inter-

jected. "If some students find

that their representatives hold
hours at times when they can't

see them, then these people
should go to any representative
whose hours are convenient for
them."

Computer Symposium
Mr. Emil Amelotti, Chairman

of the Mathematics Department,
has announced that Villanova
will be the scene of a computer
symposium on Thursday, March
10 from 2 to 5 p.m. in 110 C
& F.

The symposium, conducted by
representatives of the I. B. M.
Company, will hear Dr. James
Kearns, the I. B. M. University
Representative of the Eastern
Region, speak on "The Role of
Computers in Higher Educa-
tion,"

This discourse will include an
introduction to computers and
the use of computers in the uni-
versity.

Sfudonf Kally Danco
Co//ed Umtted Stfccest

The Student Council's second
fund raising effort, the Student
Body dance was "a limited suc-

cess" according to John DriscoU
ticket chairman for the dance.

According to prior agreement,
the administration agreed to

double the amount of profits

realized by the Congress from
the dance.

The first council money mak-
ing adventure was the movie
program.
Raymond, while refusing to

quote figures, asserted that the
council did not finish in the red
despite the sparse attendance.

At the height of the dance
there didn't appear to be more
than 126 couples on the floor.

"However", Raymond insisted

"there were 250 tickets sold for

the affair."

Raymond, council publicist,

cited a possible reason for the

meager crowd by pointing out

that "we were in conflict with

three local affairs: a prom at

Immaculata, and mixers at Har-
cum and Cabrini.

Mor/ne Corps Offlcor
Sefect/on Teom To
VhH on Morcft 14

The Marine Corps Officer Sel-

ection Team will visit Villanova

University on March 14 through
the 17 inclusive. They will in-

terview students who are inter-

ested in becoming officers in the

United States Marine Corps.

Primarily, there are two pro-

grams; one for underclassmen
(PLC), and another for seniors

and recent graduates (OCC).

..

CHEZ- VOUS BALLROOM

ST. PATRICK'S PARTY
World's famous Glen Miller orchestra

under the direction of Ray McKinley

C 7050 TERMINAL SQUARE
(Two blocks west of 69th St. Terminal,

Upper Darby, Pa.)

DANCING FROM 8:30 til . .

.

Adequate Parking Facilities ^''^.r^S;-::

1

:.'.•;

ACCENT EST

FRANCAISv.^^^^^^^^^^^

AIR FRANCE ^M^, \
M *

Live outdoors in the sun, toss cares into the sea,»

Go native a la Roman or Greek!

You can skin dive, sail, or water ski-

All for only 40 bucks a week!

Send coupon

for fascinating details

on the "fantastic"

CLUB l\^EDITERRANEE

plan.

HOW? WHERK? WHEN?:
\ John Schneider •

• AIR FRANCE, 683 Fifth Avenue^ New York ??, New York •

Please send me litertture on ipeciai student travel ideas.

NAME

•••••••••••••••••••

J ADDRESS

• SCHOOL

••••••••••••••••••••

Theloutof20

that didnt get smoked

« p

4rft>

There.'s a lot of satisfaction in pointing out something good to a friend. That's why
it often happens that one cigarette out of a pack of Dual Filter Tareytons never does

• get smoked.

'^ People break it open to demonstrate its unique Dual Filter containing Activated

Charcoal. They may not know why it works so well, but they do know this: It delivers

far more than high filtration ... it brings out the best taste of the best tobaccos— as

no single filter can!

Try a pack of Tareytons. We believe the extra pleasure they bring will soon have

you passing the good word to your friends.

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
. . . definitely proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild

and smooth . .

.

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring

you the reaj thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

NEWDUAL FILTER
u mr mMU mmwif ^*.r.e».
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Campus Camera

Question: Do you think tbat
Caryl Chessman should be ex*
ecuted?

Caryl Chessman exists as a
living example to future crim-

inals. But I be-

lieve that most
delinquents lack

the intelligence

to comprehend
the slow death
h e undergoes
each time he

I approaches the
gas chamber. He has certainly

had time in which to prove his

innocence. Since he was con-
victed, his only future should
be the gas chamber.

Kathy Cox
Nursing, '63

I believe that Caryl Chessman
should die. He has escaped
death for 12

years on one
technicality af-

ter another. He
was definitely

proven guilty at

his trial and so

far he has not
found or pro-

duced any new evidence to dis-

prove this verdict.

Frank Pacello

Pre-LAW» '61

Caryl Chessman was adjudged
guilty in 1946 of crimes lawfully

punishable b y
death. And yet,

through vari-
ous ways and
means, he lives

today. I only
hope that on
Judgement Day
there will be

enough South Americans avail-

able to raise hell in heaven if I

don't get a break. Or should I

write a book?
John C. Walsh
Accoonting, '62

After twelve years and eight

stays of execution, Caryl Chess-
ma IV is still
guilty of a

crime which is

punishable by
death in the

state of Cali-

fornia. His ac-

tions during
tliat time do not

lessen in any degree his guilt.

Has he paid his debt to society?

Only society can decide that is-

sue. As a member of society,

I feel that he should suffer the

sentence that was imposed on
him.

Howard Sllcox

C & F, '60

Caryl Chessman should be

committed to the death chamber
for his b r u t a 1

crime. The fact

that it was com-
m i 1 1 e d more
than a decade

ago does not al-

ter his guilt. His
keen mind and
aibility to pick

out technicalities has taken him
from death's door many times.

Should not this shrewdness be

a criterion for holding him re-

sponsible for his action ? If any-

one deserves to lose his life.

Chessman does.

Fete P. Devlin

Elect. Engr., '61

There can be justice without

capital punishment and vice

versa. Capital

punishment ex-

ists with justice,

with the state,

in order to pre-

serve ,the socie-

ty. I' do not
believe that the

society as it ex-

ists in California

if Chessman were granted a re

prieve.

Carl L. Francis

Arts, '61

woul apse

Philosophy Prof.

Delivers Lecture

Dr. Benedict A. Paparella, as-
sistant professor of philosophy
at Villanova, delivered the
Aquinas Lecture on March 7 at
Georgian Court College, Lake-
wood, N. J., as the highlight of
the commemoration of the feast
of St. Thomas Aquinas.

"Progress and Modem Man"
was the topic, and the dis-

cussion centered around the
question of whether modern pro-

:gres8 represents the greatest
achievement of the human mind

:

or whether man should lessen

his pace of progress for fear
that any additional advance
would simply drag him deeper
into the abyss of dehumaniza-
tion and depersonalization.

Delegates Attend NFCCS Confab
This past weekend, March 4,

5, and 6, one hundred and fifty

students from 15 colleges as-

sembled at the Sheraton Hotel

in Philadelphia for the Fourth
Annual State Congress of the
National Federation of Catholic
College Students.

Catholic Student
Under the theme, "The Catho-

lic Student; Complacent Con-
formist or Motovated Indivi-

dual", topics of contemporary
problems, morality, and college

life as well as problems directly

to the organizational aspects of
N.F.C.C.S. were discussed.

The possibility of a Catholic-
Spirited city with the generation
of today's Catholic Students
was the keynote of a speech
delivered to the congress by
Dennis Clark, member of the

Philadelphia Catholic Interrac-

ial Council and the Philadelphia
Housing Authority.

Clark discussed the history,

evolution, and present problems
of cities, stressing the urgent
need for Catholic leadership in

city planning and various urban
problems.

Elmer Brock, Director of the
Delaware Area of the National
Conference of Christian and
Jews lead a seminar on Christian
Brotherhood.

Brock emphasized the present
situation of racial prejudice in

the United States and stated
that we, as Catholics, should be
leading the way toward the day
when such situations would
cease to exist.

Discuss Morality
Frank McCormick of Villa-

nova participated in a panel on
"Morality and Greatness". Spec-
ial emphasis was given to the
moral problems facing the
Catholic who wants to achieve
greatness in the fields of poli-
tics and literature.

Officially representing Villa-
nova at the Congress were Dave
Doyle, Gene Felch, Jim Hooker,
Jim Scalia, and Maurice Murphy.
This is the eight consecutive

year that the National Federa-
tion of Catholic College Students—^National Newman Club Feder-
ation's tours will take hundred
of Catholic college students to

the historical highlights and fun
spots of Europe.
The 1960 program includes

four itineraries, with travel
through France, Germany, Italy,

Switzerland, Austria, Holland.

after every shave
Splash on Old Spice After Shave Lotion. Feel your

face wake up and live ! So good for your skin . .

.

so good for your ego. Brisk as an ocean breeze.

Old Spice makes you feel like a new man. Confident.

Assured. Relaxed. You know you're at your best

when you top off your shave with Old Spice !
j00

AFTER SHAVE LOTION

by SHULTON
plus lox

^^

HOUSTON HALL BOARD PRESENTS

CARLOS MONTOYA¥¥

•, * .. ^ I

%::>:::':

WORLD'S FOREMOST FLAMENCO GUITARIST

SATURDAY. MARCH 12th at 8:30 P.M.

Irvine Auditorium, University of Pennsylvania

TICKETS $1.50 to $2.50
Available at Houston Hall, University of Pennsylvania

For Reservations Call EV 6-0100 Ext. 581

'> '.
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Council Not Expected To
Cut Half-Votes in Project
"De&pite rumors to the con-

trary, we are not trying to
eliminate half-vote members
from the C o u n c i 1," said Bob
DeLisa, Student Council vice-

president.

This statement was issued fol-

lowing a marathon meeting of a
special committee of the Coun-
cil last week.
The purpose of the meeting,

and ones to follow, was to initi-

ate re-evaluation of the Council,
with an aim at greater effici-

ency, said DeLisa.
Greater Representation

"This does not mean we are
trying to get rid of all the clubs
and societies on the Council. In
fact it is conceivable that we
might have even grater repre-
sentation."

DeLisa and the committee,
which has representative from
all classes, and full and half-
votes, plan to have their efforts
come into fruition by April.
The committee is aiming at

the structure of the Council in

its re-evaluation policy. In par-
ticular, the bi-cameral represen-
tation will be examined.
An attempt will be madle to

improve the efficiency of the

HAItEY-OAVBSON

OPPER
\. ' • ^.

— •• t»

md ii. Sm Nm TOfm •!.

TmNO DONI AT HOMI

N«aff, AeoirvH.

•IImM« M7tl

STUDENTS WANTED: To

sell crew and athJetic socks, T-

shirts on campus. High commis-

sion rate. Undergraduates pre-

ferred. Write Warren Hosiery

Co., Route No. 1, Box 29, Nor-

lina, N. C. giving your school

class. Page 12.

SUMMER JOBS IN

EUROPE
yOOQ PotUiotu optti in all fields

ASis all-inclusive package
FOR MEMBERS ONLY $ 32^
# Summer )ob # round-trip air faro

# oriantalion cours* # haalth and
accident insurance # social recep^

tion # first night accommodations
# sightseeing trip # postal service

# information on inside Europe, ect.

For nnore informotion write to:

American Student Information Service

Johnstr. 56a, Frankfurt/Main,OemKiny

existing constitution by putting
some of its theories into prac-
tice.

Boost Prestige
"This," said DeLisa, •'will

boost the prestige of the Coun-
cil by making it a more workable
organization."

These announcements as re-

leased by DeLisa come after con-
siderable behind-the-scene dis-

cussion. Some Council members
had felt that DeLisa was nego-
tioating a play whereby all of
the half-votes would be removed
from the Council proper.

As such, the plan was report-

ed to have been received with
mixed feeling. Some members
agreed that the group was too
large and unwieldy, but others
felt that the representation was
necessary.

DeLisa denied any such inten-

tions.

N.I.T. Tonight

Joiii«t Whal«R Jetni
Philosophy Dtportmont

Mr. James Whalen, has joined

the Philosophy Department for

the Spring semester, according
to Dr. Donald Gallagher, vice-

chairman of the Department.
Whalen has just returned

from two years of study at the

Institute of Higher Philosophy

in Louvaine University in Bel-

gium, where he studied the neo-

Platonic sources of St. Thomas
Aquinas.
There he finished his courses

for his doctorate and is in the

process of writing his thesis:

"The Doctrine of Circularity in

Aquinas."
He is presently teaching Logic

and Business Ethics here.

Whalen earned his bachelor's

degree at St. Louis University

and his master's degree at Bos-
ton College.

Dial-Log

Chestnut Hill College Show

Offer Survival Course
In the very near future the

Intramural Department will be
offering the Red Cross Life Sav-
ing Course. All students inter-

ested in the course please report
to Mr. Geisz in the Field House
Pool on Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.

A new show has been added
to the WVIL schedule this past

week. It is the "Chestnut Hill

College Show," which will now

Knights Slote Meeffng
Dr. Robert O' Shea, Grand

Knight of the Father Ludwig
Council of the Knights of Col-

umbus, has announced the forth-

coming events on the Council's

agenda.
There will be a meeting on

Wednesday, March 16 at 7:30 p.

m. in John Barry Hall. A guest
speaker will discuss the fourth
degree of Knighthood. Dr.

O'Shea declared that anyone
who has been in the third de-

gree for at least a year is eli-

gible for fourth degree member-
ship and that all pertinent
information and application

blanks can be obtained in his

office.

He added that there will be
an exemplification of the first

degree on Monday, April 4 and
again on April 25.

be heard weekly on Tuesday
afternoon at 4:30 p.m. This
show replaces "Cadence Capers"
which has been dropped from
the Station's schedule.

Misses Lois W i n b e r g and
Janice Grobski, Junior Speech
Majors at Chestnut Hill were
the first girls to represent their

college.

Chestnut Hill is one of the

many girl's colleges that is rep-

resented on WVIL by the mem-
bers of their Radio Clubs. Other
participating colleges are Rose-
mont, Cabrini, and ImmacuLata.
Our own Villanova nurses are

also heard weekly on the Sta-

tion at 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday
afternoons. Anne McCrea and
Mary Fay supply the music and
chatter for a half hour of good
listening.

—

Dan O'Mara.
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Lucky Strikers Dr. Frood to the rescue:

Foolproof Formula

5 Chemistry
Dear Dr. Frood: I am having a difficult

time in chemistry. We are studying the

chemical properties of acids, and I have

become utterly confused. Can you help

me understand acids?
'

'

'

.

J. Bunsen Burner

Dear Bunsen: Take two parts of hydro-

chloric acid and three parts nitric acid.

Pour into saucer. Stir mixture with finger.

Note how much shorter the finger be-

comes. That Is due to the chemical action

of the acid.

c^ c^ c^

Dear Dr. Frood: I was amazed at the

recent survey which proved that the

poorest students were students with cars.

Would you comment, please?

Dean

Dear Dean: I was amazed, too. In my
day only the rich students had cars.

Dear Dr. Frood: Exactly what is the

difference between adult westerns and

what I suppose you would call juvenile

westerns?

Channel Selector

Dear Channel: It*s the horses. The hero

on juvenile westerns rides a pure white

horse or a palomino. In adult westerns,

the hero's horse is brown, sincere, ma-

ture-looking.

c^ c^ c^

Dear Dr. Frood: I am going out for the

college play and have become interested

in the "Method" school of acting. Could

you tell me how this differs from ordi-

nary acting? ..

Thespis

Dear Thesp: It is all a matter of how

you throw yourself into your part. For

instance, when playing "Peter Pan*' the

ordinary actor flies through the air on

guide wires. When the "Method" actor

plays the role, wires are unnecessary.

<^ «^ c^

Dear Dr. Frood: I am friendly, out-

going, tolerant, athletic, well to do and

a good conversationalist. Why doesevery-

body hate me?
Hurt

Dear Hurt: I don't know why—we just do.

"T^f^W^P^JyyJ^F'J^fW^^^^'WfT^WWWV^**" *
;i:£fc-^;^ia:aaM:;iK:;S»lr tr:..,
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Dear Dr. Frood:

smoke Luckies?

*o* c^

On the level,do you

Doubting Tom

Dear Tom: On the level. I do smoke

Luckies. I also smoke Luckies on inclines.

And once enjoyed one while scaling the

vertical face of Mt. Everest.

^A. T.C».

COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE

MORE LUCKIES THAN

ANY OTHER REGULAR!
When it comes to choosing their regular smoke,

college students head right for fine tobacco.

Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular

sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because

L.S./M.F.T.— Lucky Strike means fine tobacco.

TOBACCO AND TASTE TOO FINE TO FILTER!

hvdud of t/Co^^tutMn(/ff^£a>-^yugf^- cXi^ieto^ is <mr middle name

iSi^S^.

Thumbnail Sketches of N.I.T. Entries

Kennedy, Walker, Stith, Jackson Men to Watch
St. Louis University, 18-6 — Missouri Valley

Coach John Bennlnji^n
The third place finishers in the tough Missouri Valley

Conference, St. Louis brings an experienced, well-coached team
into the N.LT. Last year they were one of the four seeded

teams, but were upset in the quarter-finals by Providence.

Pete McCaffrey, 6-6 senior, leads the club in scoring and re-

bounding. He holds the school scoring record ofr one game
with 39 points. Possessor of an excellent jump shot, a strong,

rough player, McCaffrey is the "Best of St. Louis." At center

there is 6-10 junior Bob Nordmann. Vastly improved over last
year, he still lacks adequate speed to get the best from his

size. At the other foreward there is 6-8 senior George Burkel,

a good rebounder with a soft shot. He is very thin and con-

sequently not real rought under the boards. Handling the

backcourt duties there are two aible men. Glen Menkowski, 6-3

junior, and 6-1 soph Tom Kiefer. Both are good drivers and
shooters and have very quick hands. St. Louis is capable of

real good ball, witnessed by their wins over St. John's, Norih
Carolina, Kentucky, and Providence.

Bradley, 22-2 — IMBssouri Valley

Coach Chuck Osboume
The Bradley Braves are led by 6-6 sophomore Chet Wal-

ker, who is the team's leading scorer and rebounder. Inflictors

of Cincinatti's only loss of the season, the Braves are a fast,

smooth operating team. Not having too much height, they
make it up by excellent shooting and a fast moving offense.
The floor leader is Mike Owens, 6-1 guard who is a very good
shooter and able ball handler. Working at the foreward posts
are Alphra Saunders, 6-2 junior, and Dan Smith, 6-4, senior.
Both are fair rebounders and have good jump shots. Walker
is the big gun in the Braves' camp. He is very strong and
rough, with an excellent shooting eye and is able to run with
the fast break after taking the rebound to start it. Bradley
has to be the pre-Toumament pick to win.

Temple, 16-8 — Middle Atlantic Conference

Coach Harry Litwack
Led by All-Amertcari Bill (Pickles) Kennedy, the Temple

Owls have to be the Cinderella team of the tournament. Ken-
nedy is one of the finest backcourters in the country, is a
great clutch player, and a fine shooter. He can drive, shoot
from the outside, hit jump shots, in fact, make two from
anywhere on the court. When there is a clutch play, invariably
it is Kennedy who performs it. His finest game this year was
in leading the Owls in overtime to an upset over St. John's.
Running with Kennedy in the backcourt is sophomore Bruce
Drysdale, a stady, smooth player who has a good set shot.
The custodians of the boards are 6-4 Russ Gaddon and Earl
Proctor, both good jumpers who can handle almost anyone
their size or three inches taller. Both are good shooters, very
quick and strong. The fifth man is 6-3 Ed Devery, a good
defensive ballplayer who, on occasion, has good shooting
nights. The Owls are small, bu(t very well coached and don't
make many mistakes. They can run with anybody and can
shoot well. Their only handicaip is inexperience and lack of
height.

St. John's 17-7 — Independent

Coach Joe Lapchick
The Redmen of St. John's returns of the scene of their

greatest accomplishment of last year when they defend their
N.I.T. title in Madison Square Garden. Led by Ail-American
Leaping Tony Jackson, the Redmen filially have jelled as a
team after early season miscues. A mid-season, win streak of
11 games saw them knock off Providence and West Virginia
before being stopped in overtime by Temple. With only one
senior in the starting line, the Redmen are a young, strong
team. Mike Pedone, the senior, handles the backcourt along
with Ivan Kovacs, 5-10 sophomore. Both players are excellent
ball handlers and good drivers and direct their offense well.

Leroy Ellis, the 6-9 center, teams with 6-4 WilUe Hall and
Jackson in the forecourt to give the New Yorkers good size

and rebounding ability. If the Redmen can recover from the
losses to Temple and N. Y. U., then can win the tournament.

St. Booaventtire, 17-3 —> Independent
Coach Eddie Donovao

The Brown Indians from Olean, N. Y., are led by the now
famous Stith Brothers, Tom and Sam. The main offense em-

ployed by the Bonnies is getting the ball inside to 6-5 Tom
Stith. Stith has all kinds of shots and a accurate with most

of them. When Tom is cold or closely guarded 6-2 brother

Sam will hit on jump shots from around 20 feet out. Another

dangerous threat is Ron "Whitey" Martin a 6-2 guard. Martin

is deadly with one hand set shots from 25 feet and further

out. The others starters are 6-2 Bill Connery, a junior and
6-4 soph Ed Petrovich. The Bonnies have already beaten three

of the teams in the N.I.T., St. John's 96-78, Providence 90-89

(3 overtimes), and the Wildcats at the Palestra 72-70.

Jock "The Shot" Foley

Holy Cross

John Egon
Providence

Bob Nordmonn (55)

St. Louis

Providence, 19-4 — Independent

Coach Joe Mullaoey

The Providence Friars are one of the most exciting col-

lege teams in America. Some of the games these boys have
played have been enough to make heart cases out of their

fans. The Friars have lost to Bradley 57-55, St. Louis 65-61,

St. John 67-64 (vot.) and St. Bonaventure 90-89 in three
overtimes. All the afore mentioned teams will be N.I.T. par-
ticipants. Providence has defeated Santa Clara 62-60, Boston
College 59-56, Holy Cross 80-68, and St. Joseph's 64-63. All
American Lennie Wilkins 6-2, the captain and 6 foot John
Egan are the boys that make the New Englanders go. 6-10
Jim Hadnat, a sophomore is the big mcin in Providence attack.
6-5 Jim Woods and 6-4 Dick Whalen are the forwards with 6-1
Tom Moynahan the sixth man.

Holy Cross, 18-5.'— Independent

Coach Roy Leenig

The Crusaders are a team that utilizes a close knit weave
to set up their best scorer Jaok Foley. Foley, known as the
"shot", is a 6-5 soph who can wipe out or build up a lead in
a matter of minutes. H. C. has one of the smoothest back-
courts around in six footer Tim Shea and George Blaney,
both good shots. Up front under the boards with Foley are
6-5 Ralph Brandt a senior, and 6-5 Dave Slattery a sopho-
more. The Crusaders make good use of a tight zone defense.
Holy Cross has not lost a home game, but has succumbed to
National powers Wake Forrest 80-71; Utah 92-84; N. Y. U.
74-60; Providence 80-68; and Syracuse 85-80 on the road.

Dayton, 18-6 — Independent
Coach Tommy Blackburn

The Flyer's of Coach Tommy Blackburn wing into the

N.I.T. with a solid l8-6 record. Impressive victims were
Xavier twice. Wake Forest, Louisville and Memphis State.

The Flyer's seven times the runner up in this tournament,
boast a bal control style of game with a hard nose defense.

In two games they held Wake Forest to 106 points. Blackburn
is known for juggling his starting lineup as much as Casey
Stengel but in all probability he will start: 6-6 Gary Roger-
buck a sporadic soph, and 6-2 Stan Greenberg a terrific hook
shooter at the forwards; the center will be 6-6 Joe Kennelly
or 6-6 Pat Allan; Terry Bockhorn and Frank Case give the
Flyer's a great combination in the backcourt. Case is the
team's leading scorer while Bockhorn does everything for the
club. Good reserves are 6-0 Tom Hatton and 6-5 Hank Jose-
fczyk.

Utah State, 20-4 — SkyUne
Coach Cecil Baker

Runnerup in the Skyline Conference with a 20-4 record.

The Aggies most impressive win of the year was a 73-61

decision over Utah. They are led by 6-3 senior Jerry Schofield
the leading rebounder in the conference last year, and also

the team's leading scorer. The other forward is 6-3 Danny
Thomas, a transfer from Purdue. The starting center will be
either 6-4 Richard Livid or Dave Langrack both good board
men. In the backcourt coach Cecil Baker will go with 5-9
Max Perry the team's ace ball handler who is averaging over
15 points per game. Perry's running mate is 5-11 Ralph Culli-

more the top defensive player on the club.

Memphis State, 18-4 — Independent
^. . Coach Bob Vanatta's
The Tigers have compiled an 18-4 record this year against

a lack luster bunch of opponents. The Mountain Tigers are
led by six-foot guard Skip Wolfe a top scorer and ace defen-
sive' man. The other guard position is held down by six-foot
Gene Wilfong whose brother is an N.B.A. star. Their center
is 6-6 George Price the team's leading rebounder. The side
men are 6-6 Frank Snyder and 6-5 Lowery Kicks both good
rebounders. Front line reserves are 6-8 Jim Donavan and
six-foot Bill Koehler.



Villanova s Pocket Rocket

A Tough, Hungry Scrapper
The big man goes up; a re-

bound is talcen, and a quiclc pass
shoots to the little man with 24
on his jersey.

As he scampers toward the

goal, two team-mates race down
by his side. "Go, Jimmy, go!"
roar the fans. Then, as he closes

in on the basket, he flips the

ball behind his back.

A beautiful goal, and another
assist for Jimmy Huggard. Then
the opposing team calls time
out, and the crowd roars as the
teams leave the court. Some are
cheering for the rebound, some
for the shot, but all for the play
and the man who quarterbacked
it.

Here is a fellow who looks no
more like a basketball player
than Wilt Chamberlain looks
like a midget wrestler—until he
gets on the court. When he
graduated from West Catholic
in Philadelphia (Class of '51) he
had not even tried out for bas-
ketball. However, he enjoyed
watching playground ball, and
finally deceided to give it a try.

Here his determination took
over. Night after night he prac-
ticed, getting better and better.
He finally was asked to join
Dregers Stars, an A.A.U. team
m the Philadelphia league. Here
he really came into his own.
After John DriscoU left Vil-

lanova and joined the Stars, Jim
and Tweety became fast friends.
After a trip to Denver, for the
A.A.U. championship in '56 (the
Stars lost in the first round),
Driscoll started talking to Hug
about college. Finally, Villanova
offered him a scholarship, and,
though already 24, he decided to
come to Villanova.

The fighting spirit he had on
the playground was strengthen-
ed, and the flashy ball-hawk

by Hank Schultz

I
soon eamea a reputation. The
local sportswriters soon started

to sing the praises of Jim Hug-
gard, partially because of his

sharp-shooting, partially be-

cause of his tricky passes, but
mostly because of his spirit.

Last year, though only a

sophomore, he earned a starting

berth on what was supposed to

be a weak Villanova team. His
never-say-die spirit caught on
with the rest of the team, and
the Wildcats started to move.

Jim Huggard
By now, it was known that

Jim Kenny was not coming back,

and ball-handling was up to

Huggard. This was a big job for

a little man, but Hug responded
to the call.

In the 59 opener against Prince-

ton, he scored only 11 points,

but contributed several assists

and earned the praise of the

local sportswriters for his man-
ner of working the ball.

Against Scranton, he waB sen-

sational. Pinpoint passes, dead-
eye shooting, and, believe it or
not, several rebounds, added up
to 25 points and 15 assists. And
a 110-78 victory for the Cats.

As the season progressed that
spirit of Huggard's helped move
the team. Some people started
to say that there was too much
spirit; that Huggard was getting
cocky. Those who know Jim
know differently. It was just his

way. Yelling, squawking, bawl-
out team-mates were all part of
a night's work for Hug.

6-0, 7-0, 8-0, 9-0, 10th in the
country and first in the East.
Nobody could beat the 'Cats. The
Temple game was next. A de-
termined bunch of Owls tried,

behind Bill Kennedy, to upset
the 'Cats. It was a good try, and
it almost worked. But when the
Owls tried a full court press,
Huggard saved the day. Dribb-
ling around or through Temple's
two backcourt aces, Hug held off
the Temple attack.

With less tdan a minute to

play, and the Oats nine big
points ahead. Temple stole the
ball. Huggard wanted it back

—

at all costs. His determined
spirit caused him to cut in front
of Ed Devery in an attempt to

get the ball. The excited stands
were suddenly silent as Huggard
slumped to the floor, face twist-

ed with pain.

Ten minutes later, he was still

there. Rumors, all bad, rippled

through the stands. Then the

word came. Muscle spasms, he'd

be O.K. Because of this injury.

Hug still wears a brace on his

back, and often feels pain during
the games.

First Defeat

The Saturday night after the

Temple game, the Wildcats met
defeat for the first time, at the

hands of Jerry West-led Moun-
taineers of West Virginia.

Although a doubtful starter,

Huggard played what he calls

his greatest game. The papers
called his 27-point showing
"gutty, game." One sportswriter
remarked "Here is the type of

player we thought no longer
existed, a man who can get up
and fight."

Even his coach had a few
compliments. "He laid his heart
on the line," Al Severance told

the team.
Maybe nobody took notice,

but that's exactly what he's been
doing all year. In fact, that's
what he's been doing ever since
he started playing basketball,
and will continue doing until he
quits playing.

Honorable Mention
He has won recognition for

his play, however, in the form
of Honorable Mention Ail-Amer-
ican. And don't forget he'll be
back next year.

When asked about our chances
in the N.I.T,, he answers con-
fidently, "If we can put three

good games together, we can db
it. I'll predict we'll win." Then
he adds "providing, of course,

that the other team doesn't

shoot 56%."
Baseball, Too

Come the spring and Jim will

change his sport. From the court

to the diamond, as Hug once
more will take over third base

for the Baseball Cats. Last year,

as a sophomore, he earned his

letter in baseball, too, and got
to start a few games.
A Finance major, Jim hopes

to teach and coach in high
school after graduation. He has
coached now and then in play-

ground ball, so he has some ex-
perience.

When asked who he will style

his coaching technique after, he
stated, "Well, when you get
around, you pick up a few ideas
from all the teams you see play.

You mix them up with your own
ideas. No two coaches are alike,

and yet they all have thir good
points."

No matter what style of
coaching he follows, if he can
give his boys his spirit, he's sure
to come up with winning teams.

Budd Gets Booty

Frank Budd, winner of the 60 yard dash, picks- up his trophy
Saturday.

•:«& Sock of Troy iiiiiilillliiiillB^^^^ By Tom Troy

Colorful IC4A's Better Than Circus
m^

When I was a kid, I remember
that one of the big highlights

o€ every year would occur each
spring when the Circus came to

town.
ine Circus officially opened on

a Monday, but the real show
started on the Sunday that pre-

ceded. Very early that day the

Circus woi'.ld arrive at the

freight yards of the North Phil-

adelphia Station at Broad &
Gdenwood.
Then, the entire Circus party

would march to the Circus

grounds at 11th & Erie. (This

area is now occupied by a PTC
bam and an Acme market. O
lost youth, ne'er regained!)

That parade was just about
the greatest thing that ever hap-
pened.

Big Top Goes Up
The site at 11th & Erie had

been swarming with workers for
many hours before dawn, clear-

ing and leveling the lot. When
the equipment arrived, they im-
mediately began the task of

raising the tents.

The most spectacular sight of

all was the raising of the Big
Top. Thousands and thousands
of yards of canvas with hun-
dreds of guy ropes extending

from it lay on the ground .

Then the tremendously long

center pole would be inserted

and, with the elephants helping,

the canvas would be pushed high
into the air, billowing and blow-
ing there as the wind whipped
it about.

The men holding the guy
ropes would strain to hold the

canvas as others pounded stakes

into the ground to capture the

wayward canvas and transform
it into a tent, THE tent.

Circus Moves Indoors
By the time the workers had

finished, the drab, ugly lot

which only a few hours before

had been nothing but gravel and
crab grass was changed into a
colorful city within a city.

After witnessing the hustle

and bustle of unloading the cir-

cus cars, the parading to the

grounds, the raising of the

tents, and the preparing of the

show, seeing the show itself was
almost anti-climatic.

But still, there was magnifi-

cent spectacle. The Big Top
show with its clowns, lions, mon-
keys, trapeze acts, was five

rings of wonderment.
But the really great show was

just in walking about, viewing

the sideshows with their freaks

and fakes, the hustlers, small

time con men with plaid coats,

gaudy colored vests, derbys, and,

yes, even spats; sniffing the

smells of roasted popcorn, cot-

ton candy, hot dogs; hearing
the cries of the hawkers, the

roar of the lions, the cackle of

the hyena, the laughter of other
kids.

All is gone now. The Circus
has been forced by an inexora;ble

force—economics—to move in-

doors. There, it suffers so mu^h
by comparison with its former
status that it doesn't seem right

to call it a Circus. Alas, laka-
day, woe is me.

Track Meet the Greatest
Woe WAS me. For I've found

a substitute for the Circus. A
substitute that even overshad-
ows the Circus. Whereas the lat-

ter suffered drastically when it

moved indoors, its replacement
is in its element indoors. What
is it? Of course, it's £in indoor

track meet. And specifically, the.

ICAAAA indoor meet.

There is color, humor, fan-

tastic action, drama, intense ex-

citement, and irony in the IC4A.
A maelstrom of activity takes

place within the gayly decorated

arena as hundreds of athletes

in varied colored uniforms dash,
hurdle, vault, leap, jump, run, or
just sit in an area bound by an
oval of boarded track only 160
yards around.

School banners decorate the

sides of Madison Square Garden.
There's the bright red of Al-

bright, the orange of Syracuse,
the stately grey and yellow of
West Point, the kelly green of

Manhattan, the blue and white
of Villanova.

Buckley's Jump Big
Humor is provided mainly by

the small kids who compete in

the special PAL medley relay.

They scurry about the boards
like mice escaping the cat.

A-ction? WOW! John Buckley
finally avoids fouling, and sails
23'934" in the broad jump. Vil-

lanova, with "an outside chance"
of winning the team title has
five big points before the even-
ing competition begins.

Joe Marchiony of Manhattan
breaks the shot put record;
Frank Budd and Otie Draytoil
finish first and third in the 60
yard dash; Leon Pras roars
from behind to finish second in

the hurdles.

Yale's Jim Stack puts on a
tremendous burst of speed to

inch out Rudy Smith and Art
Crichlow'; Ron Gregory of Notre
Dame and Tom Laris of Dart-
mouth win the mile and two-
mile runs while a guy named
Thomas takes off a radiant

white warm-up uniform iJXd

high jumps 6'4" without run-
ning in his approach to the bar.

Hollywood Turns Down Plot
Yale picks up nine points in

the 1000 yd. run, and after eight
events leads with 19 points. Vil-

lanova has 17, but has two aces
in the hole—the mile and two
mile relay teams. Excitement?
Drama? It's just like the mov-
ies.

Jerry Hackett moves ahead
of the Yaleman running the first

leg of the two-mile relay. Jon
Dante keeps the lead, Nick De-
Angelis increases it, Pat Nicas-
tro fights off everybody, wins
going away.
The score, with one event re-

mainhig: Yale 22—Villanova 22.

Hollywood would never do this.

Nobody would believe it.

Joe Manion, Carl Wagner,
Bob Coffin, and Bob Raemore
race against Yale and the clock.

The finest college relay team in

America wins. So does Villa-

nova.

For the third time in fouf
years, Villanova has won the

IC4A team championship. The
large total of 20 Villanova stu-

dents cheer. Everybody else

goes home or watches "Thomas
jump 7'.

You know, I didn't see one

Haiwk. I wonder why?
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'Cats Regain Confidence With LaSalle Win
by Bud Simmondfl

With a share of the Big Five

title to be gained and some lost

pride to be regained, the Villa-

nova Wildcats set their sights

and attained both Saturday in

rolling over LaSalle, 68-52, at

the Palestra.

Sparked by the 22 points of

backcourt ace, Jim Huggard,
and the 14 points of his sidekick,

Dick Kaminski, the Cats wound
their regular season with a 19-5

record. In the final game of the

collegiate schedule at the Pales-

tra, the Villanovans cleared up
any doubts to their fans of their

readiness for the National Invi-

tation Tournament as they gar-

nered their first share of a Big

Five Championship.
The usually tough Explorers

offered little resistance to the

Villanova five except for some
proficiency from the charity line

(24 for 30), and the first half

ended on a dunk by Hubie White

to make it 36-28.

Poor Shooting

Then for the first nine min-

utes and thirteen seconds of the

second half, the LaSalle forces

I

could manage only one field goal

I and the Wildcats took advantage
to this cold marksmanship to

widen the gap to a more solid

50-34.

The only thing for the upset-

denied LaSalle fans to cheer

about the 22 point effort of their

hustling pivotman. Bob Alden,

as the three other departing sen-

iors, Heyer, Bantivoglio, and
Brolly contributed little to the

Explorer cause.

Raveling's Farewell

In contrast, Captain George
Raveling, the only graduating
Wildcat, said farewell to the Pal-

estra in a workhorse perform-
ance by pulling down 20 re-

bounds and dropping in 9 points

for the Main Liners.

A major roadblock in the La-
Salle victory path was a lack-

luster 22% shooting average
from the field compared to a

respectable 44% for the Cats.

Therein lies the tpJe for through-

out it appeared that the Explor-

ers couldn't buy a basket.

This was especially true in the

case of the usually deadly Heyer
who was held to a two year low

of 4 points by the pressing zone
defense.

Liberatore Helps
In their NIT tuneup, regulars

John Driscoll and Hubie White
were in foul trouble early and
secored 2 and 11 points respec-

tively but hustling reserve. Bob
Liberatore, chipped in 8 points

to pick up the slack.

Huggard was at his sparkling

best in this one as he deftly drib-

bled and drove the exploited Ex-
plorers into submission. He
continuously settled the Cats
down as their play intermittent-

ly started to fall into the shoddy
pattern of their opponents,
which was inevitable in a rout

of this kind.

Both teams had been in bad
slumps after each rolled up im-

pressive winning streaks at the

first of the season. La Salle won
nine in a row before imderrated

Syracuse bumped them out of

the ranks of the undefeated.

Vj/Zofiovo-Defroff

Second Gome Tonife

Hubie White dunks in the final two pointer of the first

half in the LaSalle game.

In the very near future the

Intramural Department will be

offering the Red Cross Life Sav-

ing Course. All students inter-

ested in the course please report

to Mr. Geisz in the Field House

Bob Uberatore is not'performigg ^n intricate ballet pattern. He's merely following through Pool on Tuesday at 3:30 p.m.

on a successful field goal effort.
'
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Five Teams Still

in Competition for

Bowling Laurels

By Phil Valente

The champion of the Wednes-

day Bowling league, in all prob-

ability, will not be known until

the final day of the season. Of

the five teams in the league, all

are still very much in the run-

ning. The Keglets and Toppers

with idential records of 24 wins

and 20 losses are tied for first

place. The Straight Shooters,

captained by Joe Whalen are in

third place followed by the "Six

New Yorkers and One" captain-

ed by John Volpe in fourth

place "The Lucky Strikes" is

captained by John Fitzgerald.

Last week the Toppers, led

by Paul Rosedale and Chuck Ca-

pone, inflicted a humiliating de-

feat upon the Keglets, beating

them four straight games. As
a result of this encounter the

Toppers and Keglets are tied for

first place. The Keglets, led by
Dave Reeber, John Sweeney and
S<»m Gruineisen may get their

chance to avenge last week's

beating when the two teams
meet this week. In a handicap
league, such as this, anything
can happen.

At this writing the won-lost

records were as follows:

Team



Shrewd Coaches + Gritty Team - IC's 4 Us!!
by Mike Donahue

A young, but determined,

"gutty," and, above all superior

—coached group of trackmen
brought Villanova back to the

pinnacle of the trackdom Satur-

day night when they annexed
the IC4A track championship at

Madison Square Garden.
The title, third in four years

for the minions of Jim Elliott

and Jim Tuppeny might have
been the sweetest of the three

since it was probably the most
unexpected.

Only two men, of those "in the

know," regarded the fledgling

Cats as more than long shots

for the team championship indi-

cative of Eastern indoor track

supremacy.
Who? -

. Coaches Knew
"Jumbo and I knew we had

a good chance for it all along,"

Assistant Coach Tuppeny con-

fided.

"We knew, though, that it

would take an awful lot of hard
work and the best performance
from everybody.

"Well, the boys did work hard,

ad Saturday they 'had it' when
the pressure was on."

That the proteges of the

messrs. Jim had it when it

counted Saturday is indisputable

although not readily discernible

unless you were at the Garden.
Dante's Muscle Spasm

Take for example, the crucial

two mile relay, Sunday's papers
mentioned that leadoff man
Jerry Hackett was bumped at

the start yet still managed to

pass the rest of the field and
give Jon Dante a lead. What

Nick DcAngcIis places baton in safe hands of Pat Nicastro for final leg of two-mile relay.

wasn't related was that long-

legged Dante managed to hold

the lead during his stint despite

a muscle spasm which necessit-

ated some heavy tape on his

right thigh.

On the third leg Nicky DeAn-
gelis shot out into the lead, lost

it to Holy Cross for three-quar-

ters of a lap, and then grittily

stormed back to shoot in front

of the final turn so that Pat
Nicastro had a slight lead going
into the final leg.

Nicastro : 153.3

Nicastro responded to the

pressure packed situation (V. U.
was losing to Yale, 17-19, at this

point) with a blistering 1:53.3

anchor leg as he held off Holy
Cross to win by 2 yards.

Yale, however, managed third

which meant that going into tht

final event of the evening, the

Eli's and the 'Cats were dead-
locked for team honors with 22
points each.

Front row center came the

mile relay teams of Yale and
Villanova (among others), Joe
Manion, usually the six-man
four's anchor led off, drawing
outside position in the staggered
field.

Manion raced around the first

turn, and out-legged Yale and
Manhattan to the inside lane and
managed to starve off every
challenger to head him during
his stint.

3:188 for Milers

So did Carl Wagner, Bobby
Coffin, and Bob Raemore . ai\,d

the Cats were home in 3:18.8, no
meet record, but good enough

time to cop the IC4A title fod
Villanova.

The late evening drama was
preceded by some equally spine-

tingling efforts by Leon Pras in

the 60 yard hurdles and by
Frank Budd and Otie Drayton
in the 60 yard dash.

Pras confounded New York
track experts by hurdling his

way to second place behind Hir-

sute Bill Johnson of Maryland.
The soph obstacler was not

off the blocks too fast but his

closing thrust almost won him
the race, photos showed.

Budd by a Whisker
In a photo finish to beat all

photo finishes, Budd snapped
the string a whisker ahead of

Bob Brown, Penn State, and

teammate Drayton. Otie, a no-

toriously poor starter, finished

HO cptrongly that V. U. almost
had a 1-2 in the dash.

Although Brown had been the
favorite to win the dash, Budd's
victory was not so astounding to

the New York press corps aa
John Buckley's broad jump tri-

umph.

Jesse Abramson, foremost
track authority and writer for

the World Telegram and Sun in

his pre-meet prognostication did

not even list Buck as a potential

point-getter.

' It was the jaunty senior's

afternoon win that gave the
Caitsimpetus toward the title.

Other Blue and White partici-

pants in the IC4A spectacular
were Angelo Sivieri and Lance
Hugelmeyer in the two mile and
Ron Meyers in the hurdles.

Meyers, the burly sophomore
who just recovered from a knee
injury, had the misfortune to

fall in one of the qualifying

heats, he was ahead at the time.

Coaches Ehited

"We're very proud of the
boys," Tuppeny added, "But
don't think that Saturday's win
ended everything. We started
practicing Monday for the out-
door IC4A's."

However, the indoor season
isn't over yet. Friday night the
IC4A Champs journey to Chi-
cago for the Daily News relays.

Then Saturday it's up to Mil-

waukee for the Journal Games.
The only change contemplated

by the coaches is running the
mile relay team in Chicago, and
entering no two mile team. The
procedure will be reversed Sat-

urday with the milers abstain-
ing from comp(}titior.

Cats-Titdns Scoiitiiig
.?

by f00flMimtMh^im CipilNliM

Hubie White

White is a liquid-smooth, irocket-

heeled sophomore forward. He is the

most consistent member of the 'Cats

and is averaging over eighteen points

a^ game. He is second in rebounding

with nine a game. He is a ballplayer's

ball player: unselfish, always hustling,

'determined, fluid. If he has any weak-
ness they have to be his lack of driving^,

and his sometimes uncertainty in ball-

handling. All in all, 6-3 White is the

'Cats ice man, the man to look for in

the clutch.

Jim Huggard

Huggard is the man who makes the

'Cats go, when they go. He tends at

times to play sticky with the ball, but
when he's moving it, the 'Cats look

good. When an opposing player offers

him a challenge, he doesn't stop until

he has stolen the ball, and left the

enemy looking foolish. He has aver-

aged fifteen points a game. He has a
tendency to palm the ball. Defensive
leech, playmaker, and solid scorer,

Huggard ie a tough, hungry ball player.

George Raveling

Raveling is the team's best rebound-
er. The 6-6 captain can shoot from out-
side with a jumper, but his greatest
value to the team lies in his rugged
work under the boards where he dis-

plays one of the finest tapping touches
in the country. A Raveling tap in is a
picture play. Raveling is a moody ball

player, but when he decides to work
under the boards (where games are
won), his play can be murderous on the
opposition.

John Driscoll

Driscoll, at 6-8, has shown definite

improvement this year. His defense
play of late has credited him with a
number of blocks and clutch rebounds.
His offensive work under the boards.

and a soft jump shot gave him a team
season high of thirteen field goals

against St. Bonaventure. He is hin-

dered by the tendency to take an un-
necessary dribble before making his

scoring move. This sometimes cancels

a scoring opportunity.

Dick Kaminski

Kaminski, 6-2 guard, is as good a
shot as there is on the team when he
is relaxed. He is a tough driver and
possesses great body control. He can
hit from the outside. He is limited by
a lack of confidence and defensiv3

shortcomings. But with a hot hand,
Kaminski can break open any ball

game.

Bench

The bench is led by Bob Liberatore,
Tom Samulewicz, and Dave Severance.
Liberatore is nervous with a great
dhot, Samulewicz, is a hustler, and
Severance is rugged. : >

SUMMATION ' '

Villanova's forte has been its tight

zone defense which has limited the op-
position to 62 points a game. On of-

fense when the 'Cats run there aren't
many teams that can stay with them.
But the 'Cats don't have the stamina
to run for long stretches. The teams
that have caused the 'Cats trouble,

have been the teams that have moved
the ball. West Virginia, St. Bonnie's,
NYU, wake Forest, and St. Joe's all

made it zip.

..The 'Cats record is 19-6 and they
scrubbed Temple 81-69 and lost to St."

Bonaventure 70-72. Villanova will

probably employ picks and screens to
loose White. Huggard is the greatest
key. He is the pivotal player. He has
to move the ball. Villanova's enemies
are the Garden and carelessness. Their
strength is team balance, coupled with
great individual potential.

Dave DeBusschero
DeBusschere (pronounced de-bush-

er, with the accent on the second syl-

lable) is the Titans' "man to watch."
Tne 6-5 soph forward stands ninth in

the country in scoring with a 25 pt.

average, and is second in rebound pes*

centage. Ecstatic Detroit fans that he
has "no weaknesses." He was called

"the best soph seen in the Garden
since Oscar" by New York writers
when he led Detroit to an easy victory
over lona earlier this season. His most
impressive performance has been a 39
pt. 38 rebound job against Central
Michigan. DeBusschere, who aJmost
came to Villanova, hes been named to
the UPI All-American team, and was
named to first team A-A by the coaches
of Notre Dame, Xavier, Marquette, and
Purdue, who saw him perform. He hits
hooks and layups and his best shot is

a 25 foot jumper.

Charlie North
North is another 6-5 soph who is

pushing Detroit into national basket-
ball prominence. (The NIT is Detroit's
first post-season tournament). The ne-
gro center teams with DeBusschere to
control boards. He is the Titans' sec-
ond high scorer. North is a flashy,
crowd pleaser type ball player who
tends to showboat at times.
Ray Albee
Albee is Detroit's co-captain and

playmaker. The 5-9 senior is a fast,
solid ball player who leads the team
in assists and hits the nets for double
figures. Albee is a good outside shot
and a tough driver. He is a Bruce Drys-
dale (Temple) type player. He has
been called "the best backcourt man
Detroit has ever had" by his coach
Bob Caliban.

George Heger
Heger is a 6-4 junior forward who

can be tough off the boards. He, at
times, slows Detroits* fast break at-
tack with ball-handling mistakes.

Larry Hughes
Hughes is a 6-4 junior who can play

guard or forward. He finished second
to AFbee in scoring last year but has
slacked off in scoring with the addition

of DeBusschere and North. He is a
versatile ball player who could be the
"surprise" performer against Villa-

nova.

Bench
The bench is headed by sophomores

Frank "Chick" Chickowski and Rusa
Schoenherr. Chickowski at 6-1 is a
fine ball-handler and a good shot, but
lacks experience. 6-6 Schoenherr is a
good shot but is somewhat timid in

action.

SUMMATION
Detroit is a fast-<breaking, high-scor-

ing ball club. They are in the top ten
in the country in team offense and have
averaged 82 points a game. They have
hit a hundred three times. The Titans'
record is 20-6 with all six loses com-
ing on the road. They have defeated
Purdue 84-63 and Seton Hall 101-77.
They have split with Notre Dame, Mar-
quette and Xavier. They have lost to
Toledo 61-69, and Canisius 60-71. Vil-
lanova defeated Todedo 74-52 and
knocked off Canisius 75-66. Like Villa-
nova, Detroit is a young team that is

strong off the boards and plays best
when it is running. Inexperience is its

greatest weakness.

CONCLUSION
Bench: Villanova stronger.
Shooting: Even.
Rebounding: Detroit a very slight

edge. The Titans rank sixth to VU's
seventh in national rebounding per-
centage. DeBusschere gets twenty a
game.

Backcoart: Villanova edge.
Prediction: Detroit's offense against

Villanova's defense. DeBusschere ver-
sus White, A)bee versus Huggard-

a

tossup.
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"The Word of tht Doy"

reflects dearth of cul-

ture In the U. S. See

Conlin, Page 5.
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Sack of Troy was
empty this week, but

it will be replenished

by next week.
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ICC Frolics at Mock Conyention
n

Belle Masque To

Present "Crucible

Theatre -in-Round
Theater in the round will be

used for Belle Masque's presen-

tation of "The Crucible" by

Arthur Miller.

Kmphasize External

The play will be presented

from Wednesday March 23rd

through Saturday the 27th in

the Field House. Curtain time

for all performances will be 8:15

p.m.

The round, will affect a de-

emphasization of externals ie.,

scenery, props, and the like,

which will allow a direct em-

phasis to be placed on the acting

of this dramatic play.

Set designer Owen Klein and

Mike D'Alonzo have also plan-

nod to raise the audience seat-

ing above the actual dramatic

stage action. This will in effect

improve the acoustics and make
every seat an excellent one for

viewing the play.

"The Crucible" concerns a

trial drama of a man who as a

result of his own adultery finds

himself in the dilemma of choos-

ing between the gallows or his

own principles. The play deals

with the frightening situation

that results from careless accu-

sations of mob hysteria.

Drama Develops

A type of psychological drama
develops by which the charac-

ters build up in themselves fan-

aticisms until they reach the

peak of an emotional crisis.

Attention! Chicago, Los Angeles

Xhc I.C.G. Convention gets int» full swing last Saturday

in Vasey Hall Auditorium. The Convention nominated Sen. John

F. Kennedy for Presidential candidate by a vote of 49 to 46.

With thunderous applause, the '

Villanova delegation to the

I.C.G. Convention approved the

nomination of their candidate.

Sen. John F. Kennedy, for presi-

dent in the model political con-

vention held in Vasey Auditori-

um last Saturday.

Kennedy's nomination came
on the fifth ballot in a run-off

against Governor Lawrence of

Pennsylvania. The final tally of

votes resulted in a 49 to 46 vic-

tory for Kennedy.
One of the most significant

features of the convention was
that Sen. Barry Goldwater (R-

Ariz.), the dark-horse candidate

of the P.M.C. delegation, showed
amazing strength in the voting.

Planks Passed
In addition to having their

candidate nominated, the Villa-

nova delegation also had a ma-
jority of their planks passed by
the Greneral Assembly.

Guest speaker at the conven-

tion was Miss Genevieve Blatt,

Executive Director of I.C.G. and
Secretary of Internal Affairs for

the state of Pennsylvania. Miss

Blatt spoke on her experiences

at political conventions. Fr.

John A. Klekotka, O.S.A. presi-

dent, gave the welcoming ad-

dress to the delegates.

Following the address by Fr.

Klekotka, Larry Ruth president

of the Villanova Chapter of
I.C.G. nominated Mary Wiest of
Immaculata for Speaker of the
Assembly. She was then elected

by a unanimous vote. The Chief
Clerk of the Assembly was Es-
ter Sylvester of Rosemont.

After Elections

After the elections of Speaker
and Clerk were concluded, the

delegates went to their respec-

tive committees. In the com-
mittee sessions the planks,

which were to be presented be-

fore the Assembly were voted
on.

The Assembly which re-con-

vened in the afternoon had the

responsibility of passing or re-

jecting the planks which had
come out of each committee. The
Villanova delegation had at

least one and in some cases two
planks reported out of each of

the seven committees.

Villanova delegates prominent
in the Convention were : Ed Mc-
Laughlin, First Parliamentarian

of the General Assembly; Bill

McCarthy, who gave the nomin-
ating speech for Kennedy; John
Isleman, who gave the seconding
speech; Ed Ruick, Sergeant at

Arms ; and Jack McAteer, Chair-

man of Foreign Relations Com-
mittee.

Junior Biology Majors

Have Orienfafion Meef.

Junior Biology majors will

have an orientation meeting on

Thursday, March 17, at 10:30 in

the anatomy lab. The subject

will be application to profession-

al schools.

Freshmen Council Members
Start Grievance Committee
Chuck Butler and Mike Ro-

mano, freshman representatives,

have announced plans for the

inauguration of a Freshman
Grievance Committee.

This committee will be a sub-

representative body consisting

of delegates from each school

on campus.

Cite Problems

It will be designed so as to

bring before the class represen-

tatives the problems and ideas

that may arise within the class

that would otherwise go un-

noticed.

Primarily, it serves as an in-

strument of common contact

between the class and their

representatives as well as an ad-

visory body to them.

Butler claims, "this will unite

the class and eliminate as much

as possible unequal representa-

tion."

Each delegate will be chosen

by his fellow students from

small groups coinciding with the

religion sections. Each religion

instructor will announce the

election rules of his section

which will then select ita com-

mittee representative at their

convenience. Selection, however,

must be divorced from the re-

ligion classes.

Following Pledge

Butler and Romano in doing

this are following up a plank of

their election platform. They

took the election by a fairly

comfortable margin on the

"Voice of Unity" platform last

month and have just recently

taken their seats on the Council.

Volunteers or nominees must

be approved by at least a major-

ity of their respective groups by

either a written ballot or a

show of hands. Then all groups

must have delegates elected by

Thursday March 25, when they

are to meet with the class repre-

sentatives for the first time dur-

ing the activities period in the

Classroom Annex.

Cardinal Newman Today—Pari I

What is a Real University?

AndTion fo Speok

The Philosophy Club will hold

a meeting on Thursday, March
18 at 3:30 p.m. in the East

Lounge of Dougherty Hall. Dr.

James Anderson of the Philo-

sophy Department will be guest

speaker. His topic will be "The

Person in the Modern World."

Dr. Walter Klein will com-

ment and discuss certain aspects

of the problem in relation to the

economic orientation

By Lou Refocoo

The international competition between
the United States and the Soviet Union has
pioduced many interesting side et'lects. One
such effect has been the scrutiny directed

toward the educational! system in the United
States. The aspect of the situaton to receive

the most comment has been the emphasis on
technological subjects in American schools.

Although the
furor has done little

but confuse parents
and conscientious pre-

college st u d e n t s, it

might prove provoca-
tive to approach this

queston from a differ-

ent point of view.

The most logical

point of departure is

the concept of the
university expressed
by John Cai'dinal New-
man in his classic and
erudite "The idea of

a University."
For an accurate and pertinent interpre-

tation we approached Mr. Jerome J. Fischer,

associate professor and moderator of Fresh-
men English at Villanova. Asked whether or
not Cardinal Newman's work is still the
classic statement of what a nniversitv ought
to be, Mr. Fischer replied, "Yes, with reser-

vations."

He explained that certain basic concepts

in Cardinal Newman's work must be under-

stood in order to gain an intelligent interpre-

tation of the thesis. Fundamental to the

proper understanding of the work in Mr.
Fischer's opinion is correctly defining New-
man's terms, such as : university, knowledge,

and learning.

For Cardinal Newman a university is a

Fischer

"place where thinking minds gather to ex-

change thoughts," it is not a olace of routine

formal lectures and all the other pedagosrical

practices we nonnally assign to American
universities.

Also Mr. Fischer contended that "people"

tend to confuse Newman's tenns "know-

ledge" and "learning." To Newman, know-
ledge was the acquisition of a "philosophical

habit" or the development of one's mind." In

contrast, learning was understood to be the

mere "accumulation of facts."

"This development of the intellect was
the primary pui-pose of universities in Car-

dinal Newman's thesis," added Mr. Fischer;

this is not necessarily the objective of the

curricula in modem schools.

This naturally led to the question

whether twentieth century universities

should or ought to revamp their curricula

and offer only Liberal Arts< courses.

To this question Mr. Fischer pointed out

that in our present society such a plan "is

hardly practicable; society is neither ready

nor willing to change the present system."

Could, for example Villanova University

completely reorganize itself along the lines

proposed by Cardinal Newman?
"The answer to whether or not this

should or ought to be done should be obvious

to everyone," Mr. Fischer explained. This

would entatil discontinuing the Engineering
Business, anr? Nursing schools.

Many theories have been advanced
which could prove to be worthy of evalua-

tion, butj in concludipnr his opinions concern-

ing the ideas of Cardinal Newman, Mr.

Fischer seemed convinced that "'one might
wish Newman's ideas were workable todav,

but we must perforce grieve that onr world,

shaped by the foi*ces of the twentieth cen-

tury, is not the same world in which New-
man lived, and wrote."

"y.':
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Dan O'Mara, Dr. Smith, & WIBG - Land

Smith Defends English Dept.

On Rock and Roll Station

(.

What is the Villanova English

Department doing on a Rock
and Roll station?

Dr. Charles Smith, station di-

rector of WVIL, gave his an-

swer lo this question pertaining

to the WVIL-produced program
called "Word of the Day" which
is aired over local station WIBG
on a oUiily basis. WIBG has been
known as a rock and roll sta-

tion. ;.; :;

•;.

•This fs a* fallacious question,"

said Dr. Smith. "WIBG had ap-

proached us and asked if we
were interested in joining their

public service programming, and
after due consideration, we ac-

cepted."

He pointed out that similar

programs are conducted by
Temple, Penn State, Drexel, the

Learned Society of America, and
Notre Dame.
WIBG doesn't want to be

known as exclusively a rock and
roll station," he said. "Within

the past two months, they have
supplemented their program-
ming with considerable public

service.

"It is only because they re-

flect popular taste in music that

they play rock and roll music.

In a recent survey it was proved

that, between the hours of 7

and 8 a.m., 42 percent of the

listening audience is tuned to

WIBG.
"EJducators thought that that

station had enough status and
reached a sufficiently large au
dience to make it worth broad-

casting programs of high educa-

tional caliber.

"XA'VIL welcomed the chance

to participate," he added, citing

three reasons for accepting.

"First, it gives WVIL an op-

portunity to use their facilities

and talent on a professional sta-

tion. Second, it gives Villanova

a chance to make a contribution

to public services of this large

station. Third, because it reach-

es so many, it can only serve

Villanova public relations."

widespread in undergraduate
circles that the English Depart-

ment has suffered a loss of pres-

tige by appearing on the station

sandwiched between such artists

as Fabian and Frankie Avalon.

"In contrast to this attitude,"

said Dr. Smith, "In the number
of times that I've been on the

show, all the opinions that I

have heard ranged from inter-

ested to favorable."

"For the highbrows that say
Villanova suffers by appearing

on a rock 'n' roll station, it may
be said that any worthwhile pro-

gram can only raise the level

of the station, and so long as it

is a worthwhile program, can

only tend to increase the pres-

tige of the University."

Dr. Smith pointed out the

stimulation of interest in ety-

mology on campus as another

asset. He remarked on the pro-

fessional handling of station

manager, Dan O'Mara with the

production of the shows,

"I for 6ne am glad to be con-

nected with the show and hope

to continue to produce it as

long as interested learned mem-

bers of the English Department

(or others) can suggest a worth-

while "word for the day."

Villanova Middies Forced

To Cancel "Operation Paris
ff

by Don McCoy

Last week the Villanova
'"Middies" were ordered to re-

port for active duty. Groans
quickly grew into cheers as the

duty assignment was announced.

In conjunction with the Fete

de Francaise held recently in

Philadelphia, featuring the top

Parisian models presenting

Dior's new creations, the

N.R.O.T.C. was called upon to

provide escorts for les femmes.

Speculation spread thru Barry

Hall as to who the lucky men
would be.

Shoes were shined, uniforms

pressed and brushed, the book

store had a run on French vo-

cabulary guides; but then the

official word was passed "Oper-

ation PARIS cancelled."

It was later revealed that the

committee from the Festival who
originally petitioned Villanova

for escorts did not have the

authority to do so. There were
several broken spirits, but the

general appearance at drill was
usually "squared away" as the

result of the preparation for the

Fete de Francaise.

The extremes of the claimr

offered for this last category.

This last category was respon-

sibile for some of the wildest

claims ever seen on this campus.
Any resemblance to reality was
coincidental, as the Middies

clamored for the opportunity.

Manno To Commence
Hisf. Lecture Series

The Fourth Annual Series of

Lectures sponsored by the His-

tory and Political Science De-
partment, will open next Wed-
nesday, March 23.

The speaker will be Dr. Fran-
cis J. Manno whose topic will

be: "1860: In Retrospect."

The 1960 Lecture Series will

consider the significant events

of the 19th century. Following
Dr. Manno's lecture will be Mr.
Bernard Dean who will deliver

a lecture "The Last Compro-
mise: The Crisis of 1860-1861"

on March 30.

Dr. Joseph George, Jr. will

discuss the "Lincoln Paradox",
Wednesday, April 6.

Council Wants To

Plug Steam Leak

In Dougherty Hall

Jim Merikangas, representa-

tive of the Physics Club on the

Student Council, set last week's
meeting into an uproar with

what was described as the most
novel proposal of the Council in

several years.

In language which reminded
one delegate of "LYNX mater-

ial," the motion read:

Foul Liquids

"In that there exists on the

roof of Dougherty Hall, west
side, a funnel, chimney, or

smokestack, that exhausts foul

and noxious gases"and discharg-

es liquids upon those pedestrians

entering said building, especially

between the hours of 7:30 and
noon, be it moved that to allevi-

ate this discomfort and annoy-

ance that steps be taken, such

as raising or relocating the pipe

or suspending its use."

Merikangas stated later in the

corridor that: "Although first

met with laughter, the serious-

ness of this proposal was soon

realized."

There followed a discussion as

to which committee this project

would be given for work, one

suggestion being that a special

committee be formed to investi-

gate and perhaps analyze the

liquid coming from the pipe in

question.

On the floor, Merikangas said

that his major apprehension was
that "no one knows exactly what
this liquid is."

King Comment
"Jack King," said Merikangas,

"later commented that this was
perhaps the most important is-

sue raised at the meeting."

Immediately following the

meeting, several members went
upstairs to the second floor of

Dougherty to examine this pipe

from the Belle Aire office win-

dow.
Other motions raised at the

meeting which were treated with

significant deliberation were

:

To correct abuses in the in-

firmary ;

That teachers submit to stu-

dent evaluation;

That the Council request

through the Administration to

do a more thorough job in clean-

ing off the snow off campus.

Closing the meeting. Chair-

man Tom Hoffman expressed

gratitude to the Council for

"coming through with new
motions this meeting."

At the previous meeting, he

had besought m^nbers to de-

vise such new motions because

"original ideas were starting to

wither."

School 'Scope Shoots Eclipse
5YNGE BIOGRAPHER HERE

Last Saturday evening, mem-
bers of the Villanova Astronomy
Dept. witnessed and photograph-
ed the eclipse of the moon.
Starting about 12:30 a.m. they
began to take photos and con-

tinued doing so until the eclipse

ended at 4 :30 a.m.

The members were able to

train the telescope on the moon
and acquired several photos as

shown aJbove. The obsevatory
was visited frequently by many
of the students living on the

and enjoyed coffee and dough-
nuts throughout the night.

All tolled, 5 photographs were
taken, commencing at the start

of the eclipse and continuing

until it ended in the early morn-
ing hours. At the height of the

eclipse the lunar body took on a
reddish color which gave a very

unusual appearance, unlike any
that people would normally see.

This was one of the first big

projects undertaken by the As-

tronomy Dept. since the new
telescope was erected last year.

The operation of the telescope

was conducted by George Mc-
Cook with Thomas Yodzis as the

photography advisor.

Jim Murroy Leaves
Paper Temporarily
Jim Murray, sports editor of

the VILLANOVAN, has an-

nounced that he has taken a

leave of absence from the paper.

Murray has de-

posited the
sports respon-

sibility on the

sports staff un-

til he is able to

resume duties.

He p r o m -

ised that Tom
Troy will return
next week with
column.

As his final official act, Mur-
ray announced that a special

meeting of the sports staff,

without exception, will be held

in the Student Council office for

tomorrow night at 8 :30.
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Playboy Caused Riots Everywhere
by JAMES McDONOUOH
Last Wednesday afternoon

local Irish were especially
happy and in the East lounge

of Dougherty Hall there was
standing room only.

Villanova literati turned out

in volume to hear Dr. David
Green, of New York University

and biographer of John Milling-

ton Synge deliver a forty-five

minute speech on "Problems and
Methods of a Literary Bio-

grapher."
His Experiences

The lecture was centered
around the biographer's experi-

ences gathering information in

Ireland for his book. Green, who
is half Irish, "the louder half,"

seemed to enjoy the speech as

much as he enjoyed his experi-

ences on the Emerald Isle.

Because Synge was a pariah

from his family, his papers were
not allowed to be opened for

fifty years. Green was the first

biographer outside the family to

see the author's personal files.

In order to capture the spirit

of Synge's period, the biograph-
er made a special trip to the
Aran Islands where the Irish

playwright had spent much time
and where the turning point of
his literary life happened.
The speaker said "The people

(of Aran) haven't changed
since the time of Synge; they
are the most primitive people in

Ireland."

It was on his trip to the Aran
Inlands that Green met Dr.

Charles Smith, Villanova's Irish

,'scholar. Said Green, "IT seems

•v.w.
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Future Lectures
For Department

Dr. David Green's lecture

was the first in a series of

lectures which are spon-

sorer by the English De-
partment. Later this

Spring, the Department has
tentatively scheduled lec-

tures by Dr. G. B. Harrison,

Shakespeare scholar from
the University of Michigan,

and Dr. Alan Gilbert, Mil-

ton scholar who is current-

ly lecturing on Italian lit-

erature at the University

of Pennsylvania.

strange when in the dead of

winter two characters by the

names of Smith and Green ar-

rived at Aran."
McDonough's House

The only guest house on the

Island is the McDonough's
"which except for a new cement
floor hasn't changed since the

days of Synge."
"The writer reported that it

took fourteen months to gather

the biographical information,

fourteen months to write the

first draft, and four months to

finish it.

"I killed him off at three

o'clock in the morning, and then

I woke my wife because I felt

so depressed."

During the question and ans-

wer period which followed,

S|i|||,
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McCoy - Commuter Betw^n

C&F and Dougherty Hall

Green spoke about the riots in

connection with opening perfor-

mances of Synge's most famous
work, "Playboy of the Western
World."

Riots Every Night
Green related, with a bit of

Irish pride, that there were riots

every night of the opening week
at the Abbey theatre in Dublin,

in 1908, and when the Abbey
troupe came to America there

were riots in New York, Boston,

and in Philadelphia, "the whole
company was thrown in jail," he
said.

"The Irish have a special tal-

ent for attacking each other . . .

especially their writers," said

the Irish scholar. This bit of in-

formation might explain the re-

cent disturbances at Madison
Square Garden.

In answer to another question

on how he became interested in

Irish study. Green replied "dur-

ing my student days at Hai'v-

ard," then added, "that Roman
Catholic Universities should be

ashamed for neglecting this field

of study."

The audience was one of the

biggest ever seen for a Villanova

guest lecturer.

The lecture was brought to

order by Professor Charles Bo-
dar-in. Chairman of the English

Department. The speaker was
given a lengthy introduction by
Smith.
New York University's Irish

scholar has made many televi-

sion appearances. He showed a
lot of audience contact and made
the Irish nuns blush only once.

Several nuns were present
They were introduced to Dr,

Green after the lecture.

At I.CG. Mock Convention

Larry Ruth, president of Villanova I.C.O., addresses dele-

gates at mock convention Saturday. It elected Sen. Kennedy.

Science Building Project

Running Ahead of Schedule

i

Tom McCoy, senior Pre-
Law major, combines talent
and geniality.

Tom graduated from Mal-
vern Prep where he was a
class officer for four years,
played varsity football for
two years, and played a
minor lead in a muscial play.

As a Villanovan, Tom is

"Mr. Committee." To use a
cliche Tom has been on more
committees than you could
shake a stick at. In his soph-
omore year he was on the
Soph Cotillion Committee.

More Committees
In subsequent years, Mc-

Coy was on the Junior Class
Steering Committee, the Jun-
ior Ring Committee, Junior
Prom and Dinner Dance Com-
mittee, the Dukes of Dixie-
land Jazz Committee, Senior
Class Steering Committee,
and lately the co-chairman of
the Senior Prom.
McCoy's real talent lies in

his "upstage" ability. As
mentioned, he started his

theatrical career in high
school. Last year, Tom had
the singing lead in the Belle
Masque production, "The
Higher You Climb."

This year, he has a dra-
matic role in "The Crucible."

The locale of the play is

Salem, Mass. The play cen-
ters about witchery during
the 17th Century, which Tom
says, promises to prove very
interesting and exciting. "Sin-

cerely, I think the play will

be great, and I'm sure that
everyone will echo my senti-

ments."
Poetry Author

Tom possesses other varied |

interests. In the line of !

McCoy

poetry, he has had a poem
publislicd in the LYNX and
hopes to have a few more in

the Spring issue of the

LYNX. He has also sent a
number of his poems to var-

ious publishers, but none have
yet been accepted.

McCoy receives pleasure

from the simple things in life.

He enjoys sitting in the Pie

Shoppe, reading Sandy Grady,

and watching Villanova teams
in action.

Upon graduation, Tom
plans to obtain his master's

degree, and eventually teach. |
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Seniors Told Of

Missing Credits
Recently 20 Arts seniors re-

ceived notices that they would
not be able to graduate with
their class.

Of these, ten were transfer

students who still had credits to

make up and nine more had cum-
ulative averages that didn't ap-
proximate the 2.00 required by
tlie University, according to

Father Sullivan, Dean of the
Arts School./ :-'

To only one of these students
was the letter a complete sur-

prise; he had a defencicy in the
number of credits brought about
by the taking of failed courses
as electives at a later date.

The practice of sending out

deficiency slips to seniors as

early as March is not ij«>w, said
Father Sullivan. ^ / •

.

These students will have a
chance to graduate however by
either making up missed courses

in summer school or next sem-
ester ; those with low cumulative
averages will be able to bring

them up by the taking of addi-

tional courses in the future.

Upon fulfillment of the re-

quirments the student will be
graduated and will receive his

respective degree.

NFCCS Travefftng
This week the Washington of-

fice of the NFCCS Travel Pro-
gram announces an addition to

its family of tours for Catholic

college students.

This tour of Mexico City and
Acapulco costs $89.00, plus air

fare between your home and
Mexico.

The conglomerate of concrete

cross-beams that has recently

been stretched across the cam-
pus between the Library and
the Naval Science building is

now clearly discernible as the

new Science Building.

Frank Dubler, Villanova's Job
Coordinator, estimates the job

as approximately SO'^^V complete

and running substantially ahead
of schedule. He claims that this

was made possible because of

the number of workers kept on
the job throughout the winter

and the extraordinary steps tak-

en to make is possible to pour
concrete at low temperatures.

20 Cars of Limestone
Dubler goes on to state that

nearly all the concrete beams
have been placed and that the

twenty cars of limestine which
are to arrive soon will enable

them to complete the shell of

the building shortly.

The cornerstone will be laid

on May 17 and the building

should be fully completed by
February '61.

Externally, the building will

present a cascade of blue and
green tinted glass margined with

Father Rongione's
Book Reviewed
In CEAP Press
The recent issue of the Cathol-

ic Educational Association Bul-

letin, calls "Conferences on the

Beatitudes" by the Rev. Louis
A. Rongione O.S.A. an "immense
benefit to any religious."

Father Rongione is at present
Dean of the Graduate School
and Professor of Philosophy at

Villanova.

The book, itself, is a result of

several years of experience in

giving conferences and of con-

stant modification of this mater-
ial.

The C.E.A.P. goes on to state

that "Father Rongione has
analyzed the beatitudes with a
clarity and simplicity . . . which
recommends it as a guide for

priests engaged in giving dis-

courses to Sisters."

They further state, "The
Beatitudes' should be in the

library of every religious house."

stonework and panels of al-

berne stones, which will render

it in congruity with the design

of the rest of the campus.
Internally, it will demonstrate

that marriage of presentability

and practicality that is charac-

terized in the C&F building.

A close examination of the

building shows that it is actually

two separate structures. The
only link between the west wing
(the section facing Mendel) and
the east wing (paralleling the

Library) is a tunnel and the

three-level arch between them
on the east comer.

Outlined Facilities

Dr. William Driscoll of the

Physics Departinent, in a recent

talk before the Physics Club
thoroughly outlined the facilities

of the east wing, which will

house physics and mathematics
departments.

He noted such facilities as a
sub-critical atomic reactor;
shops for making laboratory

equipment; nuclear physics,

electronic and optic labs; pro-

ject rooms and darkrooms.

This will be properly arrang-

ed around mathematics and phy-

sics offices, a large computer,

and three general laboratories.

Driscoll also noted that the

new facilities will increase the

working area by about eight

times the present space. This

also applies to all departments

which will be accomodated in the

new Science Building.

Heaiy To Address
Accounting Group
At the March 3 Accounting

Society meeting, the guest

speaker was Mr. Joseph P.

Healy, a certified public account-

ant, who spoke on "Oportunities

in Public Accounting."

Healy graduated from Villa-

nova in 1948, served as a marine

officer in Korea and was made a
principal in the national ac-

counting firm of Haskins & Sells

in June, 1958.
'

The principle topic of business

to be discussed at the next meet-

ing will be the Third Annual
Dinner Dance which will be held

at the Cynwyd Club on Satur-

day, April 23.
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Dan O'Mara, Dr. Smith, & WIBG - Land Manno To Commence
Hist. Lecture Series

Smith Defends English Dept.

On Rock and Roll Station
What is the Villanova English

Dp[)ailmont doing on a Rock
and Roll station?

I.)r. diaries Smith, station di-

rector of WVIL, gave his an-

swer to this question pertaining

to the WVIL-produced program
called "Word of the Day" which
is aired over local station WIBG
on a oUiily basis. WIBG has been
known as a rock and roll sta-

tion. :;' "'-'-: '';"

"This is fi fallacions question,"

said Dr. Smith. "WIBG had ap-

proached ns and asked if we
were interested in joining their

public service programming, and
after due consideration, we ac-

cepted."

He pointed out that similar

programs are conducted by
Temple. Penn State. Drexel, the

Learned Society of America, and
Notre Dame.
WIBG doesn't want to be

known as exclusively a rock and
roll station," he said. "Within
the past two months, they have
s\ipi)lemented their program-
ming with considerable public

service.

"It is only because they re-

flect popular taste in music that

they play rock and roll music.

In a recent survey it was proved
that, between the hours of 7

and 8 a.m., 42 percent of the

listening audience is tuned to

WIBG.
"Educators thought that that

station had enough status and
rertl ((i ;i s^iifliciently large au
dience to make it worth broad-
ti.snng i)rograms of high educa-

lionnl caliber.
' WVIL welcomed the chance

to participate," he added, citing

three reasons for accepting.

"First, it gives WVIL an op-

portunity to use their facilities

and talent on a professional sta-

tion. Second, it gives Villanova

a chance to make a contribution

to public .services of this large

station. Third, because it reach-

es so many, it can only serve

Villanova public relations."

widespread in undergraduate
circles that the B]nglish Depart-
ment has suffered a loss of pres-

tige by appearing on the station

sandwiched between such artists

as Fabian and Frankie Avalon.

"In contrast to this attitude,"

said Dr. Smith, "In the number
of times that I've been on the

show, all the opinions that I

have heard ranged from inter-

ested to favorable."

"For the highbrows that say
Villanova suffers by appearing
on a rock 'n' roll station, it may
be said that any worthwhile pro-

gram can only raise the level

of the station, and so long as it

is a worthwhile program, can
only tend to increase the pres-

tige of the University."

Dr. Smith pointed out the

stimulation of interest in ety-

mology on campus as another
asset. He remarked on the pro-

fessional handling of station

manager, Dan O'Mara with the

production of the shows.

"I for 6ne am glad to be con-

nected with the show and hope

to continue to produce it as

long as interested learned mem-

bers of the English Department

(or others) can suggest a worth-

while "word for the day."

Villanova Middies Forced

To Cancel 'Operation Paris
n

by Don McCoy

Last week the Villanova
"Middies" were ordered to re-

port for active duty. Groans
quickly grew into cheers as the

duty assignment was announced.

In conjunction with the Fete

de Francaise held recently in

Philadelphia, featuring the top

Parisian models presenting

Dior's new creations, the

N.R.O.T.C. was called upon to

provide escorts for les femmes.
Speculation spread thru Barry
Hall as to who the lucky men
would be.

Shoes were shined, uniforms

pre.ssed and brushed, the book

store had a run on French vo-

cabulary guides; but then the

official word was passed "Oper-
ation PARIS cancelled."

It was later revealed that the

committee from the Festival who
originally petitioned Villanova

for escorts did not have the

authority to do so. There were
several broken spirits, but the

general appearance at drill was
usually "sfjuared away" as the

result of the preparation for the

Fete de Francaise,

The extremes of the claimf

offered for this last category.

This last category was respon-
sibile for some of the wildest
claims ever seen on this campus.
Any re.semblance to reality was
coincidental, as the Middies
clamored for the opportunity.

The Fourth Annual Series of

Lectures sponsored by the His-

tory and Political Science De-
partment, will open next Wed-
nesday, March 23.

The speaker will be Dr. Fran-
cis J. Manno whose topic will

be: "1860: In Retrospect."
The 1960 Lecture Series will

consider the significant events
of the 19th century. F^ollowing

Dr. Manno's lecture will be Mr.
Bernard Dean who will deliver

a lecture "The Last Compro-
mise: The Crisis of 1860-1861"

on March 30.

Dr. Joseph George, Jr. will

discuss the "Lincoln Paradox",
Wednesday, April 6. ,•,:'•.

School Scope Shoots Eclipse

Council Wants To

Plug Steam Leak

In Dougherty Hall

Jim Merikangas, representa-

tive of the Physics Club on the
Student Council, set last week's
meeting into an uproar with
what was described as the most
novel proposal of the Council in

several years.

In language which reminded
one delegate of "LYNX mater-
ial," the motion read:

Foul Liquids
*'In that there exists on the

roof of Dougherty Hall, west
side, a funnel, chimney, or
smokestack, that exhausts foul

and noxious gases and discharg-

es liquids upon those pedestrians

entering said building, especially

between the hours of 7:30 and
noon, be it moved that to allevi-

ate this discomfort and annoy-
ance that steps be taken, such
as raising or relocating the pipe

or suspending its use."

Merikangas stated later in the

corridor that: "Although first

met with laughter, the serious-

ness of this proposal was soon
realized."

There followed a discussion as

to which committee this project

would be given for work, one
suggestion being that a special

committee be formed to investi-

gate and perhaps analyze the

liquid coming from the pipe in

question. / v

On the floor, Merikangas said

that his major apprehension was
that "no one knows exactly what
this liquid is."

"

King Comment
"Jack King," said Merikangas,

"later commented that this was
perhaps the most important is-

sue raised at the meeting."

Immediately following the

meeting, several members went
upstairs to the second floor of

Dougherty to examine this pipe

from the Belle Aire office win-

dow.
Other motions raised at the

meeting which were treated with

significant deliberation were:

To correct abuses in the in-

firmary; '
'

That teachers submit to stu-

dent evaluation;

That the Council request

through the Administration to

do a more thorough job in clean-

ing off the snow off campus.
Closing the meeting, Chair-

man Tom Hoffman expressed
gratitude to the Council for

"coming through with new
motions this meeting."

At the previous meeting, he
had besought mwnbers to de-

vise such new motions because
"original ideas were starting to

wither."

Last Saturday evening, mem
bers of the Villanova Astronomy
Dept. witnessed and photograph-
ed the eclipse of the moon.
Starting about 12:30 a.m. they
began to take photos and con-
tinued doing so until the eclipse

ended at 4:30 a.m.

The members were able to
train the telescope on the moon
and acquired several photos as
shown above. The obsevatory
was visited frequently by many
of the students living on the
and enjoyed coffee and dough-
nuts throughout the night.

All tolled, 5 photographs were
taken, commencing at the start

of the eclipse and continuing

until it ended in the early morn-
ing hours. At the height of the

eclipse the lunar body took on a
! reddi.sh color which gave a very
' unusual appearance, unlike any

j

that people would normally see.

' This was one of the first big

projects undertaken by the As-
tronomy Dept. since the new
'telescope was erected last year.

The operation of the telescope

was conducted by George Mc-
Cook with Thomas Yodzis as the

photography advisor.

Jim Murray Leaves
Paper Temporarily
Jim Murray, sports editor of

the VILLANOVAN, has an-

nounced that he has taken a

leave of absence from the paper.

Murray has de-

posited the
sports respon-

sibility on the

sports staff un-

'^5g*fc~^^ ^B resume duties.^^ ^ He p r o m -

iHH^^ ^^Hised that Tom
I^^SP^ ^^iTroy will return

^^ W ^^1 next week with
i^^ ^ HH column.

As his final official act, Mur-
ray announced that a special

meeting of the sports staff,

without exception, will be held

in the Student Council office for
tomorrow night at 8:30.
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SYNGE BIOGRAPHER HERE

Playboy Caused Riots Everywhere
by JAMBS McDONOUGH
Last Wednesday afternoon

local Irish were especially
happy and in the East lounge

of Dougherty Hall there was
standing room only.

Villanova literati turned out
in volume to hear Dr. David
Green, of New York University

and biographer of John Milling-

ton Synge deliver a forty-five

minute speech on "Problems and
Methods of a Literary Bio-

grapher."
His K.xperiences

The lecture was centered
around the biographer's experi-

ences gathering information in

Ireland for his book. Green, who
is half Irish, "the louder half,"

seemed to enjoy the speech as

much as he enjoyed his experi-

ences on the Emerald Isle.

Because Synge was a pariah
from his family, his papers were
not allowed to be opened for
fifty years. Green was the first

biographer outside the family to
see the author's personal files.

In order to capture the spirit

of Synge's period, the biograph-
er made a special trip to the
Aran Lslands where the Irish

playwright had spent much time
and where the turning point of
his literary life happened.
The speaker said "The people

(of Aran) haven't changed
since the time of Synge; they

pi^^tiiiiig^ii^iiii^^^ spoke about the riots in

M connection with opening perfor-

rUfure Lectures M mances of Synge's most famous

For Department I r^*:'
^P'^y^oy of the western

^
g^ World.

Dr. David Green's lecture § '^'o** J^^'e^y Night

was the first in a series of if ^reen related, with a bit of

lectures which are spon- ^! ^^^^^ P^'^^- ^-'^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ riots

sorer by the B^nglish Dc- W\ ^^^''^ "'Sbt of the opening week

p a r t m c n t. Later this 1 at the Abbey theatre in Dublin,

in 1908, and when the AbbeySpring, the Department has
tentatively scheduled lec-

tures by Dr. G. B. Harrison,

Shakespeare sjholar from
the University of Michigan,

and Dr. Alan Gilbert, Mil-

ton scholar who is current- J^
ly lecturing on Italian lit- ^
erature at the University ||
of Pennsylvania. i^

^¥

troupe came to America there
were riots in New York, Boston,
and in Philadelphia, "the whole
company was thrown in jail," he
said. ,:-';''•;.

"The Irish have a special tal-

ent for attacking each other . . .

especially their writers," said

the Irish scholar. This bit of in-

formation might explain the re-

cent disturbances at Madison
Square Garden.

In answer to another question
on how he became interested in

Irish study, Green replied "dur-
ing my student days at Harv-
ard," then added, "that Roman
Catholic Universities should be
ashamed for neglecting this field

strange when in the dead of

winter two characters by the

names of Smith and Green ar-

rived at Aran."
McDonough's House

The only guest house on the

Island is the McDonough's
"which except for a new cement

j

°^ study.

floor hasn't changed since the '

'^^^ audience was one of the

days of Synge." I

l^'^S^^t ever seen for a Villanova

The writer reported that it ;

&"^st lecturer,

took fourteen months to gather '^^^ lecture was brought to

the biographical information,
i

^^^^^ ^^ Professor Charles Bo-

fourteen months to write the ^^^''^' Chairman of the English

first draft, and four months to ,

Department. The speaker was

fini.sh it.
given a lengthy introduction by

"I killed him off at three ^^[^^-

o'clock in the morning, and then ^^"^ ^^''^ University's Irish

At I.C.G. Mock Convention

are the most primitive people in

Ireland."

It was on his trip to the Aran ' I woke my wife because I felt
^diolar has made ^many teleyi

Islands that Green met Dr. so depressed."
Charles Smith. Villnnova's Irish During the question and ans-
ischolar. Said Green, "IT seems wer period which followed.

Larry Ruth, president of \'illano\a I.C.Ci., aihlressrs dele-

gates at mock convention Saturday. It elected Sen. Kennedy.

Science Building Project

Running Ahead of Schedule
The conglomerate of concrete ' stonework and panels of al-

cross-beams that has recently berne stones, which will render
been stretched across the cam- it in congruity with the design
pus between the Library and of the rest of the campus.
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McCoy — Commuter Between

C&F and Dougherty Hall

I
Tom McCoy, senior Pre- be great, and I'm sure that

m Law major, combines talent everyone will echo my senti-

b and geniality. ments."
Tom graduated from Mai- Poetry Author

I'
vern Prep where he was a Tom possesses other varied

r class officer for four years, interests. In the line of

I
played varsity football for

i two years, and played a

g
minor lead in a muscial play.

^ As a Villanovan, Tom is
r; "Mr. Committee." To use a
J cliche Tom has been on more

J
committees than you could

I
shake a stick at. In his soph-

I
omore year he was on the

I
Soph Cotillion Committee.

I More Committees

I In subsequent years, Mc-
I

Coy was on the Junior Cla.ss

f Steering Committee, the Jun-
I ior Ring Committee. Junior

y
Prom and Dinner Dance Com-

I
mittee, the Dukes of Dixic-

i land Jazz Committee, Senior

I
Class Steering Committee,

I and lately the co-chairman of kj^r»*« ••

^ the Senior Prom.
wcv^oy

I McCoy's real talent lies in poetry, he has had a poem
his "upstage" ability. As publislicd in the LYNX and
mentioned, he started his hopes to have a few more in

theatrical career in high the Spring issue of the
school. Last year, Tom had LYNX. He has also sent a
the singing lead in the Belle number of his poems to var-
Masque production, "The ious publishers, but none have
Higher You CHmb." yet been accepted.

This year, he has a dra- McCoy receives pleasure
matic role in "The Crucible." from the simple things in life.

The locale of the play is He enjoys sitting in the Pie
Salem, Mass. The play cen- Shoppe, reading Sandy Grady,
ters about witchery during and watching Villanova teams
the 17th Century, which Tom in action,

says, promises to prove very Upon graduation, Tom
interesting and exciting. "Sin- plans to obtain his master's
cerely, I think the play will degree, and eventually teach.

sion appearances. He showed a
lot of audience contact and made
the Irish mins blush only once.

Several nuns were present.

They were introduced to Dr.
Green after the lecture.

the Naval Science building is

now clearly discernible as the

new Science Building.

Internally, it will demonstrate
that marriage of presentability

and practicality that is cliarac-

E I

Seniors Told Of

Missing Credits
Recently 20 Arts seniors re-

ceived notices that they would
not be able to graduate with

i

^^^^^V all tl'^e concrete beams

Frank Dubler. Villanbva's Job terized in the C&F building.

Coordinator, estimates the job A close examination of the

as approximately 30% complete building .shows that it is actually

and running substantially ahead
,

two separate structures. The
of schedule. He claims that this

\

only link between the west wing

was made possible becau.se of
' (the section facing Mendel) and

the number of workers kept on
i

the east wing (paralleling the

the job throughout the winter ;

Library) is a tunnel and the

and the extraordinary steps tak- i
three-level arch between them

en to make is possible to pour o" the east corner

concrete at low temperatures.

20 Cars of Limestone
Dubler goes on to state that

their class.

Of these, ten were transfer
students who still had credits to
make up and nine more had cum-
ulative averages that didn't ap-

have been placed and that the
twenty cars of limestine which
are to arrive soon will enable
them to complete the shell of
the building shortly.

proximate the 2.00 required by ' The cornerstone will be laid

tlic University, according to on May 17 and the building

i

Father Sullivan, Dean of the
i

should be fully completed by
Arts School. . , I/ \ ,

To only one of these students

February '61,

Externally, the building will

•«•' iiiumiiniru,j»iiiUHiiiJui::iiiMiw iiiiiuiiiiuiiniiiiiiUUiiiiiiuiiiuiiuii:iiiiiuuiiiiii;iiiiiiiini llliiniiHUimiHIHiUIIMIIIilllllliri: %'»..:\: ll'illlhlils

was the letter a complete sur- present a cascade of blue and
pri.se; he had a defencicy in the green tinted glass margined with

number of credits brought about '

' -..,.:''.•. ':..'•••
,'

'

' -.., ^:

by the taking of failed courses fajher Ronqione's
as electives at a later date. « , -j , ^ ,

The practice of sending out OOOK Reviewed
deficiency slips to seniors as //f CEJ\P PreSS
early as March is not new, said

|

The recent i.ssue of the Cathol-
Pather Sullivan.

: tt-j »• i a • ..- r, ^

n,, 4 J . M, ,
I 'c Educational Association Bui-

These students will have a
,,ti„ ,^„, "Conferences on the

chance to graduate however by Beatitudes" by the Rev. Louis
either makmg up missed courses a. Rongione O.S.A. an "immensem summer schoo or next sem- benefit to any religious."
ester; those with low cumulative p^^her Rongione is at present
averages wil be able to bring d,^„ ^^ ^^^^ Graduate Schoolhem up by the taking of addi- ^^^ Profes.sor of Philosophy at
tional courses in the future.

i Villanova

Outlined Facilities

Dr. William Driscoll of the

Physics Department, in a recent

talk before the Physics Club
thoroughly outlined the facilities

of the east wing, which will

house physics and mathematics
departments.

He noted such facilities as a
sub-critical atomic reactor;
shops for making laboratory

equipment; nuclear physics,

electronic and optic labs; pro-

ject rooms and darkrooms.
This will be properly arrang-

ed around mathematics and phy-'.:

sics offices, a large computer^

and three general laboratories.

Driscoll also noted that the

new facilities will increase the

working area by about eight

times the present space. This

also applies to all departments
which will be accomodated in the

new Science Building.

Upon fulfillment of the re-

quirments the student will be
graduated and will receive his
respective degree.

NFCCS TraveU'mg
This week the Washington of-

fice of the NFCCS Travel Pro-
gram announces an addition to
its family of tours for Catholic
college .students.

This tour of Mexico City and
Acapulco costs $89.00. plus air

fare between your home and
Mexico.

The book, itself, is a result of
several years of experience in

giving conferences and of con-
stant modification of this mater-
ial.

The C.E.A.P. goes on to state

that "Father Rongione has
analyzed the beatitudes with a
clarity and simplicity . . . which
recommends it as a guide for

priests engaged in giving dis-

courses to Sisters."

They further state, "The

Healy To Address
Accounting Group

At the March 3 Accounting
Society meeting, the guest
speaker was Mr. Joseph P.

Healy, a certified public account-

ant, who spoke on "Oportunities

in Public Accounting."

Healy graduated from Villa-

nova in 1948, served as a marine
officer in Korea and was made a

principal in the national ac-

counting firm of Haskins & Sells

in June, 1958.

The principle topic of business

to be discussed at the next meet-

ing will be the Third Annual
Dinner Dance which will be held

Beatitudes' should be in the : at the Cynwyd Club on Satur-

library of every religious house." | day, April 23.
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Whither Rembrandt
The Student Council surprisingly enjoys

general student support in one of its most
illustrious projects of the year—the addition

of a Fine Arts course to the Villanova cur-

riculum. That this support exists is a matter
of record in Council files. The trouble was
taken to conduct a poll among p) sampling of

students (senior Arts) earlier in the year

testing general sentiment towards a Fine

Arts course, and in a gratifying display of

enthusiasm, the findings^ were nearly unani-

mous in showing that

:

• most students would like to see such
course started; and

• most would have signed up for the

course had it been available.

The Administration has registered a

favorable opinion* of the course, having been
presented with the results of the poll, but it

has remained non-commital about when it

might start and who will teach it. Under-
standably, the Administration wants to be

assured of a justifiable response (a similar

course failed several years ago because of

student disinterest).

The need for a Fine Arts course is made
self-evident byi modern standards of society,

and it's been remarked that the average
Villanovan wouldn't know a Rembrandt from
a peach basket. Any student turned loose on
society today should have some criterion for

judging works of paintings, sculpture, and
music ; for recognizing the hopes and aspira-

tions in real objects of art. Villanova should

offer a Fine Arts course if only to pei-petuate

the Augustinian tradition of developing the
'^whole man."

The Council hasn't been idle while the
authorities have been deliberating the issue.

A scouting party has travelled to the Phila-

delphia Museum of Art where it has* learned
that the Museum would be more than eager
td teach an extension course here in the
Fine Arts.

The museum has conducted a successful

ertension course at St. Joseph's College and
expects to do likewise at LaSalle in the near
future. Equipped with colored slides, the
museum would provide! highly qualified

teachers to come here at university expense.

As a suggestion to the Council, we
recommend that they set their sights higher
than a one-semester's course in the subject.

Several persons on campus and elsewhere,

well versed in the Arts, all agree that one
single semester can hardly do justice to the
material. The minimum request from the Ad-
ministration should be a two-semester
course, with thel hope for enlargement later.

Student support for the Council is man-
datory in this project. If the Council learns
that it can best sei-ve the school (to say
nothing of education) by pursuinof worth-
while proiects of academic nature, it might
abandon the trivalities (like correcting the
steam discharge in Dougherty Hall).

[ In all justice, the Ck)uncil deserves
volumes of respect for tackling this venture
and following through with such per-
severence.

"But DAHLlNr.I You don't know about Fine Arts? What
school did YOU go to?"
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Matt McCue, the VILLA-
NOVAN's self-styled political

writer, last week cogently dem-
onstrated that the office of na-

tional vice-president h€us blazed

a hot trail of progress from its

hirsute origins.

In 1960, the office is second
only to the president's in fact

as well as in name, and a case

in point is Richard Ni3(on, who
appears to have used the eight

years of his tenure as one gi-

gantic campaign for the top job.

And despite all the vice-pres-

idential good fortune of Nixon,
we sftill have to tolerate atti-

tudes about the office which reek

of disdain and border on con-

tempt.

"I will not accept the vice-

presidenrtial nomination under
any circumstances," said Sen.

John Kennedy at preseat the

leading Democratic figure in

Gallop polls. And this is the
wailing statement of most of the

other leading candidates. Rocke-
feller knew the White House wa«
beyond reach with Nixon on the

scene, so he bowed out of the

race, adding the usual footnote

that he would have nothing

whatsoever to do with the vice-

presidency as though second

place on the ticket was a one-

way ticket to futility and an-

onymity.

Kennedy's disrespect for the

office is more flagrant than
Reckefeller's. It's quite con-

ceivable that Rockefeller holds

the governorship of New York
second only in importance to

that of the presidency, and one

can appreciate his feelings in

this light.

But Kennedy should show a

trifle more regard for the office

which he spurns so regularly.

Whereas, in the past, the vice-

president's only hope of suc-

ceeding to the presidency lay in

the mortal departure of the

president, Nixon has shown
rather convincingly that the

vice-president of today can look

forward to election in his own
right.

Kennedy probably believes

that, if the party receives any
hint from him that he's willing

to accept second place on t>>e

ticket, the party would swiftly

place him there.

Thus the party would placate

non-Catholics by running a pro-

testant for president, and at the
same time, satisfy Catholics by
including one of their number
on the ticket.

But Kennedy, and especially

Kennedy, shouldn't be so insol-

ent about the vice-presidency,

even in view of the above con-,

sideration. He certainly has
been no LaFoIlette in the senate,

and the work he's done has been

no greater than the less-propa-

gandized work of fifty or sixty

of his colleagues.

Perhaps he owes it to the
electorate to prove himself in

a job which requires a bit more
singular responsibility — four

or eight years as a vice-presi-

dent. :^.'a.
;•;,.:;'.••

To many people his highest
qualification is an irresistible

charm, a useful but hardly a
qualifying attribute of the high-

est office in the country.

President Eisenhower has
been largely responsible for giv-

ing the vice-presidency a larger

executive role, which was added
to its legislative role. A Ken-
nedy-like attitude toward the

office doesn't help any progress
Eisenhower has made.

And when Kennedy finally dis-

covers that he's nominated vice-

president at the convention any-

way (which he probably will be)

he's going to be gastrically upset

when he has to eat his words.

Perhaps it would be a healthy

sort of thing if the job of veep

would be rendered attractive

enough so that politicians of ex-

tremely high caliber would con-

sider the post important enough

to strive for deliberately.

Now, wouldn't that be novel?

A top politician who comes right

out with the sUtement "I'll ac-

cept the vice-presidential nomin-

ation under ANY conditions!"

Jack, why don't you be the

first?

Leffer fo fhe EdHor

Indoctrination Is

A One-Way Street
Recent discussion in the VILLANOVAN on

the subject of cheating and reactions to such

discussions point up a subject of complaint on
the part of some students, which we on the fac-

ulty might take note of. I am referring to the

need felt by many students of more opportun-

ities for free discussion and open debate on
issues encountered within the University.

This need of the student is, in my belief,

fundamentally a problem of communications be-

tween the world of the student and the world

of the University. As a new faculty member,
having come only recently from the world of

the student and more remotely from the world

of business I should like to discuss this problem
of communications from the bi-polur view of

student and teacher.
Tranquil Sfudeni Menfality

A newcomer to Villanova is struck immedi-
atelly by the tranquil aspect both of the campus
and of the student mentality. Such tranquility

can be misleading. Ordinarily it belongs only to

wisdom and experience; in students it is apt to

reveal too much passivity in the face of indoc-

trination from on high.

My point is: are the students being guided
into too facile an acceptance of partial answers
or are they being led to see alternative answers,

to criticize and weigh these answers, and to

seek the truth alone in all honesty and integrity?

The problem here is one of communications
—between the order of reason found in the Uni-

versity and the disorder of the splintered, de-

partmentalized life of the student and his cur-

rent environment.

The faillacy of indoctrination is immediately
apparent. Indoctrination is unilateral, it is a
one-way street. It presents the truth, but doesi

not meet the issues or answer the problems. And
even the truth it presents is fragmentary and
packaged .

Questions Faculty Communications
The problem at issue, then, is to determine

just how the faculty communicates with the

students in presenting to them the unity of

truth and how the student communicates with
the faculty in revealing their problems which
arc essentially fragmented areas in need of uni-

fication.

Here at Villanova several new areas of com-
munication have opened up which bespeak a co-

operative effort to search for the unity of truth

amidst complex problems. The recent Internation-

al Relations Panel Discussion so experily editor-

ialized in the March 2nd VILLANOVAN, comes
immediately to mind.

It is a remarkable fact that two other In-

stitutions at Villanova, already well-established,

have gone almost unnoticed and unused by the

students as channels of communication between
the two poles of student-world and University-

world.

I mean the VILLANOVAN iUelf and the

LYNX.
The outside world puts a high premium on .

such "advertising media" and "forums" of public

opinion. A fuller use of these instruments of

communication—for example, through more crit*^

ical commentary in both publications, or through .

more student use of the "Letter to the Editor" '

section (as in the N.Y. Times) presenting student

problems and ideas—^might well serve to supple-

ment (not supplant) in our modem educational .,

system the traditional classroom area for the

presentation of the unity of truth as an answer

to complete problems.

Think of Tuition
There Is aiways a dknger on the part of the

faculty to think of the student as making a con-

tribution to his University in terms only of com-
petence in examinations or of tuition.

His contribution, it is true is frequently in

terms of pointing up the problems of his every-

day life-like the problems of cheating—and of

his envioronment. But unless he and his fellow

students first see the problem, they will not be in

a position to accept a solution when it is offered.

And it is when the University itself, in the

person of its faculty sees tHe problem as being
a problem to these students, that is one step

closer to bringing out the unity of truth and
closing the gap between the order of reason in

the University and the order of action in the life

of the student.

JomM f. WM9II
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Typical Concept of Eire

Actually Is Untypical

Cffy On Th» Ouftklrts

Greene Film Scintillates
When Americans think of St.

Patrick's Day, they usually
think of shamrocks, green ties,

clay pipes, and blackthorn
sticks.

Unfortunately, their impres-
sion of Ireland goes no deeper
than this, eitherr. It is the
stage Irishman who is responsi-

ble for this conception. Most
Americans has the Irish

"typed" in their minds ,just as
they have "typed" the Italians,

French, etc.

In our own American way we
have selected a few strange
characteristics and applied them
to the race in general. Howevet,
Ireland is a little different than
most people think.

The casual tourist to that
country might get the impres-
sion that Ireland is merely a
Celtic fringe of the British Isles.

This is far from the truth,

though it is easy to understand
why this is the case.

English Used
The English language is

spoken in most parts of Ireland.

British and Irish currency is in-

ttrchangeable, and American
and British rock 'n' roll records
are popular in Eire.

Bht beneath this veneer is a
rich culture, one which the Eng-
lish tried to blot out suring the

800 years that they occupied
Ireland (Mr. CJoghlin, please
note).

The Irish language was sup-
pressed, as was education, re-

ligion, and the right to own
land. At one time, no Irishman
was permitted to live within five

miles of any town.
By devioos methods, the Irish

were able to survive these per-
secutions. Schools were estab-
lished in the fields; priests shut-
tled around the country by an
underground "railroad;" and the
Irish language was preserved in

the misty glens of mestern Ire-

land.

Golden Age
Today, Ireland has one of the

best educational systems around.
Medical schools in Dublin are
among the best in the world.
Irish writers have contributed
more than their share to western
literature. The Catholic religion

is nowhere stronger than in Ire-

Ian, .w
Ireland was fortunate In that

it did not experience the dark
ages which eclipsed Europe after
the fall of the Roman Empire.
In that aeriod, Ireland had its

Golden Age.
Monasteries in Ireland in that

time were centers of learning for
all Europe. An English histor-

ian, speaking of one of these
monastic centers, nsays that
"this silent place was a great
seat of learning, cultlre, and
Christian faith, a lighthouse of
the art o fliving, in the long
nigdt of chaos and barbarism
which fell upon Europe ..."

Culture Survives
Today, Ireland is a country in-

tent on catching up with modern
Europe. Basically, Ireland is a
poor agrarian country. The peo-
ple prefer solitude and content-
ment of a lonely cottage, rather
than big city life.

Therefore, the only "green" in

Ireland is in the countryside,
and that is there because it rains
all the time.

If you visit Ireland today, and
carefully study the people, you
will discover that the Irish, al-

though very contented, are
aware of the blow to their cul-

by lou flanagan

ture that the English occupation
caused.

Library Stacked
Their literature, especially

their poems, is filled with a
melancholy air, a haunting sad-

ness about past glories that are
lost, perhaps forever.

The old Irish heroes such as
Brian Beru, Cuchlain, and the

more recent ones, Michael Col-

lins, Sir Roger Casement, and
three of her poets, Padraic
Pearse, Thomas Mac Dunagh,
and J. M. Plunkett are all re-

membered as people who gave
their lives that Ireland might
be free.

Villanova has tangible evi-

dence of this Irish culture in its

Library. The Book of Kells on
permanent exhibition there is a
reproduction of an illuminated

manuscript of the four Gospels
written between 500 and 800 in

Moath Ireland.

This manuscript, and many
other books, were donated by
Mr. Joseph McGarrity, a famous
Irish-American patriot. Eamon
DeValera, President of the Irish

Republic, called Mr. McGarrity
"The most devoted to Ireland

... of all the Americans I met
when I was in the United
States."

Erin yo Bragh!!!!

England's Graham Greene is

one of a meagre number of ma-
jor Catholic writers: one of

two living novelists (Evelyn

Waugh being the other).

Greene's work is divided into

two distinct categories : serious

moral works and "sinister

psychological thrillers." The
latter he calls "entertain-

ments."
The latest of these enter-

tainments, "Our Man in Hav-
ana," which adds a bright star

to Greene's authorial banner,

has been made into a delight-

ful film by Columbia pictures.

It is now appearing at the Ar-
cadia.

Greene, a master story-tell-

er, has rejoined forces with

Carol Reed (who produced and
directed the duo's highly suc-

cessful "The Third Man") to

create a bright, witty and

—

considering the approach—

a

surprisingly suspenseful film.

Great Cast
A juicy cast has been re-

cruited from both sides of the

Atlantic. Alec Guinness does

his usual wonderful acting job

as plain, ordinary Jim Wor-
mold, the daiquiri drinking,

vacuum cleaner salesman.

Guiness is ideal as the

seemingly innocuous Wormold
who, having been abandoned by
his wife, has but one desire

—

to raise enough money to get

his daughter out of Cuba and
to Switzerland, where she can
have the benefits of a finishing

school.

He gets his opportunity to

obtain the necessary funds
when he is approached by a
British secret service man
(Noel Coward) who wants him
to become "Our man in Hav-
ana."
"Wormold becomes secret

agent 59200 stroke 5. After
bungling failure in attempts
to recruit assistant agents,

Wormold decides to invent

them. His imagination thrives.

Mirth & Mayhem
To the home oflice, he sends

plans of atomic installations

hidden in the mountains. They
are strangely similar to various
vacuum cleaners.

He becomes recognized as

"the best agent in the Western
Hemisphere." Enemy agents
are aroused, murder and in-

trigue result, and the whole,

crazy shebang goes dancing to

its ironic conclusion.

Guinness is a disarming
actor. In his subtle, but sure

manner he makes each scene

a snappy treat.

Guinness is certainly not
alone in achieving an accomp-
lished performance. Noel Cow-
ard provides dry "British"

humor as the staid, not-too-

competent agent recruiter.

ALEC
GUINNESS
the phony spy I

BURL
IVES

mysterious M. D.I

MAUREEN
O'HARA

wily Girl Fridayl

ERNIE
KOVACS

playboy Police Chief!

NOEL
COWARD

suave secret agent!

i .y^

by tony mocklin

Burl Ives glows in a sensitive

role that keeps the show from
running away. He portrays the

Wormold's best friend, a Ger-
man expatriate doctor, who is

a tragic dreamer.

Character Suffers

As the stuttering "private

soldier" who is outsmarted by
Wormold, I'aul Rogers per-

forms quite capably. This is an-
other of the ordinary, pathetic

men that Greene knows so well,

but the film portrayal loses

some of the pathos of the
character of the book.

Attractive Blond Jo Morrow
is engaging as Wormold's
spirited daughter. Maureen
O'Hara supplies the romantic
interest, (the film has a bit of
everything) as Wormold's sec-

retary.

Comedian Ernie Kovacs
plays it fairly straight as the
many-sided Captain Segura,
"the Red Vulture." He com-
bines tongue-in-cheek emoting
with a sinister air.

"Our Man in Havana" is a
fresh, serio-comic film. It is

preposterous, but is drawn
with human characters. One
can't take it seriously, and yet

moments of real suspense are

injected by Reed's deft touches.

The film is on one hand, a
droll, sprightly spoof; on an-

other hand, a sardonic satire;

and on a third, a wry thriller.

Humorous Plot

Greene is a master of situa-

tion, and his scenes are both
dramatic and comical. The
scheming intrigue in the men's
room (see the film), the as-

sassination attempt at the ban-

quet with the tainted chicken

platter being shuffled around
the table, the bourbon-scotch

checker game, are all memor-
able for portions of their hil-

arity.

Greene wrote the screen play

and stays close to his book.

He is rewarded far better in

this film than in his last en-

deavor, "The Quiet American."

"Our Man in Havana" is a
thoroughly unique film. It is

one "entertainment" that is

sheer, scintillating enjoyment.

Miller Moves From Pens to Prizes
By Bill Friend

Arthur Miller, the renowned
playwright, was bom in New
York City in 1915. His early

life showed very little promise

of any leaning toward the lit-

erary.

At 17 years of age, he had
read nothing more profound

than the Rover Boys. It wasn't

until high school that he first

made an attempt at writing

—

the description of a fountain

pen.

His first interest in creative

writing was awakened after he

had read "The Brothers Kara-

mazov." So impressed was he

with this novel that he believed

that he was born to be a
writer, and, having already

graduated from high school,

he immediately began saving

enough money so that he could

attend college.

Wretched Record
Despite his wretched schol-

astic record, the emotion and
sincerity in the letters he
wrote seeking admission en-

abled him to enroll in the Uni-

versity of Michigan as a stu-

dent of journalism. :

He wrote his first play in

the ten days of spring vaca-

tion, and it won several prizes.

With his confidence established,

he began to write plays in

earnest, turning out an aver-

age of two a year while at

school.

These efforts, and the qual-

ity of his writing, merited him
the University's Avery Hep-
wood award for creative writ-

ing in drama.

After graduation, he worked
at various jobs, including
motion picture screen writing

and radio. In 1944, he "made"
Broadway for the first time,

with his production of "The
Man Who Had All The Luck."
It flopped.

"Focus"
He then turned to the field

of the novel and wrote a book
entitled "Focus." His next

theatrical venture, "All My
Sons," resulted in the New
York Drama Critics Circle

award.
Two years later, in 1947, this

success was followed by the

much-heralded "Death Of A
Salesman," which, in addition

to the New York Drama Critics

Circle Award, won the Pulitzer

Prize.

Then came "The Crucible" in

1953, and "A View From The
Bridge" in 1955.

From the honors that have
been heaped on this man, it is

evident that he is a playwrigM
of the first order. "Death Of
A Salesman" has been acclaim-

ed as an American epic.

Brooks AtJcinson of the

NEW YORK TIMES calls it

"one of the finest dramas in

the American theatre."

Of"AViewFromThe
Bridge," Walter Kerr of the

New York HERALD TRIB-
UNE said "A dramatic bonfire

!

A must for anyone who is at

all interested in what the con-

temporary American theatre

is thinking about."

''Cfucible" Here
This month, Villanova will

witness a production of one of

Miller's plays when the Belle

Masque dramatic organization

presents "The Crucible."

This show, laid in the setting

of old Salem during the 17th

Century is an electrifying

piece of theatre, concerned

with the emotions of the people

who were unjustly accused of

witchcraft as a means to

further the worldly ends of

their accusers.

It exhibits the straight-laced

and unbending Puritanic prin-

ciples that were often nothing

more than the outward guises

for conditions of human cor-

ruptions and vice.

The Belle Masque production

of this show will be done "in

the round" in order to estab-

lish better communication be-

tween the audience and the

performers. Such is the level

of Miller's plays that few can
help but be caught up in the

flair of emotional action, and
this play has been given such
acclaim that is a favorite

among amateur theatre
groups.
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Drama Review

Drab Theatre Season Saved

By "Miracle", Old Plays
0y Sfati Gogo/

As the cold, blustery winds of March blow, the Philly

theater season starts into the home* stretch. For a season that

showed much promise before-hand, it has proved to be a dud

so far.

On the straight play level, only two real standouts pre-

viewed here. The first, which opened the season and seemed

to foretell a good one, was "The Miracle Worker". It told the

story of the education of the young- Helen Keller and featured

the brilliant playing of Anne Bancroft and Patty Duke.

Andersonville Trial

The second was "The Andersonville Trial"—a gripping

evening of entertainment. It starred George C. Scott (best

remembered for his role of prosecutor in "Anatomy of a

Murder"), Albert Dekker, and Herbert Berghof. It was Mr.

Scott's evening all the way with the story of Andersonville

taking second place. ; ,.

-- :;^ These were the best that the season had to offer. In the

also-ran catagory we had "The Tenth Man" which, while it

didn't receive too good a reception here, is enjoying a profit-

able run in New York. Likewise with the Lauren Bacall starrer,

"Goodbye Charlie".
^r ;';/

V
'.';;; Casualties

':.'0'.' This brings us to the casualties, and there have been many,

bomedy in particular had a hard time of it. "Roman Candle"

and "A Distant Bell" both closed after unfavorable receptions

both here and in New York. "Jupiter and the Pagans" closed

after a week here, not even making tha move to New York.

•;-)^ 0^ Early entries in the drama department—"Jolly's Progress"

and "The Hanging Tree" both closed in New York. Later en-

tries didn't do much better.

"The Cool World", a story of gang tensions closed after

two performances. "The Good Soup" received a five to two

veto by the critics this week and probably won't be around

too long.

;
• "There Was a Little Girl" opened to bad reviews and was

to close- after 8 performances this past week, but the producers

have decided to give it a deserved chance for a few more

weeks at least.

"Semi-Detaehed'V : ;:

' '
Still to face the critics is "Semi-Detached". Its reviews

here make New York success a toss up.

The season was brightened somewhat by the one revival

and a number of touring companies which played here. The

revival was George Bernard Shaw's "Heartbreak House" with

an all star cast of superior talent.

Cornelia Otis Skinner and Cyril Ritchard headed the tour-

ing version of "The Pleasure of His Company," while the Lunts

appeared in "The Visit", Needless to say, both productions

were well done and well received.

Another version of "The View From The Bridge" starring

Luther Adler, and the touring company of "J.B." complete our

serious theater picture with the exception of "Viva Madison

Avenue" a new comedy starring Buddy Hackett and Fred

Clark.

!:S?!?:5:$SiSS:S$!$Si$S

ACCENT EST

FRANCAIS .. i

AIR FRANCE 4f^/

A gla.js of white wine at a sidewalk caf§?

A stroll by that long, lanky tower?'

AIR FRANCE whisks you there in less than a day

With its fabulous, faster jet \iG^^. .v :::/^.;r.

HO\A#7VirHBRB7WHEN'?

• Jet straight to Paris • John Schneider

: from New York. Ct,lcago,l AIR FRANCE. 683 Fifth Avenue. New York 22. New York

• orLos Angeles. See yourm

friendly travel agent,* NAME. . • p •'• » « • ,• •. • f

Please send me lltertUire on special student travel ideis

• or mall coupon. • ADDRESS

• * SCHOOL . . • »'... V y * •.•*'••.• ••••

»•-
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Japan Site of

Flourishing

Mission Field

"What is this thing called

by Harold Freyermuth, O.S.A.

What is it that compels a

man to volunteer to leave his

country, his relatives, many of

his friends? To adapt himself

to an entirely new culture? To
study and learn a language

which at first sight seems al-

most impossible? To fight pre-

judices? To be laughed at and
possibly even hated?

There can be only one ans-

wer to these questions. This

answer is best summed up in

the very first sentence of St.

Augustine's rule for religious,

"Before all else most dearly

beloved brethren, love God,

then your fellow men".

It is this spirit, this love

which reflects itself in the tire-

less zeal of the missionary in

his effort to spread God's glory

among all men.

Nine Heroes
The Augustinian provinces

of the United States have nine

such heroes of God in the most
virile sense of the word, now
living in our missions in Japan.

How did the Japanese people

accept these men, three of

whom arrived in their country

only seven years after the A-
bomb catastrophe? We will let

the facts speak for themselves.

On November 22, 1952 three

Augustinian priests arrived in

Nagasaki. This marked the re-

turn of the Augustinians to a

land where only V2 of 1% are

Christian and only 40% of

these are Catholic. (1 out of

500). In this same land their

Augustinian brothers from
Spain had labored to spread

Catholic Faith from 1603 until

1614.

It was in this year of 1614

that an Imperial edict was
passed in Japan banning all

missionary work and all for-

eigners from the country. This

edict led to the persecution and

massacre of Japanese Cathol-

ics.

Eleven Martyrs
Among these martyrs, beat-

ified by Pope Pius IX in 1867,

are five Augustinian Priests

and six native laymen who
were duly professed tertiaries

of the Order.

Our three Fathers first stud-

ied for a year at a Yokahama
monastery. They then pur-

chased from the M a r i a n i s t

brothers a building and about

five acres of land in the Shiro-

yama district of Nagasaki less

. than a mile from the spot of

the Atomic bomb blast of 1945.

The property soon became a

parish under the patronage of

Our Mother of Consolation, and
numbered approximately 1,300

faithful and a local mission

field of 50,000 pagans. In 1964,

upon the wish of the Bishop

of Nagasaki that the Augus-
tinians have contact with the

university students, two of our

Fathers joined the English
faculty of the University of

Nagasaki.

They were the first priests

to hold chairs on that faculty.

The University Itself had at

that time a student body of

4,000—only 10 of whom are

baptized.

OiiCaniins MocShohian

{Author of "/ Was a Teen-age Ihoarf'/'The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillia", etc.)

"AN EMBARRASSMENT OF RICHES"

Twinkly, lovable old Dr. WjiKstuff Sixafoos, head of chemistr>'

at the Upi)er Rhode Island College of Science and Pahni8tr>',

cares naught for glory and wealth. All he cares about is to work

in his laboratory, to play Mozart quartets with a few cronies,

to smoke a good Marllx)ro, and to throw sticks for his faithful

dog Trey to fetch.

So when, after years of patient research, Dr. Sigaf<K)s dis-

covered Reverso, a shaving cream which causes whiskers to

grow inward instead of outward, thus enabling a man to bite

off his beard instead of shaving it, it never even crossed his

mind that he had come uiK)n a key to fame and riches; he simply

assigned all his royalties from Reverso to the college and went

on with his quiet life of working in the lalK)ratory, playing

Mozart quartets, smoking good Marlboros and throwing sticks

for his faithful dog Trey. (Trey, incidentally, had died some

years earlier but habit is a strong thing and Dr. Sigafoos to

this day continues to throw sticks.)

As everyone knows, Reverso turned out to be a madly success-

ful shaving cream. Royalties in the first month amounted to

$290,000, which came in mighty handy, l)elieve you me, l^ecause

the college had long been postponing some urgently needed

repairs—a lightning rod for the men's dormitory, new hoops for

the basketball court, leather patches for the chess team's elbows

and a penwiper for the Director of Admissions.

79mo^

In the second month royalties amounted to an even million

dollars and the college bought Marlboro cigarettes for all

students and faculty members. It is interesting that the college

chose Marlboro cigarettes though they could well have afforded

more expensive brands. The reason is simply this :
you can pay

more for a cigarette but you can't get a better flavor, a l)etter

smoke. If you think flavor went out when filters came in, try

a Marlboro. The filter cigarette with the unfiltered taste. You,

too, can snioke like a millionaire at a cost which does no violence

to the slimmest of budgets. Marlboros come in soft pack or

flip-top box and can be found at any tobacco counter. Million-

aires can be found on yachts.

But I digress. We were speaking of the royalties from

Reverso which continue to accrue at an astonishing rate—now

in excess of one million dollars per week. The college is doing all

it can to spend the money; the student-faculty ratio which used

to be thirty students to one teacher is now thirty teachers to

one student; the Gulf Stream has been purchased for the

Department of Marine Biology; the Dean of Women has been

gold-plated. ,/

But money does not buy happiness, especially in the college

world. Poverty and ivy— that is the academic life— not power

and pelf. The Upper Rhode Island College of Science and

Palmistry is frankly embarrassed by all this wealth, but I am

pleased to report that the trustees are not taking their calamity

lying down. Last week they earmarked all royalties for a crash

research program headed by Dr. Wagstaff Sigafoos to develop

a whisker which is resistant to Reverso. Let us all join in wish-

ing the old gentleman success.
^

The aponsora of this column can't offer you money but they

can offer you fine smoking flavor—with or without filter. If

you favor filters try a Marlboro. If non-filters are your pleas-

ure picle a Philip Morris.

In seven years the picture

has changed much. There now
stands in place of the original

one building, a Church and
Monastery building, the Child

Center and Kindergarten which

150 children (mostly non-

Catholic) attend, the Parochial

Grade School and Middle
School where 400 Catholic
children of the parish are

taught and the Hostel for uni-

versity.

In the more important terms

of spititual success the parish

has in seven years grown from
approximately 1,300 to 2,000

Catholic people who are shar-

ing and returning the love of

our missonaries, as a living

proof of God's blessing on their

work.
What is it that makes these

instruments of (jod become all

things to all men? What is it

that makes our Augustinian

missionaries tick? It is this

thing called Love!
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Track Team Ends Winning Season
by Mike Douabue

The 'Cats efforts over the last

nine weeks of the season have
provided track buifs in general

and Wildcat loyalists in partic-

ular with many pleasant sur-

prises.

H'igblights

Among these were the 3:18.1

turned in by Paul Drayton, Bob
' Cofhll, Bob Raemore, and Joe
Manion in their first fling in-

doors at Boston on January 16;

the 7:40.0 (best time on the

Eastern circuit) in the two mile

relay posted by Frank Hegarty,

Jon Dante, Pat Nicastro, and
DeAngelis at the M i 1 1 r o s e

Games, January 30; The 3:16.9

(also best of the season in the

East) mile run by Drayton, De-
Angelis, Manion, and Raemore
in their return trip to Boston
February 6; hurdler Leon Pras'

steady improvement topped off:

fby a strong second in the IC4A
meet March 5 in New York;

Millrose Games and his IC4A
repetition of the same feat to

show New York press skeptics

that his first win was no fluke;

and lastly broad jumper John
Buckley's jinx-defying win in

sprinter Frank Budd's early sea-

son upset of Bob Brown in the

the IC4A meet which was the

m



Action in Thursday's Detroit Game

Tom Samulewicz takes a shot ah George Raveling battles for position.

White, Kaminski, Brighten

Darkened Television Screen
"And just think White's only

a sophotnore and Kaminski has
You have a good
* wait 'till next

another year,

right to say
year'."

This comment was voiced by
a fellow TV viewer last Satur-
day afternoon in a post-mortem
rehash of Saturday's heart
pumper.
No empty woixis these, either,

for in the pressure-packed at-

mosphere that pervaded Villa-

nova's abbreviated stay in the
NIT last week our two hereto-
fore reluctant Wildcats came of

age.

That White was magnificent
was borne out by the local press
as well by the statistics. The
latter showed Hubie with 12 for

21 from the floor, 11 rebounds,
and six assists. His domination
of the last minutes of the game
almost forced TV announcer,
Marty Glickman, underplaying
it all the way, out oJf his ap-
proach to the game.

Kaminski Overloi^ed
Kaminski's brilliance was not

quite so highly eulogized. Never-
theless it waa the dapper jun-
ior's icy coolness that sparked
the 'Cats early second half push.
It was Kaminski who hit the
first shot, along jumper that got
the 'Cats underway early in the

second period, after a poor first

half.

(The skitterishness of the
Main Liners in the initial ses-

sion was matched only by Click-

by Mike Donahue

man's figeting, unprofessional
handling of the halftime show.)

Before the smooth junior con-
nected, Utah State had a 42-35
bulge and appeared set to run
the 'Cats into the boards be-

cause the smaller Utes were
beating them off the boards.

In the persons of Cornell
Green an unsung soph tyro who

looked like the West's answer
to Oscar Robertson, and Ty
Wellbon, an uncoordinated but
spriifgy leaper, Utah State out-

positioned, outfought and out-

hustled the 'Cats for every of-

fensive rebound in the first half.

Perry 'Clutch* Too
Kaminski's bucket triggered

the uphill 'Cats. Utah State,

spearheaded by mitey Max
Perry, staved off the early 'Cat
bids, however.
But each time the Westerners

threatened to sew it up, Kamin-
ski was on the spot to keep the
Main Liners in contention,
bleak when Perry's bucket made
For instance things looked

it 45-53, with less than ten min-
utes to go.

However it was Richie to the
rescue. Two Kaminski jumpers
sliced it to 49-53 and set the
stage for Hubie's palpitating
heroics, culminated by his steal

of Perry's rebound and his en-
suing score—tying layup. Then
came the overtime and Hubie's
never attained seventh assist.

Six assists, eleven rebounds,
55% sharpshooting and 27
points is a pretty fair effort,

though. So was Hug's all out
defense, George's late game
pivot play, Tweety's seldom
seen but effective driving, Sam-
my's usual 110% hustle, dndl
Libby's spot relief of Huggard.

"Wait Till Next Year"
From one vantage point

though it was the tough clutch

shooting of Kaminski, bom of
newly found confidence, and the
all-a round dependability of

White, born of newly assumed
leadership, that stood out. Stood
out so far in fact that the 1960-

61 'Cat opponents just might
look back on our cries of "wait
'till next year" and tag them as
their funeral dirge.

Oppositionville just might rue
the day Richie Kaminski and
Hubie White came of age before

a national TV audience.

- Sports Cftiit*M*.

Readers are the Jury
By Tony Moeklin

I have just torn up a column.
The reason that that prose is shredded is because of a

member of the 'Cats starting five. This is the second time this
player has spoken to me. His words shook me up.

He feels the power of the press has been misused.
I have never written anything that I have not believed.

Sometimes I may have been wrong, or lacked discretion, but
I have never written without integrity.

I have always insisted that to write platitudes is use-
less. I cannot write a saccharine column. What I try to do
IS write a constructive criticism, a shaip analysis. When a
team loses, there must be reasons.

Opinion can hurt; but perhaps it helps a little bit too.
Ihat IS the idea. When one is working with opinion, he is
also working with feelings, and that is' the curse.

It IS too bad that actors, athletes and writers are not
automatons for our personalities and emotions keep gettingm the way.

On fhe Line

ixM ^^^u ^i^*^^'' ,°.^ ^^? player, or writer lays it on the line.
AVhen he does his job he deserves credit, sometimes super-
atives. When he fails, it has to be ditferent. They shouldn't
be people, but they are.

By this introduction I am trying to solve a dilemma.
1 realize that I havq upset people with some of my writing,
but it has been unavoidable.

When I express an opinion, it is up to the reader to make
a judgment on it. He can accept it as true, or reject it as
false. He makes the decision.

An actor has his medium—the stage, a ball player has
his medium—the court, and writer has his medium—the
column.

All three are trying t6 do their jobs to the best of their
ability, there is no question about that. But they are all
open to censure. v

In the long- run it comes down to this—the playgoer, the
fan, or the reader is. the final judge.

National Invitational Tourney
Now to the NIT.
There is little reason to go very deeply into the 'Cats

vanquishment at the hands of Utah State. Anyone who was
there or witnessed the same through the paralyzing eye of
the TV cameras knows what was wrong.

Rebounding, ball-handling, and defense were all less than
adequate.

6-4 Cornell Green and 6-4 Tyler Wilbon consistently re-
bounded over VU's taller big men.

Utah's little man, Max "the magician" Perry was cool
and terrific. He had 22 points (6-14) and he iced the game
with two icy fouls in the overtime period. He also gave his
team the lasting lead with a pass under the bucket to Joe
Worthen who ducked it. It was Worthen's only score..

Perry had six assists and sliced open the 'Cats defense
with deft, tricky passes.

,,.„
'^^® ^^^^^y discouraging thing about the loss was that

Villanova was a good ten points better than Utah State. The
Cats had the height and the bench.

Hustle the Difterence y ^

In the long run th€» heady play of the "the magician,"
and finer team play proved to be the difference. Coach Al
Severance's favorite word "hustle," told the story.

"The orame also showed that both teams were overrated.
Providence should flog Utah State in the semi-finals.

Hubie White has to be the 'Cats most valuable player
over the season. He has been consistent, he has been cool and
he has been clutch The momentary lapse that proved so
costly, was more agonizing to him than anyone.

When he laid up the frantic goal that tied the game in the
regulation time, it was the most thrilling moment of the sea-
son. It was accompished on sheer fight.

White definitely has All-America potential. And his atti-
tude IS All-American.

Kemin$ki Stars
Rick Kaminski finally relaxed and came alive in the bar-

den. After the St. Bonaventure game VU fan^ were ready to
roast Richard. Not too much was expected of him in the NIT
by the average fan. But Kaminski took the good shots,m?de a eood percentage, and came home with forty points
in two games. j f^ ta

The stellar Detroit game performance of Tom Samule-
wicz and Bob Liberatore should also be mentioned.

1 A^^!'^.,?."' *^® ^^"^ ^^s * disappointment. The 'Cats
played thrilling ball but it was also unsteady ball This
proved to be their downfall.

NEXT MONTH

IS. . .
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For N«xf W99k
The VILLANOVAN will

not be published next

week because of mid-
term exams.
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SeiKifor McCarthy
And "Cruclb/e"

Belle Masque's Play,

•The Crulcible," recalls

abuses of Senate Inves-

tigotors.
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Miller's Crucible Opens Tonight
VILLANOVAN Presidential

Poll To Be Held Tonight
The VILLANOVAN will con-

duct a poll this evening to de-

termine the preferences of Villa-

nova students concerning the

national presidential candidates.

Select Candidates

Students will be asked to se-

lect their candidates from both

parties (as the national conven-

tions do), deciding upon single

candidates from both the Dem-
ocratic and Republican parties.

Two weeks hence, another poll

will be conducted to determine

the general choice between the

two candidates selected in to-

night's poll. It will be Villa-

nova's preview of the general

election.

Resident students will be

asOced to reg^ister their opinions

as they leave the dining hall,

and day-hops will be polled to-

morrow afternoon.

The greatest variety of opin-

ion is expected to arise from

choice of a Democratic candi-

date. The most prominent can-

didates are Sen. John Kennedy
(leader in Gallop Polls); Sen.

Stuart Symington; Sen. Hubert

Humphrey; former governor

Adlai Stevenson; and Sen. Lyn-

don Johnson.

Republican Choices

The Republican nomination

seems virtually assured for Vice-

President Richard M. Nixon.

His only possible apparent com-

petitor is Nelson Rockefeller,

governor of New York, who has

publicly denied his candidacy.

The results of the poll will

be announced in the VILLA-
NOVAN two weeks from today.

Although the poll has tried to

include every possible presiden-

tial candidate, write-in candi-

dates will^ be accepted.

The results of the first poll

will ibe shut to the candidates in

both parties. The result of the

record poll will also be sent to

Villanova's choice for President.

PLEASE

VOTE TONIGHT!

Mary Schaffer listens sympathetically to Tony Frovenzono as

Belle Masque's production of "The Crucible" begins final rehearsals.

Scalia Reporfa

Richard Maltby Orchestra

To Play For Junior Prom
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Junior prom-goers will dance

to the music of Richard Maltby

and his orchestra, accordinig to

Bob Scalia, president of the jun-

ior class.

Tickets for the dance, to be

held May 6 in the Field House,

will cost $6.00.

Scalia disclosed that the dec-

orations for the prom "will

be quite unique." He said that

John Livezey and Bob Redmond
have decided on a theme "which

will not be revealed until a later

date."

Scrolls for Programs
"This much I will say,

though," Scalia interjected. "The
prom programs will be in the

form of scrolls about 18 inches

high. They are really impres-

sive-looking.

"The favors will consist of

champagne bottles filled with

bubble bath."

Decorations for the prom will

be handled by a committee

headed by Bill Friend and Paul

Gallagher. "They started work
this week," Scalia remarked.

Bob Hope Queen Judge
Pictures submitted for the

Queen Contest will be judged

bv Bob Hope, Scalia revealed.

The entries may be turned in

between March 27 and April 3

at 153 or 233 Sullivan. They
must be at lea^ 5 by 7 in size.

Hope will pick the five final-

ists. Maltby will then select the

queen at the prom.

According to the junior presi-

dent, Maltby's ensemble will con-

sist of 13 musicians and a female^

vocalist.

Physical Set-Up
When queried as to the pro-

posed physical set-up of the

Field House for the prom, Scal-

ia said "Tuie band will be on one

side of the Field House, as it

was for the Charity Ball. There

will be tables and chairs set up,

too.

"At present," Scalia said,

"there is a committee looking

into the possibility of securing

reduced rates on tuxedos, cor-

sages, and motel accomodations

in the area."

Committee Reports
Compiittee Reports submitted

detailing the final work on each

of the other events on the Jun-
ior Week agenda have also been
submitted to Scalia.

Jim Strazzela and Bob Cassin,

co-chairmen for Mother's Day
said that the diaper dan pictures

which will be exhibited in the

east lounge of Dougherty for

the amusement of the Mother's

Day audience have started to

come in, Scalia said.

Jack McDonnell and Harry
Mitchell are the Diaper Dan co-

chairmen.

Ouill Show Wednesday
The GuiU's variety show push-

ed back from Tuesday to Wed-
nesday of Junior Week will*

probably feature two separate
acts.

Scalia said that their identi-

ty and that of the dinner dance

band will be announced.

Seminary Guild

Launches Drive

For New Members
The annual drive for member-

ship in the Augustinian Semi-

nary Guild begms next Monday,
March 28, and will continue until

Friday, April 1.

Organized to obtain funds

for the education of young semi-

narians, the Guild seeks both

new and renewed memberships
in this special student drive. En-
rollment in the Seminary Guild

entitles the member to daily

Masses and prayers by seminar-

ians and AugusUnian priests the

world over.

Ordinarily, the offering for

enrollment is one dollar. HoW'
ever, students may obvuin mem-
bership for themselves, friends,

or for living or deceased mem-
bers of their families for only

fifty cents. In addition perpetual

membership may be obtained for

ten dollars, while families may
be enrolled for fifty dollars.

Rev. Francis X. Kelly O.S.A.,

moderator of the Guild, has es-

tablishe(| a new system to con-

duct this yeaV's campaign,

resentatives will visit the resi-

dent' dormitories in an effort to

obtain subscriptions, while let-

ters will be sent to all the day
students. Tables are also to be

situated in Dougherty Hall and
the Commerce and 'Finance
building, at which students may
enroll.

Members of the Student Coun-
cil Religious Affairs Committee,

under the chairmanship of John
Castano, will be conducting the

week- long campaign for the

Guild. Father Kelly, moderator

says "the Seminary Guild looks

forward to another successful

student membership drive, amd

to the spiritual assistance which

it can give its many members."

Seminarian Life

See Page 6

Arflinr Miller

Arthur Miller, whose
\

play, "The Crucible," is be-
;

ing current- i

ly produced
;

by Belief
Masque, has :

had a sue-
;

c e s s f u 1 ;

career as a
i

playwright. !

As a result i

of his sec-
|

ond theatri- i

cal venture,

"All My
Sons,''
he received

the New
—

'

York D r a -

m a Critics

Circle award. Two years

later, in 1947, this success

was followed by the much- §
heralded "Death of a Sales- |
man", which in addition to |
the New York Drama Grit- |
ics Circle Award, won the I
Pulitzer Prize.

Then came "The Crucible" ||

in 1953, and "A View from |
the Bridge" in 1953. |

Dr. Gallager To Speak
Af Manhaffanviile

Dr. Donald A. Gallagher of

the Philosophy Department will

deliver a lecture at Manhattan-

ville College of the Sacred Heart

on Sunday, April 3.

The topic of Dr. Gallagher's

discourse will be "Contemporary
Philosophies." This lecture will

be Sponsored by N.Y. NFCCS.

Play Inspired By

Witch Hunts' Of

Senator McCarthy
The Belle Masque production

of "The Crucible" by Arthur

Miller is flavored with the in-

gredients of witchcraft, black

magic, Puritanical religious fer-

vor, and the undercurrent of

sin that was so prevalent in

early New England.

Starts Tonight

The play will be presented

from tonight through Saturday
the 27th in the Field House.

Curtain time for all perform-

ances will be 8:15 p.m.

According to John Barlas,

Publicity Chairman, this play

was written by Miller soon after

his questioning by Sen. Mc-
Carthy in relation to his alleged

leftist activities.

"Whether Arthur MiMer had
an axe to grind or not, doesn't

much matter because the mes-

sage of this play is also an echo

of the Salem Inquisition," says

Barlas.

One of the most significant

features of this production will

be its presentation in "the

round". This will in effect de-

emphasize scenery, props, and
the like while allowing a more
direct emphasis to be placed on
the acting of this dramatic play.

Seasoned Veterans
The cast is composed of a mix-

ture of seasoned veterans and
promising newcomers. Tony
Provenzano has been cast in the

lead role of John Proctor, the

honest hard-working farmer.

Also prominent in male roles

are Jack Milton as Mr. Hale,

the sincere, zealous minister who
is an expert on the devil, and
John McGarry who plays Giles

Corey, a blunt out-spoken old

farmer.

The principle female roles are

being played by Kathy Crane,

Mary Shaffer, and Joanne Dy-
naikowski. The girls are from
Rosemont, Inmiaculata, and Vil-

lanova respectively.

Others, who are appearing in

thhe play are Alan Willig, as

the Reverend Parris; Bill Di-

Paolo, as Grovernor Danforth;
and Mary Warren as a weak,
fearful servant girl.

Barlas added that those who
see the play will be able to de-

cade for tiihemselves whether
Arthur Miller has made a direct

affront on the Senator or whe-
ther he speaks somehow to
mankind with a most ponderous
message.

Residents Draw For Rooms Starting Tues.
Drawing for resident rooms

will take place on March 29, 30,

ahd 31. Juniors will draw num-
bers on Tuesday, sophomore^
Wednesday, and freshmen Fri-

day.

The drawings will take place

in the Student Council office

between the hours of 10 a.m.

and 3 p.m.

The list of the numbers drawn
will then be submitted to Rev.

George McLaughlin, OSA, Dean
of Men, by the Elections Com-
mittee, which will supervise the
proceedings.

Room assignments, based on
priority of the numbers drawn,
will be made on April 5, 6, and
7.

M
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What Teeth!

V:

Connie Bracken inspects Maureen McDade's teeth with a
needle sliarpener glass at Valley Forge General Hospital. They
are both Sr. Nurses at Villanova.— » ' '

Speaker On World Affairs

To Be Guest At IRS Dinner
Joseph Pultorak, president of

IRS, announced last Wednesday
evening at the regular IRS
meeting that Dr. Edwin Wright,
of the Department of State,

will address that organization in

the East Lounge on April 7.

First Student y^-jM

Council Treasury

Hears $3000 Goal
The maximum $3000 total of

the Student Council treasury

will soon be almost realized, ac-

cording to Tom Hoffman, Coun-
cil Chairmen.
With revenue accrued from

the Council dance and the mov-
ies, the treasury now stands at

$528.92.

University Matches
The income up to $1000 from

the remaining movies added to

this total will be matched by the

University. The University will

also add $1000, making the max-
imum allowable total to be

$3000.

Hoffman expressed satisfac-

tion with these figures, especial-

ly at the income from the mov-
ies. "The movies have been aver-

aging a profit of almost $100
and with three more remaining,

we will come very close to at-

taining our goal," he said.

The chairmen explained that
the budget for next year will be
decided by the incumbent offic-

ers of the Council and the new
officers shortly after their elec-

tion in May.
The funds will be allotted to

the various committees at the
beginning of the semester to al-

low them to plan their activities.

Line up Speakers
"For example," Hoffman said,

"the Academic Affairs commit-
tee will be allotted a certain

amount, allowing them to line

up speakers for the rest of the
year."

"The successful movie pro-

gram could be boosted by the
purchase of a projector, instead

of having to borrow or rent

one.
»»

Dr. Wright, who will speak on
"World Affairs," will be intro-

duced by the Very Rev. John A.

Klekotka, OSA, President.

After a film report on current

political trends in Africa, the

first projects committee disclos-

ed extensive plans for a week-

end trip to Washington D.C. on
April 22 and 23.

Leave Friday
The IRS delegation, including

nursing representatives, will

leave Villanova early Friday by
chartered bus and return late

Saturday night.

In keeping in harmony with
the theme of the trip, "Foreign
Policy," the tour will include

visits to the Senate, Foreign Re-
lations Committee; the House,
Foreign Affairs Committee ; and
a talk on Foreign Policy by one
of the Legislators. The group
will also sit in on Congress in

session.

Saturday, they will visit both
Republician and Democratic
headquarters as well as the

Catholic Association for Inter-

national Peace, where a Church
dignitary will present the

Church's viewpoints on Foreign
Policy.

All IRS members are invited

to participate. However, reser-

vations are limited. The total

cost for everything is approxi-
mated at $10.

' ^ ''"'
,';s^-\

The second project report in-

troduced a similarly larger pro-

ject ; the IRS Banquet and
Social, which will be held at the

Baum Gardens in Norristown on
May 4th. The membership elect-

ed to bring dates.

Concluding Banquet
This banquet serves as a con-

clusion to the IRS year as well

as an inauguration ceremony for

new officers. In conjunction with
this approaching completion of
the IRS year, Pultorak points

out: "This is the ideal time for
those who are interested in In-

ternational Relations to join the
club. The club offers the oppor-
tunity for a practical approach
to the aspects and problems of
Foreign Affairs, and allows the
student to take an active part
in state and national IRS organ-
izations."

Wile To ftiscuss

'

Penal System At

Pre-Law Meeting
Randolph E. Wise, Philadel-

phia's Welfare Commissioner,
discussed his present and former
public offices before a recent
meeting of the Pre-Law Society.

The address, which was at-

tended by members of the Soc-
iety and many guests, stressed
particularly the archaic struc:

ture of the Pennsylvania penal
system.

Wise pointed out that the in-

dividual counties pay the cost of

prisons in this state, and further
stated that probation is "most
effective if applied properly."

He also holds that pardons,
as opposed to probation, should
be granted "only in extreme
cases."

Concerning his present posi-

tion. Wise spoke of the many
Welfare institutions now being
operated, or planned, by the
city. He cited Riverview, the
home for the aged, as the finest

in the nation.

Wise also urged Society mem-
bers to "hunger for information
as to the welfare of your fellow
citizens." It is his view that "you
can set patterns for the future
growth of other citizens. Above
all, keep a sense of justice."

By John Aose/io and Jim FhUlipt

Question: Do you think there is odequote information supplied
to the Villanova student concerning School Activities?

ik^yi

Dr. Buford Named
Asst Grad Dean
The University has currently

announced the appointment of
Dr. Albert H. Buford as Assist-

ant to the Dean of the Graduate
School.

Dr. Buford has been with the
University since 1957 in the
capacity of Associate Professor
of English and has taught on
both the graduate and under-
graduate levels.

After graduating from the
University of Tennessee in 1934,
he was awarded his doctorate by
the University of North Carolina
in 1946. Since then, he has
taught in such schools and
Loyola, Fordham, Tennessee,
and North Carolina.

Buford, upon this appoint-
ment, pointed out: "I feel that
a person in administrative work
should not loose sight of the

most important contributions
one can make to the University
campus: teaching and scholarly
research."

He will continue in his capa-

city as associate professor and

teach courses corresponding to

his special interests, which are

the English Rennaisiance and

English Biographical writers.

The new office has such dut-

ies as the study of programs of

other universities and the pro-

motion of steps to keep abreast

of developments.

In addition to this, Buford in-

terprets his position as project-

ing the duty to "Work with

University Librardcui to see that

the library will more adequately

serve needs of the Graduate

Faculty."

He also expressed deep inter-

est in the growth of Graduate

Studies at Villanova and a sen-

sitivity as to the opportunities

developing within the Assistant-

ship program for the develop-

of new teachers

I feel that information js

rarely supplied to the Villanova

student. Al-

though the stu-

dents are re-,

sponsible, to a
large extent, for

familiar-
izing themselves
with student af-

fairs, they can't

be expected to weed out poorly
publicized news. Too frequently
are notices posted in only one
building. If a piece of informa-
tion pertains to the University
or one of its classes, it should
be posted on a university-wide

basis.

Chuck Butler
Pre-Med '63

I believe that the lack of in-

terest and representation of stu-

dents in the

various student

activities
accounts for the

poor informa-
tion given to us.

Once the admin-
istration r e a 1 -

izes student in-

terests in student affairs. I do
not wish to place the burden of

guilt on the administration, but
on the students themselves. Most
students don't realize that stu-

dent activities, and affairs, are

as much a part of their educa-
tion as their studies.

Donald Reardon,
Junior Arts '61

Through the various bulletin

boards, the Dougherty Hall ad-

dress system,

and the abridg-

ed clarity of theVILLA-
INO VAN ,1
think so. The
main problems
however are

the lacadasical

interest taken by the students in

these affairs and the failure of

the Council and committee mem-
bers to openly discuss recom-
mendations and criticisms with
their respective constituents. A
more vigorous approach, includ-

ing better public relations and
stimulating advertising, seems
be the proper solution.

Larry Everting,

Arts '62

I honestly think that since the
inception of the campus cal-

ander which is

printed weekly
and posted on
the bulletin
board there

should be no
students saying
"I didn't knov."
.However, I

think the activity should take
upon itself the duty to make
known its activities, so that it

can 'be noted on the campus cal-

ander. If the students would
take only two minutes a day to
look at the bulletin boards in

Dougherty, no information
would go undisseminated.

Thomas Sweeney,
Social Studies '60

Dial -Log

WVIL Emphasizes Variety

In Presentation of Jazz
"The Tops in Pops," "The

Sound of the Big Bands," and
"The Music of the Masters" are
the trademarks on many of the

of the Stations on the air waves
today.

However, the lovers of jazz

still seem to be unable to find

their type of music on the dial;

save those who own FM radios.

Quick Tour

A quick tour through an aver-
age college dorm would reveal
the market for jazz. The sound
of this music echoes through the

halls, but it is usually coming
from a hi-fi set.

This has its disadvantages
though; the major one being

that it limits the selection of the

music fbr the enthusiast and
his neighbors to the size of his

collection.

Variety is a big thing in jazz,

and, thanks to this variety, it is.

no longer the exclusive music of

a "beat generation".

When the producers at WVIL
developed "Jazz Suit e", now
heard weekday evenings at 7:30
p.m., they took this variety fac-

tcM* into consideration.

The moods set up by the hosts

and the music played vary from

show to show. Bill Dzubak, for

instance, is probably the only

man on campus who can read
poetry to a college listening

audience and still keep this in-

terest.

The weaving of his selection

of music and topics .of discus-

saon result in an hour and a half
of pleasant listening for all

rather than a select few.

Different Moods

A different mood is establish-

ed by Joe Zawacki, who probes
deep into the WVIL library, as
well as his own, to bring back
some of the favorites of past
years.

The music of Fats Waller,

Jimmy Rushing, and Kid Ory,

which was popular in the 20'8

and dO's is featured on Zawac-
ki's show . . . something that is

not heard too often on commer-
ical stations.

Jazz Suite, recently an hour
long show, was increased to an
hour and a half due to popular
demand.- by Dan O'Mara

Business School Should nize Individual

r
^

*
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Dr. Klein, Dr. Anderson Tackle Dehumanization Problem
By Jomti McDonougfc

"The Business School of the

future is not going to be . . .

a place where you learn rules

of thumb and get descriptive

material of marketing chan-

nels ..."
Thus spoke Dr. Walter Klein,

who in conjunction with Dr.

James Anderson of the Phil-

osophy Department, delivered

a lecture before the Philosophy

Club last Thursday on the top-

ic, "The Person in the Modern
World."

Intrinsic Worth
Business schools today, said

Klein, are just beginning to

realize, as the business world

itself is realizing, the intrin-

sic worth of the individual.

The business man as a per-

son working within an organi-

zatipn is a completely new con-

cept, he added. Organizations

have long considered and, for

the most part, still do today,

the employee in terms "of what
value is this man to the com-
pany."
They view the person, he

said, only as an instrument of

money making, of economic
profit.

This pragmatic, dehumanis-
tic outlook of organizations has
developed because of three ba-

sic causes: '-..
...

First, "from technology, we
can not be more hiunan in in-

dustry because the technology

Klein

does not allow it. There are

still many jobs where the best

qualified persons are morons."
Second, "the principles of

management that we have are

based upon an over-simplified

understanding or knowledge of

the human person."

Provenzano Stars In

Belle Masque 'Crucible'
ftW:

i-i-SS

Upon graduation from high

school, two years passed before

Tony Provenzano decided to en-

ter college. From then on, Tony
has not only provided many
pleasureful hours for audiences,

but has gained a philosophy of

life.

Tony graduated from St.

Mary's in Perth Amboy. It was
there that the first sparks of

his theatrical ability were seen.

In high school he had the lead

role in "Call Me Madam." While

there, he also played in "What
A Life" and "Jenny, Kiss Me."

Grandfather A Playwright
Tony traces his theatrical in-

clinations to his grandfather,

who was an Italian playwright.

However, his grandfather gave

this up to come to America.

After graduation from high

school, Tony soug^ht a job in a

steel mill, where he worked for

the next year and a h|ilf. Sub-

sequently, he entered Villanova.

Besides being in Belle Masque
Drama Society, Provenzano is

in the Pre-Law Society, intra-

murals, and in his spare time,

holds several jobs.

liead Role
Presently, Tony has the lead

role in the suspenseful thriller,

"The Crucible." He has also

had character roles in past Belle

Masque productions such as

"Tiger At The Gates," "Inspec-

tor General," "Taming Of The
Shrew," and "The Higher You
Climb."

Provenzano has also taken

lead roles in a number of Com-
munity theatre plays. Among
these were "Desire Under The
Elms" by Eugene O'Neill, and

"Summer and Smoke," by Tenes-

see Williams.

Best Play
However, according to Tony,

it looks like THE play to see is

"The Crucible." He believes it

Provenzonoi

is the best play produced at Vil-

lanova since "St. Joan.' '
• 'iV-

"It's been the best play I've

been in since I've been here. So
is the cast. The quality of the

play is good. Its pertinent to our

times even though it takes place

in 1692.?'

Villanova has given Tony a
philosophy of life. "Villanova

has opened my eyes to many
things. I've met people from dif-

ferent environments and gained

valuable experience. Most im-

portant, I've gained a true set

of values; not a materialistic

set. What is essential in life is

intangible, and Villanova has
made me aware of this."

When graduation rolls around,

Tony is going into the theatre.

His initial effort will be made
at the Neighborhood Playhouse
in New York City.

And last, quotes Klein, "de-

humanization in industry and
organizations stems from the

fact that we have little know-
ledge about the impact of the

maiiager himself upon the or-

ganization . . . how he uses

or can use the organization."

Traditional Command
The lecturer suggests that

the "traditional chains of com-
mand, such as the social pres-

sure brought upon the indi-

vidual by the organization, as

in the organization man, are

proving inadequate.

"ii organizations would con-

sider the employee as individ-

ual because it respects the in-

dividual human being, said

Klein "they're going to see an
increase in material profits, ^s

a by-product. First^.,consider

the welfare of the person and
the welfare of the organiza-

tion is guaranteed.

"The principles of manage-
ment have assumed the same
kind of economic man that ex-

ists in economic theory: -A
man conceived as a rational

being but defined narrowly,

lowing his material wants as

primary."
Today, said Klein, this view

has been broadened to include

the social aspect of man over

the rational. Industry is now
giving "canned courses in hu-

man relationship and confer-

ence techniques, but with same
results because the organiza-

tion is considering the com-
pany over the individual. This

limited definition of man has
not only penetrated industry

but has seeped into the

schools."

Optimistic Prediction

However, Klein ended with

an optomistic prediction, con-

Anderton

fident that industry and bus-

iness schools are realizing that

the person is the principle con-

cern of the organization.

Klein's talk followed and
elaborated upon the basic phil-

osophical tenets presented by
Dr. Anderson. Dr. Anderson's
speech developed philosophic-

ally the topic "The Person in

the Modem World."

Modem Society

Before beginning his analy-

sis of modern society, Ander-
son defined two concepts of

man: man as an individual be-

cause of his material nature,

and man as a "person because
of his spiritual nature".
Uadng these two concepts,

Anderson brought out that
modem society views only in

his material aspect, that is an
individual not as a person.
The end of society is essen-

tially profit; therefore, in light

of this end, man is ocmsddered
only as an economic instrument
in service of that end.

This interpretation's primary
end is to procure the maximum
benefit of the individual . . .

and not the moral and spiritual

benefit of the person," and that
it "believes in the absolute lib-

erty of property, business, and
pleasure."

Individual Treatment
Anderson stated that, as far

as the treatment of the indi-

vidual is concerned, the com-
munist society and the Amer-
ican society are the same. Both
societies are anti-individualis-
tic.

Anderson referred to our
schools stating that education
of today is viewed in economic
terms of the utility of profes-
sor and student.

He prefixed to this thought
a praise for Catholic education
saying "a respect for transen-
dental values and truth is a
reality on the Catholic campus
whereas, it is not so on the
non-Catholic campus."*

"Catholics are in a wonder-
fully privileged position to be
above the bourgeois individual-

ism of the modem world, "to
be in it but not of it."

He finished by saying that
"Catholic schools are almost
infinitely better in many of the
most important human
things!"

'/ 'A

News On Campus
Debafors Win Negofive
Mr. Richard R. MoDonough,

Moderator of the Beta Gamma
Debating Society, has announc-

ed the results of the recent

Brooklyn College Tournament.

The issue at hand was whether

Congress should be allowed to

reverse decisions of the Supreme
Court.

The Villanova team, which de-

bated the negative, consisted of

Frank McCormick and Tom Reil-

ley. They won all five of their

debates including a close one

'With West Point.

The affirmative team of Mark
Quinn and Ron Anderson lost

their five against the top teams

in the tournament.

In other debates of the past

week the Villanova teams de-

feated Ursinus and Rutgers of

Camden.

plain the Platonic influence

found in the writings of St.

Augustine.

Nighf School Fraf Sfarh
Initiation for Alpha Sigma

Lambda, the evening school fra-

ternity, will be held on April

2, it was announced by Dr. Char-

les P. Bruderle.

The ceremonies will beg^n at

6:30 P.M. at the Lamppost Inn,

Wayne.
DV. Bruderle added that eligi-

bility for membership is a 3.2

cumulative index for students

who have completed 30 credit

hours in the Evening Division.

will then be sent to Steve AAlen,

who will select the live tinahsts

from this number.
The winner of the cc;ntest will

be selected from the fivo final-

ists by the members of the band
which will play at the Prom.

Ksummmm^

Canadl'on Lectures
Rev. Robert Russell, OSA,

C h a i r m a n of the Philosophy

Department, has annoimced that

Dr. Raymond Klibansky of Mc-

Gill University will deliver the

annual lecture in honor of St.

Augustine on Sunday, April 24,

in the Field House.

Tho topic of Dr. Klibansky'

s

discourse will be "Platonism and
Augustinianism." During the

course of the lecture Dr. Kliban-

sky will discuss the relative

merits of each of these jrfiilo-

sophic systems. He will also ex-

Junior Prom Queen

The Junior Prom, which will

he held on May 5, will be high-

lighted by the crowning of a

Prom queen. All juniors who
attend the Prom may enter their

dates.

Co-chairmen of the contest.

Butch MoNally and Paul Fitz-

patrick, i.ave announced the

rules which are to be followed.

All entrants should rfUbmit

pictures of their dates to rooms
153 or 233 Sullivan Hall between

March 27 and April 3. These

pictures should be of minimum
size of 5" by 7".

The Ken Dell Modeling School

is going to judge the pictures

and narrow the selection to 15

contestants. These 15 pictures

Communion Brealifast

The Spring Communion
Breakfast of the K. of C. will

be held on Sunday, April 3 in

accordance with a decision

reached at the March meeting
of the Council.

Tickets and information are
currently available from Dave
Grennon, 344 Sheehan or Rob-
ert O'Shea in the Philosophy
Office.

Commerce ond Finance

Freshmen fo Meef Thurs,

The Rev. Joseph C. Bartley
O.S.A., has announced that, all

C&F Freshmen are to meet in

Vasey Hall Auditorium on
March 24, at 10:30 a.m.

Each of the Chairmen in the
Departments of Accounting, Fi-

nance, Industrial Administra-
tion, Marketing and Pre-Law
will explain the requirements of
the major he represents and the
job opportunities to which it

leads.
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Witch Hunting
Belle Masque opens tonight witth Arthur

Miller's "The Crucible," a show which prom-
ises to overwhelm audiences with sheer
dramatic power. Chalk this up to the two
important factors: good dramatic presenta-
tion by the theatre group; and a dynamite
laden script by Miller.

Miller may or may not have planned it

that way, but the story of the SaJem witch
trials displays a not-^too-veiled commentary
on the investigatory antics of the late Sen.
Joseph McCarthy, the divinely-commissioned
chairman of the Senate Investigating Sub-
committee of ten years ago.

When you see "The Crucible" you'll no-
tice the similarities : the reckless tribunals of
the Salem witch-hunters ; the fear of witnes-

;
ses to testify for fear of self-incrimination;

the inner turmoil of the protagonist—torn
between telling the truth and being pun-
ished, and lying to save himself and loved

'ones. .'^^^ •;/, -^ 'y ',:. M-'^y. .

With trepidation, the play brings to mind
with anything but nostalgia, a sardonic de-

scription from Commentary Magazine of the
McCarthy method while he was in his so-

called glory: "Here we have a bamfull of
mice. In this bam, roaming about with com-
plete impunity, are three mice which are
rabid. The most expedient way to dispose
of the three poisonous mice is to burn the
bam. Hence, the bam is burned."

Why revive the issue of McCarthyism
by staging "The Crucible?" Of course, the
play possesses a great deal of universality
without the McCarthy interpretation, and
Miller meant it to be so. The story of Salem,
as depicted, would have been just as captiv-

ating had there never been a senator from
Wisconsin.

s:; But this issue may go down in history
as the foremost domestic ideological con-
troversy of the past decade. Even today, six

, years after the senator finally surrendered
his inquisitor's bench, the issue can be re-

vived by the mere mention of his name. Re-
action from "The Crucible" shouki be that
much more fuel. , ; ;

A large liberal element among the fac-

ulty would rather forget the whole episode
and hoi>e it's dead forever.

With greater volume, the voice of the
pro-McCarthy (or apparently pro-McCai-thy)
elements are also being heard. Last semes-
ter, the library displayed the ultrarconserva-
tiye "Individualist" in a glass-covered case,

with all four pages of four separate issues
trumpeting simultaneously. The pamphlet,
thus enshrined, was a living blacklist, con-
demning persons and groups critical of
McCarthy.

Some people regret the passinjg of the
McCarthy-type investigations from the nar
tional scene. They mourn that the excite-
ment of clearing the rabid mice out of the
bam is gone, and no one has replaced the
grand exterminator of evil.

But then, the old excitement is also gone
from Salem now that witches are no longer
put to the torch. Progress has a way of
stiflim; all the fun.

Thanks to Belle Masque and tbe univpr-
sitv for having the couraee to depict the
dubious ethics of bam burning.
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"I don't know where they're going. But there's a lady hi
the lobby who cbUms her |husband wrote* th^ play—'If

Counterpoint
English Depf. and WIBG

i By JOE CON^^ ^^^^
Anyone who dialed a certain

Philadelphia radio station re-

cently has perhaps been sur-

prised to hear a voice declaring

himself of the Villanova Elng-

lish Department and thereupon

launching into a rather inter-

esting review of the history

and derivation of some well-

known, everyday word.

Regular Feature

This "Word of the Day" as

the feature is called is appar-
ently presented regularly

throughout the course of the
station's broadcasting day in

conjunction with Villanova's

station, WVIL.
Now there can, of course, be

only one motivation why the
doubtlessly well-intentioned
professors of the English Det
partment and administrators

of WVIL would agree to this

promotional stunt and it is an
idealistic one, if futile.

For the vain hope of present-

ing a cultural enlightenment
to the lethargic masses in in-

deed futile. This is ture especi-

ally when it is considered that

the great number of this cer-

tain station's listeners are of

that wellnknown trying teen*

age. This d i m w i 1 1 e d group
finds nothing in "Word of the

Day" than something to joke

about in their clumsy way.

It is indeed unfortunate that

the cultural level of the people

of our country has sunk to

such depths
r

Praiseworthy and Interesting

The idea behind "Word of

the Day" is praiseworthy and
the feature (the twice I've

heard it) is interesting and
maybe even enlightening.

The shame of U all is that

for any self-respecting person
to hear what it to be said, he
must first be pelted or rather,

bombarded with hours of

raucous recordings, grating
commercials and childish com-
mentary of announcers who

(granting they are rational

human beings) must laugh or

sneer at their finger-snapping

following for its idiotic adula-

tion and patronage.

Parody On Music

That intelligent efforts

towards mass education should

be preceded and followed by
this disgusting parody on mu-
sic is all but appalling.

And, it is remarkable that
the English professors should
think that they could elevate

a listening audience wjhose in-

telligence is distinguishable

from that of an herd of burros
simply because of the absence

of tails.

Thus, the comedy of the ser-

ious educator sandwiched be-

tween the quivering whimper-
ings of Frankie Avalon and
Fabulous Fabian is tempered
considerably by the tragedy
that only through this self-

same medium can an intelligent

voice be heard.

Fkrce WiU*Die

Fortunately, "Word of the

Day" is but an ethereal pro-

motional stunt and "the voice

crying in the desert" will

quickly be rejected by the cha
cha-ing public. Then, maybe,
this tragic-comic farce can be

forgotten.

toWf to tif Editor

Plan For Halting

Library Thievery
It wa« with a great deal of satiafaiotion that

I read the well-documented coomnents of Jim
Merikangas in last week's Villanovan. At long
laat, someone has publicly expressed the senti-

ments of a great majority of the student body
ireg€Lrding the closed stacks in the university

library.

It is indeed unfortunate that this majority

should suffer because of the immature and self-

centered actions of a few "students", yet It is

likewise understandable that the university had
to take some action to eliminate the rampant
book stealing and wanton destruction of prop-

erty that existed at the time. But is the uni*

versity taking the "easy way out?"
In light of the comments of Jacques Barzun

exposed in last week's "Oounterpoint", it would
seem that the university has a responsibility to

attempt every possible solution to the problem
before resorting to the most obvious one.

I would tend to disagree with Mr. Merik-
angas in his contention that the lesson has been
learned and opening of the stacks again would
result in a "reasonable level" of book stealing,

however, with a bit more effort and positive

action, perhaps sufficient control of the problem
could be achieved.

My complete faith in this possibility has
promipted me to submit what might be a work-
able solution.

Located on various levels of the library,

there exist approximately eight entiances to

the stacks—all but one of which are locked.

Would it be possible to open one of these, to

be used strictly as an entrance to the shelves?
Control could be achieved by stationing a

a guard or library employee to insure that this

entrance was used strictly as intended. The
only remaining exit would be at the circulation

desk, where the books would be charged to the
students as before.

Of course, the objection will be raised that
it is a relativedy simple matter to drop a book
out the window and pick it up outside. But it

would also be relatively simple to install screens
or wire coverings over the windows to prevent
this. The monstrous panes of Alimini Hall boast
of a similar protection, and if athletics are
worthy of the expense, can the scholastic aims
of a university be logically denied?

If I may re-quote Mr. Barzun: "They (stu-

dents) must be able to go from shelf to shelf,

tracking down an idea, a name, or a picture."

Certainly the payment of a library fee warrants
at least this privilege.

$*fifor AH$i Mo/or
Bnict Sturm

On Library Article
I wish to express my complete agreement

with Mr. Merikangas's article on the Library
problem. There have been many complaints
ajbout the present system, but Mr. Merikangas
seems to be the first one to approach the prob-
lem calmly and intelligenitly, ;r , :.s ^ ;•

"Closed stacks" hardly seems the soliil^n

to the library's main problem, the petty pilfer-

ing of books. Obviously, some positive thinking

is in order; for example, moving the main desk
nearer the front door, or perhaps facilities could
be maintained for checking un-needed personal
books prior to entering the stacks. At any rate,

depriving the majority of trustworthy students
the privledge of examining books finathand is

definitely not the answer.

The puiblic libraries in Philadeipftiia and in

most communities maintain open stacks for the

ibenefit of everyone. Theirs is not the advantage
of a school library, that of havisig a smaller,

more select group utilizing the facilities, yet the

stacks remain open! The theft of books from
these public libraries must be at a minimum,
else the staffs would be forced to close the

stacks.

Is it a reasonable assumption that honesty
is more prevalent amidst the general puMic,

than among a comparatively smaller group of

Catholic men? I think not and I hope not!

The Macks should be opened to tiie student
body, and the problem of petty larceny by ir^

responsible children should be solved with some
common sense approaches.

SMier Eiiflfs* Mojor
Don McCoy

Culture
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By Jos« Conlin

It was his first job with the Evaluation

Board, Villanova was. And it was the last for

the bedraggled hulk I met in a J^ain^^J^rch

Street bistro last week. From his foam-flecked

mouth I was to hear one of the most tragic

tales since Rapimxel. His name « ^f'"P°^^^'
he was B.S.. M.S., and Ph.D. in Evaluation and

Accrediting and he was now a derelict.

Since early youth when he questioned his

instructor's capabilities with finger paints he

had wanted with the passion of Van(3ogh to

evaluate teachera, to improve education, to ac-

credit colleges.

Intensive study at the Sorbonne, g^d;;ate

work in Herzegovina, student workshop in Con-

shohocken, all these went into the making of

a man, an ecci^diting man. It was all for naught

He thought he was ready, he thought he

knew what a college should be. He was to be

disillusioned.
,

The recent stew-bum signalled for Ring

»

Men and continued as I. enraptured, failed to

notice the jovial innkeep sooop my few denani

into the cash register. „, , 4.

His first assignment was in the Student

Cultral Attitude phase of
^^^'^^l}^«„^^^ J^^

Punxsutawney Accrediting Council. His first

mission: VUlanova University.

He thought he did his job well ;
he st^

dormitory corridors, dodgiiig P^V^^l^V
.^f^

but lethaWy lit butts; he broke bread »n the Pie

Shoppe with apprehensive freshmen; he talked

"ahop" with the naturally gr^anous upper-

dasWen, laughed at their crude :i<>kes; he eaves-

dropped at informal discussion^ lurked behind

tra^-eans and came away satisfied that he had

an extensive coverage on the cultural views of

the student body. .

He worked late several nights on his report,

The Thumb

detailing, elalborating, footnoting, concising,

clarifying until a resume' of suitable length was

all that remained.

Scarcely had he finished when the board

was called to a meeting to rule on Villanova.

Deans cringed under the haughty visage of the

the all-powerful Grand Accreditor who gathered

his lieutenants about him.

After a four-hour faux pas on the necessity

of uniform standards in American higher edu-

cation, the Grand Accreditor called for reports.

The Dean of the Indian Lore Department fell

to the floor clutching his chest.

"Unless you wish to note some deviations,

kindly respond with a Yea or Nay,'' the Ac-

creditor yawned. "Schlossman! Are the teach-

"So she says to me, dese guys really are

KooUe." Brockton overhears a typical conver-

sation.

To Standards
ers and administration of the Albanian Econom-

ics Department of said University equal to the

standards of Punxsutawney Accrediting Coun-

cil'" droned the chairman hastily.
'

"Yea" piped a non-descript evaluator whom

my drinking friend had previously thought to be

a doormouse. The swarthy chairman of that de-

partment beamed as a disgruntled chap next

to him apparently paid on some obscure wager.

On and on with the queries, followed by

torrents of "yea's". English, History. Physics,

Accounting, Engineering—the gamut. /»na»y

the chairman announced the review of aUied

fields. . ^ , 1. *

"Is the cultural attitude of the students at

said University congruent with current Ameri-

can standards?"

My friend rose, clearing his throat, be-

lieving that he had the first deviation. He listed

the rather one-tract, gynecentric trend of stu-

dent conversations, the finger snapping devotion

to a popular imitation of music, the narrow ex-

tent of entertainment pursued in low class tele-

vision programs, the ignorance of wy better

screenplay than "I was a Teenage Werewolf,

the hnpression of all stageplay as extinct vaude-

ville, the ignorance of any so-called music not

In key of B-flat, etc., etc.

"Mr. Brockton," interrupted the chairman,

"I cleariy stated that if there are no deviations

from the standards upon which the people of

this country rest, let the question be answered

with a YEA. Brockton! Are students of said

University familiar with current events? Do

they know Elvis is back?" the cihairman con-

tinued.
». xt- -*

My friend does not rememiber the rest.

He had fallen to his chair a broken man. The

Sorbonne! Herzogovina! He rested hU case

and stared blankly at the empty bottle of King s

Men. A roach foundered in the sticky bottle.

Hitch-Hiking Historical

After registration when you

were a freshman you compared

schedules with your friends and

found that the I.BJd. machine

had you all coming to school at

difierent hours.

Not being as lucky as the

N.R.O.T.C. admiral who flies to

campus once a year, you were

posed with the problem—How
To Get To School?

If you don't own your own

Triumph, if the car pool is filled

by the time it passes your house,

if you're not near the on-campus

railroad or if you have to travel

30 days and nights to get to

69th street so you can get the

high fare or high speed line, you

have to HITCHHIKE. •
•;

Although legally it is not al-

lowed, sometimes self preserva-

tion rules and you must resort to

this old custom. '
:

"; :^-:
. >

Brief History

Hitchhike as defined by Web-

ster means, to cake one's way,

esp. when hiking by getting

rides on automobiles. Now that

the definition's taken care of,

let's give a brief history.

The first hitchhikers were the

famous pairs on Noah's Ark—
this was indeed a great ride be-

cause it was the only boat Then

the next great step was in the

middle ages when the crusades

sparked mass hitchhiking. (Teu-

tonic Knights who gave rides

were comparable to rides in

Cadillacs today).

The next great age of the

hitchhiker came during the gold-

rush days—^Indians formed a

league to stomp out hitchhikers.

This almost worked, for hitch-

hiking went through its dark

ages, then a light—a flood of

light and what emerged was the

first Ford.

This brings us up to today

when we have the ideal statue

in the Jaw books of Alaska

making it illegal to pass a hitch-

hiker.

After the sketchy history

any phase may be studied for a

lifetime) we are ready to learn

the modem rules for the modem
Villanova day hop.

Number One, check the wea-

ther to select right attire—in

Philadelphia area you can get

the weather by dialing the word

YESTERDAY.
Number Two, Sunny weather

means time to wear the adver-

tisement or blazer; this enhances

chance of one hop ride to school.

. Number Three, Rainy weather

—always make sure books are

not concealed; rememiber they

are your best ticket.

Number Four, Snow, stay

home. I have hitchhiked to

school in five blizzards. Results,

oh didn't you hear over ZZZ FM
Japan no school today or the

residents don't make it anyway

.

Number Five, Never have

bulgy pockets, people are afraid

of concealed weapons.

by lonce kelter

Number Six, Get to know your

local cop on the corner and

school crossing guard-^that way

you won't get arrested.

Number Seven, Don't stand on

the middle of a hill, you're liable

to get run over.

Number Eight, Always smile

even after six consecutive cars

have splashed you with water.

Number Nine, Truck drivers

who give you rides while show-

ing a no rider sign in the win-

dow are breaking the law. There-

fore, make sure you stay on the

floor 'till your stop.

Number T<»n, Always be polite,

courteous, obliging to a person

nice enough to pick you up. For

heavens sake don't rob anybody

becase you'll mess things up for

everybody. ; .
•'

'

These are just a few of the

many rules, their are many more

and many facets to this sport

Yes, sport, because hitchike rac-

ing is being considered for the

1980 games in Siberia.

If we have helped you get a

ride or made your ride a little

more enjoyable, it is purely by

accident.

Prattle

Spring Will Spring
by notolie ottirad

If Winter is here, can*

Spring be far behind? Yes, it

can. But Spring is actually

just around the corner, and

we wish to be the first har-

binger of that volitile season.

With Spring, our dull little

campus shines, and green

lawns spread themselves

where only mud dared appear

before and our spanking new
fences just gleam in the Av-

ril sun. No longer will we be

bothered by those blue and

purple shadows,

With Spring many new
campus activities stir from

their winter snoozes and be-

gin blossoming, nurtured by

crispy little rays of sun.

Dirty Department
Belle Masque un-FOIiDS

its arms and cries the merits

of "The Crucible," by A. Mil-

ler. This promises to o'er-

ahadow the graduate dept's

dirty little play, "Playboy Of
The Western Worid." We
have, to be sure, a dirty little

graduate dept.

"I Remember Mummy" Is

T'n'A's little addition to cam-

pus life. These patrons of

the arts have been practicing

for several months, and still

show no improvement.

Vasey Ravamped
There is now a ladies

lounge in the basement of

Vasey Hall. Yahoo!!!

Due to the mutable pre-

Spring weather in the Phila-

delphia area, we deem it

necessary that those people

;to whom this Spring weather

may appear strange should

bjB informed as to proper ap-

parel.

Popular Blazers

Blazers are popular and

even practical, when a fur

hood is attached.

MOUE

Blue button-down shirts if

lined with millium.

Loafers are here to stay, if

they are hob-nailed.

T a 1 1 1 e-tale gray sweat

socks make it because they

elhninate glare from the

snow.
Scarfs will replace ties in

many patterns, scotch or

foulard.

You'll need a hat and we
suggest one similar to those

worn by the State Police.

These suggestions will def-

initely be sufficient until the

warm weather returns some
time next November.
Prattle Proverb: Remember
jApril 2, 1960.
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Lynx: 3 New Eds

Deadline March 24

By Frank Muitho
There are tnree new appoinl-

ments to the Lynx editoriid

staff effective this week. Paul
Iffland, senior History major
and controversial p o 1 i t i c a

'

writer for the VILLANOVAJ
will fill the post of Businesi.

Manager which was left va-
cant by Hoffman's resignation.

Iffland hopes to put some of

his "conservative' economic
policies into effect in an effort

to sodilify the Lynx's tradi-

tionally sound foundation.

Freshman Gary Evans was
added to the poetry staff,

headed by Jim Merikangas.
Evans brings with him consid-

erable experience. He was edi-

tor of his high school literary

magazine.
Valente Named

Phil Valente, Villanovan
Business Manager, replaces Jim
McAteer as Publicity Agent.
Valente, the active and voci-

ferous advocate of the attempt-
ed C&F culture and extra-cur-
ricular "Renaissance" hopes to

awaken the obviously latent

literary interest of his fellow
C&P students.

Perhaps he can. Being famil-
iar with the history of previous
publications and their reception
among the C&Fer, I doubt it.

We sell about 300 copies
each year, "There are some
4000 students matriculated
here. The point is obvious. And
what's more, half of them don't
even know what or who the
Lynx is.

In any Ivy League college,

the literary magazine meets
with gratifying success The
editors are besieged with ma-
terial submitted by hopeful

literary aspirants. Their staffs,

between publications, work
long hours sifting material.

Here the staff sits around
twiddling its thumbs, waiting
for the material to trickle in.

This is just one more com-
plaint about absence of liter-

ary talent and interest on the

Villanova campus, in a long

list of complaints tliat date

back through the past four

/ears and have been reitira-

ced this year by various staff

editors including poetry editor,

Jim Merikangas, and managing
editor, Tony Macklin.

By and For Villanovans

The Lynx, is Villanova's

organ of literary expression.

It is by and for Villanovans.

The Lynx staff does the best

it can with the material receiv-

ed. The largest burden rests

on the students. It's up to you
to decide what caliber maga-
zine you want and the amount
of support you are willing to
give it. If you don't care . . .

well, that's your perogative.
The deadline for the Spring

issue of the Lynx is March 24.
All material, short stories, es-
says, poems, etc. must be sub-
mitted by then to myself in
215 Sheehan Hall, Jim Meri-
kangas, 110 Sheehan Hall, Mr.
Mitchell or Dr. Phillipson of
the English Dept. All material
should be typewritten.

Those who submitted mater-
ial for the Fall issue are asked
to stop at by at 215 Sheehan
to have it returned. Any <Je-

sired criticism will be gladly
given.

Anyone who wishes to work
on the Lynx stajff for the com-
ing publication may see me, or
any other member of the staff,

j
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Becoming An Augustinian

Every September a group of
young men begin an important
part of their lives with a ten
day retreat in Staten Island,
New York. These are the men
who have just entered the Aug-
ustain Order.

After the retreat the semin-
arians go to New Hamburg, New
York, which is located on the
Hudson River near Poughkeep-
sie. The seminarians spend a
year in New Hamburg as
novices, and while they are
learn to pray, work, and play as
members of a family, the Augus-
tian family.

Following their novitiate the
Seminarians come to Villanova
University. During the three
years which they spend at Villa-

nova they pursue their college
studies, majoring in philosophy.

It is also durmg tnis time
that the seminarians take their

first vows. They are. the simple
vows of poverty, chaatity, and
obedience.

When they are graduated
from Villanova with a B.A. they
are transfered to the Augustin-

ian College in Washington, D.C.

The College is located directly

across the street from the shrine

of the Immaculate Conception,
and it is here that the seminar-
ians spend three years studying
theology before they take their

solemn vows and are ordained.

However, the schooling is not
yet completed. The seminarians,
now priests, spend a fourth year
studying theology.

Upon completion of the four
years of theological studies the
priests receive their assign-

ments. It may be as a parish
priest, a high school teacher, or
a college instructor.

During the first four or five

months after their assignment
the priests continue their educa-
tion with a seminar-type in-

struction from the older priests
who are living in the same
nouse.

This is but part of the train-
ing that an Augustinian under-
goes. The journey, at times, may
be difficult, but the final rewards
hiake it well worth the effort.

"H^ Wf

Life isn't all Theology texts.

Visits by

Relatives and

friends help

keep the

Seminarians

in contact

witih home life.

Recreation—
A vital part

of the

Seminarian's

Life.
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Football, Baseball Practice

"And this is how yoa taJce the ball from center," lexplains football coach who is forced to

work ;on the hard-top parking lot because of the snow,

-S|iorliCW#^r-

'Tennis, anyone?** say baseball players who have to practice on tennis courts because of the

snow.

^ vj" v^

by John Duffy

When anyone connected with

the basketball team wants any
information the cry, "ask

Murph," is heard. Murph in this

instance happens to be WiUiam
AA. Murphy, better known as

Bill or Murph, the head manager
of the basketball team. Murph
is a man of many talents, all

of which are directed toward
the betterment of the Villanova

basketball team.

Murph 's duties are numerous
and varied. He is in charge of

everything from making up
itinerary sheets to giving out

meal tickets, to having a few'

cigars handy for the coaoh.

When asked aibout how he

happened to become a manager,

Murph said that he always liked

basketball and played J. V. and

some varsity ball in high school,

•but was pretty small at 5-7.

(Now Murph is a good sized 5-

11.) When he came to Villanova

in the fall of '57 he tried out for

the basketball team, but with-

out luck. "They had a great

team with guys like Huggard,
Kenny, Kaminski, and Libera-

tore, and I was lost. My sopho-

imore year I broke in and this

year I'm head manager."

Bill explained that being a
basketball manager has been a
wonderful experience. "I have
been places that I wouldn't ordi-

narily have had a chance to visit.

I also have learned many things

that will prove valuable in later

life."

Murphy

Murph said that the most ex-

citing trips for him was the

one to Buffalo last year, his first,

and this year's jaunt to Greens-

boro for the N. C. State game.
"They waited on us hand and
foot and made us feel like kings,

even after we won."

Bill, who is a junior in fi-

nance, is from Tamaqua, Pa.

and attended Marian High
School. His roommate, frank
M a r c h e s e, also a basketball

manager, jokingly calls Murph
a "May Day boy" because he

was born on May 1st. Murph
will be 21 on the aforementioned
date.

Questioned about his basket-

ball team Bill replied, "They are

a very good team, but a few
bad breaks against N.Y.U. and
St. Bonny really hurt us."

Murph went on to add that
next year they should be first

in the East and no lower than
fifth in the country. He reasons
th«/t N.Y.U. loses Sanders, their

whole team, and the Bonnies
lose Sam Stith, "who means a

lot more to that team than a lot

of people think.

"With the addition of Tom
Hoover, Tom Galia, and Bemie

Chavis, we should be even bet-

ter next year."

Two More Personalities
iy Tony MoekllR—

To a Villanova basketball team already topsy-turvy with
personalities, there will be the addition of two more contro-

versial individuals for next year's season.
These two question mark characters are Tom Galia and

Tom Hoover. Both have been merely going through the mo-
tions with a lightly-coached, so-so frosh team. They have
sat and watched the varsity founder at times this season, and
they have imagined themselves righting the 'Cats with a
shot or a rebound. Their chance is coming, they have served
their apprenticeship. Now comes the "big time."

Tom Galia is the boy Coach Al Severance feels is the best

shot in the school. Tom is a cool, confident, muscular young
man who possesses tremendous potential. He has taken more
shots in his young career than most ball players take in a
lifetime.

Honors or ¥a\\ur9
Anyone who has watched Galia play is wondering what

will happen when he joins White, Huggard, and company.
Will Galia shoot himself right out of the starting lineup,
or will he shoot himself to Eastern honors?

Galia is an individualist who dribbles all over the court
until he winds up with the shot. Why doesn't he let his
teammates work for him, set him up for the shot? "I like

to use a pick," he explained, "but I like to do it myself.
When you do it yourself you know it will get done." He-
is not being odious with this statement, just honest and
supremely confident—he believes in himself.

"When you're behind by two, you can pick up two quick
baskets and put your team ahead," he said.

No Rcof ?rob\9m
There are many who feel that dissension is a distinct

possibility with so many individuals on the team next year.
"There are three men who can score 25 points a game,"
Tom said. "None of them are going to want to give them
up, and they all may get them. But don't think it (individ-
ualism) will be as much of a problem as everybody? thinks."

"Jimmy and I get along well," he answered in reference
to a question alwut the irrepressible Huggard.

"I'm looking forward to next year," Galia concluded, and
one could see that he has been looking forward to it tor a
long time.

Moving up to the 'Cats' varsity with Galia will be tall

Tom Hoover, who is also already under fire. Hoover may
be even more so because of his more ebullient personality.
He is an exhibitionistic, outspoken, unrestrained whale of a
ball player. When he speaks it is with color and humor, al-

though at times he strains credibility. He is never at a loss

for an answer.
Vorslfy Um9\\qM

Sometimes this year he gave the appearance of listless-

ness on the court. "When you play varsity ball you're play-
ing for a million people, not just 30 or 40 like when you're a
freshman. We're going to need the boards next year and
regardless if I'm "lazy" or not it's going to be different,

real different."
He uncurled like a great cat. He talked about the tre-

nendous speed that the team will possess next year. "Any-
thing that's around me I'll get," he said boldly of his rebound-
ing capabilities. "All they need is the ball off the boards.
I know my job, to get that ball. The one thing that makes
me happy is getting the ball off the backboai^s. When I do
that, I'm the happiest man alive," he beamed.

Tom spoke of next year's Dixie Classic, the City Series,

and the NIT in optimistic tones. Could over-confidence play
a part? "No!" He feltj thei team would be too hungry to let

that happen. "Desire is the key. I know this kid's got it,"

he sang. "The team will keep inspiring each other."

YlhHe Unstoppable
Hoover also had two opinions on other members of the

team : first, "Nobody's going to stop Hubie, that's out qf the
question ;" secondly, "If we play team ball, it's all over."

In conclusion, Tom had an answer to the abuse he has
received and may receive in the future, "Whether I play like

Wilt Chamberlain, or you write like Walter Winchell, there
will still be people who get on us."

"I've shot off my mouth, now I've got to prove myself,"
Hoover concluded.

On paper, the team fattened by the addition of Galia
and Hoover, looks devastating. It might not be. The 'Cats
lose their best rebounder and although he wasn't at his best

in the last games, still his loss will be felt. The key is Hoover.
If Tom doesn't come through the 'Cats will not have the
overpowering board strength that they are counting on, and
the whole team will be slowed down. A great deal rests on
his shoulders.

Furious Scramhio
It appears that there should be a furious scramble for

starting positions next year, and those positions may be fair-

ly steady for Severance, "like Casey Stengle," believes in

sticking with a winning combination.
The real key to next year's success or failure, lies in the

human qualities, the intangibles. The team must blend.

It has been proven time and again that individualism is

costly in the long nm. Look -what happened to Providence.

Fantasticly gifted Johnny Egan cost the Friars the NIT
championship when he tried to put the icing on the final game
cake all by himself. The cake fell. And they should have
walked away with the tourney.

Individualism seems the only real threat to the 'Cats

next year. In any event, it should be interesting.
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Horses Aces Lasso 'Mural Crown
by Hank Schultz

Last December saw the start

of another year of Villanova in-

tramural basketball. March 16,

3 months and 480 games later,
|

it was all over, and the new i

champs were crowned. John
Gallen's "Horses Aces" beat the

Small Five of Fred Weile and
Mike Marinak, 33-26. In the

game, played last Wed. on the

Field House court, the Aces
jumped off to an early lead,

which they kept through the

entire game. The game was a

hard fought affair, and, though
©ever ahead, the Small Five

made it a game worth watching.

After ten minutes of one-sided

ball, the Small Five called time

with the score 11-3, favor of

the Aces. As soon as they re-

turned to the court, the Small
Five started hustling. A flashy

layup by Weile, made it 11-5.

Then a jumper by Weile and a

set shot by Ron Dobdes brought
the score to 11-9. This was the
closest they came.

,
The Horses Aces decided it

was getting too close, and de-

cided to do something about it.

A foul sihot by Jim Rolls, fol-

lowed by a tap-in by the same
man, and an outside shot made
it 16-9. After five minutes with-

out a score, the Five scored

again, and fought hard to get

closer before the half. A nice

steal by Weile went for naught,
as Marinak missed the shot, and
Rolls rebounded for the Aces.

In trying to get the ball, Dobies
fouled the Aces' Cona, who
calmly sank two shots in a one-

on-one situation. The clock,

which by intramural rules runs
even during foul shots, ran out

at this point, and the Horses
Aces held an 18-11 halftime lead.

After the ten minute break,

both teams came back on the

court determined to run the

the other teajn right off the

court. Both defenses were
tight, whidh kept the scoring

Yes, you're seeing correctly! Double exposure Illustrates typical

Intramural offense and defense, i.e.. everyone — everywhere!

down. All through the half,

they exchanged goals almost
evenly. Several times the Small
Five seemed to be on the verge

of a rally, but each time the

Aces came through with timely

plays.

With tricky little Ed Monahan
handling the bcdl, the Small Five

looked very much imiproved over
the first hailf. But the tight de-

fense and stronger rebounding

of the Aces kept them outside.

Ttie only time they successfully

worked the ball inside in the

second half was on a 'cool' play

by Weile, who faked out Jim
Rolls and scampered by him for

the score. The Aces' Keeley
stood out in the second half, as
he played well, both on offense

and defense. He handled the
ball well, and late in the game,
broke up several Small Five

plays. Keeley had been hit in

the face late in the first half,

and he seemed destined to sit

out the game. Then with ten

minutes to go, and the Small
Five hounding them, the Aces
put Keeley back in. Moments
after his return, he got into the

thick of the action. Jim Rolls

pulled down a rebound, spun
around, and fired the Small Five
team for the two pointer.

For a while, both teams slack-

ed off, and the Ace's 8 point lead

seemed more than enough. Then,
with 5 minutes to go, Weile fed

Marinak who sank it. Mona-
han's two-pointer brought them

within 4 points at 30-26 with 3

minutes left. This proved to be

the last score for the Little Peo-

ple. Keeley's foul shot made it

31-26, and time was running
out. The desperate Five fouled

Keeley while trying to get the

ball. He missed his shot, but
Rolls tapped in the rebound for

the final score of the game.

The high man for the game
was Weile, who scored 8 points

for the losers. The Aces' high
was 7, scored by both Keeley
and Cona. The rebounding was
controlled by Rolls, who pulled

down 19. Weile grabbed 14 for
the Small Five, while John Gal-
len helped Rolls by snwnag 9
for the winners. Captain Gal-
len, incidentally, was thrown

into the showers fully dressed

by his jubilant team.

This game differed from all

other intramural games in three

ways. First, there were time

outs. Each team was allowed

one per half. Secondly, the
halftime pause was lengthened
to ten minutes. But the last and
greatest difference was in the

brand of ofllciating. Jim Moran,
who was bouncing around more
than the basketball, was tiie

capable umpire. He was very
competently assisted by Bob
Haverlin.

The Aces earned the bid for

the title by knocking off Rea-
gan's Raiders, 46-36, in the semi-

final game. In this game, Rolls

was the big gun, scoring 12

points, and, though no count

was made of the rebounds, he
got more than his share. Mitch-
ell, who scored only 2 points

against the Small Five, came
through with 8 in the semi-final

game. Also among the high
scorers were Meakin with 7 and
Moore with 6. For the Raiders,

Pete Federico scored 9 for the
team high, followed by team
captain Tom Wall and Connor
with 7 each.

The game, though hard
fought, was never close, as the

Aces took an early lead and
kept it. They were leading 22-

15 ait the half, and at one point

led by 13 points.

Early in the second half, the

lead was narrowed to 5 points,

but the Raiders could not get
any closer.

With the basketball MMon
over, and spring on its wiay, the

intramural department has laid

plans for the softball leagues.

The games will start March 29,

and continue into lifoy.

Ehvtry blanks are available on
all bulletin boards or in the
Intramtiral oflice. These must
be fiUed out and turned in by
March 25, and no late entries

will be accepted.

SpMring Training In Snow
For Mahan

On Thursday March 31, the

cry "Play Ball" will echo
through Villanova's new base-

ball diamond.
Before this happy event takes

place coach Art Mahan has sev-

eral things to do. Number one,

he must hope for either man
made or act of God melting of

the snow on the new field. Num-
ber two, he must introduce his

forty odd variety hopefuls to the

new field and some old basic

fundamentals. Number three, he
must select a starting nine from
a veteran group of varsity cand-
idates.

Thus far, last year's Big Five
champions have been able to get
only as far as the tennis courts
for outside practice.

Here and in the gym the basic

fundamentals are being worked
out. This brings up the problem
of selecting the nine starting

players.. This year it is a hard
job with only Uiree men gradu-
ating from last year's squad.
The first problem seems to

be first-base This spot was left

vacant by Captain George Emma
who has since signed with the
New York Yankees. One of the
prime candidates is hard hitting

lefty, Bill Platco who was a re-

serve last year and helped at

first and in the outfield.

Next the rest of the infield

seems to be fairly deep with
the two veteran mainstays Fred-

dy (always ready) Anthony and
Bobby (Rabbit) Klinck heading
the list, Don McGinley, Al Mel-
ega, and Danny Wrenn are fol-

lowing close behind.

BASEBALL GAME

VILLAHOVA

vs.

GETTYSBURG

Thursday. March 31

Moving to the outfield the

Wildcats really look strong. The
strong anns and bats of EM
Monahan, Paul Borian, Joe Cra-
mer, Andy Meade and Tom Grif-

fith, that figured in the 'cats

12-8 record, are all back.

Back to the infield to the

pitchers and catchers who will

see service this season. Behind
the plate there is a strong silent

figure returned from last year's

team. He was only a soph but

was the fist string catcher
the entire season. He doesn't

say much but his bat was the
loudest on the team last year.

Jack Fahey sma£0ied out a
booming .415 average. A soph
this year, Al Weigand is a strong
contender for battery duty.

Pitchers on the right side of
the mound include Bid More-
houser, Harry Neff and Tom
Prestoure. Big Harry & Co. are
expected to help fill the gap left

by the loss of Joe Michfll and
Nal Bauser.

On the left side of the mound
the sun is really shining.
Lee Parry a top notch hurler of
two seasons is ba'ck and ready
to go. Fearsome Frank Kreut-
zer, a mainstay on last year's
mound staff is back humming his
great fast ball. Then there is

last but far from least a soph-
omore lefty named Phil Fddalgo
who should help the 'Cats be the
quickest left handed outfield on
the East coast.

All in all it looks like the
'Cats baseball team is pretty
strong but this is on paper so
let's hold our praise *till we see
how strong they are in the field.

'CATS BATS
IMike Mullen has signed up as

ED MONAHAN
Left-handed dynamite.

a manager for the coming sea-

son . . . Coach Art Mahan be-

fiMes being pitching, eatdilng,

outlleld and Infleld ooadi has
become * medic—fixing up ssv-

eral Indoor practice casnaltiesi

. • . If yoo think the ooach lias

a lot of Jobs, checlK trainer Jake
Neven. The last time we kH»ksd
In he was taking care of foot-

ball, baseball, and track athletes
along with a basketball player
and a couple of intramural
ualties.

Augustinian Seminory

Guild Presents

City of Philodolphia Champs

Msgr. Bonner H. S.

vs.

Washington D. C. Champs

Archbishop Carroll H. S.

students .75 & Adults $2.00

April 2. 1f60—Palestro
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Annual Retreat for

for Freshnr^an and

Sophomore Men begins

Sunday evening.
mM Belle Masque does it

ag^in. See Macklin's

Review on page 5.
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Former Speaker of House

Scheduled For Law Forum
Representative Joseph W.

Martin, former Speaker of the

House of Representatives and

former Republican minority
leader in the House, will address

the Villanova Law Forum on
Tuesday, April 19, at 8:30 p.m.

This is the sixth and last in

Congressman Martin was
elected Republican Leader of the

House in 1939 and was made
Speaker of the House in ,1947,

1948 and 1953. Except for the

50th and 83rd Congresses, he

was minority leader of the

House.

Permanent Chairman

At Philadelphia in 1940, he

was chosen permanent chairman

of the Republican National Con-

vention, and in the same year

elected chairman of the Repub-

lican National Committee.

In 1942 he resigned as chair-

man of the Republican National

Committee but was chosen again

in 1948.

Martin was also permanent

chairman for the National Con-

ventions at Chicago in 1944,

1947-48, 1952, and 1956.

Martin

the current forum series con-

ducted by the Law School.

Martin had served as minority

leader until the last election,

when he was replaced by Rep.

Charles Halleck.

House and Senate

Martin was born in North

Attleboro, Mass. His initial ex-

perience in politics was as a

member of the Massachusetts

House of Representatives in

1912. He served two years and

later was elected to the Senate,

1915-1917.

Martin has been a member of

the 69th through 83rd Congress-

es. In 1936, he was eastern

manager of the Republican Na-
tional Campaign. In 1937 and
1938, he was chairman of the

Republican Congressional Com-
mittee.

Handbook Planned

For Future Freshmen
The Student Activities Com-

mittee has revealed tentative

plans to prepare a Student Ac-

tivities Handbook for distribu-

tion to next year's freshman

class at regisration.

As proposed by the Commit-

tee, the Handbook would consist

of short statements of the aims,

purposes, and ideals of all or-

ganizations on campus.

Sal DiBlasio and Jim Kearney

of the Committee has stated that

"This idea is brought up per-

iodically but always seems to die

from lack of interest."

"This year, however," Di

Blasio stated, "we have started

with a survey which indicated

that almost all organizations

would be in favor of the Hand-

book. Thus we feel we are start-

ing with favorable backing."

Juniors Announce Flans

For Mofhers' Day Fete

The main activities for May 2,

junior Mothers' Day, have been

announced by co-chairmen Jim

Strazzella and Bill Cassin.

The day will begin when the

mothers, after receiving cor-

sages, attend an 11:00 High

Mass with their sons. The Mass,

to be sung by the V.U. Singers,

will be celebrated in the Grotto.

Prior to a catered dinner in the

Field House, the class memorial

will be dedicated. At the din-

ner, a lasting favor to commem-
erate the day will be presented

to the mothers.
Tickets for this "Day for Mom

on a Silver Platter" will go on

sale after the Easter vacation.

Cardinal Newman Todoy—Porf 2

Arts Study Sh

Any Technical

ould Precede
Education

;,: By Loo Rekreea ^

'. In his introductory remarks

in a former issue of the VILLA-
NOVAN, Mr. Jerome J. Fischer

of the Villanova English Depart-

ment provided his ideas concern-

ing John Cardinal Newman's

The Idea of a University.

Primary among these was that

Mr. Fischer still considered

Newman's definition the claasic

statement of the ideal Universi-

ty and yet he reluctantly ob-

served that it was not "practic-

able" in our society.

Asked to elucidate more spe-

cifically on Newman's definition,

he answered that a University

was "a place of teaching uni-

versal knowledge. Its object is,

above everything else, at least

implicity, the subject matter of

its teaching." He reminds us

that these branches are not iso-

lated from and independent of

one another but form a whole

or system.

To quote Newman again,

"they run into each other, and

complete each other, and ... in

proportion to our view of them

as a whole, is the exactness and

trustworthiness of the know-
ledge which they separately

convey." The source of impart-

ing knowledge to the intellect in

this way is what Newman calls

its culture, and the knowledge

which is both its instrument and

result he calls Liberal Know-
ledfire

Mr. Fischer also suggested
that we must be conscious of

the fact that Cardinal Newman
lived a century ago and that he

was associated with universities

in another country.
The most recent attempt at a

plan similar to Newman's was

the "Great Books Program"

that was employed for a while

at the University of Chicago and

still is, after a fashion, at St.

John's College in Annapolis.

Also a few select Liberal Arts

Colleges still continue to offer

only courses that strive for the

goal Cardinal Newman proposed.

The prime importance of a
(Continued on Page 2)

Edwin M. Wright

Addresses IRS

Tomorrow Night
Edwin Milton Wright, of the

Department or State, will be

gutst speaker for the Interna-

uoiiai Relations Society of Vil-

lanova tomorrow evening.

The Rev. John A. Klokotka,

O.S.A., President, will introduce

Wright, who will speak on "Cur-

rent Problems in International

Relations." The talk will be de-

livered in the East Lounge of

Dougherty Hall at 7:30.

Wright, a native of Iran, re-

ceived hiS A.B. from Wooster

College, his M.A. from Columibia

and has done graduate work at

the School of Oriental Studies,

American University, Cairo.

History Teacher

Before going with the Depart-

ment of State, he was Lecturer

in History at Columbia Univer-

sity; research analyst in the

Office of Strategic Services; and|

a Lieutenant Colonel in thei

United States Army in the Near|

East.
I

He joined the State Depart-

ment in 1946 as a Country Spe-

cialist. Later he served as Spe-

cial Assistant under the Assist-

ant Secretary for Near Eastern,

South Asian, and African Af-

fairs.

In 1955, he took the position

of Head of the Department of

Career Studies at the Foreign

Service Institute. He is now head

of the Dept. of Career Studies.

Worked With Voice
,

Over and above this, Mr.

Wright assisted in the organi-

zation of the Voice of America

broadcasts for the Near East,

and is a fequent lecturer at the

U. S. Military and Naval Acad-

emies and John Hopkins Uni-

versity.

Kennedy Swamps Nixon In

Villanova Presidential Poll
m

^

Villanova students have
overwhelmingly chosen Sen.

John F. Kennedy (D-Mass.)

for their favorite candidate

,' for the next president of the

United Sitates.

Kennedy
In a poll conducted by the

VILANUVAN, Villanova al-

lowed Sen. Kennedy to crush

Vice President Richard Nixon

by a near 3-to-2 margin. The
final tally was 639 to 371.

Two-time candidate Adlai

Stevenson finished third with

a relatively insignificant total

of 29 votes. Governor Nelson
::• Rockefeller of New York re-

% ceived 24, and Sen. Stuart

Symington (D-Mo.) received

8.

The poll was conducted with

the aid of pledges from Delta

Pi Mu, Villanova Arts frater-

nity.

The ballots were colored by
a variety of write-in votes

naming such announced and
unannounced candidates as

:

Harry Byrd, Sen. EJdmund
Muskie, Sen. Hubert Humph-
rey, Gov. Robert Meyner, and
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,
among others.

Many students offered rea-

sons for selecting their can-

didates. A Significant number
admitted that they were of

Republican sentiment, but
were crossing party lines to

vote for Sen. Kennedy on the

basis of choosing "the best

man for the job."

Remarkably few Democrats

switched to vote for Nixon or

any of the Republican nom-

inees.

"Let's face it," said one

person, "Kennedy's Catholic

and even though we're a min-

ority group we're large

enough to rate at least one

Catholic president."

A junior English major

voted for Nixon for this rea-

son: "Kennedy will win, I

know, but even though I'm a

Democrat, I can't stand Ken-

nedy winning in a Catholic

school just because he's Cath-

olic. My vote for Nixon is a

protest vote against such

stupidity."

Ofher Vofe-6e*fer$;
Strom Thurmond, Harry

Truman, Yogi Berra, Alfred

Nueman, Sen. Strom Thur-

mond, Jim Merikangas, Earl

Long, Eugene Debs, Stan

Musial, Orphan Annie, Dr.

Khouri, Margaret Sanger, and

Bob DeLisa.

Samulewicz Named Winner

Of Second Drizin Award

Gallo9her Lecture

Dr. Donald Gallagher, vice

chairman of the Philosophy

Dept., wil speak to the Christian

Student Movement next May 1

at the Bryn Mawr Converse

House.
He will speak on the Christian

Moral Philosophy of Jacques

Maritaln. The C.S.M. is compos-

ed of students from Haverford,

Bryn Mawr, and Swarthmore.

Dr. anh Mrs. Gallagher are

presently completing a book

on Jacques Maritaln.

Tom Samulewicz was pre-

sented with the second annual

Chuck Drizin Award at the

tenth basketball banquet of the

Villanova Club of South Jersey

last Thursday night.

Samulewicz was cited for his

scholastic achievetment, competi-

tive spirit and intangibles that

"exemplify the Villanova gentle-

man."

White Most Valuable

Hubie White was named the

most valuable player by his

teammates. The sophomore was

!
presented with the award by

Charles Boyle, class of 1930.

Samulewicz was elected by a

I

four man panel: Rev. Joseph

^Kemme, O.S.A., Al Severance,

Coach, and Jim Murray, VILLA
NOVAN sports editor.

Richie Kaminski and Jim Hug-

gard were named as the 1960-61

squad co-captains.

Bill Caimpbell, sportscaster

for WCAU was toastmaster at

the banquet.



Oil Portrait of President

This new oil portrait of Rev. John A. Klekotka, President,
painted by £dward Lis, was tinveiled Sunday at Friends of Library
meeting.

Gallagher To Deliver Three Lectures

At Local Colleges In Near Future
Dr. Donald A. Gallagher, vice-

chairman of the Philosophy De-
partment, is slated to deliver

three lectures before various
groups in the near future.

He will address the Philosophy
Club of Lincoln University, Ox-
ford, Pa., on April 26. His topic

will be "Existentiailism."

On April 27, Dr. Gallagher
will deliver one of a series of

talks at Holy Family Ck)llege,

Torresdale, Pa. Here he will

speak on "Karl Jaspers and Ex-
istentiailism."

The third lecture will take
place on May 1 at the Bryn
Mawr Converse House, when
he will explain the Catholic
viewpoint on Christian moral
philosophy before the Christian

Student Movement.

Canadian Prof

Will Deliver

Augustine Speech
The second annual Saint Au-

gustine Lecture will be delivered

by Dr. Raymond Klibanski, Pro-
fessor of Philosophy at McGill
University. It will be given on
at 3 p.m. on April 23 in the
Field House.

Dr. Klibansky will speak on
the general topic of the role of
Augustine and Augustiniaism
in developing and perpetuating
the Platonic tradition. He is a
foremost authority on the his-

tory of Platonism.

Begun Last Year
The inaugural lecture of the

series, "Saint Augustine on
Personality", was delivered in

1959 by the eminent scholar,

Rev. Paul Henry, S. J., of the

Catholic Institute de Paris. Each
annual lecture is published in

book form by the Macmillan
Company.

Professor Klibansky has been
awarded two doctorates from

the German University of Heid-
elberg. He has also attended

the Universities of Kiel and
Hamburg. Dr. Klibansky's ca-

reer as an educator started in

1929 with an assignment at Hei-
delberg. He has held important

lectureships at the universities

of Oxford, London, Zurich,
Rome and Louvain. He is also

a former Director of Studies at
the Warburg Institute at the
University of London.
Among Klibansky's more im-

portant original works are: The

I

Continuity of the Platonic Tra-

\

dition and Plato's Parmenides in

the Middle Ages and the Ren-
aissance.

f*^

News Briefs On Cainpus
Low School Tests Here
Villanova has been designated

as a testing center for the na-
tionwide administration of the

Law School Admission Test on
Saturday, April 9th, Dean Har-
old Gill Reuschlein announced.
The test will be administered in

Garey Hall, the Law School
Building.

The test is required for all

prospective Law School appli-

cants. Candidates must file their

complete applications with the

Educational Testing Service, 20

Nassau Street, Princeton, New
Jersey, at least ten days before

the date of the exEumination.

Candidates may procure appli-

cation forms and information

bulletins at the office of the

Registrar of the Law School.

i^rofs Affend Confab
Dr. Donald A. Gallagher and

Dr. James F. Anderson of the

Philosophy Department, both

members of the National Execu-

tive Council of the American

Catholic Association, will attend

the Association's annual conven-

tion at St. Louis University on

April 18 and 19. «

O'Shea Lectures Clubs
Dr. Robert O'Shea of the

Philosophy Department was the

guest speaker at the recent

Chemistry and Physics Clubs

Communion Breakfast. The topic

of Dr. O'Shea's discourse was

"The Relation Between Science

and Philosophy."

Library Friends Meet
On Sunday, April 3, the

Friends of the Villanova Library
held their Spring meeting.

This organization, under the

direction of Rev. Daniel P.

Falvey, O.S.A., has been of

great assistance to the Villanova
Library.

S u n d a y 's meeting was pre-

sided over by William T. Cooke,
and the principle S'peaker was

Miss Dorothy Grafly, noted
editor and publisher of the

magazine Art in Focus.

The very Rev. John A. Kle-

kotka, O.S.A. adso spoke.

The meeting began at 2:30
with the unvailing of a portrait

of Father Klekotka.

/.C.G. at Conference
Representatives of the Villa-

nova Chapter of I.C.G. recently

attended a student conference

sponsored by the Citizenship

Clearing House.

The Villanova delegates who
attended are Larry Ruth, chap-

ter president, Bob Piocone and
Ed McLaughlin.

Science Conference
The Annual Eastern Colleges

Science Conference will be held

on April 21, 22, 23, and 24 at

Hunter College in New York.

Chemistry majors John Schmidt,

Joseph Reman and Edmund
Richezza will represent Villanova

as speakers.

Edward Zehler and John
Hauser will participate as offic-

ial delegates. Other, chemistry

students will attend with Dr. K.

F. O'Driscoll as moderator of

the group.

Jesuit Speaks Here
The Rev. A. H. Scheller, S. J.

addressed a group of students

interested in social work in the

East Lounge of Dougherty Hall

on Monday last.

The Jesuit Speaker is present-

ly director of the School of

Social Service at St. Louis Uni-

versity.

Fr. Scherz To Speak
The Reverend Gustav Scherz,

CSSR., will address the National

Science Foundation Class on

Friday, April 8th at 3:30 p.m.

in 215 Mendel Hall. The topic

of the discourse will center

around the achievements of

Nocolaus Steno, a 17th century

anatomist and geologist.

Fr. Scherz, who is from Copen-

hagen, was recently appointed

Regent Professor at the Univer-

sity of California. He has pre-

viously lectured at Yale, Dart-

mouth, Marquette and the Uni-

versity of Illinois.

Debaters Reach Semis
Richard R. McDonough, mod-

erator of the Beta Gamma De-

bating Society, has announced

the results of the recent Ameri-

can University Tournament.

The Villanova team of Joe

Liggera and Terry Stratoian

registered a 7-9 record in the

tournament, which consisted in

four rounds of both affirmative

and negative debate.

The defeat of the L i g g e r a-

Stratman team eliminated Villa-

nova from a chance to compete

in the finals of the national

debating championship.

Rev. John A. Klekotka, president blesses new darkroom Mon-
day. With him is Rev. John A. Schoener.

Photographers Open New Darkroom;

Form Autonomous Photo Department
Last iifohday saw the opening

of Villanova's new Photography
Department along with a bless-

ing ceremony and an open house.

Rev. John A. Klekotka, O.S.A.,

President of the University per-

formed the blessing ceremony.

The new unit consists of an

office-portrait studio and dark-

room and is located in the east

wing basement of Sullivan Hall.

The Photography Departftnent

is now an independent organiz-

ation and has established a new

and intricate system of filling

the school's everyday need of

photographic work.

All men are now operating

within their respective special-

ties and assignments are sched-

uled and photos are processed

systematically.

The new system has been

made possible by the new equip-

ment such as the new Omega
enlarger, the Crown graphic and

drum dryer.

Cardinal Newman Today—Parti

Arts Study Should Precede

Any Technical Education

Fischer

ty ; his whole

(Continued from Page 1)

liberal education requires little

explanation or defense. The is-

sue to be considered is the em-

phasis that is placed on different

sets of college

curricula.

Mr. Fischer
said that "New-
man implies
that instruction

or professional

training belongs

to some institu-

tion other than

a Universi-
plan seems to

suggest professional training

subsequent to a Liberal Educa-

tion."

But we live in a society ori-

ented toward the pragmatic or

practical. People today go to

school to learn sc<me method of

earning a living and they want

to learn this in as short a time

as possible.

Practical-Minded

Said Mr. Fisher: "Keep in

mind that the very structure of

our society today militates

against the primacy of a liberal

education as opposed to a prac-

tical, 'professional' one. In

spite of this, Newman's ideas

might still be put to use; this

would, however, involve a com-
plete reorganization of our ed-

ucational system."

The plan would not be as dra-

matic a reorganization as might

be supposed from a superficial

study The change would oe

based on the conviction that the

present school system is not

geared to allow the average stu-

dent to realize his full potential

and definitely offers no chal-

lenge for the talented one.

If we may borrow an idea

from a recent lecture by Dr.

James F. Anderson of the Phil-

osophy Department, education

has become a "product" in our

social structure. Cotntipulsory

education and our economy of

abundance have possibly com-
promised the quality of our

school system.

Suggested Curriculum

In Mr. Fischer's opinion,

grade school training could

very easily be compressed into

six years. The normal four

year high school term could be

shortened to three years. A lib-

eral education on the college

level could occupy the next three

years, after which the student

could embarlc on a course of

study in a technical or profes-

sional "institute."

His "institute" training might
take anywhere from two to four

years. He would thus take no
longer to complete his education

than he does now, but his intel-

lectual faculties would be great-

ly enhanced.

After outlining this plan Mr.
Fischer concluded with the re-

mark that, "such a system
might produce Newman's Chris-

tian gentleman, in our world."
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Donahue Named Editor

Of Junior Week Edition
Michael Donahue, Associate

Editor of the VILLANOVAN,
has been named editor of the

Junior Week edition of the news-
paper, according to Rev. Louis
A. Rongione, O.S.A. , moderator.
Donahue, a General Arts day-

hop from Norristown, Pa., said

that the Junior Week issue will

come, out on Monday, May 2,

which is Mother's Day.\
Assignments Out

"All the assignments have
been handed out to various mem-
bers of the Junior Class, not
necessarily just those juniors

currently on the VILLANOVAN
staff," he said.

"However, I'm counting on
those juniors who are presently

on the staff for editorial assist-

^ . ance," the Junior Week editor

remarked.
According to Donahue, today

is the deadline for all stories.

The format of the paper will be

along traditional lines "with the

possible exception of more over-

all humor in the articles."

"I do have one innovation in

mind which, if effected, will give

the 1960 Junior week paper at

least one strikingly original ele-

ment," Donahue hinted, without
divulging it.

Donahue went on to cite jun-
ior class president Bob Scalia,

VILLANOVAN Managing editor
Jim McAteer, photo editor Joe
Peroziello, and editor-in-chief

v^«»',<*' < "1,

Donohue

Tom Wolf for "their unstinting

cooperation in helping me lay

the ground work for the paper."

"Because of their efforts I

think I can cut down appreci-

ably on the 66 consecutive hours
spent at the printer's by Wolf
and his staff last year," Doha-
hue added hopefully.

'^ItUIHIMIIHIIIIIIIIIttlll^^
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Bob Brothers Is NOT
The Typical Collegian

Bob Brothers is a perfect

exai.nple of what the typical

college student is not. In this

day and age when college is

mentioned, we think of care-

free crew-cut figures in low
cut sneakers, "khakis" and
iboat neck sweaters who see

fall as a time for pre and post

game parties and spring at

the first sign of picnic
weather.

Bob, a senior Arts ma-
jor, is a quiet, business-like

person who has constantly

caught the campus eye with

his imaginative stunts.

In addition to being a col-

orful figure both on and off

campus, Bob has contributed

his literary skill to the VIL-
LANOVAN mainly in the hu-

morous vein. He also held

the office of President of the

Russian Club last year and
works as Assistant City Edi-

tor of the Phoenixville Daily

Republican.

Bob has many definite

ideas about life and no in-

hibitions about them. Last
year he started a move to

repeal the 19th Amendment,
the one that has to do with
women voting. He thinks that

women should be treated with
love and affection but not as

co-workers.

"That's the reason behind

the beard I grew Freshman
year," he explained. "This is

the only thing I can do that

a woman can't. I shaved be-

cause social pressure was
brought to bear on me."
Led by a great interest in

Russian politics. Bob has
taken many courses here that

had to do with the U.S.S.R.

Upon graduation. Bob hopes

to go to Russia as a corres-

pondent. He has interviews

scheduled with Time magazine
and the New York Herald-

Tribune for this purpose.

i« i
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BROTHERS
Perhaps he will be best

remembered for his unusual

Christmas cards one of which
shows President Eisenhower,

Khrushchev, Elvis Presley,

and himself arm in arm radi-

ating Yuletide warmth.

Bob testifies that his three

years at Villanova has been
among the most enjoyable in

his life, but he feels something
is still lacking.

"I would like to sever my
umbilical chord from society
until such time as it 'shapes
up'."

Bob Brothers may not be
the typical campus character,
but he might be the most in-

teresting.

LeHou >lffnoiffiee$ fAt
Dofes /or E/tcffons

Nominations for class officers

and Student Council representa-

tives will be held April 21, Herb
Lettau announced at last Wed-
nesday's Student Congress meet-

ing.

Lettau,, co-chairman of the

elections' Committee, then dis-

closed that the students will

elect the senior, junior, and
sophomore presidents, vice-pres-

idents, secretaries, treasurers

and representatives from the

April 21 nominees in the general

election May 12.

Council Chairman Tom Hoff-

man also revealed the Council

election procedure. Nominations
will be placed at the Senate
meeting of May 16.

Election of the 1960-61 Coun-
cil cabinet including the chair-

man, will be held at the congress

meeting of May 18.

Herman Plays for Jrs.;

Allen Judges Queens
The Sylvan Herman orchestra

will play at the Junior Dinner
Dance for the Broadwood Hotel,

May 7.

This was revealed jointly by
Tim McNamar, Chairman of the

jinner dance and Bob Scalia,

class president.

Scalia also disclosed that the

Junior Queen judge will not be

'Bob Hope as reported in the

March 23 edition of the VILLA-
:^OVAN. The judging will be

ione by Steve Allen.

Prof. George Delivers Final

Civil War Lecture Tonight

Georg«

w

McAdamsTo Get

Yillanovan Aword
One of Philadelphia's ace

newsmen has been selected as

this year's recipient of the St.

Augustine Award.

Leonard McAdams of the

PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER
will receive the award at the

VILLANOVAN-WVIL Dinner
Dance to be held on April 23 at

the Warwick Hotel.

The award is presented annu-
ally to a prominent Catholic in

the field of journalism and com-
munications.

McAdams' career in journal-

ism, which runs back to 1924,

has encompassed such major and
sensational news stories as the
Gold-Adams spy case, the Phila

delphia Homes for the Aged In-

'estigation, and the recent Kane-
Uoyle murder and Maryanne
ilitchell murder.

Journalistic Posts
After graduation frotm St.

Joseph's Prep in 1924, he held

posts on the EVENING BUL-
LETIN, the CATHOLIC STAN-
DARD AND TIMES, and the

now-defunct PUBLIC LEDGER.
He joined the New Jersey Edi-

tion of the INQUIRER in 1926
as a Camden police reporter, and
shortly afterwards experienced
what he calls "the most tragic
incident of my career."

"I went into the police sta-

tion one day and was met by a
distraught woman—almost hys-
terical. About ten feet from her,

on a morgue slab, was a little

boy's battered body. He was ob-
viously dead. ,• • ^ ^ '

"She was his mother, and she
didn't realize the kid was dead.
There was no one around in a
position to tell her.

"We newsmen are supposed to

be a hard-bitten lot," he con-
cluded, "but when you meet
with a situation like that, it

isn't easy to be cynical like

you're supposed to."

Dr. Henry George will con-

clude the History Department's
annual lecture series this even-
ing with an address on "The
Lincoln Paradox."

Dr. George has
stated that his

speech will con-

cern "aspects of

the character
and career of
Lincoln which
are not usually

stressed." Lin-

coln's role as a "dictator" during

the Civil War, and such traits as

his lack of patience and use of

sarcasm will enter the discus-

sion.

A noted Lincoln scholar. Dr.
George became associated with
Villanova in September of last

year. Since then, he has discov-

Manno Cautions

Against Radicals

The relation of the fanaticism

of the Civil War era as compared
to some of the radical move-
ments present in America today

was discussed by Dr. Francis J.

Manno at the initial lecture

sponsored by the Department of

History and Political Science.

"Radical thinking of the na-

ture expressed by groups such

as national associations for the

advancement of one racial group

or another can very well destroy

the United States," said Dr.

Manno.

Another aspect of the Civil

W^ar period dijicussed in the lec-

tuie was the significant but prac-

tically unrecognized role of

John Greenieai Whittier as an
ADolitionist writer.

Greatest Crisis

Dr. Manno quoted Henry A.

Pocftmann as saying that dur-

ing the greatest crisis in the

history of the Republic, Whit-
tier hammered out poems as

weapons for a moral crusade

and that he ex-

erted more in-

f 1 u e n c e than
any other liter-

ary figure ex-

c e p t possibly

Lowell and Har-
riet B e e c h e r

S t o w e in the

crusade against

Manno slavery.

In his later years following

the emancipation of the slaves,

Whittier quietly withdrew from
the national scene. He realized

that the main purpose of his

life insofar as it influenced the

welfare of his people had been
achieved, according to Manno.

Dr. Manno also discussed the

tempo of the times in 1860. He
emphasized the excitement
caused a bit of political news:
Abraham Lincoln had been elect-

ed President of the United

States.

Lincoln Election

Retracing the steps leading to

the election of Lincoln, Dr. Man-
no began with a study of the

Republican candidates who were
bidding for the nomination.

William Seward, a most prom-
inent candidate was rejected be-

cause it was felt that his radi-

calism would repel the voters it

hoped to attract. Another candi-

date who was given serious con-

sideration was Justice McLean
of the Supreme Court. He was
rejected, however, because of

his age.

ered hitherto unknown letters

by Lincoln, which will form the

basis of a study on Northern
propaganda during the Civil

War.
Previously, he has published a

study of the Leonard Volk life

mask of Lincoln, a biographical

sketch of a Lincoln Scholar, and
a work on Lincoln, John Wilkes
Booth, and the Theatre.

Dr. George is a meumber of the
National Lincoln-Civil War
Council, the Illinois State His-

torical Society, the Pennsylvania
Historical Society, and the

Lincoln group of Boston.

The general theme of this

year's series of lectures has been

a consideration of the significant

events of a century ago, and an
analysis of the nature of the

crisis which led to the Civil War.

Dean Probes

War Causes
^ • ..

.•- • ,; . ,'•.•,

"The Kansas-Nebraska Act
was the most disastrous piece of

legislation ever passed. Not only

did it re-open old wounds but
also rubbed salt into them."

This comment concerning a

cause for the breakdown of the

spirit of compromise prior to the
Civil War was one of many ex-

pressed by Mr. Bernard Dean at
the second lecture sponsored by
the Department of History and
Political Science last Wednesday
evening.

Dean stated that the com-
promises which had delayed an
earlier conflict were based on a
two-fold problem: slavery and
territorial expansion. The prob-

lem of slavery only came to the

forefront after the invention of
the cottin gin. Before this the

question of slavery was treated

with indifference in the South.

Territory Expansion
The problem of territorial ex-

pansion actually began with the
desire of Missouri to be admitted

to the Union as
a slave state.
Thus for the
first time in

history the ad-
vancement of

Ik slavery became

^ ^Bj interwoven with

g|V<*> ^^1 national growth,

^K m ^^Haccording to

The Missouri
problem, how-

ever, was solved by the Com-
promise of 1820, better known
as the Missouri Compromise.
The years following the signing

saw little controversy over the

slavery-territorial issue.

The conflict reappeared again

with California applying for

admission to the Union. As be-

fore the issue was settled by
what came to be known as the

Compromise of 1850.

Dean added that the "tragic

decade" which followed saw the

United States torn between the

opposing camps of the North,
which favored abolition or free-

soilism, and the South, which
favored the extension of slavery.

Attracted Populace
In the North the "Free Soil

Theory" attracted the majority
of the populace Abraham Lin-

coln, the Republican candidate

for the presidency was a pro-

ponent of this doctrine. Because
of this and his virtual anonymity
outside his section, his name
failed to appear on many ballots

in the South.

Deon

>a^''
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The Kennedy Bloc
It's fun to watch so many American

Catholics lose control when a Caiholic candi-
date for the presidency is hit on the "re-

ligion issue." They cry for justice, saying
that **a candidate's religion should have no
bearing on the election at all; all bigotry
aside, you must vote for the best man for
the job."

On that hypothesis, it would follow that
the Catholic too, is bound to disregard the
factor of religion and vote for the most qual-
ified man. It follows in theory, but apparently
not in practice.

'Take the Wisconsin primary election of
yesterday. Sen. Kennedy won, receiving the
'•Catholic vote" as expected. At last it seems
that the "Catholic vote" can probably hold
its own with the Labor bloc, the Farm bloc,

and the Anything bloc—a dubious honor.
Newspapers last night disclosed how Catholic
Republicans made a mass exodus across party
lines, with the noblest excuse ever: to offset

the defecting biased Democrats who wouldn't
vote for a Catholic. ?: - ;: ..-^vv i >

.

V >'As published in this issue, Villanovans,

in a presidential poll, overwhelmingly flocked
to their tow-headed, co-religionist from
Massachusetts.

Now, we admit that Kennedy might have
won on the votes of Villanovans who consci-
entiously suspended their religious affinities
long enough to arrive at an objective, intelli-

gent verdict. :;.o-;'
•.; .^."''.•../•.'v.>V' ;^,-

Then again, we have ample evidence that
religion did influence the outcome. A start
ling number of students candidlv confessed
to crossing party lines, to join the Catholic
bloc. As one person put it: "It's about time
we get a Catholic in there." And Catholics
are so aorhast when non-Catholics raise the
religion issue.

"A/^HI i$ the cruelhsf month,"

W:^'^' •> s <••'

** ¥!¥!'!-;-;'r'r%*;-!%%%«:';y;';i;*tySt':%*!'!''**'!**''^^^

Kennedy's ideas on Labor, Business,
Communism, Russia, Algeria, Parochial
schools, bomb-testing, and education ap-
peared irrelevant to most Villanovans—Ken-
nedy is one of us, they felt.

Something should be done soon to allay
that consummate fear held by certain Protes-
tants (especially clergy) that American
Catholicism will rally solidly to a Catholic
candidate de facto. The Protestant is under-
standably disquieted when he pictures this
formidable bloc of voters laying siege to the
White House. ;^^^

Just once we'd like to see a Catholic uni-
versity state a ponular preference for Nixon
(IF such a student body sincerely prefers him
after intelli.qrent deliberation.)

The mock convention of I.C.G. last month
became farcial when Kennedy won and Nixon
wasn't even nominated

!

When Catholics expect obiectivity from
Protestant voters, it seems that Queensbury
rules reauire similar cogitation on the part
of Catholics. Maturity in this respect is long
in coming, but without it, the coming elec-
tion will become quite a show with an assort-
ment of emotional outbursts providing the
orchestration.
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The Integration Issue

i^^^^i^^^ By DENIS CARDONE ^^^^^^^B

Pi
0m

More than likely this fall

there will be several student
issues in the campaigning of
both parties. The farm bills,

federal aid to education, the de-
fense budget will be badgered
back and forth. Conspicuous
by its absence will be the
segregation vs. integration is-

use. This remains as a poli-
tical "hot-potato" and its

solution to the Nixons and
Kennedys will seem as formid-
able as the Gordian knot .

Several have acted on it;

Governor Faubus has retreated
to historical precedent and
chosen Alexander's method

;

others have been burned by it,

notably Lyndon Johnson; but
most have been discreet and
have avoided it.

The seemingly prudent re-
course of the latter and the
rashness of the other two ci-

tations obviously have not been
the solution. This is not to
suggest that there exists a
specific plan solution that
would skillfully reconcile the
Negro-white issue rather it is

another cry in the wilderness
deploring it. :

To gain a fresh and sobering
outlook on the situation one
can go to the words of Rev-
erend Walter J. Ong ("Amer-
ican Catholic Crossroads", Mac-
Millan, N. Y.)

Father Ong's observations
lay bare one embarrassing
fact: the U. S. now stands
last in the proportional num-
ber of refugees from Hungary

and other oppressed countries.
These people have heard of the
racial difficulties here and not
wanting to go to another hell-
on-earth, are settling hi Eng-
land, Germany, and France in-
stead.

Other cammentators have
pointed out that the virtually
untapped natural resources of
Africa will be lost to Commun-
ism if for no other reason than
the racial issue. The strife in
Africa now is only a recent
imanifestatian of a continent
that has been seething for
quite sometime. Although the
U. S. is only indirectly con-
cerned as a Western nation,
these people are very sensitive
as to what they hear of us.
Imagine the reception of the
news of the Little Rooks, the
Knoxvilles, the Arlingtons.

Previously this inner con-
flict was just that, inner, but
now with most of the continent
gaining independence, Africa's
feelings must be reckoned with,
and she must be appreciated,
for she can now act with in-
ternational ramifications.
This is just a sampling of

the disfavor over the American
racial situation. The burden
of resolving this issue will not
ibe a light one for the next
president. Resolve he must,
for the situation is no longer
a domestic one, "trouble in our
own back yard," it is one that
IS slowly being felt all over
the world.

Letters to the EcJitor

Can be your open forum:

Your voice can be heard

letter to tfce Ed/tor

McCarthyism Was
Sorely Mistreated
I congratulate you. Between the usual num-

ber of pages of nonsense, you have managed to

indude a little political thought. Moreover, you
have properly rejected the often misused cliche,

"de mortuis nil nisi bonum."
Where the individual represents a period

of history, the passing of that individual should

not terminate discussion of the era. Of course,

I am referring to your issue of March 23, given

over to publicizing the Belle Masque's produc-

tion of Arthur Miller's "The Crucible," a play
which you proudly recall was "inspired by the

'witch hunts' of Senator McCarthy." By em-
ploying the VILLANOVAN as a sounding board
for your sentiments, you have shamed both your-

self and your University.

At the outset, let us put aside McCarthy,
and look at your "method" of treating him.

First you mourn that witnesses before the

Senate Special Investigating Committee were
"torn between telling the truth and being pun-
ished, and lying to save (themselves) and loved
ones." Has it ever occured to you that these

individuals might have committed acts quite de-

serving of punishment, or that honorable men
don't lie to save themselves?

Then, while quoting freely from "Commmen-
tary," a publication of the American Jewish
Committee, which incidentally, in its March is-

sue condems the famed Oberammergau Passion
Play as anti-semitic, you falsely label the "In-

dividualist" as "a living blacklist, condeming
persons and groups critical of McCarthy."

But best of all, you have found a prophet,

Arthur Miller. Yet how can the VILLANOVAN
so pervert the inscription "Veritas," and the
cross, on which it stands? Arthur Miller, who
has admitted that he was a Communist, and
from indications has never regretted the fact;
who spits on the capitalistic society, as is evi-

denced in his plays, is your hero, and by impli-

cation, is a hero of the University. How do you
so completely ignore this "ponderous message,"
as you call it, which Miller spouts forth?

Perhaps you have paid him a greater tribute
than you realize when you boast that he "has
had a successful career as a pla5rwright." For
what greater evidence of success could we have
whose goal is to spread to the world the propo-
ganda of the evils of a capitalistic society, par-
ticularly that society in the United States, than
to have a Catholic university see fit to help him
spread his propoganda through the staging of
his play, and to have that University's paper
choose his as its prophet.

Charles C. Keeler, School of Law

"Word of the Day"

Many opinions have been voiced recently in

regard to "The Word Of The Day," a one min-
ute capsule which is heard daily on Radio Sta-
tion WIBG.

. One of the most publicized opinions is that
of Joe Conlin, whose article appeared in the
last issue of the VILLANOVAN. To the un-
aware reader, this article was very informative
and deserved consideration.

However, one of the most disturbing accu-
sations is that which claims the producers of
this series are making a futile attempt to cul-

turally enlighten the lethargic masses.
It is agreed that the highbrow and the

Ivory Tower set do not make it a habit to listen

to this Station but then again, the "Word Of
The Day" would not necessarily be of interest
to them, since their rhetoric is already highly
developed.

The average homemtiaker constitutes the
listening audience during the principal hours of
broadcast for this station. And, I would call

them far from dull or stupid. As for these
"dim witted teenagers" he refers to in his article,

they may jokingly speak of this series, but that
only shows that they must acquire some know-
ledge from this capsule if they are able to joke
about it.

We do not claim that this one minute cap-
sule will set the world on fire, or skyrocket the
sale of dictionaries, but at least, as long as a
few of these "lethargic listeners" do learn some-
thing from these series, we feel that we are
accomplishing our aim.

Dan O'Mara, Station Manager
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Try A Grotesque Twist

Joanne Dynakowski (right) looks <m in dismay at grotesque
action of Cathy Crane (left) and Carole Schmenkel in "pierc-

ing" scene from "The Crucible."

Too Much Emotion In The
Potion: Masque 'Crucible*

By Tony Macklin

Two weeks ago, March 23-27, natural

Belle Masque presented
Arthur Miller's "The Crucible,"

in the Field House. The choice

of the play coupled with the

tremendous enthusiasm of the

. cast returned the group to

prosperity.

Writing a review of the show
has proved dificult for this re-

viewer in that his opinion does

not coincide with the general

view. We enjoyed the show but

found it somewhat unconvinc-

ing. This was due to a lack of

involvement and the inability

io forget that the people on
stage were actors in a play.

For us, the finest major per-

formances came from Mary
Shaffer and Bill Di Paolo. Fine-

featured Miss Shaffer gave a

beautiful, low-keyed perform-

ance. She has a highly distinc-

tive voice and a naturalness

that shaped a memorable
Elizabeth Proctor.

Not Too Cold

Under the circumstances, the

complaint that she was too icy

is largely invalid, for if she

had decided to emote broadly

there would have been chaos on
stage. It is true that more
warmth in the crucial final

scene might have added to ita

'effectiveness. ''>'::'^ ''' ''''

Everything considered, Mary
Shaffer's portrayal was the

oasis in a stormy desert.

As Danforth, Bill Di Paolo
showed strength, timing, and
poise. His appearance involved

us in the play for the only ap-

preciable length of time.

Di Paolo was slightly limited

by his youth which prevented

him from appearing as aged as
he should have. But his con-

trol, his vocal power and the
effective use he made of his

eyes made his an impressive,

polished performance.

Tony Provenzano must be
placed in a special classifica-

tion. Provenzano has the tools

and the ability. He received

many raves, but we feel that he
overplayed.

Too Much Strain

He portrayed John Proctor

wRh a weighty hand, often

employing grotesque gestures

and hulking posturing. He
manufactured a voice that rang
hollow with a strained artificial

quality. Provenzano has the

physical appeal, but he limited

hfanself by assuming too un-

a pose. Perhaps this

was caused by too great an
effort to create sensuality.

Our real problem was that

we could never forget that

Provenzano was "acting."

The scene with him in it that

imipressed us most was the one
at the table where hie struggled
over the commandments. He
relied on sensitivity in this

scene.

Generally though. Proven-
zano played Proctor at such a
pitch that when it came time
to call on great emotion, he
did not have enough fresh fury

left. If there had been more a
contrast in the level of his

plajdng it would have packed
more of a punch.

Great Passion

Provenzano possesses tre-

mendous intensity and enthu-

siasm and for many this was
enough. Perhaps we were duck-

ing too much for him to land

a knockout blow, but unfortun-

ately it never did find its mark.
Attractive blond Kathy

Crane, on first impression,

gave a solid hut strangely un-

memorable performance. The
second time we saw the show

1
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NOTE: Someone once said that

the essence of written humor is the

triclc played on the reader's mind
when the mental picture it has built

up is suddenly and unexpectedly

twisted in grotesque fashion. In

words, it's a switcheroo, with the

mind playing the sucker. Like this:

We sat there, she and I, with the light

from the fireplace dancing in our eyes. Then,

without speaking, she scooped up her mud
pie and placed it on the coffee table at our

feet.

"What will it be like when we're mar-
ried?" she whispered, wiping her soft, muddy
hands on my sweater. I drew her closer.

"If all goes well, darling," I said, "we'll

buy that small estate in Greenwich, raise a

few kids, and keep cows on the sun porch."

She smiled, gave my hand a pat, and then

slipped away to stir up the fire, which was
melting the soles of my sneakers. Her live

body, silhouetted against the dying flames,

threw a soft shadow across the room, and
I wanted to tell her how I loved her.

"You know how much you mean to me,"
I said, offering her a cigarette. She threw
it in the fire and set up her Arabian water
pipe.

"I know," she said, "and sometimes,
when I'm alone here in the house, I start

wondering about us." She struck a match
and her eyes shone as she lit my mustache.
"You dear," she purred, "you're too good
for me. You're considerate, loving, and you
look so handsome with your mustache burn-
ing that way." I took a drink and put out
the fire. ' '

"Come on, let's go out on the terrace,"

I suggested, helping her to her feet. She took
my hand, and I led her through the French
doors that opened to the patio. We stood

there and gazed out over the city lights.

"A damn fly just bit me on the arm,"
she said, swatting away at the elusive insect.

I put my arms around her, and she caught
me behind the ear with her fist.

"Got the little -beggar!" she exclaimed.

"Tse-Tse," she said, and flicked hiim over the

balcony. The moon was just appearing over
the horizon, and I began visualizing the whole
area bathed in its pale light. Down below
us, darkness hid everything but the hundreds
of white lights and neon signs on the main
street. I glanced at her as she stood there

by my side, spitting peach pits over the edge.

"Your mother thinks we should have a
simple wedding," she said, "but I've always
dreamed of a cathedral ceremony, with hun-
dreds of guests and a huge reception in the

downtown armory." She picked a radish from
the flower box and gazed fondly at it.

"You shall have whatever your little

heart desires," I murmured, toying with her
sideburns, "but must you insist upon growing
radishes in the flower boxes?" She smiled, and
a slight breeze rippled her auburn hair. The
moonlight drained the color from her cheeks,
giving her an unearthly, ethereal appearance,
and I sarw that her eyes were wide open.

"Your eyes remind me of two billiard

balls," I said, leaning against the railing. She
lowered her lids and began chewing on a
scallion.

"I know I'm a silly fool for asking," she
said, "but tell me, have you ever loved an-

other woman?" She placed her hand in mine.
"Let go of my hand," I cried, "you're

hurting me," and I kicked her in the shoulder.
We clutched at each other, and she began
unraveling my sweater.

"Knit one, purl two," she chanted, and
I held her close to me.

"Why must we always quarrel so?" I

asked, wiping the tears from her eyes.

"Because we are lovers," she said, wiping
the tears from my eyes.

"Come on," I said, "let's go back inside,"

and I led her through the french doors into
the living room. We sat down at the piano
and I romped through "Flight of the Bumble
Bee."

"You're tender," she said, tucking a scal-

lion into my breast pocket. I wanted to tell

her how I hated scallions, but this was her
night, and I didn't want to spoil a minute of
it. The moonlight had filtered through the
french doors and was covering the floor with
its almost artificial light. Suddenly, she broke
from my grasp and ran to the fireplace, turn-
ing her back to me.

"There's something I must tell you,"
she said in a quavering voice.

"Yes?" I said, throwing the scallion into
the wastebasket.

"The fire is out," she sobbed, throwing
herself on the sofa. So I broke the coffee

table and started another fire. At daybreak
they found us standing there on the terrace,

eating scallions and watching the sun come up.

y-
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Father Oroz Sees Cuba Growing Worse
By Jim McDonovgfc

"Communism, as a political

we came away with a stronger ^^S^me, can wm the popular

impression. She is a fine actress s"^^'^ ^^^^use the people are

with an expressive face. Her "pt Prepared against commu-

yellow bird scene was truly n»st ideas.
.^. > y;^\^ " •

piemng. v : % ^::r.-;V >^^/-^^^ ^^^ preceding grim fOrcast

Jack Milton, as the intellec-
was Rev. Policarpo Oroz s sum-

tual Reverend Hale, brought motion of the Cuban problem,

the first real breath of natural- ,.
^^' ^roz, a Spanish Augus-

ness in a rather slow first act.
*»an at Villanova who is study-

His cool, saint-like appearance "*«
^"^F

^'^ master s in English,

was very effective. He had ^^^ just returned from the

some trouble handling the emo- Sugar Isle after a five week

tion, as did many of the cast sojourn.

members. But overall, his

sometimes shaky performance
was cool and sensitive enough
to be quite appealing.

Scanlon Shines

Carole Scanlon made a small

Fr. Oroz reports that the

Castro government has been
following a comnministic policy.

Plantations have been divided,

all businesses have been na-

tionalized, second houses must

role glitter as the fiery and be- ^ «°^^
^''J

t^f^^y V^^^ "^at"*;.

witching West Indian, Tituba. ^'^'^f
^^^^' ^^^ citizens (both

Villanova freshman nurse "]^^^
^n^ ^^^le) over the age

Joanne Dynakowski (Mary ^^ fourteen may be called at

Warren) offered an expressive,
^ny time to work for the gov-

troubled countenance in her emment.

initial Belle Masque role. She Young people, quotes Fr.

showed enough promise to Oroz, are seen marching
make one feel that she will be through the streets and it is

doing leads before she's said that military advisors are

through. coming from Russia. Also, an-

John McGarry (Giles Corey) ^ther important point to keep

showed humor and believable i" ^^^^
'
^^^ ^a^il Castro and

anger In a well-handled role Ohe Guevara, the Minister of

and Alan Willig capably creat- the Treasury, are known com-

(Continued on Page 6) munists and great influences

Father Oroi
upon the policies of Castro.

Fr. Oroz made it clear that
Castro, himself, is not a com-
munist. He dra/ws great power
from the fanatical Cuban
peasant; however, his present
position is precarious because
his reforms have aleinated both
the upper class and the middle
class. Here Father warns

Americans not to believe the
middle class to be sm^U — it

isn't.

About the students Fr. Oroz
stated that the Communist
ideology has infiltrated the
Central University of Havana.
There is widespread support of
humanistic and Communistic
principles aimong the students.

In one instance, he told a
student that the Pope had con-
demened Communism, the stu-

dent replied, "I don't care what
the Pope says." In addition the

students have formed a Com-
munist union.

Education in general, quotes
Fr. Oroz, is below standard.
The public schools have not
equipped the people to recog-
nize the subtleties and pernic-

ious implications which under-
lie the present regime's pro-
gram.

Only about twenty percent
of the present Efchools are
under the aegis of the church

—

in a country eighty-five per-

cent Catholic. Moreover, since

only about six percent of the
Cubans go to mass on Sunday,
it is difficult for the Church's
ideas to reach the public.

True the Catholics do use
(Continued on Page 6)
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Father Oroz Sees Cuba Growing Worse
By Jim McDonotigft
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(Continued from Pa^e 6)

TV and Radio, but this fs nul-
lified by the fact that two
Franciscan commentators favor
the government'e policies.

What may develop into real
trouble is Castro's position
toward the treasuries of the'

Churches. Many of the Cuban
Churches have great quantities

of gold and silver in the form
of sacred vessels.

Castro wants these precious

metals turned over to the gov-

ernment for the purchase of

arms. If this proposal is real-

ized, Fr. Oroz says, there
will be open war between the

two groups. ';'<'-''!:.;. ::-.:'.:.'•. :',:>v.'^

The result may be bad for

the religion, for Father states

that the people just don't care

about the church. At the pres-

ent, however, there exists a

peaceful coexistence.

Of course Castro's recent
Anti-American demonstrations
were discussed. Fr. Oroz said
the Cuban people do not dis-

like the American people, only
the government.

When Eisenhower flies

through South America
preaching liberty and natural
rights and the democratic way
of life and at home Negroes
are not allowed to vote, or use
this cup, or learn at this school,

or sit at this counter, the
Cubans see the disparity.

In Europe people call the
American bigoted and two-
faced, but there are no Negroes
in Europe. However, this is not
the case in Cuba.
There are Negroes in Cuba;

and there is no prejudice in

Cuba. Father Oroz saw mixed

Belle Masque Review
Life has many crucibles and we
can accept some of them as
being "bigger than life." But
when emotion becomes smaller
or greater than feeling then
you have problems.
The play was played for hys-

teria, but emotion is like being
punched in the arm. After a
while the arm gets dull and one
stops feeling the blow.

We were not affected by the
end of the play as much as we
know we should have been. Per-
haps it was because we felt

that if Elizabeth was willing to
let John go so easily, so were
we. Or then again, maybe we
were just willing to let him
be put out of his misery.

All personal views aside,

Belle Masque can now stand
tall. The "The Crucible" was
a popular success, that much
is indisputable.

(Continued from Page 6)

ed the Reverend Parris.

Peter AUard (Thomas Put-
nam) and Richard Tichenor
(Francis Nurse) were uncom-
fortable and sparkless in their
roles. Marianne Brennan was
a bit too bewitched as Rebecca
Nurse.

.

The play was in the round,
which is supposed to be con-
ducive to sublety. Some of the
seats got more backs than
others, but it was generally
well-received.

;
I Too Much Bluster ^V

All in all, "The Crucible" was
an interesting and entertaining
show. However it boiled a lit-

tle too indiscriminately to be
in this reviewer's cup.

This playgoer prefers natur-
al theatre, that relies on sen-

sitivity, rather than the broad,

bigger than life tjrpe theatre.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S MOTOR LODGE
King of Prussia. Pa^K'y::''''^:^^

MANAGED BY EX-yiLLANOVAN
!

JiMMcNAMARA
-

. Closs of '47

• «B LUXURIOUS UNITS • EACH WITH PRIVATl BATH
• ROOM-OPERATED TEMPERATURE COKTROU
• FREE 21" TELEVISION
• RESTAURANT & TWO COCKTAIL LOUNGES ADJACENT
• ONLY FOUR MILES FROM VILLANOVA
• SWIMMING POOL AND KIDDIES' WADING POOL
• MOST REASONABLE RATES IN THIS AREA

At the Valley Forge exit of the Pennsylvania furnpikei

go one-half mile post the toll gate to Route) 202 NORTH

HEADQUARTERS FOR FAMILY AND
FRIENDS OF VILLANOVANS

FOR RESERVATIONS . .

.

WRITE: HOWARD JOHNSON'S MOTOR LODGE
King of Prussia, Pa.

PHOHt: BRoadwoy 9-5500

A cordial greeflng owolfs you at the Nowly Doeorofstf

VALLEY FORGE HOTEL
Norristown, Pennsylvania

McxJern accomodations, set In charming colonial atmos-
phere. Guest rooms tastefully furnished, air-conditioned
and with television.

For Dining pleoture and relaxation:

COLONIAL ROOM— COACH ROOM_ CABIN LOUNGE
Guest reservations given personal attention. Free ovemlte
parking.

A. A. Ma lone, Mgr.

Minutes oway by P&W Railway
5 miles driving from Villanovo

couples walking in the streets.

It is the sfune in Brazil. Fr.

Oroz reports that among Cub-
ans our narrow racial views
have lost us many friends.

:-:¥:o:::%:;::::Wf:i*S::::W:::W:::S::::WS^^

Philosophy Talk

Dr. Raymond Klibansld from
McGUl University, wiU deUver
the second annual Saint Augus-
tine Lecture April 23. Story on
page 2.

Junior Dinner Donee
Ticket Sale Slated

Tim McNamar, Junior Dinner
Dance Chairman, has announced
that tickets will go on sale

April 22.

The tickets will be sold that
day on the second floor of
Dougherty Hall. From April
25-29 they will be sold in the
Pie Shoppe. After this date they
will be obtainable from him in

room 118 Sheehan. He said that
only complete tables would be
sold on the first day of sales.

Matric cards and a first-come-

first-choice basis will prevail
throughout the sales. A diagram
of the ballroom floor and tables
will be posted on the Junior
class bulletin board hi the near
future.

Attention
Father Paquette wishes to ex-

press his thanks to the student

who picked up his wallet on the

Villanova railroad station plat-

form on Friday evening, March
18, and returned it to the mon-
astery, ^'--'v.;^

•;;';;:.;:,.

STUDENTS WITH CARS THREE
EVENINGS and Saturday—$30.00
to $60.00 per week plus 110000 to
$500.00 scholarship bonus. Apply at
Placement bureau on Thursday
April 7th at 10:80 am. or call
BR 9-7073. Mr. James Kelly a Villa-
nova srraduate will conduct the
interviews.

"Riding masters & assistants

for New York summer camps.

Call LI 8-4783 in Philadelphia

or OL 2-6363 hi Wilmington,

Del."

TYPING DONE AT HOME
Neof, Accuraft,

RegtonobU

ORantfa 6-5781

OnC^npns
wufa

MQcShoinian

(Atdhor of "7 Was a Teen-aoe DiDarf*. "The Many
Loves of Dobie GiUia", etc.)
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t«NO PARKING"

As everyone knows, the most serious problem facing American

colleges today is the shortage of parking space for students' cars.

Many remedies have been offered to solve this vexing dilemma

.

For instance, it has been suggested that all students be required

to drive small foreign sports cars which can be carried in the

purse or pocket. This would, of course, solve the parking prob-

lem but it would make double dating impossible— unless, that

is, the boys make" the girls run along behind the car. But that

is no solution either because by the time they get to the prom

the girls will be panting so hard that they will wilt their corsages.

Another suggested cure for our parking woes is that all

students smoke Marlboro cigarettes. At first glance this seems

an excellent solution because we all know Marlboro is the

cigarette which proved that flavor did not go out when filters

came in—and when we sit around and smoke good Marlboros

we are so possessed by sweet contentment that none of us

wishes ever to leave, which means no gadding about which

means no driving, which means no parking problem.

But the argument in favor of Mariboros overlooks one im-

portant fact : when you run out of Marlboros you must go get

some more, which means driving, which means parking, which

means you're right back where you started.

Probably the most practical suggestion to alleviate the campus

parking situation is to tear down every school of dentistry in

the country and turn it into a parking lot. This is not to say

that dentistry is unimportant. Gracious, no ! Dentistry is im-

portant and vital and a shining part of our American heritage.

But the fact is there is no real need for separate schools of den-

tistry. Dentistry could easily bemoved to the school of mining

engineering. Surely anyone who can drill a thousand feet for

oil can fill a simple little cavity.

'f^h&^sed\

This experiment—combining dentistry with mining engineer-

ing—has already been tried at several colleges—and with some

very interesting results. Take, for instance, the case of a dental

student named Fred C. Sigafoos. One day recently Fred was

out practicing with his drilling rig in a vacant lot just off

campus. He sank a shaft two hundred feet deep and, to his

surprise and delight, he struck a detergent mine. For A while

Fred thought his fortune was made but he soon learned that

he had drilled into the storage tank of the Eagle Laundry.

Walter P. Eagle, president of the laundry, was mad as all get-

out and things looked mighty black for Fred. But it all ended

well. When Mr. Eagle called Fred into his office to chew him

out, it so happened that Mr. Eagle's beautiful daughter, Patient

Griselda, was present. For years Patient Griselda had been

patiently waiting for the right man. "That's him!" she cried

upon spying Fred—and today Fred is a full partner in the Eagle

Laundry in. charge of pleats and ruffles. ® '**' """ shuiiMn

Speaking of laundries reminds us of cteanliness which in

turn reminds us of filtered Marlboros and unftltered Philip

Morris—both clean and fresh to the taste—both available

in soft pack and flip-top box.

.

RENTALS
1207 MONTGOMERY AVENUE, ROSEMONT, FA.

Large House, 5 Bedrooms
Ideolly located to PRR Station

5 miiuites to Vlllarwva

Perfect for Professor or Students
Now leasing for Sept. 1 960

Gorage and parking space available now or Sept.

Coll LA 5-7071
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Sp" In The Sportlite
by John Duffy

When someone talks to Joe

Chase he gets feeling that he is

not just talking to the sports

publicist of Villanova but to a

loyal fan. Joe's "rah-rah" spirit

can be attested to by many Vil-

lanova rooters who were pres-

ent at the Temple basketball

g£une on Jan. 13.

A Temple supporter took ex-

ception to some of Mr. Chase's
statements on the ability of one
Hubert White and proceeded to

assault Joe with abuses, both
verbal and physical. Only cooler

heads and bigger men prevented
Joe from asserting that his con-

victions were not to be denied.

Aside from this little exploita-

tion of his pugilistic ability, Joe
has enjoyed a smooth and happy
three years as Villanova's aports

publicist.

Area Native

Joseph F. Chase was bom in

Yeadon, Pa., on August 24, 1929.

He attended West Catholic High
Sdhool in Philadelphia and grad-
uated in 1947. After graduation
Joe took a job as an accountant
in Philadelphia. Joe entered the
Air Force in 1951 and spent the

majority of his time in service

at Gary Air Force Base in San
Marcus, Texas. While he was at

Gary, Joe was made the athletic

coordinator, and had charge of

virtually of the athletic events

that took place there. Joe re-

ceived his discharge from Uncle
Sam's Air Force in November
of '53 and entered VU in Febru-

ary of '54.

During his
sophomore year
he was student

^ assistant under
* Gene R u a n e

,

'i now the univer-

sity's public re-

lations director.

In his junior
year Jim Gallo was the sports

publicist and Joe was his man
Friday. Harry Nash was the
publicist in his senior year, and
when he resigned to go into the
Navy in December of '56 Joe
got the job.

Graduated In '57

Joe received his accounting de-

gree in June of '57 and when
the administration asked him to
remain in his present capacity,

Joe accepted.

Joe said the most exciting and
thrilling event that he can re-

member at Villanovci were in

the Spring of '58. At the Penn
Relays the track team won the
distance relay, sprint medley,
and mile relay, setting the meet
record in each event.

.

One of Joe's many chores is

that of press box custodian, and
general manager. That he takes
this duty seriously can be attest-

ed to by the fact that his press
box hospitality has twice reaped
for him awards citing Villanova's

as one of the three most im-
proved press boxes in the coun-

try.

He has also received many
personal commendations from
visiting fourth-estaters for the

services he has provided for
them.

For Joe Chase his job has

been a most rewarding and en-

joyable employment. Joe main-

tains that a man must be happy

in his job and like what he is

doing. And Joe Chase likes

sports.

Chase has also been named

publicity director for the up-

coming IC4A chaimpionships to

be held here May 27-28.

'Mural Keglers In Semis
Reina Leads Boss Choice
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by PhilUp Valente, Jr.

Seven teams qualified for the

Intramural quarter finals. The
teams were The Tappers, Saints,

Keglets, Straight Shooters, An-
thracite Coal, Boss-Choice, and
the Mickwops. v^w-
The first round activities were

started when the Saints played

the Keglets. A great team ef-

fort on the part of the Saints

helped them sweep two straight

games from the Keglets.

The Straight Shooters had no
trouble in sweeping two straight

games to eliminate Anthracite

Coal. The high man of the

match was Dave Keegan of An-
thracite Coal who bowled 519,

but his commendable perform-

ance wasn't enoMgh to hold back

the great team effort of the
Straight Shooters.

The real excitement of the

quarter finals was in a match
between the Mickwops and Boss-

Choice. The Mickwops were a

high seeded team and were ex-

pected to rout last year's

Intramural

Tennis Tourney

Starts Next

Monday
Meeting

Thursday

April 7,

101 Class Room
Annex

All Interested

Invited

champs. In the first game of the
leries the Mickwops whipped the

3oss-Choice by 142 pins. Under
the guidance of Capt. Jack
Reina, the Boss-Choice team
swept the next two games there-

by eliminating the Mickwops.
Jack Reina and Nick Silveri roll-

ed like champs and were helped
by the fine team play of Joe
Petrecca and Joe Carroll.

The outstanding series for

the Boss-Choice team were by
Jack Reina, (547 for a 182 av-

erage) and Nick Silveri (514 for

a 171 average). For the Mick-

wops, Sal Rico took the high ser-

ies honors with 525 for a 175
average. The second round op-

ponents will be Saints against

the Tappers and the Boss-Choice
against the Straight Shooters.

The Tappers were the only team
that drew a "by."

'-<-<
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John Buckley makes Jump in hop step and jump in last year's

Penn Relay's.

Buikley Moves Indoors

After Shining Outdoors

,Mural Softball Begins

by Bud Simmonds

Here it was the IC4A's and

Villanova wasn't even consider-

ed to have an outside chance of

victory. Track fans awaited a

three-way fight to take place

among Yale, Manhatten, and
Penn State.

Then in the afternoon when
the broad jump was scheduled

an event occurred which laid

the foundation for perhaps the

most pleasing Villanova upset

in a long time.

Senior John Buckley, called

"the key" to the Wildcats

chances by coach Jumbo Elliott,

with a sore right leg and a long

record of unsuccessful indoor

attempts came through by win-

ning the jump with a solid 23

feet 9^1 inches.

Win Supplies Spark

This performance was the

spark which ignited the flame

to melt the opposition in the

Wildcats drive for their third

IC4A championship in four

years.

Because this was Buckley's

first indoor victory since 1957,

this feat was considered by crit-

ics (especially the New York
press) to be a great surprise by
the Villanova senior. They
couldn't have been more wrong.

Buckley Comes Through
Although the teaim victory

was the stuff that dreams are

made of, Buck's victory to coach

Elliott was definitely not in this

category." He knew what he had

to do and he did it," said jum-

bo.

Buck's record of indoor fail-

ures was thought by many to be

a mental block too great to over-

come despite his previous suc-

cess outdoors. They obviously

overlooked his determination

and sureness in himself.

Although he considers the win

his most thrilling achieveanent

so far, Buckley, hifcnself, feels

that he was "past the stage of

confidence" that was felt he

lacked before this pressure meet.

Ulpon looking at the records it

is easy to see why.

Consecutive IC4A Titles

In the 1958 outdoor IC4A*s

as a sophomore, John took Irst

place with a jump of 25 feet

% inches in helping the Wild-

cats to their second champion-
ship in a row. The following

year the 'Cats didn't win the

title, but Buckley retained his

ndividual crown by jumping 25

feet eyo inches to notch a new
ichool record.

The friendly, easygoing sen-

ior hails from St. James High in

Chester, Pa. where he won the

State Catholic broad jump as

well as the 100 yard dash with
a 9.9 clocking.

Outside of his track endeav-

ors. Buck enjoys a good round
of golf or a game of pool for

diversion. During the summer
vacation, John's place in the

sun can be found in Ocean City,

New Jersey.

Future Plans

A marketing major, he is in-

definite about his plans after

graduation. This summer, how-
ever, Buck's mind is turned to

thoughts of the Olympic trials

which take place in California

on July 2 and 3.

When questioned on his feel-

ings about his coaches, Tuppeny
and Elliott, he feels he "owes
everything he has accomplished
to them". Buck also thinks that

when the present sophomores
mature and develop, they will

have the best teaim in Villanova's

history.

Concerning the immediate fu-

ture, jaunty John looks with
optimistic anticipation to the

outdoor season with the IC4A
and NCAA championships hold-

ing the spotlight. He expects his

stiffest competition to come
from Ralph Boston of Tennessee

A&A and Darrell Horn of Ore-

gon State.

Aided by the confidence and
knack for rising to the the oc-

casion that is John Buckley's,

Villanova's track fortunes
should show a definite rise in

the team's quest for laurels in

1960.

'"IH
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Lesson Well Taught Mahan Men Win Opener,
To Host Explorers Friday

• Coach Art Mahan (left) explains the art of batting to 2nd
Backer Bobby Klinck.

Lesson Well Ledrned

)> Later in Gettysburj^^ game Klinck puts lesson to use, as he
rounds second after hitting single.

By Jim Murray

Princeton Game:

Postponed till 26th

This Friday the Wildcats
baseball nine plays host to the
LaSalle Explorers at home. The
game starts at 2:30 and will be
on the new field behind the
Field oHuse.

Last year the 'Cats split with
the LaSalle nine. Both games
were decided by one run. The
game played here at Villanova
was won when Capt. George
Emana, smashed a scorcher off

the third lease bag to drive in

the winning run.

The 'Cats started their season
on a pleasant note as the left

handed duo of Frank Kreutzer
and Phil Fidalgo beat Gettys-
burg 10-5.

Big Frank worked four
j

innings and allowed one hit and
one run while striking out
seven.

Fireman Phil took over in the
fifth and K.O.-ed ten by way of
strikes. He also walked seven
Bullets (How can you walk a
bullet?).

The 'Cats started their of-

fense early Fred Anthony walk-
ed, advanced to second on Ed
Monahan's sacrifice and scored
when Bobby Klenek's infield

shot was overthrown by Bullet
third baseman, George Shalick.

The second run came -in the
second frame when centerfielder

Jolting Joe Cramer singled in

Billy Plater who had walked.

The ' 'Cats scored again in the
fourth, twice in the fifth and
once in the sixth. The attach
was led by Anthony, Cramer
and Don Meliga.

In the seventh the Bullets

closed the gap to 6-5, when
Fidalgo got wild. However, the

'Cats erupted for four runs on
four hits. Ed Monthon, Bill

Plater, Don Meliga got singles

while Freddie Anthony had a
submarine double (he dove into

second base.

"It was good to get the first

game in and better to win it,"

said coach Art Mahon.
Gats Bats . , . In their last

game nith Princeton two years
ago, the 'Cats won 6-0 behind an
eighteen strikeout performance
by Jack Kelly . . . Paul Bonian
made it from second to home on
an infield play in the Gettysburg
g^ame . . . The snow fence being

put up during the game gave the

'Cats a floating ground rule, as

each ssction went up any ball

that cleared it was an automatic

home run. The rule was not put

into effect.

Lessons Put Into Effect

Tom Griffith fouls off ball in Gettysburg game.

IN THE GROVE Dan Grove
^^•t .•

Wiririlhg Cdm^b Frorh '52 Returns in '60
Before matriculating at this

institution of higher learning,

this writer had seen one sample

of Villanova. This sample was
something that would impress a

twelve year old boy. It was the

1952 edition of the V. U. foot-

ball team. It ran my local idols,

the University of Kentucky,

almost out of Stoll Field in Lex-
ington, Kentucky. When it was
all over and the last U. of K.

player had been helped off the

field, the scoreboard read

:

Visitors—36; Home—6.

Needless to say I was impress-

ed. I had always heard that

Eastern football was of the

powder-puff variety. Yet, these

powder puffs had run, passed,

and blocked a good Kentucky
club into unconditional submis-

sion.

Fond Hope
Since that day in '52 I have

seen the Wildcat gridders get

their luimps more often than

not. Yet that day long ago still

remains in my memory. Associ-

ated with that memory was a

fond hope that I should once

again see the Wildcats rise to

national prominence with a good

football team.

My hopes were given a great

boost, when two of the partici-

pants in the debacle of '52 re-

turned to Villanova, as coaches.

The two are Alex Bell (head

coach) and Gene Filipski (back-

field coach).

Bell was then an end coach

here. Since his graduation from

V. U. in 1938, when he was an

end on an undefeated Cat eleven,

Alex Bell has coached at several

colleges and high schools, Har-

vard being his last stop.

12 Yards Per Carry
Filipski was the elusive, hard

charging halfback who continu-

ally found or made holes in the

Kentucky line. In that game he

averaged 12 yards per carry. He
was named an "All American"

at the end of the season. Later

he played in both the National

and C!anadian Football Leagues.

It was my fortune to have an

interview with these gentlemen

last week. The following para-

graphs are my impressions
mixed with some of theirs.

"Al," as his fellow coaches

call him, faces a formidable as-

signment. He must remodel last

year's (1-9) team. Then, once

he refinishes the team, he must
make sure the paint is dry

enough to face the torrents that

will be unlashed against it.

These torrents are such power-

houses as Army, Navy, and

College of Pacific.

BeH No Miracle Man
Perhaps he can do the job. For

many fans a good repatching job

would be acceptable. In either

case; Bell is no miracle worker.

He is a serious man who under-

stands the problem he faces.

These problems are: an overall

lack of team speed, lack of

depth and experience in the line,

a tough schedule, and a lack of

spirit.

The new head mentor promis-

ed that he would be looking for

some fast, lean men during the

Spring practice session. He
stressed that many of his inter-

ior lineman were just too heavy

to move effectively. To remedy

this situation he has enlisted the

services of "Jumbo" Elliot, the

track coach, to help out his boys

in the running department.

He plans to work mainly on

fundamentals and the offense

during the Springtime grind.

The offense he will use will be

a diversified T, using the slot

man, and the belly series. This

will put an emphasis on passing

and should open up the offense

a bit.

Wanted: Spirit

The lack of spirit he referred

to is natural after last year's

dismal record. The spirit is im-

portant though, for it is this

intangible that makes a player

get himself into shape and then

give his best in a game. Only

time will tell if the spirit is hi-

stilled.

When queried on some of the

brighter aspects of the team he

talked about sophomores and
ends. '^.-
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He has high hopes for dophs

Billy Joe and Larry Glueck. Joe

is a big, powerful, hard running

fullback, and Glueck, a quarter-

back switched to halfback, seems

to be the fastest, and most elu-

sive runner in practice. Another

sophomore that had caught his

eyes was fullback Lou Rettino.

He then pi'aised the depth of

the ends, saying that we should

have good flankers with guys

like : Sam Gruneisen, Ron Myers,

Russ Frantz, Frank Brezinck,

Jack Mount, and several others,

all battling for starting assign-

ments.

Langone Leading QB
The quarterback slot is in fair

shape with plucky Nick Langone
the leading candidate at this

writing. He should be pushed
however, by sophs Ted Aceto
and Richie Richman. Quarter-

back Tom O'Rourke will prob-

ably be moved to a halfback slot.

He went through the rest of

the positions analyzing the

strength that he had seen so

far. He then emphasized that he

hadn't seen the team in action

long enough to be sure of each
player's capabilities.

He summed up the interview

saying "I am glad to be back at

Villanova. I will do the best I

can to have a team that plays

a decent brand of ball."
; \ ;•

Filipski Dynmio

While Bell gives one the im-

pression of being soft spoken,

sage man, Mr. Filipski is the

epitomy of actioh and loud com-
mentary. On the field he rushes
around barking orders, criticiz-

ing mistakes, and watching for

other small flaws. In the office

he was easy to talk to, although

he never stopped typing while

answering questions. He seems
like a man who, knows his job

and is anxious to do it.

He re-echoed most of Bell's

sentiments particularly the part

about the obesity of some of his

charges. He promised to have
all extra weight off of anyone
who wanted to play. I have the

impression that he meant that

promise.

Neither coach would make
any predictions for the coming
season. (That sort of thing went
out suddenly on the Main Line).

This writer doesn't feel like

sticking hie head out either, but

whatever happens he can always
remember '52.

\

% TNT Is Remembering Mummy
<•

'Leftist' a Dangerous Term
McGill Philosopher Calls For Tolerance

r-;

By Pet« McComell

"It's foolish to close the mind
to the study of Conununism. In

order to be intellectually op-

posed to Communism we must
be familiar with the tenets of

Communism."
So spoke Dr. Raymond Kli-

bansky, teacher and philosopher
from McGill University in C!an-

ada, who was the invited to

deliver the second annual Aug-
ustinian lecture last Sunday.

Dr. Klibansky, in a special

interview,- clarified his str(»g
belief in the cause of toleration

of opposing beliefs.

"The Dominicans were foviid-

ed to combat the infidel, and to

do so, they made complete stady
' of the beliefs of the infklel to

learn his philosophy and bis

theology. It is senseless to mere-
* ly oppose for the sake of oppos-

ing," he said.

"We must be careful about the

use of the term 'leftist.' Leftism

is a dangerous term. It is us-

ually the term applied to any-

one who doesn't

agree with you
at a particular

moment Left-
ism is a torm
which thinking

people should
not use he
added.

"If you assume
the right to ex-

clude all those

who oppose your thinking, you
must give others the right to

exclude your thinking.

"This is one exception to this

however," he said. "Those who
deny this principle of toleration

may themseliFee be excluded.

Tlius toleration has its Ibnits.

"Conmiunists who want to

exclude the rights of others to

their beliefs don't have the right

to teach in our universities. But
who are the C!ommunists? The
best way to find out and to com-

Jtfwior Weefc Starts M^mday

From Ben Hur To The Btoadwood^

From The Grotto To The Guild Show
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Junior Week 1960, with its

activity-crammed agenda, offi-

dally opens next Monday,
Mothers' Day, at 11 a.m. with

Mass in the grotto, weather per-

mitting, class president Bob
Scal-ia announced.

In the event of rain, the Mass
to be celebrated by Rev. Robert
Welsh, OSA, class moderator,

will be celebrated in the Chapel.

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

OSA, President, will deliver the

sermon.
Shortly before the Mass the

special Junior Week edition of

the VILLANOVAN, with it's

"striking innovation," will be

distributed to the Juniors and
ther mothers.

Other Events

The remainder of the Mothers'

Day agenda will consist of a

dinner, perusal of the Diaper

Dan exhibit, and a comedy skit

by Bob DeLisa and Butch Mc-
Nally.

The second innovation of Jun-

ior Week will be the "Ben-Hur"
outing Tuesday night Chairmen
Jim Coroon and Kevin Flynn

expect about 200 to trek to the

Boyd Theatre for the 8 p.m.

showing of the multi-Oscar win-

ner, --^^'z/"

Ray McKinley and his Grlenn

Miller Orchestra, along with the

singing quartet, the Hi-Lo's are

the headhners in Rev. Francis

Kelly's Augustinian Seminary
Guild variety show on Wednes-
day night. The Guild show,

although not sponsored by the

Junior Class, is, nevertheless, an

integral Junior Week function.

Muff Day

Pare for Thursday will be

the annual Junior-Senior Muff
Day, which will feature several

firsts, one of which is a Fat

Man's Race. Answering the

gun will be such Falstaffs as

Jack Valva, Billy Paczkoskie,

and George Raveling.

"Raveling's not fat, but he is

over 200 pounds, so he qualifies

for the race," Soalia clarified.

Anothw new event on the

imaginative Muff Day program,
conjured up by chairmen Tom
Samulewicz and Dan Kelly, is a
water-po7o match in the Field

House Pool.

bat them is through discussion.

No movement was ever driven

out by sheer force."

Dr. Klibansky added that "we
must give our own philosophy

a strong foundation so that we
can argue. Once grounded, we
should not shy away from hear-

ing other points of view. If we
try to suppress them, we make
martyrs out of them."
He attended the Philosophy

Congress in Poland in 1957,

where philosophers from East
and West met and discussed is-

sues with a candor which amaz-
ed him.

He cautioned that we should
beware of making generalities.

"In Poland of today there is not

the vigm'ous thought control as

there was in Nazi Germany.
Even democracy leaves much to
be desired. The Russian looks at
our Negro problem and says
'You are advocates of Democ-
racy and what are you doing
about it yourself?"
The professor was able to

refer to St. Thomas Aquinas on
the matter of toleration.

"Thomas showed that we
should not compel others to fol-
:!*?" S««W*«K:¥::«W¥ftW!»»«W;«->»»*KSi»ft^^^

Be it a question of science, i

metaphysics, or religion, the nrxin |

who soys: "What is truth?" os

Pilate did, is not a toleront mon, :

but a betrayer of the humon race.

There is neat and genuine toler-
;

once only when a prmn is firmly |

ond absolutely convinced of a{
truth, or of what he holds to be o

;:

truth, ond when he at the some |

time resognixes the right of those
who deny this truth to exist, and :

to contradict him, and to speak
their own mind, not because they I

on free from truth but because
;

they seek truth In tl%eir owrr way. i

—nJecqiMt Morifoin i

low our own views. He says that
enforced obedience is not the
best.

He denied that Catholic uni-

versities were generally guilty of

intolerance toward hearing op-

posed beliefs.

"Some Catholic institutions I

have seen are models of tolera

McAteer Named

Editor-in-Chief

Of Yillanovan
Henry James McAteer has

been appointed Editor-in*Chief

of _the VILLANOVAN for next
year. His appointment was
announced by Rev. Louis A.
Rongione, OSA, VILLANOVAN
moderator, at the St. Augustine
Award Dinner Dance held last

Saturday.

McAteer, a junior Arts major
graduated from Northeast
Catholic High School in Phila-

deliphia. He has previously ser-

ved as Managing Editor, News
Ekiitor, and Feature Editor of

the campus weekly.

Other Staff Members
Michael Donahue and William

Sx)eers, both two year veterans

of the paper, will serve as

Managing Editor and Associate

Editor, respectively. Michael

Keys retains his post as Format
Editor.

John McAteer and Joseph
Conlin will be News Editor and
Feature Editor, respectively,

whUe the Sports desk will be
manned by Charles Sinmionds

and Daniel Grove.

Newly - appointed Business
Manager is Gary Dascenzo, and
Mark Bennett and Stanley
Uronywica are co-Circulation

Managers. Josephine Morello

tion. The fact that I was invited *»^ ^^ Trebold will serve as

to Villanova shows a degree of

toleration.
" I am more conservative than

a democrat," he said. "Democ-
racy is not enough. It is prob-

lemmatictd, and Democracy is

certainly open to interpreta-

tion."

co-Copy Editors.

Michael Pastore and Francis
Matunis are the next year's

Photo Editors.

The new staff under McAteer

assumes control with next week's

issue.

Began Yesterday;

Sweeney Is Lead

In Spring Show
Turf & Tinsel opened last

night with "I Remember Mum-
my," which will run through

May 1st in the Field House.
Curtain time is at 8:30 for all

performances.

This original musical comedy,
under the co-direction of George
H. Noake and Bette Green, fiea-

tures an all male cast and the

music of Robert M. Whelan.
With one of the largest casts

in the history of TAT, **! Re.
member Mummy" marks its

twelfth continous appearance
since the Club's revival in 1948.

l^e original founder was Harry
Stuhldreher; at the time an
undergraduate of Villaaova.

Payola
This year's show has as its

theme the timely topic of "pay-
ola" set into an early Egyptian
period. Tom Sweeney, the fdiow's

lead, portrays A. H., the wealthy
owner of Mummies Inc., who
finds his time consumed with
problems of erecting a pyramid
and deciding which <me of the

Nefer daughters he will ^choose

for a wife. Joe Ruggerio, in the
person of Miss Issi-Nefer, aptly

provides the show with the tra-

ditional Turf & Tinsel "Siren."

Highlighting the show is a
specialty act, the AFABB's
(Anything For A Buck Boys)

—

played to the hilt by several of
VU's football players.

y
'

, : •
.
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The show flows io a climax
when A. H. throws an orgy to
"relax" everybody before the
Miss Nile Contest.

"Turf and Tinsel is just as
much a part of Villanova as the

'Wildcats' and it is growing in

popularity each year due to the

increasing turnout for its per-

formances," says Sweeney, the

lead. "It has all the qualities a
production of this type must
have. It provides lots of laughs;

an opportunity to laugh at one's

friends, and last but no least 'a

cheap date' ".

Tickete are priced at $1.00 for
studente and $1.50 for adulte.

Wednesday night's show will be
Student Night and it is reported
that all the surrounding l^l's
colleges will be in attendance.

The moderator of Turf 'n*

Tiisel is Rev. Henry Syvinski,

o.aA.
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Nigemn Student Deplores

South Ahitun ApurtheU
By Jim Drtseoll

Fabian Okon, a Nigerian
Graduate student at Villanova

on a history assistantship, sur-

veys the South African racial

outhrealc from an African's
frame of reference.

Olcon, originally from eastern

Nigeria, has been in this coun-

try for almost four years, but
upon ocmipletion of his studies

in 1961, he intends to return

home. There he will probably
teach on the secondary level.

"Demonstra-
tions, and agita-

ting are the

most appropri-

ate means of the

black Africans

in the present

situation," says
Okon. Okon

"It's the best way for the

Africans to voice their minds
and to show the situation as it

really exists. I believe that the

day-to-day demonstration will

force the Dutch to bend under
the winds of nationalism."

He prefers to look forward to

the solution of the strife by
comoromise.

"Of course," he says, "I would
not like to see them resorting

to violence, because it could not
possibly lead to a complete sol-

ution of the problem. The Afri-

cans, furthermore, would be at

a definite disadvantage as they

could not abtain proper arma-
ments."

He questions the intentions of

the new Dutch move to foster

greatly increased European im-

migration into the Union of

South Africa. He sees this as a
move to replace the striking

natives as workers.

"The whites are only creating

more trouble for themselves," he
states. "But above all other
things," he says, "The apartheid
is definitely the cardinal op-

pression."

His viewpoint is that the Afri-

cans have obtained much from
the Afrikaaners, but that this

segregation prevents a true ac-

commodation of the cultures.

"It it very feasible," he warns,

"that the same thing might hap-

pen in South Africa as had
happened in Kenya under simi-

lar circumstances several years
ago—the Mau Mau.

"Not only that," he notes,

"but the whites are making a
serious mistake in over-all pol-

icy that they will surely regret

in the future. If the whites per-

sist in this unrealistic and in-

discreet program, they will sure-

ly force a united African front

that could be avoided by the

proper handling of each coun-

try.

"Africa is emerging; it is in

the grip of nationalism and not

mere'y rising up against white

suppression."

Grads Present 12th Nighf
The Twelfth Night, A Shake-

spearean Comedy, will be the

next presentation of the Grad-

uate Theatre Departmtnt.

The "eternal triangle envelop-

ed within the traditional chaotic

freedom that was allowed in

Elizabethan England on the

twelfth night after Christmas, is

itself distorted into a farcical

rectangle by the quirks of two
'wet' Englishmen, a clown and a
servant girl. ;

-::•;•!:'><':?•:.'';,:

In brief, the entanglement
begins to crystalize as Viola, a
young damsel disguised as a boy
falls in love with a Count. The
Count in turn loves Lady Olivia

who strangly enough is in love

with the masculinated Viola.

Farther complications set in

when the two jolly Englishmen,
mentioned above, consort with a
clown and a serving girl to lead

Malvolio, a pompous servant, to

the belief that Olivia (who by

McAdams Wins

Augustine Award
Leonard J. McAdams, promi-

nent staff member of the Phila-

delphia Inquirer, was awarded
the annual St. Augustine Award
for oustanding journalism last

Saturday.

The award was presented by
Rev. Louis A. Rongione, OSA,
moderator of the VILLANOV-
AN, at the annual VILLANOV-
AN-WVIL Dinner DAnoe held

at the Warwick Hotel.

In accepting the award, Mc-
Adams expressed the wish that

he was "twenty years younger,
and receiving this award. For
then, I might have a chance at

being in on the greatest story:

Assignment Moon."
McAdams impressed his audi-

ence the need tw courage and
integrity in reporting the news.

the way loves Viola) loves him.

Thus at the height of the play

Viola loves the Count, the Count
loves Olivia; Oliva loves Viola;

and Marvelio believes that Olivia

loves him.

Mr. Bernard Coyne, director

of the play, says: "It is obvious

that The Twelfth Night is any-

1

thing but dull. It is not only an
exciting show, but is loud, fast

and funny." l

The show reviews May 11, with

regular showings May 12-15. i

Democrats Puzzle Joe Martin
Sees No TViewers For GOP Convention
"You'd have to be the seventh

son of a prophet to know whom
the Democrats will choose for

their candidate thii^ year."

The Law Forum, April 19,

heard Representative Joseph
Martin, former speaker of the
House of Representatives, de-

clare that it's nearly impossible

to make this prediction.

Martin's commentary on pre-

sent day politics were subor-

dinate to his reminiscences of

personal experiences as chair-

man of the Republican nominat-
ing conventions for so many
years.

He recollected in scrapbook
fashion, describing colorful

acquaintances with many of the

top political figures of the past

fifty years. He voiced opinions

on:

Gen. Douglas MacArtJiur.
"MacArthur would have won in

1952 had be been nominated. He
had tremendous popularity and
gave a great speech to Congress
after his dismissal. At his

speech, every Republican had
tears in his eyes.

.Gov. Rockefeller. "I think
Rockefeller would make a great

president, but he won't get nom-
inated. I don't thing he would
get or would want the vice presi-

dency."

Henry Cabot Lodge Jr. "Would
Lodge take the vice presidency,
on the contrary, he said he
wouldn't take it. But I don't

believe it. If it's forced on him
he'll take it."

The Republican convention.

"Unless they get up more of a
show than they have now,
they're not going to have people
up late watching it on tele-

vision."

Herbert Hoover. "He needed
Massachuetts or Oklahoma to

win and the leaders couldn't get
the Massachusetts man they
wanted. So they got Charles
Curtis, a half^breed ndian, to get
the large Indian vote of

Oklahoma."
WendeU Willkie. "Willkie lost

because France had fallen and
England was in danger. The
stage of fright made the Demo-
crats win in a year when they
weren't ex-'ected to win."

Generals of the army. "They
never teach economics at West
Point."

The convention chiUrman.
"There are four thousand people
there and every one of them is

trying to trip him up. He must
have character and integrity,

and the people must have confi-

dance in him."
Modem students. "Shall we

have war or peace, peace or

prosperity? All these questions

will be decided hi the next few
years by today's young students

and you lawyers present."

Bi-partisanship. "I like to see

democrats AND Republicans
active in politics, just so long
as there are a few Republicans
in the 14th district of Masschu-
setts."

The Republican convention.

"How to liven it up is almost
beyond me. There is only one
possible candidate, and the vice

presidental candidate will be
whoever Nixon wants, so there

will be no life in that either."

Jlposfo/fc Defegofe To

B\e%% Sc/ence Building

Archbishop Egidio Vagnozzi,

Apostolic Delegate to the Unit-

ed States, will officiate at the

blessing of the cornerstone for

the new Science Building on
Tuesday, May 17th.

Prior to this ceremony, the

Archbishop will celebrate Mass
at 4:30 at the campus grotto.

Among those expected to be
present will be donars to the

Villanova Development Founda-
tion, members of the Board of

Lay Trustees, and University

Officials. Anyone interested is

invited to attend.

•.... '.

•
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DeLisli Presents New Constitution
A new concept in student

government was proposed to the

Student Council last Wednesday
by Council Vice-President Bob
Delisa.

In an attempt to "secure more
equal representation for the

students" (DeLisa said), "and to

open membership in the Coun-
cil's committees to non-Council

members who want to assist,"

the proposed Constitution and
by-laws provide for unrestricted

membership on committees and
eliminate the principle of the

"half-vote."

In keeping with established

procedure, on'y direct questions

about the proposed Constitution

were permitted in the Council;

discussion will be conducted at

the next meeting.

Initial opposition to change
was evident, especially among
the "half-vote" representatives,

a number of whom expressed

fear that they would be "voted

out of existence."

Since the meeting, DeLisa has
declared that "careful reading of

the proposal will undoubtedly

remove the fears of some repre-

sentatives. Also, next week's

dlMussion of the Constitution

Pollock Wants Evaluation Vote

I Sheldon Pollock is planning

I a motion to call for a general

election on the question, "Are

you satisfied with the Student

Council on campus?"
The motion by Pollock,

who is Alumni Representative

on the Council, provides that

the question election would
be held concurrently with the

general student election May
12.

"It's apparent," said Pol-

lock, the Student Council is

rapidly deteriorating into an
organization existing solely

for the purpose of its own
existence.

"And since the Connefl

should exist only at the ex*

press desire of the students,

it is appropiate that the stu-

dents be given an opportunity

to decide whether the Coun-
cil has merited its existence

with positive action, and
whether the students feel

that the Council has been a
proper expression of their

opinions and desires.

"The students must be
given the chance to decide

whether they wish to con-

tinue to be represented in the

present fashion.

"If the students do not so
indicate," he said, "Then the
Council should take it upon
itself to see that such a
situation does not continue to

exist"

HHMUItliMHMi IDIItllk.

will clarify many points."

This fear arose from the fact

that, under the proposed Con-
stitution, the '37 campus organ-

hsations recognized by the Dean
of Student Activities would be

deprived of direct, half-vote

representation on the Student
Council.

Instead, these societies would
sit separately as a "Fratemltes
and Societies Organisation"

(F & S O), and would be sub-

divided into five groups accord-

ing to the nature of their func-

tions. Each of these five groups
would elect one full-vote repre-

sentative to the Council.

DeLisa has explained that "in

this way, all organizations will

retain some voice in Council

affairs, and at the same time,

would be able to conduct their

own affairs free of direct Coun-
cil control.

The F & S O would not be able

to pass binding legislation, only

the Council may do that; but

no Council legislation affecting

organizations may be passed

without the approval of the

F & S 0. In effect, it is a system

of checks and balences.

Concerning committees, De-
Lisa explained that, under the

present Constitution, most of

the committees are "Congres-
sional," restricted to a limited

number of Council members

"The new system," he said,

"would allow non-Council mem-
bers to serve on committees, and
would allow conunittee chairmen
to acquire sufficient active, in-

terested personneL"

At

^
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Senior Class Announces
Plans For Fathers Day
Tom Labrecque, Father's Day

committee chairman, announced
that the third annual Father's
Day will take place Saturday,
May 14.

Laibrecque reported that the
day's activities will commence
with an eleven o'clock Mass
which will be celebrated by the
Rev. Dante Girolami.

Highlights of the afternoon
will include a Villanova varsity
bc^seball game with Seton Hall
at 2 P.M.; and at 3 P.M. the
varsity swimming team will give
a swimming demonstraton.
Plans for other afternoon activi-

ties are underway.
Interest in the baseball game

with Seton Hall should be very
high as both teams will be vy-

ing for at-large berths in the

NCAA.
Labrecque expressed his grat-

itude to his fellow committee
members without whose assist-

ance this years Fathers' Day
would not be possible.

These men include: Mass and
Benediction chairman, Bill Gazi;

Luncheo n chairman, Steve

Parting Festival

At Royerford, Pa.

The preliminary details of th^i

Senior Parting Festival were

released by Harry Rowe, chair-

man of that event.

,Thi8 last social function of the

Class of '60 will be held on June

4th at Lakeview Amusement
Parak, Royerford, Pa. (just 40

minutes from VU).
Facilities at the park include

those for swimming, boating,

Softball, basketball, picnicking,

j

and rodeos.. (for the more
valiant).

|

Entertainment will last all

,

5ay and there will be dancing in
|

the evening.

Mahle; Ticket program chair-

chairmen, Paul Iff land and

Vinoe Cucuzzella; and Special

Arrangements chairmen, Dick

Wines and Steve Carton.

Ticket for Father's Day will

go on sale, Monday, May 8, in

the Pie Shoppe.

Station Manager

Succeeds Self

As Radio Head
Daniel J. O'Mara has been re-

named Manager of radio station

WVIL for 1960-61. Staff heads
of the radio re-elected O'Mara
in a closed vote conducted last

week.
Results of the election were

announced at the St. Augustine
Award Dmner Dance by Dr.

Charles B. Smith, WVIL faculty

advisor.

O'Mara, who graduated from
Augustinian Academy on Staten

Island in New York, is a sopho-

more Accounting major.
Re-organization

In a drastic re-organization

move, the number of staff heads
who will serve with O'Mara was
reduced from 14 to four. Also,

extensive plans for the com-
plete revamping of the radio

station were announced. These
will be announced as the new
staff formulates their details.

Charles Labus, sophomore C
& F, has been appointed Pro-

gram Director by O'Mara. Al-

bert Lawler, fifth year engineer,

will serve as Chief Engineer;

Edmund Folsom, junior C & F
is Business Manager; and Per-

sonnel Director is John Oberlies,

junior Engineer. The new staff

will assimie control of the Sta

ition in September.

Villanova I.C.G. Travels To
Harrisburg For Convention
One 6t the most accelerated'

turnabouts in the voting for a
presidential candidate was wit-

nessed at the recent I.C.G. State

Convention in Harrisburg as the

Villanova delegation and many
others forsook favorite-sons and
hastened the election of Sen.

John F. Kennedy.

A most significant feature of

the convention was that Vice

President Nixon was not even

nominated. Some schools how-
ever made a belated effort on his

behalf in casting a 69 strong

protest vote against Kennedy's
314.

The Villanova delegation

originally backed Mayor
Richardson Dilworth of Phila-

delphia. His nominating speech

was delivered by John Issel-

man, in what was according to

many delegates the most stirring

speech of the entire convention.

In another phase of the con-

vention the Villanova delega-

tion, once again setting the pace,

thunderously approved the elec-

tion of its candidate, Mary Wiest
of Immaculata, for Speaker of

the Assembly. Larry Ruth, Vil-

lanova chapter president, gave

the nominating speech.

The election of Miss Weist
preceded by a

Six members of the Villanova

chapter, under the direction of

Ed McLaughlin, serenaded the

delegations with praises of Miss

Wiest as they registered for the

convention. Following this the

executive councils of each school

met in special conference. The
net result of this action brought

about a strong alliance of the

Northeast and Southeast Re-

gions of the I.C.G., which assur-

ed the speakership for Miss

Wiest.

The final action of the conven-

tion oh Saturday was the voting

on the planks which had been

reported out of the Friday com-
mittee meetings. The Villanova

delegation had at least one and

in some cases two planks re-

ported out of each of thfe seven

committees. On the floor of the

assembly, Villanova backed by

other schools in the Southeast

Region had all its planks passed.

Aecfrfenwo/d UU fellow

L. N. Recktenwald of the

Psychology Department has
been selected to Life Fellow in

the International Institute ot

Arts and Letters.

He also recently served as

Denny Cardone
Associote Editor

Jim Dritcoll

News Editor
Jot Porouiello
Photo Editor

Phil Voionto
Business Morxiger

Jim Murray
Sports Editor

Tom Wolf
Editor-in-Chief

Tom Troy
Feature Editor

3iif ^£«^

Tony Mocklin
Associate Editor

Jock Dogney
Copy Editor

Herb Lefrfou

Circulation Mgr.
Tom Sweentify

Art Editor

Senior Editors Finish Journalistic Year
The seniors of the 1959-60 staff officially complete for' as Father Rongione pointed out at

bowed out of their collegiate journalistic careers the dance, they will remain active to an extent

Saturday night at the Villanovan-WVIL dinner provided some solace and experience for the

dance. oncoming staff members.
The end for the departing eleven is not

f-^- l\<-''
% ssX-X^^.

liYdfs on Campus
\

Chairman of a panel on the In-

flourish of formation Service at the na>

political campaigning which at- tional meeting of "Catholic

tracted the interest of most of i Counselors in A.P.G.A." on

the delegates to the convention. I April 10th at LaSalle College.,

Pfcllo«ophy Locfure

Dr. Fredrick Patka will dis-

cuss "The Problem of Va ue and

the Person" before the Philo-

sophy club this evening
The lecture to be delivered at

7:30 in the East Lounge of

Dohgherty Hall, will be the

fourth in a series concerning the

"Concept of the Person."

Following the talk, to which
the public is invited, wi.l be an
informal discussion at which
time refreshments will be served,

Dr. Patka, Professor of Phil-

osophy at Holy Family College

and LaSalle College, is a grad-

uate of the Gregorinian Univer-

sity in Rome.

HIsfory Locfure

The Department of History

and Political Science will spon-

sor a lecture by Professor Elmer
E. Schattschneider of Wesleyan
University this afternoon at

4 :00 P.M. hi the East Lounge of

Dougherty Hall.

His topic will be: "National

Nominating Conventions: Signi-

ficance in a Presidental Election

Year.
Professor Schattschneider'e

nublications include : "Politics,

Pressures and the Tariff"

(1935); "Party Government"
(1940), and "Guide to the Study
of Public Affairs" (1952). He
was president of the American
Political Science Association hi

1956-57, and is presently the

Foundation Professor of Govern-
ment at Wesleyan and Director

of Citizens' Clearing House.

AnnuQl Novy Danco
The Villanova N.R.O.T.C. unit

will hold its annual spring for-

mal Friday evening at the Drake
Hotel in Philadelphia. Dancing
will be continuous from 9 till 1

to the music of Paul Judge and
his orchestra. During intermis-

sions music wi 1 be furnished by
a jazz combo from the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania.

The highlight of the evening
will be the crowning of this

year's Navy Queen. She will be
the date of the Company Com-
mander whose company has won
the batallion competition.

Bodord Appointed
Dr. Bernard J. Bedard has re-

cently been appointed Graduate
School Advisor.

The office will be located on
the ground floor of the C&F
building and wiM function pri-

marily as a complement to the

Guidance office by specializing in

providing the students with
complete records of graduate
school o'^portunities and re-

quirements.

Dr. Bedard is a graduate of

Notre Dame and the University

of Michigan. He has been at

Villanovan since 1955 and As-

sistant Professor of English.

Voft DInnor Donco
The Second Annual Dinner

Dance of the Veterans Club will

be held on April 30 at Shilligs

on Jersey's Black Horse Pike.

This will serve as the final

social function of the club for

this semester and as an occasion

to invest the newly elected offi-

cers.

Thomas Kennedy steps into

the President's office and Ed
Kelly, Jim Boyle and Ed Galla-

gher take V.P., Secretary and
Treasurer, respectively.

The Corresponding Secretary

will be Bob Burke, and Jack

Craig will serve as Student

Council Representative.

Hold CAomlsfry Fair

The Chemistry department
and the Chemistry club of Vil-

lanova will hold a chemistry fair

in Mendel Hall this Saturday,

April 30 from one to four in

the afternoon.

Over 400 high school science

students and their teachers fnxn
nearly fifty schools have been
invited.

Small groups of visitors will

be guided through the labs by
chemistry majors. There will be

continous 'live' demonstrations,

exhibits, and films of chemical
principles and apparatus in the

fielde of inorganic, organic, phy-

sical, analytical, and biological

chemistry.
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Inconsistent Parsons
If it's a futile task to ignore religion as

having a place in public life in these days
of a rather controversial Presidential Cam-
paign, then it must be completely inoffensive

to interject the issue of Church-State rela-

tionships into another phase of secular con-

cern. •:
''' ^^-''

Certain church groups seem to be hai-p-

ing continuously or soon will be (if in whis-

pers) of the significance of electing ai man
of a certain other religious affiliation to a
certain high governmental post and speak of

the evil of mixing religion with politics.

However, without the slightest hesita-

tion for a well-needed breath, some of these
enthusiastic secularists interfere in a politi-

cal and public matter from the pulpits of the
vei*y edifices which are supposedly so irre-

conciaible to politics.

This issue is, of course, the legalitv of

pari-mutuel gambling in fourteen of Penn-
sylvania's counties, an issue which by the

publication of this P999r, will have been re-

solved. '''';. .•.-.:-;•'
t">-^'

Wherever this bill is defeated (In par-

ticular, in Delaware County), the victory will

be largely due to and claimed as a victory

for and by the self righteous, religious scions

who are working like coolies at this time, tom it.

Yet with this "victory" for morality and
mandatory clean living for the public, I doubt
if even the slightest tinge of scarlet will ootor

the cheeks of these selfsame secularists when
they warn their flocks of! the danger of reli-

gion and goverranent mixed in the candidacy
of a man of certain religious inclination.

Half-Vote ists

Student Ouncil vice chairman Bob De
Lisa has concocted perhaps the most far-

reaching, most valuable piece of business

which this year's Council has witnessed in its

weary tenure—and it just may mean political

injury for him, ironically enough.
* It's no secret that De Lisa is a prominent
figure among candidates for the chairman-
ship to be relinquished by Tom Hoffman in

a few weeks hence, and the vote of the so-

called half-votes will be obviously significant,

on the basis of sheer numerical force. But
presently he is strongly suggesting that these
same half-votes support a revised CJonstitu-

tion which would reduce the influence of the
half-vote by more than half. .

As a matter of information, the half-

votes represent various campus societies and
fraternities ; full votes represents the classes,

generally speaking. And whereas the full-

votes are usually of the conscientious, hard-
working type, the half-votes are typically

ornamental, with a few notable exceptions.

They might be called the loyal opposition, for

they usually oppose with consistent vigor.

What would be the advantage to a coun-
cil shorn of half-vote power? The present
full-votes can theoretically call themselves
professional Student (Council members; their

primary interest is in (Council affaii*s. On the
other hand, the half-votes owe their allegi-

ance and attention primarily* to their respec-

tive organizations, and secondly to the Coun-
cil. So, it's not sui-prising that their CJouncil

pei*foi*manc€l is less than inspired

Furthermore, the representation of or-

ganizations on the (Council has always puzzled

us. Here are what amount to special interest

groups (clubs, etc.) with sometimes fewer
than 20 active meihbers, who can combine in

pairs to equal the voting power of class

representatives. Essentially, they are lobby-

ists with the voting privilege, and b^ the

same token, gas companies should have seats

in the United States Senate.

De Lisa's arranj^ement does not eliminate

the organizations from the Council as many
suspect. Rather it organizes them into func-

tional groups which elect a single member to

sit in (Douncil instead of five. A reduced infor-

mal assembly might be able to rescue the

Council from its semi-weekly parliamentary

melee.
If the half-votes want to do something

constructive before the year expires, they

will ratify De Lisa's Constitution, or a modi-
fied version of it, and give him credit for

imaginative thinking.
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'*Helk> Mom. I got tli« title role in T 'n' T this week."

mm
SifJicfoy PitnMi9% vs. 20fft Ceitfiiry

'^Mfimii^-Vimm By PAUL VANHOOK I

During the past few months,

television has received critic-

ism from every quarter. News-
papers and magazines have

told the world that Charles

Van Doren did not have the

capacity to think but merely

to perspire, that the $64,000

Challenge was really the

$64,000 Chisel, and that for-

mer D. A. Burger now needs

Perry Mason's help.

All this criticism has been
well founded and has, in gen-

eral, brought about the neces-

sary reforms. But lately, since

the quiz scandals seem to have

lost their jaumalistic steam,

there has bNeen an attempt to

attack television on a new
front.

"Education," says the new
line, "is a goal worthy of pur-

suit by any medium. Let us

make it the goal of television."

No one has ever asked that

movies educate America; no
one would expect the news-
papers to do it.

Yet when radio first came
out, there was a great cry for

education by radio. It never
worked and now its advocates

have turned to television. If

the public will accept educa-

tion by television, fine, but the

past twelve years have shown
the contrary. As an example,

let's take a look at Sunday
afternoon, when most of the

best educational programs are

aired.

In the January ratings,

"Small Worid," an informative

discussion led by Edward R.

M u r r o w, nulled a 4 while

"Cannonball" a syndicated ser-

ies about truck drivers, scored

a 20. "Conquest", a highly

regarded, extremely well pro-

duced information show, had
a 5 to "Mattie's Funday Fun-
nies" scoring of 20.

One of the most interesting

shows on television, "Twen*^

tieth Century", is consistently

doubled in the ratings by
"Wagon Train", a high budget
western. Now none of these

educational programs is up
aprainst high class night time

programming, and yet their

showing Is ridiculous.

Why?

Because people do not turn

to television for education. The
educational shows are there,

but the public will not look at

them.

As another example, let's

take a look at the educational

television station in Philadel-

phia. Here is a station that

broadcasts nothing but shows
to increase your knowledge.

Have you ever seen a program
on WHYY? Do you know any-

one who has? True, this sta-

tion broadcasts in the UHF
band, but by adding a tuner

that costs approximately 10%
of the initisil cost of the set

you may exchange Sullivan for

Shakespere or Parr for Plato,

an exchange which most people

would be very unwilling to

make.

The loudest critics constant-

ly cry that there are too many
westerns on television. In

PhUadelphia, the local CBS
outlet airs seven hours of

westerns a week vs sixteen

hours of public service ih*o-

gramming on religion* culture,

and education. •.:;•/

It is even possible to obtain

college credits by watching

some of these programs. The
fact that these critics do not

seem to know that such a vol-

ume of educational programs
exists makes one tend to won-
der aibout their viewing habits.

In the last five years tele-

vision stations have dcmated
well over one billion dollars in

time and talent to produce
public service programs and
messages. This sum does not
include sponsored public ser-

vice shows, but rather repre-

sents the free donation of time

and talent In an effort to serve

the community.

It should be obvious that a

very great effort is being

made to provide the kind of

well balanced fare that will

serve all needs and all groups.

Television Is primarily an
entertainment medium. It has

a responsibility to advance

education, religton, and cul-

ture, and at the present time

this responsibility is being ade-

quately fulfilled.

LefHr »o »>• EdHor

Communication
Here At Villanova

The inter-departmental panel diacussions,

mentioned in the VILLANOVAN, are one means
of bringing the gap between the fragmented,

problematic world of the student and the "unity

of truth*' world of the Univeraity faculty.

But many other avenues might be explored.

Let me instance just a few:

1) Would it not be profiUble for related

classes—e.g. a Business E)thic8 class and one in

Policy Formulation—to cotne together, on occa-

sion, for a joint meeting?
2) If, as Dr. Kleki seemed to indicate in

last Thursday's PhikMophy Club meeting, a

broader cultural background in the principles

underlying policy formulation is imperative for

our potMitial business and industrial leaders,

might we not be advised to consider extending

the required philosophy courses for C & F stu-

dents to include raetapiiyBics, rational psyeiK>-

logy, MitmnJ thaology, and the history «f

ancieat; nsAeval, attd modem pidk«sopi|y?

3) Wo«ld it Bot broaden the isteUeeti|al

horizons of individual students and of the Ujd-

verslty as a whole to send a few Juniors ai>rosd

each year, with the University helping to defray

costs?

4) In view of the excellent semlaar facili-

ties in both the Library and Alunmi House,

should we not consider having an honors read-

ing program in the Great Books, with an adapta-

tton of the tutorial and seminar system of Cam-
bridge and Oxford ?

5) As an adjunct to the University's re-

sponsibility for transmitting a "Christian Cul-

tural" education, could not a list be published

for the students of "readings for those who are

in the process of receiving a Catholic education

—whose aim is to present the meaning, the rich-

ness, the depth of Catholic thought and living"

(AMERICA, Sept. 8, 1945)?

/. Whalen, Phil. Department

Jewish Magazine
It did my heart good to see that law

student's letter In your last edition protesting

your editorial on Arthur Miller. I've always

suspected that such people exist, and now I'm

sorry to learn that they do.

He attacked you for quoting from Commen-

tary Magazine, "a publication of the American

Jewish Committee." Now wasn't that a shame-
quoting from a Jewish magazine?

You have my personal endorsement to quote

from any magazine you choose, as long as it

illustrates your point, as it suitably did. As for

reading Commentary Magazine, I certainly hope

Villanova education has grounded me for reading

other points of view without having my faith

shaken.

And he furthermore commends the Indi-

vidualist, a noted periodical found scattered

about the school. The only reason I subscribe to

it is mmple—that's just one less copy that can be

sent to someone else. It seems that reactionaries

are going out of fashion. "

But look elsewhere for Commentary. You

won't find it in the Villanova Ubrary.

Phil Ludlow, Elec. Eng. '63
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"O.K. JIM WE'LL HAVE THE NEW P&W STATION
UP IN A FEW /MINUTES."

o^rytiyjn

"JOAN, DEAR, YOU KNOW I'D NEVER BRING ANY
OTHER GIRL TO A ROMANTIC SPOT LIKE THIS.

"MY NAME ISN'T JOAN."

Bandages For W. H. Mooring
ff-i

By TONY klACKUH
There are a number of people who shudder,

wall, or become faint at the mention of the name
Tennessee Williams. William H. Mooring, syndi-
cated film reviewer for Catholic newspapers, is

one of them.
In last Friday's "Standard," Mooring re-

viewed Williams' "The Fugitive Kind" which is

presently appearing at the Randolph. Mooring
gave the film no stars. But in the same column
he rewarded Jerry Lewis' "Visit to a Small
Planet" with one asterisk and Dick Clark's
"Because They're Young" with two.

That this important critic gets more out of
Jerry Lewis and Dick Clark than from Tennes-
see Williams Is a little dismaying. We are not
knocking Lewis or Clark, but we don't believe
that Lewis' antics, or Clark's lack of them, give
a greater "positive vahie" than the brooding
poetry of Williams, the brilliant acting of
Brando, Magnani, and Woodward, and the prob-
ing directing of Lumet.

In his review of the TTilliiMi tUm, Mooring
stated that "no positive value was apparent to
this rcvieipu ."

We cannot accept this pretentious state-
ment There was much of positive value in "The
Fugitive Kind." When we went to see the show
on Sunday the audience was stimulated to both
thought and discussion. But peiibaps the thinkers
go only on Sunday.

Of course, we have to decide whether oc-
casioning thought and feeling is of positive value.
It obviously isn't to the non-<thinkers.

Williams can incite thought. He explodes
the cobwebs anound the brain and scorches some
of the fat away from the heart. Williams raises
questions that need answering, and each indivi-

dual in his own way around attempt to do so.

Williams also creates vivid poetry. Val
Xavier (Brando) speaks of a legless bird that
has to stay on its wings in the sky all its life.

It sleeps on the wind, and the hawks don't
catch It because they don't see It up there in
the high blue sky near the sun.

Val also shows that art brings beauty and
meaning to existence. This was the time when
some of us must have gone for popcorn.

Lady Torrance (Magnani) delivers Wil-
liams' poem about the child who passionately
throws tinsel on a fig tree when a tiny fig fin-
ally appears.

In the final scene Carol (Woodward) picks
Val's snakeskin jacket out of the ashes of a
horrible fire and says, "wild things leave skins
behind them, they leave clean skins and teeth
and white banes behind them, and these are
tokens passed from one to another, so that the
fugitive kind can always follow their kind."

The tame review the wild.
"The FugiUve Kind" is a cry against brutal-

ity, prejudice, and meanness. It is a call for
beauty and understanding. It is poeUc. Mooring
was deaf to any of this.

It is true that there is a great deal of ugli-
ness In "The FugiUve Kind," and there is ugli-
ness in life. "Ignore it, write about nice things,"
the people say. We should have sugar and
everything nice. Cruelty, hatred, ugliness don't
exist; we just won\ recognize them. Art should
only portray what is pretty.

Good oad Evil
But things just aren't that way. Everything

tan't sunlight and rows. Take a walk o«t of your
own bMskyard snt time. Get away from the
fudgy entertaianMst that clo0i the TV wav>ea
and is so apparent on the movie aereeM. Amidst
all that agrwaUe froth awl spat^e cake an oc-
casional thuBderboit perfomia a much-needed
cauterisation.

"The Fugitive Kmd" is such a film. It Is
such a fihn. It Is true that it wiU be too stiff a
dose for the "Lassie" set. But we aren't aU a
world of grammar achoolera.

Williams is not our favorite playwright We
agree that he sloshes around in the garbage can
too much at tunes, and that he is often over-
done and will try anything for an effect. But
the man Is keeping the American theatre alive.

We are as often against him as for him,
but a zero rating and the statement "no positive
value" are too narrow and one-sided. We found
much of positive value in 'The Fugitive Kind."
We felt we should say so.

It seems that Mr. Mooring should dismount
from his white charger (which at times reaches
hobby horse proportions) If he insists on being
so faint-hearted and oloudy-skulled. Of course,
it is only because his heart is throbbing so with
good, clean, red, positive blood that he doesn't
want the screen soiled with that crass thing
called reality.

Well anyway, he probably enjoyed the car-
toon.

^^^^^^^^^W^W'iiM^^Mf^^WfS^fi^^ifM^Ai^iM

Marlon^s Miffed Over Elvis

//

By JOB CONUM
Having been the intimate of every star for

I don't know how long, it's only natural that
I should be the first to hear any simply spec-
tacular news that comes along. Here are the
fabulous whispers that are drifting across the
kleig lights nowadays.

• # •

It's now confirmed that Marlon Brando
feels definitely miffed at Sam CSoldwyn's nam-
ing of Elvis to the title role In the Millard FtU-
more Story. It's a little known fact (though I've
known for some time) that Mil has been Mar's
secret idol for years and Brandy (who's an inti-

mate of mine) has been dying for an oppor-
tunity to portray him on the glimmering, silver
screen for yean.

• • •

The word is that Sam (Soldwyn is converting
the Tennessee William's script. The Last of the
Old Time Presidents Into a super-spectacular
musk»l that's bound to be a fantabulous extra-
vaganza and we all know that Marlon's hardly a
song and dance man. Incidentally, watch for the
rather risque production numbers In the SSachary
Taylor Death Scene. We know you'll wow 'em.
Elvis.

• • •

Elsa, why did you invite Cheetah to the
absolutely terrific soiree you had in Asbury
Park last week. You know how offensive he can
be when he's tipped a few, if you know what I
mean.

• • •

Jack Oakie has been doing the town up
royally In Butte recently with Frances the Talk-
ing Mule. Wedding Bells???? Or just a few
yuks between has-been's. You've been out to
pasture too long, Frances. (By the way, I'm very
intimate with Frances and hardly mean any
offense, fans).

It's a fact Lassie has been taking Old Yaller
home to dine with her aged mother at their pri-
vate Beverly Hills Pound for quite a few Sundays.
Seems that the grand old dame of Super Circus
fame has been quite taken aiback with her daugh-
ters' new beau. Sniff cautiously. Lassie. I know
Old Yaller well and he's a cur.

• * •

Topper has been named correspondent in the
Trigger divorce case. It's been nine j^ears since
Trigger courted that pretty little mare on the
adjoining Bar-20 by untying her bridle but it

seems to be all over.

Hoot Gibson may emerge from retirement
to do Richard III. Larry Olivier (a friend of
naine) who has already ^gned for the role is con-
sidering jumping contract to play Nathaniel
Hawthorne in Rock, Man, Rock^ Rock,

• * •

Warren Harding is bound to get an Oscar
nomination for the elderly father role in the
Fabian Story. Tab Hunter seems to be Jack
Warner's choice to do Mettemlch hi the rewrite
of Ecstasy. Who else but Tuseday Weld as the
Bohemian milk girl.

• • «

BUiotia at the Senior Prom with It mournful
and tragic lyrics is still heading the song charts
but Sinatra's cut of Sh-boom is moving right
ak>ng. In newcomers, watch Bill Haley and
Nelson Eddy dq.Le Sacre du Printemps.

• • •

In LP's a novelty recording of a real East
side rumble with genuine carnage should be big

• « •

That'll about do it for the simply fabulous
news this week, gang. Keep up your tremendous
work and always remember, that just because
one day is only spectacular, the next may be
stunning or even overwhelming. Love and
Kisses from the Old Snooper.
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Inconsistent Parsons
If it's a futile task to ignore religion as 3

having a place in public life in these days

of a rather controversial Presidential Cam-

paign, then it must be completely inoffensive

to interject the issue of Church-State lela-

tionships into another phase of secular con-

cern.

Certain church groups seem to be harp-

ing continuously or soon will be (if in whis-

pers) of the significance of electing a man
of a certain other religious affiliation to a

certain high governmental post and speak of

the evil of mixing religion with politics.

However, without the slightest hesita-

tion for a well-needed breath, some of thpse

enthusiastic secularists intei-fere in a politi-

cal and public matter from the pu'pits of the

very edifices which are supposedly so irre-

concii^ible to politics.

This issue is. of course, the legalitv of

pari-mutuel gambling in fourteen of Penn-

sylvania's counties, an issue which by the

publication of this paper, will have been re-

solved.

Wherever this bill is defeated (In par-

ticular, in Delaware County), the victory will

be largely due to and claimed as a victory

for and by the self righteous, relip-ious scions

who are working like coolies at this time, to

kill it.

Yet with this "victory" for morality and

mandatory clean living for the public, I doubt

if even the slightest tinge of .scarlet will color

the cheeks of these selfsame secularists when

they warn their flocks of the danger of reli-

gion and government mixed in the candidacy

of a man of certain religious inclination. . ...

Half'Vote Lobbyists
Student Ck)uncil vice chainnan Bob De

Lisa lias concocted perhaps the most far-

reaching, most valuable piece of business

which this year's Council has witnessed in its

weary tenure—and it just may mean iwlitical

injury for him, ironically enough.

It's no secret that De Lisa is a prominent

figure among candidates for the chairman-

ship to be relinquished by Tom Hoffman in

a few weeks hence, and the vote of the so-

called half-votes will be obviously significant,

on the basis of sheer numerical force. But

presently he is strongly suggesting that these

same half-votes support a revised Constitu-

tion which would reduce the influence of the

half-vote by more than half.

As a matter of infoi-mation, the half-

votes represent various campus societies and

fraternities ; full votes represents the classes,

generally speaking. And whereas the full-

votes are usually of the conscientious, hard-

working type, the half-votes are typically

ornamental, with a few notable exceptions.

They might be called the loyal opposition, for

they usually oppose with consistent vigor.

What would be the advantage to a coun-

cil shoi-n of half-vote power? The present

full-votes can theoretically call themselves

professional Student Council members; their

primary interest is in Council affairs. On the

other hand, the half-votes owe their allegi-

ance and attention primarily^ to their respec-

tive organizations, and secondly to the Coun-

cil. So, it's not surprising that their Council

performance is less than inspired

Furthermore, the representation of or-

ganizations on the Council has always puzzled

us. Here are what amount to special interest

groups (clubs, etc.) with sometimes fewer

than 20 active merhbers, who can combine in

pairs to equal the voting power of class

representatives. Es.sentially, they are lobby-

ists with the voting privilege, and by the

same token, gas companies should have seats

in the United States Senate.

; ' '• De Lisa's arrangement does not eliminate

the organizations from the Council as many

suspect. Rather it organizes them into func-

tional groups which elect a single member to

sit in Council instead of five. A reduced infor-

mal assembly might be able to rescue the

Council from its semi-weekly parliamentary

TDpIee

If the half-votes want to do something

constructive before the year expires, they

will ratify De Lisa's Constitution, or a modi-

fied version of it, and give him credit for

imaginative thinking.
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•Hello Mom. I got tlie title role in T 'n' T this week."

/ <y

Sunday Funnies v$. 20fh Cenfury

lllliiiiiil By PAUL VANROOK ^^^^^^^M
W

During the past few months,

television has received critic-

ism from every quarter. News-

papers and magazines have

told the world that Charles

Van Doren did not have the

capacity to think but merely

to perspire, that the $64,000

Challenge was really the

$64,000 Chisel, and that for-

mer D. A. Burger now needs

Perry Mason's help.

All this criticism has been

well founded and has, in gen-

eral, brought about the neces-

sary reforms. But lately, since

the quiz scandals seem to have

lost their journalistic steam,

there has been an attempt to

attack television on a new

frontv •':^:.-.'"' ••;: '..>'•.,..••"':•>"

"Education," says the new

line, "is a goal worthy of pur-

suit by any medium. Let us

make it the goal of television."

No one has ever asked that

movies educate America; no

one would expect the news-

papers to do it.

Yet when radio first came

out, there was a great cry for

education by radio. It never

worked and now its advocates

have turned to television. If

the public will accept educa-

tion by television, fine, but the

past twelve years have shown

the contrary. As an example,

let's take a look at Sunday

afternoon, when most of the

best educational programs are

aired.

In the January ratings,

"Small World," an informative

discussion led by Edward R.

M u r r o w. nulled a 4 while

"Cannonball" a syndicated ser-

ies about truck drivers, scored

a 20. "Conquest", a highly

regarded, extremely well pro-

duced information show, had

a 5 to "Mattie's Funday Fun-

nies" scoring of 20.

One of the most interesting

shows on television. "Twen«

tieth Centurv", is consistently

doubled in the ratings by

"Wagon Train", a high budget

western. Now none of these

educational programs is up

ap-ainst high class night time

programming, and yet their

showing is ridiculoug.

Why?

Because people do not turn

to television for education. The

educational shows are there,

but the public will not look at

them. ;' ,,.;..' ., .:}'.
,

,

As another example, let's

take a look at the educational

television station in Philadel-

phia. Here is a station that

broadcasts nothing but shows

to increase your knowledge.

Have you ever seen a program

on WHYY? Do you know any-

one who has? True, this sta-

tion broadcasts in the UHF
band, but by adding a tuner

that costs approximately 10%
of the initial cost of the set

you may exchange Sullivan for

Shakespere or Parr for Plato,

an exchange which most people

would be very unwilling to

make.

The loudest critics constant-

ly cry that there are too many
westerns on television. In

Philadelphia, the local CBS
outlet airs seven hours of

westerns a week vs sixteen

hours of public service pro-

gramming on religion, culture,

and education.

It is even possible to obtain

college credits by watching

some of these programs. The

fact that these critics do not

seem to know that such a vol-

ume of educational programs

exists makes one tend to won-

der about their viewing habits.

In the last five years tele-

vision stations have donated

well over one billion dollars in

time and talent to produce

public service programs and

messages. This sum does not

include sponsored public ser-

vice shows, but rather repre-

sents the free donation of time

and talent in an effort to serve

the community.

It should be obvious that a

very great effort is being

made to provide the kind of

well balanced fare that will

serve all needs and all groups.

Television is primarily an

entertainment medium. It has

a responsibility to advance

education, religion, and cul-

ture, and at the present time

this responsibility is being ade

quately fulfilled.

Letter fo the Editor

Communication
Here At Villanova

The inter-departmental panel discussions,

mentioned in the VILLANOVAN, are one means

of bringing the gap between the fragmented,

problematic world of the student and the "unity

of truth" world of the University faculty.

But many other avenues might be explored.

Let me instance just a few:

1) Would it not be profitable for related

classes—e.g. a Business Ethics class and one in

Policy Formulation—to came together, on occa-

sion, for a joint meeting?

2) If, as Dr. Klein seemed to indicate in

last Thursday's Philosophy Club meeting, a

broader cultural background in the principled

underlying policy formulation is imperative for

our potential business and industrial leaders,

might we not be advised to consider extending

the required philosophy courses for C & F stu-

dents to include metaphysics, rational psycho-

logy, natural theology, and the history of

ancient, medieval, and modem philosophy?

3) Would it not broaden the intellectual

horizons of individual students and of the Uni-

versity as a whole to send a few Juniors abroad

each year, with the University helping to defray

costs ?

4) In view of the excellent seminar facili-

ties in both the Library and Alumni House,

should we not consider having an honors read-

ing program in the Great Books, with an adapta-

tion of the tutorial and seminar system of Cam-

bridge and Oxford ?
,

5) As an adjunct to the University s re-

sponsibility for transmitting a "Christian Cul-

tural" education, could not a list be published

for the students of "readings for those who are

in the process of receiving a Catholic education

—whose aim is to present the meaning, the rich-

ness, the depth of Catholic thought and living'

(AMERICA, Sept. 8, 1945)?

J. Whalen, Phil. Department

Jewish Magazine
It did my heart good to see that law

student's letter in your last edition protesting

your editorial on Arthur Miller. I've always

suspected that such people exist, and now I'm

sorry to learn that they do.

He attacked you for quoting from Commen-

tary Magazine, "a publication of the American

Jewish Committee." Now wasn't that a shame-

quoting from a Jewish magazine?

You have my personal endorsement to quote

from any magazine you
^^^.f • ,^%!^"^.^Jj

illustrates your point, as it

^^^^f^>'^^tw hope
reading Commentary Magazine, I certainly hope

Villanova education has grounded me for reading

other points of view without having my faith

shaken •

And he furthermore commends the Indi-

vH„^i« a noted periodical found scattered

about th; sch'l The only reason I subscribe to

ft i. simple-thafs just one less copy that can be

t"t to^meone else. It seems that reactionaries

^,^^tr,ook :isewher"e%or Commentary. You
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"JOAN, DEAR, YOU KNOW I'D NEVER BRING ANY
OTHER GIRL TO A ROMANTIC SPOT LIKE THIS."

•'MY NAME ISN'T JOAN."

Bandages For W» H* Mooring
By TONY MACKUN

There are a number of people who shudder,

wail, or become faint at the mention of the name
Tennessee Williams. William H. Mooring, syndi-

cated film reviewer for Catholic newspapers, is

one of them.
In last Friday's "Standard," Mooring re-

viewed Williams' "The Fugitive Kind" which is

presently appearing at the Randolph, Mooring
gave the film no stars. But in the same column
he rewarded Jerry Lewis' "Visit to a Small

Planet" with one asterisk and Dick Clark's

"Because They're Young" with two.

That this important critic gets more out of

Jerry Lewis and Dick Clark than from Tennes-

see Williams is a little dismaying. We are not

knocking Lewis or Clark, but we don't believe

that Lewis' antics, or Clark's lack of them, give

a greater "positive value" than the brooding

poetry of Williams, the brilliant acting of

Brando, Magnani, and Woodward, and the prob-

ing directing of Lumet.
"No Positive Vo/u«"

In his review of the Williams film. Mooring
stated that "no positive value was apparent to

this reviewer."

We cannot accept this pretentious state-

ment. There was much of positive value in "The
Fugitive Kind," When we went to see the show
on Sunday the audience was stimulated to both
thought and discussion. But perhaps the thinkers

go only on Sunday.
Of course, we have to decide whether oc-

casioning thought and feeling is of positive value.

It obviously isn't to the non-thinkers.

Williams can incite thought. He explodes

the cobwebs around the brain and scorches some
of the fat away from the heart, Williams raises

questions that need answering, and each indivi-

dual in his own way around attempt to do so.

Williams also creates vivid poetry. Val

Xavier (Brando) speaks of a legless bird that

has to stay on its wings in the sky all its life.

It sleeps on the wind, and the hawks don't

catch it because they don't see it up there in

the high blue sky near the sun.

Val also shows that art brings beauty and
meaning to existence. This was the time when
some of us must have gone for popcorn.

Lady Torrance (Magnani) delivers Wil-

liams' poem about the child who passionately

throws tinsel on a fig tree when a tiny fig fin-

ally appears.

In the final scene Carol (Woodward) picks

Val's snakeskin jacket out of the ashes of a
horrible fire and says, "wild things leave skins
behind them, they leave clean skins and teeth
and white bones behind them, and these are
tokens passed from one to another, so that the
fugitive kind can always follow their kind."

The tame review the wild.

"The Fugitive Kind" is a cry against brutal-
ity, prejudice, and meanness. It is a call for
beauty and understanding. It is poetic. Mooring
was deaf to any of this.

It is true that there is a great deal of ugli-

ness in "The Fugitive Kind," and there is ugli-

ness in life. "Ignore it, write about nice things,"
the people say. We should have sugar and
everything nice. Cruelty, hatred, ugliness don't
exist; we just won\ recognize them. Art should
only portray what is pretty.

Good and Evit

But things just aren't that way. Everything
isn't sunlight and roses. Take a walk out of your
own backyard sometime. Get away from the
fudgy entertainment that clogs the TV waves
and is so apparent on the movie screens. Amidst
all that agreeable froth and sponge cake an oc-

casional thunderbolt performs a much-needed
cauterization.

"The Fugitive Kind" is such a film. It is

such a film. It is true that it will be too stiff a
dose for the "Lassie" set. But we aren't all a
world of grammar schoolers.

Williams is not our favorite playwright. We
agree that he sloshes around in the garbage can
too much at times, and that he is often over-
done and will try anything for an effect. But
the man is keeping the American theatre alive.

We are as often against him as for him,
but a zero rating and the statement "no positive

value" are too narrow and one-sided. We found
much of positive value in "The Fugitive Kind."
We felt we should say so.

It seems that Mr. Mooring should dismount
from his white charger (which at times reaches
hobby horse proportions) if he insists on being
so faint-hearted and cloudy-skulled. Of course,

it is only because his heart is throbbing so with
good, clean, red, positive blood that he doesn't

want the screen soiled with that crass thing
called reality.

Well anyway, he probably enjoyed the car-

toon.

s^^m^^^^^^^^^^&^^^^^ :::^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^0f^S^i^^^S^!^l^i^i^^!^^^^^^^^^

Marlon^s Miffed Over Elvis
By JOE CONUN

Having been the intimate of every star for

I don't know how long, it's only natural that

I should be the first to hear any simply spec-

tacular news that comes along. Here are the

fabulous whispers that are drifting across the

kleig lights nowadays.
..;;:.,.;<. » #

; {''i':'

It's now confirmed that Marlon Brando
feels definitely miffed at Sam Goldwyn's nam-
ing of Elvis to the title role in the Millard Fill-

more Story. It's a little known fact (though I've

known for some time) that Mil has been Mar's

secret idol for years and Brandy (who's an inti-

mate of mine) has been dying for an oppor-

tunity to portray him on the glimjnering, silver

screen for years.
» « *

The word is that Sam Goldwyn is converting
the Tennessee William's script, The Last of the
Old Time Presidents into a super-spectacular
musical that's bound to be a fantabulous extra-

vaganza and we all know that Marlon's hardly a
song and dance man. Incidentally, watch for the
rather risque production numbers in the Zachary
Taylor Death Scene. We know you'll wow 'em,

Elvis.
w » «

Elsa, why did you invite Cheetah to the

absolutely terrific soiree you had in Asbury
Park last week. You know how offensive he can
be when he's tipped a few, if you know what I

mean.
• » »

Jack Oakie has been doing the town up
royally in Butte recently with Frances the Talk-

ing Mule. Wedding Bells???? Or just a few
yuks between has-been's. You've been out to

pasture too long, Frances. (By the way, I'm very
intimate with Frances and hardly mean any
offense, fans).

It's a fact Lassie has been taking Old Yaller

home to dine with her aged mother at their pri-

vate Beverly Hills Pound for quite a few Sundays.
Seems that the grand old dame of Super Circus

fame has been quite taken aback with her daugh-
ters' new beau. Sniff cautiously, Lassie. I know
Old Yaller well and he's a cur.

.• ,1'' - 'H "".,#.•.•' #
Topper has been named correspondent in the

Trigger divorce case. It's been nine years since

Trigger courted that pretty little mare on the

adjoining Bar-20 by untying her bridle but it

seems to be all over. > v
Hoot Gibson may emerge from retirement

to do Richard III. Larry Olivier (a friend of
mine) who has already signed for the role is con-

sidering jumping contract to play Nathaniel
Hawthorne in Rock, Man, Rock, Rock.

Warren Harding is bound to get an Oscar
nomination for the elderly father role in the

Fabian Story. Tab Hunter seems to be Jack
Warner's choice to do Mettemich in the rewrite
of Ecstasy. Who else but Tuseday Weld as the
Bohemian milk girl.

» « »

Bilious at the Senior Prom with it mournful
and tragic lyrics is still heading the song charts
but Sinatra's cut of Sh-boom is moving right

along. In newcomers, watch Bill Haley and
Nelson Eddy dq. Le Sacre du Printemps.

« » «

In LP's a novelty recording of a real East
side rumble with genuine carnage should be big

• » »

That'll about do it for the simply fabiilous

news this week. gang. Keep up your tremendous
work and always remember, that just because

one day is only spectacular, the next may be
stunning or even overwhelming. Love and
Kisses from the Old Snooper.
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T^nT To Seek Fresh Material;

Chessman To Seek Time Lender

srinis

Good news from that efferveacent,

didcriminating society—^Turf and Tin-
sel ! Next year an all-out attempt will

be made by the farcical group to soli-

cit show scripts and musical material
from the Villanova student body.
Father Syvinski, T 'n T moderator,
announced that a plan is currently

under consideration that would have
a substantial cash prize bestowed up-
on the composer of a show selected

by the organization for future pro-
duction.

This move by the campus clown
clan accents the almost complete ab-

sence of theatrics!

creativeness on the

part of Villanova stu-

dents. We need look

no further than our
own back yard

—

Temple and Penn —
to see the enthuslas-

tic response which is

met by other campus
theatre groups when

the student body is called upon to

utilize their talents in creating a new
variety show each year.

We will not concede that this sit-

uation is due to the quater number
of students at these other schools
but offer two other reasons. First,

that the theory of active participation

here at Villanova is replaced by one
of an active nature; and second, that
one must practically sweat blood in

order to come up with a "good, mod-
ern musical" that is presentable in a
Catholic school.

This latter cause is exemplified by
an incident that occurred here just

about a year ago. A junior arts major
presented to T /n T, tor possible fu-

ture production, an original musical
that he had co-authored. The society*s

leaders liked the show and sent the
student hom^ for the sum,mer with
an impression that if certain revisions

were mdide in the script, it would be
given serious consideration for this

year's productiori.

The Villanovan along with an as-

sistant worked feverishly over the
vacation to make the necessary re-

visions. This student informed us
that he had even worked out a plan
whereby his show could have been

.. staged for much less money than the

;> present edition of T 'n T. On his re-

turn to Villanova in September, the

writer was informed that even with
the revisions the show was unaccept-

able. Disconsolate, tjie student found
no satisfactory reason in the show's,

rejection.

Last week. Father Syvinski gave
three acceptable reasons for its re-

jection. In his opinion there were
scenes that were simply too torrid

for an all-male cast; the show had
Been previously presented in summer
stock ; and approval for T 'n T pro-

duction was not short coming by the
show's co-author.

Father Syvinski can hardly be
'bbuned fpr Judging s show by his

own conscience; for his job Is, in-

deed, a responsible one. Bat the fact

remains, that with the co-operation

of both sides an agreement could
l|ave been worked out and the Uni-
versity would have been honored to
have a campus show performed and
authored by the Villanova students.

// nothing else, we believe that this
incident has revealed to Father and
others interested in T 'n T, that the
perennial productions staged by the
society are, for the most part, "old
hat** and in order to increase and
maintain interest among a sophis'
ticated and proned-to-he-inactive stu'
dent body, this unique organiztUion
ahcMld be returned to the students aa
much as possible.
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By Bill Sp««rf

tkiBravo! to theT'nT policy of 1961.

• • •

Preparations for the Junior Week
edition of the VILLANOVAN are well
under way and the paper should be
going to press in a few days. Editor
Mike Donahue haa almost sacrUeg-
.tously broken tradition (or what he
refers to as the Junior Week myth)
by enlisting the aid of students other
tlian juniors in composing the special

publication.

In fact, all classes except freshmen
are represented in the make<4ip of
this annual momual. Editor Donohue
also has spared no expense in obtain-
ing the best V.U. has to offer in the
field'of art. For he employed and con-
•certed the efforts of five-—count them
—five pencil virtuosos to supply the
numerous ilhistrations in the issue.

Annotator Donohue also has "bust-
ed" his boast that he would establish
no new time record in man hours
worked on the issue. For while he
undoubtedly will be spared of labor-
ing 66 consecutive hours in the final

countdown, after all is said and done,
;a check on overall work-hours should
give him an excellent chance for a
new record.
Records aside, however, Mike is

sincerely gratified at the cooperation
offered by the junior dass and has in-

stalled a striking mnovation in Junior
Week VILLANOVAN 1960, which vnll

not be revealed until the day of
publication.

Que sera, sera? This time next
week we should know. To paraphrase
the bard, the question is whether 'tis

nobler in the mind to have Caryl
Chessman executed in peace, or to
take arms against a sea of "injustice"
waged upon this man.

In 1©21, Nicola Sa^co. and Bar-
tolomeo Vanzetti, known trouble-
makers, were convicted of murdering
a factory paymaster in Braintree
Maine. Because of world-uHde protests
that the two nten were convicted on
inconclusive evidence, appeal after
appeal inhumanly lengthened their
execution for six years. They were
finally electrocuted in 1927.

Like these two men, Chessman has
been duly tried and convicted by a
Judge and Jury. The jury, simple by
virtue of their verdict, had no reason*

able doubt of his guilt. Yet here it

is twelve years later, and the world
protesteth the injustice to this man.
Injustice, to a man who has borrowed
twelve years to prove his innocence,

yet has failed in every attempt.

Only the misguided pleas .of sanc-

timonious citizens and the cowardice

of politicians has saved this psuedo-

intellectual, psuedo-literary genius

from the hot seat. Injustice? What
about something a little less noble

like the plight of our American negro,

or the gDvemment's flagrant treat-

ment, through the years, of our
American Indian.

But if or Caryl is once again re-

prieved at the eleventh hour, and is

ultimately released from prison, we
think it would only be red-blooded

of him to call personally on every

citizen and politician who has braved,

so valiantly, his cause. Only if he
does call on these people, thev would
do well to follow this piece of advice

from the musical-comedy, "Okla-

homa!"

"Doji^t treat him like a
louse; make him welcome
in your house—But be sure
that you lock up your wife
and daughter,**

^f

Marie Frasmer
date of

Harold Blot

Joan Maginska
dote of

Milt Hoffman

Mary Lynn Schofieid
date of

Harry Alter!

Eodie Guorino
date of

Joe Marine I lo

Borbora Lewis
date of

Rolpli Ascoti

Mory McAuliffe
dote of

Wiff Wesel

Reggie Cruice
dbte of

Hugh Ward

Jan Gyiway
date oi

Mike Kuckelmon

Lorraine Ochiuto
dote of

Joe Follmer

Mary Joe McCarty
date of

Bill Cossin

Eileen Kimmins
date of

Joe Clark

Emmie G>nnelly
dote of

Jay Deiner

Rosalie Rochleou
dote of

Dave Grenon

Jacqueline Soger
dote of

Tom Buggy

Virginia Kelly
dote of

Jack Lynn

Hank Schults

Next Monday night Jim
Elliott will celebrate his 25th

year as track coach at Villa-

nova. These 25 years have
brought national prominence ta

V i 1 1 a n o v a's track team and
fame to the coach. Jumbo Elliott

is rated by many as the best

track coach in the nation. In

1958, he was named "Coach of

the Year" by Track and Field

News.
If a coach's skill can be real-

ized by the number of winners
he has coached, then few can
be rated with Jim Elliott. Since

1956 his teams have won 7
major national championships.

They have also placed second 4
times, and third once. He has
coached 15 Ail-Americans and 5

of his charges have performed
in the Olympic games.
Coaching a relay team is per-

haps the greatest challenge fac-

ing a track coach. He must find

four men who work like one
machine, and decide just where
each part of that machine works
l>est. Elliott's continued success

in this event further demon-
strates his ability as a coach.

On Saturday, the Mile relay

team will strive for Villanova's

sixth straight win in that event

in the Penn Relays.

In the mind of assistant
coach, Jim Tuppeny, there is no
finer coach anywhere. Of Elliott

Tuppeny states, "Mr. Eldiott is

the most practical coach in the

country." He defines a practical

coach as one who "sticks to the

basic fundamentals." Mr. T
thinks that Jumbo has a great

philosophy in that he realizes

that mental readiness is just as

important as physical readiness.

ELLIOTT

Here again demonstrates just

how good a coach he is, as he
continually gets top perform-
ance out of his charges.

His teams have never wanted
for the 'big win'. No matter how
great the odds facing them, they

have come through. "Cinderella

teams" are no rarity at Villa-

nova. Elliott grives his boys the
feeling that they can't lose, no
matter how many sports writers

think otherwise, and so his

teams are forever coming
through with "surprise" victor-

ies.

Jumbo realizes that a peak
can be held for only a short

thne. He has continually found
the time for this peak at the

most opportune moment for Vil-

lanova.

Elliott, a father of 4, was the

son of a track star, and was a
star performer for Villanova

himself. During his college days,

he was rated as one of the na-

tion's top middle distance men.
He was also a top notch golf-

ers, and captained the Villanova

team in '34' and '35'. StiU a
very good amateur golfer, he
coaches Villanova's highly rat-

ed golf team.

Elliott is a great athlete and
a highly Esteemed coach. He is

also a loyal Villanovan, and a
man who, in the words of his

assistant, has done more for his

school than anyone else.

In a word, Cong^tulations,

Jumbo, on your many achieve-

ments .... and thanks.

Boss Choice Tops The Saints

For Intramural Pin Title
by Philip Valente, Jr.

The Boss-Choice team, cap-

tained by Jack Reina, gave a
repeat performance, on April

6th, of "how to win a bowling
title". The victun of the assault

was the Saints squad led by Vic
Richell. The Boss-Choice team
made it short and sweet by
sweeping two straight games.
The match was not one of the

best bowled by either team but

it was just enough for the Boss-

Choice to retain the title. Boss-

Choice gave away 71 pins but
picked them up to win going
away. Individual team effort was
led by Nick Silveri who rolled

176 and 178 for a 354 series and
Captain Jack Reina who rolled

157 and 192 for a 349 series. The
other team members, Jerry
Snopkowski, Joe Carroll and Joe

;P e t r e c c a rolled their usual

steady game.
No one for the loosers rolled

his average and this is the rea-

son the Boss-Choice team won
o easily. Bill Seigal was the

only member of the Saint squad
to roll above his season average.

Penn Relays
(Continued from Pagt 8)

S. track and field committee in

order to prepare these partici-

pants for similar Olympic
events.

Returning Champions

San Jose State, making its first

appearance Ui the Ejast, is seen

as the team to beat in both

the 440 and 880 yard sprhit

medleys. The other xour-

oroe to watch for are : Michigan

State in the two mile; Duke hi

the four^mile and distance med-

ley; Tale, Manhattan, and Mich-

igan in the sprints, and Wins-

ton-Salem Teaeheri In the

shuttle hurdle relay.

The other memlsers, Ron Hoyt,

Vic Richell, Paul Teuffer and
Bob Bohny rolled under there

season averages.

The Saints finished second to

Boss-Choice during the regular

season campaign, (they finished

one game behind the champs).
Boss-Choice again led them to

^nish second in the playoffs.

Seml-Flnals

Four teams qualifled for the

semi-Hnals of the mural keglet

championships. The teams were
The Saints, Tappers, Straight-

Shooters, and Boss-Choice. The
first game of the semi-finals

matched The Saints against the

Tappers. The Saints lost the

first game but won the next two
to eliminate the Tappers. A
great team effort on the part

of the Saints earned them a
chance in the finals. John Mc-
Carthy, of the Tappers bowled
518 for a 140 average. John
Capone, also of the Tappers, had
an outstanding season average

but didn't fare too well in the

playoffs.

The second game of the semi-

finals matched the Straight-

Shooters against the Boss-

Choice team. The Straight-
Shooters won the first game by
150 pins but the Boss-Choice

team roared back in the next two
games to clinch a shot at the

finals. Boss-Choice was paced by
a hot Joe Carrol (160-202-207)

who had 563 for a 190 average
and was high man in the series.

Captain Jack Reina (520 for a
173 average) and Nick Silveri

(515 for a 172 average) also

played prominent rolls in the

victory. The high game of the

series, 215 was lx>wled by Jack
Reina. High man for the loosers

was Ralph "Cat-man" Catanese.
Ralph Ascoli (155 average) and
Joe Cicci (152 average) of the

Strainght - Shooters also gave
commendable performances but
it just wasn't enough to restrain

the powerful Boss-Choice team.
The 1959 Boss-Choice cham-

pk>nship team, which was led by
Dick Famigletti, wasn't a title

contender through most of the

season but when the pressure

was on their true ability camc^

A cordial ^reeflsf owmHt yow of Hf Mowly D«cor«f#tf

VALLEY FORGE HOTEL
Nerristown, P^nnsylvanki

Modem accomodations, set in changing colonial otmos-
phere. Guest rooms tostefully furnished, air-conditioned
and with television.

For Dining pfeotura end lelaxeMon:

COLONIAJ. ROOM— COACH ROOM— CARIN LOUNGi
(juest reservations given personal attention. Free ovemite
parking.

A. A. A^lone, Mgr.

Mimitw owoy by P4W Roilwor
5 milM drMfig fram Vlllonovo

Out On A Limb
(Editor's Note)—The Villanovan*s new co-sports, editors.
Bud Simmonds and Dan Grove are going to stick their necks

I
out immediately. The two would-be prognosticators attempt

m ^^ ^^^^ their cognizance in predicting the main events in
mi the Penn Relay Carnival,

Predictions

College Reloys
440 Relay—San Jose State; Williams and Pointer too

much.
880 Relay—Villanova; all-around strength better than

Sam Jose stars.

1 Mile Relay—Villanova; Jumbo's silver anniversary
present.

2 Mile Relay—Michigan State; Willie Atterbury and
Company the class.

lindivduol College Events
100 yard dash—Vance Robinson; longshot in a good

field.

field.

120 yard high hurdles—Francis Robinson; the "chalk"

of the field.

Shotput—Joe Marchiony; Manhattan strong man too

strong.

Broad Jump—Les Bird; Buckley injured.

High Jump—Some kid named Thomas.

Speciol Olympic Events
100 meters—Ray Norton; against a great field.

200 meters—Ed Collymore; ex-Cat returns to friendly

M fields.

m 800 meters—Tom Murphy: with a gold medal in his eye.

m 100 meter high hurdles—Hayes Jones; world's record-

m holder must be choice.

m 400 meter high hurdles—Josh Culbreath; local "old

M man" makee good.

5 Pole Vault—Don Bragg; ho-hum.
Broad Jump—Greg Bell; over Bo Roberson in a great

duel.

Hop, Step and Jump—Bill Sharpe; Irafi is rusty.

^» '"i
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RENTALS
Large House, 5 Bedrooms

Ideally located to PRR Station

5 minutes to Villanova

Perfect for Professor or Students

Now leasing for Sept. 1 960
Garage and parking spoce available now or Sept.

Coll LA 5-7071

STUDY IN EUROPE
July 11-August 20
Hvmaitlfht, SoeUil Sciences, and Lojigirages

III Ofd World Atmosphere
of Picturesque Swifierland

GEORCETOWN - FRIBOURG

SUMMER SCHOOL
Sp«c/or Flight

New'York'Paris

American College Credit
Ftstivols - Concerts - Excursions

Cooducotienol

Wrife:
APPLY Mre€9er et Smmmer Uk—I ApplicafiOM
NOW •—Tft^wm UelwrtHY Tlirv May 2

W«tMiiffMi 7. O.C.
^
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"Jumbo" Seeks 6fh Mile Relay Win
Wildcats Face Stiff Field In Penn Carnival

hy Bud Simmondt

The vaunted Villanova mile
relay team has its work cut out
for it when it will seek its siicth

straight one-mile relay champ-
ionship of America at the Penn
Relay Carnival to be held at
Franklin Field. April 29-30.

The Cats will really have to

prove their mettle in this one
since Morgan State, the team
that edged Villanova for the

one-mile relay title at Quantico
on April 16, is also entered in

t^e same event.

Morgan State has been run-

ner-up to Villanova in every in-

door race this past season and
will be out to break the Cats'

streak. Along with the speedy
Baltimore team, Michigan, Man-
hattan and Central Michigan
will also be serving up some
stiff competition for the Cats.

Cats' Conquerors To Compete
Central Michigan is a new-

comer to the Carnival, and a re-

cent surprise conqueror of Villa-

nova in the indoors at Chicago.

This team has three holdovers

from the same unit that won the

college one-mile relay at the

Drake Relays last year.

Obviously, this would be a

real test for the Cats if it were
just for the talent of the opposi-

tion alone but to add to their

troubles^ relayei Bob Rae-
more suffered an injury at

Quantico after pacing the half-

mile relay team to victory. Also

Soph's Frank Budd and Bob Raemore shoiwn above fetre two of the r^ayers "Jtimbo Elliott

is eoanting on in the 880 and milerrelaya.

an injury to hurdler Bob Coffill

again at Quantico looms two big

question marks to the plans of
coach Jim Elliott.

However, these ailings do not
seem to be too serious since

both men ran in the Queens-

lona Relays and appear to be
in top form for the upcoming
competition at Franklin Field.

In the adl-imp(»tant mile relay,

it is probable that Jumbo will

enter the ever-reliable juniors,

Nick DeAngelis and Joe Manion,
Raemore and Otis Drayton.
The coach has great expecta-

tions for Drayton, whom he is

calling upon to follow in the

footsteps of the late, great
Charlie Jenkins and Ed Colly-

more as anchormen in this

event. A real "wolf" on the cin-

ders, Otie's broad shoulders

seem stnong enough to take on
the responsibUity since at the

Queens-Iona meet he ran st

wii^Bling .47 flat in his leg to lead
the Villanova quartet to victory.

Another event in which coach
Elliott expresses optimism is the

880 yard relay. In this one, the

same mile relay team is ent^ed
with the exception of Frank
Budd replacing Bob Raemore. A
surprise entry in the Relays is

basketball ace, Hubie White.

White, who just turned out for

the team two weeks ago, will be

entered in the hop, step, anc
jump. He already holds the Vil-

lanova record in the event witli

47 feet 6 inches.

• SentliiieBtal Vahie
To the Villanova track fan, it

will seem unusual not to see
the figure of Ed Collymore pac-
ing his team to victory. How-
ever, the former Wildcat star,

now in the Marines at Quantico,
will run in a special 200 meter
sprint event. He will compete
with such outstanding Olympic
hopefuls as Ray Norton, the
number one sprinter in the
world, American 220 yard rec-

ord-holder, Dave Sime, and sen-
sational speedsters the like of
Bill Woodhouse and Bobby Mor-
row, the former Olympic cham-
pion.

Those in attendance will be
watching Collymore since he has
always risen to the occasion at
the Carnival: As a sophomore
he ran the opening leg on the
winning mile relay team and
anchored the last two Wildcat
one/mile relay championship of
America titles. He also ran the
opening leg on the sprint medley
championship teams and the

quarter-mile leg on three win-

ning Wildcat foursomes in the
distance medley event.

This being an Olympic year
the Carnival is staging competi-
tions for post-college men in

fourteen events. "This has been
done in cooperation with the U.

(Continued on Pa^e 7)

Mahan Men Beat Temple; Lose
mi:

. iiiWif iiv:
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"Jumbo" Seeks 6th Mile Relay Win
Wildcats Face Stiff Field In Penn Carniral

by Bud SImmondt

The vaunted Villanova mile
relay team has its work cut out
for it when it will seek its sixth

straight one-mile relay champ-
ionship of America at the Penn
Relay Carnival to be held at
Franklin Field, April 29-30.

The Cats will really have to
prove their mettle in this one
since Morgan State, the team
that edged Villanova for the
one-mile relay title at Quantico
on April 16, is also entered in

the same event.

Morgan State has been run-
ner-up to Villanova in every in-

door race this past season and
will be out to break the Cats'
streak. Along with the speedy
Baltimore team, Michigan, Man-
hattan and Central Michigan
will also be serving up some
stiff competition for the Cats.

Cats' Conquerors To Compete
Central Michigan is a new-

comer to the Carnival, and a re-

cent surprise conqueror of Villa-

nova in the indoors at Chicago.

This team has three holdovers

from the same unit that won the

college one-mile relay at the

Drake Relays last year.

Obviously, this would be a
real test for the Cats if it were
just for the talent of the opposi-

tion alone but to add to their

troubles, relayei Bob Rae-
more suffered an injury at

Quantico after pacing the half-

mile relay team to victory. Also

Soph's Frank Budd and Bob Raemore shown above ktre two of the relayers ''Jumbo Elliott"

Is ooanting on in the 880 and milerrelays.

an injury to hurdler Bob Coffill

again at Quantico looms two big

question marks to the plans of
coach Jim Elliott.

However, these ailings do not
seem to be too serious since

both men ran in the Queens-
lona Relays and appear to be

in top form for the upcoming
competition at Franklin Field.

In the all-important mile relay,

it is probable that Jumbo will

enter the ever-reliable juniors,

Nick DeAngelis and Joe Manion,
Raemore and Otis Drayton.
The coach has great expecta-

tions for Drayton, whom he is

calling upon to follow in the
footsteps of the late, great
Charlie Jenkins and EM Colly-

more as anchormen in this

event. A real "wolf" on the cin-

ders, Otie's broad Moulders
seem strong enough to take on
the responsibility since at the

Queens-Iona meet he ran a

«Uzluig .47 flat in his leg to lead
the Villanova quartet to victory.

Another event in which coach
Elliott expresses optimism is the

880 yard relay. In this one, the

same mile relay team is entered

with the exception of Frank
Budd replacing Bob Raemore. A
surprise entry in the Relays is

basketball ace, Hubie White.

White, who just turned out for

the team two weeks ago, will be

entered in the hop, step, anc
jump. He already holds the Vil-

lanova record in the event with
47 feet 6 inches.

> Sentimental Value
To the Villanova track fan, it

will seem unusual not to see
the figure of Ed CoUymore pac-
ing his team to victory. How-
ever, the former Wildcat star,
now in the Marines at Quantico,
will run in a special 200 meter
sprint event. He will compete
with such outstanding Olympic
hopefuls as Ray Norton, the
number one sprinter in the
world, American 220 yard rec-

ord-holder, Dave Sime, and sen-
sational speedsters the like of
Bill Woodhouse and Bobby Mor-
row, the former Olympic cham-
pion.

Those in attendance will be
watching Collymore since he has
always risen to the occasion at
the Carnival: As a sophomore
he ran the opening leg on the
winning mile relay team and
anchored the last two Wildcat
one/mile relay championship of
America titles. He also ran the
opening leg on the sprint medley
championship teams and the
quarter-mile leg on three win-
ning Wildcat foursomes in the
distamce medley event.

This being an Olympic year
the Carnival is staging competi-
tions for post-college men in

fourteen events. "This has been
done in cooperation with the U.

(Continued on Pa^e 7)

Mahan Men Lose
•i¥<i'!«*!ft;.;:!*?-Jgi-V<

fence for his second homer of i NCAA and City Series
the year, making the score, 3-1.

|
Every collegiate nine has an

Meanwhile, Phil Fidalgo was ultimate, i.e. the NCAA touma-
muting the Owl bats, rolling up ment
10 strikeouts. The lefty tired: The biggest step toward a
in the 8th, allowing Temple to berth was taken in the 9-6 vie-

Rightfieldcr Ed Monahan is shown advancing to tiurd base against Scrantou. Third lease
coach Lee Parry looks on.

Unfortunately, the most sig-

nificant occurrence of the young
Villanova baseball season is the

fractured collar-bone of captain

Fred Anthony.
The Wildcat shortstx)p's im-

portance to the squad, batting

.482, leading the team in total

bases, r.b.i.'s, and walks, out-

weighs the headline-snatching

no-hit games, 7 game winning
streaks, and 5 team home runs.

Anthony suffered his injury

in Monday's victorious 9-3 en-

counter with the previously un-

defeated Telple Owls. The win
got Villanova back on the right

track after being derailed by
Army last Saturday, 3-2.

Success apparently spoiled the

"nine" as the journey to Prince-

ton Tuesday ext:osed them to a

13-2 shellacking. I

By l>—h Cordese
Lee Parry made his first

start, breaking the Kreutzer-
Fidalgo monopoly. Parry was
wild as he and relievers Ed
Paprota and Tom Paristavec
walked 17 Tigers.

Dave Douglas held the Wild-
cats to seven hits, 3 by catcher
Al Wiegand.
Ken Murray and Mike Devine

had the big blows for the Tigers,

who dumped the Wildcats draw-
ing the record to eight wins and
two losses.

The Temple game shaped up
as the "big game" for the Cats.

The Owls had bowled over 11
straight opponents. Anthony,
handling the team for Coach
Mahan, who was at his father's

funeral, started ultra-successful

sophcMnore, Phil Fidalgo. i

Toeing the mound against Fid-
algo was Don Flynn, Temple's
right-handed ace.

Eariy Deficit

The first inning looked disas-

trous for the Wildcats as Tem-
ple had the bases loaded with
none out. Fidalgo escaped with
only one run scoring, this on a
misfired double-play attempts

Temple's lead held up until

the bottom of the third when
pitcher Fidalgo led off with a
lined double that bounced over
the right field fence.

Following an infield out, Ed
Monahan drove a 350 foot blast
into left-center for a stand-up
two bagger.

390 Foot Homer
It was Kline's turn again in

the fifth as he let go with a line

drive over the letf-centerfield

score twice.

Fidalgo wasn't letting his

pitching chores detract from his

plate duty as he cracked out a
double and a single for 2 RBI's.

Paul Borian, Don Melega, and
Kline led the 17 hit attack with
3 hits apiece.

First No-Hitter
The big thrill of the season

was supplied by sophomore lefty

Fidalgo's no - hit performance
against Scranton.

There will be few no-hit

games like Fidalgo's as hardly
anyone seemed aware of the im
minent event. The deception

lie in Fidalgo's walking the first

two batters, spoiling the appear-
ance, so to speak.

The lefty spoiled the plate ap-

pearances of the next 27 bat-

ters, mowing down 14 by the
strikeout route.

Batting heroes were Phil Fi-

dalgo who lined a ball over the

rightfleld fence and Fred An-
thony, going 3 for 4, including

a double and a triple.

The sophomore lefty may be
gelting the headlines (deserved-

ly so), but junior Frank Kreut-
zer has been humming the ball

right smartly.

Kreutzer, who was third in

the nation in strikeouts last

year (12.7 p.g.), has important
victories over Lafayette (6-5) 11
strikeouts, Vermont (4-3 11
strikeouts, and La Salle (13-5)

13 strikeouts.

tory over Penn State during the
Easter vacation-

Lefty Fidalgo started as every
pitcher would like to, striking
out 13 out of the first 15 bat-
ters.

The Wildcat victory was es-

pecially savored. Besides being
a perennial powerhouse, Penn
State threw their ace Jim Amen
who

^ pitched in the College
World Series last year.
An awesome 6 run rally by

the Wildcats, highlighted by
homers by Bob Klinck and Fred
Anthony, cinched the victory.

Another aim of the campus
nine is the City Series title. The
Wildcats won it last year and
with victories over LaLSalle
and Temple stand on top of the
current standings.

The third Series match will
be at St. Joe's Saturday.

t<i

Next Monday night, May Snd*
Aunbo" Jbn Elliott, Villanova's

well luidwn tracli ooach will be
honored on his silver anniver-
sary at Vinanova. The event
will be held at the Overbrooli
Country Club. The guest speaic-

er will be Pete Carlesimo the
athletic director of the Univer-
sity of Scranton. Ticketn can be
purcliased from Joe CluMe, pub-
licity director.

^>*
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Festivities - Our Way Of Thanking Mom
Today, Mothers, is your day. We

of the Junior Class sincerely welcome
you to Villanova. This year you will

be our guests for the most elaborate

Mother's Day Villanova has ever wit-

nessed.

It is appropriate that your day, Mom.
is the first and foremost in our Junior
Week activities. The day has been
planned for you by co-chairmen Bill

Cassin and Jim Strazzella. Together,
they have spent untold hours to make
your day a most memorable occasion.

The day will begin with a High Mass
celebrated by Father Welsh, class mod-
erator, at 11:00 a.m. in the Grotto. Be-
fore Mass, you will be presented with
a corsage and program as mementos
of this day.

Father Klekotka To Speak
Adding to the intrinsic beauty of

the Mass, the Villanova Singers will

sing Jan Mull's beautiful "Missa Im-
promptu." The sermon will be delivered
by the Rev. John A. Klekotka, O.S.A.,

President of Villanova University. In
the event of rain. Mass will be said

by Father Welsh in the Field House.
After Mass, you will participate in

the dedication of the class memorial.
This year there wiJl be a break with
a long established Villanova tradition.

Instead of the traditional class tree,

the Class of '61 will dedicate a bench
with a suitably engraved plaque.
The site chosen for the location of

the bench will be some undetermined
spot in the general vicinity of the
Grotto.

Immediately following the dedication
ceremonies, you will travel to the Field

by JACK McATEER

Editorial
• Junior week, i960, is underway.

Class president Bob Scalia has flaunt-

ed tradition by scheduling activities

for every day of the week in order to

make this the most pleasurable Junior

Week ever.

In keeping with Scalia's prscedent-

sctting, colorful program, the VILLA-
NOVAN has scrapped its traditional

black and white format on four pages

of his edition in favor of Milori BLUE.
Our impressive cover was designed

by format editor Mike Keys while Lat-

in scholar Bill Speers who doubled as

executive editor came uo with the im-

aginative headlines, (These men are

sophomores. Another tradition shat-

tered. )

In addition to the editors and the

by-lined contributors, others who lent

their efforts to produce the i)aper in-

•lude Frank Matunis, Mike Pastore.

'eke O'Grady. Charley Cooper, and

.i.^rbara Watson.
Art work was handled by art editor

Jose Conlin. Thom Sweeney, and Tom
Donohue. Tom Wolf, outgoing VILLA-
NOVAN editor-in-chief served as an

editorial consultant.

fiditor-in-chief — H. James McAteer

Speciol Junior Week Staff

May 2, 1960
Editor Michael D. Donahue
Executive Editor . . William J. Speern

Managing Editor . . Michael D. Keys
Art Editor Joseph R. Conlin

Sports Editor . . Charles R. Simmonds
Photo Editor .... Edward L. Sudnick

Associate John J. McAteer

Moderator Rev. Louis A.
Ronglone, O.S.A.

t:ntored as second class matter at the

Villanova Post Office, Dec. 7, 1IK», under

the Act of March S, 1879.

This i>aper Is dedicated to ono of the

finest men who ever entered Villanova,

Scholar. Athlete, Gentleman— UO GOOD-

KIAU

Paul O'Rourke and Bob Bohn dispense Mother's Day tickets in the Pie

Shoppe.

AGINDA

$UNli>Ar, MAY 1 TUilP *N TINSa
I Eeftieiiihei* mmmy**«(:

MOK0AY, MAY a I. ..»«<«< + •»••''« '*»»

TUISOAY. MAY Z

Wi0Ni$0AY. MAY 4

4 ^ »: k + > *. fc i ^ 4 • * * p

MOTHCft'S DAY
iitm AM, « 6:00 r.n.

THURSDAY, MAY S + > ' •
4 • • t**^

FRIDAY, MAY 4 f.
« 4 ».*«>» 1 4 « •> 4 4

«4««.4««»*k>

JMttURDAY, MAY 7

^SUIiDSHOW
d:00 F.Mi
Bleid Bowm

MUfrOAY
d;^ PJi. .0:00 VM,

mmmammmmwt'tm am
Field Hoii;se

DINNER DANCE
6:30 A.M. - 1:00 AM.
Brottdwood Ilotei

Junior Week Has Its Dangers

Mates Woi:k Like Texas Rangers
ByVlNCEKIRK

If originality is an art, then to be

eccentric is to be artistic. And what is

more eccentric than a book without
its pages or, better yet, beer without
its bottle? Again, what is more eccen-

tric than accrediting a great number
of individuals for a job well done in

this ten inch column? Ridiculous! But
artistic.

If I say "The Junior Prom committee
men are John Livezey, Paul Gallagher,

Bill Friend, Butch McNally, Paul Fitz-

patrick, Frank Contey, Ronald BuUat-
ta, John Gatti, Frank Finnegan, David
O'Connor. Joan Flood, Angel Colasanto,

Jim Palsir, Thomas Raymond . . . ," if

I say this, not only will someone re-

write this column, but no idea of the

energy sacrificed by these people will

be conveyed to you.

No Piffle This

I could say "Swell job, well done," or

be most eccentric and say "It's fantab,"

but present attitudes nurse indiffer-

ence to all forms of Pious Platitudin-

ous Piffle.

On the other hand, I might mention
the changes that hard work brought
about in the members of, let's say, the

Mothers' Day committee. It's been

said, for example, that Jim Strazella

and Bill Cassin have resigned from the

status of Junior and now claim to be

Seniors.

John Dreis and Frank Demaio can be

heard muttering something to the ef-

fect "What is the stars? That's the

question. What is the stars?" Jack
McDonnel and Harry Mitchell have de-

veloped an alergy to diapers, and the
effects upon Tom Brown, Bud Hogarty,
Bob Delisa, Butch McNally, Jim
Rhodes, Joyce Ck>llins, Joan Connolly,

Bob Bohn, Paul O'Rourke, Felix Petril-

House for luncheon. Tom Brown and
Bud Hogarty, co-chairmen of the lunch-
con, have engaged the services of Smy-
the Caterers for preparing a delicious

dinner for you anJ your son.

Entertainment in the Field House
The favors at the luncheon will be

silver card trays aptly engraved for
remembrance of the day.
At 2:45, also in the Field House,

entertainment will be provided for your
enjoyment. The Villanova Singers, the
Junior Nurses, and Lou Martucci at
the piano will be the featured per-
formers.

As a special feature. Bob Delisa and
Butch McNally will offer what prom-
ises to be a very amusing comedy skit.

This will be the second year Bob will
be appearing before a Mother's Day
audience.

Later in the afternoon, you are in
for a treat when the winner of the Di-
aper-Dan contest is announced. As in
years past, the contest has proved to
be one of the highlights of Mother's
Day. After the winner is announced,
all the photos, along with the winner's
trophy, will be on display in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall. You will

be able to chuckle at your own Diaper-
Dan as you file past the photos of the
little tikes of the Junior Class.

Benediction in the (irotto

From Dougherty^ Hall, you will travel

once again to the Grotto for Benedic-
tion.

There Father Welsh will conduct the

service which will bring to a close

tvhat we hope will have been a most
.nemorable day for you.

lo are no less serious.

Artistic? If it's eccentric, it is. For
this small column leaves me no other

choice, sad to say.

I could go on like this, waxing pro-

lix and dropping names at the drop of

a pica. Instead leave me end this laud-

atory brief by saying to all those un-
sung members of Junior week commit-
tees who do all their work behind the
scenes, "your yeoman work may go ac-

knowledged but it will not go unap-
preciated.

We Salute Our Best

Girls on Moms' Day
Dear Mothers:

This is the day! To be more exact

this i.s YOUR day. which we have set

aside to honor you in our small way.
We do this because, to you mother, we
owe the very fact of our existance.

Without you, we would i\ot be here at

Villanova, or even in this world. How
can we repay this debt of gratitude

and love which we owe you? The an-

swer is simple. We cannot! If we live

to be 80 or 180 or 280 the answer
would still be the same. We cannot
possibly give back to you in this life-

time all that you have given us.

But today—Mother's Day—is the

start of the repayment of this endless

debt of love. As I said before, it can-

not possibly be repaid in this world,

but I promise to you, that today will

be the beginning of a lifetime of daily

prayers for you, and in this way it

will not only be during this lifetime,

but during the next that we will be re-

paying you.

The chairmen for Mother's Day have
done an excellent job of making this

day successful, and on behalf of my
classmates and myself may I extend
to you my sincerest thanks for coming
to visit with us and I hope you will

have a wonderful day.

Very truly yours
Bob Scalia

President

Class of 1961

^'m*
<"*
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Maltby Orchestra To Play

For Gala 'Soiree Parisienne^

Variety Show Stars

Hi-Lo's, Miller B'nd
By PAT FOLEY

On Wednesday May 4, the Augustin-
ian Saminary Guild will present its

annual variety show. As in the past,

attempts have been made to secure the

best talent available. This year how-
ever, the Guild has outdone itself. Sup-
ported by several smaller acts, the

Glenn Miller Orchestra under the direc-

tion of Ray McKinley together with the

Hi-Lo's. will make their presence felt

in the Field House. For the older gen-

eration this type of show will bring

back memories of the days when big

dance bands were joined with other

acts to present a lively stage show at

the Paramount in New York or the

Earle in Phila.

Fifteen years after Major Glenn Mil-

ler met his death over the English

Channel, the orchestra which bears his

name and trademark is drawing packed

houses at ballrooms and colleges all

over the country. As a trombonist.

Miller was never more than passable

but his arranging abilities were excel-

lent. He began his career in 1925 with

Boyd Senter in Denver. During the

next ten years he played and arranged

for Ben Pollack, Red Nicols, Victor

The Hi-Los

Young, the Dorsey Brothers, and Ray
Noble.

Their Own Magic
Success with his own band did not

come until the summer of 1939 and

from that time to the present the

Miller name has carried its own par-

ticular brand of magic. In 1942, al-

though over age. Miller enlisted in the

Army Air Forces. On June 1, 1944, he

was sent overseas with his band to

help morale. His drummer was Sg^t.

Ray McKinley.
After the war McKinley formed his

own band, and while attaining modest

success in the years that followed,

never came to the wide spread accep-

tance that he has achieved as the lead-

Friday night the Class of 1961 pre-

sents Soiree Parisienne, an evening in

Paris, with music supplied by Richard

Maltby and his orchestra. For the

Promenade, the Field House will be-

come a beautiful Parisienne garden-

As you and your guests arrive for

the evening, you will find that the

lobby has become th^ ari«« Airport.

Upon checking your luggage (coats),

an evening o ^fun and pleasure will be

in store for you. Couples may dance
down the paths o ^the park, admiring

the beautiful, decorated fountain in

the center. In

front, towering

over the evening's

festivities, is the

famous La Tour
Eiffel.

When taking time

out to greet your
classmates
and your guests,

you might choose

to relax at one of

the famous Parisi-

nne sidewalk cafes.

If you want re-

refreshments, the
Blue Room will

present itself as an
old French wine
celler.

Responsible for the decorations are

Paul Gallagher and Bill rreinr, ably

ei of the Miller band.

The MiUer-McKinley aggregate was
formed in 1956 and immediately found

acclaim. The result is a splendid group

that has something for everyone in

the audience. Ray's humor is not evi-

dent only in vocals of such McKinley

standards as "Down the Road Apiece,"

"He Was the Best President We Ever

Had," etc., but in his verbal comments
as well.

Lennie Hambro steps from his lead

sax chair to present progressive jazz

interpretations in his fluid style. The
band maintains however, the tradition

that is associated with the Miller name

:

infectuous, sometimes exciting, some-

times haunting, but always enjoyable.

ly TOM RAYMOND

assisted by Frank Santillo, Jack Mc-

Donnell, Bruce Borsert, Jack Boyle,

Kevin DriscoU,

John O'Donnell, John Daly, Bill At-

lee, Jim Palsir, Pat Cawunder, Mary
Chapman, Marty Davis, Alice Burling-

ton, Agnes Leitz, Betty Giammarino,

Jay Stevens, Joan Connolly, Jim

Lynch, Joyce Collins, Doug Murray,

Mary Pat O'Neill, Juanita Jeffers, Jack

Baron, and Jay Wendt.

The favors for the Prom, which will

remain a secret until that evening,

were prepared by Joan Flcod and An-
gel Co.asanto, assisted by Mary Chap-

man, Joan Collins, Eileen Greyson and
Mary Coldura.

Programs, which will be in scroll

form, were designed by Tom Raymond,

The other main attraction, the Hi-

Lo's, have been delighting audiences

since October of 1953. The idea of the

group was conceived by Gene Puerling,

the leader, arranger, and emcee. He
sang with various groups including

those of Gordon Jenkins and Lex Bax-

ter before starting the Hi-Lo's.

Clark Burroughs is the personable

young man whose high range is char-

acteristic of the group. He attended

Loyola and Los Angeles City College

and worked with the Roger Wagner
choral and Billy May's Encores.

Bob Strassen is an old friend of

Puerling and has a considerable bit

of choir work to his credit.

Finally, there is Bob Morse the com-

ic of the group. Bob attended U.C.L-A.,

the Chouinard School of Art, and West-

lake College.

Columbia Artists

The Hi-Lo's have recorded for Trend,

Starlight, and currently for Columbia.

They have a fresh approach to their

material and maintain true pitch de-

spite their complicated arrangement*.

They are easy to distinguish because

the two Bobs are Hi physically, dene
and Clark are Lo physically. Clark is

a Hi vocally and the rest are Lo voc-

ally or are the rest Hi vocally and

Clark is a Lo vocally. Anyway, why
not come and find out?

Girl Proves Pressing Problem —180 Lbs.
Friday, May 6th.

Dear Diary

What a nite! Forgive me if i'm

not writing legibly, a little woozy, but

after what I went through today I

needed shome eshcape from the reali-

ties o fmy real shelf and to expose my
inner ego.

It all started this morning when I

got up. I guess I didn't really get up

—

I sort of fell out. I could have sworn

that the floor disappeared. I stumbled

through the day with one eye half

closed from this tremendous lump on
my forehead.

At seven o'clock I started to get

dressed for the Cocktail party—I'm

late—I shave quickly—^you guessed it

—I'm a walking blood bank. And
who's the only guy at Villanova who
shines his formal shoes while wearing

a dinner jacket? right again. I kept

my hand on my shoulder all night and

you could hardly notice the smudge

—

but now I can't move my arm! I tear

from the dorm into the rain—of course

I slip, then continue running scraping

the mud off my leg, only to find a big

hole framing a bruised knee. I finally

arrive at my date's tenement, looking

like a "Send this boy to Camp" poster-

I figtuned that my luck finally changed,

cause the doll who answered the door

was gorgeous. She was medium height,

she was well built, she was charming,

she was sweet, she was my date's

Bv BOB DHLISA
mother! I was ushered into the living

room where I sat cold and shivering.

Then the grand entrance—^my date

—

I was still cold and shivering. I want-
ed to get sick or run or something but
I could only smile sheepishly. She
smiled in return—that was her first

mistake. Her open mouth exposed this

one great white tooth. The others

weren't discernable as they were shel-

tered by braces- By this time I

couldn't look at much more as my eyes

were beginning to fill with tears of

despair. As we exit I very suavely

pull the knob off of the door. Her old

man was very pleasant about it though.
I think he was glad to just get rid of

his daughter for one evening.

We skipped the cocktail party for

obvious resons and throughout the en-

tire dance I tried to avoid her. But
she kept grabbing me with this tre-

mendous paw and she didn't let me
lead her in even one dance. Oh, to es-

cape, escape. I finally escaped all right

—so far that I can't remember what
happened the rest of the evening. Well,
to bed now in hopes that the night will

heal and tomorrow will be more gentle.

Right now, I'm still cold and shivering.

Saturday, May 7th.

Dear Diary,

Well Diary, it's finally over. Junior

Week of 1960 ha« become history, and

I remain in the present; a black and

blue relic of a most memorable week.

I had to skip a picnic in the afternoon

so that I could work on getting a date

for the dinner dance. One of the

priests on campus had a niece who said

she would break her present date in

order to go with me. Great—paydirt.

I picked her up at seven thirty. She

was a doll. She was petite, vivacious,

and sweet. And she could jerk and

press 180 pounds without even flinch-

ing. This girl was so well developed

that she had muscles on her upper lip-

We got to the dinner dance a bit

late and there were no tables available.

However, this situation was quickly

remedied when my pocket size Charles

Atlas threatened to tear some guy's

sleeve off his blood supyly unless he

and his date moved. They did and we
began to eat This girl was one of

those back slapping, stomach punching,

bon-vivants. She certainly kept me
alert all night.

She was real agile too! After she

spilled a Martini on my mashed po-

tatoes, she proceeded to put all of the

fatfrom her roast beef on my plate.

She didn't like a crowded plate she

said, and who was I to argue? After

dinner she decided to show us how she

could whip a tablecloth from under a
pile of dishes on the table and leave

the dishes completely intact. Well, af-

ter I picked up the largest pieces and
paid a somewhat perturbed waiter, we
decided to dance. Could this girl

dance? I don't know, could she?
Every time she stepped on my foot

she would sweetly smile and apologize.

All I could offer as an answer was a
meek "Oh, that's all right I only use
the bottoms."

Well, after the parties et al. we fin-

ally began the journey home. Being
in the disposition that I was, we were
stopped by a cop. I was speeding, I

I was wrong, the cop told me I was
wrong, my date called him a "flat-foot-

ed liar." He didn't answer, he couldn't
answer, she had her pocketbook half
way down his throat! She was mag
nificent—(she was an idiot.)

So now diary, I'm praying for class-
es to begin on Monday so that I can
once again assume a proper nole in
life.



Ab Ovo Ad Summa Cum Laude Quod Matris
Twenty years ago, on a cold dark

night, a baby was bom. His mother
wrapped up this strapping infant in a
six-foot Villanova muffler. For his
little feet, she purchased a pair of 19??
Villanova booties. Obviously, only a
Delta Pi Mu pin was suitable to fasten
the traditional "three-corners." Mom
then took her Brownie box camera and
proceeded to sneak up on Baby to
snatch incriminatory, and sometimes
embarassing, photographs. These were
to be used in the future for the annual
"Diaper Dan" contest.

As he grew older, he was becoming
more familiar with certain "facts", and
was allowed certain privileges. He fell

heir to a fraternity mug which was,
of course, used for milk. Mom got
special waterproof bookcovers, with
pictures of wildcats and things on
them, to protect his twelve volume
edition of "My Book House."

A "V" Decal
For his fourth birthday, his mother

promised a big "V" decal for his kiddie
car, so that his would be like all the
other cars. However, things being as
they were, the state police made his
remove it . . . a safety factor. Yes,
Mom saw to it that her Junior was
destined to be a Villanova junior in

1960.

By MEL SCHWARTZ

Junior Student Council members engage in a pre-council meeting dis-
cussloa. Left to right they are Paui O'Rourke, John Wojciehowicz, Eileen
Greyson, Bob Scalia, Bob Delisa and Jim Hooker.

Mom saw to a lot of other things,

too. Sh« burped, fed, clothed, spanked,
guided and loved this promising college

grad. She was always good for money,
and proficient in securing the cars keys
from Pop.

Well, time has passed. Here we are

in college, smarter, happier, and poor-

er. Junior is towering over Mom by a
good foot. He has more hair on his

chest noiw than he had on his head
then. But he's still Mom's baby.

All these thoughts are subjects for
reminiscence this day. Junior feels his

dependeftce on his mother most strong-
ly now, not so because the Prom is

Friday night and it cost money, but be-
cause if it weren't for Mom, he
wouldn't be going. No matter what
he does or where he goes, he has only
his Mom to thank.

Food Not So Bad
And Mother has seen the campus.

She is given the opportunity to par-
take of typical cafeteria food, the same
by which we are honored daily. Here
she learns that those articles which
print "Are College Cafeterias Poison-

Descartes ' Theory Hoax; Cdpone,
Individualism Prove Existence

It was Albert Camus who once so

acutely and metaphysically suggested,

"I rebel, tnerefore, I am." He had
reached the goal of every ambitious,

thinking, corrupted man; he had com-
pleted the quest for the Holy Grail;

he had found his god. No longer would
he be forced to drown himself in the

flood of organization man. He could

shuck his tan raincoat with the regula-

tion plaid lining and dirty collar. He
would no longer be required to cheer

; at the mere whisper of Dizzy Gillespie's

name or even think of Tony Mart's.

He could now throw his head back in

defiance if he was suddenly discovered

in possession of a copy of Plato's Di-

alogues. He had risen above the hovel

of humanity—^he had assumed an in-

,'- ddviduality. ,:
'::.-'-'^;v^-'-: v;f '^ '"/'/'

Now is the time of year for plaudit,

the instant of recognition, the hint of

regret. In conjunction with the season,

it is my assigned purpose to unveil the

individuals of this institution, to dis-

close their secrets, to spread scandal.

. . . Dick Normile once applied for a
license in the Merchant Marine serv-

ice; seems he permanently won on
ocean going vessel from nearby Rose-
mont Pond . . . R(m Graczyk spent his

formative years in developing a duraible

set of muscles—he is now reported to
posses a somewhat enviable frame
. . . Ken Philla is able to attain his

professional training during the sum-
mer at a nearby Jersey shore where he
is employed as a refuse collector .•;

V

...Joe Fulmer, a licensed beautician at
own tonsorial parlor upon graduation
. . . Jim Caroon is busily engaged in

the collection of antique statues—^he

began the assemblage with a classic

the age of 14, plans to open his very
example of a pard lackey . . . Dick
Kiely once starred in summer stock

—

he made a short-term appearance as
one of the Troubles that emerged from
Pandora's box in a play of that name
. . . Jerry Carlin, who is right comer
post man on the third string drill team
must lose 40 lbs. before embarking for
his summer vacation at Camp Quantico,
home for wayward boys—good luck
Jerry . . . Bill Hogan has proof that
he once wore his hair in shoulder
length, cork-screw curls—he keeps
the remains, trimmed only three years

by BOB BOHN

ago, in a shoebox oh his shelf . . .

Dick Calhoun attributes his recent suc-

cess as Santa Claus to the extensive

training and prescribed diet accorded

^;''
Hogan

him at Brownies . . . Gus Susnjara,
who achieved track fame by once run-
ning the mile in the promising time of
30 minutes, 27.8 seconds, has since re-

tired and can now be found holding
down the right wing of Wally's reno-
vated Forrest Bar ... at the age of
twelve, Bill Boufford was expelled from
the organized Boy Scouts—it seems
that Willy once pushed the scoutmaster
into the creek . . . Joe DelGuercio once
won an official Arthur Murray dance
contest at the age of 15; he was later

asked to appear on the ^d Sullivan
show but spurned all offers of a pro-

fessional career in deference to the
study of Spanish (flamenco da'^^'ers f*re

paid quite well) . . . Paul O'Rourke,
who once made a living as a Bert's
Beach Boy, is well known in crew cir-

cles as the man who beat Jack Kelly

—

it has been reported, however, that it

was not Jack Kelly who was beaten,

but rather our own Frank Kelly—^It is

further rumored that O'Rourke was
discreetly using a Johnson 25hp out-
board motor . . . Tom Samulewicz owes
his reputation as a deceptive ball-

player to the fact that during the
Drexel game he wore his jersey on
backwards—^the Drexel players didn't

know ii he was coimng or going

—

(nice game Tom) . . . Tim McNamar
once attempted to establish a reputa-
tion in the crime world by hijacking
a railroad boxcar—^he failed upon the
discovery that the boxcar contained

only a snipment iroja Anheuser-Busch
. . . John Hamilton once won a log-
rolling contest at the age of 10—the
feat was even more remarkable in that
the contest took place in a Girl Scout
camp (he was quoted as saying "no
girl ever rolled me") Jack McAteer
spfends his summers diggixig graves at
a local cemetery—JacK was always
rather down to earth . . . Mike Dona-
hue wrote his first literary offering at
the age of 4—the article first appeared
in the Child's Book of Garden Verses
. . . Dave Grennon won a baby beauty
contest at the age of 10 months—the
prize was a free lifetime diaper serv-
ice .. . Bill Cassin is known as the
terror of Larchmont Bay—it is report-
ed that he once rammed a police launch
with his supercharged Chris Craft

—

the action was received unfavorably
by the police whose launch unfortun-
ately (but promptly) sunk . . . Mike
Tighe was once retained for question-
ing by the police in Venezuela—^he was
suspected of smuggling rum, but it was
later discovered that he was only smug-
gling cigarettes, diamonds and Vitaiis
hair oil . . . It is believed that John
Oberlies organized his very first rally
at the age of 5 days—the occasion was
a protest strike against the use of
male nurses in the hospital nursery

Normile

And the list rolls on like the creep-
ing mist across a foul swamp (how
poetic). But like all good things in
this world of illusions, mortality and
self-appointed individualists, this at-
tempted expose must fade as does the
morning fog before the rising sun. Al
Capone was correct in asserting that
there is no such thing as a bad boy;
not even if he has suceeded in estaib-

Hahing his hidividuality.

ing Our Youth", are hokum.
Mom is glad to find that students

don't really cross Lancaster Pike in
the middle of the block, and trample
the hedge and march up the front lawn.

After a typical "ten-minute" jaunt
from Mendel Hall to the C&F building,
she gladly consents to the purchase
of a triple-gear English-built bike, with
the excuse that it's cheaper than shoe
leather in the long run. And the pro-
fessors are really nice, just as Junior
writes home in his letters.

•Mom Is Queen
Above all else. Mom is proud of her

son. S^e is queen in Junior's eyes and
knows that a part of her is destined
to graduate and to contribute to the
ranks of the employed. She is aware
that above this material progression,
he is strengthening his foundation in
his Faith, so that when the Cxolden
Gates are opened, he too can enter,
summa cum laude.
These are Mother's thoughts as she

socializes on this Mother's Day, the
first day of Junior Week. Beneath all
this festivity. Mom is esteemed and
held in honor for making this enUre
week, year, life, possible.

This, then, is our tribute to Mother.
Welcome, Mom, to Villanova Universi-
ty; enjoy your stay here as we do!

Steering Committee
Aids Class Officers
by DOUG MURRAY

At the inception of our Junior Year
the class Stering Committee was selec-
ted by our Oflicers. It is composed of
32 members, representing each of the
three schools. Engineering, Arts, and
C&F. The members chosen by letters,
which they wrote to the class oflicers,
telling why they wished to serve on
the Steering Committee and stating
what ideas they had concerning class
activities for the coming year. On the
basis of these letters and previous in-
terest in class functions, the Commit-
tee was chosen.

OpinioH Group
The reason for this committee is

to enable the Oflicers to get the opin-
ion of what is believed to be a cross-
section of the class, concerning the
various problems and decisions which
arise during the course of the year.
Without the Steering Committee it

would be entirely up to the officers to
handle these problems and decisions by
themselves, with only a very limited
idea of what the body of the class
thinks in regard to some particular
subject. x; : 1

In the past a class steering commit-
tee was known to come about under the
spoils system and therefore function
very inefficiently, it at all. However,
this year the Officers of our class de-
cided to select the committee on the
basis of interest and willingness to
work and as a result, a very efficient,

^willing, and conscientious committee
was developed. Meetings are held
monthly or whenever some issue arises
which the Officers wish to bring to
the attention of the Committee. At-
tendance at these meetings is compul-
sory and absences can be excused only
by writing a note to Bob Scalia, stating
your reason for absence.

32 Members
The Committee itself consists of the

following members, representing prac-
tically every course offered; Jim
Barnes, Bob Bohn, Jack Bolger, Bob
Brogan, Jerry Carlin, Frank Curolan,
Tom Chambers, Angel Colosanto, Jim
Corroon, Pete DevHn, Mike Donahue,
Joan Fk)od, Kevin Flynn, Tony In-
trieri, Paul Kascur, Dick Keene, Dick
Keeley, Mike Massey, Jack McDonnell,
Butch McNally, Doug Murray, John
Needham, John O'Connell, John O'Dea,
Jim Palsir, John Penrose, Bob Plow-
man, Lou Retacoo, Jhn Rhodes, Terry
Scanlon, Jack Smith and Jim Strazella.

.
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n Vivants and Connoisseurs of

'61 Meet in Never -Land of '81
SCENE: A fashionable metropoli-

ton restaurant.

TIME: May 1, 1981.

"Good evening, Mister Friend."

"Good evening, Pierre. May I have

a table for two please? Mrs. Friend

will join me a little later.

"I think I can find you a table sir,

although we're extremely crowded to-

night. Villanova's class of 1961 is hold-

ing a reunion here.

"Class of 1961? Say that's my class.

"Really, sir? Well then I guess you
recognize that distinguished looking

gentleman at the bar."

"Certainly. That's John McGarry.
He's up for an Academy Award for

his part in "Mickey Mouse Goes To
The Moon." Tell me is he still as big

a lover' as ever?"
"Yes, sir. He's been engaged 11

times and has been deeply in love with
every one of his fiancees."

"Same old Jack. Isn't that Lenny
Clune over there? I heard something
about him being one of the liquor mag-
nates in the country."

"He owns twenty liquor stores, sdr,

and is so independently wealthy that

he spends most of his time training for

the national shuffleboard champion-
ships."

"Pierre, that looks like Bud Sim-
momds talking to Jim McAteer over
at that table."

"Yes sir, Mr. MpAteer is editor-in-

chief of that New York Tunes. Mr.
Sinmionds is his sports editor and
plans to leave tomorrow to cover the

international tiddlywinks champion-
ships in Greece. :

"That group looks like a Who's Who
of our sports stars. There's Nick De-
Angelis, Tom Samuelewicz, Dave Sever-
ance, and Jim Huggard. What are

they doing now?"
"Mr. DeAngelis is one of the to)

physicists in the country. Mr. Sam-
uelewicz is working on a basketball
book entitled "Outside Shooting Made
Easy." Mr. Huggard is playing AAU
ball, living off his old age pension and
will go on retirement after this year.

Mr. Severance is assistant coach of the
Villanova basketball team and will

eventually become head coach sinee his

father plans to retire in 1994."

"There's ensign Bill Boufford. He's
had a tough run of luck. He'd be Ad-
miral by now if it weren't for that

accident."

"What accident, sir:"

"Didn't you read about that? It was
during that storm last year. He was
CO. on the Missouri when it went off

course. He still might make admiral

by BILL FREIND

Boufford

McAteer

if ne finds a way to get out of the

Volga River."

"That Is a shame. Sir. It is almost

as tragic as the mistake that Mr. Red-
mond made."
"Do you mean Bob Redmond? What

happened" ?

"Well, sir, he became head of the

biggest floral agency in the country

and was hired to handle the arrange-

ments for Fabian's wedding. By some
ghastly mistake the wrong flowers

were delivered to the wedding and the

church was decorated with wreaths pro-

claiming 'Congratulations Elvis*."

"It's just good that he didn't send

the wreath to Jack McAteer's estab-

lishment. In his business something

like Redmond's faux pass would be

catastrophic.

"Why, so, Pierre? What's Jack do-

ing these days? He's still digging

graves, is he?
"No, you're close, though. He's now

the proposterous undertaking in Wil-

mington."
"•There's Jim Hooker. I can still re-

member when he campaigned for more
recognition of the C&F school. What's
he doing now"?

"He's head of the English Depart-

ment at Princeton University, Sir."

"There's Senat<>r Jim Rhodes ex-

pounding on his bill to curb the power
of the Supreme Court."

"Pardon me sir, but it looks like a
discussion is getting a little too voci-

ferous over in that corner. Do you
know those two gentlemen"?
"Yes I think I know the cause of

their row. When two syndicated drama
critics like Tom Quigley and Stan
Gogi start discussing shows, there's

bound to be a little steam let off."

"Well, sir, the matter seems to be
well in hand now, thanks to the paci-

fying efforts of that dark-haired gentle-

man."
"Why that's Bob DeLisa. He always

had a way of settling things with a
minimum of effort. What business is

he in now, Pierre"?

"He is currently handling a campaign
for better relations between Jack Paar
and Walter Winchell."

"Who's the fellow with the long
beard and the fez"?

"That's George Matey, sir. He just

published his latest book, >"Beat, Peat,

Man I'm Beat" and with the profits

from his last book, he plans to move
Greenwich Village to Fort Lauderdale."

"There's a group of nurses. There's
Mary Colura, Joyce Collins, Joann Con-
nelly, and Mary Chapman. They've
had a funny career. They worked as
nurses for two years but decided to go
into business for themselves."

"Really, sir. What did they do, start

.a hospital"?

"No. They started a funeral parlor.

You know this is really something,
Pierre."

"I think I'll skip dinner and see the

boys. I often wondered what became
of the classmates. Did you go to col^

lege, Pierre"?

"Yes sir, as a matter of fact I grad-

uated from Villanova in 1961, idso."

"No. But I don't remember any Pi-

erre."

"Oh, that's not my real name. I

changed it when I became a maitre d'.

My real name is Gus Susnjara."

Dinner Dance, at Broadwood
To Feature Innovation: Favors
The culmiAating event of all the

junior week activities is the annual din-

ner dance, this year to be held on
Saturday, May 7th. This year's dance
is under the competent guidance of

chairman Tim McNamar.
The Broadwood Hotel at Broad and

Vine Sts. in Philadelphia has been se-

lected as the site for the dance and
the reception will begin at 6:00 p.m.

Music for the formal event will be

provided by the twelve piece Sylvan
Herman Orchestra. The conductor of

this prominent society orchestra died

over the Christmas Holidays but Tim
was assured that the original members
of the group will be present at the

dance.
Favors This Year

An original innovation at this year's

dance will be the distribution of "fav-

by LOU RETACCO

ors", viz; specially designed glass trays

modeled on the ones used at the Rog-
ers and Hammerstein "Poor Richard's
Dinner." These unique souvenirs will

provide a useful momento for the even-
ing's festivities.

Dinner will be served at 7:00 p.m.,

followed by dancing until 1 :00 a.m. The
price of the tickets will be the usual

$11.50 per couple.

For the gourmets in the class tAie

menu will consist of chilled melon ani-

pasta, old fashioned vegetable soup
followed by the main course of roast

young tom turkey, dressing, gravy,
government inspected cranbersy sauce,

whipped potatoes, rolls, butter, and
coffee will of course also be provided.

Short succint speeches will be de-

livered by the Reverend John A. Kle-

kotka, O.S.A. and by class president

Bob Scalia and chairman McNamar.

Tim McNamar gazes at favors which
will be distributed at the dinner/dance
Saturday night.

Fogaroli, DeMascio,

Boundas Lead Class

by TED BOUNDAS
Another Junior Week has come to

Villanova, and for the Class of 1961
this event also signifies the near com-
pletion of three full academic years.

During these three years the class has
developed many academic leaders, but

because it is impossible to list them
all we have chosen those men who are

highest in their respective fields of

major endeavor over the last three

years.

B.S. Degree
The highest ranking Junior pursuing

a B.S. degree is Joseph Diaco who is a
Biology (Pre-Med) major. Diaco grad-

uated from Central High School in

Philadelphia, and was the high man
in his class. For this he received a
scholarship from the Philadelphia

Board of Education. Not only is he
active in his studies, but he is also a
member of Lambda Kappa Delta.

The other high men in tiheir respec-

tive departments working toward a
B.S. degree are:

John Judson, Chemistry ; Joseph Ter-

razini. Education; Joseph Remy, Math.;
Nick DeAngelis, Physics; and Robert
Kerr, Social Studies.

A.B. Degree
The two highest Juniors working for

their A.B. degree are Michael Wesley
in straight Arts, and Theodore A.
Boundas majoring in Political Science.

Michael Wesley comes from Roches-
ter N. Y. where he graduated from the
Aqumas Institute with honors. He has
a four year partial scholarship from
Villanova. He is also very active in

extracurricular activities. He is one of
the editors of the LYNX; active in the
Spanish Club, Sanctuary Society, and
the Opera Classics Society. He plans
upon graduation to continue hds studies
in France.

Theodore Boundas who comes from
Chicago is an Augustinian product of
St. Rita's High School. He also holds
a four year partial scholarship from
Villanova, and a scholarship from the
city of Chicago. His major outside ac-
tivity is Foreign Policy Editor of the
BUSINESS WHIRL magazine.

Coiiimeree and Finance
The highest man in the Commerce

and Finance division is Salvatore Di
Mascio an Accounting major. He grad-
uated from Bishop Neuman High
School in Philadelphia, and has a four
year scholarship from the Knitgoods
Workers Union Local 190. He is also

a Member of the Accounting Society,

and the Gamma Phi honor society.

The other high men in Commerce
and Finance in their respective depart-
ments are:

Thomas Doran, Finance ; Francis Mc-
Kay, I.A.; James Palsir, Marketing;
and James Capobianco, Pre-Law.

'.)•'••'''

Engineering

The highest man in the Engineering,

division is Richard Fogaroli a Chem-
ical Engineering major.

The other high men in their respec-

tive divisions are: John Hampton,
C.E.; Ralph Esposlto, E.E.; and Robert
Fink, M.E.

Assisting Tim in his efforts to organ-
ize the dance were Marty Davis, Mary
Chapman and Joe Del Guercio in charge
of the programs for the dance, Dan
Walsh who aided in the acquiring of the
band, and Dick Keane who was in

charge of publicity and tickets.

Photographs at the dance will be
furnished by the Arthur Davis Studio
of New York City. A special price of
$4.50 will provide two 5 by 7 color

pictures and also two wallet size pho-
tos.

All advance information infers that
this will be a very successful dance
and an evening of pleasure is assured
to all those who attend.
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Villiput is Port of Gullible' s Travels
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Life is ruled by chance. In my case,

because of a typographical error on
the part of CEEB, I was told by those

who assumed intellectual and moral
authority over me that I should not
limit myself to the tameness of my
homeland, but should go in search of

adventure and knowledge, and there-

fort be of service to my country.

Protest from me notwithstanding, on
the appropriate day I was expelled,

bag and baggage, from what I then re-

garded as civilization, onto the cruel

unknown concrete seas in a vehicle
' commanded by what I once thought of

"r as my dearest family. After a journey

of many weary hours, we approached
a strange land; I was expectorated

from the womb of the vehicle and left

to fend for myself, as the vehicle sans

.^ me returned for the dangerous journey
homeward. I looked around me at tne

:' strange nature of the land, surveyed
! my situation as best as I could, and

>. experienced considerable, understand-
/: able dread.

However, it was not long before I was
> confronted with creatures apparently

resembling myself generally, but of

course possessing those minute char-

acteristics peculiar to individualdtv.

Circulating throughout the maze of

these apparently oonfused creatures, of

:
which I now considered myself one, I

' noticed an abundance of animals ap-

iDarently inferior to us, whose dominant
features seemed to consist of a white-

ness about the head and a very notic-

^ able set of vocal cords. These white
hatted (so to speak) animals seemed
to be performing many services for

us, such as herding us together, pro-

viding an adequate adrenalin flow for

us creatures by oonstantly scaring us,

and by making threatening gestures

accompanied by rasping gutteral
^ sounds. A pity, thought I, that these

excellent animals are incapable of all

but the most primitive connmunication

wiith us. Upon my inquiry as to how
these animals tdiould be addressed, I

was told that they were in the habit

of being called bmocs, and that we
creatures who were resident on the

island thought so highly of these won-
'• derful animals that the land itself was

'

! called Villabmoc, meaning "House of

bmoc" in the native language.

The bmocs, I was soon to learn

had a leader, a verbose and nervous an-

imal, who was to be addressed by us

creatures as Fiorello Pangloss, in order

to distinguish him from the rest of the

bmocs; since he was alternately called

either Fiorello or Pangloss by the

other bmocs, I shall henceforth refer

to him as Pangloss, as that sound is

closer to my native Anglo-Saxon and
its very pronunciation made me less

homesick. Whenever Pangloss ap-

^ peared, it was customary to express

our appreciation of his services and
those of his subservients by yelLing

"Villabmoc isthe beatof allposs iblevil-

las" I was surprised to learn that

I could pick up the language quickly.

Except for the white-clothed cran-

ium and the prominant vocal cords,

the appearance of the bmocs was much
Uke that of myself, except they pos-

seseed a uniform covering of fur some-
' what resembling the tweed cloth of my

homeland. They were usually very an-

xious to please, and their cute habit of

Ibegging money likened them somewhat
to the bellhops and squirrels of home;
when I expressed this latter resemb-
lance to a fellow creature, I was told

that all such thoughts were considered
sacrilegious, and that I would be sev-

erely punished if Pangloss were to hear
of them.

» Villabmoc itself was a densely pop-

ulated island in the concrete seas, lying

somewhat to the southwest of that

farthest outpost of civilization, New
York. 'Hiere was, I soon learned, an-

other island close by, called Philadel-

phiabmoc, to which the bmoc was na-

tive and where a great number of them

by GEORGE MATEY

Hved in a wild state. Whenever it was
decided that new bmocs were needed to

serve us, an expedition of bmocs, ac-

companied by a creature Uke myself
for bait, set out on the dangerous and
indelicate journey for the purpose of
capturing and taming new servants.

Because I have a penchant for lan-

guages, I was soon able to communi-
cate freely with the bmocs, and my
proficiency was so noticed that I was
invited by several of them to met their

leader Pangloss. Upon being intro-

duced, I immediately prostrated myself
and uttered an affectionate litany of

purring bmoc sounds, thus endearing
myself to Pangloss. In fact, we be-

came such good friends that I was soon
as much repected and obeyed by the
bmoc as he was himself, much to the

jealousy of my fellow creatures.

Pangloss became so fond of me that
by the mere reciting of "Villabmoc
isthe bestof allposs iblevillas", I was
able on many occasions to coax from
him much information about the bmoc
way of life and thought. Because of
this, I was soon able to fruitfully visit

the four stables where bmocs were
kept, called Kel-lees, Th-oombs, Lay-
cees and Shee^han. Once, after a tour
of these stables with Pangloss, in a
spirit of unusual camaraderie (he
seemed affected by the odor) he offered

to take me to a secret island, which
no one except a bmoc had visited for
thousands of furlongs (one furlong

equals 1^2 months of our time). I con-

sented to go.

Rosebmoc, as the island was called,

was inhabited solely by female crea-

tures who had had the misfortune, like

myself, to stray uoon an unknown
land, courtesy of CEEB. Upon our
arrival, many of the inhabitants im-

mediately rushed up began to paw
Pangloss, chanting all the while "bmoc.

Upon arrival in Villabmoc Gullible

was accosted by "
. . . whIte-hatted

(so to speak) aninutls . . .
'*

bmoc, bmoc, etc.". These were soon
brought under control by blackguards

sporting huge knotted whips, who were
employees of the bmocs, no doubt. The
in'habitants greatly resembled the Ital-

ian and Irish creatures of my homeland,

but these all invariably spoke the

bmoc language, and with an English

accent no less! In the presence of

Pangloss, I was completely ignored, but

whenever he had confidential business

(the nature of which I Nvas never to

learn) with one of the inhabitants, I

was left alone and was the subject of

much ridicule and laughter at the hands
of the inhabitants and blackguards.

Upon the return of Pangloss, however,

order was restored by his well placed

kicks, but I was nevertheless relieved

when he indicated that we must leave.

It was with great astonishment one
morning that while bathing in a foun-

tain, I saw in the reflection of myself
that patches of tweedy bmoc fur were

beginning to sprout at random over
my face, and in the next few days
I was alarmed at the rapid growth of
the fur over the rest of my body. This
I attributed to a too close association

with the bmocs, something to which
my fellow creatures were not subject.

Since I regarded the bodily change
with horror, I knew that I must sever
my relationeAiip with Villabmoc, not-

withstanding my deep attachment to

and regard for it. I explained my situ-

ation to Pangloss who, although he was
deeply hurt and surprised, promised to

aid me in my return to my homeland;
I had often told him stories of my
home, and he had become almost as
fond of it as I. .

As a service, Pangloss had several

of the bmocs construct a vehicle with
which I could take leave on the concrete
seas, and arranged a pious Expulsion
Ceremony, attended by all creatures
and bnKX», ait which I was told that I

was never to return and that it was
only through the extreme leniency of
Pangloss that I was not deprived of
my mind, as had been all previous crea-
tures who had wished to leave. I

thanked all for their services to me and
especia'lly Pangloss, and then I took
tearful leave of Villabmoc.
The fumes were favorable and I was

soon able to locate the main stream of

trafiSc traveling in the direction of
my homeland. With the passing of a
few hours upon the sea, the tweedy
bmoc fur began to disai^ear, and it

was totally gone when I once again em-
braced the beloved soil of the country
where I was bom. I immediately se*

cured my position there by contacting
the nearest C?EEB office and pointing
out their error on my transcript, so
that I was never again to be the pos-
sessor of a comhinatkm of numbers
potent enough to warrant my departure
from civilization.

Scalia^ Bathgate, Vaughey, Cassetta

Have Shown True Class Leadership
The Junior class is composed of 785

students. As can be expected, these

students have interests which run
from medicine to sports.

Who are the four students who have
blended these interests, and what is

their background?
Scalla

Bob Scalia, who is twenty-one years
of age, is a resident of Garden City,

Long Island, and a graduate of Chami-
nade High School in Mineola, N.Y. Bob,

an I. A. major in the C. & F school

is our class president. Bob's leadership

abilities date back to his high school

days, where he played freshman foot-

ball and basketball, and over a four

year period was constantly associated

with many and Sunday extra-curricular

activities.

In his three years at Villanova, Bob
has either been head of or associated

with every major function our class

has been privileged to put on. He was
Vice-President of the Soihomore Class,

head of the Publicity committee for the

Soph CoUr.ion, and in charge of Muff
Day. Aside from these jobs, he found
time to enlist in S. A. M., work on the

orientation committee, and play in

various intramural sports. He has

planned, and very successfully run, the

Orphan's Outing and party, and turned

over some $500 to the Orphan's
Scholarship Fund, w^ich was made at

the Charity Ball.

Bathgate
Next is the Vice-President, Larry

Bathgate. Larry is 21, a resident of

Farmingdale, and a graduate of Lake-
wood High School, both in New Jersey.

His high school days are studded with
such achievements as freshmen and

by JIM HOOKER

Junior executives all are the four class officers shown, left

to right, are Larry Bathgate, vice-president; Nell Vaughey, treas-

urer; Bob Scalla, president; and Nick Cassetta, secretary.

varsity football, sports editor of the

school paper, and numerous work on
various committees and organizations.

Since his freshman year here at Vil-

lanova, Larry has been an active par-

the distinction of being the only class

officer ever to repeat in an office*

Cassetta
Last, but certainly not least is Nick

Cassetta, our class secretary. Nick, an
ticiPant in class elections, D. P. E., the Arts major here at school, is a grad-

Accounting Society, and intramurals, uate of Wilber H. Lynch Senior High
and has still found time to maintain a School, which is located in his home-
3.00 cumulative average, and is thereby town of Amsterdam, New York. His
a qualifying member of Gamma Phi, high school career is filled with such
the C & F Honor Society. honors as President of his Senior Class,

Vaughey President of the Student Council, and
Our class treasurer, Niel Vaughey, the Literary Editor of the Yearbook,

also has a background filled with ac- With such a background, Nick was
complishments. Neil, whose home is in sure to be on the activity list here at

Long Island, New York, spent his school, and he wasted no time in join-

high school days at Chaminade as class ing the Knights of Colimibus in his

treasurer, and was also associated with freshman year. Since then he has been

the cheerleaders, the sanctuary society, constantly in or associated with var-

and the sodality. At Villanova he has ious class functions.
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". . Our Stay At V.U. Will End
As Swiftly As It Started"

Our Memories Are Made of This:

Beantown Blast and "Bobsy Twins''

TOGETHERNESS: Kenmore in Boston during freshman year. Larry Bathgate ^t the Orphans' Outing.

by PAUL O'ROURKE

It was a great epoch, that hot, humid
summer of 1957. We didn't have a care

in the world. High school and "Peter

prep" days were behind us and all we
could think about was college and being

collegiate. Finally, September came
and we, thirteen-hundred strong, trav-

eled to Villanova. For some it was
only a short twenty-minute ride but

for others like Tim McNamar of Okla-

homa, it was quite a trip. What would
be the start of a sunny and prosperous

four years, started with a damp, mis-

erable rainy day.

Our sophomore advisers, as the hand
book called them, did not add to our

pleasure. J. J. Sullivan and Jack Kea-
gon, among others, seemed very hos-

tile and unfriendly. They urged us to

stand in the rain and walk in the mud
since this was Villanova muck.

Jerry Carlin thought a white hat
was being friendly when he was asked

to state where he was from. The quick

reply of Brooklyn made the new "pus-

sycat" the first patron of the Soph
Cotillion. It was a hard four days of

orientation, learning the Alma Mater,

march of the Wildcats and dressing as

a campus clown, but it was part of

going to college.

After we completed our "indoctrina-

Trip Chairmen
Expect 200 For

Ben-Hur Outing
by BRIAN FARRELL

Tomorrow night will mark the in-

duction of a new event in the already

sulbstantial Junior Week program.

For the first time the juniors wall

.make a class sponsored trip to Phila-
' delphia.

Oo-chairmen Jim Coroon and Kevin

Flynn announced that approximately

two hundred juniors are expected to

be present at the Boyd Theatre at

Nineteenth and Chestnut SU. for the

8:00 p.m. showing of the multi-Oscar

wanning movie, Ben Hur.
Reduced price tickets of $1.60 were
made available to all juniors. Ticket

sales opened in the Pie Shoppe on
April 21st accompanied by an ener-

getic advertising campaign initiated

by Flynn and Coroon.
Transportation to Philadelphia is

left up to each individual as it is felt

to be impractical to plan on group
transportation considering the easily

accessible transportation facilities to

Philadelphia.

Coroon dted the untiring efforts of
Flynn and class president Bob Scalia

la planning and carrying out the de-

tails to assure the success of the
event.

tion" and Baylor beat the 'Cats 6-0, we
entered the classrooms. This was the

real purpose of college and we had to

learn to hit the books. We discovered

no-doze pills, the library and black

coffee, all wonderful assets to scholars.

Speaking about coffee, we also became
acquainted with the Pie Shoppe and
the role it plays in perfecting the Vil-

lanova student. In the cozy, atmosphere
of shouting people, milk-shakes grind-

ing, cigarette-smoking and monstrous
athletes (Gene O'Pella) we were able

to discuss the finer points of academic
life.

Discussions would always begin with

Math., Latin, or Economics, and end
with girls. In Pie Shoppe 101 we
learned that pulchritudinous fillies were
close at hand either at Rosemont, Ca-

brini, I. C, or Harcimi. This was one

aspect of college life in which we want-
ed much homework.
The first year quickly sped past. We

visited Boston and came home dejected.

Mud was in evidence again but it was
Boston dirt this time, as the 'Oats lost

23-pO. We also experienced feeling

much like Tennessee Williams since, af-

ter our class hit Beantown, Villanova

was banned from Boston.

Our first student trip was fun,

though. Some of us will never forget

Kevin Driscoll's quail hunting in the

mountains of Leeds, N. Y. the night

before the game, and none of us will

forget the thunderous voice of Pat

Nicholson, Mr. Villanova. Then came
winter with a fair "whistle" ball team,

our first look at the Big Five, and our

daily walks between John Barry and
Bel-Air in which we sometimes won-
dered if our hero, Ron Delany, could

make class on time. The Commerce
students, also during our first year,

asked for a refund in tuition since they

felt that they were going to night

school. There was also the fire at Bel-

Air Hall in our frosh year which gave
impetus to the building of the new,

swaiUc C & F School. Late in the

spring, the Class of '61 also got their

first view of politics as they were bur-

ied with such leaflets as: "Felix,"

"Bob and Chet," and "Vote Blue and
White." We elected Bob DeLisa presi-

dent and Bob Scalia vice-president for

our sophomore year.

Nert Fall we were the White-Hats
and open season on frosh was declaerd

by Bob DeLisa. Most of the O. C. men
needed accounting paper to check all

our donations for the Sophomore Cotil-

lion which was to be lavish. It was a
wonderful Fall. "Graz" led the 'Cats on
to a 6-4 season in football, we visited

West Point and outcheered the Cadets

and had the greatest Sophomore Cotil-

lion ever. No one will ever forget

dancing to the music of Howard Lanin
and no sooner was he finished playing

then Al Massey and the Villanovans

were blasting out "Dixie" which chair-

man Bob Queen loved.

We must also look back at the West

Point trip. Every loyal Wildcat tra-

ded with his 45 point underdog team
to meet Pete Dawkins and the number
two team in the country. The final,

as we saw it, was Dawkins 20, Army
6, and Villanova 0. The team, minus
full-time work of several players, had
won a moral victory and now we headed
for the Big City to meet Mr. Oorby,

etc. There was singing and toasting

everywhere in the Sheraton and even
Vince Kuberski was learning the Alma
Mater. Then it was back to the old

grind.

Winter of Sophomore year passed
with stiff exams and a potentially great
basketball team. Joe Ryan was the

guy whom you loved in the Garden
and hated in the Palestra especially

against the Hawks.) But Mr. Sever-

ance consoled us after each loss and
said, "wait 'till Hubie comes up."

We were also coming up. Up the
Pike we came from Thumbs to Kelly's.

The Class of '61 were just about up-
per classmen now and we had our
new blazers with distinctive buttons to

prove it.

The spring came with picnics, boat
races, frat parties and more politics.

This time the Bobs merely changed
positions. One went from V. P. of '61

while the other went from Pres. of '61

to V. P. of the Student Council. The
class was in good hands and we were
headed for Junior year with the pink
slips to purchase our rings.

Upper classmen days came and we
now felt older. We started wearing our
rings in October, and everyone was
now majoring in a special course. Re-
sponsibility was on our shoulders now.
The football team wasn't "the best I

ever had" type on the field but we
looked forward to the previously men-
tioned Hubie. This was also the fall

when we had a permenent seat in

Kelly's (Quinns) and thought more ser-

iously about marriage. It was the au-
tumn of another West Point trip and
more of those Monday morning blues.

The university in our junior year
greeted a new President, Rev. John A.
Klekotka O.S.A., who urged students
on toward greater academic achieve-

ments, in our school's ever advancing
educational policy. To emphasize his

directives a new Science building cost-

ing $4V2 million was started.

Winter came with "the best team
in 24 years" but we still failed to beat
the Hawks. The Hubie we have men-
tioned came forward to show us his

great pofential. He proved he was of
Ail-American caliber expecially In the
N.I.T. where the 'Cats were beaten on
T.V. by a tough Utah State Club. Also
one of our class mates, Tom Samule-
wicz received the Chuck Drizin Award
as the most inspirational ballplayer.

Now here we are at Junior Week
with 2V2 years behind us. We are just

about ready to reach the last plateau
and the questions are getting harder.
Sometimes we wish this testing thing

was another Charley van Doren deal

but the answers just aren't given to

us. But, when we look back at the

plateaus and goals we reached and
look ahead to higher things, I don't

think anyone would dissavate now and
settle for the Cadillac.

Lady Fortune holds the scales of

life, we can see that the value of our
college days would have the gilted

edge over any Cadillac, or other world-

ly goods. The members of '61 have
really been fortunate.

Class Moderator
Also Assistant

ArtsSchoolDean
by GERRY GELINAS

ond
DICK TERRY

One of the most important persons

connected with the Junior Class is the

class moderator, Reverend Robert J.

Welsh, 0-S.A.

After finishing

his undergraduate
carter at Villanova

in 1943, Father
continued his stud-

ies at the Augus-
tinian College and
Catholic Universi-

ty of America.

In this past year. Father Welsh was
appointed Assistant to the Dean of
Arts and Sciences. He is also an As-
sistant Professor of Religion.

Commenting on his recent appoint-
ment. Father Welsh said, "I find it

very interesting. I never realized the
tremendous complexities of the Uni-
versity nor that there were so many
varied courses offered by the Arts and
Sciences Department"
Father Welsh's duties as Assistant

Dean are not specific, however his
timt is well spent caring for some of
the many problems o fthe office.

In regard to Junior Week, and Moth-
er's Day is a most worthwhile activi-

ty/' He is greatly hi favor of it and
thinks it merits the attendance of all

mothers of the members of the Junior
Class. Further Welsh thought that the
Diaper Dan Contest is ridiculous,

which, he said, is what it la meant to
be.

Speaking of the Junior Class, Father
Welsh said, "the Juniors have fine men
in the class. I think that the members
who have been active in the various
activities, such as the Student otmcil

and the Orientation Committee have
done an effective job."

Father went on to say that he hoped
the Juniors would do their share in
pnyviding leadership and good example
for the student body next year.
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Junior members of the swimming team are, from left, Frank Dunn, Dan O'Brien, Bill Cassin, Bob Dow,
Ted MorlMit^, and Bob Donahue. Absent when this photo was taken, was Mike Gleason.

Muff Day A Rough Day;

Brings Out Beast In Us
BY JIM PHILLIPS

Harken ! Fellow Animals

!

Now's the time to renew old grudges,

t6 make new enemies, to sharpen dulled

flngemails on tough flesh, to collect

teeth and commit generally frowned
upon acts of physical assault and
mental anguish upon your brother stu-

dents. Yes! It's Muff Day once again.

Muff Day is a time for setting aside

the books and instead taping ankles,

tpadding ribs and paying your Blue
Cross bill.

As a sepcial pre-contest warm-up
free instructions on successful intim-

idation of the judges will be sponsored
by all those frustrated athletes who
didn't make the team because—"the
coach didn't like me!"
But now back to more serious mat-

a double play or thrive on smashing
a line drive into somebody's teeth,

there's also softball.

And then for the weak of heart and
gentle of nature there are two events
custom made to your liking. First,

there is tennis. However, as the traffic

may be a little conjested at the start,

the recommended practice is to trip

a few of the entrants on the home-
stretch and push the others on the
curves. This will greatly reduce the
crowded conditions on the track and
enable you to waltz home easily.

•;v •
..

ters and a rundown of the events.

If you're not inclined to be the vio-

lent type you can enter the water polo

event and drown somebody rather eas-

ily and effortlessly. There should be

plenty of guys in this contest who can't

swim.
However, if you'd rather use some

specialized talent, such as jamming

fingers, tripping ankles in the air, or

cutting out a fellow's legs as he goes

up for a shot or a rebound then def-

initely your place is in the basketball

game.
Softball Anyone?

And for those fiends who exult in

hearing bones crack as they take out

an innocent second baseman trying for

'':,'>: Two More
There are two more events that you

late arrivers and undecided moose can
still enter.

The first is the tug of war. This is

heartily recommended for those fellows

who think the other contests would be
a little too strenuous for them. It'a

also good practice for prospective own-
ers of Mastiffs and Doberman Pinschers
who want to get the feel of what it's

Mke to have a leash in their hands and
Jieir faithful dogs straining vigorously

to chase some mongrel or cat halfway
through the city.

And last but not least is the "touch"
football ^me. Where else can you see
or, see the blood and watch the in-

tricate maneuvers of the two opposing
lines. Ah yes! It's spring and the
touch football game is the last surviv-

ing elehient of winter still fighting for
its place in the sun—and man, wihat
a battle.

The Rules
Now for those men of iron who wish

to enter the events, the following is a
list of the events, the time they will

take place, and the points awarded for

each event. The rules for combat are:

1. One referee from the junior and
senior classes for each event.

2. No varsity athlete may partici-

pate in a sport in which he has a
scholarship or in which he partici-

pates as a varsity member.
3. No spiked shoes for track (sneaks

only).
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'61 Success Story

Hinges On '61 Class
ly BUD SIMMONDS

The Villanova success sioiy sched-

uled to open for the coming season

features starring roles for the present

Juniors. The theme for the story is

championships and the goals are packed
stands and glory for the Wildcats.

The setting for the action will be
Villanova Stadium, the Field House,
and the Palestra, with some scenes of

major importance occurring at various

athletic stadii, halls, and a certain

Square Garden.
With members of the Class of '61

leading the way to these goals, the

high caliber of Wildcat competition will

be displayed to sports fans far and
wide.

Bell Counts On Juniors
On every stage of the Blue and

White sports scene, the "class" of the
Class of 1961 will head the pursuit of
athletic laurels in the coming season.

On the gridiron, rookie coach Alex
Bell is depending on members of the
Class of '61 to be major actors in VU's
return to football prominence in 1960.

Larry Sopko and Joe Luzzi are veter-

ans who have proven their mettle and
ability for tough line play. In the
backfield, Billy Paczkoskie's blocking
and power and Walt Sroka's speed and
agility are expected to be high spots
in a rough and rugged Wildcat offense.

On the court, many experienced
and expert Juniors make up the
nucleus of a team which sets its sights
on an even more successful year than
last. The team will be guided to the
heights by co-captains Dick Kaminski
and Jim Huggard of the Class of '61.

With imi)ortant depth in the back and
front court supplied by Juniors, an all-

star group from the freshman team,
and a certain sophomore, the basketeers
have good reasons for optimism in '61.

When one remembers last year's tie

for the Big Five championship, the
NIT bid, and the Cats' 9th place rank-
ing in the country, it looks like the
sky's the limit in '61.

On the diamond, the Wildcats are
pointing to Eastern supremacy and the
NCAA playoffs this year and next.
The '61ers are vital cogs in the 'Nova
baseball machine contributing four
starters and added strength in the
pitching department and the reserves.

Thinclads Have High Hopes
On the boards or on the cinders, the

Wildcats have high hopes for success.
In track, the Juniors are represented
by quality rather than quantity. This
quality is headed by Nick DeAngelis
and Joe Manion who are already exper-
ienced veterans of championship Wild-
cat relay teams. What with the loss
of only a handful of Seniors and the
majority of point-getters coming back,
the 1961 season is anticipated to be
one of the greatest in Blue and White
history.

}

On thewaterfront, the Villanova mer-
men look for a season packed with po-
tential. The Juniors make their pres-
ence felt in the medleys as well as in-
dividually in the freestyle, the breast-
stroke, and the butterfly events.

It is evident, therefore that in every
field of athletic endeavor at Villanova,
the aass of 1961 will assume the lead-
er's role in carrying the Blue and White
banner to victory in the coming year.

Junior rts Gallery
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Junior members of the swimming team are, from left, Frank Dunn, Dan O'Brien, Bill Cassin, Bob Dow,
Ted Moriarit.v, and Bob Donahue. Absent when this photo was taken, was Mike (ileason.

Muff

Brings

A Rough Day;

Beast In Us
BY JIM PHILLIPS

Harken! Fellow Animals I

Now's the time to renew old grudges,

to make new enemies, to sharpen dulled

fingernails on tough flesh, to collect

teeth and commit generally frowned
upon acts of physical assault and
mental anguish upon your brother stu-

dents. Yes! It's Muff Day once again.

Muff Day is a time for setting aside

the books and instead taping ankles,

padding ribs and paying your Blue
Cross bill

As a sepcial pro-contest warm-up
free instructions on successful intim-

idation of the judges will be sponsored
by all those frustrated athletes who
didn't make the team because—"the

coach didn't like me!"
But now back to more serious mat-

ters and a rundown of the events.

:, If you're not inclined to be the vio-

lent type you can enter the water polo

event and drown somebody rather eas-

ily and effortlessly. There should be

plenty of guys in this contest who can't

swim.
However, if you'd rather use some

specialized talent, such as jamming

fingers, tripping ankles in the air, or

cutting out a fellow's legs as he goes

up for a shot or a rebound then def-

initely your place is in the basketball

game.
Softball Anyone?

And for those fiends who exult in

hearing bones crack as they take out

an innocent second baseman trying for

a double play or thrive on smashing
a line drive into s-omebody's teeth,

there's also softball.

And then for the weak of heart and
gentle of nature there are two events
custom made to your liking. First,

there is tennis. However, as the traffic

may be a little conjested at the start,

the recommended practice is to trip

a few of the entrants on the home-
stretch and push the others on the
curves. This will greatly reduce the

crowded conditions on the track and
enable you to waltz home easily.

':,''. •',': ;'. Two More :•:/'•' ^ •

There are two more events that you
late arrivers and undecided moose can;

still enter.

The first is the tug of war. This is

heartily recommended for those fellows

who think the other contests would be

a little too strenuous for them. It's

also good practice for prospective own-
ers of Mastiffs and Doberman Pinschers

who want to get the feel of what it's

'ike to have a leash in their hands and
,heir faithful dogs straining vigorously

to chase some mongrel or cat halfway
through the city.

And last but not least is the "touch"
football game. Where else can you see

or, see the blood and watch the in-

tricate maneuvers of the two opposing
lines. Ah yes! It's spring and the

touch football game is the last surviv-

ing element of winter still fighting for

its place in the sun—and man, wihat

a battle.
. s •. .

The Rules
Now for those men of iron who wish

to enter the events, the following is a
list of the events, the time they will

take place, and the points awarded for

each event. The rules for combat are:

1. One referee from the junior and
senior classes for each event.

2. No varsity athlete may partici-

pate in a sport in which he has a

scholarship or in which he partici-

pates as a varsity member.
3. No spiked shoes for track (sneaks

only).
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'61 Success Story

Hinges On '61 (lass
By BUD SIMMONDS

The Villanova success sioiy sched-

uled to open for the coming season

features starring roles for the present

Juniors. The theme for tlie story is

championships and the goals are packed

stands and glory for the Wildcats.

The setting for the action will be

Villanova Stadium, the Field House,

and the Palestra, with some scenes of

major importance occurring at various

athletic stadii, halls, and a certain

Square Garden. ,,

With members of the Class of '61

leading the way to these goals, the

high caliber of Wildcat competition will

be displayed to sports fans far and
wide.

Bell Counts On Juniors

On every stage of tlie Blue and
White sports scene, the "class" of the

Class of 1961 will head the pursuit of

athletic laurels in tlie coming season.

On the gridiron, rookie coach Alex
Bell is depending on members of the

Class of '61 to be major actors in 'VU's

return to football jjrominence in 1960.

Larry Sopko and Joe Luzzi are veter-

ans who have proven their mettle and
ability for tough line play. In the

backfield, Billy Paczkoskie's blocking

and power and Walt Sroka's speed and
agility are expected to be high spots

in a rough and rugged Wildcat offense.

On the court, many experienced
and cx])ert Juniors make up the

nucleus of a team which sets its sights

on an even more successful year than
last. The team will be guided to the
heights by co-captains Dick Kaminski
and Jim Huggard of the Class of '61.

With important depth in the back and
front court supplied by Juniors, an all-

star group from the fresJiman team,
and a certain sophomore, the basketeers
have good reasons for optimism in '61.

When one remembers last year's tie

for the Big Five championship, the
NIT bid, and the Cats' 9th place rank-
ing in the country, it looks like the
sky's the limit in '61.

On the diamond, the Wildcats are
pointing to Eastern supremacy and the
NCAA playoffs this year and next.

The '61ers are vital cogs in the 'Nova
baseball machine contributing four
starters and added strength in the
pitching department and the reserves.

Thinclads Have High Hopes
On the boards or on the cinders, the

Wildcats have high hopes for success.

In track, the Juniors are represented
by quality rather than quantity. This
quality is headed by Nick DcAngelis
and Joe Manion who are already expert
ienced veterans of championship Wild-
cat relay teams. What with the loss
Of only a handful of Seniors and the
majority of poinl-gotters coming back.
the 1961 season is anticipated to be
one of the greatest in Blue and White
history.

On thewaterfront. the Villanova mer-
men look for a st-a.son packed with po-
tential. The Juniors make their pres-
ence felt in the medleys as well as in-
dividually in the freestyle, the breast-
stroke, and the butterfly events.

It is evident, therefore that in every
field of athletic endeavor at Villanova,
the Class of 1961 will assume the lead-
er's role in carrying the Blue and White
banner to victory in the coming year.

Junior rts Gallery
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This is the interior of » votiiig machine meh as wUl be used

In tomorrow's elections. Alwve is the red handle which opens and

doses the oartain, and registers the votes. At center ane the tows

of candidates' names; each row topped willi selection levera.

Voting MachinesTo Be Used

At Polls In Student Elections
Voting machines will be used

for the first time in Villanova

student elections tomorrow as

the undergraduate electorate

chooses its class officers and
representatives to Student
Council. The elections will be

held from 9:30 until 3:30 in

Alumni Gym.

Herb Lettau and Denis Car-

done, Election Board officials,

have stated that each studoit

must present his matriculatfon

card in order to operate the

machine. Cardone added that

each division (Arts, Ekig., and
CftF) of the Sophomore and
Junior Classes will have its own
voting machine. The election

committee was also able to ot>-

tain two machines for use by
the Freshmen.

Machines for Nurses

All frosh nurses will use the

voting machines in casting their

vote. Sophomore and Junior
nurses will cast their ballots in

the Student Activities Office on
the second floor of Dougherty
Hall.

ruled out,

Campaign Regnfaitlons

Campaigningin front of

Alumni will be proliibited within

a ten-foot square area of tiie

entrance to the polls. In regards

to posters and signs, the Ejec-

tion Board lias ruled that the

results of the election will not

be announced until they have
been removed.
The names on the ballot will

appear in tlie order in which
the candidates were nomhiated.

No party names will be allowed

to appear on the ballot, accord-

ing to Cardone.

To operate tlie voting

machines do as follows:

Tpon entering tlie booth
move ilie red handle to tlie

right. This will close the

curtain. Then make year
selection by poshing down
on the lever alwve the can-

didate's name. To register

vote and open onrtaiii, move
red liandle to left

The rules against write-in

votes, proxy voting, and double

voting will be strictly enforced,

according to Lettau. Any in-

fraction of election rules may
disqualify the voter.

Cardone emphasized that all

candidates must file their finan-

cial reports with the Election

Board before noon tomorrow.
Fadlure to do so may render

the candidates ineligible.

Each candidate may use his

own public address system dur-

ing the ten minute break be-

tween classes. Lettau says that
"private" broadcasting during
tha aetivitiea period baa been

IIISpahn

Belle Air Editor;

Ddivery In 2 Wb.
Michael Spahn, junior Politi-

cal Science major, has been ap-

pointed Editor-inOhief of the

1961 Belle Air. The appointment
was announced by Rev. Daniel

P. Falvey, O S A , yearbook
moderator.

Concurrently, Mr. Thomas A.

Linahan of the Math department

was announced as Belle Air
moderator for the cmning year.

Spahn has already begun
work on the 1961 annual, hav-

ing scheduled the photographing

of senior portraits during this

week. In discussing Spahn's ap-

pointment, cument editor Tom
Peretti expressed great confid-

ence in the new editor and his

staff.

"As this year's Sports Editor,

Mike has demonstrated that he

possesses all the requirements

of an excellent yearbook editor,"

Peretti declared. He went on to

express his thanks to his own
staff. "The 1960 Belle Air
should be ready for distribution

in about two weeks. This eariy

date is chiefly due to the efforts

of the staff.

"The many unique and unusu>
al features of this Belle Air,

whteh I feel will distinguish it

as one of the finest ever pub-
lished, were for the most part

devised and effected by the

staff, and the entire University

has reason to be appreciative."

Shakespearian Comedy
Preview Tonight At 8:30

William Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night", the third and final school year production by the
Graduate Theatre Department, will open on Thursday, May 12, in the Vasey Hall auditorium.

A preview will be presented on Wednesday, May 11. AU performances will start at 8:30
pjOu

The comedy will be the first Shakespearian play to be presented at Villanova since BeHe
Masque's production of "Taming of the Shrew", three years ago.

Mr. Bernard A. Coyne, the show's dhrector stated that he has especially staged the play
for a modem audience while re-

Constitution b Dofcated,

Boycott Staged By Bops
In a session marked by heated

oratory, chilly surroundings,
and empty chairs, the Student
Council defeated Vice-Chairman
Bob DeLisa's proposed Constitu-

tion last Monday night
The focal point of the pro-

posed document, and the point

wliich saw the measure defeat-

ed, would have reduced the

Council from 62 to approximate-
ly 36 members, by eliminating a
larger part of the half-vote

contingent.

This would have been effected

l^ establishing a "Fraternities

and Societies Organization" —
comprising the various groups
now represented by the half-

vote bloc in Council — whose
representatives <» the Council
would number one-sixth of the
F & S O. These delegates would
have full votes.

S2 ''Ayes" Needed
In order for DeLisa's motion

to' be passed, it was necessary
for two-thirds of the entire

Council membership to ratify it

This would have required 32
"ayes."

As it was, when the time came
for the Council to vote on the
F & S O article, there were only
33 votes (46 members) present
When results of the roll call

vote were tabulated, the motion
had received 23 affirmative
votes, nine short of the requked
32. There were ten dissenters,
and Steve Carton abstained.
The 19 absent members were

Tony Godwin, Mike Romano,
Fred Smolinski, Stan Ciesielski,

Ron McGray, Vince Cucuzzella,

Herb Lettau, Tom Peretti, John
McGarry, Tom Natal, John Cas-
tano, Ralph Reynolds, Bill Gazi,

Chris Lawless, Ed Soott, ^m
Kearney, John DePaul, Bill Sot-
tilaro, and Jim Pleva.

17 Half-Votes Out
Of these 19, 17 were half-

votes. In addition, many of the
delegates were represented by
aHemates. "This doesn't present
a very flattering picture of Stu-

dent Council interest," DeLisa
remarked disgustedly.

Many hot words were traded
b^ore the actual vote was
taken. Bill Vincent, Treasurer,
and Tom Moakley led tiie oppos-
ition. The latter contended that
the proposal had been drawn up
too hastily and reoresented the
efforts of "only a half-dozen or
so neople."

In rebuttal, Bob Murphy, last

year's Council Chairman, con-
ceded that the document was
the work of only a handful of
men, but added that he saw no

reason why this should militate

against the formulators.

He further added that he
thought "a year is sufficient

time to come up with a new
Constitution."

Move to Table
At this point, Moakley moved

to table the whole Constitution.

He was r^ninded by Joe Remy,
however, that the Council had,

at the outset of the session,

agreed to vote on the Constitu-

tion point by point, and not in

toto.

After ten minutes of heated

discussion, among Remy, Vin-

cent, and Parliamentarian Bill

Henry, Chairman Tom Hofbnan
ruled that Moakley's motkm was
out of order.

Finally, Joe Remy succeeded

in having the Constitution re-

turned to the Ways and Means
Committee, from which the Con-

stitutiona] Revision Committee

intends to have it released to the

Council in September.

Apo%Mlc D«l«9ol» Tq

0f«ss Scloncm Bmtldlog

AfchUahop Egldk> Vagaool,

Apostbttc Delegate to the Unit-

ed States, will officiate at the

blessing of the conMiatoiie for

the new Science Building en
Tuesday, Msy ITth.

Prior to this oemnooy, the

ArohUshop will eeletante Mass
at 4:30 at the campos grotto.

Among those expected to be

present will be donars to the

Villanova Development fVNmda-
tion, members of the Board of

Lsy Trustees, and Unifwsity
Officials. Anyone intsrsstsd is

invited to attend.

taining the original Shakespear-
ian spirit.

"I have cut certain aeenea
that tend to dull the play and
eliminated most of the archaic
words from the original script**

he explained. He also reported

that he had deleted two chaiac-
terizations in order to wuiittfato

a fast-moving pace throughout
the show's entirety.

Shakespeare Universal
The director went on to say

that he does not believe that
he is "sticking his neck out" in
presenting a Shakespearian play
at Villanova. "Villanova has a
great potential for the enjoy-
ment of the Bard", Coyne re-

lated. "And after all, Shakes-
peare is universaL Most peofde
have the tendency to undersell

the playwright when actually as
far as Shakespeare's plays go,

what is good for some is good
for aU."

The director also decries the
negative thinking of many peo-
ple who think (^ Shakespeare as

strictly for the intellectuaL "In
his own time and on down
through the years the Bard's
plays have been perfonned be-

fore royalty and riffraff alike.

What is good, doesn't neeeasar-
ily have too be dull," he said.

When asked whether he
thought the last ten years have
been a period of rise or depres-

sion of Shakespeare, Coyne
pointed out the emergence of
the many Shakespearian Festiv-

als throughout Canada and the
United States as pitx^ that a
retrospection and revival of the
Bard has taken place dispite the
impact of the modem and ultra-

modem forms of stage enter-

tainment.

"In fact," he stressed, whe-
ther people are aware of it or
not, Shakespeare is the
produced playwright at
tkne."
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''From the mists of the
partment's ShalresP<*rtan trovpe

pertormanoe of "Tweiflli Nights"
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This is the interior of a voting nuusliine aneh m» will be used

in tomorrow's elections. Alwve is the red liandle wliich opens and
closes the curtain, and registers the votes. At center are tiie rows

of candidates' names; each row topped wiili selection levers.

Voting MachinesTo Be Used

At Polls In Student Elections
Voting machines will be used

for the first time in Villanova

student elections tomorrow as

the undergraduate electorate

chooses its class officers and
representatives to Student
Council. The elections will be

held from 9:30 until 3:30 in

Alumni Gym.
Herb Lettau and Denis Car-

done, Election Board officials*

have stated that each student

must present his matriculation

card in order to operate the

machine. Cardone added that

each division (Arts, Eng., and
C&F) of the Sophomore and
Junior Classes will have its own
voting machine. The election

committee was also able to ob-

tain two machines for use by
the Freshmen.

Macliines for Nurses

All frosh nurses will use the

voting machines in casting their

vote. Sophomore and Junior
nurses will cast their ballots in

the Student Activities Office on

the second floor of Dougherty
Hall.

ruled out.

Campaign Regulations

Campaigning in firont of

Alumni will be prohibited within

a ten-foot square area of the

entrance to the polls. In regards

to posters and signs, the EUec-

tion Board has ruled that the

results of the election will not

be announced until they have
been removed.
The names on the ballot will

appear in the order in which
the candidates were nominated.

No party names will be allowed

to appear on the ballot, accord-

ing to Cardone.

To operate the voting

macliines do as follows:

rpon entering tlie bootii

move the red liandle to the
right. This will elose the
curtain. Then make yonr
selection by poshing down
on the lever above the can-

didate's name. To reg^stc^r

vote and open curtain, move
red handle to left.

The rules against write-in

votes, proxy voting, and double

voting will be strictly enforced,

according to Lettau. Any in-

fraction of election rules may
disqualify the voter.

Cardone emphasized that all

candidates must file their finan-

cial reports with the Election

Board before noon tomorrow.
Failure to do so may render
the candidates ineligible.

Each candidate may use his

own public address system dur-

ing the ten minute break be-

tween classes. Lettau says that
'^private" broadcasting during
the activities period has been

Spohn Appointed

Belle Air Editor;

Delivery In 2 Wks.
Michael Spahn, junior Politi-

cal Science major, has been ap-

pointed Editor-in-Chief of the

1961 Belle Air. The appointment
was announced by Rev. Daidel

P. Falvey, S A , yearbook
moderator.

Concurrently, Mr. Thomas A.
Linahan of the Math department
was announced as Belle Air
moderator for the C(Hning year.

Spahn has already begun
work on the 1961 annual, hav-

ing scheduled the photographing
of senior portraits during this

week. In discussing Spahn's ap-

pointment, current editor Tom
Peretti expressed great confid-

ence in the new editor and his

staff.

"As this year's Sports Elditor,

Mike has demonstrated that he
possesses all the requirements

of an excellent yearbook editor,"

Peretti declared. He went on to

express his thanks to his own
staff. "The 1960 Belle Air
should be ready for distribution

in about two weeks. This early

date is chiefly due to the efforts

of the staff.

"The many unique and imusu-
al features of this Belle Air,

which I feel will distinguish it

as one of the finest ever pub-
lished, were for the most part

devised and effected by the

staff, and the entire University

has reason to be appreciative."

Shakespearian Comedy
Preview Tonight At 8:30

William Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night", the third and final school year production by the
Graduate Theatre Department, will open on Thursday, May 12, in the Vasey Hall auditorium.

A preview will be presented on Wednesday, May 11. AU performances will start at 8:30
pjn.

The comedy will be the first Shakespearian play to be presented at Villanova since Belle
Masque's production of "Taming of the Shrew", three years ago.

Mr. Bernard A. Oayne, the show's director stated that he has especially staged the play
for a modem audience while re-

Constitution Is Defeated,

Boycott Staged By Reps
In a session marked by heated

oratory, chilly surroundings,
and empty chairs, the Student
Council defeated Vice-Chairman
Bob DeLisa'fi proposed Constitu-

tion last Monday night.

The focal point of the pro-

posed document, and the point

which saw the measure defeat-

ed, would have reduced the
Council from 62 to approximate-
ly 36 members, by eliminating a
larger part of the half-vote
contingent.

This would have been effected

by establishing a "Fraternities

and Societies Organization" —
comprising the various groups
now represented by the half-

vote bloc in Council — whose
representatives on the Council
would munber one-sixth of the
F & S O. These delegates would
have full votes.

82 ''Ayes" Needed
In order for DeLisa's motion

to be passed, it was necessary
for two-thirds of the entire

Council membership to ratify it

This would have required 32
"ayes."

As it was, when the time came
for the Council to vote on the
F & S O article, there were only
33 votes (46 members) present.

When results of the roll call

vote were tabulated, the motion
had received 23 affirmative
votes, nine short of the requiined

32. There were ten dissenters,

and Steve Carton abstained.

The 19 absent members were
Tony Godwin, Mike Romano,
Fred Smolinski, Stan Ciesielski,

Ron McGray, Vince Cucuzzella,

Herb Lettau, Tom Peretti, John
McGarry, Tom Natal, John Cas-
tano, Ralph Reynolds, Bill Gazi,

Chris Lawless, Ed Soott, Jim
Kearney, John DePaul, Bill Sot-

tilaro» and Jim Pleva.

17 BUf-Votes Out
Of these 19, 17 were half-

votes. In addition, many of the
delegates were represented by
alternates. "This doesn't present
a very flattering picture of Stu-

dent Council interest," DeLisa
remarked disgustedly.

Many hot words were traded
before the actual vote was
taken. Bill Vincent, Treasurer,
and Tom Moakley led the oppos-
ition. The latter contended that
the proposal had been drawn up
too hastily and represented the
efforte of "only a half-dozen or
so oeople."

In rebuttal. Bob Murphy, last

year's Council Chairman, con-

ceded that the document was
the work of only a handful of
men, but added that he saw no

reason why this should militate

against the formulators.

He further added that he
thought "a year is sufficient

time to come up with a new
Constitution."

Move to Table
At this point, Moakley moved

to table the whole Constitution.

He was reminded by Joe Remy,
however, that the Council had,

at the outset of the session,

agreed to vote on the Constitu-

tion point by point, and not in

toto.

After ten minutes of heated
discussion, among Remy, Vin-

cent, and Parliamentarian Bill

Henry, Chairman Tom Hoffman
ruled that Moakley's motion was
out of order.

Finally, Joe Remy succeeded

in having the Constitution re-

turned to the Ways and Means
Committee, from which the Con-

stitutional Revision Committee

intends to have it released to the

Council in September.

Apo$f6lic Dole^ofm 7p

Blo9$ SclfljiM BoHdim^

Af«hbisfaop SgkUo Vagnond,
AipostoHc Delegate to the Unit-

ed SUtes, wiU officiate at the

blessing of the comeratone for

the new Science Building on
Tuesday, May ITth.

Prior to this ceremony, the

ArchUshop wiU celebrate Mass
at 4:30 at the campos grotto.

Among those expected to be

present will be donars to the

Villanova Development F6unda-
tiod, members of the Board of

Lay Trustees, and Univevdty
Officials. Anyone intensted is

invited to attend.

taining the original Shakespear-
ian spirit.

"I have cut certain scenes
that tend to dull the play and
eliminated most of the archaic
words from the original script,"

he explained. He also reported

that he had deleted two charac-
terizations in order to twnintnUi

a fast-moving pace throughout
the show's entirety.

Shakespeare Universal
The director went on to say

that he does not believe that
he is "sticking his neck out" in
presenting a Shakespearian play
at Villanova. "Villanova has a
great potential for the enjoy-
ment of the Bard", Coyne re-

lated. "And after all, Shakes-
peare is universal. Most peo^de
have the tendency to undersell

the playwright when actually as
far as Shakespeare's plajrs go,

what is good for some is good
for all."

The director also decries the
negative thinking of many peo-

ple who think of Shakespeare as
strictly for the intellectuaL "In
his own time and on down
through the years the Bard's
plays have been performed be-

fore royalty and riffraff alike.

What is good, doesn't necessar-
ily have too be dull," he said.

When asked whether he
thought the last ten years have
been a period of rise or deinres-

sion of Shakespeare, Coyne
pointed out the emergence oi
the many Shakespearian Festiv-

als throughout Canada and the
United States as proof that a
retrospection and revival of the
Bard has taken place dispite the
impact of the modem and ultra-

modem forms of stege enter-

tainment.

"In fact," he stressed, whe-
ther people are aware of it or
not, Shakespeare is the most
produced playwright at this

time."

MlFrom the misto of tiie past" members of tlM Thentn De*
inuiment's Shakespearian troupe rehearse for this

performance of Twelflli Night.'
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Lame Duck-ism

The Student Council, meeting in special

session last Monday evening, accompushed

absolutely nothing. It took three hours to do

this. Amidst a nonsensical display of juven-

ile antagoiiisia and a parlimentur debacle,

a determined and vocal minority succeeded

,in discaiding, at least until next September,

^the so-called "new Constitution."

Tempers flared,heated woi-ds flew, Rob-

ert's Rules of Order and the dictates of com-

mon courtesy were totally disregarded as the

;

dedicated obstructionists proceeded to dis-

mantle a motion which could have reorganized

the Student Council and revitalized the con-

cept of student government at Villanova.

That the motion was discarded is secondary

in importance. Even the most dogged sup-

portei-s of the proposed Constitution admitted

that the document was not infallible. Every

member of the Constitutional Revision Com-
mittee appeared ready to accept suggestions

regarding the improvement of the motion.

The significant fact in the situation

was the manner in which the defeat wasi ef-

fected: nineteen representatives indicated

their respect for their constituents and for

the workings of student goveniment by stay-

ing away entirely from Monday's session.

Many other delegates were absent, and were

represented by idtemates who, even if their

interest equalled that of the duly elected

member, (&splayed an understandable lack

of experienc€|j in coping with a chaotic situa-

tion.

The result was, of course, that the meet-
ing rapidly deteriorated into a three-hour-

long parliamentary monstrosity which only

returned the proposed Constitution to the
Ways and Means Committee, from which
Constitutional supporters intend to resurrect
it in September.

Tomorrow is election day on campus, and
the representatives who wiH he voted onto
the Council already have their work cut out
for them: somehow, they must reconstruct
the strong student government which existed
through most of this academic year—a force-

ful theoiy which was temporaiily entombed
on Monday evening by a conglomemtion of
self-styled BMOC's, in reality a clique of

"lame ducks" who apparently feel that the

only way in which they can bolster their rap-

idly-diminishing status on campus is by dis-

carding a proposal which, besides being

suppoiied by many prominent Council mem-
bers, has the backing of Chairman Tom Hoff-

man, and former Chairmen Bob Murjrfiy and
Pat Nicholson (under whom the present

Constitution was effected)

.

It would seem that this proposal, one of

the most imaginative and progi-essive ad-

vanced this year, is entitled to at least the

same fair and reasonable consideration which
was afforded to so many of the asinine mo-
tions introduced by these same "lame ducks"
during the course of the year.^
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PRAYING FOR RAIN

Discriminotion In Cape Colony
^....
W^^iM^mMm by Joe Corvlin

Candidates Note
Traditionally, at election time, TheJ VILr

LANOVAN offers to publish brief resumes of

all candidates' qualifications; traditionally,

most candidates reiect the offer; and tradi-

tionally, The VILLANOVAN then chooses to

forget the whole thing.

Before it is forgotten this time, however,
we extend apologies to the 25 interested can-

didates who were deprived of an opiportunity

for nuhlicitv through the disinterest of most
of their colleagues ; and wish them well in the

election.

If the current JournailBtie

trend of the Philadelphia

papers is indicative of the

national temperament, and it

eeems logical that this is so,

then the news writers of

America are guilty of a viola-

tion of one of their own card-

inal principles.

That is, that news articles

should be completely objec-

tive and unbiased, expressing,

no slant or editorial opinion.

Although the Ev^iing Bulle-

tin and Philadelphia Inquirer,

as well as the other local

daily, have not explicitly

stated that "this is good" and

"this is bad" on their news

pages, they have, neverthe-

less, been slanting their

articles.

fiNibOe Stand
This stand has been taken

in the most subtle way, by

the use of words which are

opinionated and biased, where

cut and dried descriptive

words are called for by jour-

nalistic objectivity.

This abusive variation of

'•subliminal advertising" on

news pages is best exhibited

and seen at its most subjec-

tive in the reporting on the

recent demonstrations in the

Cape Colony of South Africa.

It seems apparent that

there is only one side that

one can conscientiously and

morally take in the contro-

versy, for there is no excuse

for depriving people of their

supposiedly undisputed rights.

However, if the newspapem
wish to comment on this they

should be doing it on the

editorial page.

False Impnession

Instead, by referring in

their news articles to the

"whites" and the "Africans"

our journalists give the hn-

presslon that the so^alled

"whites" are usurpers of the

so-called "Africans" land.

The dictionary defines the

noun "Africans" as "a native

of Africa". This concept is

wholly ignored by the news
services. The white people in

the Gape Colony, for the most

part, have roots through

several generations, some,

even for several hundred
years.

If those in our own coun-

try, descended from immi-

grants of late 19th century

or early 20th century are

Americans, then certainly

those white people in the

Cape Colony deserve the title

they clahn, that of Africans.

Discrimination

The treatment of the Negro
natives as the Africans, and
of the white natives as simply,

"whites", is untrue, unjust,

and discriminatory. It sub-

Iknlnally creates the hnage
that one of the opposing
groups Is where it doesn't

belong.

In addition, the name
"white" has a derogatory

connotation. A fitting simile

could be seen if the Little

Rock and other segregation

disputes were described in

terms of A m e r i c an s and
Negroes.
As this would hardly pass

without an uproar from cer-

tain sanctimonious pressure

groups, so also should the

nomenclature used in the

present reports be protested

and revised.

If the Negro Africans de-

serve their rights, so also do
the White Africans. They
should not be regarded as

being where they do not be-

long. Cape Colony is their

country as well as it should
be that of the Negro Afri-

cans.
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An Exclamation
To tlie Editor:

Spring is a fantastic season, for it signifies

a rebirth as the dull, bleak whiteness suddenly

emerges Into a sparkling array of color. We all

seem to be lifted from the doldrums and revital-

ized. My "winter" as Chairman has been weary
and trying; soon this mantle of student govern-

ment will be passed to another with all the prob-

lems that accompany It.

Possibly, the EStudent Council of 1959-1960

has been one of the best, because it has dem-
onstrated the tremendous abilities of the array
of personalities assembled on the Council this

year.

I wish to thank the members of the Council

for the fine jobs that they have done.

To the rest of my officers I express my deep
thanks for their valuable assistance through-
out the entire year: to Bob DeLlsa, Vice-Chair-

man, for his general helping out and for his

heading up the Constitutional Revision Commit-
tee, to Jim Hooker, Secretary, who did a very
commendable job in undertaking such a difficult

position, and especially to our Treasurer, Bill

Vincent, for his diligent work and new ideas.

Many of the projects Incorporated Into this

year's program were first conceived by Bill.

Ken Kraemer did a very fine job as Exec-
utive Vice President of Education and worked
very closely with Nell Drislane, Chairman of

the Academic Affairs Committee, in working
with Fr. GUdea on the Student-Faculty Commit-
tee. The Academic Affairs CMnmlttee gained
new heights as they became the most active and
important committee on the Council, due to

Neil's constant leadership.

After showing his abilities as F & S Com-
mittee Chairman, Jack King assumed the posi-

tion of Executive Vice President of Student Gov-
ernment and quite adequately filled this posi-

tion. Thanks also go to:

Bill Henry, who served as Parliamentarian on
a Council so lacking in parliamentary knowledge.

To the three presidents, Ray Rafferty, Bob
Scalia, and Tom Wall, who aptly showed that

their respective classes made good selections,

as they all demonstrated their leadership this

year on the Council.

To Steve Cairton, who served as a very ef-

ficient and thorough F & S Committee Chairman.
To John Wojclehowlcz and Len Camaghl,

who were selected as Co-Chalrmen of next year's

Parents Day, due to their activeness and In-

terest.

To Eileen Greyeon, who exemplified the

spirit of helpfulness so prevalent in the Nursing
Division by doing groundwork on the Fine Arts
course and the Student Council Forum.

To John Oberlles and John Valva, who did

a spectacular job of lifting the Villanova spirit

despite a 1 and 9 season.

To John DrlscoU and Bob Benson who were

Chairmen of the first annual Student Council

Dance.
To Tom Natal for his untiring efforts to

provide the finest movies for some type of en-

tertainment for the residents. The establishment

of this program by Tom has opened an entire

new field for the Student Cotmcil to explore.

To Tony Godwin who did a very fine job

as Chairman of the Student Union and Special

Problems Committee. *

To Herb Lettau, the fiery little man who
did the impossible—obtained voting machines

—

and to Denis Cardone, Ron McGary who as-

sisted Herb on the Elections Board.

To Tom Raymond who did a very laudable

job as our Publicity Director.

Also to Dick Wilder, Tom Brown, Harry

Siegfeldt, Joe Remy, John Castano, and Bki

Scott who were helping out in one way or an-

other.

Finally, to our moderator. Father Dante

Glrolaml, for his assistance and moral support

on countless occasions.

TOM HOFFMAN
Stadent Cooncil duUmian

An Explanation
To the Editor

I would like to publicly recognize and thank

four juniors who submitted articles for the

Junior week editk>n of the VH>LANOVAN,
which were not published because of space Ihni-

tatlons. These men are Paul Crawford, Jay

Stephens, Jack McDonntll, and Nick Labruna.
SOKE DONAHUE

ioBlor Week
Editor

IHaverford and Bryn Mawr
Students PanVU Car^Calls

by Bill Speers

The following letter dated April 27 and addressed to the

Editor of the (Villanova) College Newspaper has been for-

warded to us:

To the Editor:

It is a shame that a few thoiightless students can
ruin the reputation of an entire college.

The Haverford and Bryn Mawr stu-

dents have been picketing Woolworth*s on
the Main Line for the past tu>o weeks.

And a day has not yet gone by uHth at

least half a dozen shouts of complete dis-

taste from passing Villanova cars. Such
'**enthusiasm** appears to. be unique to your
institution. And such a lack of respect

for the beliefs of others is not very becom-
ing. It is a shame thett a few thoughtless

students can ruin the reputation of an en-

tire college.

Respectfully,

Michael Spring '63

John Carroll '63

On the hunch that there may have been a newsworthy
storj' behind the picketing action of the students from these

tvi'o schools, we Interviewed aboat a half dozen of the pro-

testers when they initiated their campaign.
After walking, while speaking with them, in their picket

lines we concluded that these men and women are downright
sincere and selfless in their action. They told us that althodgh
^ey had begun their protest rather late in the school year
and exam pressure was closing In, the distressing, yet nndls-
couraging part of their campaign against Woolworth's refusal

to sit negroes at their southern hinch-ccNinters has been the
disrespect and intolerence demonstrated by students, youag
people, and whites in general

A rather sophisticated and rapid-speaking Bryn Mawr
student told us that her oind her associates have had to put

up with egg-throwing, pam^phlet-stealing and cat-calls ever
since the beginning of their protest.

Surely, the average student at Bryn Mawr and Haverford,
maintaining the social standing typical of these two institu-

tions, isn't used to, nor does he cherish, being treated like

street-living dogs. They have nothing to gain by their action

but an Inner satisfaction at having upholding their principles

and voicing their protest against their own race.

Fine Arts Course

To Be Given In Fall

"A Fine Arts course will be

added to the University curricu-

lum next semester," announced
Ken Kraemer, Student Council

Vice President of Academic Af-
fairs.

The course, which Kraemer
and his committee have long

sought, will be taught by Dr.

George Rodan of South Nor-
walk, Conn. Dr. Rodan possesses

a Ph.D. in Art and Christian

Archeology.

Kraemer emphasized that the

addition of the course to the

curriculum is the result of ex-
tensive planning and effort on
the part of the Academic Af-
fairs Committee and Rev.

Joseph Glides, O.S.A. A student-
faculty board consisting of Fr.

Gildea, Mr. Edward Murray, Mr.
Raymond Cummings, Kraemer,
Eileen Greyson, Neil Drislane,

and Tom Hoffman, tentatively

planned the course on the basis

of research done by Miss Grey-
son.

Assisted By Poll

A poll was taken in certain

senior classes, and results indi-

cated that a Fine Arts course
would be favorably received by
the students. Father Gildea then
secured Dr. Rodan to teach the
course, which will concern itself

at first with Art and Music.

"If the class is well attended
next year, its subject matter will

be expanded to Include other
aspects of the Fine Arts field,"

Kraemer declared.

He further stated that, initi-*

ally, the course would be a two
semester elective and would be

open to all students.

Pre-Law Society Plans
Semi-Yearly Magazine
The "Pre-Law Journal" a new

campus publication will be dis-

tributed and sold here starting

Friday, May 20.

Joseph Ouellette, senior pre-

law major and editor-in-chief of

the periodical, which Is sponsor-
ed by the Pre-Law Society,

stated that the "Journal" Is an
attempt to explore the many
avenues of law operation. "We
also hope to stimulate members
of the Society into observing the
many fields of law activity," he
said.

Ouellette reported that he,

ak>ng with his staff, solicited

articles earlier this year for

the publication and that first,

second and third place prizes for
the best stories submitted.

Francis Brennan's commen-
tary on International Law won
first prize and he was awarded
a desk set. Second place and a
silver-plated pen and pencil set

went to John DePaul and John
McCloskey for their report on
"Preparation For Law School".

Jim Rhodes' "Interpretation of

the Constitution" capped the

third prize, a sliver cuff link

and tie clasp set.

A V.U, First

The winners were chosen by
the faculty members of the Pre-
Law department. The six semi-

flnallsts win also have their

articles published.

"It should be noted," editor

Ouellette explained, "that this

will be the first time an under-
taking of such scope has been
undertaken by any one campus
organization. You can also say,"
he continued, "that if this first

issue goes over big with the stu-

dent body, the 'Journal' will be
printed semi-yearly."

Ouellette also announced that
notifications of the time and
place of distributions will be
tacked on the campus bulletin

boards. He reported that the is-

sue will be distributed free to

all Pre-Law Society and will be
sold to the rest of the student
body for a nominal fee.

Mr. Richard Ruane, modera-
tor of the publication, expressed
his contentment and optimism at
the event of this new Villanova
publicaticm.

i

i Mastromatto Is

Philos. Club Prexy
Joseph Mastromatto has re-

cently been elected president of

the Philosophy Club for the

-^term 1960-61.

Fellow junior philosophy
majors Louis Retacco and Tim
McNamar were chosen as the

new treasurer and student coun-

cil representative, respectively.

The newly elected secretary Is

sophomore arts major Mark
Qulnn and junior physics major
Frank McCormick will serve as

next year's Vice-president.

Lectures Planned : ,> ; :

Faculty members of the or-

ganization are: Robert P. Rus-
sell, O.S.A., cx-officio modera-
tor; Dr. D(mald A. Gallagher,

executive moderator; and Dr.

Robert S. O'Shea assistant mod-
erator.

"Next year we intend to have

a two part lecture series," Mas-
tromatto reported. "The first

semester's program will deal

with the thought of four of the

world's greatest writers ; Homer,
Virgil, Dante, and Shakespeare."

NFCCS Commission
"During the second semester,"

he continued, "we shall study

philosophy through science.
That is, we will deal with such

[concepts as time, eternity, crea-

tion and annihilation and scien-

tific evidence of the existence

of God.
Mastromatto also announced

that the philosophy club has
}lved an unofficial commis-

ion from the middle atlantic

ites branch of the National

federation of Catholic Colleges

to hold lectures io co-operation

with twelve other area colleges.

by Bod Slmmoiids

In this week's column. The slacker socially, the loquactous

VILLANOVAN takes pride in

pointing to one of its own, the

departing sports editor, Jim
Murray. Jim has been a valu-

a b 1 e member
of the sports

staff of the

paper for the

past two years
and is present-

ly serving in

the capacity of

baseball man-

^ ager, a post he
Murray

jj j^ g capably

held for three years.

The personable senior from
Westbrook Park, Pa,, came to

Villanova from West Catholic

High School, where he gradu-

ated in 1956. During his days

at the university, Jim has also

served as a member of the

Spanish Club, The Ljmx, and Is

the treasurer of the Beta Gam-
ma Debating Society.

An avid Wildcat fan, Jim Is

well-known to the athletes and

coaches not only as an expert

chronicler of their Individual

talents and team contests, but
also as an intimate friend. As
an example of his loyalty to

Villanova, Jim has made every
student trip out of town to fol-

low the athletic endeavors of

the 'Cats during his undergrad-
uate days at V.U.

Fwpetuai Bfotfon

Whether it is table-hopping

in the Pie Shoppe, on the way
to one or another club meeting,

or ducking in and out of The
ViUanovaa office, Jim seems to

be tai« perpetual aotlon. No

Mr. Murray has been known
to attend a dance or two and

has a few mixers to his credit

as well.

Imagination Lauded

Journalistically, Jim's many
Innovations have added color

to the sDorts page in the past

year. This imaginative work
was evidenced by Interesting

scouting reports, provocative

feature articles, and a special

basketball preview issue which
was received with great accol-

ades.

The reason for this bright

outlook on the sports page is

seen in Jim's earnest desire to

give the Villanova athletes the

g'ood publicity which they real-

ly deserve.

Sports Ffxtnre

A highlight of Jkn's tenure

as sports editor occurred at the

opening of basketball season
when he presented the first

annual Chuck Drizin Award for

scholarship, solrit, and sports-i

manshlp to Gieorge Emma of'

the Class of '59.

For Jim, the best thing that

could happen at the present

is for Villanova's baseball team
to represent the East in the

NCAA baseball championships
at Omaha, Nebraska in June.

Although not an active par-

ticipant in Wildcat athletics,

in his own way Jim has been

a vital fixture on the sports

scene and has contributed a
great deal to it by ardent sup-

port to the teams, dedicated

writing, and a true k>yalty to

the chool.

Sport Events, Dinner
Fcffher's Day Feotures
Thomas Labreoque, chairman

of Senior Father's Day has re-

cently disclosed the schedule for
that day, Saturday, May 14.

Father's Day will start at
11 :00 with a Mass In the Grotto
celebrated by the Rev. Dante
Girolaml, O.S.A., class moder-
ator.

At 12:30, a steak dinner will

be served the fathers in Dough-
erty Hall and at 2:00 p.m. the

Villanova baseball team will

play the Pirates of Seton Hall
in Goodreau Stadium.

The Varsity Swimming team
will also give a half hour dem-

onstration In the field house at

this time.

Today is the last day for tic-

ket sales. They will be on sale

in the Pie Shoppe from 11:30

to 1:30. Price is $6.00.

ACES Pone/ Meett
With C&F Seniors

Villanova's Commerce and Fi-

nance School acted as host for
the third annual meeting of
Americans For The Competitive
Enterprise Svstem on April 26.

The ACES delegation dis-

cussed local national and inter-

national business tonics with a
laree group of C&F seniors.

The panel of executives con-

sisted of Dr. F. O. Haas, Pres-
ident, Rohm & Haas Company;
Svdney E. Longmaid, President,

Estenbrook Pen Company; John
A. Diemand, Jr., Vice President,

Insurance Company of North
America; Vincent P. McDevltt,
Vice President and sreneral coun-
sel, Philadelphia Electric Com-
pany, and Chaniella Philadel-

phia Bar Association: and Rob-
ert R. Titus, President, Syn-
thane Corporation.

Linksmen Win 5 of 6 Matches

As Connelly And Cahill Stor

by Bill Circoa*

A talent laden Villanova golf With the indispensable
team packed with power and absence felt but not missed and
potential is now the possessor using 3 alternates, the 'Cats

of a 5-1 record. roared to a blazing finish to an-
nihilate Temple 13 V2 to 41/2.

Displaying their best, the Low man for the day was Sen-
'Cats opened against local rival lor alternate, Frank Laevey with
LaSalle. The 'Cats proved too his season's best of 79.

much for the Explorers and de-

molished them 6 to on the. For their third triumph of the
Aranomink Golf Course. Marty young season Villanova swamp-
Connelly, Villanova co-captain, ed, outclassed, outshot and over-

was low man in the opener, win- matched Gettysburg to the tune
ning 5 and 4. Sophomore Dick of 5 to 1 last Monday.
Thomas fired a fine 78 with co-

captain Jim Cahill close on his

heels wth a 79.

Highlighting the Penn State

match was the brilliant shooting

of Connelly, who established a
school record, while the Main

Tri-Bbteh Win

In a great tri-match with

West Chester and Muhlenberg,
Villanova once more displayed

their aggresiveness and fine

shooting by emerging victorious.

liners were biing humbled in a J^f
'^^^

«J"i
^"^ ^""^ h^wIS

6-1 loss. The match was decided « *° «, and defeated West

«« fK. 01-* K«i. «,v.^^ rv.««^iix, Chester 51/2 to V2 to make it a
on the 21st hole where Connelly

shot a birdie 3 to end with a
winning 68. The other ace.

clean sweep for the afternoon.

Last Wednesday the V. U.
Cahill, was shooting an excellent iinksraen routed Seton Hall 8-1.
73, but on the 19tii hole after ^hey were led by Dave Doyle
a sudden death play off Junior

^75) ^nd Jim Cahill (77).
Dave Doyle, the only other vet- ^^_^_«_i««-_-^—
eran, lost on the 18th hole while

finishing with a solid 78.

Reod The VilkMOvon
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RelayersWin #6
At Penn Carnival
As the announcer bawled out, the anchor lap. That was before

Baemore
Mile Relay Championship of America Trophy

ffi The Groove by Dan Grove

It Happens Every Spring
Every spring for the past six years Villa-

nova's mUe relay team has commuted to Frank-
lin Field, put on a short show, (the shorter the
better) and then returned to the Main Line with
another trophy. The trophy signifies the Mile
Relay Championship of America.

This is very nice for Villanova fans, but
what about the rest of the track world? They
are becoming frufitrated. Year after year sports-

writers pick someone else to take the coveted
title. In 1957 Texas decided to break Villanova's

two year old monopoly. They brought along an
anchorman named Eddie Southern just in case.

Manhattan had a fair city team that year, helped
along by Tom Murphy. As usual Morgan State,

the perennial bridesmaid, was there. The end
was in sight for Villanova, track "experts"
claimed. Elliott countered with Olympians Del-

any and Jenkins, plus a sophomore named Col-

l^more. When the Sunday paper went to press,

'it wajB Villanova by two yards over Texas and
Morgan State, with Manhattan a close fourth.

The following year Jenkins was gone and
Morgan State was due to win. A sophomore
named Nick Ellis was their answer to success.

Morgan State did win; for three quarters of a
mile, that is. Collymore turned a ten yard de-

ficit into a fifteen yard win. His lap was timed

in 46 seconds and Villanova as a team broke
their old record with a 3:11.8 clocking.

Last year it was the same story. Delany and
Sydnor were gone and Morgan State, Manhat-
tan, S.M.U., and PHt all figured to cut the 'Cats

out. Charley Stead denied them all. He cap-

tured the lead in the third leg running the fast-

est quarter of his life, 46.7. Collymore again
outdistanced Ellis in a race that left the crowd
limp.

This year's race is now history, also. Again
the 'Cats went to the post as underdogs and
pulled oil the upset. Again Nick Ellis ran the
anchor leg for Morgan State and again he saw
the back of the white jersey. This time it was
a new group who triumphed. Not one member
graduates.

What is the answer to this dominance? Is

it the uniform that makes the team great, that
makes them turn in «ia«i^g performances in
the big show? The pin stripes of the Yankees,
and the devil's red and blue of Calumet Farms
is supposed to have this ^ect. Is It the man
that stands behind the umform, Jim ElUott,
that "psyches" these four man teams intp vic-

tory after victory? Maybe it's a comMnation
of both. I am not sure. I only know, it happens
every spring.

'A 'AV.'.,-:'

Wkw was Me Hawk?
Leading the onslaoglit agalnsl

! a Meet kst Thursday, Vil- ^^ hapless Hawks were sopho- one and two-mile run, and the

laa«va*8 powerful track team mores Leon Pras, Angelo Shi- 100 and 220 yard daedies. Des^

"edged** St. Joseph's College of «"»f w** Otie Drayton. These pite sunny sUes the absenee of

PhUadelpUa 95-81 at the Stad- ">«» aoeompUshed double wins a eertain faiiHveatliefed»

In the low and high hurdles, the featl^red fan was significant

"The winner, Villanova Fresh-

men, setting a new carnival

record for the freshman mile

relay in the time of 3:16.1."

Ron Delaney said in his Irish

bnogue, "That makes it eight in

a row for Villanova." This oc-

curred during the 1959 Penn
Relays. So far Delany has been

a good prophet. Number six was
chalked up less than two weeks
ago.

On Saturday, April 3(Hh, two
recruits from last year's fresh-

man team, a refugee from the

two mile relay team, and a hold-

over from last year's Carnival

champions defied the sports-

writers, traction, and several

other good mile relay teams to

win the Mile Relay Champion-
ship of America in 3:12.2.

The recruits, bespectacled Bob
Raemore and Otis Paul Drayton,

ran the last two legs of the race

in the splendid times of 47.8 and
47.4 respectively. The two mer-
cury-footed sophs increased a
two-yard lead to twdve as they

pulled away from the fi<rid.

DeAngeUs Regains Lead
The refugee, Nick DeAngelis,

ran the seoond leg of the race.

He erased a small lead held by
Manhattan, and streaked

through his quarter in another

great time, 47.7.

The holdover, junior Joe
Manion, a converted sprinter,

ran the opening leg of the race.

He kept the team within very

close distance of the leader.

Although his thne of 49.3 ap-

pears aHow compared to the

othere, it must be considered

that he had to start from a

standstill while the others were
running in their start.

In the pre-race prediction in-

serted into the program, six

sportswriters and a guy called

"Consensus" picked Morgan
State to whip the Cats. Three
of the other "experts" chose

Villanova. Their prediction was
based on the fact that Villanova

had no established "wolT* for

Saturday. After his 47.4 stint,

coupled with the 47 flat he ran

at Quantico, Drayton has to be

Jumbo's "wolf."

Morgan Tough Outdoors

The competition was formid-

able. Morgan State, the victim

of the Cats' eight furlong crew
several times indoor, had im-

proved since moving outdoors.

Tliey served notice to the track

world by beating the Elliott men
by seven yards at the Quantico
Relays. Manhattan, always a
threat had improved outdoors.

Yale and Michigan who had each

won two relay events already

during the Carnival were defi-

nite threats.

However, when the gun
signaled the lead-off men to

spring off their starting blocks

Manion forged into an early

lead, then relinquished it to

Manhattan and Morgan State by
a couple of yards. The baton
went to DeAngelis who roared

around the first turn like a hur-

ricane looking for something to

destiny. He got the lead back,

and from there on in it was Rae-

more increasing the lead and

Drayton holding it against

Morgan State's Nick Ellis.

880 Team hi Lead

In the 880 relay the Wildcat

team of Manion, Drayton, Rae-

more, and Budd took third place

behind San Jose and Michigan.

Villanova appeared to have the

race won when Frank Budd,

running on heart alone, reag-

gravated a puUed muscle in the

last seventy yards.

Other Wildcat placers were

Leon Pras in the 120 yard high

hurdles behind Carl Brown of

Winston-Salem and hirsute Bill

Johnson of Maryland. Angelo

Sivieri ran third in the college

section of the 3000 meter

Steeplechase. Jerry Domini, the

soph shot putter, topped 50 feet

for the second straight meet He
finished fifth.

Cat Nine Beats LaSalle In Extra Innings 6-5
- 'Sly JIM MURRAY

|
pea, who both shigled, scored: on ViUanova failed to score hi the I k>wed the same pattern In a that traveled the length of New

.|. By JIM MURRAY
Since the walkathon at

Princeton the Villanova baseball

team has put together a four
game winning streak.

-The 'Cats have downed Seton
Hall 7-i, St. Joe's 13-0, West
Chester 4-2, and LaSalle 6-5 in

a twelve inning thriller. Junior,
Frank Kreutzer and soph, Phil

Fidalgo have supplied the left-

handed one two punch in win-

ning two games each. What is

more innpressive is both lefties

have gone the route in their

wins.

Most recently the 'Cats beat
the LaSalle Exporers at LaSalle.

pea, who both singled, scored on
errors.

Wiegand Walks
Al Wiegand started the fourth

with a walk, moved to third when
Newman tried to turn Tom
Griffiths pop up bunt into a
double play, but threw the ball

wide of first. Don Melega
smashed a double to center to

score Wiegand. Melega moved
to third on a passed ball and
scored when Joe Cramer reach-

ed first on a hig^ throw by Ed
Rybacki, LaSalle's third sacker.

LaSalle tied the score in the

fourth. Kd Rybacki scored on
a infield hit by Newman that

was questioned by everyone but

This was the second victory over ]*« firat base ump and the La-

LaSalle this season but the
games were a lot different. In
the first Villanova bombed La-
Salle 13-5 but it took twelve
innings of hustle to nip them
6-5.

Connie Newman started for

^'Ehe LaSalle nine, and was greet-

ed by thirdbaseman Danny
Renn's titanic blast to right cen-

ter for a home run. LaSalle

came right back and scored two
runs in their half of the first

when Ed CMara and Joe Tro-

Salle nine

Monahan Magnifioent

Ed Monahan started the sev-

enth with a line i^ot to center

for a single. He stole second and
scored when Bob Klinck reached
second on error by Bob Egizio

who threw over the first base-

man's head.

Klinck scored on Al Weig-
and's smash to second and Vil-

lanova led 5-3. LaSalle got one
in the eighth to make it 5-4 in

|

the ninth.

Villanova failed to score in the
ninth, Connie Newman (who
did everything but coach,) lined

a short to right that Mcmahan
touched with his gloves and kept
from going all the way. This

left Newman on second,

the next man popped up to third.

With one out, pinch hitter Joe
Ambrose scorched a ball over

the third base sack and New-
man scored and Ambrose had a
ground rule double. (He had
taken all four bases *till Coach
Art Mahon reminded the ump
of the ground rule).

The next two innings were
scoreless.

In the top of the twelth Ed
Monahan blasted a triple to left

and second when Al Wiegand
sacrificed to right. Ed O'Mara
got on in the twelth for La-
Salle but was thrown out by
Wiegand as he tried to steal sec-

ond. This game leaves Villanova

with perfect record in City Ser-

ies to play to date 4-0.

Firing Frank
Against West Chester at home

the 'Cats had again the pleasure

of winning their seoond game.
Ekirlier the wildcats came out

I
on top 4-1 and this game fol

k>wed the same pattern hi a
4-2 deul. Frank Kreutzer's bril

liant hurling was helped by Bob-
by (Home Run) Klinck's fifth

homer of the season. Paul Bcm--

ian and Ed Monahan the left

handed, hard hitting outfield duo
also drove in runs.

In a game with St Joe's Philip

(Alou) Fidalgo stole the spot-

Ute from the hitting WUdcats by
setting down 16 Hawks on
strikeouts. He scattered five

hits and drove in two runs him-
self.

Unlucky Hawk
Danny Renn made his debut

at third this game and cracked
four hits in six trips to the plate.

When the game was over the
'Cats had 13 hits, 13 runs and
most unluckily didn't even see IJ

the Hawk. '^

On a muddy field the Wildcats
met the Seton Hall Pirates and
came out on top 7-4.

Behhid the eight hit hurlhng

of Frank Kreutzer the 'Cats

smashed out fifteen safeties.

Bobby "Babe" KIlMsk
The big guns: Bobby Klinck

who hit two homers, Al Wiegand
one, and special menti<m to Bill

Platoo who hit a four bagger

that traveled the length of New
Jersey. Shortstop Don Melega

had three hits, and centerfielder

Joe Cramer had a pair of lined

singles.

These four gan*.e8 are typical

of the baseball team's hustle and
ability to win the Big Ones this

year. There have been a lot of

wins and the seasons not over

yet.

'Oats Bats . . . Don Melega

has shifted to shortstop in pkuse

of InepfaMsable Fred Anttiony

who has shifted his .482 batting

avenge to the hall of ftoie . . .

Despite tlw pkiy Joe Cramer got

Ml his error in the Army gMae,

he had two hits and Is the best

glove man on the team. He
made** a catch In the Penn State

game that defies description . .

.

Intranraral t r a e k
Thursday, May 12tli, at 8:30

PJL at the Stadium. Events:

100 yd. dash; 220 yd. dash;

440 yd. run; 880 yd. run; one-

mile relay; shot put; and
high Jump.
Entry forms »re available

in Room 112 Alumni HalL
Entries elose at 4:00 PJL,
Wednesday, May 11th.

NO LATE ENTBOCS.

'r.'V

DEATH AND DESPAIR
CHARACTERIZE NEW

SPRING LYNX

See Page 2
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mm SEVEN-YEAR
TRACK STRING
COMES TO END

See Page 4
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Secretary Mitchell To Speak
At Commencement Exercises

Newly elected class presidents Larry Bathgate, '61 (left),
Jim McMonagle, '62 (center), and Pete Manahan, '63 (right),
compare notes and plans following their election last Thursday.

Bathgate, McMonagle, Manahan
Elected To Top Student Offices

Honorable James P. Mitchell,
|
Villanova's Board of Trustees.
A native of Little Silver, N. J.,

Secretary Mitchell was appoint-
ed to his labor post in October
of 1953. He had previously
served the govenmient as direc-
tor of the Industrial Personnel

Larry Bathgate, .Jim McMon-
agle, and Pete Manahan were
designated by the classes of
1961, 1962, 1963, respectively
to fill the offices of class pres-
idents in formal class elections
held last Thursday.
Bob DeLisa, Tom Wall, and

Bob Benson were nominated un-
opposed for the positions of
chairman, vice-chairman, and
secretary in formal student
council nominations last Thurs-
day night.

The absence of Opposition to
these "nominees" means that
DeLisa, presently council vice-
chairman, will assume the chair-
manship. Wall, currently soph-
omore class president, will take
over DeLisa's old job, and Ben-
son, at present sophomore C&F
day-hop representative, will be
the secretary for the 1960-61
academic year.

Treasurer To Be Elected
The only council officer to be

elected at tomorrow evening's
final council session will be the
treasurer. Nominees for the
post are Jim Hooker, present
council secretary, and Dick
Wilder, Semper Fidelis represen-
tative. Jack Valva, junior C&F
resident representative was also
nominated but chose to with-
draw last Friday.

Highlights of the class elec-
tions included a complete sweep
by the "Voice of Unity" party
of the class of 1963 and the
election of two members of the
basketball team to high class
offices.

The only office not attained by
the "V of U" party was the

vice-presidency. Manahan, Dick
Santo, Bob Mairone, Jim How-
ley, and Joe Tate carried the
Unity ticket to Victory.

Tate, day-hop representative
to council also polled the most
votes cast for any one office,

362. Next highest was Tom
Samulewicz, who garnered 351
in copping the vice-presidency
of the class of 1961.

Cagers
"Sam", along with Jim Mc-

Monagle, junior class prexy, are
members of ooach Al Sever-
ance's basketball unit.

It was in McMonagle's class
that the narrowest margins of
victory were posted, elections co-
chairmen Herb Lettau and Den-
ny Cardone disclosed.

Mike Pastore defeated John
Sweeney by a scant 7 votes to
win the vice-presidential office.

In the election for secretary
in the same class. Joe Noel
edged Rich Lennon by 8 votes,
249-237.

The slimmest margin of vic-
tory, though, was tallied by
Frank Greek in Arts day-hop
representative contest of the
class of '62, 95-92.

The Winners
Here is the complete list of

winning candidates: Class of
1961—President, Larry Bath-
gate; Vice-president, Tom Sam
ulewicz; Secretary, Butch Mc-I ^J^'
Nally; Treasurer, Dave Grenon; I - -wii

Alumni representative. Bob
S c a 1 i a ; Resident reoresenta-
tives: Arts, Jim Strazzella; C&F,
Dick Delaney ; Engr., John Ober-
lies ; Day-hop representatives

:

(Continued on Pagre 3)

United States Secretary of
Labor, will deliver the main ad-
dress to Villanova's graduates
at Commencement Exercises on
June 6.

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,
O.S.A., President, announced
that Honorary Degrees would
be conferred upon Mitchell,
William F. Kelly, President
of the First Pennsylvania Com-
pany and a former chairman of
the Villanova's Fund campaign
and Dr. James P. Quindlen,
promment PhUadelphia physi-
cian and university alumnus.

llSth Commencement
The exercises, which will offi-

cially close the university's
118th academic year will be held
in the campus Field House at
11 a.m. An academic procession
of faculty members. University
officials and the graduates will
precede the exercises.

Nearly 700 students will re-
ceive degrees during the cere-
monies which will be presided
over by the Very Rev. James A.
Donnellon, O.S.A., Augustinian
Provincial and Chairman of

Secretory Mihchell

Division of the War Department
and Assistant Secretary of the
Army in charge of Manpower
and Reserve Officer's affairs

I
ican Red Cross.

among other posHloiis.

Mitchell was appointed to hfa
present Cabinet post as Secre-
tory of Labor by President Eis-
enhower on October 9, 1953. In
this position he is chief labor
advisor to the President and the
coordinator of all labor activi-
ties of the Federal Government

Directs Labor Department

He is responsible for the over-
all direction of the Department
of Labor and for the enforce-
ment of various labor laws ad-
mmistered by it In addition to
his regular duties, he chairs the
Inter-Departmental Committee
on Migratory Labor and the
President's Distinguished Civil-
ian Service Awards Board, and
serves as Vice Chairman of the
President's Committee on Gov-
ernment Contracts.

Secretary Mitchell is a mem-
ber of the Cabinet Committee
on Price Stability for Economic
Growth, the President's Com-
mittee on Employment of the
Physically Handicapped, and the
Board of Directors of the Amer-

Apostolic Delegate to Officiate at

Science BIdg. Corner Stone Blessing
Archbishop Egidio Vagnozzi.

Papal Delegate to the United
States will officiate at ceremon-
ies to be held this afternoon in
connection with the blessing of
the cornerstone of the new Sci-
ence Building at 4:30 p.m.
The ceremonies will begin

with a Mass of Thanksgiving to
be celebrated by Archbishop
Vagnozzi at the Grotto of Our
Mother of Good Counsel. The
blessing and laying of the cor-
nerstone will fol'ow the Mass.

Guest Lecturer To Discuss Twai
Dr. James R. Vitelli will de-

liver a special lecture entitled
"Mark Twam, an Innocent
Abroad" tomorrow at 3:30 in
110 C&F .

Dr. Vitelli, professor of Eng-
lish at Lafayette College will,
on this fiftieth anniversary of
the year of Twain's death, in-
vestigate the dichotomy that
was Mark Twain.
The man who for too long had

heard that European culture
was superior to American, ven-
tured to see for hhnself.
With honest candor, if at

times brash or ignorant, he
wrote home his fifty-nine letters
to the newspapers in California
and New York, doubting the au-
thenticity of relics, joking

in

about Biblical characters, mock-
ing the reverent guides—all
aimed at debunking the popular
conception of Europe.

But underneath the levity and
the scorn lurked Twain the be-
liever, Twain the hnpressed,
Twain the follower.

equioped to handle the most spe-
cialized research problems and
to offer maximum space for the
university's enlarged enrollment
of students in the basic sciences.

Two Wings
The building, composed of

two wings linked with a bridge
of classrooms above the first

floor, will house a planetarium,
observation terrace, and tele-

scope of the Astronomy Depart-
ment.
A "hot" laboratory for the

study of radioactive materials
will be located on the ground
floor, equipped with a sub-crit-
ical nuclear reactor.

Reception and Dinner
A private reception and din-

ner for guests attending the
blessing of the cornerstone will
be held at 6:00 p.m. in the Field
House. The Very Rev. James A.
Donnellon OSA, Chairman of
Villanova's Board of Trustees

Largest LYNX Is

Due Tomorrow —
Has Striking Cover
The largest issue of the

LYNX ever published will be
on sale tomorrow throughout
the Villanova campus.

Frank Murtha, editor-in-chief

of the student literary magazine
said the issue will top both in

size and content, any previous/^
issue of the LYNX since its ini- ^

tiation twelve years ago.

"This semester's issue will
also contain two other impor-
tant firsts", Murtha stated.
"The initial tri-color cover will

be seen as well as a new LYNX
seal, especially designed for the
magazine and intended to be a
permanant fixture."

Much Material Cut

The senior English major,
who himself is readying a soon
to be released novel, related that
in contrast to past years more

speak during the dinner.

Archbishop Vognoui

K. of C. Initiation

Robert O'Shea, Grand Knight
of the Fr. Ludwig O.S.A. Council
of the Knights of Columbus, has
announced that the third degree
will be conferred on Sunday,
May 22nd, at 1:00 p.m. at thei^am the follower. This self-

1
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pnoclahned amateur, inspecthig This will be Archbishop Vag- ^^^herty Council m Glenside.

the treasures of museums and "<>2!zi'B first visit to the Phila-

art galleries, had found a xiharm ^^^P^^a area since his aopoint- O'Shea added that any pros-

and beauty wholly missing in his '"®"*^ ^***^ y^^ ^y Pope John pective candidates for the
' — to succeed Amieto Cardinal Ci- Knights may make arrange

beauty wholly missing
former life, and it was this
charm and beauty to which he
returned in the more than a doz-
en future trips to Europe that

he made before his death.

He could still poee as the

amateur from the West, but he
was hooked and knew it
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rognani, former Papal Delegate,
now in Rome.

Rev. Daniel P. Falvey OSA
Director of Villanova's Develop-
ment Fund, has sUted that the
new Science Buildhig is designed
to meet the complex challenge of

ments to receive the first and
second degrees at other Councils
during the summer.

O'Shea stated that any stu-

dent desiring information on the
third degree should contact him

the Atomic age and will be hi the Philosophy office.

material than could be printed
was submitted. "Many fine stor-
ies and poems had to be cut at
the last moment because of
space limitations", said the lit-

erary bellwether.

Outstanding graduating writ-

ers who appear in this latest

issue, are F. Anthony Macklin,
J. R. Merikangas, and the
Brooklyn-bom editor himself.
Murtha also made special men-
tion of Donald Murohy, Brian
Vachon, and David Cutts as out-
standing contributors through-
out the year, who are appearing
in the new issue.

The editor reported that the
LYNX can be purchased in the
Pie Shoppe throughout the week
for $.25 or in his own room, 215
Sheehan.

Iki_.
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An Appraisal
Reirardless of all the jrood or bad that

has been thought, said, and written about

Student Ck)uncil 1959-60, one thing is certain

—^it has been an archetype of Villanova stu-

dent government.
This is not to say that it has been the

ideal which all subsequent Councils should

emulate, nor has it been an example of a typ-

ical, mediocre student organization, striving

ttf nothing more than average. Student

^uncil 1959-60 is simply an excellent ex-

' ample of what can be expected of a given

group of people united for a given purpose.

This year's Council lacked the exciting

newness of Pat Nicholson's Council of two
years ago—the Council by which the present

Constitution was initiated. It also lacked the

"can-it-succeed?" mystery of Bob Murphy's
Council of last year.

Tom Hoffman's Council this year has op-

erated under an established Constitution,

with personnel whose collegiate environment

has been predominantly pro-student govern-

ment. It has not had to fight for its life or

prove its theoretical value. Its big problem
has heon to prove iits practical value—to show
that it is more than an entertaining ornament.

To a certain extent, Student Council

1959-60 has succeeded in solving its problem.

A core of active, determined workers quickly

made itself heard. Because of its interest,

this core can be forgiven the petty egotisms

ajod jealousies which so often erupted into

momentary melees on the Council floor. How-
ever, the fringe of cloddish do-nothings and
perennial obstructionists ought not be for-

given for their impeding of pi'ogi'ess.

Further, this year's Council has to its

credit a nunil^er of worthwhile programs such
at the Treasury, the Fine Arts Course, and
the forum program. However, it has also con-

sidered any number of matters which were
inconsequential, pointless, and for the most

part, downright foolish.

We might suggest that Student Council

1960-61, whirh meets in its second joint ses-

sion tomorrow evening, review the record of

its predecessors. It is a record to he pToud of,

but not too proud of. It proves that things

can be done, but indicates that this potential

was liot always actualized. It shows that stu-

dents can work together for the good of

themselves and of the University, but gives

evidence that they did not always choose to

do so. -'• ''•

We might also suggest that, in review-

ing the record, the new Council make a mental
note to attempt to bring to reality "Big
Thinking," "A Respected Student Council,"

and other hackneyed phrases.

Seniors

>' <*

Letters to the Editor

are your voice at Villanova.

Express your thoughts through
Letters. Give the entire campus
the benefit of your ideas.

.^^il

Editor-in-Chief . . ....... , . . . Henry Jomcs McAfeer

Monoging Editor Michoel D. Donokue

News Editor ••*• •»»•..•.•••"». Jonn J. McAteer

Feoture Editor • • • • . . • • • «. Joseph R. Conlin

Sporti Editors ,.. .. ..«:«.« . Charles R. Simmondis

•,.;'•;. Daniel Grove

Business Monoger .:/..;. . . .V. . . Philip Velente; Jr.

Circulation Monogers Mark Bennett

Stanley Urynowics

Photo EcNtors . .;**-.if«-.>-. ._» »:. Michael Postore

Francis Metttnis

Copy Editors ....».., Josephine Morello

LeoTfabold

Moderator Rev. Loyis A. Rongione, O.S.A.

Pvblished weekly by students of Villoneva University.

Entered as second c!ass matttr at the Villenove Post

Post OHice, Dec. 27, 192S. Under the Act of March 3«

1879.

This peper is dedicated to one of the finest who •^•t

entered Villenove: Scholer, Athlete, Gentleman—
LEO OOODRIAU
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Royersford

Blast ®

n'Swimming, booting, picnicking, rodeos . . .

ond after oil, o groduotion gown.

Counterpoint

Council Conservof/ves Con Consfifufion

i ByBILLSFEERS -
'

Student Council 1959-60 has

dropped the ball. The present

Council might have retired as

one of the finest in recent

years. Instead it readies it-

self for an ungraceful, and for

some members, a bitter exit.

With all the moaning that

has been emitted by the anti-

administration members that

Mendel Hall will hear none of

their progressive proposals,

at the eleventh hour they

turned out to be their own
worst enemy.

The shame of it all is that,

up to this point, the present

Council, with all its faults,

had been a fine one. With
the acquisition of a Student

Council treasury, the re-initi-

ation of its Fine Arts course

in the curriculum, and the

movie program to its credit,

a climactic atmosphere had

been created. The climax was
never realized.

Never Realized

It was never realized be-

cause some members (and

they know who they are)

thought it more expedient to

place their own selfishness

and pride above the general

good of the Council and ulti-

mately of the entire student

body.
With all its faults, one

would have to be blind not to

see the long-time-coming ad-

vantages of the new defeated

constitution prepared by vice-

chairman Bob DeLisa and his

associates.

Let's face It, the one big

enemy of Villanova's Student

Council in the past has not

been the student body nor the

administration as alleged on

innumerable occasions by the

Council buck-passers. The real

enemy of Council in the past

and present under the old

constitution is itself.

Council Too Unwieldy
Like the multi-headed dra-

gon cartooned in this paper

some weeks back, the Council

is too big, too cum^bersome,

too inflexible. Oft times it has

been unable to control its own
actions. The student govern-

ment organ should and must
be reduced by almost half.

Its awesomeness alone must
have, ait many times, frighten-

ed the non-Council member
and put the administration on
its guard against any suf.den

and drastic move by the

gargantua.
One of the most interesting

revelations coming out of

hoated debate on the new
constitution was the pre-vote

of the bill by three of the mcst
experienced and most respect-

ed names in Villanova student

government—^T om Hoffman,

present chairman of the

Council, Bob Mumhv. last

year's chairman, and the

legendary Pat Nicholson,

former chairman and initia-

tor of the present, constitu-

tion.

Ironing Out Needed
Each of these three men

agreed that the constitution,

as it stood, needed ironing

out, but they saw that "hash-

ing out" of the bill by the

Council and its eventual

adoption, would provide Villa-

nova with a streamlined,

functioning student govern-

ing body. It is difficult to

effectively hash a mot'on out

when one-third of the body
bovrotts the mp»»tine: b«»''«'i<5<»

their only protest was thit

their organization would
suffer or that they had had no
p/'tive part in drawing up the

bills.

The constitution is now back
in the committee and it will

probably be brought back in

congress next September. To
the returning members of the

Council and the newly elected

ones, we appeal that thev

rnrefullv insoeot the new
Constitution and not be led

by self-styled conservatives

who would save the old con-

stitution for posterity, while

the old constitution's initiator

would have it scrapped any-
way.

Death, Loneliness Prevail

In Campus Author's Works

by JIM McATEER
**l t**
'Don't they know I want to he aloneV
Thus concludes the spring issue of The

LYNX, Villanova's literary magazine, which

goes on sale today. We might say that, with

these words. The LYNX begins as well. For

the dominant theme in this issue is also the

traditional one : the loneliness of life, the alone-

ness of the sensitive person.

In reading the magazine, we were struck,

again and again, page after page, with the pessi-

mistic atmosphere. Later, running through the

table of contents, we were startled by the sheer

numerical preponderance of creations in a neg-

ative vein.

Short Stories: all concluding in a death

of one sort or another. Perhaps the most en-

joyable is Anthony Macklin's "Nightmare of

Birds and Dogs," a work which relies for its

power on vivid description and condensed im-

pact.

J. L. McDonald, William Speers, and Donald
Murphy, on the other hand, all devote some
portion of their stories to a stream-of-conscious-

ness defense of their feelings, a technique which
we recognize as popular among today's writers,

but one which we contend is not essential to a
well-written story. In many instances in The
LYNX, we feel another technique might have
proved more effective.

Frank Murtha and Frank McCormick rely

heavily on colloquial language as a medium of

expression. This provides a pleasant change
from the extensive narratives of the other stor-

ies.

From the reader's point of view, the most
notable, enjoyable characteristics of the short
stories is their attractive phraseology and
smooth style. The selection of a perfect adjec-

tive, or the interpolation of an ideal descriptive

passage, is always a pleasure for the reader to

experience. Even the stream-of-consciousness,
a style prone to roughness, never becomes too
obscure to be enjoyable.

Poetry and More Poetry: both objective and
subjective, emphasize the theme of the magazine.
A sampling of the titles—"Tears," "Dry Pat-
terns," "Nightfall"—indicate this emphasis.

Common to all the poetry is its intensely

personal nature. A few of the poems left us
with the impression that we had torn through
the authors' skins and were seeing empty souls

struggling to find an anchorage.

LYNX
Editors

Murtha (I.)

and
Macklln (r.)

Others, chiefly the objective poems, created

an image of cold, scoffing commentators ob-

serving life: We must add, howerevr, that the

mental images created, although negative, were
pleasurable, and at times beautiful, in their

blackness. ^'••'

It should be mentioned that poetry editor

Jim Merikangas has a section devoted to his

works. This provides a selection of three poems,
each approaching the basic loneliness from a
different aspect. Also, imitations of Lewis Car-
roll and Horace, by Bruce Sturm and Eugene
D'Aquili, respectively, issue warnings—the for-

mer ironically humorous, the latter sententiously

stern—against complacency in life.

Special mention is due to two breaths of

warmth in an otherwise chilly atmosphere. Niam
Salfiti, a native of the Middle East, contributes

an essay on the joys of Easter in the Holy
Land, and David Cutts, in a vignette, illustrates

how love can pierce the cold of winter.

Vignettes: except for Cutts', extend and ex-

pand the loneliness and death which pervade
the entire LYNX. Carlo Lovechio's "Execution-
er" is a unique twist from beginning to end,

Gary Susnjara's "Of Love and Hate" is ironic

and pathetic, Joe Conlin's "One Life" is brutal
and harsh.

This issue of the LYNX is particularly not-
able for two things: it is an exceptionally large
magazine—apparently the production rate of
Villanova'flL authors has increased, a happy sign.

Also, as we have said a number of the works
display a beauty of phrase rfhd smoothness of

style approaching the professional. Our single

adverse criticism must be in the form of a ques-

tion: Don't any of V411anova'8 writers remem-
ber how to smile?

) ;

African Clarifies Problem
Hits Natives' Role As Society's Prop

by FABIAN E. OKON
Both in the Union of South

Africa" and elsewhere in Africa
much has been said, much has
been written about the "Native
Problem". The African has too
often been presented to the non-
African world as a problem and,
at the extreme, as a burden.
Given the geographical and so-
cial juxtaposition and economic
interdependence of African and
White in South Africa, this is

clearly a lop-sided depiction of
the South African scene.

A few passing remarks on the

FABIAN E. OKON, a grad-
uate student at Vilhuiova's

History Depart-
ment, is of Afri-

can blood. Born

I

in Nigeria, lie

was sent to tlie

United States at
Jtlie instigation

of h^ bisliop, in order tliat lie

might advance his education
to the point ol being able to

assume a position in the high-
er educational system of his

homeland.

Native Problem may be in order.
Perhaps there was a time when
the African was a problem to
the White man in South Africa.
I refer to the African people's
initial reluctance to abandon
their time-honoured way of life

for the unknown trials and trib-

ulations of the 17th and 18th
Century Western way of life.

Recall that the Western way of
life of that epoch was, in con-
trast to their own, in an un-
precedented state of flux, com-
motion and confusion attend-
ant on the commercial, industri-
al, religious, political and social

revolutions which then con-
vulsed Europe.

Out of Joint
Europe was out of joint, and

many of the White settlers who

came to South Africa were dis-

carded limbs of the European
civic body which had been dis-

membered by the protestant re-

formation and other upheavals.
Those who came for religious

sanctuary brought with them
unresolved European religious

conflicts and schisms; while
their brothers were scouring the
coasts of Africa for African men
and women, boys and girls to be
sold as slaves hi the New World.

If the Africans were initially

a problem, it was because they
refused to be reduced to cheap
hewers of stone in mines and
quarries, or drawers of water
in the white man's plantations

and mansions in South Africa.

They were being called upon to

lay foundations and props in Af-
rica for a civilization they did

not understand ; and what is

worse, a civilization which nei-

ther understood them nor was
psychologically flexible enough
to accommodate them as hu-
man.

Once A Problem
Perhaps they were a problem,

a drag to the wheels of the
white man's progress in exploit-

ing African resources. But that
was mainly during the first cen-
tury of white settlement. Dur-
ing the last two centuries the
Africans have reluctantly but
surely responded to the white
man's call towards the Western
way of life in South Africa. And
since the beginning of the pres-
ent century, their response has
been accelerating. The South
African social clock has been
moving very fast—perhaps too
fast for the South African
whites' psychological balance,
or, what is more, their political

balance. Today they are pan-
icking and there are frantic ef-

forts to turn the clock back to

a more reassuring hour. Today
it is no longer the African but
the White man who is a drag
on the country's progress.

More than any other area on
the surface of the globe, Africa

has been the theatre of colonial-

ist exploitation. There is no
part of Africa which did not
suffer the experience of having
its peoples and territories torn
off to satisfy the ambitions of
this same colonialism.

Long Travail Together

After the African and the
White man have travailed to-

gether for nearly 300 years in

developing the country into the
most economically advanced and
further rapidly advancing coun-
try in Africa; after the African
has made the reluctant sacrifice

of the wholesomeness' of the
traditional community, clan and
family; the reluctant sacrifice

of field and flock, the reluctant-

sacrifice of the fresh and healthy
air of the country-side for the
stifling sickening dust and
fumes of mine and factory; af-

ter the African and the White
man have travelled together for
almost 300 years-albeit at dis-

proportionate paces—in the di-

rection of Western civilization

—

ves, after all these, the White
man turns round to the African
and says: "Look, our journey
has been a mistake. You and I

cann-Dt do it togther. You'd bet-
ter leave me. You'd better eo
back home. You are taking the
br<»ad out of my mouth".

The African rejoinder to the
suggestion is incontrovertible

:

"But the road has fallen in be-

hind us, and my home is broken
up. How can I go home now?"
We can at once see that South

Africa is in a dilemma. But so-

cietal dilemmas are never sta-

tic.

Group Differences

All differences between South
African groups are regarded as
absolute and timeless. The pre-

servation of racial differences

becomes something of a sacred
duty. These differences must
not be merged and obliterated

in an integrated democracy.
White and African must move
apart lest they undo what God

Here is Africa's problem: the native culture and custom has
been uprooted by the more powerful, but not necessarily superior,

Western civilization. How is the proper balance to be restored, a«
it should be?

has done. The man-made cul-

tural differences too must be
nreserved—each group by an-
other. The numerical dispropor-
tion of 4 to 1 between African
and White is also utilized in

constructing the apartheid ideol-

ogy. The former Director of the
South African State Information
Oflice declared in 1950:
"We Nationalists believe that

we must maintain White supre-
macy for all time. A policv of
nartnership must lead to Black
domination ... We want the
Bantu back in the reserves . . .

We cannot have independent
Bantu States to threaten white
Son^h Africa."

The Prime Minister endorsed
this declaration when he stated

:

"We will give them more and
more self-governing powers in

their own areas gradually and
slowly . . . (But) in their own
areas they will always have to

stand under the guardianship
and domination of the White
man in South Africa."

Apartheid Shameless
Apartheid therefore emerges

in the final analysis, as a shame-
less and fradulent technique of
white domination in South Af-
rica.

The people are exposed each

day to tortures, to terrorism, to

vengeance, to the blindest and
crudest of summary executions
which remind us of the darkest
epochs of African history.

It is, therefore, in a totalitar-

ian society that the Africans
have been fated to strive for

their emancipation; it is in a
totalitarian societv that they
must seek to realize for them-
selves those values that now an-
imate the free-world; it is here
that they must consumate the
transformation from the old to
the integration of the new

—

amidst excruciating depriva-
tions. Their backs are bent, but
not broken; their heads bloody,
but unbowed. Their outcry is

"Liberty in our time."

We stand for international

peace and security in conform-
ity with the United Nations
Charter. This will enable us to,
assert our own African persoii-'
ality and to develop according
to our own way of life, our own
customs, traditions and cultures.

We therefore abhor and vehem-
ently denounce any attempt by
one group of people to impose

their own form of government
or political ideology upon other

people against their will.

News Briefs On Campus
Seniors Plan Royersford Blast-

Festival Tickets Now On Sale
The Senior Parting Festival

will be held on June 4 at the
Lakeview Amusement Park,
Royersford, Pa. The activities,

beginning at 2:00 p.m., will in-

clude swimming, boating picnic-

king, Softball, baseball, and ro-

deos. Informal attire will be

the rule of the day.

Tickets for the affair can be
purchased in the Pie Shoppe and
C&F Cafeteria. All tickets must
be purchased by May 20. The
price is $5.00 per couple.

Harry Rowe and Tom Moak-
ley, co-chairmen, have stated

that this year's Parting Festival

promises to provide the class of
'60 with more than an adequate
opportunity to "put the lid on"
the four years spent at Villa-

nova.

Rowe stated that the high-

light of the afternoon will be a
Jazz Festival featuring the Dix-

ieland Banjoliers, the Villano-

vans, and the "T" Tones from
Rosemont
The afternoon festivities will

be concluded by a buffet dinner,
j

The co-chairmen have also ar-

1

ranged for the seniors to dance
to the music of Lou Dennison
that evening.

Chemisfry Exhibif
The Villanova Chemical Soci-

ety was host to students pnd
faculty members from Philadel-
phia and area high schools at
the Annual Chemistry Fair. The
Fair was held on Saturday,
Anril 30, between one and five

p.m.

The more than two hundred
people who attended were taken
on a tour of the different chem-
istry labs where they viewed
exhibits and demonstrations
which ranged from complicated
instruments to the "hydrogen
bomb." The twur also included
a visit to the Villanova Observ-
atory.

Ed Zehler, president of the
Society and coordinator for the
event, stated that the Fair was
very successful and that prepar-

ations are underway to make
next year's even better.

Low School Vlsttafion
The Villanova Law School

held its second annual "Day of

Visitation" on Friday, May 8, to

allow the members of the
School's Board of Counsultors
an inspection of the Law School
in operation.

The twenty-five lawyers and
judges who comprise the Board
visited classes and discussed

matters of curriculum and
school activities such as the

Moot Courts and the Student
Bar Association.

After their inspection of the

School, the visitors were guests
of the University at a reception

in Garey Hall.

Friday evening, the School
of Law held its Seventh Annual
Dinner in the dining area of the

C&F Building.

The Honorable Charles E.

Clark, the featured speaker, ad-

dressed the guests on "New Vis-

tas for Young Lawyers." Among
those in attendance were the
Honorable Horace Stem and the

Honorable Charles Alvin Jones,

the former and the present

Chief Justices of the Pennsyl-
vania Supreme Court respec-

tively.

Nurses Inifiafe Panel
Nursing Rounds, a new panel

designed to answer nursing
problems, will be held by the
Villanova Division of Nursing
in C & F Auditorium on Thurs-
day, May 19, at 1:30. The
forum, consisting of seniors,

juniors, and sor)homores, will

discuss problems of students in

specific clinical situations.

The subject of discussion will

be "Identifving the Nursing
Needs of a Patient with Esopha-
geal Varices." Miss Phyllis
Tavlor. a sophomore student on
affiliation at Fitzgerald-Mercy
Hospital, will present the prob-
lem.

The T^rogram was initiated by
Miss T. Christian, a faculty
member who will serve as mod-
erator. Its purpose is to meet
the needs of the student nurse
at Villanova. This is the first

panel of its kind here.

Summer Reglsfrafton
Pre-registration for Summer

Day Students will be held Wed-
nesday, May 18, through Fri-

day. May 20. All students must
pick up authorization forms
from their respective deans.

Registration for Summer
Evening Courses will be held

Tuesday, May 31, from 7 to 10

p.m. Classes will begin June 1.

Club Holds Dinner
The annual dinner dance of

the Philosophy Club will be held
Thursday evening May 19, in the
Bryn Mawr Deanery on the
Bryn Mawr College campus.

Joe Mastromatto, president of
the Philosophy Club, has stated
that the tickets for the affair

are priced at $3.00 and can still

be obtained from him or through
the Philosophy Office.

Council Reps
(Continued from Page 1)

Arts, Bill Freind, C&F, Dick
Wilder; Engr., Joe McFadden.

Class of 1962: President, Jim
McMonagle; Vice-president,

Mike Pastore; Secretary, Joe
Noel; Treasurer, Mike Fallon;
Resident representatives: Arts,
Tom Wall; C&F, Charlie Labus;
Engr., Lloyd Nearing; Day-hop
representatives : Arts, Frank
Greek; C&F, Bob Benson;
EPjgr., Rich Loftus.

Class of 1963: President,
Pete Manahan; Vice-president^
Dom Plstilli; Secretary, Dick'
Santo; Treasurer, Bob Mairone;
Resident renresentative, Jim
Howley; and Day-hop repre-
sentative, Joe Tate.
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Trackmen Drop 1st

Dual Meet In 7 Yrs.

To Mature Marines
Star-Studded Quontico Squad

Down Wildcats 84-47;

Records Set

By DAN GROVE
^Villaii'ova's sophomore-s t u d -

.djid track team went down to
their first dual meet defeat in

seven years last Friday at the
hands of the best track team
this writer has ever seen—the
Quantico Marines. The final

score was 84-47.

An enthusiastic crowd of sev-

eral hundred was treated to a
tremendous afternoon of track
and field. The meet was high-
lighted by several records and
near records.

Quantico, whose roster reads
like a list of past IC4A champ-
ions, won eleven events. Ed Col-

lymorc, ex-VU standout shatter-

ed the track record for the 440
yard run by turning in an excel-

lent 47.7. Bob Raemore was
right with Collymore at the tape
and finished in another record
breaking time of 47.8. Joe Man-
ion tied the old mark with 47.9.

Budd Nips Drayton
In the most exciting event of

the day, Frank Budd snapped
the inches in front of teammate
Otie Drayton in the time of 9.7.

fpr the 100 yard dash.

Drayton and Budd showed
that the 'Cats will be tough in

both sprints come IC4A time 10

days hence, by finishing first and
third in the 220. Sandwiched

^0- IC4A champ, Ed CoUymore. The
time was a natty 20.8.

natty 20.8.

Steady Leon Pras captured
the 120 high hurdles for the
'Cats other winw :•

; 4

Quantico's showed great
strength in the field events. Al
Cantellos world record holder,
heaved the javelin 250'9''.

In the mile ex-IC4A champ
Pete Close won easily in 4:11.4.

Pole vaulters Mel Schwarz and
Dave Tork each cleared 14'6".

Hubie the Key
Strictly on face value though

the hardest defeat to take was
the loss in the broad jump. Mar-
ine Bill Latting's 23' 5" was
good enough for 5 points. Out-
door indoor IC4A champ John
Buckley placed third with a dis-

YOm mi BE SERVED

Sophomore Ofle Drayton eases up just before he breaks tape in the 220 yard run in the
Quantico meet last Friday. Lt. Ed CoUymore. ex-Wildcat I€4A sprint king, finished two yards
back of Drayton.

appointing of 21* lOVo". How-
ever, Buck did not jump off his

takeoff foot since it was still

tender from a recent injury.

Furthermore, he had only re-

turned to practice two days be-

fore the meet. With the IC4A8
only 10 days away Buckley has
a lot of hard practice to do if

he hopes to take his third out-

door crown in a row.

There were two encouraging
features, though, in the broad
jump. Kent Lydic took second
with a leap of 22' 3" and part-

time thinclad Hubie White leap-

ed 2V 3" despite the fact he
took off a foot behind the board.

White also leaped 6' 3" in the

high jump to capture second
place. If the versatile sopho-

more decides to become a full-

time trackman his potential

points in the high jump and hop,
step and jump could be the shot
in the arm the Wildcats need to

put them over the top in the

IC4A*s next week.

IN THE SPORTLITE by JOHN DUFFY

Mr.T: Man Behind The Scenes
This week the Sportlite focus-

es on Jim Tuppeny. Tuppeny a
mild and affable fellow is the

assistant track coach at Villa-

nova, a position he has held

since 1953. Mr. T is the type of

person who would fill the bill as
the ideal big brother. His per-

sonable smile and quiet voice

gives people a feeling of confi-

dence in him.

When a promising pole

vaulter by the name of Bragg
entered VU in 1913 Mr. Tup-
peny, a field event expert, was
asked to help develop Bragg.
Their is no need to mention the

fact that Bragg can pole vault,

which speaks very well for

Tuppeny as a coach.

Bragg Mr. T's Protege-

Tuppeny's greatest satisfac-

tion as a coach came in the '59

Inquirer Meet when Bragg broke
the world pole vault record.

When he was asked about
Bragg's chance in the Olympics
at Rome this summer Tuppeny
said, "Don's chances are good
providing God gives him his

health. He would have won
easily the last tune had he been
healthy."

A few other athletes of note
note that Tuppeny has develop-

ed are Phil Reavis and Charlie
Stead.

Olive Runs 2:00.1 Half
In Intramural Track Meet^

t

The end of another year is at

hand at Villanova, and with it,

the end of another year of in-

tramurals. This year has seen

many exciting contests, and Ed
Geisz, director of intramurals,

states that all in all, it has been

a very successful year.

In the fall, there was the

yearly Soph-Frosh Muff Day.

After a very exciting day and
a few outbursts of lenthusiasm,

the Sophs were named the vic-

tors.

Touch football also had a

strong place in the fall's pro-

gram. For a while, weather held

up the final game, but it was
finally played, and the Old Men
were named champs.

Soccer Introduced

Following football came the

perennial favorite, basketball,

and a new sport, soccer. The
soccer league had only six

teams but from the amount of

by HANK SCHULTZ

spectators at each game, Ed

Geisz confidently predicts more
competition next year.

Basketball again proved to be

the number one sport on the

intramural calendar. For four

months, the different teams

kept the courts at Alumni and

the Field House busy. After all

the scores were in, and an ex-

citing play-off was held, the

Horse Aces had captured the

crown.
By this time, soring had come,

and many students took their

gloves out of moth bftlte for the

action ahead. The season proved

to be very successful, though
short, and on Monday of this

week, the finals got underway.

Jim Moran hopes to announce

the winners by the end of next

week. This announcement will

bring the intramurals to an end.

Bob Samango broke tliC old

shot-put record of 37' 3" with

a heave of 42' 6", and Bob
Olive won the half-mile with a

time of 2:01.8, breaking the old

mark by :14.4.

Double Winners

The double winners were Don
Deutsch in the 100 and 220

dashes, and Rick Fittin in the

40 and high jump. Deutch's

times were 11.2 and 25.5, while

Fitten put in a 1:04.0 time and
then proceeded to clear the bar

at 5' 6". In the high jump, he

was tied by Bob Doyle.

Other winners were John
Lucey with a 5:05.9 mile run,

and a Frosh team of Oliver,

Kelly, Horin, and Fitten, who
ran the mile relay in 3:57.6.

With the exception of Doyle, a
Soph, all the winners were
Frosh.

%

^S

When it comes to field events

Tuppeny was no slouch himself.

He tore up the Catholic league

while he was at West Catholic

in the city. He graduated from
West in 1943. After three years

in the Navy during the war
Tuppeny entered La Salle Col-

lege. At LaSalle he distinguished

himself by winning the Middle

Atlantic Intercollegiate Pole

Vault Championship three

times, Middle Atlantic A.A.U.
pole vault championship from
'48 to '50 .and he was the Middle
Atlantic A.A.U. high hurdles

title holder in 1947.

Captaiaed LaSalle

Still another honor came Mr.
T's, way when he was captain of

the LaSalle Track Team in 1950.

He was the first person to cap-

tain a LaSalle championship
team. It won the Middle Atlan-

tic Intercollegiate track crown.

Freddie Likes 'Cats

Charley Picks Yale

For IC4A Crown
by MUCE DONAHUE

The following conversation

was overheard in the Pie

Shoppe Monday. The disputants

were those two widely renowned
C&F'ers, Charley and Freddy.
Looking slightly bewildered at

the unfamiliar surroundings,

Freddy urbanely oommented,
"Nice fresco on the partition

isn't it, Charley?"
"Fresco? That's a mural,

Freddy."
"Well, whatever it is, I think

it's appropriate in that it depicts

athletes n various athletic poses.

You know Villanova must be the

greatest all-around Catholic
sports college in the country. A
basketball team that reaches the

quarterfinals of the NIT, a base-

ball team that will probably

make the district finals of the

NCAA tournament, a sophomore
studded track team that wins

the IC4A indoor crown, and is

going to win the outdoor IC4A's

here next week. All this and a
football team, too.

"I don't like to disillusion you,

Freddie, but Yale's going to take

the IC4A's."

"Yale ? Just because Jim
Stack r&n a 47 flat quarter last

Saturday and they have a raft

of good half-milers doesn't mean
they're a shoo-in."

"Yeah, but that's not all,

Fred. They have a good miler in

Ed Slwwik, a formidable weight

man in Mike Pule, and a pair of

sprinters, Steve Snyder and
Dave Bain who might give Otie

and Budd a hard time."

"Give them a hard time? Get
serious Charhe. Did you see the

Quantico meet Friday? Budd
nipped Otie in the 100 and then
Drayton come back to win the

220 in a cakewalk."
"Cakewalk? The picture I saw

showed him beating CoUymore
by a mere two or three yards."

"Yeah, but he had him all the

way. At 50 yards Colly was dead
last, a good seven yards behind
Drayton."

"O.K. I'll concede you the fact

that we look good in the sprint.

But don't forget we'll probably
have to count Buckley out in the

broad jump."
"Yeah, I'll admit Buck didn't

look too great Friday. But re-

member he was jumping off his

left foot." \v
"So?" :: ..::.:.: --.i'":

"He usually hits the boards
with his right foot. But he had
to go off his left Friday since

his right ankle was still weak."
"You think he'll be ready by

next week?"
"Hmm . . . Let's talk about

the mile?"
'How about the mile?"
"Sivieri ran a 4:16.9 against

LaSalle. If he does it again he
might get us a third place. Then
there's Raemore and Manion in

the 440, Patty and Nicky in the
half, and of course the mile re-

layers anchored by Otie (the
wolf) Drayton."
"You know something you've

overlooked, Freddy, my boy?"
"Whazzat, Charley?"
"Penn State and Manhattan."
"No sweat. Plenty of depth

but no blue ribbon boys."

"I'll stUl take Yale with 34
points."

"Nice guy. My pick's the 'Cats

with 35 and a new track record
for the mile relay."

"Let's get back to our ele-

ment."
"Might as well, can't dance."

Exeunt.

Villanova Nine Accepts NCAA Regional Bid
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S€ien€e BuiUmg Named Mendel Hall
Very Rev. James A. Donnel-

lon, O.S.A., Provincial, has de-

clared that the new science

building will be known as Men-
del Hall.

"The new building has been

named to honor Gregor Johann
Mendel, the humble but imagin-

ative priest, the Augustinian,

who made such important dis-

coveries in the study of hered-

ity," Father Donnellon declared

at the reception held after the

cornerstone of the building was
laid last Tuesday. No new name
for the present Mendel Hall was
mentioned.

Pap«l Delegate Officiates

Most Rev. Egidio Vagnozzi,

Papal Delegate to the United

States, officiated at the sere-

monies, which began with a

Mass of Thanksgiving celebrated

at the Grotto of Our Mother of

Good Counsel.

Following the Mass, the cor-

nerstone was dedicated, after

which Archbishop Vagnozzi de-

cared that a b u i 1 d i n g of the

magnitude of the new Mendel

Hall acts as an- expression of

faith in the affinity and har-

mony of science and religion.

He also expressed the hope that

Villanova may pnDsper and re-

main one of the leading institu-

tions of higher learning in the

United Statea

Most Rev. Egidio Vagnozzi, Apostole Delegate to the U. &•

concludes Mass of Tlianksglving and proceeds to bless Science

Building cornerstone.

DeLisa Acclaimed Head
Of Next Year's Council
Bob DeLisa was acclauned

President of the Student Body

and Chairman of the Student

Council at the second joint ses-

sion of the Council, held last

Wednesday evening.

Also elected to Council offices

were Tom Wall, acclaimed Vice-

Chairman, Jim Hooker, who was
elected Treasurer over Dick

Wilder, C&F representative, and
Bob Benson, unammously elect-

ed Secretary.

DeLisa, Wall, and Benson had
been single nominees for their

respective offices. The former

two were installed by acclama-

tion of the Council. A single

dissent from Brian Scully, en-

gineering rep, prevented Ben-

son's acclamation; but when the

name was submitted to regular

voice vote, no objections were

heard.

Also elected were 15 of the

new Council members to the

Student Senate. The meeting

was concluded with remarks by
retiring Chairman Tom Hoffman
and Council Moderator Rev.

Dante Girolami, OSA.

AAUP Senior Awards
Four seniors, one from each

undergraduate school, are re-

ceiving the annual award of the

American Association of Univer-

sity Professors, Villanova Chap-
ter.

They are: Thomas A. Hoff-

man, science major; William F.

Coyle, economics major; Thomas
J. Breslin, mechanical engineer-

ing; and Genevieve M. Bartol,

nursing.

The award was instituted

three years ago to recognize

excellence combined with out-

standing qualities of character

and leadership. As originally es-

tablished, it was given to one

graduate only. This year, how-
ever, a decision was made to

increase the number of recipi-

ents to honor each division of

the liniversity.

Presentation of the award, in

the form of a key suitably in-

scribed, is being made at a
luncheon this week, attended by
officers of the local AAUP
Chapter and members of the

award committee. Professor

John G. Stephenson of the Law
School is the president of the

VUlanova Chapter for 1960-61.

Kirk, Wesley Are
New LYNX Editors
Vincent Kirk, junior Math

major, and J. Michael Wesley,

junior Arts, will serve as next

year's LYNX co-Editors, accord-

ing to Dr. John S. Phillipson,

co-moderator of the campus lit-

erary magazine.

Frank Murtha, current editor,

whose 80-page literary maga-
zine appeared last week, declar-

ed that "both Vince and Mike
have indicated tremendous in-

terest and ability in their as-

sociation with the LYNX this

past year. I am certain that they

will work together to produce

one of the finest publications on
campus next year."

Kirk has served as exchange
editor this year, and Wesley has
been copy editor. The new edi-

tors immediately announced em-
br>'onic plans for next year's

magazine.

Wesley declared that "We will

not necessarily strive for large

issues during the coming year.

We intend to ennphasize the

quality of the material we pub-

lish, and to limit the number of

pages in our issues, if necessary,

to maintain the quality."

Kirk stated that "Anyone who
can offer any suggestion as to

how the LYNX might improve

itself next year is strongly
urged to conmiunicate with the

editors in the Publication Office

in Dougherty Hall. We are ver>

much interested in attracting

the participation of as many
people as possible in the pro

duction of next year's LYNX."

Mastrangelo To Be
60 Vdledictoridn

\

Villanova will conduct its

118th commencement exercises

on Monday, June 6 at 11 a.m.

in the Field House. At that time

approximately 700 seniors will

receive their degrees.

The Valedictorian for the

graduation will be Michael Mas-
trangelo, a Biology major in the

Arts and Science division. Mr.

Mastrangelo will graduate
summa cum laude. Other seniors

receiving highest honors in

their respective divisions are:

Joseph F. Schanne in Engineer-

ing and Peter Farrell and Char-

les Carroll in Commerce and
Finance.

Tickets for admission to the

ceremonies will not be issued as

in former years. The seats in

the Field House will be available

on a first come first serve basis.

The academic procession of

faculty members. University of-

ficials and the graduates will

enter the Field House at 10:30.

The Very Rev. James A. Don-

nellon O.S.A. Augustinian Pro-

vincial, will preside over the

ceremonies. The Honorable
James P. Mitchell, United States

Secretary of Labor, will deliver

the main address to the gradu-
ates.

Honorary Degrees will be con-

ferred upon Mitchell, William F.

Kelly, President of the First

Pennsylvania Company and a
former chairman of the Villa-

nova Fund Campaign, Dr. James
P. Quindlen, prominent Philadel-

phia physician and university

alumnus, and G. B. Harrison,

prominoit english scholar.

The actual preparations for

commencement excerises will

get underway on Saturday, June
4, with the distribution of caps
and gowns in Vasey Hall. On
Sunday, June 5, a Baccalau-

reate Mass will be celebrated at

10 a.m. in the Field House. Fol-

lowing the Mass, a breakfast for

the seniors will be served in

Dougherty Hall.

Mr. Mitchell, guest speaker at

the exercises on Monday is a
native of Little SUver, N.J. Sec-

retary Mitchell was appointed to

his labor post in October of

1953. At present he is respon-

sible for the over-all direction oi

the Department of Labor and
for the enforcement of various

labor laws administered by it.

Logue s Book Gets Plaudits

"The Great Debate On Char-

ter Reform: A Proposal To
Strengthen the United Nations",

a book by Villanova's Professor

John Logue, has recently been

publishe<l by the Fordham Uni-

versity Press.

Logue, who is a member of

the History and Political Science

Department, has received favor-

able comments on his book from

such notables as Senator John

F. Kennedy, Norman Cousins,

editor of the Saturday Review,

Chester Bowles, a member of

the House Foreign Affairs Com-
mittee, and Hans J. Morgen-

thau, director of the Center for

the Study of American Foreign

and Military Policy.

In the publication, Logue an-

alyzes the arguments for and

against strengthening the

United Nations, and examines

the conflicting politk^al philoso-

phies which the different pro-

posals imply.

The Federalist Newsletter, or-

gan of the United World Feder-
alists, describes the book as
"brilliant".

Jack Schmidt Gains

Chem« Club Award
Jack Schmidt, VUIanova's

highest-ranking senior chemis-

try major, was awarded the

American Chemical Award at a
recent meeting of the Chemistry
Club.

John Hauser and Joseph Rle-

mar, also seniors, received the

American Institute of Chemists'

Award and the Merck Index

Award, respectively, at the samie

meeting.
Also honored were John Jud-

8on, the highest-ranking junior,

who received the junior Merck
Index Award, and James O*
Brian and Christopher Uzelmei-
er, the to*) freshmen, who
received the Chemical Rubber
Handbook AwaoxL

Medieval Scholar Appointed To V.U.
Dr. Donald A. Gallagher, vice-

chairman of the Philosophy De-

partment,, announced the ap-

pohitment, to Villanova, of Dr.

Wolfgang Kluxen as visiting

professor for 1960-61.

Dr. Gallagher stated that the

visiting professor is well-known

in European circles for his

scholarship in the field of me-
dieval studies and in particu-

lar, medieval philosophy.

For the next two semesters,

Kluxen will conduct courses in

the history of philosophy. Saint

Thomas, and contemporary Ehir-

opean philosophy.

Gallagher also reported the

appointment of Professor John
Tich of Xavicr University, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, as a regular mem-
ber of the philosophy staff. Tich
has studied philosophy and
classics at Marquette Universi-

ty, Notre Dame Universityp sad
the University of Chicaga
Re will serve here ss assisfe-

ant professor of philosopliy.
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A Farewell
The VILLANOVAN takes this opportun-

ity to publicly commend and thank anyone
and everyone connected with the most suc-

cessful academic year, 1959-1960, and to

extend best wishes to all graduates of the

Class of 1960,

Retiring Student Council Chairman Tom
Hoffman, in his public evaluation of the
Student Council and its relationship with the
University at large, which was delivered

before the second joint Council session last

Wednesday evening, made certain direct

references to this newspaper; references
which we feel should be elucidated for the
benefit of those individuals who were witness
td them, and of the student body as repre-
sented by those witnesses.^ j;^ :

Mr. Hoffman said, in effect, that this

newspaper had, on occasion, assumed a more
or less critical stand against the Council. He
expressed the opinion that this criticism was
unfair and unjustified, and then urged his

listeners not to believe a word of what they
read. ,.-..;...-,:.;; .,.: -;, ::::.,'.. --.::.

The VILLANOVAl^ bases its objections

to those statements oii three points: first,

Mr. Hoffman qualifiedfhis remarks in private,

after the meeting. We contend that this

Speers

Counterpoint
FafAer Oildea Explains Confusion Si

by JIM McATEER ^mmmmm^
'The present system is cer- merce and Finance Dean, has

qualification should be made as public as the tahily not makeshift; you can scheduled LA. exams in such a
original statements. However, since the foe sure that it has been given way as to provide for the
qualification was of a personal nature, we considerable thought, and that a smoothest possible functioning
feel it is not our place to comment on it as 'post-mortem' will be held to of his division. "Naturally, nci-

such, and prefer to allow Mr. Hoffman com-
plete freedom to conclude the matter as he
sees fit. ,•.,•...•/...-•.... ..

-•'^:.':^

determine its value." ther Father Bartley nor Dean
So declared Rev. Joseph Morehouse can always arrange

Gildea, OSA, Vice-President for ' *
'

Second, The VILLANOVAN was not the
only campus organization which made public

statements which could be construed as in-

his plans to fit the others, so
conflicts result.

"Secondly, it was ridiculous to
conclude an examination period
on, say June 4, and expect

Academic Affairs, in reply to

comment and criticism of the

current schedule which spreads
final examinations over a 15-day

dicating opinion independent of approved period, and has necessitated the teachers to have all seniors'

Student Council opinion. We are not happy scheduling of make-up examina- records available in tfane for a

about such remarks as Mr. Hoffman's, which «<>"« in the evenings, on Ascen- Jun® « graduation. Therefore,

we feel were patently unjustified, but we are «<>» Thursday and on Saturday. ^®, °®^*^'*^'
ff™^"" fi^^.^^r!

quite immune to their "sting," possibly be- Grotesque Conflicts ° """'*
"

"""^

cause Mr. Hoffman is by no means the only in discussing the situation
party who has taken exception to VILLA- with Father Gildea, this writer

brought UD the fact that some
students have had as many as
Ave examinations scheduled on
the same day; that, until last

NOVAN opinion during the past year. We
feel, however, that in the interest of the
"justice" which he so ardently advances, he
should have placed his criticism in proper

advanced a week, in order to
allow teachers a reasonable
amount of time to close their
books and report grades to the
re<x>rder. "We felt it was unfair
to keep a senior up in the afar

until graduation morning as to
whether or not he would actual-

perspective before his audience by comparing Friday, many teachers of under-
jy graduate," Father stated,

our stand with the stand taken by other cam- ^-'^—

pus groups, both public and private.

Third, the nature of Mr. Hoffman's audi-

ence should be considered. Perhaps he does
not fully realize the unique position he holds

bv virtue of his office.

graduates had no idea when
their final exam was to be
given ; and that there were num-
erous complaints from teachers
who, as yet, could see no reason-
able way to arrange make-up

Overiapping
What about the resulting

overlapoing of senior and under-
graduate exam schedules, which,
in particular, affects juniors
who have selected senior

^ Krw»^.,.w.. ..^ ..v^.v.^ tests for those students who „ ,<„, ,, ... ,

His audience la^ were prevented from taking the ^°"^'Li!^^ ' i^^ff^ T^^^°!
Wednesday, besides being the official repre- regularly-scheduled test because

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^® liberal

sentative of the entire student body, w«s ^ conflicts.

The affable administrator ex-

pressed his concern at the dif-

ficulty, but pointed out that
"dates and times for examina-

composed of individuals who, in view of the
vigor with which they sought their present
positions, might be expected to desire to

emulate the former Chairman as closely as

possible.

Arts school," Father replied. He
went on to explain that most
other couraes, such as Nursing,
Engineering, Science, and C&F,
require a definite, steo-by-step

Further, they a^, for the most part,

comnletely inexperienced at being publicly

exhibited through the pagps of this nf»ws-

paper. Therefore, it is ouite possible that mately in charge of all academic

theymav erroneouslv assume that Mr. Hoff- affaire. Father Gildea consented

.. J . .. , procedure, each semester's work

""**o" semester's work. Consequently,

60 Send-offs Echoed;

N. Attired Unveiled
liM Bin *

Since this is the final edition of the paper,
we would bid our perennial farewells to our out-
going VILLANOVAN mentors ... to autono-
mous Tom Troy who was for mother, the Amer-
ican flag, the double play, the circus, and even

the census; but could never
bring hhnself to accept Junior
Week ... to dapper Denny
(with one n) Cardone who, al-

though a fraternity member, in

many ways proved himself the
exception to the rule ... to
jocose Jim Murray who success-

fully battled the anti-sports

faction on the staif ... to per*

sistent Jim DriscoU who divided
his time between rude exits from the library
and gracious welcomes at Norristown .... to
versatile Tony "Open^Letter" Macklin who sur-
vived two yean of the most blatant typograoh-
ical errors to secure a graduate assistantship
... to big brother Jack Dagney who during the
tough times was the only one who could listen

... to pitchmen Phil Valente who saw to it

that Max Shulman and Dr. Frood had equal
space with the rest of us and, to journalist Tom
Wolf, our editor-in-chief.

The biggest event of next year will undoubt-
edly be the opening of the new science building.

Lost in all that eventual exhilaraticm and chest-

puffing will be the, then forgotten, corner stone
laying which took place last week.

We don't think the event should completely
die without complimenting all those involved

who assisted in making the event a succesa We
thought the exercise particularly effective in its

combination of pomp and simplicity.

The Mass celebrated in the grotto by the

anostolic delegate along with the fine choral as-

sistence of the Villanova Singera and the official

presence of two bishops and Father Donnellon
(AuRUstinian Provincial) lent the function a
mark of ecclesiastical dignity and permanence.

The only aspect that may have cast a dis-

cerning shadow over the affair was the note of

incongruity brought about when the apostolic

delegate was forced to pass among the straw-

hatted band members in order to reach the build-

ing. For some reason those lids just didn't go.

Odds 'n E}nds . . . Who is Natilie Attired?

For those who never did find out, our "female"

featured columnist was a combination of Navy
man John Castano and senior class president

Ray Rafferty . . . although at one time or an-

other Don McCoy, Tom Peretti, Tom Wolf, Bruce
Sturm, among othera, all had a hand in the de-

velopment of our top gossip-columnist . . . may
she rest in peace . . . although the rumor per-

sists, the next building to go un on campus will

not be a garage for the C&Fer's can . . i

where'd that ever start, anyway . . . have 70%
of the marketing majors lost their way . . . baa-

baa-^baa.

Quote of the year: A V.U. frosh stated it:

"What's a fraternity anyhow, but a sorority for

boys".

are

All this office does is

rooms in which the exams
to be conducted."

However, as the official ultl

few juniors, other than Arts
majore, are affected by overlap-

ping and resultant conflicts.

"As for those who are affect-

ed, a definite orocedure has been

man's was the accepted and approved manner J^
^^ *<^ explain the reason for get up whereby it falls upon the

of dealing with The VILLANOVAN. "*® apparent confusion. teacher to reconcile conflicts by
scheduling a make-up exam."

Will the system continue?

"At this time it is hard to say."

Father GUdea stated. "It will

the apparent confusion.

Not Utopia

The VILLANOVAN has always done its J'}^ ^^ ^^''Jt, P^f
^®" ^« «f

^^'

, . . . . . , . ...... . this is not Utopia. There has
best to maintam complete obiectivity m ^^^^^ ^^^ difficulty in sched-
allotting space to publicize the various events uling this sort of thing; there probably be fai effect next year,

upon which Council members depend for their always will be." He gave an because the Academic Calendar

political life. We admit, however, that ab- example: Many engineers take for 1960-61 has already been
published." The future of the

system depends on the conclu-

sions reached at a "nost-mor-
tem" ocmference which will be

held during the summer. There,

solute impartiality may have occasionally J^-^r to" p'rlT^/i .l^t't;
been overlooked in the past through an error management in business. Dean
in human judgement ; and we trust, there- J. Stanley Morehouse of the Ehi-

fore, that no stumbling-blocks will be placed gineering school, for instance,

in the path of our judgment by a belligerent f»^^« » ^^V
'°f *i\ t"f?"^*T,' ^, l^HZ.t'^^ t^7,^

^... , ... .... . . X i.1. elective exams, at which time all ficlals concerned will be asked
attitude, either in public or in private, on the

^ngineera with an LA. elective their opinion of the new system.
part of anyone who is in any way associated will be tested. Meanwhile, Rev. and the remits will determine

rith The VILLANOVAN. Joseph Bartley, OSA, Com- its value and practicality.
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Dinner Dance Co-Chairmen
Named by Larry Bathgate
Bob Redmond and Nick Cas-

aetta have been named co-chair-

men for the class of 1961's

senior Dinner Dance.

This announcement was made
by newly-elected class president,

Larry Bathgate at a class meet-

ing held last Thursday.

Redmond, day-hop Arts, ran
for senior day-hop representa-

tive to Student Council and was
co-chairman of the Junior Prom.

Cassetta, (resident Arts, was
chairman for the Junior Ring
breakfast and is presently secre-

tary of the class.

"These men were chosen be-

cause we felt that they've shown
a real interest in class affairs

along with awillingnessto
work," Bathgate explained.

Steering Committee
Bathgate also revealed the

identity of the 57 members of

the senior class steering com-
mittee. They were selected by
Bathgate, vice-president Tom
Samulewicz, secretary Butch
McNally, and treasurer Dave

Grenon from a list of 150 names.

The committee includes Tom
Brown, Jack Bishop, Jack Bol-

ger, Jerry Carlin, Frank Caro-

lan, Jim Carroon, Bill Cassin,

Mary Chapman, Mike Clement,

Lenny Clune, Joyce Collins,
Frank Contey, Jack Oraig, Jack
Donahue, Kevin Drisooll, Mike
English, Paul Fitzpatrick, Kevin
Flynn, Jerry Gelinas, Bud Hog-
arty, John Hamilton, Pete Has-
singer, and Bill Hogan.
Also Tony Intrieri, Dick

Keeley, Dan Kelly, Al. Lauk,
Dennis Libutti, John Livezey,

Ron Lo Candro, Joe Manella,

Bruce Matthews, John McGarry,
Jim McGill, Tim McNamar, Mike
Menster, Doug Murray, Tom
Natal, Clint N orris, John O'

Brien, John O'Connell, Dave
O'Conner, John Dea, Jim Palsir,

Fred Pickard, Frank Pizzi, Bob
Plowman, Tom Riker, Bob Sotti-

laro, Terry Scanlon, Phil Sbeats,

Jack Smith, Roger Sullivan,
John Vope, Dan Walsh, Mike
Wesley, and Don Zipshak.

Wildcats Thrash Hawk Nine

To Insure City Series Title
Attention baseiball fans! Re-

venge is sweet.

The ViUanova baseball t^am
has met the St Joseph CbUe0e
of Philadelphia baseaJbU team.
Result: Villanova 29 runs, 30
hits, and 35 strikeouts, ndiile the

Hawks had 1 run and 8 hits.

The most recent encounter
ended 16-1 with lefty Frank
Kreutzer shooting down 21
Hafwks via the strikeout route.

The game needs no revival

since the statistics tell the story

with them getting only three

hits off Kreutzer.

Li a game with Navy last

week, the 'Cats dropped a close

one by 4-2, rather they gave a
game to Navy by 4-2. r^/avy's

four unearned runs while Phil

Fidalgo pitched a brilliant game.
He struck out twelve Middies

and allowed only five hits.

All-Amerlcan hurler Chuck
Davis held the 'Cats to seven

safeties but their two runs were
earned.

In a game on Fathers' day,

Seton Hall took revenge on an
[earUer 7-4 aetl^k by Uie 'Cats

win 16-13. Ym, 16-13, was
Ithe score aiu) the 'Cats had the
Iwinniag run at the plate on the

Fflnal out
|In their second meeting with

Temple Owls, the 'Cats
eame out on top. -The

*fg\n vif a 4-3, count in a
oontcaat to the flnt 9-3

numway.
Iliwah»n eoB^ued his
Q9W tki dWt hurler

'doa Flynn when he smashed a

ground rule double over the 400

ft centerfield fence, to drive in

the first Villanova taUy. The
game settled down to a 3-1 con-

test when Temple pushed across

two runs in the ninth.

Phil Fidalgo relieved his fel-

low lefty and got credit for the

win when the 'Cats scored the

winning run in the eleventh.

IC4-A
TICKET
SALE!
THURSDAY
miDAY

SATURDAY
Tickets for the IC4-A can

be purchased for $.75 (for

both Friday and Saturday)
with your Blatric card. Tic>

ket sales with Matrlo eards
ends Tinirsday at no«k

Tlcketa can be purchased
file day of tlie meet for

$IM OB Friday; and for

$1M and $2.50 on Sttturday.

Tbeyll aimb The Highest Mountain

IC4A's Start Here Friday
Friday and Saturday the 84th IC4A Traok and Field Championships will be held at

the Villanova Stadium. Forty-eight schools will be represented in this Olympic Year Classic

Among these forty-eight teams will be the defending outdoor champion Penn State, the

indoor champion and host ViUanova, four-thne outdoor champion Manhattan, and the strong

Yale team.
This year's meet will be highlighted by four new events to be held in conjunction

with the Olympic Development Standards. These events are: the hop, step and jump; the 3000 ^
meter steeplechase; the 440 yard hurdles; and the 3 mile run;

Six Champs Betem
Returning are six of last year's individual champk>nfl. Bobby Brown of Penn State,

last year's 100 yard dash win-
ner and Penn Relay champion,
will he here along with his

teammate Dick Engelbrink, last

year's winner over the two mile
route.

Villanova's John Buckley, out-

door broad jump champion for

the past two years, will be back
to defend his crown, even
though his right ankle has been
injured. Hurdler Bill Johnson of

Maryland will try to stave off

the assault of the other top
hurdlers in the 120 yard highs.

His feUow thinclad from College

Park, Bjom Anderson, will try

to push to his second straight

pole vault crown. The other re-

turning champ is John Lawlor
of Boston University, I04A re-

cord holder hi the 16 pound
hammer throw.

The scramble for top team
and individual honors should

produce some terrific competi-

tion. The fields m the sprints

and middle distance runnhug

events are especially outstand-

ing.

Good Field in Sprints

In the 100 and 220 yard
dashes, Villanova's Paul Dray-
ton and Frank Budd; Manhat-
tan's John Femuides; Mary*
land's Jonas S pie gal; Pens
State's Bobby Brosrn; Stere

Snyder of Yale and Mel Bam-
well of Pitt wiU profvlde moat td

the excitement
The 440 yard ran wiU featore

Jim Stack of Yale (47.0); Bob
Rnemore, Villanova (47.8) ; Dick

Edmnads of PrineeUNi (4AA)

am! a boat of other aUn.
Thers Is only one event in

wfaksh the eonpetttloB for firat

place wiU not be keea. Thai ia

the high Jump, with Jobs

TbflMM ff»«">*M«g tan

tlM Mt «< tba IMi.
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JOHN THOiyiAS

Stars Fall On Villanoya

Wildcat Linksmen Humiliate

Hawks After Loss To Penn
Still displaying their tremen-

dous power and aggressive play

the 'Cats linksmen have been
somewhat tamed in their last

few outings, but show promise

of returning to their past peak
performances.

Traveling to Princeton, who
showed little hospitality, the

'Cats returned home nursing a

5 to 2 defeat. Highlighting the

match was Jay Cahill's excellent

form in vanquishing the Inter-

collegiate runnerup by one

stroke. Al Bilder also won his

match from a contender for na-

tional honors.

Rebounding, the 'Cats hum-
hied St Joseph's 16 to t. Lead-

ing the 'Cats in this INunpage

were co-caotains C^lll and Ck>n-

nelly, both shooting 75's and
winning their respective match-

es. The entire team hi this tre-

form, shot in the high 70's.

Slowing the pace down a little,

Villanova met its match and
match it was. The flashy contin-

gent from the BCainline was no
competition for the Penn men,
who were 2nd in the E^astem
Intercollegiates. The 'Cats were
refuted 7 to with the aces of

V. U. unable to break the ice.

The boys hastily made repara-

tion as they sent a tough
Georgetown squad to defeat 4

to 3. This was quite an accom-
plishment in so far as CSeorge-

town was 5th in the FIC, Cahill,

Bilder, Doyle, and Massie all

won their matches handily.

The injury-riddled 'Cats took

on rival LaSalle and snffsred

defeat, losing 10 to a Cahill

scored 3 points wlUi a blaifaDif

76. ConneUy shot a solid 80 but

was beaten, while Doyle lost oi
mendoua dli^lay of power and the 18th hole fay a bait potat

'^^.
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A Farewell

The VILLANOVAN takes this opportun-

ity to publicly commend and thank anyone
and everyone connected with the most suc-

cessful academic year, 1959-1960, and to

extend best wishes to all graduates of the

Class of 19G0.

W^
Father Gildea Explains Confuston

V ' .mm by JIM McATEER iispseii^^^^^^^^^

A Rebuttal
Retiring Student Council Chairman Tom

Hoffman, in his public evaluation of the
Student Council and its relationship with the
University at large, which was delivered

before the second joint Council session last

Wednesday evening, made certain direct

references to this newspaper; references
which we feel should be elucidated for the
benefit of those individuals who were witness
td them, and of the student body as repre-
sented by those witnesses.

Mr. Hoffman said, in effect, that this

newspaper had, on occasion, assumed a more
or less critical stand against the Council. He
expressed the opinion that this criticism was
unfair and unjustified, and then urged his

listeners not to believe a word of what they
read. ;,

.

.;';, ';•;':

The VILLANOVAN bases its objections

to those statements on three points: first,

Mr. Hoffman qualified his remarks in private,

after the meeting. We contend that this "The present system is cer- merce and Finance Dean, has
qualification should be made as public as the tainly not makeshift; you can scheduled LA. exams in such a
original statements. However, since the be sure that it has been given way as to provide for the
qualification was of a personal nature, we considerable thought, and that a smoothest possible functioning
feel it is not our place to comment on it as 'post-mortem' will be held to of his division. "Naturally, nei-

such, and prefer to allow Mr. Hoffman com- determine its value." ther Father Hartley nor Dean
l)lete freedom to conclude the matter as he So declared Rev. Joseph Morehouse can always arrange
sees fit. Gildea, OSA, Vice-President for his plans to fit the others, so

Academic Affairs, in reply to conflicts result.

Second, The VILLANOVAN was not the comment and criticism of the "Secondly, it was ridiculous to

only campus organization which made public current schedule which spreads conclude an examination period

.*>tatements which could be construed as in- final examinations over a 15-day ^"» ^V J""® 4, and expect

dicating opinion independent of approved period, and has necessitated the teachers to have all seniors'

Student Council opinion. We are not happy scheduling of make-up examina- records available in thne for a

about such remarks as Mr. Hoffman's, which tions in the evenings, on Ascen- ^""6 6 graduation.
'
Therefore,

we feel were patently unjustified, but we are sion Thursday and on Saturday. i»e declared, senior exams were

quite immune to their "sting," possibly be- Grotesque Conflicts .„!!,, \^^«^' »" order to

Ti/r TT r-r • u i-u 1 » ,. .
allow teachers a reasonable

cause Mr Hoffman is by no means the only in discussing the situation amount of time to close their

Smt^M^'' -^^^ ^^^^- exception to VILLA- with Father Gildea. this writer books and report grades to theNOVAN opinion dunng the past year. We brought uo the fact that some recorder. "We felt it was unfair
feel, however, that in the interest of the students have had as many as iq keep a senior up in the air
"justice" which he so ardently advances, he five examinations scheduled on

yjjtil graduation morning as to
should have placed his criticism in proper the same day; that, until last whether or not he would actual-
perspeotive before his audience by comparing Friday, many teachers of under-

jy graduate," Father stated
our stand with the stand taken by other cam- graduates had no idea when rtL,i«„«x„

their final exam was to be ^, ,
OverlappInR

given ; and that there were num- ^^^^ ^*^°"^, the r e s u 1 1
1
n g

erous complaints from teachers
^verlapmng of senior and under-

who, as yet, could see no reason- f^^"^t^
«f"™ schedules, which,

ence should be considered. Perhaps he does able way to arrange make-up \ Particular, affects juniors

not fullv realize the unique position he holds tests for those students who ^^°
^^?^^,f ,f .^ ^ ^ ^

,

^^".'°^

bv virtue of his office. His audience last were prevented from taking the
courses, wen, tnis overlapping

Wednesday, besides being the official repie- regulariv-scheduled test because 1 i„_u !!!?'' e^ V!, i- J'

u

sentative of the entire student bodv wms of conflicts.
A rt.s school. Father replied. He™ /^ r A- .Py siuoeni uoay, whj,

, . . , went on to explain that mostcomposed of individuals who in view of the The affable administrator ex- ^^her courses, such as Nursing,
vigor with which they sought their present pressed his concern at the dif- Engineering Science and C&F
positions, might be expected to desire to ficulty, but pointed out that require a definite steo-by-step
emulate the former Chairman as closely as "dates and times for examina- procedure each semester's work

^iT.t^^
arranged bv the deans, being based upon the preceding

All this office does is assign semester's work. Consequentlv,
in which the exams are ^^^ juniors, other than Ari^

Speers

pus groups, both public and private.

Third, the nature of Mr. Hoffman's audi-

possible.

SpeerHualhm

60 Send-Offs Echoed;

N. Attired Unveiled
byBMISpMrt

Since this is the final edition of the paper,
we would bid our perennial farewells to our out-

going VILLANOVAN mentors ... to autono-
mous Tom Troy who was for mother, the Amer-
ican flag, the double play, the circus, and even

the census; but could never
bring himself to accept Junior
Week ... to dapper Denny
(with one n) Cardone who, al-

though a fraternity member, in

many ways proved himself the
exception to the rule ... to

jocose Jim Murray who success-
fully battled the anti-sports

faction on the staff ... to per-

sistent Jim Driscoll who divided
his time between rude exits from the library
and gracious welcomes at Norristown ... to

versatile Tony "Open-Letter" Macklin who sur-
vived two years of the most blatant typograoh-
ical errors to secure a graduate assistantship
... to big brother Jack Dagney who during the
tough times was the only one who could listen

. *r» to pitchmen Phil Valente who saw to it

that Max Shulman and Dr. Frood had equal
space with the rest of us and, to journalist Tom
Wolf, our editor-in-chief.

The biggest event of next year will undoubt-
edly be the opening of the new science building.

Lost in all that eventual exhilaration and chest-

puffing will be the, then forgotten, corner stone
laying which took place last week.

We don't think the event should completely
die without complimenting all those involved
who assisted in making the event a success. We
thought the exercise particularly effective in its

combination of pomp and simplicity.

The Mass celebrated in the grotto by the
anostolic delegate along with the fine choral as-

sistence of the Villanova Singers and the official

presence of two bishops and Father Donnellon
(Auerustinian Provincial) lent the function a
mark of ecclesiastical dignity and permanence.

The only aspect that may have cast a dis-

cerning shadow over the affair was the note of

incongruity brought about when the apostolic

delegate was forced to pass among the straw-

hatted band members in order to reach the build-

ing. For some reason those lids just didn't go.

Odds 'n Ends . . . Who is Natilie Attired?

For those who never did find out, our "female"

featured columnist was a combination of Navy
man John Castano and senior class president

Ray Raflferty . . . although at one time or an-

other Don McCoy, Tom Peretti, Tom Wolf, Bruce
Sturm, among others, all had a hand in the de-

velopment of our top gossip-columnist . . . may
she rest in peace . . . although the rumor per-

sists, the next building to go un on campus will

not be a garage for the C&Fer's cars . . .

where'd that ever start, anyway . . . have 70%
of the marketing majors lost their way . . . baa-

baa-baa. . ...;•.•.•. •,.,.",',/•• J'/V. 'v. •• .

Quote of the year: A V.tl. frosh stated it:

"What's a fraternity anyhow, but a sorority for

boys". . , , .

Further, they ai*e, for the most part. rooms

majors, are affected bv overlap-

of dealing with The VILLANOVAN,

The VILLANOVAN has always done its

comnletely inexperienced at being publicly *^ ^® conducted.

exhibited through the pagps of this n^ws- However, as the official ulti- ping and resultant conflicts,

paper. Therefore, it is auite possible that "lately in charge of all academic "As for those who are affect-

they miiv o)*roneouslv assume that Mr. lloff- affairs. Father Gildea consented ed, a definite nrocedure has been

man's was tlio accepted and approved manner ^^ ^^ ^^ explain the reason for set up whereby it falls upon the
the apparent confusion.. teacher to reconcile conflicts by

Not Utopia scheduling a make-up exam."
"In the first place," he said. Will the system continue?

,,, -i- li ui--i • "this is not Utopia. There has "At this time it is hard to sav."
best to maintain complete obiectivity in ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ difficulty in sched- Father Gildea stated. "It will

allottin? space to publicize the various events uling this sort of thing; there probably be in effect next year,

upon which Council meml)ers depend for their always will be." He gave an because the Academic Calendar

political life. We admit, however, that ab- example: Many engineers take for 1960-61 has already been
.,.,.,., , . ^„n,, courses in Industrial Adminis- published." The future of the

soiute impai-tiality may have occasionally
^^^^.^^ to pre oar e them for svstem depends on the conclu-

been oveilooked m the past through an eri-or management in business. Dean sions reached at a "nost-mor-

in human judgement; and we trust, there- j. Stanley Morehouse of the En- tem" conference which will be

fore, that no stumbling-blocks will l>e placed gineering school, for instance, held during the summer. There,

;« *u^^..*u ^f «.,,- ;..^.*»^.»*^f K„ o K<^ii{n>o*<onf selects a day for all engrineera' the various deans and other of-
in the path of our judgment by a belligerent

^^^^^^^ ^^J^ ^^ ^^.^^ ^.^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^ concerned will be asked
attitude, either m public or in pnvate, on the g^^neers with an I.A. elective their opinion of the new system,
part of anyone who is in any way associated will be tested. Meanwhile, Rev. and the results will determine

'ith The VILLANOVAN. Joseph Hartley, OSA, Com- its value and practicality.
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REDMOND

They'll Climb The Highest Mountain
*"' .:-. ".*(,' .--V'"'"!

CASSETTA

Dinner Dance Co-Chairmen
Named by Larry Bathgate
Bob Redmond and Nick Cas-

setta have been named co-chair-

men for the class of 1961's

senior Dinner Dance.
This announcement was made

by newly-elected class president,

Larry Bathgate at a class meet-

ing held last Thursday.

Redmond, day-hop Arts, ran
for senior day-hop representa-

tive to Student Council and was
co-chairman of the Junior Prom.

Cassetta, (resident Arts, was
chairman for the Junior Ring
breakfast and is presently secre-

tary of the class.

"These men were chosen be-

cause we felt that they've shown
a real interest in class affairs

along with a willingness to

work," Bathgate explained.

Steering Committee
Bathgate also revealed the

identity of the 57 members of

the senior class steering com-
mittee. They were selected by
Bathgate, vice-president Tom
Samulewicz, secretary Butch
McNally, and treasurer Dave

Grenon from a list of 150 names.

The committee includes Tom
Brown, Jack Bishop, Jack Bol-

ger, Jerry Carlin, Frank Caro-

lan, Jim Carroon, Bill Cassin,

Mary Chapman, Mike Clement,
Lenny Clune, Joyce Collins,
Frank Contey, Jack Oraig, Jack
Donahue, Kevin Driscoll, Mike
English, Paul Fitzpatrick, Kevin
Flynn, Jerry Gehnas, Bud Hog-
arty, John Hamilton, Pete Has-
singer, and Bill Hogan.

Also Tony I n t r i e r i, Dick
Keeley, Dan Kelly, Al. Lank,
Dennis Libutti, John Livezey,

Ron Lo Candro, Joe Manella,

Bruce Matthews, John McGarry,
Jim McGill, Tim McNamar, Mike
Menster, Doug Murray, Tom
Natal, Clint N orris, John O'

Brien, John O'Connell, Dave
O'Conner, John Dea, Jim Palsir,

Fred Pickard, Frank Pizzi, Bob
Plowman, Tom Riker, Bob Sotti-

laro, Terry Scanlon, Phil Sheats,

Jack Smith, R-Dger Sullivan,
John Vope, Dan Walsh, Mike
Wesley, and Don Zipshak.

Wildcats Thrash Hawk Nine

To Insure City Series Title
Attention baseball fans! Re-

venge is sweet.

The ViUanova baseball team
has met the St. Joseph College
of Philadelphia baseabll team.
Result: Villanova 29 runs, 30
hits, and 35 strikeouts, while the

Hawks had 1 run and 8 hits.

The most recent encounter
ended 16-1 with lefty Frank
Kreutzer shooting down 21
Hawks via the strikeout route.

The game needs no revival

since the statistics tell the story

with them getting only three

hits off Kreutzer.

In a game with Navy last

week, the 'Cats dropped a close

one by 4-2, rather they gave a
game to Navy by 4-2. Navy's
four unearned runs while Phil

Fidalgo pitched a brilliant game.
He struck out twelve Middies

and allowed only five hits.

All-American hurler Chuck
Davis held the 'Cats to seven
safeties but their two runs were
earned.

In a game on Fathers' day,

Seton Hall took revenge on an
•earlier 7-4 setl)M)k by the 'Cats

Ito w:a 16-13. Y^. 16-13, was
Ithe score and the 'Cats had the

[winning run at the plate on the

[final out.

|In their second meeting with
Temple Owls, the 'Cats

lin came out on top. -The
'.-gin was a 4-3, count in a

contrast to the first 9-3

runaway.
Monahmn eontlnued his

try over tht OWl hurler

Don Flynn when he smashed a

ground rule double over the 400

ft. centerfield fence, to drive in

the first Villanova taUy. The
game settled down to a 3-1 con-

test when Temple pushed across

two runs in the ninth.

Phil Fidalgo relieved his fel-

low l«fty and got credit for the

win when the 'Cats scored the

winning run in the eleventh.

&mi^
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IC4-A
TICKET
SALE!
niURSDAY
FRIDAY

SATURDAY
Tickets for the IC4-A can

be purchased for $.75 (for

both Friday and Saturday)
with your Matric card. Tic-

ket sales with Matric cards
ends Thursday at noon.

Tickets can be purchased
the day of the meet for

$1.25 on Friday: and for

$1.25 and $2.50 on Saturday.

IC4A's Start Here Friday
Friday and Saturday the 84th IC4A Track and Field Championships will be held at

the Villanova Stadium. Forty-eight schools will be represented in this Olympic Year Classic.

Among these forty-eight teams will be the defending outdoor champion Penn State, the

indoor champion and host Villanova, four-thne outdoor champion Manhattan, and the strong

Yale team.
This year's meet will be highlighted by four new events to be held in conjunction

with the Olympic Develo^Mnent Standards. These events are: the hop, step and jump; the 3000 ^
meter steeplechase; the 440 yard hurdles; and the 3 mile run.

Six Champs Return
Returning are six of last year's individual champions. Bobby Brown of Penn State,

last year's 100 yard dash win-

ner and Penn Relay champion,
will be here along with his

teammate Dick Engelbrink, last

year's winner over the two mile
route.

Villanova's John Buckley, out-

door broad jump champion for

the past two years, will be back
to defend his crown, even
though his right ankle has been
injured. Hurdler Bill Johnson of

Maryland will try to stave off

the assault of the other top
hurdlers in the 120 yard highs.

His fellow thinclad from College

Park, Bjom Anderson, will try

to push to his second straight

pole vault crown. The other re-

turning champ is John Lawlor
of Boston University, IC4A re-

cord holder in the 16 pound
hammer throw.

The scramble for top team
and individual honors should

produce some terrific competi-

tion. The fields in the sprints

and middle distance running

events are especially outstand-

ing.

Good Field in Sprints

In the 100 and 220 yard
dashes, Villanova's Paul Dray-

ton and Frank Budd; Manhat-
tan's John Fernandez; Mary-
land's Jonas S p i e g a 1 ; Penn
State's Bobby Brown; Steve

Snyder of Yale and Mel Bam-
well of Pitt will provide most of

the excitement.

The 440 yard run will feature

Jim Stack of Yale (47.0); Bob
Raemore, Villanova (47.8) ; Dick

Eldmunds <^ Princeton (46.9)

and a host of other stars.

There is only one event in

which the ccwnpctition for first

place will not be keen. That is

the high JMJnp, with John

Thomas standing tall against

th« rest of the fiekL

JOHN THOMAS

Stars Fall On Villanova

Wildcat Linksmen Humiliate

Hawks After Loss To Penn
form, shot in the high 70's.

Slowing the pace down a little,

Villanova met its match and
match it was. The flashy contin-

gent from the Mainline was no
competition for the Penn men,

who were 2nd in the Eastern

Intercollegiates. The 'Cats were
refuted 7 to with the aces of

V. U. unable to break the ice.

The boys hastily made repara-

tion as they sent a tough
Georgetown squad to defeat 4

to 3. This was quite an accom-
plishment in so far as (jleorge-

town was 5th in the FIC, Cahill,

Bilder, Doyle, and Mazzie all

won their matches handily.

The injury-riddled 'Cats took

on rival LaSalle and suffered

defeat, losing 10 to 8. Cahill

scored 3 points with a blazing

76. Connelly shot a solid 80 but

was beaten, while Doyle lost on

the 18th hole by a half point

Still displaying their tremen-
dous power and aggressive play

the 'Cats linksmen have been

somewhat tamed in their last

few outings, but show promise

of returning to their past peak
performances.

Traveling to Princeton, who
showed little hospitality, the

'Cats returned home nursing a

5 to 2 defeat. Highlighting the

match was Jay Cahill's excellent

form in vanquishing the Inter-

collegiate runnerup by one

stroke. Al Bilder also won his

match from a contender for na-

tional honors.

Rebounding, the 'Cats hum-
bled St. Joseph's 16 to t. Lead-

ing the 'Cats in this f«mpage
were co-caotains Cahill and Con-

nelly, both shooting 75's and
winning their respective match-

es. The entire team in this tre-

mendous display of power and
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Mahan Men To Play St. Johns In Cooperstown
The NCAA bawball selection

eommHtBe aeleeted VUlanova
(14-4) for a bid in the regional
plAyoffa.

' The WUdcata, who are un^
featedl in City Series competition

(^4>n hlRve only two ganMs left

hehn they enter the playoffe.

VUlanova will meet St. John's
ill the first game, while Colgate
meets Hofstra in the second
game of the playoffs, to be held
on Friday and Saturday at
Coopertown, New York.

Series in OmalM
The winners of the first

games will meet in a champion-
ship round the following even-
ing. The champions of District

an will then go to Omaha,
Nebraska, to participate in the
college World Series.

Coach Art Mahan's baseball
'Cats have been to the regionals
on four previous occasions, only
to reach the final round without
making the trii) to Omaha. Most
recently, in 1958, the 'Cats were
nipped 2-1 by New York Univer-
sity at Connie Mack Stadium.

Coach's 15 Years
In Art Mahan, the Wildcats

have a most competent and most
exacting coach. Having spent

about 15 years in major and
minor league baseball, he not

only knows the .game, but he
knows how to transmit his

knowledge to the players.

The difference in the good
pitchers becoming great pitch-

ers, the fair hitters becoming
sluggers, and the fielders being

a polished unit is the net result

of Art Mahan's coaching.

Lest we forget the players,
let's make special mention of
captain Fred Anthony. Fred was
taken out of action with a
broken collarbone in the Hrst
Temple game. This game was a
big step toward the tournament
when the Wildcats stopped the
Owls' 11-game winning streak.

Spirit Plus
The spirit Freddy passed out

to the team in this game, as well
as in the first nine he played in,

is an intangible asset in evaluat-
ing the team's success. He hit

.484; that helped, too.

Moving around the infield,
first-string catcher Al Wiegand
is a big reason for the 'Cats
success. Only a 19-year-old
soph(Hnore, Al has moved his

6-1, 200 pound frame behind the
plate with great ability.

Platoo Lethal
At first base, slender Bill

Platco guards the sack for the
'Cats, With little experience in

his first year at first base, Billy
has improved with every game.
His lethal bat has been pounding
out hits all season, and Bill is

currently hitting around .400.

Bill is a junior.

The second baseman, Bobby
(Rabbit) Klinck, is a man of
distinction. At the keystone
spot, Bobby moves ,with the
quickness of a rabbit. Also a
.400 hitter, the affable senior
has been hitting home runs like

they were singles.

Don Melaga. who started the

season at third and moved to
short when Anthony was injur-
ed, is a study in contrast. Don
is the rral Perry Como of the
team, a real showman, complete-
ly relaxed.

At third base, Don McGinley
and Danny Renn shared the job.
Don, a junior from the NIT
basketball 'Cats filled in well at
Princeton and Seton Hall. Danny
inserted at the first St. Joe
game, slammed out four hits and
hasn't left third since. The
hustling sophomore is hitting
and fielding like a big leaguer.

In the vast new outfield at
Villanova, Joe Cramer, Ed Mon-
ahan, Paul Borian, Tom Griffith,
and ack Fahey have found their
home.

The two lefties, Borian and
Monahan, are tremendous
threats with their bats. Making
that threat good, Big Paul had
six rbi's in the LaSalle game,
while Eddie Monahan's big game
came against Temple when he
banged out two doubles and a
single off their big right-hander,

Don Flynn.
Tom Griffith and Jack Fahey

are the right-handed combo that

makes the 'Cats outfield feared

by left-handed pitchers.

Joe Cramer, the centerfielder,

is known for his winning base

hits, catches, and smile.

Big Bench
The team's bench, consisting

of players like Andy Meade, Lee
Ptary, Sam Gruneisen, Bob
Queen, Ed Paprota, Tom Pris-

tanec, Tom Hannifan, and Frank
Stranic, play the unsung part
of the team victories. Without
the bench there is no team.
The best is saved 'til last, that

being the two left-handed pitch-

ers, Frank Kreutzer (6-1), and
Phil Fidalgo (8-2).

PhiUip (Alou) Fidalgo might
be the greatest soph hurler in

the history of Villanova. His 108
strikeouts in 75 innings and .227

earned run average for the sea-

son is amazing. His high game
was St. Joe's, when he fanned
16 Hawks.

Junior Frank Kreutzer put 21
Hawks down when he beat St.

Joe's via the strikeout route.

Frank struck out 103 and has a
.279 earned run average for the
season is equally amazing for 78
innings pitched.

Thumbnails of IC4A Title Contenders

WILLIE ATTERBURY
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Dr. Henry J. Rofinot, associate professor of history, ad-
dresses an audience <n tlie newly initiated "Cliristian Tradition"
lecture series. Dr. Harold Hartman and Dr. Cliarles Bruderle
listen. __^

Lecture Series On Christian

Tradition Is Initiated AtVU
By Sr. Mary Rosallma, C.S.F.N.

250 To Receive Diplomas At
43rd Summer Graduation

To explore the Christian impli-

cajions of scholarly research, a
five-day lecture series marked
the third week of the current

Summer Session.

Under the direction of the Vil-

lanova University Library and
with the cooperation of the Fac-

ulty Library Committee, the

program with a welcome ad-

dress, Rev. Louis A. Rongione,

O.S.A., Ped. D., Dean of the

Graduate School, stated the

aim of the series. Reflecting on
Christian Tradition, Father Ron-
gione defined it as the Theocen-
tric, Christo-centric culture
springing from Divine Revela-

tion and having its source in

oral and written tradition.

Father Rongione presented

the Keynote Speaker, Rev.

Joseph J. Gildea, O.S.A., Vice
President for Academic Affairs

at Villanova University. ..•:. ;::

Father Gildea traced the sig-

nificance of the Christian Tradi-

tion through Christian Human-
ism of past ages. St. Augustine,

stated Father Gildea, is associ-

ated with the initial formal evi-

dences of it more directly than

any other figure in past history.

He may be credited thus be-

cause he, more than any one

else, binds the classical past and
the mystical present into one,

final, complete entity.

Learning Ante-Dates
Universities

Reflecting on the status of

the university within the Chris-

tian Tradition, Father Gildea

noted that learning, as such,

ante-dates the rise of universi-

ties as formal centers of learn-

ing. It is the university, how-
ever, that is especially equipped

to think truthfully in assessing

values and pursuing knowledge.

The university is an associa-

tion of masters and scholars and
'\ its all important function is to

be the center of creative think-

ing. It is for the university to

know and use the thoughts of

others to stimtilate thinking in

aU.

Although tradition or culture

is a heritage, noted Father Gil-

dea, man plays a most important
• port in its development The

culture of the Western World is

a synthesis of two ancient cul-

tures, Christianity and Judaism.

Its inception was the handing
down of life from above and its

total span encompasses all the

ages of man's existence. Man,
however, should view this heri-

tage not as a passive process of

"(handing down" but as the ac-

tive process of enriching and
propagating to which he should

contribute.

Program Is First of Many
Planned as the first of an an-

nual series, this year's program
emphasized the Humanities. Fu-

ture programs will include Nat-

ural Sciences and Social Sciences

(Continued on Page 3)

Saturday, August 6th, will

mark the 43rd Graduation of the
summer session.

Commencement exercises will

begin at 11:00 a.m. with the

formal academic procession at

10:30 a.m. This procession will

begin in front of Vasey
Hall and then proceed to the

Field House.

Approximately 250 students

will receive degrees from various

departments.

The guest speaker for this oc-

casion will be Archbishop-Bishop
Celestine J. Damiano, Bishop of

Camden.

Speaking in the name of all

the graduates will be Jean Mich-

lot, a graduate student from the

Theatre Department.

Honorary degrees will be con-

ferred upon Bishop Damiano;
Rev. Philip C. Niehaus, Assist-

ant Dean, School of Education

Duquesne University; Miss Gen-

evieve Blatt, Secretary of In-

ternal Affairs for the State of

Pennsylvania and Walter B. Gib-

bons, prominent Phialdelphia at-

torney and a member of the

Board of Consultors of Villa-

nova's law school.

Dunkirk Native

The Most Rev. Celestine J.

Damiano, a native of Dunkirk,

N. Y. 48 years of age, was ap-

pointed Archbishop-Bishop of

"SuburbanReport"CallsFor
Strengthened County Unity

By Sr. Mary Louis, O.S.F.

John Logue of Villanova's

Political Science Department has

made a study of the pressing

problems facing suburb dwellers.

His findings have been written

up in "Suburban Report" This

is a study just published by the

Communities Research Institute

of the Villanova Law School.

Focusing his attention on the

strengthening of countywide

civic organizations, "Logue inter-

viewed some forty civic and gov-

ernmental leaders in Bucks,

Chester, Delaware and Mont-

gomery Counties.

Some of those interviewed felt

that the too parochial viewpoint

of many suburbanites could be

corrected by amending the state

constitution in such a way that

the county would have stronger

government and thus create a
greater interest in how the

county powers are being used.

Abolish 'Main Une'
Other hurdles to be vaulted

are the use of the term, "Main
Line" to identify residents of

the various counties, widespread
lack of information, and subur-

ban geography.
Remedies suggested are the

identifying of a citizen as a

member of Montgomery or Ches-

ter or specific other county

rather than the use of the vague

statement that he lives on. the

Main Line. Basic information in

county government and admin-

istration should be made easily

available to the general public.

Logue has a model to offer

for a countywide civic organiza-

tion. He stresses that the ma-

terial for popular education and

leader education be shortened,

simplified, popularized and made
more available. County board of

directors should be widely repre-

sentative both geographically

and occupationally. Problems

discussed should be specific as

well as general. Conflicting

views should be welcomed.

So that there will not be the

all-work-no-play aspect Logue
suggested annual dinners, bi-

monthly meetings, open to all,

which should consist of question

and answer periods and refresh-

ments and also "Go See" tours

to familiarize people with their

own county.

Logue philosophically voices

his belief that Americans have
the talent for organization which
will induce them to preserve and
enhance the character of Phil-

adelphia's lovely suburbs.

By Sr. M. John Hotent, O.P.

Camden last February after

serving seven years as Apostolic

Delegate to the Union of South
Africa.

BISHOP DAMIANO
... to speofc

Archbishop Damiano, ordained

in Rome, December 21, 1935,

served as an assistant and pas-

tor in parishes of the Buffalo

diocese before going to Rome in

1947 where he was assigned to

the Congregation of the Society

for the Propagation of the Faith.

In December, 1952, Pope Pius

xn elevated him to the titular

Archbishop of Nicopolis, in Ep-
iro, Greece, and appointed him
Apostolic Delegate to South
Africa.

Archbishop Damiano was con-

secrated in St. Joseph's Cathed-

ral Buffalo, on February 11, 1953
by Bishop Joseph A. Burke of

Buffalo. John Cardinal O'Hara
(then Archbishop O'Hara) was
a co-consecrator. Bishop Fulton

J. Sheen gave the sermon.
,

From Duquesne
Father Niehaus was bom on

September 4, 1920 in Pittsburg,

Pa. He attended St. Mary's
School in Sharpsburg, Pa. and
Holy Ghost College, Cornwells
Heights. Father has received

the following degrees : B.A. from
St. Mary's, Norwalk, Conn., B.D.

from St. Mary's Seminary and
an M.Ed, from Duquesne Uni-

versity. In 1952 he was appoin-

ted Assistant Dean of the Col-

lege of Arts and Sciences at Du-

quesne University. The follow-

ing year Father was appointed
Assistant Dean of the School of
Education, which position he
still holds today.

Genevieve Blatt was bom in

East Brady, Clarion County,
and also attended the public

school there. She is a graduate
of the Sacred Heart High School

in Pittsburg and the University

of Pittsburg where she eamed
B.A. and M.A. degrees, majoring
in Political Science and an LL.B.
degree as a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Pittsburg School of
Law. She was admitted to the
practice of Law in 1938.

In 1954 she was elected Secre-

tary of Internal Affairs and has
been the first woman to serve in

this position since the ofiice was
created in 1873.

Prominant Lawyer
Mr. Gibbons was bom in

Coatesville, Pa., on December 19,

1894. He attended parochial

schools in Pa., St. Louis, and
Cincinnati. His secondary edu-

cation was obtained in Wood-
ward High School, Cincinnati,

Ohio. In 1917 he received his

LL.B. from Temple University

School of Law and in 1945 he
received his LL.D. February 27,

1917 marked the day on which
he was admitted to the Bar. He
is a member in the Philadelphia

and American Bar Associations,

the International Law Associa-

tion, the Association of the Bar
of the City of New Ybrk and
many others.

Since 1944 he has been a
member of the Board of Gov-
ernance of the Suoreme Court
of Pa. and since 1957 he is the
Chief standing Master of the
Pa. Bar. At present he is a
member of the Board of Consult-

ors for Villanova University

School of Law and Misericordia

Hospital.

After the presentation and
conferring of degrees by the
Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A., the graduates will term-

inate the conunencement exer-

cise with the true "Villanova

Spirit" in the loyal rendition of

the Alma Mater.

f>>«%Vl I

^r. Artnur C. Fulling (extreme right), VUlanova School ot

Law Librarian, inspects portrait of himself painted by ar

Suzanna (left). Law student Robert Sur looks on.
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AUTOMATION?

No conformist, he! John San Donato decides the trip to

Mendell Hall from the C&F building, between classes, is easier

on wheels (or rather wheel).

Time For Work and Play

MISS M. DOROTHY
BOYLE, Dean of Women, again
placed at the disposal of the

nun summer students a large

quantity and variety of recre-

ational equipment. Tennis, cro-

quet, golf and even pinochle

were provided for, if you wish

!

She also very kindly arranged
for the Sisters to use the swim-
ming pool in the Field House
certain days and hours. Other
periods were to accomodate
other groups. ... v ,•,-.

* »' '" •'

PROFESSOR BRUDERLE
arranged a series of Friday af-

ternoon motion pictures for the
student nuns. The series was
so attractive that even in the
dim light, we think we discern-
ed a sprinkling of our august
Professors, God bless them.
How relaxed they seemed and
how welcome they were, as we
enjoyed the splendid film

"House of Seven Hawks" on
July 15th.

In the series were "The
Nun's Story" and "The F.B.I.

Story", each drawing large and
interested audiences. The last

named attracted a record
crowd. It so well depicted the
magnificent work being done
for our personal and national
safety by Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
and hi* corps of courageous in-

vestigators.

THE MODERN GIRL—po-
tential nun or potential Mrs.
John Doe—has many latent as
well as visible gifts. Some of
these might fit her to follow
in the footsteps of St. Joan of
Arc, should the need arise.
Even seasoned nuns may de-
velop latent gifts—a sure aim
is to the fore. M/Sgt. John J.
Reilly, U.S.M.C, has seen to
it, with a fine program.
To visit with Rifle Range in

Commodore Barry Hall at just
the correct day and hour, is t

• By Mother M. E. Brown. R.S.C.

heartening bit of education.

Visitors agree that some of our
Sisters undoubtedly come from
families whose records include

a long line of expert marks-
manship tronhy winners . . .

Thank you, Sgt. Reilly.
« * «

DR. ROBERT S. O'SHEA of
the Department of Philosophy
has once again given the sum-
mer students an opDortunity
to share in one of his delight-

ful hobbies. An invitation to
OPERA CLASSICA, in the air-

cooled EJast Lounge of Dough-
erty Hall was gratefully ac-

cepted by many, each Tuesday
at 1:30 p.m.

On July 5th, Dr. O'Shea in-

augurated the 1960 program,
and spoke at some length on
his favorite theory, suggesting
that musical sound is the med-
ium best fitted for the perfect
expression of art. Selections
to accompany this explanatory
word, ranged from a solo "Ex-
ultet" from the Easter Vigil
service, and an exquisite choice,
through other numbers using
voice and one instrument, lar-

ger numbers of each, organ
and symphony.
Compositions used to illu-

strate the theme included Bach,
Beethoven and Handel. Some
melodies from modern jazz
were on the list. Dr. O'Shea
suggests them to be true mu-
sic, since they have caught and
really interpreted the life and
spirit of their time.

Some eyebrows were raised—but the program was pro-
vocative and wholly relaxing.
What was it Pythag« ras said
with regard to the 'music of
the spheres'? This ail-too
short hour concluded with a
very agreeable choice from
"My Fair Lady".
We agree with one young

lad who attended: Dr. O'Shea
is a dedicated man".
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Sisters Fomi Student

Council To Assist And

To Advise Miss Boyle

Members Now
Planning Fete

By Sr. Eleonor Potrlcia, O.P.

For the past four years Miss
Boyle, Dean of Women, haa cre-

ated in a large measure the gen-
uine spirit of friendliness which
all the Sisters enjoy on campus.
During the summer session
every convenience has been
placed at their disposal and they
may participate in various rec-

reational activities. This desir-

able blending of study with re-

laxation did not come about by
chance.

In her charming way. Miss
Boyle suggested to the Sisters

the organization of a Student
Council. Since she was responsi-

ble for their well being, she felt

that the Sisters themselves
ought to form an advisory board.
The needs of all the Sisters

could be handled in this way.
The members of Student

Council are chosen from various
communities. Superiors of larger
communities appoint one mem-
ber to represent that particular
group. Members from smaller
conununities are selected at ran-
dom from the room list. Nearly
every community at some time
will have a member on Student
Council.

Help Solve Problems
The assistance of the Council

members has alleviated the

!

enormous responsibility of the

Gordon Burlingame Named
VU1960-61Fund DriveHead
Gordon M. Burlingame, prom-

inent Philadelphia area Insur-

ance executive, has been named
Chairman of Villanova Univer-
sity's 1960-61 Fund Drive, it wag
announced by the Rev. Daniel
P. Falvey, O.S.A., Directoor of
the Villanova Development
Foundation.

Buringame. who is President

CHAIR.
MAN
BURLIN-
GAME
cfssumes
post

DEAN BOYLE
. . . lauds council

Dean. At their weekly meetings
they bring to Miss Boyle's atten-

tion any problems that arise con-

cerning the dormitory buildings

and they offer suggestions that

will be for the common good.

Each meniber is also given a

master key for the rooms on her

floor. How often that has saved

a Sister from a sorry plight!

Notices placed on the bulletin

boards is part of the work of the

Council members.
According to Miss Boyle, the

Student Council is an enthusias-

tic and cooperative gfroup. They
are now planning the party for

the close of summer school.

Committee projects include re-

freshments, games, entertain-

ment, music and dancing. Could
anyone forget that gala evening
last year? This year promises
even greater relaxation and en-
joyment.

This teamwork, inspired by
Miss Boyle's ingenuity, accounts
for the serenity that permeates
the University Campus.

MODERN MATH
We learned that 6 and 6 are 12,

the answer 10 would never do
But soon we'll teach it could

be 10. 15, or even 22.

Confused? don't fret, just

oheck which baoe we teachers

use. Stater Charles, O.S.F,

of the Title Insurance Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania, succeeds
J. Griffith Boardman, who direc-

ted the university fund drive for
the past two years .

Villanova began its twenty
year development campaign in

1954 and is seeking to raise

twenty one million dollars to off-

set a tremendous building pro-
gram whixih has seen the campus
nearly triple in size. Latest ad-
dition is a four million dollar

Science and Research Building
presently under construction.

A group of prominent area
citizens, known as the Board of

Lay Trustees, is aiding Villanova
in its quest for funds. Elach

year, one of the group which
numbers more than 200, assumes
the chairmanship of the drive.

Burlingame was named by the
Board's Executive Committee
during a meeting recently.

Hails From N. Y.
Previous drive chairman were

James A. Farley, former Post-
master General of the United
States; the late Edwin K. Daly,
former President of the Horn
and Hardart Corporation; Wil-

liam F. Kelly, President of the
First Pennsylvania Banking and
Trust Co.; John A. Murphy,
Philadelphia Broker and Mr.
Boardman.

Burlingame is a native of New
York City but has been a resi-

dent of Bryn Mawr for more
than fifty years. He is one of
the Main Line's most active and
outstanding citizens. Burlin-
game is a graduate of Lower
Merion High School and Lehigh
University and undertook spe-
cialized study at Pennsylvania
and Drexel.

Villanova's new fund chair-
man became associated with the
Bryn Mawr Trust Co. in 1925
and in 1937 was appointed Vice
President, a Director and Title

Officer of the Bank. He held
that position until he was
named President and Director of
the Title Insurance Corporation
of Pennsylvania in 1954.

Burlingame is Chairman of the
Montgomery County Plannhig
Commission and former Presi-

dent of the Bryn Mawr Business
Association. He is past Presi-
dent of the Pennsylania Title

Association, Past President of
the Philadelphia Mortgage Bank-
ers Association and a former
Director of the American League
Baseball Club of Philadelphia.

In assuming the post} of 1960-
61 fund chairman for Villanova,
Burlingame also becomes head
of the Executive Committee of
the Lay Trustees whose mem-
bers include: R. G. Rincliffe,

President of the Philadelphia
Electric Co.; Edward J. Caugh-
lin. President of the American
Insulation Co.; Albert Nesbitt,
President of John Nesbitt, Inc.

and Alfred Laupheimer, Presi-
dent of the General Warehouse
Co.

I.C.G. Awakens Student To
Hidden PoUtical Thought

By Jphn McAteer

With the great interest in pol-

itics in the United States, it is

a comforting fact that there is a
statewide student organization

devoted to intellegent political

thought. The organization is

known as the Intercolloegiate

Conference on Government.
The Villanova chapter of the

I.C.G. is one of the most active

of the approximately fifty chap-
ters* in the Conference. During
the past year, Villanova was the

scene of a model national presi-

dential nominating convention.

Although the proceedings of

these conventions were conduc-
ted in a manner akin to the na-
tional conventions of the major
political parties, they lacked one
thing—The hullabaloo and bal-

lyhoo demonstrated by the De-
mocrats at Los Angeles and de-

monstrated by the Repubhcans
at Chicago. After watcliing the
Democratic convention it is dif-

ficult to believe that the dele-

gates are in a sense entrusted
with determining the destiny of
this nation. Consider that the
ideas and the model platform
worked out by students at the
ICG. Harrisburg convention
will remain in a filing cabinet,

while the ideas of the "serious
and mature" delegates at Los
Angeles may determine the fu-
ture of the free world.

This is a deplorable state of
affairs when one considers the
high stakes which are involved.
Serious thinking students can
hardly condone the behavior of

many leaders of the major po-
litical parties. Thirty or forty
years ago the threat of world
destruction was seldom if ever
discussed because few people be-
lieved that man was capable of
destroying himself. Today this

threat is a part of our everyday
conversation. And yet with a
threat of such magnitude ever
present, our leaders so often act
imprudently.

In recent months students in

Turkey and Korea brought
about the downfall of dictatorial

regimes, and Japan witnessed
the rJEidical and undesirable ac-

tivities of the 25engakuren. It

seems apparent that students in

different areas of the world are
becoming increasingly interested
in how their governments cure

operated. But most of the tune
they can only express them-
selves by rioting. There are no
efficient student organizations
in these countries which can
serve as a vehicle for students
to voice their opinions in an in-

telligent and conservative man-
ner.

In the United States, however,
there already exists an organ-
ization, the Intercollegiate Con-
ference on Government, which
acting as a foundation in Penn-*

sylvania could and should be the
forerunner of a nation-wide con-
ference of college students. "Dien

the political ideas of students

could be put into realities in-

stead of wastebaskets.

<

f

Connie Vivimi (L) winces ot Ron Myers taps boll to her while Pot Matsi(R) hits low outside one os John Gatti look on in recent toftboll oction.

SeminariansSmearStudents;
Sisters Staring Thru Sights

Retreating from
fact, I should like to bring the
story back to the summer soft-

ball. These poor, depressed

young men fielded a Softball

team and on successive Thurs-
day afternoons were trampled,

belittled, and chased back into

the "Mendel broom closets", vic-

tims of the seminarians succes-

sive 12-2 are now giving athe-

letic scholarships to the semin-

arians.

Naturally, with all the recre-

ational activities aviulable to

them the nurses had to get into I

the act and play softball, also.^

These twilight games served as

the mainstay of morale on

'campus ; for never have so many
^aughed so heartily at such fool-

ery.

The teams were divided with a

number of girls on each sidf

and the men had to bat opposite

their normal batting position.

Also, to even up the sides more
so, the men received only two
strikes instead of the usual

three. Needless to say these

games were enjoyable and hilar-

iously funny to both players

and spectators alike.

On alternate evenings, how-

ever, the "Twilight Fish Feeding

League", served the fish in

"Mendel Pond" with bits of del-

icate morsals from the kitchens

of Dougherty Hall.
* * *

The Intramural Bridge champ-

ionships turned out to be a great

success since none of the par-

ticipants are on speaking terms.

Thus they proceeded, counting

the weeks, days, and hours until

at last they could leave the cam-

pus to journey to their homes
for a well-deserved rest from the

tedious job of finding activities

to keep them busy.

By Tom Natal

fiction to ' Here they woul^ stay, brag-

ging about the wonderful time

they had at Villanova's summer
school, until it is once again

time to return to good ol' V.U.
*:'^?%-. *

In Greewich Village they tell

the story of the nun who was
standing on the comer of the

street waiting to cross through
the heavy traffic, when a beat-

nik appeared and offered to help

the good sister across the street.

Upon reaching the other side

of the street the sister thanked
the beatnik kindly and he
promptly responded ."Don't

mention it, mam' any friend of

Zorro's is a friend of mine".

Courses For Graduate

School Are Increased

20% Over Last Year

More than seven hundred and
fifty students, distributed among
fifteen major programs, are en-

rolled in the Graduate School

for the Summer session. Edu-
cation, History and English

have the largest registrations,

together representing about for-

ty percent of the total.

The combined program for

the Summer Session includes one

hundred and thirty one courses

for a total of three hundred
semester hours, distributed a-

mong eighteen departments and
staffed by a faculty of ninety-

nine, of whom twenty one are

Religious..

Most of the teaching staff are

identified with both the under-

graduate and graduate pro-

grams. The number of gradu-

ate courses offered has increased

about twenty percent over the

Summer Session of 1959.

Very Rev. James A. Donnellon (left), Provincial is shown
disttiiig with Democratic Presidential Nomhiee Senator John

Kennedy durfaiK the Batter's visit to ViUsnova in 1957.

CancelledStampsHelp

Missionaries Carry On

Tlieir Laborious Woric
By Sr. Mary Christine, O.S.F.

Vast expansion in foreign mis-

sion fields has been the result

of the cancelled stamp drive at

St. Mary's Hall. Large metal

boxes, oriental in tone, hold con-

spicuous places in all the build-

ings. They serve as reminders

to save stamns. They also tell

a story. This campaign arose

out of a need.

Bishop Pulgar, O.S.A., from
his diocese in Soutih America,

wrote about his missionary jour-

neys in small, inadequate boats

along dangerous rivers. He was
in need of a safe vessel. A mo-
torboat would enable him to

complete his pastoral duties in

shorter time. This news reached

the Augrustinian houses of study.

Eager philosophers at Villano-

va and the theologians at Wash-
ington took up the cause to helD

the bishop realize his dream.

They sent out appeals requesting

big and small donations of for-

eign and domestic stamps. Cat-

alogs were scanned for names of

dealers.

Tn a short time, the list of cus-

tomers grew. Requests to St.

Mary's Hall for enormous quan-

tities of stamns proved that the

project, was worthwhile. Thus,

in th*» late 1940's, the Augustin-

ian Mission Stamp Department
had its beginning.

Success Achieved
The response was gratifying

from all directions. Not least

among these were the members
of the Office Staff. Their cooner-

ation has been a tremendous
boon to the support of the mis-

sions.

With the spirit characteristic

of parochial schools, the Sisters

exerted great influence .amoncr

the youth. The money received

from stamps collected by school

children mounts higher every
year. Young missionaries at

heart represent the power be-

hind a great banking house.

St. Mary's Hall often resem-
bles a thriving beehive of activ-

ity. Sorting, counting and pack-

aging of stamps—an education

in itself—adds many hours of

enjoyment to the life of the

p(hilosophere.

Priests laboring in Japan and
South America oifer daily pray-

ers for those who help them.

Through the stamp depeirtment

their work will continue to

spread the faith and redound to

the glory of the Church in for-

eign lands.

WILL YOU HELP?

Doubts, QuestionMarksFace
Coach Bell In First Season
Lack of seasoned performers

is the major problem facing Vil-

lanova's new coach Alex Bell.

With only eight aeniors on the

Sept. 17 Marqu«n« Away

Sept. 24 Navy Away

Oct. 1 Dayton Away

.

Oct. 8 College of Pacific Home

(Parents' Day)

Oct. 15 Miami U. of Ohio Home

Oct. 22 Army Away

Oct. 29 Rutgers ..«..,;,. .Away

Nov. 5 Boston College Home

(Homecoming)

Nov. 1 2 Detroit Home

Nov. 19 Xovier of Ohio Home

entire squad Bell's tentative

i
starting lineup lists four soph-

omores, five juniors and only

two seniors.

SoT)homores, Billy Joe, Larry
Glueck and Lou Rettino have

gained starting assignments in

the backfield along with junior

quarterback Nicic Langone, the

only signal caller who saw ac-

tion in 1959. Senior Billy Pac-

zkoskie, slowed by injuries dur-

ing the past two years, is listed

as the number two fullback and
is the only senior listed on the

first three units in the backfield.

Along the line there is mox^
experience to be found, but sev-

eral listed for starting roles may
be moved out during the course

of the season. Right end Mike
DeLone is the only newcomer on
the first squad. Seniors Larry
Sopko and Joe Luzzi, regulars

last season at the guard posi-

tions, will retain their left and
right posts respectively.

The remainder of the forward
wall will be composed of juniors.

All saw service in their first sea-

son of play in 1959 in either

starting roles toward the end of

the campaign or as early re-

served. But they all have borne

up well under competition.

How well the young backfield

reacts to varsity play during the

first two games with Marquette

and Navy, both on the road,

will have a definite bearing on
the overa|ll 1960 picture as

Coach Alex Bell begins his new
career at Villanova.

ChristiaiiTradition Lectures
(Continued from Page 1)

among other areas of study. Thf»

total interest of this and al'

succeeding programs is focuser"

on scholarship and research as

related to Christian philosoph-

and Christian moral ethics.

Because the University feel'-

the need for integrating the var-

ious discinlines within the frame

work of Christian culture to em-
phasize and make more tangible

the inherent values of academic

offering, it has determined to

continue the venture on a great-

er scale. Next summer other

area colleges will be invited,

thereby extending the range of

the audience.

Tentative at present is the

posibility of stimulating the in-

terest of other universities. This

would result in wider participa-

tion in planning themes. Villa-

nova, however, would remain the

center, for the actual confer-

eoceA^ Alsr) pending official ap-

fxovsl 'is 'the pUbli^lLon of the

rst lecture series.

Theme Offers Several Asp^im
In developing the general

thera<{ from several i^>ecific es-

l^ctH,:* thi"' 5«H.t»ires* offered a

study' 6t the UiiiveriMty Scholar

and The Christian Tradition,

Professor John I. McEnemey,
Villanova University ; Medieval

studies and the Patristic Tradi-

tion, Professor D. W. Robertson,

Jr., Princeton University; Amer-
ican Philosophical Thought and
The Christian Tradition, Profes-

sor Donald A. Gallagher, Villa-

lova University; Contempomry
American History and Its Social

Direction, Professor Henry L.

Rofinot, Villanova University;

and Heaven Versus Utopia: Con-

cepts of The Moral Order in

D'cliens, George Eliot, and
Hardy, Professor James O. Bail-

ev. University of North Caro-

lUia.

Serving as chairman for suc-

cessive sessions were Rev. Louis

A. Rongione, O.S.A.; Dr. Char-

les W. Bernardin, English de-

partment; Rev. Robert P. Rus-

sell, O.S.A., Philosophy depart-

ment; Dr. Harold F. Hartman,
History and Political Science de-

partment; and Dr. Edward Mc-
Grath, English department.

Discussion leaders were Dr.

John I. McEnemey, and Rev.

John E. Bresnahan, O.S.A., De-
partment of Claseics; Dr. Jam^s
F. Anderson, Philosophy depart-

ment; Professor Charlee P. Bru-

derle, History and Political

Science department; and Rev.

John J. McShea, O.S.A., Englidi

departoient.

*
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Poetry •
Promenade

LABORARE EST ORARE
Whenever St. Joseph worked in

his shop
The little children often stop-

ped
To ask the how, what and why
Of every tool young eyes

spied.

drove nails in wood
And then, just as soon as he
could

Very gently he turned aside,

A crude cross was raised on
high!

Sweet Mary would comfort his

lone, aching heart
God knows their loved' FEunily

ne'er could part!

And B3 they stood musing, a
fair, winsome Youth : i

.
Their Jesus, came in to glad-

den them both.

—Sister Eleanor Patricia, O.P.

LITTLE UMB I KNOW THEE

"Little Lamb I Know Thee"
Little Lamb I know thee,

As you rest within His arm;
It is I he's really holding.

It is I Who looks so calm.

Little Lamb I know thee,

The one He hoped to find,

Who waa lost on life's big high-

way, ••;':• :;::'..;;'=' .\.. '; :',•*•/";;;;,

Oh the rest? He left behind.

Now dear Lamb I see thee.

In HiB arms so truly kind.

Loving, caring, smiling.

On the soul He now calls

•Imine". ::: ^:/^:.\ :;: ,,::;<
..:—Stater Margaret Blanche, OP.

Villanova's Frank Budd Gets
U. S. OlympicTeam Berth
At the Olympic Track and I During the outdoor season

Field trials held July 1-2 at Palo Budd ran the 100 yd. and 200
Alto, California, Frank Budd be- yard dashes and was a member
came the 7th undergraduate of both the 440 and 880 yd. relay

from Villanova to make the teams. While competing in the

THEOGONY
Venus, lovely goddess,

Rose from the sea
Fair flesh dawn fresh v

Shell-borne to shore. :. >

.

Pagan thought well wrought
But narrowly.

What of the trumpet-torn day
When sound will round earth,

and sea
And men by scores, by hundreds

Rise from the waves
One flesh with Christ:?

r^Sister Ancilla Marie, S.B.B.

THAT'S MARY
Immaculate, the only one

—

The mother of a single son;

The consolation of a nun

—

That's Mary.
We often think she's far away;
She's hot although we're prone
to stray

Our wounds and hurts are heal-

ed each day
Through Mary.

O Christian! Jesus gives to you
A grace desired by not a few.

More than a mother, she's ever

true. ',.
''.r

"-,,.':• -'. i':.v-'

That's Mary.

—Sister Margaret Blanche, O.P.

THE MISTERS K
He crawls from stank-like, shiny
depths
To view the dismal bleakness
of the frozen steppes.

Bor-

LET THEM GO
Laugh and sing,

Let go each thing;

Unkind words and untold

rows,
Oast them to unknown tomor-

rows.

The hurt, the hard regret,

Let it go—^and just forget;

Olympic squad since the games
started earlier this century.

Frank is twenty-one years old

and hails from Asbury Park,

New Jersey. He is entering his

junior year at Villanova. Dur-
ing: his stay at Asbury Park
High School, he was the top

sprinter in the state for two
years. Besides being a top track

star in high school, Frank was
a member of both the football

and basketball squads. In foot-

ball he was an All State 3rd
team halfback.

An interesting fact is that'

Frank had more football schol-

arships offered to him than track

scholarships. Besides being an
Outstanding athlete in high

school, Budd was elected cap-

tain of both the basketball and
track squads. As if this wasn't

enough, Frank played organized

baseball during the summer.

Suffered Leg Injury

During the track season which

ended with Frank's success at

Palo Alto, he had his share of

ups and downs. After becoming
champion on the indoor bands
on January 7, 1960, he suflCered

a leg injury and was sidelined

from competition until he re-

turned to become the IC4A in-

door 60 yd. champion in March,
1960.

Penn Relays held in April, he
pulled a muscle during the 880
relay heat but finished the race.

This injury hampered him

SPRINTER BUDD
. . . off to Rome

throughout April. In the IC4A
outdoor championshlDs at Villa-

nova in May, Frank finished sec-

ond in the 100 yd. dash and 3rd

in the 220 yd. dash to help Vil- ' in Rome and we hope Frank can
lanova win the team title. i bring home a medal for the

During the NCAA meet, Budd | United States and Villanova.

did not place due to bad starts,

but he came back in the AAU
Meet to place' 4th in the 100
meters to qualify for the Olym-
pic trials. When in Palo Alto
Budd placed second to Ray Nor-
ton of San Jose State, in the 100
meter dash with a time of 10.4

seconds.

The next step in Frank's ca-

reer is the Olympics, which will

be held in Rome during the lat-

ter part of August. Following
the Olympics, Budd plans to tour
Europe with the squad until the
opening of the fall session.

Of interest to many was the
naming of two Villanova grad-
uates, both of the class of 1957,

to the Olympic squad. They are
Don Bragg, who set the world
record of 15'9%" in the pole
vault and Alex Breckenridge in

the Marathon.
Harmony among Nations is a

main theme of the Olympics.
Every nation is elegifole to send
amateur athletes to these games
which are held every four years.

Besides track and field events,

there are many other sporting

events in which competition
takes place. The chances of the

United States to dethrone Russia
as overall team champion are

hopeful but are slim, due to the

strength of the women athletes

of Russia.

We wish Frank Budd, Bragg,
Breckenridge and all United
States athletes the best of luck

ODE TO A PIECE OF CHALK
With ink so white and strokes

so neat,

You start the day with slate

your feat.

His heart, i| heart it be, is life- Take each cross that comes your From depths of darkness, chalk.

less stone.

Inert, within a bulky format
grown.

Abysmal creature, man or beast

With boarish sockets search-
ed; then misery, pain un-
leashed

What symbol in his fisted hand ?

A sicklelmallet shadow palls

the weary land.

From Lenin's tomb to Basil's

height,

Death's offspring climbs and
banner waves of maddening
might!

His promised "peace", and mil-

lions die

The peace of death in answer
to his battle cry — "Peace"!

For this is Mr. K . But I have seen mirrored in
Midst Solomon's reefs, in wa- deep-souled eye»
ters deep.

To courage born is he; a rendez-

way, you take,

Pick it up just for the day. Thy humble markings and
Laugh when trials prevail, scholars make.

Sing to God your every tale

;

Each speak of Shakespeare, each

Let them go—its worth the try, dot a Twain,

Upward, heavenward up to the Even the Calculus is not in

sky. - vain,

—Sister Margaret Blanche O.P. With fleeting brillancc through
Newburgh Dominuxm eons many.

Come Charlemagne, Richard
and was-a-penny, ,.

With power blazing, gas laws
crumble,

The vector and flow-no match-
tumble.

Watch out Pablov, Freud and
friends, . ..>';•',•

Thomas Aquinas make no a-

mends,
Schweitzer, Einstein, take your

Graduate Theatre Currently

Presenting A One-Act Trio

REFLECTIONS
(A dedication)

Perhaps you have seen myriad
stars that shine.

Traversing the high vaulted

blue,

vous to keep.

His stalwart heart to faith he
yields

;

Unflinching steel in war; a pas-
sionate peace it wields.

Quiet power that in me Love P^^fv
renews.

^^«^®^

A hope he brings! a myth or spoken words

Perhaps you have heard from a
masters hand ^ v- ,;•':

Sweet, harmonious notes of a
flute,

But I have heard hushed, un-

man?
Who ensuing months relent-

lessly will scan
Horizons valley, moim-
tain, plain.

No heart -too lowly, nor hand
worn, for him to gain.

From Boston's streets to

world renown,
A leader stands who will these
fearful sp>ectres down
With sharp-edged sword of

simple cry
For hands, for hearts, for all . .

.

soul-searing sacrifice

!

This, too, is Mister K.

—Sister M. Matthew, O.S.B.M.

Stir in my soul sound waves
of Truth.

Perhaps you have known the

victor's fame.

And captured a well earned
prize,

chalk sets the pace.

Nothing, save Grod, can be thy
match.
But to thy ode there's just

one catch,

Along about evening glories

melt.

With one broad sweep of dead-

felt. —DonaL ' Tatkovski

THE ORPHAN MONTH
But I have known calm, genUe August you're a lonely month

strength No holidays of people-filled

Fill my heart in Beauty's sleighs

guise- . . '. '.

Perhaps yon l>ay^ felt in a brief,

dream of youth
Mightier than a king in his

palace.

But -I have felt daily, a sweet
abiding force. '.Lii't liniy Ufie's

love —gilded ch'alice. • •

"^Sister Eleanor Patricia, O.P.

No green turning brown nor ro-

ses around

—

.
• to crown your days with gay
bouquets

. you're just a lonely month

!

uugust
a i^blemn solitary saga of

nobody's cares. —speers

Only on the stage could the

gamut of history run from the

twentieth century back to an-

cient Rome, in two entertaining

hours.

This phenomena is currently

taking place on the Vasey Hall

stage, where the Villanova

"summer Stock" is presenting

three one-act comedies.

Performances, which opened

yesterday, will close tomorrow.

Curtain time for the comedies

both tonight and tomorrow is

7:30 p.m.

The program opens with "A
Sunday Morning", a warm, de-

lightful, smiling type of humor-

ous reminiscence which features

Kathleen Harvey as Donna
Laura; Joanne Capek as Petra;

Michael Tanney as Don Gonza-

lo ; and Paul Buckley as Juanito.

All-Male Cast

The inimitable style of George

Kaufman is displayed in the

comedy of manners, "Still
Alarm." The all-male cast con-

sists of Dick Tichenor as Ed;
Thomas McCoy as Bob; Michael

Tanney as the beMboy; and Paul

Buckley and Owen Klein as the

1st and 2nd firemen, respec-

tively.

"A Phoenix Too Frequent",

the final offering, displays Chris-

topher Fry's well-known talent

for poetic language, coupled in

this play with clever comic ac-

tion.

The Roman characters are

portrayed by Gilda Spurio as

Doto, the slave girl; Sue Ahrold

as Dynamene, Doto's mistress;

by Bernard Coyne of the Thea-
tre Department. George Her-
man, a new member of the fac-

ulty designed and executed the

set with the assistance of Owen
Klein of the Graduate School in

Theatre.

Members of the Theatre Arts
Workshop for High School Stu-

dents who helped construct the

sets are: Barbara Boughner,
Judy Kimmes, Cherly Kryka,
Jackie Lohan, Ann O'Donnell,

Rose Whelan.
Technical director is George

Herman.

Penna. State Police

Present Rodeo Aug. 15
The Pennsylvania State Police

Rodeo and Riding Exhibition

will be held at Villanova Uni-

versity Stadium, V i 1 1 a n d v a

,

Pennsylvania. On August 15,

1960 (Rain date 8/16/^0)

Two shows will be presented,

the afternoon show at 2 :00 p.m.

and the evening performance at

7:00 p.m. D.b.T.

These shows are free to the

public and consist f daring
horsemanship, preciin ". n d
fancy drills, dare-devil motor-

cycle riding, trained police dogs,

pistol shooting and .iitmerous

other spectacular feats of enter-

tainment to thrill the spectators

during the two hour show.

All participants in the show
are active State Police Troopers
who put on this exhibition to

give the public an idea of the

and Dick Mclntyre as the Roman background, training and skiilt

legionnaire.
I of the members of the State

All three plays are directed Police Organization.

1
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HoffaDefenseLawyerOpens
Law Forum Tonight At 8:30
Edward Bennet Williams, de-

fense attorney for such con-

troversial figures as underworld
overlord Frank Costel'o, former
Teamster boss Dave Beck, the

late Senator Joseph McCarthy,
and the ill-reputed Jimmy Hoffa,

will be guest speaker at the

Villanova Law Forum which
opens its sixth year tonight at

':30 in the university law
building.

'

Williams will be the first of

a series of prominent lawyers,

civic leaders, legislators, and
statesmen who are scheduled to

speak during six sessions.

The Forum, which last year
was honored by the Valley
Forge Freedoms Foundation, for

its contribution to our society,

has sought to present the law
in its broadest public dimensions.

During past years the Forum
has heard a Southern editor

plead the cause of states' rights

and a leading anti-segregationist

attorney talk about civil rights.

Also a proposed constitution

for the Teamsters' Union was
discussed and the subject ot

wire-tapping heatedly debated.

International Law, prison ad-
ministration, and the Supreme
Court were other outstanding
topics.

Defended "Confidential"

A graduate of Holy Cross
College and Georgetown Uni-

versity, the 40-year-old Wil-

liams soared to t^e top of his

profession during the fifties

when he successfully defended
the most unpopular cases of the

day. Among his triumphs are

the first libel suit ever won
against columnist Drew Pear-

son and the cancellation of a

ATTORNEY WILLIAMS

At Tonight's Law Fomm

Post Office ban on Confidential

magazine.

"I try law cases", Williams

has stated in explaining his

questionable clientele, "I'm not

interested in my clients philoso-

phies Of in the fact that they
may be socially obnoxious. They
come to me for council and I

provide it within the limits of

integrity. After all the sixth

amendment in the Bill of Rights
does not read: "Every accused
person is entitled to council ex-

cept Frank Costello and Jimmy
Hoffa."

Called down many times for

"prostituting" his professional

ability, Williams has had to de-

fend himself on many occasions.

"I don't care who a man is, or

how unorthodox his actions

are", states the attorney, "if

he's in need of defense that's

what I'm here for. I'm not try-

ing to win a poDularity contest.

Guilt in court is not a moral
concept and a defense lawyer is

not asked to make moral judge-

ments."
He puts this responsibility

squarely on the shoulders of the

court and jury.

Admires Hoffa
While not particularly friend-

ly with Hoffa, Williams has a

great respect for the teamster

leader. "Jimmy Hoffa is cer-

tainly one of the most dynamic
men I have ever encountered.

But in my business you are

dealing with people at a time

in their lives when they are in

deep trouble. This brings out

the best in them."
Williams is proud of his elec-

tion to the board of directors of

the American Civil Liberties

Union but contends that the de-

fense of liberty has lost its pres-

tige. "The defense of property

nays off better in dollars and
^ents so we lawyers have be-

x)me a profession of business

negotiators and handholders."

The Hartford, Connecticut

native is a pioneer in the field

of law clinics, one of which he

has developed in New York
City. "I conceived of the clinic

idea much as a medical clinic,"

Williams explains. "We have
specialists there in labor, tax,

criminal and international law.

If our diagnosis is wrong it be-

comes a matter of public rec-

ord. If a doctor's diagnosis is

wrong you don't usually know
about it."

Williams Feared
"He is the most feared man

by the Department of Justice,"

Congressman Adam Clayton

Powell of New York has de-

clared. After obtaining an ac-

quittal of Powell on two counts

of tax evasion and having raised

sufficient doubt about a third to

have it dismissed says of Wil-

liams: "By virtue of his ability

he will bring back, the old

American concept—Innocent un-

til proven guilty."

A summa cum laude graduate

of Holy Cross, and professor of

law at Georgetown University,

Lawyer Williams views his life's

work philosophically. "In a
courtroom as everywhere e'se

the majestic vengeance of god is

at work," he believes, "if we
fail, there will be a better jus-

tice."

A camous mlondar will be
published by the Public Informa-
tion Office for the week of Oc-
tober 3-9.

Those student organizations
desiring publicity in the ca'endar
must have al Icorresponding in-

formation into the Public Infor-
mation Office, second floor of
Dougherty Hall, by 5:00 p.m.

Thursday, September 29.

President Reveals New
Study of Expansion Plans

"Because of Villanova's expansion in the past few years, and the impending growth of college-

age population, a serious re-study of future expansion plans will have to be made. We hope to

be able to undertake the sudy this year."

So declared the Very Rev. John A. Klekotka, OSA, University President, in revealing the

progress that oould be expected this year at Villanova. He emphasized that he "hoped" to under-
take the study, because the University's Board of Trustees has not yet met to approve the action.

However, he stated that he was quite certain that the Board would give its approval.

Father Klekotka pointed out
that the new Science Building,

the exterior of which is almost
completely built, represents one
of the major stages in the Uni-
versity's 20-year expansion pro-
gram, now in its sixth year.

In addition, extensive reno-

vations have been effected
throughout the campus. The in-

teriors of the residence houses
at the west end of the campus
have been remodelled, a Modern
Language Laboratory has been
installed in Vasey Hall, the Field

House snorts a new floor, and
the Stadium is being refaced in

brick.

These interior renovations are
complemented by exterior im-
provements—the resurfacing of

a number of paths, the addition

of fencing in a number of loca-

tions, and the "reforestation"

program: dozens of trees and
shrubs which were planted
about the campus last spring.

"Boom" Taxes Facilities

Father President indicated

that completion of the Science

Building, to be named Mendel
Hall, will remain as the immedi-
ate goal of the expansion pro-

gram. He added however, that

the original expansion study,

which was begun in 1952,

could not forsee the recent

"boom" which has greatly taxed
Villanova's facilities.

"There is a rather inunediate

need of a larger Chapel, grad-

u a t e residences, maintenance
quarters, a theatre, an exten-

sion to the Library, and other

things," Father Klekotka de-

clared. The re-study of plans
undoubtedly include consider-

ation of these matters. "In addi-

tion," he continued, "there is

the matter of off-campus resi-

dents. Of course, it would be
most desirable to have all resi-

dents actually living on the

campus. This naturally means
that a great deal of additional

dormitory space would be
needed."

New Seminary Planned
Other than the Science Build-

ing, the only building to be
erected in the immediate future

is a new seminary. This will be
located directly across Spring
Mill Road from Garey Hall, the
Law School. St. Mary's Hall, the
present seminary building, and
St. Rita's Hall, the present
seminarians' r e s i d e nc e, are
taxed to the utmost. Father
President stated. The new sem-
inary will release these build-

ings for use by the University
proper.

"Villanova's tremendous pro-
gress during the past eight or
ten years points up our great
need for assistance from outside
sources," the President said.

"Tuition and fees, as high as
(Continued on Page 8)

^c'*^

At times they were vociferous. At times the;^

were docUe. The temper of the newly matricu-
lated Class of 1964, during registration week, de-
pended on the whims of the "white hats", who
kept the frosh in tow by resorting to quasi-mili-

tary tactics.

Largest Frosh (Sass Ever
Matriculates At Villanova
The largest freshman c'ass in

the history of Villanova was ad-

mitted Wednesday as the 118th
academic year of the University

opened with a five-day-long reg-

istration period last week.
Approximately 1300 "frosh,"

including 48 nurses and three
female engineers, as well as sev-

eral hundred new students in the

Part Time and Graduate divi-

sions, swel'ed the total enroll-

ment to well over 7,000 students.

The Rev. Francis X. Smith,
O.S.A., Director of Admissions,
who released the anproximate
exact figures wouM be an-

nounced as soon as his oflice

completes tabulation and cor-

relation of registration data.

Registration

Last week was entirely de-

voted to the registration process.

The 1960-61 academic year op-
ened officially last Monday, with
Mass being celebrated in the
Field House by the Very Rev.
John A. Klekotka, O.S.A., Presi-

dent.

Following the Mass, and an
address of welcome by Father
Klekotka, all students attended

opening classes. 43 new faculty

members alleviated possible

crowding of classrooms.

With the commencement of

classes, studies replaced the rig-

ors of orientation as the fresh-

men's major consideration.- The
orientation period will not be

concluded, however, until MUFF
Day, October 5.

Losing "Regs"

On MUFF Day, the "Frosh"
have the opportunity of dispos-

ing of their traditional "regs"
by an athletic victory over the

sophomores. Last year, as
freshmen, the present sophomore

class was defeated by a score

of 110 to 80.

Should the freshmen fail to

win the MUFF Day contests,

they will be required to continue

wearing "regs" for a longer per-

iod.
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Freshman At... Work?
.""»

••;>*

Pity the struggling freshimn. That's what comely "white
hat" Kathy Cox is doing. It appears as though the fro»h would
prefer assistance.

'
^

—
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P&W Opens 'Hooker Junction'

The newly built P&W station

located on Ithan Avenue oppo-
site the Field House was com-
pleted over the summer months.

Responsible for this convience
on the eastern end of the cam-
pus is Jim Hooker, commuter,
treasurer o fthe Student Council.

Hooker, head of the unofficial

Dav-hop Committee which is

dedicated to exhibiting loyalty

and spirit among non-resident

students, felt that a station was
urgently needed to accomodate

the increased enrollment.

Early last spring he began
communicating with the Red
Arrow people, who run the P&W
line, urging them to hasten
plans for rebuilding the delapi-

dated station which had there,

unused.

The P&W, acting on statistics

indicating a large enough in-

crease in enrollment to warrant
a new station, complied with
Hooker's request.

Frosh Hurses See

'Haute Couture' In

Fasliien Sliow Here
Fashions follow many paths,

and one step of the journey fell

upon Villanova soil, where it was
proved conclusively that knick-

ers are no longer part of the

"old fashioned" heap.

The scene was the East
Lounge, last Thursday after-

noon. The occasion was the

Nursing Sorority's initial, kick-

off-in-the-right-direction, cam-
paign for freshmen nurses, fea-

turing, naturally enough, the ex-

perienced sophomore nurses.

After a preliminary speech by
Marian Wagner, co-ed "White-

Hat," Miss E-'aine Sheridan of

Helen Caro Shoppe assumed the

controls and literally peppered
her audience with brain-washing

commentary on the importance

of 'haute couture' on the cam-
pus. "Knickers have been swept
from boys' to ladies' closets,"

she pronounced, and proceeded
to illustrate her statement by
displaying an interesting assort-

ment of Helen Caro creations, as
modelled by the sophomore
nurses .

Figures Staggering'

Although the figure qoted by
Miss Sheridan as the price of

'haute coutre' was staggering to

a masculine imagination, the

frosh nurses received them in a

most scholarly manner. After

the show, however, everyone en-

joyed the solace of cookies,

punch, and ice cream,
v^ > v

Business, too, was combined
with pleasure, for Eileen Grey-
son, President of Pi Theta Chi,

and Miss Wagner did introduce

Mrs. Isabel Schrum, the new
Dean of Nursing, the Nursing
faculty, and the officers of the

sorority . All this and a full

explanation of the symbolism
of the nurses' uniform. Good
luck, girls!

Let Me At •Em
CDunsel: "Do you wish to

chaMenge any of the jury?"
Defendant: "Well, I think I

can lick the little guy on the
end."

Lahgiiaigfe Lab TTo Open New
Vistas In Studies Of Speech
A Modern Language Labora-

tory, designed to vastly in-

crease students' conversational

opportunity in foreign languages,

has been installed at Villanova.

The laboratory .which is lo-

cated on the second floor of

Vasey Hall, is designed to "es-

tablish a closer contact between
the student and the language
being studied," according to Dr.
E. Stack, newly-apoointed Chair-

man of the Modern Languages
Dept. ..;;.

Dr. Stack, who planned the
laboratory, stated that under the
convention language study sys-

tem, a teacher can devote only
about five minutes per week to
each student. Under the new
system, which features dual-

track tape recorders, a student
receives over an hour of prac-
tice each week.

Sound-proof Booths

The laboratory, which is lo-

thirty sound-proof booths. Each
booth is equipped with a com-
bination microphone - earohone
and a dual-track tape recorder.

A selection of tapes is available

to the student, who will select

one suggested by the teacher, or

one which he himself desires to

practice, at the beginning of

each period.

This tape will be played on the

recorder in the student's booth,

at a convenient sneed. The stu-

dent, wearing the earphone-mic-

rophone combination, will hear a
question in the language he is

studying. Then will come a

pause, during which he will an-

swer the question.

Correct Answer
Next, the student will hear

the question answered correctly,

both as to grammar and pro-

nunciation, after which he will

repeat the correct answer. With
this process completed, the stu-

dent can then re-play the entire

question-answer series, listening

to himself and noting where he
has made mistakes. He may
then erase one track of the tape,

on which he has recorded his

answers. The other track, con-

taining the questions and cor-

rect answers, is not erasable.

The student may repeat each
question-answer series until he
has mastered it-

Master Console
Every booth is connected to

a master monitoring console.

Here, the teacher may switch at
will into any booth and listen to

the student. Unless the teacher
makes a comment on the lesson

to the student, the latter will

not realize he is being over-

heard. This is to insure that
each student will maintain his

best effort at all times.

Dr. Stack revealed that the

laboratory plans had been sub-

mitted by him last March, and
that construction was begun im-
mediately after the close of the

last academic year in June. Over
ten miles of wiring is required

to link together the complete
facilities of the lab.

Students Should Report

Students are requested to re-

port to the lab as soon as possi-

ble to choose the time they wish
to spend in the lab each week.
Dr. Stack suggested that the

preferred times are those just

before the conventional language
lecture. The lab lessons run for
approximately 25 minutes, or
half the regular class period.

There are three lab sessions per
week. At this time, only French
and Spanish lessons will be given
in the lab.

NAVY CAPTAIN BOYLE

A Renegade Jesuit

Captain J. E. Boyle

Named Chairman

Of V. U. Naval Unit
Captain John E. Boyle, USN,

has been appointed commanding
oflScer of Villanova's naval in-

stallation. He succeeds Captain
John Higgins, USN, who com-
manded the installation for the
past four years.

Captain Boyle's immediate re-

action to his appointment was
that he is "delighted with the
facilities the kind Augustinians
have made available to a ren-

egade Jesuit." The Captain was
graduated from Boston College
with a B.S. in Chemistry in

1940.

He expressed his intention to
reciprocate the kindness by mak-
ing -available to all students ad-
vice on the many programs
available for discharging mili-

tary obligations. He will also
lend moral support to the
NROTC Drill Team, which he
expects will maintain the champ-
ionship status it achieved in past
years.

NROTC Hosts Contest
The Captain noted that Villa-

nova's Drill Team will host a
drill competition among 15 col-

leges located in New Jersey and
eastern Pennsylvania area. This
event will take place on Novem-
ber 12.

Captain Boyle comes to Villa-

nova from Washington, D. C,
where he served on the Evalu-
ation force which tests new
equipment, and as Chief of Naval
Operations in the Washingrton
are-a. Previously, he had seen
service both in the Korean con-
flict, when he commanded the
Japanese task force; and in

World War II, when he served
in sea mine warfare.

Count Vlllan Dies;

Spirit Committee Joy

At Frosh Enthusiasm
• Count Villan V is dead.

The docile wildcat, mascot of

Villanova athletic teams for the

last few years succumed to an
undisclosej^ disease several

weeks aga at the Norristown
zoo.

"We probably won't be able

to get a replacement 'till spring,

either," lamented Butch Mc-
Nally, co-chairman of the Spirit

Committee.
On the brighter side of the

picture, McNally pointed to the

success of last week's sendoff

rallies.

Last Thursday, on the patio

adjoining Dougherty Hall, Mc-
Nally introduced head football

coach Alex Bell, team captain

Joe Luzzi, and about twenty
members of the squad to a sub-

stantial group of vociferous

freshmen clustered about the
two walks and the university

thruway.
Bell was visibly impressed

with the froshs* noisy enthusi-

asm.
After the rally the white hats

herded the initiated into Vasey
Hall auditorium.

Following the usual vitupera-
tive display of freshman belli-

cosity, McNally and Joe Tate
presented a variety program
capped by a screening of the
.popular motion picture, "Pal
Joey."

On Friday morning the Spirit

Committee incited what Mc-
Nally termed "a spirited rally,"

featuring the freshman resi-

dents and a Lower Merion fire-

truck. This combination pro-
duced a rousing sendoff for the

54 members of the Villanova
football entourage about to em-
bark for Milwaukee and the
Marquette game. '

McNally was pleased with the
enthusiasm generated at the
rally by the frosh.

"They weren't too happy about
the early hour but they still

made plenty of noise. I just hope
they're as gung-ho tonite at the
Navy sendoff."

McNally added that at the
present only one thing is certain
about the committee's agenda of
upcoming events : "There will be
a rally prior to each game."

Ten Us More
In a talk to a class in college,

a professor of Religion stated

that there are 756 sins. He was
swamped with requests for lists

by students who thought they
were missing out on something.

Language Lab In Session

Dr. E. Stack, chairman of the Modem Language Department,
explains facilities of new Languagie Lab to interested students.
Lab is located on the second floor of Vasey HaU.

•f
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'Autumn Mist' IsTheTheme
For Tonight's CouncU Dance

state.

Science Building as It appeared last year oantiasts sharply with Its present, tdmoBUeompUte
9.

Science Building Nears
Midpoint Of G>nstruction

ITrtlll* mtlK-vn ^<^11...._ J. mi 1 .. .. ....Pour million dollars represent
the investment being spent on
Villanova's new Science Building
now under construction on land
between the Library and the
Naval Science Building. The
new building will bear the name
of Mendel Hall, the present name
of the Science, Administration
and Dormitory building at the
west end of the campus.
Frank Dubler, job coordinator

for Villanova, promises that the
building will be finished by the
spring of '61. He further adds
that some classrooms will be
available by summer school and
that total occupancy can begin
next fall.

' >>

The building will be equiT>ped
to handle highly specialized re-
search, and to accommodate an
enlarged science enrollment. Ap-
proximately forty per cent of
this year's freshman class are
enrolled in the Arts and Science
Division—the largest number to
date. Many of these students
will begin c'asses in the new
building by September of '61.

The concrete frame of the new
air conditioned building will be
partly sheathed with stonewark
to match the other campus build-
ings and partly with aluminum
window walls formed of glass
and panels of alberne stone.
Dubler stated that at the pres-

Portrett«
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Pistelli Is 0. C. Head 5$^

^ m
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Don Pistilli, a well-known per
sonality to the sophomore class
and rapidly becoming an equal-
ly well-known personality to the
freshman class through his lead-
ership of the Orientation Com-
mittee, has shown himself to be
one of the outstanding students
of Villanova.
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WHITEHAT PISTELLI

Furnished With Thrill

Don, a graduate of Ambler
High School in Ambler, Pa, is

a finance major who was elected
vice-president of the sonhomore
class, and new serves as its pres-
ident. When asked how he feH
about being chosen class presi-
dent, he said, "The feeling I

have now regarding my position
as president will never be equal-
led, no matter what I may ac-
complish for the rest of my life."

JSince the Sophomore CHass
President is, ex-officio, co-chair-
man of the Orientation Commit-
tee, Don has assumed the added
duty of directing freshman or-
ientation with his co-chairman,
Student Council Vice-Chairman
Tom Well.

"One of my greatest thrirs
here at Villanova was becoming
co-chairman of the Orientation
Committee," he declared. "I

realize that is is a very respon-
sible position. We 'white-hats'
may have seemed a little callous
to the freshmen, and a litt'e in-
considerate of them at times,
but I think that they rea'ize how

important it is that they be-
come properly acquainted with'
Villanova. I have nothing but
the greatest respect and admira-
tion for their spirit and enthus-
iasm."

. ...uco, .<oo » rtie. .Jim xiovviM,
Don added that the job of or-

ienting the largest class ever to
enroll in the University wou'd
have been impossible, had it not
been for the help of the mem-
bers of the Orientation Commit-
tee. "They have done a tre-
mendous >ab. a wonderful job."
he stated. He emnhasized his
gratitude to Rick Sonta. Marty
Whalen, Joe Tate, Jim Howley.
Tim O'Brien. Rocky Guidice. and
Csuck Butler for their he'p in
heading the various sub-commit-
tees of the Orientation Commit-
tee.

ent time most of the windows
are in place and the stone work
will be finished next month.
The building, composed of two

wings linked with a bridge of
classrooms above the first floor,
will house a planetarium, obser-
vation terrace and telescope of
the Astronomy Department.
There will also be an automatic-
ally controlled greenhouse for
the use of science students.
A "hot laboratory" for the

study of radioactive materials
wi'l be located on the ground
floor, equipped with a sub-criti-
cal nuclear reactor.

The Science Department
Chiefs have already outlined
their tentative programs in re-
search which will be made possi-
ble with the addition of more
s-^ace and facilities in the build-
ing.

New and advanced courses will
be made available to both grad-
uate and undergraduate stu-
dents. The Physics Deoartment
alone will be able to offer ad-
vanced courses in optics, modem
physics, electronics and mag-
netism. There will be three gen-
eral physics labs instead of one,
the present number.
The research made possible in

the new building will be gratly
extended over any research pro-
gram that might exist at the
present time. The building is de-
signed for work in physics,
chemistry, biology, mathematics
and astronomy.
The research groups will work

m special research rooms, and in
the event of a business contract
as the result of research, the
work will be removed to project
rooms, since such companies us-
ually require security.
The Biology Department will

be located on the ground f'oor
and first floor with a science Mu-
seum. The second and third
f'oors will house the Chemistry
Department.
The telescope in the observa-

tion terrace will protrude
through a sliding roof, as op-
posed to the turret type mount-
ing of the old scope.
The largest single installation

in the building will be an exten-
sive system of refrigeration. The
entire place will be air condi-
tioned. Dubler commented that
the refrigeration system is com-
pleted as well as the heating sys-
tem which will be turned on in
early November.

(Continued on Page »>

The fall social season will be
initiated tomorrow evening in
the Field House by the annual
Student Council Dance, "Autumn
Mist". Music will be furnished by
Eddie Bigham and his orchestra.
The dance, from nine to one,

will oonstitute the principal
source of revenue for the new
Student Council Treasury, ac-
cording to Bob Benson and Bill
Friend, co-chairmen. Benson
pointed out that the University
Administration will match, dol-
lar for dollar, the profits real-
ized from the dance, and that
this sum will be deposited in the
Treasury, to be used by the
Council to finance future student
activities.

Tickets On Sale
Freind stated that tickets are

on sale for $3.00 in the Pie
Shoppe and C&F Cafeteria. They
may also be purchased from any
Student Council member.
The co-chairmen emphasized

that the dance has been in prep-
araUon since early in the sum-
mer. The goal of the dance com-
mittee, as stated by Benson, was
"to make this initial ball the
best of the entire year." The

flmt step in atUining this goal,
he said, was the signing of the
Bigham group.

Bigham himself was once as-
sociated with Fred Waring, and
has also served as occompanist
to Martha Raye, the comedienne.
His orchestra has been termed
"one of the fastest-rising stars
in the musical galaxy," accord-
ing to Freind.

Gordon Burlingame Named
'60-61 V.U. Fund Drive Head
Gordon M. Burlingame, prom-

inent Philadelphia area Insur-
ance executive, has been named
Chairman of Villanova Univer-
sity's 1960-61 Fund Drive, it was
announced by the Rev. Daniel
P. FaVey, O.S.A., Director of
Foundation.

Burlingame, who is President
of the Title Insurance Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania, succeeds
J. GriflSth Boardman, who direc-
ted the university fund drive for
the past two years.

Campaign Begun In 1964
Villarova began its twenty

year development campaign in
1954 and is seeking to rai^e
twenty one million dollars to off-
set a tremendous building pro-
gram which has seen the campus
neariy triple in size. Latest ad-
dition is a four million dollar
Science and Research Building
presently under construction
A group of prominent area

citizens, known as the Board of
Lay Trustees, is aiding Villanova
in Its quest for funds. Each
year, one of the grouo which
numbers more than 200. assumes
the chairmanship of the drive
Burlingame was named by the
Board's Executive Committee
during a meeting recently.

Hails from N. Y.
Previous drive chairmen were

James A. Fariey, former Post-
master General of the United
States; the late Edwin K. Daly
former President of the Horn
and Hardart Corporation; Wil-
Iim F. Kelly, President of the
First Pennsylvania Banking and
Trust Co.; John A. Murphy
Philadelphia Broker and Mr
Boardman.

Burlingame is a native of New
York City but has been a resi-
dent of Bryn Mawr for more
than fifty years. He is one of
the Main Line's most active and
outstanding citizens. Buring-
game is a graduate of Lower
Merion High School and Lehigh
University and undertook spe-
cialized study at Pennsylvania
and Drexel.

Villanova's new fund chair-
man became associated with the
Bryn Mawr Trust Co. in 1925
and in 1937 was aopointed Vice
President, a Director and Title

Ofllcer of the Bank. He held
that position until he was
named President and Director of
the Tttle Insurance Corporation
of Pennsylvania in 1954.

Holds Many Offices
Buriingame is Chairman of the

Montgomery County Planning
Commission and former Presi-
dent of the Bryn Mawr Business
Association. He is past Presi-
dent of the Pennsylvania Title
Association, Past President of
the Philadelphia Mortgage Bank-
ers Association and a former
Director of the American League

I

Baseball Club of Philadelphia.
In assuming the post of 1960-

61 fund chairman for Villanova,
Buaingame also becomes head
of the Executive Committee of
the Lay Trustees whose mem-
bers include: R. G. Rincliffe,
President of the Philadelphia
Electric Co.; Edward J. Caugh-
lin. President of the American
Insulation Co.; Albert Nesbitt,
President of John Nesbitt, Inc.
and Alfred Laupheimer, Presi-
dent of the General Warehouse
Co.

EDITIONS IN ENGLISH
of Latin, Greek, and Modern
Foreign Unguage High School

and College texts.

r<«o

We can supply the translations

•nd dictionaries and modern
languafe phonograph records of

all publishers at lowest prices!

Write for Free Catalog

THE TRANSUTION
PUBLISHING CO., INC.

*7 lnrin« fl«<« N.W YMh 3, N. Y.
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An Evaluation

By this time, you freshmen have been
most thoroughly welcomed to Villanova, and
it would be supeifluous for The VILLA-
NOVAN to enlarge on that welcome, beyond
assuring you that we concur in every sincere

sentiment expressed.
In a more practical vein, it seems most

important that you be provided with a sort

of roadmap to the future. For this purpose,

we can suggest nothing more significant

than the lead news story appearing on the

front page of this newspaper. Behind the

comparative coldness of objective reporting

lies one of the most dramatic developments

in Villanova's recent history. It is not too

extreme to say that, most probably, you will

not hear of any event of equal importance

during your four-year sojourn here.

The proposed restudy of the University's

expansion program means, in effect, that the

present rate of progress will be considerably

accelerated. The University's Trustees have

found that advancement proceeds geometric-

ally : the faster the progress, the more press-

ing the need for even greater progress.

No doubt you arrived at Villanova im-

pressed by its physical expanse. When the

present seniors arrived, three years ago,

Sheehan and Sullivan Halls had just opened,

the C & F Building was little more than a

hole in the ground, and there was one clear,

continuous tract from the rear of Mendel
Hall to the railroad station.

The magnitude of such rapid develop-

ment dwindles upon realization of the fact

that, only en years go only Mendel and Vasey
Halls served as classroom buildings, and only

Fedigan, Ausin, and the three residences in

the southwest comer of the campus served

as dormitories. Students dined in cramped
quarters in Mendel Hall, and the Library
was stuck off in some other corner.

Aside from mere physical expansion is

the mater of spiritual and intellectual

growth. Despite emergency measures, there

is no adequate location for the religious ex-

ercises demanded by a population as large

as Villanova"s. As Father President de-

clared, a new and much larger Chapel is a
vital need, and development plans assure

that it will be provided.

A number of new departments of study
have been added to the curriculum recently.

Only last year the Student Council took the
initiative, recently. Only last year the Stu-

dent Council took the initiativ, request*^
and obtained, the establishment of a Fine
Arts course. During the summer, an elec-

tronic marvel was installed in Vasey Hall to

facilitate the study of modem languages.
Graduate, Part Time, and Summer schools

have burgeoned to the point where entire

buildings will have to be set aside for their

exclusive use. Provisions for this, too, are
made.

The tremendous popularity of extra-cur-

rciular activities threatens to overwhelm
Douglierty Hall, the Student Union Building,

and emphasizes the need for projects such
as the proposed theatre. Increased participa-

tion in intramural sports taxes facilities as
more and more ground is occupied by con-

struction. Remedies for these problems, how-
ever, are in the offing. >

If healing of this Expansion impresses
you freshmen at all, consider how it affects

those wlio Irave been associated with Villa-

nova for years, and sometimes for decades.
And now it is announced tthat the dizzy pace
will increase.

Poi'liups some institutions would feel

that they were adequately performing their

duty hy studying their circumstances, es-

tablishing a goal, and working toward it.

Villanova University's Board of Trustees ap-

parently does not believe that this is suffi-

cient. The Trustees remain cognizant of

their circumstances, they recognize the need
ti altor plans to accomodate the changing
demands of society, and they remain willinjr

to make ever-increasing sacrifices to attain

their desired end.

The beneficiaries of this acti'^n can <'nlv

express gratitude for faithful adherence to

an imnrossive aim: that of "building men for

a l>etter tomon'ow."

'^*^

Letters

Greetings to the Freshmen Class

Welcome to Villanova University! This September some
1200 men and women embark upon a new career as Villanova

students. The sights and sounds of Collegiate life, so different

from your accustomed mode of schooling in the past years,

perhaps serve at first only to bewilder and confust. So many
new faces, new courses, new methods of teaching, can be for

a while disturbing to themost stable person. But they are all

part o fthe Great adventure of higher education. The word ad-

venture connotes bold, exciting, extraordinary experiences.

Learning will indeed provide such experience and I urge each

freshman entering Villanova this year to seek out and find the

thrill and the exiitement of higher learning. In the case of

the intrepid explorer of the Arctic wastes, or the rugged
climber of the Hima'ayan peaks, there can be no thrill of ac-

complishment unkso the adventure is prepared for by a stren-

uous program of self-discipline to tune up the proper muscles.

So there can be no thrill of learning, no intellectual excitement,

unless there is study, development of the muscles of the brain,

serious thought. I ask you today at the beginning of your
college careers to put forth that effort, dig in to the books,

consult with your professors. Wha you do in the next four

years at Villanova will have an effect on the rest of your
everlasting lives. Please make sure that it's going to have a
good effect. God bless you, Villanovans!

Sincerely yours,

/i'jUM^^ d^^^

Rev. John A. Klekotka, O.S.A.

President '';.!

Fellow Villanovans, ' ^
^' —^*

Your Student Council is now beginning what is probably

its most active programming in recent years. We of the Stud-

ent Council of Villanova feel that we can serve you best only

if you, as students, show a strong positive interest in Student
Government. We are striving his year to weave the Student

Body and Student Government into a more closely knit unit.

It is therefore our privilege to extend to you, and
especially the freshmen, a sincere invitation to attend all Stud-

ent Council Meetings which are held every other week in the

East Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

In the coming weeks I hope that you will meet with your
class, fraternity, society, or club representatives and relate

3'our opinions and ideas to them so that we, as a group, might
discuss and utilize them. You might also use the Student
Council suggestion bjx in Dougherty Hall. However you may
choose to do it, please participate and share in your Student
Government. It will only be as strong as you choose to

make it.

With every good wish for a successful academic year,

1 remain

Sincerely yours,

Anericanitn Made Myth

By Religious Issue

"The noble statements and platitudes writ-

ten about the United States are all myths. They
are nothing more than the sloppy sentiments of

overaged and adealistic historians." The previous

statement sounds rather ridiculous and unfair

to most Americans. But it is more than possible

that similar statements will be expressed if the
Presidential campaign, now in progress, degen-
erates into a mud-slinging religious fracas.

If Kennedy should lose the coming election

solely because of his religious affiliation, what
widespread effect may it have on the future of

this country? The scars of '28 healed very
slowly—some haven't yet. If in '60 we witness
another '28, how long will it take for the scars
to heal ?

Outspoken Protestants
At a time when the necessity of national

unity is a must, many so-called Americans are
beating the drums of disaster prefacing acqui-
escence to the Pope should a Catholic be elected

to the Presidency. Even many intelligent non-
Catholic clergymen such as Dr. Norman Vincent
Peale, author of "The Power of Positive Think
ing," and Dr. Daniel Poling, editor of the Christ-
ian Herald, had their names associated with an
article which questioned a Catholic President's
ability to withstand prssur from th Caholic hier-
archy in matters of foreign police.

Tsese men, who are wo of the 'mo t widely
known churchmen among non-Catholics, can not
be excused for their blind ignorance regarding
the idea of separation of church and state.

It seems ironic that some Protestant clergy-
men who constantly claim that Catholics are
attempting to units church and state inject their
own political views into their sermons. Most
Baptist clergymen, particularly in the South
(where hospitality ranks second to illiteracy,

are against Kennedy for no other reason than
his Catholicism.

Protestant Intelligentsia

A comforting fact, however, is the opinions
expressed by such Protestant intelligentsia as
Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr and Dr. John C. Bennett.
Both of these men concurred that religious oppo-
sition to Kennedy is based on prejudice.

As a grouD, the anti-Kennedy forces who
use religious bigotry as their rallying point are
few in number. But the followers they attract
can be many by the time election day arrives. A
concerted effort to stop Kennedy by these tactics
may be .successful. Only time will tell.

Of course Kennedy may be beaten at the
polls because of his youth, his inexperience, his
supposed socialistic leanings as manifested in
the Democratic Platform, or a multitude of other
reasons. Any reason except religion can justify
his political defeat in the American tradition.
But if he falls short of his goal because of re-
ligious bigotry, a terrible blow will be dealt the
American concept of liberty and justice.
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This paper is dedicated to one of the finest
men who ever entered Villanova: Scholar,
Athlete, Gentleman

—

LEO GOODREAU

'
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LEO GOODREAU .

.

Scholar, Athlete

Gentleman

Editor's Note: This atory ia a re-
print of the article toritten by BUI
Jonea that appeared in the January
1, 1956 iaaue of the VILLANOVAN,
The facta that were %taed for that
atory were taken from the December
5, 1950 VILLANOVAN from an art-
icle written by Robert J. Quinn. It is
yeprinted here in order to acquaint
all freahmen toith the name and tradi-
tion of Leo Ooodreau for wham the
Stadium ia named, and to whom this
newapaper ia dedicated.

AlHadiim THE GOODREAU Memorial Plaque still remains at the en-

J^A^ ^^^ Stadium, in tribute to the player who died on the
gndiron.

Villanova University has produced
many outstanding men throughout its
years of Catho'ic education. Among
these men some have been brilUant
students, some excellent athletes and
other superior gentlemen. But per-
haps one of the finest men ever to
enter Villanova, a humble composition
of each of these qualities, never grad-
uated. The man today is a shining
memory to those of the faculty who
have been at Villanova since 1930,
and to the present undergraduates'
merely a simple name on a tarnished

LANOVAN is respectfully dedicated.
IS Leo Goodreau, a scholar, an athlete,
and most of "all, a gentleman.

Merely a Name
To most of the students at Villa-

nova, Leo Goodreau is merely a name
that decorates the stadium and ap-
pears in the VILLANOVAN every
week, but he is far more than that

In 1927 the Villanova Stadium was
erected and dedicated. The entire Vil-
lanova student body attended this
ceremony. One of these students Was
a freshman who was destined to dieon that field within one short year
The story of Leo Goodreau is in re-
ality inspiration, an inspiration to aU
Villanovans.

Football
Leo was an All-New England inteW

scholastic quarterback in high school
And became a prominent name on the
yuianov^ campus. He joined the
ranks of freshmen football players
and due to his hard, fast, qlean and
-aggressive play was immediately tag-
ged as a future star and a sure bet' to
take over the first string quarterback
slot on the varsity the next fall.

In his first game for the Villanova
frosh, he scored the first touchdown

to be recorded in the new stadium, a
touchdown which opened the season
and tiie stadium with a triumph.
Little did Leo realize that in the space
of a few short years this field would
be named Goodreau Stadium.

Baseball Too
Although he was the finest football

player that Villanova had seen in
quite some time, this was not his best
sport. Despite his skiU as a ^quarter-
back, Leo showed as much if not more
proficiency as a catcher on the base-
ball team. His coach, Charles A.
McGeehan, predicted that he easily
had a major league career before him
If he wanted it He was truly a great
athlete.

Leo, deeply engaged in athletics
nevertheless hade an abundance of
time for social activity. He was in-
strumentol m conducting the frdsh-man dance in the spring of 192§.
Under his leadership and determina-
tion the dance became the most suc-
cessful m the history of the class In
appreciation for his fine e£Fort, the
class elected him to the position of
Secretary shortiy before the scholas-
tic year terminated.

Revived Spirit
He was also instrumental in re-

viving Villanova's fraternities which
were practically non-existent Meet-
ings were seldom held and little was
accomplished when Uiey were. He re-
vived tiie Epsilon Phi Thetrf Prater-mty into one of the most active social
clubs on the campus. In order to re-mam in the campus picture the frats
were forced to rejuvenate and the
school spirit fiourished as it never had
before Leo had solidly proven tiiat a
lack of spirit had no place on Uie
Villanova campus.
Despite tills unusually heavy sched-

ule, Leo mainteined a scholastic aver-
age which placed him in tiie uppet
half of his class. His coach, Harry
Stuhldreher. figured on him as poten-
tial AlNAmerican on th^ gridiron and
a shinmg light* in tiie Villanova foot-
,ball picture. It was a sure Jung. Biithe was never given tiie chance toshow jus Ail-American calibre to tiie
rest of the sports world, for tiie Lord

On tiie field Leo never gave up
digging, and ironically tiiis hustie

cost him his life.

One early September afternoon he
was calling offensive signals for the
varsity against the frosh in a grueling
scrimmage held in preparation for
Villanova's game. The frosh lined up
determined to prove their metUe
against a larger and more ezperi^
enced varsity. As the ball was snao-
pe<| to a halfback, Leo. who besides
being a triple threat on offense was a
demon on defense, bolted forward
leading the interference. The frosh
line charged. There was a quick pile-
up. It was Leo Goodreau's last play.

His Last Play
When the players unpiled, Leo was

lying quite still, face down on the
turf. As he slowly came to, his face
was contorted with pain. A teammate
tried to help the stricken player to
his feet and he shrieked with pain.
His back had been brutally broken.
He was given no chance of survival

by the specialists called in on the
case. He was almost completely par-
alysed. His back was broken alright,
but his sphrit was hardly dented. No
longer was he fighting for his school,
he was fighting for his life. He re-
fused to give up. He insisted on
hearing all the football scores that
grim Saturday; his wish was not de-
nied. He assured everyone that some-
day he would be back in the Villanova
"line-up." But Leo underestimated
himself, for he was soon to partici-
pate in a far more rewarding "line-
up."

"

Undefeated Seaaoa
When it was recognised that he was

not going to puU through, there was
talk of postponing the entire football
schedule, but Leo would have nothing

to do with this idea. He movhigly
complained that it was not only un-
fair to the team whkh had worked
so hard for so long, but even unfair
to himself.

^
It is merely an anti-climax to state

that the Villanova footbaU team, in-
spired by this tough plucky youth
swept on to an undefeated season,
crushing all opposition.

The Last Spark
But soon the fight became too

much, even for Leo Goodreau. He
confided to his coach, Harry Stuhl-
dreher, "I've given the best that is in
me, I'm tired out, I can't hold out
much longer." Death was near. He
was given the Last Rites and soon
lapsed into a coma. While in this
coma, he began to caU football signals
and continued until early Tuesday
afternoon, just four short days after
his gridiron play, the spark of life in
Leo Goodeau fiickered out.

ASadjSoene
Father O'Leary who was present at

the time of the death had this de-
scription: "It was a beautiful but sad
scene. Outside were teammates and
clAssmates, and inside prieste and
doctors. To tiie last Leo maintained
that same staunchness of heart which
marked hfan on the football field."
At the funeral in Villanova's Col-

lege Chapel, tiie casket was carried
by his former teammates. The entire
student body was present at the Sol-emn High funeral Mass
Surely tiie spirit of Leo J. Goodreau

^?f^^.r^^ ^^^ *"^ o» the p]aying
fields of Villanova, a spirit whi?h is tothose who know his story, an ever
present inspiration to higher stand-
ards of sportsmanship and duty.
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An Evaluation.

By this time, you freshmen have been
most thoroughly welcomed to Villanova, and
it would be supeifluous for The VILLA-
NOVAN to enlarge on that welcome, beyond
assuring you that we concur in evei'y sincere

sentiment expressed. '

-"

In a more practical vein, it seems most
important that you be provided with a sort

of roadmap to the future. For this purpose,

we can suggest nothing more significant^

than the lead news story appearing on the

front page of this newspaper. Behind the

comparative coldness of objective reporting

lies one of the most dramatic developments
in Villanova's recent history. It is not too

extreme to say that, most probably, you will

not hear of any event of equal importance

during your four-year sojourn here.

The proposed restudy of the University's

expansion program means, in effect, that the

present rate of progress will be considerably

accelerated. The University's Trustees have

found that advancement proceeds geometric-

ally : the faster the progress, the more press-

ing the need for even greater progress. ;

No doubt you arrived at Villanova im-

pressed by its physical expanse. When the

present seniors arrived, three years ago,

Sheehan and Sullivan Halls had just opened,

the C & F Building was little more than a

hole in the ground, and there was one clear,

continuous tract from the rear of Mendel
Hall to the railroad station.

The magnitude of such rapid develoT>-

ment dwindles upon realization of the fact

that, only en years go only Mendel and Vasey
Halls served as classroom buildings, and only

Fedigan. Ausin, and the three residences in

the southwest corner of the campus served

as doiTnitories. Students dined in cramped
quarters in Mendel Hall, and the Library

was stuck off in some other corner.

Aside from mere physical expansion is

the mater of spiritual and intellectual

growth. Despite emergency measures, there

is no adequate location for the religious ex-

ercises demanded by a population as large

as Villanova"s. As Father President de-

clared, a new and much larger Chapel is a

vital need, and development plans assure

that it will be provided.
,

A number of new departments of study
have been added to the curriculum recently.

Only last year the Student Council took the

initiative, recently. Only last year the Stu-

dent Council took the initiativ. requested,

and ol)tainod, the establishment of a Fine
Arts coni'se. During the summer, an elec-

tronic marvpl was installed in Vasey Hall to

faciht.'iic {ho study of modei'n languaffos.

Cnuiu.ia. Pari Time, and Summer schools

hav*^

l.uilH

nia-i

vr<'

Thi]

a'lfi

a> .

111!'.

>- < I 1 ,

tl.)'-

ll

in'.iM><)n»r! to the jx)int where entire
'> wiil iiave to be set aside for tiieir

• iiM'. Provisions for this, too, are

' ;;,r!Hi()us popularity of cxtra-cur-
• i.ilifs throatcns to overwhelm

! "aii. the Student Union I:>uilding,

; ,/('S tlie need for projects such
:

" >(mI theatre. Increased participa-

;

• .iniifaj sports taxes facilities as

'i(> ;:round is occupied l)y con-

. IK dies for these problems, how-
•

!

i' offinjr.
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: ,
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r:'s, and sojiietimes for decades.
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Letters

Greetings to the Freshmen Class

Welcome to Villanova University! This September some
1200 men and women embark upon a new career as Villanova

students. The sights and sounds of Collegiate life, so different

from your accustomed mode of schooling in the past years,

perhaps serve at first only to bewilder and confust. So many
new faces, new courses, new methods of teaching, can be for

a while disturbing to themost stable person. But they are all

part o fthe Great adventure of higher education. The word ad-

venture connotes bold, exciting, extraordinary experiences.

L/earning will indoed provide such experience and I urge each

freshman entering: Villanova this year to seek out and find the

thrill and the exi.iieinont of higher learning. In the case of

the intrej)i(i exp!orV\r of the Arctic wastes, or the rugged
climber of the Hhr . :i>nn peaks, there can be no thrill of ac-

complishmrnt unKv the adventure is prepared for by a stren-

uous program of .s< if-discipline to tune up the proper muscles.

So there can be no Uirill of learning, no intellectual excitement,

unless there is study, development of the muscles of the brain,

serious thought. I ask you today at the beginning of your
college careers to put forth that effort, dig in to the books,

consult with your professors. Wha you do in the next four

years at Villanova will have an effect on the rest of your
everlasting lives. Please make sure that it's going to have a
good effect. God bless you, Villanovans! / ,• v

Sincerely yours,
: ;V J ;v\! .:

^j2eM^^^, d^^^

Rev. John A. Klekotka, O.S.A.

President

Fellow Villanovans,

Y,)ur Student Council is now beginning what is probably

its most active programming in recent years. We of the Stud-

ent Council of Villanova feel that we can serve you best only

if you, as students, .show a strong positive interest in Student
Government. Wc are striving his year to weave the Student

liody and Student G'ovcrnmcnt into a more closely knit unit.

It is therefore our privilege to extend to you, and"

csj>eeially the freshmen, a sincere invitation to attend all Stud-

ent Council Meetin;?s wl^ieh are held every other week in the

, HJast Lounge of Dougherty Hall. : ..;:::;;;

In the coming weeks 1 hope 'that you wilt meet with your
class, fraternity, .so, ipiy, or club representatives and relate

your opinions and iduv" ;o ihem so that we, as a group, might
'li-^cu-ss and utilize tlvepiV Y(>u might also u.se the Student

;C(»uncil suggestion tsj.\ in t^ougherty Hall. However you may
..rJjoosc to do it, ploaVt' participate and share in your Student
Government. It will i^nly be a^ strong as you choose to

-lake it. ;-'! '. '

-y^-'- '<:':'
-.^

'

With every good vvish for a successful academic year,
• main

Sincerely yours,

Afflerlcanism Made Mytlr

By Religious Issue

;
'The noble statements and platitudes writ-

ten about the United States are all myths. They
are nothing more than the sloppy sentiments of

overaged and adealistic historians." The previous

statement sounds rather ridiculous and unfair

to most Americans. But it is more than possible

that similar statements will be expressed if the
Presidential campaign, now in progress, degen-
erates into a mud-slinging religious fracas.

If Kennedy should lose the coming election

solely because of his religious affiliation, what
widespread effect may it have on the future of

this country? The scars of '28 healed very
slowly—.some haven't yet. If in '60 we witness
another '28, how long will it take for the scars
to heal

?

Outspoken Protestants
At a time when the nece.ssity of national

unity is a must, many so-called Americans are
beating the drums of disaster prefacing acqui-
escence to the Pope should a Catholic be elected

to the Presidency. Even many intelligent non-
Catholic clergymen such as Dr. Norman Vincent
Peale, author of "The Power of Positive Think
ing," and Dr. Daniel Poling, editor of the Christ-
ian Herald, had their names associated with an
article which questioned a Catholic President's
ability to withstand prssur from th Caholie hier-

archy in matters of foreign police.

Tsese men, who are wo of the mc. t widely
known churchmen among non-Catholics, can not
be excused for their blind ignorance regarding
the idea of separation of church and state.

It seems ironic that some Protestant clergy-
men who constantly claim that Catholics are
attempting to units church and state inject their
own political views into their sermons. Most
Baptist clergymen, particularly in the South
(where hospitality ranks second to illiteracy,

are apainst Kennedy for no other reason than
his Catholicism. '' '

>

Protestant Intelligentsia

A comforting fact, however, is the opinions
expressed by such Protestant intelligentsia as
Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr and Dr. John C. Bennett.
Both of these men concurred that religious oppo-
sition to Kennedy is ba.sed on prejudice.

As a grouD, the anti-Kennedy forces who
use religious bigotry as their rallying point are
few in number. But the followers they attract
can be many by the time election day arrives. A
concerted effort to stop Kennedy by these tactics
may be successful. Only time will tell.

Of course Kennedy may be beaten at the
polls becau.se of his youth, his inexperience, his
suppo.sed .socialistic leanings as manifested in

the Democratic Platform, or a multitude of other
reasons. Any reason except religion can justify
his political defeat in the American tradition.
But if he falls short of his goal because of re-
ligious bigotry, a terrible blow will be dealt the
American concept of liberty and justice. :v>::V
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This paper is d'.'dicated to one of the finest
men who ever entered Villanova: Scholar,
Athlete, (lentleman

—

LEO (i(K)DREAU
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THE LEO 600DREAU STORY;

LEO GOODREAU .

.

Scholar, Athlete

Gentleman

Editor's Note: This story is a re
print of the article written by BUI
Jones that appeared in the January
1, 1956 issue of the VILLANOVAN.
The facts that were used for that
story were taken from the December
5, 1950 VILLANOVAN from an art-
icle written by Robert J. Quinn. It is
'reprinted here in order to acquaint
all freshmen with the name and tradi-
tion of Leo Goodreau for whom the
Stadium is named, and to whom this
newspaper is dedicated.

Alfiadiim HIE C.O()DRE.\U Memorial Plaque still remains at the en-
tranee to tlit- stadium, in tribute to the player who died on the
gridiron.

Villanova Univensity ha.s produced
many outstanding men throughout its
years of CathoMc education. Among
these men some have been brilliant
students, some excellent athletes and
other superior gentlemen. But per-
haps one of the finest men ever to
enter Villanova, a humble composition
of each of these qualities, never grad-
uated. The man today is a shining
memory to those of the faculty who
have been at Villanova since 1930,
and to the present undergraduates*
merely a simple name on a tarnished
plaque. This man. to whom the VIL-LANOVAN is respectfully dedicated
IS Leo Goodreau, a scholar, an athlete!
and most of all, a gentleman.

Merely a Name
To most of the students at Villa-

nova, Leo Goodreau is merely a name
that decorates the stadium and ap-
pears in the VILLANOVAN every
week, but he is far more than that

In 1927 the Villanova Stadium was
erected and dedicated. The entire Vil-
lanova student body attended this
ceremony. One of these students Was
a freshman who was destined to die
on that field within one short year. -

The story of Leo Goodreau is in re-
ality inspiration, an inspiration to all
Villanovans.

A^ Football
Leo was an All-New England inter-

scholastic quarterback in high school
and became a prominent name on the
Villanova campus. He joined the
ranks of freshmen football players
and due to his hard. fast, clean and
•aggressive play was immediately tag-
ged as a future star and a sure betto
take over the first string quarterback
slot on the varsity the next fall.

In liis first Rame for the Villanova
frosh, he scored the first touchdown

to be recorded in the new stiadium. a
touchdown which opened the season
and the stadium with a triumph
Little did Leo realize that in the space
of a few short years this field would
be named Goodreau Stadium.

^ Baseball Too
Although he was the finest football

player that Villanova had seen in
quite some time, this was not his best
sport. Despite his skill as a Quarter-
back, Leo showed as much if not more
proficiency as a catcher on the base-
ball team. His coach, Charles A.
McGeehan, predicted that he easily
had a major league career before him
If he wanted it. He was truly a great
athlete.

Leo, deeply engaged in athletics,
nevertheless had. an abundance of
time for social activity. He we.s in-
strumental in conducting the fresh-man dance in the spring of 192§.
Under his leadership and determina-
tion the dance became the most suc-
cessful in the history of the class. In
appreciation for his fine eflFort the
class elected him to the position of
Secretary shortly before the scholas-
tic year terminated.

Revived Spirit
He was also instrumental in re-

viving Villanova's fraternities which
were practically non-existent. Meet-mgs were seldom held and little was
accomplished when they were He re-
vived the EpsUon Phi Thetrf Frater-
nity into one of the most active social
clubs on the campus. In order to re-mam in the campus picture the frats
were forced to rejuvenate and the
school spirit flourished as it never had
before Leo had solidly proven that a:^ck of spirit had no place on the
Villanova campus.

' Despite this unusually heavy sched-
ule, Leo maintained a scholasUc aver-
age which placed him in the upper
half of his class. His coach, Hai^
^tuhldreher, figured on him as poten-
tial Ail-American on th^ gridiron and
a shining light" in the Villanova foot-
,ball picture. It was a sure hmg. But
he was never given the chance toshow hjs All-American calibre to the
rest of the sports worid, for the Lordhad other and far greater plans forLeo J. Goodreau.

On the field Leo never gave up
digging, and ironically this hustle

cost him his life.

One early September afternoon he
was calling offensive signals for the
varsity against the frosh in a, grueling
scrimmage held in preparation for
Villanova's game. The frosh lined up
determined to prove their mettle
against a larger and more experi^
enced varsity. As the ball was snao-
pe(| to a halfback, Leo, who besides
being a triple threat on offense was a
demon on defense, bolted forward
leading the interference. The frosh
line charged. There was a quick pile-
up. It was Leo Goodreau 's last play.

His Last Plsy
When the players unpiled. Leo was

lying quite still, face down on the
turf. As he slowly came to, his face
was contorted with pain. A teammate
tried to help the stricken player to
his feet and he shrieked with pain.
His back had been brutally broken.
He was given no chance of survival

by the specialists called in on the
case. He was almost completely par-
alyzed. His back was broken alright,
but his spirit was hardly dented. No
longer was he fighting for his school,
he was fighting for his life. He re-
fused to give up. He insisted on
hearing all the football scores that
grim Saturday; his wish was not de-
nied. He assured everyone that some-
day he would be back in the Villanova
"line-up." But Leo underestimated
himself, for he was soon to partici-
pate in a far more rewarding "line-
up.'*

Undefeated Season
When it was recognized that he was

not going to pull through, there was
talk of postponing the entire football
schedule, but Leo would have nothing

to do with this idea. He movingly
complained that it was not only un-
fair to the team which had worked
so hard for so long, but even unfair
to himself.

It is merely an anti-climax to state
that the Villanova football team, in-
spired by this tough plucky youth
swept on to an undefeated season,
crushing all opposition.

The Last Spark
But soon the fight became too

much, even for Leo Goodreau. He
confided to his coach, Harry Stuhl-
dreher, "I've given the best that is in
me, I'm tired out, I can't hold out
much longer." Death was near. He
was given the Last Rites and soon
lapsed into a coma. While in this
coma, he began to call football signa.'s
and continued until early Tuesday
afternoon, just four short days after
his gridiron play, the spark of life in
Leo Goodeau flickered out.

ASadjScene
Father O'Leary who was present at

the time of the death had this de-
scription; "It was a beautiful but sad
scene. Outside were teammates and
classmates, and inside priests and
doctors. To the last Leo maintained
that same staunchness of heart which
marked him on the football field."
At the funeral in Villanova's Col-

lege Chapel, the casket was carried
by his former teammates. The entire
student body was present at the Sol-emn High funeral Mass.

Surely the spirit of Leo J. Goodreau
Imgers m the halls and on the p.'aying
fields of Villanova, a spirit which fs tothose who know his story, an ever
present mspiration to higher stand-
ards of sportsmanship and duty.
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THIS STADIUiM sa\y Goodreau score Its first touchdown

THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE

When their raft's mooring line
parts, two "muskie" fishermen
desperately fight the current to
reach the shore of the river
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"25 lb. test" means the line
Itself will stand 25 pounds of
pull, but with the aid of the
"spring" in the pole, it will
hold much more.
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Mixed Emotions: Bright, Blue;

Notes On Faces Old And New

Autumn leaves . . . There'

something about the first we^

or so of school . . . the best

registration and the not-so-o'

facoa ... the newly colore

m a t r i c card

and Father
Whitley . . . th^

worst is tryinr

to fill in your
course card?

without falLinr

into one of those

IBM holes, or

SPEERS attempting
, to change a

course . . . the best is completing

your new roster and leaving a

boring summer job . . . the worst

is waiting in line for books and

once again taking care of dirty

laundry . . .the best is that

ultra-free weekend before classes

begin and the musical clamor

from the dorm rooms . . . the

worst is the new counsellor and

that long drive from home every

day . . . the best is the first

football game and the unerring

college spirit and passive ego-

building of the frosh . . . the

worst is missing mom's dinner

and having to part in the middle

of the parking lot . . . the best

is Rosemont and the first day

of class ... the worst ... the

worst are the first assignments

and the nights getting colder

... the best is the dewy, morn-

ing smell and being back at Vil-

lanova.

The Party's Over . . . CONNIE
DONOHUE, the student who pi-

oneered the female entry into

our engineering scliool, has taken

a leave of absence from V.U.

. . . The M.E. major received an
offer during the summer to ob-

tain her B.A. degree from Trin-

ity College, Washington, D.C.,

in June of '61 . . . Conn'e attend-

ed Trinity for two years before

coming to Villanova . . . "It was
just too good an oiler to turn

down" explained Connie . . .

She'll return to V.U. in Septmn-

ber, '61 and expects to be Villa-

nova's first .woman engineer

grad. . . . BOB BROTHERS,
former humor columnist for the

VILLANOVAN is presently

meeting deadlines at the Phila-

delphia Bulletin. -
: / •

Ex-editor TOM WOLF is aboard

a Navy carrier in Brigitte Bar-

dotland.

SCALIA doesn't need a belt any-

more . . . "CHIPS" D'AMBRI-
OSIO didn't ivaste any time this

year . . . The day before his

registration he was "remember
. me-ing" with some upperclass

nurses in the Pie Shoppe . . .

PETE NOLAN'S back . . . For

some reason BOB DELISA
seems to be the happiest of all

to be back (?) . . . He's been

smiling from here-to-here since

registration . . . PETE FEDER-
ICO'S still strutting . . . PAUL
O'ROURKE rates this year's

crop of frosh nurses better than

last's (physical, of course) . . .

Wasn't VINCE KIRK the only

male that sat in c.n the nurses'

fashion show last Thursday?
. . . Former Villanovan sports

columnists TONY MACKLIN
and TOM TROY (of Spirit Wins
Macklin Yes; Troy-No news de-

bate fame which appeared in

these pages last semester) have

return to campus an graduate

student-instructors still on op-

posite sides of the ball . . . Mack-

lin—English; Troy—History.

TIfNtkUM By Joe CoiiMii
-Round Midnight

White

by bill tpetrt

Swan Song . . ."The junior cmss
ought to have an inferiority

complex . . . This year's frosl.

were shown "Pal Joey" as their

Orientation Week treat while the

-eniors were shown "Rear Win-

ow" when they were frosh and

'he sophs saw "Mister Roberts"

last year , . . Yet the class of

?2 had to be contented with

a small screen, black and white,

rarbled filmed interview between

Edward R. Morrow and Admiral

Hvman G. Rickover . . . thrill-

. . stilling.

If you have a siege of home-
sickness every now and then

">erhaps a trip to the second

Hoor of Dougherty Hall any day
ground 6:00 p.m., will bring back

fond memories of the local zoo

around feeding time . . . Our
herculean heroes of the gridiron

are more then a match for Gar-
gantua's steak night.

Week
Introducing "G)lumn For The 'Men'

"

iy Jot Zawockl

I.C.G. Awakening

Student Interest In

Timely Problems
With the great interest in pol-

itics in the United States, it is

ing?

It is the custom in a newspaper such as

the VILLANOVAN to address columns of

this sort to a general audience of readers, an

organization, a class, or the entire student

body.

This column, being the first of the school

year, properly is an immediate violation of

that axiom. For this inspired bit of journal-

ism is addressed to a relatively microscopic

faction of the freshman class, that f<actk)n of

freshmen with an intelligence quotient some-

what above that of the average adolescent

lemming.

Thus, as the makeup of the class of 1964

is doubtlessly greatly similar to uncountable

preceding classes, it can be conjectured that

there are perhaps ten or twelve, perhaos even

fifteen, of this rare alert breed. To this poor

group, destined to suffer much in the next

four years, I offer an apology, beg an indul-

gence, and offer an explanation in regard to

the farcial, imbeoilic, and asine execution

of Orientation Week by the much ridiculed,

so-called "White Hats."

This is the case at Villanova. By far the

overwhelming bulk of the student body is

lacking in Intelligence to the extent of pre-

mature senility.

It is only fair, democratic, and "Ameri-

can" I am sure the supra-lemmings of the

freshman class will agree, that the majority

of any given society or institution dominate

the cultural, social, and hitellectual temper

of said institution.

This is the case at Villanova. By far the

overwhelming bulk of the student body is

lacking in intelligence ta the extent of pre-

mature senility. The antics of the ahnian-like

"O.C's" is only one, the first, to be sure, but

nevertheless only one of many such ordeals

yet to be borne.

Fortunately, signs are appearing already,

indicating that Orientation Week, as we
know it, with all its quasi-traditions, will

soon be a dim memory of the past. Already

it is rumored rather reliably that Good Coun-

sel Hall, <in toto,' has discarded its "regs,"

and is openly flaunting White Hat power.

If this promising sign is a precedent of

the ultimate failure of the "Orientation" sys-

tem, then in the near future, perhaps White
Hat effort might be directed in healthier

channels in introducing freshmen to Villanova.

'^^'.:}:^
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Wes Roberts can tell you:

"THERE'S NO CEILIJMG FOR A SELF-STARTER

IN THE TELEPHONE BUSINESS"

^^. W^ Wes Roberts was nearing the end of

his senior year at San Jose State College, he was

;,. looking for a job with a wide open future. He
found it when he joined Pacific Telephone in

; . San Francisco.

Here's how Wes tells it: "I remember one of

my first jobs. The boss said, *Wes, I want you

to work out a plan showing where we'll need

new field operating centers to keep up with

Northern California's growth over the next 10

years.' I didn't know whether I was more happy

or scared."

Wes didn't tell us (but his boss did) that he

handled the report like a pro. And today, as a

division supervisof, he's holding down a key

telephone job.

Wes Roberts' story is not unique in the Bell

Telephone Companies. The telephone business

is growing fast—and men are needed who can

grow just as fast.

Wes can tell you: "We get good training.

But no one nurses you along. We hire managers

—not errand boys. So far as I can see, there's no

ceiling for a self-starter in this business."

// you're a guy like Wes Roberts— if you like

to bite off more than you can chew and then chew

it— you'll want to visit your Placement Office for

literature and additional information.

"Our number one aim is to have in all

management jobs the most vital, intelli-

gent, positive and imaginative men we

can possibly find."

Frederick R. Kappel, Prtaidtnt

American Telephone & Telegrraph Co. BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

(1) Philadelphia is the fourth

largest city in the country.

^ (2) The average college

P* youth's spending money is

limited. '

From these two seemingly
unrelated statements is born

\^0r the concept and basis of this

column and the format for the
coming months. It is intended

^ to be an entertainment guide
for the mature college student
who wishes to get the most out
of his fun money. Since, as men-

ff tioned above, his money is gen-
erally limited, it is our hope
that we can point out some of
the highlights of the coming
season in movies, theater, jazz,

and the arts in general for your
ultimate benefit.

The title of this column
comes naturally because it is

" 'ROUND MIDNIGHT" that the
men are separated from the boys
in their tastes for what con-

I

,*«

stltutes a good time. The boys
will always be found nursing a
dime beer at one of the local

emporium but the young man
wishing to mature gradually in

these formative years will be

fund discussing the movie, play,

or jazz concert that he has just

seen.

Philly is our beat and, like

any big city, it has its good and
bad points. The bad ones are

easy to find
; just ask any of the

swamp-dwellers from the across

the river. For the good points,

we hope that you will get in the

habit of turning to this column.

In the ensuing weeks, there will

be found a list at the end of

column with the highlights of

the coming week. But for now,
let's look at the big city and
what it has to offer us. One
hundred and thirty-four movie
theaters advertise in the local

papers, fifteen of which are

considered first run. There are]
eight art theaters in the larger!
number and since eighty percent •

of the exceptwnal films during
the year pass through here,
much of our movie time will be
spent in these theaters.

There are five legitimate thea-
ters where Broadway-bound
plays iron out their kinks before
departing for our New York
suburb. Since p!ays tend to be
expensive, it will take a very
good one to attract our atten-

tion. Jazz lovers have no prob-

lems in this area as Philly

abounds in this art form in both
quantity and quality. Besides
the usual showp'aces, there are
the numerous concerts given at

the Academy of Musdc. Restau-
rants with quality food and rea-l

sonable prices are always worth
a mention here and are not
hard to find.

Athletically, Philadelphia has

a comforting fact that there is a
statewide student organization

liT—̂ . ^. ^- * 1. ^u 1
devoted to intelligent political

the distmction of bemg the only thought. The organization is
city in the land to field five

^ jj^own as the Intercolle«H«te
major coMege "goonball" teams
These whistling exhibitiins are

played in Penn's Palestra whose
chief claim to fame is its an-

The V^li'anovH -...i.».., . ^^^ .i\a

The Villanova chapter of the
I.C.G. is one of the most active

of the approximately fifty chap-
nually terrible schedule which ters in the Conference. During
more often harms than helps

our teams. Down the street at

Convention Hall, the Pro version

of Hugh Brown's favorite sf>ort

can be found. With these two
establishments so close to-

gether, outsiders are often
fooled into thinking that they
are near a whistle factory. ,

the past year, Villanova was the
scene of a model national presi-

dential nominating convention.

Although the proceedings of

these conventions were conduc-
ted in a manner akin to the na-
tional conventions of the major
political parties, they (lacked one
thing—The hullabaloo and bal-

Around the corner in Frank- . lyhoo demonstrated by the Dem-
lin Field, the Eagles open theirlocrats at Los Angeles and dem-
season i^unday against Cleveland onartrated by the Republicans
and next month, the Arena will
again host the Ramblers Hockey
Six. These minor sports should
keep the fans quiet till the
Spring when the Phils try again.

1

Ws whats up front that counts
Up front is

| FILTER-BLEND |
and only Winston has it!

Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially

processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
R. J. Reynoldi Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem, N. C.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD Me a c/ffareffeshou/d/

at Chicago. After watching the
Democratic convention it is diffi-

cult to believe that the dele-

gates are in a sense entrusted
with determining the destiny of

this nation. Consider that the
ideas and the model platform
worked out by students at the

I.C.G. Harrisburg convention
will remain in a filing cabinet,

while the ideas of the "serious

and mature" delegates at Los
Angeles may determine the fu-

ture of the free world.

This is a deplorable state of
affairs when one considers thef
high stakes which are involved.

Serious thinking students can
hardly condone the behavior of
many leaders of the major po-

litical parties. Thirty or forty

years ago the threat of world
destruction was seldom if ever
discussed because few people be-

lieved that man was capable of

destroying himself. Today this

threat is a part of our everyday
conversation. And yet with a
threat of such magnitude ever
present, our (leaders so often act
imprudently.

In recent months students in

Turkey and Korea brought
about the downfall of dictatorial

regimes, and Japan witnessed
the radical and undesirable ac-

tivities of the Zengakuren. It?

seems apparent that students in

different areas of the world are
becoming increasingly interested
in how their g?overnments are
operated. But most of the time
they can only express them-
selves by rioting. There are no
efficient student organizations
in these countries which can
serve as a vehicle for students
to voice their opinions in an in-

telligent and conservative man-
ner. .'^:'' .':'• .; ••::','•-'";•

^^•^•^'^'•'f-.

In the United States, however,
there already exists an organ-
ization, the Intercollegiate con-
ference on Government, which
acting as a foundation in Penn-
sylvania could and should be the
forerunner of a nation-wide con-
ference o fcollege students. Then
the political ideas of students
could be put into realities in-

stead of wastebaskets.

". . . The success of any enter-

prise depends in great measure
upon the degree to which it

draus upon the knoicledge and
creative ability of those who are

engaged in it. Suggestion .^;/.^-

/<'»?;.v «irr' effective wrrhani.sms

for tapping this pctcntiiil Thr.^r

systems exemplify our respect

for the individual and his ideas,

and demonstrate our faith in the

ability of each oitizcti to roM-

tribute to the progress of the
iMtional community . .

."

—Dwight D. Eisenhower

'1^1
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Very Rev. John A. Klekotka, OSA, president reviews Univer-
sity iMisiness in liis Mendel Hail office.

President Reveals Expansion Plans
many friends and associates on
the Development fund, and to
the great numbers of people

not directly associated with the
University, who have lent us
their co-operation and assist-

ance. Because of them, the
fund-raising outlook is most op-

timistic."

(Ck>ntinued from Pa£;e 1)

they may seem, do not ever

cover the total cost of an edu-

cation. Therefore, there is a
continuing need to expand fund'^

raising activities to obtain the

needed assistance. .Of course,

we are most grateful to our

Rev. J. J. Hanson Is Dead;

Oldest Priest At V. U.
The Rev. James J. Hasson,

O.S.A., oldest member of the

Province of St. Thomas of Villa-

nova, died suddenly in the Mon-
astery on September 8. Father

Hasson, 80 years old, had
formerly served as pastor of St.

Thomas of Villanova Church,

and St. Denis Church, Merwood.
More recently. Father Hasson

had been retired from active re-

ligious work, but as late as last

s-pring, he was participating in

campus life to the point where

he wnote an interesting contrast

between present-day college life

and life at Villanova half a cen-

tury ago. This appeared as an

article in The VILLANOVAN.
Bon In Ireland

Father Hasson was bom May
11, 1880, in County Donegal, Ire-

land. He came to the United

States at an early age, and at-

tended Cathedral School in Phil-

adelphia, and Villanova College.

He entered theAugustinian
Novitiate in 1901, and was or-

dained in 1906 by Bishop Ed-
mond Prendergast.

Following his ordination. Fa-

ther Hasson was appointed pas-

tor assigned to St. Augustine's

College, Havana, Cuba. Later he
served in parishes in Massa-
chusetts and New York. He also

taught at Augustinian Academy,
Staten Island, N. Y.

F'rst Villanova Pastor

In 1916, he was appointed first

resident pastor of St. Thomas
of Villanova Church, in Rose-
mont. Later, he was named rec-

tor of St. Denis Church, Mer-
wood. In 1925, he became a
trustee of Villanova.

Father Hasson's later service

included establishments in the
Bronx and Staten Island, N. Y.

;

Detroit, Mich.; and Chestnut
Hill, Philadelphia. In 1950 he
was assigned to the Villanova

Monastery, where he remained
until his death.

Solemn Requim Mass was cel-

ebrated on September 18 by the

Very Rev. James A. Donnellon,
O.S.A., Provincial. Burial was
in the community cemetery be-

side the Chapel.

CliaBpagne Tea Will

Aid Fund Drive

For Rea Library
A champagne tea and fashion

show, to benefit Villanova's Rea
Memorial Library, will be held

on October 9 in the C & F Cafe-

teria.

Original funds for the Li-

brary, poDularly known as the

"C & F Library," were donated

by Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Rea,

Main Line residents, in memory
of their late son, Robert W. Rea,

Jr., for whom the library is

named.
Although the library is less

than one year oM, the need to

increase its facilities is already

apparent. A committee of

prominent Philadelphia - area

women was formed during the

summer to plan the champagne
tea an dfashion show as one
means of procuring funds for

the library's exoansion.

Invitations have already been

distributed for the event, which

will run from 4 to 7 p.m. Stu-

dents of the Moore Institute of

Art in Philadelphia will model

fashions which they designed

and produced themselves.
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ELECTED!
By a landslide... the new Esterbrook "101"! Now-a dif-

ferent type of cartridge pen! It carries 2 cartridges in the

barrel—one is a spare—so there's no need to run out of ink.

32 points in its favor! Every point custom-fitted to a

different handwriting personality. Choose your personality

, . . choose your pen point . . . 32 in 9II!

$1.95 is the low, low price of the Esterbrook "lOP
Renew Point Fountain Pen ... so there's no opposition to

the fountain pen budget this year! Get on the Esterbrook

bandwagon . . . pick your pen and pen point now! 5 colors.

Squeeze-fill available, too!

S^bnAtook Sims "i^

Ettarbrook "101"

•T. M. The Esterbrook P*n Co.

Esterbrook

pons sllahtly higher
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brawing
fhstrunnent^

helps you buy your
Engineering Supplies

get it at your
ooilege store

Meet Your Villanova Administration
RKV. JOHN A. KLEKOTKA—An

electrical engineering graduate, Class
lof '35, Father went
Ion to study at
atholic Uni.

/ersity, University
f Pennsylvania,

ind P e n n State
[University. A na-
tive of Philadel-

|phia, he was as-

signed to Villanova

Jin 1942. In 1944 he
?came moderator of the VILLANO-
VAN and in 1956 was appointed as
Villanova Chaplin. Father was made
Director of Admissions in 1957, and
•finally President of the University in
1959. His office is located in the
southwest coiner of Mendel Hall on
the first floor.

REV. JOSEPH W. KEMME, O.S.A.—The office of Vice President for Stu-
dent Affairs con-
cerns itself with
matters of spiri-

t u a 1, intellectual,

and disciplinary

significance. F fi
-

ther is a graduate
of the Class of '38

and appointed to
ulty in 1942. He
earned a M.S. in

Catho'ic University
and in 1953 was named University
Chaplain. Three years later he be-
came Vice President.

mathematics at

REV.'JOhi!;PH J. GILDEA, O.S.A.
—As the Vice President for Academic

Affairs, Father is

in direct supervi-
sion of the schol-
astic framework of

I

the campus. A V.U.
I graduate of the
Class of '39, father
was a member of
the faculty here
from 1940 to 1946.
After 13 years at

Merrimack College, he returned to
Vil.anova last year. Father has a
M.A. from Catholic University and
a Ph.D. from the University of Penn-
sylvania.

REV. JOHN J. CURKAN. O.S.A.—Father's charge is the maintaining
of all university
incomes and ex-
peditures. Because
of the rapid
growth of Villa-

nova in the last

decade, finan-

cial resources have
become of the ut-

m o s t importance.
It is up to Father,

whose ofllice is 'ocated directly across
from the business office in the first

floor of Mendel, to handle both the
minor everyday problems and the
complex long-range ones.

REV. GEORGE J. McLAUGHLIN,
O.S.A.—A graduate of the Class of

'36, Father began
teaching at Vma-
inova in 1947, in

the Commerce and
Finance School. He
Ireceived an M.A.
[from Catholic Uni-
Iversity in 1940. As
IDean of Men, is it

[Father's job to see
_that on campus

and oflf-campus residents observe cer-
tain ru'es and regulations instituted
by the university. His office is located
on the second floor of Mendel Hall.

a

MISS M. DOROTHY BOYLR—As
Dean of Women, Miss Boyle's charge

is the female coun-
terpart Qf Father
McLaughlin's. She
possesses a B.S. in
Nursing Education
from V.U. and a
M.S. from the Uni-
versity of Pennsyl-
vania in Education.
Before coming to
Villanova she

served in the Navy Nurse Corps, and
taught at the Bryn Mawr Hospital
School of Nursing, Bryn Mawr Col-
lege, and Immaculaba Ooilege.

REV. DANTE L. GIROLAMl
O.S.A.—Father is a graduate of th

Class of '38 an
received a M.S. i:

mathematic
in 1942 from Cath
olic University. A:
Dean of Studen
Activities, Fathei
is the immediati
overseer of all stu-

dent Activities, Fa-
ther is the immedi-

ate overseer of all student extra-cur-
ricular functions. He also serves as
the moderator of the Student Council
the most important student group on
campus. • #

REV. NORBERT W. WHITLEY,
O.S.A.—In his capacity as University

Chaplain, Father
comes into closer
[personal con-
tact with the stu-

'dents then any
; other member of
'the administration,
the administration.
A Class of '37

graduate, Father
'has attended Gre-

gorian University in Rome and earned
a lectorate in Sacred Theology at
Catholic University in 1941. Prior to
his appointment here in 1957, Father
was Master of professed clerics at
Augustinian College, Washmgton
D. C.

Swingline

stapler

no bigger

than a pack

of gum!

Filters for

-finestflavor byfar!

Including 1000 Staples

A do-it-yourself kit in the palm of
your hand! Unconditionally guar-
anteed, Tot makes book covers,
fastens papers, does arts and
crafts work, mends, tacks... no end
of uses!

Buy it at your college book store.

/ii^

STAFUMMJM*
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Swingline Cub stapler,$1.29
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Long Island City. New YorK, N. Y.

Tareyton has the taste-

Dual pater
does it!

Here's how the DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

L It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
• • • definitely proved to make the taste of a cA^^^^h^jtuxa ^nd
smooth... •

2 with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance
the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's flavor-balance gives
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

NEWDUAL FILTER Tareyton
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After last Saturday's 23-13 loss, to Mar-
quette, there was no great display ot shocK'
by the Villanova student body. There was
no great disappointment that the young; 'Cats

tooK it on the chin in their tirst contest.

There were, however, mixed feelings of cyni-

cism and optimism prevalent aroound the

campus.

The cynicism, although not altogether
excusable, has been conditioned through past
exi)eriences with past Villanova football

teams, and is not as yet aimed directly at

the present edition. As a result of too many
disappointments and too few bright spots,

the Villanova student and fan has come to v

accept the fall campaign as the bitter equalizer

of the sweet success of basketball, track, and
baseball seasons.

', >.!.• :> ". »>'•

Now this sardonic attituae has been
present for a while at V.U., and one game, a
losing one at that, is not going to alleviate

the situation in one quick stroke. It will

take quite a bit of doing to wash away the
sour taste of the apathetic '59 campaign,
which in pre-season polls was anticipated as
"The Year'" for the Wildcats.

At this point, the column is beginning
to sound like a short discourse on the recent
history of Villanova football spirit. This is

not the purrwse of the writer. In contrast,
there is a flicker of optimism being shown.
This ray of hope has been produced by the
"new look" of the Villanova football situa-
tion. This look can be summed up as "hun-

;:gry.''/,,'-'';;:'^ ;;;,.

This hunger is creating a fresh desire
that was sorely missing during the dreary
1959 season. The Marquette game was a
good example of the new spirit.

The overanxiousness of a young team
was evident at times Saturday night by way
of costly fumbles and ill-timed penalties. But
these mistakes are to be expected of a hustl-

ing, green ball club. They will be lessened

by time and the experience of a few games.

On the brighter side, the contest showed
that a balanced offensive backfield unit has
finally arrived at Villanova, instead of the

usual one or two workhorse backs. The solid

ground game was a tasty appetizer for future
grid battles.

An alert and more effective defense was
displayed, but the typical Villanova lack of

depth behind the capable first unit hurt the
'Cats as the game wore on. This shortcom-
ing and counterballanced by the sharper co-

hesion in the offensive attack in the second
half.

;^ All these things are characteristic of a
young team, as was already mentioned, but
an observer can see that the horses are there,
if not the depth. These horses just need
grooming. This grooming will take time,
but the team's hunger to make good and its

confidence in its ability can conquer this ele-

ment.

The trust of the students, however, is

another matter. The feeling of the under-
graduates (barring freshmen, who arrive on
the Main Line with a natural pride in their
football team and their school) needs an up-
lifting, but the: students here are so accustomed
to letdowns that they are hesitant about al-

lowing their hopes to groow too high. What
it levels down to is that they want to be
shown.

The 1960 Wildcats gridders could be the
ones to show them. This team and its coach-
es have the ability, if not the smoothness as
yet, of a good team. With the backing and
appreciation of a loyal student body, the club
could rise to the occasion this year as well
as those to come.

As a sidelight. Navy a few years ago
under Eddie Erdelatz had "a team named de-

sire." Maybe Villanova under Alex Bell has one
of its own.

Mister,..
you're going to wear
that shave all day!

START WITH THIS NEW FORMULA BEFORE-
SHAVE LOTION, stop 4 o'clock stubble trouble!

You can shave blade-close, all-day clean, with-,

out "tenderizing" your face, when you use
Pro-Electric Before Shave Lotion. It contains

ISOPHYL* to give your shaver extra glide-power

-refreshes you with that brisk, bracing Old Spice

scent. 1.00 no federal tax.

) I-

,'

U L- T O N

QaCanQiK
(Auihor of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The hfciny

Loves of Dobie GiUis", etc.)

THE PLEDGE YOU SAVE
' MAY BE YOUR OWN

Today's column is directed at those young female under-

graduates who have recently pledged sororities and are wor-

ried, poor Iambs, that they won't make good. Following is a

list of simple instructions which, if faithfully observed, will

positively guarantee that you will be a mad success as a

sorority girl.

First, let us take up the matter of housemothers. The
housemother is your friend, your guide, your mentor. You
must treat her with resptect. When you wish to speak to her,

address her as "Mother Sigafoos" or "Ma'am." In no circum-

stances must you say, "Hey, fat lady."

Second, let us discuss laundry. Never hang your wash on
the front porch of the sorority house. This is unsightly and
shows a want of breeding. Use the Chapter Room.

Third, meals. Always remember that planning and preparing

meals for a houseful of healthy girls is no simple task. Your
cook goes to a great deal of trouble to make your menu varied

and nourishing. The least you can do is show your apprecia-

tion. Don't just devour your food; praise it. Exclaim with

delight, "What delicious pork jowls!" or "What a yummy soup

bone!" or "What scrumptious fish heads!" or "What clear

water!"

Fourth, clothing. Never forget that your appearance re-

flects not just on yourself but on the whole house. It was
well enough before you joined a sorority to lounge around

campus in your old middy blouse and gym bloomers, but now
you must take great pains to dress in a manner which excites

admiring comments from all who observe you. A few years ago,

for example, there was a Chi Omega named Camille Ataturk

at the University of Iowa who brought gobs of glory to all her

sorors. Camille hit on the ingenious notion of suiting her garb

to the class she was attending. For instance, to English Lit she

wore a buskin and jerkin. To German she wore lederhosen and
carried a stein of pilsener. To Econ she wore 120 yards of

ticker tape. Her shiningest hour came one day when she

dressed as a white mouse for Psych Lab. Not only her Chi

Omega sisters, but the entire student body went into deep

mourning when she was killed by the janitor's cat.

111^1^4ilMMel/^ ''^^!^

Finally, let us take up the most important topic of all. I

refer, of course, to dating.

As we have seen, the way you dress reflects on your sorority,

but the men you date refieot even more. Be absolutely certain

that your date is an acceptable fellow. Don't beat about the

bush; ask him point-blank, "Are you an acceptable fellow?"

Unless he replies, "Yeah, hey," send him packing.

But don't just take his word that he is acceptable. Inspect

him closely. Are his fingernails clean? Is his black leather

jacket freshly oiled? Is his ukelele in tune? Does he carry

public liability in.surance? And, most significant of all, does

he smoke Marlboros?

If he's a Marlboro man, you know he has taste and discern-

ment, wit and wisdom, character and sapience, decency and
warmth, presence and poise, talent and grit, filter and flavor,

soft pack and flip-top box. You will be proud of him, your

sorority will be proud of him, the makers of Marlboro will be

proud of him, and I will be paid for this column.
© 19«0 Max Hhulnwa

The makers of Marlboro, having paid for this column, would
like to mention another of their fine cigarettes—mild, un-
filtered Philip Morris—available in regular size or the sensa-

tional new king-size Commander. Have a Commander—
welcome aboard.

snquin|03 }0 s)i|6|U)| aijj, uiof

Contact through Box 80,

Mender Hall Post
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Olympic Heritage Here
by Dan Grove

tAA ^i"?
State's Bob Brown nips Olympian Frank Budd and Paul Drayton in tli« Finals of the

100 yard dash during the lC4A's track meet laat spring. The time was 9.7.

Lohr'5 Eleven
NAVY vs. Villanova. .Gladly miss on this one

NOTRE DAME vs. California

Irish off and runniiig
PITTSBURGH vs. Michigan State ...;>....

Smart money on the three C's
SYRACUSE vs. Boston University

Pretty cheerleaders

MISSISSIPPI vs. Tennessee •

*01e Miss tops in SEC

ARMY vs. Boston College . . History repeats
GEORGIA TECH vs. Rice

Engineers make Rioc paddies
NORTHWEASTERN vs. Oklahoma 7

Upset of the week
OHIO STATE vs. S.M.U

Running game over passing
IOWA vs. Oregon State

Hawlceyes in a close one
BALL STATE vs. Valparaiso . Nattiest name

:•...<»'
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THE NEW
AT /^TTPIT) A Take this course on
^^J^J-^VTJ^lJAVil. television for credit
Your school is now offering full academic credit for participation in Modern
Algebra, a television course offered weekday mornings* on Continental Classroom.
To obtain credit, undergraduates are required to view the program three days a
week; teachers desiring graduate credit -five days a week. Prerequisites: high
school algebra and geometry. Contact the Registrar on your campus for enroll-
ment details. The teachers are Dr. John L. Kelley of the University of California
at Berkeley, and Dr. Julius H. Hlavaty of DeWitt Clinton High School of
New York City. The textbook, written especially for this course, is Dr. Kelley 's

"Modern Algebra," published by D. Van Nostrand. Inc. You may also enroll in
Contmental Classroom's Modern Chemistry - Monday through Friday*. Pro-
duced by the National Broadcasting Company in association with the Confer-
ence Board of the Mathematical Sciences and Learning Resources Institute.

STARTS MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, ON NBC
•Check your local listings for time and channel number.

Villanova has a great Olympic
tradition. Incoming freshmen
either know this already, or will

soon become aware of it. Alum-
ni and undergrads brag about it.

Ever since one Jim O'Connell
of Villanova competed in the
Olympic broad jump in 1904, the
Wildcat track team has been
well represented in the simmier
classic.

In the 1948 Games in London,
two Villanovians competed. They
were Cummings Clancy, a dis-
cus thrower, and George Guida,
a 400 meter runner. Guida
made the finals, but didii't place.

Banner Year V
The banner year was 1956, the

place, Melbourne, Australia.
Four Wildcats "made the boat."
Ron Delaney stole the show from
John Landy and the rest of a
great 1500 meter field. Charlie
Jenkins surprised everyone by
besting his teammates in the 400
meters, and by running a leg on
the winning 1600 meter re^ay
team. Oh yes, a sawed-off high
jumper named Phil Reavis came
in sixth. He jumped nine inches
over his own height to do this.

The Roman Holiday of I960
was tainted by upsets, disputes,
and unfounded news stories
about the behavior of Uncle
Sam's minions. Nevertheless,
Villanova was again well repre-
sented.

Olympion Bragg

Don Bragg took the pole vault
as expected, running the total

number of gold medals won by
Villanova athletes to four. Alex
Breckinridge, an ex-distance
man here, came in 30th in the
marathon, an event for which
he had never trained, before this
year.

This long synopsis of past and
present greatness leads to the
story of the only Villanova un-
dergraduate who went to Rome.
This is the story of Frank Budd.
During the Penn Relays, I

saw the Who's Who of American
sprintdom—^Norton, Sime, Mor-
row, Woodhouse, Collymore,
Murchinson, and company.
Norton looked like he could

outrun Don Campbell's "Blue-
bird" in a short drag. Sime and
the rest were alsD very impres-
sive. Frank Budd pulled up lame
in the 440 relay.

To the GoAst
In June, Jim Elliot took Budd,

muscle pull in the IC4A's.
The story was different with

Frank Budd. Frank finished
fourth in the AAU meet and had
the confidence that a sprinter
needs. He had been brought
along slowly, and was now at
his peak. The rest is history: he
finished a close second to Ray
Norton and was on the road to
Rome.

On To Rome
Like Hannibal, the American

athletes crossed the Alps, but
only after a gruelling exhibition
in Switzerland. Unlike Hannibal,
they failed to conquer Rome, es-
pecially the sprinters. They did
not conquer, but they did man-
age to qualify three men for the
finals in each sprint, a fact that
is hardly a failure.

Budd finished fifth in the 100
meters, quite an accomplishment
for anyone, especially a boy who
was given about a 1000-1
chance to make the team.
Budd also ran on the ill-fated

400 meter re'ay team that was
disqualified after winning the
finals. The disqualification cariie

after oflSicials ruled that Ray
Norton accepted the baton from
Budd outside of the passing
zone.

Sca/pegoat Needed
Naturally, the press and some

coaches looked for a scapegoat.
Norton and Budd were alternate-
ly blamed. SPORTS ILLUS-
TRATED, with its usual ex-
cathedra, end-of-argument ap-
lomb, placed the blame squarely
on Budd's shoulders.

I hate to re-open this rather
delicate subject, but I feel that
something must be said for both
men. It has been said that Budd
slowed down and told Norton
to wait. I do not know how he
could have slowed down much,
since he had a lead and the
whole team broke the world's
record. Norton himself was ad-
mittedly depressed over his two
sixth place finishes. He antici-

pated Budd, and jumped the
gun; because of his lane posi-
tion, everyone was going by him,
so naturally he was impatient.
He tried to slow down, but bare-
ly stepped out of the twenty
yard aone. (Most coaches say
that a man should stop dead if

he hasn't accepted the baton af-
ter 15 yards).

Coaches To Blame
If any blame is to be placed,

it should be on the coaches.
The relay team was not picked
until shortly before the qualify-
ing rounds. 'Therefore, they
could not practice together un-
der their coach. The ultimate
winner, Germany, had practiced
together for nine months.

In a final analysis, I think
Budd and Norton have both
suffered enough, by not getting
their richly-deserved gold medal.
Neither is to blame. Anyone who
practices as hard as these two
men have, do certainly deserve
more respect than they have
been shown by the supercilious

press corps whose only strains
of combat seem to be a calloused

Otis Drayton, John EKante, Leon backside and an impotent pen.
Praz, and John Buckley to the
West Coast for the major meets
leading up to the Olympic trials.

Budd and Drayton qualified
for the trials in the 100 and 200
meters, respectively. Drayton
tied for third with Dave Sime
m his heat but did not make the
finals because his time was too
slow. A tough break for Otie,
because he was just getting back
into top shape after suffering a

I say congratulations to any-
one who has developed himself
to such a degree to be of Olym-
pic calibre.

-¥- ^ ¥ ¥ ¥
NOTE: Despite rumor to the
contrary Frank Budd is not go-
ing to play football at V.U. This
was confirmed by Budd himself
last night.
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Gruesome Twosome

Pictured below Is Lany
Ghieck, a sophomore HB that

caught four and threw one com-
pleted pass against Marquette.

Glueck also picked up some nice

gains running.

Ml

^'^

iXf

Pictured above is Nick Lan-
gone the junior QB tliat coach

Alex Beli is relying on to run his

version of the Slot t, Saturday

agafnst Navy.

Spirited Bell Team Tries

To Scuttle Navy Saturday

'Cat Eleven Roars Back In

3d Stanza But Loses 23-13
; V Villanova's much - maligned

Wildcats travelled to the town of

ten-cent draughts last weekend

and returned with an expected

defeat. The victor, Marquette,

the score, 23-13.

The 'Cats were beaten but

not humiliated, outscored but

not outgained. They showed

things that promise to be in-

teresting once they are devel-

oped. For instance, they came

back after being down by two

touchdowns at haJftime. There

was no defeatist attitude in evi-

dence as plucky Nick Langone

engineered two sustained drives

capped by Lou Rettino's pair of

touchdown plunges. Of such

gritty stuff are winning teams

made.
In fifteen minutes the Mar-

quette partisan crowd stopped

gloating and started wondering

if Dick Dunkel could be wrong.

The score was 14-13 and the

'Cats looked in control.

Then the Beerlanders received

their biggest boon since the in-

vention of the can. It was a

bungled-up punt attempt or an

attempt to attempt a punt. The
result—a safety against Villa-

nova which made the score,

,•16-13. ^ •;•,..;:.•.- v- H?---

The point spread did not mat-

ter, but the momentum was lost.

Hope was still high, but waning.

Langone's pass was intercepted

with eight minutes, and Mar-
quette's last touchdown was
rather anti-climatic.

Surprising was the V.U. pass

defense which throttled a sup-

posedly potent Marquette's pasF

ittack. The secondary led by

Tom O'Rourke was instrumenta

:n holding the Warriors to 59

yards via the air route.

Another surprise was the play

of the interior line.

Joe Luzzi, Al Calligaris, Rege

Magness, Tom Kepner, and Jack

Weed. They opened up good

holes for Reetino, Russo, and

Glueck. Also they held the in-

side thrusts of the speedy Mar-

quette backfield.

The ends were run success-

fully by MU, too successfully. In

so doing, the Warriors unveiled

a sophomore sideline scurrier.

Mike Theisen, who looked like

a future All-American until he

turned his ankle early in the

second half. Not coincidentally

the Warrior ground attack sput-

tered to a virtual stop after

Theisen repaired to the bench.

Lack of depth can be pointed

to as the reason Theisen's gam-

bolings were effected so easily

and so often. The 'Cats flankers'

ranks were thinned by the defec-

tion of a good looking prospect,

Mike Delone. Myers and Sam
Gruneisen could not go the full

sixty minutes at top speed.

Gruneisen, who was supposed

to be the best receiver on the

squad, did not get a chance at

one pass.

Larry Glueck took up the

slack by grabbing four aerials.

Nick Lang?one called a good

steady game mixing up coach

Bell's slot T offense as well as

the Marquette defense.

The punting was tremendous

-^mpared to last year's twenty-

nine yard average, two of these

punts going dead inside the five-

/ard line.

The second string was in-

adequate; the ends were turned

too easily and too much pressure

was put on the secondary. Still

even though inexperience raised

its foamy head in the second
half, the young 'Cats played

colorful football.

The Bell boys' second "breath-

er" takes them to Annapolis to-

mornow. The prognosticators

say that it will be a long bus

ride home for the 'Cats. If the

winning attitude and spirit dis-

played in the Marquette game
can be parlayed into points,

mayhaps Bell's boys will be

whistling "Anchors Awry" as

they speed up Route 40 Satur-

day night.

The VtUanova Wildcats travel

to Annapolis Saturday to do

battle with a Naval Academy
team that whipped Boston Col-

lege 22 to 7 last Saturday. By

most oonsensus of opinion this

should be the year for the

"Philadelphia - anchored" Mid-

dies.

Navy is led by stellar left half-

back Joe Bellino, who is a can-

didate for All-American honors.

Add to Bellino the Middle

captain Joe Matalavage, and

you have one of the most devas-

tating inside, outside combina-

tions since Glenn Davis and Doc
Blanchard at Army.

Seven Regulars Return

Navy Coach Wayne Hardin,

now in his second year, has his

own wide-open version of the

"T" pretty well installed, and

now he can sit back and watch

it work. Hardin has seven reg-

ulars returning, plus an excellent

group of sophomores coming up.

The returning Middle regu-

lars include end Frank Dattilo,

tackle Dan Erchul, guards Doug
Falconer and John Hewitt, cen-

ter Frank Visted, and the afore-

mentioned Bellino and Matalav-

age. John Hewitt, the starting

right guard, has lost his posi-

tion to Vem Van Sydorn, a soph-

omore, but an injury may limit

Von Sydorn's participation in

Saturday's game.

Quarterback Replacements
Navy's main problem appears

to be that of finding suitable re-

placements for their quarter-

backs Joe Tranchini and Jim
Mexfield. Harry Dietz, a 162-

pound senior who stands 5-8, was
the starter as of last Saturday.

Dietz has never played varsity

football, although he was the

quarterback on Navy's 150-

pound football team last year.
' Coach Hardin doesn't seem
overly concerned about Dietz's

small size. "Size doesn't worry

me after having worked with

George Welsh and Eddie LeBa-

ron. Dietz is doing a creditable

job. He handles the ball well,

passes well, and has a good

head on his shoulders."

Spooler Injured

The other Middle quarterback

is Hal Spooner, who was number

three behind Tranchini and Mex-

field last year. Spooner appar-

ently had the edge on Dietz until

he was sidelined by an injured

ankle. He is still limping and

his timing is off on passing.

The fourth starter in the Navy
backfield is the right halfback,

John Richard. To go along with

this backfield, Navy has two

strong Ihies and should make the

situation uncomfortable for

their opposition.

Seventh In Series

Saturday's game is the sev-

enth in a series which started

back in 1908. Navy leads the

series 5-1. Villanova's lone vic-

tory came in 1909, when they

triumphed 11-6. The last Villa-

nova-Navy game was played at

Annapolis hi 1946 and Navy
pulled out a thriller, 7-0. That

game was marred by tragedy, as

the Wildcat mascot. Count Vil-

lan, died of a sunstroke. The

biggest margin of victory was in

the war-torn year of 1917, when

the Navy sailed into our Wild-

cats 80-3.

W. Chester Returns

... For Rugby Game
Mr. Francis Ooghlan of the

History Dept., an official of the

Villanova Rugby Club, has an-

nounced the opening of Rugby
practice season. He also issued

an invitaton to all students "for

whom Rugby is still a mystery,

to observe the practice sessions,

Or to try out for the team."

He explained, however, that

students already participating in

other University sports are not

eligible for the Rugby team.

The Club wishes to attract only

those who do not have the time

for, or interest in, other sports.

Practice Season Beginning

Mr. Ooghlan further stated

that the main Rugby playing

season occurs in the spring, be-

tween March 15 and May 15, and

tha tthe fall session currently

getting under way amounts to

a practice or training period. He
expressed the hope of arranging

practice or training period. He
expressed the hope of arranging

practice sessions with other

clubs, and announced that the

Westchester Rugby Club of New
York has tentatively agreed to

visit Villanova on Saturday,

September 24, for a practice

scrimmage.
Mr. Coghlan also expressed

the Club's gratitude to the Rev.

Dante Girolami, OSA. Dean of

Student Activities, and to the

Rev. John Dunne, OSA, and Mr.

Edward Geisz, both of the In-

tramural Dept.

Murals Underway
All team entries for the intra-

mural touch football league must

be submitted before next Mon-
day at 5:30 p.m.

"Entry blanks can be picked

up now," Ed Geisz, intramural

athletic director disclosed. "Lea-

gue play starts Wednesday, Sep-

tember 28."

Geisz also disclosed that the

annual intramural swimming and

diving championships will be

held next Tuesday in the Field

House pool at 4:00 p.m.

Entries are now being accep-

ted in Geisz' office adjcu:ent to

the pool, Geisz said.

The master entry list of all

announced participants is also

posted in the pool office.
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"Where 'YaFromFrosh? .
.

"

:y:y^->K* • VIIlMiova! **Proiid of It?" Dmiui r'«ht!! Rapidly be-
eomlng acclimatized to Villsnova traditions, a chorus of freshmen
respond to White Hats' prodding.

Joe Tate and Butch McNally,

co-chairmen of the 1960-61

Spirit Comittee, recently an-

nounced their plans for the pres-
ent football season, adding that
this year's spirit program may

well surpass those of past

years. 'The team itself," says
McNally, "because of its excit-

ing demonstration against Mar-
quette, will help the committee
to boost spirit to a much higher
level than in previous years."

The two stated, every game
will be preceded by a rally and
org>anized send-offs and wel-

comes will "spirit the team to

and from their away games."

At each rally, the co-chairmen

intend to have the coach or a

•member of the team speak to

the student body.

"Despite many trying prob-

lems, the committee's first rally,

composed largely of freshmen

under the guidance of the Orien-

tation Committee, was quite suc-

cesful," McNally said, ',with re-

ports that the cheering was
heard faintly in Bryn Mawr and
Wayne."

The Spirit Committee, work-

ing closely with the cheerlead-

ers, and with the cooperation of

the Villanova Marching Band,

will help the student body sup-

ply the squad with ample

"grandstand support" at all

home contests, according to
Tate.

Both the co-chairmen and the

Thomas Kenny extend an invita-

tion to all undergraduates to

work directly with the commit-
tee, stating that they can use
"as many as volunteer."

To fill the position of mascot,

vacated by the death of the late

Count Villain, the two co-chair-

men have announced that in cel-

ebration of the team's victory
over the Army, they will make

an excursion to the t'lorida

swamps to capture a new wild-

cat mascot.

The two mentioned also that
many organizations working in

conjunction with the Spirit Com-

mittee are aimed at the eleva-

tion of Villanova spirit, but that

only cooperation from the stu-
dent body will insure their suc-
cess. In Tate's own words: "The

only person who can raise the
spirit of Villanova University is

the Villanovan himself."

WCAU Airs Course

By Religion Dept.

Villanova University, in co-

operation with WCAU-TV,
will offer a televised lecture in

Catholic Theology during the

current academic year. The lec-

ture series, which will convey
full college credit, was an-

nounced on September 23 by the

Very Reverend John A. Klekot-

ka, O.S.A., president. This

latest addition to the Univer-
sity's expansion campaign is be-

lieved to be the first course of

its kind to be given over tele-

vision.

Beginning on October 2, the

lectures will take place every

Sunday morning from 7:30 to

8:00 over WCAU (Channel 10).

The half hour periods will con-

tinue for 30 consecutive weeks
before the culmination of the

course.

The lectures will be delivered

by the Rt. Rev. Msgr. John G.

McFadden of the Philadelphia

Archdiocese. Although not a
member of the Augustinian Or-

der, Msgr. McFadden has been

a member of the Villanova Re-

Pistol Co«rt« and
Tryovtt For PIsfol Tooni
Ocfobtr 3 to Oetobor 7
John ioiry Hall - h p.m.

ligion Dept. For the past five

years. In addition to his teach-

ing duties, he is currently Dio-

cesan Director of the Catholic

Information Center. According

to Father Klekotka, the Monsig-
nor has long been recognized

throughout the Philadelphia area

for his thorough knowledge of

Christian Doctrine and reputa-

tion as a gifted speaker.

Those interested in taking the

two credit courses may register

by mail, writing to the T.V.

Registrar, Villanova University,

Villanova, Pa. Tuition will be

the usual 22 dollars per credit

hour and an additional 2 dol-

lar registration and remision of

fees are October 27 and Novem-
ber 1 respectively.

The announced text to be used
is The Christian Life ed, F. Cun-
ningham, Priory Press, Du-
buque, Iowa, 1957.

Yearlioolc Editor

Reveals His Plans LC.G. Meets, Declares Goals
Mike Spahn, editor of the

Belle Air, recently stated that

seniors whose photos were not

taken last semester may make
an appointment with the senior

editors in the Belle Air office on

the third floor of Dougherty

Hall. This also applies to sen-

iors who wish retakes. Dates

for making appointments will be

posted on all bulletin boards dur-

ing the month of October.

In announcing plans for this

year's edition of the Belle Air,

Spahn said he intends to use

mood shots and numerous can-

did shots of student life and

campus activities.

Senior history forms are now

being distributed in the Pie

Shoppe, at the ramp of the res-

idents' dining haU, and at the

main entrance of Mendel Hall.

All forms must be returned to

the Belle Air office by October

15.

Spahn added that the history

forms will be edited for any in-

accuracies in regards to mem-
bership in student organizations.

.

EDITIONS IN ENGLISH
of Latin, Greek, and'Modem
Foreign Lanfuage High School

and College texts.

We can anppljr the translation*

and dictionaries and modern

language phonograph records of

all publishers at l«>west prices!

Write for Free Catalog

THE TRANSLATION

PUBLISHING CO., INC.
*7 Irvln* Mm* N*w Yarii 3, N. V.

SAT. OCT. 8, at 8:30 P.M. at THE ARENA

PLUS Humorist RONNIE SCHELL
Tichctt: $2.45. $2.85. $3 45. $3 85

ON SALE NOW— Box Office Philadelphta Arena. 45th A Market. EV 6-1500.

Record Mart Stores. 1527 Chestnut SI Center City. 37th t Walnut and S610
N. Broad St. OIney. GIMBELS Stores. 69th St.. Cheltenham i Downtown stort,

8th « Market. WA 2 3300. Guilded Cage. 261 S. 21st. LO 7-8618, Bookcelter,

.

3709 Spruce St. BA 2 7365. MAIL ORDER: Make checks payable to "The Arena."

4Sth A Market. Phila. Enclose stamped self-addressed envelope.

Sm MOIIT SAHL a LIMELI6HTEIIS—Academy of Music. Ptill. Sun. Oct. 16. S:30

P.M. Tickets Available—Academy of Music. Broad A Locust St. Phil.
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What's ahead for you...

after you join Western Electric?

Anywhere yoii look—in engineering and other
professional areas—the answer to that question
is progress. For Western Electric is on a job of

ever-increasing complexity, both as the manu-
facturing and supply unit of the Bell System
and as a part of many defense communica-
tions and missile projects.

These two assignments mean you'll find your-
self in the thick of things in such fast-breaking

fields as microwave radio relay, electronic

switching, miniaturization and automation. You
may engineer installations, plan distribution of

equipment and supplies. Western also has need
for field engineers, whose world-wide assign-

ments call for working with equipment we
make for the Government. The opporturuties
are many—and they're waiting!

Youll find that Western Electric is career-
minded. . .and yoti-mindedl Progress is as rapid
as your own individual skills permit. We esti-

mate that 8,000 supervisory jobs will open in

the next ten years—the majority to be filled by
engineers. There will be corresponding oppor-
tunities for career building within research and
engineering. Western Electric maintains its

own full-time, all-expenses-paid engineering
training program. And our tuition refund plan
also helps you move ahead in your chosen field.

Oppertwnitio* oxitt for •Metrical, mochanical, imlu*.
trial, civil and chomical onginaArt, a« well as in th*
physical s€i*nc«t. For mor* information got your copy
of Con»id»r a Coroor at W»tttrn Elttric from your
Placomont OfRcor. Or writ* Colkgo Rolationa, Room
200E, Wottorn Eloctric Company, 195 Broadway, Now
York 7, N. Y. Bo turo to arrongo for a Wottorn Eloctric

intorviow whon tho Boll Syatom toom vitit* your campus.

The Villanova Chapter of the
' Intercollegiate Conference on

«^ Government will hold its initial

meeting today at 10:30 in 104

Vasey Hall. Any student desir-

¥ ing to join is invited to attend
^ this meeting.

The officers of the I.C.G. for

this year are: John McAteer,

I Chairman ; Bob Piccone, Vice-

Chairman; Tom Gallen, Secre-

tary-Treasurer; and Bob Gray,

Student Council Representative.

In outlining his plans for the

coming year McAteer stated

that he hopes the Villanova

Chapter will maintain the pres-

tige at the regional and state

level it gained under its Chair-

man of last year, Larry Ruth.

The I.C.G. will participate in

all regional and state activities

litn

I

•»

I

«MNVMC1WMN« AND W9Kf rMMu tvniM

Manufacturing locations at Chlcuo. Ill.i Kaamy, N. J.j Baltlmora, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allsntown and Laurtldalt. Pa • Burtlniton.
Greansboro «.d Wlnston-Salam N. C; Buffalo, H. Y.j North Andovar. Mass., Lincoln and Omaha, Nab., Kanus City. Mo., cilombwsTaOklahoma City. Okla., Enilntarinc Basaarch Cantar, Princaton. N. J.; Talatypa Corp.. Chicago. III. and LIttIa Boch Arti Also W I
distribution cantors In 32 citias. Installation htadquartars In 16 citlas. tenaral haadquartarsi 195 Broadway, Nmv Vorli 7. H. Y.*
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IT'S RIGHT ON TOP
THE NEW ESTERBROOK «101"

Hurry I Hurry I Step right up and see the marvel of the ages!

... the new Esterbrook "101 ." A different type of cartridge

pen! It carries 2 cartridges in the barrel—one is a spare...

so there's no need to run out of ink.

The new Esterbrook "101" performs more tricks than

a trained seal. Changes pen points as quickly as you can

change your mind. Gives you a choice of 32 pen points.

Smartly styled, smooth-writing, the Esterbrook "101" is

creating a 3-ring-circus of excitement . . . you'll see why at

your Esterbrook dealer's.

. V Do it up big— top everything with the pen that has every-

thing... the Esterbrook "101" Renew Point Fountain pen.

5 colors, available in squeeze-fill, too! $1.95.

•T.M. The Esterbrook Pen Co.

The Esterbrook "tOt"

other Esterbrook

pens slightly higher

THERE'S A POINT CHOICE OF 3a-ONE IS CUSTOM-FITTED FOR YOUl

M̂id^^^Md/jutAiL^/

during the school year, accord-

ing to McAteer. He added that

William Rademacher will be the

Parliamentarian of the South-

east Region.

The aim of the I.C.G. is to

train students and instill in

them the proper attitude for

taking the leadership in their

government. "To do this we
plan to encourage the discussion

of current political topics in re-

gards to state and national prob-

lems," says McAteer.

This year the three-day I.C.G.

convention in Harrisburg will

focus its attention on the various

governmental problems affecting

the state of Pennsylvania. The
convention itself will serve as

a model state legislature. Much
time will be spent by the Villa-

nova Chapter in preparing bills

for this convention. "It is in the

preparing and the eventual de-

bating of each bill that the mem-
ber realizes the importance of

knowing his subject and also the

rules of Parliamentary Proced-

ure to be able to put his point

across.
tf

Six Challenges
Constitution Suspended

He quoted Senators Everett
Dirkson and Irving Ivea to the
effect that the sky was the limit

in congressional hearings and
that even the Constituticm could
be suspended in the interroga-

tion of a witness at these hear-
ings.

He denounced those who
taught that these hearings are
a special arm of our justice, ex-

empt from all rules but their

own, and called for a new set of
"rules for the dignity of a Con-
gressional Committee." He pro-
posed that all evidence uncover-
ed by Congressional Committees
be turned over to the Congress
as a whole to serve as a basis

for legislation.

His fifth challenge defended
the Canon 35 of the Code of
Ethics which prohibite T.V.
cameras from televising court
trials. He related that the
charge by television executives
that T.V. was not receiving

equal time with newspapers who
are permitted to have reporters
sit in on trials, was unfounded
since the T.V. reporter can tell

on the air what happened at a
trial as well as the newsman

who reports the story In his

newspaper.
Foortli World War

The final challenge was Wil-

liams' most pointed one of all.

Me vividly portrayed the fool-

ishness of war when he re-

marked that one fighter plane
costs half a million tons of

wheat ; and the cost of one B-52
could build and fully equip one
hospital. Then with the audience

in the palm of his hands he
quoted those famous words of

scientist Albert Einstein to the

effect that he did not know how
World War III would be fought,

but that the Fourth World War
would be fought with, stones.

He called for the abolition of

the Connolly Amendment and
the complete submission on the
part of the U. S. to a new inter-

national court, suoh as the in-

effective one at The Hague, and
the eventual culmination in this

organization of every nation in

the world. For it is here and
here only that we can ever hope

to attain world peace, he said.

"We have been on a holiday

from history", Williams con-

cluded, "And we must now re-

turn to law. This shall be the

work of all future lawyers; to

carry through this, our most im-

portant challenge."

FRENCH 1-2

Objectives of Adjectives

Prof. Amour

A broad study of the adjective hon in syntax with hen soir, hon ami and

hon grooming. Lecture on bon grooming with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic

illustrating the fact that * Vaseline' Hair Tonic replaces oil that water

removes. Examination of adverse effects on hair resulting from drying

action of water compounded by hair creams and alcohol tonics. Exhibi-

tion of how bad grooming puts you out of context with the opposite

sex. Special emphasis on how *Vaseline' Hair Tonic keeps hair neater

longer and attracts women as Paris does tourists. Homework drills on
Saturday evenings stressing plurals rather than singulars. Course aims

at getting along in any language . . . especially the language of love.

Jeune filles prefer hommes who use
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A Comparison
At the present time the fate of the

United Nations ooukl be said to rest in the|
hands of Nikita Khrushchev. Not since a
Soviet boycott brought about the resignation

of former UN Secretary General Trygve Lie

in 1953 has the UN been in such a near
state of collapse.

Yesterday the Communist countries and
their sycophants suffered a tremendous de-

feat when the steering committee voted
"nyet" to a Soviet! proposal to have the seat-

ing of Red China discussed at the session of

the General Assembly. The committee also

thwarted a Soviet attempt to discuss the

Congo in the Assembly. - v

, . V These two defeats are significant in the
sense that Khrushchev's idea of personal

diplomacy has become increasingly stagnant.

Even his condemnation of Dag Hammar-
skjold and his desire to move the UN Head-
quarters from New York has met with little

support. -'..''

In the short time the Russian leader has
been here, he has met with four major set-

backs. Whether these reversals cause a com-
plete shift in Russia's policy of peaceful

coexistence remains to be seen.

It is very likely, however that Mr. K
will veer further away from his policies of
peaceful competition with the capitalist

countries once he evaluates his defeats in

the light of his expectations for his supposed
peaceful programs.

Khrushchev stated recently that the Soviet' .^ all the <!heftohed tradi- Mr. Nixon is gtooping very

Union can exist without the United Nations. *»^«
Y^^®*" ,^« American eya- high when he asks hte chief ad-

This remark was made before his proposals *«"\'
/^Y^, "iT a

"^^"1 ''^?^'^,
V* 'i^*^'*

«lent for the

concerning Red China and the Congo were; P^^^ I?f S ^f.^^^L^ '«^^ of American prestige Nix-
' the Constitution which sruaran- on s entire campaign is built on

Campus Camera
by Jim Phillips and Joim Rot«H«

m
I <s v'

Counttrpolnt
Morotorium Suppresses Speech

by John Mc4feer

*nfl1i»t wM your ImpressioB of your first

days at VUlanova?"
Asked of freshmen.

Frank Sauers
When I think of my first day at Villanova,

I shall remember how stupid my fellow fresh

looked in Regs, until I passed

a mirror at home. I'll remem-
ber forever the hundreds of

cards we received; matric-

cards, mass attendance cards,

course cards, diner club cards,

etc.

I was told to hay Hi! to

,my fellow freshmen. I met
tone in Vasey Hall, said, "Hi!,

'fellow frosh" and was im-

mediately punched in the nose. It was one of

my teachere! All in all it's a great school,—

providing your riot a freshman.

Kay Uribe
Without Kathy and Marian I don't know

how I would have gotten through my first three

days at Villanova. I really en-

joyed initiation and it helped^

^^< to break the ice. I liked Villa-

nova from the start and I,

hope to stay all four years.'

tees freedom of soeech. The de-

sire of men to speak their piece

is as old as man himself. But
it was not until the American
Revolution that men were able

to exercise this precious right

to its fullest extent. "Through-

out our history we nave ex-

defeated. Quite possibly the threat enunciat-

ed by Khrushchev was intended to coerce the
XFN delegates to vote his way or be held
resDonsible for the collapse of the world
body. The delegates were not so shortsighted
as to fall prey to Khrushchev's wishes.

The fact that they did not vote along with
the communists could prompt the Russian
"boss" to withdraw from the UN. This, how- claimed to the world, especially

ever, is most unlikely. Even if the Soviets to countries under dictatorial re-

are beaten in every future debate, the prop- gimes, that our method of gov-

aganda values which they derive from being emment is superior to all others,

members of the world organization far out-. Our reason for being able to say

weigh the setbacks which they may receive, this was due to the fact that

Although Russia will remain in the UN
come what may, their policies may take on
a different tune. When Khrushchev returns
to Russia, he may not maintain the prestige
which he now possesses. The pro-Stalinist
faction of the party might emerge once again
as formulator of Soviet policy. Khrushchev
and what he stands for, especially in relation

to his theory of peaceful coexistence, have
been beaten, but good.

Outwardly he may still appear as the
unchallenged Communist leader. He is ex-
tremely popular with a majority of the Rus-
sian people. It is only natural then for the
pro-Stalinist faction should it regain its

form*»r position, to keep him in the public nedy should stop campaigning
eye. But if they do assume control, the people for the presidency so long as
of the free world can expect a return to the Krushchev is in the country,
edge of war period which was experienced One might add that any person

the soundness of the economic
and military strength of the
United States. Kennedy's cam-
paign is also centered on these
same issues, but Kennedy clahns
that there are serious shortcom-
ings in both our economic and
military policies.

men agree

Herb Lockyer
Villanova is a fine university. Most fresh-

with this statement. They should

agree because all of them

have been fined. The l.BM.

which make

ours was a government of the

peoiDle—a body politic which de-

bated the issues freely and then

voted for their candidate.

Now it appears that the Re-
publican Party under the lead-

ership of Richard M. Nixon
would particularly deny the peo-

ple the exercise of free speech.

In a recent political talk Nixon
cared for a moratorium on
speeches about U. S. shortcom-,
ings during Krushchev's visit.;

What Nixon is saying in effect

is that his rival John F. Ken-

machines up

your schedules are highly ac-

curate. I've only been switch-

ed from three classes, b"«^

then, this is only my first

week at Villanova.

Supoose Krushchev should re-

main in the United Nations for

the next few weeks. What then

wouM happen to the presidential

campaign now in progress if

Kennedy followed Nixon's sug-

g e s t i o n ? The campaigning ^ . ^ ,

would cease because there would Constenoe Goelzer

be no issues to discuss. Of^^ ^^y first impression of VUlanova was a

course Mr. Nixon could sUll pro- ^^^^'^S of bemg lost m a crowd of other lost

claim the glories of the Eisen- freshmen. This feeling left

hower Administration. Who Joon after singing "V for

would disagree with him? His Villanova" in the Pie Shoppe

opposition would be silenced. He a few times. Our White Hats
also helped by guiding us

around to the different meet-
ings .The first three days of

Mr. Nixon may have set a 'J^^^^}^''
^^^^^

"^f *? ^^^^

precedent when he asked that ^^^\^f *^^"*^"f J^^^^,
^^^

no speeches concerning Amer- ^^^^^ ^« wonderful. I was

would most likely win the elec

tion hands down.

under Stalin.
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one of the
Scholar,

who doubts the economic and
military strength of this coun-
try should likewise remain silent.

The latter statement at first ap-

pears as an illogical conclusion

to draw from Mr. Nixon's orig-

inal remark. Yet what other
conclusion can be drawn.

ican shortcomings be delivered

I while the Russian leader is here.

It is probably the first time a
major candidate has asked an-

other to. stop campaigning.

To show how utterly redicu-

lous Nixon's request is, let us

turn back the pages of History

to the campaign of 1932.

Wouldn't it have been very fool-

ish of Herbert Hoover had he
asked FYanklin Roosevelt not to

discuss the depression.

Political Poll I

iSf

I

[" VILLAiqVAM

^ In the general interest of the current presidential campaign-!^

and the impending election, the ViUanovan in conjunction Withii; « „. «
Dr. Frank C. McGurk and the students and facilities of thel ^»«^K)f «^

i Statistics Department, will conduct a systematic poll of the stu-p ^ ^^y
first impressions of Villanova were Hke

1 dent body reding several facets and issues of this campaign.| ^^^ impressions of any place or anyone. You

ila systematic poll of the student body regarding several facets^|see what is on the surface.; •

pand issues of this campaign. pAt; Villanova the surface is

J? In contrast to previous polls of various sorts which were || very appealing. Everyone is'

p executed to encompass as many students as possible and Ihuslyjiso friendly that it makes me,
^^

often produced haphazard and inconclusive results, this poll||a petrified girl, lost in a bovsi

will be based on scientific, statistical principles designs^ to reach |i college, at ease. Prompted by

coherent data. . 8 th« White Hats we were soon

Roughly, a representative group will be selected at random gij used to the constant embcu*-

fnom each major category on campus and be interviewed indi-i||rasment of fnosh orientation.

vidually by Stetistics students. The results will then be Ubu-i^Within the three days before

lated by the Department and analysed by the VJUanovan staff. P classes started, I cause to <^la«SS?^^

impressed by the great spirit |;

in the school which was iofltilled in us at the

pep rallies.'.-;/
"-'y-''^' :..: -''

Richard Kflfeather

Being asked to write about Villanova in

fifty words isn't an easy task. The thing I like

best here at Villanova is the

friendliness shown by the fac-

ulty and the upperelassmen to
the freshmen. Try to make

as many friends as you can.
I have only been here a week

but I can already see that if

you don't you're lost

m^i^MmMmm. know that my impressions were well founded.

^

X

r
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English Comedies Outrate HoUywood^s
What hidden quality does an English com-

edy possess? Is it a four million dollar budget?
Can it be a million dollar publicity campaign?
Could star box-office attraction be the key to

the mystery? These might be the qualities pos-

sessed by the Hollywood sweat shop product;

but one would never find a movie billed as a
"super collossal production with an all star

cast" as far as British comedy is concerned.

Since the late fifties, the British comedy
films, as produced at Elstree, Pinewcod, or Rank
studios, has become the most serious threat to

the Hollywood title of "Laugh Capital of the

World." It seems a good comedy cannot be
churned out of Tinseltown these days unless it

has been prepublicized as the sexiest thing to

hit the screens in years. Granted that such
comedy may for a time prove to be quite amusing,
Hollywood producers continue to ignore that this

preoccupation with sexy celluloid is fast be-

coming stale, hackneyed and oftentimes banal.

Indeed! More and more theatre patrons are

filling the local art houses these days, where
"old style" slapstick and satire, as produced by
the British, will guarantee to leave you rolling

in the aisle; if not continually nudging your
numb neighbor as a sign of total approval in

viewing British escapism as originated a gener-
ation earlier by W. C. Fields, Laurel and Hardy,
Charlie Chaplin, and Buster Keaton.

America's best comic product for 1960 was not

By Al La Ma$fra
"The Apartment" (a comedy?) or United Art-
ists, Sinescope production of "Happy Anniver-
sary;" but a hilarious compilation of clips from
great silent film comedies (1912-1930) entitled
"When Comedy Was King." Produced in days
when a budget was meaningless and plot-lines

were invented as the cameras rolled, this con-
glomeration of typical early Americana pried no
forced laughter from viewers, as the tawdry
'Tillow Talk" and distasteful "Who Was That
Lady;" but moved along at the ribald pace of
all the latest British imports.

The "Mouse That Roared" was not a super
production but just a small, witty, satirical, very
funny, fantasy-comedy about a small nation
giving Uncle Sam a kick in the shins. Yet it

set a trend in audience response and has brought
into the limelight the artistic achievement of its

stars Terry Thomas and Peter Sellers, in em-
anating what we ourselves were once the mas-
ters of: LAUGHTER.

Sets by Cecil Beaton and costumes and
jewelry by Helen Rose do not make for box
office power alone. The innocuous "Man In A
Cocked Hat" proved this. Made for less than
a million (a miracle by modern day Hollywood
standards), it proved to be a satirical spitball.
Poking clean fun at fumbling Foreign Office
methods in handling a colonial incident, it bub-
bled with shining and pointed lines as well as
some wacky scenes in the tradition of the finest
slapstick.

Cos« for GOP By Bob Germer

^^Good Show From Democrats;

Republicans For Facts^^

This summer, the citizens of

this country had an excellent op-

portunity to participate in a
Presidential campaign. The TV/
networks did an excellent job of

covering the conventions, the

news mediums interpreted and
analyzed the speeches without
bias, and the individual had a
valuable chance to be better in-

formed than ever before. The
news and television industries

have been just as conscientious

in covering the campaign. This

writer has taken advantage of

the opportunities as much as

possible.

The Democratic Convention at
j

Los Angeles seemed more con-

cerned with putting on a good
show than doing anything really

constructive or facing facts with

reality. They accused the United

States of being behind In many
areas. In particular they em-
phasized that the U. S. was a
second place power in respect to

;

military might. They claimed '.

that the elderly citizens of this

country weren't getting a fair

deal. And finally, they promised
more of everything for every-

bodv without raising taxes.

The Republicans, on the other

hand relied on facts. Thev -

showed the conditions prevalent

today,—pointing with justified

pride to their accomplishments,
and admitting errors and short-

comings where they existed.

They answered each charge of

laxity or second rate with sound
figures and convincing evidence.

Let us look at some of the is-

sues.

Defense : The Democrats have
stated that we have fallen be-

hind the USSR generally and
esr>ecially in the field of missies.

First, we have the most power-
ful, balanced, and advanced
Navy m the world. We have a
modem fleet of aircraft carriers,

—moveable, elusive airfields

practically invulnerable to mis-
sle attack. We have high speed
cruisers with both conventional
and missile armaments to sup-
port and protect the carriers.

We have a fleet of modern de-

stroyers that can ferret out the
Russian subs. At least one of
these "tincans" has missiles

aboard. Soon, we will be christ-

ening the first nuclear powered
cruiser and also a carrier. We
have a fearful arsenal of inter-

mediate range missiles caoable
of carrying atomic warheads in-

to the heart of Russia. We have
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artillery missiles that can be

moved with and fired from the

best balanced air might that the

world has ever seen. And, as

much as the Democrats would
like to forget it, this has all

been done since 1952. If we are

behind the Russians, whose fault

is it that the Russians developed

their power right from the end
of World War II and we didn't

get started until 1952 when the

Democratic President was voted

out of office?

Education and Welfare: Since

President Eisenhower took office,

benefits under the Social Secur-
ity act have been expanded and
raised. Unemployment compen-
sation has been increased so that
a man need not lose everything
when he is temporarily unem-
ployed. Classnoom facilities and
the number of classrooms have
been greatly increased since

1952. These facilities have been
expanded at a rate much greater
than the Democrats dared dream
in 1950. And, how many stu-

dents are now in college only
because Eisenhower's scholar-
ship plan was passed?

Experience: That Richard

Nixon has more experience and
training in the E^xecutive branch

of the government is a matter
of demonstratable fact. He has
served as Vice-President of the

country for eight years. In this

time, he has learned many of the

presidential duties by actually

carrying them out on missions

throughout the world. He has
the respect of world leaders on
both sides of the Iron Curtain.

On the other hand, John Ken-
nedy has had little experience in

foreign affairs. As Thomas
Dewey pointed out at the Chi-

cago convention, Kennedy would
rather forget his only major ad-

dress on foreign affairs.

Religioii: This reporter does
not feel that the religious issue

has any place in politics. How-
ever, in passing I would like to

state that the Republicans have
done more to silence this issue

than Kennedy and the Democrats
have. It seems that Kennedy has
learned that by talking about not
talking about something be can
keep the issue alive.

<*HOME SWEET HOMECOMING"

A great number of people have been asking me lately, "What

is Homecoming?" but I. have been so busy trying to find out

why my new sports car leaks that I haven't had time to answer.

I am now pleased to report that I finally discovered why my
sports car leaks—liiave been driving it upside down—and so

I am ready today to turn my attention to Homeooming.

Let's begin with definitions. Homecoming is a weekend ^en
old grads return to their alma maters to watch a football game,

visit old classrooms and dormitories and inspect each other's

bald spots.

The weekend is marked by the singing of dd songp, t6e slap-

ping of old backs and the frequent exchange of such greetingii

as "Harry, you old polecat!" or "Harry, you old porcupine!"

or "Harry, you old rooster!" or "Harry, you old wombat!"

As you can see, all old grads are named Harry.

It is not just old grads who behave with such Uveliness during

Homecoming; the faculty also comports itself with unaccus-

tomed animation. Teachers laugh and smile and pound backs

and keep shouting "Harry, you old Airedale!" This unscholarly

behavior is carried on in the hope that old grads, in a transport

of bonhomie will endow a new geology building.

The old grads, however, are seldom seduced. By game time

on Saturday their backs are so sore, their eyeballs so eroded,

their extremities so frayed, that it is impossible to get a kind

word out of them, much less a new geology building.

ff^ri*y^p^ olcfitrdJ^lef^

Even the football game does not improve their tempers;

"Hmmph !" they snort as the home team completes a 101-yard

march to a touchdown. "Do you call that football? Why, back

in my day, they'd have been over On the first down! By
George, football was football in those days—not this namby-

pamby girls' game that passes for football today! Take a look

at that bench—60 substitutes sitting there. Why, in my day,

there were 11 men on a team and that was it. When you broke

a leg, they slapped a piece of tape on it and you went right back

in. Whyt I remember the big game against State. Harry Siga-

foos, our star quarterback, was killed in the third quarter. I

mean, he was pronounced dead. But did that stop old Harry?

Not on your tintype! Back in he went and kicked the winning

drop kick in the last four seconds of play, dead as he was. Back

in my day, they played /oo<6att, by George!"

Everything, say the old grads, was better back in their day—
everjrthing except one. Even the most unreconstructed of the

old grads has to admit that back in his day they never had a

smoke like Marlboro—hever a cigarette with such a lot to like

—never a filter so easy drawing, a flavor so,mild yet hearty, so

abundant, so bountiful—never a Qhoipe o/ flip-top box or soft

pack.''-^:- '•"•'^''"''-•'•••-S;"^^

So old grads, young grads, and undergrads, why don't you

settle back and have a full-flavored smoke? Try Marlboro, the

filtered cigarette with the unfiltered taste, and Homecoming

will be a happy occasion and the sun will shine and the air will

be filled with the murmur of wings and no man's hand will be

raised against you.
(g) IMO Mu ShttlnM.,*

At HonUtoming time—or any time—try Marlboro'e unMi'

fered companion cigarette—mild, flavorful Philip Morrie.,,

Regular $izeor king eize Commander^-a braruinewandhappy
e:qterience inemokingt Havea Commarider—welcomeaboardt

"The best night spot is a
comfortable bed." — Arnold
H. Glasow.

"The promises of today's

politicians become the taxes

of tomorrow."—Dr. Orlo M.
Brees.

"In an eleccion

politicians can't

year, the

seem to

leave welfare <«nough alone."

—Changing Times.

NMly%.

/

"I've hung your picture on
my wall right next to Sophia

' Loren's."
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College Conformity, Cramming

Cause Complex On Campus

.'9^7'^

The Class of '64 like that ris-

ing structure of steel and stone
that in a few months will evolve
into an ultra-modern science

building, represents the future
of Villanova; and in a way our
frosh, along with every fresh-

men class in every college and
university in our country, repre-

sent the future of Amorira. Just,

how favorable do these futures

jiow appear?
During the last

decade, our
colleges have
swelled to over-

whelming n u m-
hers, and with
these vast fig-

ures have come
the usual prob-

lems which post-

script the issue

of over-fopulation: conformity,
indifference, and faievitably,

moral fading. ' ^^ '

We do not fancy ourselves as
cither a moralist or preacher,
huf would desire to take the
boldness and draw upc.n our own
personal experience at Villanova
to leave the Class of '64 vAth
two rules with which to guide
themselves through their four
years here. They are: (a) keep
your prospective, (b) be your-
self.

Hardly, statements to be in-

scribed on a municipal building
for prosperity, nevertheless, the

SPEERS

a
Swingline

stapler

r.:,,,M bigger j^

than a pack

of gum!

Including 1000 Staples

A do-it-yourself kit in the palm of

your hand! Unconditionally guar-

anteed, Tot makes book covers,

fastens papers, does arts and
crafts work, mends, tacks. . . no end
of uses!

Buy it at your college book store.

Swinghne Cub stapler,$1.29

INC.

Long Island City, N«w YorK.N.Y.

key to a self-satisfied stay at
Villanova.

Too many students, in fact

we'd say the vast majority, loolc

upon college as the "end".

You'll meet these students soon
enough, if you haven't already.

There the ones who arc spout-
ing off or are worried about the
divine "marlc." They don't care
if they know a subject as long
as they pass it in an exam.
Many of them don't care how

they get that mark for their

philosophy can he summed up
in a quote taken from these

pages of last year, when one of
our students stated: '*Anything
worth having, is worth cheating
for**. Only they're not so sure
ju^t what is worth cheating for.^

Too many of us have tee idea

of A's, B's, passing, and flunk-

ing:; and after graduation life's

a bowl of cherries. Any college

grad will sadly tell you, that

it's after graduation that the
real meat and potatoes work
begins.

Sure, an "A" in a course could
possibly give you the job over
the guy with the "C*, but once
you have the job there are no
more "tests", it's just one con-
tinuous test. If you have "it'*,

you move ahead; if you don't,

you're dropped; no pony, no
cramming, not, even your "A"
is any help. A college degree can
be a poor consolation when you
find yourself second-<rate.

-k -k -k

In being yourself, you will

autowMtically be an individual-
ist. True, this term is thought
of today somewhat as a dirty
word, for this is not the era of
the rugged individualist. But
then, that is the fault of each
one of us and not that of the
eternal cMch-all—society. Af-
ter all, we are society.

And as society we must find

out why we are concerned more
with what is being worn on cam-
pus, than what our own person-

al taste in clothes are: why we
consider "the thing to do" more
important than "what I want
to do.'•:^^:•^^;^^:•: ;':o:l^;--.v.;>v:v

Only after we realize that
there is no reasonable answer
to these questions; and only af-

ter we resolve to tear down
within ourselves this colligiate

social conformity, and "be our-
selves," can we hope to LIVE,
to be really successful to our-
selves, and not to Isend the rest
of our lives to this blob of
nothingness called society. Do
it now, while in college; for you
won't have the chance once you
get out. Society will devour you,
while the ink on your diploma
is still wet.

Certainly we all have different
visions on what we would like

to do upon graduation; yet we
are all the same in that we all

want to be the best. But aren't
the best in any field the non-
conformists. The ones who dare,
not so much to be different, but
to be themselves; the Edisons,
Pasteurs, Hemingways, Frank
Lloyd Wrights. Picassos, Car-
negies. Fords, Salks, etc.

Study to learn for the future
and conform only to your own
self. You tmy get higher marks;
they may be lower; but you'll
KNOW what you learned. You
Jnav be "out" of the "group" but
you'll be "in" outside of it; here
you »vlll be satisfied with your-
self because you aren't a fig-
nient of society's imagination
but yourself.

The life of a crusader is a lonely one. For
the sake of righteousness and reform, many
sacrifices are necessary; campus dignitaries curl

their lips in his presence, faculty and admin-
istrators snicker and caper gleefully behind his

back, former friends snub him in the lavatories.

Yet the crusader carries on, spine arched
and feet pitted to brave the storms and ig-

nomonies.
Well does the Nihilist know the plight of the

reformer, much has he suffered and courageously
has he borne the scorn of lesser beings.

At worst he has been denounced aa a hein-

^ous anarchist, an embracer of chaoe, an enemy of

noble humanity. Even to moder-
——*—*—

ate or fastidious critics, to be-

loved and respected colleagues,

the Nihilist is a chronic peasi-

toiist, a cynical negativist, sac-

rificing construction for its less

pleasant antonym.
Singularly, the NUiilist has

withstood these attacks on his

integrity and chin jutting to-

ward the holocaust, he defies

'his enemies to repeat their

slanders.

The Nihilist is no absolute

negativist, it is only for the sake
of a deep burning in his bosom
of passionate love for fellow

man that he graciously consents

to focus the foibles of his fel-

low students.
Far from opposing everything, the Nihilist

is "pro" in many things. Take for example,

motherhood and/or corn-on-the-cob. Though
still on the doubtful list, sentunent accretes

daily in his heart to actually back these things

to the proverbial hilt, to fly their banners under
the infinite blue of an loman sky which is yet

another demi-love of his.

Yet these are but pending favorites. Can
the Nihilist say that only these positivisms,

these concepts which are not of primary im-

portance to self-respecting Villanovans are the

only things he favors?

What of important things? What about
card playing in the C&F cafeteria; how about
storm trooper uniforms for the Student Council

Senate? "Villanova is concerned with the more
concrete things in life," the critics say, "Youth
wants to know."

The Nihilist replies boldly that he too is

Villanova Microcosm f

concerned with important things. Villanova with

its environs and aspects hold first place in his

mind and heart also. For him too, what else

is there?

He does not condenm everything at Villanova

as evil.

Does he condemn all because the cultural

quotient of the average Villanova student would
show up badly on Bandstand?

No! A resounding No!
To the contrary, in at least one facet, the

Nihilist believes Villanova is not only equal but
unchallengeably superior and expounds this fact

at every opportunity.

He calls all patriots, all rem-
nants of the abortive Spirit Com-
mittee to the fore. Make hay
whilst the sun shines, etc. For
it is undeniable, it is certainly

that nowhere in this world,

neither in Munich, nor Aix-la-

Chapelle nor in Keokuk is made
better than in our own beloved

and cordial Pie Shoppe, a fifteen

cent Cherry Coke.
Averaging three or four per

day the Nihilist never tires of
them. Unknown is stinginess

with the tempting cherry syrup;
inexhaustible is the bubbling ef-

fervescence of the never dilute

Coke; startling is the size of

the economical draughts; bound-
less is the pleasure of the gour-

" met, scurrying off to a dank cor-
ner to savor the bouquet.

This then in a dixie cup, is the Villanova
microcosm. This then is the constructive facet
of the Nihilist. Hats off, Pie Shoppe. Hats off

to the finest Cherry Coke in the universe.

Questions Columnist
To the Editor:

Joe Conlin's recent attempt to insult the
University was a bunch of repetitwus pedantic
drivel, an insult to every member of the Univer-
sity, and, needless to say, completely uncalled
for.

I've seen better from Joe in the Vilkuiovan,
and hope that this past article is no indication
of what to expect from his den in future editions.

Mike Tighe
Senior Arts

Mister...
you're going to wear
that shave all day!

START WITH THIS NEW FORMULA BEFORE-
SHAVE LOTION, stop 4 o'clock sfubble trouble

!

;':

You can shave blade-close, all-day clean, wilh- :,

out "tenderizing" your face, when you use ^
•'

Pro-Electric Before Shove lotion. It contains '.;t
ISOPHYL* to give your shaver extra glide-power '

:
-•

-refreshes you with that brisk, brocing Old Spice
'

-' ,'

scent. 1.00 no federal tax. /'

>3 4
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Jittery Cats Fumbles Pave Way for Navy Win
The only thing that spoiled a

perfect weekend for many Villa-

nova fans who went down to
Annaoolis for the Navy game
w»a« the game itself. The Mid-
dies came away with ithe ball

game by a 41-7 count, applying
a crushing defeat on the young
WiMcats.

After Navy's Richar<fe return-
ed the kickoflf to the 33, Ail-
American candidate, Joe Bellino,
via end huns and rollout passes
sparked the Middies down lo the
V.U. 12. From there, diminu-
tive quarterback Harry Dietz
connected with Larry Graham,
a soph end, who made a sensa-
tional catch in the midst of a
crowd of Villanova defenders.
This play brought them down
almost to the goal line and Bel-
lino drove over from there, and
the Navy team was ahead to
stay.

However, the Wildcat was not
dead yet. Upon receivUig the

^^Su°5: ^®, ^]*® 22? ^'^^^!.' ^^ ^**^*' Villanova Captain, Ustens glumly as Prsldent Eisenhower sympathetically con-
with the help of a fifteen yard goles him after Saturday's debacle. Joe Matolavage, Navy ! Captain, jubihintly awaits congratu
gainer by Lou Rettmo and a lations from Ike.
timely pass interfecence penalty
against Navy, gained possession

on the opponent's 40 yard line.

Navy held for two downs and
on the third quarterback Nick
Langone hit end Sam Gruneisen
for a picture pretty pass com-
bination on the Middle 27. This

series of plays brought the
Wildcat fians to their feet and
all was sweet in Mudville. How-
ever, a holding penalty on the
next series of downs killed the
'Cats chances and the Middies
took over.

And how they took over.

Three quarters, six fumbles, and
thirty four points later, the
Wildcats recovered somehow to
score a touchdown and save face
from being shutout. The fum-
bles, juggled punts, hobbled

pitchouts, and intercepted pass-

es were too numerous to mention
but somewhere along the line

it seemed to most observers that
Navy was 'handed four of its

six scores.

The Wildcats finally scored

Filters for

-finestflavor byfar!

on their laat play. Halfback
Mike Pettine took a handoff and
streaked around the right end.

Fullback Billy Paczkoskie threw
the initial block, a crustier which
seemed to take out the entire

left side of the Navy line, and
the next thing that was evident
to the excited twenty , thousand
fans, including President Eiisen-

hower, was the Villanova scat-

back moving down the sidelines

with a half dozen blue and gold
jerseys in mad pursuit. Mike
went the entire 65 yards with
the Navy safety man breathing
down his neck. Larry Sopko
made the conversion and the
'Cats had their first and last

taste of paydirt.

The game as evidenced by the
score was a shambles for the
'Cats after the first quarter. It

was the same old swan song for
Villanova because they did look
good while their first unit was
fresh but when Navy's coach
Wayne Hardin started putting
in his reserve units the Wild-
cat turned into a kitten.

It just seemed that the "Cats
couldn't stem the tide of defeat
as the waves of Middies rolled
over them. The big guns and
heavy air power of the Navy
were too much and too strong
for the wobbly Wildcats to do
anything on a perfect-for-foot-

ball Saturday afternoon.

Tareyton fias the taste^

Dual Filter

does it

!

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

Lit combines a unique iooer filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...
definitely proved to make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth . ..

2. with a pure white outer filter. Together they select and balance

the flavor elements in the smoke. Tareyton's ftovor-balMCt gives

you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

NEWmjAL FILTER IdTCVtOTl
nrnme # 4. r m.
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Tuppeny Reports

Cross Country Team

Preps for 1st Meet
Although many students may

not have noticed, the cross-

country team has been in prac-

tice for a few weeks now. They
are ambitiously preparing for

their first meet which will be on
October 15th at N.Y.U. The
team, along with their coach,

Jim Tuopeny, are hoping to do

better than in previous seasons.

AKong with the N.Y.U. meet,

Villanova has scheduled four ad-

ditional meets this year as op-

posed to only a total of three in,

the last season. The rest of the

teams include St. Joseph of

Phila. The Hawks were Middle
Atlantic champions last year.

Also to be mentioned are St.

John's of Brooklyn, which won
the freshman IC4A champion-
ship, and LaSalle, which hoMfli

a victory over MAC champs St.

Joseph. Finally the season will

close with the IC4A cross-coun-

try meet at Vanoourtland Park
in New York.
Among the outstanding re-

turnees will be number one man
Angelo Sivieri, a junior and a
current track favorite. Henry
Neil and Bob Collins are two
more lettermen who will help.

The rest of the team includes:

Jon Dante, who was 2nd in the

IC4A 880 track championship,

Jerry Hackett, who ran well in

outdoor track, and Lance Hugel-

meyer, who ran well at the be-

ginning of last season but fell

out of competition because of

illness. Also there are two up-

coming sophs, Pat Traynor and
Owen Maguire.

"A good or bad season will de-

pend on how hard the team
works," says Tuppeny of the

current teauL He said that
they are conditioning for the

track team and is more con-

cerned with getting the men in

shape. But as for cross-country,

the team must work much hard-

er than previous in order to win
meets. However at this writing,

the coach feels more optimistic

and expecta much better per-

formances than in the past
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SPORTS CHATTER

Cease Status—Seeking
By Mikt Donahut

Boom! feobml Boom! Boom! Boomt 6oom!

The cannon in Navy Memorial Stadium resounded six

times last Saturday. Serving as fodder was the Villanova
University football team. The cannon belched after each of
the six Middle scores.

Perhaps the post TD celebrations smacked of the melo-
dramatic? We don't think so.

The cannon looked right at home against the military

backdrop of several thousand midshipmen, such facade-

etched names as Guadalcanal, Iwo Jima, and Pelilieu, and a

spectator seated high top the stadium who still instinctively

reacts to the appelation of "General."
»f

Down on the field, however, it was apparent that there

was a visiting football team which did not look right at

home. As a matter of fact it looked and behaved as it had
no right to be included on its opponent's schedule. Not be-

cause it suffered through the humiliation of playing a shoddy
game. Rather because it was grossly over matched.

The most irksome part about the latter observation,

which can be arrived at with a minimum of insi<?ht, is that

there is little or no argument raised when the statement is

made- Tt seems to be the consensus of oninion that the Villa-

nova University football team, 1960 edition, had no business

playing the U.S. Naval Academy, 1960 edition. Yet those

whose task it is to draw up the schedule saw fit to schedule

not one but two service academies for 1960^Mayhaps it was
only the distance factor that kept them from slating the Air

Force Academy.^ V V -^

In essayinsr this column it is not my aim to second guess
our athletic policy makers. Perhaps they went status-seeking
for the name of Villanova in football circles. This much has
been achieved although we might well ask what price glory.

Navy ace Joe Bellino is jolted off his feet by one of the few crisp tackles applied to Middle run-
ners last Saturday. Stopping Bellino in tlie Villanova secondary is Nick Russo.

Con Hisfory Repeaf?

'^ • ••*'* "®* to reason why .. /
. ,

Instead it would be wise not to entertain notions of a

service opponent until at least 1965. By that time the Villa-

nova alumni fund should be substantial enough to under-
write several more football grants-in-aid. This is not merely
an academic suggestion, either. The 1961 card does not in-

clude Army or Navy (or the Air Force Academy, either.)

We suggest reorganizing our football program to bring
it more in line with teams who are more our match. Schools
like Marquette, Dayton, Rutgers, Holy Cross, Xavier, Detroit,

VMI, VPI, College of Pacific, et alia.

Even this will necessitate a reappraisal which might
well prove agonizing. For example, Detroit University, a

perennial opponent, last year instituted an eighty thousand
dollar scholarship fund. 'The Motor City people dole out 40
football scholarships per annum, or about two and a half

times as many as we allot.

We realize that a jump from 17 to 40 is quite a leap.

Especially considering the fact that our alumni fund, the
sugar daddy for prospective footballers, is only six years old.

50% of the Villanova alumni have graduated since 1950
which means that they are raising families and hence can't
assume the roles of philanthropists. Which brings us back to
the only immediate solution to the problem.

Avoid a status seeker's schedule. Forget about teams
like Baylor, Texas A. & M. and the aforementioned semcc
team.s. At least for the next several years.

Concentrate ir^tead on building a winning spirit which
in turn procreates a winning tradition. This year's squad
has, at least in potential, a winning attitude.

It's only fair to these "hungry young men,", which Alex
Bell's chaiges are, to be offered the opportunity, by virtue

of their ability alone, sans an intercessory prayer to St. Jude
to win every game they play.

Needless to say, they won't do this. Few teams do.

There'll be days when, if they play as ineptly as they did

against Navy, that they'll be defeated by teams of their own
caliber. But, just as long as it's a team of their own caliber,
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Wildcats on the Road Again
Aim To Shoot Down Flyers
The Villanova Football team

takes to the road for the third

straight time this week when it

goes up against the Dayton Fly-

ers at Dayton, Ohio. The Wild-

cats, after showing up well in

their first two games, seem full

of confidence and have the gleam

of anticipated victory in their

eyes. ,'/•' "•'•."•. ; .

'/'.;'
'

The Dayton football story is

one that parallels our own situ-

ation almost to a "T". The Fly-

ers have a new coach in Stan
Zajdel, and according to Zajdel,

a new psychological outlook.

"This team should be ready to

experience success, because it

is tired of licking its wounds,

incurred by two years of defeat.

They will be difficult to beat."

• • • •
In order to accomplish the suc-

cess which Zadjel hopes for, a

collection of promising sopho-

mores, particularly in the back-

field, must mature from the

start, and his "60 minute men,"

such as tackles Bob DeMarco
and Ransom Piltz, center Joe

Belanick, guard E^airl McFeaiters,

and possibly end Mike Manage
•han, must be at 100 per cent

strength.

His line, anchored by the 230-

pound DeMarco and Piltz at 255,

averages out to 212. The back-

field is the original "x" quantity.

The only non-sophomore start-

er is the right halfback, Jack
Samell. The other halfback is

Andy Timura, who will only be

playing his third varsity game
and already this 6' 190 pounder

fnom Pittsburgh is being touted

as the greatest back in Dayton
history. The fullback is Bob
Michigan, who is a real pile

driver. The starting quarter-

back is soD-h Jack Unrurferth

but Pat Connor, a senior from
Cleveland, plays quite a bit be-

cause of the experience angle

and his passing ability.

• • • •
Despite this array of sophs

the Flyers lost their first game
to Ohio University 28-0. This

year's Villanova-Dayton contest

is the fifth in a series which,

started in 1955. The 'Oats lead

in victories, three to one.

Call For Basketball

Any and all frenhmen stu-

dents who are Interested in

trying out for the 1960-61 Vil-

lanova Univerrity Freshmen
Basketball team report to the

ticket office in the Field HouHe
and flu out one of the Fresh-
men questionnaires and sub-

mit the same to said office.

Intramural Director

Predicts Big Year

For Campus Sports

Ed P. Geisz, Director of lor

tramural Athletics here at Vil-

lanova, has annoimced that this

year will be one of the biggest

a,nd most successful endeavors

in the field of Intramural ath-

letics ever undertaken at the

University.

Events scheduled for the fall

Include Cross Country, Touch
Football, Swimming and Diving,

Foul Shooting, Soccer and Rug-
by. The Touch Football league,

most popular of the comp^ti-

tions, started yesterday. At
least sixty teams are expected

to be entered in this competi-

tion.

New Bulletin Boards
Three new bulletin boards

will be posted this year, devoted'

exclusively to intramural sports.

The locations of the new boards

are:

1. Outside Alumni Hall

2. First floor of Dougherty
Hall

3. Day Hop Cafeteria

Muff Day
On Oct. 5, at Mendel Field, the

Intramural Department will
start Muff Day activities.
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' Day Of Recollection

^ Masses To Be Held

At 8:30 and 12:30
^

Villanova's Annual Day of
Recollection will be held tomor-
row. Services for the men stu-

, dents will be held in the Field
House. The exercises for the
women students will be held in
the University Chapel.
The day students will begin

their Day of Recollection with
Mass at 8:30 a.m. in the Field
House and the resident students
will begin theirs with a Mass at
12:30 p.m. This arrangement
is made necessary since many
day students have to work in the
afternoon.

The foUowtng day, the First
Friday of October, students will
be given an opportunity to re-
ceive Holy Conmiunion and at-
tend Mass in the University
Chapel. There will be exposition
of the Most Blessed Sacrament
during the entire day.

Evening Mass
An innovation this year will

h6 the celebration of an eve-
ning Mass at 5 :00 p.m. on First
Fridays in addition to the reg-
ularly scheduled Masses at 6:30
a.m.. 7:15 a.m., 7:45 a.m., and
12:00 noon. Immediately after
the evening Mass there will be
Benediction of the Most Blessed
Sacrament.
The Retreat Master for the

men will be the Rev. John M.
Driscoll, O.S.A. Father Driecoll
is a graduate of Villanova, class
of 1948. He was ordained in The
National Shrine of the Immacu-
late Conception, Washington
D. C. on June 5th, 1951. He
holds a master's degree in phil-
osophy from the Catholic Uni-
versity of America. After ord-
ination he was stationed for a
few years at Archbishop Carroll
High School, Washington D. C.
Later, he was assigned to teach
at Merrunack College, North
Andover, Mass. and spent sev-
eral years there as College Chap-
lain. Presently, Father Driscoll
is residing at Augustinian Col-
lege, Washington, D. C. while
completing his work on a doc-
torate in philosophy at the Cath-
olic University of America.

Rev. Francis X. Kelly will di-
rect the Day of Recollection for
the women students in the Uni-
versity Chapel. Last year he
was a Prefect in Fedigan Hall
and now resides in the Monas-
tery. He is the Director of the
Augustinian Seminary Guild, an
organization for the support of
the Augustinian Seminaries. Fa-
ther Kelly gave the Day of Rec-
ollection to the men students
two years ago and has been ac-
tive in retreat work for many
years.

0IIclII
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Concert, Football Game
Highlight Parent's Day

*IJJ?y;
*•''" ^' *'•*'•*'»» OS.A.. President, officially wel-comes QipW. E. Boyle, USN. to Villanova at cerem^ej Mdlast week. Capt. Boyle heads Villanova's NBOTC «rit

Student Given Grant
Thomas Dempsey, a mechan-

ical engineering student from
Albany, New York, has been
presented an annual stipend of

$700 by the General Electric
Foundation. The scholarship also
includes an unrestricted grant of
$500 to Villanova as a cost-of-
education award.

NFCCS Acpuaints

Villanovans With Its

Future Activities

The National Federation of
Catholic College Students last
Thursday acquainted Villano-
vans with the purpose and activ-
ities of the organization by
distributing pamphlets and ans-
wering questions in Dougherty
Hall. The purpose was to assist
the Villanova chapter of the or-
ganization in taking a larger
part in future activities.

The NFCCS pools resources to
study programs of common in-
terest on a National scale, puts
its accumulated information into
practical use in campus pro-
grams, and is the voice of Cath-
olic college students in America.
Last year the Contemporary

Issues Examination Division of
the Federation carried on a
study of CatlMlic higher educa-
tion. The constructive criticism
resulting has directly led to
changes in administrative poli-
cies of several colleges.

Pluralistic Society
This year attention will be

focu.sed on the American plur-
alistic society, unique in the
world in that three major re-
ligious gnoups overlooked their
differences in beliefs and worked
together to build a strong coun-
try. The society will give con-
sideration to differences among
the three groups which have
the position and obligations of
Catholics in this society.
The Secretariats Division of

the NFCCS, having its seat in
Washington where it has access
to the State Dept. and other
government information, con-
cerns itself with social, inter-
national, student, and religious
affairs. It provides accumu-
lated information from past files
to schools upon request and pub-
lishes focuses on critical isues
of national importance as soon
as they arise.

The federation also has a
travel program in which about
two hundred college students
participate each year, and a Col-
lege and University Relief Ad-
ministration concerned with the
well being of Catholic colleges
in other countries.

Muff Day Action

Planned By 'Diligent'

Wbltehatted Sophs
"Frosh, Muff Day is fast ap-

proaching. If you win xegscome
off. If not. you'll A^ear them
another week." The spirit of the
sophomore class was summed ud
bv Muff Day co-chairmen Rick
Santo and Jim Hawley. The ac-
tivities are planned for Wednes-
dav. October 5.

The White Hats have been
working diligently for the suc-
cess of the event and have in-
cluded in the events a touch
football game, pushball, wheel-
barnow race, football throw and
punt for distance, tug-o-war, and
basketball foul-shooting.

In order to insure fair treat-
ment to the freshmen, J. p.
Moran and his intramural staff
will referee the contests. Father
Kenny will put in his annual ap-
pearance as referee of the push-
ball game.
The co-chairmen and the re-

mainder of the White Hats wish
the frosh the best of luck, andm their words, "may the better
class, '63, win." ....

This Saturday the Student
Council, in the name of the stu-

dent body, will invite Villanova's
parents to visit the campus for
a day dedicated to them. Co-
chairmen John Wojciechowicz
and Len Carnaghi have extended
the invitation to the parents of
each student with the hope that
they will avail themselves of the
opDortunities of one occasion.
The activities will commence

at 10 :30 ajn. with an open house
on campus. According to the
chairmen, the purpose of this
personally conducted tour will be
"to acquaint the parents with
many beauties of the campus
and the modem, well-equipped
buildings and facilities of which
they have heard you speak."

Following this tour, the Vil-
lanova Band will entertain the
parents with a concert in front
of Dougherty Hall.

The Villanova-College of the
Pacific football game will fol-
low at 1 :30 p.m.

Half-time activities will begin
with an address of welc<nne by
the President of the Student
Council, Bob DeLisa.

.
The half-time entertainments

will include precision by the

nova Marching Band will pre-
sent a program dedicated espe-
cially to the parents.
The continued success of Par-

ents' Day is the chief responsi-
bility of the student. It is,

therefore, up to each and every
one to see that their deserving
parents are present for this
memorable day.

Parents* Committee
On Friday evening preceding

the Parents' Day festivities, the
first meeting of the Parents'
Committee will be held in Doueh-'
ertv Hall.

^

The comittee of thirty par-
ents, which has been organized
to represent the entire commun-
ity of parents of the student
bDdy, will meet with the very
Reverend John A. Klekotka,
O.S.A., and other officers of the
administration. They will dis-
cuss the eventual problems of
the University and attempt to'
devise a program which will help
to meet them.
Toward this end, on Saturday

a check will be presented to
Father Klekotka by Gordon
Buriingame, President of the
Parents' Committee. The check

NROTC Drin TeamTThe- Vmr-lt'r^'^'.V^'^r ?J/r:S?;
'Of laat year's student body.

Radio Expands Operations
Call LettersAreNowWWVU
JT^ul^^'wl f"^""

programming I hv big band music and Digestand an FM-type broadcast will
| Requests will be filled onSrbe started by the radio station."

announced Dan O'Mara, Station
Manager of WWVU.
The programming will be ex-

tended to a longer broadcast day.
From two until eleven Sunday
to Friday and from nine to five
on Saturday, WWVU, formeriy
WVIL, will expose its new
agenda

Popular music during the af-
ternoon will be followed by a
new program consisting of rep-
resentatives from the neighbor-
ing girls' colleges, as well as our

^„ * . ,
own co-eds. From five 'till ten

oil foreign students .there will be music to study by.r«*«rf •^ 1.. D^ 'followed by an hour of Jazz
Suite.

Foreign Students
Win

pleose report to the Re-
eorder't Office, Mendel
Holl, before October 15th.

|Requ8escaiit In Poce

Villanova Faculty and
i| Students extend their sym-
Ijpathy to the following

II
students on the recent

11 death of members of their

11 immediate families and
II recommend the souls of

I?
the deceased to the prayers

:j|of all Villanovans

:

il Father of Lawrence Pil-

Jarchik '64 Eng. Day.

i Mother of Kathleen Dol-
Iphin '64 Nurs. Day.

Mother of Thomas P.
|Scanlon '63 CF Day.

Father of Robert Harve-
• lin '62 Arts Res.

day morning with show tunes
and recalls of popular music.
For the first time this year,

disc-jockies will operate their
own equipment for a more well-
rounded knowledge of radio
work.

,

WWVU will again have com-
plete news coverage through
camous station new reports and
uPT wire service.

The station's ofl^ces will be
remodeled this year due to its
expanding operations Dr
Charies B. Smith will again be
moderator this year. The staff
heads for the coming year are:Char^ Labus, Prognun Direc
tor; Chief Engineer, Al Lowler-, * ""siuccr, Ai Liowier;

Sunday's nine hours will bei "j'"!?® Manager, Ted FV^Iaom;
.'and Personnel Director. Johnfilled by classical music followed.?v^,,*

..
I
Uberlies.

"WVIL ... I meu, WWVtJ is on the »lr!*» Radio Steiioa
Manager DMO'MArm legisters slight concern M on of his staff
opens WWVU's broadeastliq; season.
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Dr. Thomas Doyne, VillMiovft biochemiH currently woridng
on National Sclenoe Foundation-sponsored project^ tests some of
the various apparatus with which lie works.

"The next great scientific ad-
vance will be in the field of
biochemistry, and the revolu-
tion has already started," de-
clares Dr. Thomas H. Doyne,
Villanova professor of biochem-
istry,

.'"'.v-^--.'
;;;:' ;;•

Obviously fascinated with
his role in the biochemical rev-

olution, Dr. Doyne is every bit

the dedicated scientist in ap-
pearance and manner, and lit-

erally infects those in his pres-
ence with his magnetic enthu-
siasm.

His interest and energy in

biochemistry have inspired
four of his recent students to

pursue graduate studies in the
subject at Penn State, Dr.
Doyne's own alma mater. His
prkle and happiness at the pro-
gress of hie former students
is quite appcu*ent ajs he discuss-

es them.

X-ray Defraction
Dr. Doyne's life work is the

determining of the molecular
structure of biochemicals by
means of X-ray defraction.
Biochemicals are the basic
constituents of living things.

The structure of a molecule
depends upon the distances be-
tween its atoms, and the an-
gles that the bonds between the
atoms form with one another.

X-ray defraction analysis in-

volves the shininsr of X-ravs
on a crystal of the molecule
under investigation. X-ravs are
small enough to fit between
the atoms, which affect the
rays in such a way that photo-
graohic analysis of them after
they pass through the crystal
reveals much about the mole-
cular structure of the crystal.

Infinitesimal Lengths
The measurements involved

are extremely difficult, since
the atoms are only about ten
one-billionths of an inch in di-

ameter, and 15 one-biUionths
of an inch apart. If calculated
by hand, the mathematics in-

volved in refining one set of
measurement data would take
two years. With an analogue
computer, it takes eight min-
utes

So comnlex are his endeav-

ors that Dr. Doyne must be at

once a chemist, biologist, phv-
sicist, and mathematician. His
colleagues refer to him as the
"jack-of-all-trades."

Dr. Doyne's current project,

is to probe the mysteries of

enzymes, the master chemicals

that control every known bio-

logical process, from the com-
paratively simple seed growth
process to the thinking process-

es of man.

Fantastically Complex

It has been discovered that
many enzymes cannot function
unless joined, or "complexed,"
with a metal like zinc or nick-
el. Enzymes are fantastically
complicated chemicals of a
type called proteins, but they
are built of smaller units call-

ed acids.

Dr. Doyne'a.task is to dis-
cover the structure and func-
tion of the metallic complexes
of these acids, at the present
time, zinc glutamate in par-
ticular. He began these invest-
igations while working as a
Pullbright Fellow at the Uni-
versity of Osaka in Japan. He
spent four years studying as-
partic acid.

His current project, which

is sponsored by the National

Science Foundation, has been

running fo rtwo and one
half years, and is expected to

be concluded in three months.

Dr. Doyne says, however, that

no research project can ever

be truly completed, but only

halted at a chosen stage.

Graduate Assistants

Concurrently with this pro-
ject. Dr. EVoyne is occupied with
other research, sponsored by
the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.
Assisting him in his projects
are a number of students, grad-
uate -and undergraduate. One
of the graduate assistants,

James Purcell, declares that
"through the efforts of Dr.
Doyne and scientists like him,
the great mysteries of life will
someday be solved."

Press Conference

Is Addressed By

Edward J. Mewery
More than five thousand high

school students from throughout
the eastern United States con-

vened here last Saturday for

the thirteenth annual school
publications conference

Students from two hundred
high schools and preparatory
schools within an eight state

area attended the day long
meeting on the Villanova cam-
pus. The Rev. Daniel P. Falvey,

O.S.A., University Librarian was
in charge of the program.
The main address was de-

livered by Mr. Edward J. Mow-
ery, winner of the Pulitzer Prize

in 1953 and a member of the
National Press Club of Wash-
ington. Mr. Mowery has served
as the editor of the Eastern
News in Columbus, Ohio, the
Lancaster Daily Eagle and the
Ivancaster Eagle Gazette. He
has been a staff writer for King
Features Syndicate ,for the As-
sociated Press, and for the New
York Past and New York World
Telegram. He has also been a
snecial writer for the New York
Herald Tribune, the Newhouse
Newspapers and was Editorial

Director of the U. S. Senate Ju-
diciary Subcommittee on Juven-
ile Delinquency.
The students also heard lec-

tures and participated in ac-

tivities designed to assist them
in their work on school news-
paners, yearbooks, magazines,
and other scholastic publica-

tions.

Among the other speakers

who addressed the high school-

ers were the Rt Rev. Monsignor
Anthony L. Ostheimer, editor of
the Catholic Standard and
Times; John J. Liney, cartoon-

ist and illustrator; Leonard Mc-
Adams, of the Philadelphia In-

quirer; and Carl Wolf, photogra-
pher. The school publications

experts who assisted the stu-

dents in thei rown particular

problems were William T. Cooke,
John C. Ursprung, Daniel A. So-

lari, and Ralph J. MacWilliams.
A dance in the Field House

folk>wed the conference and the,

day long meting concluded with

religious exercises.

K of C MmH
The Father Ludwig O.S.A.,

Council of the Knights of Col-

umbus held its first meeting of

the school year last Wednesday
evening. Plans for activities

were discussed and applications

of new members were also ac-

cepted.

Prof Is Dublin Lecturer
Mr. Joseph W. Ratigan, Asso-

ciate Professor of English here,

at Villanova, has been appoint-

ed "Visiting Lecturer in Con-
temporary American Fiction"

at the University of Dublin.

During his year's leave of ab-

sence, he will study abroad for

his doctorate under Professor

J. J. Hogan. college registrar

and widely known professor of

English Literature.

Mr. Ratigan came to Villa-

nova in 1948. He received his

A.B. from the University of

Notre Dame in 1938 and his

M.A. from the University of

Pennsylvania in 1949. This is

not Mr. Ratigan's first trip to

Europe, but one of many includ-

ing service in England during

World War II.

As co-author, it might be add-

ed, Mr. Ratigan has given our

freshmen their English book,

••Rendezvous."

EDITIONS IN ENGLISH

of Latin, Greek* and Modern

Foreign Langnage High School

and College icxla.

We can aupply the trantlation*

and dictionaries and modern

language phonograph record* of

all pnblither* at lowest prices!

Write for Free Catalog

THE tRANSUTION
PUIUSHING CO., INC.

tf li »<m flat* Nm» TsHi 3, M. T.

Dr. Myron S. Heidingsfield

Now C&F Associate Dean

^0^

^
McMonagle Reveals Plans
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Vilanova University recently

aimounced the appointment of

Doctor Myron S. Heidingsfield as
Associate Dean and Professor of

Marketing in the School of Com-

merce and Finance. Prior to his

coming to Villanova University,
Dr. Heidingsfield was the Man-

ager of Market Research of the

Consumer Products Division of

the Radio Corporation of Amer-
ica.

ProfMsor H«idiR9ffi«ld

Dr. Heidingsfield was formerly
Professor of Marketing and
Chairman of that Department in

the School of Business and Pub-
lic Administration of Temple
University in Philadelphia. He
was also a practicing marketing
research consultant to industry,

and was executive vice-president

of a market research firm.

Moreover, he was the education-
al consultant to the Charles Mor-
ris Price School of Advertising
of the Poor Richard Club, and
was the Chairman of the Edu-
cational Council of the Phila-

delphia Chamber of Commerce.
He is a Fellow of the Ameri-

can Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science and a
member of the national honorary
society of Beta Gamma Sigma.
Dr. Heidingsfield has appeared
as an expert witness before the
Federal 0.'>mmunications Com-
mission, the Federal Trade
Comission, and the Public Util-

ities Commission, Washington,
D. C, on problems related to

marketing research.

Dr. Heidingsfield was former-
ly on the faculty of Columbia
University and the College of

William and Mary at Williams-
burg, Virginia.

SIRWALTER RALEIGH
Protective Pouch Keeps Tobacco

X
f

No spills

Ufhen you fill

Jusf dip in I

QooMr or lahr

Your fiiv/orife Tobacco!

This protective aluminum foil pouch keeps

famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh 44% fresher

than old-fashioned tin cans. The sturdy

pouch is triple laminated. Carries flat. Sir

Walter Raleigh is choice Kentucky hurley

-

extra aged! TVy it.
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The initial meeting of the Jun-

ior Class Steering Committee
was held last Thursday morning.
"The purpose of the Steering

Committee of the Class of 19Q2
will be to help formulate all

class policy, to form a core of

workers and chairmen for the

various class functions, and to

act as a liason between the class

officers and the class proper,"
declared class President Jim
McMonagle.
Mike Fallon, class Treasurer,

first announced that the treas-

ury remained unchanged from
last year. McMonagle then
stated that class rings would be
delivered to the University Shop
on October 20. and in conse-
quence, the Ring Mass and
Breakfast would be held on No-
vember 12.

Little Heads Committee
Rev. Thomas Kenny, O.S.A.,

class Moderator, will celebrate
Mass, and Joe Little will head
the committee planning the Ring
day events. McMonagle ex-
pressed the hope of securing a

b'ock of tickets for the junior

class to the Detroit game, to be

plaved in the Stadium on the

afternoon of Ring day.
Dave Muir and Walt Horn

were named co-chairmen of the

Homecoming Float committee,
which will supervise construc-
tion of a float to participate in

Homecoming activities on No-
vember 5. The co-chairmen ex-

pressed the great need for vol-

unteers on this project.

Orphan's Weekend
McMonagle also announced

that Orphans' Weekend would
commence with the Charity Ball

j

on December 2, and conclude

I

with the Orphans' Party on De-
• cember 6. Junior Week will run
from May 1 to May 6.

A general class meeting will

be held next Thursday, October
13. at 10:30 a.m. in Vasey Hall
Auditorium, to discuss these and
other class activities, to form
committees, and to name chair-
man to supervise the various
events. McMonagle expressed
the desire that all class mem-
bers attend the meeting.

Campus News Briefs

Postgrad Office Open

"Students are encouraged to

consider Graduate School early,"

said Dr. Bernard J. Bedard of

the Postgraduate Study Office.

Sophomores as well as Juniors-

and Seniors should be advised on
postgraduate study.

The purpose of the Postg^rad-

uate Study advisor is to acquaint

students with graduate school

opportunities available to them
under foundation, government or

University auspices. Dr. Bedard
gives general counseling for pre-

paration for graduate school.

This office is not to replace the

usual advisors' purposes, but is

a supplementary office to be
used before or after a consulta-

tion with your individual depart-

ment advisor. Information on the

process of application for schol-

arship and admission is given in

the field which the student would
be eligible.

8,000 Management Opportunities!
That's right. There will be 8,000 supervisory

jobs* filled from within the Western Electric

Company by college graduates in just the next ;

ten years! How come? Because there's the 'r.

kind of upward movement at Western Electric

that spells executive opportunity. Young men
in engineering and other professional work can

choose between two paths of advancement-
one within their own technical field and one

within over-all management.
Your progress up-the-ladder to executive

positions will be aided by a number of special

programs. The annual company-wide person-

nel survey helps select management prospects.

This ties in with planned rotational develop-

ment, including transfers between Bell Com-
panies and experience in a wide variety of

fields. Western Electric maintains its own full-

time graduate engineering training program,
seven formal management courses, and a tui-

tion refund plan for college study.

After joining Western Electric, youll be
planning production of a steady stream of

communications products— electronic switch-

ing, carrier, microwave and missile guidance

systems and components such as transistors,

"diodes, ferrites, etc. Every day, engineers at

our manufacturing plants are working to bring

new developments of our associates at Bell

Telephone Laboratories into practical reality.

In short, "the sky's your limit" at Western
Electric.

Opportuniti** sxitt for eUctrical, mechanical, indus-

trial, civil and chemical •ngin«*r«, a< wall as physical

scianc*, liberal arts, and business majors. For more
information, get your copy of Consider a Career at

Western EUtUlt from your Placement Officer. Or write

College Relations, Room 6106, Western Electric Com-
pany, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. Be sure to

arrange for a Western Electric interview when the Bell

System team visits your campus.

MAMUrACTUIINO ANB SUPPIY ^«X UNIT Ot THI MU SVSTIM

ROWN * wnXIAMSOM TOBACCO COKTORaTIOH
c .»-
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frinclpal manufacturing locations at Chicago, III.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.)

Winston-Salem, N. C; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Mass.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okls.

Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokie, III., and Little Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distri-

bution centers in 32 cities and installation headquarters In 16 cities. General headquartersi 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

Acording to Dr. Bedard, not
all schools are equally strong in

all areas, so one should rely on
his individual department ad-
visor to select one in the field.

Scholarship applicants should
take the earliest tests; auplica-

tion tests may be satisfactorily

taken at mid-year.

The Postgraduate Study
Office, opened last spring, has
the catalogues of most of the
colleges and universities in the
country. Scholarshio material is

received from the various deans
here on campus. The office is a
clearing house for graduate
schools and graduate school
opportunities.

Seniors who wish information
on Fulbright Grants for study
overseas, see Dr. Bedard now.
He may be seen by appointment
any day. Catalogues are avail-

able at any time.

Largest Navy Class

The largest class in the his-

tory of the Villanova NROTC
Unit has been accepted this year
from among the members of the

freshman class.

Of the 260 frosh who applied

for admittance, twice as many
as last year, 113 were accepted.

The original quota was set at

80, but due to the quality of the

applicants the unit received

special permission to take on an
additional 3 students.

IRS Commences Year

The International Relations

Society of Villanova held its

first meeting of the school year
on Tuesday evening. Dr. Fritz

Nova, moderator of the I.R.S.

gave the welcoming address.

The officers for the current

year are: Joe Clark, President;

Tony Bateman, Vice-President;

Paul Downy, Secretary-Treas-

urer and Bill Williams, Student
Council Representative.

Clark stated that the purpose
of the I.R.S. is to afford the

students of Villanova the oppor-

tunity of gaining a knowledge of

the practical aspect and prob-

lems of world affairs.

The plans for the coming year
as outlined by Clark include

prominent speakers who will dis-

cuss world affairs, group discus-

sions, films and field trips.

Clark stressed the fact that
membership in the I.R.S. is not
limited to students in the Arts
and Sciences Division.

Merits Offers Jobs

The opportunitv to enter nub-
ile service in the federal govern-
ment is again being made avail-
able to seniors, according to

John Moritz, Placement Officer.
The U. S. Civil Service Commis-
sion reports that the starting
salaries of the positions range
from $4,345 to $5,355 per year,
dpnending on the quaMfications
of the applicant, he stated.

Appointments to these posi-
tions are mado through the Fed-
eral Service Entrance Examina-
tion which, according to the Civil
Service Comission, is being re-
announced in September.

Application forms and other
information about the Federal
Service Entrance Examination
may be obtained from the Place-
ment Officer in Sheehan Hall
basement.
The Civil Service Commission

urges that all interested students
take the written examination on
the test dates scheduled during
the first half of the academic
year so that they will be in a
position to consider job offers in
advance of graduation.

LYNX Ask For Copy

This year's plans for the

the Lynx, Villanova's semi-an-

nual literary magazine, were an-

nounced by co-editors Mike Wes-
ley and Vince Kirk at a staff

meeting last week.
The editors indicated that they

expect to be faced with the us-

ual dilemma of lack of material.

Since, in the past, only a mini-

mum of material has been sub-

mitted by the C & F and Engi-
neering Schools, the Lynx feels

it is necessary to "remind the
students that the Lynx is rep-

resentative of the University as
a whole and not merely the
School of Liberal Arts."

Critical and Creative
Dr. John Phillipson and Mr.

James Mitchell of the English
Dept., moderators, in addition to
voicing the above opinion, have
expressed the desire for more
critical writing in the magazine.

Vince Kirk sees a definite

need for classical forms of poe-
try evident in the past two
issues. Although not opposed to
the usual free verse offered.

Kirk claims that "not only cre-

ative intuition but also mech-
anical craftsmanship must be
displayed."

Religion Lecture Via T.V.

ntc MARK or qnALiTV in tobacco peoDUcra
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Rt Rev. Msgr. John J. McFkiddeii of Villanova's Religion
Dept tapes "ReDglon lOS" being offered over television throucli
combined facilities of Villanova and station WCAV.
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Don't Vote
Almost daily, Dr. George Gallup and

a horde of lesser luminaries in the field of
political prognostication present the Amer-
ican public with the latest results of their

presidential poll-taking. According to them,

one of the more significant aspects of the

current campaign is its "neck-and-neck" na-

ture.

Are their appraisals accurate? And how
does the closeness of the political race affect

the individual voter?
The pollster* accuracy average may be

said to be better than .500. The correct

prediction of the outcome of Eisenhower's

"soddier-hero, father image" drive was off-

set by 1948's pseudo-prophecv which resulted

in that infamous Chiragoo TRIBUNE head-

line: "DEWEY WINS!"
Past performance is no basis for judging

ft poll-taker or opinion-dispensor, however.

Only complete accuracy on the matter at

hand is important. Therefore, it seems that

the Amencan voters, and especially the ap-

proximately 2000 voters among the admin-

istration, faculty, student bodv, and staff

of Villanova University, should investigate

thoroughly the issues upon which the poll-

sters are basing their pronouncements.

;; .:. Any presidential campaign is attended

hy a certain decree of cloudiness, produced

when a front of oratorical hot air hits the

cold, high-pressure area of local, national,

and international issues.

The current campaiirn is further b^focr-

ged by a bevy of peculiarities: the "poor

man's party" has nominated a millionaire,

while the "party of Wall Street" has named
the son of a California grocer. The South
is supposedly considering the advantages of

Republicanism, while the Democrats seem de-

termined to woo and win the Farm Belt.

Schisms, both public and private, abound

—

Kennedy versus Johnson, Truman, and Mrs.

Roosevelt ; Nixon versus both liberal and con-

sei-vative elements in the G.O.P.—but these

are apparently reconciled. The similarity of

the party platforms might incline the shal-

low-thinking portion of the public to cast its

vote on the basis of candidates' "personal-

ity."

Regardless of campaign confusion, hoow-
ever, the hard core of essential issues is

there. It is the duty, the obligation, of the

conscientious voter, particularly the voter in

the collegiate atmosphere, to discover and
distinguish these real issues from the mias-
ma of complexities attending the current
campaign. :.'

^'•^'''''l

And the time for an intelligent apm'aisal
of the political situation is now, immediately.
Election eve is hardly the time to begin won-
dering which candidate is the better. Now,
as the political struggle approaches its cli-

max, but before it has dwindled to "the
morning after," the voter must decide.

Indeed, at the risk of sounding incono-

clastic, we wouM urge: Unless you know

what you are doing, Don't Vote.
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Fist-banging has replaced

the antiquated parliamentary

procedure in the United Na-
tions General Assennbly. So it

seems to Soviet Premier Nikita

Krushfhev. Poundins: -^ fist may
be a better wav of saving no,

but pound'ia: both fists is just

going too far.

Mr. Krushchev had sonie

vprv good reasons for his wi'd

outbursts nevertheless. British

Prime Minist*>r MacMiUan ex-

posed to the General Assembly
the destructive and trouble-

making pumoses Mr. K brought

with him to the United Nations

in New York. The ca'm Briton

paused bv name and leveled the

blame for the failure of the

recent Paris conference on
Nikita's shoulders.

Above the poundine and veil-

ing of the Russian. MacMi'lan

stood with a cold stare and
w^nt on. Then deploring the

obsolete Soviet policies on Gcr-

manv, the Prime Minister

mocked the useless talk of the

Sov'pt Delegation. ^,% ,

What does all this shouting
and pounding mean? Can it be

that all Krushchev's attempts

to weaken the U.N., wreck it.

and take it home with him to

Moscow have failed? The Rus-

sian was made a fool of and

them made a fool of himself

in front of the who'e General

Assembly, when his policies

were unrovered and he was
sepn for the oro'^agandist he is.

So far Mr. Krushchev has
been unsuccessful in getting rid

of the Secretary-Genera'. If

anything, he has advanced the

popularity of Hammarskiold
especially regarding the most

powerful Western nations.

Another failure of Mr. K
was his attempt to pick up the

neutral nations. These nations

have not only refused to be.

swayed, but have been driven

farther away from the Com-
munist orbit.

But how itnany more maneu-
vers are planned? Castro went
home, will Nakita accept his

invitation? Latin America, for

the time at least, seems rela-

tively secure, but what if Cuba
goes from pink to red as it has

been going even more rapid'

y

with Castro's performance in

New York.

Mr Eisenhower and Mr.
MacMillan seem to put much
faith in the United Nations.

But is good faith enough to

make this organization strong
enough to withstand the blasts

leveled at it by the Soviet

Premier ?

It seems that at least the

English speaking countries of

the Free World are starting to

take a firm stand. Is this the
turning point at last? The
League also had men of good
faith. The U.N. may have the

power now to succeed where
the League, because of its

weakness, failed.

Ask Nikita if the United Na-
tions has power. Was he pound-
ing his both fists because this
organization need not be
feared ? Perhans it was because
he saw that the United Na-
tions cou'd call even one of
his so-cal'ed stature. He has
not weakened the U.N. as
planned, rather he had acci-

dentally strengthened it

through his own stupidity.

Letters To The Editor

are your only open Forum

Write Them!

Letters To The Editors

To the Editor:

To the freshmen especially, the majority of

whom, thanks to the College Boards, exemplify

a much higher intelligence quota than "adoles-

cent lemmings," I apologize for the insults di-

rected their way by this pseudo-^representative

of the student body, Joe Conlin.

As a White-Hat, I am, however, indebted to'

Mr. Conlin for his apology rendered for our
''farcical, imbecilic, and asinine" efforts in im-

plementing freshman registration, familiarizing

them with Villanova's campus, answering their

inquiries, instilling University spirit, and forcing

them to meet and greet fellow Villanovans.

I can certainly realize how "simian-like"

it was to herd this "poor group," yet unorgan-
ized and unoriented, into an auditorium to see

a movie, and how apparent my "pre-mature
senility" became in subjecting them to an en-

tertaining "Truth or Consequences."

May I compliment Mr. Conlin also on his

great wisdom, being himself living proof that

the undergraduates are much more experienced

than the administration, one of whom. Father
Girolami, stated to the Student Council, "The
Orientation Committee has done a fine job of

indoctrinating the freshmen, and deserves to

be complimented."
I sincerely hope that by including this

statement I have not subjected Father Girolami
to similar criticism.

Chuck Butler,

Pre-Med, '63

To the Editor: •

The forowing letter was sent to me, in my
capacity as Student Council Treasurer and head
of the Day-Hop Relations Committee:

"On Monday, September 12, the new
Villanova Stadium PaHsenger Stadium of
the Norristown Division of our Company
was opened to tlie public on a twenty-four
hour daily basis.

"Passengers wishing to board at the
Villanova Stadium stop must pull a signal

cord to notify the operator of the rail car.

the student body and any personnel of the
University who m'ght be interested, and
trust that the new facility will be a con-
venience to Villanova.

Yours very truly,

Arnold W. Frueh, Vice- President
Red Arrow Company."

Please print this as evidence of my and
Villanova's appreciation of the Red Arrow Com-
pany's consideration.

Jim Hoolcer,

C & r, '61

To the Editor:

Following is an item which was released
to all Navy ships

:

"Navy walloped Villanova 41-7 Satur-
day before homecoming crowd which in-

cluded President Eisenhower. It was second
win of season for Midshipmen as they whip-
ped Boston College 22-7 in opener."
Needless to say, it was a rout. The Presi-

dent is no doubt impressed with Villanova's
athletic endeavor, 1-9 for '59, 0-2 for '60. We're
doing fine.

I have a suggestion. Either start bui'ding
up our football team or start playing opponents
such as Haverford. Swarthmore. or Bryn Mawr.

J. W. Corev, Jr. Ens. USN
Class of '59

Letter to the Editor:

As a loyal Villanovan who respects lawfully
given authority, I must inform you that I waa
appalled at Mr. Conlin's article of September 23.

Webster defines Nihilism (the name of the
column) as the doctrine that conditions in the
social organization are so bad as to make de-
struction desirable for its own sake, independent
of any constructive program.

There is no constructive criticism in the
article. Only destruction and rebellion against
Villanova and its traditions are fostered. It

seems a pity to plague the student paper with
the seemingly mature and sophisticated bab-
blings of a boy. The writer apparently swoons
over himself and his flamboyant language. I

believe (being oonstructive) that we either ori-

entate this stranger of Villanova before he
graduates or show him to the gate at Ithaa
Avenue.

Paul J. O'Roiirke
Arts '61
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Beta Gamma Gives Chance
To Learn Invaluable Skills

By Fronk McCormick

This fall the country is being
treated to an unprecedent series

of debates between the two
major candidates for the Presi-

dency of the United States.

This, more than any other cur-
rent example, dramatically il-

lustrates how often success is

dependent on the ability to
present effectively your ideas
vocally.

This is not just true in poli-

tics, but extends to almost all

fields of human endeavor. The
man who can quickly analyze a
problem and then persuasively
present his ideas on it to an
audience possesses incalcuable
advantage over the man who
can not. To help students ac-

quire this invaluable ability is

the purpose of Beta Gamma,
Villanova University's debating
society.

Students* Misconceptions
Unfortunately, a great num-

ber of students are deterred
from pureuing this worthwhile
activity because of a number of

misconceptions they have about
debating. For instance, one of
the most common misbeliefs is

the feeling among students that
the only thing to be gotten from
debating is a familiarity with
the topic under discusion.

While it is true that this is a
rather interesting and useful

facet of debate, it is far from
the most important reason for
engaging in this activity. Opin-
ions on what exactly is the main
advantage to be derived from
debating are probably as numer-
ous as debaters themselves, but
most would doubtless agree that
basically it teaches you to think
an a manner which most people
have never done before.

Jugular Tendency
A good debater quickly de-

velops what ifl known as "the
tendency for the jugular"—that
is the ability to size up a com-
plex argument, break it down
into a few simple issues, and
inrunediately recognize the cru-
cial ideas that will decide the
debate. Once understanding
where these key points lie, he
organizes his argument to
demonstrate clearly and logic-

ally why these basic ideas, and
hence the entire case of the op-
ponents, is fallacious. He knows
that if he can succeed in doing
this, he will destroy the opposi-

ton s argument wholly and com-
pletely.

In contrast, the unskilled de-

bater is often sidetracked by
unimportant issues which per-

haps because of their emotional
impact, absorb his attention,

and hence he loses the gist of
the whole argument, and the dis-

cussion degenerates into bicker-

ing over an irrelevant point

which does not really decide the

question at hand.

Debaters Abhor Tricks
A second objection students

have to debating stems from
their impression that it con-
sists only in the learning of a
number of tricks designed to

fool someone into accepting your
opinion.

The truth is that any good
debater abhors any such tricks,

usually finding it much more to

his advantage to win the key
points with simple logic and
valid evidence. This does not,

however, mean that be neglects

to master the many techniques
of persuasively presenting his

ideas.

As a matter of fact, if he is to

convince anyone to concur in

his opinions, he must by neces-
sity acquire a host of skills deal-

ing with the actual nresentation

of his arguments. This talent of
being able "to think on your
feet' is one that can be obtained
only through hard work and
actual participation in debates.
As an illustration of this point,

almost everyone is familiar with
the groping feeling we all ex-
perience when trying to express
our ideas in words before a sea
of critical faces for the first

time.

Something To Say
At such moments the most

difficult thing in the world
seems to be just finding some-
thing to say for our aUotted
time, and the idea of making
our arguments forcible and
crystal clear sems to be just on
the other side of an impossibilty.

A little experience quickly
banishes this sensation, how-
ever, and before he knows it the
debater is all too often faced
with the opposite evil of becom-
ing so enamored with his own
eloquence that he could easilj'

talk away the better part of the
day, could he but find some one
to listen.

Skills Difficult

It should be stressed that the
skills of a good debater are not
easily acquired. It takes long
hours of careful practice and
actual participation in debates

before you overcome the multi-
tude of mistakes which every
novice makes.
Bpt all through life we are

going to be constantly faced
with the problem of convincing
others of the worth of our ideas.

If we learn the talents of debat-

ing while we are young, we can
be assured that they will not
soon leave us, for although they
are not easily acquired, once
acquired they are difficult to

forget.

Schedule Revision

Could Eliminate

Course Conflicts

by kill

SPEERS

RIVER STYX
By JONIK

ftYou Savo Him!fi

One of the most painful sea-

sonal scourges of the teacher and
student alike are the bl-yearly

registration and the examination
periods.

How many of

us have had
four or Ave ex-

a m s Scheduled

for one day; or

after struggling

for hours with

a pre - registra-

tion roster, set-

tled for what
might be an un-

desirable course "because I

couldn't fit in anything else."

Sinde every year these same
situations seem to prevail, per-

haps a quicli look at how other

un^vendties, much larger than
Villanova are handling the prob-

lem, is called for.

One of the favorite ways
many schools have in copincf

with this perennial problem, is

to simply **code** each course of-

fered at the institution, m their

coUege catalogs.

The only probable drawback
to this system is the necessity of
condocting Saturday classes;

bat since the way things are
going, In a few years Saturday
classes will be conunoniplace any-
how, tile final adoption of such
a system would be a step toward
tile future.

In the code system, either a
roman numeral or an arable
letter is used to code a course.
For instance each course coded
numeral I, would be offered on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
at 8:30; those designated II, on
the same days at 9:30 and so
on each hour to 2 :30 or code VII.

The Tuesday, Thursday, Sat-
urday classes wouhl be coded
from Vin-XrV at the same
hours. The beauty of this plan
is that it can be used, in tact,

during an exam period spread
over six days and that it permits
the university to accommodate
more students.

This is not to. mention the
ease vHth which a student may
plan his schedule for the coining
year, and conceivably for his
entire four-year stay at school.
A serious attempt at install-

ing this system here would
doubtless require the inter-
co-operation of all the divisionsV
deans. For in planning this
system, priority in all schools
would have to be given to basic
and special courses.

That is, Art courses having
a high attendance by accounting
majors, should not be scheduled
to conflict with an accounting
major course; nor ahould a basic
course like freshmen English be
scheduled to conflict with a
basic foreign language or sci-

ence required of the same fresh-
men.

MocShohian

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf', "The Many
Loves of DobieGiUis", etc.)

WHAT TO DO TILL THE
PSYCHIATRIST COMES

Once upon a time at the University of Virginia there was a

coed named, oddly enough, Virginia University who was hand-

some and kindly and intelligent and ingeniously constructed

and majoring in psychology. Virginia went steady with a young

man on campus named, oddly enough, Oddly Enough who was

supple and fair and lithe and animated and majoring in phys ed.

Virginia and Oddly enjoyed a romance that was as idyllic as

a summer day, as placid as a millpond. Never did they fight-

never, never, never!—because Virginia, who was majoring in

psychology, did not believe in fighting. "Fighting," she often

said, "settles nothing. The scientific way is to look calmly for

the cause of the friction."

So whenever she and Oddly were on the verge of a quarrel,

she used to whip out a series of ink blot tests and they would

discover the true underlying cause of their dispute and deal

with it in an enlightened, dispassionate manner. Then, the

irritant removed, their romance would resume its tranquil,

^rene, unruffled course.

After six months of this sedate liaison, Oddly was so bored

he could spit. He loved Virginia well enough, but he also be-

lieved that people in love ought to fight now and then. "It

opens the pores," he said. "And besides, it's so much fun mak-

ing up afterwards."

But Virginia would not be provoked into a quarrel. One night

Oddly tried very hard. "Hey," he said to her, "your nose looks

like a banana, and your ears look like radar antenna, and your

face looks like a pan of worms."

"My goodness, we're hostile tonight !" said Virginia cheerfully

and whipped 120 Rorschach cards out of her reticule. "Come,"

she said, "let us examine your psychic apparatus."

Oddly tried again. "You're fat and dumb and disagreeable,"

he said, "and you'll be bald before you're thirty."

"Hmm," said Virginia thoughtfully and lit a cigarette. "This

sounds like an anxiety neurosis with totemism, anagogic trauma,

and a belt in the back;"

"I hate you," said Oddly. "I hate your looks and your clothes

and your toenails and your relatives and the cigarettes you

smoke."

"Now, hold on, buster!" cried Virginia, her eyes crackling,

her color mounting, her nostrils aflame. "Just keep a civil

tongue in your stupid head when you talk about Marlboro!

Nobody's knocking that filter, that flavor, that pack or flip-top

box while there's breath in my body ! It's a full-flavored smoke,

it's a doozy, it's a dilly, it's a gas— and anybody who says a

word against it gets this."

By 'Hhis" Virginia meant a series of combinations to the

head and liver, which she now delivered to Oddly and turned

on her heel and stormed away.

Oddly brought her down with a flying tackle. "I love you

with all my heart," he said.

"And Marlboro?" said she.

"And Marlboro even more," said he.

And they kissed and plaited love knots in one another's hair

and were married at Whitsuntide and smoked happily ever after.

KKSO Mkx Sbulmmn

You too can smoke happily— with Marlboro, or with
Marlboro's unfiltered companion cigarette, Philip Morris—
available in regular size or the sensational new king size

Commander. Have a Commander—welcome aboard!

The adoptioB of moh a eode
system would proliably require
intensive Initial labor, but once
completed It could conceivably
stand, Indefinitly, without re-,

vision, for botli registration and
•xaminalioii scliedules.

We readily admit that we are
not versed in the art of making
academic schedules and don't for
a moment underestimate their

complexities. Yet the system
outlined above and modifications

of it, are being successfully im-
plemented in colleges through-
out the country.

Their avaiildbility and facUitv

of use by the student aiong with
a minimum of concern by the
deans, u^ould seem to make such
a change at ViUanova desirable.

I
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"Dark At Top of Stairs"

Stirring Drama At Fox

Cof For Democrofi—By Joe Mossey

Riding the crest of popular-

ity on the strength of his per-

formance in the "Music Man",
Robert Preston returns to the

screen for the first time in nine

yrara in the Warner Bros.-

Michael Garrison production of

"The Dark At The Top Of The
Stairs", screen adaption of the

William Inge play (opens tomor-
row at the Fox).

It is an entirely different

Preston from the one seen in the

movies now making the rounds
of the late shows. Obviously
inore confident now and in the

position of choosing his own
roles, Preston has a field day
portraying Rubin Flood, the out-

wardly brash but winning har-

ness salesman whose world
starts to crumble when the

horseless buggy forces his em-
ployers into bankruptcy. ,

:

', .•:-:.C. ;•-^^v^:^/ •;.:.•.;; I,>::

Briefly, the story Is a sermon
bv Inge on the emotional and

financial problems of an Ok'a-

homan family in the 1920*8 and

the effects of these problems on
the lives of the family. Rubin's

lost job didn't pay much anyWay
and his daily greeting from wife

Cora (Dorothy McGuire) con-

sists of monetary tirades instead

By Jot Zawackl

much. Miss Arden's anti-Cath-

olic dissertation is hilarious and
a perfect example of how ignor-

ance takes root in a person's

mind. One word of caution:

don't sit in the balcony of the

Fox. The seats are easily the

most uncomfortable in the city.

RANDOM NOTES: Through

the cooperation of Messrs. KeU
ler, de Luca, Goldenburg und
Scalen, the respective managers

of the Showboat, Red Hill Inn,

and Pep*s this reporter will be

able to conduct tape-recorded in-

terviews with various jazz art-

ists appearing in this locale

during the year. These tapes

vnll be heard on my Jazz show
Qn WWW (Tuesday & Thurs-

day, 10:00 p.m.). Appearing

this week: Les McCann Trio

(Showboat), Maynard Ferguson

(Pep*s)f and for the first time

in 29 years. Red Nichols (Red

Hill),

Worthv>hile coming events in-

clude the reissue of the classic

Chaplin comedy, "M oder n

Times'*, opening October 12 at

the Wayne Ave. Playhouse (4900

Wayne Ave.) Mort SaM will

^^Task America Faces Calls For
Leadership Of Dynamic Man, Party^^

\
f Local Theaters Offer Poor Fare

by Al LaMastra

of a kiss. Their two children appear at the Acudemy Of^ Mu

are both tied to their mother's

shrewdish apron strings.

Paced Well

The job loss prcipitates a vio-

lent quarrel in which Cora gets

a much deserved smack and Ru-
bin walks out. From this basic

framework, Delbert Mann has*

paced his characters effectively

and the screenplay by Harriet
Frank Jr., and Irving Ravetch
not only captures the flavor of
Inge's original but in some in-

stances actually improves it.

Performances are uniformly
good with Preston making the

most of the meatiest role. Miss
McGuire does extremely well

with the difficult role of the es-

sentially warm-hearted wife who
no longer enjoys relations with

her husband she considers him
too tight with money which he

actually doesn't have . As the

daughter, Shirley Knight is very

warm as the shy lass whose
young heart is so tragically

broken with the suicide of her
first love. As the suicide, Lee
Kinsolving gives a gem of a

performance. His Sanuny Gol-
den is a confused Jewish boy
whose rejection by his mother
and the bigotry of certain towns-

men drive him to his death.

In supporting roles, Angela
Lansbury and Eve Arden add

NROTC Drill Team

Open To New Fresh
Included in the NROTC activ-

ities which the new recruits may
one day apply for is the Drill

Team. The Villanova squad has
never placed lower than second
in local meets and has also earn-
ed the Fourth Naval District
championship.
The unit also showed its colors

in national competition when it

placed eighth in the Cherry Feg-
tival at Washington, D.C.

sic on Sunday, October 16 and

Count Basic and Stan Kenton

vnll give a joint concert at the

same place on Monday, Octojber

24. For the latter, there will be

two shows at 8.00 and 10:00

. .The Eagles are at Franklin

Field this Sunday hosting the

St. Louis Cards. For the unin-

formed, this Cardinal team does

not have Stan Mu^ial. Every-
body else does it so Vm picking

the Pirates in six games, but

don't ask me to bet against the

Yankees. My heart and my wal-

let don't get along.

In the coming election it is ab-
solutely imperative that Amer-
ica elect a strong and competent
leader as President. There is

hut one candidate and one party
who possess the strength and
leadership for the difficult task
ahead. This combination is, of
course, the Democratic Party
and Senator John F. Kennedy,
Let's see why.

This election should be of

prime importance to college

students because it is we who
shall be entering the world to

serve our apprenticeship for

leadership within the next four
years. It is our future whose
insurance of fredom and well-

being will be determined at the
nools on November eighth.

Republicans Lack Intelligence

What have the Republicans
been doing in the last seven and
a half years to safeguard our
welfare? In the face of the
Soviet threat, which embodies
such a large part of the forces
shaping our foreign policy, the
Eisenhower - Nixon - Hagerty
administration has been note-
worthy for the lack of an intelli-

gent, positive guide to action.

Our national security is,

threatened because of RepubM-
can considerations of budget
over defense. Our world pres-

tige has slipped through the
breakdown of a "personal diplo-

macy" based on mis-information
and personality rather than on
an informed and positively

planned foreign policy.

Communism Spreads
During these years of inaction

and delay we have stood by and
watched the spread of Com-
munism in Southeast Asia, the
Middle East, Latin America,
and most recently to Cuba, just

ninety miles from our shores.

We have sat helplessly by and
watched Communism exploit the
forces of nationalism to our
determent in both neutralist

and pro-western nations.

SUN., OCT. 16 AT 8:30 P.M. AT ACADEMY OF MUSIC

PLUS THE LIMELITERS ,s
TICKETS: $1.85. $2.45, $2.85. $3.45.

ON SALE NOW: BoxOffice Academy of Music, Broad & Locust St. PE 5-7378.

All Siirbel Stores, Downtown 8th & Market, 69th St. & Cheltenham Stores,

WA 2-3300, Record Mart Stores, 1527 Chestnut St. Center City 37th & Walnut

& 5610 N. Broad St., OIney. MAIL ORDER: Make checks payable Academy of

Music, Broad & Locust St., Phila., Pa. Enclose stamped self-addressed envelope.

SAT. OCT. 8, at 8:30 P.M. at THE ARENA.

PLUS Humorist RONNIE SCHELL

Tickets: $2.45, $2.85. $3.45. $3.85.

ON SALE NOW—Box Office Philadelphia Arena. 45th & Market. EV 6-1500,

Record Mart Stores, 1527 Chestnut St. Center City. 37th & Walnut and 5610

N. Broad St. OIney, GIMBELS Stores: 69th St., Cheltenham & Downtown store,

Sth ft Mark*!, WA 2-3300, Cuilded Cage. 261 S. 21»t, LO 7-8618, Bookceller,

3709 Spruce St. BA 2-7365. MAIL ORDER: Make checks payable to "The Arena."

45th ft Market, Phila. Enclose stamped self-addressed envelope.

What is the reason for our
|
Committee, his Republican

failure to promote the demo-
1 critics point out Senator Ken-

cratic ideals we believe in? nedy's "lack of experience".
How have we managed to find During that period of time he
ourselves in a second place posi- served with distinction and
tion in both prestige and power? played a leading role in dom-

ob-
{
estic as well as foreign affairs•The answer is simple and

vious. The blame must be
placed squarely on an adminis-
tration which has attempted a
foreign policy without foresight
or reality.

These two areas present the
gravest of all problems to the
new administration. How would
a Democratic President attack
them? In contrast to the rosy,
Republican view of Nixon that
we are still in a comfortably
secure and strong position, Sen-
ator Kennedy presents a realis-

tic program designed to enable
us to recover our world leader-
ship. This program is one based
on affirmative policies incor-
porating our democratic national
purpose.

Kennedy Improves On Ike

Among the most important of
the points of this program are
those in which the Eisenhower-
Nixon administration has failed.

They include: a re-examination
of our defenses and the acceler-
ation of those systems which
will best serve to deter aggres-
sion; intelligent and cogent
plans for the economic develop-
ment of under-developed areas
of the wor'd; recognition of the
triumph of nationalism in the
new states of the world and
American assistance in their

struggle for independence; the
revitalization of NATO into
more than a mere military alli-

ance.

Despite his fourteen years in

the Senate Foreign Relations

in that body. This may be com-
pared with the Vice President's

experience in an administration

which has impUmented no co-

gent policy, either foreign or

domestic, but has instead ac-

crued a series of setbacks and
failures due to the lack of a
strong and creative executive.

Can we expect more decisive and
progressive results from a sound
and planned program such as
Senator Kennedy's or from a
continuation, even at an acceler-

ated rate, of the too little, too
late policies of the present ad-
ministration that Nixon may be
counted to carry on?

Dependable f

In the next four years, can we
depend to safeguard our national

interest, insure prospertity, re-

gain world leadership, and pro-

mote the ideals of democracy
throughout the world on a man
and party who have for the last

eight years done none of these
and who have neither realistic

plans nor even new ideas for
the future ? The task that Amer-
ica faces requires the leadership
of a man and party who know
the latent potentialities of this

great country and how best to

make use of them. Now is the

time for realism in government

and its inevitable consequences

of real progress. This is why
America must elect John F.

Kennedy and the Democratic

party.
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No telltale traces . .

.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND

>^ Typewriter Paper

It's easy to flick off your mistakes on Eaton's

Corrasable Bond. Make a pass with a pencil eraser and

typing errors are gone— like magic—no error evidence

left. Corrasable has an exceptional surface—erase*

without a trace. Once docs it—there's no need to

retype. Saves time; money, too. The perfect paper for

perfection—erasable Corrasable.

Eaton''s Corrasable Bond is

available in light, medium,

heavy weights and onion

skin. In convenient 100-

sheet packets and 500-

sheet ream boxes. A
Berkshire Typewriter

Paper, backed by the

famous Eaton name,

EATON'S CORRlSABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton

EATON PAPER CORPORATION
{Jg)

PITTSFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

I
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Throughout the summer, the Hollywood moguls have con-

tinued to pummel the movie-going public of America with hun-

dreds of overstatements (every one a bigger "fib" than the last),

hoping to regain for the box-office those fortunate postwar forty

millions, who have since managed to find more rewarding means
of entertainment. Now that the fall has arrived it looks as if the

Beverly Hills-Madison Avenue ulcerated set are going to have

something to rage about.

Exhorbitant Prices Out
Tourists will no longer be entering the New York first run

theaters at exhorbitant prices; but will trek back to the suburbs,

bowling, golf, and an occasional "good" neighborhood movie. As
the people go, even as the college students return to the Main
Line, so do filmdom's summer display products. Movies costing

$2.00 in August may now be seen for $.75 in anyone of the local

theaters, which books every type of motion picture way past ita

saturation point. The problem is: "Is it worth $.75?" Even on a
double feature bill

!

Three-fourths Worthless
It is almost certain that 75% of the Hollywood product is

not; especially with foreign imports of stature excelling our own
products in quality by an unbridgeable gap. Let's take a brief

look at what will be seen in the local theaters for the next three

months; and in that way you, the audience, can make a sounder
judgment in your choice of films.

Musical-comedywise, "Jazz On A Summer's Day" proved to be

a completely delightful film fantasy of the finest jazz today.

Recommended for longhairs, shorts, cools, and squares looking

for a visual aural, and emotional treat.

"Ring-a-ding-ding"

"Can-Can" can be forgotten. The magnificent Cole Porter

musical was turned into a distasteful Hollywpod popularity cqu-

test with Frank "ring-a-ding-ding" Sinatra and Shirley "tone-

deaf" MacLaine winning the year's treasured "Cod" award, leav-

ing all competitors in the dust.

"Song Without End" was Hollywood's elaborately produced,

superbly set and costumed, romanticized (portrayed sympathetic-

ally when it should have been unbiased) biography of Franz Liszt.

It is interesting to watch this lushly made film because of its near

perfect balance between his musical career and private life. See it

for musical values only and forget about Capucine being another
Garbo!

"Lost World"
In the science fiction field, "The Lost World" should have

stayed dead and buried and revived only in the summertime for
kiddie matinees. However, "The Time Machine" proved to be a
real thriller with spectacular scenic effects taking place in the

year 802,701.

"You're notoby if you haven't seen Psycho!" (overheard in

the lobby of the DeMille Theater). Hitchcock has made this pic

for those with strong hearts and dreamless nights, so see it not
for its entertainment values (you call being scared out of your
wits entertainment?), but to witness master Alfred's new success-

ful method in keeping audiences awake.
The best part about the tedious, slushy, uneven melodrama

"Strangers When We Meet" is watching Kim Novak make another
attempt at acting.

Lana Turner Gorgeous
Lana Turner is gorgeous in Jean Louis gowns and authentic

jewelry, and they even have Sandra Dee and John Saxon for the
younger set in "Portrait In Black" ; but the whole picture is about
as convincing as Jayne Mansfield applying for a nursing scholar-

ship at Villanova.

How to massacre a classic? See MGM's "Huckleberry Finn"
and this lagging uneven juvenile treatment will make you and
Mark Twain roll over in your seat and grave, respectively.

(Comedy came forth from the Hollywood studios in fairly

good shape (I won't mention Jerry Lewis's "Bellboy") with
"Pollyanna", "Ocean's 11", "The Apartment" (that was a
comedy?), and "It Started In Naples" all very amusing and hilar-

ious in their own uneven, drawn out, often ugly, and lacking good
comic writers way, respectively.

Poor Little Rich Boy
How did Hollywood fare in drama? Well, we'll pass them

with an interesting but often muddled tale of poor little rich boy's

attempt to get richer while trying 'to salvage a marriage based

on the buying power of the dollar.

refreshes your taste

-'§ir"§sffeO§'' every puff

# menthol fresh

• rich tobacco taste

• modern filter, too

More Campus News:

Nursing Dean Named

Frat Plans

/^^ a/Du/f^1^ v^A^^t^/Yes, the cool smoke of

Salem refreshes your taste just as springtime refreshes

you. And special High Porosity paper "air-softens" every puff.

Get acquainted with the springtime-fresh smoke of Salem

and its rich tobacco taste ! Smoke refreshed . . . smoke Salem

!

Nursing Deon Named
Miss Marion M. Schrum has

been named Dean of the Divi-

sion of Nursing. MtM Schrum
is a graduate of Mount St. Clare
Junior College and St. Louis
University, after which she was
engaged for ^a time on the staff

at Mercy Hospital, Burlington.

From there she went to Cath-
olic University where she re-

ceived a master of science de-

gree.

After serving on the faculty

of the State University of Iowa,

the dean received a doctorate in

education from Stanford Uni-

versity, taught at St. Louis Uni-
versity, and resigned to take
her new post here at Villanova.

Miss Schrum believes that cap-

ping has not had enough time
to become a tradition here, and
would like to initiate a new cere-

mony which would be particular

to VU. Nurses wil be asked for

su^'fl'estions on this score.

There will be changes which
Miss Schrum believes will be ap-

plealing to the nurses. The new
dean has an interest mainly in

theater and music, also a spec-

tator interest in sports, espec-

ial'v football.

Dean Schrum indicated that
she was pleased with the recep-

tion she received here at Villa-

nova.

Grammor Workshop
Opens
A Grammar Workshop for the

benefit of students who are

weak in grammar was opened
by Mr. Robert E. Wilkinson of

the English Department last

Monday, October 3. The classes,

consisting of fifty and ninety

minute periods, will be conduc-

ted for six weeks and will end
in early November.

A minimum of three and a

maximum of ten students from

each freshman English group

are attending these classes. Spe-

cifically, students whose pro-

fessors demed them "seriously

deficient in layman's knowledge

of grammar" were strongly re-

quested to accept the aid offer.

Attendance, however, was not

comoulsbry. Official grades or
credits for the course will not be
given.

IKD Holds Social

Lamdba Kapoa Delta, Villa-
nova's pre-medical fraternity is

holding its "Post-Game Social"
on October 8. This dance, their
first social event of the year,
wil be held at the Valley Forge
Hotel.

The price is nine dollars a
couple and a turnout of over a
hundred couples are expected.
The function is limited to frater-
nity members and their parents.

According to Ralph Lanciano*
Vice-President of the Fraternity,
the purpose of the affair is to
promote closer relationships
among fraternity members'
parents and teachers.

The dance was planned by the
executive conmiittee and the
President of the Fraternity, Ed-
ward Morhauser. Other plans
for the year include a homecom-
ing dance and a number of lec-

tures for the members.
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The NIMIIsf By Jet Con/Zn

Conlin Clobbers Columnist Colleagues

,y.; A'-

For some mystic reason,

American youth are bent to con-

ceal their heartfelt opinions and
preferences on any of various

miscellany, sometimes important,

sometimes downright picayune.

Whether this is due to rightful

shame for their usually loutish

views o rsome more perfect hy-

pocrisy can only be a matter for

conjecture.

The Nihilist finds revolting

evidence of this phenomenum
blatantly indicated in a given

edition o fany Sunday newspa-

per. Turn to Dear Abby, Ethi-

cal Problems, or similar bolder-

dash. Ne'er an edition is re-

leased without a . . .

Dear Miz Sanger:
Why don't I have dates ? Darn

it! I admit I'm not especially

pretty but I'm a lot of real fun;

I juggle, tell dirty stories, play

bridge, twist remarkably, watch
Bandstand and dig all the latest

singers. Everybody tells me I

have a real zorchy personality.

So why no dates, huh? I will

kill myself soon!

Sincerely, etc. etc.

Miz Sanger invariably replies

that the despondent damsel
should try to be just a wee bit

nicer; take up kick-the-can,

bocce. Little Miss Epistulary, if

she takes Miz Sanger's advice is

only postponing her suicide. It

Swingline

stapler

;: no bigger

an a pack;

of gum!?

Including 1000 Staples

A do-it-yourself kit in the palm of

your hand! Unconditionally guar-

anteed, Tot makes book covers,

fastens papers, does arts and
crafts work, mends, tacks ... no end
of uses!

Buy it at your college book store.

Swingline Cub stapler,$1.29

INC.

Long Island City. N«w York, NY.

wouldn't mater if she become so

nice a good fairy turned her into

a birthday cake.

Miz Sanger, on the other hand,

could have given better advice

if she had enclosed an asp by
return mail. But she probably

reads the reassuring polls of

lovable, but-so-bad-in-the-long-

run teenagers and college stu-

dents published by This Week
and other ail-American supple-

ments before diffusing her sage
advice.

Said polls inevitably declare

that our kids aren't so gol-dang-

ed evil after all. They aren't

donderheaded materialists nor
base sensualists.

Elxcerpts proclaim unequivo-
cally that 96% f "our" youth
looks for sounder stuff in poten-
tial beaux et belles as traits of
prime import. Character (not

that it need be mentioned) is

high on the list, "lotta fun",

nifty dances, sportsmanship, fair

play, and inclination toward
Abolitionism also rank right up
there . See how serious youth is!

See ! The typical poll usually re-

ports that only somebody like

a disreputable Burmese anarch
ist from Queens said, "I like a
good looking chick." or some-
what the equivalent in the SarJc-

hanese idiom.

"How come, huh?" The Nihil-

ist then belligerently asks,

"Hows comes the only sporty,

nifty, personable, fair, just, fun-

ny, clever, personable, "not real-

ly pretty", girls at Field House
dances are with similarly inade-

quately endowed students ?

Where are all the clean cut

bumpkins that answered the poll

last week.

Let us face boldly the bitter

facts, Miz Sanger. Let us, des-

pondent epistulary. Only one
thing counts in the oft discussed

long-run and that is the quite

tangible concept of physical at-

tributes.

If perchance some ingenious

subordinate of Clyde Beatty
should, through some fifty-odd

generations of breeding, produce
a tigress roughly similar in phy-
siognomy and proportion to Cyd
Charisse and subsequently re-

lease it in a given collegiate (so-

ciety, despite incoherent growl-
ings and occassional, unfortun-
ate multilations of some swains'

limbs, she would indubitably be
high in the running for home-
coming queen.

What does Tony ask when
Billy says smugly that he was
out with some new girl last Sat-

urday? Does he query consci-

entiously, "Is she personable?",

"Oan she bake a cherry pie,

darling . . . ?"

'Nuff said. Of course, Tony
leeringly poses, "Yo, what does

she look like?" We have looked

at the record. Fine college and
lesser youth, consistent in itself,

practices not what it preaches.

The Nihilist.cannot pretend to

know whether Miz Sanger et. aL
know this but he supposes that

even if they do or ever learn,

they'll continue to recommend
advanced Arthur Murray, fair

play and so on.

For himself, The Nlh'llst real-

izing through introspection his

love of mankind and through ex-

perience, adulation of the masses

for popularity, will study plastic

surgery upon graduation. And

he urges Miz Sanger that be she

worth her salt, she'll recommend
him to dateless, "not extraordi-

narily pretty" letter writers and

collect fifteen percent of his fees.

I •?.

Why college raen
choose careers
with Du Pont

.Every year, several hundred new college graduates choose
DuPont. Many Masters and Ph.D.'s do, too.

.•; From time to time we learn from recent graduates the

factors which led to their decision to join this company. They
cite more than half a dozen reasons. Here are four of the most
important:

OPPORTUNITY AND RECOGNITION
They were aware that college-trained beginners

go right to work with men who have achieved.

For example, research chemists work with individuals who've
done successful research. New engineers work with pros, some of
whom have designed new plants, or devised new manufacturing
methods, or distinguished themselves in some other way. And other
graduates, with B.A. or M.B.A, degrees, go to work with leaders

who've been successful in Sales or Advertising or Treasurer's, or
. another of Du Font's many departments.

• .':^ They had been told — and rightly — that DuPont rewards indi^

• ; vidual achievement. And they were eager to start achieving.

RESEARCH CREATES NEW PRODUCTS^
NEW PRODUCTS CREATE NEW JOBS

Men like working for a company that believes In

research, enough to Invest in it... $90 million a year!

The fact is that important new products come from DuPont
laboratories and go to DuPont manufacturing plants with frequency.

Here are but a few since World War II: "Orion"* acrylic fiber

followed nylon (soon after the war). Then came "Dacron"* poly- '

ester fiber, "Mylar"* polyester film, "Lucite"* acrylic lacquer and
"Delrin"* acetal resin.

These, and many others, have created thousands of new jobs ... in

research, manufacturing, sales ... in fact, in all Du Pont departments.

DUPONT BACKS EMPLOYEES WITH HUGE INVESTMENT
New graduates feel that every facility is provided for doing the job well.

Last year, DuPont's operating investment per employee was
$32,500. Since much of this was expended to provide the most
modern and best of equipment to work with, it further increases

the chance for individual achievement.

This applies to men in lab, plant and ofiice.

DUPONT PROVIDES STEADY EMPLOYMENT
Career seekers appreciate the importance of security.

Today, the average annual turnover rate at DuPont is less

than one-third that of industry nationally.

• • •

These, and many other reasons, draw new talent to Du Pont each year.

Prospective graduates, M.S.'s and Ph.D.'s interested in learning

more about job opportunities at Du Pont are urged to see their Place-

ment Counselor, or to write direct to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
(Inc.). They should tell us the course they are majoring in so we can
send literature that is most appropriate.
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S CHESTERFIELD, L&M and OASIS invite you to the

^
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Villanova Xavier
*
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a a, Game Contest!
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JUST PREDICT
THE SCORE

AND WIN UP TO.

300
FIRST PRIZE JACKPOT

*150
SECOND PRIZE JACKPOT

$

THIRD PRIZE JACKPOT

FOR THE STUDENTS AND
FACULTIES OF THE ABOVE

COMPETING COLLEGES ONLY'

Pick up a pack and take a crack at exporting the big game. If you are the only one to come up with the correct half-time and final

scores, the first prize jackpot is all yours. If there are ties, you share the money. The same applies to winners of the second and third

jackpots. Enter as often as you like . . . and to make it easy, use the backs of packs* as your entry blanks. So each time you finish a pack
. • . take a crack at the big money!

HERE'S ALLYOU DO TO MAf...

1. Predict the final score for each team.

2. Predict the half-time score for each team.

3. Use an empty pack* as your entry blank.

iWt^"

%.'

READ THESE EASY RULES. .

.

1. On the coupon below or on the back of an empty wrapper or on a plain sheet

of paper, select the winner of the above game. Predict the final score and the

half-time score (predict ties if you wish). Each entrv must be accompanied by an

empty wrapper from L&M, Chesterfield or Oasis cigarettes (or a single hand drawn
copy of the lettering L&M, Chesterfield or Oasis as it appears on the face of

the package). If entry is submitted on back of empty wrapper, be sure to include

name and address, printed clearly.

2. Mail entries to Liggett & Myers, at the address appearing in coupon below. All

entries must be postmarked by midnight five days prior to date of game and
received by midnight the day prior to date of game. Enter as often as you want,

but be sure to enclose an empty wrapper (or acceptable substitute) with each
entry. Illegible entries will not be considered.

3. Prizes: FIRST PRIZE JACKPOT- J300; SECOND PRIZE JACKPOT-$150;
THIRD PRIZE JACKPOT— (50. Winning entries will be selected according to

the accuracy of the entry against the following in the order listed : (a) the winning

team; (b) the final score, and, as a tie-breaker, if necessary (c) the accuracy in

determining the leading half-time team and the half-time score. In the event

of ties among contestants, the prize money for each of the three prize categories

will be divided equally among contestants tied for the respective prizes.

4. This contest is under the supervision of the Bruce, Richards Corporation, an

independent judging organization, whose decisions are final and binding on all

contestants. Only one prize per family.

5. This contest is open to the college students and college faculty members of

the above competing colleges only. Employees and members of their families

of Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company and its advertising agencies are not eligible

to enter.

6. All entries become the property of the sponsor, and none will be returned.

Winners will be notified by mail. A complete list of winners is available to anyone
sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to the address below.

7. This contest is subject to all Federal, state and louil laws and regulations

governing contests and their validity. •'•.•.;.* 'V'V ":i':A-
"

^

START SAVING PACKS NOW I
The more often you enter. . . the more chances yoa have to w/n.

I

I

I

Write clearly the final score and half-time score of the game to be played
Nev»inb«r 19, t960 in boxes indicated:

FINAL HALF-TIME

( )

( )

VILLANOVA ( )

XAVIER ( )

Mail this entry to:

UGGEn I MYERS, P. 0. BOX 482. NEW YORK 46. N. Y.

Attach an empty pack (or an acceptable substitute, see rules) of L&M.
Chesterfield or Oasis cigarettes with this entry.

NAME.
(PLEASE PRINT)

ADDRESS.

L ftM hat found tho secret that

unlocks flavor In a filter ciga-

rette. (Pack or Box).

O Liggett & Mytri Tobacco Co.

CHESTERFIELD- Now "Air-

Softened", they satisfy even

more! (Kini or Regular).

OASIS— Most refreshing taste

of all. Just enough menthol . .

.

Just enough!

*or acceptable substitute (see rules).
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I Entries must be postmarked no later than niidnight November 14. 1960, and

I
received atthe above P.O. Box in New York by midnight November 18, 1960.

I
Submit as many more entries as you want on the backs of

. empty packs.* On eocli one print the team names and

I
scores with your name and address os shown above.
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In The Sportlite
By Victor Sfano

No football team is complete
without its managers and the

current squad contains two very

capable men.
The first of these is Tony

Lang, a junior, who attended

Chaminade High School in Mine-

ola, N.Y. Although having no
managerial experience in high

school, Tony was always inter-

ested in sports. While not par-

ticipating on any varsity teams,

he played quite frequently in

the sandlot realm of activity.

But when he came to Villanova,

he took a job as a sportscaster

on WVIL. Then later on in his

soph year, he began to think

more seriously about sports and
considered the manager's posi-

tion. He admits that there is

more to it than just helping out

at the games. For instance,

,

Tony was back at school as
j

soon as the team started prac-

tice. He says you have to do
most of the work during the

practice sessions. Also for away
games, the managers have to

pack all the equipment. But he

enjoys getting to see all the

games both home and away.

Tony Long

^ As for this year's squad, he

says that it is much improved

over last year. He thinks that

they have more spirit. As far

as the first two games were con-

cerned, Tony says that in the

Marquette game they didn't find

themselves until the second half,

while in the Navy game the

team practically gave it away

due to fumbles.

Our other fair renresentative

of the gridiron set is Bill Bor-

den, a junior from St. Peter's

prep, in Jersey City. Bill's posi-

tion is quite different from

Tonv's. He came here on a
football scholarship but because

of injury, he couMn't play. So

he decided to become a mana-

ger, because he wanted to stay

with the team in some capacity?

He agrees with Tony that

having two men managing sixty

players is a rather large order.

Bill works more in the fieM-

house in giving out equipment.

He too started to work on Aug-
ust 31, when the team started.

Bill considers one big advantage

as manager is to eat at the

training table with the team.

Being a resident he says that he

eats better than ordinary resi-

dents do. I'm sure most on-

campus students will agree with

this statement.

As far as the team is con-

cerned he says that this year the

coaching is much better than
previously. Bill says that there

is a big difference due to the

changeover of the staff. He
agrees with Tony that the new
players have more spirit.

Bill sums up the first game's
loss due to inexperience, whi'e

in the second game he says, "I

felt that the team was over-

confident." Thus Bill thinks

that VU went down to Ann-
apolis with the absolute inten-

tion of winning. He admits that

Navy had too much personnel

for us however.

#1^

tm^

Individual intramural champs from the meet held September 27 are, from left to right, Leidy,
Haley, McDonough, Georghegan, and Ydrke.

LUC KY STRIKE PRESENTS:

BeaR-DRilFRSOD
DR. FROOD'S THOUOMT FOR THB DAY: 'Tl's heller lO httVe loVCil

and losl ihan lo have spenl ihe whole weekend sludying.

..,.(.

Dear Dr. Frood: My roommate is a good guy, but

there's one thing about him I can't stand. He |
wears button-down collars but never buttons the ;|

little lapel buttons. Why is this?

Clothes Conscious ||

DEAR CLOTHES: Don't let this worry you. it's just |
' that his thumbs are too big.

||

'

i

Dear Dr. Frood: The other day my roommate and I

had an argument about the difference between tradi-

tional art and modern art. What, In your opinion, is

the basic difference between these two forms?

Art Major

DEAR ART: The examples above should settle your

argument. The portrait at left is traditional. The artist

has drawn Lincoln as he actually appeared. The por-

trait at right is modern. As you can see, the modern

artist has drawn Lincoln's great-great-grandson.

SSSSg^Si^iSSi^i^SS? V

Dear Dr. Frood: Once and for all — is it right or

wrong for a man to marry a girl for her money?

ecus

DEAR RIGHTEOUS: Nowadays this isn't simply a

matter of right or wrong. There are the tax angles

to consider.

Dear Dr. Frood: My favorite brand is Lucky Strike. But

unfortunately I am left-handed. Why doesn't Lucky

Strike come out with cigarettes for left-handed people?

Dear Dr. Frood: I don't understand my boy friend.

When we are all alone and the moon is full, he

tells me he worships me. But during the day, he

crosses the street when he sees me coming. What

is wrong? , ,
Lovelorn

DEAR LOVELORN: Did it ever occur to you that he

may be a werewolf?

i
i

Lefty

I

DEAR LEFTY: Left-handed Lucldes

are available. Simply ask for

"Left-handed Luckies." They

come in a white pack with a red

bull's-eye.The only difference be-

tween these and ordinary Luckies

Is that you must always smoke

them while facing a mirror.

mm^mm^ismmmmmmmMmmmmMmm^sM^s^mmmmm^^^

"LUCKIES ARE BETTER THAN MONEY," says Dr. Frood (who gets paid in Luckies).

It's a fact that college students smoke more Luckies than any other regular.

This cigarette is all cigarette—the cigarette that still tastes great. Try a pack

today— it's the only thing you and Dr. Frood will ever have in common.

1 *

4l*

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!

ill l0rd«ii I e^ T. c.
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S9rh$ SforfM Today

Pirates' Success Story
By Ed Lohr

A screeching crack of the bat I Frank Thomas to the Reds for
on Sept. 25, 1960, by Eddie Harvey Haddix, Don "Tiger"
Mathews in the 10th inning sent Hoak, and Smoky Burgess trade.
the Pittsburgh Pirates stagger
ing into their locker room a fur-

ious and disgusted team.

They sat stunned looking
blankly at their lockers, as they
were unaware that they had just

accomplished what 33 previous
Pittsburgh baseball teams tried

to do and failed.

When it was announced that
they had won the National Lea-
gue flag, no one moved for about
fifteen minutes until Gino C^oli,
hollered, "What's the matter-
is everyone dead," and then pan-
demonium broke loose, including

champagne, beer, singing, show-
er dunking, fuid just pure bed-
lam.

This celebration continued
until their plane landed to the
cries of one ha'f-million scream-
ing Pittsburgh fans, all jammed
into the Golden Triangle to pay
homage to the greatest team in

baseball today.

Five Year Program
It all started in 1955 under

baseball's old wizard Branch
Rickey, Sr. He built a powerful
farm system out of which came
Bill Mazeroski at 19 years of
age, Roberto Clemente, 20, Skin-

ner was 22, and Bob Friend was
an old man of 24.

Rickey grabbed Dick Groat, an
All-American basketball and
baseball player from the Duke
campus at graduation and this
season the odds favor Groat for

the Most Valuable Player award
of the senior circuit.

Trades the Keyword
With half of this years

championship team accounted
for we must give the most cred-
it to Pittsburgh's new youthful
general manager—Joe L. Brown.

Joe astonished the baseball
world with his 'Vobbery" (sec-

ond only to the Brink's holdup)
of Bill Virdon from St. Louis.

He followed with controversial

Now that Thomas is slumping
with the Cubs, the controversy
has ended.

Brown's first year saw the

Pirates surge from a cellar tie

the previous year to second
place. Everyone thought 1959
was THE year but injuries and
an indifferent attitude smashed
their chances and they finished

fourth.

The Year 1960
Brown was determined to cap-

ture the flag this vear and con-

sequently gave up Manuel Javier,

the minor league's most prom-
ishig infielder to the St. Louis
Car/Hnals for veteran righthand-

er Wilmer "Vinegar Bend" Miz-

ell. He also snatched up Gino
Cimoli and Micky Vernon, two
time American League batting
champion.
Rated fourth by most prog-

nosticators at the outset of the
campaign they knew what they
had to do under a fiery, red-

headed, Irishman—^Danny Mur-
taugh.

On May 30, the Pirates enter-

ed first place for the first time
and never relinquished that po-
sition, except for one day in

July.

''Some Kind of* Team
Anyone could see this wa« rtnf

an ordinary team as they won
most of their games in late in-

ning raUies, which were sup-
ported by the expert "fork ball-

ing" of Elroy Face, Fred Green,
and in the second half of the
season, a revived Clem Labine.

"Deacon" Vernon Law, offi-

cial of the Mormon Church, won
twenty games and Bob Friend
had 17 at this printing. Clem-
ente and Groat made their re-

spective bids for the National
League's batting title and
Groat is almost a shoe-in. The
Pirates also ran away with the
league's batting championship.
With the fastest pair of hands

f

in baseball at second base the
Buccos displayed a phenomenal
double play combination and cov-
ered the. "alabaster plaster" in-

field like a blanket.

First base was held down by
Rocky Nelson, the most famous
minor league player in history,

and Dick Stuart improved in

every game as he hit tape mea-
sure blasts.

Temporary Setbacks
All great teams take their

knocks and the Pirates were no
exceotion. First, "Fireballer"

George Witt came up with a
sore arm. Then, Nelson hurt his

foot and the biggest blow came
when Groat fractured his wrist,

but it was too late for the Braves
cmd Cards as "Tiger" Hoak took
over the fighting Bucs and car-

ried them to the pennant.

All in all it was delightful

—

as radio announcer Bob Prince
would say "Oh, how swe . . . et

it is!!"

Prediction

For you Yankee fans a word
to the wise is sometimes sufii-

cient. Groat is back and the
series starts in the major lea-

gue's largest ball park—Forbes
Field. Good luck to Yankee
power.

This writer sees the Pirates

in six games. Beat 'em Bucs !

!

Sports ChatHr

Someday Soon • • .

The fal Iseason is now in full

swing. Mixer notices adorn the

Dougherty Hall bulletin board.

Students go to their classes

confident they're in the right

room. Freshmen start to lose

their fear of the Gestapo-like

whitcf hats. Mendel Hall secre-

taries look better than ever. The
football team has lost their third

straight to Dayton.

This statement comes as a
matter of fact. From week to

week all that is needed is a
change of the ordinal and the

opponent. The pattern for each
weekend is similar.

On Friday the dally papers
make mention of the new faces
in coach Alex Bell's reshtdfled,

starting lineup as the rookie
mentor searches his injury-rid-

dled ranks for the right and
winning combination. Come Sat-
urday evening and Villanova is

mentioned on the local score-
board shows as having fallen on
the field of battle . The following
Sunday the previously mentioned
journals re-echo praises in de-
feat for the same names-Glueck,
O'Rourk, Rettino, and captain
LuzzL

Attention
All Frosh

Any and all freHhmen stu-

dents who are Interested in

trying out for the 1960-61 Vil-

lanova University Freshmen
BaMketball team report to the

ticket office in the Field House
and fill out one of the Fresh-

men questionnaires and sub-

mit the same to the said office.

For shOTt cuts. ..

for\any style. .

.

Saturday night date conversa-

tions usually open up with, "Who
did VUlanova lose to today?"
Buddies from your neighborhood
drop caustic asides about re-

scheduling West Chester. Yes,

these Sfre truly the times that
try a Villanovan's soul.

But what of the players, the
ones who take in on the chin
both physically and mentally.
How do they feel?

I You grind all week with a
grim determination to make up
for last week's mistakes. Your
coaches switch men around to

fill in the holes left by last

week's casualties. They push
and drive you to hustle and stave

off any impending letdown. They

by Bud Slmmondt

don't ask for reasons. They
want results. The Monday af-

ternoon conferences get a little

tougher to take. Ekich week the

headknocking is a little harder

and the tackles a little noiser.

The taste of dirt isn't as hard

to take because next Saturday

it will pay off. Instead of dirt

it will be victory.

The chatter around the dinner

table is optimistic and determ-

ined. Sure we're hurting but

we'll take them. We're due. This

time out we'll make the breaks.

Our backs can't keep fumbling.

The plays will start clicking and
then we'll roll.

The pre-game warmups &dd~^
juice to your confidence but a
little nervousness as well. Let's

get this thing started. The ac-

tion begins and the man across
from you isn't that hard to move.
He's no All-American. That end
isn't that tough to turn and the
holes are starting to open. This
looks like the day.

Then a handoff is hobbled, the
ball M loose, and an enemy jer-

sey smothers it. They start to
move on a quick drive and then
comes a score. The gate opens
and we're down two. O.K. we'll
come back.

At half time missed assign-

ments are straightened out, a
weakness in their defense is

found, and you're ready to go.

But now your ends are dropping
and the ballhandling is a litth»

more haphazard. Their punter

boots one down in the comer and
we're deep in the hole now, and
for the rest of the game.

The rest is history repeating
itself. As you trudge off the
field you think ahead to next
week's workouts. More head-
knocking, more tackling, more
plays, more dirt. But next
week's game will be different.

Next week we'll jell.

'Mural Swimming Meet
(Continued from Page 12)

Makes your haircut fit your head!

No matter how you lilce your hoir cut-you'll look better

when you use Short Cut. This new, non-greasy hair groom

odds body to the hair fibers, mokes your haircut fit your

head. Keeps hoir neat, and helps condition your scalp into

the bargain. Tokes 2 seconds, costs a fast '50 plus tan

SHORT CUT
HAIR GROOM

tramural mark of 0:58.3 held

by Ed Brier. His time a^so

ha'^pened to be well under the
all-time Villanova varsity rec-

ord of 0.53.7. Gebghegan, swim-
ming next to McEXonough, also

caipe in under the previous in-

tramural record with a timing
of 0.57 uat.

John Sullivan splashed home
to a victory in the 50-yard free-,

style in the time of 0:25.5. Inl

the 50-yard breaststroke Tom
Leidy led all the way to finish

with a new intramural record of

0:34.1. The backstrokers were
left in the wash created by Don
Hurley who churned home the
victor in the time of 0:30.4.

The . 100-yard individual med-
ley was won by the aforemen-"
tioned Geoghegan in yet another
record of 1 :08. Dick McDonough
added to his impressive per-

formance in the 100-yard free-

style by winning the 50-yard
butterfly in the record-breaking
time of 0:25. Tom York copped
the diving title against a good
field.
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Frsshman Footballers

Could Be Best In

Several Years Here
Racing onto the practice field

are a group of gigantic men
suited for combat on tlie grid-

iron. It is a sizeable number of

players displaying prowess and
agility with every step. This

must be the varsity! But wait!

There seems to be a discrepancy

:

this i.s the freshman team! Tak-

ing their positions on the field

their job is. to sharpen the var-

sity's attack, but this freshman

team is knocking the varsity

into submission. Known as the

Kittens, their roar and power

is as great as the mature Wild-

cats.

Scanning this formidable

group, there are visions that

someday these untried men will

be stalwarts on the varsity,

itavch Michaels is he<ard above

the roar of colliding bodies,

shouting commands to his pro-

teges, preparing them for their

games with Bullis Prep, West
Chester, and the Army Plebes.

Kittens Introduced

Not unknown t>o the varsity

but obscure to the rest of the

student body are the names of

those "frosh' who everyday

strike "fear" into the varsity. So

without anymore said here is an

introduction to the Kittens of

1960.

Displaying exceptional speed

are John Boyle, Joe Cawley, Joe

Corsetti, who is a 200-pounder

from Mass., and Bob Dunn

—

fierce, fine smashing backs all of

whom are over six feet tall.

Bill Sherlock and Lou Chiar-

oinza are waging a tremendous

battle for the Q. B. To'e with

Sherlock holding a slight edge.

The end position is ably heM
Sown by 6'4" John Clifford, a

New Jersey rewdent who re-

minds the coaches of another

great end. Gene O'Pella.

John Helm, Rich Bertozzi,

John Imneduglia, Charles Mc-
Curras, Ted Kompa, Den Pana,

and Brian SulMvan are the main-

stays of the interior line and are

presently battling away for

dtartin&r assignments. Traveling

from Michigan to the camous of

V. U. is Rich Corona, a guard

with a great deal of potential.

Two tackles who have won
many coveted honors are Norm
Preschalski from Cleveland and

Tony Scarcelli, a local lad who
has one desire and that is to

play for V. U.
Comprising • the rest of the

squad are Lou Russo, John Gast-

ley, John Deering, Cal Thomas,
John Far on, Charles Nuna, Ger

Susca. Gus Morano, Joe Shelly,

Double Intiimural winner Dick McDonough spHMhes to rtc-

ord-breaking victory In tlie 60 yard butterfly event .

Dayton's Perfect Record

Broken By Bell's Boys
VUlanova's Bellboys kept their ! vided most of the up the middle

defeat string intact Saturday, by
\

power for Dayton.

C.O.P. Tigers To Face Cats

In Initial 1960 Home Game

bowing to Dayton 14-0. In doing

so the 'Cats broke Dayton's per-

fect record of 0-2 this season.

It was the same old story for

the Wildcats, with only the set

Backfield BafTeled

The most disheartening thing

about the defat was the inferior

performance of the backfield.

Coach BeU started sonhs Ted

ting and the villain being Aceto, Bob "Hercules Uncham-

changed. Their giveaway pro- , ed" Merenda, Lou Rettino. and

gram, which is beginning to be- 1
junior Tom O'Rourke These

come a rival of the Marshall four plus numerous substitutes

Plan, provided the Flyers with

the baU seven times. Four on

fumbles and three on intercep

ted passes.

Punting Weak
The Mainline philanthrophists' Richman wasn t given a chance

poor Dunting gave Dayton their for the third week in * row

ran into each other, funnbled and

fell down. At thnes they re-

sembled a grouo of beginners

learning a difficult square-dance.

Richie "give me a chance"

Saturday the bedraggled, be-

wildered, and bewearied Bell-

boys of Villanova return home
to the friendly pastures of

Goodreau Stadium for their

first home game of the thus far

disastrous campaign. Their op-

ponents for this Parents' Day
battle is the College of Pacific

Tigers, coached by Jack "Moose"
Myers.

The Cats, dubious possessors

of an 0-3 record to date, should

be favored if past performances
are any indication. COP has
played one common foe of VU,
that being Marquette. The Mil-

waukee Warriors took the

measure of COP, 20-0, while

Vil'anova looked impressive in a

second-half rally that closed the

gap to a 23-13 loss to Mar-
quette. COP, like Villanova,

stepped out of its class to ab-

sorb a 55-6 defeat at the hands
of highly-ranked Washington.

Bass Gone
COP is in a rebuilding year

after a fairV successful season

last year. Coach Myers is cast-

ing his eyes about in search of

a replacement for' All-American
halfback Dick Bass. Seven of

Bass's matee on the first string

are also absent via graduatk>n.

With the Tigers are thirteen

junior college transfers and a
good croD of sophomores from
last year's 5-1 freshman team.

Returning letterman Cal Kam-

two scores which came on drives

of 40 and 33 yards. The 'Cats

on the other hand didn't pene-

trate past the Flyers' 39 yard

line in their poorest offensive

showing to date.

Part of the ineffectiveness can

be pinned on iniuries. Ronnie

Mvers. Alex Bell's ace punter,

wasn't in uniform. Mvers, Jaok

Mount, and BV\ Barbarro, all

ends didn't make the trip. Add

Sam Greuneisen's early injury

to this, and vou have two inex-

perienced third string ends left

to do the ioh.

Bright Spots

If one can garner anvthing

good out of a defeat bv Davton.

who had ben obliging enough

to present Villanova with their

last two victories, it would be

the fliertness of defensiveman

Tom O'Rourke who retained his

national leadershin in pas** in-

terceptions by thefting two Dav-

ton aerials and making one fine

runback.

The interior lineman lead by

senior Joe Luzzi were not push

In all it was a night to forget

like so many in the recent past.

But who knows maybe we're

building character.

Joe Tvsowski, George Zabryck, ed around .The line was par

and Ed Ciammarchelli, all fine ticu'arly impressive when it

prospects.

Coach Ort'mistio

Coach Ed Michaels speaks

highly of this squad and is very

stopned Davton from scoring

after the Flyers had the ba'l

with first and goal to go on the

VU five yard line. The tough

optimistic towards the coming ness of the interior line was

schedule, of which he heartily negated by the ineptness of the

says "We'll win them all."

Packed with 17 scholarship

players and loaded with poten-

tial, the Kittens should go all the

way. Good Luck, Coach Mi-

ends, who were turned, and cut

inside of, for most of a long

evening.

The Dayton onslaught was led

by sophs Andy Timura and Earl

chaels, and to your loud roaring , Spivey both fast backs. FuU

Kittens. |
back Frank Gniabdawski pro-

Lofcr-s Eleven
^"'^^^

VILLANOVA vi
, ^

C.O.F ^ Minion to One

ILUNOIS vs. «,,.«»•*
Ohio State T^^ ^«^»**

TEXAS vs«

Cdttehom. Walk Doti-t Run

^taT".'" CKainGcng

*^lUu, Please. Mr. Cmter
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Mural Swimming Meet

Unveils Rew Stars;

Muff Day Today
Mr. Ed Geisz, director of the

Intramural Deoartment, has an-

nounced that Muff Day. the tra-

ditional batle between Frosh and
Sophomores, will be he'd on

Wednesdav, October 5. at 3:30

p.m. on Mendel Field. There will

be a meeting of all those mem-
bers of the freshman c'ass who
wish to participate in these ac-

tivities on Tuesday, October 4,

at 4:30 D.m. Here, the teams

will be oreranized and a general

briefinsT of the next dav's activi-

ties will be given by the Intra-

mural Department. All frosh

should make an effort to be

present on both days in order to

insure class unitv and spirij^

New Star

The Intramural Swimming and
Diving Championships took

place on September 27 amidst a

record crowd of particiriants and
spectators. High-lighting the

meet were the record-breaking

performances of Dick McDon-
ough, the phenomenal frosih
from Seton HaU Prep, and Jack

G^oghegan, also of the Class of

1964.

McDonough won the 100-yard

freestyle in the fine time of

0:52.9, eclinsing: the former in-

(Continued on Page 11)

merer is back after a year's

layoff and is being tagged as

the best linebacker on the West
Coast. Cal accounted for 34 per

cent of the team's tackles in the

1958 campaign. Kammerer is

6-3 and 242 pounds of fast hu-

manity. His favorite pasttime is

spending a Saturday afternoon

in the opposing team's back-

field.

Other proven quantities on the

Pacific squad are halback Herm
Vrenda—a very good defensive

player—and end Gene Stafford

who has been doing a bang-up
job so far this year. Junior full-

back Dick Scott has been im-

proving with every game and
should be in top form Saturday.

Also in the backfield is quar-

terback Bob Gatiss whose main
claim to fame is completing 328

yards of passes against Wash-
ington State last year. His re-

placements are 6-4 Jack Spar-

row, a sophomore, and Senior

Bob Vanderwall.

COP is facing the same prob-

lem Vilanova is: inexperience.

Their line is green and the

bench greener. Three tough

games have matured them both

somewhat.

This game will be the first of

a two-year home-and-home con-

tract. Both clubs are hungry for

a win. The Cats have the

crowd but inexperience is theii

long suit too. Anything could

happen. Maybe it will.

IN THE GROOVE by DcNt Gr9v#

Miam* (Fla.) IVs Now or Never

AIR FORCE vs.

Missouri Devil or Angel

NAVY vs.

8.M.U Pineapple Princess

WISCONSIN vs.

Purdue Dreamin'

BALL STATE vs.

Evansvllie The Bame One

Last Week (not printed) : 6-5

Seasons total: 15-6-1

Pet. .714

This weekend was a black one for major Catholic independ-

ent teams. The scoreboard read: Purdue 51 Notre Dame 19;

Boston U. 20 Holy Cross 14; Wisconsin 35 Marquette 6; Detroit

26 Xavier 6; Dayton 14 Villanova 0; Boston CoUege was licking

its wounds after successive dates with Army and Navy. St.

Joseph's and LaSalle were wainting for the basketball season.

Of the seven teams that played last week only two won,

but look who they won over, other schools in the same group.

I will be the ilrst to admit that this week won't happen on eveiy

given Saturday, but Ukewise I believe that it wUl be the case

more often than not.

Even Notre Dame, the most powerful football factory ever

conceived in the 40's and early 50's has been getting its lumps

frequently. I am not casting aspersions toward this institute

or any of the other institues listed above. They are fielding

teams that are equal to their facilities, and they are getting their

head handed to them in the Sunday papers.

There is a fault somewhere in the scheme of things: It seems

to be that these schools just aren't equipped to compete with the

richer more athletic minded groups that they schedule. College

football is a money-making proposition for most of these op-

ponents. Some major colleges have more coaches on their foot-

ball staff than the schools in question have for all sports.

They recruit with scientific cunning and have alumni organ-

izations to finance their "field research". Upon analyzing this

situation I remember two old sayings, the first one, "you are

known by the company you keep", seems to point out that these

independent. elevens are keeping company with big business foot-

ball but reaping none of the rewards. ,.:-%".':.

The second saying is not quite as profound as the first but

it does make a point, "go big or go home". Evidently these

[schools can't go big and don't want to go home. The quandry

seems to get deeper and deeper.

However ,to quit playing these teams altogether is not the

answer. Tliese teams draw big crowds and bring in money.

These teams also are wUling to schedule the "teams" without

a conference" and this is a boon. The independents have a hard

time scheduling games. They're like evenly matched tug-of-war

teams pulling against each other.

A remedy is in sight, that is a conference composed of these

schools, with the possible exception of Notre Dame, who is still

on top of the heap financially. A round robin schedule between

the remaining seven schools would still leave room for tradi-

tional rivalries and would also give the schools a chance to build

up slowly to their own caoabilities.

Another argument for this move is the close proximity of

academic requirements in these colleges and universities. Most
of them have very few players who are still active after a four

year tour of learning.

This conference would provide many afternoons of good
football and rivalries would grow.

Perhaps a move such as this is not too far la the future.

Already these schools are scheduling each other more frequently.

ViOanova plays five of the six other teams this year.

All I ask for is a little consistency in scheduling, recruiting,

and academic requirements. If this doesn't happen things are
going to get a lot worse before they get better.

f
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Fine Arts Course Brings
New Era Of Culture To VU
Dr. George T. Radan, re-

cently appointed professor of
the new Fine Arts course, has
stated that this course may
serve as a prerequisite for a
degree from the Art Depart-
ment should plans for the latter

be inaugurated.

The Fine Arts course is basi-

cally an introduction to West-
ern Art. "Its main purpose,"

said Dr- Radan, "is to familiar-

ize the students with the various
artistic traditions whch have
led to presnt day trends.'.'

"

The main areas of study are:

the Architecture, Painting,
Sculpture, and Music History
of the period beginning with
Prehistoric age up to the Gothic

PROFESSOR RADAN
• . . Teochet Art

era. Dr. Radan pointed out that

the more modem age of Art
from the G'Othic period to the

present day will be studied dur-

ing the second semester.

Law School Red Mass

To Be Celebrateii

Here Friday Nlglit

The Annual Red Mass for the

students and alumni of The
Villanova University School of

Law will be celebrated on Fri-

day evening, October 14, at

7 P.M. in the Church of Saint

Thomas of Villanova on the

campus. The Mass is tradi-

tionally celebrated to ask the

blessing of the Holy Spirit upon
the students, faculty and
alumni of the School of Law.
The Mass is known as the Red

Mass for two reasons- The vest-

ments of the clergy and the

altar cloths are of that color

which has always been associ-

ated with the Holy Spirit. Like-

wise, the robes of the English

judges were red, and in the

popular mind this fact was asso-

ciated with the Mass which
judges attended as a group,

attired in their robes.

The celebrant of the Mass
will be the Very Reverend John
A. Klekotka ,O.S.A. President

of the University. The Vice

President for Academic Affairs,

the Reverend Joseph J. Gildea,

O.S.A. will serve as deacon,

and the Reverend Joseph W.
(Continued on Page 5)

He added that students now
enrolled in the first semester
program can, but are not re-

quired to take the Fine Arts
course for a second semester. He
remarked that there are now
eighty students who are taking

the course.

The course as it now exists

does not require a text, accord-

ing to Dr. Radan. But he added
that classroom work is com-
plemented by notes, outside

readings, slides, and occasional

field trins to Museums in the

Philadelnhi?. area.

In addition to teaching the

Fine Arts course, he is also

a German instructor with the

Department of Modern Lan-
guages. Dr. Radan speaks Hun-
garian (German, English, Ital-

ian and Hebrew. He a'so pos-

sesses a reading knowledge of

both Latin and Fregch.

Before coming to Villanova,

Dr Radan taught at Danbury
College in Danbury, Conn, for a
fifteen-month period. He a'so
was an instructor at the Ber-
liotz School of Languages in

Stamford, Conn.
Prior to this he traveled ex-

tensively in the Near East. He
was the Assistant Director of

the Maritime Museum in Haifa,
Israel. While in Haifa, he also

lectured at the Naval Academy
and was ass-ociated with the
Museum of Ancient Art.

Dr. Radan has also served as
an advisor in Ancient Maritime
Affairs to the Mariners' Museum "

in Newport News, Va.
He has had a textbook con-

cerning Ancient Naval Warfare
and numerous articles on Ar-
chaeology published.

Brothers Four To Perform
At Homecoming Guild Show
The Brothers Four, termed

by Columbia Records the most
promising new vocal £r>'oup of

the year, will present a folk

concert in the Field House,
Sunday afternoon, November
5th, for the benefit of the
Augustindan Seminary Guild.

The concert, sponsored by
the Guild, will be presented in

conjunction with the Senior

class which is handling the so-

cial functions of Homecoming
Weekend- This was disclosed by
class president Larry Bathgate.

"The concert will be the high

point of the weekend," Bath-

gate promised. "We're very

pleased at being able to secure

The Brothers Four. We feel that

^ Above: the Brothers Four, who will perform at the Home-
coming Ooild show on November 6.

Double Date Program To
Aid Resident Students
The Student Activities Com-

mittee initiated its Double Date
Program Monday, "whereby
those students who have no
access to private transportation

NFCCS Guided By Student

Interest And Modem Needs
Ed, Note: This is the first of

-y:/''r. three articles whdch

; : are intended to ac-

;.•;%; quaint the student
"

;.; / with the program oj

.r->..^:'r^'., the National Federa-
:';!• tion of Catholic Col-
.:>..' lege Students.

Over two decades ago the

Roman Catholic Bishops of the

United States of America re-

quested the establishment in this

country of a national Catholic

student movement. This request

was based on the realization that

the Catholic college graduate
was destined to play an increas-

ingly important ix>le in the

Church in America and that he
must become more vitally aware
of his responsibility as a Cath-
olic in the American society*

It was their belief that a na-

tional Catholic student move-
ment could significantly con-

tribute toward the development
of Catholic college graduates.
This request was fulfilled in the
year 1937 with the establish-
ment of thie National Federation
of Catholic College Students.

Ftfteen R^iont
This Federation is divided into

fifteen regions which serve as

working units and provide an in-

strument for co-operation among
schools within a given area.

Without such subdivisions, there

would be little opportunity for

personal contact in a national

organization. The Philadelphia

region is the smallest region as

far as geographical size is con-

cerned. Regions provide re-

sources which can better enable

individual campus committees
to make use of National Federa-

tion programming, and may also

undertake specific projects of

their own design.

By providing further study in

specific areas and by application

of theoretical knowledge to pro-

duce practical action in specific
(Continued on Page 9)

CHECK CASHING
SERVICE HOURS

Monday thru Thursday
1 to 4 P.M.

also

Friday
10 to 11:45 A.M.

and

lto4PJL
ROOM 117 Mendel

for social functions may con-

tact those students who have,

for the purpose of obtaining a

ride."

The program, say committee-
co-chairmen Phil Kenny and
Chuck Butler, will enable many
residents to "double" with car-

' floor jseate, $2.007 and reserved

their low pressure, informal
show will be well received by
everyone."

"Greenfields" Their First Hit
The popular singing group

achieved national recognition

last spring when their record-

ing of "Greenfields" occupied
the number one rating on the

popular music charts for several

weeks.

The quartet got its start and
its name from Phi Beta Gamma,
the fraternity of which they
were brothers at the University
of Washington. The "Phi Gam"
frat house was the scene of the

first collective effort of Mike
Kirkland, Dick Foley, John
Paine, and Bob Flick.

Their first professional stop

was the widely renowned Hun-
gry in San Francisco. There they

were spotted and signed by Mort
Lewis, manager of Dave Bru-
beck, who waxed enthusiastic

over their casual style, tongue

in cheek antics, and topical

humor.
Now In Vegas

"That they've come a long

way in a short while is attested

to by their current engagement,

The Tropicana in Las Vegas,"
Bathgate pointed out.

The senior class prexy plans

an intensive and extensive ad-

vertising campaign to 'push'

the concert.

"If there isn't a good re-

sponse for tickets here on cam-
pus, then we'll carry through
plans to appeal to and attract

the other 'Big Five' schools,"

Bathgate vowed.
There are three prices scales

for tickets: balcony seats, $1-50;

owning day-hops who formerly
have come to dances single or

with other car-owning students.

The chairmen added that it will

also tend to expand student re-

lations, while providing for

greater attendance at social

functions. •

-

Name on Lists

Explaining Double Date pro-

gram, the two stated that any
day-hoD willing to double with
a resident will place his name,
class, phone number, and gen-
eral area of his home on a cen-

tral list located on the bulletin

board in the Student Council
Office. Those residents needing
a ride may then consult this list

for the phone number of a
classmate who lives in the vi-

cinity of the resident's date. The
resident will then contact the
day-hop and the two will ar-

range the date.

Although the program is cur-

rently functioning in conjunc-
tion with the Interfratemity
Ball, it will remain as a per-

manent program Cor as many
future social affairs as is feas-

ible. "It is a relatively shnple
plan," said Kenny, "but its suc-

cess depends largely on the gen-
erosity of the day students."
Butler and other day-hop Coun-
oil members were the first to
dgn the list

seats, $2.50.

Faculty Wives Meett

Hear Discussion Of

Interior Decorating
The Villanova Faculty Wives

Club will hold its first meeting
ef the academic year on Thurs-
day, October 13, 1960 at 8:30
P.M., according to Mrs. Kenneth
F. O'Driscoll. The group will

meet in the Lounge of the Naval
Science Building at Villanova

University.

All wives of Villanova faculty

members are encouraged to at-

tend this Hrst meeting. New
members will be greeted at the
door by Mrs- James Shuster of
King of Prussia, membership
chairman, and several other

members of the club.

"Interior Decorating" will be
the theme of the speaker of the

evening, Mrs. Jean Macormac
of Harwick and Magee Com-
pany, PhUadelphia.

Refreshments will be served
after the meetini^ under the di-

rectioii of Mrs. Ralph Bellas of
RoseoMnt.
An official program for the

year has been mailed to faculty
wives by Mn. Delores Mey«n
of Media.
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Very Rev. John A. Kletkotka, O.S.A., University President

accepts cliecli from Gordon Burlingame representing money con-

tributed to tile University Fund by the Parents' Committee.

Prestoii Rhodes, new president of Parents* Committee, looks on.

Substantial Dance Profit

Boosts Council Treasury
The Student Council, during

its meeting last Wednesday
night, announced a profit of

$1589.32 from the Student Coun-

cil Dance. The money realized

from this event, which was ac-

claimed by Chairman Bill Friend

as "one of the most successful

dances in Villanova's history,"

has boosted the total of the

Council's treasury to $2293.90.

ParUng and Privilege

Policing of the parking lot,

aa action which was begun last

year with the oo-operation of the

University Police, will again go

into effect next week, according

to Jack Valva. Police will be

empowered to ticket automobiles

which are inoorrectly parked-

More information regarding this

program will be given at a later

date.

A reduction in the registration

fee for senior car privilege was
also announced. As a result of

Council discussions with the ad-

ministration, the rate was lower-

ed from $5.00 to $.25 per stu-

dent. Registration was extended

to include last Thursday and
Friday, to enable more seniors

to take advantage of the lower

rate.

No Females
Dick Wilder informed the

Congress that the movie pro-

gram will resume with a show
oh Monday, October 31, in Vasey
Hall. Joaniie Dynakowski, rep-

resenting the nursing sorority,

asked whether the movies were
open to all students. After the

initial reaction and some dis-

cussion subsided, Tom Natal

stated that, by administration

ruling, no females were permit-

ted to attend. His announce-
ment was received by some scat-

tered applause.

A representative asked whe-
ther students would be permitted
to bring tiHir dates to the

nearly - eanplcted Sail! van
Lounge daring special events

such as Homecoming. The only
answer given was that no an-

swer hsd been given as yet.

Paul OHourke, Chairman of

the Fraternities and Societies

made a motion that the Philos-

ophy Club, moderated by Dr.

O'Shea, be admitted to the

Council and seated for the sec-

ond semester*

O'Rourke explained that even

with its limited membership of

32 members, the club, known as

the Cassaciaciun Circle, is car-

rying on functions which are in

the better hiterests of the en-

tire University.

O'Rourke cited the organiza-

tion's program last year, under

the presidency of Joe Mastrom-
atto, and mentioned specifically

the lecture schedule and the

club's commission by the Na-
tional Philosophy Club. The Na-

tional Club has assigned Villa-

nova to head a group of nearby
secular colleges in a discussion

group.
_

•:::;:, .••.v^.

Scully Objects

The motion was passed with

Brian Scully as sole objector.

Scully felt that an organization

with only 32 members should not

have equal voting rights with

other organizations having 150
members. v; *

.

A motion made by Jim Straz-

bella provided that the Student
Council establish a special presi-

dential committee to be called

the Cultural Affairs Conmiittee.

The purpose of the committee
would be to promote and stimu-

late the establishment of activ-

ities which would enhance the

cultural life of the University.

The motion was carried unan-
imously.

Vets Slate Speakers
The first meeting of the Villa-

nova Veterans' Organization was
recently held. Plans for the oom-
ing year were discussed.

Several speaken are slated to

address the club this year. In

addition, the Veterans Club will

sponsor monthly Mass to be held

shortly.

Arrangements already are be-

ing made for the Veterans
Third Annual Dinner-Dance to

be held this spring.

Bine Key Connittee

To Act At Student

Gnidet Upon Request
Recently, there has been talk

on the campus about a new or-

ganization. The name mentioned

has been that of the "Blue Key!"

What is the "Blue Key"? The
best explanation can probably

be given in the etymology of the

name. The "B'ue" was derived

from our Villanova blue, and
"Key" stems from the concept of

a "key to the city" or in this

case, a "key to Villanova."

The "Key" has grown from

the original concept of a Stu-

dent Host Committee which was

initiated last year by the Student

Council.

This year, "Blue Key" will

continue to co-ordinate its ac-

tivities through the Executive

Vice President of Student Af-

fairs of the Council Tom Natal,

but will act more as an independ-

ent organization than before.

Future Service

What will the "Blue Key" do

this year ? It will now and in the

future act as a service organiza-

tion. It will bring "student pub-

lic relations" to Villanova in full

measure.
The "Key" will be composed

of a carefully select group of

Villanovans working side by side

with the administration and fac-

ulty members tours to campus
visitors as well as in greeting

dignitaries and visiting groups.

lit will also have students

available for private university

functions such as fund raising

dinners, library meetings, etc-

Enthusiastic support from
members of the administration

has already been received-

Persoaal Contact

The "Blue Key" will give

members in the organization a

chance to be of jJositive aid to

the University. Certainly more

of th nation's top high schools

which have students seeking

college admission will be im-

pressed by this personal con-

tact.

It is this personal contact

that is never forgotten. It also

gives members of the organiza-

tion a chance to work more

closely with members of the ad-

ministration.

A great amount of activity is

already taking place for the

"Blue Key." Mr. Moritz is ar-

ranging for the job interviewers

to be given tours of our campus.

Father Smith, Director of Ad-

missions, is anxious for the

same function with prospective

freshman; and Father Klekotka

is fully backing the organiza-

tion. '

The services of the "Bine

Key" will be available to all

members of the administration,

faculty, alumni, and student

body.
Effort Appreciated

"The amazing and sincere ap-

preciation expressed by peop'e

I have given tours to, whether

they be parents and seniors in

high school or representatives

from our State Department, ac-

centuates the need and makes
the few minutes of time in-

volved well worth the effort,"

said John Drees, last year's

chairman.
This year Chuck Kelly and

Mike Fallon will head the

"Blue Key" as president and

vice-president, respectively.

land's Hrst Shew
The Villanova University

Marching Band will present its

first halftime show of the sea-

son at the Villanova-Miami

Football Game.

Sophomores Quash Frosh
Attempts To Shuck "Regs"

CampusHappenings Noted:
The Intramural Department

of Villanova University held its

annual MUFF Day competition

Wednesday, October 5, on Men-
del Field. After the dust had
settled, the sophomore class

emerged the victors with 00
points against the freshman.

Country Girl First

Major Production

For Belle Masque
"Country Girl", the Clifford

Odets drama, will be the year's

initial presentation by Belle

Masque, the undergraduate the-

atrical society.

Performances are scheduled to

be held in Vasey Auditorium on
the nights of November 10, 11,

12, 13 and including a preview
on the ninth.

Mr. Richard A. Duprey, direc-

tor of the play and head of the

Theatre Department, said
•' 'Country Girl' is the first pro-

duction in a proposed festival of

American drama which the
Theatre Department and Belle

Masque are presenting this year
on the Villanova campus. This
play and the first two graduate
productions have already been
chosen from these representa-

tive dramas."

McGarry and Crane Star

Jobn McGarry and Kathy
Crane have the male and female
leads. Others in the cast include

Jim McMahon, Gail Walters,

Carol Schmenkel, Gerry Paon-
essa, Dick Mclntyre, as Tom
Flynn. Miss Crane, a senior,

and Miss Walter^ a junior, at-

tend nearby Rosemont College.

Working closely with Mr.
Duprey are Dick Tichenor, stage
manager, and George Hermann,
technical director. Tickets for
the production will go on sale

one and a half weeks before the
show in the Pie Sboppe and
Theatre Department ofiice.

Mr. Duprey has declared that
in this particular period of our
history it is advantageous for
t^e students to become acquaint-

ed with these "interesting Amer-
ican dramas", both the old and
the new.

The frosh started fast with

victories in the wheelbarrow
race, football punt for distance,

and the three-legged race; but

the sophs, with their greater

strength in numbers and ex-

perience, won the higher scor-

ing events, thus insuring vic-

tory^ As a result of 'the loss the

fro£h had to wear their "Regs"
an. additional week.

The Results:

Event Soph Frosh
Tug of War «.^»,.,«
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Substantial Dance Profit

The Student Council, during

its meeting last Wednesday
night, announced a profit of

$1589.32 from the Student Coun-
cil Dance. The money realized

from this event, which was ac-

claimed by Chairman Bill Friend

as "one of the most successful

dances in Villanova's history,"

has boosted the total of the

Council's treasury to $2293.90.

Parking and Privilege

Policing of the parking lot,

an action which was begun last

year with the oo-operation of the

University Police, will again go
into effect next week, according

to Jack Valva. Police will be

empowered to ticket automobiles

which are incorrectly parked-

More information regarding this

program will be given at a later

date.

A reduction in the registration

fee for senior car privilege was
also announced. As a result of

Council discussions with the ad-

ministration, the rate was lower-

ed from $5.00 to $.25 per stu-

dent. Registration was extended

to include last Thursday and
Friday, to enable more seniors

to take advantage of the lower

rate.

No Females
l)ick Wilder informed the

Congress that the movie pro-

gram will resume with a .show

on Monday, October 31, in Vasey
Hall. Joanne Dynakowski. rep-

resenting the nursing sorority,

asked whether the movies were
open to all students. After the

initial reaction and some dis-

cussion subsided, Tom Natal

stated that, by administration

ruling, no females were permit-

ted to attend. His announce-
ment was received by some scat-

tered applause.

A representative asked whe-
ther students would be permitted
to bring their dates to the

nearly - compleffd Sullivan
Lounge daring special events
such as Homecoming. The only
answer given was that no an-

swer had been given as yet.

Paul O'Rourke, Chairman of

the Fraternities and Societies

made a motion that the Philos-

ophy Club, moderated by Dr.

O'Shea, be admitted to the

Council and seated for the sec-

ond semester-

O'Rourke explained that even

with its limited membership of

32 members, the club, known as

the Cassaciacum Circle, is car-

rying on functions which are in

the better interests of the en-

tire University.

O'Rourke cited the organiza-

tion's program last year, under

the presidency of Joe Mastrom-
atto, and mentioned specifically

the lecture schedule and the

club's commission by the Na-
tional Philosophy Club. The Na-
tional Club has assigned Villa-

nova to head a group of nearby
secular colleges in a discussion

group. .

'';"'•

Scully Objects

The motion was passed with

Brian Scully as sole objector.

Scully felt that an organization

with only 32 members should not

have equal voting rights with

other organizations having 150
members.

A motion made by Jim Straz-

bella provided that the Student
Council establish a special presi-

dential committee to be called

the Cultural Affairs Committee.
The purpose of the committee
would be to promote and stimu-

late the establishment of activ-

ities which would enhance the

cultural life of the University.

The motion was carried unan-
imously.

Vets Slate Speakers
The first meeting of the Villa-

nova Veterans' Organization was
recently held. Plans for the com-
ing year were discussed.

Several speakers are slated to

address the club this year. In

addition, the Veterans Club will

sponsor monthly Mass to be held

shortly.

Arrangements already are be-

ing made for the Veterans
Third Annual Dinner-Dance to

be held this spring.

Blue Key Committee

To Act As Student

Guides Upon Request
Recently, there has been talk

|

on the campus about a new or-

ganization. The name mentioned

has been that of the "Blue Key."

What is the "Blue Key"? The
best explanation can probably

be given in the etymology of the

name. The "B'ue" was derived

from our Villanova blue, and

"Key" stems from the concept of

a "key to the city" or in this

case, a "key to Villanova."

The "Key" has grown from

the original conceot of a Stu-

dent Host Committee which was

initiated last year by the Student

Council.

This year, "Blue Key" will

continue to co-ordinate its ac-

tivities through the Executive

Vice President of Student Af-

fairs of the Council Tom Natal,

but will act more as an independ-

ent organization than before.

Future Service

What will the "Blue Key" do

this year? It will now and in the

future act as a service organiza-

tion. It will bring "student pub-

lic relations" to Villanova in full

measure.
The "Key" will be composed

of a carefully select group of

Villanovans working side by side

with the administration and fac-

ulty members tours to campus
visitors as well as in greeting

dignitaries and visiting groups.

lit will also have students

available for private university

functions such as fund raising

dinners, library meetings, etc-

Enthusiastic support from
members of the administration

has already been received-

Personal Contact

The "Blue Key" will give

members in the organization a

chance to be of positive aid to

the University. Certainly more

of th nation's top high schools

which have students seeking

college admission will be im-

pressed by this personal con-

tact.

It is this personal contact

that is never forgotten. It also

gives members of the organiza-

tion a chance to work more

clo.sely with members of the ad-

ministration.

A great amount of activity is

already taking place for the

"Blue Key." Mr. Moritz is ar-

ranging for the job interviewers

to be given tours of our campus.

Father Smith, Director of Ad-

mis.sions, is anxious for the

same function with prospective

freshman; and P'ather Klckotka

is fully backing the organiza-

tion. "::': .::...-,:'.

The services of the "Blue

Key" will be available to all

members of the administration,

faculty, alumni, and student

body. :
,;',,/;•.,.:;:..'/. -/.o,
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Kffort .Appreciated

"The amazing and sincere ap-

preciation expressed by peop'e

I have given tours to, whether

they be parents and seniors in

high school or representatives

from our State Department, ac-

contuates the need and makes
the few minutes of time in-

volved well worth the effort."

said John Drees, last year's

chairman.

This year Chuck Kelly and

Mike Fallon will head the

"Blue Key" as president and

vice-president, respectively.

Bond's First Show
The Villanova University

Marching Band will present its

first ha Iftime show of the .sea-

son at the Villanova-Miami

Football Game

Sophomores Quash Frosh
Attempts To Shuck "Regs"

Happ
The Intramural Department

of Villanova University held its

annual MUFF Day competition

Wednesday, October 5, on Men-
del Field. After the dust had
settled, the sophomore class

emerged the victors with 90

points against the freshman.

Country Girl First

Major Production

For Belle Masque
"Country Girl", the Clifford

Odets drama, will be the year's

initial presentation by Belle

Masque, the undergraduate the-

atrical society.

Performances are scheduled to

be held in Vasey Auditorium on
the nights of November 10, 11,

12, 13 and including a preview

on the ninth.

Mr. Richard A. Duprey, direc-

tor of the play and head of the

Theatre Department, said
" 'Country Girl' is the first pro-

duction in a proposed festival of

American drama which the

Theatre Department and Belle

Masque are presenting this year
on the Villanova campus. This
play and the first two graduate
productions have already been
chosen from these representa-
tive dramas."

McGarry and Crane Star
John McGarry and Kathy

Crane have the male and female
leads. Others in the cast include

Jim McMahon, Gail Walters,
Carol Schmenkel, Gerry Paon-
essa, Dick Mclntyre, as Tom
Flynn- Miss Crane, a senior,

and Miss Walter^ a junior, at-

tend nearby Rosemont College.

Working closely with Mr.
Duprey are Dick Tichenor, stage
manager, and George Hermann,
technical director. Tickets for
the production will go on sale

one and a half weeks before the
show in the Pie Shoppe and
Theatre Department oflice.

Mr. Duprey has declared that
in this particular period of our
history it is advantageous for

the students to become acquaint-
ed with these "interesting Amer-
ican dramas", both the old and
the new.

The frosh started fast with

victories in the wheelbarrow
race, football punt for distance,

and the three-legged race; but

the sophs, with their greater

strength in numbers and ex-

perience, won the higher scor-

ing events, thus insuring vic-

tory^ As a result of the loss the

frosh had to wear their "Regs"
an. additional week.

The Results:

Event Soph Frosh
Tug of War 10 5
Egg Toss 10 5
Wheelbarrow Race . .( 5 10
Horseshoes . .„ 10 5
Push Ball . , . . . . . ... 15 5
Football Punt

(Distance) 7 4
Football Pass

(Distance) 3 8
Three-Legged Race . 5 10
Foul Shooting 10 5
Touch Football

Game ............ 15 5

90 62
The frosh were handicapped

from the begnning by a general

lack of organization, while the
sophomores proved too well or-

ganized by their chairman, Don
Pistelli.

The touch football game, won
by the sophomores 6-0 was
colored during the second half

by several "flare-ups" of tem-
pers between the players of both

teams. "The intramural staff,

however, under J. P. Moran
quieted both sides before there

were an yincidents, and also pro-

vided little question of their

fairness.

Fr. Kenny made his annual
appearance as one of the refer-

ees of the push-ball contest and
was almost trampled in the en-
suing melee-

Highly spirited before the

out-set of the games, the fresh-

man class was disappointed
while the sophomores showed
their exuberant spirit by cheer-

ing the freshman at the end of
the touch football game.
The games were watched by

many of the faculty members,
most of the frosh and sopho-
more classes, and some upper
olassmen, all of whom showed
amusement.

Muff Day Too Much For Frosh

W'^^JV^' i
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CCD Teaching Again
The Confraternity of Chris-

tian Doctrine is again conduct-
ing a Teacher Training Pro-
gram. Courses will be held each
Monday night in 110 C&F for

ten weeks, interrupted only at
exams periods.

Those completing the course
will be certified by the Arch-
Diocese of Philadelphia to teach
religion on all Confraternity
levels. This certification is

recognized in almost every dio-

cese throughout the country.
Over a dozen members at-

tended a "CCD. Day" at Holy
Family College in Philadelnhia
on Sunday, Oct. 9. Kathy Cox.
Soph. Nurse, and Frank Mc-
Cormick, senior Physics Major
and Vice-President of CCD.,
represented Villanova in the
program.

Conductor and Partici[)ant

Kathy conducted a demon-
stration of the methods of
teaching Mentally Retarded and
McCormick participated in a
panel discussion intended to

demonstrate the proper and
successful methods o fconduct-
ing panelS'

Among other projects, the
Confraternity hopes to continue
teaching Mentally Retarded this

year. This project will be ex-
panded to place students who
wish to work with individual
children in their own homes.
High School students will also
be the subject of Confraternity
teaching. '.

•.•.',

Study Aid Program
Dr. Bernard Bonniwell, Chair-

man of the Psychology Depart-
ment will deliver a lecture to all

the freshmen on "How to Study
Efficiently", on Thursday, Oct.

13 at 7 p.m. in Vasey Auditor-

I

ium.

The lecture is being sponsored
by the Educational Affairs Com-

i
mittee of Student Council. Jim
Strazzella, Executive Vice-Pres-
ident of the committee stated
that the lecture is being given
to the freshman as part of an
over-all program to aid the new
student in adopting himself to
methods necessary for college
study.

Strazzella added that attend-
ance at this lecture is not com-
pulsory for the freshmen. "It is,

however, intended for their ben-
efit and all are urged to attend,"
said Strazzella.

The program for the lecture
is being directed by the Aca-
demic Affairs Committee under
the chairmanship of Bob Scalia.

Grammer Refresher
The English Department has

announced that it has initiated

a workshop for students in

freshman English who want and
need extra help in grammar.
Begun last week and lasting

six weeks, classes meet Tues-
days and Wednesdays at 3:30
in Vasey Hall Auditorium and
Fridays at 8:30 in 104 Class-
room Annex. Attendance is

voluntary for the non-credit
course taught by Professor Rob-
ert Wilkinson.

Theatre Department Plans
Williams' 'Glass Menagerie'

Philosophy Club

Obtains NFCCS Grant

For Area Activities

Tryouts for the Theatre De-
partment's presentation of Ten-
nessee Williams' "The Glass
Menagerie" will take place in

Vasey Auditorium next Wednes-
day, October 19, from 4 to 6
P.M. and from 9 to 9 P.M.
Graduate students, under-

graduate students, and faculty
members are eligible for parts in
the drama, which will be held on
December 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, also in

Vasey Auditorium.

Two New Conferences

. .*rw PORTRETTE

The History Department has
announced the institution of two
weekly conferences; one for Po-
litical Science majors, the other
for History majors. Both are
open to juniors in these fields.

They were bcjgun last week and
meet one hour weekly.

Each conference is held with
the departmental chairman.
Guidance is offered.

Man of Letters
If St. Jude is the patron of

hopeless cases then Gene Felch
musi be hia number one dis-

cipxe.

For inc iasi iwo yearfc* Gene
has taken two of ihe most un-
popular, unknown organizations
on campus. The National Feder-
ation of Catholic College Stud-
ents and the Confraternity of

Christian Doctrine, and made

ORGANIZER FELCH
. . . CCD. NFCCS. etc..

them reasonably popular.

Gene, a senior Arts major
from Keene, New Hampshire,
plans to spend some additional
time with the NFCCS when he
graduates. After a full year
with the Federation he will take
a job in a New York bank.

Senior Delagate
As the NFCCS senior delegate

from Villanova University, Gene
held the office of euro adminis-
trator, and was a member of the
regional executive committee
which attended the National
Congress in Louisville, Ken-
tucky. In addition. Gene labors
with the NFCCS National Lead-
ership Program Committee for
Villanova personnel, which in-

Btructs young men in the psy-

chology of leadership and or-

ganization techniques.

Gene's personal flair for
ladership is overtly apparent
as he is CCD President. This or-

ganization trains students as
instructors of religion for con-
ducting religion classes for non-
Catholic schools and for re-

tarded children-

Gene does not believe that
these organizations are unpopu-
lar; he contends that they are
merely new. "People have failed

to establish them on campus,
but they have a definite and sig-

nificant value", claims Gene.
"Members can do something
which is self-satisfying and
which contributes to the de-

velopment of individuality".

Everyone A Member
"In addition, the school can

be very proud of its student
body. Many off-campus people
who have heard of the activi-

ties of the CCD have offered
considerable praise to the Villa-

nova members of this organiza-
tion for their unselfish work in

teaching retarded children."

"Now", continued Gene, "the
majority of our students know
of the NFCCS. Everybody, by
virtue of their being students of
Villanova, are members, but re-

main inactive. The response,
nevertheless, has been good.
"Manhattan and Notre Dame,

however, already have national
offices," Gene says, "if they can
do it there is no reason why we
can't."

Gene asks students who are
interested in donating their
services to the NFCCS to leave
a note in the NFCCS box or re-
spond to notices on the bulletin
boards.

Gene leaves the students with
a final note: "You don't join
the NFCCS, you merely become
active."

The executive of the Cassaci-
acum Circle, Villanova's philo-

sophy club, announced that the
organization will hold its first

meeting this afternoon at 3:30
in 101 Vasey Hall and new mem-
bers are welcome.
A program for the coming

year will be discussed, and
various committees will be
formed under the Philosophical
grant by the NFCCS-
As a result of this grant, the

Villanova club is the center of a
philosophical commission com-
prising ten Catholic colleges in

the vicinity.

In accomplishing its aim of
fostering an interest in philo-

sophy in our life, the club will
sponsor a series of seven lec-
tures this year.

Idea of Ages
These lectures will be aimed

at the serious Villanova student
who is interested in the great
idea of the ages, but who does
not necessarily have an exten-

sive interest or background in

philosophy.

The first lecture will deal

with the influence of Greek
philosophical thought on mod-
ern tradition; the second with
Augustinian historical thought;
the third with the influence of
Jewish and Islamic thought in

the modern world.

Continuing the theme of
philosophy in the modern world,

the fourth lecture will concern
the influence of Hobbs and
Locke on American politics; the
fifth, the influence of Nietzche
on Nazism; the sixth, a dis-

cussion of the philosophy of

Marx; and the seventh will cul-

minate the series with a discus-

sion of historical thought
thought through literature.

DIRECTOR DUPREY
... Heods Grod Group

Mr. Bernard L-oyne, who last

year directed the two graduate
shows, Thorton Wilder's "Our
Town" and William Shakes-
speare's "Twelfth Night", will

again direct the graduate pro-

duction.

Mr. Coyne asserted " 'The
Glass Menagerie' is the most
artistic play that Mr. Williams
has written, and certainly one
of the most significant plays in

the American theatre since
World War II."

No Bizarre Types
"The play doesn't suffer,"

the director continued, "from
the usual sociological or psy-
chological case study that he
has used since the war in writ-
ing his plays.

"It deals with human beings
being rather than psychotic,
neurotic, exotic, eccentric, or
bizarre types. And it indicates
the greatness Mr. Williams can
achieve when dealing with a
novel theme."

Mr. George Hermann, the
technical director, is a new
member of the graduate school
faculty. Mr. Hermann is a grad-
uate of Catholic University
Graduate School of the Theatre.
He received his M.A. from Clark
College and his MF.A. from
Catholic University.

Mr. William Flynn, who grad-
uated from Manhattan College
with a B.A., is the stage mana-
ger, and Mr. James Wilaert,
who received the same degree at
Saint Ambrose College, is the
assistant technical director.

Tickets for "The Glass Men-
agerie" will go on sale on or
about one week before the per-
formance.

The second graduate produc-
tion, scheduled for February,
will be a new script by Mr.
George Hermann, "From Sea To
Shining Sea". Mr. Richard A.
Duprey, Theatre Department
head, says that this is "a
unique fable about America's
westward march" set to folk
music.

Lynx Names Officers;

Requests Material
The LYNX, campus literary

magazine, has chosen its 1960
staff. Co-editors-in chief are
Vince Kirk and Mike Wesley.
Other members of the editorial
board are Bill Speers, layout;
Jim Strazella. copy ; Gary Evans,
poetry; Joe Ruggiero. art; Tim
McNamar, exchange ; Dan Grove,
publicity; and Bill Friend, bus-
iness manager.

Any member may be contact-
ed for information about the
LYNX. Material for publication
may be left in Rm. 319 Sheehan
Hall, or in the English Oflice, on
the second floor of Vasey Hall.

Students in either Mr. Mitchell's
or Dr. Phillipson's class may
contact their teacher for infor-
mation or to leave material.

The magazine cover has al-

ready been selected and ten per
cent of the final content has
been chosen.
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Great Debate
Amidst all the refined i-azzle-dazzle at

the command of the nation s largest bixiad-

casting company, presidential contenoers

RichaH Nixon and John Kennedy squared

off in the second of their "Great Debates
last Fi*klay evening.

Of prime importance, however and gen-

erally overlooked in the discussion, was the

matter of the national economy. True, the

candidates went into the debate for the pur-

pose of treating only the foreign policy

aspects of the campaign.
Nevertheless, the UJS. economy is basic

to any and all considerations of the national

welfare, be they on the local or international

level. The formal economic principles in-

volved are far too complex for any kind of

intelligent discussion here, but the situation

boils down to the essential fact: "What you
do not have, you can not give."

Unquestionably, a very expensive future

looms before the world, and more paiticular-

ly, before the United States. Living stan-

dards at home will have to be improved, the

national defense will require continual ex-

pansion, and competition with Communism
for the vast "neutral" areas of the world
will be heightened.

Unless the national economy is immedi-
ately adjusted to support the myriad indivi-

dual programs designed to bolster the

American position, that position will deter-

iorate to proneness beneath Communistic
imperialism.

Both candidates admit to a costly future.

Both recognize the necessity of expanding
the economy, and both insist that the plat-

forms can solve the difficulties. Both em-
phasize that theirs is the less expensive

plans.

Again, however, the burden and respon-

sibility of selecting the more capable candi-

date dissolves upon the voter. Unless the

voter examines the issues, he cannot under^

stand the situation; and unless he under-
stands the situation, he cannot properly

decide the nation's future.

CAMPUS CAMERA

Zi
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Improvements

"Open End**

David Susskind, for the enlightenment

of all non-cognoscenti, is a kind of latter day

Grand Inquisitor, Defender of the Faith,

and Mike Wallace all in one.

As master of ceremonies of the New
York television program "Open End," he

goes the aforementioned Mr. Wallace one (or

more) better. Mr. Susskind has achieved

glory by invegling appearances on his pro-

gram from as many political, scientific, and

intellectual giants as were willing to chat

with him into the wee hours of any given

Monday morning.
Most recently, Mr. Susskind ascended to

/w heisfhts which even the President of the

United States darpd not tread : be hob-nobbed

with Nikita S. Krushchev, whim you may
know. . V-'..; ,•;:-.' :,.f:v :// .-..J-^ ,:'

True, anyone who can persuade a figure

such as the Russian Premier to sit down
and talk before the television camerps de-

sei'ves whatever accolade he receives, but he

should attempt to maintain dignity and

some degree of equitability with his subject.

By attempting to debate with, rather

than interview, Mr. Krushchev, Mr. Susskind

seems to have lost out on both those counts.

At best, Mr. Susskind will appear to the

hordes of overseas viewers who will undoubt-

edly see tapes of the program as a rather

cocky American who foolishly and unsuccess-

fully tried to sell the Russian on the essen-

tial superiority of Democracy, while at the

same time challenginof Mr. Krushchev's

actions in international affairs.

Fortunately, the situation did not turn

out for the worst, as some viewers, including

N.Y. TIMES TV critic Jack Gould, feared it

might have. It did not upset or perturb the

Premier, and thereby bring thd world a little

closer to that much-feared explosion which,

should it come, will affect eveiy one of us,

and will be so final.

In recent weeks, there has

been « small furor over the

Orientation Committee that
supposedly introduces the fresh-

men to the University. Response

to an article in the VILLANO-
VAN has been unfavorable

among those associated with the

O.C. on the grounds that the

criticism wm unwarranted and

not constructive.

As does pny organization, in-

cluding the VILLANOVAN, the

O.C. has defects. Some might

gay that these defects are so

great as to preclude the possibil-

ity of constructive criticism.

Lest the terms malcontent,

cynic, destructive critic, be

hurled indiscriminately, how-

ever, the following recomenda-

tions are respectfully, however,

the following recommendations
are respectfully submitted, with

the hope that, when next year's

O.C. is being established, these

recommendations might at least

be remembered, if not actually

considered.

Proportional Membership

The O.C. should be composed

of members from the vairous

colleges of the University in

direct proportion to the colleges'

representation in the incoming

frefihman class.

The O. C. should be composed

of volunteers whose prime moti-

vation is a patent interest in

improving these future gradu-

ates of the University in their

spiritual, intellectualond pro-

fessional attainments. Further,

that the members disseminate

information to assist the fresh-

men in avoiding mistakes which

the members themselves might

have made in their college

careers.

Seniors Only
The O.C. should be composed

only of senior students. This is

to insure, as much as possible,

that the members are possessed

of maturity and experience in

college life. Sophomores, a single

year removed from the fresh-

men, tend to be sophomoric in

their conduct, unimpressive to

the freshmen, and occasionally

intent on revenge for what they

took from some previous O. C.

The O. C. should be aware

that they will recive no recom-

pense of any kind, neither a free

white hat, nor publicity in any

campus publication, nor any

particular privi'egs. Their only

recompense will be the satisfac-

tion of having done their job

well.

Seriousness first

So much for O.C. menr iv-

ship. How should the members

function? First, they must real-

ize their objectives. College is

the last formal education the

vast majority of freshmen will

receive; they must make the

most of It. Their religious and

human development must take

precedence over insane scream^

ing of cheers ft>r the success of

an athletic team, or the per-

forming of ridiculous penalties,

or the watching of movies.

There is ample opportunity for

freshmen to indulge their appe-

tite for these latter activities in

their spare time. Under the offi-

cial aegis of the O. C, effort

should be devoted to develop-

ment on a plane higher than

these latter.

Love
Love, including love of Villa-

nova, must be based on know-

ledge and appreciation. Fresh-

men must learn about the Uni-

versity before they can love it.

Therefore, the .O. C. should

operate as follows:

All O. C. activities should be

conducted on a voluntary basis.

If the freshman is sufficiently

impressed with the seriousness

of the endeavor, he will attend

voluntarily.

The 0. C. should take par-

ticular pains to impress the

freshman with the mutual rights

and duties of the University and

the sudent. The student may
demand certain things of the

University, but he must render

certain things in return.

Judging from the campaign thus far, what
factors do you (liink will ulttmately decide viko

wlU win the Presidential Election ?

Judging from the past administration it

would seem that the candidate shooting the best

I

game of golf should be the win-

Iner. Aside from this, the big-

gest factor influencing the out-

I

come of the election will be the

sincerity of the victor. The
nominee who has been most sin-

cere (Kennedy) will gain the
,

majority of respect and conse-

{quently the largest vote.

Frank Matyskiela, EE '82

Although it is against all our principles,

this 1960 presidential campaign is turning into

a popularity contest. Pat Nix-

on's culinary genius and Jackie

Kennedy's wardrobe seem to

carry as much weight as the

farm problem and foreign policy.

Rich Loftus, EE '62

If Senator Kennedy can convince the public

that his policies are needed to avoid a national

crisis and to lead to greater

progress both on the internation-

al and the domestic scene, then

the scale may tip in his favor.

On the other hand, if Vice-

president Nixon can persuade

the public that the Republican
administration has led to

progress, and that his policies

will continue this progress, then

his chances for election will be

greatly increased*

Bob Piccone, '61

ryU:

In my estimation, both nominees have pre-

sented themselves very well, and both are young
. . ,,,, but very capable men. However,

in looking at the state of af-

fairs in which we as a country

find ourselves today, i.e., being

challenged by Russia for world
supremacy, and at the same time
being threatened by the same
for our own safety, I believe

that the essential and deciding

[factor in the 1960 presidential

election will be which nominees
qualify best to handle the foreign affairs of the

U. S. in these precarious times.

Peter G. Federico
::.;:•.;.

.•:;'•• Arts '62.
-'
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*^illanovans^^LookForward;
Fine Season Seen Ahead
During the fennent and up-

heaval of the depression years a
Villanova tradition was bom. A
tradition wliose stature was to
grow and progress tor yean to
come.

In the late 1920*8 an enter-

prizing, jazz-loving Augustinian
assembled a small musical ag-
gregation and named it the
"Villanovans." Without losing

any of its identity or freshness,

and without forfeiting any of its

authenticity, it is still expanding
within its own style structure.

This year's edition, while

carrying the old standard ,ia

adding new blood, music, and
personality. In June of 1960, due
to graduation, three valuable

men were lost. In September of

1960 came the task of rebuilding.

Loss Presents Problems
The loss of Lou Martucci, a

three year veteran, posed a great

problem to the remaining mem-
bers.

This problem was short-lived,

however, when out of thirteen

hundred freshmen emerged a
wiry, fair-haired, apprehensive
frosh with piano playing in his

nature. John Cahalin, a prodigy

of South Orange, N.J., has the

distinction of being the youngest
member of the group. John has
been playing for twelve years
and is as versatile as he is talent-

ed. The youngster is capable of

playing anything from Dixieland

to stark progressive.

A Westbury, Long Islander

named Jim Wilde has replaced

"now-prof * Lovecchio on the sax
and clarinet. Jim has an undying
love and talent for music and is

equally adroit on both instru-

ments. Aside from playing first

saxophone in the marching band,

Jim has had several years exper-

ience with various dance bands,

including the "Villanovans".

For the first time in the his-

tory of this group, a graduate
student has been permitted mem-
bership. He is, of course, Russ
McGrotty, a Vidlanova graduate
of last June. "Mac" has amazing
skill on the drums and to aptly

replacing Jay McAndrews. Russ
is a hard swinging drummer
who is in constant pursuit of

perfection. This Manhasset,
Long Island product adds depth
and vigor which provides a drive

which is both fluid and bril'liant.

Spook Arranges
Back for his third year Is

nOMt THE CA1H0UC DKaSSTt

Pope Aims to Reunite All

Under Rome; Orthodox First
One of the primary aims of Pope John XXIII i$ the unity of the Chris-

tian world, probably beginning with Uie return to Rome of the Greelc and
Russian Orthodox churches.

This is the statement of the Catholic Digest, the world's largest Catholic
subscription publication.

era filled via pneumatic mum*
)ledy-peg.

(Continued from Page 1)

Red Matt Offered

Here Friday Night
Kemme, O.SA., Vice President
for Student Affairs, will be the
sub-deacon. The Reverend Nor-
bert W. Whitley, O.S.A., the

!

Chaplin of the University, will

be Master of CerenMnies.

The Villanovans: left to right, John Gahaliii, Al Miassey,

Frank Kendlg, Ross McGrotty, Jim Wilde and Dick Morrison.

Knoxville, Tennessee's contribu-

tion to Villanova, Frank Kendig.
"Spook" as he is commonly
known to his friends contributes

not only his established talent on
the trumpet, but also his dtill

in arranging. As a freshman
Frank replaced Gerry Yantis and
has more than fulfilled all ex-

pectations.

"Spook," like drununer Mc-
Grotty, is in a never-aiding
struggle to fulfill his own musi-
cal aspirations .to better himself
and the band. This year the
"Villanovans" plan to buUd their

unique style around the brilliant

bugling of their southern ambaa-
sador.

Two men who need no intro-

duction are seniors Al Massey
and Dick Morrison. Both a2«
three year veterans who live in

Wa3me, Pa. Joining their fresh-

men year under Jack Emerick,
these men now form the back-
bone of this organization.

Plays Taba
Dick came to Villanova in 1057

after two years of study at
Lebanon Valley College Conser-
vatory of Music. His musical ex-

perience and technical know-
ledge have been of great assist-

ance in the co-ordinati<ni of the
band. This pre-law major plays
both tuba and string-bass with
equal capability. This is a rare

RIVER STYX
ByJONIK

Well, who's going \o break the news to the Captain f"

combination among college jazs

bands, which adds to the com-
petency and uniqueness of the

"Villanovans" in expressing

classic jazz and moaem music.

Al Massey, also a three year
veteran and pre-law major, is

a virtuoso of the slide trom-
bone. It is his instrument that
adds the comical and satirical

touch charateristics of tail-gate

Dixieland. Though Al is noted
for his barrelhouse ability, he is

capable of changing quickly to
the mellow tone required for

dance music. It is fortunate for
the "Villanovans" that someone
of his rare quality and ability

appeared simultaneously with
the loss of his great predecessor,
Pat Broidy.

This year under the guidance
and leaderdiip. of their senior
members, the "Villanovans" are
preparing to surpass the credits

of former years. They plan to
continue their itinerant schedule
by again canying the name and
good-will of Villanova to

campuses near and far.

They are also prepared to

donate their services more free-

ly to campus activities. Though
their roots are deeply innslanted

in Dixieland, they are constantly
branching out into the realm of
modernism, sometimes C(»nbin-

ing the two to fom a distinct

style of their own and to hreak
from an era past. 'vi;; >

Dime Philanthropy
Aids Big Projects

You don't have a million dollars,,

but would you hke to be a philan>

thropist? • -!

You can be a real philanthropise

with just one dollar, thanks to a do-

it-yourself philanthropic project

called the San Francisco Founda-
tion.

Your dollar won't be frozen into

a rigid pattern to- aid only one

project, says the November Catholic

Digest which tells the foundation's

story. It will be used for "any un-

usual project which can't get fi-

nanced elsewhere.**

The foundation's projects include

providing nearly blind children with

books of king-size print; founding

a clinic for alcoholics; financing

public health service in the Ken-

tucky hills; and aiding the San

Francisco Guild for Crippled Chil-

dren.

In its November issue, the maga-
zine states: *The matter has been

close to the Holy Father's heart for

a long time," and retraces the pres-

ent Pope's long-standing interest in

unifying the Christian world under
Rome.
"As apostolic delegate to Bul-

garia and later to Turkey and
Greece, he was a principal instru-

ment of the Holy See in eastern

Europe between 1925 and 1944. Dur-

ing these years, Archbishop Roncalli

wanted to be the living expression

of the warm heart and helping hand
of the Pope to those who did not

belong to the Catholic family."

The Catholic publication points

out that the problem of Christian

unity under Rome is not a new effort

for the Vatican.

In 1923, Pope Pius XI expressed

his desire for unity in an encyclical

letter titled, "The Church of God,"

and in 1928 in a second encyclical,

"Conterning the Eastern Churches."
Also during the reign of Pius XI,

discussions were held between Catho-

lic and Orthodox leaders who met
to discuss union and who made some
progress. "Other congresses witl

Catholic and Orthodox participatioi

occurred in 1920 and in 1938," thi

magazine explains.

The Holy See welcomed, too, dia,

logues between Anglicans and Catho
lies. "These conferences were pri

vate and unofiBcial," says the Catholic

BISHOP HANNAN. J.C.D.

... To Sp«ak

The Augustinian
the Very Reverend

Provincial,

James A.

My Neighbors

Digest, "but they were held with the Donnellon, O.S.A., will preside

approval of the Holy See and of the In the sanctuary. The preacher

Archbishop of Canterbury." at the Red Mass is to be the

Now, Pope John XXIII has issued Most Reverend Philip M. Han-
a clear call for Christian unity by nan, JC.D., Auxiliary Bishop
convoking an ecumenical (world- of Washington. Bishop Hannan
wide) council "for our brethren in is widely known as an outstand-

Christ, who, like us, bear His name, ing canonist and as a most
read His holy gospel, and perform stimulating preacher. The music
blessed acts of charity." of the Mass will be sung by the

.. .—r' Vi'lanova Singers, under the

direction of Mr. Herbert Fis,

with Dean Harold Gill Reauche-
lein of the Law School serving
as organist.

Students of the School of
Law, its alumni and the Board
Consu'tors to the School of
Law will attend the Mass.
After the Mass, the Board of
Consultors and their wives will

be the guest of the President of
the University at a buffet sap-
per in Garey Hall, honoring
Bishop Hannan, while the law
alumni will be guests at a
buffet at Villanova's newly
opened Alumni House.
Members of the general Uni-

*Tm going to name you yersity faculty and of the
•Teamster' because you defy undergraduate student body are
management!" invited to attend the Mass.

SUN.. OCT. 16 AT t:10 PJI. AT ACAOCMY OF MUSIC'

^

MORT-
PLUS THE UMEUTER8

TICKHS: $1.«S, $2.45, $2J9, $3.45.

ON SALE NOW: Boi-OMct Acadtmy of Music, Broad » Locutt St. PE S-737t.

All tlakti l«WM. Downtewn Sth & Market, 69tli SL A dMltmham StorM,

WA 2-3300, RMord Mart StorM, 1527 Chtttnut St Ctnttr City STth A WWMrt
A 5610 N. Broad St., OlMy. MAIL ORDER: Maka ciitckt payabia Acado«y af

Miwic. Bread A Locust St., Miila., Pa. Enclota itampad Mif-addrastad aavatapa.
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Book Store Bedlam Bucked;
Cridders Can Intellectuals

Capping Ceremony ^Tinis^^

Now that the dust has cleared
and some sort of semblance of
•order is now present in Dough-
erty Hall, should the situation
in our makeshift bookstore go
iinlamented until next book-
buying time next February?

.
Well, It's at least Uke a

token view of_the problem now,
in the hopes
that come the
beginning
of next se-

>» mester the re-,

i^peat of the
semi - annual
mops storming
the west lounge

SPEERS for textbooks,
won't be necessary.

Consider first of all the
loyalty of the Villanova stud-

ent body! They oould Just as
easily buy their books at Leary's
on 9tii street below Market or

ZaveHe's on Broad street at
Montgomery avenue*

But no, they toould rather

brave the thermal confines of
the back corridor of Dougherty
Hall and the seemingly endless

cavalcade of sweaty bo.dies lead-,

ing to the almost legendary

Villanova bookstore, in order to

Tmrchase a simple textbook. We
hear some poor souls had to

wait as long as two ho.urs be<-

fore gaining access to the close- ,'

ly guarded lounge.

Don't take such loyalty
lightly! How many other places

are there where a paying cus-

tomer, confronted with these

conditions would shun the sug-

gestion "Let's try some place

else!"

And that is just our point, t/>
the student is paying top price^',

for an item at school, is he not,

entitled to the same service:,,

which he would receive outside f ":

We think, yes.

Certainly, one must sympa-
;

thize with the bookstore, for
.

they must serve the entire
'

school at a rather hectic period. .

However, we believe a better

system for book distribution

could alleviate some of the mud-
•die.

One method may be to divide

the texts into three groups ac-

.cording to the three schools:

C*P, Arts, and Engineering.

(Nursing could be combined
with Arts.)

Once this is completed,
Dougherty HaU could then be

broken up as a central distribu-

tion center by having the bu^i-

ncss books sold in the Com-
merce and Finance Building;

the engineering and science

books in Mendel Hall; 'And the

arts books in Dougherty.

The inconvenience placed on
Mendel and C&F should be

slight since with the dispersal

of the book-buyers into these

three groups, the book-buying
period could be reduced con- :

Siderablv.
The expediency with which

this system could be worked/
should be obvious. The student

receives his books faster and
possibly the book store could

aave money by employing
workers for only a fraction of

the time required in the past. ,

• • •
Our football players have

been bad boys; not only that,'

but they are presently running
the risk of being branded an
enemy of the arts.

For our lowly Vi\lanova
Music Society (formerly Opera-

CloBsica) has been forced to
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succumb to the equine appetites

of our braton braves of the ball

field.

No longer will the Thursday
activity period be elevated to

empyreal heights by the elegant

strains emitting from the east

lo'jnge of Douglierty. No, not

until the football season is over.

.

For the shoulder-padded ones
have taken over the faculty

dining area on the second floor

of Dougherty for their own
chuck wagon. This move in

turn forced the faculty into the

east lounge for their noonday
renast which, of course, rele-

gated our own Music Society to

the realm of non-existence, at

least during the pigskin season.

But fear not. Music Society,

for your call is a greater one.

You have chosen the l>est part

—temporary oblivion to fame
in the shadow of an ill-fed egg-

l>al|^tQam.

Vae victis!

Mary E.

It win come as no surprise to the inhabitants
of the campus that the capping ceremony as
such, for the sophomore student nurse at Villa-

nova, has been eliminated. This announcement
VM made two weeks ago *»y the new Dean of
Nursing, Dr. Schrum. The nursing administra-
tion apparently feels that the ceremony is un-
necessary; that at the beginning of one's soph-
omore year, a student nurse does not particularly
merit such distinction, having done little or no
actual work in her chosen profession.

Many other collegiate schools of nursing, as
well as three-year schools, have decided to adopt
the same plan, it would seem that capping is,

obsolescent, if not altogether obsolete-

I am not about to dispute the lyisdom of
the nursing administration's decision. I realize

that, in addition to the reason given above, many
more determining factors may have influenced
their choice to break with tradition. What these
factors may be, I must confess, I am at a loss
to understand. But that is neither here nor
there. Mine is not to reason why . . .

Loss of Dignity
I And it very regrettable that capping will

no longer have any meaning for the student
nurse at Villanova. I remember a thne when it

Gamber

did. Now the student will simply be handed her
cap after waiting with her sophomore sisters in

a line which closely resembles the line winding
around the residents' dining room before supper
time. Thwe ocui be no dignity or significance

attached to such a ceremony.
The cap is the symbol of the nursing pro*

fession . Gone are the traditional days when th'

President of the University presided over the
cerentony, capping each student nurse in our
beautiful University Chapel. Gone are those
moments of excitement and enthusiasm preced-

ing the occasion.

Gone is the essence of "being capped;" the
feelings of dignity and pride of achievement
which the student feels as she becomes awaii
of the meaning of the ceremony. Gon«>t. too

is the Benediction which lollowed caPp '. 3,

wherein God's blessing was invoked upon the
future nurses.

My sympathy is with the present sophomore
class of nurses, whose eagerly awaited capping
has degenerated into the cold and meaningless
affair with which they now must content them-
selves. My sympathy and my grateful thanks
that I belonged to the class before them.

NAME: John Hulse AGE: 27 MAJOR: Bus. Adm.
PRESENT JOB: Telephone Manager, Sioux City, lo^wa

When John Hulse was a senior at the tJ. of

South Dakota, he had -his own set of "do's" and

"don'ts." Don't become a mere cipher on some-

body's payroll. Don't sit on the shelf waiting for

your first taste of responsibility. Do get a job

where you have a chance to show your stuff

right from the start. Do the job.

John knew his B.S. in Business Administra-

tion could lead him into almost any field. He
chose the telephone business and joined North-

western Bell.

One of his first assignments: streamlining oper-

ating procedures for the telephone offices of Iowa's

five largest cities. In this work John showed
good judgment and sound organizing ability.

Today he is Telephone Manager of Sioux

City, Iowa.

Besides managing day-to-day operations,

helping plan tomorrow's telephone growth is

an important part of John's job. A typical ex-

ample is the work he does with the Sioux City

Industrial Development Association. In this role,

he's the answer man on projecting, planning and

supplying the communications needs of new in-

dustry. He's shown above with Bob Sweeney,

manager of the Sioux City Chamber of Commerce.

"You must ahvays be thinking of the future

in this business," John says. "We have to stay

ahead. I think a man who has something to offer

this outfit won't have a minute's worry about

what it can do for him."

// you're a capable guy—looking for an action

job with rapid rewards for the man who can handle

it—you'll want to visit your Placement Office for

literature and additional information.

"Our number one aim is to have in aU

management jobs the 7no8t vital, intel-

ligent, positive and imaginative men

toe can possibly find.'*

Frederick R. Kappel, Pretidtnt

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

'•< < * ^ ,
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Dooley, ^^Good American 99 •y Jm

After the conference at the by Fred Alejer wil bring about the overthrow

Sheraton Hotel we went back to native doctors to run these °^ communism and told us that

our host's house for cocktails,
hospitals

« •

We had ben told that the lec-

turer would also be present, but
EsUbiished Hospitals

Rusia had already had four or
five major uprisings, but most
were cleverly concealed from the

admits that
the "Five Pennies" (which he

Nichols Still Sterling After

Thirty Years of Dixieland
While listening to the current his next album, "The Guest

'-"'- -'""
"C
t—-"-.—; Once the native doctors were r^r^'llM"*'

"*~ s<>^"<^» <>^ modem Jazz, has this Pennies". From the Red Hill
we were somewhat skeptical

^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ the new mod-
f''^^

^°f
1<^- thought ever crossed your mind, engagement, he is due on the

since we knew he had a heavy ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ Dr. Dooley believes that all of "Will he be «ble to play that Next Bell Telephone Hour on
schedule But, alas, our host had

^^^^^ concentrate their efforts South America will eventually well when he's in his fifties." or the "idiot box", then on to To-
been right and Dr. Tom Dooley

j^ establishing other hospitals in
become communist, and after the better still, "will he be around ledo's "RoundUble".

apeared with his entourage.
gome other area of the country P®^^^®^ <>^ ^^^ ^*"<*"8 oountries when he's fifty?" Until this Nichols readily a

Dr. Dooley is a thin, young-
^^ ^^ ^^ world

realize the fallacies of such a past Sunday, it must be con- the "Five Pennies"
looking man called by many "the

» i,^ nr HolMpv wVin
system, they would revolt and fessed that this Jazzphile never thinks was 70% fact) has been

good American." His entourage we
*f*^

j^*^*

^^'^^J^^^ overthrow it. The process he thought of it either, but a trip the main factor in his success-
consisted of three public rela- would assume ine economic

^j^.^ would take twenty over the bridge to the new Red ful comeback. He still keens
tions men. his brother whom he responsibilities of maintaining

^^^^ jjill Inn brou|ht it to mind. The five sidemen ("Five pennies

^nu:Lsrin':rder\o^^^^^^^ the%o^Tnmenrs of t^^^^
,

,Befor. leaving. Dr. Dooley
''^:,iZi: I"y':l'T^ik "^^/^ Nichols," he says) and

'S!^^:r^^o^^:^ wJe the hosp^als had been ^^^^^^aTwhr^^^ ^^T^rlZr^r.^'o,^^, '"^^ his o a

young doctors anxious to follow
fff,^f,^;/j,^^^^^^^^^^ his offic" 'for^me mXne Utah. Loring "Red" Nichols. i^ i^, i^ i^

Dr Dooley's steps. m the^roject and had promised
^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ whose life was recenUy dra- When asked about the differ-

Dr. Dooley had come to Amer- ^^'""^^ '"^^ *.^^'^^^^^^ ^^ that some patients had given him ^^tized in the motion pcture, ence between fronting a group

l^^^A'Jo?!^'"
*° raise funds for j.^^"""^^. *^."

touc hfn e his i" appreciation for his services.
"The Five Pennies'

.
In his last now in contrast to 30 years ago.

MEDICO a non-profit organiza-
[^^^ufL L' tl^ough t^^^^^ the Chinese peasant began to

appeanmce in this town, he Nichols commented. "It's much
tion which establishes hospitals snouiaer as inougn irying lo ^ o numbered among his sidemen easier now although there is a
in the under-developed regions repress severe pam. Later his

* , ,
, _ _ , .. . ., such musical luminaries as lot more bookwork tn attpnH tn

of the worid. We w^e all anx- brother told us that Dr. Dooley He told Dr. Dooley that the ^ Goodman. Glenn Miller In t^ L da^ we did^^^^^^^^

ious to question our distinguish- bad undergone a cancer opera- communists had caught his elder ^„^ q^^^ ^rupa. the law to back up our con
ed guest; therefore, after the in-

tion, and the pain had not yet son trying to sell some vege-
talking with Red Nichols tracts and

'

troductions were over, we start- subsided. tables in the black market—

a

^^j^^g^ ^^ir is completely gray "speakeasy"
ed our interrogations. We asked Dr. Dooley about serious crime against the Red ^^^^ jg ^ ^^^j^ ^ pleasure as his best to renege

Dr. Dooley told us that communism and its progress in Chinese communal system of listening to him play. He is at promise."
MEDICO has two main objec- the world. He believes that com- agriculture. "Why^do you cry," all times a pro m the strictest On having had so many great
tives: one is the establishment munism will eventually be a he asked. sense of the word. Red has sidemen in his past groups "I
of hospitals in the various native dead philosophy, but, neverthe-

^'Because my son " the Chinese
^^" ^" ^^^® current road trip have always been proud of the

villages and consequently the in- less, the world will suffer much
^

, j
•'

4.

since August 23 and will return fact that so many of those who
troduction of modern medicine before it is extinguished. s^ia, was placed in a cage just to his home in Llano, Cal.

into these areas; the second, the Five Russian Uprisings ^^^^ yours under the sun until sometime around Oct. 22 and a

training and encouragement of He described the pattern that he died."
'

than one
would do

on his

worked under me found the
fame that they deserved. I have

Ws whafs up frontHiat counts
FILTER-BLEND | and only Winston has it!

Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially

processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
R. J. Beynoldi Tobacco Company, Wlnftan-Stlcm, N. C.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD //Ae a cigarette should!

recording session at Capitol for no doubt that they would have"" been successful anyway because
they all loved their work. We
had some great times together
and I like to think that we
played some great music."

.
i

'

' ^,; Nichols retains his memor-
able dixieland style in all of his
sets but has wisely incorpor-
ated dance tunes and Gershwin
medleys into dixie-type arrange-
ments that pace his shows ex-
tremely well. Although he had
played to packed houses west
of the Mississippi and in New
York, Nichols did not set any
house records last week. To be
sure, many of the oldsters came
out, but the younger generation
was conspicuous by its absence.

It is an accepted fact that Philly

; ,
is a modern Jazz town, but there

;(;:'. is a touch of irony in the fact
'

'

' that it isn't the Red Hill or
Nichols who lose* out but rather

, ' those who missed a chance to
see a man so proficient on his

.horn that he was once con-
sidered second only to the im-
mortal Bix Beaiderbecke. Wheth-
er standing in front of his group
or blowing a surprisingly strong
chorus, it is obvious that
Nichols still enjoys playing. In
fact, almost as much as the
audience enjoyed listening.

Incidentally, Joe de Luca*s
new Red Hill shapes up as prob-
ably the nicest Jazz joint in the
•land. The phonetics are most
conductive to listening and it is

not cramped for space like so
many other places. With a mini-
mum (no cover) ranging from
$3 at the bar to $5 at a table,

. it won't break your wallet
either. Appearing this week is

the Ramsey Lewis trio. At the
Showboat, the Charlie Mingus
Quintet. • And to Pep's goes the
award for the scoop of the sea-

son. For this week, they have
signed Quincy Jones, recent
winner of the International Jazz
Critics Poll and his 18-piece

band . in their first American
appearance since their success-

ful 9-month Eluropean tour.

• homh before you Up.

CmhoUe Digest—Novemher

m
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Fanciest Dorm Caps Prize

Before Annual Basca Dance

*
Frank Pied and Dave ("Doc")

O'Connor have been appointed
chairmen of the Nick Basca
Homecoming Dance to be held
Friday, November 4, in the F^eld

House.
This announcement was made

by Larry Bathgate, senior class

President and general coordin-

ator of the Homecoming Week-
end program-
As in the past, the Basca

Dance will be preceded by the
designatk)n of the most impress-
ively decorated dormitory. "The
Intramural Council will run this

part of the program," Bathgate
said.

Following the presentation of

this award a bonfire rally will

be held.

', Three Committees
"The Intramural Council will

also run the refreshment eon-

oesskm," Bathgate elaborated.

There will be three committees
working under the co-chairman-
ship of Pizzi and O'Connor:
decorations, tickets, and publi-

city.

Decorations chairmen include

John Livezey, Mary Chapman,
Paul Gallagher, and Bob Red-
mond.

Ticket sales will be handled by
Jack Donahue and Ron Locan-
dro. "The price of the dance will

be $2.50," Bathgate interjected.

Tom Natal and Dave Sever-

ance will serve as publicity com-
mittee co-chairmen.

Two men were discussing their
new boss. "I can't help liking

the guy," said one. "If you
don't, he fires you.'

Siidiee, Hew Soph VP
WiM By A Lamlsliie
Amidst unavoidable eonfusicMi

on the part of the Elections
Committee and lack of proper

publicity, Rocco Guidice was
elected sophomore class Vice-

President last week.

A total of 299 voters treked

to the polls in Alumni Gym to

cast their ballots. Those voting

represented approximately one-

third of the soph class enroll-

ment.

Guidice garnered 125 votes to

carry -the election by a compar-

ative landslide. His closest op-

ponent, Robert Coogan managed
to capture 56 votes.

Also-rans were: Stephen Mar-

tino, 52; Diane Hneleski, 39;

Matthew Alessi, 12; Phil Cos-

tanzo, 10; and John Jannik, 5-

Medick-Soph Accordionist
Has First Disc Released

Presently studying in our
CoBunerce and Finance School, is

a rarity in the recording field

—

a "pop" accordionist.

Bob Bfitek, (Medick is his pro-

fessional name) recently had his

first record released on the

Laurie label
—

"Streets of Ven-
ice". The record was introduced

nationally two months ago on
Dick Clark's pandstand; the

flip side is "Western Sunrise."

An alumnus" of bandstand,

Bob had built himself a network
of tan clubs throughout the

U. S., solely on the strength of

his daily "dancing" appearances
on the teen-age telecast.

Since his venture into the en-

tertainment field. Bob has played
a variety of spots, from Marty
Bohn's Nut Club in Wildwood,
N. J., to Philadelphia's Academy

of Music.

Never Exploited

"I know playing the accordion

doesn't seem to be the best way
to make It in this business", says
the accounting-major, "but the

fact is that the versatility of

the accordion has never been
exploited".

Mitek, who has studied under
Andy Arcari, considered to be
the finest accordionist in the
world, contends that a whole or-

chestra can be imitated on the
accordion if played by an artist.

"The accordion right now is a
baby instnmient just one ac-

A ' « •
1

.
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Even though modern electronic computers work at al-

most unbelievable speeds, the scientist is way ahead
of them.

Put quite simply, scientists have been thinking up com-
plex problems faster than even the fastest computers
could handle them. To close this gap, IBM created

STRETCH, the world's fastest, most powerful computer.

The first STRETCH system will go to the AEC at Los

Alamos to aid in nuclear reactor design. This goliath can

do a million additions or subtractions a second. It can

"read" the equivalent of four million characters per

minute from magnetic tape. It can print the equivalent

of three good-sized novels every hour. It can perform

all these operations simultaneously, and if necessary

i';J
''W'.'fr

IBM

pause midway in the problem and tackle a more im-

portant one.

Creating such tools and putting them to work for sci-

ence—or for business, industry, or government— is ex-

citing, important work. It calls for talents and skills of

every kind, from liberal arts to Boolean algebra to astro-

physics.

So whatever your particular talents and skills, there

may be just the kind of job at IBM you've always wanted.
The IBM representative will be visiting your campus this

year. Why not ask him about it? Your placement office

can make an appointment. For further information about
opportunities at IBM, write, outlining your background
and interests, to:

Manager of Technical Employment
IBM Corporation, Dept. 887
590 Madison Avenue

New York 22, New York.

.;-.'•'!:;;";,
V' *.';.*

HOW TO SQUEEZE

A MILLION CALCULATIONS

INTO ONE SECOND

f. .-,..,

ACCORDIONIST MEDICK

Accounting ond R 'n' R

cordionist has to make it to the
top and others will follow," he
states.

Although he favors off tempo
numbers himself. Bob plays
everything from concertos to
rock and roll. But he believes

the big thing in music today is

a "new-sound".
Bob, on his way to the top,

admits that three things are
necessary to -get there: ability,

showmanship and stage pres-
ence.

"You can't just make it on
records," he states, "You must
produce on the stage and night
club floors. The kids may put
you on top, but it's the adults
that keep you there". But he
admits that one of the biggest
barriers in the recording busi-
ness is to get to the adults
through the kids.

Insecure Business
Bob would like to make music

a career, but, unlike many other
young popular stars, places his
education first. "Show business
is an insecure business," admits
the C & F sophomore, "so if I

don't make it, I would then turn
to corporation accounting.
Bob likes the college life at

Villanova but does not go along
with seemingly popular be-
lief that rock and roll is below
college sophistication. "A per-
son's taste in music does not
change just because he comes
to college, but is merely refined".
The teenage accordionist con-

cludes that all success in music
business does not stem from tal--

ent. "It's about 70 per cent luck
and 30 per cent talent."

Club Plans Field Trip
The Finance Club, under the

direction of Mr. P. J. Dougherty,
has planned a field trip to New
York later this semester..

They will visit the Stock Mar-
ket, the Federal Reserve, the
Commodity Exchange, and a
large Investment'House. Also, a
searies of lectures is planned

for the careers which most of
the graduates will enter.

rAA

1

IRS Plans Field Trips; •

Discusses Foreign Policy
The International Relations

Society of Villanova held its first

meeting on Tuesday evenhig,

October 4, in Vasey Hall. The
society's moderator. Dr. Fritz

Nova, of the History and Poli-

tical Science Dept., gave the wel-

coming address to an exception-

ally large turnout.

Joseph Clark, president of the

society, presented the general

program for the year, which will

include prominent speakers on
world affairs, group discussions,

films and field trips. On the field

trips, the members will visit the

United Nations in New York
City and areas of international

significance in Washington, D. C.

Each year the society under-

takes a study of a specific issue

and for the current year it has

selected "Perspectives on Peace

U. S. Policy Goals for the eO's"

as its topic- The purpose of the

study is to 'offer students inier-

Literary Club Alive;

Donahue Discusses

Tentative Agenda
Dead.
That's what the Literary Club

is not, according to Mike Don-

ahue, recently designated club

prexy.

"Despite rumors to the con-

trary, the Literary Club will

function as a bonafide member
of the Fraternities and Societies

Organization despite the fact

that the Student Council does

not even recognize us," Donahue
vowed.
On a more serious note, he

explained that he assumed the

duties of president after Presi-

dent-designate George Matey
transferred to the University of

Toronto.
Regarding the tentative agen-

da for the year, Donahue said

that the focal point of the early

discussions will be poetry. "I

hope to get Dr. Joseph Reino to

present several informal discus-

sions on poetry along the lines

of his very popular University of

the Air series last Spring."

Beatnik Fliilosophy

Donahue added that he thinks

Dr. Reino can "dispel the widely

held illusion that poetry is

strictly for the aesthetic."

The first offering by a member
of the club will be Lenny Gal-

iulo's discussion of modem poe-

try and the philosophy of the

^ e a t Generation, tentatively

scheduled for November 8, Gali-

ulo is a sophomore English ma-
jor. V

Other subjects are being re-

searched and prepared by Dave
Severance and controversial Bill

Speers. Severance will deliver his

talk on John Steinbeck sometime
before basketball season gets

underway, Donahue said.

Speers, who is vice-president

of the Literary Club, has chosen
for his topic "Kerouac Revisit-

ed," an analysis of last three

novels written by the so-called

spokesman of the Beat Genera-
tion.

Donahue further disclosed

that he has appointed Gus Susn-

jara and Jim McAteer as pro-

gram co-chairmen. "It will be

their function to come up with
ideas for interesting and inform-

ative programs-"
"Oh yes," Donahue appended,

"it will also be their duty to see

what can be done about getting

u« back on Student CouncU."

ested in the formulation of an
intelligent U. S. foreign policy

an opportunity to participate in

a realistic policy making situa-

tions.

Student Participation

It also affords members the

chance to cope with an actual

problem which faces policy

makers in the Dept. of State, and
on the basis of mature study and
research, recommend U.S. policy

on that issue. The student ob-

jective should be, through study
and the writing of position pa-

pers, to clarify which otherwise
might be left in the realm of

the impractical.

C^ark stated that the topic

would be dealt with under the

following five topics:

1. U.S. Ideology in a Competi-
tive world.

2. US. Domestic Politics in

World Focus.

3. U.S. Defense and Disarm-
ament Objectives.

4. U.S. Leadership for World
Peace Through Law.

5. U.S. Initiatives in Foreign

Policy-

The second meeting of the so-

ciety was called for Tuesday
evening, Oct. 18, when commit-
tees will be set up to begin stud-

ies of the areas mentioned above.

Clark announced that the guest

speaker for the evening would

be Mr. John J. Logue, of the

History and Political Science

Dept., who will discuss current

U.S. Foreign Policy.

NFCCS Needed
(Continued from Page 1)

fields, the Federation works to-

ward the development of more
fully complete individuals and
more responsible ciitzens.

GOP Presidential Candidate Greeted

• Coiffure: French word meaning
** You'll keep coming to us because

you'll never be able to do it this way
yourself"

Richard M. Nixon is mobbed at Philadelr^ia's Convention

Hali by the area's college students inciiiding those of Villanova.

Story from life

What more could a budding research engineer want? Steve
Polaski, B.S. in electrical engineering, January, 1959, starts

out for his day's work enthusiastically, with a cheerful send-

off from his charming yoimg wife. The car and infant son are

both 1960 models, the pleasant new home is in the heart of the

Allegheny Mountains . . . and the job is supervisor of the field

portion of an extensive research and development program for the

first 460,000'V(dt electric transmission line in the United States.

A '59 GRAB'S INTERESTING JOB
with a Pennsylvania

! : ELECTRIC UTIUTY

Flashback: Eleven months after starting with his

company and shortly after completing the cadet

training program, Steve was selected to participate

in a research project at General Electric Company's
High Voltage Laboratory in Pittsfield, Mass. Here
he IS seen at the G.E. lab where he helped develop

instruments to measure lightning current.

Steve finds living in this mountainous area ideal for the pursuit

of his main hobby, himting. His enquipment includes two rifles

and two c^otguns in prime condition and he enjoys exciting

off-hours sport bag^g wild turkeys, pheasants and rabbits

in the forests near ms home.

Another hobby, photography, fits right into his work schedule.

At right, above, he is seen at the window of his trailer lab

(which, incidentally, overlooks his home in the valley) taking

pictures with a telei^to lens of the conductor and structiues

on the EHV line. These pliotos are used as masters on
which he superimposes time shots of lightning strokes at

night to obtam a record.

At one of the two 460,000-volt line structures near

his laboratory-equipped trailer headquarters,
Steve checks the operation of a line surge oscillo-

scope which automatically takes pictures of the

wave shape of lightning strokes as they occur near

the line. In addition to the lightning protection

study, his work includes field research into radio

influence of extra-high voltage and corona loss, and
a study of vibration characteristics of the conductor.

Able graduates in all fields will find inter-

esting and rewarding jobs with Pennsylvania's

progressive electric utilities. Get in touch with

company representatives or write us for in-

formation: P.E.A., State Street Building,

Harrisburg, Pa.

PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC
ASSOCIATION

21 Independent Companies Providing Power

far Pennsylvania's Progress

i
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Pro Football Going Great
Guns;Room ForNew League

[a f&• 0roov#

Writer Friend Wildcats
by Ed Lolir

Tumstyleg were forced around
and around 300,000 times last

weekend as football-crazed

crowds poured into ball parks
scattered all over the nation to

see the National League's week-
ly fall spectacular .

Expansion and Principal

Professional football has ex-

panded fantastically in the last

Who says

for another

cushioned bench

!

there is no room
league ?

Small College Stars

Where do these talented grid-

ders acquire their B.S. degrees?

I'll admit that a huge percentage
of today's stars are from major
universities where football is big

business, but the small colleges

Johnny Unitas, BaKlinort Coitt qutfttrlMck

decade and has now climbed to

a peak of perfection ; yet, it has
not permitted prosperity to over-

rule its principle. :

For instance, the pros in their

quest for wealth have restrained

from swallowing up boys until

they have completed college, or
the cases in which they didn't

attend would wait until their

would-be class has been gradu-
ated.

On the contrary, profesional

baseball has interrupted many
a high school graduation cere-

mony and with a green word, as

have donated their share of ten-

ors to the "play-for-pay" ranks.

For example Andy Robestell,

jn his tenth season in the N.F.L.,

starred at Arnold College;

Roosevelt Brown studied at

Morgan State; Dick Lane, de-

fensive specialist of the Lions
led Scottsbluff Junior College;

teammate Gil Mains oriented at

Murray State,, and Gene "Big
Daddy" Lipscomb didn't have the

desire to acquire a higher edu-
cation.

The unknown quarterback of

the Colts, Johnny Unitas was
it were, selfishly prohibited ' spotted playing semi-pro ball at

young athletes from continuing
their education*

Rookies or Veterans
Did the average fan turn out

to see rookie quarterback "Joe
College" and the rest of the Na-
tional Football League's thin

crop of recruits ? Most certainly

not.

I should like to point out that

at the starting quarterback slots

^ast wekend were the Texas play-

boy Bobby Layne for the Steel-

. ers; the comjietely bald "Y.A.
Title" who operated out of San

Schenley Park in Pittsburgh for

six dollars a game when not

working for the steel mills- I

could go on and on, but the

point is obvious.

Credit the Scouts

A tremendous amount of cred-

it must be given to the scouts

and recruiters of the N.F.L. They
continually swelter under the

Southwest desert sun, tramp
over the Blue Mts.; breath dust
for weeks in the nations biggest

cities, and almost freeze in the

Francisco even before Paladin; "PP®** Midwest to capture these

Norman Van Brocklin, the Fly- f^^^^<^
demons for the grid-

ing Dutchman ; Chucking Charlie ^^^^ year after year.

Conerly who played for'oie Miss
"^^^^ random collection of su-

prior to the Civil War, and last-
^^^ athletes has perfected pro-

ly, Eddie Le Baron, a liHie guy Sessional football to heights it

with the massive job ot Keeping
newly-formed Dallas from.nil-
miliation. ; :, ::;^ v

:

Those five ancient wonders of

the football world are only ex-

amples from one position, but
' this could be illustrated through-
out the entire eleven spots.

Exception To the Rule
Naturally there are exceptions

to all rules, and thus hats off to

Milt Plub of Penn State since he
has hung on gamely to become

^^the number one quartrback of
the powerful Cleveland Browns.
Di(f you ever try to fill Otto
Graham's shoes?
Good luck to Earl Morrail,

Len Dawson, Ralph Gugliefami,

Don Meridith, and Sonny Jur-

genaon and to their crys for a

has never known with bone
crushing tackling and blocking,

devastating and swivel-hipped
running, close line passing,

SaHy Rands. Statue of Liberties,
and even triple reverses.

The National Football League
has become the 'greatest sports
organizatipn in the world and
it will continue to be just that
as it supplies millions of fans
with athletic perfection via the
many ball parks and the "magic
mirror" alike.

These teams play to win pri-

marily, money being their sec-

ond objective. To the pros win-
ning is above all. To quote Knute
Rockne: "Be a good loser—but
don't lose!" That is the pros'
motto!
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I have Just been in a rather informal dis-
cussion with part of the football team. They were
upset with several articles which appeared in
last week's Villanovan.

I would like to make my position clear, here
and now. As sports editor I am responsible for
seeing that we have a sports page every week.
This is the football season, and football is there-
fore the most important subject on these pages.

With that in mind I will try to explain the
difficulties in reporting the away games. The
team does not take a Villanovan sportswriter
with them to the games- Therefore we must
write OUT stories from the radio broadcast of the
game. These stories must be written by Sunday
and this makes interviews with the coaches and
players tough. All we have to go on is another's
word.

Situation Not Ideal
This is my sad situation, admittedly it is

far from ideal. Even movies of the game are not
available to the sports staff for three weeks.

1 have never tried to undermine the football
team or maliciously malign them. I have tried
to write truth, perhaps this truth is sometimes
mixed with misplaced sarcasm. But consider
this, the Sunday papers have all the facts and
figures, come Wednesday and the Villanovan
nobody is terribly interested in a play-by-play
rehash of a game played four days ago. We
write what we call a color story to interest our
readers. This sort of story is most difficult to
write.

I have been accused of running the team
down, of playing god with a typewriter. This is
not my intention. I realize more than the next
guy that playing college football is rough, damn

Don 0rovti

rough. Practice from September 1, to the end of
November with another gruelling session during
the spring picnic season, is trying, to say the
least.

Football Not Easy
Academically a pigskin player is definitely

4^t a disadvantage. Many fViday classes are
missed because of away games. Players don't
feel like studying after a three-hour practice
session.

After taking all of this a guy doesn't feel
like being ridiculed by his classmates or the
the Villanovan. Ridicule was never intended.
Believe me, I am not physically fit to go around
ridiculing fifty of the biggest guys in school.

But what should be done? Report only vic-
tories and ignore defeats. Just because this is
the Villanova paper, it must not be used only to
toss suger-coated platitudes around and refrain
from criticism when it is due. Objectivity is the
goal of this paper, perfection is the hope. No one
is perfect.

Ardent Fan
I am an ardent Wildcat fan. Every year

I say we can upset Army when I know the odds-
makers have other ideas. I said it wasn't so
when West Chester beat us last year. I have
lost several friendly wagers on the 'Cats, but I'll

still keep making them because I know that
someday things are going to be right, and the
'Cats will start rolling.

But roll or not Saturday, we still have to
report it Believe me, winners are much easier
to write about than losers. So how about it
'Oats, you can make my job easier too.
Good luck.

do girls get in your hair?
This is the kind of problem 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic creates
all the time. If you use water with your hair tonic (as
most men do) count on 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic to replace
the oil that water removes. Use all the water you want
with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. Your hair looks great, stays
neater longe;. And just a little does a lot

!

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
VMCttMl- • * acOXTCaiO f««tlM*ll« ot CMItl*>OU«H.»ONO-t INC.
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Wildcat On The Field And
Gentleman Off-—Joe Luzzi

by lill Ctrcon*

A Wildcat on the field and a gentleman off—that is the story

of Joe Luzzi. Born and raised in North Bramord, Connecticut,

Joe attended Wilbur Cross High School where he played three

years of varsity ball as a tackle.

While in high school Joe achieved such honors as All-State

and All-American Honorable Mention. He was also the recipient

of the MVP award given by the Yale Alumni Association.

A big factor influencing Joe to attend V.U. was that his

brother, Don Luzzi, was a stand-out All-East guard on the squad.

At present Don is a regular for the Calgary Stampedeers in the

Canadian league.

In his freshman year Joe played tackle, but in his sophomore

year was switched to guard and in the middle of the season be-

came a regular, a position which he has maintained in his junior

and senior years.

Dawldns Best Back
Joe's biggest disappointment was the West Chester game of

•59. His best game was with Army. Meeting President Eisen-

hower after the Navy game was his biggest thrill, and the best

In The Sportiiffe

CAPTAIN LUZZI

back was the flashing Pete Dawkins of Army, "who when hit

would just keep his legs moving and walk right out of my arms."

Asked his opinion of Navy"s Joe Bellino, Joe shrugged his

shoulders and mumbled, "He's all right."*

Commenting on the "60" team, Joe sadly shook his head and

said, "I can't understand it, the coaching's there, the plays are

there, the material's there; it's that we're just making too many
mistakes.

Against Marquette we were jittery; against Navy we fumbled

too much; and agahist Dayton we should have won. Coach Bell

is doing his best and is as determined as the team to win."

Wildcats Still Have Hght
As a parting word, Joe let it be known that the Wildcats still

have "fight" and are going to prove it by finishing with a winning

season.

Speaking with Coach Alex Bell, the coach's face brightened

when Joe's name was mentioned and is "impressed with Joe's de-

sire and qualities of leadership. He is the spearhead and inspira-

tion of the team."
As I talked with Joe Luzzi I was impressed by his humility

and sincerity— qualities which only a few football players

possess.

.••'^•<»
.r. ; .i;

Ray Heinrich (S5) bursti* tiirough an opening in tiie Wild-

cat line Satarday Mdad mammotk Ckl Kamnierer wlio cleared

the way.

Eid Michaels was one of the

700 students enrolled at Villa-

nova in 1933. During the next

four years he was to attain fame
as the Wildcats' first grid-iron,

All-American.

A guard during the '33, '34,

and '35 seasons, he was captain
of his freshman squad and of

the varsity in his senior year.

Upon his graduation in 1936,

Michaels played in the National

Football League with the Chi-

cago Bears. He was traded to the
Washington Redskins in 1937.

The verv next season he return-

ed to Chicago where he remain-
ed untU 1940.

He later played with the

Philadelphia Eagles for four

years before trying his hand as

player ooach of the Ottawa
Rough Riders of the Canadian
League.
He joined the Villanova staff

in 1951 as line coach but resigned

to enter business in 1954. He re-

turned as line coach the next
year and in 1956 became fresh-

man coach.

The Change
Since 1933 he has noticed

quite a few changes both on the

playing field and at Villanova
itself.

The first item, of course, was
the actual size of the college at
that time. Michaels feels that

it was a more closely knit stu-

dent body. This, of course, help-

ed the school spirit which seem-
ed better than the present atti-

tude. Then too, most of the

studants were residents.

He reoorts that at that time
the Augustinians were doing
most of the instructing in the
classes; whereas we now have
mostly laymen. The college

acreage was not quite so ex>

tensive. Only a few of the pres-

ent dormitories such as Mendel,
Austin, and Alumni hall existed.

As far as the football pro-

gram was concerned, the teams
were bigger and better. Players

'ised more muscle and less think-

ing power, reports Michaels.

Now he admits that players must

OOACH MICHAELS
have more intelligence, both to

learn the numerous plays and to
keep some kind of scholastic

standing.

Traditional Rivals
The scheduling was a little

different too. Boston College
and Detroit were traditional

rivals just as they are now.
Villanova's big games included
Penn State and Temple. Pop
Warner was the coach at Tem-
ple and they were playing many
inter-sectional rivals. Villanova
nlays neither of these teams at
the present time.

As coach Michaels was play-
ing for VU, he took note of the
old style of coaching. It can now
be said that coaching was not
so highly specialized as it is

today. One team played all the

by YietM* StraMi

seven defenses with variations.

The offensive specialties in the
30'8 were the N.D. box and Pop
Warner's single wing; whereas
Oklahoma has now developed
the split-T while teams such as
Penn State and Delaware are
developing their own wing-T's.

Copy Pro Styles

Previoulily there were three

defenses at the most. Today a
team would have to learn six or
^iBeven. Later, the two platoon

system came into effect and more
extensive coaching was devel-

oped.

"True, the two-platoon sys-

tem went out, but all the new
plays were retained and adfiid

to," Michaels explained.
Today college teams will copy

the pro styles. If a team needs
a good passing play they may
borrow a play from the Eagles.

Michaels also makes note of
the fact that a lot of good Cath-
olic colleges have since given up
football. Fordham, Santa Clara,

St Mary on the coast and
Georgetown were big powers in

their day. Today only Catholic
schools such as Notre Dame,
Holy Cross, Boston College, and
Villanova continue a gridiron
schedule.

As far as Michaels' present Job
is concerned, he gets a great
thrill working with the young
freshmen, knowing that he can
watch their development over
the years. Some dont stay
aix>und, of course, but the ones
that make the varsity stem from
his program.

Also, he has a full time jOb
since he scouts for the team
when not actually coaching. He
said that he enjoys his work
very much and will remain with
the school indefinitely.

Mister. •«

you^re going to wear
that shave all day!

START WITH THIS NEW FORMULA BEFORt
SHAVE LOTION, stop 4 o'clock stubble trouble!

You con shave blade-close, all-day clean, with-

out "tenderizing" your face, when you use
Pro-Electric Before-Shave Lotion. It contains

ISOPHYL* to give your shaver extra glide-power

—refreshes you with that brisk, bracing Old Spice

scent. 1.00 no federal tax.

m k-i u O M
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Pro Football Going Great
Guns; Room ForNew League

:• by Ed

Turnstyles were forced around
and around 300,000 times last

weekend as football-crazed

crowds poured into ball parks
scattered all over the nation to

see the National League's week-
ly fall spectacular .

Expansion and Principal

Professional football has ex-

panded fantastically in the last

Lohr

Who says

for another

cushioned bench I

there is no room
league ?

Small College Stars

Where do these talented grid-

ders acquire their B.S. degrees?
I'll admit that a huge percentage
of today's stars are from major
universities where football is big

business, but the small colleges

in ffce Groove

Writer Friend Not Foe of Wildcats

^

Johnny Unitas, Baitimora Colts quarterback

decade and has now climbed t-o

a peak of perfection; yet, it has
not permitted prosperity to over-

rule its principle.

For instance, the pros in their

quest for wealth have restrained

from swallowing up boys until

they have completed college, or
the cases in which they didn't

attend would wait until their

would-be class has been gradu-
ated.

On the contrary, profesional

have donated their share of ten-

ors to the "play-for-pay" ranks.

For example Andy Robestell,

:n nis tenth season in the N.F.L.,

starred at Arnold College

;

Roosevelt Brown studied at

Morgan State; Dick Lane, de-

fensive specialist of the Lions
led Scottsbluff Junior College;

teammate Gil Mains oriented at

Murray State, and Gene "Big
Daddy" Lipscomb didn't have the

desire to acquire a higher edu-
baseball has interrupted many I cation

a high school graduation cere-
;

The unknown quarterback of
mony and with a green word, as the Colts, Johnny Unitas was
it were, selfishly prohibited spotted playing semi-pro ball at
young athletes from continuing Schenley Park in Pittsburgh for
their education-

j

six dollars a game when not
Rookies or Veterans t working for the steel mills I

Did the average fan turn out : eould go on Jind on, but the
to see rookie quarterback "Joe point is obvious.

Credit the Scouts

A tremendous amount of cred-

College" and the re.st of the Na-
tional Football League's thin

crop of recruits? Most certainly
,

jjq|. [

it must be given to the scouts

I'should like to point out that ^"^ recruiters of the N.F.L. They

at the starting quarterback slots
contmually swelter under the

^last wekend were the Texas play-
Southwest desert sun. tramp

boy Bobby Lavne for the Steel- ^ver the Blue Mts.; breath dust

ers; the completely bald "Y.A. ^^^ "^^^^^ ^" ^he nations biggest

Title" who operated out of San ^^^^^^' ^"^ almost freeze in the

Francisco even before Paladin; "PP^^ Midwest to capture these

Norman Van Brocklin. the Flv-
""tamed demons for the grid-

ing Dutchman; Chucking Charlie

Conerly who played for Ole Miss
prior to the Civil War, and last-

ly, Eddie Le Baron, a little guy
with the massive job ot Keeping
newly-formed Dallas from hu-
miliation.

Those five ancient wonders of

iron year after year.

This random collection of su-

perb athlet. ^. has perfected pro-

fessional football to heights it

has never known with bone
crushing tackling and blocking,

devastating and swivel-hipped
running, close line passing.

the football world are only ex- i

^''^^^^' ^^"ds. Statue of Liberties,

amples from one position, but i

^"^ ^^^" ^'"'P^^ reverses.

this could be illustrated through
out the entire eleven spots.

Exception To the Rule
Naturally there are exceptions

The National Football League
has become the •greatest sports
organization in the world and
it will continue to be just that

: to all rules, and thus hats off to
' as it supplies millions of fans

Milt Plub of Penn State since he
has hung on gamely to become

*^the number one quartrback of
the powerful Cleveland Browns.
Dicf you ever try to fill Otto
Grahafn's shoes?
Good luck to Earl Morrail,

Len Dawson, Ralph Guglielmi,

Don Meridith, and Sonny Jur-
genson and to their cr>'s for a

with athletic perfection via the
many ball parks and the "magic
mirror" alike.

These teams play to win pri-

marily, money being their .sec-

ond objective. To the pros win-
ning is above all. To quote Knute
Rockne: "Be « good loser—but
don't lose!" That is the pros'
motto!
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I have just been in a rather informal dis-
cussion with part of the football team. They were
upset with several articles which appeared in
last week's Villanovan.

I would like to make my position clear, here
and now. As sports editor I am responsible for
seeing that we have a sports page every week.
This is the football season, and football is there-
fore the most important subject on these pages.

With that in mind I will try to explain the
difficulties in reporting the away games. The
team does not take a Villanovan sportswriter
with them to the games- Therefore we must
write our stories from the radio broadcast of the
game. These stories must be written by Sunday
and this makes interviews with the coaches and
players tough. All we have to go on is another's
word.

Situation Not Ideal
This is my sad situation, admittedly it is

far from ideal. Even movies of the game are not
available to the sports staff for three weeks.

I have never tried to undermine the football
team or maliciously malign them. I have tried
to write truth, perhaps this truth is sometimes
mixed with misplaced sarcasm. But consider
this, the Sunday papers have all the facts and
figures, come Wednesday and the Villanovan
nobody is terribly interested in a play-by-play
rehash of a game played four days ago. We
write v/hat we call a color story to interest our
readers. This sort of story is most difficult to
write.

I have been accused of running the team
down, of playing god with a typewriter. This is
not my intention. I realize more than the next
guy that playing college football is rough, damn

Dan Grov«

rough. Practice from September 1, to the end of
November with another gruelling session during
the spring picnic season, is trying, to say the
least.

Football Not Easy
Academically a pigskin player is definitely

at a disadvantage. Many Friday classes are
missed because of away games. Players don't
feel like studying after a three-hour practice
session.

After taking all of this a guy doesn't feel
like being ridiculed by his classmates or the
the Villanovan. Ridicule was never intended.
Believe me, I am not physically fit to go around
ridiculing fifty of the biggest guys in school.

But what should be done? Report only vic-
tories and ignore defeats. Just because this is
the Villanova paper, it must not be used only to
toss suger-coated platitudes around and refrain
from criticism when it is due. Objectivity is the
goal of this paper, perfection is the hope. No one
is perfect.

Ardent Fan
I am an ardent Wildcat fan. Every year

I say we can upset Army when I know the odds-
makers have other ideas. I said it wasn't so
when West Chester beat us last year. I have
lost several friendly wagers on the 'Cats, but I'll

still keep making them because I know that
someday things are going to be right, and the
'Cats will start rolling.

But roll or not Saturday, we still have to
report it. Believe me, winners are much easier
to write about than losers. So how about it

'Cats, you can make my job easier too.
Good luck.

do girls get in your hair?
Thii? is the kind of problem 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic creates
all the time. If you use water with your hair tonic (as
most men do) count on 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic to replace
the oil that water removes. Use all the water you want
with 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. Your hair looks great, stays
neater longej;. And just a little does a lot I

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
'»<>ii.>Ni'rt<ato>»r(*io t**{i«*»iior tMiddovoM *qi«c>'« .m
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Wildcat On The Field And
Off—Joe Luzzi

by Bill Cercone

A Wildcat on the field and a gentleman off—that is the story

of Joe Luzzi. Born and raised in North Bramord, Connecticut,

Joe attended Wilbur Cross High School where he played three

years of varsity ball as a tackle.

While in high school Joe achieved such honors as All-State

and All-American Honorable Mention. He was also the recipient

of the MVP award given by the Yale Alumni Association.

A big factor influencing Joe to attend V.U. was that his

brother, Don Luzzi, was a stand-out All-East guard on the squad.

At present Don is a regular for the Calgary Stampedeers in the

Canadian league.

In his freshman year Joe played tackle, but in his sophomore

year was switched to guard and in the middle of the season be-

came a regular, a position which he has maintained in his junior

and senior years-

Dawkins Best Back
Joe's biggest disappointment was the West Chester game of

'59. His best game was with Army. Meeting President Eisen-

hower after the Navy game was his biggest thrill, and the best

CAPTAIN LUZZI

back was the flashing Pete Dawkins of Army, "who when hit

would just keep his legs moving and walk right out of my arms."

Asked his opinion of Navy"s Joe Bellino, Joe shrugged his

shoulders and mumbled, "He's all right."- Vv

Commenting on the "60" team, Joe sadly shook his head and

said, "I can't understand it, the coaching's there, the plays are

there, the material's there; it's that we're just making too many
mistakes.

Against Marquette we were jittery ; against Navy we fumbled

too much; and against Dayton we should have won. Coach Bell

is doing his best and is as determined as the team to win."

Wildcats Still Have Fight

As a parting word, Joe let it be known that the Wildcats still

iiave "fight" and are going to prove it by finishing with a winning

season.

Speaking with Coach Alex Bell, the coach's face brightened

when Joe's name was mentioned and is "impressed with Joe's de-

sire and qualities of leadership. He is the spearhead and inspira-

tion of the team."
As I talked with Joe Luzzi I was impressed by his humility

and sincerity— qualities which only a few football players

possess.

Ray Heinrlrh (S5) bursts through an opening in the Wild-*

rat line Saturday behind mammoth Cal Kammerer w1h> cleared

the wvf'

In The Sportlite

Ed Michaels was one of the

700 students enrolled at Villa-

nova in 1933. During the next

four years he was to attain fame
as the Wildcats' first grid-iron,

All-American.

A guard during the '33, '34,

and '35 seasons, he was captain
of his freshman squad and of

the varsity in his senior year.

Upon his graduation in 1936,

Michaels played in the National
Football League with the Chi-

cago Bears. He was traded to the

Washington Redskins in 1937.

The verv next season he return-

ed bo Chicago where he remain-
ed until 1940.

He later played with the

Philadelphia Eagles for four

years before trying his hand as

player coach of the Ottawa
Rough Riders of the Canadian
League.
He joined the Villanova staff

in 1951 as line coach but resigned

to enter business in 1954. He re-

turned as line coach the next
year and in 1956 became fresh-

man coach.

The Change
Since 1933 he has noticed

quite a few changes both on the

playing field and at Villanova
itself.

The first item, of course, was
the actual size of the college at

that time. Michaels feels that

it was a more closely knit stu-

dent body. This, of course, help-

ed the school spirit which seem-
ed better than the present atti-

tude. Then too, most of the
students were residents.

He reuorts that at that time
the Augustinians were doing
nvost of the instructing in the
classes; whereas we now have
mostly laymen. The college

acreage was not quite so ex-

tensive. Only a few of the pres-

ent dormitories such as Mendel,
Austin, and Alumni hall existed.

As far as the football pro-

gram was concerned, the teams
were bigger and better. Players

used more muscle and less think-

ing power, reports Michaels.

Now he admits that players must

COACH MICHAELS
have more intelligence, both to

learn the numerous plays and to
keep some kind of scholastic

standing.

Traditional Rivals

The scheduling was a little

different too. Boston College
and Detroit were traditional

rivals just as they are now.
Villanova's big games included
Penn State and Temple. Pop
Warner was the coach at Tem-
ple and they were playing many
inter-sectional rivals. Villanova
nlays neither of these teams at
the present time.

As coach Michaels was play-
ing for VU, he took note of the
old style of coaching. It can now
be said that coaching was not
so highly specialized as it is

today. One team played all the

^ by Victor Straw ;.^.

seven defenses with variations.

The offensive specialties in the

30's were the N.D. box and Pop
Warner's single wing; whereas
Oklahoma has now developed

the split-T while teams such as

Penn State and Delaware are

developing their own wing-T's.

Copy Pro Styles

Previously there were three

defenses at the most. Today a

team would have to leam six or

•seven. Later, the two platoon

system came into effect and more
extensive coaching was devel-

oped.

"True, the two-platoon sys-

tem went out, but all the new
plays were retained and addSU
to," Michaels explained.
Today college teams will copy

the pro styles. If a team needs
a good passing play they may
borrow a play from the Eagles.

Michaels also makes note of

the fact that a lot of good Cath-
olic colleges have since g^iven up
football. Fordham, Santa Clara,

St. Mary on the coast and
Georgetown were big powers in

their day. Today only Catholic
schools such as Notre Dame,
Holy Cross, Boston College, and
Villanova continue a gridiron
schedule.

As far as Michaels' present job
is concerned, he gets a great
thrill working with the young
freshmen, knowing that he can
watch their development over
the years. Some don't stay
around, of course, but the ones
that make the varsity stem from
his program.

Also, he has a full time jut;

since he scouts for the team
when not actually coaching. He
said that he enjoys his work
very much and will remain with
the school indefinitely.

Mister...

you're going to wear
that shave all day!

START WITH THIS NEW FORMULA BEFORE.
SHAVE LOTION, stop 4 o'clock stubble trouble!

You can shove blade-close, all-day clean, with.

out "tenderizing" your face, when you use

Pro-Electric Before-Shave Lotion. It contains

ISOPHYL* to give your shaver extra glide-power

—refreshes you with that brisk, bracing Old Spice

scent, 1.00 no federal tax.

O M
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Soph surjirlse Richie RIchman skirts left end on a quarterbiusk rollout with COP's Jones

(79) .and Del Nero (85) in hasty poirsuit.

VMmmwm SpO^
Old Man Injury Back As
COP Cops Parent DayWin
The Villanovft Wildcats put on

an Interesting show Saturday
before a parents' day crowd of

9,370 at Villanova Stadium.
Their performance, however,
was not enough to save the cats

from their eighth straight defeat
and fourth this year, as College

of the Pacific pushed across two
fourth period touchdowns for a
24-7 victory.

College of Pacific ,known afl

the passingest team west of the

Baltimore Ck>lt8 went to the air

very few times, five to be exact,

and took full advantage of the
Villanova line.

The Tigers from Stoc^fton, Cal-
ifomia received many breaks
Saturday afternoon and made
the most of them. Half way
through the first period, a Ted
Aceto punt stopped dead on the

C.O.P. 3 yard line only to have
a Villanova lineman down it and
automatically bring it out to

the twenty. BVom the twenty
the Tigers started to grind out

the first downs and jnarcb to-

ward the V.U. goal.

Scott A Workhorse L

Dick Scott, the Tigers' 187 lb.

Junior Fullback, carried the
brunt of the load for the Tigers

in their 22 play march. Scott
carried 13 times for 38 yards
and always picked important
yardage. Thf«e times on the
march the West Coasters had a
fourth down staring them in the
face and three times Scott got
the necessary yardage to keep
the drive moving, including the
final yard for the touchdown.
The Wildcats had a few scor-

ing opportunities themselves but
failed to convert them. With
Nick Langone directing the team
the Wildcats drove to the Tiger
3 only to lose the ball on a fum-
ble. The 'Cats held and Bob
Gatiss's punt went off the side

of his foot and out of bounds on
the 16 yard line. On the first

play Langone again fumbled and
College of Pacific took over.

The most surprising pcifonn-
ance of the year for the Wild-
cats came later in the half when
Richie (give me a chains) Rich-

man finally entered his f rgt var-

sity ballgama. 2wichnk&u look.^

by Jock Duffy

like Norm Van Brocklin and
Bobby Lane all rolled into one
blue uniform. He immediately
started to move the 'Cats down
field and was stopped only by
the clock with the ball on the

four yard line.

Richman Scores
In the seoand half the 'Cats

received the kickoff and Rich-

man went right to work- With
his quick hand offs and roll out
passes, he carried the 'Cats to

the Pacific 44 yard line. Then
he faked his fullback into the

line, rolled out to the left and
cut through the left tackle spot.

Once inside the secondary,

Richie cut to the right and out-

ran the Tiger secondary for the
touchdown.

Larry Sopko kicked the point

and the 'Cats led 7-6. It was the
first time this year that the
Wildcats had ben in the lead.

College of Pacific came back
strong following a 60 yard kick-

off return by Herman Urenda.
Nine plays later Bob Gatiss

threw his first pass, a 10 yarder,

to half back Eddie Kotal, who
stepped into the end zone, to

make it 12-7.

With Richman, a southpaw,

sophomore, playing like he in-

intended to be Villanova's quar-

terback for quite a while, the

'Cats moved down the field nice-

ly. They got all the way to the

Tiger two yard line, but an off-

side penalty moved them back

to the seven.

Tigers Hold
Richman, on a 4th and 7 situ-

ation rolled out to pass but

couldn't find a receiver and had
to run. He fell inches short of

the goal and C.O.P. took over-

In the fourth period the Tigers
received a fumble on tiie Villa-

nova four and Scott scored in.

two plays.

After the kickoff Bob Cah-
anyog intercepted one of lUch-

man's passes and returned it to

the V.U. 40. Ten pUya later

the Tigers had their fourth

touchdown as Bill Kutzer slug-

ged over from the one, and that

was the ball game.
More Injuries

Once again injuries played a
big part in the 'Cats loss. la

the second quarter Tom
O'Rourke suffered a compound
ankle fracture and may be lost

for the season- O'Rourke, a
pass snatching defensive special-

ist, was just coming into his

own on offense and this was the

first game he started as an of-

fensive back. Guards Joe Luzzi

and Gene Cappetelli were also

hurt. Luzzi's injury came early

in the third quarter and the

Wildcat captain did not return

to the game.

This was the first game of a

series. The next game will be

played next year at Stockton,

California. CJoIlege of Pacific's

record is now 2 wins and 2 loss-

es. The 'Cats are and 4, but

things look like they could get

better. With Richman looking

like a quarter-back that knows

what to do with the ball and

how to pass it, and the return

of Gruneisen inevitable, the

'(?atB. hopes look good.

Miami Redskins To Invade
The Wildcat Lair Saturday

kylknMi
This Saturday the Redskins

of Miami of Ohk> will come
whooping into (Soodreau Stad-

ium to make war with the Wild-

cats, in the second game of this

new series which was started

last year. Miami came out on
top last year with a decisive

26-6 victory.

Poor Showing So Far
So far this season the Red-

skins have managed to gain one
victory and that was a 15-14

squeaker over Western Michi-

gan. Their two defeats were at

the hands of Xavier and Bowl-
ing Green. Last year Miami
recorded a medk>cre 5-4 record

but this year Coach Jack Pont
welcomed back 23 iettermen

almost all of whom have at

least one starting assignment in

their carers at Miami. This ar-

ray of talent does not seem to

have taken effect on the Red-
skins in view of their one win,

two loss record-

Personnel
Some of the bright lights hi

Miami's attack this season who
are worthwhile watching are

Howie Millisor, a glue-fingered

and slippery end who, with an
assist from the quarterbacks,

could make the opposing sec-

ondary jump. Another Miami
asset is a hard-driving fullback

by the name of Bill Triplet who
can really turn on the speed
once he passes the line of scrim-

mage.
At the halfback spot the

Keating, and center Roger
Turvy. Miami is very strong at

their end positions due to the
return of their veterans such as
Dave Kaiser, Dave Pendelton
and Tom Mallory.

The Redskins are depending
heavily on their sophomore tal-

ent to come through in relief of

the starters. This is especially

true in the guard positions

where Sam Ridder, Bob Flet-

cher and Jack Tibbels, the vet-

erans should be backed up by
sophomores Tom Nomina, Larry
Streets, Paul Watters, and Jack
Kirkpatrick. Sophomore Clyde
Marks and transplanted tackle

Jerry Hill should provide cap-

able relief for Turvy at center.

Miami has not shown itself as a
power so far this year and if

they pnogreas in the way they
have been, the future does not
look bright for the Redskins.

'Oats Weak at Ends
After the Navy game Villa-

nova encountered a problem at

their end positions. Jackie

Mount and Ron Meyers did not

make the trip to Dayton, and in

the first quarter of the game
Sam Gruneisen was taken out

with a torn cartilage of the

knee. This has cut the 'Cats

offense in half and against

Dayton it showed on the score-

board- If Myers and Mount can
recover completely the 'Cats

won't be in too bad a shape but

if not, the passing game of

breakaway touch will be pro- Villanova is going to be limited,

vided by Tom Jennell, John The Wildcats will be fighting to

Moore, and Soph Bob Williams.
|

avenge last year's defeat, and
To open the way for Miami's even though the 'Cats have ex-

backfield there are several perienced some bad days against

proven performers in the art of

removing opposition roadblocks.

They are tackle Sam Ridder,

guards Ron Brooks and Ed

their earlier opponents, they

could come up with a victory it

the ball bounces in the right

way.

Lohr's Eleven by Ed Lohr

VILLANOVA vs. Miami(O-) Please!!!

NAVY vs. Air Force »rii *; . . . Anchors Away
MICH. STATE vs. Notre Dame . . Where's Leahy?
KANSAS vs. Oklahonm Big Eight Champs
IOWA vs. Wisconsin Badgers can't stay up
WASHINGTON vs. U.G.L.A. Schloredt sUngs
SYRACUSE vs. Penn State ;•....;.. »«V Lions choke on oranges
OHIO STATE vs. Purdue . . . . . *,.... ^ . . Very ctose however
TEXAS vs. Arkansas Royal desert

GA. TECH vs. Auburn Baseball score

EMORY A HENRY vs. Maryville Male over female
Last Week: 6-5

Season's total; 21-11-1

Pet: .656

< v

Fullback Billy PaczkosMe Is bowled over by a OOP
celling an emergency lateral from Larry Ghieek oo the VU scvea-yard line.

Nick Langone after re-
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Well Known Speakers

To Appear At Forum
Sponsored By Council

Plans for the Fonmi Program
sponsored by the Student Coun-
cil were among topics discussed
at a meeting of the Academic
Affairs Committee last week.
Since arrangements for early
forum speakers are not yet
final, speakers have not been
announced to date.

Jim Strazzella, Executive
Vice-President for Educational
Affairs .stated at the meeting
that the program, because of in-

creased funds made possible by
the new Student Council treas-
ury, will operate on an expand-
ed scope this academic year.

According to Strazzella, the
committee is attempting to pro-
cure "well-known, qualified
speakers who have a vital and
stimulating message to the Uni-
versity's students.

Scalia Resigns
He also announced that Bob

Scalia has resigned as Chairman
of the Academic Affairs Com
mittee. He added that Scalia's

resignation was necessitated be-

cause of personal reasons.

The Student Tutor Program,
conducted last year on a "mod-
erately successful" basis, will

be re-established this year, the
committee members announced.
Mike Wesley, who is in charge
of the program, stated that it

seems wisest to postpone action

until after mid-term examin-
ations.

The program will be conduct-

ed to provide free scholastic aid

for students desiring help in

various academic subjects. This
assistance will be given by fel-

low students who have volun-

teered for this purpose and who
have an A or B grade on the
subjects which they will tutor.

Those interested in the plan,

either as tutors or pupils, can
register with Mike Wesley or

sign at a place to be designated.

Reentrants will then be in-

formed of the persons they are

to contact.

Teacher Evaluation
The committee also discussed

the possibility of introducing a
teacher evaluation program.
This plan would provide that
teachers, at the end of a course,

pass out comprehensive evalua-
tion forms to their students.
Each student would then give an
honest evaluation of the teacher
and hand in the form, un-
signed.

This method, the committee
discovered, already is being
used extensivly in the Engineer-
ing School with favorable re-

sults.
Another matter under con-

sideration is the Master Coding
System. This is a method of

coding classes in such a manner
that a specific number or letter

will indicate definite class days
and times. For example, "I"
oould indicate a class held on
Monday, Wednesday, and Fri-

day at 9:30.

These code numbers would be
listed before the course numbers
on the master schedule of
classes which usually is seen cir-

culating during registration.

THE WHITE ^lOUSE

WASHINGTON

September 28. I960

Deur Father Klekotka:

It was a great pleasure to meet you last Saturday
at the Navy-Villanova football game and to have
the opportunity to talk with you. Please give

Coach Bell and Captain Lussi my complinxents on
the hard fpught game played by Villanova.

Although your team did not win, it showed signs of

promise for the future, particularly in view of the

fact that most of the players are juniors and sopho-
mores. In any case, I wish you and the players
the best of luck in future games.

With best wishes.

Sincerely.

Debating Club Tentatively

Plan Invitation Tournament
•'This is the year for Beta

Gramma," says Jim Rhodes, Beta
Gamma President. Preliminary

reports seem to indicate that

this year, besides becoming one
of the most influential organi-

zations on campus, the campus
debating society will become a

force in national debating circles

as well.

Themes For Basca

Award Night Must Be

Submitted Tomorrow
The Nick Basca Award Night,

highlight of homecoming activ-

ities, will be held this year on

Friday, November 4, at 7:30

P.M. The Intramural Depart-

ment has set Thursday, October

20 as the final date for submis-

sion of themes by the individual

residence halls.

The practice of decorating

halls at Villanova began during

the Vdllanova-Temple series of

football games and has been

continued with growing success

each year. William Conmolly, a

Villanova^^alumnus, donated the

award each year. After World
War II, Mr. Connolly suggested

that the homecoming award be

named "The Nick Basca Me-
morial Award" in memory of

the Villanova athlete who was
killed in the War.

Last year's trophy winner was
Simpson Hall, garnering 24

points with the excution of their

theme, "Genie Comes to Villa-

nova." Close by, with 23 points,

was Sullivan Hall with their dis-

play as "Virginia Teph's "Gob-

blers."

"Resident students are urged

to cooperate with their hall

chairmen in perfecting a theme,

collecting enough money to

cover cost of materials, and
finally in setting up the display.

Seniors Note!
Senior History form.s must

be submitted immediately to

the Belle Air office, second
floor Dougherty Hall, other*

wise they will not appear in

the 1961 Belle Air.

"At one of the last meetings
of the spring semester, the club

elected the most vigorous execu-

tive committee in its history,"

continued Rhodes. The club of-

ficers are Rhodes and Frank-

McCormick, president and vice-

president, respectively, and
Terry Stratman, Joe Liggera,

and Joe Remy, treasurer- secre-

tary, and student council repre-

sentative. Richard McDonough
of the Villanova speech depart-

ment will serve as moderator.

Rhodes also disclosed that

there will be an invitational de-

bate tournament here at Villa-

nova on December 10.

Tentative Plans

Tentative plans for an invita-

tional tournament restrict the

invitations to approximately

fifteen colleges for this the first

year of its existence, because of

the problems yet to be worked
out of administrating an affair

of this size. The club, however,

hopes to institutionalize the

tournament and expand it with-

in a few years to the point

where it is a drawing-card for

top schools.

The tournament this year will

run for one day and its comple-

tion will be marked by the

awarding of trophies to the

teams with the best win-loss

record. "Incidentally, a. bevy of

Villanova nurses will act as

hostesses to visiting teams dur-

ing the tournamen t," said

Rhodes.

The basis for all the optimism
about Beta Gamma is in the

club itself. Beta Gamma now has
several members, in fact two of
its officers, who were mem-
bers of national championship
debating teams in high school.

Impressive Record

In addition, last year's novice

teams gained the impressive

seasonal record of one first

place win and one second place

trophy in tournament competi-

tion. Moreover, a new member
of the faculty, Rev. John Quinn,
O.S.A., has coached several na-

tional championship teams, and
Rhodes hopes that his assist-

ance may be obtained in coach-
ing Villanova teams this year.

Student Council Treasurer
Announces Balance Of $2300
Jim Hooker, commuter, treas-

urer of the Student Council, re-

vealed last week that the Stu-

dent Council treasury, initiated

a y^ar ago tomorrow, is pres-

ently $2,348.58 in the black.

The treasury, proposed a year

ago by former Council president

Tom Hoffman, was termed at

that time by the prexy as the

"most progressive idea the

Council has ever attempted since

its inception on campus."

TIfASURER HOOKER
• . . making monty.

As originally conceived by
Hoffman and his Cabinet, the
treasury was to have a budget
of $5,000; however, Hooker con-
tends that within a few years
under careful and imaginative
control by the Council, the
treasury could possibly approach
$10,000.

Hooker reported that the big
money maker last year was the
movie program, which when be-
gin was thought by many Coun-
cil members to be a "break-
even" proposition. However, the
program netted over $600.

'
.

' " ".*. • •
'

'. " "'

New Movie Projector

"The movie program for this

year will be commenced in the
very near future", assured Hook>
er, "in fact, a new movie pro-
jector is one of the four pro-
jects aproved by the adminis-
tration, into whidi the Studdent-
Council will delve into the treas-

ury for funds."

Other administration approved
projects to be undertaken by the
Council are a Who's Who ban-
quet, a Student government li-

brary, and a mixer program in

co-ordination with spirit com-
mittee rallies.

At the conclusion of last sem-
ester the treasury contained

Chaplain's Notice
Comnvunion will be dis-

tributed five minutes before

the 12:00 noon Mass to ac-

comodate those students who
have 12:30 clanses. Com-
munion win also be distribut-

ed at the regular time during
the Mass.

$1113.12 after the Council pro-

ceds were matched by the admin-
istration. Last year the admin-
istration agreed to match, at

the end of the semeser, he pro-

fits of the Student Council.

"Of course the big item that

boosted our treasury to its pres-

ent height", said Hooker, "was
the Student Council Dance held

a few weks tgo." That profit

was $1,582.00.

$700 To Go

The treasurer also annoimced
that about $700 of thn present
treasury figure will be allocated

within the next few weks to
former Council commitments.
The big items here are the
NFCCS dues of $300 and a spirit

appropriation of $150. This will

reduce the treasury to less than
$1600.

"Other programs which I

would like to see undertaken by
the treasury", related Hooker,

"are a college carnival ,a stu

dent activities handbook ,a stu-

dent union handbook, a used
Imimeo machine for the Student

'union handbook, a used mimeo
machine for the Student Coun-
cil office, and a student scholar-

shin fund."

Hooker has a great faith that

the Council's treasurer's post

will become one of the most

powerful in the school. "The
treasurer knows more about the

Council's workings than anyone

else", he noted, "and his advice

and knowledge will be looked up-

on as golden in the years to come
as the treasury expands and as

Council operations arc modified.**

Vice-Treasurer Post

It is Hooker's belief that groat

care should be henceforth taken,

when choosing the treasurer's

sucesor. "Perhaps a vice-treas-

urer post should be inaugurated

in order to give a junior the ex-

perience' necessary under a sen-

ior treasurer to assume the head
duties the following semester

much as the vice-chairman
moves into the chairman's job
after serving a year's appren-
ticship," he proposed.

Pleasant Balance.

An overall balance of $1,000

in April would please the trea.«j-

urer, this is assuming the ad-
ministration will match a Council

balance of $500. Confirmation
from the administration that
they will again match the treas-

urer funds, is forthcoming. (This

agreement between the Council

and administration is only re-

newed for a year at a tune)

Hooker asserts that this year
will finally decide the fate of

the treasury. The possibilities

of this treasury are unlimited."

doncluded Hooker, "and this

year will decide whether in ten
years we will have $10,000 or
nothing."
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Soph Mirnrke Richie Rirhman skirts left end on a iluart«rbJM'k rollout with COP's Jones

(79) and Del Nero (85) in hasty p-arsuit.
,

Old Man Injury Back As
COP Cops Parent DayWin

1
.,.

,

The Villanova Wildcats put on
an interesting show Saturday
before a parents' day crowd of

9.370 at Villanova Stadium.

Their performance, however,
was not enough to save the cats

from their eighth straight defeat
and fourth this year, as College

of tne Pacific pushed across two
fourin period touchdowns for a
24-7 victory.

College of Pacific .known as

the passingest team west of the

Baltimore Colts went to the air

very few times, five to be exact,

and took full advantage of the
Villanova line.

The Tigers from StocKton, Cal-
ifornia received many breaks
Saturday afternoon and made
the most of them. Half way
through the first period, a Ted
Aceto punt stopped dead on the

CO. P. 3 yard line only to have
a Villanova lineman down it and
automatically bring it out to

the twenty. From the twenty
the Tigers started to grind out

the first downs and march to-

ward the V.U. goal.

Scott A Workhorse
Dick Scott, the Tigers' 187 lb.

Junior Fullback, carried the
brunt of the load for the Tigers
in their 22 play march. Scott
carried 13 times for 38 yards
and always picked important
yardage. Three times on the
march the West Coasters had a
fourth down staring them in the
face and three times Scott got
the necessary yardage to keep
the drive moving, including the
final yard for the touchdown.
The Wildcats had a few scor-

ing opportunities themselves but
failed to convert them. With
Nick Langone directing the team
the Wildcats drove to the Tiger
3 only to lose the ball on a fum-
ble. The 'Cats held and Bob
Gatiss's punt went off the side

of his foot and out of bounds on
the 16 yard line. On the first

play Langone again fumbled and
College of Pacific took over.

The rrry-it aurprising perform-
ance of tu^ yoar for the Wild-
cats cam* 'ater in the half -vhen

Richie (give me a chrr ci?.^ Rirh-

man finally entercr^ hW Crst v,;!"-

aity ballgam . , / ick; ' •»

by Jack Duffy

like Norm Van Brocklin and
Bobby Lane all rolled into one
blue uniform. He immediately
started to move the 'Cats down
field and was stopped only by
the clock with the ball on the

four yard line.

Richman Scores

In the second half the 'Cats

received the kickoff and Rich-

man went right to work- With
his quick hand offs and roll out
passes, he carried the 'Cats to

the Pacific 44 yard line. Then
he faked his fullback into the

line, rolled out to the left and
cut through the left tackle spot.

Once inside the secondary,

Richie cut to the right and out-

ran the Tiger secondary for the

touchdown.
Larry Sopko kicked the point

and the 'Cats led 7-6. It was the

first time this year that the

Wildcats had ben in the lead.

CJollege of Pacific came back
strong following a 60 yard kick-

off return by Herman Urenda.
Nine plays later Bob Gatiss

threw his first pass, a 10 yarder,

to half back Eddie Kotal, who
stepped into the end zone, to

make it 12-7.

With Richman, a southpaw,

sophomore, playing like he in-

intended to be Villanova's quar-

terback for quite a while, the

'Cats moved down the field nice-

ly. They got all the way to the

Tiger two yard line, but an off-

side penalty moved them back

to the seven.

Tigers Hold
Richmnn, on a 4th and 7 situ-

ation rolled out to pass but

couldn't find a receiver and had
to run. He fell inches short of

the goal and C.O.P. took over
In the fourth period the Tigers

received a fumble on the Villa-

nova four and Scott scored in

two plays. .,.

After (lie Itickoff Bob Cab-
an.vog intercepted one of Rich-

man's pa.sses and returned it to

the V.U. 40. Ten nlaya later

the Tiijrrt had tiieir fourth

touchdown as Bill Kutzer ;:iug-

ged over from the one. ji.ud that

was Uie ball game.
More Injuripfi

Once again injuries playea a

Mg part in the 'Cats loss. In

the second quarter Tom
O'Rourke suffered a compound
ankle fracture and may be lost

for the season- O'Rourke, a

pass snatching defensive special-

ist, was just coming into his

own on offense and this was the

first game he started as an of-

fensive back. Guards Joe Luzzi

and Gene Cappetelli were also

hurt. Luzzi's injury came early

in the third quarter and the

Wildcat captain did not return

to the game.

This was the first game of a

series. The next game will be

played next year at Stockton,

California. College of Pacific's

record is now 2 wins and 2 loss-

es. The 'Cats are and 4, but

things look like they could get

better. With Richman looking

like a quarter-back that knows

what to do with the ball and

how to pass it, and the return

of Gruneisen inevitable, the

'Cats, hopes look good.

Miami Redskins To Invade
The Wildcat Lair Saturday

by Dim Ml
This Saturday the Redskins

of Miami of Ohio will come
whooping into Goodreau Stad-

ium to make war with the Wild-

cats, in the second game of this

new series which was started

last year. Miami came out on
top last year with a decisive

26-6 victory.

Poor Shouing So Far
So far this season the Red-

skins have managed to gain one
victory and that was a 15-14

squeaker over Western Michi-

gan. Their two defeats were at

the hands of Xavier and Bowl-
ing Green. Last year Miami
recorded a mediocre 5-4 record

but this year Coach Jack Pont
welcomed back 23 lettermen

almost all of whom have at

least one starting assignment in

their carers at Miami. This ar-

ray of talent does not seem to

have taken effect on the Red-
skins in view of their one win,

two loss record- <
>•

Personnel
Some of the bright lights in

Miami's attack this season who
are worthwhile watching are

Howie Millisor, a glue-fingered

and slippery end who, with an
assist from the quarterbacks,

could make the opposing sec-

ondary jump. Another Miami

Keating, and center Roger
Turvy. Miami is very strong at

their end positions due to the
return of their veterans such as
Dave Kaiser, Dave Pendelton
and Tom Mai lory.

The Redskins are depending
heavily on their sophomore tal-

ent to come through in relief of

the starters. This is especially

true in the guard positions

where Sam Ridder, Bob Flet-

cher and Jack Tibbels, the vet-

erans should be backed up by
sophomores Tom Nomina, Larry
Streets, Paul Watters, and Jack
Kirkpatrick. Sophomore Clyde
Marks and transplanted tackle

Jerry Hill should provide cap-

able relief for Turvy at center.

Miami has not shown itself as a
power so far this year and if

they progress in the way they
have been, the future does not
look bright for the Redskins.

'Oats Weak at Ends
After the Navy game Villa-

nova encountered a problem at

their end positions. Jackie

Mount and Ron Meyers did not

make the trip to Dayton, and in

the first quarter of the game
Sam Gruneisen was taken out

with a torn cartilage of the

knee. This has cut the 'Cats

asset is a hard-driving fullback offense in half and against

by the name of Bill Triplet who Dayton it showed on the score-

can really turn on the speed board- If Myers and Mount can

once he passes the line of scrim- recover completely the 'Cats

mage. won't be in too bad a shape but

At the halfback spot the if not, the passing game of

breakaway touch will be pro- Villanova is going to be limited,

vided by Tom Jennell, John The Wildcats will be fighting to

Moore, and Soph Bob Williams, avenge last year's defeat, and
To open the way for Miami's even though the 'Cats have ex-

backfield there are several perienced some bad days against

proven performers in the art of their earlier opponents, they

removing opposition roadblocks.
\
could come up with a victory if

They are tackle Sam Ridder, ' the ball bounces in the right

guards Ron Brooks and Ed
i
way.

Lohr's Eleven

• • • t # •' • • •

• •/«.-• j^- • • •** • .t • •

• •> :4 'i ir'« • t :•: «;:• •

• ait • • •

VILLANOVA vs. Miami(O)
NAVY vs. Air Force
MICH. STATE vs. Notre Dame
KANSAS vs. Oklahoma
IOWA vs. Wisconsin . . . ,*><:. ;«^<...*.;.

.

WASHINGTON vs. U.C.L.A.
SYRACUSE vs. Penn State
OHIO STATE vs. Purdue . .

TEXAS vs. Arkansas
GA. TECH vs. Auburn
EMORY & HENRY vs. Maryville

Last Week: 6-5

Season's total: 21-11-1

Pet: .656

• • • • • • • • • • •'•'•.•'•I* • • •

• • • « •

• • • -•

• • • •

• •••••

by Ed Lohr

. . Please!!!

Anchors Away
. . Where's Leahy ?

Big Eight Champs
. Badgers can't stay up

Schloredt slings

Lions choke on oranges
. ... . . . , Very close however

. . . Royal desert

. . Baseball score

Male aver female

• '«...

• •, •-> •!•. •. • .• •.•

« • «L * •' • •'•.»l*>* • • • .

« • < • •

^m^if

FuTIbark Billy Paozkoskie is bowled over by a COP tackier before Nick Langone after re-

ret\-ing an emergency lateral from Larrj' Glueck on the VU seven-yard line.

\
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Well Known Speakers

To Appear At Forum

Sponsored By Council

Plans for the Forum Program
sponsored by the Student Coun-
ci.^ were among topics discussed

at a meeting of the Academic
Affairs Committee last week.
Since arrangements for early
forum speakers are not yet

final, speakers have not been
announced to date.

Jim Strazzella, Executive
Vice-President for Educational
Affairs .stated at the meeting
that the program, because of in-

creased funds made possible by
the new Student Council treas-

ury, will operate on an expand-
ed scope this academic year.

According to Strazzella, the
committee is attempting to pro-
cure "well-known, qualified
speakers who have a vital and
stimulating message to the Uni-
versity's students.

>ealia Resigns
He also announced that Bob

»>calia has resigned as Chairman
of I he Academic Affairs Com-
mittee. He added that Scalia's

resignation was necessitated be-

cau.se of personal reasons.

The Student Tutor Program,
conducted last year on a "mod-
erately successful" basis, will

be re-established this year, the
committee members announced.
Mike Wesley, who is in charge
of the program, stated that it

seems wisest to postpone action

until after mid-term examin-
ations.

The program will be conduct-

ed to provide free scholastic aid

for students desiring help in

various academic subjects. This

assistance will be given by fel-

low students who have volun-

teered for this purpose and who
have an A or B grade on the

subjects which they will tutor.

Those interested in the plan,

either as tutors or pupils, can
register with Mike Wesley or

sign at a place to be designated.

Registrants will then be in-

> formed of the persons they are
^•''; to contact. •:•:;:;.•> \ .: r-f'^;-..-'

Teacher Evaluation
The committee also discussed

the possibility of introducing a
teacher evaluation program.
This plan would provide that

teachers, at the end of a course,

pass out comprehensive evalua-
tion forms to their students.

Each student would then give an
honest evaluation of the teacher
and hand in the form, un-
signed.

This method, the committee
discovered, already is being
used extensivly in the Engineer-
ing School With favorable re-

sults.

Another matter under con-

sideration is the Master Coding
System. This is a method of

coding tlassesi in such a manner
that a specific number or letter

will indicate definite class days
and times. For example, "I"

eould indicate a class held on
Monday, Wednesday, and Fri-

day at 9:30.

These code numbers would be
listed before the course numbers
on the master schedule of

classes which usually is seen cir-

culating during registration.

THK WIIITK JiOlSli

WASIIINtiTON

September 28, I960

Dea.r Father Klekotka:

It was a great pleasure to meet you last Saturday

at the Navy -Villanova football game and to have
the opportunity to talk with you. Please give

Coach Bell and Captain Luzzi my compliments on
the hard fought game played by Villanova.

Although your team did not win. it showed signs of

promise for the future, particularly in view of the

fact that most of the players are juniors and sopho-
mores. In any case, I wish you and the players
the best of luck in future games.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Debating Club Tentatively

Plan Invitation Tournament
"This is the year for Beta

Gamma," says Jim Rhodes, Beta
Gamma President. Preliminary

reports seem to indicate that

this year, besides becoming one

of the most influential organi-

zations on campus, the campus
debating society will become a

force in national debating circles

as well.

Themes For Basca

Award Night Must Be

Submitted Tomorrow
The Nick Basca Award Night,

highlight of homecoming activ-

ities, will be held this year on

Friday, November 4, at 7:30

P.M. The Intramural Depart-

ment has set Thursday, October

20 as the final date for submis-

sion of themes by the individual

residence halls. " ;

The practice of decornting

halls at Villanova began during

the Villanova-Templc series of

football games and has been

continued with growing success

each year. William Connolly, a

Villanova^^alumnus, donated the

award each year. After World
War II, Mr. Connolly suggested

that the homecoming award be

named "The Nick Ba.sca Me-
morial Award" in memory of

the Villanova athlete who was
killed in the War.

Last year's trophy winner was
Sinip.son Hall, garnering 24

points with the oxcution of their

theme, "Genie Comes to Villa-

nova." Close by, with 23 points,

was Sullivan Hall with their dis-

play as "Virginia Tefh'§ "gob-

blers."
'

Resident students are urged

to cooperate with their hall

chairmen in perfecting a theme,

collecting enough money to

rover cost of materials, and
finally in setting up the display.

Seniors Note!
Senior History forms must

he submitted Immediately to

the ISeile .\ir office, st^cond

floor Dougherty Hall, othen
wise they will not appear In

the 19()1 Belle Air.

"At one of the last meetings
of the spring semester, the club

elected the most vigorous execu-

tive committee in its history,"

continued Rhodes. The club of-

ficers are Rhodes and Frank-

McCormick, president and vice-

president, respectively, and
Terry Stratman, Joe Liggera,

and Joe Remy, treasurer- secre-

tary, and student council repre-

sentative. Richard McDonough
of the Villanova speech depart-

ment will serve as moderator.

Rhodes als-o disclosed that

there will be an invitational de-

bate tournament here at Villa-

nova on December 10.

Tentative Plans

Tentative plans for an invita-

tional tournament restrict the

invitations to approximately

fifteen colleges for this the first

year of its existence, because of

the problems yet to be worked
out of administrating an affair

of this size. The club, however,

hopes to institutionalize the

tournament and expand it with-

in a few years to the point

where it is a drawing-card for

top schools. : ;!;;i;..--..,-v;\'

The tournament this year will

run for one day and its comple-

tion will be marked by the

awarding of trophies to the

teams with the best win-loss

record. "Incidentally, a bevy of

Villanova nurses will act as

hostes.ses to visiting teams dur-

ing the tournament," said

Rhodes. '.''

The basis for all the optimism
about Beta Gamma is in the

club itself. Beta Gamma now has
several members, in fact two of

its officers, who were mem-
bers of national championship
debating teams in high school.

Impressive Record

In addition, last year's novice

teams gained the im|)ressive

seasonal record of one first

place win and one .second place

trophy in tournament competi-

tion. Moreover, a new member
of the faculty. Rev. John Quinn,

O.S.A.. has Cv)ached several na-

tional championship teams, and
Rhodes hopes that his assist-

ance may be obtained in coach-
ing Villanova teams this year.

Student Council Treasurer
Announces Balance Of $2300
Jhn Hooker, commuter, treas-

urer of the Student Council, re-

vealed last week that the Stu-

dent Council treasury, initiated

a year ago tomorrow, is pres-

ently $2,348.58 in the black,
j

I

The treasury, proposed a year

ago by former Council president

Tom Hoffman, was termed at

that time by the prexy as the

"most progressive idea the

Council has ever attempted since

its inception on campus."

TREASURER HOOKER
. . . making money.

As originally conceived by
Hoffman and his Cabinet, the
treasury was to have a budget
of $5,000; however, Hooker con-
tends that within a few years
under careful and imaginative
control by the Council, the
treasury could possibly approach
$10,000. ••; 'V

Hooker reported that the big
money maker last year was the
movie program, which when be-
gin was thought by many Coun-
cil members to be a "break-
even" proposition. However, tlie

program netted over $600.

>Jew Movie Projector

"The movie program for this

year will be commenced in the
very near future", assured Hook-
er, "in fact, a new movie pro-

jjector is one of the four pro-
jects aproved by the adminis-
tration, into which the Studdent-
Council will delve into the treas-

ury for funds."

Other administration approved
projects to be undertaken by the
Council are a Who's Who ban-
quet, a Student government li-

brary, and a mixer program in

co-ordination with spirit com-
mittee rallies.

At the conclusion of last .sem-

ester the treasury contained

Chaplain's Notice
Communion will be dis-

tributed five minutes before

the 12:00 noon Mass to ac-

comodate those students %vho

have 12:30 classes. Com-
munion will also be distribut-

ed at the regular time during
the Mass.

$1113.12 after the Council pro-

ceds were matched by the admin-

istration. Last year the admin-
istration agreed to match, at

the end of the semeser, he pro-

fits of the Student Council.

"Of course the big item tliat

boosted our treasury to its pres-

ent height", said Hooker, "was
the Student Council Dance held

a few weks tgo." That profit

was $1,582.00.

$700 To Go

The treasurer also announced
that about $700 of the present
treasurj' figure will be allocated

within the next few weks to

former Council commitments.
The big items here are the
NFCCS dues of $300 and a spirit

appropriation of $150. This will

reduce the treasury to less than
$1600.

"Other programs which I

would like to see undertaken by
the treasury", related Hooker,

"are a college carnival ,a atn

dent activities handbook ,a stu-

dent union handbook, a used
mimeo machine for the Student

union handbook, a used mimoo
machine for the Student Coun-

cil oflice. and a student scholar-

shio fund."

Hooker has a great faith that

the Council's treasurer's post

will become one of the most

powerful in the school. "The
treasurer knows more about the

Council's workings than ojiyone

else", he noted, "and his advice

and knowledge will be looked up-

on as golden in the years to come
as the treasury expands and as

Council operations are modified,"

Vice-Treasurer Post

It is Hooker's belief that groat

care should be henceforth taken,

when choosing the treasurer's

sucesor, "Perhaps a vice-treas-

urer post .should be inaugurated

in order to give a junior the ex-

perience" necessary under a sen-

ior treasurer to assume the head
duties the following semester

much as the vice-chairman
moves into the chairman's job
after serving a year's appren-
ticship," he propo.sed.

Pleasant Balance

An overall balance of $1,000

in April would please the trea.s-

urer. this is assuming the ad-

ministration will matcii a Coimcil

balance of $500. Confirmation

from the administration that

they will again match the treas-

urer funds, is forthcoming. (This

agreement between the Council

and administration is only re-

newed for a year at a time)

Hooker as.serts that this year

will finally decide the fate of

the treasury. The possibilities

of this treasury are unlimited."

doncluded Hooker, "and this

year will decide whether in ten

years we will have $10,000 or
nothing."



Dillon Is Named Navy

Battalion Commander

For The Ensuing Year
Thomas J. Dillon, a senior at

Villanova, has been appointed

Navy Student Battalion Com-
mander. Dillon is majoring in

Electrical Engineering and has

the outstanding cumulative av-

erage of 3.72.

Here at Villanova, he has
been the number-one man in ap-

titude and scholastic standing

among the midshipmen. Upon
graduation he will be commis-
sioned as a Second Lieutenant

in the Marine Corps.

During his first midshipman
cruise, Dillon was stationed

aboard the USS Aeon. Among
the countries he visited, he con-

Cultural Group To Promote

And Stimulate Art Interests
The Student Council at their

last meeting established a Cul-

tural Affairs Committee. Jim
Strazzella, Executive Vice-Pres-

ident for Educational Affairs an-

nounced that Student council

Chairman Bob DeLisa ap-

pointed Bob Bohn, a senior Eng-

lish Major, chairman of the new-

ly inaugurated committee.

Strazzella stated that the com-

mittee is a "Presidential Special

MIDSHIPMAN DILLON
... tops in everything.

siders his stay in Belgium a

particularly valuable experience

because he was able to visit the

World's Fair.

Always Tops

According to Major John

Rooney, Assistant Professor of

Naval Science, Tom Dillon is

"an outstanding boy. He's al-

ways been tops in everything he

has done," said Major Rooney.
In regard to improving the

NROTC unit at Villanova, Dil-

lon stated that he didn't think

it could be improved. "I think

it is an excellent unit and needs

no improvement," he declared.

Dillon expressed the feeling

that the NROTC has helped him
during his stay at Villanova be-

cause of the terrific competition

involved and because of the ad-

ditional training he has received.

He added, "It helps to develop

a sense of responsibility in the

student."

The new batallion commander
: stated that his education has
been"greatly complemented by
NROTC"—its summer cruises as

well as the direct association

with naval officers, both on cam-
pus and throughout the country.

Two New Professors

Named To Law School

By Pres., Reuschlein
The Very Reverend John A.

Klekotka, O.S.A., President, and
Dean Haix>ld Gill Reuschlein of

the School of Law, have an-

nounced the appointment of two
new full-time members to the

faculty of the School of Law.

The new appointees, both in the

grade of Assistant Professor, are

Wayne R. LaFave and Donald

A. Giannella;

Mr. Giannella was, at the time

of his appointment ,a teadiing

fellow at the Law School of Har-

vard University. Prior to that

time he practiced law with the

New York firm of Cahill, Gor-

don, Reindel & Ohl. Professor

Giannella received both his AB
degree and his LLB degree mag-
na cum laude from Harvard Uni-

versity. At Villanova he will

offer instruction in Constitution-

al Law, Labor Law, Internation-

al Law and New York Practice.

Knapp Fellow V -^

At the time of his appoint-

ment to Villanova Mr. LaFave
was the Knapp fellow at the

University of Wisconsin, en-

gaged in research for The
American Bar Foundation's Sur-

vey of the Administration of

Criminal Justice. He received

his BS, LLB, LLM degrees from

the University of Wisconsin. At
Villanova he will offer instruc-

tion in Criminal Law, Consti-

tutional Law, Administrative

Law and Property.

At the same time Father Kle-

kotka and Dean Reuschlein an-

nounced the appointment of J.

Eklward Collins, Professor of

Law, at the School of Law, Bos-

ton Col'ege, as Visiting Profes-

sor of Law at Villanova during

the second semester of the ac-

ademic year 1960-1961. As a

Visiting Professor, Mr. Collins

will offer instruction in Commer-
cial Transactions, Contracts, and
Creditors' Rights.

Committee." This means that

the members of the committee

do not necessarily have to be

Student Council members.
The purpose of this committee

as outlined by Strazzella is "to

promote and stimulate" cultural

affairs. One of the several rea-

sons this committee has been or-

ganized is due to the interest stu-

dents have shown in the Fine

Arts course now being offered.

Trips To Museum
He added that programs which

come out of this committee may
include: the sponsoring of con-

tests of a cultural nature and

taking trips to such places as

the Academy of Music and the

Art Museum in Philadelphia.

The committee will also try

to have more clubs of a cultural

nature formed on campus. He
said that members of current

cultural organizations such as

the Lynx, the Literary Club, and

the Music Society may be called

on to be members of this new
Cultural Committee.

Strazzella concluded by say-

ing that all plans at the present

time are tentative ; however, this

committee once it becomes a

working reality will add greaitly

to the cultlral level of the Villa-

nova campus.

Art Work Donated to Villanova

ir
4

The Very Rev. John A. Klekotka, O.S.A., Prsldent (center)

expresses Villanova's gratitude to Dr. Francis Maano (left), for

the donation of Samuel Waugh's "Portrait of Bertel Thorvaldsen"

to the University in honor of Elizabeth Manno. At right is the

Rev. Daniel P. Falvey, O.S.A., Librarian, who received the pataiting

to liang in the library. ^
T

Tea Time For the Grad School

At the recent Graduate School Tea, (1. to r.) Miss Dfama

Carullo, of the Chemistry Dept, the Rev. Louis A. Rongione,

O.S.A., Graduate School Dean and Moderator of The VILLA-
NOVAN, Paul M. Curda and Afaui B. WllUg of the English Dept
hold a "square table" conference.

Theatre Department

To Present A One-Act

Trio Tomorrow 2:30
A scene from "Inherit the

Wind" will open a series of one.-

act plays, experimental In na-

ture on Thursday, October 20.

These productions of the Thea-

tre Department, starting at 2:30

p.m. in the east lounge of

Dougherty Hall, will be open to

the general public.

The recognition scene from

"Anastasia", to be directed by

Miss Jane Anderson, a graduate

of Marycrest College, Daven-

port, Iowa, will follow "Inherit

the Wind" on the twentieth. Mr.

William Flynn will direct

"Wind".
Three plays will take place on

Thursday, November 3, with two

more scheduled for Thursday,

November 17. After each after-

noon's program, says Mr. Rich-

ard Duprey, department head,

there will be an open critique,

during which the directors and

players will invite any comments

and questions from the audience.

The plays will be directed by

graduate students of the Thea-

tre Department. Casts will be

comprised of graduate students

of all departments and under-

graduates.

Music Society Meets
The Villanova Music Society,

short-haired descendent of the

Opera Classica Society, has an-

nounced its fall schedule. The

society has broadened its pro-

gram to include show tunes, op-

erettas, and occasional jazz pro-

grams.

Dr. Robert O'Shea, moderator,

believes this, the society's fifth

year, will be its most successful.

The Society now members forty-

two, and new members are wel-

come.

Mike Fallon, president, empha-
sizes "meetings are not exclu-

sive gatherings of unsociabble

intellectuals, but friendly gath-

erings where no one is unwel-

come." Meetings are held week-

ly in the E^ast Lounge, Dougher-

ty Hall.
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Band Honors Hammerstein ^

The Villanova Marching Band
will leave for the Army game
Friday afternoon. After a night

in New York, the Band will have
a police escort to Michie Stadium
at West Point.

The half-time show will be a
tribute to the late Oscar Ham-
merstein II. The Army has elec-

ted not to march, giving our

group the entire half-time.

The Band will return to the

campus Saturday evening, ex-

cept for members wishing to

stay the night in New York City.

Brian Gordon, the publicity

director reported that the Band
will be conducted by Mr. Herb-

ert Fiss, Music Director, and
Ross Anzaldi, '61, Drum Major.

I was really lost

without my new

Esterbrook"101''pen! (

li^

V*

Ski-time or study-time, there's no friend like the

Esterbrook **101 ".fountain pen. Rescues you from any

number of difficult situations. It's a different type of

cartridge pen. It carries 2 cartridges of liquid ink . . . one

is a spare ... so there's no need to run out of ink—at

any ahifiidel

New, but still gives you 32 pen points to choose from,

80 you're bound to find one that's right for your person-

ality. Or, think of the fun you'll have switching—pen

points or personalities—until you find the one you like best

Schuss down to your dealer's and pick up the

E8tcrbrook"101"Rencw Point Fountain Pen, today. The

cost: just $1.95. S colors. Available in squeeze-fill, tool

TJt. tWilirtnifc »wO».
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Other Estorbroek
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Total Enrollment Of

Evening Students

Reaches Record 957
The office of the Under-

graduate Part-Time Division an-
nounced last weeic that a faculty

of eighty-eight members is re-

quired to accomodate its record
enrollment of 957 evening stud-
ents. The Evening Session is

offering a roster of sixty-five

courss. The following courses
are presented for the first time
this semester:

Managerial Accounting, Fed-
eral Income Tax, Industrial
Psychology, Recent American
Philosophy, Basic Concepts of
Mathematics, Descriptive As-
tronomy, Contracts and Specifi-
cations, Dynamics of Design,
and Electrical Machinery.

Of (the 957 students, 370 are
attending Villanova for the first

time; there are 815 men, 141
women; 14 students are mem-
bers of religious communities,
'943 are lay students. Approxi-
mately two-thirds of the entire
enrollment are matriculated
students in pursuit of a degree
or certificate.

CAIRNS NEWS BRIEFS

yours:

This is the B-52. Advanced as it

may be, this airplane has one thing

in common with the first war-

galleys of ancient Egypt... and
with the air and space vehicles of

the future. Someone must chart its

course. Someone must navigate it.

For certain young men this pre-

sents a career of real executive

opportunity. Here, perhaps yon

will have the chance to master a

profession full of meaning, excite-

ment and rewards. . .as a Naviga-

tor in the U. S. Air Force.

To qualify for Navigator train-

ing as an Aviation Cadet you must
be an American citizen between 19

and 26>^—single, healthy and in-

telligent. A high school diploma is

required, but some college is highly

desirable. Successful completion of

the training program leads to a

commission as a Second Lieuten-

ant... and your Navigator wings.

If you think you have what it

takes to measure up to the Avia-

tion Cadet Program for Naviga-

tor training, see your local Air

Force Recruiter. Or clip and mail

this coupon.

There's a place for toniorrow*s

leaders on the -^ -y y->-
Aerospace Team. I [ C ^

Air roree

. !

MAIL TNIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
DEPT.
BOX 7S0a, WASHINGTON 4, D.C.

I am between 19 and 26>/}, a citizen

of the U.S. and a high school graduate
with years of college. Please
send me detailed information on the
Aviation Cadet program.

NAME

I
STREET.

I

I

CITY-

COUNTY. -STATE-

Senior Fellowships
All applications for Fulbright

Fellowships and also for the

Woodrow Wilson graduate scho-

larships in the humanities and
social studies are asked to be

submitted as soon as possible

to Dr. Bedard, the Post-Gradu-

ate Study Advisory, whose of-

fice is situated in the basefhent

of the Commerce and Finance
Building.

Seniors, who might be in-

terested in taking the Law
School Admissions Test, should
be reminded that registration

for the examination on Novem-
ber 19, closes on November 4.

In addition, applicants, who
wish to participate in the Ad-
missions Test for Graduate
Study in Business on Novem-
ber 5 or the Graduate Record
Examination on November 19

i

should pick up applications at
the office on or before October
22 and November 4 respectively.

Quam Delivrs Paper
Dr. George N. Quam, pro-

fessor of chemistry at Villa-

nova, spoke last Tuesday, Oc-
tober 18, to the National Safety
Congress in Chicago. He read
a paper entitled, "Safety in the
University Chemical Labora-
tory: Building Design, Safety
Equipment and Inspection." The
paper was co-authored by Dr.
Quam and Mr. Marshall Fish-
man, his graduate assistant.

Dr. Quam also took part in a
panel discussion at the Congress
on the same topic. He has been
working in this field for some
time. The current project is be-
ing sponaored by the DuPont
Corporation.

Orphans' Day Plans
This years events for the

benefit of the bovs at St. John's

Home in Philadelphia will be
held on the weekend of Decem-
ber 2 under tlj^ general chair-

membership of Ron Klanuner
and Dan Martin.

On December 2, the Charity
Ball will be held. The primary
purpose of the Ball is to provide
funds for the purchase of pres-

ents, food, and entertainment
for the tots at St. John's. The
co-chairmen of the Charity Ball

are Mike Kane and Ray Trapp.

At the Orphans' Outing plan-

ned for December 3, Junior class,

members and preferably a date,

make" a day of it with a Johimy
in the 69th Street area. The co-

chairmen of this event are Tom
O'Connor and Bud Beloin.

The party at the orphanage
will be held on Tuesday, Decem-
ber 6 under the co-chairmen-
ship of Dan Peschio and Jim
Braithwaite.

The various chairmen are
taking names of those class
members who are interested in

assisting on these committees.

Philosophy Club Plans
The Cassiciacum Circle Phil-

osophy Club will sponsor a lec-

ture ( open to all students and
faculty members, on Wednes-
day, October 19 at 3:30 P.M.
in the East lounge of Dougherty
Hall.

Dr. John I. McEnerney, Pro-
fessor of Classics and Assistant
Dean for Academic Affairs will

lecture on "The Influence of

Greek Philosophical Thought on
Ancient History." A discussion

will follow the lecture and re-

freshments will be served.

As a result of Villanova hav-
ing been chosen as a regional

seat of the Philosophical Divi-

sion of the NFCCS, it will be
able to conduct philosophical

activities among the Catholic

Colleges and Newman Clubs bf
the area. The Philosophy Club's

new topic for this year will coin-

cide with that of the NFCCS—
The Influence of Philosophy on
History, Literature, and Science.

At the next business meeting
the constitution will be revised
to meet the expanding scope
and increasing activities of the
club.

HiimiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiHi'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiuuiiiiiiM

O'Mara WWVU Mentor
The big man behind the

Voice of Villanova is Dan
O'Mara, station manager of

WWVU. A junior majoring
in accounting, O'Mara has
been at the helm of the sta-

tion since the end of his

freshman year.

In 1957, he started his

budding communications ca-

reer at WVIL. After a brief

absence from the University,

he returned in September,
1958 as chief studio engi-

neer. His cohorts, the staff

heads, however, realizing

his executive talent, seized

the opportunity and elected

him station manager, a post
which he still holds. This
arrangement has allowed
for better prograrruning.

Ambitious O'Mara has
three years to serve with
the Marines upon gradua-
tion, but he would like to at-

tend law school, and possi-

bly "enter into the business

end of the communication
arts."

The Staten Island native

has also proven his execu-
tive ability by serving as

Chancellor of the Knights
of Columbus here on cam-
pus, and being active in the

Accounting Society. He at-

tended the Aug^stinian
Academy in Staten Island,

a minor seminary where he
received his high school ed-

ucation.

Format Altered

O'Mara has changed the

format of WWVU program-
ming this year in order to

satisfy the listening audi-

ence. He has succeeded. He
is also attempting to devel-

op an FM type broadcast to

prove whether the station is

worthy of a possible FM
set-up if the opportunity

MANAGER O'MARA
• . . orty Marine

presents itself. Judging by
his past performance, he will

also succeed here.

O'Mara says, "The station
is truly the new voice of

Villanova and the Main
Line. This year it has come
closest to the professional-

type broadcast, because of

longer working hours and
fewer personnel. The an-
nouncer-engineers are now
trained much better in ra-

dio.

Dan O'Mara is a good ex-

ample of the student who
gives his all for the better-

ment of his fellow student
and the good name of Villa-

nova.

Juniors' Rings Here
Jim McMonacle, Junior class

president, has announced that
class rings can be obtained at
the University Book Store to-

morrow.

He also named the chairmen
of future class activities: Joe
Little, chairman of the Junior
Ring Mass and Breakfast; Mike
Stapf and Art Kriesen, Mother's
Day; Tony Bateman, Junior
Prom; Jack Nolan, Junior Din-
ner Dance.

Alumni Sponsor Trip
The Villanova Alumni Club of

New York will sponsor a round-
trip boat excursion to the Army
game at West Point.

The boat will depart from the
West 42nd Street Pier at ten
a.m., 125th Street at 10 :20 a.m.,

and from Yonkers at eleven a.m.
Roundntrip cost is $3.50 per per-
son, and $1.65 for children under
twelve years. ; >n

Tickets may be purchased by
writing to J. James Bamburg,
153 W. 16th St., N. Y., N. Y.
The club will travel on a Hud-

son Day Liner which will serve
breakfast on the way to West
Point and full course meals on
the way home. The boat has a
bar and dance music will be pro-
vided.

3000 Summer Jobs

IN EUROPE

ASIS EUROPEAN SAFARI
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NFCCS Campus Group
Operation Is Explained
Last week we discussed the

general background and purpose
of NFCCS. We ivia now discuss

a few aspects of this \/ipus
program as it affects tn^ indi-

vidual student.

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES:
EXAMINATION AND EVALU-
ATION is the general title of the
first part of the campus pro-
gram. Each year, under this

program, students assemble on
member campuses all over the
country to discuss some matter
of grave student concern. The
minutes of all these campus dis-

cussions are sent to the execu-
tive Vice Presidnt of the Fed-
eration who synthesizes them in-

to a report which is published
and returned to the campuses.
These reports provide the basis
for regional discussion and the
minutes of the regional discus-

sions are synthesized to produce
a final report.

This year the relationship of
Catholic, Protestant, Jewish and
secular segments of the Amer-
ican Society and problems aris-

ing from this relationship, will

be studied. This study is known
as the Pluralism Program.
The next part of the program

centers around National Secre-
tariats which have been estab-
lished in the fields of Interna-
tional Relations, Student Af-
fairs .Social Affairs, Social Ac-
tion, and Religious Affairs. These
Secretariats make available to
campus organizations resources
which will enable them to more
efficiently and effectively provide
activities of greater value for
their members. They also pub-
lish "Focuses" on contemporary

crises issues in matters of gen-

eral student concern. These "Fo-

cuses" on issues as they arise

when effectively publicized on
campus keep students aware and
informed on things about which
any educated individual should
have an understanding.

Realizing also that the Cath-
olic student community has a
responsibility to other student
communities in underdeveloped
countries, the Federation oper-
ates the College and University
Relief Administration. CURA, as
it is called will undertake this

year to contmue the support of
an African medical student, and
will raise twenty-five thousand
dollars to help build a library at
the Catholic University of For-
mosa. =

There are several other inci-

dental services and opportunitiei?

which NFCCS as a national stu-

dent organization is in a posi-

tion to offer to its members.
Foremost among these is the
use of NFCCS as the instrument
through which the Catholic stu-
dents of the United States can
speak as a body. This function
is realized when the resolutions
of the National NFCCS Congress
are published through national
news media.

Every student In a member
college is a member of NFCCS.

Ut. Clvb Speaker
M.D. Donahue I, neo-elassic

president of the Literary Club,
newly revived campus organiza-
tion, announced that Dr. Joseph
Reino of the English Depart-
ment will deliver the first ad-
dress of the year

f

i
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An Accolade
In any evolutk>nary process, stages are oc-

casionally reached at whidh visible development
ceases and the organism appears to have at-

tained its ultimate growth; yet internally, ex-

pansion is continually occuring.

Villanova's Stldent Ck>uncil appears to have
achieved a stage such as this after three years
of status-seeking. In 1957, under the chairman-
ship of the now almost legendary Pat Nicholson,

the Council inaugurated the present Constitu-

tion, which conferred then-unthought of powers
to student government.

The following year. Chairman Bob Murphy's
"Think Big" campaign was designed to elevate

popular opinion of the concept of student gov-

enmient from the status of a more or less juv-

enile outlet to that of another dynamic force

for the advancement^^ of the University as a
whole. •.':;"'=;;. -w. ;.'''-;

;\ 'v.:.>/)'^>.:

Tom Hoffman, last year's Council chairman,
preferred a less boisterous, more deliberative ap-
proach to the problem of presenting a united
student body as a mature, interested, and sig-

nificant power. Despite sporadic outbursts of
childish temper and selfish thoughtlessness, last

year's Council largely succeeded in its task of
attracting the respect of the Administration and
of that portion of the faculty which condescends
to consider the student outside of the classroom.
'>n' rThus, the present Council, having inherited

the larger portion of its power and prestige,

began this year with problems unprecedented
in the recent history of Villanova student' gov-
ernment. For the present, it seems that the
Council has achieved its maximum attainments
in the way of status. Even the adoption of the
much-discussed "new Constitution" this year
would be a relatively simple change in opera-
tional procedures, and not in personnel. There-
fore, the Council's problem is not one of fight-
ing and climbing, but of expanding and improv-
ing.

Its total success in meeting this novel chal-
lenge remains to be determined. Nevertheless,
certain definite, tangible moves have been made
in the right direction. The vast potential of the
Student Treasury gives promise of a time in the
foreseeable future when the Council inav serve
as an independant financial benefactor of a con-
siderable array of student organizations, as well
as of the University itself.

The numerous programs of the Academic
Affairs Committee, such as the Student Council
Forum series, which will bring noted lecturers
to camous; the Student Tutor Program, designed
to assist students in academic difiiculties; the
Teacher Evaluation Program, aimed at determ-
ining students' appreciation of instructors' ef-

forts; the Master Coding System, which could
eliminate class and examination conflict, should
affect the student body, not as suoerficial "nork
barrel" legislation, but as sound, enlightened
projects, .•,.>-.;;.,;

;
,•...„;. ;;';.-'.•,;.

At this point in its progress toward more
comprehensive and valuable programs, the pres-

ent Council's ultimate virtue, its quiet efficiency,

may prove also to be its stumbling block.

The student body must be interested, and
attracted to participation, in the Council's pro-
jects, if success is to be claimed. This interest
and attraction cannot be achieved by posting
an eight-and-a-half by eleven notice on a bulle-
tin board, by making garbled announcements
over the P.A. during: lunch, or bv tnmire Coun-
cil meetings into minor brawls so that they will

be rer.orted in the pages of The VILLANOVAN.
Only the Council's innate vitality and in-

genuity can produce the desired reaction from
the student body. Only this reaction from the
student body will result in success for the pres-
ent Student Council. And nr^W the success of
the present Student Counci Iwill ensure that the
princinles of the student government will endure
at Villanova.

.« •.
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Letters to

the Editor

Are Your Open

Forum ....

Write Them
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Is This The Year?

ISIP Counterpoint

The Religious "Issue

Leu Goliulo^^m^m
Several weeks prior to my re-

turning to Villanova I heard a
Protestant minister give a lec-

ture which had as its topic "A
Catholic President*" Within the

presentation he attacked the

Roman Catholic candidate and
Roman Catholicism on the three
following points:

(a) The separation of Church
and State.

(b) The birth control issue.

(c) The poverty in Latin
America and the lack of pro-

gress in Ireland.

His first argument was based
on that "great" American prin-

ciple of separation of Church
and State and the usual non-
Catholic interpretation of the
Syllabus of Errors. Apart from
his false interpretation of the

Encyclinical, he seems to have
forgotten that the Constitution

also has a provision for amend-
ments.
The point I am trying to evoke

here is that if a large majority
of the population were Catholic

and that majority should desire

a combination of Church and
State the minority would possi-

bly be bound to a new amend-
ment.

Bishop Upholds Separation

It should be mentioned, how-
ever, that at least one bishop

speaking on behalf of American
Catholics clearly stated that

even if Catholics did constitute

a majority they would uphold
the principles of separation of

Church and State. Moreover, it

is more than likely that Amer-
ican Catholics would never want
a combination of Church and
State.

^ * '•' "•
His second argumeiit» the

birth control issue, was based on
the social conditions of countries

with low economic standards.

Speaking with him later, he re-

lated to me that he was aware
of what had happened to Onan
(Genesis 38:8-10) in the Old
Testament: but he still main-
tained his position from a "Com-
mon good" basis, although he
did seem to lean toward the idea

of restraint rather than the "die-

hard Sanger approach."

Juvenile Delinquency
In his argument that the

Church had been the cause of

poverty in Latin America, he
compared the conditions of those
countries with the progress and
wealth of the great American
nation and apparently forgot the
spiritual mission of the Church.
His second point in this argu-
ment, the lack of progress in

Ireland, in addition to the ex-

clusion of the above-mentioned
fact; also excluded the fact that
Ireland has the lowest rate of
juvenile delinquency in the
world—a condition attributed to
the Churdh by historians!

It was not difiicult for me to

leave the lecture with the im-
pression that his personal re-

ligion and morality had been an
outgrowth of Western bourgeons
capitalism.

Another factor of which many
Americans are not aware is that
in the realm of economics, the
New Deal of FDR which return-

ed the country to domestic pros-
perity was to a large degre a
reflection of the Renim Novsr-
lun.

It's only when Amenca's
"Johnny Appleseed" takes the
Bible in his hand and sows the
seeds of fibsurdity that we have
to worry.

CAMPUS CAMERA

/hjumibvi-

by John Ros«ilo

and Jim Philiipt

QuestkMi: Do you believe that the Vilianova

library should continue following the policy of ^

many metropolitan libraries, viz. that of docdng

the stacks?

In my opinion, it would be a very beneficial

policy to have the stacks in a library open. The

stacks being open allow a stu-

dent to browse among the books
and in this way gives a wider
selection from which to choose.

Very little information can be
gained about a book from a card

catalogue. The freedom of choice

would help both the students

and the library personnel.

lUchard Marvin
Arts, '62

1

-f,.

I

I think this policy is especially inconvenient

to the student who is doing research work. It

often forces him to take out
books which he thinks might be f
useful, but which he finds out I

are not upon checking them. If I

he were permitted to go through L^
the stacks himself, he would def- 'i
initely know which 'books to take
out, and in this manner save
himself and the library staff a
lot of time and useless effort.

Joseph R. Clark
Arts, '61

Considering the low* level of intelligence and
honesty apparent in large numbers of under-

graduates here, opening the
stacks would be insanity.

In the last year the stacks

were open, some twenty-five

hundred volumes were stolen if

rendered incomplete by the users
of the library. This can't be at-

tributed to a few, if it was the
work of a few, they would all

be in possession of large librar-

ies. Clods who mutilate or steal

boolks aren't apt to be building nrivate libraries. j%
Wiinam P. McCarthy

^
Political Science, '61

I have in the past two years felt that the
"closed-stack" policy of our library was an in-

tolerable burden on the student
body and a reflection of their

honor. These were in my more
radical and less informed days.

The library closing its stacks
provides, among other advant-
ages, a sure system of book con-
trol, orderly stacks, a quiet li-

brary, an easy method of circu-

lating books, and last but not
least, provides funds for needy

library aides who work in their off hours. I am
therefore a firm supporter of the closed stacks
system.

Anthony J. Bateman
Philosophy, '62
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Nixon^Kennedy Comparison
On Issues Gives Jack Edge
Two weeks a^o in Philadel-

phia, Vice-President Richard
Nixon delivered a vitriolic at-

tack on the campaign of his

opponent. He lashed out at Ken-
nedy's internal policies as
"growthmanship" and stated
that Democratic policies with
regard to schools, housing,
health, and highways were high-
ly exorbitant. He reminded the
voters that when "he (Ken-
nedy) makes promises concern-
ing spending, he isn't spending
Jack's money; he is spending
your money."
He maintained that national

growth does not depend on how
much the state and local govern-
ments spend and on the d}ma-
mism of the individual. He added
that in event of need the Fed-
eral government should not take
all responsibilities and costs and
work down to the individual, but
that it should work up from the
individual. His philosophy of
freer free enterprise is remark-
ably eimil€U' to that of Herbert
Hoover. He is proud that his ad-
ministration will be a business-
man's admhiistration, but that
is only a small segment of the
country.

He failed to get down to
specifics on such major econ-
omic problems as the falling, un-
stable stock market, high un-
employment, and increased hos-
tility between labor and man-
agement.
The second major issue dis-

cussed was foreign policy.

Nixon stated that "the most im-
portant test is which of the two
men can lead America in the
free world and keep the peace."
He went on that no one could
have more experience than his
running mate in keeping the
peace (not even himself?).
With regard to Senator Ken-

nedy's frequent diatribes agahist
Republican foreign policy he
stated "that it isn't necessary to
run America down to build it

up." Is America being run
down by Kennedy or by insid-

ious forces within it? Will Ken-
nedy make America arise out of
the ashes like the Phoenix?
What policies has Nixon enun-

ciated for such situations as
H u n g a r y, brinksroanship, the
U-2, Khrushchev, Latin America,
and the new neutrsd nations? It

must also be remembered that
Nixon if hampered immensely
by the fact that he has a very
lean choice for Secretary of

by Mark QHinn

State. It is this writer's opin-

ion that Lodge would have been
far more beneficial in this than
as a publicity means for Re-
publican strength.

In the nation's dealing with
other countries, Nixbn asserts
that "we will continue to stand
for what is right."

Kennedy has folowed Nixon
into the "tabasco stage of the
campaign." On internal, econ-
omic policies, he has struck out
oh Republican "prosperity" on
the issues of unemployment, de-
creasing purchasing power, and
low growth rate. He believes

that this massive program can
be financed by the advance of
the nation's financial growth.
This is quite difficult to do if

the economy is as bad off as he
would have us believe.

His spending programs are
said by many to border on so-

cialism and a welfare state. If

this be the truth, we will have
one thing that we don't have in

the state today, namely welfare.

We can only hope that the
government is so welfare mind-
ed to assist needy and worthy
college students regardless of
the fact that they will be scien-

tists or teachers.

Kennedy's choice of a run-

ning mate is regarded by many
as a choice of convenience. This
may be true hi light of South-
em threats about votes in the
Electoral College. Most of the
South is still infiltrated with the
civil rights plank of the Demo-
cratic platform, but they realize

that the Republican plank on
the same issue will be much
more stringent;

Johnson's critici£»n of his

running mate did no good what-
soever for the ticket. It is for-

tunate that the conventions can-

not be held in a conclave closed

to all prying ears of mass means
of publicity.

The issue of religion is said

to be out in the open and a
major issue now. It seems that

Kennedy and his associates have
been continually stoking the fire

with statements on it. Had a
statement been issued compar-
able to Al Smith's in 1928 and
refused to answer the question

as Lodge did on a recent press
interview program there would
have been less harm.

Both candidates have dis-

cussed the foreign policy of the

Truman and Eisenhower admin-
istration. Why not discuss the
proposed programs of each
other for the future instead of
arguing the "dead past."

Speeritualhm

Activity Period^s Crammed;
Extra Hour Is Badly Heeded
by MM
One of the ingredients of a

modem university is a compre-
hensive extrarcurricular pro-
gram. Here at Villanova we
have one of the finest student
activity programs to be found
on any U .S. campus.

For the most
participation ia

enthusias-
tic, faculty mod-
erating is en*
cor raging
tration attitude,

co-operative.

However, w e
have here at

V.U. an annoy-
ing aspect of these activities

which seems to be a rather sim-

ple one to solve. It is tliat of

activity meetings.

Each Thursday morning ai

SPURS

RIVER STYX
ByJOHIK

**1 guess lie'Il never teU tiut Joke afsinl"

10:30, an activity period is set

aside to aUow the various cam-
pits organizations to m^eet in

toto. This is possible since all

students are free of classes at

this time.

However, it is evident within

the last few years, that the
growth in extra-curricular ac-

tivities at Villanova has been
noteworthy.

: i \

Since 1950, at least SO new
organizations have been estab-

lished on campus; and still we
have but one hour a week In

which all t^ese organizational

meetings must be held.

We have spoken to many stu-

dents who desire to belong to

twOf perhaps, three campus oT"

two, perhaps three campus or-

ganizations, but because the

meetings of these clubs are aU
held during the one activity per-

iod, it is, many times, impossible

to attend more than one meeting
during this time.

Many of these activities such
as IRS, ICG, Rocket Society,

Philosophy Club, etc., are in-

valuable as course aids; yet
many students must waive,

what to them could prove to be
a valuable asset, because the

vast majority of club meetings
are held the same one hour every
Thursday morning.
Our solution isn't a new one,

but a logical one. The inception

of another activity period at
10:30 on Tuesdays along with
the present activity time would
greatly alUviate. the crammed
Thursday timetable.

Or even more implementable
would be an extension of tlie

present activities time to a two-
iiour period instead of tlie cur^
rent one-hour period.

We feel by this simple man-
uver, students won*t feel it as
impossible to belong to a second
or third organization, as the
situation is presently.

QaCanpis nAh
MttSinwnsn

(Author of "I Was a Teenroge Dwarf' , "The Many
Loves of DobieGiUia", etc.)

"HOME SWEET HOMECOMING"
A great number of people have been asking me lately, "What
is Homecoming?" but I have been so busy trying to find out
why my new sports car leaks that I haven't had time to answer.
I am now pleased to report that I finally discovered why my
sports car leaks— I have been driving it upside down—and so

I am ready today to turn my attention to Homecoming.
Let's begin with definitions. Homecoming is a weekend when

old grads return to their alma maters to watch a football game,
visit old classrooms and dormitories and inspect each other's

bald spots.

The weekend is marked by the singing of old songs, the slap-

ping of old backs and the frequent exchange of such greetings
as "Harry, you old polecat!" or "Harry, you old porcupine!"
or "Harry, you old rooster!" or "Harry, you old wombat!"
As you can see, all old grads are named Harry.

It is not just old grads who behave with such liveliness during
Homecoming; the faculty also comports itself with unaccus-
tomed animation. Teachers laugh and smile and pound backs
and keep shouting "Harry, you old Airedale!" This unscholarly
behavior is carried on in the hope that old grads, in a transport
of bonhomie will endow a new geology building.

The old grads, however, are seldom seduced. By game time
on Saturday their backs are so sore, their eyeballs so eroded,
their extremities so frayed, that it is impossible to get a kind
word out of them, much less a new geology building.

H^^^^^i^MkJ^lef^
Even the football game does not improve their tempers.

"Hmmph !" they snort as the home team completes a 101-yard
march to a touchdown. "Do you call that football? Why, back
in my day, they'd have been over on the first down! By
George, football was football in those days—not this namby-
pamby girls' game that passes for football today! Take a look
at that bench—50 substitutes sitting there. Why, in my day,
there were 11 men on a team and that was it. When you broke
a leg, they slapped a piece of tape on it and you went right back
in. Why, I remember the big game against State. Harry Siga-
foos, our star quarterback, was killed in the third quarter. I

mean, he was pronounced dead. But did that stop old Harry?
Not on your tintype ! Back in he went and kicked the winning
drop kick in the last four seconds of play, dead as he was. Back
in my day, they played /oo<6aZ/, by George!"

.:.; / Everything, say the old grads, was better back in their day

—

• everything except^ one. Even the most unreconstructed of the
old grads has to admit that back in his day they never had a
/smoke like Marlboro—never a cigarette with such a lot to like

—never a filter so easy drawing, a flavor so mild yet hearty, so

.. abundant, so bountiful—never a choice of flip-top box or soft
-"pack. ';, ^:.?:

So old grads, young grads, and undergrads, why don't you
settle back and have a full-flavored smoke? Try Marlboro, the
filtered cigarette with the unfiltered taste, and Homecoming
will be a happy occasion and the sun will shine and the air will

be filled with the murmur of wings and no man's hand will be
raised against you.

© IIMO Mas BhuliDM
* *

At Homecoming time—or any time—try Marlboro's unfil-
tered companion cigarette—mild, flavorful Philip Morris...
Regular size or king size Commander—a brand new andhappy
experienceinsrtwkingtHaveaCommander—welcomeaboardl

• If *
Voila Tout ... We didn't no-

tice it too much ourselves, but
we've heard from more than one
quarter, malcontented murmurs
against the sophomore-run ori-

entation period . . . Displeasure
has been voiced not only about
the mumnees of the frosh, but
against the shoddy way in which
white hats enforced the wearing
o fregs . . . Even though they
lost Muff Day, the freshmen
had abandoned their regs before
that week was out . .

. . . Our frats are back . . . After
the DPU party and the Inter-

Prat Ball, it's oflScial . . . Watch
for a run, now, on Wrigley's.

Murals B«giii

The touch football league is

back in full swing after a week's
layoff caused by Muff-Day activ-

ities coupled with the Day of
Recollection.

The big power in the 4:30

.^^k.9 Mendel would seem to be the
®'»*'»-

I Playmates
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Menasba Sfculnik

Opens New Cenedy
'The 49th Ceusin'

by Jo« Zawoeki

For many years, Menasha
Skulnik was a near legend on

the Yiddish stage. A gifted com-
ic with a marvelous sense of

timing, it wasn't long before he

was paged for Broadway. How-
ever, he waited for a good ve

hide before taking the plunge

and came up with a 20 month
winner in "The Fifth Season."

Now Squlnik has returned for

his fourth play and it promises

to be his biggest test to date.

In "The 49th Cousin", he is

faced with the burden of carry-

ing a weak script and a near

disastrous first act to Broadway
on his little shoulders. On any
other actor this would be tan-

tamount to disaster, but with

a little tightening of the script

(and a rewriting of the first act)

Skulnik may just pull it og.

Constant Delight

This was my first exnosure to

Skulnlk's acting and he proved

to be a constant deUght As
Isaac Lowe, father of three un-

m«uTied daughters, he turns an
unredeemable character into one
which invokes gvmpathy. The
scene (beautifully staged by
Stewart Chaney) is set in S3rr-

acuse at the turn of the century.

Papa Isaac is an eyeglass sales-

man with pretentions of being

called "doctor". He is the found-

er of his Synagogue and its first

president and is now seeking re-

election. His faith is immense
but his humility nil.

"He imagines himself in part-

nership with Grod, and if he
quits God will go out of busi-

ness," says daughter Tracy.

(Marian Winters). As might be

expected, Papa is responsible for

the daughters not being married
since he has frightened away all

prospective suitors by running
through the house in a Navajo
bathrobe shouting at the top of
his lungs.

Harrasses RabU

The stage is set for rebellion

as Papa is expelled from his

church for harrassing the Rab-
bi's sermons. To top it off, the
two younger daughters leave

home, the youngest running off

with a Russian Jew named
Morris Grolub (Onald Hilken).
Since Papa is biased toward <3er.

man Jews, this obviously does
not sit well with him.

Left only ^th eldest daughter
Fanny, played well by Martha
Scott, he turns Atheist, and af

ter talking with Grod for five

minutes, he brings the house
down by shouting, "I deny you
exist." .^-..r

;:
/.:.„,:;.,

•
.-..^V.V:

, The ending is predictable but
well handled. There are the ex-
pected reconciliations and Papa
talks to God again, but this time
with humility. If the play is to
last on Broadway, it will do so
on the merits of the acting which
is uniformly fine. Miss Scott has
probably the best scene when she
dresses her unwilling father for-

mally while he is engrossed in

telling one of this stories. Orald
Hiken has a few fine moments
as Carrie's reluctant suitor as
does Paul Tripp as Tracy's beau.

But it is on Skulnlk's talents

that the play will rise or fall, and
they couldn't be in more capable
hands.

^^Molly Brown^^ Potentially Unsinkable
"The Unsinkable Molly

Brown" will probably be a hit.

Any show that can keep a ma-
tinee audience of clubwomen and
guildmembers quiet except when
they should laugh or applaud

will undoubtedly be a hit. In

this department, however, there

are some reservations.

From the opening scene we
are hitroduced to the undefeat-

able young lady and her opti-

mistic philosophy which causes

her to succeed as she wades
through a $300,000 hot seat, a
friendly bear, Denver eociety,

learning ten languages, the
fundamentals of art, the sink-

ing of the Titanic, learning how
to play the piano, and managing
some pretty tricky gowns.
Tammy Grimes plays Molly

with just the right amount of

stick-to-itiveness. Her singing
voice is pleasant although at
times we expected her to shout
"is everybody happy?" But it

would be difficult to hnagine
anyone else in the role.

Presnel Big
Miss Grimes' opposite is Lead-

by Stan G090I

ville Johnny Brown as por-

trayed by Harve Presnel. Mr.
Presnel brings bigness to the

role in both voice and physical

appearance. The show marks a
promising debut for a new stage
talent.

One of the big features of

Molly is the music of Meredith

Wilson, his first score since

"Music Man." Although there
are one or two of his patter type
songs Mr. Wilson outdoes him-
self in songs with a melody.
(Patter songs are merely reci-

tations to a rhythmic beat.)

"Dolce Far Niente" will prob-

ably make the best selling charts

on the strength of its beautiful

ballad quality. "Belly Up To The
Bar Boys" comes off as a rous-

ing version of the old time west-
em tunes. "I Ain't Down Yet"
shows Molly's determination
and is used throughout the
show as a keynote. "Are You
Sure" emerges as a Catholic

spiritual and shows her moral
philosophy. If anything, "Molly"

will have an interesting cast

album.

Fast Dlrecttoii

The dhection achieved by
Dore Schary is fast and furious.

I should say that that seems
to be his aim, although faulty

scene changing and light dis-

solves marred the matinee we
caught. The show does need a
fast pace and Schary has at-

tempted this at least.

In the plus department must
be counted the magnificent set-

tings of Oliver Smith. They are
so complicated that we suspect
they may be the causie of the
technical slowdown, but for the

most part they do the show
justice and vice versa.

One advantage to attending a
matinee is that the audience
takes care of the judgment of

the costumes for you. In this

case they were designed by
Miles White and, from the re-

action which they got, were per-

fect. We were almost "oohed"
and "aahed" to death.

Ot the choreography by Peter
Gennaro we merely say "eh".

MoUy Brown has €di the ear-

marks of a hit if everything can
be ironed out As it is now, it'«

fun, but it needs a Uttte work to
make it perfect.

Ijite flashes: "Laurette** can-
celled out due to illness of star,

Judy HolUday . . . Addittonal
openings this fall include 'Ter-
iod of Adjustment" by Tennes-
see Williams; 'Taffy" with lOm
Stanley; "Little Moon of Alban"
with Julie Harris and possibly

"Critics' Choice" with Henry
Fonda . . . "49th Cousin" re-

ceived a friendly but not over-
whelming nod from local critics.

Hist. Conferences
The History Department has

announced the institution of two
weekly conferences; one for Po-

litical Science majors, the other

for History majors. Both are

open to juniors in these fields.

They were begun last week and
meet one hour wekly-

LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

BeaR-DRiFROOD
DR. FROOD'S THOUOHT FOR THE DAY: III Collsge, the Onfy
privileged class is the one with unlimited cuts.

KQio i
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Dear Dr. Frood: Here is a controversial bridge hand played at

a recent college tournament. The contract was six no-trump.

Some say declarer should have played the Fiskill Convention,

squeezing West while end-playing East. Others, however, say

a straight dummy reversal and a trump coup would bring home

the contract. What would you do with a hand like this?

No JVump

DEAR NO TRUMP: in our club, successful play would require

slapping the Jack, whistling at the Queen and quickly saying

"Sir Hinkum DInkum Fuzzy Duster" when the one-eyed King

is played. ;..v/,

i

«:!

i

Dear Dr. Frood: How can a nice girl tell whether

a boy is sincere—or just a wolf—when he asks

for a kiss?

Nice Girl

DEAR NICE: Ask to see his teeth.

*
" .'

1 • .
••

M-

m

Dear Dr. Frood: Like every normal college man, I

smoke Luckles. The other day I met this character

who smoked something else. I want to know how a

guy can be stupid as that and still get into college.

Lucky Fan

DEAR LUCKY: Obviously

your college Is very easy

to get Into.

Dear Dr. Frood: Everybody laughed when I brought my
mother to the Homecoming Dance. What's so funny

about that? r lt resnman

PEAR FRESHMAN: She's probably a very funny woman.

«v-

Dear Dr. Frood: I am 20 years old and I am about to marry

a very nice, well-to-do man. He is 92 years old. Do you

think the gap in our ages will affect our happiness?

Fiancee

DEAR FIANCEE: Not for k>ng.

"IF YOU DON'T SMOKE LUCKIES," SAYS FROOD, "YOU OUGHT TO HAVE YOUR

HEAD EXAMINED!" And Frood ought to know. His head has been examined

seventy-three times. (And phrenologists are still wondering where he got the good

sense to smoke Luckies.)

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some •j^n for a change/

O A. T. Co. Product of tM' jAruAMo^ iJuCixtm ^iyxwy— <M)wmo- is our middle name
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by Victor Strano

Sam Gruneisen, a red-headed
lad from Kentucky appeared to
be Villanova's best end in ycara.
Then injury struck him down.
Now he sits around recuoerating
and waiting to get back into
action. Now he has time to look
over his football career, although
still having the best years be-
fore him.

He first started playing at

Eavier high school in Louisville,

Kentucky. Sam became well

trained under the guidance of
John Meihaus, a coach who had
p'ayed under the well-known
"Bear" Byrant. The team he
was playing with wasn't doing
very badly either. They had a
35 game winning streak going
for them at this time. Xavier
would challenge any team who
wanted to play them, as they
were not in any league. Sam,
a guard, made all-state in his
senior year for a team that had
won the state championship his
junior and senior year.

Haner An Influence

Tt was during his senior year
tJiat Sam first bpcame interested

in Villanova. Bob Haner who
p'ayed with Filip.ski at V.U. in

*52 was a good friend of Sam
and told him about the "big V."
Haner even wrote to Coach
Rcagcn as a reference, discus-

sing Sam's possibilities. Later
in March Sam's senior year,

1958, he was called at his school.

Reagan was on the phone offer-

ing him a scholarship.

ered a moral victorv. Even
thoufirh the bovs plaved together

for the first time, thev plaved
surprisingly well aeainst this

deep Armv team. Sam plaved

most of the game. He retlized

that he was playing against men
from all over the country, and
he was really happy to have
participated.

Excelled Ah Soph

Later as a soph, Sam made the
varsity. This was last season,

1959. He had practically nailed

down the end position. He was
to show excellence in pass re-

ceiving among other items. Sam
personally felt that he had
played fairly well. Of course
he had to play under two coach-

es that year and some adjust-

ment was made in his style under
each one.

He realized that during the
last season the team just

couldn't get off to a good start

after the first loss. The one
team that they beat, Daj'ton,

was weaker and they knew it.

But they had to have all the

breaks going for them to win.

Sam felt that they had not been
getting any breaks at all during
the other games. He would now
have to wait until junior year
to see if the team would improve
any.

Pat Trajmor Leads Wildcat
Cross Countrymen To Win

So Sam started freshman
year at V.U. Soon he was to

become captain of the team. Ho
came here full of confidence but
was to learn a few new things
under the freshman coach Ed
Michaels. It was his first time
away from home and he was tr>'-

ing to establish some sort of
maturity.

As usual the froah were play-
ing the Army plebes again that
year. Although not having too
much luck with them in the
past, the Wildkittens played
Army to a hard fought 16-16
tie which was definitely consid-

So all during last summer,
Sam looked forward to having a
good' season. Then came the
Dayton game of 1960 and Sam
was injured. He didn't get much
of a chance to help the team or
show how good he could be.

A long-legged sophomore
named Pat Traynor led coach
Jim Tuppeney's cross country
team to its first victory in two
years last Saturday against a
highly-rated N.Y.U. team.

Traynor covered the tough
VanCourtland Park course in

25:25, the fastest time run this

season on the difllcult New York
layout. He upset Tom Dugan,
highly-ranked N.Y.U. distance
man, in a race run in very hot
weather.

As a team, the 'Cats won by
the score of 25-35 (low scorer

wins). It was considered as a
mild upset by most track buffs

in the East. Although Traynor's
performance was the outstand-
ing event of the day, the whole
team performed well in the ini-

tial meet of what may be Villa-

nova's first successful cross

country season in several years.

Sivieri Fourth

Tom Dugan and Jim Brown,
both of N.Y.U., placed second
and third respectively. Junior
Angelo Sivieri gave the Wildcat
harriers valuable points with a
fourth place finish. Owen Mc-
Guire, another sophomore, was
right on Angle's heels to tie up
fifth place.

Champing At the Bit

Now Sam rests and antici-

pates returning to the gridiron.
As he watches his team lose one
by one he knows he wants to
help but can't. He can merely
watch from the sidelines.

Saturday the Army game will

be played. On this team will be
the remnants of the p'ebes which
Sam's frosh team played to a
well earned draw. And Sam
hopes he will be retdy. It would
be a grreat satisfaction to con-
quer a team that was no more
superior than V.U. in '58.

Villanova junior John Dante,
runner-up in the IC4A's half
mile, was sixth, beating out Mike
Heriot of N.Y.U. at the finish.

Villanovans filled up the next
four places, eighth to 11th. With
juniors Bob Collins and Lance
Hugelmeyer, soph Allen Jack-
man and junior Jerry Hackette
respectively, taking these places.

Coach Pleased

Coach Jim Tuppeney was
pleased with the seniorless
team's performance. This week
the Wildcat hill and dalers will

labor over the Cobb's Creek
course against the running
Hawks of St. Josephs.

RMd The Vilkinovoii
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Batik Prints

in deep, rich colorings . .

.

Batik Prints by Arrow capture the

look of the hand-worked prints of

Java. These deep muted tones pro-

vide your wardrobe with a new
expression of color. Available also

in a_ Lady Arrow shirt; both styled

in the authentic button-down col-

lar. Precisely tailored in exact
sleeve lengths.

Pullover for the man $5.00

Button-front for the woman $5.00

cum laude collection

by

-ARROWS

t\'-\
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Klow the answer?
What's an eight-letter word which

reminds you of good taste, sparkle, lift?

The answer's easy— Coca-Cola of

course. No puzzle about why it's so

popular ... no other sparkling drink

gives you so much good taste, so

much satisfaction. Yes, when you're

looking for refreshment,

the answer's always Coke!

O^r^r/a

BE REALLY REFRESHED

Bottled under the authority of The Coco-Cola Bottling Company
BY THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

*
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Grid CaravanTo InvadeWest Point

i

Fans and Cats Ready

For Upset Over Goed

Black Knight Eleven
by Jack Duffy

For the last two years the big

game for Villanova football fans

has been the Anny game. Al-
though he must trudge across

two states and pay a fortune in

tolls, the Villanovan football

fan goes to West Point like a
ld<yhammedan to Mecca. Always
the fan sees a good game, but

never a victory. Will this be the

year that David's stone hits Go-

liath? Will this be the week
Army will say something other

than their amused, "CSood game,
fellows, better luck next time."

Will this be the day we score

more points than they do?

The historians in the crowd
will remember back in 1958 when
a winning Villanova football

team went up to the land of the

Knickerbocker to play undefeat-

ed, top-ranked Army. The up-

perclassmen will remember Gene
O'Pella's crushing tackle on Bob
Anderson in the opening minutes

of the game. O'Pella's handy
work sidelined the Anny AU-
American for the rest of the

game and things seemed pretty

much in hand until a rugby
player by the name of Dawkins
upset the applecart. Army 26

—

Villanova 0, was the final score.

V Last year a less frequently

triumphant Villanova football

team crossed the Jersey Turn-
pike and went to battle with

Army on a cold November day.

This time there were no Rugby
players and the only All-Amer-

ican never came into the huddle,

Army never had it so tough.

John Daniels, a fleet Villanova

halfback, dropped two passes

thrown to him, while he was in

the open with a dear path to

the Army goal. Daniels also

dropped a pass, thrown by Army
quarterback Joe Caldwell, which
he had intercepted. Add to this

a mistaken call by one of the

officials on Army's second touch-

down and you have another in

the plus column far the Black
Knights. The final score was
Army 14—^Villanova 0.

Blanda Quarterback
Dale Hall is. sitting in the

coaches chair for the second
time this year and he is what
you might call, "on the spot".

Last year's 4-4-1 record was not

what the president ordered, es-

pecially that 43-12 licking by
Navy. Hall runs things from a
split T with variations. He is

completely confident his T will

produce many victories.

HaJl's T is directed by a chap
named Tom Blanda, brother of
George of Pro-football fame.
Blanda for the lost two years
has been place kicking and see-

ing that the other boys get to
practice on time. Tliis year,

however, he has proved just the

thing to make Army's attack
function properly. In the Cali-

fornia game Blanda threw two
touchdown passes and set up
two more scores as Army storm-
ed from behind with three last

period scores to win 28-10.

Keeping Blanda company in

the backfield are three likable

fellows referred to as cadets,

Glen Adams, Al Rushatz, and
Roger ailskas. Adams, a frus-

trated quarterback, is \Stie half-

back and leading ground gainer

on the club. Add to this the fact

tha.t he is a defensive demon
and you have a good ballplayer..

Lany Ghieck (40) attempts to elnde a would-be Miami tackier In tlie first period of play capaciteted for tiie last several
Saturday. Would-be tackier became a realUy aad VUlanova became Miami's second victim. Score: weeks, hopes to be readv to dIav
17-7. (Photo by Mike Ptetora). .gainst Army Saturday.

Rushatz is the fullback and leads

in scoring: He is also the 177
pound Eastern wrestling champ-
ion.

Line Tough
The Army line is in pretty

good shape. The center is

George Joulian, a 190 pound sen-

lor. The tackles are manned by
two well put together individuals

in Dale Kuhus (6-2—225) and
Bob McCarthy (6-2—210). The
guards are co-captain, Al Van-
derbush, and Allen Miller, a sen-

ior from Garden City, New York.
If Army is to have an All-Amer-
ican this year, Vanderbush is

the logical choice. He is 6-2 and
moves his 215 oounds with quite

a bit of authority.

The other co-captain is Frank
Gilison,' a 6-3, 205 pound senior.

Gilison received his big chance
last year when Don Usry was
injured. Gilison looked so im-
pressive that Usry could not win
back his job. The other end is

Bob Tuellhart, a junior. Tuell-

hart is listed as the lonely end,
replacing the now graduated Bill

Carpenter from Springfield. This
year the lonely end is not so
lonely as they bring him into

the huddle. \ { . f

For the first time since 1946
and for only the second time in

history the cadets have co-cap-

tains. The only other co-cap-

tains were a pair of backs
named Davis and Blanchard.

Record Good
So far this year the Cadets

have 4 wins and two losses. They
opened their season by crushing
Buffalo 37-0. In their next two
games they had to come from
behind to whip Boston College
20-7 and California 28-10. Two
weeks ago they were beaten by
Penn State when the Nittany
Lions scored twice in the last

four minutes to win 27-16. Last
week the Army lost to Nebraska
at Lincoln, 14-9.

The cadets face a formidable
schedule this season. They play

such powers as Syracuse, de-

fending National Chamipions,

Pitt and Navy, as well as the
schools previously mentioned.

The series between the WesK
Pointers and the Wildcats which
began in 1908 sees Army leading

16 to 2. The Wildcats won 16
to 13 in 1915 and 21 to 7 in

1951 when Army was lAiort of
football players. In the eighten

games the 'Cats have been shut
out fourteen times. Some of the
more noticeable defeats -(over

fifty points) were 55-0 in 1913,
69-7 in 1916, 62-0 in 1919, 83-0

in 1944, and 54-0 in 1945.

Miami Backfield and Ball
Without Handles, 5th Loss
The Villanova Wildcats had

their scalps lifted at Villanova

Stadium on Saturday afternoon
by the rampaging Redskins of
Miami of Ohio by a 17-7 count.
The Wildcat receivers just
couldn't hold the ball at the
right times and naturally lost

the game. The Redskins used a
very strong running game
against Villanova, and they
passed at the times when they
needed the extra yardage.

Mistakes Costly
The game was very closely

played between these teams, but
when the 'Cats made a mistake,
Miami was right there to turn
it into a score. The first mistake
came in the first quarter when
Villanova kicked on third down
in order to get themselves out
of a hole. The 'Cats kicked from
their 17 yard line but the ball

went out of bounds on their own
37. The kick covered twenty
yards. In four plays the Red-
skins punched their way to the
Villcmova 23. A pass from Gay-
heart to Williams brought Miami
to the V.U. 5 yard line, giving

them a first and goal situation.

On second down Jack Gayheart
hit halfback John Moore for the
touchdown. Bob Jencks, the lifl-

ami place kicker parted the up-
rights to make the score Miami
7, V.U. 0. Early in the second
qufuter the 'Cats moved down
to the Miami 8 yard line, where
Nick Russo dropped a fourth and
two pass on the goal line giving

Miami possession.

Early in the third quarter Mi-
ami hitercepted a Villanova aer-

ial on their own 45. Mel Trip-

lett, Miami's hard driving full-

back carried the ba^l to the V.U.
38. After Triplett gained five

more yards John Moore exploded
to the 7, and three plavs later

Gayheart sneaked over from the
one. Bob Jencks converted again
and the Redskins led 14-0.

V.U. Strikes Back
On the kickofT Miami sent the

baU sailing to the goal line Where
Bob Merenda gathered in the
pigskin and galloped 55 yards
down the field before being trip-

ped up by a desperate Miami
tackier. From the 45 the Wild-
cats used a steady ground game
under the direction of Ted Aceto
and moved to the Miami 15 yard
line. Aceto faded back and hit

Bob Merenda on the five and he

by Dan Bell

dashed into the end zone for
the score. Larry Sopko added
the extra point to cut the Miami
lead to 14-7.

Miami Ices Game
Late in the fourth period the

Redskins took possession on
their own 38 after a V.U. punt.

The Redskins ground out the

yardage slowly as they moved
down field to the Villanova 17.

Bob Jencks the Miami hooter ap-

peared on the field and sent a
27 yard goal sailing through the
uprights. It was his fourth out
of five attempts, one being a
forty yarder. This score came
with three minutes remaining in

the game making it: Miami 17,

V.U. 7. The 'Cats tried to re-

taliate late in the fourth quarter
but two fumbles thwarted the
effort

Wildcat halfback Mike Pettine

goes high Into the air to snag

a Richie Bichman pass daring

the Villanova - Miami game..

(Photo by Mike Pastore).

The perfonnance of some of

the Wildcats deserves mention-

ing. Bob Merenda played very

well at right half; his running

was his best to far this season.

Joe Luzzi did a real good job

at his guard position and man-
aged to get himself into Miami's
backfield on several occassions

to drop Redskin ball carriers in

their tracks. Center Regus Mag-
nus played heads up ball and
added a recovered fumble to his

credit. Richie Rtehman did not

have a hot passing average Sat-
urday but his receivers didn't
help any by dropping the foot-
ball on several occassions. Sam
Gruneisen, who has been out of
the lineup with knee trouble,
stated that the 'Cats dropped
the ball too many times at the
wrong tunes and that was the
ball game.

Miami Coach Speaks

John Pont, coach of the Miami
Redskins commented on the Vil-

lanova team after the game. Mr.
Pont said that Miami was in a
slump earlier in the season much
like the one the Wildcats are
facing. He feels his team is now
overcoming this with confidence.

He explained it hi this manner.
"It's like climbing to the top of
a mountain, and when you get
two feet from the top you real-

ize your almost there but you
still needed that extra push."
"If the other guy makes up his

mind not to let you gain that
two feet and you doubt it too,

you won't make it." Mr. Pont
said that this was not the same
team he saw play Dayton out
in Ohio; in fact he was surprised
when he saw the 'Cats handle
themselves in such a smooth
manner. ;a.,;v.. :.-.

^

Triplett and Moore Speak:. .:;•

Bill Triplett, the Miami full«f

back said that the Wildcats were
the hardest hitting club he has
seen this year. He said, "When
they hit you, you know you've
been hit." John Moore the left

half back from Miami who ran
all over the field Saturday ex-
pressed his opinions in the same
way Triplett did, but he added
that youth was Villanova's main
problem. He said those boys
went so far every time and then
something snapped. He was re-

ferring to the three Villanova
fumbles. He said that you can't

drop passes like VHIanova does
and expect to win ball games.

It will be good news to Villa-

nova fans when .Sam Orueisen
rejoins the team at West Point
this week. Maybe his return will

bolster the 'Cats receiving situ-

ation. In any case, the 'Cats
with fumbles, dropped passes,

and plenty of youth in hand
make their way to West Point
with one thought hi mind, "Beat
the Army."
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Dali-esque Dejection

{(Photo by Frank MatuniB) i

A reflective Villanovan is caught in a moment of surrealistic

dejection on IJie sidewalks of New York following Saturday's

carnage at West Point A discerning squint will reveal the comer
as 42nd street at 5th avenue.

Tickets For Brothers Four

Show On Sale In Pie Shoppe
Tickets for the annual Agus-

tinian Seminary Guild Jazz Con-

cert to be held on Sunday, No-
vember 5, from 2:30-4:30 p.m.,

are now being hold in the Pie

Shoppe. The three price scales

are: Reserved seats, $2.50; floor

seats $2.00; and $1.50 for bal-

cony seats.

«k>hn P. Donohue, concert

publicity director, also reported

that he has been informed of

•^ mm^f^^^f^Mf

1^ {HM^^. a^^fm W ^^

Oh^ iHlK lie Wd «t the
!{^Nii4im^ ta»^ Iiane«st«r

'|!0t0* ^ Davl^ Pa.« trtm
4:30 to 6;d0 p.m. on Kovenn
her 5.

' ^*TheT9 is no admission
fee,^* Bathgate emphsinb^l,

**md all WDi&n are invite^

eltht0r nt^^ «r with dates^

Ooektaila «»d aoora wiH cost

€l«00> jxiked dHikktt wUi b&
$.75. and heer is $.60/*

^WmMMMmMM OMMPi4

the selections to be sung by the

featured act — the Brothers
Four. ' ^^

Among the numbers to be

sung by the group at the con-

cert are their recent hit, **Green-

fields", "Bama", 'Troposal",

"Hey Liley Liley Lo", "Gallant

Argosy", "Sally Don't You
Grieve", "Ellie Lou", "Nine-

Pound Hammer", and "My
Toni".

The jazz concert is being held

under the auspices of the senior

class which is handling the so-

cial functions for the Home-
coming Weekend to be held No-
vember 3-5.

The Brothers Pour, who ob-

tained their name from the Phi

Beta Ganuna fraternity, of

which they were brothers at the

University of Washington, are.

currently making an eastern

swing after completing a suc-

cessful run at the Tropicana in

Las Vegas.
"Their tour has so far been

acclaimed as a tremendous suc-

cess," asserts Donohue, "and
senior class president Larry

Bathgate says that he has been

assured o fa fine performance."

The quartet, made up of

Mike Kirkland, Dick Foley, John
Paine, and Bob Flick, were dis-

covered in the San Francisco

renowned hungry where they

were signed by Columbia Rec«

ords.

"Their current entry in the

recording ield", says Donohue,
"is the 'Greenfields of Sum-
mer', which is being predicted

by many critics to hit the best-

seller lists soon."

Big Advance Sale

Francis McNally, senior sec-

r e t a r y, and vice-president

Thomas Samulewicz, have re-

ported that neighboring col-

leges have applied for tickets,

and that advance sales, so far,

have ben excellent,

McNally also said that tickets

for the concert will be sold right

up to performance time Sunday
atfernoon.

Dave Grenon, senior treasurer,

stated that the programs made
available at this year's concert

will be of the souvenir nature.

Nurses In Swim

Pi Theta Chi, the nurses' sor-

ority, got into the swim of

things literally this year by in-

itiatmg a "Splash Party," held,

appropriately enough, at the

field house pool on Thursday,
October 20. The evening's en-

tertainment consisted of a
"bathing beauty" contest in

which the participants regaled

themselves in 'Voaring '20's"

and "gay '90's" fashions. The
first prize winners were Judy
DiStefano, Judy Jones and Mary
Fran Kleha, who emulated a typ-

ical 1890 family at the seashore.

ICG Election Talks

Square Off Logue

Against Stevenson
Professors John G. Stephen-

so nof the Villanova Law
School and John J. Logue of

the History and Political Science

Department will debate the

current political issues on

Thursday evening, Oct. 27, at

8 P.M. in 110 C. & F.

The debate is being sponsored

by the Villanova Chapter of the

Intercollegiate Conference on
Government.
John McAteer, chairman of

the Villanova I.C.G. has stated

that this debate will be open to

all students of Villanova. He
added that it will help bring the

current campaign closer to the

students.

Both Prof. Stephenson and
Prof. Logue will present their

reasons why the educated stud-

ent should vote Republican in

the case of Stephenson and

Demrocratic in the case of

Logue.
Each man is well verhsed in

the qualities of his respective

party, according to McAteer.

"The debate should prove to be

highly informative and interest-

mg.
Question Period

The debate will begin prompt-

ly at 8 P.M. with introductory

remarks by William McClure,

senior Political Science major,

who will act as chairman.

Following this the two de-

baters will give a ten to fifteen

minute opening speech. When
both men have concluded, a

(Continued on Pa^e 8)

Closed Retreats

Jim Furey and Jack Craig,

co-chairmen of the Religious

Affairs Committe, have an-

nounced that a closed retreat for

Villanova students will be held

at the Pius X Retreat House in

Blackwood, N.J., from January
6 to 8, 1961.

The Religious Affairs Com-
mittee, in conjunction with the

Chaplain's Office, has arranged

with the retreat house to require

a donation of $20 from each par-

ticipating student to cover the

expense of food and lodging

from Friday evening to Sunday
afternoon.

Furey and Craig emphasized

that this weekend retreat will

afford students an excellent op-

portunity to prepare spiritually

for final exams. They stated

that an announcement will be

made shortly as to when and

where students may register

for the retreat.

Presidential
invitation

President Eisenhower has

extended an invitation to the

Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A., President of Villa-

nova University, to be his

guest at a special luncheon

at the White House on Wed-

nesday, October 26th at

1:00 p.m.

The luncheon is being

given by President Eisen-

hower in honor of the Prime

Minister of the Federation

of Malaya who is visiting

this country.

V.U. student Sought

To Win NFCCS Award

For Catholic Youth

Eugene Felch, the NFCCS
delegate of Villanova Univer-

sity, has disclosed that the Na-

tk>nal Council of Catholic
Youths will present its first out-

standing Catholic Youth Award.

Felch sakl, "Villanova Uni-

versity's Chapter of the NPOCS
is seeking a candidate to be

entered into the nation-wide

election." He also stated that,

"If a student of Villanova Uni-

versity would be presented

with the National Catholic Youth
Award, he would give great

honor ,not only to himself but

also to Villanova."

For the purpose of electing

a candidate to represent Villa-

nova University, a ballot box

has been placed in the Student

Council Office. Felch asks that

the student-body submit the

names of students whom they

would consider deserving men
for the award.

Student Council Selects

A Student-Faculty Ocwnmit-

tee will select from the names
submitted ,a list o fsemi-finalists

to Ise given to the Student

Council.

The candidate to represent the

University will be selected by

the. Student Council.

Other nominees for this na-

tional award wil be chosen by

each NFCCS affiliate ,each Newl
man Club Chaplain and Diooean

Youth Director in each U.S.

Catholic College.

The national judging will ibe

conducted by the National Offi-

cers of the Nationa Committee,

the National Newman Qub Fed-

eration and by the Diocean Di-

rector of the NFCCS.

Kennedy Takes Majority

Of Villanovan Poll Votes
by H. Jamat McAtcar

An overwhelming majority of Villanova students favor Senator John F. Ke^"^//?'

President, according to the results of the recent poUtical poll sponsdred by The VILLA-

Oif those polled, 67.3% would vote for the Massachusetts senator, as against 27.1%

who prefer Vice President Richard M. Nixon. 5.6% were undecided.

Exactly one-sixth of the total undergraduate student enrolhnent was sclenUilcauy

selection to be polled. Precise proportional r^resentation of all classes and diyiaont was
thus assured.

Ed Graham, jqimior Educa-

tion major from Philadelphia,

administered the poll over a

week-long period. He also pre-

pared an accurate tabulation of

the results. The manner of se-

lecting those to be polled, as

well as the questions asked,

were formulated by Graham
with the co-operation of Dr.

Frank McGurk of the Psychol-

ogy D^t The Rev. Joseph W.
Kemme, O.SA., Vice President

for Student Affahrs, implement-

ed the administration of the

ix>ll.

Of the students designated to

be polled, 303, or slightly more
than one-half, actually submit-

ted ballots. "We never believed

that every student designated

would respond," Graham empha-
sised. 'However, the percentage

that did respond was more than
enough to guarantee the accur-

acy of the results.

197 Like Jack
Of the 303 polled, 197 were

for Kennedy, 85 preferred Nixon,

and 21 were undecided. Graham
noted, however, that "although

a vast majority of students fav-

or Kennedy ,they are not as

oDtimistic of his chances for

victory on a nation-wide scale

as are Nixon's supportera The
Nixon group of students is

sti^ngly convinced that the Vice
President will win."

This is borne out by the fact

that, of the 197 who would vote

for Kennedy, only 101, or 51.2%,
felt certain that he would win.

On the other hand, 73 of the 85

pro-Nixon poUees, or 84.7%
were certain o fa Republican vic-

tory.

Broken down by classes, th)

poll showed seniors: 68.4^7

Kennedy-Johnson, 28.2% Nixor..

Lodge, 1.7% Socialist, and 1.7Sr)

undecided; juniors: 66.4% Kei-
nedy-John, 23% Nixon-Lodgo,

10.6% undecided; sophomores:
65.8% Kennedy-Johnson, 31.5%
Nixon-Lodge, 2.7% imdecided;

freshmen: 61.5% Kennedy-
Johnson, 28.7% Nixon-Lodge,

9.8% undecided.

Most Seniors pro-Keuedy
The senior class delivered the

largest bloc to Kennedy, and
had the smallest number of un-
decided voters. The juniors,

while polling the second largest

bloc for the Democrats, had by
far the largest niunber of un-

decided voters.

Graham noted that 22.4% of

those polled are actually eligible

to vote this year. Of these,

61.8% will vote for Kennedy,
32.3% will vote for Nixon, and
5.9% are undecided. This divi-

sion ckmely parallels the politi-

cal sentiments of the student

body as a whole. The feeling of

(Continued on Pace 8)
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Grid Caravan To InvadeWest Point
Fans and Cats Ready

For Upset Over Good

Black Knight Eleven
by Jack Duffy

For the last two years the big

game for Villanova football fans

has been the Army game. Al-

though he must trudge across

two states and pay a fortune in

tolls, the Villanovan football

fan goes to West Point like a

Mohammedan to Mecca. Always
the fan sees a good game, but

never a victory. Will this be the

year that David's stone hits Go-

liath? Will this be the week
Army will say something other

than their amused, "Good game,
fellows, better luck next time."

Will this be the day we score

more points than they do?

The historians in the crowd
will remember back in 1958 when
a winning Villanova football

team went up to the land of the

Knickerbocker to play undefeat-

ed, top-ranked Army. The up-

perclassmen will remember Grene

O'Pella's crushing tackle on Bob
Anderson in the opening minutes

of the game. O'Pella's handy
work sidelined the Army Ail-

American for the rest of the

game and things seemed pretty

much in hand until a rugby
player by the name of Dawkins
upset the applecart. Army 26

—

Villanova 0, was the final score.

I-^ast year a less frequently

triumphant Villanova football

team crossed the Jersey Turn-

pike and went to battle with

Army on a cold November day.

This time there were no Rugby
players and the only All-Amer-

ican never came into the huddle,

Army never had it so tough.

John Daniels, a fleet Villanova

halfback, dropped two passes

thrown to him, while he was in

the open with a clear path to

> the Army goal. Daniels also

dropped a pass, thrown by Army
quarterback Joe Caldwell, which

he had intercepted. Add to this

a mistaken call by one of the

officials on Army's second touch-

down and you have another in

the plus column for the Black
Knights. The final score was
Army 14—Villanova 0.

Blanda Quarterback
Dale Hall is sitting in the

coaches chair for the second

time thi.s year and he is what
you might call, "on the spot".

Last year's 4-4-1 record was not

what the president ordered, es-

pecially that 43-12 licking by
Navy. Hall runs things from a
split T with variations. He is

completely confident his T will

produce many victories.

Hall's T is directed by a chap
named Tom Blanda, brother of

George of Pro-football fame.
Blanda for the last two years
has been place kicking and .see-

ing that the other boys get to

practice on time. This year,

however, he has proved just the

thing to make Army's attack

function properly. In the Cali-

. fornia game Blanda threw two
touchdown passes and set up
two more aoorcs as Army storm-

ed from behind with three last

period scores to win 28-10.

Keeping Blanda company in

the backfield are three likable

fellows referred to as cadets,

Glon Adams, Al Rushatz, and
Roger ailskas, Adams, a frus-

trated quarterback, is the half-

back and leading ground gainer

on the club. Add to this the fact

that he is a defensive demon
and you have a good ballplayer..

Captain Sam Gruneisen, in-
Larry Glueck (40) attempts to elude a would-be Miami tackier In the first period of play capacitated for the last several

Saturday. Would-be tackier became a reality and Villanova became Miami's second victim. Score: weeks, hopes to be ready to play
17-7. (Photo by Mike Pastore). against Army Saturday.

Rushatz is the fullback and leads

in scoring; He is also the 177
pound Eastern wrestling champ-
ion. ;! v';':':.

,'.

Line Tough >
The Army line is in pretty

good shape. The center is

George Joulian, a 190 pound sen-

ior. The tackles are manned by
two well put together individuals

in Dale Kuhus (6-2—225) and
Bob McCarthy (6-2—210). The
guards are co-captain, Al Van-
derbush, and Allen Miller, a sen-

ior from Garden City, New York.
If Army is to have an Ail-Amer-
ican this year, Vanderbush is

the logical choice. He is 6-2 and
moves his 215 oounds with quite

a bit of authority.

The other co-captain is Frank
Gilison," a 6-3, 205 pound senior.

Gilison received his big chance
last year when Don Usry was
injured. Gilison looked so im-
pressive that Usry could not win
back his job. The other end is

Bob Tuellhart, a junior. Tuell-

hart is listed as the lonely end,

replacing the now graduated Bill

Carpenter from Springfield. This
year the lonely end is not so

lonely as they bring him into

the huddle.

For the fir.^t time since 1946
and for only the second time in

history the cadets have co-cap-

tains. The only other co-cap-

tains were a pair of backs
named Davis and Blanchard.

Record Good
So far this year the Cadets

have 4 wins and two losses. They
opened their .season by crushing
Buffalo 37-0. In their next two
games they had to come from
behind to whip Boston College

20-7 and California 28-10. Two
weeks ago they were beaten by
Penn State when the Nittany
Lions scored twice in the last

four minutes to win 27-16. Last
week the Army lost to Nebraska
at Lincoln, 14-9.

The cadets face a formidable

schedule this season. They play

such powers as Syracuse, de-

fending National Champions,
Pitt and Navy, as well as the

schools previously mentioned.

The series between the WestI

Pointers and the Wildcats which
began in 1908 sees Army leading

16 to 2. The Wildcats won 16

to 13 in 1915 and 21 to 7 in

1951 when Army was short of

football players. In the eighten

games "the 'Cats have been shut

out fourteen times. Some of the

more noticeable defeats -(over

fifty paints) were 55-0 in 1913,

69-7 in 1916, 62-0 in 1919, 83-0

in 1944, and 54-0 in 1945.

Miami Backfield and Ball
Without Handles, 5th Loss
The Villanova Wildcats had

their scalps lifted at Villanova

Stadium on Saturday afternoon
by the rampaging Redskins of

Miami of Ohio by a 17-7 count.

The Wildcat receivers just

couldn't hold the ball at the
right times and naturally lost

the game. The Redskins used a
very strong running game
against Villanova, and they
passed at the times when they
needed the extra yardage.

Mistakes Costly

The game was very closely

played between these teams, but
when the 'Cats made a mistake,

Miami was right there to turn
it into a score. The first mistake
came in the first quarter when
Villanova kicked on third down
in order to get themselves out
of a hole. The 'Cats kicked from
their 17 yard line but the ball

went out of bounds on their own
37. The kick covered twenty
yards. In four plays the Red-
skins punched their way to the

Villanova 23. A pass from Gay-
heart to Williams brought Miami
to the V.U. 5 yard line, giving

them a first and goal situation.

On second down Jack Gayheart
hit ha'' fback John Moore for the

touchdown. Bob Jencks, the Mi-
ami place kicker parted the up-
rights to make the score Miami
7, V.U. 0. Early in the second

quarter the 'Cats moved down
to the Miami 8 yard line, where
Nick Russo dropped a fourth and
two pass on the goal line giving

Miami possession.

Early in the third quarter Mi-
ami intercepted a Villanova aer-

ial on their own 45. Mel Trip-

lett, Miami's hard driving full-

back carried the ba*!! to the V.U.
38. After Triplett gained five

more yards John Moore exploded
to the 7, and three plavs later

Gayheart sneaked over from the

one. Bob Jencks converted again
and the Redskins led 14-0.

V.U. Strikes Bark
On the kickoff Miami sent the

baM sailing to the goal line Where
Bob Merenda gathered in the

pigskin and galloped 55 yards
down the field before being trip-

ped up by a desperate Miami
tackier. From the 45 the Wild-
cats used a steady ground game
under the direction of Ted Aceto
and moved to the Miami 15 yard
line. Aceto faded back and hit

Bob Merenda on the five and he

by Dan Bell

dashed into the end zone for

the score. Larry Sopko added
the extra point to cut the Miami
lead to 14-7.

Miami Ices Game
Late in the fourth period the

Redskins took possession on
their own 38 after a V.U. punt.

The Redskins ground out the

yardage slowly as they moved
down field to the Villanova 17.

Bob Jencks the Miami hooter ap-

peared on the field and sent a
27 yard goal sailing through the

uprights. It was his fourth out
of five attempts, one being a
forty yarder. This score came
with three minutes remaining in

the game making it: Miami 17,

V.U. 7. The 'Cats tried to re-

taliate late in the fourth quarter
but two fumbles thwarted the

effort.

Wildcat halfback Mike Pettine

goes high into the air to snag

a Richie Richman pass during

the Villanova • Miami game..

(Photo by Mike Pastore).

The performance of some of

the Wildcats deserves mention-

ing. Bob Merenda p'ayed very

well at right half; his running

was his best so far this season.

Joe Lu72i did a real good job

at his guard position and man-
aged to get himself into Miami's

backfield on several occassions

to dix>p Redskin ball carriers in

their tracks. Center Regus M;ig-

nus played heads up ball and
added a recovered fumble to his

credit. Richie Richman did not

ha:ve a Itioi passing average Sat-
urday but his receivers didn't
help any by dropping the foot-
ball on several occassions. Sam
Gruneisen, who has been out of
the lineup with knee trouble,

stated that the 'Cats dropped
the ball too many times at the
wrong times and that was the
ball game.

Miami Coach Speaks

John Pont, coach of the Miami
Redskins commented on the Vil-

lanova team after the game. Mr.
Pont said that Miami was in a
slump earlier in the season much
like the one the Wildcats are
facing. He feels his team is now
overcoming this with confidence.

He explained it in this manner.
"It's like climbing to the top of

a mountain, and when you get
two feet from the top you real-

ize your almost there but you
still needed that extra push."
"If the other guy makes up his

mind not to let you gain that
two feet and you doubt it too,

you won't make it." Mr. Pont
said that this was not the same
team he saw play Dayton out
in Ohio ; in fact he was surprised
when he saw the 'Cats handle
themselves in such a smooth
manner. '

Triplett and Moore Speak

Bill Triplett, the Miami full-

back said that the Wildcats were
the hardest hitting club he has
seen this year. He said, "When
they hit you, you know you've
been hit." John Moore the left

half back from Miami who ran
all over the field Saturday ex-

pressed his opinions in the same
way Triplett did, but he added
that youth was Villanova's main
problem. He said those boys
went so far every time and then
something snapped. He was re-

ferring to the three Villanova
fumbles. He said that you can't

drop passes like Villanova does
and expect to win ball games.

It will be good news to Villa-

nova fans when Sam Grueisen
rejoins the team at West Point
this week. Maybe his return will

bolster the 'Cats receiving situ-

ation. In any case, the 'Cats

with fumbles, dropped passes,

and plenty of youth in hand
make their way to West Point
with one thought in mind, "Beat
the Army."

.,->
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Dali-esque Dejection Kennedy Takes Majority

Of Villanovan Poll Votes
by H. Jomei McAteer

An overwhelming majority of Villanova students favor Senator John F. Kennedy for

President, according to the results of the recent political poll sponsored by The VlLbA-

^
Of those polled. 67.3 ^r would vote for the Massachusetts senator, as against 27.1%

who nrefer Vice President Richard M. Nixon. 5.6% were undecided.
^

Exactlv one-sixth of the total undergraduate student enrollment was scientifically

selection to be polled. Precise proportional representation of all classes and divisions was

thus assured.

[(Photo by Frank Matunie)

A reflective Villanovan is caught in a moment of surrealistic

dejection on the sidewalks of New York following Saturday'*

carnage at West Point. A discerning squint will reveal the corner

as 42nd street at 5th avenue. ; .
-. ,;•>.

Tickets For Brothers Four

Show On Sale In Pie Shoppe
Tickets for the annual Agus-

tinian Seminary Guild Jazz Con-

cert to be held on Sunday, No-

vember 5, from 2:30-4:30 p.m.,

are now being hold in the Pie

Shoppe. The three price scales

are: Reserved seats, $2.50; floor

seats $2.00; and $1.50 for bal-

cony seats.

John P. Donohue, concert

publicity director, also reported

that he has been informed of

mw:

SENIORS NOTE

Jb9xry Bathgate, ieniw
class preside n t» has an-

nounced that, "for the first

time in history, seniors are
the spe<;iaHy Invltedi guests

of the Alumni at th« itome-
coming Cocktail Party to fol-

low the Boston College
game,"
The party, given by the

Philadelphia Area Alumni
Club, will be held at the

Treadway Inn, Lancaster
Pike, St. Davids, Pa., from
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. on Novem-
ber 5.

' 'There is no admission
fee." Bathgate emphasized,

"and all seniors are invited,

either stag or with dates.

Cocktails and sours will cost

$1.00, mbced drinks will be
'$,75, and beer is $.50,"

111!

the selections to be sung by the

featured act — the Brothers

Four.
Among the numbers to be

sung by the group at the con-

cert are their recent hit, "Green-

fiold.s", "Bama", "Proposal",

"Hey Lilcy Liley Lo", "Gallant

Argosy", "Sally Don't You
Grieve", "Ellie Lou", "Nine-

Pound Hammer", and "My
Toni".

The jazz concert is being held

under the auspices of the senior

class which is handling the so-

cial functions for the Home-
coming Weekend to be held No-

vember 3-5.

The Brothers Four, who ob-

tained their name from the Phi

Beta Gamma fraternity, of

which they were brothers at the

University of Washington, are.

currently making an eastern

swing after completing a suc-

cessful run at the Tropicana in

Las Vegas.

"Their tour has so far been

acclaimed as a tremendous suc-

cess," asserts Donohue, "and

senior class president Larry

Bathgate says that he has been

assured o fa fine performance."

The quartet, made up of

Mike Kirkland, Dick Foley, John
Paine, and Bob B'lick, were dis-

covered in the San Francisco

renowned hungry where they

were signed by Columbia Rec-

ords.

"Their current entry in the

recording ield", says Donohue,

"is the 'Greenfields of Sum-
mer*, which is being predicted

by many critics to hit the best-

seller lists soon."

Big Advance Sale

Francis McNally, senior sec-

rotary, and vice-president

Thomas Samulcwicz. have re-

ported that neighboring col-

leges have applied for tickets,

and that advance sales, so far,

havp ben excellent.

McNally al.so said that tickets

for the concert will be sold right

up to performance time Sunday
atfernoon.

. Dave Grenon, .senior treasurer,

.stated that the programs made
available at this year's concert

will be of the souvenir nature.

ICG Election Talks

Square Off Logue

Against Stevenson
Professors John G. Stcphen-

so nof the Villanova Law
School and John J. Logue of

the History and Political Science

Department will debate the

current political issues on

Thur.sdav evening. Oct. 27, at

8 P.M. in 110 C. & F.

The debate is being sponsored

by the Villanova Chapter of the

Intercollegiate Conference on

Government.
John McAteer. chairman of

the Villanova I.C.G. has stated

that this debate will be open to

all students of Villanova. He
added that it will help bring the

current campaign closer to the

students, v- -

Both Prof. Stephenson and

Prof. Logue will present their

reasons why the educated stud-

ent should vote Republican in

the case of Stephenson and

Demrocratic in the case of

Logue.
Each man is well verhsed in

the qualities of his respective

party, according to McAteer.

"The debate should prove to be

highly informative and interest-

ing."

Question Period

The debate will begin prompt-

ly at 8 P.M. with introductory

remarks by William McClure,

senior Political Science major,

who will act as chairman.

Following this the two de-

bators will give a ten to fifteen

minute opening speech. When
both men have concluded, a

(Continued on Page 8)

Presidential
Invitation

President Eisenhower has

extended an invitation to the

Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A., President of Villa-

nova University, to be his

guest at a special luncheon

at the White House on Wed-

nesday, October 26th at

1:00 p.m. , ;;

The luncheon is being

given by President Eisen-

hower in honor of the Prime

Minister of the Federation

of Malaya who is visiting

this country.

Nurses In Swim

Pi Theta Chi, the nurses' sor-

ority, got into the swim of

things literally this year by in-

itiating a "Splash Party," held,

appropriately enough, at the

field hou.se pool on Thursday,
October 20. The evening's en-

tertainment consisted of a
"bathing beauty" contest in

which the participants regaled

themselves in "roaring '20's"

and "gay 'OO's" fashions. The
first prize winners were Judy
DiStefano, Judy Jones and Mary
Fran Kleha, who emulated a typ-

ical 1890 family at the seashore.

Closed Retreats

Jim Furey and Jack Craig,

co-chairmen of the Religious

Affairs Cammitte, have an-

nounced that a closed retreat for

Villanova students will be held

at the Pius X Retreat House in

Blackwood, N.J., from January

6 to 8, 1961.

The Religious Affairs Com-
mittee, in conjunction with the

Chaplain's Office, has arranged

with the retreat house to require

a donation of $20 from each par-

ticipating student to cover the

expense of food and lodging

from Friday evening to Sunday

afternoon.

Furey and Craig emphasized

that this weekend retreat will

afford students an excellent op-

portunity to prepare spiritually

for final exams. They stated

that an announcement will be

made shortly as to when and

where students may register

for the retreat.

V.U. student Sought

To Win NFCCS Award

For Catholic Youth

Eugene Felch, the NFCCS
delegate of Villanova Univer-

sity, has disclosed that the Na-

tional Council of Catholic
Youths will present its first out-

standing Catholic Youth Award.

Felch said, "Villanova Uni-

versity's Chapter of the NFCCS
is seeking a candidate to be

entered into the nation-wide

election." He also stated that,

"If a student of Villanova Uni-

versity would be presented

with the National Catholic Youth

Award, he would give great

honor ,not only to himself but

also to Villanova..''
.

For the purpose of eTecting

a candidate to represent Villa-

nova University, a ballot box

has been placed in the Student

Council Office. Felch asks that

the student-body submit the

names of students whom they

would consider deserving men

for the award.

Student Council Selects

A Student-Faculty Commit-

tee will select from the names
submitted ,a list o fsemi-finalists

to be given to the Student

Council.

The candidate to represent the

University will be selected by

the Student Council.

Other nominees for this na-

tional award wil be chosen by

each NFCCS affiliate .each Newl

man Club Chaplain and Diocean

Youth Director in each U.S.

Catholic College.

The national judging will be

conducted by the National Offi-

cers of the Nationa Committee,

the National Newman Club Fed-

eration and by the Diocean Di-

rector of the NFCCS.

Ed Graham, jqunior Educa;

tion major from Philadelphia,

administered the poll over a

week-long period. He also pre-

pared an accurate tabulation of

the results. The manner of se-

lecting those to be polled, as

well as the questions asked,

were formulated by Graham
with the co-operation of Dr.

Frank McGurk of the Psychol-

ogy Dept. The Rev. Joseph W.

Kemme, O.S.A., Vice President

for Student Affairs, implement-

ed the administration of the

poll.

Of the students designated to

be polled, 303, or slightly more
than one-half, actually submit-

ted ballots. "We never believed

that every student designated

would respond," Graham empha-
sized. "However, the percentage

that did respond was more than

enough to guarantee the accur-

acy of the results.

197 Like Jack

Of the 303 polled, 197 were

for Kennedy, 85 preferred Nixon,

and 21 were undecided. Graham
noted, however, that "although

a vast majority of students fav-

or Kennedy ,they are not as

ootimistic of his chances for

victory on a nation-wide scale

as are Nixon's supporters. The

Nixon group of students is

strongly convinced that the Vice

President will win."

This is borne out by the fact

that, of the 197 who would vote

for Kennedy, only 101, or 51.2^,

felt certain that he would win.

On the other hand, 73 of the 85

pro-Nixon polices, or 84.7%
were certain o fa Republican vic-

tory.

Broken down by classes, thj

poll showed seniors: 68.4^i

Kennedy-Johnson, 28.2% Nixoi.-

Lodge, 1.7% Socialist, and 1.7r>

undecided; juniors: 66.4% Kei

-

nedy-John, 23% Nixon-Lodg*;,

10.6% undecided; sophomores:

65.8% Kennedy-Johnson, 31.5%
Nixon-Lodge, 2.7% undecided;

freshmen: 61.5% Kennedy-

Johnson, 28.7% Nixon-Lodge,

9.8% undecided.

Most Seniors pro-Kennedy
The senior class delivered the

largest bloc to Kennedy, and

had the smallest number of un-

decided voters. The juniors,

while polling the second largest

bloc for the Democrats, had by

far the largest number of un-

decided voters.

Graham noted that 22.4% of

those polled are actually eligible

to vote this year. Of these,

61.8% will vote for Kennedy,
32.3% will vote for Nixon, and

5.9% are undecided. This divi-

sion closely parallels the politi-

cal sentiments of the student

body as a whole. The feeling of

(Continued on Page 8)
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The four Villanova 01011 pic-

tured above with Fr. WllUam
Farrell, O.S.Am assistant chap-

lain, received the wliite halrft of

the Augustinian novice in a
ceremony held on the Villanova

campus on Septeml>er 9. They
are (1. to r.) Bernard Vlsoclcy,

a special student last year, John

McKenzie '60, Richard BresUn
'60, and Allan Fitxgerald, a
memlier of last year's freshman

class. They and Frank Ucopoli
'67 will spend one year at Good
Counsel Novitiate, New Ham-
burg, N. Y., and then return to

Villanova to continue studies

for the Augustinian priesthood.

Student Council Approves
DeLisa Plebescite Motion

The Student Council approved

last Wednesday evening a pro-

ject designed to permit plebes-

cites of the student body on cer-

tain specific Council programs.

The motion, introduced by
Council Chairman Bob DeLisa,

provides that a committee be

established which would be able

to poll the entire student body
within a 24-hour period, should

the Council desire an accurate

picture of students' opinion on
important matters such as the
annual free day.

Jack Valva, Co-ordinator of

Student Government, was
assigned by the Council to in-

vestigate the proposal, and to

suggest spedflc means whereby
it could be effected.

Every Student Polled

DeLisa tentatively proposed
that a student from each floor of

every dormitory be assigned to

poll the residents on his floor.

Dayhops would be polled dur-
ing lunch hours by committees
stationed in the Pie Shoppe, the
Day-Hop Cafeteria, and the
C & F Cafeteria.

'The individual students have
every right to make known their

feelings on major questions,"

DeLisa declared. "This seems to

be the logical way for the Coun-
' cil to determine that feeling."

The Rev. Dante L. Girolami,

OSA, Dean of Student Activities

and Council Moderator, an-
nounced that the Spirit Com-
mittee had been forbidden to

hold rallies prior to the Aimy
and Rutgers football games. The
action was taken for disciplinary

reasons, he indicated.

» T Halls a disgrace ;/;

"After the COP. rally, fra-

ternity pledges cleaned up debris

and left the campus in good
order," Father Girolami stated.

"But following the other rallies,

Austin and Alumni Halls were
left a disgrace, with paper, post-

ers, and other debris scattered

all over because there were no
pledges to clean up. The Spirit

Committee was warned three
times, but nothing was done.
Therefore, there will be no
raUies."

Objections from many quar-
ters were raised, and DeLisa de-
clared that he would consult
privately with the Administra-
tion on wbat action willbe taken
in the future regarding student
demonstrations.

Scalia Reports
Bob Scalia, Alumni Represen-

tative, reported that the Alumni
Association, in conjunction with
the Admissions Oflice, was in-

stituting an Interview program
whereby out-of-town high

school seniors who apply for ad-

mission to Villanova will be

visited and interviewed by
alunmi living in their areas. The
alumni will then present opinions

as to the merit of these apoli-

cants to the Admissions Office.

"This will present apolicants

as more than a name and a num-
ber," Scalia said. "It will add a

personal touch that should be of

value to both the prospective

student and to the Admissions
Oflice. Also, it will go far in

elevating the quality level of

the student body."

Slight Conflict

The Alumni Association's

action conflicted somewhat with

a proposal by sophomore repre-

sentative Jim Howley, who sug-

gested that the Council organize

a representative committee of

present Vilanova students to act

as a "Blue Key" (student in-

formation and guidance) com-
mittee in their own home town.

It was argued that the home
town "Blue Key" groups and the

area Alumni clubs would be dup-
licating each others' efforts in

visiting high schools disseminat-

ing general information about
Villanova. The matter was re-

solved by assigning Scalia to in-

vestigate it.

Felch Suggests
Gene Felch, NFCCS Senior

Delegate, announced the Na-
tional Outstanding Catholic Col-

lege Student comoetition, spon-

sored jointly by NFCCS and the

National Neumann Club Com-
mittee. The Council agreed to

act to nominate a Vilanova stu-

dent as an Outstanding Catholic

College Student.

In other action by the Council,

Paul O'Rourke was named chair-

man of the Academic Affcdrs

Committee, replacing Bob Scalia

who resigned last week; Gerry
Gelinas assumed O'Rourke's
former post as chairman of the

Fraternities and Societies Com-
mittee; and Bob Bohn was nam-
ed chairman of the newly-inaug-
urated Cultural Affairs Com-
mittee.

Also, the Council considered

the possibility of stationing a
policeman at the Ithan Avenue-
Lancaster Pike intersection to

direct trafllc from 8:10 to 8:35

a.m.; of holding graduation ex-

ercises outdoors thisyear; of re-

questing the Athletic Dept. and
Administration to use "Goodreau
Stadium," the oi&cial name of

Villanova Stadium, on all pro-

grams, tickets and posters; and
of conducting a training pro-

gram for senior men in teaching

Christian doctrine to adults.

16V.U. AlumniJoin

Seminaries In Area

l^is fall sixteen Villanova

students or former ViUanova
students began studies for the

priesthood and brotherhood. The
Archdiocese of Philadelphia, the

Diocese o fCamden and five reli-

gious communities welcomed
Villanovans into their seminar-

ies.

The Augustinian Order, which
received a record number of 43

novices this year, numibered five

from those campus among them.

A sixth Vlllanovan, David
Luthy, has begun training for

the Augustinian Lay Brother-

hood.

Plzzi and O'Connor

Reveal Basca Dance

Band -Paul Judge

Co-chairmen Frank Pizzi and
Dave O'Connor have announced

the signing of Paul Judge and
his orchestra for the annual

Nick Basca dance to be held Fri-

day night November 4th in the

Field House. Mr. Judge has ap-

peared at Villanova numerous
times in the past and is well

liked by those who have heard

his music. Among some of his

recent successful engagements

NICHOLAS BASCA
. . . Becoming L«9«iid

tare an apT)earance at the Steel

Pier, Atlantic City, various

hotel billings, dances at some
of the area colleges and the

University of Delaware.

Pizzi and O'Connor are also

handling the Homecoming queen
contest this year, the finals of

which will be the night of the

dance. The student body will

select the five finalists by popu-

lar voting to be held in the Pie

Shoppe. Those attending the

dance will then pick the girl of

their choice from the five fin-

alists to reign over the weekend.

Decoration Therae

The decorations will be fo-

cused around a theme of "An
Old Time College Weekend" and

will be handled by Mary Chap-

man, John Livezey and Bob
Redmond. These three have been

working hard with their com-
mittee in order to create the

appearance of the college week-

end of days gone by.

Ticket co-chairmen Ron Lo-

candro and Jack Donohue have
their committee selling tickets

in the' Pie Shoppe and the C&F
cafeteria for $2.50 per oouple.

They say ticket sales are going
quite well and they expect a
large turnout.

The intra-mural council is

handling the refreshment coun-
ter at the dance along with the
cloakrooms. All proceeds from
this dance go to the Augustinian
Seminary Fund.

NFCCS AppealsTo Students
To Utilize Its Facilities
As is evident from the mater-

ial presented in the first two in-

stallments of this series, the

scope of interest within NFCCS
is very broad. In order to bring

maximum benefit to a school

from such a program, the organ-

ization implementing that pro-

gram divide responsibility and
make use of existing facilities

as well. The NFCCS committee
itself must function in much the

same manner as does the stu-

dent council.

Is the foreign student in

American Colleges being over-

looked? What is the outlook on
American Foreign policy? Is

there a moral issue regarding
racial discrimination? What is

the student's role in this nation-

al issue and can he take posi-

tive action? What are the po-

litical issues facing the nation?
Whajt is the status of Catholic

Higher Education, and what can
be done to improve it? What is

the proper relationship of labor

and management? Is commun-
ism in the midst of education?

What are the signs of conmiun-
Ism? Does the Catholic individ-

ual have a special responsibility

to the society?

These are but a few of the

questions which NFCCS is in a
position to help in answering.

and which NFCCS can take some
form of action in reviving. The
campus committee will take di-

rect action on some of these

matters. In other matters,

NFCCS can make available to

existing organizations and inter-

ested individuals information,

facilities, and resources which
would be well beyond the scope

of the average campus group.

WE CAN, HOWEVER, AS-
SIST ONLY THOSE PROJECTS
OF WHICH WE ARE AWARE.
"IF YOU ARE A MEMBER OF
A CAMPUS ORGANIZATION
WHICH IS CONCERNED WITH
ANY SERIOUS MATTER OR
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEM,
NFCCS PROBABLY HAS
AVAILABLY MATERIAL OF
CONSIDERABLE VALUE TO
YOU.
NFCCS is fortunate enough to

have a box in the student coun-

cil office. STUDENT LEADERS:
LET US KNOW WHAT YOU
ARE DOING AND SEE WHAT
WE CAN DO TO HELP YOU.
NFCCS is an organization OF

STUDENTS, working FOR STU-
DENTS, and operated BY STU-
DENTS. You can even bring the

water to the horse, but you still

can't MAKE him drink.

NFCCS IS YOUR ORGANI-
ZATION; USE IT.

Sophomore Cotillion Queen
ToBeNamedByBandLeader
"Cotillion Carnival" will be

the theme for the year's Sopho-

more Cotillion to be held on
Friday, November 18. The fea-

tured band this year will be Al
Raymond and his Orcheetra.

Jack Shields, Cotillion chair-

man, also announced that ticket

sales for the dance will begin

on Monday, November 7, in the

Pie Shoppe. Tickets will sell for

$3.00 per couple and can also

be obtained from any member
of the Cotillion committee.

Shields also reported that a
Cotillion Queen Contest will be

conducted and the winner chosen

Dean of Law School

Appointed CJiaiiman

Of Elections Board

Harold Olll Reuschlein, Dean of
the Law School, has been ap-

pointed chairman of a three-

man board which will supervise
the election of officers for the
Philadelphia local of the Team-
sters Union. This appointment
was made by Judge Gerald A.
Oleeson of Philadelphia Com-
mon Pleas Court No. 7, before

whom a dispute concerning the

local was being heard.

The board's task is to insure

a fair and honest election, not
merely a correct oount of the
ballots. The union local has
been torn by charges and coun-
ter-charges made concerning its

internal management and it has
been the object of a long invest-

igation both by a Senate sub-
committee and by the District

Attorney's office.

In carrying out its difficult

assignment the board hopes to

achieve a genuine assertion of

union democracy. Dean Reusch-
lein has expressed his pleasure
at being able to undertake this

public service for the Court and
has already met with the other
members of the election board
to formulate plans.

by Al Raymond at the dance.

"Any student desiring to enter

a contestant; directed Shields,

must submit a photo, preferably

a head and shoulders shot only,

to the Student Council Office,

second floor, Dougherty Hall, no
later than Monday, Novem-
ber 7."

Queen Wins Prize

Five finalists will be chosen
by a special Student Council

conmiittee aided by three facul-

ty members. At the Cotillion,

the queen will be presented with
a bouquet of roses, a crown and
cape, and an appropriate gift.

The other finalists will also re-

ceive gifts.

Shields stated that all entries

must be dates of those students

who submit them and that the
(Continued on Page 12)

C&F Associate Dean
Speaks At Seminar
Dr. Myron S. Heidingsfield,

Associate Dean of the School of
Commerce and Finance recently
spoke before a Management En-
gineering Seminar held in the

Cherry Hill Inn in New Jersey
on the subject of Long Range
Forecasting. The audience was
composed of management per-
sonnel from the entire Radig

Corporation of America, includ-^

ing such staff functions as Man-
agement Research, Marketing

Research and Planning, Manage-
ment Engineering, Finance
Control, and several visiting
consultants from Europe.

Several days later, Dr. Heid-
ingsfield, who also is in charge
of Marketing Research, gave
the opening lecture to the Mar-

keting Club of the School of
Commerce and Finance. His
topic was Marketing Strategy

and there were approximately
75 students in attendance.
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The 'Unknown' Prexy
Larry Bathgate ,senior

class president, for the last

two years has been one of

the most unheralded class

officers at Villanova.

Quietly, yet efficiently,

I laboring for the betterment

i of the Class of '61, Larry is

I currently chairman of the

Homecoming Weekend which

will be held November 3-5.

His particular charge in

this venture is the jazz con-

cert which this year Is fea-

turing the Brothers Four.

"The jazz concert has been

a dismal failure the last two
years," stated the chairman,

"and we have been advised

by the University officials

that if the concert is not

a success this year, it will

be discontinued. So we've

gone all out to insure a

success this year."

Bathgate declared that

the Weekend will commence
on Friday night with a bon

Are on campus, followed by

the annual Nick Basca

Dance, at which the Basca

queen will be crowned, a

Villanova - Boston College

rugby game on Saturday

morning ,and a VU-BC foot-

ball game on the same after-

noon.
Ahimn] Party

"At halftime there will be

a parade escort for the

Basca queen," related Bath-

gate, "and from 2:30-4:30

the regional Alumni Club

will hold a cocktail party

at the Treadway Inn in

Wayne, for the entire senior

cass in order to acquaint

them with the workings of

the Villanova Alumni."

Bathgate, a Methodist,

said he chose to come to

Villanova, originally, be-

cause It was close to his

home and because many of

his friends came here.

PRESIDENT BATHGATE
. . . Intida OuHid«r

"I feel as If Ihave gotten

a little more out of Villano-

va then the average student,

by the very fact that I am
a protestont", he said. "In

my stay at VU I have been

very much impressed by the

conscientlousess and moral
standards of our students."

An accounting major,
Larry hopes to enter law

school and major In taxa-

tion upon graduation.

iiiiiiimiiniimiiiiMiiiiiiniiiiiHiiwiwiwff"""'"™

Half-Completed LYNX

In Need of Serioue

Topic; Cover Done

Messrs. Vlnce Kirk and

Michael Wesley, co-editors of

the LYNX, the campus literary

magazine, have served notice

that enough material has been

submitted for half the volume.

"Many humorous articles have

been accepted," professed Kirk,

"•but at the present time there

are not too many stories deal-

ing with serious topics. We are

presently looking for this sort

of material."

The literary bellwether also

reported that a large number of

poems have been submitted. He
also Interjected that the LYNX
editors are aimhig for 64 pages

this year; however, If there Is

not enough par excellance ma-
terial submitted by the Initial

deadline, October 31, they will

settle for fewer pages.

Annotator Wesley annotated

that the cover of the magazine

has been completed and will

soon be sent to the printer's

(Radnor Graphic Arts in Rad-

nor). He proclaimed that oopies

of the cover will be printed for

publicity, previous to the ap-

pearance of the tome on campus
and will be hung on the bulletin

boards one week before the sale

of the periodical.

Wesley described the cover as

simple, featuring a glass con-

talnlng pencils, pens, and

brushes pointed upward to the

epithet, LYNX with a soft, con-

servative, colored backgroimd.

ORGANIZATION CHAIRNEN

If you desire nolioe of your

elnba activities in the VILLA.
NOVAN post reports of sncii

evento on ttie VILLANOVAN
Bulletin Board In the VILLA-
NOVAN office.

V. U. Movie Program

In Swing; Cat On Hot

Tin Roof le FIret Show
For the movie going students

of Villanova University, the En-
tertainment Committee has an-

nounced that the campus Motion
Picture Service will be Inaugur-

ated with "Cat on a Hot Tin

Roof" on Monday evening, Oc-

tober 31 at 6:30 p.m. As an
added feature "The Halls of

Montezuma" will be presented.

A nominal admission charge of

45 cents Is required In order to

cover expenses.

Ralnh Reslderio, chairman of

the Movie Committee, and Butch

McNally, the co-chairman, said,

"We hope to bring to Villanova

University the most popular

movies which have been released

by Hollywood within the past

year. Including three cinema-

scope productions." He also

said that, "A new sound system

has been Incorporated Into the

productk>n of the movies In

order to Increase the viewing

enjoyment of the student.

The conunlttee expects to pre-

sent during the school year,

"Giant" starring James Dean,

"High Society" with Grace
Kelly and Blng Crosby, "Rebel

Without a Cause" starring

Natalie Wood and James Dean,

"Don't Go Near the Water" fea-

turing Glenn Ford and Eva

Gabor and "All the Young

Men" with Sidney Potier. Also

they hope to acquire "From

Here to Eternity", "Sunrise at

Campobello", "Hell to Eternity"

and "The Robe".

The members of the Movie

Committee, In addition to Desl-

derk) and McNally, are Art

Chrlstlano, Martc Galgano, and

Frank Bentz.

Fratlimity Praiiilsnts

To Run Last Leg Of

Annual J. Kiely Mile

By Gut Sumiaro

The annual Joyce Klely mile;

which has fast become a Villa-'

nova tradition, takes its name

from a rosy-cheeked lass whose

name hapnens to be Joyce

Kiely. Miss Klely, or Dear Joycle

as pursuants of her fair hand

affectionately have chosen to

term her, became the motivat-

ing force behind the whole

fiasco in 1956. The Incident oc-

curred when Dave Belcher and

Jed Dlogardl of the Class of

'58 suddenly discovered that

they both had dates with Joyce

for the Homecoming Weekend.

Since both were quite opposed

to physical violence of any sort,

they decided to resolve the dif-

ficulty In a foot race.

Belcher organized the Irish-

American club and chose OlHe

Flnan as mller. Meanwhile Dlo-

gardl had Chubby McCarthy

hotly training for his Italian-

American association. In a still

undetermined time Flnan bested

his opponent and Belcher won

the date.

The following year. In order

to perpetuate the event the race

was run during Homecoming
Week. This time McCarthy,

fresh from PLC tranlng at

Quantlco, literally ran the now
beer-bellied Flnan Into the

cinders.

Since most participants In the

mile were members of Delta PI

Mu Fraternity, this organization

took over the handling of the

event In 1958. Dwarflike John

Qulnn broke all standing records

as he blazed by the poorly-con-

dltloned Gus Susnjara In the

fantastic time of 9:53. Susnjara,

taking a short cut In a last-

ditch attempt at victory, cut

across the track In the third lap.

This enabled him to break eleven

minutes In the only mile since

the first Olympiad with pit-

stops.

Last year the mile became an

Inter-fratemlty affair with each

of the four frats entering a can-

didate. Phi Kappa PI, commit-

ting what Is felt to be an un-

sportsman-llke and glory-hun-

gry deed, entered ex-varslty

mller Vic DlMalo, who ran away

with the race. Delta PI Bpsllon's

Jim Fltten arrived last at the

finish carted by a host of

pledges.

This year, on November 3, the

fifth annual Joyce Klely mile

will begin at 3:30 with a parade

ftCFOSS campus to Villanova

Stadium. Then the Olympic, or

perhaps what should be called

the Klellan torch will be Ig-

nited and events will commence.

Bob DeLisa will MC the affair

for the third consecutive year.

The race Itself will be a relay,

with each fraternity entering a

team consisting of their fattest,

shortest, and tallest men for the

first laps. The final circuit will

see a whirlwind finish by the

fraternity presidents.

Always a gala exhibition of

<iok>r, music, and buffoonery,

the 1960 mile promises to be one

of the strangest and most hilar-

ious athletic events in the his-

tory of track.

IMAa

(Photo By Frank Matunls)

Saturday was a dreary day for all Villanovans at Michle

StadiunL As the day worsened. It became slightly bleary for

many, Including our photographer.

ReligiousBigotryFoughtBy
Profs; Sign ^Separation' Bill

By Mark F. Qulnn, Jr.

The religious Issue Is fast ap-

1

preaching Its apogee In the,

present election campaign. A
reminder on the Constitutional

separation of church and State

was made recently by 150 prom-

inent "citizens who are Cath-

olics" In a declaration entitled

A Statement on Religious lib-

erty by American Catholic Lay-

men.
Mr. Thomas O'Toole, Vice

Dean of the School of Law and

Director of the Institute of

Church and State, was one of

the three signers from the facul-

ty of Villanova. Mr. O'Toole

made known that the article Is

not a campaign document and

Is "not Intended to favor any

candidate." A look at the signa-

tures reveals that they are also

of "quite mixed political out-

look."

The most vehement antl-Cath-

ollc political material has cen-

tered on the dire consequences

of electing a Catholic President,

among which are Papal domina-

tion Qf the U. S.. government,

the end of rells^ous freedom,!

and general discrimination

against non-Catholics. It Is the

belief of the signatories that

"constitutional separation of

ihurch and state offers the best

<>:uarantee both of religious

freedom and of civic peace."

Mr. O'Toole stated that this

bigotry may be partly due to the

failure of some Catholics "to re-

fect the true hnage of Catholi-

cism." It Is the ophiion of the

signatories that "to the extent

that many Catholics have lilleu

to make known their devotion

to religions liberty for all, to the

extent that they at times have

appeared to seek sectarian ad-

vantages, we must admit that

we have contributed to doubts

about our Intentions."

IRS Trip Planned

The International Relations

Society had Its bi-weekly meet-

ing on Tuesday evening, Octo-

ber 8, and Its major topic of

discussion was a proposed trip

to the United NaUons BuUdlng

NFCCS Rt9lon Meet

The Regional Council of

NFCCS met on Sunday, October

16, at Villanova University. Re-
marks of welcome were made by
Fr. Quinn, N.F. moderator at

Villanova, to delegates from
nine Catholic colleges.

A special election of Regional

Officers was held at which time

Sharon LaRose of Imaculatta

was elected regional president,

Gene Felch of Villanova, Region-

al Vice-President, and Jean

Jourdan of Chestnut Hill was
elected CURA Administrator.

We are told that a great num-

ber of Catholic voters may cast

their ballot for a candidate

merely because he is a Catholic.

The Catholic voter who does

this not only gives an extremely

bad example for the faith but

also gives a reason for the

bigotry of many non-Catholics.

The declaration reminds us that

"In public acts as they affect

the community the Catholic Is

bound In conscience to promote

the common good and to avoid

any seeking of a merely sectar-

ian advantage."

To all Catholics who have the

right to vote: If you cast your

vote merely on the conviction

of a religious Issue, you are

doing more harm than good In

the opinion of this writer. Ana-

lyze the tenets of the parties of

the candidates, the platforms of

the parties, and the proposed

programs of the candidates.

Reach a decision as to which

one is better qualified to meet

the common need for the com-

mon good. Cast your ballot for

that candidate.

Math Symposiun

Held Friday, Saturday

Nearly three hundred high

school principals and teachers

will attend a two-day sym-

posium on Modem Mathematics

at Villanova University tomor-

row and Saturday, October 28th

and 29th.

School Administrators from

more tlikn one hundrsd liigh

schools In an eight-state area

will be present for the two-day

conference sponsored by Villa-

nova's Department of Mathe-
matics. Mr. Emil Amelottl,

Chairman of the University's

Mathematics Department, Is

chairman.
The expreslon "Modem Math-

ematics" refers to a new ap-

proach to the teaching of a sub-

ject which many students have
found difficult to learn. School

administrators believe further

application of the new approach

will simplify and completely

revolutionize the teaching of

mathematics on all levels within

the next few years.

Registration for the two-day
symposium will be held on Fri-

day momlng at 9:30. The Very
Rev. John A. Klekotka, O.S.A.,

University President, will give

an address of welcome to the

administrators during a general

meeting at 11:30 a.m. In the

auditorium of Vasey Hall.
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A Re-emphasis

An American "era" is rapidly drawing

to a close. The microcosm of democra^r that

is an American presidential campaign, ia rac-

ing towaitis its Novemljer 8 fulfillment.

"era" of the cam-The four-month long ___

paign with iU serio-comic atmosphere, its

Saste of oratories, and its ^er ^^^^^
suspense, will reoccur in 1964, 1968. isr/^

and so on, we may hope, ad infinitum.

It is the man behind all the razzle-dazzle,

however, who wiU be of paramount concern

to the American people and to the world at

large. Whoever is elected to the presidency

will face difficulties of a magnitude unpar-

alled in the history of mankind. . Exact-

ly what these difficulties are, and wiU be,

has been outlined time and again in plat-

forms and political treaties, and discussed

in detail in countless speeches, intorviews,

and newspaper articles. .
^

X; ? i

The VILLANOVAN itself has attempt-

ed to bring about a degiee of clarity to the

current campaign so that aPP«>«'2t
i„

2 000 voters on campus may be as luiiy in-

formed as possible about the issues and per-

sonalities involved in the present presidential

race*. V '},, , ,;/ :. .!;•;.,, ^^ - ;•;•.

The student poll conducted by this news-

paper indicated that slightly less than seven-

tenths of the undergraduate enrollment pre-

fers Senator John F. Kennedy for president

Although the results of this poll are of no

direct significance in the national political

scene, one very important indirect result is

obvious:

If every voter in the United States con-

sidered his ballot with the thought and
judgement with which most students sub-

mitted their poll sheets to this newspaper,
the populous could rest assured that the
nation was, indeed, in good hands. * :

.

An important, but easily overlooked,

aspect of the VILLANOVAN poll, however,

is the fact that only a few more than fifty

per cent of the students selected to be polled,

actually submitted ballots.

If this is reflective of a nation wide

tendency toward apathy, then our difficul-

ties are just beginning. Of course, a poll con-

ducted by a student newspaper at a presiden-

tial election, are hardly comparable in im-

portance. Nevertheless, lethergy is lethergy

is dangerous.

On the other hand, if the students'

hesitancy at being polled stems from their

ignorance of issues involved in the current

campaign, perhaps they are deserving of a

slight compUment.

For it is senseless to entrust the election

of the major officials of government to

ignorant voters.' And it is commendable, to a

degree, for these ignorant voters to sacrifice

th«r right to vote in order that the election

may be left to competent citizens.

The VILLANOVAN has previously urged

that voters who are unfamilar with the

issues at sUke in this campaign leave the

selection of major government officials to

knowledgable voters.

We repeat that request, and add a plea

that all citizens who are sincerely interested

in their own and their country's welfare

learn the farts involved in this campaign

and vote intelligently on election day.

Counterpoint

Spirit: The Genuine Article

by Bill Speert

In this age of athletic empha-
sis and passivity in our colleges,

school spirit has been reduced

to cupping one's mouth with one

hand and yelling "Go Team!"
while swmging a bottle in the

other, at a football game; wav-

ing a school pennant at rallies;

or purchasing a ticket for the

latest campus function.

However ,we of the VHjLA-
NOVAN staff deem ourselves

singularly honored at having

witnessed, • and having been

somewhat involved in, a rare

display of pure school spirit For

the last four weeks, a somewhat
corpulent, sleepy-eyed renegade

from Opera-Classica has been

planning and executing The
VILLANOVAN poliUcal poll,

virtually unassisted.

Ed Graham, a junior educa-

tion major, and actually not

even a member of our staff, has

fought boredom, studies and
sleep in the many, many solo

hours he devoted to our poll.

Afanost unnoticeably to students

and our staff alike, Ed handled
over 600 student voters, and
waded through mountains of

statistics, in presenting us with

our noteworthy front page lead

story.

He listened to our idea, be-

came interested, and volunteered

to administer the poll. In co-

operatk>n with Dr. Prank Mc-
Gurk of the Psychologfy Dept.,

E^ came up with a series of

questions, had them mimeoed,
but was then refused use of the

IB.M. fSGlatieg to sclentiflcally i

select proportional representa-

tives from the student list to be

polled.

Therefore, he selected the poll-

ees by hand, choosing every

sixth student from a list of the

total undergraduate enrollment,

which he obtained from the Of-

fice of the Vice President for

Student Affairs. Ed then had

the names typed and mimeoed,

and tacked the six-page list on

bulletin boards throughout the

campus.

Slim "Rewards"

He was "rewarded" for his

efforts by having slightly more
than half of the selected stu-

dents respond (among those

who didn't: a few BMOC's), a
wek of mathematical exercise,

as he alone, during his free time,

compiled the statistics for our

lead story.

For this work, Ed received

nothing, except possibly a sense

of satisfaction on seeing the

fruits of his labors displayed in

print. If anything, he was cons-

tantly frustrated. Harrassed by

inconsiderate stac members, dis-

sociated from Dr. McGurk, mal-

igned for his mid-world series

announcements of the poll over

the Pic Shoppe p.a., Ed emerged

relatively unscarred.

We asked him WHY? He
wouldn't answer; he didn't feel

his reasons were necessary, or

even important. We |accepted

this, for his kind of school spirit

doesn't have to be uniformed,

heralded or solicited.

We like to think that our ef-

forts to produce aconsistently

pood newspaper aid in «idvanc-

inp the name of ViHanova. By
assisting us as he did, Ed helned

us to write a good news Story

—

the basi.s o fwhat we hope is a

^ccd issue. ; ^.

it will be forgotten by you,

the readers, and may easily be

o'Vcrlooked by us. the editars,

as the next VILLANOVAN
goes to press and appears on

campus—for the wheel turns and
another cog is revealed. But
what a story we have this week!

Thanks, Ed.

Only Bigots Injure

Church-State Status

•The Catholic Church will not be helped

or hurt by the outcome of the Presidential elec-

tion," declares Rev. Ralph Gorman, editor of

The Sign, national Catholic magazine, in a signed

editorial in the November issue, published last

week.
"The U. S. may be harmed," Father Gorman

warns, "by the bigots who would rewrite in

practice the clauses of the Oonstitution which

outlaw a religious test for office and guarantee

equal rights for all religions before the law.

•fliey are the real enemies of the Constitution."

"The impression which the present outbreak

of bigotry makes on intelligent foreigners is de-

plorable. The U. S. is one of the most advanced

countries in the world in culture and education

and at the same time one of the most benighted

end reactionary in the sphere of religious toler-

ance," he points out.

"It is difficult to probe the mentality of the

bigots," Father Gorman asserts. "Perhaps one

reason for their attitude is a reluctance to ad-

mit that the U. S. is no longer a Protestant

nation with a Protestant culture. Today we have

a pluralistic society made up of Protestants,

Jews, Catholics and others, all contributing their

share to the comm<m good and each group as

American as any other."

Not All Bigots

"We Catholics should beware of jumping to

the conclusion that all or most Protestants are

bigots," Father Gorman cautions. "We feel that

it is safe to say that the vast majority is not

and that they are ashamed of their lunatic

fringe."

"We should act with calmness when prov-

oked by bigotry," he counsels. "Angry denun-

ciations do no good. It is completely useless

even to argue with bigots. They are not seeking

answers to their questions; in fact, their ques-

tions are only accusations framed in question

form."
"Fair-minded Protestants can and will find

answers to their questions, especially if they get
a little help from Catholic friends, neighbors and
business associates. The difficulty here is, of

course, that too many Catholics don't know the

answers themselves, and those who do often hide

their light under a bushel.

There has been too little communication, or

dialogue as it is called today, between Protes-

tants and Catholics, and the fauH is usually on
the Catholic side. We suffer from a complacency
in the possession of the truth and have no
thought of defending or sharing it."
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Why all the huuaiballoo about
ViUanova's waning football

fortunes? Instead of listening

to "sugar coated" promises
and ''wait till next year" op-
timism, why can't something
be done to boost athletic pres-
tige now? .J;,r:i::r: :::;-.,/,

'V.

..'••'

I don't remember the great
Wildcat teams of the 30's, and
40's but I do remember sitting

in the "Grocery Bowl" and
watching the modern day ver-

sion of the Roman Games

—

with V.U. hi the role of Chris-
tians. I remember Gene Fil-

ipski giving the Blue and White
a lift while making Ail-Amer-
ican.

And I also remember last

Saturday watching the Wild-
cats being pounded into Mitch-
ie Stadium by Army caissons.

Our football prestige has never
been lower. We don't want
pity. We want results.

Fm not advocating a rush
to "syndicate football" with
platoons of coaches, recruiters,

publie relations men, etc.

ViUanova needs pugnacity
not platitudes. To save our
prestige, we have to go some-
where. It's a time for decision.

'M
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Campaign Issues Hinge On Economic Policies

Kennedy Seeks ''Get Moving'*

Policy; Advance of Little Man
iy Thomas M«Rti»r

Doportment of History & Political Sclonoe

As the 1960 campaign entere its

dosing weeks, the observer finds that
the deluge of political oratory has
failed to alter the original allegiance

of many voters. To the extent that
much jowling consists of promises as

empty as air, the voter shows himself

to be a wise protector of his import-

ant privilege. To th« degree that his

position stems from long years of

being ^xmn-fed on family or class

notions of American political parties,

the voter's action is both unfortimate

and disconceming. One attitude which
many older GOPers and their grand-
children still share is the image of

the Democratic Party as the "give-a-

way party," the party of "state wel-

farism."

The fact that the Republican pro-

gram now includes the beneficial fed-

eral welfare measures adopted by
previous Democratic administrations

is of no consequence. To those fol-

lowers of the McKinley. Coolidge and
Hoover tradition, the 1960 economic
proi^jam of Senator Kennedy in line

with Democratic programs of the

past ccMitains nothing but promised
chaos for the American taxpayer and
the business community. So once

more, the American voter must decide

just as he did in 1912 in the case of

Wilson and in 1932 in the case of

F.D.R., whether this Republican at-

tack is accurate, or whether it is an-

other smokescreen to hide several

years of standing still. A glance at

the main points of the Kennedy pro-

gram would then appear to be in

order.

i

\ SENATOR KENNEDY

In reflecting upon the Kennedy pro-

gram, one notes that its chief pro-
<' posals emanate from two basic con-

siderations, the necessity to keep bus-

iness—all business—amoving, and the

necessity to repair certain Igaping

holes in the fabric of American pros-

perity. With reference to the first of

these motives. Senator Kennedy, far

fnmi abandoning the American free

enterprise system, has advocated a

prompt widening of the businessman's

horizen. To offset declining markets

in such areas as the steel and auto-

mobile industries, home building, the

textile industry he urges an expan-

sion of production and demand. One
oi the keys to such a new growth is

an easing of the GOP tight money
policy.

la a recent interview Senator Ken-

nedy, talking about this problem, re-

marked, "Unnecessarily tight money

Jias discouraged new housing and con-|

aumer purchases. Businesses which

J cannot finance expansion from their

own accumulated profiis have been

discouraged from making growth-

making investments because they

Icould not obtain capital at reasonable

interest rates. Thua, the policy has
restricted growth." Moreover, he in-

tends to see that the small business-

man, long the forgotten sufferer in

the business community, shares in

such a growth. By easing credit, in-

creasing competition and especially by
channeling more of the government's

lucrative defense contracts to small,

efficient firms, Senator Kennedy hopes

to assure tiie small business commun-
ity a chance to participate in an in-

creased prosperity.
Long-tune critics of the Democratic

Party rush to stigmatize such pro-

posals with damning cries of infla-

tion, higher taxes, excessive govern-

ment spending. Though void of orig-

inality, these hoary political cliches

continue to impress scores of voters,

as if one party did nothing but save
and the other did nothing but spend.

Nothing could be further from the

truth. The- Eisenhower Administra-

tion had the biggest unbalanced bud-

get in American political hisljory in

1958-59. And whose income tax has
gone down? The point being made,
of course, is this. Regardless of what
party is in power, the complex nature

of the country's present foreign and
domestic problems demand great

spending and continued taxation. The
great nations of modem history have
dominated their ages by making and
spending, not by sitting back and
saving. If the United States is to

continue to dominate this age, then
its citizens must display a growing

sense of political maturity in such
matters.

Opposas HighT Toxet

Now such a maturity works both

ways, and tiie American citizen can

ill-afford to pay unnecessary or un-

fair taxes. A tax raise in view of

the present poor state of overall bus-

iness would work a serious hardship

on many. Consequently, the Maasa-

ohusetts Senator opposes any in-

crease in tax rates at the present

time. Rather he believes that greater

tax revenues will be forthcoming with

a general improvement in business

conditions and a reform of the tax

system. He feels, likewise, that in-

creased productivity and greater de-

mand would be an effective antidote

. against the current inflation. U more

:
specific measures are required to deal

with the latter problem, he favors

a cautious, wise use of Federal mone-

tary and credit policies. As in his

other policies, the catchword of the

Kennedy econwnic program aeema to

be, "get moving."

A similar inclination has caused

nim to urge a number of reforms

aimed at removing certain inadeque-

cies in the American prosperity

scheme. For while some have been

enjoying a very great material abund-

ance, other large groups, notably the

underpaid, the unemployed and our

older citizens, have practically been

forgotten. Programs far out of-step

with present living conditions still

^uide the government's relation«hip

toward these groups. For example,

many older people must attend to

all their needs out of an average

$72.00 per month which they receive

from 80^1 security. At a time hi

, lOonUnued on Pag* 15)
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Nixon For Advances Within
*
'Fiscal Responsibility"

In discussing the economic

issues of this campaign we
must distinguish between the

issues whk:h are raised for the

purpose of influencing votes,

such as tb« traditional appeals

to "min6rity groups" and special

interests, and the actual na-

tional problems which must be

resolved by government during

the next four years. The basic

attitudes of the candidates on

these questions should deter-

mine the vote of the educated

man. Both parties are for in-

creasing the gross national pro-

duct, for building up our defense

potential, for increasmg the

prosperity of citizens, and for

taking care of the leas fortunate

members of our society. What is

at issue is the way in which this

is to be done. Mr. Nbcon has

been very explicit in stating his

political philosophy. Whatever
steps government takes must be

taken within the limite of "fis-

cal responsibility" (i.e., without

adopting inflationary measiuws)

and with proper regard for the

'^private s^ment of our ecMi-

omy." While Mr. Kennedy has
not said that he is for inflation

or for government control of

business and industry, and has
steadily refused to state a co-

herent philosophy as to how he
expects to bring about this

hf'lter America, his separate

proposals add up in my opinion

to just that. He advocates wel-

fare programs without regard to

cost (after all, it is only a few
cents per loaf of bread), he ad-
vocates stimulating the economy
by lower interest rates and a

po'icy of easy money, and he
does not confine his recom-
mendations for government ac-

tion to public works ; /

The Correcf Dtognosfs
That this is a corect diagno«s

of the views of the two parties

is not only shown by the public

speeches of the two candidates,

but by the programs which were
offered in the session of Con-

gress which met after the con-

ventions. Both offered pro-

grams of aid to the aged, to

build public schools, and to ad-

vance unskilled labor (minimum
wages). The RepubliCMi pro-

posals limited aid to cases of

need and inability to provide

through other sources, and in

the case of the mimimiun wage

to an increase which might not

be inflationary because it would

merely adjust a current dis-

parity between the wages of

skilled and unskilled labor. The
Democratic program insisted on

aid to all without regard to

need, and an increase in mini-

mum wages which would create

pressure on the higher wage
brackets.

There seems to be little doubt

therefore that the Democratic

platform is inflationary and is

intended to be just that. It

would mean additional taxes,

which would create pressure for

higher compwisation without

regard to productivity, and

lessen the amount of pay avail-

aible for savings. Inflation has

two aspects: the diminution in

\'alue of the purchashig power

Iy JobR G. SHphmison, III

School of Low

of the dollar, and also, an ad-

wrse effect upon the process

of capital accumulation. Govern-

ment works and the building up
of government reserves, even

for actuarially sound insurance

schemes, siphons savings away
from the private sector of the

economy, and retards capital ac-

cumulation.

Ceafnolf«rf laflofiea

The doctrine that inflation

was good for the economy was
origrinally invented in a period

of acute, world-wide depression.

America and England were both

apparently over-capitalized; that

is, furnished with an excess of

productive capacity. The theory

of the hour was that "con-

trolled inflation" would force

invefttors to liquidate their capi-

tal investment, prevent the fur-

their build up of capital, and
place more money in the hands
of consumers. It must be ad-

mitted that this policy was
adopted by government too late

to deal effectively with depres-

sion, and in the long years until

the outbreak of the war in

Europe, ^owed very little ef-

fectiveness as a means of re-

storing production. To justify

his invocation of a policy of

controlled inflation, Mr. Ken-
nedyhashadtotakethe
position that America is in a
very serious state of depres-

sion; but the great prosperity

of the last seven years is by
most economic observers ac-

credited to tlie withdrawal of

government intervention and
easy money policies which did

not begin until after the end of

the Truman administration.

VICE-PRESIDINT NIXON

The sacond basis upon which

planned inflation seems to bs

jusUfied, is that it will redis-

tribute control over the pro-

ductive activities of the country,

either to a different group of

people or to the government.

This theory stems separately

from the native brand of social-

ism which began with Thorstein

Veblen and continues down
through the modem schools of

"Welfare Economics." The tar-

get of its publicists seems to be

the "leisure class," the "status

seekers" and like pejorative

terms with which they char-

acterize American leaders of

finance and industry. While this

view is very generally held by
the fuzzy thinkers in the ivwy
towers, it finds very little sup-

port among practicing econ-

omists: but it has been reflected

throughout the ccunpaign, at the

lower 'level, by appeals to "the
common man" and diatribes

against "the party of privilege."

Farfh*' As9odaflons

If one looks at the type of

person who constitutes the ccm-

tinuing support of both parties,

one can make some judgment as

to the way in which they will

handle our interests in the years

to come. If one eliminates the

professioiial p o 1 i t i c ia n s and

statesmen and those who iden-

tify their interests with the

continuing support, then one

Ifinds that the Republican party

has long been associated with

the leaders in finance and in-

dustry, while the Democratic

party, since the days of F.D.R.

and industrial organization

(there was a similar but not

identical alingment behind Wil-

liam Jennings Bryan) has been

associated with the leaders of

the industrial uni-Dns which con-

trol the labor market in a large

segment of American industry.

The former are primarilv con-

cerned with increasing profitable

production, the latter with dis-

tilbution, with their "fair

share".

The attitude of finance and
industry, at least in the more
sophisticated form it has taken

since T.R. drew a proper line

between uses and abuses of in-

dustrial power, has emphasized

the fact that production can

flourish only when there is a

healthy demand for both pro-

ducers' and consumers' goods

;

,
for in a free economy, it is con-

sumer demand which channels

production. It has therefore

been the interest and concern

of industi-y to see that adequate

income is provided for all pro-

ductive workers, including ex-

ecutives, merchants and profes-

sional people. These not only

create a market for goods, but
when their income yields some-

thing more than subsistence,

contribute through savings bank
dc'posits, insurance nurchases,

and the acquisition of corporate

securities to the fomrvation of ad-

ditional capital. Nor has indus-

. try been slow to realize, through
voluntary giving as well as

through reasonable taxation, the

need to house and to clothe

those who are unable to con-

tribute to the productive life of

the community.
The opposing philosophy, be-

ing concerned with distribution,

and particularly with its "fair

share," has found little time to

worry about production. CJer-

tainly it is not unfair to say

that organized labor has con-

tributed in the past to inflatk>n

by insisting on less work, op-

posing automation, featherbed-

ding, and seekhig to block the

flow of American capital abroad

to seek more congenial labor

relations and more productive

.(OontlBvad on P«g« i&}
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A RetempHasis

An American "era" is rapidly drawing

to a close. The microcosm of democracy that

is an American presidential campaijfn, is rac-

ing towaixls its November 8 fulfillment.

The four-month long "era" of the cam-

paign with its serio-comic atmosphere, its

Elasts of oratories, and its ever heightening

suspense, will reoccur in 1964, 1958, IJI^

and so on, we may hope, ad infinitum.

It is the man behind all the razzle-dazzle,

however, who will be of paramount concern

to the American people and to the world at

large. Whoever is elected to the presidency

will face difficulties of a magnitude unpar-

alled in the history of mankind. .
^E^xact-

ly what these difficulties are, and will be,

has been outlined time and again in plat-

forms and iwlitical treaties, and discussed

in detail in countless speeches, intei-views.

and newspaper articles.

The VILLANOVAN itself has attempt-

ed to bring about a degree of clarity to the

current campaign so that approximately

2 000 voters on campus may be as luiiy in-

formed as possible about the issues and per-

sonalities involved in the present presidential

race.. •.' •; •:•••• .:-•..;:
:
••.^':'

The student poll conducted by this news-

paper indicated that slightly less than seven-

tenths of the undergraduate enrollment pre-

fers Senator John F. Kennedy for president.

Although the results of this poll are of no

direct significance in the national political

scene, one very imix)rtant indirect result is

obvious:. > v.-,,:.,.- V- ;• ,•:;/;::,/''.• :.• •.. V'

If every voter in the United States con-

sidered his ballot with the thought and
judgement with which most students sub-

mitted their poll sheets to this newspaper,
the populous could rest assured that the

nation was, indeed, in good hands.

An important, but easily overlooked,

aspect of the VILLANOVAN poll, however,

is the fact that only a few more than fifty

per cent of the students selected to be polled,

actually submitted ballots. .v:.:'^:'\'y-.:\

If this is reflective of a nation wide

tendency toward apathy, then our difficul-

ties are just beginning. Of course, a poll con-

ducted by a student newspaper at a presiden-

tial election, are hardly comparable in im-

portance. Nevertheless, lethergy is lethergy

is dangerous.
^^ .:

On the other hand, if the students'

hesitancy at being polled stems from their

ignorance of issues involved in the current

campaign, perhaps they are deserving of ^

slight compUment.

For it is senseless to entrust the election

of the major officials of government to

ignorant voters. And it is commendable, to a

degree, for these ignorant voters to sacrifice

their right to vote in order that the election

may be left to competent citizens.

The vILLAiNUVAN has previously urged

that voters who are unfamilar with the

issues at stake in this campaign leave the

selection of major government officials to

knowledgable voters.

We repeat that request, and add a plea

that all citizens who are sincerely interested

in their own and tlieir country's welfare

learn the facts involved in this campaign

and vote intelligently on election day.

'''-"''

i^M I i- Aj VT> U»W

Spirit: The Genuine Article
m

by Bill Speers I

In this age of athletic empha-

sis and passivity in our colleges,

school spirit has been reduced

to cupping one's mouth with one

hand and yelling "Go Team!"
while swinging a bottle in the

otlier, at a football game; wav-

ing a school pennant at rallies;

or purchasing a ticket for the

latest campus function.

However ,we of the VILLA-
NOVAN staff deem ourselves

singularly honored at having

witnessed, • and having been

somewhat involved in, a rare

display of pure school spirit. For

the last four weeks, a somewhat
corpulent, sleepy-eyed renegade

from Opera-Classica has been

planning and executing The
VILLANOVAN political poll,

virtually unassisted.

Ed Graham, a junior educa-

tion major, and actually not

even a member of our staff, has

fought boredom, studies and
sleep in the many, many solo

hours he devoted to our poll.

Almost unnoticeably to students

and our staff alike, Ed handled
over 600 student voters, and
waded through mountains of

statistics, in presenting us with

our noteworthy front page lead

story..':. -; v;.-'\- ;;V, ;:'". ..•.•'•, -v'-

He listened to our ide«., be-

came interested, and volunteered

to administer the poll. In co-

operation with Dr. Frank Mc-
Gurk of the Psychology Dept..

Ed came up with a series of

questions, had them mimeoed,
but was then refused use of the

I.B.M. fnCillues to scientifically

select proportional representa-

tives from the student list to be

polled.

Therefore, he selected the poli-

ces by hand, choosing every

sixth student from a list of the

total undergraduate enrollment,

which he obtained from the Of-

fice of the Vice President for

Student Affairs. Ed then had

the names typed and mimeoed,

and tacked the six-page list on

bulletin boards throughout the

campus.

Slim "Rewards"

He was "rewarded" for his

efforts by having slightly more
than half of the selected stu-

dents respond (among those

who didn't: a few BMOC's). a
wek of mathematical exercise,

as he alone, during his free time,

compiled the statistics for our

lead story.

For this work. Ed received

nothing, except possibly a sense

of satisfaction on seeing the

fruits of his labors displayed in

print. If anything, he was cons-

tantly frustrated. Harrassed by

inconsiderate stnc members, dis-

sociated from Dr. McGurk, mal-

igned for his mid-world series

announcements of the poll over

the Pic Shoppe p.a., Ed emerged

relativelv unscarred.

We asked him WHY? He
wouldn't an.swer; he didn't feel

his reasons were necessary, or

even important. We 'accepted

this, for his kind of school spirit

doesn't have to be uniformed,

heralded or solicited.

We like to think that our ef-

forts to produce aconsistently

good newspaix^r aid in advanc-

ing the name of Vil'anova. By
assisting us as he did, Ed helned

us to write a good news story

—

the basis o fwhat we hope is a

gdwu issuer '

.
.\^'.:C' ;'.,' •!;'

v'."^
''•'.' •''':"''

It will be forgotten by you,

the readers, and may easily be

overlooked bv us. the editors,

as the next VILLANOVAN
goes to press and appears on

campu.s— for the wheel turns and

another cog is revealed. But
what a story we have this week!

Thanks, Ed.

Only Bigots Injure

Church-State Status

"The CaUiolic Church will not be helped

or hurt by the outcome of the Presidential elec-

tion," declares Rev. Ralph Gorman, editor of

The Sign, national Catholic magazine, in a signed

editorial in the November issue, published last

week.
"The U. S. may be harmed," Father Gorman

warns, "by the bigots who would rewrite in

practice the clauses of the Constitution which

outlaw a religious test for office and guarantee

equal rights for all religions before the law.

They are the real enemies of the Constitution."

"The impression which the present outbreak

of bigotry makes on intelligent foreigners is de-

plorable. The U. S. is one of the most advanced

countries in the world in culture and education

and at the same time one of the most benighted

and reactionary in the sphere of religious toler-

ance," he points out.

"It is difficult to probe the mentality of the

bigots," Father Gorman asserts. "Perhaps one

reason for their attitude is a reluctance to ad-

mit that the U. S. is no longer a Protestant

nation with a Protestant culture. Today we have

a pluralistic society made up of Protestants,

Jews, Catholics and others, all contributing their

share to the common good and each group as

American as any other."

Not All Bigots

"We Catholics should beware of jumping to

the conclusion that all or most Protestants are

bigots," Father Gorman cautions. "We feel that

it is safe to say that the vast majority is not

and that they are ashamed of their lunatic

fringe."

"We should act with calmness when prov-

oked by bigotry," he counsels. "Angry denun-

ciations do no good. It is completely useless

even to argue with bigots. They are not seeking

answers to their questions; in fact, their ques-

tions are only accusations framed in question

form."
"Fair-minded Protestants can and will find

answers to their questions, especially if they get

a little help from Catholic friends, neighbors and
business associates. The difficulty here is, of

course, that too many Catholics don't know the

answers themselves, and those who do often hide

tlieir light under a bushel.

There has been too little communication, or

dialogue as it is called today, between Protes-

tants and Catholics, and the fault is usually on
the Catholic side. We suffer from a complacency
in the possession of the truth and have no
thought of defending or sharing it."
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Why all the hutiabailoo about
Villanova's waning football

fortunes? Instead of listening

to "sugar coated" promises
and "wait till next year" op-

timism, why can't something
be done to boost athletic pres-

tige now?

I don't remember the great
Wildcat teams of the 30's, and
40's but I do remember sitting

in the "Grocery Bowl" and
watching the modern day ver-

sion of the Roman Games

—

with V.U. in the role of Chris-:,

tians. I remember Gene Fil-,;

ipski giving the Blue and White
a lift while making All-Amer-
ican.

And I also remember last

Saturday watching the Wild-
cats being pounded into Mitch-
ie Stadium by Army caissons.

Our football prestige has never
been lower. We don't want
pity. We want results.

I'm not advocating a rush
to "syndicate football" with
platoons of coaches, recruiters,

public relations men, etc.

Villanova needs pugnacity
not platitudes. To save our
prestige, we have to go some-
where. It's a time for decision.

Bill Bryzgomia
Education '64
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Campaign Issues Hinge On Economic Policies

f»

( Kennedy Seeks **Get Moving
Policy; Advance of Little Man

By Thomas Mentzer

Department of History & Poiiticol Science

As the 1960 campaign eiitere its

closing weeks, the observer finds that
the delug« of political oratory has
failed to alter the original allegiance

of many voters. To the extent that

much jowling consists of promises as

empty as air, the voter shows himself

to be a wise protector of his import-

ant privilege. To the degree that hi.s

position stems from long years of

being spoon-fed on family or class

notions of American political parties,

the voter's action is both unfortunate
and disconcerning. One attitude which
many older GOPers and their grand-
children still share is the image of

the Democratic Party as the "give-a-

way party," the party of "state wel-
farism." '^

The f'act that the Republican pro-

gram now inchiiles the beneficial fed-

eral welfare meAsures adopted by
previous Democratic administrations

is of no consequence. To those fol-

lowers of the McKinley, Coolidge and
Hoover tradition, the 1960 economic
program of Senator Kennedy in line

with Democratic programs of the

past contains nothing but promised

chaos for the American taxpayer and
the business community. So once

more, the American voter must decide

j\ist as he did in 1912 in the case of

Wilson and in 1932 in the case of

F.D.R., whether this Republican at-

tack is accurate, or whether it is an-

other .smokescreen to hide several

years of standing still. A g'ance at

the main points of the Kennedy pro-

gram would then appear to be in

order.

SENATOR KENNEDY

In reflecting upon the Kennedv pro-

gram, one notes that its chief pro-

posals emanate from two basic con-

siderations, the necessity to keep bus-

iness—all business—moving, and the

necessity to repair certain 'gaping

holes in the fabric of American pros-

perity. With reference to the first of

these motives. Senator Kennedy, far

from abandoning the American free

enterprise system, has advocated a

prompt widening of the businessman's

horlzen. To off.sct declining markets

in such areas as the steel and auto-

mobile indu.strieft. home building, the

textile industr>' he urges an expan-

sion of production and demand. One
of the keys to such a new growth is

an easing of the GOP tight money
policy.

In a recent interview Senator Ken-

nedy, talking about this problem, re-

marked, "Unnecessarily tight money

has discouraged new housing and con-

sumer purchaises. Businesses which

I
cannot finance expansion from their

own accumulated profits have been

discouraged from making growth-

making investments because they

Icould not obtain capital at reasonable

interest rates. Thus, the policy has

restricted giv)wth." Moreover, he in-

tends to see that the small business-

man, long the forgotten sufferer in

the business conrununity, shares in

such a growth. By easing credit, in-

creasing competition and especially by

channeling more of the government's

lucrative defense contracts to small,

efficient firms, Senator Kennedy hopes

to assure the small business commun-
ity a chance to participate in an in-

creased prosperity.
Long-time critics of the Democratic

Party rush to stigmatize such pro-

po.sals with damning cries of infla-

tion, higher taxes, excessive govern-

ment spending. Though void of orig-

inality, these hoary political cliches

continue to impress .scores of voters,

as if one party did nothing but save

and the other did nothing but spend.

Nothing could be further from the

truth. The Eisenhower Administra-

tion had the biggest unbalanced bud-

get in American political history in

1958-59. And whose income tax has
gone down? The point being made,
of course, is this. Regardle.ss of what
party is in power, the comnlex nature

of the country's present foreign and
domestic problems demand great

spending and continued taxation. The
great nations of modern history have
dommated their ages by making and
spending, not by sitting back and
saving. If the United States is to

continue to dominate this age, then

its citizens must display a growing

sense of political maturity in such
matters.

Opposes Higher Taxes

Now such a maturity works both

way.s, and the American citizen can

ill-afford to pay unneces.sary or un-

fair taxes. A tax rau^e in view of

the present poor state of overall bus-

iness would work a .serious hardship

on many. Consequently, the Miissa-

ch\isetts Senator opposes any in-

crease in tax rates at the pre^nt

time. Rather he believes that greater

tax revenues will be forthcoming with

a general improvement in business

conditions ;md a reform of the tax

system. He feels, likewise, that in-

creased pr:>ductivity and greater de-

mand would be an effective antidote

against the current inflation. If more

specific measures are required to deal

with the latter problem, he favors

a cautious, wise use of Federal mone-

tary and credit policies. As in his

other policies, the catchword of the

Kennedy economic program seems to

be, "get moving."

A similar inclination has caused

nim to urge a number of reforms

aimed at removing certain inadequc-

cies in the American prosperity

scheme. For while some have been

enjoying a very great material abund-

ance, other large groups, notably the

underpaid, the unemployed and our

older citizens, have practically been

forgotten. Programs far out of-step

with present living conditions still

guide the government's relationship

toward these groups. For example,

many older people must attend to

all their needs out of an average

$72.00 per month which they receive

from social security. At a time in

(Continued on Page 15)

Nixon For Advances Within

**Fiscal Responsibility**

In discussing the economic

issues of this campaign we
must distinguish between the

issues which are raised for the

purr^ose of influencing votes,

such a« the traditional appeals

to "minority groups" and special

interests, and the actual na-

tional problems which must be

resolved by government during

the next four years. The basic

attitudes of the candidates on

these questions should deter-

mine the vote of the educated

man. Beth parties are for in-

creasing the gross national pro-

duct, for building up our defen.se

potential, for increasing the

prosperity of citizens, and for

taking care of the less fortunate

members of our society. What is

at issue is the way in which this

is to be done. Mr. Nixon has

been very explicit in stating his

political philosophy. Whatever
stcjis government takes must be

taken within the limits of "fis-

cal respon.",ibility" (i*e., without

adopting inflationary measures)

anrl with proper regard for the

"private segment of our econ-

omy." While Mr. Kennedy has

T\n{ said that he is for inflation

or for government control of

business and industry, and has
steadily refused to state a co-

herent philosophy as to how he

expects to bring about this

hftttr America, his separate

p/ oprtsals add up in my opinion

m just that. He advocates wel-

fare programs without regard to

cast (after all. it is only a few
cents per loaf of bread), he ad-

vocates stimulating the economy
b\- lower interest rates and a

po'icy of easy money, and he
does not confine his recom-
mendations for government ac-
tion to public works •

The Correcf Diagnosis
That this is a corect diagnosis

of the views of the two parties

is not only shown by the public

speeches of the two candidates,

but by the programs which were
offered in the session of Con-

gress which met after the con-

ventions. Both offered pro-

grams of aid to the aged, to

build public schools, and to ad-

vance imskilled labor (minimum
wages). The Republican pro-

posals limited aid to cases of

need and inability to provide

through other sources, and in

the case of the mimimum wage

to an increase which might not

be inflationarj' because it would

merely adjust a current dis-

parity between the wages of

skilled and un.skilled labor. The
Democratic program insisted on

aid to all without regard to

need, and an increase in mini-

mum wages which would create

pressure on the higher wage
brackets. •••

"'

There seems to be little doubt

therefore that the Democratic

platform is inflationary and is

intended to be just that. It

would mean additional taxes,

which would cre.^te pressure for

higher compen.oation without

regard to productivity, and

les.sen the amount of pay avail-

able for savings. Inflation has

two aspects: the diminution in

value of the purchasing power

By John G. Stephenson, III

School of Low

of the dollar, and also, an ad- actni/o American leaders of

\vr»e effect upon the process finance Jind industry. While this

of capital acciunulation. Govern- view is very generally held by

ment works and the building up the fuzzy thinkers in the ivory

of government reserves, even towns, it finds vt-ry little sup-

for actuarially sound insurance port among f)tacticing econ-

schemes, siphons savings away omists: but it has been reflected

from the private sector of the througlunit the cainpaign, at the

ei onomy, and retards capital ac- \owvv 'U^vd, by appeals to "the

cumulation. common man" and diatribes

Confroffed Inftofion against "the party of privilege."

The doctrine that inflation Parfies' >)ssocfafi'on$

was sood for the economy was ]f .^^e looks at the type of

originally invented in a period person who constitutes the con-

of acute, world-wide depression, tinuing support of both parties,

America and England were both ^^^^ can make .some judCTnent as

apparently over-capitalized; that to (ho way in which they will

is, furni.shed with an excess of handle our interests in the years
productive capacity. The theory to come. If one eliminates the

of the hour was that "con- professional p o 1 i t i c ia n s and
tro'led inflation" would force statesmen and tho.se who iden-

investor.'s to liquidate their capi- tifv their interests with the

tal investment, prevent the fur- continuing support, then one
their build up of capital, and ifinds that the Republican party

place more money in the hands has long been associated with

of consumers. It must be ad- the leaders in finance and in-

mitted that this policy was du.str>', while the Democratic
adopted by government too late party, since the days of F.D.R.

to deal effectively with depres- and industrial organization

sion, and in the long years until (there was a similar but not

the outbreak of the war in identical alingment behind Wil-

Europe, showed very little ef- Ham Jennings Br\'an) has been
foctiveness as a means of re- as.sociated with the leaders of

storing production. To justify the industrial unions which con-

his invocation of a poHcy of trol the labor market in a large

controlled inflation, Mr. Ken- segment of American industry,

nedyhashadtotakethe The former are primarilv con-

position that America is in a cerned with increasing profitable

very serious state of depres- production, the latter with dis-

sion; but the great prosj->erity tribution, with their "fair

of the last seven years is by share".
most economic observers ac- xhe attitude of finance and
credited to the withdrawal of industry, at least in the more
government intervention and sophisticated form it has taken
ens>- money policies which did since T.R. drew a nroper line

not begin until after the end of between uses and abuses of in-

tlie Truman administration. dustrial power, has emphasized

the fact that production can

flourish only when there is a

healthy demand for both pro-

ducers' find consumers' goods;

for in a free economy, it is con-

suiiier' demand which channels

production. It has therefore

been the . interest aiid concern

of industrV'to .see that adequate

yfiiKnmc is provided for all pro-

*:! ductive workers, including ex-

ecutives, merchants and profes-.-V'^

.Monal people. These not only' ,';

create a market for goods, but
when th(ir income yields some-

thing more than subsistencci. .•.!..

cnntiibute through savings bank

d 'positfi. insurance nurchases,

and the acquisition of corporate

securities to the formation of ad^! . >
•

diiional capital. Nor has indus-

try been slow to realize, through
voluntary giving as well as

thi-ough reasonable taxation, the

n«'ed to house and to clothe

tlioise who are unable to eon-

tribute to the productive life of

the community.
The opposing philosoohy. be-

VICE-PRESID£NT NIXON

The Kocond basis upon which

planned inflation seems to bo

jii.-^tilicd, is that it will redis-

tribute control over the pro-

diictivc activities of the country.

cither to a different group of

iu^ concerned with distribution,

iwd particularly with its "fair

shjre," has found little time to
people or to the government.

^^.^^,^y ^^^^^^ production. Cer-
This theory stems separately

'i\\nly it is not unfair to say

that organized labor has con-from the native brand of social-

ism which began with Thorstein
^^.^^^^^^^ j^ ^he past to inflation

Vehlen and continues down
^^ jnsi.sting on leas work, op-

through the modern schools of
,;^^. automation, feathcrbed-

"Wolfare Economics. The tar-
^^^^ ^^^ seeking to block the

get )f its pubhcKsts seems to be
^,^,^^ ^^ American capital abroad

the "leisure cla.ss," the "status
to seek more congenial labor

seekers" and like pejoraUve
relations and more productive

terms with which they char-
.(Continued on Page 15)
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f 'Komirf Midnight ^^^ii«^^i^^»^^^^^t^«»^^

Cabaret
S¥S.•.^••^;^•;•.^^.^:;^•;;v.^^;.•.:•;;^•;^•/>^:x/<i>;•:•///yS

^^^^^^^^^^^^^B by Joe Za%rocki iiiWI

Two Items caught our eye this

past weekend that we believe

are worth mentioning. Number

one is an ambitious little pro-

ject known as "the playground",

located at Broad and Spruce Sts.

In downtown PhiUy. It is the

latest attempt at intimate, cab-

aret-type theatre with one not-

able excepion; you can drink

booze while enjoying the enter-

tainment.

The Underground is the joint

brainstorm of Lee Castle and

JPhil Anthony, proprietors of the

next-door Rathskeller, who con-

tacted Hedgerow Theater and

brought in the Theater Main

Line group in the form of three

one-act plays by such notable

contemporaries as Lonnie Chap-

man, Edward Albee and H. B.

LutJB. The plays are well-acted

(especially so by a man named

Logan Ramsey) and are

thought-provoking.

To enter the Underground,

you enter off Broad St. and walk|

down a flight of stolrs where

you are escorted to your table

in a room striving for intimacy,

the object being to achieve rep-

port between audience and the

actors.

Because of the quaUty of the

plays, the Underground's open-

ing attraction drew critical ac-

claim and near-capacity crowds

over the weekends. Approx-

imately 70% of Saturday night's

crowd was In the coUeglate-age

bracket, and they all seemed to

enjoy the novelty of It as well

as the plays.

Next Door Noise

The minimum Is a reasonable

$2.60 per head and there Is much

scurrying between plays, be-

cause that's the only time that

drinks are served. The only

complaint registered was the

noise floating In from next door

which proved to be dlsconcern-

ing at times. It should be rem-

edied.

Messrs. Castle and Anthony

are to be congratulated for this

venture. They seem determined

to see it through its embryonic

stages which could prove to be

difficult due to lack of bookings.

They are hoping to vary the pro-

ductions enough to please all

tastes and in this line, their next

attraction Is the noted Interpre-

tive dancer and folk singer,

Geoffrey Holder (Nov. 3-4).

They are also negotiating for

the rights to "Threepenny Op-

era" and are interested in pre-

senting any worthy productions

that the local colleges can come

up with. This enterprise will

bear watching In the next few

months, if it can survive the

growing pains.

Item number two is the re-

vival of the classic Charlie Chap-

lin 1936 satire, "Modern Times",

currently playing at The Wayne
Avenue Playhouse (4900 Wayne
Ave.). Its manager, Barney
Sackett, who runs the highly

succeesful Nickelodeon nights at

the theater, Is also to be com-

mended for taking a chance on

this picture where powers like

Warner Bros, did not.

Mister Magoo lle>tums

That he has been rewarded

was evident from the crowds
lining up outside the boxoffice

over • the weekend. The film

speaks for Itself. Like most
Chaplin works, it Is magnificent

in Itis comedy, pathos, and sting-

ing satire of the coming of age
of the machine age. Added In-

centive on the bill is a set of
Mister Magoo cartoons.

It didn't survive cutdown last

week, but we made mention of

the fact that It seemed like all

the local colleges moved their

campuses to the Academy of Mu
sic last Sunday night to see pol-

itical satirist Mort Sahl. The
SRO crowd was not disappoint-

ed either as Sahl was In top form
with his biting conmients, most

of which were too, too truthful.

Rounding out the bill was a

trio of folk smgers who call

themselves the Llmellghters.

This group Is obviously pattern-

ed after the Kingston Trio and

others of that ilk, but with one

notable exception: the Lime-

lighters have talent.

Add opening for the week:

Joey Bishop iSciolla% Friday)

. . . Nina 8imo.ne ( Showboat),

'/CannonhalV* Adderley (Pep*8),

Barney KeaseJ (Red Hill), Fiah'

er and Mark^. the comedy team

(Palumbo's) . . Al Alberts, the

former lead of the 4 Aces (Smart

Spot) . . . The Alamo opens to^

day at the Midtoum ... Wat/

openings inclnde Lucille BalVs

"WUdcaV at the Erlanger this

Saturday, Julie Harris* "Little

Moon Of Alhan" at the Forrest,

on Friday, and "Advise and Con*

sent" on November 1 at the Wal-

nut.

Clearing the hurdles with research

At Gen Tel, we've made a running start toward solving

many of tomorrow's communications problems.

For instance, scientists at General Telephone & Elec-

tronics Laboratories are working in the uncharted area

of the spectrum where radio waves take on the character-

istics of light. They have already developed an experi-

mental ultramicrowave system that may one day make

possible the transmission of two million messages on

a single radio beam in free space.

As a major communications company with world-wide

connections. General Telephone is helping to advance

the science of total communications around the globe.

Our stepped-up research in the basic sciences is but

one example of the way General Telephone & Electronics

combines the talents of many people and the facili
*

of many companies to meet the future communications

needs not only of America, but the whole world.

ShodM of Aladdin's lamp~the genie is back! And

Esteibiook is the sorcerer that turned the trick . . . with

the Esterbrook Classic fountain pent It works ihagic

with inkl Makes it write imootlier . . . makes writing

with it e«ty to read I

But that*! not all! The Esterbrook Classic Fountain

Pen ofifen yoo a choice of 32 points. Pk;k the point that

iuits you best and-prestol-begin writmg the way you've

always wanted to write!.

Choose from as many colors as you*d find in an Arap

bian Street Scene ... six in all I Put magic in your hand-

writing . . . with an Esterbrook Classic fountain pent

Sditf^fSS^^ Skm
1%» Wt^M^r—k

GENERAL
TELEPHONEiELEOTRONIDS

<-
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Campaign Blunders Could Lose Election
Alexander Pope once wrote,

!n a moment of epigrammatlcal
brilliance, "to err is human, to
forgive divine." This profound
observation, sagacious as it may
be, is not a universal truth. It

doesn't apply in politics. In a
national election campaign to

err might be human, but it is

also fatal. Ask Tom Dewey.
The mustachiod former Giover-

nor of New York made a gnoss*

tactical error in the campaign
of 1948. He ooined that his re-

strained ,dignified, apathetic pos-

ture would win more votes than
Harry Truman's hustling, bel-

licose, give-em hell tactics.

Dewey, Dr. Gallup, and the
Chicago Tribune (early edition,

"Dewey Wins") blundered.

Many Boo-Boos
History is fraught with cam-

paign booboos of similar por-

tent. In 1882 Republican James
G. Blaine of Maine stood a good
chance of capturing New York
with its preponderantly Catholic,

Irish, immigrant popuhition. He
alienated himself with this fac-

tion, though, in two ways. He*
was seen in Delmonico's restau-

rant hi N.Y. City In the com-
pany of some infamous "robber
barons." This lost hhn the votes
of many immigrant laborers.

Blain's ulthnate traglo flaw,

though was an ill timed snooze
while at a campaign dinner. In
the face of some uninspiring ora-
tory Blaine dozed off. One of the
speakers during the presidential

condidate's nap was a certain
Beverend Burohard. In a fit of
vitriolic glee, Burch€u*d declared
that he would not vote for any
ticket that featured "Rum,
Romanism, and Rebellion," an
obvious slash at Irish Catholics.
Blaine did not repudiate the
remark and a reporter blew
Burchard's statement out of
proportion. As a result Blaine
lost the support of the Irish hn-
migrants. New York state, and
the election.

One Step Too Many
In 1016, Charles Evans

Hughes, Republican standard
bearer, crossed a picket line and
lost the votes of organized labor.

This pressure group had less

power than today but Hughes,
by ambling across that line, lost

By Mikt Donohue

enough votes to elect Woodrow
Wilson by a slhn margin.
With such historical prece-

dent It is not, therefore, sur-
prising to note that the 1960
candidates are running true to

SiM

Dozer Blaine

blundering form. The signifi-

cance about 1060 errors is their
quantity.

There have been at least four

major blunders by the candidates

thus far, two on each side, not

including the Quemsoy-Matsu
hassle which is a bipartisan

breach of political etiquette.

Apology or Regret?
The first was the famous

"apology or regret" statement

made by Senator Kennedy on
the U-2 situation. The Vice-

President has claimed ,and news-
paper texts bear him out that

Kennedy said the U.S. should
apologize to Khrushchev for the

ill-thned U-2 flight. Kennedy has
steadfastly maintained that he
was misquoted. To counter
Nixon's assertion that he
(Nixon) would never express re-

grets to the leader of a Com-
munist nation ,Kennedy cited

six instances in which the ad-

ministration expressed regrets

to Russia during the Eisenhower
reign over similar incidents.

Another Democratic error, al-

though it doesn't seem as glar-

ing now as it did six weeks ago.

LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

DeaR-DRiFRSOD
DR. FRooD's THouoHT FOR f^B DAY: Early to bed and
early to rise is an excellent way to avoid people.

Dear Dr. Frood: What should I look for first when I

look for a wife?

Searching

DEAR SEARCHING: Her husband.

Dear Dr. Frood: Our son has been in college three

months, and we haven't heard a word from him.

Not even a post card. I don't want him to think I am
too demanding or overprotective, but frankly I am
worried. What should i do?

Worried Mother

DEAR WORRIED: Why worry after only three montht

in college? He's still learning how to write.

Dear Dr. Frood: Don't you agree that every college

man has the right, in fact, the duty, to stand up and

speak out for the things he believes in? Tomorrow

I am going straight to the college president and

tell him, politely but firmly, what is wrong here^

the inferior teaching, the second-rate accommoda-
tions, the bad food. My friends think I am wrong to

do this. What do you think? ^ . .

Determined

DEAR DETERMINED: I applaud your spirit, young

man! Had I been able, I would have commended
you in a more personal latter. However, you forgot

to leave a forwarding address.

is the selection of Lyndon John-

son as vlce'presldential candi-

date. Johnson was selected os-

tensibly to pacify the more con-

servative elements in the Demo-
cratic party, namely the South.

Another less publicized reason
was the cherished hope by party
brass that LBJ could effect

prp-Kennedy Legislation in the

dovetail Congressional session.

LBJ dropped the ball. The ses-

was, from a Democratic view-

point, an abortive failure.

South For LBJ f

After this faux pas on John-

son's part the Democratic
powers-that-are figured that, at

least, LBJ could deliver the

South. However the poll taken

by AP last week showed that

Nixon has broken the Solid

South. Several states, including

South Carolina which hasn't

jgone Republican since 1876 are

in Nixon's column.

Some Southern newspapers,

who are usuadly violently pro-

Johnson, have waxed unenthu-

siastic toward him. An editorial

cartoon which appeared in the

Atlanta Constitution some weeks
ago (below) shows a sheepish

looking Johnson saying to an

efllcient looking Kennedy, "With
you. Jack, we may even carry

the South."

The Democrats do not have

a corner on the blunder market,

however. The Republicans have

made their share, too.

Lodge, The Colprit

Strangely enough most of

them have centered about the

ii¥:yt'A^'j':';V;':Vy,':W:'^;»A';V;*iw'S
fiitf-»}fi^^S^X^^^i

Dear Dr. Frood: I am six foot five, 225 pounds,

handsome, tanned, muscled, a good athlete. But I

can't get along with girls because I can never think

of anything to say. What do you suggest?

Brawny

DEAR BRAWNY: "Me Tarzan, you Jane."

* J- »"*.'. ^'

> 4

Dear Dr. Frood: I am puzzled by the Lucky Strike

slogan: "Remember how great cigarettes used to

taste? Luckies still do." I've been sitting here for

hours, thinking, thinking, thinking, but for the life

of me I can't remember. What should I do about

this?

DEAR FORQETFUL: I sug-

gest you lean back, relax,

and light up a laicky Strike.

I'm sure It will all come
back to you~who you are,

what you were, where you

lived, everything.

Forgetful

FROOD FAD SWEEPS COLLEGES! They laughed when Dr. Frood started the new

college craze of enjoying a Lucky while hanging from a coat rack. But now every-

body is doing it! Smoking Luckies, that is. Today college students smoke more

Luckies than any other regular. Reason: With or without coat rack, Luckies deliver

the greatest taste in smoking today.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!

Product of JS^J^Lufuma^ ^^iuBet^-^yim^ -^XAueto- is our middle naw^A.T.C%

Baldy la Tbt AUiatftaMf^tiluUon^

"With you Jack, we may even
'Mrry the South."

most sacrosanct of the four can-
didates, Henry Caibot Lodge.
Early in the campaign Nixon
promised to utilize Lodge's pro-
ven diplomatic abilities by send-
ing the former U.S. delegate to
the U.N. to the Middle East to
try to settle the smoldering
Israeli-Arab dispute.

This brought a wail of protest
from several prominent members
of New York's Jewish commu-
unity. They claimed that Lodge
showed definite pro-Arab lean-
ings in the Sues ^dispute of
1956. Sending Lodge to Tel
Aviv, they implied wiould be,
tantamount to sending Faubua
to Leopoldville.

Baokilre

This could backfire miserably
for the Republicans if the Jewish
vote lines up against Nixon and-

Lodge. Especially in heavily
Jewish New York where the
shift could oould swing the state

and 45 previous electoral votea
into Kennedy's column.

THE

(Cuntlnu«d on Piive U)
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ICG Debate
(Continued from Pa^ 1)

1: \'

period wiU
for a half-hour

question and
be allowed

,
duration. ^

The debate will dose with a
five-minute summation by each

man. The entire affair will be
completed by 9:30.

Professor Steohenson received

his AB from Princeton and his

LLB from Harvard. He was also

a Sterling Fellow at Yale Law
School in 1952 and 1953. He has
previously taught at the Judge
Advocate General School, the

Army Law School, and the the

University of Miami Law
School. /:^,,' .,.>, ^• ;,'';v

While at Miami he supported
the late Robert Taft in his drive

for the Republican nomination
for president in 1952. ^ ••

Prof. Logue brings a likewise

impressive background into the

debate. He received his AB
from Yale and his MA from the

University of Pennsylvania. He
has taught at both Fordham
and Notre Dame and has had a

number of works published.

Among his works is one which

deals with the United Nations.

K^inedy Holds Majority
Of Newspaper Poll Votes

(Continued from Page 1)

Annual NROTC Dance

To Be Held Friday

This Friday night the NROTC
Unit will hold its annual Navy
Dance. The first social affair of

the year for the Midshipmen
will be held at the beautiful

Valley Forge Country Club, lo-

cated about eight miles north-

west of Villanova. ,.••

Music for the occasion will be

furnished by Paul Judge and his

Orchestra, a well known group

in these parts, ,

Highlighting the evening will

be the crowning of the "Queen
of the Drill Team". The presen-

tation of a bouquet of roses will

be made by Capt J. E. Boyle,

Unit Commander, to the date

of one of the drill team mem-

behs. The winner will be selected

by a panel of judges consisting

of LTC King, Lt, Zemaitis and
Lt. Gillan.

Lieutenant Gillan, NROTC
recreation committee head, ex-

pects a turnout of ninety-five

per-cent of the Midshipmen. He
forecasts a higiily SUCCSSSfu!

event and lan enjoyable night
for all.

Physics Club Trip
On Oct. 17 the Villanova Chap-

ter of the American Institute of

Physics visited the Westing-
house Plant in Lester, Pa. They
were shown the huge turbines

in operation and were given a
tour of the lab.

The new greenhouse, part of

the science building project, will

be in operation sometime this

week, announces Dr. John A.

McClain, head of the Biology

department. Dr. Roman Maks-
ymowych will supervise its op-

eration.

the 73.3% of the student body
which is not eligible to vote is

almost exactly the same as in

the case of eligible voters.

The breakdown by division in-

dicates that 59% of the Nurs-
ing division prefers the Demo-
cratic ticket, the smallest pro-

Kennedy group in any division.

The Republican party garnered
31.3% of the nurses' votes, and
9.7% are undecided. "Appar-
ently the girls prefer Jack's

haircut to Dick's cheeks," Gra-
ham quipped.

Girls Make Up Minds
"Again, we see avid Kennedy

support, but uncertainty as to
his chances for success. Again,
too, the Nixon people are very
positive that their man will win.
Surprisingly, only two girls

could not make up their minds
as to who to vote for. Because
of the small enrollment in the
Nursing School, these undecided
two equal 9.7% of the total

voters.

Engineers voted 68.2% for
Kennedy-Johnson, 25.7% for
Nixon-Lodge, and 6.1% unde-
cided. "Undecided engineers are
none the less opinionated," Gra-
ham pointed out. "75% of them
thought Kennedy would carry
the nation, while 25% thought
Nixon would take it Republi-
cans might claim that engineers

voted for Kennedy because of
his mechanical nature."

"The Arts and Sciences divi-

sion, following its tradition of
mature deliberation in evety.
thing, has come up with the
lowest .percentage of undecided
voters, only 4.2%," stated Gra-
ham. "Still, they follow the
heavy trend toward the Ken-
nedy-Johnson ticket, with 64.4% 7

31.4% would vote for Nixon-
Lodge.

Besides the nurses," Graham
continued, "whose total ' vote
was relatively small, the C & F
school provided the largest bloc
of undecided voters — 9.2%.
Also, statistics on the C & F
vote are the least reliable, be-
cause 35% of those chosen to
be polled didn't bother to submit
a ballot. Of those who did vote,
however, 63% preferred Ken-
nedy and 27.8% chose Nixon."

In answering the question i

dealing with the religious issue,'

278, or 91.9%, of those polled

said that religion should not be
an issue in the campaign. How-
ever, 51.8% felt that it was en-
tering into the current campaign.
However,
60.1% thought that, despite its

encroachment, it would not be
la decisive factor in the cam-
ipaign, and 24.7% felt the re-

ligious issue would give Ken-
nedy an edge in the race. 15.2%
thought the issue would favor
Nixon.

Lodge Strongly Favored
!

A great majority (81.9%)
felt that the addition of Henry
Cabot Lodge to the Republican
ticket had helped that party
more than Lyndon John's nom-

ination as vice presidential can-
didate had helped his party.
A sHgfat majority (59.2%)

favored Kennedy to carry more
Farm states than Nixon, while
a considerable plurality (49%)
felt that the Republicans (would
carry fewer Southern states
than they did in 1956. 28.3%
thought Nixon could carry a
larger part of the South, 20.45?"

considered that the number of
Republican Southern states this
year would equal the 1956 num-
ber, and 2.3% couldn't specu-
late.

Yooth Must Be Served
On the question concerning

youth, 25.8% thought it was no
longer an issue, while 73.1%
considered youth of significance

in the campaign. 1.1% had no
answer. 63.7% of those polled
felt Nixon's experience was over-
rated, 35.6% thought it was not
over-rated, and .6% had no ans-
wer.

Comparing the past four years
of Republican foreign policy
with the last four years of Dem-
ocratic foreign policy under for-
mer president Truman, 52.3%
felt Wiat the Democrats have
more of a "leg" to stand on,
39.6% thought that the Repub-
licans were sunerior in this re-
gard, 6.8% did not answer, and
1.3% thought neither party had
"anything to brag about"

Socialist Sympathizer
Replies to the final question:

"Reasons for party preference,"
were varied. The single Social-
ist sympathizer declared, "The

Villanova Theatre Season Opens

(Plioto by Joe KoniflMsId)

Members of Richard Duprey's experimental theatre troupe
emote in rehersal for a one-act play being readied by the grad-

uate group for presentation. yember 10, 11, 12 and 13 includ-

Mr. Richard A. Duprey, Di-|ing a preview on the ninth,

rector and Head of the Theatre Tickets for the Belle Masque

Department, announced its three production, "Country Girl", wiU

major productions in a proposed go on sale a week and half be-

festival of American Drama fore the first performance at a

which the Theatre Department cost of $1.25. Tickets may be

and Belle Masque are presenting bought either at the Pie Shoppe

on the Villanova campus. or at the Theatre Department

"Country Girl", the Clifford office, 52 Mendel Hall. Te!e-

Odets drama will be the year's phone reservations will also be

i

^

initial presentation by the Belle

Masque, the undergraduate the-

atrical society.

Performances are scheduled

to be held in Vasey Hall Audi-

torium on the nights of No-

Socialist Party is party of
people, our glorious leader is go-
ing to give people everything:!"
One student replied tersely, "No
party," while another appended
a two-page, ten pohit disserta-
tion explaining his Republican
leanings.

accepted by calling the Theatre

Department Office.

Tennessee William's "The
Gkiss Menagerie" will be the

first graduate production of the

Theatre Department. It will be

held on December 7, 8, 9, 10 and
11 in Vasey Hall Auditorium.

Tickets for this play will also

be on sale at the Pie Shoppe
and the Theatre Department
Office ten days before, the in-

itial performance, at a cost of
$1.80 general admission and
$1.25 for students.

>
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Cigarettes? other
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MARKETING CLUB

We are pleased to have as a guest speaker this
week, Mr. Moritz, Placement Director for Villanova.
Mr. Moritz will speak on careers, in general, and how
his office aids graduates in obtaining jobs.

Surely this will be a most informaitive meeting!!!
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Cmrfwrd Is Editar
The flnt imw of the VQlano^a

Ibigineer, a magasine devoted
to the andergraduate engineers,

will be puUiflftied on November
21, 1960. The magasine, which
is written and put together by
students, is distributed to the
engineering schooi and mailed

out of firms and schools all over
the country.

The quarterly periodical has
a eireulaUon of 2000 and is edit-

EDITOR CRAWFORD
• . . Girly Interviews

ed hy PwH Orawford. The as-

sociate editor is George Pettin-

ico, the publicity director is

Marshall McQusky, and the
moderator is Father John J.

Vrana, Oj8.A. The cover and
feature article will concern the
admission of the ViHanova
chapter Chi Epsilon Mu to the
honorary engineering fraternity

Tau Beta Pi.

The variety of articles will in-

clude interviews with the three
girl fireshman engineers, bio-

graphical sketches oi profes-
sors in the Ehigineering Sdiool,

information on semiconductors,
the Astronomy Club, and Re-
finery Corrosion. More interest

nniBt be shown if the magazine
is to uphold the high quality
expected. Anyone can write for
the VUlanova Ehigineer, and all

students are encouraged to sub-
mit articles.

Amolotti To Loctaro
Mr. Emil Amelotti, the Chair-

man of the Mathematics Depart-

ment, announced that Villanova

University will cooperate with

WRCV -TV in a television cred-

it program on Modem Algebra,

Proba/bility, and Statistics.

It is to be given in the Con-

tinental Classroom series of ed-

ucational programs. The lec-

ture periods will be given on
Mondays, Wednesdays, €ind Fri-

days at 6:30 a.m. The recita-

tion periods will be on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.
Upon successful completion of

the course, the student will re-

ceive accredition.

Work With Defenders
Villanova Law School stud-

ents this week joined with the

Delaware County Bar Associa-

tion to provide legal services for

indigent defendants charged
with crime.

Dean Harold Gill ReuscWein
announced that a team of eight

students will devote half a day
each week to the interrogation

of accused persons, the examin-

ation of witnesses, and the pre-

paration of legal defenses.

When the accused persons are

put on trial, the stucfent who
assisted in prepcLring his defense

will attend the trial with the at-

torney whose services have been
provided by the organized bar.

This new program at the

School was arranged in cooper-

ation with Gilliat G. Schroeder,

Esq., of Media. Mr. Schroeder
has had long experience in

voluntary defender work in

Philadelphia before moving to

Delaware County.
The entire purpose of the

voluntary defender movement is

to make realistic the constitu-

tional guarantee of a right of

counsel in criminal cases.

The School of Law gives no
academic credit for the student

work, but encourages it both as

valuable legal experience and
as a significant public service.

Sutulo on Committoo
Mr. Edward G. Sutu^a, Lec-

turer in Accounting, Commerce
& Finance Division, was ap-

pointed Vice«Chairman of the

Committee on Cooperation with
Educational Institutions in the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
The announcement was made by
William Craemer Jr., President
of the Philadelphia Chapter of
Certified Public Accountants.
The objectives of the Com-

mitte are to cooperate with the

nineteen colleges and universi-

ties engaged in Uie education of

students for the accounting px>o-

fession in the eastern Pennsyl-
vania area and to sponsor the
annual student accounting
forum.
Mr. Sutula was also recently

appointed to the Pennsylvania
Institute of Certified Public
Accountants statewide Commit-
tee on Education for the 1960-61
fiscal year.

This committee has as its

primary objective the promo-
tion and encouragement of con-
tinuing education progi^ms for
the Commonwealth members of
the Institute.

Mr. Sutula, a Certified Public
Accountant in Penna., received
his B. S. degree fram Villanova
University and his MBA from
the graduate division of the
Wharton School of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania.

Botanist Is Studying Leaf;
He Begins Five-Year Project

Bj Bogtoe Bodgan

Catholic Youth Week
National Catholic youth week

will be observed from October
31 through November 6 this

year. Students of Villanova are
asked to make special effort

during this week to attend daily

communion, and generally im-
prove their own spiritual wel-
fare as well as the spiritual at-

mosphere of the entire campus.
Dedicated to the development

of Catholic youth, the theme of
this year's program will be
AMERICA'S STRENGTH: RE-

I SPONSIBLE YOUTH.

Mister. 0.
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Pro-Electric Before- Shave lotion. It confaini

ISOPHYL* to give your shaver extra glide-power

-refreshes you with that brisk, bracing Old Spice ^

scent. 1.00 no federal tax. '

So well does modem science

understand the awesome powers
of nature that its generators

can hurl bolts of lighning and
its bombs can recreate the burn-

ing of the sun. Yet the greatest

mystery of all is hardly known,
much less understood. This is

the secret of life.

How does an intricate but per-

fect leaf grow from a seemingly

lifeless tree? Adam and Eve
must have wondered. Who has

not?

Yet the development of a
young bud into a mature leaf

has never been fully described

in detail. To produce this de-

scription, Dr. Roman Maksy-
mowych has dedicated the last

five years to leaf study.

Morphology

Dr. Maksymoych is a Profes-

sor of botany and a specialist in

experimental plant morphology
in Villanova's Biology Depart-

ment. Botany is the science of

plant life; morphology is the

division dealing with plant

structure.

"More is known about the

complicated mechanism of

photosynthesis taking place in-

side the leaf than aibout the

leaf itself," says Dr. Maksy-
mowych. Photosynthesis is the

process whereby a green plant

makes food for itself from
water, carbon dioxide, and sun-

light.

Dr. Maksymowych spent the

first year of his currenit project

studying the 'basic growth of

Xanthium, a type of ragweed.

He described mathematically the

growth rates of every point

along the midrib of the leaf as

the leaf matured.
Each point has a slightly

different rate of growth than
adjacent ones, and these rates

change as the leaf ages and de-

velops.

The results show that the

growth rate follows a pattern

that changes with age, and that

this change may be predicted

when sufficient data is avail-

able. Dr. Maksymowych an-

nounced these results this sum-
mer at the Conference of the

American Institute of Biological

Sciences in Stillwater, Okla-
homa.

Cell Division

Dr. Maksymowych will devote

the second year of the project

to studying cell division and
differentiation during leaf de-

velopment. Division is the pro-
cess whereby cells reproduce
themselves; differentiation is

the process whereby cells be-

come different from each other
and form special tissues.

So important is his research
that the United States govern-
ment, through the National
Science Foundation, has spon-

sored Dr. Maksmowych for tiie

past year and will do so for «m-
other. Villanova has recognised
his efforts by constructing a
small greenhouse for experi-

ments next to the new science

building.

Concerning the new science

building. Dr. Maksymowych
says, "My great hope is that
it will be completed soon. The
expanded facilities will help my
work enormously." Much of his

work has been done at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, which
already has the necessary f^iciU*

ties.

Morphobgisf Moksymonwych
. . . owoits Greenhouse

More Emphaids on Research

Speaking of Gfraduate study,

Dr. Maksymowych says, "If

Villanova wants to advance
graduate study, more emphasis
should be given to research,

because it develops close rela-

tionships between students and
faculty. Graduate teachers must
be capable of independent study,

because the work of their stud-

ents is expected to be a contri-

bution to science.

Ph.D. Program Needed

"If VUlanova wants the best
possible Science Department it

must have a Ph.D. program." At
present Villanova has no such
program, but Dr. Maksymowych
expects the new science building

to usher in a new era.

Although chiefly a morpbol-
ogist. Dr. Maksymowych is also

a competent physiologist, and
must be proficient in other
sciences. His present project

would be almost impossible witib-

ouc uie iutsuiuos Oi. uIIlsrcMUsu

calculus.

Dr. Maksymowych is critical

of the public attitude which ex-

pects every scientific endeavor

to produce miracles. He says,

"science progresses by minute
movements, with only occasional

bumps to startle the world. The
most that the majority of

scientists can expect of their

labor is personal satisfaction

and professional recognition."
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ICG Debate
/ (Qunlinucd (roin Pa^^e 1)

question and answer period will

be allowed for • half-hour

duration.

The debate will close with a

five-minute summation by each

man. The entire affair will be

completed by 9:30.
: i, :

Professor Stephenson received

his AB from Princeton and his

LLB from Harvard. He was also

a Sterling Fellow at Yale Law
School in 1952 and 1953. He has
previously taught at the Judge
Advocate General School, the

Army Law School, and the the

University of Miami Law
School. ;':-.'

While at Miami he supported

the late Robert Taft in his drive

for the Republican nomination
for president in 1952.

Prof. Logue brings a likewise

impressive background into the

debate. He received his AB
from Yale and his MA from the

University of Pennsylvania. He
has taught at both Fordham
and Notre Dame and has had a

number of works published.

Among his works is one which

deals with the United Nations.

Kennedy Holds Majority
Of Newspaper Poll Votes

Villanova Theatre Season Opens

Annual NROTC Dance

To Be Held Friday

This Friday night the NROTC
Unit will hold its annual Navy
Dance. The first social affair of

the year for the Midshipmen
will be held at the beautiful

Valley Forge Country Club, lo-

cated about eight miles north-

west of Villanova.

Music for the occasion will be

furnished by Paul Judge and his

Orchestra, a well known group

in these parts. : > ;

Highlighting the evening will

be the crowning of the "Queen
of the Drill Team", The presen-

tation of a bouquet of roses will

be made by Capt. J. E. Boyle,

Unit Commander, to the date

of one of the drill team mem-

bers. The winner will be selected

by a panel of judges consisting

of LTC King, Lt. Zemaitis and
Lt. Gillan.

Lieutenant Gillan, NROTC
recreation committee head, ex-

pects a turnout of ninety-five

per-ccnt of the Mid.shipmen. He
forecasts a Jiignly succr3:;fi:!

event and an enjoyable night
for all.

Physics Club Trip
On Oct. 17 the Villanova Chap-

ter of the American Institute of

Physics visited the We.sting-

house Plant in Le.ster, Pa. They
were .shown the huge turbines

in operation and were given a

tour of the lab.

The new greenhouse, part of

the science building project, will , . . «a . «. ,

be in operation sometime this
'^^«« Strongly Favored

^

week, announces Dr. John A. L ,^ ./''^f^ '^^i''!'^^ i^l^'^
McClain, head of the Biology '

Jf'f,
that the addition of Henry

department. Dr. Roman Maks-
Cabot Lodge to the Republican

ymowych will supervise its op
era t ion. '•'•;:.:'.'•

..

(Continued from Page 1)

the 73.3% of the student body
which is not eligible to vote is

almost exactly the same as in

the case of eligible voters.

The breakdown by division in-

dicates that 59% of the Nurs-
ing division prefers the Demo-
cratic ticket, the smallest pro-

Kennedy group in any division.

The Republican party garnered
31.3% of the nurses' votes, and
9.7% are undecided. "Appar-
ently the girls prefer Jack's

haircut to Dick's cheeks," Gra-
ham quipped.

Ciirls Make Up Minds
"Again, we see avid Kennedy

support, but uncertainty as to

his chances for success. Again,
too, the Nixon people are very
positive that their man will win.

Surprisingly, only two girls

could not make up their minds
as to who to vote for. Because
of the small enrollment in the
Nursing School, these undecided
two equal 9.7% of the total

voters. '

Engineers voted 68.2% for

Kennedy-Johnson, 25.7% for
Nixon-Lodge, and 6.1% unde-
cided. "Undecided engineers are

none the less opinionated," Gra-
ham pointed out. "75% of them
thought Kennedy would carry
the nation, while 25% thought
Nixon would take it. Republi-
cans might claim that engineers

voted for Kennedy because of

his mechanical nature." .>'.

"The Arts and Sciences divi-

sion, following its tradition of

mature deliberation in every-

thing, has come up with the
lowest percentage of undecided
voters, only 4.2%," stated Gra-
ham. "Still, they follow the
heavy trend toward the Ken-
nedy-Johnson ticket, with 64.4%

7

31.4% would vote for Nixon-
JLodgej;

;

Besides the nurses," Graham
continued, "whose total vote
was relatively small, the C & F
school provided the largest bloc
of undecided voters — 9.2%.
Also, statistics on the C & F
vote are the least reliable, be-

cause 35% of those chosen to

be polled didn't bother to submit
a ballot. Of those who did vote,
however, 63% preferred Ken-
nedy and 27.8% chose Nixon."

In answering the question
dealing with the religious issue,

278, or 91.9%. of those polled

said that religion should not be
an issue in the campaign. How-
ever, 51.8% felt that it was en-
tering into the current campaign.
However,
60.1% thought that, despite its

encroachment, it would not be
a decisive factor in the cam-
paign, and 24.7% felt the re-

ligious issue would give Ken-
nedy an edge in the race. 15.2%
thought the issue would favor
Nixon.

ticket had helped that party
more than Lyndon John's nom-

MARKETIHG CLUB
MEMBERS . .

.

We arc plea.sed to have as a gue.st speaker this
week, Mr. Moritz, T'laeement Director for Villanova.
Mr. Moritz will speak on careers, in jfeneral, and how
his office aids graduates in obtaining jobs.

Surely this will be a most infonnative meeting!!!

ination as vice presidential can-
didate had helped his party.
A slight majority (59.2%)

favored Kennedy to carry more
Farm states than Nixon, while
a considerable plurality (49%)
felt that the Republicans would
carry fewer Southern states
than they did in 1956. 28.3%
thought Nixon could carry a
larger part of the South, 20.4%
considered that the number of
Republican Southern states this

year would equal the 1956 num-
ber, and 2.3% couldn't specu-
late.

Youth Must Be Served
On the question concerning

youth, 25.8% thought it was no
longer an issue, while 73.1%
considered youth of significance

in the campaign. 1.1% had no
answer. 63.7% of those polled
felt Nixon's experience was over-
rated, 35.6% thought it was not
over-rated, and .6% had no ans-
wer.

Comparing the past four years
of Republican foreign policy
with the last four years of Dem-
ocratic foreign policy under for-
mer president Truman, 52.3%
felt that the Democrats have
more of a "leg" to stand on,
39.6% thought that the Repub-
licans were suoerior in this re-

gard, 6.8% did not answer, and
1.3% thought neither party had
"anything to brag about."

Socialist Sympathizer
Replies to the final question:

"Reasons for party preference."
were varied. The single Social-
ist sympathizer declared.

(Photo by Joe Koniendd)
Members of Richard Duprey's experimental theatre troupe

emote in rehersal for a one-act play being readied by the grad-

uate group for presentation. vember 10, 11, 12 and 13 includ-

Mr. Richard A. Duprey, Di-ling a preview on the ninth,

rector and Head of the Theatre Tickets for the Belle Masque

Department, announced its three production, "CJountry Girl", will

major productions in a proposed go on sale a week and half be-

festival of American Drama fore the first performance at a

which the Theatre Department cost of $1.25. Tickets may be

and Belle Masque are presenting bought either at the Pie Shoppe

on the Villanova campus. or at the Theatre Department

"Country Girl", the Clifford office, 52 Mendel Hall. Te^e-

Odets drama will be the year's phone reservations will also be

initial presentation by the Belle
i

accepted by calling the Theatre

Masque, the undergraduate the- 1

I^^Partment Office

atrical society.

Performances are scheduled

to be held in Vasey Hall Audi-

torium on the nights of No-

Socialist Party is party of
people, our glorious leader is go-
ing to give people everything!"
One student replied tersely, "No
party," while another appended
a two-page, ten point disserta-
tion explaining his Republican

The
I
leanings.

Tennessee William's "The
Glass Menagerie" will be the

first graduate production of the

Theatre Department. It will be

held on December 7, 8, 9, 10 and
11 in Vasey Hall Auditorium.

Tickets for this play will also

be on sale at the Pie Shoope
and the Theatre Department
Office ten days before, the in-

itial performance, at a cost of

$1.80 general admission and
$1.25 for students.
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V.U. Engineer h Out

On November 31

;

Crawford Is Editor
The first issue of the Villanova

Engineer, a nnagazine devoted
to the undergraduate engineers,

will be published on November
21, 1960. The magazine, which
is written and put together by
students, is distributed to the

engineering school and mailed

out of firms and schools all over
the country.

The quarterly periodical has
a circulation of 2000 and is edit-

riBMM MM^MIi

CAMPUS NEWS BRIEFS

EDITOR CRAWFORD
. . . Girly Interviews

ed by Paul Crawford. The as-

sociate editor is George Pettin-

ico, the publicity director is

Marshall McClusky, and the

moderator is Father John J.

Vrana, 0-S.A. The cover and
feature article will concern the
admissdon of the Villanova
chapter Chi Epsilon Mu to the
honorary engineering fraternity

Tau Beta Pi.

The variety of articles will in-

clude interviews with the three
girl freshman engineers, bio-

graphical sketches of profes-
sors in the Engineering School,

information on semi-<:onductors,

the Astronomy Club, and Re-
finery Corrosion. More interest

must be shown if the magazine
is to uphold the high quality

expected. Anyone can write for

the Villanova Engineer, and all

students are encouraged to sub-
mit articles.

Amelotfi To Lecture
Mr. Emil Amclotti, the Chair-

man of the Mathematics Deoart-

ment, announced that Villanova

University will cooperate with

WRCV -TV in a television cred-

it program on Modern Algebra,

Probability, and Statistics.

It is to be given in the Con-

tinental Classroom series of ed-

ucational programs. The lec-

ture periods will be given on

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fri-

days at 6:30 a.m. The recita-

tion periods will be on Tuesdays
and Thursdays.

Upon successful completion of

the course, the student will re-

ceive accredition.

Work With Defenders
Villanova Law School stud-

ents this week joined with the

Delaware County Bar Associa-

tion to provide legal services for

indigent defendants charged
with crime. '

'

Dean Harold Gill Reusch'ein

Sufula on Committee
Mr. Edward G. Sutu'a, Lee-

Botanist Is Studying Leaf;
He Begins Five-Year Project

By Eugene Rodgera

So well does modern science

understand the awesome powers

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
The announcement was made by
William Craemer Jr., President
of the Philadelphia Chapter of

Certified Public Accountants.
The objectives of the Com-

mitte are to cooperate with the

nineteen colleges and universi-

ties engaged in the education of

students for the accounting pro-

fession in the eastern Pennsyl-
vania area and to sponsor the

annual student accounting
forum.

Mr. Sutula was also recently
appointed to the Pennsylvania
Institute of Certified Public
Accountants statewide Commit-
tee on Education for the 1960-61
fiscal year.

This committee has as its

announced that a team of eight primary objective the promo-
students will devote half a day

,

tion and encouragement of con-

turer in Accounting, Commerce of nature that its generators

& Finance Division, was ap- can hurl bolts of lighning and
pointed Vice-Chairman of the its bombs can recreate the burn-

Committee on Cooperation with
;

ing of the sun. Yet the greatest

Educational Institutions in the mystery of all is hardly known.

each week to the interrogation

of accused persons, the examin-

ation of witnesses, and the pre-

paration of legal defenses.

When the accused persons are

put on trial, the stu(fent who
assisted in preparing his defense

will attend the trial with the at-

torney whose services have been
provided by the organized bar.

This new program at the

School was arranged in cooper-

ation with Gilliat G. Schroeder,

Esq., of Media. Mr. Schroeder
has had long experience in

voluntary defender work in

Philadelphia before moving to

Delaware County.
The entire purpose of the

voluntary defender movement is

to make realistic the constitu-

tional guarantee of a right of

counsel in criminal cases.

The School of Law gives no

academic credit for the student

work, but encourages it both as

valuable legal experience and
as a significant public service.

tinuing education programs for
the Commonwealth members of
the Institute.

Mr. Sutula, a Certified Public
Accountant in Penna., received
his B. S. degree from Villanova
University and his MBA from
the graduate division of the
Wharton School of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania.

Catholic Youth Week
National Catholic youth week

will be observed from October
31 through November 6 this

year. Students of Villanova are

asked to make special effort

during this week to attend daily

communion, and generally im-
prove their own spiritual wel-

fare as well as the spiritual at-

mosphere of the entire campus.
Dedicated to the development

of Catholic youth, the theme of
this year's program will be
AMERICA'S STRENGTH: RE-
SPONSIBLE YOUTH.
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much less understood. This is

the secret of life.

How does an intricate but per-

fect leaf grow from a seemingly

lifeless tree? Adam and Eve
must have wondered. Who has

not?

Yet the development of a

young bud into a mature leaf

has never been fully described

in detail. To produce this de-

scription. Dr. Roman Maksy-
mowych has dedicated the last

five years to leaf study.

Morphology

Dr. Maksymoych is a Profes-

sor of botany and a specialist in

experimental plant morphology
in Villanova's Biology Depart-

ment. Botany is the science of

plant life; morphology is the

division dealing with plant

structure.

"More is known about the

complicated mechanism of

photosynthesis taking place in-

side the leaf than about the

leaf itself," says Dr. Maksy-
mowych. Photosynthesis is the

process whereby a green plant

makes food for itself from
water, carbon dioxide, and sun-

light.

Dr. Maksymowych spent the

first year of his current project

studying the basic growth of

Xanthium, a type of ragweed.

He described mathematically the

growth rates of every point

along the midrib of the leaf as

the leaf matured.
Each point has a slightly

different rate of growth than
adjacent ones, and these rates

change as the leaf ages and de-

velops.

The results show that the

growth rate follows a pattern

that changes with age, and that

this change may be predicted

when sufficient data is avail-

able. Dr. Maksymowych an-

nounced these results this sum-
mer at the Conference of the

American Institute of Biological

Sciences in Stillwater, Okla-
homa.

Cell Division

Dr. Maksymowych will devote

the second year of the project

to studying cell division and
differentiation during leaf de-

velopment. Division is the pro-
cess whereby cells reproduce
themselves ; differentiation is

the process whereby cells be-

come different from each other
and form special tissues.

So important is his research
that the United States govern-
ment, through the National
Science Foundation, has spon-

sored Dr. Maksmowych for the

past year and will do so for an-
other. Villanova has recognized

his efforts by constructing a
small greenhou.se for experi-

ments next to the new science

building.

Concerning the new science

building. Dr. Maksymowych
says, "My great hope is that
it will be completed soon. The
expanded facilities will help my
work enormously." Much of his

work has been done at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, which
already has the necessary facili-

ties.

MorphoEbgisI- Maksymonwych
. . . awaits Greenhouse

More Emphasis on Research

Speaking of Graduate study,

Dr. Maksymowych says, "If

Villanova wants to advance
graduate study, more emphasis
should be given to research,

because it develops close rela-

tionships between students and
faculty. Graduate teachers must
be capable of independent study,

because the work of their stud-

ents is expected to be a contri-

bution to science.

Ph.D. Program Needed

"If Villanova wants the best

possible Science Department it

must have a Ph.D. program." At
present Villcmova has no such
program, but Dr. Maksymowych
expects the new science building

to usher in a new era.

Although chiefly a morphol-
ogist, Dr. Maksymowych is also

a competent physiologist, and
must be proficient in other

sciences. His present project

would be almost impossible with-

out tne iiiCvMs/Uo Oi u^^acI (iHiMM

calculus.

Dr. Maksymowych is cntical

.

of the public attitude which ex-

pects every scientific endeavor
to produce miracles. He says,

"science progresses by minute
movements, with only occasional

.

bumps to startle the world. The
most that the majority of

scientists can expect of their

labor is personal satisfaction

and professional recognition."
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CHESTERHELD, L&M and OASIS invite you to the

Villanova Xavier

Game Contest!
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JUST PREDICT
THE SCORE

AND WIN UP TO.

300
FIRST PRIZE JACKPOT

*150
SECOND PRIZE JACKPOT

• $

THIRD PRIZE JACKPOT

FOR THE STUDENTS AND
FACULTIES OF THE ABOVE

COMPETING COLLEGES ONLY'

Pick up a pack and take a crack at ezperting the big game. If you are the only one to come up with the correct half-time and final

scores, the first prize Jackpot is all yours. If there are ties, you share the money. The same applies to winners of the second and third

Jackpots. Enter as often as you like . . . and to make it easy, use the backs of packs* as your entry blanks. So each time you finish a pack
• •• take a crack at the big money I

HERE'S ALL YOU DO TO WH...

1. Predict the final score for each team.

2. Predict the half-time score for each team.

3. Use an empty pack*^ as your entry blanle

01^

. ' \J

*-"<*(&,* •••"
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I^EAD THESE EASY ftUUES...

1. On tht coupon btlow or on tht bKk of an tmpty wrapper or on a plain shttt

of papor. salKt tha winnar of tha abova lamo. Pradict tha final scora and tlia

half-tima acora (pradict tias if you wiili). Eacli antry must ba accompaniad by an
tmpty wrappar from L&M, CItastarfiald or Oasis cigarattts(or a singia hand drawn
copy of tha lattating LAM, Chastarfiald or Oasis as it appaars on tha faca of

th« pKkaaa). If antry is submitttd on bKk of ampty wrappar, ba sura to includa

nama amfaddrass, printad claarly.

2. Mail antrias to Li|gatt A Myars, at tha addrass appaaring in coupon baknv. All

antrias must ba postmarkad by midnight fiva days prior to data of game and
racaivad by midnight tha day prior to data of gama. tntar as oftan as you want,

wtii ba aura io endost an tmpty wrapptf (or aectptabit substituta) iwitti tKh
tntry. llltgibia antrias will not ba considtred.

a.Prizas: FIRST PRIZE JACKPOT-$300; SECOND PRIZE JACKPOT- $150;

THIRD PRIZE JACKPOT-$50. Winning antrias will bt salactad according to

tht accuracy of tha antry against tha following in tha ordar listad : (a) tha winning

taam; (b) tha final scora, and, as a tia-braakar, if nacassary (c) tha accuracy in

datarminlng tha leading half-time team and the half-time score. In the event

of ties among contestants, the prize money for each of the three prize categories

will be divioed equally among contestants tied for the respective prizes.

4. This contest is under the supervision of the Bruce, Richards Corporation, an
independent judging organization, whose decisions are final and binding on all

contestants. Only one prize per family.

5. This contest is open to the college students and college faculty members of

the above competing colleges only. Employees and menvbers of their families

of Liggett & Myers Tobacco Company and its advertising agencies are not eligible

to enter.

6. Alt entries become the property of the sponsor, and none will be returned.

Winners will be notified by mail. A complete list of winners is available to anyone
sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to the address below.

7. This contest is subject to all Federal, state and k)cai laws and regulations

governing contests and their validity. v ';-
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Blunders
(Contlnned from Pac^ 7)

The kitcst errior in campaign
Judsment Is alao attrlbuUble tot

the Repiihlican vioe-f««Bidential{

candidate. Last weelc Lodge
promised that, if elected, Nixon
would dole out a cabinet poet

to a Negro.
This obvious attempt to woo

a key minority was met with

alarm by Nixon. For one thing

it is bad policy to earmark
Cabinet positions before election

and Lodge's overtly public rela-

tlcms minded move served only

to embarass Nixon.

Tlien, if this weren't enough

tp add insuR to injury, Lodge
stated hat he favored govern-

ment aid to parochial schools.

This impulsive statement,

though not the official Republi-

can view (former Republican

national chairman Meade Al-

corn stated) set back the Re-

publican cause in the South im-

measurable. It is possible that

some of the states noted as un-

decided in the AP poll will now
awing to Kennedy.

Most li^tal Mistake

Though these campaign issues

are of paramount importance

what could prove to be the big-

gest and most fatal mistake is

the agreement by Nixon to the

television confrontations with

Kennedy. Of he two men Nixon
is the better debater. The point

is though, that these were not

delMLtes. They were merely ioini

TV press conferences. Each can-

didate handled himself excel-

lently. Unfortunately for Nixon,

his strong personality points do

not project well—^Kennedy's do.

As John Crosby, eminent TV
critic wrote after viewing the

second debate, "Senator Ken-
nedy is a much better debater

than the Vice-President. He
marshalls arguments faster and
more energenically, seems much
more positive about what he is

saying, cloaks them in far more
persuasive and eloquent and ra-

tional English, and both attacks

and defends with astonishing de-

tail and clarity. I strongly sus-

pect the Republicans wish now
they hadn't gotten themselves
into the mess."

Granted that the debates

probably won't sway many votes
directly. Yet, maybe it's only
coincidence but Kennedy is now
favored by those who make
book at odds either of 6-5 or
7-5. Before the debates Nixon
was a d-5 nick.

Undoubtedly they have ac-

complished for Kennedy what he

sought: to dispel the illusion

that he is an immature oallow

youth who has been thrown

into the dens of political in-

iquity. Judging from the debates

Kennedy's the better politicians

of the candidates. Perhaps the

change in odds indicates the

American people have decided

that Kennedy is also the better

man. If so the Republican

agreement to the debates might

go down in history as the po-

litical faux pas to beat all po-

Utical faux pas.

Award Winaiig Writsr

MdrtUN SAM Today
Ifr. Thomas V. O'Leary wUl

address the Society for the

Advancement of Management
on Thursday, October 27.

All are cordially invited to at-

tend in room 108 C. & F.

Mr. O'Leary is Vtoe-Preaident
in Personal Customer Service as
Public Relations Advertising
with the Suburban Water Com-
imny of Philadelphia. He is a
member of Sigma Delta Chi,

the Poor Richard Club and the

Society of American Public

Rekitions.

He has taught journalism at

Marywood College and the Uni-

versity of Scranton. He spent

twenty years in the field of

joumalisem, holding various

posts with Gannett newspapers,

columnist, sports editor, and
news editor in Scranton.

Sophomore Cotillion Will Have "Circus "As Thmne

The two principal men beUnd tlie coming Sophomore Ootil-

Hon are cfaaimmn Jack Sliields (left) and class presMent Dmi
PistelU.

Fatal!
of the jadgm wID

fInaL

Chalnnan Shield
the OotilliQii daeor m
motif. "Tliere will be a carauaal
In the middle of tha floor and
a canopy dropped trma the e^-
ing/* said Shield "A trapeae
will be saqpended from the top
of the field house and thoae at-
tending the affair will enter tlie

dance throagh a gigantie
ck>wn*8 month which win be
placed at the entraiioe to the
field hoose.
Committee heads announced

by Shields were Joe Raggiert»,
decorationa; Jim Howl^ and
BiU ^[iringler. tkOcets; Marty
Whalen, puUieity; John Bind
and Marli Kbvacs, hwitations;
miscellaneous, Nkk DIMarino
and Steve Martino; and Rick
Thompson and Rosonary Hoff-
ner, progrsm.

IN THE SPORTLITE

t

*>-^

>^

A.

I.

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CAN START HERE. OR HERE... OR HERE... OR HERE... ORHERE^ OR HERE

Chem Seniors* Trip

On FYiday, October 28, eleven,

senior chemistry majors, accom-

panied by Dr. Dominic Roberti,

Professor Charles Kavanagh
and Mr. Ronald Denk, will

travel to the Brookhaven Na-

^'tional Laboratories in Upton,

Long Island. There they will

take part hi the annual "College

Day** where the various aspects

of the Brookhaven operation

win be open for hispection.
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If you are completing studies in engineering, economics, math,

science or business, have maintained high averages and are

interested in a rewarding professional career leading to man-
agement, IBM Systems Engineering may be just the career

for you.

What does an IBM Systems Engineer do? He studies problems

in industry, science, business and government, and then or-

ganizes the most modern electronic data processing tech-

niques and machine systems to solve them. He works at the

source and with top executives in the organizations concerned.

The problems are fascinating and exciting—and include auto-

mation of: process control and manufacturing operations,

inventory control document preparation, satellite tracking.

highway planning, weather forecasting, and complete business

control systems for utilities, transportation, banking and in-

surance, to name but a few. New techniques of automatic data

processing are making headline news almost daily.

Your present training, combined with one of the most compre-

hensive training programs conducted by any company, may
put you in a position to join this fast-growing new profession

with virtually an unlimited future. Openings will exist in all

principal U.S. cities. See your Placement Director for addi-

tional information about IBM and to arrange for an interview.

Or feel free to write or call me:

Mr. L. M. Sterner, Branch Manager, IBM Corp.^

812 Welsh Street, Chester, Pi., TR 4-4356

You naturally have a better chance to grow with a growth companyIBM

Karras, Ferry Optimistic On Future
byEdLohr

A visit to the Villanova Stad-
ium during one of the Wildcat
practice sessions will necessi-
tate observing the finesse with
which a youg powerful mentor
handles our bruising linemen.

I am speaking of the coach
of our guards and centers,
George Karras, a Villanova
alumnus and the youngest mem-
ber of Alex Bell's fine staff.

Karras As A Player
A native of Etno, Pennsyl-

vania, a Pittsburgh suburb, Kar-
ras was graduated from Villa-

nova in 1956 with a Bachelor of
Science in Education degree.

While matriculating on the Main
Line campus he starred at
guard during the 1953-54-55
campaigns.

Immediately after graduation
he became line coach at Pitts-

burgh Central Catholic High
and then entered the service for
three years, where he continud
to play ball. Just before he re-

turned to Villanova he was
line coach at Norwyn High
School, Irwin, Pennsylvania.
Of his guards and centers

Karras states, "Regis Magnus
has the greatest desire on the
team and makes the least mis-
takes of any of the boys. By the

way, Rege played » the second
half of the Dayton game with
six stitches in his head!"
When asked to explan the ro-

tation of his centers he said,

"Magnus is number one, Frank
Brzenk has the smartest foot-
ball savvy on the team and is

very aggressive on defense, while
Henry "Tiny" Gotard is the
club's best snaoper on punts and
a top flight blocker.

Team's Trouble
"You can't teach experience!"

stressed Karras. "Our boys are
trying with the utmost effort
but they are not carrying out
their assignments due to mental
lapses. We (the coaches) try to
avoid hollering at the players
because we are actually holler-
ing at ourselves for not doing
the job with the boy, or for not
playing the right personnel."
"We have fumbled twenty-

three times in five games and
lost many of them inside our
opponents twenty-yard line.
Someday, when we reach a point
of minimum mistakes, we are
going to raise hell with some
body—^believe me!"

The Guards
These are the fiery com-"

ments about the oaptahi of the

1960 Wildcats. "Joe Luzzl is an
excellent leader; despite the fact
that he could say the heck with
it all since he is the only senior
on the first team. "Luz* is' our
defensive signal caller and the
soearhead of the club. Losing
hurts Joe as much or more than
anvone.»

COACH KARRAS
. . Magnus best

Coach Karras stated that the
spirit of the school has been
good and, although this year is

not over, the coaches are ex-

pecting "a tremendous team"
next year.

*'I am very proud to be coach-
ing at Villanova since it has al-

ways been my ardent desire, I

am here so'ely to win football
games—^winning is a moral obli-

gation to me!", were the closing
comments of the very pleasant
and knowledgeable line coach of
the "Cats. George Karras.

Lou Ferry Also Returns
Karras's counterpart in hand-

ling the line is the muscular ex-
Vi'lanova tackle, Lou Ferry.
A 1949 graduate, Ferry played
four seasons for the Wildcats,
making the All-East team in his
freshman and senior years.

In his senior year he captained
Villanova to an outstanding
8-2-1 record and an aopHearance
in the Refrigerator Bowl against
Kentucky. After graduation he
played on the All-Star team
which defeated the New York
Giants of the National Football
League, 26-13 and then headed
toward the pro ranks.

Pro Career
Ferry started at Green Bay in

1949; shifted to the Chicago
Cardinals in 1950 and then
went on to star for the Pitts-

burgh Steelers for five season#
as an offensive tackle.

"I am very satisfied with the

progress both offensively and
defensively of soihomore guard,
Al Ca^agaris. Also a lot of
cerdit must be given to another
Boph, Bob Kowalski, who dis-

played a lot of ability in the
C.O.P. game and earned a start-

ing slot for the Miami game."

Filters for

Tareyton has the taste-^

Dual Filter

does it!

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL RLTER DOES IT:

Lit comblms a unique joofic filtsr of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...
definitely proved to make the tarts of a dtiretteroild Mid smooth ...

2. with a pure white gytsf filter. Tofether they aalact and balance

the flavor elements in the smoke. Tarayton's Wmm4tttm% gives

you the best taste of the best tobaccos.

NEWWMi FILTER lilVCytOTl

EX-TACKLE FERRY
. . . con't relay

Following his pro stint he
went west to coach at Salpointe
Catholic of Tucson, Arizona and
immediately preceding his re-

turn to Villanova coached at
Hamstead High in Pittsburgh.

Ferry, who is mainly re-

sponsible for the tackles, point-

ed out, "The tackles are lacking

overall speed, and we are hurt-

ing from inexperience. They are
making real sharp contact but
are not staying on thehr feet and
thus losing all their drive!"

Reviews Tackles
"Ed Scholes did a very cap-

able job in the C.O.P. game and
merited a starting position

againt Miami. Junior Jack Weed
is improving with every game
but is still making those mis-
takes—inexperience again!"

"I could put Tom Kepner up
against any tackle in the coun-
try, and he would not move
Tom, but Kepner's lateral

is l>elow average. Sophomore
Charlie Johnson is fast improv-
ing and should continue to help

the ball club." These were
Ferry's comments on his tackles.

"The qualities of a good de-

fensive tackle," he continued,

"are being able to cover the

gnaund between the middle guard
and the end, watching for traps

and dives, having a good angle

of pursuit, and rushing the

passer persistently."

Bright Spots :
;'

"Our tackles have had their

bright spots this year especially

in providing tremendous pass

protection for Richie Richman
in the C.O.P. and Miami games!"
Ferry also showed enthusiasm

about coaching at Villanova, he
also hoped the student support

would continue to be as good as

it has been all season. Com-
menting further at the team's

showing Ferry said, "Another
reason the team's record is poor,

I believe, is because the iboys

cannot relax, due to the fact

that they are losing. They are

extremely tense but they have
not lost their spirit for a
minute!"

Columnist Confident
I have talked to many of the

players about the ability and
character of these two young
men and never have I heard any-
thing but praise for both of
them.
Villanova can be proud to

have on the staff, Lou Ferry
and George Karras, who both
have that tremendous desire to
win and to once again put the
Main Line on the football map.
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Wlldkittent Drop

Season Opener At

Bullls Prep, 14-2

By Don Bell

On Saturday the Villanova

freshman football team traveled

to Silver Springs, Maryland
where they dropped their first

game of the season to Bullls

Prep by the score of 14-2. Bullls

Prep scored 8 points in the first

quarter and six in the second.

Villanova scored a safety in the

fourth quarter.

Midway in the first quarter

BuUis moved from the 50 ycu*d

line down to the 28. On a third

and 7 situation, Bullis threw a

pass to the Wildcat 5 yard line.

The Bullis receiver went up for

the pass and so did two Villa-

nova defenders. The ball was
knocked cleanly away and anjr •^^-%^». n »
official called interference on the' M^C QnOinp% Upff
five. On the next play Bullis

•cored.

Two Point Conversion
They ran over for the con-

version and Bullis led 8-0. On
the second play of the second
quarter the Bullis quarterback
dropped back to pass on a third

down and eight situation. Clif-

ford, Villanova's left end chased
him back to the 35, but just as
he was about to tackle him he
was blocked by a Bullis lineman
and the quarterback went from
there to the Wildcat three yard
line. On the next play Bullis

swept right end for the score.

An attempted pass on the con-
version was deflected. This
made the score Bullis 14, V.U. 0.

In the third quarter the 'Cats

got together and drove from
their own twenty down to the
Bullis 19 yard line where twoi

incomplete passes ran Villanova

out of downs. This drive was
highlighted by the running of'

Quarterback Chairlanza, half-

back Corsetti and fullback Noon.
In the fourth quarter Villa-

nova again drove to the Bullis

18 yard line from their own 40
only to have a pass Intercepted.

This drive featured the running
of Corsetti, a hard driving Wild-
cat halfback who accounted for
over thirty yards of the yards
that were gained.

2 Points for 'Cats

Late in the fourth quarter the
charging Wildcat line dropped
the Bullis quarterback on the
one foot line. On the next play
Bullis sent a halfback around
the left end on a sweep but he
was met there by Clifford, Dunn,
and Boyle who dropped him in

the end zone for the safety. The
scoreboard read Bullls 14—^Vil-

lanova 2.

Speedy frosh halfbaclc Bob Shyloclc, eludes grasp of Bullis

Prep tackier at Silver Springs, Md. last Friday.

www w^^^ ^^^aa>av9 ^bv^^b

TraynorBreaksMACRecord
As Harrier Upset Hawks

This game was the freshman
team's first this year. So far

this season they have played'

the part of the varsity's oppon-

ent in weekly scrimmage. The
game with Bullis was the first

time the Wildcats could use their

own plays. In the first half Vil-

lanova just couldn't get going
because they did not seem to be
sure of themselves.

The Bullis end sweep plays

were the things that were hurt-

ing the 'Cats. Finally in the

second half they shifted Into a
defense that stooped these Bull-

is sweeps cold. The line play of

the Wildcat frosh was terrific.

Bullis did not have a chance to

gain any yardage through the

line.

Next week the FVosh travel to

West Chester to take on the

Rams and on November 11 they

make their way to Weat Point

where they meet the Black

Knight plebes.

"It was one of the greatest

cross country races ever run by
a Villanova athlete," Jim Tup-
peny beamed.

"Mr. T's" elation was caused

by Pat TrajTior's record shat-

tering performance which high-

lighted Villanova's stunning 21-

34 upset of St. Joesph's MAC
cross country champs last Sat-

urday at Cobbs Creek Park.

Traynor smashed the Cobbs
Creek record held by Carl

Homen, Finn flyer from Dela-

ware University, when he cov-

ered the four and three-quarter

mile course in 23:24. Homen's
record was 23:45.

Last Year's Time: 25:48

Traynor's performance is ren-

dered even more incredible In

light of last year's winning time

in this meet Angelo Slvieri

posted a 25:48 last year, almost

two and a half minutes over

Trajrnor's time.

Sivieri ran an outstanding

race, too, bettering his time of

last year by over two minutes

as he finished second to Tray-

nor In 23:45.

Kevin Qulnn, St. Joseph's, set

a new school record for the

Hawks in finishing third hi

24 :25.

14 Beat Last Year's Time
"As a matter of fact," Tup-

pent Interjected, "the first 14

finishers bested Slvlerl's winning

time of last year."

The 16 top placers were:
Traynor (V), Sivieri (V), Qulnn,

(SP, Owen Magulre (V), Jon
Dante (V), Carr (SJ) Jerry

Hackett (V), four men from St
Joseph's, and Lance Hugel-
meyer, Bobby Collfaifl, Henry
Neal, and Al Jackman from
Villanova.

HARRIER TRAYNOR
. . . 'nofh«r rocs, 'nsHisr t«cord

This was Traynor's second

record smashing performance to

date.

The former Monslgnor Bon-
ner basketball captain has been
running cross country only since

his senior year In high school.

"The hard work Is beginning

to pay off, said an obviously

pleased Tuppeny, who has been
directing the endurance sessions

of the 'Cat harriers.

In addition to yesterday's en-

counter with St. John's of
Brooklyn, the 'Cat harriers

meet LaSalle next Wednesday
at LaSalle.

Too Many Mistakes

Killed 'Cats-Players
By Bill C«reoii«

(Questioned as io their reac-

tions of the Army debacle, th<i

following players' responses con
vey the opinion that the team
has the potential but is definitely

not playing up to it. The prob-

lem is very difficult to asoertan.

The players continually seek to

answer the thorny question:

What's wrong?
Nick Langone was a picture

of complete dlspalr as he dryly
remarlred, "I can't see how a
team can look so good against

Marquette and look so poor
against Army. Of course we
made mistakes, but a team Is

allowed a few mistakes. Unfor-
tunately our mistakes are made
continually and this is where
the discrepancy lies. What the
solution Is I don't know."
"W|alt until next week,

though," Langone said hope-

fully.

Quarterback Ted Aceto shook
his head slowly, tugged at his

collar, and stared at the wall."

I wish we could have done a lot

better, I thought the team was
up for the game. Although once
the game began Army was just
too tough—offensively and de-

fensively. Their depth was too
much for us and this hurt the
most."
Gene Ceppetelll smiled sarcas-

tlcally as the pain from his in-

jury throbbed, reminding him of
the power of the Black Knights
of the Hudson. "Sure they block-
ed and tackled harder than we
did otherwise they wouldn't
have won. We were In the game
all the way but their blocking
and tackling were too effective

and the score showed It.'^

Husky Nick Russo quickly re-

torted to the question, "Man for
man we're as good as anybody—even Army. One of these
games we're going to get to-

gether and explode."

It can't happen to soon.

BUtQlSB vsTvIUmiota BenMhii uodsfSftted

OHIO STATE vs. Htch. State Rose Bowl bomis

NAVY vs. Notre Dame Should be No. 1

PURDUE vs. Illinois Ulini boiled

PITT vs. Syracuse >.,:.. . . Upset of tlie jmi
MISSISSIPPI vs. L.8.U Chinese lawmen
GA. TECH vs Duke Bound to miss tliia one

NORTHWESTERN vs. Indiana Easy does t^ r

PENN STATE vs. West Va. Lions rip Mounttes

AUBURN vs. Florida No fix here

SO. CONN. ST. vs. Youngstown .... »^ ;; Eastern Power.

Last week (not printed) ; 7-S-l

Seasons total: 88-18-4

Pot: .648

OnCuQifi MttSfaoIman

(Author of "I Was a Teen-aae Dwarf", "The Many
Lotea of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

A FRAT TO REMEMBER
Every year, as we all know, the Benevolent and Protective

Order of Collegiate Fraternities awards a highly coveted prise

to the fraternity house which, in its judgment, has done the

most to promote and enhance the fraternity way of life. The

prize this year—eight hundred pounds of white putty—goes to

the Signa Phi Nothing chapter of the South Dakota College

of Dentistry and Renaissance Art.

The award this year is exceptionally richly deserved, for the

Signa Phi Nothing house is the very model of all a fraternity

should be. It is, first of all, a most attractive house physically.

The outside walls are tastefully covered with sequins. Running

along the upper story is a widow's walk, with a widow stationed

every three feet. Moored to the chimney pot is the Oraf Zeppelin.

Indoors, the house gives an impression of simple, casual charm.

The chapter room is furnished in homey maple and chintz,

with a dash of verve provided by a carp pool three hundred feet

in diameter. A waterspout rises from the center of the pool with

the housemother bouncing on the top.

Members' rooms are gracious and airy and are provided with

beds which disappear into the wall—permanently. Each room

also has a desk, a comfortable chair, a good reading lamp, and

a catapult for skeetshooting. Kidney-shaped desks* are avail-

able for kidney-shaped members.

Perhaps the most fetching feature of the house are the packs

of Marlboroe stacked in heaps wherever one goes. If one wishes

to settle back and enjoy a full-flavored smoke, one needs only

to reach out one's hand in any direction and pick a pack of

Mariboros—soft pack or flip-top box—and make one's self com-

fortable with a filtered cigarette with an unfiltered taste—that

triumph of the tobacconist's art, that paragon of smokes, that

acme of cigarettes, that employer of mine— Mariboro!

^k(oo^^m!i m^'^g
The decor, the grace, the Mariboros, all combine to make

Signa Phi Nothing a real gas of a fraternity. But a fraternity

is more than things; it is also people. And it is in the people

department that Signa Phi Nothing really shines.

Signa Phi Nothing has among its members the biggest

BMOCs on the entire campus of the South Dakota College of

Dentistry and Renaissance Art. There is, for instance, WiUiam
Makepeace Sigafoos, charcoal and bun chairman of the annual

Stamp Club outing. Then there is Dun Rovin, winner of last

year's All-South Dakota State Monopoly Championship, 135

Pound Clou. Then there is Rock Schwartz, who can sleep stand-

ing up. Then there is Tremhlant Placebo, who can crack pecans

in his armpits. Then there is Ralph Turmaten, who went bald

at eight.

But why go on? You can see what a splendid bunch of chape

there is in Signa Phi Nothing, and when one sees them at the

house in the cool of the evening, all busy with their tasks—
some picking locks, some playing Jacks-or-Better, some clipping

Playboy—one's heart fills up and one's eyes grow misty, and
one cannot but jpve three cheers and a tiger for Signa Phi

Nothing, fraternity of the year!
e IBM Mm ghulmaa

• • *

And wMU you're eh00ring, how about a huxxah for the ntw-
»»t member of the Marlboro family of fin* eigarette*—un/l/-

tered, mild, delightful Philip Morrit king-tize Commander

t

Have a Commmnder—welcome aboard I

Looking Uke unfed baby robins waiting for dinner, Larry Glueok (40) and a part of •Hlie

corps" including Miller (65) and Pappas (88) reach with outstretched arms for Villanova quarter*

back Ted Aoeto's pass. i

••;..'.• .; ..^y .. :

Nova Natators Prep For

Upcoming Crawl Campaign
by Matt Mone

Villanova's Varsity Swimming
team began workouts this week,
Inaugurating an altogether new
draining program. In the past.

Coach Ceisz confined his

charges to at least one nionth
of dry-land calisthenics before
any actual water work got un-
der way.
This year pulley-type wall

•Weights have been Installed in

the swimming pool to aid the
body-building and conditioning
program. Regular exercises with
these weights will be used as «ui

hitegral part of the condition-
ing program and will be co-or-
dinated with the regular swhn
practices throughout the sea-
son. Both Varsity Ck>ach Ed
Geisz and Freshman Coach
Jack Lumsden believe that the

additk>n of this important trahi-

ing apparatus will help to bring

the swimmers to peak form,

much sooner than previous

training methods and will also

help them to remain in better

shape throughout the season.

Tough Schedule

Led by Co-Captains Don
Boehmeke and Bob Dow, the

swimmers are once more faced

with a formidable schedule. The
calibre of teams met in past sea-

sons such as Yale, Princeton,

Army, Navy and V.M.I. , coupled

with this year's schedule of

meets, points to one of the

toughest competitive schedules

met by any team in the Eiast.

However, with the loss of only

two members of last year's

squad and the addition of twen-
ty members of last year's 10-2
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I II NOT A SIGN OF A SLIP-UP!

Typing errors disappear like magic when you use Eaton's

Corrasable Bond. Never a trace of the word that was

erased; errors can be flicked off CorrSsable's special surface

,
with an ordinary pencil eraser. Saves re-typing, time and

money. And the sparkling new whiteness gives all typing

a new brilliance. You can*t make a mistake getting

Eaton's Corrlsable. (Rhymes with erasable.)

Eaton's CorrSsable Bond is

avcUlable in lights medium^ heavy
and onion skin weights. In

convenient 100-sheet packets

and 500-sheet ream boxes. A
Berkshire Typewriter Paper,

backed by the famous
Eaton name.

Made only by Eaton

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper

cm

Frosh team, the 1960-61 team

should be one of the strongest m
Villanova's history.

Particularly strong should be

the freestyle events. In the

sprints, there are eight to ten

men capable of bettering the

times turned in by last year's

sprinters. These include Sen-

iors: Frank Dunn, Bob Donahue
and Bill Cassin; Juniors: EM
Jensen and Sophs: Mike Pow-
ers and Jim Grimm. In the

middle distances, Don Boeh-

meke, last season's mainstay,

will be joined by Soph Ed
Brier. As a freshman last year,

Ed broke the school record in

both the 220 and 440-yard free-

style events and much will be

expected of him this year.

In the backstroke events.

Junior Don Reed will be joined

by Alec Hicks, a soph who is

expected to fill in for the gradu-

ated Frank Keefe. In the butter-

fly stroke. Bob Dow and Dan
O'Brien will be joined by Mike
Le Moult, another Soph. The
breaststroke will see Ted Mbrl-

arty, Brian Reilly and Matt
Mone battling for starting posi-

tions with Sophs Jim Feller and
Dave La Mond. To replace Steve

Carton, in the diving event,

Coach Geisz has a host of fine

divers including George Robert-

son, Joe Scott and Al Nencetti.

Cat Back Sees A Ray Of

Sunshine In Cloudy Season
by Victor Sfrano

"How does Villanova lose so
many games?" seems to be the
age-old question around these

j parts. In order to shed some
light on the subject I called on
one of our ud and coming favor-

In th'<6 Dayton game however,
Mike mentions that "We were in

It until the very end." But the
breaks just went the wrong way
at the wrong time. "Final score
of 14-0 shows what Coach Crowe

son," says Mike. "This is that
the defense isn't bad.'" Offen-
sively, however, the boys just

can't seem to get off to a win-
ning start.

HALFBACK PETTINE
. . . seeking breokt

ites Mike Pettine to see if he has been pointing out all sea
could help us out on this subject.

In the interest of the unin-

formed, Mike is a junior half

back, one of the returning letter

men from last year, who is cur-

rently bolstering this year's

squad. While only a soph play-

ing on the second unit he caught
a T.D. pass in that one victoriousi

Dayton game of last year. This
year his speciality seems to be
in that division of the offense,

that is pass-catching, even
though VU hasn't had a good
passing game as yet.

Bad Breaks a Factor
Getting back to the main dif-

ficulty however, Mike points out
that last year and this year are
somewhat similiar. He notes
that the opposition always take
advantage of our breaks. Also
in a crucial moment and usually
in their own territory VU fre-

quently loses the ball.

Mike talked about last years*

Army game that we lost 14-0.

He says it was a lot closer than
the score indicated. "Some of the
teams we play don't get the rat-

ing they deserve," says Mike.
"Sure Army has a name but
Detroit was the hardest hitting
team we faced last year," he
points out. In fact Mike is antici-

pating a tough home game with
Detroit this season.

Taking this season's games
one by one, Mike demonstrates
that first of all Marquette wasn't
really that good. Again "We
gave up the ball at bad times,"
says Mike. Also "their end runs
spoiled us."

No Excuses at Navy
In the Navy game we have no

excuses. Mike mentions the
ever-pressing theme of "fumbli-
tis." It should also be mention-
ed that Navy dresses about 3 or
4 teams although they have
about 7 or 8 teams at their dis-

posal. But Mike persists that
it was mostly VU's fault in los-

ing. Villanova was simply over-
powered in that game.

, College of Pacific and Miami
'of Ohio were the same story

offensively. Mike points out that

VU just can't seem to crack

that goal line.

Too Many Fumbles
One very important factor

should be brought to mind at

this point however. VU has had
22 fumbles hi 5 games. They
lost 17 of them to the opposi-

tion. Also most of the fumbles

have been deep in. their own
territory. Could this all be due

to lack of experience?

Of on thing Mike is certain.

"We don't expect to lose all

the games this season. Just be-

cause we're losing doesn't mean
we lost our spirit," says Mike.

He points out that VU has a

very good chance of winning

both of the upcoming Rutgers

and Xavier games. He al9t>

points out that the return of

Gruneisen to the lineup will help

the offensive game considerably.

Finally Mike tells us that "the

one game will come in which
all the breaks will go our way,"
and this writer agrees that that

should happen in the near

Economic Issues Debated

EATON PAPER CORPORATION PITTSFIELD. MASSACHU8CITB
•»••••"

Kennedy V
(Continued from Pa^e 5)

life when the need for medical

care rises sharply, such an
amount falls far short of being

fair and adequate. Hence, Sen-

ator Kennedy has proposed to

extend the social security sys-

tem to provide hospital and med-
ical care for older citizens.

Other bills to modernize unem-
ployment insurance, to raise the
minhnum wage to $1.25 per hour
and to improve housing are also

on his agenda. Certainly, few
citizens who are conscious of the
need in these trying years to

maintain good morale at home
and favorable prestige abroad
would quarrel with such reform
proposals.

Yet again, the hucksters of

denunciation still persist in try-

ing to make progressive reform
a synonym for state socialism.

To back up their charges, they
hasten to point out that Senator
Kennedy includes among his

group of economic advisors such
liberal thinkers as John Gal-

braith of Harvard. Senator
Kennedy, as always, has answer-
ed them on every occasion. On

Nixon
the matter of advisors, he has
said, "I consult advisors of both

liberal and conservative thought,

just as my corporate executive

seeks the advice of all his asso-

ciates. Then I make up my own
nUnd."
And that is what the Ameri-

can voter must now do—^make

up his own mind. He must de-

cide for himself whether he be-

lieves everything to be satisfac-

tory, or whether it is necessary

to get things moving again for

himself and for his future. No
greater responsibility has ever

been placed on any past genera-

tion o fAmerican voters!

Investigate

The Issues

Then Vote

Intelligently

On November 8

(Continued from Page 0)

workers. Because organized la-

bor has regarded management
as the enemy," it has not always
been concerned with building

up the free economy and has
preferred to seek government
control, even in the settlement
of labor disputs.

In my view, the view of in-

dustry is the larger view in that

it considers less selfishly (it still

needs a measure of policing, of

course) the welfare of the whole
community. The opposite ap-
proach seems to me to be harm-
ful because of its divisive ten-

dency, and because of its mis-

directed objectives. America is

not a land of equality, but a

land of equality opportunity.

In a sound economy, the able

students we train llere may be
expected to take their places at

the heads of industry, govern-

ment and labor, not as a matter
of accident, but as the result of

training, industry, responsibility

and thrift. And if that is so, I

will look to the future confident

of the nature and quality of our
leadership.
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6 Wildkittens Drop

Season Opener At

Bullis Prep, 14-2

By Don Bell
''^^'"

On Saturday the Villanova

freshman football team traveled

to Silver Springs, Maryland
where they dropped their first

^v game of the season to Bullis

Prep by the score of 14-2. Bullis

^ Prep scored 8 points in the first

quarter and six in the second.

Villanova scored a safety in the

, fourth quarter. ,,:,
Midway in the first quarter

Bullis moved from the 50 yard
line down to the 28. On a third

and 7 situation, Bullis threw a

pass to the Wildcat 5 yard line.

The Bullis receiver went up for

the pass and so did two Villa-

nova defenders. The ball was
knocked cleanly away and an:

official called interference on the

five. On the next play Bullis

scored.

Two Point Conversion
They ran over for the con-

version and Bullis led 8-0. On
the second play of the second
quarter the Bullis quarterback
dropped back to pass on a third

down and eight situation. Clif-

ford, Villanova's left end chased
him back to the 35, but just as
he was about to tackle him he
was blocked by a Bullis lineman

.
and the quarterback went from
there to the Wildcat three yard
line. On the next play Bullis

swept right end for the score.

An attempted pass on the con-
version was deflected. This
made the score Bullis 14, V.U. 0.

In the third quarter the 'Cats

got together and drove from
their own twenty down to the

, Bullis 19 yard line where two
incomplete passes ran Villanova

. "out of downs. This drive was'
highlighted by the running of

,' Quarterback Chairlanza, half-

back CoTsetti and fullback Noon.

; In the fourth quarter Villa-

nova again drove to the Bullis

18 yard line from their own 40

;
only to have a pass intercepted.

This drive featured the running
of Corsetti, a hard driving Wild-
cat halfback who accounted for
over thirty yards of the yards
that were gained. '

2 Points for 'Cats
Late in the fourth quarter the

charging Wildcat line dropped
the Bullis quarterback on the
one foot line. On the next play
Bullis sent a halfback around
the left end on a sweep but he
was met there by Clifford, Dunn,
and Boyle who dropped him in

the end zone for the safety. The
scoreboard read Bullis 14—Vil-
lanova 2.

This game was the freshman
team's first this year. So far

this season they have played
the part of the varsity's oppon-
ent in weekly scrimmage. The
game with Bullis was the first

time the Wildcats could use their

own plays. In the first half Vil-

lanova just couldn't get going
because they did not seem to be
sure of themselves.

The Bullis end sweep plays

..-were the things that were hurt-

:. ^r.i ing the 'Cats. Finally in the

;>' st'cond half they shifted into a
'.•, dffon.se that .stooped these BuU-
••.; • is sweeps cold. The line play of

,^ .'••the Wildcat frosh was terrific.

Bullis did not have a chance to

gain any yardage through the

Jine,

Next week the Prosh travel to

West Chester to take on the

Rams and on November 11 they

make their way to West Point

where they meet the Black

Knight plebes.

Speedy fro«ih halfback Bob Shylock, eludes grasp of Bullis

Prep tackier at Silver Springs, Md. last Friday.

MAC Champs Upset

TraynorBreaksMAC Record
As Harrier Upset Hawks

"It was one of the greatest

cross country races ever run by
a Villanova athlete," Jim Tup-
peny beamed.

"Mr. T's" elation was caused

by Pat Traynor's record shat-

tering performance which high-

lighted Villanova's stunning 21-

34 upset of St. Joesph's MAC
cross country champs last Sat-

urday at Cobbs Creek Park.

Traynor smashed the Cobbs
Creek record held by Carl

Homen, Finn flyer from Dela-

ware University, when he cov-

ered the four and three-quarter

mile course in 23:24. Homen's
record was 23:45. ^"^

Last Year's Time: 25:48

Traynor's performance is ren-

dered even more incredible in

light of last year's winning time

in this meet. Angelo Sivieri

posted a 25 :48 last year, almost
two and a half minutes over

Traynor's time.

Sivieri ran an outstanding

race, too, bettering his time of

last year by over two minutes

as he finished second to Tray-

nor in 23:45.

Kevin Quinn, St. Joseph's, set

a new school record for the

Hawks in finishing third in

24:25.-.^ •-
..

•• ..-••^>

14 Beat Last Year's Time
"As a matter of fact," Tup-

pent interjected, "the first 14

finishers bested Sivieri's winning

time of last year."

The 16 top placers were:
Traynor (V), Sivieri (V), Quinn,

(SP, Owen Maguire (V), Jon
Dante (V), Carr (SJ) Jerry

Hackett (V), four men from St.

Joseph's, and Lance Hugel-
meyer, Bobby Collins, Henry
Neal, and Al Jackman from
Villanova.

^^mg0%

HARRIER TRAYNOR
. . . 'norher roce, 'nofher record

This was Traynor's second

record smashing performance to

date.

The former Monsignor Bon-
ner basketball captain has been
running cross country only since

his senior year in high school.

"The hard work is beginning
to pay off, said an obviously

pleased Tuppeny, who has been
directing the endurance sessions

of the 'Cat harriers.

In addition to yesterday's en-

counter with St. John's of
Brooklyn, the 'Cat harriers

meet LaSalle next Wednesday
at LaSalle.

Too Many Mistakes

Killed 'Cats- Players
By Bill Cercone

Questioned as to their leac-

tions of the Army debacle, the.

following players' responses con-

vey the opinion that the team
has the potential but is definitely

not playing up to it. The prob-

lem is very difficult to ascertan.

The players continually seek to

answer the thorny question:

What's wrong?
Nick Langone was a picture

of complete dispair as he dryly
remarked, "I can't see how a
team can look so good against

Marquette and look so poor
against Army. Of course we
made mistakes, but a team is

allowed a few mistakes. Unfor-
tunately our mistakes are made
continually and this is where
the discrepancy lies. What the
solution is I don't know."

" W|a it until next week,
though," Langone said hope-
fully.

Quarterback Ted Aceto shook
his head slowly, tugged at his

collar, and stared at the wall."

I wish we could have done a lot

better, I thought the team was
up for the game. Although once
the game began Army was just
too tough—offensively and de-
fensively. Their depth was too
much for us and this hurt the
most."

Gene Ceppetelli smiled sarcas-
tically as the pain from his in-

jury throbbed, reminding him of
the power of the Black Knights
of the Hudson. "Sure they block-
ed and tackled harder than we
did otherwi.se they wouldn't
have won. We were in the game
all the way but their blocking
and tackling were too effective

and the score showed it."

Husky Nick Rus.so quickly re-

torted to the question, "Man for
man we're as good as anybody
—even Army. One of these
games we're going to get to-
gether and explode."

It can't happen to soon.

Lofcr't' Eleven

RUTGERS vs. Villanova . . . iiv/w >.;;>;> i Remains undefeated

OHIO STATE vs. Mich. State .;*.;';;;;, .:^;^;.^* Rose Bowl boiins

NAVY vs. Notre Dame • .»i,;V* • Should be No. 1

PIJRDIIE vs. Illinois . . . , , , Illini boiled

PITT vs. Syracuse . . ..;;.,... Upset of the year

MISSISSIPPI vs. L.S.U. . -i.^yv. ........ rV...,. . Chinese lawmen
GA. TECH vs Dul<e Bound to miss this one

NORTHWESTERN vs. Indiana ..» Easy does i^

PENN STATE vs. West Va . . Lions rip Mounties

AUBURN vs. Florida No fix her©

SO. CONN. ST. vs. Youngstown Eastern Power
Last weeic (not printed) ; 7-3-1

Seasons total: 33-18-4

Pet.: .648

{Author of "/ Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
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A FRAT TO REMEMBER
Every year, as we all know, the Benevolent and Protective

Order of Collegiate Fraternities awards a highly coveted prize

to the fraternity house which, in its judgment, has done the

most to promote and enhance the fraternity way of life. The

prize this year—eight hundred pounds of white putty— goes to

the Signa Phi Nothing chapter of the South Dakota College

of Dentistry and Renaissance Art.

The award this year is exceptionally richly deserved, for the

Signa Phi Nothing house is the very model of all a fraternity

should be. It is, first of all, a most attractive house physically.

The outside walls are tastefully covered with sequins. Running

along the upper story is a widow's walk, with a widow stationed

every three feet. Moored to the chimney pot is the Graf Zeppelin.

Indoors, the house gives an impression of simple, casual charm.

The chapter room is furnished in homey maple and chintz,

with a dash of verve provided by a carp pool three hundred feet

in diameter. A waterspout rises from the center of the pool with

the housemother bouncing on the top.

Members' rooms are gracious and airy and are provided with

beds which disappear into the wall— permanently. Each room

also has a desk, a comfortable chair, a good reading lamp, and

a catapult for skeetshooting. Kidney-shaped desks* are avail-

able for kidney-shaped members.

Perhaps the most fetching feature of the house are the packs

of Marlboros stacked in heaps wherever one goes. If one wishes

to settle back and enjoy a full-flavored smoke, one needs only

to reach out one's hand in any direction and pick a pack of

Marlboros— soft pack or flip-top box—and make one's self com-

fortable with a filtered cigarette with an unfiltered taste—that

triumph of the tobacconist's art, that paragon of smokes, that

acme of cigarettes, that employer of mine— Marlboro!
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The decor, the grace, the Mariboros, all combine to make
Signa Phi Nothing a real gas of a fraternity. But a fraternity

is more than things; it is also people. And it is in the people

department that Signa Phi Nothing really shines.

Signa Phi Nothing has among its members the biggest

BMOCs on the entire campus of the South Dakota College of

Dentistrj' and Renaissance Art. There is, for instance, William

Makepeace Sigafoos, charcoal and bun chairman of the annual

Stamp Club outing. Then there is Dun Rovin, winner of last

year's All-South Dakota State Monopoly Championship, 135

Pound Class. Then there is Rock Schwartz, who can sleep stand-

ing up. Then there is Tremblant Placebo, who can crack pecans

in his armpits. Then there is Ralph Tungsten, who went bald

at eight.

But why go on? You can .see what a splendid bunch of chaps
there is in Signa Thi Nothing, and when one sees them at the

house in the cool of the evening, all bu.sy with their ta.sks—

some picking lock.s, some playing Jacks-or-Botter, some clipping

Playboy— one's heart fills up and one's eyes grow misty, and
one cannot but give three cheers and a tiger for Signa Phi

Nothing, fraternity of the year

!

t lUOO Mai Hhulmaa

And while you're cheering, how about a huzzah for the new-
e$t member of the Marlboro family of fine cigarettea—unfil-

tered, mild, delightful Philip Morrit king-aize Commander!
Have a Commander—welcome aboard!

^ **

% *
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Loolcing lil<e unfed baby robins waiting for dinner, Larry Glueck (40) and a part of "the

corps" including Miller (65) and Pappas (38) reach with outstretched arms for Villanova quarter-

Iwick Ted Aceto's pass. !i^

Nova Natators Prep For

Upcoming Crawl Campaign
by Matt Mone

Villanova's Varsity Swimming
team began workouts this week,
inaugurating an altogether new

I

training program. In the past,

Coach Geisz confined his

charges to at least one month
of dry-land calisthenics before
any actual water work got un-
der way.
This year pulley-type wall

- -weights have been installed in

the swimming pool to aid the
body-building and conditioning
program. Regular exercises with
these weights will be used as an
integral part of the condition-
ing program and will be co-or-
dinated with the regular swim
practices throughout the sea-
son. Both Varsity (Toach Ed
Geisz and Freshman Coach
Jack Lumsden believe that the

addition of this important train-

ing apparatus will help to bring

the swimmers to pea k form,

much sooner than previous

training methods and will also

help them to remain in better

shape throughout the season.

Tough Schedule

Led by Co-Captains Don
Boehmeke and Bob Dow, the

swimmers are once more faced

with a formidable schedule. The
calibre of teams met in past sea-

sons such as Yale, Princeton,

Army, Navy and V.M.I., coupled

with this year's schedule of

meets, points to one of the

toughest competitive schedu'es

met by any team in the East.

However, with the loss of only

two members of last year's

squad and the addition of twen-
ty members of last year's 10-2

NOT A SIGN OF A SLIP-UP!
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Prosh team, the 1960-61 team
should be one of the strongest in

Villanova's history.

Particularly strong should be

the freestyle events. In the

sprints, there are eight to ten

men capable of bettering the

times turned in by last year's

sprinters. These include Sen-

iors : Frank Dunn, Bob Donahue
and Bill Cassin; Juniors: Ed
Jensen and Sophs: Mike Pow-
ers and Jim Grimm. In the

middle distances, Don Boeh-

meke, last season's mainstay,

will be joined by Soph Ed
Brier. As a freshman last year,

Ed broke the school record in

both the 220 and 440-yard free-

style events and much will be

expected of him this year.

In the backstroke events.

Junior Don Reed will be joined

by Alec Hicks, a soph who is

expected to fill in for the gradu-

ated Frank Keefe. In the butter-

fly stroke. Bob Dow and Dan
O'Brien will be joined by Mike

Le Moult, another Soph. The
breaststroke will see Ted Mori-

arty, Brian Reilly and Matt
Mone battling for starting posi-

tions with Sophs Jim Feller and
Dave La Mond. To replace Steve

Carton, in the diving event,

Coach Geisz has a host of fine

divers including George Robert-

son, Joe Scott and Al Nencetti.

Cat Back Sees A Ray Of

Sunshine In Cloudy Season
by Victor Strano

"How does Villanova lose so

many games?" seems to be the
age-old question around these

• parts. In order to shed some
light on the subject I called on
one of our uo and comingr favor-

ites Mike Pettine to see if he
could help uS out on this subject.

In the interest of the unin-

formed, Mike is a junior half

back, one of the returning letter

men from last year, who is cur
rently bolstering this year's

squad. While only a soph play-

ing on the second unit he caught
a "T.D. pass in that one victorious.

Dayton game of last year. This
year his speciality seems to be
in that division of the offense,

that is pass-catching, even
(though VU hasn't had a good
passing game as yet.

Bad Breaks a Factor
Getting back to the main dif-

ficulty however, Mike points out
that last year and this year are
somewhat similiar. He notes
that the opposition always take
advantage of our breaks. Also
in a crucial moment and usually

in their own territory VU fre-

quently loses the ball.

Mike talked about last years'

Army game that we lost 14-0.

He says it was a lot closer than
the score indicated. "Some of the
teams we play don't get the rat-

ing they deserve," says Mike.
"Sure Army has a name but
Detroit was the hardest hitting

team we faced last year," he
points out. In fact Mike is antici-

pating a tough home game with
Detroit this season.

Taking this season's games
one by one, Mike demonstrates
that first of all Mjirquette wasn't
really that good. Again "We
gave up the ball at bad times,"
says Mike. Also "their end runs
spoiled us."

No Excuses at Na\'y
In the Navy game we have no

excuses. Mike mentions the
ever-pressing theme of "fumbli-
tis." It should also be mention-
ed that Navy dresses about 3 or
4 teams although they have
about 7 or 8 teams at their dis-

posal. But Mike persists that
it was mostly VU's fault in los-

ing. Villanova was simply over-
powered in that game.

In the Dayton game however,
Mike mentions that "We were in

it until the very end." But the
breaks just went the wrong way
at the wrong time. "Final score
of 14-0 shows what Coach Crowe
has been pointing out all sea-
son," says Mike. "This is that
the defense isn't bad.'" Offen-
sively, however, the boys just

can't seem to get off to a win-
ning start.

HALFBACK PETTINE
. . . seeking breoks

College of Pacific and Miami
of Ohio were the same story

offensively. Mike points out that

VU just can't seem to crack

that goal line.

Too Many Fumbles
One very important factor

should be brought to mind at

this point however. VU has had
22 fumbles in 5 games. They
lost 17 of them to the opposi-

tion. Also most of the fumbles

have been deep in their own
territory. Could this all be due

to lack of experience?

Of on thing Mike is certain.

"We don't expect to lose all

the games this season. Just be-

cause we're losing doesn't mean
we lost our spirit," says Mike.

He points out that VU has a

very good chance of winning

both of the upcoming Rutgers

and Xavier games. He also

points out that the return of

Gruneisen to the lineup will help

the offensive game considerably.

Finally Mike tells us that "the

one game will come in which

all the breaks will go our way,"
and this writer agrees that that

should happen in the near
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Economic Issues Debated
^.,,, , Kennedy ..,:^.:,:^:^?Hv,0vV;C'H:.:,,^ Nixort'--;'":;";;

(Continued from Page 5) (Continued from Pa^e 5)

life when the need for medical the matter of advisors, he has workers. Because organized la-

care rises sharply, such an said, "I consult advisors of both y^^j. ^^s regarded management
amount falls far short of being liberal and conservative thought,

;,^ ^j^g enemy," it has not always
fair and adequate. Hence, Sen- just as my corporate executive |,p^,„ concerned with building
ator Kennedy has proposed to sfeks the advice of all his asso- „p ^^e free economy and has
extend the social security sys- ciates. Then I make up my own preferred to seek government
tern to provide hospital and med- niind."

ical care for older citizens. And that is what the Ameri-

Other bills to modernize unem- can voter must now do—make
ployment insurance, to raise the up his own mind. He must de-

minimum wage to $1.25 per hour c»de for himself whether he be-

and to improve housing are also Hcves everything to be satisfac-
^^.^^^jg ^ measure of policing, of

on his agenda. Certainly, few tory, or whether it is necessary course) the welfare of the whole
citizens who are conscious of the to get things moving again for community. The opposite ap

control, even in the settlement
of labor disputs.

In my view, the view of in-

dustry is the larger view in that

it considers less selfishly (it still

need in these trying years to himself and for his future. No
pp^^j^ch seems to me to be harm-

maintain good morale at home greater responsibility has ever
f„j because of its divisive ten-

and favorable prestige abroad been placed on any past genera- ^cncv, and because of its mis-
would quarrel with such reform
proposals.

Yet again, the hucksters of

denunciation still persist in try-

ing to make progressive reform
a synonym for state socialism.

To back up their charges, they
hasten to point out that Senator
Kennedy includes among his

group of economic advisors such
liberal thinkers as John Gal.

braith of Harvard. Senator
Kennedy, as always, has answer-
ed them on every occasion. On

tion o fAmerican voters!

investigate

The Issues

Then Vote

Intelligently

On November 8

directed objectives. America is

not a land of equality, but a
land of equality opportunity.

In a sound economy, the able

students we train Here may be
expected to take their places at

the heads of industry, govern-
ment and labor, not as a matter
of accident, but as the result of

training, industry, responsibility

and thrift. And if that is so, I

will look to the future confident

of the nature and quality of our
leadership.
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Weary 'Cats Try, Try Again
Against Unbeaten Rutgers

•To be or not to be"

the question. Is this the year

the Rutgers Scarlet will be

hailed as one of the few un-

defeated teams in the East? Is

this the year the Villanova

Wildcats will be hailed as one

of the defeated teams in the

East, or as more than one V. U.

undergraduate has aptly stated,

"the most defeated team in the

East?" This question will be

placed before the parties in

question on the football field at

Rutgers Stadium on Saturday

afternoon.

Perfect Record
Rutgers enters this clash

with a perfect record of 5 wins

and no losses. The Jersey eleven

has disposed of opponents such

as Princeton, Connecticut, Col-

gate, Bucknell, and Lehigh.

They, however, have not played

such dandies as Army, Navy,

and Marquette. The Scarlet has

compiled this record by playing

teams in their own class. How
uncouth

!

For years Rutgers, along with

Tennessee, has been one of the

single wing schools hi the Na-
tion. This year they have been

converted to an unbalanced

line T, or double wing T, as new
coach, John Bateman, would
Jike it referred to. Bateman
came to Rutgers this past year

from Penn in a Frank Lane type

deal. After the Steve Sebo af-

fair at Penn, Bateman and
Dewey King, Penn's backfield

coach were traded to Rutgers

for John Steigman, Penn's new
single wing coach Rutgers so far

has gotten the better of the deal

as then: 5-0 record would indi-

cate.

Lots of Lettermen
The Scarlet have 23 returning

lettermen, 16 of whom are sen-

iors. A handy litle item com-
forting Bateman is the fact that

he has eight tackles over 210
pounds. The center position is

also in good hands. The incum-
bent is team captain Les Senft

but Senft is being hard pressed

by Alex Kroll for the Hrst team
berth. This Kroll is a 22-year-

old Army veteran who steps on
the scales at 228 pounds. Plus

all this, he is only a sophomore.
At the ends the Rutgers team

has ten players, all capable of

starting. (I repeat
—

^Ten Ends).
So many ends would lead you to

believe that Rutgers h€t8 a good

by Jock Duffy

that is passing attack. This assumption
is the exact truth, ask Prince-

ton. On the front end of their

passes is a Junior who goes by
the title of Sam Mudie. Siun

played quite a bit of tailback

last year and is a good runner.

His specialty is the roll out pass,

a less publicized Joe Bellino.

Sam is also the punter. He
averages 40 yards a kick. To top

it all off, he is an engineer with

late labs several times a week.

Breakaway Back

The halfbacks are Amy Byrd
Dick Webb, Byrd, a senior, is a
tricky break-away runner. Give
hun one step and he is gone.

Webb is the quick-opener type

runner. Once into a hole, how-
ever, he runs with good power
and is hard to stop. The fullback

position is still open with the

season half over. The man get-

ting most of the attention is

Steve Simms. Simms is a big,

strong fellow who also runs with

power. He is the third of 3

brothers who attended Rutgers.

His brother Bob is a rookie end
with the New York Giants this

year.

Last year's game, as msiny

will remember, was a real hum-
dinger. The 'Cats played their

usual generous first half and
were on the short end of the

score of 12-0. In the second half

they caught fire and scored once

on a plunge by Leon Horin to

cut the lead to 12-6. With a
minute left to play, the 'Cats,-

still 6 points down, moved from
their own 25 to the Rutgers 2.

Rushing to get off the last p^ay

without benefit of a huddle the

'Cats came out in confusion.

Consequently, L an gone was
pummeled far back of the line

of scrimmage and Rutgers won
the game. If there had been a
huddle Or another five seconds

of play the 'Cats would have
scored.

Lead in Series

With last year's triumph Scar-

let led in the series 4 games to

3. The series started in 1906

and until last year there hadn't

been a game since 1933. The
Wildcats have been shut out by
Rutgers 3 times.

Not this Saturday, however,

as Rettino, Richman and friends

will make Rutgers wish they

were back playing with their

Ivy League pals.

C^ets Ord (78), Butzer (60), and Zmuidas (85), mardi in single file in their pannit of ike

Wildcats' Larry Glueck (40) as Mike Pettine (48) hits ttie deck at Michie Stadium.

Army Artillery Barrage

Shellshocks 'Cat Eleven

For the second time in as many
outings with service academies,
Villanova's outclassed Wildcats
served as fodder for an artillery

barrage last Saturday.
The battlefield was Michie

Stadium gridiron, nestled near

the top of the 14,000 acre mili-

tary reservation that is the

United States Military Academy.
Thereon Alex Bell's shocked

troops were decimated in a 54-0

pummeling that left the football

fortimes of Villanova in a state

of trauma.
As was the case at Navy, each

score was accompanied by can-

non fire. The only difference

was the size of the weapon.

Navy's piece of artillery appar-

atus looked like a small-scale

Big Bertha. It was a big gun.

Army's TD signaller was just

plain small-scale. It was a little

gun.
Army Guns Rapid Fire

And therein lies the difference

between Army and Navy. Navy
has the most potent weapon in

the arsenal, Joe Bellino. Army
has no weapon as lethal as Bel-

lino. However, it does have a

bevy of small rapid-fire guns.

These gims fired twice more of-

ten than Navy's Big Bertha.

They were right on target Sat-

urday. When George Kirschen-

by Mike Donohua

bauer. Glen Adams, Pete King,

Roger ailskas, Joe Blackgrove,

Tom Blanda, and Dick Ek^kert

zeroed in they met little resist

ance. This was due to the ob
stacle-levelling tactics of such
"tanks" as Al Vanderbush,
Dale kuhns, Harry Miller, Bar-
ry Butzer, et alia. These people

opened holes in the Wildcat first

line of defense spacious enough
to drive the three Army mules
through—sideways.

Adams was the first to cap-

italize on this chink in the de-

fensive armor. On the second
play from scrimmage he took a
handoff from quarterback Blan-

da on an inside reverse and
sauntered thru a mammoth hole

opened by weak side guard Mil-

ler. 18 yards later Adams was
tackled. Four plays subsequent,

basooka-like Al Rushatz boom-
ed thru the same hole, this time
a bit narrower. Once in the clear

he assumed impala-like qualities

and sped 31 yards to Army's
first score.

A Long Gray Day
First series, six plays, six

played as capably as the initial

team.
Though the game was Army's

from the start, this didn't mUi-

tate against several standout

plays and performances by Vil-

lanovans. Newly returned Sam
Gruneisen made a remarkable

catch of a ball three feet over

his head with two dfenders liter-

ally on his back.

Lazzi Hampered by Poll

Captain Joe Luzzi, again a
part-time operator due to a
tender hamstring muscle, open-

ed at least four sizable holes for

Rettino and Mike Pettine.

On defense, though, Luzzi and

Gruneisen, because of a steady

diet of double-teaming and

triple-teaming, could not consis-

tently contein the Army tanks

and guns. Since the slack left

by theh* incapacitation was not

picked up by the other Wildcat

forwards, Army rushed for 375

yards.

Rettino, the most consistent

back on the team all year, play-

ed his usual steady game, wind-
ing up the 'Cats' leading ground

points in 2:11. At this juncture
' g^^i^er with 33 yards on nine

the sun came out but it looked thrusts.
like the beginning of a long,

gray day.

This was confirmed not long

hence. The first two Villanova
offensive plays, engineered by
Richie Richman, produced eight

yards. On third down, the cool

souUiDaw called on his siege

gun, Lou Rettino, for the yard-
age. Rettino rumbled forward.

Unfortunately for Villanova's

standout individuals they ran
into a standout team. The re-

sults were traumatic.

FROSTBITS . . . Army rolled

up 221 yards rushing in the first

half alone . . . Ron Meyers con-
was hit low inches short of the tinued his great panting, aver-
first down and failed to get it aging 42.5 yards per . . . Army
when Army co-caotain Vander- averaged 29 on two, botli in the
bush drove him back with an 'first half. They did not have
eyebrow tackle. No first down, to punt at all in the second half

With one 'Cat down, Amie Buben (72), and two coming, CharHe JohmMm (T7), and Al Retn-

090 (87), Army's Art Lewis (12) looks for blockhig help m lie turns the end in Saturday*! 54-f

delMcle.

A 38 yard kick by Ron Meyers
ensued. The Army safety man
took the kick and was just about
to be downed by 'Cat halfback
Bob Merenda when George Joul-

wan literally upended him
with the most savage block of

the afternoon. It levelled Mer-
enda and, in effect, the Wild-
cats for the remainder of the
debacle.

Hall Merciful

Coach Dale Hall, though ob
viously intent on putting on an
impressive show for the Home
coming crowd of 24,154, merci-
fully played out his bench. He
replaced his starting eleven
early although there was little

to choose from among the first

35 men. The third stringers

. . . Army's nulling yardage of
875 yards represents almost
t^vice the ground yardage
amassed bi the last two VUlm-
nova-Army put together. Com-
bined Cadet rushing in the '58

And '59 games was a paltry 207
yards . . . Rashatx b also a
standout wrestler. He is con-
ridered to be one of the best
matmen ever to grapple for West
Point . . The VUlaaova march-
ing band put OB an fiupresslve

halftime show. Almost as im-
pressive was the running de-

scription of the band's maneuv-
ers rendered by senior Jim Stras*.

sela. Strassela handled himself
with the poise and aplomb of a
collegiate Dave Zinkoff.

I

I

\
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JOHN F. KENNEDY ELECTED PRESIDENT
Belle Masque Production Of
"Country Girl" OpensTonite
l%e first major theatrical

ev&at at Villanova this year will

he the Belle Masque production
of **The Country Girl". This
play, a drama by Clifford Odets,
will be presented in Viisey Hall
Theatre November 9-13. The
price will be $1.25, and tickets

may be purchased in the Pie

Shop. Curtain time is 8:30 p.m.
19ie action of the play con-

cerns backstage life. It is the
story of an actor with a weak-
ness for liquor, who makes a
comeback with the help of his

wife and a young director, who
is in love with another man's
wife. The play shows new depth
in the authcHr's works, fw he
has approached his three prin-

cipal characters from within
themselves.

Cast in the major roles are
John McGarry as Frank EUgin,
Kathy Crane, a Rosemont Sen-
ior, as George EHgin, and Mike
Kennedy as Bemie Dodd. Also
featured in the cast are Jim
MdMahon, Tom Flynn, Jerry
Paonessa, and Gail Wolters.
Dick Tichenor is the stage man-
ager and Carol Shminkel is as-
sistant stage manager. General
understudy for the production
is Dick MacEntire.

Tile play was produced on
Broadway in 1950 to critical ac-

claim and was later made into

a movie staring Bing Crosby,
Grace Kelly, and William Holden.
It was for her performance in

this motion picture that Grace
KeMy won her Academy Award.

"The Merchant of Venice" at

Immaculata College. Kathy
Crane is president of the Rose-

mont dramatic orgranization, Jest

and Jesture, and appeared there

last semester ih the "Cherry

Orchard".
Miss Crane also hehl a lead-

ing role m "The Crucible." Mike
Kennedy makes his Villanova

stage deibut in "The Country

Girl". Coming to us from St.

Ambrose College in Iowa, he has

appeared in such shows as "The
Oaine Mutiny Court Marshal",

"The Lady's Not for Burning,"

"Brigado<m", and many others.

According to Belle Masque
President Paul Breen, all facets

of the show have gone well.

"There has been, in this produc-

tion," said Breen, "full coopera-

tion fiom all members of the

Society. The members of the

stage crew, publicvty and ticket

committees, along with the cast,

have been smoothly coordinated

by Publicity Director, Bill

Friend, and Crew Chief, Mike
D'Alonzo. I feel this play will

surpass anything Belle Masque
has already done, including last

year's overwhelmingly success-

ful production of "The Cruci-

ble".

The Director of this produc-

tion, Mr. R. A. Dunrey, is very

enthusiastic about the show and
had these ccnnments to make:
"I am extremely hapoy to say

that the three principals in "The
Country Girl" are, in my esti-

PRESIDENT ELECT JOHN F. KENNEDY

Low Forum Dofe:

Connally Reservation To
Be Debated On Monday Nite

mation, the finest actors I have
John McGarry brings with ' worked with since ccnning to

him to the stage a great deal of
j

Villanova five years ago. Whe-
experience. Last year he ap- ! ther this opinion will be shared
peared in the two Belle Masque by Belle Masque audiences I do
shows. "Tile Higher You Climb" not know. I wou'd, however,
and "The Crucible". He was also

,
suggest that those interested in

neen. in the Graduate School pro-
j
live, exciting theatre oome to

duction of "Twelfth Night" and I find out for themselves." ;.

Belle Masquers Prepare

Belle Masque star loha UeOmrrj Mibiaili to a
^hito A steigBiMiid nadtos tke

Harold Gill Reushlein, Dean
of the School of Law, announced
that the second presentation in

the Law Forum series for the

academic year will take the form
of a debate on the controversial

"Connal-y Reservation". It will

take place in Garey Hall on Nov-
ember 14.

Presenting the case for the re-

tention of the "Connally Reser-

vation" will be George S. Mont-
gomery Jr., a prominent attor-

ney in the law firm of Caudert
Brothers, New York City. Sup-
porting the case for the repeal

of the "Connally Reservation"
will be Robert Dechert, of
Barnes, Dechert, Price, Myers
and Rhoades.

George S. Montgomery Jr. was
graduated from Dartmouth Col-

lege in 1917 and attended the
Harvard School of Law. He
served the United States in

World War I with distinction as
a Naval Flyer in France, Eng-
land, and Ireland. Since 1923
he has been associated with the
law firm of Caudert Brothers in

New York City.

Mr. Montgomery is also an ac-

complished author. He has writ-

ten "The Return of Adam
Smith" and also "Why Bertrand
Russell is not a Christian". The
laUer being a book dedicated to
"those who have not succumbed
to the admonition of a Godless
philosophy."

Robert Deckert is a graduate
of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, and has attended St
John's College and Oxford Uni-
versity in Ehigland where Mr.
Deckert was a member of Phi

I Beta Kappa in liis junkM- year. ' ConnaUy Reaen>mtioB.

He graduated with honors
from College and Law School,

in addition he was presented a
prize for being graduated with

the highest standing in Law
School. Mr. Declcert is also

a member of the Law Board of

Trustees of the University of
Pennsylvania since 1928 and was
chairman from 1962 to 1955. In

addition, he is also a member
of the Board of Directors of the

Fidelity- Philadelphia Trust
Company.

He has also taught the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania Law
School. He tauf^t a course in

Taxation which is believed to

be the first regular course in

that subject in a major law
school.

The Connally Reservation

"As determined by the United
States". These six words aro

known as the Connally Resolu-
tion or Reservation.

In 1946 the United States
made a formal declaration ac-

cepting the Court's jurisdiction

for the first time. It did so with
a qualification excluding matters
within its domestic jurisdiction.

Persuant to an amendment to

the declaration introduced by
Soiator ConaUy, a further con-
dition was added.

It provided that the United
States itself, rather than the
International Court, was to have
power to decide wliether a case
was excluded because of its do-
mestic character. This added
oon<Ktion was adopted by a Sen-
ate vote of 51 to 12 and liaa

since been refmrred to ai the

by H. Jomes McAtter

John F. Kennedy has

been elected the thirty-

fifth President of the

United States. His oppon-

ent, Richard M. Nixon,

conceded the election early

Wednesday, thereby as-

suring the Democrat of

the Presidency after eight

years of Republican as-

cendancy ' in the White

House.

A record turnout of

votei^s, spurred chiefly by

the uncertainty of the

nation's foreign affairs

and the apparent need for

domestic reforms, flocked

to the polls to give the

Democratic Party control

of both the White House
and ttie Congress for the

first time since 1948.

Longest Hours

Kennedy and his wife cast

their ballots in Boston early

Tuesday, then .travelled to their

Hyannis Port, Mass., home to

await news of the outcome of

the election. "These hours will

be the longest of my life," the
President-elect had declared up-

on arriving at Hyannis Port.

Early returns from the polls

across the naUon showed no def-

inite trend toward either party,

but as the day and night wore
on, indications became increas-

ingly strong that Kennedy and
his vice presidential running-

mate, Lyndon B. Johnson, would
be the next Chief Elxecutives of

the United States.^ .

Nixon, awaiting the election's

outcome with his wife in their

hometown of EJast Whittier,

Calif., and Republican vice pres-

idential nominee Henry Cabot
Lodge, who sat out the long

night at his Beverley, Mass.,

residence, finally conceded the

election to the Democrats early

Wednesday.

Although it is still too early

to state unequivocally that the

undecided bloc, variously esti-

mated at from two to five mil-

lion, determined the election in

favor of Kennedy, speculation

was rampant Smong news com-
mentators that the power of the
undecided voters provided the
decisive force in the elecUon.

Congressional elections ran
more true to expected form, as

the Democratic Party retained

a solid majority in both the Sen-

ate and the House. Hence, the
CMigreaaional dichotomy which
has prevailed since 1956 will

continue for at least another
two yean.
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Rsa Library Thanks

DPE For Party

Frat Presidents competing in Joyce Kiely Mile bftttle olMitaoles

liumsn and otlierwise as tliey conclude final leg and make for the
tape.

Physics Majors Visit

'Hot' Chonistry Lab
Seven senior physics majors

attended the College Visitors'

Day program at Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory, Upton, Long
Island, on October 28. This trip

to Brookhaven, a research facil-

ity established and operated un-
der contract with the Atomic
E«nergy Comuission by Associ-
ated Universities Inc., was
sponsored by the Vlllanova
Chapter of the American Insti-

tute of Physics.

The tour included stops at the
nuclear reactor, the "hot" chem-
istry laboratory, the Cosmatron,
and the alternating gradient
synchrotron. There were also
many lectures and exhibits, in-

cluding motion pictures and
demonstrations illustrating the
experimental work being con-
ducted at the laboratory.

Most of this work deals with
the investigations into the
''heart" of matter, the nucleus.
The main objective of these in-

vestigations is to find out if

there are some basic particles
of which all matter is composed
and if there is, what the prop-
erties of these particles are.

Those who made the trip were

:

George McNeil, Ronald LitDper-
ig, Norman Burkhardt. David
Buhler, John McKeough, 'Richard
Clemens and Alexander Caselia.

The Rea Memorial Library
Fund Committee has expressed

its appreciation to DPE, G & F
Fraternity, for its assistance at

the recently-held Library Party.

The Party, sponsored by the

Committee to raise funds for the
expansion of the library, was
conducted with the co-operation

of Conmiittee members, the

Moore Institute of Art, Science

and Industry, and many gener-

ous people on campus, according

to the Committee's publicity of-

ficers.

Fraternity members and
pledges assisted tjie Committee
in directing parking lots, oper-

ating coat-check counters, serv-

ing as ushers and directing tours

of the campus.
The Rev. Joseph Bartley,

O.S.A., Dean of C & F, express-

ed particular appreciation to

David McCue, DPE President,

who assumed full responsibility

for conducting the aifair, and
who offered the services of the

fraternity for any future C & F
functions.

Charity Ball To Be Held On
Dec. 2; "Ugly''Award Given

Above Is Len Oalliilo who
addressed the Literary Club
yesterday. His subject was beat
poetry.

Students See Popers

Students of History 299. a
senior class, last Friday visited

the Pennsylvania Historical So-

ciety ii) Philadelphia and were
shown valuable documents by
Mr. Harry Givens, head of the
Doclments room of the Society.

Closed Retreots

A list of approved Laymen's

retreat houses located in the

various home areas of most
members of the student body is

on file in the Chaplain's Ofilce,

223 Mendel ,the Rev. Norbert W.
Whitley, O.S.A., University

Chaplain, has announced.

According to Father Whitley,

the list has been compiled to

acquaint students with local

Laymen's Retreat movements,

and to avail them of the oppor-

tunity of taking the required

thre-day retreat at times moe
convenient than the Univesity's

regularly scheduled Christmas

and Easter Retreats.

Knute Rockne's Record
Notre Dame football teams

coached by the late Knutc Rockne
compiled an .898 winning per-
centage. From 1918 through 1930
they won 105 games, lost 12 and
tied five. (AFFS)

The annual Christmas Chari-

ty Ball, sponsored by the Junior

Class of Vlllanova, will be held
on December 2, a Friday night.

The proceeds of this dance will

be used to give the "Johnnies"
at St. John's Orphanage a suit^

able Christmas which the chair-

man, Ron Klammer, emphasizes
as "a Christmas which we all

take for granted. A great effort

has been undertaken to make
this dance a major achievement
of the class, and for what bet-
ter cause could a social function
be promoted than for charity."

The music for this dance will

be provided by the Villanovan
Orchestra. Publicity is being
handled by Geiry McNulty.*

Tickets wMl be sold for two
dollars, and may be purchased
on November 22 until the dance
either in the Pie Shoppe, in
Dougherty Hall, 4n the C&F
building cafeteria, or by con-
tacting Pete Frederico, ticket
chairman.

That night will be highlighted
by the announcing of the winner
of the Ugly Man Contest. This
contest will be held for the first

time at Vlllanova this year. The
students and faculty will cast
their votes, for whom they be-
lieve to be the ugliest person on
the campus during the week
preceding the Christmas Char-
ity Ball. Both Ray Trapp and
Mike Kane, the co-chairmen, are
striving to acquire a full house
the night of the ball by means
of an unusual and enlightening
decoration theme.

The Orphans' Outing under
the direction of the co-chaiamen
of this eveot, Howard Beloin and
Tom O'Connor, will follow on
Saturday the third. In keeping
with the Christmas season, Vil-

lanovans will take the origans
from St. John's Home to 69th
street where they will spend the
morning visiting the department
stores followed by a prepared
luncheon at Kostic's. After-
wards, they will attend "Jail-

busters" at the 69th street

Theatre. Admission will be free.

Because It will be necessary

to insure enough Vlllanova men
to take out the "Johnnies", ar-

rangements have been made to

sign up in the Pie Shoppe the
week of November 14th.

Members of the class Steering

Committee will visit all religion

sections during the week of
November 14, seeking contribu-

tions from the student body.
"These voluntary contributions

constitute about half the funds
available for the weekend,"
Klammer declared. '1 hope that
everyone will co-operate in mak-
ing the weekend a success."

Longest Nome in AF?

Here's One Candidate

Laughlin AFB, Tex. (AFFS)—
An airman third class assigned
here may not have the longest
name in the Air Force but he has
won local honors.

His given name: Anthony Allan
Eric £dward Johnathan Audian,
just 37 letters in all.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

Pre-Ldw Society Tollc

The Pre-Law Society of Vllla-

nova has announced that Sena-
tor William V. Mullin of the
eighth district in. Pennsylvania
will be their guest specU(er for
Thursday, December 1.

Senator Mullin has had a long
line of political successes among
which were his 1958 re-election

to the state senate and his ap-
pointment as a democratic del-

egate in July. He has also
served as solicitor to Register
of Wills in Philadelphia, has at-

tended the past five Democratic
Conventions, and was the chair-

man of the Democratic Execu-
tive Committee of the 41 ward
during the Truman administra-
tion.

AH interested students may
attend the lecture which will be
held during the student activi-

ties period in the Commerce and
Finance Building.

Gallaglier Re-Eleeted
The Philosophy Dept. has an-

nounced that Dr. D. A. Galla-
gher, Vice-Chairman of the de-
partment, was re-elected Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the Fullerton
aub for 1960-61.
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•'For real taste, nothing like a Camel"

OUP CANYON OtAM» AAOtONA

These are the silver wings of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospace
team, he has chosen a career of
leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive

opportunity.

The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this rigorous and pro-

fessional training, a high school

diploma is required ; however, two
or more years of college are highly

desirable. Upon completion of the
program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the respon-
sibilities of his position. This in-

cludes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses un-
der the Bootstrap education pro-
gram. The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.

After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence require-

ments for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choice. ,/'.>;

If you think you have what it

takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navi-
gator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying

oflficer in the Air Force. Or fill in

and mail this coupon.

There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the -j- -y ^^
Aerospace Team. I I ^^

Air rorce
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
DIPT. SCL011, SOX fMi,
WASNIHOTON, 4. D. C.

I am between 19 and 26V!i, a citizen
of the U. S. and a high ichool graduate
with yttrt of college. Please
tend me detailed information on the
Air Force Aviation Cadet program.

NAME-

fHKTSHti- nOMi
HLES'n % The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

^ R J. lUynoldf Tobicco Conpany, WlMton-SalMi. N.C.
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Star Rises To Fall

1

'The theatre is like quick-

sand. The more shows you
do, the more you want to

do." These words of senior

marketing major John Mc-
Garry clearly express his

views on acting in general

and his future in particular.

McGarry'a career in the

theatre began with humble
minstrel shows at Seton

Hall Prep in South Orange,

N. J. When Mr. Richard A.
Duprey, Theatre Depart-

ment Director, asked for

would-be actors at the end

t>f McGarry's freshman year

at Vlllanova, John respond-

ed willingly, progrMsing
from a walk-on role in the

1958 pr<iduction of "Tiger

At The Gates" to hia lead

role in the curvent Belle

Masque production of C3if-

ford Odeta» '^Country CHrL-
Yearbook Biuiiiefli Mbnager
A native of Scotch Flaina,

N. J., McGarry has been
very custive in other campus
organisations. He is Busi-

ness Manager of the 1961
BELLE AIRE, in addition

to his membership in the

senior class Steering Com-
mittee and the Marketing
Chib. His first love, how-
ever, is the theatre, and he
already has applied for ad-

mission to ViUanova's Grad-
uate Theatre Dept
McGarry, who has starred

in "The Merchant of Ven-
ice," "Twelfth Night," and
a number of other plays,

stated "I would love to do
a show on Broadway. When
you go to Holl3rwood, you do
something once. You just

don't get the feel of an au-

dience in movies. When you
play to an audience, how-
ever, you can make them
laugh, cry—^you direct their

emotions. Tou improve your ]

performance night by night,

creating a personality and

University President Lauds
Council For Job Well Done

ACTOR McOARRY
. . . Rroodwoy Bovad?

developing a new aspect of

it every time."

Owntsst Challenge

The twentsryear-old thes-

pian is facing his greatest

challenge to date in the role

of Odets* Frank Elgin, a
forty7flve-year-<dd actor, "a
liar, a man of many dispo-

sitions.'* And it affords him
a great omx>rtunity for more
realistic acting, because
"Coun^ Girl" is Belle Mas-
que's initial modem dress

prodoctioiL

MoGarry believes that

"this will be of greater in-

terest to the entire student

body than costume drees."

Odets Nixed Reds On Party Writiog

The Very Reverend John A.

Klekotka, O.-S.A., President of

the University, in addressing the

Student Council last week, com-
mended the organilation for the

work it has done, particularly

in cultural respects. "This
council," he said, "is a very fine

representative student body. I

greatly appreciate the fact that

you are doing so much. This
shows that you are interested

in the best kind of future for

Vlllanova."

In speaking of an interest in

culture. Father Klekotka said.

"I'm afraid this has been a field

in which Vlllanova is seriously

lacking." He added that he is

happy to see such a great inter-

est in higher activities, and fur-

ther stated that he would do
everything possible to encourage
this. *The presoit interest is

good," be said, '^because it is

inspired by the students them-
CUklxfttA ^'

The lag in interest in educa-

Gene Felch Elected

NFCCS Vice-President

At Regienal Conncil

Philadelphia-bom playwright,

Clifford Odets, started his show
business career as a bit part
actor. His first attempt at play-

writing was "Awake and Sing",

which is second only to his latest

effort, "The Country Girl".

Shortly after "Awake and
Sing" came "Waiting for Lefty",

which the critics acclaimed for

its exciting, revolutionary im-
plications of his theme and hail-

ed him as the most promising

young playwright of his gener-

ation.

His economic opinions are de-

cidedly to the left; he calls him-
self "some kind of Socialist".

In 1952 Odets testified before a
House Un-American Activities

Oommittee that he had been a
member of the Communist Party
for eight months in 1934, but

quit the party, because it tried

to force him to write according

to a party line pattern.

The Regional Council of
NFCCS met on Sunday, October
16, at Vlllanova University. Re-
marks of welcome were made by
Fr. Quhm, N.F. moderator at
Villanova, to delegates from
nine Catholic colleges.

A special election of Regional
Officers was held at which time
Sharon LaRose of l^aculatta
was elected regional president.
Gene Felch of Villanova, Region-
al Vice-President, and Jean
Jourdan of Chestnut Hill was
elected CURA Administrator.
Dave Doyle of Villanova remain-
ed treasurer by virtue of a prior
election.

A new programming review
for the region was established,
designed to be more flexible,

efficient, and simple than was
the prior Commissions system.
The Commission System was
abolished on a national level at
the National Congress in Louis-
ville, Ky, early in September.

This new devise, called an In-
tercampus l^ureau, will promote
cooperation between schools in
developing on campus activities,

sponsor some committees to op-
erate specific regional projects
in fields of special interest, and
will publish a bulletin of events
of student interest which are
taking place in the region.

This is considered an interim
measure pending more extensive
revamping in the region. Direc
tor of the Bureau is Gerry Lahr
of LaSalle College.

FranMin InstiUite To
Present Award Film
FroH The Worid Over

• •
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Eleven double-feature pro-
grams presenting prize-winning
feature films from all over the
world screened for the member-
ship of Exceptional F^lms So-
ciety during its 10th aimiversary
season, with the first program
on October 6, 7 and 8 at the
Franklin Institute, 20 St and
the Parkway.
At three-week intervals, each

program will be offered on three
successive evenings, always on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights, starting at 7:15 p.m.,

with the second feature sched-
uled at 9:00 p.m.

According to Walter Lubar,
Associate Director of Ebcception-

cd Films Society, "We decided to
undertake the enormous project
of double-feature prt^^rams this

season as a way of celebrating

our 10th birthday. To our know-
ledge, no other film club in

American has ever presented
such an ambitious schedule.

Among the "new" features

scheduled by Exceptional Films
are India's "Aparajito;** Rus-
sia's "The Forty-First;"
France's "God Needs Men,** and
"Four Bags Full," Italy's 'TThe

Roof," by DeSica, and "I Vltel-

lonl," by Fellini; Greece's "A
Giri In Black;" Spain's "The
Lovemaker;" Japan's **The Mag-
nificent Seven;" Denmark's
"Dittie, Child of Man;" and the
long neglected Orson Welles
production of **The Magnificent
Ambersons."

Schedules and subscription

fees may be procured at Gim-
bel's Ticket Office or at Excep-
tional Films Society 34 S. 17th
St., Philadelphia. -,.;.'

Special rates are available to

teachers and students.

tional and intellectual exeellance

waa noted by the President. He
requested support "to the full"

of theater productions, lectures

on a higher plane, and other

events designed to raise the
general tone of the student body.

Student Soggestlons
The problem of student de-

portment was then mentioned.
Father Klekotka said that he
has received many good com-
ments on student appearance
and behavior. The few who pre-

I
sent a problem, however, must
be handled in some way. To this

end. Father said that he would
welcome suggestions from the

student body.
Much of the behavior problem

is eaagerrated, according to the

PRESIDENT KLEKOTKA
. . . Rit« In Culture

the traditional look

in broadcloth sport shirts

The fabric, the fashion, the feeling

... all lend the look of classic au-

thenticity to these favored sport

shirts. Distinctively printed on
broadcloth in handsome, n:)uted

colorings . . . styled with button-

down collar and bock pleat.

Tailored in exact sleeve length.
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cum iaude collection

by
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President. Ho said, in effect,

that because people don't like

to blame themselves for their

faults, they select others, espe-

cially younger people. He gave
the juvenile delinquency and
cheating complaints as two lllus-

tratioiu of this point.

"Cheating is something ndilch

goes on in all walks of life. Un-
fortunately, students must bear
the brunt of blame for a fault

which is part of the whole social

pictue," Father said. He remind-
ed the students to remember,
nevertheless, that they are fu-

ture leaders, and must prepare
themselves accordingly.

Crash Program
A motion made by Bob Scalla

to institute a crash program for

the improvement of the football-

team was passed unanimously.
John Oberlies spoke in favor of

the motion. ' ..S; ;

Chuck Butler^s motion to

shorten the orientation period

from 10-14 days to one week,

and to habe a three-day penalty

period following Muff Day was
also passed.

The Council also nominated
senior Jim Strazzella as Villa-

nova's entry in a nation-wide

Catholic youth award contest
Strazella was chosen from a field

of eight prominent VU students.

CSiairman DeLisa requested
the co-operation of the Student
Council members In making Stu-

dent Government Week, which
will be held later this month, a
complete success.

At the conclusion of the meet-
ing, the Rev. Dante Gindomi,
O.SA., made the folkming an-
nouncement: "The school oA-
ciaUy tolerated the nnottelal

rally held after the wonderful
win at Rutgon^" This stnteBent
ntand to tho temponiy ban
OB TnOiBn tvUeh
Mkmtay tiM OOP

7HI VILLANOVAN • Nsvembsr to iflit S
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A Plea

Yesterday's election may be said to have
been unique in many respects. In the past
campaign, there were more debates, discus-

sions, demonstrations and declamations.
There is no instrument which can gu&ge
the involvement of American college stu-

dents in this political activity, but it appears
that it has been of considerable importance.

Within the confines of the Villanova

campus, partisan feeling ran high, fostered

by political action on the part of numerous
student organizations. The International Re-
lations Society discussed foreign affairs as-

pects of the campaign, the Intercollegiate

Conference on Government sponsored a de-

bate between Republican and Democratic fac-

ulty members and conducted a straw vote
among the student body, The VILLANOVAN
also conducted a student poll and printed
articles designed to assist in clarifying var-

ious issues involved in the Presidential race.
Beyond Ithan Avenue, however, stu-

dent participation in politics attained a de-

gree of considerably greater intensity. The;
Philadelphia EVENING BULLETIN, in an
article published on October 27, stated that

the Dean of Men at St. Joseph's College as-

sisted his students in obtaining employment
with major parties for the duration of the

campaign. Men and women at many of the
other local colleges were mentioned by name
as having assisted in election work.

In the same article, Villanova University

was noted as having "officially prohibited"

student participation in politics. An admin-
istration official was reported to have ex-

pressed the opinion that undergraduate sen-

timent was equally divided between the

Republican and the Democratic parties. Iron-

ically, on the very afternoon that The BUL-
LETIN article appeared, the VILLANOVAN
headlined a story indicating that a scien-

tificially selected cross section of the student

body favored the election of John F. Kennedy
by a 70% majority.

v ^ .v

We have not meant to imply herein that

any of the abovementioned political activity

on the part of Villanova students was sup-

pressed, or even frowned upon, by the Uni-

versity Administration. Our protest and ob-

jection is that students were not permitted

to carry their interest and enthusiasm be-

yond the campus, to work with other student

groups in the area for the advancement of one
or another political cause. Neither the Ad-
ministration nor the Student Council made
any noticeable effort to bring noted political

speakers to the University, or to invite either

of the candidates themselves to our thriving,

2000-vote community.

The quest for "Veritas" includes poli-

tics also. Today's college students will be
tomorrow's voters. Certainly the educational
opportunity afforded by participation in a
political campaign should not be stifled by
a "drop in the bucket," "too little too late,"

policy. We trust that, in the future, it will

not be.

"No, I wasn't working at the polls yesterday. I didn't think

I was permitted.'*

MM^M^MM^MM^i^m^ W0llllr#rp0lllf Ui^i^^mMWMMMM^^
Attendance System Discussed

^k^^m^^^m^ iy Bill Spttrt

It is our impression that very
few students took note of the

small paragraph in the 1960-61

Villanova Handbook which lim-

its, even further the rules for

class attendance.

This new rule states in effect

that anyone who flunks attend-

ance and receives half his cuts

in one class, automatically fails

that course also.

The initiation of this ruling

now states in no uncertain terms

that the possibility of adminis-

tration acquiescence to student-

faculty opposition in this matter

is nil.

In examining this peculiar

aspect of Villanova, we must

uncover why the administra-

tion believes that this is the best ,

way to handle the attendance
situation—and indeed, it must.
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Best Systsm

. It is the feeling of both Fath-

ers Joseph Kemme, V.P. of Stu-

dent Affairs and Joseph Gildea,

V.P. of Academic Affairs that

our system is not only the best,

but the fairest.

Father Kemme believes that

the scholastic record gives only

a partial picture of the student's

four-year stay at Villanova. "We
want the employer to know the

complete student", Father has

told us, "and we think we have

a moral responsibility to give

the true, complete record on ell

our students." Father Gildea's

feelings on the subject are along
much the same lines.

The two questions to be an-

swered on this subject are: (a)

is attendance at classes part of

college education and (b) if so,

is a matter for a student's per-

manent record and at Villanova,

should credits be given for it

and a mark incorporated in his

cummulative average.

We agree with Father Kemme
that some sort of disciplinary

record should be kept on every

student. However, we believe

that the scope of such a record

should be severely limited.

Between Prof and Student

A college education should

surely indicate more than what
is Just presented in text bo<^s;

yet, it should not be allowed to
equal or pass in importance
scholastic achievement.

We think only those actions

committed by a student that

tend to mar the name of the

school or that of other persons,

should be included on a record.

Class attendance is strictly be-

tween the instructor and the

student.

In fact, on a random survey

of five colleges in the area we
foimd out that they all were
similar in their methods of deal-

ing with attendance, i.e. the in-

structor would set his own limits

on cuts and all cuts over this

standard would result in points

deducted from the students final

mark in the course.

We believe this to .be a far

fairer method in that it allows

both teacher and student flex-

ibility and takes into consider-

ation all extenuating circum-
stances which could conceivably
make cutting necessary. For it

is a fact that in many courses,

more can be accomplifdied out-

side of class, than in class.

Secondary Importance
It is our feeling that our pres-

ent system puts far too much
emphasis on class attendance,

just for the sake of attending
and completely loses sight that
the sole purpose of the class is

to present the material and is

of secondary importance to the
course. The most important
part is study on the part of the

student, and this takes place

outside of class.

This brings us to what we be-

lieve is the most unfotunate part
of the situation—that of "grad-
ing" attendance. Attendance at

Villanova is the equivalent of

a two credit course. An over-

whelming fact when one con-

siders that it is on a par with
the rather stiff Genetics course
and Religion courses.

This means that the impact of
the attendance mark on a per-

manent record is two-fold and
with the new ruling possibly
three-fold: (a) it appears as a
graded mark (b) it is incorpor^

ated in the cummulative mark
(c) it could possibly be the cause
of a failing mark even though
a passing mark is maintained
throughout a course.

These facts would seem to

indicate that the business of

class attendance here, requires

more looking into. We would
proDose that both the adminis-
tration and faculty get together
on this problem and come up
with a system that is "true and
complete" while being balanced
and undistorted.
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CAMPUS CAMERA
Iy Jim Philllpf and Jofliii Roitdlo

QUESTION: Disregarding your own poll*

ileal feelings, what do yoa believe will be the

most momentous and difficult task facing the

next President of the United States?

Obviously, our next chief executive will face

many and varied problems ranging from the

. rejuvenation of our national

eoonomy to the very complicated

business of dealing with the

malegomaniac in Moscow.
Analyzing back we must grant

that unemployment is gross in

many sections of the United
States; therefore, our national

economy definitely must be al-

tered. Unless this is accomp-
lished we might as well forget

the whole idea of remaining a first-rate power
•»nd relinquish the world to Mr. Khrushchev.

Frank Thornton
Sodok>gy, '61

I think that the most difficult task of the

President-elect will be in co-operating with the

other great powers in maintain-
ing world peace. This is depend-
ent upon a sound foreign policy

and a competent Secretary of
State.

It is also dependent upon a
President who will be willing to

meet at a summit conference
with the other members of the

I

Big Four. The summit confer-

ence is probably the only means
whereby such very important matters as dis-

armament, nuclear test banns, peaceful use of

atomic energy etc., can be effectively discussed.

Vincent Marchesanl
Accounting, '61

There is no doubt that the next President

will be faced with the problem of maintaining
or advancing our present posi-

tion in the "Ck)ld War" with
Russia. However, his most mo-
mentous and difficult task will

not be in having sufficient legis-

lation passed through Congress
to handle foreign €Uffairs, but in

having satisfactory legislation

^^«^^^^^^ passed through Congress to

^tm\ ^^Hhandle d(»nestic affairs.
^^* ^^^ The fate of America abroad
could well be decided by the next President's

handling of domestic issues. If cind how our
next President will handle the growing domes-
tic issues at home remains to be seen.

Paris B. VonLochette
Arte, '64

Certainly, the next President will have many
a momentous decision to make, but in my mind

none will be so all-important as

those concerning the military fu-

ture of the U. S. 3 '

It soon will be time, if it is

not already tune, to take posi-

tive action in order to check the

^^^^ Communist control of Cuba.

^/^BPjl^^ Also, the new President will have
^^k J^ ^Hjto establish definite policy in

m^ m miH relation to Matsu, Quemoy, Ber-
lin, and Korea.

I strongly suspect that the Communists will

test the new President with severe uprisings in

one of these areas soon after his election; and
here, I feel, he will have to make his most mo-
mentous decision.

James M. Rhodes
Mech. Eog., '61
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VU Navy Drill Team Brings
Color, Prestige To Campus

$p—ftfuoHtm

Frats Bring Smiles To Mile

This Saturday, November 12,

narks the day of the second an-
lual Villanova invitational Drill

ileet, an excellent example of
positive contributions to the
CJniversity's prestige by a high-
ly spirited group of oonscientious
young men.
The campus' NROTC Drill

Team under the tutelage of Ma-
jor J. J. Reilly will host the
competition of drill teams repre-

senting all services from most
area colleges.

Among the^e will be teams
from St. Joseph's College
(Phila.), University of Pennsyl-
vania Military College, Prince-
ton University, LaSalle College
and many others, including two
teams from Rutgers University,

the Queen's Guard (USAF) and
the Scarlet Rifles (USA).
Midshipman Lieutenant A.

Michel Clement will lead into the
meet a team with numerous hon-
ors to its credit. They have
earned the permanent trophy of
the Fourth Naval District by
winning first place in four of

the last six years.

live Championships
In addition, in competition

with all NROTC teams of the
Philadelphia area, Villanova's

Middies have come home with
five championships in seven par-
ticipations.

Further distinction has been
earned by the team in the Cher-
ry Blossom Festival, which is

held in Washington, D. C. This
competition is the last word in

the rating of drill teams, it be-

ing nationwide and claiming the

annual participation of some
seventy-five teams.

Villanova has entered the fes-

tival on two occasions, winning
seventeenth place two years ago
and moving up to twelfth last

year.

The drill team, a part of the

inclusive Pershing rifles, unique
in that they were the first mem-
ber group of that association,

composed entirely of Navy Per-

sonnel, has also competed in

meets at St. Peter's in Jersey
City, the Regimental Meet in

Indiantown Gap, Pa. and the

Pershing Rifles Battalion Meet
at Pennsylvania Military Col-

lege, a tournament in which they
placed first over all.

This includes, in addition to

'\':--A&Xl^>^'<!f^^^-<*!9?^^

Villanova's N.B.O.T.C. drill team strikes a formation In pre-
paring for this week's competition on campus.

drilling, the Pershing Rifles'

Shooting Team. The Pershing
Riflee were founded at Villanova
in the Spring of 1055.

Villanova In Glass A
The competition at Villanova

will be executed much along the
lines of older meets. These will

be three divisions scored vari-

ously by a panel of judges. Basic
drill consists of straight drill,

rifle manual, etc.

There are no fancy drills or
stunts in this division. These
and other precision maneuvers
will be included in the trick drill

classification of the meet. This
division, due to the difficulty

and precision of the drilling will

be separated into two classes.

Class A will include all teams
which finished twenty-fifth and
better in the Cherry Blossom
Festival last year. Class B of

course, includes all other teams.
Villanova, as twelfth place fin-

isher last year, will compete in

the former.
The necessity for separating

the teams can be realized by
anyone who has ever observed

trick drill. Some of this pre-

cision marching was offered to

the students at the College of

the Pacific game, this year.

The third division of the meet

will be individual drill in which
"the best" of all teams will re-

spond to orders given by impar-
tial judges. Jerry Corrigan,
Alex Ward, Roger Bride and
Donald Cannava will represent
Villanova.

It is unfortunate that a group
such as the drill team which of-

ficially represents the Universi-
ty is so unknown and neglected
by the bulk of the student body.
For the last few years, they and
the Pershing Rifles have brought
to the campus many awards and
incalculable prestige and good
feeling toward Villanova.

Of course, attendance at drill

meets is never going to rival

football or track but the drill

team should not be taken with a
shrug either.

SPIERS

Fortunately, this space has
been used more than once to

hurl venomous verbal darts at

our indefatigable campus fra-

ternities. However ,we staunch-
ly, upheld our belief that in

every bit of darkness there's a
little bit of light; even with
fraternities.

These convictions were re-

juvenated last Thursday, when
the frats pre-

sented the fifth

annual Joyce
Kiely Mile. This
school event is

actually the

only bona • fide

tradition (if you
can yet refer to

it as such) that
we have at Vil-

lanova. Almost unbelievable

when one considers that we are
now approaching our 120th year
of existence.

Our frats, then, should be con.
gratulatied for taking the long
awaited first step in establishing

some semblance of tradition here
at VU.
The Kiely Mile this year, aa

in previous years, was a riotous

apectmcle that was gratefully

spectacle that vkis greatfully

enjoyed by the few hundred stU'

dents present and for our money
displayed the frats* better side.

# « «

Are all individualists dead?
No. Are they being suppressed?
Yes.

Len Gallulo Is a nuember of

the VU band. Every year about
this time he grows a beard for

reasons that are nobody's bus-
iness but his own. Maybe Its

just force of habit, or warmer;
or perhaps he runs out of blades
and doesn't bother to neplenish

his supply until spring.

But as we said, that's his bus-
iness. Yet recently this dnun

Iy III! Spttrs

playing individualist received
word that unless he removed his
masculine currycomb he could
keep rythm elsewhere. Pro
forma, of course.

Reluctantly, Len complied.
Off came the briar and another
inctory for the conformist. Now,
for the sake of art Len walks
the length and breath of the
campus, day after day. normal
loo]cing enough, yet naked; and
beneath that clean-cut face a
suppressed personality burns.

Another
squelch^!

individualist

At this writing, the voting
polls won't be opened for an-,

other 20 hours; and reflecting

upon the last three months it

appears that the circus tent
should be torn down—for good.

It seems strange to ua that
we Amerleans who deem the of-

iee of tlM Presidency as our
most dlgaiied position, should
stand by and watch it vied for
by two candidates who by neoes-
sity are forced to reduee this

position to one Indian hat wear-
ing, baby kissing, dog patting,

etc.

The term **puhlic servant**

seems to be taken too literally.

No person seeking the presi'

dency should be subjected to

the strain and humiliation that

we've witnessed this year.

With the modern innovations
of radio and television, there's

no reason why the people should
expect to be personally seren-

aded by the presidential candi-

dates.

Personal appearances should
be dictated by the candidates

themselves and not subservient

to the bellows of local conunit-

tee chairman and the hurt feel-

ings of the populace.

Growing Lafln Am^riean Sform

Anti^Red Group Prepares

To Brace Itself For Assault

River
ByJonik

Styx

ger which threatens our country

is not her economic prosperity

or her sugar quota, but some-
thing that is more transcendent-

al: her national heritage.

The SDirit which has guided

the Cubans from the moment
they became conscious of them-
selves, and the ideological found-

ations of the country. The Cu-
ban people have been deceived;

what constituted the hope of a
whole country, has been sup-

planted by a totalitarian and
conununist regime submissive to

the will of Russia.

EDITOR*
a
'NOTE: The fol-

lowing article was submitted to

the VILLANOVAN by two Cu-
ban students who are now study-

ing in the United States. It is

an official pronounc&ment of the

Democratic Association of Latin

America, of which the two. Cu-

bans are members.
Cuba is nowadays, to her own

disgrace, the first battlefield of

the forces that will dispute

America. What is happening in

Cuba is merely a preamble. It

is not only the future of Cuba,

which hangs in the balance this

year of 1960, it is the future of

Latin America, and later OA the

future of all mankind.
In other words, symbolically

and in reality, Cuba is the stage

where the drama of our contem-
porary world is being enacted,

where the western ideals of life

and the democratic concept of

communal existence are being

subjected to a formidable, de-

liberate, continuous, ruthless

bombardment.
Cuba suffers, and suffers pro-

luundly. All kinds of injustices

take place, and the reign of ter-

ror rules. She is in peril, beset

b>' the gravest peril since she
j dents of the United States of

Inok her place in the concert of
[ America, and of the free world

[
fr^e nations. However, the dan- cannot remain indifferent or as

If at any time in history the
duty of universal solidarity has
to be called upon the free people

of the world, it is now that it

has been endangered by the com-
munist beachead established in

Cuba by Fidel Castro.

For tiiese reasons, the Cuban
students, as well as all the Latin
American students who believed

in the sacred interests of: GOD,
COUNTRY, LIBERTY and
DE2M0CRACY are once more
ready to defend these ideals.

However, the citizens and stu-

gimpie spectators in this Cuban-

world conflict.

We give our warning cry to

all the free students of the Con-

tinent and denounce before the

world, the increasing communist
infiltration, that is trying to take

over all the free nations of

America, and to control by ter-

ror the consciences of the people

which by nature hate the atheist

and marxist totalitarism.

We denounce before world

and American public opinion,

the methods used by the Cas-

trist-Communist tyranny in its

desperate effort to control the

Cuban youth that has never and

will never tolerate dictatorships

of any kind.

We demand from all our com-

panions of America their solid-

arity in our fight for freedom.

A.D.E.L. (Democratic Associ-

ation of Latin American Stu-

dents).

".\ rumor is about ai» hard
to unspread as butter."
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Wayn? Urbane; Kaye Not 0. K.

ZAWACKI

• ' Highlights of the week in the big city:

(or, how to get by on $3.00 per night out). To
borrow fom an old, tired cliche', it is the Amer-
ican (blare of trumpets and choir of voices in

the background) tradition that everyone is en-
titled to their own taste. In effect, this makes
everyone an armchair critic with license to dis'

agree with the professional species of critic.

This reporter found himself in a similar position

on a few occasions while covering the local area
in the past week and a half.

It was with mixed emotions that we trudged
to the Midtown a week ago Saturday to see the

newest version of that old per-

ennial, 'The Alamo". John
Wayne has always been a fav-
orite in our domicile and we
tend to like most things that
he does, while at the same time
recognizing his limits as an ac-

tor. Therefore, with 12 million

bucks in the kitty for this pro-
duction, it was quite surprising

to find all three local critics pan-
ning it without reservations. But, lo and behold
(this is national cliche week), we ran forth from
hours later proclaiming the merits of *-The Ala-
mo" while vigorously crying out, "Down With
the critics". \. :j •:.:: rv. '.'::.':'')•:' ' .:;""..

What it boils down to is that this matter
of rating pictures is all relative. For example,
when Guinness makes a movie, what do you ex-

pect? Something special, of course. When it

falls short of that, you're naturally disappointed.

On the other hand, a John Wajme western
doesn't raise your expectations as high, no mat-
ter how much a picture supposedly costs. And
that's exactly what "The Alamo" is; a typical

John Wayne western, which is a compliment in

any man's dictionary. There's nothing new
about the story, but as old as it is, it comes to
new life under Wayne's John Ford-like direction.

The acting is what you might expect from reli-»

ables like Wayne, Richard Widmark, and
Laurence Hairvey. And a pleasant note to re-

port is the fact that, though running four hours
with intermission, "The A.lamo" is over too
soon.' •!; ;:,:..,.- :V!.

.,;''> -'.v'-; '•,;••..

For the first time in a while, we forced
ourselves to settle in front of the "idiot box"
for something other than sports events. The
occasion was the debut of Danny Kave, one of
the finest of comics and a loni?-time favorite of
ours. The morning after found all three TView-
ers in the area raving: about it. Sitting in a liv-

iy Jo« ZawacM

ing room with five other adults, we unanimously
found it to be an hour of old Kaye material that
would have been better served up on the Late
Show. Happily, later returns supported our con-
victions as the general eaction was practically
50-50.

Local South Philly comic Joey Bishop naved
his home town a return visit last week and a
pleasant one it was. Mixing his jokes with rapid-
fire patter and cracks about his home town.
Bishop gave a packed house at Sciolla's an ex-
ample of how a pro operates. On for nearly an
hour, he went off in the prooer manner, with
the audience clamoring for more.

Finally caught with the local sports scene
this T>ast weekend and came away with mbced
emotions. Friday night found us in the "whistle
factory" at 34th and Spruce along with 6394
other "goonball" devotees. It wasn't hard to
sepaa-ate the men from Ihe boys as the War-
riors tripped and skipped their wav to a 136-123
victory over the Detroit Pistons. It seemed un-
believable, but some of the "children" in the
stands still go into ecstacy when there occurs a
"Dinner Dunk" (Ugh!), as if a 7-foot giant
shouldn't be expected to be able to dunk. Un-
fortunately, some of the tocal scribes are just
as bad. for while they were heaoing their praises
on to the world's suonosedly greatest player, he
pt-oceeded to miss all ten foul attempts from the
15-f<x>t line. It was enough to ruin a child's
fond memories of that winter night in 1949 when
a then 10 year old "Round Midniarhf'-er sat en-
thralled as a man named Joe Fulks burned the
cords for 63 points without benefit of the 24
second rule. But then, pro goonball was a
sport theru

Only 2,068 sat in the Arena Saturday night,

but all went away satisfied as the local Ramblers
won their fourth straight, 5-3, over the New
York Rovers. Though minor league in quality,

the Red-shirts you can't make it to Madison
Square Garden in suburban Philly, then you
might find a trip to 46th and Market a profitable

one.

Sunday proved to be the most profitable as
58,324 showed that they will support a winner
bv trudeing into Franklin Field. For once, the
Eagles didn't disappoint their followers as they
coasted into first place with a breezy 34-7 con-

quest of the Steelers. The Eagles performance
was so good that it may even have tempted
Hugh Brown to throw off his cynic's coat. Who
Knows, if the green-shirts bring a championship
to our town, maybe Hughie will let me wear his

trusty armor for a year.

Cxarson Award

After an absence of five

years from screen production
(let's forget about the debacle
"Lonelyhearts"), producer Dore
Schary has brought his brilliant

stage production of "Sunrise At
Campobello" even more lumin-
ously to the neighborhood thea-

ter. The engrossing drama deals

very intimately with the three
pre-presidential years (1921-

1924) in the life of Franklin D.
Roosevelt, his wife and family.

Beginning with a few glimpses
of typically happy summer vaca-
tioners at the Campobello re-

sort, the bulk of the film deals
with FDR's attack of infantile

paralysis and gives the viewer a
detailed look into tihe authenti-
cated victory over discourage-
ment and the beginnings of the
long road back to normal living

and public life. It is truly a
motion picture of distinction

and artistic achievement to be
remembered as one of the high
points of film history.

With the understandmg that
he would have complete control

over every aspect of the fihn,

producer Schary bided his time
__ _ •

and waited till the right studio

lyAI LoMottro

(Wa-mer Bros.) bidded for the

filming rights of his stage suc-

cess. He relied upon the use of

the technicolor process in the

ACTOR BELLAMY
• . . B«of Grant, Goble

motion picture, which the audi-

Mice, can be grateful for. The
coloring adds a great amount of

beauty both to the outdoor
scenery and indoor period sets

instead of detracting from the
dramatic aspects of the movie
as first thought. Ralph Bellamy
had become so identified with the
role of Roosevelt, that any pre-

conceived notions of obtaining
the role for Gable or Grant were
immediately disregarded.

Theatrical Production

In viewing this movie, one im-
mediately realizes that he is

actually seeing the Broadway
production. This theatrical ap-
proach in the treatment of the
screenplay is the genius stroke
of director Vincent J. Donahue,
a highly capable man in his
Broadway efforts as well.

Stellar performances are
achieved by all members of the
cast. Ralph Bellamy, Greer Gar-
son and Ann Shoemaker will

most likely receive Oscar nomin-
ations and win the awards if

the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Science doesn't sud-
denly find some new overnight
sensations as it usually does.

Hume Cronyn turns in his best
performance to date as the
witty but pohited advisor. Audi-
ences, at first, might find it hard

|
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(Avihar of "/ Wa» a Teen-age Dtoarf", "The Many
Lo9e8€(fDobieGiUis",eU.)

A MODEST PROPOSAL

A movement is afoot—a shocking, startling movement—to

solve the problem of overcrowded colleges by the simple expe-

dient of refusing admission to women at coeducational schools!

It is argued by proponents of this plan that in today's world

a collQi;e education is absolutely essential for a man, while for

a woman it is merely a pleasant interlude between adolescence

and housewifery. There is simply not room enough for both men
and women in our overburdened colleges; therefore, in all fair-

ness, women who have far less need of a degree than men, must

yield their places.

Well sir, when I heard this drastic proposiil, I was so shocked

that I sat right down and lit a Marlboro. I always sit right down
and light a Marlboro when I am shocked. I also always sit right

down and light a Marilwro when I am rio^ shocked. There is

no time, no condition, no mood, no estate when it isn't a source

of soul-deep gratification to settle back and have a full-flavored

smoke—Marlboro, the filtered cigarette with the unfiltered taste

—Marlboro, the jewel of cigarettes— Marlboro, the pinnacle of

the tobacconist's art—Marlboro, my comfort, haven, and snug

harbor.

Well sir, I sat smoking my Marlboro and thinking over the

shocking proposal to keepwomen out of coed schools, and hoping

fervently that anotiier solution can be found. If the calamitous

day ever comes when women are banned from coed colleges, I

will gnash my teeth and rend my garments and take to my bed

without supper. Like any other Marlboro man, I love women.

I love the sight and sound of them, the cut of their jibs, their

beauty and grace, their cunning little spitcurls, their sleek

dimples, their middy blouses, their aura and effluvium. More-

over, I freely admit that when it comes to brainpower, they can

give the average man cards and spades and big casino too. It

would be a shame, a disgrace and a catastrophe to keep these

beautiful, intelligent creatures out of college.

However, it is always wise in time of fair weather to prepare

for foul. What if the advocates of keeping women out of collie

begin to gather strength? We who abhor this fiendish plan must

be ready with a substitute . . . and it just so happens I have

one—and a mighty ingenious little plan it is, if I say so myself.

Granted that classroom seats are in short supply, and granted

that men need d^rees more than women, it is still not necessary

to bar women from college. Let them go to college but—here is

the beauty port of my plan— don'/, ht them go to does!

This solution, it .seeiiLs to me, answers every requirement. It

releases hundreds pf thousands of clu.ssr(K)iii scats to needy males.

At the same time, it does not deprive women of the rich and
varied benefits of cnm()us life.They can join sororities, shoot p<K)l

at the Union, Iniild ix>nfires for Homecoming games, fxmr at the

Dean's tea, plait daisies in their hair, organize druR races, sculpt

in ice, h(K)k rugs, walk their cheetahs, play Mono|K)ly, find love

—in short, they can do anything except go to class.

Tell the truth, girls: Is that bad? r liMn Ma* Hhulman

Claeeroom space is short, but smoking pleasure is in abun-
dant supply. Try Marlboros—or Marlboro's unMtered sister

cigarette—mild, (lacorful Philip Morris, now available in
regular size or the sensatiorwl new king-size Commaruler,
Have a Commaruler—welcome aboard!

in believing vibrant Greer Gar-
son to be EUeanor Roosevelt,

teeth and all ; but once the mag-
nitude and depth of her por-
trayal are fully abeorbed, the
glamorous "Mra. Miniver" and
"Random Harveat" atar topa any
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performance of her earlier Holly^

wood career.

Warmth, comedy, pathos and
brilliancy in every line of pro*

duotion plus great hiatorical

value: theae are all "Sunrise At
Campobello."

HaO To The Queen

t

Vlllanova senior Bob Friend rides atop car with his home-coming queen date between lialves at the Villanova-Boston Col-
lege game. Hie queen parade was one of the big events of theliomeconung weekend.

AIEE Convention Held
TMb year the annual District

No. 2 AIEE Student Branch
Convention was held at Buck-
nell University, Lewisburg, Pa.
on October 28 and 29.

John Wojciechowicz, branch
chairman, and Professor Riohard
D. Avil, branch counsellor, rep-
resented Vlllanova University.
There are a total of 14 colleges
and universities hi Section No.
2 representing Penna, New Jer-
sey, Maryland, Delaware, and
the District of Columbia.

In short, the purpose of the
AIEE is the dissemination of
knowledge of the theory and
practice of all aspects of elec-

trical engineering and allied
fields, as well as the furtherance
of the professional development
of the student.

The purpose of this conven-
tion was to have the different
branch chairmen and counsellors
discuss and evaluate the pro-
grams and activities undertaken

News Briefs
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at the respective schools during
the past year and those planned
for this ooming year. Also dis-

cussed was the Sunmier General
Meeting held this past simmier
at Atlantic City, the Prize Pa-
per Contest at the University of
Pennsylvania this spring, and
the National AIESE services to
the Student Branch.

VU Rifle Match
On November 19, the ViHa-

nova Varsity Team will play
host to Kings College in the first

Official Meet of the year. Sen-
iors Nat Coursey, Ed Hogan,
Charlie Russell, Jan Gariglino
and Pete Debus provide the
team with the necessary
strength to easily take this first

match says coach Sergeant Real-
ly USMC.

Be A Big Brother

Call LO 3-7796

i

YOU MAY RECEIVE A LIFE-SIZED

AUTOGRAPHED PORTRAIT OF

DftRooD-UNLESS YOU ACT NOW!
Hurry! Rush out now and buy a pack of Luckies! Smoke
them quickly ! Send th6 fempty pack to Dr. Freed. If yeu
do it now-Freed guarantees not te send yeu this phete.
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THIS IS NO IDLE THREAT! Dr. Frood portraits will be mailed at random beginning November 15
Only students who send us empty Lucky packs will be safe! TAKE NO CHANCES • Mail thoseempty packs today. Send them, with your name and address, to Dr. Frood, Box 2990. Grand Central
Station, New York 17, New York.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
f'rof/urt of cMe ^VfH*tar<tn 'Jv^eec-tonya^tty — Ju^uxo is our tniddlr name^ A T t

Movie On Astronomy
The Astronomy Club has an-

nounced that it will present the
movie "The Strange Case of
Cosmic Rays" tn conjunction
with the Chemical Society this
evening at 7:30 in 215 Mendel
Hall.

Under the leaderahip of Fa-
ther Jenkins, the moderator and
Eugene Gulcheteau, president
the astronomy club promises to
be even more active this year
than it has been in the past.
Frequent movies, slides, and stu-

dent talks will foster the pur-
pose of the club, from the con-
stitution: "To provide a med-
ium through which all students
interested in astronomy and re-

lated fields may aid each other
in then* knowledge of, and in
this science".

The club was founded in the
Fall of 1953 by Father Jenkins,
who built a mx inch reflecting
telescope, which was replaced in

1959 by the six inch unitron re-

fractor now in Mendel Observa-
tory.

After meetings, members are
free to avail themselves of the
facilities of the observatory on
clear nights. Also available is

equipment for taldng and devel-
oping pfetures.

; ,

Upon completion of the new
Science Builifing. Father Jen-
kins* reflecting telescope wUl
once again return to Mendel 01>>

servatory for more frequent use
by tihe club, whUe the refrac-
tor will be moved to the new
observatory until a larger one
is bought
A trip to the Franklin Insti-

tute and Fels Planetarium will
be oonducted and guest speak-
ers will be arranged later on
this year. Also responsible for
the projects of the Astronomy
Club are Richard Busenkell,
Vice-President; Richard Cordell,
Secretary Treasurer; Jack Ames,
Publicity Director; and Vincent
I^manna, Refireshment Ch«ur-
man.

IRS Seeks 400 Grads
Mr. John A. Moritz. Vlllanova

Placement Director, attended a
panel discussion during the meet-
ing of the district directors of
the Internal Revenue Service at
Penn Center Plaza last Thurs-
day, November 3.

The discussion was directed to
provide information for improv-
ing the recruitment of the In-
ternal Revenue Service.

, .

The reason for this special
attention to college recruiting
is the fact that IRS plans the
emplo5anent of a minimum of
25,000 college graduates be-
tween now and 1968. This will
be in addition to normal hiring
to replace losses.

At the discussion, the panel
members said that during this
year the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice will be looking for over 400
college graduates. In succeeding
years, the goal of IRS will be
even higher.

In addition to Mr. Moritz, the
panel members included Mr. J.
S. Obecny, a graduate of Rut-
gers University, Mr. J. Lyon
Rogers, a graduate of Johns
Hopkins University, and a Uni-
versity of Delaware alumna.
Mrs. Geraldine M. Wyatt.

READ YOUR
VILLANOVAN!
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Fedigan Hall is shown adorned In its Basoa night finery.

All the dorms participated in the festivities with attractive dec-

orations.

Lofcr^i' fy»vii by U toll'

DETROIT vs. VlUanova I pick them to lose—they win

OfflO STATE vs. Iowa . ,.,.... » . » Buckeyes oonUng fast

PITTSBURGH vs. Army .......... Battle of Orange squeeMrs

MISSOURI vs. Oklahoma Big Eight ohamiM
YALE vs. Princeton Home team wins the Ivy

PURDUE vs. Minnesota All bets In 14 Sheehan

MISSISSIPPI vs. Tennessee I must be crasy

MICHIOAN STATE vs. Northwiestem Bad pick

RICE vs. Texas AftM Bounce back In close one

WASmNOTON vs. California SmeU those Roses

SAM HOUSTON vs. Stephen Austin Big Interseottonal clash

Seasons Total; 89-22-5

Jim Strazzella VU Choice
For National Catholic Prize
Last Wednesday evening at

the Student Coimcil meeting,
Jim Strazzella, a senior Philos-

ophy student, was elected Villa-

novia's candidate for the out-

standing Catholic Youth Award.
Strazzella was chosen from a
group of 12 nominees.
The award ie given each year

by the National Council of Cath-
olic Youth. Each NFCCS col-

lege, each Newman Club, and
each Dioceson Youth Director

may submit one candidate. The
nominees are then judged by

SENIOR STRAZZELLA
. . . "Good Chonct"

the National Directors of the

three organizations on the basis

of their accomplishments and
merit. The winner is then given

naiional recognition as the Out-
Etanding Catholic Youth.

;, Strazzella, who is from Han-
over, Pa., attended Delone Cath-
olic High School where he was
active in both curricular and
extra-curricular activities. | He
was a member of the student

council for three years, . serving

as president during his senior

year, and was editor-in-chief of

the school newspaper which re-

ceived three press awards under
him. Jfan also took part in dra-

matics and glee club, played
basketball for four years, and
was school winner in the Dio-
ceson Forensic contest

Many Awards
While attending high school,

Strassella received awards from
the Sons of the R«volutk>n, tlie

Rotary Club, and the Exchange
Club. He was also an award
winner in the National Current
Affairs Essay Contest. At the

same time, Strazzella was presi-

dent of the Hanover Area Youth
Council for two years, and help-

ed with the youth program at

Holy Name, his pariah, hi his

spare time.

Upon graduation from Delone,

Strazzella received an award
from the York County Pharma-
ceutical Association for being
the outstanding chemistry stu-

dent. He also received awards
for excellence in extra-curricular

affairs, excellence in social stud-

ies, outstanding achievement in

oratory, and oustanding
achievement la journalism. He
graduated seventh in a class of

140, and received a scholarship
from the P. H. Glatfelter Co.
Jim entered the University of

Delaware, where he was a mem-
ber of the Student Council and
the Orientation Planning Com-
mittee. He was President of the
Newman Club and officer of Al-
pha Phi Omega, an honorary
service fraternity. ' : , ^•v^

Transferred to VOlanova
After completing his fresh-

man year at Delaware, Jim
transferred to Villanova. Since

his arrival here, he has been a
member of the Philosophy Club,

Literary Club, Pre-Law Society,

Beta Gamma Debating Society,

NPCCS Committee, Student
Council, Student Cabinet, Junior
Steering Committee, and vari-

ous class committee. He was
Co-Chairman of the Mothers'
Day Committee and is announcer
for the Villanova Band.

In addition, Strazzella was
Chairman of the Junior Ring
Mass. He is President of the
Sanctuary Society, Copy Editor
of the Lynx, and Executive Vice-
President of Educational Af-
fairs. With regard to his schol-

astic ability, Strazzella carries

a 3.57 cumulative.

Strazzella, a third degree mem-
ber of the Knights of Columbus,
stands an exxeellent chance of

winning, according to Gene
Felch, who is NFCCS senior del-

egate.

U.S. Educational System Is

Geared To Entertain Student
Americans today attain a spe-

cial importance to edupatlon.

Knowledge has a special value
1o the American mind, but, if

we look closely, we will discover

that our educational system to-

day is wholly inadequate to meet
the demands of a tension-filled

modem world.

We must have the best possi-

ble school system; we do not
have this at the present time.

Parents have an obligation to

investigate their local school dis-

tricts and join public school

boards If possible. One motive
should be to keep God in our
public schools.

The student's mind must be
trained by stimulating his ni-

terest in his own future educa-

tion. He must develop a pro-

gram of self-education to guide

his adult life in an ever-chang-

ing turbulent world.

Many of our schools today
are being ruined by Pragma-
tism, Academic Freedom, and
the general attitude that the
purpose of school is to enter-

tain the student. Some school

authorities have the foolish idea

that children of twelve or thir-

teen years are capable of elect-

ing the subjects best suited for

their mental development.

Skin Diving and Fishing

Indispensable subjects such
as mathematics, the sciences,

and foreign languages are rap-

idly being replaced by basket-

weaving, fishing, skin-diving,

personality development, and ad-
vanced gear-shifting. This Is a
serious problem today in our

SAM To Visit Brewery

And Automobile Plant
John Drees, President of

SAM, released the schedule of

activities for the month of Nov-
ember for the chapter. The ma-
jor activities include a record

number of field trips, one for

each class. The seniors will have
the annual brewery trip to Val-

ley Forge Brewery on November
16; the juniors to Scott Paper
in Chester on November 3; the

sophomores are to visit Ford
Motors assembly plant at Ches-

ter on November 15.

In addition to the scheduled

trips SAM will feature an ad'

dress by Dr. M. S. Heidingsfield,

Associate Dean of C&F and head
of Market Research in industry

will be followed by a question

and answer period.

Tom McHale, social director,

reported that arrangements for

the fourth annual SAM Dinner
dance have been completed. The
affair which will follow the Vil-

lanova-Detroit game, will be
held at the Beau & Belle in Bryn
Mawr. A reception before din-

ner will be followed by music
furnished by Bill Diamond and
the Debonatrs.

NROTC Hos R«vi«w

The annual Fall Review of

the N.R.O.T.C. Battalion will

take place November 15, at 3:30

on Austin Field. The battalion

will be reviewed and inspected

by Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A. and Rear Admiral Charles
H. layman, m, USN.
During the review the Unit's

Drill Team will perform.

After the (ceremonies, open
house will be held in John Barry
for the distinguished guests and
guests of the Midshipmen.

ly Bob Durnty

colleges as well as our high

schools.

Young men and women must
be taught the techniques of

learning, for example, efiicient

study habits. If education is to

grow, its object must be the dis-

cipline of the mind. This in turn

will mean spiritual and mental
maturity in later life.

Cardinal John Henry New-
man stressed the need for self-

education. We must never

cease our efforts to learn more.

He tells us that the study of

God conditions the mind to the

reception of other knowledge. It

is extremely unfortunate that

many of our educators today ig-

nore this principle, along with

some jurists who wrongly inter-

pret the First Amendment per-

taining to "Separation of Church

and State".

As we all know, there Is a

wide difference of opinion today

concerning moral standards.

With proper education there

would be no question whatso-

ever. It is most important that

Uie student learn how to inte-

grate his own studies. Proper

formal education lays the frame-

work for prudent integration of

one's private studies later in

life.

Read and Understand

Private learning outside tlie

classroom is a must in our

troubled thnes. Remember, we
can never hope to get all our

education in schools. We must
realize that this problem of ed-

ucation will greatly influence

the future destiny of America.

How can we accomplish our

goal of self-education? By read-

ing and by prudent association

with our fellow-man. We must
understand their problems.

Therefore, we must read th<

best material available.

What should we read? Many^
Americans will say, "Let George

do it," or "Let Bert and Harry I

take care of it." The following

seems to be a good rule: Read
all pertinent information on as

many important subjects as we]

possibly can find time to discuss.

This means more than just]

the daily newspaper. Read im-

portant periodicals on worldl

events, as well as the Calholic|

Digest, your diocesan newspa-

per, worthwhile books, and
forth. Finally, be sure to rea<

all the informative journals con-

cerning j-our chosen profeRsion.]

As that famous Augustinini

priest often says, "But you|

wouldn't say that outside the

Reservation, would you?" Well

unless a great number of peo-

ple throughout the country be-

gin saying these things off th<

"Reservation", it will not

long before our "democratic"

civilization as we know it todaj

will either fall into decay or

annihilated by atheistic Com^
munism.

STUDENT

eOVERNMENT

NOVEMBER 14-18

The case of the typing paper

; r^,, that erased without a trace —or,

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
'';,v:v:;j;^;'i::i;r Typewriter Paper

It's a cinch to "rub out"

typing errors and leave no
;? ..: "dues", when you use

Eaton's Corrasable Bond
Paper. Never smears, never

smudges— i)erau8e

Corra8ai)le's liiie-magic

surface . . . erases ivithout a
trace! {A. flick of ihe wrist

and a pencil eraser puts

tilings right!) This line

quality hond paper gives a

handsome appearance to all

your work. It's a perfect

crime not to use it!

ErsMbl* CorrStabl* i» •v«llabl« In all th« wslghts you

might rcquira—from onionskin to h«avy bond. In con«

vanlant 100-«h««t paokots and 600-ahaat raam boxaa.

A Barkahira Typawrltar Papar, baokad by tha famoua

Eaton nama.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton

EATON PAPER CORPORATION (E) IMITSFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS
'••••••

CHESTERREU), L&M and OASIS invite you to Hie

Villanova Xavier
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JUST PREDfCT
THE SCORE

AND WIN UP TO

300
WRST PRIZE JACKPOT
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*50
THIRD PRIZE JACKPOT
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fl^mms OF THE ABOVE

COMPETING COLLEGES ONLY'
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Fedigan Hall is shown adorned in its Basca night finery.

All the dorms participated in the festivities with attractive dec-

orations. - .-.'''.':':''.:'::' ^:'\:''"'''y^:

Lohr's' ETtven :..

-

; ______ by U Loh'

DETROIT vs. Villanova I pick them to lose—they win

OHIO STATE vs. Iowa Buckeyes coming fast

PITTSBURGH vs. Army Battle of Orange squeezers

MISSOURI vs. Oklahoma ...... . . ^ * Big Eight champs
YALE vs. Princeton ; ..>... . . Home team wins the ivy

PURDUE vs. Minnesota ; .

,

..... All bets in 14 Sheehan

MISSISSIPPI vs. Tennessee i .V; I must be crazy

MICHIGAN STATE vs. Northwiestern .....>........ Bad pick

RICE vs. Texas A&M Bounce back in close one

WASHINGTON vs. California Smell those Roses

SAM HOUSTON vs. Stephen Austin .... Big Intersectlonal clash

Seasons Total: S9-22-5

Jim Strazzella VU Choice
For National Catholic Prize
Last Wednesday evening at

the Student Council meeting,

Jim Strazzella, a senior Philos-

ophy student, was elected Villa-

nova's candidate for the out-

standing Catholic Youth Award.
Strazzella was chosen from a
group of 12 nominees.

The award is given each year
by the National Council of Caih-

. olio Youth. Each NFCCS col-

lege, each Ne>\Tnan Club, and
each Dioceson Youth Director

may submit one candidate. The
nominees are then judged by

SENIOR STRAZZELLA
. . . "Good Chonce"

the National Directors of the

three organizations on the basis

of their accomplishments and
merit. The winner is then g^iven

nauonal recognition as the Out-

standing Catholic Youth.
Strazzella, who is from Han-

over, Pa., attended Delone Cath-
olic High School where he was
active in both curricular and
extra-curricular activities. |

He
was a member of the student

council for three years, serving

as president during his senior

year, and was editor-in-chief of

the school newspaper which re-

ceived three press awards under
him. Jim also took part in dra-

/matics and glee club, played

basketball for four years, and
wa.s school winner in the Dio-

ceson Forensic contest.

Many Awards
While attending high school,

Strazzella received awards from
the Sons of the Revolution, the

Rotary Club, and the Exchange
Club. He was also an award
winner in the National Current
Affairs Essay Contest. At the

same time, Strazzella was presi-

dent of the Hanover Area Youth
Council for two years, and help-

ed with the youth program at

Holy Name, his parish, in his

spare time.

Upon graduation from Delone,

Strazzella received an award
from the York County Pharma-
ceutic<al Association for being
the outstanding chemistry stu-

dent. He also received awards
for excellence in extra-curricular

affairs, excellence in social stud-

ies, outstanding achievement in

oratory, and oustanding
achievement in journalism. He
graduated seventh in a class of

140, and received a scholarship
from the P. H, Glatfelter Co.
Jim entered the University of

Delaware, where he was a mem-
ber of the Student Council and
the Orientation Planning Com-
mittee. He was President of the

Newman Club and officer of Al-

pha Phi Omega, an honorary
service fraternity.

Transferred to Villanova
After completing his fresh-

man year at Delaware, Jim
transferred to Villanova. Since

his arrival here, he has been a

member of the Philosophy Club,

Literary Club, Pre-Law Society,

Beta Gamma Debating Society,

NFCCS Committee. Student
Council, Student Cabinet, Junior

Steering Committee, and vari-

ous class committee. He was
Co-Chairman of the Mothers'
Day Committee and is announcer
for the Villanova Band.

In addition, Strazzella was
Chairman of the Junior Ring
Mass. He is President of the
Sanctuary Society, Copy Editor
of the Lynx, and Executive Vice-

President of Educational Af-
fairs. With regard to his schol-

astic ability, Strazzella carries

a 3.57 cumulative.

Strazzella, a third degree mem-
ber of the Knights of Columbus,
stands an exxcellent chance of

winning, according to Gene
Pelch, who is NFCCS senior del-

egate.

U.S. Educational System Is

Geared To Entertain Student
Americans today attain a spe-

cial importance to education.

Knowledge has a special value
1o the American mind, but, if

we look closely, we will discover

that our educational system to-

day is wholly inadequate to meet
the demand.s of a tension-filled

modem world.

We must have the best possi-

ble school system; we do not

have this at the present time.

Parents have an obligation to

investigate their local school dis-

tricts and join public school

boards if possible. One motive

should be to keep God in our
public schools.

The student's mind mu.st be
trained by stimulating his ni-

tcrest in his own future educa-

tion. He must develop a pro-

gram of self-education to guide

his adult life in an ever-chang-

ing turbulent world.

Many of our schools today
are being ruined by Pragma-
tism, Academic Freedom, and
the general attitude that the

purpose of school is to enter-

tain the student. Some school

authorities have the foolish idea

that children of twelve or thir-

teen years are canable of elect-

ing the subjects best suited for

their mental development.

Skin Diving and Fishing

Indispensable subjects such

as mathematics, the sciences,

and foreign languages are rap-

idly being replaced by basket-

weaving, fishing, skin-diving,

personality develooment, and ad-

vanced gear-shifting. This is a
serious problem today in our

SAM To Visit Brewery

And Automobile Plant
John Drees, President of

SAM, released the schedule of

activities for the month of Nov-
ember for the chapter. The ma-
jor activities include a record

number of field trips, one for

each class. The seniors will have
the annual brewery trip to Val-

ley Forge Brewery on November
16; the juniors to Scott Paper
in Chester on November 3; the

sophomores are to visit Ford
Motors assembly plant at Ches-

ter on November 15.

In addition to the scheduled

trips SAM will feature an ad-

dress by Dr. M. S. Heidingsfield,

Associate Dean of C&F and head

of Market Research in industry

will be followed by a question

and answer period.

Tom McHale, social director,

reported that arrangements for

the fourth annual SAM Dinner
dance have been completed. The
affair which will follow the Vil-

lanova-Detroit game, will be

held at the Beau & Belle in Bryn
Mawr. A reception before din-

ner will be followed by music
furnished by Bill Diamond and
the Debonairs.

NROTC Has Review

The annual Fall Review of

the N.R.O.T.C. Battalion will

take place November 15, at 3 :30

on Austin Field. The battalion

will be reviewed and inspected

by Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

O.S.A. and Rear Admiral Charles

H. toyman, HI, USN.
During the review the Unit's

Drill Team will perform.

After the I ceremonies, open
house will be held in John Barry
for the distinguished guests and
guests of the Midshipmen.

|
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By Bob Durnty

colleges as well as our high

schools.

Young men and women must
be taught the techniques of

learning, for example, efficient

study habits. If education is to

grow, its object must be the di.s-

cipline of the mind. This in turn

will mean spiritual and mental

maturity in later life.

Cardinal John Henry New-
man stressed the need for self-

education. We must never

cease our efforts to learn more.

He tells us that the study of

God conditions the mind to the

reception of other knowledge. It

is extremely unfortunate that

many of our educators today ig-

nore this principle, along with

some jurists who wrongly Inter-

])ret the First Amendment per-

taining to "Separation of Church

and State".

As we all know, there is a

wide difference of opinion today

concerning moral standards.

With proper education there

would be no question whatso-

ever. It is most important that

the student learn how to inte-

grate his own studies. Proper

formal education lays the frame-

work for prudent integration of

one's private studies later in

life.

Read and Understand

Private learning outside the

classroom is a must in our

troubled times. Remember, we

can never hope to get all our

education in schools. We must

realize that this problem of ed-

ucation will greatly influence

the future destiny of America.

How can we accomplish our

goal of self-education ? By read-

ing and by prudent a.ssociation

with our fellow-man. We must
understand their problems.

Therefore, wc must read th(

beat material available.

What should we read? Many'
Americans will say, "Let George

do it," or "Let Bert and Harry

take care of it." The following I

seems to be a good rule: Read
all pertinent information on as

many important subjects as wc]

possibly can find time to discuss.

This means more than just]

the daily newspaper. Read im-

portant periodicals on worldl

events, as well as the Catholic(

Digest, your diocesan newspa-

per, worthwhile books, and s<

forth. Finally, be sure to read]

all the informative journals con-

cerning your chosen profession.!

As that famous Augnstininnl

priest often says, "But you[

wouldn't say that outside the|

Reservation, would you?" WelU
unless a great number of peo-

ple throughout the coimtry be-

gin saying these things off thi

"Reservation", it will not b(

long before our "democratic''

civilization as we know it todaj

will either fall into decay or

annihilated by atheistic Com'-j

munism.

STUDENT

GOVERNMENT

NOVEMBER 14-18

The case of the typing paper

that erased without a trace— or,

EATON'S CORRASABLE pOND
; ;; >- Typewriter Paper

Tt*s a cinch to "riil> out*'

typing errors and Inisc no
'Cjuos", wlu'M yon use

F^atonV (lorrusaldc Bond
Paper. i\o\rr snirars, never

smii(i;^es— Itecanse

Corrasalil»''s like-niagie

surlaee . . . onisrs uilhuut a

trace! (A lli«k ol I he wrist

ami a pen<il eraser puts

things right!) This line

quahl\ honj paper gives a

handsome appearance to all

your work. It's a perfett

crime not to use it

!

Erasable Corrasable i» available in alt the weights you

might require —from onionskin to heavy bond. In con-

venient 100-sheet packets and 500-nheet ream boxes.

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper, backed by the famous

Eaton name.

EATON'S CORK AS ABLE BOND
Made only by Eaton

EATON PAPER COHPOKATlON j'E) rilTSnKLD, MASSACIIL'SETT.S

CHESTE?FIELD, L&M and OASIS invite you to the

Villanova Xavier

Game Contest!
||R|BHHK(Q9P^M^^Nr!S|3|9|MHM^

Vraf',< , ., »-i r >

*>n j>eiwy»ift>f; ; .
.- yV^ r.t-t

^kjk^

Ti J

iUST PREDICT
THE SCORE

AND WIN UP TO

300
FIRST PRIZE JACKPOT

*150
SECOND PRIZE JACKPOT

50
THIRD PRIZE JACKPOT

FOR THE %mm% AND
mm\lS OF THE ABOVE

COMPETING COLLEGES ONLY'
Pick up a pack and take a crack at ezpertins the bie same if v«.. .«. a. . ^^^^^^^^^^^^HBH^P
«,ore. the first prize Jackpot i. all yZ,. IfLrlT.^"' ^ou .hare tTe ^o^^'''^!

** """"%"" ^*^ the correct half-ttae andTal
Jackpot.. Enter a. often a. you like . . . and to make It ^^ntZtL^^ll^^^1V1:I^ •••»* •'»»«• »» "Inner, of the .econd and third
... take a crack at the big money I

ea»y, u.e the back, ofpack.«w. your entry M.,i.. So each tiiii« you finish a pack

«£A0 TNESf £ASy »ULB. ..

HERE'S ALL YOU 00 TO WIN...

1. Pr9(lict the final score for each team.

2. Predict the half-time score for each team.

3. Use an empty pack* as your entry blank. inWasSMa :s:rS'.
•"•"••"• •"'""^"^•> ^^ •«"

THIRC)'%I?E*jIckP0T ^{S^''£J-.^' ^^CONO prize JACKPOT-$150-

'
, ."^XJJrp.

.C'

'&

START SMWNG PACKS NO,
The more oftenyou enter. ..the more chancesyou have to

yjt^.^ v>-y,''>t

L tM hat found th« Mcrtt that

unlocks flavor In a fllttr ciga-

rttti. (Pack or Boi).

O U0O«tt A My*ri Tobacco Co.

CNESTCRFIELD-NoW'Alr-
Softanod". thoy satisfy svtn

fflortl(KlngorRaiular).

I

I

I

I

I

I
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VILLANOVA

XAVIER
Mail this tntry to:
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(

(

FINAL

)

HALF-TIME

( )

( )

0. BOX 413. NEW YORK 4a, N.y

I

I

I

I

I

NAMI

AODROt.

"(nKSTWiNTJ"

OASIS- Most rafrashing taata

Of all. Just anough manthol . .

.
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*or ocMptobl* lubitituts (••• rul«i). |
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I

I

I
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Junior Ring Mass And

Conmnnion Breakfast

Preceding the home football

with Detroit, the Junior Class

will sponsor its first social event

of the year. A Mass In the Uni-

versity Chapel will be held at

9:30, followed by a Communion
Breakfast in the cafeteria of the

Commerce and Finance Building.

Breakfast will be supplied by a

•atercr. i

The Rev. F&ther Thomas Ken-

ny, O.S.A., will be the celebrant

of the Mass and will bless the

class rings at the same time. He
will also be assisted by two Jun-

ior Class servc^
The Conmiunion Breakfast

will sponsor two guest speakers.

The Rev. Father John A. Kle-

kotka, O.S.A., President of the

University and Mr. Gordon Bur-

lingame. The speakers topic

shall be the economic and aca-

demic future of Villanova Uni-

versity. Mr. Burlingame will

speak on the development fund

and utilization of the alumni

and students in the expansion of

the University.

Tickets may be purchased for

$2.00 in the Pie Shoppe or from

members of the ticket commit-

tee.

VU Grods Poss Bars
Word was received several

days ago of the results of the

Bar examinations given during

the past summer in New Jersey

and the District of Columbia.

Four of this year's Villanova

Law School garduates took the

Bar examinations in the District

of Columbia and two took the

New Jersey State Bar examin-

ations. In both the District of

Columbia and New Jersey, all

Villanova candidates were suc-

cessful.

^{^55pRSr^right)ir Interviewed by wwvus
Program Director CharUe Laubus. Laubus also taped an Inter-

view with Senator John Kennedy which marked a first for tiie

slation.
.^

WWVU Interviews Kennedy & Clark

Catholic Charities Director

Appeals For Big Brothers

The Villanova radio station,

WWVU, at the Delaware County
Democratic Dinner, received a

personal interview with Senator

Joseph Clark and Congressman
William Green. At this cam-

paign dinner, a tape was made
of Senator John F. Kennedy's

short speech which was broad-

cast over a special WWVU ra-

dio editorial on Monday evening

last.

After a sleepless night, the

interviewers drove to the George

Washington Motor Lodge to per-

sonally interview Senator Ken-

nedy. Charlie Labus, program

director, under abject circum-

stances obtained an on-the-^)ot

interview.

The WWVU mobile crew was

invited to join Kennedy's offi-

cial motorcade for the rest of

the day. Our station was the

only radio station to obtain an

interview with the Senator.

Large Philadelphia network sta-

tions were unable to get this

privilege, granted WWVU.
Charlie Labus, Dave Hughes,

and John Plaatje were invited

and attended the $100 a plate

dinner at Convention Hall as

press representatives of Villa-

nova University.

The Senator's major speech in

Philadelphia was taped and
broadcast along with other po-

litical speeches on the special

program Monday night.

The close, on-the-spot cover-

age was a first in our radio sta-

tion's history. Emphasis will be

placed on more extensive news

and sports on-location coverage.

The Rt. Rev. Monsignor
Thomas J. Rilley, director of the

Catholic Charities of the Arch-

diocese of Philadelphia, has ap-

pealed to Rev. Dante Girolami,

O.S.A., requesting "the aid of

volunteers" from Villanova to

assist in the Archdiocese's Big

Brother Association.

The main objective of the as-

sociation is to aid the' youth of

Philadelphia through construc-

tive programs and activities.

A brief description of the var-

ious staff areas will give anyone
interested in the program a bet-

ter understanding of the asso-

ciation's work, the program
should be of particular interest

to those students majoring in

sociology and psychology, or

who have a desire to partalce in

social work.

The Game Room Leader heads

a room which is a casual gather-

ing place. It is, however, a very

sensitive program area, and its

informality attracts many boys.

In a casual atmosphere a man
can best pick out an unhappy
boy, give .him some recognition

and consideration, and with the

combined efforts of all of Is,

straighten him out.

The Senior Lounge resembles

the Game Room in activity, but

is set apart for boys 14 and over.

It is instituted with the realiza-

tion that older boys have differ-

ent interests and require differ-

ent approaches.

The Athletic Program includes

basketball, swimming, softball,

and crafts. Well-quaiifled in-

structors do an invaluable job

of organization in each of these

fields.

Roamers Walking Delegates

are people who have no fixed

spot or room, but travel through

the bnil<yng and observe what
the boys are doing. In this way
they frequently find a boy at

loose ends. Doing nothing is

everyone's privilege, but the

Delegates* job is to help a boy
find what he wants to do and
assist him in doing it.

The Big Brother Boys' Club is

open each afternoon 2:00 to

5:30 and evenings 7:00 to

10:00 Monday through Friday,

and Saturday 9:00 to 5:00.

Volunteers who could assist

one evening a week or part of

Saturday should contact:

Thomas G. Cairns . >

25 South Van Pelt Street

Philadelphia 3, Pa.

or call LO 3-7796

Or do they just go? If so try 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic-made

KpeeiaUy for men who use water with their hair tonic

(and who doesn't!) .'Vaseline' Hair Tonic's 100% pure,

light grooming oil replaces oil that water removes. It

will not evaporate - vriil stay clear and clean. Your hair

looks great, stays neater longer. Just a little does a lot

!

VASEUNE HAIR TONIC

Your razor rides easy all the way. Softens

the most stubborn beard instantly for a faster,

closer shave, soothes and lubricates your skin.

Extra-rich, extra-thfck, push-button quick.

Regular or Mentholated, only 1.00

••MCLWC* laAaci nMomnaa o> cmcm*!

§£(^ii»/yV SMOOTH?^*^ SHAVE

Billy Paczkoikie—

Bilocator Between

Lab and Gridiron
ly Bill Ctreont

Vhicent "Billy" Paczkoskie

was bom and raised in an ob-

scure town in Pennsylvania

—

Shamokin, but this was not a
detrimentcU factor because he
developed into one of the finest

fullbacks ever to come out of
the coal regions.

As a youngster, Billy was
large and well proportioned, the
result of many laborious days in

the ooal fields. When he reached
high school the coach was ex-

tremely impressed by his size

and physique.

Asked to try out for the foot-

ball team, Billy nonchalantly
shrugged his massive shoulders
and said, "Sure I'll give it a
try."

TD On First Garry
Well, try he did. The first

time that he carried the ball in

a scrimmage game he plowed
through the line and then with
a burst of lightning speed out-

raced the defensive backs to
score on a play covering 70
yards.

The coach was flabbergaated

;

Bi'My made the first team, a po-
sition that he ably maintained
throughout his high school days.

So, Billy lived in an obscure
town and played for an even
^more o s c u r e school — Goal
Township High School. But
once the "Shamokin Express"
started rolling everyone had
heard of this small school.

In Billy's senior year he was in

the limelight. Everybody want-
ed him to go to college and he
received approximately 80 of-

fers from colleges all over the
country. He had attained the
{highest honors possible; All-

State and All-American. Be-
cause of these noteworthy

I

awards and his great ability, in-

numerable agents appeared at
[his home trying to entice him to

matriculate at colleges from
[Notre Dame to L.S.U.

Chose Villaiiova

But Billy had other plans. He
I wanted to stay close to home and
yet play for a big team. So his

[choice fell on Villanova; a
[choice he does not regret to this

|day. ^ y
Kept out of his freshman year

I

by a knee operation, he stormed

I
back in his sophomore year to

iramble like an unchamed bull.

JHe won wide acclaim and was
Iplcked for stardom.

Fans would never forget the

|game against Richmond in which
{illy was called on continuous-

[ly and how well he responded by
Tipping off huge gains. The rain

Ipoured down; yet not a person
[left the stadium because Billy

Iwas running wild and no one
Iwanted to miss that. He had
lat last displayed his great po-

[tential, and everything said

ibout him was verified.

Academic Handicap
One factor Billy had to over-

ifji lh% Greevt"

Villanova's undefeated 1960 cross country t&am, which wound
up the season with a 19-88 victory over LaSalle last Wedneaday.

Traynor and Sivieri Head
All-Tat First Four Places
As Harriers Down Red Men

By Ed Lohr

Villanova's undefeated cross
country team journeyed to the
'big dty' on Saturday, October
26 and returned with a 19-36

victory over the Redmen of St.

John's University and the two
fastest times posted over the
rugged Van Cortland Park
course this season.

Pat Traynor placed first once
again and led the Wildcats
home in fine style in 24-51
over the five-mile ordeal.

Capturing the first four
places, the Villanova harriers

beat a good St. John's team
composed mainly of sophomores
from last year's freshman IC4A
cross country championship
team. St. John's had one pre-

vious loss and that was to power-
ful Army.

SIvlerl Second

Ange!o Sivieri also ran a
great race finishing second in

25:32; Owen Magulre p!aced
third and Jon Dante rounded
out the first-four place sweep
for the Wildcats.

After the LaSalle meet on
November 2, Villanova is point-

ing toward the IC4A cross coun-
try cham^onshlps in New York
City on November 14.

Coach Jim Tuppeny noted the
greatest competition for the
team title would come from
Penn State, Army and defending
champion Michigan State.

Individual standouts will

probably be: Dick Norman of
Penn State, Jim Howe of Brown,
Tom Laris of Dartmouth and
Bi^J Verdesco of Georgetown.

"This is a good team but it

could be better and continued
hard work will make it just

that!" emphasized Tuppeny. He
also hinted that a trip to the
NCAA would be warranted from
a good showing at the IC4A's.

oome every Saturday is his lack
of practice, which is no fault

of his or the coaching staff.

Most afternoons when the rest

of the team is practicing, Billy,

is in lab studying to pursue his

education in the field of medi-
cine. He gets to practice twice
a week, but shows no indication
of this handicap once the open-
ing whistle is heard on Satur-

days.

This season Billy has not

played to a great extent, but

every time he does get into the

fifame there are visions of the

"Shamokin Express" chugging
through the line and as the

thundePDus sound of coUiding

leather slowly diminishes. Billy's

smile can be seen as he lifts

himself from the gridiron.

Stalwart defensive tackling

and a tremendous blocking are

other factors which cause trep-

idation to rush through opposing

players as the gigcmtic form of
BUly goes racing onto the field.

Doesn't 'Rattle' Easily

Billy has never been known to

get 'rattled,' and very cooly sits

on the bench awaiting his

chance. When his name is call-

ed he lumbers onto the field to

do the job expected of him. He
knows his job and is ready to

perform it.

This past Saturday Billy was
caJled upon to p'unge the final

four yards and he did just what
was expected. He scored! This
game against Rutgers also gave
every indication that the "Sha-
mokin Express' is ready and will

once more blast through the line

terrorizing all that get in his

path.

A man with a purpose, that's

Vincent "Bill y" Paczkoskie
Whether it be medicine or foot-

ball, he always does his job.

'Famine': One Comes;
Then One Goes

ly Dan Grov«i

On a gray October day, twenty-six years ago the Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse rode across the Plains of West
Point in the guise of Notre Dame football players. These
horsemen—Famine, Destruction, Pestilance, and Death

—

.were so dubbed by an itinerant typewriter-pounder named
Grantland Rice.

In real life these men were Stuldreher, Miller, Layden,
and Crowley, Knute Rockne's backfield. This group wreaked
destruction on a tough Army team that day. They rode
through the remainder of their college careers to become
a legend in American sports annals.

Last week one of these four cowboys directed his chauf-
feur-driven Cadillac into the Fieldhouse driveway. Harry
Stuldreher, the first horseman, had come back to the place
where he started his successful coaching career. He had
moved up the ranks of athletes from All-.^erican, to coach,
to athletic director (at Wisconsin). Now the ex-Saturday
afternoon idol is^ human relations man with the U. S. Steel
Company.

frpm P/gtil[|fi fo Pigfron

Stuldreher'was on a mission of mercy. To bring a kind
word into the life of two of his former Villanova charges,
Alex Bell and Ed Michaels, who along with the rest of the
Villanova coaching staff and team, were feeling lower than
the poolsters who picked Syracuse to take Pitt.

Stuldreher had a short talk with the two coaches, then
walked aiound the fieldhouse renewing old acquaintances.

What did he tell Bell and Michaels Y What did he think
of present day college football? "Al and Mike feel that

nothing is going to happen
right. They have a young
team and have had lots of
bad breaks. I assured them
that soon things would
happen right. I have every
confidence that the present
staff is capable of doing a
job."

"In college football to-

day there are no coaching
genuises. Manpower and a
tailwind to get them mov-
ing are the prerequisites of
la good college team. Today
there are many more good
teams than there were in

I
my day."

The dapper little man
who had guided Villanova's
football fortunes for eleven
years, was correct in his

analysis of both situations. Against Rutgers the tailwind
was found. The offense and defense worked as cohesive units.
The spirit was still there, even after the terrible shellacking
the Hudson River GI's handed them. The manpower was
approximately equal, for a change.

Rutgers waved their press clippings as John Bateman
watched the newly found tailwind blowi his dream of an
undefeated season out the window, llie old Horseman
named Famine had called the play. Alex Bell and Ed
Michaels began to believe in spritual things again, and tl^e

football player didn't have to turn a deaf ear on the cliched
"tough luck Saturday", phrase.

Perhaps Stuldreher's sage observation was a timely
piece of luck. No matter. The winning spirit and morale
are restored. We can win against equal opponents. The
Philadelphia press lost their weekly whipping boy and Villa-
novan sportswriters no longer shirk the assignment of re-

hashing the game.

R\qM Ar9a, Wrong 6om«
Harry Stuldreher left as quickly as he had come. Perhaps

his short talk with the coaches was as impressive as his
shoit interview with me. He certainly is a living refutation
to the image of the big dumb football player who majors in
underwater penmanship. His only mistake was his choice
of weekend entertainment. He passed up the Rutgers game
for the Navy-Notre Dame classic in Philadelphia. Ah well,
maybe he'll stay for the whole show next time.

THE FAMINE IS OVER

M U O N

THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE
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Junior Ring IMass And

Communion Brealcfast

Preceding the home football

with Detroit, the Junior Class

will sponsor its first social event

of the year. A Mass in the Uni-

versity Chapel will be held at

9:30, followed by a Communion
Breakfast in the cafeteria of the

Commerce and Finance Building.

Breakfast will be supplied by a
•aterer.

j

The Rev. Father Thomas Ken-
ny, O.S.A., will be the celebrant

of the Mass and will bless the

class rings at the same time. He
will also be assisted by two Jun-

ior Class servq^s.

The Communion Breakfast

will sponsor two guest speakers^

The Rev. Father John A. Kle-

kotka, O.S.A., President of the

University and Mr. Gordon Bur-
lingame. The speakers topic

shall be the economic and aca-

demic future of Villanova Uni-

versity. Mr. Burlingame will

speak on the development fund
and utilization of the alumni
and students in the expansion of
the University.

Tickets may be purchased for

$2.00 in the Pie Shoppe or from
members of the ticket commit-
tee.

Senator Joseph Clark (right) is interviewed by WWVU's
Program Director Charlie Laubus. Laubus also taped an inter-

view with Senator John Kennedy which uiarlied a first for tbe

slation.

WWVU Interviews Kennedy & Clark

VU Grads Pass Bars
Word was received several

days ago of the results of the

Bar examinations given during
the past summer in New Jersey

and the District of Columbia.
Four of this year's Villanova

Law School garduates took the

Bar examinations in the District

of Columbia and two took the

New Jersey State Bar examin-
ations. In both the District of

Columbia and New Jersey, all i

Villanova candidates were suc-

cessful,
'

The Villanova radio station,

WWVU, at the Delaware County
Democratic Dinner, received a

personal interview with Senator
Joseph Clark and Congressman
William Green. At this cam-
paign dinner, a tape was made
of Senator John F. Kennedy's
short speech which was broad-

cast over a special WWVU ra-

dio edit^orial on Monday evening
last.'.; - ''"

After a sleepless night, the

interviewers drove to the George
Washington Motor Lodge to per-

sonally interview Senator Ken-
nedy. Charlie Labus^ program
director, under abject circum-

s4ances obtained an on-the-spot

interview.

The WWVU mobile crew was
invited to join Kennedy's otli-

cial motorcade for the rest of

the day. Our station was the

only radio station to obtain an
interview with the Senator.

Large Philadelphia network sta-

tions were unable to get this

privilege, granted WWVU.
Charlie Labus, Dave Hughes,

and John Plaatje were invited

and attended the $100 a plate

dinner at Convention Hall as

press representatives of Villa-

nova University.

The Senator's major speech in

Philadelphia was taped and
broadcast along with other po-

litical siKVches on the sjiecial

program Monday night. ,;.

The close, on-the-spot cover-

age was a first in our radio sta-

tion's history. Emphasis will be

placed on more extensive news

and sports on-location coverage.

: .•'.
. .'r;

'« »-."•
•

Or do they just go? If so try 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic- made
special! !/ for men who u.se water with their hair tonic

(and who doesn't!) .'Va.seline' Hair Tonic's 100% pure,

light grooming oil replaces oil that water removes. It

will not evaporate - ivill .stay clear and clean. Your hair

looks great, .stays neater longer. Just a little does a lot

!

HAIR TONIC
'«*'.tt.i«c IS « >t'Siir(»ao r*«otiM«« o* cnrttaaouOM »aao-t imc
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Catholic Charities Director

Appeals For Big Brothers
The Ht. Rev. Monsignor

Thomas J. Rillcy, director of tlie

Catholic Charities of the Arch-

diocese of Philadelphia, has ap-

pealed to Rev. Dante Girolami,

O.S.A., requesting "the aid of

volunteers" from Villanova to

assist in the Archdiocese's Big
Brother Association.

The main objective of the as-

sociation is to aid the youth of

Philadelphia through construc-

tive programs and activities.

A brief description of the var-

ious staff areas will give anyone
interested in the program a bet-

ter understanding of the asso-

ciation's work, the program
should be of particular interest

to those students majoring in

sociology and psychology, or
who have a desire to partake in

social work.

The Game Room Leader heads
a room which is a casual gather-

ing place. It is, however, a very
sensitive program area, and its

informality attracts many boys.

In a casual atmosphere a man
can best pick out an unhappy
boy, give him some recognition

and consideration, and with the
combined efforts of all of Is,

straighten him out.

The Senior Lounge resembles

the Game Room in activity, but

IS set apart for boys 14 and over.

It is instituted with the realisa-

tion that older boys have differ-

ent interests and require differ-

ent approaches.

The Athletic Program includes

basketball, swimming, softball,

and crafts. Well-qualified in-

structors do an invaluable job

of organization in each of these

fields.

Roamers Walking Delegates

are people who have no fixed

spot or room, but travel through
the building and observe what
the boys are doing. In this way
they frequently find a boy at

loose ends. Doing nothing is

everyone's privilege, but the

Delegates' job is to help a boy
find what he wants to do and
assist him in doing it.

The Big Brother Boys' Club is

ooen each afternoon 2:00 to

5:30 and evenings 7:00 to

10:00 Monday through Friday,

and Saturday 9:00 to 5:00.

Volunteers who could assist

one evening a week or part of

Saturday should contact:

Thomas G. Cairns

25 South Van Pelt Street

Philadelphia 3, Pa.

or call LO 3-7796

Old Spice

Smooth Shav^

stays

moist

nniii
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SMOOTH $HAV^

Your razor rides easy all the way. Softens
the most stubborn beard instantly for a faster,

closer shave, soothes and lubricates your skin.

Extra-rich, extra-thfck, push-button quick.

Regular or Mentholated, only 1.00
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Billy Paczkoskie—
Bllocator Between

Lab and Gridiron
By Bill Ctrcone

Vincent "BiUy" Paczkoskie
was bom and raised in an ob-
scure town in Pennsylvania

—

Shamokin, but this was not a
detrimental factor because he
developed into one of the finest

fullbacks ever to come out of
the coal regions.

As a youngster, Billy was
large and well proportioned, the
result of many laborious days in

the coal fields. When he reached
high school the coach was ex-

tremely impressed by his size

and physique.
Asked to try out for the foot-

ball team, Billy nonchalantly
shrugged his massive shoulders
and said, "Sure I'll give it a
try."

TD On First Carry
Well, try he did. The first

time that he carried the ball in

a scrimmage game he plowed
through the line and then with
a burst of lightning speed out-
raced the defensive backs to
score on a^ play covering 70
'yards.

The coach was flabbergasted;
Bi'ly made the first team, a po-
sition that he ably maintained
throughout his high school days.

So, Billy lived in an obscure
town and played for an even
•more o s c u r e school — Ooal
Township High School. But
once the "Shamokin Express"
started rolling everyone had
heard of this small school.

In Billy's senior year he was in
the limelight. Everybody want-
ed him to go to college and he
received approximately 80 of-
|fers from colleges all over the
country. He had attained the

I

highest honors possible; All-
State and Ail-American. Be-
cause of these noteworthy

I

awards and his great ability, in-

numerable agents appeared at
his home trying to entice him to
matriculate at colleges from
[Notre Dame to L.S.U.

Chose Villanova
But Billy had other plans. He

I

wanted to stay close to home and I

yet play for a big team. So his
I choice fell on Villanova; a
(choice he does not regret to this

I
day.

Kept out of his freshman year
Iby a knee operation, he stormed
I back in his sophomore year to
jramble like an unchamed bull.

JHe won wide acclaim and was
[picked for stardom.

Fans would never forget the
[game against Richmond in which

silly was called on continuous-
lly and how well he responded by
pipping off huge gains. The rain
Ipoured down; yet no. a person
jleft the stadium because Billy

jwas running wild and no one
jwanted to miss that. He had
lat last displayed his great po-
Itential, and evervthing said
|about him was verified.

Academic Handicap
One factor Billy had to over-

'W4,
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Vnianova's undefeated 1960 cross country taam, which woundup the season \vith a 19-38 victory over LaSalle last Wednesday.

Traynor and Sivieri Head
AU-'Cat First Four Places
As Harriers Down Red Men

By Ed

Villanova's undefeated cross
country team journeyed to the
'big city' on Saturday, October
26 and returned with a 19-36
victory over the Redmen of St.

John's University and the two
fastest times posted over the
rugged Van Cortland Park
course this season.

Lohr

Pat Traynor placed first once
again and led the Wildcats
home in fine style in 24-51
over the five-mile ordeal.

Capturing the first four
places, the Villanova harriers
beat a good St. John's team
composed mainly of sophomores
from last year's freshman IC4A
cross country championship
team. St. John's had one pre-
vious loss and that was to power-
ful Army.

Slvierl Second

Ange^o Sivieri also ran a
great race finishing second in

oome every Saturday is his lack
of practice, which is no fault

of his or the coaching staff.

Most afternoons when the rest
of the team is practicing, Billy
is in lab studying to pursue his
education in the field of medi-
cine. He gets to practice twice
a week, but shows no indication
of this handicap once the open-
ing whistle is heard on Satur-
days. .''

'':' '^''-'.':

This season Billy has not
played to a great extent, but
every time he does get into the
Ejame there are visions of the
"Shamokin P]xpress" chugging
through the line and as the
thunderous sound of colliding

leather slowly diminishes. Bine's
smile can be seen as he lifts

himself from the gridiron.

Stalwart defensive tackling
and a tremendous blocking are
other factors which cause trep-

idation to rush through opposing

25:32; Owen Maguire placed
third and Jon Dante rounded
out the first-four place swe©-^
for the Wildcats.

After the La Salle meet on
November 2, Villanova is point-
ing toward the IC4A cross coun-
try chamnionships in New York
Oity on November 14.

Coach Jim Tuppeny noted the
greatest competition for the
team title would come from
Penn State, Army and defending
champion Michigan State.

Individual standouts will
probably be: Dick Norman of
Penn State, Jim Howe of Brown,
Tom Laris of Dartmouth and
BiM Verdesco of Georgetown.

"This is a good team but it

could be better and continued
hard work will make it just
that!" emphasized Tuppeny. He
also hinted that a trip to the
NCAA would be warranted from
a good showing at the IC4A's.

players as the gigantic form of
Billy goes racing onto the field.

Doesn't 'Rattle' Easily

Billy has never been known to

get 'rattled,' and very cooly sits

on the bench awaiting his

chance. When his name is call-

ed he lumbers onto the field to
do the job expected of him. He
knows hi^ job and is ready to
perform it.

This past Saturday Bill\' was
called upon to p'unge the final

four yards and he did ju.st what
was expected. He scored! This
game against Rutgers also gave
every indication that th^; 'Sfia-

mokin Express' is ready and will

once more blast, thrnigh the line

terrorizing all that get in his
path.

A man with a purpose, that's
Vincent "Bill y" Paczkoskie
Whether it be medicine or foot-
ball, he always does his job.

Ill Tfce Groove*

'Famine': One Comes
Then One Goes

m00^0mmmmaf^^mmmmt^m^tmm By Dan Grove

\TRIGGER
,\\ FOR V-

• Rangers Bob and Joe, on
snow patrol m a new area,
have taken a short cut in

their race to camp before
an approaching blizzard...

On a gray October day, twenty-six years ago the Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse rode across the Plains of West
Point in the guise of Notre Dame football players. These
horsemen—Famine, Destruction, Pestilance, and Death-
were so dubbed by an itinerant typewriter-pounder named
Grantland Rice. v. ,

In real life these men were iStulrfreher, Miller, Layden,
and Crowley, Knute Rockne's backfield. This group wreaked
destruction on a tough Army team that day. They rode
through the remainder of their college careers to become
a legend in American sports annals.

Last week one of these four cowboys directed his chauf-
feur-driven Cadillac into the Fieldhouse driveway. Harry
Stuldreher, the lirst horseman, had come back to the place
where he started his successful coaching career. He had
moved up the ranks of athletes from All-American, to coach,
to athletic director (at Wisconsin). Now the ex-Saturday
alternaon idol is ,a human relations man with the U. S. Steel
Company.

From P/gsk/n fo Pig/ron

Stuldreher' was on a mission of mercy. To bring a kind
word into the life of two of his former Villanova charges,
Alex Bell and Ed Michaels, who along with the rest ot the
Villanova coaching staff and team, were feeling lower than
the poolsters who picked Syracuse to take Pitt.

Stuldreher had a short talk with the two coaches, then
walked around the fieldhouse renewing old acquaintances.

What did he tell Bell and Michaels? What did he think
of present day college lootbaU? "Al and Mike feel that

nothing is going to happen
right. They have a young
team and have had lots of
bad breaks. I assured them
that soon things would
happen right. I have every
confidence that the present
staff is capable of doing a
job."

"In college football to-
day there are no coaching
genuises. Manpower and a
tailwind to get them mov-
ing are the prerequisites of
a good college team. Today
there are many more good
teams than there were in
my day."

The dapper little man
who had guided Villanova's
football fortunes foi* eleven

, . ^ , ,, .
years, was correct in his

analysis of both situations. Against Rutgers the tailwind
was found. The offense and defense worked as cohesive units
The spirit was still there, even after the terrible shellacking
the Hudson River GI's handed them. The manpower was
approximately equal, for a change.

,

Rutgers waved their press clippings as John Bateman
watched the newly found tailwind blow" his dream of an
undefeated season out the window. iTie old Horseman
named Famine had called the play. Alex Bell and Ed
Miciiaels began to believe in spritual things again, and t}\e
football player didn't have to turn a deaf ear on the cliched
tough luck Saturday", phrase.

Perhaps Stuldreher's sage observation was a timely
piece oi luck. No matter. The winning spirit and morale •

are restored. We can win against equal opponents. The
Philadelphia press lost their weekly whipping hoy and \'illa- ^^

novan sportswriters no longer shirk the assignment oi^ re-
hashing the game. ' ,. •:;

••'.•':;''.:•;:;•; •.,/:,
'

Right Area, Wrong Game
/ ; -^

Harry Stuldreher lell as quickly as lie had corne. If^erhaps
his short talk with tlie coaches was as impressive as his
short interview with mo. He certainly is a living refutation
to [he image of the bi^ dumb football" plaver who majors in
underwater penmanship. His only mistake was his choice
ol weekend entertainment. He passed up the Rutgers game
for the Navy-Notie Dame classic in Philadelphia. Ah well,
maybe he'll stay for the whole show next time.

THE FAMINE IS OVER

THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE

Viceroys got It...^
at both ends ^

O >'6o. BK'iAH 4 Vt'Lt. «>*$v''N r^'|4
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Talented Titans To Defend

Burke Trophy Against Cats
by Jack Domio

The Villanova Elerwn will try

to lower Detroit University'a

growing prestiege as a small

college football power this Sat-

urday afternoon. The 'Cats will

be trying to av«nge the 40-6

setbacic it suffered last year at

the hands of Detroit and bring

the Cyril J. Burke Trophy,

named for the prominent Detroit

businessman and Villanova al-

umnus, back to Philadelphia.

Detroit coach, Jnn Miller, will

be trying to better his first year

record of 6-4. The starting back-

fleld will have aoph Gerry Gross

at QB. Bob Lusky, a 6* senior

from Tamaqua, Pa., who led the

Titans in total offense with 621

yds. in 194 plays, will be lost

the rest of the season due to

an ankle injury.
* However, Chxws, a two-time

high school All American, ran

and passed for 338 yds. against

the Quantico Marines from var-

iations of the split 'T', which

Detroit employs. Jim Post, who
had a 4.4 yds. avg. last season,

will be at right halfback. Jun-

iors Ted Karpowicz and Tom
Shanahan, who does the place

kicking chores, share the left

halfback position. Soph Tom
DeLuca will be at fullback. The

ends will be manned by a pair

of 6'3", 200 lb., juniors named
Larry Vargo and Steve Stone-

breaker.
Young line

The interior line is young, in-

experienced, but big—averaging
6'1", 210 lbs. Junior Tom Mar-

shall, a nationally ranked punt-

er, has a 40 yd. average this

year.

After losing their first game
to Iowa St, 44-21 (it was 21-21

at the end of the third period),

Detroit has beaten: Xavier, 26-

6; Cincinnati, 14-0; Boston Col-

lege, 19-17; Dayton, 13-0; Quan-
tico Marines, 28-7; and 32-12,

Marquette. They will be riding

high for their game with Villa-

nova, carrying a six-game win

streak—the longest since 1920.

Larry Sopko's place kicking,

which ended another streak two
weeks ago, will play a big role

for the 'Cats.

Detroit will be meeting Villa-

nova for the twenty-eighth time

since 1931. Villanova leads in

the series with 15 wins, there

have been two ties. Villanova

last won in 1958, 7-0.

The Titans will arrive at Villa-

nova with a creditable record,

but may not be able to improve

it at the 'Cats expense. The
'Cats have finally found them-
selves after a slow start, but

will not be at full strength for

the Midwest invaders.

Wildkittens Drop

Second of Season;

Rain, RaHS Blaned
By Bob Lorkii

Villanova's freshm^i football

team traveled to West Chester

last week where it dropped its

second game of the campaign
7-0. Injuries, inexperience and
a costly fumble spelled the dif-

ference.

West Chester's tally came
early in the first period when
they took advantage of a Wild-

cat miscue. The Mainliners, deep

in their own territory, fumbled
on the four yard line. West
Chester recovered and scored

off their own left tackle. The
kick was good for the extra

point and the Rams led 7-0. The
game remained scoreless there-

after with neither team posing

a serious scoring threat.

Inexperience, etc

Due to inexperience and poor
weather conditions the Biain-

liners offense could not pene-

trate the Rams forward wall.

On two occassions the 'Cats

drove down to West Chester's

20 yard line only to have the

drive falter. The freshmen
team's passing attack was lunit-

ed by the weather and the Rams
concentrated on stopping the

running of Corsetti and Russo.

One of the bright spots of the

afternoon was the fine defensive

play of the linemen. Three of

the players turned in h\>n men
performances playing the full

60 minutes. Sullivan played the

full game at end as did Imped-
uglia at guard and Papa at cen-

ter.

The freshmen now have an
0-2 record after dropping the

opener to Bullis Prep last week
14-2. Next Friday they will try

to get into the win column when
they play the plebes at West
Point.

Richie Richnuui (15), Ylilaiiovm's sophomore QB, eindes Dave Yolio (64) and Harry Cnunp

(38) of BC enronte to another good gain In Hw second period of 8atarday*s homeeomiag gams.

Cats End Rutgers Success

Story; Wet Homecoming
For the first time this season I By Jacii Duffy

the ride home was short and . ^ .. ^.j
sweet for the Villanova football !^«^ The men in the Wue and

team. The ride oould have been
j

white
^^^^^^^^f^^3^

a thousand mUes instead of al^ought them and outscor^

hundred but still it would have
i

them A
^^ff°f^»^/.«/j" ^^^

been short, as all victory rides! an «F^^,J**^.^?^^^J'^^^
are. The Villanova University deprived the victors of another

football team had won a game
It had knocked off undefeated

Rutgers 14-12.

The Rutgers football game
had great significance for Villa-

nova football men. For the

coach, Alex Bell, it meant the

end of a frustrating experience.

After six consecutive losses

Coach Bell must have thought

we would never win; and then

success.

Hie Big Game
For the team this was the one

they knew they had to win. Here

waa Rutgers, a mighty Eastern

power, if you listened to the

prcVpaganda out of New Bruns-

wick, unbeaten and looking for

their first undefeated season in

the history of the school.

Rutgers was making state-

ments to the effect that they

would beat Villanova by more

points than Army and Navy
combined. The Scarlet was con-

fident and they told everyone of

their intentions but the Villa-

nova football team.

Needless to say the boys in

thp red football suits were lucky!

to keep the score as close an it

BulHng ap the middle to tbs four yard Hne, VlTs Biny PaesiM>wskle has left Bnt«era'

Ronegan (84) in his walie. Witnesses to tiie action are NIeii Rosso (41) of tiie X)aln and

Xtadie (11) and Bob Yardstielc (14) off the Scarlet On Uw next play Pncshowihie '

for the gamo winning Wildcat TD.
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touchdown.

Many Heroes
The Wildcat football players

were as happy about their vic-

tory as a bunch of kids on
CUiristmas morning. Almost
everyone in uniform was a
hero. The backfield was brilliant

and the line tremendous. Richie

Richman played a masterful

game at quarterback.

This agile sophomore always

came through with the big play

in the clutch. The halfbacks,

Larry Glueck and Mike Pettine

also turned in fine games.

Glueck, with the aid of a charg-

ing defensive line, picked off

three Rutgers' passes and
throttled the Scarlet air attack.

At fullback. Bill Paczkowskie

and Lou Rettino were men of

iron: Something like if the right

Tist doesn't get you the left one

will. It was Paczkowskie's 4-

yard plunge in the last period

that accounted for the winning

touchdown.
Une Brilliant

The line men also should come

in for praise. Joe Luzzi, Rich

Ross, Charlie Johnson, and

Henry Gotard played heads up

ball in the middle of the line.

€am Gnineison's fine catch of

Richman's pass for the first TD
was indeed the work of a very

fine end. '•. .^

The game meant a lot to other

people too. To Joe €3iase, the

sports publicist, this was the

week the press came to hfan for

information on Saturday's

heroea
To the Philadelphia press,

who had been following a loser

all year this was the sunlight in

the rainstorm.

And to the Villanova student

body this was the week. Tiie

campus Saturday afternoon

looked like Fifth Av«nue on the

day after the election. And to

one Villanovan, let's call him

I BC Gomn
The Boston College EagfesJ

with the aid of two third periodl

fumbles captured the Homecom-
ing Day victory and their first

win of the season at the expense;

of Villanova's Wildcats by th»

score of 20-6 on Saturday. The*

visitors from Beantown domin-

ated the first half and then had

to hang on for dear life in the

third period as the grid 'Cats

came on with a rush.

The big man for the Eagles

was a swift scatback by the:

name of Johnny McCann, who-

skirted Villanova's ends with

pro-like aplomb. Mc(3ann tallied

the first BC touchdown on a ten

yard jaunt around the right end

at the close of the first period.

Then halfway through the last

quarter that man McCJann eased

through the Villanova secondary

and was on the receiving end of

a twenty-five yard touchdown

aerial from George Van Catt.

Fullback Frank Robbtti tallied

the other Eagle score on a one

yard plunge in the second per-

iod.
Not Outclassed

Although they were beaten,

the Wildcats were not outclassed

Only pure bad luck and misfor-

tune separated the " 'Cats" from

their winning ways. Outplayed

the first half, the 'Cats took the

second half kickoff and marched

75 yards for a touchdown.

Richman scored from the one

yard line, after key passes to

Gruneisen and Pettine, and a 23

yard option play with Richman

and Glueck kept the offense mov-

ing.

The WndcaU defense kept

Boston pinned deep in their own
territory in the third period and
resulted in Boston gaining only

10 yards in that period.

To illustrate just how unfor-

tunate the Wildcats were, take

a pass Richman threw to Meyers

in the first half. Hyers was
ahead of the "Eagle'* defenders,

inside the B.C. 20 yard line, and
had momentary possession of

the ball-and dropp^ it, the goof!

Another Richman to Myers
pass, on which Myers made a
sensational catch among three

Smith, this was his day too. He' Eagle defenders on the five yard
picked Villanova in the footbAU une was called back for holding.
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Ctnally Resenratioa

Debateii At Law Farm
PreM Caa Haard
Tho second session of the

Villanova Law Forum met on
Monday evening in Garey Hall,

the Law Building, to debate
the Oonnally Reservation.

The Reservation pertains to

the jurisdiction of the World
Court over international judicial

problems. It states that the

U.S. will submit to an interpre-

tation of the World Court as to

whether a problem is a prob-

lem only v^en it has been de-

termined as a domestic or an in-

ternational problem by the

United States.

Mr. Robert Dechert of the

Philadelphia Bar argued for the

rejecticm of the resolution. He
maintained that the world has
no hope if the nation retains

"merely the n^^tive point of

view." and he identi^ed the

Connally Reservation as such.

He stated that the U.S. must
show the world "the way of
democracy." He continued that

"the sdif-judging aspect of this

reservation, the reservation by
which we judge our own cases,

is the thing that turns people

away from us." He asserted that

we must give the world leader-

ship, but that this will neces-

sarily involve some risk.

Ron Klemmer and Dan Mortin Oo-Chairmen of The Johnnies
Weekend look over some unseen figures on file coming event.

Annual Omhans' Outing
Is Slated For December 3
Decorated in pre-Christmas ' Saturday, December 3, to pro-

gaiety, the 69th Street shopping vide transportation. Neverthc-

Soph ''CotiUion Carnival"
Tomorrow In Field House

area will provide magic atmos-
phere as the background to this

year's Orphans' Outing. After are able to drive do so."
Thanksgiving, the stores begin
the big Christmas season which
srenerates the happy confusion
that no other time of the year

less Outing Chairman Bud Be-
loin urges that "all those who

The
buses will proceed to Saint
John's Omhanage and then to

the 69th Street area where the

Johnnies" will visit Kiddie City,
can offer. Every Villanovan who

; Ginvbels, Lits, and Penneye, to

OPfONENTS DECHERT
and MONTGOMERY

He continued that we must
maintain the status of the free

and neutral nations of the

worid, and also attempt to in-

fluence people behind the Iron

Curtain.

"We need a declaration which
will demonstrate that we have
the will to lead, the consistency

to lead, and the skill to lead."

He asserted that we must keep

the peace and t^t law is the

only substitute for force in so

doing.

Mr. George S. Montgomery of

New York City defended the re-

tention of the resolution. He
identified the arguments for the

abolition of the reservation as

unrealistic in our times.

He asserted that if it is re-

jected or abolished "the United

States will be open to some of

the most devastating litigation"

that has ever been brought
against us. He typified the ar-

guments against the reservation

as being unrealistic in modem
politics in a statement of "how
can anyone expect to make an
impression on evil men?" He
continued that if it is abolished,

most of the world will even-

tually be communist.

takes out a "Johnnie" will enter
into this holiday atmosnhere.
Buses will arrive in the Vil-

lanova parking lot at 8:30 pjm.

Council Conducting

Student Covernnent

Week For Canpus
The purpose of Student Gov-

ernment Week, which is now in

progress, is "to develop and
strengthen the relationship be-

tween the Student Council and
the student body." according to

Tom Wall, Chairman of the
event.

The activities commenced on
Monday at 6:30 p.m. with the
Student Senate meeting in the

East Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

On Tuesday a lecture was
given by Dr. Robert O'Shea of

the Philosophy Department. Hie
speech, "The Value of Student
Government," was delivered in

the East Lounge.
The' Student Congress meeting

held last night provided a dem-
onstration of student govern-

ment in action for those who
attended as visitors.

Tonight there will be a panel

discussion in Room 110 C&F at

7:30 p.m. The purpose of this

activity will be to give the stu-

dent body an opportunity to re-

solve all questions regarding the

Student Cduncil and its useful-

ness at Villanova.

Wall aUted that "all students
who attend these metings should
obtain a comprehensive picture

of the organization which rep-

resents them," and that their

outlook on Student Government
at Villanova will be "vastly

all freshmen cmd to those who
have aspirations concerning the
Council or class office.

changed" if they do so. A spe
cial invitation was extended to

| J,rill include entertainment and

name only a few. Next door to

Gimbels, several kiddie rides

have been arranged and will be

available all afternoon free of

charge. Santa Qaus will meet
and talk to each "Johnnie" per-

sonally during the day.
Lunch will be served this year

at Kostick's from 11 :30 to 12 :30.

There will be a hot roast beef

dinner with a beverage and des-

sert for $1.25.

Dates Encouraged
Prom lunch the group will

proced to the 69th Street Thea-

tre where "Gang Busters," star-

ring the Bowery Boys, and twen-

ty cartoons will be shown. The
show is scheduled to begin at

2:00 p.m. Tom O'Connor, Co-
Chairman, said, "We hope there

is a large turnout so all the

boys can go." O'Connor also

encouraged men to brine dates.

The assigning of "Johnnies"

will be done during the week
preceeding the outing. Men will

be stationed in the Pie Shoppe
to sign up those who wish to

take out orphans.

In the past there have always
been 'orphaned" Villanovans be-

cause of the tremendous turn-

out of students. Tom O'Connor
stated "the necessity for an
early sign-uo is due only be-

cause we do not want last min-
ute disappointments to those who
wish to take out a 'Johnnie.'

"

Tuesday afternoon, December
6. is the date of the annual
Christmas Party for the orph-
ans. This party is given at the

orphanage each year as the cli-

max to the orphans' weekend.
Under the direction of Jim
Braithwaite and Dan Peschio,

Co<Jhairman for the event, the

party, beginning at two p.m.,

The annual Sophomore Cotil-

lion will be held in the Villa-

nova Field House from pjn.

to 1 a.m. this Friday. It is to

be a semi-formal dance for the
entire student body.
The Cotillion will be the only

social function imder the spon-
sorship of the sophomore class

this year. Its chairman, Jim
Shiels, has said, "We are going
all out to make this event the
best Cotillion that Villanova has
seen on campus in a l<mg time.

We have obtained the orchestra
of Al Ra3nnond who proposes to
make the evening an enjosrahle

and memorable one for the soph-
omore class."

The dance is Utled the "dASL-
lion Carnival" an(f presents the

circus idea as its thone. Great
emphasis will be placed noon
the front hall of the Field House
with the surrounding effects of
a carnival while the main gym
itself will be transf<Mrmed to

give the effect of the big-top.

.Raymond Selects Qnsen
The queen of the S^homore

Cotillion will be crowned during
the dance from the five finalists

who were recently chosen by the

Student Council from a group
of thirty finalists submitted fay

the students of the sophomore
class. They will be introdnoed
to Mr. Rasonond prior to the
dance, and will later be iHnesent

on stage to the band leader
Mr. Raymond alone will have
the enviable honor of selecting

the Sophomore Cotillion Queen.
The four remaining giris will

make up her court
The queen will then be pre-

sented with a crown and flowers
while remembrances of the oc

ance Cafeteria and will also be
available at the door. Besides

being open to the student body,

the dance is also ftpen to all the

faculty and administratk>n, who
have ben urged to nttend by
Shiels and Dan PIstelli, Pres-
ident of the Sophomore Class.

Invitations have also been sent*

out to the Student Council Pres-
idents of the surrounding col-

leges.

casion wiU be given to the other vW^anged for a weekend retreat

girls of her court Pictures of
the finalists are found on page
of the Villanovan.

According to Jim Shiels, aU
the committees have finished

ahead of schedule and "are to
be congratulated for their effi-

ciency and cooperation."

Joe Ruggiero, Head of the
Decoration Committee, is cred-
ited for having designed all the
decorations which will be seen
during the dance.

Tickets will be sold for $3.00
a couple both in the Pie Shoppe
and in the Commerce and Fln-

The Rev. Dante Guolami,
O.S.A., SopharaHMV Class Advis-
or, is reported to be pleased with
the smoothness with wfakh the
claas handled the diflicnlties

which arose. Prognaw repcHts
of the various committees have
bem given at meetings held
eveiy Wednesday for the past
two months.

Shiels also said, *? trust that
all the soiriimnores will unite to
make this cotilUmi an event of
which they can be well proud."
Hie sophomores and their

dates also have a Uock of choice
seats reserved for the ^Hllanova-
Xavier hone footbnU game.

Religins Jlffairs

Connittse ScheMes
Retreat ! Janary
A list of approved Laymen's

retreat bouses located in the

various home areas of most
members of the student body is

on file in the Chaplain's Office,

223 Mendel .the Rev. Norbert W.
Whitley, OAA., University

Chaplain, hss announced.

Tbe Religtous AfEairs Commit-

tee of the Student Council ha»

at the St Pins X Retreat House

in Blackwood, N. J., during Jan-

ussy.
Details regading this reteat,

and registration {Hpooedure for

it will be announced shortly. The
Committee has urged that all

students make reservatkHis at

Retreat Houses as early as po»<

sible, in order to avoid disap-

pointment or refusal.

St Joseph's in the Hills has
specifically requested that no
students present th«nselves at

the Retreat House within a pev-

ious reservation.

refreshments. At this time, in-

dividual gifts will be presented
(Continued on Pag^« 11)

Al LeMastra (L>
ablUties. The group b
alions.
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Opinion Magazine

Seelcs ContrilNitors

Administration OK's It

Mediocre miinds discuss events
"Small minds discuss people
Great minds discuss ideas."

The author of the above
statement, whoever he may be,

seems to say a great deal in very

few words; and if what he says

is true, it is perhaps a tremen-

dous indictment of college stu-

dents in general and Villano-

van's in particular. Why so?

Because if we use the above

statement as a criterion for the

greatness of man's mind, and

if we sit around the Pie Shoppe

for any length of time gathering

in the conversation that perme-

ates the air, we are forced to

a rather low conclusion of the

average Villanovan's intellect.

We who are supposed to be stu-'

dents at a fine Catholic Univer-

sity, a real cathedral of learn-

ing, seems to be discussing little

other than the nurses, frat par-

ties, and football games—topics
that could hardly be considered

intellectual by and standards

(no ofifense meant to the nurses).

There are of course exceptions

to this rule, but exceptions are

exactly what they are. And in

the Pie Shoppe those who are

exceptions are not particularly

encouraged to continue being

exceptions. The force of the

crowd is a strong one, and damn
be him who wants to discuss

existence when Maverick had a

good show on last night.

Less Than Desirable

There are, however, a number

of students on this campus who
feel that a situation such as just

described is something less than

desirable, and a few of their

number have actually put forth

a concrete proposal which they

hope will help to remedy it.

These students have proposed

that a magazine be founded

whose general purpose would be

to further the intellectual devel-

opment of the Villanova student.

What sort of a magazine? It

would be, purely and simply, a

forum of ideas, written by the

students themselves to be read

by other students, he ideas

could come from any field or

combination of fields imagin-

able, with the exception of those

that would fall under already

existing campus publications.

The only criteria for acceptance

would be that they must be of

interest to any intelligent Vil-

lanovan, and that they be care-

fully investigated and expertly

presented.

To Stimulate Thinking

As implied above, the primary

purpose of this magazine would

be to stimulate the thinking of

the Villanova Student Body by
presenting to it worthwhile sind

interesting ideas. The secondary

purpose would be to encourage

good students to thoroughly in-

vestigate difficult concepts which

Joseph Linihan of the Villanova Math Dept. and also moder-

ator of the Belle Air discusses problems in tlie Belle Air office.

Charity Ball To Feature

Xmas Fixings, Villanovans

Visa Comes To VU Campus
To Help Foreign Students

The purpose of this year's

Charity Dance, to be held on
Friday, December 2, is the same
as that of previous years: to

raise funds for St. John's Or-

phanage. The ball, however,

will differ from those of other

years in three basic respects.

"The decorations for this year's

dance will be bigger and better

than those used in any other

year," assures Ray Trapp,

Dance Chairman.

Trapp said that his committee

is using a completely new idea

they regard as being important,

and then to present their own
well thought out views on these

concepts in such a manner that

they will toe of Interest to a
large number of students.

This last requirement is par-

ticularly hnportant. This publi-

cation will not be a haven for

old term papers. The material

can not be dull and lifeless. It

must be written expertly enough

that it will arrest the students

attenion and hold it throughout

the article. To express a com-
plex idea in just such a clear

and interesting manner, and
still imoress the reader with Its

basic importance, is one of the

most diflicult of all endeavors.

Administration Approval

Thus far the magazine has re-

ceived the approval of the ad-

ministration and the enthusias-

tic supoort of a number of fac-

ulty members. What is now
needed is the vital interest of

many students who are willing

to devote a great deal of time

to writing articles for this mag-
azine and toward performing

the hundred and one other tasks

necessary to make this publica-

•tion a reality.

CrMeFelch
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for decorations. Formerly the

dance has been decorated on a

charity basis, but as a result of

student requests, this has been

changed to a Christmas theme.

Decorations will include a fire-

place as a centerpiece, with gaily

decorated Christmas trees and
Santa Claus to spread Christmas

cheer. Mike Kane, Dance Oo-

Ohairman, will incorporate a

special lighting effect planned

to impart an appropriate mood
and atmosphere. •>;

Music will be provided by the

new seven piece Villanova Or-

chestra which will play selected

and popular dance music. Ray
Trapp said that he was happy

to engage the orchestra because

they have a "big band sound"

and are able to play selections

of the many popular big bands.

Two Singing Groups
During the intermission en-

tertainment will be provided.

This is the first time that any

type of show will be presented

at a dance of this nature. The
entertainment will be supplied

by two new singing groups. The
first group is "The Criterions,"

who will sing folk songs and
ballad-type songs. This group,

"The Spires," will do Christmas

songs and carols. The latter

group consists of several mem-
bers of the Villanova Singers.

Gerry McNulty, who is hand-
ling the publicity for the week-

end, expects this dance to be

one of the largest held during

this semester. He said that he
anticipates much success be-

cause of the special features of-

fered by the dance, and also be-

cause this dance is the last of

the social semester.

Tickets In Pie Shoppe
Tickets for the dance, which

are $2.00, may be purchased

from members of the Dance
Committee. They will also be

on sale hi the Pie Shoppe during

the week preceding the dance.

In addition, salesmen will visit

the various resident dorms dur-

ing that week. Pete Federlco,

Ticket Chairman, urges all stu-

dents who are gohig to the dance

to make plans to buy their tic-

kets as early as possible because

the dance is expected to be a
complete sell-out.

The dance is the beginning of

a weekend which will include an
Orphans' Outhig and an Orph-

ans' Party. The dance is the

main source of funds which will

go for gifts, donations and a

scholarship fund for the orph-

ans.

The hiitial meeting of VISA,
the Villanova Intematk)nal Stu-

dent Association, took place last

Sunday afternoon with an inter-

national array of members
present
The meeting was opened by

Gene Felch, NFCCS Senior

Delegate, who presented a brief

introduction to the Federation.

The purpose of VISA, which

was founded under NFCCS
auspices, was then outlined by
John Simone, acting president.

According to Shnone, the or-

ganization has a twofold pur-

pose. It was originated to aid

the foreign student in the prob-

lems that he afces on American

campuses in general and at Vil-

lanova in particular. Secondly,

VISA hopes to promote bet-

ter international understanding

among foreign and American

students through discussions of

various aspects of the culture of

the countries represented.

Constance Lam Speaks

Miss Constance Lam, a repre-

sentative of the International

Grail, was the main speaker.

She was accompanied by Miss

Mary Kent, also a Grail repre-

sentative. Miss Lam stated that

the world exists in a condition

of international interdependance

which must be recognized by all

men.
International friendship, ac-

cording to Miss Lam, must be-

gin now. "Develop friendship,"

she said, "on a fraternal level

—

rot patronizing or condescend-

ing, but equal."

Prof. Garcia and U.N.
Professor Carlo Garcia of the

C & F School then sooke to the

group on the advisability of

having VISA become a branch

of the United Natk>ns Student

Organization. Mr. Garcia headed

the International Student Or-,

ganlzation at Vanderbilt Univer-

sity, and as such had dealings

with the U. N. Organization.

The group then had a general

discusion of the problems of for-

eign students. In addition to

Americans, Villanovans from
Jordan, Viet Nam, Germany,
Cuba, Columbia, and many
other countries participated.

The fact that the organization

exists for Americans as well as

for foreign students was
stressed. "It is good to see that

such a movement was begun by

Americans," said Prof. Garcia.

Next Meeting

After establishing a tempor-

ary governing body, Simone,

acting as president, announced

that the next meeting of VISA
will be held on Sunday, Decem-

ber 11.

n

State Att'y General

Alpern To Addrees

Forum December 5^^

The third in a series of five

meetings of the Law Forum 'of

the Vllanova University School

of Law will be held on DeceiAber

5. The guest soeaker will be Miss

Anne X. Alpern.

Miss Alpern was a former Al-

legheny County Judge and is the

first woman Attorney General in

the history of the state ofPenn-
sylvania. She was apointj^d by

Governor Lawerence in January

of 1959.

Miss Alpern will speak on

"The Unrealistic Appjx)ach to

Criminals and Their Treatment."

Foruni sessions are held prim-

arily for university students but

are open to the public.

Touch system or hunt-and-peck—

Results are perfect with

EATON'S CORRSSABLE BOND

'v(- '.^
Typewriter Paper

Whatever your typing

talents, you can turn out

neat, clean-looking work the

first time, with Eaton's

Corrisable Bond Paper.

Reason why: Corrasable has

a special surface—it erases

without a trace. Just the flick

of an ordinary pencil eraser

and typographical errors

disappear. No smears, no

smudges. Saves time, temper

and money I

CorrlMbI* It •vallabi* In aavvml walghto—from onion-

skin to hMvy bond. In handy 100-«ho«t paokoto and BOO- •

•hoot raam boxaa. A fina quality papar for all your typad

aaalgnmanta. Only Eaton makaa araaabia CorraaabI*.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper

BATON PAPER CORPORATION (§) PITTSFIELD. MASSACHU8ITTS
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Pair Take Debate Honors;

Beta Gamma Fails To Place
Terry Stratman and Frank

Battaglia were designated 12th

and 13th speakers, respectively,

but the Villanova debating con-

tingent failed to finish among
the top ten schools at a tourn-

ament held at St. Joseph's last

Saturday.

30 schools and 120 speakers

were represented in the tourney
which constituted Beta Gam-
ma's first intercollegiate com-
petition of the year.

Georgetown, with a record of

9-1, won first place honors.

The Villanova retxresentatives

were Stratman and Bill Freind,

affirmative, and Battaglia and
Jim Rhodes, negative.

Topic

The topic for this year is "Re-

solved: That The United Staites

Should Adopt A Program Of
Compulsory Health Insurance

For All Its Citizens."

"The debate society novices

have also been busy," says nov-

ice oo-chairman Frank Battag-

lia.' In their striving for var-

si& status they have already

put in a good showing at a de-

bate clinic held at Lehigh Uni-

versity in late October, and
plans are currently underway to

send winning teams to the

Temple Novice Debate Tourna-
ment on December 3.

The biggest news at Beta
Gemma, however, is the first

invitational tournament in the

history of debating at Villanova.

Teams invited to the December
10 tournament will discuss the

topic ; "The United States should

adopt a program of compulsory
health insurance for all citizens."

Awards To Be Given
Three rounds of debating will

be concluded by the awarding
of trophies to the three top

teams. The list of just some of
the teams includes Temple,
Swarthmore, St. Joseph's, St.

Peter's, Haverford, and Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. "The event

promises to be a reel test of the
organizational ability of the
newly exoanded Debate Socie-

ty," said Jim Rhodes, Beta Gam-
ma president.

"The debates will be according

to 'orthodox procedure,' a term
no doubt incomprehensible to all

those who have never witnessed

a debate," Battaglia said

vaguely.

"Anyone wishing to so enliven

a normally placid Saturday af-

ternoon, is assured of finding

something of interest in the

Commerce and Finance building,

if not incisive arguments, then
girls," Rattigan promised.

Your razor rides easy ail the way. Softens
the most stubborn beard instantly for a faster,

closer shave, soothes and lubricates your skin.

Extra-rich, sxtra-thick, push-button quick.

Regular or Mentholated, only 1.00

^d^>//V SMOOTH^^^^^ SHAVE
M U l-X O M

AecDonting Majors

Urged To Attend

Forum At LaSalle
Frank M. Rudney, Chairman

of the Committee on Cooperation
with Educational Institutions,

announced that the Eighteenth
Annual Accounting Forum will

be held on Thursday, November
17, at 1 :30 PJd. in the Canspus
Theatre at La Salle College. The
Forum will be sponsored by the

Philadelphia Chapter of the

Penna. Institute of Certified

Public Accountants.
LaSalle will play host to more

than 600 college and university

students, accounting professors,

and practitioners in the Phila-

delphia area. In the past, the
Forum has been staged on the
campuses of D rex el, Penn,
Temple, St. Joseph's, and last

year, at Villanova.

Cunent Developments

The program is designed to in-

form the students of current

devel(^ments in the accounting

profession and to discuss with

the students of the area schools

the opportunities available to

them in the accounting profes-

sion. In the social hour that fol-

lows the Forum, the students

will have an opportunity to talk

with practitioners about the

profession, what to expect from
it, and what will be expected

from them in return.

Among the speakers will be

William Craemer, Jr., President

of the Philadelphia Chapter,

presenting greetings from the

Penna. Institute of CPA's. Other
speakers include Mr. Robert
Seider, who will speak on "Per-

sonal and Financial Rewards";
Mr. John H. Kennedy, LaSalle,

Class of '51, who will discuss

"Training Formal and CPA Re-

quirements"; and Mr. Albert

Zanger, whose tx>pic will be

"Background and Personal
Qualities."

The main address will be "The
Profession of Public Account-

ing", and will be delivered by
Dr. Frederick B. Horn, CPA,
PhD, formerly chairman of the

Graduate School of Business,

Columbia University. Currently

Dr. Horn Is National Director of

Personnel, with Arthur Young
and Co., New York.

All Accounting majors of VU
are invited. The seniors are

especially urged to attend.
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A Queen Of Our Own
Cecile'Miigher (pronounc-

ed Munyay), besides being

the first Villanova nurse

ever to be selected a queen
of any VU campus function,

is also ViUanova's first

anonymous Homecom-
ing Queen.

Ceil, a sophomore, was
honored at the Homecoming
festivities but was unfor-

tunately neglected by the
VILLANOVAN. Although a
picture of the jqueen and her
date. Bill Frelnd, was pul^
lished in these pages (Vol-

ume 36, Number 7), by
some oversight her name
was omitted Miss Mugnier
took this in stride, however,
and registered no com-
plaints, although many of

>er friends felt that she had
been slighted.

A graduate of West Cath-
olic High School, Ceil has
hot regretted her decision to

come to Villanova. "I came
here," she said, "because I

wtnted to be a nurse and I

also wanted a college degree.

I like Villanova very much,"
she cpntinued, "and I find the
curriculum very satisfac-

tory."

Reaction to Environment
When €isked how she felt

about attending a school
where the boys so greatly
outnumber the girls, C^il

answered, "When I first

came, it bothered me because

there were so many boys,

but after a while you get

used to it."

Although Ceil U the first

Queen Cesile

Villanovan ever to achieve

stich an honor, this is not

her first award of this type.

While attending high school,

she was Queen of LaSalle
College Glee Club and Miss
Spire (Bonner's newspaper).

Miss Mugnier is a member
of the newly - organized

Women's Glee Club, Pi

Theta Chi Sorority, and the

Spirit Committee.
After her graduation. Ceil

plans a future in nursing,

preferably as an operating

room nurse.
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Villanova Reaccredited By
Middle States Association
The Middle States Association

of Colleges and Secondary
Schools has reaffirmed the gen-

eral accreditation of Villanova
University, it was announced
November 10 by the Very Rev.

John A. Klekotka, O.S.A., Uni-
versity President.

Notification of continued ac-

creditation was received from
Dr. Albert Meder, Chairman of
the Commission on Institutions

of Higher Education of the

Middle States Association. A
detailed examination of col-

leges and universities within

the Middle States group is made

every ten years.

A team of evaluators, headed
by Dr. Meder, visited Villanova

earlier this year for the purpose
of this evaluation. The last

previous evaluation took place

in 1050. Inspectors seek to de-

termine the extent to which a
college or university is attaining

its particular objectives.

Engineers, Too
Father Klekotka was also

notified this week of the con-

tinued accreditation of the Vill-

anova School of Enginering by
the Engineers Council for Pro-

f e s s i o n a 1 Development

Ii
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prints of distinction

The sport shirt that gives you that

rugged masculine appeal...

printed in neat figures in uniquely

attractive colorings. Well-cut col-

lar style in classic button-down

lines with box pleated back. In tra-

ditionally favored oxford cloth.

$5.00

cum loude collection
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A Myth?
Does Student Goveinment exist at

Villanova? More important, can student

government exist at Villanova? In order to

mvestigate these questions and their prac-

tical ramifications, the Student Council each

year desiflrnates a "Student Government
Week."

As it happens, we are currently in the

midst of Student Government Week 1960.

Because this week effects every member of

the student body, and indirectly influences

everyone associated with the University, it

seems essential that serious and objective

thouirht be given to the matter of student

government at Villanova.

In a discussion of student government
and student responsibility conducted before

a Student Government Symposium on Tues-

day, the point was proposed that true stud-

ent government is based on a sense of re-

sponsibility which in turn is based on a psy-

chological orientation toward the concept of

honor.
Honor, it seems, is a fundamental attri-

bute to freedom. Only in the unfettered give-

and-take of human inter-relationship does
the concept of honor exist. For only a trar

dition of freely given and freely kept prom-
ises to his feUow beings can give rise to the

quality of honor in a man.
An alternative philosophy of life to that

of individual freedom of initiative is the
monastic philosophy embodied in the vow of

obedience. Although this vow is, per se, a
great act and exercise of freedom, in thaft a
man freely and knowingly surrenders his

right to the exeixnse of his will, in its ramifi-

oSions it does not permit extensive indivi-

dual initiative.

It scans that, the monastic philosophy
being righteously observed by members of

the Villanova Administration, and the philo-

sophy of individuality being almost innately
ingrained in the pei-sons of students, no ade-
quate middle ground may be found, whereon
students may actually govern themselves in

fr^lom and honor uiider the approving
aegis of the University Administration, with-
out one or the other party involved sur-
rendering its principles.

The essence .of true student govenunent
cannot be said to be the more or less con-
vulsive or calistiienic activity in which the
Student Councils of many Catholic colleges,

among them Villanova, indulge. Worthy as
these activities may be indiindually, collec-

tively they do not correspond to Cai'dinal
Newman's critericm for Catholic academic
action: honor.

Honor is not granted, as are the rights
and privileges which Villanova's Student
Council substitutes for true government. It

is not acquired, as is the prestige to which
the Council aspires. Honor is a quality innate
in a human being. It is an attribute, how-
ever, which must be fostered actively if it is

to crrow and thrive. ;::•; 74 i^

An assumption on the part of the Ad-
ministration of the honorable intentions of
all students is basic to the fostering of this
attribute at Villanova. Selectivity in admit-
ting only seemingly honorable students to

the freshman class mi£^t be followed by the
abolition of enforced attendance at classes,

proctoring of examinations, closed library
stacks, etc. In shoit, the student body should
be allowed free rein, regardless of outsiders'
opinions as to the "morality" of whatever
reactions might occur.

The only restrictions imposed on the
students' actions should be those instituted
and implemented by the Student Council.

This complete assumption of disciplinary

power on the part of the Council would thus
l)c tme jrovemment—a government, by law,
supported by means of enforcement, of indi-

vidual students' I'elationships with one an-
other, in much the same way that the state
governs society in general.

If true student government is ever to

exist at Villanova: if a feeling of mutual
tinist is to evolve between the Administra-
tion and the student l)ody ; if the University
is to become a tme social microcosm, un-
concerned with the opinions of the outside
world, so long as it is maintaining the abso-
lute standard of morality ; a radical alteration
of will has to be occasioned in the basic
thinking of both Administration and stud-
ent body. But when or where or whv or how
this alteration will occur, in view of the exist-

ing circumstances, is anyone's guess.
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What do yo« think off Student Government?

The comment by your reporter that Ron
Meyers was a "goof merely because he dropped

a pass, is the worst thing I have ever seen. 1 am
not defending Meyers' ability as an end, but I

certainly think that comments of this sort are

uncalled for. If the object of the Vilanovan is

to promote better football, they are using the

wrong approach.
Ridicule will not do the job. Editorials favor-

ing more athletic scholarships may provide the

answer.
Tom McFadden '62

The comment referred to above was not the

fault of the reporter but rather the editor and

the printer. "The goof" was ours. Due to an
oversight in proofreading this typographical er-

ror was printed. We apologize to Mr. Meyers and

Jack Duffy, the writer.

THE EDITORS
During the months of the presidential cam-

paign Villanova has come to be known as a "non-

partisan" can»pus, having forcefully rejected any

type of organized political activity. On the Mon-

day afternoon, preceding the election, a group

of students who were going to work for the

Nixon-Lodge ticket gathered for a meeting in

Vasey Hall auditorium. They were soon asked

to leave the building by the campus podice, not

because this building was being used for another

purpose, but because this was a "non-partaian**

campus. One can only imagine what the two
prominent Phila. gentlemen who were to address

the meeting must have thought of Villanova

when they were asked to take their meeting off

the campus. ,v

On this so cidled "non-partisan" campus we
have a faculty, composed mainly of Democrats.

Also, the radio station recently had a pre-elec-

tion program on this "non-partisan" campus.

Although a speech by Vice President Nixon
was somehow nlayed, probably by mistake, the

center of attention was centered on three taped

interviews with Democratic Senator Kennedy,

Democratic Senator Clark and Phila. Democratic

City Chairman Green.

I would like to know where everyone was
when three buses left the Villanova "non-parti-

san" campus for a Kennedy rally in Norristown

;

during the Miami-Viilanova game when a stand

selling only Kennedy stickers, Kennedy buttons,

and Kennedy hats was set up in the parking

lot; and finally the night WWVU blared with
the "voices of the Democratic Party."

In (inclusion, I would like to ask the ad-

ministration, faculty, and police officers on this

campus how, in the wildest stretch of the ima-

gination, Villanova can be called "non-partiaan ?"

Mai Carton
Political Science '62
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Revolutioii of Hate

BdUor'B Note: The foOowimg mrtide

was written by a Cuban Hmdent now
Btndying in the Umied Statea. For
obvious reaaona, he ohooaea to rewaain

anonymoua.

We have received the foUowmg infonnation

via the New York Times, October 31 iame.

Monaeigneur Ekiuardo Boca Masvidal, aasistant

Bishop oi Havana and president of Santo
Thmnas de VOlanova University In Ibvana, has
just written in the Franciscan magasinft La
Quincena an article titled "is the Sodal Revo-

lution of Cuba Christian?"

FROM PATRIOTIC STOCK
Monaeigneur Boss Masvidal is a monber

of an old Cuban family from Camaquey, <»e oi
the six Cuban provinces. The Mooseignenr can
boast of several ancestors who fought in the
War of In<tependenoe against Spain, but patriots

ism is not restricted only to his ancestors. He
was one of the first priests in the ecclesiastical

hierarchy who denounced infiltration of Com-
munism in Cuba.

MAJORITY OPINION
In his article, Monseigneur Masvidal de-

clares that Roman Catholics in Cuba earn not

suppwt the tendencies toward a matorialistic

Communism and totalitarianism in the Cuban
revohition. He is not alone in his <q[iinion, since

Monseigneur J«nrique Peres Serantes, Arch-
bishop of Santiago—capital of Oriente province
—^has also expressed his views sgahist the in-

filtration of Communism in Cuba. Monseigneur
Boss Masvidal pointed out in his article that the

Cuban revolution was spreading hate and arous-

ing class struggle, and he also said that the cries

"to the wall" are an exampte of hate aaid ven-

geance repkusing justice. The Burinqp said that,

"The failure to recognise the dignity of the

human person and liberty of the sons of God,
"Who has given to each man the right to think,

write, speak, act, and to have initiative," is just

one of the reasons the Cuban revolution was not
Christian. He also said in his article that the
revolution lacked respect for the natural ris^t

of property, which is indispensable for the exer*

cise of individual liberty. Mooseignear Boaa
Masvidal points out also that the fiii iMiip of
the revolutionary leaders with the Sovfat'Union
and other conmiunistic countries "is too latiBiate

to be casual" He also states that such a rda-
tionshq) "can only exist between those who think

in the same manner and have the same ideals.*'

EXAMPLE OF PATRIOTISM
This article by Moseigneur Boaa Masvidal

will be jud|^ undoubtedly as a fine example

of patriotism and will be avidly read l^ all those

Cubans who are suffering the repressions and
persecutions of the communist dictatorship.

Monseigneur Boza Masvidal is the man oi the

day in Cuba since to publish an article against

dictator Castro is a sign of strong fearless con-

victions and an act of love to God.
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Religion, Personality
Tlie Political Anaiyat and the

Monday Morning Quarterback
are of the same temperament.

Both supposedly know all the

answers after their topic has run

Its full course. However, it

would be apropos to attempt an
analysis of Kennedy's victory if

for no other reason than that

H is typical for Americans to al-

ways be asking why.
That Kennedy won is history.

How or why he won will be the

subject of much discussion for

naay we^DS to come. Undoubt-
edly his victory will he attrib-

uted to one or more of the fol-

lowing causes: E«conomic, For-

eign Affairs, Peraonaltty, Re-

Hgion, and so on.

If we were to choose among
these causes, we would say that.

Kemedy won because of his

Catholicism and hia Persoaalitv.
Surely many will disagree, but
how can ail3rone underestimate
these "issues'*

In regard to the issues which

should elect a President, Ken-

nedy possessed no more know-
ledge of them than Vice-Presi-

Elect President
iy Joka J. McAfMT

Election Drama: The Players

nedy was practically anonymous
outside his native New England.
On the other hand Nixon was
a familiar figure to moat Amer-
icans. But when seventy million
persons went to bed after the
first debate, to many of them
Kennedy was no longer an im-
mature and inexperienced candi-
date. He had met and come off

dent Nixon. Both men were ^mte well against the Vice-Pres
about equal in experience and
were also in agreement on most

issues. Of course there was some
cUsagreonent as to the imple-

menting of each of their policies.

Bath basically the men were the

same except in their religious

convictions and in the projection

of their images before

Ameriican people .

. Until the first TV debate Ken

ident What the body-politic saw
in the first and subsequent de-
bates was a cool-headed fast-

thinking young man. Had there
never been the political debates,
Nixon woul(} now be the Presi-
dent-Elect
Assummg that the debates

the hirere a major factor in display-
ing Kennedy's magnetic person-

ality and of prime importance, in

ensurii^ his idctory, we can say

that a triumph deriving itself

frcnn these non-essential factors

is empty, nothing more or noth-

ing less. The American peoole

should be criticized for their ig-

norant voting habits. Many
voted for a man not because of

his sagacity or his wisdom but
because of reasons which should
never have been considered. By
the same token a g<x>d many
of Nixon's backers should be
sanctioned for voting for him.

They voted on grounds which If

judged should deny them the

right to vote.

Neither the Democrats nor
the Republicans should pride

themselves on the size or the

(Continued on Page 7)

Heavy Exercise Fails;

G>untry Girl "Overweight'*
A rather overweight "Coun-

try Giri" was dragged into Vil-

lanova by Belle Masque last

week. But the visitor who ap-

peared in Vasey Auditorium
Nov. 9-13 was not the one dif-

fer Odets knew. The ravages

of time had taken their toll, the

sojourn with Belle Masque had
added extra flesh to her once
proud frame.

Her new unwieldy poundage
was in the form of additional

speeches directed at the audi-

ence durmg scene changes by a
minor character, Ralph (Jim

y F. AathMy Moelilia

McMahon. These additions were
superfluous and bulged awk-
wardly from her person.

The rewriting hurt the unity

of the play, it sidetracked the
audience away fiv)m the play
itself. The scene chancres were
often ludicrous, with MeMahon
trsring to deliver his lines as the

The high point in his uneasi-
ness came when he had to walk
acn3ss the stage quoting from
Ecclesiasticus. We were then
ready for anything, for him to
burst into song with "Tea For
Two" or even "God Bless Amer-
ica."

Sublety is dead.

Human Hu'lngs
The idea ibehind i^)eeches de

stage crew banged behind him. Ilivered by McMahon was that
McMahon fought to keep his "most people don't realize people
composure, but it was a losing in the theatre are real people."
battie and he wound uo with a Belle Masque was going to show
rather sick smile on his face, the theatre of "feal" people.

The audience was let in on
tlie secret but unfortunately
someone had forgotten to inform
the cast. Then again, perhaps
the cast felt that since the audi-
ence "knew," reality would flow
by itself.

"Real people." We have said
before, and must say again, that
realistic theater (and "The
Country Girl" is a realistic pUy)
demands naturalness, sensitivi-
ty, and sincerity. Noise and ac-
tivity are not enough.
"The Country Giri." like last

year's performance of 'The Ou-
cible," was generally well re--

ceived. Perhaps we exnect too'
miich, but we write with an eye
fixed on potential. The actors
and actresses in "The Ck>untry
Girl" possess this; much poten-
tial glimmers beneath the storm-
ing and shouting. But lacks in
control, discipline, and pace
sjtymie its ful^hnent
The definition of

(Aulkor rf "I Wa» a Tem^m Dwarf, **Tke Many
Lo9g»«f Dakie

am utm
Gmr, «U.)

HOW TO BEAT THE BEAT GENERATION

My cousin H»kie Xylet is a sturdy lad of nineteen sununera

who has, we all believed until recently, a lively intelligence and
an assured future. Herkie's father, Walter O. Xylet, is as every-

one knows, president of the First National Artificial Cherry

Company, world's largest maker of artifidal cherries for ladies'

hats. Uncle Walter had great plans for Heriue. Last year he

.sent Herkie to the Maryland College of Humanities, Sciences,

and Artificial Clierries, and he intended, upon Herkie's gradu-

ation, to find him a nice fat wife and take him into the firm as

& full partner.

Could a young man have man pleasing prospects? Of course

not. But a couple of months ago, to e>''eryooe's consternation,

Herkie announced that he was not going into the artificial cherry

business. Nor was he giMng to stay in college. "I am," said

Herkie, "a member of the Beat Cieneration. I am going to San

Francisco and grow a beard."

Well sir, you can imagine the commotion in the family when

Herkie went traipsing off to San Francisco ! Unde Walter would

have gone after him and dragged him home, but unfortunately

he was right in the middle of the artificial cherry season. Aunt

Thelma couldn't go either because of her old 1^ tiouble. (One

of her legs is oldor than tfie othor.)

-f**: a?^**.ft

Jf^;>X9:1 .<* ^iuiigc»*^"'-'^'

So I went. I searched San Francisco for wedcs before I found

Herkie living under the counter of a Pronto Pup stand. "Herkie,

how are you?" I cried, looking distraug^tiy upon his tangled

beard, his corduroy jacket, his stricken eyes.

"Beat," said Herkie.

I offered him a Mariboro and fdt instantly betto' when he

took it because when one smokes Mariboros, one cannot be too

far removed from the worid. One still has, so to speak, a hold

on the finer things of life—like good tobacco, like easy-drawing

filtration, like settling back and getting comfortable and enjoy-

ing a full-flavored smoke. One im, ut»piU; all a|4«airauoeB, basi-

cally happiness-oriented, fulfillment-directed, pleasure-iHone.

"Herkie, what are you doing with yourself?" I asked.

"I am finding myself," he replied. "I am writing a novd in

the sand with a pointed stick. I am compaeing a fugue iix

clavier and p(4ice whistie. I am sculpting in expoimental ma-

terials—like English muffins."

"And what do you do fw fun?" I asked.

"Come," he said and took me to a dank little night dub
where men in beards and women in basic burlap sat on Mange
crates and drank espresso. On a tiny stage stood a poet renting

a free-form work of his own composition entitled Externa: The

Story of a Boy while briiind him a jass trio played 200 dicmises

of Tin Roof Blvee.

"Herkie,"8aid I, "eomehomewith metotheartafieialdiaTies."
"No," sakl Herkie, so sadly I went home to tell Unde Walter

thebadnews. He was less distressed than I had feared. Itseems

Uncle Walter has anothor son, a quiet boy named EdwHis, about

whom he had oompletdy foigottai, and today Edvorts is in

business with Unde Walter and Heride is beat in San Fkandseo,

and everyone is hanpy.
• M

And you too wiU be hm/tpg—arith Mmrlboroa, or itgou pratmr
an unMtarad tmokm, mUh FhiUp Morria. Try tha brmmd'maw
PhiUp Morria kina-aiaa Otmmmmdar—lama, mOd, am
urely. Have a Comnumder—weleofna mbomrdt

must be development. If there

is not, the alert theatregoer

must be disappointed.

John McGarry gave an un-

even performance as Frank El-

gin, the alcoholic actor
pathological liar. He was at his

best in the scenes n^ere he was
the passionate actor straggling
uncertainly, and then certainly,

with a part He was at his

weakest as the husband and man.
potential i8«|Hi8 scenes with his wife Georgie

capacity for develooment. There^(Kathy Crane) were nnooovhic-
ing.

Both he and Ifiss Crane had
difficulties in making transitkms,

stating conflict, and estaUish-

hig a believable, "real" relation.

ship. There was little rapport
between them, they played to

themselves rather than to one
another.

As Geofgie, Kalhy Crane gave
a—^whieh iHMissiiiii, which ges-

ture nest?—type performance.
She came alive in the last scene
of act one, bat fdtered badly
at Xht start of act two. Inef-

fective aae of hands and body
dhninishedherperfuimBTf She
is a better actreM than ahe

(Gontiaaed «a Fas« 6)
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Myth?

>• '<': i:"'':

Does Student Government exist at

Villanova? More important, can student

government exist at Villanova? In order to

investi^rate these questions and their prao
tical ramifications, the Student Ck)uncil each

year designates a "Student Goveniment^
Week."

As it happens, we are currently in the

midst of Student Goveniment Week 1960.

Because this week effects every member of

the student body, and indirectly influences

everyone associated with the University, it

seems essential that serious and objective

thought be given to the matter of student

government at Villanova. : ^ < /V;
In a discussion of student government

and student responsibility conducted before

a Student Government Symposium on Tues-

day, the point was proposed that true stud-

ent goveiTunent is based on a sense of re-

sponsibility which in turn is based on a psy-

chological orientation toward the concept of

honor.
Honor, it seems, is a fundamental attri-

bute to freedom. Only in the unfettered give-

and-take of human inter-relationship does

the concept of honor exist. For only a tra-

dition of freely given and freely kept prom-
ises to his fellow beings can give rise to the
quality of honor in a man.

An alternative philosophy of life to that

of individual freedom of initiative is the

monastic philosophy emlx)died in the vow of

obedience. Although this vow is, per se, a
great act and exercise of freedom, in thait a
man freely and knowingly surrenders his

right to the exercise of his will, in its ramifi-

cations it does not permit extensive indivi-

dual initiative.

It seems that, the monastic philosophy
being righteously observed by members of

the Villanova Administration, and the philo-

sophy of individuailty being almost innately
ingrained in the persons of students, no ade-
quate middle gi-ound may be found, whereon
students may actually govern themselves in

freedom and honor under the approving
aegis of the University Administration, with-
out one or the other party involved sur-

rendering its principles.

The essence of true student government
cannot be said to be the more or less con-
vulsive or calisthenic activity in which the
Student Councils of many Catholic colleges,

among them Villanova, indulge. Worthy as
these activities may be individually, collec-

tively they do not con*espond to Cardinal
Newman's criterion for Catholic academic
action: honor.

Honor is not granted, as are the rights
and privileges which Villanova's Student
Council substitutes for true government. It

is not acquired, as is the prestige to which
the Council aspires. Honor is a quality innate
in a human being. It is an attribute, how-
ever, which must l)e fostered actively if it is

to grow and thrive.

An assumption on the part of the Ad-
ministration of the honorable intentions of
all students is basic to the fostering of this
attril)ute at Villanova. Selectivity in admit-
ting only seemingly honorable students to
the freshman class might l)e followed by the
abolition of enforced attendance at classes,

proctoring of examinations, closed library
stacks, etc. In short, the student liody should
be allowed free rein, regardless of outsiders'
o|>ini<)ns as to tlie "morality" of whatever
reactions might occur.

The only restrictions imjwsed on the
student.s' actions should be those instituted
;ind impieniented by the Student Council.

This comjilete assumpti<»n of disciplinary
power on the part of the Council would thus
1)0 true jrovernment—a government, by law,

supported by means of enforcement, of indi-

vidual students' relationships with one an-
other, in much the same way that the state
governs society in general. V ' -

.If tnie student government is ever to

exist at Villanova: if a feeling of mutual
trust is to evolve between the Administra-
tion and tlie student lK)dy: if the University
is to l)ecome a tiiie .«<ocial n»icroC!Osm, un-
concern(>d with the o|)inions of the outside
world, .so long as it is maintaining the abso-
lute standard of morality: a radical alteration
of will has to In? occasioned in the bas«c

thinking of both Administration and sturl-

ent lK)dy. F^irt when or where or whv or how
this alteration will occur, in view of the exist-

ing ci rcum.stances, is anyone's guess.
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Whot do you think of Student Government?

^iilnW '
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Letters To The Editor

The comment by your reporter that Ron
Meyers was a "goof" merely because he dropped

a pass, is the worst thing 1 have ever seen. 1 am
not defending Meyers' ability as an end, but I

certainly think that comments of this sort are

uncalled for. If the object of the Vilanovan is

to promote better football, they are using the

wrong approach.

. Ridicule will not do the job. Editorials favor-

ing more athletic scholarships may provide the

answer
Tom McFadden '62

V The comment referred to above was not the

fault of the reporter but rather the editor and

the printer. "The goof" was ours. Due to an
oversight in proofreading this typographical er-

ror was printed. We apologize to Mr. Meyers and

Jack Duffy, the writer.

THE EDITORS
During the months of the presidential cam-

paign Villanova has come to be known as a "non-

partisan" campus, having forcefully rejected any

type of organized political activity. On the Mon-

day afternoon, preceding the election, a group

of students who were going to work for the

Nixon-Lodge ticket gathered for a meeting in

Vasey Hall auditorium. They were soon asked

to leave the building by the campus police, not

because this building was being used for another

purpose, but because this was a "non-partsian"

campus. One can only imagine what the two
prominent Phila. gentlemen who were to addre«ss

the meeting must have thought of Villanova

when they were asked to take their meeting off

the campus. ' '

/

On this so called "non-partisan" campus we
have a faculty, comi>osed mainly of Democrats.

Also, the radio station recently had a pre-elec-

tion program on this "non-partisan" campus.

Although a speech by Vice President Nixon

was somehow nlayed. probably by mistake, the

center of attention was centered on three taped

interviews with Democratic Senator Kennedy,

Dpmo<ratir Senator Clark and Phila. Democratic

City Chairman Green. V : . ^: : • ;

'

I would like to know where everyone was
when three buses left the Villanova "non-parti-

san" campus for a Kennedy rally in Norristown;

during the Miami-Villanova game when a stand

selling only Kennedy .«»lickers. Kennedy buttons,

and Kennedy hats was .set uo in the parking

lot; and finally the night WWVU blared with
the "voices ot the Democratic Party."

In conclusion, I would like to ask the ad-

ministration, faculty, and police officers on this

campus how. in the wildest .stretch of the ima-

gination, Villanova can be called "non-partisan?"

Mai Carton
Political Science '62
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Revolution of Hate

Editor's Note: The fdtUnoing arUele

was uoritten by a Cuban student now
studying in the United States. For

obvious reasons, he chooses to remain
anonymous.

We have received the following information

via the New York Tunes, October 31 issue.

Monseigneur Ekiuardo Boza Masvidal, assistant

Bishop of Havana and president of Santo
Thomas de Villanova University in Havana, has
just written in the Franciscan magazine La
Quincena an article titled "is the Social Revo-

lution of Cuba Christian?"

FROM PATRIOTIC STOCK
Monseigneur Boza Masvidal is a member

of an old Cuban family from Camaquey, one of

the six Cuban provinces. The Monseigneur can
boast of several ancestors who fought in the

War of Independence against Spain, but patriot-

ism is not restricted only to his ancestors. He
was one of the first priests in the ecclesiastical

hierarchy who denounced infiltration of Com-
munism in Cuba.

MAJORITY OPINION
In his article, Monseigneur Masvidal de-

clares that Roman Catholics in Cuba can not

support the tendencies toward a materialistic

Communism and totalitarianism in the Cuban
revolution. He is not alone in his opinion, since

Monseigneur JSnrique Perez Serantes, Arch-

bishop of Santiago—capital of Oriente province

—has also expressed his views against the in-

filtration of Communism in Cuba. Monseigneur
Boza Masvidal pointed out in his article that the

Cuban revolution was spreading hate and arous-

ing class struggle, and he also said that the cries

"to the wall" are an example of hate and ven-

geance replacing justice. The Bishop said that,

"The failure to recognize the dignity of the

human person and liberty of the sons of God,
"Who has given to each man the right to think,

write, speak, act, and to have initiative," is just

one of the reasons the Cuban revolution was not
Christian. He also said in his article that the
revolution lacked respect for the natural right

of property, which is indispensable for the exer-

cise of individual liberty. Monseigneur Boza
Masvidal points out also that the friendship of
the revolutionary leaders with the Soviet Union
and other communistic countries "is too intimate

to be casual." He also states that such a rela-

tionship "can only exist between those who think

in the same manner and have the same ideals."

EXAMPLE OF PATRIOTISM
This article by Moseigneur Boza Masvidal

will be judged undoubtedly as a fine example

of patriotism and will be avidly read by all those

Cubans who are suffering the repressions and
persecutions of the communist dictatcNrship.

Monseigneur Boza Masvidal is the man of the

day in Cuba since to publish an article against

dictator Castro is a sign of strong fearless con-

victions and an act of love to God.
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Religion, Personality
The Political Analyst and the

Monday Morning Quarterback
are of the same temperament.

Both supposedly know all the

answers after their topic has run

its full course. However, it

would be apropos to attempt an
analysis of Kennedy's victory if

for no other reason than that

it is typical for Americans to al-

ways be asking why.
That Kennedy won is history.

How or why he won will be the

subject of much discussion for

many weeks to come. Undoubt-
edly his victory will be attrib-

uted to one or more of the fol-

lowing causes: Economic, For-

eign Affairs, Personality, Re-

ligion, and so on.

If we were to choose among
these causes, we would say that.

Kennedy won because of his

Catholicism and his Personalitv.
Surely many will disagree, but
bow can anyone underestimate
these "issues"

In regard to the issues which

should elect a President, Ken-

nedy possessed no more know-
ledge of them than Vice-Presi-

dent Nixon
about equal

were also in agreement on most

issues. Of course there was some
disagreement as to the imple-

menting of each of their policies.

Bath basically the men were the

same except in their religious

convictions and in the projection

of their images before the

American people .

. Until the first TV debate Ken-

Elect President
By Jokii J. McAtcer

Election Drama: The Players
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nedy was practically anonymous
outside his native New England.
On the other hand Nixon was
a familiar figure to most Amer-
icans. But when seventy million

persons went to bed after the
first debate, to many of them^
Kennedy was no longer an un-
mature and inexperienced candi-
date. He had met and come off

Both men were quite well against the Vice-Pres-
m experience and jdent. What the body-politic saw

in the first and subsequent de-
bates was a cool-headed fast-

thinking young man. Had there
never been the political debates,
Nixon woulj} now be the Presi-
dent-Elect.

Assuming that the debates
were a major factor in display-
ing Kennedy's magnetic person-

ality and of prime importance, in

ensuring his victory, we can say

that a triumph deriving itself

from these non-essential factors

is empty, nothing more or noth-

ing less. The American peonle

should be criticized for their ig-

norant voting habits. Many
voted for a man not because of

his sagacity or his wisdom but

because of reasons which should

never have been considered. By
the same token a good many
of Nixon's backers should be

sanctioned for voting for him.

They voted on grounds which if

judged should deny them the

right to vote.

Neither the Democrats nor
the Republicans should pride

themselves on the size or the

(Continued on Page 7)

Heavy Exercise Fails;

Country Girl "Overweight*'
A rather overweight "Coun-

try Girl" was dragged into Vil-

lanova by Belle Masque last

week. But the visitor who ap-

peared in Vasey Auditorium
Nov. 9-13 was not the one Clif-

for Odets knew. The ravages

of time had taken their toll, the

swjourn with Belle Masque had
added extra flesh to her once

proud frame.

Her new unwieldy poundage
was in the form of additional

speeches directed at the audi-

ence during scene changes by a
minor character, Ralph (Jim

The high point in his uneasi-
ness came when he had to walk
across the stage quoting from
Ecclesiasticus. We were then
ready for anything, for him to
burst into song with "Tea For
Two" or even "God Bless Amer-
ica."

Sublety is dead.

Human Hidings

The idea behind speeches de-
livered by McMahon was that
most people don't realize people

By F. Anthony Macklin

McMahon. These additions were
superfluous and bulged awk-
wardly from her person.

The rewriting hurt the unity

of the play, it sidetracked the

audience away from the play
-itself. The scene chaneres were
often ludicrous, with McMahon
trying to deliver his lines as the
stage crew banged behind him.
McMahon fought to keep his

composure, but it was a losing in the theatre are real people.'
battle and he wound uo with a Belle Masque was going to show
rather sick smile on his face, the theatre of "feal" people.

The audience was let in on
the secret but unfortunato'y
someone had forgotten to inform
the cast. Then again, perhaps
the cast felt that since the audi-
ence "knew," reality would flow
by itself.

"Real people." We have said
before, and must say again, that
reali.stic theater (and "The
Country Girl" is a realistic play)
demands naturalness, sensitivi-
ty, and sincerity. Noise and ac-
tivity are not enough.
"The Country Girl." like last

year's performance of "The Ou-
cible," was generally well re-
ceived. Perhaps we exnect too
nwich, but we write with an eye
fixed on potential. The actors
and actresses in "The Country
Girl" possess this; much poten-
tial glimmers beneath the storm-
ing and shouting. But lacks in
control, discipline, and pace
s.tymie its fulfijlment.

The definition of potential is,

OnClaims
with

MttShoIinan

{Author of "I Was a Teen-age DuHtrP', "The Many
Loves of Dobie CiUiit", etc.)

HOW TO BEAT THE BEAT GENERATION

My cousin Herkie Xvlet i.s a sturdy lad of nineteen summers
who has, we all Iwlieved initil recently, a lively intelligence and

an as.sure<l future. Herkie's father, Walter (). Xylet, is as every-

one knows, president of the First National .Artificial Cherry

Company, world's largest maker of artificial cherries for ladies'

hats. Cncle Walter had great plans for Herkie. Ijist yej»r he

sent Herkie t<» the Mar\'land College of ilunutnities, Sciences,

and Artificial Cherries, and he intendetl, upon Herkie's gnuiu-

ation, to find him a nice fat wife and take him int<» the finn as

a full partner.

Could a young man have more plea.sing pniwpects? Of course

not. Hut a couple of montlts ago, to everj'one's c<m.steniation,

Herkie announce<l that he was not going into the artificial chcrr>'

business. Nor was he going to stay in college. "I am," said

Herkie, "a memlier of the Hetit Cieneration. I am going to Siui

Francisco ai»d gn>w a l»eard."

Well sir, you can imagine the conunotion in tlic family when

Herkie went traipsing oflF to San Franci.sco ! Cncle Walter would

have gone after him and dnigge<i him home, but unfortunately

he was right in the middle of the artificial cherrj' season. Aunt

Thelma couldn't go either l)ecau.se of her old leg tnmble. (One

of her legs is older than the other.)

IIA lviiiJr^)Da P '

So r went, t searched San Francisco for weeks before I found

Herkie living under the counter of a Pronto Pup stand. "Herkie,

liow are you? "
I cried, lfK)king distraughtly upon his tangled

Ix^ard, his corduroy jacket, his stricken eyes.

"Beat," .siiid Herkie.

I offered him a Marlboro and felt instantly Iwtter when he

took it because when one smokes Marll)oros, one cannot l>e too

far removed from the world. One still has, so to speak, a hold

on the finer things of life like goml toliacco, like easy-drawing

filtration, like .settling back and getting comfortable and enjoy-

ing a fnil-flavored smoke. One is, despite au appeal a ut;*^, Iwusi-

cally happines.s-oriented, fulfillment-directed, pleasure-prone.

"Herkie, what are you doing with yourself?" I askf>d.

"I am finding myself," he repliwl. "I am writing a novel in

the sand with a pointed stick. I am composing a fugue for

clavier and police whistle. I am sculpting in experimental ma-

terials—like English mufTins."

"And what do you do for fun?" I asked.

"Come," he said and t(M)k me to a dank little night club

where men in l)eards and women in basic burlap sat on orange

crates and drank espresso. On a tiny stage stood a poet reciting

a free-form work of his own composition entitled Kxcenm: The

Story of a Boy while behind him a jazz trio played 200 choruses

of Tin Roof Blues.

"Herkie," said I, "comehome with me to theartificial cherries."

"No," said Herkie, so sadly I went home to tell Uncle Walter

the bad news. He was less distressed than I had feared. It seems

Uncle Walter has another son, a quiet boy named Edvorts, about

whom he had completely forgotten, and today Edvorts is in

business with Uncle Walter and Herkie is beat in San Francisco,

and everyone is happy.
All I Mm (Mil

And you too will be happy—with Marlboro*, or if ifou prefer

an unaltered smoke, with Philip Morrim. Trg the brand-new
Philip Morris king-size Commander—lort§, rrtild, and leis-

urely. Have a Commander—welcome aboard!

gin, the alcoholic actor and
pathological liar. He was at his

best in the scenes where he was
the passionate actor struggling

uncertainly, and then certainly,

with a part. He was at his

weakest as the husband and man.
His scenes with his wife Georgie

capacity for develoT>ment. There»| (Kathy Crane) were unconvmc-
must be development. If there ing.

i.s not, the alert theatregoer Both he and Miss Crane had
must be disappointed. difficulties in making transitions,

John McGarry gave an un- stating conflict, and establish-

even performance as Prank El- ing a believable, "real" relation-

ship. There was little rapport
between them, they played to

themselves rather than to one
another.

As Georgie, Kathy Crane gave
a—which expression, which ges-

ture next?—type performance.
She came aUve in the last scene
of act one, but faltered badly
at the start of act two. Inef-

fective use of hands and body
diminished her performance. She
is a better actress than »he

(Continued on Pa£e 6)
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Can Pseudo - Status Sjmibol
A few weeks back we printed

an item here concerning the im-

position placed

upon the Thurs-
day edition of

the lowly Villa

nova Music So-
ciety by the
football team,

By Bill Spt«rs cholarships, not only foir their

"benoh-warmers", but nmie for
their fine leaders ,a8 well.

Huve our American univerai-

ties reached the point where
As a member of tlie VILLA-j they believe themaelvea «o ac-

NOVAN stair over the past five

semesters, we have been priv-

leged to have nvet and ohtserved

who by taking'l" action the many Villanova stu-

over the faculty! stents who work in student or-

SPEERS dining room aa' K»nl»**on» virtually unassisted

a training room'*"^ minus Sunday's headilnea.

forced the faculty into the east ly^ aren*t familiar with the ,
lounge; thereby, casting ihe\ ^j^j^inga of the VU aporta ma-

•'<^««««'

heard over the laat three foot

ademicdlly and culturally im
potent that they muat field a
team of two hundred pound,
armored head knockera to at"

tract top atudentaj foundation
granta, and alumni approval; or
haa it juat reached the point

where we mu^t keep up icith the

Music Society into "Temporary
oblivion."
•

We were unexpectedly accoM-

ed by at least a half dozen VUla-

novans who seriously took

exception to the charge and
bravely defended the gridders.

We all want to see an excel-

lent Villanova, but we will never
ball aeaaona from our aporta achieve excellence by joining
ataff ia an endleas tale of Villa-

nova athletea who can play, but
either won*t play or only play
when they feel like it.

Then laat week we were taken We have seen such organiza-

aback by a feeble motion intro- tions as Belle Masque work un-

duced and paaaed unanimmialy der strenuous oondltions at all

by the Student Council which hours of the night and week

called for a "craah program" to.

improve VU football.

ends without the hint of a loss

in enthusiasm or initiative. We
Ihave also seen the name of Vil-

, In the light of these two rath-'ianova substantially advanced
er insignificant happenings plus by such student organizations as
the athletic situation both herei icxj, IRS and CCD.

These organizations and oth-

ers, ardently, work ttie school

year through without benefit of

ranks with football factories by
playing semi-pro ball and becom-
ing a minor league team for the

NFL. Villanova must stand
apart, or it will be lost in the
crowd.

I -- •»

Only when scholarships are
granted to deserving scholars

and college athletics are parti-

cipated In by the student body
at large, can Villanova hope to

escape the pit of perversity

which our collegiate athletic

scene has become and holds Its

head high as an "institution of

higher learning."

Lois Greyson applies make-up prior to "Country Girl.

Belle Masque Review

•kwniWMqkt

Salem refreshes your taste

''air-softens''every puff

and throughout the country, we
are prone to believe that the

national athletic picture has be-

come distorted and has gotten

completely out of hand.

"Sure, the intellectual aspects

of university life is fine, but you
don't seem to realize that we
come to college to be socially

and athletically developed also,"

is the refrain we usually hear.

To the conti'ary, we see these

most important aspect of our
education only too well.

The fact ia, however, that ath-

letica are no longer uaed to de-

velop the individual, but in many
achoola the individual ia being

ttsed to develop athletica. The
atudent-alumnA cry here at Vil-

lanova ia not for better athletic

programa for the atudenta—
which would be a far more noble,

echo—but for a better football

team, the middle twentieth-cen-

tury collegiate atatua aymbol.

Yet the status symbol has

slipped away from the grasp of

the student bodies of our univer-

syttes. In many universities men
are literally being paid to play

football ; "ape-houses" where
players are housed from Satur-

day to Saturday are campus
land-marks all over the country

and athletic scholarships are

commonplace.

The college athletic scholar-

ship is both the paradox and
the scourge of the modern col-

lege. Here at VU if 20 football

scholarships were granted next

year (and this is an extremely

conservative "crash program")

It would cost at least $160,000

for the players four-year stay

here.

• • •
Now if thia bill ia footed by

the Alumni funda aaitiaat moat

coUegea, then it meana that the

achool ioaea on two aidea. Firat.

of aU it Ioaea the $160,000 that

could be better apent in expand-,

ing the wUveraity and aecindly,,

it forfeita the 20 ohaira in the

claaaroom that would normally,

he paid for by regular atudenta..

Remember, this is only con-

aidering a conservative football "TS^ ^/tH*^

'SS'IJSk KhSSSflpJ**"*^ neas In SiaiIi'8"8moke'U the very essence of springtime. Thi.

most refreshing cigarette of all is made even more so by

Salem's special High Porosity paper that "air-softens" the

smoke. You'll be delighted with Salem's springtime freshness

^ its rich, tobacco taste. Smoke refreshed . . . smoke Salem!
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showed.
Unconvincing Playwright

It was hard to believe GSerry

Paonessa was a playwright, Mr.
Paonessa's offstage credits to

the contrary. If the producer,

Phil Cook, as characterized by
Tom Flynn, was a "real" char-

acter we'll eat his cigar.

The show's saving grace was
graduate student Mike Kennedy,
a graduate of St. Ambrose Col-

lege. Finally, we had a "real"

character. He gave a perform-
ance of strength and poise as

the director, Bemie Dodd. He
fought valiantly to hold the

show together in the second act.

He knows the meaning of sen-

sitivity, naturalness, control,

and underplaying.

EHck Mclntyre (Larry) gave
a good performance, as did in-

experienced, but vital Gail Wol-
ter (Nancy). Jim McMahon
(Ralph) didn't stand a decent
chance.

(Continued from Page 5)

All in all. Belle Masque empha-
sized reality, and then gave us
larger than life theatre. One
question remains—if Belle Ma«-
que felt that the play failed to

get Odets' message across why
didn't they select another play

instead of trying to clarify it

during the scene changes. Or
were the scene change additions

merely a stamp of ill-^advised, in-

dividuality.

Needs No Help
Actually it seems that Odets

says the same things the added
script does, and he says them
better.

At one point in the proceed-

ings the narrator says, "The
Boston critics make the New
York and Philly critics seem as
kind as campfire girls." With
"The Country Girl," Belle Mas-
que handed these Philly "camp-
fire girls" a marshmallow —
sweet for some, sticky for others.

menthol fresh

# rich tobacco taste

# modem filter, too

Rickles Is Original And Funny Comedian
Borrowing a page from the

Advertiser's Jounai of cilches:

Friend, are you a clod? Do you
get the left out of cut-uo ses-

sions at school because you're

not fast with the quips? Do you
yearn to be able to strike back
with vehemence at your tormen-
tors? If so, then take heaxt, for

all is rot lost. " 'ROUND MID-
NIGHT" comes to the rescue

with a brand new course entitled

"Cut-UD 101". It's the most in-

expensive one-hour course in the

land just one lecture may turn

you from a party-pooper to a

super-duper (Gad, If I hadn't

already heard that on TV, I

wouldn't write it.)

Tuition Cheap
Class is being conducted at

the Celebrity Room (Juniper

and Locust) in downtown Philly

until November 19 and tne

course fee from $2 to $5, de^^end-

ing on where you sit. The Prof

is "your Emperor", Don Rickles,

and after one of his lectures

we guarantee you'll go home

These are the silver wings of a
U. S. Air Force Navigator. As a
flying officer on the Aerospa<;e

team, he has chosen a career of

leadership, a career that has
meaning, rewards and executive

opportunity.

The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this career. To
qualify for this .rigorous and pro-

fessional training, a high school

diploma is required ; however, two
or more years of college are highly

desirable. Upon completion of the

program the Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree

so he can better handle the respon-

sibilities of his position. This in-

cludes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses un-
der the Bootstrap education pro-

gram. The Air Force will pay a

substantial part of all tuition costs.

After having attained enough
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence require-

ments for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to

apply for temporary duty at the

school of his choice.

If jrou think you have what it

takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navi-
gator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying

officer in the Air Force. Or fill in

and mail this coupon.

Tktre*i a place far tomorrow's
loaders on the -^ y ^^
Aorospaco Team. I | ^
Air Force

MMlTSItei
AVMTIM MSn WPfHHTIti

WASHIMOTON, 4, D. C
I m Ntw— It mi W^ B ciliMR
cf Iks U. S. m4 s M^ tdlMl ysAifllt

JjMfl ff M HM I

I

tflOT-

cmr

JTATL.

loaded with enough retorts to

last you for a semester.

Rickles is a 34-year-old New
Yorker, who after alm-Dst ten

years in the business, suddenly

finds himself rising to star

promnence in meteroc fashion,

and all because of the U.S. Navy
and some inherent self-determin-

ation. You see, Rickles is known
as an "insult" comedian and
much of his success is based on
the fact that people seem to love

to be told what clods they are.

Rickles is often compared to

Jack E. Leonard (they're close

friends) but actually Leonard
relies more on stand-up type
jokes.

Took Verbal Beatings
How do you get started on

this type of htunor? It seems to

ds-pend on the individual and
circumstances. As Don tells it,

"I was working at the Wayne
Room in Washington about ten

years ago as a regular stand-by

comedian and some nights I took

a verbal beating from some of

the sailors who frequent the
place. In retaliation. I learned

to lay into them and when this

type of assault went over with

the audience, I made it more and
more a rart of my act until now
it's finally the basis for my
show." That Rickles has polish-

ed this nto an art is evident

from the number of celebs that

jammed Basin Street East (in

suburban Philly) recently to be

castigated by him.

However, Rickles rarely

sp^ms to offend his audience.

His "subjects" scms to realize

that he is really decying hypo-

crisy, not the individual. He
runs his act at a fast pace with

a minimum of format. If he finds

something that goes over well

By Jet Zawoekl

with the audience, he elaborates
on it and improvises from there.

That he has "arrived" as a
star is easily seen by the fact
that he drew the largest open-
ing night crowd of the season
here and is also under contract
to do 16 weeks annually at the
Sahara in Las Vegas. Probably
the best indication of why he
has been a success came when
I asked him what he does with a
cold audience. With pure, sim-

ple logic, he answered, "I just

work harder."

Also featured on the bill is a
talented 23-year-old songstress
from the Motor City named
Annette Madden. With a voice to
match her figure. Miss Madden
is drawing both male and fe-

mae approval for her winning
ways with a oong. Her style

makes a good contrast for
Rickles' rapid-fire humor. Fol-
lowing this attraction into the
Celebrity Room will be another
another fine comedian, Dick
Shawn. While handing out bou-
quets, " 'Round Midnight"
thanks publicist Herb Freedman
whose coooeration facilitates

much of this columnist's work.
Comedians In Spotlight

RANDOM NOTES: Jazz in

the big city finds, strangely
enough, comedians in the spot-

light this week. Redd Foxx is

featured along with vibist Lem
Winchester at the Showboat and
another of the "new school"
comedians, Lenny Brauce, at the
Red Hill. Songstress L o r e z
Alexandria and Chris Clolumbo's
Quintet hold the fort at Pep's.

As usual, tape-recorded inter-

views will be featured on my
radio show Tuesday and Thurs-
day at 10:00.

Don Rickles, comedian of the insult strikes a characteristic pose.

The stage is now set for the
showdown betwenu the Eagles
and Giants this Sunday on TV
and next Sunday at Franklin
Field. With both teams barely
winning last Sunday, first place

remains at stake in what looms
as one of the best flushes in

recent NF history. Anyone de-

sirng tickets for the home battle

had better get them now because
ther aren't too many left.

Tony Martin headlines the

curent show at the new Latin

Casino to be folowed on Novem-
ber 21 by Steve Lawrence and
Eydie CSorme. Jack E. Leonard
comes into Palumbo's the Friday
after Thanksgiving. Folk singer

Josh White comes into the

Academy of Music for a one-

nighter on the 23rd, the night

after Mantovani's concert at the
same place.

(AKP8 FMturt)

Housewife: "I can't serve as a
juror, your honor. One look at
that man convinces me he's
guilty."
Judge: "Sh-h-h. That's the dis-

trict attorney."

9k

New Lines in
Cheviot Overcoats

Presidential Analysis
(Continued from Pago 5)

The call is still for clas-

sic herringbones in warm
wool cheviot. This year

these coats are cut a little

shorter and the trim fly-

front the newest note.

Here where our collec-

tion is large and in cor-

rect good taste you'll

shop with confidence.

Browns and greys

$80 & $85

Oul^^dtcAi t» cMeit arid fioy^ Alru£ tS74

New York: Fifth Ave. at 48th A 41at Sti. • Broadway at Warren St.

Boston : Tremont at Bromfleld Sta.

closeness of the vote. The main
reason for the huge turnout of
voters was not due to the patri-
otism of the American people, as
the "my country right or wrong
my country," brand of histori-

ans will say. It was due instead
to the many Protestants who
had to stop the Catholic Ken-
nedy, to the many Catholics who
wanted one of their own in the
White House, and to the many
who voted on the personality of
the candidates.

Our attack is not directed to
either of the candidates. Ken-
nedy and Nixon had many ad-
vantages and disadvantages as
candidates inevitably do. Nixon
was forced to run on the not so
admirable record of the present
President. Kennedy was termed
by many as a bold young liber-

al. Nixon's forte was pro status-
quo; Kennedy's was anti status-
quo. If the American voter had
voted according to these issues,

we feel that Kennedy would still

have won. But they voted in

accordance with their lower na-
ture. Emotion controlled intel-

lect, and ignorance prevailed
over knowledge.

While the voting habits of
many Americans should be con-
demned, we feel that a few words
should be devoted to the politi-

cal machinists who were able to
make use of the typical voter's

ignorance.TheDemocrat machine
was able to use to its advantage
the many minority groups which
constitute American society.

Catholics, Negroes, and Jews
were able to roll up huge ma*

jorities in the big cities of the
East. It was in the Eastern
cities where Kennedy won the
election. We are not underrat-
ing the farm vote for Nixon
either. The Vice-President cap-
tured many Mid-West votes on
the grounds that it would be bet-
ter to be starving and have a
non-Catholic in the White House
than to be starving and have a
Catholic as President.

In the case of the Southern
voter, they had to choose be-
tween the lesser of two evils. If

they voted for Nixon, they would
have broken traditbn and the
South seldom breaks tradition.
So they voted for Kennedy not
because he was the better man
but because he was a Democrat.

It is a pity that everyone has
the right to vote. Some people
have no conception of issues or
problems facing the nation. But
the media of communication
stresses that it is their duty to
vote. Hence, they vote—"the
blind ignorant usurpers." Our
ofJinion may sound too idealistic

for the machine politician but
it is the same opinion hdid by
the founding fathera And they
are regarded by historians as th6
most realistic of men.
The tragedy of the past elec-

tion is that many people who
voted did so for their own per>
sonal and for the most part big-
otted reasons. The victory of
Kennedy and tiie defeat of Nix-
on can best be summed up by
stating that the winner was able
to nudce better use of the non-
essential issues than the loser.
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Baid Prexy Explaiis

Operatira Off firaap

In Slatiig Shows

In the past year the VUlMMrra
Univenrity Band has trana-

formed ftpoaa an outftt tryinir to

make some mnae at the football

games to an efficient organisa-

tion which is the center of the

spirit and the center of attrac-

tion at the half-time ahowa.

What has been done, and who
is responsible for thia change?

As President of the band I main-

tain that the spirit of coopera-

tion among the members of Uie

band is the true cause of our

success.

During the week I draw up a
half-time show which I hope to

be appropriate and enjoyable

from the viewpt^nt of the fans.

On Monday evening the band
practices the music, and on
Thursday evening the formations

are practiced. Li a matter of a
few hours an entire show is pre-

pared for every week. This is

the example of hard work and
co-operatk>n of idiich I q>eak.

The members give fA their

time freely ud receive no ma-
terial reward. The organiation
is present at all the games and
performs for many cit the extra

activities which require the pres-

ence of n fine musical group.

Moat Active
The band is the most active

organizatfcm on campus, This
can be seen in its varied activ-

ities. It plays at pep rallies, pre-

game shows, half-time. Parents'

Day Concert, Christmas Concert,

and a complete schedule of con-

certs during the secmid semes-
ter at various colleges in the
area. In addition, it gives a
Concert <» the Ckeen for the
students at VUlanova.
The band has traveled to West

Point and Rutgers in mrder to

give the necessary spark to the
away football games. Our trav-

els also include trips to eoUeges
in the area in order to give con-
certs and a trip to Atlantic CHty.

In looking at the band, the
spotlight falls on the director,

Mr. Herbert Fiss, and the mod-
erator. Father Henry Syvinski,

lOSA, Mr.. Fiss has been the
drivmg force which has made
the organisation a truly musical
one. He has built up tiie level

of musicianship in the Band and
keeps our members at a high
degree of proficiency.

Spirit of Unity
Father Syvinski keeps the

spirit of unity in the band and
is the organisation's medium of

communication with the Admin-
istration. The cheers of the
band keep it a smooth and well-

run organization and thereby
deserve much credit

As President I am responsible

functions of the band. Jim

Wilde, Psychok>gy '62, is the
Vice-President and is in charge
of social events. Bob Lento, Pre-
Law '61, is responsible for the
setting out of equipment and for
the outfitting of the group.
John Astorr, Pre-Med '63, is

the Student Council Representa-
tive in charige of representing

us at all meetings. Roas Ansal-
di, Pre-Law '63, is the Student
Director who is in charge of mu-
sical activities of the band.

The arrow above indicates tiie planet Mercury as it moved

in front of the Sun on Nov. 7. TMs photo wtiich oan't be dupli-

cated for ten years was taken at the Villanova Observatory.

LKD Holds Talk by FHA-Union Official

The Pre-Medical Fraternity,

Lambda Kappa Delta, will hold

its first guest lecture at 10:30

ajn. on Thursday in Mendel
Hall.

Joseph J. McComb, Chairman
of the Federal Housing Author-

ity and President of the Retail

Clerics Central Labor Union of

Southern New Jersey, will ad-

dress the group. McComb's top-

ic wiU be "Labor's Views to-

ward PubUc Health."

LKD President Ed Morhaus-
er, said that Mr. McComb has

been lecturing at various col-

leges and lalxM* organizations for

many years. "In addition, Mr.
McComb will conduct a question

and answer period if time al-

lows," Moriiauser discloeed. "All

students are welcome, as this

topic not only pertains to the

field of medicine, but also to the

fields of Labmr Management and
Government," the LKD presi-

dent said.

Read The Villaaevan

Logue To Discuss Locke

Before Philos. Club Today
The Philosophy Club has an-

nounced that it will present a
lecture by Professor J<rim J.

Logue of the Histoiy and Poli-

tical Science Department on
"The Influence of John Locke
on American Political Thought".
It will be held today at 3:30 hi

the East Lounge of Dougherty
Hall.

Professor Logue received his

MA from the University of
Pennsylvania and Yale, and Is

currently finishing his doctoral

work at the University of Chi-
cago. At Villanova he teaches
courses on the graduate and un-
dergraduate level, including

The Development of American
Diplomacy; Great Power For-
eign P3licies; The Role of the
Political Party; Great Power Re-
lations with Asia and Africa;

and Municipal Government.

Acclaimed By Biaay

The professor has written ar-

ticles cmd studies in several

fields. His booklet, "The Great
Debate on Charter Reform: A
Proposal to Strengthen the

United Nations," was published

by Fbrdham University Press in

1058. Thomas K. Linkletter,

former Secretary of the Air
Force, contributed a preface in

which he recommends the study
highly. Others who have com-

mended favorably on it are Pres-

ident-elect John F. Kennedy;
Congressman Chester Bowles
(foitner U. S. ambassador to

India) ; Norman Cousins, Editor

of "The Saturday Review"; and
Hans J. Morgenthau, Director

of the Center for the Study of

American Foreign and Military

Policy.

Villanova University Press re-

cently published Professor
Logue's monograph, "Suburban
Report: The Problem of Organ-
ising Countrywide Civic Organ-
isations in the Pluladelphia Sub-
urbs." It is based on intensive

interviews of over forty civic and
governmental leaders in the

suburbs around PhiladelDhia and
in the city itself. The study
focuses on groups which are
interested in preserving the sub-
urban character of their coun-
ties.

Professor Logue was the first

executive secretary of the Phil-

adelphia Area Council of United
World Federalists. In 1952 he
served as a page for CBS Tel-

evision at both National Presi-

dential Conventions. He is cur-

rently a member of the Speak-
ers Bureau of the World Affairs

Council of Philadelphia and
serves on the board of directors

of the Citizens Council of Del-

aware County.

Filters for

flavor
-finestflavor byfar!

"

Tareyton has the taste-

Dual pater
does it!

Here's how the DUAL HLTER DOES IT:

1. It combines a uniqiw inner filtsr of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
. . . definitely proved to mafce the taste of a cigarette mild and
smooth . ••

2. wHh a purtwhiteouter filter.TogBtherthey select and balsnct
the flavor elemsnts in the smoke. Tarayton's flawsr-Mancsgivst
you the best taste of the best tobaccos.
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Band Prexy Explains

Operation Of Oroup

In Slating Shows
by Bob Sotlilaro

In the past year the Villanova

University Band has trans-

formed from an outfit trying to

make some noise at the football

games to on efficient organiza-

tion which is the center of the

spirit and the center of attrac-

tion at the half-time shows.

What has been done, and who
is responsible for this change?

As President of the bMid I main-

tain that the spirit of coopera-

tion among the m«nbers of the

band is the true cause of our

success.

During the week I draw up a

half-time show which I hope to

be appropriate and enjoyable

from the viewpoint of the fans.

On Monday evening the band
practices the music, and on

Thursday evening the formations

are practiced. In a matter of a

few hours an entire show is pre-

pared for every week. This is

the example of hard work and
co-operatk)n of which I speak.

The members give of their

time freely and receive no ma-
terial reward. The organization

is present at all tiie games and
performs for many of the extra

activities which require the pres-

ence of a fine musical group.

Most Active

The band is the most active

organizatnn on campus. This

can be seen in its varied activ-

ities. It plays at pep rallies, pre-

game shows, half-time. Parents*

Day Concert, Christmas Concert,

and a complete schedule of con-

certs during the second semes-

ter at various colleges in the

area. In addition, it gives a
Concert on the Green for the

students at Villanova.

The band has traveled to West
Point and Rutgers in order to

give the necessary spark to the

away football games. Our trav-

els also include trips to colleges

in the area in order to give con-
certs and a trip to Atlantic City.

In looking at the band, the
spotlight falls on the director,

Mr. Herbert Fiss, and the mod-
erator. Father Henry Syvinski,

•OSA, Mr.. Fiss has been the

driving force which has made
the organization a truly musical
one. He has built up the level

of musicianship in the Band and
keeps our members at a high
degree of proficiency.

Spirit of Unity
Father Syvinski keeps the

spirit of unity in the band and
is the organization's medium of

communication with the Admin-
istration. The officers of the
band keep it a smooth and well-

run organization and thereby
deserve much credit.

As President I am responsible

functions of the band. Jim

Wilde, Psychok)gy '62, is the

Vice-President and is in charge
of social events. Bob I^nto, Pre-

Law '61, is responsible for the

setting out of equipment and for

the outfitting of the group.
John Astorr, Pre-Med '63, is

the Student Council Representa-
tive in charge of representing

us at all meetings. Ross Anzal-
di. Pre-Law '63. is the Student
Director who is in charge of mu
sical activities of the band.

. „•
. J

m

The arrow above Indicates the planet Mercury as it moved

in front of the Sun on Nov. 7. This photo which «an't be dupli-

cated for ten years was taksn at the Villanova Observatory.

LKD Holds Talk by FHA-Union Official

The Pre-Medical Fraternity,

Lambda Kappa Delta, will hold

its first guest lecture at 10:30

a.m. on Thursday in Mendel
Hall.

Joseph J. McComb, Chairman
of the Federal Housing Author-

ity and President of the Retail

Clerks Central Labor Union of

Southern New Jersey, will ad-

dress the group. McComb's top-

ic will be "Labor's Views to-

ward Public Health."

LKD President Ed Morhaus-
er, said that Mr. McComb has

been lecturing at various col-

leges and labor organizations for

many years. "In addition, Mr.
McComb will conduct a question

and answer period if time al-

lows," Morhauser disclosed. "All

students are welcome, as this

topic not only pertains to the

field of medicine, but also to the

fields of Labor Management and
Government," the LKD presi-

dent said.

Read The Villanovan

Logue To Discuss Locke

Before Philos. Club Today
The Philosophy Club has an-

nounced that it will present a
lecture by Professor John J.

Logue of the History and Poli-

tical Science Department on
"The Influence of John Locke
on American PoHtical Thought".
It will be held today at 3:30 in

tihe East Lounge of Dougherty
Hall.

Professor Logue received his

MA from the University of

Pennsylvania and Yale, and is

currently finishing his doctoral

work at the University of Chi-
cago. At Villanova he teaches
courses on the graduate and un-
dergraduate level, including

The Development of American
Diplomacy; Great Power For-
eign Policies; The Role of the
Political Party ; Great Power Re-
lations with Asia and Africa;

and Municipal Government.

Acclaimed By Many
The professor has written ar-

ticles and studies in several

fields. His booklet, "The Great
Debate on Charter Reform: A
Proposal to Strengthen the

United Nations," was published

by Fordham University Press in

1958. Thomas K. Linkletter,

former Secretary of the Air
Force, contributed a preface in

which he recommends the study
highly. Others who have com-

mended favorably on it are Pres-

ident-elect John F. Kennedy;
Congressman Chester Bowles
(former U. S. ambassador to

India) ; Norman Cousins, Editor

of "The Saturday Review"; and
Hans J. Morgenthau, Director

of the Center for the Study of

American Foreign and Military

Policy.

Villanova University Press re-

cently published Professor
Logue's monograph, "Suburban
Report: The Problem of Organ-
izing Countrywide Civic Organ-
izations in the Philadelphia Sub-
urbs." It is based on intensive

interviews of over forty civic and
governmental leaders in the

suburbs around Philadelohia and
in the city itself. The study
focuses on groups which are
interested in preserving the sub-

urban character of their coun-
ties.

Professor Logue was the first

executive secretary of the Phil-

adelphia Area Council of United
World Federalists. In 1952 he
served as a page for CBS Tel-

evision at both National Presi-

dential Conventions. He is cur-

rently a member of the Speak-
ers Bureau of the World Affairs

Council of Philadelphia and
serves on the board of directors

of the Citizens Council of Del-

aware County.
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IRS Heart Talk by

Cuban Expatriate

On Tuesday evening, Novem-
ber 15, the Villanova Interna-

tional Relations Society hoeted
Mr. Miguel F. Kohly who spoke
on the subject entitled "The
United States and the Cuban
Crises." Mr. Kohly is a well-

known former Cuban business

and civic leader who was forced

to leave his homeland due to the
pressure applied by Fidel Cas-
tro.

Since arriving in the United
States Mr. Kohly has been pre-

paring a book on Inter-Ameri-

can Relations aside from giving

lectures in Philadelphia, New
York, and Washington to pro-

fessional organizations, busi-

nessmen, college and high school

students. While in Cuba, Mr.
Kohly was Executive Vice-Pres-

ident and Investment Consult-

ant in a Real Estate Develop-

ment and Investment firm. He
also has served as a delegate

from Cuba to many internation-

al congresses and conventions.

Inter-American Relations

In his lecture to the IRS, Mr.
Kohly expressed his economic,
spiritual, cultural, and political

observations in regard to Inter-

American Relations. Through-
out the question and answer per-

iod which followed, he answered
many interesting questions con-

cerning Castro's personality,

plans, and relations with the
Kremlin.

The large attendance indi-

cated that Villanova students
definitely have a sincere inter-

est in foreign affairs and this

interest has been stimulated
through the efforts of the In-

ternational Relations Society.

The Society also announced
plans for a field trip to the
United Nations on Tuesday, De-
cember 6.

^^Noche EspanoF' by Spanish Club
Features Music, Play, and Speech

BfldsUpman Lieutenant A. Michael Clement (far right) leads the Villanovft DriU Teun through its
paces at ti&e Second Annual VUlanova Invitational Drill Meet The VU team outpointed all other partici-
pants including St Joseph's College (Phila.), PMC, Prinoeton, US»Ue, and Rutgers to cop the Meet's first
priao.

Mass And Blsssing

For Navy Battalion

Schsdulsd Saturday
The fourth anual Military

Mass for the NROTC battalion

will be held this Saturday, Nov-
ember 19. The Battalion will as-

semble in front of John Barry
Hall and then march to the Un-
iversity Chapel where the cere-

mony of the "blessing of the

colors" will take place.

Following the ceremony the

Midshipmen will march into

church for a Soemn High Mass
celebrated by Fr. Klekotka. The
speaker at the Mass will be Fr.

John T. Mitchell, pastor of St.

Ignatius Parish, Philadelphia, re-

tired Lieutenant Conunander in

the Navy.
Later, the Battalion will

march to the Commerce and
Finance Cafeteria for a Com-
munion Breakfast at which they

will be adressed by Capt J. B.

Donnally USN-ret Assistant

Prof, of ME.

Progress of Science BIdg.

Allows Summer Session Use
Since classes have resumed in

September, work on the new
Science Building has been pro-
gressing paridly. With the in-

stallation of the windows, the
exterior of the building is very
nearly completed. The only re-

maining work on the outside is

finishing off the arch-way and
completing the stone fcu!ing on
the main entrance.

Most of the work is now being
concentrated on the inside of
the building. All walls and par-

titions have been completed and
90% of them have been painted.

The doors and hardware for the

rooms are now being installed.

The entire building has been
wire dand the lighting fixtures

are now going in place. Practi-

cally all of the heating units

have been installed in the rooms

and will be in operation by the
end of the month.

Three different types of floor-

ing are being incorporated in

the building. The corridors will

have traga floors which has all-

ready been installed. The rest of

the building will use asphalt tile,

except where vynile tile is ne-

cessary.

Unique Features
Borne unique features of the

building wil be the heat resis-

tant glass drain pipe found in

the ch^nistry section. The simi-

nar rooms will contain kitchen-
ettes for the convenience of the
faculty.

The observatory, which will

house two telescopes, has also
been designed differently than
th one now on Mendal Hall. In-

roof is mounted on tracts and

will roll away to reveal the sky.

There have been two recent

additions to the overall plan for
the building. A retaining wall
has been incorporated in the
front of the building. This is to

give a better architectural ap-
pearance and better drainage.
At present it is about 25% com-
plete, he size of the parking lot

on the east side has been in-

creased by 50% and this will be
black-topped next week.
The furnishings for the build-

ing wil larrive by January 1st.

Although some old furniture
fTDm Mendal Hall will be used,

it will be reconditioned to match
the new.

This is the condition of the
building to date and it will be
completed in time for use during
the Summer session.

Noche Espanol, a "literary

musical fiesta," will be present-

ed by the Spanish Club of Villa-

nova in Vasey Auditorium on
Friday night, December 2, at 7
p.m. The evening will be divided

into three parts: a musical, a
play, and a closing address by
Dr. Francisco X. Claro, the fea-

tured speaker.

The first part of the program,
the musical, will be emceed by
Mr. Vito Di Vincenzo who is the
club moderator. Members of the

club are taking part in the fes-

tivities along with students from
nearby colleges.

The opening number will be
a piano selection, "Malaguena,"
featuring Louis Martucci. An

accordian recital by Angel Louis
Ramos, "La Oamparsita," will

follow. Two vocals round out

the musical part of the night.

The first, "Siboney," will be sung
by Judy Rodriguez.

Father Oroz To Sing
The Rev. Policarpo Oroz,

O.R.S.A., studying here for his

degree in English, will sing the

second song, "Granada," accom-
panied by Martucci on the piano.

Father Oroz and Mr. Di Vincenzo
are co-directors of the second
part of the program. Refresh-
ments will be served before the
play.

"Wanted—an Instructor of
English" is the name of the one-
act farce which will be spoken in

Spanish and English. The in-

structor will be portrayed by • the Consuls from Colimibia,

Fernando Galatas, a Villanova Venezuela, Panama, and Chile,

senior. His wife will be played and their wives. The Rev. John
by Ann Abadia, the lead female
part.

Kay Uribe and Pat D'Alonzo,
freshman nurses here, and Judy
Rodriguez, a student of C^brini
College, have the featured finale
roles. Francesco de Jesus, Al-
fredo Salazar, and Armando
Berriz, all Villanova students,

have the featured male roles.

Others in the play include

Kenneth M. Long, Michael R.
Benson, and Henry E. David.

Dr. Claro will deliver the final

address to the members of the
Spanish Club, their friends, and
distinguished guests after the
play. These guests will include

Griiferty, OSA, from Malvern
Prep, and students from neigh-

boring girls' schools will also at-

tend. All who are interested are
invited to attend.

Noche Espanol, the first of
the two major annual Spanish
Club functions, was started
twenty-seven years ago by the

Rev. Lorenzo Lozano, the former
moderator of the club. It is held
every year on the first Friday of
December.

READ YOUR
VILLANOVAN!

two heads are better than one
EJspecially when one happens to be a delectable girl-type head.

Lovely heads are always attracted to male heads that use

'Vaseline' Hair Tonic — made specially for men who use water
with their hair tonic. 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic's 100% pure groom-
ing oil replaces oil that water removes. In the bottle and on
your hair the difference is clearly there ! Just a little does a lot

!

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
'VMfUMI' !• * •MltrtaiO TIAOtMA** Of «Hl|t«IIOU«N-M>ie'« IMO

Cheerless leader
Not a "rah rah" left in him I He's just

discovered there's no more Coke. And
a eheer leader without Coke is as sad

M a soap opera. To put the sparkle

back in his eye—somebodyt—
bring him a sparklhig cold Coca-Colal

6':^^^c7a
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lottled ufi^r ouHiorlly sf Ihe Coco-Colo Compbny by

CompaBy

What, no sports car cap? l'"" fl' ^^ ' ""•
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^ '^ *^ knowledge of some esoteric automotive jargon to enjoy

a Corvette. All you need is a desire to own a car that is designed for your use personally. This is no station

wagon, no family sedan, this is your car and nobody else's. It is the ultimate development of a fine car that

has known five years of unparalleled success in the maelstrom of sports car competition, and yet it can be

tailored to your personal tastes—even if you don't know a tappet from a teapot.

Push-button door handles, inside door locks and a side-view mirror are some of the Corvette con-

veniences you don't get on most other sports cars. You also have a wide choice of power teams^ranging

from the standard 230-horsepower engine (which can be matched with Powerglide*** to delight the boule-

vardier) to the swashbuckling Fuel Injection"' VS with four-speed close-ratio transmission. '^ Talk it over

with your dealerj.Whatever version you decide on, you're in for the greatest adventure of your driving career!

'61 CORVETTE BY CHEVROLET

*OpiioMl M ntn eon

See the new Corvette, Chevrolet cars and Chevy Gorvairs at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

Orphans' Outing
(Oontinued from Page 1)

to every "Johnnie" by Santa
Claus, better known to his class-

mates as Jack Foley.

Entertainment will include

Kevin Shay's renowned magic
act, the appearance of sport cel-

ebrities, and carol singing by
all. The Junior Class nurses,

headed by Janet Pomponio,
will act as hostesses for the
boys and will also prepare the
refreshments. The gymnasium
will be decorated with an as-

sortment of Christmas trees,

lights, stockings and candy.
Braithwaite, in concluding his

plans, said, "I think when we
see the orphans' smiles at the
end of the day all the long hours
of work will be forgotten."

Ugly Blan Contest
To help finance the Orphans'

Party, a fascinating new con-
test will soon make its Villa-

nova debut. All forecasts ore-

diot the upcoming "Ugly Man"
election to receive a tumultuous
responae from the entire stu-
dent body. Students, faculty
and administration members
alike will have an opportunity
to select their favorite ugliest
man on campus during the week
of November 28.

The novel idea was created by
Jim McMonagle, '62, in an ef-

fort to raise funds <to underwrite
the expenses of the Orphans'
Party. A penny will be charged
for each vote cast with students
encouraged to vote for their
idol more than once. It is sug-
gested that classes and organi-
zations support a "favorite son"
ugly man. A minimum of 50
votes will be needed to put a
contestant in the running. Elec-
tion HQ's will be in the Pie
Shoppe and the C&F Cafeteria.
A chart will be posted on the

main bulletin board in Dough-
erty Hall showing the results of
each day's voting. The eventu-
al winner will be crowned Mr.
Ugly and awarded a free ticket
to the Christmas Charity Bal.
At the dance he will be present-
ed a "handsome" 12-inch tro-
phy.

Students are advised by Mc-
Monagle to look closely at
friends and enemies until elec-
tion wek to insure an accurate
vote for the ugliest man at VU.

THERE WILL BE A MEET-

INH of the VILLANOVA
SPORTS STAFF TODAY AT
3:30 IN THE VILLANOVAN
OFFICE. ALL MUST
ATTEND.

Tbe PkllBdelpliki Ooe»Cok

For a
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NIW YORK
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naturally
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Pope Job! JlstMidt

YtMg Resre Prelate;

Naaes Nia CardiMl

Tm afraid the Holy Fkther
has made a miRtake this time,**

was the reaction of Lanriaii Rug-
ambwa. Bishop of Rutaho, Tan-
ganyika, when be learned laai

March 2 that he had been made
a CardinaL Hie atcMy of this

remarkable young African pre-

late is told in 11 pages of pie-

tores and text in Uie November
issue of The Sign, national Cath-
olic magasine, published in Un-
ion City, N. J.

cflmpus nEUJS briefs

'n..;.-- A."

Undelectod MBtake

Nobody else thought the Pooe
had made a mistake, reports

Glenn D. Kittler, author of The
Sign article. "By nightfall," he
writes of that day, "the wireless

station at Bukoba, thirty miles

away on the western shore of

Lake Victoria, was swamped
with cables and tel^n^ams from
peoDle who had heard the an-

nouncement on the Vatican ra-

dio and the BBC. That evening,

hundreds of natives journeyed
barefoot through the bush to

Cardinal Rugambwa's house,
bringing him gifts of fruit, eggs
and chickens.**

Cardinal likes U. &
The Negro Cardinal likes the

United States. "You Ameri-
cans," he told Kittler "how
much Africa owes you! This is

the part of you the rest of the
world understands—^your gener-

osity. When your government
gives mmiey away, you are ac-

cused of buying friendship. But
generosity is your nature, each
of you, one by one. I have been
it myself, and I believe it is why
God has given you so much in

return. I hope you are never
discouraged by ingratitude, for

then the spirit of Christian
charity would dim everywhere.
You have no idea what an ex-

ample you are to others.**

Encounters Prejudice

The Cardinal has also seen
the other side of America. In
1957 while visiting the United
States, he was, because of his

color, refused service in a white
barbershop in New Jersey. To
this example of prejudice, his
reaction was, "It is all right.

I prayed for the man.*'

Another incident during that
visit sheds light not only on
his awareness of racial problems
but also on his gentle penetrat-
ing wit. **We werp riding hi a
New York taxi one afternoon.**

Kittler relates, "and when we
were stopped by a traffic light

Rugambwa noticed several Ne-
groes among the oedestrians
crossing the street 'Ah,* he said,

there are some of my people.'

"We had just been discussing
race relations in America, which
he hopefully oredicted would im-
prove onre people stonoed ex-
agerating the accidtfit of in<yvid-

ual pigmentation. I looked at
the pedestrians and said, *I un-
derstand there are over a millioB

NecToes in New York.*

"A smile tugged at his lips.

He mused, 1 wonder why they

dont turn whiter Pnisled, I

asked hfan what be meant 'Well,'

he said, 'when your people come
to mv country you turn black.'

**

•WSYP TMchM Radio
The Villanova Amateur Radio

Club has announced the in

auguration of a series o fclasses

for anyone interested in learning

about amateur radio. According
to Ed Hogan, club prexy, the

classes will be directed toward
one who desires a adio license

as weU as one who wishes meerly

to acquaint himself with "ethe"

commmunication.
The cliA, under the station

call W3YP has been in full op-

eration for over a year since the

proceurement of a room in

Ifendel Hall basement as an

operating shack. With a suplus

transmitter and a university-

bought eceiver, the club has

has made good use of the sal-

vaging talents of Vice President

Oorden Kittel and Don Dallai.

We wish anyone interested

to come to the station which is

located in the "Villanova En-
gineer office."

FacNity Wivis Meet
The Villanova Faculty l^ves

Club will hold its regular month-
ly meeting on Thursday, Nov-
ember 10, 1960 at 8:30 pjn. The
group meets in the lounge of the
Naval Science Building at Villa-

novia University. All wives of
Villanova faculty members are
invHed to attend the club meet-
ings.

Mrs. Paul Duffy of DufTy Ca-
terers, Daylesford, Pa., will dis-

cuss "The Art of Hon d'oeuvre-
Making."

Plans for the Christmas
Party for faculty children will

be announced by the party oo>

chairmen, Mrs. Charles Bruderle
of Havertown and Mrs. Ray-
mond Cummings of Plymouth
Meeting.

Mrs. Henry T. Koonce of Vil-

lanova will be hospitality chair-

man for the evening. Refresh-

ments will be served.

Low School Grads Top
The Pennsylvania Slate Board

of Bar Kxaminers annowwced Hie
results of the loly, IMO iiiw
inations this week. Gradnates of
the Villaaova Univcrrity Sdwol
of Law achieved a iiMlag aver-

age superior to that of all odiier

PuinayivaBia law sehools exeept
the University of Pittrimrtfu
This achieiwsscot eoBtinuea

the line record wiiieh fht Seiiool

of Law has won not only In this

state but in New York. Massa-
chusetts, New Jeraqr, Ddawwe,
the District off Cohmibia,
elsewhere.

\

SEE THE MSPLAY

IN THE UlRARY

THEN, READ

THE LYNX

Thootro Lob Todoy

The L«bontoty Play Serisi^

prodneed by the Graduate Thea^
tee DqiartiMBt, eoBthmes its

aorka with two one-act plays
this aflcmooB, Thnrsday, Nmr-
CBsbcr 17. Tlie plays, under tiie

anpcrviaion of Mr. Bemanl
Coyut, wiU be enacted In the
East Looage off Dougherty HaU
at 2:M pin.

''Shaai,'* the first presn-
tatioii off the afternoon, will be
dheded by Lis Meagher. The
aeeood, lUsing off the Moon." Is

directed by lOke Kennedy, wiio
had a featured role hi the Belle
Maaqoe production of 'Xkrantiy
GM."
A critique will foUow the two

plays, wUA hatre a combined
total off forty ndnntes ronning
time. The next Laboratory pro-
dnetion wiU be 'The Constant

" directed hy Mike D'Al-
It has been sdiednled for

Thursday, December 1.

Telephone engineer Bill Pigott, left, and helicopter pilot plan aerial exploration for microwave tower sites.

"I ENGINEERED MICROWAVE TOWER LOCATIONS

ON MY FIRST ASSIGNMENT" .

When Bill Pigott knocked on the door of

Pacific Telephone, he had two big assets. One
was an electrical engineering degree from Seattle

University. The other was a craving to jump
right into vital engineering problems.

V It was not long before Bill was exploring

Washington's rugged Cascade Range in a heli-

copter to find sites for microwave relay towers

—part of a multimillion dollar telephone con-

struction job. Today, it's considerable satisfac-

. tion to him to see these towers spanning the

mountains, knowing that his planning helped

put them there.

Other important assignnients followed: engi-

neering maritime radio systems, SAGE system!

—figuring engineering costs for Air Force Titan

missile bases.

"Our pecyple reifiect a man's engineering

training—you really get a chance to show what

you've got on the ball/' Bill says, "I was up to

my neck in tough engineering problems right

from the start."

// you vfant a job where you put your training

to work from the day you hang up your hat—you*U

want to visit your Plaeement Qiiee for Utgrature

and additional Htformatiou,

"Our number one aim is to have in att

management jobs the most vital, intelli-

gent, poeiiive and imaginative men we

can possibly find.'*

Frkderick R. Kappbl, Pvndtnt

Amtrican Telephone 4 Telegniph Co.

®
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Student Presents Lit Club

Discussion Of Beat Poetry
Leonard (SaUnlo, a sopluaBoie

ISogliBh Utemture major, de-

livered a leetuie oo "Beat Gea-
eratloo Attitndes and Poetry^

to the literary Chib yesterday

Three general phfloeophlee

urge throogfa the beat gener-

ation,'' he said. These faidiide:

OntsUer WrlstwitiaHisn, Zen
Boddhlsm, and an Bpicnvean
type of F^niedianieni.''

Followtaig a diseossion of each
category, he stated. The eele-

bration of spontaneous creativ-

ity (modem abstract art, es-

temporaneons poetry, and a nnil-

titode of jaxB types), poverty,

dope, sex and eitlier tiie por-

poseless or gay life is tiw beat's

sometimes ritnalistie appraaeh
to these ptdlosophies."

He stated tiiat the practiee of

poverty is, "one of tlie outstand-

ing virtues of tlie lieat genera-

tion and lias separated It frmn
those past ideologies wiiieh

tliroagliovt the liistory of man-
Idnd have attempted to procure

wealth for a certain class of

people through social protest or

revirintioiL

Otoss of Slalns Seekers

Tf a certain class did achieve

its goals, it succeeded only in

provcrfdng a new class of mcmey-
mongering status seekers. Thus
the beat Unds his fdrte In a so
daHstic system.

'nniis is also the reason for

his extreme protest against

moneytlieisni, the almighty buck.

the 105%-American attitude, the

race-ln-soaoe, Madisrm Avenue,
oonunercial ahallowneas, subur-
bia, the social debutante, pseudo-
lovers, Howard Johnson's or

Jack Parr's America, and the
flag-waving war-mongers.

"Ifaay people have tended to

overlook the beat gen««tion as

an intellectual and literary

force. And sdiile it has short-

comings in certain moral <»* im-

moral attitudes, it is one of the

few movements tiiat has strug
gled to instill and practice uni-

biotherhood, and it is

probably the only open move-
ment that has the guts to fly

Into the face of bourgeoise com-
placency—all In a world torn
by anxiety, fear, and hostility."

He explained that many peofrie

have brushed aside beat gener-

ation poetry because of Its oc-

casional use of obscene words
or Freudian symbolism.

Vice Must Be Sor^Bd

"These same people do not
stop to consider that unless the
moral poet makes vice appear
ugly and sordid, his poetry will

move few readers. While most
beat poets do not proclaim to be
moralists, and often do not write
with a moral purpose, scmie ex-
ponents such as the Roman
Catholic, Philip Lamantia, Is a
striking examole of the fiery

poet. Ifls stirring poem, 'Put
Down The Whore df Babylon'
can move us to do no less than
help him spit on the attitude of
a prostitute."

Throughout the lecture, he
read selected poems which ex-
press the various attitudes of
beat poets.

The Brotiien Four, top ooUeglatB

between songs daring iMmieoomlBg
entertainers cracked jskes

G>ntented Bathgate Lauds

Superlative Basca Weekend

A modem missile costs ap-
proximately $100 a pound, not in-
cluding the warhead.

"It was the most successful
Homecoming Wekend ever held
here," beamed Senior class

president Larry Bathgate.
The class prexy used nothing

but superlatives to describe at-

tendance at both the Nick Basca
Dance and the Brothers Four
concert "The dance was the

SIR WALTER RALEIGH
Protective Pouch Keeps Tobacco

FRESHER

!

Mo spills

isiMn you -fill.

Jusf ^ipin.l

All set to play Santa Claus?

What you need is a red suit, white l)eard, fat pillow,

and a pack full of Esterbrook Classic Pen and Pencil

Sets. You can be anyone's favorite Santa if you give

the smoothest-looking, smoothest-vnriting Christmas

gift this side of the North Pole. Your choice of 6 holi-

day colors and 32 changeable pen points, too.

Sdle/i£uH>k 3kn& «4.85
•T.V. Th* Kirtnitnnk Pm Ob.
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ERE'S A POINT CMOtCE OF 92 -ONE IS CUSTWWW-f-IFTeo i-«W TU

SooAsr er t«lir

Vosr FivoHfsTekeeoi

this protective aluminum foil pouch kteps

famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh 44% fresl^il-

than old-fashioned tin cans. The sturdy
pouch is triple laminated. Carries flat. Sir

Walter Raleigh is choice Kentucky hurley

-

extra aged! TVy it

SMELLS GRAND - PACKS RIGHTI
SMOKES SWEET — CAN'T BITEI

.1^^^MAm or«B«uTTm •

moat heavily attended in Villa-

nova's social history/' Bathgate
revealed. "More than 1500 peo-

ple danced to he music of Paul
Judge."

Bathgate praised 1>oc"
O'Connor and Frank Pisii for

their aggressive ticket sales

campaign. Gerry Billing and
Jack Olfalley, cocktail party
co-chairmen, were also sins^ed

out \iy Bathgate as deserving
fO'^'WHwlatlTTn

2000 Tipplen

"Ahnost 2000 people attended

the party held at Tieadway Inn,

Wayne. It was the most heavily

attended cocktail party ever

sponsored by the '^^Uanova

alumni," Bathgate superla-
tivized.

"To top off a perfect week-
end," the stocky prexy con-

cluded, "the Brothers FVmr told

me that thdr recepticm here was
the most enthusiastic that they
can Temember."

From a finanteal viewpoint

the concert was the most snc-

cessfol Augustinian Seminary
Guild venture since the Louis
Armstrong appearance in 1057.

"Afl in all you mai^t say it

was a superlative weekend,'

Bathgate said contentedly.

tt.

V.U. Navy UnH Plans

Newspaper To Cover

Ml UROTC Activity

A new campui^ publicatkm is

fast approaching its initial dead-
line. Hie endeavor is a project

of the NROTC Unit, but is com-
pletely independeiA from the
Navy itself.

The paper will cover all Nevy
activities, with Unit functions

serving as its iHrknary interest.

Feaitures, sport stories, «uid lo-

cal advertising will complement
the news items.

The staff forecasts a circula-

tk>n of 500, whidi wiU uidude
all Ifiddiipmen and their par-

ents. Copies wHI also be circu-

lated around campus.
Editor Joe WiUmott forecasts

an eaiiy December date for the
first issue. With preliminary

printing and advertiang prob-
kma solved, Wiltanott states

that all those involved look for-

ward to a highly successful ven-
ture.

SUPPORT
ORPHANS' OUTING
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Dell Rushes Season; AFs Got Troubles
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There is every indication that

the round-ball season will soon

be underway. DE^^L Magazine

has already named this year's

top teams and All-Americans,

and called the shots on 400 ol

the season's top games.

Ai Severance's cigar consump-

tion has doubled, €Uid talk of

which post-season toumameni
the 'Cats should attend is heard

circulating through the Piv

Shoppe.
Stop this madness! The foot

ball season is not yet finished.

However, since this is the

last issue of The VILLANOVAN
before the basketball preview

of December 1, perhaps a few

thousand of the loquacious Mr.

Severance's words on the up-

coming campaign should be

recorded for posterity.

Al's Got Troubles

tn short, Al's got troubles

(sounds like a statement from

the football season). Returning

are three starters from last

year's NTT quarter^lnalists : co-

captains Jimmy Huggard and
Dick Kaminski, and pre-season

AU-American Hubie White. Up
from the frosh squad are three

of the most potential-loaded

players in the area : Tom
Hoover, Bernie Chavis, and
Tom Galia.

Facing this gnoup is a "down
through Dixie" schedule against

some really top-flight competi-
tion. Severance is going to make
more forays into the south than
did a G.I. named Sherman al-

most a century ago. :

: .. Long Interview

To hear him bemoan them,
Severance's problems are mani-
fold. One cannot fully appreci-
ate a statement from Severance
to this effect unless one has a
copy of Webster's Unabridged
Dictionary and a couple of
Latin scholars handy.

After deciphering my notes on
the interview, I do come up with
some pretty interesting prob-
lems that confront the 1960-61
edition of the basketball team.

First of all, the schedule is

tough. Wake Forest, North Car-
olina State, Niagara, Detroit,
West Virginia, Duquesne, and
Memphis State are all good.
Add to these the Dixie Classic
(Wake Forest, Duke, North
Carolina State, Marquette, Wy-
oming Maryland, and Villa-

nova), and the Big Five compe-
tition, and you can begin to feel

SFEND YOUR

HOLIDAYS

^ IN THE WORLD'S

MOST iXCJTIN^ CITY

Tkt world's mst fasMus YMCA invitii

yM ti its sptcM iMHiiy ^nvwrnt.

Clean, comfortable and inexpen-

sive accommodations for young

men and groups of all sizes are

available.

Rates: $2.0542-40 single; $3.40-

$3.80 double.

WrHe Residence Director far Feldar

WILLIAM SLOANE
MOUSE Y.M.CJL

3M WMt Mtk SL (M Niitii Ave.)

New Ttfk. II.V. Pkeaet OXfert S-SIIS

(OfM Mock From Niui SUtlon)

the first pangs of apprehension
that creep into any coach's

ireams.

Rose Colored Glasses
As Severance put it, "Al-

though at first blush, people

vould assun>e everything is fine

because of our present where-
vithal, these people are looking

\t the situation through rose
•olored glasses. There are wide
'•aps of deficiency in the basic

fundamentals of our present
lersonnel."

He went on, "In some cases,

the personnel show a complete
*ack of defensive tactics. Usual-
ly, seniors should give balance
and stability to a club, but the
age-old spectre of 'senioritiR'

from time to time has given a
warning knell of shoals ahead."
(Here, the reader may take two
minutes to breathe and digest).

Translated, this means that
the team is not yet just that.

Individualism is a problem. Co-

hesiveness in offense and de-

fense is not yet present. To bop
it all off, much is desired of de-
fensive play of several key
players.

Field House Lost
The ex-maigstrate also de-

cried the fact that the Field
House has been or will be taken
away from him on 26 practice
days this season. This will hurt
especially in pre-season prepara-
tion.

He pointed out that his start-

ing five are definitely not set

yet. As he said, "New faces
could grace the scene at any
time. I would be remiss if I

failed to single out individuals

such as Bernie Chavis, Dave
Severance, Joe Walsh, and Tom
Samulewicz for their intense de-
sire and demonstration of com-
petitive spirit and* execution.
These men are making a strong
bid for the starting five. A con-
tinuation of their fine play

could support their claims."

Spirit OK
When asked about the spirit

of the team, the veteran mentor
expressed his approval of over-
all team spirit and oo-operatlon.

He did interject that some of
his pseudo-starters might be-
come complacent when he said,

"Some men have the tools and
the forte to do the job. That is

not enough. This must be sup-
plemented with an intense desire
to rise above the herd. It is this
quality in all respects that sep-
arates the men from the boys."

At this point, the interview
stopped sounding like a Na-
tional Pessimists Convention.
The graying coach expressed
confidence that the above prob-
lems could be ironed out and
that the next few weeks of prac-
tice would permit a better eval-
uation of the situation.

He added that with the tre-

mendous support of the student

^By Don Orov«

body as in past years, Ids job
would be an easy one.

.; i^ ,-•...
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do
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want
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COACH SEVERANCE
. . Rote Colored Glosses

Pat Traynor — Villanova's

Ace In The Endurance Race
By Bill Cerconf

Detroit
(Continued from Pa^e 16)

minutes earlier Ron Myers had
punted out of bounds on the Ti-

tans five. But Richioan elected,

or was instructed to go for the
yardage. He never got a chance
to pass as the Detroit left end
barreled in, unblocked, to drop
Richman for a 13 yard loss and
Detroit took possession near
midfield.

"I'm glad it turned out the

way it did," Miller said, "but
you can't really criticize coach
Bell," he hedged. "Remember
Richman had the team rolling.

It was .lust a calculated risk."

Cross Country
(Continued from page 16)

five of each team count in the
8'^oring.) Lance Hugelmeier and
Gorry Hackett were the two
other 'Cat finishers.

Traynor's Illness Hurts

The 'Cats could have finished

higher if Sooh sensation Pat
Traynor had been in top shape.

The lean distance man was
weakened by the eifects of a bad
cold and faded from ninth place
at the one and one-half mile
mark to fifty-sixth at the end.
His time was two minutes slower
that he had run on the same

course previously this year.

In the freshman race, Smeck
placed fourteenth for Villanova
while Reilly placed thirty-fourth.

Successful Season

This year's sixth place finisn

was a vast improvement over
last year's seventeenth. It

marked the end of a very suc-
cessful season for Jim Tunoenv's
h-arriers who were undefeated

until this blue-gray, Monday af-

ternoon at Van Coorland Park.

If you're the type who enjoys unraveling tough problems

. . . who finds It hard to resist any challenge . . . you're

apt to discover unique satisfaction and opportunity in

the dynamic field of electronic data processing.

The marketing of data processing systems is challenging

and fascinating. After comprehensive training, you work

with management executives in diverse industries, study

their business or scientific problems, figure out the solu-

tions by use of data processing systems, and assist the

customer In putting the solutions into effect.

Electronic data processing offers great opportunities for

outstanding, technically trained young men with a flair

for business. It's a new professional occupation offering

unusual opportunities for personal and financial growth.

There are openings throughout the country in the market-

ing of systems or direct sales.

If you are a candidate for a bachelor's or advanced degree

In engineering, science, mathematics, or business, see

your placement director for additional information about

IBM and arrange ftor an Interview. If you prefer, feel free

to write or call me:

Mr. L M. Sterner, Branch Manager, IBM Corp.,

812 Welsh BtreeC, Chester, Pa., TR 4-4356

As the young man breaks
from the starting line so effort-

lessly and gracefully one would
think that he has been a cross-

country runner all his life. Well,

this is not the case with this

runner, flashy Pat Traynor, Vll-

l<anova's ace in the endurance
race.

The former Monsignor Bon-
ner basketball captain has been
running cross country only
since his senior year in high
school when he was discovered

by winning an intramural race

in a time faster than that of the

fastest man on the track team.
A local contribution to the

realm of athletics at V.U., Pat

funior halfback Mike Pettine is nailed by an unidentified Detroit p!ayer as teammate Bobby
'**^^^®^ ^" Philadelphia and at-

Merenda (46) looks on.
' tended Bonner High School

where he was an honor student
and a good basketball player.

Running cross country for the
first time in his senior year he
won the Catholic Cross Country
Championship; played basket-

ball where he was an all around
stalwart on the hardwood; and
then returned to the cinders to
capture the mile title.

Bsricethall Offers Refused
Coming out of Bonner High

School he had many basketball

offers but refused them all to

run for Villanova's famous
track team. He knew that the
harriers of V.U. ranked with the

best in the country and to this

"select group" Pat wanted to

belong.

Pat certainly let his presence
be known and has found a place

with this "select group" and is

rumored to rank as one of the

best. A versatile athlete, Pat
can do many things equally well

and has displayed plenty of de-

termination linked closely with
desire which has enabled him to

overcome many obstacles. As
cm example, Pat reported to
practice overweight but through
severe running sessions, exer-

cises and a continuous diet he
managed to shave off many un-
necessary pounds which would
have slowed him up oonsiderably.

This season, Pat is undefeat-
ed in cross country competition
and it does not look as if any-
one will defeat him because with
every passing meet he gets fast-

er and stronger. The resultant
of an extensive training pro-
gram.

Sets Record
A few -weks ago Pat's record

shattering performance which
high-lighted Villanova's stun-
ning 21-34 upset of St. Joseph's
MAC cross country champs
caused Coach Jhn Tuppeny to
smile and say, "It was one of
the greatest cross country races
ever ran by a V.U. athlete."

Traynor smashed the Cobbs
Creek Park record held by Carl
Homen, Finnish flyer from Del-

aware University, when he cov-

ered the four and three-quarter
mile course in 23:24. Homen's
previous record was 23:45.

Displaying this same flawless
form from Pat also breezed to
victory in record time at the
difficult Van Cortland Park
course in New York.

In order to ever be able to do
something really well it requires
plenty of patient practice and
this Pat certainly strives to at-

tain. Everyday he is out on the

Tried
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Cigarettes?
Tried
Other
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Cigarettes?

****^
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HARRIER TRAYNOR
... Ace Hill 'n' Doler

track running to stay in shape
and also to hnprove himself be-

cause one thing that Pat always
stresses is perfection—^whether

it be on the track or in the class-

room. As Pat trains, he knows
that another race is coming up
and if he wants to remain in

"select group" he must win. And
to win he must practice.

Winning Formula
Watching Pat run is truly ft

treat for he runs as if he were
on clouds and just glides along,

pressing only when the finish

line is in sight As Pat (in the
process of warming up) ran by,

an obviously practice Tuppeny
remarked in a low tone,
beginning to pay off." So round-
ing the last turn and pouring on
the blazing finishing kick one
could readily see that as long
as Pat Traynor would continue
to run as he does there would
be no possibility that he should
ever relinquish his honored po-
sition among the great runners
in the history of Vill«mova cross
country.

It seemed that as Pat dashed
acros:^ the finish line that races
would continue to be won, rec-

ords broken, all because a math
major discovered the long
sought after formula for vic-

tory.

Intramurals
(Continued from Page 16)

student who does not wish to
play but would like to assist in

officiating ehould contact Mr.
Geisz, the Intramural Director,

or any member of the Intramur-
al Council.

On November 28, the Soccer
League will conunence on Aus-
tin Field. This is a new activity

at Villanova which was inaugur-
ated last year. Increased en-

thusiasm has been demonstrated
this season and an increase in

the number of participants is

expected. Entry blanlcs are
available in Room 112, Alumni
Hall. Any student who is not
a team member but would like

to play may submit his individ-

ual name to the Intramural De-
partment and he wUl be as-

signed to a team.
Hexsthon Soon

The Hexathon, which is de-
signed for the individual who is

proficient at all sports, will be-

gin on Monday, November 28
and run until December 5; This
activity consists of participation

in six different sports. The en-
trant must show proficiency in

track, (300 yard run) swimming
(200 yard swim), basketball

(foul shooting), football (pass

and punt for distance), marks-
manship and gymnastic exer-

cises. The entrant is scored for
each activity on t^e basis of the
Marine Corps Physical Fitness
Program and the winner is de-

cided on the basis of the highest
point ecore.
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Ck)steUo Leads Mttsketeers

In Finale For 'Cat Seniors
Vy Jock Dorosio

The Xavier U. ipridmen cannot have a losing season this

year. The Villanova U. gridmen cannot have a winning sear

son, even if they continued playing and won the first half of

next year's schedule. The teams meet next Saturday in the

^nal game of the season, lliis game also marks the finish of

four Wildcat semors; guards Joe Luzzi and Larry Sopko, and
fullbacks Bill Paczkowskie and Tom Hopkins.

When Coach Ed Doheity s forces invade Villanova Sat-

urday, they win be sporting a record that includes victories

over: Miami U. of Ohio, 17-6; Dayton, 18-12; Quantioo
Marines, 28-20; Cindnnata, &-0; and LouisviUe, 29-0. They
been beaten by Wichita. 20-13; Detroit, 26-6; and Ohio U.,

6-0. Last Saturday they lost to Kentucky. 48-9.

SUmgy DefeMe
Villanova's praisworthy fol-

lowen should remember the 555
net yards that Xavier ripped off

last year against V.U.—339 in

the first period. The 'Muske-
teers'* will be trying to even
this relatively new aeries at 2-2.

Villanova winning the initial

pair. Xavier has been rapidly

improving on defense this year,

<Mie of their downCaUs last year.

The 'Musketeers" yield yardage
freely in the open fUd» but once
their territory is threatened they
become very stubborn. Xavier's

left guard and interior lineback-

er, John Nelson—a hi^ school

Ail-American—leads the crack
defensive unit.

Soeeess Throoi^ The Afar

Top quarterback. Ron Costello

of firie. Pa., has already set

Xavier career records for pass-

ing yardage and passes com[rfet-

ed. In 8 games this year, Costel-

lo has attempted 136 passes and
completed 57 for 629 yds. and 3
TDs. His favorite target is cap-

tain Jim Mullen, left end, who
has cau£^t 21 passes for 298
yds. and 2 TDs. Mullen, who
also has set a career record for

pass receiving at Xavier, is rank-

ed among the nation's top 15
receivers. However, the Muske-
teers' running game leaves much
to be desired. Their leading

Villanova's slippery quarterback Richie Rtehman rolls out as a host of Detroit Titans try to bring him down. Biclunaa
played his usuai outstanding game against tough Detroit

Titan Coach Lauds Richman,
Predicts 'CatsWin Saturday

ground gainer is left halfbach,

Larry Cox, who has gained 149
yds. in 73 carries for a 2.1 avg.

in 8 games.

Complez Qffease

The 'Musketeers' offense ap-

pears to be a hodgepodge of tu-

mult at first glance. Both ends
are split, with the split right

end, a lonesome end. The full-

back is a slot-back on the rig^t

aide. Coach Doherty prefers to
call him "isolated." The lone-

some end and the "isolated" full-

back never join the team in the
huddle. Richie Richman &
Friends could sorely use the ser-
vices of the 'Cats three back-
field casulUes — Glueck, Lan-
gone, and O'Rourke—in contain-
ing the air-minded Xavier of-

fense. But with it aU, VUlanova
could end the season with a vic-

tory and look to brighter things

ahead next year.

by Mike Donahue
Villanova came frustratingly

close to doubling its victory total

last Saturday. "You'll beat
Xavier, though," Detroit coach
Jim Miller predicted confidently

after his team had squeaked by
the WUdcats 13-7. The affable

red-headed mentor was visibly

relieved at the conclusion of Sat-

urday's cliffhanger.

"Don't believe a word of those

reports that had us brushing you
people off as pushovers," Miller

iterated.

Local Papers Wrong
The clarification was proinf>ted

by reports in local papers to the

effect that Detroit had not even
bothered to scout the Wildcats,

so confident were the Titans of

victory.

"We scouted you five times,"

Miller corrected. "Furthermore,

we were worried about the im-

provement you showed in the

Rutgers and Boston College

games.
"You showed us today that

we had g^>od cause to worry.

Of your efforts, you should have

won the game," Miller insisted.

Queried as to why he thought

Alex Bell's minions could im-

pale Xavier's Musketeers, Miller

replied: "Because Bob Gross is

better than Larry CostellQ."

Costello is Eddie Doherty's

aerial-minded quarterback who,
while no John Unitas, is, never-

theless, a better than average

field general.

Don't overlook Richie Rich-

man the 'Cat quarterback who
bettered his Boston College ef-

fort which earned him local

Piayer-Of-The-Week honors. He
mixed his plays so well that Vil-

lanova was able to dominate the
game until the last four min-
utes. ..;

At that juncture Titan ace

Bob Gross directed an 11 play,

70 yard drive that culminated

in Detroit's second and winning
touchdown. Sophomore Gross, a
future All-American, and the

best all around back the 'Cats

have seen this season, picked

u>o 29 yards on keepM* plays and
passed for 18 more.

Second Guessing
Press box observers were du-

bious about a play that occurred

.

with slightly less than ten min-
utes to play. The Wildcats were
leading, 7-6, and had driven to

the Detroit 38. On three plays,

they could gain only three'

yards. 4th and seventh.

In a similar situation several

(Continued on Page 15)

Lohr's Eleven

VILLAJirOVA vs. Xavknr 'Osta show aotioe for fotan
IOWA vs. Notre DansB Hawheyes emsh bspless Irisli

PENN STATE vs. Pitt » . . ; ........;;* . ; . WW atosT

DUKE v& North GaroUM ........ Sevfage: last year N.C. M-0
SYRACUSE v& Miami (na.) Davis A Co. eapiods
TENNESSEE vs. Keutaeky Yds la a sqaeaker
MISSOURI vs. KsMss Wint a soiprise Nou 1
OREGON ST. vs. Oregon .••.#^. .>.•.. ^^» Always a toss-up
RICE va T.C.U. .^ ,* i,. . . .... See yoa Jan. t
MINNESOTA vs. Wtaeonsin .V»4 . . Easy after last week
GRABIBLING vs. Wiley ..%.«•.. tta beat a gieat year

Last week: 9-1-1

Season's total: 4S-2S-6

Pet. Jim

Mural Football End

In Sight; Hexagoiit

Basketball CoBiog

Hlidcat fullback Bally Joe, Hinacks over tackle for a substantial gain against Detroit last
Saturday. Although they finished oa a short en] of a lS-7 score, the 'Cats pfatyed what many
beUeve was their finest game of the season. Detroit, whk^ chishes with Mtehigan Slate next Sat-
urday Is regarded as one of the best teams In the MIdwevt.

T\he Intramural Department is

currently at work at dhrectfaig

the busiest season of the school
year. Football playoff games
are now in progress and will be
continued daily up until Mon-
day, November 21, when the two
top teams will meet to decide the
1960 Intramural Championship
football team. There are at least
four or five teams which are
capable of winning this title

and it is stiU too soon to predict
However, there is no doubt that
the final game, to be played on
Mendel Field at 3:30 pjn., will

produce excitement for all.

_In conjunction with this big
season for intramurals, the Goii
Championships will be held on
Monday, November 21, at the
Main Line Golf Course. There
will be no fee, any student en-
tered may play the course free
of charge. The course is lo-

cated on Lancaster Pike, in Rad-
nor, within walking distance of
school. Any additional informa-
tion concerning the golf champ-
ionships may be obtahied at the
Intramural Office, Room 112,
Alumni Hall.

BasketbaU Eotrlea

Basketball entry blanks are
now available in the Intramural
Office or at the Swimming Pool.

Cat X-CoMtry Tem
Caps Sixth in IC4A

Cbaaiiionslilp In R.Y.

Monday afternoon the Villa-

nova Cross-country team finish-

ed sixth in the 52nd Annual
IC4A Cross-country Cham|Mon-
ships at Van Ooortland Park in

New York City.

Pun State Victor

The team championship was
won by Penn State iwiio finished

with an aggr^^ate score of 70.

Runnerup Army had 119, while
Michigan State, last year's

champ totaled 130. Rounding
out the ten six were Manhattan
(138), Yale (231), and Villa^

nova (284).

The individual champion was
Robert Lowe of Brown who cov-
ered tlie tortuous five mile grind
in the "good" time of 24 min-
utes, 40.4 seconds. This time is
far off the record pace set by
Crawford Kennedy of Michigan
State, last year's champion.
Kennedy's time in 1959 was
23:51.8.

Si^-lerl Leads 'Cats

Junior Angelo Sivieri led the
Wildcat hill-and-dalers by plac-

ing twenty-fifth with a time of
27.06. Jon Dante was forty-

eighth and Pat Traynor was
fifty-sixth for the Wildcats.
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The league begins on December Owen Mafoiire (66th) and Bob
5 with games being run daily Collins (89th) were the remain-
afternoon and evening. Any ing 'Cat placers. (Only the first

(Continued from Pa«e 15) (Continued on P^e IS)
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Severance Opens Silver Season
Wildcats Invade Scranton U
Talent-Laden and Optimistic

Coach Al Severance leads his talented Wildcat basket-

ball team into action tonight against the Scranton Royal
Purples at Scranton. This game will mark the opening of

Severance's 25th year of coaching at Villanova.

During Severance's tenure the Main Line Wildcats
have won 404 games while losing only 186. Severance will be
out to fatten this already juicy record against the upstate

Purples.
Last year the Wildcats turned on their greatest scoring

splurge as they humbled Scranton, 110-68, at the Villanova

Heldhouse.
The Purples of Coach Fiore Caesor will be out to avenge

this defeat. It may be noted that they defeated the Cats the

last time they played in Scranton in 1957.

Starting Lineups

The Cats will start a lineup consisting of two seniors,

one junior, and two sophomores. The seniors, co-captains

Jim Huggard and Richie Kaminski are returning starting

guards from last year's 20-6 starting five. The junior, ILubie

White is also a returning starter at foi^ward. White has been
heralding as a pre-season All-American. The two sophs,
6'9" Tom Hoover and 6'3" foi-ward Bernie Chavis are the.

picks now, but changes could be made.
Also expected to see plenty of service are Tom Samuel-

wicz, Dave Severance, Joe Walsh, Tom Galia, and Bob
Liberatore.

Scranton will counter with sophs Bill Barluiti, a 6'5"

center, and 6'1" Tom Foley, a guard. John Jordan, a 6'2"

forward, and Mike AWalla, a 5'11" guard, will team up with
up with 6'1" Bill Fiances to round out the Purples double

pivot offense.
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The Era of Al Severance —Twenty Four
Years of Colorful Collegiate Basketball

by Vic Strono

On October 6, 1936, Alexander G.

Severance succeeded "Doc" Jacobs as

varsity basketibail coach. This event

was to start a new era at Villanova,

the Severance era of top-flight, star-

studded basketball.

The Wildcat ball-hawks got off to a
flying start when they bowled over a
strong Seton Hall quintet by a score of

23-21 in the first game of the season

under the new coach. The game played

in Villanova's gym was a typical early

season battle, with neither club exhibit-

ing the smoothness that comes with

with midseason form.

Probably the feature game of the

season was with a traditional rival,

Temple, which the Cats lost a 28-23

count in a close exciting duel. But over-

all the season was rather successful as

VU rolled over such well known oppo-

nents such as Providence, Duquesne,

CCNY, and St. John's, and ended with

a 16-7 record.

Three iGood Years
'38, '39 and '40 were destined to be

fine seasons for Severance and his play-

ers. Again the Temple game was the

big one in '38. Before 12,000 cheering

fans, Villanova plucked a feather from
the Owls, later rated national champ-
ions, when, paced by the current star,

Duzminski, VU scored eight points in

the last six minutes to Temple's none

Severance with Wood and Kelly

• In The Beginning.'• •'.

, to cinch the game as the final score

read, 36-28. The 'Cats finished the

season with an impressive 25-5 log. »:

1939 marked a year in which Villa-

r nova would enter its first National

; Tournament, for with 19 wins and 4

losses the Wildcats were invited to the

NCAA tournament. VU drew and beat

Brown in the opener but the next game
was a different story. Ohio State beat

the 'Cats by a score of 53-36.

The next year found Villanova de-

fending their Middle Atlantic States in-

tercollegiate championship. The 'Cats

put in a strong bid for Eastern Supre-

macy, as they waded through a heavy
19 game schedule, losing only to Indi-

ana and Baltimore.

Basketeers Continue
To Look Impressive

A glance at the impressive record of

the '40-'41 team shows that the prow-
ness of the incumbent 'Cats was not

inferior to that of their illustrious pred-

ecessors who had valid claims to the

eastern championship. The 'Cats

showed their true colors by winning big

over teams like Niagara, Wake Forest,

and Kansas State.

It was indeed a dimunitive band of

courtsters who trotted out onto the

Field House floor early in December
of the '42 season to encounter a trouble-

laden 22 game schedule. With only 4

returning lettermen and a decided lack

of height, the season proved to be dis-

astrous. The hoopsters turned in a rec-

ord of only 13 wins against 9 losses.

Although playing a war tune sched-

ule which included many service teams,

the Wildcats managed to snap back in

'43. With now familiar stars like Joe

Lord, Maje MoDonnell and Chucic
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Al Severance's 1000 pt. Club
(L to R) Bob Shafer (2094), Jack Devine (1263), Paul Arizln (1648),

Larry Hennessy (1737), Jim Smith (1014), Joe Lord (1125).

. . . Creom of the Crop

Driain, Villanova managed to roll up
a fine 19-2 season.

The Dismal Era
The Draft had caught up with Villa-

nova in '44. The next three years would
be among the gloomiest in their court
history.

The '44 Wildcats presented a hetero-

genous group of Navy, Marine and civil-

ian students with names unfamiliar to

their loyal followers. This would be
so far the worst season of all.. In a
typical losing cause, Norfolk Naval
training station put a fitting climax to

the year's debacle by throwing in every-

thing but the water bucket in adminis-

tering a 69-19 defeat over VU. The
final tally showed a total of only 8 wins
against 12 losses.

'45 and '46 were just as poor, as the

'Cats could not make up for the loss

of the stars who went into the service.

Lord and MoDonnell came back in '46

but were not up to full potential as yet.

Winners Again
Captain Joe Lord played phenomen-

ally in '47 and helped the Wildcats have
their first winning season since 1943.

Lord established a new Villanova indi-

vidual season's total with 438 points,

bettering his own record of 303 points

set in '46.

'48 was a very significant year as it

brought to the varsity one of the great

pers-onalities of basketball. The never

to be forgotten Paul Arizin reached his

peak that year in a game against Seton

Hall where he not only held 6' 7" Harry
Renner to three field goals, but also

managed to score 27 points and play

a fine game under the boards. The sen-

sational sophomore's selection to the

Basketball Writers' "All District" team
was a great tribute to a most worthy
player.

He was to continue his noteworthy
play in the following year which would
be a most successful season for all con-

cerned. In one of the big games of the
'49 season, VU beat NC State by a

score of 62-59 before a record Field

House of over 5000 fans. Another 1000
spectators were turned away at the

door. No sooner had the 'Cats edged
NCS than they were named to the 8th

spot in National Ratings.

A Rough Road Trip
Villanova was to encounter some

road difiiculties however. After beating

three NY teams, the Wildcats entered

the Midwest as one of the 2 unbeaten
teams In the country and as a 7th

ranked national team. But disaster

struck as they lost to Duquesne, and
Loyo!a. This wrecked hopes for an un-

beaten season.

But after returning to the East, the

Wildcats were to engage the Naval Air
Material center in a game that was to

make basketball history. Willowy Paul
Arizin, making a remarkable 63% of

his shots scored 85 points to break
every existing NCAA record.

The 'Cata won their last 4 games of

the season and received nn NCAA bid.

In the tourney, however, \'U faced Ken-
tucky in the opening game. The Ken-

tuckians were presently rahked number
one and went on to beat VU by a score
of 85-72. The 'Cats beat Yale in a
Consolation game, and finished with a
23-4 record.

Arizin a Senior and AIl-American
The 49-50 edition of Al Severance's

Wildcats had undertaken the longest
and probably the most formidable
schedule ever attempted by Mainline
basketeers.

In the opening attraction at the Pa-
lestra, the 'Cats met St. Francis of
Brooklyn and Paul Arizin took it upon
himself to tie the individual scoring
mark for the Palestra of 52 points.

Journeying down to the New Orleans
Sugar Bowl Tournament, Arizin again
showed his true worth by scoring 50
points in two games and helped VU to

beat Tulane after losing the opener to

a tough Kentucky team. The sports-
writers, broadcasters and the 9000 fans
were left spellbound by VU's candidate
for Ail-American honors.

The Grand Finale
Towards the end of the season with

their five most diflftcult games, NC
State, Toledo, St. Bonaventure, (Seorge-

town and Duquesne remaining, the
'Cats reached their peak with five

straight victories.

Led, as usual, by Arizin, the 'Cats
beat NC State in an overtime clash,

65-64. On the following Wed. Toledo
was taken, 82-62; and on Sat. of the
same week, St. Bonnie became the 23rd
victim. Playing their 3rd game in six
days, the 'Cats humbled Georgetown
79-69 in the final game at the Field
House. VU's Seniors wrote finis to their
brilliant careers with a scintillating tri-

umph over Duquesne, 68-52, before a
packed house at the Palestra.

Thus with a record of 25-4 and a
unanimous Ail-American, the basket-
ball team ended the most outstanding
chapter of Villanova court history.
New Names, New Faces, New Talent
Although losing ten lettermen plus

Arizin for the '51 season Villanova
again came up with a whole crop of
new talent that would include such
names as Sam Glassmdre, Larry Hen-
nessey, Jhn Mooney and Tom Brennan.
The 'Cats attained national ranking and
wound up with a 25-5 tally in a season
which had them playing NC State
three times and beating them twice.

A slight depression was reached in
'52 as the 'Cats could not keep up with
the records of the past years and
slumped to a fair 19-8 reoord.
The 'Cats were back in shape, how-

ever, the following year as they turned
in a brilliant 22-9 log against the na-
tion's top teams. The campaign was an
eventful one beghining with the kid-
napping of scoring ace Bob Schafer,
the ineligibility of Hennessy reaching
a climax with an NIT bid rejection,
and endmg with a sad defeat to a
lowly regarded Valparaiso quintet.
Hennessey competing in only 16 games
smashed Paul Arizin's career and in-

dividual Palestra records and wias
placed on 3rd team All-America. He
ended with a career total of 1737
points, and Schafer led the team for
the season with 537 points.

Schafer Second In National Scoring
Any discussion of the '54 season must

include a discussion of Bob -Schafer.
Only a junior, he finished second hi na-
tional scoring, fifth in national per-

Devine (34) ond Shoffer
. . . One Two Punch

game average, and broke a Palestra
record with 46 points. He was lauded
left and rigfht by rival coaches as "best
set shot in the nation," and "best shot
in the country." He ended up the year
with a 27 point average.

Bob made history in '55 by becoming
a member of that elite group of ten
ball players ever to attain 2000 pohits
during their college careers. Meanwhile,
the 'Cats went 18-10 for the season.

All good things must come to an end
and so it did in '56 and the 'Cats
slumped to a 14-12 record.

(Continued on Page 7)
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Ned Titfymon

Scranton
Middle Atlantic Conference

Coach, Flore Caesar

In the 1959-1960 season the
Scranton Royal Purple offense
sputtered at times, and on oc-
casion the defense could have
been better. This winter, how-
ever, things look brighter in the
Scranton picture. Two aopho-
mores, Joe Barlutti, 6' 5", at
center, and Tom Foley, 6' 1", at
guard, should prove to be the
heart of the Scranton offense.
Add to this duo John Jordan
6' 2", a junior, and seniors Bill

Francis, 6' 1", and Mike Abdalla,
5' 11", and you have the startmg
team. Jordan, Frances, and Ab-
dalla were starters last year.
Caesar has a flock of sopho-
mores in reserve rolls and
among them are Ed Flowers and
Warner Stock at center and Bob
Barone and John Ryan at the
guard positions.

The basic Scranton offense is

a double pivot attack while on
defense they use a switching
man to man.

HHH ItOU*'
Wake Forest
Athnttc Coast

Coach, Bones McKinney
When the Wildcato invade

Greensboro, North Carolina, to

play Wake Forest, they will be
greeted by one of the country's
best 1-2 punches. This quick
combination appears in the per-
sons of pre-season Ail-American
picks Len Chappell, 6' 8" junior
center, and Billy Packer, 5' 10"
guard.

To add to V.U. Coach Al Sev-
erance's worries. Wake Forest
will be the tallest club Villanova
will play all season. Probable
starter up front with Chappell
will be 6' 8" Jerry Steels, and
6' 10" Bob Woolard.
With this great height and

speed—experience and youth

—

Wake Forest could possibly be
the toughest opponent that the
Wildcats will meet all year.

Buffalo

Independent
Coach, Len SerfustinI

The Buffalo Bulls are con-
stantly one of the best small
college teams in the nation both
in the size of the school and the
size of the team.
The Buffalo starting team

should consist of Nick Shasho,
5' 10", a junior, and Bob Mys-
zwaski, 5' 10", a senior, as
guards. The forwards will be
Ken Pair, 6' 2", a senior, and
Bill Hojohn, 6' 0", a sophomore.
The center is Jim Walker, 6'

3", a senior. The only other men
on the bench with any height
are Earl Thiele, 6' 5", a sopho-
more, and Jerry Tilipski, 6* 4", a
junior.

North Garollna State
Atlantio Coast

Coach, Everett Case

Coach Everett Case expects
a definite improvement, with
nine lettermen returning, over
last lear's 11-15 record.

The veteran fix>nt court will

be led by center Bob DiStefano,
6' 6", and forward Stan Niewier-
owski, 6' 4". Bruce Hoadly and
Russ Marvel both at 6' 6" will

fight it out for the other comer
position along with Dan Wherry.
Denny Lutz and Bob McCann

will return to the "Wolfpack'*

backcourt this year which has
added two highly touted new-
comers. Sophomores Jon Speaks
and Ken Hohloff should be able

to provide the scoring punch in

the backcoiut that has i>een

lacking.

Princeton
Ivy League

Coach, Cappy Cappon

Scholar dollars

travel farther

with SHERATON
HOTELS
STUDENT-
FAGULTT
DISCOUNTS
Save on the going prices

of going places at
Sheraton Hotels.
Your Sheraton card gets

you special save-money rates
on singles and greater savings
per person when you share a
room with pne, two or three
friends. Generous group rates
arranged for athletic teams,
clubs and college clans
on-the-go.
Send for your Sheraton

Student I.D. Card or
Faculty Guest Card with
credit privileges. Please tell

us where you are a student
or full-time faculty member
when you write to:

Mr. Robtit L Shernien
oi 81

»

Villanova Univorslty
VillMioira, Pa.

D<ive DeBusschere

Toledo
Middle American Conference

Coach, Ed Melvin

The Toledo Rockets will prove
an early season hurdle for Vil-

lanova's Wildcats. One of the

best defensive teams in the na-

tion, the Rockets happened to

catch the Wildcats on the re-

bound last year and were bomb-
ed 74-52 at the Palestra. This
year the game is at Toledo and
the Rockets have an ambush
planned for the Blue and White.
The big man for Toledo is

senior George Patterson, 6' 7".

The forwards for the Ohioans are
Larry Jones, 6' 2", and senior
Jim Galicki, 6' 4". The back-
court is manned by two speed-
sters, juniors Jun Miller and
Ralph Lewis.

The chief bench strength for
Toledo lies in seniors Bob Paw-
lak, 5' 8", and Paul Macy, 6' 4".

Coach Ed Melvin is stressing
sped and defense this year in an
attempt to better last year's rec-
ord. The Rockets were doing
very well last year until they
lost 5 out of their last 7. They
still finished 18 and 6.

Princeton is the defending Ivy
League champ. The Tigers have
four starters back from their

championship team and figure to

be strong.

The pick of the litter in the
tiger camp is Pete Campbell, 6'

1", the Ivy League's scoring
champion. To go with Camp-
bell, the Tigers have 6'4" Al
Kaemmerlen, at center, and Don
Swan and Mike Burton, both
6' 3", at the forwards. Drew
Hyland, 5' 9", a senior, and his
brother Art, 6' 0", a sophomore,
are both trying to be the fifth

starter and it looks like brother
Art has the advantage. The top
reserves are Andy Higgins, 6' 2",

a junior, and Tony Adams, 6' 4",

a sophomore.
The Princeton offensive is

built around Campbell, but if

anything should befall Peter, the
Tigers could be in trouble.

Fordham
Independent

Coach, John Bach

Coach Johnny Bach will be
counting heavily on his sophp-

mores in reverse an 8-18 season
last year, into a winning cam-
paign for the Rams.
Height has been Bach's big-

gest problem in the last several
years, and this year is no ex-
ception. Veterans Joe Dempsey,
6' 5", and John Coalman, 6' 4",

will have to carry the Rams' re-

bound load.

Rookies will be rounding the
top five. Frank Cipriani, 6' 0",

and Bob Lawry, 5* 9", will prob-
ably hold down the backcourt
slots, while the Frosh's leading
soorer, 6' 3" Bob Melvin, 25
p.p.g., will be up front.

The Rams use a straight pivot
attack and have the speed to fast
break when they get the re-

bounds. Bach is looking toward
the future and will use his sophs

Niagara

Independent
Coach, John GaUagher

The Eagles of Niagara support
one of the finest scoring stars

in collegiate basketball today in

the person of 6' 2" senior Al
Butler, who ranked sixth in the

nation.

In addition to Butler, reliable

seniors Don Jones, 6' 6", and
Jim Whelan, 6' 0", are to be

counted on heavily. The leading

prospects for forwards are soph-

omores Joe Moddrey, 6' 4", and
Roy Glenn, 6' 5".

The Eagles are strong in the

backcourt, and have senior Sal

Vergopia, 6' 4", and junior Ed
Ladley to give them a substan-,

tial bench. The Eagles u^e aj

wheeling offense and a man to

man defense.

Butler has to be the big threat
as these statistics show: 49
points against West Ontario (a
Niagra home court record); 44
|and 39 points agaist Connecti-
cut; 33 points against Saint
John's, and 38 points against Se-

ton Hall. He tallied 712 points
in all for the season and has
1,182 points over a two year
span. Butler only needs 500
points to break the Niagra ca-

reer record.

Rod Thorn
Detroit University

Independent
Coach, Bob Calilian

Stan Ni«wiarowski

Nine lettermen, led by All-

American Dave DeBusschere, re-

ported to University of Detroit
basketball coach Bob Caliban to
begin preparation for the 1960-
1961 season.

DeBusschere, 6' 5" Austin
Catholic product, was ninth in

the nation in scoring (25.6

p.p.g.) as he led Detroit to a 20-

7 mark and a bid to the N.I.T.

last year. Just a sophomore last

winter, DeBusschere was the
only Detroit player to finish

among the top ten in both scor-
ing and rebounding.
Also returning, is junior Char-

lie North. North, 6' 6", was sec-

ond in team scoring and rebound-
ing with 19.8 and 14.3 averages
in the respective departments.
Captain Larry Hughes, 6' 3",

who averaged 11.7 p.p.g., and
sometime starter Frank Chick-
owski, 6' 1", will form the back-
court combo.
The overall picture looks very

premising and is strengthened
with such promising sophs bm 6'

4" Harrison Munson, who led

the frosh with a 19.0 p.p.g., and
Ray Kovalesky, second to Mun-
son, with a 17.0 p.p.g., yield,

to get ready for it

Charlie North

Muhlenburg
Middle Atlantio

Coacb, Kenneth T. Meyer

The Mules have their three top
scorers back from last year, 6'

4" Ron Druckenmiller (13.5),
6' 0" George Gifillan (11.8), and
6' 2" Chris Hiotis (8.8). Their
one great drawback is the lack
of height. But, they do have ex-
perience and speed, and will

prove quite capable in throwing
scares into most of their oppon-
ents.

Army
Independent

Coach, George Hunter

Army will field a bigger, but
less experienced, basketball team
than the one that compiled a 14-

9 mark in a successful 1959-

1960 season.

Army's top two scorers, Stu
Sherard, a guard, and Lee Sager,

a forward, return and should be
the backbone of the team. Sher-
ard averaged 19.1 p.p.g. Sager
had an 18.6 p.p.g. He nabbed
255 rebounds in 22 games for
an 11.6 p.p.g. Foley, at 6' 7"

and 210 pounds, is a potential

great and should break into the
starting lineup.

I Other starters are Ron Han-
non, a guard, Lee Anderson, a
6' 6" powerful center, and Bob
Strauss, a 6' 6" senior. Al De-
Jardin, a quick junior guard, and
Grordon Arbogast, another tall

man at 6' 6", up from the plebes,
will both be strong reserves, giv-
hig Army greater bench
strength.

West Virginhi

Southern Conference
Coach, Geoi^e King

The "Mountaineers" have lost

two mainstays to the pros, All

American Jerry West and head
coach Fred Schaus. However,
able replacements seem to be at
hand. Sophomore Rod Thorn,
6' 4", led the frosh with a 20.9

point average and is said to play
the same type of all around
game as his publicized predeses-
sor. West. Coach King will also
welcome back veterans Lee Pa-
trone, 5' 11" guard, and Jim
Ritchie, 6' 4" forward.
Rounding out the first five will

probably be sophs Dave Shuck
6' 8" and Jim McCormick 6' 3".

Pushing these two sophs will be
veterans Joe Posch, a 6' 7" cen-
ter, and Paul Miller, a 6' 6" for-

ward who is a tough boardman.
As usual, the Mountaineers

will be off and running for the
whole game, but unless the sophs
come through, their fastbreak
will not be as awesome as in the
past
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DECEMBER 1 VU.
SCRANTON

• • •

vs... • • •

• • • •DECEMBER 3 VU
vs BUFFALO

.', ;.' '
MtanHiiiM

DECEMBER 10 VU • • • • •

vs..v/..TOLEDO
•• ?•

• • •DECEMBER 12 VU
vs PRINCETON

DECEMBER 14 VU
vs FORDHAM

iT'i'p

• • •DECEMBER 17 VU
vs. ,,, . . NIAGARA

^*v*.W'<*^, •* Wf'» .'.Vi '• ••i^v
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DECEMBER 29-30-31
DIXIE CLASSIC

JANUARY 4 VU
vs. .... DETROIT

• • • • t

JANUARY 7 VU..
vs......MUHLENBERG

• •

JANUARY 11 VU.....
vs......ARMY

• • • • •JANUARY 14 VU
vs......WEST VIRGINIA

*

Bernie Chavis. 6' 2",

Sophomore. Washington. D.C.

Tom Somulewici. 6' 5",

Senior, Mlodolphto. Pa.

'^bafe!

Joo Walsh. 6' 5".

Junior, Trenton, N.J.

1960 - 1961
^^^^^^^^ ..^ue^^^ ^^^A^^ ^^^^^^^ ^u^^^^

CuUltlJ *

4

-K

vN'

Jimmy Hugciord, S'8"

Senior, Philo^elphio, Pa.

Co-Coptoin

^

Dick Komlnski. 6' 2".

Senior, Jersey City, N.J.

Co-Coptoin

-K

4
^^ \

Bob Llbei

Senior^

2".

IPa.

•

I ^1

-K

Bill

Senior, Her
•?' .:•:.

M

¥ Habie White. 6' 3".

Junior, Philadelphia, Pa.

b'-)

Tom Golio, 6'0"

Sophomore, Chester, Pa.

Dove Severance. 6' 4'"^

Senior, Berwyn. Pa.

' •• .'V'"'

Tom Hoover. 6' 9".

Sophomore. Wathington, D.C.

• • • • •JANUARY 18 VU
vs PENN

• • • •JANUARY 21 VU
vs DUQUESENE

JANUARY 25 VU
vs PITTSBURGH

• • • • •

JANUARY 28 VU
vs. ....ST. JOSEPH'S

• • • •

FEBRUARY 4 VU.
vs SETON HALL

• • •

FEBRUARY 8 VU
vs CANISUIS

• • • •

FEBRUARY 11 VU
vs. . .v.MEMPHIS STATE

• • • • •

• • • •FEBRUARY 18 VU
vs WAKE FOREST

• • • •FEBRUARY 23 VU
vs N.C. STATE

FEBRUARY 25 VU
vs TEMPLE

• • • • •

MARCH 4 • • •

vs.

VU
LASALLE
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(Continufd from Page 8)

Duquesne Univendty
Independent

Coach, Bob Calihan

Duquesne has four regulars

returning from last season's

team which compiled a deceiving

8-15 record attested to by their

loses to Cincinnati and Saint

Bonaventure.
Expected to lead the team is

senior Ned Twyman, who aver-

aged 12 points per game last

season. Finishing with a great

flourish, he averaged 17 points

and shot for better than 50%
in Duque's last eight games.

Other key players are 6' 6"

junior Paul Benec and 6* 6" jun-

ior Clyde Arnold. Promising
newcomers are backcourtman
Mike Rice, who may alleviate

the serious problem the Dukes
had in that spot last season, and
6* 5" Terry Malloy, who will

figfht for a starting position.

Overall height will continue to

be an asset to the team. The
only real loss is the departure

of George Brown, last season's

leading scorer.

\ < Pittsburgh University

ii»r;;:-'V« Independmt

V;.;! Coach, Bob Timmonds

The thought of all the letter-

men returning would be enough
to cheer any coach, but, alas.

Bob Timmons knows that there

is something lacking and what
it exactly is no one knows.
The team is led by stalwarts

John Fridley, 6' 5", who scored

304 points, Dick Falenski, 6' 3",

who scored 314 points, and Bob
Stanky, 6' 4", who was a tre-

mendous asset in the back court

with his amazing ball handling.

Expected to bolster the varsity

is soph Ben Jinks.

Although coach Timmons is

quite optimistic concerning the

future of his floor-men, only

time will tell.

Scouting Report

John Fridley

Memphis State

« Independent .:>
;

Coach, Bob Vanatta

The loss of graduation was a
big one, because it took the lead-

ing scorer and rebounder, George
Price. But, it looks as though
Wayne Yates, 6* 8", is ready to

take the big man's place.

Completing the potential start-

ing team are Frank Snyder 6' 5"

and Lowery Kirk 6' 6" holding!

down the forward spots. Thei
guards will be veterans Gene'
Wilfong 6' 0" and Skip Wolfe i

6' 0". The bench is composed of'

veterans Tom Jackson, Fred
Mangum and Phil Kibley.

Over all, the Tigers can run
or play a control game. They
have good strength, a strong
bench, and a fine coach.
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Seton HaU
Independent

Coach, Richie Began

Although new coach Regan
will use, former mentor, Honey
Russell's maneuvers, he will

have the Pirates do much more
outside shooting with screens

and picks. Of last season's top

eight, only Jack Rowley and
Hugh Dunnion have graduated.

The three top scorers. Art Hicks

(393), Hank Gunter (322), and
Ken Walker (250) are on hand.

Other men who should profit by
a year of experience are; Al
Senavitis, 6' 2'\ Bill Brooks, 6'

1", Ron Olender, 6' 3", and Hank
Furch, 6' 4". Mike Murray, Dom
Klein, and Jim Burkhardt are

sophomores who should add
bench strength. Of these, Mur-
ray, 5* 11", led the frosh team
in scoring with 401 points.

As it looks now, the Pirates

will have scoring power, a good
bench, good height, and an un-
proved defense. A winning sea-

son is definitely expected, but
how far the Hall will go remains
to be seen.

Canislufl

Independent
Coach, Bob MacKinnon

Last year the Golden Griffins

had one of their worst seasons
in history, 10-13. This year,

highlighted by the return of six

veterans and the arrival of six

sophomores, Canisius will be a
much improved ball club.

The veterans are led by Larry
Sarafinis, 6' 6", their center and
oantain. Sarafinis is a graduate
of North Catholic and is a close

friend of Tom Samuelwicz. Other
returning veterans include Joe
Latruci, 6' 2", last year's lead-

ing scorer, and Dick McCann,
5' 10", one of the starting

guards.

Up from the freshmen team,
which compiled a 17-1 record,

are Bill O'Connor, 6' 4", the
leading scorer at 17 p.p.g., Tom
Chester, 6' 3", and John Whe-
lan, 6' 3". Whelan is a local boy
having played at Bonner High.
The Griffins used a pivot at-

tack with Sarafinis the man in

the middle. They also use picks
and screens for jump shots. On
defense they are strictly man to
man.

Jim Ritchie and Lee Patrone

.,'!••
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Freshmen G>ach Ed Scullin

Begins First Season Here
The Villanova freshman bas-

ketball team, 1960-61 edition,

will be for the most part a col-

lection of running backcourt

men. Their speed will prove to

be a tremendous asset in their

quest for a successful season.

The "Wildkittens", again this

year have only three players on
scholarship but they are the

pick of the crop so to speak. At
the head of the list is George*
Leftwick, an alumnus of Arch-
bishop Carroll High in Washing-
ton. George, at 6' 1", is made
in the image of Hubie White. A
few inches shorter than Hubie,

George is a wonderful jumoer
and can dunk the ball easily.

The second scholarship player

is Wally Jones from Overbrook
High. Wally is also 6' 1" and is

the equal of Leftwick in speed
and is as good if not better at
handling the ball. Wally shoots

a jump shot that amazes many
people.

Jerry Stefanic is the only big

man on scholarship. Jerry is not

what you would call a pivot man,
although he is no slouch on un-

derneath shots.

The other big men on the

team are Jack Kellegher, 6' 5",

Bill Kennedy, 6' 4", and Joe
(Dipper) Kruguiski, 6* 8". Kel-

legher, from Trenton Catholic

and Kennedy from Saint Joe's

Prep are waging a battle for the

one open forward position.

At 6' 8", Joe Kruginski is the

tallest on the squad. Kruginski
has the altitude to be a big help

to the team, but his basketball

experience is limited.

Starting Position Debated

The battle between Kellegher

and Kennedy for a starting po-

sition is not the only struggle in

cpach ficullin's 3 guard offense.

Warren (Butch) Winterbottom,

who played for city basketball

champion Monsignor Bonner and

Pat Mahoney from Malvern are
fighting tooth and nail to be on
the floor when the whistle blows.

Both are quick, agressive, and
good ball handlers.

Other team members are

Teddy Morris, 6' 5", a redhead
from Camden Catholic who is

a good rebounder; Frank Fer-

nandez, 6* 2", Bob Howard, 6* 1".

and Gene Schue, 6' 1".

Outstanding Rookie Coadi

This year the freshmen have
a new coach in Ed Scullin. Mr..

Scullin graduated from Saint
Joe's College in 1939. For the

past seven years he has been
coach at North Catholic High
School. Mr. Sculin won Catholic

league championships in 1956
and 1957 and won the city title

in 1956 by beating West Phila-

delphia High 69-68. West Phila-

.delphia that year had Chuck
Scott, 6' 9", and Villanova's

Hubie White. Coach Scullin had
produced many fine ball players

The 1960 edition of tbe Wlldkittens. Kneeling are George
Leftwich (13) and Wally Jones (23). Standing are (L to R)
Bill Kennedy, ButchWinterbottom, and George Stefanic.

m nis years at North Catholic.
Among them are Bobby McNiel
of the New York Knicks, Joe

Gallo of Saint Joe's, Larry Sara-
finis of Canisius, Jim Kenny for-

merly of Villanova and Tom
Samelewicz and Joe Zawacki.

presently on our varsity.

In college coach Scullin, who
is now 43, played basketball and
was on the track team. He was
basketball captain in his senior

year of 1939.

Zeroing in on the future
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At Gen Tel, our aim is to develop the supercommunica-

tions system that will be needed to meet the demands

of tomorrow. And we're constantly shooting new ideas

at this target.

In our 24 research laboratories, more than 3500 scien-

tists and engineers have their sights set on entirely

new concepts in order to achieve these results.

Example: a task force of General Telephone & Elec-

tronics scientists, working in the unexplored areas of

electroluminescence and photoconductivity, have

developed an operating model of a switching device

with no moving parts, that may revolutionize telephone

communications. It is a thin wafer only 3 inches square

that may someday connect and disconnect up to

10,000 telephone lines.

Meanwhile, this new discovery holds promise of having

numerous applications In other fields, including switch-

ing and read-out devices for electronic computers.

Research is but one of the many areas in which General

Telephone & Electronics is thinking and working ahead

-not only to meet today's communications needs, but

tomorrow's as well.

GENERAL
TELEPHONE&ELECTROJ\f/CS

Era of Severance
(Continued from Page 2)

Worst Season In A Decade
About the only good thing

that happened in '57 was Jimmy
Smith's movement into the

ranks of the Villanova high
scorers. In his final game
against Drexel, Smitty scored 24
points which earned him a posi-

tion on the coveted 1000 points

Club; his associates in this club

are the great names in VU bas-

ketball — Arizin, Hennessey,
Schafer, Devine and Lord, all

high scorers. Smith's efforts,

however, could not stop the 'Cats
from having on^ of their few
losing seasons. -^

Any basketball season that
oan boast the West Virginia
"five second" fiasco, the triple

overtime LaSalle thriller and the
snapping of an 81-game home
winning streak is one to be re-

membered and so Al Severance's
Wildcats gave Villanovans plen-

ty of action during the '57-'58

court season, despite a some-
what dissapointing 12-11 log.

A Return To the Glory Road
The laat few years are so

easily recalled that only a brief
resume' need be given here.

Al Severance's 'Cats were sup-
posedly a year away from the
top pinnacles of national bas-
ketball in '59 but the fiery de-
termination of the soph-laden
squad was not to be denied.
Villanova leaped right to na-
tional prominence with the open-
ing of the season, putting to-

gether an 8-game win streak
before its first loss ; then coasted
along to an 18-6 record. VU
went to the NIT but lost to the
Tourney winner St. John's by a
score of 75-67. It was, however,
the best court season in years
for the hoopsters.

Last year proved to be rather
successful for the 'Cats who
boasted an overall 20-6 record.
The 'Cats were ranked as high
as sixth by the UP poll and
ended the season ranking 9th in
the nation on the same poll. It

was the season in which Coach
Severance gained his 400th
win, the 'Cats earned themselves
a berth in the NIT, and the tal-

ented soph, Hubie White, dis-

played hie abilities to the sports
world.

Enter Twenty-fifth Year
And so it is over. 24 years of

basketball under the persistant
Al Severance. As one can see,

there were few losing seasons
|

as his overall record comes out

to be 404 wins and 186 losses.

Many great players passed
through the portals of Villanova

court history, but the Arizins,

Schafers, Devines, Lords, and
the Galias will try to replace

them and add to the achieve-

ments of the fine hoop history of

the past, as we look to a new
era of great Villanova basket-

ball.

HOWARD HURT
... Dixie Dandy

Scouting Report

Dixie Classic

Villanova will square off

agains thighly rated North Car-

oMna State (see below) in the

initial contest on the hardwood.

The strains of "Dixie" will just

about be fading as the "Yank-
ees" from V.U., if successful

against North Carolina State,

(which they should be!), will

take on the victor of the Duke-

Wake Forest battle of the giants.

Duke this year has an experi-

enced team preparing to take the

court whereby Wake Forest is

trying to do a rebuilding job

since last year's graduation took

a heavy toll.

Rounding out the teams in this

year's Roimdball Classic are;

Marquette, which has bench

strength which is the extent of

its power; Maryland, which is

supposed to have one of its usual

strong, fast scoring teams; and
finally the "Cowboys" of Wyom-
ing, who are reported not to be

making the long trip for nothing.

An overall picture of this

Dixie spectacle looks very prom-

ising, as far a.s the type of bas-

ketball whieh will be played.
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'Cats and Hawks Scrap For Big Five Laurels

•t

This year, as always, the
five major teams in the Phila-

delphia area will be shooting
for the "Big Five Champion-
ship". Thje city crown has been
annexed by St. Joseph's for the
past two seasons with Villanova
being co-champs in 1960.

Always in the past the City
Series odds have been thrown
out the window when a crucial

game was up for grabs at the
Palestra. This year will be no
exception. However, The Villa-

novan sports desk in this effort
.will attempt to present at least
a fairly accurate picture of the
pre-season prospects.

Viltaiiovd V V
At Villanova, Al Severance

has the nucleus of last year's
NIT quarterfinalists. Last year's
big men are missing but Tom
Hoover, a 6*9" sophomore, will

be a terror under any basket
especially if he can control his
propensity for fouls. As far as
scoring goes Hoover doesn't
shoot much since he would
rather play defense.

Capable Co-Captains
Getting back to veterans, the

Cats have two good ones in

guards Jimmy Huggard (5'10"),

and Dick Kaminski (6'2"), this

year's co-captains. Huggard is

the key and on his shoulders
falls the task of leadership.
When "Hug" is one, he's the
best little man in the Big Five.

Co-captain Kaminski is an-

other key that might open the
gates to success. His play last

year varied from the brilliant to
the timid. This year Dick, with

CHMir riATcrri

Jajck Egan

a lot of experience under his

belt, now seems more steady
and self-confident. Kaminski
has a deadly outside shot, is a
strong driver.

Wonderful White
At the forward posts, Hubie

White is expected to star again
while Tom Galia, the leading
frosh scorer last year, is the
other leading candidate.

Hubie can do anything that is

possible with a basketball and
more. His cat-like reflexes and
accurate shooting eye make him
a major scoring threat. Under
the boards White can get up
with men six inches taller than
his 6'3" stance. This Ail-Ameri-
can prospect's one failing is his
hesitancy to drive. If he does
drive this year, defenses will be
hard put to stop hun.
Tom Galia, the 6'0" Chester

flash, is a definite question
mark. The redoubtable Tom can
drive, jump, and shoot with the
best but is lax at times on de-
fense and teamwork. His quick
reflexes and great desire may
overcome these, however.
Trying hard to break into this

five with be Sophs Bemie
Chavis and Jim O'Brien both
6'3", yeoman Tom Samule-
wicz (6*5"), Dave Severance-
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(6'4"), both seniors, (6'5") jun
ior Joe Walsh, expert backcourt
man Bob Liberatore (6'2") and
senior Don McGinley (6'11").

For the Wildcats, Hoover and
Galia must knit with the veter-
ans quickly for success in the
tough Dixie Tournament at
Christmas. The depth in the
backcourt is sufficient but the
situation up front is a poser.
On the Mainline this year, the
flesh is able, but is the spirit
willing?

St. Joseph's
Saint Joseph's, as always, will

have a good team. Heading the
list of returning veterans are
Jack Egan, Frank Majewski,
and Vince Kempton. The Hawks,
although noticeably weakened
by graduation have some tal-

ented sophs to cushion the shock.
These capable new faces are
Jimmy Lynham, Tom Wynne,
and Bill Hoy.
Ooach Ramsey is hoping that

the backcourt load can be ably
carried by Lynham and Hoy,
who teamed up with Wynne to
give the Hawks the best fresh-
man squad in the city last year.
The big question mark here is
Hoy, who set a- St. Joe fresh-
man scoring record with a 21.4
average.

The frontcourt can stand even
with anyone in the East with

The Hawks use a fast break-
ing attack which can explode
quickly and the new speed
could apply the fuse. The threat

of long range accuracy is mis-
sing but the slack is. somewhat
taken up by this speed and re-

bounding strength. The Hawks'
overall picture is a pretty one
that could carry them back to

the NCAA playoffs as well as

Ed Devery

the tough Wynne (6'5"), and
Junior Bob Dickey (6'3"), a
Icaper, backing up Egan (6'5"),

Majewski (6'3"), and Kempton
(C'8"). Behind these two un-

tested in the backcourt sophs
are steady senior Bob Westhead
(G'l") and junior sparkplug
Harry Booth (5'7").

Billy Bikftery

to a lofty spot in the ECAC
Christmas Tournament.

La Salle
The Explorer's hopes are the

cloudiest for the upcoming cam-,

paign. Coach Dudley Moore is

pessimistic due to lack of height

and experience but the silver lin-

ing up Olney way is soph sensa-

tion Bill Raftery (6'4").

The "ifs" are many for Moore
since only three fairly experi-

enced men return and the back-
'court situation shows unproven
sophomores in key roles. The
starting unit appears to be re-

turnees Greorge Fredrick (6'5"),

Joe Carey (6'5"), and Raftery
in the frontcourt. With Captain
Bob McAteer (6'1"), and either
Curt Fromal (6'9"), an all State
high school selection who aver-
aged 20.8 as a freshman last

year, or soph Tony Abbott
(5'11") assuming the lead roles
in the forcourt.

Untried Reinforcements
The veterans do not loom as

outstanding scorewise, since

none of the three averaged in

double figures last year. The re-

inforcements are mostly untried

sophomores in the persons of

defensive ace, Johnny Beck
(6'2"), Vince Berry (6'6"), Ed
owler (6'4"), a transfer from

Virginia Tech, plus lone senior

Tim Welsh (6'4").

With the added speed in the

backcourt, the Explorers will

stress defense. If McAteer and

Carey can play well steadily,

Frfedrich can fullfill the promise

he showed as a freshman, and

the sophs, especially Raftery,

can some through with some

decent play; then Coach Moore

may have fewer sleepless nights.

The many ifs, however, loom

heavily.

Penn
The Quakers of Jack McClos-

key have a new look this year

sinre many sophs play prom-

inent roles in the hustling attack.

With the nucleus of the best

freshman team at Penn in many
seasons, McCloskey, as always,

wil stress hustle and a fast

break.

In Bob Milkvy (6'4"), the key-

stone of the team, Penn has one

of the best frontcourt perform-

ers in the Big Five. He led the

team in rebounds, assists, and

scoring last soa.son, proving his

versatility and ability.

The Quakers have good

bn lance in the height depart-

ment. Senior Stew Greenlcaf

(6'5"), along with sophs Jim

D)herty (6'5"), J. D. Graham
(6' 4''), and Dave Robinson

.((>' 5") have respectable size

man, the leading frosh scorer,

possesses a deadly eye and is

called the best prospect at Penn
since Ernie Beck. Amira is hus-

tling playmaker who is a good

driver as well. Backing up this

pair are veterans John Canzano
(6'1") and Dave Kwait (5'11")

along with sophs Ron Reagan
and Bob Kelly, both 6 footers.

Early Maturity Needed
It is essential that Milkvy

take over the leadership status

that the departed Joe Cooke
assumed during the past season
in order to steady the green
sophs. If McCloskey can drive

these sophs into an early ma-
turity, and the fast break can
operate with any degree of po-

tency, Penn fans will have a lot

to cheer about in the next four
months.

Temple
The Owls this year present

to Palestra fans the most ex-

perienced first team in the Big
Five. Coach Harry Litwack's
club had only one casualty in

the graduation losses, that be-

ing All-American Bill Kennedy.
Drysdale Is New Leader

As in previous years, that big
little man is again present in

the diminutive person of 5'10"

Bruce Drysdale. The pesky
backcourt mate of Kennedy's is

the new field general at Litwack
Tech. Drysdale had a 14.7 aver-
age via the combination of a
smooth drive and a respectable
outside shot.

The other guard position ap-
pears to be taken by John Kos-
kinen (5'11") who was a valu-

and reboimding ability. They

should provide the boards for

the speedy guards John Wide-

man (6' 1") and Sid Amira
(6'0") to run the racehorse

game that McCloskey plans.

Potent Pair

Wideman and Amira, both

sophomores, could develop into

a iJotent duo. The stocky Wide-

Billy Hoy
ab'e number six man last sea-
son. Six-footer Gary Kasmer
who led the frosh in scoring
with a 19.5 ppg. could be the
surprise in the backcourt.

Veteran Frontcourt
The frontcourt chores of the

Owls will be performed by Gor-
don who is perhaps the best re-

bounder and pick man inch for
inch in the Big Five and the
East. Proctor and Devery are
steady but not outstanding ball-

players and their lack of scoring
punch could hinder the Temple
attack.

In the forecourt, Litwack
has some experience in Bernie
Ivens (6'2") and Mike Gold
(5'10"). Sophs Ken Kramer
(6'3"), Bill Purdy (6'5"), and
Bruce Fleming (6'5"), a trans-
fer from Lafayette, could help
ease the height problem and
even be the answer.

Drysdale, Koskinen, and Co.
do have the speed to run if these
defensive rebounds come in a
sufficient number. Gordon and
Proctor should take up some of
the scoring slack. If one of the
tall sophs can work with some
efficiency under the basket, the
bwls could shake up the Big
Five picture and seriouslv chal-
lenge the Hawks in the MAC.
There in a nutshell are the

prospects, good, bad, and indif-

ferent.
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Senior Jim Strazzei^a gives a "Johnnie" an authorized demon-
stration of bloclc building while Kay Keilman, the Villanovan*8
date, inquires about purcluising a gift for the little fellow dortng
the orphans' outing.

Johnnies TreatedTo Outing,

Orphanage PartyBy Juniors
The junior class gave the

"Johnnies" of St. John's Orph-
anage a special Chrifitmas treat

last Saturday, December 3, as
they guided the boys on their

annual Christmas outing. Over
200 dads and moms took the 180
orphans around the 69th street

shopping area in a day of sea-

sonal joy and excitement.

The day started with a grand
tour of department stores includ-

ing Gimbels, Lits and Penney's.

While they visited the shops,

the students bought gifts for

the orphans. Later, an the
Johnnies enjoyed free amuse-
ment rides next door to Gim-
bels, and each Johnny personally
talked to Santa Claus during the
day.

The group watched a show
during a hot roast beef meal at

Kosticks, after which they re-

ceived toys. Lunch was followed
by the movie "Gang Busters"
which featured the Bowery Boys,
and twenty cartoons at the 69th
street theater. •«

Orphanage Show
This day of holiday gaiety for

the orphans was financed partly

by proceeds from the annual
Christmas Charity Ball, given
on December 2, and partly by
voluntary contributions of Villa-

nova students.

The climax to the orphans'
weekend was their annual
Christmas party, given yester-

day afternoon at the orphanage.
The party included entertain-

ment, refreshments, and presen-

tations of individual gifts to

every Johnnie by Santa Claus
(Jack Foley). Entertainment
included Kevin Shay's renowned
magic act, the appearance of

sport celebritieB, and carol sing-

ing.

Junior class nurses did the

cooking, wrapped the gifts, and
acted a« hostesses. The decora-

iloaa included a 30 foot Christ-

mas tree with 1200 lights, stock-

ings, and candy. About 70 Vil-

lanovmns who participated di-

jnsctly in organising the Orph-

ans' Weekend were abel to at-

tend the party.

The junior class is donating
3ix himdred dollars to the orph-
anage's scholarship fund, which
periodically sponsors a boy to

Villanova.

Valva Warns Students

"...Park Properly Or

Be Amply Oieciplined"
Disciplinary action will defin-

itely be taken against any indi-

vidual violating the rules in the
parking lot, announced Jack
Valva, chairman of the Student
Union and Special Problems
Oonnmittee.

The parking problem came to

a head this time last year and is

just as keen now as it was then,

as numerous abuses of parking
privileges have recently been
revealed, Valva said. ..; :,

"There is ample rboin for

parking, both on the newly-open-
ed section of the Field House
lot amd toward the rear and cen-

ter of the main lot. But students
just won't drive a few extra

feet. They'll park properly or
be amply disciplined," the ample
senior threatened.

Too Much of A Hurry
Valva further stated that the

reason for this appears to be

that "everyone wants to be the

first one out of the lot after

class, so everyone tries to park
as close to the exits as possible."

Students who have been tick-

eted twice will be subject bo dis-

dplinary action. Valva, in com-
menting on his committee's ac-

tion on the problem, declaired

that "both Father McLaughlin
and Captain Murphy have been
thinking as the committee has
in this matter."

"We are sure that, with stu-

dents aware of the problem,
parking abuses will stop, but if

they continue, the campus po-

lice and the discipline office will

work with the committee to cur-

tail violaUons."

Williams' ^^Glass Menagerie''

Opens Tonite InVasey Hall
Tennessee William's "The

Glass Menagerie" opens tonight

in Vasey Hall Theatre for a five

night run. Curtain each night

is 8:30 p.m. including tonight's

special preview in which semin-
arians, the faculty members and
their wives and guests will be
admitted free.

Tickets for the play, which
runs December 7 through 11,

may be purchased in the Pie

Shoppe, at the Theatre Office,

or from any member of the thea-

tre department. General admis-
sion is $1.80. Students and fac-

ulty will be admitted at the re-

duced rate of $1.25.

WilUam'sBest
Director Bernard A. Coyne,

who also directed last year's

graduate productions, "Our
Town" and "Twelfth Night,"
emphasized the goals of a grad-

uate theatre department produc-

tion: "Audiences will see acting

of a professional calibre." In

connection with this he said. The
Glass Menagerie is easily Willi-

am's best and we have tried to

retain the integrity of the com-
munication of Mr. William's

theme."
In the cast are graduate stu-

dents, Thomas Flynn as Tom,
Elizabeth Meagher as Amanda,
and Margaret Stein as Laura.
Villanova junior, Stanley Moore,
will be seen. as the "gentleman
caller." Mr. Flynn is a gradu-

C. and F. Polls Proposal

Defeated Again By 24.5-15
The Student Coucil meeting

held last Wednesday was spark-

ed by a debate between Jim
Hooker and Charles Laubus,

both C & F-er's, on the advis-

ability of multiple polling places

on campus. Following a heated

exchange between the two, the

motion was defeated by a 14-

24.5 vote. (More complete cov-

erage of this issue can be found

on page two.)

A report on "The Student

Council and Its Problem of Com-
munication" set the tone for

much of the evening since sev-

eral motions on the agenda were

concerned with the same prob-

lem.

The yeport on the Council's

problem of communication was
presented by Jim Strazzella,

Executive Vice-President for

Educational Affairs. This report

said, in effect, that although

Villanova's Student Council has

done a good deal of worthwhile

work, it is still viewed in an un-

favorable light by the adminis-

tration, faculty, students, and
university in general, simply be-

cause all are unaware of Coun-

cil efforts.

Strazzella stated that the com-

munication problem must be

tackled on each of these levels.

Further, he presented several

suggestions to implement his

ideas: on each level.

Seven Motions
Seven motions involving the

publicity and communications
problem were made during the
meeting, six by Gene Felch,

NFCCS senior delegate, and one
by Jim Strazzella. Of these
"cures for apathy," three were
passed, two defeated, and two
withdrawn, but only after a
lengthy period of debate.

DsLisa Lauds Paper
While discussing publicity,

Bob DeLisa, Student Council
Chairman, stated, "Incidentally,

I'd like to take this opportunity
to compliment the Villanovan on
the excellent coverage it has
given the Student Council this!

year."

During the course of the eve-

ning, the folk>wing incidents

occurred

:

John Simone, Acting Presi-

dent of VISA, was elected as
Alternate Delegate for NFCCS.
Bob DeLisa congratulated the

Junior Class for their effort in

the "Ug'y Man" contest which
they sponsored. "I have not seen
so much enthusiasm stimulated
in the past three years," he
stated.

Ouotdoor Graduation?
A program designed to enable

day-hops to form car pools was
sent bo a committee for investi-

gation and implementation.
Chairman DeLisa announced

that outdoor graduation has
been aporoved by the Council
and is now pending Administra-
tion anproval. An alternate plan
is required in case of bad
weather, however, before any
approval can be given.

aite of Manhattan College where
he appeared in many produc-
tions. Miss Meagher, a gradu-
ate of Detroit's Marygrove Col-
lege, is a professional band
vocalist, and has made many TV
appearances. A native of Chi-

cago, Miss Stein received her BA
in drama at Clark College in

Dubuque, Iowa. Moore was fea-

tured as George Gibbs in last

year's "Our Town."

B^rst produced in New York
by EMdie Dowling and Louis J.

Singer in 1945, l^e Glass Men-
agerie represents an earlier and
healthier Williams before he be-

came enamoured of the bizarre

psycopaths so pnominent in his

later plays. William's first

Broadway play is a drama of

four people in a tenement apart-

ment off a St. Louis alley.

The plot concerns a one-tune
Southern belle (Amanda) with
delusions of former grandeur
who has few illusions aibout her
errant son, Tom. T^e menager-
ie is the collection of glass mhai-

atures which Amanda's crippled,

super-sensitive dtughter, Laura,
keeps as a hobby as she seeks

to find a husband. The "gentle-

man caller," a friend of Tom
with certain marital intensions,

walks into Laura's parlor and
walks out again, out of her life,

doing her more good than hamn.

I>nuna Critics Award
The critics called The Glass

Menagerie "eloquent and touch-

ing," acclaimed William's dia-

logue and extra- dimensional

characterizations. Williams re-

ceived the New York Drama
Critics' Circle Award for Men-
agerie in 1945. He received this

same award for two of his more
earthy plays, in 1948 for "A
Streetcar Named Desire," and
in 1955 for "Oat on a Hot Tin
Roof." Williams also received

Pulitzer Prizes for drama for

the latter two plays.

Graduate Theater students Margaret Stein (left) and Eliza-

iK^th Meagher emote during one of the crucial scenes in Glass
Menagerie which opens tonight In Vasey Hall auditorium.
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state Legislator MuUin

Addresses Pre-Law Society
Senator William V. MuUin ad-

dressed the Villanova Pre-Law
Society on Thursday of last

week. Mr. MuUin spoke on the

presidency, which he termed the

"most powerful elective office in

the world."

nominees. He related the little

known fact that in the 1948
election UNIVAC was the only*

authority that predicted a Tru-
man victory.

According to the senator,

Stevenson was a capable candi-

date in both tries at the presi-

dency. His defeating factor was
his unwillingness to fight for the

office. MuUin also stated that

the country has gone backwards
in the past eight years.

"Today a man runs for presi-

dent not in the single campaign
year but for the whole four

years". Mr. MuUin said he

thought that John F. Kennedy
wou'd run the country to its

best interests regardless of cost

and will recognize change.

Hooker, Labus Breathe Fire

!••

SENATOR MULUN
UNIVAC picked Harry

A delegate to the last five

Democratic Conventions, Mr.
MuUin discussed the success and
failures of their presidential

Philflsphy Staff

Contribute Papers

To Many Publications
" Besides their role as teachers,

many memibers of ViUanova's

Philosophy Department have

achieved distinction by publica-

tk>ns and contiributions to vari-

ous puibUcations. -*-

,'T Professor James Whalen's

translation from French into

English of Jules LeBreton's
"The Spiritual Age of the New
Testament," was published by
the Newman Press recently.

. Dr. O'Brien wrote an article

"for. "The Thomist," a major
phUosophical periodical, and Dr.

Galkiglier submitted reviews to

the "International Bibliography

of Philosophy."

Dr. Anderson has submitted

his text book "Natural Theolo-

gy", written for the Christian

Culture and Philosophy Series,

to the publisher.

The Very Rev. John Russell,

OSA., is completing his transla-

tion of three of Samt Augus-

Jaques Maritain," a comprehen-

the Church Series, of which he

is an editor.

Ten-Year Project

Dr. and Mrs. Gallagher are

completing "The Achievement of

Jacsues Maritain," a compre^hen-

sive bibliography with a critical

introductory essay, the culmin-

ation of a ten year project. They
are negotiating with Doubleday
and Co. for publication. Dr. and
Mrs. Gallagher are also prepar-

ing the introductions for their

translation of the "De Moribus
Ecclesiae Catholicae" of Saint

Augustine for the Fathers of

the Church Series. ^V
Dr. Kluxen has just completed

a book in German, "The Founda-
tion of Philosophical Ethics in

Saint Thomas Aquinas." He
plans to write an article in Eng-
lish based on this work for pub-

lication in the "New Scholasti-

cism."

Dr. Dalcourt had two artides

accepted for publication by "Dia-

lectica," the international jour-

nal of philosophy publii^ed in

Switzerland, and by the "Cath-

olic Library World."

Co-Editors Announce

LYNX To Feature

New Cover, 10 Poems
The campus literary produc-

tion, the LYNX, is scheduled to

make its initial 1960-1961 ap-

pearance next Tuesday, Decem-
ber 13th. The LYNX is a mag-
zine dedicated to publishing the
literary endeavors and offerings

of those students at Villanova
who have shown exceptional

talents.

Vince Kirk, senior co-editor

of the magazine, has stated that

the issue would include sixty-

four pages with vivid illustra-

tions appearing with many of its

stories. The issue consists of

many articles and poems which
should prove to be quite inter-

esting to the Villanova students
and faculty. Mike Wesley, the
other co-editor, also emphatic-
ally acclaimed the numerous
poems and the one critical essay
among the other various fea-

tures of the magazine.

New Cover Innovated
"In addition," says Vince

Kirk, "an entirely new type of

cover in color has been selected,

especially when it is compared
to those of the past several

years. The cover features a
soft, conservative background
which amply emphasizes the

colorful foreground embodying
a glass containing several pens,

pencils, and paint brushes point-

ing toward the general direction

of the title. We also made an-

other novel innovation when we
ventured to install a new stock

of paper."

For advance publicity, the

staff has pasted the cover on all

the major bulletin boards on the

campus. Anyone, wishing an
opportunity bo join the circula-

tion staff, is asked to contact

Bill Friend who is in charge of

the sale of copies. Moreover,

there will be a limited amount
of copies avaUable this year.

Only 525 editions will be placed

on sale and sale will be re-

stricted to the Pie Shoppe. The
price per copy is twenty-five

cents.

The first issue will feature

seven short stories which repre-

sent new ideas or which are

treated in a novel manner. "Our
moderators, Dr. John Phillipson

and Mr. James Mitchell." says

Vince Kirk, "expect this issue to

sell out even more quickly than

last spring's publication which

were gone in less than two

days."

The largest ship sunk by a sub-
marine during WWII was the
Japanese earner Shinano, 62,00r>

tons, which was sent to the bot-

tom by the USS Archerash.

Jim Hooker, Student Council

treasurer and Charlie Labus,
C and F Junior class represents-

:ive to the Student Council

ocked jaws last Wednesday
night in a heated debate over a
Hooker motion to decentralize

Villanova voting polls.

The motion was defeated by a
roll call vote of 24Vi-14 follow-

ing a dramatic plea by Hooker
to the council to objectively re-

consider the motion after it had
been defeated at a previous

council meeting three weeks ago
and recommended for defeat in

last Monday's Senate meeting,

by a 6-5 vote.

The idea of decentralizing the

polls at Villanova has been in-

troduced almost annually in the

Student Council; however, it

has been decisively defeated

each time.

More recently, former senior

class president Sheldon Pollock

sought to have polling places in-

stalled in the Commerce and

Finance Building last year, his

fate was that of Hooker's.

C and F Influx

The traditional polling place

for class officer elections each

Spring has been the Alumni

Hall Gymnasimn. However, since

the completion of the C and F
Building and the vast influx of

students into our business
school, C and F student leaders

have avidly sought the institu-

tion of permanent polling places

in the C and F BuUding.

Before Hooker approached tlie

podium to speak on the 1960

version of "voting poll decen-
tralization" it appeared that he

would be squelched before he

started when Labus introduced

a motion to drop the poll pro-

posal which he stated "has all

been hashed out at the last

meeting." The Labus motion
was narrowly defeated, however.

With debate limited to five

minutes and a set council mem-
bership ripe for "nayes" Hooker
launched his speech with a fiery

last-ditch, desperate tone.

"The Villanova system of

voting is based on Democratic
princinles," shouted the red

faced Hooker, "and in this sys-

tem every one votes, and the

majority rules. It is up to us as

members of the student govern-

ment to insure each and every

member of the student body
the best of all possible oppor-

tunities to cast his ballot for

his class officers."

Hurls Accusation

Then heaving a brickbat at

his opposition, Hooper bluntly

asked if those that were against

his motion feared defeat in

student elections. "My motion is

aimed bo attain greater student

participation in the elections."

said Hooker deliberately. "And
if it is defeated, we will retain

the "bloc vote" that has pre-

vailed here at Villanova, and

it would be a vote against the

Democratic system."

"However," Hooker continued,

"if this motion is adopted, time

will heal all wounds and all the

hard feelings would blow over, as

has happened in the case of the

U-2 incident."

Standing and speaking at his

own seat in the Congress La-

bus quickly slashed into Hooker
with the accusation that the

motion promulgated interest in

voting only and not in student

government. The bespectacled

accounting major threw basic

practicalities up to the already

decided Council. He pointed out
the fact that more voting ma-
chines would have to be pro-

By Williom Spccn

cured, that more student poll

watchers would have to be em-
ployed, and that soace limita-

tions in Vasey and Mendel Halls

would not allow equal decentral-

ization.

"I believe that all the money
that would have to be spent in

instating poUing machines,"

uttered Labus sternly, "could
be used more wisely on pro-

grams that are more beneficial

to the student body. We as

members of the Student Council

do not represent the interest of

any one class or one division

but are representative of th(

entire school."

Bathgate Miffed
After the Student Council

meeting, both Hooker and Larry
Bathgate offered strenuous ob-

jection to the final action of the

Council. "The decision of the

Congress here tonight" stated a

disgruntled Bathgate, "wiU only

serve to heighten C and F ani-

mosity and we will continue to

have the "bloc vote" in the

C and F school." Senior class

prexy indicated that of the

eight officers elected from his

class in the last two years six

have been C and F students.

"They (Council) wouldn't even

listen to him (Hooker)" con-

cluded a fed-up Bathgate.

Still steaming from the hot
discussion Hooker pounded his

fist on a chair and lamented to

the VILLANOVAN that he did

not "understand why they de-

feated a motion which would al-

low greater student opportunity
to vote". Before walking out of
the East Lounge in a huff
Hooker snarled "If they were so
set on voting a motion down,
why didn't they offer a solution

to this decentralization problem.
Are they afraid to have more
people vote?*'

Throughout the post-debate
discussion with this reporter
the Council treasurer empha-
sized that he was not represent-

ing solely the C and F school
in this matter, but the entire

University.

Later on in the Dougherty
Hall corridor Hooker revealed

that on the resimiption of school
after the Christmas holidays, he
was going to introduce into the

Student Council a completely

new system of Villanova ballot-

ing similar to that of the U.S.

electoral college.

KOUNdL KAPERS— Sorry

to see the pioayuneas of two
Council membera who objected

to having the unopposed candi'

date for alternate delegate to

the NFCC8, John Simone, elect-

(Oontlnued on Page 8)

SIRWALTER RALEIGH
Protective Pouch Keeps Tobacco

This protective aluminum foil pouch keeps

famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh 44% fresher

than old-fashioned tin cans. The sturdy

pouch is triple laminated. Carries flat. Sir

Walter Raleigh is choice Kentucky hurley

-

extra aged! IVy it

SMELLS GRAND — PACKS RIGHTI

SMOKES SWEET - CAN*T BITEI
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Pa. Attorney-GeneralMakes
Plea for Prison Clean-Up

By Mark QolMHf J***

Before a capacity audience in sentence, disparity of sentences

VISA Christinas Party

»Jo Be Held Sunday

In C&F Cafeteria
The International Christmas

Garey Hall last Monday night,

the Attorney-General of f»enn-

sylvania, Honorable Anne X.
Alpern proposed an ambitious
five-year experiment in an all-

out attempt to make definite

improvements in the condition

of Pennsylvania jails.

Miss Alpern, who entitled her
address "A Realistic Approach
to Criminals and Their Treat-

ment", has the distinction of be-

ing the first woman lawyer to

hold the posiiton of attorney-

general in any state.

"There has never been any im-
provement of jails in Pennsyl-
vania with the exception of

juvenile and mental facilities,"

stated the attorney-general.
Then she proceded to explain in

detail her two-level five-year

program which would include all

non-violent crimes.

U. S. Toughest
She proposed that the first

level of the experiment encom-
pass three fields: duration of

This airplane is actually a flying

classroom. The course taught in it

is Air Navigation, under real con-

ditions. The students are young

men who have been selected as pos-

sible future leaders of the Aero-

space Team. Graduation after 32

weeks of training will win each of

the students the honored silver

winjjs of an Air Force Navigator

and an Officer's Commission.

For certain young men, this

training can open the way to a

bright career of executive poten-

tial. Right now the Air Force is

scoring impressive technological

advances in the fields of naviga-

tion, guidance and tracicing, elec-

tronics and radar. And here is

where its highly trained and expe-

rienced Navigators will be expected

to take over command positions of

increasing responsibility.

To qualify for Navigator train-

ing as an Aviation Cadet, you must

be between 19 and 26|^—single,
healthy and intelligent. And you

must want to build an exciting,

interesting career in the Aerospace

Age. If you think you measure up,

we'd like to talk to you at the near-

est Air Force Recruiting Office.

Or clip and mail this coupon.

There*s a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the --- -j- ^^
Aerospace Team. I I L^ '

Air rorce
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

AVIATION CAOET INFORMATION

DIPT. S8UI2A
iOX 7Mi. WASNINOTON 4, D. C.

I am betwttn 19 and 26*/i, a citiitn

of tha U. S. and a hi(h school graduata
with ytart of collaga. PItasa
sand ma datailad information on the

Aviation Cadat program.

NAME.

Moww * wnxiAi TOMOOO OCMWOIUTMM I^^^

STREET.

CITY

and a system of sentencing by a
fixed maximum and fixed mini-

mum terms.

With regards to her first

point. Miss Alpern stated that

"there is no country in the

world which gives as long sen-

tences as does the United
States." She went on to say
that the average sentence for

burglary in Europe was 2-3

years while in the United States

a comparable crime could be
punished by a 20-year sentence.

However, the attorney-general
a'so pointed out that it was not
so much the amount of time
spent in confinement that was
the all-important matter, but
rather what the prisoner did
with his time.

She also criticized the variety
of sentences meted out in the
courtrooms by the various
judges on similar cases without
regard to upholding any from of
consistency and castigated the
system of minimum and maxi-
mums as kn "extraordinary al-

monry which provides no incen-

tive for prisioner rehabilitation."

Seeks Ghid Workers

forfrmffm ^m:,r, •,.. ,.,'^,:.-^.'^zrx^ua« .. :wmyn,- .,. : ,.j.-ri.pij

Visiting Fulbright Prof.
Dr. Wolfgang Kluxen, having Kluxen who is now in the United

come to Villanova on a Full- States for the first time.

Soiree, the Christmas meeting of ^^S^^ grant from the Univer- When asked for one notable

the Villanova International Stu
dent Organization, will be held

on Sunday, I>eoember 11, in the

C&F Cafeteria.

The theme of the combined
meeting and party, which begins

at 2:30 p.m., will be "Christmas
Around the World." Students
from the many foreign countries

represented on campus and also

:from the United States will sing

'some traditional Christmas
songs of their native lands. '

The program presentation will

be diveded into five geograohic
areas: Central Europe, the Far
East, the Middle East, Latin
America, and the United States.

Refreshments
Following the entertainment,

refreshments will be served andi

a social afternoon will be held.'

Admdssion is free to all students
both international and other-

wise, according to John Simone,
Acting President of VISA. He,

added that the students of many
|

area schools have also been in-

vited.

VISA, an organization begun
under NFCCS auspices, was
originated to help the foreign

The second level of Miss Al- student in the problems he faces
pern's plan was a technical and 'in America, and to promote
financial one; She urged college
graduates to fill the vast need
in the fields of custodial care
and social work through foun-
dation grants. ^

She further proposed tAat the
criminal in prison be taught a
trade or be permitted to con-
tinue his schooling. Miss Alpern
believes that by doing this the
criminal's outlook would be
vastly changed upon his re-

lease.

It is Miss Alpern 's general
belief that if these an dother
reforms are made in our prisons
"at least 80% of those who are
in jail can be rehabilitated with
proper care and treatment,
never again to return to prison,

once released."

better international understand-
ing.

"The meeting we have planned
for Sunday can help to fulfill

both purposes of the organiza-
tion," said Simone. "In addition,

it provides an excellent oppor-
tunity for students to demon-
strate 'Good will toward men'
during the Christmas season."

Fabion Okon Speoks
Fabian Okon, a graduate stu-

dent in the History and Political

Science Department and a native
Nigerian, recently delivered a
talk before the Philadelphia
Chapter of the American Caitho-

lic Sociology Society. The topici

of his discussion was "Nigeria
Today."

sity of Cologne, Germany, is a difference between German and
member of the Philosophy De- American Universities, D c t o r
partment as a visiting professor. Kluxen observed that American
He will be here for the schol- Students enter college with a

airtic year of 1960-61 to teach much smaller background in
graduate courses of Principle languages. In Germany, all stu-
and Techniques of Philosophic dents are required to know three
Research and Introduction to
St. Thomas Aquinas. This sem-
ester he is also teaching an un-
dergraduate course on the His-
tory of Ancient Philosophy.

Assistant director of the
Thomas Institute at the Univer-
sity of Cologne, Dr. Kluxen is

well known in European circles

for his scholarship in medieval
philosophy. He is treasurer of
the International Congress of

Medieval Philosophy, which will

meet inSeptemiber of next year.

Dr. kluxen has just finished

a book on the "Foundation of
Philosophical Ethics in St
Thomas Aquinas." At present,
Dr. Kluxen is writing a book on
Metaphysics, which is a com-
mentary of "De Primo Principio" foreign languages before enter-
by Duns Scotus. ing a university, and the first

Having studied at Bonn, Col- two years in a German univerei-
ogne, and Louvain, Dr. Kluxen ty are comparable to the last
also has had a full course in two in an American university,
theology. He received his Ph.D. Exams are taken only at the
in philosophy on a dissertation end of the four years, in which
on* the Jewish Philosophy of the time an ambitious student can
Middle Ages. attain a doctorate.

Dr. Gallagher, Vice-Chairman Doctor Kluxen also said Amer-
of ViUanova's Philosophy Dept. ican students seemed interested
met Dr. Kluxen in Louvain. anti attentive, and in the United
When he was in Brussels in 1953 States a greater percentage of
on a Fulltoright grant in Philo- the population rceives a college
sophy. Dr. Gallagher visited Dr. education.

PROFESSOR KLUXEN
. . . *'Scem AftenHve
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Beta Gamma Hosts Debaters
In First TourrikMfentAt V.U.
On Saturday, December 10,

the Beta Gamma Debating So-
ciety will host the first tourna-
ment in its history. The actual
debating will be held in the Gom-
merce and Finance Building, be-

ginning at 7 a.m. and proceed-

ing until 4:30 pjn.
At the time of this writing,

six local schools have replied af-
firmatively to the invitation:
Holy Family College, College of
Mater Misericordiae, the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, St
Joseph's College, Temple Univer-
sity, and Rutgers State Univer-
sity.

These schools will be permit
ted to submit one team to rep-
resent them and each will par-
ticipate in 3 individual rounds.
At the conclusion of the day,
trophies will be awarded toy
Beta Gamma President Jim
Rhodes to the three moist im-
pressive teams.

TNI MAiiR or 4UALrrv m tosacoo piiooucts COUNTY. JTATE.

Men who face wind and weather

choose the protection of...

AFTER SHAVE
LOTION

SfffNO rouff

HOLIPAYS'

lit WM*! Mil
IN tt III ipMiil

livt

Skin protection, that is. Old Spice refreshes and stimulates, guards against the loss of vital

skin moisture. Feels great, too. Brisk, bracing, with that langy Old Spice scent. It dott seem

to attract female admirers, but what red-blooded

man needs protection against girls? 1.00 ^mi^ • M CI L, T O M

for

ITNpt Of all lim

WILUAM SLOANI
NOUW Y.M.CJL

iVill.H.T. •MviMIlt
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An Appeal
It is extremely unfortuante that The

VILLANOVAN must ote the fact that an

unpleasant controversy, long thought dead

and better left buried, has arisen on campus
again. The Treasurer of the Student Coun-

cil, a C & F'er who has always had the in-

terest of his division at heart, in effect

threatened the Council last week with an

unavoidable resurrection of the old **C & F
cession" movement unless the Council ap-

proved a motion to erect polling places in the

C & F Building at campus election time this

year.
In all the argument over whether or not

the business school students have sufficient

school spirit to walk that famous two hun-

dred yards from the C & F Building to the

traditional Alumni gym polling place, one

significant fact seems to be consistenly

oveilooked: So many C & F students must
work to remain in school that the division's

schedule is arranged to allow for chiefly

morning classes, with afternoons left free

for day-hops to work.
Thus, there is no significant question of

school .spirit involved here. Rather, it is a
question of financial feasibility. C & F stud-

ents, for the most part, literally cannot take
the time to walk to Alumni, vote, return to

their cars, and get to work on time.

On the other hand, there is a significant

argument in favor of Alumni gym as the
/polling place: the gym is the traditional

polling place, more or less neutral ground,
and is centrally located on the campus.

If the weight of the two arguments

—

the one in favor of the C & F students, the
other in favor of Alumni gym—cannot be
gauged and evaluated, and some progressive
program for voting initiated by the Council,
perhaps it would be better to maintain the
status quo.

In any case, the true concept of a Uni-
versity, especially of a Catholic univesrity,
as an integral, united, cohesive organism
should remain inviolate. The VILLANO-
VAN, for the first time in its histoiy, pleads
with the Council to take immediate steps to
remedv a situation which can only result in
almost-dead embers being stirred to a new
life which couki only produce a dagerous dis-
solution of essential inter-relationships at
Villanova.

Christmas Came Early

I'll set you ntxt ytar, Johnnies.

Letters To The Editor

i:^:-M''l':, Kudos
Kudos to the junior class, and to every-

one associated with Oiphans' Weekend. No
other activity on the part of the student

flx)dy so perfectly exemplifies what should

be the motivating spirit behind extra-

curricular activities.

Justice and Charity, virtues which
should influence every phase of student ac-

tivity on the campus, reigned supreme dur-

ing the weekend: in addition, the proverbial

good time was had by all.

The few difficulties attendant upon the

Ugly Man Contest will, we trust, be elimin-

ated in future years, and the contest will

stand with the Joyce Kiely Mile as one of
fV^e notable lighter-hearted Villanova tra-

ditions.

I>espite the Ugly Man difficulties, the
Weekend was an overwhelming success.

Congratulations from the entire Villanova
"family" are in order to junior class Presi-
dent Jim McMonagle and his Orphans Com-
mittee for a perfectly planned and executed
weekend.

To the Editor:

Congratulations are in or-

der to you and your staff for

the fine work which has so

far been evident in the VIL-
LANOyAN. The appearance

of good constructive criticism

in the voice of the students is

certainly refresihing after the

columns of hogwash we have

been subjected to in previ-

ous years. It is the duty of

the newspaper to express the

students' opinions and not

merely report facts or serve

as a medium for quasi-ihu-

morists. Keep up the good
work!

If I may defend Mr. Con-

lin's article from Mr. Tighe's

reactionary conservatism, I

would do &3 by asking the

other students who sympa-

thize with Conlin's views

(and they are numerous), to

shake off the shackles which

have been keeping them from
free expression, support him,

and encourage him by letters

and the like.

Do not mistake me (nor

Con'Mn, I'm sure), as radicals

or iconoclasts, but as loyal

Villanovans who would like to

see certain things improved.

Again, congratulations on
the good work and I hope it

continues.

Tony Coccia

; . Junior Arts .

To the Editors:

A unique all-day Institute on

Law as a Career will be conduc-

ted on Saturday, December 10,

at the Boston Callege Law
School.

Among the questions to be dis-

cussed by experts will be the

forowing: (1) What of the com-

ing shortage of Lawyers (2)

Who Should Be a Lawyer? (3)

How Should One Interpret a

Score on the Law School Ad-

mission Test? (4) Is a Legal

Education Still The Beat Way
to Top Executive Positions in

Boston?
The all-day seminar, which is

open to all co'lege students, will

begin at 10:30 with a sample

class, followed by a talk by As-

sistant Dean Daniel T. Cougth-

lin on Opportunities in the Legal

Profession. Lunch will follow at

which all participants will be

guests of the Lew School.

Open Forum
A trial conducted by senior

students will be followed by an

open forum at which three fac-

u ty members and a student rep-

resentative will discuss every

possible question which pre-legal

students might have.

All students interested in a

career in law are invited to at-

tend this Institute. No reserva-

tions are required.

Charlie Straub
Boston College, '62

Letters to

the Editor

Are Your Open

Forum • • •

Write Them
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Do you think that separate divisional polling

places for the spring class officer elections would
be desirable as opposed to the present system?

I do not feel that seperate polling places

are either essential or necessary for the proper

election of our class officers. If,

however, a greater percentage of

the students would vote when
this system was used, I would
be willing to lend my support.

Kevin Flynn, Psychology, '61

I believe divisional polling is much better

than the old form because it will enable the stu-

dents in each section to vote

more suickly, and thereby bring

out a greater number of voters.

It is also more advantageous

than the other system because

it is more convenient for the

students.

Allan Tolomca, Arts, 'Gi

' Maybe in 1970, the campus will be large

enough to warrant more than one polling place,

but until then, VillanoV^ns

should not run the risk of en-

couraging disinterested students

to vote on matters that do not

seem to concern them.

Vince Kirk, Math, '61

Our present system of centralized polls is

very poor. To many students, especially in the

C & F division find it difficult to

get to Alumni Hall to vote. If

polling places were extended to

Mendel, Alumni, and C & F, it

would make voting easier for

everyone and there would be an
increaded number of student

votes.

Tom StasUano, lA, '68

Since Villanova has expanded to such a

large extent, change has to inevitably occur.

That is why I believe that there

should be added polling centers.

In regular elections, the parties

try to facilitate means for the

voters to vote and not to cause

them reasons to avoid it.

Judy Jones, Nursing, '62

EISENHOWER FUND DEDICATED

Princeton, N. J.—(LP.)^President Eisen-

hower's leadership in the world has been honored

at Princeton University with the creation of The
Dwight D. Eisenhower Fund dedicated "to the

preparation of young men for careers in Inter-

national fields of endeavor and to improved un-

derstanding of foreign nations and peoples."

Announcement of the establishment of The
Eisenhower Fund, with the express approval of

President Eisenhower, was made here by Dr.

Robert F. Goheen, president of Princeton, who
reported that an anonymous Princeton family

has made a gift of $500,000 to create a perma-
nent fund in recognition of the President's broad
interest and constructive influences in world
affairs.

"Initially," Dr. Goheen said, "income from
The Eisenhower Fund will be used to strengthen

our faculty in the field of modern descriptive

linguistics as applied to foreign-language teach-

ing, for the study of language, properly conceived

and undertaken, is a prime avenue of understand-

ing into the aspirations, the intimate feelings,

the thought patterns of othera

i
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CulturalAffairs Calendar

Philadelpbia Musemii of Art
December 11, BeeHilt StHngart C|uariet, Coniem*

fmtiMrsr Oiaitilb^r Mix^ ScMelety*

Heo&Jtkbev II, ^al^ ei i^ Flrimeti J8l«ftai»saiifie, an
iilniitiiMied talk h^ C^Ufli EUder, New
Y^rk Vniv^Tfi^ Itt^iitille of Fine

Orchids

No Flowers; Wayne Stars

^ ^ *

Theatre
Forrei^ti The Werld of Suzie Weng.
H^iiben: My Fair iMAy with Mieliael Esam and

Caroline IHxenu

ErhMBiger: Wildcat, starring I^iicUle BalL
Haiy Family College; ^enny Kissed Me* Dee. 9,

te. II.

Villaiiova Grad* Theatre Dept. -— Vaaey Hall Auditortnm
The X>ecember 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 8:30 p.iit«

To take what appears to be a
one shot joke and successfully

make a two and a half hour
comedy out of it is a difficult

thing to do but Norman Bar-

asch and Caroll Moore have
done just this in "Send Me No
Flowers".

Take one hypochondriac who
overhears his doctor talking

about a dying man and thinks

it himself, add some pretty wild

neighbors, a pretty wife and an
old boyfriend and you can for-

see some of the results. Al-

though some of the situations

are obvious they do prove fun.

Witness the scene in which
the "doomed man" talks to a
happy-go-lucky cemetery lot

salesman (he likes people) and
when told that all the tomb-
stones must be four feet high

only, replies that it must be like

an after-life Levittown. Or, take

the scene when he decides to

marry off his wife with her old

boyfriend, or he confesses to

the unfaithfulness that his wife

accuses him of to clear the air,

all these seem fairly wild and
improbable but in the context

of the show prove very funny.

Wayne As Hypochondriac
In the chief role of the hypo-

chondriac We have a very
talented David Wayne. Like
Jack Benny, his one look in

certain situations is worth a
thousand words. His comedy
talents add immeasurably to

the show. It's a pleasure to see

him back on the scene.

CJo-starring with Mr. Wayne
is the very pretty Nancy Olson.

Portraying his wife she regis-

ters just the proper amount of

reaction to her wild husband
and forms a perfect balance to

his actions. Like Mr. Wayne
and the rest of the cast she
seems to have a lot of fun in

the role, a spirit which adds to

the enjoyment of the audience.

The supporting cast is also ex-

cellent. Frank Merlin as the

I

The New York Alumni Club

Invites Everyone to Its

CHRISTITlflS DflnCE
Terrace Suite - Hotel Roosevelt

New York City

Tickets

$5.00
Monday

Dec. 26; 9 to 1

For tickets and toble reservations contact Jim Kelly,

112 Sullivan or Kevin Driscoll, 232 Sheehan.

By Stan Gogoj

Doctor causes laughter with
just an appearance on the stage.

Heywood Hale Broun as the

cemetary lot salesmen is just

wild enough and Richard Mc-
Murray and Peter Turgeon de-

velop their supporting roles

well.

Direction by James Dyas is

sufficiently light to keep things

moving at a funny pace. Scenery
by Frederick Fox is appealing

and serves well in the difficult

daydream scenes.

OnCannnK
with

{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

'TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY
If you have been reading this colunui—and I hope you have;

I mean I genuinely and sincerely hope so; I mean it does not

profit me one farthing whether you read this colunm or not;

I mean I am paid every week by the makers of Marll)oro and
my Hti|)end is not altered in any particular by the number of

I)eople who read or fail to read this column—an act of generosity

totally typical, you would say, if you knew the makers of

Marlboro as I know the makers of Marlboro; I mean here are

tobacconists gray at the temples and full of honors who approach

their art as ingenuously, as eagerly, as trustingly as the youngest

and most innocent of practitioners; I mean the purpose of the

Marlboro makers is siiwply to put the best of all possible filters

behind the best of all {K)ssible tobaccos and then go, head high,

into the market place with their product, confident that the

inborn sense of right and wrong, of good and bad, of shoddy and

meritorious, which is the birthright of every American, will

result in a modest return to themselves for their long hours and

dedicated labors— not, let me hasten to add, that money is of

prime consideration to the makers of Marlboro; all these simple

men require is plain, nourishing food, plenty of Murlboros, and

the knowledge they have scattered a bit of sunshine into the

lives of smokers everywhere: if, I say, you have been reading

this column, you may remember that last week we started a

discussion of what to give our friends for Christmas. .

We agreed, of course, to give cartons of Marlboro to everyone

we know or would like to know. Ttxlay let us look into some
other welconie gifts.

Do you know someone who is interested in American history?

If so, he will surely appreciate a statuette of Millard Fillmore

with a clock in the stomach. (Mr. Fillmore, incidentally, was

the only American president with a clock in his stomach. James

K. Polk had a stemwinder in his head and William Henry
Harrison chimed the quarter-hour, but only Mr. Fillmore, of

all our chief executives, had a clock in his stomach. Franklin

Pierce had a sweep second hand and Zachary Taylor had seven-

teen jewels and Martin Van Buren ticked, but, I repeat, Mr.

Fillmore, and Mr. Fillmore alone, had a clock in his stomach.

Some say that Mr. Fillmore was also the first president tvith

power steering, but most historians assign this distinction to

Chester A. Arthur. However, it haa been established beyond

a doubt that Mr. Fillmore was the first president with centnj,l

heating. No wonder they called him Old Hickory !)

But I digress. To get back to welcome and unusual Christmas

gifts, here's one that's sure to please—a gift certificate from the

American Chiropractic Society. Accompanying each certificate

is this fetching little poem

:

Merry Christmas, Happy New Year.

Joyous sacro-iliac!

May your spine forever shine.

Blessings on your aching back.

May your lumbar ne'er grow nund)er.

May your backbone ne'er dislodge.

May your caudal nei^er dawdle,

Joyeux Noel! Heureux massage!
(& 1000 MaiHhulman

And greetings of the aeaaon from Marlboro's newest partner
in pleasure, the unfiltered, all-new, king-size Philip Morris
Comnuinder, At Yuletide, at any tide, welcome aboard!
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It is extremelv unfortuanfe that The
VILLANOVAN must ote tJie fact that an
unpleasant controversy, long thought dead

and better left buried, has arisen on campus
again. Tlie Treasurer of the Student Coun-

cil, a C & F'er who has always had the in-

terest of his division at heart, in effect

tlueatened the Council Inst week with an
unavoidal)le lesurreclion of tlie old "C & F
cession" movement unless the Council ap-

proved a motion to erect polling places in the

C & F lUiilding at campus election time this

year.
In all the argument over whether or not

tlie i)usiness scIkk)! students have sufficient

school spirit to walk that famous two hun-
dred yjii'ds fiom the C & F Huilding to the

li-aditional Alumni gym polling place, one
significant I'.'ict seems to be consistenly

overl(M)ked: So many C & F students must
work to iHMiiain in scliool that the division's

scliedule is arranged to allow for chiefly

morning classes, with afternoons left free

for djiv-hops to woik.
Thus, tliere is no significant question of

school spirit involved hei'e. K at her, it is a
(luestion of financial feasibility. C & F stud-
ents, for the most part, literally cannot take
the tinie to walk to Alumni, vote, return to

their cars, and get to work on time.
On the other hand, there is a significant

aigument in favor of Alumni gym as the
polling phice: the gym is the traditional
pollinir i)lace. more or less neutral ground,
and is centrally located on the campus.

If the weight of the two arguments—
the one in favor of the C & F students, the
other in favor of Alumni gym—cannot be
gauged and evaluated, and some pi'ogressive
program for voting initiated by the Council,
pej-haps it would be better to maintain the
status quo.

In imy case, the true concept of a Uni-
versity, especially of a Catholic univesrity,
as ;in integral, united, cohesive organism
should remain inviolate. The VILLANO-
VAN. for the first time in its history, pleads
with th(3 Council to take immediate steps to
remedv a situation which can onlv result in
almost-dead embers being stirred to a new
life which could only produce a dagerous dis-
solution of essentia] inter-relationships at
Villanova.'' ' ^'- '';:

:\ :';Kudos MM:!M^'l:
Kudos to the junior class, and to every-

one associated with Oip.hans' Weekend. No
other activity on the part of the student
fl)()dy so iierfectly exemplifies what should
be the motivating spirit behind extra-
curriculai* activities.

Justice and Charity, virtues which
should influence every piiase of student ac-

tivity on the campus, reigned supreme dur-
ing the weekend: in addition, the proverbial
goc 1 time was had by all.

The few difficulties attendant upon the
Ugly Man Contest will, we trust, be elimin-

ated in futuie yeai's, and the contest will

stand witli the Joyce Kiely Mile as one of
f'o notable lighter-hearted Villanova tra-
ditions.

Despite the Ugly Man difficulties, the
Weekend was an overwhelming success.
Congratulations fi'om the entire Villanova
"familv" ai*e in ordei" to junior class Presi-
dent Jim McMonagle and his Orphan? Com-
mittee i'ov a perfectly planned and executed
weekend.

. .
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Letters to

;
the Editor

Are Your Open

Forum ....

Write Them

Christmas Came Early
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I'll see you next yeor, Johnnies.

Letters To The Editor
To the Editor:

Congratulations are in Or-

der to you and your staff for

the fine work which has so

far been evident in the VIL-
LANOyAN. The nppearance
of good constructive criticism

in the voice of the students is

certainly refreshing after the

cohimna of hogwash we have
been subjected to in previ-

ous yetirs. It is the duty of

the newsii>aper to express the

students' opinions and not

merely report facts or serve

as a medium for rpiasi-hu-

morists. Keep up the good

work!
'- If I may defend Mr. Con-

lin's article from Mr. Tighe's

reactionary conservatism, I

would do so by asking the

other students who sympa-
thize with Conlin's views

(and they are numerous), to

shake off the shackles which

liavc been keeping them from
free expression, support him,

and encoirrage him by letters

and the like. ::••;.
Da not mistake me (not

C(m'in. I'm sure), as radicals

or iconoclasts, but as loyal

Villanovans who would like to

sec certain things improved.
Again, congratulations on

the good work and I hope it

continues.

Tony Co(< ill

Junior Arts

To the F:ditors:

A unique all-day Institute on

Law as a Career will be conduc-

ted on Saturday, December 10,

at the Boston College Law
School.

Among the questions to be dis-

cussed by experts will be the

for owing: (1) What of the com-

ing shortage of Lawyers (2)

Who Should Be a Lawyer? (3)

How Should One Interpret a

Score on the Law School Ad-

mission Test? (4) Is a Legal

Education Still The Best Way
to Top Executive Positions in

Boston ?

The all-day seminar, which is

open to all co lege students, will

begin at 10:30 with a sample

class, followed by a talk by As-

sistant Dean Daniel T. Cough-

lin on Opportunities in the Legal

Profession. Lunch will follow at

which all participants will be

guests of the Lew School.

Open Forum
A trial conducted by senior

students will be followed by an
open forum at which thre« fac-

u ty members and a student rep-

resentative will discuss every

po.ssible question which pre-legal

students might have.

AH students interested in a

career in law are invited to at-

tend this Institute. No reserva-

tions are required.

Charlie Straub "

Boston College, '62
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opinion*) ex-prcHKed herein do not necessarily reflect

the official views of the I^nlversity.

ThiH newspaper is dtMlirated to one of the
finest men who evor entered Villanova: Scholar,
Athlete, Gentleman

—

LEO GOOOREAU

I
CAMPUS CAMERA
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Do yon think that ^cparat^ divisional polling

places for the spring class oftirer elections would
be desirable as opposed to the present system?

I do n-ot feel that seperate polling places

are either essential or necessary for the proper
election of our class ollicers. If,

however, a greater percentage of

the students would vote when
this system was used. I would
be willing to lend my support.

Kevin Flynn, Psychology, 'Gl

I believe divisional polling is much better

than the old form because it will enable the stu-

dents in each section to vote

more suickly, and thereby bring

out a greater number of voters.

It is als-o more advantageous

tlian the other system because

it is more convenient for the

students.

Allan Toloinea, Arts, 'Gl

Maybe in 1970. the cami)u.s will be large

enough to warrant more than one polling place,

but until then. Villanovans

should not run the risk of en-

couraging disinterested students

to vote on matters that do not

seem to concern tliem.

A'ince Kirk, Math, 'Gl

Our present system of centralized polls is

very |)oor. To many students, especially in the

C & F division find it difficult to

get to Alumni Hall to vote. If

polling places were extended to

Mendel, Alumni, and C & F, it

would make voting easier for

everyone and there would be an
increased number of student

votes.

Tom Stagliano, L\, '63

Since Villanova has expanded to such a

large extent, change has to inevitably occur.

\'r'
--':

--ps-V-'':: Thai is why I believe that there

should be added polling centers..

In regular elections, the p^irties

try to facilitate means for the

voters to vote and not to cause
thorn reasons to avoid it.

Judy Jones, Nursing, 'G*i ,..!.:'.

EISENHOWER FUND DEDICATED

Princeton, N. J.— (I.P.)—^President Eisen-

hower's leadership in the world has been honored
at Princeton University with the creation of The
Dwight D. Ei.senhower Fund dedicated "to the

preparation of young men for careers in Inter-

national fields of endeavor and to improved un-

derstanding of foreign nations and peoples."

Announcement of the establishment of The
Eisenhower Fund, with the express approval of

President Eisenhower, was made here by Dr.

Robert F. Goheen, president of Princeton, who
reported that an anonymous Princeton family
has made a gift of $500,000 to create a perma-
nent fund in recognition of the President's broad
interest and constructive influences in world
affairs.

"Initially," Dr. Goheen said, "income from
The Eisenhower Fund will be used to strengthen
our faculty in the field of modern descriptive

linguistics as applied to foreign-language teach-
ing, for the study -of language, properly conceived
and undertaken, is a prime avenue of understand-
mg into the aspirations, the intimate feelings,

the thought patterns of others.

Orchids For Zany *Send Me'
No Flowers; Wayne Stars

I

CulturalAffairs Calendar

Philadelpliia Museum of Art
December 11, JKecitiarl: Stringart (Quartet, Contem-

porary Chamber Musk; Society.

l>ec<eniber M, Prlntn of the fVench Renaissance, an
illustrated talk by Colin KLsler, New
V<irk University Institute of Fine
Arts.

^ ^ 4

Theatre
Forrest: The World of Suzie Wong.
Shubert: My Fair Lady %vlth Michael Evans and

Caroline Dixon.

Erianger: Wildcat, starring Lucille Bail.

Holy Family College: Jenny Kissed Me. Dec. 9,

10, 11.

Villanova Grad. Theatre Dept. — Vasey Hall Auditorium
The December 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 8:30 p.m.

To take what appears to be a
one shot joke and successfully

make a two and a half hour
comedy out of it is a difficult

thing to do but Norman Bar-
asch and CaroU Moore have
done just this in "Send Me No
Flowers".

Take one hypochondriac who
overhears his doctor talking

about a dying man and thinks

it himself, add some pretty wild

neighbors, a pretty wife and an
old boyfriend and you can for-

see some of the results. Al-

tliough some of the situations

arc obvious they do prove fun.

Witness the scene in which
the "doomed man" talks to a

happy-go-lucky cemetery lot

salesman (he likes people) and
when told that all the tomb-
stones must be four feet high
only, replies that it must be like

an after-life Levittown. Or, take
the scene when he decides to

marry off his wife with her old

boyfriend, or he confesses to

the unfaithfulness that his wife
accuses him of to clear the air,

all these seem fairly wild and
improbable but in the context
of the show prove very funny.

Wayne As Hypochondriac
In the chief role of the hypo-

chondriac We have a very
talented David Wayne. Like
Jack Benny, his one look in

certain situations is worth a
thousand words. His comedy
talents add immeasurably to

the show. It's a pleasure fco see
him back on the scene.

Co-starring with Mr. Wayne
is the very pretty Nancy Olson.
Portraying his wife she regis-

ters just the proper amount of
reaction to her wild husband
and forms a perfect balance to
his actions. Like Mr. Wayne
and the rest -of the cast she
seems to have a lot of fun in

the role, a spirit which adds to
the enjoyment of the audience.
The supporting cast is also ex-

cellent. Frank Merlin as tlie

By Stan G090J

Doctor causes laughter with
just an appearance on the stage.

Heywood Hale Broun as the
cemetary lot salesmen is just

wild enough and Richard Mc-
Murray and Peter Turgeon de-

velop their supporting roles
well.

Direction by James Dyas is

sufficiently light to keep things
moving at a funny pace. Scenery
by PYederick Fox is appealing
and serves well in the difficult

daydream scenes.

f

I

I
»

The New York Alumni Club
;:::: -:v:./v:: Invites Everyone to Its ^:;.^;^'m4!J'!l

CJHRI3TmflS D^nCE
Terrace Suite — Hotel Roosevelt

New York City

I

#

Tickets

$5.00
Monday

Dec. 26; 9 to 1

For tickets and table reservations contact Jim KelSy,

112 Sullivan or Kevin Driscoll, 232 Sheehan.

On Campus
with

MaxShulman

(Author of "/ »Vi.s- n IWri-ayr Pworf", "The Many
Lores of Dohh' (HIUk", de.)

'TIS THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY
If yiMi liavo'lK'cii rc!i(liii^ this cohmni' and I iiojo you have:

I mean I ^ciuiiiiciy and sincerely lidpe s<»; I mean it dties not

profit me one fartliinti; wlietlier you read this column or not;

I mean I am paid every \ve«'k hy the makers of Marll.oro and
Miy stipt'iid is not altered in any particular liy th<> number of

people who read or fail to read tills column an act of uenerosity

totally ty|)ical, you would say. if you knew the makers of

Marlboro as 1 know the makers of Marlboro: \ mean here are

tobacconists jrray at the tem|)les and full of honors who ap|>roach

their art as injiemi(»usly, as ('a^crly, as trustinuly as the youiiL'i st

and most innocent of practiti<iners: I mean the purpose of the

Marllioro makers is simply to put the best of all possible filters

behind the best of all |M»ssible tobaccos and then uo, head liitili.

into the market place with their pntduct. confident that the

inborn srnseof rifiht and wronn. "f goo I and bad. of slMKJdy and
meritorious, which is the birthriv:Iit of every American, will

result in a modest return to themselves tor their lonir iiours and
dedicated labors not, let me hasten t(» add. that money is of

prime consideration to the makers of Marll)or(»; all these simple

uion re<|uire is plain, nourishiiifj food, plenty of .Murlboros, and
the knowledge they have scattered a bit i>\' sunshiiK* into the

lives of smokers everywhere: if. I say, you huve been reading

this column, you may remember that last week we started a

discussion of wh;it to gixc our friends for Christmas.

.^>^ArU"'

" We agreed, of course, to give cartons of Marllioro to everyctne

we know or would like to know, Tmiay let us look into some
other welcome gifts. • '

I)o you know someone who is interested in American history?

If so, he will surely appreciate a statuette of Millard Killmore

with a clock in the stomach. (Mr. Fillmore, incidentally, wa» ;•

the only Ann'rican president with a clock in his stomach. James .'

K. Polk had a stemwinder in his head and William Henry
Harrison chimed the (luarter-hour, but only Mr. Killmore, of

all our chief executives, had a clock in his stomach. Franklin

Pierce had a sweep second hand and Zachary Taylor had seven-

teen jewels and Martin \'an Huren ticked, but, I repeat, Mr.
Fillmore, and Mr. Fillmore alone, had a clock in liis stomach.
Some .say that Mr. Fillmore was also the first pnsithut iritli

pourr HUtrincj, but mctst historians a.ssign this distinction to

Chester A. Arthur. However, it has been established beyond
a doubt that Mr. Fillmore wax the first president with central

heating. No wonder they called him Old Hickory!)

Hut I digress. To get back to welcome and unusual Chri.stmas

gifts, here's one that's sure to please -a gift certificate from the

American Chiropractic Society. Accompanying each certificate

is this fetching little [xxmu:

Mrrrif Christmas, llappn Svw Ytar,

,/nifoiis snrro-iliar!

Mnij !/onr spim fonnr shim,

lihssings on ifour aching hirk'.

Mail tptur lumbar nc'tr grow nntnlnr,

Maif ijour hackhoni ni'tr tlislodgv.

May j/our caudal ncnr dawdh,

Joycux \ocl! Uturcux massage!
' ll))MI Mnx Shiilmnn

And greetings of the season from Marlboro's newest partner
in pleasure, the unfiltered, all-new, king-size Philip Morris
Commander. At Yuletide, at any title, welcome aboard!
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Sp—rlfimlhm
"War Is A Terrible Thing"

Or "Let Us All Be Friends" ^^Ugly*^ Cofitest 'Tradition?
By Al LoMattra

World War II ended fifteen is found in a freshly linened day
years ago, but the perennial war bed supplied for the comfortable

film never fails to revive every journey of all war prisoners,

aspect of the five-year night- Pearl Harbor Dump?
mare. From 1941 to 1947 the Let's just hope this joke isn't

. film industry conoenterated on carried too far or next month
the war itself. "Bataan," "Guad- they'll be telling us that the

alcanal Diary," "Purple Heart" Jaipanese thought Pearl Harbor

and "Cross of Lorraine" provide was really an ammunition dump
wholesome propagandist enter- for the war surplus, created

tainment for all the Jacks and when China and Southeast Asia

Jills who stayed at home and out decided to become good neigh-

of the trenches. bors to Japan in 1939. I won-

Pollowing the war years and <Jer who the absent minded

redevelopment period, the thea- P'umber was that accidentally

tres of American were flooded crossed the water piper with the

with dozens of oanal tintypes of «ras pipe at Buchenwald? Can

the above mo- fifteen years change the atti-

tion pictures ^ude of a nation that much?

and were also bounding Off

introduced Although the quality of mo-

to the psycho- tion pictures to be shown on

logical war film campus this year has improved

("Hope of the ("<jiant," "The Robe"), the fact

Brave" "The ®^^^i remains that such program-

Men," "To Hell and Back"). ™»« ^^ still far behind that of

-, J , ^ 1 ^:-„ the average colleges and univer-
Today, producers ^d direc-

^^.^^ .^ ^^ local area or in the
tors, realizmg that tiiese ap-

^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
proaches to war are old hat and j^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ Villanova
that even Korea has become an- Tru,f^^f„:„^^„f r«««,«,iff.»« i,

other name on the elobe have
Bntertamment Committee u

other name on the globe, have
p^rpogely funneling past "box

finally found a way to drag toe ^jj4 bonanzas" into Vasey
skeleton out of the closet, while

Auditorium because as they
no longer hurtmg the feelmgs ^.^^ .^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^
of our wartime eneniies (now

^^ yillanova University isn't
friends), and above all, niaking

^^j ^^ appreciating any-
sure of the foreign purchasing ^f ^^^. j^^-^y^^^ ^^^ ^^^
power of a film. It looks as if,

intellect is caoable of eraaoine
Dino Di Laurentis ("War and ^'*^®"«*;^ *^ capable or grasping

Peace" "Temnest'') has ta^n
^"^Sgestive comedy ("Don't Go

reace, ^^npest ) nas taken
j^^^^. ^j^^ water") and plasma-

the lead in t^is latest h^ ^^ jng war stories ("Hell To
with the introduction of Para-

Eternity"); but as far as the
mount's "Under Ten Flags" to

^eal sci^ei classics are con-

SPEERS
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the nabes.

Fundamentally Sound
cerned, we just won't spend the

$.50 (so badly needed by the

Fundamentally this World Entertainment Committee) for

War II action drama is a very admission to the auditorium,

sound fihn. Based on a true "Julius Caesar," "Lili," "The

story of a German naval captain Brothers Karamazov," "Show

of a surface raider (excellently Boats," "Lust For Life," "Amer-

portrayed by Van Heflin). who ican in Paris," "Quo Vadis,"

preyed on Allied and neutral "Richard HI," and dozens of

ships traveling the high seas, other films can be enjoyed in

the melodrama runs fast and hundreds of institutions from

furious with nary a dull moment t^© University of San Francisco

on the screen. His war of nerves to Newark State Teachers Col-

with the British admiralty, iege, and can be played to pay-

magnificently represented in the ing capacity customers; but our

always welcome presence of the '^Motion Picture Service" must

great CTharles Laughton. comes wait another twenty years while

off well and the audience is Villanova students learn to ap-

soon absort)ed m the simultane- preciate the Classics. Is that so?

ously running intense counter- or Is that so!runmng
plots. It is in the incredible and
unbelievable plot twists that this

film falls flat.

Physics Talk Slated

_. , .. • J J Mr. Robert A. Tracy, manajjor
Di Laurentis has produced a

^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^.J^^ depart-
solid and slick package of en- ^^^^ ^^ Burroughs Corporation,
tertaimnent but m his desire p^^j. p^ ^.^^ ^ ^^ J^^^ ^^^
tor good ^x-office returns he

j^^^^^ Chapter of the American
has stretched the ongmal true j^g^.^^^ ^^ pj^ .^^ ^^ ,j,j^^^^.
rtory to the point of breaking,

while making sure he has not
hurt the feelings of any war
veterans in the audience who
might remember what "over

there" was really like. His
philosophy follows. The German
nation is no longer an enemy.
Naziiam is dead and they are

our friends. Why outrage them
with the truth?
The Nazi naval captain must

do his job. He is really a friend

and it is too bad that all the

"meanies" in the world mis-

understand him. He doesn't
really want to sink ships and
the sight of blood repulses him.
'Hiat is the "real" reason why
the benevolent Fuhrer will make
him an Admiral in charge of

genocide next month. He loves

everyone, especially Jewish war
prisoners whom he treats with
the utmost of courtesy and re-

spect; and heaven help the

crsw if a tiny chigger or tick

day, December 15 at 10:30 a.m.

in the Physics Lab located on
the fourth floor of Mendel Hall.

Mr. Tracy's topic will be "Mag-
netic Research'.'

Part Time
$200 »

Month Sahry
Sell Mln-max, new teach-

ing machine for students.

Ten men needed for pro-
motion and demonstration
of tUs new macliie. Must
be available four evenii^s
per week from 6-9 pt^n^

No selling experience neces-
sary. Auto supplied.

Call Mr. CarroU, TR 7-S020

MI 9-9020

One compl|aint frequently
made pf Villanova by thinking-

students both on
and off campus,
is our lack of
student unity.
The outsider
sees this dearth
at athletic con-

tests and as stu-

dents we see it

thwarting some-
t i m e — noble

endeavors by our student gov-
ernment or splitting an already
divided campus.
Once in a while, but o' so rare-

ly, something will glitter over
tb» horizon, that has promise
of acoompUshing some semblance
of VU student body unity.

We believe that the Joyce
Kiely Mile is such an example.
Rv/n by the three carn/piis frater-

rnties, the Mile is a Villanova
student activity in the true
sense—run for, by, and with VU
students.

Last week we witnessed here
once again this elusive unifying

spirit in the Ugly Man Contest
initiated and executed by the
junior class.

Unfortunately, tJiere were a
couple of isolated oases of stu-

dent-faculty displeasure oonoem-
Ing both the entry of certain

names in the contest and the ad-
visibility of conducting such a
contest that could possibly be
construed as offensive.

We say unfortunately for any
cries of antipathy or "foul'* can
only serve to impede the contin-
vation of the contest in the fu-
ture; especially now, in its in-

fant stage.

As to the contest's being gen-
erally offensive, we can only ask
that one objectively consider the
sight of a burly, cilia-legged,

mop-headed, replica of a girl,

complete with a balooned 98V^
inch bust, boMly streaking
through the campus gayly wav-
hig to all in sight atop the back

ly Bill Sp«trt

seat of an opened car, and at-

tempt to think of it as anything
but offensive.

Yet every fall for the past

five years this spectacle has
taken ptaee at Villaiiova and lias

been laughed up by student and
faculty, alike and shows prom-

ise of l)eoomlng a great Villanova
tradition.

This is because the Joyce
Kiely Mile is participated in the'

spirit in which it was intended
and is taken no more seriously

than a glass of water. Such
should be the spirit in which the

Ugly Man Contest be taken.

Undoubtedly, in the first days
of the contest there was a def-

inite tinge of antimosity among
the voters toward the candidates,

but it is also our belief that
any animosity evident toward
the close of the contest was fos-

tered by these certain candidates
themselves when voter antagon-
ism had all but disappeared.

(Continued on Page 7)
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Marking another Milestone V--.

Rich in history and rich in promise, too - that's York
County, Pennsylvania.

And the telephone company covering this prosperous

and progressive community has recently become a
member of the General Telephone family.

York's pattern of growth is typical of the areas Gen Tel

serves in 31 states. Long famous for its fertile fields

and well-kept farms, the county has enjoyed a remark-
able industrial expansion since World War II.

Typical, too, of these growing areas is their growing
need for more telephones. And that is>where Gen Tel

comes in with the experience to provide improved ser-

vice and the willingness to invest in nxxJem communi-
cations equipment

This is Just one of the ways we are working to supply
more and better telephone service for a growing
America -present and future.

TELEPHONEiELECTRONIOS

'Round Mldnlghf Spomrltualhm

1

I

I
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Movies ARE Better Than Contest Possible Tradition

Ever; Foreign Ones, That Is
By Jo* Zawaekl

A few years ago, the threat

of the "idiot box" threw the
movie distributors of America
into a panic. New devices were
sought to bring the lost patrons
out of their living room tombs
and as in all crusades, a motto
was found at the front where
it could easily be waved at us

like a flag. This slogan, as al-

most everyone knows, was the

heart-rendering cry of the mon-
ey makers, "Movies are better

than ever."

In line with this amusing bit

of propaganda, "B" pictures

were virtually eliminated and
more money was spent on big-

ger pictures. Bigger, that is, in

cost, not quality; hence such

marathon ache - producers as

(Continued from Page 6)

While we fake strong exoep- group on campus will boost their

tion to those Individuals (voters own candidates in an attempt
and candidates) who attempted to cap the "Ugly" trophy,

to transform the contest into a Through spirit of this caliber.,
personal battleground, we don't ^e can attain the student unity
beUeve that that early feeling missed here on campus so badly.
Is representative of the ovemU

;, ^^ ^^ ,^^^ ^^ ^^^^
spirit to which tt*e contest waa

^^^ ,^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^
conducted and should be passed ^ ^^^^ to chanty, it is
off as first y«tr growtag pains. ^^^^^ ^^ g^„^^^ ^^.^ f^^ ^^

The concept of an Ugly Man
^^ irrelevant when dealing with

Contest xs nothing new. A glance
^^^ desirbHity and the ethics

at the many exchange newspa-
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ .^^^^,

pers that flow into the VILLA- ^ , ^, - ^,

NOVAN office daily reveals , ^^ o^^^^ sugg^tion for the

that many other colleges future runmng of the contest

throuhout the country conduct Jf^^^^^ ^ *? «^,^1^« admhustra-

simUar contests and that the
"on and faculty members aiid

usual translation of the word K^^^^^ candidacy to the stu-

"ugly** in regard to this contest
^^^^*

ia popular. if if ir
A too literal interpretation of

the word "ugly", we believe, lies GNUVOB . . . We see where

"Ben-Hur", "Spartacus", and taste. But take note again that the filming of true-life films. And
fg^^^j.

"The Alamo". The producers the percentage was 7 out of 10, firom Greece, the American exile ^^ ,.

somewhere at the root of the the eternally vigilant American
'I'M ALL RIGHT JACK.* Ian Camrichael (right) and Peter Sellers contest's troubles this year. Civil Liberties Union is seeking

Interpretation is an important to abolish the singing of Christ-

in this contest and we mas Carols in public school class-

. .^ 1.1. X iin tr .. J ... * ^ J 1- M . _i T 1 T^ i. i-u i- —" - think that the spirit of room^ around the country . . .

even saw to it ttiat "Ben Hur" and this from a hard-boiled cri- Jules Dassin sent us the poig- ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ uXtim^e m<yve
set a new record for Academy tic who has seen more than a nant "Never On Sunday a lee- ti^i^^ed than by the football by the Union someday, will be
Awards hi sweeping ahnost few movies. ture agamst would-be do-good-

players who canva^d he dorms to confiscate from eviry mint
everything but Wilt Chamber- Where does this leave you and fs. which Dassm wrote, pro-

j^^^ Thursday night and coUec- all coin presses bearing "In God
ain's foul-«hootmg trophies at me? Well, if you're mature duced, directed, and starred in. ^d a sum reported m excess of We Trust- tie them to the feet
last years fiasco. Of course no enough to want more for your Fmally from Bntam, two of the

^^q ^ ^„ ^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^.^ of Irving Berlin for wnting "God
one took ttie time to mention money than Hollywood's come- finest performances of the year

^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^/ ^ ^^^^ America^ and cast off the

?l^ ^X ^1^ '^!f
""""^ f !" f*^' ""^i"^ "^.'^t: ^!P^lf "^."If^ S ^r Gumness spy m Our y^,^ ^^^^ ^^^,^ ^^^ ^^ edgeof Mt.McKinleytothetune

(after the chanot race) for for laughter ("The Apartment"), Man hi Havana and Laurence j^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^
^'^fP^u'^m^.''''^^

?® equipped or their dramas which have slip- Harvey's brilliant heel in the ceding from it we envisioned that ti^mU anthem by a navajo In^
with buUt-mreservoiw of tears, ped so low as to include ncest colorful "Expresso Bongo". in coming years eadi club and dian.

ir ir if ("Suddenly Last Summer"), or Z Z Z-1 __
Now with all this blaring of their horrendous war-films, in

trumpets and public relations which you can't hear the bombs
trash, you no longer see import- through the cliches ("All The
ant pictures at regular prices Young Men"), then take the time

and in continuous shows. Oh to be more discrmiinate. If you
no! It costs more money to want trash, there's always TV.
make bigger stinkers so charge But if you're going to spend

the suckers more cash and get money, for your own sake, get

them to ))elieve that if they your money's worth,

don't shell^out $2.05 for our orgy ir if it
that they will not only be mis- The foregoing is not meant to

sUig the event of their lives, but lead you to believe that Holly-

they will also be squares. EIrgo, wood cannot pix>duce anything

you get a bunch of clowns who worthwhile. On the contrary,

just have to be "in" and P. T. we can look back on the past

Bamum's theory gets proven year and fiind much to be satis-

again. fied with in the likes of the mem-
However, all is not lost, for orable "On The Beach", depress-

the mhiority is not to be denied. i»g though it may have been.

The "voice in the wilderness" Also "The Dark At The Top Of

still has a chance to be heard The Stairs", "The Magnificent

(if he shouts loud enough). Like Seven" and more recently, "In-

all ponderous monsters, the Hoi- h«rit The Wind",

lywood giants have made a fa- But is this not comparable to

tal mistake. They have under- drops in the stream when com-

estimated the enemy, for despite pared to the seemingly endless

all the hullaballo, attendance succession of brilliant British

continues to dwmdle and movies satires that weave their merry

still lose money by the bushel, way into the Green Hill (eg,

Why? It's elementary. All the "I'm AH Right, Jack" and the

money m the world is not going current "Left, Right, and Cen-

to create quality that isn't there, tre") Or to just mention a few

and it is here that Hollywood <iue bo lack of space, how about

exposes its Achilles Heel. the delightful Belgian documeo-
JL. JL JL tary, "Masters Of The Congo.

Just as dn poliUcs, it is our J^"8^»«"' "^^'^^ ^^^'^ ^^""^ ^^^

overseas competition that is tak-

ing advantage of our stupidity,

and it is here that the movie-

goer who cares will find his

elixir, namely, quality. In 1952,

when a genius named Guin-
ness captured the fancy of the

Art House devotees with a
sprightly nomp entitled "The
Lavender Hill Mob", the foreign

moguls suddenly realized that

there was a sizable market in

"Disneyland" for their relative-

ly low-cost pictures.

And how far has this revolt

progressed? Well, it's only one
person's ofrinion but a week ago.

Mildred Martin of the Inquhrer

picked her annual Top Ten and
this writer was most surprised

to find that seven of these ten

were foreignmade. Now ordin-

arily, this comer stays clear of

"top ten" Ihits because they too

often reflect a person's arbitrary

Uncle Walt himself a lesson in

My Neighbors

**Your move."

how to get a head
It's easy to make headway (female-wise, campus-wise and
every-wise) if you use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic . . . made spe-

cially for men who use water with their hair tonic. 'Vaseline'

Hair Tonic's 100% pure, light grooming oil replaces oil that
water removes. 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic will not evaporate . . .

will remain clear and clean. And just a little does a lot \

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
'»Mit>Hl' It * •toitttace TMoiKAnii o' CMCti**eu«M'roNO'i lac
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OpiM^lHi Migazihe To Foster

Serious Student Thought

.-'c .'V*

The founders of the new
"idea" magazine, Frank Mc-
Cormick, Frank Battaglia, and

Joe Mastromato, have announc-

ed definite plans which are

hoped will become a reality in a
polished literary production is-

sued sometime after the mid-

semester break.

"At the current time," asserts

McCormick, "the format of the

magazine will be similar to that

of America or The National Re-

view and will probably contain

from thirty to forty pages." The

deadline for material is now ten-

tatively set for the fourth of

January which would, according

to McCormick, "give any in-

terested student the required

time to complete any necessary

research for their article." He
also stressed the fact that the

ideas would have to come from

the students themselves and that

they should concern themselves

with a subject in which they are

particularly interested. .
•

.

Organizational Meeting

An organizational meeting will

be held on next Monday, Decem-

ber 12th, for aJl prospective

writers and personnel. All pre-

pared material may be submitted

at this meeting. The only cri-

teria for acceptance would be

that they contain ideas of in-

terest to most Villanovans and

that the subject be carefully in-

vestigated and expertly pre-

sented.

Council
(Continued from Paige 2)

ed by acclamatio^n . . . "ATof big

enough," they said, "for accla-

mation'* . . . small, boys, small

4 . . Glud to see Bob DeLisa can

his cud cutting after the first

fev^ minutes of the meeting . . .

wonder if he stuck it under-

neath the podium . . . Lloyd
Nvry caught reading the stock

quotations . . . also Joe Rvmy
caught studiously scanning
Robertas Rules of Order at the

outset of the meeting . . . must
have anticipated the subtle bed-

larS later on in the meeting . . .

Gene Felch may not have been

the best dressed of the evening

but in his Peruvian style shirt-

jacket he certainly was the most
• colorful . . . meeting brightened

by appearance of Mrs. Bob
Scalia . . . excellent report com-
piled and read by Jim Strazella

on the Student Council commun-
ication problem unth Adminis-
tration, faculty, and students

. . . liked especially his idea on

a VILLANOVAN series on his-

tory and function of the Student

Government . . . ho w ever, we
would need better than fifty per

cent cooperation from the Coun-
cil if the series is ever to. be-

come a reality.., DeLisa

needled throughout evening by

thorn named Williams . . . un-
foriumite that Frank Carol-an

had to admonish himself and
the Council for "the disgraceful

performance here tonight" . . .

but o' tis true, tis true . . . Gene
Fetch's average is improving
, . . in the Senate meeting, out

of his six motions, five were
recommended for defeat, how-
ever, at the Congress meeting,

only four of these were nixed

. . . keep it up, Gene . . . despite

all the hot air that has emitted

during the course of the nearly

three-hour meeting, the East
Lounge drafts stUl iced one*s

toes.
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The primary purpose of this

magazine is to stimulate the

thinking of the Villanova Stud-

ent Body by presenting to it

worthwhile and interesting ideafi.

In reference to material, Mc-
Cormick also states, "his maga-
zine must not be a haven for old

term papers but must seriously

endeavor to be written expertly

enough to arrest and hold the

reader's attention."

"Thus far," emphasizes Mc-
Cormick, "our publication has
received the approval of the ad-

ministration and the enthusiastic

support of a number of faculty

members, in particular Dr.

O'Shea, Dr. Rofinot, and Mr.

McGowen who have also been
appointed as our activity moder-
ators."

Thrse Johnnies examine gifts heaped upon them at Climbcls
by their "dates" for the day.

Tutor Program Goes Into

Effect Sometime Next Week

* » iiu»,r; »»''i*--. » • • * * •

.-*^^'

The Student Tutor Associa-
tion will be in full time opera-
tion early next week, according
to Charlie Laubus, co-ordinator
of the Association.

At the present time Laubus
and his committee are arrang-
ing schedules for the tutors
and the students who request
their assistance.

The main purpose of the tutor
program is t^o provide students
who are having difficulty in a
particular subject with the
necessary help which will assist

them in passing.

Laubus emphasized that this

service is free of charge and is

given on a confidential basis.

He added that any student de-

siring to tutor or who is seeking
help, may sign up for the pro-

gram at a table set up in Dough-
erty Hall on Friday, Decem-
ber 9.

After this Friday, anyone de-

siring to sign up should contact
Jim Stradzela in 319 Sheehan,
Charlie Laubus in 323 Sheehan
or inquire in the Student Coun-
cil Office, 2nd floor of Dough-
erty Hall.

-¥^ ^^
Laubus continued, "Whenever

the student feels that he has

received sufficient aid he may
discontinue the tutoring. No

tutoring will be given within

two weeks of semester exams,

un'ess it is agreeable to both

the student and the tutor."

He concluded that the organi-

zation was created with the be-

lief that better understanding

can sometimes come through a

person closer in age—a fellow

student.

The primary goal of the

tutor is to induce better under-

standing. He will also try to

help if the student has bad
study habits or has misinter-

preted the subject matter. If

these problems are overcome
the sincere student will cer-

tainly improve.

The Association assigns a

student tutor to the individual.

The tutor then meets with the

student and they decide on the

number and times of their meet-

ings. From that point on, the

sucness depends on the tutor

and the student.

FACULTY WIVES NEED
ENTERTAINER FOR

ANNUAL XMAS PARTY.
APPLY TO MR. CUM-
MINGS IN HISTORY

OFFICE.

Filters for

Tareyton has the taste-^

Dual FQter
does it

!

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL HLTER DOES IT:

NEWmiAL FILTER

1.R comMiM a iniqut ipOK fiNw of ACTIVATH) CNMOOAL.
d«finitri¥Dfoi>idtomaiMflMtoitiofacinfMli«iMaadM^

2. with a puff whtta olitaf ffRtar. Tairtkaf llity talact and balan

Ilia flavor ftamafitt in tha snaha. Tarayton t flwaf*

yav ttia baat taita af Ifca bast totaecoa.

ERTawyton

CAMPUS NEWS BRIEFSri*
Physics Talks

Since it is common knowledge

that all too many great scien-

tific minds are hampered by the

inability to express their ideas,

the Villanova Chapter of the

American Institue of Physics

has initiated a series of student

talks in an attempt to alleviate

this situation.

On November 17, Ronald P.

Leppig, a senior physics major,

delivered an influential talk on,

"The Momentum of Photons."

Carrying on the crusade for

better expression, John DeSanto,

a junior physics major and vice-

president of the club, spoke on

the topic of, "Probability," at

the December 1 meeting.

Self-Expressiota

The primary purpose of these

student talks is to provide t^e

members, especially the seniors,

with the necessary experience

to convey their learning. This

public speaking will be required

of all science majors when they

enter the i ndustrial world.

Every senior physics major will

be given an opportunity to speak

to the club m the hope that this

inabilty of expression, so preva-

lent in the scientific world, will

be greatly limited in Villanova

graduates.

Those interested in taking ad-

vantage of this offer should

contact the president, fA Casella

to make the necessa^;y arrange-

ments.

"Messiah" At Concert
A superb rendition of Han-

del's Messiah, given by the

combined glee clubs of Villa-

nova and Rosemont, was the

highlight of last Monday eve-

ning's Christmas Concert. Under
the direction of Mr. Herbert
Fiss, the chorus splendidly con-

veyed the stirring and inspira-

tional message of Handel's mas-
terpiece.

A large crowd, including

members of the faculty and ad-

ministration, was present as the

sounds of the joyous Christmas

season echoed through the Field

House.
Villanova's Concert Band and

the Villanova Singers provided

the additional entertainment.

The Singers performed some of

the excellent, but not too popu-

lar music of the season, while

the concert band countered by
playing the more familiar

Christmas songs.

The entire performance went
smoothly and provided an en-

joyable evening in the spirit of

Christmas.

Astronomers' Plans
The Astronomy Club of Villa-

nova was organized in the fall

of 1953 to promote interest in

the study of the universe.

Through the inexhaustible en-

ergy of its moderator, the Very
Rev. Edward P. Jenkins, OSA,
much time and effort has been
put into the Villanova Astron-
omical Observatory atop Men-
del Hall.

The Astronomy Club is always
of topical interest and is of

much value to the student in-

terested in contemporary world
affairs. Created on the thres-

hold of the space age, it is be-

coming increasingly important

to the modern-day student. The
club members are looking for-

ward to the day when they can
avail themselves of the observa-

tory facilities on the roof of the

new Mendel Hall.

The Astronomy Club will

undertake a field trip to the Fels

Planetarium in Philadelphia on
Wednesday, December 7. Mem-
bers will be entertained by the

movi€ "Eye on the Universe."

Aides are being arranged for

any member interested in at-

tending the show by the Club's

president Gene Guicheteau.

r

(

A • :... a- :

. . . and our opportunities and rewards are great. Be-

cause data processing applications have been grow-

ing rapidly, we have a number of different kinds of

openings in Data Processing Marketing for outstand-

ing men with exceptional ability and ambition.

The rewards are excellent and the work challenging.

Men who qualify will be trained to introduce the most

modern data processing techniques to top executives

in business and industry, and to act as consultants

to present users.

You naturally have a better chance to grow

wKh a growth company.

We would like to talk to you if you will be receiving a

bachelor's or advanced degree in engineering, sci-

ence, mathematics, economics, or business admin-

istration. IBM will interview on your campus soon.

See your Placement Director for additional informa-

tion and to arrange an appointment. Or, if you prefer,

please write:

Mr. L. M. Sterner, Branch Manager, IBM Corp.,

812 Welsh street, Chester, Pa., TR 4-4356

DATA PROCESSING DIVISION

Psych Club Grows
One of the less widely her-

alded organizations on campus
is the Villanova Society for

Psychological Investigation,
otherwise known as the Psych
Club. This year, as part of an
extensive porgram, the Psych
Club has fostered lectures by
prominent men in the field of

psychology. These men have
been from such institutions as

the Devereaux Foundation,

Saint Joseph's Parapsychology
Laboratory, the Wyeth Labora-
tories, and from Villanova it-

self.

The moderator of the club is

Dr. Frank McGurk, who is cer-

tainly one of the well known
authorities in the area of psy-

chology today. We, therefore,

take pleasure in announcing the

opportunity for all interested

students and faculty members to

listen to Dr. McGurk lecture on
December 14 at 7:30 p.m. in

Mendel Hall. The title of Dr.

McGurk's lecture is "The Valid-

ity of Discussion of Race Dif-

ferences in Psychology."

A brief preview of the con-

tents of this lecture is in the

following abstract. "The valid-

ity of race differences rests not

on moral -considerations, but on
factual ones. Thus, political

equality is not the same as psy-

chological or physical equality,

because the former is based on
value judgments about a desir-

able political system, and the

latter are based on measurable
evidence—^not on value judg-

ments."

IRS Travels To UN
The Villanova International

Relations Society made its an-

nual field trip to the United
Nations on Tuesday, Decem-
ber 6.

The members and their mod-
erator, Dr. Fritz Nova of the

History and Political Science

Dept., left the University Field

House by chartered bus at

7 a.m., and arrived at New
York at 10 p.m. The group at-

tended a session of the General
Assembly followed by an ex-

tensive guided tour of the

United Nations Building. One of

the highlights of their day was
an address by a UN official on
the problems confronting South-
east Asia.

The club returned to the
Villanova campus at 7:30 that

evening, completing a very edu-

cational trip with a clearer

understanding of the structure

and the diversified functions of

the United Nations.

Bus Service Planned
Joe Tate and Butch McNally,

co-chairmen of the Spirit Com-
mittee, have recently announced
the possibility of arranging a
bus service to away games. This
service, as outlined by Tate, is

intended to increase the attend-
ance and achool ^phit at th^sa
games*
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&rid Appraisal:

Injuries Mar 1960 Season;

36 VarsityMen Return In '61

The Alex Bell-coached Villa-

nova Wildcats compiled a disap-

pointing 2-8 record this |past

football season. There is, how-
ever, a small consolation in the

fact that with a small amount
of Lady Luck's grace, the foot-

ball fortunes of Villanova would

have been greatly improved. The
big bugaboo for the 'Cats, as it

is for most athletic teams, was
injuries. The list of seriously

wounded included among others

Tom O'Rourke, incapacitated at

a time when he threatened to

double the college pass inter-

ception record; stellar linemen

Joe Luzzi, Larry Sopko, and
Sam Gruneisen, and backfield

aces Nick Langone, Larry Glu-

eck, and Lou Rettino.

The Wildcats started things

off on a rather optimistic note

against Marquette, although

they lost the game. Very ner-

vous in the first half, the sopho-

more studded eleven spotted

Marquette two touchdowns and,

on the running of fullback Lou
Rettino, came storming from
the rear only to lose the game
on a bad snap from center in a
punt situation.

The following week, with spir-

it ablaze, the 'Cats set sail for

Annapolis to pull the upset of

the young season. The prognos-

ticators who picked Navy by 35

points were for the most part

right. The only discrepancy in

their evaluation was that the

'Cats handed the Middies 4 of

their 6 touchdowns. Mike Pet-

tine's 56 yard jaunt down the

side line in front of President

Eisenhower was not enough to

stave off a 41-7 defeat.

The third game against Day-

ton was probably Villanova's

worst of the season. The 'Cats

offense was stifled. No power-

house they, yet the Flyers man-
aged to avenge their '59 defeat

by downing the Bellboys, 14-0.

Identical Home Openers

The 'Cats' first two home
games were out of the same
script. The 'Cats lost both

games in the last period. But
^ore important was the emerg-

ing of Richie Richman as a top

flight college quarterback.

The Army game was nothing

but a trip for Villanova football

fans, Army had been upset and

knocked down the two previous

weeks and the 'Cats just happen-

ed to be there when the Black

Knights arose. The Cadets ran

over, under, around and through

the Villanova defense on their

way to 54 points.

First Success

Finally, on October 29, the

Wildcats met with success. With

every Villanova player perform-

ing as a perfect oog in a football

machine, the 'Cats beat Rutgers

14-12 in a game which Rutgers

was lucky to keep so close.

Against Boston College, the

'Cats looked good but spotted

B.C. two touchdowns and fum-

bled away their chance of get-

ting even in a 20-6 loss.

The Detroit game was a car-

diac case. The 'Cats led 7-6

through the entire game only to

lose it in the last minute when
Detroit's quarterback Jerry

Gross couldn't find a pass re-

ceiver and had to bring the

ball on a 34 yard run to th«

Villanova 4. Detroit scored and

won the game 13-7.

The final game with Xavier
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By Jack Duffy

was encouraging. Although the

'Cats fumbled to Xavier 5 times,

they showed the offensive and

defensive sting necessary to win
21-7.

Optimistic Outlook

Intramural Playoff Game

Next year the Villanova foot-

ball picture looks bright. The
'Cats have 36 of 39 varsity men
returning and about half a dozen

freshmen who should see some
action. Villanova is looking ex-

pectantly toward the NCAA
coaches' yearly meeting, await-

ing the return of two platoon

football. It is the Villanova

coaches' opinion that with free

substitutions the Wildcats can

really come int<5 their own. Time

will tell.

Jack Valva holds as John Buckley of the victorious Dwarfs kick off to the Baff Raiders In

intramural football championship playoff held last Monday on Austin Field.

/
;

You only

think youVe

not an

enthusiast!

For every Corvette owner who regulariy runs in sports car rallk», thef>e*8 one who uses his Corvette exclusively for bread-

and-butter transportatton. The Corvette brings a kind of pleasure to each man's driving that he couldn't get anywhere else.

It can take the unpleasantness out of heavy rush traffic, Just the way It turm an ordinary country road into something very

speda!. Why? Because few cars from this or any other country can come remotely close to it for flashing performance, good

handling and hair-trigger responsiveness. Don't take our word for this; drive one. Unless you're accustomed to drivhig

sports cars in the ten to fifteen thousand doUar category, you'll be absolutely astonished. The Corvette is an outstanding

combinatMMi of performance and luxury that really belies its relatively low prkse. With extra-cost optfons like Power-

and electric windows or with Fuel Injectkm and four-speed Synchro-Mesh transmission, it's really somethuig! Try one.

The feeling it imparts wUI make you chuckle with
|^i^U¥7T?'PTT? 11V PlU?A/TIAl 171

pleasure, just driving the son-of-a-gun around the bk)ck. VjlUIVV Hr 1 1 Hr DI VJllJ!/ T IVvIIjI!/ J

See the new Corvette, Chevrolet care and Chevy's Corvair at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
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Jones, Leftwich Shine In
Debut For Freshman Five

By Bob Lorkin

Villanova's freshman basket-
ball team traveled to Scranton
last Thursday where it dropped
its season opener, 78-76. The
Scranton freshmen received a
lift from the capacity home
crowd and took advantage of
numerous charity tosses in win-
ning the heated contest.

Despite the loss the Mainliner
backcourt combination showed
great potential. Sparkplugs
Wally Jones and George Lieft-

wich proved their mettle in

their first closing seconds. Left-

wick, an Archbishop Carroll al-

unrnus, exhibited great ball

handling throughout the game
and donated 24 points. Ball-

hawking Jones from Overbrook
High led all soorers with 25
poinita.

Fouls Hurt
Throughout the game the

freshmen were plagued with foul

difficulty. Scranton went to the
foul line twenty six times while
being called for only fourteen.

Villanova's big man George Ste-

fanic at 6*5" rebounded well but
saw limited action due to fou^s,

finally leaving the ball game in

the fourth period.

Backcourt man, Frank Fer-
nandez, i^o chipped in 13 points

also fouled out of the contest.

Kennedy and Morris, both at
6'4", ran into foul trouble.

On several occasions the usu-
ally mild mannered coach, Ed
Sculli9, vehemently protested
the referees' calls.

In spite of this the freshmen
gave a good account of them-
selves. Coach Scullin's five

showed an effective fast break
and a remarkable scoring com-
bination in Jones and* Leftwick.

Solid Performances
Fernandez and Winterbottom

also turned in solid perform-
ances. Although the tall men
proved vulnerable to fouls they
rebounded effectively.

The freshmen will be on the
rebound next Monday in their

game against the Pennsylvania

A Villanova merman \h a, compact blur as he goes through
some mid-air contortions at the Field House pool.

Thedr game will be followed by
the Villanova-Princeton game,

freshmen at the Field House. I In the two weeks following the

freshmen will be put to the test
by Temple, Rider and the Plebes
at West Point.

There's no stopping a man at Du Pont . . .

if he is well educated, with capacity to

grow ... if he has ideas and job-interest.

For as our employees grow, we grow.

The more experience they get on the job,

the more they come to know about their

fields, the more challenges they meet

successfully . . . the better it is for all of us.

That's the philosophy that guides our

training program, our way of working.

It's the reason why, when you go places

HOW
FAR

DO
YOU
WANT
TO

GO

with Du Pont, you're in good company...

with many other "achievers."

There are good jobs with Du Pont for

engineers, chemists, physicists and math-

ematicians— B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. For

more information about opportunities

here, write us. Tell us your course of

study so we can send you the appro-

priate booklet. Du Pont, Room 2430-12
Nemours Building, Wilmington 98,

Delaware.

HAVE ALWAYS HAD an
abiding hatred for the bottom crust

of rye bread. There is no particular
reason for making this point, except
that whenever I think of Fort
Lauderdale, I think of rye bread.
There is no particular reason for that
either, but I have been thinking of
Fort Lauderdale. Fort Lauderdale is

"where the boys are." Right now,
that is. Most of the time, serenity

reigJis in Fort Lauderdale. (The
Chamber of Ck)nimerce will hate me;
they say it never rains in Fort
Lauderdale.) Rut, for two weeks,
twenty thousand collegians descend
on this p>eaceful community and take
it apart, peace by peace. They call

it Spring Vacation, but it's more like

amateur night at Cape Canaveral.
They capture Florida and throw the

Kep away. But I shouldn't joke

—

not while people arc holding mass
prayer meetings for an early hurri-

cane season.

This is "where the boys are." And
girls, too. Such girls, it makes you
dizzy to look at them. If you look long
enough, you reach an advanced
stage of dizziness called aphro-
dizzier. It's like being in love. That's
what happ>ened to me, and it will '

happen to you, too. Everywheie you
turn— beaches full of them, motels

and hotels full of them, cars full of

them, pools full oi them, bathing
suits full of them. Ah, bathing suits

. . . when the man said, "It's the

little things in life that count," he
must have been thinking of bathing
suits. But mostly, it's the girls.

Girls in love, girls in trouble, bright

girls with a future, not-so-bright

girls with a past, rich girls in the lap

of luxury, p>oor girls in any lap
that'll have them, girls of every size

and discretion. It isn't any wonder
that this is "where the boys are."

And the things that happen arc

wacky and wild and wicked and
warnrily wonderful "where the boys
are." Someone should make a movie
about it. Hey, someone did ! M-G-M
calls it "Where The Boys Are,"
starring Dolores Hart, George Hamil-
ton, Yvette Mimieux, Jim Hutton,
Barbara Nichols, Paula Prentiss, with
Frank Gorshin and introducing piopu-

lar recording star Connie Francis

in her first screen role. You'll

want to sec all the things.^^
that happen "Where The^ ^I^/
Boys Are." >»

•M.lll*.MI.O«ft

Better Things for Better Living

. * . through Chemistry

Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer
presents

"WHERE THE BOYS ARE"
A Euterpe production
in CinemaScope and
METROCOLOR.
Screenplay by George Wells*
based on the novel by
Glendon Swarthout.
Directed by Henry Levin.
Produced by Joe Pasternak

Toledo Hosfs Cats
(Continued from Page 12)

inspiration of Brangan. Villa-

nova can expect a good scoring
punch from the Ivies' top gun,
6'1" Pete Campbell (20.9 ppg.),
plus robust rebounding from
6*3" Captain Don Swan and
6'4" Al Kaemerlen. Tom "Sky-
hook" Hoover should get his
first real challenge on the
boards in this tussle.

Campbell compiled his out-
standing record as a soph
starter. He just has to get better
this year. The Tigers have al-

ready downed Lafayette. Four
excellent lettermen plus five
heavy-duty reserves from that
title team, and bolstering from
an outstanding soph addition,
Art Hyland, makes for big
trouble in the 'Cats la|r.

fFordham
By the time the Wildcats meet

Fordham, the Rose Hill Rams
will have started their uphill
struggle from laat year's de-
pressing 8-18 mark. The young
talent will improve the Rams for
Coach John Bach, but initially
they will be hampered by lack
of experience. The lone starter
coming back is Captain Jack

i Coalmon.
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Toledo Hosts 'Cats Saturday;

Princeton Five HereMonday

The "Hubcap" goes up for two of many points in the 'Cats' opening victory over Scranton

106-72. White (15) wound up with a game higtk of 28.

Severance Men Top Scranton InDebut

Are Upset Victims of Buffalo Ambush
tn contrast to Thursday's

waltz, the Wildcats played the

fiddler at the Palestra Saturday

by losing 63-62 to a sparked up
Buffalo team. ;.;';/'

Coach Al Severance's men
showed little to excite the parti-

san crowd. The smaller, smooth
playing Bulls outhustled the

lethargdc Wildcats both defen-

sively and off the boards.

Shifting Defense
Buffalo played a man to man

defense which shifted two men
on Hubie White and Tom Hoov-
er when the ball came to them.

The Bull's rugged defensive

screens made room under the

basket for teammates to pick off

vital rebounds. /;'.:..-:X-^-'

Hubie White, hampered some-
what by the tight defense, drew
enough fouls to wind up with 22

points to head the 'Cats' scoring

column. Tom Hoover, rmproving
greatly on his Thursday per-

formance, hit for 14 points and
17 rebounds.

Jittery Attack
I>espite these two efforts, the

'Cats' overall attack, marred by
bad passes and forced shots, was
slow and jittery. Villanova

couldn't muster up any lengthy
surge to break open the contin-

ually close game.
Led by Hubie White's 28

point performance Villanova's

traveling basketeers launched
the new I960 season with a bang
by rolling over the University of
Scranton 106-72. The Club
showed mid-season form in the

rout as five men hit double fig-

ures.

The game was turned into a

rout by the first quarter scour-

ing antics of co-captain Jim Hug-
gard and the sensational White.

The two veterans combined for

15 field goals in 22 attempts dur-

ing the first period.

Fine Team Effort

The team effort of the Wild-
cats was sparked by the fine

showing made by two members
of its "Big Three". Sophomores
Bernie Chavis and Tom Galia

chipped in with 10 points apiece.

The third soph, pivotman Tom
Hoover, got into early foul

trouble and spent the better part

of the game on the bench.

Co-captain Dick Kaminski
combined his usual good floor

game and 16 points while Tom
Samulewicz took up the slack

left by Hoover by hustling for

14 rebounds and 8 points.

By J«ck

In the manner of coaches the
world over, Al Severance is cau-

tious about the coming season
but confides that the Wildcats
should be "a bit stronger." Our
own attitude is considerably
more bullish. The 'Cats have the
material to rank as the best in

the East, one of the best in the
nation.

Toledo
After trotting through Scran-

ton and Buffalo, the 'Cats take
on a stubborn Toledo five which
should give them their first

capable opposition of the sea-
son. Toledo has a balanced at-

tack and a strong defense that
held their opponents to 58.1 ppg.,
eleventh best in the nation. The
"Rockets" will be weaker on the
boards this season, but will

have more speed than last year
and so it is possible they will

equal their 18-6 record. Coach
Eddie Melvin attributes Toledo's
success to balanced scoring^

A rash of injuries, which has
harried the Rockets from the
beginning of practices last Oc-
tober, has made Melvin's task
of settling upon a starting line-

up an extremely difficult one.

The Rockets have already fizzled

against Southern Illinois' veter-

an's *club. Five lettermen are on
hand but the raves are for 6-2

soph, Larry Jones. An uncanny
shooter, Jones averaged 27.6

points and 13.7 rebounds a game
last year. Larry has great speed
and can jump with men six

inches taller than he is.

George Patterson, a 6'7" sen-

ior, is a capable scorer who has
yet to reach his peak. A forecast

of Villanova's fortunes might
well be based on this early sea-

son battle.

Princeton

The fur will fly when the 'Cats

tangle with the Princeton Tigers
Monday, in the V.U. Field House.
The single absent quality of
last year's Ivy League champs is

the leadership of a take-charge
man—Jim Brangan. However,
Coach Cappy Cappon teams are

always soundly drilled, and he

Doroiio

I

will undoubtedly d e v e lo p a
player to supply the craft and

(Continued on Pa^e 11)

"Dwarf" Footballers

Rise Te Occaslen,

Rip "Raff Raiders"
In one of the hardest fought

and most spirited performances
ever effected here in intra-
niurals, with the lead roles
played by the "Raff Raiders"
and the "Dwarfs," the curtain
fell on our intramural football
season. The "I>warf8" upstaged
the "Raiders" to the tune of
18-6. However, this score is not
truly representative of the ef-

forts contributed by the mem-
bers of the two teams.
Producers and directors are

often unsung. However, in this

giame, these supporting roles,

fulfilled by four varsity foot-

ball members, are deserving of
an ovation in light of the fact
that they doubled both as foot-

ball referees and puglistic

mediators.

Officials Needed
The basketball league is now

underway with over 70 teams
participating in both the Field

House and in Alumni Gym.
There is still a need for students
to officate at these games and
anyone interested should con-

tact Mr. Geisz, the Intramural
Director at his office in Boom
112, Alumni Hall.

"Amateur Night," the tradi-

tional pre-Christmas night of

fun and entertainment, will be
held this Tuesday, Dec. 13, at
7:30 p.m. in Vasey Hall Audi-
torium. Participation in this an-

nual talent show is open to any
Villanova student. A panel of

faculty members will be chosen
to serve as judges. The winner
will be picked by the judges
upon consideration of stage
presence, ability, presentation,

and audience reaction. Last
year's winner. Bob Redmond
will again participate this year.

Bellino, Vanderbush Head

Cats' All-Opponent Team

The Cats' speedy co-captain Jhn Huggard drives down the Palestra lane in tlie Buffalo deliaole

which saw V.U. tripped by the Bulls, 63-62.
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A man who has won every
award that is presented to a col-

lege football player each year
heads-up the Villanova Univer-

sity 1960 All-Opponent football

team. Joe Bellino, Navy's jolt-

ing all-everything halfback was
a unanimous choice even though
against the 'Cats he only gained
33 yards in nine carries.

'

At one end post is Art Gra-
ham, a Boston College sopho-
more, who is somewhat of a
surprise choice since he is not

even listed as a starter for the

Eagles. Greg Mather, a stand-

out veteran from Navy, is the

other end.

Robert DeMarco, a 6-3 230

pound bruiser from Dayton, was
selected for one of the tackle

slots along with another Orange
Bowl-tound Middie, senior Ron
Erchul.

Vanderlrash and Kammever
The guards need no introduc-

tion—Al Vanderbush, Army's
brilliant 6-2, 220 pound oo-cap-

tain, who was also elected to the
All-East teams and many Ail-

American squads, and who by
the way is a Dean's List student
at the Point; and Carl Hammer-
er, 6-3, 245 pounds, who did a

lot of damage to the 'Cat line-

backers and hails from the Col-

lege of the Pacific.

The center who probably is

the most underrated lineman on
this year's team comes from the

Naval Academy. He is Frank
Visted, 6-2, 206 pounds, who has
blazing speed for a big man and
has been called brilliant by many
opposing coaches.

Gerry Gross of the Detroit

Titans, a small but accurate
passer, landed in the quarter-

back position over such stand-

outs as Hal Spooner, Tom Blan-
da, and Ron Costelk>.

Theisen from Marquette
Along with Bellino is another

fleet-footed sophomore from
Marquette, Dave Theisen at
halfback. Junior Bill Triplett of

Miami (O). rounds out the 1960
dream team at fullback. The
hard running 210 pound back is

already being touted as a very
good pro prospect.

The line on this team aver-

ages 217 pounds including the

ends and also supports three

sophomores and a junior to

serve notke that the 'Cats will

be seeing a few standoatB next
season.

ii^^^**'**^^^^^
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Debate Tourney Winners Twenty-Seven Selected For
Intercollegiate Who's Who

Twenty-seven members of Vil- Crawford, and Nicholas DeAn- Editor Jim McAteer submitted

Pictured above are the individual winners in last Saturday's
debate tournament won by College of Mater Misercoridia. Dorothy
l>aurenc!r, (third from left) of the winning school, holds the
team trophy^_

lanova's senior class have been
named to the national "Who's
Who in American Universities
and Colleges."

The "Who's Who," a private
publication, yearly recognisses

student leaders from campuses
all over the United States.

The 27 student leaders, repre-
senting every division of the
University, include Lawrence
Bathgate, Robert Bohn, Thomas
Brown, Francis Carolan, Joseph
Cramer, William Cassin, Paul

"Autumn" Edition OfLYNX
On Sale Today In Pie Shoppe

This year's autumn issue of
the LYNX went on sale today in
the Pie Shoppe. The magazine
will sell for 25c. (See review on
page 5.)

Co-editors Vince Kirk and
Mike Wesley expressed great en-
thusiasm over their initial
attempt as editors-in-chief and
anticipate a rapid sale of the 700
copies made available to the
student body.

"We realize that by publishing
as close to Christmas as wo
have," explained Krrk, "We run
the risk of not selling as many
copies as we might have hoped;
however, with the fine advertis-
ing effort by publicity manager
Dan Grove and his staff and a
concerted sales drive by Bill
Friend and his cohorts we be-
lieve that our autumn issue will
with tremendous success.
LYNX moderators, Dr. JcVlin

Phillipson and James Mitchell of
the Englisih Department are also
eagerly awaiting the magazine's
reception on campus.

R(»treat Deadline
Those wishing to take the re-

treat at Blackwood, New Jersey,
during the week-end of January
6 must sign before December
16 according to the Religious
Affairs Conmiittee of the Stud-
ent Council. This religious exer-
cise will be recognized as the
annual retreat required of all

Villanova students.

The cost of the retreat will be
twenty-two dollars. A five-dollar
deposit is necessary to register.
The balance must be paid 'by

Wednesday, January 4. If the
money is not in at this time
students will not be able to make
this retreat.

Additional information con-
cemhig the retreat is posted on
the various bulletin boards and
those wishing to register may do
so in the Student Council Office,
aeoond floor, Dougherty Hail.

Thanks Everybody
"We have turned down many

contributions by the students,"
proclaimed Dr. Phillipson, "in an
effort to have only those endeav-
ors printed that come up to
LYNX standards."
Kirk also expressed his grati-

ttide to his staff and the crucial
role they played in the composi-
tion of the issue.

"Without the untiring efforts
of art editor Joe Ruggiero, copy
editor Jim Strazzella, layout edi-
tor Bill Speers and their staffs,
there ju.st wouldn't be any
autumn LYNX," the co-editor
expounded.

Kirk pointed to the minor, yet
significant improvements in the
autunm LYNX, as typifying the
"new blossoming" of the liter-
ary- magazine. I

"A new cover style, and new
paper stock, along with varied
type faces and dutiful art
work," he echoed, "all mean that
with this issue, we have heralded
in a new era in LYNX publica
tion."

Mater Misercordia

Ifins First Annual

Debate Tournament

Poetry Reading

Dr. Joseph C. Relno, assist-

ant Professor of English, will

conduct a special telecast of
Ctuistmas readings on Mon-
day, December 26, on WFIL-
TV (Channel 6 ).

Reitto, who is teaching his

first year at Viiianova, will

read poems by T. S. Ettot and
some cliildren's stories by
Hans Christian Anderson.

Last year Profeaeor Reino
presented a similar telecast

along with two series of pro-

grams on modem poetry for
tli« University of tlie Air.

WFILrTV officials stated

that both programs were well
received by the paUic
The post-Christmas show

will Iw presented betwteen
11:00-11:30 a.nL

The first Debating Tourna-
ment of any type on the Villa-

nova campus made its initial

appearance last Saturday. Spon-
sored by the Beta Gamma De-
hating Society of Villanova and
organized by Jim Rhodes, Presi-
dent of the Society, the tourna-
ment included many of the
major colleges in the Philadel-
phia area with teams competing
from Rutgers, the University of
Pennsylvania, the College of the
Mater Misericordia, Rosemont,
Temple, Saint Joseph's, Ursinus,
Holy Family, and Villavona.

Rhodes, General Chairman for
the tournament, emphasized the
present intentions of the society
to continue this tournament as
an annual affair and eventually
to expand it to national propor-
tions. The steps which are pre-
sently under consideration would
be a big five debate conference,
and a championship contest, a
forensics tuomament in the
spring, and a possible high
school tournament of the best
schools in the Northeast

gelis.

Also, Thomas Dillon, Michael
Donahue, John Donohue, David
Grenon, Eileen Greyson, Henry
James McAteer, John McGarry,
iFYancis McNally, Timothy Mc-
Namar, and Clinton Norris.

Also, Paul O'Rourke, Joseph
Remy, James Rhodes, Thomas
Samulewicz, Michael Spahn,
John Valva, Michael Wesley and
Richard Wilder.

Photographs and complete bi-

ographical material on the nom-
inees appears on pages 7, 8, and
9 of this issue of The VILLA-
NOVAN.
' A student committee com-
posed of Student Body Presi-

dent and former sophomore class

President Bob DeLisa, former
junior class President Bob Seal-
ia, senior class President Larry

a list of 50 candidates for Ad-
ministrational approval to
"Who's Who."

The Deans of all divisions of
the University also nominated
several students for the national
distinction. Likewise, the mod-
erator of each student organiza-
tion was eligible to suggest two
candidates for the honor.

A final selection committee
composed of the Rev. Joseph
Kemme, OSA, Vice President for

Student Affairs; the Rev. Dante
Girolami, OSA, Dean of Student
Activities; The Rev. George
McLaughlin, OSA, Dean of Men;
The Rev. Norbert Whitley, OSA,
University Chaplain; the Rev.
William Farrell, OSA, Assist-

ant Chaplain, DeLisa, and Bath'
gate, then selected the 27 final-

Bathgate, BELLE AIR Editor ists from the composite list of
Mike Spahn and VILLANOVAN

| candidates.

Renovated Radio Station
Presents Christmas Show

The tournament was high-
lighted by the award of the
Beta Gamma Rotating Trophy
to Misericordia College who com-
pleted a perfect day with six
wins and no losses. The Univer-
sity of Penn placed second with
a five and one card and were
followed by the Vilanova team
who complied a four and two
record. The other winners of
trophies were Miss Dorothy Lau-
rence of MiscoriccMxiia as the
best aifimative speaker and
Miss Scott of Rosemont as the
best negative speaker.
The large silver trophy which

was awarded to Misericordia was
donated to Beta Ganmia by
Shandleman's of Philadelphia
and will be presented to the win-
ner of each year's tournament.
Any school which wins it for the
third time will be allowed to re-
tire it.

Acting as hosteses were the
Villanova freshman nurses to
whom Rhodes also expressed his
thanks for their cooperation
and efforts.

The Villanova radio station,
WWVU, will present its tradi-
tional Christmas music show on
Thursday, December 15. Be-
tween the hours of 2 p.m. and
11 p.m., the regular program
will be replaced entirely by
Christmas music of all types to
be broadcast throughout Dough-
erty Hall and the rest of the
campus. The annual WWVU
special may include excerpts
from the High Mass said by the
Augustinian Community and
sung by the Seminarians. This
broadcast will originate from
the studio.

Dan O'Mara, station manager,
announced the Christian format
in his almost-renovated office.

"The reconstruction of the
main office of WWVU, is nearly
completed," O'Mara sighed. The
new equipment is expected to be
installed and the painting fin-
ished by the expected termina-
tion date, January 1. According
to O'Mara, the purpose of the

changeover is 'Mo provide facili-

ties for better and more efficient

work and to produce higher
fidelity sound from the broad*
cast studio."

General Expansion

The renovation, which is part
of a general program of expan-
sion including more broadcast
time and wider coverage, has
been carried on by the Prender-
gast Construction Company un-
der the supervision of John La-
vinska. The layout of the sta-
tion was designed and developed
by Ed Johnston, coordinator for
WWVU^ the renovation of tech-
nical equipment was under the
direction of Al Lawler. t

Some of the additions include
new cabinets for the record
library, more working space and
files, a third broadcasting
studio, and a horseshoe table
which enables the disc jockey to
control the broadcast without
leaving his chair.

Tom Cwiek (riKht) iMtr™*, .„d D« O^Ito»^!?.^'*worlanen renovate the WWVU oOce.
"'"'» o^ttatu m
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Former Editor Decries

Demise Of Business Whirl
The Business Whirl, the first

and only Villanova publication

to be catalogued in the Library

of Congress, will be no longer

published, announced former Ed-
itor-in-Chief Charles R. Presley.

"The publication was allotted

$1300 last year," said Presley,

"and received many letters of

recognition and praise from

colleges and business concerns

across the nation." The Busi-

ness Whirl had connections with

the Commerce Department,

NBC. and CBS, so had access

to important events as rapidly

as national magazines. A nation-

al airline also placed the maga-
zine on many of its planes, and
received favorable comments on

it. - -/-,:: vv\ v..:;:'::,r:'^ •::>•;

Not Only for C & F
"The magazine was not In-

tended to be confined only to

the Commerce and Finance

school," stated Presley, "as is

seen by the staff, which includes

Arts majors also. This publica-

tion fostered the knowledge of

Villanova in industry, put the

University on the map, and thus
assisted placement of students.

"After all these accomnlish-

ments, plus the foreign recog-

nition of Mr. Blyn's article

'Adequacy of India's Half Cen-
tury Growth in Agricultural

Output,' and a report in an-

other magazine of 'The Lasting
Effects of the New Deal,' by Dr.

Henry Rofinot, the finance and
permission to publish this year
were curtailed. A faculty pub-

lication will replace it.

"The new General Electric

plant in the vicinity had request-

ed the "Business Whirl" to print

a story on their establishment

and there was sufficient material

to publish a magazine in two
weeks, had the funds been al-

located."

m

CCD prexy Murphy

Mike Murphy Named

New CCD President

Plans Expansion Soon
One of the charter members

of the Villanova Chapter of the

Confraternity of Christian Doc-

trine has been elected its new
president. Mike Murphy, a jun-

ior English major, upon accept-

ing the head position of the

fifty-member CCD, expressed

hopes for the expansion and re-

vision of the present CCD pro-

gram.

Mike is currently teaching the

fundamentals of religion to

mentally retarded inmates at

the Pennhurst State Hospital in

Spring City. He is assisted by
five other men in this project,

which he considers CCD's chief

function. Mike also teaches a

religion course to freshmen
from public high schools.

"If we can build sufficient in-

terest in CCD," says Mike, "the

new members will have a oppor-

tunity to receive an excellent

course in effective teaching

methods, which will eventually

be applied directly to CCD
work." Students with such am-
bitions are requested to investi-

gate the activities of the Con-

fraternity of Christian Doctrine,

according to Murphy.

Pysch Club Lecturer

Praises Use of ESP

Recognition Needed
Dr. Carroll B. Nash, a biolo-

gist in the Parapsychology lab-

oratory of St. Joseph's College,

presented his ideas on extra-

sensory perception on Wednes-
day, December 7, in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall. His

talk was one of a series spons-

ored by the Psychology Club.

Dr. Nash predicted that, mental
telepathy, clairvoyance, and pre-

cognition will eventually be

taught in general psychology

courses, as hypnosis is taught

today.

Dr. Nash outlined some of the

criticisms standing in the way
of scientific recognition for par-

apsychology. He then attempted

to disprove each of these criti-

cisms by logic. '

"

'

Maintaining strict controls,

and limiting chance to one in a
hundred, he asserted that there

are significant results which in-

dicate the existence of this phe-

nomenal sixth sense.

Controversial Point

One of his most controversial

points was that a characteristic

of ESP is in its non-physical na-
ture. This is in complete discord

with the basic concepts of sci-

ence. He showed that distance

plays no part, that mass is ir-

relevant, and that the time the-

ory does not hold.

He cited some cases illustrat-

ing spontaneous occurence and
induced phenomena. These cases
were selected from his personal
experience. Again, he invoked
iSome controversy with his inter-

pretations of these occurances.
He attributed them to spiritual-

ism, extensions lof personally,

and ESP.
A question and answer period

followed his talk in which Dr.
Nash defended his interpreta-

tions and explained some phe-
nomena.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

t:

The best tobacco makes the best smoke

!

•< K. J. Rcrnoldi Tobacco Co.. Wlniton-HtUm, N. C.
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Villanovq's Re»»eronM Junior Class proves once a^ain that

there is a Santa to this "Johnny" who arrived early for the Christ-

mas party at the orphanage.

Accounting Forum

Notes Opportunity
The Career Conference Pro-

gram for senior Accounting Ma-
jors was held last Wednesday
evening in the Commerce and

Finance Building under the prep-

aration of Mr. J. Chorba, acting

Accounting Chairman. Repre-

sentatives from Public, Industri-

al, and Government Accounting,

Investments, Banking, and Ac-

counting systems each gave

brief addresses to a group of

100 students on the opportun-

ities that are available after

graduation.

Mr. Chorba also suggested

graduate school and education

at the end of the meeting and
offered his thanks to the partici-

pating speakers for their deliv-

eries.

The meeting was followed by
an informal discussion period in

the downstairs Cafeteria over

coffee and donuts during which
the seniors questioned the even-

ing's speakers.

IRS Travels To UN

Hears Arabian Talk
The International Relations

Society of Villanova visited the

United Nations Building in New
York on Tuesday, December 6.

First on the agenda was a talk

on Algeria delivered by the del-

egate from Saudi Arabia. In

urging Algerian independence,

the delegate attacked France,

the United States, and NATO.
After lunch, the Villanovans

went on a guided tour of the

building. They then attended a

briefing on Southeast by Mr.

Pete Morton of the U.N. Mr.
Morton discussed the technical

assistance offered to these Asian
countries by the U.N.

After the lecture, the group
toured New York. Those who
stayed to attend the General
Assembly session, however,
heard the Cuban Foreign Minis-

ter deliver an invective against

the United States* policy toward
Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Latin
America.

^

Order
Early Today
Wear It

Tonigrtit

Because yoii hardly

have time to unpack be-

fore the holiday rounds

start, we offer this special

holiday service. Order
your dinner suit at Rop;ers

Peet on one morning and

enjoy its light weight

worsted comfort that

very evening. You'll wear

it year round, too! Sizes

.36 to 44. Regulars, Longs,

Ivxtra Longs, Shorts.

Out!()€tt£A^ t^ cM.€a oad $>o{^ Aince 1874

New York: Fifth Ave. at 4Kth & 4l8t Sts. • Broadway at Warren St.

Boston: Tremont at Bromfleld Sts.

WashinRton: 14th & G Streets. N.W.
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Kirk, Wesley Edit LYNX
Vince Kirk and Mike Wes-

ley are what might be call-

ed the "mystery editors" of
the LYNX. Since the sem-
ester began, the two have
labored tirelessly behind
the headlines and cameras to

put together the much-
awaited literary magazine.

Pastore

Co-Editors Wesfoy and Kirk

Kirk, a senior Math ma-
jor from Norristown, Pa.,

has devoted most of his

spare time to the most un-

mathematical activities on
campus. Having terminated
a successful two-years as
an announcer on WWUV, he
now writes for The VILLA-
NOVAN, The BELLE AIR,
and The MENDEL BULLE-
TIN, as well as serving

actively on NFCCS.
Wesley Active

Wesley, also a senior, is

a general arts major from
Rochester, N. Y., where he
attended Aquinas Institute.

In addition to his LYNX
duties, he serves as Copy

^iiiiminiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniininniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiinmi

Editor of the BELLE AIR,
as Council representative for

the Spanish Club, and as an
active member of the Sanc-

tuary Society and the Music
Society.

Both Kirk and Wesley
laid foundations for their

present literary activities

while in high school, where
the former was feditor-in-

Chief of the yearbook; the
latter Literary Editor of the
yearbook and anofficer in

various language clubs.

Kirk expressed the satis-

faction of the entire staff
with ita efforts. "Although
we have not accomplished
everything we set out to do,"
he said, "we feel that we
have been most successful.
We always aim high, so
wherever we land cannot be
low." I

Both men also emphasized
that for the future, The
LYNX looks to the student
body to produce" not only
purely creative writmg, but
opinion, commentary, and
related matter. For in-

stance,*^ Wesley declares,

"an analysis of the past
politcal campaign would be
most interesting and wel-
come in the Spring edition

of The LYNX." The Editors
urged all students, regard-
less of their year or divisiod,

to contribute to their maga-
zine.
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V. P. Announces Exercises
Outdoor Graduation Begun
Graduatiron exercises will be

held outdoors this year, weather
permitting, according to Paul J.

O'Rourke, Vice-President of the
Student Council Academic Af-
fairs Committee. O'Rourke
stated that two types of tickets

will be distributed for the cere-
mony.

A large number of tickets will

be issued for the outdoor exer-

cises to be held in the stadium.
Fewer tickets will be distribu-

ted for the field house, however,
in case of bad weather.
The Student Council has also

secured the posting of final ex-

amination schedules at least one
full week before examinations.

In addition, a list of courses

to be offered each semester,

along with the times for these

courses, will be posted at least

two weeks before pre-registra-

tion. According to Jim Strazzel-

la, Vice-President of the Educa-
tional Affairs Committee of The
Student Council, and maker of

the motion, the purpose of the

list is to allow students more
time in which to consider their

choices of courses.

Debating Society In

Tie For First Place

At Temple Tourney
The novices of the Beta

Gamma Debating Society finish-

ed in a tie for first place in the

recent Temole Novice Invita-

tional Tournament. The field in-

cluded 69 individual teams repre-

senting almost every "name"
college in the East.

The novices shared the title

with the Cadets of West Point
who posted an identical card of
thirteen debates won and three

lost. Included in the tournament
were teams from Georgetown,
Seton Hall, Penn State, and
Saint Joseph's, which are con-

sidered among the elite in col-

lege debating in the Middle At-
lantic States.

The triumphant debaters sent

two complete teams to Temple
among whom the undefeated
negative speakers, Tom Flynn,
Joe Rohrer, Dave Gallic and
Tom McFadden who caotured all

their eight debates. The affirm-

ative teams were composed of
Carl Green, Carole Toczylowski,
Terry Cooney, and Jack Devine,
The question resolved was
whether it would be feasible for

the United States to adapt a
system of Compulsory Health
Insurance.

To provide an incentive and
award for their hard .work, Tom
Flynn, Terry Cooney, Dave
Gallic, and Bill Freind were
promoted to the varsity debat-
ing team. "When it is realized

that this is the first tournament
which the novices have partici-

pated in this year," savs Frank
Battaglia, Novice Chairman,
"this can be considered as quite
an accomplishment."

Christmas Party
The annual Christmas party

for the faculty children will be
held Saturday, December 17 at
2:00 in the C&F Cafeteria. "All
faculty families are urged to

attend this event," Mrs. Kenneth
O'DriscoU, Publicity Director,
related.

"Games, entertainment, sur-
prises, and refreshments are
nlanned," promised Mrs. O'Dris-
coU. Santa Claus, who closely

resembles Rev. Norbert Whitley,
is due to visit the children later

in the afternoon. Jerry West,
Villanova student accordionist
will perform.

'. •''."
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Oxford

for comfort. ..quality

...appearance

The rich texturing of fine oxford,

the skillful tailoring give the ossur-

once of being well-dressed. Case
in point: the Arrow Jobber, the au-

thentic British type improved with

self-snap tabs. Your wardrobe is

incomplete without this Arrow shirt.

$5.00

cum laude collection

by
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_ by Joe Koniencki

A Villanova venildrii of a Cur-
rier and Ives tintype is captured

by tlie camera during the early

week snowfalL

Editor Spahn States

Yearbook Deadline

Will Be70% Complete
Based on the past perform-

ance of the past several editions

of the Belle Air, Mike Spahn,
this year's Editor-in-Chief, says

that the campus yearbook is pro-

gressing at a generally favorable

pace.

According to Spahn, there are

also reasonable hopes of meet-

ing two-thirds of their first

deadline which would encompass
about 100 pages. "In addition,"

he further states, "there has
been an unusual increase in col

or in our yearbook with special

consideration due John McGarry,
the Business Manager, who has
been quite successful in procur-

ing funds through extra adver
tisements."

The staff is assisted by a core

of hard-working undergraduates
including Sports Editor, Pat
Massi and Art Editor, Joe Rug-
gerio. Senior Editors are Spahn,
Robert Schell the Association

Editor, and Nick Cassetta, the

Managing EMitor.

Many of the organizations

which have been neglected be-

fore will be given coverage in

the 1961 edition which will con-

tain about 326 pages, the largest

book published by the Belle Air.

The new Sports, Bowling, Rug-
by and Hockey will also acquire

space under the recently appoint-

ed female Sports Editor, Pat
Massi.

"The purpose of the book,"

emphasizes Spahn, "is to portray

the Villanova life throughout the

year. It will be a yearbook that

encloses all the facets of the
Villanovan, his activities, aca-

demics, athletics, and teachers.

The deadline for the final Copy
is February 15 and the finished

product will be handed out some-
time in May, in God We Trust."

Social Legislation

Subject of LKD Talk

Congressman Speaks
The Pre-Medical Fraternity,

Lambda Kappa Delta, will pre-

sent its third guest lecturer of

the series, U. S. Congressman
William T. Cahill (R., N. J.),

tomorrow at 10 :30 a.m. in Vaaey
Hall auditorium.

Cahill will speak on the con-

troversial topic, "Government
and Socialized Medicine." He
will discuss the views now being
formulated as to the possibility

of legislation of this matter in

the coming 87th Congress.

Cahill is a resident of Collings-

wood, N. J. ,and is a graduate
of St. Joseph's College and Rut-
gers Law School. He has served
as a teacher, F.B.I, agent, law-
yer, prosecutor, and assembly-
man. At present he is serving
his second term as Congressman.
During his first term, he was as-

signed to the House Judiciary
Committee. He introduced var-

ious bills, participated in the
Congressional investigation of

the New York Port Authority,
and served as one of seven mem-
bers of Congress to inspect the
North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zaion (NATO).

.Useful To Beta Gamma
L.K.D. President, Edward G.

Morhauser, announced that all

students are invited to attend
the lecture, Morhauser feels that
members of Beta Gamma Debat-
ing Society will be particularly
interested, since their topic for
debate this year is Socialized
Medicine.

He also expressed the hope
that many faculty members
would be able to attend, since

the lecture includes the fields of

medicine, government, econom-
ics, labor, research, and soci-

ology.

T'n'T Builds Fund
The Turf and Tinsel Society of

Villanova has announced that
plans have been completed for a
scholarship to be presented to a
future student at Villanova.

Jim Mulvihill, Club President,
has announced that the present
fund, established at $2000, will

be submitted to the Rev. John
J. Curran, OSA, who will invest
the money on behalf of T'n'T.

ENGINEERS-SCIENTISTS I

HAMILTON STANDARD
Division of

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.

will interview on

JANUARY 9; 10, 1961

ENGINEERS—BS, MS, Ph.D degrees in EE, ME, MET for
outstanding career positions in analytical, design and de-
velopment engineering.

SCIENTISTS—BS, MS, Ph.D degrees in Physics, EE, ME
for challenging new study programs in Missiles & Space
systems, Electron Beam Technology and our Research
Laboratories.
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A typical project under development: the air induc-

tion and environmental systems for the B-70 bomber.
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Nafional RecognWon But . .

.

Former Editor Decries
. ^^t'il^r

Demise Of Business Whirl Recognition Needed
The Busine55s Whirl, the first

and only Villanova publication

to be catalogued in the Library

of Congress, will be no longer

Xniblished, announced former Ed-
itor-in-Chief Charles R. Presley.

"The publication was allotted

$1300 last year." said Presley,

"and received many letters of

recognition and praise from

colleges and business concerns

across the nation." The Busi-

ness Whirl had connections with

the Commerce Department.

NBC. and CBS. so had access

to important events as rapidly

as national magazines. A nation-

al airline also j)laced the maga-
zine on many of its planes, and
received favorable comments on
it.

Xot Only for C & F
"The magazine was not in-

tended to be confined only to

the Commerce and Finance
school." stated Presley, "as is

seen by the staff, which includes

Arts majors also. This publica-

tion fostered the knowledge of

Villanova in industry, put the

University on the map, and thus;

assisted placement of students.
[

"After all these accomplish-

1

ments. plus the foreign recog-

1

nition of Mr. Blyn's article!

'Adequacy of India's Half Cen-

1

tury Growth in Agricultural
j

Output.' and a report in an-

other magazine of 'The Lasting
Kffects of the New Deal,' by Dr. i

Henry I^oftnot. the finance and
j

penni.ssion to publish this year
were curtailed. A faculty pub-
lication will replace it.

"The new General Electric

plant in the vicinity had request-

ed the "Business Whirl" to print

a story on their establishment

and there was sufficient material
to })ublish a magazine in two
weeks, liad the funds been air

located."

#XV>i
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CCD prexy Murphy

IMike Murphy Named

New CCD President

Plans Expansion Soon
One of the charter members

of the Villanova Chapter of the

Confraternity of Christian Doc-

trine has been elected its new
president. Mike Murphy, a jun-

ior English major, upon accept-

ing the head position of the

fifty-member CCD, expressed

hopes for the expansion and re-

vision of the present CCD pro-

gram.
,

,

.

.., •.:;,
V.

',-..

Mike is currently teaching the

fundamentals of religion to

mentally retarded inmates at

the Pennhurst State Hospital in

Spring City. He is assisted by
five other men in this project,

which he considers CCD's chief

function. Mike also teaches a

religion cour.se to freshmen
from public high schools.

"If we can build sufficient in-

terest in CCD," says Mike, "the

new members will have a oppor-
tunity to receive an excellent

course in effective teaching

methocis, which will eventually

be applied directly to CCD
work." Students with such am^
bitions are requested to investi-

gate the activities of the Con-

fraternity of Christian Doctrine,

according to Murphy.

Dr. Carroll B. Nash, a biolo-

gist in the Parapsychology lab-

oratory of St. Joseph's College,

presented his ideas on extra-

sensory perception on Wednes-
day, December 7, in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall. His

talk was one of a series spons-

ored by the Psychology Club.

Dr. Nash predicted that, mental
telepathy, clairvoyance, and pre-

cognition will eventually be

taught in general psychology

cour.ses, as hypnosis is taught

today.

Dr. Nash outlined some of the

criticisms standing in the way
of scientific recognition for par-

apsychology. He then attempted
to disprove each of these criti-

cisms by logic.

Maintaining strict controls,

and limiting chance to one in a
hundred, he asserted that there

are significant results which in-

dicate the existence of this phe-
nomenal sixth sense.

Controversial Point

One of his most controversial

points was that a characteristic

of ESP is in its non-physical na-
ture. This is in complete discord

with the basic concepts of sci-

ence. He showed that distance

plays no part, that mass is ir-

relevant, and that the time the-

ory does not hold.

He cited some cases illustrat-

ing soontaneous occurence and
induced phenomena. These cases
were selected from his personal
experience. Again, he invoked
some controversy with his inter-

pretations of these occurances.
He attributed them to spiritual-

ism, extensions of personally,
and ESP.
A question and answer period

followed his talk in which Dr.
Nash defended his interpreta-

tion.s and explained some phe-
nomena.

Villanovi's get'irroiis Junior Clans proves once again that

there Is a Santa to this "Johnny" who arrived early for the Christ-

mas Thirty at the orphanage.

Accounting Forum

Notes Opportunity
The Career Gonfererce Pro-

gram for senior Accounting Ma-
jors was held last Wednesday
evening in the Commerce and
Finance Building under the prep-

aration of Mr. J. Chorba, acting

Accounting Chairman. Repre-

sentatives from Public, Industri-

al, and Government Accounting,

Investments, Banking, and Ac-

counting systems each gave

brief addresses to a group of

100 students on the opportun-

ities that are available after

graduation.

Mr. Chorba also suggested

graduate school and education

at the end of the meeting and
offered his thanks to the partici-

pating speakers for their deliv-

eries.

The meeting was followed by
an informal discussion period in

the downstairs Cafeteria over

coffee and donuts during which
the seniors questioned the even-
ing's speakers.

IRS Travels To UN

Hears Arabian Talic

The International Relations

Society of Villanova visited the

United Nations Building in New
York on Tuesday, December 6.

First on the agenda was a talk

on Algeria delivered by the del-

egate from Saudi Arabia. In

urging Algerian independence,

the delegate attacked France,

the United States, and NATO.
After lunch, the Villanovans

went on a guided tour of the

building. They then attended a

briefing on Southeast by Mr.
Pete Morton of the U.N. Mr.
Morton discussed the technical

assistance offered to these Asian
countries by the U.N.
After the lecture, the group

toured New York. Those who
stayed to attend the General
Assembly .session, however,
heard the Cuban Foreign Minis-

ter deliver an invective against

the United States' policy toward
Cuba, Puerto Rico, and Latin

America.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL
'^A09'^«dtoMOt(9M»COOOOOOMMOwsA
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PROi^lSStONAL FOOTBAU STAfi

BLENO ^! The best tobacco makes the best smoke

!

"^ \\ J Heyiioltli, Tobtcco Co., Wlnilon-Halcra, .\. C.
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Kirk, Wesley Edit LYNX
Vince Kirk and Mike Wes-

ley are what might be call-

ed the "mystery editors" of

the LYNX. Since the sem-
ester began, the two have
labored tirelessly behind
tile headlines and cameras to

put together the much-
awaited literary magazine.

n
H

Uke Pastorc

Co-Editors Wesley and Kirk

Kirk, a senior Math ma-
jor from Norristown, Pa.,

has devoted most of his

spare time to the most un-
mathematical activities on
campus. Having terminated
a successful two-years as
an announcer on WWUV, he
now writes for The VILLA-
NOVAN, The BELLE AIR,
and The MENDEL BULLE-
TIN, as well as serving

actively on NFCCS.
Wesley Active

Wesley, also a senior, is

a general arts major from
Rochester, N. Y., where he
attended Aquinas Institute.

In addition to his LYNX
duties, he serves as Copy

iiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiniiimf:niiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiimmiinMran!iiiiniiiiirara

Editor of the BELLE AIR,
as Council representative for

the Spanish Club, and as an
active member of the Sanc-
tuary Society and the Music
Society.

Both Kirk and Wesley
laid foundations for their

present hlerary activities

while in high school, where
the former was feditor-in-

Chief of the yearbook; the
latter Literary Editor of the
yearbook and anofficer in
various language clubs.

Kirk expressed the satis-

faction of the entire staff
with it* efforts. "Although
we have not accomj)lished
everything we set out to do,"
he said, "we feel that we
have been most successful.
We always aim high, so
wherever we land cannot be
low."

Both men also emphasized
that for the future. The
LYNX looks to the student
body to produce" not only
purely creative writing, but
opinion, commentary, and
related matter. For in-

stance." Wesley declares,

"an analysis of the past
politcal campaign would be
most interesting and wel-
come in the Spring edition
of The LYNX." The Editors
urged all students, regard-
less of their year or division,

to contribute to their maga-
zine.

V. p. Announces Exercises
Outdoor Graduation Begun

Debating Society In

Tie For First Place

At Temple Tourney
The novices of the Beta

Gamma Debating Society finish-

ed in a tie for first place in the

recent Temnle Novice Invita-

tional Tournament. The field in-

cluded 69 individual teams repre-

senting almost every "name"
college in the East.

The novices shared the title

with the Cadets of West Point
who posted an identical card of

thirteen debates won and three

lost. Included in the tournament
were teams from Georgetown.
Seton Hall, Penn State, and
Saint .Joseph's, which are con-

sidered among the elite in col-

lege debating in the Middle At-
lantic States.

The triumphant debaters sent

two complete teams to Temple
among whom the undefeated
negative speakers, Tom Flynn,
Joe Rohrer. Dave Gallic and
Tom McFadden who cantured all

their eight debates. The affirm-
ative teams were composed of

Carl Green, Carole Toczylowski,
Terry Cooney, and Jack Devine.
The question resolved was
whether it would be feasible for

the United States to adapt a

system of Compulsory Health
In.su ranee.

To provide an incentive and
award for their hard .work, Tom
Flynn, Terry Cooney. Dave
Gallie, and Bill Freind were
promoted to the varsity debat-
ing team. "When it is realized

that this is the first tournament
which the novices have partici-

pated in this year," savs Frank
Battaglia, Novice Chairman,
"this can be considered as quite
an accomplishment."

Graduation exercises will be
held outdoors this year, weather
pormilting, according to Paul J.

O'Hourkc. Vice-President of the
Student Council Academic Af-
fairs C o m m i t t e e . O'Rourke
stated that two types of tickets

will be distributed for tl;e cere-
mony.

A large number of tickets will

be issued for the outdoor exer-

cises to be held in the stadium.
Fewer tickets will be distribu-

ted for the field house, however,
in case of bad weather.
The Student Council has also

secured the posting of final ex-

amination schedules at least one
full week before examinations.

In addition, a list of courses

to be offered each semester,

along With the times for these

courses, will be posted at least

two weeks before pre-registra-

tion. According to Jim Strazzel-

la, Vice-President of the Educa-
tional Affairs Committee of The
Student Council, and maker of

tlie motion, the purpose of the

list is to allow students more
time in which to consider their

choices of courses.

Christmas Party
The annual Christmas party

for the faculty children will be
held Saturday, December 17 at

2:00 in the C&F Cafeteria. "All
faculty families are urged to

attend this event." Mrs. Kenneth
O'Driscoll, Publicity Director,
related.

"Games, entertainment, sur-
prises, and refreshments are
nlanned," promised Mrs. O'Dris-
coll. Santa Claus, who closely

resembles Rev. Norbert Whitley,
is due to visit the children later

in the afternoon. Jerry West,
Villanova student accordionist
will perform.
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Oxford

for comfort. ..quality

...ap'pedrdnce

The rich texfuring of fine oxford.

the skillful tailoring give the assur-

ance of being well-dressed. Case
in point: the Arrow Tabber, the au-

thentic British type improved with

self-snap tabs. Your wardrobe is

incomplete without this Arrow shirt.

$5.00

cum laude collection

by
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by Jot" Koniencki

A Villanova verjiTon of a Car-
rier and Ives tintype is captured

by the ramera during the early

week snowfaU.

Editor Spahn States

Yearbook Deadline

Will Be 70% Complete
Based on the past perform-

ance of the past several editions

of the Belle Air. Mike Spahn,

this year's Editor-in-Chief, says

that the campus yearbook is pro-

gressing at a generally favorable

pace.

According to Spahn, there are

also reasonable hopes of meet-

ing two-thirds of their first

deadline which would encompass
about 100 pages. "In addition,"

he further states, "there has
been an unusual increase in col-

or in our yearbook with special

consideration due John McGarry,
the Business Manager, who has
been quite successful in procur-

ing funds through extra adver-

tisements."

The staff is assisted by a core

of hard-working undergraduates
including Sports Editor, Pat
Massi and Art Editor, Joe Rug-
gerio. Senior Editors are Spahn,
Robert Schell the Association

Editor, and Nick Cassetta, the

Managing Editor.

Many of the organizations

which have been neglected be-

fore will be given coverage in

the 1961 edition which will con-

tain about 326 pages, the largest

book published by the Belle Air.

The new Sports. Bowling, Rug-
by and Hockey will hIso jlcrjuire

space under the recently appoint-

ed female Sports Editor, Pat
Massi.

"The purpose of the book,"

emphasizes Spahn, "is to portray

the Villanova life throughout the

year. It will be a yearbook that

encloses all the facets of the

Villanovan, his activities, aca-

demics, athletics, and teachers.

The deadline for the final Copy
is February 15 and the finished

product will be handed out some-
time in May, in God We Trust."

Social Legislation

Subject of LKD Talk

Congressman Speaks
The Pre-Medical Fraternity,

Lambda Kappa Delta, will pre-

sent its third guest lecturer of

the series, U. S. Congressman
William T. Cahill (R.. N. J.),

tomorrow at 10:30 a.m. in Vasey
Hall auditorium.

Caliill will speak on the con-

troversial topic. "Government
and Socialized Medicine." He
will discuss the views now being
formulated as to the possibility

of legislation of this matter in

the coming 87th Congress.

Cahill is a resident of Collings-

wcod, N. J. ,and is a graduate
of St. Joseph's College and Rut-
gers Law School. He has served
as a teacher, F.B.I, agent, law-
yer, prosecutor, and assembly-
man. At present he is serving
his second term as Congressman.
During his first term, he was as-

signed to the House Judiciary
Committee. He introduced var-

ious bills, participated in the
Congressional investigation of

the New York Port Authority,
and served as one of seven mem-
bers of Congress to inspect the
North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zaion (NATO).

Useful To Beta Gamma
L.K.D. President, Edward G.

Morhauser, announced that all

students are invited to attend
the lecture, Morhauser feels that
members of Beta Gamma Debat-
ing Society will be particularly
interested, since their topic for
debate this year is Socialized
Medicine.

He also expressed the hope

that many faculty members
would be able to attend, since

the lecture includes the fields of

medicine, government, econom-
ics, labor, research, and soci-

ology.

rn'T Builds Fund
The Turf and Tinsel Society of

Villanova has announced that
plans have been completed for a
scholarship to be presented to a
future student at Villanova.

Jim Mulvihill, Club President,
has announced that the present
fund, established at $2000, will
be submitted to the Rev. John
J. Curran, OSA, who will invest
the money on behalf of T'n'T.
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ENGINEERS-SCIENTISTS

HAMILTON STANDARD
Division of

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.

will interview on

JANUARY 9, 10, 1961

ENGINEERS BS, MS, PhD degrees in EB, ME, MET tor
oulstamling career positions in analytical, design and de-
velopment engineering.

SCIENTISTS -BS, MS, Ph.t) degrees in Physics, EE. ME
tor challenging new study programs in Missiles & Space
systems. Electron Beam Technology and our Research
l.aboralorics. :•
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A typical proiect under development: the air induc-

tion end environmental systems for the B-70 bomber.
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• SEASON'S
GREETINGS*

To the members of the student body, the
faculty, the Administration, and the Univer-
sity staff, we of The VILLANOVAN extend
our most sincere wishes for a happy and holy

Christmas season.

We hope that the coming year will prove
abundant in prosperity, grace, and wisdom
for all.

. ^_______

Student-Teacher-Truth

Reasons For College

Three reasons for the existence of a

college present themselves: students, teach-

ers and truth. These three are concommit-
ant; the one exists for and because of the

ohers, and when one suffers at the gain of

another, all ultimately suffer.

McGeorge Bundy, Dean of Arts and Sci-

ences at Harvard University, writing in last

Sunday's NEW YORK TIMES, has examined
this three-headed criterion and its relation-

ship to the proposed Ellis Island College,

As an important official in one of the

world's finest and wealthiest schools, he
sneaks from a position which few can match.
Certainly Harvard has proceeded ouite a dis-

tance toward approaching the student-teach-

er-truth criterion.

But what of the college that has not
approached the ideal as closely as has Har-
vard and a few other American institutions?

It does not follow thflt such a collesre should

in any way compromise the student-teacher-

truth norm, for if it should do this, it will

have destroyed itself. It will no longer be a

college, but something else—^perhaps a vocar

tional school or something similar.

All policies of any college must be ex-

amined in the light of the above mentioned
criterion, for again, if a single area of collegi-

ate operation is neglected, then the whole is

neglected. A college is an integral whole, a
living growing individual. If, for example,
science students are treated as sacrosanct,

and are given unlimited financial benefits

and physical equipment, while liberal arts

students, let us say, must get by on make-
shift arrangements and second-rate accom-
modations, then the policy which has pro-

duced this situation has ceased to be collegi-

ate policy. It has become the policy of a
training school for technicians.

Again, if a library purchases vast and
expensive collections of Horace, Platus and
Suetonius, and neglects works of a scientific

and economic topics, then it has become a
building for housing an impressive array of
Latin literature, and has ceased to be a college

library.

The question of athletics has become old

hat. Heavily-endowed Ivy Colleges have solv-

ed the problem as it faces them through de-

emphasis. But what is the solution to the
problem of a college whose whole sports pro-

gram depends on the gate of last week's

game? Provided that the student-teacher-

truth relationship is not debased, a college

in this position may go to any length to solve

its difficulties. One alternative which has
been offered is that student participation in

sports be abolished, and that teams of pro-

fessional athletes, represent the school. Since

few spectators seem really to care who they
are watching, as long as they are watching
something and it is the best, this might be
the most effective way of eliminating sports

difficulties.

The entire student-teacher-tnith rela-

tionship must be carefully and completely air-

ed in the committee rooms of American col-

leges, particularly in the American Catholic

college. For if, as the President's Commis-
sion on National Goals and Purposes implied,

time is running out for America in the world-

wide struggle* for existence, so also is dis-

appearing the very existence of many Ameri-
can institutions as colleges. When an insti-

tution becomes bogged down in superficiali-

ties of policy, when it condemns itself to the

slow death of inffectuality, when, in short,

it neglects its basic purpose, this can only be
because it is ignorant of, or worse, is afraid

of, the student, the teacher, or most signifi-

civntly, the truth.

I
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Joy To The World

Christmas With Jonik
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"Sorry, Fenley, none of that aroraid here

... we don't want to offend anyone."

^
. . . er . . . Father Time? Aristote? The

Sand Man? The Man In The Moon? Ernest

Hemingway ..."

I
i
I

I
I

i
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President's

Christmas Message
"For a child is bom to us, and a son is

given to us, and the government is uipon his

shoulder: and his name shall be called Wonder-

ful, Counsellor, Ckxi the Mighty, the Father of

the world to come, the Prince of Peace."

Last week those who were fortunate

enough to have attended the concert given by

the Villanova Singers, together with the Rose-

mont College Glee Club, heard a stirring rendi-

tion of these words of the prophet Isaias In the

magnificent "Messiah" by Handel. The music

is inspiring. The Villanova-Rosemont version of

it was thrilling to hear.

The transition from the spine-tinglmg mu-

sic of Handel and the glorious words of Isaiaa

to the facts and realities of life is disturbing.

Where is this peace which the Christ was to

have brought to us? We are not actually en-

gaged in physical warfare, but neither can It

be said that we are at peace. The world is dis-

turbed. Wherever on the globe you would look,

you would find little cause for reassurance. In

Africa, in Asia, in Europe, men are on the brink

of battle. Worse yet, there is trouble at our

doorstep, in Latin America, in Cuba. Where is

the Peace of Christ?

I believe that the condition of our world

today shows clearly what must be expected to

follow from the abandonment of Christ by nian.

The brutal cynicism with which the Communists

throughout the world seize upon any potential

trouble spot to stir up revolt and confusion is a

manifestation of what can be expected of man
when he has rejected Our Lord and His teach-

ing of Love and of Truth.

If we would restore the reign of Christ the

Prince of Peace, it will take high courage and

firm resolve. For he who would follow Christ

must swim against the tide. The enemy would

encourage you to relax, enjoy yourself, let

others concern themselves with these weighty

problems while you take it easy. After all, what

can one man do?
' One man, indeed, can do nothing. But one

man working with God on his side is an invin-

cible army. You alone, doing the things that

God expects of you can be a most powerful in-

fluence for good. He expects you to fulfill the

duties of your state in life as a student. He
expects you to study, to learn the habits of in-

dustry, of charity, of sobriety, of chastity, that

will make you a whole Christian person. He ex-

pects you to take some advantage of the many
opportunities for grace that are yours: the

Mass every day, the sacraments of Penance and

the Holy Eucharist. Not everyone has oppor-

tunities of this kind. Our Lord hopes that you

will be one of His leaders and thus gives you

added opportunity for grace.

If you will take the initiative to follow

Christ, Our Saviour, you will find that there is

much that you can do to work for the restora-

tion of the peace of Christ to this world of ours.

It may take a while, to bring that peace to the

whole world. But as soon as you begin' to work

for it, you will find the peace of Christ already

in your soul.

May I express to aH Villanovans, their

families and their friends a most sincere wish

that the Peace of Jesus Christ, the Saviour, may
dwell in your hearts this Christmas time and
forever.

^iljqiguQn
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LYNX Theme — Grotesque
"If authors have abandoned a

well balanced approach to life,

most critical leaders have dis-

carded objectivity."

Eugene d'Anquila, in this ex-

tract, from his essay "Modem
Man, Literature, and Values"
which appears in today's edition

of the LYNX, has succinctly

identified the problem of the

literary magazine on the Villa-

nova campus.
As in previous editions the

LYNX was characterized by,

and deplored for, such themes
as death and desolation. In the

present edition it must certainly

be characterized as "grotesque."

Whether or not this trend in the

literary efforts of students will

meet with general approval de-

pends, it seems, upon the objec-

tivity of critical readers.

Pessimism Excusable

While readily confessiong to

our own former lack of patience

with the predominantly pessimis-

tic attitude of most of Villa-

nova's literatures, which per-

haps has been evident in our

previous reviews of the maga-
zine, we must now admit that

penhaps pessimism on the part

of writers is not inexcusable.

'5\)r although the common con-

cept of the collegiate life as the

closest thing to Utopia on earth

may be true insofar as immed-
iate oomfort and security are

concerned, the larger impending
spectre of a "Madison Avenue"
world, "when the bomb comes,"

and "What next," is disturbing,

to say the least to the mind of

the thinking college students.

The current edition of the

LYNX, we believe, emphasizes

sufficiently, if hot always per-

fectly, the fact that Villanova's

writers are as concerned as any
with man's circumstances, pur-

poses, and goals. If the maga-

by Henry Jgmes McAfeer

zine fails at all, it is in its con-

tributors manner of expressing

themselves.

Initial Story Shows Lynx's Flaw
J. L. MacDonald's "Jonah

Smith," the initial story in the

current edition, illustrates as
well as any the magazine's maj-

or flaw. Mr. MacDonald's prob-

lem, that of self realization in

an antogonistic world, is most
crucial. His ideas, however, are

lost in a welter of picturesque,

often poetic, phrases, which
While most effective individually,

collectively act as literary quick-

sand so drawing the readers into

an immediate situation of emo-
tions and shock that he tends

to forget the problem as an
organic whole.

This tendency towards inten-

sity of description is consider-

ably more effective in the vig-

nettes of sordid reality which
Mr. MacDonald composes in free

form.

Antithetical to Mr. MacDon-
ald's poetic style is that of

Geraldine Klekotka whose "I

love" and "To My Beloved" are

pieces of romantic imagery
somewhat more formal in con-

struction and essentially moral-

istic. Miss Klelkotka displays a
very gentle poetic imagination

and a preoccupation with ele-

mei\ts of religion and beauty
which is refreshing, if not too

subtle or complex.

"Sammy": Epitome of the
Grotesque

The epitome of the grotesque

in the current edition of the

LYNX is Brian Vachon's
"Sammy." In the form of a free

flowing dialogue between a

frighteningly deformed child

and an assortment of characters

who are usually repulsed but on

a few occasions drawn, to the
boy, it succeeds as social com-
ment in emphasizing man's in-

humanity to his less perfect
brothers. It is extremely weak in

literary significance, however,
and its chief justification can
only derive from its largely sen-
sational nature.

John M. Graves' "Chance
Meeting" is similar to the above
mentioned "Jonah Smith" in

that it explores the problem of

self realization in relation to a
vastly complex universe.

It is distinguished from most
of the other prose in that

s t r e a m-of-consciousness ele-

ments are modulated to the

capacity of a short-short story.

The most extreme of the sub-
jective stories is H. Patrick
V o e I c h e r's "These I Must
Fight." Completely lacking in

capitalization, punctuation, and
paragraphing, the work is char-

acterized by alternating concepts
indicated by Roman and Italic

type face. We feel that every
reader should note this story
particularly, because we our-
selves did not read beyond Uie
fifth line.

William Speers' "December
Interlude." a story of the Christ-

mas celebration of three Negroes
two white men who are outcasts
of the human race, is by far the
most cohesive, conclusive, com-
plete contribution, possibly be-

cause Mr. Speers took the time
and space to develop his char-
acters and to present his theme
more subtly. Hovweeer, his tend-

ancy to use "almost the right

word "almost the right word"
in his description is a drawback
to the over-all effect of the
story.

(Continued on Pagre 9)
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Xmas Same Every Year

/

For some reason, one of our
more vivid childhood memories
concerns a fourth grade compo-
sition we had written just prior

to the Christmas holidays.

Entitled "What Christmas
Means To Me", the brave effort

abounded in such tinseled im-

ages and phrases as "Market
Street Fairyland", t^e promise
of the first snow, laughing and
crying with lost relatives on
Christmas Eve, the "cold, beau-
tiful carolers", and the ultimate
morning of gift giving.

And, of course, to insure a

happy mark, we expomided on

Bethlehem as a fi)iale.

Enough years have passed

since then to force many a cyn-

ical, "not again" attitude among
us all. The further one seems
to get from the "fourth grade"

the more entrenched he be-

comes in Christmas compla-
cency.

;

We, however, take strenuous

objection to those who believe

Christmas is only for children.

The "Market Street Fairy-

vimi^:ffim:^<fffim!f«*::::«* MiilS!^^. 5k

By Bill Spttrf

latvd", the first snow, etc. are
only the needles which m/ike up
the branches which make up the
tree.

;

::W:v:^

M
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As adults we must look deep-

ly, but the branches are there.

They are symbolic of the Christ,

mainly, but also parents, hus-
band, wives, and sweethearts.

The branches are love; insti-

tuted by the divine, instilled in

us by Christ and maintained by
an those we love.

It always seema so opaque, so
v^orn, so everyday. Yet at this

time every year, it all seems
so clear. That*s because Christ-

mas is love, a symxphony of love,

if you unll.

Maybe it's a cycle. We taste

it, lose it, then very slowly it

returns again. Perhaps, before
we all die, the branches have all

sprouted, and the elusive tree
is finally visible perhaps, each
Christmas is an annual ring. I

OnCamnQS
with

MttShokin

{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

DECK THE HALLS

The time has come to make out our Cliristnias shoppiiif; lists,

for Christmas will he ujx)n us (juicker than you can say Jack
Rohinson. (Have you ever wondered, incidentally, about the

origin of this interesting phrase "Quicker than you can say

Jack Robinson"? Well sir, tlie original phrase was French—
"Plus lite que de dire Jacques Robespierre." Jack Rol)inson is,

as everyone knows, an aiiglicization of Jacques R()l)espierre who
was, as e\eryunt' knows, the famous figure from the French

Revolution who, as everyone knows, got murdered in his l>ath

by Danton, Murat, Caligula, and Aaron Burr.

(The reason people started saying "(Quicker than you can say

Jacques Robespierre (or .Jack Robinson as he is ctdled in English-

s))eaking countries)" is (juite an intercstinglittle story. It seems

that Robespierre's wife, (Jeorges Sand, got word of the plot to

murder her husband in his bath. All she had to do to save his

lite was call his name and warn him. Jiut, alas, (juicker than

she could say Jaccjues Robespierre, she received a telegram from

her old friend Frederic Chopin who was down in Majorca setting

lyrics to his immortal "Warsaw Concerto." Chopin said he

needed (Jeorges Sand's help desj)erately becau.'^e he could not

find a rhyme for "Warsaw." Natumlly, Cleorges Sand could not

refuse such an urgent recjuest.

(Well sir, Georges Sand went traipsing off to Majorca, but

l)efore she left she told her little daughter Walter that some bad
men were connng to murder daddy in his bath, and she in-

structed Walter to shout Rol)esi)ierre's name when the bad men
arrived. But Walter, alas, had l)een se'a-bathing that morning

on the Riviera, and she had come home loaded with sea shells

and salt water taffy, and when the bad men came to murder
Robespierre, Walter, alas, was chewing a big wad of salt water

taffy and could not get her mouth ojjen in time to shout a

warning. Robespierre, alas, was murdered (juicker than you
could shout Jacques Robespierre (or Jack l^obinson as he is

called in the English-speaking countries).

(There is, I am pleased to report, one small note of cheer in

this grisly tale. When (Jeorges Sand got to Majorca where

Chopin was setting lyrics U) his inunortal "Warsaw Concerto,"

she was happily able to help him find a rhyme for "Warsaw,"

as everyone knows who has heard those haunting lyrics:

In the fair town of Warsaw,

Which Napoleon's horse saw,

Singing cockles and mussels, afire alii'e of)

^c^yitmiij, ^fe z^;..

But I digress.

We were speaking of Christmas gifts. What we all strive to do
at Christmas is, of course, to find unusual, offbeat, different

gifts for our friends. May I suggest then a carton of Marlboro
Cigarettes?

What? You are astonished? You had not thought of Marlboros

as unusual, offbeat, different? You had regarded them as familiar,

reliable smokes whose excellence varied not one jot or tittle

from year to year? . ., .;> . . ; .. .

.

True. All true. But at the sanle time, Marlboros are unusual,

offbeat, different, because every time you try one, it's like the

first time. The flavor never palls, never gets hackneyed. Each
Marlboro is a fresh delight, a pristine pleasure, and if you want
all your friends to clap their hands and exclaim, "Yes, Virginia,

there is a Santa Claus!" you will put them at the very top of

your Christmas list. © iom m., shuiman

And for further Yuletide joy, give Marlboro's nonfiltered

companion cigarette, mild, flavorful Philip Morris—in regu-

lar size or the sensational new king-size Commander. You'll

be welcome aboard!

Iht OLdL JunuA.

If you want the world to

beat a path to your door, just

lie down to take a nap."

BRYN JWAW FETE

Dr. Arthur Colby Sprague,
Professor of English at Bryn
Mawr College was the guest
speaker at the initial Lecture

Program sponsored by the Villa-

nova English Department last

Thursday evening.

The topic of Dr. Sprague's dis-

course was "Shakespeare and his

Audience."
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-LAWRENCE E. BATHGATE II

R.D. No. 3, Farmingdole, N.J.
Lokewood High School

}''',^^y''.;^>. .:^'. Bochelor of Science

(Economict)

ROBERT H. BONN. JR.
1892 Timothy Drive N.E.

Atlonto, Go.
Soletionum High School (Del.)

Bochelor of Arft (EngNth)

THOMAS M. BROWN
11232 McKinney Street

Austin Cotholic Preporotory School
Bochelor of Science (Economict)

FRANCIS P. CAROLAN
537 W. OIney Avenue,

Philodelphio, Po.

Northeost Cotholic High School

Bochebr of Science (Economic!)

MICHAEL D. DONAHUE
1503 DeKolb Street

Norriftown. Po.

Bishop Kenrick High School
Bochelor of Arts

JOHN P. DONOHUE
215 Pine Street,

Lokewood, N.J.
Lokewood High School

Bochelor of Science (Economics)

DAVID R. GRENON
276 Lincoln Street,

Worcester, Moss.
Assumption Preporatory School
Bochelor of Science (Economics)

EILEEN M. GREYSON
631 Volley View Rood

Ardmore, Po.
Notre Dome High School

Bochelor of Science (Nursing)

",
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WILLIAM P. CASSIN. JR.
39 Monroe Avenue,
Lorchmont, N.t.

lono Preporotory School

Bochelor of Arts

JOSEPH H.CRAMER PAUL E. CRAWFORD NICHOAS J. DeANGELIS
7 Jenkins Rood, 610 Moson Avenue, 205 Jomes Drive,

Red Creek, N.Y. Drexel Hill, Po. Hovertown, Po.

Red Creek Central School Monsignor Bonner High School Monsignor Bonner High School
Bochelor of Arts (Politicol Science) Bochelor of Engineering (Mechonicol) Bochelor of Science (Physics)

1 HENRY JAMES McATEER
Henry Jomes McAteer

Philodelphio, Po.
Northeost Cotholic High School

Bochelor of Arts (English)
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P. McGARRY
1201 Christine Qiclo
Scotch Ploins, N.J.

Seton Holl Preporatory School
Bochelor of Science (Economics)

FRANCIS M. McNALLY
N. Moine Street,

Southompton, N.Y.
Southompton High School
Bochelor of Arts (History)

•••,</

RICHARD tMcNAMAR
1419 S. Newport^Avenue,

Tulso, Oklohomo
Coscio Holl

Bochelor of Arts

• •

THOMAS J. DILLON
689 Stote Street

Albony, N.Y.
Vincention Institute,

Bochelor of Engineering (Electricol)

Lawrence E. Bathgate 11—Stu-
dent Council (DPE Representative)

3, Senate 4 ; Class Vice President 3

;

Class President 4; Steering (Com-

mittee 3, 4 ; Mothers" Day Q)nfmiit-

tee 3; Prom Committee 8, 4; Din-
ner Dance (Committee 3, 4 ; Oriental

tion Committee 3, 4; Nick Basca
Committe 4 ! Accounting Society 2,

3, 4 ; Turf 'n' Tinsel 3, 4 ; DPE 2,

3, 4; Interfratemity Ball Commit-
tee 3, 4; Intramurals 1, 2, 3, 4.

Robert H. Bohn Jr. — Steering
Committee 3, 4; CJotillion Decora-
tions Chairman 2; Mothers' Day
Committee 3; Prom (Committee
Chairman 4 ; Spanish CJlub 1 ; Liter-

ary Club 3, 4 ; BELLE AIR 4 : DPM
1, 2, 3, 4; Joyce Kiely Mile Chair-
man 3; Intramurals 1, 2, 8, 4.

Francis P. Carolan — Student
Accounting Society Representa-
tive) Steering (Committee 3, 4;
Prom Committee 4: Ring (Commit-
tee 8 : AccountinjjT Society 2, 8, 4.

William F. Cassin, Jr. — Steer-

ing Committee 4; Mothers' Day
Committee Co-Chairman 8; Spirit

Committee 2: Turf 'n' TinnM 3;

Sanctuary Society 1. 2, 3 : DPM 1,

2. 8, President 4; Interfratemity
Ball (Committee 4 ; Swimming 1, 2,

8, 4 ; Intramurals 1, 2. 3, 4.

Joseph H. Cramer — Homecominof
Committee 3, 4 : Orohans* (Commit-
tee 3. 4: Spanish Club 1. 2. 3t Base-
ball 2. 3, 4; Intramurals 1, 2, 8. 4.

. . Paul E. Crawford — Student
Council 4; Sanctuary Society 3, 4:

American Society of Mechanical
Enginneers 2, 3. 4; The VILLA-
NOVA ENGINEER 2, 3, Editor-in-

Chief 4; The VILLANOVAN 3;
PKP 1, 2, 3. 4 : XEM Honor Fra-
ternity 3; PTS Honor Fraternity

8, 4; Interfratemity Ball Commit-
tee 2.

Nicholas J. DeAngelis— Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers & Institute of Radio Engi-
neers 2; American Institute of

Physics 4 ; Physics Club 3, 4 ; Cross
Country 1, 2, 8. 4; Track 1, 2, 8, 4.

Thomas J. Dillon—American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers &
Institute of Radio Engineers 8, 4;
Sanctuary Society 2, 3, 4 : Russian
Qub 8, 4 ; NROTC 'Battalion (Com-

mander 4: Pershing Rifles 1, 2, 3,

4 ; Semer Fidelis Society 3, 4 ; Quar-
terdeck Society 4 ; EM Honor Fra-
ternity 3, President 4 ; Intramurals
1, 2, 3, 4.

Michael D. Donahue— Steering

Committee 3; Mothers' Day Com-
mittee 3 ; Philosophy Club 2, 3 ; The
VILLANOVAN 1, 2, Campus News
Editor, Associate Editor, Junior
Week Editor 3, Managing Editor 4

;

The LYNX 3, 4 : Literary Cniub 3,

President 4 ; WWVU 2, Intramurals
8. 4.

John P. Donohufr—Steering Com-
mittee 4 ; Prom (Conunittee 4 ; Fath-
ers' Day Committee 4 ; Spirit Com-
mittee 1 ; Nick Basca (Committee 4

;

Finance Qub 4; Society for Ad-
vancement of Management 2, 3» 4

;

International Relations Society 1;
Turf "n' Tinsel 1, 2; President 3,

Treasurer 4; DPE 2, Secretary 8,

Treasurer 4; Inter-fraternity Ball
Decorations (Chairman 3, Ticket
Chairman 4 ; Intramurals 1, 2, 8, 4.

David R. Grenon — Class Trea-
surer 4; Steering (Committee 4;
Prom Committee 8, 4 ; Dinner

Dance (Committee 4; (Cotillion Tic-
ket Chairman 2 ; Jazz Concert (Com-
mittee 4; Spirit Committee 2, 4;
Publicity Chairman 3; Blue Key 4;
Nick Basca Committee 4; Knights
of Columbus 1, 2, 3, 4; Pre-Law
Society 2, 3, 4 ; WWVU 2, 8, News
and Sports Director ; Intramurals
1, 2, 8, 4.

Eileen M. Greyson —- Student
Council 3 ; Cotillion Committee 2

;

Mothers" Day Committee 3; Or-
phans' (Committee 3; Prom (Com-
mittee 3, 4 ; Dinner Dance (Commit-
tee 4; Spirit Committee 1, 2; Ori-
entation Committee 2, 3; Shamo-
kinaki Program Chairman 2, 8, 4;
Nick Basca Committee 4; The
BELLE AIR 1, 3, 4, Nursing Editor
2; WWVU 1; Turf 'n' Tinsel 1. 2.

8, 4 ; Belle Masque 1, 2, 3, 4 ; The
LYNX 1,2, 3, 4; PT 1, 2, 8, Presi-
dent 4.

Henry James McAteer—Student
Council VILLANOVAN Repre-
sentative 4; Blue Key 4; Russian
Club 2 : Philosophy Club 3 : The
VILLANOVAN Feature Editor 2,
N^ws ©ditor. Managing Editor 8.

Editor-in-Chief 4; The BELLE
AIR 2, 3 ; WWVU 2, 3 ; The LYNX
1, 2 ; Publicity Editor 3 ; Literary
Club 2, 3 ; Alusic Society 3, 4 ; Intra-
murals 1, 2.

John P. McGarry—Student (Coun-
cil (Belle Masque Representative)
3; Steering CJommittee 4: Prom
Committee 4 ; Orientation (Commit-
tee 3; Spirit Committee 2, 3; Nick
Basca Committee 4: Marketing
Club 2, 3, 4 ; The BELLE AIR Busi-
ness Manager 4 : Belle Masque 1, 2,
3, 4 : Intramurals 1, 2, 3.

Clinton J. Norris—Steerin qr Com-
mittee 4; Mothers' Day Publicity
Chairman 3; Student Tutor Associ-
ation 3. 4: Shamokinaki Dance
Committee 1 ; Sanctuary Society 1.

2. 8, 4: American Institute of
Chemical Entn'nAers 2. Treasurer 3.
President ; PKP 1, 2, 3. 4: XEM
Honor Fraternity 3, 4 : TBP Honor
Frntemity Secretary 4.

Paul J. O'Rourke—Student Coun-
cil 8, Fraternities and Societies
Chairman 4 ; Steering Committee
2; Cotillion Refreshments Chair-
man 2; Orphans' Committee 8;

Mothers' Day Ticket Chairman 3;
Prom Ticket Chairman 4; Spirit
Committee 1, 2; Orientation (Com-
mittee 2, 3, 4: Jazz Concert 3, 4;
DES Honor Fraternity 4; Intra-
murals 1, 2, 3, 4.

Joseoh Anthony Remv—Student
Council (Beta Gamma Representa-
tive) 3, Parliamentarian, Student
Cabinet 4: Student Council Dance
Ticket (Co^hairman 3: American
Ch**mical Society Ir Beta G^mma
Debate Society 1, 2, 3, 4;
James M. Rhodes, Jr.—Student

Council 8 ; Class Secretary 2 ; Steer-
ing Committee 8; Blazer (Commit-
tee 2; Cotillion Committee 2; Mo-
thers' Day Committee 8; Student
Tutor Association 8; Orientation
Committee 2, 8 ; Sanctuary Society
1, 2, 8 ; Knights of Columbus 1, 2,
8, 4; American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers 4; International Re-
lations Society 8; IVe-Law Society
8, 4; Philosophy Club 8, 4; BeU
President ; NROTC (Company Corn-
Gamma Debate Society 1, 2, 8,
mander 4; Quarterdeck Society 4;
PTS Honor Fraternity 4.

CLINTON J. NORRIS
82-44 Eliof Avnue
Roflo Porfc, N.Y.

•ltliO|i Loughlin Mtmori«l High
ioclidor off EngiiMfrint (Clioi4c«l)
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PAUL J. O'ROURKE
733 Anderson Avenue

Drexel Hill, Po.

Monsignor Bonner High School

Bachelor of Arti (History)

JOSEPH ANTHONY REMY JAMES M. RHODES. R. THOMAS F. SAMUELWICZ
531 Borr Avenue 162 Red Bonk Manor 3361 Solmon Street,

Linwood. NJ. Red Bonk, N.J. PhikiiMlphio, Pa.

Holy Spirit High School Red Bonk Cotholic High School Northeost Catholic High School

Bachelor of Science (Mathemotics) Bochelor of Engineering (Mechonicol) Bochelor of Arts (Generol)

1

MICHAEL J. SPAHN
, Cambria Heights, NY,| ; ;

La Salle Acodemy
Bachelor of Arts (Politicol Science)

MMES A. STRAZELLA
240 Boer Avenue
Hanover, Pa.

: Delone Catholic High School
Bachelor of Arts (Philosophy)

JOHN G. VALVA
5 Stork Place,

Lynbrook. N.Y.
Chominode High School

Bachelor of Science (Economics)

J. MICHAEL WESLEY
30 Summer Pork
Rochester, N.Y.
Aquinas Institute

Bachelor of Arts

RICHARD A. WILDER
5833 Sylv^ter Street

Philodelphio, Po.

Father Judge High School

Bachelor of Science (Economics)

Thomas F. Samulewicz — Class
Vice President 4 ; Steering Commit-
tee 4; MUFF Day Ck)-Chairman 3;
Jazz Festival Ck)-Chairman 4 ; Bas-
ketball 1, 2, 3, 4.

Michael J. Spahn — Spirit C!k)m-

mittee 1, 2 ; Orientation (Committee
2; Nick Basca Committee 4;
lOiights of Ck)lumbus 1, Outside
Guard 3, Warden 4 ; Intercollegiate

Cbnfeemce on Government 3; In-

ternational Relations Society 2. 3,

4 ; The BELLE AIRE Sports Edi-
tor 3, Editor-in-Chief 4 ; WWVU 1.

2 ; NROTC Ensign 4 ;
Quarterdeck

Society 4; Intramurals'l, 2, 3, 4.

James A. Strazzella — Student
Council Cabinet, Senate, Executive
Vice President for (Educational Af-
fairs, Student-Faculty Committee
Chairman 4; Steering Committee
3; Mothers* Day Committee Co-
Chairman 3; Orientation Commit-
tee 4 ; Sanctuary Society 2 ; Secre-
tary 3, President 4; Philosophy
Club 4 ; Beta Gamma Debate Soci-

ety 2, 3, 4; Pre-Law Society 3, 4;
The LYNX 3. Copy Editor 4.

John G. Valva—Student Council

Senate 3, Co-ordinnator 4 ; Oriental

tion Committee 2; Spirit Commit-
tee Co-Chairman 3 ; Society for Ad-
vancement of Management 2; In-

tramurals 1, 2, 3, 4.

J. Mj|hael Wesley — Student
CouncilTspanish Club Representa^

tive) 3, 4; Steering Committee 4;

Sanctuary Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Con-
fraternity of Christian Doctrine 4

;

Spanish Club 3, 4 ; The LYNX Copy
Editor 2, 3; Co-Editor-in-Chief 4;

Music Society 1, 2, 3, 4; The
BELLE AIR Copy Editor 4 ; Intra-

murals 1, 2, 3, 4.

Richard A. Wilder — Student
Council (Semper Fidelis Represent-

ative) 3, Student Union and Spe-

cial Problems Committee Co^Jhair-
man, Student Senate 4; Steering
Committee 4 ; Orientation Commit-
tee 3 ; Student Council Dance Com-
mittee 3: Accounting Societv 1, 2,

3, ; NROTC, Semper Fidelis Soci-

ety 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramurals 1» 2, 3,

4.

Krechmer^s Features Dixieland In Seclusion
Looking for something differ-

ent to <^ on Saturday night

I
after the Pales-

Itra game, Well,

cynics corner of

•ROUND MID-
NIGHT has
done it again.

Taking cogni-

I

z a n c 6 of the

Zowaekl college - bred
conformista generally look for

entertainment of the audience

participation variety, we have
found a club where you can
hear some good old fashioned

NEW ORLEANS JAZZ, com-
monly referred to as "DDCIE-
LAND" by the misinformed.

This is something akin to find-

ing an oasis in a deeert of rock

'n roll.

The place is simply entitled

Billy Krechmer's. named after

the owner and clarinetist of the

house band; and the biggest

difficulty encountered enjoying

the music is finding the place.

Krechmer's is located on Ram-
stead street, between 16th and
17th In downtown Philly.

Ramstead, in turn, is located

between Market and Chestnut
streets.

The music is from 9:15-2:00

during the week and from 8:30

to closing on Saturday. Since

there is never a minimum at

the bar and the table minimum
is $2.50 per person, it makes
an ideal place for a different

Saturday night date.

The owner is an unassuming
gentleman. Unassuming that

is, until he climbs on the band-
stand with his licorice stick in

hand. Then the foot starts

tapping in the most traditional

way, and if you'll pardon the
use of a cliche, "the joint

starts jumping." At 50, Billy

Krechmer has been playing
professionally for some 34
years, and according to bar-

tender Dave Kledn. still recog-
nizes the value of constant
practice. This is quite obvious
to the patrons.

All-star Jam Session

Krechmer opened his place
back in 1938 for reasons of
health which forbade his travel-

ing with a band as had been his

way of life 'til then. Among the

bands he played with: Red
Nichols, Vincent Lopez, and Is-

ham Jones. While still after

opening his club the place did

not lack music, simply because
friends always remained true,

no matter when or where. Such
musical luminaries as Jimmy
Dorsey and Benny Goodman
filled in for Billy during the
period when good bands were a
dine a dozen and good music
even more plentiful.

Billy remembered one night in

1939 (when the closing hours
were not as strictly eirforced)

that some of the musicians play-

ing at the Old Earle and Clique
would stop in after their show
was finished for all-night jam
sessions. On this particular

night, the group playing in the
wee small hours included Jimmy
Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Ray McKin-
ley, and Harry J€mies. And if

this sounds like a tall tale to you,
rest assured, it isn't because
Krechmer has the pictures to

prove it in a huge album.

The boss' house band has
been the training ground for

some fine musicians over the

years. Among the more prom-
inent alumni are Ray Biyant,

bassist supreme Sam Stewart,

guitarist Tal Farlow, and
Johnny Smith. With a success-

ful club going well for him,

Krechmer finds philosophizing

easy "In this country," he says,

'^oney is automatic and if you
are sincere in your job and work
hard at it, you will never
starve." Billy Krechmer isn't

starving.

It's no secret at this late date
that British comedy is our cup

of tea (the i)un is intended)

and so we find it no labor at all

to report three more finds for

your viewing pleasure. The first

two are from the same studio,

Pinewood and same producer
Peter Rogers. "Carry on Nurse"
already in the neighborhood cir-

cuit here is still playing first run
in several major cities.

It is a sparkling film, due
mainly to the seemingly devil-

may-care attitude of the actors.

We won't go into any lengthly

detail of the plot, but sufiice it

to say, that it is recommended
to all those in need of a hearty
laugh.

The newer presentation is

"Please Turn Over," due Decem-
ber 22 at Max Kanefsky's Stu-
dio Theatre (16th and Market).
Caught last week at a private

screening, this one is more in

the British vein of satire and
benefits from a tighter script.

(Comedian vaudevillian Ted Ray
is the star of this opus and he

should be a welcome edition to

the art houses if his perform-
ance in this film is any indica-

tion.

Finally, "Left, Right and
Center," is recommended for no
other reason then because it is

good enough to play at the
Green Hill. Experience has prov-

en to us that when the Serenm
Brothers obtain a picture, it if

worth seedng. British atawarts

Ian Carmichael and Alastair

Sims are two more good reasons

for seeing this "expose" of the

political game, now te Ito

seventh week at the G. H.

by Tony Carbon«

Apologies to "The Glass Menagerie*' company (above photo).

We Intended to see and review the play, but inclement weather
prevented tin. We also take this opportunity to wish a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year to all of our readers.-ZaWfcU

LYNX Review
(Continued from Page 5)

The LYNX'S sole essay, noted

at the beginning of this review,

is one of better pieces in the

magazine, although it is a bit in-

conclusive. Eugene D'Aquila
develops his thesis logically,

clearly, and sucinctly. His point,

that readers should maintain ob-

jectivity in judging creative writ-

ing is one that deserves particu-

lar attention in a Catholic Uni-
versity.

Art work by Joseph Ruggiero,
Joseph Conlin, and John Jonik

is particularly noteworthy both

in execution and in arangement
on the pages. The magazine's

cover, a distinct innovation, de-

parts from the usual abstract

.LYNX cover. Quite attractive, it

is being counted on as a strong
selling point by the editors, and
should succeed in this regard.

On the whole, the tone of the

current edition of the LYNX is

quite difierent from that of pre-

vious editions. We strongly

recommend it to all Villanovans
who are in any way concerned
with originality and creativity

at Villanova.
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'Wildcat'Moves OnToN.Y.

Safe Deposit
John always did take things too

seriously . . . like that habit of locking

his Coke up in a safe! Sure everybody

likes Coca-Cola . . . sure there's

nothing more welcome than the good
taste of Coca-Cola. But really—

a safe just for Coke! Incidentally—

know the combination, anyone?

C^'s^^i'^}

BE REALLY REFRESHED

BottUd und«r authority of Th« CocO'Cola Compony by

THE PHILADELPHIA BOTTLING CO.

By the time this article ap-

pears in The VILLANOVAN, the
Michael Kidd-N. Richard Nash
production of "Wildcat", star-

ring Lucille Ball, will have left

the Erlanger theater for the
greener canyons of the Great
White Way. The memory of this

gusty musical hit, nevertheless,

will most certainly linger on for

months to come.
Entering the theater with

many doubts as to the true

value of my ticket, I did not
know what to expect. Lucille

Ball had always been the num-
ber one comedienne in the world
at the "box," but her limita-

tions musical-comedy wise were
always apparent. A soft-shoe

routine while singing ten chor-
uses of "Friendship" was her
only forte. In her early RKO
and MGM movies, it was Miss
Ball's lips that moved but Anita
Ellis* voice on the soundtrack.
The curtain ran up and my

doubts were somewhat allayed
by the opening number, "I

Hear," and by scene two with
W i 1 d y (Lucy) well-warmed,
joining the Countess (Edith
King) in "That's What I Want
for Janie." I settled back and
knew that in spite of my pre-

vious misgivings this show
would be a two-year hit.

Book By Nash
The book, by N. Richard

Nash, tells of an oil wildcatter's

daughter who wants to make a
strike in order to help a crippled

sister and also to fortify her
own ego. Although rather weak
in construction, the show is well-

laced with comic situations

bound to evoke laughter.

In the tradition of 'U'l Ab-

by Al LaMattra
ner," "Destry Rides Again,"
and the still-talked-about movie,
'^Seven Brides for Seven Broth-
ers," Michael Kidd has pro-

vided the musical with several

show-stopping dance ensemjbles.

Both "Give a Littie WhlsUe"
and "El Sombrero" contain the
characteristics of the choreo-
grapher's earlier Broadway en-

deavors, while at the same time
introducing some very exciting

and sparkling new steps which
bring down the house.
Although some of Cy Cole-

man's melodies seem rather un-
distinguished, Ca3x>lyn Leigh's
lyrics more than compensate for
the deficiency, as evidenced in
"Tall Hope" and various other
numbers sung by the chorus.

Splendid Performance
The supporting cast, under

Kidd's direction, turns in a
splendid performance. Keith
Andes, the male lead seen as Joe
Dynamite, has an excellent voice
and shows it off to perfection.
Edith King as the Countess
supplies the show with some of
its funniest moments as she
shares her whisky with her dog
and her parrot and drops flower-
pots on the Town Sheriff.

Paula Stewart and Clifford
David are well-matched as the
young lovers with problems. Don
Tomkings as Sookie, the "Old
Buzzard" who won't wash so
that people will stay away from
him, joins Miss Ball in the eve-
ning's first show-stopper, "What
Takes My Fancy."
Lucille Ball? Well, she is Just

plain <A* Lucy frcun beginning
to end. Rowdy, conniving, pout-
ing, bubbling, nimble, and ex-

plosive, Lucy is back in the
Ihnelight; and with the extra-
special bel<k>w that only she has,
who needs a voice to put a song
over? She even gives the audi-
ence a little of her wonderful
pantomime as she makes faces,
gesticuiates, and finally lapses
into her wonderful sarcastic
self.

Writer Gets Interview
Apparently, Miss Ball is "en-

joying every minute of it" as she
said in her dressing room after
the show. "I've wanted to do
something like this for so many
years, but because of TV com-
mittments I never got around to
it." When I asked her if she had
any special plans for the fu-

ture, she replied, "Right now
my future is with this show, but
I hope to make a few more pic-

tures. I've just finished a movie
with Bob Hope ("Facts of

Life") and it should be released
in the winter of 1961."

When I asked about Bob
Hope, Lucy continued, "It's been
so much fun working with Bob.
This is the third time we've
teamed together on the screen
and I'm sure the audience will

find it very funny comedy when
we get together." She then ex-
cused herself and took her chil-

dren by the hand as they left

the theatre for an early dinner
so that she could be back in

plenty of time for the evening
performance.
SUM UP: The play is a must

for all Lucy fans. During the
holidays, all Philadelphians who
missed it should take a trip to

New York City and catch It at
the AlviA Theatre on S2iul

Street*
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PAUL J. O'ROURKE
733 Anderson Avenue

Drexel Hill, Pa.

Moniignor Bonner High School
Bachelor of Arts (History)

JOSEPH ANTHONY REMY JAMES M. RHODES, R. THOMAS F. SAMUELWICZ
531 Borr Avenue 162 Red Bank Monor 3361 Solmon Street,
Linwood. NJ. Red Bank, N.J. Phikid^lphia, Pa.

Holy Spirit High School Red Bank Catholic High School Northeast Catholic High School
Bachelor of Science (Mathematics) Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical) Bochelor of Arts (General)
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MICHAEL J. SPAHN
Cambria Heights, NY.

La Solle Academy
Bachelor of Arts (Political Science)

JAMES A. STRAZELLA
240 Boer Avenue
Hanover, Pa.

Delone Catholic High School
Bachelor of Arts (Philosophy)

JOHN G. VALVA
5 Stark Place,

Lynbrook. N.Y.
Chaminode High School

Bachelor of Science (Economics)

J. MICHAEL WESLEY
30 Summer Pork
Rochester, N.Y.
Aquinas Institute

Bachelor of Arts

^ RICHARD A. WILDER
5833 SyLv^ter Street

Philoiielphia, Pa.

Father Judge High School

Bachek>r of Science (Economics)

Thomas F. Samulewicz — Class
Vice President 4 ; Steering Commit-
tee 4; MUFF Day Co-Chairman 3;
Jazz Festival Co-Chairman 4 ; Bas-
ketball 1, 2, Z, 4.

Michael J. Spahn — Spirit Com-
mittee 1, 2 ; Orientation 0)mmittee
2; Nick Basca Committee 4;
Knights of Columbus 1, Outside
Guard 3, Warden 4 ; Intercollegiate
Confeemce on Government 3; In-

ternational Relations Society 2, 3,

4 ; The BELLE AIRE Sports Edi-
tor 3, Editor-in-Chief 4; WWVU 1,

2 ; NROTC Ensign 4 ; (Quarterdeck
Society 4 ; Intramurals'l, 2, 3, 4.

James A. Strazzella — Student
Council Cabinet, Senate, Executive
V. ;e President for Educational Af-
fairs, Student-Faculty Committee
Chairman 4; Steering Committee
8; Mothers' Day Committee Co-
Chairman 8; Orientation Commit-
tee 4 ; Sanctuary Society 2 ; Secre-
tary 3, President 4; Philosophy
Club 4; Beta Gamma Debate Soci-
ety 2. 3, 4; Pre-Law Society 3, 4;
The LYNX 3, Copy Editor 4.

John G. Valva—Student Council
Senate 3, Co-ordinnator 4 ; Oriental
tion Committee 2; Spirit (Commit-
tee Co-Chairman 3 ; Society for Ad-
vancement of Management 2; In-

tramurals 1, 2, 3, 4.

J. Mkjhael Wesley — Student
Council (Spanish Club Representa-
tive) 3, 4; Steering Committee 4;
Sanctuary Society 1, 2, 3, 4 ; Con-
fraternity of Christian Doctrine 4

;

Spanish Club 3, 4 ; The LYNX Copy
Editor 2, 3 ; Co-Editor-in-Chief 4

;

Music Society 1, 2, 3, 4; The
BELLE AIR Copy Editor 4; Intra-
murals 1, 2, 3, 4.

Richard A. Wilder — Student
Council (Semper Fidelis Represent-
ative) 3, Student Union and Spe-
cial Problems Ommittee Co-Chair-
man, Student Senate 4; Steering
Committee 4 ; Orientation 0)mmit-
tee 3 ; Student Council Dance Com-
mittee 3 : Accounting Societv 1, 2,

3. ; NROTC, Semper Fidelis Soci-
ety 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramurals 1, 2, 3,

4.
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Krechmer^s Features Dixieland In Seclusion
Looking for something differ-

ent to do on Saturday night

[after the Pales-

tra game, Well,

cynics corner of

'ROUND MID-
NIGHT has
done it again.

Taking cogni-

{zance of the

fact that the
ZawocM college -bred

conformists generally look for

entertainment of the audience

participation variety, we have
found a club where you can
hear some good old fashioned

NEW ORLEANS JAZZ, com-
monly referred to as "DIXIE-
LAND" by the misinformed.

This is something akin to find-

ing an oasis in a desert of rock

'n roll.
'

The place is simply entitled

Billy Krechmer's, named after

the owner and clarinetist of the

house band; and the biggest

difficulty encountered enjoying

the music is finding the place.

Krechmer's is located on Ram-
stead street, between 16th and
17th in downtown Philly.

Ramstead, in turn, is located

between Market and Chestnut
streets.

The music is from 0:15-2:00

during the week and from 8:30

to closing on Saturday. Since

there is never a minimum at

the bar and the table minimum
is $2.50 per person, it makes
an ideal place for a different

Saturday night date.

The owner is an unassuming
gentleman. Iteassuming that

is, until he climbs on the band-

stand with his licorice stick in

hand. Then the foot starts

tapping in the most traditional

way, and if you'll pardon the

use of a cliche, "the joint

starts jumping." At 50, Billy

Krechmer has been playing

professionally for some 34
years, and according to bar-

tender Dave Klein, still recog-

nizes the value of constant

practice. This is quite obvious

to the patrons.

All-Star Jam Session

Krechmer opened his place

back in 1938 for reasons of

health which forbade his travel-

ing with a band as had been his

way of life 'til then. Among the

bands he played with: Red
Nichols, Vincent Lopez, and Is-

ham Jones. While still after

opening his club the place did

not lack music, simply because
friends always remained true,

no matter when or where. Such
musical luminaries as Jimmy
Dorsey and Benny Goodman
filled in for Billy during the

period when good bands were a
dine a dozen and good miisic

even more plentiful.

Billy remembered one night in

1939 (when the closing hours
were not as strictly enforced)

that some of the musicians play-

ing at the Old Earle and Clique

would stop in after their show
was finished for all-night jam
sessions. On this particular

night, the group playing in the

wee small hours included Jimmy
Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Ray McKin-
ley, and Harry James. And if

this sounds like a tall tale to you,

rest assured, it isn't because
Krechmer has the pictures to

prove it in a huge album.

The boss' house band has
been the training ground for

some fine musicians over the

years. Among the more prom-
inent alumni are Ray Bryant,

bassist supreme Sam Stew|irt,

guitarist Tal Farlow, and
Johnny Smith. With a success-

ful club going well for him,

Krechmer finds philosophizing

easy "In this country," he says,

'^money is automatic and if you
are sincere in your job and work
hard at it, you will never

starve." Billy Krechmer isn't

starving.

It's no secret at this late date

that British comedy is our cup

of tea (the pun is intended)

and so we find it no labor at all

to report three more finds for

your viewing pleasure. The first

two are from the same studio,

Pinewood and same producer

Peter Rogers. "Carry on Nurse"
already in the neighborhood cir-

cuit here is still playing first run

in several major cities.

It is a sparkling film, due
mainly to the seemingly devil-

may-care attitude of the actors.

We won't go into any lengthly

detail of the plot, but suffice it

to say, that it is recommended
to all those in need of a hearty
laugh.

The newer presentation is

"Please Turn Over," due Decem-
ber 22 at Max Kanefsky's Stu-

dio Theatre (16th and Market).
Caught last week at a private

screening, this one is more in

the British vein of satire and
benefits from a tighter script.

Comedian vaudevillian Ted Ray
is the star of this opus and he

should be a welcome edition to

the art houses if his perform-
ance in this fihn is any indica-

tion.

Finally, "Left, Right and
Center," is recommended for no
other reason then because it is

good enough to play at the

Green Hill. Experience has prov-

en to us that when the Serena
Brothers obtain a picture, it is

worth seeing. British stawarta

Ian Carmichael and Alastair

Sims are two more good reasons

for seeing this "expose" of the

political game, now la it^

seventh week at the G. H.

by Tony Carbone

Apologies to "The Glass Menagerie** company (above photo).

We intended to see and review the play, but inclement weather
prevented tis. We also take this oprortunity to wish a Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year to all of our readers.-Zow^cU

LYNX Review
(Continued from Pa^e 5)

The LYNX'S sole essay, noted

at the beginning of this review,

is one of better pieces in the

magazine, although it is a bit in-

conclusive. Eugene D'Aquila
develops his thesis logically,

clearly, and sucinctly. His point,

that readers should maintain ob-

jectivity in judging creative writ-

ing is one that deserves particu-

lar attention in a Catholic Uni-
versity.

Art work by Joseph Ruggiero,
Joseph Conlin, and John Jonik

is particularly noteworthy both

in execution and in arangement
on the pages. The magazine's

cover, a distinct innovation, de-

parts from the usual abstract

.LYNX cover. Quite attractive, it

is being counted on as a strong
selling point by the editors, and
should succeed in this regard.

On the whole, the tone of the

current edition of the LYNX is

quite difierent from that of pre-

vious editions. We strongly

recommend it to all Villanovans

who are in any way concerned
with originality and creativity

at Villanova.
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Safe Deposit
John always did take things too

seriously . . . like that habit of locking

his Coke up in a safe! Sure everybody

likes Coca-Cola . . . sure there's

nothing more welcome than the good

taste of Coca-Cola. But really—

a safe just for Coke! Incidentally—

know the combination, anyone? »£ p£/^[^[^Y REFRESHED

Bottt«d und«r authority of Th« Coco-Cola Company by

THE PHILADELPHIA BOTTLINO CO.

6a^fi^/

By the time this article ap-

pears in The VILLANOVAN, the

Michael Kidd-N. Richard Nash
production of "Wildcat", star-

ring Lucille Ball, will have left

the Erlanger theater for the

greener canyons of the Great
White Way. The memory of this

gusty musical hit, nevertheless,

will most certainly linger on for

months to come.
Entering the theater with

many doubts as to the true

value of my ticket, I did not

know what to expect. Lucille

Ball had always been the num-
ber one comedienne in the world
at the "box," but her limita-

tions musical-comedy wise were
always apparent. A soft-shoe

routine while singing ten chor-

uses of "Friendship" was her
only forte. In her early RKO
and MGM movies, it was Miss
Ball's lips that moved but Anita
ETlis' voice on the soundtrack.
The curtain ran up and my

doubts were somewhat allayed

by the opening number, "I

Hear," and by scene two with

Wildy (Lucy) well-warmed,
joining the Countess (Edith
King) in "That's What I Want
for Janie." I settled back and
knew that in spite of my pre-

vious misgivings this show
would be a two-year hit.

Book By Nash
The book, by N. Richard

Nash, tells of an oil wildcatter's

daughter who wants to make a
strike in order to help a crippled

sister and also to fortify her
own ego. Although rather weak
in construction, the show is well-

laced with comic situations

bound to evoke laughter.

In the tradition of 'U'l Ab-

by At LoMottra
ner," "Destry Rides Again,"
and the still-talked-about movie,
'^Seven Brides for Seven Broth-
ers," Michael Kidd has pro-

vided the musical with several

show-stopping danoe ensemlbles.

Both "Give a UtUe Whistle"
and "El Sombrero" contain the
characteristics of the choreo-
grapher's earlier Broadway en-

deavors, while at the same thne
introducing some very exciting

and sparkling new steps which
bring down the house.

Although some of Cy Cole-

man's melodies seem rather un-
distinguished, Carolyn Leigh's
lyrics more than compensate for
the deficiency, as evidenced in

"Tall Hope" and various other
numbers sung by the chorus.

Splendid Performance
The supporting cast, under

Kidd's direction, turns in a
splendid performance. Keith
Andes, the male lead seen as Joe
Dynamite, has an excellent voice
and shows it off to perfection.

Edith King as the Coimtess
supplies the show with some of
its funniest moments as she
shares her whisky with her dog
and her parrot and drops flower-

pots on the Town Sheriff.

Paula Stewart and Clifford

David are well-matched as the
young lovers with problems. Don
Tomkings as Sookie, the "Old
Buzzard" who won't wash so
that people will stay away from
him, joins Miss Ball in the eve-

ning's first show-stopper, "What
Takes My Fancy."

Lucille Ball? Well, she is just

plain o4' Lucy from beginning
to end. Rowdy, conniving, pout-
ing, bubbling, nimible, and ex-

plosive, Lucy is back in the
limelight; and with the extra-
special betlow that only she has,
who needs a voice to put a song
over? She even gives the audi-
ence a little of her wonderful
pantomime as she makes faces,

gesticulates, and finally lapses
into her wonderful sarcastic
self.

Writer Gets Interview
Apparently, Miss Ball is "en-

joying every minute of it" as she
said in her dressing room after
the show. "I've wanted to do
something like this for so many
years, but because of TV com-
mittments I never got around to
it." When I asked her if she had
any special plans for the fu-

ture, she replied, "Right now
my future is with this show, but
I hope to make a few more pic-

tures. I've just finished a movie
with Bob Hope ("Facts of
Life") and it should be released
in the winter of 1961."

When I asked about Bob
Hope, Lucy continued, "It's been
so much fun working with Bob.
This is the third time we've
teamed together on the screen
and I'm sure the audience will

find it very funny comedy when
we get together." She then ex-

cused herself and took her chil-

dren by the hand as they left

the theatre for an early dinner
so that she could be back in

plenty of time for the evening
performance.
SUM UP: The play is a must

for all Lucy fans. During the
holidays, all PhiladeLphians who
missed it should take a trip to
New York City and catch it at
the Alvin Theatre on 52Bd
Street.
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Ross To Captain 'Cat

1 1 During '61 Season
by Vic Strano

Dick Ross, the new captain of

the football team, is a junior

guard from Morris Township in

New Jersey. While attending and

playing at hia home town school,

Dclbarton High, he decided to

transfer to Manlius Military

School where he also played

football for two years with the

hope of going to West Point.

He was, however, unimpressed

by the probability of a military

future and this, along with the

influence of his father, led to his

decision to attend Villanova. His

dad had previously played at

VU.
Unfortunately Dick received a

shoulder injury as a soph and

did not see much action that

year. As a matter of fact, he

also had a shoulder operation

in January of 1960 and missed

spring practice later on.

^ Not Discouraged

; Dick was not to be discour-

aged, however. During this sea-

son he was called upon at the

outset of the season to fill an

important gap. When Coach

Bell found himself confronted

with a host of injured ends, Dick

came in and played this position.

Although helping out consider-

ably, he later went back to guard
position. •

It was at this time, which waa
just before the Navy game, that

the doctor advised him not to

play further. Naturally he could

have continued on Scholarship

without playing for the rest of

the season. But he insisted on

getting into the Navy game,
where as linebacker he managed
to play remarkably well. This

was to be a .turning point of

the season for this previously

unnoticed but ambitious player.

Later on in the season, he got

a chance to start about three or

four games. He might have
started more but he was compet-

ing with senior Joe Luzzi, the

regular starter, for guard posi-

tion.

A Surprise Election

Dick was somewhat surprised

at the result of the flection of

captain because he feels that

there was much competition for

the position. He did have a hint

however, that he was in the

running. This was due mostly to

his fine play as defensive signal

caller in the last three of four

games. He was very happy to

receive the appointment and ex-

pects to do a good job next
season.

In fact not only Dick but also

the whole team is rather opti-

mistic about the '61 season. This
is due to the fact that over 30
lettermen will be returning who
are mostly juniors and seniors.

"We definitely should have a
winning season," Dick reports.

Dick also mentioned that he is

sorry that Army and Navy are
off the schedule anji would like

to play them again. But he is

happy so far at the way the
schedule is shaping up, although
it is still incomplete.

Port Time
$200 a

AAoiHii Sfthiy
Sell MlBHUftx, new tench-

Ing machine for stadents.

Ten men needed for pro-

motion and demonstration

of this new machine. Most
be available four evenings

per week from 6-9 p.m.

No selling ezperienoe

Anto soppUed.

Dixie Giants Play Host To
'Cats In Holiday Classic
When the Villanova Wildcats

journey below the Mason-Dixon

line Cor the first time this year

on December 29, they will be

plunging into one of the most
colorful and talented basketball

tournaments in their history.

The 1960 Dixie Classic sup-

ports a fabulous array of teams

from all parts of the nation, in-

cluding the traditional four

of North Carolina, Wake Forest,

Duke, and North Carolina State,

and outsiders Marquette, Mary-

land, Wyoming, and our own
Wildcats.

Wolfpack Opposition

In their opening game (4 p.m.

EST, Dec. 29) the Wolfpack of

North Carolina State will sup-

ply the opposition. .....

Everett Case, aft^r suffering

through his first losing season

in 41 years of coaching, is set

this season with a fine team
which features a Philadelphia

boy, senior Bob DiStephano

(6-6), at center, and junior An-

ton Muehltauer (6-2) in the

back court.

Case has the enviable position

of choosing two forwards from
this fine group of good re-

bounders: letterman Russ Mar-
vel (6-6), Stan Niewierowski

(6-5), and Bruce Hoadley (6-6),

by Ed Lohr

plus Pete Auskel (6-6 soph) and

(6-6) Jim Whitfield.

Other games in the William

Neal Reynolds Coliseum (12,400

capacity) on December 29. are

as follows: Maryland vs. North
Carolina (2 p.m.) Marquette vs.

Wake Forest (7:30 p.m.) and
Wyoming vs. Duke (9:30 p.m.).

Terrapins vs. N. C.

The Tcrranins of Maryland

(ACC) have the tousrhest first

round assignment in the tourney

as they uro against third ranked

North Carolina,

The big "If" in the Maryland
attack has to be the soph Jerry

Greenspan, (6-6) is one to

watch, as are Bob Eichfer (6-2).

and Bill Stasilulatis (6-3). So
far the Terrapins have knocked
off Penn State and showed signs

of promise.

All you can say about North
Canolina University is that they

are loaded. Coach Frank Mi-

guire can field a veteran squad
which includes Doug Moe (6-5),

a sure bet for All-American

honors, and York Larese (6-4),

who averaged 16.8 and 15.7

p.p.g. respectively.

Kepley At Center

At center will be Dick Kepley

(6-8) and rounding out the top
five of a club that has lived up
to its ratings will be senior Jim
Donahue (6-8) at forward, and
(6-0) Don Walsh, a junior guard.

The Tar Heels are the pre-

tourney favorites.

Defending champions Wake
Forest play host to Marquette
and should have an easy time of

it. However, Marquette supports

one of the finest coaches in the

collegiate ranks today in Ed
Hickey.

Marquette will have to rely

on their sophs: Dave Erickson
(6-7) and Tom Jefferson (6-3),

but the key man will be senior

and All-Midwest Dan Kojis

(6-6).

Wake Forest has two men of

All-American calibre in Len
Chappell, a (6-6) junior who hit

17.4 p.p.g. and Billy Packer
(5-10), a speedy guard.

Colorful McKlnney
Colorful coach Bones McKin-

ney must be fuming, as his team
already has been hit by the

rash of upsets sweeping the

nation.

The Cowboys of Wyoming
suffered through a last place

finish in the Skyline Conference

and are expected to go up fast

Penn Swimmers Top 'Cats

Frosh Splash Quakers

RON MARVEL
... member of The Wolfpock

but this fine event may still be

out of their class.

Especially since they take on
the Blue Devils of Duke. Soph-

omore coach Vic Bubas has 11

of 12 men back including strong

Carrol Young-kin (6-6), Doug
Kistler (6-9) and Howard Hunt
at (6-4). A big soph who aver-

aged 30 p.p.g. or the rosh may
also get a shot at a starting

berth.

All in all there is no doubt

that this will be the most excit-

ing Dixie Classic in history.

There has never been so many
highly ranked teams or so many
potential Ail-Americans in any

holiday tourney.

^NM^m&m^A^

Its whats up front that counts
Up front is |

FILTER-BLEND
|
and only Winston has it!

Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially

processed for full flavor in filter snnoking.
n. J. RfynoliU Tolncro Compiny. \Vintlon-8alrm, N. C.

Osll Mr. CarroU, TR 7-S020

MI 9-9020
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The University of Pennsyl-
vania swimmers, led by Canadian
Olympic star Bill Slater, splash-
ed to a 54-41 victory over Villa-

nova's tankmen last Wednesday
at Hutchison pool.

The meet was a close one all

the way, with the final race be-

ing the decider. In this one, the

400-yard medley relay, Penn, led

by border-jumping Olympian
Slater, broke its own pool record

in the winning time of 4:12.

Reed stars

Slater and Dan Reed of Villa-

nova were the individual stars.

Slater won the 100 and 440-yard
freestyle events, in addition to

twimming the lead-off leg of the
relay.

Reed captured two events, the

200-yard individual medley and
the 200-yard backstroke. Ed
Brier gained the only other in-

dividual first for the 'Cats of Ed
Geisz.

The 400-yard freestyle relay

annexed the only other Villa-

nova first. This team of Jim
Grimm, Dan Boehmcke, Ed Brier

and Mike Powers won in the
good time of 3:46.2.

Seven firsts

Penn, on the other hand,
snatched the blue ribbon in

seven events. Jim Rata, another
Quaker star, kicked home first

in the 200-yard butterfly and tlie

50-yard fresstyle. I>ave Mitchell

of Penn bested Al Nencetti of
Villianova in the springboard
diving event. Harry Hindman of

Penn bested teammate Tim Mon-
ahan in the 200-yard breast
stroke, Brian Reilly of Villanova
was third.

Frosh triumph

In the freshman meet, the
story was one of complete rever-

sal. The talented yearlings won
handily 57-38 over Penn's young
natators. D i ck McDonough,
fourth place finisher in the U.S.

Olympic Trials, was a double

winner, as was Jack Geoghegan

of Villanova. This duo won the
200-yard freestyle, the 200-yard

butterfly, the 100-yard freestyle,

and the 440-yard freestyle.

New Sailing Club

Talces Championship

To End Fino Season
The Villanova Sailing Club

captured the Greater Philadel-

phia Sailing Championship in a
meet held on the Schuylkill
River last month. The newly-
formed club bested representa-
tives from Haverford, Penn,

Drexel, Swarthmore, and St.

Joseph's.

VU's talented sailors were

led by Commodore Joe Little

and Bob Oonnell. These two

skippers were assisted by crew-

men Dave Shea and Dick Cor-

sini.

Earlier in the season Mike

Kent qualified for the Monotype

Eastern Championship at An-

napolis, Maryland. In all, it was
a very successful season for the

fledgling club.

Vice-Commodore Tony Deutra

announced that the season
would be renewed in the spring-

time, and that those interested

should contact anyone of the

above mentioned.

\n ffce groove^

by Don Grovo

Solid opportunities with solid state

A big part of Western Electric's job is to manu-
• facture the miniature "new arts" products that

are changing the science of communications.

It's a job which offers you a challenging career

—a chance fro plan new methods of mass pro-

ducing ever-improving kinds of transistors, fer-

rite devices, diodes,' special purpose electron

tubes, etc.

You'll be with a company that is expanding

rapidly in this field. At present our AUentown
and Laureldale, Pa., plants are devoted exclu-

sively to making electron devices, and a big

new plant is imder construction in Kansas

City. The needs of the Bell Telephone System

for these products are increasing daily and
will multiply enormously with the introduc-

tion of Electronic Central Office switching

now nearing trial operation.

These devices are changing the scene at all

our manufacturing plants as they go into the

startling new communications products devel-

oped by our associates at Bell Telephone
Laboratories. From microwave transmission

equipment to submarine cable amplifiers, our

products call for creative production engineer-

ing, installation planning, and merchandising

methods. Our job for the Bell System and the

U.S. government has grown to the point where
we are now one of the nation's "Top H" in

industrial sales. And your chance to play an

important part in our future growth is solid!

Opportunities exist for •loctricol, mechonical, indus-

trial, civil and chemical engineers, as well as physical

science, liberal orts, and business majors. For more
information, get your copy of Conudar a Career at

Western f/ectric from your Placement GfRcer. Or write

College Relations, Room 6106, Western Electric Com-
pany, 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. Be sure to

arrange for a Western Electric interview when the

Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.

MANUMCTURIN6 AND tumv\^ UNIT Of THI III tVSTIM

Principal manufacturini locations at Chicago, III.; Kaamy, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allantown and Laureldale, Pa.;

Winston-Salem, N. C; Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andover, Masa.; Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mo.; Columbus, Ohio; Oklahoma City, Okla.

Englneerlni Research Center, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokio, III., and LIttIa Rock, Ark. Also Western Electric distri-

bution centers In 32 cities and Installation headquarters In U cities. General headquarterst 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

"Good Grief! Not the Basketball team too!"

That was the cry after the Buffalo game.

"Wait until the track season begins." That was the lament in

the local taprooms after the Toledo loss.

The cry was changed to "Damn the snow!" on Monday as

local radio stations announced the cancellation of the Princeton

game which had been scheduled for the Field House.
Mystery Team

So with this grab-bag of mixed cynicism and faint hope, Villa-

nova fans wait until tonight to get a fadr evaluation of the Main
Line mystery team.

Actually, no one knows what the Wildcats can do. The Scran-

ton game was a mismatch. The Buffalo game was a match between

a good little team and. according to DELL Magazine, a good big

team. Good big teams always win these games. Villanova wasn't

a good! big team that night. Al Severance said that "it was the

worst exhibition a Villanova basketball team put on in my 25

years."

The Toledo game was anticlimatic insofar as no one saw or

heard the game. Severance said that the new 2-3 offense was ade-
quate m this one. "The shots were there, but he fluffed them," the

Mainline mentor claimed.

Offense Ineffective

Of course, anything would be an improvement over the Pales-

tra show against Buffalo, in which the 'Cats were as ineffective as

an anti-noise campaign on New Year's Eve. This, coupled with the

aforementioned Toledo game, changes most of the opinions on
this year's edition of the Severanoemen.

The picture now seems to be one of a group of potentially

?ood individuals who have suddenly discovered that DELL could
be wrong, and that the pessimism conveyed on these pages earlier

in the year was not unfounded.

New Problems
Of course then, the problem seemed to be that of finding the

right five and letting them jell together. No one pictured the
failure of the veterans to hit from the field. Against Toledo, this
was the main problem. Jim Huggard and Dick Kaminski hit only
three of 21 shots. This is definitely out of step with last year's'
performances by these two, Kaminski wound up the season last
year by scoring 40 points in two NIT games.

Huggard has been injured, but is still being pressed into the
line-up when the going was rough, which has been frequently. On
his shoulders was supposed to fall the mantle of leadership. "The
little guy" was counted on to implement the offense. He hasn't
failed, but neither has he succeeded. Flashes of individualism,
sometimes brilliant, but sometimes faulty, have spotted hia per-
formances.

What Nextr
Realizing that the season is still young, and that one game

doesn't present a true picture of a team's ultimate capacity,
several questions may nevertheless be posed.

Should Severance give up on the proven quantities of hia
backcourt, who would he then turn to? Bob Liberatore, a good
senior guard, has been injured. Tom Galia is definitely a threat
whenever he has the ball, but he still has to obtain some poise and
team leadership.

Richie Richman is likely to become the one who will lead the
'Cats back onto the winning trail. He's cahn and smart, a throw-
back to the days of Jim Kenny. But he has problems, too. Shin
splints from the football season have prevented him from getting
into shape.

Hoover A Question
In the front court the situation is not so baffling. Tom

Hoover is Severances first string center. For a sophmore, he has
done about what those in the know expected. He has great poten-
tial. For a 6-9 man, his moves are excellent.

His work on he boards has improved with each game. He still

doesn't get the position he should, perhaps" his tendency to watch
the ball and not his man is the reason why smaller men some-
times hold hun away from the boards

At times he draws useless fouls and is lackadaisical. Perhaps
the realization of two straight early season losses will remedy
this. Possibly Hoover could turn into a great scoring, as well aa
rebounding threat.

Crystal Ball AJl-American

Hubie Whdte, tlie "Crystal Ball All-American," has lived up
to his press clippings. This corner feels that Hubie will unprove
as the season goes on. He will be confronted with defensive tactics
that don't give him room to unleash his graceful jump shot. How-
ever, with his tremendous reflexes and dead-eye shooting ability,
he will soon begin to drive against the close defense. When this
happens, he will spell double trouble for all defenses.

Bernie Chavis and Tom Samuelwicz have divided the fifth
team. Sammy was injured against Toledo. Chavis is a hot and
oold type ball play.er. He has not been bombing the basket as he
does in practice. However, no body has.

After all of these words, the picture still doesn't seem clear.
Too many "ifs" mar the scene. Injuries are In the way and the
schedule is getting tougher. Only victories can dispel the creeping
lack of confidence. Only time will heal the wounds of early season
diflSculties of getting a place to practice.

Before the VILLANOVAN comes out again an important part
of the schedule will be over. Predictions seems to be In order.
Unless the 'Cats oome of age against Niagara and the potent but
so far dormant Mainline arsenal is set off by some heretofore
absent spark, new faces will be given a fair chance to grace the
scene. If these new faces get hot for one game, competition for
starting posts will make the 'Cats a threat on any court

They can't remain as cold as a check signed By Santa Glaus
much longer. Judicious handling of the team will be the key of
the knotty problem.
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Cats Continue Cold Streak
As Rockets Vent Revenge

Princeton Beaten; Fordham,
Niagara Fives Test Wildcats

The Wildcats played host Wednesday to a young, inexperi-
enced Fordham five, whose only claim to fame is Bobby Melvin, a
six-foot-three soph who may well bring the Rams back to the
Metropolitan top in a season or two.

Melvin is a fiery, take-charge
type of guy who led the Frosh
team with a 25.5 point average
last season.

Starting up front with Melvin
will be vets Joe Dempsey, a 6-5

junior and captain John Coal-
man, the Rams' leading rebound-
er last season. Coalman is the

balancing factor in the young
lineup.

Sophs At Guard
In the backcourt, the Bronx

Rams will try to punch a hole
in the Villanova Dam with
sophs Frank Cipriani and Bob
Lawry. Both guaaxls are short-
ies, standing six feet and 5-9

respectively.

Coach John Boch is looking to

the future, and the sophs will

get needed exnerience. With a
few breaks, the Rams could bet-

ter their eight and eighteen
mark of last season.

This game could be just what
the doctor ordered for the leth-

argic, loosely-knit Wildcats.

The 'Cats might well be look-

ing up to the Purple Elagles of

Niagara Saturday night, unless

they can shake the cans from
their tails, and act like team-
mates, not strangers. Four
starters, a good bench, experi-

ence, and the addition of prom-
ising new talent will make Uie

Eagles one of the best in^the
country. 'V' '

Butler Fantastks

Fantastic AI Butler—28.6ppg
"—sixth in the nation—is.six foot

two, and wings them in from all

over the court. Butler will start

with hold-overs Don Jones and
Len Whelan, with two great

sophs Joining them. The soph
flashes are Joe Maddrey and
Ken Glenn, both six foot four.

Maddrey is a rugged rebound-
er and a good inside shot, while

Glenn is also a strong rebounder
as well as being in a class with
Butler for jiunp shooting. This
strong starting five will be back-

ed up adequately by Ed Ladley,
who finished last season as a
starter, and Bill Robats, plus

two other good sophs—Andy
O'Connell and Bill Kennedy. The
two could eventually be back
court starters.

In the game, expect a back
court battle. If the 'Cats can
work the ball up front through
Niagara's man to man defense,

Villanova will have a chance.

Even if the 'Cats "get-up" for

this one, they will have to battle

for the victory.

by Tom Yadzis

The weekend freeze came
early for Villanova's traveling

Wildcats as they were snowed
under Saturday night by Toledo
University, 62-55.

This game marked the second
straight defeat suffered by Al
Severance's Club in the young
campaign. The victory was a
tasty revenge for Coach Eddie
Melvin's Rockets over whom last

year's Wildcats romped, 74-52,

at the Palestra.

A cold shooting night was
again the downfall of the 'Cats

B3 in the previous Buffalo loss.

The visiting Villanovans hit a
meager 21 out of 59 from the

floor with to many lags in their

attack at vital moments, fikdt-

tish ball handling was another
deterent to a smooth Villanova
offense.

Hubcaps Hits

The scoring load of the 'Cats

was again carried by thedr pheno-

menal junior, Hubie White, as

'Hubcaps' hit for a glittering 23

points performance. This effort

alone could not stem the tide of

the Rockets, however, since none
of his teammates could reach

double figures. Tom Hoover
was closest with nine counters,

followed by Jim Hugard and
Bernie Chavis with eight apiece.

For the Wildcats it seems that

the Fates were against them
from the start. Co-captain Jim
Huggard, the sparkplug, was
hindered by a bad shoulder, and
Tom Samuelwicz, the husthng
forward, hurt his leg in early

first half action. In the same

vein the Rockets didn't need to

much help from the Fates since

they played an aggressive and
steady game.
The 'Cats held a slim lead

through most of the first half

but a scoring spree by Toledo's

pivot man, George Patterson,

brought the half to a close with

Toledo sporting a 1 point mar-
gin, 35-34.

Once the Rockets snatched

the lead they staved off every

Vilanova surge with torrid,

clutch sniping. Led by the 6'7"

Patterson, a 20 point contribu-

tor, plus hard driving Gerry
Galicki and Larry Jones, the

home team broke the close game
wide open midway in the scond
half with a ten point scoring

streak.

After this outbreak the 'Cats

threatened at times but the pad
was already there for the

Rockets to ride home a winner.

The Wildcat threats came on the

wings of a tight press breaking

from their usual zone defense.

Out For A Swim

4^<
^^*W ft miT"' ^.fi^

Out tor • "diT nm" Is a VllfatBova Memiu who wtndmllla

his wkjr thronch the Field House pool.
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Icemen Open Season

With Impressive Win

Over LeJiigh Skaters
The Villanova ice hockey

team The Ramblers opened their

season on the successful note of

a 5-2 win over a strong Lehigh
University sextet at the Main
Line Skating Arena. The Ram-
blers, comprised of Villanova

students, are entering their

third year of inter-collegiate

play. Last year they compiled a
7-1 record.

The Villanova club showed
its superiority early in the game
when at the six-minute mark
Pete Boggey beat the Lehigh
goalie from twenty feet out on
the right side for the game's
first' score. In the second period,

after Lehigh had knotted the
score at one goal apiece, un-
assisted goals by Jim Gurry and
Joe Denahey and Bill Luceno's
goal with an assist from Joe
Denahey, put the game on ice

for Villanova. Denahey also

tallied in the third period, with
assists going to George McNeil
and Bill Luceno. The Villanova
club out-skated Lehigh in every
period and looked very sharp.

Only some terrific saves by the
Lehigh goalie prevented the

score from mounting.
About 100 well-satisfied cus-

tomers witnessed the opener for

the Ram-blers, who are hoping
for school support

The Big Five:

The Big Question

1

s
By Bud Simmonds

The past weekend was a sour note in the young season of Big

Five Basketball. Niagara beat LaSalle, Dayton dumped St. Joe's,

and Toledo toppled Villanova. After ruminating over these defeats

and many other disappointing losses of seasons past, I finally came
to question one of the area's infallible credos : The best basketball

around the Bast is played in Philadelphia.

This belief has been absorbed more or less by osmosis. Local

sports scribes and anouncers beat the drums with great fervor

over the local teams and their great success on the court.

Many Accolades Given
' I realize that Big Five teams have complied fine records over
the years, but records are deceiving. They have gained a good
number of post-season tournament bids. Philly teams have also

contributed an adequate share of Ail-Americans.
Then a question arose in my mind. If all these things are true,

why is it that Philadelohia teams rarely score victories over
nationally ranked powerhouses!

Five Bids In Two Years

I am not forgetting that three area teams made tournaments
last year and two the year before. Yet only one reached as far

as the second round. The rest played far below their ability.

Pressure isl always heavy in these spectaculars and some of these

teams did enter the tourneys with sophs playing key roles. This

is where experience can hurt. But by the same score, these tourn-

aments are where class can tell, and Philadelphia fives have not
shown the class (or is it clutch?) performance.

The two exceptions came about when a pair of super stars^

were the guiding lights. LaSalle in 1954 was the only local suc-

cess story when,^ led by god-liike Tom Gola, they copped the NCAA
first prize. Temple took third in 1957 when Hal Lear broke the

NCAA tournament scoring record.

To pinpoint one reason is difiicult. The old standard is that

local schools cannot offer the fat scholarship. This is always
a strong argument since most of the stars who have come from
the Big Five are local high school products. It is the exception
to find a ballplayer who resides out of the New York, Pennsyl-
vania, or New Jersey area.

I disagree since Philly clubs do have the talent to turn in

respectable and winning performances against the ranked teams
not only in tourneys but more important during the regular sea-
son.

No Threats In MAC
The difficulty to this writer is that consistently good compe-

tition isn't there. In the Big Five, three members are in the Mid-
dle Atlantic Conference. The university division champion is per-

ennialy one of these three. Little challenge is offered from the
other members. I am not blasting the MAC but facing facts.

This takes eight games away from Temple, St. Joe's, and LaSalle.

Add the usual amount of early season tuneups and breather
games, and you find that there are about five to seven games
at the most which are of a national consequence.

Penn is a member of the hallowed Ivy League. The Quakers
play thirteen league games. After Big Five games, there are
few prestige games on their docket.

'Cats Are The Exception
Villanova, being an independent, plays the only nationally

representative schedule in the area. This statement is not a
holier than thou potshot at other members but the truth. The
'Cats nlay six teams from the South, six Eastern powers, plus
Big Five members. They also have a few breathers but don't
mention this to Al Severance.

Therefore only one team meets consistently solid opposition.
It is understandable, then, why Philadelphia schools fall

so often before the big name teams.

Choke Action
One could argue that it should be easier to get psyched up

for the big ones. But it seems that as the Philly teams rise for
the occasion, the lump also rises. There is no solution to this prob-
lem since a drastic shakeup in schedules will probably never come
about. Still, there's no reason why it shouldn't.
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Original Production

By firaduate Theatre

To Appear On-Campns
•*From Sea to Shining Sea",

the original production of Mr.

George Herman of the Graduate

Theatre Department will make

its initial appearance on the

Villanova campus on February

15 and will run through Sunday

the 19th.

The two-act drama was term-

ed by Mr. Herbert as "a musical

fable that humorously satirises

the American way of life em-

phasizing the pecuHar differ-

ences that have occured in

music, dance, and clothing since

the early sixteenth century up

until modem times."

The plot primarily concerns

itself with a diabolical, under-

world agent, Mr. Scmtch, played

by Jim Willard, who makes a

side bet with Michael the Arch-

angel (John Dillon) that he can

win the United States over to

his side. The United States is

personified by the actin^r of Tom
Kennedy as Sam.
The other two principals are

Liza the attractive female assist-

ant to Mr. Scratch and Bess,

the assistant to Michael. These

roles are portrayed by Carol

Pierce and Jane Anderson re-

spectively.

The author's previous exper-

ience in drama includes thirty-

two other musicals in additicm

to ten serious endeavors. Among
his past achievements can be

numbered the direction of over

200 plays. This is his first

major effort in his first year at

Villanova after having written

for television and for publica-

tion. At present he is entered in

the Hallmark Drama Award

and is now among the 50 semi-

finalists selected from an or-

iginal field of 1500.

Among those that will attend

the opening night performance

will be critics from the three

major Philadelphia newspapers

who will review the play in

their columns.

Director Herman further as-

serted, "This is definitely one of

my better plays and I expect it

to be pubished in New York

within the next few months. Ad-

vance tickets for those students

or faculty who might be inter-

ested may be reserved in the

Graduate Theatre Department."

XW.A*

Asian Powderkeg

Lee Van Tal, freshman engineer from Viet Nam, confers with

VILLANOVA reporter Mark Quhm on problems and israes con*

fronting the Oriental nation.

Upperclassmen Retreat To
Take Place On Jan. 22-25
The Rev. Norbert W. Whitlev.

OSA, University Chaplain, has
announced that attendance cards

for the annual retreat for senior

and jimior men students may be

picked up in the Center Lounge

of Dougherty Hall on Tuesday,

Wednesday, and Thursday of ex-

amination week—January 17, 18,

and 19.

Attendance cards will not be'

distributed from the Chaplain's

Office this year.

For the first time at Villanova

there will be two retreat mas-
ters, Rev. Edward J. Chapman,
OSA, and Rev. Henry W. Mc-

Ardle, OSA. These Augustmian
fathers from the Mid-West Pro-

vince, stationed at the Augus-
tinian Mission House in Fort

Wayne, Ind. will conduct the

exercises.

All senior and junior men atu-

!dents who have not made a

closed retreat at some approved

Week-end Retreat House are re-

quired to make this retreat.

Those students who intend to

make a closed retreat instead of

the one at Villanova must notify

the Chaplain's Office and fill out

la form stating the approximate

date and place where they intend

to make it.

Begins Sunday Night

AM retreats must be made pri-

or to the annual retreat for

sophomores and freshmen in

March, and those students who

have not fulfilled their obligation

by that time will be required to

Imake this retreat at Villanova.

The retreat will begin Sunday

ivening, January 22 at 7 :30 p.m.

Annual Poll on WWVU

with opening exercises, a confer-,

ence, and Benediction followedi

by confessions. Mass will be

celebrated Monday and Tuesday

at 7 :00 a.m. for on-campus resi-

dent students and at 8:00 a.m.

for all other students. Confer-

ences, followed by confessions

will be at 9:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m.,

and 2:00 p.m. on these days. 1

Confessions will also be heard
^

after the 7 :45 p.m. night prayers

Monday. Religious articles will I

be blessed after the 2:00 p.m.

conference and Holy Hour will

be held at 3:15 p.m. on both

days. .

cv

Nocturnal Adoration

Nocturnal Adoration has be-

come a tradition on the last night

of the Retreat. The Blessed Sac-

rament will be exposed from af-

ter the Holy Hour on Tuesdav
until the closing of the Retreat

on Wednesday morning.

Students are urged to spend

one hour in Adoration during

that time, and thedr families and
friends are welcome to join them.

The retreat will close Wednes-
day at 8 :30 with Mass, Conunun-
ion, Benediction, renewal of Bap-

tismal vows, and the Papal

Blessing.

^

The Reverend AatlMWjr BfaDlB,

OSA, head of ike Eleetrieil En-

ginesrtaig DepNtnentk ei amlies

tbe intrfeMlBS ef <he BCA eem-

pater reeeatlj aeqalied ftgr Ike

The Villanova Radio Station,

WWVU, will report the results

of the Twenty-fifth Annual

Downbeat Poll on a special

broadcast tomorrow.

Joe Zawacki will be host on

the two-hour program from 9

until 11 P<m. Each winning

artist will be announced and a^

representative recording played.'

IN MEMORIAM
Villanovans are asKed to

remember the following de-

ceased in the prayers and

Masses.
Two recent alumni who

were killsd in auto accidents

during the recent Iwlidays:

Ronald S. Znrinakas -Class

of 1959.

Terence L. Whalen—-Class
of 1900.

Mother of Locian C. St
Onge, C.AF. '68.

Father of Theodore N.

mgginson, E.E. '62.

Father of George C. Rob-

ertson, CMV. '62.

Father of Thomas G. Weiss,

E.E. 61.

Student Credits Crisis To
China Famine, Laos Disunity

by Mork F. Quinn, Jr.

South Viet Nam is a small shoestring country o^ 12,000,

000 in southeastern Asia. It is bordered on the east and south

by the South China Sea, on the north by Conmiunist North

Viet Nam, and on the west by a larger, landlocked country,

it is the most important part of a peninsular-Uke hub

of the isolated island sovereignities and possessions of the

free world in Asia and the Pacific. Some of th^ are the

strategic positions of Fomosa, the Philippmes, Borneo, Su-

matra, and Malaya. , . ,i , j

South Viet Nam is a predominately agricultural countiy.

Its most important product is rice, but there are si*eable

quantities of corn, sugar, cabbage, and rubber grown. The

mineral resources of the country have been devetoped to only

a small extent, but the possibilities for further capitahzation

on them seem jfreat. Industry is starting to expand with

the support of United States development programs.

There is one more fact concerning South Viet Nam that

should be mentioned, however. It is that South Viet Nam
is an integral factor in the Communist Chinese master plan

for the domination of Southeastern Asia.

This is the country of which Le Van Tai Is a dtazcn.

His home is located in the major city of the natio^ Saigon,

a metropolis of 2,000,000. Tai's father is a Professor of

Languages in one of the city's high schools. Tm received

his primary education there. When he completed this, he

received an International Cooperation Administration scholar-

ship for undergraduate study in the U.S.A. He chose Villa-

nova University and now is a Freshman Engineer here.

Army of 250,000

Tai asserted that his countrjrmen are an "independence-

minded people." They maintain a defensive army of some

250,000, an air force, and a navy. Most of the military equip-

ment is the residue of previous French colonial occupation.

Tai said that the United States has equipped his country

with some arms. / ,

Tai stated that his country and neighboring Laos have

entered into "a pact to live peacefully together" and have

pursued several programs for development of resources on

the border.

South Viet Nam seems to be the most logical avenue

of approach to their invasion-torn neighbor should massive

military assistance programs be deemed necessary by Laos

from the Western nations. Tai hopes that if any action has

to be taken for the defense of the two countries that it will

be done under the auspices of the United Nations.

In response to a question concerning the right of transit

through South Viet Nam to Laos, Tai believes that "Mr.

Diem (the President of the nation) will allow it"

Earlier this week, the Southeastern Asia Treaty Organ-

ization (SEATO) met in an emergency session and stated that

it would work for a peaceful solution of the crisis. But it

also declared that if further Communist intervention con-

tinues it would greatly imperil the "security of neighboring

countries."
, « , , ^,

Tai stated that revival of the General Conference of the

United Nation's Geneva Council, which successfully resolved

the Indochina crisis in 1954, might be able to settle the

present situation.
Red Guerilla Warfare

He asserted that there have been no major Communist
offensives or subversive actions in his country, but that

small bands of Communist soldiers have carried on a very

high pitch of guerilla warfare. He believes that these troops

are the remnants of the Chinese Communist fwces which

were to have withdrawn from the country under the agree-

ment of the first General Conference. He continued that it

is veiy likely that they are being reinforced from across

the border of North Viet Nam. ^ , .

The campaigns of the guerillas have been centered in

the rural districts of the nation. Tai stated! that they con-

sisted mainly in intimidation of peasants. He continued,

however, that they were gradually moving into the areas of

greater population, on the coast. They have pursued an in-

tensive progiam of murder employing snipers and ambushes

of the controlling officials of the government and avil

service
Tai stated that there is "a lack of unity in the people

themselves" regarding the crisis, but he hopes that it wiU

supply a force to unite the nation to cope with it. He main-

tained that if all peaceful efforts fail to solve the problem

all possible means should be employed to maintain the inde-

pendence of his people. He is not too certain of the present

situation, however, because important things are occurring

at very short intervals. The reported great famine in China

he believes may be the cause of the invasion of this rich area.
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Princeton Beaten; Fordham,
Niagara Fives Test Wildcats

six-foot- rec soph who may well bring the Rams back to theMetropohtan top in a season or two. -
Melvin is a fiery, take-charge

type of guy who led the Frosh
team with a 25.5 point average
last season. .

Starting up front with Melvin
will be vets Joe Dempsey, a 6-5
junior and captain John Coal-
man, the Rams' leading rebound-
er last season. Coalman is the

.
balancing factor in the young
lineup.

Sophft At Guard
In the backcourt, the Bronx

Rams will try to punch a hole
in the Villanova Dam with
sophs Frank Cipriani and Bob
Lawry. Both guards are short-
ies, standing six feet ajid 5-9
respectively.

Coach John Boch is looking to
the future, and the sophs will
get needed experience. With a
few breaks, the Rams could bet-
ter their eight and eighteen
mark of last season.

This game could be just what
the doctor ordered for the leth-
argic, loosely-knit Wildcats.

The 'Cats might well be look-
ing up to the Purple Eagles of
Niagara Saturday night, unless
they can shake the cans from
their tails, and act like team-
mates, not

Cats Continue Cold Streak
As Rockets Vent Revenge
The weekend freeze came

early for Villanova's traveling
Wildcats as they were snowed
under Saturday night by Toledo
University, 62-55. ^ ; ; -^

This game marked the second
straight defeat suffered by Al

strangers. Four
j

Severance's Club in the young
starters, a good bench, experi
ence, and the additi-on of prom-
ising new talent will make the
Eagles one of the best in .the
country.

Butler Fantastic
Fantastic Al Butler—28.6ppg—^sixth in the nation—is.six foot

two, and wings them in from all

over the court. Butler will start
with hold-overs Don Jones and
Len Whelan, with two great
sophs joining them. The soph
flashes are Joe Maddrey and
Ken Glenn, both six foot four.
Maddrey is a rugged rebound-

er and a good inside shot, while
Glenn is also a strong rebounder
as well as being in a class with
Butler for jump shooting. This
strong starting five will be back-
ed up adequately by Ed Ladley,
who finished last season as a
starter, and Bill Robats, plus
two other good sophs—Andy
O'Connell and Bill Kennedy. The
two could eventually be back
court starters.

In the game, expect a back
court battle. If the 'Cats can
work the ball up front through
Niagara's man to man defense,
Villanova will have a chance.
Even if the 'Cats "get-up" for
this one, they will have to battle
for the victory.

'campaign. The victory was a
tasty revenge for Coach Eddie
Melvin's Rockets over whom last

year's Wildcats romped, 74-52,
at the Palestra.

A cold shooting night was
again the downfall of the 'Cats
as in the previous Buffalo loss.

The visiting Villanovans hit a
meager 21 out of 59 from the
floor with to many lags in their
attack at vital moments. Skit-
tish ball handling was anoUier
deterent to a smooth Villanova
offense.

Hubcaps Hits
The scoring load of the 'Cats

was again carried by their pheno-
menal junior, Hubie White, as
'Hubcaps' hit for a glittering 23
points performance. This effort

alone oould not stem the tide of
the Rockets, however, since none
of his teammates could reach
double figures. Tom Hoover
was closest with nine counters,
followed by Jim Hugard and
Bernie Chavis with eight apiece.

For the Wildcats it seems that
the Fates were against them
from the start. Co-captain Jim
Hiifjgard. the sparkplug, was
hindered by a bad shoulder, and
Tom Samuelwicz, the hustling
forward, hurt his leg in early
first half action. In the same

vein the Rockets didn't need to
much help from the Fates since
they played an aggressive and
steady game.
The 'Cats held a slim lead

through most of the first half
but a scoring spree by Toledo's
pivot man, George Patterson,
brought the half to a close with
Toledo sporting a 1 point mar-
gin, 35-34.

Once the Rockets snatched
the lead they staved off every
Vilanova surge with torrid,

clutch sniping. Led by the 6'7"

Patterson, a 20 point contribu-
tor, plus hard driving Gerry
Galicki and Larry Jones, the
home team broke the close game
wide open midway in the scond
half with a ten point scoring
streak.

After this outbreak the 'Cats
threatened at times but the pad
was already there for the
Rockets to ride home a winner.
The Wildcat threats came on the
wings of a tight press breaking
from their usual zone defense.

M

Out For A Swim

Out for a "dry nin" is a Villanova Merman who windmills
his way through the Field Huu^e pool.
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Icemen Open Season

With Impressive Win
Over Lehigh Skaters
The Villanova ice hockey

team The Ramblers opened their
season on the successful note of
a 5-2 win over a strong Lehigh
University sextet at the Main
Line Skating Arena. The Ram-
blers, comprised of Villanova
students, are entering their
third year of inter-collegiate
play. Last year they compiled a
7-1 record.

The Villanova club showed
its superiority early in the game
when at the six-minute mark
Pete Boggey beat the Lehigh
goalie from twenty feet out on
the right side for the game's
first score. In the second period,
after Lehigh had knotted the
score at one goal apiece, un-
assisted goals by Jim Gurry and
Joe Denahey and Bill Luceno's
goal with an assist from Joe
Denahey, put the game on ice
for Villanova. Denahey also
tallied in the third period, with
assists going to George McNeil
and Bill Luceno. The Villanova
club out-skabed Lehigh in every
period and looked very sharp.
Only some terrific saves by the
Lehigh goalie prevented the
score from mounting.
About 100 well-satisfied cus-

tomers witnessed the opener for
the Ramblers, who are hoping
for school support

The Big Five:
The Big Question

By Bgd Simmonds

The past weekend was a sour note in the young season of Big
Five Basketball. Niagara beat LaSalle, Dayton dumped St. Joe's,
and Toledo toppled Villanova. After ruminating over these defeats
and many other disappointing losses of seasons past, I finally came
to question one of the area's infallible credos: The best basketball
around the East is played in Philadelphia.

This belief has been absorbed more or less by osmosis. Local
sports scribes and anouncers beat the drums with great fervor
over Uie local teams and their great success on the court.

Many Accolades (iiven
I realize that Big Five teams have complied fine records over

the years, but records are deceiving. They have gained a good
number of post-season tournament bids. Philly teams have also
contributed an adequate share of Ail-Americans.

Then a question arose in my mind. If all these things are true,
why IS it that Philadelnhia teams rarely score victories over
nationally ranked powerhouses!

Five Bids In Two Years
I am not forgetting that three area teams made tournaments

last year and two the year before. Yet only one reached as far
as the second round. The rest played far below their ability.
Pressure i^ always heavy in these spectaculars and some of these
teams did enter the tourneys with sophs playing key roles. This
is where experience can hurt. But by the same score, these tourn-
aments are where class can tell, and Philadelphia fives have not
shown the class (or is it clutch?) performance.
'}v The two exceptions came about when a pair of super stars
were the guiding lights. LaSalle in 1954 was the onlv local sue-
cess story when, led by god-like Tom Gola. thev copped the NCAA
first prize. Temple took third in 1957 when Hal Lear broke theNCAA tournament scoring record.

To pinpoint one reason is difficult. The old standard is that
local schools cannot offer the fat scholarship. This is always
a strong argument since most of the stars who have come from
the Big Five are local high school products. It is the exception
to find a ballplayer who resides out of Uie New York, Pennsyl-
vania, or New Jersey area.

I di.sagree since Philly clubs do have the talent to turn in
resnectable and winning performances against the ranked teams
not only in tourneys but more imi>ortant during Uie regular sea-
son.

^ No Threats In MAC
The difficulty to this writer is that con.sistentlv good compe-

tition isn't there. In the Big Five, three members are in the Mid-
dle Atlantic Conference. The university division champion is per-
ennialy one of these three. Little challenge is offered from the
other members. I am not blasting the MAC but facing facta
This takes eight games away from Temple. St. Joe's, and LaSalle*
Add the usual amount of early season tuneups and breather
games, and you find that there are about five to seven games
at the most which are of a national consequence.

Penn is a member of the hallowed Ivy League. The Quakers
play thirteen league games. After Big Five games, Uiere are
few prestige games on their docket.

'Cats Are The Exception
Villanova, being an independent, plays the only nationally

representative .schedule in the area. This statement is not a
holier than thou potshot at other members but the truth The
•Cats nlay six teams from the South, six Eastern i)owers' plusBig Five members. They also have a few breathers but don'tmention this to Al Severance.

Therefore only one team meets consistently solid opposition
It IS understandable, then, why Philadelphia schools fallso often before the big name teams.

Choke Action
One could argue that it should be easier to get psyched up

for the big ones. But it seems that as the Philly teams rise for
the occasion, the lump also rises. There is no solution to this prob-
lem since a drastic shakeup in schedules will probably never come
about. Still, there's no reason why it shouldn't.
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Original Production

By Graduate Theatre

To Appear On-Campus
"From Sea to Shining Sea",

the original production of Mr.
George Herman of the Graduate
Theatre Department will make
its initial appearance on the

Villanova campus on February
15 and will run through Sunday
the 19th.

The two-act drama was term-

ed by Mr. Herbert as "a musical

fable that humorously satirizes

the American way of life em-
phasizing the peculiar differ-

ences that have occured in

music, dance, and clothing since

the early sixteenth century up
until modern times."

The plot primaxily concerns

itself with a diabolical, under-

world agent, Mr. Scratch, played

by Jim Willard, who makes a
|

side bet with Michael the Arch-
angel (John Dillon) that he can
win the United States over to

his side. The United States is

personified by the acting of Tom
Kennedy as Sam.
The other two principals are

Liaa the attractive female assist-

ant to Mr. Scratch and Bess,

the assistant to Michael. These
rolQs are portrayed by Carol

Pierce and Jane Anderson re-

spectively.

The author's previous exper-

ience in drama includes thirty-

two other musicals in addition

to ten serious endeavors. Among
his past achievements can be

numbered the direction of over

200 plays. This is his first

major effort in his first year at

Villanova after having written

for television and for publica-

tion. At present he is entered in

the Hallmark Drama Award
and is now among the 50 semi-

finalists selected from an or-

iginal field of 1500.

Among those that will attend

the opening night performance

will be critics from the three

major Philadelphia newspapers
who will review the play in

their columns. •' '-
^^'^ v •

.'

Director Herman further as-

serted, "This is definitely one of

my better plays and I expect it

to be pubished in New York
within the next few months. Ad-
vance tickets for those students

or faculty who might be inter-

ested may be reserved in the

Graduate Theatre Department."

Asian Powderkeg

Student Credits Crisis To
China Famine, Laos Disunity

by Mork F. Quinn, Jr.

South Viet Nam is a snnall shoestring country of 12,000,

(X)0 in southeastern Asia. It is bordered on the east and south
by the South China Sea, on the north by Communist North
Viet Nam, and on the west by a larger, landlocked country,
Laos.

It is the most important part of a peninsular-like hub
of the isolated island sovereignities and possessions of the
free world in Asia and the Pacific. Some of these are the
strategic positions of Formosa, the Philippines, Borneo, Su-
matra, and Malaya.

South Viet Nam is a predominately agricultural country.

Its most important product is rice, but there are sizeable

quantities of corn, sugar, cabbage, and rubber grown. The
mineral resources of the country have been developed to only

a small extent, but the possibilities for further capitalization

on them seem great. Industry is starting to expand with
the support of United States development programs.

There is one more fact concerning South Viet Nam that
should be mentioned, however. It is that South Viet Nam

Lee Van Tai, freshman engineer from Viet Nam, confers with is an integral factor in the Communist Chinese master plan
VILLANOVA ripporter iMark Quinji on problems and issues con» for the domination of Southeastern Asia.

fronting the Oriental nation.

Upperclassmen
Take Place On

Retreat To
Jan. 22-25

The Reverend Anthony Nullin,

OSA, 3iead of the Electrical En-
gineering Department, ezainiiies

the intricacfces of the RCA com-
puter recently acquired by ttie

Electrfeal Engineering UUb.

The Rev. Norbert W. Whitlev.

OSA, University Chaplain, has
announced that attendance cards

for the annual retreat for senior

and junior men students may be
picked up in the Center Lounge
of Dougherty Hall on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday of ex-

amination week—January 17, 18,

and 19.

Attendance cards will not be"

distributed from the Chaplain's

Office this year.

For the first time at Villanova
there will be two retreat mas-
ters, Rev. Edward J. Chapman,
OSA, and Rev. Henry W. Mc-
Ardle. OSA. These Augustinian
fathers from the Mid-West Pro-
vince, stationed at the Augus-
tinian Mission House in Fort
Wayne, Ind. will conduct the
exercises.

All senior and junior men stu-

dents who have not made a

closed retreat at some approved
Week-end Retreat Hou.se are re-

quired to make this retreat.

Those students who intend to

make a closed retreat instead of

the one at Villanova must notify

the Chaplain's Office and fill out

a form stating the approximate

date and place where they intend

to make it.

Begins Sunday Night

All retreats must be made pri-

or to the annual retreat for

sophomores and freshmen in

March, and those situdents who
have not fulfilled their obligation

by that time will be required to

make this retreat at Villanova.

The retreat will begin Sunday
evening, January 22 at 7:30 p m

Annual Poll on WWVU
The Villanova Radio Station,

WWVU, will report the results

of the Twenty-fifth Annual
Downbeat Poll on a special

broadcast tomorrow.

Joe Zawacki will be host on

the two-hour program from 9

until 11 p.«m. EJach winning

artist will be announced and a^

representative recording played.'

with opening exercises, a confer-

ence, and Benediction followed

by confessions. Mass will be

celebrated Monday and Tuesday
at 7:00 a.m. for on-campus resi-

dent situdents and at 8:00 a.m.

for aM other students. Confer-

-^nces, followed by confessions

will be at 9:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m.,

and 2:00 p.m. on these days.

Confessions will also be heard

after the 7 :45 p.m. night prayers

Monday. Religious articles will

be blessed after the 2:00 p.m.

conference and Holy Hour will

be held at 3:15 p.m. on both

days.

Nocturnal Adoration

Nocturnal Adoration has be-

come a tradition on the last night
of the Retreat. The Blessed Sac-
rament will be exposed from af-

ter the Holy Hour on Tuesdav
until the clo.sing of the Retreat
on Wednesday morning.

Students are urged to spend
one hour in Adoration during
that time, and their families and
friends are welcome to join them.

The retreat will close Wednes-
day at 8 :30 with Mass, Commun-
ion, Benediction, renewal of Bap-
tismal vows, and the Papal
Blessing.

IN MEMORIAM
Villanovans are asKed to

remember the following de-

ceased in the prayers and
Masses.

Two recent alumni who
were Idll^d in auto accidents

during the recent holidays:

Ronald S. Zurinskas—Class

of 1959.

Terence L. Whalen—Class
of 1960.

Mother of Lucian C. St
Onge, C.&F. '63.

Father of Theodore N.
Higglnson, E.E. '62.

Father of George C. Rob-
ertson, C.A¥. '62.

Father of Thomas G. Weiss,

E.E. '61.

This is the country of which Le Van Tai is a citizen.

His home is located in the major city of the nation, Saigron,

a metropolis of 2,000,000. Tai's father is a Professor of
Languages in one of the city's high schools. Tai received
his primary education there. When he completed this, he
received an International Cooperation Administration scholar-

ship for undergraduate study in the U.S.A. He chose Villa-

nova University and now is a Freshman Engineer here.

Army of 250,000
Tai asserted that his countrymen are an "independence-

minded people," They maintain a defensive anriy of some
250,000, an air force, and a navy. Most of the militaiy equip-
ment is the residue of previous French colonial occupation.
Tai said that the United States has equipped his country
with some arms.

Tai stated that his country and neighboHng Laos have
entered into "a pact to live peacefully togrether" and have
pursued several programs for development of resources on
the border. : V" V

South Viet Nam seems to be the most logical avenue
of approach to their invasion-torn neighbor should massive
military assistance programs be deemed necessary by Laos
from the WesteiT) nations. Tai hopes that if any action has
to be taken for the defense of the two countnes that it will

be done under the auspices of the United Nations.
In response to a question concerning the right of transit

through South Viet Nam to Laos, Tai believes that "Mr.
Diem (the President of the nation) will allow it."

Earlier this week, the Southeastern Asia Treaty Organ-
ization (SEATO) met in an emergency session and stated that
it would work for a peaceful solution of the cnsis. But it

also declared that if further Communist intervention con-
tinues it would greatly imperil the "security of neighboring
countries."

Tai stated that revival of the General Conference of the
United Nation's Geneva Council, which successfully resolved
the Indochina crisis in 1954, might be able to settle the
present situation.

Red Guerilla Warfare
lie asserted that there have been no major Communist

offensives or subversive actions in his country, but that
small bands of Communist soldiers have carried on a very
high pitch of guerilla warfare. He believes that these troops
are the remnants of the Chinese Communist forces which
were to have withdrawn from the country under the agree-
ment of the first General Conference. He continued that it

is very likely that they are being reinforced from across
the l)order of North Viet Nam.

The campaigns of the guerillas have been centered in

the rural districts of the nation. Tai stated that they con-
sisted mainly in intimidation of peasants. He continued,
however, that they were gradually moving into the areas of

greater population on the coast. They have pursued an in-

tensive program of murder employing snipers and ambushes
of the controlling officials of the government and civil

service.

Tai stated that there is "a lack of unity in the people
themselves" regarding the crisis, but he hopes that it will

supi)ly a force to unite the nation to cope with it. He main-
tained that if all peaceful efforts fail to solve the problem
all |)ossible means should be employed to maintain the inde-
pendence of his people. He is not too certain of the present
situation, however, because important things are occurring
at very short intervals. The reported great famine in China
he believes may be the cause of the invasion of this rich area.



Co-Edlter Kirk SeU
Material Deadline

For The Spring LYNX
Vinoe Klric, senior co-editor

of the Lynx, hai recently pro-

mulgated that the deadline for

the new spring issue is tenta-

tively set for March 31.

Kirk strenuously stressed the

fact that all types of articles

will be considered Including

those embodying criticism, opin-

ion, humor, drama, and essays

in addition to short stories and
poetry.

Dr. John Phillipson, moder-

ator for the tome, was reported-

ly quite pleased with the last

issue. "The reaction to and ac-

ceptance of the fall issue," he

said, "was particulanly sa/tisfy-

ing and both the editors and I

trust that this issue will be mere-

ly a hartyinger of suooessee to

come in future publications."

Dlspersement Complete
The complete dlspersement of

the 500 copies available to the

student body prompted Kirk to

interject, "Now, there is ade-

quate and ample reason for in-

oTQaaing the present number of.

copies that are printed to 1000

on account of the great demand
for issues after this one sold

out"
In answer to interrogation con-

cerning the establishment of the

new. "idea" i>eumphlet on Ma,^

campus, Vince Kirk expounded,

"We feel that there will not be

any actual conflict between

either opus. The Lynx and the

'idea' magazine would not in-

fringe upon each other but

would tend to supplement the

other by increasing the stim-

ulus among: students to write

more often and to strive for

better refinements and quality

in their efforts. In effect, the

Lynx seriously welcomes the

new magazine to the campus as

another step toward the pro-

gress which symbolizes Villa-

nova.
"This new blossoming of the

magazine," he claimed, "is

heralding in the call of oppor-

tunity to all literary-minded

Villanovans to further the liter-

ary standing of the university

itself and the chanoe to advance
their own individual status as

well as under-devek>ped talents."

Dector Gallagher

Discusses Thomlsm

iit Univ. of Delaware

Dr. Donald Gallagher, Chair •

man of the Philoeophy Depart-
ment, gave a lecture on "Thom-
lsm and the Present Predica-
ment in Philosophy" at the Uni-
versity of Delaware laet Mon-
day. The program, sponsored
by Delaware's Philooophy Club,
conaited of talks given by pro-
fessors on various schools of
thought about the topic. Dr.
Gallagher was invited to give
the Catholic viewDont.

"A Seleot Bibliography of
Jacques Maritain," written by
Dr. Donald Gallagher and his

wife, Idella, will be published
in the February issue of the
Catholic Literary World. The
bibliography lists all books
written in French and English
by Maritain.

Dr. Donald Qallagher, Dr.

Wolfgang Kluxen, and Prof.

John Tich attended meetings ol

the American IPIilkMOphiaal As-
sociatkm at Yale Universky o^
December 28 and 29.

Mldwlnttr Spltiidor

Dougherty Hall radiates electric brilUanoe as the focal point

of the light-studded campus during the Christmas season.

ACAI Convention Hears
Bishop Sheen, Goldwater

Jupiter's gravity is so much
greater than earth's that a

spaceman trying to walk on

the planet would be crushed.

by his own weisrht.

Of 78,789 companies report-

ing to the Canadian Depart-

ment of National Revenue in

1968, SO per cent operated at

a lods.

The challenging role and
responsibilitieil of American
industrial management in the
1960'8 will be the subject for

discussion when the 66th An-
nual Congress of American
Industry convenes Dec. 7, 8
and 9, at the Waldorf-Astoria
in New York.

The Congress is sponsored
by the National Association
of Manufacturers and at-

tended by top leaders of the
nation's industry.

NAM President Rudolph
Bannow will outline the prob-

lems to be considered under
the Congress theme, "A New
Page—A "New Age—Chal-

lenges America." He will ad-

dress the Wednesday lunch
session.

Headliners for the other

lunch sessions are two men
whose names are widely fa-

miliar.

Arizona's Sen. Barry Gold-

water, acknowledged leader

of conservative Republicans,

best-selling author of "The
Conscience of a Conserva-

tive," will speak on "The
Challenge of Leadership."

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen of

New York, popular author,

television personality and
Roman Catholic leader, will

discuss "The Spiritual Chal-

lenge."

Sen. Goldwater is serving
his second Senate term, hav-
ing been re-elected in 1968
in the face of a nation-wide
Democratic landslide.

Bishop Sheen has become
known for his ability to in-

terpret moral and theological

principles in interesting and
easily-understood language
and concepts. His radio and
television programs and
books have made him popular
with Americans of many
creeds.

DRfFRSoD !S

SpEeCHIeSs!

^^^



Co-Editor Kirk Sets

Material Deadline

For The Spring LYNX
Vince Kirk, senior co-editor

of the Lynx, has recently pro-

mulgated that the deadline for

the new spring issue is tenta-

tively set for March 31.

Kirk strenuously stressed the

fact that all types of articles

will be considered including

those embodying criticism, opin-

ion, humor, drama, and essays

in addition to short storie« and
poetry. :;•- ."/"'.,;:[::

Dr. John Phillipson, moder-

ator for the tome, was reported-

ly quite pleased with the last

issue. "The reaction to and ac-

ceptance of the fall issue," he

said, "was particularly sart;isfy-

ing and both the editors and I

trust that this issue will be mere-

ly a harbinger of successes to

come in future publications."

Dispersement Complete

The complete dispersement of

the 500 copies available to the

student body prompted Kirk to

interject, "Now, there is ade-

quate and ample reason for in-

creasing the present number of

copies that are printed to 1000

on account of the great demand
for issues after this one sold

out."

In answer to interrogation con-

cerning the establishment of the

new "idea" pamphlet on the

campus, Vince Kirk expounded,

"We feel that there will not be

any actual conflict between

either opus. The Lynx and the

'idea' magazine would not in-

fringe upon each other but

would tend to supplement the

other by Increasing the stim-

ulus among students to write

more often and to strive for

better refinements and quality

in their efforts. In effect, the

Lynx seriously welcomes the

new magazine to the campus as

another step toward the pro-

gress which symbolizes Villa-

nova.

"This new blossoming of the

magazine," he claimed, "is

heralding in the call of oppor-

tunity to all literary-minded

Villanovans to further the liter-

ary standing of the university

itself and the chance to advance

their own individual status as

well as under-developed talents."

Doctor Gallaglier

Discusses Tliomism

At Univ. of Delaware

Dr. Donald Gallagher, Chair
man of the Philosophy Depart-
ment, gave a lecture on "Thom-
ism and the Present Predica-

ment in Philosophy" at the Uni-
versity of Delaware last Mon-
day. The program, sponsored
by Delaware's Philosophy Club,
consited of talks given by pro-

fessors on various schools of

thought about the topic. Dr.
Gallagher was invited to give

the Catholic viewnont.

"A Select Bibliography of

Jacques Maritain," written by
Dr. Donald Gallagher and his

wife, Idella, will be published

in the February issue of the
Catholic Literary World. The
bibliography lists all. books
written in French and English

by Maritain.

.'

' •'• '>
''.'." .,'•'.

tir Donald Gallagher, Dr.

• Wolfgang Kluxen, and Prof.

John Tich attended meetin^rs ol

\ the American Philosophical As-

r sociation at Yale University on
' December 28 and 29.

Midwinter SplMdor

Dougherty Hall radiates electric brilliance as the focal point

of the light-studded campus during the Christmas season.

ACAI Convention Hears
Bishop Sheen, Goldwater

Jupiter's gravity is so much
greater than earth's that a

spaceman tryintr to walk on

the planet would be crushed-

by his own weisrht. •';;'

Of 78,789 companies report-

ing to the Canadian Depart-

ment of National Revenue in

1958, 30 per cent operated at

a less.

The challenging role and
responsibilities of American
industrial management in the

1960's will be the subject for

discussion when the 65th An-
nual Congress of American
Industry convenes Dec. 7, 8

and 9, at :he Waldorf-Astoria
in New York.

The Congress is sponsored
by the National Association
of Manufacturers and at-

tended by top leaders of the

nation's industry.

NAM President Rudolph
Bannow will outline the prob-

lems CO be considered under
the Congress theme, "A New
Page—A "^New Age—Chal-

lenges America." He will ad-

dress the Wednesday lunch

session.

Headliners for the other

lunch sessions are two men
whose names are widely fa-

miliar.

Arizona's Sen. Barry Gold-

water, acknowledged leader

of conservative Republicans,

best-selling author of "The
Conscience of a Conserva-

tive," will sper.k on "The
Challenge of Leadership."

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen of

New York, popular author,

television personality and
Roman Catholic leader, will

discuss "The Spiritual Chal-

lenge."

Sen. Goldwater is serving

his second Seni'te term, hav-

ing been re-elected in 1058

in the face of a nation-wide

Democratic landslide.

Biishop Sn66n has become
known for his ability to in-

terpret moral and theological

principles in interesting and
easily-understood language
and concepts. His radio and
television programs and
books have made him popular

with Americans of many
creeds.

DRi FrooD !S

Speechless I

MAKE MONEY! Dr. Frood is unable to ansWiBr letter

from perplexed student. Your help needed. Lucky Strike

will pay $200 for best repy to this letter:

Dear Dr. Frood: How can a man such as yourself be so

wrong so often, so stupid so consistently and yet, at

the same time, have the intelligence, good sense and
outstanding good taste to smoke, enjoy and recommend
the world's finest cigarette—Lucky Strike?

Perplexed

If you wer«' Dr. Frood, how would you answer this letter? Send us your answer in 50 words
or less. Try to think as Frood thinks, feel as Frood feels. For instance, his answer miglit be
"HAVEN'T YOU EVER HEARD OF SCHIZOPHRENIA?" You can do better. All entries

will be judged on the basis of humor, originality and style (it should be Froodian). Lucky
Strike, the regular cigarette college students prefer, will pay $200 to the student who, in the,

opinion of our judges, sends the best answer to the letter above. All entries must be post-

marked no later than March 1, 1961. Lean back, light up a Lucky and THINK FROOD.
Mail your letter to Lucky Strike, P. O. Box 15F, Mount Vernon 10, New York. Enclose name,
address, college or university and class.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!

O 4 r r»
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Gelinas Quits Quest Quickly
As Stud. Council Gets Board
Gerry Gelinas, Chairman of the

Fraternities and Societies Com-
mittee, tendered his resignation
to the Student Council at its

meetmg last week.
Claiming that his position was

simply that of "police chief"
over student organizations, be
included in his resignation m his
regular semester-end report to
the Council.; ^;: r

The crux of Gelinas* dissatis-
faction was the system of
monthly reports which all stu-
dents groups are required to
submit to the F & S Committee.
"No one likes the idea of turn-
ing reports," the former chair-
man insisted, "and no one see
any use in them."

In elucidating the situation
for Council members, Chairman
Bob DeLisa stated that the re-
port system has been defended
by former F & S chairman Paul
O'Rourke, and that O'Rourke
was not present to speak in
favor of the reports.

The matter was concluded
with DeLisa's acceptance of
Geiinas' resignation, and request
to the Council members that
they suggest ways in which the
F & S Committee could be made
more functional.

Jim Strazzeila, Executive Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
reported that the Cultural Af-
fairs Committee, under the
Chairmanship of Bob Bohn, was
planning on presenting a modern
American author or poet as
speaker at one of next semes-
ter's series of Council fourms.
At present, Strazzeila indi-

hated, critic Allen Tate and poet
John Crowe Ransom are under
consideration.

{

Council Vice Chairman Tom
Wall, in his report on the suc-
cess of the student Administra-

tion Committee, declared that

the Council has been given

permission to erect a bulletin

board, for its own exclusive use,

in Dougherty Hall.

Wall further stated that the
Administration currently had
under Advisement a proposal of

the Committee to allow the Field

House swimming pool to remain
o;)en to a later hour on week-
ends. Vice Chairman indicated
that this proposal would prpba-
bly be accepted. ;

t'
•

John Oberlics, Executive Vice
President for Student Affairs,

stated as part of his report that
an attempt by his office to obtain
the permission of the Adminis-
tration to serve liquor at Field
House dances was rejected on
the grounds that the illegal sale
of alcoholic beverages to minors
might occur under University
auspices if such a proposal were
accepted.

Council Treasurer Jim Hooker
then moved that the congress
consider an amendment to its

Constitution to the effect that

a junior would be eligible for

the Treasurership of the Coun-
cil.

The meeting concluded with a
suggestion by Jim Howley,
sophomore C & F representative,

that the Secretary record and
publish a report of absences
from the Student Senate meet-
ings, as well as from Council
meetings, "because students
hTive a right to be informed of
laxity in attendance on the part
of officers of such stature as
student senators."

Car pmi tngnm u Symphony Of Lights Grace

KJliliJ?,; tt« yU During Yuletide Season
by Milc« Donohu*

Registration Week
Eugene P. Pasymowski, a

freshman C & F er and member
of the VILLANOVAN news
staff, is heading a newly-inaug-
urated Car Pool Program. The
plan, initiated by Pasymowski,
was presented to the Student
Council by Jim McMonagle,
junior class President. Students
can sign for the program during
registration week.

The Car Pool will consist of a

catalogue listing the names of

students who drive to school

daily. This catalogue will be set

up according to the various
schools of the university, e.g..

Arts, C&F, Engineering, Nurs-
ing.

Geographic Locations

Each division will have the
students listed according to the
general geographic location of!

their homes, e.g.. Northeast'
Philadelphia.

"My what a beautiful scene

that is," remarked the old lady

wistfully as the P&W sped by
the Villanova campus one even-

ing several weeks ago.

Her comment was oocasioned

by the profusion of myriad col-

ors emanating from the annual

Christmas lights displayed on
the front lawn of the campus.

"Golly, there muat be a mil-

lion lights on that tree," ex-

claimed her wide-eyed grandson
as he craned his neck to get a

better view of the gayly bedeck-

ed spruce tree Iq front of the

monastery."
8000 Bulbs

"Actually, there are only 1300
lights on the blue spruce," Dan
Hennessy pointed out. On all

the displays combined there are

8000 bulbs, he appended.
Hennessy is the chief electri-

cian for the university and the

"idea" man behind the annual
extravaganza. He has function-

ed in this capacity since first

coming to Villanova 8V2 years
ago.

The affable Hennessy refused

to take sole credit for the widely
acclaimed displays. ;,:,.

"I just come up with the basic

ideas," he shrugged noncha-
lantly, "then my men work from
there."

Thanksgiving to Christmas
Hennessy and his staff of

seven start work on the Christ-

mas lights shortly after Thanks-
giving. "From then until Christ-

mas we work on the display be-

tween our regular duties,"

Hennessy said.

The electrician and his men
not only mount the displays but
they also build them. "We can't

use ready-mounted Christmas
year, phone number, address, 1 scenes because we couldn't pur-

route to school, schedule. ' chase any large enough to be

COMMUTER PASYMOWSKI
. . . rides for Day-hops

Registration will take place in

the Pie Shoppe. The students
who wish to submit their names
will be asked to fill out a card,

with the following information:,

course of study, general area of

home, specific area of home,

seen in any detail from the high-

way," Hennessy explained.

"The only display we use not

constructed by us is the crib

that was placed in front of Aus-
tin Hall," he disclosed. "It was
built by seminarians some years

ago and we've been using it ever

since."

Santa Claus
This is the only traditional

element in Hennessy's well-illu-

minated repertory. "For in-

stance, as an innovation this

year we decided to install two
Likenesses of Santa Claus, one
at either end of Dougherty Hall.

By mistake three were built in-

stead of two. So the guard house
got a Santa Claus," Hennessy
chuckled.

The most brilliant bit of im-

provisation on Hennessy's part

took place last year.

Someone decided that a Christ-

mas dispay would be incomplete
without wreaths. But Hennessy
had nothing on which to mount
them. This however, did not de-

ter Hennessy. Came the night
of the faculty party, the lights

were flicked on, and lo and be-

hold, there were several dozen
illuminated wreaths amidst the
pyrotechnical display. His se-

cret?

"I solved the problem by using
some discarded hula hoops," he
revealed sheepishly. "I couldn't
resist the temptation. They were
only twenty cents each," Hen-
nessy economically pointed out.

Seniors-what can Kearfott'S personalized training program offer Yoll?

Check the experiences of These Recent Graduates

JAMES T. ORRICO
Stevens Institute

of Technology, '60

'• >•-• /'

CHARLES R. ELLISON, Jr.

Villanova University, '60

During his training pro-

gram, Jim has already
gained valuable experience

In two diversified areas.

In the Gyrodynamlcs Test

Engineering Laboratory, he

worked on the design of

transistor circuitry and

test equipment. At pres-

ent, he Is assigned to the

Field Service Department

which Is responsible for

preparing manuals and
technical courses. Jim
plans to expand his ex-

perience even further -
into both administrative

and technical areas of

Gyrodynamlcs. Eventually,

he Intends to concentrate

on highly advanced sys-

tems engineering. Right

now he's busy laying the

groundwork In the broad

spectrum of specialties

which systems engineering

embraces. Jim feels that

this training program Is

tailor-made to prepare him

for exactly the kind of

work he wants to do.

PETER L. TODD
Cornell University, '57

Because Pete wanted first-

hand experience In sev-

eral engineering areas-
development, design, test-

ing, and manufacturing,
he was given engineering

responsibilities on a va-

riety of projects. During

his assignment to the Sys-

tems Electronics Labora*

tory, for example, ha
helped develop and test

an aircraft navigation sys-

tem that Is now fully op-

erational. After complet-

ing his training program,

Pete decided to ask for

permanent assignment to

the Precision Wound Com-
ponents Section. One of

the most Important advan-

tages of working at Keer-

fott. Pete reports. Is the

project engineer approach.

Under it, you can develop
specific skills, and, at the

same time, gain the engi-

neering perapectiva that

comes from seeing a proj-

ect through from concept

to completed product.

Wtiat Impressed Charlie

most about his Kearfott

training program was the

Immediate opportunity to

apply theoretical analysis

and optimum design tech-

niques to realistic and

stimulating problems. At

the same time, he gained

a comprehensive experi-

ence in the many other

engineering aspects of

carrying a project through

to completion. Encouraged

by tuition reimbursement

and company sponsored

courses, Charlie is now
continuing his academic

training toward an MS
degree - and perhaps be-

yond. With midtown New
York only 40 minutes away,

he has easy access to the

many fine colleges within

the New vcrk/New Jersey

area-Columbia, NYU,
Stevens, Newark College of

Engineering, and others.

VINCENT MONTALTO, Jr.

Penn State, '60

Summer employment with

the company in 1959 gave

Vince all the reasons he

needed to join Kearfott
after graduation. He likes

the way Kearfott Project

Engineers STAY WITH A
PROJECT -from the study

phase right through de-

sign, prototype, produc-

tion, end reliability
testing. They are not only

responsible for all techni-

cal aspects, but for quality

and price structure of

finished hardware as well.

Vince finds this philosophy

opens the way for growth

along a variety of paths -

gives him experience and

perspective in practically

every phase of engineering.

A femiiy man, Vince en-

joys pleasant suburban
living with his wife and

son in a nearby community
- one of many fine resi-

dential areas within a 10-

mile radius.

A career with

a company whose size

has grown 20-fold

In ten years ,

- From SOO to 6000 Employees
— 25 New Laboratories

Kearfott's remarkable record of ••

'

expansion is a reflection of its
,

. : .

achievements in electronics, •

electro-mechanical components, ', ,

'

precision instrumentation

-

and now, the development of

complete systems. The continued

expansion of the company
means exceptional growth . / :

opportunities for recent

frraduates in all six major
divieions:

Syaterm Engineering Diviiion

Gyrodynamict Division

Electro-mechanical Division

Precision Components Division

Electronics Division

Power Equipment Division

In keeping; with the dynamic
atmosphere at Kearfott, a

personalized training program
gives the young engineer the

freedom to explore many
engineering fields before

selecting the broad area best

.suited to his career interests.

Performance leads quickly to

advancement through Kearfott's

policy of PROMOTION BY
MERIT. For detailed infor-

mation, see the Kearfott
representative when he visits

your campus.

Wives Hold Monthly

Meeting Tonlte 8:30
The regular January meeting

of the Villanova Faculty Wives
Club will be held Thursday even-
ing, (tonight) at 8:30. The
group will meet in the Lounge
of the Naval Science Building,

John Barry Hall.

The guest of honor and fea-

tured speaker of the evening
will be the Very Rev. John A.
Klekotka, OSA, President. All

faculty wives are invited to at-

tend this meeting.

Refreshments mill be served
after the meeting. Mrs. Harold
Reuschlein is hospitality chair-

man for this event.

(gg)
KEARFOTT DIVISION

GENERAL PRECISION. INC.

Utll0 P»//a. N9W J0f$0y

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FEB. 7

FOR ASSISTANT PROJECT ENGINEERS
Make an appointment now with your Placement Director,

or write to Mr. Francis X. Jones, Technical Placement Supervisor.

Pli;ysicists

NORDEN
DIVISION
UNITED
CORPORATION

WILL INTERVIEW ON

FEB. 8
career positions in Research,
Development, Design and Man-
ufacturing in such areas as

Fir* Control Systomt
Radar Syttoms
Data Procossing Equlpmont
Inortial Guidanc* Syttom*
Talovision Syatom*

k Aircraft instrumontation
Navigation Syttom* and
Componofit*.
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An Investigation
A view toward moderation has always

Suided the policieB and action of the United
States, in theory at least, if not always in

practice. This attitude of course, has existed
in the minds of thinking citizens since it

was first elucidated by Thomas Jefferson and
his intellectual contemporaries. Throughout
American history it has served as the ballast

which smooths and steadies the course of
the proverbial "Ship of State."

This moderation is, of course, a refine-

ment of liberalism towards perfection. In
1778, the American concept of freedom, as-
suring as it did the exposure of all the
people to any and all ideas, and permitting
them to choose the best method of attaining
their goals, stood as one of the most revolu-
tionary ideologies ever promulgated. It has
remained a revolutionary ideology. Ameri-
ca remains the world's most revolutionary
nation.

Despite her stature, however, Amer-
ica's spirit is presently dampened. Beleag-
ared as she is within and without by insid-

ious forces of unprecedented strength and
determination, she has recoursed to reaction,
instead of action. A possible explanation is

that the number of thinking citizens, who
preserve and apply the "sensible liberalism"
which is the backbone of America, have
sadly diminished.

They have been replaced, it seems, by
an element of conservative mediocrity who
seek to pass off as the contemporary "Spirit
of America" a gelatinous vapidity, or worse,

CoiMftrpttot

Borry Moy Be Voluoble

Bill Speen
••It is conaervaUsm that put« f©ei it must make up for its

an isolationist tyranny. It appears that this n^aterial things in thedr proper eig«ht-year presidential dormancy
element has arisen from the sheer panic place—that has a structured by Warring its main theme so'

which has gripped the United States. Rus- ^ie^ ^^ ^**« human being and of loud that it obliviates the coun-
sia, Berlin, Cuba, Laos, The Congo, Venezu- human society, in which econ- ter theme.
ela. Nicaragua, etc. etc.. etc., have caused a ^^^^ P^^ys only a subsidiary Granted, many of Goldwater's
trauma in the American psyche. Instead of '*^j«-" solutions and remedies if per-
decisive action against these influences, ^^*"?' Senator Barry Gold- mitted to be carried through
America has chosen to withdraw into a shell, water of Arizona states his basic completely, would prove disas-

Abroad, it is painfully obvious that Political premise in his gospel- terous at this time, and perhaps
America is cringing; at home as well, major ^^^e treatise, "The Conscience at anytime! His ideas on State
furors are being caused by incidents which, ^^ » Conservative." Rights would huH us iback into

both the F.BJ. and the daily press from its ^^ commonly misconstrued in the light of recent southern
meetings, produces fearful convulsions: a principles of the right wing of in-will.

Broadway play adapted from a best-selling }^^ Republican Party of which while his stands on both the
novel is proclaimed "treasonous," if the ^e is the acknowledged leader. Farm Problem and Taxes reeks
United States were at war, by the wife of a ^et we still hear students, delusion, however, his answers
former President. Other incidents have oc- a«nong others, stand finnly on the Labor question and the
curred, within and without the national against the "war monger" from Soviet Menace show promise of
boundaries, to make obvious the fact that *^® southwest and his "do-it- assisting greatly in the resolu-
America closed her eyes and is striking about >^urself citizen^ip," without tion of these present day enig-
her indiscriminately, wildly, blindly. ^^ally having a firm grasp of mas.

Is there a solution? Certainly a latter- ^^ Senator's political philos- Funneled into the political
day Thomas Jefferson would be most wel- ^P**y- . beaker, the act is that Barry
come at this juncture. But a Jefferson is Radical Conservative? Goldwater has something to of-
not essential—the real power of America is And indeed, no matter what fer the United States, even if its

within the minds and hearts of her people, one's basic political beliefs are, only opposition to the new ad-
American colleges and universities seem the ^^ l^^ve here a man who must ministration.
ideal place for a resurrection of the li^pral be reckoned with in the coun- And although it may look far
ideas, of previous eras. President-elect JohnI try's future, cspeciaUy if the from it now, Goldwater's persis-

.; Kennedy has insisted that people must act four-year wave of Kennedy tent ©position (if he too ac-
with vigor to get the country moving again, liberalism fails. cepts half of the reaponaibility
Before action, however, must come under- In our own Pie Shoppe we and attempts to live and work

.; standing of the national goals and problems;, have heard him irregularly at- ^th the liberal "enemy") may
j and before this understanding must coma an tacked for carrying a conserva- help Kennedy to lead us all

admission that problems do exist, and an in- tive tag, because he's a middle- safety to that much-predicted
Wstisation and definition of the problems, of-the-roader, or because his promise land of 1964.

At Villanova there exist numerous ve- conservatism is some new form Perhaps, too, if the conserva-
hicks for increasing students' awareness of of radicalism. .

, ^^^^ ^^^ liberals running our
the difficulties faced by the United States. The modem mind seems un- government learn to oo-exist,
LC.G., I.RJS., and other co-curricular organ- able to conceive of conservative labor and management and even
izations, the Student Council, The VILLA- principles mixing with liberal the U.S. and Russia will find the
NO-VAN, forums, seminars, and speaker pro- ideals or vice-versa. It seems to w'hole idea of co-«xistence a little

rjrrams are all in simultaneous and continual he true of most countries today more plausible.
'operation to assist in the awakening of that you are either right or left

America's intelligent youth to the problems and if you can afford it, in the
facing them. But the ultimate resnonsibil- middle; ttie possible fussion of

• ity for the utilization of these facilities de- ideas is rarely considered, even

SometimesInsurance
ProvesNo Assurance

(Special To The VlUanovan)

How much is your noee worth? Jfanmy
Durante values his at |140,000. That's the mun
of the insurance lie carries on the most famous
proboscis since Cyrano's.

Most of us buy insurance to cover life,
health, theft, accident, and other common risks,
but insurance companies have issued offbeat pol-
icies on such, items as legs, hair, hanito, stocks
of whiskey, and Presidential inaugumtions. Pol-
icies against catastrophe have ranged between
such unlikely poles as fallhig sputniks to the
birth of twins.

Oslvert VohBf
Among the far from mundane policies on

bushiess assets is the policy Calvert DistiUers
took out on the w4Moey stock whfch is its stand-
ard of taste and aroma—a one million dollar*
policy! Calvert matches its entire production to
the quaHty standard. If the standard sample
were destroyed, Lloyd's of London would nay
one million doUara.

Another company protects its business in-
terests in a diiTerent way. The Lhicohi Eaectrie
Company of devehuid took out a policy guaran-
teehig that money earned in BYance could be
converted from francs to dollars.

A big payxiff was made by Uoyd's of Lon-
don when the race horse Your Host broke a leg
before a big race in 1951. The company anted
up $250,000 for this one.

Odd Insnrsiiee
Show bushiess offers many entertahihig ex-

amples of odd insurance poUcies. Fred Astaire
covered his dandng legs for $650,000, while
flamenco artist Jose Greco has four pain of
special eiasucized wool trousers which he has
insured against splitting at $980 a pair. The
comedy team of AbboU and Costelk) once had
a $250,000 policy agahat disagreement between
them during a five year period. In the musical
field the legendary Polish pianist Ignace Pader-
ewski had insurance on his remarkable hands.

An unregistered and unorthodox animal

—

the Loch Ness monster—which had been floating
in and out of the headlines in vecent years,
made insurance news when a policy was taken
out against its deliveiy alive in London.

Would anything seem like more of an in-
surance "natural" than the fabulously valuable
jewels of Great Britain? Yet the gems, on ex-
hibit at the Tower of London, are not insured!

In the state of Texas, where they think big,
one company executive is said to have his brain
insured. Shopkeepers hi Washmgton, D. C, per-
haps influenced by the professional politicians'
habit of hedgdng, once took out a $200,000 policy
against Harry S. Truman's failure to show up at
the 1949 inauguration.

Motlier-In-Law
In the domestic world, one worried man in-

sured against supporting his mother-in-law,
while another harried husband took out a policy
against hitting his.

Policies have been taken out against the
bhth of twins, the breakage of false teeth, and
death caused by falUng sputniks, but the anxious
fellow who took out a policy with Lloyd's to in-
sure against haldness certainly proved he had
a head for buaines»~«nd set a dihiing example
for generations of future poUcyholdera.

volves on youth itself.

Due to tht •xams ond the mid-

semester breok there will be no

issue of the yWanovan, fer the

next four weehs. All club pub-

licity officols ore requested to

hove oil copy in on time during

the next semester to focilitote

publicotion.

theoretically.

However, in the next four
years we will be led by a man
who is as radically iiberal as
Goldwater is Conservative. Re-
cent history has shown that
when we are governed by a one*
sided administration, fae it lib-

eral or conservative, we iMiially

meet with some kind of dis-

aster. Under the liberal wing,
foreign encounters; under the
conservatives, domestic strife.

Barry's No Cnre-All
And while it's encourging to

observe the vigor with which the
President-EIect has already as-

sumed his office, we hope that
the Democratic Party does not
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Twins! tt

"Now, who threw the overalls in Mrs. A^rphy's chowder?"

"Martha, where IS my red tie?"

1'

**Don't come in my place til you're twenty-one orKl can prove it."

'Sou Aid Lovers',

Siodowners't Head

Ten Best Movies List

by Al Lo Metira

At the year's end we ftiid that

movies were bigger, bolder and
bawdier in 1960, but unfortun-

ately as usual, not any better.

That's the conclusion tliis

movie fan reached in a year-end

review of the Hollywood pro-

duct Note I say '*movie fan." I

finnly believe films offer the

best in entertainment, better

than 99 per cent of TV, and
better than the bulk of Broad-

way pla3r8.

But 1960 was not a vintage

year for fihns. There was too

much tinkering around with

moraUty, too much bigness for

bigness's sake. The year saw
no standout film of the impact

of "Ben-Hur," •'On the Water-
fSront," "Bridge on the River

Kwai," •'Marty," or "From
Here to Eternity," aa in pre-

vious years.

These seemed best:

1. "Sons and liovers" had
much of the greatness and some
of the limitations of the D. H.

Lawrence novel. Trevor Howard
etched a fine portrait of the fa-

ther and should be honored for

this.

'•Sonrlse" Downed
2. "The Sundowners" was a

well-acted intensely human
account of the AustraiUan front-

ier life, episodic but still wann
and entertaining thanks to the

firm band of Fred Zinneman in

holding it and its cast together.

3. "Sunrise at Campobello"

had value as an American chron-

icle and for fine impersonationB

by Ralph Bellamy and Greer

Garson, but was still not ec-

•epted at the boxoffioe as enter-

jonment and joins the long list

of the unappreciated.

4. "The Dark at the Top of

Uie Stairs" was a touching ac-

count of a family's problems, a

period piece up to date in spite of

the absurd ramblings and obvi-

ous overacting of Robert "tired?

sick? try Anacin!" Preston.

5. "Bells Are Ringing" was
the happiest picture of the year

and again proved Judy H<^-
day'e skill in the mucho-mutil-

ated screenplay.

6. "Pollyanna" deserved bet-

ter than it got Frankly senti-

mental, it avoided being sticky

and carried a worthy message.

7. "Spartacus was the iHg

epic of the year which proved

quite successful thanks to the

screenplay by Trumbo and most
inventive direction of Stanley

Kubrick, a promising newcomer.

Tracy Great
8. "Inherit the Wind" was

filmed in the finest tradition of a

Stanley Kramer film and won ac-

colades thanks to the fine acting

of Spencer Tracy, the overact-

ing of Fred March and the non
acting of Gene Kelly in this

blockbuster.

9. "Jazz on a Summer's
Night" was the only musical that

could be termed truly a master-

piece of timing and ^ting in all

of this year's mediocre crop.

10. "Ehner Gantry" was the

^odker of the year without all

the cheap sideshow techniques

applied in Hitchcock's "Psycho."

I don't mean to slight the

epics. Or do I? We may need a
new category for the latter-day

run of DeMille. Qualificatiom:

They must run over three houra,

have six or more stars and a
half-hour <^ battle or spectacle

scenes and cost over $6 million.

With the notable exception of
"Ben-Hur," they are seldom sat-

isfying as film achievementi.

MocShoIinan

The Many

THE ENGINEERS HAVE HAIRY EARS
Today in this age of technology when engineering graduates

are wooed and courted by all of America's great industries, how

do you account for the fact that Rimbaud Sigafoos, who fin-

ished at the very top of his class at M.I.T., turned down hun-

dreds of attractive job offers to accept employment as a machin-

ery wiper at the Acme Ice Com|)any at a salary of $20 a week

with a twelve-hour day, a seven-day week, and only fifteen

minutes for lunch?

I know what you are thinking: ^'Cherckez lafetnme!" You are

thinking that Mr. Acme, head of the Acme Ice Company, has

a beautiful daughter with whom Rimbaud is madly in love and

he took the job only to be near her.

Friends, you are wrong. It is true that Mr. Acme does have

a daughter, a large, torpid lass named Clavdia who spends all

her waking hours scooping marzipan out of a bucket and staring

at a television set which has not worked in some years. Rimbaud

has not the slightest interest in Clavdia; nor, indeed, does any

other man, excepting possibly John Ringling North.

So how come Rimbaud keeps working for the Acme Ice

Company? Can it be that they provide him with free Marlboro

Cigarettes, and all day long he is able to settle back, make
himself comfortable and enjoy the filter cigarette with the un-

filtered taste?

«*o ^.JiHk

'3l7n^^ ^poJ ^iS n^l^&f L/gl/dis

No, friends, no. Rimbaud is not allowed to smoke on the job

and when he finishes his long, miserable day he has to buy his

own Marlboros, even as you and I, in order to settle back and

enjoy that choice tobacco, that smooth, mellow flavor, that in-

comparable filter, that pack or box.

Well, friends, you might as well give up because you'll never

in a million years guess why Rimbaud works for the Acme Ice

Company. The reason is simply this : Rimbaud is a seal

!

He started as a performing seal in vaudeville. One night on

the way to the Eki Sullivan show, he took the wrong subway.

All night the poor mammal rode the B.M.T., seeking a helping

hand. Finally a kindly brakeman named Ernest Thompson

Sigafoos rescued the hapless Rimbaud.

He took Rimbaud home and raised him as his own, and

Rimbaud, to show his appreciation, studied hard and got ex-

cellent marks and finished a distinguished academic career as

valedictorian of M.I.T.

Rimbaud never complained to his kindly foster father, but

through all those years of grammar school and high school and

college, he dam near died of the heat! A seal, you must re-

member, is by nature a denizen of the Arctic, so you can im-

agine how poor Rimbaud must have suffered in subtropical

New York and Boston^ especially in those tight Ivy League

suits. -

But today at the Acme Ice Company, Rimbaud has finally

found a temperature to his liking. He is very happy and sends

grpetings to his many friends.
'

® iMl Max Stiulnuui

An]i time, any clime, you get a lot to like with a Marlboro—
and with Marlboro'» newest partner in pleasure, the unal-

tered, king-size, brand-new Philip Morris Commander. Get

aboard!

But they can he worth seeing

for the spectacle and the inter-

play of charactere. "Exodus"
was the hest of the hamper crop.

"Spartacus" was impressive vis-

ually hut still a little too sadis-

tic with gore. "The Alamo" had
heroic quality iHien tt didn't dip

into pathos. "GimarrGn" fea-
tured the exciting land rash and
famMiar frontier

performances: Doris Day in

"Midnight Lace"; Burt I^ancaa-

ter and Jean Simmons in "Elmer
Gantry"; Ellizabeth Taylor in

"Butterfteld 8"; Nancy Kwan in

the "World of Suzie Wong" and
Cantinflas in "Pepe."
The year also brought the

"smelliest" film of all time "The
Scent of Mystery" in Smellovi-

sion actually, it was an enter-*

taining spoof of spy thrillers.

Other fltans were notahle for How can 1961 top that?
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, An Investigation
A view toward moderation has always

guided the policies and action of the United
States, in theory at least, if not always in

, practice. This attitude of course, has existed
in the minds of thinking citizens since it

was first elucidated by Thomas Jefferson and
his intellectual contemporaries. Throughout

. American history it has served as the ballast

which smooths and steadies the course of
the proverbial "Ship of State."

This moderation is, of course, a refine-

ment of liberalism towards perfection. In
1778, the American concept of freedom, as-
suring as it did the exposure of all the
people to any and all ideas, and permitting
them to choose the best method of attaining
their goals, stood as one of the most revolu-
tionary ideologies ever promulgated. It has
remained a revolutionary ideology. Ameri-
ca remains the world's most revolutionary
nation.

Despite her stature, however, Amer-
ica's spirit is presently dampened. Beleag-
ured as she is within and without by insid-

ious forces of unprecedented strength and
determination, she has recoursed to reaction,
instead of action. A possible explanation is

that the number of thinking citizens, who
preserve and apply the "sensible liberalism"
which is the backbone of America, have
sadly diminished. /';./; ;>

They have been replaced, it seems, by
an element of conservative mediocrity who
seek to pass off as the contemporary "Spirit
of America" a gelatinous vapidity, or worse,

^^^ CoMHrpoiiit

Barry May Be Valuable

x-x-
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it must make up for its

j]
Sometimes Insurance
ProvesNo Assurance

(Special To The Villanovan)

How much is your nose worth? Jimmy
Durante values his at $140,000. That's the sum
of the insurance he carries on the most famous
proboscis since Qyrano's.

Most of us buy insurance to cover life,
health, theft, accident, and other common risks,
but insurance companies have issued offbeat pol-
icies on such items as legs, hair, hands, stocks
of whiskey, and Presidential inaugumtions. Pol-
icies against catastrophe have ranged between
such unlikely poles as falling sputniks to the
birth of twins.

Calvert Policy
Among the far from mundane policies on

business assets is the poUcy Calvert Distillers
took out on the whiskey stock which is its stand-
ard of taste and aroma—a one million dollar*
policy! Calvert matches its entire production to
the quality standard. If the standard sample
were deartroyed, Lloyd's of London would pay
one million dollars.

Another comfmny protects its business in-
terests in a different way. The Lincoln Electric
Company of Qeveland took out a policy guaran-
teeing that money earned in FVance could be
converted from francs to dollars.

A big payoff was made by Lloyd's of Lon-
don when the race horse Your Host broke a leg
before a big race in 1951. The company anted
up $250,000 for this one.

Odd Insuranoe
Show business offers many entertaining ex-

amples of odd insurance policies. Fred Astaire
covered his dancing legs for $650,000, while
flamenco artist Jose Greco has four pairs of
special eiasiicizea wool trousers which he has

Bill Speers

*It is conservatism that puts feel

an isolationist tyranny. It appears that this ""'^terial things in their proper eigtht-year presidential dormancy
element has arisen from the sheer panic place—that has a structured by blarring its main theme so'

which has gripped the United States. Rus- ^'^^"^ o^ ^^e human being and of j^^^j ^.^at it obliviates the coun-
sia, Berlin, Cuba, Laos, The Congo, Venezu- human society, in which econ- ter theme.
ela, Nicaragua, etc., etc.. etc., have caused a o"^^cs plays only a subsidiary Granted, many of Goldwaters
trauma in the American psyche. Instead of ^^le." solutions and remedies if per
decisive action against these influences, "^^^S' Senator Barry Gold-

America has chosen to withdraw into a shell, water of Arissona states his basic

Abroad, it is painfully obvious that political premise in his gospel-

America is cringing; at home as well, maior ^^^^ treatise, "The Conscience

furors are being caused by incidents which, o^ a Conservative." ivigms wouia nun us drck mio ewaki had in«,.,^«^- «« i,I» T u, i. 7
in a more liberal age, would be shrugged off Written simply, forcibly and the age of W a s h i n g t o n and ,

^^ insurance on his remarkable hands,

with amusement: a self-styled "Liberal always candidly, Goldwater has Hamilton
; yet his stand on Civil ,

/^^ unregistered and unorthodox anhnal—
Youth Group," so "liberal" that it excludes '"ade a fine attempt to explain Rights seem worth consideration r^ ^^^ Ness monster--which had been floating

both the F.B.I, and the daily press from its the commonly misconstrued in the light of recent southern ^^ f^. ^"^ ^^ *"® headhnes m »ecent years,

meetings, produces fearful convulsions; a principles of the right wing of ni-will.
'"^^^ insurance news when a policy was taken

Broadway play adapted from a best-selling <^he Republican Party of which while his stands on both the ^"^
«f^^"!^

^^ deUvery alive in London,

novel is proclaimed "treasonous," if the ^e is the acknowledged leader. Farm Problem and Taxes reeks ^°7° anyUung seem like more of an in-

United States were at war, by the wife of a Yet we still hear students, delusion, however, his answers
!"^^c«

.
natural than the fabulously valuable

former President. Other incidents have oc- among others, stand firnily on the Labor question and the i^! , ,u m ^"^^- ^^^ ^^^ S^^, on ex-

curred, within and without the national against the "war monger" from Soviet Menace show promise of
^^^»\atj"^e Tower of London, are not insured!

boundaries, to make obvious the fact that the southwest and his "do-it- assisting greatly in the resolu-
^^ ^^ *^^ ^^ ^®*^' "^^^^ ^^^ ^hink big,

r/ftPH fn kI ZZTflrnZ: ^^'"''^ ^^^"^ «P"tting at $980 a pair. Themitted to be carried through comedy team of Abbott and Costello once hadcompletely would prove disas- ^ $250,000 poHcy against disagreement beWnterous at this time and perhaps them during a five year period In the mu^^a"
at anytime His ideas on State field the legendaiy Polish pianist Ignace PrdS-Rights would hurl us back into •-' » ^ • -

" *

America closed her eyes and is striking about yourself citizenship," without

her indiscriminately, wildly, blindly. really having a firm grasp of

Is there a solution ? Certainly a latter- the Senator's political philos-

day Thomas Jefferson would be most wel- opl^y-

come at this juncture. But a Jefferson is Radical Conservative?

not essential—the real power of America is And indeed, no matter what
within the minds and hearts of her people, ones basic political beliefs are, only opposition to the new ad
American colleges and universities seem the ^^ have here a man who must ministration.
ideal place for a resurrection of the li»^pval be reckoned with in the coun-
ideas of previous eras. President-elect John try's future, especially if the

Kennedy has insisted that people must act four-year wave of Kennedy
with vigor to get the country moving again, liberalism fails.

Before action, however, must come under- In our own Pie Shoppe we
standing of the national goals and problems ;

have heard him irregularly at- ^vith the liberal "enemy") may
and before this understanding must come an tacked for carrying a conserva- help Kennedy to lead us ail

tion of these present day enig-

mas. -v-::.r:.

Funneled into the political

beaker, the act is that Barry
Goldwater has something to of-

fer the United States, even if its

And although it may look far
from it now, Goldwater's persis-

tant oposition (if he too ac-

cepts half of the responsibility

and attempts to live and work

one company executive is said to have his braui
insured. Shopkeepers in Washington, D. C, per-
haps influenced l^y the professional politicians'
habit of hedging, once took out a $200,000 policy
agamst Harry S. Truman's failure to show up at
the 1949 inauguration.

Motlier-In-Law
In the domestic world, one worried man in-

sured against supporting his mother-in-law,
while another harried husband took out a policy
against hitting his.

: : V; .
—

Policies have been taken but against the
birth of twins, the breakage of false teeth, and
death caused by falling sputniks, but the anxious
fellow who took out a policy with Lloyd's to m-

admission that problems do exist, and an in- tive tag. because he's a middle- safety to that much-predicted ThLd^c^ bu^^^^d^t ^aw?. ^ ^f
vestigation and definition of the problems, of-the-roader, or because his nrnmis. i^nH nf iqfi4 .;-•:,

anead im- busin^*-and set a shmmg exampleor Decause his

At Villanova there exist numeiT)us ve- conservatism is some new form
hides for increasing students' awareness of ol radicalism.

the difficulties faced by the United States. The modem mind seems un-
LC.C, LR.S., and other co-curricular oignn- able to conceive of conservative
ization.s, the Student Council, The VILLA- principles mixing with liberal

NOV^AN, forums, seminars, and speaker pro- ideals or vice-versa. It seems to whole idea of co-existence a little
grams arc all in simultaneous and continual ^ true of most countries today more plausible.
operation to assist in the awakening of that you are either right or left

America's intelligent youth to the piol)lpms and if you can afford it, in the
facing them. But the ultimate resnonsihil- middle; the possible fus.sion of
ity for the utilization of these facilities de- ideas is rarely considered, even

promise land of 1964.

Perhaps, too, if the conserva-

tives and liberals running our
government learn to co-exist,

labor and management and even
the U.S. and Russia will find the

for generations of future policyholders.

volves on youth itself.

Due to the exams and the mid-

semester break there will be no

issue 9f the Villanovan for the

next four weeks. All club pub-

licity officals ore requested to

have all copy in on time during

the next semester to facilitate

publication.

the<>retically.

However, in the next four

years we will be led by a man
who is as radically liberal as
Goldwater is Conservative. Re-
cent history has shown that
when we are governed by a one-
sided administration, be it lib-

eral or conservative, we usually
meet with some kind of dis-

a.ster. Under the liberal wing,
foreign encounters; under the
conservatives, domestic strife.

Barry's No Cure-AII
And while it's encourging to

observe the vigor with which the
President-Elect has already as-

sumed his office, we hope that
the Democratic Party does not
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opinions expressed herein do not neoeasartly reflect
the official views of the University.

Tills newspaper Is dedicated to one off tha
finest men who evur entered VUlanova: Scholar,
AtfUete» Gentleman—

UEOOOODBaSAU

FamUy Album

Twins! /#

• k-

'Now, vyho threw the overalls in Mrs. Murphy's chowder?"

"Martha, where IS my red tie?"

1

^^
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"Don't come in my place til you're twenty-one orKl can prove it.
i$

'Sons And Lovers',

Sundowners', Head

Ten Best Movies List

by Al Lo Mofltro

At the year's end we find that

movies were bigger, bolder and
bawdier in 1960, but unfortun-

ately as usual, not any better.

That's the conclusion this

movie fan reached in a year-end

review of the Hollywood pro-

duct Note I say "movie fan." I

firmly believe films offer the

best in entertainment, better

than 99 per cent of TV, and
better than the bulk of Broad-

way plays.

But 1960 was not a vintage

year for films. There was too

much tinkering around with

morality, too much bigness for

bigness's sake. The year saw
no standout film of the impact

of "Ben-Hur," "On the Water-

front," "Bridge on the River

Kwai," "Marty," or "Prom
Here to Eternity," as in pre-

vious years.

These seemed best:

1. "Sons and Lovers'* had
much of the greatness and some

of the limitations of the D. H.

Lawrence novel. Trevor Howard
etched a fine portrait of the fa-

ther and should be honored for

this.

"Sunrise" Downed
2. "The Sundowners" was a

well-acted intensely human
account of the Austrailian front-

ier life, episodic but still warm
and entertaining thanks to the

firm hand of Fred Zinneman in

holding it and its cast together.

3. "Sunrise at Campobello"

had value as an American chron-

icle and for fine impersonations

by Ralph Bellamy and Greer

Garson, but was still not ac-

epted at the boxoffice as enter-

ainment and joins the long list

jf the unappreciated.

4. "The Dark at the Top of

±e Stairs" was a touching ac-

count of a family's problems, a

period piece up to date in spite of

the absurd ramblings and obvi-

ous overacting of Robert "tired?

sick? try Anacin!" Preston.

5. "Bells Are Ringing" was
the happiest picture of tJie year

and again proved Judy Holli-

day's skill in the mucho-mutil-

ated screenplay.

6. "PoUyanna" deserved bet-

ter than it got. Frankly senti-

mental, it avoided being sticky

and carried a worthy message.

7. "Spartacus was the big

epic of the year which proved

quite successful thanks to the

screenplay by Trumbo and most
inventive direction of Stanley

Kubrick, a promising newcomer.

Tracy Great
8. "Inherit the Wind" was

filmed in the finest tradition of a

Stanley Kramer film and won ac-

colades thanks to the fine acting

of Spencer Tracy, the overact-

ing of Fred March and the non
acting of Gene Kelly in this

blockbuster.

9. "Jazz on a Summer's
Night" was the only musical that

could be termed truly a master-

piece of timing and editing in all

of this year's mediocre crop.

10. "Elmer Gantry" was the

shocker of the year without all

the cheap sideshow techniques

applied in Hitchcock's "Psycho."

I don't mean to slight the

epics. Or do I? We may need a
new category for the latter-day

run of DeMille. Qualifications:

They must run over three hours,

have six or more stars and a
half-hour of battle or spectacle

scenes and cost over $6 million.

With the notable exception of

"Ben-Hur," they are seldom sat-

isfying as film achievementB.

OnCanQiifi
with

MaocShuIman

{Author of"l Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

THE ENGINEERS HAVE HAIRY EARS
Today in tliis am* of toclmolony wlioti cnniucorinn ^raduati's

an» \v<mhh1 and courted by all of Aincrica's urcat iiidustrics, liow

do you account for tlic fact tliat Kiinhaud Siyafoos, who fin-

IsIhhI at the very top of his clas;- at M.I.T., turned down hun-

dnnlsof attractive jol) offers to accept employment as a maciiin-

ory wijM^r at the Acme Ice Company at a salary (»f S20 a week

with a twelve-hour day, a seven-day week, and only fift<'en

minutes for luncli?

I know what you are tliinkinn: ''('herrhcz la f(tnnn!" You are

thinking that Mr. Acme, head of the Acme Ice Company, has

a l)eautiful dauKht<T with whom Himhaud is madly in love and

he t<K)k the job only to Ih' !iear her.

Friends, you are wronjj. It is true that Mr. Acme does have

a daughter, a Inrgt , torpid lass nainal Clavdia who spends all

her waking hours sc(M)pinn marzipan out of a bucket and starinn

at a television set which has not worked in some years. Himbaud

has not the sli(^ht<'.st int<'rest in Clavdia; nor, indeed, does any

other man, excepting iM)ssibly .lolin liinjrliny; \(»rtli.

So how come Himbaud keeps working for the Acme Ice

Company? Can it be that they provide him with fre<' Marlboro

Cigarettes, and all day lonji he is able to settle back, make

himself comfortable and enjoy the filter cinarette with the im-

filtered tjiste?

'^/r/&;^, {i?/-pu/ &$i' itf&^Jc/wJt's

No, friends, no. Hi?nbau(l is not allowed to smoke on the jol)

and when he finishes his lonn, miserable day he has to buy his

own Marlboros, even us you and I, in order to settle back and

enjoy that choice tobacco, that smooth, nu>llow flavor, that in-

comparable filter, that pack or box.

Well, friends, you miKht as well jjive up Ix'cau.se you'll never

ill a million years guess why Himbaud works for the .\cme Ice

Company. The rea.son is simply this: Himbaud is a seal!

He stiirted as a perf()rming seal in vaudeville. One night on

the way to the lOd Sullivan show, he took the wrong subway.

All night the |H)or maimnal rode the H.M.T., seeking a helping

hantl. Finally a kindly brakeman named Ernest '1 U<"iip^9"

Sigaf(M)s re.scued the hapless Himbaud. .••".''*:•

\\v t<M>k Himbaud home and raised liim a.s his own, and

I{iMd)aud, to show his appreciation, studied hard and got ex-

cellent marks and finished a distinguishe<l academic career as

valeilictorian <»f M.I.T.

Himbaud never complained to his kiinlly foster father, l)Ut

through all tliose years of granuiiar .M-htMil and high school and

college, he darn near dicnl of the h«>at! .\ seal, you must re-r

'

memlwr, is by nature a denizen of the Arctic, .so you can im-

agine how |)oor Himbaud must have sutYeretl in subtropical

New York and Boston, es|H'cially in tho.>^e tight Ivy League

suits. ..•;.;•'>•_.; ..;;. .'•^'Vvf^'''

But today at the .\cme Ice Company, Rinibaud has finally

found a tem|K»r:iture to his liking. He is very happy and sends

grretings to his many friends.
\W\\ Mhx Shuliiian

Any time, any clime, you get a lot to like irith a Marlboro—
and tcith Marlboro's netrest partner in pltnsurv, the iinfil-

tered, king'Size, brand-new Philip Morris Conitnander. (iet

aboard!

-..*<!«

But they can be worth seeing

for the spectacle and the inter-

play of characters. "Exodus"
was the best of the bumper crop.

"Spartacus" was impressive vis-

ually but still a little too sadis-

tic with gore. 'The Alamo" had
heroic quality when it didn't dip

into pathos. "Cimarron" fea-

tured the exciting land mah and
familiar frontier characters.

Smelly InaovatioB

Other ftlma were notable for

performances: Doris Day in

"Midnight Lace"; Burt L»ajicas-

ter and Jean Simmons in "Elmer
Gantry"; Elizabeth Taylor in

"Butterfield 8"; Nancy Kwan in

the "World of Suzie Wong" and
Cantinflas in "Pepe."
The year also brought the

"smelliest" film of all time "The
Scent of Mystery" in Smellovi-

sion actually, It was an enter-,

taining spoof of spy thrillers.

How can 1961 top that?
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Seeks Limited Open Stacks

Whether a atudent'i uae of it

Is extensive or scant, there can
be no doubt that the campus
library is the hard core of every
college campus. It is botb a first

and last resort
Utilized by teaoliers and stu-

dent alike as the key research
center and chief stady hall, the
library is the intellectual haven
for the serious student.

Havena allot freedom and the
library is no exception. HoW"
ever, at Villanova we hove a
peculiar situation in that the

atwdent haa not been permitted
entrance to the atacka for the
laat three yeara*

We think that without excep-

tion, there isn't a person on this

campus >v<ho honestly believes

that the closed stacks method is

the more desireable way to run
our library.

When the stacks were first

closed, Father Falvey, the li-

brary director, was quoted in tlie

VILLANOVAN as "being con-
vinced" that closed stacks was
not the Ideal way to run a col-

legiate library; however, losses

had made the move expedient.
Now after 21/2 yeara under

wraps, we believe the time ia

ripe for w gradual return to the
former system, whereby atudenta
had free acceaa to the library
atacks.

This return could be brought
about through a plan of limited
student influx into the stacks.
Since the C and P School has its

own library and the engineering
students have their labs, it may
be well to begin to return' with
the Arts students.

The plan could be even fur-
ther limited by eliminating frosh
and sophomore Arts and grant-
ing the stack prlvllefi^ to Junior
and senior Arts majors only,
who procure a card of admlt-

ly nil Sp^rt
tanee from tiie chairmen of iheir
respective departments. The
card would be good for one
semester.

Witho^t ready atatiaOea on
hand, we would aay that thia
band of "ataok aiudmta^ would
numder 100-150. With thia amall
growp, perhaps a check avatem
could be implemented whsreby
the library could better aerv§
thoae atudenta who make more
fre<fuewt uae of the librwy.

If this plan works for a semes-
ter, then Psvoh and Science
m9.1or8 could be included in the
plan the followin^g term and so
on until the entire school once
again embraces the library spirit
of old.

CAMPUS XOTES ... The
VILLANOVAN loses one of Its
ton sports writers when BUI
Ceroone leaves VU at the end of
the semester for the University
of Vienna . . . and Bete Gamma
loses one of Its aoe debaters for
the second semester when Frank
Battaglla leaves ol' VU, where
he's currently studying under an
engineering scholarship In favor
of an English scholarship at La
Salle . . . Oh, well . . . Tom
Wairs student - administration
r«»nort at the last Student Coun-
cil meeting was one of the most
sorrowful disclosures we've ever
heard In Its' chambers ... for
all their troubles and woes with
the Council this year the best the
members could procure the ad-
mtnistraHon was another Dough-
erty Hall bulletbi board . . . say,
that make nine!

'Hoiiticf Mldntghf
Team Manager Impressed By Hospitality In Dixie

Bergman Still Batting 1.000

READ YOUR
VILUNOVAN!

Whut do YOU play?
Here's something new for you. A sport that re-

quires no uniforms, deep breathing, big muscles.

That's flying. All you need ia a love of high places

... of controlled speed ... a drop or two of

adventurer's blood . . . some reflexes . . . and
you've got the makings of a pilot.

Did you ever sit in the front seat of a sports

plane—and hear the answer it gives when you
shove the throttle to its limit? Come over and
hear that answer—at our expense. Gut out this

ad and brin^ it with you for a free ride.

w,,,
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^ Paved Runways • 16 New Aircraft

Primary and Advanced Instruction

HORIZON AERO SERVICE
BRIDGEPORT AIRPORT • BRIDGEPORT, NJ.

On kt 322 /vif fovfh of Rf. 730
NOniMt««d 7.0tS0 WAInvf S-lfM

Like the baseball player who
caps a perfect "4 for 4" day
with a home run in the last
inning to win all the marbles,

Ingmar Berg-
man, the cur-
rent "critics'
delight" has re-

turned with
another master-
piece. The
Swedish film di-

rector (prob-
ably the only
dU^ctor in the

world to get his name on the
marquee) has topped his pre-
vious performances of "The
Seventh Seal", Wild Strawber-
ries", and "The Magician" with
"The Virgin Spring", currently
running at the World (18th and
lilarket).

Through not as steeped in
symbolism as are his previous
efforts, "Spring" finds Bei-gman
once again turning to religion

for his foundation. Like all

Bergman Alms, the storyline is

simple and the dialogue sparse,
but under the magic touch of
the master's camera, it becomes
a series of vivid tapestries, one
moment brutal, the next soft.

To put it into the vernacular, it

is almost poetry in motion, if

you can conceive of such a
thing. '

"The Virgin Spring" is a tale
of vengeance essentially. It con-
cerns the assault and death of
a young girl by three goat-
herders as she takes candles to
ohurch on a feast of the Blessed
Virgin. The murderers unwit-
tingly seek refuge for the night
at her farm and try to sell the
girl's clothing to her parents.
The angry father methodically
slays them and when he finds
his dead daughter's body, he
vows to build a church to God
on that snot to atone for his sin
of vengeance. God, In his justice
and mercy, shows his satisfac-
tion by creating a miracle.

FV>r those who have seen ear-
lier Bergman films, you will not

ly Jm ZowocU
be surprised to see Max Von
Sydow again. This time the cap-
ablo Swedish actor has the role

of the bereaved father, who dis-

plays no emotion at all until he
has avenged his daughter's
death.

The scene where he digs
un and strips the tree that he
pisnted on his girl's birth be-

comes one of the most touching
that I have ever seen. Matching

'

this in starkness is the murder
scene which is definitely not for

the squeamish.

Accompanying this flhn is an
equally satisfying short subject
called "The Divided World",
whksh, in successfully contrast-

ing our world of comfort with
the fight for survival which con-
stantly rages in the animal
world, should serve well to re-

mind us that we lived that way
and if we're not careful with our
bombs, could very easily return**]

to it.

by Jock DuHy
The VUlanovm University bas-

ketball team, ever on the go,

traveled to Raleigh, North Car-
olina, during the Ohristmas hol-

idays to participate in the 12th
Aimual Dixie Classic. The theme
expressed on our arrival was
"welcome to Raleigh" and our
welcomers. North Carolina State

fans all, were soon dismayed by
the way the 'Cats bumped fav-

orite State out of their own
tournament.
The VU team was accommo-

dated under the east stands of

the State football stadium, a la

Doctor Monette and the Bastille.

It was particuarly disturbing for

VU center Tom Hoover, since

only half of him would fit in the

bed provided. The 'Cats dined

in the State student union build-

ing, which resembles the Waldorf
Astoria, and were fed like kings.

Through an odd and fortunate
coincidence the. chef was from
Philadelphia.

A Bit of Pool
The first day down, Wednes-

day, the ball players had a breif

period of free time and were In-

vited to use the game room. A
billiard tournament was soon or-

ganized and Bill Murphy, the

senior manager, walked off with
all the money.

$$$9

The Reynolds Coliseum, a
mammouth structure costing

many millions of dollars, is In-

deed a thing of beauty. It Is

reminiscent of Madison Square
Giarden, but every seat has an
unobstructed view of the play-

ing court.

The 'Cate started out In the
first half of the State game as
if they were annoyed at having

to stop their pool games, "l^en
they emerged at halftime from
their locker room in the depths
of the coliseum the 'Cats were
indeed a different teem.
With Jimmy Huggard playing

a fiery brand of basketball the
'Gats caught and passed the N.C.
State boys who thought that
with their fourteen-point lead
the gsme was over at halftime.

Tragedy

The North Carolina game was
a tragedy.

The Marquette game was a
battle between two equally-

matched teams. The difference,

however, was Tom iloover. Hoo-

ver played the game as only he

really can, and proved that when
he is available and not hampeored

by fouls, the 'Cats are the equal

of any team in the country.

Jim Huggard gets that extra step on the Detroit defender

enroute to a fleid goal at the Palestra.

\
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8,000 Management Opportunitiesl
That's right. There will be B.OOO auperviaory

job* filled from within the Weitem Electric

Company by college graduates in Just the next

ten yearsi How oomeP Because there's the

kind of upward movement.at Western Electric

that spells exacuHve opportunity. Young men
in engineering and other professional work can
dioose between two padis of advancement-
one within their own technical field and one
within overfall management.
Your progress up-the-ladder to executive

positions will be aided by a number of spedal
programs. The annual company-wide person-

nel survey helps select management prospects.

This ties in with planned rotational develop-

ment, including transfers between Bell Com-
panies and experience in a wide variety of

fields. Western Eleotarlc maintains its own fuU-

time graduate engineering training program,
seven formal management courses, and a tui-

tion refund plan for college study.

After Joining Western Electric, you'll be
planning production of a steady stream of

communications products -electronic switch-

ing, carrier, microwave and missile guidance

systems and components sudi as transistors,

diodes, ferrites, etc. Every day, engineers at

our manufacturing plants are wwldng to bring
new developments of our associates at Bdl
Telm>hone Laboratories into practical reality.

In short, "the sky's your Umit" at Western
Electric.

I*
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One-Stop Shopping makes it easy to make

the right buy at your Chevrolet dealer's !

No need to look farther than your Chevrolet dealer's to find the car you're looking for. There

under one roof you can pick from 30 models—almost any type of car for any kind of going.

A whole new crew of Chevy Corvairs for '61, including four wonderful wagons unlike any built

before in the land. Thrifty Chevrolet Biscaynes, beautiful Bel Airs; elegant Impalas and six

spacious Chevy wagons—all with a Jet-smooth ride. Come in and choose the one you want the

easy way—on a pne-stop shopping tourl

gsS^SSSyfti^isymwtH „

New '61 Chevrolet IMPALA 2.D00R SEDAN
Here's all anyone could want in a car! One of a full line of five Impalas
with Chevy's sensible new dimensions, inside and out.r

New '61 Chevrolet 4-DOOR BISCAYNE 6 -

NOW-BIG-CAR COMFORT AT SMALL-CAR PRICES '

'

These new Biscaynes— 6 or V8—are the lowest priced full-sized

Chevies. Yet they give you a full measure of Chevrolet roominess.

New '61 Corvair 500 LAKEWOOD STATION WAGON
One of Corvair's wonderful new wagons for '61, this 6-passenger

Lakewood gives up to 68 cu. ft. of storage space.

^^•^ • • • • • ^nnrTT^^^^Mi7r*T«*i^^T*71^*T* •••••••••• •"•T^T1^T^^^^^» • ••••••••••«••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<

New '61 Chevrolet BEL AIR 2.D00R SEDAN
Beautiful Bel Airs, priced just above the thriftiest full-sized Chevies,

bring you newness you can use. Larger door openings, higher easy-

chair seats, more leg room in front, more foot room in the rear.

New lower priced 700 CORVAIR CLUB COUPE
Corvair brings you space, spunk and savings in '61. Thriftier sedans

and coupes with more luggage space. That rear engine's spunkier,

too, and there's a new gas-saving rear axle ratio to go with it.
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See the new Chevrolet cara. Chevy Corvairs and the new Corvette at your local aiUhorized Chevrolet dealer's
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Speerlfuafhm

Seeks Limited Open Stacks

Whether a student's use of it

is extensive or scant, there can
be no doubt that the campus
library is the hard core of every
college campus. It is both a first

and last resort.

Utilized by teachers and stu-

dent alike as thie key research

center and chief study hall, the
library is the intellectual haven
for the serious student.

Havens allot freedom and the

library is tio exception. How-
ever, at Villanova we have a

peculiar situation in that the

student has not been permitted

entrance to the stacks for the

last three years.

We think that without excep-

tion, there isn't a person on this

campus who honestly believes

that the closed stacks method is

the more desireable way to run
our library.

When the stacks were first

closed. Father Falvey, the li-

brary director, was quoted in the
VILLAJVOVAN as "being con-

vinced" that closed stacks was
not the ideal way to run a col-

lofflate library; however, losses

had made the move expedient.

Now after 2^/2 years under
vraps, we believe the time is

ripe for n gradual return to the

former system, whereby students
had free access to the library

stacks.

This return could be brought
about through a plan of limited

student influx into the stacks.

Since the C and F School has its

own library and the engineering

students have their labs, it may
be well to begin to return with
the Arts students.

The plan could be even fur-

ther limited by eliminating frosh
and sophomore Arts and grant-
ing the stack pri\ileg« to junior

and senior Arts majors only,

who procure a card of admit-

By Bin Sp««rB
tance from the chairmen of their

respective departments. The
card would be good for one
semester.

Without ready atatistica on
hand, we would aav that thia

band of "stack studenta" would
number 100-150. With this amall
grouv, perhaps a check ayatem
could be implemented whereby
the library could better aerve
those students v^ho mnke more
frecfupnt use of the library.

If this plan works for a semes-
ter, then Psvch and Science
malors could be included in the
plan the following term and so
on until the entire school once
again embraces the library spirit

of old. '-,
..

TAMPITS NOTES ... The
VILLANOVAN loses one of \H
ton sports writers when Bill

Tercone leaves VTJ at fhe end of
the semester for the University
of Vienna . . . and Eeta Gamma
lns»es one of Its ace debaters for
the Hccond semester when Frank
Rattaglia leaves ol' VU, where
he*s currently studying under an
engineering scholarshin In favor
of an English scholarship at La
SjiIV ... Oh, well . . . Tom
Wall's student - administration
ronort at the Inst Student Coun-
cil meeting was one of the most
sorrowful disclosures we've ever
heard in its' chambers . . . for
all their troubles and wofls with
the Council this year the best the
members c^uld procure the ad-
ministration was another Dough,
erty Hall bulletin board . . . say,

that make nine!

READ YOUR
VILLANOVAN!

Wliai^oYOUlplay?
Here's something new for you. A sport that re-

quires no uniforms, deep breathing, big muscles.

That's flying. All you need is a love of high places

... of controlled speed ... a drop or two of

adventurer's blood . . . some reflexes , ; , and
you've got the makings of a pilot.

Did you ever sit in the front seat of a sports

plane—and hear the answer it gives when you
shove the throttle to its limit? Come over and
hear that answer—at our expense. Cut out this

ad and bring it with you for a free ride.

Tf
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'RotfHcy Midnight

Bergman Still Batting 1.000

inning

Lilie the baseball player who
caps a perfect "4 for 4" day
with a home run in the last

all the marbles,
Ingmar Berg-
man, the cur-

rent "critics'
delight" has re-

turned with
another master-
piece . The
Swedish film di-

rector (prob-

ably the only
Zawacki '

director in the
world to get his name on the
marquee) has topped his pre-

vious performances of "The
Seventh Seal", Wild Strawber-
ries", and "The Magician" with
"The Virgin Spring", currently
running at the World (18th and
Market).
Through not as steeped in

symbolism as are his previous
efforts, "Spring" finds Bergman
once again turning to religion

for his foundation. Like all

Bergman films, the storyline is

simple and the dialogue sparse,

but under the magic touch of

the master's camera, it becomes
a series of vivid tapestries, one
moment brutal, the next soft.

To put it into the vernacular. It

is almost poetry in motion, if

you can conceive of such a
thing. '

"The Virgin Spring" is a tale

of vengeance essentially. It con-
cerns the assault and death of

a young girl by three goat-
herders as she takes candles to

church on a feast of the Blessed
Virgin. The murderers unwit-
tingly seek refuge for the night
at her farm and try to sell the
pirl's clothing to her parents.
The angry father methodically
slays them and when he finds

his dead daughter's body, he
vows to build a church to God
on that snot to atone for his sin

of vengeance. God. in his .iustice

and mercy, shows his satisfac-

tion by creating a miracle.

For those who have seen ear-

lier Bergman films, you will not

ly Jot Zowackl

be surprised to see Max Von
Sydow again. This time the cap-

ablo Swedish actor has the role

of the bereaved father, who dis-

plays no emotion at all until he
has avenged his daughter's
death.

The scene where he digs

nn and strips the tree that he
planted on his girl's birth be-

romos one of the most touching

that I have ever seen. Matching
this in starkness is the murder
scene which is definitely not for

the squeamish.

Accompanying this film is an
equally satisfying short subject

called "The Divided World",
which. In successfully contrast-

ing our world of comfort with

the fight for survival which con-

stantly rages In the animal
world, should serve well to re-

mind us that we lived that way
and If we're not careful with our
bombs, could very easily returr

to It.

8,000 Management Opportunities!
That's right. There will be 8,000 supervisory

jobs filled from within the Western Electric

Company by college graduates in just the next

ten years! How come? Because there's the

kind of upward movement.at Western Electric

that spells executive opportunity. Young men
in engineering and other professional work can

choose between two paths of advancement-
one within their own technical field and one

within over-all management.
Your progress up-the-ladder to executive

positions will be aided by a number of special

programs. The annual company-wide person-

nel survey helps select management prospects.

This ties in with planned rotational develop-

ment, including transfers between Bell Com-
panies and experience in a wide variety of

fields. Western Electric maintains its own full-

time graduate engineering training program,

seven formal management courses, and a tui-

tion refund plan for college study.

After Joining Western Electric, youll be
planning production of a steady stream of

communications products— electronic switch-

ing, carrier, microwave and missile guidance

systems and components such as transistors,

diodes, ferrites, etc. Every day, engineers at

our manufacturing plants are working to bring

new developments of our associates at Bell

Telephone Laboratories into practical reality.

In short, "the sky's your limit" at Western
Electric.

Oppertunltl*! wUt for •l»ctricol, m««ftanic«l, Indwt-

trial, civil and chemical •ngin««rt, ai w«ll m pliytlcol

•citnc*, liberal art*, and butinvM major*. Far mora
Information, fot yewr copy of Contidor o Coroor at

W»»l»rn Ihttrit fronr your Placomont OfRcor. Or writo

CelUet Rolatian*, Room ftIM, Wo*torn iloctric Com-
pany, 195 Iroodwoy, Now York 7, N. Y. io euro to

•rrango for a Wottorn Iloctric intorvlow whon llio loll

fy*tom toom visit* yowr campu*.

IMAMVrACTVIIN* ANO lOmY UNIT Of TNI NU IVITIM

Principal manufccturlni locotlent at Chlc«|o, lll.i Kurfiy, N. J.i •Ittmor*, Md.| IndlMapolli, Ind.i AlUntown and Laurtldaia, N.|
Wlnaton4alam, N. d luffala, N. Y.| North Andevar, Masa.i Omaha, Nab.i Kanui City, Mo.t Columbia, Ohioi Olilahonia City, Ohia.

CflilnNrlni Rasaarch Cantar, Princaton, N. J. Talatypa Corporation, Ikokia, III., and Littia Rock, Ark. Alio Waitara Claetrlc diatrl-

butlon cantari In 32 citlaa and Initallatlon haadquartari In II eltlai. Oanaral haadquartarn IM Iroadway. Now York 7. N. Y.
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Team Manager Impressed By Hospitality In Dixie
by Jock Duffy

The Villanova University bas-

ketball team, ever on the go,

traveled to Raleigh, North Car-
olina, during the Ohristmas hol-

idays to participate in the 12th
Annual Dixie Classic. The theme
expressed on our arrival was
"welcome to Raleigh" and our
welcomers, North Carolina State

fans all, were soon dismayed by
the way the 'Cats bumped fav-

orite State out of their own
tournament.
The VU team was accommo-

dated under the east atands of

the State football stadium, a la

Doctor Monette and the Bastille.

It was partlcuarly disturbing for

VU centeir Tom Hoover, since

only half of him would fit In the

bed provided. The 'Cats dined

in the State student union build-

ing, which resembles the Waldorf
Astoria, and were fed like kings.

Through an odd and fortunate
coincidence the. chef was from
Philadelphia.

A Bit of Pool
The first day down, Wednes-

day, the ball players had a breif

period of free time and were in-

vited to use the game room. A
billiard tournament was soon or-

ganized and Bill Murphy, the
senior manager, walked off witn
all the money.

The Reynolds Coliseum, a

mammouth structure costing

many millions of dollars, is in-

deed a thing of beauty. It Is

reminiscent of Madison Square
Gtarden, but every seat has an
unobstructed view of the play-

ing court.

The 'Cats started out in the
first half of the State game as
If they were annoyed at having

to stop their pool games. When
they emerged at halftime from
their locker room in the depths
of the coliseum the 'Cats were
Indeed a different team.
With Jimmy Huggard playing

a fiery brand of basketball the
'Cats caught and passed the N.C.
State boys who thought that
with their fourteen-podnt lead

the game was over at halftime.

Tragedy

The North Carolina game was
a tragedy.

The M&rquette game was a
baittle between two equally-

matched teams. Th'e difference,

however, was Tom Hoover. Hoo-

ver played the game as only he

really can, and proved that when
he Is available and not hampered

by fouls, the 'Cats are the equal

of any team in the country.



Hubie White rises to tbe occasion as Dave DeSnsscliere fails to impede the scoring antics of

Villanova's junior AU-American candidate in tlie convincing 81-69 'Gat triumpli over Detroit.

Two Touch Ones

^Cats Face W,Va. Saturday,

Hawks Between Semesters
West Virginia, with a new

coach, new faces, and no Jerry
West will journey to the Pales-

tra Saturday night to do battle

with the revved up miniona of
Al Severance.

The Mountaineer offense,
paced by localite Jim Ritchie,

pepperpot Lee Patrone and soph
phenom Rod Thorn, will seek a
repeat of last year's 89-81 thrill-

er at Morgantown. Ritchie, 6-4,

is coach George King's bread and
butter rebounder while Patrone
sets up the plays. Thorn is the
6-4 tyro who occasioned legis-

lative action in West Virginia

when as a high school senior he
evinced an interest in an out-of-

state college. The state legis-

lature passed a bill urging him
to remain loyal to his native

state. As a high school senior

he scored at better than a point

a minute clip.

^. Upset Mempliis State

George King's team is proba-

bly not so strong as some of

the Freddy Schaus powerhouses
of the past, it can not be taken
lightly. In the Sugar Bowl tour-

ney, inspired by the brilliant 32

point play of Patrone, it stormed
from behind to beat highly rated

Memphis State.

The Cats' next opponent, Jan-

uary 18 will be Jack McCloskey's
Penn five. This game will be the

'Cats first encounter with a Big
Five team and should not pro-

voke too much stress and strain

if the H-bombs, Hubgard and
i Hubie, are anywhere near form.

Nevertheless, McCloskey has a
knack for upsets and if Bob
Milkvy who might be the second
best all around player in the

city, hits hU 1959-60 stride the

'Cats will be iu for a rough eve-

ning.

by Mikfi Donoliu*

ent big man. John Fridley, of

dental fame, is the Panthers'

ace.

Both the Duquesne game and
the Pitt fray will be played in

Pittsburgh.

Following the Iron City en-

counters, also dtuing the semes-

ter break, the 'Oats tangle with
aroh-rival St. Joseph's in a sin-

gle game at the Palestra, Satur-

day, January 28. Because local

hoop afficionadoB delight in tenn-
ing this annual inter-city skirm-

ish the Big One, and because St
Joseph's rooters with typical

short-sighted abandon annually
induce a state of ecstatic frenzy

in the Hawks with their primi-

tive exhortations, the 'Cats will

be in for a battle royaL

Down With TsyeUng Up"
Past penfonnance notwith-

standing, the Severancemen
should take the Hawks on abil-

ity atone sans "p^ching up".
This should be the case even if

The Silver Fox sticks to his

sane and senidble idea of putting
each game in its proper per-
spective. If, by some deWoiu
machination of fate, or by sheer
superiority the Hawlui manage
to duplicate last year's feat, a
state of Main Line meAanatofy
need not set in. Directed think-
ing will preclude such a state of
mind; thinking directed toward
future opponents such as Mem-
phis State, Wake Forest, North

Carolina State, and Temple.

Wildcat Thinclads Open
Indoor Season In Boston

Dulces Not Too Totfgh

Following the Penn game, Du-
quesne and Pitt will be met dur-
ing the mid-semester layoff. The
Dukes of Red Manning are not
even reasonable facsimiles of the
Dukes of Dudey Moore's reign.

Hence Duquesne doesn't look too
fonnidable.

On the other hand, Pitt does.

Off their early season conquest
of Terry Dischinger-led Purdue,
at leant. A closer look, however,
shows a team without a consist-

Two Olympic team members,
the IC4A outdoor hurdles
champion and several returning

lettermen from the team which
won both the indoor and out-

door IC4A chaimpionships will

comprise the contingent of Villa-

nova trackmen scheduled to

compete Saturday night at Bos-

ton in the first indoor track meet
of the season.

Frank Budd and Rolando Cruz
are the members of Jumbo Jim
Elliott's stable who iQ>ent the

latter part of August in Rome.
Budd competed in the lOQ meter
dash, finishing fifth against the

world's toughest competition. He
also ran a leg on the ill-fated

US 400 meter relay team which
was disqualified.

Cm Finished Third
Cruz, a freshman, fared

somewhat better. Competing.for
his native Puerto Rico, the slend-

er graduate of LnwrenoeviUe
Prep vaulted 14'11^* to gamer
third plaice and a bronze medaL
He was bested only by future

Thespian Don Bragg and has US
teammate Ron Morris.

Budd will compete in the 50
yard dash and Gnu will stick to

his specialty.

Leon Pras and Charlie Ham-
mock wiU represent Villanova in

the 60 yd. high hurdleik Pras,

a junior, was nipped by liirsute

B&U Johnson of Maryland in the
IC4A indoor final last March.
In the IC4A outdoor champion-
ships he capped the 120 high
hurdles crown, being the only
individual winner as the ElUott-

men nipped Penn State.

Hammock is the lithe sopho-
more frcMn Roman Catholic Ifigh

School who is the local AAU
hurdles champ at 60 yards, by
virtue of an easy win in the

meet last February at Conven-
tion Hall. He later won at 120
yards outdoors in a meet in Nor-
ristown last June.

9 Letter Men
Elliott also plans to enter

teams in both the mile and two
mile relays. The mile quartet
will be comprised of four of these
five middle distance men accord-
ing to Jim Tuppeny, assistant

coach: Otie Drayton, Joe Man-
ion, Carl Wagner, Bobby CoffUl,

and Bob Raemore. The Marl-
boro pole vaulter also disclosed

that members of the two mile

four would be selected from
these six: Al Jackman, Nick De-
Angelis, Jon Dante, Jenry Hac-
kett, Frank Hegarty, and PSat

Nicastro.

Of the aforementioiied ten all

are veterans except Jackmaii
who is a Bophomorab I

WUdcats ToppleTaU Titans,

Maul Mules For Wins 7 & 8
By Bud Simmondt

Returning to the friendly con-

fines of the Palestra after their

Dixie trip, Villanova's WiMcaU
defeated Detroit University

Wednesday night. 81-69. Since

the tall Titans same to town
11th ranked in the po&i, the

satisfying win was solid evidence

that the 'Cat court machine is

starting to roll after some early

season jitters.

Villanova's two H?bombs, Jkn
Huggard and Hubie White, were
in rare form for the *Cat8 fans,

exploding for 55 points and
scrnie crowd-pleasing plays.

Huggard and Hul»ie Sparlde

The fiery co-captain, Huggard,
inspired the 'Cats and rattled the
highly-touted Titans with his

steals, playmaldng, and 28
points. White, after a shaky
start, dazzled the crowd with
his dribbling antics, leaping
dunk, and taWed 27 points.

Hubie outshone his fellow Ail-

American candidate, Dave De-
Bussdiere, who in attempting to

stop White got into foul trouble

and was limited to 13 points by
the dogged Villanova zone de-

fense.

Tbe 'Cats pulled ahead in the
first half scoring 18 points to

Deltroit's 1, and huilt a halfthne

lead to 41-32. Despite consistent

surges, one resulting in their

pulHng ahead for a brief period,

the fine dutch play of tbe entire

team thwarted these challanges.

Vine Team Effort

Tom Samulewicz answered the

rolief call of Coach Al Severance

and capably filled in for the foul-

troubled Tom Hoover with his

usual hustling floor game. Ber-

nie Chavis with 12 rebounds and
co-captain Dick Kaminski with

13 points gave fine support to

the V. U. attack.

Win Over Afules

The Wildcats notched their

cigth win of the season Satur-

day as they swept over Muhlen-
bei^, 74-53, at Allentown. In

then* second game of the new
year, the Cats followed up the

Detroit win with the smooth,
workmanlike victory over the

Mules.
Sparkphig Jim Huggard once

again took over the familiar

rein of leadership and led the
'Cats in a hustling 18 point per-

formance. Hubie White was
second high for the Villanova
cause with 16 points.

In search of an upset, the
home team threw a four-man
box defense against the 'Cats

with the fifth man sticlcing like

glue to V.U.'s star forward.
"Hpboaps" took advantage of

the situation and played a fine

game from the pivot suprising
the Muhlenberg defense.

A keynote of the game was
the Wiltdcas' shooting from
the freethrow line (20/27). This
accuracy* has been a major fac-

tor in recent victories for Villa-

nova.

Hug Hits In Dixie

Jin
mad won him
Despite soeh
the WUdente'

87-67.

diqriajri the fi»nn that brooght hhn accolades
a spot MM thd AU-Touraey five bi the Dixie Classic.
MMsesMfol sniping as tUs agafaist North Carolina,
iocwred Ihei^ onfly Jos4 of the tourney to the Tar.
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SEVERANCE ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT
Speert Resigns As

Associate Editor Of

The VILLANOVAN

William Speers, Associate Ed-
itor of the VILLANOVAN, has
resigned his position, effective

this week.

Speers is leaving Villanova to

accept a position as Assistant

Editor of The STAR HERALD,
official newspaper of the Diocese

of Camden.

COLUMNIST SPEERS
. . . for«w«ll ond good iueii.

^-' A junior £!ngllsh major,

Speers began hte career on the

campus newspaper in his fresh-

man year, as Campus News Ed-

itor. As a sophomore, he served

as both News and Feature Edit-

ors. He was appointed Associate

Editor of The VILLANOVAN
for the current academic year.

In addition to his editorial du>

ties, Speers was the writer ofi

"Speeritualism," a weekly col-'

umn devoted to an investigation

and analysis of problems affect-

ing the Villanova campus.
Speers also served in editor-

. ial capacities on other campusj

.': publications, and was a frequent
'.. contributor to The LYNX, the

campus. literary magazine.

VjU. English Prof.

On Television Show

COACH SEVERANCE
. . . 25lh year to be hit loit.

Coach Reveals Decision

At Sportswriters Meeting
by Dan Grove, Sports Editor

Car Pool Success Assured

By Enthusiastic Showing

''University of
If

Dr. Joseph C. Reino, Assistant

Professor of English, made his

third appearance on WFIL-TV's
"University of the Air" series on
Monday, February 6 on Channel
6.

This was the flmt ill 9. series of

16 lectures designed to stimu-

late interest in poetry for the

general public, and subjects will

range from Mother Goose
rhymes to T. S. Eliot
Some of the poems to be dis-

cussed include : "The Listeners,"

by Walter de la Mare: "The
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam," by
Edward Fitzgerald; "The Rav-

en," by Edgar Allen Poe; "Casey

at the Bat," by Ernest Lawrence
Thayer; and "Poems of a Jew,"

by Karl Shapiro.

Dr. Reino received his doctor-

ate from the University of Penn-
sylvania hi 1951, and Joined the

faculty of Villanova in the Fall

of 1960.

The Car Pool Program, a new
service of the Student Oousdl
is being met with great enthusi-

asm from the ^udent Bo<|y.

During the first three days of

its existence, over 300 persons
joined the program. T^is is one-

quarter of the total number of
students who drive to Villanova.

Because of such a great response
to this experimental program, it

has been made a permanent pro-

gram by the Student Council
Eugene P. Pasymowski, Fresh-

man C&F student and member
of the VILLANOVAN News
Staff, who formulated the newly
devised Geographic Catalog sys-

tem of the Program said "The
success of this program proves
the close unity of the Student
Council with the Student Body."
The Car Pool Program fur-

Red Cross Drive |^

Needs 800 Faculty

And Student Donors
The Annual Red Cross Blood

I^ive will take place in Alumni
Hall Gymnasium this year on
March 1 and 2. Gerry Grelinas,

representing the Student Coun-
cil for the drive has stated that

registration for the drive will

take place on February 14 and
15. Authorities from the Wayne
Chapter of the Red Cross will

process the prospective donors.

Gelinas emphasized that facul-

ty members as well as studen:

are encouraged to contribute as

iart of the desired 800 neded
donors. All persons under 21

-/ears of age will be required,

however, to obtain written par-

ental permission in order to de-

late blood.

In return, the doners and tlieir

families will be guaranted com-
plete fulfillment of their blood

needs for one year.

ttishes a means by which stu-

dents who are looking for rides

i>r seeking rides can easily

check the catalog listing for

Dther students who have the

same destination in mind.

The way in which t^e cata-

logue is set up serves two pur-

posses, f^rst, if the student is

seeking a ride to school he may
look in the catalogue according

to his geographic area for people

who are driving from his sec-

tion. Thus he may find other
students who are driving to

school and are willing to take
passengers.

Second, if a student drives to

sdiool and wishes to offer hi£

car to other Villanovans he may
look up the catalogue listhig ol

prospective riders from his area
The result of this program ii

beneficial to the student, the Uni
versity, and to the public.

The student would benefit by
lowering his transportation
costs. It would be much cheaper
to have six people in one car than
one person in iht same car.

At present, the student park
ing lot, which holds 1400 cars,

is being utilized to its capacity;

thus through many riders the
Univnrsitv would not need addi-

tionaj parking spacct

John Q. Public would also bei

a beneficiary of the program in]

an indirect way. If the program
would work at peak efficiency

250 cars would replace 1400 cars

now using the highways. Al-

though this program will not

alleviate the traffic problem

completely, it is a step forward.

Father Joseph W. Kemme,
OSA, the Vice President of Stu-

dent Affairs, who complimented

the Student Council and Eugene
Pasylowski on their undertak-

ing, confirms the success of the

Car Pool Program.

Alex G. Severance, Villanova'^

varsity basketball coach for the

past 25 years, will announce his

retirement from that position at

today's weekly meeting of the

Philadelphia Basketball Writers'

Association.

The VILLANOVAN learned

last night of Severance's resig-

nation, which will become effec-

jtive at the end of the current

season. The news was confirmed

by Francis X. Reagan, the Uni-

versity's Director of Athletics.

Severance said that the deci-

irion to retire was entirely his

and was made because of per-

sonal reasons. He said no pres-

sure was put to him. He summed

^p his feelings by saying, "32

years is a long time, I feel that

now is as good a time as any ta

bow out."

His future plans were not re-

vealed, but it is felt by many
that a man with Severance's

knowledge, contacts, and mag-

netic personality will be pre-

vailed upon by the imiversity to

remain in some capacity.

Although* the resignation was

a surprise to all concerned it typ-

ified Severance's career which

can probably best be summed
up in one word—spectacular!

37 Years of Service

Al Severance has been con-

nected with Villanova for 37

years. He enrolled here in 1925

and graduated as validictorian

of the class of 1929. During his

undergraduate years he was co-

captain of the basketball team,

the school's 135 pound boxing

champion, and a half miler on

the track team.

He was named fresh-

man coach upon graduation and
with the exception of the 1932-

33 season held that post until,

and on some occasions after, he

was named head coach. His

joverall record with the yearling

clubs was 159 wins against 31

losses.

At various times during his

career at Villanova. Severance

has held the post of graduata

manager of athletics, publicity

director and Athletic Director.

When George "Doc" Jaccta

resigned as head coach in 193ft.

Severance was named his suc-

cessor. At that post for the

past 25 years Severance has

raised Villanova from a small

time power. His record for those

25 seasons is 415 wins against

196 losses,

Tournaments sad Stars

He has coached his teams to

4 N.C.A.A. and 2 N.LT. post

season tournaments. In additioa

his clubs have partidpsted in

most of the **name" midaeaaon

tournaments.
Under his tutelage many stars

have risen on the Ifainltne hori-

zon. Five AH-Americans Joe

Lord, Paul Arizln. Larry Hei»-

neSsy, Sammy Glaasmire, and „
Bobby Schaefer are perhaps tJie

most notable products oC the

Gray Fox. ^^- r

Exdtioig Era
Severance's 25 year era has

been an exciting one for local

sports fans. His teams have de-

feated heavy favorites and lost

to unregarded underdogs. They
have caused rule changes, kid-

napping investigations and ti-

rades as well as raves from the

press. His humorous aneedi^tes

and dramatic pregame MmtinaS
are a legend in the East

His 37 years of loyalty to Vil-

lanova are sure to be a favorite

egend in the school's tradtttioa.

No amount of print can eulogise

his contributions here at Villa-

nova. Pezhaps the two awards
that Al has recdved in the past

year sum up the feding for him.

These two awards, Hie Alumni :

;

Loyalty Award, and the H^n*s
Basketball Hall of FVune Award

,

are a perfect ending to 25 y«

of hardwood glory.

MY hOf CAR nOL

Photo by MMm PUMtofw

''Drexel Hill? Well, let's see. We have several Brideakars
students who need riders . . . "» Gene FssymowsU clwerfa||y
informs a co-ed. Pasymowski's car pool program met wttk ea-

ttausisstic response from several hundred day^bops.
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Hiibie White rises to the occasion as Dave I>eBusschere fails to impede the scoring antics of

Villano\a's junior AU-Aniericaa candidate in the convincing 81-69 'Cat triumph over Detroit^

Two Touch Ones
(, i '

.

^Cats Face ^y.Ya. Saturday,

Hawks Between Semesters
West Virginia, with a new

coach, new faces, and no Jerry
West will journey to the Pales-

tra Saturday night to do battle

with the revved up minions of
Al Severance.

The Mountaineer offense,
paced by localite Jim Ritchie,

pepperpot Lee Patrone and soph
phenom Rod Thorn, will seek a
repeat of last year's 89-81 thrill-

er at Morgantown. Ritchie, 6-4,

is coach George King's bread and
butter rebounder while Patrone
sets up the plays. Thorn is the
6-4 tyro who occasioned legis-

lative action in West Virginia

when as a high school senior he
evinced an interest in an out-of-

state college. The state legis-

lature passed a bill urging him
to remain loyal to his native

state. As a high school senior

he scored at better than a point

a minute clip.

Upset Memphis State

George King's team is proba-

bly not so strong as some of

the Freddy Schaus powerhouses
of the past, it can not be taken

lightly. In the Sugar Bowl tour-

ney, inspired by the brilliant 32

point play of Patrone, it stormed
from behind to beat highly rated

Memphis State.

The Cats' next opponent, Jan-

uary 18 will be Jack McCloskey's

Penn five. This game will be the

'Cats first encounter with a Big

Five team and should not pro-

voke too much stress and strain

if the H-bombs, Hubgard and
Hubie, are anywhere near form.

Nevertheless, McCloskey has a
knack for upsets and if Bob
Milkvy who might be the second

best all around player in the

city, hits his 1959-60 stride the

'Cats will be in for a rough eve-

Dukes Not Too tough

Following the Penn game, Du-
quesne and Pitt will be met dur-
ing the mid-semester layoff. The
Dukes of Red Manning are not
even reasonable facsimiles of the
Dukes of Dudey Moore's reign.

Hence Duquesne doesn't look too
formidable.

by Mike Donahue

ent big man. John Fridley, of

dental fame, is the Panthers'

ace* ;•• y' :-'". ^''' -. 'V'X-''

Both the Duquesne game and
the Pitt fray will be played in

Pittsburgh.

Following the Iron City en-

counters, also during the semes-

ter break, the 'Cats tangle with
aroh-rival St. Joseph's in a sin-

gle game at the Palestra, Satur-

day, January 28. Because local

hoop afficionados delight in term-

ing this annual inter-city skirm-

ish the Big One, and because St.

Joseph's rooters with typical

short-sighted abandon annually
induce a state of ecstatic frenzy

in the Hawks with their primi-

tive exhortations, the 'Cats will

be in for a battle royal.

Down With "Psyching Up"
Past performance notwith-

standing, the Severancemen
should take the Hawks on abil-

ity alone sans "psyching up".
This should be the case even if

The Silver Fox sticks to his

sane and sensible idea of putting
each game in its proper per-
spective. If, by same devious
machination of fate, or by sheer
superiority the Hawks manage
to duplicate last year's feat, a
state of Main Line melancholy
need not set in. Directed think-
ing will preclude such a state of
mind; thinking directed toward
future opponents such as Mem-
phis State, Wake Forest, North

Carolina State, and Temple.

Wildcat Thinclads Open
Indoor Season In Boston

On the other hand, Pitt does.

Off their early season conquest

of Terry Dischinger-led Purdue,

at least, A closer look, however,
shows a team without a consist-

Two Olympic team members,
the IC4A outdoor hurdles
champion and several returning

lettermen from the team which
won both the indoor and out-

door IC4A championships will

comprise the contingent of Villa-

nova trackmen scheduled to

compete Saturday night at Bos-

ton in the first indoor track meet
of the season.

Frank Budd and Rolando Cruz
are the members of Jumbo Jim
Elliott's stable who spent the

latter part of August in Rome.
Budd competed in the 100 meter
dash, finishing fifth against the

world's toughest competition. He
also ran a leg on the ill-fated

US 400 meter relay team which
was disqualified.

Cruz l^lnished Third
Cruz, a freshman, fared

somewhat better. Competing,for
his native Puerto Rico, the slend-

er graduate of Lawrenceville
Prep vaulted 14'll'/8'' to gamer
third place and a bronze medal.
He was bested only by future

Thespian Don Bragg and his US
teammate Ron Morris.

Budd will compete in the 50
yard dash and Cruz will stick to

his specialty.

Leon Pras and Charlie Ham-
mock will represent Vilianova in

the 60 yd. high hurdles. Praa,

a junior, was nipped by hirsute
Bill Johnson of Maryland in the
IC4A indoor final last March.
In the IC4A outdoor champion-
ships he capped the 120 high
hurdles crown, being the only
individual winner as the Elliott-

men nipped Penn State.

Hammock is the lithe sopho-
more from Roman Catholic High
School who is the local AAU
hurdles champ at 60 yards, by
virtue of an easy win in the
meet last February at Conven-
tion Hall. He later won at 120
yards outdoors in a meet in Nor-
ristown last June.

9 Letter Men
Elliott also plans to enter

teams in both the mile and two
mile relays. The mile quartet
will be comprised of four of these
five middle distance men accord-
ing to Jun Tuppeny, assistant

coach: Otie Drayton, Joe Man-
ion, Carl Wagner, Boi)by Coffill,

and Bob Raemore. The Marl-
boro pole vaulter also disclosed

that members of the two mile

four would be selected from
these six : Al Jackman, Nick De-
Angelks, Jon Dante, Jerry Hac-
kett, Frank Hegarty, and Pat
Nicastro.

Of the aforementioned ten all

are veterans exce(>t Jackman
who is a sophomore.

Wildcats Topple Tall Titans,

Maul Mules For Wins 7 & 8
By Bud Simmondt

Returning to the friendly con-

fines of the Palestra after their

Dixie trip, Villanova's Wildcats

defeated Detroit University

Wednesday night, 81-69. Since

the tall Titans same to town
11th ranked in the polls, the

sa/tisfying win was soUd evidence

that the 'Cat court machine is

starting to roll after some early

season jitters.

Villanova's two H Tbombs, Jim
Huggard and Hubie White, were

in rare form for the 'Cats fams,

exploding for 55 points and
some crowd-pleasing plays.

Huggard and Hubie Sparkle

The fiery co-captain, Huggard,
inspired the 'Cats and rattled the

highly-touted Titans with his

steals, playmaking, and 28

points. White, after a shaky
start, dazzled the crowd with
his dribbling antics, leaping
dunk, and tallied 27 points.

Hubie outshone his fellow Ail-

American candidate, Dave De-
Busschere, who in attempting to

stop White got into foul trouble

and was limited to 13 points by
the dogged Vilianova zone de-

fense.

The 'Cats pulled' ahead m the
first half scoring 18 points to

Detroit's 1, and built a halfUme
lead to 41-32. Despite consistent

surges, one resulting in their

pulling ahead for a brief period,

the fine clutch play of the entire

team thwarted these challanges.

Fine Team Effort

Tom Samulewicz answered the

relief call of Coach Al Severance

and capably filled in for tlie foul-

troubled Tom Hoover with his

usual hustling floor game. Ber-

nie Chavis with 12 rebounds and
co-captain Dick Kaminski with

13 points gave fine support to

the V. U. attack.

Win Over Mules
The Wildcats notched their

cigth win of the season Satur-

day as they swept over Muhlen-
berg, 74-53, at Allentown. In

their .second game of the new
year, the Cats followed up tlie

Detroit win with the smooth,
workmanlike victory over the

Mules.

Sparkplug Jim Huggard once
again took over the familiar

rein of leadership and led the
'Cats in a hustling 18 point i)er-

formance. Hubie White was
second high for the Vilianova
cause with 16 iwints.

In search of an upset, the
home team threw a four-man
box defense against the 'Cats
with the fifth man sticking like

glue to V.U.'s star forward.
"Hpbcaps" took advantage of

the situation and played a fine

game from the pivot suprising
tlie Muhlenberg defense.

A keynote of the game was
the Wiltdcas' shooting from
the freethrow line (20/27). This
accuracy has been a major fac-
tor in recent victories for Villa-

nova.

Hug Hits In Dixie

•Urn Huggard displays the form that brought Urn accolades
and won him a spot oil the All-Tourney five In the Dixie Classic
Despite such successful sniping as this against North Carolina,
the Wildcats' incurred theiif only Jos^ of the tourney to the Tar-
heeK 87-67.
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SEVERANCE ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT
Coach Reveals Decision

At Sportswriters Meeting
by Dan Grove, S^ports Editor

Speers Resigns As

Associate Editor Of

Tlie VILLANOVAN

William Speers, Associate Ed-
itor of the VILLANOVAN. has
resigned his position, effective

this week.

Speers is leaving Vilianova to

accept a position as Assistant

Editor of The STAR HERALD,
ollicial newspaper of the Diocese.

of Camden. I

COACH SEVERANCE
. . . 25th yeor to be his lost.

COLUMNIST SPEERS
. . . farewell and good IhcIc.

A junior English major,

Speers began his career on the

campus newspaper in his fresh-

man year, as Campus News Ed-

itor. As a sophomore, he served

as both News and Feature Edit-

ors. He was appointed Associate

Editor of The VILLANOVAN
for the current acadennic year.

In addition to his editorial du-

ties, Speers was the writer of

"Speeritualism," a weekly col-

umn devoted to an investigation

and analysis of problems affect-

ing the Vilianova campus.
Speers also served in editor-

ial capacities on other campus
publications, and was a frequent

contributor to The LYNX, the

campus literary magazine.

V.U. English Prof.

On Television Show

"University of Air"
Dr. Joseph C. Reino, Assistant

Professor of English, made his

third appearance on WFIL-TV's
"University of the Air" series on
Monday, February 6 on Channel
6.

This was the flmt In & series of

16 lectures designed to stunu-

late interest in poetry for the

general public, and subjects will

range from Mother Goose
rhymes to T. S. Eliot
Some of the poems to be dis-

cussed include : "The Listeners,"

by Walter de la Mare: "The
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam," by
Edward Fitzgerald; "The Rav-
en," by Edgar Allen Poe; "Casey

at the Bat," by Ernest Lawrence
Thayer; and "Poems of a Jew,"

by Karl Shapiro. ; ,

Dr. Reino received his doctor-

ate from the University of Penn-
sylvania in 1951, and joined the

faculty of Vilianova in the Fall

of 1960.

Car Pool Success Assured

By Enthusiastic Showing
The Car Pool Program, a new

service of the Student Council

is being met with great enthusi-

asm from the Student Body.
During the first three days of

its existence, over ^00 persom.
joined the program. This is one-
quarter of the total number of
students who drive to Vilianova.

Because of such a great response
to this experimental prog^m, it

has been made a permanent pro-

gram by the Student Council.

Eugene P. Pasymowski, Fresh-
man C&F student and member
of the VILLANOVAN News
Staff, who formulated the newly
devised Geographic Catalog sys-

tem of the Program said "The
success of this program proves
the close unity of the Student
Council with the Student Body."
The Car Pool Program fur-

Red Cross Drive

Needs 800 Faculty

And Student Donors
The Annual Red Cross Blood

Drive will take place in Alumni
Hall Gymnasium this year on
March 1 and 2. Gerry Gelinas,

representing the Student Coun-
cil for the drive has stated that

registration for the drive will

take place on February 14 and
15. Authorities from the Wayne
Chapter of the Red Cross wiil

i)rocess the prospective donors.

Gelinas emphasized that facul-

ty members as well as studen
are encouraged to contribute as

iart of the desired 800 neded
donors. All persons under 21

/ears of age will be required,

however, to obtain written par-

ental permission in order to do-

late blood.

In return, the doners and their

families will be guaranted com-
plete fulfillment of their blood

needs for one year.

nishes a means by which stu-

dents who are looking for rides

i>r seeking rides can easily

check the catalog listing for

Dther students who have the

fiBine destination in mind.
The way in which the cata-

logue is set up serves two pur-

posses. First, if the student is

seeking a ride to school he may
look in the catalogue according

to his geographic area for people

who are driving from his sec-

tion. Thus he may find other

students who are driving to

school and are willing to take

!>assengers.

Second, if a student drives to

school and wishes to offer his

f'ar to other Villanovans he may
look up the catalogue listing oi

prospective riders from his area
The result of this prog^ram ii

beneficial to the student, the Uni
versity, and to the public.

The student would benefit by
lowering his transportation
costs. It would be much cheaper
to have six people in one car than
one person in thfe same car.

At present, the student park-
ing lot, which holds 1400 cars,

is being utilized to its capacity,

thus through many riders the
Univorsitv would not need addi-

tional pe^rkii^ spacfi.

John Q. Public would also bej

a beneficiary of the program in

an indirect way. If the program
would work at peak efficiency

250 cars would replace 1400 cars

now using the highways. Al-

though this program will not

alleviate the traffic problem

completely, it is a step forward.

Father Josei)h W. Kemme,
OSA, the Vice President of Stu-

dent Affairs, who complimented

the Student Council and Eugene
Pasylowski on their undertak-

ing, confirms the success of the

Car Pool Program.

Alex G. Severance, Villanova's

varsity basketball coach for the

past 25 years, wiil announce his

retirement from that position at

today's weekly meeting of the

Philadelphia Basketball Writers'

Association.

The VILLANOVAN learned

last night of Severance's resig-

nation, which will become effec-

tive at the end of the current

season. The news was confirmed

by Francis X. Reagan, the Uni-

versity's Director of Athletics.

Severance said that the deci-

sion to retire was entirely his

and was made because of per-

sonal reasons. He said no pres-

sure was put to him. He summed

up his feelings by saying. "32

years is a long time, I feel that

now is as good a time as any ta

bow out."

His future plans were not re-

vealed, but it is felt by many
that a man with Severance's

,

knowledge, contacts, and mag-

netic personality will be pre-

vailed upon by the university to

remain in some capacity.

Although the resignation was

a surprise to all concerned it typ-

ified Severance's career which

can probably best be summed

up in one word—spectacular!
37 Years of Service

Al Severance has been con-

nected with Vilianova for 37

years. He enrolled here in 1925

and graduated as validictorian

of the class of 1929. During his

undergraduate years he was co-

captain of the basketball team,

the school's 135 pound boxing

champion, and a half miler on

the track team.

He was named fresh-

man coach upon graduation and
with the exception of the 1932-

33 season held that post until,

and on some occasions after, he

was named head coach. His

overall record with the yearling

clubs was 159 wins against 31

losses.

At various times during his

career at Vilianova, Severance

has held the post of graduate

manager of athletics, publicity

director and Athletic Director.

When George "Doc" Jacobs

resigned as head coach in 1936.

Severance was named his suc-

cessor. At that post for the

past 25 years Severance has

raised Vilianova from a small

!;ime power. His record for those

25 seasons is 415 wins against

196 losses,

Tournaments and Stars

He has coached his teams to

4 NCAA, and 2 N.I.T. post

season tournaments. In addition

his clubs have participated in

most of the "name" midseason

tournaments.
Under his tutelage many stars

have risen on the Mainline hori-

zon. Five All-Americans Joe

Lord, Paul Arizin, Larry Hen-

netey, Sammy Glassmire, and

Bobby Schaefer are perhaps the

most notable products of t4ic

Gray Fox.

Exciting Era
Severance's 25 year era has

been an exciting one for local

sports fans. His teams have dc-

fsated heavy favorites and lost

to unregarded underdogs. They
have caused rule changes, kid-

napping investigations and ti-

rades as well as raves from the

press. His humorous anecdotes
and dramatic pregame orations

are a legend in the Elast.

His 37 years of loyalty to Vil-

ianova are sure to be a favorite

cgend in the school's tradition.

No amount of print can eulogize

his contributions here at Villa-

nova. Perhaps the two awards
that Al has received in the past

year sum up the feeling for hkn.

These two awards. The Alumni
Loyalty Award, and the Helm's

Basketball Hall of Fame Award
are a perfect ending to 25 years

of hardwood glory.

Photo by Mika Postore

"Drexel Hill? Well, let's see. We have several BrideAbarg

students who need riders . . . ", Gene Pasymowski cheerfully
informs a co-ed. Pasymowski's car pool program met witli en-

tbusiaNtic response from several hundred day«bops.
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Graduate Theatre Readies

2d Play For Five Day Run
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CAMPUS NEWS BRIEFS
An A-bomb will be detonated

in Va«ey Auditorium next Wed-
nesday evening. This spectacle

is only one of the many stirring

events which occur in George
Herman's "From Sea to Shining
Sea." an original musical fable.

Tickets for the production can
be purchased in the Pie Sho^^pe
or in the Graduate Theatre Of-
fice in Mendel Hall. Prices are
$1.80 for general admission and
$1.26 for students.

"The new work is unique," ac-

cording to Mr. Herman, "because
it does not use the music and
dancing in the conventional man-
ner of American musical-com-
edies. For one thing, it does not
necessarily advance the story-

line or delineate characteriza-

tion. It is used as music is

normally used everyday— as

Father Curran Named

Administrative Head

Of Atliletic Board
Rev. John J. Curran, OSA,

Vtee President for Financial Af-
fairs, has assumed administra-
tive direction of Villanova's Ath-
letic Prosfran^, it was announced
recently by the Very Rev. John
A. Klekotka, OSA, President.

Administrative direction of the

Athletic Policy at Villanova has

been in the hands of the Univer-

sity's Vice President for Student

Affairs, the Rev. Joseph W.
Kemme, OSA, for the past five

years.

The change was necessitated

by the increasing problems

caused by a rapidly rising en-

roUment and which are the re-

sponsibility of the office of the

Vice Presideat lor Student Af-

tain,
Itelieved of his athletic du-

ties, Father Kemme will have

more time to devote to student

housing, study, discipline, stu-

dent welfare and religious obli-

gations as well as otiier areas

of supervision," Father Klekot-

ka said.

background to the events a,nd

experiences of our daily lives."

Kennedy As Sam
The cast for this show is com-

posed of both graduate and
undergraduate students. Mike
Kennedy appearing in the role!

nf Sam and representing Amer-,
ica is a student in the Graduate;
Theatre Program and a recentj

graduate of St. Ambrose College

in Davenport Iowa. Kennedy in

symbolizing America acts as a
prize for either the force of good
played by John Dillion as Mic-

hael the Archangel or the force

of evil portrayed by Jim WiUart
as Scratch, the agent of the
devil.

John Dillion is making his first

theatrical performance in the
role of Michael. He Is a sopho-
more math major and a native

of Willimantlc, Conn. Jim Wil-

lart as Scratch is a graduate of

St. Ambrose College. He has had
extensive acting experience in

summer stock productions.

Female Roles
The major female roles are

being played by Carol Pearce,

who takes the part of Liza, the

assistant to Scratch and by Jane
Anderson as Bess, the assistant

to Michael.

Both Misses Pearce and And-
erson are graduates of Iowa
colleges. Miss Pearce came to

Villanova from Clark College in

Dubuque. She has previously
appeared in sunnmer st(>ck. Mdss
Aziderson is a graduate of Mary.'
crest College in Davenport. She
is presently the drama and dic-

tion coach of Eden Hall Acad-
emy in Torresdale, Pa.

Appearing in the role of Sam
Jr. is Bob Heenan, a sophomore
social studies major. The tech-

nical work is being supervised by
Mike D'Alonso, the lighting en-
gineer. He is a junior General
Arts major who is taking a
drama minor.

Did you hear about the cig-

arette manufacturer who re

quested that he be buried in a
fliptop box?
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ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typing errors never show on Corrasable. The special sur*

face of this paper makes it possible to erase without a

trace—with just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results: clean*

looking, perfectly typed papers. Next time you sit down

at the keyboard, make no mistake— type on Corrisablet

Your choice of Corritable in

light, medium, heavy weights and

Onion Skin. In handy 100-

aheet packets and 500-sheet

boxes. Only Eaton makes

Corritable.

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper

EATON PAPin CORPOIIATION (jjt^ PITTSPIILD, MASS
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CounttllQrt N««dtd
Mr. John A. Moritz, Placement

Director, has announced that the
Pennsylvania State Elmployment
Service has job openings for
summer camp counsellors who
jan teach archery, dramatics,
Jtrts and crafts, dancing, swim*
ming, nature study, and other
ipecialties.

While previous camping or
counselling experience is pre-
ferred, Job openings also exist

for those without experience,

provided they have had at least

two years of college education.

Employment Service represen-

tatives will interview students
for this type of employment in

Sheehan Hall, March 9th 10 a.m.

to 3 p.m.

IRS Obtains Sptoker
Joe Clark, president of Inter-

national Relations Society, an-
nounced at Tuesday's meeting
that a new program is to be at-

tempted to bring prominent
speakers to Villanova.

These speakers would be invit-

ed to discuss their topic in the
following manner: (a) presenta-

tion of the speakers views on
the selected subject, or a presen-

tation of objective views on the
subject, (b) folowed by a dis-

cussion of the subject by Liberal

and Conservative factions of the

club membership, (c) with the

speaker offering a resume at the
end of discussion, (d) and finally,

there is planned an audience
question and answer period.

Mr. Clark thereby hopes to
stimulate thinking on the cam-
pus, and use the plan in an at-

tempt to increase IRS's member-
ship.

Among the other business
items brought up at the meeting
were the establishing of tentative

dates for the Dinner Dance (May
12) and the Washington Field

Trip (April 7th and 8th). All of

these proposals, with the endors-
ment of the club's moderator, Dr.
Nova, are expected to receive

no opposition with the memiber-
ship.

LYNX Degdiin* Mar. 28
Vince Kirk, co-editor of the

Lynx, the campus literary maga-
zine, is now accepting short

stories, criticisms, and poetry for

the magazine.
Deadline for the Spring issue

is March 28, 1961. All literary

works should be submitted to the

Lynx office on the second floor

of Doughtery Hall.

Fr. President Honortd
The Philadelphia Professional

Society, consisting of doctors,

lawyers, and other professional

people of Polish ancestry, spon-

sored a testimonial banquet last
Sunday evening in honor of the
very Reverend John A. Klekot-
ka, OSA, President. The Society
is under the direction of its act-
ing President, Dr. Joseph How»
its.

Lucian Pazulski, a prominent
Philadelphia Attorney, Dr. Ig-
iiatius Hnelski, and Dr. M. J.

Kotanchik headed the commit-
tee that planned the testimonial
to Father Klekotka. Nearly ISOO
persons moat of whom were of
Polish nationality, gathered at
the Four Chefs in Philadelphia
for the dinner.

Among those attending were
Msgr. Peter Klekotka, Father
President's brother, and other
Villanova personalities.

Studtnf Op«ro Tiektts
Tickets for the Philadelphia

Grand Opera Company's presen-
tation of three operas : La Ron-
dine, Friday, February 24; Car-
men, Friday, March 10; and
Andrea C h e m i e r, Thursday,
April 6; are now being sold at

reduced student rates (Va price).

These tickets are available at

the Philadelphia Grand Opera
Company Office, 1422 Chestnut
Stret, Philadelphia.

A loaf of bread, a jug of wine,

and thou, and soon I'll be fat,

drunk, and in trouble.

When things get too close for comfort

(^Aio^lCe STICK DEODORANT

• Old spice Stick Deodorant brings you safe,

sure, all-day protection I

• Better than roll-ons that skip,

e Better than sprays that drip. ^-^ rusnc cam
• Better than creams that are greasy fiMKn

and messy.
POI INSTANT Ull

1M »lM**l

By land or hy sea—you need this Social Security!
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Heidingsfield Speaks To
American Marketing Assn.
Dr. M. S. Heidingsfield, Asso-

ciate Dean of Commerce and Fi-

nance spoke before the annual
nieeting of the American Market-
ing Association In St Louis,

Missouri in December. His talk

dealt with the Analytical Tech-
niques In the Consumer Electron-
iOB Industry.

His discussion described the
various marketing research
methods utilized by manage-
ment in setting up a marketing
plan. It indicated the intricacies

of forecasting industry and com-
pany sales as well as changing
styles and colors of finiidies.

Moreover, there was a section

devoted to Image Studies de-

scribing the methods used to

measure attitudes of consumers
and dealers toward the product
and related factors.

Dr. Heidingsfield also covered
methods used in making general
industry studies prior to intro-

ducing a new product in the
market and discussed the prob-
lem of integrating company da-
ta with trade association data

AIEE-Membership Up
John Wojciechowlcs, President

of The National American Insti-

tute of Electrical Engineers, has
announced that the Villanova
Student Branch of the AIEE is

among the top seven in the en-
tire country in active member-
ship.

The Branch has 140 students
in the local section, and of this

number, 80 of them are national
members. These figures also are
the highest since the AIEE Stu-
dent Branch was established at
Villanova. Some of the other
student branches which were
rated are Texas A&M, Maryland,
California, and Penn State.

0 that management is always
kept informed of the problems
that may be breaking in the
market place.

One of the most hnportant
comments in the paper was that

the appliance market waa con-
sidered a relatively stable one.

Historically it was pointed out
that the market generally fluc-

tuated between 4.2% and 4,6%
of all consumer expenditures on
goods. He also indicated that
the television set market was
80% saturated and that most
future sales would come from
replacement and multi-set pur-
chases. Saturation was even
greater in the radio market but
this was a changing type of mul-
ti-set market specifically sthnu-
lated by the introduction of the
portable transistorized set and
the wide acceptance of FM. He
indicated that the greatest po-
tential in this industry was in

the phonograph 'market where
the saturation rate was only
46% and that the innovation of
stereo accompanied by accept-

ance of high fidelity reproduc-
tion would be an important stim-
ulus.

The national meeting of the
American Marketing Association
is held in conjuncdon with the
American Economic Association,

and the other allied social sci-

ence groups. The paper will be
printed in the Proceedings of
the American Marketing Associ-
ation.

On January 24 Dr. Heidings-
field spoke before the Method-
ology group of the Philadelphia
chapter of the American Mar-
keting Association at the War-
wick Hotel. He discussed fore-
casting procedure and then went
on to describe the methods that
he devised. -

Winter Wonderland?

M.

im.

Photo by Bob Imarick

"Wait a while, Lance, Ive gotta find my schedule. I'm
already down to a C In attendance."

Parmenides And Islam Are
V.U. Philosophy Lectures
The Philosophy Department

has announced that its next lec-

ture will be held on Thursday,
February 9th at 7 :30 p.m. in the
East Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

Professor Felix M. Cleve of the
New School of Social Research,
New York City, will reconstruct
and discuss the philosophy of
Parmenides.
Everyone is invited to attend

and refreshments will be served
following a lEOiort discussion per-
iod.

In assisting the department to

develop interest in philosophy,

the Philosophy Club's upcoming
lecture will be held on Thursday
at 3 :30 p.m. in 110 C&F. Doctor

Andrew O'Connor of the Philos-

ophy department will speak on
"Faith and Reason in Islam

—

an Object Lesson."
Teacher In Iraq

Doctor O'Connor is a graduate
of McGlll University and Mont-
real University. He has worked
as a teacher for the government
of Iraq, and has contributed ar-

ticles to Speculum, the Moslem
World, and other Philosophical
journals.

During the Christmas vaca-
tion, Dr. Dalcourt spoke at the
American Philosophic Associa-

tion meeting ait Yale, and also

lectured on the index to a group
in Ardmore.

^ta«a

$300,000 In Grants

Supplements V. U.

Financial Program
Villanova University has re-

ceived more than $330,000 in
gifts and grants from corpora-
tions, foundations, individuals,

governmental agencies and other
sources during the past six
months, it was announced recent-

ly by the Very Rev. John A. Kle-
kotka, OSA, University Presi-
dent.

Father Klekotka made the an-
nouncement during an Annual
Report Dinner attended by more
than 200 in Dougherty Hall on
campus. Present were many of
the Philadelphia area's indus-
trial, professional and business
leaders who are aiding Villanova
in its twenty year development
campaign.

The exact figure of $330,065
did not include results of the
University's Alumni fund drive
which is still under way. Funds
raised by the Alumni will be re-

ported when its campaign is com-
pleted next month and should
boost the total to nearly a half

million dollars.

Francis C. Pray, College Re-
lations Vice President of the
Council for Financial Aid to Ed-
ucation, was the chief speaker

for the Report Dinner. Other

speakers included the Rev. Dan-

iel P. Falvey, OSA, Director of

the Villanova Development

Foundation.

Pray reported that business is

presently giving $160,000,000 a
year to education compared to

$25,000,000 twelve years ago. He
predicted that ibuslness support

may well reach half a billion by

1970. To help reach this goal

Pray called for help from the

smaller businesses which are

not yet participathig.

Group FLYING
and Sightseeing
Horizon Aero Service offers attractive ground
facilities and expertly maintained aircraft to stu-

dent flying groups. This is an excellent chance
for informal groups, ROTC, or clubs to enjoy

the fun and excitement of flying at a safe,

modem field.

Horizon instructors teach flying for all rutings

—single and multi-engine. Now is the time to

learn, when the air is so often crisp and clear.

And Horizon—soon to be the finest private flyer's

field in the East—is the place to learn!

Call or stop by. We'll make convenient
arrangements for your club or group.

^ Paved Runway$ • 15 New Aircraft
Primary and Advanced Instruction

HORiZON AERO SERVICE
BRiDGEPORT AIRPORT • BRIDGEPORT, N.J.

On Ri. 322M toufh of Rt. 730
NOmtttMrf 7-OSSO WAInwt S.1ff4

how to win by a head
Winning glances that lead to romance (s) are easy to come
by if you go buy 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic -made specially for

men who use water with their hair tonic. 'Vaseline' Hair
Tonic is 100% pure light grooming oil -replaces oil that
water removes. 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic won't evaporate, stays
clear and clean on your hair. And just a little does a lot

!

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
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An Exhortation

Tlie time lor action is now. In the world,

in the nation, and on the Villanova campus,
students must realize that there is no longer

any question of "youth being served." Hence->

forth, youth must serve.

What must youth serve? And why, and
how? FVmdamentally, all human action is

selfHservient. But man being a social animal,

he must advance his society in order to ad-

ance himself. Presently, the entire world
constitutes man's area of operation. Before
the passing of this generation, however, man
may well have extended his area of operation
to the stars themselves. In a civilization ex-

toiding itself to the boundaries of the uni-

verse, and must be prepared, to face a chal-

lenge on every possible ront.
^^:

:. I^ his most recent Chiistmas Message
to the world, Pope John XXIII urged man-
kind to 'Uhink, honor, say, and do what is

true." The American Hierarchy, in a joint
statement, has stressed the element of per-
sonal responsibility in all facets of life. Pres-
ident John F. Kennedy has called upon Amer-
icans as individuals to serve their nation "in
the hour of her need." In essence, these
declarations all require that Americans be-
come awakened to their obligation as individ-
uals to themselves and to their society.

With the major problem elucidated in
terms of num's very nature, and with the ^is?sissss®sssss5s^s^s3^^ by Mike Doaohue -^^m^^^^^^^miMi
principles behind a solution clearly define- Qne of President Kennedy's izens to support religious object-
ated in the numerous statements of know- most widely pubUcized campaign ives of which they cannot con-
tedg^ble men, it remains only for the youth i^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ the gulf scientdouslv approve.
to whom the plea for action is addressed to j^^^^^^^^ church and state in the Final Result
examme and determine the practical path ^^j^ ^j education received Of a more serious nature is

^5^if*
^^^^^^^^ resolution of the existing ^^rbal contem nation from the projection of chuch-state af-

diffiailty. ^ ;v
'

, ^. ,. Francis Cardinal Spellman a few filiation carried to its ultimate
As with the problem, the solution hes ^eeks aco .conclusion.

withm the individual. In determining his
j^ ^ pastoral letter the New If legislation providing for

course of action, therefore, the Villanova stn- York prelate took exception to a federal aid to parochial educa-
dent in particular must remain cognizant at Kennedy task force proposal to tion was enacted, it would be

allocate 9.3 billion dollars in fed- only logical to assume that there

eral aid to public, but not private would be strings attached to this

education. ' -V ^^^' If the Federal Government

The Cardinal pointed out that demands, and rightfully so, a

"such legislation would discrim- loyalty oath from recipients of

^0%.K,7(m0uk:i'

m It Shouldn't Happen Here

all times of the peculiai^ set of circumstances
within which he operates. As a Catholic, his
course must be along positive lines, in keep-
ing with the Church's status as the most
djmamic and revolutionary organism ever

^^'f?^^^^'u^L^^^''^}'T''^A^l*^^'^^' inate against a multitude of National Defense Loans, it would

^£,^nL ri ^- ^^^^^'^^t^^' ^d that, in America^ children because tHeir «eem that it would be justified
the complex dialectic of present-day plural- parents choose to exeroi^ their in demanding even more alle-

^abV^iy ^^sert^."**"
""^ ^'^ ^^^^ "^'^ ^^ eonstitltional rights to educate giance from groups to which fi-

As an American, his course must ac-
comodate the necessity of a material shar-
ing of wealth, an intellectual sharing of

them in accordance with their nancial aid accrues.

religious beliefs." The crux of the matter, then.

Tax Burden ^^ whether sectarian grou-'s

He also cited the injustice of ^^"^^ ^® ^^"^"S ^° P^^ ^^® P"^®

^^It^f: Sli^ i'i^'l*"?!J!;!i"ll?:.i^ l^! making supporters of church of government assistance.
^democratic ideal. As a human being, his schools underwrite the cost of Perhaps a Lutheran minister's

^"^f ?^1 SHil'^tr.,!^® k"-^ °5 ^^?'^^^ public education through taxa- ^^^tation of the situation in Puer
and of every other human being to realize,
first and foremost, his own position in the
vast cosmos of existence and endeavor.

^j^jj to Rico, as appeared in the Jan-

As cogent and valid as Card- "^ry 30 issue of U. S. News and

rp, . - ,.,,, ^ . inal Spellman'e claims are, how- ^or|d Report, is an overaunpli-

^ ,o
Theones are of little use, however, in a ever, they are the opinions of a fixation of the problem, but he

field which is essentially one of operation, well-meaning predate made a point.

Therefore, in future weeks, the VILLA- As seen dn his state-
Puerto Rico In Reverse?

NOVAN will address itself to the methods ^ents, the Cardinal's perapective "^here is only a short steo

of applying principles and ideals to practical jg limited by his vested interest ^^^^ ^® securing of Govern-
situations in the hope that the Villanova stu- j^ the well being of a minority '"^nt support for church-spons-
dent may appreciate more fully his immediate

^^ ^^ school children of Amer- ^^^ elementary education to the

obligations to himself and his society and to j^ i^ j^ls endeavor to allow a ^^^ ^ church interference in

perceive possible methods of correcting the minority of parents "to exercise ^^^ processes of Government
difficulties that he will inherit as a responsi-

^jjeir constitutional right to ed- which was evident in Puerto Rico
Ki. ».-«.K.. .r ™;..„

ucate (their children) in accord- <^"^!"8: the last election.'! the

ance with their religious beliefs", ^^%'^ remarked,

untrammeled by unfairly oner- .

P^'-h^PS. /^
legislation rvrov^i-

ous tax burdens, he applies only '^l
^^^eral aid to sectarian

partially the First amendment. ^^^^'>^ 75« ^J^^l^^
^he re-

For, if the federaJ aid to educa- ''^^^^ ^^ ^« situation as it oc-

ble member of society.

KdMar lUehAel D. Donahue
inUlii dttor WlOkMB Spaoni

N«Mi nUtor John J. McAteer
Bditon Daniel Orove

Charles Slnmonds
News Eklitor Oeorfe F. West

Oopgr JUHmm Josephine M. Moreilo
Leo O. Trebold

Fhols MJIhHi Michael Pastore
Fk«nols Matnnls

, Gary P. Daooenao
Mm% Bennett
WUllam MoCaU

Moduratsg Ber. L. A. Bonflone, O.S.A.

tatared as second class matter at the Vlll*'

nova Pest Office December 27, 19t8; under the
Act of Man* 9» UtT.

ThB ynXANOVAN Is pnhUshed weekly by
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herein do not necessarily reflect

of the VnlTorsity.

This nnspspapei Is dedicated to one of the
VUlanom: Boholar,

LEO GOOOREAU

tion embraced sectarian schools,

in effect the Government would

curred in Puerto Rico, with the
Government instead of the

Church as protagonist, would
be doloymg its legislative oow- . ^.. ^

4. w.«^«:f« «# o,i+ never hapr:en m this country,
er to coerce a majonty of cit-

Perhar?s

,„ , , , OPEN LETTER
Fellow students.

In a recent meeting with the Student Body Presidents of
the Bif Five schools it was decided to revise the Palestra Sports,
manshlp Trophy.

- 1 a^eed. on behalf of the student body, to enter this year's
ccMnpetltion because I am fully confident that we will win.

The award is based on a point system regarding the spirit

and conduct of players and students alike. The term "sports,
manship" has been defined by the committee as follows: "A
school's loyal and active support of its team, whether winning
or losing. It is also courtesy in conduct and attitude shown
toward opposing schools and players and all other persons con-
cerned. The Judges will be representatives of local newspapers
and a Palestra police official.

I therefore ask for 100% effort on the part of the studenta
e>ace8sively strong spirit and outstandingly good conduct at all

future Palestra games. As a result of this effort I'm sure that
the sportsmanship trophy will return to our census.

Thanking you in advance for your support,
I am

Sincerely yours. Bob Delisa
Student Body President

Alcoholism's Effects

Costly-and Lethal

Five million Americans—one in every 15
drinkers—is an alcoholic and miiiions more are
likely to become alcoholics. Alcoholism shortens
the lifespan of its victims iby an average of 12
years and costs indujtry $500 million a year.
Only cancer heart disease and mental illness are
greater national health problems. Yet many
people are unaware of what alcoholism is, how
to recognize its early symptoms, how to deal
with it if it strikes.

The key point to remember is that alcohoMsm
is a disease not a moral defect, and has been
recognized as such by the American Medical
Association, psychiatrists and clergymen. It is

a progressive, and often a fatal, disease-^f it, is
not treated. Like other diseases, it cuts across
social and professional lines, often to affiict those
who "just couldn't be" alcoholics. "There is no
way of predicting in advance where alcoholism
will strike," according to Mrs. Marty Mann, exe-
cutive director of the National Council oo Alco-
holism.

Who is an alcoholic? Mrs. Mann offers a
simple definition: "someone whose drinking
causes a continuing and growing problem in any
department of his life." If a normal drinker
finds that his drinking is causing him trouble,
he will either cut down or cut out his liquor
consumption. The alcoholic may wish to do so,
but he won't—because he can't. He is not neces-
sarily weak-willed; he has simply lost the ability
to control his drinking.

AMA Report
This loss of control may take place years be-

fore the outside world is aware of it. According
to the Journal of the American Medical Associa-
tion (June 1956), the typical alcoholic drinks
from 10 to 15 years before the fact becomes im-
possible to hide from supervisors and co-workers!

The budding alcoholic gulps drinks—and
complains about the slowness of fellow drinkers.
He sneaks drinks before going to a function at
which drinks will be served, insists on drinks
before lunch and dinner and after work, and for
"special occasions" such as sports events, the
theater, meetings, weekend jaunts. He must
have drinks for nerves, worries, depression:
"nothing else helps." Yet he is increasingly re-
luctant to talk about his drinking, and will lie

if pressed.

This first stage, which may last as long as
10 years, is remarkably free from hangovers,
thick speech and other popularly accepted hall-
marks of drunkeness. Blackouts may bfegin, but
can usually be covered up.

Drinking Increases

In the middle stages—from two to five years
in duration—"must"' drinking times are moved
up, and the morning "eye-opener" becomes a
necessity. At home, the alcoholic always fixes

the drinks—when visiting others, he insists on
it. Always "dog-tired," worried or depressed, he
is increasingly irritable between drinking times.
Eating is now noticeably irregular, made up for
at odd times of the day or night. Because others
critihize the now-unmistaka<ble "differentness"
of his drinking behavior, the alcoholic now pre-
fers to drink alone. He sometimes gets "anti-
social"—pugnacious and destructive—when he
drinks.

Hangovers now show in missed days of work
and in a hand tremor when he tries to concen-
trate. Work pace is uneven and output reduced.
Going on the wagon, often for long periods, be-
comes part of the pattern.

The final stage, recognizable to all, can be
eimimed up in one phrase: the alcoholic lives

to drink and drinks to live. With proper treat-
ment, recovery is still possible, but it is far lees
certain.

CaiMes
What causes the disease of alcoholism? A

few scientists believe .it stems from a physical

imbalance that makes the victhn unable to "take"

liquor as normal rersons can. Many blame per-

sonality maladjustments—the head of a state

alcoholic rehabilitation center says that alco-

holics "lack some skill in the art of living." Too
often, alcoholism strikes the most promising
member of a family, class or job team—the typ-
ical alcoholic employee was rated above average
in job skills before his drinking became a prob-

lem. An above average sensitivity, turned un-
healthly inward, may be partly at fault. But

—

others with this same emotional difficulty do not
develop alcoholism.

Till scientists can strike directly at the cause
of alcoholism, they must rely on early detection

and treatment. Or, putthig it another way, they
must rely on you—on your alertness, knowledge,
understanding.

^^Cloddy" Laurels Festooned

With Orchids and Onions

(

Hollywood smashed tradHtons

and established precedents in

1960. The movie moguls made
almost as many films abroad «§

at home. They turned studioa

into television canneries and
back lots into oil wells, office

buildings and motels. Actor-

wise, they turned juveniles IntD

box-office giants and movie-wte,
they turned trash into cash.

Theaters on the fringe of dis-

aster gave out trading stamps,

dishes, and then fLnally gave up
the ghost.

Nevertheless, more people did

go to the movies this year than

last, and good pictures broke

box-office records around the

country, while bad ones still

managed to find their level of

audience. Films boasted they
had become "adult," which too

often meant just obscene. Some-
times, however, the movies did

measure up to the magnificent

potential of a mature art, and

KIM NOVAK
when that happened, we had
great films. The rest ran the

gamut of good, bad, and indif-

ferent—not to say, terrible.

Thus, as the time for the dis-

tribution of Awards approaches

and everyone from Crowther to

Zunser is separating the chumps
from the champs, and the bums
from the ibeauts, Villanova Uni-

versity is also putting its finger

in the pie by its own bestowal of

awards. This year "Cloddy"

aiwards will go to fihns and stars

in the following categories:

Most Moral: "Strangers When
We Meet," with Kirk Douglas

and Khn Novak in a drama of

marital infidelity so very bad H
made sin seem dull.

by Al UMotfra

Most EdacatioMd: "Seven

Thieves," with Edward G. Rob-

inson showing us how we, too,

can rob the banlc at Monte Car-

lo.

Ckiriest Trash: Allied Artists'

"The Purple Gang" and Warner
Brothers' "The Rise and Fsll of

Legs Diamond."

Most Attnctive Gem Setting:

Gina Lollobrigida's ruby-studded

navel in "Solomon and Sheba."

Most Adenoidal Charscterim-

tlon: Greer Garson's astounding

characterisation (also the Best)

of Eleanor Roosevelt hi "Sunrise

at Campobello."

Brightest Freehle-Fsee: Hay-
ley Mills, who made her U. S.

debut in "PoUyanna."

Most Morally Irresponslbie:

Frank Sinatra and his gang in

"Ocean's 11," depicting a clique

of war-hero buddies who set out

to rob, steal and destroy, with

no sense whatsoever of rightt,

wrong, guilt or decency.

Greatest Waste: Yves Mont-
and, top French music-hall star

opposite Actors Studio student,

Mmmm Monroe.
Brightest New Star: Juliet

Prowse, for being the one bright

moment in "Can-Can".
Best Pop Mnsie: In "Jazz on

a Summer's Day"—equally hot

with cool cats, squares, long-

hairs and stewdents.

SciatchH Champ: Marlon
Brando, who scratched his head,

rubbed his face, picked his nose,

itched and shuffled his way
through Williams' "The Fugi-

tive Kind"—and lost a snake-

skin jacket en route.

Funniest Slapstick: In "Who
Was That Lady," the Ehnpire

State Building "cellar scene"

—

with Tony Curtis and Dean Mar-
tin outwitting pursuing .Russian

agents.

Best Ciassie Music: In "Song
Without End," by offscreen pia-

nist Jorge Bolet
Pleasantest Sniprise: Seehig

robust Julie Newmar learning to

act and watching young Fabian

do the same in "North to Alas-

ka."

Warmest CooUng Compli-

ment: From Gladiator Charles

McGraw in "Spartacus,'- who
liked the soup de jour so much
he drowned in a boiling cauldron

of it

RIVER STYX
i

by JORIK

"Isn't that enter He thtaiks he's O^U.'

Best Mother Perfonnaiiee:

Mildred Dunnock's in "Butter-
field 8" and "Story on Page
One".
Most Open to Criticism: Un-

scrupulous theater owners who
lure kids into their mousetraps
ivith baited "Recommended for

Children" pictures, and then
double-bill them with lurid hood-
lum, murder, sex and horror
junk.

Most Ghoalish: Joe Levtne's

"Jack the Ripper" with nine

ocMrpses crowding the act
Biggest Muscles: Steve

Reeves' in ^'Giant of Msiuthon"
and Brigitte Bardot's in "Come
Dance With Me."
Most Over-dressed Bad Act-

ress: Lana Turner, for the sec-

ond year running—^in "Portrait

UL Black."

Most Unappredated Fine Ae-
tress: Jo Van Fleet as Grandma
ki "Wild Riw."

Greatest Mayliem: T%et done
to M. Twahi's "Huck F^nn' hi

the MGM oozie version.

Tangliest Rival: Orson Welles

competing with hhnself in the

French-made melodrama, "The
Crack in the Mirror." Runner-
up : Victor Mature trying to out-

act the elephants in "Hannibal."

Best Candid Photogmphy:
That in the "Savage Eye."

Most Dangerous To Health:

Mike Todd Jr's '^cent of Mys-
tery," not recommended for

those with hyper-sensitive nos-

trils.

Most Sordid Sex Comedy:
"The Apartment" with Jack
Lenmton peddling his bedroom
to his bosses for their office-

based assignations—^his object:

.
.. t£LVISPRCSUEY >

office advancement in ex-

for his bed.

Your Age Graodaddy:
to Bing Crosby, after

him scamper about as a
boy in "High Time."
Distasteful: Eilvis Pres-

"Flaming 'maiming' Ar-

to win
change
Act

Advice
seeing

college

Most
ley in

row."
Most Misgaided Effort: The

attempt to "popularize" foreign

films by dubbing Americanese
into the mouths of foreign play-

ers.

Best Travel VUm: "Masters of

the Congo Jungle."

Bravest: British film-producer

Ralph Tliomas who dared to try

to re-make Hitchcock's 1935

classic thriller, "38 Steps" and
then fell flat on his cinema can.

Best Fofvign Vllms: "Tunes of

Gkity," "HtexMfaima Moo Amour"
"Virgin Spring," "Never on Sun-
day" and "Fm All Ri^t Jack."

Best Actor: Burt Lancaster in

"Ehner Gantry."
Finest Funiiy Drama: "The

Sundowner" is more than wel-

come in a year of senseless vio-

lence, sex, horror and muider.

(Author o! "/ Wom a Teerirage Dwarf, "The Many
Loves of Dobie GUlia", etc.)

"THE SLOW RUSH"

Illustrated below is the membership pin of a brand-new national

fraternity called Signa Phi Nothing. To join Signa Phi Nothing

and get this hideous membership pin absolutely free, simply

take a pair of scissors and cut out the illustration and jmste it

to your dickey.

Let me hasten to state that I do not recommend your joining

Signa Phi Nothing. The only thing I recommend in this column

is Marlboro cigarettes, as any honest man would who likes a

filtered cigarette with an unfiltered taste, who yearns to settle

back and enjoy a full-flavored smoke, whose heart is quickened

by a choice of soft pack or flip-t«p box and who gets paid every

w6ek for writing this column.

It is difficult to think of any reason why you should join

Signa Phi Nothing. Some people, of course, are joiners by

nature; if you are one such I must tell you there are any numl)er

of better organizations than Signa Phi Nothing for you to join—

the Mafia, for example.

But if you should join Signa Phi Nothing, let me give you

several warnings. First off, it is the only fraternity that admits

girls. Second, there is no pledge period; each new member im-

mediately goes active. Perhaps "inactive" is a more accurate

term; there are no meetings, no drives, no campaigns, no sports,

no games, no dues, no grip, and no house.

The only thing Signa Phi Nothing has that other fraternities

have is a fraternity hymn. In fact, two hymns were submitted
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to a recent meeting of the national Ixmrd of directors (none of

whom attended). The first hymn goes:

Hotcha, hoojy-hoop-a-iloop,

Mother's making blubber soup.

The second hymn is considerably longer:

A Guernsey's a cow,

A road is a lane,

When you're eating chow,

Remember the niein!

Pending tlie next meeting of the national board of directors,

which will never be held, members are authorized to sing either

hymn. Or, for that matter, Stardust.

Perhaps you are asking why there should be such a fraternity

as Signa Phi Nothing. I will give you an answer—an answer

with which you cannot possibly disagree: Signa Phi Nothing

fills a well-needed gap.

Are you suffering from mental health? Is logic distorting

your thinking? Is ambition encroaching on your native sloth?

Are your long-cherished misapprehensions retreating before a

sea of facts? In short, has education caught up with you?

If so, congratulations. But tell the truth—wouldn't you like

to make an occasional visit back to the good old days when you

were not so wise and composed and industrious—when you

were, in fact, nuttier than a fruitcake?

If you pine for those old familiar miasms, those dear, dead

vapors, join Signa Phi Nothing and renew, for a fleeting

moment, your acquaintance with futility. We promise nothing,

and, by George, we deliver it

!

o imi mm sbuimM

We, the maker* of Marlboro, promite amoking plea$ure and

we think you'll think we deliver it—both from Marlboro and
from our new unfiltered king-Bize Philip Morrit Commander.
Welcome aboard!

AMATEUR NIGHT
DAY: THURSDAY, FEB. 9th

TIME: 7:45 P.M. PLACE; VASEY HALL

ENTRY BLANKS AVAILABLE IN

ROOM 112 ALUMNI HALL
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Spt^rltiio/fim ILa$f of A Strtoii

Columnist Concludes Colorful Career

Thlili

the laat

SpeedtualUm.

fPIMS

By choice vrt have eubmltted

to extenuating droiunitanoee—
Including personal phlloeophy—

to shun both books and pen.

•
.

' * ' *".,'

However, before our chapter

at Villanova ie completely clofied

we should like to make our peace

with the twilight ahadowe and
the campua green.

We have stated many things

in this space over the last two
years some of them meretricious,

others Imprudent but all of them
sincere.

Our mild tirades directed tow-
ard Mendel Hall were more pleas
of attention than shouts of
damnation, not for ourselves, but
for an apathetic student body
which never seemed to under-
Htand that their "I don't give a
damn-ness" at Villanova will
only carry over into their lives
later on when the authority's at-
titude toward them will be red-!
procol.

; The adminlatration at Villa'
nova and other Catholic inatitU'
tiona muat alao realise that if

0!ur brand of education ia to aur'
Vive and be tagged auperior, aa
are our elementary achoola, a
more positive approoh to higher
education muat be undertaken.

There are too many don't and
not enough dos within our edu-
cational structure. The student
should be exposed, then armed
against foreign ideas instead of
shielded and cradled from them.
This method may be righteous,
even necessary in secondary and
high school ; but the college must
positively prepare and not nege-
tively spare the man. If the col-

leges don't undertake this job,

society will—and with a dull

thud, ,•/,.••.' .-

And rfnoe the Instructor Is the

immediate contact the student

has with knowledge, It Is his

duty to carry out this responsi-

bility. The Instructor may not

realize It but In the eyes of most
students he Is two people — a
teacher and a man.

The teacher part of him ia

not remembered, for the moat
part, paat the final exam; it ia

the man in him that leavea the
burnt impreaaion. And the man
in him ia revealed outaide of
the claasroom; in informal chata
i» the Pie Shop, talka after claaa

and in hia moderatorahip of eoo

tra'Ourricular activitiea.

It is this latter field that we
strongly urge more instructors

to become more interested. If

we have ever heard of a profes-

sor as being respected and influ-

enced by a student at Villanova

09 out of 10 times it has been
as the man, and not the teacher.

And this impression Is invariably

made at co-curricular and quasi-

social aifairs conducted through-
out the year.

We oould be wrong but we
believe "to Inlluenoe*' Is the
greatest reward given a teacher
and this prlvledge Is alloted by
the student only when he believes

the teaoher has a genuine Inter-

est In him as an Individual. This
field Is wide open for It Is one
In which we believe the VlUanova
student thinks himself thorough-
ly starved.
But the atudent cannot pawn

off all the reaponaibility for hia

poaition aa a product of Catholic

eduoation. Hia duty ia a definiteT

if not an apparent quality.

He must be aware of the fact

that a Catholic college is unlike
that of any other. The prime
element In the type of education
he receives is that of sacrifice.

A member of the VU administra-
tion disclosed to us this year that

a student's tuition doesn't begin
to compensate for his overall ed-

ucation here.

No federal aid Is granted to

Catholic Universities, nor does It

have access to the large endown-
ment funds made available to

the secular colleges. Teachers
salaries are lower and the' over-

all rate of growth of Catholic

Institutions drops steadily each
year In oomparlslon to other
schools.

CoUegea have evolved intOi

large buakieaa operationa where
our achoola are competing in a

life and death atruggle. The fact

ia that we can't even begin to

compete.

"The day may not be far away

by Bill Speers.

Cats
West

that we are going to have to

decide which arm of education
we are going to discontinue," the
administration member told us,

"and it probably will be col-

leges."

8o Instead of lamenting, the

students would do well to follow

some Inaugural advice by Uie

President and "ask what you can
do" for Villanova.

Also we hope that such things

as the enibryonic Idea magazine,

the VILLANOVAN and the like

win be savwd and fostered for

It Is here that the Villanova Im-

pression Is made to the "outside

world."

In fact we would like to aee

a renewed intereat in all thinga

Villanova on the part of the atU'

dent; for remsmber no matter
what you may think of thia Vni-
veraity, it will be your alma
miater aomeday. Whatever ia

good or bad at Villanova will

be aaaociated with you by virtue

of the diploma which you rC'

ceive here.

Also remember that the scrap

of parchment you receive is no
ticket to a life of security. It

is only the symbol of the tools

you have received to realize this

security.

And finally, a plea. The new
science building on oampusi,

coupled with the C&F edifice,

perNonlfies the new tBohnologlcal
and admlnldtratlve age on which
we are approaching. I would
ank only that the Arts school
not completely be overlooked In

this sdentlflc expansion for we
can't help to think that In the
coming years It will be the hu-
manities and the arts which will

maintain our sanity and alert us
every once In a While to the
beauties of the human and the
Divine spirit.

For the sixth time in six years

of Big Five play the Hawks of

St Joseph's put down the 'Cats

of Villanova. This time in a low

scoring 63-62 cliff-hanger at the

Palestra, Saturday night, Jan-

uary 28.

Hubie White, Villanova's on-

and-off AU-American, had a

night to remember as he dazzled

the Hawks with flawless ball

handling and powerful rebound-

ing wOiile scoring 24 points.

His greatest plays, however,

were the blocking of six shots

taken by John "the horse"

Egan, who had a blazing 8 for 32

night from the floor. Dick Kam-
inski and Bernie Chavls played

fine all-around games, but the

Wildcats lost the "Big One".

Al Steals Show
The game scheduled with Du-

quesne for Saturday, January

21, was cancelled because of 14

inches of snow. Al Severance

took a lot of ribbing before steal-

ing the show at the Pittsburgh

by Id Lohr

Sportswriters Luncheon prior to

the Pitt game on Wednesday,

January 26.

Severance's chance to get even

)n the floor was suddenly thwar-

ted when a much inferior Pan-

ther team, which lost to West-

minster by 20, soundly out-re-

bounded, out hustled Villanova,

and cooly edged out a 67-66 de-

dslon.

Ben Jinks, a leaping sopho-

more, was a terror off the boards

and blocked, not only many of

Hnble's shots, but also one of

Tom Hoover's, who Is six Inches

taller.

Mllkvy Not Alone

"I can't believe It—I Just can't

believe it," cried Penn's fine All-

Ivy senior. Bob Milkvy as the

Quakers pulled out the biggest

upset In Big Five history on

Wednesday, January 18 by a

62-61 count.

As the huge Palestra score

board showed six seconds re-

maining, Bernie Chavls took his

usual beautifully calm jump-shot

from deep in the oomsr and af-

ter a few short bounces on ths

rim it popped through—but then

it happened—as the official

claimed that Chavls had stepped

out of bounds before the shot

Penn's Red and Blue went wild

with victory!

Only Bright Spot

The only bright spot in this

very dim rehash was Saturday

night, January 14, as the Villa-

nova Wildcats played as If they

knew how and sent the Moun-
taineers of West Virginia reeling

to a brilliant 82-77 defeat.

With Jimmy Huggard leading

the charge the 'Cats held a 19

point bulge with eight minutes

remaining, but Rod Thorn put

on a dazzling performance of

shooting and rebounding to bring

the Mounties to within three

points very late In the game.

Ty Wong

All eyes are on MlUrose sprint champ Frank Budd. The Wild-

cat Olympian who duplicated his 1960 win In the MlUrose 60-yard

dash last Friday night, obliges an autograph seeker.

Inquirer Gomti

33 Thinclads Slated To
Compete Tomorrow Night
Friday night promises to be

Blue and White night at Con-

vention Hall.

This was guaranteed by the

revelation by assistant coach

Jim Tuppeny that 33 members
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Salem refreshes your taste

:^ir-sbftens^ every puff

\

Lortn Qergens briefs two of hit tsltimsn on new telephone servlcti for butlntst customers.

s • , I "I DIDN'T WANT TO BE STOCKPILED"

When Loren Gergens was working for his

B.S. degree in Business Administration at the

University of Denver, he had definite ideas about

the kind of Job he wanted to land. He was de-

termined to profit from the experience of several

of his friends who had accepted promising jobs

only to And themselves in "manpower pools"—

waiting to be pulled into a responsible position.

"I didn't want to be stockpiled/' Loren says.

•That's no way to start."

As a senior, Loren talked to twelve companies

and joined The Mountain States Telephone &
Telegraph Company, an associated company of

the Bell Telephone System.

From his first day challenges were thrown at

him thick and fast. First, he supervised a group

of service representatives who handle the com-

munications needs of telephone customers. Then

he served as manager of several telephone busi-

ness offices. In these jobs Loren had to prove

himself on the firing line, make right decisions

and carry them through. He knew his next'jump
J'

depended on only one man—Loren Gergens.

In July, 1960, he was made Sales Manager

in Boulder, Colorado.

"I'm on the ground fioor of a newly created

telephone marketing organisation. And I can tell

you things are going to move fast!" Loren says.

.^'It's rough at timeis, but hard work is fun when

you know you're going somewhere— in a busi-

ness where there's somewhere to go."

// you're interested in a job in which you can

be your own prime mover--a job in which you're

given a chance to show what you can do, right from

the atari—you'U want to visit your Placement Office

for literature and additional information.

.nui^.

'///fmr^T^

' 'J'^'^

y^wMwiMjo.^

''Our number one aim is to have in all

management jobs the most vital, intelli'

gent, positive and imaginative men we

can possibly find,"

Fsiomiox R. Xappil, Pr»»id$nt

Amtrlean TaUphont i TsUffnph Co.

TrtiiUinty R. J- najriinliti Tubuccu I'emptnir

"^fe CL/bc4;^1^ ^A#^"2ft^/ That'! what smokers say

about Salem, because Its smoke Is as softly refreshing as the air of

a springtime morning. Special High Porosity paper "air-softens"

every puff. And Salem's fine tobaccos make Salem taste rich as well

as refreshing. Smoke refreshed, pack after pack...smoke Salem!

i

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

•m«nthol fr««h •rich tobacco taste •modorn filtor, too

Of the Wildcat track legion will

descend on the 34th street mul-

ti-purpose edllce for the annual

Inquirer Charities Track Games.

The minions of Jumbo Jim

Elliot will compete in eleven

sventi on the Inquirer program,

including three of the "Invita-

tion" special events.

16 Feet for Onu?
Lieon Pras, outdoor IC4A hur-

dles champion at 120 yards, will

attempt to cop the 50 yard event

won last year by Hayes Jones.

Vlo Zwolak, who enlisted at VU-
lanova after a tenure of service

In the Marines will compete in

the invitation two mile run.

Olyniplan Rolando Cms will try

to clear 15 feet agahi in an ef-

fort to win the invitation pole

vault.

Highlight of the remaining

eight events will be Junior Otle

Drayton's second sprint appear-

ance of the indoor season. Dray-

ton's teammate Frank Budd has

been promised a run for his

medal by diminutive Ira Mur-

chlson, the 1M6 Olympian who
ii essaying an indoor comeback.

Other Blue-White entrants in-

clude a newly constituted mile

relay team (unseleoted at this

writing because of Drayton's en-

trancs in the 50 yard event).

Last year's Main Line foursome

breesed home in the meet record

tbne of 3:20.3 with anchor man
Bobby Raemore coasting tp a 30

yard triumph,

/Two-Bfllers Seek Revenge
All of the members of the

'Os/t team are back this year in-

cluding Raemore, Drayton, Nick

DeAngelis and Joe Mannlon.

The two-mile relaymen, Frank

Hegarty, Jerry Hackett, Jon

Dants and Pat Nicastro will at-

tempt to better their showing of

last year. This ssme foursome

fllnlshed second to Manhattan,

winner in 7:44.8.

Billy Joe, erstwhile fullback

and Jerry Donlnl, IC4A point

getter, will compete in the shot-

put; Sophomore Al Jackman will

run in the 1000 yard handicap;

Angelo Slvlerl and Pat Traynor

ara listed as entrants In the two-

mile run, and a freshman dls-

tanos medley relay team round

out the Blu« and White partld-

pants.
Meet Tonlte

The Recreation Club meet to-

nite will also fesiturs several Vil-

Isnovans. Jackman and Ernie

Mulr wlU run in the 6(K>; fresh-

man Al Adams is slated for th«

1000; frsshman Harry 8meek,

Jim Smyth and John Reilly hav«

been topped for th« mUe; and
Ow«n Magulrs, Bob GoUhis and

frsshman John Angevina will

oompets in the two mile-run.
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5p9Tttualhm ILa$t of A S«rftiJ

(Cpliimipst Concludes G)lorful Caree
5-::':'!rhl8^i8'"

the last

Spocritualism.

SPURS

By choice we have submitted
to extenuating circumNtiinced—
including pernonal philosophy—
to shun both boolcs and pen.

However, before our chapter
at Villanova ia completely clo.scd

wc should like to make our peace
'With the twilight shadows and
the campus green.

We have stated many things
in this space over the last two
years some of them meretricious,
others imprudent but all of them
sincere.

Our mild Hriu)os directed tow-
ard Mendel Hall were more pleas
of attention than shouts of
damnation, not for ourfHt^lves, but
for an apathetic student body
which never seemed to under-
stand that their "I don't give a
«lamn-ness" at Villanova will
only carry over Into their lives
later on when the authority's at-
titude toward them will be recl-
procol. ;

The administration at Villa-
pova and other Catholic institu-
tions must also realize that if
our brand of education is to sur-
vive and be tagged superior, as
are our elementary schools, a
more positive approch to higher
education must be undertaken.
There are too many don't and

not enough dos within our edu-
cational structure. The student
should be exposed, then armed
apainst foreign Ideas instead of
shielded and cradled from them.
This method may be righteous,
even necessary in secondary and
high school

; but the college must
positively prepare and not nege-
tively spare the man. If the col-
leges don't undertake this job,
society will—and with a dull
thud.

And since the Instructor is the
Immediate contact the student
has with knowledge, It Is his
duty to carry out this rospomtl-
blllty. The Instructor may not
realize It but in the eyes of most
students he Is two people •— a
teacher and a man>

The teacher part of him is

not remembered, for the most
part, past the final exam; it is
the man in him that leaves the
burnt impression. And the man
in him is revealed out.tide of
fhr classroom; in informal chats
.1 " the Pic Shop, talks after class

and in his moderatorship of ex-
tra-curricular activities.

It is this latter field that we
strongly urge more instructors
to become more interested. If
wp have ever heard of a profes-
sor as being respected and Influ-

enced by a student at Villanova
9» out of 10 times it has been
as the man, and not the teacher.
And this impression is invariably
made at co-curricuiar and quasi-
social affairs conducted through-
out the year.

We could be wrong but we
believe "to Influence" Is the
greatest reward given a teacher
and this privledge Is alloted by
the student only when he believes
the teacher has a genuine Inter-
est In him as an Individual. This
fleW Is wide open for It Is one
In which we believe the Villanova
student thinks himself thorough,
ly starved.
But the student cannot pawn

off all the re.Hponslbllity for his
position as a product of Catholic
education. His duty is a definite

if not an apparent quality.
He must be awriro of the fact

that a Catiiollc college is unlike
that of any other. The prime
element in the tyfio of education
he receives is that of sacrifice.
A merni)er of the VU admini.stra.
Mon disclosed to us this year that
a Htudcnt's tuition doesn't begin
to compensate for his overall ed-
ucation here.

No federal aid Is granted to
Catholic Universities, nor does It

have access to the large endoivn-
mont funds made available to
the secular colleges. Te4Lchers
salaries are k)wer and the over-
all rate of growth of Catholic
Institutions drops steadily each
ye4ir In comparlslon to other
schools.

Colleges have evolved into,

large business operations where
our schools are competing in a
life and death struggle. The fact
is that wo can't even begin to
compete.

that wo are going to have to
decide which arm of education
we are going to discontinue." the
administration member told ua,
and it probably will be col-

leges."

So InstiMid of lamenting, the
students would do well to follow
some Inaugural advice by the
President and "ask what you can
do" for Villanova.

r
by Bill Speers.

be associated with you by virtue

of the diploma which you rc-

ceivf here.

AI.so remember that the scrap
of parchment you receive is no
ticket to a life of security. It

ia only the .symbol of the tools
you have received to realize thi.s

security.

"The day may not be far away

Also we ho|>e that such things
as the embryonic IdeA niaga/ine,
the VILLANOVAN and the like
will be saved and fosteriMl for
It Is here that the Villanova im-
pression Is made to the "outside
world."

In fact we would like to see
a renewed interest in all things
Villanova on the part of the stu-
dent; for remember no matter
what you may think of this C7»i-
versity, it mil be your alma
mater someday. Wh4Ucvvr is

good or bad at Villanova will

And finally, a plea. The new
science building on campus,
coupled with the C&F edifice,

personifieM the new t)t>chnoIogieal
and adininistratlve age on which
tve are approaching. I wmild
ask only that the Arts school
not completely be overlooked In
this scientific expansion for wo
can't help to think that In the
coming years It will be the hu-
manities and the arts which will
maintain our sanity and alert us
every onvvi In a while to the
beauties of the human and the
Divine spirit.

t' •'! • ,t
,

Loren Gergens briefs two of his salesmen on new teleohone services for business customers.

"t DIDN'T WANT TO BE STOCKPILED

'

M

When Lort'ti Gcrgpn.s was working for his
B.S. degree in Business Administration at the
University of Denver, he had definite ideas about
the kind of job he wanted to land. He was de-
termined to profit from the experience of .several

of his friend.s who had accepted promising jobs
only to find themselves in "mjvnpowcr pools"—
waiting to be pulled into a responsible po.sition.

"I didn't want to be stockpiled," Loren says.

"That's no way to start."^;^'; ;•. .i
^. ;.;..};

As a senior, Loren talked to twelve companies
and joijied The Mountain States Telephone &
Telegra|)h Company, an as-sociated company of

the Bell Telephone System.

From his first clay challenges were thi'own at
him thick and fast. First, he .sur)ervised a group
of service repre.sen la lives who handle the com-
munication.s needs of telephone customers. Then

he served as manager of several telephone busi-

ness offices. In these jobs Loren had to prove
himself on the firing line, make right decisions
and carry them through. He knew his next jump
depended on only one man— Loren Gergens.

.;

In July, 1960, he was made Sales Manaiei'
in Boulder, Colorado.

. ,;. .. . „

:^
. ,

.: "I'm on the ground floor of a newly created
telephone marketing organisation. And I can tell

you things are going to move fast!" Loren .says.

"It's rough at times, but hard work is fun when
you know you're going .somewhere— in a hu.si-

ne.ss where there's .somewhere to go."

// you're interested in a job in which yoil can
be your own prime mover-- a job in which you're
given a chance to show what you can do, right from
the start— you'll want to visit your IHacement OJfice

for literaturp and additional information.

".•/.»•; /,

"Our number one aim in to hare in all

management John the mottl vital, intelli-

gent, positive and imaginative men we
ran possibly find."

FRKDicrucK R. Kappkl, rr*$id9»t

An,.rlc«nTel.phon.»T.l.gr.phCo. BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

'Cats Drop Two City Series|^

Games But Bomb West Va.
For the sixth time in six years

of Big Five play the Hawks of

St. Joseph's put down the 'Cats

of Villanova. This time In a low

scoring 63-62 cliff-hanger at the

Palestra, Saturday night, Jan-
uary 28. V. -K

Hubie White, Villanova's bn-
and-off All-American, had a

night to remember as he dazzled

the Hawks with flawless ball

handling and powerful rebound-

ing While scoring 24 points.

His greatest plays, however,
were the blocking of six shots

taken by John "the horse"

Egan, who had a blazing 8 for 32

night from the floor. Dick Kam-
inski and Bernie Chavis played

fine all-around games, but the

Wildcats lost the "Big One".

Al St(>alH Show
The game scheduled with Du-

quesne for Saturday. January
21, wa.s cJincelled becau.se of 14

inches of snow. Al Severance

took a lot of ribbing before steal-

ing the show at the Pittsburgh

I

by Ed Lohr

Sportswriters Luncheon prior to

,

whe Pitt game on Wednesday,
January 25.

.• v". . : .. .
•' >.>

Severance's chance to get even

)n the floor was suddenly thwar-
' ted when a much inferior Pan-

I
ther team, which lost to West-

I

minster by 20, soundly out-re-

!
bounded, out hustled Villanova,

i and cooly edged out a 57-55 de-

cision.

Ben Jinks, a leaping sopho-
nnore, was a terror off the boards
and blocked, not only many of

Hnbie's shots, but also one of

Tom Hoover's, who is six inches

taller.

Milkvy Not Alone

"I can't believe it—I just can't

believe it," cried Penn's fine All-

Ivy senior, Bo'b Milkvy Jis the

Quakers pulled out thi- biggest

ui)set in Big P'ive hi.story on

Wednesday, January 18 by a

62-61 count.

As the huge Palestra score

board showed six seconds re-

maining, Bernie Chavis took his

usual beautifully calm jump-shot
from deep In the corner and af-

ter a few short bounces on the
rim it popped through—but then
it happened —as the official

claimed that Chavis had stepped
out of bounds before the shot
Penn's Red and Blue went wild
with victory!

Only Bright Spot

The only bright spot in this

very dim rehash was Saturday
night, January 14, as the Vllln-

nova Wildcats played as if they
knew how and sent the Moun-
taineerH of West Virginia reeling

to a brilliant 82-77 defeat.

With Jimmy Huggard leading

the chnrge the 'Cnls held a 19

point bulge with eight minutes
remaining, but Rod Thorn put

on a dazzling performance of

shooting and rebounding to bring

the Mounties to within three

points very late in the game.

WK^^^KM^ Hbrt^flHMMBBf "^^tetew Photo by Ty Wong

All eyeH are on .Millrohe sprint ehamp Frank Budd. The Wild-
eat Olympian who duplieated hU 1060 win In the MiUrose 60-yard
dash lant Friday night, obligeM an autograph seeker.

Inquirer Games

33 Thinclads
ete

To

Friday night promises to be

Blue and White night at Con-
vention Hall. ,

This was guaranteed by the

revelation by assistant coach

of the Wildcat track legion will

descend on the 34th street mul-
ti-purpose cdilce for the annual
nquirer Charities Track Games.

The minions of Jumbo Jim

alem refresl^es your taste

•'§]r"§fifi§ns'' every puff

"7S/^ Ci/bc4^ its v42/-^^^/ That's what Btnokers say

about Salem, because its smoke is as softly refreshing as the air of

a springtime morning. Special High Porosity paper "air-softens"

every puff. And Salem's fine tobaccos make Salem taste rich as well

as refreshing. Smoke refreshed, pack after pack... smoke Salem!

• menthol fresh •rich tobacco taste •modern filter, too
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Jim Tuj)peny that 33 members
,

Elliot will comi')€te in eleven

events on the Inquirer program,
including three of the "Invita-

tion" special events. -
'

15 Feet for Cruz?
Leon Pras, outdoor IC4A hur-

dles champion at 120 yards, will

attempt to cop the 50 yard event
won last year by Hayes Jones.

Vic Zwolak, who enlisted at Vil-

lanova after a tenure of service

in the Marines will compete in

the Invitation two mile run.

Olympian Rolando Cruz will try
to clear 15 feet again in an ef-

fort to win the Invitation pole

vault.

Highlight of the remaining
eight events will be junior Otie
Drayton's second sprint appear-
ance of the indoor season. Dray-
ton's teammate Frank Budd has
been promised a run for his

medal by diminutive Ira Mur-
chison, the 1956 Olympian who
is essaying an indoor comeback.

Other Blue-White entrants in-

clude a newly constituted mile
relay team (unselected at this

writing because of Drayton's en-

trance In the 50 yard event).

Last year's Main Line foursome
breezed home In the meet record
time of 3:20.3 with anchor man
Bobby Raemore coasting to a 30
yard triumph.

Two-MUers Seek Revenge
All of the members of the

'Cat team are back this year in-

cluding Raemore, Drayton, Nick
DeAngelis and Joe Mannlon.
The two-mile relaymen, Frank

Hegarty, Jerry Hackett, Jon
Dante and Pat Nlcastro will at-

tempt to better their showing of

last year. This same foursome
flinished second to Manhattan,
winner In 7 :44.8.

Billy Joe, erstwhile fullback

and Jerry Donlnl, IC4A point
getter, will compete In the shot-

put ; Sophomore Al Jackman will

run in the 1000 yard handicap;
Angelo Sivieri and Pat Traynor
are listed as entrants in the two-
mile run, and a freshman dis-

tance medley relay team round
out the Blue and White partlci-

panta.

Meet Tonlte

The Recreation Club meet to-

nlte will also feature several Vll-

lanovans. Jackman and Ernie
Muir win run In the 600; fresh-

man Al Adams is slated for the
1000; freshman Harry Smeck,
Jim Smyth and John Reilly have
been tapped for the mile; and
Owen Maguire, Bob Collins and
freshman John Angevlne will

compete in the two mile-run.

'.''. .^ v''
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The End Of An Era
by Don Grove

When Al Severance stuffs a dog . red program into his

coat pocket and shuffles across the Palestra floor for the

final time after the LaSalle game, many thoughts will prob-

ably run through his mind.
When he opens the dressing room door and takes a cigar

from his old friend and associate, team trainer Jake Nevins,

perhaps a pang of sentimentalism will grip his emotions.

Players will shake his hand for the last time, and alumni
and priests will jam into the small steam filled cubicle in the

bowels of the Palestra, to pay some semblance of a farewell

tribute to a truly great Villanovan.

As all of this sad, rather melodramatic and anticlimactic

scene unfolds, a colorful era will come to an end at Villanova.

"Severance Era"
This era, which undoubtedly will be called "The Sever-

ance Era", was truly a great one in the annals of Villdnova

history. For Alexander G. Severance came off the sidewalks

of New York to Villanova where he stayed and made a h(»ne
and a way of life.

Here is where he rose from coach of an obscure eastern
independent team that played its games in the musty con-

fines of tiny Alumni Gym, to the well known mentor of a
national power which thrilled great crowds from Madison
Square Garden to Reynolds Colliseum.

The daily newspaper and sports magazines will parrot
his records and newsworthy actions in the following weeks.
All time teams and most thrilling moments will be recalled

for all to read.

As the Severance Era ends, another of the old school

of the fiery, cigar-smoking mixture of the strategist, the
father confessor, the publicity agent, the psychologist and
above all the individualist; makes way for the new stereo-

type of the crew cut, Ivy dressed, expert in zone defenses
and College Board exams.

Most Colorful

Some say the new is better than the old, others will dis-

agree. No matter which is the case most will agree that the
old type, typified by Severance,was the most colorful. Statis-

tics may be quoted and All Americans remembered but all

of this seems rather shallow. For, as mentioned before, this

breed thrived on individualism. From this arose many great
characters. In the end that is the purpose of all of the many
hours of practice and sweat, of upset stomachs and disappoint*

ments as well as joyful endings.
Severance was a party to all of these things. His strategy

against Rhode Island State, one of the first fastbreak teams
in basketball, is history. He caused a rule change by lining
his substitutes at the scorers bench and inserting them each
time the ball was given to Rhode Island out of bounds.

The father confessor role has been his many times, per-
haps the most famous incident in this vein is the love letter

he dictated to a player from the Midwest to save the boy's
romance with a home town girl.

Publicity Agent Par Excellence
Severance was a publicity agent par excellence. I myself

have seen him in action, enthralling reporters with humorous
as well as serious stories. His oratory captured the hearts of
the North Carolina press in the recent EHxie Classic. As re-
cently as the last road trip he entertained a Sportswriters
Luncheon in Pittsburgh which had been postponed a day in
order to hear him speak. Through 'his lips Villanova's name
has been spread far and wide. Many sportswriters have
hacked away at him via the paragraph, but they always
are there listening in silent respect when the Gray Fox spills

out a few thousand of his well chosen words.
As far as psychology goes Severance rates with the best

of the Amateur Guild of the coach-of-the-couch fraternity.
He used simple logic and common sense to bring much sought
after All American high schooler Joe Ryan to Villanova while
Big Ten and Southern schools tried high pressure and good
deal methods. ''':'-::,::;' i-

While talking to Ryan, SeveranQe merely said that Joe
was welcome to Villanova if he chose to stay in the Philadel-
phia area. He talked to Joe's parents and guaranteed the
lad a good education. In all of this time he didn't deride any
of the other schools or try to tell Ryan that he could offer

the best deal. Ryan and family were impressed, and Villa-

nova got a great player.

Flounders, Kidnappings, Sanity Codes
The individualism of Severance is illustrated in all that

has been written here. What other type of man could shake
oflF a large flounder heaved at him by some misguided or mis-
placed fan. Who else but an individual could weather the
storm of the kidnapping of a star player as happened in the
Shaefer incident of 1952-53 season; or the honest and injur-

ing refusal of his school to live up to the N.C.A.A. "Sanity
Codes" of 1950. In this incident Villanova, because of its

honest lefusal was barred from the tournament even though
many other schools openly flaunted their failure to comply
with the regulations, but publicly agreed to it. So Severance
missed out on a national title chance with a team that was
ranked 11th in the country and best in the East.

Heartbreak has been no stranger at his door. Probably
the Sanity Code affair was one of his greatest setbacks. His
Wildcats loss to an undefeated and top ranked West Virginia

Club in 1958 was clearly caused by an unwise and uncalled for

invocation of the obscure five second rule. Movies showed
that the officials were wrong but Severance didn't berate

the official; instead he expressed his opinion of the man's
honesty to the press.
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Sinch to the open-moaCiied ehagrin of St. Joseph's Tom Wynne, (23), Huble White soars in

for n two pointer. Hub's sll-aroiaid'biilli»noe was not enough to ward off defeat at the liands of

the City Liners. .:';:,;•,:,'. .yy. •:.v ____^_^____

Powerful Memphis State

3et To Challenge Wildcats
Success has also been a frequent passerby in the life of

Severance. Simply look at his record with two of the nation's

great powers year in and year out, T^nple and North Caro-
lina State.

Two Sided Coin
Success can be a two sided coin in the cooching profes-

sion. The other side, the Severance favorite, is the molding
of men. War heroes like Chuck Drizin, orphans like George
Raveling, businessmen like Joe Walters and guys who couldn't

make their high school team like Paul Anzin became men
under the influence of his sage handling.

This is the kind of job Al thriv^ on. Perhaps that's

why he's getting out of the business now that major college

basketball is becoming a business. The personal touch is be-
coming a thing of the past.

F^bably some of the smuir set of Philadelphia fans will

order another brew with a shot , and say, thank God they
finally got rid of the old man out there. For criticism is an-
other part of a career of coaching . Severance has received
his share. He has been alternately reproached for not using
a zone defense and then when he adopted it for using it too
much. I^ehas been criticized for being too tough on his players
and again for being too lenient. He has been praised for not
humiliating opponents and castigated for running up the
score by others.

Criticism and Praise
He has been accused of losing the big ones, and lauded

as one of the nation's top upset coaches. He has been criti-

cized and praised and criticized and praised. The list could
go on for many lines. AU of this rolls off of his back like

water off a duck.
Next winter he can get to bed at a decent hour instead

of tiptoeing into the house after a game in Allentown. The
Sunday papers won't be as interesting; but after 25 years I
imagine even the thrill of reading about how your team looked
last night wears off. Yes, the excitement is over.

His Memory Will Linger On
Next season a new coach will give the scouting reports,

and the pre-game fight talk. Palestra customers wiD get used
to his face and tactics. Sportswriters will write about him.
Still it won't be the same. The Squire won't be on the Field-
house floor on wintery afternoons to direct the practice. In-
terested onlookers won't come to see whether he's running
around giving orders in a suit or a pair of g3rm shorts.

In time the smell of Dutch Masters will fade from the
gym in which his teams were undefeated for 11 years. Some-
day a confused Frosh will blink and say "who was Sever-
ance?"; but he will be toM quickly. Perhaps the era is over
but the memory will linger on.

Memphis Staite, selected Mon-

day to participate in the NIT
.tournament, next month will at-

tempt to prove their champion-

ahip mettle against the reluctant

Wildcats, Saturday night at the

Paleetra. Coach Bob Vanatta
has the nucleus of last year's

NIT participants.

The lone loss was a big one
because it took the leading scorer

and rebounder, George Price. 6-8

Wayne Yates, however is taking
his place. Yates averaged only
5.5 points a game last year, and
didn't start Now, in this sea-
son, he is currently averaging
about 20 points a game.
Other starters include for-

wards Frank Snyder who is 6-5

and 6-6 Lowery Kirk who was
hurt but is now ready to play.

In the backcourt are guards
Gene WHfang, who averages
10.4 points pei" game last year
and 6-0 Wolfe with a former 12.1

average per game. Phil Kibbey,

6-2, is their sixth man who help-

ed out while Kirk was injured.

Nationally Ranked
So far this season they have

beaten such notables as Brig-
haim Yoimg, Seattle, Western
Kentucky, and Murray State but
they lost a big one to West Vir-
ginia in the Sugar Bowl tourna-
ment final by a score of 82 to
86 in overtime. Although they
have been playing a fairly weak
schedule their 15-1 record so far
this year has keot them consis-
tently hi the national rankings.
Memphis State is supposed to

have fielded its strongest and
deepest team in the school's his-

tory this year. Under Vanatta
they have won 74 out of 91
games.
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University In Expansion;

Awareness Needed: DeLisa

i tUuAml TMly President Bob DoUm expounds Ms «ieorf«« ol

the ld««l studMit government »t VUtonova before the Student

Council Ust night Ph..o by T,m y.d.,.

Plan Elicits Reactions:

Apathy,Antipathy,Approval
Consideration is being given

I to conducting semester examina-

tions during regular class hours

rather than a special examina-

tion period In the undergraduate

full-time division. In accordance

with this plan, classes for

. Juniors and Seniors would be

conducted through May 27,

1961, and for Freshmen and

Sopohomore through June 3,

1961. Subject to divtolonal and

departmental regulations, exam-

inations could be administered

for as many periods as were

T
judged necessary with the firm

understanding that class meet-

ings, according to the regular

schedule, would be held through

the closing date, whether or not

all periods during the final week

4

I
'

CCD Discussion Group

Airs Church-State

Separation Problem
The separation of Church a^d

State was the actively discussed

topic at a recently held panel

discussion sponsored by the

Confraternity of Christian Doc-

trine.

Under the guidance of panel

moderator Mike Murphy, the

panel members. Gene Felch,

John Slmonc, and John Neary,

discussed the topic In the light

of general principles, emphasized

education, duties of Catholics In

politics, and aid to education.

A question from the floor

opened an ardent discussion as

to whether close unity of the

Church and the SUte would

bring about a condition whereby

the State would dominate and

the Church would fall to exist.

Another point discussed dur-

ing the two hour session was the

form state aid should take to

Catholic schools. It was general-

ly agreed by the panel that this

aid should be help to the Catholic

student rather than to the

school lUef. Thus It might con-

sist of books, lunches, and

government student loans.

were given over to examinations.

Varied Reaction

The general reaction to the

release was one of both disfavor

and Indifference. The various

professors interviewed were op-

posed to the Idea. Most think

that they are "more secure with

something familiar". On the

other hand, most administrators

were In favor of the proposal.

Rev. Robert Sullivan, OSA,

Dean of the School of Arts and

Science, said "Yes, I am In favor

of It; I think It Is a very good

idea. It would completely elfanl-

nate the conflicts In scheduling".

Rev. Joseph Hartley, Dean of the

School of Commerce and Fl-

namce, said, "It would do away

with the student facing the tra-

ditional and fearful three hour

exam. It could, also, mean that

grades would be In earlier." Dean

Stanley Morehouse of the En-

gineering School, said that, gen-

erally speaking, he liked the Idea,

but that there are many points

yet to be Ironed out, and one

thing to be avoided is the pos-

sibility of running a week rtiort

of school.

Student Council Chairman

Bob DeLlsa, In his capacity as

Student Body President, last

night delivered an unprecedent-

ed "State of the Union" address

before the newly-reconvened

Student Council.

The "union" referred to by De-

Usa In this case is that which,

he contended, "should exist

among the three constituents of

Villanova University: the stu-

dents, the faculty, and the ad-

ministration." In his address,

the Student Body President Im-

plied that the degree of unity

presently to be found at Villa-

nova is less than adequate.

Agrees with TIMES
In obvious agreement with re-

cent comments made by many
significant puibllcations, among

them TIME Magazine and The

New York TIMES, DeLlsa stres-

sed the necessity of student

awareness of the problems fac-

ing them, and demanded a con-

certed effort on the part of all

engaged in the educational pro-

cess to resolve these difficulties.

Taking full advantage of the

"congressional Immunity" af-

forded him by the Council's

Constitution, the President be-

rated numerous aspects of Unl-

venilty activity, pointing out

thait "no one party Is fulfllMng

Its obligation to the others 100

per cent. Students are not act-

ing to prove that they aire ma-

ture, intelligent OaithoUc men,

with whom the adiministratlon

can deal reasonably; nor are

they willing to demonstrate a

readiness to transcend mere

class requirements to assist

themselves and their teachers

Intellectually.

Faculty Faulty

"Faculty members do not

seem willing to extend the ben-

efit of their knowledge and ex-

perience with other educational

systems to assist the adminls-

tratlon In handling Villanova's

problems..

"In the same vein, the admin-

istration should demonstrate a

willingness to regard the teach-

er as a valuable associate, in-

stead of simly as an employee;

and should respond to the Inter-

est of the Btudent body by con-

fiding more of Its hopes and

plans in the students."

On the positive side, DeLlsa

first pointed out that there are

many extenuating circumstances

Involved in Villanova's problems,

among them the fact that most

faculty members must commute

to school from fair distances,

that there Is a shortage of cler-

ical manpower at present, and

that the size of the student body

Inevitably Involves the presenoe

of some troublemakew.

"On all sides," he continued,

"the good far outweighs the bad.

It is simply a matter of uniting

the Intentions and abilities of all

concerned Into a single dynamic

force for mutual advancement."

Speciflo Difficulties

Turning from the discussion

of the relative positions of the

students, faculty and adminls-

traitlon, and of the prlnciplef

which should guide their mutual

co-operation, the President then

concentrated on a number of

specific dllflcuHies.

"Because of the tremendous

state of flux in which the Unl-

ver«lty finds Itself," DeLlsa de-

clared, "uncomfortable traaai-

tlonal situations may arise.

These the students should ac-

cept as part of the inevitable

growth, change, and Improve-

ment of Villanova. We can all

rest assured that they will pass

quickly.

"Meanwhile, the students must

"Are You Kidding Me . . .
?"

In opposition to the proposal

was Reverend Robert Russell,

Phlloeophy Department Chair-

man, who said, "The Imposition

on the teacher would be email,

but the psychological effect on

the student would be tremen-

dous." He pointed out as an

example, the student with five

three credit courses and one two

credit course, for a total of

seventeen credit hours, with the

possibility of a student facing

seventeen exam hours In one

week.
Doctors Bernard Bonnlwell

and Frank McGurk, and Mr.

Gerald DeWltt, all of the Psy-

chology pepartment, opposed
the idea on the grounds that It

would be Impossible to adminis-

ter several exanu of equal diffi-

culty.

More DlMeal
Commander Claude Frazler,

(Continued on Psfft •)

A b«dHe«d young m.i. frM» the .o-IlMie* '»??"!**» 22

last Thursday night

mite to do their part to aid hi

a solution of the difficulties.

Among ourselves, first of all, let

js remember that student gov-

rniment Is not a police agency.

Primarily, 4t Is a service organ-

ization. Every representative

elected to Council has the ab-

solute duty to work for the re-

ligious. Intellectual, and social

betterment of himself and his

constituents.

Help Wanted
"Many of us are always ready

to complain about the status

quo, but how many of us are

ready to help to change that

status quo?"
(Continued on Page 6)

Capacity Audience

On Hand As Guarcli

Tops Amateur Nite

Opening with the Dixieland

strains of "The Villanovans,"

the annual Amateur Night last

Thursday survived technical dif-

ficulties to provide an overflow-

ing Vasey Auditorium audience

with an evening's entertainment.

Two loudspeakers and a mic-

rophone were called Into service

when the public address system

to Vasey Hall was found Inop-

erable. Bob Haverlln assisted

Master of Ceremonies Bob Red-

mond in keeping the over-capa^

city crowd entertained while the

emergency apparatus was set

up.

During this period, "The Villa-

novans" returned for an encore',

and Kevin Shea displayed his tal-

ent as a magician.

When the sound was restored

to good order and the show was

in full swing, Guy Callssl gave

his interpretation of an Indian-

apolis Speedway announcer. Guy
Guarch followed with "Sounds

'

of Villanova University." His im-

itation of noises heard by typi-

cal Villanovans took his audience

from Ithan Avenue, through

Thum's, to the cafeteria and

dorms.
Only Freshman

The only freshman In the

show, Thomas Joyce, was ac-

companied by 'The Villanovans"

In singing "Foggy Day," "The

Lady Is A Tramp," and "Up A
Lazy River." "The Four Fifths"

closed the show with several

Kingston Trio-style numbers.

After a large round of applause,

they returned with their ver-

sions of "I've Had It," and

"When The Saints Go Marchln'

In."

Participants were rated on

ability, presentation, poise, and

audience reaction. The Rev.

Henry B. Syvlnski, OSA, Rev.

John R. Dunne, OSA, Mr. Ed
Gelsz, and Jack Lumsden served

as judges. Guy Guarch was de-

clared the winner, with Kevin

Shea, Guy Callssl, and Thomas
Joyce finishhig second, third, and

fourth, respectively.
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McCormickReplaces Rhodes
As Beta Gamma President
During the mid-term break,! giate debates between our teams

the Beta Gamma Debating Soci-|and those of Rosemont and sev-

ety made two important an- eral other colleges and universi-

nouncements. One, ita previous ties in the Philadelphia area.

:' president, Jim Rhodes, submit-

ted his resignation and two.

Frank McCormick, the society's]

vice president, was appointed as

his successor.

Many difficulties hindered the

efforts of Rhodes during his at-

tempt to establish a solid, en-

terprising society which would
stem the gradual ebb of its mem-

, ..; ^;.;. bers' interest and participation.

Hopes now rest upon McCormick
:

to cope with the problems of re

, viving interest in the society.

In addition to the resignation

of Rhodes, the recent transfer

;
to other colleges of two of the

•club's more singular debaters,

-Frank Battaglia, former Novice
^^:^ ;• . C^ and Joe Liggera

^
;,. ; ; ,

g^^V'^^y ^^^ ^^® outlook of any
'

. , signifi successes in debating

; . , ; circles.

\'..-''\ Now, Beta Gamma, under the

direction of McCormick, will

commence a drive for new mem-
bers who will work and an en-

treaty to all the present mem-
bers to begin to take full ad-

vantage of the opportunities of

travel and tournament trophies

.; offered to them.

President McCormick and new
Novice Chairman Tom Flynn of-

fer a hope for the future by
starting to lay the foundations

of a strong, energetic group of

debaters at Villanova. The ac-

ceptance of approximately fif-

teen invitations to different se-

lect tournaments in the east

begun by Rhodes and McCormick
. .; i^ould prove to be the basis of
," }.: the awakening of the society.

;':>-,' These tournaments include the

<,

,"' upcoming Kings College Tourn-

ament in Wilkes Barre on Febru-

ary 10, 11 where Beta Gamma
? will be represented by Bill

' ;.; Freind, Tom Flynn, Joe Rohrer,

.
' and Terry Stratman. McCormick

feels that the outlook should

live up to last year's effort when
Villanova placed third.

Other future scheduled tourn-

aments consist of invitations to

Dartmouth, Georgetown, Pitts-

burg, City College of New York,

and West Point among others.

"Future plans," asserts Mc-

Cormick," consist of inter-colle-

PREXY Mccormick
. . . Succeeds Jim Rliodet

LYNX Asks Material

For Expanded Issue,

Deadline March 28
Vince Kirk, co-editor of the

Lynx, the campus literary maga-
zine, has announced the deadline

date for material to be used in

this spring's edition as March 28.

"No material after this date will

be accepted," Kirk said. The
spring edition will be on sale

May 1.

The theme of the material can
range from poems, short stories,

essays, ideas, and vigpiettes, to
one act plays. This material
should be submitted to either of
the editors with the contribu-

tor's name and address aittachod.

Kirk went on to say that a
poetry or essay contest will be
announced sometime in the near
future.

With the resignation of
William Speers, the Lynx is

without a Layout Editor. Kirk
said that anyone who is inter-

ested and has had any experi-

ence in this line should contact
him at BR 2-7579, or visit the
Publications Office in Dougher-
ty Hall.

Kirk also hinted that this

spring's edition may publish an
original translation for the first

time.

Princeton Professor

Discusses Liberalism

At History Lecture
The History and Political Sci-

ence Department last Wednesday
sponsored the second of its two
special lectures this year. Pre-
sided over by Dr. Harold Hart-
man, Chairman of the Depart-
ment, the lecture was attended
by a capacity crowd in the East
Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

The guest lecturer, Dr. Eric F.

Goldman, Professor of History
at Princeton .addressed the audi-
ence on "Trends In Modern
American Liberalism." In 1935
and 1938 resi)ectively. Dr. Gold-
man obtained his Masters and
Doctorate at John Hopkins Uni-
versity and since 1942, he has
instructed at Princeton, becom-
ing a full professor in 1955.

In addition to his five publis>h-

ed historical works. Dr. Goldman
is the moderator of "The Open
Mind", an open forum presented
by NBC television, while also
acting as a consultant to the
center for the Study of Demo-
cratic Institutions in Santa Bar-
bara, California, where his ac-
tivities particularly include the
Fund of the Republic.

Sectioned Lecture
Dr. Goldman divided his lec-

ture into three sections which
dealt primarily with the develop-
ment of and the different trends
which are characteristic of
American liberalism during the
past seventy years. In the first

period, 1890 until 1930, the eco-
nomic and social opportunities in

America were emphasized more
than the existing liberal move-
ments while private instrument-
alities were distrusted as a
means for opportunity. Continu-
ing his discussion into the second
period, 1930-1946, Dr. Goldman
explained that the .emphasis was
still on opportunities more than
on individual liberties even while
there appeared a new emphasis
on security.

Ad\-eiit of McCarthyism
The tliird period from 1946

until tlie present, he stressed,
was seriously influenced by the
advent of McCarthyism which
hit the liberals in their faith that
in giving Americans additional
economic advantages they would
become a better human being.

After the lecture. Dr. Hartman
announced that this is the fifth

annual Departmental Lecture
with future ones on March 8, 15,

Pichired above ar^ the Four Fifths, a musical quartet which*]

nil! entertain durine the intermissions at the Shamolcinaki Dance.
From left the foursome includes Bob Redmond, Tom Bourne, Jolin

LIvezey, and Butch McNally. Photo by Tom vodzis

Villanovans, Four-Fifths

To Sparkle At Shamokinakf
years caused an overflow tum-^
out. This year only 550 tickets

will be available.

The annual Shamokinaki Mis-

sion dance will be held on Fri-

day evening, March 10, in the

Field House with music provided
by the Villanovans. The Four-
Fifths, a campus vocal group,
will entertain during intermis-

sion.

Tickets will go on sale Febru-
ary 25 in the Pie Shoppe and in

the C&F Cafeteria. The price

will be $1.50 per couple until

March 7 at which time the price

will be raised to $2.00. Ken
Horn, ticket chairman, has ad-
vised all students to purchase
their tickets as early as possible

because of the limited number
available. He added that the
Shamokinaki dance, because of
its immense popularity among
the students, has in previous

The moderator of the affair is

Rev. Robert Burke, OSA. The
student committee which will

handle most of the arrangements
is headed by Earl Denlinger.J
general chairman. The various

committee chairmen working
with Denlinger are: Ken Horn,
tickets; George Denlinger and
Lois Greyson, prograims; Leo
Trebold, refreshments; Ron Bul-

lotta, publicity; and Jake Krupa
and Mike Cattie, decorations.

Horn concluded by saying
that a Japanese tea set will be

awarded as the door prize. There
will also be other prizes award-
ed throughout the evening.

Can you get

your mind

completely

offyour work

Quickly now—can you? It's a proven fact—

a

person who can completely forget his work—for

just an hour now and then—can do far better

than one who can't.

Flying does that for you. Flying is fun, of

course. But beyond that, it's the best soothing

medicine there is. Go up to 5000 feet and just take

a look at the world. Next Friday's test won't

loom so big anymore!

Cut out this ad and bring it with you for a

free dose of soothing medicine.

'

^ Paved Runways • 15 New Aircraft

Primary and Advanced Instruction

HORIZON AERO SERVICE
BRIDGEPORT AIRPORT • BRIDGEPORL NJ.

On Rt. 322 jutt $oufh of Rt. 730
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Fr. Burke is Named

Coordinator Of All

Activity Schedules
Rev. Robert M. Burke, OSA,

has been appointed to the new
post of Scheduling Coordinator.

His function will be to coordin-

ate the scheduling of various

meetings of students or outside

groups with the class schedule

of the University.

Organizations wishing to

change their meeting place, out-

side groups such as representa-

tives from industry, and special

class meetings which professors

may desire to arrange, must be

cleared through Father Burke's

office if they involve the use of

University classrooms or audi-

toriums.

Fr. Burke stated that if every-

one does not cooperate in thia

undertaking, then hia office can-

not be responsible for any con-

fusion in the assignment of

rooms for university activities.

If anyone wishes to discuss a
scheduling problem, he may con-

tact Fr. Burke in his office, in

Room 104-5 Mendel Hall, or on
Ext. 222.

Dr. Rocco To Deliver

Philosophy Lecture
The Department of Philosophy

of Holy Family College is pre-

senting a talk by Doctor Rocco
E. Porreco, As.sistant Professor

of Philosophy at Georgetown
University, on "The Useful: The
Economic Value". The talk is

sponsored by the College's Sec-

ond Annual Institute of Philos-

ophy, and will be delivered on
Thursday, February 16th, at
7:30 p.m.

The Department has stated

that the Villanova faculty and
student body are invited to at-

tend this free lecture.

^PoHfffm

English Prof TV Star
[ISlUlUMHBMMMUHBOIIWIIIUlllinillininiUlM^^

One of the more popular local Mother Goose rhymes.

5

television personalities in this

era of specials and spectaculars
is dark, stocky, and "quietly ex-

troverted" member of Villa-

nova's English Department. Dr.

Joseph C. Reino, who joined the
faculty at the beginning of the
current academic year, has be-

come known to thousands of

people across the country as the
"poetry professor from Phila-

delphia."

Presently in the midst of his

third series of TV broadcasts
for the "University of the Air,"

Dr. Reino is seen weekly in this

area on a live, 15-minute broad
cast which is videotaped by the

ABC network in its WFIL-TV
studios for re-broadcast at a
later date by stations all over
tho country.

On TV by Accident
"I got into television quite by

accident a few years ago," Dr.

Reino explained. "I simply

answered an advertisement by
the 'University of the Air' and
was accepted. Happily, I seem
to have been successful in con-
veying the proper message to

my audience, for I have been
asked to repeat the series twice,

and have drawn a phenomenal
amount of mail from tlie

viewers."

As illustration of the success
of his program, the professor
cited numerous examples, among
them the automobile mechanic
who became a "fan" of John
Keats as a result of the tele-

vised poetry series, and the
housewife who sent in a set of
large, brightly-colored children's

volumes of nursery rhymes so
that Dr. Reino could appro-
pria-tely illustrate his lectures

on the hidden political satire in

"It is response such as this,"

Dr. Reino declared, "that com-
pensates for all the difficulties

of performing on live TV. For
instance, three minutes before

my show goes on the air, a chil-

dren's show goes off. During
station break and commercials,
twenty-five children have to be
removed from the studio so tiiat

wo can go on.

Two Frosh Council Reps
To Be Elected In Month

PROFESM REINO
. . . Public Po«try Purveyor

There is a continunl babble
and chattering and whispering
of directions from the director

and the control booth, so that
any dramatic pauses I may have
planned are drowned out. Then
thera is always the difficulty of
making clear a complex idea in

the little time allowed to me. It

usually requires fr<mi six to

eight hours of rehearsal for me
to perfect one 15-minute boad-
cnst.

But I enjoy TV work im-
mensely. I only wish that pro-

grams such as this one could be
broadcast at a prime evening
hour, instead of early in the

morning or in the middle of the

day.

John Oberlies, Student Coun-
cil Executive Vice President of
Student Government, has an-
nounced that nominationa for
the Freshman Class Student
Council Representatives are
scheduled to be held during a
class meeting within the next
two weeks.

The two elected representa-

tives will serve a term of office

that will carry through their

sophomore year. After this,

they will be eligible for reelec-

tion to the Council. The two
candidates will represent the res-

ident and day students respec-

tively.

Scully & O'Connell

Co-chairmen of the Election
Committee John O'Connell and
Brian Scully are charged with
the correlation of the election

proceedings and will preside

over them. They also have de-

cided to hold the elections a
week following the nominations
for which they stressed, "there
will be no need of petitions."

The offices are open to any
freshman who has completed the
first semester at Villanova and
who has complied with the qual-
ification requirements of main-
taining a 2.0 quality point aver-

age and of receiving the approv-
al of the Dean of Men, the Rev.
George J. McLaughlin, OSA, the
University Chaplain, the Rev.
Norbert Whitley, OSA, and the
Dean of Student Activities, the
Rev. Dante L. Girolami, OSA.

Irregularitiefl Penalized

O'Connell moreover asserted,

"Severe penalties will be im-
posed upon anyone participating

in election irregularities. In order
to avoid voting irregularities,

two sources of identification may
be requested of the stud*^nt in

addition to his matriculation
card. If this election is treated
with the proper respect, it will

be an excellent opportunity for
freshman to advance their in-

terest in student government.
We hope that there will be a
strong student turnout at the
polls to show their support for
the Student Council."

Among the Beveral restric-

tions which O'Connell and Scully

emphasized are included the
necessity to remove all campaign
posters before the election ire-

suits are a^nnounced and the en-
forcement of a strict budget re-

quirement of not more than
twenty-five dollars for which an
account must be turned into the
Student Council Office on the
second floor of Dougherty Hall
the evening before the elections.

Campaigning Linoited

There will also be no posting
of campaign posters on bulletin

boards, in the classroc»n, or on
any campus windows. "Cam-
paigning will be," repeated
O'Connell, "prohibited within
twelve feet of the polls. No loud
speaker announcements, no pos-
ters, nor any under persusion
will be alowed except within the
ten minute break between class

es. Further announcements con-
cerning the election will he post-

ed on the freshman bulletin

board in Dougherty Hall."

Physics Club Hears

A-Scientist's Tape
The Villanova Division of the

American Institute of Physics
has obtained tape recordings of
E. U. Condon, world famous
Atomic Physicist, speaking on
"The Atom". The tapes, each
one half hour long, will be
played at the regular Thursday
morning meeting on February 9
and February 16. Attempts are
being made to obtain additional

tapes of well known physicist

Enrico Fernl, famous for his
work on the nucleus of the atom.
The meetings are held every

Thursday at 10:30 a.m. in the
Physics Lab on the fourth floor

of Mendel Hall, and anyone in-

terested in Physics, or science in
general, is invited to attend.

Golf is a game in which a ball

11 2 inches in diameter is placed
on another ball 8,000 milcH in

diameter. The idea is to hit the

little one but mnl the bigr one.

I,;•;:'; ..•. •-.1. .'

keep a head of the game!
Gentlemen preferred by blondes, brunettes, and redheads
prefer 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic. That's because most men use
water with their hair tonic - and 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic is

specially made to use with water ! The 100% pure grooming
oil in 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic replaces the oil that water removes
from your hair. In the bottle and on your hair, the difference

is clearly there ! Just a little 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic does a lot I

it's clear ^ "^

it's clean.., it's

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
I O0 CntMMMV«N-»«aO'* KM.

ITs aU make miitaket .

.

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Touch'type, hunt-and-peck, type 'with one hand tied

behind your back— it's easy to turn out perfect papers

on Corrlsable. Because vou can erase without a trace.

Typing errors disappear like magic with just the flick of

an ordinary pencil eraser. There's never a telltale erasure

mark on Corrasable's spec'?! surface.

G)rr3sable is available in light,

medium, heavy weights and Onion

Skin. In convenient 100- sheet

packets and 500- sheet ream

boxes. Only Eaton makes

Corrisable.

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper

y^*.ATON PAPKR CORPORATION { K'i PITTSPIELD, MASS
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A Suggestion

The Rev. Joaeph Glldea, OSA, Vice Presl-
oent lor Academic Affairs, has announced
that a plan has been proposed whereby llnal
examinations, Instead ot being scheduled tor
three hour periods during the week lollowlng
the termination of classes, would be adminis-
tered during the last three class periods of
the semester. The obvious ramifications of
this proposed system are that it would elim-
inate the infuriating problem of conflicting
examination schedules, but would also require
the extension of the semester for at least
one week beyond the normal length.

Father Gildea's announcement of the
proposal is indicative of the increasingly
apparent sollcltousness of the University for
^'^5.5!^"^^?^' ^1 *^*^ ** attempts to eliminate
a difficulty, the pi-oblem of conflicts, for
whose continued existence few at Villanova
can see any justification. However, the pro-
posed system raises the difficulty that, for
almost all academic courses, the final three
days of class will fall within the same week.

J
This means that, on the average, stu-

°??n^^n"J^*^® *° prepare for the equivalent
ot 19 full hour exams during a single consecu-
tive five-day period.

Father Gildea has requested that com-
ments and opinion regarding the proposed
system be addressed to his office. We sug-
gest that as many students and teachers as
are able should avail themselves of the oppor-
tunity to express an opinion on this matter,
and should request that Father Gildea point

f,ti« ?l,^^®
administrators supporting the new

plan that a considerable amount of clarlfica-

will bJfSnctlon^^^^^^^
''^ ^^'°^^^ '^^^^"^

RED CROSS DRIVE—MARCH Isf & 2nd

Counttrpoint

Religious Re-emphasis Required
by Htnry Jamti McAtttr __

'-I

1 A Challenge
^Student Council chairman. Bob Dellsa

made an appraisal of things communicative
(It ViUunova last niffht in n unprecedented
state of the unlon'^ address to the august

underffraduate legislative body.
The appraisal proved to be agonizing.

Dellsa found campus communication to be fn
a sorry state. This he correctly attributed
to a lack of unity at Villanova.

Communication on this campus is an
example of compai'tmentalization at Its
worst. Intra-communicatlon, that is a
student-to-student, teacher-to-teacher, ad-
ministrator-to-admlnistrator is satisfactory
inter-cpmmunlcatlon among these grouDB is
virtually non-existent.

*^

How can this be remeiod ? And by whom ?
The burden of student self-assertion in

this dilemma which could come back to haunt
us as alumni, rests on the select group of
undergraduates who have access to all three
or the aforementioned groups. .

the b^roliS^"^^
It's up to you. Council.

Vlllanovans are painfully
"out of touch" with one an-
other. As is mentioned In this
week's editorial, "A Chal-
lenge," intercommunication
among th* various groups
comprising the Unversity is
vitally necessary now, if any
degree of pre-emlence is to be
achieved and maintained.
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Prior to actual conmiunica-
tion however, must exist a
medium for that communica-
tion. Basic to all pursuit of
excellence, also, must be a
common standard by which ex-
cellence may be judged. In an
Institution of such magnitude
and such diverse components
as Villanova, In which the
religious and the laity, the
quite young and the very
eld-erly, the wealthy and the
middle-income classes, the hi-
telllgent and the intellectually
average students, the Cauca-
sian, Negro, and Mongolian
races, the English-, Spanish-,
and Chinese-speaking cultures,
all associate as a supposedly
united entity, the common de-
nominator must necessarily be
the Catholic Faith.

Non-OathoUc Vlllanovans
Granted, there are a number

of non-Catholics In various
capacities a.t the University.
Nevertheless, the vast pre-
ponderance of those associ-
ated with Villanova are Cath-
olic. Further, the school was
offlcIaUy established under the
au«ploei of the Augustlnlan
Fathers, and has as Its final
cause the education of the
tplrltual, ntellectual, and phy-
sical person—n a word, the
proverbial "well-rouded" man.

Thli emphasis on the spir-
itual and moral aspects of the
student, an emphasis peculiar
to Villanova and the Catholic
school ^ttem In general, must
then be the unique element in
this University's existence as
an educational institution.
Thtw, this eplrttual element
must serve aa the common
background against which all
all Vlllanovi stand.

Strengthened Sabstratnm
It would seem that etrength-

ening of the various facets of
the University can result only
from a strengthening of the

substratum. How, then, can
regeion be strengthened at
Villanova? As a point of
reference, we offer in the
column at the right the recent
statement of the American
Hierarchy, emphasizing the
necessity of Increased person-
able responsibility in daily
life.

Since all statements by pas-
tors are directed primarily to
their flocks, unless specifically
stipulated otherwise, no Cath-
olic may automatically assume
that he transcends the course
charted fey his bishops. His
duty is to fulfill the require-
ments of this course.
How Is this course to be ful-

filled at Villanova ? By greater
attention to the Catholic Faith,
This is not to say that everyone
is to become an escetic re-
cluse, divorced from the world
about him. Christianity Is es-
sentially a Ijoiamlc organism,
requiring active adherents and
proselytizers. Mankind, how-
ever, has a tendency to be-
come laay. Youth, moreover,
has a further propensity to
attempt to slough off without
thorough Investigation and
comprehension the mores, re-

ligious or otherwise, under
which it developed. ..

Inclinations Are Assets
These Inclhiations could be

turned into definite assets In
an attractive, Initereetlng, vital
program whereby the vexttclty
of the Faith was Illustrated
through an intense system of
analysis and synthesis. In-
deed, a program of thi nature
seems vhlually a necessity,
for In a scientifically orientated
civlllzatdon, no authority has
a right to expect that anything
but a •clentific exposition of
its status will convince poten-
tial adherents. Let the basis
of the Faith, the S(»ipture«
and Tradition, be subject to an
Intensive critteal examination
and explanation. Let the basis
of other faiths be similarly in-
vestigated. Let the Faith be
contrasted to the faiths. If
competently performed before
an intellectually sinoei^ audi-
ence, this can only result In
that profound conviction of
truth which transcends know-
ledge: Belief.
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American Bishops
Ask Responsibility
WASHINGTON (NC).—The following Is

tho full text of the statement entitled "Need for
Personal Responsibility" Issued by the Adminis-
trative Board of the National Catholic Welfare
Conference on behalf of the cardinals, archbish-
ops and bishops of the United States following
their annual meeting here.

The history and achievements of America
stand M a monument to the personal responsi-
bility of free men. Our Institutions and our
industry, the fruit of the American sense of
responsibility, have In the past inspired, guided
and helped many other nations of the world. If
our future is to be worthy of our past, if the
fruit of America's promdse is not to wither be-
fore it has reached full maturity, our present
prc-ominent need is to reaffirm the sense of indi-
vidual obligation, to place clearly before our-
selves the foundation on which personal responsi-
bility rests, to determine the cause of its decay
and to seek the m'oans by which it can be re-
vived.

THE FOREMOST SIGNS of the decline of
personal responsibility are to be found In the
family. Marriage, a sacred and bindhig contract,
all too often is considered merely as an arbitrary
arrangement to satisfy the instinct of pleasure.
The failure of parents to fulfill their responsibil-
ities, <as revealed In the frequency of divorce,
desertion, and broken homes, Is a national dls-
ffrace. Any delinquency of parents may well
be reflected in the delinquency of youth, which
is now commonly considered our greatest nation-
al domestic problem.

Equally conspicuous Is the evidence of de-
cline of responsibility within our industrial organ-
ization and in our general economic life. At a
time when so much depends upon the soundness
of our economy and upon our ability to produee
to meet the needs of a rapidly developing world,
we have been faced by a fre(iuent lack of truly
rosponslble leadership, both on the part of man-
agement and of labor. Among the evident In-
stances of the breakd. ivn ol personal responsi-
bility most deplorable has been the widespread
cjTilcal reaction to the recent revelation of dis-
honesty, waste, and malfeasance In industrial
relations.

Although personal responsibdllty and hiitia-
tivc have been our national characteristics, ex-
plaining in large measure our country's progress
in human welfare, yet pressures are growing for
a conatanUy greater reliance on the collectivity
rather than on the individual. An inordinate
demand for benefits, moat easily secured by the
pressures of organization, has led an ever-grow-mg number of our people to relinquish their
rights and to abdicate their responsibilities. This
concession creates a widening spiral of increasing
demands and pressures with a further Infringe-
ment on personal freedom and responsibility
The result is the condition recently noted by our
Holy Father: "Modern Man sees that the sphere
dn which he can think for himself, act on hU
own initiative, exercise his responsibilities and
affirm and enrich his personalty is In many
cases restricted to an excessive degree." (Letter
of July 12, 1960, to the "Semaine Soclale' in
Grenoble.) Intensive socialization can achieve
mass benefits, but man and morality can be ser-
iously hurt in the process.

^.S!
TENDENCY to delegate excessive re-

sponsibility to an organization Is discernible also
n the realm of international affairs. Some man-
ifest no sense of personal responsibility in the
affairs of the international community. On the
other hand, many citizens seem to feel that our
mere adherence to the United Nations absolves
us from further responelbUity in the Intemation-
al order and that decisions made by the United
Nations, regardless of their objective value, are

?/„??!^ regarded as morally right. Admit-
ting the undoubted value of a policy of support-
ing the United Nations and recognliing the gen-
udne contribution it has made in manyareasfwemust understand clearly that the cltlaens ^
Sn^ i' .^ ^"^P ^^ ^° «^*^"*^« ^he United
!^^ kJ!1.'^**^*'^"°"' *"d decdsions according

w il? f "'T"'
""^ «norality universally btod-

irig. This Involves also the duty of citizens tomake proper reixresentetion of such Judgement
to their respecUve governmenU.

r.nJ^'^S!!'*
""^^^ ^^ above-mentioned evils,ranging from the shigle act of wrongdoing U>the moral laxrty of the mass mind, the ^t cius^

uim ^^^^"^ rejection of personal re«>onsI.

insYharJi^ fh"^ •^"^ " *" *" **^Tor
"18 that beset the present world. As euch their
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Scriptwriters Cram Pepe;

Mgrs. Cram Tickets In N.Y.
by Al LoMottro

LaMatIro

CanUnfnas, Mexico's greatest

comedian,, has returned to the

American ecreen for the first

thne elnce his brilliant slapstick

portrayal of the zany valet in

"Around the

World in Eighty

Days." The com-

e d i a n , whom
many consider

to be the most
original in his

field since C3hap-

lln, has the title

role in Colum-

bia's "Pepe." Technically the

production is slick. Settings,

costumes, background, and pro-

duction values are eye-poppers

and the color photography on

the cinemascope screen is dazz-

ling. However, scenariowlse and

finance-wise the picture is a

flop. Having opened in New
York City two months ago, the

managers of the Times Square

Criterion theatre must now be

papering the walls with reserved

seat tickets. For this reason it

will be seen in Philadelphia on a
general admission basis.

The comic bullfighter, ranch-

ero, and master of the droopy-

pants, little man routine is not
to be blamed for the failure of

this gargantuan motion picture

revue-extravaganza. Nor are

his equally talented co-stars:

Dan Dailey, Shhrley Jones, and

Edward G. Robinson. The fault

can be traced to the script-

writers who have thrown too

much into the three-and^-half

hour running time allotted to

the pic. As Hollywood would
eay, "It has everything." come-
dy, music, vaudeville, fantasy,

burlesque, romance, soapy fan-

magazine hero-wonOiip of Hol-

lywood stars and studios, all

sprinkled with sacohrine eenti-

mentally and scenic sequences

that come as close to travelogue-

boosters as anythhig you'll find

In the travel folders.

StarDaied
fii addition, the studio has

seen fit to include the "cameo"
appearances of thirty4ve top

stars. It then becomes obvious

that the plot is really just an
excuse for these persons to put
in an appearance, say a few
words, dance a few steps and
then leave. With the omission

of a dozen or more of the "big

name stars," sharper cutting and
simplification of plot, this pre-

'sentation of a week's TV riiow

(condensed) might have been a
mammoth achievement in the

advancement of the screen musi-

cal. Too much)
The rags-to-riches story line

revolves around a Mexican peon

("Pepe, that's me!") who loves

a magnificent white stallion.

When the horse is sold to a
Hollywood producer (Dan

Dailey) he follows it north, and

has various elaborate misadven-

tures above and below the bor-

der before he and his fourfooted

friend are reunited. This basic

plot wobbles around Cantlnflas,

Shirley, Jones (the hard luck

girl), and Edward G. Robinson

(the big boss).

As the story develops, Pepe
becomes involved In comic skits,

revues and song and dance num-
bers, some better than others.

The most prominent of these

would Include a parking lot skit

with Jack Lemmon; a snappy
dramatic niglitclub group and
solo dance sequence with Michael

Callan and Miss Jones; a funny
gambling casino bit with Jimmy
Durante; an amusing husband-
wife-and-unexpected visitor skit

with Janet Leigh and Tony Cur-

tis, and the title song with a
chorus of hundreds.

Dough FallH To Rise

The laughs In this multl-mll-

lion-dollar production—like rais-

ins In a loaf—are all there, but
too much dough gets in the way.
Let's hope I'll have better things

to say about the up and coming
fihn versions of "West Side

Story" and "Music Man."
Campus Camera: After a mis-

erable attempt in the earlier part

of the year at providing the resi-

dent student body of this uni-

versity with adequate entertain-

ment (The Bloody Halls of Mon-
tezuma — Sugary Tammy and
Her Slushy Bachelor) the enter-

tainment committee has finally

taken its head out of the mud
and deserves a "small" round of

applause for their latest choices

shown in "la petite thiatre

Vasey." Both "Operation Mad
Ball" and "Long Gray line"

proved to be superior films in

their individual fields when re-

leased In 1958 and 1955 respec-

tively.

Random inquiries among the

students were answered In the

affirmative with regard to this

type of fllmfare. But many stu-

dents still wanted to know:
"when will we get 'peal' quality?"
This I could not answer and as

I'm sure the entertainment com-
mittee can offer no logical ex-

planation either, we'll just have
to. cross our fingers and hope
that the big business boys will

see the light and follow a higher

goal for the benefit of all of us.

G^t with it, huh?

RIVER STYX by JonlK

**In looal weafhep—fve're only going to have a few snow flurriel
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CONCEPT Explores

Vacuum In Students'

Intellectual Life

Have you ever complained
that an "Uitellectual vacuum"
exists at Villa^iova? Are you one
of those people who are saying

that freedom of speech and press

are "phantom rights" at our
University?

Examine yourself to determ-

ine if you are one of the "dis-

senters", and, if you Judge af-

firmatively, ask yourself again

what you have done to clear up
the situation. Have you been an
armchair philosopher or have

you been offering constructive

crltlclam and aid to those groups

which are actively combatting

thU "deficiency?"

If you fall into the latter cat-

egory you probably realize that

this deficiency has more of a

phantom existence than our

rights. You reaUse that there

are various means of expressing

yourself and the administration

Is very helpful in many ways
and although your plans aren't

always approved, hope that In

the future your sincerity and
hard work will convince the

front ofAce of your desire to do
good both to the University and
to yourself.

It is here that we must dis-

tinguish between those workers

who see the true problems and
those who don't Those who are

"in the know" realize that 'the

good of the University must
come before that of themselves.

In other words, the question of

the common good must be

broached. If you, for instance,

belong to a club that wishes to

launch a project under the aus-

pices of Villanova University

(hi any way, shape, or fonn),

you must first weigh the conse-

quences this project will have
on the University and compare
the results with the benefits you
and your club will accrue from
said plan. If the University does

not benefit hi equal amount as

your club or more, then, let's

face it, you're being selfish and
unjust if you hisist that your
project be actualized.

' Because the administration

does spply s standard similar to

this, some of our plans are Just-

ly canned and beoauss the ad-

ministration Is not Infallible a
few are condemned beoaase ilieir

merit cannot be seen Immediate-
ly. In this latter ease only real

sinoerity and hard work will put
your plan through.

Now to return to the dissent-

ers who do not actively object.

These people must again intro-

spect to determhie whether their

fadtlng sarcasm impresses the

nurses in the "Pie Shoppe" (who
are evidently easy to impress)
or because they really want to

help correct the situation but
don't know how. The "Pie

Shoppe" Romeos probably don't

really care much about the prob-
lems so our attention must be
directed to those who are Ignor-

ant of the means the woricers
utilize, and yet wish to do some-
thing.

The first thhig this type of

person must realize is that cri-

ticism gains nothing unless it

takes on a more subtle form.
An arttele, well written and

interesting, utilizing some orig-

inal thought and Imagination
and dealing with a topic at-

tractive to the student body, pre-
sented In a campus publication

such as the new idea magazine,
CONCEPT, is more valuable
than complaints about "phantom
rights." These compUlnts nover
reach a Mg aodlenoe and never
aocompUsh ^anything positive.

VSPOftCanpsM&a
Vs,;^7^^^«"^^ {Author of**l Wat a Twn-ao# Dwarr, "Th9 Many*^^^ Lout oj DobU OiUU", ttc)

"rVE GOT NEWS FOR YOU*'

I know all of you have im))ortnnt thingn to do in the morning-
like getting down to hreakfunt l)efore your rooinnmte eatn uU

the marmalade—no you really cannot l)e hlunied for nut keeping

up with ail the newR in the morning pa|M)rH. In today'N column,

therefore, I have prepared a run-up of newn higlilightM from

campuses the country over.

SOUTHERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
Dr. Wiiiard Hale HigafooK, liead of the department of antlm)-

pology at Southern ReMerve UniverHity, and internatit>nally

known ati an authority on primitive |)eopleH, returned yesterday

from a four-year soientifie expedition to tlio headwaters of the

Amazon River. Anumg tlie many interesting mementos of liis

journey is his own head, shnuik to the sice of u kum(|uat. He
refused to reveal how Jiis head shrinking was aocomplisiied.

"That's for me to know and you to find out," he said with a

tiny, but saucy grin.

NORTHERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
Dr. Mandrill Gibbon, head of the department of zoology at

Northern Reserve University, and known to young and old for

his work on primates, announced yesterday that he had re-

ceived a grant of *80,()()0,(M)() for a twelve-year study to deter-

mine precisely how much fun there is in a l)arrel of monkeys.

Whatever the results of Dr. Giblmn's researches, this umc))

is already known: What's more fun than ti l)arrel of monkeys is

1oJ£hinit2e^eci$^l^kmliiticli^ffieieC$" >

a pack of Marlboro. There is zest and cheer in every puff,

delight in every draw, content and well-being in every fleecy,

flavorful cloudlet. And what's more, this merriest of cigarettes

comes to you both in soft pack and flip-top box wherever cig-

arettes are sold at prices that do no violence to the slimmest of

purses. So why don't you settle back soon and enjoy Marlbon),

the filtered cigarette with the unfiltered taste.

EASTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
The annual meeting of the American Philological Institute,

held last week at Eastern Reserve University, was enlivened

by the reading of two divergent monographs concerning the

origins of early Gothic "runes," as letters of primitive alphabets

are called.

Dr. Tristram Lathrop Spleen, famed far and wide as the dis-

coverer of the High German Consonant Shift, read a paper in

which he traced the origins of the Old Wendish rune "pt"

(pronounced "krahti") to the middle Lettio rune "gr" (pro-

nounced "albert"). On the other hand. Dr. Richard C)ummer-

bund Twonkey, who, as the whole worid knows, translated

"The Pajama Game" into Middle High Baotrian, contended

in his paper that the Old Wendish rune "pt" derives from the

Low Erse rune "mf" (pronounced "gr").

Well, sir the discussion grew so heated that Dr. Twonkey
finally asked Dr. Spleen if he would like to step into the gym-;

nasium and put on the gloves. Dr. Spleen accepted the chal-

lenge promptly, but the contest was never held because there

were no gloves in the gymnasium that would fit Dr. Twonkey.
(The reader is doubtless finding this hard to believe as

Eastern Reserve University is celebrated the length and breadth

of the land for the' site of its glove collection. However, the

reader is asked to remember that Dr. Twonkey has extraor-

dinarily small hands and arms. In fact, he spent the last

war working in a small -arms plant, where he received two
Navy "E" Awards and was widely hailed as a "manly little

chap.") SIMI MMShuImM
« • •

Now from th§ makon of Marlboro ft tho king-olao unfiltorod

Philip Morrit Commttndor—madt in a brand-now way for a
brand'noiw axporionco in omoking ploaturo. Got aboard*

The article In CONCEPT, how-
ever, will reaoh many, Including

the administration, and make
them aware of the talent on the

campus and the willingness of

those talented people to work.

This, In turn, usually brings

about good effects, for It Is

positive action that underlines

sinoerity and eapablUty.

C0NCE2PT magazine ie willing

to present your views if they

are interesting and show tome

thought The msgazUie has not

yet appeared but it has the ap-

proval of the administration and
is near the printing stage. Many
articles have already been re-

ceived and deal with » variety

of subjects such as poUtioi, line

arts, philosophy, etc.

These articles are not rejuven-

ated term papers; rather they

demonstrate the ability of soms
students to apply and correlate

(Oontlnuod on Psfs 6)
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American Bishops Emphasize:
'

Personal Responsibility Needed

The Annual Snowjob •Koujtrf Midnight

(Continued from Page 4)

cure is largely within the power of individuul

persons. A godly society is the work of godly
men. Even the most universal evil and the
threatened mechanization of man can be made
to yield before the just and determined wills of
individual persons.

Our Holy Father has pointed out the capa-
city of the individual in the fact of such prob-
lems. "Do<3s it follow that the process of social-
isation is Impossible to control and that, in-

creasing constantly in its breadth and depth, It

will one day surely reduce men to the role of
automatons? Certainly not. For socialization

is not the result of forces of nature acting ac-
cording to determination that cannot be changed.
It is the work of man, of a free being conscious
of aiul responsible for his acts." (Letter of July
12, 1960 to 'Semaine Sociale' in Grenoble.)

WHAT IS PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
in the context of man's relation to the world?
It presupposes the acceptance of one's dignity

as a son of God in whatever environment he may
be placed and the acknowledgment of binding
moral law. It requires the free and deliberate

acceptance of one's obligations in the position

he occupies—hi the family, in the church, in

! the corporation, in the labor union, in the com-
munity, in the nation, in the family of nations.

It demands the rule of conscience, not self-flatis-

faction. It recognizes that every deliberate ac-

tion of the human person has a relationship with
his Creator and His purpose In creating the

world. It affirms that every human action a
man performs derives its significance from that
relationship and makes him a cooperator with
his Creator in forwarding the Kingdom of God.
It is the solemn profession that consequently
every product of his mind and hie hand, every
bounty wrung from the earth is to serve that
hiighJ purpose. As man, bearing the unage of his

Creator, is the brother of every other hiunan
person, his noblest work is to bring to his fellow-

man the bl-essings of the destiny hitended for
him by God.

It must be emphasized, especially In these
times, that the freedom innate in man, as well

as the social nature he enjoys, demands aa a
correlative the fullest personal responsibility.

"Therefore every one of us will render an ac-

count for himself to God." (Romans 14: 12.)

The marvelous inventiveness of the human mind,
conquering space and making each man a neigh-
bor of every other human being on earth, gives
urgency to this twofold need: to maintain one's
freedom by using it according to the limits and
norms of rightful authority; to use it also ac-

cording to his social nature s^a^ the needs of his
fellow-man. ; '^

\--'' ^^••'V^ ;v .i.;.v'\..\-"'5 ,

V If we are to restore man to his sense of per-
sonal responsibility and to the acceptance of life

as a mission, we must understand more clearly

the moral causes which have undermined men's
sense of responsibility.

First among these causes has been the
marked decline in the force of religious convic-
tions. Washington warned the American people
that they should indulge with caution the sup-
position that national morality could exist with-
out religion. In spite of the much discussed in-

crease of church membership it cannot be doubt-
ed that for a long time religious Influences have

I been losing their vigor among the American
people, with a debilitating effect in consequence
on both public and private life.

As a result of this decline of religious con-
victions the grasp on moral principles has been
greatly weakened. Through a faulty concept of
morality Modern Man has come to imagine that
sudden and drastic changes in situations change
principles; that principles no longer control sit-

uations, but rather that situations shaape princi-
ples. Inevitably this type of "situational ethics"
denies all unchanging principles and makes fu-
tile all moral judgments on which the sense of
responsibility rests. The need which the world
faces is the acceptance of an objective norm of
morality, and hence of conduct. '

THIS DECLINE IN RELIGIOUS BELIEF and
moral conviction leaves Modem Man blind to his
immutable spiritual nature. Thus, wittingly or
unwittingly, he aligns himself with the forces
of materialism among whose tenets there is no
room for the concept of personal responsibility.

Finally, the social ideals and purposes of
Modern Man, due to the declining Influence of
religious and moral convictions and to the tri-

umph of the material, tend in many subtle ways

A perennial picturesque problem, a swift succession of snow-

storms blanket the campus, producing minor joys and major

Photo by Alan Williams

Cuban Magazine Offers
Hope To Exiled Students

to efface the sense of responsibility. As a, people

we seem to be moving more deply into a sensate

culture. There Is an excessive preoccupation with

material security at the expense of spiritual well-

being. Unif:)rmity of thought and supine loyalty

to the organization, whether it be the industrial

corporation, the labor union, or the political

party, are too often encouraged and rewarded.

The correction of these basically moral evils

and the restoratiod of a vigorous sense of person-

al responsibility belong primarily to the field of

religion. The development of a truly Christian

character Is primarily the task of religion, al-

though Its inculcatfcyn Is of vital concern to the

state. It Is the function of religion to teach man
his unique dignity as a son of God and brother

of Christ Pope Plus ^Ol expUoltly stated this

in describing the function of the Church: "Al-

ways and everywhere, by unceasingly adapting

herself to the circumstances of tinne and place,

she seeks to model persons, individuals and, as headaches throughout

far as possible, all Individuals according to the

laws of Christ tiius attaining the moral basis

for social life. The object of the Church is man,
naturally good, Imlmed, ennobled and strength-

ened by the truth and grace of Clirist" (Sep-

tember 19,19S5.)

Deepened religious convictions will bolster

and reactivate the sense of personal i^sponai- The article that folloiws was taken from FREE BOHEMIA:
blllty. We must seek to enlai^e the area of per- A magazme published in the exile by those Cubans that were
sonal autonomy to protect the human personal-, obliged to leave because of their traditional belief in God; their

ity from a greater encroachment on its freedom loyalty to the Country as understood by Marti "with everybody
and responsibility. The individual person must and for the benefit of everybody," and also for the desire to protect

assume as his proud right the accomplishment their families from the State, now changed into a beast, ready to

of whatever he can for himself and for others, devour its own citizens.

especially those of his family, and herein lies This interview was done by Lino Novas with Dr. Manuel
the importance of the Christian home. The same Artime, who Is In full command of the fighters that are being
prinoiple of responsibility must be conslsteotly trained by the Democratic-Revolutionary-Front (or simply the
applied to every level of others. Pope Pius XI Front, as it is usually known among Latin Americans.)
explicitly emphasized this principle of subsid- D ^r. Artime: What do you thlnlc about the mllitia-men in

iarity In the Quadrageslmo Anno published in Cuba?
1931: "Just as one cannot take away from in- "Not even half of them are with Castro. If they march and
dlvlduals and transfer to the community the are In, it is because they* want to survive. They were obliged to
tasks they are capable of accomplishing by them- join the militiary pressures In Industries, retail stores, unions etc.

selves, thus it would also be an kijustice—and in order to keep their jobs ; but only a minority of communists are
at the same time a haormful disturbance of the in key positions and we are sure that when the opportunity shows
social order—if one were to remove from groups ^P the majority will follow us.

of lower rank functions they can exercise them- 2) Dr. Artime: What about the unions of workers? '

selves and entrust them to a wider collectivity "In the name of the laborers "the gang" of Cuba has com-
of higher rank. munized the country. But the laborers of Cuba know better than

A FRESH EVOCATION of the principle and before that the Castroism has meant only reductions hi salaries,
practice of personal responsibility can revivify inmobillzation in the centers of work, and even to be "fired"

without further explanation. In
other words . . . misery. Now
the Cuban proletarians are
moved by terror, but at the real

moment of the fight, Fidel will

be surprised to see in which side

are those men that now, by com-
pulsion and menaces, he carries

to the meetings."

3) Dr. Artime: What about
the Catholics? (Dr. Artime was
a former director of the Catholic
Youth).
"From this regime will arise a

Catholicism fortified and stronger that ever before. It is however
a very hard proof. We will win or die. But we are sure to win,
and there Is no doubt that to Catholics belong a very important
role Irt this campaign." .--•^ ^, .".../•*i ^: .!.•;.•'; :. •.:•:.;.•• -rx

4) Dr. Artime: What Is the feeling 6f the "guajiro"? (Cbun-

I (

our society and help to stem the seemingly in
exorable march toward the automation of human
beings and the steady loss of that freedom which
is man's distinctive attribute. It will cure the
mental lethargy and inertia which permit organ-
izations to usurp, mainly by default, the rights
of their members. It will stimulate a self-reliance
which will automatically restore the balance be-
tween fredom and security. It will reject unwar-
ranted pressure from groups that seek unjustly
to aggrandize their power and will restrict them
to their lawful ends. It will see in fill business
ventures of whatever size a means of serving
others as well as self. It will have an immediate
effect In every sphere of life—^in the home, in
the office, as well as in the workshop, in the fac-
tory, in our schools, in oun cultural groups.

AN EFFECTIVE RESPONSE to a call for
personal responsibility need not wait for a mass
movement. The response belongs to the Individ- try-man)
ual person, as our Holy Father indicated: "Fully "The "guajiros" are ACTUALLY the most unportant force
conscious of what is at stake, moved by his ^n the movement of liberation. They know that what was promised
apostolic zeal, he then makes a personal engage- '^y the Agrarian Reform has not been accomplished. "Guajiros"
ment with these communities that surround him, are considered today as simple laborers paid by the State, not
the result of a free and justified choice of care- owners of tlie land. They have no possibility to change places
ful thought about hhnself, his destiny and the ^^ work, and are under the impossitions of the delegates of INRA
world." (Letter of Jaily 12, 1960 to 'Semaine (National Institute of Agrarian Reform). Ask the "guajiros" If

Sociale in Grenoble.) Such a response by a rep- *^®y think thedr conditions have Improved and you will see that
resentative number, given only in the silent sane- they will not think so, in spite of the "brain wash" operation tried
tuary of the heart, will begin to have its leaven- to be accomplished by the governmentof Guevara and Castro."
Ing effect. Our appeal for action is made directly ^^ ^^- ArUme: And . . . Russia?
to our Catholic fellow-citizens, but it reaches out "Russia will try for sure to take advantage from the Cuban
also to all Americans who face the same prob- tragedy; they are using our country in their campaigns throughout
lems as ourselves. ' Latin America. However, Cuba is fori them just a political piece

Before It is too Utte, we most revive In our ^^^ the world control that will be sacrified if necessary. I really do
midst and present to the world the Ideals that °°t believe that Russia will provoke an atomic war because of
have been the real source of naUonal greatness. ^^ country."

For America will fuMll Its destiny when we have We end this interview recalling the attention of our brothers
achieved that spiritual maturity, described by ^"^ friends of America, in relation to the urgent necessity of
Pope Pins Xn, as men, "estaUlslied In liieir In- fiff^thig a crusade against the totalitarian regime of Cuba. This
violable Integrity as fanages of God; men proud ^" ^ ^^^t to save the hemisphere, and nobody can be absent
of their personal dignity and of thetr wholesome ^^® world must know too, now before It Is tod late, that at
freedom; men Justly Jealous of their eqimUty ^^® ^®<7 moment that YOU READERS sit back to enjoj
with their fellow ereatores in all that eoooems newspaper, hundreds of Cubans are exposing their lives
the most tatimate depths of human dignity; men ^^^ monster within the Island. Nobody has the right or t

solidly attM^ed to their land and their tradi- ^^K® to look with indifference to them and to the Cuban
tton." (Pope Plus XII, February 20, lfM6.) treason of Castro is in reality a question of honor to
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Underprivileged May Laugh
But Those Who Swing . . .

.
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Zawocki

I dig jazz! $2500 worth of

records at home will attest to

that. It swings. Don't let any-

body kid you. If it doesn't swing,

it's not jazz. I believe in it, in

my own simple way, not merely

as a form of entertainmenit nor

as an escape from the current

garbage, but as

a true art form,

a piece of
Americana; and

I didn't have to

read Down Beat

to learn to feel

that way. My
passion for it

gives me wierd

ideas sometimes,

I guess, and I waver in my con-

victions about it sometimes,

maybe because of human frailty.

Maybe ...

I won't waver for a lonsr time

now, because I've met a genius.

The unprivileged will laugh at

what I'm about to write, but

those that swing will under-

stand. Now, a genius doesn't

come along every year. Maybe
it's a poor analogy, but consider

baseball. The past 20 years have
produced many worthy players,

but only Musial and Williams

bore the stamp of greatness.

Jazz hasn't had a Rrenius since

1943 when "Fats" Waller died,

and unfortunately "Fats" never

completely blossomed because he

listened to the conformists, who

by Joe Zawocki

just wanted to be entertained.

Jon Hendricks won't make that

mistake. To parapharse John-

son, he realizes that the pur-

pose of Jazz is to instruct while

entertaining.

Jon Hendricks?

Many of ycu won't know who
Jon Hendricks is, let alone what
he does. Statistically, he is one

of three, a vocal group which
in less than three years has

stood even the most hardened

buffs on their ears. The groups,

as Jon puts it, is named, "Lam-
bert, Hendricks, and Ross for

no other reason than that's

who we are! And so that your

understanding of our name will

gain more clearance, If you dig

what I mean, our name describes

the order of our appearance on

the scene."

What sets this group so far

apart from the others? Jon says.

"Music is the sound that the

Universe makes ejoing about its

rotating and vibrating."

The careers of L-H-R are dedi-

cated to this belief and all their

sonfifs have something to say,

sort of a slice of life with voices.

The whole gig started when
Jon asked Dave Lambert, a vet

from the big band era, to do a

vocal arrangement of the Jimmy
Guiffre classic, "Four Brothers."

to their search lay in the old

Basic rec9rdings of the 1939-

40's. Considered one of the great

est groups assemUed, this band
had no schooled musicians. They
played from the heart and start-

ed their own schools. Finally,

Dave convinced Jon and with

the former's arranging talents

and the latter's poetic pen, the

seed had been planted.

Essenthil Feeling

Creed Taylor, of ABC-Para-
mount, promised a recording

date and Jon set to work writing

lyrics to the great Basic origin-

als, and what a beautiful set

they were. But they weren't out

of the woods yet. The 12 exper-

ienced singers who comprised the

Dave Lambert Singers (the

original name) dicbi't liave

"that essential feeling" neces-

sary to give full realization to

the songs. However, one of the

12, a red-headed doll named
Annie Ross, did know and feel

what was going on and the rec-

ord date was salvaged. The rest

is history. Basic liked them so

much that he invited them to

do an album with his hand on

Roullette. Now, they are under

contract to Columibia and with

their traveling group, the Ike

Isaacs trio, they have already

released two albums. The latest

comprising the works of one

Ehike EBlington is the best yet

Dave's belief was that the key to these ears and it will be hard

Dave Lambert, Annie Koss, Jon Hendricks

to top it. 2 to 1, though, that

Hendricks will do it.

Bom some 39 years ago, the

seventh son of nine children of

an American Methodist Minis-

ter, Jon Hendrick's background

and family life seems to have

been the major force behind

what has now become one of

the major voices in Jazz. But
Jon, as mentioned is more than

a voice in Jazz. He is, in every

respect, a poet and a genius.

"Doubting Thomases" are here-

by referred to his narration on

George Russell's "New York"

album for better proof than I

could ever offer.

(Continued on Page 9)
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Candidates for Bachelors or Masters Degrees

are invited to discuss opportunities in:

Marketing and Sales

Engineering and Science

This is a unique opportunity to find out about

the many career opportunities at IBM. The

IBM representative can discuss with you typ-

ical jobs, various training programs, chances

for advanced education, financial rewards,

and company benefits— all important factors

that affect your future.

SOME FACTS ABOUT IBM

An Unusual Growth Story: IBM has had one of

the exceptional growth rates in industry. It

has been a planned growth, based on ideas

and products having an almost infinite appli-

cation in our modern economy.

Diverse and Important Products: IBM devel-

ops, manufactures and markets a wide range

of products in the data processing field. IBM

computers and allier' iucts play a vital

role in the operations of business, industry,

science, and government.

Across-the-Country Operations: Laboratory

and manufacturing facilities are located in

Endicott. Kingston. Owego, Poughkeepsie

and Yorktown. N. Y.; Burlington, Vermont;

Lexington, Ky.; San Jose. Calif.; Bethesda,

Md.; and Rochester. Minn. Headquarters is

located in New York City with sales and serv-

ice offices in 198 major cities throughout the

United States. v :^ 7. ,

'
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The Accent is on the Individual: No matter

what type of work a person does at IBM, he

is given all the responsibility he is able to

handle, and all the support he needs to do
his job. Advancement is by merit.

The areas in which IBM is engaged have an
unlimited future. This is your opportunity to

find out what that future has to offer you.

Call or stop in at your placement office to ar-

range an appointment with the IBM repre-

sentative for the da.- above. If you cannot
attend an interview, write or call the manager
of the nearest IBM oftice:

Mr. R. A. Bennett. Branch Man jger
IBM Corporation, Depl. 882
230 South 15th StTMl
Philadelphia 2. nL
Kl 5-7700

IBM You naturally have a better chance to grow with a growth company.
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The Villanova Chapter of the

Intercollegiate Conference on
Government is an organization

devoted to the study and discus-

sion of the problems facing the

local, state, and national govern-
ments.

John McAteer, a Senior .Poli-

tical Science major is the ICG
chairman. Dr. Fred Khouri, as-

sociate Professor of the History
and Political Science Depart-
ment, is the moderator.

This year the ICG has for its

topic, the government of the
State of Pennsylvania. To de-

velop this topic involves a great
deal of work on the part of the
individual member. Research on
a particular phase of tlie state

government must be done. Then
after acquiring some knowledge
of his subject, the m«nber must
prepare a model bill which he
presents to the club for debate.
This requires the member to be
able to speak before an audience
and at the same time be able to
defend his bill.

Widespread Organization
The activities already men-

tioned only involve the ICG as
it operates here on campus.
However, the ICG is a statewide
organization which exists on ap*
proximately forty college cam-
puses throughout the state. On
the state level the ICG is divided
into five regions. Villanova is a,

member school of the Southeast
Region. Other schools in tliis

region are the University of
Pennsylvania, Drexel, Rosemont,
Immaculata, Bryn Mawr, West
Chester, and PMC.
During this semester repre-

sentatives of the colleges in tliis

region will hold a one day mock
convention at one of the local

chapters. At the convention the
bills prepared by Villanova stu-
dents will be in competition with
the bills prepared at other col-

leges. After much parliamentary
debate in committee meetUigs
the bills which survive will be
presented to the assembled dele-

gates meeting in general session.

Another phase of tlie regional

convention is the electmg of a
^)eaker who will preside over

the general session and who will

be the region's candidate for

Speaker at the three day ICG
state convention which will be

held in Harrisburg during tlio

aecond week in April.
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American Bishops Empliasize:

Personal Responsibility Needed

The Annual Snowjob 'Round Midnight

' (Continued from Pnpv 4)

cuiv is largely within the power of individu.il

]>vrsons. A godly society is the work of godly
men. Even the most universal evil and the
threatened niechaniziition of man can be made
to yield before the just and determined wills of
individual persons. . .••.,..

Our Holy Father lias pointed out the capa-
city ol the iiidividuai in the fact of such prob-
lems. "Doos it foMow that the proe4*ss of social-
ization is impossible to control and that, in-

creasing constantly in its breadth and depth, it

ulll one day surely reduce men to the role of
automatons? Certainly not. For socialization

is not the result of forces of nature acting ac-
cording to determination that cannot be changed.
It is the work of man, of a free being conscious
of and responsible for his acts." (Letter of July
12, 19G0 to 'Semaini' Socialc' in Grenoble.)

WHAT IS PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY
in the context of man's relation to the world?
It presupposes the acceptance of one's dignity

as a son of God in whatever environment he may
be placed and the acknowledgment of binding

moral law. It requires the free and deliberate

acceptance of one's obligations in the position

he occupies—in the family, in the church, in

the corporation, in the labor union, in the com-
munity, in the nation, in the family of nations.

It demands the rule of conscience, not self-satis-

faction. It recognizes that every deliberate ac-

tion of the human person has a relationship with
his Creator and His purpose in creating the
world. It affirms that every human action a
man performs derives its significance from that
relationship and makes him a cooperator with
his Creator in forwarding the Kingdom of God.
It is the solemn profession that consequently
every product of his mind and his hand, every
bounty wrung from the earth is to serve that
high purpose. Aa man, bearing the image of his

Creator, is the brother of every other human
person, his noblest work is to bring to his fellow-

man the blessings of the destiny intended for
him by God. '

It must be emphasized, especially in these
times, that the freedom innate in man, as well
as the social nature he enjoys, demands as a
correlative the fullest personal responsibility.

"Therefore every one of us will render an ac-

count for himself to God." (Romans 14: 12.)

The marvelous inventiveness of the human mind,
conquering space and making each man a neigh-
bor of every other human being on earth, gives
urgency to this twofold need: to maintain one's
freedom by using it according to the limits and
norms of rightful authority; to use it also ac-

cording to his social nature and the needs of his
fellow-man.

If we are to restore man to his sense of per-

sonal responsibility and to the a<;ceptance of life

as a mission, we must understand more clearly

the moral causes which have undermined men's
sense of responsibility.

First among these causes has been the
marked decline in the force of religious convic-
tions. Washington warned the American people
that they should indulge with caution the sup-
position that national morality could exist with-
out religion. In spite of the much discussed in-

crease of church membership it cannot be doubt-
ed that for a long time religious influences have
been losing their \1gor among the American
people, with a debilitating effect In consequence
on both public and private life.

As a result of this decline of religious con-
victions the grasp on moral principles has been
greatly weakened. Through a faulty concept of
morality Modern Man has come to imagine that
sudden and drastic changes in situations change
principles; that principles no longer control sit-

uations, but rather that situations shaape princi-
ples. Inevitably this type of "situational ethics"
denies all unchanging principles and makes fu-
tile all moral judgments on which the sense of
responsibility rests. The need which the world
faces is the acceptance of an objective norm of
morality, and hence of conduct. '

THIS DECLINE IN RELIGIOUS BELIEF and
moral conviction leaves Modern Man blind to his
immutable spiritual nature. Thus, wittingly or
unwittingly, he aligns himself with the forces
of materialism among whose tenets there is no
room for the concept of personal responsibility.

Finally, the social ideals and purposes of
Modern Man. due to the declining influence of
rcligrious and mom' convictions and to the tri-

umph of the mater i.il. tend in many subtle ways
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to efface the .sense of responsibility. As a, people

wc .seem to be moving more deply into a sensate

culture. There is an excessive preoccupation with

material .security at the expense of spiritual well-

being. Uniformity of thought and .supine loyalty

to the organization, whether it be the industrial

corporation, the labor union, or the political

party, are too often encou.'*aged and rewarded.

The correction of these basically moral evils

and the restoration of a vigorous sense of person-

al responsibility belong primarily to the field of

religion. The development of a truly Christian

character is primarily the task of religion, al-

though its inculcation is of vital concern to the

state. It is the function of religion to teach man
his unique dignity as a son of God and brother

of Christ. Pope Pius ^11 explicitly stated this

in describing the function of the Church: "Al-

ways and ever>'where, by unceasingly adapting

herself to the circumstances of time and place,

she seeks to model persons, individuals and, as

far as possible, all individuals according to the

laws of Christ, thus attaining the moral basis

for social life. The object of the Church is man,
naturally good, imbued, ennobled and strength-

ened by the truth and grace of Christ" (Sep-

tember 19,1955.)

Deepened religious convictions will bolster

and reactivate the sense of personal responsi-

bility. We must seek to enlarge the area of per-

sonal autonomy to protect the human personal-
ity from a greater encroachment on its freedom
and responsibility. The individual person must
assume as his proud right the accomplishment
of whatever he can for himself and for others,
especially those of his family, and herein lies

the importance of the Christian home. The same
principle of responsibility must be consistently
applied to every level of others. Pope Pius XI
explicitly emphasized this principle of subsid-
iarity in the Quadragesimo Anno published in

1931: "Just as one cannot take away from in-

dividuals and transfer to the community the
tasks they are capable of accomplishing by them-
selves, thus it would also be an injustice—and
at the same time a harmful disturbance of the
social order—^if one were to remove from groups
of lower rank functions they can exercise them-
selves and entrust them to a wider collectivity
of higher rank.

A FRESH EVOCATION of the principle and
practice of personal responsibility can revivify
our society and help to stem the seemingly in-
exorable march toward the automation of human
beings and the steady loss of that freedom which
is man's distinctive attribute. It will cure the
mental lethargy and inertia which permit organ-
izations to usurp, mainly by default, the rights
of their members. It will stimulate a self-reliance
which will automatically restore the balance be-
tween fredom and security. It will reject unwar-
ranted pressure from groups that seek unjustly
to aggrandize their power and will restrict them
to their lawful ends. It will see in all business
ventures of whatever size a means of serving
others as well as self. It will have an immediate
effect in every .sphere of life—in the home, in
the office, as well as in the workshop, in the fac-
tory, in our schools, in our cultural groups.

AN EFFFXTHE RESPONSE to a call for
personal responsibility need not wait for a mass
movement. The response belongs to the individ-
ual person, as our Holy Father indicated : "Fully
conscious of what is at stake, moved by his
apostolic zeal, he then makes a personal engage-
ment with these communities that surround him,
the result of a free and justified choice of care-
ful thought about himself, his destiny and the
worid." (Letter of July 12, 1960 to 'Semaine
Sociale in Grenoble.) Such a response by a rep-
resentative number, given only in the silent sanc-
tuary of the heart, will begin to have its leaven-
ing effect. Our appeal for action is made directly
to our Catholic fellow-citizens, but it reaches out
also to all Americans who face the same prob-
lems as ourselves.

Before it is too late, we must revive in our
midst and present to the world the tiieals that
have been the real source of national greatness.
For America will fulfill Its destiny when we have
achieved that spiritual maturit>% demrrlbed by
Pope Plus XII, as men, "established in their in-
violable inte.grlty as Images of God; men proud
of their personal dignity and of their wholesome
freedom: men justly Jealous of their equality
nith their fellow creatures in all that concerns
the most intimate depths of human dignity; men
solidly attached to their land and their tradi-
tion." (Pope Plus Xn, February 20. 1946.)

X^»»fr

A perennial picturesque problem, a s\\1ft succession of snow-
storms blanket the campus, producing minor joys and major
headaches throughout. >

'-'

Photo by Alan Williams

Cuban Magazine Offers
Hope To Exiled Students

The article that follows was taken from FREE BOHEMIA:
A magazine published in the exile by those Cubans that were
obliged to leave because of their traditional belief in God; their

loyalty to the Country as understood by Marti "with everybody
and for the benefit of everybody," and also for the desire to protect
their families from the State, now changed into a beast, ready to
devour its own citizens.

This interview was done by Lino Novas with Dr. Manuel
Artime, who is in full command of the fighters that are being
trained by the Democratic-Revolutionary-Front (or simply the
Front, as it is usually known among Latin Americans.)

1) Dr. Artime: What do you think about the militia-men in

Cuba?
"Not even half of them are with Castro. If they march and

are in, it is because they want to survive. They were obliged to
join the militiary pressures in industries, retail stores, unions etc.

in order to keep their jobs ; but only a minority of communists are
in key positions and we are sure that when the opportunity shows
up the majority will follow us.

2) Dr. Artime: What about the unions of workers? '

"In the name of the laborers "the gang" of Cuba has com-
munized the country. But the laborers of Cuba know better than
before that the Castroism has meant only reductions in salaries,

inmobilization in the centers of work, and even to be "fired"

without further explanation. In
other words . . . misery. Now
the Cuban proletarians are
moved by terror, but at the real

moment of the fight, Fidel will

be surprised to see in which side

are those men that now, by com-
pulsion and menaces, he carries

to the meetings."

3) Dr. Artime: Wliat about
the Catholics? (Dr. Artime was
a former director of the Catholic
Youth).
"From this regime will arise a

Catholicism fortified and stronger that ever before, it is however
a very hard proof. We will win or die. But we are sure to win,
and there is no doubt that to Catholics belong a very important
role in this campaign."

4) Dr. Artime: What is the feeling of the "guajiro"? (Coun-
try-man) V v-

.

"The "guajiros" are ACTUALLY the most important force
in the movement of liberation. They know that what was promised
by the Agrarian Reform has not been accomplished. "Guajiros"
are considered today as simple laborers paid by the State, not
owners of the land. They have no possibility to change places
or work, and arc under the impossitions of the delegates of INRA
(National Institute of Agrarian Reform). Ask the "guajiros" if

tliey think tliedr conditions have improved and you will see that
they will not think so, in spite of the "brain wash" operation tried
to be accomplished by the government -of Guevara and Castro."

5) Dr. Artime: And . . . Russia?
"Russia will try for sure to take advantage from the Cuban

tragedy; they are using our country in their campaigns throughout
Latin America. However, Cuba is for them just a political piece
for the world control that will be sacrified if necessary. I really do
not believe that Russia will provoke an atomic war because of
our country."

We end this interview recalling the attention of our brothers
and friends of America, in relation to the urgent necessity of
fighting a crusade against the totalitarian regime of Cuba. Thia
is a fight to save the hemisphere, and nobody can be absant.

The world must know too, now before it is tod late, that at
the ver>^ moment that YOU READERS sit back to enjoy this
newspaper, hundreds of Cubans are exposing their lives flgfating
the monster within the Island. Nobody has the right or Hie privi-
lege to look with indifference to them and to the Cuban case. The
treason of Castro is in reality a question of honor to

Underprivileged May Laugh
But Those Who Swing .4 .

.

i 'dig jazz! $2500 worth of

records at home will attest to

that. It swings. Don't let any-

body kid you. If it doesn't swing,

it's not jazz. I believe in it, in

my own simple way, not merely

as a form of entertainment nor

as an escape from the current

garbage, but as

a true art form,

a piece of
Americana ; and

I didn't have to

read Down Beat

to learn to feel

that way. My
passion for it

_ , . gives me wierd
^awacki j^^^g sometimes,

I guess, and I waver in my con-

victions about it sometimes,

maybe because of human frailty.

Maybe . . .

I won't waver for a loner time

now, because I've met a genius.

The unprivileged will laugh at

what I'm about to write, but

those that swing will under-

stand. Now, a genius doesn't

come along every year. Maybe
it's a poor analogy, but consider

baseball. The past 20 years have
produced many worthy players,

but only Musial and Williams

bore the stamp of greatness.

Jazz hasn't had a genius since

1943 when "Fats" Waller died,

and unfortunately "Fats" never

completely blossomed because he

listened to the conformists, who

by Joe Zawaciti to their search lay in the old

^ , J Basic rccordint^s of the 1939-
just wanted to be entertained.

40-3. Considered one of the great
Jon Hendricks won't make that

est groups assembled, this band
mistake. To parapharso John-

j^^ ^^ ^^j^^,^j ^^^gj^j^^^^j^^.^
.son. he realizes that the pur-

,^^.^j ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^„^ ^(_.^^^.

pose of Jazz IS to mstruct whiUv ^^ -^j^^.^ ^^,^ schools. Finally,
entertaming.

j
j^^^ convinced Jon and with

Jon Hendricks?
j

the former's arranging talents

Many of ytu won't know who
I

and the latter's poetic pen, the

Jon Hendricks is, let alone what
he does. Statistically, he is one

of three, a vocal group which

in less than three years has

stood even the mo.st hardened

buffs on their ears. The groups,

as Jon puts it, is named, "Lam-
bert, Hendricks, and Ross for

no other reason than that's

who wc are! And so that your

understanding of our name will

gain more clearance, if you dig

what I mean, our name describes

the order of our appearance on

the scene."

What sets this group so far

apart from the others? Jon says.

"Music is the sound that the

Universe makes s:oing about its

rotating and vibrating."

The careers of L-H-R are dedi-

cated to this belief and all their

son?s have something to say.

sort of a slice of life with voices.

The whole gig started when
Jon asked Dave Lambert, a vet

from the big band era, to do a

vocal arrangement of the Jimmy
Guiffre classic, "Four Brothers."

seed had been planted.

KsHential Feeling

Creed Taylor, of ABC-Para-
mount, promised a recording

date and Jon set to work writing

lyrics to the great Basic origin-

als, and what a beautiful set

they were. But they weren't out

of the woods yet. The 12 exper-

ienced singers who comprised the

Dave Lambert Singers (the

original name) didn't have

"that essential feeling" neces-

sary to give full realization to

the songs. However, one of the

12, a red-headed doll named
Annie Ross, did know and feel

what was going on and the rec-

ord date was salvaged. The rest

is history. Basic liked them so

much that he invited them to

do an album with his band on

Roullette. Now, they are under

contract to Columbia and with

their travelling group, the Ike

Isaacs trio, they have already

released two albums. The latest

comprising the works of one

Ehike Ellington is the best yet

Dave's belief was that the key to these cars and it will be hard

Dave Lambert, Annie Kosk, Jon llehdrit ks

to top it. 2 to 1, though, that:^
Hendricks will do it. W

Bom some 39 years ago, the |
seventh son of nine children of '

an American Methodist Minis-
; i

ter, Jon Hendrick's background
: \,'

and family life seems to have

been the major force behind

what has now become one of

the major voices in Jazz. But
j

The Villanova Chapter of the

Jon, as mentioned is more than Intercollegiate Conference on

ICG
o
1'

V
I
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h

A
\
o
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A
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a voice in Jazz. He is, in every

respect, a poet and a genius.

"Doubting Thomases" are here-

by referred to his narration on

George Russell's "New York"

album for better proof than I

could ever offer.

(Continued on Page 9)

IBM

WILL

INTERVIEW
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Candidates for Bachelors or Masters Degrees

are invited to discuss opportunities in:

Marketing and Sales

Engineering and Science

This is a unique opportunity to find out about

the many career opportunities at IBM. The

IBM representative can discuss with you typ-

ical jobs, various training programs, chances

for advanced education, financial rewards,

and company benefits— all important factors

that affect your future.
. ,

SOME FACTS ABOUT IBM

An Unusual Growth Story: IBM has had one of

the exceptional growth rates in industry. It

has been a planned growth, based on ideas

and products having an almost infinite appli-

cation in our modern economy.

Diverse and Important Products: IBM devel-

ops, manufactures and markets a wide range

of products in the data processing field. IBM

computers and alln jcts play a vital

role in the operations of business, industry,

science, and government.

Across-the-Country Operations: Laboratory

and manufacturing facilities are located in

Endicott, Kingston, Owego, Poughkeepsie

and Yorktown, N. Y.; Burlington, Vermont;

Lexington, Ky.; San Jose, Calif.; Bethesda,

Md.; and Rochester, Minn. Headquarters is

located in New York City with sales and serv-

ice offices in 198 major cities throughout the

United States.

The Accent is on the Individual: No matter

what type of work a person does at IBM. he

is given all the responsibility he is able to

handle, and all the support he needs to do
his job. Advancement is by merit.

The areas in which IBM is engaged have an
unlimited future. This is your opportunity to

find out what that future has to offer you.

Call or stop in at your placement office to ar-

range an appointmr ^ with the IBM repre-

above. If you cannot
te or call the manager

sentative for the do
attend an interview.

of the nearest IBM cr.ice:

Mr. R. A. Bennett. Branch Ma
IBM Corporation, Dept. 882
230 South 15th Street

Philadelphia 2. Pa.

Kl 5-7700

*ier

IBM You naturally have a better chance to grow with a growth company.

Government is an organization

devoted to the study and discus-

sion of the problems facing the

local, state, and national govern-
ments.

John McAteer, a Senior. Poli-

tical Science major is the ICG
chairman. Dr. Fred Khouri, as-

sociate Professor of the Histor>'

and Political Science Depart-
ment, is the moderator.

This year the ICG has for its

topic, the government of the

State of Pennsylvania. To de-

velop this topic involves a great
deal of work on the part of the
individual member. Research on
a particular pha.se of Uie state

government must be done. Then
after acquiring some knowledge
of his subject, the member must
prepare a model bill which he
presents to the club for debate.
This requires the member to be
able to speak before an audience
and at the .same timQ be able to

defend his bill. > v

Widespread Organixaiioii

The activities already men-
tioned only involve the ICG as
it operates here on campus.
However, the ICG is a statewide
organization which exi.sts on ap-
proximately forty college cam-
puses throughout the state. On
the state level the ICG is divided
into five regions. Villanova is a
member school of the Southeast
Region. OUier schools in this

region are the University of
Pennsylvania. Dre.xel. Rosemont,
Immaculata. Br>n Mawr, West
Chester, and PMC.

During this semester re;>re-

.sentatives of the colleges in tliis

region will hold a one day mock
convention at one of the local

chapters. At the convention the
bills prepared by Villanova stu-

dents will be in competition with
the bills prepared at other col-

leges. After much parliamentary
debate in committee meetings
'iit^ hills which survive will bo
pri'sented to the assembled dele-

gates meeting in general session.

Another phase of the regional

convention is Uie electing of a
Speaker who will preside over

the general session and who will

be the region's candidate for

Speaker at the three day ICG
state convention which will be

hold in Harrisburg during tlio

second week in Ai)ril.
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Valentine's Day For Birds

Penny Dreadful Now Vogue

.f •'1

Li Val«n'tlne'i Day for th«
blrda? Until a couple of hun-
dred years ago» moet folks

would have said yes—they clung

to a very ancient belief that

birds choose their mates for the
year on February 14.

Shaky as this theory ls» Val-

entine's Day has always tempted
lovebirds to go out on a limb.

The expense of gifts and rhym-
ed wweet talk has been the least

of It—in 18th century England,

the girl's father considered a
Valentine equivalent to a pro-

posal of marriage.

tt*Mixt^U/ft,J t^uiitniii/t^t^fifitttifi^tt^^f <

Even riskier, perhaps, was the

Valentine "card" of 2,000 years
ago—a scrap of folded paper
with a girl's name written in-

side. The boy who plucked that

name out of a hat box waa con-

sidered the young lady's eiweet-

heart for the year.

This "love lottery," popular
in ancient Rome, is still played
as a party game by some British

boys and girls. Other romantic
gamblers in England and Amer-
ica preferred to pick ac their

Valentines the first girls they
encountered on February 14,

sealing the bargain by klaaing
the "flivt^net."

First Valenttne

Yet, oddly enough, the man
who originally oifered himself
as a Valentine had nothing so
romantic in mind. St. Valentine
was a young Roman martyred
for refusing to give up Christi-
anity. He died in 270 A.D. on
Febmary 14—the very day that,

by coincidence, had traditional-
ly been devoted to the love kxt-

teries and to fine-feathered
friendship. •

According to legend, he left a
farewell note for the jailer's lit-

tle daughter, who befriended
him in prison, and signed it

"from your Valentine."
For centuries thereafter,

"from your Valentine" meant
friendship—and nothing more

—

when affixed to a note or gift on
February 14 to commemorate the
kindly spirit of St. Valentine.
But by 1400 the phrase was ap-
pearing on romantic hand-made
cords as well.

From there it was an easy
step—not even a lover's leap-
to the first commercial Valen-
tines, already selling In England
by 1800. American publishers
got into the act about 1840, and
by 1867 hearts were beating
fnater in card-publishing circles
at the news that three million
Vnlentines had been sold in the
U. S. that year at prices ranging
from three cents to tlilrty dol-
lars apiece. In 1961 an estim-
ated 000 million Valentines will
be exchanged, or roughly 2.8 per
American! '

"Penny Dretdfuls"

Admhtedly, not all of the
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senders or receivers will be love-

struck. Along with the recent

debut of the Valentine for

Mother, Father, Sister, Cousin
and Aunt, the comic Valentine

is wisecracking more cynically

and successfully than ever.

Nearly half the Valentines ex-

changed this Februeury 14 will

express such tender sentiments

as the 1060 classic which an-

nounced, "It's Leap Year, so

I'm going to come right out and
ask you—could you fix me up
with one of your good-looking
friends?

It's not a new trend—"penny
dreadfuls and "vinegar" Valen-

tines," so insulting they had t6

be sent anonymously, were pop-

ular about 100 years ago. Long
before that, though, Valentine-

senders had noted the relative

merits of honey and vinegar

—

and even the sweet-talkers had
concluded that sweet talk was
not enough.

Gifts have always been tra-

ditional. In the 15th century a
pair of gloves was the standard
Valentine's Day token (symbol-
izing, perhaps, the value of a
bird in hand?) An apple or or-

ange, tagged with an appropri-

ately juicy love note and tossed

through the window of a girl

who hadn't yet been spoken for,

was a popular Valentine in

Shakespeare's day. In our time,

L'Aimant holds Interest for the

purveyor and poet alike. But

only the heartless could object

to that.

Chairman Requssts

Student Awareness
(Continued from Page 2)

Proper action everywhere,
from the Pie Shoppe to the
classroom, DeLlsa explained, is

one way to alter the present
state of affairs. Pride in person-
al appearance, attention in class,

and a proper regard for the
property of the University and
of others, are other methods.

"I don't mean to sound like a
sixth grade schoolteacher," he
concluded, "nor do I mean to
say that the student body is the
only group with an obligation
to act. It's obvious that changes
are essential, that action is need-
ed. Someone has to start the
ball rolling. It might as well
be us."

CONCEPT Magazine

Fulfills Great Nesd

(Continued from Psge 6)

the elements of their scholastic

education with everyday prob-
lems. All three schools are rep-

resented in the material so far

received, again emphasizing the
diversity of subject matter. All

in all, CONCEPT magazine is al-

most assured of a permanent
place among the other Univer-
sity publications.

In aummaticm, then, we muat
acknowledge the good work of
those who are actively engaged
in demonatrating Villanova*a

student talent and make a final

appeal to the interested "unpro-
ductive dissenters:'* to take a
more positive role on the cam^
pus.

Abraham Lincoln-
Facts And Fallacies

Two popular myths concern-

ing Abraham Lincoln's Gettys-

burg Address have gained cre-

dence through the years. One
such story claims that Lincoln

wrote the now famous speech on

an old piece of wrapping paper

with a borrowed pencil itub

while on the train /rom Wash-

ington to Gettysburg. Another

tale it has that the address was

not composed until Lincoln

reached the home of his Gettys-

burg host. Colonel David Wills.

Here are some interesting facts

on this subject. The Library of

Congress has both a preliminary

address and the battlefield copy

of the Gettysburg Address. Com-
parison oif the two copies reveal

corrections on the battlefield

copy. Indicating previous prepar-

ation of the preliminary address.

Mr. Noa Brooks, one of Abraham
Lincoln's secretaries, was told

by the President several days be-

fore the dedication date that the

speech already was written and

that what he had ready to say

was, "rtiort, short, short."

Jon Hendricks For

Those Who Swing
(Continued from Page 7)

His goals are numerous, yet

one. He wants to spread tlie

word of the joys of life and he

will use any medium to do it.

Someday, he would like to do a

Jazz opera (not as improbable

as it may sound), as well as

concerts, TV, Broadway, etc. It

is indicative of the man that he

will probably accomplish his

goals. Recognition may not be

as Bwift, but I gathered the im-

pression that this won't hurt

him too much.

Jon seems to have unbounding

faith in the ultimate triumph of

goodness and embraces the be-

liefs of all religione. That he

cand find life in every song was

evident the night on the band-

stand when he said, "Our next

song is by Slim Gaillard, who
speaks 7 languages fluently.

It's entitled "Cement Mixer,

Putty, Putty". And believe it or

not, they made just like cement

mixers . . . and they swung. The

unprivileged will laugh, but

those who swinsr

.

. *

Princeton Speaker
(Continaied from Page 2)

and 22. The general topic will

be the significant developments

in Modern Europe affecting the

traditional relationship between

Church and State. "The basic

purpose," asserted Dr. Hartman,

"is to develop an association be-

tween the undergraduate majors

and oustanding scholars in order

to inspire us to better scholastic

efforts within the academic com-
munity."
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Impale V8 (Avertible Impale V8 Sport Sedan Impale V8 Sport Coupt

:

Bel Air V8 4-Door SedanImpale V8 2-Door Seden
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JET-SMOOTH
CHEVROLETS

PRICED
1 wL#WW liiHil^

than cmnpeHtive
models III ^

very one off the II Chtvrolets you see

hero is prieod lower than eomparablo
|

eompotltlvo models.* Proof off how easy j

It Is to m s Chovy Into your budget. And
j

every model gives you Chovy'e Jet-
|

smooth ride and doiens

off other onglneerlno and

styling advsntagos you

can't find In anything

else selling at anywhere

J

near the money.
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'Beeed on e comperlaon of manufecturere'

aussaated retell prieea (Includlns Pederel tea) for

modela with 118-Inch whealbaae or ebove
:

J

Perkwood Six 4-Door S-Peieenger Stetlon Wagon
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:
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:

Parkwood V8 4-Door 9-Pastangar Station Wagon

Brookwood Six 4-Ooor S-Paiaenfer Stetion Wigon BrooMvood VB 4-Ooor 6-Peiiengar Station Wagon

See the new OievroUt cars, Chevy Corvairt and the new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer*s
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Mosqu« If Pastpontd
Mr. Richard A. Duprey, Chair-

man of the Theater Department
has announced the postponement
of the Belle Masque's second pro-
duction of the year, "The Match-
maker," until April 6 to April

9. The production was originally

scheduled to run from March 15
to 19.

The inability to rehearse dur-
ing the recent inclement weath-
er is the reason for the post-
ponement. The cast Includes Don
Murphy, John McGarry and
Joann Dynakowski of ViUanova,
and Donna Rago of Immaculata.

This comedy by Thorton Wild-
er was a Broadway success, and
Vasey Hall Auditorium will be
the scene of the Belle Masque's
presentation.

NROTC Men At Pensacola

VU Offielalt at Cenf.
Rev. Joseph J. Gildea, OSA,

Vice President for Academic Af-
fairs; Rev. Louis A. Rongione,
OSA, Dean of the Graduate
School; Dr. John I. McEnemey,
Assistant to the Vice President
of Academic Affairs and Dr.
Albert Buford, Assistant Dean
of the Graduate School, will rep-
resent the Universirty during the
Sixteenth National Conference
on Higher Education in Chicago,
March to March 8.

NFCCS Offers Tripe
Gene Felch, Senior Delegate

of NFCCS, announced that
NFOCS is offering five travel

programs for the 1961 summer
vacation. These tours vary in

length from 34 to 67 days in

Europe and between 700 and
1300 dollars all inclusive charges.

The schedule is co-ordinated
to include visits to all the note-
worthy sights and allots time
for individual exploration or for
relaxation and rest. Any wor-
ries with language difficulties,

schedules, or foreign monies are
aHl taken care of by NFCCS.
The groups are open to men

and women between the ages of
17 and 25 with the student elect-

ing either air or sea for his trip

over to Europe depending on hi.

own particular preference.

Further information concern
ing the tours may be obtainei
in the Student Council Office on
the second (floor of Dougherty
Hall from Gene Felch, John 91
mone, Peggy McConniek or any
other member of a committee
by requesting a detailed laro

chure.

Low Prof on WRCV-TV
Thomas J. O'Toole, Vice Dean

of the Villanova School of Law
and Chairman of its Institute
of Church and State, will par-
ticipate in a televised panel pro-
gram over station WRCV-TV on
Saturday evening, February 18,
beginning at 9:30 p.m. This will

be part of the National Broad-
casting Company's program
"The NaUon's Future."

Exam Change
(Continued from Page 1)

USN, in the absence of Captain
John E. Boyle, commanding of-

ficer of the NROTC unit, said,

"The proposed system would
place more of a premium on
basic knowledge and daily work,
but to be practical we all have
to realize that students always
find it necessary to cram for final
exams, and this would be detri-

mental to them." He added that
he feels the only way to admin-
ister a fair final examination is

to give it to all the boys at once,
so that they all get the same
test. He added rhetorically,

"Why change from a system
where there is only one problem,
conflicts, to a system where there
would be many?"

Dr. Lowery, of the Biology
Department, is in agreement
with Commander Frasier, add-

ing, that it is easier on the stu-

dent to "get it over with."

The students interviewed were
not quite sure of what the pro-

posal would mean. They maked
for public elaboration on the

topic ibefore committing them-
selves. The administration is

wsfoomlng all opinions on the
part of faculty and students

which should be mddrsssed to the
offles of the Vice President for

. yUl?T2 ™V*^'*'^» ^ *" *"• ••••mWe for tbe camera during a three^Uy sojourn at Pen-

•^.x ^r^^J*i5^ A*'
Station. Accompanied by Rev. Edward jlenkins, OSA, Dr. Frank 3Ianno.

and Lt. Robert Zetnaltis, USN, the NBOTO members left Willow Grove Naval Air Station on Januar^
Z5, returned to V.U. after flight training and demonstrations on January 28. (u s Navy Ph(,to)

Story from Life

When does a man make the most important
decision of his business career? When G. M.
Oldham graduated from college in 1927 he
could not have foreseen that his joining a
Pennsylvania public utility would be that
''most important decision.'^ No crystal ball
could have told him that his decision then
would lead to his present position as super-
intendent of the world's first fiill-scale atomic
power station devoted exclusively to civilian
needs. But he did know that joining the
propessive electric industry in Pennsylvania
could mean a bright and rewarding career.

One Man's

Career

:M with SWk
Pennsylvania

Eiectric Utiiity

The first refuehng in the United States of a large-scale nuclear
station took place under Oldham's supervision and presented
novel problems. Shown above during the refUeling process
is the fuel assembly extractor crane, at the top of the photo,
removmg a spent fuel element from the reactor.

PENNSYLVANIA is ons of the leading statM in the
nation in the development of atomic power

generation. This field opens many new challengee f6r
engineering graduates, including those whose spedal
interests are physios, mathematici and chemistry.
Before you make that important decision -which
industry you will join -talk with your placement
counselor and electric utility representatives about
the opportunities for graduates in Pennsylvania's
electric industry. For more information write to:
P.E.A., State Street Building, Harrisburg, Pa.

S A

Shippingport Atomic Powv Station first produosd
power on Dsosmbsr 18, 1067. Ths data wss a mils-
stons for ths stomic snsrgy mogram, ths slsotric
industry . . . and for G. M. Oklham who, throu|^
his work in sn slsctric utility, hss bsooms ons of uie
leading autboritiss in ths nation on ths nuolsar rsaotor.

PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION
SI Independtnt, Immtor-Own^

Bkgtrie Companka of Pannayioania
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Injury-Ridden Mile Relayers Longshots Friday

t

f

ik ^

by Mlk«

Villanova'a injury-riddled mile

relay team will be cast in tlie

unfamiliar role of underdogs

Friday night at the New York
A. C. Games in Madison Square

Garden.

Last year in this race the

crack fousome of Otie Drayton,

Nick DeAngelis, Joe Manion, and

Bob Raemore erased the pre-

vious meet of 3:17.9, in blazing

to a 3 :17.0 victory. This quartet

is on hand again this year but

Raemore is nursing a weak arch.

In addition, an alternate starter

on Jumbo Elliott's six-man four,

Bobby Coffin, injured his heel in

a 50 yard hurdles race at the

Recreation Club meet last week.

He probably will not be available

for Friday night's competition.

Raemore A Possible Entry

Raemore has not been ruled

hors de combat yet. His status

will not be known until shortly

before the meet, according to as-

sistant coach Jim Tappeny.

"K Raemore is not able to run,

though, DeAngelis will not run

in both the mile and two mile

relays as he did in the Inquirer

Games, since they'll be run back
to back." Tuppeny explained.

He was referring to the ver-

satile senior's "double" In the

Inquirer Charities meet last Fri-

day night at Convention Hall.

DeAngelis led off the two mile

relay by yielding only a few
yards to Manhattan's John Cor-

ly. About 45 minutes later Nick
came back to anchor the mile

relay team, losing out to Morgan
State's Lawson Smart because of

a first turn jostle.

Poetic Justice

Poetic justice dicated the vic-

Donahu*

tory of Morgan State with

Smart, running second, had the

misfOi c of falling on the first

turn; thus the Baltimoreans

were forced to withdraw from
the race thereby assuring a Vil-

lanova victory. Ironically
enough, the 'Cato, who set a
meet record of 3:20.3 — which
Morgan State missed last week
by 0.2 seconds — were anchored

by Raemore.

The only win turned in by a
Villanovan was Frank Budd's
win in the 50 yard dash. Budd,
undoubtedly the class of ttie in-

door crop of sprinters, bested

Morgan State's Paul Winder by
a yard in 5.3 seconds. It was
the Sheehan Olympian's fourth
consecutive indoor triumph.

The most pleasant surprise of

the evening for Elliott and Tup-
peny was the outstanding show-
ing of the two mile relayers. In
finishing second to world record
holder Manhattan, the 'Cat four-

some of DeAngelis, Jerry Hac-
kett, Jon Dante, and Pat Nicas-
tro knocked 2.1 seconds off the
Inquirer meet record in posting

a 7:40.7. The Jaspers' winning-
time was 7.39.5.

Hammock Nipped

Other Blue-White participants

in the Annenberg track spectac-

ular were Charlie Hammock, Pat
Traynor, Rolando Cruz, Leon
Pras, Al Jackman, and Vic

Zwolak.

Hanmiock won four qualifying

races in the 50 yard high hurdles

and then was placed fourth in

a finish in which he was separ-

ated from winner Dick Emrberg-

er by less than half a yard.

CHEMICAL GRADUATES

Mn expanding, diversified
chemical organization offers
outstanding opportunity and
responsibility to qualified young
men at ail degree levels in Chem-
istry and Chemical engineering.

raining through orientation

and on the job assignments as-

sist the newer members of our
technical staff to adjust rapidly

to the amazing and stimulating

world of industrial chemistry.

ooking to the future while con-

quering the present is the theme
of the company from the new
$4 million Tech Center in Wil-

mington, to the laboratory and
production facilities in 11 states,

to the smallest sales office*

dvancement on merit, Inter-

esting projects, good salaries

and a planned program of man-
agement development %nll all

please the man on his way to a
career in a dynamic compaiiy.

ee your placement officer now
to make an appointment with

our representative who will visit

your compus on Morch 10. 1961
to discuss your carttr oppor*
tunities with—

ATLAS
Powder Compoay
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Swimmers Lose To LaSalle

To Even Season's Record

Frank Bndd is a blazing blur as he seems to pull up Just short of the wire in tlie Invi-
tation 50 yard dash at the Inquirer Charities meet last Friday. The Sheehan Olympian's fourth
consecutive indoor sprint win was elTectod at the expense of Paul Winder (center), Ed Collymoro
(rear), and Jonas SpiegeL Photo by Mike Pastor.

by Matt

Despite near-perfect perform-

ances from Milce Powers and
Don Reed, and the encouraging

support of a paclced gallery of

•)arti8ans, Villanova's varsity

mermen dropped a 56-39 decision

to the LaSalle College swimmers
ast Wednesday night in the

Pield House pool.

As is often the case in a swim-
ming meet, the seemingly over-

whelming score belies the ex-

citement and closeness of the

contest. Villaoiova entered the

meet with a 3-3 record, with

wins over Rutgers, Lafayette

and Fordham, while LaSalle

boasted a more impressive 3-1

standing.

However, adl

formances were
before the first event got under-

way. Everyone knew and un-

derstood that previous perfonn-

anoes did not mean much when
Villanova and LaSalle entered

an athletic conteat.

Explorers Take Early Lead
Led by Neal McDonnell and

previous per-

forgotten long

Mont
Tom Duffy, LaSalle kept Villa-

nova out of the winner's column

through the first four events and

built up a conmfiandmg 23-11

lead. Al Nenoetti and George

Robertson turned the tide in the

diving event with a 1-2 sweep

Nencetti's perormance, with a
59.98 totai, was his best per-

formance.

Powers, after losmg to La-

Salle's Herb Trefferson by a

hairbreadth in the 50-yd. free-

style, came back to whip the

same man by almost five yards

in the 100-yd. event with a
0.54:6 clocking. This was also

a season's best for Powers.

In the 440-yd. freestyle an-

other repeat performoinoe saw

Villanova's Ed Brier £aoe his

conquerora in the 220-yd. event.

TraiJiing LaSalle's Duffy for 15

laps. Brier put on a tremendous

surge of energy for the last 100

yards to win hi the reoord-'break-

ing time of 5.06:5.

Ilevnd Mftfeourf

Writer Picks All Americans
HIGHLIGHTS OF A MONTH

OF ROUNDBALL: OR. WHEN
DOES SPRING TRAINING
START? It's about that time of

year when everybody and his

cousin starts picking his Ail-

American team, so not to be out-

done, this comer would like to

start out the 2nd semester with

its own limited version. With the

Palestra schedule being what it

is, we liad to make a few trips

to the Garden to find some of the

top ballplayers in the land but

the results seem noteworthy.

Prom where we sat, we liked:

Jerry Lucas, Ohio State; Tom
Stith, St. Bonaventure; Bill Mc-
Gill, Utah; Chet Walker, Brad-

ley ; Roger Kaiser, CJeorgfia Tech.

Not having seen the likes of

Dischinger, Bellamy, Rudomct:

kin, et al, our scope is under-

standably limited. Ironically,

none of the fine players' teams
could l>e induced to travel tlic

extra 90 miles to play in the

Palestra. Why?
While we're in a mood for pre-

by Joa Zawacki

dictions, watch for the Bonnies,

Ohio State, and Bradley to read
the NCAA finals with the Bon
nies revenging thier earlier loss

to State. Don't scoff, unless

you've seen both teams play.

An ironic note in the Tempk
upset by NYU last month. Back-

courtman Ray Paiprocky, of the

Violets, playing with a cast on

his wrist, gave an exhibition of

passing with the one good hand
that most players can't accomp-
lish with two . . . When a club

is loaded in the backcourt, the

defense generally is aimed at

stopping the smaller men, often

at the expense of leaving one of

the big men alone. This bit of

strategy brought Temple a vic-

tory over LaSalle recently at the

Palestra but it cost Penn their

game with the Explorers. George
Freidrich broke the Quakers'

back with some fancy second

half shooting in the latter game
but neither he nor Joe Carey
could produce sufficiently against

Is your future up in the air?

As the communications needs of our. nation

become steadily greater and more complex,

the Bell Telephone System is continuing its

pioneer work in microwave by "taking to the

air" more and more to get the word across.

To this end. Western Electric— the manu-
facturing arm of the Bell System— has the

monumental taslc of producing a large part of

the microwave transmission equipment that

knits our country together by shrinking thou-

sands of miles into mere seconds.

In spite of its great teclmological strides,

the science of radio relay is a rapidly-changing

one. And new break-throughs and advances

are common occurrences. A case in point: owe

Ben System TH" Microwave Radio Relay.

This newest development in long-distance

telephone transmission will eventually triple

the present message-carrying capacity of exist-

ing loDg-haul radio relay installations. A full-

scale system of 6 woridng and 2 protection

channels can handle 11,000 telephone mes-
sages at the same time.

To make microwave work takes a host of

special equipment and components: relay

towers, antennae, waveguides, traveling wave-
tubes, transistors, etc. But just as important.

it takes top-caliber people to help us broaden

our horizons into such exciting new areas as

communication by satellites!

And microwave is only part of Western
Electric's opportunity story. We have— right

now—hundreds of challenging and rewarding

positions in virtually all areas of telephony,

as well as in development and building of

defense communications and missile guidance

systems for the Government.

So, if your future is "up in the air," you owe
it to your career to see "what's up" fgr you at

Western Electric.

\.,,-,

OpportuniriM cxiat for •Uctrkal,

trial, chril and chemical •miw—w, at «mI at pftfikal

tci«nc«, libarol arta, and hmimm» mmfjun. 9m mmt9
information, fo* yo«r copy of 'HRfoiloni BMlik and
Yoor Coroor" froM yowr MocommiiI OSmt. Or writo

195 Iroodway, Now YoHli 7, N. Y. And bo wro
WW m vVWffwrfl SiVCfrlC m^WWwfmWf WilVfl wllV

MM Sytff^M fmuwl/lim§ Horn vhils yovr unnpM.

MUNurACTuaiNO ANO tumT MMT or TM MU ITinM

Get these twelve great orjsjna! recordings-in one

\T LP album-for Ml and ten empty Lucky Strike packs!

Custom-pressed by Columbia for Lucky Strike-an album of unforgettable hits!

Principal RianufMtMring locations at Chicaco, III.; Kaamy, N. J.| Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolit, Ind.: MItntoivn and i^raldala, f%.\
Winston-SaloM. N. C.} Buffalo, N. Y.; North Andovtr, Klass.i Omaha, Ntb.; Kanui City, Mo.| Columbus, OhIO) OMahoma City, Okla.
EnfinooriNc ffaioarrti Cantor, Princeton, N. J. Teletype Corporation, Skokle, ill., and Little Bocli, Ark. Also Western Electric distrl-

cantora I* S3 cMas aod installation headquarters In 1« cities. Ooneral headquartersi 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

„

1*^ ^ .4 _i .

Look at this albumi Imagine these 12 great artists, great

hits together on one record! Here are the original record-

ings—magnificently reproduced by Columbia Record Pro-

ductions ($3.98 value). Never before have all these great

artists been brought together in one album! Never be-

fore have you been able to buy these great hits at such a

bargain price! To get your album, fill in and mail the

shipping label at right with $1.00 and ten empty Lucky

Strike packs to "Remember How Great," P. O. Box 3600,

Spring Park. Minnesota.

RIMIMBER HOW QRKAT CIQARCTTBS
USED TO TASTE? LUCKIES STILL DO

OTHC AMCniCAN TOBACCO CO.

packs top and boMDm— re-

move iaoer foil wrap—tear

pecks down side. mUm,
and aiaN «Hk $1.00 aod

To get "Remember How Great" album, enclose and mail $1.00 and 10

empty Lucky Strike packs, together with filled-in shipping label. Please

print clearly. Orders received after May 31, 1961, will not be honored. If

sending check or money order, make payable to "Remember How Great."

SHIPPING LABEL

"RemomtMr How Great"
P. O. Box 3600
Spring Park. Minnesota

TO
YOUR NAIME.

iraiNT vewa nami ncmd

STREET.

CITY .ZONE. .STATE.

Offer pood only in U. S. A. and Puerto Rico.

Temple to relieve the pressure

on Bob McAteer and Bill Rafterv

... In the same game, Mc-
Ateer hounded Bruce Dryadale

>f the Owls with near perfection

or 40 ihinutea yet Dryadale's

cored 30 with some jump shots

jhat even he didn't know he had.

West Virgina's Rod Thorn
ut on a sparkling two-^handed

jump shot exhibition against

3ur Wildcats that backed his

?laim for future All-American

honors, along with Diike hotshot

Heyman. However, the two
questionable technicals called

against George King will hardly

give us great treatment on our

next trip to West Virginia . . .

In the same game, what Phila-

delphia sportswriter was openly

viewed by many rooting for

West Virginia in their futile ftd

to overcome the Cats' lead? And
why???

Incidentally, the same ref

mentioned in the West Virginia

game had the fans on his ear

again in the Garden last week
when he worked the Manhattan-
Connecticut game . . . Connecti-

cut, by the way, has a 26 year

old backcourbman named George
Uhl. Like the 'Cats' Jim Hug-
gard, he likes to drive and ia

handy with the ball . . . The first

half of the Vlllanova-St. Joe
annual was the worst 20 minutes

of basketball that these eyes

have seen all winter. The tense-

ness of the Big 5 game disap-

peared noticably in the second
half. In the same game, Hubie
White led his team with a fervor

that should be seen in every
game by a player of his ability.

Easily his best performance of
the year.

How Thick Can you Be Dcp't?
. . . It's a wonder that someone
hasn't told those fans who de-

light in booing or rooting against

any of the other Big Five schools

that they are way off the mark.
I wonder if it has ever occurred
to these same children that

everytime a Villanovan beats a
West Virginian, a Temple beats a
Kentucky, or a St. Joe's beats a
St. John's that the whole Big
Five, collectively and individu-

ally, benefits.

Another genius is the guy
who, Saturday night, said that

St. Joe's Jack Egan is a gunner
and a bum. Teh! Teh! Imagine
being a gunner that night after

shooting only 11 for 20 and be-

ing a bum who has scored a
thousand points in his college

career.

Finally, it was a pleasure to

hear the ovation which Memphis'
Wayne Yates received upon foul-

ing out on Saturday night. Es-
pecially after hearing some of

the heckling he received after

having a healing cut reopened.
Yates Adapted

Incidentally, Yates proved his
mettle to this viewer when, after

tvio fine blocks by Hubie White,
he moved to the corner on orders
from Coach Bob Vanetta and dis-

played a beautiful touch for a
man of his proportions.

Had Canisius' Bill O'Comior
worked for his shots half as
hard last Wednesday in the sec-
ond half, he would have helped
his own cause as well as his
team's much more than he did.

Still on Saturday's game«
Memphis showed much poise in
dissipating the 'Cats' early lead,

despite many mechanical mis-
takes they made. Fortunately
for our side, Huggard's second-
half hot hand offset White's poor
night to keep us in the game.
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Irrepressible Hubie White glides between Merophlt State'e Wayne Yatei and Gene Wllfong
enroutt to a field goal Saturday night during the flrat half of the heartbreaker. Tuetday nlgbit»

despite White's 24 points and Jim Huggard*a career high of 80, the 'Cats careened to (belr Bbith

loss at Seton Hall.
Phete bv Bob Sharmor

Land of Dixie Is Scene For
Hopeful 'Cats "Must" Games

Villaoova's lone shot at a bid

from the National Invitational

Tournament lies south of tho
Mason-Dixon Line this week as

the 'Cats invade Dixie to tangle

with Wake Forest and North
Carolina State.

The Slumping Deacons of

Wake Forest will present the

opposition on Saturday at

Greensboro, N.C. Most recently

Wake Forest has suffered a
most disastrous losing streak in-

cluding back'to-back Atlantic

Coast Conference losses to Duke,
90-100, and North Carolina, 78-

93.

Last year the Demon Deacons

^Cats Clout Canisius Cagers,
Tumble To Taller Tigers

by Don
The past week fans saw the

tounuunent ambitions of the
Vllianova WildcaU rise to the
heights and then fall back Into

what is now almost o4)llvion.

Last Wednesday the 'Cats

turned on the gas In the final 11
minutes and left a good Oanlslus
club In their wake, while enroute
to a 108-77 win.

Saturday night the 'Cats gave
their all against a tall hot shoot-

ing Memphis State team that hit

when it counted often enough to

win, 78-74.

Against Canisius the 'Cats

played just a little bit better

than they had to for the first 29
minutes. Then with the score 63-

ft9, Vllianova, the Severancemen
were ignited by a spark that un-

leashed the might of the Main
Line arsenal. When the dust
settled, they were the impres-

sive winners over a good club.

Hubie White and Tom Galia led

the hot-shooting Main Liners.

White had a Palestra seMon
high of 34 ; sophomore Oalla hit

8 for 10 from the floor to wind
up with 18 big markers.

Co-captains Jim Huggard and
Rich Kamlnskl led the nets for

17 apiece while Hug added 10
assists to an already sharp ex-

hibition.

Soph BUI O'Connor was Can-
isius big gun with 21 points In

the first half. His perfonnance

was somewhat muffled when
coach Severance switched the

'Cats to a man to man defense

at the start of the second half.

Hubie White played O'Connor

close and held him to nine points,

most of which came on tap-4ns

after the verdlot was sealed. Kit

84 polnU tied a Paleftra seaaon
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Grove

high for visiting players.

The 'Cats shot a hot 55.9%
for the game. The most hearten-

ing thing about the whole per-

formance was the use of a man-
to-man defense which is condu-
cive to a running game than a

zone. This will be employed a
lot from now on by the small

Wildcats who must run to win.

Memphis State, one of the blg-

srent aggregations to grace the
Palestra hardwood for a while,

was Just too big and smart for

the ViUanovans Saturday nlglit.

The Tigers, recipients of the

first NIT bid, moved in front by
six points at halftlme and stay-

ed there despite Hug's 20 point

second half spree.

Wayne Yates, a 6-8 behe-

moth, who's been running into

foul trouble all year, exhibited

how a big man should play as

he hit alternately from in close

and outside for 26 points. His

worth didn't end there, however.

as he cleared the boards 23

timet.

The 'Cats pulled up close once

early in the second half, 51-49.

The tourney-bound Tigers seem-
ed to look over their shoulders

and put on that little extra burst

that makes a good team.

The 'Oats never gave up even

after Memphis State broke their

hearts with two 10 point flurries.

For the second straight game
Vllianova played man-to-man. As
in the Canisius game it worked
well. The overall height advant-

age that gave the Tennesseans
a decided edge on both boards
plus Yates' hot hands were the

Hub's poor night from the floor

(4-20) and you have Saturday's

story.

romped to a 89-70 victory over
Vllianova as Len Chappell pour-
ed in 20 and Billy Packer 26
as sophs In a game at Winston-
Salem.

Chappell Only A Junior
Chappell, a sure-fire Ail-

American, was a unanimous pick
as center on the All-A.C.C. team
last year. The massive 6-8, 240
pound Junior averaged 17.4 ppg
and grabbed off an average of
12.5 rebounds per game last lea-
son.

Packer, a 6-11 guard, who
averaged 13.0 ppg, teams up with
Alley Hart, 6-11, to give the
Deacons an excellent backcourt
duo.

Fiery coach, Horace "Bones"
McKlnney, also has 6-6 Bill Fen-
nell, 6-8 Jerry Steele, and 6-3

Tom McCoy returning from last

year's Dixie Classic champion-
ship team.

When Vllianova makes a re-

turn flight south to oppose North
Carolina State, an Alexander,
Severance coached Wildcat team
will meet Everett Case's Wolf-

pack for the last time brought
about by the announced retire-

ment of Severance.

Wolfpack Unpredictable
N. C. State has been an un-

predictable team this year but
upset a good Duke team Febru-
ary 7 for a big A.C.C. victory.

Earlier this season In the Dixie
Classic, the Wildcats used a
superior comeback, being down
17 points at the half, to upend
the host team in the tourney,
82-73.

Veteran coach Case's team
features 6-6 Philadelphia senior

Bob DlStefano who averaged
12.7 ppg. and 9.7 rpg. Captain
Stan Niewlerowskl 6-4 senior

and Anton Muhlbauer 6-2 Jimior,

both from Brooklyn, N.Y.
In the backcourt will probably

be Bob McCann 6-0 and Jon
Ed Sinbeck 6-3; and a^ added
board strength the Wolfpack
boasts 6-6 Bruce Hoadley and
6-6 Russ Marvel--all of whoa
are lettermen.

The game is scheduled for

next Thursday at ths William

Neal Reynolds Coliseum (cap.

12,400) home of the red and
white clad Wolfpack in Raleigh,

N.C.

Questions, Questions
IIMIIMlSMIIIMIIIIIIIIIlinillllMIIIIIIIBiaBSBIS^ ^y |y||||0 DMflhlia '

In the laaV few weeks three happenings on the Vllianova

athletic scene have occasioned the faring of many penetrating

and telllr<r questions at members of the athletic family by

outsiders*
"Does the appointment of Father Curran mean that

Vllianova will never agree to a Home-nnd-home series with

Montana State. ?" wondered a Butte alumnus, iniefully.

"Is It true that the disappointing showing by the basket-

ball team to date means that the school will drop the sport

pnd replace It with j'al alai?," a Honolulu grad queried, hope-

fully.

Agostini Indictment

"Alluding to the Agostini indictment of Villanova's

"shamateurish practices," is there any truth to the rumor
that Ron Delanv came to Vllianova only because Jim Tuppeny
promised him the use of his private United Airlines DC-7 to

fly home on alternate Wednesdays?," stormed an official of

Eastern Airlines, pletlstlcally.

If "outsiders" can take such an avid Interest In Villa-

nova's internal athletic affairs leave us, too, wax Inquis-

itive.

Whatever happened to G. David Schine?
Wouldn't Bernie Chavls increase the effectiveness of his

jump shot If he 1) didn't "telegraph" it by taking a long step

and then turning his Ixjdy l)efore releasing it, and 2) drove
more as he did so successfully as a freshman. Wouldn't such
improvement coupled with his fantastic ability to position

himself for rebounds make him the sorely needed third all-

around thrept in the 'Cat lineup?

Musn't Richie Kaminski's twisting layup in the St. Joe's

game make him the eou8l of TaSalle's Bobby McAteer when
it comes to body control shots ?

Whatever happened to Henry Cabot Lodge?
Didn't Sports Illustratcd's failure to consult the people

at Vllianova impugned by Mike Agostini in his "expose" of

"shamateurish" track practices lower the prestige value of

SI and not the prestige value of IWessrs Elliott and Tupoeny
and Vllianova athletics in general? If SI had taken the effort

to cor)'oborate some of the phony sounding details of Agos-
tinl's disjointed lament and had they sought out the Villa-

nova coaches for their side of the story, would Agostinl's
confcHsion be unpublished today?

Whatever happened to Roy (Cut *n Shoot) Harris?
Doesn't the announcement by high school two-mller Diok

Hyland (St. Peters, Jersey City) that he leans toward Villa-

nova as his future loping grounds pi*ove that nothing succeeds
like consecutive indoor and outdoor IC4A crowns?

It also proves that the many extra-curricular hours de-
voted to creating an impressive image (not by under the table
grants In aid, SI notwithstanding) by Elliott and Tuppeny
pay-off by inducing boys of championship caliber to enroll

at V. U. Don't be surprised to see in addition to Hyland, two
of the countiy's top high-school-middle-distance runners at
Vllianova come next September.

Whatever happened to the Bauer Sisters?

r.s.

For the definitive essay on Coach Severance read Milton
Crpe's article in the January Issue of True Magazine. Unlike
other Severance scholars. Cope does not satisfy himself with
merely reprinting the text of one of our mentor's perorations.
Rather he probes into Severance's "modus operandi" regard-
ing coaching In all phases. In fact, it's downright enlighten-
ing. An intensive reading of Cope's masterpiece Is just liable
to result in many defections on the part of numerous Sever-
ance detractors, who in these days, ripe with strife, are be-
coming legion.

Whatever happened to Genghis Khan?

**Twoscore & Five Years Ago M
• • •

**As Oleero put It ... ". ezpotmds retiring mentor Al
Severanee at the Snortswrtter Luncheon last Thartdav aftemooo
at the Penn Sherwood hotel. Sports editor Jaek WUaon of tlia

PMIaidelpUa BULLETIN reflects on the Latin passage dted bf
the Silver Fox. Tnolced In Severance's left-hand poeket Is tlie first

oopy of the VILLANOVAK, which 'liroke'* the story of the ooaoh'sj

retlremiBtk

\
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Belle Meeque Seleete

'The MetGhmaker' For

April Preeentatlon
Thornton Wllder's 'The

Matchmaker" will be presented

by Belle Masque during the first

week in April. Director of the

play, Mr. Rlohard A. Duprey,

ohainnan of the Theatre Depart-

ment, has introduced new blood

to support the more experienced

thesplans in order to encourange

more participation in theatre.

Veteran Belle Masque, John

McOarry, is cast In the male lead

as Mr. Vandergelder. McOarry,

a senior here at Vllianova, sUr-

red in "The Country Olrl" last

November. The female lead will

be handled by newcomer Donna

Rago, a sophomore from Immac-

ulaU who has experience In

summer stock. Miss Rago is cast

as Mrs. Levi.

The other veteran players are

Jack Milton and Joanne Dyna-

kowskl. Newcomers In more

prominent roles are Immaculata

sophomores, Lois Leiden and

Patt Williams. The stage man-

ager for the spring production

is William Allard. His sUge

crew bhlef will be Mike D'Alonso.

Handling the publicity campaign

U Bill Frelnd.

New Bk>oders

The male "New-blooders" are

Pster Smith, Donald Murphy,

Bugene Corcoran, John Putre,

Paul Norton, Jim Brennan, and

Michael Ferrarra. Female new-

comers, all Vllianova nurses, are

Lorraine Blrkhols, Nina Di-

Joseph, and Kathleen Roos.

"The Matchmakers" conoenis

the merry adventures, or mis-

adventures, of two young clerks

who sneak away from their

counters at Vandergelder's Gen-

eral Store hi Yonkers for a day

In New York City. It will be held

hi Vasey Auditorium on the eve-

nings of April 6-0. .^ ^ ^ ,

Belle Masque president, Paul

Breen, had the following com-

ments: "This Is a show the

whole organisation is excited

about, and one we have been

waiting to do for a long time.

I am especially happy at the

turnout of new faces at audi-

tlons.

Varsity baseball coach

Arthur L. Mahan was ap-

pointed Director of Athletics

at Vllianova replacing Francis

X. Reagan, it was announced

yesterday by University ofll-

dais.

The release of Reagan "Is

no reflection of his ablUty to

do the Job," a University

Mpokesman said. "It came

about as part of the overall

policy adjustment He takes

with Wm the very best wishes

of the University."

mm
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*De Facto' Segregation

Exists In North — Maslow
by Mark F.

The Student Council held Its

first meeUng of the semester «i
Wednesday, February 13. The

meeting, highlighted by two

speeches, was further sparked

by discussion about the free day,

the proposed revision of the ex-

amination schedule, and the res-

ignation of Bob Scalla, former

Alumni RepresenUtive.

Bob DeUsa, ChaUman of the

Student Council, opened the

meeting with en unprecedented

"State of the Union" address in

whldh he called for greater unity

among the students, the faculty,

and the administration. He said

that the three groups ahould cul-

tivate a sense of awareness and

cooperation among them for

their mutual advancement.

Complete coverage of the

soeeoh was given In the preced-

Sg liiue of the VILLANOVAN
(Vol. 86, No. 14.)

Development Foundation

Following his talk, Ohsirman

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka, 08A, University PwjWen*'

listens M Vllianova Law Dean, Harold 0. Reuschleln (left) and

Win Maslow, Executive Director of the American '©wish Congress

discuss point of law prior to Maslow's appearance before l*w

Fo^m iMt Tuesday night, Feb. 21. 'Tubllc School Desegregatton

In S? North" was theVibJect of tho Neiv York lawyer's talk In

the iifth session of the Fonun.
^ .

March 17 Named Free Day

At "State of Union" Session
reality this year, weather per-

mitting, accordhig to Strasaella,

FUteen tickets will be issued lor

outdoor ceremonies but only

three, speoillcally designated,

can be used If the proceedhigs

take place Indoors.

(Continusd on Pag* S)

Sears Employee

Wills $150,000 To VU

For Student Loans

A icholarahlp fund for stu-

dents at Vllianova University Is

to be set up from the entire es-

tate of James L. Powers, a re-

tired employee In the paint divi-

sion of Sears Roebuck and Co.

The estate Is estimated for

probate at $150,000 In personal

property and $10,000 realty.

Powers, a bachelor who Uved

at 1978 W. Cheltenham Avenue,

- -
t.. * ,1, n^.4«m*n cWed January 22. He was W and

Following his talk, Ohsirman ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ years

DeLlsa introduced Clem Birch of "*^

the Vllianova Development "• *

Last Tuesday night. Will Mas-

low, prominent New York at-

torney and executive director of

the American Jewish Congress,

explored the problem of public

school segregation in the North.

Mr. Maslow cited sociologists'

statistics which conclude that

school segregation may be con-

sidered to exist when more than

ninety per cent of a student body

Is non-whdte. He stated that

there are several major cities In

the North to which this problem

Is present. Among these cities

are New York, Chicago, Los An-

geles, and Philadelphia.

Mr. Maslow declared that

"Hundreds of thousands more

Negro children living in North-

em cities attend segregated

schoods than go to segregated

schools In Southern metropolitan

areas."
Different Segregation

Attorney Maslow stated that

"the pratlces of segregation

that exist in the Korth ore quite!

different than those that exist

to the South." Maslow declared

that the practices used to bring

about and maintain segregation

to the North include gerrymand-

ering of school districts, aitol-

trary school-site selectioo, trans-

fer poiiodes, arbitrary policies of

school uUUsatlon, and "culpsible

inaction" of school boards in per-

mitting a school to become de-

"•KS^^illdes of "de facto"

segregation may be held unlaw-

ful, Mr. Maslow stated, "even

if the words 'race' or 'Negro* are

scrupuously avoided in ofUclal

declarations."
The United States Supreme

Court niltog that school segre-

gation "has a tendency to retard

the educational and mental de-

velopment of Negro children"

was not limited to segregation

Imposed by law," Mr. Maslow

^^nWicribed thwe methods

which could ibe used effectively

to ellmtoate "de facto" school

segregation In the North: the

"open enrollment policy", which

gives pupils the optton of trans-

ferring to schools outside the

Quinn, Jr.

neighborhood which have room

for thorn; the "Princeton plan",

which reclassifies schools so that

predomtoently white or Negro

schools would achieve genutoe

integration; and permissive buss-

tog, by which students from

over-crowded schools can be

transported to underutil-

ised schools. ^ ^ J,

"By breaking with the tradi-

tional requirement that children

attend schools In their neighbor-

hoods," Mr. Maslow declared,

"school boards have a unique op-

portunity to provide equal educa-

tion for all the children entrust-

ed to them."

R«d Creii Slood Drivt

Ths Wqyns Chaptsr of

ths Amsricon R«<i,Cro"J»

donation of whole blood by

Vlllonovon studsnts m
Alumni Hall Gym. In rsturn

ths itudsnti art being

Quarontssd complsts fu fill-

mtnt of thflr tntlrt fomll/i

blood ntfdi for onsytor.

Foundation. Blroh, a 1988 grad

uate of VlUamova, explained the

purpose and work of the Devel-

opment Foundation, which re-

cently moved its offices fromSu-

burban SUtion to Austin Hall.

He also outlined the Unlver-

slty's expansion In the past 15

years, Its method of fund-rais-

ing by means of the Develop-

ment Foundation, Its outstandtog

expenses, and some of the plans

for VlUanova's future.

Mr. Birch's talk was followed

by a questlon-and-answer period

from the Council floor.

Jim Strassella, Executive Vice-

President of Educational Affairs,

announced that the Academic

Affaini Commdttee has secured

several promtoent speakers for

the upcoming Student Council

Forums. He sUted that the

names of theee speakers wUl be

announoed as soon as definite

dates are est for ths Forums.

Heated Debate Marks

Freshmen Council

Nomination Seseions

A record turnout of membcis

of the class of '64 flocked to the

polls in Dougherty Hall spurred

by heated "backroom" politics

unpi*ecedented in the annals of

Villanova freshman classes.

Results of the lection of one

resident and one dayhop student

council representative who will

serve until the end of their

sophomore year were not avail-

able as the VILLANOVAN went

to press.

The election Itself, however,

was an anticlimax to the furor

which preceded It.

One week ago, nominations for

the positions were held in Vasey

Hall. After the meeting was

closed, a fraction of the class

entered the room, contended that

they had been mislead to the

whereabouts of the meeting and

demanded that the nominations

be reopened. This motion was

denied by a majority of the class

members present.

As a result, furor erupted with

charges of political nepotism, in-

comoetency, on the part of the

elections committee, unconstitu-

tionality of procedure, and un-

ethical politics being huried

among the various protagonists.

(Continued from Page 8)

Outdoor ffradualioa wlU bs a 1
obtain."

His stogle-page will directs

that his entire estate be given to

Villanova "to be used for loans

to deservtog and worthy under-

graduate students . . . at the dis-

cretlon of the scholarship

board."
Non-Interest Loans

It directs that the loans are to

be repaid without Interest, also

at the discretion of the board,

and that the fund be a memorial

to his parents, James A. and

Mary A. Powers.

Villanova ofllolals indicated

that more than 200 students a

year could receive financial aid

as a result of Mr. Powers', gen-

erosity. The Rev. John A. Kle-

kotka, O.8.A., called the "James

A. and Mary A. Powers flcholsr-

ship Fund, a wonderful gestuxs

of charity which will give count-

less young people the opportun-

ity for an education they might

not otherwise have been able to

Hnnnr Frat Nominees

^^^If ^'' S|

Member* of Delta Kprilon ««"»?<»•.^"•^^.'l*^^:
enter Bev. Robert SulUvwi, 08A. Front row (left to right)

JS Xlm lliolZlr, Doctor John M^Wn. C-^' W»2|'

nrnt- lather SulUvm; Dr. iohn McEiie»iiey. tpeotol Miletwit

ra^v. *SSJh OUden. 08A, »nd «m 8tr«iel.. B«k row to-

Si We.vir. Loa Bet~>co. Mike
»»'»»''^"«J°X 'JSu

WMtoy and P»ul OBourke. Abeent membert ol DBS meiMW

I^'toulewle^ Dennto I*wh, Bob Kerr. Job> *od««i. Md
lorn Itawedy. (Photo *y »*«* Iftunl.)
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Irrepressible Ilublp White glides beinveen Memphis State's Wayne Yates and Gene WUfong
(Miroiitt to a field goal Saturday night during the first half of the heartbreaksr. Tuesday night,

despite White's 24 points and Jim Iluggard's career high of 80, the 'Cats careened to their ninth

loss at Seton Hall.

^ m — Photo bv Bob Sharmon

Land of Dixie lis Scene For
Hopeful 'Cats "Must" Games

Villanova's lone shot at a bid

from the National Invitational

Tournament lies south of tiio

Mason-Dixon Line this week as

the 'Cats invade Dixie to tangle

with Wake Forest and North
Carolina State.

The Slumping Deacons of

Wako Forest w^ill present the

opposition on Saturday at

Greensboro, N.C. Most recently

Wake Forest has suffered a

most disastrous losing streak in-

chiding back-to-back Atlantic

Coast Conference losses to Duke,
90-100, and North Carolina, 78-

93.

Last your the Demon Deacons

*Cats Clout Cariisius Cagers,
Tumble To Taller Tisrers

by Don Grov«

The past week fans saw the

tournament ambitions of the
Villanova Wildcats rise to the
heights and then fall back into

what is now almost oblivion.

Last Wednesday the 'Cats

turned on the gas in the final 11

minutes and left a good CanlsiuB
club in their wake, while enroute
to a 108-77 win.

Saturday night the 'Cats gave
their all against a tall hot shoot-

ing Memphis State team that hit

when it counted often enough to

win, 78-74.

Against Canisius tlic 'Cats

played just a little bit better

than they had to for the first 29
minutes. Then with the score 63-

5'd, Villanova, the Scvoranccmen
were ignited by a 8x;ark that un-

leashed the might of the Main
Line arsenal. When the dust

settled, they were the impres-
f^ive winners over a good club.

Huble White and Tom Galia led

the hot-shooting Main Liners.

White had a Palestra season

high of 34; sophomore Galla hit

8 for 10 from the floor to wind
up with 18 big markers.

Co-captains Jim Huggnrd and
Rich Kamlnskl led the nets for

17 apiece while Hug added 10

assists to an already sharp ex-

hibition. ^ '

Soph Bill O'Connor was Can-
isiutf big g\m with 21 points in

the first half. His performance

was somewhat muffled when
coach Severance switched the

'Cats to a man to man defense

at the start of the second half.

Huble White played O'Connor

close and held him to nine points,

most of which came on tap-ins

after the verdict was sealed. His

34 poinU tied a Palestra sea«on

high for visiting players.

The 'Cats shot a hot 55.9%
for the game. The most hearten-

ing thing about the whole per-

formance was the use of a man-
to-man defense which is condu-
cive to a running game than a

zone. This will be employed a

lot from now on by the small

Wildcats who must run to Vf'.n.

Memphis State, one of the big-

srest aggregations to grace the

Palestra hardwood for a while,

was just too big and smart for

the Vlllanovans Saturday night.

The Tigers, recipients of the

first NIT bid, moved In front by
six points at halftlme and stay-

ed tiiere despite Hug's 20 point

seeond half spree.

Wayne Yates, a 6-8 behe-

moth, who's been running into

foul trouble all year, exhibited

how a big man should play as

he hit alternately from In close

and outside for 25 points. His

worth didn't end there, however,

as he cleared the boards 23
times.

The 'Cats pulled up close once

early In the second half, 51-49.

The tourney-bound Tigers seem-
ed to look over their shoulders

and put on that little extra burst

that makcfl a good team.

The 'Cats never gave up even

after Memphis State broke their

hearts with two 10 point flurries.

For the second straight game
Villanova played man-to-man. As
In the Canisius game it worked
well. The overall helsrht advant-

age that gave the Tennesseans
a decided edge on both boards
plus Yates' hot hands were the

Hub's poor night from the floor

(4-20) and you have Saturday's

story.

romped to a 89-70 victory over
Villanova as Len Chappell pour-
ed in 20 ojid Billy Packer 26
as sophs in a game at Winston-
Salem.

Chappell Only A Junior
Chappell, a sure-fire AU-

American, was a unanimous pick
as center on the All-A.C.C. team
last year. The massive 6-8, 240
pound junior averaged 17.4 ppg
and grabbed off an average of
12.5 rebounds per game last Bca-
son. V 1^

;

Packer, a 5-11 guard, who
averaged 13.0 ppg, teams up with
Alley Hart, 5-11, to give the
Deacons an excellent backcourt
duo.

Fiery coach, Horace "Bones"
McKinney, also has 6-5 Bill Fen-
noll, 6-8 Jerry Steele, and 6-3

Tom MrCoy returning from last

year's Dixie Classic champion-
ship team.

When Villanova makes a re-

turn flight south to oppose North
Carolina State, an Alcxandc'r,

Severance coached Wildcat team
Willi meet Everett Case's Wolf-

pack for the last time brought

about by the announced retire-

ment of Severance.

Wolfpack Unpredictable
N. C. State has been an un-

predictable team this year but
upset a good Duke team Febru-
ary 7 for a big A.C.C. victory.

Earlier this season In the Dixie
Classic, the Wildcats used a
superior comeback, being down
17 points at the half, to upend
the host team in the tourney,
82-73.

Veteran coach Case's team
features 6-6 Philadelphia senior

Bob DiStefano who averaged
12.7 ppg. and 9.7 rpg. Captain
Stan Niewlerowaki 6-4 senior

and Anton Muhlbauer 6-2 jimior,

both from Brooklyn, N.Y.
In the backcourt will probably

be Bob McCann 6-0 and Jon
Ed Sinbeck 6-3; and as added
board strength the Wolfpack
boasts 6-6 Bruce Hoadley and
6-6 Riiss Marvel—all of whom
are lettermen.

The game is scheduled for

next Thursday at the William

Neal Reynolds Coliseum (cap.

12,400) home of the red and
white clad Wolfpack in Raleigh,

N.C.

In the la."st few weeks three happenlngJ? on the Villanova

athletic .scene have occasioned the faring of many penetrating

and tellirn* questions at members of the athletic family by

outsiders. ,. . ^ x, i.

"Does the appointment of Father Currnn mean that

Villanova will never njjrce to n riomc-and-homc scries with

Montana State.?" wondered n Butte alumnus, ruefully.

"Is it true that the disappointing showing by the basket-

ball team to date means that the .school will drop the sport

j'nd replace it with j'ai nlai?," a Honolulu gnid queried, hope-

fully.

AgostinI Indictment ^^
"Alluding to tiie Agostini indictment of Villanova's

"shamateurish practices," is there any truth to the rumor

that Ron Delanv came to Villanova onlv because Jim Tuppeny
promised him the use of his private United Airlines DC-7 to

fly home on alternate Wednesdays *^" stormed an official of

Eastern Airlines, pietistically.

If "outsider.s" can take such an avid interest in Villa-

novp's internal athletic affairs leave us, too, wax inquis-

itive.

Whatever happened to (i. David Schine?
Wouldn't Bernie Chavis increase the effectiveness of his

jump shot if he 1) didn't "telegraph" it by taking a long- step

and then turning his body before releasing it, and 2) drove

more as ho did so successfully as a freshman. Wouldn't such

improvement coupled with his fantastic ability to position

himself for i-ebounds make him the sorely needed third all-

around thref't in the 'Cat lineup?

Musn't Richie Kaminski's twisting layup in the St. Joe's

p-ame make him the coual of T aSallc's Bobby McAtecr when
it comes to body control shots?

Whatever happened to Henry Cabot Lodge?
Didn't Sports Illustratrd's failure to consult the people

at Villanova impugned by Mike Agostini in his "expose" of

"«jhamateurish" track practices lower the prestige value of

SI and not the prcstijre value of Messrs Pilliott and Tupneny
and Villanova athletics in general? If ST had taken the effort

to rorrolH)rate some of the phony .sounding details of Agos-
tini's disjointed lament and iiad they sought out the Villa-

nova coaches for their s'de of the story, would Agostini's
confession l)e unpublished today?

Whatever happened to Roy (Cut 'n Shoot) Harris?
Doesn't the announcement by high school two-miler "Dyrk

llyland (St. Peters, Jersey City) that he leans toward Villa-

nova as his future loping grotinds prove that nothing succeeds
like consecutive indoor and outdoor IC4A crowns?

It also proves that the many extra-curricular hours de-
voted to creptinir an impressive image (not by under the table

grants in aid, SI notwithstanding) by Elliott and Tuppeny
pay-ofl by inducing boys of championship caliber to enroll

at V. U. Don't he surprised to see in addition to Hyland, two
of the country's top high-school-middle-distance runners at
Villanova come next September.

Whatever happened to the Bauer Sisters?

I'.S.

For the definitive essay on Coach Severance read Milton
Trpe's article in the January issue of True Magazine. Unlike
other Severance scholars. Cope does not satisfy himself with
merely leprinting the text of one of our mentor's perorations.
Rather he probes into Severance's "modus operandi" regard-
ing coaching in all phases. In fact, it's downright enlighten-
ing. An intensive reading of Cope's masterpiece is just liable
to result in many defections on the part of numerous Sever-
rnro deti-actors, who in these days, ripe with strife, are be-
coming lopfinn.

Whatever happened to (Genghis Khan?

"Twoscore & Five Years Ago 99

"As Olcero put It . . . **, expounds retiring mentor Al

Scveranee at the ^ortswiiter Luncheon last Thursday afternoon

at the Penn Sherwood hotel. Sportii editor Jack Wilson of the

Phllaidelphia BULLETIN reflects on the Latin passage cited by

the Sliver Fox. Tucked In Severance's left-hand pocket Is the first

copy of the VILLANOVAN, which "broke" the story of the coach's

retirement
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Belle Masque Selects

'The Matchmaker' For

April Presentation
Thornton Wllder's "The

Matchmaker" will be presented

by Belle Masque during the flrat

week In April. Director of the

play, Mr. Richard A. Duprey,

chairman of the Theatre Depart-

ment, has introduced new blood

to support the more experienced

thesplans In order to encourange

more participation In theatre.

Veteran Belle Masque, John

McGurry, Is cast In tlie male lead

as Mr. Vandergelder. McGarry,

a senior here at Villanova, star-

red In "Tho Country Girl" last

November. I'hc female lead will

be handh hy newcomer Donna

Rago, u M iihomore frotm Immac-

ulata who has experience In

summer atock. Miss Rago is cast

as Mrs. Levi.

The other veteran players are

Jack Milton and Joanne Dyna-

kowskl. Newcomers In more

prominent roles are Immaculata

sophomores, Lois Leiden and

Patt Williams. The stage man-

ager for the spring production

is William Allard. HJf^^t^Be

crew chief will be Mike D'Alonzo.

Handling the publicity campaign

Is Bill Frelnd.

New Blooders

The male "New-blooders" are

Peter Smith, Donald Murphy,

Eugene Corcoran, John Putre,

Paul Norton, Jim Brennan, and

Michael Ferrarra. Female new-

comers, all Villanova nurses, are

Lorraine Blrkholz, Nina Dl-

Joseph, and Kathleen Roos.

"The Matchmakers" concerns

the merry adventures, or mis-

adventures, of two young clerks

who sneak away from their

counters at Vandergelder's Gen-

eral Store in Yonkers for a day

In New York City. It will be held

in Vasey Auditorium on the eve-

nings of April 6-9.

Belle Mssque president, Paul

Breen, had the following com-

menu: "This is a show the

whole organization is excited

about, and one we have been

waiting to do for a long time.

I am especially happy at the

turnout of new faces at audl-

tlons.

Varsity baseball coach

Arthur L. Mahau was ap-

pointed Dlrwtor of Athletics

at Villanova replacing Francis

X. Kcanan, it was announced

yesterday by University offi-

cials.

The releano of Reagan "Is

no reriectlon of hU ability to

do the Job," a LnlverHlty

Hpokesman nald. "It came

about as imrt of the overall

policy adjustment. He takes

with him the very best wishes

of the University."

*De Facto' Segregation

Exists In North — Maslow
by Mark F. Quinn, Jr.

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka. OSA. University PresWent.

listens as Villanova Law Dean, Harold O. Reuschlein (left) and

Will Manlow. Executive Director of the American Jewish Congress

discuss point of law prior to Maslow's api)«irancc before Law

Forum list Tuesday night. Feb. 21. "Public School Desegregation

in the North" was the subject of tha New York lawyer s talk In

the fifth session of the Forum.

March 17 Named Free Day

At "State of Union" Session

n
Art
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R«d Croit Blood Drivo

The Wayne Chapter of

the American Red Cross is

presently supervising the

donation of whole blood by

Villanovon students m
Alumni Hall Gym. In return,

the students are beirjg

Quaranteed complete fu fill-

mtnt of their tntlrtfamll/i

blood netdl for one year.

The Student Council held its

first meeting of the semester on

Wedne'sday, February 13. The

meeting, highlighted by two

speeches, was further sparked

by discussion about the free day,

the proposed revision of the ex-

amination schedule, and the res-

ignation of Bob Scalla, former

Alumni Representative.

Bob DeUsa, Chairman of the

Student Council, opened the

meeting with an unprecedented

"State of the Union" address In

which he called for greater unity

among the students, the faculty,

and the administration. He said

that the three groups should cul-

tivate a sense of awareness and

cooperation among them for

their mutual advancement.

Complete coverage of the

speech was given In the preced-

ing issue of the VILLANOVAN
(Vol. 36, No. 14.)

Development Foundation

Following his talk, Chairman

DeLlsa Introduced Clem Birch of

the Villanova Development

Foundation. Blroh, a 1958 grad-

uate of Villanova, explained the

purpose and work of Uie Devel-

opment Foundation, which re-

cently moved Its offices from Su-

burban SUUon to Austin Hall.

He also outlined the Univer-

sity's expansion in the past 15

years, its method of fund-rais-

ing by means of the Develop-

ment Foundation, Its outstanding

expenses, and some of the plans

for Villanova's future.

Mr. Birch's talk was followed

by a questlon-and-answer period

from the Council floor.

Jim Strazzella, Executive Vice-

President of Educational Affairs,

announced that the Academic

Affaire Committee has secured

several prominent speakers for

the upcoming Student Council

Forums. He stated that the

names of these speakers will be

announced as soon as deflnlte

dates are let for the Forums.

Outdoor graduation will be a

reality this year, weather per

mltting, according to Strazzella.

bHfteen tickets will be issued for

outdoor ceremonies but only

three, specifically designated,

can be used If the proceedings

take place Indoors.

(Continued on Page 8)

Sears Employee

Wills SI 50,000 To VU

For Student Loans

A scholarship fund for stu-

dents at Villanova University Is

to be set up from the entire es-

tate of James L. Powers, a re-

tired employee In the paint divi-

sion of Sears Roebuck and Co.

The estate is estimated for

probate at $150,000 in personal

property and $10,000 realty.

Powers, a bachelor who lived

at 1978 W. Cheltenham Avenue,

died January 22. He was 65 and

had retired about three years

ago.

His single-page will directs

that his entire estate be given to

Villanova "to be used for loans

to deserving and worthy under-

graduate students ... at the dis-

cretlon of the scholarship

board."
Non-Interest Loans

It directs that the loans are to

be repaid without Interest, also

at the discretion of the board,

and that the fund be a memorial

to his parents, James A. and

Mary A. Powers.

Villanova officials indicated

that more than 200 students a

year could receive financial aid

as a result of Mr. Powers* gen-

eroslty. The Rev. John A. Kle-

kotka, O.S.A., called the "James

A. and Mary A. Powers Scholar-

ship Fund, a wonderful gesture

of charity which will give count-

less young people the opportun-

ity for an education they might

not otherwise have been able to

obtain."

Last Tuesday night, Will Mas-

low, prominent New York at-

torney and executive director of

the American Jewish Congress,

explored the problem of public

school acgregation In the North.

Mr. Maslow cited sociologists'

statistics which conclude that

school segregation may be con-

sidered to exist when more tlian

ninety per cent of a student body

is non-white. He stated that

there are several major cities in

the North In which this problem

Is present. Among these cities

are New York. Chicago, Los An-

geles, and Philadelphia.

Mr. Maslow declared that

"Hundreds of thousands more

Negro children living In North-

ern cities attend segregated

schools than go to segregated

schools In Southern metropolitan

areas."
Different Segregation

Attorney Maslow stated that

••the pratlces of segregation

that exist in the North are quite

different than those that exist

in the South." Maslow declared

that the practices used to bring

about and maintain segregation

in the North Include gerrymand-

ering of school districts, arbi-

trary school-site selection, trans-

fer policies, arbitrary policies of

school utilization, and "culpable

inaction" of school boards in per-

mitting a school to become de-

segregated.
These policies of "de facto

segregation may be held unlaw-

ful, Mr. Maslow steted, "even

if the words 'race' or 'Negro' are

Bcrupuously avoided in official

declarat '^ns."

The United States Supreme

Court ruling that school segre-

gation "has a tendency to retard

the educational and mental de-

velopment of Negro children"

was not limited to segregation

Imposed by law," Mr. Maslow

continued, 'v .;;' ' ^ ' iiv.j„
He described three methods

which could be used effectively

to eliminate "de facto" school

segregation In the North: the

"open enrollment policy", which

gives pupils the option of trans-

ferring to schools outside the

neighborhood which have room

for them; the "Princeton plan",

which reclassifies schools so that

predomlnently white or Negro

schools would achieve genume

Integration; and permissive buss-

ing, by which students from

over-crowded schools can be

transported to underutil-

'ized schools.

"By breaking with the tradi-

tional requirement that children

attend schools in their neighbor-

hoods." Mr. Maslow declared,

"school boards have a unique op-

portunity to provide equal educa-

tion for all the children entrust-

ed to them."

Heated Debate Marks

Freshmen Council

Nomination Sessions

A record turnout of mcmbcvs

of the class of '64 flocked to the

polls in Dougherty Hall spurred

by heated "backroom" politics

unprecedented in the annals of

Villanova freshman classes.

Results of the lection of one

resident and one dayhop student

couacil representative who will

serve until the end of their

sophomore year were not avail-

able as the VILLANOVAN went

to pres-s.

The election itself, however.

was an anticlimax to the furor

which preceded it.

One week ago, nominations for

the positions were held in Vasey

Hall. After the meeting was

closed, a fraction of the class

entered the room, contended that

they had been mislead to the

whereabouts of the meeting and

demanded that the nominations

be reopened. This motion was

denied by a majority of the class

members present. ;
'

As a result, furor erupted with

charges of political nepotism, in-

comnetency, on the part of the

elections committee, uncon.stitu-

tionality of procedure, and un-

ethical politics being hurled

among the various protagonists.

(Continued from Page 8)

Honor Frat Nominees

Member. «t l>clta Ep»llon Sle>"» P»»« """""tf'f/.l ,l^h?
crator Rev. Robert Sullivan, OSA. Front row (lelt to right)

are Tim McNamar, Doctor John McCtoln. Chalrnian, Biology

Uept; Father Sullivan; Dr. John McEneaney. special a».l»tont

to Rev Joseph Ollden. OSA: and Jim Straxxela. Back row n.

c°ude» Joe Remy. Jack McDonnell. Ted Bou-idan Jim McGlll

Char ^ weaver. Loa Retacco. Mike »»»»^»^»'*y'"S^'L^S
Wo>lev and Paul ORou'ke. AbKnt member* of uw insiu™

tIVmulewrc.. Dennl. Lynch. Bob Kerr, John Judson, and

Tom Kennedy. (Pholo By Frank Matunl.)
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SAM Discusses New Plan

Noted Speakers Engaged
John Drees, president of the

VQlanova chapter of the Socie-

ty for the Advancement of Man-
agement, has announced the

second semester schedule.

An array of field trips is plan-

ned. The seniors who attended a
luncheon-field trif) at Yale and
IVMme may be permitted to at-

tend other Mps after under-
claasmen have been accepted.

Planned trips inchide the fol-

lowing: Budd Manufacturing,
Baldwin-Lima-Hamikon. Midvale
Steel and Du Pont.

Speakers Planned
Two speakers are planned for

the month of March. The first

on March 3 at 10:30 will be Mr.
George Fellmeth, chief industrial

engineer of Yale and Towne Mfg.
Co. who formerly taught at Vil-

lanova as a member of the In-

dustrial Acfaninistration staff.

The second speaker is the public
relations officer for the Philco
Corp. His topic will be the role
of public relations in an industri-
al society.

Motivation in industry will be
the topic at the March meeting
of the Philadelphia chapter of
the National S.A.M. at the Poor
Bichard Club on March 7. The
evening has been designated as
•^•resWent's Night" and all lo-

cal university chatpter presidents
will be the guests of the area
chapter.

Smoker Slated
Social co-chakmen Tom Mc-

Kale and Joe GaUo announced
that a smoker will be held in
April to introduce the freshmen
to the LA. dept. and its goals.
Joe Rellenbiand, chapter rep-

rewentative, reported that the
area conference, which is to be
held at Drezel, will center on the
lole the ccnnputer will play in
modem industry. The effects of
its uae^ futore, and social invoact
will be discussed. Highlight of
thte conference will be the use of
a computer for a business game.
Tickets are available from any

^orted the establishment oi two
incentive awards in recognition

of outstanding members of the
organization. An award of a
savings bond will be presented

to the senior with the highest
average who is also active in

the organization. The second
a/ward, also oi a savings bond
will be made to the member who
has made the most significant

contribution to the chapter.

Jim Tulley, editor of the chap-
ter's newsletter, announced that
the national chapter has recog-
nized the newsletter as a aigndfi-

cant contributton to the chapter
and of noteworthy praise. Ac-
cording to Mike Alba, associate
editor, the newsletter will appear
four times during the coming
semester.

Bob Barone, vice president,
has announced that the elections
for new officers have been moved
to April 20 to permit the incom-
ing officers to tbecome fully fa-

miliar with the operations of
the orgaxiization.

Radio SUtion WWVU
Recently Blessed

By Pres. Klekotka
The Very Rev. John A. Kle-

kotka, OSA, President, imparted
his blessing to the newly-refur-
bished Radio Station WWVU
last Thursday evening. An open
house and coffee hour followed
the ceremony.
A number of faculty members

and University administrators
were in attendance, as were
many staff members of WWVU.
Dan O'Mara, Station Manager,
conducted Father Klekotka and
the other visitors on a tour of
the station.

Bateman Bags Butterfield

Junior "Prom" Open to All

ForffHm

Ineeative Awwds
Secretary Dan Luango re-

Bathgate Reveals

Scalia Resignation

At Class Meeting
At a senior class meeting held

two weeks ago, President Larry
Bathgate revealed that Kevin
Driscoll will succeed Bob Scalia

as Alumni Representative, serv-
ing out Scalia's unfinished term
of office.

When Scalia resigned, the for-

mer class president himself sug-
gested Driscoll for the post he
vacated, Bathgate disclosed.

"Bob believes that because Kev-
in has a working knowledge of
the office he will do an excellent

job."

The Alunmi Representative,

according to the terms of the
Student Council constitution, is

a senior, elected to office in the

spring of his junior year. He
serves in both the Senate and in

the Congress.

FATHER KLEKOTKA
. . . Blesses New FociUtiet

The station was functioning
under its normal schedule dur-
ing the affair, which enabled the
visitors to view the actual
broadcasting operation. Father
President remarked on the high
quality of the broadcasts, the
equipment, and iparticularly the
organization and (personnel of
the station.

In addition to O'Mara, the five

stafi heads of WWVU and Mr.
Charles Smith, moderator, were
present to represent the station.

The plans for Junior Week
took a big step forward last

week with the Mgning of the
popular Billy Butterfield Orch-
estra for the Juirior Week Dance.
The dance, which will be held in

the field house on Friday, May
5, is something of a precedent
setter in that it is a radical

departure from previous Junior
proms.

"Actually, the dance is not a
prom this year," said Dance
Chairman Tony Bateman. "Be-
cause of the signing of the But-
terfield Band, we are expecting
a greater response than in the
past and several underclassmen
have expressed a desire to see
and hear the band. For this rea-

son, we are throwing the dance
open to the public and removing
it from the 'formal' class."

A ticket sale for Jimiors ¥dll

begin on Monday, April 18 and
for two days will >be limited to
that class only. On "niursday of

that week, the sale will he opened
to the public. "Since ample pub-
licity will be given in the city,

it will be advisable to {Nnocure

tickets at an early date," stated
Joe Zawacki.

$4.00 Per Goaple
Bateman added that another

factor which is expected to swell

the crowd is the fact that tickets

will be priced at only $4.00 per
couple despite the cost entailed

in securing the Butt^-field band.
He also noted that "the complex-
ity of the decoration scheme will

limit the capacity of the Field

House."

"It is worth noting that this

is a rare instance of permitting
other classes to participate in

an event so late in the school

season when activities are usu-
ally restricted to upper classes,"

Zawacki pointed out "It is

hoped that the Junior Class will

be able to fulfill this promise
which they gave to their

friends."

Batterileld Swings
"Billy Butterfield has been a

big name associated with good
music shice the days of the
Swing Era when he was fea-
tured trumpeter with Artie
Shaw, Benny Goodman, and
Harry James. He is still active
in recordings today and his pop-
ularity is attested to by the fact
that his recording contracts
have been with major companies,
such as Victor, Capitol, and Col-
umbia," Zawacki testified.

Editors of CONCEPT

Urge Campus Writers

Siibnit Manuscripts
The editors of Concept, the

new idea magaone have re-
cently been named. The ipost of
Editor-in-chief will be held by
Frank McCormick, and associ-

ate editors will be Joe Mastro-
mato, Tony Coccia and Gene
d'Aquili.

Of their new magazine, the
editors have emphasized that
anyone with good writing abili-

ty and good ideas will be
able to express himself through
this medium. The problem at
the moment is sim,ply that the
administration has requested
that we have enough material
for three issues 'before we may
publish one, according to Editor
McCormick.

We ail make muMtakea . .

.

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Don't meet your Waterloo at the typewriter—perfectly

typed papers begin with Corrisable! You can rub out

typinr errors with just an ordinary pencil eraser. It's

that simple to erase without a trace on Corrisable. Saves

time, temper, and money!

Your choice of Corrasable in

light, medium, heavy wei^ts and

Onion Skin in handy 100-

sheet packets and 500- sheet

boxes. Only Eaton makes

Corrasable.

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper

BATON PAPER CORPOKATION {'B^riTTSPIBLD. MASS.
•••••

do girls rush to your head?
Very likely—if you've taken it into your head to use 'Vaseline'

Hair Tonic! Downright heady stuff* this - made specially

for men who use water with their hair tonic. 'Vaseline' Hair
Tonic is 100% pure light flrrooming oil — replaces oil that

water removes. 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic won't evaporate, stays

clear and clean on your hair. And just a little does a lot!

U*8 clear ^ ^
it's clean . . . it's

VASELINE HAIR TONIC

Senior EE Chairs Dance

Busy senior Earl Denlinger,

an electrical engineering ma-
jor, has added to his other ac-

tivities the important position

as chairman of the ninth an-

nual ^amokinaki Dance.

A

EARL DENLINGER

The Monsignor Bonner High

School graduate, in his capaci-

ty as dance chairman, is re-

sponsible for co-ordinating the

committees connected with the

affair, setting up the program,

selling tickets, toiling on the

refreshment committee, and
putting up decorations. Den-

linger describes the Field

House, site of the dance, as

"a huge square with Japanese

decorations in each comer. In

the center of the floor is a

great holder enclosing many
balloons, to be released at the

end of the dance for anyone

who wishes a souvenir."

MMMMIIIiMIIIHIIWIIIIHUIIIllllMilM

Denlinger, a resident of

Bryn Mawr, urges students to

obtain their tickets early for

the supply is very limited.

Tickets are being sold for $1.50

per couple but the price is due

to go up later. Proceeds are

for the benefits of the Augus-
tinian missions in Japan.

The Shamokinaki dance
chainnan, who is also a mem-

ber of the electrical engineers

society, the AIEJRE, and

the Phi Kappa Pi fraternity,

has said, "there is no worry

about the dance being a suc-

cess, being the only campus
activity during the Lenten sea-

son."

The dance will be held on

the evening of Friday, March
10, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Den-

linger, a football player at

Bonner, further described the

dance site as a "picturesque

Oriental room adorned with

Japaneses lanterns, fans, and
other ornaments." During the

dance, a drawing will take

place. The winner will be given

a Japanese tea set.

Denlinger himself is an in-

dustrious student who has map-
ped out his immediate future.

After graduation from Villa-

nova, he intends to enroll in

General Electric's technical

training program. With this

additional training, he will then
pursue his M.S. in electrical

engineering.

For heaven's sake, don't be

hke my brother-in-law at Christ-

mas time. It has been his great

pleasure to sit by the window

and throw pennies to the chil-

dren in the sti'eet. But one day
he almost died of heart failure.

The string broke.

Why BEER?

You'll get far higher on high octane and 95

horsepower. No hangover. Unless you want to

hang over the earthmen.

You'll like flying higher than a kite. We'll bet

you a 15-minute ride you do. We even have a

frigid swimming pool you can jump into after-

wards ... if you can stand it, we can.

For a free ride . . . cut out this ad and stuff it

into your pocket. Then, proceed straight to:

^ Paved Runways • 15 New Aircraft

Primary and Advanced Instruction

HORIZON AERO SERVICE
BRIDGEPORT AIRPORT • BRIDGEPORT, N.J.

On Rf. 322 /usf soufh of Rt. 130

HOm*«tMd 74>t20 WAInut 3-1994

PretldeRt Bathgate

Announces Plans For

SenlorProm, Apr. 14

In a session chock-full of sen-

ior class news, President Larry
Bathgate announced that the

Arlen Saylor orchestra has been
signed to play at the Senior

Prom, Friday, April 14.

"Saylor's group is not too

well known in this area but they

are one of the most popular

bands that play at the famous
Sunnybrook Ballroom in Potts-

town," Bathgate explained.

The most significant fact

about this year's prom is the

price of admission.

Tickets will sell for $5.00 per

couple, a reduction of one dollar

from last year. This despite the

fact our Prom will be the only

formal dance on campus this

year since the Junior Prom has
been deformalized," the stocky
prexy pointed out.

Prices Scaled Down
The scaling down of prices

has also been with an eye to at-

tracting underclassmen to the

dance, Bathgate declared.

"This dance is not restricted

to seniors," he asserted emphat-
ically.

Tickets for the prom will go
on sale sometime in the next
two weeks.

Dinner Dance tickets, how-
ever, will not be available until

after Ekister, Bathgate an-

noimced.
The Dinner Dance, social high-

light of Senior year, will be held

this year at the Penn^heraton
hotel, Saturday, April 15. Nick
Cassetta and Bob Redmond, co-

chairmen of the evening's pro-
gram, disclosed that turkey will

be served to the diners.

'ISylvan Herman's orchestra,

which met with such popular a(p-

proval at last year's Junior Din-
ner Dance has been signed for

the Sheraton dance," Bathgate
said.

Tickets will sell for $12.50 per
couple. Included in this price is

a favor, an innovation this year.

Neophyte Nurses

No, this is not a crowd sceno from "Where The Boys Am
Actually It's a group of pledges for the nursing fraternity during

recent Hell Night exercises. (Photo By Alan Williams)

Chem Dept. Obtains Grant;

Markham Speaks to Club
The Chemistry Department

has announced the receipt of two
grants recently totaling $17,500.

Dr. Kenneth O'Driscoll, Asso-

ciate Professor of Chemistry re-

ceived a $15,000 grant from the

American Chemical Society Pa-

troleum Research Fund. This
will permit two graduate stu-

dents to work with Dr. O'Driscoll

in the field of Anionic and Free
Radical Polymerization.

The department itself received

a $2,500 grant from DuPont for

the purpose of advancing the

teaching of Chemistry. This is

the fifth consecutive year Villa-

nova has received the grant

At the Februaiy 15 meeting of

the Chenucal Society, Dr. James

Markham ihx>1^« &nd showed film

strips on Oceanography.

Dr. Markham studied Ocean*

ography at Texas A&M. His

lecture included a discussfon of

the academic preparation neces-

sary for the study of this sub-

ject. He also gave a report on
the American position in Ocean-
ography, the present legislative

measure before Congress, and
what the future needs of the

country will be in this field.

Have a reaj cigarette-have a CAMEL
.^.. >•
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The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
B. J. Remolds Tobacco ComiMaj, Wlnitan-8mlcB. N. C.
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Can you imaglm a two-ounoe t«lephoat that

you carry clipped to your belt? A pill that fflvei

you more reat from five hours of sleep than you
now get from eight? A oommunioationa lyatem
that tranamlti odori and hent ai well aa lounda

and plcturei?

Theie ideaa are almost here. For the fu-

ture, "scientific dreamers" envision even more
amaiing advances. And if these predictions

strike you as too fantastic, consider whether
you, had been an adult in 1900, would have be-

lieved that:

• In eight short years, machines called

"aeroplanes" would be pulling advertis-

ing signs through the sky.

\:. # Ten years, a human being in an autocar

would hurtle along at 188 miles per hour.

;
• In IS years, a radio message would be

transmitted, without wires, from Afary^

land to the Eiffel Tower in Paris.

• In 48 years, a rocket would lip through
space at 8,000 miles per hour.

• In 60 years, life expectancy would be in-

creased by 20 years.

^\
;;:';•: \;--;y ^-. •'/.'•' AUraole Age

in spite of all these advanoea, modem sd-
entista would probably agree that we have
barely reached the threshold of a "miracle age"

of acience. One reason is the big change In sibti-

tude toward scientists. Edison, Bell, Marconi
and others were at one time regarded aa mis-

guided, even crasy. But today, research is fav-

ored with public appreciation and support (rec-

ord gift to schools and hospitals: $000 million,

awarded December 12, 1956 by the Ford Found-
ation), and the future seems limited only by
man's ability to imagine.

'^^ V What can we envlslonf

Glass Oitiei

Cities of gleaming glass and stainless steel,

:\ . for one thing. Already, skyscrapers, store fronts
- and factories are being sheathed in thin stain-

'
: less steel "skins". As more and more builders

combine the advantages of curtain wall conatruc-

tion-~>better insulation, speedier construction,

more available renting space—^Ith stalnlesf

' steers beauty, indestructibility and house mainp
r : tenance requirements, the stainless steel curtain

wall will become a familiar sight. Stainless steel

will be employed for a dazzling variety of dec-

orative and structural functions, both Inside and
outside the buildings.

.o'f
;••'

""""

Wheel-less Car
You'll see it increasingly in countless other

^
i applicationi, too. On the streets of shining new

cities, and on the roads leading to them, you'll

: see it in advanced automobiles. To expedite
' travel, wheel-less cars, which ride on a cushion

of air, will become popular.

At home, you'll be able to turn on handsome
lamps and appliances Just by flicking a switch;

there will be nothing to plug in. And you'll dial

the level of illumination you want. Already on
the market are switches that make lights bright-

er if you turn them one way, dimmer if you flip

them in the other direction.

Air Conditioning

Air conditioning will not only be common,
but it will save you money by storing up heat,

then using it to cook your food or warm, yur
home. Heat energy may one day be transported

from places like Africa to help warm frigid polar

regions.

Moat amazing of all will be the medical
advances. Coronary thrombosis may be largely

thwarted by the development of an operation

that will substitute a plastic tube for the cor-

onary artery.

The "eye banks" of today will be expanded
to include many other {larts of the human an-

:.':;.•;:. atomy. ^. .':^.'" '•.•

An artificial kidney Is already in experi-

mental stage. This stainless steel plastic device

cleans and purifies the blood in a reservoir out-

side the body while the kidney a^d liver heaL

Chromosomes
Radio waves will be adapted to alter certain

chromosomes in our bodies, and thereby elim-

inate many diseases, like diabetes, that are now
transmitted by heredity.

The production and distribution of hormone
substances will become a $l-billion a year bus-

iness. When fully developed, homones may make
it posaible for short people to grow taller . . .

bald men to grow hair . . . women to lose un-

wanted face and leg hair. But the most fan-

tastic fact about hormones is that they may
make it possible for us to age only a fifth as

fast as we do now.
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ORIENTATION, REORIENTATION
iy Jim McAtttr

A totally new concept in

Freshman Orientation is up for

consideration by the Student
Council. Baaically, it would
emphasise the religious, intel-

lectual, cultural and social

jtapects of college life at the

expense of the traditional

rallying and hazing.

Tlie advantages of the new
ystem have been pointed out

by Chuck Kelly, President of

Blue Key, the student guide

and service organization. Kelly,

one of the plan's chief backers,

explained, "the plan would
help, rather than haze, the

students; it would accomodate
parents who arrive with their

sons on registration day; it

would stimulate an immediate

class unity; it would prepare

the frosh for whatever diffi-

culties they may face during

their college careers."

Tentative Schedule
Jim Howley, sophomore

Council representative, another

of the new system's supporters,

outlined a tentative schedule

for the arrival and processing

of next year's freshman class.

The new Orientation Com-
mittee would be composed of

the entire membership (ap-

proximately 30) of the Blue

Key, 10 upperdassmen form
the council, and the eigfht

sophomore class members who
serve on the Council. This se-

lect membership guarantees as

far as possible an O.C. of ma-
ture, intelligent, and dedicated

Villanovans. The group would
be headed by the Blue Key
President, the Sophomore class

president, and the Council Vice

Chairman.
Parents Welcome

On registration day, a Wed-
nesday, the new frosh would
be met by the O.C. while

students were being registered

in the Field House, their par-

enta would be served coffee in

the CAF Cafeteria. Later, a

convoy of University trucks

would convey luggage from the

parking lot to the various

dorms.
This would eliminate the

"lost feeling" so frequently

experienced by parents whose
sons are rushed away by a
shouting group of "White
Hats" Immediately after regis-

tration; and would avoid con-

fusion and difficulty of trans-

porting a year's supply of

clothes and acceesories from
the parking lot, across campus,
to the dorm.

Speech and Rally

In the later afternoon, an in-

troductory meeting would be

held. This would feature a

apeech by a representative and
responsible upperclassman or

recent alumnus, who would em-
phasize the benefits of Villa-

nova's religious atmosphere,

its academic standards, its

proximity to places of cultural

intereat in Philadelphia, and ita

aocial life.

Only then would a "kick-off"

rally be conducted, at which

the usual cheers and songs

would play a part. On the fol-

lowing day, a Thursday, the

freshman would be assembled

according to their division for

speeches by their respective

deans.

O.C. members would intro-

duce themselves to the resi-

dent freshmen in the evening.

During these dorm interviews,

generalities stated in the wel-

coming address could be ap-

plied to the specific Individuals

involved.

Deans Talk

Freshmen would be assembl-

ed according to division for

speeches by their respective

deans. Here again, the aca-

demic side of ViUanova life

would be emphasized. Then,

day-hops would be interviewed

by the O.C, while residents

were being informed of prob-

lems peculiar to life on the

campus.
In the afternoon another

rally would be held, and in the

evening a free movie would be

presented for the freshmen.

Outdoor Mass and Benedic-

tion, celebrated by the Presi-

dent, would be held on the fol-

lowing morning, a Friday.

That evening, the traditional

"Truth or Consequences"
would "discipline" the frosh.

First Glasses

During the following week,

students would attend their

first classes. Throughout this

period, O.C. members would be

on hand to assist the frosh

over any initial difficulties,

and would re-emphasize school

spirit and especially prepara-

tion for MUFF Day.

A special class convocation

would be called during the ac-

tivity period on Thursday of

the first week of daases. At
this convocation, MUFF day

teams and rules of procedure

would be arranged. MUFF Day
itself would take place on the

following afternoon, and the

Student Council Dance, the

first social event of the sea-

son, would follow it.

The editor of AMERICA, the national

Jesuit weekly publication, recently called for

a casting off of the ''ghetto-like attitude" of
many American Catholics. This call beai's

patricular application to the Catholic educa*
tor and the Catholic student.

For there is an especial need at the present
time foV a vast moral and intellectual resur-
gence in the U. S. As was stated in the re-

port of the President's Commission on Na-
tional Goals, "the development of the individ-

ual and of the nation demands that education
at every level and in every discipline be
strengthened and its effectiveness enhanced."

Havinff noted in previous weeks the Vil-
lanova student's obligation to become aware
of the problems facing him, and his further
obligation to investigate, and thereby
strengthen the roots of his Faith, we turn
to a consideration of the intellectual aspects
of the necessary resurgence.

Only the Catholic educational concept
encompasses both the intellectufil and the
moral orders. Therefore, it is proper that
the Catholic educational system be the van-
guard of the resurgence. Certainly if there
are ghetto walls to be broken down—ghetto
walls within religious, national, and social
groups—it is Catholicism which should ad-
vance the project through education.

A ghetto—any kind of ghetto—is both
morally and intellectually reprehensible. And,
as a stronger religious belief constitutes the
basis in principle for the elimination of the
ghetto on the gix>und that is antaganistic to
the principle of individuality, a proper ra-
tionalization points up the practical inadvis-
ability of the ghetto on the ground that it

opposes the common good, the totality of the
body politic.

The proper organization of the body pol-

itic—the elimination of the ghetto, the reit-

eration of the principle of individuality, the
advancement of the common good—is the
proper domain of the science of politics. Only
by unfortunate connotation does the word
"politics" mean double dealing, insincere
back-slipping and underhanded manipulators.
Actually, statecraft in one of the highest
professions to which a man may aspire and
is one which requires a maximum of intel-

lectual preparation for its proper discharge.
It IS apparent, therefore, that all stu-

dents, but especially Catholic students, must
receive greater encouragement and oppor-
tunity for activity and participation in pol-

itics. The obvious policy of Villanova partic-
ularly apparent during the presidential
campaign has been that of official non-in-
volvement, with unofficial probation for the
political activity of its students.

Adherence to the principle of seperation
of Church and state as well as the practical
expedience involved in opevatiny a large re-

ligiously orientated educational institution
obviously required the greatest possible de-
gree of political impartiality. It seems, how-
ever, that Villanova could better fulfill its

commitments to both the religious and in-

tellectual orders by officially encouraging
political activity on the part of the students
while assuring that both major political

parties are represented as equitably as pos-
sible.

There are yet four years to pass before
political interest will rise airain to significant
heights. Perhaps during the interim a func-
tional system may be formulated by the Uni-
versity Administration by which a more
truly well rounded man will be produced.
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"Sea" Slips on Staging-

Score, Scenario Succeed
by Qua Sutii|ora

The living theater is an art;
i
is no room for rough or unravel-

In order to function in its proper

perspective it must be a con-

stant striving towards creative

perfection. Before producing a

play, all Umltatione need be con-

sidered if Justice is to be done to

the playwright Just aa a master

sculptor could not possibly carve

a true work of art from crumib-

Ihig, dried-out clay with a rub-

ber chisel, a play cannot be «uc-

cessfully performed without the

proper materials. The failure to

evaluaite possibilities Indicates a

led ends; a sophisticated smooth

ness is essential.

If they want to remain in

the musical-comedy tradition,

the Graduate Theater Group

must realise that chintiy cos-

tumes, a broken-down bedragged

excuse for a showhouse, a set of

Salvation Army quality, and cur-

tains that appear salvaged from

the bonfires after the last flag-

day parade are not in keeping

with the pervading mood of the

show. In this performance the

singers couldn't sing and the

dancers couldn't dance (the har-

monica player could play the

harmonica but that innovation

conveyed abeolutely naught).

The only influence thait salvaged

the play from utter shambles

was the talent of some leading

players. But when there were

so many incompetencies, any

measure of acting prowess could

not save the musical.

PILGRIM INSEMBU
, , . From Sm to Shining S#o

definite lack of maturity which

can very easily ruin a play. The

Graduate Theater's blatant re-

fusal to keep within their boun-

daries accounts for their latest

exhibition of mediocrity, "From

Sea To Shinhig Sea."

Although nothing is revered,

the Jibes at historical actions

and trends are lightly humorous

bringing forth an obviously deep

love for America in her foibles

and heroics. In expressing these

ideas through allegorical per-

sonifications, George Herman has

written a provocative comedy

which could well create a fine

evening's entertainment. But

again this can only be actuallaed

when the show is properly pro-

duced.

Since music is an Integral part

of "From Sea To Shining Sea",

the staging must be in the man-

ner of musical-comedy. This en-

tails at least modest beauty,

some splendor, and a bit of danc-

ing talent. When no profound

or comiplex message is being pro-

pagated, the attention of the

audience concentrates on the

performance itself. Hetnce, there

Jhn Willaert's excellent por-

trayal of Scratch deserves more

than a little commendation. Rep-

resenting the evil faction.
Scratch was projected with a

sinister villainy which remained

consistent throughout. Mike

Kennedy was also well received

as the hero '*Sam" and afTected

his changing moods with his-

torical delineation. Both Carol

Pearce and Jane Anderson gave

mature, well conditioned per-

formances. The only leading role

of lesser caliber was John Dillon

as Mike. The Archangel suffered

a gesturelesB, spread-legged pos-

ture brought about by a dull and

often boring character. One

final bright spot ivas Tom Mc-

Coy whose hilarious shenanigans

in various roles kept the audi-

ence consistantly laughing. No
other minor characters ere even

worth mentioning.

''Mattresi'' Bouncy

And Feathery Light

Curtain To Curtain

by Al LaMastm

"Once Upon a Mattress," In a

'once upon a time' land, lay a

genuine princess-once slightly

removed, taking a test of sensi-

tivity. If the ragamuflln royalty

•^ould not fall asleep because of

the presence of a pea ait the base

3f a mound of twenty mattress-

es, she would prove her accept-

ability for the ofllce and gain the

hand in marriage of the crown

:pince from his Oepidus com-

plexed mother. Luckily the pal-

ace patrons also wished to see

the prince get married so they

too could Join In the happiness

of a marital status. For this

reason they stufTed the mattress-

es with everything conceivable

and 37,863 sheep later, the prince

married the princess and every-

one lived happily ever after.

This nursery rhyme plot is the

basis for one of the most charm-

ing, strikingly original plays to

tour the nation hi years. Music,

lyrics, choreography, scenery

and oftentimes extreme costum-

ing would certainly not insure

the success of this "sleeper" mu-

sical.

Unfortunately, the sum of

these parts does not equal an

even passable show. The per-

formance, as a whole was a

shameful exhibition of an hn-

mature and glory-seeking atti-

tude. If appropriated finances

are not suflloient to commensu-

rate such a production, the

group has absolutely no right

to attempt it This is an Indirect

fiaunting of theatrical art. Per-

haps, with a litUe less money

and effort, Can-Can might be

shown in the field house looker

room.

RIVER STYX by JONIK

Tongue-In-Cheek

From opening to final cur-

tain the play never lags but

moves on at a very brilliant and

sprightly pace. The comic ityle

of Dody Goodman has been

known by TV audiences for sev-

eral years but the surprise

comes in finding out how well

she Is able to carry a whole

ahow with her original grimace-

tongue in cheek method of com-

edy. It is also wonderful to see

Buster Keaton . back where he

belongs before the footlights and

not as second stooge to Speedy

Alka-Seltzer. The Great Stone

Face is already gathering an-

other generation of fans to his

3ide and after many lean years

has regained the prestige of his

-sarly silent film career. His pan-

tomine, which courses through

the entire show to the boisterous

delight of the audience, definitely

makes this version of the orig-

inal Broadway production, one

of the all thne great musical

comedies. Who needs Camelot!

More than adequately support-

ed by singer, dancer, actor

Harold Lang as the court Jester

and Fritzl Burr, the oveitearing

mother—a la Auntie Mame, the

stars and chorus move through

tender ballads (in a LitUe

While) and fiercely funny dances

(Spanish Panic) to the constant

an:>proval of everyone concerned.

The songs will never be heard

on the "Ranch House" Juke-box

but the music by Msry Rogers

is pleasant and the clever lyr-

ics by Marshal Barer also help

to support and lighten the com-

edy angle of the show.

From top to bottom Sol Hurok
has given all Americans a
chance to see one of the great-

est little bundles of dynamite as

the show plays the Palace in

Pocatella or the Bijou hi Mem-
phis; and for those of you who
unfortunately missed spending a

delightful evening of theatre, I

extend my regrets,' for you need

them. The show is bound to turn

up in summer stock circles; and

although you won't have the

pleasure of seeing "Once Upon
a Mattress* from a bird's eye

view in the elegantly tarnished

William Goldman Erkinger thea-

tre, there is always the consola-

tidn of a cool summer evening's

entertainment hi one of the dos-

ehs of nationwide music circuses.

"LOVE IN REVERSE"

Tliey met. His heart leapt. "I li)ve you," lie cried.

"Me, too, hey," iho cried.

"Tell me," he cried, "are you u «lri of exiwiwivw tuHten?

"No, hey," she cried, "I am a (?iri of niinple t«wten."

"Good," he cried, "for my cruel fatlicr m\An me an allowance

barely large enough to Bupiwrt life."

"Money does not matter to me," nlie cried. "My tu»«teH are

simple, my wants are few. Just take me riding in a long, new,

yellow convertii)le and I am content."

"Goodbye," he cried, and ran away as fast as his chubl)y Uttlc

legs could carry him, for he had no convertil)le, nor the nioney to

buy one, nor the means to get the money, short of picking up his

stingy father by the ankles and shaking him till Ins wallet

fell out.
, , „ , . ..

He knew he must forget this giri but, lymg on liis iwllet at the

dormitory, whimpering and moaning, he knew be could not.

Ki last an idea came to him ; though he did not Imve tlie money

to buy convertible, perhaps he had enough to rent one

Hope reborn, he rushed at once to «in automol)ile rental

company and rented a yellow convertil)le for #10 down plus lOJ

a mile, and with many a hiugli and cheer drove away to pick

up the giri.

/^^fl^tiW^i^Jr, ilucridjkm

"Oil g<M)dy," slie said wlien slio saw tlio car. "This suits my

simple'tastes to a T'. Come, let us sjieed over n.lling highways

imd through Iwsky dells." .,..., , „j
.\nd away tliey drove. All that day .uid night they drove and

finally, tired but happy, tliey parked liigli on a windswept hiU.

"Mttrnx)ro?" he said.

"Yum yum," she said.

They lit up. Tliey puflfed witli deep contentment. You

know,'' he said, "you are like a Marilwro-mild and fresh

and relaxing."
, ^, ,, j.««...u«

"Hut there is a l)ig difference between Marilwro and me, she

Haid, "l)ecau8e I do not have a Selectrate Alter nor do I oome

in soft pack or flip-top box."

They laughed. They kissed. He screamed.

"What is it, my dear," Bhe cried, olarmed.

"Look at the speedometer," he said. "We have driven 200

miles and this car costs \^ a mile and I have only )I20 loft.

"Hut that's exactly enough," she said.
^^

"Yes " he said, "but we still have to drive home.

They fell into a profound gloom. He started the motor and

backed out of the parking place.

"Hey, look!" she said. "Tlie speedometer doesn t move when

you're backing up."
, , ,_ ^ ,

He looked. It was true. "Eureka!" lie cried. "That solves my

problem. I will drive home in reverse. Then no more miles will

register on the B|)eedonieter and I will have enough money

trO IMLV

!

"I think that's a marvelous idea," she said, ond she was right.

Heeause today our heni is in the county jail where food, clothes

and lodging are pn)vided free of charge and his ""owance Is

piling up so fast that he will have enough money to take his giri

riding oasin as soon us he is released.
.. „. ,

ffaclriMird ot forward, a flM, mw •xptrttnet
'j*

/'«^*'"' '

youn from r/it mak^r* of Marlboro^th^ unfllUr^d, king-

iti§ PMHp Morrii Commands. H'e/come aboard!

t»lan ahead and you'll never re-

gret it! ^ .

Requiem For A Jewel: It Is a

greet pity that the majority of

students of Villanova University

obstinately refused to Invest

their money In "rrom Sea to

Shining Sea" last week in Vaaey

Theatre. It seems that Virginia

Bell commanded more respect

than the original musical fable

which played to the extrsme de-

light of a very limited public*

Juat becnuii a show lUMit run

on Broadway for two years

doesn't mean it is worthless. In-

deed this production proved to

be far superior to "The Country

Oirl" which played to a some-

what dlamayed packed audience.

Kudos and hats off to direotoi^

writer Qtorgt Herman and bli

wonderfully versatile cait for

the most original piece of thea-

tre ever to bo seen at ViUanovi.

Well done Jim, Jane, ICUm, Gwol

I and Jack.
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V.U. Council Rivals U.N.

In Calendar Decision
by Ed Vmmn

The debators of the U.N. were i Not to be put down, Scully

placed in fierce competirtion for
I
stated that May 12 would inter-

the title of MoBt Trying on the
|
fere with Senior Father's Day,

Nerves oi the Parliamentarian May 13.

by the Student Congress of Vil- xt this point, Larry Bathgate
kmova University. The subject gave Bob DeLisa a new voice to
of the debate was the slightly recognize and said that in his

opini<« as senior class president,

the free day on May 12 wouldn't

interfere with Father's Day.
Tennis Spectator

DeLisa, looking much like a
spectator at a tennis match, fin-

ally succeeded in requesting a
vote on the amendment to the

resolution.

Point of personal privilege

from Scully: "A roll call vote

should be taken. The students

have a right to know how their

representatives voted!"
As Joe Remy, the parliamen

Freethan controversial

Day decision.

E«ach year this topic has in-

ftumously evoked heated baittle

between the New York Irish, in

favor of March 17, and any
other innocent faction ynhich has
been so bold as to propose an-

other date.

Scully Old Guard •

' This year the "innocent party"

was represented by Paul
O'Rourke, while Brian Scully

took the stand of the Old Guard.

The nearing of the debate caused tarian, furiously flio-ped the
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Cubans Seek Refuge Here;

Government Aids Exiles

convert wihispers to sweep
through the Council, as incon-

spicuously as a South Seas ty-

leaves of his Robert Rules
of Order, DeLisa declared that

a voice vote would have to be
phoon. TVie motion in question taken to determine whether a
read that the Student Council i roll call vote would be taken on
Free Day be March 17. Council

Chairman Bob DeiLisa introduced

the motion and waited with
bated breath for the ^oe-on-
desk debate to begin. He was
not disappointed.

From the floor Paul O'Rourke
proposed an amendment to the

motion stating, in effect, that

the free day be May 12 instead

of March 17. His reason : March
17 is too near quarterly exams.

An answering barrage from
Schully: "May 12 doesn't break
up the semester as March 17

would."
CBourke Retorts ^

Retorted O'Rourke, "Neither
does March 17, a week before

"But March 17 off would give

a three day weekend!", cried

Scully.

Slyly O'Rourke uncovered his

ace, "With Ascenction Thursday
on May 11, May 12 would pro-
"vide a four day weekend."

the amendment to the resolution.

Ayes and Nays
Quoth DeLisa: "All those in

favor of a roll call vote on tiie

amendment to the resolution to
make the Free Day March 17,

answer 'aye' . . . Those opposed,
'nay'." The answering 'ayes' and
'nays' were as unquivering as
the jello in Villanova's cafeteria.

"The nays have it", dramatic-
ally declared DeLisa.

The confused Councts was then
asked to vote on the amendment
to the resolution, that is, to de-
clare May 12 the free day. The
The nays again. The faces of
Scully and O'Rourke became
similar to the Masques of Com-
edy and Tragedy. The vote on
the resolution itself was a mere
formality.

After carefully pondering their

vote, DeLisa brought his gavel
down on the podium and solemn-
ly declared, "March 17 wiU be
St Patrick^ Day!"

Phi kappa Pi, or "Phi Kara"

as it is frequently called, is the

oldest fraternity on the campus.
It was organized in 1907 and has
mcuntained a large and active

membership since then. Its offi-

cial title is "The Elngineerlng So-
ciety of Villanova University"

and its motto is "Phrata kai

Prokope" (Brotherhood and
Progress).

Phi Kappa Pi, being the oldest

fraternity on campus, has a

great foundation of activities.

"Phi Kap" started the "Owl
Hop" which after World War II

became the Interfratemity Ball.

It is the only fraternity to have
an Orphans' Outing where the
members entertain and play San-
ta Claus to children from a Cath-
olic Charities' home in Philadel-

phia. It is the only fraternity to

enjoy smokers. These consist of

a feature length movie with re-

freshments served during the in-

termission, and supply a wel-

come relief from study for the
members.

Council Successes Noted;
Wall Urges Co-operation

byTom Woll

IXL an attempt to promote bet-

ter student awareness, I would
like to sue this opportimity to

enlighten you on the work of

the Student Council. This will

include proposals passed by the

Council last semester which
have already gone into effect or

which will do so shortly.

First, I would like to recall

those proposals which are cur-

rently in effect.

1. As in past years the Coiin-

dl has set up a retreat program
witli lUackwood Retreat House
ia N. J. This program is de>

fligaed to aid students desirous

of wialriBg an outside retnat.

2. The Student Tutor Pro-

gram welcomed and serviced

more students last semester

than ever before in its history.

Any one having trouble with a

particular course is asked to

take advantage of this program.

S. For tiw flrst time in many
jean an ontdoor graduation will

be beld this June. In the past

gradaatioa has been held In the

rieU House. Iliis innovation

win beaefli gradnatlBg seniors

and, in tfane, all students.

4. A polling committee has

any question of a controversial

nature within 24 hours.

5. Through the religious af-

fairs committee we have received

Fr. Whitley's aj^roval to distri-

bute Holy Cfmunonion before the

12 o'clock Mass each day. This

would natuially benefit those

students wishing to receive who
for some reason might not be

able to remain through the en-

tire Mass. .•..

6. The student ride service to

and from school has gone into

effect and we have high hopes
that it will work out well.

74 One of the more rewarding
accomplishments of the council

was the posting of the semester-

ly grades in tlie Field House
during registration.

8. Our movie program has
produced overwhelming success

and we hope to continue inter-

esting the students with this en-

tertainment

9. Due to an apparent birth of

Intellectual interest on campus,
a lecture program on cajnpus

has been initiated. Such famous
men as George Meany» Mark Van

been set up whose main objective Doren, and Victor Belannde have

is to compile student feeling on been contacted.

PRESIDENT SCULLY

. . . Smoicers omt fhingt.

Also among the social activ-

ities are the annual Communion
Breakfast, and probably the
most anticipated evening of the
year the annual Dinner Dance.
At this Dinner Dance, the Carl
T. Humphrey Memorial Award
is presented to the outstanding
freshm€m. His name will then
be mounted on a plaque which
will hang in the office of the
Dean of Engineering.
This year pledging to Phi Kap-

pa Pi starts the first week of

March. Pledging will last six

weeks. During this time all the
pledges will go one Saturday to

the Queen of the Rosary Convent
to help the missionary Sisters in

the spring cleaning of the con-
vent.

The officers for the year 1960-

61 are Brian Scully, president;

Fred Wiele, vice-president; Jack
Sweeney, secretary; Dave Rae-
ber, treasurer; John O'Connell,
Student Council representative;
and Len Camaghi, Sergeantnat-
amia.

Pre-Law Society

To Visit City Hall
The Villanova Pre-Law Society

will make its annual field trip

to City Hall in Philadelphia on

Thursday, March 2, 1961. Nearly!

the entire membership of the

society, including the officers

and moderator, Mr. Richard E.

Ruane, will visit Municipal court

and observe court procedures.

Forty-one exiles irom Fidel

Cairo's Cuba, currently enrolled

at Villanova, will shortly be re-

ceiving federal add in their strug-

gle to obtain an education out-

side their Communist-dominated
homeland.
The U. S. Department of

Health, Ekiucation and Welfare
has provided that each of the
Cuban exipatriates is eligiible for

a non^nterestrbearing loan, not
to exceed $500, to assist in pay-
ing for tuition, room and board,
and miscellaneous expenses.
Most of the refugees are for-

mer students of the University
of St. Thomas of Villanueva in

Havana. This Augustinlan-oper-
ated institution has been a par-
ticular target of the Castro re-

gime. The refugees transferred
here -from Villanueva, or gravi-

tated here with friends who were
transfer students.

Die If Necessary
Almost to a man, the Cubans

insist that they will retium to
Cuba in the forseeable future.

Most claim to be in touch with
the anti-Castro underground op-

erating in the U. S. AH have
expressed readiness to fight, and
die if necessary, for the libera-

tion of their country.

The federal government, mean-
ivhile, has acted to assist the ex-
iles during thedr sojum in the
United States. Peter Muirhead,
director of the financial aid bur-
eau of the HEW's Division of
Higher Education, informed The
Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,
06A, President of Villanova Uni-
veredty, that the government ia

ready to consider applications
from Cuban students for loans,

which will average about $300.
Until now the University has
"carried the exiles on the books,"
Father Klekotka stated.

Besides the loans, the Immi-
gration Services has altered the
status of the expatriates from
that of aliens to that of students.
As students, they are not sub-
ject to hnminent deportation.

ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

NAA's On-Campus Interviews

The NAA industrial family has a career for you

/ggiW^ Nuclear



V.U. Council Rivals tJ.N.

In Calendar Decision
;'• V' -^ .••;::',<:•-/•• by Ed FarreU
The debators of the U.N. were i Not to be put down, Scully

placed in fierce competition for ' stated that May 12 would inter-

the title of Most Trying on the fere with Senior Father's Day,

Nerves of the Parliamentariaji May 13.

by the Student Congress of Vil-

lanova University. The subject
At this point, Larry Bathga/te

gave Bob DeLiaa a new voice to
of the debate was the slightly recognize and said that in his
less thaji controversial Free

j
opinion as senior class president,

the free day on May 12 wouldn't

interfere with Father's Day.
Tennis Spectator

DeLisa, looking much like a

spectator at a tennis match, fin-

ally succeeded in requesting a
vote on the amendment to the

resolution.

Point of personal privilege

from Scully: "A roll call vote
should be taken. The students
have a right to know how their

representatives voted!"
As Joe Remy, the parliamen-

Cubans Seek Refuge Here;

Government Aids ExUes

Day decision.

E&ch year this topic has in-

famously evoked heated battle

between the New York Irish, in

favor of March 17, and any
other innocent faction which has
been so bold as to propose an-

other date.

Scully Old Guard

This year the "innocent party"

was represented by Paul

O'Rourke, while Brian Scully

took the stand of the Old Guard.

The nearing of the debate caused tarian, furiously flioped the
convert whispers to sweep leaves of his Robert Rules
through the Council, as incon- of Order, DeLisa declared that

Bpicuously as a South Seas ty-
1 a voice vote would have to be

phoon. The motion in quesition taken to determine whether a
read that the Student Council roll call vote would be taken on
Free Day be March 17. Council the amendment to the resolution.

Chairman Bob DeLisa introduced

the motion and waited with

bated breath for the shoe-on-

desk debate to begin. He was
not disappointed.

From the floor Paul O'Rourke
proposed an amendment to the

motion stating, in effect, that

the free day be May 12 instead

of March 17. His reason : March
17 is too near quarterly exams.

An answering barrage from
Schully: "May 12 doesn't break

up the semester as March 17

would."
O'Rourke Retorts

Retorted O'Rourke, "Neither
does March 17, a week before

Easter."

"But March 17 off would give

a three day weekend!"
Scully.

Slyly O'Rourke uncovered his

Ayes and Nays
Quoth DeLisa: "All those in

favor of a roll call vote on the
amendment to the resolution to

make the Free Day March 17,

answer 'aye' . . . Those opposed,
'nay'." The answering 'ayes' and
'nays' were as unquivering as
the jello in Villanova's cafeteria.

"The nays have it", dramatic-
ally declared DeLisa, v
The confused Councis was then

asked to vote on the amendment
to the resolution, that is, to de-

clare May 12 the free day. The
The nays again. The faces of
Scully and O'Rourke became
similar to the Masques of Com-
edy and Tragedy. The vote on
the resolution itself was a mere

died 'foiTTi^'J'ty.

After carefully pondering their

vote, DeLisa brought his gavel

Phi Kappa Pi, or "Phi Kan"
as it is frequently called, is the

oldest fraternity on the campus.
It was organized in 1907 and has
maintained a large and active

membership since then. Its offi-

cial title is "The Engineering So-

ciety of Villanova University"

and its motto is "Phrata kai

Prokope" (Brotherhood and
Progress).

Phi Kappa Pi, being the oldest

fraternity on campus, has a

great foundation of activities.

"Phi Kap" started the "Owl
Hop" which after Worid War II

became the Interfratemity Ball.

It is the only fraternity to have
an Orphans' Outing where the

members entertain and play San-
ta Claus to children from a Cath-
olic Charities' home in Philadel-

phia. It is the only fraternity to

enjoy smokers. These consist of

a feature length movie with re-

freshments served during the in-

termission, and supply a wel-

come relief from study for the
members.

ace, "With Ascenction Thursday
j

down on the podium and solemn
on Bfay 11, May 12 would pro- ly declared, "March 17 will be
vide a four day weekend." 'St. Patrick's Day!"

Council Successes Noted;
Wall Urges Co-operation

bylomWqll
In an attempt to promote bet-

ter student awareness, I would
like to sue this opportunity to

enlighten you on the work of

the Student Council. This will

include proposals passed by the

Council last semester which
have already gone into effect or

which will do so shortly.

First, I would like to recall

those proposals which are cur-

rently in effect.

1. As in past years the Coun-
cil has set up a retreat program
with Blackwood Retreat Hou.se

In N. i. This program is de>

»gned to aid students desirous

of making an outside retreat.

2. The Student Tutor Pro-

any question of a controversial

nature within 24 hours.

5. Through tlie religious af-

fairs committee we have received

Fr. HTiitley's approval to distri-

bute Holy Communion before the

12 o'clock Mass each day. This

would naturally benefit those

students wishing to receive who
for some reason might not be

able to remain through the en-

Ure Mass.

6. The student ride service to

and from school has gone into

effect and we have high hopes
that it will work out well.

7* One of the more rewarding
accomplishments of the council

gram welcomed and serviced was the posting of the semester
more students last semester

than ever before in its history.

Any one having trouble with a

particular course is asked to

take advantage of this program.

3. For the first time in many
yearn an outdoor graduation Hill

be held this June, in the past

graduation has been held in the

ly grades in the Field House
during registration.

8. Our movie program has
produced overwhelming success

and we hope to continue inter-

esting the students with this en-

tertainment.

9. Due to an apparent birth of

a lecture program on campus
has been initiated. Such famous

FleU House. This innovation
|

Intellectual interest on campus,

Hill benefit graduating seniors

and, in time, all studmts.

4. A polling committee has men as (ieorge Meany, Mark Van

been set up whose main objective Doren, and Victor Belaunde have

is to compile student feeling on
i been contacted.
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PRESIDENT SCULLY

. . . Smokers and things.

Also among the social activ-

ities are the annual Communion
Breakfast, and probably the
most anticipated evening of the
year the annual Dinner Dance.
At this Dinner Dance, the Carl
T. Humphrey Memorial Award
is presented to the outstanding
freshman. His name will then
be mounted on a plaque which
will hang in the office of the
Dean of Engineering.

This year pledging to Phi Kap-
pa Pi starts the first week of

March. Pledging will last six

weeks. During this time all the
pledges will go one Saturday to

the Queen of the Rosary Convent
to help the missionary Sisters in

the spring cleaning of the con-
vent.

The officers for the year 1960-

61 are Brian Scully, president;

Fred Wiele, vice-president; Jack
Sweeney, secretary; Dave Rae-
ber. treasurer; John O'Connell,
Student Council representative;
and Len Carnaghi, Sergeant-*at-
arms.

Pre-Law Society

To Visit City Hall
The Villanova Pro-Law Society

will make its annual field trip

to City Hall in Phil.idelphia on

Thur.sday. March 2. liHil. Nearly

the entire mombrr.'^hip of the

{.society, including; the ollicer.s

jnnd motlcrator, Mr. Richard K.

'Ruane, will visit Municipal roiirl

and observe court procedures.

Forty-one exiles from Fidel

Castro's Cuba, currently enrolled

at Villanova, will shortly be re-

ceiving federal aid in their strug-

gle to obtain an education out-

side their Communist-dominated
homeland.
The U. S. Department of

Health, Education and Welfare
has provided that each of the

Cuban expatriates is eligible for

a non-interest-bearing loan, not
to exceed $500, to assist in pay-
ing for tuition, room and board,
and miscellaneous expenses.
Most of the refugees are for-

mer students of the University
of St. Thomas of Villanueva in

Havana. This Augustinian-oper-
ated institution has been a par-

ticular target of the Castro re-

gime. The refugees transferred
here from Villanueva, or gravi-

tated here with friends who were
transfer students.

Die If Necessary
Almost to a man, the Cubans

insist that they will return to

Cuba in the forseeable future.

Most claim to be in touch with
the anti-Castro underground op-

erating in the U. S. All have
expressed readiness to fight, and
die if necessary, for the libera-

tion of their country.

The federal government, mean-
while, has acted to assist the ex-
iles during their sojum in the
United States. Peter Muirhead,
director of the financial aid bur-
eau of the HEW's Division of
Higher Education, informed The
Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,
OSA, President of Villanova Uni-
versity, that the government is

ready to consider applications
from Cuban students for loans,

which will average about $300.
Until now the University has
"carried the exiles on the books,"
Father Klekotka stated.

Besides the loans, the Immi-
gration Services has altered the
status of the expatriates from
that of aliens to that of students.
As students, they are not sub-
ject to imminent deportation.

ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

NAA's On-Campus Interviews

The NAA industrial family has a career for you
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Campus News Briefs
inmiiiiiiiiiinini

Astronomy Roeognlio
The VUlanova Aitronomy So-

ciety, which now IncludM fifty

xnemheri, received recognition

from the Student Council last

Ragittration For

Studant Tutor Plan

To Ba Hald March 2
Jim StraBsella, Executive Vice-

President for Educationafl Af-

fair! of the Student Council, re-

cently announced Iftiat Paul

O'Rourke, Chairman of the Aca-

demic Affairs Committee, has

completed the plans for this

sem«0ter's Student Tutor Pro-

gram. Registration for this pro-

gram la slated to begin on Thurs-

day, March 2, in the first floor

of Dougherty Hall.

O'Rourke strongly urges all

Interested students to sign uip at

this tbne- but, if they are some-

how unable, they can fill out the

required information in the Stu-

dent Council Office. The pro-

gram, handled by Mike Wesley

and Bill Williams this semester,

is open to any student who might

desire to tutor another student

who is finding a particular study

difficult and any student who
feels that he hat need of this

asalstance.

Tutoring is rendered in all

fields of study and the only re-

quirement for students seeking

assistance is that they earnest-

ly want to learn. To qualify as

a tutor, the student must have
received at least a grade of A
in the particular aubject in which

he wishes to tutor.

This program acts as a body
which united the student wi1±i

. another tutor. Vice-President

Stracella emphasized that "there

are no feea involved and this is

a voluntary service of the Stu-

dent Council. After we assign

a tutor to a student, it is up to

them to set up mutually agree-

aible hours as often as is felt

necessary."

"Last semester," asserted

O'Rourke, "was our most suc-

osMful and in each succeeding

semester the program seems to

be gaining more and more mo-
mentum. There should be at

least another 200 students par-

ticipating again this semester.

Therefore, because of the ex-

pected heavy demand for tutors,

there is a nominal need for in-

dustiiouB, active tutors."

Council
(ContiBued £rom Pagt 1)

> Bxam Sohednla '

The administration's proposed
revision of the examination
•ohedule was discussed at the

meeting. The Student Council

members, acting as representa-

tives of the entire student 'body,

naked that a letter be sent to

the administration stating that
the Council is definitely opposed
to auch a plan.

Discuasion of the free day waa
complicated by an amendment to

the original motion. The amend-
'ment, made by Paul O'Rourke,
suggested that the holiday be

held on May 12 instead of March
17. After a period of heated
debate, a vote determined that

tile free day will be March 17.

At the cloae of the meeting,

Bob Delisa read a letter of res-

ignation from Bolb Scalia. In his

letter Scalia stated that he chose

to resign 'because of the futility

of efforts to improve student

fovemment at ViUanova.
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month, and is now permitted to

send a representative to the

meetings.

At its February 6th meeting,

the society elected Vincent La-

manna '62 as representative, and
he wUl retain this office until

the end of the semester.

Rev. Edward F. Jenkins, mod-
erator of the society, spoke on
the stars at the February 20th
meeting. His lecture waa accom-
panied by the film slides. New
officea of Secretary and Treasur-

er were created. Formerly, both
offices were held by one person.

At the next meeting, on March
6th, a talk on stellar photogra-

phy will be given, followed by a
demonstration in the observa-

tory. George McCook, who grad-

uated from Villanova in 1958,

and is now taking graduate

mathematics courses at the Uni-

versity of Pennaylvania, will de-

liver the lecture and demonstr-

tion.

Choral Fostival Sjotod
Butch McNaily '61, president

of the Villanova Singers, has an-
nounced that the seventh annual
Intercollegiate Choral Festival

will be held in the Villanova
Field House at 8 :00 pjn. March
11.

This year the organizations

singing will be: Chestnut Hill

College Glee Club, Immaculata
College Glee Club, Rosemont
College Glee Club, Holy Family
College Glee Club, Saint Joaeph's

College Glee Club, and the Vil-

lanova University Singers. i

FROSH REPS I

(Continued trom Page 1)

A petition was circulated, and
the required 10% of the class

members requested that nomina-
tions be reopened. At a class

convocation held Monday it was
explained that the petition could

be constitutional only if a single

candidate were on the slate.

After 45 minutea of wrangling,

Giidscore Winners

Above are plotnred the winners in the LAMi football ooatest.

Bud Beloin (center) has been awanded $800 for correctly predict-

ing the half time and final score of the Vlllanov»-Xaxler game,
In which V.U. defeated Xavler, 21 to 7. Second place prise of

$150 was shared by William J. Bandmrst, (left) and.Harry Taoel.

during which everything from
mass hilarity to an implied phy-
sical threat to the election com-
mittee memers occured, all six

candidates previously nominated

offered to withdraw. At this,

nominations were reopened and
a total of ten candidates were
renominated and 'the election

was allowed to proceed.

,

"GIVE A MAN A TOUGH JOB AND A CHANCE TO GO SOMEWHERE

...AND HE'LL BREAK HIS NECK TO DO IT"

' In 1958 when Bill Ebben was only a few months

away from his engineering degree at the University

of Detroit, he was in touch with 15 prospective

employers.

He chose the Michigan Bell Telephone Com-
pany because: "This company offered the kind of

engineering management opportunity I wanted^
and they weren't kidding."

One of Bill's first assignments was a survey of

Michigan Bell's big Central District to find out

how long available building space could accom-

modate the switching equipment required by rapid

telephone growth. "I wasn't given any instruc-

tion," Bill says, "I was just told to do the job."

So Bill did it. His report became the guide for

planning and budgeting future construction.

On his next move. Bill proved he could handle

supervisory responsibility. He was sent to head up

a group of seven engineers to design a new long

distance switching center for Saginaw, Michigan

—a $4,000,000 engineering project.

Today, Bill is on the staff of Michigan Bell's

Program Engineer. He's working on a system for

mechanized control of telephone construction costs.

How does Bill feel about his job? "Give a man
a tough job and a chance to go somewhere—and
he'll break his neck to do it. Of course, I don't

think I'm going to be running the business next

year—but I'm getting every opportunity to hit the

top. You don't worry about opportunity here—you
worry about whether you're as big as the job."

// you're a man like Bill Ebben, a man who can

size up a job, figure out what needs to be done, and
then do it—then you should get in tou^h with one of

the Bell Companies. Visit your Placement Office for

literature and additional information. '

**Our number one aim is to have in all

management jobs the moat vital, intelli-

gent, positive and imaginative men w€

can possibly find."

Frederick R. Kappel, Preiidtnt

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

NIT Drive Stalls In Dixie,

Temple Deals Death Blow
In the last week, Vlllanova's

wandering Wildcats followed the

same checkered pattern which
has been the trademark of their

play all season long. The Sev-

erance-men rose to those old

familar heights by upsetting

highly favored Wake Forest and
then fell Just as swiftly from
their lofty abode by dropping

games to North Carolina State

and Temple within three days.

These games were all classified

"musts" since the Cats were still

an outside chance for an NTT
bid if they could have scored

impressive wins over their three

opponents.

Third City Series Loss

In seeking their first City Ser-

ies victory Saturday, the Cats

instead lost their third to the

NTT-bound Temple Owls, 79-69.

Hubie White gave another pic-

ture performance as he threw in

33 points, one short of his Pal-

estra seasonal record, with 10

for 19 from the floor and 13 out

of 14 from the free throw line.

The first half was a nip and
tuck affair with Hubcaps setting

the pace for the 'Cats with 20

points. Temple, guided by some
sharp sniping on E2arl Proctor's

part, kept pace with the 'Cats

and led at half-time 33-32.

by Bud Slnunonds

In the second half, coach

Harry Litwack set the Owls up
in a box zone and struck Proctor

on White with one or two other

men collapsing on him any time

he touched the ball. Co-captain

Jim Huggard, who chipped in

with 16 points, then began to

pick UD the slack but by this

time Temple had taken a solid

lead and could not be overtaken.

A bright light for VilUnova
fans was Bob Liberatore, who in

his first Palestra appearance of

the season turned in a fine job
hustling for 9 points and 7 re-

bounds.

'Cats Split In DUle
Down South, earlier in the

week, the 'Cats split their two
games scoring an impressive win
over Wake Forest yet losing to

North Carolina State.

The itinerant Mainliners pull-

ed off another nnajor uoset by
defeating Wake Forest in a
thriller, 60-54 last Saturday at

Greensboro, N. C. Jim Huggard,

who seems to thrive against the

big name teams, led the 'Cats

with another of his spirited per-

formances. The little guy kept

Bones McKinney's Deacons off

balance throughout the game
with sharp ball hawking and 24

point shooting.

Here's deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old SpiCB Stick D60d0rant.../astes(, neatest way to all-

day, every day protection! It's the active deodorant for

active men . . . absolutely dependable. Glides on smoothly,

speedily... dries in record lime. Old Spice Stick Deodorant

— most convenient, most economical deodorant money can

buy. 1.00 plus tax.

©JiiSfiMe
STICK
DEODORANT

M U L.T O M

From the opening buszer, Vil-

lanova took the lead and never
relinquished it despite a barn-
stomiing Wake Forest finish.

Going into the second half, the

Wildcats held a 30-24 lead with
Hubie White in foul trouble with

three personals.

Wake Challenges
Wake then began to roll with

6'8" All-American candidate Len
Chappell, who was game high
scorer with 26 ooints, heading
the rally. Despite Chappell's

work, no other Deacon scored
4n double figures and this was
due to a tremendous defensive

effort by the 'Cats.

The Deacons pulled up to

make it 53-50 with less than
four minutes remaining but the
Wildcats pulled together for
some fine team play and five

points to stave off the rally. The
V. U. scoring ounch was well
balanced with Hubie White (13)
and Dick Kaminski (12) in

double figures. Bob Liberatore
in his first action since early
season scored 8 points also.

N. 0. State Revenge
Later in the same week, a re-

vengeful N. C. State team snoiled

retiring coach Al Severance's
farewell appearance in the

South 's basketball hotbed. The
Wolf Pack paid back a 72-63

loss delivered to them by the

'Cats in the Dixie Classic earlier

in thp season by defeating them
78-65.

Hubie White, VUlanova's
jumping junior, gave the Raleigh
fans a show despite the loss by

(Continued on P&re )

NewBowlingTeamInNCAA

Four of Vlllanova's bowlers display their form and new
uniforms at the Rosemont Lanes.

fPheto ly Tom Yedli)

There is a new addition to the

stable of Varsity teams here at

Villanova, the first week of De-
cem^r, 1060, marked the recog-

nition of an intercollegiate bowl-
ing team.

During the next week there

followed several announcements
and bulletins concerning an or-

ganizational meeting. At this

meeting, a committee of three

was chosed to select the seven
top keglers to represent the uni-

versity. The conunittee was
chosen as to their knowledge of
the sport and their participation

and interest in the university's

intramural leagues.

Tryouts were held on Decem-
ber 8 and 10 at Floyd's Rosemont
Lanes. The thirty-three varsity

aspirants rolled four games
apiece. The team was chosen ac-

cording to this four-game total,

intramural and other averages.

Selected were Chuck Oapone,

John McCarthy, Sal Rico, Chuck
Williams, Art Donnelly, Den
Henderson and Bob Chanctier.

Is There A Proctor
In The House?

There seemed to be one In the Palesfra last Saturday. Earl

Proctor (11) stretched a tawny arm afteruard In a futile attempt

to block a Hubie White (14) Jump shot, as Bruce Drysdale (3)

and John Kosklnen look on. Proctor didn't block any of the red

hot White's shots, but stayed close enough to him to hold him to

thirteen in the second half, as Temple walloped the 'Cats 79-69.

At the following team meeting,
Sal Rico was elected to Captain
of the squad.

Fr. Kenny Moderates
The proprietorof Floyd's

Rosemont Lanes, generously of-

fered the use of his establish-

ment for team practice sesstons.

Rev. Thomas Kenny, O.8.A., is

the faculty advisor £or the new
team.

Penn First Match
The team has extensive plans

for matches with schools of high
standing in the bowlhig world,

in the Philadelphia, New Jersey

and New York areas.

According to current league

averages, there are very few col-

lege bowling teams in the coun-

try capable of stopping the 'Cats.

The team will show a good indi-

cation of ability on Friday, Feb.

24, when they will match a very
powerful Penn University team
at William l^nn Lanes in Phila-

delphia.

Marksmen Cop NRA
Sectionals; Take

1 1 of 1 5 Trophies
In the NRA pistol matches

held at Bucknell University last

week, the Villanova Pistol Team
placed first in team competition
with the U. S. Merchant Marine
Academy and Bucknell placing
second and third respectively.

The Wildcats copped eleven of
fifteen trophies in a splendid all-

axpund performance.
For individual aggregate scor-

ing Cireorge Sinclair placed second
and Joe Bader third for the Vil-

lanova team. In other individual

competition at the match, Bader
took first place and Bob Alto-
mare second in the slow fire, and
Sinclair finished second and Alto-
mare grabbed second and Sin-

clair third in the rapid fire. ..

,

Naval Academy Match
Formerly the Villanova Pistol

Club, the unheraled Villanova
Pistol Team, coached by Master
Sergeant Reilly, U.S.M.C. has
accumulated its most successful

record yet. During this, their

second year as a varsity group,

the shooters, captained by senior

Jerry Snopkowski, have notched
up an admirable 14-4 log. Up-
coming matches for the team in-

clude Valley Forge Military Aca-
demy and the NavaH Academy.

In compiling this impressive

record the pistol-packing 'Cats

have lost only three collegiate

matches. Two of these were to

Army, who set a new national

record in the meet with Villa-

nova, and the other loss was to

Navy. These two aggregations

are ranked first and second in

the country.

Using the team's victory in

the sectionals at Bucknell as a
yardstick, experts predict that

this year Vllanova will improve
the national standing of 13 which
they held last year.
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Gridscore Winners

Astronomy Reeogniie
The VUlanova Astronomy So-

ciety, which now includes fifty

members, received recognition

from the Student Council last

Registration For

Student Tutor Plan

To Be Held March 2
Jim Strazzella, Executive Vice-

President for Educational Af-

fairs of the Student Council, re-

cently announced lihat Paul

O'Rourke, Chairman of the Aca-

demic Affairs Committee, has

completed the plans for this

semester's Student Tutor Pro-

gram. Registration for this pro-

gram is slated to begin on Thurs-

day, March 2, in the first floor

of Dougherty Hall.

O'Rourke strongly urges all

interested students to sign up at

this time but, if they are some-

how unable, they can fill out the

required information In the Stu-

dent Council Office. The pro-

gram, handled by Mike Wesley
and Bill Williams this semester,

is open to any student who might

desire to tutor another student

who Is finding a particular study

difficult and any student who
feels that he has need of this

assistance.

Tutoring is rendered in all

fields of study and the only re-

quirement for students seeking

assistance is that they earnest-

ly want to learn. To qualify as

a tutor, the student must have

received at least a grade of A
in tlhe particular subject In which
he wishes to tutor. < ; v

This program acts as a body
which united the student with

another tutor. Vice-President

Strazella emphasized that "there

are no fees involved and this is

a voluntary service of the Stu-

dent Council. After we assign

a tutor to a student. It is up to

them to set up mutually agree-

able hours as often as is felt

necessary."

"Last semester," asserted

O'Rourke, "was our most suc-

cessful and In each succeeding

semester the program seems to

be gaining more and more mo-
mentum. There should be at

least another 200 students par-

ticipating again this semester.

Therefore, because of the ex-

pected heavy demand for tutors,

there is a nominal need for in-

dustrious, active tutors."

Council
(Continued from Page 1)

ExAin Schedule
The administration's proposed

revision of the examixiation

schedule waa discussed at the

meeting. The Student Council

members, acting as representa-

tives of the entire student body,

asked that a letter be sent to

the administration stating that

the Council is definitely opposed
to auch a plan.

Discussion of the free day was
complicated by an amendment to

the original motion. The amend-
ment, made by Paul O'Rourke,
suggested that the holiday be

held on May 12 instead of March
17. After a period of heated
debate, a vote determined thnt

the free day will be March 17.

At the close of the meeting,

Bob DeLisa read a letter of res-

ignation from Bob Scalia. In his

letter Scalia stated that he chose

to resign becaujBe of the futility

of efforts to improve student

government at VUlanova.
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month, and is now permitted to

send a representative to the

meetings.

At its February 6th meeting,

the society elected Vincent La-

manna '62 as representative, and
he will retain this office until

the end of the semester.

Rev. Edward F. Jenkins, mod-
erator of the society, spoke on
the stars at the February 20th

meeting. His lecture was accom-
panied by the film slides. New
offices of Secretary and Treasur-

er were created. Formerly, both
offices were held by one person.

At the next meeting, on March
6th, a talk on stellar photogra-

phy win be given, followed by a

demonstration in the observa-

tory. George McCook, who grad-

uated from VUlanova In 1958,

and is now taking graduate

mathematics courses at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, wiU de-

liver the lecture and demonstr-

tlon.

Choral Festival Slated
Butch McNally '61, president

of the VUlanova Singers, has an-

nounced that the seventh annual
Intercollegiate Choral Festival

will be held in the VUlanova
Field House at 8:00 p.m. March
11.

This year the organizations

singing will be: Chestnut Hill

College Glee Club, Immaculata
College Glee Club, Rosemont
College Glee Club, Holy FamUy
College Glee Club, Saint Joseph's

College Glee Club, and the VU-
lanova University Singers.

FROSH REPS
(Continued £rom Page 1)

A petition was circulated, and
the required 10% of the class

members requested that nomina-
tions be reopened. At a class

convocation held Monday it was
explained that the petition could

be constitutional only if a single

candidate were on the slate.

After 45 minutes of wrangling,

Above are pictured the winners In tlie L&Ml football conteflit.

Bud Beloin (center) Yulh been awarded $300 for correctly predict-

ing the hajf time and final score of the VillanovB^Xaxier game,
in which V.U. defeated Xavier, 21 to 7. Second place prize of

$150 was shared by William J. Barnhurst, (left) and.Harry Tuccl.

during which everything from
mass hilarity to an implied phy-

.sical threat to the election com-
mittee memers occured, all six

candidates previously nominated

offered to withdraw. At this,

nominations were reopened and
a total of ten candidates were
renominated and the election

was allowed to proceed.

"GIVE A MAN A TOUGH JOB AND A CHANCE TO GO SOMEWHERE

...AND HE'LL BREAK HIS NECK TO DO IT"

In 1958 when Bill Ebben was only a few months

away from his engineering degree at the University

of Detroit, he was in touch with 15 prospective

employers.

He chose the Michigan Bell Telephone Com-
pany because: "This company offered the kind of

engineering management opportunity I wanted—
and they weren't kidding."

One of Bill's first assignments was a survey of

Michigan Bell's big Central District to find out

how long available building space could accom-

modate the switching equipment required by rapid

telephone growth. "I wasn't given any instruc-

lim," Bill says, "I was just told to do the job."

So Bill did it. His report became the guide for

planning and budgeting future construction.

On his next move, Bill proved he could handle

supervisory responsibility. He was sent to head up

a group of seven engineers to design a new long

distance switching center for Saginaw, Michigan

—a $4,000,000 engineering project.

Today, Bill is on the staff of Michigan Bell's

PYogi'am Engineer. He's working on a system for

mechanized control of telephone construction costs.

How does Bill feel about his job? "Give a man
la tough job and a chance to go somewhere—and
he'll break his neck to do it. Of course, I don't

think I'm going to be running the business next

year—but I'm getting every opportunity to hit the

top. You don't worry about opportunity here—you
worry about whether you're as big as the job."

If you're a man like Bill Ebben, a man who can

size up a job, figure out what needs to be done, and
then do it— then you should get in touch with one of

the Bell Companies. Visit your Placement Office for

literature and additional information.

• ' ^..•

"Our number one aim is to have in all

managemtui jobs the moM vital, intelli-

gent, positive and imaginative men we

can possibly find."

Frepkrick R. Kappei., President

American Telephone Hi Tcletfraph Co. BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

NIT Drive Stalls In Dixie,

Temple Deals Death Blow
In the last week, Villanova's

wandering Wildcats followed the

same checkered pattern which
has been the trademark of their

play all season long. The Sev-

erance-men rose to those old

familar heights by upsetting

highly favored Wake Forest and
then fell just as swiftly from
their lofty abode by dropping
games to North Carolina State

and Temple within three days.

These games were all classified

"musts" since the Cats were still

an outside chance for an NIT
bid if they could have scored

impressive wins over their three

opponents.

I'hird City Series Loss

In seeking their first City Ser-

ies victory Saturday, the Cats

instead lost their third to the

NIT-bound Temple Owls, 79-69.

Hubie White gave another pic-

ture performance as he threw in

33 points, one short of his Pal-

estra seasonal record, with 10

for 19 from the floor and 13 out

of 14 from the free throw line.

The first half was a nip and
tuck affair with Hubcaps setting

the pace for the 'Cats with 20

points. Temple, guided by some
sharp sniping on Earl Proctor's

part, kept pace with the 'Cats

and led at half-time 33-32.

by Bud Sinunonds

In the second half, coach
Harry Litwack set the Owls up
in a box zone and struck Proctor

on White with one or two other

men collapsing on him any time

he touched the ball. Co-captain

Jim Huggard, who chipped in

with 16 points, then began to

pick UD the slack but by this

time Temple had taken a solid

lead and could not be overtaken.

A bright light for VUlanova
fans was Bob Liberatore, who in

his first Palestra appearance of

the season turned in a fine job
hustling for 9 points and 7 re-

bounds.

'Cats Split In Dixie

Down South, earlier in the

week, the 'Cats split their two
games scoring an impressive win
over Wake Forest yet losing to

North Carolina State.

The itinerant Mainliners pull-

ed off another major unset by
defeating Wake Forest in a

thriller, 60-54 last Saturday at

Greensboro, N. C. Jim Huggard,
who seems to thrive against the

big name teams, led the 'Cats

with another of his spirited per-

formances. The little guy kept

Bones McKinney's Deacons off

balance throughout the game
with sharp ball hawking and 24

point shooting.

From the opening buzzer, VU-
lanova took the lead and never
relinquished it despite a barn-

storming Wake Forest finish.

Going into the second half, the

Wildcats held a 30-24 lead with
Hubie White in foul trouble with

three personals.

Wake Challenges
Wake then began to roll with

6'8" Ail-American candidate Len
Chapnell, who was game high
scorer with 26 ooints, headinc:

the rally. Despite Chappell's

work, no other Deacon scored
in double figures and this was
due to a tremendous defensive
effort by the 'Cats.

The Deacons pulled up to

make it 53-50 with less than
four minutes remaining but the
Wildcats pulled together for
some fine team play and five

points to stave off the rally. The
V. U. scoring nunch was well
balanced with Hubie White (13)
and Dick Kaminski (12) in

double figures. Bob Liberatore
in his first action since early
season scored 8 points also.

N. C. State Revenge
Later in the same week, a re-

vengeful N. C. State team snoiled

retiring coach Al Severance's
farewell appearance in

South's basketball hotbed

NewBowlingTeam InNCAA

Four of Villanova's bowlers display their form and new
unilorms at the Rosemont Lanes.

"•••.••!';//.''"";""..•''• (Photo By Tom Yodli)

There Is a new addition to the

stable of Varsity teams here at

Villanova, the first week of De-
cember, 1960, marked the recog-

nition of an intercollegiate bowl-
ing team.

During the next week there

followed several announcements
and bulletins concerning an or-

ganizational meeting. At this

meeting, a committee of three

was chosed to select the seven
top keglers to represent the uni-

versity. The committee was
chosen as to their knowledge of

the sport and their participation

and interest in the university's

intramural leagues.

Tryouts were held on Decem-
the

I

ber 8 and 10 at Floyd's Rosemont
The

I Lanes. The thirty-three varsity
Wolf Pack paid back a 72-63

: aspirants rolled four games
loss delivered to them by the

; apiece. The team waa chosen ac-
|Cats in the Dixie Classic earlier

\ cording to this four-game total,
in thp season by defeating them
7»,-65.

Hubie White, Villanova's

jumping junior, gave the Raleigh

fans a show despite the loss by
(Continued on Page >

intramural and other averages.

Selected were Chuck Oaoone,

John McCarthy, Sal Rico, Chuck
Williams, Art Donnelly, Den
Henderson and Bob Chanctier.

Is There A Proctor
In The House?

Here's deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick Deodorant... /nsrcsr, neatest way to nll-

day, every day protection! It's the nrtivc deodorant for

nrtivf men .. .absolutely Hi'pendaMe. Glides on smoothly.

!«|nH'dily ...(hi«'s In record time. Old Spire Stick Deodorant

— most <'on\eni«*nt. most economical deodorant money can

liny. 1.00 phi>i tax.

^cp'/a?
STICK
DEODORANT

U L- T O M

There seemed to be one in the Pales w last Saturday. Earl

Proctor (11) wtretched a tawny arm alter*, rd in a futile attempt

to block a Hubie White (14) jump shot, as Bruce Drysdale (3)

and John Kosklnen look on. Proctor didn't block any of the red

hot White's shots, but stayed close enouRh to him to hold him to

thirteen In the second half, as Temple walloped the 'Cats 79-69.

At the following team meeting,

Sal Rico was elected to Captain
of the squad.

Fr. Kenny Moderates
The proprietor of Floyd's

Rosemont Lanes, generously of-

fered the use of his establish-

ment for team practice sessions.

Rev. Thomas Kenny, O.S.A., is

the faculty advisor for the new
team.

Penn First Match
The team has extensive plans

for matches with schools of high

standing in the bowling world,

in the Philadelphia, New Jersey

and New York areas.

According to current league

averages, there are very few col-

lege bowling teams in the coun-

try capable of stopping the 'Cats.

The team will show a good indi-

cation of ability on Friday, Feb.

24, when they will match a very

powerful Penn University team
at Willianil .inn Lanes in Phila-

delphia.

Marksmen Cop NRA
Sectionals; Take

11 of 1 5 Trophies
In the NRA pistol matches

held at Bucknell University last

week, the Villanova Pistol Team
placed first in team competition
with the U. S. Merchant Marine
Academy and Bucknell placing
second and third respectively.

The Wildcats copped eleven of

fifteen trophies in a splendid all-

around performance.
For individual aggregate scor-

ing George Sinclair placed second
and Joe Bader third for the Vil-

lanova team. In other individual

competition at the match, Bader
took first place and Bob Alto-

mare second in the slow fire, and
Sinclair finished second and Alto-

mare grabbed second and Sin-

clair third in the rapid fire.

Naval Academy .Match

Formerly the Villanova Pistol

Club, the unheraled Villanova

Pistol Team, coached by Master
Sergeant Reilly, U.S.M.C. has
accumulated its most successful

record yet. During this, their

second year as a varsity group,

the shooters, en plained by senior

Jerry Snopkowski, have notched

up an admirable 14-4 log. Up-
coming matches for the team in-

clude Valley Forge Military Aca-
demy and the Naval Academy.

In compiling this impressive

record the pistol-packing 'Cats

have lost only three collegiate

matches. Two of these were to

Army, who set a new national

record in the meet with Villa-

nova, and the other loss was to

Navy. These two aggregations

are ranked first and second in

the country. ..;

Using the team's victory in

the sectionals at Bucknell as a

yardstick, experts predict that

this year Vilanova will improve
the national standing of 13 which
they held last year.
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West Virginia Game • • • 1958

Tough Loss For Severance
Editor's Note: Much has been

said about the Severance Era.

This article is the first of a series

that will reteU some of the ex-

citing incidents in his 25 years

as coach.

When a man decides to remove

himself from a sport with which

he has so long been established,

he cannot simply dismiss all

those games, both good and bad,

which persist in his memory.

Such is the case of Al Severance

and that W. Virginia game.

There are many who will not

remember that night of January

8, 1958. But Al remembers be-

cause it was on this particular

occasion that an unheralded, un-

ranked, mediocre Wildcat team

took on the terror of the basket-

ball world—^the number one, na-

tionally ranked, undefeated
Mountaineers.

One of thii Great Games
It was a game never to be for-

gotten by all who had seen it. I

myself was present within that

capacity crowd. Most of the on-

lookers did not expect Villanova

to win or even come close for

that matter. And yet, before the

evening would be over, they

would witness one of the great-

est games ever played by an un-

derdog team, a team that was
supposed to lost by 15 points or

more.

Yes, Villanova did lose, that

night. Still it was only a ref-

eree's decision that enaibled the

southern unit to deprive the

Wildcats of national headlines,

when one official took the ball

from Villanova in the last 17

seconds for not putting it into

play fast enouerh, desDite time

out calls by both the other ref-

eree and Captain Tom Brennan.

But what caused the defeat?

The cause concerns a much dis-

puted five-second out-of-bounds

rule invoked by referee Smeddy
with 18 seconds to play in the

game with the Main Liners lead-

ing, 75-74.

•. Mountaineers Get Possession

The tiny gray-haired official

ruled that Wildcat Captain Bren-

nan had taken too long to throw

the ball into play under the

visitor's basket, and gave pos-

session of the ball to the Moun-
taineers who went on to score a

76-75 win with two seconds to

go and retain their undefeated

record. .,.:;,
^../''.

;

However, fellow referee

Stevens had just called for a

stopping of the clock because the

by Vic Sfrroflio

i all had been rolling on the floor

,.ut of bounds. In other words,

the ball wasn't in Brennan's pos-

session though he had it for two

seconds at the most Still, the

officials did nothing, W. Virginia

•took the ball, scored and re-

mained the top team in the na-

tion.

Of the two, Stevens waai more

to blame. Smeddy just proved

what many observers had sus-

pected all along—he didn't know
yhat was going on. His com-

panion, however, knew the call

was wrong. Still he didn't stop

tile game and reverse the deci-

sion. By his silence, Stevens

robbed the Villanova players of

^eir greatest moment of glory.

Severance Offers Comments
What did Al have to say about

the whole situation? He offered

a few choice words. Al admitted

that "it was a heartbreaker not

so much for myself but for the

team." He insisted that Smeddy
should have picked up the ball

and given it to Brennan. Instead

he started his 5 second count

when Brennan started to run

after the ball as it went out-of-

bounds. Nevertheless, Al states,

"It was a game that we deserved

to win but didn't."

At the sportswriter's luncheon,

the following week, a film of the

erame was shown. It pointed out

that:

1. The ball following a suc-

cessful basket by West, bounc-

ed towards the stands.

2. The ball was touched by a

spectator immediately b^iind

the basket.

3. The Villanova players were
not avoiding picking up the

ball, but just the opposite,

with Tom Brennan going after

it and eventually getting pos-

session.

4 The five second count was
rather quick.

And so the dispute goes on,

even today. It was just another

one of those tragic losses in the

history of Wildcat basketball

under Severance's reiga, A
game we should have won but

didn't. It may seem to some
that we are crying over spilled

milk here, and that we are trying

to drag skeltons out of a closet

But remember this, it was one of

those games that might take

place only once in a lifetime as

those who saw it may testify.

Loss Due To Obscurity

There have been many one

point losses by Villanova teams

That is nothing new. But when
a game is lost on such an ob-

scure rule—that is something

else. And for Al it could have

been a game that would have

taken its place amcmg the great

ones and yet merely ended up as

a sickening unit in his loss col-

umn. Yet unforgettable will it

remain.

TRACK
(Continued from Page 12)

Rolando Cruz and Vic Zwolak,

who have consistently finished

"in the money" all season, placed

third in the pole vault and four-

th in the two mile, respectively.

Unfortunately, Cruz and Zwo-
lak, by virtue of their freshman
status, are not eligible to com-
pete in the IC4A's.

Leon Pras, in one of his better

performances to date, finished

third in the 60 yard high hur-

dles.

Memories Are Made Of This One Way To Reach 16 Feet, Don.

Jack Kelly

goals 1m
Uoyd
the game, gmrd

la aatidpAtkm of mb of tke two field

West VirgtelA. Jerrj West (left) ami

eeater whom Kelly oat reboooded !
ttOBely>

Wildcat Mermen Sink Merchant Marines

nam*

addrMs

city ion*

cell*g«

intcheel

American

on the go...
in a full year college

program in Vienna.

Sophomores! Juniors!

Live and study in*

Europe next year

Send coupon

TODAY/

I.W

Four swimmers are caught in mid-ttir in fiis action shot of The Marine Meet.
(Photo By Jo« Konierwcki)



The Unforgefftitle Game

West Virginia Game . . . 1958

Tougli Loss For Severance
Editor's Note: Much has been

said about the Severance Era

This article is the first of a series

that will retell some of the ex-

citing incidents in his 25 year&

as coach. ••, ;,;''-.'-V. I

When a man decides to remove
^

himself from a sport with which !

he has so long been established,
|

he cannot simply dismiss all
j

those games, both good and bad,
|

which persist in his memory.
|

Such is the case of Al Severance

and that W, Virginia game.

There are many who will not

remember that night of January

8, 1958. But Al remembers be-

cause it was on this particular

occasion that an unheralded, un-

ranked, mediocre Wildcat team

took on the terror of the basket-

ball world—the number one, na-

tionally ranked, undefeated
Mountaineers. , : ,v

One of thrt Great Games
It was a game never to be for-

gotten by all who had seen it. I

myself was present within that

capacity crowd. Most of the on-

lookers did not expect Villanova

to win or even come close for

that matter. And yet. before the

evening would be over, they

would witness one of the great-

est games ever played by an un-

derdog team, a team that was
supposed to lost by 15 points or

more.

Yes, Villanova did lose, that

night. Still it was only a ref-

eree's decision that enabled the

southern unit to deprive the

Wildcats of national headlines,

when one official took the ball

from Villanova in the last 17

seconds for not putting it into

play fast enouerh, desnite time

out calls by both the other ref-

eree and Captain Tom Brennan.

But what caused the defeat?

The cause concerns a much dis-

puted five-second out-of-bounds

rule invoked by referee Smeddy
with 18 seconds to play in the

game with the Main Liners lead-

ing, 75-74.

Mountaineers Get Possession

The tiny gray-haired official

ruled that Wildcat Captain Bren-

nan had taken too long to throw

the ball into play under the

visitor's basket, and gave pos-

session of the ball to the Moun-
taineers who went on to score a

76-75 win with two seconds to

go and retain their undefeated

record.

However, fellow referee

Stevens had just called for a

stopping of the clock because the

by Vic Sfrano
'' all had been rolling on the floor

ut of bounds. In other words,

^he ball wasn't in Brennan's pos-

session though he had it for two

.seconds at the most. Still, the

officials did nothing, W. Virginia

+ook the ball, scored and re-

mained the top team in the na-

tion.

Of the two, Stevens wasi more

to blame. Smeddy just proved

vhat many observers had sus-

r)ected all along—^he didn't know
vhat was going on. His com-

panion, however, knew the call

was wrong. Still he didn't stop

fhe game and reverse the deci-

sion. By his silence, Stevens

robbed the Villanova players of

^eir greatest moment of glory.

Severance Offers Comments
What did Al have to say about

the whole situation? He offered

1 few choice words. Al admitted

that "it was a heartbreaker not

so much for myself but for the

team." He insisted that Smeddy
ihould have picked up the ball

and given it to Brennan. Instead

he started his 5 second count

when Brennan started to run

after the ball as it went out-of-

bounds. Nevertheless, Al states,

"It was a game that we deserved

to win but didn't."

At the sportswriter's luncheon,

the following week, a film of the

e^ame was shown. It pointed out

that:

1. The ball following a suc-

cessful basket by West, bounc-

ed towards the stands.

2. The ball was touched by a

spectator immediately behind

the basket.

3. The Villanova players were

not avoiding picking up the

ball, but just the opposite,

with Tom Brennan going after

it and eventually getting pos-

session.

4 The five second count was
rather quick.

And so the dispute goes on,

even today. It was just another

one of those tragic losses in the

iiistory of Wildcat basketball

under Severance's reign. A
^ame we should have won but

Jidn't. It may seem to some
that we are crying over spilled

milk here, and that we are trying

to drag skeltons out of a closet.

But remember this, it was one of

Lhose games that might take

place only once in a lifetime as

those who saw it may testify.

Loss Due To Obscurity

There have been many one

point losses by Villanova teams.

That is nothing new. But when
1 game is lost on such an ob-

scure rule—that is something

else. And for Al it could have

been a game that would have

taken its place among the great

ones and yet merely ended up as

a sickening unit in his loss col-

unrm. Yet unforgettable will it

remain.

TRACK
(Continued from Page 12)

Rolando Cruz and Vic Zwolak,

who have consistently finished

"in the money" all season, placed

third in the pole vault and four-

th in the two mile, respectively.

Unfortunately, Cruz and Zwo-
lak. by virtue of their freshman
status, are not eligible to com-

{)ete in the IC4A's.

Leon Pras, in one of his better

performances to date, finished

third in the 60 yard high hur-

dles.

Memories Are Made Of This
!
One Way To Reach 16 Feet, Don,

Jack Kelly beams in anticipatioii of one of the two ield

goals he canned against West Virginia. Jerry West (left) and

Lloyd Sharrar. the star center whom Kelly ont rebounded m
the game, guard Jack closely.

Wildcat Mermen Sink Merchant Marines

American

on the go...
in a full year college

program in Vienna.

Sophomores! Juniors!

Live and study in*

Europe next year

Send coupon

TODAY/

Four swimmers are caught in mid-air in t'lis action shot of The Marine Meet.
(Photo By Joe Konienccki)

y«or in school
(o non-pioiit •dvcolieno/ organitahon)

On February 13, Villanova's

Varsity mermen travelled to

Getty^urg College's new nata-

torium and unleashed all of the

energy which had been kept in-

active in them because of sev-

eral weather cancellations. When
the last man on the freestyle

relay touched home and the

meet was over, those few spec-

tators who had braved the ele-

ments to watch the contest saw
Villanova win all but two events

on the eleven event program.

Three of the listed pool records

fell as the 'Cats piled up an im-

pressive 72-23 score.

The outcome of the meet was
forecast in the first event when
the 400 yd. Medley Relay team

consisting of Al Hicks, Don Bo-

emcke, Mike Le Moult and Ed
Jensen, proved far too strong

for their opponents, winning by

almost two full laps in the cred-

itable time of 4:16.1. Mike
Powers, sophomore sprint star,

garnered top positions in the 50

and 100 yd. freestyle events by
outclassing the Gettysburg

strokers with times of 0:24.5

and 0:54.4 respectively. Don
Reed, the team's most consistent

scorer, established two Gettys-

burg pool records while winning

his specialty events.

Don had no trouble winning

the 200 yd. Individual Medley in

2:22.9, and came back four

events later to beat teammate
Pat O'Donnell in the Backstroke

event. The most exciting race

of the day however, saw Don
Boemcke trying to make a come-
back by defeating Al Hicks in

the 440 yd. freestyle in a closely

by Matt Mone

contested race.

The Best Team
On the following Wednesday,

the 'Cats travelled to New York
to meet a powerful N.Y.U. squad.

Despite the fact that they were

rated 20 points underdogs, the

Varsity swimmers put on a sur-

prising display of strength and
stayed with N.Y.U. right up to

the end only to lose by a 51-44

score. Coach EM Geisz called the

performance of the Varsity "the

best team eflfort he has seen to

date," and was well pleased with

the performance of the team as

a whole.

Villanova seniors Dan O'Brien

and Bob Dow celebrated their

last home swimming meet by

helping to contribute to a 57-38

defeat over the United States

Merchant Marine Academy from

Kings Point. The Cadets, who

lost to LaSalle by 63-32 on the

previous night, could not come

up with a team strong enough

to match the Wildcats in gaining

place points.

O'Brien teamed with medley

regulars Al Hicks. Don Boeh-

mcke, and Mike LeMoult to turn

in a surprising win. Captain Bob

Dow, in perhaps the finest race

of his career, finished a close

second to the Mariner's Dick O'

Boyle.

in the diving competition, Vil-

lanova's Al Nencetti put on an

outstanding display of form and

ability to clinch an easy victory.

Don Reed, frustrated in his third

straight attempt to annex the

school record for the 200 yard

backstroke, turned in a 2:22.2

clocking in his dorsal specialty.

The record, held by Don Couip,

caotain of Villanova's great

1957-1958 team, is 2:22.0.

Mike Powers again touched

first in the 50 and 100 yd. free

styles but this time he had to

work for the victories. Mike put

on a strong surge in the 50 to

beat Mariner Jim Swango in

0:24.9. In the 100 he sprinted

in just fast enough to overtake

the Point's MuUaly after a very

slow start which saw Powers be-

hind by almost a length at the

75 yard mark. :: :'V:

a Swingline
Stapler no

bigger than a
pack ofgum!

98<=
(Including

l(MH)Mjplcs)

SWINGLINE "TOT"
Millions now in use. Uncondi-
tionally guaranteed. Makes book
covers, fastens papers, arts and
crafts, mends, tacks, etc. Avail-

able at your college bookstore.

SWINGllNE
"Cob" Slopler $1.29

INC.
lONC ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK. N. Y.
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•Sports Chaffer

Is Villanova Jinxed?
by Fete Nolon-

V
,
Don Bragg and Rolando Cruz converse in a forklift tnick after the former had just failed to

Hear his goal of 16' in the NYCA meet. Cruz a Villanova frosh has clt^ared 15' t\nce in the indoor
season. Bra^^ the world record holder hopes to dear tha 16' mark this year. Experts claim the ex-
Viilanovan won*t need tiie aid of the lift truck to do it.

New additions to the familv'

The two new telephones in the bassinet are the

result of a perfect marriage of research and design.

They illustrate the way Gen Tel constantly strives

to make the telephone an ever more convenient and
helpful service of modern life.

The Starlite * phone in the foreground is a new
"compact" -only half the size of a standard desk
phone. Its PANELESCENT* (electroluminescent)

dial glows in the dark for easy dialing, and can be

turned up to serve as a night light.

The Space-Maker * phone can be hung anywhere-
on posts and in tight corners. Both dial and handset

can be adjusted to fit the space and the conven-

ience of the user.

These new and modern phones for the home were

developed by our subsidiary, Automatic Electric,

largest supplier of telephone equipment to Ameri-

ca's Independent telephone industry.

They are but two examples of how General Tele-

phone & Electronics works to improve equipment
and advance communications for the home, for

industry and national defense - both here and
abroad. •T,od« Mark

GENERAL
TELEPHONE&ELECTRONIDS

Is Villanova Jinxed?
As every loothall and basketball season fades away, the

question seems to be more and more pertinent. Jinx seems
to be the appropriate word because there doesn't seem to be
any otiier .solid explanation. Some of the discouraging basket-
l)ali defeats we liavo suffered this season certainly gives this
idea ix)ssibility, but it's something that has been happening
for iour years now.

Let's cite a lew examples. In 1957, a talent-laden Villa-
nova lootl)ali team traveled to Waco, Texas to open its sea.son
against IJaylor. Baylor was liighly favored and had been
rated as the would-be numl)ei' one team in the Southwest.
Tiie Wildcats, disrespectful of IJaylor's power, astonished
21,(100 spectators by statistically out-maneuvering the Bears
ail the way. Tiie uncanny result of tlie game, due to two
fumbles and a penalty at acrucial point, gave Baylor an un-
deserved 7-0 victory. Villanova wound up the season with
a 3-6 record. A majority of tlie games could liave gone
eitiier way had it not been for fumbles.

V'v '/.•.':;:••-:':.•: 6-4 In 58
Villanova had a good team tliat year and a good coarh.

Observers said we had bad breaks and we anticipated a hope-
ful future. In 1958, it looked as if the tide had turned. The
Wildcats tuined in an impressive G-1 record, l)ut still the
optimistic Villanovan said, "We never siiould iiave lost to
Quantico or Wichita." y ;V .|/

^

1959 biought on the deluge of one of the worst football
seasons in X'illanova history. This past sea.son sliowed small
improvement in the record, but it did prove that the potential
was there as it has been continually. Some say we played
too difficult a scliedule, hut in games such as Deti'oit and
Marquette we proved we were in the same class with major
teams. Ctliei-s say it may be anytliing from faulty coaching
to the fact thnt we don't give enough athletic sciiolai'ships.
Po.ssibly tliese things are true to a certain extent, but if there
is such a tiling as luck, and it has anytliing to do with it, we
just don't liave it.

,.;; Bookies Beware
Take, for instance, basketball. In tlie past four years,

tlie number of games we have lost by one point is more tlian
you can count on both your hands. This year, our record
so far is 11-11. How did we lose 11 games? To watch Villa-
nova ramble over Detroit, one would begin to wonder. Cer-
tainly, the material and the coaching is tliere. It was more
than evident in the Detroit game. Just wliat is it that makes
the name of ViilanQvu taboo in the. business rooms of all gx)od
bookmakers? ''•/-:•-

The fact of the matter is we're unpredictable. We have
been i)roducing the type of ball teams sucli as the one which
met West Virginia three years ago. (See page 10)

So this seems to be the ill-fated jiattern which Villanova
has gone through in the i)ast four years. It almost seems
as if we don't live right. This hyjK)the.sis mav be so much
superstition, but if it does hold anytliing, maybe the turning
point is not too far in tlie future.

Round Mideourf

A Carnival With Ref

s

I
by Joe Zowacki.

Who says that the circus and carnivals are things of

the past? Not anyone wlio saw the Temple-St. Joe clash
on the 18tli. The amazing Hawk spirit committee outdid
iiseli witii iheir signs, designs, and cut-outs this time, it

set the "tone for an evening not easily forgotten. First hint
01 a wild and wooly evening came when Boston Univ.'s flight

was fogbound and tiieir game with La Salle was canceled.
The local emporiums beneiitted from this delay and it only
served to increase the tension inside the barn.; ^^^^

; v^^^

The big game itself afforded the biggest surprises. For
tlie first time in eons, Harry Litwack, the Owls amazing
mentor, actually got visibly excited. A smaller, undermanned
Temple squad outiought and outhustled the Hawks, only to
lose the NCAA bid on a referee's call that many non-partisans
thought unfair; and a record 91 foul shots were taken.

To many, the biggest crime of the century is that Harry
Litwack spent 20 years coaching Freshman Ball. If anything,
he seems to be making up for lost time and it was never
more evident than in the St. Joe game. That it was so im-
portant was evident from the anguish exhibited on his face
during the 5 agonizing minutes.

64 Fouls
That he might have call to complain was not so much the

numl:>er of fouls called (64 in all), but the inconsistency oi

referees Silverman and King. Vvhereas Russ Gordon was
not even warned ai)out unnecessary elbowing in the early
stages of the game, Kruce Fleming was whistled for a tech-
nical that cost Temple five points and the game (since

ended in a tie). One outsider noted astutely that the game
wouldn't have gotten out of hand if the refs had assumed
control early in the games and that Fleming's action (he
bounced the ball in anger against the floor) gets an official's

warning 90 •;r of the time. The local scribes, who rightfully
like to keep clear of controversy, didn't even mention it.

Temple gained their moral victory of sorts last Saturday
as they defeated our 'Cats and accepted a bid to the NIT,
despite a phenomenal first half by llubie White. Probably
the best defense of all is to keep the ball away from a hot
hand and Temple put this to use in the second half in slowing
White till it was too late .
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Ue: 'Cats Last Scheduled F

DON McGINLEY JIMMY HUG6ARD . QAVE SEVERANCE DICK KAMINSKi TOM SAMULEWICZ BOB LIBERATORB

Wildkitten Cagert

Ground Explorers;

Up Record To 8-4
The Villanova freshman bas-

ketball team fooled the people

in the know by knocking off tall

and talented LaSalle In a thrill-

ing game in the liiain Line Field

House last Friday afternoon.

The key to the Wildkittens

6th victory in 7 city series out-

ings was the defensive job per-

formance by Wally Jones on
LaiSalle star, Frank Corace.

Corace was held to his season's

low of points, far off the 30

point-plus he averaged In City

Series play.

As Corace goes, so goes the

Explorers and both of them
went down Friday afternoon.

The Villanova offensive wa« a
thing of beauty as George Left-

wich and company ran or hustled

the Explorers into numerous
mistakes.

Record: 8-4

The victory over LaSalle
I brings the Wildkittens record to

8 wins and 4 losses. Their city

record is 6 and 1. Two of these

losses, to Army and St. Joe's

were suffered in the absence of

George Leftwich, the Kittens'

leading scorer and rebounder.

Jones and Leftwich have

found a very awesome one-two

punch that has proved quite ef-

fective. Between them they

average over fifty points a game.
Leftwich leads with a 21.7

average through 11 games while

Jones has poured in the points

at a 19.9 clip. Jones has scored

more points, 211 to 196.

The Villanova victories have
been over Temple, 85-66 and 92-

74; Penn, 70-69, and 83-78; St.

Joe's 80-63; LaSalle, 77; Muhl-
enberg, 80-69; and Rider, 8^-81.

COACH SBViRANCB 37 YRARS OF SBRVICB

Coach Severance, Seniors

Have Only Two More To Go
by Ktn Wlotrack

Villanova's see-saw cagers invade the Palestra for the
next to last time under the leadership of AI Severance against
the LaSalld Explorers of Dudey Moore. Next Saturday night
the Wildcats will conclude their lacklustre se^on in an all-

Big-Five doubleheader at the Palestra.
LaSalle was riding a four game winning streak and is in

the process of developing its greatest all around prospect,
Billy Raftery, since three time
All-Amerlcan Tom Oola wore the
blue and gold colors of the
school. Last year Raftery be-

came a Freshman Ail-American
after leading LaSalle froih with
a 26.4 p.p.g. average.

HelpWanf«d
From spring training head-

quarters temporarily estab-
lished in the Field House,
comes this urgent request
from baseball manager, Mike
Mullen

:

Anyone interested in as-
sisting Mullen to help execute
his managerial duties Is ex-
horted to report to hhn any
day after 2:30 p.m.

IC4A TUHBUP SATURDAY

Knights of Columbus Games
Last ^Workout' ForThincla^s
With an eye toward honing his

thinclads to razor sharp perfec-

tion for defense of their I€4A
championship crown, Jumbo Jim
Elliott will send his minions
through their final competitive

workout at Madison Square Gar-
den Friday night in the an-

nual Knights of Columbus gam-
es.

The 'Cats trackmen, who are

the most popular return engage-

ment attraction at the Garden

by Mtkt Donahut

since Tiger Jones was emoting
monthly before the cameras, will

cavort in the vast Eighth Ave-
nue sports emporium for the
fourth time this season.

Highlights of their most re-

cent performance at the Garden
last Saturday in the National

AAU Championships included:

a return to winning form for

Frank Budd who posted his fifth

They're Off and Running:.^

.

Sheelian Olympian Frank Badd (seoond from right) zooms off starting bk>oks In qnattfyuig

heat at New York Athletic Club Meet Feb. 17, at MadiSon Square Garden.

(Photo By Mlkf Paftoro)

sprint win of season with a 60

yard dash time of 6.1 seconds.

Finishing 4 foot behind the Shee-

han Olympian was his indes-

tructible teammate, Paul (Otle)

Drayton.
Enroute to his second place

finish, Drayton was forced to

run what assistant coach Jim
Tuppeny dubbed "five tough
races," four of which were gruel

ing qualifying heats. Otie also

ran two quarters as leadoff on
the 'Cats mile relay team as the

Elliott men first qualified for

the finals and then posted its

best time of the season, 3:17.3,

only to lose to non-<IC4A com-
batant Morgan State's phenome-
nal 3:16.3. ^' - •;.,.•.;•> ^•••^^

The two mile relay team
placed third behind Holy CroHs

and Manhattan, while Rolando

Cruz vaulting 14-6, barely missed

adding a half point to the team
total of 13 when he missed a

tie for fourth by virtue of a

miss at 14 feet.

Leon Pras reached the semi-

finals of the 60 yard high hurd-

les before being eliminated.

Long Heave
* The New York AC meet held
the week prior to the AAU
championship was highlighted by
the longest shotput heave ever
effected by a Vlllanovan.

Idophomore Billy Joe hurled

the 16 pound ball 66 feet, 8 inoh-

es, thereby smashing teammate
Jerry Donlnl's old mark by mors
than three feet. Off this Her-
culean heave Joe looms as a po-

tential point-gettar in the IC4A
extravagansa.

(Contlautd on Pago 10)

Tall Guard
This year in his first varsity

season Raftery is the leading

scorer to date with a 17.7 p.p.g.

output. At 6-4 he Is probably
one of the biggest guards
around, and teams up with 6'

Boibby McAteer to form one of

the classiest backoourts combine
ations in the East.

Overall, LaSalle has a 14-6

mark, and a good well-balanced,

young ball olub. Their 72.7 foul

shooting percentage Is good
enough to rank the Explorers
eleventh nationally.

The scoring potential is un-
limited since four of the starters

are averaging in the double fig-

ures, and in their recent outing
against Lafayette the Moore
oagers hit the 100 mark for the
first time since 1968. Raftery
and McAteer shared sporlng
honors with 29 each.

McAteer Has 16.6 Average
McAteer, a Junior, is the sec-

ond highest scorer with a 16.6

p.p.g. average and plays a fine

all-around game.

The Big Five twin bill will also

mark the end of playing careers

for six Villanova seniors. Be-
sides co-captains Jim Huggard
and Dick Kamlnaki, Tom Samul*
ewios, Dave Severance, Don Mo-
Qinley, and Bob Liberatore will

alto be making their fareweU
appearances.

M

î!i*i

The Student Council has an-

i
nounccd that it will sponsor a I

student trip to the Intercol-

Icglato Amateur Athletic As-i

Bociation of America's Track
..,

land Field Meet, Saturday, |
[March 11th. The Villanova |
[track and field team defending |
[champions, will compete in|
the annual affair which con-

sistently draws the top talent

from all over the east.

The trip is open to all inter-

ested students but space is

I limited. The five dollar charge
covers the round trip bus ride

I to Madison Square Garden
land back to the campus. All

I

inquiries should be directed

'to the student council office,

I

located on the second fioor of

I

Dougherty Hall.
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Shamokinaki Aids Missions

Dance Stars "Villanovans"

Senator Thomas Dodd makes an Important point during

Monday night's Law Forum, held in Clarey Halt

Co-existence Impossible

Note Red Tactics - Dodd
by Jim Sfrantlla

The annual Shamokinaki
Dance, for the benefit of the

Augustinian foreign missions in

Japan, will be held in the Field

House Friday evening.

Music for the event, which is

the only social affair scheduled
during Lent, will be provided by
"The Villanovans," while "The
Four Fifths," the campus vocal

groups, will entertain during in-

termission.

Price of tickets, which are on
sale in the Pie Shoppe or at the

door, is $2.00 per couple. Ron
Bulotta, Publicity Chairman for

the event, has noted that late

permission has students of local

women's colleges is being sought.

'Picturesque Room'*
Earl Denlinger, general Chair-

man of Shamokinaki, described

the Field House decorations as

a "picturesque Oriental room
adorned with Japanese lanterns,

fans and other ornaments." He
urged the attendance of all

Villanova students, but added

that it was really unnecessary to

ask for attendance ,as Shamo-
kinaki is traditionally one of the

most successful dances of the

social year.

At the dance, the drawing for

the Student Council sponsored

trip to Europe will be held. Tic-

kets for this drawing have been

on sale all over campus in recent

days. The winner of the draw-
ing has the option of the Euro-
pean trip or $500 cash. The tra-

ditional drawing for the Japan-
ese tea set will also take place

at the dance.

Denlinger announced that, in

addition to the drawings sou-

venirs of the dance will be avail

able. "In the center of the floor

of the Field House will be a

huge container of balloons.

The sewill be released at the

end of the dance for everyone

who wants a remembrance of

tlie occasion."

McErlane and O'Connor
Victorious Frosh Reps

Senator Thomas Dodd de
clared here last Monday evening
that the Free World can defend
itself against the Communist
enemy only if it first fully

understands Communism's pur-

pose, its mentality, tactics, and

Grove Named Editor

Of Jr. Week Issue

Deadline Announced
Daniel G. Grove, Co-Sports

Editor of The VILLANOVAN,
has been named Editor of the

special Junior Week edition of

the paper, it has been an-

nounced by the Rev. Louis A.
Rongione, OSA, Moderator.

Grove, a Political Scien major
from Maysville, Ky., has re-

vealed that the Junior Week
issue will be published May 1,

which is Mothers' Day of Junior
Week.
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DAN GROVE
... Jr. Week Edtfor

He further declared that

'Vnost articles for the issue have
been assigned to various mem-
bers of the junior class. No
final decision has yet been

made about the cover page, how-
ever. Junior Week tradition

calls for a unique first page, and
we welcome any ideas in this

regard.

strategy.

The Democratic Senator from
Connecticut, addressing the

fifth and final session of this

year's Villanova Law Forum,
depicted Communism as "the

mortal antithesis of everything

we hold dear." He charged that

many who admit the validity of

certain facts about the Com-
munists nevertheless erroneous-

ly believe we must seriously

strive to achieve co-existence

with them.

"This position assumes," said

the Senator, "that the essential

difference between Communism
and freedom are negotiable".

But "while many minor and
peripheral differences are nego-

tiable," he continued," the es-

sential difference between free-

dom and slavry is not." :,

'•Time Running Out"

Senator Dodd, who spoke

under the title of "The Defense

of Freedom", said that America

has too long "refused to face

up to the facts" but that we
must soon take heed and under-

stand "because time is running

out on the Free World . . . Never
has the situation been as peril-

ous as it is today." The Kremlin,

he added, is under compulsion

to destroy us.

Senator Dodd went on to say
that the Kremlin has been plan-

ning an increasing emphasis on
"subterfuge and subterranean
operations." Two of the major
prongs of this subterranean at-

tack, he suggested, are Com-
munist manipulation of public

opinion and Communist influ-

ence on government policy.

Council

Loyalty Oath;

Forum Is Scheduled
The Student Council, at its

meeting last Wednesday, an-

nounced that an Executive For-

um wild be held on Wednesday,
March 8, at 7:30 pjn., in a
room to be announced. The pur-
pose o£ the meeting, acoorumg
to John Oberlies, Ebcecutive

Vice-President of Student Gov-
ernment, is to faciliftate stud^it

awareness at Villanova by per-

mitting students to question the
executive members of Viiki-

nova's Student Government. The
student may bring his com-
plaints to the officers, may ask
questions about policy, and may
personalily suggest ways to bet-

ter student government," said

Oberlies. He added that the pro-

gram will be started on a trial

Ibasis. ;••"'••:; •',^ ^'''S

Bob DeLisa, Chairman of the

Student Council, announced that

Kevin Driscoll has been appoint-

ed as Alumni Representative in

place of Bob Scalia who re-

signed recently. An e^Iection was
held to select a senior Council

member to take Scalia's place cm
the Student Senate.

The candidates nomin-
ated were Kevin Driscoll, Bill

Freind, Joe Remy, Paul
O'Rourke, and Jim McAteer. Mc-
Ateer, who is editor of the VIL-
LANOVAN, declined the nomin-
ation. The winner of the elec-

tion. Bill Freind, will assume his

iseat in the Senate next week.

I

Jim Strazzella, Executive Vice-

President for Educational Affairs
aoinounced that registration for
the Student Tutor Program
would be held on Thursday,
March 9. He asked the cooper-

ation of everyone who is inter-

ested in tutoring and being tu-

tored.

Because of minor diflkultieB,|

the Library will not remain opes:

late on Sunday evenings, as was
previously announced, until the

(Continued on Page 9)

The Freshmen Class turned

out 774 voting members strong

for the election of a resident and
a dayhop representative to Stu-

dent Council last week.

Jim McErlane rolled up 336

votes which far surpassed the

totals of his opponents and en-

abled him to sweep into the Day-
hop Representative seat

on Council.

In winning. McErlane stated

that he intends to live up to the

platform on which he ran. He
also expressed his gratitude to

the members of the IT Party
who gave him their loyal and
iwholehearted support.

The victorious Resident can-

didate, Jim O'Conner, a member'
of the RIGHT Party, managed
to capture 268 ballots in the

more closely contested side of

the election. Following the an-

nouncement of the final tally of

ballots, O'Conner said that he
wished to thank his backers for

the trust that they placed in

him. He added that he hopes

to do a good job during his ten-

ure of office. '^^A .'",:'

The also-ran hopefuls for the

Day-hop seat were Joseph Mar-
inari, 203; Vincent Fumo, 125;

and James Mason, 48. Donald
Duck received one vote but the

Election Board discounted him
because he had not been official-

ly nominated.

The runners-up for the Resi-

dent seat were Walter Duiski

and Peter Cassidy who ended in

a dead-heat for second position

with 204 each and Charles Di-

domenico, who garnered 70

votes.

In conmienting on the conduct

of the election, Co-C9iainnen of

the Elections Committee Brian'

Scully and John O'Oonnell noted

that the exceptionally large

turnout of voters from the class

"seems to be indicative of a
strong class spirit and interest

in student politics and govern-
ment."
It was widely speculated among

student Council members ob-

serving the election that the re-

cent furor over nomination of

candidates produced great inter-

est, and the consequent large
turnout of voters.

Three enthusiastic IT party members demonstrate their

cantpaign spirit during the Frosh Election Thursday.

•i^liigfiiMfe;
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LaSalle; *Cats Last Scheduled Foe1

DON McGINLEY JIMMY HUG6ARD DAVE SEVERANCE DICK KAMINSKi TOM SAMULEWICZ BOB LIBERATORE

Wildkitten Cagers

Ground Explorers;

^Up Record To 8-4

The Villanova freshman bas-

ketball team fooled the people

in the know by knocking off tall

and talented LaSalle in a thrill-

ing game in the Main Line Field

House last Friday afternoon.

The key to the Wildkittens

6th victory in 7 city series out-

ings was the defensive job per-

formance by Wally Jones on
LaSalle star, Frank Corace.

Corace was held to his season's

low of points, far off the 30

point-plus he averaged in City

Series play.

As Corace goes; so goea the

Explorers and both of them
went down Friday afternoon.

The Villanova offensive was a

thing of beauty as George Left-

wich and company ran or hustled

the Explorers into numerous
mistakes.

Record: 8-4

The victory over LaSalle
' brings the Wildkittens record to

8 wins and 4 losses. Their city

record is 6 and 1. Two of these

losses, to Army and St. Joe's

were suffered in the absence of

George Leftwich, the Kittens'

leading scorer and rebounder.

Jones and Leftwich have

found a very awesome one-two

punch that has proved quite ef-

fective. Between them they

average over fifty points a game.
Leftwich leads with a 21.7

average through 11 games while

Jones has poured in the points

at a 19.9 clip. Jones has scored

more points, 211 to 196.

The Villanova victories have
been over Temple, 85-66 and 92-

74; Penn, 70-69, and 83-78; St.

Joe's 80-63; LaSalle, 77; Muhl-
enberg, 80-69; and Rider, 88-81.

COACH SEVERANCE ... 37 YEARS OF SERVICE

Coach Severance, Seniors

Have Only Two Moye To Gq
by Ken Wiofrack

Villanova's see-saw cagers invade the Palestra for the
next to last time under the leadership of Al Severance against
the LaSalle Explorers ot Dudey Moore. Next Saturday nigrht
llie Wildcats will conclude their lacklustre season in an all-

JJig-Five doubleheader at the Palestra,
LaSalle was ndinp: a four game winning streak and is in

the proces.s ol" developing its greatest all around prospect,
Billy Raftery, since three time
All-American Tom Gola wore the
blue and gold colors of the
school. Last year Raftery be-

came a Freshman AU-Amerlcan
after leading LaSalle irosh with
a 26.4 p.p.g. average.

Help Wanted
From spring training head-

quarters temporarily estab-

lished in the Field House,
comes this urgent request
from baseball manager, Mike
Mullen:

Anyone Interested in as-

sisting Mullen to help execute
his managerial duties is ex-

horted to report to him any
day after 2:30 p.m.

IC4A TUNEUP SATURDAY

Knights oi

Last 'Workout'
With an eye toward honing his

thinclads to razor sharp perfec-

tion for defense of their IC4A
championship crown, Jumbo Jim
Elliott will send his minions
through their final competitive

workout at Madison Square Gar-
den Friday night in the an-

nual Knights of Columbus gam-
es.

The 'Cats trackmen, who are

the most popular return engage-

ment attraction at the Garden

by Mtkc Donahut

since Tiger Jones was emoting
monthly before the cameras, will

cavort in the vast Eighth Ave-
nue sports emporium for the

fourth time this season.

Highlights of their most re-

cent performance at the Garden
last Saturday in the National

AAU Championships included:

a return to winning form for

Frank Budd who pcsted his fifth

They're Off and Running ..

.

Sherhan Olympian Frank Budd (second from right) zooms off starting blocks In qoallfyiDg

heat at New York Athletic Club Meet Feb. 17, at Madison Square Garden.

(Photo By Mike Pastore)

sprint win of season with a 00

yard dash time of 6.1 aecondH.

Punishing a foot behind the Shee-

han Olympian was hi.s indus-

truclible teammate, Paul (Otic)

Drayton.
Enroute to his second place

finiaii, Drayton was forced to

run what assistant coach Jim
Tu|)i)cny dubbed "five tough

races," four of which were gruel-

ing qualifying hcatn. Otic also

ran two quartors as Icadolf on

the 'Cats mile relay team as the

Elliott men first qualified for

the finals and then posted its

best time of the season. 3:17.3,

only to lose to non-IC'lA com-

batant Morgan State's phenome-
nal 3:16.3.

The two mile relay team
phiced third behind Holy Cross

and Manhattan, while Uohindo

Cruz vaulting H-6, barrly miH.si'd

adding a half point to the team

total of 13 when he missed a

tie for fourth by virtue of a

miss at 14 feet, >

Leon Pras reached the semi-

finals of tlie 60 yard high hurd-

les before being eliminated.

Long Heave
• The New York AC meet held
the week prior to the AAU
championship was highlighted by
the longest shotput heave ever
effected by a Villanovan.

Sophomore Billy Joe hurled

the 16 pound ball 55 feet, 8 inch-

es, thereby smashing teammate
Jerry Donlni's old mark by more
tlian three feet. Off this Her-
culean heave Joe looms as a po-

tential point-getter in the IC4A
extravaganza.

(Continued on Page 10)

Tall Guard
This year in his first varsity

seaHon Raftery is the leading

scorer to date with a 17.7 p.p.g.

output. At 6-4 he is probably
one of the biggest guards
around, and teams up with 6'

Bobby McAteer to form one of

the classiest backcourts combin-
ations In the East.

Overall, LaSalle has a 14-6

mark, and a good well-'balanced,

young ball club. Their 72.7 foul

shooting percentage is good
enough to rank the Explorers
eleventh nationally.

The scoring potential is un-
limited since four of the starters

are averaging in the double fig-

ures, and in their recent outing
against Lafayette the Moore
cagers hit the 100 mark for the
first time since 1958. Raftery
and McAteer shared scoring
honors with 29 each.

McAteer Has 16.6 Average
McAteer, a Junior, is the sec-

ond highest scorer with a 16.6

p.p.g. average and plays a fine

all-around game.

The Big Five twin bill will also

mark the end of playing careers

for six Villanova seniors. Be-
sides co-captains Jim Huggard
and Dick Kaminski, Tom Samul*
ewicz, Dave Severance, Don Mc-
Ginley, and Bob Liberatore will

also be making their farewell

appearances.appearances.

IX ,

. .
.

, -
, . .

I The Student Councii hfis art-

fnounced that it will sponsor a

fsludcnt trip to the Intcrcol-

llegiate Amateur Athletic As-

Isociation of America's Track
land Field Meet, Saturday,

I March 11th. The Villanova

I track and field team defending

Ichsunplons, will compete in

I the annual affair which con-

;|Bistcntly draws the top talent

I from all over the east.

I The trii) is open to all inter-

I cstcd students but space is

I limited. The five dollar charge
covers the round trip bus ride

to Madison Square Garden
and back to the campus. All

Inquiries should be directed

to the student council ofiico,

located on the second floor of

Dougherty Hall.

I

!!<

I
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Shamokinaki Aids Missions

Dance Stars "Villanovans"

Senator Thomas ]>o<ld makes an iin|M)rtant point during

Monday night's Law Forum, held in (jiarcy Hall.

Co-existence Impossible

Note Red Tactics -Dodd
by Jim Strouelia

Senator Thomas Dodd de-

clared here last Monday evening
that the Free World can defend
itself against the Communist
enemy only if it first fully

understands Communism's pur-
pose, its mentality, tactics, and

Grove Named Editor

Of Jr. Week Issue

Deadline Announced
Daniel G. Grove, Co-Sports

Editor of The VILLANOVAN.
has been named Editor of the

special Junior Week edition of

the paper, it has been an-

nounced by the Rev. Louis A.

Rongione, OSA, Moderator.

..Grove, a Political Scien major
from Maysville, Ky., has re-

vealed that the Junior Week
issue will be published May 1,

which is Mothers' Day of Junior

Week.

DAN GROVE
, . , Jr, Week Edlfor

He further declared that

"most articles for the issue have

been assigned to various mem-
bers of the junior class. No
final decision has yet been

made about the cover page, how-
ever. Junior Week tradition

calls for a imique first page, and
we welcome any ideas in this

regard.

strategy.

The Democratic Senator from
Connecticut, addressing the

fifth and final session of this

year's Villanova Law Forum,
depicted Communism as "the

mortal antithesis of everything

we hold dear." He charged that

many who admit the validity of

certain facts about the Com-
munists nevertheless erroneous-

ly believe we must seriously

strive to achieve co-existence

with them.

"This position assumes," said

the Senator, "that the essential

difference between Communism
and freedom are negotiable".

But "while many minor and
peripheral differences are nego-

tiable," he continued," the es-

sential difference between free-

dom and slavry is not."

"Time Running Out"

Senator Dodd, who spoke

under the title of "The Defense

of Freedom", said that America

has too long "refused to face

up to the facts" but that we
must soon take heed and under-

stand "because time is running

out on the Free World . . . Never

has the situation been as peril-

ous as it is today." The Kremlin,

he added, is under compulsion

to destroy us.

Senator Dodd went on to say
that the Kremlin has been plan-

ning an increasing emphasis on
"subterfuge and subterranean
operations." Two of the major
prongs of this subterranean at-

tack, he suggested, are Com-
munist manipulation of public

opinion and Communist influ-

ence on government policy.

The annual Shamokmaki
Dance, for the benefit of the

Augustinian foreign missions in

Japan, will be held in the Field

House Friday evening.

Music for the event, which is

the only social affair scheduled
during Lent, will be provided b\

"The Villanovans," while "Tiie

Four Fifths," the campus vocal

groups, will entertain during in-

termission. ,,;(

Price of tickets, which are on
sale in the Pie Shoppe or at the

door./a's $2.00 per couple. Ron
Bulotta, Publicity Chairman for

the event, has noted that late

permission has students of local

women's colleges is being sought.

'Picturesque Room"
Earl Denlinger, general Chair-

man of Shamokinaki, described

Council Considers

Food, Loyalty Oath;

Forum Is Scheduled
The Student Council, at its

meeting last Wednesday, an-

nounced that an Executive For-

um will be held on Wednesday,
March 8, at 7:30 pjn., in a
room to be announced. The pur-

pose otf the meeting, accoraing

to John Oberlies, Executive
Vice-President of Student Gov-
ernment, is to facilitate student

awareness at Villanova by per-

mitting students to question the

executive members of Villa-

nova's Student Government. The
student may bring his com-
plaints to the officers, may ask
questions about policy, and may
personally suggest ways to bet-

ter student government," said

Oberlies. He added that the pro-

gram will be started on a trial

basis.

Bob DeLisa, Chairman of the

Student Council, announced that

Kevin Driscoll has been appoint-

ed as Alumni Representative in

place of Bob Scalia who re-

signed recently. An election was
held to select a senior Council

member to take Soalia's place on
the Student Senate.

The candidates iiomin-

ated were Kevin Driscoll, Bill

F r e i n d , Joe Remy, Paul
,0'Rourke, and Jim McAteer. Mc-
jAteer, who is editor of the VIL-
LANOVAN, declined the nomin-
ation. The winner of the elec-

tion, Bill Freind, will assume his

seat in the Senate next week.
Jim Strazzella, Executive Vice-

President for Educational Affairs
announced that registration for

the Student Tutor Program
would be held on Thursday,
March 9. He asked the cooper-

ation of everyone who is inter-,

ested in tutoring and being tu-|

tored.

Because of minor difficulticB,

the Library will not remain open
late on Sunday evenings, aa was
previously announced, until the

(Continued on Page 9)

the Field House decorations as

a "picturesque Oriental room
adorned with Japanese lanterns,

fans and other ornaments." Ho
urged the attendance of all

Villanova students, but added

that it was really unnecessary to

ask for attendance .as Shamo-
kinaki is traditionally one of the

most successful dances of the

social year.

At the dance, the drawing for

the Student Council sponsored

trip to Europe will be held. Tic-

kets for this drawing have been

on sale all over campus in recent

days. The winner of the draw-
ing has the option of the Euro-
pean trip or $500 cash. The tra-

ditional drawing for the Japan-

ese tea set will also take place

at the dance.

Denlinger announced that, in

addition to the drawings sou-

venirs of the dance will be avail

able. "In the center of the floor

of the Field House will be a

huge container of balloons.

The scwill be released at the

end of the dance for everyone

who wants a remembrance of

the occasion."

McErlane and O'Connor
Victorious Frosh Reps
The Freshmen Class turned

out 774 voting members strong

for the election of a resident and
a dayhop representative to Stu-

dent Council last week.

Jim McErlane rolled up 336

votes which far surpassed the

totals of his opponents and en-

abled him to sweep into the Day-
hop Representative scat

on Council.

In winning. McErlane stated

that he intends to live up to the

platform on which he ran. lie

aKso expressed his gratitude to

the members of the IT Party

who gave him their loyal and
wholehearted support.

The victorious Resident can-

didate, Jim O'Conner, a member'
of the RIGHT Partv. manag-d
to capture 268 ballots in the

more closely contested side of

the election. Following the an-

nouncement of the final tally of

ballots, O'Conner said that he

wished to thank his backers for

the trust that they placed in

him. He added that he hopes

to do a good job during his ten-

ure of office.

The also-ran hopefuls for the

Day-hop seat were Jo.seph Mar-
inari, 203; Vincent Fumo, 125;

and James Mason, 48. Donald
Duck received one vote but the

Election Board discounted him
because he had not been otUcial-

ly nominated.

The runners-up for the Resi-

dent scat were Walter Du.ski

and Peter Cassidy who ended in

a dead-heat for second position

with 204 each and Charles Di-

domenico, who garnered 70

votes.

In commenting on the conduct

of the election, Co-Chairmen of

the Elections Committee Brian

Scully and John O'Connell noted

that the exceptionally large

turnout of voters from the class

"seems to be indicative of a
strong class spirit and interest

in student politics and govern-
ment."
It was widely speculated among

student Council members ob-

serving the election that the re-

cent furor over nomination of

candidates produced great inter-

est, and the consequent large
turnout of voters.

^WWV^^^W^^^^W*^^

Three onthusiaKtIc IT party mcmberH demonstrate their

campaign spirit during tlie Frosli Election Ttiursday.
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Blood Donations, 304 Pints

As Quota Is Exceeded
Th« Blood Drive here at Vll-

lanova ended with greater luc-

ceia than In the laat three years

of Iti history. The final count of

S04 pints Is three pints over the

estimated quota, and 46 more
pints than last year.

Mrs. Zimmerman, Chalrlady

of the Vlllanova Drive stated

that "due to the marvelous co-

operation received from Qerry
Gellnas, Student Chairman, and
Captain Boyle, Commanding Of-

ficer of the NROTC, the total

count of donors will exceed those

of the last three years."

Benefits of the Donor
Under the program any stu-

dent was eligible to donate bdood

for which he was eligible to ob-

tain free blood from any Red
Cross agency In the country,

should he or any of his family

have a need for It within the

year following the donation. The
only postlble charge that might

be billed to the donor upon re-

ceiving blood would be that of

the administrative costs Incur-

red by the hospital or agency
supplying the donor.

Mrs. Zimmerman emphasized
the fact that those peopie selling

their blood are not covered by
this Insurance program wheresA
those donating their blood will

receive In times of need of free

blood for either himself or a rel-

ative needing It, no matter
where that donor might reside

after leaving Vlllanova for the

period of one year.

The annual Vlllanova drive

was started here when the Uni-
versity extended to the Radnor
Chapter an invitation to come to

Vlllanova University, six years
ago. Since then Vlllanova has

been one of the beet suppliers

to the Southeast Pennsylvania

Chapter of the Red Cross.

Club Pres. Named Area Rep.
To National Veterans Assn.
Thomas Kennedy, president of

the Vlllanova Veterans Club, re-

cently announced that Vlllanova
has been appointed and desig-

nated to represent Eastern
Penneylvanla in the newly form-
ed American Association of Uni-

versity Veterans.

"The purpose of the Associa-

tion win be directed toward the

development of the qualities of

. leadership and responsibility in

citlsenship through an active and
dedicated participation la state

and national affairs," said Ken-
nedy.

He added that the Associa-
tion intends to carry out a num-
ber of programs which will aid

the veterans here on campus as
well as the, veterans throughout
the country.

The major Interest of the
group at the present time is the
acquiring of financial assistance
for veterans who did not bene-
fit from the now defunct 01 BUI.

Kennedy stated that the As-
sociation will attempt to foster
support for "A Peace Time 01
Bill" now before the Senate.
This bin would provide economic
aid for the many "peace time
veterans" whose educational op-

portunities are now limited due
to a lack of suflUcient funds. The
bill has already been passed by
the House and now awaits Sen-
ate approved.

Among the otlier programs
which the Association Intends to

undertake is the establishment
of a national service honorary
for veterans who rightfully de-

serve recognition for outstand-
ing leadership, citizenship, and
academic standing. From the
service honorary within the As-
sociation, the Outstanding Stu-
dent-Veterans of the Year will

be chosen by an Authorized
Board composed of Veterans Co-
ordinators or Counselors.
Kennedy concluded by stating

that the next business meeting
will be hejd on Thursday, March
at 10:30 in 107 C&F. At this

meeting plans for the Dinner
Dance will be discussed.

Monf of us are broad-minded
enough to admit that there are

two aides to every question

—

our own side, and the side that

no intelligent, informed, snnc
aelf-respeotlng, citizen could pos-
sibly hold.

History Lecture By
Dr. Poiiko Is First

Of Tlie Fiftli Series
The first of the fifth Annual

Series of lecturers, sponsored by
the Department of History and
Political Science for the stu-

dents and faculty of Vlllanova,
is scheduled for Wednesday eve-
ning March 8, at 7:30 in the
amphitheatre ct the Commerce
and Finance Building.

Dr. Vincent H. Ponko, Jr., for-

mer adsiatant to the dean of the
Arts and Silences Division of
Loyola University in Chicago,
will apeak on 'The Nature of the
Connection Between Throne and
Altar in Elizabethan England."
Dr. Ponko is currently an in-

structor in the undergraduate
and graduate courses at Vllla-

nova.

Presiding over the lecture will

be the Rev. Robert E. Regan,
OSA, Chairman of the Religion
Department. Other lectures will

be conducted on the 15th and
22nd of March.
The 1981 Lecture Series con-

siders significant developments
Involving Church-State relation-

ships in modern and contempo-
rary Europe.

Area Colleges Here

In Choral Group
Six Philadelphia area Catholic

Colleges will participate in the

seventh annual Intercollegiate

Choral Festival at Vlllanova Uni-
versity on Saturday evening,

March 11th.

The Festival will be held in

the Vlllanova Field House and
will begin at 8:00 p.m.

Giee CiUbs from the following

colleges will be participating:

Chestnut Hill College, Immacu-
lata College, Roscmont Coilege,

Holy Family College, St. Joseph's

College and Vlllanova Universi-

ty,
.

Luebking Announces
First Dsgres Plans
Tom Luebking, Grand Knight

of the Father Ludwlg (Villa-

nova) Council, Knights of Col-
umbus, has announced that
there will be exemplification of
the First Degree in the K of C
Hall, Ardmore. The date of this

event is Monday, March 13, and
information concerning it mav
be obtained at the yearbook of-

fice on the second floor of Dough-
erty Hall.

Worms . . . Ugh! ^'^'iitniioiiiutitiiiiaiiiiiiiiinii mninaniuii. Forfr^ffm nniiiitiiiiii iiuiiMiinimii!'

Damp and sunny weather brings a lol of flirni . . .

(Photo by Irwin. Frankcl)

London Prof Honored At DIT
Professor George Auth, Head

of the Mechanical Engineering
Department, and Mr. Paul Menz
attended a dinner at the Ryder
Club of Drexel Institute of Tech-
nology on Friday, March 3. The
dinner was given in honor of

Dr. R. E. D. Bishop, Kennedy
Professor and Head erf the Mech-
anical Engineering Department

of the University of London.
Later in the evening Dr. Bishop
gave a lecture entitled "The Vi-
bration of Unbalanced and Bent
Rotating Shafts."

Dr. Bishoo's visit was the first

stop of an extensive tour spon-
sored bv the National Science
Foundation.

SPECIAL OFFER...

For2WbsM
Pipe Colleclois
Genuine imported hand-carved
cherrywood pipe...
that really smokes I

This unique two-headed pipe is a

real converaation piece... a must

for your collection! Hand-carved

in the Italian Alps and finished

in gay colors. Stands alone on

its own tiny legs. Ideal for

your desk, mantel, or bookshelf

. . . noighty good smoking, too!

This is a wonderful value!

Send for your two-headed

pipe today!

Freind Is Ubiquitous
An outstanding example for outside of Philadelphia, Bill is

all students in the matter of a graduate of Monsignor Bon-

school spirit may be found in ner High School. While there,

the person of Bill Freind. Bill, he was active in a number of

a senior English major, has extra-curricular activities and

made major contributions to delivered the Salutatory ad-

the causes of a number of lit- dress at graduation,

erary and artistic organiza- Throughout his career at

tions, and is presently most Vlllanova, he actively partici-

active in student govenunent. pated in the Belle Masque
Dramatic Society. For the

past two years, he has served

as publicity director of all

major productions, most re-

cently for "The Matchmaker,"
which will open in the field

House on April 6 for a four-

day run.

Bill has also served as Bus-

iness Manager of The LYNX
and as Feature Editor of The
1961 BELLE AIR. As a mem-
ber of the Beta Gamma De-

bate Society, he has partici-

pated In a number of inter-

collegiite tournaments on the

varsitjl level.

Theicurrent Student Coun-
cil raMe for a Eurox)can tour

or $500 is under Bill's direc-

tion. He expects that the suc-

BILL FREIND
. interests very

Most recently, he has been cess of the raffle is assured,

elected to serve on the Stu- because of the limited num-
dent Senate for the remain- ber of tickets up for sale. The
der of the academic year. He drawing for the trip will take

was selected for this post place at the Shamokinaki

from among all senior Stu- dance. Proceeds from the raf-

dent Council representatives fle will go as a contribution

by vote last week of the en- from the student body to the

tire Council membership. Bill new Catholic University of

replaces Bob Scalia, who re- Formosa,

signed recently. Upon graduation, Bill in-

Salutation tends to pursue a career in

A resident of Upper Darby, the field of sales.
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Psych majors call it

"ESCAPE
9f

Cheie* Ksntueky Burlsy—
xtra AqccII
•m»ll« grand I Paoka rightl

•mekaa awaati Can't bital

Clip Coupon-

Sir Waltar Reltigh

Ban 303

lawltvilla 1, Ktntvcky

Mail 1oday!

Plcoit Mnd mt prepaid
3>h*od«d plp«(f). Encleitd li $1
(no itompi, pUait) and th« plctur«
af Sir Walter Raltlah from tht bax
In which the pouch li packad for
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How many restrictions have you obeyed today?

A whole book of conduct rules? Another of traffic

laws? A few thousand physical limitations?

Come see what it*s like to be above all that (in

a perfectly socially acceptable way).

We're incurable escape artists. Love flying.

Think you will, too.

Cut out this ad and bring it with you. We'll

give you a free glimpse of what it's like on
another plane
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Design And Heat Transfer
Objects Of ME Changes
In a recent interview with Mr.

George Auth, Chairman of the

Mechanical Engineering Depart-
ment, The VILLANOVAN learn-

ed that two important curricu-

lum changes will take effect

next semester.

According to Mr. Auth, more
emphasis will be placed on en-

gineering science pertaming to

the M.E. courses. The new cur-

riculum will also emphasize the

analytical aspect of the science's

application and design rather

than the empirical.

In the desigtn areas, the de-

partment plans to attempt to

enforce a more creative ap-

proach, because, in the opinion

of Mr. Auth, "there is not so

much a shortage of engineers as

there is a shortage of creative

engineers."

Some of the older courses

based on specific topics such as

"Power Plant Heat Transfer"
have been replaced with gener-

alized approaches such as simp-

ly "Heat Transfer" which can
be applied to any type of equip-

ment, not just power plants.

The laboratory work has been
evened u|) between the machine
design and the thermal option,

whereas in the past, the time

was very heavily devoted to the

thermal area.

Another objective of the de-

partment is to strengthen the

student's individual preparation

for graduate school. "Whether
the present student realizes it

or not the prospecit of graduate
school no longer becomes just

desirable but necessary," assert-

ed Mr. Auth.

Effective in September, 1962,

the senior M.E. student will be
permitted the choice of either a
machine design or a thermal op-

tion. In both these options and
in the additional courses, will be
slanted toward orientation in the

science of engineering which em-
body a use of computer time to

relieve the burden of repetitious

work ae well as giving the stu-

dents practice in computer type
calculations.

TNT To Display Talents

As Old South Comes North
The Turf and Tinsel Society of

/illanova, acting as one of the

uost spirited and oldest of all

uhe existing activities at Villa-

.lova, is producing another mu-
sical comedy this spring. "South-

ern Comfort," a production with

.ts central theme about the in-

trigue and mystery that charac-

terized the Old South during the

post Civil War years, will be

shown in the Field House be-

shown in the Field House from
April 26 to 30, the weekend
prior to Junior Week.

Light Rehearsal

Presently under light rehears-

al, the club's membership of 150,

one of the largest on campus, un-

der its President, Jim Mulvihill,

has designated its leading per-

formers and secured the serv-

ices of Producer Betty Green for

the show's director.

Choreography has been as-

signed to Angel Barton while

the original musical score and
story itself is the effort of Bob
Schiller, a past member TNT and
graduate of Vlllanova. Caring
for the musical arrangements is

popular local pianist, Eddie Gel-

boyne.

The cast is headed by sopho-
more Joe Ruggerio whose talent

and audience appeal gained him
the acclaim accorded "I Remem-
ber Mummy" last year. His part

in "Southern Comfort," is that

of a bawdry saloon keeper. Aunt
Lil.

Oleander and Magnolia
Co-starring with Ruggerio is

football tackle Tom Kempner
who plays Aunt Lil's high soci-

ety-minded sister. Oleander, and
Jim Shields, the role of a ro-

mantic female, Magnolia, the

daughter of Oleander. Included

in the leads are Bill Flick as

the romantic male, Jeff Wade,
Mike Tighe, the husband of Ole-

ander, Maxmillian, and Al La
Mastra as Bridgit, the phony
frenoh maid.

Originally the Turf and Tinsel

Society was entirely composed
of football players when organ-

ized by football coach Harry
Stuhldrueher. Its name, there-

fore, personifies the contrast be-

tween the turf of the football

field and the glitter and glamor
of the stage.

Bob Whebui—Leader
Ever since, it has continued

yearly under the guiding hand
of Mr. Robert Whelan. The
yearly show is conventionally an
all male musical comedy produc-

tion. In the United States, only

three other universities have
such a society, Penn, Harvard,

and Princeton, where Jimmy
Stewart was trained.

Junior Dinner-Dance

Slated For Ballroom

Of Sheraton Hotel

The Grand Ballroom of the

new Sheraton Hotel will be the

setting for the annual Junior

Dinner-Dance, perennial high-

light of Junior Week. This waa
the main item divulged by Jack

Nolan, Chairman this year for

the popular event, which will be

held on Saturday night. May 6.

Publicity Chairman for Junior

Week, Joe Zawacki, also «ui-

nounced that the price of tickets

will be one of the lowest in the

history of the dance. Though no
official date was set for the sale

of tickets, it is expected that

the sale will begin about two

weeks before the event, afford-

ing ample time for the expected

demand for tickets.

Pete Federico and Chip D'Am-
brosio have been commissioned

to handle the sale of tickets and

Tom O'Connor will be in charge

of publicity relevant to the af-

fair. As has been the custom

in the past, dinner will start ait

7 :30 and it will feature Vermont-

styled Turkey with all the trim-

mings. Dancing will then grab

the spotlight from 9:00 to 1:00

a.m. with the orchestra of Paul

Judge providing the syncopa-

tion.

Package Deal

Noted Nolan: "We have ob-

tained a contract with a New
York company named 'Proms

Lmiited* for a package deal that

we feel will help rfiave expenses

fer the evening without sacri-

ficing quality. For $13.75, a per-

son is entitled to rental of a

tuxedo, flowers of his choice and
color, and four colored photos,

two of which will be '5x7' and
two of the wallet-size variety.

All in all, we are very satisAed

with the deal."

Justice Tom C. Clarit

Of Supreme Court

Law Dinner Speaker
The Honorable Tom C. Clark,

Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court of the United SUtes will

be the featured speaker at thV
Eighth Annual Dinner of the

Vdllanoya University School of

Law, to be held on Friday,

March tenth.

This year the dinner will be

held on the Vlllanova campus,
in the dining area of the Com-
merce and Finance Building.

Through the afternoon the stu-

dents and faculty will receive

interested dinner guests desirous

of visiting Garey Hall, the Law
School building.

Chief Justice Stem
The Honorable Horace Stem,

former Chief Justice of the Su-

preme Court of Pennsylvania

and Chief Justice Charles Alvin

Jones of the. Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania will be honored
guests. Vincent P. McDevitt,

Esquire, Chancellor of the Phila-

delphia Bar Association, and a

member of the School's Board
of Consultors, will serve as

toastmaster.

Mr. Justice Clark has an-

nounced as his topic, "Some
Thoughts On Contemporary Civil

Rights." The Very Reverend
James A. Donnellon, O.S.A.,

Chairman of the Board of Trus-

tees and the Very Reverend John
A. Klekotka, O.S.A., President

of the University, will speak
briefly. Dean Harold Gill Reus-

chlein will report briefly upon
the progress of the School of

Law.

The Vincent A. Carroll Award
to the student attaining the

highest average in the second
year; the Theodore L. Reimel
Award to the law dub winning

the final argument in the inter-

club moot court contest; the

James P. McGranery Award to

the student completing the

course in Oonstitutional Law
with the highest average; the

Roman Catholic High School
Alumni Award to the student

attaining the highest average in

the first year; the Herman J.

Obert Award to the student at-

taining the highest average in

the, course of Corporations; the

Lawyers Title Award to the sen-

ior student achieving the high-

est grade in the property cours-

es; the Father UUman Award
to the student receiving the
highest grade in Criminal Law,
and the Colonel Wilfrid Glen
MacCarthy Award to the student
presenting the best oral argu-

ment in the moot court work,
will be presented. . >

Pitt is Chairman
Thomas A. Pitt, Jr., '61, is

serving as chairman of the din-

ner. He is president of the Stu-

dent Bar Association which
sponsors the dinner.

Guests of the Vlllanova School
of Law at the dinner include:

The Honorable Walter E. Ales-

sandroni, Pearce H. E. Aul, Es-

quire, the Honorable Robert V.

Bolger, The Honorable Vincent

J. Dalton, Weyland H. Elsbree,

Esquire, The Honorable Gerald

A. Gleeson, The HonoraUe Peter

F. Hagan, The Honorable Char-

lee Alvin Jonee, the Veoy Rev-

erend John A. Klekotka, O.S.A.,

The Right Reverend Monsignor

Anthony L. Ostheimer, the Hon-

orable Joseph Sk>ane, and the

Honorable Henry G. Sweney.

Attending also are members

of the Board of Consulton to

the Vlllanova School of Law.
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Blood Donations, 304 Piiits

As Quota Is Exceeded
The Blood Drive here at Vil-

]
be billed to tlie donor upon re-

lanova ended with greater sue* ceiving blood wouid be that of

cess than in the last three years ' the administrative costs incur-

of its history. The final count of red by the hospital or agency

304 pints is three pints over the supplying the donor.

estimated quota, and 45 more
pints than last year.

Mrs. Zimmerman, Chairlady

of the Villanova Drive stated

that "due to the marvelous co«

oi)eration received from Gerry
Gelinas, Student Chairman, and
Captain Boyle, Commanding Of-

ficer of the NROTC, the total

count of donors will exceed those

of the last three years."

Benefits of the Donor
Under the program any stu-

dent was eligible to donate blood

Mrs. Zimmerman emphasized
the fact that those people selling

their blood are not covered by
this insurance program whereas
those donating their blood will

receive in times of need of free

blood for either himself or a rel-

ative needing it, no matter
where that donor might reside

after leaving Villanova for the
period of one year.

The annual Villanova drive

WHS started here when the Uni-
versity extended to the Radnor

for which he was eligible to ob-
, chapter an invitation to come to

tain free blood from any Red villanova University, six years
ago. Since then Villanova has

been one of the best suppliers

Cross agency in the country,

should he or any of his family

have a need for it within the

year following the donation. The ' ^° ^be Southeast Pennsylvania

only possible charge that might
I
Chapter of the Red Cross.

Club Pres. Named Area Rep.
To National Veterans Assn.
Thomas Kennedy, president of i portunltles are now limited due

the Villanova Veterans Club, re-

cently announced that Villanova

has been appointed and desig-

nated to represent Eastern
Pennsylvania in the newly form-

ed American Association of Uni-

versity Veterans.

"The purpose of the Asaocia-

tion will be directed toward the

development of the qualities of

leadership and responsibility in

citizenship through an active and
dedicated participation in slate

and national affairs," said Ken-
nedy.

He added that the Associa-

tion Intends to carry out a num-
ber of programs which will aid

the veterans here on campus as
well as the veterans throughout
the country. : )•

The major interoBt of the

to a lack of sufficient funds. The
bill has already been passed by
the House and now awaits Sen-
ate approval. •' •'

Among the other programs
which the Association intends to

undertake is the establishment
of a national service honorary
for veterans who rightfully de-

serve recognition for outstand-
ing leadership, citizenship, and
academic standing. From the
service honorary within the As-
sociation, the Outstanding Stu-

dent-Veterans of the Year will

be chosen by an Authorized
Board composed of Veterans Co-
ordinators or Counselors.
Kennedy concluded by stating

that the next business meeting
will be held on Thursday, March
9 at 10:30 in 107 C&F. At this

History Lecture By
Dr. Ponko Is First

Of The Fiftli Series
T'.ie fir.st of the fifth Annual

Scries of lecturers, sponsored by
the Department of History and
Political Science for the stu-

dents and faculty of Villanova,
i.s scheduled for Wednesday eve-
ning March 8. at 7:30 in the
amphitheatre rf the Commerce
and P'inance Building.

Dr, Vincent H. Ponko. Jr.. for-

mcr assistant to the dean of tlio

Arts and S:icnc'es Division of
LoNola University in Chicaffo,

will siicnk on "The Nature of the
Connection Between Throne and
Altar in Elizabethan England."
Dr. Ponko is currently an in-

.structor in the undergraduate
and graduate courses at Villa-

nova.

Presiding over the lecture will

be the Rev. Robert E. Regan.
OSA, Chairman of the Religion

Department. Other lectures will

be conducted on the 15th and
22nd of March. .'.^•v ;.•.':

The 1961 Lecture Series con-
siders significant developments
involving Churoh-State relation-

ships in modern and contornpo-
rary Europe.

Worms . . . Ugh!

group at the present time is the "letting plans for the Dinner

acquiring of financial assistance
for veterans who did not bene-
fit from the now defunct GI Bill.

Kennedy stated that the As-
sociation will attempt to fo.ster

sujjport for "A Pea(?o Time GI
Bill" now before the Senate,
This bill would r»rovide economic
aid for the man\- "peace time
veterans" whose educational op-

Dance will be discussed.

Most of tj« are bl'oad-minded

cniMigh to fidniit that thci'o are

two .sides to every question

—

our own side, and the .side that

no intelligent, inrornu'il. sane
Kt'lt'-reMpeoting citizen couM jjoy-

.sibly hold.
,

Area Colleges Here

In Choral Group
Six Philadelphia area Catholic

Colleges will participate in the

seventh annual Intercollegiate

Choral Festival at Villanova Uni-
versity on Saturday evening,

March 11th.

The Festival will be held in

the Villanova P''ield House and
will begin at 8:00 p.m.

G.ee Ciubs from the following

colleges will be parlici)intins':

Chestnut Hill College, Immacu-
lata College, Roacmont College,

Holy Family College, St. Joseph's

College and Villanova Universi-

ty,
, .

,

.

luebking Announces

First Degree Plans
Tom Luebking, Grand Knight

of the Father Ludwig (Villa-

nova) Council, Knights of Col-

umbus, has announced that
there will be exemplification of

the First Degree in the K of C
Hall, Ardmore. The date of this

event is Monday, March 13, and
infoimation concerning it mav
be obtained at the yearbook of-

fice on the second floor of Dough-
erty Hall.

';rxiiiiiii;Kiii:ii:i:iiiiO!iioiifmD!iiui:niinHiiB:!iininn!!iiiii;xiiiii;:i;i.
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Freind Is Ubiquitous
An outstanding example for

all students in the matter of

school spirit may be found in

the person of Bill Freind. Bill,

a senior English major, has
made major contributions to

tile causes of a number of lit-

erary and artistic organiza-

tions, and is presently most
active in student government.

Damp and sunny weather brings a lol of llirm

(Photo by Irwin. Frank'-l)

London Prof Honored At DIT
Professor George Auth, Head

of the Mechanical Engineering
Department, and Mr. Paul Menz
attended a dinner at the Ryder
Club of Drexel Institute of Tech-
nology on Friday, March 3. The
dinner was given in honor of

Dr. R. E. D. Bishop, Kennedy
Professor and Head of the Mech-
anical Engineering Department

of the University of London.
Later in the evening Dr. Bishop
gave a lecture entitled "The Vi-

bration of Unbalanced and Bent
Rotating Shafts."

Dr. Bi.sho'j's visit was the first

stop of an extensive tour spon-
sored bv the National Science

Foundation.

SPECIAL OFFER...

For^Headed

pipe Colledots
Genuine imported hand-carved
cherrywood pipe...
that realJy smokes 1

This unique two-headed pipe is a

real conversation piece... a must

for your collection! Hand-carved

in the Italian Alps and finished

in gay colors. Stands alone on

its own tiny lej^s. Ideal lor

your desk, mantel, or bookshelf

...mighty good smoking, too!

This is a wonderful value!

Send for your two-headed

pipe today!

BILL FREIND
. . . interests vary

Most recently, he has been

elected to serve on the Stu-

dent Senate for the remain-

der of the academic year. He
was selected for this post

from among all senior Stu-

dent Council representatives

by vote last week of the en-

tire Council membership. Bill

replaces Bob Scalia, who re-

signed recently. '

^ Salutation

A resident of Upper Darby,

outside of Philadelphia, Bill is

a graduate of Monsignor Bon-

ner High School. While there,

he was active in a number of

extra-curricular activities and

delivered the Salutatory ad-

dress at graduation.

Throughout his career at

Villanova, he actively partici-

pated in the Belle Masque
Dramatic Society. For the

past two years, he has served

as publicity director of all

major productions, most re-

cently for "The Matchmaker,"
which will open in the field

House on April 6 for a four-

day run.

Bill has also served as Bus-

iness Manager of The LYNX
and as Feature Editor of The
1961 BELLE AIR. As a mem-
ber of the Beta Gamma De-

bate Society, he has partici-

pated in a number of inter-

collegiate tournaments on the

varsity level.

The current Student Coun-
cil raffle for a European tour

or $500 is under Bill's direc-

tion. He expects that the suc-

cess of the raffle is assured,

because of the limited num-
ber of tickets up for sale. The
drawing for the trip will take

place at the Shamokinaki
dance. Proceeds from the raf-

fle will go as a contribution

from the student body to the

new Catholic University of

Formosa.
Upon graduation. Bill in-

tends to pursue a career in

the field of sales.

Design And Heat Transfer

Objects Of ME Changes
In a recent interview with Mr.

George Auth, Chairman of the

Mechanical Engineering Depart-

ment, The VILLANOVAN learn-

cd that two imi>ortant curricu-

lum changes will take effect

next semester.

According to Mr. Auth, more
emphasis will be placed on en-

gineering science pertaining to

the M.E. courses. The new cur-

riculum will also emphasize the

anal>'tical aspect of the science's

application and design rather

than the empirical.

In the design areas, the de-

partment plans to attempt to

enforce a more creative ap-

proach, because, in the opinion

of Mr. Auth, "there is not so

much a shortage of engineers as

there is a shortage of creative

engineers."

Some of the older courses

based on specific topics such as

"Power Plant Heat Transfer"

have been replaced with gener-

alized approaches such as simp-

ly "Heat Transfer" which can

be applied to any type of equip-

ment, not ju.st power plants.

The laboratory work has been
evened up between the machine
design and the thermal option,

whereas in the past, the time

was very heavily devoted to the

thermal area.

Another objective of the de-

partment is to strengthen the

student's individual preparation

for graduate school. "Whether
the present student realizes it

or not the prospect of graduate
school no longer becomes just

desirable but necessary," assert-

ed Mr. Auth.

Effective in September, 1962,

the senior M.E. student will be

permitted the choice of either a

machine design or a thermal op-

tion. In both these options and
in the additional courses, will be

slanted toward orientation in the

science of engineering which em-
body a use of computer time to

relieve the burden of repetitious

work as well as giving the stu-

dents practice in computer type

calculations.

TNT To Display Talents

As Old South Comes North

jiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiii[!:::;iiiiiiiHiii;iitHiutiiii!an;iiiii»iiiiiiiiu»miiiHrfii;^gmi^

Psych majors call it

ESCAPE
99

How many restrictions have you obeyed today?

A whole book of conduct rules? Another of traffic

laws? A few thousand physical limitations?

Come see what it's like to be above all that (in

a perfectly socially acceptable way).

'.•We're incurable escape artists. Love flying.

,;. Think you will, too;->/'.';^ y'>'-h."rl v
i'
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Cut out this ad and bring it with you. We'll

give you a free glimpse of what it's like on
another plane!
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The Turf and Tinsel Society of

/ilianova, acting as one of the

iiost spirited and oldest of all

uuie existing activities at Villa-

Lova, is producing another mu-
sical comedy this spring. "South-

jrn Comfort," a production with

.ts central theme about the in-

trigue and mystery that charac-

terized the Old South during the

post Civil War years, will be

shown in the Field House be-

shown in the Field House from
April 26 to 30, the weekend
prior to Junior Week.

Light Rehearsal

Presently under light rehears-

al, the club's membership of 150,

one of the largest on campus, un-

der its President, Jim Mulvihill,

has designated its leading per-

formers and secured the serv-

ices of Producer Betty Green for

the show's director.

Choreography has been as-

signed to Angel Barton while

the original musical score and
story itself is the effort of Bob
Schiller, a past member TNT and
graduate of Villanova. Caring

for the musical arrangements is

popular local pianist, Eddie Gel-

boyne.

The cast is headed by sopho-

more Joe Ruggerio whose talent

and audience appeal gained him
the acclaim accorded "I Remem-
ber Mummy" last year. His part

in "Southern Comfort," is that

of a bawdry saloon keeper. Aunt
Lil.

Oleander and Magnolia
Co-starring with Ruggerio is

football tackle Tom Kempner
who plays Aunt Lil's high soci-

ety-minded sister. Oleander, and
Jim Shields, the role of a ro-

mantic female. Magnolia, the

daughter of Oleander. Included

in the leads are Bill Flick as

the romantic male, Jeff Wade,
Mike Tighe, the husband of Ole-

ander, Maxmillian, and Al La
Mastra as Bridgit, the phony
french maid.

Originally the Turf and Tinsel

Society was entirely composed
of football players when organ-

ized by football coach Harry
Stuhldrueher. Its name, there-

fore, personifies the contrast be-

tween the turf of the football

field and tiie glitter and glamor
of the stjige.

Bob Whelan—Leader
Ever since, it has continued

yearly under the guiding hand
of Mr. Robert Whelan. The
yearly show is conventionally an
all male musical comedy produc-

tion. In the United States, only

three other universities have
such a society, Penn, Harvard,

and Princeton, where Jimmy
Stewart was trained.

Junior Dinner-Dance

Slated For Dallroom

Of Sheraton Hotel

The Grand Ballroom of the

new Sheraton Hotel will be the

setting for the annual Junior

Dinner-Dance, perennial high-

light of Junior Week. This was
the main item divulged by Jack

Nolan, Chairman this year for

the popular event, which will be

held on Saturday night. May 6.

Publicity Chairman for Junior

Week, Joe Zawacki, also an-

nounced that the price of tickets

will be one of the lowest in the

history of the dance. Though no

official date was set for the sale

of tickets, it is expected that

the sale will begin about two

weeks before the event, afford-

ing ample time for the expected

demand for tickets.

Pete Federico and Chip D'Am-
brosio have been commissioned

to handle the sale of tickets and

Tom O'Connor will be in charge

of publicity relevant to the af-

fair. As has been the custom

in the past, dinner will start at

7 :30 and it will feature Vermont-

styled Turkey with all the trim-

mings. Dancing will then grab

the spotlight from 9:00 to 1:00

a.m. with the orchestra of Paul

Judge providing the syncopa-

tion.
:::',

Package Deal

Noted Nolan: "We have ob-

tained a contract with a New
York company named 'Proms

Limited' for a package deal that

we feel will help shave expenses

for the evening without sacri-

ficing quality. For $13.75. a per-

son is entitled to rental of a

tuxedo, flowers of his choice and
color, and four colored photos,

two of which will be '5x7* and
two of the wallet-size variety.

Ail in all, we are very satisfied

with the deal."

Justice Tom C. Clark

Of Supreme Court

Law Dinner Speaker
The Honorable Tom C. Clark,

Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court of the United States will

be the featured speaker at the^

Eighth Annual Dinner of the

Villanova University School of

Law, to be held on Friday,

March tenth.

This year the dinner will be

held on the Villanova campus,

in the dining area of the Com-
merce and Finance Building.

Through the afternoon the stu-

dents and faculty will receive

interested dinner guests desirous

of visiting Garey Hadl, the Law
School building.

Chief Justice Stem
The Honorable Horace Stern,

former Chief Justice of the Su-

preme Court of Pennsylvania

and Chief Justice Charles Alvin

Jones of the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania will be honored

guests. Vincent P. McDevitt,

Esquire, Chancellor of the Phila-

delphia Bar Association, and a

member of the School's Board
of Consultors, will serve as

toastmaster.

Mr. Justice Clark has an-

nounced as his topic, "Some
Thoughts On Contemporary Civil

Rights." The Very Reverend

James A. Donnellon, O.S.A.,

Chairman of the Board of Trus-

tees and the Very Reverend John
A. Klekotka, O.S.A., President

of the University, will speak

briefly. Dean Harold Gill Reus-

chlein will report briefly upon

the progress of the School of

Law.

The Vincent A. Carroll Award
to the student attaining the

highest average in the second

year; the Theodore L. Reimel

Award to the law club winning

the final argument in the inter-

club moot court contest; the

James P. McGranery Award to

the student completing the

course in Oonstitutional Law
with the highest average; the

Roman Catholic High School

Alumni Award to the student

attaining the highest average in

the first year; the Herman J.

Obert Award to the student at-

taining the highest average in

the, course of Corporations ; the

Lawyers Title Award to the sen-

ior student achieving the high-

est grade in the property cours-

es; the Father Ullman Award
to the student receiving the

highest grade in Criminal Law,
and the Colonel Wilfrid Glen
MacCarthy Award to the student

presenting the best oral argu-

ment in the moot court work,
will be presented.

Pitt is Chairman
Thomas A. Pitt, Jr., '61. is

serving as chairman of the din-

ner. He is president of the Stu-

dent Bar Association which
sponsors the dinner.

Guests of the Villanova School

of Law at the dinner include:

The Honorable Walter E. Ales-

sandroni, Pearce H. E. Aul, Es-

quire, the Honorable Robert V.

Bolger, The Honorable Vincent

J. Dalton, Weyland H. Elsbree,

Esquire, The Honorable Grerald

A. Gleeson, The Honorable Peter

F. Hagan, The Honorable Char-

les Alvin Jones, the Very Rev-

erend John A. Klekotka, O.S.A.,

The Right Reverend Monsignor

Anthony L. Ostheimer, the Hon-

orable Joseph Sloane, and the

Honorable Henry G. Sweney.

Attending also are members

of the Board of Consultors to

the Villanova School of Law.
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A Problem
The Student Council, Villanova's answer

to student government, has faced many t^-

ing problems over the years. A worthy

motion came before the Council last month

—a motion to the effect that the Council

would sponsor a student trip to the IC4A

track meet, to be held in New York this

weekend.

The excursion would provide for a bus-

ride to and from Madison Square Garden.

For this ride, plus a ticket to the meet, the

student would be charged five dollars. The
motion was passed, contingent upon favor-

able student body reaction.

The Spirit Committee and J. Michael
• Wesley were placed in charge of this project.

;: This group contacted the Athletic Office and
requested 600 tickets from the ICA4 Com-
mittee. Apparently this is as far as the

motion went. The VILLANOVAN was re-

quested to advertise this trip. An attempt

to comply met with limited success, since

none of the designated committee was avail-

able for comment or information.

At the following Council meeting a

Committee member reported that student re-

action had not been strong enough so far to

justify the trip. In essence, this meant that

the trip was off, since the ticket sales up to

that point had been nil.

The basis for poor ticket sales was the

fact that the Student Council, which has

enough committees to impress even the head

of the House of Representatives' Committee
on Committees, did not organize a competent
group to co-ordinate and publicize the event.

Thus, the Villanova student, for whom the
: Council exists, was deprived of the chance

to support his defending champion track

team at a nominal price.

This is not to imply that angry students

marched on the Council office to demand
tickets. How could they? They didn't know
anything about it. Certainly, with a little

help from a few members of this overcrowed
assembly, a table could have been set up in

the Pie Shoppe. The loud speaker system in

Dougherty Hall was used, however, this at-

tempt sounded more like a funeral dirge

than a cry to "rally 'round the track team."
It

It seems that with a bit of concerted

effort on the part of the Council, a large

turnout would be in New York on Saturday
night. The old student gripe of "nothing to

do" would be placated. Five hundred tickets

would not have been returned to the IC4A
Committee.; .:.,;;, v^/^.

One note of consolation can be cited for

the Villanova student. "Carry On Nurse,"

has finally stopped its record-breaking run
at the Bryn Mawr Theatre, and there is al-

ways Perry Mason on Saturday night T.V.

^m.iT]ra:tiii£ilIt(fi
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As the annual Armageddon nothing else worth/while for our

for the election of the upper- votes. This is the itock claim

claiss leaders nears once again of all candidates and only proves want war; but we are Cubana who love ou

on the Villanova campus, it may that the whole election is mere- fatherland. From our fathers we inherited

be well to analyze the philoso- ly a personality or division clash, free country, and we will not betray the sacr

Freedom Fighters

Ask Understanding
Editor*$ Note^Th9 foJJowing is anofhtr 4n ih^

periodic artiolea dontributed to The VILLA^
NOVAN by Cuban refugees preaently living <»

the Untied Btatee. To prevent poaaible reprieak

upon frienda and relatives BtUl in Cuba, tht

writers desire to remain cno.nymous. This columt

is a translation of a front page article which op

peared recently in EL AVANOE. Suppressed it

Havana, this newspaper is beitng edited by Out

refugees in Miami, Fla.

"To the people of Cuba
"To the countries of America
"To the countries of the world:

"Cuba is at war; the second War of IndeJ

pendance. In the mountains and on the plains)

in the cities as well as in the fields, Cubans ar(
again flgliting to preserve their liberty. As ix

1868 and 180S, we are now opposing a foreigi

country that pretends to doaninate through
America.

"Again, Cuba is fighting her battle as bej

fore : small and alone, but as al'\Vays, firm, readf
to die, but unwilling to be a slave or a colon]

of the Soviet bloc.

"From the Eastern to the Western MounI
tains, the country's army is fighting again; ii

the Escambray Mountains the Army of Nationi

Liberation shouts: "Independence or Death!"
Communist Offtnit

t

'We do not think we are heroes. We do n(

phy of collegiate politics here

It is evident from the majority

of past plebiscites that some-
thing is lacking in the altitudes

of both candidate and voter.

Mad Avenue Hucksters

What is the strategy for vic-

tory of a candidate? First of

dees of our martryrs and herpes by permitting

a Communist power to make offenses against th|

flag for which those martyrs and heroes die(

"We know that Russia and China are vei

powerful, and that they have many servants

Cuba. We realize that they have numberlei

arms, tanks and weapons. Still, they do n<

frighten us. Death may frighten traitors, but

They have learned one thing

from Madison Avenue and mod-
ern-day politics. This is to prom-
ise much and at the same time

very little. Sad but true, it _ _

, , . . ... . ^ "«"» that all a person needs to ioes not frighten us 'because Jose Marti, w.
a 1. he must be certain that he, be victorious U an imaginative uberator, taught us that "It is better to d
himself, has sufficient personal goclal calendar and a good pub- standing, than to live on one's knees."
appeal. This is extended to a ndty director. -The traitorous Cubans who today
select few across the division ^^^^^„ j^ , y^jt ^^^h Russian and Chine
lines. Agreeing on the r pun^ose. The responsibility for tills s

J ^s-in reality an army of occupatlon~ha
they form the first problem ours. We have permitted IMs J^ ^^ ^^ ^^,^ ^^ ^/^ country Castro
which we must deal with—the lituatlon to exist and grow. We ^ ^

hodgepodge coalition ticket. have accepted the bosh of "re-

sponsible representation" and

-
. ^ ^ , ^ ^. have not been interested enough

In order to placate the mem
^^ ^^^^^^ solutions for the prob-

bers of all divisions, the ticket j^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^n campus. In

^..""5"^. composed of Arts, ^^ ^^^ ^^^ interest in ad-
C&F, Engineering, and Science

traitor could have made Cuba a great natlo^

but he preferred to submit the country

strangers to satisfy his ambition for dominatioj

of all America.
"Now we must fight for our strangh

freedom ; for the right to think, to work; to vot

to love God openly; to educate our sons

rd;nu"Tc:^ev*eV.^"^err m^^^ »g^uUVX"\.'°i^^^^ '
f^^*^' ^^^'^^1 ''

'^H^'n'^Z "l
be two candidates from one di-

^^^^^^ university is small.
doctrines of the atheistic materialism Uugh

vision. Tnis is usually due to „ ^, .

the machine's weakness in that ^
How many times have you

division. In this case, one candl- ^fjn asked by one of these can-

date must have sufficient dldates about what type of rep-

strength In two divisions. resentatlon you want? What
"

problems exist that the student

iM^sit^^ V- iu... Ann^i hody can help to eliminate?
Machine Vs. Mass Appeal ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ ^_

Having laid the foundation, <^°^P"»^«^V

the machine now must overcome -

Communists.

the obstacle of mass appeal.

They resort to propaganda pol-

itics. Through a barrage of but-

tons, badges, banners, signs.

Old Slowly Yields

Jose Marti Peres

The Apostle

Of The Cuban
War Of

PKrht and DIt
As the old slowly yields to the

new at Villanova, we should, If ,,„. j i. « u^ j i. ji •#
'wim, wauBTJo, i/*.*..^*-, -*»"-, . „«n«nVi,.««. PrA«iH«nt Kun- We are ready to fight and to die If nece
cards, and loud speaker blasts, ^ "Jf/ PJ^P^5''^v,f, ®'

^^idltL *^^ to avoid the substitution of a dlcUtox
they will vie for the voters "X".

"•fy*
"1"°! w Jl«?wii th! ^hims for the law, and to rescue the sovereign

Their goal Is to achieve a pre- , ",°?/?LT'.«« T f^r vnu ot the people from the bloody hands of a tyrai

ciplUnt stampede to their col- *^"°®
t* f-vl. iliv . .n«X« ^^om these mountains, whose highest peak

umn by massive brainwashing jova^
eanS^date toU usC ^°^°^; ^« °*" our fellow^en to Join us. V

techniques. '"* " .^.. .... . . „,^..ij u. accept no mercenaries or foreigners; we aoce
but I doubt that he would be ^ CyxhBiiA who desire to follow the fooUte^
heard. There would be very

of Oidr forgathers
tw»»^,

These tactics are also adopted little fun involved and It would
,.^^^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^

In the contest* for division rep- mean doing a litue on our own.
y^^^ ^^^ Independence, the souls of our marty

resenUtlves, but here the coal- and the dignity of our country. With us ai

Itlon Is of a different nature. The situation reminds me of ^^ plnolples of Democracy, the essence of
Here, we usually find a resident one pointed out by Edwin O'Con- berty.

and a day-hop running together, nor in his book "the Last Hur- p^om Gk>d we ask protection; from o
It Is much better to have BOO rah." Skefllngton comments that mothers, bleasings.

cards with two names on them 'As one looks down this bold "Cuba, which we love dearly, knows thi

than to have each buy 250. list one would think that the we are ready to die for her, and that we will

only qualification necessary to rest until she may be free and sovereign a
It Is unique when we have a run for mayor of this great ^^Ity We have only one country : Cuba. Only oi

single candidate. He won't win, was to be without any quallfica- flag, the Cuban flag. With Gtod and coui

because he can't compete with tlon whatsoever. This Is a time Cubans, let us advance!"
for experience, for leadership; This message is dated January, 1961, from
I cannot abandon this fine city Escambray Mountains in centrai Cuba. It

to the care of such fumbling aioned by 19 officers of the Army of Na
hands ... It Is far more Im- Liberation, the first three, Major Binesio Ma

Amounts to our third problem, portant that this city of ours Major PUnio Prieto, and Captain Porfirio /I

In stentorian tones, bhey offer should not be allowed to revert fnies, in absentia, as they were executed by t

"responsible representaUon" but to Government by Pygmies!' firing aquads of Fidel Castro,

LaMastra Lambasts Laxity

Of "Oscar" Organization
stately Osoare on thy golden

throne,

Oaring naught for those you
disown,

Thy half sister, Almighty-
dollar, has taken thy plaoe,

A sham thou hast become,

in total disgrace.

It's Osoar tdme again in the

land of velvet smog and the cor-

ner diamond market! So sit back,

relax and chew on a rosy-red

tranquilizer while the following

little expose reveals Itself, some-

what incoherently.

For the 33rd consecutive time

the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sci-

ences will pre-

sent Honors at

the Hollywood
Pantages Thea-

tre probably to

those most un-

I

deserving and
those backed by

'the fattest
UoMASTRA bankroll How-

ever it wasn't always like this.

Indeed, when the gold plated

figurine was first awarded to

Emil Jannlngs and Janet Gaynor

in 1927 they Justly merited It;

and for many years after, before

the moguls realized the commer-

cial value of such awards, the

entire balloting system of the

Academy's twenty-five hundred

plus members proceeded without

the aid of graft and corruption.

But as the festivities tended

to draw more press coverage and

splashier settings, laxlety set in.

It was found that the bigger

companies could influence em-

ployees to vote a straight studio

ticket. Now members would vote

for personal friends or the most

popular cinema kings and

queens, not seeing 75% of the

other nominees who never really

had a chance In this vicious bal-

lot-go-round.

Preseure was brought to bear

especially when slumping box-

office receipts set in and free

publicity was needed to advance

a studio's product. Finally with

the onslaught of televised pres-

entations, "the really big shu"

amounted to the one gliittering

night when Hollywood could

iftiow herself off under thirty

pounds of Max Factor; and the

TV audiences were given the

chance to see the latest in out-

landish halrdoes and garish

clothing worn by the American
nobility. Only smiles and hand-

clasps are visible on screen; but

by At LaMoitro

oh for the day when mind re-

corders will reveal what losers

Natalie LaVan and Harv Quln-

ton really thought as they smil-

ingly conceded that winners Lil-

lian Lomlck and George Dead-

rock deserved to win every

ounce of Oscar at $34 per. It

cannot be denied that some of

the greatest acting In Hollywood
has taken place during the two
hour telecast on award night.

Proof

Proof? The grievances are

many. Could you Imagine giving

Oscar to a publlclty-shy recluse

like Garbo or a controversial

figure like Chaplin? Of course

not. They'd Just take them home
and honor them privately (as

they have done with special be-

lated Oscars given for general

high quality In all perform-
ances), and not carry them to

dozens of parties for the next
three months.

Another problem arises when
a studio invests a great sum In

person or product and must cope

the awards to make back or

build up their Investment. Nor-
ma Shearer was magnificent in

"Romeo and Juliet" but was get-

ting old. Luise Ralner was
young and had given a half-way
decent performance in "The
Great Zlegfield;" so MOM made
sure that Luise was the only

person even to be considered.

Starlet Grace Kelly (Country
Girl) was a sensation compared
to publicity shattered Judy Gar-
land In 1964. Naturally Oscar
graced Grace.

Dose anyone really think that

"Ben Hur" and "Glgl," no mat-
ter how good they were, de-

served a total of twenty Oscars ?

Obviously MGM thought so; and
how could Paul Muni (Last
Man), Jimmy Stewart (Anatomy
of a Murder), Fred Zinneman
(Nun's Story) and Stanley Kra-
mer (Defiant Ones) compete
against that much backlot?

Neglected

Consider those who are ne-

glected and friendless. Neither
Roz Russell (Mourning Becomes
Eleotra) or Eleanor Parker (In-

terrupted Melody) have had
much use for fast celebrity

friends and crowds so naturally

a bosom buddy would take pre-

cedent over these two fine ac-

treMes in any category, even If

the eventual winner had been

RIVER STYX by JONIK

the machines.

But all of these candidates

hRve one thing in common, which

*t-^fj^lMt.

"Confound Itl Who left the ^Undow open?"

type oast as a chronic drunk for

the last ten years and had lots

of real llfe^b^lnd the scenes ex-

perience.

(In dialect) "Maxlne, did you
see Fred March In 'Dead Sales-

man?' ... no Louise, make sure

you vote for Humphry Bogart

In 'African Queen,' you know
how great his parties are." "Who
cares about a masterpiece like

Hank Fonda's "Grapes of

Wrath," when Jimmy Stewart Is

around . . . you know he has

that perfect nothing role In 'The

Philadelphia Story' ... but he

was pretty good last year In 'Mr.

Smith Goes to Washington'

when he lost." "Eric Von Stro-

helm is too old . . . Arthur Ken-

nedy drinks too much, don't

vote for him . . . 'Twelve Angry
Men' only cost five hundred
thousand it can't be as good as

'Bridge On the River Kwal' . . .

'Moulin Rouge' is too arty . . .

John Ford 'The Quiet Man' was
released by Republic and they're

going out of business next year

. . . better give the best music

award to 'Old Man and the Sea'

. . . the music Isn't good, but

it didn't get any other awards

this year . . . who'll realize thai

the 'Big Country' is the bettei

. . . 'War and Peace' is a finan-

cial flop better give Oscar to

'Giant,' It made a pile . . . who
wants Gloria Swanson to win

for 'Sunset Boulevard,' she'b

washed up . . . better give It to

Judy Holllday for 'Bom Yester-

day;' after all, this Is only the

thousand and first time she's

done the part . . . Red Buttons

Is a good egg and needs a break

... the other nominees are real

actors, but they'll get it sooner

or later . . . this might be Red's

last chance . . . better give the

best picture award to 'From
Here to Eternity' . . . everyone

has seen It and besides how
many people will realize 'Llli' is

a true wonder of the cinema . .

.

who the hell does Billy Wilder
think he Is, putting the biting

alNtoo-true '•Sunset Boulevard'

on the screen . . . give the award
to Joe Mankiewicz for 'AH About
Eve' . . . It's about lAiow biz

and will make you die . . . don't

let Bette Davis win for the great-

est performance of her career

in 'The Star', she has two Oscars
already . . . give it to someone
younger to the profession; Bifter

all box-offlce is bad this year and
we need young blood . . . foxget

about Mildred Dunnock . . . who
cares if she's terrific . . . give it

to Kim Hunter . . . die's young
and may<be she'll go places . . .

Jennifer Jones is having marri-
age problems again so vote for
Livy DeHavllland . . . Martha
Scott? . . . 'Our Town' ... no!
. . . vote for Ginger Rogers .

Ceaseless

On and on H goes, the situa-

tions never changing. Of course
this report could be a little one
sided and the Academy has of-

tentimes shown Justice where It

is due; but this is the exception

and not the rule! There is talk

of reorganizing the balloting

system now in operation so as

to make it more democratic. No
predictions are being made but

maybe after this year's extrava-

gant results, a few changes will

have to be made and truly equal

representation and awarding will

be aohlevad for the firat thns in

too long a time.

(Author of "I Wat a Tmi-age Dwarf\"The Many
Lov% of Dobii Gillit", etc.)

^c "Mik}^ iktkii^^licifecfTHi^i'ff%̂%«

For example, it would be a very easy thing to teach -poeirij

and mufiic rijcht along with physics. Students, instead of merely

l)eing called upon to recite in physics class, would instead be

required to rhyme their answers and set theuj to familiar tunes

—like, for instance, The Colonel Bogey March. Thus recitations

would not only be chock-full of important facts but would, at

the same time, expose the student to the aesthetic delights of

great music. Here, try it yourself. You all know The Colonel

Bogey March. Come, sing along with me:
• :^ Physics

Is what we learn in class.

Einstein

Said energy is mass.

Newton

Is highfalutin

And Pascal's a rascal. So's Boyle.

Do you see how much more broadening, how much more
uplifting to learn physics this way? Of course you do. What?
You want another chorus? By all means:

Leyden

He made the Leyden jhr.

Trolley

He made the Trolley car.

Curie

Rode in a surrey,

And Diesel's a weasel. So's Boyle,

Once the student has mastered The Colonel Bogey March, he

can go on to more complicated melodies like Death and Trans-

Jiguration, the Eroica, and Love Me Tender,

And when the student, loaded with science and culture,

leaves the classroom and lights his Marlboro, how much more
he will enjoy that filter, that flavor, that pack or box ! Because
there will no longer be an unease gnawing at his sbul, no longer

a little voice within him repeating that he is culturally a dolt.

He will know—know joyouBly—that he is a fulfilled man, a
whole man, and he will bask and revel in the pleasure of his

Marlboro as a colt rolls in new grass— content, complete, truly

educated—a credit to his college, to himself, and to his tobac-

conist . Q iBOi M«« ShulmaB
• • •

And while hs it rolling, colt-wise, in the new grate, perhape
he would stop long enough to try a new cigarette from the
makert of Marlboro—unfiltered, king-eixe Philip Morrie
Commander, Welcome aboard

t

I WAS A TEEN-AGE SLIDE RULE
In a recent learned journal {Mad) the distinguished board

chairman (Ralph "Hot-Lips" Sigafoos) of one of our most

important American corporations (the Arf Mechanical Dog Co.)

wrote a trenchant article in whicli he pinpointed our gravest

national problem: the lack of culture umung science graduates.

Mr. Sigafoos's article, it must be emphasized, was in no sense

derogatory. He stated quite clearly that the science student,

what with his gruelling curriculum in physics, math,.and chem-

istry, can hardly be expected to find time to study the arts

too. What Mr. Sigafoos deplores— indeed, what we all deplore

—is the lopsided result of today's science courses: graduates

who can build a bridge but can't compose a concerto, who know
Planck's Constant but not Botticelli's Venus, who are familiar

with Fraunhofer's lines but not with Schiller's.

Mr. Sigafoos can find no solution to this hideous imbalance.

I, however, believe there is one—and a very simple one. It is

this: if students of science don't have time to qome to the arts,

then we must let the arts come to students of science.

:..:^.V;iC>"i;-'«»V''.v v.-

MAIN LINE KKSr.
STARTS—PRIDAY. MARCH lOtli

JACK LiMMON—RICKY tliLSON

"THE WACKIIST SHIP IN THI ARMr*

lO* ANTHONY 9UINN IN

^^ ^ "THI SAVAGI INNOCINTS"
ROTH NATURiS IN Ti6HNIC0L0R

(Try 0«r H«f lihCcr H«irttrt)
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Cool Lenny's Not So Sick
In Calling Morals More
Lenny Bruce is not sick! In

fact, the so-called sickest of the

sick comedians isn't even re-

motely ill.

For the uninformed, Mr. Bruce
is a comic of the "new school",

la loose term
used to desig-

nate that brand
Iof comedian who
obtains laughs

Ivia the faults of

lus human beings

las opposed to

,. ZAWACKI the old school

comic who merely stood up and
,;. told jokes. ':,;;.'•'.•.

;.r-..-.\<''\:

Because his choice of topics

generally strike closer to home
than the others, Lenny has been

-.labeled "sink", "hypocrite", "vul-

'] gar", "dirty", and whatever oth-
' er descriptive adjectives you care

to add. As we mentioned in an
earlier dissertation on the merits

of English comedies, many of us
Americans don't like and can't

stand to be laughed at. There-
fore, when they pay their money
at a club, it is not for the pur-
pose of having a slender Jewish
lad tell them liow stupid they are
at times. ::"'' •/'•n: ,.^'

.

'::'''.

^o Moralist He!

I

However, this is where some
suspecting public stray. Bruce
is not a reformer or a moralist.

He is first and foremost a comic
and if a personal opinion should

appear in the course of his sihow,

it is because he is human like

the rest of us. Most of his act,

whether it is a rehearsed bit or

ad lib, is devoted to showing us
how open to criticism we lay

ourselves with our actions at
times. '

"I approach my act like a
craft," says Bruce, "just as a
plumber or carpenter approach-
es his. It is up to me to gain

and hold the audience's atten-

tion, especially since some of

what I may say will not be to

their liking." Because of this

attention he pays to keeping the

audience listening, Bruce re-

minds one of a professional pub-
lic speaker.

His credo is simple, but direct.

"In my 12 years on stage, I have
never deliberately tried to offend

anyone. Nor do I expect every-

one to agree with what I say.

Hoiwever, I do reserve the right

to say it" Lenny started in show
business after getting out of the

army when he found that people

found funny some of the things

he said. "I can't say that I'm
the same now as I was 12 years
ago. In fact, who can? I find

m3raelf dianging from year to

year and with it, the formula-
tion and changing of ideas and
viewa."

Cool
On stage, Bruce is cool and in

command. This despite the fact

that he remembers nights when
he went blank in the middle of
his acL With years of experi-

ence and a backlog of tapes to

note the progressions of his act,

this fear has become a thing of
the past. The Bruce floor show
is a wild mish-mosh. It ranges
from the deeply perceptive to

the wildly improbable. He mixes
rehearsed bits with his ad libs

and mixes them freely. His audi-
ence dictates his act to a certain

extent He fairly cooks when he
senses that the audience is with
him.

ThiB observer has caught his

act every time that he has ap-

peared in the area, yet at no
time have I seen anyone walk
out on him. Nor does he have

by Joe Zawockj
chronic trouble with hecklers.

The answer; "I try to give them
something to think about that
keeps them busy."
One little item that he did in

his last appearance at the New
Red Hill concerned the reaction
of people if Christ and Moses re-

turned to Earth and attended a
revivalist Synagogue meeting on
the West Coast and Mass in St.

Patrick's Cathedral in New York.
An observer questioned Bruce as
to whether this provoked any
friction or hostility with his aud-
ience, due to its touchy nature.
"On the contrary," he said.

"Most of my audience thinks
and in doing so, it is easy to
realize that it is not the sacred
dignitaries that I am poking fun
at, but the reaction of the people
involved." He also added: "You
might be surprised to know that
this bit gets its biggest play
from the Jewish and Catholics

in the audience, since they know
and can appreciate the ceremon-
ies involved.

It is a strong Bruce belief
that modem Americans have no
morals, in the strict sense of the
word, but rather mores, or cus-
toms, which dictate many of our
actions. This led to a wild little

scene where a female torch sing-
er looking for success through
a gimmick finds it by not shav-
ing the hair under her arms.
The point obviously is that there
is nothing wrong with hair, but
somewhere, sometime, somebody
decided it was the accepted thing
to shave it off. But, my oh my,
what Lenny doesn't do with that
bit.

Digs Capitalism

In a more serious vein, he
: points out that he can't see us
'condemning Russian and German
action in Hungary when, just

200 years ago, we chased the
'Iroquoise and Seminoles from
their own land for puiposes of
conquest. However, Lenny digs
capitalism for "where else could
I say what I think, or you, with-
out getting shot or arrested."

\

Lenny Bruce, popu'ar proponent of the new school of comed-
ians, appears during one of his skits.
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Nigeria Is Keystone In African Unity Plans
by Fobion Okon

To many people in this coun-

try and the countries of the

Western World, little is known
about Nigeria, its people, its

rich potentialities and its future

po3jibiltes.

Nigeria is often confused with

Liberia; some call it Niagara;

others term it Algeria. Yet this

tropical country is the largest

in the continent of Africa. It is

larger than France and Italy

combined or about four times

the area of Great Britian. It

covers 373,672 square miles.

With its population estimated

at some 40 million people, Ni-

geria constitutes the largest

single aggregation of Negro
peo^ile in the world and repre-

sents about one-sixth of the

total population of the African
Continent.

No National Affinity

There is no national affinity

either of ethnic origin or of cul-

tural between the major groups
which comprise the present pop-
ulation of Nigeria, and if ever
she becomes a nation in the sense
in which this term is now com-
monly used, she will owe it to

the political unity imposed on
hfcr by British rule.

Climate

Nigeria is entirely within the
tropics, and therefore, a land of
plenty of sunshine.

The annual average iemyera-
ture is 81° F. Despite consider-

able variationB in its geograph-
ical conditions the country was
regarded as nortoriously un-
healthy for Europeans but with
the present-day progress in med-
icine it is possiible for Europeans
to live a normal and healthy
life. Near the Coast the tem-
perature ifi seldom above 90'

but the humidity is high.

LAod Tenure

The system of land tenure in

Nigeria, except in towns and
cities is like other African ter-

ritories and quite different from
what obtains in the Western
world. Land is a communal
property and is often thought of

by most Africans as sunshine
and air-equally plentiful, equal-

ly necessary, and equally ehajred

by all members of the commun-
ity according to their needs^

Fabian Okon, a Nigerian National, purHuIng graduate studies
in Yillanova's History and Political Science dept, shows the campus
to his wife, a student at Rosemont.

Land has no price and is not

for sale. Individuals have the

right to the use of the land, but
not to ownership of it

The Country's Economy
Nigeria is principally an agri-

!cultural country and a high pro-
portion of the people grow their

own food. The main export crops
are cocoa, palm oil and kernels,

grown nuts (peanuts), cotton,

rubber, and l)anana8.

Among minerals the most im-
portant are tin and columbite.

Nigeria produces more than
two-thirds of the world's supply
of columtbite. In the early days
of tin mining, columbite was dis-

carded as waste material in the

process of tin concentration. The
first recorded production of col-

umbite was in 1933, when three

tons of concentrates were ob-

tained. Output rose gradually

to 800 tons of concentrates in

1943. The present yearly pro-

duction is very near 2,000 tons.

Columbite is used in the manu-
facture of ETtainless steels, and
latterly in alloys of a high degree

of heat resistance, used, for ex-

ample, in jet engines. Nigeria

is virtually the only source of

high-grade concentrate.

There are many oil wells to-

day in Nigeria and the deepeet
well is near the mouth of the
Ramos River in Delta Province,

Western Nigeria.

It has often been contended
that the surest way to develop
Nigeria is by making it a flrst-

class agricultural country; it is

argued that, like other under-
developed areas of the globe,

Nigeria is a victim of poverty
and, as such, oanot embark upon
any great industrialization pro-
gram. The advocates of this pol-

icy maintain that most of the
maintain that most of the in-

dustrialized countries were in-

dust'rialized because they were
rich, and not rich because they
were industrialized ; therefore,

industrialization is no panacea
for poverty in a country Mke Ni-
geria. Such an adage is un-
founded, for a^n^cuiture and in-

dustry are complimentary and
supplementary fields of human
endeavor. Today chdmneys have
begun to smoke in Nigerian fac-

tories.

!No Longer A Jungle
Nigeria has ceased to be a

lungle. One of the imagmative
schemes being undertaken by
the Federal government is the
slum clearance and re-hoiuung

scheme in the whole country.

lar attention is being paid to
proper lighting. Houses vary
from one room to four-roomed
types, each house having its own
amenities of kitchen, water borne
santitation and bath. Adequate
provision has been made for
shopping centres, markets, clin-

ics, dispensaries and community
centres.

Standford Research Institute,

California, has sent out a team
to help the Federal Government
establish the basic cost of trans-

port within Nigeria by various
means including rail, road, river

and air.

The airports in Nigeria are
classified according to use. Kans
and Lagos airports are in Grade
1, and have finished, main run-
ways, 8,610 by 200 feet and
6,600 by 150 feet respectively,

which are suitable for use by the
heaviest aircraft now in service

to Nigeria.

Education
In an endeavor to ensure that

education responds as effectively

as possible to the needs of

youth, Nigeria has intensified

her plans for technical and high-

er education. The University
College of Ibadan provides reg-

ular courses for about 1,000 stu-

dents. The University of Nigeria
at Nsukka embraces the Ameri-
can pattern of liberal education
in its entirety. Elach of the

three regions has a School of

Arts and Technology. There
are attractive facilities for everj*

child to receive an education to-

day in Nigeria. At the end of

1958, a total of 2,600,000 pupils

were in elementary schools. This
number has hicreased since then
and now borders on three million

as a result cf free elementary
education, now widely adopted
in the country.

Trade training centres, craft

schools and other training in-

stitutions are springing up in

various parts of the country in

order to provide opportunities

fbr the youth to adjust them-
selves more easily to the world
of work.

Oovenunent
Nigeria has a Federal-Demo-

cratic government. The Federal

Government consists of a House
of Representatives and a Senate.

The Governor-General, Dr. N.
Azikiwe, was educated in this

in 1934.

The principal political parties

are the Northern People's Con-
gress (NPC), the National Coun-
cil of Nigeria and the Cam-
eroons (NCNC), and the Action
Group (AG). The Action-Group
controls the Western Legisla-
ture, the NCNC holds sway hi

the East, while the NPC domi-
nates the North. Until the Fed-
eral election of 1959 the parties
were run on tribal basis but
after that election internal

schisms occured in the NCNC
and AG. The actual and latent

cleavages in the AG and the
NCNC presage a new era in

Nigerian politics. Tribal parties

which secure their nurture ex-

clusively from tribal areas must
now be considered a part of the <

past. This is not to suggest that

parties will no longer appear to

constituents in terms 6f tribal

lore, affiliations and prejudices,

but that this appeal will con-
stantly diminifllh in importance.

Pi Theta Chi Holds

Annual Initiation Of

Neophyte Nurses
While nurses tugged frantic-

ally at drapery cords and men
peered through windows, knot-

holes, and cracks in the wall, a
bizarre scene occurred in Vasey
Auditorium last week. The oc-

casion was the annual initiation

of the Pi Theta Chi Sorority.

The hall was darkened and
the buzz of female voices ming-
led with audible evidence of ac-

tivity. Finally a spotlight il-

luminated the stage and a hush-*'

fell as a pixie-like creature in

red garb appeared. Introducing

herself as "Monster of Cere-

Certain areas have been set aside

as Housing estates and particu- 1 country and returned to Nigeria

DOING IT THE HMD WAY by\y^
(GETTING RID OF DANDRUFF^

Two approaches to the
''man's deodorant'' problem

If a man doesn't mind shaving under his arms, he will probably

find a woman's roll-on satisfactory. Most men. however, find it

simpler and surer to use Mennen Spray Deodorant. Mennen Spray

was made to get through to the skin, where perspiration starts.

And made to work all day. More men use Mennen Spray than any

other deodorant. How about you? 60< and $1.00 plus tax

easier 3-minute way for men: FITCH ^^^

Men. get rid of embarrassing dandrufT easy as 1-2-3 with

FITCH \ In just 3 minutes (one rubbing, one lathering, one

rinsing), every trace of dandrufT. grime, gummy old hair

tonic goes right down the drain! Your hair looks hand-

^m^g^^i^^g g* somer, healthier. Your scalp

^^1 m ^Ll tingles, feels so refreshed. Use || ^1^1 I ^ All FITCH DandrufT Remover a I^i^" • SHAMPOO every week for M W
LCADINQ MAN'S positive dandrufT control.

^1 ABA^/\/\ Keep your hair and scalp

dllAMI'Uw really clean, dandniff-free!

monies," the lowly freshman
pledge axiknowledged the serv-

ices of her aissistants, a series of

stuffed animals wlhich were at-

tached to her costume.

Before the freshman was able

to say anything more, the fe-

maJe voices began again, but now
they were different—eerie, weird,

taunting, sometimes shrill, some-

times cackling. In the half-light

the pledge vainly tried to con-

tinue her role as emcee of a va-

riety show, but the torments

continued. The audience became
alternately silent and noisy as

the show progressed, and each

act was followed by jeers or

total silence. The freshmen in

the audience who dared to ap-

plaud were threatened and ton-

gue-laahed by their big "fidsterB."^
Several Acts

" The show consisted of eeveral

acts including a Charlestom a
la Roaring Twenties, a South
American cha-cha, a minstrel

number, and a novelty act called

"Dolores" who resennbled the
many-armed Hindu god.

The st£^e went dim again and
soft drums began beating in the

background as five girls attired

in beatnick black and berets

idled across the room. As they

seated themselves around and
atop a piano, the drums ceased

and the girls gave forth with a
sweetly feminine, slightly off-

key rendition of "Down By the

Old Mill Stream," foUowed by
several other "hip" selections.

The "Bicycle BuUt for Two"^ ,

dance, coDoplete ^th bicycle

(built for one) and the Russian
dance team of Ivan and Pavlova
provided more opportunities for

the heckHng of the sorority sis-

ters which continued throiifb*

out the evenioff.
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Cool
In

's Not So Sick
Morals More

Lenny Bruce is not sick! In

fact, the so-called sickest of the

sick comedians isn't even re-

motely ill.
'

For the uninformed, Mr. Bruce
is a comic of the "new school",

la loose term
[used to desig-

Jnate that brand
of comedian who
[obtains laughs

via the faults of

us human beings

las opposed to

ZAWACKI the old school

oomic who merely stood up and
told jokes.

Because hi.s choice of topics

generally strike closer to homo
thnn the others, Lenny hns been
labeled "sink", "hypocrite", "vul-

gar", "dirty", and whatever oth-

er descriptive adjectives you care

to add. As we mentioned in an
earlier dissertation on the merits

of English comedies, many of us
Americans don't like and can't

stand to be laughed at. There-
fore, when they pay their money
at a club, it is not for the pur-
pose of having a slender Jewish
lad tell them how stupid they are
at times.

No 3Ioralist He!!
However, this is where some

suspecting public stray. Bruce
is not a reformer or a moralist.

He is first and foremost a comic
and if a personal opinion should

appear in the course of his show,

it is because he is human like

the rest of us. Most of his act,

whethei it is a rehearsed bit or

ad lib, is devoted to showing us
how open to criticism we lay

ourselves with our actions at

times.
;

"I approach my act like a
craft," says Bruce, "just as a

plumber or carpenter approach-
es his. It is up to me to gain

and hold the audience's atten-

tion, especially since some of

what I may say will not be to

their liking." Because of this

attention he pays to keeping the

audience listening, Bruce re-

minds one of a professional pub-
lic speaker.

His credo is simple, but direct.

"In my 12 years on stage, I have
never deliberately tried to offend

anyone. Nor do I expect ever>'-

one to agree with what I say.

However, I do reserve the right

to say it." Lenny started in show
business after getting out of the

army when he found that people

found funnj' some of the things

he said. "I can't .say that I'm

the same now as I was 12 years
ago. In fact, who can? I find

myself changing from year to

year and with it, the formula-
tion and changing of ideas and
views."

Cool
On stag^e, Bruee is cool and in

command. This despite the fact

that he remembers nights when
ho went blank in the middle of

his act. With years of experi-

ence and a backlog of tapes to

-note the progressions of his act,

this fear has become a thing of

the past. The Bruce floor show
is a wild mish-mosh. It ranges
from the deeply perceptive to

the wildly improbable. He mixes
rehearsed bits with his ad libs

and mixes them freely. His audi-
ence dictates his act to a certain

extent. He fairly cooks when he
senses that the audi<enc« ia with
him. •' ;''; '-'-i

'''

This observer has caught his

act every time that he has ap-

peared in the area, yet at no
time have I seen anyone walk

out on him. Nor does he have
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by Joe Zowocki
chronic trouble with hecklers.

The answer; "I try to give them
something to think about that
keeps them busy."

One little item that he did in

his last appearance at the New
Red Hill concerned the reaction

of people if Christ and Mo.ses re-

turned to Earth and attended a
revivalist Synagogue meeting on
the West Coast and Mass in St.

Patrick's Cathedral in New York.
An observer questioned Bruce as
to whether this provoked any
friction or hostility with his aud-
ience, due to its touchy nature.
"On the contrary," he said.

"Most of my audience thinks
and in doing so, it is easy to
realize that it is not the sacred
dignitaries that I am poking fun
at, but the reaction of the people I

involved." He also added: "You!
might be surprised to know that
this bit gets its biggest play
from the Jewish and Catholics

in the audience, since they know
and can appreciate the ceremon-
ies involved.

! : ; "vv

I

It is a strong Bruce belief
that modern Americans have no

j

morals, in the strict sense of the
[word, but rather mores, or cus-
toms, which dictate many of our
actions. This led to a wild little

scene where a female torch sing-
er looking for success through
a gimmick finds it by not shav-
ing the hair under her arms.
The point obviously is that there
is nothing wrong with hair, but
somewhere, sometime, somebody
decided it was the accepted thing
to shave it off. But, my oh my,
what Lenny doesn't do with that
bit.

Digs Capitalism

In a more serious vein, he
points out that he can't see us

condemning Russian and German
action in Hungary when, just

200 years ago, we chased the

Iroquoise and Seminoles from
their own land for purposes of

conquest. However, Lenny digs
capitalism for "where else could
I say what I think, or you, with-

out getting shot or arrested."

I^niiy Bruce, popu'ar proponent of the new school of eoincd<
ians, appears during one of his skits.
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Nigeria Is Keystone In African Unity Plans
by Fabion Okon

To many people in this coun-

try and the countries of the

Wrstern World, little is known
about Nigeria, its people, its

rich potentialities and its future

po.i.iibiites.

Nigeria is often confused with

Liberia; some call it Niagara;

others term it Algeria. Yet this

tropical country is the largest

in the continent of Africa. It is

larger than France and Italy

combined or about four times

the area of Great Britian. It

covers 373,672 square miles.

With its population estimated

at some 40 million people, Ni-

geria con:stitutes the largest

single aggregation of Negro
peo.>le in the world and repre-

sents about one-sixth of the

total population of tlie African
Continent. '

'

No National Affinity

There is no national affinity

either of ethnic origin or of cul-

tural between the major groups
which comprise the present pop-
ulation of Nigeria, and if ever
she becomes a nation in the sense
in which this term is now com-
monly u.scd. she will owe it to

the political unity imposed on
hCr by Briti.sh rule.

Climate

Nigeria is entirely within the
tropics, and therefore, a land of
plenty of sunshine.

The annual average temyera-
ture is 81° F. Despite consider-

able variations in its geograph-
ical conditions the country was
regarded as nortoriously un-
healthy for Europeans but with

the present-day progress in med-
icine it is possible for Europeans
to live a normal and healthy
life. Near the Coast the tem-
perature is seldom above 90°

but the humidity is high.

Land Tenure

The system of land tenure in

Nigeria, except in towns and
cities is hke other African ter-

ritories and quite different from
what obtains in the Western
world. Land is a communal
property and is often thought of

by most Africans as sunshine

and air-equally plentiful, equal-

ly necessary, and equally shared
by all members of the commun-
ity according to their needs^

lar attention is being paid toiin 1934.
proper lighting. Houses var>' The principal political partie^^

from one room to four-roomed
|

are the Northern Peoples Cor\~
types, each house having its own [gress (NPC), the National Couii-
amenities of kitchen, water borne
santitation and bath. Adequate
provision has been made for

shopping centres, markets, clin-

ics, dispensaries and community
centres.

Standford Research Institute,

California, has sent out a team
to help the Federal Government
establish the basic cost of trans-

port within Nigeria by various
means including rail, road, river

and air.

The airports in Nigeria are
classified according to use. Kans

cii of Nigeria and the Cam-
eroons (NCNC), and the Action
Group (AG). The Action-Group
controls the Western Legisla-

ture, the NCNC holds sway in

the East, while the NPC domi-
nates the North. Until tlie Fed-
eral election of 1959 the parties
were run on tribal basis but
after that election internal

schisms occured in the NCNC
and AG. The actual and latent

cleavages in the AG and the
NCNC presage a new era in

Nigerian politics. Tribal parties

and Lagos airports are in Grade
j

which secure their nurture ex-

1, and have finished, main run- Iclusively from tribal areas must
ways, 8,610 by 200 feet and 'now be considered a part of the%

Fabian Okon, a Nigerian National, pursuing graduat« stnidien

ill Vi llanova's History and PolitieaJ Science dept., shows the campus
to his uife, a student at Rosemont.

Land has no price and is not

for sale. Individuals have the

right to the use of the land, but

not to ownership of it.

The Country's Economy
Nigeria is principally an agri-

cultural country and a high pro-
portion of the people grow their

own food. The main export crops
are cocoa, palm oil and kernels,

grown nuts (peanuts), cotton,

rubber, and bananas.

Among minerals the most im-
portant are tin and columbite.

Nigeria produces more than
two-thirds of the world's supply
of columbite. In the early days
iof tin mining, columbite was dis-

carded as waste material in the

process of tin concentration. The
first recorded production of col-

umbite was in 1933, when three

tons of concentrates were ob-

tained. Output rose gradually

to 800 tons of concentrates in

1943. The present yearly pro-

duction is very near 2,000 tons.

Columbite is used in the manu-
facture of stainless steels, and
latterly in alloys of a high degree

of heat resistance, used, for ex-

ample, in jet engines. Nigeria

is virtually the only source of

high-grade concentrate.

There are many oil wells to-

m^mfc-

day in Nigeria and the deepest
well is near the mouth of the

Raimos River in Delta Province,

Western Nigeria. ,.., .
,

..

It has often be^i contended
that the surest way to develop
Nigeria is by making it a first-

class agricultural country; it is

argued that, like other under-
developed areas of the globe,

Nigeria is a victim of poverty
and, as such, canot embark upon
any greac industrialization pro-

gram. The advocates of this pol-

icy maintain that most of the
maintain that most of the in-

dustrialized countries were in-

dustrialized because they were
rich, and not rich because they
were industrialized ; therefore,

industrialization is no panacea
for poverty in a country like Ni-

geria. Such an adage is un-
founded, for agriculture and in-

dustry are complimentary and
supplementary fields of human
endeavor. Today chimneys have
begun to smoke in Nigerian fac-

tories.

iNo Longer A Jungle
Nigeria has ceased to be a

jungle. One of the imaginative

schemes being undertaken by
the Federal government is the

slum clearance and re-housing

scheme in the whole country.

Certain areas have been set aside

\s Housing estates and particu-

6,600 by 150 feet respectively,

which are suitable for use by the

heaviest aircraft now in service

to Nigeria, ;'

Education
In an endeavor to ensure that

education responds as effectively

as possible to the needs of
youth, Nigeria has intensified

her plans for technical and high-
er education. The University
College of Ibadan provides reg-

ular courses for about 1,000 stu-

dents. The University of Nigeria
at Nsukka embraces the Ameri-
can pattern of liberal education
in its entirety. Each of the

three regions has a School of

Arts and Technology. There
are attractive facilities for everj*

child to receive an education to-

day in Nigeria. At the end of

1958, a total of 2,600,000 pupils

were in elementary schools. This
number has increased since then
and now borders on three million

as a result of free elementary
education, now widely adopted
in the country.

Trade training centres, craft

schools and other training in-

stitutions are springing up in

various parts of the country in

order to provide opportunities

for the youth to adjust them-
selves more easily to the world
of work.

Government
Nigeria has a Federal-Demo-

cratic government. The Federal

Government consists of a House
of Representatives and a Senate.

The Governor-General, Dr. N.
Azikiwe, was educated in this

country and returned to Nigeria

past. This is not to suggest that

parties will no longer appear to

constituents in terms of tribal

lore, affiliations and prejudices,

but that this appeal will con-
stantly diminish in importance.

Pi Theta Chi Holds

Annual Initiation Of

Neophyte Nurses

\mtHt4mr4

K^A /<.^( M^^' »""''.>

DOING IT THE HARD WAY by h
(GETTING RID OF DANDRUFF, THAT

Two approaches to the
''man's deodorant'' problem

If a man doesn't mind shaving under his arms, he will probably

find a woman's roll-on satisfactory. Most men. however, find it

simpler and surer to use Mennen Spray Deodorant. Mennen Spray

was made to get through to the skin, where perspiration starts.

And made to work all day. More men use Mennen Spray than any

other deodorant. How about you? 60( and $1.00 plus tax

easier 3-minute way for men: FITCH
Men, get rid of embarrassing dandruff cusy as 1-2-3 with

HTCH! In just 3 minutes (one rubbing, one lathering, one

rinsing), every trace of dandruff, grime, gummy old hair

tonic goes right down the drain! Your hair looks hand-

,• somer. healthier. Your scalp

tingles, feels so refreshed. Use

FITCH Dandruff Remover
SHAMPOO every week for

positive dandruff control.

Keep your hair and scalp

really clean, dandruff-free!

FITCH
LEADING MAN'S

SHAMPOO

While nurses tugged frantic-

ally at drapery cords and men
peered through windows, knot-

holes, and cracks in the wall, a
bizarre scene occurred in Vasey
Auditorium last week. The oc-

casion was the annual initiation

of the Pi Theta Chi Sorority.

The hall was darkened and
the buzz of female voices ming-

led with audible evidence of ac-

tivity. Finally a spotlight il-

luminated the stage and a hush r-

fell as a pixie-like creature in

red garb appeared. Introducing

herself as "Monster of Cere-

monies," the lowly fresihman

pledge acknowledged the serv-

ices of her assistants, a series of

stuffed animals which were at-

tached to her costume. .. ,. .,

Before the freshman was afele

to say anything more, the fe-

male voices began again, but now
they were different—eerie, weird,

taunting, sometimes shrill, some-

times cackling. In the half-light

the pledge vainly tried to con^

tinue her role as emcee of a va-

riety show, but the torments

continued. The audience became
alternately silent and noi.sy as

the show progres.sed, and each

act was followed by jeers or

total silence. The freshmen in

the audience who dared to ap-

plaud were threatened and ton-

gue-lashed by tlieir big "sisters."^^
,_.

.'^ Several Acta .:' ,,;
^'

'-

Tlie show consisted of several

acts including a Charleston a
la Roaring Twenties, a South
American clja-ch.i. a minstrel

number, and a novelty act called

"Dolores'^ who resembled the
many-armed Hindu god.

The stage went dim again and
soft drams began beating in the

background as five girls attired

in boatnick black and berets

idled across the room. As they

seated themselves around and
atop .\ piano, the drums ceased

and tile girls gave forth with a
sweetly feminine, slightly off-

key rendition of "Down By the

Old Mill Stream," followed by-

several other "hip" selections.

The "Bicycle Built for Two"
,

dance, complete with bicycle

(built for one) and the Russian
dance team of Ivan and Pavlova
provided more opportunities for

the heckling of the sorority sis-

ters which continued througih-

out the evening.
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ISarth Study's Importance
Noted By Geologist Yen
"The great excitement today

is over worlds in outer apace, but

if man doea not understand his

own planet, how can he truly

know the others?" Posing this

question is Dr. John Teng<Chien

Yen, chairman of Villanova's

geology department and an inter-

nationally recognized authority

on earth science.

Professor Yen is a scientist

whose laboratory is the world.

For over thirty years, he has

traveled the length and breadth

(and depth) of Asia, Europe,

and North America pursuing

geological knowledge.

Earthquakes and volcanos;

gold, oil, and uranium; petrified

forests and animals—all are in

tne domain of geology. Webster
defines it as "The science which
treats of the history of the earth

and its life."

To master such a broad sub-

ject, Professor Yen's training

has had to be correspondingly

diverse. He earned his doctorate

in zoology (the study of ani-

mals), then became interested

in paleontology (the study of

fossils), and this developed into

his present vocation.

Dr. Yen describes his occupa-
tion as "Specialist in strati-

graphy and paleontology of

North America and Europe, and
in invertebrate paleontology and
paleoecology." In other words,
he studies the layers of earth
(strata), in some places thou-

sands of feet deep, which contain
minerals and fossils that have
recorded the conditions under
which they were formed, some-

^ ^es millions of years ago.

Professor Yen is especially fa-

miliar with the oldest types of
fossils, those "without back-
bones" (invertebrates), and dis-

covers how these animals lived

and behaved (paleoecology).

Pioneering is another aspect
of Dr. Yen's Interesting life. He
is the only scholar in the field

of his current major project,

which he says is "fundamental
research work neglected for
three quarters of a century. We
are attempting an intercontinen-
tal correlation between North
America and Europe, based on
the Cretaceous period."

That is. Professor Yen is In-

vestigating the similarities be-
tween the coal and chalk forma-
tions (cretaceous deposits) here
and abroad, from which can be
inferred other similarities as yet
unknown.
„As a pure scientist Dr. Yen is

interested primarily in the aca-
demic significance of his labors,
but ventures the cautious opin-

ion that "they may result In

discoveries important to coal and
petroleum production."

Bom in Canton, China, Pro-
fessor Yen's exceptional import-
ance to this country was cited

by prominent scientists sponsor-
ing his naturalization. He has
held high posts in the national
civil service, and has a position

of responsibility wth the Penn-
sylvania State Geological Sur-
vey.

Dr. Yen's undertakings are
sponsored by several public and
private agencies, in addition to

Villanova. He is proud of his

grant from the American Philo-

sophical Society, of Philadelphia,

which he calls "the most learned
organization in the country."
The new Mendal Hall will ex-

pand Professor Yen's facilities,

although indirectly. His geology
department will inherit much of

the third floor of the old build-

ing which is being vacated by
the biology department.
Perhaps of most interest to

students and alumni of Villanova
is Dr. Yen's dedication to the
advancement of Catholic educa-
tion. He says "Only four out of

three hundred Roman Catholic

Colleges have geology depart-

ments ; yet geology must be in-

cluded in a well balanced college."

$1800 Available As

Assistantship Aid

For Grad Students

Notes Plans

For DPM Pledging
Bill Cassin President of Delta

Pi Mu, the Arts Fraternity has
announced that "Hell Week" is

slated for the week before the

Easter vacation, March 21 to 24.

Consideration by the frater-

ity administrators is being giv-

n to an alteration in the tra-

il tional proceedings of Hell

iight itself. Prospective DPM
nembers, who are now pledging,

ire assisting the staffs of local

convents and the Crippled Child-
ren's Home as part of the inltia-

lidn process.

Cassin also announced that
tentative plans for the frater-

nity's Dinner Dance have been
made. Entertainment for the
affair, whlcb Is slated for April

23. will probably be fuppMed by
"The ViUaaovans."

The Assistantship Program of

Villanova's Graduate School cur-

rently comprises some 60 teach-
ing and research opportunities

in twenty programs, according
to Dr. Albert H. Buford, Assis-
tant Graduate Dean.
The composition of the Gradu-

ate School Program was announ-
ced by Dr. Buford for the benefit

of any Villanova student who
might be considering advanced
study after receiving the Bache-
lor degree.

Assistantships are awarded on
the basis of superior academic
achievement in the applicant's

undergraduate career. Of the

total number of applicants for

the aid, the University selects

approximately 20 per cent.

Teach or Research
Teaching assistantships require

a student to conduct several

freshman classes as well as to

attend his own graduate classes.

A Research assistant, in addi-

tion to attending graduate class-

es, aids in research with the

senior professor under whose
guidance he is placed.

Assistantships offer a com-
pensation of $1800 per year,

subject to a renewal for a second

year. In addition to the Assis-

tantship offered by the Univer-

sity itself, a number of govern-

ment-subsidized grants are avail-

able. The Assistantships offer

the student an otherwise un-

available oportunity for study,

and the University the oppor-

tunity to advance and develop

as a result of the research and
teaching efforts of the assist-

ants.

Only recently has the develop-

ment of the Graduate School

been mushrooming, Dr. Buford
continued. The first graduate

students were accepted in 1911,

but it was not until 1931 that

the School was established as a
separate administrative unit

Currently, the Graduate School

it under the administration of

the Rev. Louis A. Rongione,

08A.

Conneil It Raffling

SI Trip To Europt

Formosa U. Bonofits
A 61-day European tour is

being rafiled off under the aus-
pices of the Student Council.
The trip will encompass 10 days
on shipboard and 32 days in
Europe.

Bill Freind, who is chairman
of the raffle, stated that the trip

will begin with a cruise to Lon-
don and a tour of seven Euro-
pean countries including Eng-
land, France, Italy, and Ger-
many.
The NFCCS tour will be

made with other male and fe-

male Catholic college students.
All profits of the raflle will go
to the new Catholic University
of Formosa.
The winner of the raffle will

have the option of the tour,

which has been estimated as
costing $868, or $500 in cash.
Only the limited number of

2,000 chances will be sold at $1
apiece. Due to the small num-
ber available, Freihd pointed out
that "the chance holder's odds
are far better than in most raf-

fles."

Chances are being sold in the

Pie Shoppe

President's Visit Recalled

Oh! Sweet Melody!

Honorary Alumnus, President John F. Kennedy, then a sen-

ator. Is shown as he was conferred (he degrtoe of Doctor of Laws
'honoris causa,' In 1957 by the Very Rev. James A. Donnellon,.

OSA, Prior Provincial of St. Thomas Province, who was Univer-
sity President at the time.

What's It talce to mal<e the right connection?

Plentyl- Consider the problem. Western Elec-
tric manufactures the switching systems which
connect some 60-million Bell telephones
throughout the U. S. The average call over
today's electromechanical system requires 420
relay operations. All together, this intercon-
necting equipment makes up the heart of what
is, In effect, the world's largest machine.

That's where Western Electric and you
come in. The switching equipment for this

**machlne" Involves an enormous manufactur-
ing job carried on by our plants throughout
the country. Because of the size and service

requirements Involved, we require quality

stondards far exceeding those of ordlnory
manufacturing. The size of this job presents

an unusual challenge to the engineer who may
save the Bell System many thousands of dollars

by even a small cost-reduction step.

While today's switching calls mr a priority

on engineering, tomorrow i will be even more
exciting. For even now the revolutionary Elec-

tronlo Central Office is under field trial and
promises to remake the world of telephony.

Future Western Electric engineers, working
closely with their counterparts at Bell Tele-

phone Laboratories, will concentrate heavll>

on developing manufacturing methods for thl»

ECO equipment.
,

Your Western Electric assignments may
cover many of our other responslblhtles a;

the world's leading communications manu-
facturer. Perhaps you'll work on advances Ir

microwave transmission, or even on satellite

communications.

Joining Western Electric may well be youi
right connection. ' v

OpportunitiM cxUt f«r •iMtrltal, mflchanical, lndui>

trial, civil and chtmical •nflnMra, at wall ai physical

cicnc*, liberal arte, and bwilncu majora. For moN
Infarmatian, ftt ytur capy of "Wtcttrn lUctrlc an^
Yawr Carttr" fram ytur Plactmant Offlctr. Or writi

Call«f« Rtlatloni, Raom SIM, WMtarn llcctrlc Cam*
pany, Iff Iroadway, N«w York 7, N. Y. And bo cure

to orranio for a Woittm lloctric intorvlow whtn the

•II lyttcm rocrwitinf toam vliitt your campwc.

Wiiiirnl!^!!!^
MANUMCTWIIMO ANC lUmY UNIT or TMI MU IVITIM
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Principal manuftcturlng locctleni at Chlcaio, lll.i Kaamy, N. J.| laltlmora, Md.i Indlanapolli, tnd.i Allantown and tauraldala, Pa.i
Winiton-Salam, N. d luffalo, N. Y.t North Andovtr, Mau.i Omaha, Ntb.i Kaniai City, IMo.i Columbui, Ohloi Oklahoma City, Ohia.
Enilnaarlng Rasaaroh Cantar, Prineaton, N. J. Talatypa Corporation, Ikokia, III., and Littia Rock, Ark. Also Waatam llNtrle dlitrl*

butlon eantara In S3 oltlas and Initallatlon haadqiiartars In II citlaa. Oanaral haadqHartartt IN ireadway, Now York 7, N. Y.

Photo by Alan WiUi&mi

Pat McCaffery offen eweet direction at »he guidee the Vlllft-

nova Band during a recent concert at St. Agnet' Hospital. How-

ever, a olarlnetlHt teems to have hie attention focused elsewhere.

Piiilotopliy Club

To Hoar Fr. Quinn
Joe Maitromato, President of

the Philosophy Club recently an-

nounced that the club has sche-

duled a lecture for Thursday,

March 0, at 3:30 in the East

lounge of Dougherty Hall. The
guest lecturer will bo the Rev.

John M. Quinn. OSA and he will

speak about the "Concept of

Time in St. Thomas.'* All in-

terested students and faculty are

welcome to attend.

Beta Gamma Places
Eight members of the Beta

Gamma Debating Society placed

high in the ranks of a tnlrty-

Cigiit team tournament held at

Hoi'stra College on March 3-4.

The topic of the debates was

"That the United States should

adopt a system of compulsory

health insurance."

The members of the first team

were Tom Flynn, Terry Strat-

man, Joe Rohrer, and Bill

Freind. In the four round event

Flynn and Stratman, who spoke

for the affirmative, merited a 3-1

record. Rohrer and Freind com-

prised the negative half of the

team and compiled a 2-2 score.

"Matchmaker" Delayed;

"Who'sWho" McGarry St
Generally inclement weather

has caused the postponement 6t

Belle Masque's wpring play "The
Matchmaker." The Thornton

Wilder drama will now be pre-

sented from Apil 6-0 in the Vil-

lanova Field House.

Appearing in the male lead of

the show is John McGarry who
will portray Horace Vanderglld-

er. McGarry, who has recently

been chosen for the "Who's Who
of College Students," will make
his last undergraduate appear-

ance in this production.

The matchmaker, Mrs. Levi,

is being portrayed by Donna
Rego, a Sophomore from Immac-
ulata College. Although this is

Miss Rego's first Belle Masque
appearance, she comes to the

club with impressive experience

from having done summer stock

in Long Island. Patt Williams

and Lois Leiden, who are also

from Immaculata, are making
their debuts in Belle Masque.

Milton Returns

The second of the three Belle

Masque veterans in the large

Dr. Frood has already ordered

9,652 "Remember How Great''

records. Don't let him get

them all! Order yours NOW!

v.,;./;-

!•

Get these twelve great original recordings

-

in one 12'' LP album-for $1.00 and ten

empty Lucky Strike packs! Hurry! Order this

fabulous album now! Here's a real collectors'

item—the original recordings of twelve mu-

sical classics together for the first time! Great

hits of swing, jazz and popular music magnifi-

cently reproduced by Columbia Record Produc-

tions on a 12" 33 Vi LP. It's an unprecedented

offer. Order your album right now. Just send

one dollar and ten empty Lucky Strike packs

(easier to mail If you flatten them) together

with the filled-in shipping label below to

REMEMBER HOW GREAT," BOX 3600, SPRING

PARK, MINNESOTA. Here are the great songs,

great artists included In the "Remember How

Great" album:
"'

'

LOUIS ARMSTRONfi
St. Louis Bluet

COUNT BASIE

One O'clock Jump

LES BROWN
Sentlmentil Journey

CAB CALLOWAY
Bluei In the Night

XAVIER CUQAT
Brazil

TOMMY DORSEY
I Dreim of You

EDDY DUCHIN
Stardust

DUKE ELLINGTON

Mood Indigo

HARRY JAMES
Ci itiribin

ANDRE KOSTEUNEH
Night and Day

MARY MARTIN
My Heart Belongs to Daddy

DINAH SHORE
Buttons and Bows

To Mt "Rimimbar How Qriit" ilbutn, incloii and mill SI.OO ind 10

imply Lucky Str"i picki, togithir wl^h fillid-ln ihlppini Tibil. Piiiii

pTint cliirly. Ordin riQilvid iftir Miy 31, IMl,.:"";"^.?* Wit
iindlni chick or moniy ordir, miki piyibli to "Rimimbir How Gnit.

SHIPPING LABEL

"Rtmember How Great"
P. 0. Box 3600
Spring Park, MInnoeota

TO
YOUR NAME

I

I

.ZONE. —STATE.
Ofttr good only In U, S. A. and Puarto Rico.

OTHI AMINICAN TOaACOO CO,

>«>4

cait Is Jack Milton. Jack re-

turn! to Villanova after a aem-

eater'i leave of absence and a

season of summer stock to por-

tray the character of Joe Scan«

Ion.

Don Murphy and John Putre,

cast as Cornelius and Bamefby

respectively provide the show

with a large part of its humor.

Joenn Dynakowski, a Villa-

nova nurse, will be cast as Mrs.

Malloy. She makes her second

Belle Masque showing after an

admirable performance in last

year's "The Crucible."

Classmates appearing with her

are Nina DUoseph, Lauri Berch-

oltz, and Oathleen Roos. Round-

ing out the male portion of the

cast are Mike Ferrara, Eugene

Corcoran, Pete- Smith, Paul Nor-

ton, and Jim Brennen.

Student Council
(Continued from Page 1)

results of a poll are tabulated.

The purpose of the poll, said

Strezsella, is to determine the

number of Library personnel re-

quired so that the Library may
remain open.

It was announced that a raf-

fle will be held by the CouncU

for the benefit of the Catholic

University of Formosa. "The

prl«e," stated Bill Freind, "will

be a trip to Europe or $500."

F ft S Committed

An investigation into the pos-

sible uses Off the nearly-defunct

Fraternities and Societies (Jfpxn-

mlttee was made, and LfoydT

Nearlng, Engineering represent-

ative stated In his report that

"the committee will be useless

without more power from the

administration." While Oberlies

and Nearlng spoke against the

need for such a committee, Paul

O'Rourke, Arts representative,

felt that some Council control of

tihe fraternities and societies Is

Indicated.

Action on the F & S issue will

be postponed for two weeks,

pending receipt of suggestions

for the committee's future use-

fulness. "If nothing construc-

tive is received by the end of

this period of time the commit-

tee will be abolished," said Ober-

lies.

Classroom Annex

In the new business for the

meeting, Charles Labus, [^si-

dent C & F representative

isnd James Strazzella proposed,

"that the Student Council ask

the Administration to seriously

consider converting the Glass-

room Annex into recreational fa-

cilities upon completion of the

new Science Building." The

point was made that the new

science building contains three

classrooms and two lecture
rooms. Some felt that this would

balance the loss of classroom

space in the annex while a rival

faction contended that, at the

University's present rate of ex-

pansion, the annex would bo

needed for teaching.

Bill Freind wanted to Iwrow

where the Band and Glee Club

would practice, but Strazella

countered that recreation could

be suspended during music prac-

tice. "It's better," said Staazzel-

la, "to have 'something moat of

the time than to have nothing

at all."
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iglnve freshman champs pose with their mentor, Ed Scullin. Front row (left to rig^ht)

are George Stefanic, Joe Krugllnslci, George Leftwich, Tom Morris, and Bruce Howard. Back
row (left to right) includes Bill Kennedy, Butch Wnterbottom, Frank Fernandez, WaUy imnBB,
Joe Mc Gill, and Coach Scullin.

A New Deor^:-;'.' ;-.•',;••

Athleiic Board Reshuffles

Ed ScuUin's Frosh Cagers
Win Big Five Championship

by Jack Duffy

The Villanova Freshman has- 1 and held off the bigger Penn
ketball team fooled the people ForwardB in the second half,

in the "know" by knocking off I when Penn's size was beginning

Reagan Released
by Dan Grove

As was reported in last week's
VILLANOVAN, AthleUc Direc-

tor, Francis X. Reagan was re-

5;
leased by the University and re-

placed by Baseball Coach Arthur
L. Mahan.

The official statement from
Jbe University read, in part,

|-. * "Reagan's release was brought

f about by the recent change in

Athletic Administration at the

University, and the appointment
of a new Athletic Council. For-

mulation of a new policy invol-

ving Athletics at the University

is presently under considera-

tion."

The new Athletic board is an
advisory group which is under
the new Athletic Moderator, Rev.

John J. Curran, OSA. Father
Curran replaced Rev. Joseph
Kemme, OSA.
Although the new policy has

not been disclosed, it has been
intimated that a minor sports

program wiil be initiated. Also,

a less st J enuous football program
is probably around the corner.

Reagan was not released for

incompetency or failure to do his

job, the official release claimed.

"It came about as part of the

ol'erall policy adjustments. He
takes with him the very best

wishes of the University," the

release stated.

The announcement came as a

shock to many people including

Reagan. He was quoted as say-

ing that it was a surprise, and
that he was just now realizing

what his duties were.

In a personal interview, Mahan
said that he would rather wait

until he gets the feel of his job

before he makes any official

statement. The ex-Phillie first

sacker did say that he will re-

tain his position as baseball

coach.

One Philadelphia daily paper

ran a story the day of the re-

shuffle stating that the new
board had already put into effect

tf^rogram for a lighter football

schedule, and a broadening of

the minor sports program.

The VIIyLANOVAN has learn-

ed, however that actually this

revamped grid schedule, and the

groundwork for a wrestling team

plus several other minor sports^

were effected by Reagan, shortly
J

before his release.

Art Mahan
. . one comes

Explorers Keep 'Cats

Big Five Record At

.0000 With 76-71 Win

LaSalle College, playing a

very clever game and making a

minimum of mistakes, shut the

door in the faces of the once

mighty Wildcats Saturday night.

The 76-71 loss was another

bitter blow to the Cats in this

season of despair. For Coach Al

Severance, it was the final

blow in making his departing

campaign a disaster. Only the

generosity of the athletic di-

rectors has provided the extra

chance for the Cats to break

^even in this final game of the

"^Severance Era."

LaSalle played five men
throughout most of the game
and they were magnifKent The
sharp shooting Billy Raftery

(23 points) and Bobby Mc-
Ateer (22 point), the defensive

play of Tony Aibott, and the

boardwork of Gene Park (17
rebounds) and Tim Welsh (14
reboimds) were all vital factors

in the LaSalle victory.

Track
The New York pundits say

Yale should be a shoo-in. But
then they said that last year,

too, and the 'Cat juggernaut
with weakened cogs Budd, and
John Buckley functioning

smoothly and intrepid engineer

Elliott at the hekn overpowered

the field.

Fronk Reogon
. . . one goes

Intramural Playoffs

Over, Finals Monday;

Softball Starts Soon
The Intramural Basketball

playoffs, which took place from
March 2nd to March 6bh, marked
the finale of another successful

and highly-participated season

according to Mr. Edward Geisz,

Director of Intramural Athletics.

Teams that survive the playoffs

will meet in the semifinal round
which will be played on Wednes-
day, March 8th, and Thursday,
March 9th. The offical close of

the Intramural Basketball sea-

son will take place with the

playing of the Cham.pionship

game on Monday, March 13. All

mem'bers of the winning team
are presented with silver medals

which 'has been the Depart-

ment's policy over the years.

Softball Soon
Entry blanks for the Spring

Softball league are now availaible

at the Intramural Ofifice in 112

Alumni Hall. All completed

entries must be in by Friday,

March 17. Mr. Gleisz hopes the

league can get under way on

Tuesday, March 21st weather

permitting. If not then, it will

begin on Wednesday, April 5th.

Nevertheless, journalists Shee-i

han, Abramson, et alia, say that'

they'll be singing "Boola-Boola"

in New Haven alehouses late

Saturday.
Perhaps, perhaps.

tall-and-talented LaSalle in a
thrilling game in the Main Line
Field House last Friday night.

The key to the Wildcats 6 vic-

tories in 7 city-series outings
was the defensive job perfonm-
ed by Wally Jones. The Villa-

nova offensive was a thing of
beauty as Gieorge Leftwich and
company ran and hustled the
Explorers into numerous mis-
takes.

Jones Scores Most
The victory over LaSalle

brings the Wildcats record to 8
wins and four losses. Two of

these losses to Army and St
Joe's, were suffered in the ab-
sence of George Leftwich, the
'Chats' leading scorer and re-

bounder. Jones and Leftwich
have formed a very awesome
one-two punch that has proved
quite effective. Between them
they average over forty points

a game. Leftwich leads with a
21.7 average in 11 games, while
Jones has points at 19.9 clip.

Jones has scored more points

than Leftwich, 211—196.
Two more very important fig-

ures in the success of the Wild-

cats have been the forwards,

Joe McGill and Frank Fernan-
dez. Neither one of these boys
were starters when the season
began, but now the freshman
machinery would be incomplete

without them. Both boys are

averaging in the double figures

and doing a bang-up job bring-

ing them off the boards.

Two very imiportant city ser-

ies games can be counted in the

win column due to the play of

Fernandez. In the second Penn
game, played at the Palestra

early Ln February, Frank domin-

ated the boards in the first half

to dominate, and Villanova won,
83-78.

Tough Rebounder
Frank grabbed 20 rebounds

and scored 20 points in that
game. Another big game for him
was the Temple game played laat

Tuesday night at the Palestra.

After leading moat of the way,
the 'Cats' suddenly couldn't put
the ball in the basket, and the
Owls caught fire and took the
lead, after three quarters of
play. Frank who had been on
the bench with three fouls, re-

turned to the game and proceed-
ed to hit 7 straight jumpers
from 20 feet out on the left

side and then proceeded to

break up the ball game. The
final score was 92-74, Villanova.

Five Point Play
In the first St. Joe's game,

McGill made a play which many
basketball fans had never seen
before, a five point play. Joe
drove for the basketball and
made the shot, after the shot,

he was deliberately fouled and
was awarded two foul shots and
a technical foul—consequently 5
points. Two other boys that see
quite a bit of action and oc-

casionally divide the fifth start-
ing position are Tom Morris
and Butch Winterbottom. Morris
is a big boy who does quite well
off the boards while Winterbot-
tom is the perpetual motion play^
maker type.

The Villanova victories have
been over Temple 85-66 and 92-

74, Penn 70-69 and 83-78, Saint
Joe's 80-63, LaSalle, Muhlen-
burg 80-69, and Rider 88-81. The
losses have been to Scranton,
Army, and Seton Hall on the
road and Saint Joe's at the Pa-
lestra.

A Spectator's View

Playmaker And team leader Jim Haggard fires a jump shot

goalward despite the harassing of Bob McAteer (SO) and Bill

Hafte^ (25). McAteer and Raftery paced the Explorers to a
76-71 win over the listless 'Cats.

•1

Who diMiiilt

Schafer Snatching Another
Highlight of 'Severance Era'

by Vic Strono

Most of the following Good Counsel Hall and he im-
mediately informed the Rev.
Thomas Burke, OSA, prefect of
the Dorm, about the incident
Schafer didn't get the license

number of the car.

Played Next Night
Schafer played the next night

(Wed.) against Millersville and
scored 20 points as VU won, 88
to 79. He'll be in the lineup to-

night when Villanova meets
Xavier of Ohio in the second
game of a doubleheader at the
Palestra; Penn opposes Yale in

the other contest.

Thus, Bob Schafer, apparently
calm after the incident, played
well against Millersville. . But
would Saturday's big game
against Xavier be a differen'

story? Well, the Sunday morn-
ing after the game, the paper.

Note:
material is printed by courtesy

of the Phila. BULLETIN.
On Jan. 10, 1953, the follow-

ing headlines and itory appeared
in the news:
FOUR STRANGERS ASK

BOB SCHAFER TO BE "LESS
ACTIVE" Wildcats' Top Scorer
Lured To Post Office by Phone
Call to Dorm.
A Villanova College basket-

ball player was kidnapped near
the campus Tuesday night by
four strangers, driven aroimd
for nearly an hour and urged to

be "less active" in future games.
He is tall, blond, 19-year-old

Bob Schafer, a Philly boy, who
presently is the team's leading

scorer.

In acknowledging the incident

today, a college spokesman said

Schafer, a soph now in his sec-

ond season of varsity play, made
an immediate report to college

authorities and that the FBI was
called in.

Motive Uncertain
After four days o£ invettiga-
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Sophomore Schafer

... spirited owoy

tion, the spokesman added, no

one is certain whether Schafer

was the victim of a prank or b

bonafide attempt of gamblers to

influence his playing.

According to the college

spokesman, here's what happen-

ed: Schafer, who lives here in

Phila. at 4300-K Defense Ter-

race, east of Henry ave., was in

his Good Counsel Hall dorm,

when he received a telephone

call about 6:30 Tuesday (Jan.

5) evening.

. The caller said there was a

package for him at the post

office, located on Spring Mill

road, just off the campus.
Parked Auto <"

When Schafer arrived at the

post office, an automobile, which

he thinks was a Mercury, was
parked outside.

A man got out of the car, ap-

proached him, and struck up a

conversation. He was IJhen

pushed or crowded into the car.

There were three other men
in the sedan but it was too dark
for Schafer to get a good look

at them. He didn't recognize

them as VU students or anyone
else he knew.
The driver started oft immed-

iately and drove about in the

immediate vicinity of the col-

lege for 45 minutes or an hour.

Schafer spent most of the time
trying to get out but the men
wouldn't stop.

During the ride, the men talk-

ed baseball. Schafer figured, at

first, it was a prank and Joked

with his captors.

Later, however, he became less

isure when the general theme of

|their talk was that they wanted
hhn to be leee active in future

games.
Schafer finally was let out of

the car, unharmed, in front of

Who's Second?

splaslied these hccialines across

tae front spotts page:
MAIN LINERS PREVAIL
AGAINST XAVIER; PENN
DEFEATS YALE, 63-51

Kidnap Victim Employs Biggest
Night of Career, Clicks for 15

Field Goals.

Blond Bobby Schafer had a
prompt, vigorous answer last

night for those four ungentle-

manly chaps who took him for

that uninvited "ride" last Tues-
day.

All the 6*2" Boph did was un-

cork a 33-point kayo on the chin

of a fine Xavier team as he led

the Wildcats to a 94-86 victory

hi a record-equaling game that

topped a doubleheader of bas-

ketball extremes at. the Palestra

before 5329 thrilled fans.

Visibly Upset

Schafer seemed visxbly upset

by the glare of puiblicity and re-

fused to talk for reporters prior

to the game.
But when he took the court

agamst Xavier, he did his talk-

in a manner all understood, and
every spectator was thrilled to

the core with the solid impact

of his message. After starcing

with an eariy tap goal, Schafer

Simply ran wild. He connected

on jump shots, threw in one-

banders, and dashed inside off

weaves for layups.

WCil Ai Severance had a little

something to say about the

whole incident. On Mon., Jan.

12, 1953, we read:

RIDE NO PRANK,
ACE'S COACH SAYS

Villanova Coach
Blames Gamblers I

The kidnaping of Bob Schafer,

19 year old basketball star at

Villanova, was probably the

work of "punks who had a few
bucks bet on a game," Al Sever-

ance said today.
"My guess until I know better

is that a few punks had a few
bucks bet on a basketball game
and inquired about the point

spread between our team and
Xavier.

Wanted To Rattle Bob
"I assume then that they were

told it was very close and said,

'Well, if that's the way it is,

nuybe we can rattle a few points

out of this kid.'
"

A few days later the FA and
everyone else involved in it

withdrew from the case, and it

was assumed that there would be

no further danger to the boy.

And so the strange kidnapping

of "Bullet Bob" was forgotten

for the time being, but the inci-

dent would remain famous as

another unusual event in the

colorful .career of Al Severance.

Frank Budd, Sheehan Olympian, breaks the string at the MiUrose Games February 8 at Madi-
son Square Garden. Otis Drayton, Budd's teammate cops a close second. iBobby Brow]i« Penn
State and Don Stryon, Southern Illinois, talce third and fourth. Budd and Drayton are the mUo'Ct-

men's big hopes In the IC4A 60-yard dash.

^¥:?R

IC4A OUTLOOK
^PiiilMl^liiBPiP by Mllce Donohue ^^^^^^^^^^^^

60-YARD DASH
Frank Budd and Otie Drayton, Villa-

mova, and Bob Brown PS, are the "class"
sprinters. Brown is defending champion
but Budd is undefeated in the indoor meets
this season.

Best Bet: Sheehan Olympian Budd.
Dark Horse: Teammate Drayton.

60-YARD HIGH HURDLES
With Maryland's hirsute Bill Johnson,

1960 tit list, (»ut of the meet, the obstacle

medal is up lor grabs. Outdoor IC4A champ
Leon Pras, Yale's Jay Luck and Bill Flippen
and Harvard's Angie Sinisi will battle for the
top spot. Jumbo hopes for points from
Charlie Hammock and/or Bob Coffill.

Best Bet: Slow starter Pras.
Dark Horse: Sprinter Luck.

600-YARD RUN
A star-studded field will give Garden

fans a repeat of last year's four man photo
finish. Jim Stack, Yale, will try for his third

consecutive IC4A indoor win. Art Crichlow,
SJ, Dick (Edmunds, Pr, Art Evans, M, and
Jim Wedderburn, NYU, will challenge Stack.

Best Bet: Two time winner Stack.

Dai-k Horse: Olympian Wedderburn.

100-YARD RUN
Here it's Yale's Tommy Carroll against

the field. Ever-improving Pete Brandeis, C,

veterans Kye Courtney and Larry St. Clair,

M, and Penn State entry Howie Deardorff
will be strong entrants.

Best Bet: Garden favorite Carroll.

Dark Horse : Bandeist a comer.

SHOT PUT ':
• /; ; A.:^.-,.v

No name entry. Frank Batdorf, P ; Dick
Brown, N, 58-8; Cat weightmen Billy Joe,

55-8 and Jerry Donini; Dick Delone, 53-9V2.
H; and Jerry Clements A, fifth in last year's
meet are contenders.

Best Bet : Brown.
Dark Horse: Joe.

HIGH JUMP
Long John Thomas should take this since

Moscow Pedagogical Institute is not a mem-
ber of the IC4A. Leaping for the other points

will be Dick Campbell, PS ; Sam Streibert and
Flippen. both Yale and both 6-6; and Cal

Glass, SJ.
Best Bet: Thomas, ho-hum
Dark Horse: Campbell

IROADJUMP
St. John's and Harvard will both field

three 28 foot jumpers. Bob O'Brien, M, has
a 2S.9V4 jump to his credit and Dick Hus-
band, D, was fifth in last year's mee^.

Best Bet: Cal Glass, SJ, by a whit over
O'Brien.

Dark Hoi^se: John Fritchard, Navy.

MILi RUN
Sensational Yale sophomore Bob Mack

has the best time credited to an IC4A ath-
lete this season, 4:18.1. Ron Gregory, ND, is

defending champ. Other entrants are Erie

Groon; Mark Mullin, H, second place fin-
isher in the IC4A outdoor meet here last
year.

John Corry, M, who took fifth in the same
meet ; Whit Azoy, P; and soph Jerry Norman,
PS, who has run a 4:15.7 this winter.

Best Bet: Mack, if he runs.
Dark Horse: Groon.

Two Milt Reloy
The appearance of indoor record holder

Manhattan plus the return of Villanova to

defend its 1960 title, promises an exciting
22 lap race. Yale (7:35.2), Holy Cross and
Georgetown will also field strong teams.

Best Bet: Holy Cross, since Manhattan
and Yale will be running
**8econd" teams.

Dark Horse: Villanova. ^_
TWO MILI RUN

^^
Here again, Mack has best time this

season, 9:08.8. Tom Laris, D, who ran the
most brilliant individual race in last year's

meet, winning in a record 8:59,0, but who
has not betterd 9:11.4 this year, will defend
his laurels. Jumbo says that Pat Traynor
might run. Other contenders are Bert Bach-
rach (9:13.2), Bobby Lowe, B, Norman, PS,
9:16.2. -

Biest Bet: Crowd pleaser Laris.

Dark Horse : Bachrach, an uiiknown.
POLE VAULT

No 15 footers, but at least five who have
gone 14 feet oi* better. Of these, CJornell's

John Murray, (14-7Vi), looks like the man
to beat. Other 14 footers are Ed Rector, N,
Oakley Andrews, Y, Charley Mitchell, P, and
Gaiy Brown, A.

Best Bet: Murray.
Dark Horse: Marquette's Bob Verbick,

whom we almost overlooked.

35-POUND WEIGHT
In this traditional, exotic event, Harvard

appears to have 12 points (5-4-3) sewed up.

Stan Doten, Ed Bailey, Roger Wilson should
place one, two, three for the Crimson. Other
Contenders are Judd Sage, N, and John
Murphy, F.

Best Bet: One of Harvard's '"whales".

Dark Horse: Sage.

MILE RELAY
A plethora of talented fours here. The

'Cats, defending champs, will face stiff com-
petition from St. John's (8:17.8); NYU (8:

16.9) ; Princeton (8:17.8) ; and the "second" .

teams of Manhattan and Yale. The 'Cats best
time to date is 8:17.8.

Best Bet: Villanova.

Dark Horse: St John's.

TEAM STRENGTH
Cats are defending champs. Yale, which

could score in twelve of thirteen events; Har-
vard, strong in the 86 pound and the broad
jump; St. John's with a strong mile relay
team and several individual stars and
Piinceton with the same combinatioafll^ll
score heavily. Michigan State and Penn
State are unknown quantities. Manhattan
appears to he out of contention.

' Best Bet : Yale, on paper.

liiirk.Hor^e: Guess who?
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Cats Defend IC4A Crown Saturday
On The Spot

.'¥'

58 Man Yale Contingent

To Dethrone 1960 Champs?
by MHt* PoaolMn

Bowlers Win Second

Straight Match; Beat

Jaspers And Quakers

Under the direction of Cap-
tain Sal Rico, the Villanova

varsity Bowling team com-
menced its 1961 season 'by

repitering initial triumps over

highly rated teams from Penn
and Manhattan.
Paced by Captain Rico with

a 630 three frame composite

score and John McCarthy with

the team high of 655, the var-

sity Bowlers upended the Penn
quintet two games to one. The
final total score for the Wild-

cats was a hig<h 3055 pins.

Heading Penn's efforts was
Gerry Weiss with a 655.

Jaspers Defeated

In a meet the following week,

the Wildcats encountered the

strong Manhattan Jaspers and

took the event two games to one

coming back quickly after los-

ing the first game. Jo^n Mc-

Carthy and Chuck Williams led

the Wildcats to their second

straight victory with scores of

590 and 587 ea<?h, while Ed
Moran finished up with the Man-

hattan high of 590. . »

The ofiier members of the

team, probably the sole bright

spot on the Villanova athletic

scene as it appears now, are

Bob Chartier, Dennis Render-,

son, and Chuck Capone. The
combined team average stands

at 2842 pins per competition

and phenomenal 192 average

per man. Officially the Cats'

record is now an undefeated

two wins and no losses.

SporH Chaffer

At Last It's Over
by Bud Simmondt

Villanova does not stand a
chance to win the IC4A indoor
track championship.

Yale will swamp the defend-
ing champs by scoring in twelve
of tile thirteen events.
The 'Cats will be lucky to

squeeze past Harvard (!!) for

tiiird place. I

These three conclusions are
gleaned from an agonizing ap-
praisal of the entry list and com-
parative performance sheet o€
the athletes entered in the 40th
ICAAAA meet to be held Sat-

lurday night at Madison Square
Garden.

'58 Elte

The Bulldogs of coach Bob
Giegenback will field a 58 man
team tnat includes two 1960 gold
medalists, Jim Stack (600) and

8:17.8 Tiger Four
Princeton features a 3:17.8

mile relay teem, an outstanding
600 yard threat in Dick Ed-
munds and a 14 foot pole vault-

er, Charley BCitcheU.

Except for Villanova, the
points will he spread almost en-

tirely among the Ivy League
schools. For the first time in

many years, Manhattan will not
he a contender for the crown
whkh they once won twelve
consecutive times.

As Coach George Eastment ^*
lated the Jaspers' plight, "Our
high jumper, Frank Carroll,

(6-6), is ineligible and I won't

be able to run my strongest two
mile relay team since (Kye)
Courtney will run in the 1000

and (Artie) Evans in the 600
Tommy Carroll (1000). Other ic^nd (Larry) St Clair in one of
potential scorers for Yale include Lhe two." Eastment also has a
Jay Luck and Bill Flippen in the stellar broad jumper in Bob

'Cats And Penn Again

For some undoubtedly well-

intentioned reason the Big Five

Directors met last week and pit-

ted a resurgent Penn squad

against Villanova's lackluster

hoopsters in the opening game
of the City Series dottbleheader

SrtHllPday which features an ex-

cellent rematch in tfte empie-

St. Joseph game.

In an earlier game this season

the Red and Blue eked out a 63-

62 decision over the Wildcats,

The long haul is over. With
the exception of the Big Five

playoff Saturday night and the

tourney performances of Temple

and St. Joseph's, the local ma-
jor college basketball season is

finished. For some observers,

it has been a year packed with

success and jubilation, for oth-

ers it has been one of misfor-

tune and bewilderment. All in

all it has been an interesting

season despite what the critics

have said.

Hawks Again
The Hawks of St. Joseph's

have hustled to another admir-

able record, going over the

twenty mark for the fourth

straight year, winning the MAC
title, and their third straight

NCAA bid. Wth all due respect

to their big men, rebounding

power, and bench, their strength

came from the little guys. Sophs
Jimmy Lynam and Bill Hoy, the

big question marks in pre-sea-

son prospects, combined to make
the clutchiest backcourt seen

locally.

Owls in NIT
Temple despite a decided lack

of height, gave St. Joe's a tre-

mendous run for their money in

the MAC and Big Five. Their

forte was teamwork. For the

pure basketball fan, no other

team could equal the Owls for

sheer beauty of playmaking,
picks, and taking the good shot.

Their play was a tribute to their

g^eat mentor, Harry Litwack.

Bruce Drysdale, filled Pickles'

sneaks nicely, by uniting the

club's attack and guiding them
to an NIT berth.

Quakers Didn't Quit

Jack McCloskey's (fakers ex-

hibited, for the better part of

the campaign, sophomore-itis

;

beine; alternately up and down.
Their steadier play as the sea-

son wore on was brought about
largely through the efforts of

snphomnres Sid Amira and John
W i d e m a n . Thev gave the

Quakers the leadership which
they earlier lacked.

LaSalle's attack was a steady,

well-balanced one. Dudey
Moore's club gave a fine team
effort with four men averaging

in double figures. The E^lorers
had the nucleus for the better

future on the LaSalle horizon

until the recent scholastic fail-

ures of their big men, Carey
and Freidrich, burst the bubble

in Dudey Moore's pipe.

'Gats £iT»tic

The biggest mystery to every

Palestra follower was the col-

lapse of Villanova's talent laden

Wildcats. Their play ran the

gamut of emotions, from great

to pathetic, from firehouse to

sluggish. They upset the tall

teams without a big man and
yet couldn't buy a rebound from
small clubs. Their sophs didn't

come through in the manner ex-

pected. Their offensive load fell

on two men and noticeably lack-

ed any consistent third scorer.

Controversy CSiamps
Members were praised for in-

dividual ability but, simultane-

ously criticized for showboating,
pumping, hogging, and loafing.

With Hoover, Huggard, and
White, the "Cats" won the Big

Five controversy championship
hands down. Al Severance's

twenty-fifth anniversary season

was an erratic one for Villa-

nova's players, and a tragic one

for its fans.

Sophs Tough
The "Year of the Sophomore"

in the Big Five turned out win-

ning records for every club.

Philly teams played well against

big time competition, but the

wrath of lack luster opponents
hurt the national reputation, of

Philadelphia basketball. On the

plus side, it is doubtful if many
other areas can boast such an
abundance of so many talented

little men. However, the play

of the Big Five during the 60-61

cantpaign was not as outstand-

ing as previous ones. There
seemed to be a noticable lack

of stars this year. Perhaps, and
let's hope anyway, the past sea-

son will be the basis for better

things to come.

60 yard hurdles; Bill Legat in

the 600 yard run (he finished

4th last year); the mile relay

team; the two mile relay team,
which has a 7:35.3 to its credit

this season; Mike Pyle, fourth

last year in the shotput; Sara

Strieoert and Flippen, two 6-6

high jumpers; Bob Mack, a
4:13.1 miler and a 9:03.8 two
miler; Oakley Andrews, a 14
foot pole vaulter; Jim Axtell

who has broad jumped 22'9y2"

and Bill Baohrach, a 9:13.2 two
I miler.

I

Luck, along with 'Cat ob-

istacler Leon Pras, will go into

the meet co^avorrtes in the
hurdles since Maryland's hirsute

Bill Johnson will not compete.
Maryland withdreiw from Satur-

day's meet because of a conflict-

ing Atlantic Conference meet
Flippen, however, must be

reckoned with, too. He's match-
ed Luck's time of 7.4. This was
Johnson's winning time last

year.

Mack: 4:18.1

Mack could be the real stand-

out of the meet if he runs in

both the miie and two mile, as

I

Yale sports publicist Ed Loftus

suggested he might do. If the

Eli sophomore limits his cavort-

ing to the mile he'll give de-

fending champ Ron Gregory of

Notre Dame a run for his medal.

Gregory's winning time last year

was 4 :l^.l, which Mack matched
jin a triangular meet with Harv-

ard and Princeton February 25.

If he tries the longer distance, he

stands a good chance of de-

throning Dartmouth's Tom Laris

who set a meet record of 8:59.0

last year.

Incredible as it might seem,

on paper the third strongest

team entry is Harvard. The
Crimson boast of three "whales"

who might walk off with the first

three places and 12 valuable

points in the 35 pound weight

throw. They also sport three 23.

foot plus broad jumpers, the

most outstanding of ¥^om is

Chukwuna Azikiwe. Other pos-

Isible scorers are shotputters

Dick Delone and miler Mark
Mullin.

After Yale, and Villanova,

with Harvard slightly astern the

frontrunnerS, come Cornell and
Princeton. The Big Red haire a
championship calibre pole vmnlt-

er in John Murray, a stidnnit

1000 yarder in Pete Brandeis
and a toplli^t miler in Eric

Groon.

O'Brien who has leaped 23-9 Vi-

Jaspers Oat of It

In comparison to Yale, Villa-

nova, and even Harvard, how-
ever, Manhattan appears to have

no chance for the team title.

Mkhigan State will also field

a team for the first time in sev-

eral years. The Spartans'
strength is unknown.

"It is also rumored in some
circles," reports co-sports ed-

itor Dan Grove, who predicted

the exact point total last year

(27), and avows that the 'Cats

will beat Yale this year "with

27 or more points", that "South-

em Cal will fly in thehr entire

squad for the meet".

''Just for the €diock effect,"

Grove explained.

Individual standouts include

Penn shotputter Frank Batdorf

;

St. John's mile relay team

HURDLER PRAS

(3:17.3) ; and SJ's broad jumper
Cal Crlaas. .-^ ;;;•'<• ',:

,;. ^: •.•••.:/;

Th<Hnas» Too
And a high hurdler from BoiS-

ton named Thomas.
And then there's Villanova.

As they did last year, the
"experts" once again are awe-
struck by the depth of the Yale
entry. Jumbo Jim Elliott's Wild-
cats are faced with the same
problem that confronts them
every year: lack of depth.

Yale might score in twelve
events; the 'Cats in, at best,

six. Frank Budd and Otie Dray-
ton are entered in the 60 yard
daiA; Leon Pras, (Tharlie Ham-
mock, and Bob CofiUl are slated

for the 60 yard high hurdles;

Pat Traynor is a possible en-

trant in either the mile or two
mile; Billy Joe and Jerry Don-
ini will put the shot; the relay
teams will be hard pressed to de-

fend their titles.

On paper it looks like a Yale
Cakewalk. With a possible total

of 35 points. The most, it would
seem, that the 'Cats can amass
is 33.

(Continued on Pugc 10)
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Annual Augustinian

Lecture To Be Given

By Dublin Philosopher

The third annual Saint Augus-
tine Lecture will be presented

by Villanova University on Sun-

day, March 26th at 3:00 p.m. in

Vasey Auditorium.

Professor John J. O'Meara,

Professor at University College,

Dublin, an outstanding classical

scholar, will speak on the sub-

ject: "The Significance of Saint

Augustine's 'City of God'."

In addition to his English

translations of works by Origen

and Saint Augustine, Dr.

O'Meara is the author of several

original and important works in

the field of Augustinan scholar-

ship including "The Young
Augustine" and "Porphyry's
Philosophy from Oracles in

Saint Augustine."

VYither Robert Burke OSA is hi the act of presenting an

Oriental Lovely to an unseen admirer. ^ ^ . „
Photo by Frank Matunis

Malvern Man Wins SC Trip

Mission Dance Nets $679

PhiioMpher O'Meora

Inaugurated in 1959, under

the general title of Saint Augus-
tine and the Augustinian Tradi-

tion, the lectures are designed

to promote a wider understand-

ing and appreciation of the life,

teachings and influence of the

great African Doctor.

Each Lecture is published an-

nually by the Macmillan Com-
pany of New York.

S*!S

The annual retreat for the

freshman and sophomore men
Bill commence on Sunday eve-

ning, Aiarch 26 at 7:30 PJML

and will continue until Wed-
nesday morning, March 29.^

Compulsory attendance cartts

can t>e piclted up in the center

lounge of Dougherty Hali.

The female students of the
University will also ntttnd
their retreat at this time in

the University cliapel. Tae
Very Reverend John V. Saery,,

OSA, Prior ProvincUl of the

mid-west province of the Aug-
ustinian order will conduct.

^

Compulsory attendance cards
|

can be obtained also at the|^

same time as those for the I

male students.

Mr. Nick Cavuto of Malvern,

uncle of Jim McErlane, newly

elected freshman representa-

tive, was declared winner of the

Student Council lottery trip to

Europe. The drawing took

place at the annual mid-lenten

pageant of the Shamokinaki
Dance.
McErlane asserted that his

uncle would take the five hun-

dred dollar award instead of the

trip to Europe. "The money," he

explained, "would probably be

put toward a new station-

wagon for his wholesale meat
business."

Mr. Cavuto's reaction was de-

scribed as "incredulous sur-

prise." Ordinarily, Mr. Cavuto

Top Seven Hundred

Honored As IBMs

Turn Out 27 Feet
The Dean's List, making its

first appearance on the pages of

the VILLANOVA since the tu-

tumn semester of '59, contains

the names of approximately 789

students who have achieved the

ultimate in undergraduate ac-

complishment.
Twenty one students attained

the apogee of scholastic endeav-

or by receiving 4.00. Of this

honored group are two Villanova

nurses, Eileen M. Greyson and
Walter C. Knepley. Others of

interest who reached the zenith

are Sr. Angela McLeod, a nun,

and James Strazzella, a Vice

President of Student Council.

The official Dean's List repre-

sents one-fifth of the entire un-

dergraduate student enrolhnent

and it also was twenty four

feet nine and one quarter inches

long when completely unraveled.

This phenomenal span is more
than a foot further than John
Buckley jumped at the IC4A
outdoor meet last May.

Others who made the list are:

AllegretU, Henry A., SOC., FR.
(Contimied on Pace 7)

buys any chance solicited for,

but does not give his chances

of winning a "second thought".

According to McErlane, it took

considerable time before he

could be convinced that he was
the winner.

Tea Set Winner
The traditional drawing for

the Japanese tea set befell An-
thony (Lucky) D'Addezio, an
E.E. Junior day-hop from
Downingtown, Pa. After the

presentation of the tea set to

D'Addezio, a huge container of

balloons was released at the

ballroom's end for everyone who
cared for a remembrance of the

evening.

General chairman of Shamo-
kinaki festivities, Earl Den-

linger expressed his delight over

the profits of the dance. "We
should have grossed about a

thousand dollars on the sale of

tickets alone. In addition, .the

spontaneous response of the

patrons and advertisers was ex-

ceptional this year." The pro-

ceeds, of course, will be con-

tributed to the foreign missions

of our own Augustinian pro-

vince.

The decorations included many
imitations of the Japanese tra-

ditions which the dance at-

tempts to carry with it

Pinkish-Bed Arc
A pinldsh-red arc had been

erected in the middle of the floor

with the name "Shamokinaki"
inscribed around the top and

facing the entrance. Japanese

characters were also written

down the legs of the arc. Strung

on its comers were multi-

colored lights and at various in-

tervals, Japanese lanterns were
attached.

Denlinger appeared exuberant

as he spoke of the dance's fi-

nancial and social success. "All

our committee's provided me
with a fine job. They not only

accomplished their respective

Jobs but also managed to c<Nn-

plete them well on time."

NBC's McAndrew Honored
By VILLANOVAN, WWVU
Wiliam R. McAndrew, Execu-

tive Vice President of NBC
News, has been named recipient

of the seventh annual St. Augus-
tine Award for distinguished

contribution to the communica-
tion arts.

The award is sponsored by
The VILLANOVAN and Radio

Station WWVU, and will be pre-

sented at the St. Augustine

Award Dinner Dance to be held

this year on April 8 at the Belle-

vue-Stratford Hotel in Philadel-

phia. '

The Dinner Dance will also

mark the turn-over of control of

the student newspaper and radio

from senior staff members to

Wilder' s Matchmaker

On Aorll 6 In Vasey
All facets of Belle Masque's

spring production of Thorton
Wilder's play "The Match-
maker" are in full operation,

Paul Breen, the drama society's

president, has disclosed.

The society will present the

comedy in Vasey Hall theatre

beginning on April 6, two days
after the conclusion of Eastei

vacation. The show will continue

through April 9.

Freind On PubUcity
"It was thought that the

closeness of opening night to

the Easter recess would present

a problem," Breen explained,

"but public relations director

Bill Freind, who has already

done outstanding publicity work
on "The Crucible" and, more re-

cently, "The Country Girl,"

feels quite certain that if a

problem exists it can be easily

overcome." ; ^

Ticket sales are undei* the di-

rection of Harry Podall and
John Gartland, and will be

placed on esale in the Pie

Shoppe within a few days at

$1.25 apiece.

Snow Delays Show
Because of delays as a result

of the snow, the cast, led by
veteran John McGarry, is work-
ing under an accelerated re-

hearsal schedule and giving up
its Easter vacation, so that the

entertainment level to which
Belle Masque audiences are ac-

customed may be maintained,"

Freind said.

Also in the cast are Donna
Rago, Joann Dynakowski, Don
Murphy and John Putre, who all

have feature roles.

The theatre group is creating

a new point of interest for its

forthcoming production by
means of an innovation in set-

ting. This was announced by
Richard A. Duprey, Theatre
Department Chairman and di-

rector of the play.

The play will use four sets. To
facilitate the scene changes,

scenery will be built on movable
wagons. Moreover, a runway
projecting four or five rows into

the audience will be constructed
for the players' use in solilo-

quies.

underclassmen.
Prominent Recipient

Jim McAteer, retiring Editor-

in-Chief of The VILLANOVAN,
has noted that "Mr. McAndrew
is most probably the most prom-
inent person to receive the St.

Augustine Award. All staff

members interested in the fields

of journalism and broadcasting

will certainly find that the op-

portunity to meet Mr. McAn-
drews, and to hear him speak,

is not one to be turned down.
Dan O'Mara, Radio Station

Manager, added that "Because
of Mr. McAndrew's prominence
in his field, special efforts are

being made by the University to

make this Dinner Dance especi-

ally successful."

Price Is $5.00

Tickets for the event will cost

the usual five dollars. McAteer
stated that this price covers only

a fraction of the total cost of

the dinner. The remainder is

paid by the University. Music
for the affair will be provided by
the Don Nicholas string trio,

while after-dinner dancing will

be accompanied by Nicholas'

seven piece ensemble.

Broodcotter McAndrew

In addition to Mr. McAndrew
and several members of the Uni-

versity faculty and Administra-

tion, a number of the previous

award winners will be present at

the dinner dance. Some of the

former recipients are WCAU-TV
commentator John Facenda, TV
GUIDE publisher John Quirk,

Leonard McAdams of The Phila-

delphia INQUIRER, and John
Calpin, Political Editor of The
Philadelphia BULLETIN.
McAndrew himself has been

chiefly responsible for NBC's
award-winning news coverage.

His handling of such significant

news events as the Little Rock
segregation riots, the launching
of the first Russian Sputnik, the

recent political conventions, cam-
paigns and election, the Cuban
Revolution and the top-level con-
ferences on the Congo has re-

sulted in his network's receiving

highest commendation from
many quarters for outstanding
activity.

O'Mara declared that all staff

members of the radio station and
newspaper are invited to the af-

fair, which is not formal. The
Dinner Dance, which is slated
for the Bellevue's Rose Garden.
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Mr. Chairman!

"Point of personal privilege, Mr. Cliaimian!'*, cries Paul
rRourl(e during a recent heated debate on tlie floor of the Stu-
ient Council. Charlie Laubus silently contemplates the question.

Strazzella Urges Return Of
Pre-Dougher^ Rec Hall
A movement is underway to

"eatore a tradition at Vdlianova.

Back in the pre-Doug'herty

{all era, the present classroom
innex served as day-hop cafe-

eria. In short, AC was the
' >riginal "pie shoppe." ./

In addition to its culinary de-

ights, the "pie shoppe" was
a centrally located congregating

spot for both day-hops and res-

idents. Thus, it served to unite

the underg^duates.
It is with an eye toward inte-

grating day-hops and residents

as well as to provide a place for

recreation that Jim Strazzela

and Charlie Labus introduced a
motion to Student Council to

convert the classrooms in AC to

recreation facilities upon com-
pletion of the Science Building.

;..}.,":.: Investigation

'•We did some extensive inves-

tigation before we put this mo-
tion before Council," Strazzella

explained. "We fojind that con-
version of AC would exercise no
hardship upon the classroom fa-

cilities of the university. Three

classrooms and two lecture halls

will be included in the Science

Building," Strazzella elaborated.

"Furthermore," Labus elabor-

ated, "We do not intend to usurp
the quarters of either the Sing-

ers or the Band. Only the class-

rooms would be renovated."

The proposed facilities would
include such items as dart

boards, pool tables, ping-pong
tables as well as pinochle decks

to perpetuate an old "pie shop-

pe" custom.
WCTU Nixes It

"The only concerted opposition

we've had has been the pres-

sure tactics of the campus chap-

ter of the WCTU," Strazzeaa
revealed in a whisper.

"They mentioned something
about a bunch of 'boat-necked

Mavericks,' " Labus added in his

croupier.

Waxing serious, Strazzella

saiid that "passage of this bill

would be contingent on a guar-
antee from the students that

they would not abuse the facil-

ities."

DOING IT THE HARD WAYM
(GETTING RID OF DANDRUFF, THAT IS!)

y nopr

easier 3-minute way for men: FITCH
Men, get rid of emburrassing dundriifr easy as 1-2-3 with

FITCH! In just 3 minutes (one rubbing, one lathering, one
rinsing), every trace of dandruiT, grime, gummy old hair

tonic goes right down the drain! Your hair looks hand-

FITCH
LEADING MAN'S

SHAMPOO

somcr, healthier. Your scalp

tingles, feels so refreshed. Use
FITCH Dandruff Remover
SHAMPOO every week for

positive dandruff control.

Keep your hair and scalp

really clean, dandruff-free!

Resident Students

To Draw Numbers

Fer '61-62 Rooms
Room reservations for Resi-

dent Students for the 19961-1962
semester will be conducted by
the Student Council in coopera-
tion with the Rev. G. J. Mc-
Laughlin, OSA, Dean of Men.
Numbers that will determine the
individual student's place in line

is scheduled to be drawn on
April 11, 12, and 13 in the Stu-

dent Council Office on the second
floor of Dougherty Hall from
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

The juniors will draw first on
the 11th, the sophomore class

will follow on the 12th, and the

frosh on the 13th. Numbers will

be called for in succession and
presented to the office of the

Dean of Men for room reserva-

tions on April 18, 19, and 20.

Times will be posted on the bul-

letin boards in all the dormitor-

ies and halls on campus.

Present Occupancy

Fr. M c L a g h 1 i n also an-
nounced that students who wish
to retain the rooms they now
occupy must claim them before
10:15 a.m. on the day assigned
to their class.

A student having the lowest
number may present it with his

next year's roommate's matric-
ulation card and number at the
Dean of Men's Office at the ap-
pointed time. Matriculation cards
of BOTH residents of the room
must be presented at the time
the room is reserved.

Upperclassmen will be expect-
ed to reserve rooms only in Shee-
han and Sullivan Halls until

these halls are filled. It is the
intention of the Administration
to have only upper classmen in

these halls, although it is not
always opssible. The students are

also reminded of the rule in the

Student Handbook that the Ad-

ministration reserves the right

to change a student's room at

any time.

Nurses Hear Fr. Klekotka

(Photo by AJlan Williams)

Fr. Klekotka addresses the nurses' sorority meeting held last

Thursday evening, March 9, in the East Lounge of Dougherty Hall.

University Receives Gifts
The Villanova University De-

velopment Foundation last week
announced two sizeable gifts

made to the University.

The first was an analogue com-
puter donated by the Radio Cor-
poration of America. The value
of the computer was estimated
by Rev. Athony Mullen, OSA,
Chairman of the P^lectrical En-
gineering Department, at ap-
proximately $30,000.

The comMuter was originally

built under government contract
as a prototype computer on a
research project.

The second gift was a $20,000
allotment made by the Bethle-
hem Steel Company. This grant
was made under the company's
program which allots a $4,000
stipend for every Vilanova grad-
uate employed at Bethlehem who
passes the "loop course."

It pays to advertise in •

,

THE VILLANOVAN

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
a. J. Btjrnoldi Tobteoo Co., Wliuton-8«l«ii. N. C M
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Ciim Laude Strazzella
Senior Jim Strazzella, Vil-

lanova's candidate for the

Outstandng Catholic Youth
Award of 1960, has disproved

beyond doubt the old adage:

"To do two things at once is

to do neither well." He has,

through endless sacrifice and
inexhaustible enthusisam
achieved the rare and envia-

ble state of the complete, the

well-rounded student.
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A Chimera
Representative Frances Bolton, Repub-

lican Irom Ohio, has indicated that she con-
siders President Kennedy s youthful Peace
Corps "a territying thing,"

Mrs. Bolton's abject terror derives from
the fact that she feels American youth will

travel to foreign countries "without an un-
derstanding 01 the places they are going,
and wifthout any certain knowledge of what
they are doing."

.^•..'>'

^^

^^^^:
•;.? the Congresswoman is correct
in assuming that Sargeant Shriver, admin-
istrator of the Peace Corps, will not be able
to produce a bevy of Dag liammarsqjolds

—

geniuses at eveiy subtlety and nuance of in-

ternational diplomacy and foreign relations.

But neither the President nor his broth-i
er-in-law Shriver have indicated any inten^
tion of entering into active competition with
the U.N. Secretary-General. The puipose and

' intent of the members of the Peace Corps is

; to work with, not negotiate with, peoples
.:"' abroad. .:.•:.,. ,•/.•:'.;.... •"•^ -;-c:'<";.. >'... \:

;*;'.

If Mrs. Bolton doubts tlie cbmi)etency
or ability of American youth to act as good
neighbors and to detend the American way
of life, perhaps she should devote her energy
to an investigation of the educational poUcies
of the past tew years, rather than prophesy-

V ing disaster to an assortment of Women's
Clubs.

This is not to say that the possibility

of dratt-dodging incompetents or romanti-
. cizing idealists being assimilated into the
coips is to be discounted. The offer of "for-

eign travel" at a nominal cost, the idea of
-' crusading for peace (or of dodging the draft

board) in a tropical jungle, will undoubtedly
attract a representative group of dewy-eyed
ideahsts and unconscienticus objectors to the
ranks of Peace Corps applicants.

This possibility, however, should not
result in the project's being dropped post

haste in a panic. We trust that Mr. Shriver
! and his under-manned, over-worked staff in-

\J tend to select Peace Corps members with a
bit more thoroughness than the "out of the
hat" method. i:''uilher, we trust that all

,:> sincerely-interested young men and women
.realize that the job facing them is one of

unprecedented difficulty. ^' ;

On this note, we feol justified in gently
requesting the Mrs. Bolton's of the world to
cease selhng short their junior citizens, and
to awake to the realization that there are
in the United States a sufficient number of
likely young people for this monumental task
abroad—a task which, if sensibly done, will
hardly "wreck the whole world," as Mrs.
Bolton fears, but rather will indicate that
the American people, particularly her young
people, are ready and willing to step off a
pedestal of pomposity and down into the
mud to start slogging with other people
everywhere toward a solution to the com-
mon problems of a divided world.

Cuba

Jofse Marti Perez
The Apostle
Of The Cuban

War Of
Independence

Editor'a Noie—TMa ia

another in a aeries of
articles toritten by CU'
ban exiles living in the

United States. To pre
vent possible reprisals

on friends and relatives

still living in Cuba, they

prefer to remain anon-
ymous. This particular

column is tmritten in

answer to G. Wright
Mills* recent defense of

the Castro revolution,

"Listen, Yankee."

^^^^^^^^m coiiHukPomi^^^^^^^^m
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LEO GOODREAU

University;
rlly reflect

Schobir,

iiliiii by Mork F. Quinn, Jr.

It may be said that an over- We can no longer be satisfied'

wheiming majority of the people with a policy of defense while
cu: the Li. S. approve of the idea the forces of Communism make
of President Kennedy's Peace victories throughout the world
Corps. But let us, the students by peaceful means. We have in

wno may participate in this pit)- the volunteers to the Corps a
pc'3ed telfcsis, make a clase an- group of young Americans who
alysis of it before we render a are asking what they can do for

judgement. America. They want to show
To quote the President, "Life the underdeveloped nations what

in the Peace Corps will not the American way of life has
be easy. There will De no salary done for them and what it can
and allowances will be at a accomplish for their nations,

level sufficient only to maintain The Corpsmen will do more to

health and meet basic needs, win the minds of the cooperat-

Men and women will be expected ing nations to the philosophy of

to work and live alongside the democracy than all the men with

nationals of the country in which rifles on their shoulders and all

they are stationed—doing the the Uncle Sanu ostentatiously

same work, eating the same food, throwing away miKion dollar

talking the same language." bills.

I am a firm supporter of the Congresswoman Frances Bol-

ideal of the Corps in helping ton attacked the Peace Corps as

other people help themselvci. "a terrifying thing." If she had
However, there seems to be one investigated the procedure of

major issue which the propon- training that the c3orpsmen will

ents of the Corps have not receive she will be surprised to

solved. discover, that contrary to cur-

The • chief issue of dissenTi'ion rent opinion in Republican Wo-
which arises from the program men's Clubs, a comprehensive

is the question of the volunteers' program of instruction will be

military status. It has been provided.

stated by R. Sargent Shriver The Mrs. Boltons of the world

that "There should be no draft can rest assured that young men
examption because of Peace and women are not volunteering

Cor.s service. In most cases, for work in the wilds of Africa

service in the corps will proto- and Asia for a subsLstance sal-

aby be considered a ground for ary to evade the "terrifying"

temporary deferment." draft. ..„;,. ...v^- ; .

But why, Mr. President, do I believe that maiiy giitaMed

you identify this program as the persons who could apply to the

Peace Corps Is it not because Corps will be repulsed by the

this group will be a strategic "temporary defennent" clause,

factor in the struggle for men's This would mean that perhaips

minds The young men and wo- after a few years in service of

men who volunteer for this pro- their country Corpsmen would
gram do more to turn the tide be subjected to the rigors of the

of Communist propaganda, infil- d'laft board,

tration, and economic warfare There is also the stipulation

than all the armaments our $80 that a man's wife would not re-

billion budget can buy. ceive sujport from the Peace

The people who volunteer for Cori^s unless she too is a mem-
this service will, in the majority ber of the Corps. This may be

of inatances, be dedicated to the very harmful in maintainance of

humanitarian ideals of the a core of qualified, experienced

Corps. They will not, as many personnel which will make pos-

have asserted, be collegiate draft siible the efiicient operation of

dodgers. Their salary will be the Corps.

comparable to that of an Army I suggest that in order to elim-

private. Certainly they will not inate all nuances of draft

join for monetary reasons. dodgensm and to maintain a
It should be made evident to staff of experienced Corpsmen

the Corpsmen that the Commun- that the period of service be ex-

isits' strategy has changed em- tended from its proposd one. or

phasis. They ^ould be prepared, two yfears to four yeans.

it is true, to assist in the prob-
* ^ " ^ * ^rii

lems of their area. But, addi- ^^ ^he studenta of VilWa
tionally, they should be trained ^^^o are interearted in the Peace

in ideological warfare against Corps mformation may be ob-

Communilm. ^^"^^ ^^«??
Peace Corps Inter-

It is high time that the ideals
national Cooperation A^inis-

of America took the offensive. Oration. Washmgton 25. D. C.

With great surprise and with enormous con-
cern, we have seen our Cuban flag on the cover
of HARPBR1S Magazine, attracting attention to
an article inside. In addition, a book entitled

"Ldsten, Yankee" has recently been written by
a man born in North America.

The article and the book are both an insult

to the Cuban people and a treason to America.
They are based on three suppositions: that the
United States is the only party responsible for
all Cuba's political, social and economic troubles

;

that until the arrival of Castro to power, Cuba
(according to Mr. Mills) was a "place of misery,
dirtiness, illiteracy, exploitation and vagrancy
—really a cartoon land to be inhabited by human
beings;" that the "Fidelist" regime is leading
Cuba to concrete realizations for the first time
in its history.

We have to answer you, Mr. Mills. We
were o*i the island more than twenty years

—

that advantage we have over you, who spent
only a few days there before making your radi-

cal statements.

We have to answer you. Castro's men do
not pay us to stay on the island, as they did
you, with pesos belonging to the people.

We have to answer you. For we are proud
of our Cuban citizenship, and have to denounce
a regime which promised democracy for the
purpose of establishing com^muniam. If you can
defelhd such a government it must be because
you yourself are of similar moral quality. Per-
haps you do not appreciate the institutions in-

herited from your forefathers — institutions

which you seem ready to betray for a few silver

coins, as you have done already with the Cuban
situation.

You cannot play with our feelings. As we
do not have authority to write a history of the
United States, you do not have the authority to

write fragmental pieces of the history of Cuba
—especially if you receive the co-operation and
the money of the regime you defend.

Let us answer your statements: it is true
that Latin America has some complaints against
some North American corporations which pro-
cure business while neglecting the interests of
their own country.

But our complaints are certainly not against
your governments, nor against democracy, nor,
of course, against North American people. > ,

The United States has committed some mis-
takes, as has any other country, but it has
always been better to present complaints in.

private rather than in public when it is known
that North Americans are willing to correct
them. To present mistakes in public—and there-
by back a communistic government)—is only to
play the Soviet game against your own country.

Regarding your second statement, that we
Cubans live in misery and dirt, we say only
that it can be easily refuted by a glance at
Havana alone. Further, it is a fact that advances
of modem society had come to Cuba long before
the arrival of the Castro regime.

It is true that we have some misery, but it

is an insult and a lie that Cuba was a country
of misery. You tried to back your statement
by saying that as "only one school was built
in Havana from 1902 to 1958," forgetting that
several school centers, such as el Jose Miguel
Gomez, el Aguayo, el Valdes Rodrigues, el Anexo
a la Escuela Norma, and el Anexo a la Uni-
versidad," were constructed with a capacity of
thousands of students.

Because your guide was a oommunist, you
did not learn that we had one of the most
socially advanced systems of labor legislation in
the world. We say '*ad" because such systema
no longer exist—Castro is the only law now!

(Continued on Peige 8)
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"Facts" Are Steamheated
While "Boys" Get Sunheat

by Al LoMaitro

starrin

LoMASTRA

At tlio moment two comedies

are on the American screen wor-

thy of comment, however slight.

Thf! first is "The Facts of Life"

everybody's favorites,

Bob Hope and
Lucille Ball.

This hokum-op-
era about an ex-

tra-marital flir-

tation among
the ritzy Coun-
try-Club set has

been stretched into a series of

spoofiing gags with a good quo-

ta of chuckles, laughs, and guf-

raws mixed through its general

shallowness.

The affair begins simply

enough and works up to the

steam-heated edge of a near-

divorce and finally to a marital

reconciliation. It seems that

principals Hope and Ball are

happily married but not to each

other. Mutual hatred for various

trifling faults in character ex-

ists, but they gradually realize

that they do have a few things

in common.
Bedroom FroUcs

Toleration arrives and with it

congeniality at the bar, and la-

ter, intimacy in the boudoir. It's

a small hop, but in the interest

of movie morality (why does
Hollywood even attempt starting

something which they know can-

not be adequately finished ),

they never quite make it.

At this point in the evidently

inexpensive pic, the greatest

amount of comedy arid satire

sets in. In the fine tradition of

"From the Terrace" and
"Strangers When We Meet" the

principals make their attempts

at infidelity but in their case

without much success. Stop-

overs and detours occur in a

rain-swept convertible, an Aca-

pulco fishing boat, a supermar-

ket parking lot, a drive-in thea-

tre (they are hilariously dis-

covered by the communal laund-

ry man with 20-20 vision) a

motel (feeble minded Hope
leaves the pen.srve Ball uproar-

iously stranded), a lonely, leaky

cabin by a scenic, flooded lake

and so on.

In the end Ball and Hope dis-

cover that old husbands and

wives while not perhaps the best,

are at least familiar and indulge

our little idiosyncracies, and so

life goes on. In the background

are the Lucy and Bob opposite

numbers : Ruth Hussey and Don
DeFore. Opening titles by Saul

Bass and direction by Melvin

Frank are also worth noting.

It has been rumored that the

citizens and police of Fort Lau-

derdale, Florida are not alto-

gether happy over the annual

Easter migration of thousands of

college kids from all over the

country who flock to their sun-

ny shores. The vacation-'bound

guys and gals upset the sea-

shore resort and turn it into a

beachy bedlam. For ten hectic

days the cops get no rest and

the natives no sleep, until the

kids go back to college, class-

room and campus. The boys

have come South seeking sun,

fun and girls, and the girls, nat-

urally, flock to "Where the Boys

Are."
On The Make

You wwildn't call this cine-

ma-sight an accurate docu-

mentary on the social attitudes

of young people on vacation,

but is does depict the plight-

good, bad, funny and sad, of a

quartet of co-eds who leave tha

snowy North to warm them-

selves in the sun of Florida and

the smiles of the boys they hope

to pick up on bench, beach and

bistro, in pools, motels, hotels,

and wherever else strays can be

sighted and dates made.

Much of the action on screen

is funny, and much of it is

a little unsavory. Three of the

girls come out of their brief

romances lucky. The fourth girl,

unhappily runs through a sor-

did and tragic affair, but she

will surely (we are candidly

told) come out of it a better girl

for the lesson she has learned.

The dialogue is fast, frank and

loose, and teenage bright with

many hilarious sequences. The

acting by the co-starring young

Hollywood hopefuls is good. The

talented kids whip through the

slick-surface comedy with em-

phasis on sex, lines and gags

aimed straight at upper teenage

audiences.

Dolores Hart in the lead fem-

inine role shows great promise.

And so too do the others:

Yvette Mimieux, the girl in a

jam; Paula Prentiss, the gal who
gets the comic, and Connie

Francis, who sings twice and

nabs a trombone player. Also

the boys: Jim Hutton, George

Hamilton, and Frank Gorshin.

The Villanova International

Relations Society has as its pur-

pose the study and discussion of

international affairs and the sit-

uation of student interested in

these and related affairs. It is

also the purpose of the Society

to engage in such projects as

considered desirable to make a

tangible contribution to the un-

derstanding of international af-

fairs and peace.

The Society annually selects a

slate of officers consisting of a

President, a Vice-President, a

Secretary, a Treasurer, and a

Student Council Representative.

The President for the current

academic year is Joseph P.

Clark, a senior Political Science

major. The faculty advisor for

the society is Dr. FVitz Nova, an

Associate Professor in the De-

partment of Political Science.

Sugar Anyone.
Throughout the past year the

Society has discussed such inter-

national problems as the Cuban
crisis, the question of Red China,

and the Berlin situation.

In December, a field trip was
made to the United Nations

headquarters in New York City.

Plans are now being concluded

for the annual expedition to

Washington, D. C. which will be

made in late April.

The Society does not limit its

membership to those majoring

in History and Political Science,

but encourages students from all

divisions of the University to

participate in its programs.

Last week the Society spon-

sored a lecture by Dr. Fred
Khouri of the Department of

History and Political Science of

Villanova. Dr. Khouri spoke on

the topic of the relation between
the United States and the United

Nations.

RIVER STYX by JONIK

Junior Week Calendar

Plans for Junior Week were

discussed at the Junior Class

Meeting last Thursday in Vasey

Hall Auditorium.

The plans, as they were an-

nounced, contained an event for

every day of Junior Week ex-

cept Sunday, April 30.

Sunday, April 30

Turf and Tinsel

Monday, May 1

Mothers' Day
Tuesday, May 2

Show in Field House

Wednesday, May 3
C- Sports Night Smoker

Thursday, May 4

Annual Athletic Day

Friday, May 5
Junior Prom

Saturday, May 6

Junior Dinner Dance

ARE YOU
THIS MAN?

I am looking for a stu-

dent who absolutely must
moke money while in

school. Mostly evenings,

6-9, and half day Sotur-

day. Car is necessary. Will

not interfere with studies.

$90 per month. Possible

summer employment. For
Interview, coll Mr. Kern,

BR 2-6015.

OnCwiins
with

>6x9hulman

{Author of "I ^Vas <i Teni-itye Dwarf", "The M(niu

Loves of Dobie GHlis", etc.)

BOOM!

Today, fori'ffoititi lovity, lot us tiini our keen yoiuin uiiiids to tlio

No. 1 problcui facinji Auiorican collojics today: tlio |M)pulatiou

explosion. Only last week lour people exploded in Cleveland,

Ohio-oneof tlieni wliilecarryiniia plate of soup. In case you're

thinking such a tiling coultln't happen anywhere hut in Cleve-

land, let nie tell you there were also two other cases List week—

a 4") year old man in Provo, I'tah, and a 1«.» year ohl i^irl in

Bangor, Maine-and in addition there was a near-niiss in

Klamath Falls, Oregon-an eight year old hoy who was saved

only hy the quick thinking of his cat Walter who pushed the

phone off the hook with his muzzle and dialled the department

of weights and measures. (It would |)erliaps have Jiiad*' more

sense for Walter to dial the fire department, hut one can hardly

expect a cat to summon a fire engine which is followed hy a

Dalmatian, can one?)

^'i^-^^^

'b^m^ willtMcmtdiUkf/iePi^hl^w

I hring up the population explosion not to alarm you, for I

feel certain that science will ultimately solve the prohlem. .\fter

all, has not science in recent years hrought us such marvels as

the transistor, the computer, the In'vatron, and the Marlhoro

filter? Oh, what a saga of science w.as the discovery of the

M;irll)oro filter! Oh, what a heart-rending epic (f endless tri:il

and error, «)f dedication and perseverance! .\nd, in the end, what

a tiiumpli it was when the Marlhoro scientists after years of

testing '•and discarding one filter material after another- iron,

nickel, lead, tin, antimony, sp(»nge cake fin;illy emerged, tired

hut hapi)y. from their lahoratory, carrying in their hands the

perfect filter cigarette! What rejoicing there was that day!

Indeed, »\liatrejt»iciiiK lher.'>till is wheneVL-i \m- light a M.iilhoro

and settle hack and enjoy that full-Havored smoke which comes

to us in soft pack or flip-top hox at tohacco counters in all

fifty states and Cleveland

!

Ves, science will ultimately solve the prohlems rising out of the

lK)pulation explosion, hut in the meantime the |)rol)lems hang

heavy over .-Vmerica's colleges. This year will hring history's

greatest rush of high school graduates. Where will we find class-

r(K)ms and teachers for this gigantic new influx?

Well sir, some say the answer is to ado|)t the trimester system.

This system, now in use at mai\y colleges, eliminates summer

vacations, has three semesters per annum instead of two, and

compresses a four year course into three years.

This is good, hut is it good enough? l^ven under the trimester

systeu) the student has occasional days off. Moreover his nights

are utterly wasted in sleeping. Is this the kind t)f all-out jittack

that is indicated?

I say no. I say desixjrate prohlems call for des|)erate reme-

dies, r say that partial measures will not solve this crisis. I say

we nuist do no less than go to school every single day of the

year. Hut that is not all. I say we nuist go to school ^{ honn^

of ever11 lUuj-

The henefits of such a program are, of course, obvious. First

of all, the classroom shortage will innnediately (lisapjK'ar he-

cau.se all the dormitories can l)e converted into classrooms.

.Second, the teacher shortage will immediately disap|>ear hecause

all the night watchmen can he put to work teaching calculu.s

and Middle English poetrv'. And finally, overcrowding will

immediately disapi)ear because everyone will quit school.

Any furtlier questions? ,. , ,

Yes, one further question: Have you tried Marlboro's newest

partner in pleasure—the unMtered, king-size Philip Morris

Commander? If not, by all means come aboard. You'll be

glad you did.

^"^

Awaiting yowt A;i;ilvol
Clean, comfortable and reasonable accommodations
for male students, clubs, teams, administrators and

groups in the heart of midlown New York, close to

all transportation and nearby F.mpire State Build-

ing. All conveniences, cafeteria, coffee shop, tailor,

laundry. barber shop, TV room, tours, etc. Booklet C-

Rates: Single Rooms $2.S0-$2.60; Double Rooms (4-$4.20

WILLIAM SLOANE HOUSE Y.M.C.A.
i 3M Wttt 34til St. Ntw York, N. Y. OXford S-S133 (nr. Pinn Sta.)
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The Personal Touch
One of the primary rules that

an embryonic critic comes into

contact with is "never judge any
performer until you've seen hia

act in person." Until you have,

lyou hold no
right to pass
judgement. Af-

ter last Sun-
day's trip to the

new Red Hill, it

[would seem that

Zawocki this rule is most
apropos to Mel Torme.

Torme' is the lad whom a New
York D.J. once titled the "Vel-

vet Fog," because of his, so-

called hazy and non-forceful

voice. Ah, tout that was long

ago! Like another famed singer

who answers to the name of

Sinatra, Torme has risen from
the depths of that period where
he acquired the moniker that he
admittedly hates very much. And
the reason for the resurgeance
can bo easily found just by re-

laxing for 45 minutes at the

Jersey Jazz Joint through this

Sunday while Mel romps through
his act. In fact, while you're

at it, 3tay for two acts. They're

never the same anyway.

31 Years In Show Biz

At 35, Mel Torme has 31

years of show business experi-

ence behind him.- He was a

child prodigy in Chicago and
basked in the glories of an audi-

ence's applause earlier in life

than most performers. He hit

the limelight with a little group
called the Mel-Tones right be-

fore being drafted into World
War II and eventually went out

on his own in 1946 when the

quintet's limited future made it

necessary.

But things didn't come easy

for him. At 22, he made his deb-

ut at the Copa and was a bust.

As he put it, "Things are a little

to serve an apprenticeship any-
more. Any fuzzy-cheeked kid

with a hit record will get backed
into the big clubs today even
though they're not ready and
they won't take half the critical

by Joe Zawocki

jeating that I took 13 years
ago."

No Sour Grapes
But don't let this statement

be misconstrued as "sour
grapes." It isn't Tonne learn-
ed a valuable lesson from that
in that he realized that you can't

go onstage and just sdng 15
songs and walk off. Anyone who
does is just marking time to
oblivion. And so what has re-

sulted is just about 45 minutes
of the brightest showmanship
that these young eyes have oome
across in 4 years.

Mel comes out swinging with
two quick swingers before slow-
ing into the beautiful "Moon-
light In Vermont", after which
he takes the microphone in hand
and subsequently the audience.

The accompanying patter is

light, unforced humour and it

blends well with the singer's per-

sonality and song style. Playing

at the Red Hill is easy to take

for him since his roots lie pri-

marily in a jazz strain. Says
Mel: "Much of my act comes
from Broadway show music and
new LP's, like the new hit al-

bum "Lawrence WeIk Plays
Shorty Rogers" ... to win.

Mel Doubtful
Ironically, Mel has his doubts

about playing Joe De Luca's

emporium since his last visit to

the area (at a different estab-

lishment) 8 years ago left a bad
taste in his mouth. It hampered
his act on opening night but by
different today. You don't have

Sunday he realized that the Red
Hill audience is primarily a lis-

tening one and he swears to

Papa Joe "that I've never work-
ed a better room." Torme reacts

well to a receptive audience. He
coddles them like an expert sav-

ors his wine and gets the most
out of them with his winning
way.

In his act, he tries to devote

much of it to songs that haven't

been beaten to death by other

singers and at the same time,

to come up with variations on

The Age Of Confusion I

^^^^^^^by Joo Maifoy""""""™

INTO THE VALLEY OF 3.00 RODE THE 789

Mel Torme

the old perennials. Being an ex-

pert arranger and a more than
adequate pianist, Torme knows
what he wants to do in his act

and he must impart his know-
ledge well since the Jimmy Wis-
ner Trio backed him quite ef-

fectively although they had just

started with him this engage-
ment. His views are so respected

that he also chooses his own
material in his Verve albums.

Gregarious

Offstage, Mel is as gregarious

as he appears before the lights.

If there is one thing he demands,

it's honesty and integrity among
his professional colleagues. "If

you're a pro, act like one," he

says. "But if you are but don't

act like one, then get out of the

business."

Since 1956, his low-water

mark, Torme has been on the

rise and now he is riding the

crest of a wave of popularity.

Having learned from previous

mistakes, he is out to make sure

that his star continues to rise

and the results speak for them-

^Ives whether from the floor

or from his latest LP, "Swinging

On The Moon." From this cor-

ner, it looks like he could swing

anywhere., •
,.

Support Your, College, Or,

The Ste
"Support the college of your

choice" is a slogan not unfamil-

iar to the average man these

days. You see it on television,

in the papers, on subways, and
in buses. It usually accompanies
a picture of a few disappointed
youngsters turning aiway from a
closed door which has one word,
college, written on it. I've been
on quite a few campuses, but
I've never seen a door with just

the word college on it; but I

guess they use it in order to

get their point across. Some of

these advertising people are
geniuses.

But getting back to the sub-

ject, it has been recognized that

colleges have been unable to ex-

pand as fast as the population,

and, hence, the widespread ap-
peal for support. The call for

support has been sucessful, for

naturally everyone wants his
children to go to college. Some
people with foresight, however,
seem to feel that the solving of
this problem may lead to an-

other even grater problem. This
problem lies in the fact that no
college graduate expects to work
in a factory. If the education

itter Is A Ph.D
by Pete Nolon

needs Of America are taken care

of in the future, who is going

to work in the factories? Cer-

tainly, you can't ask a Bachelor

of Arts to work in a factory, or

can you?

When you stop to think of it,

the competition would be keen

enough to force many a BMOC
to pack a daily lunch paid. In-

deed, this would be novel. Can
you imagine an English major
attending a lecture at the local

210 steamfitter's hall? How
would a biology major make out

as a member of the Amalga-
mated Meatcutters of North
America? Laugh if you will, but

I don't think it would seem funny
to a young intellectual fresh out

of Ethics class, who finds him-

self in Jimmy Hoffa's congrega-
tion.

Let us look at it a bit more
closely. I know a fellow who
received a degree in engineering

last year. His father worked
hard In a factory all his life to

send his son to school. Today
this young man directs many of

the operations in a plant where
some of his father's contempor-

aries work as common laborors.

"Look at that kid," they say,

"his old man put him through

school, but boy, is he proud
t*now..

Twenty years from now the

story might not read quite the

same. In fact it would not be

surprising to find the same young
man working alongside his fa-

ther's pals. I wonder what the

conversation would be like be-

tween a philosophy major and
his buddy on the drill press. I

can almost hear it now. The
philosopher might be expound-
ing on whether the machinery in

the factory really moved or

whether it was only in their

mind. At the same time he might
be asking himself why he was
telling this ignorant man about
it when he probably wouldn't un-

derstand anyway.

On the other hand, his buddy
might be saying to himself,

"What's this guy, some kind of

new nut or sumthin'? I'd tell

him so, but he's probably too
dopey to understand." And then
the whistle would blow and each
would go his seperate way, one
to the local pub, the other to

The Tvirentieth Century, known variously as the "Elec-
tronic Age," the "Atomic Age," and now the "Space Age,"
should more realistically be called the "Confused Age."

This might seem to be an unwarranted rebuke to a
time which has produced the greatest advancements in sci-
ence and medicine since the beginning of history. But the
"Space Age" has brought with it more population and less
space than ever, more wars and more suffering than ever,
more crime and depravity, and more problems requiring more
answers than ever before.

Man in the Twentieth Century is attempting the answer
to the problems created by man, and facing great difficulties
because, confused by the consideration of the irrationality of
man's actions, he has failed to consider man in his rationality.

America today provides a good example of this confusion.
American science is solving the mysteries of flight and the
atom. American medicine has conquered the scourge of dis-
ease in many of its aspects. But American culture has failed
to cope with the central problem of the day, man's ignorance
of himself and his potential for greatness.

Am I invalidly abusing society with pious, pompous
prattle? I think not. The value of a civilization is based in
large measure on the depth and scope of its culture. Today's
culture has evinced a marked deviation from the intellectual
and aesthetic aspects of life to the technological and material
aspects.

Business and engineering have to a great extent replaced
liberal arts as the higher calling in today's world. Knowledge
in the "Space Age" has become old-fashioned. "Today's prize
scholar is one who, partly through his own volition and partly
through society's standards of value, is "well informed" —
one who has an enormous stockpile of facts. It matters little

whether these facts serve as a basis for ideas or not. It is

important only that one knows the facts themselves. A com-
puter can relate them, why shouW a man bother? As a result
modern youth, the only means toward enhancing and stimu-
lating a declining culture, is itself enmired in a morass of
creative stagnation.

What, then, is the status of the arts and what can we
expect in the way of their development? It is a fact worthy
of note that America has not produced one truly great artist
or even one truly great work of art. Nor is there any indica-
tion that she will. Norman Rockwell is America's answer to
Michaelangelo and Pablo Picasso. Chubby Checker and the
"Twist" are gleefully accepted as the only successors to
Johann Strauss and the waltz.

The unfortunate truth of the matter is that it can be
stated as a general principle of American life in the Twentieth
Century that as the standard of living increases the standard
of culture decreases. Science, supposedly a beneficent Mother
to us all, has brought with its material benefits a correspond-
ing intellectual deficit.

Radio and television, potential sources of great culture
and educational benefits for the populace as a whole, have
become instead a gross opiate of the people. Before tele-

vision it was not at all unusual to think and to inquire, but
Mother Science has provided an easier, more leisurely way
to pass away the time. We no longer need the mind as an
instrument of enjoyment and as a result Junior no longer
plays the piano or heads for the old swimming hole, or travels
with Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer in the freedom and joy of
the adventure of youth. His is a ready made world, peopled
by Sally Star, Huckleberry Hound, and, a Httle later on.
Dear Abby.

Junior grows up in a world in which money is the mea-
sure of man and Ivy is the measure of college. Is he con-
fused? Why? Isn't it obvious that the man should be made
to fit the job, that the mind should be made to fit the mediocre,
and the individual made to fit the society?

Why gripe, you ask. To live, to think, to know, to create,
I reply. ; f

the public library, neither one
understanding the other.

All this reverts back to the
poster "Support the college of

your choice" and what could

come of it. So the next time

you're standing on the bus, and
one of those signs in staring you
right in the face, take a long
look at the bus driver. If you
have a little more initiative, ask
him what he thinks of Homer.
You might expect him to say he
hadn't read the comics that par-
ticular morning, but don't be too
surprised if he starts reciting

the Iliad.

The Senior Qaeen contest

opens today — closes April 1.

Photographs of contestants
may be submitted to co-chair-

men Lon Retacoo or Gas Sasn-
Jara at the Vlllanovan Office.

Winning Queen wlU be chosen
by Tab Hunter.

Mr. Justice Clark

I

I

(Continued from Pa^e 1)

Bowers, Robert J., MKT., JR.

Carolan, Francis, ACX:., SR.

Delaney, Robert E., ACXJ., SO.

Fleck, William G., CE., JR.

Greyson, Eileen M., NUR., SR.

Hampton, oJhn M., CE., SR.

Hartman, Robert H. Jr., CE., SO.
Hickey, John M., PL., SR.
Keiser, John T., ME., JR.

Knepley, Walter C, NUR., SO.
Lane, John M., lA., JR.

Ludlow, Philip A., CCD., SO.

Marchell, Francis J., ME., SO.

McLeod, Sr. Angela, NUR., JR.

McNamar, Richard T., PHI., SR.

Muench, Paul E., EE., SR.
Perez, Evelio A., CHE., SR.

Schmit2, Paul M. Jr., EE., JR.

Strazzella, James A., PHI., SR.

Tyler, Henry J., EDU., SO.
Abate, Edword L.. CHE.. SO
Abrahom, Jomet W., CF., FR
Adams, David J. Jr., E6R., FR
Alessondrini, Louis, EDU.. SR
Alexander, Oharles A., PSY., SR. ...

Allord, William K., MAT., SO
Alvarez, Pedroso A., CHE., JR
Amfye, Victor E., ACC, JR
Aridrews, Joseph J., EE., JR
Antonir>i, Mary L., NUR., JR
Anzoldi, Ross R., PL., SO
Arnholt, George A.. PLy JR
Ascolese, Donald G., CE^ SO
Astorr, John J., BIO., SO
Athonsio, Joseph J., ACC^ SO
Auxer, Williom L, EGR., FR
Bacon, Richard G^ CF^ FR
Baoshaw, Robert T., ACC, SR
Boiley, John J., ART., SO
Bailey, Walter R., ART., FR
Ballay, Stephen J., EGR.. FR
Bannon, James K., EE., SO
Barbush, Salvatore M., ACC,
Barnes, James F., lA., SR. . .

.

Bortolini, Robert A.. EGR., FR.

Barton, Bruce J., FIN^ SO. . .

Borton, Ronald W., EGR., FR.

Battagiia, Frank J., PE., SO. .

Becher, M chael C, EE., SO. .

Bechold, Bruce R., FIN., JR.

Bell, Michael J., EGR., FR. .

Benas, Florence I., NUR., JR
Bentr. Francis J., EDU., JR
Berndt, Richard O., CF., FR
Berriz, Armondo A., CE., JR
Bertozzi, Richard J., CHM., FR. .

.

Bertz, Paul S. Jr., ACC, SO. .

.

Beverviur, Michael G., CHM., FR. .

Bilardello, Daniel P., ART., FR. .

.

Bilon, Richard L., SOC, SO
Bird, Barbara, NUR., JR. ...

Blaile, Raymond G., ACC, SO. . .

.

Blake, Patricia A., NUR., FR. ...

Blot, Harold W., ME., SR.

Bohn, Robert H. Jr., ENG., SR. ...

Bohn, Vincent A., EE., JR
Boris, LeorKird D., EE., SO
Bosche, William J., CE., SR
Bossert, Bruce M.. ART., SR. • • • • •

Boudreau, Joan M., NUR., JR. . •

Boulfonl, Francis W., HIS^ SR. . .

.

Boundas, Theodore A.. PSC, SR. .

.

Boyer, Richord P., BIO., FR
Brondley, John R., CF., FR
Brazel, Joseph F., BIO., JR.

Breen, Joseph M., SCI., JR
Brett, James P., SOC, FR.

Brier Edward J., EDU., SO.

Broglio, Ronald J., ME., JR
Brown, Lynn D., CHB., JR. , *=
Brown, "rtiomas .M.j^ lA., SR 365

!3!l2
.3.65
.3.55
.3.00
.3.64
.3.73
.3.68
.3.30
.3.68
.3.65
.3.30
.3.33
.3.18
.3.47
.3.21
.3.26

SR.

.3.41

..3.26

..3.32

..3.35

..3.47

..3.74

..3.17

..3.53

..3.05

..3.23

..3.12

..3.53

..3.00

..3.06

..3.10

..3.59

..3.74

..3.10

..3.15

..3.25

..3.00

..3.26
..3.12
..3.00
..3.00
..3.12
..3.36
..3.35
, .3.48
..3.58
.3.86

.......3.00

.......3.24
3.21

.3.05

.3.33

.3.29

.3.10

.3.10

.3.05

.3.14

.3.12

.3.35

.3.05

.3.40

.3.58

.3.09

.3.38

.3.32

.3.05

.3.15

.3.85
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K^'^ll/ n «!' V^ACC- SR- 3 82 "^e^"^ Nich-l-s R.. CE., JR

^'T^' u^^"^ pJ" tii 319 .»lezia, Lillian M., NUR.. FR.
Leitch, Hugh J., PSC JR 3.^v

-^^ ^^^ j poL., SR
Leitz. Agnes M NUR.. SR 3.7J

Thomos L., PHY.. FR

F*°~' •'''2!S.«iH P ^ ?MY SR 3 62 P'^lor^H. Ronakl L, BIO.. JR.
Lepping, Ronald P, PHY., SR. 3.6/ Roymond C, SOC. FR

H^l^°' ^^^f^ S '

FF^ iN 3 05 Pompof^'o, Janet A.. NUR., JR
L eble n, WiHiom H EE 4N 3.0b p »^ '^.^^^^ ^ b,o p,^
Lipar>., John A.. ART. JR J^

p G--rae C. MAT.. SR

V'i^ ^^b i^lrc SO* 3 S? Port^k. ji^r^s F. CF., FR.

Lowenstein, Midnoel. CF.. FR
3.J2 J^,.^^' ^;,^,^ j

'

y^^C. SO
Lowry. Joseph A. ACC., SR 3.47

,^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^ ^ ^
Lucas, John J-. ME SR 3.JJ

^ ^^^ j,
Lucey, Denis J., SC(., FR 3.09 ^ . ^.„.^^ .^ ^^ p,
Lucey, Jphn E. lA SO . .^ 3.4 ^^^ Douolos J., ART, JR
Lukowskl^tonlev J y ACC , SO J «

^ ^, j p fgR . FR
Luongo, Donw G -.

"A - SR- • 3./ „^^,„„;' ^^ p aCC. sQ
Luongo, N^loj A .A., SO 3.| .^ ^
P!!^'' .t°^" 1^ 'n^ft '« 350 •'•^*l P*'*^ A.. r«» JR

i'-^' i^.22i' /'ir^ ?A SO 3 0? Reeber, DovW A., CF., JR

^r^' 4T!i \ kif w ". 3 5? R-«qn. '«»"*« P- ^^ JR

^^rS.^^Tlu;.-»;-^--:
i

S||>:^V;ii5.r.. ::::::

ii°fl^ ^°*^^i A 'cHE% 3 50 RenrcttT i^^h l. CF IR

r^'Bri', ^'stv%•
•••'•• \h Ir^S: rrr?.u"V°;-.

: : ;

:

M"^ i 'XZSa, M ACC "so' In «SSSS,'»n.,. ).. AXT so..

»43o4.;;'if «. : : ; : :
:

5
|.-,.--j> ,,^=,- "^•. •

•. -. -.

•.

tif!-^' ;t^M F ART FR 3 25 Suooerl. Louis J. FGR.. FR
Mossey. DonoW P., ART, PR. . » «

Rufoe Peter J., BIO.. SR.

il*'!.*!?;; ^^1. X XCC^ JR
"

: 3 37 R^uTski. Stanle;. M.. 'EGR.. FR. ....

ii^I^L-ii^ F^iri. 'j EE" JR 3 05 R^v>, Thomos E.. EGR., FR
Motyskieto, P«>ncis J., EE., JR ^^^ Rutt>/ George W. MP., 4N

t^d.5X'o T.V^: SO.' •.-.•.V.-ii^ Ryor.'. R'.h^ M..' ACC, SO
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Rzepski, Thomos N., CF.. FR 3.52
Sobotino, Froncis A.. ACC, JR 3. 1

1

Salvi"olo. Joseoh A., EDU., SO 3.21
Somulewicz, Fdword J.. PSY.. JR 3.37
^omulewicz. Thomas F., ART., SR 3.74
Sando's, J^hn a., ACC. SR 3.53
SonHlfer, William C. SOC, JR 3.24
SonfiPi, J«hn Jr., BIO.. FR 3.SH
Sontillo, F'oncis G.. AAC, SiR 3.29
"^conlo, Mory P., NUR., SR 3.18
Sconlon, Mory Louise. NUR.. JR 3.47
^conlon John V., BIO., FR 3.74
<:cho-ffer, Chorles F.. ACC, SO 3 12
Schaller, FHwarH J.. CHE SR 3 22
«^chaum, Alvv. R. SOC. SR 3.70
Scheorer, Walter P., PHY., FR 3 52
Sr+imitz, J'-mes E., CHM. SO 3 33
Srh-bert, Froncis S., I A.. SR 3.40
Schrier, Robert J.. CE.. 4N 3.76
«eber, Jor-,n B.. CE . SR 3 38
S-kits Donold F., CHE.. SR 3.48
Sell. Joseph W., EGR., FR 3.14
Sellyey, William C, PHY., SO. 3.21
Seltzer, Daniel J.. ART., FR 3.10
^hanahan, Joseph P., ACC, SR 3.47
Shannon, Daniel, CF., FR 3,12
Sharkey, Margaret J., NUR,, JR 3:32
Shaw, Gerald Lee, EDU., FR 3.16
Sheats, Philip F., PL, SR 3.12
Sherlock, Williom F., CF„ FR 3.00
Shiovi, Richard G^ EGR., FR 3.09
Shuman. Arthur R.. Jr.. lA^ JR 3.05
Siergiej. Bernard F., ART.. FR 3.40
Simmonds. Charles R.. ART., SR 3,42
Skrzypczok, Casimir, EE., JR 3.74
Smeck. Harry W.. CF.. FR 3.89
Smith. Barbara D.. NUR., SO 3.00
Smith. Gory V.. SOC, FR 3,00
Smith, James H., SOC, SO 3.00
Smith, Jomes J., EGR., FR 3,09
Smith, William G., ART*. FR 3.33
Sobkow, Robert N., lA., SO 3.12
Sorokoc. Joseph A., SOC, JR 3,75
Sottiloro, Robert R., ART., SR 3.11
Southard, Albert J., POU^ JR 3.10
Spollone, Jock S.. EGR., FR 3,23
Spongier, John V., EE., SO 3.00
Stager, Daniel W., PL..-SR 3.12
Stefan, John E., PSC, sR 3.42
Stevens, Joseph M., CE., SR 3.10
Stewart, Kenneth E., CF., FR 3.11
Stoiok, Anthony R., MAT., FR 3,24
Stolfo, Froncis A., ART., FR 3.75
Stolmon, Theodore B., ACC, SO 3.65
Stolz, Florence L., NUR., FR 3.48
Strotman, Joseph T., EE., JR 3.00
Sullivan, John J., CHE.. SR 3.78
Sullivan, Robert J., CE., SO 3.05
Sullivan, Robert N., ACC, SR 3.29
Susnjoro, Ga»y M.. ENG.. SR 3.20
Swortz, Charles E., ME., SR 3.62
Sweeney, James G., ENG., JR 363
Switzer, Wayne J., PHY., FR 3.26
Sziede, Richard R.. PHY., FR 3,26
Tamo, Philip J., PNG., SR 3.35
Taormino, Gosoer F., ACC, SO 3.27
Torobbio. Violet, NUR., JR 3.67
Taytor. Phyllis A.. NUR.. JR 3.74
Terry, Richard L., HIS., SR 3.14
Thornton, Ridhord, ACC., JR 3.65
Tighe, Michoel C, ENG., SR 3.76
Tinucci, Richard C, PL., SR 3.12
Toczylowski, Carole, NUR., FR 3.10
Tolomeo. Allan S., ART., FR 3.40
Touey, WilPom J.. ACC, SR ;3.29
Tropp. Rovmond J.. ART.. JR 3.45
Traynor. Patrick J.. ART., SO .,3.47
Trello, Thomas J., ME., SR 3.25
Tumolo. Thomos J., ACC, JR 3.58
Vaccoro, James A., ACC, JR 3.53
Volenzo, Mory Ann T., NUR.. SR 3.73
Verrecchio, Michael. ME., SR 3.00
Vivino. Constance M., NUR., JR 3.08
Wagner, Carl T., ACC, JR 3,42
Waoner, Marion C, NUR., SO. ......3.16
Woldis. Richord J.. POL, JR 3 53
Wall, Thomas F., ENG., JR 3.30
Wnlley, Robert E., III. BIO., JR 3.10
Walsh, James B., MKT., SO 3.18
Walsh, John J., ACC. JR 3.21

Wareikis, Albert, C&F.. FR 3.09
Worriner. Louis A., PSY.. JR 3.31

Watson. Barbara M., NUR., SO 3.05
Weaver. Charles L., MAT,. SR 3.05
Weber, Joseph D., ACC, SO 3.29

Weed, Jock A., PSY., JR 3.16

Weinert. James J.. CHE.. SR 3,48

Wenclowiok, Jerome J., ME.. SR 3.33
Werner, Frank E., ME., SO 3.05

Wesley. John M., ART., SR. 3.73

West, George F., PL., JR 3.16
We»ierel, Bobert J., EE., SO 3.13

White, Frederick W.. ACC, SO 3.29

V^iite, Mory E„ NUR., SR 3.18

White, Vedder J., HIS., JR, 3.68

Wielo, Fred J., ME., SR. 3.71

Wilkinson, Edward R., ART., FR 3.45

Winters, DonokJ L., P€„ 4N 3.29

Wolf, Arthur W., ME., SO 3.43

Wolf, Cart G., PL, 4N 3.85

Woll, DovW R., EGR., FR 3.09

Yohnef, Johonno A., NUR., JR 331
ZtMeitki, Mortin F.. PHY., FR 3.43

Zak, Stonley W., EDU., SO. 3-26
laJockl. Joseoh C, SST., JR 3.18

Zorefsky. Bemodino, NUR., SR 3.63

Zehter, Edward J„ SHM„ SR 3.05

Zhelesnik, John J.. ME. JR 3.05

Zifchok, Donald G.. MKT., SR 3.00

Ziller, Richord J., EGR., FR 3 05
Zilligw>, JoMph H„ ACC, SO 3.47

NURSES TO ATTEND
UKRIMN NAUET
A group of Villanova student

nuraes will attend the American
Ballet at the Academy of Music
on Thursday, March 23. This
announcement was made by
Miss M. Dorothy Boyle, Deaa
oi' Women.
"A bloc of tickets have been

purchased at the Academy,"
said Miss Boyle, "and the girls

will attend as a group." She
added that next year similar ar-

rangements will be made for

several cultural affairs, mucn
like the ballet.

James Strazzella, Student
Council Executive Vice-Presi-

dent for Educational Affairs

(which includes the Cultural

Affairs Committee), expressed
his approval of the nursos'

action. "It is encouraging to see

that they (the nurses) have
demonstrated such an interest

in cultural affairs," he stated.
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ICG Attends Confab

VU's Bill Rademaker

Is Parliamentarian
by J. J. McAteer

With a flare of fllambuoyancy

of the typical politician, but

with a full knowledge of sub-

ject matter and a somewhat

idealistic demean, the Villanova

ICG succeeded in making a pro-

found impression on tne dele-

gates at the model state legisla-

ture held at Drexel last Satur-

day.

The convention, which attract-

ed representatives from colleges

and universities in the Philadel-

phia area, served as a sounding

board for the many ideas on

state governinent which are held

by college students.

Delegations which were pres-

ent at the convention came from

Villanova, PMC, Rosemont, Im-

maculata, Penn, Drexel, Ursiaus,

and West Chester.

The convention got under way
at 10 :00 a.m., Saturday and con-

tinued at a high feverish pitch

until the 6 p.m. adjournment.

During this time the Villanova

delegation, 21 strong, disting-

uished itself in both tne comnut-

tee meetings and in the general

assembly.

Of the nine committees that

met in the morning, Viiianova

chaired three. Ed McLaughlin

presided over the Labor and In-

dustry Committee; Tom Galen

headed the State Government
Committee; and Bill Lewis

chaired the Local Government
Committee. . :r." *

Most of the bills submitted by

the Villanova delegates in the

committee meetings were passed,

and eventually reached the floor

of the general assembly, which

met in the afternoon.

Second Parliamentarian

Bill Rademaker, a junior

chemistry major, played a sig-

nificant role in the precedings

of the general assembly. He
served as second parliamentarian

to the Speaker, Jim Campbell of

PMC.
On the floor of the assembly,

many Villanova delegates show-
ed themselves to be experts in

the exercise of parliamentary

law. They also were adept in

debating the merits of their own
bills and the weak points of

others. I

Belle Air Submits 200 pp.
1961 Book Complete: Spahn

Villanova's Chess Club en-

gaged in the latest Pie Shoppe
pahtinie.

Cuba
(Continued from Page 4)

Concerning the "concrete real-

ization of the regime, it is even
easier to refute your contention,

because Castro has conducted
our fatherland to bankruptcy.
In the first nine months of 1960,

Castro's estate collected forty

million less than in the same
period of 1959. Our public debt
is now higher than ever before,

when on January 1, 1959, it was
equal in value to the American
dollar.

The Agrarian Reform has been
a failure; and lately Cuba has
had to import one million pounds
of rice from the external market.

Our cattle have been destroyed,

and even the sale of chicken is

regulated. The countrymen are

now in Agrarian Communes,
where they are paid, not in

money, but in tickets, and that

only sometimes.

There has not been a single

new industry working since tlie

beginning of the Castro regime,

and our employment figures are

now over 700,000—the highest

in all our history. Our profes-

sionals have been compelled to

sign an oath to asure that they

will not leave the country.

And please do not give us the

false statement that Cuba now
has new friends—referring to

tlie Soviet bloc—that are help-

ing her, because the truth is that

the communists are playing a
"dumping" with our sugar pro-

duction. That is the truth, Mr.
Mills; here is your answer!

The facts and figures herein

are taken from FREE BOHEM-
IA, a Cuban Magazine published

in Venezuela by Cuban exiles.

The 1961 version of the BEL-
LE AIR has now been completed,
according to EJditor - m - Chief
Mike Spahn and Associate Ed-
itor Bob Schell. The last remain-
ing details of the year book,
which is representative of each
particular pha^e of the Villa-

novan, was taken care of last

Friday when the few remaining
outstanding sections were sent to
the printers.

The staff is now preparing the
layouts and details of next year's
book so that the 1962 staff can
benefit from the experience of
the present one. This will also
give an opportunity to the new
staff to begin work immediiately
next September. '

Smaller Staff

Toward the end of the semes-
ter, the staff and editors of the
1962 BELLE AIR will be offi-

cially announced. "They will

p'robably be a smaller and cer-

tainly more closely united
group," explained Bob Schell,

"This fact will definitely lend
itself to the achievement of a
more efficient orsranization."

The first deadline was Decem-
ber 15 on which 90% of the sen-
ior section under the direction
of Senior Editor, Joe Marone
was submitted. Due to the Jan-
uary examinations, several dead-
lines were not fulfilled. In the
past two weeks, however, the
staff caught up with a major
breakthrough and submitted
about 200pp. to their printer,

the William T. Cooke Publishing
Co., Inc.

"There has been," asserted
Mike Spahn, "a marked reduc-
tion in written copy while em-

1

Confusion refgns but Mike iSpahn seems to be quieting things
down as he aids (Bob Schell with a problem on layout of the '61

Belle-Aire.

phasis has beeA put distinctly

on photography. We have full

page and generally larger shots.

Color and tinted shots will also

be used to greater extent than
in the past, mostly due to the
tremendous job of rounding up
several thousand dollars of ad-
vertisements by our Business
Manager, John MacGarry."

Female Sports Editor
The sports section, guided

smoothly under the hand of
Sports Editor Miss Pat Massi,
has expanded and is using many
of the action shots that have ap-
peared in newspapers and news
services. A section is also de-
voted to the Villanova olympians
and several of their respective
adversaries.

Photo by Tom Yodzis
In addition to Editor Spahn

and Associate Editor Schell are
Tom Leubking, Activities Editor,
Ed Happ, University Editor, and
Walt Letterer, Underclass Ed-
itor.

"We anticipate submitting our
year book into some Press Con-
ference or evaluation center this
year", asserted Spahn. "Al-
though it has not been the pol-
icy of the administration to do
so, we feel that our book and its

staff deserves some credit for
its efforts."

"Our only feling now" added
Bob Schell, "After the book's

completion is that a larger of-

fice would have made the work
at times rather easier."
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ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON^S CORRASABLE BOND
Typing frrora never show on CorrtMble. The apeoial lur*

face of thit paper makea it poiiible to eraie without a

trace—with juit an ordinary pencil eraser. Retulta: clean*

looking, perfectly typed papers. Next time you sit down
at the keyboard, nuke no mistake— type on Corrisablal

Your choice of Corriaable in

light, medium, heavy weights and

Onion Skin. In handy 100-

•heet packets and SOO^heet

bozea. Only Eaton makes

Goffiiable.

A Berkahlre lypewritar Paper

ATOM rAPII CORPORATION (jjh PITTtfIBLD, HAIf.
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how to be roaring in your twenties
Flappers positively flip over lids groomed with 'Vaseline' Hair
Tonic. It's the only hair tonic specially made to use with water.
Water evaporates - robs your hair of grooming oils. Alcohol
and cream tonics evaporate too. But 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic
won't evaporate -it's 100% pure light grooming oil that re-
places the oil water removes. So don't be the varsity drag-
use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic on your hair - and oh, you kid!

it's clear ^ ^
it*8 clean

.

. . it's

Vaseline

Vaseline

HAIR
TON IC

li>au(« ro«bi inc
r to.. .• . w i 4

iQIii

I

,

VASELINE HAIR TONIC
'»*Ml)«C' <• * •fOKUMO TKAOItMSli Of CHttiaceuOH-rONP't inc.

1961 Junior Week Ready;

Details Remain: McMonagle
Like a tired and true stallion,

Junior Week promises to break

from the starting gate in top-

notch fashion with the highly

popular Mother's Day festivities

which will be held this year on
Monday, May 1, class president

Jim McMonagle said.

"Only a few details remain to

be ironed out," stated co-chair-

men Mike Stapf and Art Krieser

yesterday. "We will follow the

pattern that has made this event

so popular through the years

and will deviate only slightly in

matters such as the class gift."

Junior week publicity chair-

man Joe Zawacki also announced
that Lou Pace and Dave Reeber

have been designated to handle

the sale of tickets and publicity

pertinent to the event. "Tickets

are scheduled to go on sale some-
time in the middle of April,"

stated Zawacki, "with the actual

date still pending. Tickets for

the entire day will be $8.50."

"After the presentation cere-

monies, a walk to the field-house

is expected to work up an ap-

petite for Mom. Dinner will

be served with the main item

being Roast Beef," Stapf said.

Dinner will begin between
12:30 and 1:00 P.M. after which
entertainment will be provided

"to help Mom digest her meal",

said Stapf with tongue obviously

in cheek. The Villanova Concert

Band will definitely be one of the

groups providing music for every

students' favorite girl.

Zawacki noted, "The mothers

will receive a corsage, favors

and a program as remembrances
of "their day."

KC Nominations Soon
The Father Ludwig Council

No. 4609 Knights of Columbus
will hold nominations for new
officers on April 6 in Room 207

Vasey Hall at 7 :00 p.m.

Tom Luebking, Grand Knight,

has announced that the first de-

gree will be exemplified on

April 10 at 5:30 p.m. in the

Ardmore Council Chambers. All

Brother Knights are invited to

attend the degree procedings.

Applications for membership
are now being accepted. This

will be the last membership drive

of the year. Anyone who is in-

terested in obtaining informa-

tion about the Knights may see

Tom Leubking or Bob Schell in

the Belle Air office on the second

floor of Dougherty Hall.

And then there's the Hnlti-

more beauty who won the cov-

eted title of "Miss Soft Drink."

She kissed everything from sev-

en up.
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Here's deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick Deodorant... /a«i«it. ntate$t %oay to aii.

day, wry day protection I It*t the active deodorant for

active men ... absolutely dependable. Glides on smoothly,

speedily... dries in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant

—most convenient, most economical deodorant money ean

buy. 1.00 plus tax.

STICK
DEODORANT

M u i-x o rsi

ADMIRAU KNOLL
. . . RADM, USN, USNA, 1930

Admiral Knoll To

Address VU NROTC
Rear Admiral Denys W. Knoll

will speak on Tuesday afternoon

to Villanova's NROTC Unit in

Vasey Hall at 2 :45.

His topic will be "The Present

and Future Navy."
Admiral Knoll is no stranger

to Villanova's Campus, most re-

cently being here for the Villa-

nova Press Conference*

Admiral Knoll, well known for

his anti-communist views, was
graduated from the U.S. Naval
Academy in the class of 1930.

He was selected for Admiral in

1957 while serving as Chief of

Staff for the Seventh Fleet. As
a junior officer he went the usual

service college route. Addition-

ally, he chose to specialize in

Meteorology in which field he

holds a Master's Degree.

This specialty led him to

serve in Russia for several years

as assistant to the now Com-
mander in Chief of the Pacific

Fleet, A<imiral Harry Felt.

His first duty as Rear Admiral

was in charge of the mainten-

ence and improvement of the

U.S. Fleet under Admiral Burke.

Subsequent duties at sea were
as Destroyer Flotilla Command-
er. He is now Director of the

Technical Studies Group in the

Office of the Chief of Naval Op-
erations.

Ponko Discusses Nature Of
17th Century Church-State
Dr. Vincent H. Ponko, Jr. was

the first guest speaker in the

fifth annual series of lectures

sponsored by the Department of

History and Political Science for

the students and faculty of Villa-

nova last Wednesday evening.

The topic of Dr. Ponko's discus-

sion was "The Nature of the

Connection Between Throne and
Altar in Elizabethan England."

English AnUderical

In his lecture, Dr. Ponko
brought out the reason why
Queen Elizabeth chose Protes-

tantism at the beginning of her

reign and the forms which the

Church in England took there-

after. At the time, the English

people were not necessarily re-

ceptive to the Catholic Church
due to their anticlerical tendency

and the fact that the Church in

England had not taken any ac-

tual constructive steps to reform
itself.

Dr. Ponko further emphasized
that the conception of the An-
glican religion by Elizabeth was
not initiated because of any
specific demands by her subjects

but rather due to the dictates

for a strong sovereign state.

This idea was then foremost in

the minds of the English poli-

ticians and could not really be

achieved without the establish-

ment of a state church. The
Church of England, therefore,

asserted Dr. Ponko, was merely
a political and not a relig^ious

enterprise.

Ft. Regan Presides

Presiding over the lecture was
the Rev. Robert E. Regan, OSA,
Chairman of the Religion De-
partment, who termed the talk

"enjoyable, interesting, and in-

formative." After completion of

his talk. Dr. Ponko was question-

ed by the near capacity group
which was in attendance.

BREAK FREE
Point the nose down the runway . . . sit up . . .

shove the throttle wide open . . . and you'll break

free of nearly all the restrictions you live under.

Restrictions you don't even realize are there

—

until they're not there.

It's up to you then. You're strictly on your own
—to go wherever you want . . . flying high . . .

where time and space become something entirely

new.
That's why flying gets into your blood.

Try it once at our expense. Cut out this ad
and bring it with you for a free ride*

;

^ Paved Runways • 15 New Aircraft

Primary and Advanced Instruction

HORIZON AERO SERVICE
BRIDGEPORT AIRPORT • BRIDGEPORT, N.J.

On Rt. 322 jugt ioufh of Rf. 130

NOiii*tt*ad 7-OtlO WAInwt 3-1994

Dr. Ponko received his Doc-
torate from Loyola University

in Chicago after having gradu-
ated from Brown University with
his Bachelor's degree and DePaul
University with his Master's.

After his graduation from Loy-
ola, he served there in the capa-

city of Assistant to the Dean of

the Arts and Sciences Division.

Currently, he is engaged in in-

structing in undergraduate and
graduate courses at Villanova.

Considers Development
The 1961 lecture series will

consider significant developments
involving Church-state relation-

ship in modem and contempor-
ary Europe. An analysis of

basic trends and controlling fac-

tors are to be discussed.

Subsequent lectures will be
conducted on March 15 and 22
at 7:30 p.m. at 110 C&F. Sched-
uled to speak on these dates are

Mr. Bernard F. Reilly whose
topic will be "Religion under the

French Monarchy: Louis XIV
and the Church,"' and on the fol-

lowing week Dr. Fritz Nova who
will speak on "The Bismarkian
Kultur Kampf."

Review Announced

Plans for this year's Navy
Spring Review have been an-
noun<?ed by Captain J. E. Boyle,

Commanding Officer of Villa-

nova's NROTC Unit.

The battalion will pass in re-

view for Very Rev. John A. Kle-

kotka, OSA, President of the

University ; Rear Admiral
Charles H. Lyman, III, USN,
Commandant, Fourth Naval Dis-

trict; and other distinguished

guests, according to Captain
Boyle.

After the review there will be

an oipen house in Commodore
John Barry Hall with stud^its

demonBtrating the various facil-

ities.

A virus is soniething origin-

ated by someone who couldn't

spell pn<>umonia.

Scholar dollars

travel farther

vyrith SHERATON
HOTELS
STUDENT-
FACULTY
DISCOUNTS
Save on the going prices

of going places at
Sheraton Hotels.
Special save-money rates on
singles and greater savings per
person when you share a room
with one, two or three friends.

Generous group rates arranged
for athletic teams, clubs
and college clans on-the-go.

For rates, reservations or
further information, get in

touch with:

Robert J. Shermon
Box 819
Villonovo University

Vilkmovo. Po.
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V. U/s Loyalty Oath Controversy Pro and Con
Pro: U.S. Has Right to Loyalty

Of Its Loan Beneficiaries

Back in October of 1957 when the

first Soviet sputnik streaked across the

sky, the nation suddenly became very

concerned about our defense system,

about our science proj^ram, and about

the scientists being trained in American
colleges.

''•"'

We were told over and over again

that we were not graduating enough
scientists, and that this could seriously

affect our defense program in the

future. .''.:'-• '.
':',''•

,''i.'.!::' '

In 1958 Congress responded when it

passed the National Defense Education
Act. The Act provided for $295 mil-

lions of dollars in federal loans to col-

lege students and for a minimum of

$36.3 millions in National Defense
Scholarships.

Affidavit and Oath
Those receiving the loans were re-

quired to file an affidavit stating that

they were not members of, and did not

support, any organization that believes

in or teaches the overthrow of the

United States government by force or

violence; and to sign a positive state-

ment of allegiance to the United States

government.
While there are about 1200 insti-

tutions, including Villanova which par-

ticipate in the program, about 20 col-

leges have withdrawn from the pro-

gram because of the Loyalty Oath re-

quirement. The reasons for their doing
so are about the same in all cases.

One of the most common objections

concerns the principle of academic free-

dom. The objectors say that students
are being discriminated aeainst because
of their ideas, and that the true spirit

of academic freedom is being violated.

Does academic fredom include the right

to overthrow the U.S. government by
force and violence?

Freedom of belief and conscience

does not include the right to destroy the
freedom of others. Those who are mem-
bers of the Communist conspiracy are
not simply holding to a philosophical
belief; they are part of a conspiracy
which is dedicated to the overthrow of
all free governments by every and any
means possible.

Those who oppose the loyalty oath
are often heard to say that the oath is

discriminatory in the fact that it sinsrles

out college students from the population
as being more suspect than other people.
They point out that farmers receive aid
and are not required to take an oath.

Sneclal Reasonfi
It seems obvious, though, that there

are special reasons why students receiv-
ing science loans and fellowships should
take the oath. One good reason is that
the Defense Eklucation Act was passed
fts part of our defense program. To give

by Bill Williamt

aid to Communist College students for

defense purposes would be ridiculous to

say the least.

It has long been known that the
college is a prime target of infiltration

for the Communist Party. There is now
a concerted drive to establish Commun-
ist cells on more and more college cam-
puses. Father Robert F. Grewer, Presi-

dent of Lemoyne University in Syracuse,
New York, says that it will be naive to

think that there are not many Com-
munist cells on the college campuses.
The American people have a clear right

to demand the loyalty of those students

who are receiving taxpayers money as a
part of our defense program.

Test Oaths
Another common argument con-

cerns the historic test oaths from six-

teenth century England down through
Hitler. Some people seem to fear that

we are heading back toward these an-

cient oaths. There is an important dif-

ference, though, between the present

oath and those ancient wrongs. The
present oaths are completely voluntary,

;

nobody has to take them, whereas the

historic oaths were imposed on all citi-

zens.

Harold C. Biley, head of one of the

national committees to defend the

loyalty oath, says that "The student is

the sole judge of whether he will or will

not subscribe to the oath. Taking the

oath is dangerous only to those stu-

dents who are willing to help destroy the
country."

,

Even some of those who admit that

the loyalty oath is valid and that the

government has the right to demand
the loyalty of those it is aiding under
defense program object on the grounds
that the oath is ineffective. They claim
that a communist will be the first one
to sign a loyalty oath.

False Argument
This argument is demonstrably

false, however. If a student takes the
loyalty oath and is proven to have lied

under oath, he can be convicted of "ner-j

jury. Both Alger Hiss and William Rem-

'

ington were convicted on perjury
charges. The fact that fear of a perjury
charge deters Communists is beyond
question. A student convicted of perjury
could be fined as much as $10,000 and
imprisoned for as long as five years.

If the lovalty oath is repealed there
will be nothing to ston Communists
from receiving an education with the
taxpayers' money. Those who are cry-

ing about academic freedom are divert-

ing our attention from the deadly seri-

ousness of the powerful conspiracy
which confronts us. Repeal of the lovalty

oath would make the job of the Com-
munists that much easier.

Con: Oath is Discriminatory;

Loyalty Cannot Be Coerced

Everyone should recognize the
great danger to our free society by the
Communist conspiracy. It is such that

it demands the eternal vigilance of all

Americans. But we must not fail to
recognize another danger, equally subtle

and profound. This is the danger to our
democratic process presented in re-

action to the first menace.
We must not allow the hard-earned

freedoms and rights of man to which
this country is dedicated to be stolen

from us by Communism nor to be given
away in fear of it. It is of this later

danger that these words on the Loyalty
oath and affidavit required by the Na-
tional Defense Education Act should
tend as a warning.

Dual Forces Working
In the recent history of the country,

we have seen the danger of Communism
at work, informed as we were by Whit-
taker Chambers and many others. We
have seen, too, an obsessed junior Sen-
ator impugning the loyalty of, a great
American General and statesman.

Let us return to neither of these
eras. Let us repudiate both. As President
Kennedy promised, let us "bring the

nation's unfinished business before her".

Let us recognize that a part of this un-
finished business is the disposal of the
remnant of McCarthyism, the Loyalty
Oath. Clear thinking citizens must recog-

nize, that unlike the late Joseph Mc-
Carthy so often preached, this issue

cannot be reduced to a simple question

of whether one is loyal or not or whether
one stands for the Security and welfare
of the United States or not.

Beware of simplification, as it is the

tool of propagandists and the enemy of

truth. Let us steer a steady course
through these two extremes of danger
and fit the whole question of the loyalty

oath into its proper perspective, so that

we may be judged by history as a so-

ciety which stood firm in the face of

danger, which with reason, preserved the

freedoms won for it by so much sacri-

fice.

The Loyalty oath and affidavit can-

not menace the Communist movement.
It can and does infringe on academic
freedom and the rights of some Amer-
ican citizens. It can't hurt the Com-
munists because no avowed Communist
would hesitate to swear falsely before a
God he disclaims, nor cower in the fllce

of a perjury conviction, any more than
a Smith Act conviction. Communists
who are willing to face a murdei* charge
for the good of their party would not

hesitate to face a perjury charge.

The conviction and conduct of Alger
Hiss illustrate my contention. If the

loyalty oath does not effect Communists,
who then suffers by it? Why the stu-

dents and the Academic profession it-

by Anthony G. Bofemon

self. For students alone of all those
who receive governmental subsidy are
required to swear their loyalty.

Loyalty cannot be coerced nor com-
pelled and neither can an oath inculcate
loyalty. Rather loyalty upon which
true reliance can be placed is that kind
worked and evoked by the inherent
worth and virtue of a cause or institu-

tion toward which it is directed. Oaths
can be nothing in comparison to beliefs

instilled by free choice after free thought
and inquiry. Cromwell asked of the
citizen, "that we know what we fight
for, and love what we know". Let us
believe in our democratic system and not
just swear by it.

"Thou Shalt Not . . ."

It is not too fanpertinent at this tfane

to remember that "thou shalt not take
the name of the Lord thy God in vain"
and oaths lightly taken or carelessly
required may lead us into this tempta-
tion. Oaths of this type have his-

torically projected the authority of the
state into the reahn of conscience and
belief and this country ruled at its in-

ception that the state had no place
therein. Tyrannies have made these
oaths a rigid and common requirement.

In Nazi Germany the greeting was
in the form of an oath—"Heil Hitler".

Loyalty oaths are not the sign of a
strong and free man, but of uncertain
and fearing government officials, who
seek to reassure themselves by intimi-

dating others. We must not hide behind
an oath in order to insure support in a
democracy, nor can we afford to set a
price of a loan on the patriotism of our
students.

We can not buy the loyalty of Fttu-

dents at home any more than we have
bought the loyalty of others abroad. Nor
can we antagonize the academic profes-

sion so necessary to our survival by
questioning their loyalty alone among
all profesions. Are men innocent until

proven guilty or must American citizens

now assume the responsibility of proving
their innocence or face conviction of

guUt?
Let us join in the spirit of Thomas

Jefferson who long ago prayed for his

University of Virginia, that "Here we
are not afraid to follow truth, wherever
it may lead, nor to tolerate error, so

long as reason is free to combat it." This
should be the goal of our free society.

We must follow truth and combat C<Mn-

munism with reason.

Let us begin by unchaining truth

by removing its bindings, the Loyalty
oath and affidavit. We must stop this

precedent for the suppression of our
right of inquiry and fredom of belief.

We must live and work as free men in

order to remain superior to the evil of
CommunisntL

"./

*?>
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Choral Festival Succeeds

As Six Glee Clubs Emote

Herbert Flas conducts the combined choral group In an exciting rendition^Herltage of

Freedom" at the recent Viltonova choral festival. The group, composed of 15 membcfs from each

participating school, also sang **To Music** during the finale.

Bright ideawith a glowing future

^.^r-j
1^.^

At Gen Tel, research is put to work to advance

communications through sight as well as sound.

The dial of our compact Starlite* phone, for

example, utilizes an entirely new source of light

that marks a milestone in visual communications.

Called Panelescent® (electroluminescent) lighting,

it produces light without heat, has no bulb to turn

on and off, and costs less than H a year for

electricity.

Pioneered and developed by the Lighting Products

Division of our subsidiary, Sylvania, this dramatic

new light opens up almost infinite product possi-

bilities in sight communication. Already it is being

used for clock faces, radio dials, auto instrument

panels and road signs.

And, through the development of an ingenious

"cross-grid" design, electroluminescent panels are

now capable of reproducing alpha-numeric "read-

outs" for electronic computers. This achievement,

in fact, may one day lead to "flat wall" TV.

It is another example of the way General Telephone

& Electronics coordinates the scientific and engi-

neering leadership of many divisions in order to

make communications progress on all fronts.

TELEPHONE&ELEOTRONIDS

•Trad* Mark

An overflow crowd filled the

Villanova University Field

House Saturday night, March 11,

as six area college glee clubs

participated in the Sixth Annual

Choral Festival.

Opening with "O Magnum
Mysterium", the Immaculata

College Glee Club under the di-

rection of Robert Page sang four

selections, ending with excerpts

from "Brigadoon".

Directed by Herbert Fiss, tlie

St. Joseph's College Glee Club

gave two religious renditions:

"Gloria" and "Salvation Belong-

eth to Our God." This was fol-

lowed by "Song of the Vikings".

Also under the direction of

Herbert Fiss, the Rosemont Col-

lege Glee Club opened with "The
Little Babe" from "Ceremony of

Carols". They then sang "How
Lovely is Thy Dwelling Place",

followed by "September Song"
and the .s^prightly "Czechoslov-

akian Dance Song".

After intermission, Herbert

Fiss again returned, directing

the Holy Family College Glee

Club. "Oh! Had I Jubal's

Lyre", "Evening Glow", "Strike

It Up, Tabor", and "Mountains"

were sung.

Villanova's own Singers, again

directed by Herbert Fiss, began

with "Amo, Amas, I Love a

Lass". The solemn "Crucifixus"

was then sung, followed by the

majestic "Thunder", and finally,

"De Glory Road".

Loebner Lectures

Physicists On Solid

State Mechanics
Dr. Egon E. Loebner, solid

3tate physicist from RCA Lab-

oratory, spoke to the Villanova

jection of the American Insti-

:ute of Physics on Thursday,

vlarch 9, in 110 C&F.
Dr. Loebner's topic was

'Crystals . . . The Meeting

Grounds of Electrons, Photons,

and Phonons." The lecture in-

cluded a model of the diamond

crystal and slides of various

crystal structures.

A native of Czechoslovakia,

Dr. Loebner attended college in

Europe and received his doctor-

ate in physics from the Univer-

sity of Buffalo in 1955.

Dr. Loebner was accompan-

ied by Mr. Ward Poore who
works with the physicist at RCA.
Mr. William Driscoll, Moderator

of the Villanova Section of the

American Institute of Physics

and chairman of the department

of physics, welcomed the two sci-

entists.

The Chestnut Hill College Glee

Club, under the direction of Carl

Supipa, opened in a light vein

with "Let There Be Song" and
"I Feel Pretty" from "West Side

Story". They closed in a more
serious tone with "Give Me Your
Tired, Your Poor".

For the finale, a combination

of the six glee clubs, under

Herbert Fiss's direction, sang

"To Music" and "Heritage of

Freedom". A mixer completed

the evening, with the "Villanov-

ans" and the "Four-Fifths" en-

tertaining.

LKD To Contribute

20% Of Annual Dues

To African Student

Lambda Kappa Delta, the pre-

med fraternity, has voted to

contribute 20% of its annual

dues this year toward the edu-

cational expenses of Jubilee Am-
brose Kgomo, a medical student

at the University of Witwaters-

rand, Union of South Africa.

The total cost of Kgomo's ed-

ucation is being paid by CURA,
Catholic University Relief As-

sociation, a nation-wide subsid-

iary of NFCCS. This amounts to

approximately $900 per annum.

LKD's contribution is approx-

imately $100.

Ralph Lanciano, LKD Vice

President, pointed out that the

full import of the fraternity's

action might not, at first, be evi-

dent to everyone.

Filling the Breach

"Once we realize, however, the

great lack of native African doc-

tors, and how the Communists
are playing upon the gap of the

SAM To Institute

Scholastic Awards
The executive committee of

the University Chapter of the

Society for the Advancement of

Management announced that

plans have been completed for

their program of incentive and

scholastic awards.

The first of the new awards

will be presented to a senior

member of S.A.M. who will be

selected from the four men in

the club with the highest cumu-

lative average at the end of the

first semester of their senior

year.

The actual selection of this

student will be made by a faculty

committee which will be chosen

by Dr. Walter Klein, Chairman
of the Industrial Administration

I

Department and Moderator of

'the S.A.M. chapter.

Jubilee Ambrose Kgomo

ranks of educated leaders and

professional men to foment un-

rest in the heart of Africa, it

becomes evident that right here,

on Villanova's campus some-

thing is being done to actively

combat Communism," Lanciano

explained. i

Among those who commended

this resolution was the chairman

of the Biology Department. Said

Doctor John McLain: "The con-

tribution of the LKD fraternity

to the education of an African

medical student is an excellent

idea which should receive the

full support of all those inter-

ested."

"Other members of both the

faculty and administration have

similar sentiments," Lanciano

said.

"Thia decision to contribute

toward the education of Mr.

Kgomo is indicative of a new
and vigorously active spirit

among the members of LKD.
They seem to be growing aware

of the fraternity's ability to be-

come not only a vital force on

campus, but as in this case a

beneficial and important influ-

ence off campus as well," Lanci-

ano observed.
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Just Sign Here!

Tom Yodzis Ix discussing the Marine Officer Training: Program
with a member of the recruiting staff who were administering
testing in Dougherty Hall last week. (Photo by Alan Williams).

Gem Specialist To

Speal( To Geologists

On New Techniques
The Villanova Geological So-

ciety has announced that Dr.
Ralph J. Holmes of Colum<bia
University will deliver a lecture
in 215 Mendel Hall, Monday Ap-
ril 10 at 3:30 p.m.

The title of his lecture will be
"The Application of Modern
Mineralogical Techniques (X-
ray Diffraction, X-ray Floures-
cence, and Pyro-synthesis) to
the Solution of a Specific Miner-
alogical Problem." This will be
illustrated by means of lantern
slides, and everyone is invited
to attend.

Dr. Holmes received his Ph. D.

from Columbia University in

Mineralogy. He is a gem special-

ist, and has had many articles

published in scientific journals.

In Memorium
> '+>Sf- >^

S>

Rev. Polycarpo Oroz, ORSA, celebrates annual Memorial
Mass for the lato Father Lorenzo Lozano, founder of the Spanish
Ciub.

Bohn Addresses

Lit Club As Spring

Sessions Commence
l The Literary club held its first

meeting of the spring semester
last Tuesday at 4 :00 p.m.
At that meeting "Gary" Susn-

jara who succeeded Mike Dona-
hue as president of the club,

outlined his extensive program
for the current semester.

Included in his plan is an in-

crease in the number of meet-
ings, Susnjara explained, "which
will provide more members of
the society with an opportunity
to present to an interested audi-
ence some particular work in

which they have interest."

In keeping with the practice of
member participation which has
been instituted by the Literary
Club, the introductory lecture of

the semester was presented by
Bob Bohn, senior English major.
Choosing as his topic for the

address, the "Double Standard
of J. Alfred Prufrock", Bohn
proceeded to investigate and in-

terpret the licentious motiva-
tions apparent in Prufrock. Pru-
of J. Alfred Prufrock". ;,,

Prefacing his remarks with
the assurance that his interpre-

tations were "entirely unique",
Bohn proceeded to illustrate the
complete inadequacy of Pru-
frock's physical psychological
and social constitutions.

"Prufrock 's motivations,
which are involved in the con-
flict of his personality, are ex-

tremely complicated," Bohn ex-

pounded. "I believe that he
wanted to prove to himself, just

as man may want to prove his

mathematical or his athletic

prowess, that he was capable of

carrying on a tryst.

"He knew that he could not,"

Bohn point-blanked. "Yet the

weak Prufrock, submitting to his

animal nature, attempted the ill-

fated adventure. He was only

to realize, as the rjeader realizes,

the compdete inadequacy of his

being."

Suggesting that the tragedy

of man results from the conflict

of values in his society, Bohn
concluded that this conflict and
man's failure to resolve it con-

tribue to a basic self-imposed

frustration on the character of

an individual man manifested in

the actions of the illusion, J.

Alfred Prufrock.

I DON'T THINK THERE'S ANY END

TO THE OPPORTUNITY IN THIS BUSINESS
If

;:.£';•:

When Gene Segin got his B.S. in Business Ad-
ministration at the University of Illinois, he was
in touch with 8 prospective employers.

Gene joined Illinois Bell Telephone Company
because: "The people I talked to here made it

very clear that I would not be shuffled into some
narrow specialized job. I thought this job offered

the greatest opportunity for broad experience."

On his first assignment Gene was sent to Spring-

field where he conducted courses in human rela-

tions for management people.

His next move was to a traflfic operations job

in Rock Island. On this assignment he was in

charge of all personnel who are directly responsible

for handling telephone calls in this heavily popu-
lated area. Here Gene earned a reputation for

sound judgment and skill in working with people.

He was promoted to Traffic Supervisor.

Today, Gene's chief responsibilities are in man-
agement training and development, and company-
union relations. The latter includes contract bar-

gaining and helping settle labor disputes.

How does Gene feel about his job? "It's a real

challenge. I'm in some of the most vital and in-

teresting work in the country." And about the

future—"Well there aren't any pushover jobs
around here. It's tough. But if a man has what it

takes, I don't think there's any end to the oppor-

tunity in this business."

If you're looking for a job with no ceiling on it— a job

where you're limited only by how much responsibility

you can tahe and how well you can handle it—then

you'll want to visit your Placement Office for literature

and additional information on the Bell Cfmipanies.

Our number one aim is to have in all

management jobs the most vital, intelli-

gent, positive and imaginative men we
can possibly find."

Frederick R. Kappel, Prtaidtnt

American Telephone k Telegrraph Co. BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
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Wildcat Batketeers

Disappoint Severance

By Losing His Finale
by Bud Simmondt

Villanova's basketball team
ended its swan song for the

1960-61 season on both a drama-
tic and sad note. It was drama-
tic in that Penn applied a come-
from-behind defeat to the Wild-
cats 82-80 on a foul shot by Bob
Purdy in the final three seconds.

It was also a sad note because
coach Al Severance's devoted 25
year career was concluded with
a defeat which gave the Wildcats

a losing record (11-13) for the

year. Despite some great indivi-

dual performances by the Cats,

Penn edged ahead at 80-79 with

less than two minutes left, over-

coming a lead which Villanova

held almost the entire second
half.

Huble Ties It

Hubie White's free throw tied

it but Purdy then proceeded to

break the tie with the game-
winning tosses.

Co-captain Jim Huggard, Bob
Liberatore, and Tom Samulewicz
made their final appearances in

Blue and White uniforms impres-
sive. Huggard was a plajmaker
deluxe as he fed off for 14 assists

which was one shy of Guy
Rodgers' Palestra record while
Liberatore threw in 15 points.

Tom Samulewicz, winner of the
Food Fair Trophy, showed his

jubilation by scoring a career
high of 20 points. Hubie White,
Villanova's ace, led all Cat scor-

ers with 23. including his 1000.

The Goose Steps Out

(Photo by Mike Pastore).

Sophomore Pat (Goose) Traynor, (right), stays doggedly

on the heels of the "pack" in the two mile run at the IC4A meet

last Saturday night. Traynor finished a surprising fourth.

'Cats All Opponent

Selections Include

One Big Five Star
by Ken Wiotrak

The members of the basket-

ball team selected their annual

All-Opponent squad last week.

Those named to the team were

selected because of outstanding

performances against the Wild-

cats during the recently deceased

lacklustre campaign.

First team selections include

Len Chappell, Wake Forest;

Wayne Yates, Memphis State;

Rod Thorn, West Virginia;

Bruce Drysdale, Temple; and
Doug Moe, North Carolina. The
second five comprises Don Ko-

pis, Marquette; York Larese,

North Carolina; Joe Maddrey,

Niagara; Ken Rohloff, North

Carolina State; and Bill O'Con-

nor, Canisius.

Chappell, the only unanimous
choice for first team honors,
scored 26 points and grabbed 21
rebounds in an upset loss to the

Wildcats. Yates' 25 points and
23 rebounds earned him the

most impressive opposing player
tag by a two-thirds majority.

Thorn is West Virginia's suc-

cessor to Rod Hundley and
Jerry West. He showed amazing
long distance accuracy with a

30 foot two handed jump shot
in tallying 26 points. He also

nabbed 17 rebounds in another
upset loss.

Model formodel . . . there are 18 Chevrolet^ lower
priced than any other fulhsized carl

Leave it to these Jet-smooth (Hhevies to go easy

on your family budget! All told there are 18

Chevrolets—VS's and 6's—priced lower than com-

parable competitive models*. Sumptuous Impalas,

sprightly Bel Airs, bottom -priced Biscaynes and a

whole stable of wonderful new wagons. And every

one of them has a road-gentling Jet-smooth ride,

Body by Fisher refinements and dozens of engi-

neering details you'd expect only in the most ex-

pensive makes. Look them over at your Chevrolet

dealer's oncnstop shopping center and see how

easy it is to drive out in just the one you want!

* Based on comparison of manufacturers' suggested .retail prices (including Federal tax) for models with 118-inch wheelbase or above.

IMPALAS

Impala V8 Convertible

Impala V8 Sport Sedan

BEL AIRS

Bel Air V8 2-Door Sedan

WACOIVS

Nomad Six 4-Dr. 9-Pass. Station Wagon

Impala V8 Sport Coupe

Impala VB 2Door Sedan

BISCAVNBS

Biscayne VB 4-Poor Sedan

Biscayne VB 2-Door Sedan

Bel Air VB 4Door Sedan

Nomad V8 4-Dr. 9-Pass. Station Wagon

Nomad V8 4-Dr. 6- Pass. Station Wagon

Parkwood Six 4Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

Parkwood Six 4-Dr. 9-Pass. Station Wagon

Brookwood Six 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

Nomad Six 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

Parkwood V8 4-Dr. 9Pass. Station Wagon

Parkwood VB 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon

Brookwood VB 4-Dr. 6-Pass. Station Wagon
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\\\\ Muscovich sits glumly by
as his mates cavort on the Ithan
A^'enue diamond. Muscovich met
a bad bounce with his cheekbone.

Inclement Weather

Hampers Villanova's

Diamond Standouts
by Joe McCorthy

The varsity baseball team
nractice session, under the di-

rection of Arthur Mahan, the re-

cently appointed Director of

Athletics, commenced the 1961
season with one-hundred and
four candidates reporting. The
efforts of the large turnout to

^

get in shape, however, have been
seriously hampered by the cold
and unpredictable weather con-
ditions.

Among the returnees from
last year's NCAA tournament
squad are third baseman Dan
Renn, who compiled a .411 aver-
age, and Bill Platco, another in-

fielder who wound up with a .327
mark. Striving to continue as
the 'Cats' starting shortstop,
Don Malega boasts of a .354
average as he enters practice.

Assisting the pitching corps
again this year is the 'Cats'
standout, Phil Fidalgo with a
previous 8-3 won-lost record.
"The loss of Frank Kreutzer to
the Red Sox," asserted Mahan,
"and that of Fred Alworth to
Milwaukee, of course, do not
help our situation much, but we
are anticipating some assistance
from Wayne Walz, a sophomore
who has looked good in practice
and Mike Kiley who just re-
turned from the service. There
are other good candidates, but
at the moment, it is a little too
soon to pass any accurate judge-
ments."

Joe Cramer, a slick-fielding
center-fielder, has also reported
in good condition and will as-
sume the same position after a
successful 1960 season. Filling
the catcher's position Al Wie-
gand will face a tough battle
with Jack Foley to retain his
starting place in the lineup. "We
could," reasoned Mahan, "prob-
ably adapt some of the excess
infield and catching talent to
outfield positions."

The final statistics of the 1960
varsity baseball team find elev-
en players who are expected to
return to Art Mahan who guid-
ed the team to a 15-4 regular
season record. The new sched-
ule consists of only nine home
games and twelve away games,
an overall increase of four
games since last year. At pres-
ent, Mahan is having the players
continue night workouts so that
they might be sufficiently pre-
pared for the season opener on
Mairch 29 against Gettysburg.
When questioned a'bout the

prospects of the team, Mahan re-

plied cautiously, "Again, we
have some definite quality on the
squad, but it is still necessary
to hold back judgment until we
see whether we have enough
depth to endure a full schedule
successfully. That is the
question in my mind, now."
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A Night To Forget
Photo Story By Mike Poitort

Blase . . . . Bemuseled . . . . . Begone
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Budd breeies • • * . . Pras presses

. * . The race . . •

The rest . .

.

The rage . . .

Pictured above is tlic Villanova freshman sw iinminK team. The frosh antator? are coached

Ed Geiz (front row, extreme right) and Jack Lumsden (second row, extreme right).

fioeSL

Decidedly not. In fact most executive jobs are on

the ground. Of course, all officers may apply for pilot

and navigator training if they meet the eligibility

re(|uirements. There will always be a need for piloted

aircraft. And it is foreseeable that in your working

lifetime, there will be piloted spacecraft—piloted and

navigated by Air Force officers.

But right now, there is also a big future for college-

trained Air Force officers on the ground. New and

exciting technical jobs are opening up. Important ad-

ministrative positions must be filled as World War II

officers move into retirement.

How can you—a college student—become an Air

Force officer? First, there's Air Force ROTC. Then

for college graduates, men and women in certain

fields, there is Officer Training School. The graduate

of its three-month course wins a commission as a sec-

ond lieutenant. Other ways are the Navigator Train-

ing program, and the Air Force Academy.

Some benefits that go with being an Air Force

officer. Starting salary plus allowances compare

with the average in e(|uivalent civilian jobs. Then

there's free medical and dental care, thirty-day vaca-

tion, the chance to win graduate degrees at Air

Force expense, and liberal retirement provisions.

No, Air Force oflicers do not need wings to move

up. There's plenty doing on the ground. Perhaps you

could be one of these young executives in blue. Ask

your local Air Force Recruiter. Or write. Officer

Career Information, Dept. SC13, Box 7608,

Washington 4, D.C., if you want further infor-

mation about the navigator training or Officer

Training School programs.

U. S.Air Force
There's a place for

professional achievement on the

Aerospace Team

I—Round MIdcourf-

'Cats MVP, Jim Huggard
by Joe Zawocki

Prior to this past basketball season, if any observer had
predicted that the Villanova Wildlats' season would end on
March 11, he would have been chided by partisans and neu-
trals alike for neglecting* to include the 'Cats in one of the
post-season tournaments. This was to be one of those years
when things would swing at a wicked pace that would leave
most people, especially the opponents, gasping for breath.

But somehow, the Wildcat express never got off the
ground and it ended up as one of the most disastrous in
Coach Al Severance's 25 year reign. It is not the purpose
of this corner to explore the reasons or instances that led

to the team's downfall but rather to single out one of the
few bright spots in a year where many observers openly said
there were none.

Last Year . . .

Ironically, this column is being written almost one year
to the date that a former VILLANOVAN columnist took Jim
Huggard to task for exhibiting qualities that do not fall un-
der the category of "teamplay". Needless to say, the column
provoked much controversey in the area and Huggard was
consequently maligned and generally blamed for the 'Cats*

poor showing against Detroit and Utah State in last year's
NIT. .-^\

Yet no one took the time to ask the little one how he
felt about the affair. So, stubborn man that he is, he pro-
ceeded to make use of the 1960-61 season to prove by his
actions thflt the most important thing to Jim Huggard was
victory. The team failed. Huggard didn't.

"

Like all sports, basketball has its share of cliches. One
of the most prominent goes something like, "his contribution
can't be measured in the box score." If there is any truth
at all in that statement, then it has to apply to Huggard's
play this year. People noticed this year more than any other
that Huggard plays only one brand of ball, that being "gut-
ball", which, due to the nature and complexity of the game
of basketball, is not easy to maintain throughout a 24 game
schedule. ^^^ Faultless

This is not meant to imply that he has been faultless

in the team's slump. At 28, his personality structure is long
past the formative stage and not even an experienced man-
f

^v^'*'^^^ ipulator like Severance is going
f .^^^^^^^^^^H to get through to him when his

mind is set. Hence, you find

certain instances through the
season when he overly con-

trolled the ball or took the
wrong shot at the wrong time.
However, when contrasted

with his positive contributions,

the change from last year be-

comes evident. Who was it that
seemed to come up with the
big night against the important
teams that the 'Cats have a
tendency to knock off? Who
single-handedly led the assaults

that wiped out prodigious half-
JIMMY HUGGARD time leads in Dixie against

N.C. State and Carolina? Find the answer to these questions
andi you come face to face with Villanova University basket-
ball team's most valuable player for 1960-61.

At first glance, Shortport's 17.6 average is not much
of an improvement over last year's 15.0. Again, enter the
intangibles. At 5'8", he has to work for all his points despite

the fact that most defenses are geared to stop him and Hubie
WTiite. But the defense's emphasis must be on Huggard be-

cause if White is hustling and hot, nothing will stop him
short of Marshal Dillon's 45.

Percentages
Something else that generally escapes notice is the fact

that Huggai-d has taken 50 fewer shots from the floor this

year in upping his field goal pet. from 29.3 fo to 42.5%. His

foul shooting shows a more remarkable increase in jumping
from a modest 64.2% to a creditable 77.2%. He leads the team
m both departments. The tact that the NCAA does not tab-

ulate assist statistics prevents him from showing his mettle
in his best department. Remember the night in January
when V.U. upended Detroit? If you do, you'll probably easily

recall the sight of Huggard's successful rattling of the Titan
backcourtmen that broke open what was a close game at the
moment.

Off the court, Huggard is not difficult to locate. In a
crowd, the wags say, look for the biggest set of ears. His
sonar equipment has been the source of inspiration for many
classic placards at various Big Five games. In the dorm, he
is generally in the midst of a stormy "cutting" session gen-
erally revolving about nurses training, the grease situation,

big feet, falling hair, or his own borrowing habits.

Half A Paradox
However, the Huggard that most outsiders see is only

one-half of a paradox. At 28, he is a man in a boy's setting

and the people who surround him on the campus are not
only younger but from entirely different environments. He
is not about ready to open up to them. One thing is for

sure: he realizes that the fame he has been seeking is a fleet-

ing item and he is setting his sights on the future. When he
graduates, Huggard wants to coach, something that he may
be well-equipped for.

Then someday, someone will remember the diminutive
hustler and the year he was the 'Cats* MVP; the year Jimmy
Huggard gi*ew up.
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Night To
Photo Story By Mike Postore

I—Round Mideourf'

Blase . . . . . . Bemuscled . . . . . . Begone

HI H

Budd breezes . . . . . . Pros presses

. . . The race . . .

The rest . . . The rage .
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Jame o
ymffsv
Decidediv not. In fad most executive jol)s are on

lilt' {irouiul. Of courst', all oIlictMs may appi) for pil"»t

ami navifiator training if tliev meet the elijiihilily

i<M|iriiemeiUs. There will always he a need for piloted

air< raft. And it is fore-r«-ahle that in your workinti

lifrlime. there will he |)ilole(l spacecraft — piloted and

iiavijiated hy Air Foree ofVuers.

But right now. there is alsq a hij^ future for college-

trained Air Kof<e officers on the groimd. New and

exciting technical jol)s are opening up. Important ad-

ministrative positions mu>l he filled as W'yiUI War II

oflicers move into retirement. ' • :

How fan you—a college .sludeiil—become an .\ir

F<irce officer? First, there's Air Force KOTC. Then

for colh'ge graduates, jnen ami women in certain

fields, there is Oth» er Training .S< ho(d. The graduate

of il- three-month <oursewins a «<Mnmis>-ion as a sec-

ond lieutenant. Other ways are the Navigator Train-

ing program, and the Air Force Academy. ;•.•'.;.'.

Some benefits that fio nitli bein<; an .\ir Force

officer. .Starting salar\ phi- allowantes compare

with the average in e(pii\alent civilian i<d)s. Then

there's free medical and dental care. ihirt\-day vaca-

tion, the chance to win graduate degre<*s at Air

Force expen.'se* and liheral retirenient provisions,

.\o. Air Force ollicers do not need wing>' to move

up. There"", plentv doing on the groinxl. I'crhap- you

coidd he one of ihe-e \oung ••xeculives in hlue. \»k

your local Air Forc«' Hecruiter. Or write. Officer

(larcer Information, Dept. Sn3, Box 7008,

W ashington I, l).(i., if you want further infor-

mation about the navigator training or Officer

Training School programs.

U.S. Air Force
There's a plarr for

profi'ssioncil (tchirrc/nrnf (ni the

AcrosjKtrr Tntni

'Cats MVP, Jim Huggard
by Joe Zowocki

l»iofure(J above is Ihe Villanova freshman swinuniiiu team. Tlie frosh antator<- are coached by

Kd (iei/ (front row, e.xlrcme risht) and Jack LuniMlen (second ro>v, e.xtremc right).

Prior to thi.s past ha.skethall .'^oason. if any oh.«;ervor had
predicted tliat the Villanova Wildlats' .season would end on
March 11, ho would have been chided hy partisans and neu-
trals alike Tor neo^lectiuff to include the 'Cats in one of the
p()st-sea.son tournaments. This was to he one of those yeai's

when things would swinj»- at a wicked pace that would leave
most ])eople, esi)ecially the opponents, jraspin;;- for hrenth.

r>ut .someiiow. the Wikicat e\i)ress never pot off the
jrround and it ended up as one of the most disastrous in
Coach Al Severance's 25 year rei^ii. It is not the purpose
of this corner to explore the rea.sons or instance.s that led

to the team's downfall hut rather to sinji'le out one of the
few bi'ijiht spots in a year where many observers openly said
there were none.

La.st Year . . .

Ironically, this column is beinpf written almost one year
to the date that a former VILLANO\*AX columnist took Jim
Ihifr^ard to task for exhibiting- qualitie.s that do not fall un-
der the categ-ory of "leamjilay". Xeedless to say, the column
provoked nnich controversev in the area and llugfp'ard was
consequently maligned and prenerally blamed for the 'Cats'
Door showing against Detroit and Utah State in last year's
NIT.

Yet no one took the time to ask the little one how he
felt about the affair. So. stubboi-n man that he is, he pro-
ceeded to make use of the 1960-()1 season to prove by his
actions tlud the most impoi'tant thing to Jim Huggard was
victory. The team failed. Huggard didn't.

Like all .sports, basketball has its sliare of cliches. One
of the most prominent goes something like, "his contribution
can't be measured in the box score." If there is any truth
at all in that statement, then it has to apply to Huggard's
]day this year. People noticed this year more than any other
that Huggard plays only one brand of ball, that being "gut-
ball", wiiich, due to the nature and complexity of tiie game
of basketball, is not easy to maintain throughout a 2,-i game
schedule. ^^^ Faultless

This is not meant to imply that he has been faultless

in the team's slump. At 28, his personality structure is long
past the formative stage and not even an experienced man-
m ----^-^'^-^^^iJMBBBBBipulator like Severance is going
^ ^^'^^^^^^^^^" to get through to him when his

mind is set. Hence, you find

certain instances through the
season when he overly con-

trolled the ball or took the
wrong shot at the wrong time.
However, when contrasted

with his positive contributions,

the change from last year be-

comes evident. Who was it that
seemed to come up with the
big night against the important
teams that the 'Cats have a
tendency to knock off? Who
single-handedly led the assaults

• that wiped out prodigious half-
JIMMY HUGGARD time leads in Dixie against

N.C. State and Carolina? Find the answer to these questions
and you come face to face with Villanova University basket-
ball team's most valuable player for 1960-61.

At first glance, Shortport's 17.6 average is not much
of an improvement over last year's 15.0. Again, enter the
intangibles. At 5'8", he has to work for all his points despite
the fact that most defenses are geared to stop him and Hubie
White. But the defense's emphasis must be on Huggard be-

cause if White is hustling and hot» nothing will stop him
short of Marshal Dillon's 45. - V- ,:^: ^

;
y^^^

Something else that generally escapes notice is the fact

that Huggard has taken 50 fewer shots from the floor this

year in upping his field goal pet. from 29.3'c to 42.5'^. His

foul shooting shows a more remarkable increase in jumping
from a modest (7 1.2^6 to a creditable 77.2^,c. He leads the team
in both departments, the tact that the NCAA does not tai)-

ulate assist statistics prevents him from showing his mettle
in his best department. Remember the night in January
when V.U. upended Detroit? If you do. you'll probablv e^isily

recall the sight of Huggard's successful rattling of the Titan
backcourtmen that broke open what was a close game at the
moment.

Off the court, Huggard is not difficult to locate. In a
crowd, the wags say, look for the biggest set of ears. His
sonar equipment has been the source of inspiration for many
classic placards at various Big Five games. In the dorm, he
is generally in the midst of a stormy "cutting" session gen-
erally revolving about nurses training, the grease situation,

big feet, falling hair, or his own borrowing habits.

Half A Paradox :

However, the Huggaixl that most outsiders see is only
one-half of a paradox. At 28, he is a man in a boy's setting

and the people who surround him on the campus are not
only younger but from entirely different environments. He
is not about ready to open up to them. One thing is for

sure: he realizes that the fame he has been seeking is a fleet-

ing item and he is setting his sights on the future. When he
graduates, Huggard wants to coach, something that he may
be well-equipped for.

Then .someday, .someone will remember the diminutive
hustler and the year he was the 'Cats' MVP; the year Jimmy
Huggard grew up.

'.'
i-'
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Boola! Boola!
:by Dan Grove

The Villanova mile relay team sprinted up Eighth Ave-
nue in Its smart looking: warm-up suits. They dodged in and
out oi the usual Saturday night crowd; a sailor with a girl,
a cigar smoking midwesterner, a beatnik trying to find his
way to the Village, and a crowd of crew-cut ivy Leaguers
Willi spit-shined cordovans.

Tue relay team was Headed for the mecca of indoor track,
Miidison Square Garden. I'our hours later the same group
made Its way back down the same avenue. This time the
lour Vvildcats were not sprinting.

They surged along with tue overflow of track buffs,
rah-rah college boys and corpulent officials. This overflow had
just witnessed tne indoor ILaAaA track meet.

Before their eyes in the smoke filled concrete barn, Yale
had been declared tlie team champion. They beat Villanova
3U-29.

During the preceding four hours, which could be de-
scribed as both tense and ludricrous, heroes were born and
mistakes were made. A pair oi shotputters named Billy Joe
and Jerry Donini upset Navy's tavoied Dick Brown to give
the Wildcats an eariy 9-0 lead over Yale.

Tlie sprints and the hurdles races went according to foi-m
with I'ranK Budd and Paul Drayton annexing first and third
ill the tormer, and Leon Pras and Charlie hammock coppinir
lust and liith in the latter.

Ihe hiis were not taking their press clipping seriously,
though, as they sneaked Jay Luck into fourth place in the
60 and then made him come back for an encore in the hurdles.

Villanova led Yale, 23-9, at this point. Then the handful
of Villanova tans who had braved the turnpikes and taxi
drivers, tortilied themselves with several cans oi brew and
settled down to watch Yale win the next three events.

The last of the three, the two-mile run, was won in a
convincing style by little Bob Mack, but running smoothly in
fourth place was a lightly regal^ded Villanova sophomore. Pat
Traynor.

Now after two hours of stop watches clicking, photo
timers whirring, and mental interpolations, the score was
Villanova, 25; Yale, 24.

Boola, Boola! More beer! And who is this kid McGrath
over in the high jump pit, were the shouts from the crowd

Villanova looked like a shoo-in with its two good relay
teams yet to run. Yale didn't qualify a team in either event

Ihe pole vault results were announced with Yale in athree way tie or lourm place and the meet was tied 25 allJumljo Elliot chucklod and made a mental note to pre-pare his acceptance speecli ior the Pessimist of the \earAward. The tables down at Mory's wore burdened with anextra round and 1 was thinking of a good headline lor Vill-
iiova s second straight indoor title.

The two-mile relay was Villanova's for a mile and a halffavored Holy Cross was close, but Jon Dante looked smoothand comident, but with a lap and a half to go, Charles Buchtra
ot Holy Cross spnnted by a sururised Dante and won goiniraway. t^^^^h

Then came the mile-relay, which promised to be a thriller.
St. John's was good and Princeton had held Dick Edmond's
out ol the six hundred so that he would be fresh for the
anchor leg.

Edmonds was fresh. He came from 'way back to edge
out Shane of St. John's at the finish. It was a wild race with
much jockeying for position, runners were boxed in and el-
l>ows flew freely. Favored Villanova was a disappointing
third, and the time was a slow 3:30.2.

Three points for third boosted Villanova's total to 32
In order to tie the Wildcats, Yale had to place second and
third in the high jump.

The bar was at 6'4" and sir contenders were left Two
apiece Horn Yale and Penn State, Jim McGrath of Villanova
and Thomas.

Then the announcer's voice split the noisv din and stale
smoke like a double edged razor blade. "Villanova has been
disqualified in the mile-relay." tlic man said.

The answer stood in the high jump pit. His name was
Jim McGrath, a junior who jumps for the fun ol it, whom
Khott had brought to the meet as an afterthought. He had
missed twice at 6'4", and the other five had cleared the
height. On this last attempt the balance of the meet swayed
As he approached the bar for his final jump, "The Star
Spangled Banner," came blaring bver the public address
system.

Two peanut vendors were start'ed to the noint of falling
and Jim McGrath crashed into the bar. The ill-informed disc
jockey who picked such an inopportune time to make his
contribution to patriotism, will probably have a table named
after him at Mory's.

The rest was anti-climatic. Two Elis were among the
four tied for second at 6'4". The meet was over and Yale

A ^ n^ }^^^' J^
^^^^^ ^^^^'^ ^^« *'ie decision in the mile relayA srnall bit of jostling between Bob Raemore and Tom Green

'^^ilr'\^^*.?"-
'^^^ incident took place in front of the Yaleand Manhattan sections, and the disqualification that followedwas a result of a great howl .sent up by the crowd. (The

official on the spot refused to call it a disqualification.) The.losHmg was minor and could not be compared with severalinadents throughout the evening.
»^verai

A rematch will occur at the outdoor ICAAAA's this
spring. Till then Boola, Boola!

IC4A Disqualification Called
".

. . Miscarriage of Justice*'

Artist Paco Galatas views the latest
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An Open Letter to Anyone
Who Wasn't There

Move over, John Osborne, and
make room for Villanova's
"angry young men."
Your dejected young heroes

are not the only ones who have
reason to be disillusioned. How
about a group of Villanova thin-
clads who proved to a throng of
blase, cynical New York fans
that it was the best track team
in the IC4A championship meet,
only to have recognition of its

winning effort snatched away by
a blatant miscarriage of justice ?

Theft
Let us review the background

of what will henceforth be term-
ed "The Great Track Robbery."

Villanova went into the annual
IC4A meet last Saturday a pro-
hibitive underdog. A Yale team,
talented and deep, would de-
throne the "thin" Wildcats (who
entered barely half as many
athletes as the Boola-Bolla chan.
ters) the track cognoscenti said.

The overall picture looked like
this: The 'Cats would not score
in eight of the thirteen events;
Yale would garner points in ele-

ven. Item by item, things shaped
up thusly: The most that could
be expected in the shotput was
six, a second place and a third.
But, lo and behold, sophomore
Billy Joe and junior Jerry Don-
ini capped three months of
grueling practice under the tute-
lage of assistant coach Jim Tup-
peny by nabbing first and second.

Nine Big Ones
Nine points, not six, were Vil-

lanova's.

At this point seven skeptical
New York track pundits rewrote
their lead sentences . . . "Villa-
nova had come to win."

Then, to further document its

title aspirations, its sophomore
hurdler CharHe Hammock, under
the pressure of man-to-man com-
bat, lunged home inches ahead
of in a two
man runoff for fifth place.

Another unexpected point

This was followed by Leon
Pras' expected victory off an un-
expected good start in the 60
yard hurdles.

Budd Saunters Home
Then Sheehan Olympian Frank
Budd took time out from exhort-
ing his mates and quietly instill-

ing confidence in them to breeze
an effortless meet record equal-
ling 6.1. Despite a miserable
thrust off the blocks, teammate
Otie Drayton surged from be-
hind to grasp a vital third.

Eight points in the sprints. 23
for the night. Things looked
promising.

Then an inkling of trouble in

the announcement that Yale'sJay
Luck had been ajudged fourth
instead of fifth in the dash by
the photo-timer. This proved to

be a key point.

Traynor Sparkles
But there were more pleasant

surprises in store for Villanova.
Pat Traynor, despite the fact
that he had been sick or injured
much of the season and, conse-
quently, had missed many prac-
tice sessions, placed an impres-
sive fourth in the two mile run.
Two more unexpected points.
At this juncture, the score

read Villanova 25, Yale 25.

Three first place efforts, by Tom
Carroll in the 1000, by Jim Stack
in the 600, and by bantam (5-5,

115) Bobby Mack in the two mile
plus seven in the hurdles, two
in the dash, and one in the pole
vault, had accounted for the Elis
total.

Then came the two mile relay
in which Holy Cross anchorman
Charlie Buchta "outwolfed" the
'Cats Jon Dante, which is no
mean feat. But then the Wor-
cester foursome had been picked
to dethrone the 'Cat half-milers.

The 'Cats had still amassed an-
other vital four points whereas
Yale did not even reach the finals

here.

Just A Third
All the 'Cats needed was a

third, possibly a fourth in the
mile relay, the last event on the
program, to offset whatever
points Yale's high jumping duo,
Bill Flippin and Sam Striebert,

might pick up.

And here, in the final section
of this race, Villanova's anchor-
man, Bobby Raemore, was un-
justly disqualified for jostlmg a
.Manhattan runner on the first

cum of the first lap. As was
reported by VILLANOVAN
photographer Mike Pastore, who
tvas down on the infield, the
judge on the turn either DID
NOT or refused to make the foul
call. The call was made by an
official removed from the scene
by many yards.

Inconsistent

The real point of the contro-
versy, however, was the incon-
sistency exhibited by the ;fudge8
in even making the call. Rae-
more, in attempting to keep him-
self from being shoved off the
track, defended himself in the
same manner that several run-
ners had used previously.

Manhattan Incident".

In the freshman distance med-
ley one of the runners actually

grabbed the shirt of an opponent
who tried to pass him.
Yet no foul was called. The

rough house tactics were legal

for everybody except Villanova.

Good Cause for Dejection
So, you can see the reason for

the "angry young men's" disil-

lusionment.

Not that their coaches or few
student followers were disap-

pointed in their performance. On
the contrary, Jumbo Jim Elliott

and Tuppeny had nothing but
commendation for the 100% ef-

fort put forth by their charges.

Their only regret was that their

championship performance was
not accorded championship rec-

ognition. The handful of stu-

dents in attendance agreed that
the 'Cats deserved a better fate
than a "home town" decision by
an out of town official.

Let's hope, that the "angry
young men" are not subjected to
Mr. Woodruff's judgment again.

Mike Donahue

Williams Leads 'Cat

Bowlers To Two Wins
The Villanova varsity bowling

team marched to tlieir third and
fourth successive victories last

^'riday and Sunday. In the Fri-

day return match with the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, tne
'Cats faced little opposition to
their power-packed qumtet as
they etfortlessly humbied what-
ever etforts Penn put forward
in the personage of Bob Weiss.
Romping in the first two

games with scores of 969 and
956, one Penn competitor found
it difficult to compete in the
next game and drop,;ed out. The
results of a match, however, is

based on the winner of the best

of three matches. Since the 'Cats

had taken the first two, tney
were automatically the winners.
John McCarthy paced the Wild-
cat attack with a strong 621
composite score but was topped
by Weiss' effort of 625.

Under the superlative bowl-
ing of Chuck Williams, the 'Cats
overpowered a strong Columbia
fivesome in the last two games
after dropping the first. Captain
Sal Rico termed Columbia as "a
very strong team and a major
victory for the Wildcats." Wil-
liams' scores of 235. high for a
single game, and his final com-
posite 617 brought the team's
official record to an undisputed
four wins and no losses.
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Prom to Start Senior
Weekend in Big Way
A substantial turnout is ex-

pected to be on hand for the Sen-

ior Prom which is slated for the

Field House Friday night.

"This will be the last senior

class-sponsored dance to be held

on campus," Prom co-chairman

Bob Bohn said regretfully,

"hence we expect our class to

support it en masse." >-,

Bohn and co-chairman "Tex"
Calhoun have secured the ser-

vices of Arlen Saylor's orches-

tra to play at the prom. Saylor's

ensemble is the host band at

Sonnybrook Ballroom in Potts-

town, Pa.

Tickets are on sale now in the

Pie Shoppe. Price of the ducats

is $5.00 per couple.

McAndrew Honored;
New Staffs Announced

The Chairmen of the Senior Dinner Dance and the Senior
Prom, shown making final plans for the weekend with Vice-Presi-
ident Tom Samulewicz. They are (L to R) Bob Redmond, Nick
Cassetta, Dick Calhoun, Bob Bohn, and Samulewicz.

New Restriction Placed
On Student Officeholders
The minimum academic cu-

mulative average for all candi-

dates for office in any Student
Organization, or class, and, all

new members of Student Coun-
cil has been officially raised to

2.50 by the Rev. Dante L. Giro-

lami, OSA, Dean of Student Ac-
tivities. Student leaders in these

fields must possess this average

in order to have their candidacy

approved and must also main-
tain it to retain the office.

There are, according to Fr.

Girolami, two exceptions to the

regulation. Those who are al-

ready members of Student

Council or have been previously

appointed or elected to an activ-

ity office will be allowed to keep

their posts. In the case of Stu-

dent Council members, they will

be permitted to hold Council of-

fices. The other exception ex-

cludes from the regulation those

who are presently undergradu-

ate officers of a campus activity

Student Advisory

Committee To Be

Grad School Liaison

Rev. Louis A. Rongione,

O.S.A., Dean of the Graduate
School has announced the for-

mation of a Student Advisory
Committee to provide liaison be-

tween the graduate students and

the graduate facutly for matters

of social, intellectual, and
spiritual life of the graduate
students.

This committee will receive

suggestions from the students

and the faculty and present

them to the Dean and the Grad-
uate Counsil for evaluation.

Miss Diana D. Carullo; major-
ing in Chemistry at Roaemont,
will act as chairlady.

and intend to run for another
office in the same organization.

otherwise, any student who
does not hold a position in the

club or society must submit to

the 2.50 requirement. The aver-

age to which the student is re-

ferred is his overall cumulative
average as of February 1961.

Exclusive Interview

In an exclusive interview, Fr.

Girolami asserted, "Those who
hold office at Villanova have an
office of trust and responsibility

and they should, therefore, be

above the bare minimum stand-

ards of the general student

body. An officer is a person who
has many extra duties to per-

form and, if he were to slip

scholastically, this new mini-

mum would afford him some
scholastic protection. By this, I

mean that if the student drops

below 2.50 he will still be above

the 2.00 minimum for gradua-

tion."

When queried on the timeli-

ness of the announcement, Fr.

Girolami emphasized that if he

had waited until the end of the

semester, there would still be

another year of students who
could run the risk of dropping

below a 2.00. Since the action

had to be taken eventually, the

present would be the best time

to start.

"An office," pointed out Fr.

Girolami, "is to be both an in-

centive and a reward for the

student's scholastic and extra-

curricular efforts. This regula-

tion, however, only applies to

class offices and to those officers

of clubs and societies on campus
and not to individual members
of these groups."

The reply to the general feel-

ing that 2.50 is too high by Fr.

Girolami was, "We considered

2.50 the appropriate average be-

cause of Who's Who rules." '

William R. McAndrew, the

Executive Vice-President, of the

National Broadcasting Company
was the recipient of the sixth

annual St. Augustine Award
which was presented Saturday
night at the St. Augustine
Award Dinner-Dance held at the

Bellevue Stratford Hotel and
sponsored by the VILLANOVAN
and radio station WWVU.

This award is presented joint-

ly by the campus newspaper and
radio station annually tosome-
one outstanding in the field of

communications arts. The grad-

uating seniors in both organiz-

ation were also honored at the

dance.

Outgoing VILLANOVAN Ed-
itor-in-chief H, J. McAteer in-

troduced this year's staff, and
Rev. Louis A. Rongione, O.S.A.,

the moderator of the newspaper
presented the seniors of that

staff with Senior Keys.

New Staff

Fr. Rongione then introduced
Daniel G. Grove, the new editor-

in-chief who in turn, named the
new staff which is made up of;

Edward Farrell,Managing Ed-
itor; Josephine Morello, Assoc-
iate Editor; Mark Quinn, News
Editor; J. Edgar Lohr and Jos-
eph Zawacki, Sports Editors;
Joe Massey Feature Editor;
George West, Campus News Edi-
tor; Tom O'Connor, Copy Edi-

Garey Hall To Be

Scene Of Law School

Admissions Test

Villanova University has been
designated as a testing center

for the nationwide administra-
tion of the Law School Admis-
sions Test on Saturday, April

15th, 1961, Dean Harold G. Reu-
schlein announced. The test will

be administered in Garey Hall,

the Law School Building at Vil-

lanova University.

The test is required by the

School of Law of Villanova Uni-
versity, and by most other law
schools

;
prospective applicants

should consult the law school of

their choice to be advised wheth-
er they must take the test. The
next test will be administered

August, 1961.

tor; Michael Pastore and Frank
Matunis, Photography Editors;

John Janda, Business Manager;
John Redding, Circulation Man-
ager; and Raymond Ritter, Ex-
change Editor.

Daniel J. O'Mara, station

manager of WWVU, then intro-

duced this year's staff and Dr.

Charles Smith the station mod-
erator presented Senior Pins to

the graduating staff members.
Dr. Smith said in his speech that

there is a possibiliy that WWVU
will become a commercial FM
station in the near future.

Dr. Smith also announced the

reappointment of O'Mara as

station manager. The new de-

partment heads were announced
by O'Mara; they are; Mark De-
vaney. Chief Engineer; Charles
Labus, Personnel and Pub-
lic Relations Director; and Dave
Hughes, Business Manager.

Mr. McAndrew who is cred-
ited with making NBC's news
coverage the best in the field,

expressed his thanks to Vil-

lanova for the award. He stated
that this was the first such
award given to him by a Cath-
olic institution.' .,:> ^ • ^ ;

'•

"The Prom Queen will be

crowned at intermission," Queen

Contest co-chairmen Gary Susn-

jara and Lou Retacco said in

chorus. "The five finalists were

chosen by The Phila. Modeling

and Charm School, Susnjara re-

vealed.

Package Deal

Another service secured by

senior class president Larry

Bathgate's Senior Weekend
Committee is an economical
formal attire package deal. "For
seven dollars, seniors and the

surprisingly large number of

undergraduates who will attend

the dance will be provided with
a complete formal outfit for the

dance from tux to plaid cum-
merbunds," Bathgate stated.

"The seniors will be able to

use the outfit on Saturday night,

too," the stocky prexy added.

The Sheraton Hotel will be

the site of the 'Dinner Dance
which co-chairman Nick Casset-

ta called the "high spot of the

senior weekend."

Five To A Table

Five couples will be seated at

each table on the perimeter of

the spacious Sheraton Ballroom
floor and the balcony above it.

"Sylvan Herman's orchestra,

which was so well-received at

the Junior Dinner Dance last

year, will return for an encore
Saturday night," Redmond said.

Tickets, which were put on
sale in blocs last Thursday, have
sold well, Cassetta declared.

"We expect a capacity crowd,"
Redmond said hopefully. He
added, howeyer, that a few tick-

ets remain. : ,

Rev. Louis A. Rongione, O.S.A., VILLANOVAN moderator, pre-
sents the St. Augustine Award to Mr. William McAndrew, NBC
Vice-president for news, at the VILLANOVAN-WWVU dinner
dance, held last Saturday night at the Bellevue-Stratford hotel.
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DeLisa Sparks Explosion
In the words of the great

Italian poet Dante, "Great
flame follows from a tiny

spark." The spark, and by no

means a tiny one, is Bob De-
Lisa, Chairman of the Stu-

dent Council and President
of the Student Body.
DeLisa, who enjoys work-

ing in community develop-

ment and politics, is a busy
senior majoring in Educa-
tion with a minor in English.
Sincere in his conviction that

the student government is a

student service for the pur-

Bob DeLisq

pose of stimulating student
awareness, he has set off a

Student Council explosion.

This explosion is a suc-

cessful program aimed at

bringing to Villanova more
qualified, interesting, and in-

fluential speakers, such as

labor leader George Meany

and poet John Crowe Ran-
som.

Spearheaded Drives

Another drive spearheaded
by DeLisa is a plan for the

comprehensive study of the

world's great religions, a

project now being set up.

Previous to this, the native

of Hartford, Connecticut aid-

ed in the formation of a

great books club, and the

Student Polling Committee.
At the national convention

of the NFCCS at Louisville

last year, DeLisa was elected

chairman of the Student Gov-
ernment Advisory Board of

the NFCCS, a group which
co-ordinates student govern-

ment programs throughout
the country.

Setbacks ^ '

The Student Council is do-

ing much for the student
body, but DeLisa warns that

every misdemeanor sets the

Council back in the eyes of

the administration. "Stu-

dents are treated as men as

long as they accept responsi-

bility and take things upon
themselves."

DeLisa would like to pur-

sue his Master's degree in

English and eventually to get

into CYC leadership and the

Hartford Junior Chamber of

Commerce. Through his deal-

ings with people both inside

the Student Council and out,

he has made the following

observation. "Each student
must evaluate his own posi-

tion and realize his responsi-

bilities."

1

s
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Students, Teachers

Merit Fellowships

In Engineering Field

James J. Schuster, instructor

in the Civil Engineering Depart-
ment here at Villanova, was
awarded a Portland Cement As-
sociation Scholarship for grad-
uate study at Purdue Univer-
sity for the summer of 1961.

Mr. Schuster, who has been
with the department since 1958,

will begin these studies leading

to a Ph.D. degree, at Purdue on
June 15th.

The Portland Cement Associ-

ation scholarships, which pro-

vide for full tuition and a sti-

pend, are made available only to

to instructors in engineering
schools, who have made a career

of teaching engineering.

MIT FELLOWSHIP

Mr. Marshall A. McCloskey of

Philadelphia, top senior in Elec-

trical Engineering has received

a thirty-three hundred dollar

fellowship to the Graduate
School of Electrical Engineering
at M.I.T.

NDEA FELLOWSHIP

Stephen T. Campbell, Civil

Engineering Senior from Villa-

nova, was awarded a National

Defense Fellowship covering

graduate study for three years

at New York University. The
program of study will be in

Structural Mechanics, given by
the Civil Engineering Depart-

ment at that school and will lead

toward a Ph.D. degree. ^^

National Defense Fellowships

provide for full payment of tui-

tion plus a stipend.

Mr. Campbell will begin class-

es in September of this year.

4q they fall for you head first?

They do if you use 'Vaseline' Hair Tonic on your head

first! Most men use water with their hair tonic and
'Vaseline* Hair Tonic is specially made to use with water.

Water evaporates, dries out your hair. Alcohol and cream
tonics evaporate, too. But 'Vaseline* Hair Tonic won't

evaporate. It's 100% pure light grooming oil — replaces

oil that water removes. And just a little does a lot!

it's clear J" •^

it's clean

.

. . it's

VASELINE
VAtlLINI' HAtN TONIC IS A NISISTIIKO TMAOIMAMR Of CNttllNOUaN fOND S INC.

Loyalty Oath, Blue Key
Are Subject To SC Debate
The Student Council, at its

meeting last Wednesday night,

passed the motion affirming the

Student Council's support for

the Defense Education loyalty

oath in a twenty-minute period,

only to spend more than an hour

arguing the status of the Blue

Key, a new campus group which
serves as a host committee for

Villanova.

Both last week's meeting and

the immediately preceding one,

held just before the Easter vaca-

tion, were initiated by Chairman
DeLisa's comment, "This should

be a short meeting. You can see

that we have only a few mo-
tions." Each meeting lasted

longer than two hours.

Bill Williams, IRS representa-

tive, moved to untable his mo-
tion of a previous meeting which
stated, "That the Student Coun-
cil of Villanova University af-

firm its support for the loyalty

oath taken by all students who
receive federal scholarships un-

der the Defense Education Act

of 1958."

Williams' motion to untable

was defeated and Frank Carol-

ann called for a recount.

Because several of the repre-

sentatives switched votes after

DeLisa's explanation of the mo-

tion, the recount untabled the

motion.

After a period of discussion,

a roll-call vote was taken and the

motion was passed 38-11.

The remainder of the meeting
was spent discussing Blue Key
issues which had been hotly de-

bated at the preceding meeting.

There had been no vote on any
of the items, however, since the

Congress ruled that they should

have been presented as amend-
ments rather than motions.

The amendments were pre-

sented at the latest meeting, and

again hot debate ensued while

Council members began to leave

the meeting. The problem lay in

defining the status of the group.

Neither Congress nor Blue Key
representatives could agree

whether to classify the group as

a presidential standing or spe-

cial committee or as a separate

campus organization.

When the question was moved
to a vote, a call for a quorum re-

vealed that two-thirds of the to-

tal membership (required to

pass an amendment) was not

present. Repeated recounts

failed to disclose any signific-

ant change in the number pres-

ent, and, following a "chastise-

ment" by Chairman DeLisa, the

meeting was adjourned.

SIR WALTER RALEIGH
Protective Pouch Keeps Tobacco

Ab ^'' ''

;v^ ->^

FRESHER

!

No Spills

whin you till.

Ju$f dip in !

Qoonbr or Later

Your Riv/orife Tobacco!

New protective aluminum foil pouch keeps

famous, mild Sir Walter Raleigh 44% fresher

than old-fashioned tin cans. Choice Ken-

tucky hurley — extra aged. Get the

familiar orange-and-black pack with

the new pouch inside!

SMELLS GRAND — PACKS RIGHTI

SMOKES SWEET — CAN'T BITEI

BROWN k WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATIONli?^

Student members of the chorus in Turf and Tinsel's pro-
duction of "Southern Comfort" rehearse one of many dance
routines that will grace the production. The show will take place
from April 26 to April 30 in the Villanova Field House.

Dean Rosto\v To Discuss
Law Realism At Dinner
Dean Eugene V. Rostow of

the School of Law at Yale Uni-
versity will be the featured
speaker at the Sixth Annual
Dinner honoring the editors of
The Villanova Law Review to be
held in Garey hall, the Law
School Building on the Villanova
campus, on Friday, April 14th.

Mr. Norman J. Shachoy of

Taunton, Massachusetts, the

Editor-in-Chief of Volume VI of
The Villanova Law Review will

serve as toastmaster.

Dean Rostow has announced
as his subject, "Legal Realism
and the Sense of the Profes-

sion." Besides Dean Rostow, the

Very Reverend John A. Klekot-

ka, O.S.A., President of the Uni-
versity, Dean Harold Gill Reu-
schlein, Dean of the Law School,

and Professcfr William H. Paint-

er, Faculty Advisor to the Law
Review will speak briefly in ap-

preciation of the Board of Ed-
itors.

At the dinner the newly ap-

pointed Board of Editors for the
Law Review for the scholastic

year 1961-1962 will be present-

ed. The selections were made
from among the present second
year members of the Review by
the outgoing Board of Editors.

James L. McHugh, Jr., has
been named as the new Editor-

in-Chief. Mr. McHugh is a na-

tive of Pittsburg and received

his undergraduate degree from
Duquesne University.

Other positions announced
are: Case Editor, John J. Can-
non of Upper Darby who gradu-
ated from LaSalle College; Com-
ment Editor, Frederick M. La-

vin of Snyder, New York, a

graduate of the University of

Notre Dame; Articles and Book
Reviews Editor, Edward C. Mc-
Cardle of Philadelphia, a grad-

uate of Temple University; and
Business Manager, Lewis H.

Gold of Elkins Park, a graduate
of Pennsylvania State Univer-

sity.

ICG To Travel To
Harrisburg For

State Convention
The Villanova Chapter of the

Intercollegiate Conference on
Government will attend the an-
nual ICG model state convention
in Harrisburg from Thursday,
April 13 through Saturday,
April 15.

The convention this year will

be conducted along the lines of
the Pennsylvania State Legisla-
ture. Bills prepared by students
from the forty-five ICG Chap-
ters located in various colleges

and universities in the State of

Pennsylvania will be subject to

the same procedural matters as
the bills which come before the

actual State Legislature.

Speaker Election

The activities on Friday will

primarily consist of the election

of the Speaker who will chair

the Convention and the meet-
ings of the various committees
at which different aspects of the

State Government will be dis-

cussed. In these committee meet-
ings, the bills will be debated
and voted upon.

John McAteer, chairman of

the Villanova ICG, stated that

there will be twenty-five Villa-

nova students who will attend

the convention. He added that

the VU delegation has been in

the preparatory stage for this

convention since November. The
bills which will be presented by

the individuals in the Villanova

Chapter represent intelligent

student thought on problems

facing not only the Pennsylva-

nia State Government but also

state governments in general.

A major post at the Conven-
tion which will be handled by a

member of the Villanova ICG is

the chairmanship of the Rules

Committee. Bill Rademaker, a

junior chem major, will manage
this position.

McAteer concluded by saying

that two important regional of-

fices will be held by Villanova

for the school year of 1961-'62.

They are Director of the Region
and Corresponding Secretary.

Butterfield To Provide
Sound For Junior Dance

AFTER SHAVE
LOTIO

Refreshing antiseptic action heals

razor nicks, helps keep your skin

in top condition. 1.00 piui tan

SHULTON N«w York • Toronto

TNC MARK OP qUALITY IN TOBACCO mOOUCTa
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Billy Butterfield and his or-

chestra will provide the music at

the Junior Dance which is being

held in the Villanova Field

House on Friday, May 5.

"What's New?" is not only

Butterfield's theme song but he

is what is news today. Butter-

field is the young master of the

trumpet, who has blown his horn

straight to the top, and as a

result is one of the most popular

orchestra leaders in America to-

day.

Tickets will go on sale within
two weeks and will be going
for the low price of $4.00 per
couple. The dance has been
taken out of the formal class.

Tuxedos and gowns are banned.
The dance is open to the public,

which is another new innovation
but Villanovans will receive am-
ple warning about the sale of

tickets and will be given first

chance to purchase them.

V. U. To Be Scene

Of Annual PCEA:
Dr. Bernardin

Dr. Charles W. Bernardin, the
Chairman of the Villanova Eng-
lish Department, has announced
that the annual conference of

the Pennsylvania College Eng-
lish Association will be held this

year at Villanova. Registration

for the program is scheduled for

ten o'clock on April 15.

All sessions will take place in

the Commerce and Finance
building. The fee for the day is

$2.50.

The opening address and
greeting will be delivered by the

Very Reverend John A. Klekot-

ka, OSA, the President of Villa-

nova. Among the other speakers
will be Edgar Smith Rose, As-
sistant Professor of English at

Haverford College, who will lec-

ture on The Freshman English

Program at Haverford and Jo-

seph Lee Brown, Assistant Pro-

fessor and Chairman of the

Modern Languages Department
of the Ogontz division of Penn
State, whose topic is Thoughts
on College English-Teaching.

The "Butterfield treatment"
is something that is now at its

peak, polished through years of

being featured on commercial
radio coast to coast with such
top ranking bands as Artie
Shaw, Benny Goodman, Harry
James and others. The "treat-

ment" means melody; it means
rhythm; and it means listen-

ability and danceability—music
that is palatable both to those
who want to dance, as well as
those who wish to sit it out. It

also means music that creates

the mood of the songwriter and
as such has the greatest appeal

to diversified parts of the public.

College Favorite

Butterfield's band is a favor-

ite among College students, the

many dates that it has played in

all sections of the country bear
witness to this. Collectors of rec-

Billy Butterfield

ords from the Big Band era rate

his solo on Artie Shaw's record-

ing of "Stardust" as one of the

best produced in an era when
greatness was the rule rather

than the exception.

With his background, Billy

Butterfield has become one of

the most sought after bandlead-

ers in America by the colleges of

this country. The proof of his

success has been proven by the

many repeat engagements he
has played. With his appearance

at Villanova, the Junior Dance
will step up a notch or two in

stature.

DOING IT THE HARD WAY bv h
(GETTING RID OF DANDRUFF, THA T IS!)

ynopr

easier 3-mlnute way for men: FITCH

.

Men, get rid of embarrassing dandruff easy as 1-2-3 with

FITCH! In just 3 minutes (one rubbing, one lathering, one

rinsing), every trace of dandruff, grime, gummy old hair

tonic goes right down the drain! Your hair looks hand-

•» somer, healthier. Your scalp

tingles, feels so refreshed. Use
FITCH Dandruff Remover
SHAMPOO every week for

positive dandruff control.

Keep your hair and scalp

really clean, dandruff-free!

FITCK
LEADING MAN'S

SHAMPOO
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'Americanism? *

'

The right to libel and slander was not
construed by the Framers of the Constitution

as falling within the right to freedom of

speech. But the latest example of "patriotic

Americanism" in the form of the Birch Soci-

ety has disregarded the intended bounds of
free speech.

The supposed objective of this semi-secret

association is the exposure of Communism
within the ranks of America's leaders. So far
it has "exposed," without presenting a shred
of documented evidence, that former Pres-
ident Dwight Eisenhower is, quoting from an
80,000 word letter written by the society's

President Robert Welsh, "a card-carrying
communist."

• •; That there are many dangers inherent in a
self-styled "defender of democracy" to com-
bat the menace of Communism within our
midst was amply proven by the traumatic
experience of McCarthyism. Perhaps the
greatest danger of all lies in the possibility of
an abrogation, through the extremity of its

anti-communist activities, of the rights of
the citizen in the American democracy it

purports to uphold.

Moreover, activities of the type undertaken
by the Birch Society as exemplified by its ex-
posure, as communist or communist tool,

President Eisenhower, the late Secretary of
State, John Foster Dulles, and Allen Dulles
head of the Central Intelligence Agency,
serves only to confuse the communist issue,

and through the very absurdity of the
charges make the menace of Communism
seem less serious to the average individual.

On both counts Communism would benefit.

One further danger involved in the anti-

communist activity of the Birch Society is

the possibility that it might, through fear of
intimidation and ostracism, prevent private
citizens from aiding the more serious, and
efficient, if less spectular, efforts of serious
agencies, governmental or private, to curb
Communist subversive activities.

An unfortunate sidelight of the contro-
versy over the Society is that it has occa-
sioned statements from some of the country's
most notable figures who are evidently un-
aware of the possible effects of their support.
Richard Cardinal Cushing, for example,

has said that he views the Society as nothing
more than an anti-communist organization
and as such of no danger. But the Cardinal
fails to see that by the extremity of its pos-
ition the Society endangers the rights of all

citizens and ultimately of democracy itself
in weakening the confidence of the people in
their leaders upon whose loyality it has cast
doubt. The Birch Society, through purport-
ing to protect America, may actually become,
as it has accused some of our leaders of being,
"a tool of Communism" insofar as it may
either materially benefit the Communist
Cause or accomplish the same denial of
human rights that is Communism's objective.
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Counterpoint^

Smugness Ho Answer

by Mark F. Quinn, Jr.
li:

How does one account for the

successes of Communism? The

next opportunity that you have,

study the areas controlled by a

movement that is only 44 years

old. If you do not know it. Com-

munism today controls almost

one billion people and one-third

of the earth's surface. Every

day that we read a newspaper,

if we have the time, we read of

Communist take-overs by sub-

version, propaganda, small wars,

peaceful means.

Certainly the reasons for the

spread of this doctrine are ambi-

valent. Certainly many of the

reasons for its spread lay in the

free world's inability to face the

facts. The haughty American

businessman sits at- his mahog-

any desk and decides to do busi-

ness with it rather than com-

pete. Inflated Congressmen pro-

vide millions of dollars for cul-

tural exchanges with the people

of the Soviet Union. Do they re-

alize that the people of that na-

tion have nothing at all to do
with their government? The av-

erage American says "It'll never
happen to us." Does he realize

that this is probably the same
thing that the people of Eastern
Europe, China, Cuba, and
Southeast Asia said when the

challenge confronted them.

Reds March On ' '^

Communism makes advances
every day. What is the principle

of democracy doing to stop and
stamp out this insidious
growth? Policies of massive re-

taliation work, but they are a
defense. This implies a content-

ment with the status quo.

"There you are. Here we are. If

you try to do anything to us,

we'll get back at you." Defense
policies are good only for de-

fense.

Democracy must take the of-

fensive. But how is this possible

when most college students can-
not tell you that they have read
the Declaration of Independence
or the Constitution. Most stu-

dents cannot tell you who the

President pro tempore of the

Senate is. How many can say

that they know what the Twen-
ty-Third Amendment is? How
would you make a defense of our

form of government against
Communism to a person who is

trying to make a choice between
the two?
Perhaps this frame of mind

can be traced back to the Amer-
ican character. It's not too hard
to realize that Americans are

more interested in making an
easy buck than in spreading de-

mocracy. Youth is more inter-

ested in pony time, getting a

date, and having rumbles. Little

Johnny is given a credit card, a

car, and an all-expense paid

junket to college. But little Dmi-
tri is drilled in the dialectic,

"The Communist Manifesto,"

and the "justice" of the cause.

But after all. Communism is so,

so far away. Why should we
worry about those poor people

who choose Communism? It's

not nice to talk about such

things. Democracy has always

been good to us. That's all that

matters.

Dogma Accepted

It is said in "Doctor Zhivago"

that "All of them, without ex-

ception, clung to some dogma or

other, satisfied with words and
superficialities, but Father Nik-

olai had gone through Tolstoy-

ism and revolutionary idealism

and was still moving forward.

He passionately sought an idea,

inspired, graspable, which in its

movement would clearly point

out the way toward change, an

idea like a flash of lightning or

a roll of thunder capable of

speaking to a child or an illiter-

ate. He thirsted for something
new."

Let us seek a new idea. Let us

develop an idea of democracy

that will surge through the

masses like thunder and light-

ning. "Something new" which

will present to them the benefits

of democracy. Instead of just at-

tempting to educate the unedu-

cated, let us present democracy

to them at the same time. It is

time for a change, a change that

will turn back the tide of ad-

vancing Communism. The era of

convincing people by force of

arms has been on the decline. It

is time for men to sit down and
think out an attack on Commu-
nism using the strategy of de-

mocracy. If this does not come
about who is to say that the

United States will not fall into

the hands of Communism like

an over-ripe fruit?

Editor's Note—Cuban exiles presently residing

in the United States have expressed their grati-

tude to Americana for assistance in their fight

against Communist domination of their home-
land.

A Note of Thanks: We Cubans wish to express

our thanks to the Kennedy Administration for

its help to those of us in need. In particular,

many of us had bills outstanding at American
Universities; bills which hung over us like Da-
mocles' sword. We wanted to pay them right

away but did not have the necessary money. The
solution to our problem came from Mr. Kennedy,

who provided us with emergency loans.

We exiles from Cuba will continue backing de-

mocracy now, as we did before your aid to us.

A Condemnation: We must condemn energet-

ically, as civilized human beings, the bestial plot

to kidnap Caroline Kennedy, a child of three

years old. World opinion was shocked and sur-

prised at the revelation of the plot by Castro's

agents; we know it is simply regular procedure

for the wounded, bearded hyenas of the Carib-

bean.

To ubans: for the first time in a foreign lan-

guage, we have to ask for UNITY once again:

UNITY when a Cuban succeeds, for an individ-

ual success is a success for Cuba, our fatherland.

Enjoy another's victory without jealousy.

UNITY is necessary when a Cuban fails, for an

individual failure is a failure for Cuba. Take the

person in error aside and together try to correct

the mistake without anger or humiliation.

To Latin America: Our America, which we
love as we do Cuba, a desperate shout for help.

We ask you, our brothers of Latin America, for

moral and political support. As ever representing

a sacrifice, we ask too for all the help of any kind

that you can give.

Latin America has grown up with the same

language, religion and customs. Now our coun-

tries are endangered by doctrines that do not

correspond to our traditional democratic and

Catholic institutions. The enemy is ^already with-

in America. We are not only asking to liberate

ourselves from a communist paranoic, but are

also trying to prevent the red flag from substi-

tuting our own national flags.

Fragments: from INFORMATIONES CATH-
OLIQUES INTERNATIONALES of Paris, and

from the AVE MARIA magazine, without com-

ment.
"How is it possible to accept the idea that the

(Cuban) Revolution, which aroused so much en-

thusiasm, could be perverted to the point where

a Christian would have no other choice than to

oppose it? A scientist of great reputation in Cu-

ba's Catholic circles and abroad voiced the fol-

lowing facts

:

" The initial confidence in Fidel was probably

shared by 90% of the population. It was ex-

hausted with incredible rapidity when it was ob-

served that he did not keep his solemn promises.

In the proclamation of his program in April,

1958, while he was still fighting in the Sierra, he

had announced in particular the organization of

general elections as nuickly as possible. Having

come to power, he proclaimed them within 18

months. Two years have passed, the elections

have not taken place, and Fidel has just declared

that they will not be held so long as there is one

man who is hungry or who does not know liow to

read. /^
" 'Where have such conditions ever been laid

down for an election? As the Marxist tendencies

of the Revolution began to appear, many of us

thought that Fidel was a kind of Tito, who had

no ties with Moscow. . . . Today we know the

truth. It is pure and simple Communism which

is at work in Cuba. The presence of the Secret

Police everywhere terrorizes the people. Some of

its members are equipped with recording devices

made in Czechoslovakia and camouflaged as

wrist watches or fountain pens.
" 'On November 27, while the bombs of the

"true revolutionaries" (the author uses the term

"counterrevolutionaries," which we have altered,

as the current regime is actually counterrevolu-

tionary to the true revolution) burst frequently

in the neighborhood, Castro attacked the Catho-

lic schools, and said that there the hatred of the

people was taught, accusing the Catholic Univer-

sity of Villanova, in Havana, of being a "Yan-

kee" apologist. (The Auxiliary Bishop of

Havana, Msgr. Boza Masvidal, as Rector of the

Catholic University of Villanova, has kept a

close check on revolutionary conspiracies of

doubtful character among the students; con-

spiracies which were incompatible with the

disciplinary regulations of the institution.)

"Fidel knows what true Christianity is, and

is not through an unconscious confusion on his

part that the Communist Revolution in Cuba is

still disguised as Christianity."

Cast members of the recent Belle Masque production "The
Matchmaker" vociferate in front of Dougherty Hall. "Malachi
Stack" (Peter Smith) is making the point while the cabman
(James Brennan) and Bamaby Tucker" (John Putre) look on.
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Cynically Speaking

SpringComesTo College
by Joe Noel

In the Spring a young man's fancy turns, quoth The Philos-
opher. Indeed, he continues, young men everywhere of all
shapes in all types of conditions persist at this time in turning
their fancies to thoughts. Remarkably enough in some in-
stances Villanova offers no notable exceptions. Plain or fancy,
fancy, turning, then, is the vogue.

Although, admittedly, she never wrote and asked us, we
feel it expedient to reassuringly interject: Yes, Virginia,
there is a Spring. There must be—no force save singular,
subtle Spring could have squelched the "what, me melt?" defi-

ance of the parking lot snow. Besides, the vernal equinox is

evident, while the summer solstice is nowhere in sight.

Tsk!

Much in the manner of an April Santa Claus, this writer
turns his fancy to thoughts of sending forth temperate greet-
ings of the season to fellow fancy-turners, and to other be-
draggled cross-sections of humanity as well, especially to
those peculiar to Villanova, even to peculiar Villanovans.

Warmed by nothing, fortified by only a pregnant silence,

we bid Happy Spring to sufferers the world over : to students
who have never heard of Shamokinaki, to hay fever victims,
and to math majors who don't know their matric number.
Greetings, too, to students who know where the library is, to
the C&F day-hop who saw Villanova at dusk, to geology
majors who haven't collected a single rock, and to any fresh-
men awaiting a dink dance.

Tsk! Tsk!

Espousers of the final exam schedule change,students who
study, those who enjoy campus food, and other despised min-
orities are cheerfully remembered ; forgotten easily are left-

handed right fielders. The Pie Shoppe staff is hailed with the
suggestion that the fifteen cent cups be made still smaller.

Further delighted, we salute misanthropes, Professors who
skip their 8 :30 class, evening lecturers, marketing majors who
know how to market, and day-hops who consistently park
their cars improperly. Those who gave up during Lent, unem-
ployed alumni, and nurses with lovely eyes who can't tell

lovely lies are proffered condolences, but more sympathetic
are we toward shut-ins with athlete's foot, not to mention stu-
dents with a 2.49 cumulative who planned to run for class
office.

Cheer to Dondi, sixth year NROTC men, all who have read
this far, staccato salesmen, and pre-meds; Happy Spring to
underpaid amateur athletes.

Tsk! Tsk! Tsk!

Greeted with particular warmth are student politicians,
especially those who dislike golf, and marines who have never
read The Marine Corps Gazette. Even warmer are regards to
students who have seen a V.U. baseball game, and to those
who call Wally Quinn "Mr. Kelly." Chain letter breakers,
Siamese twins, students who didn't go to Florida yet returned
from Easter vacation with sun tans as well as those who did
go and didn't get tanned are not to be slighted.

Happy Spring to IBM card benders, spindlers, or folders,
to Jack Paar, Ed Sulivan, and Ingemar Johansson, to the
beat generation, and to those who don't like Spring.

Least we forget, a Springy handshake, applause and en-
couragement to all who in the Spring turn their fancies to
thoughts of love.

Belle Masque Gives

''Mature'' Rendering

of Poor Wilder Play
by Gus Susn|oro

The Belle-Masque Society's re-

cent production of The Match-
maker emerged as a successful

presentation of a play which is

sorely representative of the dra-

matic art of Thornton Wilder.

Not only does this play fail to

resemble the quality of its pred-

ecessors Our Toum and The Skin
of Our Teeth by any vaguery of

the imagination, but it also re-

fuses to appear as anything
more than a hodge-podge of

contrived comic characters in a
contrived plot situation.

Matrimony Abounds
The play opens with Horace

Vandergelder, a feed and
grain merchant from Yonkers
plagued by the impending mar-
riage of his niece Ermengarde
and a young artist, Ambrose
Kempner. At the same time,

Vandergelder has procured the
services of Mrs. Dolly Levi (a

sort of legitimate Polly Adler)
in order to obtain a wife for

himself. Unbeknownst to Hor-
ace, however, Dolly has secret

designs of her own on the una-
ware miser. The plot is finally

resolved with both aforemen-
tioned couples committing the

marriage contract, with the ad-

dition of a third nuptial between
a Mrs. M.olloy (Vandergelder's
ex-almost-affianced) and Corne-
lius Hackl (now partner of the

newly philanthropic merchant).
In the interim, which Wilder
chooses to call Acts Two and
Three, the audience is enter-

tained by the antics of these

characters, plus a few extrinsic

psychopaths who weave them-
selves into whatever is left to

weave themselves into.

Technical Success
For the Dramatic Society,

The Matchmaker, despite the

shortcomings of the play itself

has shown that much can be

done, when ingenuity and sensi-

bility are present, to offset the

burden imposed by the low fi-

nancial budget allotted by the

administration. This maturity
helped make the show a techni-

cal success. The set, though
slight in cost, was practical,

colorful and in excellent taste.

Though no colored or special

spotlights were used, the light-

ing helped give a modest, almost

professional air to the produc-

tion.
....<.

Lauds Smith

In the performances of the

players, consistently spotty

showings by many of the cast

held the play on an amateur lev-

el. Greatest kudos must be di-

rectly assigned to Peter Smith
(though playing a minor role)

for his portrayal of the affable,

alcoholic, semi-philosophical
Irishman, Malachi Stack. Smith
remained natural and laughable

every time he walked or (as the

case later became) reeled on the

stage.

John McGarry as Horace Van-
dergelder, the self-made man
who could be remade by a self-

made woman, was arrogant, of-

ten childishly awe-filled, and
generally creditable and well re-

ceived. As the female lead Don-
na Rago was adequate, but often

a bit too busy in her movements.

Donald Murphy's excellent fa-

cial expressions brought on Cor-

nelius Hackl as a timid, wide-

eyed adventurer in the big city.

Hackl's love, Irene Molly, seemed

underplayed by Joann Dyna-
kowsky, while the milliner's em-
ployee, Minnie Fay, reversed the

situation as Lorraine Birkholz

upstaged too often for her own,

(Author of "/ Was a Teen-age Dwarf"^'The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

THE DEAN YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN
Now in the waning days of the school year when the hardest
heart grows mellow and the very air is charged with memories,
let us pause for a moment and pay tribute to that overworked
and underappreciated campus figure, your friend and mine, the
dean of students.

Policeman and confessor, shepherd and seer, warden and
oracle, proconsul and pal, the dean of students is by far the

most enigmatic of all academicians. How can we understand
him? Well sir, perhaps the best way is to take an average day
in the life of an average dean. Here, for example, is what hap-
pened last Thursday to Dean Killjoy N. Damper of Duluth
A and M.
At 6 a.m. he woke, dressed, lit a Marlboro, and went up on

the roof of his house to remove the statue of the Founder which
had been placed there during the night by high-spirited under-
graduates.

At 7 a.m. he lit a Marlboro and walked briskly to the campus.
(The Dean had not been driving his car since it had been placed

on the roof of the girls dormitory by high-spirited under-
graduates.)

^kMped^ereWUijb0rlhIaWerM(g(es

At 7:45 a.m. he arrived on campus, lit a Marlboro, and
climbed the bell tower to remove his secretary who had been
j)laced there during the night by high-spirited undergraduates.

At 8 a.m. he reached his office, lit a Marlboro, and met with
Derther Sigafoos, editor of the student ne\vspaj)er. Young
Sigafoos had been writing a series of editorials urging the
United States to annex Canada. When his editorials had evoked
no response, he had taken matters into his own hands. Accom-
jianied by his six)rts editor and two copy readers, he had gone
over the border and conquered Manitoba. With great patience
and several excellent Marlboro Cigarettes, the Dean i)ersuaded
young Sigafoos to give Manitoba back. Young Sigafoos, how-
ever, insisted on kecjjing Winn!|>eg.

At 9 a.m. the Dean lit a Marlboro and met with Erwin J.

Render, president of the local Sigma Chi chapter, who came to

report that the Deke house had been put on top of the Sigma
Chi house during the night by high-spirited undergraduates.

At 10 a.m. the Dean lit a Marlboro and went to umpire an
intramural softball game on the roof of the law school where the
campus baseball diamond had been placed during the night by
high-spirited undergraduates.

At 12 noon the Dean had a luncheon meeting with the presi-

dent of the university, the bursar, the registrar, and the chair-
man of the English department at the bottom of the campus
swimming jwol where the faculty dining room had been placed
during the night by high-spirited undergraduates. Marlboros
were pa.ssed after lunch, but not lit owing to the dampness.

At 2 p.m., back in his office, the Dean lit a Marlboro and
received the Canadian minister of war who said that unless

young Sigafoos gave back Winnipeg, C'anada would march.
Young Sigafoos was summoned and agreed to give back Wiimi-
|)eg if he could have Saskatoon. The Canadian minister of war
at first refused, but finally agreed after young Sigafoos placed
him on the roof of the mining and metallurgy building.

At 3 p.m. the Dean lit a Marlboro and met with a delegation
from the student council who canie to present him with a .set

of matched luggage in honor of his fifty years' service as dean
of students. The Dean promptly packed the luggage with his

clothing and Marlboros and fled to Utica, New York, where he
is now in the aluminum siding game. © ,«,» m„ .shuim.„

To the dean of students and all you other hard-working
academic types, here's the new word in smoking pleasure
from the makers of Marlboro—king-size unHltered Philip
Morris Commander. Welcome aboard!

and the play's welfare. Paul
Norton (Ambrose Kemper)
comes across so unassumingly
that he seems the seducee, rath-

er than the virile fiance of Kath-
leen Roos (Ermengarde).

Finally, a lesson has been
pointed out which the Villanova
theater might do well to keep in

mind. It is better to produce a
lesser work of art than to ruin a
Great one.
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Round Midnight

The Art of Discrimination
by Joe Zawacki

Zawacki

A casual glance at the TV
listings last Saturday night

found an old 1935 relic gracing
the screen on the Late, Late
Show. It was entitled "Hooray
For Love" and it starred Ann
Sothern, Gene Raymond, Bill

"Bojangles" Robinson, and
"Fats" Waller. The picture it-

self was trite and cliche ridden
but it had an air of grace to it

and by the time the last note had
been sung, the writer's mind
had been activated into noting
several things. •,.,,/
Many books and journals oc-

cupy much space in telling us
how smart the present genera-
tion is compared to the one pre-

ceding us. Yet if we were to look

at our entertainment values and
standards with an objective eye,

one seriously
doubts the va-

lidity of this

statement.
Though this
generation is

supposedly bet-

ter educated, it

seems at times

that perhaps the condition of

the world and its pertinent

affairs plus the fact that too

much has been handed to us on
a silver platter has taken away
from the art of being discrimin-

ate.

, A few months back, this col-

umn expounded on length on the

current motion picture scene
and the garbage that Hollywood
is passing out for entertain-

ment. Rather than be repi-

titious, one example will suffice

to renew the point and at the

same time, indicate the problem.
Last summer, the great Frank
Sinatra, grand Lama, threw the
audiences a curve with a ridic-

ulous farce entitled "Ocean's
11," and the movie crowd bit like

a hungry trout. The picture was
enjoyable because businessman
Sinatra placed some very attrac-
tive personalities in it who are
past masters at entertaining.
With that done, it was no prob-
lem to push the story past the
adulating, star-struck public ; a
story with so many holes that it

got the Swiss Cheese award for
the year.

Now, our British cousins have
come along with a gem under
the title of "The League Of Gen-
tleman" with Jack Hawkins, and
to use a Sinatra-ism, "it's a
gas." In fact, it's "Ocean's 11,"

this time done properly and by
pros. However, the point still

is that the public here bought
"Ocean's 11" without question
on the strength of the personal-
ities involved. Sinatra, undoubt-
edly a great talent, is guilty of
not producing according to his

potential.

Since the picture, "Hooray
For Love," was on the airwaves,
the first thought was, "What a
difference from the usual fare!"
The average TViewer diets
steadily on a mixture of west-
erns, violence, and sugary situa-
tion comedies. A diet which
stilts the mind and deadens the
nerve which produces discrim-
ination in choosing. One of the
highest offenders is the college
student, who while he is being
prepared for the responsibilities
of adulthood, widens his poster-
ior watching the likes of Mav-
erick, the comedy (?) Wester
(??), the Rifleman (who is

really a philosopher in dis-

guise), Sugar-rump (qj: some-
thing like that), and the worst
of the lot, the "Un-stinkables"
(who do). The last which is

regularly passed off as fact,

stopped being so after the tenth

show and is now just an excuse
to show violence on the screen.

The mentality of the show is

reflected in its audience.

Three shows which are of top-

quality level, though not neces-

sairly favorites of the writer,

are Peter Gunn, Twentieth Cen-

tury, and the Twilight Zone.

Each show places the IQ of its

audience above the sixth grade
level and each sets out to stim-

ulate the viewer's imagination.

Barnum said that there was
one born every minute and more
recently, columnist-author Rob-
ert Ruark said, in effect, the

clods are only getting what they
deserve. I disagree. I think that

the public isn't stupid, just lax.

Lax in choice, in being discrim-

inate. Actually, no one can make
a decision on anything until he
has heard all the arguments
completely. If this were being
done today, there would be no
R&R, no trash on TV no Holly-
wood "epics". There would be
none because you, the public,

would demand more quality.

There would be none because
you, the public, would be more
discriminating. It's a mark of an
adult.

glilllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllinillllllllllllllllllillillllllllllllllllllllllH

VILLANOVA

SINGERS

I
i

One of the more active and ef-

fective societies on the Villanova
campus is the school glee club,

The Villanova Singers. Under
the leadership of Conductor,
Herbert Fiss the Singers have
become a closely-knit organiza-
tion of approximately seventy-

five members.
"The main purpose," asserted

Guy Guarch, "is to afford an op-

portunity to students who think

that they have a voice to sing

and thereby develop any talent

they might possess in this field.

By its membership, the soci-

ety also produces cultural stim-

ulation by broadening the scope

of its individual members and
that of the audience. In addition

it cultivates an appreciation for

music as a means of expres-

sion."

Officers of the Singers are

President Butch McNally, a sen-

ior Pre-Law major, Vice-Presi-

dent Jack Craig, and bursar-sec-

retary Mike Fallon. Represent-

ing the club on Student Council

is Tom Natal while Santo Agga-
lino acts as its Librarian.

Mandatory Practice

All members are obliged to

attend a weekly average of sev-

en hours practice in order to re-

RIVER STYX by JONIK

tain membership unless the ab-

sense is legitimate or resulting

from extenuating circumstances.

One of the events in which
they have participated include

the combined Christmas Produc-
tion, with Rosemont, of Handel's
Messiah.

The repetoire consists of ne-

gro spirituals, Latin music,

madrigals, church music, var-

ious masses, and popular music.

In the next two months, the

Singers will perform at Cabrini,

Chestnut Hill and a dozen other
concert trips at other colleges in

the East. A select group of the

society will, moreever, will ap-

pear on channel WRCV some-
time in May.

Tareyton delivers the flavor. .

.

Photo by Alan Williams

This shot of the Saturday afternoon action on Austin Field shows Villanova-Lacrosse player

Charlie Craven making a stab for the ball. The white shirted (54) intruder is one of Saturday's

opponents from C. W. Post of Long Island. Villanova Lost 8-2.

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

The difference is this: Tareyton*s Dual Filter gives you a

unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to

make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with

a pure white outer filter— to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.

Tareyton delivers—and you enjoy— the best taste of the best tobaccos.
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Choose just

the Jet-smooth

Chevy you

want in

one stop

at your

Chevrolet

dealer's

Here's the choice that makes choosing

the new car that's right for you easier

than ever. Thirty-one models in all-

designed to suit almost any taste, priced

to suit almost any budget. There's a

whole crew of Chevy Corvairs, including

thrifty sedans and coupes and four

wonderful new wagons. Budget-
wise Biscaynes— lowest priced full-sized

Chevrolets. Beautiful Bel Airs, sump-
tuous Impalas and America's only true

sports car— the Corvette.

Drop by your Chevrolet

dealer's and do your new
car shopping the easy way
—in one Qonvenient stop.

New Chevrolet IMPALA SPORT COUPE
All five Impala models combine Body
by Fisher beauty with a new measure of

practicality. Door openings of this Sport

Coupe, for instance, are over a half-

foot wider this year.

New Chevrolet IMPALA CONVERTIBLE

Here's one wide open for fun and a

lot of the fun is in Chevy's Jet-smooth
ride. Add Tui'boglide transmission
(extra-cost option) to this or any Chevy
V8 for tops in easy going.

New Chevy Corvair 500
LAKEWOOD STATION WAGON
Loads of space inside—and still more
in the trunk up front. And with all

their wagon-size versatility, these rear-

engine Lakewoods handle like a charm.

V -A,_

WIDE CHOICE OF
OK USED CARS, TOO! -v^; :;>>

More people are buying new
Chevrolets than any other
make. So your dealer's got a

wide choice of OK Used Cars.

New Chevrolet BEL AIR 4-DOOR SEDAN

Priced just above the thriftiest full-sized

Chevrolets, all four Bel Air models bring

you beauty that likes to make itself useful.

Slimmer and trimmer on the outside; yet

inside there's a full measure of Chevrolet's

roomy comfort.

See the new Chevrolet earn, Chevy Corvain and the new Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer'n!

Bell Hopeful As Cat

Gridders Begin 20

Day Spring Session

When the Villanova football

squad started Spring practice

last Thursday, at least one man
felt more sure of himself than

at the same time last year. This

man is head coach Alex Bell,

who stated quite unequivocably,

"I'm better equipped this year if

for no other reason than I know

my players and our strengths

and weaknesses, both individ-

ually and collectively."

The drills, which Bell hopes to

stretch to May 6, will of course

stress fundamentals. However,

in addition, the Coach wants to

try to improve the Pass offense

and eliminate fumbles as much

as possible. Also on the docket is

the strengthening of the de-

fense. "We had a high percent-

age of interceptions last season

but in doing so we left our

ground defenses too weak too

often," stated the Coach. "The
whole key," he said, "is in the

reaction of the players, and

more basically, their attitudes."

Stress will be on outside drills

and no blackboard sessions are

scheduled. Since the NCAA al-

lows only 20 days for drills. Bell

obviously hopes to get as much

done as possible in that time

which will make his task a little

easier in August when practice

starts in earnest. With a good

head start. Bell is optomistic

toward next year, when he hopes

to surpass last season's 2-8 re-

cord.

Fulton Lewis III will de-

liver a lecture on the San

Francisco riots tomorrow

at 7:30 in Vasey Hall.

Movies will be shown.

Baseball

(Continued from page 8)

play. The throw to first, how-
ever, was late and while Richie

Richman hesitated momentarily,

the lead Brandeis runner streak-

ed for the plate. The consequent
throw to the plate was high and
the runner slid beneath the feet

of catcher Al Wiegand. Man-
ager Mike Mullen termed Kiley's

first collegiate start as "a very
sound performance."

In the Penn State contest,

Coach Art Mahan selected Sop-
homore Wayne Walz for his

starter. Waltz, however, ran into

trouble in the sixth inning and
was relieved by Pete Sapnar
who allowed one hit in the inn-

ing and two thirds that he
pitched. Fidalgo was called in to

finish up the eighth and ninth

and wrapped-up the last two
innings with hitless ball.

Pen State used fifteen players
including four pitchers trying
to stop the Wildcat artillery.

Third-baseman Don Melega and
left-fielder Bill Platco both con-

tributed triples to the eleven hit

attack.

Boys Hustled

"All theboys hustled. Actually
we owe our success to the fact

that we outhustled the Penn
State team," Mahan commented.

The pitching corps seems to

have developed into a strong
twosome with Fidalgo and Kiley

showing exceptional control and
stability. Candidates Wayne
Walz, Joe Zawacki, and Pete
Sapnar are contending for the

other starting position.

A pair of sophomores. Jack
Lynch and Dan Baier, form a

"real good college double play
combination" according to Ma-
han. Baier was switched from
third to second last year to pre-

pare for the 1961 season. Junior
Don Melega and Sophomore
football quarterback Richie

Richman fill out the other infield

positions.

With the schedule showing
plenty of action in the next sev-

eral weeks, Mahan will find out

definitely about his team's pros-

pects which, judging from the

past four games seem to be

much better than average.

Two approaches to the
''man's deodorant" problem

If a man doesn't mind shaving under his arms, he will probably

find a woman's roll-on satisfactory. Most men. however, find it

simpler and surer to use Mennen Spray Deodorant. Mennen Spray

was made to get through to the skin, where perspiration starts.

And made to work all day. More men use Mennen Spray than any

other deodorant. How about you? 64* and $1.00 plus tax
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Wildcats Open Season

Saturday At Quantico
by Bob Lorkin

Photo by M!k« Pottore

Richie Richman Villanova's sophomore first basemkii pulls his foot off the bag after making
the touch. This action occurred in the Brandies Game which VJllanova Won 6-1. The umpire in the
background is Dan Smeddy of basketball fame.

Cat Nine Outshines

Four Straight Rivals;

Pitching Staff Holds
Amid all the recent upheavals

and epochs in the Athletic De-
partment of the past semester,

only one factor has remained
somewhat steadfast, the win-

ning ways of the Villanova var-

sity baseball team.

The undefeated Wildcats,

under the mentorship of Coach
Art Mahan, ran their consecu-

tive winning streak to four

games by crushing a strong

Penn State team 9-6 last Satur-

day. Penn State had been prev-

iously rated as one of the best in

• the east. ;,!•.- .,;:;•. ':?

Worries about tJie supposed
instability of the pitching staff

now seem to have dwindled with
the appearance of the encourag-
ing performances of southpaw
Phil Fidalgo and righty Mike
Kiley. Fidalgo, the stalward of

last year's NCAA team with an
8-3 mark, recorded his first two
victories this season with im-

pressive performances against

Gettysburg and the University

of Vermont.
In the opener at Gettysburg.

Fidalgo shutout the Gettysburg
club 3-0 while scattering six

hits and stiking out ten. In the

1960 season, Fidalgo recorded
113 strikeouts in 83 innings to

rank fifth in the nation with 12.3

strikeouts per game.
The Cats picked up their first

home victory against the Uni-
versity of Vermont with Fidalgo
gaining his second complete
game and second victory in as

many tries. Sophomore first-

baseman Richie Richman paced
the 12-4 triumph with four hits

in five trips.

Plagued by inept fielding and
the pinpoint control of Cat
pitcher Mike Kiley, the Brandeis
University nine succumbed to

the much better prepared Wild-
cats. The only run to cross the

plate against Kiley in the 6-1

victory was unearned.
With men on first and second

and one down in the eighth,

third baseman Don Melega
fielded a grounder and started

to send the ball around the horn

for the inning-ending double

(Continued on page 7)

Kraft JNI^amed To Succeed
Severance As Head Coach

Villanova University continued its penchant for making
headlines in unorthodox fashion with the naming of Jack
Kraft, local high school coach and oflScial, as head basketball
coach. The announcement came last Friday and the 40 year
old St. Joseph graduate was given a 3 year contract. Financial
terms were not disclosed.

The signing ended the long and sometimes comical eflforts

to land a worthy successor to Al
Severance, who retired this sea-

son after 25 years at the helm
of the Wildcats' basketball team.
As it became apparent that Ed
Scullin, former North Catholic

coach, was not going to receive

the job, applicants started com-
ing in and the papers then be-

came flooded with admissions,

denials, and counter-denials as

one name, then another, was
tossed into the ring.

Ironically, despite the "name"
coaches that were mentioned,
the mantle eventually fell on a
man who makes his home in

Wayne. Kraft, at the signing,

was employed at Malvern Prep
where he was baseball and bas-

ketball coach in addition to offi-

ciating both sports. He will con-

tinue his duties there until June
while at the same time, starting

his work at Villanova.
The new coach gained re-

cognition in this area with his

handling of basketball teams at

Southeast Catholic, later Bishop
Neuman where his teams won
championships in 1948 and 1954.

While he was in the service,

he worked with Eddie Rickey,
the famed St. Louis University
coach now at Marquette. Kraft
credits much of his theories and
thinking to the lessons he learn-

ed while with Hickey. Kraft is

known in the sport as a funda-
mentalist and stresses team play
over individual efforts. His Neu-
man teams were characterized
by their hustle and won many
games by sheer pressure on
their opponents. When a player
didn't hustle, it wasn't long
before Kraft had him on the
bench.

With his acceptance, Scullin

immediately resigned amidst
numerous rumors. Kraft will

pick his own assistant but as
yet, he has not indicated who it

will be.

Jack Kraft

their choice and Jack Kraft,

with a solid and favorable bas-

ketball reputation, becomes Vil-

lanova's first new basketball
coach in 26 years. . /

Elliott To Mentor

U.S. Track Forces

At Moscow In July
James F. Elliott, '35, head

track coach at Villanova, has re-

cently accepted the position of

head track coach of the United
States track team for the dual

meet with Russia in Moscow
July 14 and 15.

Elliott was elected by coaches
from across the country from a
select field to head Uncle Sam's
thinclads. Assisting "Jumbo"
will be Ollie Jackson of Abilene
Christian College.

Elliott stated that the berths
for this team will be gained by
placing first or second in the

National A.A.U. championships
this summer. He will also be
permitted to select two men
from each of the 100 and 400
yard dash fields to compete in

the 440 yard and one mile relay

teams respectively.

Villanova's Wildcat thin dads

will open their outdoor season at

the Quantico Relays on Satur-

day April 15. In their annual de-

but of the spring season, the El-

liott men will test their team

strength against the foremost

college and athletic teams in the

East.

Testing its muscles for the

first time outdoors Villanova

will limit its individual efforts

while concentrating on the relay

events. Perennial rivals, Morgan
State and Manhattan will pro-

vide the competition in the mile

relay while St. John's will join

the Jaspers as the major hurdle

in the Wildcat two mile relay as-

pirations. The Mainliners will

also enter the 440 yard and four

mile relay along with the sprint

and distance medleys.

Raemore Anchors Mile

The 880 yard relay team will

return to defend its title again

this season. Last year with Bob

Raemore running anchor the

'Cats turned the trick in 1 :26.2.

The mile relay unit will be out

to improve on their second place

finish.

Neither of 'Cats sprinters will

be entered in dashes. Indoor

standout, Frank Budd will forgo

the 100 yard dash for the next

few weeks. He will anchor the

Villanova sprint medley team
while Otis Drayton, 220 yard fa-

vorite will be used in the 440.

IC4A Champion, indoor and

outdoor, Leon Pras, will attempt

to better his fourth-place finish

in the 100 meter high hurdles.

Sophomore Charlie Hammock,
who finished fifth last year will

also compete.

Cruz vs. Bragg

Villanova's freshmen, having

finished a highly successful in-

door season, will now be given a

chance to prove their weight

outdoors. Olympian, Rolando

Cruz, who cleared 15 feet three

times indoors will be pitted

against "Tarzan" Don Bragg. A
'57 graduate, Bragg is still

shooting for the magic height of

16 feet. Cruz came within a frac-

tion of an inch of clearing 15

feet in Rome last summer, and

has made it official this year.

Two mile pacesetter Vic Za-

walick will be back on familiar

ground at Quantico. He will lead

the field of two milers and may
possibly anchor the freshmen

four mile relay team.

Penn State and Manhattan
will both be at full strength for

the meet. Powerful Michigan
State along with Ohio State will

lead the Big Ten entries, while
Morgan State, Duke and Mary-
land will lead the Southern dele-

gation.

NY Trip

The following week, Villanova
will travel to Randall's Island

for the Queens-Iona Relays and
on April 29, the 'Cats will de-

fend their long held mile relay

crown at the Penn Relays in

Philadelphia. May 12 the tables

will be reversed as the Mainlin-
ers will get a chance to revenge
last year's loss, hosting the Ma-
rines of Quantico.

Mugler Succeeds

Chase As Sports

Publicity Head
"Villanova is a growing uni-

versity and much can be done

by the Athletic Publicity Office

to present the school in a true

picture to the public as the

school grows." Thus spoke K.

Stanley Mugler, former Jazz

Critic and sportswriter of the

Philadelphia Evening Bulletin,

last Tuesday, as he succeeded

Joe Chase as Athletic Publicity

Director of Villanova.

Ken Mugler

Strong Weight Men
For the first time in years,

Villanova will field a strong

group of weightmen headed by

Billy Joe, who set the Wildcat

shot put mark at 55 feet 8 inch-

es in the New York AC meet
last February. He followed this

effort up by copping the IC4A
title with a throw of 54 feet 8

inches. Close behind him at 54

feet 3 inches was Jerry Donini,

the second half of the 'Cats one-

two-punch in the shot put. Soph-
omore Doug Kerr, a consistent

200 yard Javelin thrower, will

get his chance at varsity compe-
tition this weekend.

Bob Coffil and Angelo Sivieri,

both hampered by injuries are
still possible entrants in the

hurdles and 4 mile relay.

Ken, a 24 year old Philadel-

phian and graduate of Southern

High, looks upon his new job as

a "good opportunity" and due to

his background of the past few

years, starts his duties better

prepared than most people.

After graduating from South-
ern in 1954, Ken obtained a job
with the Bulletin as assistant to

the Personnel Manager which
he filled for three years. One of

his main duties there was to edit

the company magazine which
was published every month. A
six-month stint with Uncle Sam
at Fort Knox was followed by a
return to the Philly paper where
he filled an Opening in the
Sports dept., becoming one of

Bob Vetrone's proteges.

As Ken puts it, "This opening
gave me a chance to meet some
of the poeple that I will be in

constant contact with in Phila-

delphia sports matters and it

was here that I met Al Sever-

ance, who was especially kind to

me when I was starting out,

along with some other promi-

nent people connected with Vil-

lanova."
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^'Operation Abolition''

Attracts Record Cro\vd
"Operation Abolition," the

highly controversial anti-Com-

munist film presented as the

year's first Student Council

Forum, scored a significant suc-

cess on campus last week.

With the movie, the Council

presented a brief lecture and

extensive question and answer

period by Fulton Lewis III, for-

mer research analyst for the

House Un-American Activities

Committee (HUAC) who is

currently on tour with the film.

"Operation Abolition" Con-

cerns the riots, purportedly
under the direction of known
Communist agitators, staged by
college students in San Fran-
cisco, Cal., during hearings of

the HUAC on May 12, 13, and 14,

1960.

Film Scrutinized

Opponents of the film con-

tended that under the technical

direction of Mr. Lewis, the film's

editors distorted the importance
and violence of the riots to

overplay the extent of Com-
munist infiltration in the United
States and the necessity for re-

taining the Un-American Acti-

vities Committee as an anti-

Communist weapon. Critics of

the film and of the HUAC con-

tend that the Committee en-

gages in "witch hunting" and
deprives citizens of their con-

stitutional right to an unsullied

personal reputation.

By 7:30 p.m., when "Opera-
tion Abolition" was to begin,

Vasey Hall Auditorium was
filled to overflowing with a

crowd of students and faculty

members from a number of

near-by colleges.

By the time Lewis arrived,

the mood of the audience was
noticeably antagonistic to the

Conservative point of view, but
Lewis' brief address and the im-

pact of the film itself succeeded
in arousing most of the latent

anti-Communist sympathy of

the audience.

The Liberal opponents of the

HUAC attempted to offset the

favorable effects of the glm and
speech by advancing a carefully

pre-arranged argument in the

form of questions. Their argu-

ment was that the HUAC spon-

sored the documentary film as

part of a "last-ditch effort."

(Continued on page S)

Usual Maudlin Mood
Absent In New Lynx;

Sales Set For May 1

Vince Kirk and Michael Wes-
ley, co-editors of the Lynx, an-
nounced that the spring edition

of the Lynx, the campus literary

magazine, will go on sale May 1,

Mother's Day of Junior Week.
The cover by Joe Ruggeiro

will be displayed on campus bul-

letin boards two weeks in ad-

vance of publication. This issue

will be approximately 64 pages
and will feature two conflicting

reviews of Exodus, a contempor-
ary novel by Leon Uris.

Exodus Reviews
These two reviews are written

by Villanovan's who represent

the two conflicting ethnic

groups.

Kirk and Wesley also an-

nounced that Frank Murphy has

succeeded Bill Speers as Layout
Editor.

The editors went on to say

that the poetry in this is'sue

shows more artistic ability than

past issues have demonstrated.

The depressive mood created in

past Lynx's is noticeably absent

both in the poetry and short

stories.

Photo by Jo» McCarthy

Tony Bateman represents Villanova, and Joe Breen represents Immaculata (?) at the ICG
convention, held at Harrisburg, while Bill Lewis, Theda Sliwkowski, Jack McAteer, and Bill

Radmacher, look on.

ICG Convention Success;
McAteer Touts Rademacher

Photo by Andy DoPuizo

A moment of glory . . . just after the presentation of the

queen of the Senior Prom, Janet DeMaine. Her escort, Frank
Kelly, and Gary Susnjara, Prom m.c, look on.

Highlighted by the heated de-

bate of irate delegates, the in-

tricate mechanics of politics,

and the amicable feelings of

individual delegates toward one
another, the Intercollegiate

Conference on Government com-
menced its twenty-fifth annual
convention in the state's capital

of Harrisburg last Thursday.

Surrounded by the imposing
architectural beauty of the cap-

ital buildings, meetings and
assemblies were conducted in

the same fashion as if the actual

state legislature were in opera-

tion. Attended by some 548 dele-

gates from about sixty-three

colleges in Pennsylvania, the

convention proved both educa-
tional and enjoyable.

United Delegation

A united and impressive Vil-

lanova delegation of twenty-two
members under the persuasive
tact and leadership of its Chair-

man and President, Jack Mc-
Ateer, exerted itself in attempt-

ing to push all of its policies

into effect. Although the South-

east region failed to capture
the Speaker's post, McAteer's
ability to organize his group
and to argue for next year's

Villanova delegation in the reg-

ional and state caucuses proved
successful in gaining several

posts and bills accepted.

The opening session was
called to order by the temporary
Chairman, Mary Weiss of Imma-

culata. Following the call to

order, the Rev. Robert Welch,
OSA, Assistant Dean of the
Arts and Science division of

Villanova, delivered the invoca-

tion to the assembly. The main
speaker of the opening session

was Gov. David A. Lawrence of

Pennsylvania.

Nominating the Southeast
Region's candidate for clerk.

Anthony G. Bateman, a junior
Philosophy major startled the

assembly with his oratorical

ability. "In the opinion of sev-

eral delegates from other
schools," asserted Ed McCaf-
frey, a member of the Villanova
delegation, "the speech was the

most-talked-about, the best re-

ceived, and gave the convention
(Continued on page 10)

Zawacki Hosts WWVU
New All-Star Jazz Show
On Thursday, April 20, Radio

Station WWVU will present its

second annual edition of "The
All-time All-star Traditional

Jazz Orchestra." The idea, con-

ceived by WWVU Jazz disc jock-

ey Joe Zawacki last year, is

based on the annual Down Beat
Poll results, with the difference

being that instead of modern
artists being represented on the

show, Zawacki will play histori-

cal Jazz originals of some of the

famed musicians who were
prominent and, in many in-

stances, famous during the 20's

and 30's.

0*Mara Pleased

Station Manager Dan O'Mara
cited the show "as one of the

many examples of fine program-
ming that WU^VU brings to the

Villanova student every day dur-

ing the school year."

This special edition of the sta-

tion's popular Jazz Suite will

run from 9:00 P.M. to 11:00

P.M. instead of the usual hour,

in order to afford enough time
to play recordings of all the art-

ists being represented. The
framework of the all-star band
is taken from Benny Goodman's
highly successful formula of the

1930's. Sixteen Jazz greats will

occupy four trumpet chairs, five

reeds, three trombones, and a

rhythm section of piano, bass,

guitar and drums.

Noted Zawacki : "Since the se-

lections are arbitrary and open
to discussion, the most repre-

sentative recordings available

will be played in order to show
justification for the artist's se-

lection. The success of last

year's show and also of the

Down Beat Show in December
made Dan and I feel that an en-

core was in order."
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Administrators Drop Plan
To Change Exam Sched.
"For the present, at least,

there will be no departure from
current practice as to the time of
administering examinations (in-

cluding those in religion), ex-

cept that all examinations are

to be conducted during the ex-

amination period specified in the

University Bulletin for the var-

ious classes. (For Spring, 1961:

Juniors and Seniors, May 22-27

;

Freshman and Sophomores, May
26-June 3)." So stated the offi-

cial communication received by
this paper from the Office of Aca-

demic Affairs. The release con-

tinued, "It should be noted for

the record that expressions of

opinion concerning the elimina-

tion of a special examination

period were received as follows

in the office of academic affairs:

9 from individual faculty mem-
bers; 2 from the faculty of de-

partments as a whole; 33 from
individual students; 647 from
students variously grouped. Ex-

cept for the opinion of one fac-

ulty member—opinions of ad-

ministrators are not included in

the count—all were adverse.

\ Faculty Says No!

"A good many opinions were

based on the assumption that

only the final week of a semes-

ter would be open for examina-

tions, and that there would be

no control of the number of

examinations a student might

have to take on a given day. The

ACES Offers Seniors

Opportunity To Meet

Industrial Leaders
•

Members of the Senior Class

are invited to meet personally

and to question top leaders from
various fields of industry of the

Philadelphia area during a pan-

el discussion program on April

27. Presented under the auspices

of ACES (Americans for the

Competitive Enterprise System,

Inc.), the forum will be held at

7:30 p.m. in room 110 of the

Commerce and Finance Build-

ing.

A private reception and din-

ner for panel members and Uni-

versity officials will be held at

6:30 p.m. in the East Lounge of

Dougherty Hall.

ACES is a non-profit, non-po-

litical citizen's organization op-

erating in the field of economic

education. It is designed to dem-

onstrate the operation of our

American business system to

students and the public at large.

The panel will include the fol-

lowing corporate executives : Dr.

F. otto Haas, President of the

Rohm and Haas Co., chemical

manufacturers; Fred 0. Hess,

President of the Selas Corpora-

tion, representing the electron-

ics industry; William F. Kelly,

President of the First Pennsyl-

vania Banking and Trust Co.;

and W . Thacher Longstreth of

Aitkin-Kynett, representing the

advertising business.

The panel will be moderated

by Curtin Winsor, Executive Di-

rector of ACES, and will discuss

such topics as: Can the United

States economy reduce unem-
ployment, increase its productiv-

ity, and overcome the present

recession? and is the continua-

tion of the foreign aid program
of the United States justified for

reasons of national defense.

difficulty that would be en-
countered in administering de-

partmental examinations occas-
ioned most other negative re-

sponses. A few were based on
the drawback that would be en-

tailed in not having a single ex-

amination of extended length."

NROTC Paper Acts

To Secure Necessary

Funds To Publish
Midshipmen 2-c Joseph J.

Willmott has announced that

steps have been taken by the

staff of the new NROTC news-

paper to secure the necessary

advertisements to finance the

paper. Also, a plan has been in-

troduced whereby the cost of

publication will be greatly re-

duced. Both of these considera-

tions have not fully material-

ized.

In addition to the steps being

taken above, a definite commit-

ment was received by the

NROTC Recreation Committee

for funds to be used by the

newspaper.

The first publication is sched-

uled to be printed within the

next three weeks.

Theatre Department

And ^Tairs'^ To Join

For Summer Course
Villanova University an-

nounced plans this week for the
introduction of a unique new
course in its theater department
curriculum for the coming sum-
mer session.

Under the direction of Profes-
sor Richard Duprey, Chairman
of the University's Theater De-
partment, Villanova will join

with the Valley Forge Music
Fairs, Inc. to present a ten week
course involving educational in-

struction and on the job train-

ing for interested students.

Four Credits

combination of

professional

This unique
educational and
theater will seek to train stu-

dents in theater administration,

technicalities of production and
acting, costuming and press re-

lations. By attending class and
seven seminars at the Valley
Forge Tent theater during the
summer period a graduate stu-

dent may obtain 4 credits on the

graduate level. Undergraduates
with the approval of their deans
may also receive credit toward
an undergraduate degree.

The program will begin this

summer at the Valley Forge
Summer Theater on an experi-

mental basis. Teaching will be

done by members of the Villa-

nova theater department and
members of the Valley Forge
Summer Theater staff.

PORTRETTE

Crawford Sparks ENGINEER

''Goodness what beautiful diamonds!" "Goodness had nothing
to do with it" A snea'k shot of some of the cast from Turf *n*

Tinsel as they run through one of the first dress rehearsals in the
Field House for "Southern Comfort." From left to right; Ted
Burke, Mike Kane, Jim Shiels, and Mike Tighe. The show will be
presented from the 28th to the 30th of April. On Sunday night
mother's participating in Junior Week will be admitted free.

Stack AnnouncesNew
Method for Languages

Hsu, Miller, And Klein

To Attend Math Institute
Three members of the faculty of the Industrial Adminis-

tration Department have been selected to participate in the

Institute in Basic Mathematics, sponsored by the Ford Founda-
tion. Dr. Ih Sen Hsu, Professor Robert E. Miller, and Dr.

Walter H. Klein will attend the eight week summer session

and the follow-up program. Staffing of the Institute will be the

joint responsibility of the University of Pennsylvania's De-
partment of Mathematics and
the Wharton School of Finance
and Commerce.

The material included in the

summer session will be theoreti-

cal in nature and selected for

its relevance to business prob-

lems. The follow-up part of the

program will consist of a course

in the business use of mathe-

matical techniques. Topics will

be considered from such areas

as decision theory, linear pro-

gramming, simulation and

mathematical statistics.

Studied at Yale ^

Both Dr. Klein and Professor

Miller have in the past partici-

pated in programs sponsored by

the Ford Foundation. In 1958,

Dr. Klein held a summer fellow-

ship at Yale to conduct research

in administration processes. In

1957, Professor Miller, then a

member of the University of

Southern California's faculty,

spent a summer at Harvard in a

Ford program devoted to an eval-

uation of the Harvard Case

Method as an aproach to business

education. In 1959, Dr. Hsu re-

ceived an Economics-in-Action

fellowship to Case Institute of

Technology.

The Modem Language De-

partment under the Chairman-

ship of Dr. Edward M. Stack

will sponsor "Language Labora-

tory Techniques". The new

course will be held Monday
through Friday at 10:30 during
the summer session and is avail-

able to modern language teach-

ers and teachers in training. Two
credits will be awarded upon
completion of the course.

This summer course in Lan-
guage Laboratory Techniques is

designed for teachers and stu-

dents preparing to teach foreign

languages. It will acquaint them
with the theory and development

of the language laboratory, the

physical arrangements possible,

the administration of a labora-

tory, integration of laboratory

materials with classroom pre-

sentation, and the preparation

of pattern drills and other drills

specific to the laboratory.

Methods of testing and other

methodological questions will be

taken up. The material covered

will be substantially that cov-

ered in NDEA Institutes, al-

though Villanova's program is

independent and concentrated.

Students will have lectures,

practical problems, and practice

time in the Laboratory, which
will be open daily so that stu-

dents can become familiar with

its operation and make use of

the facilities in preparing ma-
terials for the classroom and

seminar treatment of language

laboratory techniques.

Admission to the course will

be through the usual channels,

by application to the Director

of Summer Session.

AFTER SHAVE
LOTIO

Refreshing antiseptic action heab

razor nicks, helps keep your skin

in top condition. 1.00 pim lai
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The Editor of the Villanova

Engineer is a Monsignor

Bonner High alumnus, Paul

Crawford, a senior with a

novel but practical approach

to his future.

Crawford, who is majoring

in mechanical engineering

must place some faith in the

old adage: "There is nothing

permanent but change," for

this Student Council repre-

sentative is defying conven-

tion. He has immediate

Paul Crawford

aspirations of attending Law
School here at Villanova. En-

gineering and Law are not

recognized as a typical aca-

demic combination.

Crawford, who will pursue

his career in either patent or

corporation law, asserts that,

"The opportunities today are

tremendous for those having
degrees in both law and engi-

neering."

Two Frats

A resident of Drexel Hill,

Pa., Crawford is an active

member of three campus fra-

ternities, two of which are

Phi Kappa Pi, the large sci-

ence and technical fraternity,

and Pi Tau Sigma, the Villa-

nova chapter of the national

mechanical engineering hon-

orary fraternity. He is also a
member of Tau Beta Pi, the

new honorary fraternity on
campus having national aflfil-

iations.

Crawford announced that

the Villanova Engineer will

be distributed May 15. This
is a magazine published, writ-

ten, and put together by the

undergraduate students. Con-
tained within this engineer-

ing journal are outlines of

the professions, feature arti-

cles, and three or four stu-

dent-submitted articles of a

technical or non-technical

nature, in addition to Stolen

Stuff, the engineers' humor
column.

Crawford has "Always
been interested in arts and
engineering, but was unable

to pursue both academically

at Villanova." This did not

hinder him in any way, for he

has been busily engaged in

extra-engineering activities,

such as the Villanovan, the

Academic Affairs Committee,
the Religious Affairs Com-
mittee, and the Sanctuary So-

ciety. He eagerly awaits a

multi-faceted future.
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_ Mendel Bulletin Nears

I Completion As Lynch

I Sets Campus Date
i The science students of the

g University are near completion

IS

of the Mendel Bulletin, their an-
nual publication. Editor-in-chief

g Dennis Lynch, a Senior Biology

I major said, "the journal will

s come out around May 20th, and

g will feature a special story on

I the new science building."
s Lynch's subordinate editors are
= Alfred Carlson, Biology editor;

1 and Francis McCormick, Physics

1 editor.

1 The magazine's purpose is to

i provide students with exper-

1 ience in scientific writings and

1 publications. It appeals mainly

5 to physics, chemistry, and other

1 science majors. Copies will be

1 made available to undergradu-

i ate science students with the

1 purpose of creating interest,

= and perhaps inducing individual

1 projects in specific fields.

I Circulation will be extensive,

= including Scandanavian, Iron

1 Curtain and other foreign coun-

1 tries as well as in the United
1 States.

i Law School Achieves

I
100'' In Bar Exam

i Villanova Law School has a

i 100% record on the Pennsylva-

1 nia Bar Exam for January 1961

1 the State Board of Law Exam-
1 iners announced,

i All graduates of the Villanova

1 University School of Law were
i successful thus giving the Law
1 School a passing average of one

i hundred per cent on this exam-

1 ination.

1 This achievement strengthens

I the fine record which the School
lii^ of Law has won not only in this

state but in New York, Massa-

chusetts, New Jersey, Delaware,

the District of Columbia and
elsewhere.

Photo by Miky Postore

"Under the clock at the Biltmore/' the ads all say Villanova

Seniors met under a far more famous clock Friday. BIG BEN in

the background was the focal point of the Senior Prom, whose
theme was "London in Love."

Heidingsfield Addresses

Amer. Marketing Assoc.
Dr. M. S. Heidingsfield, Asso-

ciate Dean of Commerce and
Finance, addressed the Second
Annual Southeastern Confer-

ence of the American Market
Association held in Atlanta,

Georgia on April 12.

Dr. Heidingfield spoke on the

"Relationship of Forecasting to

the Marketing Plan." He indi-

cated that no successful busi-

ness organization ever under-

takes a marketing program

Junior Dinner Dance

Slated For Sheraton

On May 6, the Annual Junior

Dinner Dance will be held in the

main ballroom of the Sheraton

Hotel. This event will both high-

light and climax the Junior

Week festivities.

Dinner which will be vserved at

7:30, will last until approxi-

mately 9 p.m. After the dinner

the Queen of the Dinner Dance
will be chosen by the judges.

Paul Judge and his orchestra

will then provide music until one

o'clock.

There will be table reserva-

tions of four couples at a table.

Juniors are urged by the com-

mittee to plan their groups as

soon as possible in order to

have reservations ready when
tickets sales begin.

Fulton Lewis
(Continued from page 1)

resist attempts to abolish it on

the ground that it had proven,

not only legislatively worthless,

but dangerous to the liberty of

American citizens.

Lack of documentation suffi-

cient to oppose Mr. Lewis' for-

midable array of facts, figures,

and reports, and an unfortu-

nate betrayal on the part of the

questioners of antagonistic
spirit which adversely affected

the non-committed majority of

the audience, notably dimin-

ished the effect of their argu-

ment.

'61 Alumni Reunion

Program Planned
The Alumni House, which is

located across from Mendel Hall,

is the scene for all the prepara-

tions that are made to unite the

former Villanova students to-

gether. Guided by the efforts of

Executive Secretary George J.

Pequignot and Coordinator Da-

vid A. Rafferty, the 1961 Alumni
Reunion Program is now com-
pleted.

The dates for the reunion are

June 9, 10, and 11. Space has

been reserved for every alumnus
even though it will be a special

occasion for the classes of '26,

'31, '36, '41 '46, and '56.

The program committee chaired

by Frank Conroy has arranged

the weekend's activities.

Golf Tourney

The annual Golf Tournament
to be held at Valley Forge Coun-

try Club should be underway by

nine o'clock on Friday, June 9.

Following the tournament, a tra-

ditional Jamboree in the Field

House will present reviews of

the football, baseball, and track

seasons, with pictures and dis-

cussions by the respective

coaches.

The highlight of Saturday aft-

ernoon will be a Rugby match be-

tween Villanova's team and an-

other from Westchester, New
York. Also on Saturady will be

the Class Luncheon, preceeded

by cocktails, to be followed by a

seminar.

The reunion will give the old-

er alumni the opportunity to see

the 26 million dollars worth of

new buildings that have been

erected on campus within recent

years. "All alumni who intend to

attend should mail in their reg-

istration as soon as possible,"

Pequignot said.

without constructing a struc-

tured marketing plan covering

such elements as advertising

and promotion expenditures,

merchandising objectives, and

delineation of model mix if con-

sumer products are involved.

Moreover, the plan must include

methods for measurement of the

effectiveness of the program so

that appropriate required revi-

sions can be made as the pro-

gram goes into effect.

Market Potential

Dr. Heidingsfield's major

point was that none of this can

be undertaken intelligently un-

less there is a basic and accurate

economic and sales forecast

which will indicate potential

market penetration of a product

or products by region or area.

The detail of the forecast not

only sets the base line for set-

ting up raw material budgets,

investment programs, facility

planning and inventory controls

but becomes the cornerstone for

the marketing activity which

takes formal shape in the mar-
keting plan.

These interrelated operations

in business are part of the func-

tions of the marketing research

department and the results be-

come the basis for management
operating policy and decision.

Dr. Heidingsfield was intro-

duced to the Conference by Mr.

William B. Scott, Vice President

of the Southern Bell Telephone

and Telegraph Company.

Physics Club To Hold

Communion Breakfast

The Annual Communion
Breakfast of the Physics Club

and the Chemistry Society will

be held on Sunday, April 23. The
group will attend nine o'clock

Mass in the University chapel

followed by a breakfast at

Stauffer's restaurant in Wynne-
wood. Dr. Robert S. O'Shea, the

philosopher, will be the guest

speaker.

Physics, chemistry or mathe-

matics majors interested in this

affair should contact AI Casilla,

president of the Physics Club.
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iVdminisftratprs Drop Plan

To Change Exam Sched.
"For the present, at least,

there will be no departure from
current practice as to the time of

administering: examinations ( in-

cUidinK those in religion), ex-

cept that all examinations are

to W conducted during the ex-

amination period specified in the

University Bulletin for the var-

ious classes. (For Spring, 1961:

Juniors and Seniors, May 22-27;

Freshman and Sophomores, May
26-June :^)." So stated the offi-

cial communication received by

this paper from the Oflice of Aca-

demic Affairs. The release con-

tinued. "It should be noted for

the record that expressions of

opinion concerning the elimina-

tion of a special examination

period were received as follows

in the office of academic affairs:

9 from individual faculty mem-
bers; 2 from the faculty of de-

partments as a whole; 33 from

individual students; 647 from

students variously grouped. Ex-

cept for the opinion of one fac-

ulty member—opinions of ad-

ministrators are not included in

the count—all were adverse.

Faculty Says No!
;

"A good many opinions were

based on the assumption that

only the final week of a semes-

ter would be open for examina-

tions, and that there would be

no control of the number of

examinations a student might

have to take on a given day. The

ACES Offers Seniors

Opportunity To Meet

Industrial Leaders

Members of the Senior Class

are invited to meet personally

and to question top leaders from

various fields of industry of the

Philadelphia area during a pan-

el discussion program on April

27. Presented under the auspices

of ACES (Americans for the

Competitive Enterprise System,

Inc.), the forum will be held at

1:?,0 p.m. in room 110 of the

Commerce and Finance Build-

ing-

A private reception and din-

ner for i)anel memlxTs and Uni-

versity otTicials will be held at

6:.S0 p.m in the East Lounge of

Dougherty Hall.

ACK^ is a non-profit, non-po-

litical citi7.en's organization op-

erating in the field of economic

education. It is designed to dem-

onstrate the operation of our

American business system to

students and the i)ublic at large.

The panel will include the fol-

lowing corporate executives: Dr.

F. Otto Haas, President of the

Rohm and Haas Co., chemical

manufacturers; Fred O. Hess.

President of the Selas Corpora-

tion, representing the electron-

ics industry; William F. Kelly.

President of the First Pennsyl-

vania Banking and Tru.st Co.

;

and W . Thacher Longstreth of

Aitkin-Kynett, representing the

advertising business.

The panel \vill be moderated

by Curtin Winsor, F^xecutive Di-

rwtor of ACES, and will discu.ss

such topics as: Can the United

States economy reduce unem-

ployment, increase its productiv-

ity, and overcome the present

recession? and is the continua-

tion of the foreign aid program

of the United States justified for

reasons of national defen.se.

difficulty that would be en-

countered in administering de-

partmental examinations occas-
ioned most other negative re-

sponses. A few were based on
the drawback that would be en-

tailed in not having a single ex

aniination of extended length."

NROTC Paper Acts

To Secure Necessary

Funds To Publish
Midshipmen 2-c Joseph J.

Willmott has announced that

steps have been taken by the

staff of the new NROTC news-

paper to secure the necessary

advertisements to finance the

paper. Also, a plan has been in-

troduced whereby the cost of

publication will be greatly re-

duced. Both of these considera-

tions have not fully material-

ized. ''•"-;, ' '..'..:'
^

;•.,.'.;• ''::

In addition to the step."? being

taken above, a definite commit-

ment was received by the

NROTC Recreation Committee

for funds to be used by the

newspaper.

The first publication is sched-

uled to be printed within the

next three weeks. :.,

Theatre Department

And "Fairs" To Join

For Summer Course
Villanova University an-

nounced plans this week for the
introduction of a unique new
course in its theater department
curriculum for the coming sum-
mer session.

Under the direction of Profes-

sor Richard Duprey, Chairman
of the University's Theater De-
partment, Villanova will join

with the Valley Forge Music
Fairs, Inc. to present a ten week
course involving educational in-

struction and on the job train-

ing for interested students.

Four Credits

This unique combination of

educational and professional

theater will seek to train stu-

dents in theater administration,

technic^ilities of production and
acting, costuming and press re-

lations. By attending class and
seven seminars at the Valley

Forge Tent theater during the

summer period a graduate stu-

dent may obtain 4 credits on the

graduate level. Undergraduates
with the approval of their deans

may also receive credit toward
an undergraduate degree.

The program will begin this

summer at the Valley Forge
Summer Theater on an experi-

mental basis. Teaching will be

done by members of the Villa-

nova theater department and
members of the Valley F'orge

Summer Theater staff.

I Jm •
i|ii

>
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Hsu, Miller, And Klein

To Attend Math Institute
Thfee members of the faculty of the Industrial Adminis-

tration Department have been selected to participate in the

Institute in Basic Mathematics, sponsored by the Ford Founda-
tion. Dr. Ih Sen Hsu. Professor Robert E. Miller, and Dr.

Walter H. Klein will attend the eight week summer session

and the follow-up program. Staffing of the Institute will be the

joint responsibility of the University of Pennsylvania's De-

partment of Mathematics and

the Wharton School of Finance

and Commerce. ,

The material included in fhe

summer session will be theoreti-

cal in nature and selected for

its relevance to business prob-

lems. The follow-up part of the

program will consist of a course

in the business use of mathe-

matical techniques. Topics will

bo considered from such areas

as decision theory, linear pro-

gramming, simulation and

mathematical statistics.

PORTRETTE

Crawford Sparks ENGINEER

"Goodness what beautiful diamonds!'' "Goodness had nothing
to do with it " A sneak shot of some of the cast from Turf 'n'

Tin.sel as they run through one of the first dress rehearsals in the

Field House for "Southern Comfort." From left to right; Ted
Burke, Mike Kane, Jim Shiels, and Mike Tighe. The show will be

presented from the 28th to the 30th of April. On Sunday night
mother's participating in Junior Week will be admitted free. ;:

Stack AnnouncesNew
Method for Languages

studied at Yale v

Roth Dr. Klein and Professor

Miller have in the past partici-

pated in pi-ogfama sponsored by

the Ford Foundatioh. In 1958,

Or, Klein held a summer fellow-

ship at Yale to conduct research

in administration processes. In

1057. Professor Miller, then a

member of the University of

Southern Galifornia\s faculty,

spent a summer at Harvard in a

F'ord program devoted to an eval-

uation of the Harvard Case

Method as an aproach to business

education. In 1059, Dr. Hsu re-

ceived an Rconomics-in-Action

f<'llowship to Case Institute of

Technology.

'S

The Modern Language De-

partment under the Chairman-

ship of Dr. Edward M. Stack

will sponsor "Language Labora-

tory Techniques". The new

course will be held Monday
through Friday at 10:30 during

the summer session and is avail-

able to modern language teach-

ers and teachers in training. Two
credits will be awarded .upon

completion of the course. ;
This summer course in Lan-

guage Laboratory Techniques is

designed for teachers and stu-

dents preparing to teach foreign

languages. It will acquaint them
with the theory and development

of the language laboratory, the

physical arrangements possible,

the administration of a labora-

tory, integration of laboratory

aterials with classroom pre-

sentation, and the preparation

of pattern drills and other drills

specific to the laboratory.

Methods of testing and other

methodological questions will be

taken up. The material covered

will be substantially that cov-

ered in NDEA Institutes, al-

though Villanova's program is

independent and concentrated.

Students will have lectures,

practical problems, and practice

time in the Laboratory, which

will be open daily so that stu-

dents can become familiar with

its operation and make use of

the facilities in preparing ma-

terials for the classroom and

.seminar treatment of language

laboratory technicjues.

Admission to the course will

be through the usual channels,

by application to the Director

of Summer Session.

AFTER SHAVE
LOTIO

Refreshing antiseptic action heals

razor nicks, helps keep your skin

in top condition. 1 .00 piui loi
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The Kditor of the Villnnnm

Evqincer is a Monsignor

Honner High alumnus. Paul

Crawford, a senior with a

novel but practical approach

to his future.

Crawf(H'd, who is majoring

in mechanical engineering

must place .some faith in the

old adage: "There is nothing

permanent but change," for

this Student Council repre-

sentative is defying conven-

tion. He has immediate

Paul Crawford

aspirations of attending Law
School here at Villanova. En-

gineering and Law are not

recognized as a typical aca-

demic combination.

Crawford, who will pursue

his career in either patent or

corporation law, as.serts that.

"The opportunities today are

tremendous for those having
degrees in both law and engi-

neering."

Two Frat.s

A resident of Drexel Hill,

Pa., Crawford is an active

member of three campus fra-

ternities, two of which are

Phi Kappa Pi, the large sci-

ence and technical fraternity,

and Pi Tau Sigma, the Villa-

nova chapter of the national

mechanical engineering hon-

orary fraternity. He is also a

meml)er of Tau Beta Pi, the

new honorary fraternity on

campus having national aflil-

iations,

Crawford announced that

the Villa)K)ra Knqivrcr will

be distributed May 15. This

is a magazine published, writ-

ten, and put together by the

undergraduate students. Con-
tained within this engineer-

ing journal are outlines of

the professions, feature arti-

cles, and three or four stu-

dent-submitted articles of a

technical or non-technical

nature, in addition to Stolen

Stuff, the engineers' humor
column.

Crawford has "Always
been interested in arts and
engineering, but was unable

t0 pursue both academically

at Villanova." This did not

hinder him in any way. for he

has been busily engaged in

extra-engineering activities,

such as the Villanovan, the

Academic Affairs Committee,

the Religious Affairs Com-
mittee, and the Sanctuary So-

ciety. He eagerly awaits a

multi-faceted future.
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Mendel Bulletin Nears

Completion As Lynch

Sets Campus Date
Tho science students of the

University are near completion
of the Mcndi'l Bulh'tin. their an-

nual publication. Kditor-in-chief

Dennis Lynch, a Senior Biology

major said, "the journal will

come out around May 20th, and
will feature a special story on

the new science building."

Lynch's subordinate editors are

.Alfred Carlson. Biology editor;

and Francis McCormick, Physics

editor.

The magazine's purpose ift to

provide students with exper-

ience in scientific writings and
publications. It appeals mainly

to physics, chemistry, and other

science majors. Copies will be

made available to undergradu-

ate science students with the

purpose of creating interest,

and perhaps inducin^^ individual

projects in specific fields.

Circulation will be extensive,

including Scandanavian, Iron

Curtain and other foreign coun-

tries as well as in the United

States.

Law School Achieves

100"/^ In Bar Exam
Villanova Law School has a

100^' record on the Pennsylva-

nia Bar Exam for January lOfil

the State Board of Law Exam-
iners announced.

All graduates of the Villanova

University School of Law were

successful thus giving the Law
School a passing average of one

hundred per cent on this exam-

ination.

This achievement strengthens

the fine record which the School

of Law has won not only in this

state but in New York. Massa-

chusetts, New Jersey, Delaware,

the District of Columbia and

elsewhere.

Junior Dinner Dance

Slated For Sheraton

On May 6, the Annual Junior

Dinner Dance will be held in the

main ballroom of the Sheraton

Hotel. This event will both high-

light and climax the Junior

Week festivities.

Dinner which will be served at

7:30, will last until approxi-

mately 9 p.m. After the dinner

the Queen of the Dinner Dance

will be chosen by the judges.

Paul Judge and his orchestra

will then provide niusic until one

o'clock.

There will be table reserva-

tions of four couples at a table.

Juniors are urged by the com-

mittee to plan their groups as

soon as possible in order to

have reservations ready when
tickets sales begin.

Fulton Lewis
(Continued from page Ij

resist att(^nipts to abolish it on

the ground that it had proven,

not only legislatively worthless,

but dangerous to the liberty of

American citizens.

Lack of documentation sutfi-

cient to oppose Mr. Lewis* for-

midable array of facts, figures,

and repcirts, and an unfortu-

nate betrayal on the part of the

(juestioners of antagonistic

spirit which adversely affected

the non-committed majority of

the audience, notably dimin-

ished the etfect of th<Mr arvru-

ment.

Photo by Miky Pastore

"Under the clock at the Biltmore," the ads <ill say Villanova

Seniors met under a far more famous cl«>ck Friday. BIC BEN in

the background was the f(»cal point of the Synior Prom, whose
theme was "London in Love."

,

Heidingsfield Addresses

Amer. Marketing Assoc.
Dr. M. S. Heidingsfield, Asso-

ciate Dean of Commerce and
Finance, addressed the Second

Annual Southeastern Confer-

ence of the American Market
As.sociation held in Atlanta,

Ge<n'gia on April 12.

Dr. Heidingfield spoke on the

"Relationship of Forecasting to

the Marketing Plan." He indi-

cated tiiat no successful ])usi-

ness organization ever under-

takes a marketing program

'61 Alumni Reunion

Program Planned
The Alumni House, which is

located across from Mendel Hall,

is the scene for all the prepara-

tions that are made to unite the

former Villanova students to-

gether. Guided by the efforts of

Executive Secretary George J.

Pequignot and Coordinator Da-

vid A. Rafferty. the 1061 Alumni
Reunion Program is now com-

pleted.

The dates for the reunion are

June 9, 10, and 11. Space has

been reserved for every alumnus

even though it will be a special

occasion for the classes of '2(5.

'."^l, '36, '41 '46, and '56,

T he \yrogram c omm i 1 1 ee ch ai re d

y)y Frank Conroy has arranged

theWeekend's activities., ,,..

Golf Tourney '

The annual Golf Tournament

to be held at Valley Forge Coun-

try Club should be underway by

nine o'clock on Friday, June 9.

F(»llowing the tournament, a tra-

ditional Jamboree in the Field

House will present reviews of

the football, baseball, and track

sea.sons, with pictures and di.s-

cussi(ms by the respective

coaches.

The highlight of Saturday aft-

ernoon will be a Rugby match be-

tween Villanova's team and an-

other from Westchester, New
York. Also on Saturady will be

the Class Luncheon, preceeded

by cocktails, to be followed by a

seminar.

The reunion will give the old-

er alumni the opportunity to see

the 2() million dollars worth of

new buildings that have V)een

erected on campus within recent

years. "All alumni who intend to

attend should mail in their reg-

istration as soon as possible,"

Pe(iuignot said.

without constructing a .struc-

tured marketing plan covering

such elements .as advertising

and promotion expenditures,

merchandising objectives, and

delineation of model mix if con-

sumer products are involved.

Moreover, the plan must include

methods for measurement of the

effectiveness of the program so

that appropriate required revi-

sions can be made as the pro-

gram goes into effect.

Market Potential

Dr. Heiding.sfield's major

point was that none of this can

be undertaken intelligently un-

less there is a basic and accurate

economic and sales forecast

which will indicate potential

market penetration of a product

or products by region or area.

The detail of the forecast not

only set.s the base line for set-

ting up raw material l)udgets,

investment programs, facility

planning and inventory controls

but becomes the cornerstone for

the marketing activity which

takes formal shape in the^inar^

keting plan.

These interrelated • (vperations

in business are part of the func-

tions of the marketing research

department and the re.s lilts be-

come the basis for management
operating policy and decision.

Dr. Heidingsfield was intro-

duced to the Conference by Mr.

William B. Scott, Vice President

of the Southern Bell Telephone

and Telegraph Company.

Physics Club To Hold

Communion Breakfast

The Annual Communion
Breakfast of the Physics Club

and the Chemistry Society will

be held on Sunday, April 2:',. The
group will attend nine o'clock

Mass in the University chapel

followed by a breakfast at

Stauffer's restaurant in Wynne-
wood. Dr. Robert S. O'Shea. the

philosopher, will be the guest

speaker.

Physics, chemistry or mathe-

matics majors interested in this

affair should contact Al Casilla.

president of the Physics Club.
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Opinion Heard
The announcement by the administration

informing the student body of the cancella-

tion of the proposal to drastically revise

scheduling of examinations was received

with relief.

The adverse opinion expressed by the fac-

ulty and the student body no doubt caused the

cancellation. The administration is to be con-

gratulated for its decision, inasmuch as only

a comparative minority of students ex-

pressed this opinion formally.

When the proposal was first publicized, re-

porters from this paper and various Student

Council members interviewed as many fac-

ulty members and students as was possible.

Almost without exception, all were opposed

to the proposed revision. Yet only a handful

took the trouble to express their feelings

officially.

This apathetic attitude has shown its face

many times in the past, but with a matter

which directly concerns the students. This

time it was a more serious omission of ex-

pressed opinion.

To the University, we would like to extericj

our thanks for considering these unexpressed

reactions.

To the student body, we would like to warn
you that in the future when the opportunity
presents itself as it did in this case, unless
you say what you feel, no one will feel what
you say.

SECOND AGAIN
Last week the United States again took it

on the chin from the Reds in the controver-
sial missicle race. The impact of our orbiting
a man will be less significant when and if it is

ever a reality.

Project Mercury, established under the
Eisenhower Administration, was one of high
goals and unknown means. Since his inaugu-
ration, we were second with our satellites,

second in orbiting a living specimen, and now
second in orbitin a man. Who is to blame this
incompetence?

The entire concept of coexistence has
showed our aggressiveness down. Is it then,
policies of coexistence or policymakers?
Eisenhower and his cabinet certainly must
bear the brunt of the fault. But Mr. Kennedy
is not himself devoid of blame.

An Executive Order is not something to
have but rather something to be used in case
of emergencies. ... ;;;,:

To survive today necessitates allies. Unless
we can produce for our allies, they will not
produce for us. Let us think that the people
of the world will tire of Soviet propaganda
by the time we launch our Astronaut.
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Letters To The Editor

Letter to the Editor

The following letter is in ref-

erence to the editorial which ap-

peared in the April 12, 1961 is-

sue of the VILLANOVAN en-

titled "Americanism?" The ed-

itorial reply, printed in boldface

type, is given on a point-by-

point basis for the sake of brev-

ity and clarity.

To the Editor:

I do not know of one shred of

evidence to support damaging
allegation made by the writer of

last week's editorial in the VIL-
LANOVAN entitled "American-
ism?" concerning the John
Birch Society. Every student

should deplore such criticism

especially when it is not

grounded on fact.

The editor of this article is a

purveyor of vicious slander to

smear the John Birch Society

on grounds that he has read

Robert Welch's statements and
knows all about the society and
its objectives. This I am certain

he has not done.

Webster defines slander as

"defamation, oral or written;

specifically, a false report ma-
liciously uttered and tending to

injure the reputation of an-

other." The editorial was kiot

defamatory, merely critical. It

was based on uncontested, un-

dented reports in the public

press. Such reports, if false,

libelous, or slanderous are sub-

ject, by law, to forced retraction

or litigation. No such action

was forthcoming.

The author also wants us to

believe that patriotic Americans
who support the organization

are being duped—when obvi-

ously it is only the editor him-
self who is steeped in falsehood.

The fact is, Cardinal Gushing
has publically and unmitigat-

edly endorsed the organization.

The editorial makes no ref-

erence to anyone's being duped.
It states explicitly that certain

well-known figures, including
Cardinal Gushing, are "unaware
of the possible effects of their

support," and fail to see the

dangers toward democratic
ideals which are inherent in the

Society's methods.

The author of this article

makes it clear from the outset

that "the right to libel and
slander was not construed by
the framers of the Constitution

as falling within the right to

freedom of speech," and very

courageously proceeds to influ-

ence us with libel himself. Not

having read any John Birch

Society literature, or even hear-

ing of Robert Welch, he sud-
denly arrives at what he be-

lieves to be truth from second-
hand information embellished
by his own over-heated imagin-
ation. Welch's statements being
controversial or otherwise have
never been published in volume
to any American citizen, much
less to any library, and thus,

what the author claims to know,
is nothing more that heresay
and opinion.

The editorial makes no at-

tempt at influencing anyone by
libel which, according to Web-
ster, consists in "tending to ex-

pose to public hate, contempt, or
ridicule, without just cause or

excuse." The VILLANOVAN,
aware of the unfortunate exist-

ence of Robert Welch and of his

statements as they are to be

found undenied in the public

press, printed the editorial with
the purpose in mind of criticiz-

ing deservedly, not libeling ma-
liciously, an organization whose
methods infringe upon the
rights and dignity of respected

and patriotic American citizens.

To make use of Communist
and liberal distortions, the

VILLANOVAN is giving Com-
munist Party U.S.A. the benefit

of maximum mileage per gallon

of smear (a goal of "Red" prop-

aganda).

The editorial board rejects

the reader's identification of

Liberalism with Communism.
Moreover, the article "smears"
no one. It uses rationality and
logic in postulating certain in-

consistencies in an organiza-

tion whose objective is compat-
ible with Americanism but

whose methods are not.

The editor seems horrified by
the number of people who would
defend their country by joining

such an organization, but I

would be horrified to think of

the number of people who might
take the editor's views seriously.

Walter J. Fetterer, '63

It is not the number of people

v/ho would defend their country

which is horrifying but rather

the possibility that those people,

while attempting such a laud-

able and patriotic defense,

might unwittingly aid in de-

stroying the very same set of

American ideals they seek to

defend.

Editor's note: The following is another in a
series of articles written by free Cubans living

in exile in the U.S. or Mexico. This article is by
Dr. Manuel Antonio de Varona, Dr. Manuel Ar-
time. Dr. Jose Ignacio Rasco, and Dr. Justo Car-
rillo.

In the name of the people of Cuba, whose
eagerness for freedom is now-a-days canalized
through the heroic underground, we constitute
the Democratic Revolutionary Front. This move-
ment is born in the very nature of the tragic
Cuban situation. Here, in Mexico, (where the
document was signed )we declare to America
and to the world that the treason of the Guevara-
Castro's regime to the original purposes of the
Cuban revolution, obliges all Cubans with dignity
to fight again.

It is not possible to

forget and be neutral

to a regime that has

closed all idealogical

debate, even on the

university level; vio-

lated human rights

;

organized the most
political army of America; made fun of constitu-

tional and judicial principles; destroyed the na-
tional economy; thrown away the public funds in

absurd projects; devalued the currency; done
away with private property; monopolized pro-
duction and commerce, imports and exports. 'This

government has imposed terror and defrauded
our fatherland with an anti-economical Agrarian
reform that hasn't given land to the country-man
but rather has submitted him to a status of
slavery in communes, with salary lowered almost
to half, and paid in tickets, that oblige him to go
for consumption to the places owned by the state.

In the international sphere a policy of aggres-
sions and continuous attacks to democratic re-

gimes has been maintained by the Guevara-
Castro government and constantly has dishonored
treaties signed with regional and world organi-
zations. In an attempt to show the materialist

character of the policies adopted, they have sup-
pressed the name of God from the constitution
of 1940.

But this is even more grave a problem if one
considers the treason that applies to the Cuban
people as a whole, because the people of Cuba
wanted a democratic revolution and government
when Guevara-Castro's regime imposed their

totalitarian ways. Freedom of the press and all

rights were promised, and today their is not a
single free newspaper in Cuba and only one party
is allowed, the Communist Party. It was sworn
to convoke free elections within 18 months and
today it is a meaningless term. It has proclaimed
freedom of the unions and the truth is that the

conquests of the lavor class have been destroyed.

The word of honor was given to maintain a policy

within our democratic and occidental allies, but

instead our sovereignty has been sold to the Rus-
sian-Chinese imperialism trying also" to provoke

neighbor governments with the suicide desire of

an intervention of foreign powers in our Country.

No change or recti-

fication has been made
but rather they have
maintained them-
selves in their mis-

takes and treasons

constituting a com-
munist state which is

a real danger to the

peace, solidarity and
democratic forms of

government of Amer-
ica*, ';,.•;'••'

-

That is why we consider it a historical duty to

constitute this Democratic Revolutionary Front

to overthrow the dictatorship of Fidel Castro.

The target is to re-establish in Cuba a democratic

and representative system that will give back to

the people the sovereignty, freedom and rights by
the establishment of a provisional government
that will change the "de facto" status to a state

of right. We will provide for general elections

within a term of 18 months with all guarantees of

a real democratic system; only the Communist
party will be proscribed as it attempts against

the liberty and dignity of the human beings and
the superior interests of the nation.

The Democratic Revolutionary Front will re-

establish the constitution of 1940, with the best

efforts at the same time to defend the social pro-

gress of our people. The Democratic Revolution-

ary Front will advocate the Social conquests of

the working class and an Agrarian reform that

may develop the national wealth to raise the rural

population standards of living.

(Continued on page 12)

Round Midnight

**Connection"
Commanding Drama

A dim lightbulb is the only
source of light. On the stage, a

group of men shuffle restlessly

across the floor. They are som-
ber characters, obviously in var-
ious stages of discomfort. Then,
an argument erupts in the back
of the theater and two figures

make their way to the stage. As
they take their argument to the
stage, the audience finds that they
are supposedly the author and
producer of the play. In the

course of their argument over
the proper way to do improvised
theater, the mock producer in-

forms the audience how they

decided to do a play on dope ad-

diction with real addicts instead

of actors, in order to gain more
realism and to attain the true

spirit of experimental theater.

Not Interested

Their argument continues but
it is to no avail, as it soon be-

comes clear that the characters

on the stage are interested not

in the words of the author, nor
in the methods of the producer,

but rather in the one thing and
only thing important to an ad-
dict, his connection.

This is the opening scene of
"The Connection" running cur-
rently at the Hedgerow Theater
in Moylan, Pa. (on Rose Valley
Road, IV4 miles from the Media
Inn). As penned by Jack Gelber,
it has no beginning, no end, no
hero, and no moral. It goes
against every convention of

proper theater yet it has man-
aged to run off Broadway for al-

most two years and has now re-

ceived critical praise in its stay
at Hedgerow.

Strong Play
Why? The answer is both

simple and complex. Gelber has
written a play which slaps the
viewer across the face. He says
he has no moral yet he com-
mands the audience to listen to

what he is saying. Since the play
runs nearly three hours with in-

termission, the fact that he can
hold the audience's attention at-

tests to the power of his story.

Eight people sit in the room
which is owned by Leach (Don
Lorbett). He charges them to

use his room while waiting for

"Cowboy" (Melvin Outlaw),
who is their connection. For this

reason, they all hate him, but in

a sort of passive way, which is

by Joe Zawacki

the nature of the narcotics user.

Also in the room are the philoso-

phizing Solly (Ozzie Osterneck),

the belligerent Ernie (Albert

Parker), and a big strapping ne-

gro named Sam (Leon Law-
rence Jones). With them are

four musicians, also addicts,

who burst into Jazz passages

from time to time.

Useless Lives

Gelber makes no sympathy for

any of these characters, nor is

there any hope for them. Their
whole existence is based on their

connection who brings them
their momentary respite from
the world that they have cut

themselves from. In his treat-

ment of the characters and in

the unsparing violence of the di-

alogue, the author paints a pic-

ture of the utter uselessness of

the addicts' lives.

If the play is strong for those

who are merely there to view it,

imagine the effect it had on a

viewer who has seen dope addic-

tion and its effects in a jail and
in a hospital. For although Gel-

ber insists that there is no mor-
al, the taste left in the mouth af-

ter watching "The Connection"
is not quick to leave the system
and would seem a strong deter-

rent to anyone looking for "a

thrill."

Strong Cast
Director Bob Sickenger is the

man responsible for tying to-

gether Gelber's loose ends and
while he has not been perfect, he
has been more than adequate.

Fortunately, he has been blessed

with a cast that works hard and
the fruits of their endeavors are

noticeable in their perform-
ances. Actor Jones especially is

effective in his role. For those

needing a jolt out of their com-
placent seats, "The Connection"

is highly recommended.
SHORT SHOTS: Look for a

fine movie opening at the Viking
on April 28. Produced by former
PMC publicist Walter Wood and
Don Murray, who also stars,

"The Hoodlum Priest" is the

story of a St. Louis Jesuit, Fa-
ther Dismas Clark, and his ef-

forts to find a home for ex-cons

needing rehabilitation. Wood's
wife Cindi is also featured as

the romantic lead in the St. Lou-
is filmed drama. Interesting

factual story.

RIVER STYX by JONIK

Villanova Professor

Studies, Lectures,

Writes In Old Dublb
by Josephine Morello

Studying, teaching, lecturing,

writing—all of these are activi-

ties in which Mr. Joseph Rati-

gan has engaged during his stay

in Dublin, Ireland. Mr. Ratigan,
Associate Professor of English
at Villanova, is currently attend-

ing University College of Dub-
lin (U.C.D.) while on a Sabbati-

cal leave from his duties here.

He is working for his Ph.D., or
D.Phil, as it is known in Ire-

land, in English Literature.

The D.Phil, degree requires a

year of residence at the univer-

sity of matriculation and is pre-

sented after publication of a

thesis. The British degree seems
to place more emphasis on re-

search than its American coun-

terpart.

Mr. Ratigan, who came to Vil-

lanova in 1948, received his A.B.

from Notre Dame and his M.A.
from the University of Pennsyl-

vania.

He is writing his thesis on

Frank O'Connor, the noted Irish

author. He (Mr. Ratigan) devel-

oped an interest in Irish litera-

ture when stationed in Belfast



Watering of "Sanctuary^^
Shows No Celluloid Ability

In dt>\vnti>\vn Philadolphia a
iiunio is boiii^r soreoiiod which,
luvauso of tho hn-id material in-

volved and the box-othee attrac-
tion oi its stars, is provin^r to be
a tinanoial siuvess. at least on
weekends when bowlinjr is con-
sidered too bourjreois and a mt>v-

ie is just the thin>r for the fran-
tic fenimes and fellas of south
Philly. The celluloid in question
is the 20th Century Fox produc-
tion of Sauctuanj, based on nov-
els and a play by William Faulk-
ner.-':.,.. ;,.•>:;,.

••;•/ '''••''••

This film again shows us that

this author's works are not fit

material for screening (watered
down versions of The Sound and
Tlir Fiinj, Long Hot Summer
have proved thisV Although the

man's writings might be consid-

ered fine for mature adults who
can handle lust-in-the-dust revel-

ations of life off the beaten path
in the old South, they can never
be faithfully cinematically re-

produced because too great an
amount of bite and plot must al-

ways be deleted to appease the

censors.

Royalty Collections

What is left is rarely enough
to allow the author the privilege

of royalty collections, but stiP

manages to excite the easily-

moved young audiences of today

to the point that the villain is

now applauded and the hero, for

his righteous intentions, due-

fully hissed. My advice to Holly-

wood therefore is to give up
their realism binge and return

to the days of escapist musicals

and comedies which, unlike their

bloody successors, provided the

audience with a maximum of en-

tertainment no matter how bad

they were. They might have

been baroque/ but never in the

tastefully bad way exemplified by
today's screen gems.

Getting back to our movie.

Sanctuary is no more Faulkner

than a book cover is a book.

Shallowness personified, surface

without substance, sex without

meaning, and drama without

depth or significance mark this

merry-go-round. It is further-

more a long, boring, terribly re-

written montage of morally un-

inspiring anecdotes from fe-

Ratigan
(Continued from page 5)

figures as Honor Tracy and
Sean O'Faolin and has had tea

with Padraic Colum, the Ameri-
can (Irish-born) poet and dram-
ati.st.

Mr. Ratigan has stated that

one of his greatest diflficulties

upon arriving at U.C.D. was to

adapt to the Irish diet. In his

move from Trenton, N.J., to

Dublin, Ireland, the professor

found Irish food different in

many respects.

Bad Coffee

He was surprised by the elab-

orate Irish breakfasts which he

encountered, and added that he

discovered the rea.son for all the

tea-drinking in Britain: the

very bad coffee.

Villanovans may expect the

return of their profe.ssor—who
incidentally did not mention

wh<'ther he's kissed the Blarney

Stone—this June. He will ar-

rive in time to resume his teach-

ing re.sponsibilitie.s for the Sum-
mer School .session.

LaMastra

vered Faulknerian fiction, un-
folded in suapenseless flashbacks

to tell a tale as fantastic as

those of the brothers Grimm.

Miriam Hopkins In '33

The 1933 Miriam Hopkins
version of the same story at

least had the distinction of being
one of the first films axed by the

newly - formed
badly-needed Le-

gion of Decency.
The latest Story

of Temple Drake
follows the life

of a Southern
governor's
daughter who
was no lady. She
became the con-

sort of a Creole bootlegger
(that's mild!), and her boozy-
and-bawdy soaked fall, her be-

lated repentence and her return

to social grace form one of the

worst films of the year.

Set in the 1920's, this Sanctu-
ary is almost a parody of the

rash of gaslight melodramas
ground out during the forties

and has been written, produced,

directed and acted on that

murky level. The cast includes

Lee Remick (why not Tuesday
Weld?), Yves Montand (the

toughy with the traumatic con-

victions), Bradford Dillman
(the perfect all-round male in-

genue), and Odetta, who turns
in the best performance of the

lot, with Tony Richardson di-

recting and Darryl's little boy
prodigy, Richard D. Zanuck,
producing.

by Al LaMastra
Do the motion picture indus-

try a big favor and let this pic-

ture r.i.p. in a dusty film can in

a long forgotten vault where it

belongs.

Campus Arts: Guys and gals

beware! The funniest show to

come to Villanova since last

year's / Remember Mummy is in

rehearsals in Villanova's gym.
It's Turf 'N' Tinsel's latest belly

full of laughs Southern Comfort

(sounds delicious), to be pre-

sented during the last week of

April on the Fieldhouse stage.

Under the excellent direction of

Betty Green the show is ready to

whip up a storm and tear off the

roof of the old gym. The songs,
written along with the book by
Villanova alumnus Bob Schiller,

are the best yet, ranging from
hauntingly beautiful ballads to

wild and zany comic pieces in

every size, tempo and shape. The
choreography, under the leader-

ship of Angel, will prove to rival

that of any Hasty Pudding or
Mask-and-Wig show ever pro-

duced, no matter how largely

these shows are budgeted. Add
to this the last minute ad-libs of

cast and chorus members and
Villanova's 200-plus acreage is

sure to explode with laughter
and the humming of catchy
tunes for weeks to come. This is

a must on anyone's list, espe-

cially if they are looking for an
evening of good, clean, funfilled

entertainment.

Sanctuary Society
Exemplifying the aims of a

Catholic-educated youth and
binding together the principles

of Catholicism, the Sanctuary
Society strives for an active

participation from each of its

members. This year, the mem-
bership of the society numbers
about seventy-five.

Under the staunch leader-

ship of its President, Jim
Strazzella, the society is un-
known to many on campus but,

nevertheless, has an efficient

and loyal membership. Among
the President's duties are: the

correlation of all the functions
of the society, appointing the
various chairmen of the com-
mittees, presiding over and con-
ducting the meetings of the

Fr. Whitley

club, and assuming the obliga-

tion and responsibility for mak-
ing its policy decisions.

"We are also responsible,"

added Strazzella, "for the dis-

tribution of all the religious

literature on campus. This
would include, among other

things, the First Friday re-

minders and the weekly Chap-
lin's bulletin; further, we offer

general assistance during the
retreat periods in the collection

of attendance cards and the
serving of the Masses and Bene-
dictions. Our moderator, the
Rev. Norbert Whitley (the Uni-
versity Chaplin), directs our
efforts and assigns our activi-

ties."

In addition to President
Strazzella, the society's officers

are Vice-President Jim Furey
and Secretary Tom Reiker, to

whom Strazzella referred as "a
fine and capable young man."
Ordinarily, the position of

Student Council representative

falls among the duties of the
president but since Strazzella

is already a representative of

his class, he relinquished his

seat to Vice-President Furey.

Assignments

As Student Council Repre-
sentative, Furey handles the

co-chairmanship of the Reli-

gious Affairs Committee along
with Jack Craig. The secretary
is responsible for the making
and distribution of assign-
ments for daily Mass in both
the Monastery and the Chapel,

Benediction, First Friday ad-

oration, and other special reli-

gious ceremonies.

Each week, over thirty stu-

dents serve the society in some
capacity. In order to provide all

students with the opportunity
to join the Sanctuary Society,

the Student Council now spon-

sors a program which will train

all interested students to serve

for the various religious fun-

ctions.

uiiiuointiiCounlerpoJul 'iiiii»»iiiiiiii|

Massive voice for a missile base
In America's space-age defense system, the order of the day is

total, high-speed communications.

And at Vandent)erg Air Force Base, as elsewhere, General Telephone

& Electronics is carrying out the order with efficiency and dispatch.

Here the link to the system that mans the mighty Atlas missiles

is a fully automatic 5,000-line dial telephone exchange. The "out-

side voice" that links the base with alert and command posts

throughout the world is a multichannel microwave radio relay

system capable of handling hundreds of telephone conversations,

teletype messages and early-warning radar data simultaneously.

The communications equipment connecting Vandenberg Air Force

Base with the outside was designed, manufactured and installed

by our subsidiaries, Automatic Electric and Lenkurt Electric, and

is operated for the government by General Telephone of California.

This advanced high-speed system is expressive of the way General

Telephone & Electronics strives to serve the nation through t)etter

communications - not only for national defense, but for homes,

business and industry as well.

GENERAL
TELEPHONEiELECTRONIDS

SPCA is New Social Activity laum queries
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The SPCA is not the same or-

ganization that protects the

poor dumb beasts who are Man's
pets and slaves; however, there

are some parallels. It is "The
Socialites Peace Corps of Amer-
ica", founded by the most social

of all the socialites, President

John F. Kennedy, and now the

social activity for the New Eng-
land college set. It's no wonder
that the students of Villanova

have had little or no concern for

its objectives and development.

After all, we are much too prac-

tical to be concerned with such

an idealistic venture. Why, I

once heard of a man who died as

a consequence of a vicious at-

tack on his idealistic underbelly.

Let us look at some of the pro-

claimed objectives of the Peace
Corps. Its main goal is to edu-

cate the underdeveloped masses
so that they may become like us.

We just can't stand others not

worrying about the same things

we worry about. Such as: Will I

I be able to join the country
club? Will the boss's wife and
mine hit-it-off? Do we have
enough TV sets and cars to be

acceptable? Will I die if an H-
bomb is dropped before I've

paid the last installment ? ? ?

Formal Education

Not Necessary

Happily, formal education is

not necessary to living. How-
ever, I can say this; when one
is formally educated he can do
things in a bigger and more
efficient way, like Hiroshima. It

doesn't take an education to live,

reproduce and die, but it does to

kill efficiently. Why do we want
to educate these people? In or-

der to get them on our side, of

course, so that when we speak
softly, wow, look at our big

stick! Did I say the program
was idealistic?

Who will be members of the

Peace Corps, and what will it be

like? Girls from Smith and men
from Harvard, possible some
from Villanova, if they're adven-
turesome) will be the prime can-
didates for the corps. Have you
met any girls from Smith? I

know some of the Harvard men.
Ah well! I'm consoled in that

there will be a short training

period before the full-fledged

corpsmen will be loosed. How
long will this training period

be? About six months; just long

enough to learn how to cure in-

digestion and "touriste", and
how to say, "I Amelican", "Me?
Live in that?" in the native ver-

nacular.

The life of these Peace Corps
volunteers will not be easy, says

Sargent Shriver. He means
that they will have to live like

the natives, I quote, "There will

be no glittering American ghet-

tos." I know several foreign stu-

dents who find life rather crude
among us, spelled with a capital

U.S.

by George Welsh

For all its disadvantages the

Peace Corps has one big claim,

it's a great vote-getter. Also, it's

fun thinking about everything

it might do if the affair were

handled intelligently. Just think

of all the cocktail parties that

could be arranged for the dis-

cussion of the S.P.C.A.

Now I don't want to sound as

if I am entirely against the

basic idea of the Peace Corps.
Therefore I propose that the un-

derdeveloped countries of the

world establish their own Peace
Corps, and send their represent-

atives into the overdeveloped
countries of the world to try and
save these countries from them-
selves. I also propose that a
small community, in dire pover-

ty be maintained, just to remind
future generations what a live

human being looks like.

What do you say, students of

Villanova?

STARTS YOUNG

ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

ON THEIR WAY UP

IMMEDIATELY

Before you decide on your professional association, check

the advantages of Convair/Astronautics.

/ Check the programs -Atlas, Centaur, Midas, ARENTS.
/ Check the facilities— new and modern in every respect.

/ Check the generous tuition refund plan for advanced
studies.

/ Check the location - San Diego, a city of half a million,

has the finest climate in the U.S.

/ Check all the advantages of a career at "Astro"— with

your placement office, or write to Mr. R. M. Smith, Indus-

trial Relations Administrator-Engineering, Dept. 130-90,

Convair/Astronautics, 5200 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego

12, California.

CONVAIR/ASTRONAUTICS om^oNTp GENERAL DYNAMICS
SAN OIEQO 12. CALIFORNIA

limnmniniffli by Mark F. Qulnn, Jr. iniiniiiiiiiiiiiii

There has been much contro-

versy recently centered around a

small clause of the First Amend-
ment to the Constitution which
stipulates that ''Congress shall

make no law respecting an es-

tablishment of religion, or pro-

hibiting the free exercise there-

of. . ." More specifically this

clause has been used by many as

evidence against the inclusion of

aid to private schools in the

School Assistance Act of 1961.

The Kennedy Administration

bases its opposition to such as-

sistance on many factors. The
chief of these seem to be com-
ments rendered by the Supreme
Court on cases involving the

church-state relationship. In

Everson v. Board of Education,

330 U.S. 1, the Court stated that

'No tax in any amount, large or

small, can be levied to support

religious activities or institu-

tions, whatever they may be

called, or whatever form they

may adopt to teach or practice

religion.' Also in Zorach v. Clav^

son, 342 U.S. 306, the Court de-

clared that 'Government may
not finance religious groups.'

Vociferous Proponents

On the other hand, among the

most vociferous proponents of a

bill to aid parochial and private

schools has been the Roman
Catholic hierarchy of the U.S. It

claims that it is only just for

Catholics, who pay taxes to sup-

port public education but who do

not use its facilities, to receive

money in return in some form or

another for their school system.

It was suggested that Catholic

clamoring for such aid was an

attempt to have our cake and

eat it too. We want, it was said,

the benefit of maintaining a

system of private schools and at

the same time to receive public

funds. This assertion certainly

merits some consideration.

We must analyze the morality

of the possible use of taxes,

which will include money from

Catholics, for the support of ed-

ucation in non-Catholic religious

schools. In most cases this edu-

cation would include religious

instruction. In effect Catholics

would be contributing to the re-

ligious education of non-Catho-

lics.

Father Murray
In his book, "We Hold These

Truths," Rev. John Courtney

Murray, S.J., presents a very

stinging dilemma for the Catho-

lic. Its implication is seen to be

very relevant to the problem. Fa-

ther Murray states 'The ques-

tion is not whether Catholicism

is safe for democracy, but

whether democracy is safe for

Catholicism." We must contem-

plate the possibility of the ogre

of government control gradually

creeping into the Catholic sys-

tems of primary and secondary

education if we partake in such

a plan.

It can be conjectured that the

adoption of legislation for as-

sistance to parochial schools,

ninety per cent of which are

Catholic, by a predominantly

non-Catholic nation will be ex-

tremely unlikely.

One of the more reasonable

proposals that have evolved out

of the havoc of the harangue

was one to give each taxpayer

the option of deciding whether

his tax money should be alloted

to the public education system

or to a private or parochial sys-

tem of his choice. The time has

come for less criticism and more
practical suggestions.
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Viewpoint: Liberal and Conservative

Liberalism

HI]

Liberalism is a rather difficult term to

define. It represents a state of mind, a
pragmatic attitude toward life, not con-
finingly bound by orthodox tenets or es-

tablished forms and institutions of
thought. Instead of a rigid set of princi-

ples, it consists of a general philosophy
toward the political, economic and so-

cial orders.

It is a philosophy that believes in the
genuine worth and value of each man and
that each man is equal in the eyes of
God. It does not, as many of its critics

claim, try to establish a human equality
of man, for it realizes that God has en-
dowed each of us with different and var-
ied talents.

It believes that the highest good for
man comes from his efforts to satisfy his

spiritual and intellectual needs. Near-
perfection here is what man strives to

accomplish. But he cannot while he is de-
nied the opportunity to secure his physi-
cal needs. Since staying alive is some-
what preliminary to spiritual and intel-

lectual efforts, Liberalism sees it as a
necessary task to establish for man
equality of economic opportunity.
The important term here is opportun-

ity. Liberalism, contrary to the claims
of its critics among established moneyed
interests, does not want to make every
man economically equal. But it does
want to bring about the day when each
man can be certain that his efforts can
secure a life, continuously consistent

with ordinary standards of decency.

Welfare State?

It is because of Liberalism's efforts in

this area that it is criticized as trying to

establish socialism or a welfare state

here in America. This is untrue. Liberal-

ism firmly believes in the operation of a
private economy. It acknowledges the
fact that much of our historic greatness
has been due to it.

But this belief and acknowledgement
is not so irrational as to blind Liberal-

ism to the fact that unless controlled, a
private economy operates only for the
benefit of a few. History proves this.

Left entirely uncontrolled, the moneyed
interests will use every means to exploit

the public and insure the continuation of
their financial oligarchy. These facts are
the basis for historically recent Liberal
legislation that established adequate
Federal control over the nation's econ-
omy.

In the area of social welfare, the poli-

cies of Liberalism have been amazingly
confused by irrational appeals to the

traditional individuality of American
and to exaggerated state's rights doc-

trines of the past. Liberalism does not

desire a completely dominant and pater-

nalistic Federal Government. It does not

agitate for Federal projects and social

legislation merely to spend more money

by Jim Brennan

and spread the aura of Federal control
and interference.

Partnership
Let's face facts! In our immensely in-

tricate and complex society, there are
many needs which the individuality of
the citizen and the states cannot accom-
modate. Therefore, Liberalism advocates
the continuance of the existing limited
partnership between the Federal Gov-
ernment, on the one hand, and the indi-

vidual citizen and the states, on the oth-
er, in order to realize some of these im-
portant needs. Only in this way can the
equality of economic opportunity be giv-
en to more and more Americans.

In the area of international affairs,

the policies of Liberalism have also been
distorted. In this case by an inordinate
exaggeration of fear and an emotional
appeal to patriotism by ultra-conserva-
tives, such as Sen. Goldwater and the
John Birch Society. Liberalism has never
intended to turn the United States over
to International Communism, nor is it

overly pacifistic. But it does strive
toward world peace, order and freedom.
The way to achieve this, though, is

not to enter into a catastrophic arms
race with Russia and to withdraw from
the world scene into ourselves. Liberal-
ism recognizes the fact that for the pres-
ent peace must be maintained by mili-
tary means rather than political. But it

also knows that in the future the re-
verse must be realized. How is this to be
done? :

Support UN
First, we must continue our participa-

tion in the U.N. It exists and remains
our only hope for the future, however
small. We must continue to support the
idea of international responsibility for
peace, as found in the U.N. We must
support the U.N.'s eflforts to establish in-

ternational economic cooperation by acts
such as revising our tariflf and trade pol-

icies, in order to protect our own eco-
nomic security.

Second, we have to realize the import-
ance of and the necessity of aiding the
emergence of responsible, sovereign
states from the under-developed bloc

When they are capable of taking care of
their own interests, they will serve our
interests far better than reluctant allies

and bought clients, whether they are
friendly to us or not. It is undeniably
clear that this will require economic aid

and technical knowledge from industri-

ally mature nations like ourselves.

We must remain armed until the day
arrives when politics can keep the peace.

We must work tirelessly to see this day.

always remembering that what the Six's

and Seven's of Europe do, affects the
economy of Main Street U.S.A. and that

what happens in Laos and South Viet-

nam affects draft-eligible Villanovans.

Conservatism

by Bill Williams

A term which today is very much used,

but very much misunderstood is the

term Conservatism. It is important to

understand the essence of the Conserva-
tive philosophy because Conservatism is

on the rise around the country, especial-

ly among our college students, the lead-

ers of tomorrow. What exactly is the

philosophy which these new, young intel-

lectuals are espousing?

First of all, the Conservative is one
who believes in the ultimate worth of the

individual in society. Freedom for the in-

dividual to do as he pleases and to guide
his own life within our social framework
is considered basic to the Conservative

philosophy. The Conservative realizes

that the United States has become a

great nation because our system has

been conducive to the full development
of the potential of each individual

American.

He believes that all men were not cre-

ated equal as far as ability is concerned

and that therefore the economic status of

different individuals is bound to be dif-

ferent. But he further believes that the

national government has no right to en-

ter our lives and to divide up all income
according to the Marxist principle, "from
each according to his means, to each ac-

cording to his needs." Our system is

based on the belief that each man should

receive what he earns and no more.

The Conservative places great import-

ance on our free enterprise system and
on our Constitutional Republic. He be-

lieves that political freedom can not long

exist without economic freedom. In ac-

cordance with this belief he opposes all

forms of collectivism, including Nazism,
Fascism, Communism, Socialism and
the welfare state. He believes that we are

heading in the direction of collectivism

and that unless this trend is reversed we
will end up living in a totalitarian so-

ciety. • '

History Teaches

Another important aspect of the phi-

losophy of Conservatism is that the Con-
servative is not too proud to study his-

tory and to learn from the past. Out of

the rise and fall of civilizations we can

learn certain lessons which can be ap-

plied to our own society. One of the les-

sons which history teaches us is that big

government has traditionally been the

enemy of the people. This our founding
fathers realized and that is why they

created a decentralized government with
an integrated system of checks and bal-

ances.

The Conservative agrees with our
founding fathers that the only purpose

of government is to protect our life, lib-

erty and property. Government should at

all times strive to maximize freedom for

the individual. Government is not set

up to regulate, direct, and control our
lives.

What is the Conservative attitude

toward the Communist menace and how
should it be dealt with?

The Conservative realizes that the

whole basis of Communism is Marxism-
Leninism and that this philosophy
preaches the inevitable conquest of the

entire world by the Communists. He re-

alizes that the Communists are dedicat-

ed to world conquest by every means and
that the Soviet Union as the leader of

all Communist nations has declared
total war on free governments every-
where. The Soviet leaders will not rest

until they have conquered the entire
world.

Total War
Because Communists everywhere have

in reality declared total war on the West
we must accept the realities of the situ-

ation and act accordingly. The Conserv-
ative would first of all discard the futile

policy of containment. The only way to

fight a war is to fight to win. The policy

of containment has not worked and it

cannot work, and unless it is abandoned,
it will inevitably lead to total defeat for
the West. On a purely defensive policy

the Communists are always allowed to

choose the battleground and we must re-

act accordingly. We never put them on
the defensive.

In relation to this struggle for the
world the Conservative position on dis-

armament is crystal clear. The Conserv-
ative is not opposed to the ideas of dis-

armament but he believes that anyone
who advocates disarmament in the mid-
dle of a war is mentally unstable. Any-
one who believes that the Soviet Union
would agree to an enforceable disarma-
ment agreement is naive, to say the least.

The only type of agreement to which the
Soviets will agree is one on which they
can easily cheat.

There would be no unilateral test ban
if our goal in this war were victory. In-

stead our goal is getting peace at any
cost. Everytime an international crisis

arises we find Liberals advocating ap-

peasement for the sake of peace. Such a
policy can lead only to ultimate surren-

der and that is exactly the way Khrush-
chev plans to win. This is the way he has
been winning.

The Conservative believes that if we
are to survive as a free nation, we must
realize that a state of war exists in the

world today and that our goal must be to

win that war. Thus the Conservative re-

jects the policy of containment, he re-

jects the idea of peaceful coexistence

with the Soviets and finally he rejects

the idea of disarmament at the present

time.

Queen's Court Reigns At Senior Gala

. . \

Courtly Queen

JANE LEGACKI

Date of Tom Samulewicz, Arts

MARTIE GILBERT
Pate of Dave Severance, Social Studies

NIKI BARBIS

Date of Tom Murphy, Industrial Arts

VIRGINIA KELLY

Date of Mike Wesley, Arts
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Promand JazzShowPlans
Finished for Junior Week
With Junior Week less than

two weeks ahead, plana for the
events are reaching the final

stajre as members of the Junior
Class prepare for their week of

Klory. Both Tony Bateman and
Jim Braithwaite chairmen re-

spectively of the Prom and Jazz
Concert, urp:ed their classmates
to invite their friends from the
city and other colleges to attend
the two events, both of which
are open to the public. Jim Bren-
nan and Ray Trapp, handling
tickets for the dance, will be sta-

tioned in the Pie Shoppe and
C&F cafeteria, where tickets for

the low price of $4.00 per couple

will be sold. Since the dance is

open and not formal as in recent

years, buyers are urged to ob-

tain their tickets early in order

to insure a good time dancing to

the music of one of the foremost
bands in the country, that of

Billy Butterfield.

Jazz Show
Tickets for the Jazz show are

selling for only $1.00. The event

is being held in the Field House.

Elsewhere. Pete Federico an-

nounced that tickets for the

Dinner Dance will go on sale

Wednesday, April 19 on the sec-

ond floor of Dougherty. Only 500

tickets will be sold, so early pro-

curance is almost a necessity.

Tickets are $12.50 per couple

and tables may be reserved by
four people upon presentation of

matric cards and the price of the

tickets.

Mother's Day tickets will also

ICG
(Continued from page 1)

the life that it seemed to lack

in the other speakers."

Junior Chemistry major. Bill

Rademacher, while showing an
extensive knowledge of Parlia-

mentary procedure in the Rules
Committee and on the assembly
floor, was elected vice-chairman
of the committee early Thurs-
day afternoon. Later, in a

regional caucus. President Mc-
Ateer negotiated for Rade-
macher's election as Chairman
of the Southeast region. The
region includes all the major
colleges and universities in the

Philadelphia area. .
• ^

Rademacher Shines

Rademacher plans to empha-
size the study and practice of

Parliamentary law during his

Chairmanship. "I also think,"

he stressed, "that the Southeast
Region should be more united,

especially in the committee
meetings and on the assembly
floor of the state convention."

Commenting on the election

of Rademacher to the post of

Regional Director, Miss Gene-
vieve Blatt, the Executive Di-

rector and Founder, said that

Bill (Rademacher) should make
a fine director for the region.

She added that Villanova has
always had well-informed par-

ticipants at the state conven-
tion and has produced leaders
of note to which tradition she

feels Rademacher aspires.

Of the twenty-seven bills pre-

.sented to the assembly Satur-

day, Villanova had six of their

legislation passed. One original

bill by Villanova written by Bill

Lewis was also passed after

Lewis presented convincing
arguments on behalf of the bill,

thereby swaying the delegates.

Dr. Fredrick J. Khouri, the

moderator of the Villanova

chapter, was in attendance at

all the meetings.

go on sale presently at $8.50 per
ticket and will be available from
Mike Stapf or one of his associ-

ates in the Pie Shoppe or C&F
cafeteria. Although much dis-

satisfaction was expressed, the

class gift will be that of a tree.

The Mother's Day committee
had wished to make a different

presentation but it was not
feasible.

Mike Pastore will run films of

past sporting events involving

Villanova University in basket-

ball, baseball, and track on
Thursday of Junior Week at

7:30 P.M. in Vasey Hall Audi-
torium. The night will honor all

Junior Athletes and is restricted

to members of that class. Re-
freshments will be served and
the top Junior athlete in each
sport will receive an award.

Muff Day
Finally, on Wednesday, the

annual conflict between the Jun-
ior and Senior classes will take

place on various athletic fields

throughout the campus. Jack
Weed will have a schedule

posted of events.

Publicity has been mailed out
to all the local papers and major
radio stations and details will

also be available on WWVU
throughout the day.

IRS To Journey

To Washington For

Practical Critique

On Friday, April 28, The In-

ternational Relations Society

will take its annual Spring trip

to Washington, D.C. This is the

yearly trip on which the mem-
bers of the club are presented

with the opportunity to meet
with and discuss current prob-

lems with the members of Con-

gress who deal with American
Foreign Policy and the members
of the State Department who
carry it out.

Still Room
The Overnight trip leaves

from the Field House on Friday
morning and returns Saturday
evening. Excused cuts are
granted to those who make the
journey. The trip has tradition-

ally been the instrument
through which new members are
brought into the LR.S. and a
limited number of seats are still

available. All interested may
contact President Joseph Clark
at room 319 Shehan Hall, or
Paul Downey at LA-5-2418. The
cost of the trip will be $5.50 for
dues paying members and will

include the bus fare and the ho-
tel room.

Upperclass Nominations
Scheduled For April 20
John O'Connell, Senior Civil

Engineering Major and Co-

chairman of the Elections Com-

mittee of Student Council, has

announced the procedure for

nominations for upper class

elective positions, which will be

held Thursday, April 20th, dur-

ing the Activity Period (10:30).

The qualifications required

for nomination are: 2.5 quality

point average; a good discipline

record, and for residents, a good

Chapel attendance record.

The Sophomore and Junior

classes will each elect their four

oflficers and two Student Coun-

cil representatives from each

School, while the Freshman will

elect the four oflftcers but only

two Student Council representa-

tives, who will join those elected

in the recent Freshman elec-

tions.

Leadership

In nominating a classmate for

any office, O'Connell expressed

the hope that "those nominating

will carefully consider the pre-

requisites for the ofllice as well

as their candidate's ability to

lead before placing the name in

nomination".

The places for nominations

are as follows: Juniors, Vasey

Hall Aulitorium; Sophomores,

210 Vasey Hall; Freshmen, 110

Commerce and Finance Build-

ing.

Honorable Fashion

Brian Scully, Senior Electri-

cal Engineering major and Co-

chairman for the Committee,

stated that, "this year, an all out

effort will be made to eliminate

multiple voting, but the plan

cannot be disclosed at this time.

We sincerely hope that all those

connected with the elections,

voters as well as nominees, will

do their utmost to see to it that

the elections will be conducted

in an honorable fashion".

Voting will take place on

Wednesday, May 10th, in Alum-
ni gym, from 10:00 A.M. till

3:00 P.M. As was the case in

past years, voting machines will

again be used to facilitate pub-

lication of the results.

Ifs whafs up front that counts
FILTER-BLENDI -a Winston exclusive-makes the big

taste difference. You get rich tobaccos that are specially

selected and specially processed for full flavor in filter

smoking. Make your next pack Winston!
R. J. Reynold! Tol>«cco Co.. Wlniton-Stlem, N. C.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD //Ae a cigarette should

!

Flynn Leads in "Othello^^

As Coyne Directs Grads
The Graduate Theatre Depart-

ment of Villanova will present

William Shakespeare's "Othello"

at 8:30 p.m. on the evenings of

May 10 through 14, in Vasey au-

ditorium. With rehearsals al-

ready under way, director

Bernard Coyne has much to say

about the cast, play and the

Graduate Theatre itself.

Mr. Coyne is exuberant about

the cast. "They have a profes-

sional attitude. This is the most
experienced and talented cast

that I've worked with since I've

been here." William Flynn, in

the title role, is supported by
Richard Mclntyre as Brabantio,

Michael Kennedy as Cassio,

James Willaert as lago, and

John McGarry as Roderigo.

Large Cast
The large cast also includes

Paul Norton as the Duke of

Venice. John Dillon as Montano,
Don Murphy as Lodovico, and

by Frank Quattrone

John Milton as Gratiano. Sue
Ahrold is cast as Desdemona.
Rounding out the experienced

cast are Gilda Spirio (Emilia),

Marianne Willaert (Bianca),

George Pickel (Senior), and
Bob Heenan, Joheph McGill, and
Joseph Staborski as the gentle-

men.
Mr. Coyne, who directed last

year's successful Graduate The-

atre production of "Twelfth

Night," received his M.A. in

drama from Catholic University.

The play has many advantages,

enabling the members of the

Graduate Theatre to fulfill their

duty as "students of a profes-

sion," namely, to bring pleasure

to the campus by presenting to

the students some of the best

plays ever written.

The set is already completed

—one month before production.

Jane Anderson is doing the

costuming.

The Graduate Theatre is a

part of the University's academ-
ic department. Each member of

the Graduate Theatre has had
training and experience in the

theatrical arts previous to join-

ing.

Omit Evil

A secondary purpose of the

Villanova Graduate Theatre is

to train its members to go into

all levels of the theatre, televi-

sion, radio, and summer stock

as actors, directors, and scenic

designers. Mr. Coyne added that

they must "show people that the

theatre is good, and that it is

created by God."

Concluding his timely re-

mark, he said: "It is our respon-

sibility and duty to present only

the best, to recognize evil in

plays and in themes, and to pre-

vent it from reaching the pub-

lic."

#^ in a series of polls conducted by L'^M student

J representatives in over 100 colleges throughout

Light up an L M, and answer these questions.

Then compare your answers with those of 1,383 other

college students (at bottom of page). p„p|, ^« Rnv

Do you feel working wives can really have a happy, well-

adjusted family life?

Yes No ^

Question #1:

Answer:

Question #2:

Answer:

Question #3:

Answer: -

How big a help to a college man is a car in building a success-

ful social life?

The biggest

Not so big^
Pretty big^-

No help at all

I .' I I \

Which of these fields do you believe provides the greatest

opportunity for success, within ten years alter entry into

the field? (check one)

Electronics- Solid state physics Advertising

Politics - Law__—^- Business administration -
,

Chemical engineering v Medicine -

';<': Sales

Industrial design Architecture.

Psychiatry^ College teaching

Mathematics-

Biochemistry.

Question #42 Do you prefer a filter or a non-filter cigarette?

Answer: ' Filter- Non-filter-
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,». Flavor thai

never dries out
your taste*

Get the flavor only

L*M unlocks . .

.

in pack or box

«1961 Uxxelt A My«rs Tobacco Co.

yjf I
Campus Opinion Answers:

Answer, Question *\:

Yes 61% - No 39%
Answer, Question #2:

The biggest 7% - Pretty big 55%
Not so big 32% - No help at all 6%
Answer, Question #3:

Electronics 14% — Solid state physics 5%
Advertising 8% -Politics 1%-Law 7%
Business administration 12%
Chemical engineering 8%
Medicine 26%» - Sales 4%
Industrial design 1% - Architecture 3%
Mathematics 2% — Psychiatry 5%
College teaching 3% - Biochemistry V/«

Answer, Question ^4:

Filter 73%. - Non-filter 27%

With ulmoMi three out of four roiiege HluHeiilM now
ill the nil4T riini|>, yan o«ve it to yotirM'if lo try l^^'M,

the filler eiKiirette thiil |»n>iiiiHeH — iiiwl (leliverH—
(liivor. The rrieiiilly fluv(»r of ripe, KolHeii tohtirrtiM

. . . flavor ihiit never ilrii*)>« out y«>ur liiMte.

The LAM Campus Opinion Poll was taken at over 100 colleges where
l&M has student representatives, and may not be a statistically

random selection of all undergraduate schools.

Newly elected southeast regional ICG chairman, Bill Rade-
macher, smiles at speakers' platform. Behind him, members of

the Villanova delegation, Tom Burke, Joe Breen, and Bill Nodo,
study the Bill under the consideration of the Assembly.

Classrooms Dedicated,

BurlingameGivesAddress
Dedication ceremonies in the

Commerce and Finance Building

of memorial classrooms were
held this past Sunday, April 6th,

1961. The ceremonies began at

3:00 P.M. with Mr. Gordan M.
Burlingame, present Chairman
of the Development Foundation
rendering the opening address.

The Very Reverend James A.

Donnellon, O.S.A., Provincial of

the Augustinians, followed the

opening address with the bless-

ing of the plaques which are to

be placed in various classrooms.

Very Reverend John A. Klekot-

ka, O.S.A., President of Villan-

ova University gave a brief

speech after the blessing.

John A. Murphy, past Chair-

man of the Development Foun-
dation, followed Father Klekot-

ka to the rostrum. The cere-

monies were brought to a close

by Father Joseph A. Bartley,

O.S.A., Dean of the School of

Commerce and Finance.

Memorial Plaque

Donors were required to con-

tribute a minimum of fifteen

thousand dollars apiece to re-

ceive a memorial plaque. The to-

tal contribution was in excess of

two-hundred thousand dollars.

The fund raising started in

1956 when construction on the

building began. Those contribu-

ting were: Messrs. Walter An-
nenberg, Thomas A. Bruder, Ed-
ward J. Caughlin, H. Richard

Dietrich, Albert M. Greenfield,

Joseph A. Kaufman, Alfred J.

Laupheimer, John McShain,

John A. Murray, Walter V.

Pangbome, and R. Livingston

Sullivan.

Alumni Meeting Held
Plans for the Annual General

Alumni of the Villanova Univer-

sity to be held on April 30 were
reviewed during a meeting of

the Executive Committee of the

Association on Monday evening,

April 10.

The gathering, which will be

the fifth such affair, will begin at

3:45 on April 30 in the Alumni
House. Benediction will be held

at 5:15 in the University chapel

and will be followed by a dinner

in Dougherty Hall. Very Rev.

John A. Klekotka, O.S.A. will

speak.

DOING IT THE HARD WAY byha^r
(GETTING RID OF DANDRUFF, THAT IS!)

<:v.':-»w • •/,/

easier 3-minute way for men: FITCH
Men, get rid of embarrassing dandruff easy as 1-2-3 with

KITCH! In just 3 minutes (one rubbing, one lathering, one

rinsing), every trace of dandrufT. grime, gummy old hair

tonic goes right down the drain! Your hair looks hand-

somer, healthier. Your scalp

tingles, feels so refreshed. Use
Kl rCH DandrulT Remover
SHAMPOO every week for

positive dandruff control.

Keep your hair and scalp

really clean, dandrufl'-free!

tfrm-

FITCH
LEADING MAN'S

SHAMPOO
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CAMPUS NEWS BRIEFS
Wa

Nurses' Dinner Dance

The Annual Nurses' Dinner

Dance originally scheduled for

February 4, but postponed be-

cause of snow, will be held at the

Falcon House in Havertown on

April 21 at 7:30 p.m., announced

chairman Judy Jones.

Tickets for the affair are

$11.50, and all those desiring to

purchase tickets should contact

any junior nurse before Friday.

The dinner dance is sponsored

by the junior Pi Theta Chi sor-

ority members, and will feature

the "MelloTones." Is is one of

two off-campus affairs spon-

sored annually by the nurses.

The other events is the Com-

munion Breakfast.; .

'\:-:'., Cuba 'I'; ;;>;':j;fr,,;

(Continued from page 4)

The Demo-
cratic Revo-
lutionary
Front will

promote a

policy in-
spired in the

principles of

the best eco-

nomic free-

dom adjusted to the Cuban real-

ities, reducing state intervention

to their indispensable limits,

offering solid guarantees to

property, to free enterprise and

to national and foreign invest-

ments in view of the social func-

tion, justice and collective good.

The Democratic Revolutionary

Front will fight to have a

soverign country, with no sub-

mission to any source of imper-

ialism, with reverence to the law,

without hate or divisions, with

an honest and ordered adminis-

tration of public funds and real

freedom in the unions of work-

ers. We would like a country with

politics serving the fatherland

and not otherwise; where the

rights of the human being to

think and express opinions freely

may be respected, and of course

WITH NO COMMUNIST IN-

FLUENCE.
With this

manifest the

Democratic
Revolution-
ary Front is

trying to in-

corporate all

Cubans with

dignity and good will. All sincere

Cubans have a position in this

crusade of National rescue that

we are starting. The Democra-

tic Revolutionary Front is ask-

ing of all Latin American Coun-

tries the fulfillment of their un-

avoidable duties at this hour,

against the present historical

crisis, that is no longer a prob-

lem of Cuba alone, but rather a

danger to all the hemisphere

menacing the principles of occi-

dental civilization.

In this great struggle that we
are opening against the destruc-

tive action of Communism in

Cuba and America we have re-

solved to face the transforma-

tions demanded by the era in

which we live making them rest

on ESSENTIALLY DEMOCRA-
TIC BASES strengthening the

ties and relations of solidarity

among men everywhere.

SC Communion Breakfast

April 30 marks the annual

Student Council Communion

Breakfast. The day will begin

with Mass at nine o'clock. After

the Mass a breakfast will be

served to the members of the

Student Council.

The Breakfast will be high-

lighted with a presentation of

awards to outstanding members

of the Council. The awards, in

the form of key pins, are being

given under the recommenda-

tion of Bob DeLisa, Chairman of

the Student Council and Student

Body President. DeLisa has an-

nounced that "pins will be given

only to the outstanding mem-
bers of the Council."

Spanish Club Dance

One of Villanova's largest and

oldest under-graduate organiza-

tions, the Spanish Club, will

hold its twenty-seventh annual

Dinner Dance on the evening of

April 22, Mr. Vito DiVincenzo,

the club moderator, has an-

nounced.

The affair, in honor of Cer-
vantes, will take place at the

Conestoga Mill and will have as

its guest Dr. Francisco X.

Claro, acting Spanish Consul in

Philadelphia. It will be Dr.

Claro's pleasure to award the

prizes to the Villanovans who
submit the best essay and the

best poem on Cervantes.

Tickets are available to non-
members at $7.00. Door prizes

will be given and the music will

be furnished by Lou Denison.

I

Have a ball

$ in Europe

this Summer
(and get college credits, too !)

Imagine the fun you can have on a summer vacation in

Europe that includes everything from touring the Conti-

nent and studying courses for credit at the famous Sor-

bonne in Paris to living it up on a three-week co-educa-

tional romp at a fabulous Mediterranean island beach-club

resort! Interested? Check the tour descriptions below.

FRENCH STUDY TOUR, $12.33 per day plus

air fare. Two weeks touring France and Switzerland,

sightseeing in Rouen, Tours, Bordeaux, Avignon, Lyon,

Geneva, with visits to Mont-Saint-Michel and Lourdes.

Then in Paris, stay six weeks studying at La Sorbonne.

Courses include French Language, History, Drama, Art,

Literature, for 2 to 6 credits. Spend your last week touring

Luxembourg and Belgium. All-expense, 70-day tour in-

cludes sightseeing, hotels, meals, tuition for $12.33 per

day, plus Air France Jet Economy round-trip fare.^^^ : .
- -

STUDENT HOLIDAYS TOUR OF EUROPE,
$15.72 per day plus air fare. Escorted 42-day tour

includes visits to cultural centers, sightseeing in France,

Switzerland, Italy, Austria, Germany, Luxembourg, Den-
mark, Sweden, Norway, Scotland, England, Holland and
Belgium. Plenty of free time, entertainment. Hotel, meals,

everything included for $15.72 per day, plus Air France

Jet Economy round-trip fare.

CLUB MEDITERRANEE, $13.26 per day plus

air fare. Here's a 21-day tour that features 3 days on

your own in Paris, a week's sightseeing in Rome, Capri,

Naples and Pompeii, plus 9 fun-filled, sun-filled, fabulous

days and cool, exciting nights at the Polynesian-style

Club Mediterranee on the romantic island of Sicily. Spend

your days basking on the beach, swimming, sailing— your

nights partying, singing, dancing. Accommodations, meals,

everything only $13.26 per day complete, plus Air France

Jet Economy round-trip fare.

—.— ^^^_ ^^^K ^^^H ^^^m ^^^m ^^^m ^^^m^^mm ^^^b^^^b ^^^m^mtm ^^^mw^^^^^^^ ^^^» a^^" •i^^•^* ^"i^ ^"^^ ^

MR. JOHN SCHNEIDER
c/o AIR FRANCE
683 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
, , „

Please rush me full information on the followmg:
^

French Study Tour Q Student Holidays Tour

[] Club Mdditerran^e

I

Name
Address.

City .Zone.

.College.

.SUte.

— I_ I

AIR^FRANCE JPET

Alumni Giving Program

The books for the 1960-61

Annual Alumni Giving Program

were closed in the middle of

March. It appears now that a fig-

ure of 3200 will replace last

year's figure of 1700 for the total

number of contributions. Over

80,000 dollars is a certainty this

year compared to 38,000 dollars

for 1959. This year's program

has developed over 1400 new

contributors compared to the

previous high of 354.

The success of the program is

meeting the best expectations of

the committee. A final and com-

plete report will be published

and sent to every alumnus as

soon as the final figures are tab-

ulated.

Sigma Xi To Meet
The second meeting of the

Villanova Sigma Xi Club will be

held on Saturday, April 22, at 4

p.m. in the East Lounge of

Dougherty Hall. The featured

speaker will be Professor Peter

J. Debye of Cornell University.

Professor Debye will talk on

"Critical Opalescence and Mo-

lecular Structure."

Professor Debye is a Nobel

Laureate (Chemistry, 1936) and

also received the University's

Mendel Award.

A dinner for Professor Debye
will be held at the Treadway Inn
following his talk. Either Dr.

Felix M. Beiduk or Dr. Kenneth
F. O'DriscoU should be notified

for attendance at the dinner no

later than Monday, April 17.

f

I

LOOK FOR THE BLUE LABEL*

Other shoes may look like Keds, but only U. S. Keds® can give you "that great

feeling." Because Keds have a patented shockproofed arch cushion and

cushioned inner sole. And because Keds

are built over tested, scientific lasts, to fit

all feet perfectly, even narrow ones. Keds

are right for class, gym, tennis court or

dorm. Machine-washable (and they even

look good clean). His: Keds "Court King."

Hers: Keds "Champion." Get your U.S.

Keds at good shoe or department stores.

*both U. S. Keds and thp blue labrl are registered trademarks of

United States Rubber
ROCKEfELLCR CENICR, NtW YORK 20, NEW YORK
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Rafferty^s Raiders Win
Intramural Hoop Crown
The basketball phase of the

intramural program has just

been completed and a new cham-
pion has ascended the throne.

Rafferty's Raiders, a finely as-

sembled mesh of basketball tal-

ent, took home all the prizes

with a 72-63 upset of the de-

fending champions Horses' Aces.

The Raider captain, John Raf-
ferty was the chief thorn in

the side of the Aces' who are led

by the Gallen brothers, John and
Bob. Rafferty, who was acknowl-

edged as the university's out-

standing intramural athlete of

1959-1960, kept his team on top

with a deadly jumper that

seemed almost impossible to

defense.

The champions then accepted

a challenge issued by the semi-

narians of St. Mary's Hall. The
boys from St. Mary's put up a

very good battle but seemed to

wear down at the end and were
beaten 66-54.

Soft Ball Soon

Through the course of the

basketball season 600 games
were played by 64 teams in 6

leagues. 800 participants were

included in the competition.

Last week the intramural

Softball program got underway
and it appears to include a new
all time high number of partici-

pants. Over 900 Villanovans

turned out when the call to "play

ball" was sounded. There will be

62 teams competing in 9 leagues

on three fields. There will be

three games a day played on

each field, Simpson, Austin, and
Mendel, starting at convenient

times.

A life saving course is now be-

ing conducted in the Field

House pool by the swimming
coach Jack Lumsden. This

course was conducted last year

and proved to be highly success-

ful. It had generated such great

interest among the student body

that Mr. Lumsden ha.s been

forced to conduct two classes,

consisting of over a hundred pu-

pils, all of whom hope to gain a

senior life saving certificate.

On the completion of this

course an instruction course will

be held. Any one who holds a

senior life saving certificate and
is interested in becoming an in-

structor should contact Mr. Jack

Lumsden in the swimming pool.

Tennis Too

Two other events, more on the

individual side, will be held in

the near future. A Tennis Tour-

nament has been organized and

will be held this week and next.

When a singles champion is de-

termined there is a possibility

that a doubles tournament will

be organized. Intramural direc-

tor Ed Giez said that the Dou-

bles Tourney would depend a

great deal on the turnout for

the singles matches.

A track meet featuring ap-

proximately 14 events will be

held in conjunction with Junior

Week. Mr. Giez has not decided

on all of the events, but he stat-

ed that there will be fourteen

and several will be relay races.

Basketball Team Honored
At South Jersey Banquet

Coach Alexander Severance

delivered his valedictory address

last Wednesday at the South

Jersey Alumni Club Basketball

Banquet in honor of Severance

and the 1960-'61 Villanova bas-

ketball team.

Severance's address was the

highlight of the evening, which

saw his son Dave receive the

Chuck Drizin Award. This

award is presented annually to

the member of the Villanova

basketball team whose coopera-

tion and attitude comes closest

to exemplifying that of Chuck

Drizin, a member of the 1942

Villanova team and a war hero

who was decorated posthumous-

ly for his bravery at Iwo Jima.

Jimmy Huggard was the re-

cipient of the Most Valuable

Player Award. He was chosen

for this award by the members

of the team. Huggard, the little

guy who was Severance's "mod-

us operandi" this year, was also

LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

DeaR-DRiFRSOD:
DR. pRooD'8 THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: The bsst defcHse is u good offcTise, unless

you're weak or cowardly, in which case a good hidingplace is unbeatable.

presented with an award from

Catholic Digest for being honor-

ably mentioned on their All-

America Team. Hubie White,

who made the Digest first team,

received a watch.

Luck from Opponent

Bruce Drysdale of Temple was
given the Michael J. Saxe Me-
morial Award for being the out-

standing player in the Big Five
this season. He was presented

the award by Harry Litwack,

Temple coach, who joined the

rest of the assembled throng in

wishing Severance, his old friend

and cunning opponent, best

wishes.

The banquet was one of Sev-

erance's finest hours. In his

speech he stressed that "Villa-

nova and basketball owe me
nothing. I owe Villanova and
basketball everything." He re-

viewed his debt of gratitude to

everyone connected with his and

Villanova's rise to basketball

fame. He didn't try to review his

87-year career on the Main Line

;

he merely expressed his happi-

ness at being given the chance

to do the job.

Severance said he had been

asked what he would do if he

had a chance to start again. His

reply was, "Just exactly what I

did: coach at Villanova."

Position Rumored

The "Gray Fox," as Severance

is known, expressed his confi-

dence in Jack Kraft, the new
coach, and offered his assistance

to Villanova in whatever way he

could serve. It has been rumored
that a position is being readied

for Severance to supplement his

teaching job.

DEAR DR. FROOD: Every guy I go out with thinks

he's Casanova. What should a girl do?

Chased

DEAR CHASED: Ask each one to roll up his sleeve. If

there Is a small birthmark just above the left elbow,

you've got the real Casanova.

DEAR DR. FROOD: A tackle on the football

team likes the same girl I do. He says that if I

see her any more, he'll mop up the floor with me.
I refuse to be intimidated! What should I do?

Ninety-nine Pounder

DEAR NINETY-NINE: You'd better let your hair

grow long.

DEAR DR. FROOD: I am a sophomore majoring

in architecture. Our college has just completed

a magnificent carillon tower. Yesterday, while

examining the blueprints, I was horrified to dis-

cover that the tower will collapse at 3:30 P.M.,

June 3, 1964. I have taken my calculations to

the dean, to the architects, to the builders, to

the president of the college. No one will pay any

attention to me. I am desperate. What can I do

to avert disaster?

,;,;_;,,;:.;,<,• v;. Fruntic

DEAR FRANTIC: You've done your best, son. Now, \ i .

for your own peace of mind, won't you join me In
;

'

a short trip to Las Vegas to see what kind of

odds we can get?

DEAR DR. FROOD: I've been writing poems to a

certain girl for about five months. Yesterday I found

out that this girl and her friends get together to

read my poems and laugh at them. Do you think I

should stop writing to her?

Upset

DEAR UPSET: Definitely not.

There are all too few humor-

ous poets writing today.

¥%5;Si:;ii:-:JS::::ii:S::;WS^ i^X'-ffti^f'^yy^'fyMy M!f&i^SM$0ii>M^ ;>^$;W:S:£':''

FROOD TO WASHINGTON! Dr. Frood has been called by government officials to unveil his

extraordinary "Luckles for Peace Plan." Questioned about this plan, Frood replied: "The
details are still classified, but it all started when I discovered that college students smoke
more Luckies than any other regular. This led me to believe that if all the world's peoples

would but lean back and light up a Lucky, they would be too happy to be belligerent."

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
Induct of t/nt tJ^fWue<vn tJuwxjteo^Ufnuu^ny'— UoVtuoto- is our middle name
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Severance with Award

There was a proud gleam in

his eye as his son Dave, a long-

suffering second-stringer, strode

to the podium to receive the cov-

eted Drizin Award. "The White
Chief," as son Dave called him,

who has been criticized for many
things, but never for nepotism,

voluntarily abstained from vot-

ing for the Drizin winner.

The whole Severance family

got into the act when the South
Jersey Club presented Mrs. Sev-

erance, the long-suffering bas-

ketball widow, with a gift.

Team Tribute

Severance was also honored
with a trophy from the team.
This trophy was a tribute of

thanks from the cagers. The pre-

sentation was made by co-cap-

tains Huggard and Dick Kamin-
ski. Also remembered in a night

of praise and honor were Jake
Nevins and Charlie Farnam, the

team trainer and the equip-

ment manager, respectively.

They were presented awards by
Bill Murphy and Frank Mar-
chese, the graduating student
managers.
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Picture above shows St. Joe's version of what should have happened Saturday in Hawk's 10-5
loss to Cats. Fhoto develojped bacltward shows Joe Cramer crossing plate.
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; Photo by Frank Matunis

Frosh Swimmer Rewrite
RecordsAtVillanovaPool

by Matt Mone

The history of Villanova's

Freshmen Swimming Team has
shown a trend toward greater
strength both in size and ability

with the passing of each season.

Since the day freshmen started

swimming a competitive sched-

ule under their own coach, Mr.
John Lumsden, many outstand-

ing feats have been witnessed.

Year after year, the teams be-

came stronger, schedules be-

came tougher, and many new
freshman records were estab-

lished. None of these previous
I performances however, can ap-

proach the standards of excel-

\ lence set by the present "year-

\ ling" squad. Many of the records

set by past Frosh performers
were expected by the experts to

remain for ^uite a while. Such
has not been the case however.

Frosh Records Broken
Beginning with their first

meet in which they defeated the

Varsity, the team put on a tre-

mendous display of toil and tal-

ent which saw them break every

previous Freshman record. For
the record conscious, it should

also be interesting to note that

these "yearlings" were mainly

responsible for the undertaking

of a complete revision of the of-

ficial record board which hangs
in the Villanova pool area. They
have set new marks in every

Freshman record and are re-

sponsible for nine out of a possi-

ble fifteen school records.

McDonough Sets Pace

The man chiefly responsible

for his barrage of record break-

ing is Dick McDonough, who
came to Villanova from Seton

Hall Prep, in New Jersey. Dick

was no stranger to Villanova

when he matriculated last fall.

He carried with him the excep-

tional credentia/^ of having been

voted the Outstanding Perform-

er in the National Catholic High
School Championships.

His forte is in either the free-

style or butterfly strokes at

which he is equally proficient.

Although often called upon to

swim three events in one meet,

Dick has remained unbeaten in

thirteen consecutive meets. An
example of McDonough's ability

can be taken by his recent per-

formance at The Hill School,

where he won the 100 yd. free-

style in 0:50.6, took the 100 yd.

Butterfly in 0:55.8, and then led

off on the 200 yd. freestyle relay

with an :22.6 split. Both of his

individual performances estab-

lishecl new records for the Hill's

pool, which has, at one time or

another, hosted many of Amer-
ica's greatest swimmers.

Relays Break Records
Villanova's second outstand-

ing freestyler is Jack Georgheg-
an, who came to us from lona

Prep, in New Rochelle, N.Y. Jack
is holder of Villanova and fresh-

man record for the 200 yd. free-

style at 2:03.0, and also holds

the distinction of having swum
on all three record breaking re-

lay teams.

Backing up McDonough in the

freestyle sprints is Leo Sullivan

who, although relatively inex-

perienced at the beginning of

the season, has improved with

each meet and is consistently in

the low 24 seconds bracket for a

50 yd. sprint. In the buttefly, Al

Duckett fills the number two
position. The breaststroke has

John Leidy and Frank Keim
competing as a very imposing
combination.

Hurley Tough
Dan Hurley, a team mate of

McDonough's while at Seton

Hall Prep, has joined him there

to be a consistent high-scorer in

every event. Dan has a 1 :03 rec-

ord for the hundred yard back-

stroke, as well as a 2:24 clocking

for 200 yds. In the diving com-
petition, Dick Feror has already

been picked by many as succes-

sor to Steve Carton.

John Manning, a graduate of

St. Joe's Prep, is the man re-

sponsible for the new freshman
mark in the 200 yd. Individual

Medley. John's time of 2:27 set

earlier in the year was a full 15

seconds faster than the previous

record held by Pat O'Donnell. He
also typifies the all around abil-

ity common to this team by
showing up as anchor man on

the 400 yd. Medley Relay team
vvh'Vh holds the school record at

4 :08.9.

New Era of Greatness
This team has compiled an

outstanding 10-3 record. Their

losses have been to Monseignor
Bonner, the current National

Catholic High School Cham-
pions; the Hill School, current

National Prep School Cham-
pions; and to a strong Navy
Plebe team. These men have be-

gun a new era of greatness for

swimming at Villanova. The old

theory of daily one-hour work-
outs is now unheard of; twice a

day practice is now the rule

rather than the exception.

Linksmen Win Four,

Lose to Princeton

Villanova's 1961 golf team
met defeat Saturday for the first

time this year after racking up
four straight victories over for-

midable Eastern opponents.

The Tigers of Princeton, de-

fending eastern inter-collegiate

champions, nipped the 'Cats, 4-3,

as the Wildcats topped Columbia
by the same margin in a trian-

gular match at Princeton.

Joe Bilder, the number two
man, led the Cat golfers with a

77. Princeton had an outstand-

ing team and has the inside

track for the I.C.4A.'s in May.

Tom Cooke Stars

Plymouth Country Club was
the site of the match which saw
Villanova knock off both LaSalle

and Penn as junior Tom Cooke
was the 'Cat medalist with a

sharp 76.

Villanova nipped Penn 4-3,

i^e only team to beat the Wild-

cats last year, and routed La-

S^Ue 6-1. Captain and number
one man Dave Doyle and junior

Fred Mazzi racked up strong 78*s

to pace the victory over the two
rivals. The entire match was
played in a steady downpour on

April 12. •/

A dual match with Muhlenberg

scheduled for Monday, April 10,

at Portmouth Country Club near

Norristown was cancelled due to

heavy rains. It was not resched-

uled according to Capt. Doyle.

Imtinnn
SPORTS CHATTER luuuiiuuiiiiiiuuiiiwiuiiiiiiiiiiiH^

Period Of Transition
llllilllilllilliiiHiOiillulililiiiilliiuilUiiliiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuilliiuiii^ Jo« Zawackl lillinillilil

As the basketball season fades from view with the Boston
Celtics once again asserting themselves as the Yankees of
Pro Basketball and the baseball season opens with its "Hope
Springs Eternal" theme for 18 teams, the transient sports-
writer is affiicted with a series of banquets which pour honors
upon deserving players and coaches for deeds accomplished
over the past roundball season.

Two worthy examples in the Philly area are the Annual
Sportswriters banquet held this year at the Warwick last

month and more recently, the Villanova Club of South Jersey's
annual, which this year honored Al Severance as well as the
1960-61 team.

AU-Big Five
The former found VU*s Jimmy Huggard and Hubie White

honored on the All Big Five team along with Jack Egan, who
also received a trophy as high scorer in the area, Bruce Drys-
dale, receipient also as the MVP in the Big Five, and Bob
McAteer of La Salle. The choice of Jack Ramsey as top East-
ern Coach seemed a most worthy one.

The banquet brought Howie Ballmer, former Penn and
Warrior great, back to the area and he noted in his speech
some rather humorous experiences in his playing days with
the Warriors and his boss Eddie Gottlieb. This reminded one
of an earlier prediction made here earlier in the year that the
Warriors would not win a championship as long as Wilt played
for them. Jim Heffeman of the Bulletin, who presented the
Pro awards, noted that he was quite a "jinx" man, sending
the Warriors to defeat in three games and then rushing off to

New York to cover Temple who lost promptly to Dayton in

the Quarterfinals of the NIT.

Hit Speaker
Former Ref John Nucatola also spoke, garnering laughs

with some timely stories. Toastmaster Bill Campbell drew big
laughs when he held Al Severance to one speech, even though
he was receiving three awards.
Bob Vetrone of the Bulletin

came on like the March wind
and was the hit of the evening
as he tossed a number of
barbs prior to making the Big
Five award. The banquet is

run every year with profes-
sional polish and it is small
wonder that it has been so
successful.

The South Jersey Villanova
banquet, described in more de-

tail elsewhere, was notable be-
cause of the adulation poured ^ . . ^.

.

on retiring coach Severance.
nubie White

Fortunately, the loquacious mentor kept the evening from
becoming too emotional and the sincerity of his talk con-
trasted nicely to the antics of toastmaster Tom Kenney who
was a most adequate fill-in for Bill Campbell.

Annual Limb-Climbing
Since the Sportswriter's Rule Book states that every spring

you have to predict the outcome of the major league standings
and since Larry Merchant of the News has already committed
heresy by stating that Stan Musial will be batting .173 in

May and will retire, here is the predicted outcome and may
every base hit by the Cardinal great bring torrents of letters

to Merchant. '.' :'.?•:'';''•':/" ''''"".
^' :•'•• •^'.••-

'Cats kill Knights

To say the least the Villanova

linksters sparkled in their first

outing of the season as they

trounced the Scarlet Knights of

Rutgers on their home course,

Aronimak Country Club, 6-1.

Bilder and Dick Thomas led

all golfers with brilliant 73's, fol-

lowed closely by Charlie Burr's

solid 74. The Match played April

7 was played under sunny skies

and the 'Cats scorched their

home links with a startling de-

but.

The Villanova golf team plays

three matches this week: Mon-

day, they tangled arch-rival St.

Joe's away; Tuesday, they

plaved Temple at home; and
Friday they journey to West
Chester.

NATIONAL
Pittsburgh

St. Louis
Los Angeles

Milwaukee
Philadelphia

Cincinnati

San Francisco Chicago

AMERICAN
Baltimore
New York
Chicago
Minnesota
Detroit

Cleveland

Boston
Kansas City

Los Angeles
Washington

Short observations: Locally, the Phillies have to improve
by virtue of their 1960 record. Besides, Gene Mauch has them
playing old-fashioned baseball which will eventually bring
results and crowds to the stadium. The National League will

be a dog fight and the 5th place for Milwaukee is based on the
increasing age of the two old masters, Spahn and Burdette,
and the many holes in the second line. The Dodgers obviously
have the best potential but like the Cards and Bucs, there
are many if*s involved. Since the Bucs have been through it

before, they should repeat.

Old Pro

It is a fond wish rather than a prediction that Musial has
a great year, then retires so that his fans will remember him
in his greatness, not as a fading giant. In the American
League, the Yanks are still the pressure team and all the
young Oriole pitchers will have to produce, but noting past
Richards results, the bet here is that Baltimore will fly the
pennant in the American League this year. Picking the A's for

8th is somewhat a habit, but it could prove disastrous since

Frank Lane is not averse to working miracles wherever he
goes.
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Jr. scrum half Ralph Lewis dives into the end zone for a try as a capacity crowd looks on.

Villanova's Rugby Club
WinsFirstThreeContests

Villanova's Rugby Club re-

mained undefeated Saturday
April 15 as they humiliated the

Manhattan Rugby Club 54-0 on

the 'Cats home field.

Sophomore Wing three-quar-

ter, Luke St. Onge scored 15

points to lead all scorers as Villa-

nova almost scored at will

against a team made up solely of

European players.

Flynn Top Scorer

Senior Bob Flynn scored eight

points to raise his season total to

48 in three games, which is high

for the surprising rookie Villa-

nova club.

All of the Cats wanted to get

into the scoring act and almost

all of them did. Ralph Lewis,

iunior scrum half, scored six as

did basketballing senior Dave
Severance.

Captain Tony Nastri and

George Brestle added two points

each as Villanova completely

dominated the scums and line-

outs, out of bounds play, while

working their plays to near per-

fection.

Pegged European Caliber

One of the European players

said of the Wildcat team after

the game, "Villanova Rugby
team could hold its own with

teams from both England and

Europe right now!"

Tareyton delivers the flavor.

THE TAi^eyrott nina marks the REAtTHmai

T?TTTl?R

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a

unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to

make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with

a pure white oiUer filter— to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.

Tareyion delivers-and you enjoy~ the heat, ttute of the best tobaccos.

DUALFILTERTareyton

ruro, whitB

outer filter

ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL
fnnftr filter

cA^unr M our mMIr mmmf t> * ' <'•

Villanova University's Rugby
Club scored a hard earned vic-

tory over Penn's Rugby team in

a steady downpour, 16-5,

Wednesday, April 12 on the

'Cats home field.

Flynn Opens Scoring
Kevin Flynn opened the scor-

ing with a three point penalty

kick mid-way in the first half

and Villanova, playing its first

official season under head coach

Francis Coughlan of the His-

tory Department, was never

headed.

Scoring next against a tough-

er than expected Quaker aggre-

gation was little, but speedy

Luke St. Onge as he plunged

over for the three pointer. "The

two point conversion was added

by Flynn, who is the high scorer

this season.

Just before the end of the first

half, 35 minutes of continuous

olay in rugby, Ralph Lewis got

into the act and also scored on

a plunge with Flynn missing the

conversion. Half time score

—

Villanova-11—Penn-0.

Penn came out the second half

with new determination and

spirit and proved it, as with 17

minutes gone Dave Coffin, All-

Ivy football halfback and speed-

ster, broke loose for 40 yards

and a touchdown. The conver-

sion was perfect and the Red

and Blue had five points on the

scoreboard.

O'Brien Hurt
Right center three-quarter

Terry O'Brien was injured and

carried off the field leaving the

'Cats one man shy with 14 as

no substitutions are permitted

in rugby for injured players.

Villanova, determined to re-

main undefeated in league play,

closed out the scoring with a

pass interception by wing three-

quarter St. Onge, who romped to

the score, and Flynn added his

second conversion of the day.

Villanova Wins First Game

In its first outing Villanova

conquered the Long Island Rug-

by Club 27-3 on the losers field

March 25. Villanova is in the

Eastern Rugby Union composed

of 18 teams, three divisions of

six each, which comprise all the

rugby on the east coast.

Can the Main Liners win

their division? Tony Nastri,

team captain, states, "the team

is extremely enthusiastic, the

coach is satisfied with the prog-

ress being made, and we have a

very good chance—^with Colum

bia being our toughest game.'

The remaining schedule holds

the Boston Rugby Club at home
Saturday, April 22 and Colum-

bia away one week later. Coach

Coughlan pointed out that all

those interested will be wel-

comed with no experience neces-

sary and everyone gets to play.

t>

Penn Relay

Tickets on

Sale in

Fieldhouse

$.75 for

Students
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TrackTeamEnjoysMixed
Success At Ouantico Meet

by Bob Larkin

Villanova made a successful

defense of its 880 yard relay ti-

tle in record time while fresh-

man pole vaulter Rolando Cruz
outlasted the competition set-

ting another meet record at the
Quantico Relays last Saturday.
The Wildcat's mile relay unit
had to settle for third after an-
chor man Bob Raemore was
scratched due to a muscle pull.

In winning the 880 yard relay

the Cats set a meet record of

1 :25.3 seconds finishing five

yards in front of Maryland
State. Villanova's Joe Manion,
Paul Drayton, Olympian Frank
Budd and Bob Raemore, the

same team used last year at

Quantico, managed to chop a sec-

ond off their time this year. Rae-
more anchoring the team suf-

fered a pulled leg muscle and
had to be yanked from the mile

relay shortly afterward.

Cruz Cops Award
Rolando Cruz captured the

pole vault while setting a new
Quantico Meet record at 14-10.

After tying Dave Tork and Mel
Schwarz at 14-6 Cruz nearly

reached a new career high be-

fore knocking the bar off at 15-1.

Due to the AAU rules the bar
was lowered to 14-10 because of

the tie where the Villanova
Olympian cleared it with ease.

Cruz was later awarded the Gu-
towski Memorial Award in rec-

ognition of the late Bob Gutow-
ski who held the meet record at

14-9.

Villanova's mile relay unit

looking ahead to the defense of

its title for the seventh straicrht

year at the Penn Relays settled

for third place as they were
ftdged out by strong Morcran
State and St. John's teams. With
Raemore injured Drayton ran

anchor leg and nearly caught
<^he Redmen's anchor man at the

tape. Despite the switch the

Wildcats turned in a respect-

able 3:13.4.

In the Butler Mile won by Pet-

er Close in 4:05.2, Pat Traynor,

Villanova's sophomore mile and
two mile specialist, finished

third. In his first outdoor at-

tempt of the season Travnor,

who finished fourth in the IC4A
two mile, was clocked in a fast

4:17.6. ^^ •:'-r

The Wildcat's 440 yard relay

team which was expected to

make a strong showing never
made it past the Friday trials.

Leading all the way in the trial

heats the baton was dropped on
the third leg of the relay, elimin-

ating the Mainliners from the

finals.

Villanova's All American bas-

ketball star, Hubie White,
switched from the hardwood
court to the hop, step and jump
pit and landed in fourth place.

Bernie Chavis another basketball

player-turned-jumper did not

make the trip.

Injuries Hurt
Injuries hampered Villanova's

hurdlers Leon Pras and Bob
Coffil. Pras, a fourth place finish-

er last year, was slowed by an
achilles tendon injury and did

not place.

George Kerr doubling in the

440 yard hurdles and the javelin

throw managed a toss of 196

feet. Running in the hurdles for

the first time in two years, Kerr
was timed in 59 seconds. Villa-

nova freshman, George Reyn-
olds, finished seventh in the

javelin competition with a 207
foot effort.

With Budd foregoing the ear-

Iv season dashes, rival Bob
Brown from Penn State missed
tying the world record for the

100 yard dash by a tenth of a

second. Both Fordham and Man-
hattan showed their strength in

the two mile relay by breaking

the existing record set last year

by Michigan State. The Wild-
cats two mile relay team which
defeated both teams at the in-

door IC4A Meet last February
did not place.

Queens-Iona Relays

Next Saturday the Cats travel

to Randall's Island, New York
for the Queens-Iona Relays. This

will be the last chance the mile

relay team will get to prepare for

the defense of its title at the

Penn Relays, April 29. Villanova

will have to beat world record

holder Abilene Christian with

Olympic anchorman Earl Young
in order to continue its six year

domination. On May 26 the

Wildcats will return to Randall's

Island for the outdoor IC4A
Championships. y : : v^

(Photo by TY Wong)

Junior Hubie White is shown here in mid-air inhop-step-jump event at Quantico. The basket-
ball star placed fourth in the event.

Mahan Men AnnexFourInA Row
Astonishing success in 1961

seems to be the by-word for Art
Mahan, who was promoted to the

position of Athletic Director at

Villanova last month.

In the past week, the Wildcats

have crushed two of their Big-

Five opponents, LaSalle and St.

Joseph's, to gain a first place tie

with Temple in the City Big
Five championships. Contrary to

the efforts of the basketball team,

which proved rather discourag-

ing to all Villanovans and even

Al Severance, the varsity base-

ball team still has a good chance

of redeeming the Villanova name
in athletics.

Weak Rams

Encountering a weak West
Chester delegation a week ago.

the Cats proceeded to clobber

three pitchers for thirteen hit?

and nine runs in a 9-1 victory.

Another adequate performance^

by star-hurler Phil Fidalgo re-

sulted in his gaining his third

complete game and victory in as

many starts.

Fidalgo Homers

While pitching the Wildcats to

victory, Fidalgo paced the team

Store Straighten Strike

Stort
Speed

Photos by Frank Matunii

Phil Fidalgo, 'Cat star Pitcher, goes through the motions of his windup in the St. Joe's game.
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by Joe McCarthy

with three hits in four appear-
ances. With the score 1-0 in favor
of the Cats, Richie Richman
singled and moved to second on a

error in the bottom of the fourth.

Fidalgo then came to the plate

and ran the count to two balls

and two strikes when he crashed

the next pitch some 350 feet

down the right-field line for a

two-run homer. This home run is

still the only one hit by the Cats

this season.

Following Fidalgo's damage,
the Westchester pitcher, Al Pat-

terson, became ineffective. Right-

fielder Jack Fahey singled and
Shortstop Jack Lynch continued

the rally with another. Third
baseman Don Melega reached

base on an error filling the bas-

es for Catcher Al Wiegand who
provided the Cats with some in-

surance runs by doubling deep

over the center-fielder's head,

driving in two. The third run,

Melega, was out at the plate

trying to score from first.

.
,; Back to Back

In the fifth the Wildcats again

scored four more runs to sew up
their win. Center-fielder Joe Cra-

mer and second baseman Dan
Baier put back-to-back doubles

together while driving in another

run. Fidalgo singled home Baier

for his third hit which sent the

West Chester starter, Patterson,

to the showers. After Fahey had

sacrificed Fidalgo to second.

Lynch and Melega reached on

bases-on-balls to fill the bases

again for Wiegand who bounded

into a force play scoring Fidalgo

from third for his fourth rbi of

the day.

Errorless Game

Of the six hits West Chester

had, three were in the top half

of the eighth when they reached

Fidalgo for their only run. An
impregnable defense was the

key to the Cats' first errorless

game of the year.

On the next day, Villanova met
stiff competition from the Prince-

ton nine. Starter Mike Kiley had

a shaky first inning as he failed

to hold the Ivy Leaguers who
tallied four runs. Fighting back,

the Cats scored single runs in

the fourth and fifth innings to

bring the score to 5-2.

Rallying in the seventh for six

runs, the Cats took the lead for

the first time which they kept to

win 8-5. A bases loaded single

by Richman was the big blow

that drove in the winning two
runs. Wiegand, Cramer, and

Platco all contributed singles to

the attack. Richman wound up
the day with two hits in four
trips.

Reliever

Relief pitcher Pete Connors
captured his first collegiate vic-

tory, allowing only three hits in

the last three innings. Coach Art
Mahan commented that it felt

pretty good to win this one.

On Friday, the Villanova
power brigade bombed four La-
Salle pitchers for seventeen hits

in a 20-6 victory, their seventh
straight. Richie Richman's three

run double was the deciding
factor as the Wildcats kayoed
starter Rich Dunn of LaSalle in

the first inning. The Cats then
followed their four-run first in-

ning with five more in the second,

three in both the fourth and
fifth, and another five in the

sixth.

Richman had two other doubles

and paced the club with four rbi's

while Wiegand belted a pair of

doubles and a pair of singles

driving in three runs and scoring

four times himself. Sophomore
Wayne Waltz pitched his first

complete game in tallying his

second victory of the campaign.

.
Eleven Strikeouts

Facing their second Big Five
opponent in two days, the Cats

slapped a sloppy St. Joseph's

team with a 10-5 triumph. Winn-
ing his fourth game in as many
games, southpaw Fidalgo chalked

up eleven strikeouts while allow-

ing nine hits. The Cat infield

failed to back up their pitcher as

they let several balls go by them.

Tied four-all in the bottom of

the fifth, Cramer and Richman
singled behind Platco, who had
reached base on an error, to

produce the tie-breaking run.

After Baier followed with a

run-producing infield out, the

pitcher Fidalgo then delivered

another timely single to score

the third run of the inning.

Richman and Baier paced the

club with two hits and three

rbi's each.

Coach Art Mahan could very

well realize his pre-season ob-

jectives of winning the Big Five

Crown for his fourth straight

year and of getting another crack

at the NCAA District 2 title.

Mahan feels that the hitting and

fielding have turned out great

but that the pitching is still

uncertain except for Fidalgo who
acts as the anchor man for the

staff. Walz and Kiley will con-

tinue to take care of starting

duties while Pete Connors will

stay in the bullpen as reliever.
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lWcMONAGl£, PASTpRL NOEL AND FALLON
LEAD JUNIOR CLASS TO REWARDING YEAR
This year's junior class has been for-

tunate in having as its leaders four of

the ablest men ever to hold the class of-

fices. Theirs was the difficult task of

representing the cross-sectional inter-

ests of the class as a whole, finding its

collective objective, and attaining it.

In pursuit of this goal their means are

often criticized, often unjustly, but none-

theless they are questioned. These men
have learned to take this criticism along

with an overflow of complimejits for a

job well done.^ ' V ;'^ ' -
'

Jim McMonagle, the president, holds

the most pressing of the four offices. A
graduate of Philadelphia's LaSalle Col-

lege High School, Jim came here and
was immediately entangled in class ac-

tivities. In the second semester of his

freshman year, he was elected as resi-

dent representative for the remainder

)f our freshman year and the whole of

our sophomore year.

Successful Committees
Realizing the responsibilities of his of-

fice, Jim became a member of almost ev-

ery sophomore class committee. For that

year's homecoming game he was chair-

man of the Sophomore Float Committee,

the highly successful Jazz Concert Com-
mittee, and many more.

What makes the success of Jim's posi-

tion today even more remarkable is that

he was also a member of the basketball

team, a regular in the NROTC, and a

member of his professional organiza-

tion, AIEE-IRE. Add all these together

ncluding his work on NFCCS and the

Student Senate and you have a busy

workday.

Navy Veep
Mike Pastore, our vice-president,

comes to us from San Diego, California.

He was in the Navy before receiving an

NROTC scholarship to attend Villanova.

He, too, has played a large part in the ac-

tivities of the class. Moreover, he has ex-

tended his horizon to include the func-

tions r)f the .school as a whole.

by Ed Graham

Mike was technical engineer of WVIL
(now WWVU) in his sophomore year and
also was a member of the Shamokinaki
and Sophomore Cotillion committees.
This week Mike plays the role of Chair-
man of the Sports Night which will be
held on Thursday.
This year Mike stepped up to the posi-

tion of Photo Department Editor. Under
his leadership this department is now
supplying most of the photographs need-
ed by the Villanova publications.

Secretary Noel
The secretary of the group is Joe Noel.

His is the difficult job of keeping the
class informed and interested. For his

position he was ably prepared as a stu-

dent at West Catholic High School, from
which he was graduated in 1958. At
West Catholic he was co-editor of the
school newspaper. This position un-
doubtedly has benefited him greatly in

the execution of his duties.

Joe has been a member of Delta Pi Mu,
the Arts Fraternity, since freshman
year and has participated in many intra-

mural football games, served on the Nick
Basca and the Student Council Dance
Committees, and was a member of the
Ugly Man committee and the ticket com-
mittee for the Orphans' Weekend .

.'.• If.-.Administrative Positions

For treasurer we elected Mike Fallon,

a graduate of the Canterbury School in

New Milford, Connecticut. Mike has had
his hands full in handling various ad-
ministrative positions in many of Villa-

nova's clubs. Because of his outstanding
ability in administration, Villanova's
Music Society has become better known
and more popular on campus than it was
formerly when it was known as Opera
Classica.

Mike has been a member of the Sailing
Club, the Society for the Advancement of
Management, and the Knights of Colum-
bus. This year, he is the vice-president
of the Blue Key Committee and the sec-

retary-treasurer of the Villanova Sing-
ers.

,••:''•^;. '.':

Taken as a group, these individuals

represent the spirit of the Class of '62.

They do more than represent it though,
as is evidenced by their outstanding rec-

ord in extra-curricular activities. We of
the class owe them a vote of heartfelt

congratulations and sincerest thanks.

I Dear Mother, |

1 Today is your day. We dedicate 1
1 today to you in an attempt to 1
1 show you our deep love. This day 1
g amounts to an external display of =
1 our internal gratitude and devotion 1
1 to you. Though at times we might 1
g not show it, inside we are aware of =
g the many things you have done for 1
1 us and given to us. You have given J
1 us many material and temporal g
1 aids, but more important, you gave 1
= us a spiritual foundation for life. M
i You gave this intangible part of g
j yourself to us willingly and now M
= alter these many years, we are 1
1 slowly realizing exactly what we M
g have. Up until now we have given g
g you only a cursory repayment, but g
1 with the maturity that age brings, g
g we now feel a penetrating desire to g
g express ourselves. M
i And so today we thank you. The g
1 magnitude of your gift is awesome, g
i There is no physical way that we g
I could match what you have given g
I to us, so we humbly kneel at Mass 1
I this morning and open our hearts g
I to God for you. But we will not stop g
I today; we will extend our Masses g
I and prayers for the rest of our g
I lives. Perhaps then we might be g
I

even, but only God will know. g
I So, dear Mother, as you walk on =

I this campus today please remember g
I that this is your Villanova, for M
I what we claim as ours belongs g
I

even more to you. Yes, this is your g
I school—and these are your class- g
I rooms and dorms and grounds. We g
I

are a small part of you and you are g
I

a great part of us. You will go with g
I us through the rest of our stay at g
[ Villanova, and for the rest of our =
I earthly days. When we meet in g
I
Heaven we will smile and thank g

I
you again. I

Permit me to join with Chairmen m
I Art Kreisen and Mike Staff, their g
I
committee, and the rest of the g

j
junior class, in welcoming you and g

I wishing you a memorable day. g
Yours truly, I
Jim McMonagle i
President '62 i

An Editorial

This edition, as the day, is dedicated to

the mothers of the members of the Junior

Class. It was conceived and edited with

the hope of honoring as many as possi-

ble.

It is a tribute and a souvenir to our

guests of honor. This newspaper has tried

to follow the ideals of the first junior

class of the "new frontier." Like the

class we have broken tradition. This issue

marks the first VILLANOVAN printed

completely in blue and white.

The front cover marks another first. It

is the first drawing ever to highlight a

Junior Week edition.

Liike all of the Junior Week functions,

many hours of planning and work went

into this issue. The artists and photo-

graphers worked overtime to please the

readers.

The writer's contributions are not all

evident in these pages. Several stories of

equal calibre were submitted, but were

not printed due to a lack of space. To

those whose stories were left out, I

apologize.

In this newspaper we have tried to con-

vey the story of Junior Week. We have

tried to tell what it means to the class,

and to each one of us individually.

This is a hard job. For Junior Week

1961 is more than tinsel-and-tuxedoes

;

it's more than speeches and smokers ; it's

more than dancing and drinking.

It is perhaps the final rivet that will

make our class a solid and united one.

Working on committees, staying up all

night painting signs, canvasing the resi-

dent dorms, sending letter to parents, and

rendering the great decisions between

turkey and ham for the dinner dance,

have all in a small way aided this final

rivet to be put in place.

It will be secured for posterity when

this gala week is finished. Twenty years

from now, most of us won't be able to

remember who sat at our table at the

dinner dance, but we will remember who

worked with us on this or that project.

This time next year graduation, jobs,

marriage, and the draft will be staring at

us. Let us take this chance, our greatest,

to make the most of our biggest social

event at Villanova. With united action

and class spirit, this could be one week

the Mainline will never forget.
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Mike Stapf and Art Kriesen have wistful looks on their faces as they read another nostaglic letter from a Junior's
mother. In other moments, they are Mother's Day committee chairmen.

It was three o'clock in the afternoon
when my heart jumped at the sight of

the train rounding the bend. This was
the Sunday before Junior Week. I was
anxiously awaiting the arrival of my
mother at the Villanova Station.

The train shortly disappeared as I

conducted my dear mother across the

tracks. She caught one of her heels in a

railroad tie, twisting her ankle. Of all

the bad luck. Thoughts of the infirmary

flashed through my head. I proceeded to

tell mother that I would take her there

piggy-back.

Fortunately the doctor was on hand
and gave her some purple pills to take

every four hours. He said that it was
probably all right to walk on the ankle

and more than likely the exercise would
do it good. My spirits picked up and we
both could not thank him enough.

Food For Thought
Mother mentioned that she had not

eaten since breakfast so I escorted her

to Dougherty Hall. While in the Pie

Shoppe, I bought her a hot dog and a

milkshake. Then I headed for the resi-

dents' cafeteria. ';
,

The menu at the head of the ramp
read : Veal Cutlet Parmigiana, Blue Lake
Beans Julienne, Soup de la Souer, Fresh
Banana Leaf Salad, Hot Potatoes,

French Rolls and Butter, Two Pints of

Chilled Milk, and Cherry Pie. My mouth
filled with saliva.

I gulped down most of my meal and
threw my veal among a pack of dogs to

watch the fun. The counselor almost
threw me out for the disturbance it

caused. I took my time eating the cherry
pie so that I could enjoy every mouthful.

If I had the time, I think I would have

eaten the eight slices which had been

left on my table.

Mass and Mayhem
After Mass in the grotto the next

morning, everyone stood around talking

and introducing his mother to his

friends. My mother looked real chic. Her
outfit consisted of a mink stole, a yellow

chiffon dre.ss with a matching Gladstone

bag, and a "Jackie Kennedy" parade hat

over her left ear. I looked real collegiate

in my brand new Robert Hall Harris

Tweed suit.

by Kevin W. Shea

Next, I toured the campus with moth-
er. The handsomely-trimmed emerald
lawns, the chirping birds, the cloudless

skies, and the near-seventy temperature
greatly enhanced the campus. Mother
was impressed. I pointed out various

buildings as we passed and was sur-

prised to enter what I had thought to be

John Barry Hall for a drink of water
and found out that it was the library.

Then we proceeded to the quadrangle
between Sullivan and Sheehan Halls. It

took me about fifteen minutes of explain-

ing before my mother finally located my
window. All the while, more and more
residents kept coming to their windows,
whistling, throwing fireworks, and in

brief, making a deafening racket.

More Food, More Mayhem
At two o'clock we paraded into the

Field House for the banquet. We sat at

the end of a long table with my room-
mate and his mother across from us. Our
mothers raved to each other about how
beautiful Villanova was and how lucky

their sons were to attend such an insti-

tution.

When the fruit cup was served, a

cross-eyed fellow on my right started

eating out of my cup. Quite irritated, I

belted him in the ribs with my elbow. At
this, a grape seed flew out of his mouth
and hit my roommate's mother in the

ear. A small commotion ensued. Fearing

that we had offended someone, my cross-

eyed friend and I played dumb and no

one knew who was responsible.

After the banquet, there were several

notable speakers. Mr. Duncan Glomly,

A.S.P.C.A., gave a heated discussion on

the lack of respect shown toward skunks

on the Main Line. He pointed out that

some of the less fortunate skunks have

been discriminated against at some of

the local animal hospitals because no one

would back them financially.

Following Mr. Glomly, the grand drag-

on of the local chapter of the KKK in

Conshohocken, Mr. Barry Blunt, gave
evidence to show that General Sherman
never made it to the sea.

As a third and final speaker. Rear Ad-
miral Gaston Barnacles, courtmartialed,

explained how he was indirectly involved

in the sale of 10,000 gallons of nitro-

glycerin to the Japanese Imperial Navy
in World War II. Admiral Barnacles also

added an encouraging note that al-

though the Soviet Union has 10,000
missiles, parts were furnished by Bar-
nacles Electronics Incorporated, his

brother's firm. In the Middle of his

speech, a glass went "Kessssss" as it

broke on the floor. There followed a sub-

dued chuckle among the students. It

made me mad to think how ignorant
some of my classmates were.

Stop The Music
When everyone finished what they had

to say, the Villanova Philharmonic Or-
chestra was introduced. The stage cur-

tains rolled back, entangling some of the

band as it did so. There followed a sort

of profanity and disorder among the

band members. When harmony resumed
they opened with V for Victory, by Jo-

SON?
hannes Zapp, in tune. Then followed the

Villanova Singers. As the conductor was
frantically waving his arms and twist-

ing his body, he backed up too far and
fell off the stage. The ceremonies were
shortly completed. After a short stroll

through the campus, I noticed that my
watch said 5:15 and so we meandered
down to the railroad station. Presently

the train came along and Mother board-

ed it. If the train had stopped, Mother's
exit would have been much more grace-

ful.

Mass, Lunchy and Unique

Favors Help to Dedicate

A Day Mom Will Remember
by Josephine M. Morello

All the words of welcome could not

convey adequately the feelings of the

Class of '62 toward our honored guests

today, our Mothers. Since whatever we
say will be an understatement, perhaps
it is best simply to say, "Welcome, Moth-
ers—with all our hearts." We've set aside

today just for you, and we're going to do
everything possible to help you enjoy it.

Today, Mothers, for you, Villanova re-

peats and enhances one of its best-loved
traditions. The first Mothers' Day was
held in 1938 and the events for the day
were added gradually through the years
so that this year we offer you the pro-

duct of much experience. Although the

schedule for May 1 holds no radical de-

parture from preceding Mothers' Days,
still it will be something very special to

each participating member of the Class

of '62 because it involves his—or her

—

own mother.

It may be strange that an event which
seems unimportant and distant to Villa-

novans during the first two and a half

years of college can suddenly become so

meaningful. Is it because we don't take

time to think about the significance of

the day, because we tend to take Mom for

granted? Too often this is the case.

Secret Sacrifices

The Class of '62 has given some
thought to all you've done for us. Moms.
We want you to know that although we'll

probably never discover many of the se-

cret sacrifices you've made for us, still

we'll appreciate them.

To express this appreciation to you,

Co-Chairmen Art Kriesen and Mike
Stapf have led us in our objective to

make this a day you will never forget,

one you will cherish and recall fre-

quently.

Your day on campus will begin for-

mally at 11 :00 a.m. with a High Mass to

be held in the Grotto. Our class modera-
tor, the Rev. Thomas Kenny, OSA, will

celebrate the Mass, which will be sung
by the Villanova Singers. The President

of the University, the Very Rev. John A
Klekotka, OSA, will then give a brief

address.

Flower & Favor
Even before the Mass, however, you

will find something special planned for

you in Dougherty Hall, for this is

where you will receive your corsage. Be-

sides the flowers, you will also be pre-

sented with a favor, a white mug which
bears a picture of the one building on
campus that is probably more represent-

ative of Villanova than any other—the

chapel.

After Mass, Mothers, you will partici-

pate in another yearly custom, the dedi-

cation of the class tree.

A roast beef luncheon will be held in

the Fieldhouse for you. Moms, and you

will be entertained by the Villanova

Singers, the Concert Band, the newly-

formed Women's Glee Club, and others.

Mary Martin's Choice
Finally, as the climax of the luncheon,

the Class of 1962's Diaper Dan selected

by Miss Mary Martin, will be presented

to you.

After luncheon, Mothers, you can re-

turn to Dougherty Hall to review pic-

tures of some of the Diaper Dan entries;

made even more interesting by the addi-

tion of humorous captions.

At 5:15 p.m., you will return to the

Grotto for Benediction, thus ending the

day on the same religious note with

which it was begun.

Selfish Pride

We've asked you to come to Villanova

today for several reasons. We think you

would like to meet the friends you've

heard about, to see where your money is

going, to learn where your "baby"
spends so much of his time. More than

that, we want to show you that we ap-

preciate all you've done for us. But per-

haps the biggest reason, Moms, is a self-

ish one. You see, we know it makes you
proud to think, "This is my boy."



*To Temper and To Guide'
Is Watchword of Fr. Kenny

Dear Gabby

WEVE GOT PROBLEMS

Fr. Thomas Kenny

by Joseph Amend

Although Fr. Thomas Kenny OSA. is

not going to graduate in 1962, he be-
longs to the class just as much as any-
one who will graduate then. As modera-
tor, he has done an enormous amount
of good for the class as a body and
for the students as individuals. The re-

sults of this good can best be sum-
marized by the impressions of those who
worked with him and those who live with
him on the third floor of Sullivan Hall.

Jim McMonagle, president of the jun-
ior class, finds Father a unique person to

work with. Jim has worked with him on
most of the class projects and is im-
pressed not only by the fact that Father
is there to guide the class when it is nec-
essary, but, even more, that he is an-
xious to let the initiative of the officers

take over the rest of the time. As Fath-
er puts it, "I have tried to guide and
temper the enthusiasm of youth with
the experience of age."

The success of class functions such as

the Soph Cotillion and Orphans' Week-
end is evidence enough that this guid-
ance has been of no little consequence to

the class as a whole.

Father is the counsellor on the third
floor of Sullivan Hall. Year after year
we find the same students back on that
floor. Undoubtedly, Father is the rea-
son they like it there.

B.A.—M.A.—OSA
Besides being the junior class moder-

ator. Father is an important man in the
aflfairs of the University. Indeed, his

whole life has been busy. After graduat-
ing from high school he attended the

Augustinian Academy on Staten Island
for one year; he then went to the Good
Counsel novitiate for another year. Fin-
ally in 1949 he entered Villanova, resid-

ing in St. Mary's Hall until his gradua-
tion in 1953, when he received his B.A.
in philosophy.

From Villanova, Father went to the
Augustinian Theological College where
he studied for another three years. In

1950, following his ordination, he began
the life of a priest.

Father Kenny matriculated at Catholic
University until 1957, when he received
his M.A. in religion. In 1957 and again
in 1959 he was assigned to Villanova; be-

tween these two assignments he taught
at Monsignor Bonner High School.

Since coming back to Villanova, our
moderator has made his presence felt by

assuming many duties. Among them are

Assistant Dean of Financial Affairs,

member of the Athletic Advisory Board,

and religion instructor in the Fivening

Division and in the full-time undergrad-

uate Divisifm.

Interviewing Father I found him to

be a tall, balding man of perhaps 35 who
spoke with an easy warmth as he sat in

his red leather chair. When he spoke of

the junior class he said that he has re-

ceived nothing but the utmost coopera-
tion from the students.

Mention of the Orphan's Outing
prompted complimentary comments
from Father. He said that he was proud
of the way the class became one ; the
day-hops united with the residents, and
nurses pitched right in with the men.
The result was a huge success which Fa-
ther has said before made this a class.

Dear Gabby,

Mother never lets me date any girl

two times in the same week. After
much persuasion, though, she has final-

ly consented to let me take Maribel to

both the Junior Dance and the Junior
Dinner Dance. My problem is I don't
like Maribel. What should I do?

In A Dither
Dear I.A.D.
Take your mother.

Dear Gabby,
I ivas planning to buy corsages for

Mothers' Day, the Junior Prom, and
the Junior Dinner Dance, but the
thought appalls me. Not only do I ob-
ject, but my ivallet refuses. Isn't there
some way I can economize? Like, could
I tie some of our garden flowers together
with a ribbon?

Flat Broke
Dear Flat,

You could ask your mother to give
you her Mothers* Day corsage after
she is through with it. (This might be
difficult.) Or you could try to talk a
Junior nurse into giving you her
Mothers' Day corsage. (This, too,

would prove difficult.) Refrigerate the
flowers well.

Once you have obtained the corsage
you could present it to your date for
the Prom, suggesting that she change
the ribbons to match the color of her
dress. (You might even give her a
quarter to pay for the ribbon.) Ask
her to be understanding and repeat
the procedure the next evening. (An-
other quarter)
Of course, if youVe not taking the

same girl to both the Prom and Din-
ner Dance, then you'll have to ask
her to give the flowers back to you
at the end of the evening so that you
can give them to your date the next
night.

Getting the corsage back the sec-

ond time will be a bigger problem,
and you will have to be more tactful.

One suggestion: Tell your date that
your best friend died and you want
to send the flowers to his house the
next day. Explain that the flowers
must be from the Prom since your
friend was planning to attend and his
family will appreciate the sentimental
gesture.

1984 Sees '62 's 'Mixed' Success

Gabby
Dear Gabby,

I am a junior at Villanova and one of
the girls I date is a Villanova nurse,

also a junior. Although there are sever-

al girls I could take to my Junior Din-
ner Dance, I feel certain that the nurse
will ask me if I don't ask her first. That
way it will be cheaper for me because
she will have to pay for the tickets.

This still seems like a good idea to

me but the time is running out and so

far she hasn't asked me.
Impatient

Dear Impatient,
Good for you! It serves you right.

By now you have probably discovered
that whether or not she has more
money, she does have more cents than
you do.

J

PENN SHERATON'S GRAND BALLROOM
TO BE SCENE OF '62'S FIRST FORMAL

This Saturday, the junior class will

culminate the events of junior week with
a formal dinner dance. The dance, an an-

nual event, will be the first formal affair

in the class's history.

Jack Nolan, chairman of the dinner
dance has made reservations at the

Sheraton Hotel for the Grand Ballroom
which is the second largest ballroom in

Philadelphia (only Convention Hall is

bigger). The dinner will begin at 7:00
p.m. and the dancing will commence at

approximately 9:30 p.m.

Class President, Jim McMonagle, an-

nounced that ticket sales would begin on

April 19. At 6:30 a.m., the line began to

form and the Dinner Dance became an

by Tom O'Connor

immediate sell-out. Most of the stu-

dents reserved tables of four or five cou-

ples in order to sit with their intimate

friends.

Sellout
Ticket co-chairmen, Pete Federico

and Chip D'Ambrosio, remarked that the

pre-dance events indicated that the

dance had no possibility but to be a huge
success. They were astounded by the

huge and immediate success of ticket

sales. "This quick sale will allow maxi-
mum time for the completion of final ar-

rangements for the Dance," announced
chairman Nolan. Among those assisting

ticket sales were : Jim McMahon, Harry
Podell, Tony Coccia, and Dan Peschio.

Jack Nolan (3rd from left) chairman of the dinner-dance diHCUsseg the trans-
portation problem with (L to R) Chip D'Ambrosio, Pete Federico, and Tom O'Con-
nor who are all committee heads for the Saturday night affair.

The publicity for the Dinner Dance
was handled by Joe Zawacki and Tom
O'Connor, who also prepared the Dance
Program with the assistance of Gary
Schmitt.

. . -

:

Paul Judge
Jack Nolan declared that the band for

the evening will be Paul Judge and his

Orchestra. They will play almost contin-

uously throughout the dancing period.

Pete Federico was able, through a

change in the table arrangements to in-

sure that no alterations will have to be

affected in order to prepare for the

dance. This will contribute to the har-

mony of all.

Five-hundred and fifty couples will

fill the Grand Ballroom and a melodious

and enjoyable time will be had by all

who attend. Among those attending will

be the Very Reverend John A. Klekotka,

OSA, President of Villanova; Reverend
John Curran, OSA, Vice-President for

Financial Affairs; Reverend Joseph

Kemme, OSA, Vice-President for Stu-

dent Affairs. Reverend Joseph J. Gildea,

OSA, Vice-President for Academic Af-

fairs. Reverend Thomas C. Kenny,
OSA, class moderator, will also be

present, along with Reverend Norbert L.

Whitley, OSA, University Chaplain.

Success ! ! !

!

Chairman Nolan, announced the menu
for the Dinner. It will consist of Fruit

Cup, Salad, Roast Vermont Turkey,

Peas, Mashed Potatoes, Coffee and Sher-

aton Ice Cream Bombe.
The Dinner Dance is not only the final

event in Junior Week, which will prove

to be one of the most successful in his-

tory, but it is also the final activity of

the Junior Class.

by Chip D'Ambrosio

After the city had absolved me of my
so-called vagrancy and let me out of the

"tank," I decided to partake of the invi-

tation I had received concerning a reun-

ion given by the class of '62 at Villa-

nova's Coliseum. As I walked (stag-

gered) in the main door, I paid little

heed to the "Big Brother" signs, as we
were all used to them by now.

I had no sooner gotten inside than a

voice from behind said, "Would you like

to take a chance on a trip to Nagasaki?"

Naturally, I quickly made an about face,

since I had always wanted to see the cra-

ter at Nagasaki. "Why, JOHN SI-

MONE," I cried. "What have you been

doing with yourself?" "Selling chances,"

said John (ask a stupid question and
you'll get a stupid answer).

Not having seen the boys for some
time, I inquired of John if he would

show me around. He said he couldn't, but

he did make commentary on several in-

dividuals.

There was GENE d'AQUILI who was
now working for IBM (he was the instru-

ment they patterned their new machines
after) and ED CATALANELLO who
became the leader of the Brooklyn Free-

dom Fighters (an organization to

"stomp" out Juvenile Delinquency) and
DR. JOSEPH BREEN who was on pro-

bation in six states for euthanasia. John
then pointed to a man at the bar who
could spend more time on the subject

(John had to get back to his chances).

Fountain of Youth
As I advanced toward this fountain of

youth, I recognized the person as being

JIM McMONAGLE. "Hi, Jim," I said.

"Hey, Chip, how are ya', it's good to see

you," burped Jim. I put the same propo-

METRECAL

sition to Jim as I had to John. He accept-

ed, but on the condition that we do our

sightseeing from the bar. Overjoyed to

hear this condition, I rapidly turned

around and ordered a "satellite" (my fa-

vorite) only to find the bartender to be

ED SULLIVAN, who said not a word
but went straight to his work (good old

Santa—I mean Sully).

I asked Jim how he got here, knowing
that he lived in California. He said that

DON BERRY, who was now the biggest

Volkswagen dealer in the world, had

sent a car out for him. "Our engineers

did well for this government. Chip. RON
KLAMMER builds electric torture

chambers; ART KRIESEN is head of

the Anti-Sex League for Men; ED
LOHR is the head of "Frustration



We Come, We Saw, We . . .

0C% Dances, Pubs, And Books Add To Epic
by George Robertson

Impressions, first impressions. Don't

they mean a lot? Take for instance my
first impression of Villanova. Was I im-

pressed or awe-inspired by the Twin
Spires? Was I astounded by the beauty
of the campus? Was I startled by the

sight of the brawny football players go-

ing out to knock heads in preparation for

the West Chester game? Yes, but I was
further impressed, and also dumb-
founded, when I saw the long line that

awaited at registration. I soon learned

that this was one of the necessary evils

of being collegiate. But who wants to be
collegiate from the Field House to

County Line Road?
And who were those emotional young

men shouting such odd commands as

"Bwana, Bwana," "Waddya eat?" They
were, I was informed, the white hats, the

VU version of the spoils system. These
were the fellows who were to guide us

through our years at VU. After two
days, none of them could speak any more,

so I decided to seek my own answers to

the multitude of mysteries of college life.

For a few weeks I was impeccably

dressed in a fine blue Stetson Dink and a
gorgeous blue and white bow tie. My pant

legs were uniformly rolled up two notch-

es, just so I could be known as a Frosh
who might be in need of advice. I was ad-

vised once where Sheehan Hall was lo-

cated and to make sure I remembered, a
sophomore had me carry a trunk to his

room on the top floor.

Winning Season
Before I had time to recite the Alma

Mater to each individual member of the

Class of '61, I found myself in the mid-

dle of another rowdy group known as

football fans. Yes, football season was
here and I'll never forget that year with

guys like Gene O'Pella, Joe Nardo,

Frank Cappelletti, and Jim Grazione

pushing opponents around and winding
up with 6-4 record. We even beat West
Chester that year.

Of all the things that I did that sea-

son, I'll never forget Army weekend. How
can one forget hearing fire engines in

front of the Sheraton McAlpin, tripping

over petrified bodies, being pushed in and

out of elevators, paying $1.50 for a rye

and soda, tripping over petrified bodies,

ducking out of the way of television sets

as they hurtled down from the 22nd floor,

tripping over petrified bodies, trying to

find my date, people tripping over me, be-

ing hurled out of a 22nd story window?

If anyone remembers me, I'd appreciate

it if they would answer one question

"Did I have a good time?"

Oh yes, the game! No, it was not

called off on account of hoof-and-mouth
disease among the Army mules. Some-
body just dropped a piece of VU chicken

in their stall.

A Tribute To The Main Line v.

Who will ever forget Ma and Al

Thumb?—best sandwiches on the Main
Line! A toast to them and also to Dan
Kelly, Ted and
Ala and Brow-
nie, and all the

gang along the

line. Swell
group — really

spirited. Age
cards, please!

Darts, anyone?
How about

that basketball

team ! Whoeve

Charley Stead, Joe Manion, and Nick
DeAngelis beating Morgan State in

their fifth consecutive Mile Relay Cham-
pionship of America?

It was at this point that the Class of

'62 showed its true colors and unity. Nev-
er before had a class been so spirited as

to elect a complete party. Through the

efforts of many, all six candidates of the

Action Party
were elected.

To guide us

through Sopho-
year we had
Tom Wall and
and Ralph Lan-
ciano filling the

positions o f

president and
vice - president.

Ably leading

expected that a team composed mainly
of Sophomores could ever earn a NIT
bid. There were all kinds and types on

that team, a diminutive backcourt star

(probably here on a Grandma Moses
scholarship), a center who had the

habit of losing contact lenses during the

games, one of the best rebounders in the

nation, and a shoulder-shrugging, antic-

filled front-court man. Yes, here I was
spending all my money commuting be-

tween VU, Thumb's, and the Palestra.

Basketball season proved more fruitful

than the football season and we were
right into track.

Who will ever forget Ed Collymore,

the class of '62, they made sure that

everyone was well-informed on all the

major issues that came up during our
sophomore year.

"Good grief, Charley Brown ! It's pic-

nic season!" "Who brought the coils?"

"One, two, buzz. .
." Yes, that season of

all seasons, the time when all young men
turn to thoughts of beer, was upon us.

Class Of?
Nobody likes to read about distasteful

things so I won't mention anymore about

final exams other than the fact that

they are here to stay.

Well, here I was, back for another year
more year. Now that I was a .sophomore

and knew all the idiosyncrasies of colleg-

iate living, I was able to put my exper-

ience to use and instruct the members of

the Class of '63 how to become Villanov-

ans. "That's right, Frosh. Twenty-five

cents."

Army Weekend Again
What do you know. Army weekend

again! Who will ever forget Bill Koch
looking all over the Statler Hilton for his

ring-necked preposterous? How about a

cheer for the boys from the racket

squad? "My date did not have flat feet;

she was just shorter than most girls."

We might say that the record produced
by the football team was not the most
enviable one that Villanova ever recorded

in the record books, but there were many
events that made the season an exciting

one.

There were close games, but unfor-

tunately, they were all on paper. One
thing is for sure, we really fooled the

oddsmakers. Better brush up on your
statistics, boys.

Ray of Hope
Yes, a 1-9 record was not the most en-

viable, but with the announcement that

Alex Bell would be the head coach the

following season, a faint ray of hope
emerged from behind the dark and
gloomy clouds that had shrouded the

fortunes of our football team. ••:;•

Our first big dance, the Soph Cotil-

lion, provided a most enjoyable evening.

A Spanish theme was capped off by the

construction of a huge Sombrero. That
little bit of information is for the benefit

of all who might have thought that all

our labors went into the making of the

world's largest ashtray.

The Cotillion, coupled with the arrival

of our school blazers, could not have been

a more enjoyable event. Decked out in

the blue and white garments of college

students, we .soon learned that there is

one place where they should not be worn:
the local emporiums. How many of us

were believed to have been, up to that

point, juniors or seniors? My system
was set back at least two years.

Our Hubie
At last it happened. The advent of a

new superstar was upon us. The Wildcat

Basketball team, led by its .sophomore

.sensation, Hubie, went to the NIT as a

losing pr(tp<»sition, «»nly to emerge with

a victory over highly-touted Detroit, and

{nntf'd on next cnluniti

)

History . .

.

{continued from opposite page)

a one point near-miss with Utah State.

Max Perry and Al Truax did the carpet
pulling.

One of the most exc'ting games to

have been watched that season was
played in a little town obscured by hills,

basketball nets, and tall men, called Mor-
gantown. West Virginia. Although the

Cats, with Jimmy Huggard's 24 points,

lost 89-81, an upset was nearly realized.

It was a well-worth-while trip for me,
sitting among the 13 other Villanovans

in a crowd of 7,200 Mountaineers. For a

while it looked like a playback of the

Civil War.
The trackmen took over right where

the charges of Al Severance had left off.

Winning was not the most important

thing, it was the only thing. The Indoor

IC4A Championship, the unprecedented
sixth Mile Relay Championship of

America at the Penn Relays, the Outdoor
IC4A championship, were all in the rec-

ord books. Jumbo Elliott's men showed
the track world that Villanova meant
business and proved it.

Fidalgo and Baseball
Baseball was much the same story.

Led by big bats of Danny Renn and
Al Wiegand, the Wildcats earned them-
selves a place in the NCAA Regional

Tournament. The bulk of the pitching

duties rested on the shoulders of Phil

Fidalgo, who, with his string of no-hit-

ters and shut-outs, was the biggest top-

ic of discussion since Carter invented

pills for little livers.

Exams again
—"No Doz," black coffee,

books, books, books, and then, "Hi Mom,
I'm home!"

Junior year—I can't believe it! First

big thing—Junior Class rings. Now, if

not before, we could tell where we were
from merely by glancing at our fingers.

Heaven knows, we had to glance down;
we couldn't lift our hands to eye level

with all that extra weight.

Lengthiest Inscription
Top award for the lengthiest inscrip-

tion in a ring goes to Gaylord Q. Biggsby—"To our ever-loving child, Gaylord Q.

Biggsby, on the event of his junior ma-
triculation. May he forever remember
his college days and all of his warm and

hungry friends at Villanova University

in statu Pennsylvania."

In an all-out effort to improve upon

the previous year's football record, the

blue and white boys of bulk fought tooth

and nail and managed to attain their

goal: they won two games. Of course,

the biggest thrill was our upset victory

over Rutgers.

Soaped Mirrors
Seen written in soap upon one of the

mirrors in Sullivan Hall was the follow-

ing: "Defeater of the undefeated; van-

quisher of the unvanquished; conqueror

of the unconquered: BRING ON
IOWA." It is spirit such as this that

gives the janitor a headache. How about

that tree next to the fieldhouse, and

Christmas was still more than a month
away.
The squad, composed mainly of jun-

iors, showed the promise and gained the

experience that spell success in the fu-

ture. We are sure that Alex Bell will be

able to look back with pride upon the day
that he inked a Villanova contract.

Class Unity
Never before now had such unity been

displayed by any class in the history of

Villanova. By now I mean the Annual
Orphans' Outing. The members of the

student body learned just what is meant
by cooperation. Working as a group, the

class raised enough money, through do-

nations and the Ugly Man Contest, to

provide the orphaned children at the St.

John's home with one of the finest

Christmas presents that they have ever

had. Gifts galore, soda, ice cream, mov-

ies, and one swell time, dancing in their

heads certainly gave the .orphans a more
meaningful Christmas season.

The track season came in like a lion

and the bigge.st name was that of Frank

Budd of the Class of '62. Frank's feats

at Rome were read by all who followed

Olympic games.
In closing, it is only appropriate that

The Class of '62 as bedinked Frosh. We really didn't like Ram's meat but those white hats said we should.

Biology Major Joe Brazel

Is Class Academic Leader
by Mark F. Quinn

Leader Brazel

tribute be paid to one of the most noble

of all Villanovans. An educated man, val-

edictorian of his class, outspoken, and

genuinely a part of all Villanova func-

tions, Al Serverance leaves behind him
32 years of coaching service. With Al

Serverence leaves an institution within

an institution. Few men anywhere have

accomplisheld as much as "the Grey

Fox" did here. The name Severance will

always be synonymous with winning bas-

ketball. To our incoming coach we may
wish only those joys that Mr. Sever-

ance, himself, possessed.

Each and everyone of us carries his

own memories. Some we'd like to forget,

most we would like to remember. This

expose has barely scratched the dan-

druff off the head wherein the memories
lie. We have established a reputation for

tradition making and forward looking

ideals. If we continue in life as we have

here at Villanova, by the time of our 25th

reunion, we should be holding, instead

of formal affairs, barbeques.

Junior Week has a very special signif-

icance for several of the 838 members of

the Junior Class. This something special

is outstanding achievement in the realm

of scholastic endeavor. The academic

leader of the class as a whole is Joseph

Brazel who possesses a cumulative aver-

age of 3.86. Brazel is a Biology major

from Bridgeport, Pa.

In the Arts, the top student is Vedder

White, a History major with a 3.48. Jo-

seph Massey is the leader among the Po'-

litical Science majors with a 3.39. Rich-

ard Harrington has achieved a 3.36 to

head the list of General Arts majors.

Anthony Coccia, with a 3.26, leads the

Philosophy majors. H. Patrick Voelcker

leads his fellow English majors with a

2.84.

DeSanto Second

The outstanding students in the Sci-

ences are topped by Joseph Brazel, but

running a close second is John DeSanto

with a 3.80 as a Physics major. Eugene

d'Aquili leads the A.B. Science majors

with a 3.77. Leo Hicky is foremost

amcng the Geology majors with a 3.63

cumulative. William Cercone has

achieved a 3.29 to lead the Social Science

majors. Brian Gordon tops the Mathe-

matics majors with a 3.28. Dominick

Minerva has merited a 3.22 to lead the

Education majors. Jerry Donini accumu-

lated a 3.21 to be high student among

Psychology majors. Leader among the

Chemistry majors is William Rademaker

who has achieved a 3.02.

The outstanding student among the

twenty student nurses of the Junior

Class is Josephine Morello who has mer-

ited a 3.64 cumulative.

'

Lane Tops C&F
The academic leader in the Coitimerce

and Finance School is John Lane, an In-

dustrial Administration major with a

3.79. Edward Costello tops the Account-

ing majors with a 3.66. Robert Bowers,

with a 3.54, heads the list of Junior

Class Marketing majors. Academic lead-

er of the Finance majors is David D'At-

tilio with a 3.45. Edward Mayo accumu-

lated a 3.26 to lead the Pre-Law majors.

In the Division of Engineering, Wil-

liam Fleck has achieved academic pre-

eminence with a 3.81 as a Civil Engineer.

Ralph Esposito has merited a 3.69 to

lead the Electrical majors. John Keisor

accumulated a 3.64 average to tt>p the

Mechanical majors. Frank Br/AMik heads

the list of Chemical majors with a 3.47

cumulative.



"Oil/ of The Mouths ofBabes
99

RICHARD THOMAS
"Those monthly payments are rough, but
man you just can't live without a convert-

''And Then There Were Four. 99

HOWARD BELOIN

"We will fight them on the beaches, and
in the air . .

."

LOUIS CENTRELLA
"First San Juan Hill, then the Senate, then,

who knows?"

CARL ACKERMAN
'Last thing I remember, we were coming out of

Kelly's."

ROBERT BOOTH
"Damn phone."

ANTHONY COSTABILE

Tire when ready, Gridley."
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SHARON HURLEY

date of Ray Trapp

ALFRED MAZZI
'OK, OK, just wait til he snaps this picture.'

••:•);

JAMES BARONE
"I don't go for this 'women and

children first' bit."

MARK DEVANEY
'If that guy kicks sand just once more, I'll . .

.'* J. CONLEY ^^^; ,.
"The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.

JOHN PASTOR
'Yon should have seen me before I

tried zen."

BRIAN GORDON
"All right men, the first

thing we want to do is

wipe out these damn mos-
quitoes."

JUDITH JEAN KUSS

date of Robert Murphy

•••

PAULINE SIMON

dote of Louis Pace

DIXIE LEE FRYE

date of Sal Rico

THOMAS ESREY

'It must have been that third

olive"

FRANK HURLEY
'You get the hubcaps, I'll watch for

the cops."



Marine Muses

Sad Sack With Pen Relives Past
Dear Grimes;

Since my academic demise last semes-
ter, I've been sitting around Parris Is-

land being comforted by my DI and
waiting for some Laotian to fire the mis-
sile heard around the world. While I was
doing my bit towards national security

(peeling 10 tons of potatoes), my mind
wandered to Villanova and the Junior
Week I'll miss. I know that it will be
tremendous because the class is well

equipped to throw parties.

As I let my mind wander once more, I

thought about our class and revelled in

amazement over the individuals that I

knew. What a collection of characters! I

began to compile a list of things that I

recalled about them. Finally after sev-

eral sliced digits and several tons of

skin-shorn spuds, my memory and my
capacity for laughter were exhausted.
Here are the things, some fact and some
fiction, that ran through my mind:

. . . SAM GRUNEISEN'S wedding in

Louisville. The guests from Villanova
were so impressed with Southern girls

that the party in the Sealback Hotel
wasn't even interrupted when firemen

arrived to put out the blaze next door.

ED LOHR and BILL MIENHART had
so much fun that they were seriously

considering foresaking the Dinner
Dance to go to the Derby . . . BILL
KOCH'S cannon collection . . . JOE
RENZETTI and LLOYD NEARING do-

ing their best to uphold the Villanova tra-

dition in the Little Creek Officer's Club
. . . JOE MASSEY and CHIP D'AM-
BROSIO, famous for lengthening the

lunchbreak at the PSFS Building. The
reason they gave the president was that

they couldn't possibly run an elevator

and pursue all of the shapely young sec-

retaries in an hour . . . DAN PESCHIO's
tremendous job in ghosting "Where the

Boys Are," (it's rumored he got most of

his material from actual experience) . .

CHARLIE ESCHMANN and TOM WIL-
UTZ hitting on the foolproof way to get

out of final exams—just catch yellow

jaundice or at least make the Infirmary
think you have.

. . . DAVE SHEA'S surprised look when
his Johnnie ordered a mug of "Bud"
during the Orphan's Outing . . . TOM
O'CONNOR and TOM ESREY wear-
ing Kennedy buttons while they worked
at the polls for Nixon . . . TERRY DON-
NELLY'S public relations job with NBC
last summer hit its zenith when he es-

corted Lassie to the Veterinarian and
then to supper at Ciro's . . . JOE ZAWA-
CKI's futile attempts to grow back
the hair he lost during the Payola inves-

tigation (Joe was innocent but WWVU
director, DAN O'MARA questioned him
thoroughly) . . . PETE KELLY's tre-

mendous attendance record . . . JOE
CARNEY'S popularity at local girl's col-

leges . . . MALCOLM CARTON'S de-

mand for a recount after the presidential

election. This deep-seated disappoint-
ment of Mai's can be traced to a political

promise that he would be named 16th

undersecretary of state in charge of

distributing surplus hoola-hoops to un-
derprivileged Eskimos in the Nixon ad-

ministration.

... PAUL BREEN's refusal to be the

Metracal Man on TV because he doesn't
like pigeons . . . OTIE DRAYTON's
mania for the mambo which may some-
day force him to choose between the
Arthur Murray Dance Party and the

1964 Olympics . . . CHARLIE LABUS
who taped an interview with Kennedy
during the campaign by impersonating
Edward R. Morrow. He wasn't detected
until he offered JKF a Camel instead of

a Kent The time JIM McMONAGLE
tried out for Lorretta Young's summer
replacement, his smile was equal to hers
but he was disqualified when he showed
his inability to run through a door (he
slammed it on his dress )

. . . HUNSY VOELCKER's collection

of rejection slips from national maga-
zines . . . my collection of rejection slips

from colleges . . . the time MIKE PAS-
TORE got his first photo assignment
from the VILLANOVAN, to cover the

Army weekend in New York, and re-

turned with six pictures taken from the

rear of the Staten Island Ferry, two
shots of a half eaten tunafish sandwich
(with lettuce and mayonnaise) and a
very arty shot of the elevator shaft in the
Sheraton McAlpin Hotel . . . MARK
QUINN's baggy pants . . . MIKE MOR-

Pooley Ex-Villanovan

ONEY's grief when the Big Bopper died

... the time BILL HUSSEY broke up the
riot at the Newport Jazz Festival by sell-

ing bibles to the crowd . . . PETE NOL-
AN'S patriotism . . . the time a senior told

BUD BELOIN that the Merion Cricket
Club was the DPM fraternity house . . .

the manager of the Cricket Club when he

informed BELOIN of his mistake . . .

the time JOE NOEL set an Intercollegi-

ate record for sleeping while standing

up in the rare books section of the Li-

brary, (a sixth year dancing major from
St. Joe's claims to have broken Joe's

record but the N.C.A.A. officials ruled

that he was in the comic book section . . .

the time a freshman asked TONY
BATEMAN if his last name was Bona-
parte. .. .

. . . JACK WEED'S amazed expression

when ED LOHR caught the bouquet at

SAM GRUNEISEN'S wedding . . . when
a bright eyed Cabrini co-ed asked ART
KRIESEN and LEO KRIEDLER of the

Library staff, where she could find a

Mirriam Webster Collegiate Dictionary

;

and after much searching they informed

her that rare books were under lock and
key . . . BOB GERMER's disappoint-

ment after losing the "Ugly Man" Con-

test . . . PHIL LUDLOW'S moonshine
still in basement of Mendel Hall.

I could probably go on forever but I'm

beginning to get nostalgic now and ev-

eryone knows Marines don't cry, not

even if they are slicing onions. Why only

last night my gunnery sergeant told me
how John Wayne captured Iwo Jima
with a bayonet sticking in his left ear-

lobe. It's really nice to have someone tell

you goodnight stories, it takes your
mind off your troubles. Don't get me
wrong, I like it here, it's something like

Villanova ; only instead of white hats

we have drill instructors who make us

learn songs like the "Marine Corps
Hymn," instead of "V For Villanova."

We have to stand in line all the time. We
have a little game called bayonet drill

that's something like Muff Day. Instead

of getting campused we take invigorat-

ing marches in the picturesque swamps.
We don't have any big social events, but

GI parties are loads of fun. •,;

Instead of St. Patrick's Day in New
York or Easter vacation in Fort Lauder-
dale, the major lets us go on bivouac.

They have dime night every night at the

PX and no one gets carded. So you can

see it's really not so bad.

I still long for spring on the Main-
line. The busy preparation for Junior
Week is exciting. The challenge of bor-

rowing five bucks from mom on "her
day" is great. The sound of P and W is

so romantic. Ah well there's always sen-

try duty.
'

..,/:,..: Yours truly,

..'!•;. Olaf Pooiey
''•' USMC

'NEWPORT' COMES TO VILLANOVA
JUNIOR WEEK ADDS JAZZ SHOW

The fabled Villanovans, blowing a few notes in the Quad. This group will highlight the Jazz Show.

Jazz visits the Villanova campus on
Tuesday night of Junior week as the

class sponsors the First Annual Inter-

Collegiate Jazz Concert, "The Theme Is

. . .Jazz". With the dropping of the Au-
gustinian Seminary Guild's annual
show, the Junior class hopes to make
this tradition, in years to come.
The concert will consist of eight

groups from various colleges, both com-
bo and band. Also, the "T-Tones" from
Rosemont, a singing group, will be fea-

tured. Franklin and Marshall is sending
an eighteen piece band. From Glassboro,

will come a five piece modern group. A
Ramsey Lewis type trio is scheduled to

appear from West Chester and groups
from St. Joseph and the Ogontz center
of Penn State will vie for 1st place along
with the host Villanovans group.
The Cla.ss has also been fortunate in

securing the services of Toby De Luca of

radio station WFIL and Bruce Davidson
of Capitol records to act as judges. Both
men are highly active in the field of mu-
sic and their concentration is on Jazz.

The event is open to the rest of the

school and the public although Juniors

will receive priority in matters of seats.

All juniors are reminded to invite their

friends and parents to the affair which
will cost only $1.00 per person.

Braithwaite Chairman
Jim Braithwaite is heading the Jun-

ior contingent that is planning the affair

and his aides are Terry Donnelly and Bill

Koch for lighting and sound and Joe
Zawacki is handling publicity. Notices

have already been published in Billboard

and Down Beat about the affair as well

as over some of the local radio and TV
stations. Zawacki will also act as emcee

for the show which will begin promptly
at 8:00 p.m. on May 2, the Tuesday
night of Junior Week. Donnelly is hop-

ing to install an informal type setting on

the stage while Koch is working out dif-

ferent ways to enhance the sound. All

members of the contingent are also hope-

ful of coming up with a surprise or two
for the entertainment of their class-

mates and friends.

If the event proves successful this

year with enough support from the stu-

dent body, it is hoped that the ground-

work would thus be laid for succeeding
Junior clas.ses and that this would make
it easier to receive adequate response in

the future to put over a successful show.

Added Braithwaite: "We've done (luite

a bit thus far and our only hope is that

the .school likes the show as much as we
liked preparing it."

A Large Part of Class

Success Story Credited

To '62 Steering Committee
by Bob Benson

The function of the Steering Commit-
tee as stated by the Chairman of the or-

ganization, Jim McMonagle, is "to help

formulate all class policy.

Charity Weekend
The first big event presided over by

them this year was the Charity Weekend
with Ron Klammer and and Dan Martin
as general chairmen. The specific purpose

of the weekend this year, as every year,

was to raise money to make the orphan's

annual Christmas Outing and Party a

success. The Christmas Charity Ball was
held on December 2nd and was met with

great response by the entire student body

thanks to the efforts of Mike Kane and
Ray Trapp.
The orphan's outing, headed by Bud

Beloin and Tom O'Connor, was held on

December 3rd in the 69th Street area.

Thanks must be given to all students and
their dates who participated, but their

rewards were to be found in the beaming
faces of the youngsters they escorted.

The Christmas Party on December 6th

was also an affair to be remembered.
Thanks to the time and effort of Dan
Peschio and Jim Braithwaite the party

at St. John's was appreciated by both the

orphans and the students.

The members of this year's Steering

Committee are as follows: Joe Little,

C&F; Chip D'Ambrosio, Arts; Den De-

Marine, Eng. ; Tony Bateman, Arts;

Dom Minerva, Arts; Dutch O'Malley,

Arts; Ron Klammer, Eng.; Don Wil-

liams, Eng.; Jim Braithwaite, C&F; Bill

Hurley, Arts; Jim Bollini, C&F; Henry
Fulmer, Arts; Dick Corsini, C&F; Bill

Long, Arts; Dan Peschio, Arts; Pete

Federico, Arts; Art Kriesen, Eng.; Tom
Henry, C&F; Jack Nolan, C&F; George
Robertson, C&F; Dan Martin, Arts;

George Snyder, C&F; Rich Niemczyke,
Eng. ; Mike Kane, C&F ; Jack Weed, Arts

Dave Muir, C&F; Mary Fay, Nursing;
Len Carnagie, Eng.; George Schmid,
Eng.; Howard Beloin, C&F; Mary Lou
Scanlon, Nursing; Dick Lennon, C&F;
Dan Grove, Arts; Gary Guarch, Arts;

Mike Stapf, Eng.; Bill Meinhardt,
Eng.; Ed Lohr, Eng.; Mark Quinn,
Arts; John Kennedy, Eng.; Ann Mc-
Crea, Nursing; Dick Harrington, Arts;

Jack Kennedy, C&F; Mai Carton, Arts;

Gerry Corrigan, C&F; Ray Trapp,
Arts; Gene Kiernan, Eng.; Tom O'Con-
nor, Arts; Gary Schmitt, Arts; Mary
Liz McConaghy, Nursing; Margaret
Sharkey, Nursing.

Also on the Steering Committee by
way of office held: Jim McMonagle,
Class President (Chairman of the Com-
mittee) ; Mike Pastore, Class Vice-Presi-

dent; Joe Noel, Class Secretary; Mike
Fallon, Class Treasurer; Tom Wall, Res.

A&S Student Council Rep. ; Frank
Greek, Day A&S Student Council Rep.;

Charlie Labus, Res. C&F Student Coun-
cil Rep.; Bob Benson, Day C&F Student
Council Rep.; Lloyd Nearing, Res. Engr.
Student Council Rep.; and Richie Lof-
tus. Day Engr. Student Council Rep.

'
.

' ' '
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Woody Hermon Snook ie Lanson

The Four Aces

^ Buddy Morrow Art Mooney

'61 EXTRAVAGANZA STEMS FROM
TRADITIONAL JUNIOR WEEK ROOTS

Villanova could quite easily be called

a school of traditions. Nearly every so-

cial event presented on campus, and even

those presented off-campus, are but the

carrying out of an elderly tradition.

When a freshman arrives at Villa-

nova he hasn't the time to consider tra-

ditions in their true sense. Granted, he

is greeted by an often hostile orienta-

tion committee, but this unforgetable

exception and its place at Villanova are

but other phases of college life with

which the ignominious freshman must
familiarize himself.

However, as time progresses, the

freshman begins to put the pieces of this

great puzzle together and he finds that

each has its special place. He passes

down the social calendar, which offers

much to him, and he can't help noticing

the many colorful events which are at

his disposal. Naturally there are those

events which mean more to some than

they do to others, and Junior Week fes-

tivities would have to be classified in

this manner. As a freshman we become
awe-struck at the mere reality of such a

gala affair, "One whole week of enjoy-

ment." Certainly that apparently intang-

ible "someday" arrives rather quickly,

and before the once apprehensive frosh

realizes it, Junior Week is upon him and
at last what he has waited for so impa-

tiently is but a few days away.

Began in 1925

One question which we may otherwise

The Junior Class is well represented

members. They are Bottom Row (L to R)
Flo Benas, Tom Wall, and Jim McMona
Labus, Frank Greek, Mike Staff, and Bob
son, Bill Finnegan, and Frank Bentz.

on the Student Council by these fifteen

Richie Loftus, Joe Little, Josie Morello,
gle; Second Row Lloyd Nearing, Charlie
Gray; Top Row: Tom Curran, Bob Ben-

by Tom Wall

fail to consider is, when did this great

tradition begin and how it has changed
through the years?

Junior Week oflficially began in 1925.

The week commenced with a Solemn
Mass and proceeded to include various

athletic events between the classes dur-

ing which a tug-of-war over a pond was
held. The object of the game was to see

the losing team get totally drenched be-

fore bowing out. Later on in the week a

ladies' day was held involving the girls

from Rosemont. Today this would seem
to be a mixer with refreshments being

served. Evidently some members of the

class were still in search of dates for the

weekend and this was to be a last resort-

type affair. On Friday evening the prom
was held and no doubt the class of '26

was no less agog than each of their de-

scendants have been.

Fathers' and Mothers* Days
Junior Week continued along much

the same lines until 1931 when a Fa-

ther's day was instituted along with a

farewell dance given by the Junior Class

in honor of the graduating seniors. The
next innovation appears to be the Blazer

Ball which was held during the week
along with a ring ceremony. Also during

the week all juniors wore blazers and

carried canes to signify their status.

In 1935 Junior Week began to take on

an air similar to that with which we are

presently familiar. Mothers' Day re-

placed Fathers' Day as the kick-off

event of the week. Fathers' Day is now
held in senior year. Also during this

week the customary dinner dance saw
its origin and has since grown to become
the climaxing and finishing event of the

long-to-be-remembered week.

Thus we can readily see that Junior

Week did not just appear from no-

where and that even some thirty-seven

years ago the social life of the Villanovan

was of monumental importance to him.

The events of those days gone by are to

my way of thinking a far cry from the

Junior Week of today. Building on to a

tradition that stems as far back as this

one is no easy undertaking, yet each

year the week seems to pick up and add

features which it previously lacked.

Prom and Dinner Dance
This year, for instance, the dance will

be a semi-formal affair rather than one

of a formal nature as it has been in the

pa.st. This, in essence, will appeal to the

comfort of the student who might have

that Iccked-up feeling one often possess-

es when wearing a tuxedo. The class of

'62 will be dancing to the music of Billy

Butterfield and his orchestra. Butterfield

is just one more name to be added to the

list of greats who have appeared here in

the past, such as Hal Kemp (referring

again to antiquity), Guy ^ombardo, the

Dorsey Brothers, Glenn Miller, and Rich-

ard Maltby, to mention a few.

The following evening, dressed in for-

mal attire, the Class will assemble at the

Sheraton Hotel in Philadelphia for its

presentation of the dinner dance which
will probably be the most colorful and

lavish affair of the week.

Certainly, more is to be stres.sed dur-

ing Junior Week than just the two
dances and a favorable amount of so-

cializing. Nothing is more symbolic of

the Villanova spirit than the annual

Mothers' Day. This is the one day of the

year when all else is forgotten and the

Villanova junior plays host to a proud

and elated mother. After Mass in the

grotto, the class gift is presented. This is

followed by a dinner and entertainment.

Throughout the day the Villanovan and
his mother meet new friends and renew
old acquaintances.

The remainder of the week is filled

with several other activities, the first of

which was held last evening. At that

time many juniors took their mothers to

see the annual production of Turf and
Tinsel, a musical comedy in which men
play all parts. This year's show, "South-

ern Comfort," was written by a former
member of T&T. A Variety Show on

Tuesday night featuring musical groups

from Eastern colleges and universities

will be held. The participants will be

judged by a night club owner, a record

executive, and a radio station music di-

rector.

Sports For The Sports

On Wednesday a Sport's Night will be

held. At this "smoker" movies of past

athletic events will be shown and awards
will be presented to the outstanding jun-

ior athlete in each major field of sports.

Finally, on Thursday, the last of the

subordinate activities will take place.

This is the annual Athletic Day when
the members of the junior class compete
against the seniors in various athletic

contests, in a repeat of the Muff Day
match held nearly three years ago.

Thus we see Junior Week divided into

three major activities and four rather

"relaxed" affairs. All in all, the Junior

Week of 1961, the sum total of events

held by juniors since 1925, promises the

Villanovan a well balanced weektMid of

activity, fun, and relaxation—something
not soon to be forgotten.



"Midnight Cruise" Highlights
Innovated Informal Prom

by A. G. Bateman

Six of Alex Bell's finest mesdames; John Osborne, Bob Capone, Tom Griffin,

Bob Merenda, Al Reinoso, and Joe Luzzi, do the Irish can-can in Sunday nights

production of "Southern Comfort."

^Southern Comfort' Sets Well

I As T*n'T Scores Another Hit
by Gus Susnjara

Last night in the Field House, the

final performance of Turf and Tin-

sel's perennial five day run, came off

replete with the usual clowning and
buffoonery that has made the all-male

musical a traditional event on the

Villanova campus. This year's original

comedy, "Southern Comfort," was
created by Bob Shiller, an ex-TNT
performer and originator of the "Vil-

lanovans" jazz group.

The play is set in post-bellum New
Orleans, ebullient with its magnolia-

musked, sweet social nicety; and, of

course, those farcical and frenetic

characters which typify Old Southern
behavior abound throughout the pro-

duction.

The plot centers around Jeff Wade,
who, on returning to New Orleans

after the death of his father, finds his

old friend Lil White (Mae West of

the cotton kingdom) perilously on the

brink of having her saloon, the

"White Lily," purloined by the under-

handed guile of the allegorical Huey
P. Longley, and of his henchmen, Man-
nie, Moe, and Jack. ;. ; • .^

"I'm Not The Type"
The next scene takes place in the

"White Lily" where Lil (Joe Rug-
giero) , vamps the ballad "I'm not the

type" in a Sinatra-like style. Then
during the singing of "Something for

the Boys" a horde of naughty can-can

neophytes in the person of Joe Luzzi,

and his footballing friends, spice the

scene with an unquestionably sexy
rejuvenation of six Juliet Prowses.
Suddenly Huey and his degenerates
return to hurl a few more vituperative

threats which are parried by Wades
long time buddy, Beauregard Baum-
gartner, the Yiddish rebel with a
cause (eventually emerging as lech-

ery). As the scene ends. Bill Flick

solos "So Goes My Love," a rather wet
ballad which clues the audience to

Jeff's impending lovesickness over
Magnolia, who is presently affianced

to John Laffet, rapskallion in disquise

and mastermind behind Longley's
hoodwinking. As Act I closes Mag-
nolia's parents, Maximillian and Ole-

ander Mirabeau announce the engage-
ment.

The second act opens with a church
scene which makes absolutely no sense
at all. The couples entering the gate
seem headed for a wedding but no
nuptial goings-on ever occur. This is

followed by a sort of jazz ballet, a
clever idea, but again failing in any
sort of continuity and seething with
nondescript choreography. The dance
is done in dark costuming to create a
silhouette illusion, but too many dan-

cers who are unable to keep the exact

timing necessary, continually blur the

desired shadowing.
Exit The Cabaret

By this time the anti-Lil exponents

have reached the diabolical stage, and
the three stooge symbols enshamble
the cabaret. Here the dialogue be-

comes a bit drawn out, but, Oleander

(Tom Kepner) livens up the scene by
becoming more than a little plastered

on Lil's "cough medicine" and ulti-

mately passing out.

The next day Jeff and Beauregard
return to the Mirabeaus to make
amends for their own dissipated per-

formances at the engagement party.

The next scene finds Laffet and Mag-
nolia planning an evening out when
Manny, Moe, and Jack proceed to ice

John with a blackjack and kidnap

Magnolia whom they hide on the boat

dock. Jeff and Beauregard arrive at

the dock, find Magnolia, and are

conked by the returning conkers. The
elder Laffet (who has mended his

once evil ways) reverses the patricide

gimmick and erases Junior. Jeff de-

cides to marry Magnolia and Beaure-

gard marries the Mirabeau's french

maid, Brigette (now revealed as a

Semite named Elsie Schwarzen-
heimer). Oleander winds up as new
owner of the "White Lily" Tea Room.
The cast notables are difficult to

single out because of the nature of

the show. The solos of Joe Ruggiero as

Lil and Bill Flick as Jeff were the

most creditable singing performances.

The characters whose comic antics

were most impressive were Max Mir-

abeau played by Mike Tighe; his be-

loved buxom spouse Oleander in the

person of the more than amply phy-

sical attributed Tom Kepner; Beaure-

gard emerged as a confederate orient-

ed Yiddish portrayed by Paul Rosen
and Huey P. Longley was effectively

evilly done by Al Massey.
Kudos

Along with every member of the

cast, kudos must be directed towards
Pete Kenny, stage manager, for his

excellent set; Betty Green, director;

Angel Barton, choreographer; the

"Villanovans," and everyone who was
at all concerned with the show.
As with T&T shows in the past,

T&T was a unanimous success. It is a

farce, a baubel, an attempt at whack-
ery and a hodge-podge of that natural

sort of comedy which could never be

put on by a professional group. Missed

dance steps, forgotten lines and zany

ad-libbing make the show one of the

most laughable and entertaining of

the year.

The Junior dance, which will be held

on Friday night. May 5, in the Field

House, found its beginnings on the sun
drenched beaches of Ocean City, N.J.,

in the final lazy days before the present

school year began. Labor Day weekend
was over and the crowds wh'ch had the

town bursting at its seams had, in one
short day, given way to a deserted,

peaceful, small town. The lonely shops

with their clearance sales of summer
clothes, the deserted beaches where only

a few fortunate people were basking in

the glory of the sun, the deserted Som-
mer's Point taverns where a select few
had become steady visitors—all these

were present for the birth of the extrav-

aganza which we will lavishly present

on Friday. For it was here on those lone-

ly beaches that the opportunity to work
on this dance was presented to several

juniors.

Embryonic Stages
But enough of fond memories and on

with the life of the dance. Once back at

Villanova, the new semester began with

the announcement of appointments, ear-

ly football games, and first issues of the

Villanovan. In the embryonic stages of

that semester, great concepts of a Junior

Prom were being formulated.

Midnight Cruise
Why not move off-campus and really

produce something novel? We had com-

bined to rebel against old timeworn cus-

toms of which the term "Tradition" had

too long been generated. The Class would

sponsor a midnight cruise down the Del-

aware River with a jazz band perform-

ing alternately mellow and ragtime

scores.

I got in touch with a cruise line in

Philadelphia who thought that I was
"some kind of a nut" to inquire into the

possibility of a cruise in November chill.

But with the aid and support of a trusty

"executive committee" we managed to

compile estimates and a good number of

details as to the advisability of the proj-

ect. This plan did not meet with the ap-

proval of the administration.

Butterflies 'till Butterfield

The days turned into weeks, and
months slipped by until it was Christ-

mas vacation time and still no organized

plan of procedure. The whole prospects

of a successful Friday night in Junior

Week lay in the balance of a quick and

permanent decision. The decision was
made to hire the services of BILLY
BUTTERFIELD.
The cost was considerable and the

awakening to the financial responsibility

that we had contracted for the class

weighed heavily on all concerned. A dec-

orations committee was recruited by Don
Reed. Mai Carton was a tremendous help

in getting it organized. We were encour-

aged by the showing of the class in aid-

ing this committee. We recruited work-

ers who hadn't turned out for any pre-

vious dance. '
:

They picked a theme that we hope is

both original and artistically valuable.

The cruise that we could not take in

reality was staged in plans for a theme.

The several porta of call you will visit

on the cruise were picked out and
schemed with the help of Bob Moss and
George Robertson's originality and Jim
Bellini and Bill Flick's creativity.

The professional touch of interior dec-

oration was supplied by the generous Dr.

George Radan, Chairman of the Fine

Arts Department, who contributed so

much in the planning and now in the

execution of the tremendous staging.

We are certain that you will never again

see the old Field House in such grand

style as on Friday night.

The Program that Mai Carton con-

ceived and provided is a delicate and in-

teresting souvenir and a credit to his

good taste. But the secret of the many
hours of hard work that he spent in do-

ing it may never be disclosed. The class

owes Mai a vote of thanks for his gener-

ous contribution of energy and talent.

The immense job of selling tickets fell

on the heads of Jim Brennan and Ray
Trapp, who have done a more scientific

job in this field than has ever been done

before. The planning and organization

with which they met the preliminary

tasks, will lead to a financial success.

Break With Custom
There was indeed doubt as to the ad-

visability of this plan. One by one we at-

tacked the silly customs that had caused

previous proms to be less than financial-

ly stable. We got rid of formal wear, and

saved the class money. We got rid of

flowers. We opened up on Big Band
spending.

The last and most difficult decision to

make was whether to keep this good

band from other classes and enjoy the

high cost ticket, or throw it open to

everyone and lower the ticket price to

$4.00, the lowest priced event ever held

in any Junior Week. Only the ticket

sales will tell if we made the soundest

choice.

I can not write a history of the Junior

Prom without including a thousand

names of all those who have invested so

much of their time and efforts to insure

its success. Joe Zawacki and the Public-

ity releases, Bud Beloin and the million

mimeos he made and distributed, Dave

Muir and Joe Mignatti spending a Sat-

urday riding the P&W in order to tack

up George Robertson's Poster, these are

some names who deserve the success of

their endeavors.

I can only say that working with them

and for us has been an excellent exper-

ience and a good time. The door prizes

and entertainment surprises that have

marked the last in our "great experi-

mental" firsts, will I hope, go to you and

your date when I see you at the dance in

the Field House.

Juniors To Avenge Dink(y) 1958 Defeat?

WHAT PROM?'

Sustenance, Libation, And
CinemaScope To Highlight

Junior Smoker Thursday
by Ed Lohr

All the members of the Junior Class
are urged to attend the Sport's Night
Smoker and testimonial to our junior
athletes in Vasey Hall, Thursday
night. May 4, at 7:30.

Chairman Mike Pastore has planned
an extremely colorful program which
includes films of the 1960 Rutgers-
Villanova football game, 1961 Villa-

nova-West Virginia basketball game,
Michigan State-Villanova swimming
meet, Ron Delaney at Melbourne and
Compton, Frank Budd at Rome, and
they hope to show films of the 1961
Penn Relays taken by the Villanova
Photo Department less than a week
ago.

Highlight Is Awards
The highlight of the evening will be

the presentation of trophies to the
outstanding junior athletes in each
of the six major sports—football,

basketball, baseball, swimming, track
and golf—by their respective coaches.
As an extra added attraction Jack
Kraft, newly appointed head basket-
ball coach will be on the scene.

Free refreshments will be served

—

hoagies being the main course. It was
noted that matric cards must be
shown to gain admission to the smok-
er. Let's all go—it's your smoker
juniors!

Muff Day 1958 ! Don't you remem-
ber valiant men of '62. We led
throughout the entire day winning
many events and placing in all events.
Then came the last fateful event of
the day—the Class of '62 ahead by a
slim margin and needing victory in
the football game to become the sec-
ond class in the history of Muff Day
to clinch the coveted title as Frosh.
We won the game, but the officials,

from the Class of '61, disallowed our
game winning touchdown and with it

down went our moment of glory and
up went demonstrations comparable
to those in San Francisco.

Revenge
Now Men of '62 is your chance to

revenge that moment of defeat.
Junior-Senior Muff Day is in conjunc-
tion with Junior Week and is sched-
uled for Wednesday May 3. The sched-
ule as announced by junior, Jack
Weed, chairman, and his senior co-
ordinator John Hamilton is as follows

:

3:30 Chess (East Lounge—Dough-
erty Hall)

3:30 Tennis (Student's tennis <:,

courts) ' .=.

3:45 Baseball (Austin Field) '-
'

3:45 Track (Stadium)
(1) Quarter Mile Run
(2) 100 Yard Dash
(3) Heavyweight Mile Relay—225 lbs. and over

4 :00 Volley Ball (Field House)
4:00 Basketball (Outside Courts-

Field House)
5:30 Tug-of-war (Mendel Field)
The following rules will be in effect

:

(1) No varsity athletes may parti-
cipate in their respective sports.

(2) No spikes for any events.

(3) The winner of each event shall

receive ten points and the loser

five. The track meet will be
scored as a team total.

(4) Due to a limit on time, space, and
senior interest their will be only
three chess and tennis players
from each class.

Weed is "hoping for a large turn-

out from both classes, competition
from the seniors, and that all the
juniors will have a good time while
trouncing the seniors."

Here is a scene from the infamous 1958 Muff Day. The Duo on the left, Bob Conell and Paul Rosen, won the event.

CLASS ATHLETES HAVE PROVEN THEMSELVES
IN FIRST TWO YEARS, 61-62 YEAR TO BE BEST
The school year is rapidly approach-

ing the end and once again. Junior Week
rears its monstrous head and we take

time out from current sports reporting

duties to pay tribute to the most ma-

ligned species of homo sapiens (teachers

excepted) on the campus, the athlete,

junior style.

This column is a worthwhile chore be-

cause it is an opportunity to give recog-

nition to athletes other than the stars

who gain the headlines constantly.

There is something to be said, despite

the cries of some "intellectuals," for a
boy who goes down to the field house dai-

ly and works up a sweat in practice,

even though the "big" game might find

him sitting on the bench waiting for the

chance that sometimes never comes. It

is also a known fact that some great

teams have developed due to the spirit

generated by the second string.

Following Tradition

The foregoing is not meant to imply

that all Junior athletes are second-

stringers. Far from it, as a look at the

records shows. The Junior athletes, fol-

lowing the tradition set before them,

have been in the thick of all Villartpva

battles on the football and baseball

fields, the basketball court, the swim-
ming pool, the golf course, and the hard-

wood and cinders of the track and field

events.

Since the fortunes of the football and
basketball teams were not as high as

they might have been this year, it is

only natural that their fans should look

to them for improvement next season.

And with the imposing number of Jun-

iors returning next year to aid the en-

thusiasm of Coaches Alex Bell and Jack
Kraft, fair warning is issued to all Wild-

cat opponents that Villanova is out to

improve its records next year.

Football

On the gridiron, Captain-elect Rich

by Joe Zawacki

Ross, of New Jersey fame, will lead

eighteen Juniors through next years'

ten game schedule which starts Septem-

ber 16, against Miami of Ohio. The line

will have strength in the middle in the

personage of Hank Gotard, Frank Bo-

zenk, and Rege Magnus. They in turn

will be flanked by Captain Ross, the only

Junior Guard on the roster. Among the

Junior tackles will be John Osborne, Jer-

ry De Balso (just recuperating from an
operation), Tom Kepner, Thomas Grif-

fin, Jack Weed, Richie (graceful) Phil-

lips, and Eddie Scholes.

In the backfield, Nick Langone is the

only quarterback among our third-year

men as is Bob Capone (who devours
steaks at 9th & Wharton) at fullback.

Defensive stalwart Tom O'Rourke, J. D.

Boyle, Mike Pettine, and Nick (Bucky
Beaver) Russo round out the Junior

staff at halfback.

Basketball & Golf

Hubie (P&W) White and Joe (Stan
Laurel) Walsh are the only two returning

Junior cagers next year but they will be

joined by Jim (Univac) McMonagle
and Joe Zawacki, both of whom sat out

this year and have a year's eligibility

left. White is expected to add to the pres-

tige of the class of 1962 by adding to his

already impressive laurels next year.

A trip to the links finds five juniors

representing the class on the Golf team.

Shooting consistently in the 70's, this

quintet is greatly responsible for the in-

creased stature of golf on the Villanova

sports scene. These duffers answer to

the names of Dick Thomas, Fred (Mr.

& Mrs.) Massi, Tom (Keebler) Cooke,

Charlie Bass and Joe Bilder.

Swimming—Baseball

Villanova was blessed with an excep-

tionally talented set of Freshmen down
at the swimming pool this year but they
won't find positions easy to obtain next

year as they come up against our repre-

sentatives from the Juniors next year.

They number six and include George

Robertson, Don Reed, Ed Jenson, Matt

Mone, Jerry Pecoraro, and Don Boeh-

mcke.

The baseball nine, under new Athletic

Director Art Mahan, are off on another
fine season and are in the midst of a bat-

tle to reach the NCAA playoffs again
this year. Only four juniors are on the

squad but each has made valuable con-

tributions to the success of the team.
Phil (more potatoes. Sue) Fidalgo heads
the pitching corps and most of his

pitches are tossed in the direction of

Catcher Al (Emily Post) Weigand who
has been swinging a heavy bat with
much results. Don Melega, who could

easily make it big on TV or in burlesque,

plays the hot corner with much finesse

though the position is not his usual
one. Don, who is also a fine stick-

man, is equally at home at shortstop.

Dan Renn, who shuttles between 3rd

base and the outfield, rounds out the list.

Track

Last on the list, but not in stature, is

our track force which is topheavy with
Juniors, much to the delight of Jim El-

liot. These include Olympic star Frank
Budd, Bob Coffill, Bob Collins, Jon Dan-
te, Jerry (musclebound) Donini, Otis

(Otie) Drayton, Jerry Hackett, Frank
Hagerty, John Mannion, Ron Myers,
Ernie Muir, Pat Nicastro, Leon Pras,

Bob Raemore, Ang Sivieri, Carl Wagner,
and Hubie White.

This, then is the group, the formidable
list of junior athletes who represent the
school, their families and themselves on
the athletic fields. They have much to be

proud of; a pride that is not measured
in terms of victory or defeat but rather

in the effort that goes into being an ath-

lete and a student. May they continue

their efforts with even more desire next

year.
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Student Body Presidential Elections Tonight
Wall And Labus Are Opposing Candidates
This evening at a special meet-

ing of the Student Congress,

elections for next year's con-

gress chairman will be held. At
that time nominations will be

presented and a secret ballot

vote by the members of the con-

gress will choose the new chair-

man.
It seems iminent that both

Thomas Wall, present Congress
Vice-Chairman, and Charles La-

bus, C and F resident represent-

ative, will be nominated,

Tom Wall
Tom Wall, who in his sopho-

more year was class president,

is presently acting chairman of

the student congress in the ab-

sence of chairman Bob DeLisa.

This is only one of the many du-

ties he performs in his capacity

as Vice-Chairman of the Con-

gress.

His greatest interest is the im-

provement of student spirit on
an academic and social level.

Tom believes that a popular elec-

tion of the chairman of the spir-

it committee will result in the

Tom Wall

choice of some one who will be

admired and capable of molding
a wholesome student spirit for

all athletic and social events.

The Vice-Chairman urges the

Blue Key plans to instill a well

developed intellectual atmosphere
by working with the students as

by H. J. McAtter and Tom O'Connor

individuals. He also intends to

provide for a closer association

of the Blue Key with all the
cultural affairs and societies on
campus in order to create a true
intellectual atmosphere.

The main theme of Tom
Wall's plans for next year can
be embodied in the word spirit,

which really includes spirit in

academics, sports, cultural af-

fairs, student activities as well

as student government. He has
repeatedly stated that this im-
provement on the part of the
student body, and even on the

part of the Congress itself, will

help provide for greater respect

for the students and more per-

fect harmony with the adminis-
tration.

Charlie Labus
Charlie Labus, junior class

resident C & F Student Council
representative and current can-
didate for the Presidency of the

Council, has declared it his in-

tention to "obtain a definite area

of responsibility for student
government at Villanova.

Charlie Labus

"The foundation for this 're-

sponsible area' has been laid

over the past two years," Labus
declared. "As has been said,

however, student government is

currently a service organization.

It is my intention that it shall

gradually become true govern-

ment, while remaining a service

organization.

"A spirit of unity among a

well-informed student body is

the prerequisite for our assum-
ing responsibility. This maturi-
ty of attitude would provide the

Administration with necessary
guarantees that our 'area of

definite responsibility' would not
degenerate into foolishness or

incompetency.

"I believe this theory is con-

clusively proven by the great

success of this year's Education-
al Affairs program, as evidenced

by the cooperation of students,

faculty, and administration

alike. There is no reason why
this degree of success cannot be

extended to all other areas of

university life."

Labus' membership on the

Academic Affairs Committee
and Student-Faculty Committee,
which meets regularly with the

administration, has convinced

him that cooperating is the key-

stone to successful Council- Ad-
ministration association.
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Grad Theater Dept.

Climaxes 1961 Year

With Drama, 'Othello'

The Graduate Theatre De-
partment will present William
Shakespeare's Othello in Vasey
Hall Theater from May 10 to 14

as their third and last major
production of the current aca-

demic year.

In an interview with the VIL-
LANOVAN, director Bernard
Coyne emphasized that the pri-

mary purpose of a college pro-

duction is to entertain the au-

dience. "Shakespeare was a

working playwright in competi-

tion with all the entertainment

media of his day ; in competition

with the media of today he will

entertain."

In the campus production, all

the major parts are filled by ac-

tors and actresses who have of-

ten appeared on the Villanova

stage. "The cast is well-bal-

anced," the director asserts,

"and even the usually weak min-

or roles will be played by men
and women who can act well."

Graduate assistant William

Flynn, appearing in his third

production at Villanova, will

play Othello. Flynn has ap-

peared in this play as Passio in

an undergraduate performance

with the Manhattan College

Players.

As Desdemona, the soldier's

wife, Sue Ahrold returns for her

first major role this year. Sue

will be remembered for her per-

formance in Our Town and

Twelfth Night. Playing lago,

the evil faction and instigator of

Othello's downfall, Jim Willaert

makes his first appearance since

his lauded portrayal of Scratch

in From Sea to Shining Sea.

f Cont'd on page 2)

A tense moment is reached during rehearsal of "Othello." The grad theatre production is

scheduled to open May 10. (Photo by Mike Pastore)

Nothing Settled On Constitution Last
Week; Tonight's Vote Will Decide Fate
The now-perennial "new Con-

stitution" was debated by the

Student Council last Wednesday
and suffered its now-perennial
fate.

After almost four hours of in-

tense parliamentary and person-

al wrangling, final decision was
deferred until this evening's

meeting. Most informed observ-

ers speculate that the document
will be rejected.

Only the astute control of par-

liamentary procedure by Council

Parliamentarian, Joe Remy, and
the .somewhat impassioned floor

leadership of Student Body
President, Bob DeLisa, saved

the session from degenerating

into utter chaos.

The controversial legislation,

which has at its core the stream-
lining of the Council by the

elimination of the Vice-Chair-

manship and organizational rep-

resentation, was introduced as a
Constitutional amendment at

the April 19 Council meeting by
Joe Little, representing the Con-
stitutional Revision Committee.

This week, debate on the docu-

ment constituted the Council's

sole order of business. Immedi-
ately after the debate was open-

ed by Parliamentarian Remy,
President DeLisa, speaking

from the floor, announced that

he had carefully considered the

document with an informal com-
mittee of his officers and advi-

sors. This group would propose

a number of alterations to ren-

der the Constitution more logi-

cal and coherent than it was in

its original form.

A point-by-point considera-

tion of the legislation proceeded

with a minimum of difficulty un-

til a section was reached which
would subject all student organ-

izations to approved Council rul-

ings.

Organizational representa-

tives on the Council, aware that

they were in danger of being

voted out of existence, opposed

(Cont'd on page 8)

Seniors Host Fathers

In Traditional Mass,

Luncheon, And Game
The annual Fathers' Day will

be conducted by the senior class

this Saturday, May 13. Jack
Donohue and Dan Kelly, co-

chairmen of the affair, have an-

nounced that this year's pro-

gram will closely follow that of

past Fathers' Day presentations.

The day will begin at 11:00
a.m. with the celebration of
Mass in the Grotto or, in case of

inclement weather, the chapel.

The celebrant will be the Rever-
end Joseph W. Kemme, OSA,
Vice-President of Student Af-
fairs.-;. '>' "":':'-^^.:'y '/.v.:-''''^ ••

Immediately following the

Mass, the Very Reverend John
A. Klekotka, OSA, President of

the University, will deliver a

message to the fathers.

Severance Is Speaker

A luncheon is scheduled for

12:15 p.m. in the resident cafe-

teria in Dougherty Hall. The
?uest speaker for the luncheon
will be Villanova's recently-re-

tired basketball coach, Mr. Alex-

ander G. Severance.

After the luncheon ceremon-
ies, the father-son pairs are in-

vited to the Villanova-Seton Hall

baseball game at 2:30 p.m. in

the stadium.
In speaking of the affair, the

co-chairmen stated that "it is

the sincere wish of the commit-
tee that this will be an outstand-

ing class function to maintain

the tradition established in the

past. We hope to see all seniors

joining in this tribute to their

fathers."

Ticket sales will continue in

the Pie Shoppe until Friday,

May 12.



Graduate Council Adopts
Initial Constitution
The Graduate Student Advis-

ory Council, established on

March 16th of this year by Rev.

Louis A. Rongione, OSA, Grad-

uate School Dean, has just rati-

fied its new Constitution.

The Constitution, formulated

by Russell P. Dodge of the His-

tory Department and Chairman
Diana Carullo of the Chemistry

Department, establishes this

council as a permanent facet of

Villanova's Graduate School. Its

primary function will be to act

as liaison between graduate

students and the graduate fac-

ulty in such matters as concern

the social, intellectual, and spir-

itual life of the graduate stu-

dent body.

This committee will receive

suggestions from both the stu-

dents and the faculty and pre-

sent them to the Dean of the

Graduate School and the Coun-

cil for evaluation and recom-

mendation to the University ad-

ministration.
. .

.

Many suggestions have been

made which are now being con-

sidered by the Council. The
most outstanding among these

are a graduate lecture series, a

graduate publication, and future

social activities. Along this line

Othello
(Continued from page 1)

The role of Roderigo will be
filled by undergrad John McGar-
ry. Richard Mclntyre will play

Brabantio and Gilda Spurio re-

turns to portray Emilia. The
cast is rounded out by John Mil-

ton as Gratiano, Paul Norton as

the Duke, and John Dillon as

Montano.

Tickets are on sale in the Pie

Shoppe and the theater office on
the second floor of Mendel Hall.

the Council intends to plan a

picnic for the entire graduate

school and to initiate a welcom-

ing program for the new grad-

uate students in the fall.

Members of the Advisory

Council are : Mr. Anthony J. Pi-

card, 601 Prospect Ave., Bridge-

port, Penna. Mr. Picard is a

graduate of West Chester State

Teachers College and is now a

member of the Mathematics De-

partment. He is recording secre-

tary for the Council. Miss Laura
Lee, formerly from National

Taiwan University in Formosa,

is a graduate student in Library

Science. Miss Marjory Modie of

Columbus, Ohio, is with the Bi-

ology Department.

Mr. Charles J. Felice of Phila-

delphia is a graduate of Drexel

Institute of Technology. He is

now completing his graduate

studies in the field of Chemical

Engineering. Mr. Russell P.

Dodge, of the History Depart-

ment is a graduate of Villanova

University. Mr. Dodge was in-

strumental in formulating the

Constitution. Miss Elizabeth A.

Meagher, from Detroit, Michi-

gan, is a graduate of Mary-

grove College. Miss Meagher is

doing graduate work in theater.

Mr. Gaetano Pastore, a grad-

uate of Villanova University is

now with the English Depart-

ment. Mr. James A. Roan, a

graduate of Maryknoll Semin-

ary College is doing graduate
work in philosophy. Miss Diana

D. Carullo, 256 Bayard Road,
Upper Darby, Penna., is doing
graduate work in chemistry.
Miss Carullo, a graduate of

Rosemont College, is chairman
of the Council.

Father Rongione, Dean of the

Graduate School, is moderator
of the Council.

US Economy, Foreign Aid
Discussed By Aces Forum
The capacity of the American

economy to withstand the dual

pressures of Communism abroad
and automation and inflation at

home was strongly reiterated

last Thursday evening at the

C & F school's fourth annual
ACES panel meeting.

ACES, Americans for Com-
petitive Enterprise System, is a

non-political, non-profit organiz-

ation of local business people de-

voted to a program of education

in American economic princi-

ples.

The group sponsors a speaker

program; a three day high

school program including a film,

speaker, and a tour of local in-

dustry; a program of education

for teachers, clergymen, and

other influential citizens; and
the college program.

Curtis Winsor, Executive Di-

rector of ACES, moderated the

meeting of ACES with a selected

group of students and faculty

members from the division of

Commerce and Finance. The
topics of discussion were "Can

the U.S. economy increase its

productivity, reduce unemploy-

ment, and overcome present

unemployment?" and "Is contin-

uation of the foreign aid pro-

gram of the U.S. justified for

reasons of national defense or

otherwise?"
Dr. F. 0. Hass, President

of Rohm and Haas Chemical
Manufacturers, Fred 0. Hess,

President of Selas Electronics

heat processing company, Wil-

liam Walker, Executive Vice
President of the First Pennsyl-

vania Banking and Trust Com-
pany, Royal Plenty, Financial

Editor of the Philadelphia IN-
QUIRER, and W. Thacher Long-
streth, agent of Aitken-Kynett
Advertising Company, com-
posed the panel.

Following the general state-

ments of the panel members, the

meeting was opened to questions

from the floor. Most of these

were concerned with possible ad-

verse effects of automation on
the employment situation, of in-

flation on the strength of the

national economy.
Panel members were unani-

mously agreed that the economy
was potentially capable of com-
batting these and many other

pressures, but insisted that con-

siderable effort would have to be

expended by both the federal

government and private indus-

try to shore up present

weaknesses in the American
capitalistic system.

Rev. Louis A. Rongione, OSA, (extreme right) Dean of the University's Graduate School,
meets with the members of the newly-formed Student Advisory Committee of the Graduate
School. Left to right are: Anthony J. Picard, Laura Lee, Marjory Modie, Charles J. Felice, Rus-
sell P. Dodge, Elizabeth Meagher, Gaetano Pastore, James A. Roan, and Diana D. Carullo. Miss
Carullo is Committee chairman.

#yjj
in a B&^ of polk conducted l>y L^M student

^ reprOsentative» in over 100 colleges throughout
the nation.

Ijight up En IjM, and answer these questions.

Then compare your answers with those of 1,383 other

college students (at bottom of page).

Question #1: In your opinion, who is the greatest living American?

Answer:

Question #2:

Answer:

Question #3:

Answer:

Question #4:

Answer:

Should the college curriculum, taking note of the growing

importance of science, require more science courses for non-

science majors than at present?

Yes No

When you kiss your date, do you close your eyes?

Close my eyes- Don*t close my eyes

Can't remember

In your opinion, which of the following types of filters gives

the best connotation of purity? (check one)

A filter which is white inside and is wrapped in

colored paper

A filter which is dyed a color and is wrapped
in white paper ^_- /;

'•
:

'^'

A filter which is white inside and out ^.-^

mmi a
L^M CamiMmOiiiitiQn AmipwNHi

SUrt Fresh withUM

Stay Fr9$h withuM

Answer, Question #1 : Six highest scoring
individuals: 1. Kennedy -2. Eisenhower
3, Stevenson - 4. Schweitzer - 5. Frost
6. Sandburg
(This question was asked February 1961.
Note: Dr. Schweitzer is not an American.)

Answer, Question #2: Yes 30% -No 70%
Answer, Question #3: Close my eyes 76%

Don't close my eyes 11%
Can't remember 13%

Answer, Question #4: A filter which is

white inside and is wrapped in colored
paper 21%
A filter which is dyed a color and is

wrapped in white paper 5Vr
A filter which is white inside and out 74%

L*M was first to offer you a pure white modern filter
— the famous Miracle Tip—pure white inside, pure
white outside. And L^M^s modern filter enables you
to fully enjoy the rich flavor of golden ripe tobaccos.
So reach for flavor . . . reach for L*M.

The L&M Campus Opinion Poll was talten at over 100 colleges where
LAM has student representatives, and may not be a statistically
random selection of ail undergraduate schools.

•1961 Liggett & Myer« Tobacco Co>
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NIH Director Dr. Shannon
Is Awarded Mendel Medal

Dr. JamcKS A. Sh<annon, Direc-
tor of the National Institute of
Health at Betheada, Md., was
awarded Villanova University's
Mendel Medal for 1961 on May
4th during a dinner at the Bar-
clay Hotel in Philadelphia,

Rev. Joseph Dougherty, OSA,
former Augustinian provincial,

orijrinated the idea of the Medal,
named for Gregor Mendel, an
Augustinian monk who formu-
lated the Mendel Laws of Hered-
ity. It is presented to out-

standing scientists who are
members in good standing of the

Catholic Church and have given
practical demonstration of the

fact that between true science

and true religion there is no real

conflict. It was first awarded in

1929 and has gone to some of the

world's great scientists.

Original Research
Dr. Shannon is widely recog-

nized in the scientific world for

his original research in kidney
function, chemotherapy and ma-
laria. The National Institute of

Health, which he heads, is the

major research arm of the Unit-

ed States Public Health Service.

Dr. Shannon's career has been
devoted to medical research,

teaching and public service. He
was appointed Director of the

National Health Institute in

1955 after serving as Associate
Director for three years.

Prior to 1952 he was in charge
of the National Heart Institute,

one of the seven research centers

comprising the National Insti-

tues of Health. He is a graduate
of Holy Cross College and re-

ceived his medical degree from
NYU in 1929.

Malaria Research
During World War II Dr.

Shannon played a prominent
part in malaria research and
was a consultant on tropical dis-

eases to the Secretary of War.
In recognition of this work, he
was awarded the Medal of Mer-
it, one of the highest honors for

civilian service in government.
Dr. Shannon became the

twentieth recipient of the Men-
del Medal which has gone to

such outstanding scientists as:

Dr. Albert Zahm, pioneer in

Aeronautical Research, 1930;

Abbe Georges LeMaiter, Ph.D.,

Professor of Astro Physics, Uni-

versity of Louvain, Belgium,

1934; and Rev. Peirre DeChar-
din, S.J., Paleontologist with the

National Geographic survey of

China, 1937; and Frank Piasec-

ki, pioneer, on the development
of the helicopter, 1954.

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE

New "wetter-than-water^ action melts beard's tough-
ness— in seconds. Remarkable new "wetter-than-water"

action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific

approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of

barber shop shaves. Melts your beard's toughness like hot

towels and massape — m seconds.

Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the

blade. A unique combination of anti-evaporation agents

makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier. . .gives you

the most satisfying shave ... fastest, cleanest— anrf most

comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.

S M U L_ T O M

Sam Bonds Awarded
Father Klekotka today award-

ed two annual Society for the

Advancement of Management
awards in his office in Mendel
Hall. The first of these awards,

a $25.00 savings bond, was
awarded to James L. Tulley, a

junior Industrial Administra-

tion major from Philadelphia.

This SAM Award is given in

recognition of the individual ef-

fort and contribution to the
organization. From the member-
ship nominees are selected who
are not officers and from this

group three are selected by the
officers. Final selection is made
by the membership at the an-
nual election meeting.

Second Bond Awarded
The second award, also a

$25.00 savings bond, was pre-

.sented to John Pedisich, a senior

Industrial Administration ma-
jor from Ronkonkoma, N.Y.
This award, open only to senior

lA men, is presented to the man
who, in the consensus of a com-
mittee of faulty members, has
the highest adjusted cumulative
average. The committee was se-

lected by the moderator of the

SAM chapter. Dr. Walter Klein.

The composition of the group
was not revealed other than to

disclose that it contained mem-
bers of all three divisions and
that no member of the lA de-

partment was on it. The commit-
tee's job was to weigh the

courses taken by the nominees,
including electives, as well as

the candidate's ranking in the

SAM chapter, to derive a new
adjusted cumulative average.

Only the winner was announced
and the averages were not re-

vealed.

Villanova's delegates to jazz concert ; Al Massi, Frank Kendig,
and Jim Wilde perform in last week's contest.

Council Forum Features John Crowe Ransom
John Crowe Ranson, a noted

critic, poet, and author, has ac-

cepted the Student Council's in-

vitation to speak at the Second

Student Council Forum for this

academic year.

In speaking of Mr. Ransom,

James Stazzella, Executive Vice-

President for Educational Af-

fairs, remarked that, "Mr. Ran-

som is one of the fiinest speak-

ers the Forum has been able to

bring to Villanova. The accep-

tance of the invitation by such a

well-known man is a tribute

both to the Student Council and
to the University.

Strazzella extended his thanks

to Bob Bohn for the "wonderful

job" he has done as this year's

Chairman of the Cultural Af-

fairs Committee.

Strazzella also expressed his

regret that the forum scheduled

for May 4, which was to feature

Mr. George Meany, President

of AFL-CIO, was canceled

by Mr. Meany because of a
commitment to a White House
conference.

Mr. Ransom, a Rhodes Scholar
and" Guggenheim Fellow, will

read and his works and other
poems, with timely remarks.
The forum is scheduled for

May 18th and is to be held in the

Field House at 7:30 p.m.

how to lose your head!
The best way to lose your head is to vse your head by using

'Vaseline' Hair Tonic on it. Most men use water with their

hair tonic — and 'Va.seline' Hair Tonic is specially made to

u.se with water! The 100'/ pure grooming oil in 'Vaseline'

Hair Tonic replaces the oil that water removes from your

hair. So to lose yoi«r head, keep your head well-groomed with

'Vaseline' Hair Tonic! And remember, just a little does a lot!

it's clear ^ *^

it's clean... it's

VASELINE
'vAtCLiNC It * •(eitrimo r<i*otH*iiii or CMticanouoHFONO't inc.
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Graduate Council Adopts
Initial Constitution
The Graduate Student Advis-

ory Council, established on

March IGth of this year by Rev.

Louis A. RonK'ione, OSA, Grad-

uate School Doan, has just rati-

fied its new Constitution.

The Constitution, formulated

by Russell P. Uodge of the His-

tory Department and Chairman

Diana Carullo of the Chemistry

Department, establishes this

C(»uiu'il as a permanent facet of

Villanova's Graduate School. Its

primary function will be to act

as liaison l)etween graduate

students and the K»'Jiduate fac-

ulty in such matters as concern

the social, intellectual, and spir-

itual life of the ^niduate stu-

dent body.

This committee will receive

suggestions from both the stu-

dents and the faculty and pre-

sent them to the Dean of the

Graduate School and the Coun-

cil for evaluation and recom-

mendation to the University ad-

ministration.

Many sugjrestions have been

made which are now being con-

sidered by the Council. The
most outstanding; amon^ these

are a graduate lecture series, a

^n-aduate publication, and future

social activities. Alon^ this line

Othello
( Continued from papre 1

)

The role of Roderigo will be
filled by under^n'ad John McGar-
ry. Richard Mclntyre will play

Bral^antio and Gilda Spurio re-

turns to portray Emilia. The
cast is rounded out by John Mil-

ton as Gratiano, Paul Norton as

the Duke, and John Dillon as

Montano.

Tickets are on sale in the Pie

Shoppe and the theater ollice on

the second fioor of Mendel Hall.

the Council intends to plan a

picnic for the entire graduate

.school and to initiate a welcom-

ing program for the new grad-

uate students in the fall.

Members of the Advisory

Council are: Mr. Anthony J. Pi-

card, GOl Prospect Ave., Bridge-

port, Penna. Mr. Picard is a

graduate of West Chester State

Teachers College and is now a

member of the Mathematics De-

partment. He is recording secre-

tary for the Council. Miss Laura

Lee, formerly from National

Taiwan University in Formosa,

is a graduate student in Library

Science. Miss Marjory Modie of

Columbus, Ohio, is with the Bi-

ology Department.

Mr. Charles J. Felice of Phila-

delphia is a graduate of Drexel

Institute of Technology. He is

now completing his graduate

studies in the field of Chemical

Engineering. Mr. Russell P.

Dodge, of the History Depart-

ment is a graduate of Villanova

University. Mr. Dodge was in-

strumental in formulating the

Constitution. Miss P^lizabeth A.

Meagher, from Detroit, Michi-

gan, is a graduate of Mary-

grove College. Miss Meagher is

doing graduate work in theater.

Mr. Gaetano Pastore, a grad-

uate of Villanova University is

now with the English Depart-

ment. Mr. James A. Roan, a

graduate of Maryknoll Semin-

ary College is doing graduate
work in philosophy. Miss Diana

I). Carullo, 256 Bayard Road,
Upper Darby, Penna., is doing
graduate work in chemistry.
Miss Carullo, a graduate of

Rosemont College, is chairman
of the Council.

Father Rongione, Dean of the

Graduate School, is moderator
of the Council. : ;

' :,'-

US Economy, Foreign Aid
Discussed By Aces Forum
The capacity of the American

economy to withstand the dual

pressures of Communism abroad
and automation and intlation at

home was strongly reitcM'ated

last Thursday evening at the

C & F school's fourth annual
ACES panel meeting.

ACES, Americans for Com-
|)etitive Enterprise System, is a

non-i)(ilitic'al, non-profit organiz-

ation of local business people de-

voted to a program of education

in American economic princi-

ples.

The group sponsors a speaker

program; a three day high

school program including a film,

speaker, and a tour of local in-

dustry; a program of education

for teachers, clergymen, and

Other influential citizens; and

the college program.
Curtis Winsor, Executive Di-

rector of ACES, moderated the

meeting of ACES with a selected

group of students and faculty

members from the divisi()n of

Commerce and Finance. The

topics of discussion were *'('an

the U.S. economy increase its

productivity, reduce unemploy-

ment, and overcome present

unemployment?" and "Is contin-

uation of the foreign aid pro-

gram of the U.S. ju.stified for

reasons of national defense or

otherwise?"
Dr. F. O. Haas, President

of Rohm and Haas Chemical
.Manufacturers, Fred 0. Hess,

President of Selas Electronics

heat processing company, Wil-

liam Walker, Executive Vice

President of the First Pennsyl-

vania Banking and Trust Com-
pany, Royal Plenty, Financial

Editor of the Philadelphia IN-

(HJIRER, and W. Thacher Long-
streth, agent of Aitken-Kynett
Advertising Company, com-
posed the panel.

Following the general state-

ments of the panel members, the

meeting was opened to questions

from the floor. Most of these

were concerned with possible ad-

verse effects of automation on

the employment situation, of in-

flation on the strength of the

national economy.
Panel members were unani-

mously agreed that the economy
was potentially capable of com-

batting these and many other

pressures, but insisted that con-

siderable effort would have to be

expended by both the federal

government and private indu.s-

try to shore up present

weaknesses in the American
capitalistic system.

Rev. Louis A. Rongione, OSA, (extreme right) Dean of the University's Graduate School,
meets with the members of the newly-formed Student Advisory Committee of the Graduate
School. Left to right are: Anthony J. Picard, Laura Lee, Marjory Modie, Charles J. Felice, Rus-
sell P. Dodge, Elizabeth Meagher, (Jaetano Pastore, James A. Roan, and Diana D. Carullo. Miss
Carullo is Committee chairman.

#4 in Jl series of }x>ll<% <-onducted by L'^M $ltKlent

repa\sfntativei* in over HX) colleges throughout
the nation.
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Lii^ht up an LM, and answer these questions.

Then compare your answers with tho.se of 1,383 other

collejije students (at bottom of page).
llCCtTT ( -^"S TOB.cco CO

Question #1: In your opinion, who is the greatest living American?

Answer:

Question #2:

An.swer:

Question #3:

"Answer: '';'':

I'-;

Question *4:

Answer:

II » 1 1 «

1

1 i
i

mrmm

Start Fresh with

Stay Fresh with
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Should the college curriculum, takingnotiB of the growing

importance of science, require more science courses for non-

science majors than at present?

Yes No

When you kiss your date, do you close your eyes?

^ \ C^^

... f C'an't remember

In your opinion, which of the following types of filters gives

the hest connotation of purity? (chkck one)

A filter which is white inside and is wrapped in

colored paper:'-"--^'v.' ly..!-^'.'^-

A filter which is dyed a color and is wrapped

in white paper .' .•''-
'
^•"''-

"
''••''/'".'':.'. "•' '"'

.'.v :• :'' ''>

A filter which is white inside and out ^.

Campus Opinion Answers:

Aii^HiT, <,hi<>!4tion ^1 : Six hitchcst scorinj^
in(livi(h>als: 1. Kt'tincdy -2. EisciihowiT
.1. Stcvt'nson 4. Schwoitzer— 5. Frost
(>. .Sandburg
(Thi.s (jui'stion wn.s askcvl Fehriinry IfXJl.

Note: Dr. S<-hwoit/.t'r i.s not an American.)

An>H.'p, (.liu-silon «2: Yes ;iO^ - No 10' >

AnsHiT. (^notion #.'i: Clost» my eyes KV'f
Moii't close my vyva 1 \' t

Can't ronu'nibor l'-\','(

AiiswiT, (^iiosiioii ii-i: A filter which is

white inside and is wrapped in colored
paper 21' < ?.

A filter which is dyed a color arul is

wrapped in white paper 5''

A filter which is white inside and out 74'

r

1.'*' !VI Hiis lir«.| to iiffer you ii pure while inodeni filler

— ihe fiitiioii.s Miniele 'I'ip — pure nhile i^^i<le, pure
nliile out>irle. And I.^IVr>« moiierii (iher euiililem you
lo fully enjity the rich fliivor of f{<»l«l«-n ripe loluircos.
.So reach for rta\or . . . rcuch for i.*I>I.

The L&M Campus Opinion Poll was taken at over 100 colleges where
L&M has student representatives, and may not be a statistically

random selection of all underntaduate schools.
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NIH Director Dr. Shannon
Is Awarded Mendel Medal

Dr. Janu's A. ShaiiiKm, Direc-
lor of tho National lii.stitiitt' of

Ih'alth at Ht'lhcsda. Md.. was
awai'dtul X'illaiiova University's

Mendol Mfdal for IDC. I on May
Itli (lining a diniu'r at tho Bar-
clay llotol in Philadelphia.

Rev. Jo.seph Doii^fherty. OSA.
former Aii^'ustinian provincial,

originated the idea of the .Medal,

nanu'd for (Ire^'-or Mendel, an
AuKii^^tinian monk who formu-
lated the Mendel Laws of Hered-
ity. It is presented to out-

staiidinjr scientists who are

memhei's in ^''ood standinjT of the

Catholic Cluircli and have ^iven

practical demonstration of the

fact that between true science

and ti'iie reli^Mon there is no real

contlict. It was (irst awarded in

11)2'.> and has jxone to some of the

world's j/reat scientists.

Original Ke.soarch

Dr. Shannon is widely rofojjr-

nized in the scientitie world for

his orijj;inal research in kidney

function, chemotherapy and ma-
laria. The National Institute of

Health, which he heads, is the

major research arm of the l/nit-

ed States Public Health Service.

Dr. Sliannoii's career has been

devoted to medical research,

teaching and public service. He
was appointed Director t)f the

National Health Institute in

lOr)") aft«M' servin^r as As.sociate

Diri'ctoi' for three years.

I'rioi- to 1I>')2 he was in char^*'

of the .National Heart Institute,

one td' the seven research centers

comprisiiiK the National Insti-

tues t»f Health. He is a ^''^id^-'ite

(d' Holy Cross College and re-

ceived his medical decree from
NYU in 1929.

Malaria Hesearch
During' World War II Dr.

Shannon played a prominent
part in malaria research and
was a consultant on tropical dis-

eases to the Secretary of War.
In recognition of this work, he

was awarded the Medal of Mer-
it, one of the hiphest honors for

civilian service in government.
Dr. Shannon became the

twt'utieth reci|)ient of the Men-
del Medal which has yrone to

such outstanding scientists as:

Dr. Albert Zahm, pioneer in

.Aeronautical liesearch, 19:50;

Al)be Georges LeMaiter, Ph.D.,

Professor of Astro Physics, Uni-

V(>i-sity of Louvain, Hel^ium.

19:M; and Kev. Peirre l)e(^har-

(iin, S.J., Paleontolojrist with the

National (leo^M-aphic survey of

China. 19;57: and Frank Piasec-

ki, pioneer, on the development

of the helicopter, 1954.

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE

New "wetter-than-water" action melts beard's tough-

ness— in seconds. K» in.irk.ildr rirw "wcltci -ll»an\v;ilii '

;nti«in ii'wfs Old Spirr Siip«'r .Stnooth .Shave its sciciililic

ap|tr»»xifiiatinn to the f»atlicr-t»»ijcli feci and the rMicicncy of

harluT ^li«i|» shaves. Melts your beard's litu^hiirss like hot

towels and tnassafie — /w srromls.

Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the

blade. A iitii<pie condiin.itinn of anti-cvaporalion a;:enls

makes .Sn|M'r Stnooih Sha\e slay moist and firnt. No
te-latheiinjr. no drv s|m»!s. Kicher and creamier ... niv«'s yon

the most salisf\infi shave ... fastest, cleanest — f/// J mos|

< omforlalile. Ke^nlar or m«-ntholal»-d. 1.00.

V^
S t-t LJ L. T O INI

Sam Bonds Awarded
Father Klekotka today award-

ed two annual Society for the

Advancement of Mjina^ement

awards in his otlice in Mendel

Hall. The first of these awards,

a $2.').00 savinps bond, was
awarded to James L. Tulley, a

junior Industrial Administra-

tion major from Philadelphia.

This SAM Award is jjiven in

recognition of the individual ef-

fort and contribution to the

oryranization. P^rom the member-
ship nominees are selected who
are not officers and from this

Kroup three are selected by the

otlicers. Final .selection is made
by the membership at the an-

ruuil election meeting-

Second Bond Awarded
The sec nd award, also a

$25.00 saviiips hond, was pre-

sented to John Pedis ich, u .senior

Industrial Administration ma-
jor from Ronkonkoma. N.Y.

This award, open only to senior

I A men, is presented to the man
who, in the consensus of a com-
mittee of faulty members, has
the highest adjusted cumulative
averaK*'- The committee was se-

lected by the moderator of the

SAM chai)ter. Dr. Walter Klein.

The composition of the jrroup

was not revealed other than to

disclose that it contained mem-
bers of all three divisions atui

that no member of the LA de-

l)artment was on it. The commit-
tee's job was to wei^'h the

courses taken by the nominees,

including'' electives, a.s well as

the candidate's rankinjjr in the

SAM chapter, to derive a new
idjusted cumulative avera^'-e.

)nly the winner was announced
md the avera^t's were not re-

pealed.

Villanova's delegates to jazz concert; Al Mas.si, Frank Kendig,
and Jim Wilde perform in last week's contest.

Council Forum Features John Crowe Ransom
John Crowe Hanson, a noted

critic, poet, and author, has ac-

cepted the Student Council's in-

vitation to speak at the Second

.Student Council Forum for this

academic year.

In speaking' of Mr. Ransom,

James Stazzella, Executive Vice-

President for Educational .Af-

fairs, remarked that, "Mr. Ran-

som is one of the fiinest speak-

ers the Forum has been able to

brinR to Villanova. The accep-

tance of the invitation by such a

well-known man is a tribute

both to the Student Council and
to the University.

Strazzella extended his thanks

to Bob Bohn for the ''wonderful

job" he has done as this year's

Chairman of the Cultural Af-

fairs Committee.

Strazzella also expressed his

rcKi'et that the forum scheduled

for May 4. which was to feature

Mr. Georpre Meany, President

of AFL-CIO, was canceled

by Mr. Meany because of a

commitment to a White House
c(mference.

Mr. Ransom, a Rhodes Scholar

and CuKK^'iiheim Fellow, will

read and his works and other
jioems, witli timely remarks.
The forum is scheduled for

May 18th and is to be held in the

Field House at 7:30 p.m.

it's elcay ^ •9

it's eh an . . . /7'.s-
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Tragedy Of Errors
The trajredy that was the meeting of the

Student Council hist Wednesday was com-
parable to Shakespeare's description of life,
**

a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and
fury, sijrnifyinK nothing."

In a session which lasted nearly four
hours, the Congress attempted to discuss a
proposed revision of the Student Council
Constitution and By-Laws. They failed to

bicker through the first five pages of the
lengthy document.

Indeed, the pettiness and quarrelling over
many points amounted to much ado about
nothing as speaker after speaker arose, sim-
ply to repeat what had just been said.

The cumbersome membership plodded
slowly, clumsily raising its huge bulk in

dragging debate, meanwhile stating that
there was no need to cut Council membership.
The new constitution provides for such a
streamlining cut.

For two consecutive years constitutional
revisions have been introduced in attempts to

improve student government—and ulti-

mately student life—at Villanova. Last year
the project failed. Last week the constitution
was not even brought to a vote. Tonight when
the vote is counted, the revision probably will

fail again.

The reason given for this failure is the
fact that the half votes—those representing
fraternities, societies, and publications

—

must lose their seats in the Council under
the new constitution. Since many desirable
provisions are contained in the document, it

seems foolish to reject the entire revision.

A compromise could provide the answer.
Such a motion, providing a separate council
for half votes, to be adequately represented
on the Student Council, was made. It was lost
just as quickly in the red tape of parliamen-
tary procedure.

As the present constitution stands, the
Blue Key is a Student Council committee. De-
feat of the revision means that this commit-
tee will not be granted the power to conduct,
in coordination with the sophomore class, the
freshman orientation. Since tonight is the
last council meeting, there is little chance to
change the situation.

What can be done? The VILLANOVAN
believes that revised constitution is badly
needed, and strongly urges that something
positive be done next year. For tonight, how-
ever, the only hope seems to lie in amending
the present constitution, as a temporary
measure, until further action can be taken.

For those who worked on the proposed
constitutional revision, for those who hoped
to do something for Villanova, for those who
care more about the good of the school than
a prestige position on its Student Council, the
immaturity of many Council members meant
a heartbreaking defeat. For the truly inter-
ested, love's labour was lost.
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To whom it may concern^

Mr. Fitzpatrick, in his "Letter

to the Editor," is confusing

facts and logic.

To begin with, the statistics

he used were those from 1946,

fifteen years ago, and ones

which have no bearing on the

present issue with the possible

exception that they are an ex-

planation to why the Russians

are now able to launch such

huge space capsules.

The technical advantages he

cites for the United States in de-

fense of our missile program

also seems to us to be of little

significance when we consider

that Russia too had to have this

information in order to send a

man into space. They obtained

this information by using fewer

and more cumbersome rockets,

something Mr. Fitzpatrick does

not seem to realize. We, too, have

got the necessary information,

but it took many more of our

highly technical and compact

rockets, and much more time

then Russians had to use. Need

it be restated that it was Gagar-

in that was first to see what has

been speculated about for many
years. Also, let us not forget the

March Venus "shot" that is to

land sometime this month. This

is the product of their program

which was necessitated by the

inferior arms of 1946.

In speaking of humane prin-

ciples, might we suggest that in-

cluded in these principles are the

preservation of what we have

found to be functional. Democ-

racy is the means of our fulfill-

ing the humanities. In the April

19th Editorial to which he re-

fers, we stated "to survive neces-

sitates allies." Again we say it,

and add to it: people basically

like to be on the winning side.

The shift of nations from the

"status quo" or "war zone" into

the "peaceful zone" was accom-

plished partly through propa-

ganda gained by scientific

breakthrough.s on Russia's part.

The editorial, we think, agrees

to what he is criticizing us for.

We believe we have already stat-

ed that to maintain allies means
winning for them.

As to one accomplishment and
its significance, Mr. Fitzpatrick

must be incapable of recogniz-
ing what it has lead to. Our mu-
tual "friends" have had their
position justified. They can
claim allegiance to any nation
which produces first. This is de-
moralizing and Russia is demor-
alizing the West in single ac-

complishments.
When we dc launch our As-

tronaut, Russia's Venus shot of
last March should be landing,

and will take away from the
United States' accomplishment.
To face facts, whether it is

justifiable to downgrade the U.S.
on the basis of one accomplish-
ment, let us here realize what
the rest of the free world is do-

ing The nation and the system
which produces—one after an-
other—what other nations want,
will lead to a natural friendship

between these two nations. This
is why Cuba has left our sphere
of influence; this is why Free
Africa is caught in its present

conflict; this is why Nehru feels

able to criticize us. Russia has
things to offer these nations,

things that we do not take the

initiative to oflfer ourselves.

Among these things is the as-

sociation with a winner.

When we recognize the need

for a "crash" program to close

a very obvious "gap" and pro-

duce for our allies the status

gains they want and need from
us before they become as past

allies have become, then and
only then will single accomplish-

ments bear less significance.

To whom it may concern.

Since no mention of thanks

has been publicly conveyed by

the junior class hierarchy, I

would like to thank the thirty

juniors who made possible the

Junior Week edition of the VIL-

LANOVAN.
Without the utmost coopera-

tion of these thirty, and also the

help of two freshmen and two
seniors, the May 1 issue would

not have been a memorable one

that added a certain frosting to

the elaborate and successful

Mothers' Day program.

Daniel G, Grove, cess.

Editor'in'chief

To the editor.

The following comments refer to the editorial

"Second Again" which appeared in the April 19
issue of the Villanovan.

I do not feel that this nation is, in any respect,

inferior or behind the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republic as suggested in the article by the editors

and the accompanying drawing by Mr. Jonik. If

we base leadership on the idea of who gets there
first, then our Project Mercury must necessarily
follow the Russians' counterpart. Allow me to

cite two reasons why we are not inferior. The
United States, possessing a nuclear warhead,
needed a minimum thrust of one hundred and
thirty thousand pounds to launch this relatively

light, extremely destructive weapon. Our Soviet
friends, working since 1946, concentrated on the
development of tremendous booster power, ap-
proximately 830,000 lbs., to launch an equiva-
lently destructive force composed of a conven-
tional warhead many times heavier than the
weight of the nuclear power. The Soviets had
not yet split the atom at this post-war period,

nor did they possess a single atom of nuclear
capability.

It is also my feeling that our space accom-
plishments to date number and outclass those of
the Russians. It must follow then that our sci-

entific knowledge is superior to theirs since our
payloads have carried more varied equipment
and double that of those launched by the Rus-
sians. These factors, among many others that
space prohibits me to mention were not included
in this article, indicate our position to be that of

a leader among the free nations of the world.

To conquer the world is the professed goal of
the Moscow elite whether they be a Stalin, Bul-
ganin or a Khrushchev. From the writings of

Marx and Engle, the State emerged with Lenin
and the Bolshevik Revolution. The words, "we
will bury you" were spoken just recently by one
N. S. Khrushchev.

All of Russia comprises one-third of the world,
the peace zone. The other two-thirds is consid-
ered the war zone or the free world. This latter,

area Moscow eventually intends to rule. Do the
editors remember Suez, Lebanon, Jordan, and
Korea ; and today are you cognizant of the Alger-
ia, Laos, North and South Vietnam, Cambodia,
Thailand, Berlin and Cuba Crises? Some of these
areas, sometimes called "gray areas" because
they lie between the Russo-American sphere of
influence may be lost to Communism. After
World War II, these areas and others not men-
tioned, were considered within our "status quo"
or not even thought of at all as needing our pro-
tection. How much neutralist territory has been
lost to the Russians since 1945, 1917?

President Kennedy said recently that we must
defend ourselves against such a system, but he
is also ready to attack and take the initiative

against these people. To keep what you have
from the Russians demands more than defense,

which is what we have been doing for the last

sixteen years, it calls for aggressiveness. Do we
ever think of going into Soviet territory? Natu-
rally we don't because their constant propagan-
da so works on us that we fail to even think of

entering their "peace zone," not to even make
mention of our own ideas of peaceful co-exis-

tence Tell me now what blame you can place on
a man who will lead his nation to the front and
stand against the slash and hammer of a snear-

ing atheistic state? Co-exist? In their "peace
zone," yes this can be done. But outside, how do
you propose to live with a society whose creed

is to encompass the world by economic, politi-

cal, military, and psychological means? This
cold war of strategy is bent, directed and twist-

ed Moscow to its own political advantage. They
are the tailor; they alter the suit; it is their

needle ; you can't expect them to throw it away
because we want and end to and no further

part of the cold war.
The people of the free world are tired of Soviet

propaganda, at least those people who are intelli-

gent enough to spot it are and they fight to count

teract this phase of the war. No American man
in space will solve the world's problems. How can

one significant achievement make people tire of

something that will always be with us until the

final outcome? The Communist purpose in rela-

tion to the cold war is to so demoralize the West
and divide her among her allies while at the

same time weakening each individual country at

its base that they, the Soviets, can launch an all

out nuclear war with complete confidence of suc-

John H. Fitzpatrick, *62
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Brandons "One-Eyed Jacks ^^

Lengthy But Lacks Luster
Early in 1958 it was reported

that the poor man's genius, Mar-
lon Brando, had had it. He was
through with the major studios,

fed up with Hollywood, and
threatened to mutilate a barrage
of newsmen trying to pry the lid

from the world of privacy sur-

by Al LaMastra

rounding the actor's life. More-
over, he declared that he was
forming his own film company
and thus Pennebaker Produc-

tions Inc. came into existence.

Two months later, Marlon an-

nounced that he was about to

film a western. Mind you, not an

Jazz Concert Presenifs

A Masterpiece of Sound
by K. Stanley Mugkr

A strange sound visited Villanova's campus last Tuesday
night. It was a welcome sound. It was the sound of jazz.

Modern, traditional, or Dixie, you name it, the first

Villanova Jazz Concert had it—and in a refreshing, forceful

manner that belied the youth of the competing outfits that

made the evening at the Field House a masterpiece in sounds.

The concert, which was a part of Junior Week, was well

received, and, if only for the sake of jazz, must be made an

annual affair. It's been too long a time since these tired eras

have heard such welcome sounds of pure, unadulterated jazz.

Six representatives from neighboring schools and the

host Villanovans presented their wares. All had excellent

credentials. All were accomplished musicians and entertainers.

The affair was handled in brilliant style by J. Casmir

Zawacki, young man about campus who is sometimes known
to his collegues as "Ivy Joe," owing to his traditional dress.

Zawacki's taste and originality of comment added spice and

knowingness to the success of the evening. Leonard Feather,

look to your laurels.

DISTINGUISHED THREE
The concert was fortunate in having three distinguished

gentlemen of the jazz world as judges.

Toby DeLuca, Philadelphia's answer to Frank Sinatra

and music director at WFIL, lent great assistance and coun-

sel in addition to his judging duties. Bruce D. Davidson, local

Promotion Manager of Capitol Records, contributed his years

of experience. Dave Bittan, an emissary of Downbeat maga-
zine from Trenton, who praised the professionalism of the

concert, gave valuable advice to DeLuca and Davidson to

help them render the diflRcult decision as to who would be

honored.

The talent itself can be summed up in two words ; cool

. . . creative.

WEST CHESTER FIRST AGAIN
West Chester took it upon itself to beat Villanova again,

but this time it was a pleasant experience.

Jeff Haskell, a combination of Mort Sahl and Bobby
Troup, guided his sparkling trio through some great impro-

visations to capture first prize. His comic presentation was
done with taste and style. His side men, drummer George

Mershon and bassist Ted Verlandre, were outstanding.

The Bobby Rerres Band from Penn State's Ogontz Center

took second honors. DeLuca described the brass section as

**a revelation." Davidson cited the group's soloists. This de-

votee was most impressed with the brilliant arranging of

several original works by Rerres and other members of the

band.

The Impromptones from Ursinus College placed third.

Davidson praised them as having "the best group effect."

DeLuca lauded the Dixieland musicianship.

Two other outfits, the Revellers from Glassboro State

and the Fordney-Goebel Jazz Group from Franklin and Mar-

shall, impressed the judges immensely. The Revellers were
noted for their stylish arrangements and fine combination

work. The F. and M. group was reminiscent of Kenton. Their

effort on "Walking Shoes" was first class.

"HARMONICALLY PERFECT"
The T-Tones from Rosemont were in fine voice. DeLuca

described them thusly: "Lovely is the word. Harmonically

perfect." That they were, Toby, old tiger.

The host Villanovans wrapped things up in a rousing

manner. Their sound brought back the welcome strains that

are strictly of the early New Orleans vintage.

Four, who contributed much, must be mentioned.
Zawacki's tireless efforts on behalf of jazz and his unobtru-

sive stint at the mike are commendable. General Chairman
Jim Braithwaite should be proud in the knowledge that the

show ranks second to none. Ed Johnston and Mark Devaney
of WWVU did a great job on the sound. The clarity was
flawless.

Yes, a strange sound visited Villanova's campus last

Tuesday night. It was a welcome sound. It is a sound that

Villanovans should demand more of in the future. You see, it

is THE sound, The Sound of Jazz.

ordinary "adult" type western;
but one which would fulfill all

his dreams of perfection and
show his true greatness. In a
way, it was his moment of re-

venge for all the mediocrities he
had been assigned to in his ten

year Hollywood stay. Now "De-
siree," "Fugitive Kind," and
"Wild One" would just be bad
dreams. Yes, as star, producer,

director, and writer of "One
Eyed Jacks," moments of cine-

matic excellence were to equal

the products of Chaplin and the

masterpieces of Griffith.

$2 and a half million

The film budget was set at

$2,500,000 with a four month
shooting schedule; but true art-

ists never conform and are their

own worst critics. Consequently,

the cameras rolled and rolled un-

til thousands of feet of film had
been ground out at a cost of

$6,000,000 and a three year

shooting schedule. Needless to

say, the public was made aware
of Marlon's progress via the fill-

ers in the daily newspapers.

Their interest increased and the

whole nation applauded when he

announced that the picture was
now finished, the editing being

all that remained before release.

No Time Limit
Normally, editing rarely takes

more than a week, but where
Brando was concerned perfec-

tion has no time limit. It took

him three months to cut the

footage from 33 to 29 hours and

another eight months to bring it

down to its present length of

141 minutes. (Why not sell the

other 26 hours to TV, it would

make a dandy serial?)

At last the

film has been
released to

the downtown
theatres; but

after all the

publicity one

has to wonder
whether it

was worth
the trouble,

second glorified

Western of the new season to

make its debut; and in spite of

all the time and effort, "One-

Eyed Jacks" proves to be only

a tiny bit more interesting than

its predecessor "Cimarron." Ev-

en its creator doesn't seem that

pleased with his product and for

that reason has plunged into

various roles that are sure to

fill his pockets and please the

predatory bankers of "Jacks,"

Brando's next being the Mr.

Christian role in MGM's "Muti-

ny on the Bounty."

Too Lengthy
M.B.'s first directed film

shows that he can be a good di-

rector, as well as, on occasion, a

good actor. But his two-and-a-

half-hour meandering ISSO's

western melodrama of banditry,

betrayal, revenge, murder, seduc-

tion and all-round knavery is far

too long for its few surprises and

for whatever it has to say ( where

is that symbolism and all those

talked about daring innova-

tions?). Brando plays, in his

most typical fashion, a monosyl-

labic buffalo-like bandit-killer

with a lightning gun. Co-starring

Karl Maiden gives a fine perfor-

mance as his robber-pal who be-

trays him when the federals have

them trapped in the mountains of

Mexico, and again when Brando

La Mostra

This is the

K^^^ {Author of "I Wi
^^^**s.^ Lovei

with

{AiUhorof'I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

A ROBE BY ANY OTHER NAME
As Commencement Day draws near, tlu; question on evoryonc's
lips is: "How did the different disciplines come to be marked by
academic robes with hoods of difTenmt colors?" Everybody—
but everybody— is asking it. I mean I haven't been able to walk
ten feet on any campus in America without somebody grabs my
elbow and says, "How did the diff(!roiit disciplines come to be
marked by academic robes with hoods of different colors, hey?"

This, I must say, is not the usual question asked by collegians

who grab my elbow. Usually they say, "Hey, Shorty, got a
Marlboro?" And this is right and projxjr. After all, are they not
collegians, and, therefore, the nation's leaders in intelligence

and di.scernment? And do not intelligence and discernment de-
mand the tastiest in tobacco flavor and smoking pleasure? And
does not Marlboro deliver a flavor that is uniquely mellow, a
selectrate filter that is easy drawing, a pack that is soft, a box
that is hard? You know it!

<:• ;1-

-:#•

'ikMmk&m.
But I digre.ss. Back to the colored hoods of academic robes.

A doctor of philosophy wears blue, a doctor of medicine wears
green, a master of arts wears white, a doctor of humanities wears
crimson, a master of library science wears lemon yellow. Why?
Why, for example, should a master of library science wear lemon
yellow?

\Viell sir, to answer this vexing question, we nmst go back to
March 20, 1844. On that date the first public lii)rary in the
United States was established by Ulrie Sigafoos. Alf of Mr.
Sigafoos's neighbors were of course wildly grateful— all, that
is, except Wrex Todhunter.

Mr. Todhunter had hated Mr. Sigafoos since 1822 when both
men had wooed the beauteous Melanie Zitt and Melanie had
cho.sen Mr. Sigafoos because she was mad for dancing and Mr.
Sigafoos knew all the latest steps, like the Mis.souri Compromise
Mambo, the Siiay's llebellion Schottischc, and the James K.
Polk Polka, while Mr. Todhunter, alas, could not dance at all

owing to a wound he had received at the Battle of Xew Orleans.
(Flo W!is sfrnck bv ji f.Mllinir tmiline /^

Consumed with jealousy at the success of Mr. Sigafoos's
library, Mr. Todhunter resolved to open a competing library.

This he did, but be lured not a single patron away from Mr.
Sigafoos. "What has Mr. Sigafoos got that I haven't got?" Mr.
Todhunter kept asking himself, and finally the an.swer came to
him : books.

So Mr. Todhunter stocked his library with lots of dandy books
and soon he was doing more business than his hated rival.

But Mr. Sigafoos struck back. To regain his clientele, he began
serving tea free of charge at his library every afternoon. There-
upon, Mr. Todhunter, not to be outdone, began serving tea
with sugar. Thereupon, Mr. Sigafoos began serving tea with
sugar and cream. Thereupon, Mr. Todhunter began serving
tea with sugar and cream and lemon.

This, of course, clinched the victory for Mr. Todhunter be-
cause he had the only lemon tree in town— in fact, in the entire
state of North Dakota—and since that day lemon yellow has of
course been the color on the academic robes of library science.

(Incidentidly, the defeated Mr. Sigafoos packed up his library
and moved to California where, alas, he failed once more. There
were, to be sure, plenty of lemons to serve with his tea, but,
alas, there was no cream because the cow was not introduced
to California until 1931 by John Wayne.) © ,96i .Maxshuiman

And today Californians, happy among their Guernseys and
Holsteins, are discovering a great new cigarette—the un-
filtered, king-size Philip Morris Commander—and so are
Americans in all fifty states. Welcome aboard!

tracks him down, seduces his

step-daughter, and tries a

double double-cross. The set-

tings in upper Mexico and lower

California are exciting and dra-

matically color-photographed in

all the grandeur of the scenic

westcoast along the thundering
Pacific. The supporting cast,

headed by Katy Jurado and
newcomer Pina Pellicer, at mo-
ments help to lift the film out of

the ordinary. The action is mur-

derous when it occurs, with the

whipping sequence and the gun

duel well-edited and stirringly

photographed; but the not-

unusual western would have

been so much better had it been
made briefer for an outsider

—

perhaps one of the several great
film technicians and craftsmen,
which Hollywood still possesses
but seldom uses.
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^Round Midnight

Hollywood Hypocritical;
Spring Shows True Color

A glance at the movie pages
the past few weeks provides an
observer with a touch of irony,

for less than a month after Hol-
lywood doles out her "awards of

excellence" for the year, the first

clean breath of spring air

brings a set of films which seem
designed to show off Holly-
wood's hypocrisy in no uncer-
tain terms.

This year's

Oscars went

I
to such glow-

ing produc-

tions as "The
[Apartment ,"

"Elmer Gan-

|try,** and
" Butterfield

18," all three

Zawacki films making
extensive use of prostitutes and
call girls. Some will argue that
the productions were of a high
caliber and the awards were due
them. This is debatable. Others
will state that the Academy
Awards reflected the taste of the
public. This also is subject to

argumentation.
This observer believes that the

public does want more quality in

its entertainment but often suf-
fers laxity in demanding it. Now
a set of films have come along
whose success is such that the
writer's views may be altered
somewhat. These films are dif-

ferent in theme, but they do
have one common aspect: they
possess a beauty that is more
the exception than the rule to-

day.

Topping the list in latent pop-
ular appeal is a sparkling Brit-

ish comedy currently waving its

banner at the Green Hill. It is

entitled "Two Way Stretch," and
the mere fact that it is playing
the Overbrook House is a recom-
mendation for the film. It stars

that growing favorite of the

English screen, Peter Sellers,

who is slowly making the public

forget the mastery of his prede-
cessor, Alec Guinness.
The film is a sometime?

stinging, sometimes subtle satire

on the British prison and reha-
bilitation system. Director Rob-
ert Day has surrounded Sellers

with an outstanding supporting
cast who do magic with the

script, which calls for Sellers

and cohorts to pull off a robbery
before their jail sentence is up
giving them the perfect alibi.

It's possible that this is the best

Sellers offering to date.

Sellers and Sophia
On the other side of town at

the Lane, Reliable Peter is tak-

ing on Bernard Shaw and So-

phia Loren at the same time in

Shaw's engaging production of

"The Millionairess." Capable
man that he is, Sellers handles

both assignments with consider-

able aplomb. This one has beau-

tiful color and is worth seeing

for no other reason than to ob-

serve Sellers stand off the be-

witching Sophia for most of the

picture. Not too many belly

laughs in this one, but a most
charming film.

Hollywood can make good pic-

tures once in a while, but when
she does, it seems to be the work
of a new actor-producer. Such

is the case with "The Hoodlum
Priest," currently playing in

town at the Viking. It is a semi-

biographical film of the work of

a Jesuit priest, Father Charles

by Joe Zawacki

Dismas Clark, who opened a
half-way house for ex-cons seek-

ing rehabilitation in St. Louis in

1959.

Murray Wrote Screenplay
The priest, whom this review-

er was fortunate to meet while

there, spent years winning the

confidence of these convicts and
other underworld characters,

many times with the disapprov-

al of the police, press and his

superiors. His battle, which in-

cludes both successes and heart-

breaking setbacks, is movingly
translated on the screen by Don
Murray as the priest.

Murray also wrote the screen-

play under the pen name Don
Deer.

The picture was produced by
Don and one time PMC publicist

and ad man, Walter Wood. If

these two can come up with

(Cont'd on page 7)

ACnVITIES OF VILLANOVA

Club Active

Wilfred Hyde White, posing here as a priest, tries to coax the warden (Maurice Denham) into
letting out his three "prize pupils" (Bernard Cribbins, David Lodge, and Peter Sellers) for fur-
ther damage in this scene from the new comedy, "Two Way Stretch.*

»»

./;•;

"IT'S HERE-IF YOU WANT TO WORK FOR IT"

Even before Ron Spetrino received his engi-

neering degree from Case he had good job offers

from six companies.

He joined The Ohio Bell Telephone Company
—his reason : "I was convinced an engineer could

go further here— if he was willing to work for it."

As soon as Ron got his feet on the ground
in telephone engineering, he was tapped for a
tough assignment. The job—to engineer switch-

ing equipment modifications needed to prepare

Cleveland for nationwide customer dialing of long

distance calls.

Ron wrapped it up in five months, and found
he had earned a shot at another tough assignment.
In this job Ron helped engineer a completely new
long distance switching center for Cleveland. This
switching center connected Cleveland with the
nationwide customer dialing network. It was
about a year later that Ron put the finishing

touches on the specs for this $1,600,000 project.

Today, as a Supervising Engineer, Ron heads
a staff of five engineers and is responsible for

telephone switching in much of the greater
Cleveland area.

He supervises the design and purchase of $3
million worth of equipment a year. And even
more important, he is charged with developing

the technical and managerial skills of his staff.

Ron knows what he's talking about when he

says, "In this business you have to do more than

a good job. We expect a man to be a self-developer.

We expect him to take responsibility from his

first day on the job and think for himself. You
don't get ahead around here by just doing time."

// you want a job in which you're given every

chance to prove yourself, and real responsibility

right from the start—you'll want to see your Place-

ment Office for further information.

"Our number one aim is to have in all

management jobs the most vital, intelli-

gent, positive and imaginative men we

can possibly find,"

Frederick R. Kappel, President

American Telephone & Telegraph Co.

Emerging rapidly as one of

the most active and important
functions on the Villanova cam-
pus, the Philosophy Club has
made remarkable progress since

its revival in February, 1960.

The recent presidency of Joe
Mastromatto marked a vigorous
increase in membership and par-

ticipation during the past year.

Dr. Robert O'Shea
Mark Quinn, the newly-elected

president and a junior Arts ma-
jor, took over the duties and re-

sponsibilities of the club. Quinn
stressed two particular goals for

next year: "a new constitution

and an even more extensive lec-

ture series." Much of the

impetus for the club can be at-

tributed to its moderator. Dr.

Robert O'Shea of the Philosophy

Department, who worked in con-

junction with the officers of the

club to sponsor the very success-

ful lecture program of the past

year.

New Officers

Others assuming office next

fall are Tony Coccia, Vice Presi-

dent; Tom Esrey, Secretary;

Mike Hannon, Bursar; and Dan
Peschio, Student Council Repre-

sentative.

"The purpose," maintained
Quinn, "of the club is to stimu-

late interest in the many varied

philosophies and in subjects re-

lated to them, by a concentrated

program of lectures and discus-

sion sessions. This year these

open lectures were attended not

only by the student body but

also by many graduate students

and faculty."

Among the lecturers of this

semester were Dr. John Mc-
Enerney, Chairman of the Clas-

sics Department at Villanova;

Dr. Andrew G. O'Connor, and
the Rev. John Quinn, OSA, both

of the Philosophy Department.

RIVER STYX bv JONIK

SPECIAL OFFER..

For2Headed

Pipe Collectors
Genuine Imported hand-carved
cherrywood pipe...
that really smokes 1

This unique two-headed pipe is a

real conversation piece... a must

for your collection! Hand-carved

in the Italian Alps and finished

in gay colors. Stands alone on

its own tiny legs. Ideal for

your desk, mantel, or bookshelf

. . . mighty good smoking, too!

This is a wonderful value!

Send for your two-headed

pipe today!
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'Round Midnight

(Cont'd from page 6)

more films like this, their fu-

ture is assured. The film has al-

ready been selected for showing

at the Cannes Film Festival. It

deserves it.

Rise In Stature

Down the street at the Studio,

the Russians get in their two
rubles worth with "Don Quix-
ote." As many before this group
can testify, translating Cervan-
tes' classic can be an arduous
task; however, the Russians,

who.se film stature seems to be

on the rise again after many
barren years, have done a re-

markable job of bringing the

author's intended irony and
poignancy to the screen. This
one has the least in popular ap-

peal, but for those who appreci-

ate the classics, it is worth
while, ^-'v ' -^ !'{'.:/ :'

Saving the best for last, a

little film is making the rounds

in the neighborhoods that defies

the viewer to remain unmoved
by its power and beauty. Di-

rected by Philip Leacock (of

"The Little Kidnappers") it is

the winsome tale of two 7 year

old children, a Catholic boy and

a Jewish girl, and their awak-

ening to the differences between

them that matter greatly to the

people around them, but not at

all to the children.

A Message Film

The film is entitled "Hand In

Hand" and the message that the

film projects is so obvious that

the viewer walks into the thea-

ter prepared to reject any pom-
pous preaching. However, direc-

tor Leacock has taken little Lor-

etta Parry and Philip Needs,

who portray the children, and

lets the cameras eavesdrop into

their naturalness. The result is

effective and the propaganda
successful. This film defies de-

scription. It is a must.
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Miss Hurley Trapped

Ray Trapp escorts Sharon Hurley, who has just been chosen
()ueen of Junior Week. Sharon was one of four finalists at the
dinner-dance last Saturday night.

Council

(Cont'd from pajfe 1)
,v.,.''-,

this section vehemently, ob-

viously on the ground that, if

they could have no say on the
Council, they would not abide by
its rulings. Ultimately this ar-

ticle was deleted, although it had
the vocal support of both the
DeLisa group and the Revision
Committee.

Following this, Educational
Affairs Vice President, Jim
Strazzella declared that the De-
Lisa group felt that Council
membership in general should be
considered before specific pow-
ers of individual officers. This
met with considerable objection

from the Revision Committee on
the ground that it was unneces-
sarily confusing. Ultimiately,

however, Strazzella's motion was
passed.

This brought to the fore the
crucial question : half-vote elim-

ination. As originally introduced
the Constitution provided for
abolition of half-votes, but Remy
immediately amended the mem-
bership section to seat organiza-

tional representatives, "bringing
the half-vote issue out in the

open once and for all," as he
said.

At this point, decorum was
thrown to the wind. Remy very
ably carried off his difficult dual

job of presenting a partisan de-

fense of his amendment and im-

partially enforcing whatever
parliamentary law could be
maintained.

DeLisa, leading the floor fight

against Remy's motion with his

usual impassioned intentness

mitigated by wit and good hu-
mor pleaded with council mem-
bers, both full and half votes, to

consider the good of student

government over their own par-

tisan feelings. Defense of the

constitution by the Revision

Committee was notably non-ex-

istent.

An attempt was made by rep-

resentatives Bill Freind and
Charlie Labus to bring order
from chaos by amending Remy's
motion for limited organization-

al representation. Labus and
F>eind proposed that a Fraterni-

ties and Societies Council be

established. Every student or-

ganization would send one rep-

resentative to this council which
would then elect one fifth of its

membership to the Student

Council itself. This idea was
originally contained in the con-

stitution prepared last year by

Bob DeLisa. Before the Labus-

Friend amendment could be

voted on, however, parliamen-

tarian Remy and President De-

Lisa agreed that the fiasco had

gone on long enough. Remy I

withdrew his first motion of the

evening which was to consider
the constitution point-by-point
and instead required that the
body approve the document in

toto or not at all. President De-
Lisa moved that the final vote

be postponed until this evening
and the meeting was adjourned.

Alumni Hall Is Polling
PlaceForToday's Election
As is doubtlessly evident

from all the smiling faces, post-
ers pasted on each and every
blank surface on campus, the
gaudy miniature billboards in

front of Dougherty, and the
ever-incessant flow of match-
books and literature claiming
and disclaiming this and that,

the annual election day for all

class officers and Student Coun-
cil Representatives is in its

greatest momentum now as the
students go to the polls.

Allocating 150 dollars for
voting machines so that all vot-

ing tabulations will be available

immediately after the polls

close today at three o'clock in

the Alumni Gym, the Student
Council hopes to have each
victor, who is a candidate for

Student Council seat, present
at tonight's joint session.

Elections Watched
John O'Connell and Brian

Scully, Co-Chairmen of the Elec-

tions Committee, have stressed

that each student must present

only his own matriculation card
at the time when voting. Each
election will be carefully watched
so as to prevent any double-

carding or voting irregularities.

All names of nominated stu-

dents have been submitted to the

offices of the Rev. Joseph W.
Kemme, OSA, Vice-President for

Academic Affairs, and the Rev.
Norbert W. Whitley, OSA, for

approval. Those receiving their

approbation consist of thirteen

freshmen running for Sophmore
seats, twenty-two sophmores for

Junior seats, and twenty-nine
juniors for Senior offices.

Eligibility exams were admin-
istered a week ago Tuesday for

any prospective Council member.
"The purpose of the test," ex-

plained Scully, "is to maintain a
high standard of individuals on
the Council who will take an ac-

tive interest and part in the

Council's efforts. The Wednes-
day elections should be success-

ful, if each student will remem-
ber his duty and vote."

NROTC Teams Fare Well

The NROTC drill team of Vil-

lanova University competed last

Wednesday afternoon in the

Greater Philadelphia Drill Meet,

held at Franklin Field.

Among the nine competing

teams, Villanova had two repre-

sentatives, the Varsity team led

by Mr. Clement, and the Fresh-
men team led by Mr. Lieblien.

The Frosh team came in sec-

ond in the competition while the
varsity placed fourth.

O'Shea Honored
A testimonial dinner in honor

of Doctor Robert S. O'Shea will

be held at Weber's Restaurant
this evening May 10th at 7:00
p.m.

The dinner was organized by
a group of students and faculty

members who have been famil-

iar with Dr. O'Shea here at Vil-

lanova. The Chairman of the

ticket sales stated that "we
were very pleased with the re-

sponse to the ticket sales which
is as much of a tribute to the

man as the dinner will be itself."

LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

DeaR.DR!T=RS0D
DR. FROOD'8 THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: A lUtle learning can

he a dangerous thing—especially in a multiple-choice exam.

>•',?/ •'

DEAR DR. FROOD: I have been training our

college mascot, a goat. He has learned how to

open a pack of Luckies, take out a cigarette,

light up and smoke. Do you think I can get

him on a TV show?

Animal Husbandry Major

DEAR ANIMAL: I'm afraid not. To make TV now-

adays, you've got to have an act that's really

different. After all, there are millions of Lucky

smokers.

:Mif:^Mi^0^^^^^i^'f^i-' •^vi^ilSSii^^SSiiilKWjW:::^^^^

DEAR DR. FROOD: I have calculated that if the population explosion

continues at its present rate, there will be a person for every square

foot of earth by the year 2088. What do you think of that?

Statistics Major

DEAR STATISTICS: Well, one thing's sure, that will finish off the hula-

hoopers— once and for all. . ... .;

I

DEAR DR. FROOD: I am a full professor—and

yet I stay awake nights worrying about my abil-

ity to teach today's bright young college stu-

dents. They ask questions I can't answer. They

write essays I don't understand. They use com-

plicated words that I've never heard before.

How can I possibly hope to win the respect of

students who are more learned than I am?

Professor

DEAR PROFESSOR: I always maintain that noth-

ing impresses a troublesome student like the

sharp slap of a ruler across his outstretched

palm.

immmiimmis^mmmm^^^^m^

DEAR DR. FROOD: You can tell your readers for me that

college is a waste of time. My friends who didn't go to

college are making good money now. And me, with my
new diploma? I'm making peanuts!

Angry Grad

DEAR ANGRY: Yes, but how many of your friends can do
what you can do—instantly satisfy that overpowering

craving for a peanut.

DEAR DR. FROOD: Could you give a word of

advice to a poor girl who, after four years at

college, has failed to get herself

invited on a single date?

Miss Miserable

DEAR MISS: Mask?

THE RECRUITERS ARE COMING! THE RECRUITERS ARE COMING! And here's Frood to tell

you just how to handle them: These representatives of big business are, on the whole,

alert fellows. They may be aware that college students smoke more Luckies than any other

regular. Let them know that you know what's up—offer them a Lucky, then tap your cranium
knowingly. Remember— today's Lucky smoker could be tomorrow's Chairman of the Board.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES ancf get some faste for a change!
Product of </nt iJ^n€Ue<vn tJifVajeay-K^^onuuMin^— Uovaxitc- is our middle name

Juniors Defeat Seniors In
Renewal Of 58 Muff Day

AvenjriiiK the disputed loss

suffered two years ajro in their

freshman year on Freshman-
Sophomore Muff Day, the Junior
class turned back the seniors 55-

50 last Wednesday in the annual
Junior-Senior Muff Day.

As a traditional part of Junior
Week, over sixty juniors ap-

peared atrainst the small but tal-

ented senior contingent headed
by Co-ordinator John Hamilton.
Junior Chairman Jack Weed
commented, "The day was a tre-

mendous success, with only one

possible exception—the tug-of-

war, in which the seniors were
disqualified."

The Juniors proved their men-
tal ability as Mark Quinn and
Jan Gargliano predominated
over the senior chesfs^players for

the second junior victory. Senior

Tom Yodzis overwhelmed his

junior opponent but his effort

proved futile as the Juniors pre-

vailed, two matches to one.

Burke Disappointed
The scheduled tennis matches

were forfeited to the senior class

since only two juniors showed at

the courts of the three required.

Junior tennis-player Tom Burke
voiced his disappointment.

Senior hitters, crashing Jun-

ior pitcher Bob Haverlin for

twelve runs, picked up another
ten points for their class in the

12-3 baseball triumph, while an
over-confident senior polo-team,

burdened by their somewhat
obese statures, was downed by
an identical score of 12-3. Jun-
iors Dan Peshio and Tony Bate-

man, both five-four, paced the

team against the six-foot sen-

iors.

Junior Class President Jim
McMonagle broke the tape in the

440 in 55 seconds even as his

classmate Bill Borden covered

the 100 yard dash in 11.3 sec-

onds. The Heavyweight 440 yard
dash for athletes over 225 lbs.

was taken by the senior class,

under the guiding speed of foot-

ball player Joe Luzzi.

Reputed Aid
The skillful senior basketball

team managed to put down that

of the juniors, 68-63, with the

reputed aid of a sophomore. The
victory, however, was allowed to

stand as such. Jack Sweeney,
Ron Klammer, and Tom Wall led

the vain junior attempt at upset.

The Wednesday triumph was
the first time that a senior class

had ever lost to the juniors on

Muff Day. The victory was also

a moral booster for the Junior

Class since they did lose during
their Freshman year.

ReedAnd BoehmckeNamed
Co-Captains Of Swimmers

by Matt Mone
Don Boehmcke and Don Reed, I Team as co-captains at the an-

Junior standouts of this year's nual Awards Banquet held on
5-6 team, were named to lead the Tuesday, May 2, at the Bella

1961-1962 Varsity Swimming I Villa Inn, New Centerpoint, Pa.

As a capacity audience looked

on. Reed was presented the

"Most Valuable" plaque for his

contribution to the team this

The Two Dons, Reed and Boehmcke, congratulate each other on their being named Co-

Captains of next year's Swimming Team as Coach Ed Geisz looks on approvingly.

Its whats up front that counts
FILTER-BLENDI up front is a Winston exclusive. It

makes Winston really taste like a cigarette. Filter- Blend

means tobaccos specially selected and specially processed

for good taste in filter smoking. Try Winston.
K .1 ItijiiolUvToliiiiu. Cn , \Viii<ilOn-Salrni.N. C.

C '*• T- C».

WINSTON TASTES GOOD //Ae a. cigarette should!

season. Edward Riley, class of

1943, made the presentation.

This award, which was garnered

by Boehmcke in 1960, was voted

Reed by his teammates on the

basis of his outstanding ability

and consistent performance. Don
was the team's highest scorer

and a consistent double winner
in the backstroke and individual

medley events.

Boehmcke Versatile

Boehmcke, one of the most
versatile swimmers on the

squad, will repeat his role as co-

captain this year. Don is an in-

cumbent, having served this year

along with the graduating Bob
Dow. He climaxed a very suc-

cessful season by winning four

medals at the Middle Atlantic

A.A.U. Championships held in

Philadelphia. An erstwhile free-

styler, Don surprised the ex-

perts by winning the 100 yard

breaststroke title in record-

breaking time.

Mike Le Moult and Al Hicks,

two sophomores, won the other

Varsity awards. Le Moult was
chosen as the "Most Improved"

swimmer while Hicks was
named as winner of the Loyalty

Award.
Guest speaker, Ed Riley, who

was captain of the last great

Villanova swimming team be-

fore its disbandment with World

War II, marveled at the im-

provement which competitive

swimmers have made in the rel-

atively short span of years since

he represented the school. He
credited increased competition,

better training methods, and

greater determination among
the athletes as the main contrib-

uting causes to this vast

improvement. The increased in-

terest in swimming along with

its rise to major sport status was

also pointed out by Mr. Riley as

contributory factors.

Later in the evening. Bob

Rambo, diving coach at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, was

presented a special award in

gratitude for his devotion to

youth through swimming.
Freshman awards were pre-

sented to Dick McDonough.

"Moat Valuable"; Jack Ceogheg-

en, "Moat Improved"; and Dan
Hurley, "Loyalty Award".
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Wildcat Nine Now 14-2 As
Hitting And Pitching Click

by Joe McCarthy

.Smooth fielding, strong, con-

sistent hitting, and reliable

pitching have been the singular

; attributes and characteristics of

, Coach Art Mahan's Wildcat
baseball squad this year. Mahan
has taken a versatile group of

players and molded them into a
productive unit that functions
erticiently for a sole purpose

:

winning baseball.

The recent loss to Lafayette
(2-1) and not-so-recent defeat

suffered at Rutgers (2-0) con-

stitutes the only blemishes on
the Wildcat slate of 14-2.

Pitching his most impressive

performance of the season, Phil

Fidalgo, forced to get along

without the backing of the Wild-

cat sticks, experienced his first

setback in a ten-inning game at

Lafayette. Tied 1-1 going into

the bottom of the tenth, the La-

fayette, team had a mere three

hits and one unearned run off

' Fidalgo. ,.,:, ,:,•,.:.,,:,;

Heartbreaker
Back-to-back singles in the

tenth put Lafayette men on first

and third. Fidalgo looked as if

he would escape when he retired

the next batter on a pop-fly to

left. The runner on first then

stole second forcing Fidalgo to

load the bases with a walk
. to Ken Moyer, the Lafayette

second-baseman. This set up the

force play situation at any
base. Joe Gillings, however, sent

a high bounder toward Cat
shortstop Jack Lynch with the

runner moving with the pitch.

By the time Lynch had gotten

the ball out of his glove, the

winning run was streaking

across the plate. ,r

Lynch, Wiegand, Richman,
Baier, and Cramer were the only

Cats to receive hits off Lafayette

pitcher, Al Henry. The loss was
Fidalgo's first after five consecu-

tive wins. V.
. i

.

Until the tenth, the game
• could have gone either way, but

the Florida-trained Lafayette

team put the winning run across

before the Villanova power could

reach their hurler for their

ninth win in sixteen tries.

At Rutgers, pitcher Mike
Kiley appeared somewhat wild

in the first and it led to his un-

doing as a pair of runs scored on

bases-on-balls. Settling down for

the next five innings, he permit-

ted a single hit while pitching

shutout ball. The game was
called in the sixth, thus break-

ing the Villanova winning streak

at eight games.

Brighter Side

On the brighter side of things

Temple, Philadelphia Textile, St.

Jo.seph's, Penn, and Army all

yielded to the Wildcat mound
efforts and crashing bats in the

last several week. The three

triumphs over Big Five op-

ponents give the Cats a 5-0 re-

cord and undisputed first place

in the City Series.

At West Point a week ago, re-

lief pitcher Pete Connors tossed

shutout ball after taking over

.for Wayne Walz in the fifth for

his third victory of the cam-

paign. Catcher Al Wiegand
drove in what proved to be the

winning run in the top of the

fifth as one of his three rbi's of

the day. Connors also banged

two hits in three trips for a pair

of rbi's in the 10-4 triumph.

The home game against a

weak Philadelphia Textile squad

exacted little pressure on the

Cat lineup as they clubbed Tex-

tile's Bob Kornblom for fourteen

hits and seventeen runs. Pacing
the onslaught we'-e Phil Fidal-

go, starting left-fielder, and
third-baseman Don Melega. Both
players slapped four runs across

the plate while compiling two
hits apiece. Fidalgo's seventh

inning homer produced three big

runs for the Cats in the 17-3

massacre. Pitcher Walz picked up
the victory even though Pete
Connors was called in to finish up
in the top of the sixth.

. - Clutch Triple

Jack Lynch's run-producing
triple in the ninth scored the

winning run for the Cat nine to

edge out a win over Temple, 5-4.

Pitcher Mike Kiley notched the

victory when he relieved Fi-

dalgo in the eighth with two out.

Leading the hitting department,
Dan Baier had a couple of hits

including a bases clearing triple

to tie the score in the eighth.

Overpowering St. Joe's, 21-9,

the Cat artillery crushed the

efforts of the forlorn Hawks.
Scoring six runs in the third and
seven runs in the fourth iced the

desision for Villanova.

With an extraordinary display

of power and clutch-hitting, Fi-

Pitcher-outfielder Phil Fidalgo exhibits good follow-through at bat in recent game against
Philadelphia Textile.

dalgo, again playing left, un-
loaded his third homer, a bases-

loaded triple and a two-run sin-

gle to drive in six runs. Connors
relieved Kiley in the second for

his fourth victory.

Facing the Penn contingent
on May Day, Fidalgo won his

fifth straight game with aid

from Connors in the seventh
while Dan Baier starred at the

plate with a perfect day, four

hits in four trips and two rbi's.

Late Note: Villanova over

Rider 10-8. Winner, Mike Kiley:

The Cats now move into the

home-stretch in their NCAA bid.

Tareyton delivers the flavor. .

.
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Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a

unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to

make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with

a pure white outer filter—to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.

Tareyion delivers-and yoM enjoy- the beat taste of the beat tobaccos.
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outer filter
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CHARCOAL
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Against the gray background of Franklin Field Freshman Rolando Cruz clears the 15 foot

barrier to win the Penn Relays. (Photo by Mike Pastore)

Hammock^s Surge Starts

Another Penn Relay String

Villanova fielded its first shut-

tle hurdles team in the history

of the school at the Penn Relays

and nipped Dartmouth at the

tape in 1.00.8 on a rain soaked
grass track. Coach Jim Elliot's

quartet of Doug Kerr, Bob Cof-

fill, Charlie Hammock and Leon
Pras overcame a defeat in the

trials by Maryland in pulling its

second shocker of the day. Al-

though the team suflfered from
injuries, inexperience and the

wet turf it used the blistering

third leg of Charlie Hammock
as its ace in the hole for both

races.

Charlie Hammock

Hammock broke the race wide
open in the trials and came back

strong in the finals with another

fine leg to give Pras the lead

going into the final stretch.

With both races in doubt for the

first two quarters Hammock
turned on the steam to send the

Wildcats into the lead and on to

the eventual photo finish victory.

Now a sophomore, Hammock
graduated from Roman Catholic

High in 1959 where he starred

on their track team, capturing

the city championship in the 120

yard high hurdles and the high

jump in his junior year. In the

by Bob Larkin

following year he successfully

defended his high hurdle crown
while adding the low hurdle ti-

tle. His greatest thrill came
when he set the Catholic League
record for the high hurdles in

1959 at 14.6.

National AAU Meet
Hammock set a personal rec-

ord last June at the Middle At-

lantic Championships in Harris-

burg with a 14.2. He then trav-

eled to Bakersfield, California,

where he competed in the Na-

tional AAU Meet. He missed a

chance at the Olympic competi-

tion with a sixth place finish

being edged out by Rafer John-

son, Olympic decathalpn cham-

pion.

During the indoor season a

twisted ankle kept Hammock
from regaining his previous

form. At the IC4A Indoor Meet

he managed a fifth place finish

although he was forced to run in

five heats. Finishing third in the

semi-final heat the Wildcat

sophomore won the run off for

fifth place still hampered by the

ankle injury.

IC4A Competition

As a result of his showing in

the Penn Relays, Hammock hopes

to be a heavy point producer in

the IC4A competition this

month. With a fifth place finish

in the National AAU Meet this

year he may join the United

States track team touring over-

seas. Having two more years left

on the Mainline, Hammock ap-

pears to be a future NCAA title

contender. In three more years

the fleet Villanovan will compete

for a place on the Olypmic team,

a burning ambition left unful-

filled last summer.

Hurdle Team Returns
Back into form this spring he

proved to be the mainstay of

the Wildcat's first shuttle hur-

dle team. Leadoff man, Doug
Kerr, resumed hurdling just

three weeks before the Penn Re-

lays for the first time in two
years. Bob Coffill and Leon Pras
have both been hampered by in-

juries. Coflfill, who pulled before

the Quantico Mee, managed to

stay in contention but Pras, in-

door and outdoor IC4A champ,
also suffering from a leg injury,

needed Hammock's lead to hold

off the challenge from Ebers of

Dartmouth.
After losing in the heats to

Maryland's Johnson and com-
pany, the Wildcats reorganized

during a rest in the dressing

room. Following their strategy

Kerr and Cofllill held ground and
Hammock repeated his electrify-

ing run. Pras proved too strong

this time for the challangers as

the Elliotmen won their first at-

tempt at the shuttle hurdles.

With all four back next year the

hurdles quartet could start a

Penn Relay string of their own.
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I Rolando Beats Tarzan
by Jot Zowackl

al i

When a freshman can pole vault 15 feet, he is a news
item. When the same freshman can defeat an Olympian and
shrug it off gracefully, he is nothing short of amazing. Such
is the case of young Rolando Cruz, who last Saturday came
out of the AAU Invitational Pole Vault competition with a

victory over Olympian and former Villanova great Don Bragg.

Cruz is justly proud of his victory over such an outstand-

ing foe, yet upon questioning, he has to be prodded into talk-

ing about it. Further questioning indicates that Rolando has

no time to gloat over his deeds. He is now looking ahead to

his next bit of competition.

This attitude is indicative of the lad from Salinas, Puerto

Rico, for no matter how gifted the individual, only hard work
and constant practice will bring a, Frosh pole vaulter over

the 15 foot mark.

Timing

"Everything is timing," is Cruz' way of describing his

artwork. "Sometimes you can do everything right, but then
you relax going over the bar and it is in vain.

Rolando confessed to no

nervousness last Saturday at

the Penn Relays. "It is hard

to be nervous. You have so

many things to concentrate

on," he adds. That day, Bragg

had already failed three times

to clear 15' 3", and Cruz had a

chance to win it by going

higher. He missed but on the

basis of fewer total of misses,

was awarded first place. He
did think that if one of the

others had made it, he would

have also cleared 15' 3". How-

ever he did not offer any alibi Rolando Cruz

for the weather which was not conducive to track arid field

on that day.

Despite the elements, Rolando prefers to vault outdoors,

offered outdoors. Nevertheless, if indoors were the only place

offered outdoors. Neverhteless, if indoors was the only place

he could vault, there is no doubt in talking to him that he

would take the alternative quietly.

Prepped At Mercersburg

The thin, wiry youngster came to Villanova by way of

Mercersburg Academy. He chose this school over the others

competing for his talents because of many factors. Among
these reasons were the people involved. Both Jumbo Elliott

and Jim Tuppeny impressed the boy as being nice men both

on and off the track. Besides this major factor, the location

of the school and the people here pleased him. He intends to

major in Marketing but future plans are as yet unmade.

Cruz nixes any goals as to the pole vault. "When you do
that," he says, "You may reach that goal early and after

that, it is hard to better it." For this reason, he is more
than willing to work hard enough to reach the moon. At the

rate he's going now, he's liable to do just that. :;

RugbyTeam Division Three Champion
Climaxing their season with

successive victories over the

Boston Rugby Club, 37-0, and
recently over Columbia Univer-

sity, 22-9, a small but versatile

Villanova Rugby team qualified

for the Eastern Rugby Union
Championship playoffs as Divi-

sion Three Champion. The vic-

tory over the physically-big

Columbia squad was the Cats'

eighth against one loss and fifth

in league play where they ended

the season undefeated.

Villanova now will meet the

winner of the Division Two
Championship, Brown Univer-

sity, on May 13 in New York
City. The victor in this encoun-

ter will then venture their un-

defeated status against the

Division One champions, either

Dartmouth or Princeton, to de-

termine the East Coast Rugby
Champions.
Columbia raced ahead to a 6-0

midway through the first half.

Throughout the first half, the

Cats were constantly being

pressed as Columbia seldom was
held in their own territory.

With about five minutes remain-

ing, Dave Severance thrust the

Cats into the scoring column
with a fifteen yard penalty kick

from a difficult sideline angle.

The wiry and steadfast Cat's

forwards prevented any further

scoring by the Columbia squad
in the half but as the Cats went
to the dressing room, they found
that this was the first occasion

in which they have ever been be-

hind at the half.

Aided by the wind now favor-

ing the Cats, the next half be-

longed almost entirely to the

Mainliners. Within the first

twenty-five minutes, Kevin
Fynn picked up any ground
yielded during the earlier por-

tions of the game by kicking

three successive penalty kicks.

His thirteen points iced the

game for the Cats.

Disheartenment
The Columbia squad, its mor-

ale disheartened, had distinct

pre-game advantages over the

Cats. Seven of their starting fif-

teen are members of next year's

Columbia football team while

they possessed the homelield ad-

vantage.

Pressing hard for the remain-
der of the day, Columbia still

failed to hold the Cats as Cap-
tain Tony Nastri and Don Crou-
thamel each scored a try (a

touchdown, 3 pts.). On the final

play of the game a Columbia
forward, Tom Mitton, raced 45

yds. to score the final tally of the

day.

In addition to the oncoming
championships. Coach Frank
Coughlin's team have been in-

vited to return to Villanova June
10 for the annual Alumni Re-

union.
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IBaseball Scouting Report|

Mow a neutral observer rates this year's Wild-

cat baseball team.

DAN RENN RF

Converted inflelder . . . has fought way into

starting line-up with stinging line drives and
hustle . . . likes to pull the ball . . . Junior . . .

good speed, good arm . . . bats and throws right.

JACK LYNCH SS

DON MELEGA

Soph . . . terrific range either way . . . strong

arm, forms strong middle with Weigand and Baier

. . . bats left, throws right . . . good potential as

batter, but still fooled too easily . . . could be

great.

3B

Key man in Cat's success . . . never stops think-

ing . . . bats and throws right . . . hard to strike

out . . . Junior, team comedian along with Platco

. . . best big league prospect.

AL WEIGAND

BILL PLATCO

Junior . . . bats and throws right . . . very good
Jk arm and smart receiver . . . take-charge guy,

^ never stops chatter . . . hits long ball, but infre-

quently . . . Can be fooled, but has improved over

last year's .200 B.A.

LF

The "blue blazer" . . . always good for a
laugh . . . one of three seniors on team . . .

good arm, accurate . . . suffering from slump at

bat but is better hitter than has shown . . . bats

and throws from left side.

JOE CRAMER

RICH RICHMAN

Captain, Senior . . . traditional Stanky, Hemus
type . . . always hustling; makes up for defects

with 100% effort . . . bats and throws right . . .

line drive hitter, but can be fooled.

IB

Surprise of club . . . known before as good
field, no hit, has whacked ball at tremendous

early-season pace . . . switch hitter, better from

left side . . . Soph.

DAN BAIER

Soph . . . bats and throws right . . . has strong-

est arm on team, almost always accurate . . .

good pivotman, teams well with Lynch . . . has

tendency to be impatient at bat, but could develop
into excellent stickman. — *^

PHIL FIDALGO

Heavy-duty man . . . not as effective on mound
this year as last, so he doubles in outfield with

strong stick , • • Left-handed all the way . . .

Junior.

^]^i

WAYNE WALZ

MIKE KILEY

Army vet . . . Soph, married with boy, 2 . . .

good curve, has tendency to be erratic at start

of game . . . has pitched much better in stronger

Penn-Del league . . . con be expected to do more.

Soph . . . throws right, big and strong . . . has

not really been tested yet; has had good support

in games pitched . . . throws hard . . . may tire

in late innings . . . still learning.

PETE CONNORS

ART MAHAN

Mohan's secret weapon . . . has done job every

time he's been called on . . . Soph . . . throws

right . . . came out of nowhere to win relief job

. . . sneaky-type pitcher.

COACH

Good fundamentalist, but hasn't hod to resort

to too much strategy this year due to heavy artil-

lery . . . keeps team hustling . . . good con man

on field; could win gome that way alone . . .

former major leaguer.
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Otie Drayton upholds a fast growing Penn Relay tradition in crossing the tape to win the
Mile Relay Championship of America, Villanova's seventh straight. (Photo by Rich Stoughton)

Frank Budd Ties Mark
in Triangular Meet

Villanova's Olympic sprinter

Frank Budd equaled the world

record in the 100 yard dash last

Saturday, flying over the dis-

tance in 9.3 seconds. Twenty
minutes later he ran the fastest

220 in the country this year, a

brilliant 20.2 seconds.

Coach "Jumbo" Elliot claims

it was the fastest time ever run

in the East at 100 yards and

even more amazing it was the

first attempt this season for the

flashy junior, who placed fifth in

the 100 meters at Rome.

San Jose State star Dennis

Johnson has done 9.3 four times

this year but the best 220 was

20.5 by Steve Haas of Occidental

(Calif.) College.

Very Fast Track

Budd was quoted as saying he

was very relaxed, had an ex-

tremely fast track, but was sur-

prised at both times, Elliot said

he definitely would submit the

time to the Amateur Athletic

Union and the NCAA for ap-

proval since the wind was an ac-

cepted 2.6 miles per hour.

Budd's fabulous performances

overshadowed many other great

times as Villanova smashed St.

Joseph's and Georgetown—123-

38-13 respectively in a triangu-

lar meet.

The biggest surprise of the

day has to be Bobby Coffill's tri-

ple. He scored an upset over
IC4A champion Leon Pras in

the 120 yard high hurdles in 14

flat, which tied the second fast-

est time in the nation this year.

Coffill, who has been hampered
by injuries during his first two
years, also added firsts in the

broad jump and the 400 meter
hurdles.

Sophmore Doug Kerr set a

Villanova record in the javelin

with a heave of 207 feet and 5

inches. John Dante scored a

strong double, winning the half

mile in 1 :54.9 and the mile in a

fast 4:13.2.

§111111111111 Relay Roundup

IHard Luck String Brokenl
by Ed lohr

-|l

At 4 : 10 p.m. Saturday afternoon, on a wet chewed-up track

at Franklin Field, Philadelphia, Bob Raemore, who was vic-

timized with the longest and most heart-breaking hard luck

streak in many a year on the Main Line, snatched the Silver

Baton from teammate Frank Budd and doggedly held off

Olympian Earl Young to give Villanova a shocking upset vic-

tory over world record holder Abilene Christian College in

the 880 relay.

Up to then, "it had been a long season," sighed the be-

spectacled junior. "It all had started in Madison Square Gar-

den—the IC4A Indoor Championship hinged on the mile re-

lay. I was running anchor and on one of the turns, Ron Green
of Manhattan ran wide and I slanted for the inside, but when
he saw me he came back in quickly and I elbowed him to pro-

tect myself and was disqualified."

Manhattan Again
A week later Raemore and Manhattan had it out again at

the Cleveland K. of C. Meet and this time after about one

half of a lap of jostling, Artie Evans went down and both

the 'Cats and their rivals were tossed out of the race.

The jinx appeared ended with the start of the outdoor

season, but on April 22 at the Queens-Iona Relays Raemore
was caught running out the zone before Budd handed him the

baton, and down went another relay championship.

So the day of triumph was at hand for the determined Bob

Raemore, who took advantage of it as only he could, not only

by the fabulous 880 relay thriller, but also by running the

fastest leg on the Wildcat mile

contingent, a blazing 47.1

second third sector. He was
followed by "wolf" Otis Dray-

ton, who, running with a par-

tically pulled muscle, anchored

Villanova to its seventh

straight Mile Relay Champ-
ionship of America in 47.4

seconds.

Asked how he felt running
against Young — "scared

Bob Raemore stiff" was Raemore's quick

reply. He added that he thought Joe Manion ran the most out-

standing leg of the mile classic because of the tremendous
jockeying for position on that leg.

CouldnH Believe It"

"When we whipped Ablilene, world record holder (1 :22.6),

in the 880 relay they had had it—they couldn't believe we
beat them and didn't anchor Olympian Budd !"

He continued, "that, plus the chilly weather, the Texans
had missed only two days practice under the warm sun since

January 1, really shook them up and they were mentally

beaten before the big one."

Raemore is looking forward to the Ojitdoor IC4A Championship

and has been rumored day-dreaming about sneaking into the

finals of the NCAA 440.
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Tom Wall (Photo by Mike Pastore)

First Use of New^ Mendel
To Be Giving of Exams
The following is the schedule for junior and senior examina-

tions which are to begin May 22. Students are requested to note
the change of the name of Mendel Hall to Tolentine Hall. The
new Science Building bears the name Mendel Hall.

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE FOR PROSPECTIVE
Jl NE GRADUATES AND OTHER STUDENTS NOT RE-
QUIRED TO ATTEND CLASS AFTER MAY 19, 1961 (ie.,

MEMBERS OF THE CLASSES OF 1961 AND 1962).

All examinations will extend from May 22 to May 27, 1961.

All morning examinations will begin at nine o'clock. Afternoon
examinations will begin at two-thirty except where noted.

AC—Annex Classroom
CF—Commerce & Finance Bldg.

CHE—Chemical Engineering
Bldg.

JB—John Barry Hall

M—Mendel Hall (New Science

Bldg.)

VH—Vasey Hall

LIB—Library
TH—Tolentine Hall (Former
Mendel Hall)

Course Day & Time
ACCT. 132 24 AM
ACCT. 134 22 AM

Noted Poet, Speaker

John Crowe Ransom
To Lecture Tonight

Extending its attempts to

bring well-known speakers to

the Villanova campus, the Stu-

dent Council Forum program
this evening will present John
Crowe Ransom, the most not-

able recognized speaker to ap-

pear here in quite some time.

The lecture will hold forth in

the Villanova Field House at

7:30 where all admissions will

be without charge. The entire

program and its arrangements
have been handled by Bob
Bohn, Cultural Affairs Commit-
tee Chairman. ,;...,

Ransom, noted as a critic,

poet, and lecturer, is a Rhodes
scholar with a Baccalaureate de-

gree in Literature and Human-
ities from Christ Church Col-

lege, Oxford, before which he
received his B.A. from Vander-
bilt University. He has also

been appointed an Honorary
Consultant of American Letters

by the Library of Congress and
was further honored by being
the recipient of the Guggen-
hiem Fellowship in 1931-32.

(Cont'd on page 9)

Seniors Take Note! |

A complete list of |

the graduating |
class for this year |
appears on page 2. |

ACCT. 141 23 PM
ACCT. 144 24 AM
BIO. 325 22 AM
BIO. 332 24 PM
BIO. 341 23 PM
BIO. 352 22 AM
BIO. 373 24 PM
B.L. 104 22 PM
CHE. 102 25 AM
CHE. 260 23 AM
CHE. 262 22 AM
CHE. 268 25 AM
CHE. 276 23 AM
CHE. 281 24 AM
CHEM. 122 25 AM

(9:30 a.m.)

CHEM. 124 27 AM
CHEM. 244 22 AM

01

CHEM. 244
31

CHEM. 246
CHEM. 290
CHEM. 331
CHEM. 354

C.E.214

Place

115, 209CF
105, 209CF
105, llOCF
115, 209CF
117 CF
214 TH
206 TH
117 CF
214 TH
110, 209CF
B Mendel
201 CHE
1 Mendel
210 TH
202 CHE
202 CHE
216 TH

107 CF
201 CHE

22 AM 204TH

C.E.217
C.E. 228
C.E.

C.E.

C.E.

231
2.34

236

C.E. 238
C.E. 242

22 AM
26 AM
23 PM
22 AM
24 AM
(9:30)

24 AM
25 AM
23 AM
22 AM
22 AM
(9:30)
24 AM
25 AM

204TH
214 TH
212 TH
117 CF
203,204TH

302 TH
B Mendel
2 Mendel
202 CHE
204 TH

305 TH
B Mendel

Climactic Council Result:
Wall In; New Statutes Out
Tom Wall, former Vice-Chair-

man of the Student Council, last

Wednesday was elected to suc-

ceed Bob DeLisa as Chairman
of the Council and President of

the Student Body.
Wall, junior class resident

Arts representative, also served

as class president during his

sophomore year.

Wall had been nominated for

the Chairmanship by Bill

Freind, Social Affairs Commit-
tee Chairman and a member of

the Student Senate. The nomin-
ation was seconded by John
Oberlies, Council Executive

by Henry James McAteer

Vice President of Student Gov-
ernment.

Charlie Labus, junior class

resident C & F Representative,

was also a candidate for the top

position. He was nominated by
retiring Council Chairman Bob
DeLisa and seconded by Jim
Strazzella, Council Executive
Vice President for Educational
Affairs.

Deep Gratitude
Wall's immediate reaction to

his election was one of deep
gratitude. "I extend my sincere

thanks to everyone who helped

me in my effort," he said. "I am

Seniors' Dads Elated As
Wildcats Defeat Pirates
The final social activity of

the senior class as undergrad-
uates, the annual Senior
Father's Day, closed on a par-

ticularly impressive note last

Saturday, May 13. The young,
talented Wildcat baseball team
rallied in the eighth for two
runs to tie the game and then

scored a climatic run in the last

of the ninth with two out to de-

feat their Seton Hall rivals 3-2.

Over 1000 fathers and their Vil-

lanova sons attended the con-

test.

The day commenced at eleven

o'clock with Mass in St. Mary's
Grotto beneath overcast skies.

The Rev. Joseph W. Kemme,
OSA, the university's Vice-

President of Student Aflfiairs,

was the celebrant.

Immediately proceeding the

Mass, the Rev. John A. Klekotka,

President of Villanova, officially

welcomed the group. After

which, he briefly spoke on the

controversial topic of federal

aid to private and parochial

schools. ,,

,

After the talk, the assembly
adjourned to the Resident Cafe-

teria in Dougherty Hall where
the seniors and their fathers

were served a fillet mignon din-

ner, which drew bewildered
comments from many of the

senior resident students. Larry
Bathgate, Senior Class Pres-

ident, delivered the class wel-

come to the visiting fathers

while co-chairman Jack Dona-
hue acted as the toastmaster. A
short talk about the past four

years and the anticipated grad-

uation was then given by the

ther co-chairman, Dan Kelly.

The guest speaker for the

luncheon, Villanova's recently-

retired basketball mentor, Al

Severance, addressed the sen-

iors, at first noting several

humorous anecdotes. In a ser-

ious vein of thought. Severance
then pointed out that life was
just actually beginning for the

individual members of the class.

(Cont'd on page 4)

(Photo by Andy DaPuzzo)

"I guess that means another run for us doesn't it?" is the

general statement of the seniors' fathers during Father's Day
held here last Saturday. Besides the Seton Hall

—

Villanova base-

ball game (3-2, Wildcats), the fathers attended a special Mass by

Rev. Joseph Kemme, which was followed by luncheon in the

resident's cafeteria.

fully cognizant of the responsi-

bility I must bear, and will cer-

tainly do all in my power to ful-

fill the expectations of the

Council."

Privately, Wall confided that

he felt "great!" His elation was
tempered by the weight of the

problems confronting him. His
immediate difficulty will be pas-

sage of legislation and organi-

zation of the Blue Key, student

host group, as the official con-

ductor of freshman orientation.

Also, he is working to select

the Executive Vice-Presidents,

Committee Chairmen, and com-
mittee membership which will

assist him in expediting his

overall program for next year.

(Cont'd on page 8)

Class Elections See

NewFaces,NewNames
In Leaders' Capacities

Ingenious innovations, vigor-

ous exhoration, and a taut air

of expectation characterized the

polls at Alumni Hall a week ago

in the annual class elections.

Conducted under the auspices

of the senior class by co-chair-

men of the Elections Committee

of Student Council, Brian Scully

and John O'Connell, the entire

affair ran smoothly through the

day.

Throughout the day there was
a constant milling of candi-

dates and their supporters

about the entrance to the Alum-
ni Hall gymnasium. Junior Tony
Bateman developed one of the

most impressive ideas of the

campaign by stationing BATE-
MAN GIRLS, recruited from
the area girl-schools, before the

polls in his unsuccessful bid

for Student Council Represen-

tative.

Victorious in the class presi-

dential elections were Junior

Ray Trapp, Sophmore Jim Tate,

and Freshman Marty McGuinn.
A landslide vote of 354 for

Trapp countered the small op-

position received from Peter

Culhane and Mark Quinn.

In the sophmore election,

dark-horse Jim Tate with 284

ballots upset pre-favorite Bob
Mairone by 41 votes. Frosh

Marty McGuinn of the Right

party easily crushed Tim Flan-

agan, representing the It party,

303 to 216.

The most unprecedented epoch

of the day was the decisive vic-

tory of a Freshman nurse, Pa-

tricia Berry, in the race for

Sophmore Secretary against

male opposition, Ed Coffey, 306

votes to 213. She is the only

nurse to ever be chosen by a

class as its officer, which is par-

ticularly surprising in a institu-

tion where the male-female ra-

tio is better than 40-1.

(Cont'd on page 9)
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Baseball Scouting Report!
Killl! 1.^

How a neutral observer rates this year's Wild-

cat baseball team.

DAN RENN RF

Converted infielder . . . has fought way into

starting line-up with stinging line drives and
hustle . . . likes to pull the ball . . Junior • • • .

good speed, good arm . . . bats and throws right. J

JACK LYNCH SS

DON MELEGA

Soph . . . terrific range either way . . . strong

arm, forms strong middle with Weigand and Baier

. . . bats left/ throws right . . . good potential as

batter, but still fooled too easily . . . could be

great. -m-.^-^ ^

3B

Key man in Cat's success . . .never stops think-

ing . . . bats and throws right . . . hard to strike

out . . . Junior, team comedian along with Platco

. . . best big league prospect. ;;

^l.

Al WEIGAND
;*:;

BILL PLATCO

Junior . . . bats and throws right . . . very good
arm and smart receiver . . . take-charge guy,

never stops chatter . . . hits long ball, but infre-

quently . . . Con be fooled, but has improved over

last year's .200 B.A. W'
*•;

LF

The "blue blazer" .. always good for a

laugh . . . one of three seniors on team . . .

good arm, accurate . . . suffering from slump at

bat but is better hitter than has shown .... bats

and throws from left side.

JOE CRAMER'

Captain, Senior . .. traditional Stanky, Hemus

^ yp® • • • always hustling; makes up for defects

r / ^"i with 100% effort . . . bats and throws right . . .

'y/^ 1^'^- ''"6 drive hitter, but can be fooled.

RICH mmiM 'r.':[^)\:\:-:;,y-::-'y:^^^-, ib

Surprise of club .'
. . known before as good

field, no hit, has whacked ball at tremendous

early-season pace , • •Switch hitter, better from -^

Meft side-. .. .Soph. '•;.;;'/;. •/ "'.'. .'^" '^\ ''•'-•''

DAN BAIER

Soph . . . bats and throws right . . .has strong-

est arm on team, almost always accurate v. .

good pivotman, teams well with Lynch . . . has

tendency to be impatient at bat, but could develop

into excellent stickman.

PHIL FIDALGO FT
Heavy-duty man . . . not as effective on mound At

this year as last, so he doubles in outfield with f
'

strong stick . . . Left-handed all the way . . .

Junior.

m^

WAYNE WALZ

MIKE KILEY

Army vet . . . Soph, married with boy, 2 . . .

good curve, has tendency to be erratic at start

of gome . . . has pitched much better in stronger

Penn-Del league . . . con be expected to do more.

Soph . . . throws nght, big and strong . . . has

not really been tested yet; has had good support

in gomes pitched . . . throws hard . . . may tire

in late innings . . . still learning.

PETE CONNORS

ART MAHAN

Mohan's iecfietwieapoh . . . has done job every

time he's been called on . . . Soph . . . throws

right . . . came out of nowhere to win relief job

. . . sneaky-type pitcher.

COACH

Good fundamentalist, but hasn't had to resort

to too much strategy this year due to heavy artil-

lery . . . keeps team hustling . . . good con man

on field; could win game that way alone ... i

former major leaguer

Otie Drayton upholds a fast

Mile Relay Championship of A
ffrowinj; Penn Relay tradition in crossing the tape to win the

merica, Villanova's seventh straight. (Photo by Rich Sloughton^

Frank Budd Ties Mark
in Triangular Meet

Villanova'.s Olympic .sprinter

Frank Rudd equaled the world

record in the 100 yard da.sh la.st

Saturday, flying over the dis-

tance in 0.3 seconds. Twenty
minutes later he r;in the fasti'st

220 in the country this year* a

brilliant 20.2 seconds.

C(;arh "Jumbo" Elliot claims

it was the fastest time ever run

in the East at 100 yards and

oven more amazing it was the

first attempt thi.s season for the

flashy junior, who placed fifth in

the 100 meters at Rome,

San Jose State star Dennis

Johnson ha.s <lone O.IVfour times

this year but the best 220 was

20.5 by Steyo lijias of Occidental

(ruiif..)';.t;oiie|rt.:
'/'':•'''; :.;'::'

;^> •>;;;,,'Very :^ Fast Track

R u (Id was: <iu oted as say i nix h

e

was very: relaxed, h'ld an ex-

tfemi>ly fast track, but was sul'-

pri."^vd at l)oth times. Elliot .said

he definitely wouki suhniit the

time to the Amateur Athletic

Union and the NCAA for ap-

I
) rt)va 1 sinee the w i n d w Jis a n ac-

cepted 2.0 miles pei- hour.

Rudd's fabulous performances

overshadowed many other great

times as Villanova sma.shed St!

Joseph's and Georgetown— 12.'J-

38-l.'J respectively in a triangu-

lar meet.

The biggest surprise of the

day has to be Robby Colliirs tri-

ple. He scored an upset over
KMA champion Leon I'ras in

the 120 yard high hurdles in 11

flat, which tied the second fast-

est time in the nation this year.

Coflill. who has been hampered
!)> injuries during his first two
years, also added firsts in the

broad Jump and tlu* 100 meter
hurdles.

Sophmore Doug Kerr .^et a

Villanova record in the javelin

with a lu'ave of 207 feet and 5

inches. John Dante scored a

strong double, winning the half

mile in 1:54.9 and the mile in a

fast 4:ia.2.

ijiiiiiiiiiiii Relay Roundup

Hard Luck String Brokeri
by Ed Lohr

"ii

At 4:10 p.m. Saturday afternoon, on a wet chev\^ed-up track

at Franklin Field, Philadelphia, Bob Raemore, who was vic-

timized with the longest and mo.st heart-breaking hard luck

streak in many a year on the Main Line, snatched the Silver

Baton from teammate Frank Budd and doggedly held off

Olympian FZarl Young to give Villanova a shocking upset vic-

tory over world record holder Abilene Christian College in

the SSO relay.

V\) to then, "it had been a lonffse'ason," sighed the be-

spectacled junior. "It all had started in Madison Square Gar-

den—the ir4A Indoor Championship hinged on the mile re-

lay. I was running anchor and on one of the turns, Ron Green

of Manhattan ran wide and I slanted for the inside, but when
he saw me he came back in (juickly and L elbowed him to pro-

tect myself and was dis(iualified."

Manhattan Ajifain

A week later Raemore and Manhattan had it out again at

the Cleveland K. of C, Meet and this time after about one

half of a lap of jostling, Artie Evans went down and both

the 'Cats and their rivals were tos.sed out of the race.

The jinx appeared ended with the start of the outdoor

season, but on April 22 at the Quccns-lcma Relays Raemore
was caught running out the zone before Budd handed him the

baton, and down went another relay championship:'
So the day of triumph was at hand for the determined Bob

Raemore, who took advantage of it as only he could, not only

l)y the fabulous 880 relay thriller, but also by running the

fastest leg on the Wildcat mile

contingent, a blazinpr 47.1

.second third sector. He was
followed by "wolf" Otis Dray-
ton, who, running with a par-

lically pulled muscle, anchored

Villanova to its seventh

f
—

«^^^Cfl straight Mile Relay Champ-
•^ l^MB ionship of America in 47.4

seconds. '' :: V '

'

A.'^ked how he felt running
against Young — "scared

Bob Raemore «tiff" was Raemore's quick

reply. He added thjit he thought Joe Manion ran the most out-

standing leg of the mile classic becau.se of the ti-emendous

jockeying for position on that leg.

Couldn't Relieve It"

"When we whipped Ablilene, world record holder (1 :22.()),

in the 880 relay they had had it—they couldn't l)elieve we
beat them and didn't anchor Olympian Budd!"
He continued, "that, plus the chilly weather, the Texans

had mis.sed only two days practice under the warm sim since

January 1, really shook them up and they were mentally

beaten before the big one."
Kaemore is looking forward to the Outdoor IC4A Champior)ship

and has be(>n i-umoi'ed day-dreaming about sneaking into the

finalsof the NCAA 440.
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Tom Wall
: Photo by .Mik'e pci^tore)

First Use of N^ew Mendel
To Be Giving of Exams
, 1'he fullowing is the sclieihile for junior and senioi- examina-
tions whieh are to beginMay 22. Students are reViut-sted to not(v

tilt: eluinge of the name of .Mendel Hall to Tolentine Hall. The
ne\v Sc-ieriee l|tiil(!ing lu'ars t he rinnie\\leii(l('l Hall.

riNAL K.XA.MI.NATIO.N SCHKDILi: IOK PROSIMX'TIX K
Jl NK (iKADlATIOS .AM) OTIIKR STM)I-:NTS .NOT Kl^
(Miin:i) '!() ATTIOM) CLASS AFTI<:R may HL VMW (ie..

>li:>lJii:KS OF THK classics of HKH and 11M)2).

All exaniinations will extend froinAljiy 22 toMay 27, 1001.

.VII t'fioiMii rig rxanii nations vvi 11 begin at nine o'clock. .Afternoon
• \aniiriat iotisvvill begin iitytvyo-thirty except where noted.

AC-: A nnex Classroom
( 'F {'onunei'ce & Finance Hldg.

CHK Chemical Fngineerijig :

Kldg.

•ji; ,I(»hn BaiTv Hall.

M Mendel Hall ( XeW Science

Noted Poet, Speaker

John Crowe Ransom
To Lecture Tonight

Fx^tendiiig its attempts. '.. to

bring well-known speakers, to

tlie \'illanova i-ampus, the; Stii-

(lent Council Forum program
this evening will pi'esent John
("I'owe liansom, the most not-

able, recognized .speaker lo ap-

pear hei'e in (juitesOnietirne.
' Tb' lecture will hold ft)rth iti

the A'illanova, Field House at

7 :.".<• where all adnlissions will

bi' without charge. The entire

]u-ogram and its arrangements
have been handled hy Hoi)

l>ohM. ('ultural Affairs Commit-
tee Chairman.

Ransom, noted as * a critic,

jioet. and lectui'er. is a Rhodes
.^x'liojar with a l!accalau]"eate de-

gree in Literature and Human-
it ies. from (

' h rist Cliu rch Col-

lege, t)xfor(L before whieh lu'

received his ILA. from V'ander-

l»itt Cnivj'rsity. He has al.<(»

been appointed an Honoraiw
ronsiiltant (d" American Letters

by th*^ Libraryof Congress and
was further honored by being
the recipient of " the (lUggen-

hiem Fellow.ship in HKU-.'i2.

' CotitM on page W)

Seniors Take Note!

A complete list of

the graduating

class for this year

appears on page 2.

:: Hidg.

)

VIL VaseyMatI
LIB 'Library

Tif Tolentine Hall

Mendel Hall)

Cour.se l)ay ^: Tinie

ACCT. i:)2 24 A^L
ACC1M:T4
ACCT 141

ACCt.144
HIO. M25

:]n2

:{4L

:i52

:i7:l

HH).
HIO.
HIO.

bio:
B.L. 1(14

CHK. 1(12

('IIK.2<;(»

CHK. 202

('HF. 208
rHK.270
('HF.2S1

CHEAL 122 25 A M
: (0:S() a.ni.)

(MIF.M. 124 27 AM
C11F.M.244 22 AM

• tl

('I1F.M.244

:H

('HFM.24r,
CH KM. 200
CIlF.M.:'.:n

('HF.M.:ir>4

C.F.2M

( Fortiier

F'lace

M5,2(H)CF
1(15. 2(i9CF
lo,-,. IKK'F
115, 2i»9('F

117 C'F'
214 TH
2(m;th
117 CF
214 TH
110, 2(>0('F

H Mendel
201 niF
1 Mendel
210 TIL :

202 CHK
202 (^11

F

2ir, TH

107 CF
201 CHK

22AiM[ 204TH

22 AM
2:nm
24 A M
22 A .M

24 F.M

'2;VPM
22 AM
24 P.M

22 PM
25 A M
2:'. AM
22 AM
^5 AM
2:VAAI
24 A M

C.E.217
O.K. 228

C.F.2:U
C.F.2:M
C.F. 2:i0

CF. 2:'.8

CF. 242
(Con

22 AM
2r, AM
2\\ PM
22 A M
24 A M
(1) ::',())

24 A M
25 AM
28 AM
22 AM
22 A M
(;)::'.0)

24 A M
25 A M
I'd on pa

204TH
214 TH
212 TH
117 (M''

2o."..2o4TH

:i02 TH
B Mendel
2 Mendel
202 (11

F

204 TH

:i05TH
B Mendel
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Climactic Council Result:
Wall In; New Statutes Out
Tom Wall, former Vice-Chair-

man of the Student Council, last

Wednesday was elected to suc-

ceed Rob DeLisa as Chairman
of the Council and President of

the Student Body.

Wall, junior clas.s resident

Arts representative, id.so served
as class president during his

.sophonKu-e year, :.-...

Wall had been nominated for

the Cnairmanship by Rill

Freind. Social Affairs Commit-
tee Chairman and a member of

the Student Senate. The nomin-
ation was seconded by John
Oljerlies, Council Executive

by Henry James McAteer

Vice President of Student Gov-
ernment.

Charlie Labus, junior class

resident C & F Representative.

was also a Candidate for the top

position. He was nominated by
retiring Council Chairman Bob
DeLL-^a and seconded by Jim
Stra/.'/ella, Council Executive
Vice President for Educational

Affairs. ,

Deep Gratitude
Wall's immediate reaction to

his election was one of deep

gratitude. "1 (extend my sincere

thanks to everyone who help(>d

me in my effort," he said. "1 am

Seniors' Dads Elated As
Wildcats Defeat Pirates

The filial .social activity of

the senior elass as undergrad-
uatesv \ the annual .Senior

Father's Day, closed on a i>ar-

ticulai"!.^' impre.s.sivc \\o\v. last

Sat u I'day , M ay 1 :). . The :
you ii g,

talented Wildcat l)asel)all team
ralli«'d jii-thp' eighth for two
run.s to tie the game and then

.scored a climatic i*un in the last

of the ninth with two out to de-

feat their Seton Hall rivals ;^2.

Over 1000 fathers and their ViL
htnfVVa sons attended the con-

gest.

'\'\\v (lay commenced at eleven

o'clock withMass in St. Mary's
(Irotto beneath overcast skie.s.

The Ilev. Joseph W. Kemme.
OSA; the uhivt'J'sity's Vice-

Pi'esideht (>f Student Afliairs,

was the celebrant.

Inmiediately proceeding the

•Mass, the Rev. Johtt A. Klekotka,

President of Vi Ha ivova.oHicially

w:elcom(Ml the grouj). After
which, he bi-iefly s[)oke on the

controversial topic of federal

liid to private and parochial
schools.

. After the talk, the assembly
adjourned to the Resident Cafe-

teria in Dougherty Hall where
the seniors and their fathers

were .served a fillet migiion din-

net, which drew bewildered
comments from many of the

senior I'esident students. Larry
Bathgate. St-nior Class Pres-

ident, delivered the clas.s wel-

come to the visiting fathers

while co-chairman Jack Dona-
hue acted as the toastmaster. A
short talk about the past four

years and the anticipated grad-

uation was then given hy the

t her co-chairman, Dan Kelly.

The g-uest speaker for the

luncheon. Villanova's recently-

retired basket l)all mentor. Al

Severance, addressed the sen-

iors, nt first noting several

humorous anecdotes. In a ser-

i ou s vein of t hou gh t. Severance
then poiiited out that life was
just actually Ix-gijining for the

individual members of the clas.s.

(Photo by Andy DnPiiZzo)

"I guess that means another run for us doesn't it?" is the

general statement of the seniors' fathers during Father's Day
held here last Saturday. Besides the Seton Hall—Villanova ha.se-

hall game ('\-'l. Wildcats), the fathers attended a special Ma.ss hy

Rev. Joseph Kemme, which was followed hy luncheon in the

resident's cafeteria.

fully cognizant of the responsi-

bility I must bear, and will cer-

taiidy do all in my power to fuU
fill the expectations of the

CounciL" / ' -

Privately, Wall confided that

he felt "great!" His elation was
t('mi)ered by the weight of the

problems confronting him. His

immediate difficulty will be pas-

sage of legislation and organi-

zation of the Blue Key, student

host group, as the ollicial con-

ductor of freshman orientation.

Also, he is working to select

the Executive Vice-Presidents,

(•ommittee Chairmen, and com-
mittee membership which will

assist him in expediting his

overall program for next year.

(Cont'd on page 8)

Class Elections See

New Faces,NewNames
In Leaders' Capacities

Ingenious iiinovat ions, vigor-

ous exhoration, and ji taut air

of expectation characterized the

[xvlls at Alumni Hall a week ago

in the annual elass elections.

Conducted under the au.spices

of the senior class by co-chair-

men of the Flections Committee
of Student Council. Brian Scully

ami John O'Connell. the entire

affair ran smoothly through the

d ay.- .:;..;^ -.;,:;.>.. -

Throughout the day there was
a constant milling of candi-

dates and their supporters

J 1 1 »o u 1 1 h e e n t ran ce to t he Alum-
ni Hall gymnasium. Ju nior Tony
Batemaii develo|)ed ope of the

most impressive ideas of the

campaign by stationing B.\TE-
MAN (ilHLS. recruited from
1 he area girl-schools, before the

polls In his unsuccessful bid

for Student Council Represen-

tative.
;
.:, ^,' :_::..:': ;.. ' •/:'. ;.., •.;•'•

Victorious in the' class presi-.

(lential elections were Junior

Ray Tra|)p. Sophmore Jim Tate,

and Freshman Marty Mcduinn.
A landslide vote of '554 for

Trapj) countered the small op-

position re c e i \'e ( 1 f i*om Peter

Culhane and Mark Quinn.

In the sophmore election,

dark-horse Jim Tate with 2M
ballots upset pre-favorite Bob
.Mai rone by 41 votes. Fro.sh

.Marty McCuinn of the Right

[tarty easily crushed Tim Flan-

agan, rt'presenting the It i)arty.

'My.\ to 2n;.

The most unprecedentedepoch
of the day was the decisive vic-

tory of a Freshman nurse, Pa-

tricia Berry, in the race for

Sophmore Secretary against

male opposition. Kd Coffey, :U)t)

votes to 21:L Sh»' is the only

nurse to evei* be choseii by a

class as its wtlicer. which i>t par-

ticularly surprising in a institu-

tion where the male-female ra-

tio i.^ ln'tter than KM.

(Cont'd on page 9)
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Prospective Graduates, 1961
UNDER GRADUATE

SCHOOL
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Robert Lawrence Altomare

Jerome Francis Bevilacqua, Jr.,

Robert Henry Bohn, Jr.

Mason William Borgman, O.S.A.

Bruce Michael Bossert

Frances William Boufford

Theodore Anastasios Boundas
David Lloyd Brecht, O.S.A.

Robert Nicholas Campolongo
Gregory Charles Carnevale, O.S.A.

Joseph Louis Cascioii, O.S.A.

Daniel Vincent Cashman
William Francis Cassin, Jr.

Joseph Stanley Ciesielski

Joseph Patricic Clark

Leonard Joseph Clune, Jr.

Joseph Robert Conlin

Charles John Cooper ':'

Bernard Thomas Cosmi

Robert E. Coumbe, O.S.A.

"Sister Madonna Marie Cunning-

ham, O.S.F.

Joseph Edward Del Guercio

Michael David Donahue
Thomas Edward Dondero
Raymond Thomas Dullard, O.S.A.

Richard D. Emery, Jr.

Francis Kennedy Farrell

David Porter Fitzgerald

William Joseph Freind

James Charles Friedel, O.S.A.

Sister Marie Suzanne Friel,

C.R.S.M.

Anthony J. Gaetano
Ann Marie Gallagher

Gerard Peter Gelinas

Stanley Thomas Gogoj, Jr.

Albert Paul Gorka, O.S.A.

John F. Hamilton

John Thomas Hogan, O.S.A.

Owen Raymond Jackson, O.S.A.

Michael Bruce Kean
Michael Luke Keating

Joseph Michael Kelly

Thomas Richard Kennedy
Vincent Joseph KuberskI

Nicholas Albert Labruna
Philip Frank LoPiccolo

Thomas Arthur Luebking

Sister Marie Celestine Lynch,

C.R.S.M.

John William Lynn

Claude M. Marshall, O.S.A.

Joseph Victor Mastromatto
David C. Maxwell

John Vincent McDonnell

James Henry McGill

Edward Joseph McLaughlin

James Jerome McMahon
Richard Timothy McNamar
Thomas Francis McNaney
Emil Anthony Muchetti, O.S.A.

Thomas Michael Murnane, O.S.A.

•Edward Fintan Murphy
William Allen Murphy
Sister Maria Christi Nawn,

C.R.S.M.

Richard Henry Normile

Richard Raymond O'Brien

William Michael O'Grady

Edward Stephen O'Keefe, Jr. rsS

. William J. O'Leary

Paul Joseph O'Rourke ;..';.

Sister Mary William Pascoe, ;'v /;, .

^': .C.R.S.M.

Robert Joseph Piccone

Joseph Francis Pillon, Jr.

Thomas Lawrence Pristavec

•Thomas Joseph Quigley

Louis G. Francis Retacco

Nicholas Joseph Ritter, O.S.A.

John Edward Rotelle, OS. A.

George Patrick Roy, O.S.A.

Joseph Gerard Ryan, O.S.A.

Thomas Francis Samulewicz

Sister Clare Miriam Schnant,

O.S.A.:- :

John Peter Schmidt, O.S.A.

Melvin Gerald Schwartz

John Paul Shanle, O.S.A.

Michael John Sheehan, O.S.A.

John Thomas Shirley, O.S.A.

Charles Richard Simmonds .;

James Lambert Singer, O.S.A.

John Ryan Smith

Robert Ronald Sottilaro

John Edward Stefan

Victor Thomas Strano

James Anthony Strazzella

Gary Michael Susnjara

Regis John Swajknwski, 0. S.A.

Frederick Harold Taggart, O.S.A.

Philip John Tama
Eugene Jude Taylor, O.S.A.

Richard Leo Terry

Keith Ellsworth Thedens, O.S.A.

Michael C. Tighe

Alfred Louis Tripamer, O.S.A.

Walter Augustine Ullrich

Gerald Joseph Van Overbeek,

OSA.
Richard George Voigt, O.S.A.

Francis Philip Walusek, O.S.A.

J. Michael Wesley

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ACCOUNTING

John William Francks

Lawrence Edward Loughlin

John P. McCarthy

WiUiam Joseph McLaughtin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN BUSINESS

ADMINISTRATION
John P. Ellff, Jr.

Richard Henry Harris

Frank G. Hazel

Walter Philip Heck, Jr.

William Joseph Hufnell

Matthew W. Lacko
Edward 0. Lind, Jr.

John Joseph McElwaine
Stephen William Miller

Robert Archibald Morrison

John Richard Relff

Charles J. Riley

Emidio R. Santoleri

Robert George Sheets

BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING

Francis Xavler Boes, Jr.

Anthony John Cavanna
Lamont George Dare
Robert John Durney
William Thomas Dusseau
Carl William Engblom
Richard Alexander Fiorelli

Richard Peter Fogaroli

Charles Joseph Hamburger
John James Holas

George Terrance Kelly

Bernhard Josef Kraus
Nicholas Michael Napoli

Clinton Joseph Norris

Gerald Joseph O'Brien

Gerard John O'Rourke

Joseph Frank Ortaldo

Robert Francis Paternostro

Evelio Adolfo Perez-Albuerne

George John Rose

Edward James Schaller

Donald Francis Sekits

John Joseph Sullivan

James Joseph Weinert

BACHELOR OF CIVIL

ENGINEERING
William Joseph Bosche

Earl Frederick Buser
William John Byrne, Jr

Edward Brydges Camden
Stephen Thomas Campbell

Jerry John Cardarelli

Bernard John Cohan
Richard John Connell, Jr.

Armand Albert Cote

Gaston J. Criblez, Jr.

Charles Joseph Doherty, Jr.

Joseph Dominic Echelmeier

Robert J. Fileccia

John James Gallen, Jr.

Gerald Joseph Gausch

Ralph Anthony Gervasio

Thaddeus Steven Glinka

John Michael Hampton
Philip Elijah Hawley

James R. Kane
Joseph Damien Kane
Charles A. Kline

James 0. Morrissey, Jr.

Paul Francis Morrissey

Douglas James Murray
John William Oberlies

John M. O'Connell, Jr.

David Scott O'Connor

Raymond Gerard Regan
' John Buckley Seber

:. Joseph Michael Stevens, Jr.

•' Frederick Joseph Thompson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ECONOMICS

Thomas D. Adams
Michael S. Alba •'..^- .;•>:: I'.'i ,

: Roger Vincent Allen •

' ..'

Richard Philip Altringer . , .

Joseph Ward Armand, Jr. ,

'

.

'

Joseph Donald Armon
Anthony John Arriviello, Jr. •-•.'.•.'.

William Augustus Atlee, Jr. .'•'.•. .•

Arthur Randolph Austin ..;...;•';

, Richard Bruder Bachman
Anthony Mario Badalamenti ': ."

.

Robert Thomas Bagshaw

;
Salvatore Michael Barbush

.' James Francis Barnes

Donald Andrew Baron

Robert Joseph Barone

Lawrence Emil Bathgate, II

Mark Sterling Bennett

John Francis Bishop

William Charles Boettger

Richard Newman Bohan

William P. Bowersock

John Edward Boyle

Robert Valentine Brogan

Thomas McDonald Brown

Robert Edward Burke

Chester Joseph Buttonow, Jr.

Robert Owen Cahill

Richard Joseph Calhoun

August John Calimano

Paul Ambrose CalissI

William Joseph Campbell

James Joseph Capobianco

••Frank P. CappellettI, Jr.

Charles Henry Caputo

John Edward Carlckhoff

David Paul Carney

Francis Patrick Carolan

Michael John Cerchio

Steven A. Civera

James Gerard Cleary

Lance David Colonna

•James Francis Connor, III

Nicholas P. Constantakis

Joseph Patrick Cooney

James Martin Corley

James Michael Corroon

Kenneth Edward Corson

Joseph Michael Costa

John Joseph Costanzo

John Charles Craig

Joseph Anthony Cullen

Peter Anthony Cunicelll, Jr.

John Burrwood Daly

Gary Thomas Dascenzo

Richard Andrew Delaney

Frank Thomas DeMaio
•Charles Raymond DeVirgillis

William Edward Dudley D
. David Joseph Dillworth

Salvatore Thomas DiMascio

John J. DiPaul

Dennis B. Donahue
Richard Francis Donahue, Jr
John Peter Donohue
Robert Emmet Donohue
James J. Dooley

Thomas Joseph Doran
•Edward John Dougherty

Robert Frederick Dow, Jr.

David Dooner Doyle

Thomas Samuel DraganI

John Michael Drees

Kevin Francis DriscotI

Gordon M. Eberly

John Paul Fadgen

John Francis Fahey

Brian Joseph Farrell

Edward Francis Fatz

Richard George Ferland

Benigno R. Fernandez

John Richard Ferry

Samuel Neil Feula, Jr.

•Frank R. Ficca

Barry Mark Finkel

John Edward Fitzgerald

Richard Francis Fitzgerald

Michael Francis Fitzpatrick

•Dennis James Flanagan, Jr.

Thomas Michael Flynn

William Joseph Flynn

Joseph George Follmer

Edmund Robert Folsom

John Fortuna, Jr.

Ludwig Joseph Franz

Donald Joseph Fries

Robert Michael Fullen

Robert James FyfPe, Jr.

Stephen John Gajda, Jr.

Edward Paul Gallagher

Stephen Patrick Gallagher

Louis John Gensits

Paul Lee George

Carl John Gerosa, II

John Thomas Gerstmefer

Albert A. Giagnacova, Jr.

Lawrence Timothy Giardina

Francis John Gilligan

Thomas W. Glaccum

William Joseph Glancey

Michael Patrick Gleason

John Martin Graber

Ronald James Graczyk

Lawrence Anthony GrassI

David R. Grenon

Henry Paul Greve

Frank Fred Guarnierl

Harry Richard Hagan

Edward Martin Happ, Jr.

Joseph F. Hellenbrand

Daniel Robert Henderson

John Michael Hickey

Harvey M. Hillman, Jr.

Michael Hirsch

Milton Charles Hoffman

Daniel Joseph Hogarty, Jr.

.

James S. Hooker .'.

.;• Robert Joseph Huppman -V

Joseph V. Hurley, Jr.

'Frank John Jindra

••James Shannon Jordan

. . Louis D. Joseph
V'

'

Alain Pierre Joullie

Paul Josph Kacsur, Jr. ;

Richard John KaminskI

Richard Edward Keane

Patrick Raymond Keenan

Christopher Francis Kelley

Daniel Joseph Kelly

Edward Joseph Kelly

Gerald Francis Kelly

James Douglas Kelly

John A. Kelly, Jr.

Matthew A. Kelly, Jr.

Peter J. Kenny

Philip James Kenny

James Patrick Kilbride

Donald Anthony Koch

•CllfTord Ward Kopf

John A. Koval

George Aloysius Kyle

Francis Charles LaMaina

John Joseph Lambert

John Joseph Lanahan, Jr.

James Patrick Lang

Martin Joseph Larghi

Thomas Edward Larkin

Alfred William Lauck, Jr.

Christopher J. Lawless

William E. Leisey, Jr.

Harry Robert Leitner

Robert Valentine Lento

Raymond J. LetkowskI

Robert Nicholas Liberatore

Dennis Michael Libutti

Ronald R. Locandro

Joseph Alphonsus Lowry

Daniel G. Luongo

igges

James Aloyslous Lynch, Jr.

Thomas Joseph Lynch

J. Barry MacNeal
Denis Francis Magee
John Joseph Maguire, Jr.

•Jeremiah Paul Mahoney
Joseph James Manion
Vincent Carmen MarchesanI

Frank Joseph Marchese
Joseph Ralph Marchlone
Francis A. Marincola

Joseph James Martini, Jr.

Albert Paul Massey, Jr.

Michael Joseph Massey
William George McCatI

Charles Edward McCarrick

•Edward Michael McCarthy
John Branson McClay
Richard Francis McCloskey
David John McCue
Robert Blanc McCue
Thomas Francis McDevitt

•Michael James McFadden
John Patrick McGarry, Jr.

Thomas E. McHale
Francis Joseph McKay
Cornelius James McMonagle
Francis Williams McNally

Joseph James McPeak
Robert Joseph McVeigh
James Joseph Meiklejohn

John Christopher Mellon, III

Michael Edward Menster

Joseph Anthony Michell, III

F. Kirk Michener

Alexander Anthony Milotlch

Ralph Eugene MirarchI

Thomas Vincent Monaghan
Edward James Mooney
James Courtney Moore
James Joseph Moore, Jr.

John Wayne Moore
Edward Francis Moriarty, Jr.

Daniel Joseph Moyer
Alan E. Muller

Dennis Edward Mulligan

John William Mullikin, Jr.

James A. Mulvihill

James Richard Mulvihill

Francis Joseph Murnaghan
Donald Edward Murphy
Thomas F. Murphy
William Anthony Murphy
Anthony Bernard Murray
Gregory P. Myer

•Furman Joseph Nagle

Harry Edward NefT

Henry Wilson Nelll

James Patrick Nettleton

Dennis Michael Nolan

•John Walter Nolan

Keith Byron Nothstein

Arthur John Chester

Daniel J. O'Brien

Eugene J. O'Brien

John C. O'Brien

John Lawrence O'Dea

•Thomas Henry O'Hara

Jose Victor Oliver, Jr.

Francis Domenick Pacello

Ferdinand Vincent Paciolla

James W. Palsir

Philip Joseph Pante

Edward T. Paulsen

John Anton Pedisich, Jr.

James Joseph Phair

Fred F. Picard

Kenneth J. Pilla

Donald Francis Pirozzo

Frank Anthony Pizzi, Jr.

John William Plaatje

William Peter Platco

Charles Raymond Presley

Ralph Francis Pupo

Richard Folev Quinn

Kenneth W. Rath ,. ...

Gerald E. Reeves

Thomas Joseph Reilly .'

.

John Joseph Reina ,•"•:;•..

Anthony M. Renaldo „-,,';

Peter D. Richardson

James Thomas Rieker

Thomas James Rieker

Neal Joseph Roach

Harold Thomas Robinson, Jr.

Joseph Mario Rosica

Frank Joseph RossettI

Robert Alexander Rough

Anthony Gustav Rugel

John Alexander Sanders

Francis Gerald Santillo

•Thomas Anthony Santoro

Robert Joseph Scalia

Terrence Maurice Scanlon

Sheldon Francis Schobert

John Williamson Seal

•William Joseph Seigel, Jr.

Joseph Patrick Shanahan, Jr.

William J. Sharkey

John Edward Shea

Philip F. Sheats

John Knox Sheldrake, Jr.

•David Nicholas Sirgany

James Edward Smith

Andrew Edward Soltis, Jr.

Frank Cotladay Sommer
Daniel Walter Stager

Philip Keeney Stonier

John Masakazu Sugiura

Jerome Leo Sullivan

Robert Nold Sullivan

William H. Sullivan

Nicholas Joseph Tassone

Richard Ceasar TInucci

•Paul J. Tomczyk
William Patrick Touey

Francis John Tripodi

Harry Francis Undercoffler

John George Valva

•John Harding Van Dusen

Cornelius Joseph Vaughey
John Richard Vaughey

Patrick Joseph Wallace

•John David Wallin

Daniel John Walsh, III.

Raymond Michael Walsh
Robert Louis Whelehan
Richard Anthony Wilder

Edward B. Wise
Carl George Wolf
Francis Edmund Xavler

Donald George Zifchak

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION

Louis G. Atessandrini

Sister Mary Anne Joseph Branton,

C.R.S.M.

Joseph A. Ciccone, Jr.

Robert John DeLisa

Marlene J. Gagllardi

Margaret Theresa Giordano

•Dolores Marie Jemionek

G. Donnon McGinley

Mary Bernadette McGlynn
Sister M. Roberta Ochs, O.S.B.

John Joseph O'Donnell

John Joseph Phipps

Edward Martin Purnell

Sister M. Valentina Riddle, O.S.B.

Michael Francis Stafford

James Joseph St. Hilaire

Francis Joseph Vangeli

Thomas Frank Yodzis

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Robrt David Albrecht

Charles Allison Alexander, III

V. Allan Bauso
Dennis Anthony Caponigro

Nicholas Michael Cassetta

Thomas Aquinas Chambers
Joseph Henry Cramer

Terrence Patrick Curley .

Thomas Jude Donohue

•Brian Kevin Donovan

•Francis Joseph Dunn
William Joseph Faccidomo

•Francis Joseph Fajella

John Joseph Fee

Edward Ralph Fittipaldi

Carl Leo Francis

Royal Bertram Giffen

William Richard Hogan
Francis J. Huf

Richard Currie Jensen

Richard Michael Keeley

Robert Kerr

Joseph Paul Leonzi, Jr.

Joseph Lawrence Luzzi

Joseph G. Marone

George Ellard McCarthy

William Patrick McCarthy

William Howard McClure, Jr.

Paul V. McGinnis

Lawrence Joseph Mozian

Michael F. Mullen

J. David Murphy
Anthony Domenic Nastri

Thomas R. Natal, Jr.

Edward Joseph Nolan

James Anthony Phillips, Jr.

Andrew John Piscatelli, Jr.

Robert Jacob Plowman

Robert Francis Redmond

Patric J. Romand
Robert Michael Rose ;•

.: John Daniel Rosella ;: ^ ;>.;"'

•

>Alvy Richard Schaum
David Earl Severance

Michael James Spahn

Dominic Joseph Tieri

•Dennis John Young '
•

'

Robert Joseph Conboy

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMISTRY

Richard Wliliam Cordell

Fernando Galatas

Thomas Richard Gavin

John Paul Judson

George Vincent Purcell

Edmund Nell Ricchezza

Eugene Rodgers

Anthony Gabriel Zacchei

Edward J. Zehler

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MATHEMATICS

Gerald Eugene Carlin, Jr.

Joseph George Cicci

Ronald Joel Del Vecchio

Richard Owen Gormley

Robert Edmond Johnson

Vincent Leslie Kirk

Jon Louis Lisitski

Donald Joseph Livengood

Thomas L. Loughlin

Joseph Francis McGrath

Edward Joseph McNichol

Mario Joseph Medio

James Edward Paul

George C. Porter, Jr.

Joseph Anthony Remy
Walter S. Sroka

John A. Voipe

Charles Lawrence Weaver

Richard Joseph Wickersham

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHYSICS

David Charles Beehler

T. Dennis Brennan

James Peter Brown, Jr.

Alexander Joseph Casella, Jr.

Richard William Clemens

Nicholas John DeAngelis

Salvatore Daniel Lantleri

Ronald Paul Lepping

Francis Edward McCormick
John James McKeough, III

James Carl Seller

Frank A. Smith

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN BIOLOGY

Edward John Batta

Joseph Anthony Caprini

Alfred John Carlson, Jr.

Richard Anthony Chidsey

Dominic Anthony DIorio

Frederick Michael Foley

Robert Joseph Goldberg

Albert A. Kaplan

Sister M. John Therese Lewis,

O.S.F.

Dennis James Lynch

Carlo B. Melini

Edward George Morhauser

Vince John Paczkoskie

Thomas Michael Probert

Peter John Runge
Robert C. Steeb

Barry Wills

Joseph A. Zeccardi

BACHELOR OF
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ralph Carl Ascoli

John Jacob Ayoub, Jr.

Arthur James Boyle

John Thomas Campbell, III

Terence Patrick Connell

Gerald Richard Curulla

David E. Denlinger

Ronald Stanley Dobies

John Daniel Dorgan, Jr.

Edward Joseph Duckworth

Edward Joseph Duffy

Edward K. Emerle

Francis John Finnegan

James Francis Furey

John Leo Gaffney

Paul Vincent Gallagher

Ricardo J. Garrido

Edmund John Germann
Edward A. Guro
Hsiao Ping Hau
Robert Albert Healey

Edward Anthony Jelesiewicz

Thomas Eugene Jones

Joseph Walter Kaszupski, Jr.

James Alexander Kavanagh

Robert William Kempen
Daniel Paul Kostick

Donald Eugene Lake

Albert Michael Lawler

Edward Charles Lesoravage

John Paul Livezey, Jr.

Robert Jacob Mackey

W. Stephen Mahle

Lawrence Patrick Maucher

L. Marhall McCloskey, Jr.

Joseph Thomas McFadden
Charles Michael McKeough
John Francis Merges

Robert Anthony Mergliano

Argentino Luis Minana Menendez

Paul Edward Muench

Joseph Thomas Muldoon, Jr.

Charles A. Palmer

Cecil Sloane Richardson

Robert Valentine Romlniecki

Thomas J. Rvan ,. , ...

Walter John Ryba •' '."•.

James Michael Saboe

Richard Edgar Schneider ;
. V ,

Francis Thomas Schwartz

Paul Peter Smitgin

Joseph Michael Spodaryk

Bernard C. Toth

Bernard Christopher Urynowicz, Jr.

David Hugh Walsh

Hugh John Ward, Jr.

BACHELOR OF
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

Joseph Lawrence AmbrogI

Michael Domenic Appolonia

William Frederick Ball, Jr.

Rocco Anthony Benedetto

Ronald Michael Bullotta

Joseph Francis Calabria

Ralph Mario Catanese

Franklin John Cona
John Charles Conine

Frank Simon Contey

Robert Joseph Cooney

Paul Eugene Crawford

•Daniel Joseph Donovan

Joseph Peter Dopp
William Peter Downey
Francis Joseph Eberle

Frederick C. Fagan

Robert Louis Fink

Paul Joseph Giordano

Waiter Joseph Huder

Dennis Mario lavarone

Joseph J. Kelly

Joseph Charles Lamon
John Joseph Lucas

•Francis William Madden
John Paul Malriat

(cont'd on page 8)

Dr. Nova Publishes Book:
Analysis of Governments

Long Line Of McEntees
Comes To An End At VU

Analysis of Contemporary

Gove)'nments, the new book by

Doctor Fritz Nova, a professor

of political science, will be pub-

lished in January of 1962. The
book deals with a comparison of

every country in Europe in

terms of each country's consti-

tutions and constitutional laws.

The book is in the form of a

college level text book. Besides

being a text book it will also

serve the purpose of a mono-

graphic and documentary read-

ing.

Current Analysis

Doctor Nova pointed out that,

"Because it is less concerned

with historical documentation,

it can therefore go to greater

depth in current institutional

analysis."

The publisher of the book is

Helicon Press of Baltimore.

In addition to being an ac-

complished writer. Doctor Nova
reviews books for The Catholic

Standard and Times and the

Catholic Library Service.

Also, Doctor Nova has re-

ceived great recognition at Vil-

lanova by being appointed

moderator of the University's

International Relations Society

which recently made a success-

ful field trip to Washington, D.

C. The highlights of the trip

were the visits to the Russian

Embassy, the State Department

and the White House.

May 8 Elections To

Determine Officers

For Pre-Law Society

The Villanova Pre-Law Socie-

ty has elected its new officers

at a meeting held May 8.

The new president will be
John J. Dillon; vice-president,

George F. West; secretary,

James Connelly; treasurer, Tom
Callan; Student Council repre-

sentative, Ross Anzaldi; and li-

aison officer, Norman Garrelts.

Dillon has promised the best

year in the society's history

with many activities and visit-

ing speakers.
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SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE

New "wetter-than-water* action melts beard** tough,
nest— In seconds. Remarkable new "wetter-than-water**

action gives Old Spice Super Smooth Shave its scientific

approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of

barber shop shaves. Melts your beard's toughness like hot

towels and massage— in seconds.

Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. A unique combination of anti- evaporation agents

makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier . . . gives you
the most satisfying shave ... fastest, cleanest— anij most
comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.

What may be said to be "the

end of an era" will come to a

singular close at the Law School

graduation exercises this June.

Extraordinary intelligence, per-

servering industry, and a pecu-

liar, yet rigorous, loyalty to

Villanova University has char-

acterized the past sixteen years

in the McEntee family of

Franklin, New Jersey.

Within the next month, Vil-

lanova will graduate its only

third-year female Law student

and thus establish a glowing

fini in the annuals of Villanova

which originally commenced in

1945 with the enrollment of the

first McEntee here as a Pre-Med
student. The year 1962 will her-

ald the first time in sixteen years

in which the McEntee family

has not been represented on the

Wildcat campus.

Law Degree
Leaving Villanova with her

Law School diploma will be a
pretty young blond of ready in-

telligence and cultured speech,
Miss Catherine McEntee. As
one of eight children in her
family, she will be the last of
four to attend Villanova and the
fourth female to graduate from
the Villanova Law School. There
are, at present, four other young
ladies studying for their law
degree in the first and second
years. ••••^' -.••••

Previous to Cathy's enroll-

ment, three of her brothers had
graduated. The first was Bill,

who, since graduation in 1949,

has attended the Albany Med-
ical School and now is a Resi-
dent Neurologist at the Yale
University Hospital. He also

by Joseph A. McCarthy
obtained his Master's degree in

Public Health at Yale.

Bob and Dick

Bob then enrolled in Septem-
ber of 1949 and majored in

Accounting until his graduation
in 1953 when he studied for his
official CPA. The Chemical En-
gineering Department then
guided the efforts of Dick for
five years until the 1958 gradua-
tion exercises. He is now work-
ing for General Foods in their
Research Division.

Cathy also has three other
sisters who have become nurses
the most recent of whom, Pat,
graduated from Immaculata
College in 1959. Montclair State
College conferred upon Cathy
her Bachelor's Degree for Social

Studies in 1958. Three months
later, she pursued the family
tradition by entering the Vil-

lanova Law School.

Private Practice

When questioned on why her
family had preferred Villanova

she explained that her father
had followed Villanova's football

squad and the other athletic

teams and was impressed with
its excellent campus atmosphere,
she hopes that eventually she
can establish her own general
law practice but, at the present
time, she intends to join the
law firm of Ruskin, Fadden, Mc-
Carthy, and Holland for the ex-

perience of actually working with
immediate law problems.

Her graduation will be Vil-

lanova's loss. Since Cathy and
her family have certainly been
loyal to Villanova, it should be
the wish of all Villanovans to

extend all possible wishes of
good fortune in the future en-
deavors of each member of the
McEntee family.

Miss Catherine McEntee

Marketing Club Prize

Presented At Dinner

To Leading Senior
On Saturday, April 8, the

Marketing Club of Commerce
and Finance School held its an-
nual Dinner at the Plymouth
Country Club.

At that time Mr. Edward
Mooney, a graduating senior in

Marketing, received the Ameri-
can Marketing Association
Award for being the outstand-
ing student in this field.

Mr. Lewis W. Lorman of Al-
derson Associates, Inc., who rep-

resented the American Market-
ing Association, presented the
award to Ed Mooney.

Mr. James Palsir received the
Marketing Club Award as the
outstanding Marketing senior.

Dr. Heidingsfield, Associate
Dean of Commerce and Finance,
presented the Marketing Club
Award to Palsir.

X <r
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U. J. Kcynoldi Tubicco Company, Winttun-HaUm, N. C.

SCIENTIFIC DIRECTOR Dr. Rechnitzer and the

U. S. Navy bathyscaph "Trieste" found out

how deep the ocean is: 7 history-making miles.

Dr. Rechnitzer is a Camel smoker. He says, "I

smoke Camels for one reason: taste . . . rich,

satisfying taste I enjoy every time I light up."

The best tobacco makes the best smoke I
M U L-TO fM
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CounciFs Chance
The Student Council meeting of May 10th

was a great contrast to the one of the week
before. The new constitution was voted on
and rejected. Next the candidates for next
year's offices were nominated and voted upon.

The nominators, seconders, and nominees
carried out their roles maturely.

One thing was made clear; several dedi-

cated, and well-meaning people will sit at next

year's council. The problems that face these

individuals are many and complicated.

The present size of the body is too large to

operate efficiently. The members aren't well

enough versed in parliamentary procedure.

The Council lacks a specific area of responsi-

bility. These are just a few of the outstanding

difficulties these men will have to face. .

Jefferson once said ; "I think we have more
machinery of government than is necessary,

too many parasites living on the labor of the

industrious". These words seem to be approp-

riate to the present council.

The attempt to streamline the present body
failed on May 10th. The reason that it failed

is simple ; no concession was given to the half

votes; a compromise was offered, but never

voted upon. ; v;
'

'

This compromise would give the represen-

tatives or organizations representation, and a

voice in the affairs of the Council. It would

also eliminate most of these members from
that body.

The remaining body would be truly repre-

sentative of the student body. And fraterni-

ties, societies, and publications would be

represented. The smaller size would enhance

greater efficiency. Members of the student

body could be called upon to help in special-

;ized areas.
'' .-,--:': ;-'.\;"

This streamlining job could be done by

amending the present Constitution.

The specific area of responsibility that the

Student Council can seek is difficult to define.

At the present time the Council directs most

of its energy to improve the educational,

social, cultural, and religious aspects of the

Villanova student. They have the power to

suggest changes to the administration.

In the past two years we have seen the

Student Council come of age. It has been

granted a treasury of its own. Many of its

suggestions have been considered and ap-

proved and acted upon by the administration.

Fine arts courses, a Great Books course (in

the future) , lounges in the resident dormitor-

ies, "Operation Abolition", and speakers of

the caliber of John Crowe Ransom have all

been made possible by the Congress.

Now they seek to become more than a

service organization. A small bit of power
that is theirs alone, would give them a chance

to prove themselves explicitly.

The next step is up to the administration

and the Council. Perhaps the dedicated ma-
turity of its members will bring about a

greater amount of responsibility to the group.
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Junior-Senior Exam Schedule
(Cont'd from page 1)

ECON. 109

ECON. 120
ECON. 122

EDUC.211
EDUC. 247
E.E. 204

E.E. 208
E.E. 210
E.E. 221
E.E. 227

E.E. 244,

245, 235
ENGL. 122

02-04 iv
ENGL. 202
ENGL. 212
ENGL. 221
ENGL. 224
ENGL. 254

ENGL. 269
ENGL. 362

ENGL. 384

FIN. 105

FIN. 106

FIN. 108

FIN. 118
F.A. 101

F.A. 102

FREN. 122

FREN. 131

132, 151

GEOG. 116

GEOL. 228
GEOL. 382
GERM. 122

GERM. 126

HIST. 205
HIST. 208
HIST. 210
HIST. 216
HIST. 218
HIST. 223
HIST. 232

HIST. 240
HIST. 241

HIST. 257

HIST. 258
LA. 108

LA. Ill

LA. 122

INSU. 103

MKT. 109

MKT. 113

MATH. 236

MATH. 238

MATH. 242

MATH. 251

M.E. 204
M.E.210
M.E. 216
M.E. 224

M.E. 237
M.E. 244

M.E. 247
NURS. 200
NURS.221

21

NURS.221
22

NURS. 250

23 AM
24 AM
23 PM
22 PM
22 PM
23 AM
22 AM
23 AM
24 AM
22 AM

23 AM

24 AM

26 PM
24 PM
27 PM
22 PM
25 AM
27 AM
25 PM
24 PM
22 PM
23 PM
23 AM

22 PM
27 AM
27 PM
23 PM
26 AM

26 PM
22 AM
24 AM
23 PM
23 PM
25 AM
22 PM
25 PM
27 PM
24 AM
23 AM
26 PM
23 AM
22 PM
24 AM
26 AM
24 AM
25 AM
23 PM
25 AM
25 PM
23 PM
23 AM
23 AM
25 AM
22 AM
25 AM
23 AM
24 AM
22 AM
24 AM
22 AM
23 AM
25 AM
23 AM

209 CF
A Mendel
215 TH
215 TH
215 TH
109 CF
203,302TH
A Mendel
1 Mendel
213, 217,

212, TH
B Mendel

203, 204
VH

214 TH
205 CF
214 TH
VHA
115 CF
108 CF
112 CF
202,211JB
110 CF
201,202CF

105, 110,

209 CF
209 CF
116 CF
207 TH
VHA
209 VH

207 TH
117 CF
211 CF
VHA
VHA
105 CF
217 TH
115 CF
VHA
203.204VH
202 CHE
208 VH
1 Mendel
202 JB
211 CF
106 VH
105,112CF
105 CF
214 CF
105 CF
110, 209 CF
A Mendel
215 CF
104 LIB
115 CF
105 CF
A Mendel
1 Mendel
211 CF
A Mendel
304 TH
B Mendel
109 CF
110 CF
215 CF

24 AM 211 CF

22 AM 117 CF

NURS. 290
NURS. 291
NURS. 292

22
NURS. 292

21
PHIL. 101

01-03

PHIL. 101
51-54

PHIL. 210
01-02

PHIL. 210
51

PHIL. 232
PHIL. 242
PHIL. 246
PHIL. 247
PHIL. 248
PHIL. 261
PHIL. 262
PHIL. 263
PHIL. 264

PHIL. 265

PHYS. 102

PHYS. 162

PHYS. 171

PHYS. 201

P.SC. 147

P.SC. 172

P.SC. 224

P.SC. 228

P.SC. 229
P.SC. 248

P.SC. 254

P.SC. 279

P.SC. 280
PSY. 134

PSY. 236
PSY. 238

PSY. 239
PSY. 240

PSY. 242

PSY. 245
R.E. 101

REL. 108

01, 02, 05,

22 PM
25 PM
24 PM

25 AM

25 AM

24 PM

22 AM

24 AM
24 PM
25 PM
26 PM
25 AM
25 AM
23 PM
25 PM
22 AM

22 AM
(9:30)

26 PM
26 AM
23 AM
26 AM
22 PM
27 AM
23 AM
26 AM
22 PM
24 AM
22 AM
26 PM
23 PM
25 PM
24 PM
22 AM
27 AM
26 PM
25 AM
26 AM
23 AM
19 PM
32,33

03,07,21,22,34,
57

06, 31, 53, 56

51, 54, 55

04,52
REL. 109

51

52
53, 54, 56

55

57
RUSS. 122

SOC. 101

SOC. 203
SOC. 207

SOC. 225

SOC. 270
SPAN. 122

24 PM

26 PM
25 AM
25 PM
23 AM
22 PM
26 AM
23 PM

VHA
215 TH
106 CF

115 CF

209 CF

105,110CF

109, 115 CF

22 AM 109, 115 CF

B Mendel
201 CF
201 CF
202 VH
A Mendel
202 CHE
209,211 CF
203 CF
209 CF A,

B Mendel
204 TH

217,216TH
207 TH
210,216TH
212 TH
217 TH
106 CF
2 Mendel
202 VH
VHA
211 CF
1 Mendel
210 VH
105, 110 CF
110,209CF
202,211 JB
1 Mendel
110 CF
105 CF;
209 CF
207 VH
105,110CF

204, 215,

216,217
TH

VHA

116, 117,

201, 207,

211 CF
109, 214,

215, 216

CF
VHA

204 TH
215 TH
VHA
VHA
VHA
208 VH
110 CF
202 CF
215 CF
210 TH
203 VH
VHA

(Continued on page 8)

Tanganyika First
(SPECIAL TO THE VILLANOVAN)

College graduates will not dig ditches in the

Peace Corps. Nor will they explain Locke to the

Bantus.

Volunteers will not try to "Americanize" the

world, nor will they be selected from the ranks

of the "draft dodgers."

These and other misconceptions about the

Peace Corps have taken root and blossomed on
some college campuses.

Let's look at the truth of the matter.

First, the Peace Corps Volunteer will go only

where he is asked. He will be asked only where
there is a specific job to do. The job will be one
the host nation can't do itself.

The first Peace Corps Volunteers will go to

Tanganyika. There, to improve the lot of the

nation's many farmers, roads must be built to

get their produce to market centers.

Tanganyika has an abundance of unskilled la-

bor but the country can only produce two Tan-
ganyikans trained in land survey work in the

next five years. Their government has asked the

Peace Corps to supply the surveyors, civil engin-

eers and geologists to meet their shortage. Pres-

ident Kennedy has agreed to help and a joint

plan has been mapped out.

Volunteers with these skills have applied and
are now applying to the Peace Corps. In late

May the Volunteers will be called for interviews.

In June the task force will be selected and in-

tensive training started.

At a university the Volunteer will learn about

Tanganyika, about its culture, mores, tradition

and history.

Next, according to present plans, the Volun-

teer will participate in another exhaustive train-

ing period at a camp site in a mountain rain for-

est abroad.

Physical and mental conditioning for the rig-

ors of Africa will be stepped up. Lectures on

tropical living will be given. Programs designed

to develop and test the stamina, self-reliance,

adaptability and endurance of the Volunteers

are planned.

In most Peace Corps projects, the local lan-

guage will be taught in a stateside university.

For this project, however, the Tanganyikan gov-

ernment asked that it be permitted to use its

techniques to teach Volunteers Swahili.

The first seven weeks in Tanganyika will be

spent at a camp on the slopes of Mt. Kilimanjaro

; where the Volunteer will study Swahili and learn

about his work there.

After this course. Volunteers, in groups of

two and three, will be assigned to provincial

capitals which will serve as home base for the

safaris into the jungle to plan the needed roads

from the isolated native villages to the main

highways.

In Tanganyika, the Volunteer will receive

enough money to live a simple existence, but not

exactly at the level of the local populace. The

Volunteer will have all his needs—food, hous-

ing, clothing and transportation—provided for.

The Volunteer will need no money of his own. He

need not fear that his subsistence will provoke

hunger or poverty. Provision will be made for

recreation, some travel during relief periods,

and medical care. v K ;;

The work will be hard. It may be frustrating.

It could be dangerous. It certainly will be lonely.

But it will also be exciting and rewarding.

The Volunteer's work will test his patriotism,

his courage, his endurance. He will learn from

another culture, he will do a needed job, he will

help his country in time of need and help the

cause of world peace. The Volunteer will be an-

swering the call of what he can do for his coun-

try, not what his country can do for him.

When he returns after two years service, the

Volunteer will receive $75 for every month spent

overseas. He will have the services of a Career

Planning Board to help continue his career.

During his Volunteer service, the Volunteer

will be deferred from the draft. If he returns

home to a socially useful job, his deferment will

continue.

Married couples without children are welcome,

provided each does a needed job in the host na-

tion.

Teachers are in short supply everywhere, and

many nations have already indicated they want

teachers of English.

Anyone requesting full information about the

Peace Corps should write for the Peace Corps

"Fact Book," Peace Corps, Washington 25, D.C.

Volunteer forms for present and future Peace

Corps projects are available on campus, through

the Congress, or by writing the Peace Corps.

"LYNX" Varies In Quality;
Primitive To Perceptive

There is a certain excitement
to be found in thumbing
through the pages of a student
literary review. There is some-
thing rather stirring in reading
of young men's thoughts and
feelings as they flex their intel-

lectual and emotional muscles
through the medium of the
printed page. The Spring 1961
Lynx, published by Villanova
undergraduates, is no excep-

tion to this happy norm, for it

abounds with the early stir-

rings of creativity.

With a presentable, if not ter-

ribly-original format, this cur-

rent issue of The Lynx offers

six articles, three pieces of

short fiction, and eight poems.
The articles range from a short

by Richard A. Duprey
piece on game fishing to an ar-

resting discussion of Dostevsky's

concept of freedom.

One can pass no general com-

ment on The Lynx, as it is, like

most other publications of its

type, a scatter-shot, reflecting

no discernible editorial policy or

unified theme. The works di-

verge in quality as widely as

they range in choice of sub-

ject.

Stream-of-Consciousness

The expected ingredients are
to be found in this issue. There
is the inevitable "stream-of-con-
sciousness" sort of thing, dis-

jointed, undisciplined, yet not

Qii6n9iis
Mth

MncSbakn

Critic Acclaims *Othello':

*Most Significant Event'
by Gus Susnjara

The determinant most often
cited for the contemporary pop-
ularity of the dramatic artistry

of William Shakespeare is the
Elizabethan playwright's "all-

encompassing world view." In-

deed, how frequently does one
hear it said that Shakespeare
deals with the universal; that

he probes the vague bases of

man with almost frightening
agility and insight; and that he
knows humanity and can ex-

press this knowledge as a true

imitation of life through the

medium of drama.

Yet, despite the obvious intel-

lectual magnitude of such an en-

deavor, Shakespeare appeals to

everyone ; in fact, he is the most
produced plajnvright in the
world today. High school stu-

dents, white-collar workers, and
doctors of literature can sit side

by side, thoroughly enjoying
and understanding Hamlet,
Lear, and Macbeth. Why is this

true? Because the essence of

Shakespearean tragedy lies in

the discovery and portrayal of
man's most innate virtues and
infirmities. The subtleties and
innuendoes are absolutely neces-

sary for those who understand
them, but for those who cannot,

the actual atomic center is

equally clear.

When a play of Shakespeare
is done well, the satisfaction of

each playgoer is analogous to

the old story about the bottles

(all of diverse sizes) which are
filled to capacity, not one lack-

ing in the slightest degree. Last
Wednesday, in Vasey Hall Thea-
ter, Othello filled all the bottles.

Significant Drama

The graduate Theater De-
partment's final production of
the school year arose as the
most significant campus dra-

matic event since Twelfth
Night. Othello was moving, and,
more important, it moved. Con-
stant activity on stage allowed
no opportunity for the audience
to feel ennui or lose sense of

continuity. The action, thank-
fully, was not a meaningless
hustle bustle, but, along with
plot and dialogue, an integral

part of the totality. With such a

fusion of language and move-
ment, the often difficult Eliza-

bethan English becomes suc-

cinct and easily understood.

For integrating the various

parts of Othello, director Ber-
nard Coyne deserves more than
a little commendation. He was
the unifying external force with-
out which even the finest actors

and actresses could not recre-

ate the drama. Mr. Coyne also

directed Twelfth Night at Villa-

nova, and seems endowed with a

talent for successfully doing
Shakespeare. Though many may
have disagreed with the direc-

(Cont'd on page 6)

v<

lago (Jim Willaert) draws Othello (Bill Flynn) deeper into

his conviction of Desdemona's unfaithfulness during the recent

Graduate Theater production of Shakespeare's "Othello.
»»

completely without thought,

that proves further how fond

young men are of riding dead

horses. There is a short imita-

tion of Ogden Nash which fur-

ther proves that youth often

fears to sing in its own voice

and prefers, all too often, to

choose another's accents for its

own. There are middling experi-

ments in free verse that offer

modest amusement — baby

phrases from the literary prim-

er—primitive but useful to

their young artists' develop-

ment.

The unexpected is also to be

found in the-. Spring Lynx.

Frank Murphy has contributed

two short stories that show

more than a little promise

—

pieces that manifest keen

senses, a considerable respect

for the language, and a human
perceptiveness that gives his

meaning and relevance.

"Elan Vital"

There is an essay contributed

by Eugene d'Aquili on the rela-

tionship of Catholic students to

the culture of our times.

Though the author seems more

intent upon developing apolo-

gists—men to engage in theo-

logical disputation—than on

fostering a real Catholic cul-

ture, one capable of securing

and consolidating previous

gains and sending down deep

roots, the ardent concern is

there in the call to make a

Christian thinker. His denunci-

ation of "ghettoism" is partic-

ularly appreciated after having

seen so much of late of that

strange creature, "the student

conservative." His call for "elan

vital" amongst Catholic college

students will be largely unheed-

ed, but it is gratifying to hear

it, nevertheless.

One other noteworthy feature

is a pair of reviews discuss-

ing Leon Uris' bestselling nov-

el "Exodus." Bob Greenstein

and Naim H. Salfiti consider

the novel from the Israeli posi-

tion and from that of the Arab.

Though one might legitimately

question whether either man
has even come close to literary

criticism, dialogue of this type

is an especially happy thing in

student publications which are

often unpardonably prudent.

Often they are so enamored of

this virtue, prudence—so care-

ful to offend no-one—that they

say nothing at all.

One might hope that The

Lynx will prosper, if for no oth-

er reason than to remind the

Catholic college student that

there is, in a sense, an obliga-

tion to write—to make oneself

heard in the Babel of the world.

Traditional Debt

One who has been educated,

particularly in the traditions of

Christian humanism, has a debt

both to the tradition that

v^j)/ (Author of "/ Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many*^
Loves of Ddbie Gillis," etc.)

OLD GRADS NEVER DIE

In just a matter of weeks many of you will be graduating—

especially seniors.

You are of course eager to go out in the great world where

opportunities are limitless and deans nonexistent. At the same
time your hearts are heavy at the thought of losing touch with

so many classmates you have come to know and love.

It is iny pleasant task today to assure you that graduation

need not mean losing touch with classmates; all you have to do

is join the Alumni Association and every year you will receive

a bright, newsy, chatty bulletin, chock full of information about

all your old buddies.

Oh, what a red-letter day it is at my house, the day the

Alumni Bulletin arrives ! I cancel all my engagements, take the

phone off the hook, dismiss my chiropractor, put the ocelot

outside, and settle down for an evening of pure pleasure with

the Bulletin and (need I add?) a good supply of Marlboro

Cigarettes. '.

''::•,:'' ':''•':''•''

Whenever I am having fun, a Marlboro makes the fun even

more fun. That filter, that flavor, that pack or box never fails

to heighten my pleasure whether I am watching the television

or playing buck euchre or knitting an afghan or reading Mad
or enjoying any other fun-filled pursuit you might name—ex-

cept, of course, spearfishing. But then, how much spearfishing

does one do in Clovis, New Mexico, where I live?

But I digress, I^t us return to my Alumni Bulletin and let

me quote for you the interesting tidings about all my old friends

and classmates:

Well, fellow alums, it certainly has been a wing-dinger of a

year for all us old grads! Remember Mildred Cheddar and

Harry Camembert, those crazy kids who always held hands in

Econ II? Well, they're married now and living in Clovis, New
Mexico, where Harry rents spearfishing equipment and Mildred

has just given birth to a lovely 28-pound daughter, her second

in four months. Nice going, Mildred and Harry!

Remember Jethro Brie, the man we voted most likely to suc-

ceed? Well, old Jethro is still gathering laurels! Last week he

was voted "Motorman of the Year" by his fellow workers in

the Duluth streetcar system. "I owe it all to my brakeman,"

said Jethro in a characteristically modest acceptance speech.

Same old Jethro!; V :/;'"> '.i :'•:•.;.

Probably the most glamorous time of all us alums was had by

Francis Macomber last year. He went on a big game hunting

safari all the way to Africa ! We received many interesting post

cards from Francis until he was, alas, accidently shot and killed

by his wife and white hunter. Tough luck, Francis!

Wilma "Deadeye" Macomber, widow of the late beloved

Fmncis Macomber, was married yesterday to Fred "Sureshot"

Quimby, white hunter, in a simple double-ring ceremony in

Nairobi. Good luck, Wilma and Fred!

Well, alums, that just about wraps it up for this year. Keep
*em flying

!

© i^i Max Shulmko

Old grads, new grads, undergrads, all agree: The best new
nonfilter cigarette in many a long year is the king-size

Philip Morris Commander. Welcome aboard!

evolved him and to the world in

which he lives, to communicate

something of himself, his ex-

periences, his thoughts and

ideas. Catholic students have

been uniquely tardy in recogniz-

ing this area of responsibility

because Catholics have been so

busy establishing a foothold in

our basically Protestant civili-

zation that they have had little

time or inclination to write.

Through The Lynx and the

other publications of its genre,

it is heartening to see that some

students are moved to write. It

is heartening to know that not
all students are considering ed-

ucation as a magic carpet leav-

ing for some vocational gold-

mine; and that there are some
who are not too busy taking

courses and earning credits to

read, reflect, learn, and pass the

spark along.
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Council's Chance
The Student Council meeting of May 10th

was a great contrast to the one of the week
before. The new constitution was voted on

and rejected. Next the candidates for next

year's offices were nominated and voted upon.

The nominators, seconders, and nominees
carried out their roles maturely, ... :

One thing was made clear; severiiil dedi-

cated, and well-meaning people will sit at next

year's council. The problems that face these

individuals are many and complicated.

The present size of the body is too large to

operate efficiently. The members aren't well

enough versed in parliamentary procedure.

The Council lacks a specific area of responsi-

bility. These are just a few of the outstanding

difficulties these men will have to face. ^ ;

Jefferson once said ; "I think we have more
machinery of government than is necessary,

too many pai-asites living on the labor of the

industrious". These words seem to be approp-

riate to the present council.

The attempt to streamline the present body
failed on May 10th. The reason that it failed

is simple; no concession was given to the half

votes; a compromise was offered, but never

voted upon. :
;';•

This compromise would give the represen-

tatives or organizations representation, and a

voice in the affairs of the Council. It would

also eliminate most of these members from
that body. ,: ; : -•^- •;-..';';;'.: ':

\:
<':-'/ '^.:r.- v.

The remaining body would be truly repre-

sentative of the student body. And fraterni-

ties, societies, and publications would be

represented. The smaller size would enhance

greater efficiency. Members of the student

body could be called upon to help in .special-

jzed areas. ...
-^. ;•/••...,/,:•.. . : ;

'

:,-:•;,

This streamlining .fob could be done by

iimending the pi'esent Constitution. ; ' ',

The specific area of responsibility that the

Student Council can seek is difficult to defme.

At the present time the Council directs most

of its energy to improve the educational,

social, cultural, and religious aspects of the

Villanova student. They have the power to

suggest changes to the administration.

In the past two years we have seen the

J^tudent Council come of age. It has been

granted a treasury of its own. Many of its

suggestions have been considered and ap-

proved and acted lipon by the administration.

Fine arts cnurses, a C»reat Books cour.se (in

the future), lounges jn the resident dormitor-

ies, "Operation Abolition", and speakers of

the caliber ot'John Crowe Ransom have all

been made possible by the Congress.

Now they seek to become more than a

service organization. A small bit of power
that is th<'irs alone, would give them a chance
to prove themselves explicitly.

The next stop is up to the administration

and the Council. Perhaps the dedicated ma-
turity of its members will bring about a

greater amount ot responsibility to the gi'oup.

Junior-Senior Exam Schedule
(Cont'd from page 1>

Iclilla'uuian
VILLANOVA ^''VW UNIVERSITYVILLANOVA

Kdilor-in-chi«*f . .

Associate Kditor
ManaKing Kditor
News F^ditor . .

.

S ports Editors* i. .-

F«'afur«' rdilor ... . .

(^impiis Ni'ws Editor
("(»py Kditor
I ormat Kditor
i'huto Kditor.M

.• # -• • • • • p.

• • > • '• • *• V
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UNIVERSITY

ITanicI G. Grove
Josephine Morello
. . Edward Farrell

v.. ..Mark Quinn
. . .J. Kdj^ar Lohr
Joseph Zawacki

Joseph .\. .Vtassey

. .George F. West
.Thomas O'Connor

Vld (Jraham
. . Michael Pastore
Francis Matunis

Business Manajjer .,.,>,..,,,» ..John J. Janda
(jrculation ManaKcr . . > ,; .V;";;. ,-; . .John Kedding
Kxchan^e Editor ., . .;>....•.. ... .Raymond Ritter
.Moderator ...... . .Rev, Louis A. Ronjrione. OSA
Entered as second class matter at the Villanova

Post Ollice December 27, 1928. under the Act of
March .1. 1H97.

The MM.ANOVAN is published weekly by un-
dergraduate students (»f Villanova Kniversity:
opinions expressed herein do not necessarily re-

flect the official views of the Tniversity.
'I'his newspaper is dedicated to one of the finest

men who ever entered Villano\a: .Scholar, .Athlete,

(entleman

—

Leo Goodreau

ECON. lOf)

KCON. 120

ECON. 122

EDUC. 211
EDUC. 247
E.E. 204

E.E. 208

E.E. 210
E.E. 221
E.E.227

E.E. 244,

,245.235
EN(;L. 122

02-04

ENGL. 202
ENGL.212
ENCI. 221

ENGL. 224
ENGL. 254

ENGL.2()9
ENGL. 3(>2

ENGL.:iH4
FIN. 1(>5 V
FIN. 106 >

FIN. 108

FIN. 118

F.A.101
F.A. 102

FREN 122

FKEN. i:U

i:^2. 151

GEOC;. 11 r.

GEOL.228
GEOL.:582
GERM. 122

GER.M. 12(1

HIST. 205
HIST. 208
HIST. 210
IIIST.21C.

HIST. 218
HIST. 223
HIST. 2.32

HIST. 240
HIST 241

HIST. 257

HI.ST. 258

LA. 108

LA. Ill

LA. 122

INSU. 10.3

.MKT. 109

.MKT. 113

.MATII.23r,

.MATH. 238

MATH. 242

MATH. 251

M.K. 204

ME. 210
M.E.21<i

M.K. 224

M.E.237
M.E.244
ME. 247
NrRS.2(iO
MRS. 221

21

NrRS.221
22

NI'RS. 250

23 AM
24 AM
23 PM
22 PM
22 PM
23 A M
22 AM
23 AM
24 AM
22 AM

23 AM

24 AM

20 PM
24 PM
27 PM
22 PM
25 AM
27 AM
25 PM
24 P.M

;22 PM
23 PM
23 AM

22 PM
27 AM
27 PM
23 PM
26 AM

26 PM
22 AM
24 AM
23 PM
23 PM
25 AM
22 PM
25 PM
27 PM
24 AM
23 A .M

26 P.M
23 A M
22 PM
24 AM
2«*. AM
24 AM
25 A M
23 PM
25 AM
25 PM
23 PM
23 A M
23 A .M

25 A M
22 A .M

25 AM
23 AM
24 A.

M

22 A .M

24 A M
22 AM
2:5 AM
25 A .M

23. A .M

209 CF
A Mendel
215 TH
215 TH
215 TH
109 GF
203. 302TH
A Monde!
1 Meiidel

213.217,
212. TH

B Mendel

203.204
VH

214 TH
205 CF
214 TH
VHA
115 CF
108 CF
112CF
202, 21 1.JB
110 CF
2(H.202CF

105. 110.

209 CF
209 CF
116 CF
207 TH
VHA
209 VH

207 TH\
117 CF
211 CF
VHA
VHA
105CF -
217 TH
115 CF
VHA
203, 204VH
202 CHE
208 VH
1 Mendel
202 JB
211 CF
106 VH
105.1 12 CF
105 CF
214 CF
105 CF^/;:
110,209CF
A Mendel
215 CF
104 LIB
115 CFv;
105 CF .

A Mendel
1 .Mendel

211 CF
A Mendel
304 TH
B .Mendel

109 CF
110 CF
215CK.

NURS. 290
NURS. 291

NURS. 292
22

NURS. 292
21

PHIL. 101

01-03

PHIL. 101

51-54

PHIL. 210
01-02

PHIL.216
51

PHIL. 232
PHIL. 242

PHIL. 246
PHIL. 247
PHIL. 248
PHIL. 261

PHIL. 262
PHIL. 263

PHIL. 264

PHIL. 265

PHYS. 102

PHYS. 162

PHYS. 171

PHYS. 201

P.SC. 147
P.SC, 172

P.SC. 224

P.SC. 228

P.SC. 229
P.SC. 248

P.SC. 254

P.SC. 279
P.SC. 280
PSY.134
PSY. 236
PSY.238
PSY.23^
PSY.240
PSY. 242
PSY. 245
R.E.lOl
REL. 108

01; 02, 05,

22 PM
25 PM
24 PM

25'a;M;;

25 AM

24 PM

22 AM

22 AiVI

24 AM
24 PM
25 PM
26 PM
25 AM
25 AM
23 PM
25 PM
;2^AA1

22 AM
(9:30)

26 PM
26 AM
23 AM
26 AM
22 PM
27 AM
23 AM
26 AM
22 PM
24 AM
22 AM
26 PM
23 PM
25 PM
24 PM
22 AM
27 AM
26 PM
25 AM
26 AM
23 AM
19 PM
32,33

03,



*Round Midnight

Jazz to Rock and Roll:

Music ^s Decided Decline

Critic Acclaims *Othello'

Every once in a while an ar-

gument starts over the relative

merits of today's music and

when the discussion becomes

heated enough, the Rock and

Roller generally will strike back

with a most noteworthy retort,

"Well, there were musical fads

in the old days too, like the

Charleston." And so there were

fadfi, dear children, not only in

the days of the Charleston, but

also in the Big Band-jitterbug

era and in the be-bop years.

General Pattern

However, there is one major

difference between the "hip

music" of yesteryear and the

garbage of today. Consider

this: One of the top dance

bands of the mid-twenties was

"The California Ramblers."

They played all the admittedly-

cornball numbers of the day

and as a danceband, would

probably not win any awards.

But, in addition to keeping the

gin-guzzlers happy, this band

spawned three men whose
names might be a bit familiar;

Tommy Dorsey, Jimmy Dorsey»

Red Nichols. This was the gen-

eral pattern in most of the

groups of that era.

Ten years later, in 1934, a
man named Jimmy Lunceford
took the more subtle nuance of

Jazz and applied it for the

first time to dancing. Months
later, Benny Goodman followed
suit and the Big Band era was
born. This brought on the jit-

terbugs and marathon dance
contests and when you took the
floor on one of those fiagwavers
of the day, you had to know how
to dance, not to float around a

la "Bandstand." . ;.

Strong Argument

Again, some of this was pret-

ty bad but when you observe
that out of these years came the

Goodmans, Millers, and Shaws,
it's pretty obvious that you have
a strong argument.

The second great war brought
an end to the big bands and it

changed people's thinking in

more important facets of life

than music. When the storm
clouds passed with the dropping
of the "bomb," things almost
got back to normal, and be-bop
was born. This was a process

that changed almost all known
musical concepts and made ev-
erything in jazz secondary to
improvisation.

An Aesop Fable

Now we come to the child-
monster, "R & R." Looking into

our crystal ball for a glimpse of

the future, we can see our pres-
ent teen-age generation sitting

in their living rooms as the par-

ents of tomorrow telling their

loving children about the cus-
toms of their own youth which

by Joe Zowackl

the next generation will un-
doubtedly classify as "Square,"

a term which they will think is

original.

"But Mom," asks little brat

No. 1, "who were the stars of

your day in music?" "Well,

son," answers Mom, "there was
Lloyd Price, 'Fats* Domino, Fa-
bian, and many others."

"Mom," counters little brat

No. 2, "nobody could be named
Lloyd Price, 'Fats' Domino, or

Fabian. There you go making
up fairy tales again."

Costly Living
In retrospect, today's 'Round

Midnighter is not as well off as

his predecessors. In the '20's,

there were the speakeasies to

keep him entertained; the '30's

and early '40's gave him the

ballrooms and dance music all

night long on the radio. Modern
jazz has brought him the con-
certs and clubs, to be sure, but
these are costly items, especial-

ly if he is sporting a chick.

And what does the radio
bring him? Almost nothing, if

he is without FM. However, the
almost nothing leaves room for
hope because sitting right next
to the biggest garbage dispens-

er of them all on the radio dial

is "The Sound Of the Big
Bands, WRCV." What a consola-

tion it is, too, whether as a back-
ground for study music or as a

car companion in the wee small

hours after you've left your date

at home. It's just plain good lis-

tening, somewhat akin to an
oasis in the desert these days.

(Cont'd from page 6)

tor's interpretation, few left the
theater disappointed.

Role of the Year
As for outstanding perform-

ances, James Willaert's portray-
al of lago was the individual
leading "role of the year." Not
since Dick Kavanaugh's Sir
Toby Belch has the Villanova
stage seen a more sophisticated
turn of acting. lago reached the
audience as the unadorned vil-

lain, sinister and guileful, with
a hatred for the Moor which was
convincing and utterly real. Wil-
laert's voice, at times, lacked the
necessary changes in pitch and
projection, but these were few,
and lago's poise was not much
short of being perfect.

The extremely difficult role of
Othello was a tremendous im-
provement by Bill Flynn over
his last lead as Tom in The
Glass Menangerie. But the Moor
was entirely too unlike a true

general as a thickly-smeared,

tearful demeanor lost some in-

sight into his character. The
lesser lead of Cassio was amply
played by Mike Kennedy, who

brought the lieutenant's noble
character to light. Kennedy has
turned in two equally credit-

able performances this year.

As Desdemona, Othello's beau-
tiful and tragic wife. Sue Ahr-
old was excellent in her first

leading role this year. Her
maidservant and lago's wife,
Emilia, was 'also well-rendered
in both comic and serious lines,

by Gilda Spurio.

Roderigo A Gull
John McGarry's booming

voice made a blustering fool of
the Venetian gull, Roderigo.
Madly in love with Desdemona,
the poor lad totally succumbs to

lago's wiles. Another fine im-
provement was exhibited by
John Dillon in the role of Mon-
tano. John has lost much of the
uncomfortable rigidity that
made the archangel Mike suffer

in From Sea to Shining Sea.

If the show last week is in-

dicative of the caliber of talent

to be seen in next year's dra-

matic activity, Othello has giv-

en the Villanova theater a well

deserved boost in the right di-

rection.

LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

DeaR-DRi^RSOD
DR. PROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THB DAY: BEWARE OF SUBLIMINAL ADVERTISING!
LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE LUCKY STRIKE

^;iiiill^iWi^^^^^§^Pii^^p§ii^iii«i^^fcipp^i^^^p

Dear Dr. Freed: I've been reading a great deal about

automated teaching devices. How long will it be be-

fore they come up with machines to replace profes-

sors? ' • Professor

DEAR PROFESSOR: Just as soon as they get one that

can rap the knuckles of a sleeping student, give

humiliating answers to foolish questions and spring

surprise tests whenever it happens to be in a bad
mood.

iii^tt^^iii^^

Dear Dr. Freed: In the four years I've been at this

college I've done some pretty horrible things. I am
guilty, for instance, of ^i^hhbi into and

around the home of Professor iHHi^Bi I'm also

ashamed of^H the Board of Regents,

and completely^^i the campus police-

man's ^^m. But the worst thing I did was! after hiding all night in the

Can I, in good conscience, even accept a diploma

from dear o\tji^^^^^^7

• '..

Dear Dr. Freed: My problem is fat, stubby fingers.

As a result, I am exceedingly awkward with my hands.

My manual dexterity is so poor, in fact, that I can't

even get a Lucky pack open. What can I do?
Fingers

DEAR FINGERS: Simply strap ordinary sewing needles

along both of your index fingers. New cup the Lucky

pack in your hands, grasp the little red tab in your

teeth, and yank. Next, place the pack en a flat surface

and secure it between two unabridged dictionaries.

Then, with the right-hand needle, carefully, carefully

carve a ene-inch-square opening at the top right-hand

corner. Finally, place the points of the needles firmly

against the sides of a Lucky and lift. That's ail there

is to it. A word of warning though: Try to be careful

when shaking hands.

DEAR : You can if you send $500
in unmarked bills to Dr. Froed, Bex 2990, Grand Cen-

tral Station, New York 17. N. Y. If you don't, I'll print

your letter without the little black lines.

Dear Dr. Freed: Don't you think it's wrong for a boy
and girl to marry while they're still in school?

Soc. Major

DEAR SOC: Yes, they should

at least wait until recess.

m

THE HANDWRITING IS ON THE WALL, says Dr. Frood. Or, more exactly, on the

blackboard. It's appearing on college blackboards everywhere: "College students

smoke more Luckies than any other regular." Why is this statement showing up on
college blackboards? Because I am paying agents to put it there. For you must
remember that Luckies are the cigarette with taste—the emphatic toasted taste. Try

a pack of Luckies today.

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
^A.T. c: Product of iJni' %^^lnMXie<Mft tJuvtugo-KonuuMa^— tJaoajeieo- is our middle name
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ACTIVITIES OF VILLANOVA

Blue Key Achieving Aims
Guided by its central purpose,

the development, promotion,
and manifestation of the ideals

of Villanova, the Blue Key acts

as a service organization to the

student body, to the administra-
tion, and to the university as a
whole. "Our aim," pointed out
Chuck Kelley, Blue Key Presi-

dent, "is to have and maintain
standards truly representative

of the school."

At present, the club's activi-

ties center about the showing
of the university to visitors and
prospective students while also

hosting functions sponsored by

members of the administration

such as the recent Library Con-

ference or the dedication of the

rooms in the Commerce and Fi-

nance Building.

Orientation Period

Plans now await the approval

of the Student Council for the

club to assume the responsibil-

ity of the Freshman orientation

period. "Depending upon the

Council decision," explained

Kelley, "the proposal will mod-
ify the hazing notion of orienta-

tion and put it on a higher level

to give the freshmen a well-

rounded picture of the univer-

sity."

Slated to chair the orientation

is the Vice-President of the

Council, while both the Presi-

dent of the Sophomore Class and
the Blue Key President would
act as his main advisors, thus

checking the overall progress of

the program. The other rriem-

bers of Blue Key form the re-

mainder of the committee.
Although in reality not a

campus activity, the Blue Key's
exact status depends upon the

Council decision. Presently,

Blue Key is a Presidential

Standing Committee but it is

expected that pending the
Council decision, it will become
an Executive Special Commit-
tee, since Blue Key is entirely

different from the other com-
mittees on the Council.

In addition to Kelley as Pres-

ident, the other officers are Mike
Fallon, Vice-President; Gary
Schmitt, Secretary; and Jim
Howley, Bursar.

Artistic Genius of Welles
Now Buried By Materialism

"I just couldn't live with his

genius another day." From the

contents of the above statement
of the year 1948, it looks as if

both Rita Hayworth and the film

industry simultaneously di-

vorced Orson Welles for the

same reason, his overwhelming
genius. After he had uninten-

tionally hoaxed the citizens of

metropolitan New Jersey half

out of their wits with his docu-

mentary style radio version of

H. G. Wells' "War of the

Worlds," it was inevitable that

Orson Welles

should be sought
b y Hollywood.

RKO, recogniz-

ing his potential

talents, gave
him an extraor-

dinary contract

as producer -

writer - direc-

LaMastra tor - actor, with

Ibhxe.

,

suit

oMO
barsc

You're needed... just as your father and grand-

father were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified

college men have to meet.. .that of serving your coun-

try, when and where you are needed.

And the Air Force needs college-trained men as

officers. This is caused by the rapidly expanding tech-

nology that goes with hypersonic air and space flight.

Your four years of college have e(iuipped you to han-

dle complex jobs. You have the potential to profit

from advanced training... then put it to work.

There are several ways to become an officer.

First there is Air Force ROTC. Another program,

relatively new, is Officer Training School. Here the

Air Force commissions certain college graduates, both

men and women, after three months' training. The
navigator training program enables you to win a

flying rating and a commission. And, of course, there's

the Air Force Academy. /.•,•

An Air Force officer's starting salary averages out

to about what you could expect as a civilian. First

there's your base pay. Then add on such things as

tax-free rations and quarters allowances, free medical

and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps flight

pay, and 30 days' vacation per year. It comes to an

attractive figure. One thing more. As an officer, you

will become eligible for the Air Force Institute of

Technology. While on active duty many officers will

win graduate degrees at Air Force expense.

"Why not contact your local Air Force Recruiter.

Or write to Ofliicer Career Information, Dept.

SCI 5, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you
want further information about the navigator

training or Officer Training School programs.

U.S.Air Force
There's a place for

professional achievement on the

Aerospace Team

by Al LoMostro

control over his material and ap-
parently carte blanche in the
matter of expense.

This was all Welles needed to

allow the full expression of his

unlimited creativity. His first

film, "Citizen Kane," was widely
believed to be a thinly disguised
treatment of the life of William
Randolph Hearst, and as such
was denounced sight unseen in

all the Hearst papers. The re-

sulting notoriety aroused wide-

spread expectations, and the

reviews were for the most part

ecstatic.

New Techniques

The daring innovator had
actually spent countless hours
in the picture's eighteen week
production schedule, p 1 a n-

ing techniques, new lighting

effects and new settings which
would make for greater emotion-
al intensity and utter realism.

He achieved this in "Citizen

Kane" with the use of low ceil-

ings, never before an integral

part of a sound-stage set, with
huge backgrounds, giving the

picture depth and thereby add-

ing to the suspense, and with

the invention of a "pan-focus"

lense, which would give all mov-
ing objects in the film sharp fea-

tures instead of the old method
of concentrating on one object.

It is very hard to describe the

artistic greatness of this film

for even today it isunparalleled.

To explain Welles' theories of

"not wasting an inch of space"

in his filming process, and the

importance of symbolism, would
take thousands of words. Let us

just say that it is the motion

picture from which a vast ma-
jority of today's realistically

produced films draw their tech-

nical and dramatic syntax.

No Room For Genius

The picture was modestly

profitable and Welles, declared

an official success, embarked on

the production of Booth Tark-

ington's "The Magnificent Am-
bersons." The movie, abundantly

containing artistic innovations

known as "Wellisms," was in

the cutting stage when a shake-

up at RKO resulted in the

abrupt cancellation of Welles'

contract. Announcing that their

future slogan would be "show-

manship in place of genius," the

new studio managers released

the film as cut by others, and
minus the Welles finishing

touches which might have made
it an artistic and financial bo-
nanza.

"A genius fired is more recog-
nizably a genius than ever . . .,"

and Welles stayed on in Holly-
wood, acting a few roles from
time to time, notably a brilliant

Rochester in "Jane Eyre."

Macbeth Rebuked

His last independent produc-
tion, which ended his early
Hollywood career was his

archaelogically-correct render-

ing of Macbeth, in which his

search for authenticity in set-

tings, costumes, camera execu-

tion, and dialogue brought him
rebuke from box-oflfice minded
producers. It can be said that

his genius was a victim of

American materialism and in-

difference to cultural values.

Orson Welles is a person too

far ahead of his times and there-

fore not easily understood by
the public or his Co-workers. To-

day he remains in Europe,

stripped of his independence but

still eager to display his artistic

acting talents in character roles.

His adeptness in this field may
be witnessed by his portrayal of

Othello, his magnificent Clar-

ence Darrow in "Compulsion,"

his comic portrayal of a big

game hunter in "Roots of Heav-

en," and his latest efforts in

Zanuck's "Crack in the Mirror."

"Touch of Evil"

One film which Welles made
for Universal-International in

1958 deserves particular recog-

nition. It is "Touch of Evil," in

which he co-starred with Charl-

ton Heston and Marlene Diet-

rich. Although the picture was
not a financial success and was
withdrawn from circulation

early in its release, the specta-

tor has the emotional experi-

ence of his life as the story un-

folds and Orson Welles appears

as the dominant figure. It was
without a doubt the most high-

ly underrated film of 1958 and

contains almost as many Well-

isms as "Citizen Kane;" but it,

as well as hundreds of other

film products, was not appreci-

ated and will not be appreciated

by many until the minds of the

public have reached the matur-

ity of the minds of the master

craftsmen of art in the film.

RIVER STYX by JONIK

"I don't see why you don't have many friends. Baby. You
have a great personality, your eyes are beautiful, your hair is like

velvet, your teeth are like pearls, your noses are
"
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GRADUATES
(Cont'd from page 2)

John Dominic Marchei

Edward John McCarthy
Francis Gerald McKenzie
Joseph Lynn McLaughlin

James Thaddeus McQuade
Joseph William Messner
Kenneth William Millo

Thomas John Moakley
Edward Joseph Monahan, Jr.

James D. Nicolo

John Peter O'Oonnell

Joseph Charles Paschal

•William F. Proulx

John James Quinn

Robert Samson

, . , Edward Joseph Shannon. Francis Nicholas Sinatra

Roger William Sullivan

Charles Edward Swartz
Martin Joseph Towey
Thomas Joseph Trella

.;

Michael James Verrecchia

Jerome Joseph Wenclawialc

Gerard Joseph Werner, Jr.

Charles Cyril Whalen
Fred John Wiele

BACHELOR OP LAWS
Frank P. Brogan

Gerald Francis Glackin; v, .
»-

Arnold Charles Grossman
Edward Cameron Kirk Hall

John Vincent Hasson ^. •!..'

Nicholas C. Kihm
George R. Kucik, Jr.

Ralph S. Levitan ::' •;,'.

Joseph J. Lombard© ...:'•

Joseph G. Mania
Michael Thomas McDonnell,

Catherine Mary McEntee
Bernard Joseph McLafFerty
John Mongiovj

Joseph Matthew More
Edward Wynne Murphy
L. Francis Murphy . ;..,'*

Thomas Joseph Murphy
, ;. '

Harry Jerrole Oxman
Thomas Anthony Pitt, Jr.

William H. Pugh, IV
Rushton H. Ridgway
Carl Schnee
Norman J. Shachoy
Edward Lester Silverberg '

Robert E. Slota

Thomas J. Stevens, Jr. .,.:..
Joseph A. Walheim
Thomas Jerome Ward .. . ;,

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
V IN NURSING

•Norma Louise Beerweiler

.
Alice Elizabeth Burlington

• Mary Catherine Chapman
.
•: Angela Marie Colasanto

>; Joyce Mildred Collins
:',. Mary Christine Collura

. ,
Sister M. Regina Edward Connelly,

O.S.F.

, . Joan Christine Connolly 't • V
"Loretta Marie Corbo" •..'..•;

Martha Janes Davis ;,•

Joan Patricia Flood'
Betty Ann Giammarino ./,,...'.;

.:. Eileen Mary Greyson •:•
Marlene Roseanna Hegarty ' .

Ruth Marie Hilger

•Elizabeth Ann Katana
'Mary Elizabeth Lauer
Agnes Margaret Leitz

Marilyn McGahan
•Alice Mary McGraw
Mary Patricia O'Neill

Mary Ann Frances Pane
"Frances Marie Quinn
Lucille Marie Robertson

•Justine Ingersoll Rucker
Mary Patricia Scanio
Kathryn Florence Schultz
•Lega Stern

•Ernestine C. Travagllnl

Mary Ann T. Valenza
Mary Elizabeth White
Anne ,Fleming Young

•Bernardine Elaine Zazetsky

GRADUATE SCHOOL
MASTER OF ARTS

Suzanne Ahrold

Gennaro L. Annunziato
Paul J. Benoit

Patricia Rehagen Bethel
Joseph M. Blimm
Rev. Julius Bonnici, O.S.A.
Patrick D. Brady
Paul A. Buckley, Jr.

Sister Mary Amabilis Butz, R.S.M.
John R Cassidy

Dennis M. Cunningham
Grace Therese Curran
Patricia Ann Curran
Gabriel J. DiFederico
Sister Mary Kilian Dunn, R.S.M.
Rev. Peter J. Dunne
Nancy E. Fisher

Helen F. Fleming

Thomas J. Francella

Claude R. Frazier

Donald R. Gallagher

Paul J. Gormley
Rev William H. Hart
Deborah Hill

Harry M. Hill, IH
Ronald M. Hoffpauer

John F. KInnaman
Robert Francis Lima, Jr.

Rev. Brendan J. McCarthy
Vincent F. Miraglia

Joan M. Montgomery
Robert Munsell

,•>".

Elizabeth F. Murphy
Andrew F. Nacrelll

Fabian Edet Okon
John M. Oliveira

Gordon Noel Owens
Clayton D. Patterson, Jr.

Ernest L. Peters

M. Joan Quigley

Margaret C. Rademaker
Virginia Marie Redmond
Vincent A. Renzulll

Rev. Nicholas D. Rinaldi, S.A.C.

Major John J. Rooney, USMC
Rev. Innocent J. Scanlon, TO.R.
Eugene B. Sciulll

Richard V.Scullln

Allen R. Smith

Gilda R. Spurio

Joseph L. Stark

Jean A. Sviatopolk Mirsky

Carl F. Unger

Rev. Joseph A. VonHartleben

Aileen M. Walsh

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN APPLIED STATISTICS
Anthony J. Asmann

' ; Clayton S. Bachman
Eugene E. RvgwalskI

, Harley Guy Selkregg, Jr.

. . Arnold I. Weiss

MASTER OF SCIENCE
> IN CHEMISTRY

Claude R. Andrews
Marshall L. Fishman
James M. Purcell

MASTER OF CIVIL
ENGINEERING

Leo F. O'Connor

: Bela Stephen Princz

-.James J. Schuster

MASTER OF SECONDARY
SCHOOL SCIENCE

Thomas E. KolongowskI

Catherine J. Lane
Sister Margaret Mary Lawler,

C.S.J.

Eugene J. Sakson

Daniel S. Turner

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN LIBRARY SCIENCE

Pauline R. Fanus
Rev. Robert Emmet Hearn,

O.S.F.S.

Juliette K. Rosenthal

Miriam M. Santoro
•Rev. Francisco Siguenza, O.S.A.

tDEGREE REQUIREMENTS
COMPLETED AUGUST 1959

= *DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
COMPLETED AUGUST 1960
'^'DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
COMPLETED JANUARY 1961

Exam Schedule
(Cont'd from page 4

SPAN. 136 26 AM 203 VH
SPCH. 113 27 PM 204,210VH
SPCH. 115 27 PM 202 VH
SPCH. 121 27 PM 104, 106VH
Those whose names appear on

the list of prospective grad-
uates for June, 1961, which will

be printed in the Villanovan,

are required to complete their

examination by May 27, 1961.

If they are taking courses for

which examinations are sched-

uled during the week of May
28, they must arrange with their

professors for a special exam-
ination. Such arrangements will

not be made for those whose
names do not appear on the list.

Student Council
(Cont'd from page 1)

Elected as Vice-Chairman of

the Council was Joe Tate, day-

hop arts representative who is

currently a sophomore. He de-

feated Jim Howley.

Bob Benson, Council Secre-

tary under DeLisa, was named
Treasurer by acclamation, while

Pete Federico, day-hop Arts

representative, was acclaimed

Secretary. Also elected were
eight members of the Student

Senate, including juniors Char-
lie Labus, Tom O'Connor, Joe
Little, Len Carnaghi, sopho-

mores Jim Howley and Marty
Whalen, and freshmen Jim Mc-
Erlane and Jim O'Connor.

8

Engineering Chairman
Is Award Group Member

Dr. Robert E. White, Chair-

man of the Department of

Chemical Engineering, has been

chosen to be a member of the

Committee of Awards which will

select the 1961 winner of the

Kirkpatrick Award for Chemical

Engineering Achievement.

The award is presented every

other year by "Chemical Engi-

neering," a McGraw-Hill pub-

lication, to the chemical

processing company making the

most meritorious contribution to

the advance of industry and the

profession. The award recog-

nizes the contribution of group)

effort rather than individual

achievement.

The Committee of Awards,

heads of the 99 Chemical Engi-

neering Departments in the U.S.

accredited colleges and universi-

ties, will vote for the five best

nominees without establishing

any order of rank among them.

Presentations by the five final-

ists will be presented to a board

of judges for final selection of a

winner in July.

The winning company will re-

ceive a bronze plaque at a formal

dinner in the Hotel Astor on No-
vember 28.

Faculty Wives Meet,

Install New Officers,

Hear Guest Speaker
The Villanova Faculty Wives

Club will hold its Annual
Luncheon on May 20, 1961 at
the Treadway Inn, St. Davids,
Pa. The group will meet at
12:30.

The guest speaker will be Dr.
William J. Costello, Professor,
Chestnut Hill College and Villa-

nova University. His topic will

be "For Speaking Out Loud."
Recently-elected officers will

be installed during the after-
noon: President: Mrs. James
McKenna, Wayne ; Vice-Presi-
dent: Mrs. James Schuster,
King of Prussia; Recording Sec-
retary: Mrs. Joseph Previte,

Wayne ; Corresponding Secre-
tary: Mrs. Joseph Jonas, Col-

ingdale.

#
5

in a aeriea of potls «ondac-
ted by L^M student repre*
Bentittive« in over 100
colleges throughout the
nation.

Light up an EM, and answer
these questions. Then compare your
answers with those of 1,383 other
college students (at bottom of page).

Pack or Box

Question #1:

Answer:

Question #2:

Answer:

Question #3:

Answer:

Question #4:

Airtswerr,'-^^'^'-'':

Do you favor coeds wearing Bermuda shorts to class?

Yes No

(MEN ) How much money do you spend on a Saturday night
date, on the average?

(WOMEN) How much money do you estimate your date
spends on your Saturday night date, on the average?

Less than $3 $3-$9 $10-$14

$15$20. Over $20.

Do you favor an elective speed-up system to allow qualify-
ing for a BS or a BA in three years?

Favor speed-up system—Don't favor speed-up system

Check the occasions when youVe most likely to smoke more
than usual: .:>... v.

In class On a date At sports events_£^
Under stress and strain.

Watching TV
At bull sessions

Listening to music.

After studying.

On week ends at home.
While studying-

smiM
« start Fresh WittM VI, S^ Fresh with HM^^Kvi'iv*;-;';-; :'S>:'>:";<^*:»x*;';';^«C';»;':i;':'S:^'v;':*:':';'^^^

-^w* j.t,^,

1^ mff
Angwer, Question #1: Men : Yes 57v; -No 43 V. . Women : Yes 48V. -No 527o

livl Answer. Question #2: (Men's and Women's answers combined): Less

Campus ^^^" ^^' ^^'^'- ^^'^^' ^^'^"' ^1<^-^14' 9''- $15-$20, 2%. Over $20, IVr.

Opinion
^"*'^*'' Question #3: Favor speed-up system 55%

Answers-
^^"'^ ^*^°^ speed-up system 45%

aff6ia. Answer, Question #4: In class 2V. . On a date 8%. At sports events 4%.
Under stress and strain 26%. Listening to music 4%. Watching TV 7%. On week ends
at home 3%. At bull sessions 22%. While studying 2V( . After studying 3%.
When you irniokr is your buninoss. What you smoke, we hope, is o«r«. You atart fresh
with L«M, and you »tay fresh with L*M. Do away with dried-oul taste for good. The
secret? Flavor Seal .

. . L*M's special way of moisturizing tobacco to seal in natural
tobacco freshness ... natural tobacco goodness. Get fresh-tasting -best-tasting L&M.

Th« L4M Cjmput Opinion Po« was Ukcn «t Mr 100 cottcgM wftirc LftM 'ifPliiMf^riw^
iM » statlstrcsHy rsmJom »isction «V»fL««!««r«;^U^ g*

A !';•; •/;•;•.•;•;.•
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WRCV Invites Singers

To Tape Musical Show
Perfection— this word best

points out the aim of the Villa-

nova Singers. One of the great-

est compliments to Conductor

Herbert Fiss and his singers is

the invitation recently extended

to his group by Station WRCV-
TV which features the best of

music instead of following the

trend toward popular as others

do.

Select Group

The Singers will be heard on a

half-hour T.V. show entitled Por-

traits in Music. Only a selected

group of the singers will be

chosen for the program. Due to

the limited space facilities avail-

able in the WRCV studios, the

show will be taped Tuesday af-

ternoon.

This radio show can be con-

strued as a reward for the

series of successful concerts giv-

en during the current year.

They include the Spring Choral
Festival held at Villanova and
the Christmas production of

Handel's Messiah in coopera-

tion with the Rosemont College

Glee Club.

Repertoire

"The contents of our show,"
reflected Mr. Fiss, "will feature

the best part of our current
repertoire." For the most part,

The Singers concentrate on Ne-
gro spirituals, Latin music, mad-
rigals, church music, various
masses, and popular show
music.

Concertmaster of the Phila-

delphia Symphony Orchestra,

Anschel Brusilow, will direct

the radio program. Mr. Fiss, also

the director of the school Band,
commented that this invitation

emphasizes the improved qual-

ity that the Singers have as-

sumed and that, this quality

has resulted from continuous

auditioning and extensive prac-

tice.

SAM Names Officers;

Tully Pledges Self,

Promises Speakers

The Society for the Advance-

ment of Management has an-

nounced its officers for the com-

ing year.

The officers presently juniors

are James Tully, president;

John Land, treasurer; Daniel

Renn, Student Council repre-

sentative; and J. David Obrecht,

publicity director. The officers

now sophomores are Nich Lu-

ongo, vice-president; and Lenny

Young, secretary.

Jim Tully has pledged himself

to make SAM one of the Univer-

sity's most active groups and

promised several prominent

speakers.

HonestAbe Meets Mr. Bell

Is your future up in the air?

As the communications needs of our. nation

become steadily greater and more complex,

the Bell Telephone System is continuing its

pioneer work in microwave by "taking to the

air" more and more to get the word across.

To this end. Western Electric— the manu-
facturing arm of the Bell System— has the

monumental task of producing a large part of

the microwave transmission equipment that

knits our country together by shrinking thou-

sands dp miles into mere seconds.

In spite of its great technological strides,

the science of radio relay is a rapidly-dianging

one. And new break-throughs and advances
are common occurrences. A case in point: our
Bell System TH" Microwave Radio Relay.

This newest development in long-distance

telephone transmissi<ni will eventually triple

the present message-carrying capacity of exist-

ing long-4iaul radio relay installations. A full-

scale system of 6 worldng and 2 protection

channeb can handle 11,000 tdtej^oiie mes-
sages at the same time.

To make microwave wosk takes a host of

special equipment and components; relay

towers, antennae, waveguidet, travding wave-
tubes, transistors, etc. But jiut as important.

it takes top-caliber people: to help us broaden

our horizons into such exciting new areas as

communication by satellites!

And microwave is only part of Western

Electrics opportunity story. We have—right

now—hundreds of challenging and rewarding

positions in virtually all areas of telephony,

as well as in development and building of

defense communications and missile guidance

systems for the Government.

So, if your future is "up in the air," you owe
it to your career to see "what's up" for you at

Western Electric.
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(Photo by Jim Vaccaro)

Remaining valiantly at their posts, two telephone operators
manipulate their Tolentine Hall switchboard during the recent
power failure. Feeling much like Abe Lincoln in front of their
electronic fireplace the girls carry on Alex BelPs work.

Class Officers Elected
(Cont'd from page 1)

Late Wednesday afternoon

when the results were promul-

gated by John Oberlies, Vice-

President for Academic Affairs,

the shrill comment heard in the

crowd upstairs in Dougherty

Hall about Miss Berry's triumph

was: "Trish made it! !
!"

Two of the narrowest elec-

tions in many years developed

in the Junior class as Joe Noel

squeezed by Pete Kelley by one

vote 164-163. The third candi-

date, Dom Minerva, for the of-

fice fell behind by a mere 18

ballots. Ray Renza, in the con-

test for C&F Resident Repre-

sentative, dropped the other one

vote margin to George Brestle,

68-67, while classmate Vince

Lamanna was a close runnerup

with 52.

Alumni Rep
In the other junior officers,

Danny Renn and Tom O'Connor

trounced their respective op-

ponents, Vedder White and Don
Alfieri for the seats of Treas-

urer and Secretary. The office of

Alumni Representative was cap-

tured by ex-junior class prexy

Jim McMonagle as five other

candidates split the opposition

vote.

Triumphant in the Council

Rep competition were Matt

Mone over Jim Brennan, and

Pete Federico in an overwhelm-

ing victory over Larry Kelly

and A. Gilbert Bateman for the

Arts Division representatives.

Vince Bohn and Frank Matyshi-

chi snared the Engineering

posts while Joe Little defeated

retary were awarded to James

O'Brien and Frank Gilbride as

they swamped their nursing op-

ponents.

Others assuming Council

seats are Al LaMastra, Leo Rat-

tigan, Ray Shaffer, and Bob

Hardman, representatives of

their divisions in the Sophmore

Class. Incumbent Sophs, Joe

Tate and Jim Howley both

crushed the other two candi-

dates running for posts.

Frosh Again

Going to the polls for the sec-

ond time this semester, the erra-

tic frosh sent John Hagerty into

the Vice-Presidential position,

and Walt Dulski to the Bursar's

assignment. Acquiring the Stu-

dent Council duties, Jim Friel

and John Nelson garnered suf-

ficient backing to stalk off the

efforts of Jack Hohendel, Bob
Cowan, and Steve Cappola.

A poor showing on the part of

the freshman class, 42%, drag-

ged the school percentage down
to 49% of the total enrollment

that voted. The juniors paced

both classes as they sent 55%
of their classmates into Alumni

Hall. The sophmores almost

reached the halfway mark in

49% vote.

John Crowe Ransom
(Cont'd from page 1)

Previous to Bohn's introduc-

tion, the President of the Stu-

dent Body, Bob DeLisa, will ren-

der the official welcome. The

University will be host to Ran-

som for the day. Invitations

have been extended to all the

colleges in the area so that the

Field House can be filled.

After the introduction and

welcome. Ransom will read his

own works, published in 1945,

and the poetry of others while

occasionally making com-

mentary on them. "The purpose

of this forum," stressed Bob

Bohn, "is to stimulate an inter-

est in cultural affairs and to

create a more cultural atmos-

phere on campus. A good turn-

out will greatly enhance and en-

courage similar events of this

nature in the future."

Jim Strazzella, Council Vice-

President, reiterating Bohn's

comments, expressed hope that

many Villanova students would

attend, including those who

don't major in English.
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'Texans, Stay West'; Otie Drayton
by Ed Lehr

During the week following

the supershocking Penn Relays,

Villanova mile relay anchorman

Paul "Otie" Drayton sent a

unique letter to Olympian Earl

Young, anchorman of the de-

feated and dejected Abilene

Christian College relay teams.

Dear Earl;

'I want to express my
sympathy to your mile re-

\ lay lead-off man Dennis

Richardson and to the en-

tire team for the tough

break you encountered at

'

;, the Penn Relays. •• •
•

Even though I am not

; sorry at all that he fell, I

sincerely hope that he re-

covers from his injury

very quickly.
•'

I also wish that you

Texans would stay the hell

;; west, because I lost too

darn much sleep over you
;:';'

guys.';--..;.:
•'\ :.v-:v •::w :;,, v'^> •

.

-''•-' Do me a favor and check

out Southern California's

credentials for the NCAA.
See you in Philadelphia in

,"'''•'-
June.;.:-; ^^-'Z •..:..•..:;' :•

^^ ^ Otie Drayton

Anchorman—Villa-

'r'' ':':-. f^.:, nova Mile Relay

/The "wolf" did lose a lot of

sleep but not only over the Tex-

ans. On Friday, the first day of

the Penn Relay Carnival, just as

Drayton was handing off to

Frank Budd in the 880 relay

trials, he felt a sharp snapping

pain in his thigh.

Drayton realized he had

pulled—he was "shocked and

really tensed up" but he told no

one—not even Coach Elliot. He
even seriously considered Jo-

hansson's method of using hyp-

notism to lessen the "acute"

pain.

ThsiTiVB to his roommate Carl

Francis, Drayton carried the

'Cats to their seventh straight

Mile Relay Championship of

America in a great 47.4. Francis

rubbed down Drayton's leg all

night long in three hour inter-

vals. Drayton claims, "it was
bleeding internally and I sure

did some tremendous praying."

Drayton, who took a breath-

taking chance by not telling

anyone, decided to "let it all

out in the 880 relay and see

what happens." It happened all

right as the Wildcats upset the

world record holders from the

Southland as Drayton ran a

bristling second leg.

Ohio State Records

Drayton, from Latin High in

Cleveland, holds both the 100

and 220 Ohio state records of

9.5 and 20.7 and he won two
state crowns his junior year

beating Dave Mills, school-boy

record holder in the 440, in both

events.

Otie Drayton

Charlie Jenkins, as well as El-

liot, was the main influence on

Drayton's matriculation at Vil-

lanova. Since coming here, the

"mambo king of the Main
Line" has raced to a blistering

9.4 in the 100 and a 20.8 in the

220.

His most heartbreaking ex-

perience, barring this year's

Penn Relays, was in the IC4A
finals when he was again hit

with a severe muscle pull and

went crashing to the track, af-

ter finishing third in the 100.

Drayton recovered extremely
fast to place a respectable sixth

in the NCAA 200 meters and
two weeks later reached the

semi-finals of the Olympic
trials at Palo Alto in the same
event.

Last Quarter
Running his last quarter mile

of the year against Quantico,

Drayton will now concentrate

on the 100 and 220 dashes with
"very high hopes" for the

IC4A's and he'd like nothing

better than to be crowned
NCAA champion.

"Villanova has to be the dark
horse of this year's NCAA
meet with Southern Cal, the

usual favorite," Drayton says

skeptically but adds with a big

smile, "to say Villanova will be

a powerhouse next year is def-

initely the understatement of

the year—we could possibly be

the greatest track team of all

time and the NCAA team title

should prove it conclusively."

Lack of Funds Hurts Cats
by Jack Duffy

The springr is that time of year when a young man's
fancy turns to love. However, it is also the time of year when
Villanova athletic endeavors turn to victory.

The Herculean type lads belonging to the baseball team
have dommated the Eastern Collegiate baseball scene this
year and appear well on their way to another NCAA tourna-
ment bid. The Villanova track team is their usual tremendous
self and their highly stirring victory over the Abilene Chris-
their ranking as the nation's top track team.

10-1

Now another Villanova athletic power looms large in the
sprmgtime. The Wildcat golf team is taking its place alongside
the other springtime clubs in producing V.U. victories. In
eleven matches, their only setback was a very close affair at
Princeton, that came by the score of 4 to 3.

The ten victories have been accumulated at the expense
of Rutgers, Muhlenburg, Penn, Columbia, Temple, West
Chester, Penn State, La Salle, and St. Joseph's twice. The last
two have been at the expense of La Salle and St. Joseph's.

Mostly Juniors
The varsity is composed of seven players six of whom are

underclassmen. The captain of this potent team is Dave Doyle
a senior. Doyle, along with Juniors Joe Bilder and Fred Mazzi
are the backbone of this fine team. Other members are Juniors
Charles Barr, Tom Cooke, and Dick Thomas, and Sophomores
Kevin Boyle and John Driscoll. The Cats have on their Fresh* :

men team the Junior Champions of New Jersey, Maryland
and our own Keystone state. So the best might be still to come!

The next problem now is the NCAA. However, the bid to
the tournament is the least of their problems. The main
obstacle at this time is insufficient funds. Since golf is recog-
nized as a major sport at some universities but not at our own
no funds have been provided for the trip to the National
Championships to be held at Purdue. If our fine team is
deprived of an opportunity to play in this tournament for
this reason, it would be the biggest setback for athletics
since the indoor IC4A championships last March.

Tareyton delivers the flavor. .

.

^. : . vn--<^

THi TMUmOli HMO ilMlK$ TMi m^^TIIIIMIt

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!

The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filter-to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.

Tareyion deliven^and ysa enjoy^ihe begi toBte of the be*i tobaccat.

DUALFILTERTareyton

rure white

butsr filter

ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL
innfif filter

1.W11BW M Mrr mMlf M«^' 4. r. M.
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i Letter

To The

Editor

SinclairAnd Bader Place

In Sectional Pistol Meet
r.il

Taken from the SAN DIEGO
UNION of April 30, 1961. "The
main line Wildcats upset fa-

vored Abilene Christian in the
880 yard run for their first taste

of victory, won the 480 yard
shuttle hurdles, and then in a
burst of derring-do, crashed
home the winner over New York
University by two yards in the

vpummc mips event."

West coast events universities

have been lax in this event. Just
wliat was the time and how many
couples are on a team? Did Rus-
sia invent the game or is it

named after old Sam Mips who
once ran the vpummic in 59:59:-

59, at Laos?
Joe Bingham, El Cajon, Calif.

At the Westchester Sectional

Pistol meet in Philadelphia on

April 22, Joseph Bader of the

Villanova Pistol Team captured

second place and one fourth

place position in the expert di-

vision. In the sharpshooter cate-

gory, G. Sinclair won a first

place trophy and two second

places.

In the same meet, consisting

of over 175 competitors, the Vil-

lanova "B" team, consisting of

C. Sinclair, R. Healey, A. Ce-

browski, and J, Hack took first

place in the marksman division.

Villanova's "A" team, G. Sin-

clair, J. Bader, R. Altomare, and

M. Benson, captured second

place in the sharpshooter divi-

sion.

The Villanova Pistol team has

announced that George Sinclair,

who placed fifth in the National

Pistol Match, has won a team

trophy awarded for the highest

average for the year. Also

achieving notice were R. Healey

who won a team medal and let-

ter winners George Sinclair,

Carl Ackerman, Bob Altomare,

Joseph Bader and again. Bob

Healey.

;'•.*•.
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IMPALA CONVERTIBLE

Here's top-down going

at its breezy best.

And, like all five

Chevy Impalas, it's

available with Super

Sport features* that

set it apart from any-

thing else on the road.

^Optional at extra cost, as a

complete kit.

Sports car spice ti^ver carrte in

so many varieties . . . Chevrolet

!

Maybe you're a fellow with more or less normal driving habits who's looking

for a change of pace. Or maybe you're a red-hot sports car buff. Either way,

you'll find the fastest relief for that tantalizing itch in your driving foot at your

Chevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping Center. He's got cars that run the sport-

ing gamut like no others—nimble Corvair Monzas (2- or 4-door), charged-up

Impala Super Sports (in five different body styles) and the kingpin of produc-

tion sports cars, the Corvette. You can take your choice without

chasing all over town. They're all stablemates under the same ropf!

CHEVY CORVAIR
MONZA CLUB COUPE

Nestle behind the

wheel in one of those

bucket front seats and

see what Corvair's

rear-engine design has

done for driving.

Steering that responds

to the subtlest hint.

Braking that brings

you to precise even-

keel stops. Traction

that clings like a

cocklebur.

C,«;-v^:

CORVETTE

It's the goingest machine
in America. Pure-bred
sports car performance

—the likes of which only

the most elite (and
expensive) foreign-built

jobs could claim before

Corvette began stealing

their thunder in open
competition.

See the new Chevrolets at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's

|iiiiiiiHiniiiiiit)'i?ounc/ The BosesiiiiiiiiiHiiiinii^^^^^^^^

I Keynote To Success
I Found At Keystone
ItllllllllllllllilillHllllllllliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHliiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ by Joe Zawacki iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

"It took me a long time to adjust to the change from
shortstop to third base and my attitude wasn't what it should
have been, but now Fm glad that things have turned out the
way they have."

The fellow uttering this statement is Don Melega, the
likable junior who makes third base his home for the current
Villanova baseball team. And the way he plays the position,
you'd think that he has been there all his life.

Adjusted Style

Melega is one of the many Wildcat baseballers from New
Jersey, hailing from Bayonne. He prepped at St. Peter's in

Jersey City where he was quite a long ball hitter. However,
he admits a tendency toward striking out forced him to adjust
his batting style when he came to college. Though many will

state that there is no disgrace attached to striking out, Melega
will not concur.

"When you're batting," he explains, "it's just you and the
pitcher. If he strikes you out, he wins. But if you at least get a
piece of the ball, that means he needs help to get you out."

Walks are another thing for which Don has no use. "I'm
up there to hit, not walk." is his short but firm explanation.

Normal Reaction

Melega's dislike for the change from his normal position

at short to third base was not a case of temperament, but
rather a normal reaction of any ballplayer who is asked to

leave a position he has worked on for years.

What is the difference between the two positions? "It's

hard to explain in words," says Don. "I know one thing . . .

the ball gets down to you a lot faster than at short. You learn

to knock the ball down with your chest by necessity, not
desire. But then you don't have to cover the ground that the
shortstop has."

The short, 21 year old

blonde admits that the fact

that several scouts have raved
about the way he is playing

third base has helped change
his opinion to the keystone
sack. Another recognition,

more recent, came from his

own classmates as they elected

him the most valuable player

on the baseball team from the

junior class. i^ .., i. ,

Don is majoring in Social

Studies and has no immediate
plans for the future although
he would like to make some
money playing ball and per- DON MELEGA
haps someday go into business with a brother. He also enter-
tains a notion of teaching and coaching in the future, making
use of the pointers that he has picked up in the course of
playing. If he coaches as well as he plays, he should be quite
a success.

A news source in New York informs us that Eddie Dona-
von's decision to leave St. Bonaventure for the New York
Knicks coaching job was a recent development and had
nothing to do with his turning down the Villanova job a few
months back. Lots of luck, Eddie. In pro goonball, you're going
to need it ... a recent development arising from the basketball

scandal finds the NCAA now frowning on summer league

basketball leagues. Though the writer has never liked these

leagues, they will be missed in one respect : many borderline

ballplayers received a chance in summer basketball to impress

a college coach and win a scholarship. Case in point: Harry
Booth and Paul Westhead of St. Joseph's.

"Reliable"

Add silly aspects to the scandal : One of the three local

papers, a tabloid, broke a sports headline on their front page
recently, promising a new wave of names to be brought to the

public. Despite the fact that this paper is notorious for its

sports headlines never materializing into fact (for example,

the "Wilt Decathlon" item), the student body here, to a

great extent, took this in gullibly and it contributed greatly to

the slanderous insults which are threatening the names of

many innocent lads, both on and off this campus ... An even

sillier remark overheard too many times here on campus : "I

don't care who gets involved, as long as it's not us." Come on,

kiddies ; time to grow up.

Open question to the baseball coach posed by numerous

baseball fans: Once there was a team with three outfielders,

none of which were great fielders, but adequate. Two of them

are hitting poorly, but the third, who was tenth in the nation

as a Sophomore, is hitting at a good pace. On the bench, there

is a sub who is cracking into the starting lineup because of

good stickwork. Now, which one of the three outfielders do

you bench to bring in the sub with the good stick ? Can you

answer that for a curious group, coach ?
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Cats Face Unbeaten Navy
After Close Win Saturday

by Joe McCarthy

Mr.,!.. 1.1.. , ..
(Photo by Alan Williams)

This looks like a good one" a Seton Hall sslugger has written on his face as he faces
Phil Fidalgo's fast ball with all the intent of a Paul Bunyon at the bat . . . Strike three.

Brown Topples Rugby
Team in Semi-Finals

By Close 6-5 Score ;

Villanova's dark horse rugby
team was derailed Saturday in

the semi finals of the East
Coast Rugby Championships by
Brown 6-5 at Van Cortlandt
Park in New York City.

Brown, who was beaten phys-
ically by the 'Cats, has to face a
rugged Dartmouth team this

week for the championship.

Pig Pen Scores
In the game played in very

humid weather, scrum-half
Ralph "pig pen" Lewis opened
the scoring with 25 minutes
gone in the hard fought battle

as he tallied a tri. Senior for-

ward Bill McCIure split the up-
rights and Villanova jumped
out in front 5-0. The see-saw
skirmish saw the half end with
the score the same. .'•

. •-

Late in the second half, after

an infraction by Captain Tony
Nastri, Brown broke into the
scoring column on a three point

penalty kick.

'Cat Bid Folds

Then with 15 minutes re-

maining the Wildcats gallant

bid to make the finals of the
East Coast Championships in

their rookie season in the league
folded as a Brown three-quarter
caught a cross kick and broke
through the Villanova backfield

and romped 40 yards to score.

Brown missed the conversion
and led 6-5, which after many
frustrating moments by both
teams was the final score.

Lewis commented after the

game saying, "Brown wasn't
the toughest team we played
this year—I think it was Co-
lumbia—but even though we
physically trounced them we
beat ourselves in the end."

Captain Nastri announced
that there would be a rugby
meeting Thursday on the first

floor of the C&F building at

10:30 a.m. The purpose of the

meeting being the election of

next year's ofllicers.

Another achievement for the

thriving new sport on the Main
Line was the promotion of the

'Cats to the Second Division of

the Eastern Rugby Union after

only one year of play. With this

step up Villanova will play an
even tougher schedule next sea-

son consisting mainly of Ivy

League schools where rugby has

been a popular sport for years.

Southpaw Phil Fidalgo, re-

bounding from his first setback
of the season a week ago Sat-
urday at Lafayette, hurled a
seven-hit, 3-2 victory to nip a
spirited Seton Hall contingent
last Saturday. The triumph
brought to the vanguard the
possibility of an NCAA berth
in the eastern regionals for the
Villanova squad.

The other scheduled contests
of the week fell prone to the
rains as both the Scranton and
LaSalle games were postponed.
Neither game will be made up
due to the difficulties in re-

scheduling.

Beneath the overcast skies of
imminent rain for the second
Saturday in a row, the Cats
rallied in the eighth and ninth
to overcome a 2-0 Seton Hall
lead at the Main Line Stadium.
Until the eighth the only hit

that Seton Hall fastballer Phil

Kiemer had yielded was a grass-
cutting single over second to

Wildcat Dan Baier.

Tied Two All

Bill Platco led off the inning
with a soft pop to second for
the first out. Then pitcher Fidal-

go lined a hard single to right-

field and Dan Renn, hitting

from the right side of the box,

pulled a fastball down the left-

field line which bounced against
the fence and scored Fidalgo
from first.

Following Renn's double.
Shortstop Jack Lynch connected
to send a clutch single up the
middle into center to push
across the tying run. Fidalgo
then set the first .three men
down in the top of the ninth,

thus giving the Cats their ninth
inning opportunity to win the
game.

Climatic Ninth

Dan Renn's second rbi of the
day highlighted the bottom of

the ninth, although in an inad-

vertent fashion. Allowing a sec-

ond single to Baier and a bases-

on-balls to Captain Joe Cramer
sent Pirate pitcher Kiemer to

the showers.

Relief pitcher Bill Henry then
retired Platco on an infield pop
but gave up a second walk to

Fidalgo, filling the bases for

Renn. Henry's fourth delivery
to Renn skidded in the dirt and,
as it bounced upwards, it cas-
caded off the catcher's mitt for
a wild pitch. Baier, running
with the pitch, scored the win-
ning tally easily.

Tainted Hits

The twenty-year-old Fidalgo,
using an overhand motion for
the second time this campaign,
now owns a formidable 6-1

slate. In his nine-inning stint,

he visably became stronger as
the game progressed after a
shaky start in the first. He re-

tired the final seven men to op-

pose him. The Seton Hall power
managed to reach him for only
seven scattered singles.

Earlier in the week the Cats
clubbed five Rider pitchers for

17 hits in a 10-8 slugfest that
went to Villanova. Scoring five

in the first iced a lead which
the Rider batters could never
catch. , '.-'v;"

The first six batters to come
to the plate against Rider hurler
Jim Thompson hit safely. In the
final statistics each Wildcat to

bat picked up at least one safety
except for starting pitcher Mike
Kiley.

Connors Rescues

As Rider reached Kiley for
three runs in the sixth, Pete
Connors was called in again to

rescue the game. It was the
seventh time this season that

Connors had been relied upon
to quell a rally. He has won
three without a blemish and
saved four others. The 5-9, 140
lb. Connors has also hit surpris-

ingly well during the season,

contributing a single to the

Wildcat cause in the Rider
game.

Al Weigand, Dan Renn, and
Richie Richman paced the hit-

ting department. Weigand had
two triples, Richman, three sin

gles, and Renn, a perfect day,

three for three. Fidalgo playing
left, tallied three rbi's to guide
the squad in that department.

The Wildcats now will en
counter an undefeated Navy
team with a record of 19-0 this

afternoon. A victory in this en-

counter could be considered as

an excellent portent.

Thinclads Get Revenge
At Ouantico's Expense

by Dan Grove

Villanova's Athletic Department invested in an anemometer
just in case its trackmen continued flirting with world records,
as they did two weeks ago.
The wind wasn't a factor though and the mud hardly slowed

anyone down as the 'Cat's avenged last year's shellacking by
the Quantico Marines. Villanova won twelve out of sixteen
events and completely swept four of these to eradicate last
year's loss with a 92-44 victory.

Budd and White Score
Juniors Frank Budd and Hubie White led the 'Cats with two

first places apiece. Budd won both dashes in the unbelievably
fast times of 9.4 and 20.3 seconds over a soggy track. Budd's
victories were sweetened because they came over the Marines'
Ed Collymore, the ex-Villanova record holder in both events.

Hubie White won the broad jump and the hop, step, and
jump. He annexed the former from another ex-Villanova thin-
clad, Kent Lydic, with a jump of 22' 1/2". The hop, step, and
jump blue ribbon was handed him by the virtue of a 45' 1/2"

leap.

Sophomore shot putter, Billy Joe broke the school and
stadium records with a Herculean heave of 57' %". This toss
bettered his indoor mark by eighteen inches. Junior Jerry
Donini, last year's record holder, was plagued by foul trouble,
but still captured second place over the Virginian's Bill Hands.

Jackman Takes Hurdles
Villanova's Al Jackman led teammates Charlie Harrock and

Leon Pras across the tape for a sweep of the 440 yard inter-
mediate hurdles. .;,

Leon Pras led the other liurdle's shutout against the Gy-
renes, this time in the 120 yard high hurdles. Sophomores
Charlie Hmamock and Doug Kerr placed second and third.

Otie Drayton, of Penn Relay fame, stepped oflf a 49.1 second
440 yard dash to nose out teammates Carl Wagner and Ernie
Muir for the 'Cat's fourth shutout of the day.

Marines Good In Distance
Quantico's best showing was in the distance events. Olym-

pian Peter Close and former national champion Carry Weisen-
ger soundly beat Junior Jon Dante in the mile, in 4 :12.3.

Mike Fleming of Quantico barely nudged sophomore stand-
out Pat Traynor in the two mile run. Another soph, Owen
MacQuire, was third for Villanova.
Dante came back after his loss to Close to win his specialty,

the 880 yard run. Gene Palmer, formerly of Tennessee Tech,
and Pat Nicastro, Dante's teammate, pushed Jon to a good
(considering the track condition) 1 :54.7.

Kerr Breaks Record
Soph Doug Kerr broke the school javelin record with a

chuck of 209' 10i/l>". Kerr beat the Marines' Joe Frye and Fred
Miller with his record breaking toss.

Jim McGrath of Villanova copped first in the high jump over
the Marines' versatile Ed Collymore. McGrath's jump of 6' 2"
eclipsed Collymore's best leap by two inches.
The pole vault went to Marine Aubrey Dooley, who cleared

14' after having trouble with a brisk breeze.

Mile Relayers Win
Bill Hands of Quantico edged Jerry Donini of Villanova by

three inches to win the discus with a flip of 151'.

The Wildcats's mile relay team, without the services of
Bobby Raemore and Otie Drayton, breezed to a forty yard win
over Quantico. Ernie Muir gave the 'Cats a four yard lead on
the first lap with a 50.8 clocking, second legger Carl Wagner
increased the margin by ten yards with a 49 flat leg. Seniors
Nick DiAngelis (50.2) and Joe Mannion (49.6) stretched the
lead to the final margin.

Expansion Marks Seniors ' Tenure at Villanova

(Photo by Ty Wong)

Sheehan Olympian Frank Budd burst the tape with a blister-

ing 9.4 in the 100 during the Quantico meet last Saturday. Trail-
ing are Ed Collymore, Quantico, and Bob Raemore.
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Cardinal Gushing, Wesley
To Speak At Graduation

by Mike Donahue

Villanova will conduct its 119th commencement exercises

on Monday, June 5 at 11:00 A.M. in Goodreau Stadium. At
that time approximately 800 seniors will be graduated.

In the event of rain the proceedings will be held in the Field

House. This is the first time that Commencement exercises

have been held outdoors.

Each senior upon whom a de-

gree will be conferred has been

issued fifteen tickets, three

"blues" and twelve "whites".

All of these will admit guests to

the ceremonies in the stadium,

weather permitting. In the

event of rain only the holders of

the blue tickets will be admitted

to the indoor ceremonies in the

Field House. Limited seating ca-

pacity in the Field House neces-

sitates this restriction.

The academic procession of

faculty members, University of-

ficials and the graduates will

proceed to the Stadium at 10:30.

The Very Reverend James Don-

nellon, OSA, Augustian Provin-

cial will preside over the cere-

monies. ,: ;-

Cardinal Cushing Speaks

His Eminence Richard Card-
inal Cushing, Archbishop of
Boston, who rendered an invo-

cation at the inauguration of

President John F. Kennedy, will

deliver the main address to the

graduates.

Honorary degrees will be con-
ferred upon Cardinal Cushing;
Arthur I. Breithaupt, Vice-
president, Dodge Steel Compa-
ny; Gordon M. Burlingame,
President, Title Insurance Com-
pany of Pennsylvania; Honor-
able Charles S. Desmond, Chief
Judge, Court of Appeals, State
of New York, and Francis Friel,

partner in Albright and Friel

Engineering.

The Valedictorian for the

class will be J. Michael Wesley,
a general arts major from Ro-
chester, N.Y. Wesley will be

graduated magna cum laude.

Cardinal Cushing will receive

an honorary Doctor of Sacred
Theology degree; Breithaupt
will be recognized a Doctor of

Humane Letters; Burlingame
will l>e cited as a Doctor of Com-
mercial Science; a Doctor of

Senior Parting Festival
Slated For Mermaid Lake

(Photo By Mike Pastore)

Valedictorian Mike Wesley explains a fine point in the text in

his commencement speech to Rev. John A. Klekotka, University

president in Father's office.

Mermaid Lake, located three

miles above Norristown, Pa., will

be the site of the Senior Parting

Festival, Saturday, June 3.

The outing will consist of

boating, swimming, ballgames,

and that time-honored Villanova

tradition, "picknicking". It will

last from 1 P.M. til 11 P.M.

President Larry Bathgate has

secured the services of four

(Count 'em) bands to disperse

musical fare for those who are

choreograph ically inclined. In-

cluded in his musical menage
will be what Bathgate terms "an
infamous twist band.

Capping the day will be a ca-

tered buffet dinner to be served

from five until six. Despite this

formidable array of musical tal-

ent and a catered dinner, Bath-

gate said that tickets will be

only $5.50 per couple.

They are currently on sale in

the Pie Shoppe.

A map indicating the most di-

rect route to the picnic site will

be posted on the Senior bulletin

Doctor of laws degree will be

conferred upon Judge Desmond
while Friel will receive an Hono-
rary Doctor of Science degree.

To Begin June 3 .cvy

The actual preparations for

commencement exercises will

get underway, Saturday June 3,

with the distribution of caps

and gowns in Vasey Hall 11:00

a.m. until 3:00 p.m.

On Sunday, June 4, a Bacca-

laureate Mass will be held in the

Field House at 10:00 a.m.; im-

mediately thereafter a breakfast

for the senior graduates will be

held in Dougherty Hall.

In addition to Wesley, 35 oth-

er seniors will receive special

academic recognition. Those to

be graduated summa cum laude

will be Evilio A. Perez, Ch.E.
and David L. Brecht, OSA, phi-

losphy.

Magna Cum Laude
Magna cum laude honors will

be conferred upon Theodore
Boundas, Dennis Lynch, Joseph
Remy, Richard Fogaroli, John
Hampton, Marshall McCloskey,
Eileen Greyson, John Hogan,
OSA and Robert Samson, OSA.

Dear Seniors of Villanova:

'" Since I will not have the opportunity again to

communicate with you collectively until the degrees are conferred upon
you on the fifth of June, I take this means of conveying a parting message
to the class.

• ,^'
•

.

First, I congratulate all those of you who have
successfully completed your work and have earned the sheepskin soon to

be handed to you. You have achieved one of the major goals of your life.

As you have succeeded in this so can you succeed in the task that lies be-
fore you. Greater difficulties lie in store for you, it is true, but in the

Providence of God you will have the capacity to cope with them according

to His Will.: ;., •'.^••?': ."•'•••
'"'''•v''

'''••'':,''

Villanova University, and in particular the

faculty, has tried to give you a sound preparation for the life that you
have yet to live. Most of all this preparation consists of a way of life

rather than a training for a livelihood. It is our earnest hope and
prayer that you have increased in your faith and knowledge of God our

Supreme Creator and Redeemer. All else in your life must be sub-

ordinate to God, or your life will be worthless.

We often say in an offhand manner that nowadays
everyone goes to college. Of course this is not true. While an increasing

percentage of our college age population does undertake such study, it still

constitutes a rather small percentage of the world's population. Your
college education is, therefore, a rare privilege that God has bestowed

upon you. He will expect you to make suitable use of this privilege not

only for your own benefit, but for the benefit of your fellow man and for

the honor of God. This is the challenge that lies ahead of you. It is a

thrilling challenge and facing up to it will make for a happy life indeed.

May God grant you always the grace to face your challenge to work for

a better world.

Sincerely yours,

^Rev. John A. Klekotka, O.S.A.

board, co-chairmen Bill Cassin
and Dave McCue revealed.

At this juncture, Bathgate ex-

pressed his gratitude "to the

various chairmen who helped to

make the Senior functions the
successes they have been."

Graduating Seniors

To Pursue Grad Study

In Record Numbers
by Jim Strazzefia

All indications point to a new
all time high number of Villa-

novans who will enter graduate
schools next fall.

The trend toward a record

percentage, as well as a record
number, of seniors who plan to

do full time post-graduate work
upon graduation from Villanova
is revealed in data recently col-

lected from various sources by
the VILLANOVAN.

Because many seniors have
not made final decisions as to

future plans, the list of those
planning to do graduate work is

by no means currently complete.

It is reasonable to expect, how-
ever, that the final tabulation of

this year's seniors who will go
on to future study at the gradu-
ate level will run well over a
hundred.

Law schools are laying claim

to the largest number of men
from the Class of '61. Paul
Crawford, Larry Bathgate, John
DePul, Joe Shanahan, Roger
Sullivan, Chas. McClain, Al
Massey, Denny Nolan, Bill Bow-
ersox, and Mike Gleason are all

heading for Vlilanova's Garey
Hall. Among the others set for
law schools are: Bob Bohn
(George Washington), Tom
Brown (Michigan), Ted Boun-
das (Harvard), Joe Clark
(Georgetown), 'Tim McNamar
(Michigan), Tom Kennedy
(Syracuse), John O'Connell
(Harvard), Neil Vaughey (St.

John's), Tony Renaldo (Mary-
land), Ralph Mirarchi (Tem-
ple), John Plaatje (Penn), Jim
Capobianco (Rutgers), Phil

Sheats (Maryland), Jack Fahey
(Detroit), and Jim Strazzella

(Penn). Dan Steger and John
Hickey will also attend law

school.

(Cont'd on page 3)
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:•'' '•••'• "v ••'• •• --v (Photo dy Alan Williams)
'This looks like a Rood one' a Seton Hall sslu««er has written on h/s face as he faces

Phil Fidal^o's fast ball with all the intent of a Paul Hunycm at the bat , Strike three.

Brown Topples Rugby
Team in Semi-Finals

By Close 6-5 Score
V'illanova's dark horse rii^'hy

team was deraiK'd Saturday ill

the semi finals of the East
Coast Rujirby Champi* >iishii)s by
Rrown 6-5 at Van C'ortlandt

Park in New York City.

Brown, who was beaten phys-
ically by the Tats, has to face a

niKK'«'d Dartmouth team this

week U)\' the championship.

Pij; Pen Scores ; .

In the j.'^ame i)layed in very
humid weather. scrum-half
Ralph -'inix pen" I.ewis opened
the scoring with 25 minutes
Kone in the hiirdfoUK^it battle

as« h(? tallied a tri. Senior for-

wai'd BillMcC'lure split the up-
ri^'^hts and V'illanova jumped

out in front 5-0. The see-saw
skirmish saw th(' half end with
the score: the same,! . ,

•^.
. :

Late in the second half, after

an infraction by ('aptain Tony
Xastri. Brown l)roke into the

seeding column (»n a three point

penalty kick.
j

Tat Bid Folds
|

Then with 15 minutes vo-

maiuin^' the Wildcats jiallant
!

bid to make the tinals of the;

Kast ("oast ("hampionshi|)s in

their rookie st-asctn in the lea^u*'

l'<i|(le(l ;is a l!ro\\ii t hrei'-ipiarter

(.uu'ht a cros kick ;iiul broke
thriMij/li the \'illaiio\a Itacklield !

iiUii romjit'd lU xards to score.

P>ro\\ii missed the coii\-ersion
;

and led i]-~). whicli after nian\'

frustrating moments b\ l)oth

teams uas the liiial scoi'e.

Lewis commented after the

Kame savin)/. "Brown wasn't

the touyrhest team we played

this year— I think it was ('o-

lumbia— but even thouji^h we;
physically trounced them xyjej

beat ourselves in the end." \ j'

Captain Nastri announe»'d

that there would be a ruv'by

meeting' Thursday on the first

floor of the C&F building at

iO:;{0 a.m. The purpose of thei

meeting beinj/ the election of j

next year's oHicers. :

Another achievem<'nt for the]

thrivinvr new sport on the Maim
i'

Line was the promotion of the!

'Cats to the Seiond iJivisitm of

the Kastern Ku^'by Union after

only (»ne year i>f play. With this

step up V'illanova will play an

even t<»UKher .scheduli' next sea-i

son consisting.' mainly of Ivy'

League schools where ru^rby has'

been a popu'ar sport for years.

Cats Face Unbeaten Navy
After Close Win Saturday

by Joe McCarthy

Soiithpaw' T'hil Fidaljro, re-

bounding from liis first setback
of the season a week a^''0 Sat-

urday at Lafayette, hurled a
seven-hit. ;i*^2 victory to nip a

Henu. Henry's fouHh d(divery
to Renn skidded in the dirt and.
as it bounced upwards, it cas-

caded oil" the catcher's mitt for

a wild i)iteh. Baier, I'unniiiy
spirited Seton Hall contingent with the pitch, scored the win
last Satunlay. The triumph Initio tally CNisily

brou^'ht to the vaniruard the
possibility of an NCAA berth
in the eastern re^ionals for the
Villanova squad, '.^v:"

The other scheduled contests
nf the week fell i)rone to the
ra ins ;is l)oth t he Scranton a nd
LaSalle Karnes were post])one(l.

Neither ^'ame will be made uj)

due to the (lidiculties in re-

.schedulinjr,

Beneath the overcast skit's of

imminent rain for the second
Saturday iiv a TO\v,\ the Cats
rallied in the eijrhth and ninth
to overcome a 2-0 Seton H;iM
lead at the Maiti Line Stadium.
Cntil the eighth the orily hit

that Seton Hall fastballer Phil

KieuKvr had yielded was a >:rass-

cutfin^' single over second to
Wildcat Dan Baier.

Tied Two All

Bill Platco led oil the inning'

Tainted Hits

T he twenty-year-old Fi (hil vro,

using an overhand motion for
the second timt' t his cami)aiKMi,

now owns a formidable ()-l

slate. In his nine-inning stint,

he vi.sably became stron^'er ;is

the game proKre.ssed after a
shaky start in the first. He re-

tired tht> final seven men to op-

j)Ose him. The Seton Hall power
maiKi«"ed to I'each him for only
seyen scattered singles.

Karlier in the week the Cats
clubbed five Rider pitchers for

17 hits in/ a lO-H slugfest that

Went to Villanova. Scorinji: five

in the first iced a lead which
the Rider butters could ueyer
catch.,

\
;

''..' ':'':

t)ie first six batters to
, come

to the plate aj^ain St Rider hurler

Jim Thompson hit safely. In the
final statistics each Wildcat to

with a soft pop to secorul for bat picked up at least oiu' safety

the fii'.st out. Then i)itcher Fidal-

iu> lined ;i hai'd sin^'le to ri^llt-

lieM and Dan Renn, hitting'

fritm the rijrht side of the box.

Itulled .'I f.astball down the left-

tield line which bounced against
llie fence ;ind scored Fidaljro

from first. '

''^^^"^

except for starting pitcher Mike
Kiley.

Connors HesciicH ; .

Rider reac bed K i ley for

runs in the sixth, Petel

Connors was called in aj^ain to|

the iranle. It was thei

Thinclads Get Revenge
At Ouantico's Expense

by Dan Grove

Villanova's Athletic Department invested in an anemometer
just in case its trackmen continued flirting with world records,
as they did two weeks ago.

The wind wasn't a factor though and the mud hardly slowed
anyone down as the 'Cat's avenged last year's shellacking by
the Quantico Marines. Villanova won twelve out of sixteen
events and completely swept four of these to eradicate last
year's loss with a 92-44 victory.

Hudd and White Score
Juniors Frank lUidd and Hubie White led tlie 'Cats with two

first places apiece. Rudd won both dashes in the unbelievably
fast times of 9.4 and 20.:} seconds over a soggy track. Rudd's
victories were sweetened because they came over the Marines'
Ed Collymoro, the ex-Villanova record holder in both events.

Hubie White won the broad jump and the hop, step, and
jump. He annexed the former from another ex-Villanova thin-
clad. Kent Lydic, with a jump of 22M/2''. The hop, step, and
jump blue ribbon was handed him by the virtue of a 45' V2"
leap.

Sophomore shot putter. Rilly Joe broke the school and
stadium records with a Herculean heave of 57' •'* 1". This toss
bettered his indoor mark by eighteen inches. Junior Jerry
Donini, last year's i-ecord holder, was plagued by foul trouble,

I

but still captured second place over the Virginian's Rill Hands.
Jackman Takes Hurdles

I

Villanova's Al Jackman led teammates Chai'lie Harrock and
' Leon Pras across the tape for a sweep of the 440 yard inter

j

mediate hurdles,

I
;
Leon Pras led the other hurdle's shutout against the Gy-

: renes. this time in the 120 yard high hurdles. Sophomores
Charlie Hmamock and Doug Kerr placed second and third.

I

Otie Drayton, of Penn Relay fame, stepped ofl' a 49.1 second

I

440 yard dash to nose out teanmiates Carl Wagner and Ernie
;
Muir for the 'Cat's fourth shutout of the day. •' ' '

"
'"^ '•

Marines (iood In Distance
Qiiantico'sbest showing was in the distance events. Olym-

j
pian Peter Close and former national champion Carry Weisen-

' ger soimdly beat Junior Jon Dante in the mile, in 4 :12.3.

Mike Fleming of Quantico barely nudged sophomore stand-
out Pat Traynor in the two mile run. Another soph, Owen
MacQuire. was third for Villanova.

Dante came back after his loss to Close towin his specialty,

the 880 yard run. Gene Palmer, formerly of Tennessee Tech.
and Pat Nicastro, Dante's teammat(% pushed Jon to a good
(considering the track condition) 1:54.7.

Kerr Breaks Record
Soph Doug Kerr broke the school javelin record with a

chuck of 200' 101 ..".Kerr |,eat the Marines' Joe Frye and Fred
Miller with his record breaking toss.

Jim McGrath of \'illanova coi)ped first in tlie high jump over
the Marines' versatile Ed Collymni-e. McGratb's jump of 6' 2"

eclipsed Collymore's best leap by two inches.

The pole vault went to Marine Aubrey Doojey, who cleared

14'after haying trouble with a bi-isk breeze.

Mile Helayers Win
Rill Hands of Quantico cdixvd Jerry Donini of Villanova by

three inches to win the discus with a flip of 151\ v
"'

.;
• r W^:

'

The Wildcats's mile relay team, withotit the services of
Hol)l)\' Raemoi-e and Otie Drayton, breezed to a forty yard win
over Quantico. Ernie Muir gave the 'Cats a four yard lead on
the first lap with a 50,8 clocking, second legger Carl Wagner
increased the margin by ten yards with a 49 flat leg. Seniors
Nick DiAngelis (50.2) and Joe Mannion (49.()) stretched the
lead to the final margin.

As
three

Fol Renn's double.
seventh time thiii season t hati

cu .
?'''?' ,;"•"' '^""""^•1 Connors had been relied uponl

Shortstop Jack Lynch connected
^,,, ,,^,^„ ,, ,.^„y „, ^as won'

U) send a clutch single up the
middle into center to push
across the tyin^r run. F'fdaU'o

then set the first .three men
down in the top of the ninth,

thus giving the Cats their ninth
inning opportunity to win the

)/ame.

Climatic Ninth

three without a blemish and'

saved four others. The 5-9. 14()|

lb. Connors haa also hit surpris-

in^dy well during the season,

contributing a sin^de to thej

Wildcat cause in the Rider
^ame. I

Al Wei^'and, Dan Renn, audi

Richie Richman pace<l the hit-|

Dan Renrl's .second rbi of the tin^ department. WeiRand had

day hiirhliKhte(l the bottom of two triples, Kichman. three sin-

the ninth, althouirh in an inad-| >fh'«. and Renn, a perfect day,

vertent fashion. Allowinjr a sec- three for three. Fidal^^) playiriK

(Old sin^rle to Baier and a bases- 1
left, tallii'd three rbi'.s to ^'uide

on-balls to Captain Joe Cramer) the scpjad in that department,

sent Pirate pitcher Kiemer toj The Wildcats now will ett-

the showers. counter an undefeated Navy
R(dief pitcher Hill Henry then

retiree! Platco on an infitdd pop

team with a record of 19-0 this

afternoon. A victory in this en-

but ^nw up a second walk to counter could be considered as

F'id.ib'o. fillin^r th<' b;ises for- an excellent portent.

(Photo by Ty Wonq)

Sheehan Olympian Frank Rudd hurst the tape with a blister-

ing IM in (he KM) during: the (hianlico meet la.st Saturday. Trail-

ing art> Kd Collymore, ({uantico, and Rob Raemore.

Expansion Marks Seniors^ Tenure at Villanova
BP^E^i-^J^

/
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Cardinal Gushing, Wesley
To Speak At Graduation

by Mike Donahue

Villanova will conduct its 119th commencement exercises

on Monday, June 5 at 1 1 :()() A.M. in Goodreau Stadium. At
that time appro.ximately 800 seniors will be ^n-^iiliiattxi.^:^^ ......

In the event <d" rain the proceedin^'-s will be held in the Field

Ilou.^e. This is the first time that Commencement exercises

have been held outdoors.

Fach senior upon whom a de-

gree will be conferred has been

issued fifteen tickets, three

' Idues" and twelve "whites":

.Ml of the.se will admit guests to

the cerenvonios in the stadium.

W.eathor perniitt mix. I n the

eventof ruin only the holders of

the blue tickets will be adniitted

to, the indoor ceremonies iii the

Field fJou.<e. Limited seatihjr ca-

pacity in the Field Houijc-neces-

sitates this restriction.;;^^

The academic procession of
facidty members. University of-

ficials and the graduates \vill

proceed to the Stadium at 10:30.

The \'ery Reverend James l)on-

uellon, ()SA, Augustian Provin-

cial Avill pi'eside Qver. the cere-

moniesv'''!.; ,;: ..',;;-i^'';;V"':'..^-'.-.' i.^.':.'"

-
. Cardinal Pushing Speaks

.;: His Kminence Richard Card-
inal Cushing. Archbi.shop of

Boston, who rendered an invo-

cation at the inauguration of
President John F. Kennedy, will

deliver the main address to the

graduates.

Honorary degrees wilT he con-
ferred upon Cardinal Cushing;
.Arthur 1. Hreithaupt. Vice-

president, Dodge Steel Compa-
ny; Gordon M, Burlingame.
President, Title Insurance Conl-

I)any of Pennsylvania; Honor-
able Charles S. De.^niorul. Chief

Judge, Court of .Xpix-als. St.ate

of New York, and Francis Friel.

partner in Albright and Friel

Engineering.

The Valedictorian for the

class will be .1. .Michael Wesley,
a general arts major from Ro-

chester. N.^'. Wesley will be

graduated magna cum laude.

Cardinal (,'nshing will receive

an honorary Doctor of Sacred
Thecjogy degree; Iir«'ithaupt

will be recognized a Doctor of

Humane Letters; Rurlingame
will b(.' cited as a Doctor of Com-
mercial Science ; a Doctor of

Senior Parting Festival

Slated For Mermaid Lake

Valedictorian Mike Wesley ex

his commencement speech to Rev

president in Father's ollice.

(Photo By Mike Pastore)

plains a fine p<»inl in the text in

. John .A. Klekolka, Cniversity

Mermaid Lake. locate<l three

miles above Norristown. Pa., will

be the site of the Senior Parting

Festival, Saturday, June 3;
'

The outing will consist of.

boating, .swimming, ballgames.'

and that time-honored Villanova

tradition, "picknicking". It will

last from 1 P.M. til 11 P.M. :

President Larry Bathgate has

.secured the services (>f four

(Count 'em I bands to disperse

musical fare for those who are

choreographically inclined. In-

cluded in bis musicaL menage
will be what Batligate terms "an

infamous twist band.

Capping the day will be a Cii-

tert'd bufl^et dinner to be served

from five until six. I)es])ite this

f()rmi(lal)le array of musical tal-

t'ut and ;i catered dinner, liath-

gate said that tickets will t*e

only $5.50 i)er couple.

T hey a re cu rren t ly on sale In

the Pie Shoppe.

A map indicating the most di-

rect route to the picnic site will

be posted on the Senior bulletin

Doctor of laws degree will be

conferred upon Judge Desmond
while Friel will receive an Hono-

rary Doctor of Science degree.

To Hegin June ,*{

The actual preparations for

conuiiencement exercises will

get underway. Saturday June '<l,

with the distribution of caps

and gowns in Vasey Hall 1 1 :U0

a.m. until 8:00 p.m.

On Sunday. Junev4, a Bacca-

laureate ALiss will be held in the

Field House at 10:00 a.m.; im-

mediately thereafter a breakfast

fi»r the senior graduates will be

held in Dougherty Hall.

In addition to Wesley. 35 oth-

er seniors will receive special

academic recognition. Those to

be graduated summa cum laude

will be Fvilio A. Perez. Ch.K.
and David L. Hrecht. OSA. phi-

losphy.

.Mag:na Cum Laude

Magna cum laude honors will

be conferred upon Theodore
Houndas. Dennis Lynch, Joseph
Remy. Richard Fogaroli. John
Hampton. Marshall McCloskey,
Fileen (ireyson, John Hogan.
OSA and Robert Samson. OSA.

Dear Se.nit>r9 of ViUanova;

.'.:/•. ,y.':'\ Since I wiU not ha^-fe the japportunity again' tty

comnnunicate \yith you coUeptively until the degrees, are conferred iipori

you on the fifth of June. I take this means of conyeying a parting message
to. thje class.

•/•':'
J
.. '•• I'.' First,' I congratulate all those of you' who have.,

suiresifullycftrnjileted your work and have earned the sheepskin soon to

be handed to you. You have achieved one of the major goals of your life.

As you have succeeded in this so can you succeed in the task that lies be-

fore you. Greater difficulties lie in store for you, it is tirue, but in the

Providence of G.od you. will have the capacity to cope with them according

to His Will,.'- •;:•. ";.:'/ y'r-,

Villanova University, aind in particular the

faculty, has tried to give you a sound preparation for the life that you

have yet to live. Most of all this preparation consists of a way of life

rather than a training for a livelihood. It is our earnest hope and

prayer that you have increased in yuur faith and knowledge of God our

Supreme Creator and Redeemer. All else in your life must be sub-

ordinate to God, or your life will be worthless.

We often say in an offhand manner that nowadays

everyone goes to college. Of course this is not true. While an increasing

percentage of our college age population does undertake such study, it Btill

constitutes a rather small percentage of the world's population. Your

college education i», therefore, a rare privilege that God has bestowed

upon you. He will expect you t<j make suitable use of this privilege not

only for your own benefit, but for the benefit of your fellow man and for

the honor of God. This is the challenge that lies ahead of you. It is a

thrilling challenge and facing up to it will make for a happy life indeed.

May God grant you always the grace to face your challenge to work f-ir

a better world.

Sincerely ycmrs,

-/.^f^i/^c^
Rev. John A. Klekotka. O.S.A.

President

board, co-chairmen Rill Cassin

and Dave McCue revealed.

At this juncture. Bathgate e.x-

pre.ssed his gratitude "to the

various chairmen who helped to

make the Senioi' functions the

successes/ they have been."
"

' ' - 'I I

• ^,^,q»—,^_,—^^^^^^ ! I I I

Graduating Seniors

To Pursue Grad Study

In Record Numbers
by Jim Strazzella

All indications point to fi new
all t ime h

i
gh n u mberof Villa-

novans who will enter graduate
schools ne.N't fall.

The trend toward a record

percentage, as well as a record

number, of seniors who plan to

do full time post-graduate work
upon graduation from Villanova

is revealed in data recently col-

lected from various sources by
Ihe- VILLANOVAN;::';-.'/:.-

Because many seniors have
not made final decisions as to

future plans, the list of those

planning to do graduate work is

by no means currently complete.

It is reasonable to expect* how-
ever, that the final tabulation of

this year's .seniors who will go

on t<> future study at the gradu-

ate level will run well over a

hundred.

.Law .schools are laying claim

to the largest number of men
from the Class of 'Gl. Paul

Crawford, Larry Rathgate, John
DePul. Joe Shanahan. Roger
Sullivan. Chas. McClain. Al
Massey. Denny Nolan. Bill Bow-
ersox. and Mike Gleason are all

heading for Vlilanova's Carey
Hall. Among the others set for

law .schools are: Bob Bohn
(George Washington), Tom
Brown (Michigan), Ted Boun-
das (Harvard I, Joe Clark

(Cieorgett)wn), Tim McNamar
(Michigan). Tom Kennedy
(Syracuse), John O'Connell

(Harvard). Neil Vaughey (St.

John's). Tony Renaldo (Mary-
land). Ralph Mirarchi (Tem-
ple), John Plaatje (Penn). Jim
Capobianco (Rutgers), Phil

Sheats (Maryland*, Jack Fahey
(Detroit), and Jim Strazzella

(Penn). Dan Steger and John
Hickey will also attend law

school.

(Cont'd on page 3)
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Pinning Ceremony Could
Inspire Anotlier Tradition

Fr. Hartley Speaks

Of Higher Education

To Jersey Alumni
Rev. Joseph C. Bartley,

O.S.A., Dean of the Division of
Commerce and Finance was a
recent speaker at the Villanova
Alumni Club of North Jersey.
The meeting was held at the

Brownstone House in Patter-
son, N.J. and Club officers for
the coming year were elected.
Father spoke on the progress of
the University and the impor-
tance of higher education.

Counselors-over 20, also
openings for Villanova
faculty, for suburban Day
Camp. Specialists in Swim-
ming (ARC Instructor),

Fencing, Track, Nature,
Science, etc. Auto desired.
Mitchell 6-8160.

Seminary Guild Appeals
For Three Million Dollars

_, ___, (Photo by Frank Matunis)
The BIG moment arrives as Rev. John A. Klekotka, OSA,

officially pins Mary Chapman during the nurses* pining cere-
monies held last Sunday.

The first annual pinning cere-

mony of senior Villanova nurses

was held on Sunday, May 21, at

2:30 p.m. in the University

Chapel.

Pins were blessed by the Rev.

John A. Klekotka, OSA, Presi-

dent of the University, and con-

ferred by Father Klekotka ; Miss
Marion Schrum, Dean of Nurs-
ing; and Miss Ann Donnelly,

Assistant Professor of Nursing.

Following a sermon by Father
President, the seniors recited a
prayer and joined the Villanova

Singers in the Alma Mater.

A reception was held in the

C and F Cafeteria.

The pinning tradition was
given by the junior nurses for

the seniors. Miss Mary Fay,

Chairman, stated that Sunday's

ceremony began what is hoped
will be a tradition.

Senior Nurse
The nurses who received pins

are: Alice E. Burlington, Mary
C. Chapman, Angela M. Cola-

santo, Joyce M. Collins, Mary C.

Collura, Joan C. Connolly, Mar-
that J. Davis, Joan P. Flood,

Betty A. Giammarino, Eileen M.
Greyson, Agnes M. Leitz, Mari-
lyn McGahan, Mary P. O'Neill,

Mary P. Scanio, Kathryn F.

Schultz, Mary A. Valenza, and

I
Mary E. White.

The Augustinian Seminary
Guild Appeal is endeavoring to

raise three million dollars to

build the new St. Mary's College

Seminary. The appeal will in-

clude eleven dioceses, thirty-four

parishes, six high schools, two
colleges, and a university.

The appeal is divided into

three segments. Advanced gifts

are accepted in any amount over

$5,000. The memorial gifts start

at $400. Both these stages have
been in progress for a length of

time. The general appeal, started

Monday, includes over four

thousand soliciting laymen.

The contributions, which are(

tax deductible, are in the form
of pledge payments, which may
be extended over a thirty month
period.

Old St. Mary's Seminary is

overcrowded to such a point that
its status may be termed "crit-

ical." In addition to being far

too small to house the present

seminarians, it restricts the
number of candidates which
may be accepted for the priest-
hood.

These are the factors which
led to the decision to construct
a new seminary building. It is

planned to occupy a fine tract of
land adjacent to, but suflftciently

removed from, the center of Uni-
versity life.

On To Graduate School

#A inn utH^ «{ p9\h omdnc-

fl ted kyr lAU «tttd^nl w$i9*

colleges throughout the nation.

Pack or Box

Question ^1:

Answer

:

Question ^2:

Answer

:

Question ^3:

Answer:

Question ^4:

Answer

:

Light up an DM, and answer
these questions. Then compare your

answers with those of 1,383 other

college students (at bottom of page).

As a college student, do you believe that you are taking

the best advantage of your educational opportunities?

Yes No-

Some college men are wearing trimmed beards. Do you
think most girls will be attracted to men with trimmed
beards ?

Yes No

Do you think that American colleges tend to overemphasize
football and other sports to the detriment of the status of

academic accomplishments?

Yes- No-

How many cigarettes do you smoke a day, on the average?

Less than 8. 8-12.

18-22. Over 22-

13-17-

UNLOCK A NEW WORLD OF

FRESH SMOKING PLEASURE
Sbrt Fresh with L'M ...Stay Fresh with L'M ...

LM
Campus
Opinion

Answers

The LtM Campus
be M statistically

Answer, Question *1:

Answer, Question #2:

Answer, Question ^3:

Answer, Question #4:

Yes 36% - No 64%
Yes 10% - No 90%
Yes 34% - No 66%
Less than 8, 20% -8-12, 18% - 13-17, 19% -
18-22, 28% -Over 22, 15%

The more you smoke, the more you appreciate today*8 L^M. You start

fresh with L^M, and you stay fresh with L^M. Do away with dried-
oul taste for good. The secret? Flavor Seal . . . L'M's special way of
moisturizing tobacco to seal in natural tobacco freshness . . . natural
tobacco goodness, (iet fresh-tasting— best-tasting L'M.

Opinion Poll was taken at over 100 colleges wtiere LAM has student representatives, and may not
random selection of all undergraduate schools. ei961 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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by Jim StrazztlJq

(Con't from Page 1)

The list of future M.D.s in-

cludes: Joe Caprini, Al Carlson,

Carlo Melini, Bob Stech, and Al
Kaplin, all of whom will study at

Hahnemann. Fred Folley, Ed
Morehauser, and Joe Zecardi
will attend Temple, while John
Judson and Denny Lynch will

study at Georgetown. Pete
Range will enter George Wash-
ington and Dom Diori will enter

Seton Hall for medical studies.

Barry Wills will earn his dental

degree at Penn.
A large number of engineers

also plan to do future academic
work. The chemical engineers

include: Clint Norris (V.U.),

Tony Cavanna (Polytechnical

Institute of Brooklyn), Lament
Dare (Lehigh), Gerry O'Brien

(Penn), Rich Fogaroli (Colum-
bia), Joe Hamburger (Institute

of Paper Chemistry), Bernie

Kraus (Delaware), Ed Schaller

(Penn), Don Sekits (R.P.L),

Evelio Perez (Illinois), and Bob
Durney (V.U.).

So far it is definite that at

least four mechanical engineers

will continue their studies

—

Mike Appoconia (V.U.), Jack
Connine (R.P.L), Frank Contey
(Lehigh), and Bob Fink (U.C.

L.A.).

The roster of electrical engi-

neers includes Marshall McClos-
key, who will study at M.I.T.,

and Paul Meunch, who is headed
for N.Y.U. Civil engineer Steve

Campbell is also going to N.Y.

U., while Bernie Cohan attends

Syracuse and Bob Fileccia con-

tinues here at Villanova.

Class valedictorian Mike Wes-
ley is headed for future study

at Toronto. Jack McDonnell
(Brown), Gary Susnjara (V.

U.), Mike Tighe (Kansas) Tom
Quigley (V.U.), and Phil Tama
(V.U.) will concentrate on grad-

uate English studies. Dick Ter-

ry and Don McGinley will study

for their AM.A.T. degree. His-

tory and political science studies

will command the attention of

Joe Kelly, Bob Plowman, (V.U.),

Jack McAteer, and Joe Cramer.

Artsmen Mike Donahue
(Penn), Jack Stefan (Colum-
bia), Jerry Gelinas (Penn), and
Tom Samuelwicz (Penn) will

take up post-grad work in busi-

ness.

A formidable array of Com-
merce and Finance seniors will

also spend the immediate future

in business graduate work. Mar-
keting majors Ed Paulsen, Bar-

ry Finkel, and Gary Dascenzo
will attend N.Y.U., Penn, and
Temple, respectively. John Fitz-

gerald (Penn), Jack Donohue
(Penn State), John McClay (V.

U.) and Bob Cahill (Columbia)
are among the other Wall Street

Journal readers who will con-

tinue their academic endeavors

in the area of business.

Midwestern Schools Draw, Too
Gene Rogers, a chemistry ma-

jor, will travel to Wisconsin to

pursue a study of the history of

science and Dick Cordell will

take up residence at Ohio Uni-
versity in order to continue his

work in chemistry. Bob Conboy
will matriculate at North Illi-

««/

(Ptioto By Alan Williams)

'Get your foot off the nameplate, Delisa/' Jim McAteer, (far right), jestingly admonishes
Bob Delisa (c), to the amusement of Larry Bathgate (2nd from left) and Jim Strazzella (2nd
from right). Only Bob Scalia (far left) under whose reign the bench was dedicated seems un-
amused. Scalia was junior class president; Delisa served as sophomore class president, student

council vice-chairman and chairman and student body president; Strazzella was Delisa's Vice-

President for educational affairs; McAteer, currently editor emeritus of the VILLANOVAN, was
editor-in-chief of the weekly publication.

nois for his chem grad work,
and George Purcell and Ed Ri-

chezza will return to the Villa-

nova chem labs and classrooms
in new Mendel Hall. Joe Remy,
meanwhile, will work toward his

M.A. in math at Penn.
The upward trend in the num-

ber of Villanovans who intend to

work toward advanced degrees

can doubtlessly be attributed in

part to the work of Dr. Bernard
J. Bedard, the University's Post

Graduate Study dvisor. The
office of Post Graduate Advisor
is a relatively new one on cam-
pus and it has since., its

inception provided reliable in-

formation and competent assist-

ance for students interested in

post-graduate studies.

Bedard Encouraged
When interviewed in his

ground floor office in C & F., Dr.

Bedard indicated that he was
encouraged by the fact that

"more and more Villanova stu-

dents are considering post grad-

uate training and are taking

more and more seriously the

possibility of the academic life

as a life vocation.

"Villanova, and every Catho-

lic school as well," he comment-
ed, "will now be served by more
Villanova graduates because of

the present trend. This is en-

couraging."

But, Dr. Bedard emphasized,

there is a need for many, many
more students with advanced
training. He noted that too of-

ten Catholic college students do

not face up^to the responsibility

which is theirs.

COPYRIGHT (S) 1961, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY. COCA-COLA AND COKE ARE REOISTERED TRADEMARKS

MALOLO® CORSAIR nautical print zip

jacltet -with over-sized pocket and British

notched collar. Shown with medium
Hawaiian trunks. Both of 100% fine cot

ton in color combinations of gold and
blue. Jacket $6.95 Trunks $6.95

RUGBY 100% cotton fleece deck shirt pull

over in trimmed colors of white, gold,

olive or navy. $5.95 TOP SIOERS deck

pants and the newest British SEA KNICK-

ERS with regimental belt. Both of 100%
cotton in white, gold, natural, olive or

black $5.95 and $8.95

CRICKET blazer striped knit jacket in bril-

liant colony colors. Va length tab sleeves.

Tailored Hawaiian trunks. Both knit of

100% cotton. Vivid color combinations of

gold and spice. Button front cardigan
$8.95 Trunks $5.95

The SeAFaRiNg MaN is a
vL-i ;•..•..••• \.': (With a British accent) ,•-...,.

Chart your course to the crisp, colorful look of the California sun and sea

su'imuear that Catalina so handsomely combines with the new British styling influence.

MALOLO'^ HARBOR LIGHTS giant zip

Jacket with roll knit collar. Trim on sleeves

and pocket, with embroidered lantern

emblems. Jacket of sturdy 100% cotton

gabardine. Square rig acetate, cotton and

rubber trunks. In white, gold and olive.

Jacket $8 95 Trunks $5 95

MALOLO*> BENGAL paisley print, zipper

front jacket with English accented collar

over medium length boxer trunks. Both of

100% finest printed cotton in color com-
binations of gold, spice and blue. Jacket

$7.95 Trunks $4 95

CHUKKER CHECK houndstooth knit com
mender's jacket. Shown with square rig

trunks Jacket knit of finest 100% cotton.

Trunks of cotton with rubber added for

perfect fit. Black, olive or gold with white.

Cardigan $7.95 Trunks $5.95

• Catalina, Inc., Los Angeles, California. Another fine KayserRoth Product.

In over 100 countries

people get that refreshing

new feeling with Coke!

BoUled under authority of

The Coca-Cola Company by lOTTlEII'S NJIMC HERE
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The Last Hurrah
This is the way it has been :

.; It began with a report on a lecture by Dr.
Rudhart . . . and coming late to the lecture,
and writing the story all wrong, and being
mocked and maligned as a total incompetent
. . . and being told that the Feature Editor
had resigned, and there was no one to do
his job ,. , . and being told to do it . . .and
doing it. :

, ., It was taking that all-day sophomore apti-

tude test after the first all-night session at
the printer's . . . and falling asleep periodic-
ally during the test . . . and wondering what
Father Sullivan thought when he saw the
results.

... ..

It was the first flush of success at being
, named Feature Editor at the VILLANOVAN
Dinner Dance . . . and being told next day by
the Editor, "Feature Editors remain Feature
Editors" . . . and deciding not to remain Fea-
ture Editor . . . and being named News
Editor.

It was story lists that were never made up
in time . . . and reporters who never reap-
peared after having been assigned the week's
most important story ... It was sweating out
Monday nights at the printer's . . . and watch-
ing the sun rise on Tuesday morning . . .

and feeling the triumph as the paper was de-
livered on Wednesday afternoon.

It was hours at the typewriter . . . and
more on the phone . . . and so many classes

cut . . . and term papers submitted at the last

minute ... or after the last minute. It was
Tom Wolf smoking too much . . . and Bill

Speers being angry. It was Mike Donahue
with his laughable lists . . . lists that always
proved so necessary in the end.

It was the first by-line ... and meeting
Bob Scalia for the first time . . . Class Presi-
dent he was . . . very important man. It was
the first Student Council meeting with a vote
to be cast . . . and Bob DeLisa going in by
acclamation . . . and Tom Hoffman's farewell
address. It was being named Editor-in-Chief.

It was conferences, endless conferences
. . . with Gene Ruane, about "indiscreet ar-

ticles" . . . with Father Kemme, about the
necessity of a responsible collegiate press . . .

With Father Klekotka about the future of
Villanova . . . with Bob DeLisa about things
in general. .

'.;,. ;'' .^v^-^:. '
.

; ''-'-r"

It was looking up from the big desk at the
top of the row, over acres of litter and papers,
as the typists got up to go home, and wearily
pulling over the typewriter for one more in

that never-ending series of "metaphysical
editorials." It was the private conversations
. . . with Harrison Salisbury . . . and Fulton
Lewis . . . John Crowe Ransom . . . and Wil-
liam McAndrew.

It was Chicago, with Mike Donahue . . .

the Associated Collegiate Press Conference
. . . State Street . , . and George Diamond's.

It was Father Rongione . . . and Lena with
the expense account . . . and the last Dinner
Dance . . . Dan Grove the new Editor . . . and
an underclass man calling me a "has been" . .

.

and me responding "at least I've been there"
. . . and wishing a little that our places could
be exchanged. It was Jim Strazzella and
Charlie Labus and the campaign . . . It was
the final good-byes . . . the last by-line . . . and
.^30—., .,; ..;;/;:./.-..:;;,. :.;::.\._;-,,-,:.:.:,

This is the way it has been . . . these are
the reasons for having done it all once, and
being more than willing to do it all again . . .

every single minute of it. These are the rea-

sons for the memories.

H. J. M,

Editors Emeriti
Editor-in-Chief H. James McAteer
Mana^injir Editor Michael D. Donahue
News Editor John J. McAteer
Feature Editor . . . « . v« • R. Joseph Conlin
Co-Sports Editor .... .V. .. .Charles R. Simmonds
Business Manager Gary R. Dascenzo
Circulation Managers Mark Bennett

Philip Kenny
Exchange Editor William McCall
Theatre Editor Gary Susnjara

The Pressbox
Depicted below are the ten senior (former) editors who six

weeks ago departed from the second floor of Dougherty. Gone
but not forgotten are Jim McAteer's rhetorical editorials,

Mike Donahue's Neo-classicism, Jack McAteer's sense of hu-
mor, Jose Conlin's nom de plume, Gary Dascenzo's manipula-
tion of the funds, Bud Simmonds' impeccable attire, Mark
Bennett's other job, Phil Kenny's elderly demeanor. Bill

McCall's nebulous title, and Gus Susnjara's rolling preambles.

I •
.
.• • >i

n

Delisa Reflects
In view of the fact that this is the last issue of

the VILLANOVAN for the year 1960-61, I

thought that this might be a good time to pose

an evaluation of the state of student government
at Villanova.

Having participated in Student Government
activities for over three years, I have noticed a

constant forward movement on the part of the

Council in general, and of its members in partic-

ular. The Student Council contains more inter-

ested and cooperative personnel than ever before

and I think that this admirable point can be at-

tributed to the fact that the student body itself

is giving more serious consideration than before

to the actual election of student government
members.

Students Inquisitive

The Student Council of this year dealt with an

inquisitive, aware, and more mature student

body. This fact has altered the Council thinking

to the extent that we must work for the students'

welfare, and not our own.

Student government this year has been a

working one and not a theoretical one. We have

made mature, well thought-out recommendations

to the administration concerning programs

ranging from curricular changes to more recre-

ational facilities on campus. We have, through

this maturity, gained a much greater position of

respect among the administration and the fac-

ulty than has ever been held before.

In the fall, a complete review of Student Coun-

cil accomplishments will be presented to the stu-

dent body. I will not list them here.

Individual Evaluation

I feel that in an evaluation of any organization

we must evaluate the individual members of that

organization.

The idea that only BMOC's hold offices on the

student council is definitely on the wane. The

most successful and contributory members of

this year's Council have been those who were

willing to work long hours in order that a pro-

gram or idea might attain reality.

This, then, might be the measure of the suc-

cess of the Student Council : How interested have

the members been? Are their ideas original and

practical? Is their primary interest for the stu-

dent body ? And finally, but extremely important,

are they willing to devote time and effort to their

work? Basing our success on the answers to

these questions, I feel confident in saying that

student government at Villanova has attained

greater achievement than ever before.

It has been said that the past is a giant upon
whose shoulders we, in the present, stand in or-

der to see the future. This comment is analagous

to the Student Council in that we have improved
upon our past efforts so that we might produce
better efforts in the present for the future.

..•..r.< Bob DeLisa

VILLANOVA UNIVERSITY

Editor-in-chief Daniel G. Grove
Associate Editor Josephine Morello
Managing: Editor Edward Farrell
News Editor Mark Quinn
Sports Editors J. Edgar Lohr

Joseph Zawacki
Feature Editor Joseph A. Massey
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Copy Eklitor Thomas O'Connor
Format Editor Ed Graham
Photo Editors . . . ...'.; Michael Pastore

Francis Matunis
Business Manager John J. Janda
Circulation Manager John Redding
Exchange Editor Raymond Ritter
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The VILLANOVAN is published weeklv by un-
dergraduate students of Villanova University;
opinions expressed herein do not necessarily re-
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This newspaper is dedicated to one of the finest

men who ever entered Villanova: Scholar, Athlete,

Gentleman

—

Leo Goodreou

»

^Round Midnight
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Writer Bids Farewell;

Sees Swinging Summer
Since this is our last paper of

the school year, the writer

would like to make use of the

opportunity to extend his grati-

tude to those who contributed to

the production of this little en-

deavor to aid the students in

their search for entertainment

of a worthwhile value. (Some

will argue that this cannot be

done without being clumsy or

maudlin. That is of little con-

cern to me).

A Second Glance

Looking back to the first col-

umn, it may be noted that the

intent of this feature was to

give the mature college student

more for his entertainment dol-

lar and to get Philly off of a

bum rap about being a "one-

horse town." Whether or not it

has been a successful column

depends on the individual read-

er. The writer gains satisfaction

in the knowledge that he has

made the effort.

Another
worthwhile
point to be made
concerns the use

of personal op-

inion. It can be

stated honestly

here that at no

time this year

was a personal

Zawacki opinion deliber-

ately used to get a point across.

This has not been an easy thing

to accomplish and if I have

failed to keep my own views

from showinjT occasionally,

blame it on human nature.

The Point

Finally, and most important,

whether or not you have agreed

with the statements made here

at various times is secondary to

whether any one column stimu-

lated you to agreement, discus-

sion or argument.

If you have been thusly

moved, the writer considers the

year a successful and hope to

continue same in September.

Have a good summer.

A little sports item in Mon-

day's papers caught the eye and

since no sports copy has been

contributed for this final issue, I

would like to use this space to

pay a small tribute, as a sports

fan, to one of the all-time greats

of baseball. Stan IV^usial. This is

nothing new to the man from

Donora, who has been receiving

praise for as long as he has been

in the big leagues.

However, it is an opportunity

for someone who has idolized

"the Man" since he was seven

years old to say "thanks and
congratulations." Thanks, for

all the many thrills that one
small fan has received. And con-

gratulations, on your 3,312th hit

which enabled you to pass Eddie
Collins for 4th place on the all-

time hit list. Another 120 safe-

ties, and Musial can retire with

more base hits than any other

by Joe Zawacki

ball-player in the history of the

National League (Honus Wag-

ner, 3434 hits). Go get them,

Stan. There'll never be another

one like you.

* * *

As a final note, with summer

approaching, most of the con-

formists will head for the shore

this summer to practice a

"herded-cattle" theory in crowd

psychology. However, the

"Round Midnight-er" won't find

the big cities too dead. All the

tents have been struck and

drama and musicals will be in

order at Lambertville, Camden
County, Valley Forge, and the

Playhouse In The Park. In addi-

tion, Lambertville and Brandy-
wine will offer top Jazz attrac-

tions in concert appearances. A
rumor has also been circulsted

that top Country & Western art-

ist Hank Thompson, probably

the best in the field, will make
his first Eastern appearance in

years at the Red Hill Inn in

July. All these items should
contribute to a swinging sum-
mer.

ACTIVITIES OF VILLANOVA

Women 's
Confronted by a myriad of

difficulties in the past several

years, the Women's Glee Club

has finally been established as a

reality on the Villanova campus.

Two years ago, the Administra-

tion sanctioned the activity but

on the condition that they con-

duct their practices under their

own student director. Under

this setup, they were eventually

obliged to fold.

This year, however, for the

second time, the girls wanted

to give the Glee Club another

try. Again the Administration

granted approbation to the

group but under the old terms.

Later, permission was obtained

so that Mr. Herbert Fiss, Con-

ductor of the Villanova Concert

Band and Director of the Vil-

lanvoa Singers, would instruct

the club once a week (Monday
evenings) and immediately pre-

vious to performances. His
daughter, Mrs. Joan Gillespie,

has lately directed the girls

since Mr. Fiss has been involved

with the Singers.

Debut

Junior nurse Josie Morello

pointed out that their debut was

SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE

New "wetter-than-water" action melts beard's tough-

ness—in seconds. Remarkable new "wetter-than-water"

action gives Old Spice, Super Smooth Shave its scientific

approximation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of

l)arher shop shaves. Melts your beard's toushness like hot

towels and massage —m seconds.

Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the

blade. A unique combination of anti- evaporation agents

makes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering, no dry spots. Richer and creamier. ..gives you

the most satisfying shave ... fastest, c\eanest —and most

comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.

S M U L-T O M

held on the Mother's Alumni
Night, April 30. Since then, the

activities of the Glee Club have
assumed more concrete propor-

tions with successful perform-

ances on the Junior Week
Mother's Day and the recent

Concert on the Green in front of

Dougherty Hall.

Glee Club Thrives
stimulated by their moderate

achievements, the club elected

junior Anne McCrea to succeed

this year's President Kathy
Shultz. Barbara Smith was also

successful in her bid for Vice-

President while Margie Burns
will now assume the duties of

Librarian.

OaCannns NK^balman

(Author of '7 Was a Teen-OM Dwarf"/'The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillia", etc.)

TILL WE MEET AGAIN

Seven years now I have been writing this column for the

makers of Marllx)ro Cigarettes, and each year when I come to

the last column of the year, my heart is gripped by the same

bittersweet feeling. I shall miss you sorely, dear readers, in the

long summer days ahead. I shall miss all you freckle-faced

l)oys with frogs in your pockets. I shall miss all you pig-tailed

girls with your gai)-toothed giggles. I shall miss you one and

all—your shining morning faces, your apples, your marbles,

your jacks, your little oilcloth satchels.

But I shall not be entirely sad, for you have given me many
a happy memory to sustain me. It has been a rare pleasure

writing this colunm for you all year, and I would ask every

one of you to come visit me during the summer except there is

no access U) my room. The makers of Marlboro Cigarettes,

after I missed several deadlines, walled me in. All I have is

a mail slot into which I drop my columns and through which

they supply me with Marlboro Cigarettes and such food as

will slij) through a mail slot. (For six months now I liave been

living on after-dinner mints.)
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I am only having my little joke. The makers of Marlboros

have not walled me in. They could never do such a cruel thing.

Manly and muMcular they may be, and gruff and curt and direct,

but underneath they are men of great heart and sweet, com-

passionate disposition, and I wish to take this opportunity to

st'ite publicly that I will always have the highest regard for

the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, no matter how my lawsuit

for back wages comes out.

I am only having my little jolte. T am not suing the makers

of Marlboros for back wages. These honorable gentlemen have

always paid me promptly and in full. To be sure, they have not

paid me in ras/i, but they have given me something far more

precious. You would go far to find one so covered with tattoos as L

r am only having my little joke. The makers of Marlboros

have not covered me with tattoos. In fact, they have engraved

no commercial advertising whatsoever on my |x;rson. My suit,

of course, is another matter, but even here they have exercised

taste and restraint. On the back of my suit, in unobtrusive

neon, they have put this fetching little jingle:

Are your taste buds out of kilterf

Are you bored mth smoking, neighbor?

Then try that splendid Marlboro filter,

Try that excellent Marlboro fleighbor!

On the front of my suit, in muted phosphorus, are pictures of

the members of the Marlboro board and their families. On my
hat is a small cigarette girl crying, "Who'll buy my Marlboros?"

I am only having my little joke. The makers of Marllwros

have been perfect dolls to work for, and so, dear readers, have

you. Your kind response to my nonsense has warmed this old

thorax, and I trust you will not find me soggy if in this final

column of the year, I express my sincere gratitude.

Have a good summer. Stay healthy. Stay happy. Stay loose.

O IIMI Mat ShulmsD

The makers of Marlboros and the new unfiltered king-size

Philip Morris Commander have been happy to bring you
this uncensored, free-wheeling column all year long. Now, if

we may echo old Max: Stay healthy. Stay happy. Stay loose.
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The Age of Giants Passes
With 'The Last Roll Call

'

.
;

There was at least one notice-

able difference about last week's

Student Council meeting: Bob
DeLisa answered no roll call.

Perhaps it is a violation of

the sacred journalistic principle

of hard-bitten objectivity to be-

come nostalgic as graduation

—

the end of an era for most sen-

iors— approaches. Neverthe-

less, if there is to be any tribute

at all rendered to the spirit of

the class of '61, that tribute is

*best accorded to DeLisa, the un-

challenged personification of his

. class and school. ;:v -'•':"."'::

, Superlatives Superfluous

-• But superlatives are superflu-

ous. Besides, Bob has never

;- looked for them. So the ideal

recognition that can be paid the

, former President of the student
.body is the avoidance of "purple
;, prose" in favor of a "look at the

record."

Back on that mi^t-enshrbiid-
ed day of ancient history, when
the now-legendary Pat Nicholson
turned over the gavel of Council
leadership to Big Thinking, Iron
Fisted Bob Murphy, DeLisa was

. inducted into student govern-
: ment. He has been there ever
since.

Hearing the roll call last

Wednesday evening, noting the

absence of the name "Bob De-
Lisa," probably meant little to

the people present, most of them
.slightly flustered over replying
to their own names for the first

time. But on "Journalists' Row"
in the rear of the Council cham-
ber, where this old pro and a

few other wraiths from the past
were congregated, the omission
of the name was of considerable

significance.

; Age of Giants
"The age of giants is past,"

one wraith remarked somewhat
melodramatically. The Congress
got off to the anticlimactic start

by Jim McAteer

that is typical of almost any
newly - organized group. Chair-
man Tom Wall, after opening the
meeting with the customary
prayer, retired immediately to a
special session of the NFCCS
Nominations Committee. Vice
Chairman Joe Tate took the
chair temporarily.

Tate's appearance in the chair
recalled a less mist-shrouded,
but nonetheless historic day,
when the Quietly Efficient Tom
Hoffman received the gavel
from Murphy's hands after a
contest with Fred Wiele, who
had served as Council Treas-
urer.

Unlike Tate, or HoflFman him-
self, both of whom had to fight

for their positions, that year De-
Lisa as junior resident Arts rep-
resentative had been named
Council Vice-Chairman by ac-

clamation.

Significant Success
The legislative successes he

had enjoyed as a sophomore
were repeated during his junior
year. There is no need to rehash
Student Congress meeting min-
utes as a paen to DeLisa. Sufl!ice

it to say that his accomplish-
ments were formidable; most
notable however, was his single
major defeat. _. . ,

Toward the end of the aca-
demic year, the Vice Chairman
presented a new concept of stu-

dent government in the form of
a Constitution which had as its

essence the streamlining of Stu-
dent Council by eliminating or-

ganizational representation

—

half votes.

the Council and Presidency of
the student body by acclama-
tion.

Super-Slate
With him into oflSce went a

"super-slate." Former sopho-
more class President Tom Wall
was acclaimed Vice Chairman.
Bob Benson, junior day-hop C&
F representative was unani-
mously elected Secretary. Jim
Hooker, former Secretary of the
Council, won the Treasurer's
post after a contest with his fel-

low C&F'er Dick Wilder.

A list of the Council's accom-
plishments this year would only
be superfluous documentnation.
It has been this newspaper's
contribution to the cause to re-

port Council news as it has hap-
pened, in the expectation that
the extent of the Student Coun-
cil's contribution to Villanova
would be understood and appre-
ciated.

But the news is always about
specific projects and the individ-
uals who are behind them. The
constribution of the Council as
an entity, and especially the
contribution of the Council's
leader, are often overlooked. It

is to be hoped that this small
tribute upon the successful con-
clusion of one man's most suc-
cessful achievement will help
correct this oversight.

DeLisa's proposal succeeded
in attaining the approval of a
majority of the Council mem-
bership, but failed to get the
necessary two-thirds vote need-
ed to pass a Constitution. He
allowed the plan to drop, vowing
to "try again next year."

At election time last year, De-
Lisa topped his political success
of the previous year as he was
accorded the Chairmanship of I

Tempus Fugit

So student government will
go marching on. Many another
Council Secretary will call many
another Council roll, and after a
year and another year others
along "Journalists' Row" will
not find it strange that Bob De-
Lisa answers no roll call. But
some of us, wraiths in the mist-
enshrouded past, will remem-
ber: Bob DeLisa as an average
student, but as a personage ex-
traordinaire; as politico and
statesman; as "Crown Prince
and "Leader of us all"; as al-
ways ready with a guick joke or
compassionate assistance. In
short. Bob DeLisa as a friend.

The traditional look in

:^'^^' ARRdwIil
SPORT SHIRTS

The fabric, the fashion, the feeling ... all lend

the look of classic authenticity to these favored

Arrow sport shirts. Distinctively printed

on broadcloth in handsome, muted

colorings . . . styled with button-down

collar and back pleat.

Tailored in long sleeves $5.00

and short sleeves $4.00

-ARROW^
From the "Cum Laudo Collection

"

RIVER STYX

<^H *•

by JONIK

LOOK FOR THE BLUE LABEL*

Other shoes may look like Keds, but only U. S. Keds® can give you "that great

feeling." Because Keds have a patented shockproofed arch cushion and

cushioned inner sole. And because Keds

are built over tested, scientific lasts, to fit

all feet perfectly, even narrow ones. Keds

are right for class, gym, tennis court or

dorm. Machine-washable (and they even

look good clean). His: Keds "Court King."

Hers: Keds "Champion." Get your U.S.

Keds at good shoe or department stores.

*bolh U. S. Keds and the blue label are registered trademarks of

United States Rubber
ROCKEfELLF-R CENTER, NEW YORK 70, NEW YORK
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Featniks Force Gramps Out
A few years back the art mu-

seums were a place to go if you

wanted a little peace and quiet,

and wanted to indulge your

taste in a little of the "finer

things." It was also a good place

for little kids to roam or even

play a game of chase. Sometimes

you could find that old grand-

father from down the street

browsing there. He used to get

all dressed up and go down there

to stand around. Some days he

never even looked at the pic-

tures, but would just stand in

the doorway and tip his hat to

the old ladies who strolled in

and out.

He probably didn't know

much about art, but still there

was an air about him. For when

he did take his stroll through

the galleries he would study the

paintings with all the serious-

ness of a connoisseur. Perhaps

he did enjoy the works he saw,

pi?:;;?

by Pete Nolan

and he did look as if he was en-

joying it, even though he
couldn't read the inscriptions

underneath. To speak with him
was another thing. Some of our

brighter boys would call him a

clod and wasting his time in a

museum of art. When you asked
him what painting he liked best

he couldn't tell you, but at any
rate he looked the part with a

flower in his lapel and a cane on
his arm.

More Action Now

No matter, the museum was a

peaceful place in those days.

Sometimes the school would
drop a busload off there for the

afternoon and the walls would
echo for a few short hours, but
other than that there was little

action to be found. The upkeep
wasn't very impressive, but

some old political stalwarts kept

the place in a state that was
acceptable to those few who ven-

tured there.

The art museum has changed
quite a bit since we've grown up.

|

Our generation proves to be one
of intellectuals, appreciators,
and featniks. Here in the art

museum, they roam en masse,
seeking to satisfy their "way
out" cravings. They knock you
down with their enthusiasm,
they fill you up with their zeal.

A crowd of them hover around
a particular work. Wow! Crazy!
Dad, that says somethin'! A
masterpiece! You have to fight

your way through the crowd to

see it. There isn't much to see.

It's very small. A white object

carved out of ivory in the shape
of an egg with a little nodule

protruding from the top. The
name of this masterpiece is

"Autumn in New York." Only a

fool would say he didn't under-
stand.

"Terrific," these young gen-

iuses' exclaimed. Some of them
are bearded and still others are

dressed as witches it would
seem. They wander on to other

masterpieces, and the old grand-
father has long resigned him-
self to the park bench.

Reward For Honesty:
Humble Peace Of Mind
What would you say if some-

one told you he had found the

answer to everything you were

looking for? Maybe you would

tell him that you really aren't

looking for anything in the first

place. Or maybe you would tell

him that you have everything

you need. Or maybe you don't

even know what you're looking

for! Ultimately though, you'd

say, I'm looking for happiness.

No matter where it may be. I'm

going to take the shortest and

straightest road to happiness

wherever it may be.

And then suppose the same

fellow asked you further that

since you are looking for happi-

ness ultimately, what are you

doing about it? Do you know
where to find it? Yes, we know
that among the Father's many
mansions in heaven is where

LUCKY STRIKE PRESENTS:

BeaR-DRiFRQOD:
DR. FROOD'8 THOUGHT FOR THB DAY: DonH let CXamS UpSCt yOU.

After all, there are worse things—distemper, hunger, insatiable thirst.
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•=j*: Dear Dr. Frood: Shouldn't we spend our

millions on education instead of a

race to the moon? Taxpayer

'm

;«•;.

Dear Dr.

Frood: What

^m.
^S5&:

DEAR TAXPAYER: And let the

Communists get all that

cheese?

.:«:^
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would you say

about a rich father

who makes his boy
-^l

exist on a measly

$150 a week allowance?

Angered

DEAR ANGERED: I would

say, "There goes a man
I'd like to

call Dad."

•>OSJ.
•

'm^
:'•<»

'A-
W'

Dear Dr. Frood: A fellow on our campus
keeps saying, "Bully," "Pip-pip,"

"'Ear, 'ear," "Sticky wicket," and
"Ripping!" What do these things

mean?
Puzzled

ii^
DEAR PUZZLED: it's best

just to ignore these
beatniks.

•Kti

Mv??!":-"'
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w^ Dear Dr. Frood: How can I keep from bawling like

a baby when they hand me my diploma?

Emotional

m.yM

mm^^

..•:*:?:??
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DEAR EMOTIONAL: Simply concentrate

on twirling your mortarboard tassel

in circles above your head,

and pretend you are

a helicopter.

,.:i::X:»:.v-
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Dear Dr. Frood: What's the

best way to open a pack of Luckies:

Rip off the whole top, or tear along one
side of the blue sticker?

Freshman

DEAR FRESHMAN: Rip? Tear? Why, open a
pack of Luckies as you would like to be

opened yourself.

FROOD REVEALS SECRET: After exhaustive study and research. Dr. Frood claims to

have discovered the reason why college students smoke more Luckies than any other

regular. His solution Is that the word "Collegiates" contains precisely the same
number of letters as Lucky Strike— a claim no other leading cigarette can make!

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some tasfe for a change!
Product of i/ni %^nnMXat€M/n tJaV€utiBty<^anyu»nM'— UoOojobo- is our middle nameO 4. r. c«.

you'll find perfect happiness.

But how about right now?
Where will you find the great-

est measure of happiness on

earth? Maybe you would tell

this inquisitive friend that your

happiness is found in compan-

ionship, in playing ball, in dat-

ing, in parties. Or maybe in

studies, or teaching, or deliver-

ing mail. You find happiness in

so many ways. Or you may only

think you have found it. There

is one factor that is wrapped up

in every source of happiness. It

is God's will. If God wills that

you marry that wonderful girl

you are dating, then you would

find your happiness in mar-

riage. If God wants you to sell

insurance, you will find more
happiness in doing that than do-

ing anything else. And so it

goes.

What IS God asking of yout
This is one question for which
there will be no crib notes nor
bluffed answers. Whatever the

answer, it will involve sacrifice.

But if you think that God's will

for you is the sacrifice of the

priesthood or the religious life,

then He is demanding of you a

sacrifice that He is not demand-
ing of most men. Or rather, per-

haps He does ask many men,
but not many respond, for many
are called but few are chosen.

Is it because of the sacrifice

that only few respond? Do you
think that any man who an-

swers this call found this sacri-

fice easy? No, it isn't easy. Nor
will you find it easy. Sacrifice is

always difficult. But oddly

enough, it is sacrifice that is

eventually the source of your

greatest happiness. You will find

it so everywhere. The greater

the love, the greater the sacri-

fice, the greater the happiness.

This is really what you are look-

ing for, isn't it? Perhaps it isn't

clear in your thoughts but it is

there somewhere. As a priest, as

an Augustinian priest, you must
forego the pleasures of a family

of your own; you will live in

poverty, dependent upon anoth-

er for your daily bread ;
you will

not be able to have your own
way in everything you do. And
you, in your particular circum-

stances, have something special

to give to God ; something which

no one else can give.

So it comes down to this.

"What does God want me to

do?" If you answer this ques-

tion sincerely you will have

found great peace of mind and

besides, the answer to what you

are looking for. Don't fret if you

think the sacrifice beyond your

strength. God sometimes asks

us to do hard things, but never

the impossible. If He has asked

you, you can do it. "Now, there-

fore, if you will obey my voice

indeed, . ;.. then you shall be

unto Me, above all people, my
special treasure: . .

." (Exodus

19:5.)

Are You Looking

for Work?

If I can show you hew
fo earn $1500-2000 this

summer, would you be in-

terested? Mutt have

car and pleasant person-

ality. Call Brian, Ch 8-

0255, Cory Corp.
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Poet Explains His Views To
WriterAfterPoetry Lecture
Last Thursday evening in the

Field House, John Crowe Ran-
som, noted American author and
poet, presented a lecture and
reading of his literary work.
The event marked the final Stu-
dent Council forum of the 1960-
1961 school year.

Mr. Ransom, a slightly built

gray-haired septuagenarian, re-

laxed in a Treadway Inn lounge
chair during a VILLANOVAN-
WWVU interview.

Asked about his involvement
in the agrarian movement with
Allen Tate and Robert Penn
Warren, the poet called it "more
of a sporting gesture than any-
thing else." The farmers were
being pressured to lease their
traditional bucolic setting for
more lucrative urban industry,

and "the aesthetic side of coun-
try life is losing recognition."
Mr. Ransom said that not much
really came of the movement,
but "I kept it up in order not to
disillusion the others, and I

guess they did the same for me."
The whole purpose of the move-
ment was to make the American
people realize "that man could
not live properly without a lot

to do with nature." The poet has
always felt close to the earth,
and asserts his love of flowers
and gardening with a sense of
youthful pride.

Mr. Ransom was schooled in

the classics. As a Rhodes scholar
at Oxford he studied philosophy,
Greek, and Latin, but on return-
ing to America, "found that
English was much more imme-
diate; it was alive." This led to

a teaching career which culmi-
nated at Kenyon College where
he founded the Kenyon Review,
a literary periodical for which
he served as editor until his res-

ignation in 1958. When asked

Frank Murphy Named
New LYNX Editor
The campus literary produc-

tion, hte LYNX, after its recent
successful issue of the spring
edition, will be guided next year
by its first undergraduate in

many years.

Sophomore Arts major, Frank
Murphy, is now responsible for
the duties and obligations of

Editor Murphy
Editor-in-Chief, according to
1960-61 co-editors, Vince Kirk
and Mike Wesley. Murphy had
previously been the LYNX's Lay-
out Editor, succeeding Bill

Speers, who resigned the posi-

tion at mid-semester. Other re-

turning editors are Joe Rug-
giero, this year's Art Editor and
Gary Evans, former Poetry
Editor. At the moment, however,
the exact status of next year's

staff has not been determined.

In speaking of his last issue

as a senior, Wesley pointed out,

"Comments heard in some cir-

cles, tell us that this final Lynx
was the best in Villanova his-

tory."

by Gus Susnjoro

about his present relationship

with the magazine, he said he
had done it without interference

and therefore "I don't meddle
with my successors." Presently

Mr. Ransom is devoting most of

his attention to prose writings

but he will probably return to

poetry in the near future.

At the presentation Mr. Ran-
som prefaced his reading with

some remarks on the nature of

poetry. Most of his critical

works especially the new CRIT-
ICISM has been devoted to this

subject.

"The three humanities are

morality, religion, and the arts,"

Mr. Ransom eludicated, "and
they represent what is distinct

in us alone, our humaness." In

cultural civilization, "when we
run out of things to do we need
the arts; they grant a sort of

lease on life which had been em-
bodied in our social order." He
further considered the moral
force of nature and concluded

that "the artist improves on
these effects."

Mr. Ransom began his read-

ings with two poems on the do-

mestic order, "Miriam Paswell",

and "Of Margaret". Though

these are not magnificent in

tone the poet feels they are
among the most significant that
he has written. These were fol-

lowed by elegaic poems on death
which Mr. Ransom considers the
crucial theme of poery. Al-
though death must be faced as

inevitable there should be a trib-

ute of bereavement and then a
return to things with a realiza-

tion that "we're the better for

it." Among the elegies read were
"Dead Boy" and the popular an-

thology piece "Bells For John
Whiteside's Daughter".

The poet described his "Piaz-

za Piece" as dealing with a bit

of miraculism." The old "gentle-

man in a dustcoat" and the

young girl meet, part, and,

though nothing changes, experi-

ence an essential facet of life.

"Survey of Literature", a "non-
sense poem", was thoroughly
enjoyed by his audience. The
poem begins:

In all the good Greek of

Plato ;;:;.'-.

I lack my roast beef aiid

potato.

This was followed by "The Equi-

librists", and "Judith" conclud-

ed the reading.

Printers' Strike Delays
1961 Belle Air Delivery
The Editor of the 1962 Belle

Air, Jan Garigliano, announced

that due to the recent printer's

strike there will be an unavoid-

able delay for an indefinite pe-

riod of time in the delivery of
the 1961 Belle Air.

The following letter was re-

ceived by Michael Spahn, the
1961 Editor of the Belle Air,

from Cooke Publishing Com-

Jan Garigliano

pany explaining the delay in the

latest edition:

"We regret to inform you that

the Amalgamated Lithogra-
phers of America, Local 14, has
called a strike on May 4th. This
action has curtailed offset print-

ing including, of course, year-

books. Should the strike contin-
ue yearbook deliveries will be
seriously jeopardized.

"Although every effort is be-
ing made by the 29 involved to
settle the issues, as you know in

matters of this kind it is impos-
sible to predict the time when
the settlement will be reached."

Editor Garigliano continued
that "In the event delivery is

made after graduation the sen-

iors will receive their yearbooks
through the mail. The year-

books will be distributed to the

undergraduates upon their re-

turn in September." •'

Garigliano has announced the
staff for the 1962 book. Harry
Podall has been named associ-

ate editor. He is a graduate of

Bishop Kendrick High School in

Norristown. He is a Pre-Law
major.

The remainder of the staff

has been announced as: Pat
Massi, sports editor; Robert
D'Ambrosio, University editor;

Joseph Ruggerio, activities ed-

itor; Gene Cassidy and Pat
Quinn, divisions editors; Walt
Fetterer, underclass editor

;

Tom Luebking, graduate dra-

matic editor; Marian Wagner,
nursing editor; and Pat Blake,

typing editor.

PORTRETTE\

Spahn Heads Belle Air
•:=
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Hailing from LaSalle in

Cambria Heights, New
York, the 1961 editor of
the Belle Air yearbook,
Michael Spahn, is a senior

political science major. An
active campus organizer,

Mike has been a member
of IRS, WWWU, and a
warden of the Father Lud-
wig Council of the Knights
of Columbus. Before assum-
ing the overall responsi-

bility for the yearbook,
Mike was Belle Air sports

editor. In addition to these

=

Spahn
activities, Mike is a mem-
ber of the Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps of

Villanova, where he was a

platoon leader for the past

year.

As to a future career,

the hardworking Spahn is

indecisive. "I'm consider-

ing either a naval career =
or law school." 1
On being queried con- 1

cerning the yearbook, J
Mike expostulated, "It's s
the second largest book in 1
Villanova's history. The 1
only book larger was the =
centennial book in 1942. 1
Unfortunately, due to a 1
printers' strike, the book J
will be delayed, but will be 1
delivered sometime in the %
near future, in God we J
trust." I

Original Motivation =
An interesting aspect of 1

Mike's career at Villanova 1
was his original decision 1
to come here. It was influ- =
enced by two factors. 1

"First I drew a circle of i
radius two hundred miles 1
on a map, with my home 1
as the center. I decided 1
that I wanted to go to a 1
Catholic University within 1
the circle. Villanova was 1
on the circle. Then I saw 1
Ron Delany win the Wan- =
amaker mile in the Mill- 1
rose Games." 1
Thus Delany's win was 1

a double asset to Villa- 1
nova. It brought both a 1
track trophy and Mike 1
Spahn to Villanova. 1

'li:

VISA Prexy Is Elected

To High NFCCS Post
John Simone, Junior Arts

major, was recently elected Pres-

ident of the Philadelphia Re-

gional Council of the National

Federation of Catholic College

Students. Simone currently

holds the office of Alternate

Delegate and the Presidency of

VISA at Villanova.

The former Co-Administrator

of the region's College and Uni-

versity Relief Administration

will be the first Regional Presi-

dent to take office under a new

constitution which "provides for

an enlarged Executive Commit-

tee, greater flexibility, and more

effective long-range program-

ming," according to Regional

Vice-President, Gene Felch. In

addition, Simone will be one of

the two members from the ten

Philadelphia area schools to

serve on the National Council.

Congress

Simone, while projecting his

intentions for next year,

stressed that he will pursue pol-

icies which will "strengthen the

region by originating stronger

and more intellectually stimu-

lating programs on the campus
level."

Parade, Awards Highlight

NROTC's Spring Review

Tareyton delivers the flavor. .

.

v^

y

(Photo by Mike Pastore)

The NROTC Varsity Drill team performs one of its intricate

maneuvers during the Spring review held May 16. The drill team
was one of the most successful in the country during the past

year, winning many awards and trophies for its performances.

Marred by slightly wet but later clearing weather, the

annual Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Spring Review

was reviewed by the Rev. John A. Klekotka, OSA, and Rear

Admiral Charles H. Ljrman, III, USN.

Among the events constituting the review were a perfor-

mance by the battalion drill teams, a manual of arms by the

entire battalion and presentation

of awards to outstanding mid-

shipmen of the unit.

Outstanding among the recip-

ients of the awards was Midn 1/c
Thomas Dillon, battalion com-
mander of the unit. Mr. Dillon

received J'he Commandant
Fourth Naval District's award,

the Naval Institute award, the

Naval Reserve Officers School
award, and the Society of Amer-
ican Military Engineers award.
After the review, open house

was held in Commodore John
Barry Hall. A demonstration of

naval weapons and anti-subma-
rine warfare in operation was
held while the building was open
for public inspection. An infor-

mal reception for the distin-

guished guests was held after the
proceedings.

Dual Filter does it

!
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Doctor's Degree To Be
Conferred on Gov.^

Villanova's President

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

OSA, President of Villanova
University, will be awarded an

Fr. Klekotka

Honorary Doctor's Degree by
LaSalle College during its Com-
mencement exercises on June
6th.

In addition to Father Klekot-

ka, LaSalle will honor Pennsyl-

vania's Governor David L.

Lawrence; Very Rev. C. Albert
Koob, Principal of Bishop Neu-
mann High School; and Dr.

Francis J. McGeary, prominent
Philadelphia physician.

Father Klekotka received an

Honorary Doctor of Science De-

gree from Alliance College last

Spring.
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ains His Views To
er Poetry Lecture

Last Thursday evening in the
Field House, John Crowe Ran-
som, noted American author and
poet, presented a lecture and
readinjf of his literary work.
The event marked the finar Stu-
dent Council forum of the 1960-
lOGl school year.

Mr. Hansom, a slijrhtly built

>jray-haired septuajrenarian, re-

laxed in a Treadway Inn lounjje

chair durinj? a VILLANOVAN-
WWV'U interview.

Asked about his involvement
in the a^n*arian movement with
Allen Tate and Robert Penn
Warren, the poet called it "more
of a sporting gesture than any-
thinj^ else." The farmers were
beinj,' pressured to lease their
traditional bucolic setting for
more lucrative urban industry,

and "the aesthetic side of coun-
try life is losinjr recognition."
Mr. Ransom said that not much
really came of the movement,
but "I kept it up in order not to

disillusion the others, jmd I

^aiess they did the same for me."
The whole purpose of the move-
ment was to make the American
people realize "that man could
not live i)roperly without a lot

to do with nature." The poet has
always felt close to the earth,
and asserts his love of flowers
and gardening with a sense of
youthful pride.

Mr. Ransom was schooled in

the classics. As a Rhodes scholar
at Oxford he studied philosophy,
Greek, and Latin, but on return-
ing to America, "found that
English was much more imme-
diate; it was alive." This led to

a teaching career which culmi-
nated at Kenyon College where
he founded the Kenyon Review,
a literary periodical for which
he served as editor until his res-

ignation in 1958. When a.sked

Frank Murphy Named
New LYNX Editor
The campus literary produc-

lion, hte liYNX, after its recent
successful issue of the spring
edition, will be guided next year
by its first undergraduate in

many years.

Sophomore Arts major, Frank
.Murjihy. is now responsible for
the duties and obligations of

Editor Murphy C::
F]ditor-in-Chief, according - to
19f;0-61 co-editors, Vince Kirk

. and Mike Wesley. Murphy had
previously been the LYNX's Lay-
but Editor, succeeding Bill

Speers. who resigned the posi-

tion at mid-semester. Other re-

turning editors are Joe Rug-
giero. this year's Art Editor and
Gary Evans, former Poetry
Editor. At the moment, however,
the exact status of next year's

staff has not been determined.

In fli)eaking of his last issue

as a senior. Wesley pointed out,

"Comments heard in some cir-

cles, fell us that this final Lynx
was the be.st in Villanova his-

tory."

by Gus Susnjara

about his present relationshi))

with the magazine, he said he
had done it without interference

and therefore "I don't meddle
with my successors." Presently

Mr. Ransom is devoting most of

his attention to prose writings

but he will probably return to

poetry in the near future.

At the presentation Mr. Ran-
som prefaced his reading with

some remarks on the nature of

poetry. Most of his critical

works especially the new CRIT-
ICISM has been devoted to this

subject. V

"The three humanities are

morality, religion, and the arts,"

Mr. Ransom eludicated, "and
they represent what i.s distinct

in us alone, our humaness." in
cultural civilization, "when we
run out of things to do we need
the arts; they grant a sort of

lease on life which had been em-
bodied in our social order." He
further considered the moral
force of nature and concluded

that "the artist improves on
these effects."

Mr. Ransom began his read-

ings with two poems on the do-

mestic order, "Miriam Paswell",

and "Of Margaret". Though

these are not magnificent in

tone the poet feels they are
among the most significant that
he has written. These were fol-

lowed by olegaic poems on death
which Mr. Han.som considers the
crucial theme of poery. Al-
though death must be faced as

inevitable there should be a trili-

ute of bereavement and then a

return to things with a realiza-

tion that "we're the better for

it." Among the elegies read were
"Dead Boy" and the popular an-
thology piece "Bells For John
Whiteside's Daughter".

The poet described his "Piaz-

za Piece" as dealing with a bit

of miraculism." The old "gentle-

man in u dustcoat" and the

young girl meet, part, and,

though nothing changes, experi-

ence an es.sential facet of life.

"Survey of Literature", a "non-
sense poem", was thoroughly
enjoyed by his audience. The
poem begins :

i-V In all the good (ireek of

;:;,;•,:;./:., Plato
: :;;.:A/.:;.\;

I lack my roast beef an (I

potato.

This was followed by "The E^iui-

librists", and ".Judith" conclud-

ed th«' reading.

Printers' Strike Delays
1961 Belle Air Delivery
The Editor of the 19G2 Belle

Air, Jan Garigliano, announced

that due to the recent printer's

strike there will be an unavoid-

.'ible delay for an indefinite pe-

riod of time in the delivery of
the 19G1 Belle Air.

The following letter was re-

ceived by Michael Spahn, the
19G1 Editor of the Belle Air,
from Cooke Publishing Com-

' ((,'•/

Jan Garigliano

pany explaining the delay in the

latest edition:

"We regret to infoiin you that

the Amalgamated Lithogra-
phers of America, Local 1-4. has
called a strike (m May 4th. This
action has curtailed offset print-

ing including, of cour.se, year-

books. Should the strike contin-
ue yearbook deliveries will be
seriously jeo{)ardized.

"Although every effort is be-
ing made by the 29 involved to
settle the issues, as you know in

matters of this kind it is impos-
sible to predict the time when
the settlement will be reached."

Editor Garigliano continued
that "In the event delivery la

made after graduation the sen-

iors will receive their yearbooks
through the mail. The year-
books will be distributed to the

undergraduates upon their re-

turn in September."
Garigliano has announced the

staff for the 1962 book. Harry
Podall has been named associ-

ate editor. He is a graduate of

Bishop Kendrick High School in

Norristown. He is a Pre-Law
major.

The remainder of the staff

has been announced as: Pat
Massi, sports editor; Robert
D'Ambrosio, University editor;

Joseph Ruggerio, activities ed-

itor; Gene Cassidy and Pat
(Juinn, divisions editors; Walt
Fetterer, undercla.ss editor;

Tom Luebking, graduate dra-

matic editor; Marian Wagner,
nursing editor; and Pat Blake,

typing editor.

I! .f U>Vfm}f!'! Tohftrro f'onii.

Its whafs up front that counts
Up front is [jFILrER^BLEND ' and only Winston has it!

Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
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PORTRETTEl

Spahn Heads Belle Air

f 1

Hailing from^ LaSalle in

Cambria Heights, New
York, the 1901 editor of

the Belle Air yearbook,

Michael Spahn, is a senior

political science major. An
active ^campus organizer,

Mike has been a member
of IRS, WWWC. and a

warden of the Father Lud-
wig Council of the Knights
of Columbus. Before assum-
ing the overall responsi-

bility for the yearbook,
Mike was Belle Air sports

editor. In addition to these

career s

Spahn
activities, Mike is a mem-
ber of the Naval Reserve
Othcers Training Corps of

Villanova, where he was a
platoon leader for the past

yt'iii'.

As to a future career,

the hardworking Spahn is

indecisive. "I'm consider-

ing either a naval
or law school."

On being (jueried con-

cerning the yearbook,

Mike expostulated, "It's

the second largest book in

\'illanova's history. The
only book larger was the

centennial book in 1042.

Unfortunately, due to a

printers' strike, the book
will be delayed, but will be

delivered sometime in the

near future, in God we
trust.'* _.

Oriffiiifti Motivation
An interesting aspect of

Mike's career at Villanova
was his original decision

to come here. It was inllu-

enced by two factors.

"First I drew a circle of

radius two hundred miles

on a map, with my home
as ; the' center. I decided
that I wanted to go to a
Catholic University within
the circle. Villanova was
on the circle. Then I saw
Ron Delany win the Wan-
amaker mile in the Mill-

rose Games."
Thus Delany's win was

a double asset to Villa-

nova. It brought both a
track trophy and Mike
Spahn to Villanova.

VISA Prexy Is Elected

To High NFCCS Post

J(;hn Simone, Junior Arts

major, was recently elected Pres-

ident of the Philadelphia Re-

gional Council (tf the National

Federation of Catholic College

Students. Simone currently

holds the otiice of Alternate

Delegate and the Presidency of

VISA at Villanova.

The ftirmer Co-Administrator

of the region's College and Uni-

versity Relief Administration

will be the first Regioiud Presi-

dent to take office under a new

con.stitution which "provides for

an enlarged Executive Commit-

tee, greater flexibility, and more

effective bng-range program-

ming," according to Regional

Vice-President, Gene Felch. In

addition, Simone will be one of

the two members from the ten

Philadelphia area schools to

.serve on the National Council.

Congress

Simone, while projecting his

intentions for next year,

stressed that he will pUr.sue pol-

icies which will "strengthen the

region by originating stronger

and more intellectually stimu-

lating programs <)n the campus
level."

Parade, A\vards Highlight

NROTC^s Spring Re\^iew

Tareyton delivers the flavor...

(Photo by Mike Pastore)

The NKOTC Varsity Drill team performs one of its intricate

maneuvers during the Spring review held .May UJ. The drill team
was one of the most successful in the country during the past

year, winning many awards and trophies for its performances.

Marred by slip:htly wet but later clearing weather, the

annual Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Spring Review

was reviewed by the Rev. John A. Klekotka, OSA, and Rear

Admiral .Charles H. Lynian, III, USN.

AmonpT the events constituting the review were a perfor-

mance by the battalion drill teams, a manual of arms by the

entire battalion and presentation

of awards to put.standing mid-

shipmen of the unit.

Outstanding among the recip-

ients of the awards was Midn 1/c

Thomas Dillon, battalion com-
mander of the unit. Mr. Dillon

received .The ; Commandant
Fourth \aval District's award,
the Naval Institute award, the

Naval Reserve OfTicers School

award, and the Society of Amer-
icanMilitary F^ngineers award.

After the review, open house
was held iri Commodore John
Barry Hall. A demonstration of

naval weapons and anti-subma-
rine warfare in operation was
held while the building Was open
for public inspection. An infor-

mal reception for the distin-

guished guests was held after the

proceedings. . , r,

Doctor^s Degree To Be

Conferred on Gov.,

Villanova^s President

Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

OSA, President of Villanova
University, will be awarded an

i: >.il( rn, N. C,
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Fr. Klekotka

Honorary Doctor's Degree by
LaSalle College during its Com-
mencement exercises on June
Gth.

In addition to Father Klekot-

ka, LaSalle will honor Pennsyl-

vania's Governor David L.

Lawrence; Very Rev. C. Albert

Koob, Principal of Bishop Neu-
mann High School; and Dr.

Francis J. McGeary. prominent
I^hiladelphia physician.

Father Klekotka received an

Honorary Doctor of Science De-

gree from Alliance College last

Spring.
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Ten Nostalgic Memories
OfVU Sports Will LiveOn

by Bud Simmonds

In summing up one person's

observations of the past four
years of Villanova sports, this

writer is reluctant to list numer-
ous happening's in a lengthy im-
personal capsule form. I'll leave

that job to the yearbook and the
Junior Week paper. The Villa-

nova sports scene is made up of
too many ingredients to proper-
ly and creditably itemize each
one in a column of this size.

Rather than do this I feel it bet-

and list the top ten recollections

of Wildcat athletes during my
undergraduate days, in chrono-
logical order.

Jim Huggard—the gutty
mainspring of the Villanova

basketball team for the past

three years. Though criticized

by both Villanova foes and fans,

the little guy had few equals as

either a player or competitor to

this writer.

The 1958 Army game—Frank

Intramural Fields Busy

(Budd Photo by Ty Wong)

In the past four years the most widely heralded pair of thinclads under the tutelage of Jumbo
Jim Elliott and Jim Tuppeny have been Ron Delany and Frank Budd. Here the flying Celt

breasts the tape after winning his final race as a Villanovan, the 1958 IC4A mile, while the
Sheehan Olympian ties the world record in the century (9.3) during a meet last May 6. Both races
were run in Goodreau Stadium.

They said it couldn't be done. They said the Cats couldn't do
it. But in 1959 a youthful (14 sophs and a senior) brash Cat five

stormed into the NIT. Here smooth Jim Kenny glides in for a lay-

up in the losing Garden effort against St. John's.

ter to mention a few of the per-

sonalities, incidents, successes,

or failures which have contrib-

uted much to this man's recol-

lection of four years at

Villanova. :.:.'' '.

For the sake of space I will go
along with most sport rankings

Reagan's determined gridders,

even in losing, reached the high-

est point of Villanova football in

the past four years. The Cats

would have shut out the unde-

feated Cadets if a guy named
Pete Dawkins hadn't been there.

Ron Delaney—Villanova's fa-

vorite Irish actor. Ron didn't

like to think of records but only

winning and at this he was best.

The sight of this jaunty Olymp-
ian jogging barefoot around Vil-

lanova's grounds while loudly

singing Irish ditties stir fresh-

man memories.

Four Losses

The St. Joe's rivalry—with its

four years of losses, each one
more unbelievably than before.

Despite this seeming inevitabil-

ity of defeat, no Big Five fan
could ask for a more exciting

contest anywhere in the land.

Jim Elliot—A fine gentleman
and great coach who through
his teams and sportsmanship
has made every Villanova stu-

dent a little prouder of the fact

that he went to Villanova Uni-

versity.

Who's Dankel

The 1959 West Chester game
—the Teachers taught an over-

confident Wildcat football team
not to underestimate Dick Dun-

kel in a 13-7 lesson. This defeat

holds a high position on the all-

time let-down list.

Gene O'Pella—The mountain
from Manayunk played end so

well that you didn't realize how
really great he was until he was
gone. "Gino" to this writer was
the enbodiment of the college

football player.

Robbery
The 1958 West Virginia

fiasco—Referee Dan Smeddy
showed that players aren't the

only ones who choke up. This
little man literally gave the No.
1 Mountaineers last minute pos-

session (and eventually the ball

game) on a fluke call. This game
marked this writer's first con-

tact with the unpredictability of

Villanova sports.

'The Squire
Al Severance—the most color-

ful and controversial individual

at Villanova during this or amy
other four year period. No mat-
ter what, the blame for every

Wildcat basketball loss usually

fell on his shoulders. A legend

in his own time despite catcalls

of critics, "the Squire's" laqua-

ciousness was topped only by his

loyalty to Villanova for 37 years.

The Mile Relay Championship
of the Penn Relays—Regardless

of other laurels gained in

NCAA, IC4A, AAU meets, the

main gauge of success for every

track season seems to be this

race. It is now a tradition that

the perennial underdogs, Villa-

nova, finish the perennial win-
ners.

I realize that in limiting my
list to ten, I have passed over

many outstanding athletes and
events. However, remember this

is nostalgia of a strictly person-

al nature. Through four years

of observation, dejections, argu-

ments, and elation, the only

conclusions this writer has

reached, as so many before him
have, is that "anything can hap-

pen to Villanova and usually

does."

'

(Baseball Williams)

Everybody knew—except Dick Dunkel—that the Rams were there just so the Cats could have somebody to butt heads (with) . .
.
Anyhow, Billy Paczkoskie

finds one of the few holes in the West Chester defense and rambles to a four yard gain Flanking the gridders are a Brandeis first baseman, on the right, who

holf*-^ ^is Cat counterpart, Richie Richman, to a safe lead at first. Artie Mahan's nine won this tilt and 14 others en route to what Mahan hopes will be another

NCAA bid. «.

IC4A Outlook
iillUllllllllllHllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllilllllll by MIkt Donahut and Don Grovt

(Photo by Francis X. Matunis)

Another minor league Babe Ruth eyes the spheroid as a
somewhat less than enthusiastic catcher waits for the strike.

Main Liners Scuttle Navy
In Warm-up to IC4A Meet

by Ed Lohr

trackVillanova won the

events and Navy the field events,

but the Wildcats led by Olym-

pian Frank Budd sank the Mid-

dies 721/2 to 581/2 in an impor-

tant Eastern duel meet at

Thompson Field in Annapolis on

Saturday.

Budd continued his torrid

sprint streak, setting stadium

records with a 9.4 in the 100 and

a 20.5 in the 220 while leading

the 'Cats to victory in eight of

nine running events.

Kerr Lone Field Victor

Sophomore Doug Kerr broke

his one week old school javelin

record with a heave of 212 feet

as he represented the lone Vil-

lanova victory in the field.

A big double win was racked

up by Jon Dante of Inferno fame
who ran a career best of 1 :53.5

in the half mile twenty minutes

after coming from behind to win

the mile in 4:13.4.

, Hammock Suiprises

Sophomore Charlie Hammock
won the high hurdles in a record

14.1. It was the first varsity win

for the fast-improving Ham-
mock. Bobby Raemore. "running
his race" was clocked in 47.8 in

the 440 and later anchored the
mile relay to add two victories
for Villanova.

In the two mile Pat "Goose"
Traynor toyed with his opposi-
tion and won going away and
Otie Drayton racked up two
seconds as he pushed Budd in

the 100 and 220.

IC4A Bound
This Saturday Villanova sets

out to defend its Outdoor IC4A
Crown and that according to

Coach Jumbo Elliot is why the
Cats took it easy (?) against
Navy.

With the exception of Kerr
and maybe Billy Joe, who took
second in the shot with 54 feet

3 inches, Villanova's field men
took it a little too easy as Navy
picked up .sweeps in the discus
and broad jump and took best

two out of three in the shot,

javelin, pole vault, and high
jump.

'Cat Golfers Wrap Up
Year With 12-1 Slate

Exhibiting their destructive

power the Villanova golf team

moved into high gear last week

and finished their highly suc-

cessful season in very im-

pressive fashion. The 'Cats

steamrolled over Seton Hall and

Delaware by identical scores of

6-0.

In the Seton Hall match they

played last Tuesday the Villa-

nova men were burning up the

fairway as they put the Pirates

in their place. Dave Doyle, the

Villanova captain and lone sen-
ior on the team, shot with a
booming 72. Charles Barr was
right there too with a splendid
effort for a 73. The 'Cats had the
match won by the twelfth hole

and when the fifteenth came
near the sweep was in the bag.

Against Delaware on Thurs-
day the match turned into a
walk in the afternoon sun. The
Blue Hens just didn't have the
guns or, for that matter, the
golfers to compete with the
home lads.

Kevin Boyle won 4 and 3,

Johnny Driscoll 9 and 7, Joe
Bilder 7 and 6, Charlie Barr 9
and 8, and Tommy Cooke, 8 and
7. For those unacquainted with
the scoring of a golf match, the
above scores mean that one play-
er is so many holes up on his

opponent with less than that re-

maining. Dave Doyle was
pressed hard for his triumph
and pulled it out only on the last

hole to win by one. Doyle and
Kevin Boyle led the Cats with
76's.

This triumph was the 12th in

13 attempts for the Cats who
have now completed one of their
most successful seasons in re-

cent years. With the whole team
returning except for Dave Doy-
le, things look bright. The Cats
picked a successor to Boyle as
captain in announcing Joe Bild-

er as their leader. Joe, who is

perhaps the top player on the

team, is a finance major from
Havertown, Pa. He attended

Monsignor Bonner High School.

220-YARD DASH
Maybe it's shortsightedness here but Frank

Budd, whose lightning start in comparable only

to Carry Back's blinding finish, looks to be the

world's fastest human. Perennial Bob Brown
(PS) and Budd's teammate Otie Drayton, form-

er mile relay "wolf" might extend him.

Best Bet: Budd.
Dark Horse: Drasrton, who ran a 9.4.

Our Pick: Budd.

100-YARD DASH
Budd will duplicate Brown's 1960 double, al-

though his win in the furlong will not be so

easily effected. Drayton is stronger over the

longer distance and you can't overlook the fact

that Brown will be trying to retain at least a
portion of his 1960 laurels.

Best Best : Budd again.

Dark Horse : A determined Brown.
Our Pick: Budd.

440-YARD RUN
Another 1960 champ stands a good chance of

being dethroned. Olympian Jim Wedderburn
will find it tough repeating against Jim Stack
(Y), and ever-improving Bob Raemore. He'll

find it nigh on to impossible to hold off Dick
Edmunds (P), who ran an incredible 47.1 on
Franklin Field's chewed cinders in the Heps.

Best Bet: Edmunds, who like to come from
behind.

Dark Horse : Raemore.
Our Pick: Edmunds.

880-YARD RUN
Tom Carroll is the class half-miler in addi-

tion to being defending champ. Pete Brandeis,

who defeated Carroll in the Heps will attempt
to hold off the Yaley's kick. Other contenders
are Frank Tomeo (F), Art Evans (M), and the

'Cats long Jon Dante.

Best Bet: Carroll, not so strong as last year,

but tough to beat in the clutch.

Dark Horse: Tomeo, who's run 1:52.6.

Sentimental Favorite: Dante.
Our Pick: Brandeis.

120-YARD HIGH HURDLES
If Maryland makes the trip this year hirsute

Bill Johnson looks like the man to beat, Villan-

ova's shuttle relay champs (Leon Pras, Charlie
Hammock, Dong Kerr, and Coffill) might garner
as many as three places.

Best Bet: Johnson, if he doesn't have an
exam conflict (as he did last year).

Dark Horse: Defending champ Pras who
outchugged Johnson on the anchor leg

at the Relays.

Real Dark Horse : Coffill.

HIGH JUMP
This is decathlon hopeful John Thomas'

strongest event, he has gone 7-3V2. Yale and
Penn State have strong duos. The Cats' Hubie
White will be hard put to duplicate his third

place finish of last year. "";;>

Best Bet : Thomas.
Second Place: Campbell, Penn State.

Our Pick: Thomas.

BROAD JUMP
A plethora of plus 23 foot jumpers here. Navy

has football halfback John Prichard in addi-
tion ot Hep winner Jim Thorell. St. John's
will send Winston Cooper and Cal Glass down
the blacktop in quest of the title won last year
by Penn's Bob Reed. Manhattan's hopes are
pinned on Bob O'Brien, indoor IC4A champ.

Best Bet: Cal Glass, who is long overdue.
Dark Horse: Thorell.

Out Pick: Prichard, finally out of Joe Bel-

lino's shadow.

HAMMER THROW
Poor Jud Sage is the class flinger here. Har-

vard's massive three, Stan Doten, Ed Bailey,
and Roger Wilson, will score heavily for the
Crimson.

Best Bet : Sage.

Dark Horse : Doten, a weekly bridesmaid to
Sage.

Our Pick: Sage.

MILE
The winner will come from the Ivy League

where five men ran under 4:13 in the Heps.
Dante (4:13.1) and/or Pat Traynor might gar-
ner points for Jumbo

Best Bet: Bobby Mack (Y), (4:08.6) on the
hunch that Mark Mullin can't run a
4:07.1 again.

Dark Horse : Mullin, in case he can.
Our Pick: Mullin.

3000-METER STEEPLECHASE
Diminutive Bobby Lowe, Brown, 1960 champ,

should bound home again. A man to watch will

be Goose Traynor, who almost caught Lowe at

the Relays. Other contenders are Jimmy Brown
(NYU) and Jerry Norman, (PS).

Best Bet : Lowe to repeat.

Dark Horse : The Goose.
Our Pick: Lowe.

THREE MILE RUN
"Sprinter" Lowe will leave a tired Bobby

Mack in arrears as evidenced by his Heptagonal
performance in the two mile (9:05.8). 1960 in-

door crowd pleaser Tom Laris will try to run
like he was back in the Eighth Avenue hippo-
drome.

Best Bet : Lowe to double.
Dark Horse : fTraynor.

Our Pick : Mack.

440-YARD HURDLES
Limber Bob Coffill whose muscles, unfortun-

ately, "pull" like taffy, has the best form and
the best time of all entrants. Keye Courtney in
his maiden efforts in the New York Metropolitan
meet May 13 ran a 53.5. Other obstaclers to

watch are Steve Damashek, NYU, and Steve
Moreland, Brown, 1960 champ.

Best Bet : Courtney ,solely oif his 53.5.

Dark Horse: Coffill, if he's fit.

Our Pick : Moreland.

SHOT PUT
Indoor champ Billy Joe of Villanova looks

good if only because of his plus 57 foot toss
against Quantico. Close competition may force
the winner to a new IC4A record. Navy's Dick
Brown and Greg Mather; Penn's Bob Batdorf,
who is slowly rounding into top form ; and Jerry
Donini of Villanova who has been obscured by
Joe's great spring; all have an odds on chance.

Best Bet : Joe.

Dark Horse : Batdorf.
Our Pick: Brown.

POLE VAULT
Last year's three-way tie for first may be

duplicated this year. Cornell's John Murray to
be the most consistent of a host of good vaulters.
Oakley Andrews of Yale and Charlie Mitchell
of Princeton round out the Ivy League hopefuls.
Charlie Barr of St. John's and Bob Vervick of
Marquette (if he comes) are also definite

threats.

Best Bet : Murray.
Dark Horse : VerMck.
Our Pick: Murray.

JAVELIN
Maryland's Nick Kovalikedes is back to de-

fend his two year reign in the spear-chucking
event. His Penn Relays performance was im-
pressive, but he will face stiff competition from
Connecticut's Red Cranshaw, Danny McEyre of
LaSalle, and Villanova's Doug Kerr.

Best Bet: Kovalikedes.
Dark Horse: Cranshaw. ^^^^^^^^; :r^^

Our Pick : Kovalikedes.

HOP, STEP AND JUMP
Frustrated broad jumper Winston Cooper of

St. John's should be the favorite here, but team-
mate Cal Glass or Villanova's Hubie White
could take him. At least ten other contestants
should be considered here. But this event is a
hard one to call.

Best Bet : Cooper.
Dark Horse: Glass.

Our Pick: White.

MILE RELAY
This event has decided the winner in last two

IC4A*8. Barring mishaps or judges' decisions
Villanova looks like the chalk team, IF Jumbo
enters his best team. Princeton, NYU, St. John's,
Fordham, and Manhattan are all contenders.

Best Bet : Villanova.

Dark Horse:.NYU.
Our Pick: Villanova.

TEAM APPRAISAL
Navy will be vairy, vairy strong in field

events. Yale's trump cards will be played in the
middle distance events and in the high jump.
Penn State, as usual, is an unknown quantity.
Incredibly, it seems that the "depth" team this

year is Villanova, thanks to added strength in

the javelin, the shot put, and a possible nine
points in the 120 hurdles.

The song of the hour at Mory's on Saturday
night long about dusk (barring an apnearance
by John Woodruff) will not be Boola Boola but
rather the Whiffenpoof Song.
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Team batting and pitching star, Phil Fidalgo, holds up on a low, outside toss during the

West Chester game. The 'Cats rebounded from Navy to nip the Rams, 3-2, for their sixteenth vic-

tory.

Cats Big JFive Champs But
Crumble Under Navy Surge

. '
« » .

,

The chances of receiving a

berth in the regional NCAA
tournament for the Wildcat

baseball squad took a sudden

jolt last Thursday at Annopolis.

It still is possible, however, that

Villanova will be extended an

invitation.

Paced by its left-fielder of

some football distinction, Joe

Bellino, the midshipmen moved

to their twentieth triumph in

twenty-one games, 4-1, at the

expense of the Villanova nine.

Bellino was the major factor as

he doubled in what proved to be

the deciding tally.

,, .-Staff Ace
^

'r-- 'i

'.;'''

Saving his ace, Phil Fidalgo,

for the contest. Coach Art

Mahan went with his best, and

until the eighth, it seemed as if

Fidalgo would chalk up his

second shutout of the season.

Up to then, he had allowed a

mere two scattered singles to

the powerful Navy stickmen.

In the eighth behind 1-0, the

Navy contingent reached to

their bench for a pinch-hitter

for pitcher Paul Ettinger. Dem-
onstrating their bench strength.

Bob Campbell singled between
third-baseman Don Melega and
shortstop Jack Lynch into left.

The following batter sacrificed

him to second. Fidalgo then re-

tired Ed Foyle but surrendered
another safety to second-base-
man Ted Terwilliger which
scored the tying run.

Bellino Doubles

Consecutive doubles to Bel-

lino, Cybul, and Galloway scored
the final three tallies of the day.

Fidalgo had a 0-2 count on Bel-

lino when he countered with a
"waste" pitch to bring the call

to 1-2. Falling away from the

next pitch,' Bellino accidentally

popped the ball down the third

base line over Don Melega's
leaping stretch. The ball,

bouncing off the tip of the glove

landed on the chalked foul line

by Joe McCarthy

for a fair ball. With two outs

and the baserunners moving

with the pitch, the lead runner

scored easily.

The combined efforts of Fi-

dalgo and Pete Connors, who
came in to retire the final batter

of the inning, only allowed the

midshipmen seven hits. The loss

was Fidalgo's second of the

campaign against six triumphs.

The Cats' only run crossed

the plate in the top of the fifth

as center-fielder Joe Cramer
walked and was moved to second

by Bill Platco's sacrifice . Fi-

dalgo, who led the team in the

batting department, then sin-

gled him home with a sharp

line-drive into right. The Cat

power missed their big oppor-

tunity in the sixth when they

failed to score with the bases

filled and no one out. The Navy
squad also was inept in the
fielding department as they
committed five miscues in the
field.

,,

; :::':-:

The eighth inning again, last

Saturday, proved to be the de-

ciding moment of the West
Chester contest. This time, the
events were reversed, as the
'Cats finally reached Ram hurler
Ron Simpson for three crucial
runs in the eighth.. Previously,
Simpson permitted only four
safeties while pitching shutout
baseball during the first seven
frames.

Baier Shines

Urged in a kidding conver-

sation to provide the clutch

hit. Sophonmore Dan Baier
obliged with a single that sent
home two runs to ice a 3-2

Cat victory. The encounter was
the sixteenth win for the Cats
in nineteen decisions. The late

rally sent West Chester to a
9-6 slate.

Don Melaga and Phil Fidalgo,
playing rightfield, each gar-
nered consecutive bases-on-balls
to commence the eighth frame.

Melega then advanced to third

on a wild pitch and, when relief-

pitcher Dale Waters fielded Al

Wiegand's grounder, he scored

the tyin;7 run on the wild throw.

With Fidalgo and Wiegand

moving up to second and third,

both tallied on Baler's single.

In an impressive performance,

righty Wayne Walz picked up

his fourth triumph of the cam-

paign, going eight full innings

and allowing two runs on seven

hits, Fidalgo finished up for him

in the bottom of the ninth.

West Chester scored a run in

the first when a pair of walks and

an infield single filled the sacks.

The next batter, second-base-

man Bill Hagen, grounded out

as the lead runner scored. The
Rams picked up their other run

in the eighth, on a bunt, double

and sacrifice fly. Neither West
Chester nor Villanova were at-

tributed any errors. It was the

fifth errorless game for the 'Cat

fielding perfectionists.

: Double-Play Duo At Bat

Shortstop Jack Lynch guided
the Wildcat efforts in the bat-

ter's box with three hits in four
trips while Dan Baier went two
for four with two rbi's. Pinch-
hitter John Skronek, who batted
for Walz in the ninth, proved
reliable as he singled in his

pinch-hitter role for the second
game in succession.

The only remaining game for
the Mainliners is an away game
at Delaware, who have re-

portedly received an NCAA bid
at this writing. The winner of

the Eastern Regional Champion-
ships will travel to Omaha, Ne-
braska for the NCAA World
Series.

Whether or not the 'Cats make
the tournament, their present
16-3 record is still fairly repre-

sentative of a winning team. In

addition the 'Cats have already
copped the City Series Cham-
pionship with their undefeated
5-0 slate.

Thinclads Gear to Defend
ICAAAA Laurel Saturday

by Bob Larkin

Coach Jim Elliott's thinclads will aim for their fifth title

in six years at the 85th annual Intercollegiate Association of
Amateur Athletes track meet to be held Friday and Saturday
at Randall's Island, New York.

More than 40 colleges, including Navy, Maryland, Man-
hattan, and Heptagonal Champion Yale, will be on hand try-

ing to dethrone the defending Mainliners. The Elis, off

their disqualification win over Villanova, are tabbed as the
chief threat.

The Wildcats' 28 man team includes ten returning letter-

men who copped 34 of the 38 points needed last June to top
Penn State by one half point.

The Cats showed great team strength by winning the
IC4A title after a year's absence with only one first place
win. Frank Budd finished third in the 220 and was nipped at
the tape in the 100 by Bob Brown of Penn State. Otie Dray-
ton, mile relay anchor man, took third in the century but
pulled in his specialty, the 220 yard dash. Bob Raemore
placed fourth in the 440.

Taking an early lead in the 880, Jon Dante took second
losing out in the last 50 yards to Carroll of Yale. Leon Pras
repeated his indoor win taking the 120 high hurdles in 14.1.

Taking third in the hop, step, and jump, Hubie White also

tied for fourth in the high jump, adding a total of 5 points.

Jerry Donini placed third in the shotput while the mile relay
unit set an IC4A record of 3:12. John Buckley, who placed
second in the broad jump last year, will be the only loss this

year.

Coach Elliott will return to New York this weekend with
all but one of last year's championship team. Not to be caught
short he has added several strong possibilities to his already
solid nucleus. Sophomore Billy Joe clinched the indoor IC4A
shotput title this winter with a toss of 54' 614". Steadily im-
proving, Joe will be hard to dethrone after setting the Uni-
versity shortstop record in the Quantico meet at 57'5%". Doug
Kerr, leadoff man in the shuttle hurdles team, set another
school record at the same meet tossing the javelin 209' 101 1/^"

Kerr, under 15 seconds, after resuming the 120 high hurdles,
will be the fourth Wildcat entry in that event.

Junior Bob Cofiill, troubled with an injury last year, will

enter the 120 and 440 yard hurdles. Back in form this season
Coffin holds three school hurdles records topped by a 14 sec-

ond flat effort in the 120 highs at the St. Joseph-Georgetown
meet. Villanova's hope at the distance, Pat Traynor, who
finished fourth in the indoor IC4A two-mile run, may go in

either the mile, three mile or 3000 meter steeplechase.

Finishing third in the Steeplechase at the Penn Relays be-
hind Lowe of Brown, Traynor has also turned in a 4:14.1
mile this spring. Charlie Hammock, a fifth place finisher

indoors and running strong all spring, will prove a strong
threat in the high hurdles. With McGrath in the high jump
and Dante who was clocked in 4:13.1 in the mile, the Wild-
cats show greater all around strength this year from their

newcomers.

The man to watch this year, Frank Budd has improved in

both the 100 and 220 yard dashes. Stronger and more confi-

dent since his Olympic showing, Budd has run the fastest 220
in the country (20.2) and equalled the world record mark in

(Photo by Alan Williams)

Jon Dante wins half mile fii Quantico meet.

the hundred, 9.3, setting both school marks in the St. Joe's

meet. He remained strong against Quantico and figures to be
the man to watch for a double win this weekend.

Teammate Otie Drayton who had held the school record in

the 100 at 9.4, has resumed his sprint activities after anchor-
ing the Wildcats' winning mile relay unit at the Penn Relays.
Otie, finishing behind Budd and Brown last year in the 100,
has topped the Penn State ace this year and might make it a
1-2 race. Having done 20.7 in the Quantico 220, Drayton will

be the man to push Budd.

Navy will clash with the Wildcats again this weekend along
with longtime rival Manhattan. Heptagonal winner Yale will

be out to improve their last year's showing. The Mainliners
need two more wins to retire the outdoor IC4A trophy and
need the win to send them into the NCAA Championships on
June 16 and 17 at Franklin Field.
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Archbishop Krol To Speak
At Summer Commencement
Most Rev. John J. Krol, Arch-

bishop of Philadelphia, win re-
ceive an Honorary Degree and
be the principal speaker for Vil-
lanova's Summer Graduation ex-
ezxsises on Saturday morning,
August 5.

Three other Honorary Doctor-
ates will be conferred during the
10 :00 a.m. exercises in the cam-
pus field house. They will go
to Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh,
SJ, President of Boston College,
Mother Mary Bernard, CRSM,
Superior General of the Sisters
of Mercy; and Dr. Roy DeFer-
rari, prominent educator from
the Catholic University of
America.

The Degree of Doctor of Sac-
red Theology will be awarded to

I

Archbishop Krol and Father
'Walsh will receive a Doctor of
Science Degree. A Doctorate in
Religious Education will be con-
ferred upon Mother Bernard and
the Degree of Doctor of Educa-
tion will go to Mr. DeFerrarL
More than 230. graduates will

receive degrees diuing the exer-
cises. Diplomas will go to about
120 undergraduate students and
to 119 graduate students. Very
Rev. John A. Klekotka, OSA,
University President, will con-
fer the degrees.
Very Rev. James A. Donnel-

lon, OSA, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, will preside. An
academic procession will precede
the exercises which mark the
closing of Villanova's 44th Sum-
mer Session.

Professor John J. Gallen
Replaces Dean Morehouse
Professor John J. Gallen,

Head of the Department of Civil
Engineering, has been appointed
Acting Dean of Villanova's
Division of Enghieering. The
announcement was made yester-
day by Very Rev. John A. Kle-
kotka, OSA, University Presi-
dent

I

Mr. Gallen succeeds the late
Dr. J. Stanley Morehouse who
served as Head of Engineering
at Villanova for 23 years. Dr.
Morehouse's sudden death on
July 12 saddened the entire
campus.
Mr. Gallen is a 1927 graduate

of Villanova. He was awarded
the Bachelor of Science Degree
in CivU Enghieering and in 1934

students alike. Professor Gallen
was a recipient of the "Christian
R. and Mary F. Lindback Foun-
dation Award" presented for
the first time at the 1961 gradu-
ation exercises.

The $500.00 award is pre-
sented for "Disthiguished Teach-
ing" and winners are selected
primarily by faculty members
and student leaders. Professor
Patrick Dougherty of the Com-
merce and Finance Division was
the other winner.
Dean Gallen is a former Presi-

dent of the Philadelphia Section
of American Society of CTivil En-
gineers and is presently a Fellow
of the Society. He is a member
of the Engineers Club of Phila-
delphia, the American Society
for Engineering Education, and
the American Association of
University Professors.

He and his wife Frances are

!««. ^J\
^'^^ A. Ronglone, OSA. Dean of the Graduate Schooiropeiis the w«ek-lon« symiio».

£rcL^!r."fK
Mathematics with an addnMis of welcome. Seated are Dr. K^lHefrfekTSS^

£;„^^?TS "*' ^''^ »«Pjrtment of Physics, Catholic University, who was guest speaker, and Dr.

Science Lecture Series
Highlights Summer Sessic

The family resides at 643 Law
son Ave., Havertown, Pa.

Mendel Hall, Villanova's mag-
nificent new science building, was
the appropriate setting for the
second annual series of summer-
session lectures held at Villa-
nova under the title "The Uni-
versity Scholar and the Chris-
tian Tradition."

This year's lectures were de-
voted to science and mathema-
tics, while those of last year
dealt with Philosophy and liter-

ature. Sponsored by the Villa-

nova Library with the coopera-
tion of the Faculty Library
Committee, the lectures and con-

by

the parents of seven children, ferences are designed to explore

DIAII GALLIN
received his State Teachhig Cer-
tificate. Professor Gallen earned
his Master of Science Degree at
the University of Pennsylvania
in 1947.

Villanova's new Acting-Dean
Joined the University faculty in
September 1940. He had taught
previously at Roman Catholic
High School in PhUadelphia,
Malvern Preparatory School, and
Evening Sessions of the Phila-
delphia Public School System.

Mark •£ Beapeet
As a mark of the respect in

which he it held by faculty and

Father Klekotka

Named Governor Of

Industry Council
Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

OSA, University President, has
been appointed to the Board of
Governors of the Commerce and
Industry Council of the Chamber
of Commerce of Greater Phila-
delphia.

Notification of Father Klekot-
ka's appointment was made by
Mr. T. F. Bradshaw, President of
the Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Harold C. Wessel is Chairman of
the Industrial Council which is

attempting to increase Greater
Philadelphia's domestic and in-

ternational trade. The Council
also seeks to create a profitable
business climate which will hold
existing hidustry here and at
tract new industry.

the Christian implications of

scholarly research and writing.

They have been planned as a
continuing study in connection
with the Villanova Summer Ses-

sion.

Opening Lecture
The opening lecture of this

year's week-long series took
place Monday, July 10. Villa-

nova was honored by the pres-

ence of Dr. Karl Herzfeld, Chair-
man of the Department of
Physics at the Catholic Univer-
sity of America, who delivered
the first lecture.

The Very Rev. James A. Don-
nellon, OSA, head of the Univer-
sity's Board of Trustees, former
president of the University, and
a noted biologist, chaired the
opening session. Rev. Louis A.
Rongione, OSA, Dean of the
Graduate School, delivered the
welcoming address.

Faculty Experts
Taking part in the lectures

were many of the outstanding
professors of the University's

JOSEPH A. AfASSEY
science and mathematics de-
partments. One notable excep-
tion to the majority rule of the
scientists was Professor James
O'Brien, Ph.D. of the Philosophy
Department who also delivered
a lecture. Dr. O'Brien, who
holds degrees in engineering and
physics as well as the doctorate
in philosophy, is widelv known
for his insight into the philoso-
phy of science.

The method followed by the
symposium was to have an ex-
pert deliver a lecture on a
specific topic in a specific field
which has a bearing on the gen-
eral theme of the series. After
the lecture was completed there
would be a discussion of the
problems and principles set
forth.

In this 9tage there was a dis-

cussion leader, a professor in the
field, who led the group's manip-
ulation of the subject matter.
The entire individual daily pro--

gram was presided over by a
chairman, again a professor in

that field.

Monday's Lecture
The topic of Monday's lecture

was "Recent Scientific Advance-
ment and their Lnplications".

Dr. Herzfeld was the speaker.

Father Donnellon the Chairman,
and Professor Bernard Downey,
Chairman of the Physics Depart-
ment, was the discussion

On Tuesday the subject mat-
ter switched from science in
general to mathematics in par
Ucular. The topic of the lecture |duk led the diicuaaioii.

and discussion was "Is Modern
Mathematics Really Modem?"
Chairing the meeting was Pro-
fessor Thomas Linahan, Depart-
ment of Mathematics. Professor
Emil Amelotti, chairman of the
Department of Mathematics, de-
livered the lecture, and Profes-
sor Joan Montgomery led the
discussion.

(Editor's Note: Miss Montgom-
ery's article on the subject may
be found on page 3.)

Philosophy Lecture
Professor Kenneth O'Driscoll,

Department of Chemistry chair-
ed Wednesday's meeting. The
topic was "The Role of the Phil-
osophy of Science in the Ad-
vancement of Learning." Dr.
James O'Brien delivered the lec-
ture. Professor Domhiic Rolierti,
Department of Chemistry was
discussion leader.

Thursday's topic for consid-
eration was in the realm of Bi-
ology. Its title was "DNA-The
Mixmaster of Life." Professor
Marco F. Way chaired the meet-
ing, Professor Thomas Lowrey
delivered the lecture, and Pro-
fessor Joseph Previte led the dis-
cussion. All three gentlemen
are from the University's De-
partment of Biology.

Physics Lecture
The final meeting on Friday

dealt with physics. Professor
William Driscoll, Chairman of
the Physics Department, deliv-
ered the lecture whose topic was
"Wave Theory versus Photon
Theory of Light" Professor
William Sentner chaired the
meetfaig and Professor Felix Bei-

MSft BttM*«
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Team batting and pitching star. Phil Fidalgo. holds up on a low, outside toss during the

West Chester game. The 'Cats rebounded from Navy to nip the Rams, 3.2, for the.r sixteenth v.c

tory. -
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Cats Big Five

Crumble
But
Surge

The chances of receiving a

berth in the regional NCAA
tournament for the Wildcat

baseball squad took a sudden

jolt last Thursday at Annopolis.

It still is possible, however, that

Villanova will be extended an

invitation.

Paced by its left-fielder of

some football distinction, Joe

Bellino, the midshipmen moved

to their twentieth triumph in

twenty-one games, 4-1, at the

expense of the Villanova nine.

Bellino was the major factor as

he doubled in what proved to be

the deciding tally.

Staff Ace

Saving his ace, Phil Fidalgo,

for the contest. Coach Art

Mahan went with his best, and

until the eighth, it seemed as if

Fidalgo would chalk up his

second shutout of the season.

Up to then, he had allowed a

mere two scattered singles to

the powerful Navy stickmen.

In the eighth behind 1-0, the

Navy contingent reached to

their bench for a pinch-hitter

for pitcher Paul Ettinger. Dem-
onstrating their bench strength.

Bob Campbell singled between

third-baseman Don Melega and

shortstop Jack Lynch into left.

The following batter sacrificed

him to second. Fidalgo then re-

tired Ed Foyle but surrendered

another safety to second-base-

man Ted Terwilliger which

scored the tying run.

Bellino Doubles

Consecutive doubles to Bel-

lino, Cybul, and Galloway scored

the final three tallies of the day.

Fidalgo had a 0-2 count on Bel-

lino when he countered with a

"waste" pitch to bring the call

to 1-2. Falling away from the

next pitch," Bellino accidentally

popped the ball down the third

base line over Don Melega's

leaping stretch. The ball,

bouncing off the tip of the glove

landed on the chalked foul line

by Joe McCarthy

for a fair ball. With two outs

and the baserunners moving

with the pitch, the lead runner

scored easily.

The combined efforts of Fi-

dalgo and Pete Connors, who

came in to retire the final batter

of the inning, only allowed the

midshipmen seven hits. The loss

was Fidalgo's second of the

campaign against six triumphs.

The Cats' only run crossed

the plate in the top of the fifth

as center-fielder Joe Cramer

walked and was moved to second

by Bill Platco's sacrifice . Fi-

dalgo, who led the team in the

batting department, then sin-

gled him home with a sharp

line-drive into right. The Cat

power missed their big oppor-

tunity in the sixth when they

failed to score with the bases

filled and no one out. The Navy
squad also was inept in the

fielding department as they

committed five miscues in the

field.

The eighth inning again, last

Saturday, proved to be the de-

ciding moment of the West
Chester contest. This time, the

events were reversed, as the

'Cats finally reached Ram hurler

Ron Simpson for three crucial

runs in the eighth.. Previously,

Simpson permitted only four

safeties while pitching shutout

baseball during the first seven

frames. '.^.•.•...^,-, •••:. '' ;:^.•;^•;••;

Baier Shines ;: '

Urged in a kidding conver-

sation to provide the clutch

hit. Sophonmore Dan Baier

obliged with a single that sent

home two runs to ice a 3-2

Cat victory. The encounter was
the sixteenth win for the Cats

in nineteen decisions. The late

rally sent West Chester to a

9-6 slate.

Don Melaga and Phil Fidalgo,

playing rightfield, each gar-

nered consecutive bases-on-balls

to commence the eighth frame.

Melega then advanced to third

on a wild pitch and, when relief-

pitcher Dale Waters fielded Al

Wiegand's grounder, he scored

the tyin;? run on the wild throw.

With Fidalgo and Wiegand

moving up to second and third,

both tallied on Baier's single.

In an impressive performance,

righty Wayne Walz picked up

his fourth triumph of the cam-

paign, going eight full innings

and allowing two runs on seven

hits. Fidalgo finished up for him

in the bottom of the ninth.

West Chester scored a run in

the first when a pair of walks and

an infield single filled the sacks.

The next batter, second-base-

man Bill Hagen, grounded out

as the lead runner scored. The

Rams picked up their other run

in the eighth, on a bunt, double

and sacrifice fly. Neither West

Chester nor Villanova were at-

tributed any errors. It was the

fifth errorless game for the 'Cat

fielding perfectionists.

Double-Play Duo At Bat

Shortstop Jack Lynch guided

the Wildcat efforts in the bat-

ter's box with three hits in four

trips while Dan Baier went two

for four with two rbi's. Pinch-

hitter John Skronek, who batted

for Walz in the ninth, proved

reliable as he singled in his

pinch-hitter role for the second

game in succession.

The only remaining game for

the Mainliners is an away game
at Delaware, who have re-

portedly received an NCAA bid

at this writing. The winner of

the Eastern Regional Champion-
ships will travel to Omaha, Ne-

braska for the NCAA World

Series.

Whether or not the 'Cats make
the tournament, their present

16-3 record is still fairly repre-

sentative of a winning team. In

addition the 'Cats have already

copped the City Series Cham-
pionship with their undefeated

5-0 slate.

Thinclads Gear to Defend

ICAAAA Laurel Saturday
by Bob Larkin

Coach Jim Elliott's thinclads will aim for their fifth title

in six years at the 85th annual Intercollegiate Association of

Amateur Athletes track meet to be held Friday and Saturday

at Randall's Island, New York.

More than 40 colleges, including Navy, Maryland, Man-

hattan, and Heptagonal Champion Yale, will be on hand try-

ing to dethrone the defending Mainliners. The Elis, off

their disqualification win over Villanova, are tabbed as the

chief threat.

The Wildcats' 28 man team includes ten returning letter-

men who copped 34 of the 38 points needed last June to top

Penn State by one half point.

The Cats showed great team strength by winning the

IC4A title after a year's absence with only one first place

win. Frank Budd finished third in the 220 and was nipped at

the tape in the 100 by Bob Brown of Penn State. Otie Dray-

ton, mile relay anchor man, took third in the century but

pulled in his specialty, the 220 yard dash. Bob Raemore

placed fourth in the 440.

Taking an early lead in the 880, Jon Dante took second

losing out in the last 50 yards to Carroll of Yale. Leon Pras

repeated his indoor win taking the 120 high hurdles in 14.1.

Taking third in the hop, step, and jump, Hubie White also

tied for fourth in the high jump, adding a total of 5 points.

Jerry Donini placed third in the shotput while the mile relay

unit set an IC4A record of 3:12. John Buckley, who placed

second in the broad jump last year, will be the only loss this

year.

Coach Elliott will return to New York this weekend with

all but one of last year's championship team. Not to be caught

short he has added several strong possibilities to his already

solid nucleus. Sophomore Billy Joe clinched the indoor IC4A

shotput title this winter with a toss of 54' 6i/i". Steadily im-

proving, Joe will be hard to dethrone after setting the Uni-

versity shortstop record in the Quantico meet at 57'5%". Doug

Kerr, leadoff man in the shuttle hurdles team, set another

school record at the same meet tossing the javelin 209' IOII/2"

Kerr, under 15 seconds, after resuming the 120 high hurdles,

will be the fourth Wildcat entry in that event.

Junior Bob Coffill, troubled with an injury last year, will

enter the 120 and 440 yard hurdles. Back in form this season

Coflfill holds three school hurdles records topped by a 14 sec-

ond fiat eflfort in the 120 highs at the St. Joseph-Georgetown

meet. Villanova's hope at the distance, Pat Traynor, who

finished fourth in the indoor IC4A two-mile run, may go in

either the mile, three mile or 3000 meter steeplechase.

Finishing third in the Steeplechase at the Penn Relays be-

hind Lowe of Brown, Traynor has also turned in a 4:14.1

mile this spring. Charlie Hammock, a fifth place finisher

indoors and running strong all spring, will prove a strong

threat in the high hurdles. With McGrath in the high jump

and Dante who was clocked in 4:13.1 in the mile, the Wild-

cats show greater all around strength this year from their

newcomers.

The man to watch this year, Frank Budd has improved in

both the 100 and 220 yard dashes. Stronger and more confi-

dent since his Olympic showing, Budd has run the fastest 220

in the country (20.2) and equalled the world record mark in
----- -"'«. .»««^ ' -

SPECIAL SUMMER SCHOOL ISSUE

(Photo by Alan WilHams)

Jon Dante wins half mile in Quantico meet.

the hundred, 9.3, setting both school marks in the St. Joe's

meet. He remained strong against Quantico and figures to be

the man to watch for a double win this weekend.

Teammate Otie Drayton who had held the school record in

the 100 at 9.4, has resumed his sprint activities after anchor-

ing the Wildcats' winning mile relay unit at the Penn Relays.

Otie, finishing behind Budd and Brown last year in the 100,

has topped the Penn State ace this year and might make it a

1-2 race. Having done 20.7 in the Quantico 220, Drayton will

be the man to push Budd.

Navy will clash with the Wildcats again this weekend along

with longtime rival Manhattan. Heptagonal winner Yale will

be out to improve their last year's showing. The Mainliners

need two more wins to retire the outdoor IC4A trophy and

need the win to send them into the NCAA Championships on

June 16 and 17 at Franklin Field.
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Archbishop Krol To Speak
At Summer Commencement
Most Rev. John J. Krol, Arch-

bishop of Philadelphia, will re-

ceive an Honorary Degree and
be the principal speaker for Vil-

lanova's Summer Graduation ex-

ercises on Saturday morning,
August 5.

Three other Honorary Doctor-

ates will be conferred during the

10:00 a.m. exercises in the cam-
pus field house. They will go
to Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh,

SJ, President of Boston College,

Mother Mary Bernard, CRSM,
Superior General of the Sisters

of Mercy; and Dr. Roy DeFer-
rari, prominent educator from
the Catholic University of

America.

The Degree of Doctor of Sac-

red Theology will be awarded to

Archbishop Krol and Father
Walsh will receive a Doctor of

Science Degree. A Doctorate in

Religious Education will be con-

ferred upon Mother Bernard and
the Degree of Doctor of Educa-
tion will go to Mr. DeFerrari.

More than 230. graduates will

receive degrees during the exer-

cises. Diplomas will go to about

120 undergraduate students and
to 119 graduate students. Very
Rev. John A. Klekotka, OSA,
University President, will con-

fer the degrees.

Very Rev. James A. Donnel-

lon, OSA, Chairman of the Board
of Trustees, will preside. An
academic procession will precede

the exercises which mark the

closing of Villanova's 44th Sum-
mer Session.

Professor John J. Gallen
Replaces Dean Morehouse
Professor John J. Gallen,

Head of the Department of Civil

Engineering, has been appointed
Acting Dean of Villanova's
Division of Engineering. The
announcement was made yester-

day by Very Rev. John A. Kle-

kotka, OSA, University Presi-

dent I

Mr. Gallen succeeds the late

Dr. J. Stanley Morehouse who
served as Head of Engineering
at Villanova for 23 years. Dr.
Morehouse's sudden death on
July 12 saddened the entire

campus.
Mr. Gallen Is a 1927 graduate

of Villanova. He was awarded
the Bachelor of Science Degree
in Civil Engineering and in 1934

students alike, Professor Gallen

was a recipient of the "Christian

R. and Mary F. Lindback Foun-
dation Award" presented for

the first time at the 1961 gradu-

ation exercises.

The $500.00 award is pre-

sented for "Distinguished Teach-

ing" and winners are selected

primarily by faculty members
and student leaders. Professor

Patrick Dougherty of the Com-
merce and Finance Division was
the other winner.

Dean Gallen is a former Presi-

dent of the Philadelphia Section

of American Society of Civil En-
gineers and is presently a Fellow

of the Society. He is a member
of the Engineers Club of Phila-

delphia, the American Society

for Engineering Education, and

the American Association of

University Professors.

He and his wife Frances are

the parents of seven children.

The family resides at 643 Law-
son Ave., Havertown, Pa.

DEAN 6ALLEN
received his State Teaching Cer-
tificate. Professor Gallen earned

his Master of Science Degree at

the University of Pennsylvania
in 1947.

Villanova's new Acting-Dean
joined the University faculty in

September 1940. He had taught

previously at Roman Catholic

High School in Philadelphia,

Malvern Preparatory School, and
Evening Sessions of the Phila-

delphia Public School System.
Blark of Befl|>ect

As a mark of the respect in

which he is held by faculty and

Father Klekotka

Named Governor Of

Industry Council
Very Rev. John A. Klekotka,

OSA, University President, has
been appointed to the Board of
Governors of the Commerce and
Industry Council of the Chamber
of Commerce of Greater Phila-

delphia.

Notification of Father Klekot-
ka's appointment was made by
Mr. T. F. Bradshaw, President of

the Chamber of Commerce. Mr.
Harold C. Wessel is Chairman of

the Industrial Council which is

attempting to increase Greater
Philadelphia's domestic and in-

ternational trade. The Council

also seeks to create a profitable

business climate which will hold
existing industry here and at-

tract new industry.

Rev. Louis A. Ronglone, OSA, Dean of the Graduate School, opens the week-long sympos-
ium on Science and Mathematics with an address of welcome. Seated are Dr. Karl Herzfeld, cen-
ter. Chairman of the Department of Physics, Catholic University, who was guest speaker, and Dr.
Bernard J. Downey, Chairman of Villanova's Chemistry Department. The symposium ran from
July 10 to the 14 inclusive.

Science Lecture Series

Highlights Summer Session
Mendel Hall, Villanova's mag-

nificent new science building, was
the appropriate setting for the

second annual series of summer-
session lectures held at Villa-

nova under the title "The Uni-

versity Scholar and the Chris-

tian Tradition."

This year's lectures were de-

voted to science and mathema-
tics, while those of last year

dealt with Philosophy and liter-

ature. Sponsored by the Villa-

nova Library with the coopera-

tion of the Faculty Library
Committee, the lectures and con-

ferences are designed to explore

the Christian implications of

scholarly research and writing.

They have been planned as a

continuing study in connection

with the Villanova Summer Ses-

sion.

Opening Lecture

The opening lecture of this

year's week-long series took

place Monday, July 10. Villa-

nova was honored by the pres-

ence of Dr. Karl Herzfeld, Chair-

man of the Department of

Physics at the Catholic Univer-

sity of America, who delivered

the first lecture.

The Very Rev. Jamea A. Don-
nellon, OSA, head of the Univer-

sity's Board of Trustees, former

president of the University, and
a noted biologist, chaired the

opening session. Rev. Louis A.
Rongione, OSA, Dean of the

Graduate School, delivered the

welcoming address.

Fteulty Experts
Taking part in the lectures

were many of the outstanding

professors of the University's

by
JOSEPH A. MASSEY

science and mathematics de-

partments. One notable excep-
tion to the majority rule of the

scientists was Professor James
O'Brien, Ph.D. of the Philosophy
Department who also delivered

a lecture. Dr. O'Brien, who
holds degrees in engineering and
physics as well as the doctorate

in philosophy, is widelv known
for his insight into the philoso-

phy of science. ^:: ^ ;>.

The method followed by the

symposium was to have an ex-

pert deliver a lecture on a
specific topic in a specific field

which has a bearing on the gen-
eral theme of the series. After
the lecture was completed there

would be a discussion of the

problems and principles set

forth.

In this 9tage there was a dis-

cussion leader, a professor in the

field, who led the group's manip-
ulation of the subject matter.

The entire individual daily pro--

gram was presided over by a

chairman, again a professor in

that field.

Monday's Lecture

The topic of Monday's lecture

was "Recent Scientific Advance-

ment and their Implications".

Dr. Herzfeld was the speaker.

Father Donnellon the Chairman,

and Professor Bernard Downey,
Chairman of the Physics Depart-

ment, was the discussion

On Tuesday the subject mat-

ter switched from science in

general to mathematics in par-

ticular. The topic of the lecture

and discussion was "Is Modern
Mathematics Really Modem ?"

Chairing the meeting was Pro-

fessor Thomas Linahan, Depart-
ment of Mathematics. Professor
Emil Amelotti, chairman of the
Department of Mathematics, de-

livered the lecture, and Profes-

sor Joan Montgomery led the
discussion.

(Editor's Note: Miss Montgom-
ery's article on the subject may
be found on page 3.) ,; V

Philosophy Lecture
Professor Kenneth O'Driscoll,

Department of Chemistry chair-

ed Wednesday's meeting. The
topic was "The Role of the Phil-

osophy of Science in the Ad-
vancement of Learning." Dr.
James O'Brien delivered the lec-

ture. Professor Dominic Rolierti,

Department of Chemistry was
discussion leader.

Thursday's topic for consid-

eration was in the realm of Bi-

ology. Its title was "DNA-The
Mixmaster of Life." Professor
Marco F. Way chaired the meet-
ing, Professor Thomas Lowrey
delivered the lecture, and Pro-
fessor Joseph Previte led the dis-

cussion. All three gentlemen
are from the University's De-
partment of Biology.

Physics Lecture
The final meeting on Friday

dealt with physics. Professor
William Driscoll, Chairman of

the Physics Department, deliv-

ered the lecture whose topic was
"Wave Theory versus Photon
Theory of Light." Professor

William Sentner chaired the
meeting and Professor Felix Bei-
duk led the discus^on.
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A Study In Study

'He had given me the true knowledge of things tliat are, to

know the disposition of the whole world, and the virtues of the

elements!"—Wisdom 7:17. Sister Regina Michael* O.?., a teacher

at Aquinas High School, Bronx, N. Y. gives this verse meaning

in the Biology lab in Mendel Hall.

J. Stanley Morehouse Dies;

Dean of Engineering School
Dr. J. Stanley Morehouse,

Dean of the Division of Engine-

ering at Villanova for more than
23 years, died in Fitzgerald-

Mercy Hospital on July 12. Dean
Morehouse had suffered a heart

attack four days earlier.

He was 66 years old and lived

at 102 Llandaff Road, Llanerch.

"The Dean," as he was known
affectionately by everyone at

DEAN MOREHOUSE
Villanova, started teaching here

in 1921 after graduation from
Stevens Technical Institute. He
was named dean following the

death of Carl T. Hunifhrey in

1938.

Under his skillful <firection,

Villanova's school of Engineer-

ing moved to a position of promi-

nence in the field. Dean More-

house kept his curricula in line

with the latest engineering de-

velopments by introducing new
courses and texts. He earned a

reputaticm as an outstanding

educator.

As a mark of its respect for

his years of work, the University

bestowed the Honorary Degree
of Doctor of Science on Dean
Morehouse at the 1956 Com-
mencement exercises. His son,

J. Stanley, Jr., was a member
of the 1956 graduating class.

**Eiigineer of Year"

In 1957 the late dean was se-

lected as Delaware County's

"Engineer of the Year" by the

County Chapter of the Pennsyl-

vania Society of Professional

Engineers. He was the author
of many articles in professional

journals.

Dean Morehouse was a mem-
ber of St. George's Nevil Memor-
ial Episcopal Church, Ardmore.
He was a member of the Engine-

ers Club of Philadelphia, the

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, and many other pro-

fessional and civic organizations.

Despite his physical passing,

the fruits of Dean Morehouse's
labors will live on. The many
students who came under his

guidance in nearly a half-century

of teaching, and whose skill he
helped to create, will continue

to make their contribution to

society in the fields of engineer-

ing for years to come.

(Ed. Note: The members of

the staff of the VILLANOVAN
extend to Mrs. Morehouse their

deepest sympathy.)

Editor-lii-Clii«f Jotepli A. Mottey
Monasing
Atsociote Editor
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Jos*pbiii« MortUa

.Gus Susnjoro

.Sitter Inez, O.S.P.

Sister Morgaret Blonche, O.P.

Sitter Morie De Soles Lee, O.P.

Sitter Mary Colette, O.S.F.

Anthony Doleo, O.S.A.

A J. Ehrlich

E. J. Ruone
Moderofor Rev. Louit A. Rongione, O.S.A.
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Ctiba Is An "Armed Camp''
Says Augustinian Priest

"Havana is an armed camp,

but the greatest tragedy on the

island is the corruption of

youth." This statement was
made by the Rev. Norman W.
Galloway, OSA, who escaped

from Cuba only recently.

Father Galloway, who is a

graduate of Villanova Universi-

ty, was ordained in 1949. For
the past several years, until his

escape from Cuba, he was on
the faculty of St. Thomas of

Villanova University in the Mir-

amar section of Havana. Father

taught philosophy, theology, and
English while in Cuba; he also

acted as chaplain to the student

body.

"The corruption of youth is

apparent and the drive to insure

it is incessant," Father said.

"Boys and girls are taken from
their families and sent to other

parts of the island without the

parents knowing where they are.

They are thrown together for in-

doctrination and military train-

ing while in plastic the stage of

their lives."

Father added that many of the

homes which are seized by Cas-

tro's government are used to aid

the corruption of youth, for

many fine homes have become
pagan nests of uninhibited

youths and their cynical instruc-

tors.

VillanovA Seized

The loss of Villanova Univer-

sity in Havana was a vivid mem-
ory to Father Galloway. He
said that Castro's police visited

the Augustinian priests one
Sunday afternoon at 5:30. The
priests were told to evacuate the

$5,000,000 college and technical

school within thirty minutes.
They were permitted to carry
only a minimum of personal
things and were searched thor-

oughly upon their departure.
Father Galloway managed to

by Josephino Morello

get to the American embassy in

Havana, where he remained for

twelve days. He had only a

wooden bench to accommodate
him, «uid this was where he sat

or slept dtiring the time he was
there.

After the Augustinians were
ejected from their monastery
and the University, Fidel Castro

visited the premises. Two days
later all the crucifixes were re-

moved from the buildings.

Father said that when the

University was finally seized by
the Castro fore es, they
gingerly came upon it through
the hedges and bushes that sur-

rounded it on Fifth Avenue.

Unarmed Augustinians

He explained, "Apparently,

the one-time peasants, now Cit-

izens' Army Militia or 'milicia-

nos,' had been told we had all

sorts of guns, weapons, ammu-
nition, and war material in the

University. They almost seemed
disappointed when they found
only fourteen unarmed Augus-
tinians."

The University is now being

turned into a technical school.

Its facilities and buildings have
been taken without compensa-
tion. The statite of St. Thomas
of Villanova which is on the

grounds has been smeared sev-

eral times with red paint always
in the dark.

In 1959 Villanova's technical

school, which contains a com-
plete model sugar refinery, had
an enrollment of 1500. The stu-

dents numbered only 700 by Sep-

temfber of 1960, and recently

only 300 students were enrolled.

Father Galloway said that once,

after seventeen students had
been expelled for various rea-

sons, they stoned the modem

lobby and shattered glass doors
and panels.

American Blunders
"It was the blunders in Amer-

ica that crushed the under-
ground in Cuba," Father stated.

He added, however, that Cuba is

receiving much strategic mater-
ial from the United States.

"They have more helium gas
than they'll need in twenty
years," he said. (Helium is

scarce in the Soviet Union.)
"Radio, like TV. is complete-

ly under the 'grina' of the Cas-
tro regime," he M\id. "

. . .

propaganda is incessant. It in-

doctrinates militarily, exhausts
mentally, and continually
preaches hatred of the United
States."

Father added that although
few people realize it, in propor-
tion the Castro forces have the
largest civilian army in the
world.

Armed Camp
"Havana is an armed camp,"

said the priest. "Sandbags are
on the comers; militia are on
the flat rooftops ; Hotel Nacional
a fortress facing the sea. There
are few cars on the streets,

mostly military ones or rare
cabs.

"Where steeples will permit
it, there are armed guards—and
the roof-tops which will support
them have Czech anti-aircraft

guns."

Father said that he had not
directly seen any Chinese or
Russian activity. "... but there
are Russian technicians running
the Moa Bay operation, the half-

billion dollar expropriated Amer-
ican mining center."

Father. Galloway concluded
his interview by stating that

Cuba has become a religous can-
cer as well as a thorn in the

side of America, only ninety

miles from our shores.

Inservice Institute Set Up
For High-School Teachers

Villanova has received a grant

of $12,260 from the National

Science Foundation for the pur-

pose of conducting courses in

TV Appearance :

Climaxes Season

Of Choral Society
Villanova's Choral Society,

under the direction of Dr. Her-

bert Fiss, appeared last Satur-

day on the local television
program, "Portraits in Music."

The show, which is seen week-

ly over Channel 3 (WRCV-TV)
from 6 :00 to 6 :30 p.m., features

outstanding musicians and musi-

cal groups. Anschel Bruselow,

Concertmeister of the Philadel-

phia Orchestra, is the program's

producer.

Villanova's performance was
taped prior to June graduation

for showing at this time, with

only a selected group of singers

participating. The television ap-

pearance climaxed the Choral

Society's most active year. The
season was highlighted by the

group's Christmas production,

together with the Rosemont Col-

lege Glee Club, of Handel's Mes-

siah, and the Spring Choral
Festival, in which five other area

schools participated.

science for high school teachers

during the coming year.

The Inservice Program will in-

clude courses in biology, chem-
istry and geology. The curri-

culum will be under the direction

of the Rev. J. Bernard Hubbert,

OSA, of the University's Physics

Department
Participants must be high

school teachers (senior or junior

high school) who are engaged in

teaching high school mathema-
tics, with a minimum of three

years teaching experience. In

special cases the experience re-

quirement may be waived.

Villanova will not charge tui-

tion dr fees of participants. The
National Science Foundation will

pay travel expenses to and from
the University and also finance

the purchase of textbooks.

Courses will begin on Septem-
ber 23rd and be held on Satur-

days to avoid interference with
the teacher's regular duties. Ap-
plications for admission to the

Inservice Program at Villanova

should be made no later than
August 20.

Since the objective of the In-

service Institute is to improve
the teaching of science and
mathematics in high schools,

teachers who are Judged to be

the beat qualified for improve-

ment in science and/or mathe-
matics teaching and who are
judged to possibly benefit the
most by the Inservice Institute,

shall be preferred in the com-
mittee's selection of participants.

The program in biology will

cover biological literature; pro-
toplasm and the cell; genetic,

plant and animal development;
morphology and physiology ; dis-

ease and parasitism; and radio-

biology.

The program in chemistry is

divided into two sections. The
first course, designed for those
teachers who need further depth
at the first level, is called Mod-
em Basic Chemistry. The second
course, designed for those who
have already taken the basic

course or who are otherwise
sufiSciently grounded, is analytic-

al Chemistry.

Geology studies will include:

Rocks and Minerals—Structures,

composition and environment of
common rocks and minerals, and
methods of rock and mineral
identification, including methods
of making thin sections of rocks;

Historical Geology—History of

the physical features of the

Earth's crust and the organic

forms which are found in the

rocks of the crust of the Earth.

i

Summer

.

J

i

Thoughts

The New l^t. Mary's Hall

THE TRAGEDY
Why is the moon so pale,

dear love ?

Why is the moon so wan?
Is it the cold of the night,

my dove.
Or missed it a sight ol

sun?

Nay, not so, dear heart of my
heart

List! I will tell you the
tale

Of one who bore a cniiel part
That left the great moon

so pale.

Long, long ago, the Savior
lived

Down of this earth of ours
The golden fleece of clouds

wai^ rived
As the angels sang of His

powers.

He came to His Own but His
Own would not

They wanted the toys of
earth

:

Wealth, power, and pelf the
things that rot

They rejected the things
of worth.

* For the wealth He brought
was a wealth of love

And power within His
Breast

The toys of heaven were
stored above

For His Own who stood
through Lifers test.

Ah ! Men were wicked ; men
were cold!

Warm love was thrown
from the heart

A shout was raised ; a shout
full bold!

To the hills! Crucify Him,
they barked!

The moon saw the nails ; the
moon saw the spears

And the ruby-red flow of
His Blood!

She hid her face from evil

sneers
That mocked at the

Precious Flood
The moon saw the Maid with

the great large eyes
Standing beneath His

Cross

!

The moon saw her tears and
was petrified

At the pain of her great,
great Loss!

So the moon grew pale for
she understood

(And pale she remains to
this day) .- .

That our God was stretched
on the Holy Rod

To show us the Light and
the Way!

Sister Mary Colette, 0.8,F.

SPRING LOVE
My thoughts of you are

closely bound
With thoughts of Spring.
Spring, into whose wake
waking Nature sloughs

off

The last debris of winter,
Drinks deeply the soft,

warm air.

And joyously senses Hfe
rushing anew

Through her veins.
While Earth re-smiles

her pale pastels

My thoughts of you are
closely bound

With thoughts of Spring.
Spring, when Supemature

exults with Nature
As Eaith blinks over her

Savior in a flash of
light!

Grace abounds as the
Victor over Death

Radiates His warm, full,

smile of love.

My thoughts of you are
closely bound

With thoughts of Spring.
Spring, that happy epitome

of suffering and death
Overcome by triumphant

Jo^%
With 'iOse reflection your
graciousness and love

Are so happily combined.
Cannot waft itself to

mind
Without your image far

behind.
Anthony Daleo, O.8.A.

VARIETY
Dear Lady of the Campus
What are your thoughts each

day?
As you gaze on blues, grays,

blacks and whites
All hurrying on their way?

OCEAN DEVOTION
Fd like to own a shack along

a sandy, salty beach
And watch and listen to the

waves at play

This type of life which lies
Within imagination's

reach

Is clearly worth a thought
or two each day

I'd like to be there rising with
the sun from o'er the east

And tramping in the dunes
of powd'iy sand

Oh life would be so simple,
yet so wonderful a feast

While radiating Freedom's
righteous hand

I'd like to own a ship to sail
among the froth and

foam
And canvass sails to guide her

straight and true
With gusty winds and salty
spray the sea would be

my home
Way out adrift on swells

of white and blue
I'd like to stand upon the
shore snd listen to the

tale

The modern and the Gothic
The peasant style of old.
These are the spouses of

your Son
In labyrinthian fold.

It is each heart that interests
you

As in the dawning's light
A stream of morning love is

formed
Aft expectation's night.

Sr. Inez, O.8.F.

EAVESDROPPING
I thought the officer knew

all our numbers by now—Can
you translate the menu for
tonight?—You don't have to
starch anything?—Did you
learn those vitamins?—Two
hours in the library, no book

!

—Thank God I won't need a
reference list for retreat
TheB.CJ. Building? You
mean the C.J.B.—I think I
have a bad case of sleeping
sickness—You've never read
any Russian poetry?—It's not
easy to work on three term
papers at once!—I love music
for breakfast!—Is there a
shoe repair shop on the cam-
pus.—What happened to the
glass in the phone booths?

—

I love Villanova!
8r. Inez, O.8.F.

CHEERIO, VILLANOVA
How shall I say goodbye?

This lovely place
Has claimed my energy,
my time, my sleep.

My inmost thoughts.
Forever shall it keep

A portion of my being.
I can trace

With desiccated finger where
I stood

That day, light years ago,
when all was new.

This Universe first open
to my view,

Its hai-vest waiting, fruits
to give. I would

Not miss that moment, weary
though I am

I bless its harvest, and
now every year

These lovely hills will see
me trudging here

With bag and baggage,
vitamins. I can

Hear angels sinking in this
Promised Land:

The Lord of Truth here holds
us in His Hand.

8ister Marie de 8ales Lee, O.P.

Which pounding, thund'ring
waves would have to tell

Of secrets broujght from far
down in the deep ruled by

The whale
Booming out the message

loud and. well

I'd like to sit at night and
watch the moon and stars

so dear

Reflect upon the ocean's
glossy sheen

And tell eternal secrets to me,
cleansing me of fear

And fill my mind with
thoughts true fresh and

clean

I'd like to gaze and search and
peer out into endless

space
And gather thoughts so lofty,

light and pure
While thanking God for

placing me upon the earth's
sweet face

All free of evil's artifical
lure.

A. J, Ehrlich

IMPULSIVE PULSE
Willowy, whispery, whimsical

winds
Whistling and giggling gay
Briskly blowing, dancing

bestowing
Spice to enliven the day
Loftily, lightly, whirling

brightly
Prettily cute and fair

Flirting and skittering
sprightly swift

Composed of pure, thin,
simple air

Urging oji sky clouds, full
flowing forms

Soaring amid sweetness blue
Whisking and whooping up

endless leaves

Swift spinning, so vivid a
view

Spirals spectacular, scooping
small specks

Then tipping and skipping
them 'round

Pillowy, puffy, soft swishy
winds

Alive? Why you're good
Nature's soul

Her spirit, Her power. Her
vibrant voice

Splendidly, queenly crowned.

A. J, Ehrlich

"THIS IS OUR UFE"
This is our Life, as WE often

see it,

As we walk through the
lane that He knew.

All the heavens seem far in
the distance,

Not a sign of the sky
tuiTiing blue;

No star seems to twinkle
above us.

Nor a ray of the sun do
we see;

How soon we have come to
forget it,

Christ had walked up that
path just for me.

This is our life as HE always
sees it.

As we walk through the
lane that He knew,

All the heavens are not in
'':} the distance,
And the sky up above is

true blue;
There are stars twinkling

ever above us.
And the rays of the sun we

should see;
For it's through all the trials

He permits,
God becomes nearer to you—and me.
Sister Margaret Blanche, O.P.

Newbugh Dominiccm

"Modern Mathematics" Old;
Only Point of View is New

EUCHARISTIC
BETHLEHEM

What mystery
In unity

Of clay—with Thou,
Divinity!

And yet, each day
Thou comest to me
To dwell, in great
Docility I

This mortal frame
Becomes for Thee
A Bethlehem

—

All lovingly!

8r. Inez, 0.8.F,

The mathematics which is
being taught today is the same
mathematics that has been
known for centuries. The dif-
ference is simply in those who
know the work. Previously,
only those in higher mathemat-
ics in the graduate schools were
let in on the big secrets. Those
in elementary schools, high
schools, and colleges received a
highly polished finished product,
a set of rules and regulations
to be memorized and then ap-
plied. The "how" rather than
the "why" of mathematics was
stressed. Often the way could
not be stressed for teachers
themselves knew little or noth-
ing about the subject. The ori-
gin of mathematical truth had
long been buried in a sea of
hard steadfast principles.

New Point of View
Today educators realize that

mathematics can be enjoyed, can
prove more of a challenge, and
can be understood iby elementary
school children as well as the
graduate students. The "mod-
em" in today's mathematics is

simply the new point of view, a
new approach in which the child
can create and discover mathe-
matics for himself. He, himself,
with proper teacher guidance
can polish the definitions and
rules. Through the joy of dis-

by Miss Joan Montgomery
Mathematics Dept,

|covery, and the satisfaction of
knowing why a thing must be
true, children are not only learn-
ing mathematics, but they are
liking it too.

Actually teaching the new
mathematics as a creative disci-
pline works in the following way.
The teacher and students face a
problem and search for some
pattern. They attempt to illu-

strate their findings by making
use of some symbolism of their
choice. This symbolism is or-
ganized into a workable system-
atic language which is mathe-
matics.

Teacher Guides
Students do not have to start

from scratch. They are given
certain leads and foll<yw along
under careful guidance from
their teacher. After they have
recognized a necessary truth it
can then be formulated into the
symboliOTi and language of tra-
ditional mathematics. The dif-
ference is simply that under-
standing as well as manipulative
skill accompanies the learning
process.

A discussion of mathematics
in Pre-World War H, Wortd War
II, and Poet Worid War H days
wUl illustrate the way in which
the place of mathematics, rather
tihan the mathematics itself, has
changed.
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Prospective Graduate List

For Summer Session 1961
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mother Mary Raphael Arm-
strong, S.H.C.J.

Sister Ann Marian Brady,
C.RjSM. -r*

Sister Thoimiae Mary Cavanaugh,
O.R.S.M.

Nathan Dudley Coursey
Curtis Christopher Davis, Jr.

Joseph Edward DelGuercio
Sister Mary Jude DiSciascio,

C.R.S.M.

Sister Anne Dolores Dobovan,
S.U.S.C.

\. Sister Mary of Lourdes Donovan,
,., O.S.F. ..^.: V

David Porter Fitzgerald

. John F. Fowler

: Sister Gabriel Mary Hnatyszak,
C.R.S.M.

; Sister Agnes Marie Kelleiher,

;\;,v.:.„ ^;:, C.R.S.M.

Vincent Joseph Kuberski

Leon Henry Kwiatkowski
John Joseph McAteer, Jr.

Sister Mary Thomas McGrana-
han, C.R.S.M.

Sister Mary Judith Montone,
C.R.S.M.

Sister Arthur Mary Powell,

\,'---.-c.R.s.M. :.,-•.'

Donald Peter Reardon
Mother John Baptist Waugh,

S.n.CJ.

Sister Dolores Marie White,

C.R.S.M.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION

Sister M. John Catherine Arnold,

O.P.

: Mother Mary Samuel Bigelow,

S.H.C.J.

-Mother Gerard Majella Bracken,
•'

..-;'i-';' -S.H.C.J. ..

Sister Rita Marie Brenon, S.S.J.

Sister M. Eklward Elizabeth

Coverdale, O.S.F.

Sister M. Joseph Teresa Cun-
ningham, O.S.F.

Sister Grace Marita Dugan,
O.S.F.

Sister Mary Auxilia Fall, C.S.B.

Sister Mary Monica Flaherty,

SjS.J,

Michael J. Flaherty

Mother Mary Althasiasltis Galla-

gher, S.H.C.J.

Sister Mary Ann Dennis Healey
:; O.S.F/-:

Sister Michael Bernard Hennes-

sey, O.P.

Sister Laura Marie Jerolmack
O.S.F.

John Maron Joseph

Sistar Mary Virginitas Kierys

C.S.B.

Sister M. Anthony Margalski

C.S.B.

Mother Mary Camilla -McAllis-

ter, S.H.C.J.

Mother Mary Justin McGoldrick
S.H.C.J.

Mother Mary Janet Mclntyre
S.H.C.J.

Mother Mary Beata MoSorley
iS.H.C.J.

Sister Mary Judith Merrell, O.P

Sister Joachim Marie Moughan
O.S.F.

Mother Mary Evelyn Mullin
\>v S.H.C.J.

Mother Mary Alma O'Connell

S.H.C.J.

Sister Michael Marie Polti

O.S.F.

Sister . Ann Thaddeus Rooney
OP.

Jo Ann Veronica Smith
Sister M. Helen Joseph Subach

O.S.F.

Mother Bridget Mary Sweeney
6.H.C.J.

Sister Mary Christine Taylor
SJS.J.

Mother Mary Juanita Unterkof-

ler, S.H.C.J.

Sister Marv Margaret Angela
Wilson. O.S.F.

Sister M. Maura Wytrwal, C.S.B.

I

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

I

IN ECONOmCS
I vid Dooner Doyle
'% ilism Joseph Flynn
Wg^cki X. Kelly, Jr.

.iies Aloysius Lynch, Jr.

Vi&cent Carmen MEUchesani
Lawrence James Marlin

John Eidward McCarthy
Robert Bland McCue
John Christopher Mellon, III

Eugene J. O'Brien

Sister M. Regina Immaculata
Rogosky, C.R.S.M.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHYSICS

Peter David Argentiero

James Peter Bix)wn, Jr.

Norman Edward Burkhardt
George Henry McNeil
Joseph Michael Strano

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
William Joseph Craig

Wallace Gleen Kaler

BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

John Joseph DeLuca

BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

John Jacob Ayoub, Jr.

Thomas William Busriry

Roibert George EInglebach

Ferdinand Joseph Mazur
James Patrick McElwaine
Wiilliam Harry Pappano
Michael Joseph Saitta, Jr.

Brian John Scully

Winfried Emil Wesel

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN NURSING

Sister Mary Bonaventure Gowan,
C.R.S.M.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN SOCIAL STUDIES

Kevin Don Flynn
Patrick Joseph Foley
William OaroJan Sandifer

David Eteu*l Severance

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ACCOUNTING

David Andrew Cooper, ni
William P. Van Airsdale

MASTER OF ARTS
Sister Jeanne Helene Aheme,

S.S.J.

Donald Richard Bagin
Marshall William Baker
Joseph William Baldaseano

Sister Mary Rosalima Balutaw-

ska, C.S.F.N.

Reverend Bernard James Beni-

scheck
Reverend Joseph Aloysius Berry,

O.S.A.

Reverend John Francis Bresna-

han, O.S.A.

Reverend John Maurice Buckley,

O.S.A.

Sister Mary Elaine Buckley,

C.R.S.M.

Reverend Justus M. Bush. O.F.M.
Conv.
Mother Dolores Mary Callanan,

S.H.C.J.

Reverend Angus Nicholas Car-

ney, O.S.A.

Sister M. Carletta Oasazza,

Sister M. Demetria Cleary, S.S.J.

Sister Helen Mary Collins, I.H.M.

Brother Daniel Coknan Coogan,
F.S.C.

Grertrude Evelyn Corrigan

Sister M. iSt. Irminus Cronin,

LH.M.
Sister Mary Mercedes Crowley,

O.S.F.

Daniel P. DeStefano
Sister Mary Natalene Devine,

I.H.M.

Sister Mary Reparata Etonlin,

R.S.M.

Reverend Kevin F. Dwyer, O.S.A.

Sister Mary Rosaleen Fitzgerald,

LH.M.
John H. Fixl

Reverend John Patrick Galla-

gher

Portrait Of Fr. Dougherty

Very Rev. James A. Donnellon, OSA, Chairman of Villanova University's Board of Tnistees

and Dr. Harold G Reuschlein, Dean of the University's School of Law, admire portrait of tb» late

Rev. Joseph M. Dougherty, OSA, former Augnisdnian Provincial under whose administration the
Villanova Law School was inaugurated. The portrait, presented recently by Father Donnellon, will

hang in Garey Hall, the campus law building. The set of National, State and University oolors

presented by the Law Class: of 1961 stands behind portrait

Reverend Michael Josepih Galla-

gher, O.S.A.

Sister M. Rosella Giarletto, D.M.
Martin Joseph Gillian, HI
Mother Ann Jeanette Gregg,

O.O.J.

Sister Saint Lucille of Jesus

Guilbault, C.N.D.
Jane Muckian Harrington
Sister Majy Stephen Healey,

R.D.C.

Richard Peter Herman
Sister Gerald Anne Higgins,

G.N.S.H.

Sister Marian William Hoben,
I.H.M.

Sister M. Gertrude Hopkins,

I.H.M.

Sister Mary Inez Jankowska,
C.S.F.N.

Sister Mary Tarcilia Juchnie-

wicz, C.S.S.F.

E>onald C. Jenkins

Reverend Charles J. Kelley

Sister Mary Valerian Kelty,

rjs.m. :::?'

Alfred T. Kent. Jr.

Sister Mechtilda Kimple, S.S.J.

Sister M. Inez Cecilia Kockler,

O.S.F.

Reverend Thomas John*Leonard

Sister Mary Chrysta Lerhinan,

I.H.M.

Stanley Arnold Lewis

Frederick A. Lochetto
O.S.F.

Sister Mary Colette Logue,

Reverend John Francis Lunny

Sister Maria Jane McCarthy,

LH.M. ,

George P. McCook
Sister M. Hildegarde McGrath,

o.i5.J.

Sister M. Elizabeth Ann Mc-

Guire, C.R.S.M.

June Audrey McKenney
Sister M. Alphonsine Mihal,

S.S.C.M.

Michael Franfcis Moore
Joseph Moran, Jr.

Georgia R. Morgan
Richard Lewis Mull

Mary Harlan Murphy
Mother St. Joseph Murray,

S.H.C.J.

Sister M. Jean Baptiste Nigro,

Sister M. Cecile Therese O'Con-

nor, O.S.F.

Philomena G. O'Hanlon
Sister Agnes Angela O'Neill,

S.S.J.

Reverend John Francis

O'Rourke, O.S.A.

Reverend Father Policarpo Oroz,

O.R.S.A.

Robert A. Palumbo
Reverend John J. Peck, O.S.A.

Reverend John Philip Pejza,

O.S.A.

Reverend Thomas Joseph Peter-

man
Reverend Francis Riley, O.S.A.

Francisco Javier Rodriguez,

O.S.A.
Christine Rogala
Brother Gordian of Jesus Rog-
ers, F.'S.C'

Sister Marie Christine Ron-
gione, O.S.F.

Sister Mary Louis Rongione,

O.S.F.

Reverend Jose^kh C. Sabater, S.P.

Claire H. Schiultz

Ralph C. Sgambati
Sister M. Rita Patricia Shan-

ley, S.S.J.

Sister Mary Patience Sojka,

C.S.S.F.

Reverend Wdlliam John Stanton

Sister Gemma Streit, S.C.C.

Sister Mary Laura Sulkowska,

CAS.F.
Brother Benedict Torres

Reverend Bxtoert Michad Wes-
son, OjS.A.

Sister M. Cecilian White, I.H.M.

John Woyurka
Robert John Zemaitis

Master of Secondary School

Sister St. Henrietta Brophy,

C.N.D.

Sister M. Esther CahUl, S.S.J.

Sister Mary Marietta Urban,

CjS.S.F.

Reverend Thaddeus Arthur

Wasas

Master of Science in Chemistry

Ronald H. Denk
Marshall L. Fishmali

John Franklin Momingstar, Jr.

Master of Science in Biology

Reverend John Patrick Flsiherty,

O.S.A.

Master of Chemical Engineering

William Earl Marceau

Master of Science In

Library Science

Sister Stella Miriam Bengle,

IS.N.J.M.

Elstelle S. Caonpanelle

Suzanne E.' Enoe
Sister Mary Cornelius Faulkner,

6.S.J.

Sister M. Joanne Fawte, O.S.F.

Sister Mary Oarmela Qilroy,

S.C.

Jane Anne Therease HannigaA
Sister Virginia Langan, &2^J>.

Sister Mary Elena Mahoney,
iS.S.J.

Sister Mary Peter Martin,

P.B.V.M.

Elizabeth Dolores McGarrlty

Sister Rita Catharine McManus,
S.i5.J.

M. Margaret O'Flaherty

Florence Alice Ore

Sister M. ESmestine Ormsby,

Reverend Zachary M. Pohl,

T.O.R.

Sister Marj' Sylvia Rauch, O.S.F.

Reverend Joseph George Stobba,

O.S.A.

Dr. Gallagher Edits

Christian Culture Series

The Bruce Publishing Co. of

Milwaukee this week launched a

new Christian Culture and Phil-

osophy Series under the general

editorship of Dr. Donald A. Gal-

lagher, Vice Chairman of Villa-

nova's Department of Philoso-

phy.
The ambitious new series will

provide undergraduate students

and their teachers with texts

that accurately present the ba-

sic themes of Western Philos-

ophy and which lead the student

to a personal involvement in the

philosophic quest for the truth.

According to Dr. Gallagher

"since no mere cataloging of

principles is sufficient for this

response, each of these texts is

more than an encyclopedic man-
ual for a particular philosophic

discipline".

"Written by competent schol-

ars, these texts elicit from stu-

dents that serious personal ef-

fort which will arouse philoso-

phic wonder and provide entre'

to the works of such men as

Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Aq-
uinas, Kant, Bergson, Maritain

—-whose writings are, after all,

more fecund than any text can

hope to be".

The Scientific Art of Logic by
Dr. Edward Sinunons, Associate

Professor of philosophy at Mar-
quette University is the first of

publication of the series. Other
volumes on natural theology,

cosmology, ethics, metaphysics,

philosophical history and phil-

osophical phsychology authored

by competent, experienced schol-

ars are projected.
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